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in the
nds
Master Bui.lder,<a1ldif.carept:ayerlut .and studiou!ll;le will, by'
Spirit, be their. wisdom-the wisdO!l1

t.he Lqrd.

':;~,f~~:
'\/'\

Such p;l~n do not labor for nor court the
applause 11nd Hattery .of men. Tl~ey love
<}:odand ·His work too truly and too sin~
cerely t~,'in any degree, tak·e the glory to
~th£lmsel ves for or permit others to credit
;the:n 'Nitb, what God's wondrous andsur•
passing Vyisdo~ and power accomplishes
. }!?rough ~heir agency. Such men are not
· zHke the aspiring Diotrephes, h.ence do
tnBt want nor strive for "the preeminence"
'.among tqe brethren.
·
\ Another feature which appears promi~
n{lntly in [every man who is imbued with
th.e Spirit of the Master's work is sim~
plicity. "All ye are brethren" .was the
.irl'lpressive reply as He gravely 9utlov•
.il)gly rebuked improper motive$ and tendencies which existed and troubled his
·disciples, . His· simplicity of lif(l dignified
.. his wonderful character. The grandeur'
.of his humility and meekness were worthy
7
;t~e Son of God who "humbled .himself''
·.and condescended to man's estate that he:
: ~ight be the illustration and exponent of
;his Father's love to mankind; and men's 1•
7 God's ~ninisters',--'-characters. will then
he~wost(like God's when. simplicity ~easohs aU:Zfhe current of their lives.
·
,·.... We repeat it that solid, substan.tial and;
,I well balanced men. answer the work's de·
~lr)ands ~nd supply them. Such under
tl}e bless~ng of God become instrnments ·
·of and pqwer for good .from the fact that
their Jif¢ and profession are almost .it not
, a~t~gethet co-equal. Becoming ai:Jl¢ in the
d!r~ction of preaching, their temper and
'c<;mduct also blend consistently and .har'moniously therewith. Their ways, under
1tl}e blessing of Him whom they repre,s~nt, become like His-that is, equal.t,
.'They overcome "onesidedness" of charac· ·
ter and attain and maintain a living, spiritual equilibrium-in other words-are not
' o~t of balance in any direction. Their
'~ork is well done and ;equires. no patch;:mg up process to make It endunng, hence
•they car: be trusted. to always perfo1 m
:s!Jbstantla'l and effecttve labor.
i :W edo not underestimate the value of gifts
:of brilliant intellectuality, but we do know
. that the inspiration and development' pos':siple to the individual inspired by the Holy Gbost~the &ource O>f all light, life and
P?wer fo; good,-is adequate to c;ualify
''even as many as the Lord our God shall
calL" When the iQdividuals thus called
shall apply themselves in life and in conduct to the careful observance of all
phases of what God's word commands
God will qualify them. Drinking in of
:the Spirit of light and truth they are assi(nil~Ited into the image of him who 1 as an
example of poss!biJiti~f'· W~S made p erfect
through the lovmg d!sc1plme designed by
the perfect One, who has hidden in him
(] esus Christ) all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge; who having freely
received freely gives, if by wisdom and
hqliness of life we ask aright.
·
Let us be like him! "Whoso hath this
hope purifieth himself" from sin from
blindness ~nd .from imperfection, '

No
by the Spirito£ God is
without
will not .return unto
Him. vdid, but will •· as~omplish that' for
which itil) s('mt. It should,beremembered, however, that God's Spit1\: manifests
light arid truth and is not coupled. with
harshness and railing .a;ccusation: "The
ser.vant of (he r,.ord r:qt1st not strive; but
be gentle. unto all men, apt to teach; patient, in meekness instructing t~ose that
oppose .themselves; if G:od pen:~dventure
will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth." "Study to show
thyself approved unto God, a workman
that ne~deth not to be .ashamed, rightly
dividing the wqrd of truth."
·

.

A BROTHER asks if it is .right for a
Bishop's Agent, when appealed to for aid
for those in W!lnt, to with old such aid. To
this we. reply that the agent acts under instructions from the Bishop, aod• has no
discretion as to the use of church funds
only so far as it is delegated to him by the
Bishopric, he bei·ng, in fact and in law, the
Bishop's agent. Butthe Saints should be
ev:er ready to aid the poor and needy, and
it should be done prornptl)' and cheedully,
And in case the Bishop's Agent near at
hand, if. there be one, has no discretion to
use funds which may be in his hands, the
Saints and friends, and competent town
and county officials should speedily look
after the needy.
The laws of our country provide for aiding the poor; the S~ints pay taxes towards
furnishing means tl!ius provided for, and
hence they may call, when it is needful,
for aid from such public provision, and
this should be done where occasion re.
quires.

west p£ Gr.~nd .River.. There is gfeat ~xCite
m.ent. . Some are for and sorne against his
preaching.n
· · ··

Bro. W. E. Peak wrote the .x6th ult.
from West .Concord, .Minnesota:
.
".All goes well. I am •having better ·liberty in
preaching ,than ever in my life....
·

..

Brb . .E. N; Webster hrtely wrote from
Boston, Ma:ssachu~etts, as. follows:

''T?ere was. much solemnity .in our prayer
!rleetmg yesterday. yet a calm. and holy delight
because of the Holy .Spirit to con:ifort and bless."
~E.LIGION

IN 'I;HE FUTURE STATE OF
MONTANA.

THE. p~oposed ,Constitution .of Montana,
and .l11?on. which that T~nitory is. asking
admtsswn mto the ·federation of States con··
tains in its thir;d article the fo.llowing;
~e?:4'--"The f~ee exer.::ise and enjoyment of

rei.Ig~ou~. profession and worship, without dis-

cnmmatwn, shall forever hereafter be guaranteed, snd no person shall be denied any civil or
·political right or pdviiege on atcpun t of his opinio~s concerning religion, .but the liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not be construed to
dispense with .oaths or affirmations excuse acts
of licentiousness,. by bigamous pr 'polv.,.amous
n:;arriage,, or otherwise, or justify practite~ inconsistent with the good order, peace or safetv of
the State, or opposed to the civil authority thereof, or of the United States .... No person shall be
·required to ~tt;nd. any .r!ace of worship or support any mm1stry, .rel!gwus sect or denomination, agai?st his. consent; nor shall any preference be given bylaw to any religious dehomination or mode of worship."
·

This is a plain, clear cut decision .of the
people in favor of right rule and decent
conduc~ ~ith respect to religious thought
and action. The State does. not intend to
prohibit men the privilege of going ~ 0
heaven in their own way, nut does propose
to keep the State free from the burden and
disgrace of licentious practices under the
name of religion.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

The. following encouraging news is

frgm Bro; J. C. Foss, and is dated Machias, .Nfaine, December ·12th:

"Last spring~ after General Conference. I was
taken very sick, but God by his Holy' Spirit
raised me. up, and told me that I should go to
my field of labor and that I would do a good
work for him. I see his promise being fulfilled
for since I arriyed in the east I have preached
in ten different places and baptized twenty-seven,
and many more are near the kingdom. Of late
I have been preaching twenty-one sermons on
Head Harbor isle, and baptized six. I was there
seventeen years ago and preached about thirty
sermons and baptized four, and they have nioved
away. Two of those I lately baptized there belonged to the Adventists, and three belonged to
the Congregationalist Church. On Tuesday
last, at Jonesport, !baptized Capt. Caylor's wife.
She belonged to the Adventists. The saints are
rejoicing over those brought in of late and say
they are among the best of people. That's just
what we want. I'll fish for more like them. I
will be at. Holmes' Bay on Sunday next. I have
more calls for preachinrr than I can respond to."

From Coalton, Ohio, Decemb~r r4th
Bro. T. W. Williams writes:

"I came here last night; held forth in the Baptist church of this city, and will probably speak
again to-night. If the outlook !s favorable I
may rent a hall and hold a protracted effort, yet
Satan is on the alert already.''

Sr. J. M. Fletcher wrote the 18th ult.
from Grand River, Iowa:
"Bro. 0. B. Thomas, accompanied by Bro.
Anderson has been preaching three miles south-

EARLY HOURS.

Brtz. :Joseph and William:-I want· to ask a
question which needs explanation through the
li'erald. Since the church was organized in r83o
two revelations have been given upon the. duty of
going to bed early and rising early, for the health
of the body and for the invigorating of the mind.
In . the last revelation some, "even among the
elders" were reproved for disregarding the advice
of .the. Spirit in reference to this matter. The
question is this: Which are "the hours set apart
by God for the rebuilding and strengthening of
the body and mind"? Or, what hours of evening
and morning .s an early hour, and what a late
hour? If God has not set apart the hours; which
of the twenty-four are they? The number of
hours "set apart" are not mentioned, only "early,"
"retire early," "rise early;" now, then, who shall
decide; for some need more hours than other·s, at
different periods of life from infancy to old age.
If it were left for me to answer this question, 'I
should say; divide the hours equally each way
from midnight; say, from three to four hours be ..
fore midnight in .summer; in winter more sleep
may be required than In summer. My genereal
practice has been to get up as soon as it is light
enough to see without a lamp or candle.. I think
the "hours set apart by God" are the daytime
forlabor and the night for sleep and repose. And
to retire early is just as needful as to rise early·
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To sit up l~te by lamp light and then lle in bed
by sun light the next morning is not frugal, nor
by any means proper or right. For eldero to set
such an example is, or should be next to shameful; unless for good reason,
T, S. CoMSTOCE:.
SPRINGPORT, MiCh., Dec. 17th, 1889.

into the wickedness of t]1e city. The'unsophisticated youth is thus led by this false friend to tobacco, liquor, vulgarity, obscenity and depravity.
A man who would thus rob a youth of all the
good things taught him by his mother, was indeed, a false friend. He is worse than a man
who would commit murder, place his victim in
a trunk, afterward in a sewer, and then cover up
his crime with the cap of a catch· basin. It is
said of. Gen. Grant that he never uttered an ,ab·
scene word, and that during the war one of 'his
officers when in his tent one day prorosed to tell
a story; as there were no ladies present.. Gen.
Grant immediately straightened up, and in an
·
earnest manner said:
"Well, there are gentlemen here."
The doctor saicj that he had not by any meahs
lost faith in the goodness of man, He regarded
lt as the saddest day of any. man's life .when he
lost faith in man's honesty or in vyoman's purity.
He believed sucha theory to be as false as hell.
The last sort of false friend to which attention
was called was the minister w])o assures persons
of their eternal peace when they are not prepared
to die. , This kind of false friend the preacher regarded as the most infamous of all.

The hours of the day and the night are
sufficiently marked to be easll y understood;
the hours of the night and darkness, the
evening of time, are the recuperating
hours ordained of God for rest, sleep for
tbe calm testoring influences of nature to
re~ouch, rebuild and reinvigotate energies
wasted .in the labor and cares of day. The
hours of the day and light, the morning
of time, are the hours ordained of God for
man's labpr, toil, care, study and the war,fare of business. In them should man's
six days of labor be wrought out.
It ough't not to be nece~sary for God to
say at what hour man should go to his bed,
or what ho~1r he should ri<e. So various
are the eniployments, so differing the ne~ds
WORK.
of man ~hat the period covered by the To WORK is.the no.rmal condition of man.
. w:ords early and late are near enough to To "dress the garden and keep it," after
be a proper guide.
the divine planting, was the charge to man
Elders who write and study until t'nid- at his creatio.n. He who gave the charge
. ni;ght and after, night after night, disturbed
had fashioned man, a.nd the necessity for
by morning's light and the noise of the action was implanted in him. Action, the
work-a-da,y world, become irritable in
use of physical power, the exerdse of the
, terpper,feverish in body and unstrung in fleshly mechanism was made the principle
~nerve, rising from perturbed sleep, lanupon which the perpetuity and .usefulness
gpid and <;lull and unrefreshed in body for , of man's powers depended. Tbe pool un,lack. of suitable. time spent in bed during stirred by wind, orcurrent, becomes stag. n~ture's propel' hours. Nature's night a!ld . nant, lifeless. and pestilent. Tossed into
na,ture's day h~ve be.en ordained to answer waves by the breeze;lashed into foam by
'IT\an's need,and serve as do.nature's winter the fierce storm, or stirred into torrents and
and summer; they are for res.tand reinvig- whirling eddies by strong currents, the
oration :of man's mind and body, the other pool is given purity,sweetness and vitanty.
'for the. sleep lind renewal of-the earth's. So. with the man; . Idleness, without obseedtime and harvest.
ject or aim l'js ince~tiveto 1\lbt:>r, is productive oftorpidity ;. mental and moral miasma
ensues and the real ruan dies,· while the
REv. QR; P. S. HENSON of Chicago re- ugly and vidousin humanity thrive. Have
tcently delivet;~d ·a lecture. on ''False · something
to do; ..some object to serve;
I Friends,".that.iswell worth reading.
A some.aim atwhich todirect your ,efforts;
synopsis of it reads as follows:
and then do with aU your powers, and so
: ,He bt'l~a!!l by picttiri11g a young man with a
i fortune who wasconstantly surrounded by other
.•young menw4o :professed grel).t friendship and
· • admiratio!l for nitn ... Like. the leeches., syco- THE following S1lggestive extra,cts we
'• phants, and para~i.tes that they. were~ as soon as take from the qim Franci~GQ,, (Cal.), Ijx.
·his money wtts.gon:e they deserted him. Ttlen
aminer of I 7th 'lllt. . They indi,cate a
1 jtwas that he. fiirst realized that his supposed
. friends ~ere false.- . Jyrany people can eridur.e r:eachipg out!flafter Biblical met~ods in
.• anything b]lt firu~ncial bankruptcy; rnorlll. bank- prefe~:e.nce to oth~rs.in providing church
. ruptcy they. donlt mind m\lch, .The minister finance~
.. ..
.
.
· :o/auted ;,to Vllarn·'Yo..ung meri ,aga.jnst all suc}:l
But Mrs~.Merritt makesawidernistak~
:Mend
said that it. was thei~ dut.l': tolay by
when .she confines tithe paying to Hthe old
iiJ the.ir you.ng m11nhood fo~ a
IJicl,not wish to cQIHJSel any .one Jewi&h. law .of.the}ithes,"for it .was ad~
;JayGould,.~s one was enough,
mini~t.ered ~s .early !JS by :J\1elchisedek, a
not Kure •t])at he, was badly wan~ed. ''Priest of the ~os( Jiigh(7od" aqd type
~:o;.J.t;wl?'~'"he
.
lli.llt every man sh.ould
to' cover his h~ad, FO t41lt he of the then coming Cht:ist, and. this.wa~
somi\bo·dv... iq.. Jhe wprld. . Many men befor~ there W!.\S a Jew in existence.; . And
th.ev were Mtter .off,. a.nd most Chris~ when he earn~ honQre;d and. ;enjoin~
~A·,H11·k· 1-.QH"o~·ifthl"y would:.
There.isiii .eel the.payingof tit!Jes, as in Matthe;w 23:
.... I waste of mon:ey. I.t is not 23, 24; at:~d Paul, ~bout A,~ D. 64 ,in 1le1
:.fhat makes him robust, but it is
is not what . a m.an readS; that brew.s 7: 8,treats tithe; paying as ~·divine.
·
!earhed, •btit what sticks; it is )lot institution.
.s that makes him well off, bu~ it
Here are. the ex~facts:
he. saves for old
seeh rilen in
ahd

the tithes. "One-tenth of all ye have is the
Lord's.''
··"It was so in the old days." said Mrs. Merritt,
"and.ft should be so now. We need something
different than the prevailing system of collecting
contriblttions for the ,support of the church.
Gifts to the cause of Christianity are well, very
well, indeed, but they should he outsi.de of that
tenth which is of right the Lord's. God says in
Malachi; •Ye have robbed me of the tithes anc;l
the ofteringa'-a proof that under the law the
tithe was something recognized as the Lord'e o~
right, aryd therefore apart from the gift or offer,
ing, That was to be made from the 1'emaining
nine· tenths."
Rev. Mr. Cruzan was glad to think that the
Congregational Church. was already practically
a "pay" church, not depending upon· fairs, etc.,
forsupport, and being in this respect an "object
lesson" for some other denominations .
Chaplain Blake also< indorsed the. address'
"This way," he said 1 "of depending upon gifts
made according to the whim of the moment fol'
the suppprt of the church, or upon the result~
of concerts and raffles, is outrageously wrong.'' .
PRACTICaL BELIEF.

"I believe in. the law of the tithes,'' said Dr;
Owen. "I have always practiced it... When at
twenty-one years I became my own ·r:laster I'
made, among other rules, one that I would set
aside one-t.enth of everything I received, to be
used In benevolence. I have observed that ru.Je
eyer since and given what I could beside. But
the one-tenth I have always considered to be thq
IJord's."'
; .·
;
'Mr. Oakley did. not believe one shou;ld cop fin{;)
o11e's self to giving one-tenth. We im livin~

<

:~

~~i~~~~¥,~~:~I~~ti~~jj] :;~!
F

is always the theme. A Christian mu~t be a l<~W;"'
unto himself and give what he can." : .. ·· .; ,;•. ; . ;.::'ii;:}

~~~~r~~:~:r;";,;:,~~:.~::~~::~~"f~n~1 ·~ .~0i{f

is God's, and we give nothing.'.'
;:
. ·. ·•·• · >f
·"Our duty goes beyond the tith~,''; s.aid p~; .1• ~ 'G{,~
Brier. "It is man's. duty to give ac~,ordin~r tq t ., 1;.:c:
tl).e ability to do so which. he has rece.iv~d fron:) + · •::••·
God. I, through my long life, have given all];
y~s, and upon the top of that have thh>wn ll)Yr
self, my wife and my children, in so far•as it Ia)?
iti us aod in our abilitiesin the service of the
Lord.''

==:::=::::==·::::::==,: .·

WE are assailed by the

;i {

foUowit~g q!J~SF

tion:
'
i"A ser.iO!lS question hat .been sprut~@,

.

·

right in your judgment please a:nswet·... ~'·v~5.,~
the Her((ld, .as you mll.y deem
marr.ied, or. qld people ·
·
tertafnments? If .~o, ho:w old
: "Ve fail to see in tP> .... t .......~ .....c.iro:n-""'''".'""'"
artything ~hichs
.. ·
serious. HoweV,er, the gnl
make is this;, that w,e see
why any one, o1d or youn
ta~e.partin music::~J,:or.i

.

tai[l.rnent~; pr~vided fhey ~n.~"·~~,:·.;'e~·: .~. A;;..:..·.:
fications,natural and ;~cq
for the. p\lrts · they. choose
fill. As to the lintit. of
say:,.llt a. sort of ro:ugh
Methusalelr,~if one
the . uie .of the u''"'":'u~"'
a:nd ;:V:Oice, It oi'itY{Pfirr>P« b.a.O(!e.!1iS:.tb:it.

· grov\r in
har.s.b.
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any' part in
to the paine
recqgnition
.
lbve, or revere us~ and subjects them to.chagrin and
ffi,brtifidation. This is not the disqualification 6f years, but of that which age
brings in its train. We dearly like to
sing, but now and then we hear in our
efforts a discordant, an untrue tone-we
regret it, but we have to submit to the inevitabl~, and let the younger, .those with
smoother, truer voices sing while we enjoy hearing them. It is said that "it is a
difficulf thing to grow old gracefully."
Perhaps it is, but we should all be willing
to try t'o do that difficult thing; Marriage is in itself no bar to any one taking
part in such entertainments; other duties
being properly observed.
THE following is clipped from the Oakland, California, Inquirer, sent us by Bro.
J. B. Price:
"Thl funeral of the late H. P. Brown took
place at two o'clock Friday_ afternoon .from his
late reside·nce, 619 J"[ineteenth stJ·eet, in the presence of the relatives and immediate friends of
the deceased. The casket was strewn wifh How• ers. At the head of the coffin rested a pillow of
choice flowers, with the word •:Rest" inscribed
. il"l p1lrp,le immortelles. The several other floral
The services were conpieces were very fine.
ducted b'y Rev. J. B. Price, assisted by Rev. C.
Parkins.; The following officiatedas pall-bearers: Gyorge M. Fronk, H. H. Whitton, F. J.
·. Fernh,of and G. A. Anthony.
The interment
was in Mountain View Cemetery. The deceased
;vas a m'an whose natural abilities were much
above thy average, but his rectitude of character
was his greatest title to respect. His honesty in
business transactions was proverbial, and as a
lawyer he would never undertake a case until he
was fully assured that the cause was just.
He
was open-hearted and generous, and no one who
. deserved aid went away from him empty-handed
sp long as he himself had a dollar."
A PARADOX.

BRo. GEORGE BARTHOLOMEW, now performing in the east with his trained horses,
was in Boston during the week ending
December 3oth. Of this wonderful exhibition a Boston paper has the following
to say:
Prof. George Bartholomew's equine paradox
arrived in the city yesterday, and opened at the
City Theatre in the evening before a large and
well pleased audience. The professor now travels in a $Io,ooo palace car, fitted with evyry luxury and convenieqce, and his horses accompany
him in an $8,ooo car, 76 feet long, and said to be
the largest that was ever huilt.
Bartholomew
appeared in Brockton in April, r883, and again
in April, r884. Both engagements tested thecapacity of Bryant's Opera House.
Over r6,ooo
persons attended the eighteen performances.
Then he bact r6 horses; now he has 24. He has
been in the business since rSss. and his intentiong now !lore to quit forever next September and
keep hisheirses for his own amusement only.
The performance is far ahead of what waR
seen here five years ago. The horses are more
prompt and exact in their acts, and give a really
marvelous exposition o£ "horse sense" and what
patience, kindness and perseverance can do in
training the noblest animal on earth. The curtain rolls up to show the exterior o£ .a schoolhouse, and the horses trot up and go in one by
one, After school begins two donkeys go frisk·
ing by, one carrying a card reading, "Noschool
for me," and the other one th~t says, "Nor me
either." Then the scene shifts to the school
room, where the horses do all sort5 of clever

performer .. He be.two years ago, ahJ now goes
through all sorts of maheeuvtes in response to
dumb signalling by his master. He. is a peautlful horse, and the ladies and children fell in love
with hjm at once. The playing at hide-and-seek
and the danch?g were both clever. The bell
ringing act was something new, and the attemrit
to play a tune, accompanied by the orchestra,
."ras not at all bad. Several of the eq nine performers showed a good ear for music. The great
court scene, 'with horse :judge, jury, lawyers,
prisoner, witnesses and sheriff, was just as clever
and amusing as .it used to be.
The "picnic in the forest" introduces the horses
in feats of balancing, barrel rolling and leapfrog . . Then follows a re;narkable military drill,
in 'which the horses perform evelutions with marvelous precision, and the performance closes with
a realistic batile scene, full of powder, excite~
ment and horse heroes.
It is an exhibition that everybody should see.
The horses are fine-looking fellows, and they
play their parts with inteliigence that commands
admiration. Performances will be given every
evening and Wednesday, Thursday and
.afternoon, and everybody who attends them
certain to be delighted·and astonished.
To-morrow afternoon the horses will give a
performance, ~::ommencing at 2: 30. Each
will be presented with a handsome souvenir,
"Nellie's" picture, surrounded with a garland of
roses, and after the performance the audience can
go on the stage, the.old folks to pet the hor.ses
and fe.ed them with candy and the children to
ride the ponies .

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IT is going the ro•mds of the
in
Canada and the United States
the
Utah Mormons are locating in large numbers in the vicinity of McLeod, Northwest
Canada, and that they promise the authorities to not practice polygamy, but
faithfully with the laws of Canada.
is the correct thing for them to do. Hsd
their old leaders, from 1844 to the present,
done the same in the United States. their
enemies .would have had no powe~ over
them. If they will be happy they must
be virtuous. ·
We call attention to a card iri this issue
from our business manager, David Dancer.
Read it.
Elder J. A. Mcintosh is now
in Toronto, Ontario, and wishes all
Saints and friends in that city and
to. send him a card or letter directed
care of No. 1 Robert place, Trefann
street, giving their proper &ddress, so tl1at
l;e can call on them.
Bro. G. A. Davy, of Bellevue,
wrote the 3d ult. in good and
spirit. In the midst ot many
liefs he endeavors consistently
true light of Christ.
Bro. E. W. Nunley, of
wrote the roth ult. that he was
the word. He regards Texas as a
field in which to secure respectful.consicJ ..
eration of the word, but intends to
vere.;
Bro. D. Donovan of Mt.
Mtssouri, mentions the earnest
given by his neighbors to the
Brn. Pitt, St. Clair, Lloyd,
Luff and Curtis. He hopes for
suits.
For want of space we fail to
letters sent us. From some
make extracts we think of

Bro.
Phelps wrote from
Michigan, that success wasfollowing hi~
efforts. Who can doubt the result if Go(}.
be with us
we labor correctly.
Bro.
Rawson, of Sand
Michigan, wrote the r8th ult. that
.
been laboring with Bro. Robert Gnmtfor
a short
and.Jelt blessed in the effort. ·
Bro. Charles Sheen, of Highmore;
South Dakota, wrote the 13th ult., expres,
sive of the
be feels in readir1;g of the
progress
church.
has beer!
contending
great odds for tri~
faith, but now sees indications of less oppo~ .
sition. He has been preaching ip court::
house and churches, and
leading merl:
has invit.atiom, to address the people.
·
Sr. G. Cor:ess, Tilbury Centre, Ontari¢~
rejoices in the truth.
Being called to gq
for a time
those not of the faith
she requests
that she may walk in,
and make
the light.
·
Bro.
·of Mulberry, Calf
testimony to the reo
ception and
of the Comfortet
has received in obedience to l:b~
recites
instances. of
and favor to him.
T.
of Sanilac county,
wrote the r6th
though
is not cast down nor dis"
but is pressing forw.ard toward.
of the prize.
In zd Ch ron, 9 i
it should read '·were of gold.''
error.
Sr. Flora Abbott, living at Havens, Ne~
braska, would like to have some eldeli
from Fremont, Nebraska, or some other
near point, come and preach there. They;
will find a welcome at their house, and
can stay; as
as
preach there.
We remind
writers for the HERALD
that it is
they should sign their
names to their contributions; and that, if
they do not wish their names to appear,
should
some other signature.
We have
ways declined publishing
articles or letters when lacking signatures,
and shall so continue.
We
one dollar for inserting
but publish births and
deaths
one so fortunate as to
get a wife should cheerfully
the printfor "whoso findeth a
findeth a
. thing, and obtaineth favor of the

"

Bro. W. J. Durrett requests that any of
the trilveling ministry passing any where
are specially invited
house and make it theit
may remain in that rewrote of late from
Shasta county, California, re•
newing for church paper's. He states that
his health seems well established again,
and he
his recovery from
tion to
faithful administration of
ordinances of the church as provided fot
in the
and he rejoices
therein.
Bro.
of Hannibal, Missouri,
th::>t some of the elders in Colora·
on Sr. Bettie J ett, wife of William
J ett, whose
oflice address is Dillon,
Colorado.
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··Bro. Isaac True
the r8th ult., stating that
preaching the word, the
some are awaiting the
t<:r baptize and confirm them,
ly desires the
of
ministry in that
Bro.-C. A.
pendence .Lum~,vu
located at. Spokane
wrote December 5th that
was
contract at that place, assisted by some
the Independence
are working for him. One of his men had
but Sr. Bishop's health
although much sickness
Sr. C. West of
wrote the • I I th inst.,
those of the Saints who
chasing an artificial limb. She is crippled,
but appreciates the comfort and help de.rived from the aid
She also
bears testimonyto the
the favor of
the Lord exhibited in
when
and asks.prayers that
. Bro. J. J. Cornish
from Mainstee,
been preaching the
also endeavoring .to
..at that place.
He
more there on the above date.
Because of the
of letters

tion the labors of Bro. Hiram Rathbun in
that dty.
There are three familiesSaints-:there, and they hold prayer
meetings every Sunday, in charge of Bro.
Miller. Mav this small number
prove a light to their. fellow citizens, atothers until their number in the
metropolis shall be many.
P. P. Fisher. of Wilson, South
wrote the 2oth ult. concerning the
Bro. Oehring and himself m that
section. Prejudice exists, their progress
seems slow, but some are believing their
report.

MOTHER'S WORDS.
crossed the end of a.lane in a thicklytown I heard a loud and angry voice and
to see who spoke. A knot of women
talking at one of the doors. The voice
one of them who broke off from the

wom:J.n at .the
full pitch of her voice; "you come when I call.or
I'll bre~k every bone in your skin when I catch
you.''
·
The two children only . gathered up their
and ·moved off to a greater distance, out
of sight and sciund.
The mother gave one angry look ·after them
and then turned .around and continu.ed the conversation as if nothing .had happened.
As for
I went sadly on my way; and as I
w~nt I tho'ught on m.other's words. Here are
of my thoughts: I thought of my. own
mother, long since gone. fo her rest. I rem emthat heT words were always gentle, and
always minded, No harsh words ever
~er lips--to her children at least .. · There
love even in her reproach; .yet there was
also. She never said what she. did not
and what she said ,we knew she w.ould do
to gi're. ns pain, and so her children
loved her: And long after she was gone from
among them they loved her still. A tilother1s
kept a deep place in their hearts an<! her
were not forgotten'
I thought· to my'self,. Will that little boy Jove
!iis mother's in emory~ . Does h.(:) love her now?
Does he respect or even l:Jelieve her? . Ci;)rtainly
was no sigl) of loye on either side; on her
loud angry words which meant nothing; on
cool disobedience.
··
A mother's words m~y be th~ ~rea test blessing
to a child .. John Ne~ton led,::1n:lost wiC;ked life
lor many:. years, but a,fter:ward~ becallle a mo~t
devoted Christian mlnlster. His mother had
· dhid before he. was seY:en
it the

5
change that took place in him, afterwards?
Numberless other cases of the same kind might
be named; and I venture to say (for I t ave done
the thing myself) that if any one will go to a
book shelf and take down one after another the
v 0 lumes which contain the lives of good men,
ministers, missionaries and others, he will find
that the greater part of them had pious mothers
who taught them when young. Alas! no books
need be written to show the opposite of this:.
How many bad men have hau bad mo'thers we
all know too well. by what' we see and hear bow
boys and girls who have heard little but evil
from their parents' lips turn into ungodly meri
and women.
Mothers, you are doing good or harm to your
children by your words every day. Whatsoever
ybu may think your words do not go for nothing.
Weigh them well; Mind how you speak to your
children. Let me give you a few hints about it;
1 ~t, Never let your children hear bad words front
your lips. Shall a child learn to sland<()r, lie and
tq swear from its own mother? For their sakes
if no other reason watch against bad .,ivords of
every sort. You ·would not wish them to grow
up to s,p~ear and lie; take care you do,not teach
them. These things are easy to teach !Jiut hard t(j
unteach. 2d, Do ncit speak harshly to l'ittle ones.
'I have heard many mothers do so, who I am
s4re did not feel harshly, only they had got a
h*bit of speaking so. Remember children hav~
feelings. It gives pain to a child to; be called
hard names for the least fault or for no fault at
all. At least it gives pain till the feelings a~'}
blunted by such treatment;' but then, re>J:hembe~
lo,ve is blunted too; and you. would inot wislf
y<?ur children ncit to love you. Ch!ldren ar~
tender things. They ought to be spok~n to gentj
Iy, not as if they were so. many stocks and stonesf
"0h, but you don't know my children~ ;they at~
such plagues its no use speaking gentlfto themt
they wouldn't mind it a bit."
·
.Not so fast, are you sure they
it? Have you ev~r tried' it? It
present plati does not answer, for
you say, .are plagues to you. If you
spoken kindly to them instead. of
might have been otherwise. Even
worth trying; Come, see what a kind
do. Show them that you love them.
ing instead of driving. Let them hear tucnw=•··•
words, such as mother's words ought
be.
3d. But do not.think
ting. P:erhaps in some cases I should
vere than you. I would have you be
kind. When th~ydo wrong punish
passion, so. that all they think is,
mother is in;"but justl}·,c~lmly, and
threaten them a~ that WO)Jlan did.
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sth. Abov.e all, speak such words as shall lead
your children to God. I do believe there is nothing like mother's words; for there is no means.
that God so blesses as a pious mother's words to
her children. How deep they sink! How long
they stay!
Begin early; speak to your little
ones about sin, and eternity, and God, and Jesus.
Show them the love of God in Christ, and try to
lead their young hearts to the Savior. Ah, mothers! when you ~peak to your children thus and
pray that·the Holy Spirit may bless your words,
you are· doing more for them than if you gave
them all the riches of the world. Long after you
are in the grave perhaps the seed you are sowing in their hearts will spring up and bear fruit a
hundred fold.
-Selected by Emma Colvin, North Forster, Australia.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Bro. Andrew Weeks of Grimes, Iowa, desires
your faith ond prayers in behalf of his wife that
the Lord may restore her health and strength, as
she has five small children needing a mother's
care.

.

TuLARE CITy, Cal., Nov. 2oth.
Dear Sisters cif the Home Colmmz:- We have
organized a Sisters' Prayer Union with four
members, myself being chosen superintendent
arid sister Clarissa Walker secretary and treasurer. \Ve hold our meetings at sister Walker's
residence, and donate what we can at each meeting; the donations to be sent to the Home
Column Missionary Fund, every three or six
months, according to the amount given.
We have no elder living near us, but we have
a teacher, M. Clark. There are only three families of us here, but we have organized a Sunday
School, Bro. Clark being superintendent. We
meet at each other's residence, alternately,
every Sunday, and after school wy have prayer
and testimony meeting; and I rejoice to see the
children take so much interest in our meetings.
They always get up and speak, and are trying to
be faithful saints. I had the pleasure of attending our late conference, held last October at San
Benito county. The Spirit was made manifest
in several of our meetings, and such peace and
harmony as prevailed during the meetings I will
never forget. Bro. Joseph and Sr. Emma Burton were with us. Such noble and faithful
saints as they are! I wish all of God's people
were acquainted with fhem. Since conference I
feel a stronger desire to "cnme up higher" and
to press onward than I have ever felt before. I
would like to be the tneans of doing some good
in this glorious gospel, for it is the power of God
unto salvation, and salvation is what we want.
Let us be faithful in bearing the cross, that we
may be able to wear the crown. Of late I have
been trying to observe one hour each day for
reading and prayer. We ran not pray or study
too much. I get along just as well with my
work as I did before, if not better, and feel happier.
Dear mothers. I can not advise or instruct you
in regard to fhe training of children, as I need
all the advice and instruction I can get myself;
but I read the letters of instruction through the
columns of the Herald with much interest, and
hope to profit by them. I have three children,
the eldest is eleven years old and she belongs to
the church. But as their father is not a mem-

ber, it is .harder for me to teach them the way
they should go than .it would be if he was with
me in the faith. Sisters, I wish you would pray
for him to come in the church. Ht is a good
husband and father. Let us all be faithful unto
the end and the victory will be ours.
Your sister in the one faith,
MARY A. TwADDLE.
We can not refrain from expressing the pleasure we feel at the information contained in this
letter with reference to the organization of the
Sunday School and the part the children are taking in the meetings. We are firmly fixed in the
conviction·of the truth and wisdom embod--

NORTH FORSTER, N S. W., July roth.
Dear Sistf.YS o/ the Home Colzmm:-I am the
mother of a large family, and have to fight well
imd prayerfully to make a living. It makes me
feel sad and downcast at times when I do my
best and then see my little ones want, for I am
compelled to deny them many of the common
necessaries of live in order to pay our just debts.
But, sisters, though often cast down I am not forsaker:, for I often feel the Spirit of the Lord
whispering, "Trust in me and thou shalt be
·saved," and .in him I put my trust. We have
many things to be very thankful for. In reading the Herald we see that there are many who
do not hear a sermon for years, while we have
had such able teachers; and how our hearts go
out to dear Bro. and Sr. Burton who were the
means in God's hands of bringing us to a knowledge of the truth as it is in Christ; and to Bro.
and Sr. Smith, for they were indeed the servants
of the Lord. Through their prayers our dear
little Ada was spared and restored whole every
whit. Some if not all the Saints at Forster are
striving to serve the Lord. We have a mother'~
meeting every Monday afternoon and I feel
strengthened when I attend. We have testimony meeting on Friday night and meeting on
Sunday eveuing, so we have plenty to keep us
in mind of our duty, and it is my desire to serve
God and with his help I will.
If Bro. Sidney Wright should happen to read
this letter I would like him to know !hat we do
always remember him in our hearts and in our
prayers and hope to hear his voice in his native
land battling for the Lord in the days to come
Dear sisters, let each of us try and serve the
Lord with our whole heart, and soul, and
strength, for as our president remarked last evening, «VV.hat will it profit us if we gain the whole
world and lose our own soul.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
E. T.
EAsT DENNIS, Mass., Nov. r9"h.
Dear St'sters cif tlte Home Colmmz:-I have
thought of late to write a few lines to your columm, beca~sefrom week to week being strengthened and encouraged by reading your letters I
wish to add my testimony in regard to thiR great
latter day work which I know to be of God. It
has been nearly three years since I went forth into the waters of baptism and cast my lot with this
people, and can say with you that I have never
been sorry, but rejoice from day to day for the
hope that there is
the gospel.
It is for life I
am enlisted in the armv of the Lord. There are
many trials hard for the flesh to bear and I feel
many times cast down but not forsakeJl, and I do

in

thank God that he has such a watchful care over
his children.
If ever I desired to live humble
and keep hls commandments it is now, for I have
been made to know and realize his goodness and
tender mercies. We have of late been strength·
ened and encouraged by a short visit from Bro.
M. H. B::md.
He was with us only a few days,
but we attended our nearest branch, Dennis Port,
and under the preaching of the everlasting gospel we were led to reason with ourselves and ask
if we were worthy to stand in the church and
kingdom of fesus Christ? We felt Bro. Bond's
visit was timely and has aroused us unto diligence
and to strive to keep the whole law and to fit ourselves day by day to dwell with the pure and
good of all ages. The la~t night he was with us
was one long to be remembered by the Saints of
East Dennis and Dennis Port.
I!io was one of
those beautiful nights when the moon shone
without a cloud in the canopy of heaven and as
we stood under a large tree waiting for our team
to come to East Dennis, our homes, the counsel
of our brother was like unto Paul's, that we
might through our faithfulness be able to overcome all things and be presented unto the Father
blameless, and we, with this hope within, knew
that the angels of heaven bore record of this
faithful warning unto•us.
Here we had to part
from the company of the Saints which is dear
unto us, but not without the hope of one day
meeting to part no more. Pray for me, dear sisters, that I may continue unto the end.
Yours in the one faith,
SISTER ABBIE.

FRAZEE CITY, Minn., Nov. 2oth
Dear Sisters :--As others have written testimonies and I have had the benefit of reading
them; I will write one which has been a great
comfort to me and it may prove of benefit to
others. Some two years or more ago my mind
was much troubled on account of so much being
said and printed concerning the Sabbath. There
are a great many S. D. A. people around here
and they would say unless I kept Saturday I
would be lost, and another would tell me the
same concerning Sunday, and yet another would
say it did not matter which day I kept. When
I would try to solve the problem myself, I found
I could get no satisfaction either from myself or
any other one, and as I was thinking upon the
question one day this passage of fcripture came
to me: "If any man lack wisdom let him ask of
God, who giveth to all liberally, and upbraideth
not, and it shall be given him·"
After that I took courage, and I did a'k in
faith that God would hear and answer, intending
to abide by what he would tell me. I prayed a
long time and each day I expected to have an
answer through an angel, or in some such way,
but as the davs went past and the angel did not
come I began to get discouraged, and one day as
I went to the place where I prayed each day
these words came to me,''no passage of scripture
is of private interpretation." I stopped praying
and said, what can that mean? Then it came to
my mind that I had been asking amiss, so I prayed that the Lord would send my answe:- the way
he thought best, but if it would be agreeable to
him to let me receive it printed on a paper that I
might read it. And, dear sisters, I had not long
to wait, for very soon I received my answer from
the Herald Office printed on a paper, which was
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the revejation given through Bro. Joseph, April
nth, 188,7; and as I read the revelation I thank·
eci God that he had answered my prayer and at
the same time proved to me, that Bro. Joseph is
his lawful prophet. And I also learned that
God's ways are, not always our ways, and that if
we trust to him and let him answer our prayers
just as he sees fit to do, it will be far better for us.
, Please pray for me that I may ever be found
faithful.
Your sister in the one faith,
ELLEN ALBERTSON.
COLUMN JlrliSBIONARY FUND,

Dec. 19, Amount received to date ...... $2,218 ro
Sr. Louisa Trout, Mkh. . . 50
Sr. Margaret Kelley, Kan.I oo
Sr. Janette Strauss, Iowa.3 20
Sr. A. Williams, Colo .... I oo
Sr.R.A.Lawn,Cal ..... so
Sr Elmb ie Htidf, Iowa., .. I oo
Bro. H. Cook.lowa., .. ··3 oo
Sr. H. N. Nickerson, Mass 50
sr. J. K. Palsgrove, Iowa. I oo
$r. S. R: Shirley, Neb .... I oo
Sr. Anna Yates. Cal..... so
Bro. J. Dundson, Iowa... 50
Sr. M. Dundson, Iowa... 50
Bro. imd Sr. E. and A.
Penrod, Nev ........... 2 75
Sr. M; Griswold, Cal. .... I oo
Sr. L Vallem, Cal....... 7S
Sr. M: Bourgaret, Mo.... I oo
Sr. M. Rarick, Ill..,_ ..... r oo
Sr. Jane White, Neb..... So
Sr. M.A. McAllister, Neb.4 oo
Sr. LaChapelle, Dakota. ·4 85
Sr. N,, A. Stewart, Iowa.. 25
Sr. M. E. Noskel', Ore .... r oo
Sr. Katie Kent, Io,va..... so
Sr. A. G. Anderson, Iowa.2 oo
3410
Dec. 26, Amount to date ............. ~20
~~end

all mb,Uevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

GosHEN, Kansas, Dec. rzth.
Dear Heratd,·~On Sunday, December 8th, the
Scranton dhurch of Latter Dll.y Saints was dedi. cated, and there .was a time of great rejoicing ..
The church is the best structure in the town;
twenty~f<;>ur by forty, and .reflects great credit to.
the members and 'also to the frien.ds who have
kindly<lnd liberally assisted with their means.
The Good Templars and Methodjst choirs kindly
furnished us with music. The programme was:
I I a.
Anthem,"O Jerusalem,'' hymn, prayer
by Bro. Jarvis, ,rell,.ding, PsalmB Q6,,hymn, lecture
arid dedicjitory prayer .by E: C. Brand, report of
Committee, an.me!TI, and ber1ediction; then adjourn(l1el;lt to th~ water where 2 were i.ml1')ersed;
in afterp()qn session, confirmation. and. the Lonj
spoke an,d declar,ed He. had . accepted.· the offer·
ing an4 the co!]gregation t~stlfied thatthey were
satisfie¢ that God had accepted t.he dedication by
rising)o their feet a,nd all saying, Prais~. the
Lord, Amen .. !' send this by request of the.c:hurch.
I am laboring this .week atGoshen. farn busy
• writing a usevepty years history ofthe.latter day
work, f~:om r82o ~o r89o,'' mentioning birth, of
Joseph~;nith ~8~S, commencing witli vision o~
Father and Son,. tl!ree visitations of Moroni;
¥artin Ha.rri~, the plates~ revelations concerninoo
Jhem ·
•Aaronic pdesthood,)oseph apd ()1~
· the three witne~~es, .\HI:' J.•rtt:>n:rns~

rn''

of Zion, expulsion from Far West, etc., persecu·
tions, exterminating order, choosing of the twelve,
mission of the twelve, Nauvoo temple, rejection,
the rise and fall of factions, the Utah faction to
present time, the Reorganization to present time,
and perhaps, my autobiography. Have got up to
1839.
Yours in bonds,
E, C. BRAND.
CANBORO,. Mich., Dec. r4th.
Bro. Blair :~Since the 28th of last month I
have been laboring under the direction of Bro. J.
J. Cornish ln eastern Huron county, at Kindee,
Gore and just back of Huron City. The most of
my time was spent at Gore. While laboring
there I was invited to speak in the' ~oritgomery
School-house. There I got acquainted with a
brother known as "Jimmy Marks." He .is a
bachelor, and like all oth':!r Saints hasthe privil!'ge of leaving a mark either for good or for
bad. BuJ Jimmy concluded to leave a good
mark by standing up for the gospel; f()r after being qriven from a neighbor's house several timllilles
he would return, first "{ith the Herald, then with
the Voice of Warning or J. J. Cornish's Synopsis, etc., until he ~ad¢ an inroad for the gospel.
I was then ~alled upon to go there and preach. I
soon understood by the Spirit that tl)-ere was a
work to do in that place. I preached my first
sermon in the house where Jimmy was ordered
out about six months befot'e; Then the Schoolhouse was opened for ml'! and I continued to
preach there until the morning of the 12th, when
I baptized nine. I baptized the whole household
where the brother had been so earnestly at work,
consisting of six members, a loving mother and
five children-three sons. and two daughters
And there were no infants in that household, for
the youngest one was twenty-one years old. So
it is possible to ·baptize. whole households and
yet there be no infants in them.
I was called home on the r2th. to defend the
work in my own branch, but I expect to return
in a few days to further on the good Wl)rk of the
Master, and I expect to baptize some more that
are now deeply interested. The good Lord is
working for the advancement of his cause here
as w!)ll as else'!" here: May i~ continue to roll on
until every honest-hearted person is brought into
the kingdon1 of God.
Yours. in gospel bods, .
R K GRANT.
MAClt.DONIA, Iowa, D~c. 16th.
Editors Herald:-+It hasbeen but a shorttime
since I became identified with the' Church of
Christ of Latter Day Saints 'but I hav:e enjoyed
the chang,e from an !different state ohnind to a
quickening of Spirit in searching after God's
truth.
I r~ceived the anointi~g ~f the SpirH after
confirmation. I ha'Ve' proved ;God. to pe true to
h!s promises; the health of my family. being
made better by prayer. My wife washe~led of
cancer of four years' growth,
I have grl'!at plea.surein reading 'thtfletters in
·the Herald, therefore ·I write; and .if ,this letter
strengthens anybody?s trust. in G.od I am. satis·
fied.
I was
Macedonia . to-aay and talke4 \I(Hh
som.ethatlistened to Bro. J<>seph Latnbert there .. ·
say

7
SYDNEY, Aus., "Nov. 2oth.
Dear Herald:-It has been nearly five months
since I last wrote, but it has not been because of
a desire to shirk duty, but for want of time.
I have just been reading Sr. Walker's com,
ments on an. extract from a letter, and it brougl)t
to my mind how often I felt constrai.ried· to
write' on the subject of the useles.s expendit).lre
of money to feed an acquired appetite, and which,
if continued, has a tendency to hasten disease
and even death! How many of us'are giving
our money for that which destroys, when if it
were but put to proper use it would be bread Jot
the needy ones. Have any of us ever been made
sick from overloading our stomachs with polson,
ed sweets, while many-sacrificing for the truth
-have gone short of the necessaries of life?
F cr shame!
I am now at Bro. Ellis', and to-day with him
and B.ro: Clark, of Wallsend, visited Sr. Carr, o~
North Willowby, and afterward wept up in the
P. 0. tower two hundred and fifty feet and ir:tto"
the bQtanical gardens. We were ,permitted il.
fine view of the city and harbor and surroundjn~
country. Bro. Ellis ·did not climb up the tower1
as he,has recently sustained an injury, butt6ok:
. us to see the sights in the garden. '
' · The discussion mentioned in the la~t passed
all right, and while both of us war,med to our
subject n0 bad feelings were aroused' that I know
of. From there we came to Forster, and after a
few days set sail for New Castle. On this vQy•
age we encountered a gale and put into a harbor
from, which we went ina small steamer;' an~ it
was during this trip .that the -w;aves ro1!ed
"mountains high," and as they rus*ed over th~ .
deck from time to time seemed as fhough t~e~·.
were determined to swamp our little\ boat. ~r±
roivehd dat Wallsend ;:e SObon had iha st?rmlof .
rt o ox waves roartpg a out, sue, •as we ~ad,
never encountered before. It was qere that the
man Johnston:...~heretofore mentioned! ! was lmive
enough to .discuss Mormonismsolm1gas h~ l!att<
the platform all to himself, but se,'emed to_;~~.

'off.

;, lacking·, i'~ ,mora 1, cour:age when,

~'~'v•

·· :;;2.

we; :erected :o~t' ' ,:, Li~;:>

b!ltteries of defense, and the11 did not ','show qp,~t
·However, after we had gone he was brave(?) a:nq;
tried to show the audience what a bad fellow<
"Mr. Wight" was! Using such endearing·
epithets pr)or to this as "liar" and ''rf;>bber.''
had a difficult task to get anything Hke a
i hearing, and before it was over they;
1
spoken. in their denials. of his allegations,
poor man finally cal!ipg for the police.
~non~ cif these .worthy .mini<Jns were·~o be
very soo.n Closed. Tht poor man
city, and is desirous of returning to
• the Alameda, now in port.. The e"'wfm~:.es.Qr
short stay on this side of eternity
out in boldrelief, ahd, if God. wiil
to receive him as we are to forgive, , ·
,be assured.
The result of the cti~cussions with
Rev. Higgs is lh~· gaining of rpany · xnen•Js,:tne.
, building ).lp of the Saints and the, s tr;o·ne:'es.t
hold ever had in the place. To
praise:. Ij,ust here ment!o1J the ·
our young brethren Clark and
wllre. at the expense pf hiri\lg the
ing biUs and notices in.t}re
willing
put their
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!ian ~aints as a rule .will not allow an elder to
suffer in a financial way. Returning to Victoria
where conference demanded our presence, we
made a stay of some five weeks (baptizing two),
and leaving Sr. Wight returned to Wallsend.
Here a full course of gospel lectures were delivered, and while we never had more than
eighty in attendance, the average being thirty to
forty; I feel that the understanding obtained well
repaid the effort. Was glad to note the many
warm friends met on returning there so soon
after these men had made such effort against us.
The one thing needful is for us to live our religion.
Last Sunday I preached to some four or five
hundred on the "domain'' in this city, and then
had about an hour's discussion with an Infidel.
Leave for Melbourne and· home to·morrow.
The unusual tax on both body and mind of late
may demand a rest. However, there is little rest
in the battle £or truth.
Bro. Butterworth and I have been separate for
nine months, and if any of our young brethren
wish to come to our aid, do not come expecting
all roses.
In bonds,

.

J.

W. WIGHT.

MANIST!i:E, Mich., Dec. rzth.
Dear Hera!d:--We are still trying to advance
the great latter day work, Some are very anxious to hear us while others are indifferent, and
think more of this life and its pleasures.
. Bro. J. Kaplinger of Free Soil, has been with
me trying to present the words of life. In this
part of the district, i.n and around Manistee, we
find some who were with the church in an early
day. They seem to be in the faith, glad to see
and elder, and pleased to talk about anything in
connection with the latter day work. Those of
them who take the Herald, or read it, seem the
best informed and the most solid in the work.
The brethren are doing well in Free Soil;
others are investigating. Two or three weeks
ago in Kalkaska county, I did a little preaching
in and around South B""lardman in new places.
We were opposed by the professors. Mr. Joice,
husband of Sr. Alta Joice, had arranged for the
Baptist Chhrch in which to hold our meetings;
but before I got there, the Baptists refused it.
On Sunday I asked the Baptist minister to give
out that we would speak in the school-house the
next night. I went to the school-house where
the Free Methodists were holding forth and asked
the elder to announce our appointment for me.
He replied, "What is you name?''
I said, J. J. Cornish.
He says, "vVhere from?"
"Reed City, this state."
«What church?"
"The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints."
.,-·"No, sir; I will not give out any such mess,"
said he.
I then said, "Ladies and gentlemen, I am a
representative of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, and purpose to preach here
tomorrow evening and would be pleased to have
you all attend."
The minister then closed his meeting thus:
"Mmmon!
May the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, apd the love of God, and the fellowship and communion of the Holy Ghost .be
\""ith you all. Amen."
The people looked at him and thlm at me. I

walked quietly out with the rest. But before I
got out, an old, poor, thin, pale-faced man rushed
up the front and said:
"Where-w- say, where is that new minister;
I've got the key of the ]louse, and I am the
teacher and you can't preach here. I won't give
up the key."
I said, "Well, two of the trustees said we could
have the house."
He said, "Well, you can't. I won't'giveup the
key while I am teaching school, unless you get
an order from the trustees!"
«So, early on Monday morning Mr. Joice and
I went to see the trustees. One of the former
who had promised the house, backed out and said
we could not have it with his consent; but the
other was wiiling. We then spoke to the third
one, who seemed to be opposed to having any
preaching in the school-house and said the church
was built for preaching for all the religious denominations, and said 'hat I should have a hearing, and so wrote a note to the teacher to leave
th~key at his place. So we went in and spoke
to a goodly number, and the next time another
Reverend came. After meeting I gave the privilege to any to ask questiorys· on what had been
said for further light. The Reverend was on his
feet, ready and very anxious to talk.
«Said he, <•You believe in the same kind of
doctrine that Christ and the apostles taught?"'
"Yes, sir."
"You believe in the same kind of pow€r ?"
''Yes, sir; the gospel of Jesus Christ can not
be changed."
«Well, then, you can heal the sick."
"No, sir. 17
''Well, the apostles did."
"0, no; they prayed to God in the name of
Jesus Christ, and as James says, "The Lord shall
raise them up," etc.
«Well," said he, "you believe in it in the same
sense they did.''
"YeB, sir."
«Well," said he, "I've got [I think he said] the
inflammatory rheumatism, and if you will heal
me I will believe."
I said, "My friend, did I not. quote a little while
ago, that after they put Christ on the cross they
said, Come down and we will believe, but he did
not come down? •These signs shall follow them
that believe,' said the Savior."
But the elder still demanded a miracle, until I
had to tell him what kind of peopie the Master
said would seek for signs. ·Finally he faced the
people and said he was down in Sanilac county
and purchased a Bible Synopsis. and the author's
name was J J. Cornish, and he believed I was
the man, and in it was a statement that five children were healed (in Port Huron) of diphtheria;
and an other time there was a man, in London,
who tad two fingers cut off, and J. J. Cornish
laid hands on him and the blood stopped, etc.
"Now," said he, "the age of miracles has ceased
and these things are false."
I then told them that what was stated in the
Synopsis about the blessings is true, and the ma.n
might just as well say-and virtually says-that
I was a liar.
"Well, so you are a liar," said he.
Some two or three in the room said, "Put him
out, kick him out," etc. The scale turned in our
favor, and I left that part feeling that much good
was done.
Bro. and Sr. Mlnthorn came down from

twenty miles north and enjoyed themselves with
us. Sr. Minthorn is a sisterto Sr.Joice, daughters to a brother Whitehead in York State, who
was in the old church, and these sisters were
brought up in the faith. I think they love this
work. Mr. Joice made me comfortable and is in
favor of the work.
I hear occas!ally from almost all the officers
in t!1e district, and they report favorably all along
the line. Bro. F. C. Smith is spending his time
in the ministry and is doing a good work for the
Master. During the month of January I purp<;>se
to have every minister in the distdct labor in Sanilac county from Cros'Nell to Deckel'ville, a distance of about forty miles long and eight or ten
miles wide. There is a good opportunity now, I
think. One or two churches are open to us and
nearly all the >chool houses; and many of the
brethren also feel interested in the idea, and some
of the local officers have promised to assist us.
I purpose to have them strung all along the line
every six .or eight miles apart, and have the
speakers change off occasionally, and keep it up
as the interest demands. We intend to go right
it-storm the place. I look for a big time, and
shall report it from time to time. ·What I mean by
"report it'' is, report what a great success it was,
etc. Pray for us.
J. J. CoRNISH.

Kan., D,;c. 17th.
Blair :-As per agreement I went to the
Reddir.g School-house, five miles from Neosho,
Miosouri, November rzth to meet Elder Lee of
the Christian Church in debate. One of their
leading men, Elder Harmon, had held a debate
there the preceeding week with a Seventh-Day
minister and came out behind, as many said, and
had returned and preached th<lre that night, in
readiness to attend the coming debate announced
to begin the next evening between Elder Lee
nnd myself, hoping as I think, that I would not
appear. vVhen at the close of the service I announced my arrival and readiness for business,
scene of general confusion ensued. Their
principal man arose and stated that as much confusion existed because of the debate the preceding week, he thought best to avoid more by
·preventing the present debate, and called for
vote of the house (which was large and
wei! filled), who were anxious to hear the
debate, only four objecting; but Bro. Lee arose
and said that inasmuch as any of the brethren
·were opposed to it, of cour'e he could not be exto debate. I asked if his written obligation,
which I held, causing me to come sixty mi~es
amongst strange1·s
worth nothing? But he
was "establlshed." Cries of "cowardice," "back
down," etc .. were heard, when Elder Harmon
arose and said that those there would do anything, even favor the Mormons in orcler to have
them beat; that Bro. Lee had acted unwise in
chalienging me to cnme there as no one there
·was trouhled about Mormonism; that they would _,
have everything to lose and nothing to· gain in
.such a debate; that I was the great Mormon
gun and debater, while Bro. Lee was young (although he was in the war of r86r), and it was unfair to try to force him int-) the debate. I then
invited Elder Harmon to take his place, as I had
given Bro. Lee the privilege of getting any one
ln his place. He refm;<;>d, saying they would get
P.M. Shick of Kansas. I told them that would
B~o.
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tiary, so I was lately informed by one oftheir own
do, but I doubted theiri getting him as he and I
elders; yet he holds a high position among them
~nee had two week's debate, and burnt children
and draws as large pay as the rest without a disusually avoid the fire as Elders Lee and Harsenting murmur from that perfect sect.
mon were now doing.
The few noble souls at Rhodes still meet toI then asked privilege of t!:Je house to preach
gether semi-weekly and. enjoy the gifts promised
in. Some began to oppose, when I politely anto the believers. .Many young friends of my sisdounced a week's preaching out doors if the house
ter Ella and myself are enquiring concerning
was not g1;anted, beginning next evening; invitour faith and some are deeply interested.
The
ing all mipist~rs to take part and not ''flee away
Sunday School and testimony meetings among
when the wolf cometh" as Jesus said some would
the sects is a good place to let our light shine, aldo. I go\ the house and. many invitations. to
though by its brightness it raises a spirit of ha"stQp with them," to well filled houses and much
tred and jealousy, which we can overcome, howinterest. The second night Prot. Knapp of Seneever, by living humble, and showing that we
ca, Indian Territory, Christian minister, ~as
love our enemies.
brought to oppose. He would not occupy equal
I have written a number of articles to the
time, but questioned and talked at ti.mes until
Grundy County Herald setting forth the origin
pear midriight whilst I traced out the apo&tasy.
of the latter day work and the difference between
He then arose and said that we had more truth
our faith and that of the supporters of that of
than he had expected to hear; that my historical
Utah, After the first article was sent I received
reference~ were correct, and my conclusion~
a letter from the Editor thanking me for my laabout the human origin of modern churches wa~
bor and asking as a favor that I continue writing.
about con;ect, with the exception of that of the
So I shall continue to try to do good. I earnest~·Christian Church'' (as I bad made that plain
ly ask the prayers of all the children of light
from their own history)-that was of divine ori·
that I may live to labor much and long for the
gin, as Alexander Campbell was the "angel fly·
cause which we all·lj:now is true.
Our chosen
ing in the midst of heaven," .etc. I showed the
ones now tell us to prepare our hearts. for the
folly of such an idea, and he carne no more.
change which God will soon workin the earth.
I preached the week, and with many invitations
Let l)s little ones not doubt or fear but help by
to return I left them, preaching on the square in
every means"in our power to turther the salvaNeosho on my way home, havipg a large crow'd,
tion of our fellow beings.
it being court week. The seventh day people
Yours for good,
are making great efforts in many places here,
WIL.LIAM J. GRAVES.
gaining thirty-three members in one place. They
challenge every body but "Mormons." !.offered
them all inducements, even to affirm Sunday as,
SPRINGDALE, Ark., Dec. 17th.
the Christian Sabbath and
them thirty
-Bro. Blair :-I am still trying to keep the
minutes and me twenty, but
will not debate
banner ·Of truth unfurled. I .think I have at
with us any more in this country. I have
least avel;'aged one sermon a week sirice I have
preacJ:ed almost every day during the year.
been in Arkansas, although I have .to labor hard
Hundreds a.dm:it that we have .the Bible
our
with my hands for the.bread. that perisheth.
side, although ,but few ~re obeying. The Saints
Recently I have op:ened up a new place about
. hP.re seem. to have the respect and confidence o'f
twenty-five miles rrorth-west of here. There is a
tl:'teir neighb01'~· I bega!l here the I5th and
fine opening and great interest manifest. I first
shall preach over next Sunday. Good interest:
:Went out there the fourth Saturday ar)d Sub day
and fair congregations, Holiness preacher made
of last month. On ,Saturday ev~ning the large
objection to the doctrine last night, giving chance
school,house was jamwed full; sever:al ministers
to make it doubly plain to-night.
being present, and Ienjoyed good liberty. SunIn the one faith,
day morningitwas raining some and the c.onD. s. CRAWLEY.
grega;tii:m was much smaller than the previous
evening. I. left an appointment for the fourth
Saturday In this month. I hear that I .am
CoNRAD, Iowa, Dec, 22nd.
threatened with vanquishment by two or three
Dear Heralr{!-,-I am still ~rying in my wef'k
divines, but I don't trernble very badly in conseway \0 win souls to the. cause of truth; . Since
quence.
you la~t heard from me through your columns I
On the 3d of November I had the pleasure of
have had numerous. battles with those of this
baptizing <me, a young man of promise. His
place wp()claim perfection, that they can not sin,
name is J. N. f'erkin.s. He. livedat Campbell
&c. .l l,1ave be,en blessed according as I have laPostcoffice, Indian; Territory.
Lear!iling my
bored for the ¥aster.
Perhaps Br~.;L N. White andhis co, laborers' place of residen.ce he came up here t() 4av,e me
baptize hi)11, and {ln the I4th inst. I had the
. will
gratified to hear tha.t the. things '\Vhich
pleasure of baptlziJ;lg his father who lives in tile
they foretold <;oncerning the downfalliofthe
north-west part of Bent county; Arkap,sas, where
Free JY,lethodist church here has been fulfilled to
r have been recently preachipg as above stated .
the letter, and~ as he said wou'ld be done, .some
0 7. wh<Lt a pity itis there can notb(l more. la.have. rose up arpong ..them and testified •. to. the
borers sent into thiB field or the hands of .those
~r,uth·oUh.e latter day work in conder:nnation: of
here. already loosen~.d that the . work could be
the slander and. ~isusage to which he was submore vigorously prosecuted! I p.m glad .to :see
~ected while here.· There;are only thr.ee families
those recent ap.peaW mad.e tothe S~ints,and
· pfthatsect here,now.and one<£them isfriendly
hol?e and pray th.at they.. Vv,ill be p):'omp~ly re·
Their parso:nage is now'a fit article
sponded to .. The~G5pel hasbt)enres~oredagain
sp•ecttlatlon.. Darkness an<) corrupti()n. .fol""'u .fa:st.after the testimony of toea:rth and for the last time. J.esussaid itinust
be .preacheifin all
·
·
l:i.ti.r br.et4r~ln,
hirtid
if he

9
to know who is to blame? We (the· elders). are
:willing to do our part and make great sacrifice
in doing it. Will the whole church arise and in ·
the name of Israel's God do her part? 0, dear
Saints, let me entreat you for the sake of this
great and glorious cause, yea, for Christ's sake,
let us all once more put our shoulders to the
wheel and the gospel chariot must move; mus~
J say, for Christ the Master has entrusted this
great ~ork to us, and if we all do our part the
work must move, for our Captain will do his
part. Pray for me for I am alone, [\nd yet not
alone, for God is with me. With lovfl to all,
Your brother,
ELI.M. WILDERMUTH.

DALLAS, Texas, Dec. I6th:

Dear Herald:-I desire to tell you of some of
t!.e bl~ssings obtained through obedience to the!
,law of tithing and free will offering. Some:of'
my reasons for doing so are the need ()f the min'.
dstry, the cry for more preaching, and the wa,Y :(
have found to get rid of debt and difficultv. Last:.
:May I wrote you that the Lord had ag~in beelli
very gracious to me. That. grace Inspired the
with a strong desire todo something,that wotHq;
.please God. I believed the best way to do wa~
to live a righteous life and do something to help
His cause.
The general difficulty was my poverty, in t~i~
sense: I was earning tolerably good wages, ~ut
what was not wanted for my family
.creditors,
.needed. The only way left me,
to.
;.sacrifice something. After
:Waterman we agreed .to give up
·and coffee and· devote the co.st
of the Lord.

be

"'ld""'·

u this gr~at
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~Jar' ~o Credit for moneys received on subscription will
£.~How workmen I came across one that was acappear oli the Colored Address Label of. the Herald
quainted with Joseph the JV[artyr. He was living
for this issue, as no changes have been made, .ex·
atCarthage at the time of Joseph Smith's death. · eept in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. uddr~ss.
, In. answer to my question he said he believed
Jos~ph Smith to be a good man, that .he knew
some of the men that calised his death and that
they had told: him several times that they wished
they had never had anything to do with it; these
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
·are the words that this man said to me. I was
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fore
~heir own views.
Contributions solicited.
glad to hear him say them, for to me the memory
of Joseph Smith is blessed.
THO'C'GHTS ON THE RESURREC.:.
•
Yours in hope,
TION.
WM. WATERMAN.

¢nmmuttitrafinus.

THERE is no subject that can give more
solid comfort to the true believer in Christ
KEWANEE, Ill., Dec. zrst.
Dear Herald:-Our conference just past was a Jesus than the resurrection of man from
the dead; and yet it is as little understood
grand success. The little ,business done passed
by mankind in general as any principle in
without a jar. Elders \Vhe'eler and Hopkins
the plan of S<llvation. I do not purpose in
broke freely the bread of life in their gospel serthe following thoughts to attempt to prove
mons. In our social meeting Sunday afternoon
the sc1 ipturalness of the doctrine in genthe Spirit spoke in prophecy, telling us as a
eral nor to shew the method or mode .of
branch of our present standing before the Lord
operation that God will use in raising- us
-that he had seen our trials and if we would
from the dead.
The work is his and not
b11t Jive faithful to our covenants they would
man's, hence he has not ~een fit to reveal
prove a blessing to us; we must arouse from deto us the mode by which he will bring- it
linquency, become more active in the discharge
about. It is enoug-h for us to know th~t,
of duties, and if we would not heed the Spirit's
"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ
warning, our future state would be deplorable.
shall all be made alive.";_ I Cor. I 5: 22.
Some of us needed not the witness of the Spirit
My thoughts, therefore, will be confined
to confirm the truth of the same, as we knew it
to the question of the literal re~urrection of
a matter of fact, from trying experiences in the
the same bodies that become the subiects
past. May the Lord help us to fulfill this with
of death.
·
all other important commands.
I am aware that some of the professed
Bro. Wheeler continued his services with us, · believers in Christ, and even in the resurrection deny that the same body that is laid
delivering in all some nine discourses. The inin the grave will be restored, from the
increaded ev~ry night. Some outsiders
fact that it is possible, and indeed it has
were heard to say that they loved to hear that
happened, that human bodies have become
man .for he spoke Bible, gospel truth. The
the prey of savage men and beasts and
saints were highly edified. Bro. Wheeler has
have entered into the composition of the
gained a warm place in the hearts of the Kebodies of the devourers; in which case,
wanee Saints:
when the devourers died the bodies of
Bro. John Chisnall was not with us. He was
their victims would constitute a part of the
caiied home by telegram to attend his wife who
dead bodies of the devourers, and in the
had been taken serieusly ill. We beg sincerely
event of the resurrection (as "all must
the prayers of all God's loving children in behalf
come forth") the devourers would need
of all the afflicted ones.
every particle of the hodies they laid down
Our little church VIas very tastily and neatly
to constitute their beings entire in the resImproved for conference services.
urrection; and if the devoured body had to
Your brother,
be restored to the victim to complete his
JoHN D. JoNEs.
VALLEY }uNCTION, Wis., Dec. nth.
Dear Herald:-The Evergreen branch was
organized about a year ago. It has thirty·six
me~bers and is in a flourishing condition.
We have a good Sunday School, and prayermeeting twice a week, and preaching now and
then. We are enjoying a portion of the gifts
and blessings promised to tt.e people of God.
Most of the members are live workers in the
cause and are striving to help roll the work on
and keep the branch ever green.
Brethren Short and Pender were here about
three weeks in October, preaching the truths of
the everlasting gospel. The result was five more
were baptized into the kingdom.
My earnest prayer is. that this work may roll
on till the truth fills the whole earth, and that
this branch may always be found abounding in
the work of the Lord. Your sister,
LAVINIA HANCOCK.

]), F.

Shupe~

ADDRESBES.
Valverde, Arapahoe co~nty, Colorado,

physical nature, the cannibal would be
wantmg material to render his body perfect; and as both parties could not possess
the same matter thev conclude that neither
of them would. Hence in their view the
doctrine of a literal resurrection of the
same body is not true; and while !iome of
these objectors believe in a bodily resurrection, they claim it must be a new body,
not the one laid down. Hence they claim
that there is in every human body, and
forming a part of it, an "inde~tructible
germ," and that from this "germ" the new
or resurrected hody springs forth.
To this theory we reply, If there is a
germ in each human body from which the
resurrected body i!\ to spring, or come
would not the germ be liable to be devoured with the rest of the body? And
in that event would not the same difficulties lie in the wav of its restoration as are
imagined to he in the way of the restoration of the whole body? Certainly it
would form a part of the body of the deYourer, and the original'owner of the

would have nothing left from which a neVI('
body could arise, and hence to him there
could be no res.urrection. Moreover, iJ
there is a germ in man's body from which
a new body .is to spring, it is not mentioned in God's word; hence the theory is the
result of human fancy.
Every word God has spoken respecting
the body of man since the fall! simply asserts the mortality of the body: "I, the
Lord God, formed man from the dust of
the ground."-Genesis 2:8. "By the &weat
of thy face shalt thou eat bread, until thou
shalt return unto the ground, for thou
shalt surely die; for out of it wast thou
taken, for dust thou wast, and unto dust
shalt thou return." Such was the fiat of
God, and there is no intimation of any
germ, destructible: or indestructible in man,
or forming a part of him from which another body shall spring in the resurrection.
If there were an indestructible germ in
man, that part at least would be immortal,
jjj,and not subject to corruption. \Vebster
defines "corruption" as "the act of corrupting, or state of being corrupt or putrid;
the destruction of the natutal form of
bodies, by the separation of the component
parts, or by disorganization, in the' process
of putrefaction; putre~cence, taint." He
defines "mortal" as "subject to death; des·
tined to die; as, man is mortal." Now if this
imaginary germ is indestructible, consequently immortal, it would hflve life in
itself; and if God planted that indestructible
germ in the body in order that in theeventof
the death of the body, it mif;ht, in his own
due time, germinate and bring- forth another
body, its germinating- would be no greater
a miracle than the germination and springing forth of the vegetable life taking place
around us yearly, and having life in itself
there would ha.ve been no necessity for
Christ's death and resurrection to bringabout the resurrection of man. And if
this "indestructible germ" could not do
this, but needed the life-giving power of
Christ to bring it to life, tben it would reno more of a miracle to give the
whole dead body life than it would to give
this dead germ life and create a new body
from it; or gather a new body around it.
It may be be claimed that the preservation and gathering tog·etber of the various
particles of the old body would require too
much of the suprintending care of the
Almighty through all the ag·es of the sleep
of that body in the grave or wherever it
might be. ·To this I answer: It would
require the same superintending care to
look after the "germ," and to preserve it;
and as there 1s nothing hidden from the
for "the eyes of the Lord are in
every place beholding the evil and the
good," it would require no greater exercise of his care to preserve the one than
the other; and if it did he is able to perform all of his
It is useless to
claim that the germ being indestructible
would not need so much care.
We have
shown that if indestructible it must be im·
and if immortal it possesses life of
or in itself; and if it has life in itself it is
not dependent upon Christ's death and
resurrection to give it life.
!
further
there is no
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intimation in all God's word of an inde- 1 swers these questions it is evident that the the fall, and the fall came by reason of
structible germ or part of man's body. objector is not supposed to ask as to the transgression; and because man became
Furthen;nore, science with her argus eyes 1 m,ode by which they are raised, but as to fallen, they were cut off from the presence
a.nd wondrous skill to discover and .bring . the state or condition of the bodies t:aised, of the Lord; wherefore it must needs be.
to light hew or hidden wonders by prying He tells him "There are also celestial an infinite afonement; save it should be an
into the secrets of nature, has never dis- 1 bodies, and bodies terrestrial, and bodies infinite atonement, this corruption could
cerned this wonderful, indestructible germ i telestial; but the glory of the celestial, not put on incorruption. V\'herdore, the
tn man; hence it is safe to conclude there one; and the glory of the terrestrial an- first judgment which came upon man, mu~~
is no such germ in man, only as it is found in other, and the telestial, another. There have remained to an endless duration.
the vain imagination of those who can is one glory of the sun, and another glory And .if so, this flesh must have laid down
not understand that Omnipotence is com- of the moon, and another glory of the , to rot and to crumble to its mother earth,
petent to the fulfilling of all his purposes. stars; for one star differeth fr()m another to rise no more. 0, the wisdom of God!
Another reason for denying the literal star in glory. So also is the resurrection his (lJercy and grace! for behold if the
resurrection of the same body that is.laic:l of the dead. It is.sown in corruption, it flesh should rise no more, our spirits must
down isthe theory that the body changes is raised in incorruption. It is sown in •become subject to that angel who fell from
every seven or ten years. This like the dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown before the presence of the eternal God .• :
'germ theory is only hypothetical; that is, in weakness, it is raised in power; it is And because.of the w11y of the fleliveranc~
it is an assumption and an unproved one. sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual of our God, the Holv One of Israel, this
death, of which I have spoken, whicH i~
But if it were true it would not affect the body."-I Cor. 15:40, 44·
above doctrine, for it is tlre bodv inhabited
From the above language we learn that the temporal, shall deliver up its de~jdt.
by man at the time of the demi;e that is to whatever was sown or buried the same which death is the grave. And this death
be the subject of the resurrection, not is raised again; but to. make assurance of which I have spoken, which is th~
the vanous· bodies that, according
the doubly sure, this apostle further says, spiritual death, shall deliver up its de4d;
"change" theory have wasted away prior spel!king of the righteous dead and the which spiritual death is hell; wherefor¢,
to death. And . if there is a charige or righteous living at the coming of Christ: death and hell must deliver up their dea.d),
changes as claimed, the germ must be sub- "In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, and hell must deliver ttp its captive spirits~
ject to t:he same, hence it would affect the at the sound of the last trump; for the and t.he grave must deliver up its captiv~
one as well asthe other.
shall sound,.an~Lthe dead shall be bodies, and the bodies and spirits of men
But in order that we m[ly have a sure
incorruptible, and we shall be will be restored, one to the oth(:\r; and iH~
guideinthi.smatterletusreturn to the word changed. For 'this corruptible must put by the power of the re~urredion. of .~M
0 how great Jh~
of God, "to the law and the testimony." on incorruption, and this mortal must put Holy One of Israel.
Jesus says: "All that arein their gr~ves on immortality, then shall be brought to plan of our God! For on the other ha{:td~,
shall hear his :voice and shall come forth.'' pass the saying that is .:written, Death is the paradise of God must deliver up ih~
-,-John 5:28, 29. This language can not swallowed up in :victory."-'-! Cor 15: .12, spirits of the rigl;!teous, and the grave • •
liver up the. body of the righteous;
apply to a nt:w creation from entirely new: 54·
matter, but to the body that was laid in the
It can hot be truthfully denied that.the the spirit and the bodv is restored to
grave. . It ca11 not refer to the spirit fo!' terms, this cprruptible ·and .this mortal agairi, and all men becom~ inro11'r111nttfli,A
.
the spirit did not enter the grave but "re- refer to the bodv of man,.hence it is that and immortal:"~2Nepbi 6.
Abinadi testifie!;: . "Even this
turni;d to Gpd who gave it."-Eccl 1 12: 7~ "corruptible" "m"ortal" body. tl:at is to put
John. in speaking of the last resmrection on incorruption and immortality, and not shall put onimmo.\'tality, and ~his ~v,v~·.~r
says£. "The. sea gave up . the dead which a new creation that has never seen corrup- tion shall. put on incorruption, &l:ld
were in it," . "And death [the grave] and tion, or qeen under the bondage qr mortal- , brought to stand before. the ba:~;:~f
hell gav~ up the dead which were in them.'? ity. This apostle. says of Christ, "He be judged according- to the dei;'ds d
Tht; spirits were not in the sea, nor in the sha)l chan~e our vile body, that it may be the mortal body."-Mosiah 8:9,
Alma asks: "Do you Ioo\k'
grave., but had been confined in prison; fashioned like unto his glorious body.''with an eye of faith, and view ;thi
beingthose of whom John saysin Rev- Phi!. 3: 21.
elatiop 20:5., "But the
of the dead
. Isr.iah .understbod that his b9dy would body raised in immortality, arid
livecl not again until the . thousand years rist: .again; for he says, "Thy dead (lJen ruption raised in i11corruption .h
,were. finis{led;" hence the dead. here .re- .shall live; togethe.r with my. dead body fore God, to ~e judged accor5Jing
ferred i?. were the bbdi~s
those . dis; shall they> arise. .i}:w:ake and sirg ye that deeds done in this mortal body?"
obediept ()nes. who were not· pe:t"mitted dwell in dust; for thy dew is as the dew 3: 3·
Amulek declares: "The
to come forth in the. "firfit resurrect!on ;'>' of herbs,. and tl'le earth shall cast out the
body sha1l be reunited aga1!1 ..
and while lhe. sea l!nd the grave yield up dea<V':-Isa. 26: ~9·
•. .
their bodies hell gives up their G<lptive
Daniel says, 'tMany of the.m th!lt sleep form; both limb and joint shan·
spirits, and they stand before God to. be in the dust of. the. earth shall awake."~ to its ,proper fqme eve I). as
this time. And we shall
rew,arded a~cording to tl:;!eir works .. Those D11n. I 2: 2.
spirits l;la<J ~eenlinge~ingin theprisonor
God through Hoseasays: 11 I~will ran .. stand before God, knowin
hell, as those had dol'\e who were disobe.· somthem from tbe ~'rave.''-Hosea 13: 14. know ri.ow, and have a "'-''-•-~ '-~re~;fo1'i>iffi
dierl;t il:'rthe d11ys of Noah, and perished in
At Christ's resurrection, "T~e graves of all our guilt. · J'\1' ow
the ~P()d, to whom Jesus after his cruci- wery opened, ayjdthe bodies of the Saints !)hall come to all, both old and · ·
fixio.n V\'ent and preached the gospel~ (l
which ~lept arose, lind came out of their b:ond apd free, both .ma.le and '~>".,"'"''·',..,.,.,.p
the wicked and the righteous.~
Pete.r ;3:18, 2r; 4:6) . .From the above graves."--:-Matt. 27: 56•. 57·
. •.
. .·
we Iearn tl::af not only the grave but
Paul sar, "~.f the Spirit of . him that there shall .not be. so much .as ~
the .s~a gives up its dead which deadis the raised up Jesus fro.m ,the dead dwell in head l?st, but ~11 .things s!lt:~n
·
· ·
you, he that rl!.ised up Christ ifro.tn the • stored to its perfect frame e.'VeP.
body.
•">"·'""·· .
Let us hear Paul's ;reasoning: . '~Some dead shall alsp qui!:: ken your mortal bodi.es now are at this rime~ I sak
man will say, How m:e t)le dead raised? by his Spirit t.hat dweHeth in you."- that this m()rtal body is raise<Ji •
rrwrtal body ...• Their spi-rits
and vvith what body do. they come? Rcim. 8:. n.
..
. .•• ... . •
Tholl fool, that whic,h thou sowest if; not
We will now exam in~ the testim()ny their bodies never to be. divid
<luic~ened ei(cept it d1e, l!nd that . which.
which God gav:e unto. his ser:v~nts . who spiritu~l and i.m·mortal
thou sowest, .thou sowest not .that body dwelt upon this .land, as giveninithe Bqlk more see. *corruption/'
.. thi
.which. shall be, but grai!I, it . may .be of of Mormon... 1'\l'ephi say$: ''For a.~. death·..•
<:VV he.~t, pr soiU~ .ot~er:1 b~t God giv~th. it .a
htts passed upon'all m~n to.fulfill the mer·
. ~ody a.s it h~th pleased him, and to. every ciful plano£ th~ ~reat (Cr~ato~,th~re must.
s~ed IJisl;)wn.hody/'--:-I Cor.rs:.:l$1 3$.. .. neegs be.a.powerof r~s.\}~r:ectiQ.I};, a~9.the ..
Fro.m t:l)~ ·. manper(
which :Paul.· a.n- ' reF:t~t'rection mt~st n~e~~.¢o1Ue•hy· ~ea~;>pp ()~
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THE
degrade his name with the associatien of
the body of those from the days of Adam, all that is vile, yet that name will shine as
one of the brightest constellations in tqe
down to the resurrection of Christ.
soul shall be restored to the bodv, and intellectual world; for the gems of divine
body to the soul; yea, 'and "every truth which God has enabled him to
and joint to its body; yea, even a hair gather as so many golden threads spun by
of the· head shall not be lost, but all things the Almighty hand, and to weave into one
shall be restored to their proper and per- grand cable of mercy, truth, and justice,
fect frame. And now my son, this is the strong enough to unite and save a lost and
re$toration of which hath been spoken by ruined World, are as far above the Godthe mouthsof the prophets." Alma 19: 7. dishonoring and soul-blasting creeds of
-..:"Behold it is requisite and just, according the nineteenth century,asheaven is higher
t6 the power and resurrection of Christ, than the earth, and are as compared with
that the soul of man should be restored to them, as the strongest and most enduring
itsbody, and that every part of the body cable is to a rope of sand. Had J osepb
should be restored to itself. . . • There- ·Smith been the author of that system it
fore all things shall be restored to their would have heen as empty and vain, as
proper order; everything. to its natural any man-made creed; but 'God being its
frame; mortality raised to immortality; author, and He having. inspired him to
gather up .these truths from the rubbish of
corruption to incorruption."-Ibid I9: 8.
The prophet Enos said: "And I shall the ages, as well as revealing .to him the
soon go to the place of my rest, which is verity of the same, and not to him alone,
with m'y Redeemer; for I know that in ·but to all true believers in the divine plan;
him I shall rest; and I rejoice in the day there certainly can be no room for doubt
when my mortal shall put on immortality." respecting the fulfillment of the divine
·Moroni doses the testimony of this sa- purpose.
Surely, He whose hand hath laid the
cred record with this glorious assurance:
•'And now I bid unto all, Farewell.
I foundations of the earth, "and whose right
soon go to' rest in the paradise of God, band hath spanned the heavens;" "who
uptll my spirit and body shall again re- hath gathered the winds in his fists;" "hath
unite, and I am brought forth triumphant measured the waters in the hollow of his
through the air to meet you before the hand," "comprehended the dust of the
pi easing ba:r of the great Jehovah, the earth in a measure," "weighed the mouneternalJudge of both the quick and the tains in scales, and the hills in a balance,"
and "commanded all the heavenly hosts,"
dead. Amen."-B. M.p. 545·
·
Let us now ~xamine the testimony of to whom "the darkness and the light are
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. both alike;" "in whose book all our mem'l'he Lord through Toseph Smith tells bers are written," can and will restore all
Oliver Cowdery to "stand fast in the work those members in fulfillment of his word.
To this He stands pledged, for he says,
wher~with T have called you, and a hair
of .your head shall not be lost, and you "I am the resurrection and the life i he that
shall be lifted up at the last day. Amen." believeth in me, though he were dead
shall he live." Amen.
....;..Sec. r8, par. 5·
Again,
have this comforting assurance from the Lord, "They shrtll come
THE PRODIGAL SON.
forth, yea, even the dead which died in
me. to receive a crown of righteousness. THE solution of the "parable of the
gal son," Luke fifteenth chapter, as was
•.. But, behold, verily I say unto you,
before the earth shall pass away, Michael, taught to us at Nauvoo by Joseph Smith,
mine Arch-angel, shall sound his trump, the martyr, at a public meeting on a Sunand then shall all the dead awake, for their day morning, was as follows:
He first referred to the fourth verse of
gta~ shall be opened, and they shall
the chapter as to the man having one hun'come forth, yea, even all."-Sec. 28: 3, 7·
·"Now, verily I say unto you. that dred sheep, that if he lose one he will
through the redemption which is made for leave the ninety and nine and go into the
you is brought to pass the resurrection wilderness after that which is lost until be
fl:om the dead. And the spirit and the finds it, and when he hath found it he laybody is the soul of man. And the resur- eth it on his shoulders rejoicing, and when·
rection from the dead is the redemption of he cometh home he calleth his friends and
the soul. . . For notwithstanding they neighbors and saith unto them,
die, they also shall rise again a spiritual with me, for Il:iave found my sheep
bodv; they who are of a celestial spirit was lost, anJ told them that there would
shall receive the same body, which was a be joy in heaven over one sinner that renatural body; even ye shall re~eive your penteth more than over ninety and nine
bodies and your glory shall be that glory just persons who need no repentance, and
in
by which your bodies are quickened."- also told them that there would be
the presence of the angels of God over one
Sec. 85: 4, 6.
Thus we have mnnifold testimony from sinner that repenteth. Joseph then rethe three records, all in perfect harmony; peated the circumstance of the parable of
with each other, and with the natme and the prodigal son and told us he bad heard
character of our divine Father as~uring us mlny discourses in relation to the return
of the prodigal, some very eloquent and
of a literal redemption of both body and
spirit that we may receive a reward ac- forcible, and he said, "I could not see it
my brethren did," and continued,
cordin!Y to our works.
Cal(J oseph Smith an ignorant impos- ren and friends, I will give you
tor; brand .him with the evil of polygamy? qf the n~turning prodigal. The

'.'It meaneJh the reuniting ot the soul with

we

was alluding to an occurrence thathe had
himself seen either in this world or in
some other world;. and he intended to show
them that he was illustrating thereby the
goodness and mercy of our Heavenly
Father, how ready He was to receive returning sinners, that were truly penitent..,
and forgive them their sins and receive
them back to favor," and that that was all
that there was about it. "ThiR," said he
"looks very reasonablt> to me. For where
ls there a father or mother that would not
have acted as the returning prodigals"
father did. I think it would be hard to
find one. Jesus says: 'Come unto me all
ye that.are weary and heavy laden, and I
will give you rest.'
Also the inspired
writer cried out, '0, Israel! why will ye
die! turn unto tl).e Lord, for he will have
mercy, and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.'"
·
JAMES WHITEHEAD.

WHERE SHOULD GENERAL CONFERENCES BE HELD?

TnE query at the bead of this article is
one that presents itself to each recurring
session of the Annual Conferences of the
Church. It is important thatJhe qu~stion
be correctly
and in order that
this be done, due consideration and
thought should be given it before the
convening of conference when so many
matters press themselves upon the attention .of the delegates. This is also. true of
all questions: without thought upon and a
careful study of them we can not expect
to see the degree of wisdom exercised in
their settlement as would otherwise be
apparent.
"The greatest good to the greatest number" is the end aimed at by the
of the
The law of the church, in one sense,
aims at the same object, and in another
and broader sense (as does also the law of
the land to the commonwealth) the welfare
church and its work universalInasmuch, then, as the welfare of the
work in general is the object aimed at, we
here find the true governing principle
in the writer's opinion, should actuate
who exercise the right to vote
for the places of
said annual general conferences.
We >.bould, then, be thoroughly imbued
and actuated by what will prove for the
best good of the general work, and in our
voting should carefully exercise the ref'ponsible duty reposed in us; and should
know no north, no east, no south, no west,
as such localities best serve the gengood.
General Conferences are not held for
the purpm;e of building up the work in
in any special locality. The object aimed
at is not a local one, but one of a general
hence the writer believes that
fully and properI y considers
of the work in general who
endeavors to induce a general conference
to adjourn to some special place in order
that the local work at that point may be
or prejudice be allayed and the
place be more fully establishobject is a good one, but the
interest$
the body are too great
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13
and momentous to be bent to such limited roundings are such, (in great degree at oLaldus Bucapecus, (Celestine). 22. Anpurposes. Such was not the intention, nor least, and in ·greater degree than in other acletus II. 13. Gregory (Victor IV).
is such the proper work of a general con·· localities), as are favorable to the success- 24- Octavianus. 25. Guido Cremensis, .
ful accomplishment of whatever church (Paschal III). 26. Johannes de Struma,
ference.
The transaction of the yearly business, business is to be done. In geographical (Calixtus Ill). 27. Landus Titinus, (Inthe settlement of open q1,1estions, the "work situation they are also excellent, and are. nocent III). 28. Clement VII. 29. Ben. of the ministry" and their appointment to fair in point of access to the western and· edict XIII. 30. Clement VIII. 31.
·
fields of labor, due provision for their southern, and to the Canadian and eastern Felix V.
Trustlng that this will .be useful to some
families, and the special objects outlined Saints. The writer does not wish to be
in the "present truth" of the Doctrine and understood as reflecting upon any who and of interest to many I submit the same.
RoB1:. M. ELVIN•
Covenants, are the objects of first import- have thought and voted for certain cities
ance. Preaching and other services are and localities. It 1s the principle involved
very necessary, but are of secondary im- which he is considering; the question
portance at those sessions. "The said con·· under discussion being the object of hold- LETTER FROM ELDER C. A. BUTTERWORTH.
ferences are to do whatever church busi- ing said conferences and the pest places.
ness i~ to be done at the time" is the for holding them. He does not believe DEAR HERALD :-'It has heen some time
language o;f the law, (D. & C. 17: 13), and that at Omah::, Kansas City, Chicago, since I contribu~ed a line to your columns.
we might remark that delegates should New York, etc., such work can be as suc- It is not because I have no interest· :in
remain on duty at their posts until said cessfully accomplished as at the places them, but because other matter seemed to.
While he does not object to see me to be of more importance, so I negleCt'
business is completed.
church well represented. and built up ed writing.
•
"What are the best places for holding
such sessions? the large cities where we in the large cities, he. considers that the
We have been doing as best we couldJo
can convert the world, or where?" We preaching services and not the business' spread the truth, and to give the pepple
answer, No, emphatically no; and when sessions are the means for building up the an understanding of our positio;m; but there
the body accepts the idea that by holding work in such places. "Faith cometh by are many who are ready to cry "delusion,"
a general conference they will through hearing . . . the word of God," and by etc., without ever hearing or testing the
the advertising they get in such localitiefl means of Reunion meetings or other ser- clai.ms of the church. Amidst opposi.ti~n,
vices where the preachingof the. word is the, strife and contention the work is gradconvert many personsto the truth
leading feature can this be best accomplish- ually moving on, and the honest who are
will make a great mistake. It is not
ed. Business' sessions of the annual con- thirsting after righteousness are falling
nied that proper. advertising and notice
the church! its objects,
allay prejudice ferences require the calm c.onsideration of' into line and marching on for the victory.
to a great extent; but
work of a gen- spiritual men unhindered by the uneasy,
Of course our eiders will not make much
eral conference is specific, and dissimilar unspiritual and inimical atmosphere of the of a show in this large country; but we
.
to that just mentioned;, afld in order that large cities.
are in hopes that the Lo1'd wiJ! ;,end s;or\!le
\V e repeat it, that we are irl favor of help to this part soon, and theq perhaps the
it be successfully performed its members
should be so (lituated that they shall pare Lamoni, Kirtland and Independence for work will move on more rapidly. If~t\'\lo
take .ofthat spiritual light and perception the holding of General Conferences; not' or three elders could manage to get p;:~~
that said conferences need necessarily be here I am satified they would
which..must always accompany a success•
car.edifqr;
ful work of faith. Only by such inspira: held in regular succession at those places, for the Saints are very kind, ;tnd will #ot
tion· cap the requisite confidence and unity but at some one of them and at each one' see one go lacking.
:•
1 ' • •
among the.,watchmen of Zwn obtain, and of. them as wisdom .directs.
It seems almost impossible,ithe wily t:pe
The question is worthy of consideration. Saints are scattered, for two elders to 'fo~:l<;
not among tlie world will they be so situ.
ated th.::tt they can as rea 'lily and thorough. Let us think it over and vote, not for what, together; and it has fallen! to my;lot,
Iy be !lnder such influences; but in locali" best pleases us ipdividually,. but what is fori although young in the work, to labor vyith- ·
We should be out a companion most of the time sine~ \)\';e
ties where they may be distributed amorlg the good of the body.
·
the Saints; , those of like precious faith; ready to "sacrifice" personal gratification came here.
•
·•
those who drink in of the &ame Spirit, and when dtitydemanG.Is!t.
I have baptized three since: last. w
R, S. SALYARDS.
among whom there is a genuine and frater~
and others seem not far from the ki
LAliWN{, Iowa, December 21st.
nal spiritual atmosphere.
It giv~s one some pleasure, after
We one;~ heard one of the ministry
ing, to ~ee the fruits of his hthor
WORTH. PRESERVING.
ma.kethe following statement, in effect:
kn6wthat the Lordaccepts of the
"Since I came here I have not felt as at
the. peculiar work of the eldership,. fffort .that has been put forth.
othertimes .. I have not had opportunity whatever changes by men or organizaNo.doubt all Saints have their
to offer a satisfactory prayer, where I have tions that affected the Christianity as left trial; .darkness and gloo'n; but w
been. located,'~ This is significant•. SitjJ~ to the world by the Savior, are worthy of storm has passed by, and .the'
a ted among those of the world he f(~lt the preservation.
Rivals to the popes reg-. shine forth,. they. are again: '"''''""'"<:u,chilly atmosphere of worldliness and forrh~ ul;;~rly chosen by S('me soyereign or by. ai press onward, kqowirtg that '.the "'''"Y~·. "'~
'·
minority of. the cardinals: I)uring the the Lord is sufficient.
ality~ ()ur.work is n~t of the world. Like
the)abors r>f llim 'i\'horn it represents it great schism, 1378-1499• pope .ang antiIt has been lny aim, whi~~
m~st b.e a work of b:ith; a: work whose. pope or popes excommunicated each other.
from place fo place, to u"'IJ''~"'
methods must be those which harmonize The list of these pseudocpopes, so to speak, Of OUI.' ChUrCh p~blicatiOnS ms~uu<~M
onoent1t'l;!>;i.·
with becau•se inspired of and accompa;nied is. wor~h knoy;iirlg; e:J<hihiting. the fact I find that it does a great d
by the living .presence of the Spirit of that the course of love did not always run
up the work. . I. think every .
Truth.
smooth . in the, .bosom of the. "mother ble ou,ght to be use.d to get . ·
. . . ..
• .
For these reasons, <1mong others) the church,"
fore the p~pple, ~nd .if we do ;
·
writer believes that General Conferences
The following is the. list of ~nti"popes : .. stand justified, an(:! they
should be held at Independence, Kirtland
in the great day of rekoning. i
I. Hippolytus •. 2 .• Novatian~s. 3· F·elix
and L,amoni; places where surroundings II. 4· Ursirlus. 5· Eulalius, (). LaurenI am encouraged to see and
and condition~ are in harmony with the tms. 7:. D\o§cort!s. 8.. I'lischal. 9· progress the churchis ![\akin
spir~t9f the work; localities in which the
John.
An~sta!!iU~: . r r.I3onifaceV II;
th~t Godis- gi:ving his
Lotd~as pl<1c:dhis name; situations which
I 2.
Colabrital'l~s, (J:ohn .. XVI):
13. the. people ofthe. world
/ .. Jnspir~tion has directed in their settlement; Gregory•. 14 . .Sylvest~r IIL .. 15~. Cada- lift a hand and voice in . . .,
lous, (Honpriusii).
16. WJb(:)itus; (Cle-, of Chr:ist wherever my lot · ·
;~nd .h~nce for these and many other reas. !;.
,ons,,;en;Jinently witable for. the holding of ment III). r 7· ·':fhe<?J:loricus ... 18. AJber- The mor.e I · · · think
· Gen~ra.l .GonJerehces. ..At those. places tus; 19. Ma,g:in:ulf!ls1 · .(Sylv(:)ster JV). the wod{: of ~llfl!itd~SPfClaH"VV
.pyv-n peopl¢ an~ located ang thesul."Bl.lrd:inus,(q-reg?ryVUI).; 2~:: 'I,'~~F the >greater is.
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Ji,v~ in barmorly wfth Histeachings, for it

·

ceived this promis~ "they were all filled '
with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak
makes us better every day.
... Bro. Wight came from New South · with other tongues, as .the Spirit ga;ve
Wales in time for our conference, and we them· utterance."-Acts 2: 4· "By their
were expecting to have a pleasant. time fruits shall ye know them," will apply
I~ boring together for a few months; . but
also to those who receive. the baptism of
he was .called back again on account of the the Spirit. The seven who were "full of
.ii'Jterest. manifested there, and so we parted~ the Holy Ghost" (Acts t): 3), must have
~nBro. W.ight's. plans work correctly, we
received the same as the' apostles, hence
'·.will not get to see each other more than were also baptized with the Spirit.
. about twice before our three years will
When hands were laid upon the Sama'ri·
tans and God confirmed to them the word
~aV'e pa$seq away, and I suppose then we
with signs following (Mark r6: 18), the
will be permitted to return.
· AlthougQ the elders may have some same fruits resulted as on Pentecost. Like
cause, like effect; hence they must have
v,~ry pleasant times, yet there are many
discouragements, hal'dships .and disap- received the promise of the Father, the
pointmentsto encounter; not all smooth baptism of the Spirit.
sailing;
·
.
When Ananias put his hands upon
1
·My desire is to see the work of truth Paul he received his sight and was filled
r.pll on,-the standard of "peace on earth" with the Holy-Ghost (Acts9: 17; 13:9);
raised high~r and higher, until he shall and, as he said, he was "not a whit behind
reign whose right it is to reign.
the chiefest of the apostles" (2 Cor. II: 5),
BARRAPORT, Victoria.
yet according to these wise (or otherwise)
teachers Paul never received "the promise
of the Father;" was never baptized with
"OF THE DOCTRINE OF BAPTISM,
the Holy Ghost Poor Paul! bow foolAND OF LAYING ON OF
ish to t~lik about being equal with the
1-IANDS."
other apostles, when there was never but
As THE so-called Christian ministers in two cases whete Spirit baptism was ever
fhelr blind zeal to "turn away their [the conferred, at Pentecost and the household
people's] e~rs from the truth," (z Tim. 4: of Cornelius. The promise wag different
4), .affirm the above to be principles of the to all others, including Paul, They were
''old Mosaic law," when P~ul assigns as a · only to teceive the "gift" of the Holy
reason for i·eferring to them, "For when Ghost, and not the Holy Ghost itself, or
for the time ye [the Hebrew saints l ought baptjsm of the Spirit, you know; a very
to be teachers, ye have need that one teach differen't thing, you know!
,
,
you again ;.vhat be the first principles of
Let us inquireinto this: "And they of
the oracles; of God" (Heb. 5: 12), "there- the circumcision which believed, were asfore [not] leaving the principles of. the tonished because that on the Gentiles also
doctrine of Christ [not Moses] let us go on was poured out the gift of the Holy Ghost."
u.nto perfection," etc., (Heb. 6: 1), we_ will -Acts IO: 45·
show that it is because it overthrows. their
"And it shall come to pass afterward
pet theory ot the "one b01plibm'' (Eph. that I will pour out my. Spirit upon all
4: 4) being· only water baptism; they flesh; and your sons and your daughters
knowing and teaching as Apollos "only shall prophecy, your old men shall dream
the baptism of John."...:..:.Acts r8: 25. Re- dreams, your young men shall see visions;
quiring the teaching of such disciples to- and also upon the servants, an·d upon the
day, as Paul taught some who evidently handmaids in those days will I pour out
l"jad been instructed by Apollo~, of the my Spirit."-'-Joel 2: 28, 29.
filet that John said unto "all'' who come to
Peter referred the Jews to this prophecy
his baptism, ."I indeed haptize you with on Pentecost.
water; but he [Jesus] shall ba;otize you
"Pouring out," and baptism of the
'Yith the Holy Ghost and with fire" Spirit are used interchangeably. By read(Luke 3: r6), which might be called .three ing Joel any one may perceive that it was
baptisms, but only one, ns F:tther, Son and to be fulfilled after Israel's land or
B.oly Ghost ate one God. "Christ hath "house had been left desolate imto them"
r~deemed us from the curse of the law;"
(Luke 13: 35), .r.nd Jerusalem trodden
that the blessing of Abraham might come down of the Gentiles, etc. (Luke z I:
on the Gentiles through Jesus Christ, and after the curse should be removed,
"that we might receive the promise of the Israel restored to their own land neverSpirit through faith."-Gal. 3: 13, 14. more to be ashamed;'' that then this g·re:1t
Hence the promise, "In thee shall all outpouring of the Spirit is to "come to
nations be blessed" ( v. 8), was that all afterward." That the Spirit
should receive the Spirit.
Hence John poured out upon "all flesh," or all be
p~omised to all who were baptized with
tized with the Spirit "in those days."
water, the baptism of the Spirit also.
Isaiah says: "Upon the land of
This is the same promise referred to by ple shall spring up thorns and
Peter (Acts. z: 38, 39). J esm had told his yea upon all the houses of joy, in the
disciples to "wait for the promise of the ous city, pecause the palaces shall be
Father which, saith he, ye have heard of saken; th.e multitude of the city shall be
me" (the promise made to all nations left; the forts and towers shall be for
"
through Abraham), and to prove what portraying the desolation of Terusalem
that was he says: "For John truly bap- the Roman armv, until the Spirit
tized with water; but ye shall be baptized "poured upon us from on high," etc., or
with the Holy Ghost not many days until the baptism of the Soirit should
hence."-Acts r: 4, 5·
'When they re- again be conferred ''lrom on high,"-a lat-

ter day event, then God's blessings shoul4
again be upon Israei's land and people.
See Isaiah 32: 13-20, a.nd compate with
Jo~; .
.
• ..
.
Our friends admit that "the gift of the
Holy Ghost" unto Cornelius w~s the bap~
tism of the Spirit; yet deny that others
received, or ought to expect the same baptism, when precisely the same 'promise
was .unto "all the Lord our God shall
call" (Acts 2: 39). 0, what blind guides!
Peter said, "Forasmuch tbenas God. gave
them the like g.ift [of the Holy Gho:st] as
he did unto us," etc., and that was. the
baptism of the Spirit, and all were promi$ed this same gift (Acts 2: 39), "¥ et,"
say these man-made teachers, "all were
not to receive the baptism of the Spirit,
'the like gift unto us' " (Acts I I : I 7.)
Well did Paul exhort Timothy to preach
the word, «For the time will come when
they will not .endure sound doctrine; but
after their own lusts will they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears;
and they shall turn away their ears .from
the truth, and shall be turned unto fables."
(z Tim. 4: 2, 4·)
In Mark 16: 15-18, is recorded some of
the last words of the Lord .in person, that
<~signs shall follow them that believe; .••
and they went forth and preached everywhere,. the Lord working with them, confirming the word with signs following.''
So the word of the Lord was, "signs shall
follow them that believe." Who should
say that this is not part of the word Timothy and all sent of God should preach today? When Paul had informed those
disciples at Ephesus where Apollos. had
been teaching orily John's or water baptism thac the promise wa;; that they should
all be baptized with the Holy Ghost, "the
word of the Lord, how that he said, John
indeed baptized with water, but ye shall
be baptized with the Holy Ghost" (Acts
I I : r6; ! :4, 5; Luke 3: 16, then they
were baptized again in water by one authorized, and "God gave them the like
gift as he did unto us" (Acts II: 17, the
apostles and Cornelius,) "confirming the
word with signs following," the same
fruits as at Pentecost and at Cornelius'
house,-like cause, like effect. 0, shame
on men who teach different from the
word. As Jesus said, "except a man be
born of water and of the Spirit he can not
enter into the kingdom of God" (John
;) : s).; "the washing of regener~tion and
renewing of the Holy Ghost" (T1tus 3: :;),
-for "by one Spirit are we all baptized
into one body." (I Cor. 12: 13.)
Let those who teach that birth of water
is baptism with or in water show their inconsistency by denying the birth of the
and baptism of the Spirit being
synonymous, claiming that Paul meant
that by the command of one Spirit we are
all baptizrd into one body, when they
ki1ow that both birth of water and of the
Spirit-water baptism and b:1ptism of the
Spirit, were hy the comm:md of the Lord
himself--ministration of water baptism,
and Spirit, authorized, commanded by the
Lord him~elf. Matt. z8: rq Mark 16:
Acts 2: sS. 39i 8: I4-I8; 19:
i 2
Cor. 3: 5, 6; Gal. 3: 5·
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If water only was the "one baptism,"
why say Apollos knew only the baptism
of John, or water baptism~ (Acts 18: 2_5:)
Why did Paul teach bapt1sm of the Spmt
in connection with water as the one baptism?
D. S. CRAWLEY.

reported. Elder J. Taylor was sustained as. district president until next conference. Bro. R. R.
Jones was released from acting vice president,
and J. T. Williams chosen to fill the vacancy.
Bishop's Agent sustained. Resolved that all the
elders of this district are requested to report to
each conference, either in person or by letter. A
profitable time was enjoyed by the Saints in
prayer and testimony. Preaching by Elders D.
Campbell, M. M. Turpen and J. A _Robinson.
The Saints were strengthened .. AdJourned to
Higbee, Missouri, at call of district president.
7

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Convened at the Hope branch, December 7th,
V. D. Baggerly president, G. Jenkins secretary.
Branches: Hope 29, I received; Olive 15; Byrnvil!e r6, 4 baptized; Riceville 6; Pleasant R~dge
26; Edei} 25. Elders: V. D. Baggerly baptrzed
l, M. R. Scott baptized f, G.Jenkins, J. G. Scott,
J. M. Scott, L. F. D&niel. Priests: S C. Gruver,
W. F. York, R. Ayers. Bishop's agent: On
hand last report $29 3z, received since. $17 25,
total $46 57; expenditures $45.22, ba_lance $L35·
ResolU"tions were passed instructing branch
clerks tO. report on the blank prepared fo~ th_at
purpose·· and to pay the expences of the drstnct
presiden't and secretary to and from district conference. · L. Fl. Daniel was elected president, :.nd
. the secretary sustained. Adjourned to Byrnville,
·March I!}t, at IO a.m.
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at I)eloit, Iowa, November 3rd, W. W. Whiting and J .. Seddon presiding,
J. Pett clerk:. Branches: Galland's Grove 274,
3 baptized, r received, 3 remo~ed, r expelled, 2.
died; Boyer Valley 75, 2 baptized; famp Creek
26; Coaly!lle 25,3 b:wtized; Masons Grove rzr,
2 expelled, 2 died. Elders: J. T. Turne~, C. E.
Butterworth baptized:3, W: A. Carroll, J. Seddon,
J. Pett, W- W. Whiting baptized r, B. Sali~bury,
I. A. Goff, B. F. Wicks, D. M. Rudd baptized 5·
Priests: C. Williamson, W.,McKim, J. Dobson,
T. C. Dqbson. .Teachers; L. Butte.rworth, C. J;
Hunt.. I:leacqris: J. M. Bake.r. Bishop's agent's
report: On. hand last report $89 p, received
since. $3l:lo o6,. total. $469 78;. paid out $357·4o,
balance.$rr2.38-,-John Pelt,agent. The general
church atlthorities were sustained; als() those of
the districttiHafterthe close of the next confer,
ence. Preaching 'during· conference by. Elders
W. Whiting, C. E. Butterworth and J .. Seddon.
-!"-·good, peace!,ul time vyas en_joyed b,r all. . Ad·.
]Ourned to meet at Delort, Fnday, March 7th, at
2: 3op,m.
~--~~--------

Conference convened at th~ Saint's church;
Plum ~reek branch, Octol:Jer z8,th, at 10 a.m., H 1
KemppresWlng, M~W. Gaylord secretary prO;
tem. Br~nches': Shenandoah, Elm Creek, Plum
.Cr<cek, a.nd F1arm Creek ... Keysto,•e remanded
back fol· correction. By motion the secret<J.nyo~
Uniol} was requested to duplicate their report and.
send itto the dis~tlct cle~~: Resolved tha.t the
district. presid1ent. be requested to see that . aU
member.s unite,with some pr!lnch ot this district;
Bish0]!1S 1\gl'!nt's ii.CCOUnts f()Und .correct: ~a lance,
$93 35\ polle<;t~d,to .. date $2o4p~•. total $2?7 f5•
expen~Hures $239 oo; !bal11nce ~5$ 45
Dtstnct
and getJ.eral a.uthorities were su~tai;ted. AdJourned to :Shenandpah laf.t Satu~day m Fel)ruary at
·xo a.m •.
)'WR'I;'H-E.AS1', .MISSOURI.

BUSINESS MANAGER'S CARD.
As the year 1889 has drawn to a close we wish
to say something in. rt"gard to the .financial condition of the Herald Office. It has been fairly
prosperous in the past year, but could have bee?
much more so if its patrons had all paid up their
arrears, for then the Office could have discounted
their publications fully ten per cent .. and moved
things on more satisf~ctorily than we now can.
In the past two years the Herald. Office has
purchased a new printing press, a larl?er boiler,
and a much needed paper cutter, andtt has also
paid for the plates of tpe new Tune-book, bought
considerable new type,-all at a cost of over four
thousand dollars--and. has paid off':;ome old debts.
But at the same time it has had to borrow $3 400,
which will be due in March and April next.
Now the Office has enough standing on their
books to pay all, if the patrons will remit what
they owe the Office, )f not,_it wUl h~ve to b?rrow.rr.ore money and run on m the' old. rut agam.
Some seem to think .jf .they solicit. subscribers
for church publications they should h.ave lib<;ral
premiums therefor.· I wish they w<;ul_d new
such .work done as forthe Church, for.tt Is noth·
ing else. The Office belongs to the Church, and
the more it is prospered, the more wealth the
Church has with which to furnish papers and
books for thepoor and the traveling ministry.
The Office furnis.hes the worthy poor with
papers as faras they know o~ th~~i. those who by
reason of old age or other d1sabthty can not pay•
But they do .not want to furn\sh then;~. that can
work. and wont, ~or those who spend a part of
their means· for tl}e trash that defiles.
Now if the Saints will come to the front with
the nw~ey they owe the Herald Offic~ they will
get the benefit of it.
D. DA~CJ;;Ri
·
Business lJfanager.
SCATTERED. MEMBERS.
These scattered members ·belonging to the
Bevier, (Mo.), bran¢h, are requested ta report to
Bro. John T. Ri.chal'ds within two months,,else
they will be reported as scattere;d :.. Jo.hn ·. Rovyland Jane F1oster~ Jolln.. T. Stephens, Davtd
Stephens, ]);Iizabeth .Sneed, William. T. Matthews, George Davies,. Lol.!is.a E. McDonald,
Maria Jones, Margaret A. ~owal!, Jo~eph Thomas ~etsy · M\'Jrgan,. J.V[agg!e Wtcks, Joseph R.
L~wis SusannaH Le:w~s. Ann Orphan, Elizabeth
Wick;, Her!ry Picton, Margaret, Picton, Nephi
Picton, ]a !ires Ryles, JoHn T .. Jones, Jo.seph
Hicklin, George T; .1\n.gel, <..;harles T. Rtdmgs,
, l\i;lrth!\ Jones, \Vil!iam.) ,Eva.ns, _Rees C. R?b,
erts -Marv ParkF, H.arnet Htcklm, Cathenne
R,o~erts, je!Jnett ~oberts; Em.ma Re~se,: Lizzie
Jane Lewis, GilbertTry0.n.
RECONSIDERATION.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given that there \viii b~ a COJ;l·
fei-ence of the Des Moines District held at New·
ton, Jasper county, Io'ha, beginnit]g at eleven
o'clock a.m., Saturday, January 18th, 1890. A
full representation of the various branches of the
district is desired in order to elect. delegates to
the General Conference, also to elect a district
president and transact other business of impon·
tance.
JAMES McKIERNAN, f>ist. Pres.
The Southern Nebraska District conft"rence
will convene at the Saints' chapel, Nebraska City,
Nebraska, January 12th, rc90. at eleven a.m. It
is hoped that the distric.t will be well represented.
·
CHAS. H: PORTER, Secretary.
NOTICE.
Any parties having a well preser'ved Vol. I of
AutmJm Leaves can exchange it in payment o.f
current v0.lume. Also a January number of volume 1 wanted.
M .. WALKER. ·
4jan4t
MARRIED.
EVERETT-ANDERSON ....:..At the residenc~ ~f
the bride's mother, on the evening of December
r8th, r889, by Elder J. W .. Waldsmith, Br~.
George :b;verett and. Sr. Anna Anderson. May
they live long to keep their covenant.
STAFFORD-JOHNSON.-At the :residence. qf
the bride's mother near Lamoni, Iowa, Decembe,r
15th, r889, Mr. Alvin T. Stafford and Sr. Mfary
L. Johnson, by Bro. Asa S. Cochran.
:.
DlED.
STE.BBINS.-Sr. Sarah, (or as she is bette~
known) Auntie Stebbins (colored);died at c;oa:I
Valley, Illinoi•, June roth, 1889 She.was b;orp
in Connecticut about 1812. She ·was baptize~ a;t
Old Well, Connecticut, by Elder Cf W. Wa!ldel
and walked fmm Cotmecticut.to: Nauvop;' in
company with a numbe_r of other~. son;e t!me
about r84o, .and lived In the hou,se ;wtth :the
prophet for some time, I often heard her
"You can just as easilyr make me be~ieve
sun never shone as that Joseph was '\!Pta
of God." . One could not Jisten.to her te!ltltno•n:v.
long till he would gave the evidepce of the
by the Spirit.. She wa.s a member oHh.e A ·.
branch and was a.true and faithfu~ Saip
never missed an opportunity 6£ bearing her
timony to the restor.ed gospel. Sl)ortly
her death she moved to Coal Valley, Illinois,,
died strong and firm in the faith, with a
cominglorth in the first reserrec(iOlJ•
.· .lh .·•
.
.
.
. J• S. R.OTH,:. ···
PETE~s.-Bro. Jacob Peters, age~ 43
· ·
was killed. December 17th,on a bnanch
Philadelphia and Reading railroad; w
temptini'l' to couple t!ie cars, b\!ing ;a
on that branch of the road. He w.q$; a
of the Philadelphia Branch in f
with the· Saints. He was a
brothel--. Wasbuded on the
Greenwood. Cemetery, Frankfcllj.dl;
house of his brother George
Lane .. ·fl~. leave a wif.e and
mourn tlit;ir l()SS .. Fu,neral serVI•Ces
by a Unitariltn ministyr.
·
THoMPSON;-J\t Waterloo, Nt~brasl~a ..
ber 28th,r889, Miss.Emma L Tt10tiln•eon ..
was bom January I5th, r862, at
lass C;o~nty, Nebraska, and was uaJni~•o;:u
Nelson Brown in June, ~882.
by. Bro .. O~car'Brown.,

at
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Jews in and out of
Palestine."· ·

s'uch has ~een the demand for this artiCle, that we now
in J;' AMPH~ET FORM, btinlid in colOred covers.
co.mprehensive and carefuJJy prepa!'e'd Historical
T.. reatise c<;mcerning the Jews ·in. all nations, including
Palestine; ;as well as a clear avowal of their hopes and '
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F. de
.:Lola .Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
Qity, Pe.r 'single copy u cts in money or stamps;, 6 copies
25c; 12 copies40c. Send in your orders at once.
Address, LAMBERT BR01'HERS, .
LAMONI, DECATUR Cci., low.A'.
91l'~r it
18 a.

··lt

RoBERT WtNNING',

Pres't.

D.

F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONt
Ample :Responsibility.
Loans money on aproved security. Six percent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estat!l
bought and sold.

·-----'--'.-

AUTUMN

LEAV.E S,

Published monthly for the

the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year
$1. .so.

may be secur·<i

ed by apply-·
ing to MUNN

:av~~0hact~~f~~

'40 yeats' expenence and ha,ve made over
100,090 applications for American and For..

ptrnde.il}~J'~~~~[I'v c2:i~~ef~;;Jf.andbook. Oorres·

TRADE MARKS.

In case your mark is not registered In the Pat,
'ent Office, 'P.PPlY ,to MUN:tr & Co., and procure
Immediate protection. Send for Handbook.

i ·COl'YRIGII'I.'S for books, charts, maps,·
etc., quickly procured~ Address
MUNN ,& CO., Patent Solicitors.
GENERAL OFFICE: 361 BROADWAY, N. Y,

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent.Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ..•••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•.••.•• ; ••• 2
1\{orocco, gilt edges ..................... ; ... 2
N:ew Testament, Inspired....................
BOOK OF MOR:I!WN.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••..••••• , •••• 1
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1
Imit.ation Morocco, gilt edges ...••••••••• , ••• 1

(Hyrim Book.)
Imitation MorocM,,sprinkled edges ••• ,, •• ,.\ .1 26
Imibtion Morocco, gilt edges .•••.• , , •••• , • , , 1 60
HOLY SCRIPTURES,
(Inspired Tr;1nslation by Joseph S~lth.)
':.have .a limited. ~uantity of tliea.e on hand.
Turkey Superior; gilt edge ..• • .. ~ .• , .......... 3 50
Turkey•Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••.••••. 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey,· gilt edge .••••..•••• , ........ H ~5
Ro:x:burg Turkey,.with clasp; gilt edge .• ~ •.• , •• 4 00
THE SAINTS' HAR:I!WNY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin.sides ...••••...•... 2 50
. The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instrpctions ohichoir and anthem music.

50
00
50
75
25
50
25
liO

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ............. , .. • • • 60
This wM published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all peoJlle .on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen •••.•••• 1 00
Limp muslin cov.ers ..•..... ; . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 25
SABBATH . SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith; for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather ........................... 1 00
Muslin boards............................. 75
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . , . . . . . 2 50
·
Question Books for Primary Claases.
Limp mu~liu( 15 cts. each, per dozen , ......•.. 1 25
VTSIONS OF JOSEPH·SMITH; THE S'F!ER,
And d 'scoveries of Ancient Amerioan I~ecords and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers. 43 pages .......... , ........ ~.. 10
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Murmon
Defended and Maintained.
(Ne~ and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .....•.••..•..••. ; • • . 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . ............ , , , . , • . 5()
This is a reply by I<Jlder W. W. Blair to Elder'''~·
liarn Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
· of
imp0rtant work to be in the hands of the
the cb urch; and it is a most excellent one to be
lrtt<•d both in the .church .and among tho"e
abmn1ding- in proofs never before pr<'sented in
of Joseph 8mith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book ....... , .•• , 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•......... Same pr·ice.
lhmcy Cards, pacKage or 50, 5 kinds, large . • . . '15
Fancy Cards, smaller. 1 () kinds, per 100 ....• , . • 50
LICENCES, NOTllJEi:3, &c.
Elders, Priests .. Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. • . .. 12
Baptism a·ad Confirmation Certificate books..... 25
Blank Preachin~r Notices, per hundred. . . . . . • . . 40
MISCELL ANIWUS.
The Problem of Hnrn'1n Life Here and Hereafter
l;>y A. Wilford Hall, 544 pap:es, muslin ....... 1 50
Universali8m Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall. ....................... l 00
Josephus. complete, library leather .•••....... 3 50
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ..... , .........•. .4 00
Mosheim's Cllllroh History, 2 volumes ..•.•.... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illmtrated) ........ l 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .... 4 O()
The Koran. library leather ................... 2 25
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volnrnes ............ 10 0()
The Ecclesiastical History of I~nsebius Pamphi·
Ius, Bishop of Cmsarea and Palestine ........ 2 00
Cruden 's Qomplete Concordance of Bible ...•.. 1 7 o
Bible Text Book ..............••....•.•.... l 00
Apocryphal New Testament ...•..•••••..... 1 65
Elders' DiaJ:y, by Joseph Luff..... . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size. 85

M:\}slin boardsi o96 pages••••• •· •••••• ·•· .... , .1
Propositlona:-(1) .Is the .Book of Mormon of •.i:>i.
vine origin, and are its teaehings entitled tp the respect
andpelief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Cliurejl
of Which I, Clark Braden, ,am a member; the Chuioh'•
of Chi:ist, and identiqal in faith, organizatio~, ordiu~f\·
ces, worship and practice, .with the Church of Christ,:
as'lit wMleft perfected by the Apostles of. €hrist: (~)
Is the Reorganized Church of •Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of (}od, an.d accepted!
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND.''
In muslin, 25.cts, ten or more, each: •• , ,
••
<
In paper 15ct~:, ten or mor.e; eac~ ....... ~.... ~(
. .This is th" notorious "Manuscript Fbund," writte1c j
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, .about. which.so much haiJ.;
been: said i11c connection with the theory that it fur<;
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon .the chief:
g-round work and material from which to write the
Bo'Ok of Mormon.

·26

COWDERY LET'fERS..
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen.......... 17!) ·
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen .. ~ • c, •• ~ 50
.... ·Coritains valuabie matter in relation to th~ Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Trarislatii:m of
the B~~k o( Morm n, and the A;Jgelic bestowal of the
Pries.tliood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE. AND
COVENANTS.
en~a;ged edition, 32 pages, paper eo.vers ..• ,
ed1t1oR .•• ; ............ ~ :. .. • • .. • • ... • • •

Hl
li

SONGS OF ZION.
coverslOcts.; perdozen ... ; •••••• L .. l 00
TRACTS.
2 '!'ruth Made Manifest, dozen' 20cts., 100 ~, ... 1 liO
3. Voice of the Go.od Shepherd, a1)zen 5o , 100 . 40
4. J!lpitome of Faith and Doctrine ,of the. Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5o, 100. , 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000. ~ .• , , .. l ~I)
6;. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subject.~, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 ctsper dozen, per lOO ............ 1 75
7..Who Then Can be·Saved; dozen 5c., 100..... 40
8. F?lness of the Atone'ment; dozen 25c., lOO .. 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fr~m a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 3\) cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10; 1'he Narrow Way; dczen 15 cts.,.lOO ...... l 10
The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
Reply to
Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... l ~5
Brighamit.e
dozen 5ets., 100..... 40
Polygamy:
an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen
cts., 100 ...•.•....•..... l 40
J:~. T!HJ Successor in the Prophetic Office and
· Presidency of th>~ Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 15
20: 1'he "One Body:'' or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... l 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100. , ..•..•••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of .Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; d()zen :.!5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; d.ozen 5 cts., 100. . . • . . . 40
3{). Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10 ·
31. What is Truth? and 1'rue Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. . . 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•• 1 ~5
Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; do:!:en.. 20
per hundred ........................... 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ......•........•...... 1 75
•!2. Rejection of Lhe Clmreh; dozen 15 eta., 100 .l 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•. l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • . • . • • . • . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
.An Msortment of Tract,s. . • .. . . .. • • .. . • • .. • • • 35
COMPLETE. SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in .•.... , • . . . • •
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Cot:INTY, low.&.~

woman
to be, altofinds somethe earth, he
with the choice
of its supposed
with himself,
discontent on to

the nilt> of divorcement
that fotmd in the Mosaic.
her a writing 6f
that . it was,
he wrote
the Sav" Mm;;~s because of
suffered you to
but .from the beginMalachi ;cays of the
r.epresenting: .. "For
of Israel, sa:ith that he
putting away."-Mal. .2: i6.

It mav be that Mr. Phelps did not take
note of-the form of the q.;estion as it is
stated in M"tthew and Mark. In the first
it is:. "Is it lawful for a man to put away
his wife for every cause?" In Mark it is:
"Is it !awful for a man to put a way his
wife?" In the l.atter no cause is couched
in the question. · In Luke 16: r8, their~
junction seems to be a part of a discourse
addreE,sed to a number of the Pharisees
who. were deriding JeS\.lS on account of
what he had been telling his disciples;
and it is possible that the historian intended
to g.ive an account of the same circumstance related by Matthew and Mark, and
does it in the larger way of a more learned
scholar, a~ would be apt to be the case.
JVIr. Phelps is of the opinion that some
sort otf divorce law will alwavs be necessary, for the reason that there "will always
be some who will marry improperly and
will afterwards disregard the bond, and
for the protection of ·the really innocent
and the safety of society regarding children and property rights, it will be needful ttl at there be statutory reg~lations takiflg cognizance of such separations. He
believes further that such laws should be
of such a t1ature that neither party is per.
rnitted to remarry; and he argues tha,t
while such laws would result in possible
hardship to a few who might be wh<plly
without blame, tbey would pur, a stop to a
hof;t of unjust and unjustifiable;separat!'Ops
in which the main object is a i:emarri>1ge,
mainly on the part of the husband.
•
Mr. Phelps pays tribute
Ameri<::an
women in the following pithy senten.ces.
In behalf of divorce he says:
«It is sometimes urged in its behalf, th~t .it
divorced persons are compeiled to reh1llin. siJ:?gfe,
they are liable to fall into irn mm:ality. Wit~ regard to American women, it would surely be: a
cruel injustice to say that an mimarried life
any such tendency. All experiep.ce is td the
contrary. Certainly, among women the e:;;:ceptions to strict morality will not beifound
merous in single as in married life, It has~!
ready been pointed out that the r~umber of. d~'
von:ed men to whoni upon any re¢ognized P!iXlc!ple it would be dd:rned right to allow: re:hlll,r·
riage, is comparatively smalL If, as. resl?e~ts
that nurnber, it may be said that cdibacy ll)i~l)t
!mpel toward irregularity of lift'l, that cor;siilera·
tion is far more than outweighed' by the <!nor ..
mous inducements to immorality that the presEmt facilities for divorce hold out to'.the
I tis nqtorious thaUhe desire to btt i'id of a.
tion that has ceased .to be pleasant,; leads
man, and not a few wom<;n, to conduct
timded to bring aholit that result,, or
entered upon in the feeling that ifit take
it will ndt be. unwelcome. Charicelbr ..,._c·uc.QI;J•c,
served .that, in acting judicially. in a
ber of. .divorce cases, he hl!d r""'gon t .•n
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adultery was sometimes committed by the husband for the very purpose of the divorce. The
history of the subject in other countries goes to
prove that immorality increases as facilities for
divorce are enlarged. They are a stimulus to it,
nota preventive."

and its fellows call careful, critical attention to the kind and quality of inspiration
'tbt originated and advocated temple
building in Utah when Brigham Young
said October 9th, 1852, that a "temple
which is built of mud or adobes," will be
better and more enduring. than one built
of "the stone from San Pete," or the
"sandstone that is found in abundance in
the Red Butte Kanyon," or of the "bast:nd
marble" from "Emigration Kanyon ;"
when he also said:

The conqlusions stated by Mr. Phelps
above are perhaps too true; and it is time
that the remedy begins to be applied in
the churches. The Catholic Church is a
l~ng lead ih the advance already among
the churches and South Carolina among
"If you take this clay, which is to be fcund In
the states. In the former there is no rule
for 'divorce and in the latter no law. abundance on .these bottom lands Lnear Salt
There was; for a brief period after the Lake City], and mix it with these pebble rocks
civil (can any war be civil?) war, a law of and make abodes of the compound, it will petridivorce which permitted re-marriage; but fy in the wall and become a solid rock in. five
when the state was reconstructed this was hundred years, so as to be cut into millstones to
repealed; and now although there may grind flour, while the other materials of which I
be a divorce "from bed and board," there have mentioned will have decomposed and gone
is none which allows re-marriage.
back to their native elements. I am chemist
We ask the elders to make a study of enough to know that."
the subject of this article and be prepared
And when he further said,
to "come up higher;" for there is a much ·
"Go into Egypt, for instance, and you will find
higher plane upon which the church must
the monuments, towers and pyramids that were
stand.
"THE UNSOUND IDEA."

UNDER the caption "Temporal Interference'' the Logan (Utah) Journal of arecent issue has the following:
"At one time President Brigham Young, great
as he was, had tke unsou11d idea that only certain
men could be trusted to make money and yet remain faithful to their membership in the
church."

Well, we are glad to note that the Utah
Mormons begin to see that Brigham had
at least one "unsound idea." This is en.
couraging, •and inspires us with a lively
hope that further and very numerous and
important discoveries of a similar kind
will follow soon, and there are ample
fields for exploration, and they are abundant in specimens and well-defined "leads"
lying all around in full sight to those who
have eyes to see and hearts to understand.
The Deseret News retently repudiated
some of the pulpit utterances of Brigham
Young, J edediah Grant, etc., etc., also the
official writings of 0. Pratt and others,
and held that such were simply and only
".the opinions" of these "file-leaders" of
the Brighamite Mormons. This, too, is
good, and we are delighted to know that
tbe News has made, and is now publishing this important discovery, and we suggest that it keeps right on and calls to its
aid the Herald, and Contributor, and Woman's Exponent, and Juvenile Instructor, with all its fellow journ<ds in America,
and then prevails on the lVIillennial Star
and such others papers and periodicals
abroad ao;; have been advocating Brighamism up to the present time, and all proceed
to faithfully warn all who claim to be
Saints to look out sh~.rply for "the unsound idea" everywhere in Brigham's
teachings and doings, also for what should
be received merely and only as "the opinions" of Brigham and Heber and J edediah
and 0. Pratt and John Taylor and Wilford Woodruff, with all the rest of the
Brighamite leaders.
And we further suggest that the News

erected in the days of Joseph, and before he .was
sold into Egypt, and tkey wer.e built of ~vhat we
call adobes, clay mixed up with straw; these
fabrics which have excited intertst for so many
ages, and are the wonder of modern nations,
were rebuilt of this raw material. They have
bid defiance to the wear of ages, and they still
remain. But you can not find a sto11e column that
was reared in those times, for they are all decayed."

Gentlemen of the Brighamite Church,
how is that forre:iable leadership? trustworthy inspiration! Is not this more tban
a match for "the unsound idea" discovered
by the Jol!rnal.P And is not this another
bad specimen (a very expensive and harmful one) of "the opinions" of the chief file
leade,r of Brigham ism?
Here is another equally bad one in the
same public, official "address," which may
be found in Journal if Discourses, vol.
I : pp. 209-220, and reads:
"Within ten years past eighty thousand tons of
putty have been used to putty up the places [in
the Capitol building, Washington, D. C.] where
the stone has decayed by the operation of the
elements, and it has not yet been built
years. I mention this, because I wish the Con·
ference to know what they are doing when they
commence to build a temple of stone. As for
myself I know enough about rock.
If a man
should undertake to put me up a stone house, I
should wish hixn to build it of adobies instead,
and then I should have a good house."

Eighty thousand tons of putty used in
ten years, to putty up the places where the
stone has decayed in the Capitol at Washington! A huge pile of putty, surely.
Let us analyze this official putty story
and get at the nature and reliability of its
inspiration, for this is the kind of inspiration that originated, coun~elled and directed temple building in Utah, with all its
huge expense, its cares and hopes and
labors and multitudinous ministrations for
the living and the de:1d. If the inspiration
proves false and delusive, then the work
builded upon it and resultapt from it is b8d
and has
authority in
nor was it
approved of God. First, it is not true that

no

up to 1852, the time when Brigham Young
uttered the foregoing, that the stones in
the Capitol building in Washington had
decayed to any great extent. And, second,
"eighty thousand tons of putty" could
scarceiy have been put into the entire
Capitol building, much less into the "decayed'' spots in its stones! Think of it;8o,ooo tons equals 16o,ooo,ooo pounds!
This would load .8,ooo cars carrying ten
tons each, and make 400 trains of 20 cars
each, and this would ma'ke a train
miles
long,-:-and all this to haul a lump of putty sufficiently large "to putty up the places
where the stone had decayed" in the Capitol at Washington in ten years! 'So says
Brigham.
It will not do to say that the temples in
Utah were not built of adobies, but of
stone; for that will not lessep, but rather
aggravate, the false.and hurtful teaching
of the man who conceived, designed, and
with great pretense and enormous expense
set forth building temples in Utah and
promised the confiding people great things
in respect to affairs both· spiritual and
temporal as the result of such work. We
are judging Brigham's word and work;
and we find that every material item in
the foregoing statements of Brigham
Young are false to the well known facts
of history, ancient and modern, as they
are also false to the principles of chemistry and the observations of the common
mind. This being true, it is neither just,
safe, nor politic to trust his teachings nor
advocate him as an inspired,
leader and adviser. His works prove him
otherwise,· and that he had an "unsound
idea" in many matters of vital importance
to the people.
Here is what he said on polygamy,
August 29th, 1852, only a few weeks
prior to the foregoing address on temple
buildinv and marked by the same kind of
inspiration:

so

"The principle spoken upon by Bro. Pratt this
morning, we believe ln. And I tell you-for I
know it-it will sail over and ride triumphantly
~hove all prejudice and priest~raft of the day;· it
will be fostered and belier;ed in hy the more intel·
ligent portions of the world, as one of the best
doctrines ever proclaimed to any people, Your
heart need not beat; you need not think that a
mob is coming here to tread upo11 the ,<acrcd
liberty whick the consti tutio11 oj our munb y gumB11·
t~es unto us, for it will not be."-Supp!enzent Mill.
Star, vol. I 5, p. 3 r.

And yet polygamy is detested, opposed,
legislated against, denounced as "the twin
relic" and an equal abomination with
human slavery; those who practice it are
being punished by fine and imprisonment
where suitable evidence can be obtained,
and both those wbo practice and they
who uphold it are being denied the rights
of citizenship
the registrars and United
State~ courts.
then is another "unsound idea" of Brigham Young'~. It is
more, it is a f<IJ,e prediction, a promise
thnt misled, entrapped and ruined thousnnds of honest wuls,
them
from the
faith of
church
into direct ccnfl>ct with
hws of the
land which the Lord commanded them to
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Added to the foregoing may be mentioned the published sermon of Brigham
in Journal rif Discourses, vol. r, page 5o,
where he deliber;±te]y and < fficially savs
of our forefather A darn: "He is our Fath~r
and our God, and the only God with whom
we have to do," thereby rejecting Jesus
Christ and contradicting the Bible, Book of
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants,
unitedly and repeatedly teaching that
the God, the Lord, the Savior and
the judge of mankind.
If we were to seek ••the unsound idea"
in all the teachings and ministrations of
Brig·ham Young, it would appear so frequently and so glaringly as to astonish the
· reasoning mind that he ever blinded and
imposed upon rational men and women to
th extent he did. His work is rapidly
and surely coming to judgment and his
"folly" and false teachings will be «proclaimed on the housetops."
A STRANGE SECT.

should be denounced and persecuted simply because they believe differently from
their· neighbors; intolerance has had its
day in the world, now give faith and freedom of belief a chance. It is possible that
these people are misunderstood, in some
such way as the ·Latter Day Saints have
been in all the days of its existence. Fair
hearing and examination before condemnation should be accorded all claiming
trust in Christ's name.

a

UNDER the head of "Religious Matters,"
a late issue of the Salt Lake Evening
Times has the following:
The churches were comfortably filled yesterday by God fearing pious people who Jive in Salt
Lake. It will probably be news to the Mormon
people of this city to learn that the church
attendance by people not of their faith is larger
than that of the Mormons. The Methodist,
Baptist, Congregationalist, Lutheran, Catholic,
Episcopal and other religious denominations in
this city have a much larger seating capacity
than the great Tabernacle and are more generally
filled than the Tabernacle.
Now comes word from Council Biuffs that
Benjamin Winchester, who recently visited Salt
Lake City and gave the people here such a scoring is wholly unreliable. He. was kicked out o~
the Mormon Church at Na.uvoo in 1845, and has
never since been in a position to know anything
of church matters. H!s garbled story published
here a short time ago is based upon his inability
to become a ruler in the church instead of the
truth. The M0rrrion people like to have just
such men as Mr: Winchester asbail them because
it gives them a chance to get back at them. Mr.
Winchester's visit here was more to get money
from his brother than to tell the truth about the
religion he once believed in. He succeeded in
getting ninety dollars from said brother, but refpsed to even thank the non-believidg gentleman
who got him to come out here and spin his yarn.

THE Saint Louis, Missouri, Republican,
for December 24th, has been sent us by
some one of the brethren with an article
under the above captipn marked.
The
sect is called the ''Pentecost Band." The
paper states: "The Pentecost Band is so
far as can be learned, an offshoot Of the
Mormon Church. It claims to be a part
of the respectable denomination known as
the Church of Jesus Christ and Latter Day
Saints.
The ministers. and dignitaries. of
that church, however, deny all connection
with it. The Church of Jesus Christ and
Latter Day Saints was founded by one.of
the sons. of Toseph Smith, the original
Mormon.
One of its tenets is strict monogamy, and it abhors polygamy."
This sect is holding an "Ingathering" at
Tuscola, Illinois, and is sain to be at once
the "amusement and the affliction" of that
part of the State, tnough it has members
i:n other parts.
Of its peculiar dogma's
and beliefs the art1cle does not give an acEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
count to any extent, .
Bro.
D. M. Rudd, writes from Rolfe,
One thing is quite sure, that we have no
Iowa:
knowledge of Bishop Eason, who is about
"I am in a new field, and have a great deal of
the only officer of the Band named in the
opposition to meet; but I bdieve that truth is
~rticlP; no such person ever having been
gaining ground, and the •Josephites' ave regarda membPr of the Reorganized Church, to ,'fd as a much better people than they were before
our knowledge.
I came here to labor."
The paper further states of this Band:
"The fpar, and the well defined suspicion
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
among the respectable people here, (Tus~ues.-Do the good and bad all go to paradise
(,lo!a ), is that p0lygamy, or rather adultery, and there remain together until the judgment?
-l;vbic:h the ignorant female members of the
If so; where will you find it so written?
p.ilnd believes to be sanctified by the mumAns.-No. We understand the word o.f God
, meries of the «clergy," is recognized and
to teach that the righteous go, at death, t<;> parapracticed.
The "band" keeps a house
bPre where there can a! ways he found four dise, and the wicked to the "prison" or "pit;" the
states or conditions, in which they
or five women converts to the Pentecostian Intermediate
remain
until
the resurrection. See Rev. 2: 7;
~reed. Th1s house is one of the «temples"
ofthe chief scribes and elders, and there 2 Cor. 12: 4; I...uke 23: 43; John 17: 24; 2 Cor.
many of their meetings have .been held s: 8; Alma 19: 5; Moron! ro: 2; 2 Nephi 6: s;
sin.ce the season of camp meetings closed." 2 Pet. 2: 4; Jude 6; Ps. 9: 17; Jsa, z4: 2z; Ez;
lmmoral practices are no better in Tus: 32: x8, 21, 22, Z3. gr; Zech. 9: li, rz; Alma 19:6.
~-~Are the Jews and Hebrews the same peocola and Oakland Illinois under the guise
ofreligion, than in Ut<Jh, or Idaho, and ple? Do they speak the same.langdage?
A.-All Jews. are Hebrews; but all Hebrews
w.e hope, that, if these Pentecostians .are
guilt_x of infringing the laws of Illinois, are not Jews. The lclebrews are descendants of
they will b~ made to answer before lawful Abraham, Isaac· and Jacob. The Jews are de;
tribJJnals.; but neither they, nor ahy others scended from Judah, one of th!'l .sons of Jacob.

19
The term Jew, however, is sometimes applied to
all the children of Israel; but strictly speaking
it refers only to those of the tribe of Judah.
Hebrew is the race language of the Israelites.
Most of them speak it; but they generally use
the language peculiar to the country in which
they live,
~.-When and by whom was the Temple"of
Solomon destroyed?
A.-Solomon finished his temple, B. C. IOO+i
it was destroyed B. C. 588; rebuilt under Ezra
and Nehemiah B. C. 515; polluted by Antioch us
B. C. r67; its restoration commenced by Herod
B. C. 17; finished :A. D. 29; again destroyed by
Titus A. D. 70 See Art. Jerusalem, p. 64 of
«Helps" in Oxford Teachers edition of the Bible.
THE "PATRIOT."

WE are pleased to see the Independent
Patriot start out upon the new year with
the pluck and determination essential to
success, and we heartily hid it good-speed
and a ·most satisfactory career. It is a
model of clean literature, and that i~ saying much in these times of newspaper
sensationalism; and the general make up
is both attractive and valuable. "Two
editorials in the last isue, "Our Merchant
Marine," and "The Glad New Year," are
excellent in statement, just and logical in
argument and conclusion, and the rpader
finds in them solid food for thought which
well repays careful perusal. The Patriot
richly merits thorough and extended patronage, and should have it.

BRo. F. M. SHEEHY sends us the Lewiston, Maine, Journal of December 14th
which co.ntains the article which follows.
Our 'eastern ministry are being, heard
thr.ough .the press much of late, and all to
the good of the cause.
Frank M.Sheehy, who says he is a minister
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, and who has been holding
meetings at Dixfield says that church is incorporated under the laws of the state of Illinois and
is in no way either directly or indirectly connected with the Mormon church with headquarters in Utah. He says the recent converts are
among the best citizens of Dixfield. One of
therri served honorably as supervisor of' public
schools, and another is now engaged as a teacher in a distriCt school. The church that these
Dixfield converts has joined, have had a membership in Maine for twenty-five years or more,
and now numbers hundreds in the State,. chiefly
in the eastern part.
The difference between this church and that of·.
Utahis well' known to the government". . As far'
bavk as r863 they s_ent missionaries to: Utah to
preach against polygamy· and its concqrl.litants.
They sent representatives to Washington· who
appeared before the territorial committee while
legislation was pending upon the act of 186.2
against polygamy. In r87o pending the action
of the Cullom bill their general conference sent
a memorial, copies, of whicl:l were senHo every
member of the House and Senate. Dur!Qg the
passage of the Edmunds bill which has done.so
m'uch to stop crime in._Utah they sent a. committee who appeared before the judiciary c<;>mmittee
of whom H.on. Thomas.Reid was chairm~;~.n, .so'.
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that as far as being alders and abettors of.Morm:onism they have.dohe all in their power t9 pr-event the. spread and growth. of "modern heathenism," , as also witness the· report of Gov.
Thom~ts of Utah, made as late as October 2oth,
1889, to Secretary Noble in which he mentions
. the statits of this people as follows: . "They
have intermingled with other religious denominations in the states and territories undisturbed,
and enjqyi!lg all the immunities and privileges
of law ![biding citizens. They have not withdrawn hy themselves, organized crime, sanctified it to the people by revelation and called it
religion,. Hence there is no political discussion
concerning their belief.''
It evidently was a mistake to include these
Dixfield con verts in the list of those from Maine
who have joined Brigham Young's colony; but
the fact yet remains undisputed that several persons have been reported as having left their
homes in Maine for Utah, as converts to Mormonism.

WE record with regret the death of Mr.
Francis Cope, of.Salt Lake City.
He
was general freight and passenger agent
of the'Union Pacific Railwav at Salt Lake
City, Utah, and was a friendly, gentlemanly man, courteous and kind in his business
intercourse with the patrons of the road.
His death is noticed in the Chicago Times
of January rst, r89o, thus: ·
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Dec. 30 -Francis
Cope, general freight and passenger agent of the
Union Pacific at this place, died at I I o'clock
last night at his residence here. Heart disease
and overwork caused it.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. Charles Willey, wrote from Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, that there is quite an interest started there. He sends for tracts for
distribution and hopes, notwithstanding
considerable opposition, to do some good
there.
Bro. William Dowker of Bayport,
Michigan, wrote the 2oth ult., stating that
he had been laborin>! some in the field as
circumstances permitted.
He bears witness that the Lord was with him in so doing.
Bro. G. Z. Redfield of Brownville, Nebraska, wrote the 27th ult., stating that he
would be pleased to receive a call from
some of the ministry.
Brownville is of
easy access from Nebraska City, Nebraska, or Phelps, Missouri.
Bro. A. H. Parsons wrote, December
28th, from Dennis port, Mass: · "Quite an
interest at North Weymouth, where I have.
been preaching. Baptized two;and more
will soon follow."
Bro. D. D. Babcock of Leetsville, Mich·
igan, wrote that he had been preaching in
new places in the northern part of Michigan while working there.
The people
were anxious to hear the word, and he has
resolved to accommodate them by preaching it,
Bro. James Cazier, at Cameron, Idaho,
would glaely welcome an elder of the
Church at his home. He says that they
are poor, in this world's goods, but have
strong faith in the final triumph of. the
faith,

Bro. W. W. McLi:lod of Cormorant,
Minnesota, wrote the 24th ult. that anumber seemed about ready to accept the faith;
Brn. Peak, Davis and Steadman were
laboring in that section.
SLN. A~ Wheeler of Xenia, Indiana,
wrote the 21st ult., that she was glad and
comforted in: the gospel.
Sr; Eunice See of Adams Center. Wisconsin, writes. that having fallen a:nd broken her leg,.she is much confined and a
greatsufferer; but that she is still prepared
to accept the statement: "All things
together for good to them who love the
Lord."
Sr. C. S. Faulk of Milton, Florida,
wrote that they have a branch and Sundayschool at that place. She desires to inform
Brn. G, R. Scogin and F. P. Scarcliff that
it is now a favorable time to preach the
word there and their labors are desired by
the Saints.
!HE following clippings are too suggestIve to need comment:
·
''Of the Westminister·assembly of divines the
Evangelist says: When they began their work
there were no less than eight venerable Calvinistic confessions already in existence, So it would
seem as if their confession was itself a 'revision'
-a new rendering of old creeds, in which they
went over all the symbols of the sixteenth centl1ry and resurveyed the field in the light of the
seventeenth, and out of them all formed a new
confession, which. they thought expressed more
fully and more clearly what they believed and
what was especially adapted to meet the wants of
their day. In this did they not do precisely what
we propose to do?-only they took a hundred
times greater liberty with the old confessions
than we take with theirs; for they reconstrued
the whole temple from the very foundation, while
we only propose to repair it in a few points which
we think defective."
"CLOSE CALL FOR THE INFANTS.
"Cincinnati Enquirer:
Bya vote o£ 22 to 18
the Presbytery of Cincinnati concluded that "aH
infants dying in infancy are saved." Bless their
dear little hearts, how they must rejoice at tbis
declaration! But let them pause a mqment and
reflect upon the solemn fact that a change of
only three votes would have damned them for·
ever."

HERE is a statement which for indefinite
next-to-nothingness surpasses
have seen of late. There is no
upon what hazy cloud of
theology modern theorizers may yet ride.
"Religion is nothing but symbolism," says A.
B. Curtis in the U11itaria11 Re·uiew, ."just as the
whole world is a symbol whose soul is God. The
dead, brute facts of a God in heaven, of a life of
virtue here and everlastingness hereafter
such not worth a farthing. God is a
only to the soul that loves him in the v:n·;p,n-~!,ci
garment of life that he wears.
faith only to the soul that sees deeper
lenting time clad in earth-hull and
Rational religion, whose
ludicrous contradiction
brain knowledge, becomes a
it-essence in whom we live
move and
our being. Religion is a symbol of that inem;ble
reality-joy, pleasure, peace,
communion
with God-all these predicated
that
sioned, crumpled, struggling,
man."
ADDRESBES.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan
Mrs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Frnncisco Cnl
Hiram;Rathbun, 500 Logan .street, Lansing, Michigan.'
Thomas .Taylor, Chepstone Villa. Alhert Road Handsworth, Birminnham, England. ·
'

~ J"{ o Credit for. moneys received on subscription will
appear mi the Colored Address Label.of the Herald ·
for this issue, as no changes have been made;ex•
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. address;

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"Take heart! the Master builds again,A charmed life old Goodness :hath:Thetares may perish,-but the grain
Is not for death."

HOW TO LIVE TO A GOOD
OLD AGE.
THE first lesson to be taught and learned is:+
that all .disease is the result of broken law; thit
much of it might easily be avoided by the obser~
ance of the Jaws of health on the part of the
dividual; that much more, which is beyond the
reach of individuals, might be prevented by the
combined efforts qf communities and the State;
and that those diseases which are entailed upo!:J.
this generation by the Jaw of heredity, might by
obedience to law be gradually stamped out oJ e~
istence, and future ages be freed from their curse.
The next thing to be taught is the laws themselves-and with the laws, .and of even greater
importance, the habit· of obeying them.
We
know a great deal more than we put in practic~.
This is the fault of the common modes of heaHh
teaching. Our newspapers and periodical literature contain a vast deal of papular instruction !n
these matters. They are'treated of in an abundance of well-written books which are ~ithin ea~y
reach of all who care to read them.· Our schools
are taking bold of the good work, and instruction
in hygiene is fast coming to be recognized as an
essential part of even an eiementary education.
But all these do not reach the evil, or if they do,
they only touch it on the surface.
Our schools are full of good grammarians who
do not use respectable English in common conversation. So, too, they may be full of glib :reciters of the Jaws of health, who do not obser:ve
a single one of the laws they have learned. The
main point is to secure obedience. The greatest
criminals are usually well versed in the laws of
the land; but their knowledge does not avail to
keep them out of the penitentiary when they
have broken these laws.
Neither will a knowledge of the laws of health keep a man from be·
ing sick, so long as he does not live up to his
knowledge.
We are creatures of imitation. Example counts
for more than precept.
The parent knows the
law, and the child knows it too. When the parent keeps it, then the children will keep it also.
It does little good for a child to learn at school
that the food should be properly masticated, when
three times every day at home he sees a hungry
group crowd about the table like pigs around a
trough, and bolt their food as nearly whole as It
can be made to go down. The child whose mother gives it a bite of something to eat every time
it cries for it, will not be in a condition to profit
from an understanding of the law that food should
not be taken between meals, until it is too late
for the knowledge to be of much service.
The
law of pure air and proper ventilation may be
taught never so plainly in the text-books, but to
the boy who is brought up to sit and to sleep .in
a close, unventilated room, foul with the breath
of living beings, and to shun fresh air as he

in-
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would a plague, the knowledge will be of little
ed. I am seventeen years old, have two brothflicted for a long time, but her trust is placed in
avail. While his father's cellar is filled with deers and two sisters.
her God, and she feels that He will heal her in
caying meat, vegetables, and all manner of filth,
I would like very much to correspond with
His own appointed time.
She is a noble Saint
some of the girls in the church, as we are very
and the cesspool smells to heaven from beneath
and we would do well to trust in our heavenly
the kitchen window, all the teac~ings of the
lonesome. My address is
Father as she does.
schools will not prevent his J.aving typhoid feELLA T. RICH,
There is another subject on which Sr. Frances
ver, or diphtheria, or some form of filth disease,
has written so much, that of dress. It has causBox 357, Farmington, ~. H.
when the summer sun calls into activity the
ed .me to think many times of the time that is
Will not some of our young sisters respond to
germs of disease which are latent.there. If liqwasted on this same thing, and how so. much of
this wish? Sister Ruthie Sheehy and Bro. Bond's
uors are kept upon the sideboard and wines are
that time might be spent in doing more good. I
served upon the table in his home, not all the
daughter--with many others might gain and imbelieve that we should dress plainly and neatly
teachings of all the temperance text-books in the
part much by such a correspondence.--En.
but not oddly. By so doing what time there
!arid can be relied upon to produce in him habits
would be for studying and enabling each and all
of sobriety and total al:lstinence.
to see and know their duty more fully as regards
QuEENSFERRY, N. S. W., Oct. 24th.
It is the practice of the principles of hygiene
the life to come. The love of dress is instilled
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Column:- While
in our homes, and this alone, which will lessen
into children even from their infancy, and how
thinking of the many thing that have to be done
the rate of disease and death to day, and develop
can we ,wonder at this Jove increasing as they
in our hom<:s daily, and how exact we try to be
a stronger race to-morrow. The child who has
grow. A mother needs to keep all of this from
in having them done in time, this thought prelearned the laws of health from his father and
her child to train it properly, and will be answer,sents itself forcibly to my mind: Are we as zealmother, by seeing them continually and persistable forth~ way in which she brings it up. There's
ous in doing the work that is expected of us by
ently applied, will come to follow them in his • our ''Heavenly Father"?
none ne.ed more strength than a mother to help
Sometimes I feel so
own case, as naturally as he will conduct himself
her in this direction, for who knows better than
condemned, when thinking of these things, that
properly in good society, if good society has been
she does. what a task it is to bring up a family of
it makes the desire stronger to look more to the
his birthright, and gentlemanly conduct has belittle children.
My husband is in New South
llfe to come. Certainly we must look to many
come habituaL-Good Housekeeping
Wales again preaching, and I hope that his efthings in this life, but I fear we worry and bother
forts will not be in vain, for we left many interfar too much. For the last seven months I have
ested. The sisters of this branch, though few in
been traveling with my companion, but now am
BY an oversight, the foot note to Sr. Mary A.
number, intend starting a sisters' prayer meeting,
back at my home to stay with my brothers while
Twaddle's letter ended abruptly in last Herald.
and I feel that it will do much good. We are
We insert it here in full.
Bro. Wight goes out preaching. I feel it hard to
also busily engaged preparing for a Christmas
be left, but I have kind brothers and sisters to
We can not refrain from expressing the pleastree for the children. I think much good is done
cheer me up, so that I am not badly dealt with.
ure we feel at the information contained in this
by this, for children must have amusement; and
letter with reference to the organization of the
There are sacrifices to be made, and this is but a
we all ought to strive to give them. innocent
small one in comparison to what others have had
Sunday School and the part the. children are hikamusement. There are so ·many things to entice
to
go
through.
In
visiting
the
branches
I
have
ing in the meetings. We are firmly fixed in the
them from their homes that we need to be on the
enjoyed the good meetingp, the power of God beconviction of the truth and wisdom embodil;d in
"lbokout."
I fear I have already taken up too
ing manifested many times: I have felt that it
the words of the wise man, "Train up a child in
much room. Praying that we may all live so
was only a foretaste of the good things to come,
•the way he should go and when he is old he will
faithfully as to receive the promised blessings I
not depart from it."-ED.
and also gave me the desire to live more faithfulam your sister in bonds,
LIZZIE WIGHT.
ly, so that I might receive more light and greater
blessings.
In
many
places
that
we
have
visited
PRAYER UNION.
the interest has been very good, but in others,
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.
ST. Jo.SEPH, Mo., Nov. 21st.
religion is a secondary consideration. It is sad
Dear Sr. Frances:-! have felt impressed for
Sr. Brown, of Columbus, Del., asks an interest
indeed to see people so negligent when th'ey have
sqme time to write you 'concerning the progress
in your pray!'!rS.
health and strength, but as soon as sickness comes
of our Prayer Unio·n in St. Joseph. We meet
Sr. Ruth A. Turner, Montrose, Iowa, requests
they look to God for help. Is it reasonable to
eve~:y Thursday afternoon at the different homes
the prayers of the Union in her behalf. ·She is
expect the blessings? I think not.
We must
of the Saints and all seem to take a part in the
greatly afflicted and greatly in need ofyourfaith
certainly live righteously to expect them. We
meetings. God is wonderfully blessing the Union
·and prayers.
are few in number in this branch, but though
here and our prayers are being answered many
Sr. N. J. Thorp, Osborne, Kans., asks your
few, if we do our duty faithfully' we can claim
times in behalf of~ the sick and of the welfare of
faith and prayers that her eyes may be healed
the blessings. We are told that Hwhere two or
our branch. Pear old Grandma Holden met
and her sight preserved to her.
three are gathered together in my name,' there
with us to-day at our Union. She has been quite
Bro. and Sr. Thomas Street, Park City, Utah,
will I be, and that to bless." Satan seems to be
feeble for a long time. We had the spirit .of
request your faith and prayers in behalf of their
always near us, forcing us to do wrong, and how
prayer for her and she was much better at the
,granddaughter, that God may restore her to
much easier it seems to do wrong than right.
health.
.We as Saints, if we can realize our responsibility, - close of the meeting. She is one dearfaithful
Saint. We always find her in her Jot and place,
nave great need to be prayerful, and strive to do·
FARMINGTON, N.H., Dec. zd,
faithfully defending the blessed cau~e she .sb
what is right, for certainly we will have much to
Dear Friends:-I feel that I may call you this,
much loves. May God bless and strengthen her
answer for. We look forward. with interest for
;although I am not a member of the church. I
feeble body to.meet with us many tiQ'!,es in the
the mail to bring Herald and Atitumn Leaves, for
' •!;lad heard the truth only from my parents until
future if it be his will. We have a riickle fund
there is much to be learned from them. The
qast year when Elders Bond and Sheehy visited :Leaves I think is improving every time, and each for the poor of our branch, if there should be any
)ls. They succeeded in arousing some opposi- one seems 'better than the last. May Gqd bless among us. We think it:our duty to l<Yok out for
tion, as after they ha.d gone the Baptist minister
the poor and •. needy of our branch. Bro. ForsSister Frances in her work and may her reward
•delivered a lecture on Mormonism. He has
cutt in connection with Bro. Terry is.preaching
be sure. How pleased we were to re~d in the
since begged our pardon for misrepresenting us
the word in power. I neye~; saw Bro. E'orscutt
Herald of Bro. Burton· being healed. Time and
• i!!:nd promised to do all he could to aid .us. So we
b.lessed in preaching as he is at present.. The
time again in the sisters' meeting here have I
would feel quite sure of a place in which to.hold
Saints are 'strengthened and he. is reaching the
heard him prayed for, an:d our prayers have not
meetings, If they should ever come again.
honest in heart; truly he is in the right place.
been in vain. We shquld be thankful to be able
Mamma is the only member of the church in
He labors all the time, , preaching, in differto worship a prayer-hearing and prayer-answerthe state, so for as we khow. Our father was
ent parts of the city during the week n,ighfs. He
ing God. We' need tope patient. and wait until
killed nearly four years ago. I intend to unite
preaches at our house Tuesday night in Wyatt
He sees fit to heal our afflictions, for
yvith the. c:hurch at. the first opportunitY, and a
Park and we. are hopeful of good results.. Ever)!
"God moves in a mysterious way
number.of othen to whom we have t<tlked and
him:
His ,wonders to perf?,rtil, ~'
reading n:li!l:tt~r seem very much interestoftbe. Gisters in our ·branch. has been. af.
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little branch that has been slumbering)n the past
is waking up and is coming up higher, for which
I feel to thank and praise my Heavenly Father.
Our much beloved president, Bro. Terry, with
his wise counsel and words of wisdom is helping
on the glorious work of the last days.· I feel
strong in the faith am trying to live a life that
becometh a saint of God, although trials and
temptations are met on every hand, yet my God
never leaves me nor forsakes me. I desire an
interest in your faith and prayers that I with you
may be found with the wedding garment on.
Your sister in the one faith,
M. E. ELDREDGE.
CoLUMBUS, Ohio, Nov.

Dear Sisters:-How often I have read your
letters in the Herald and have thought and
prayed over them and asked the Lord to bring
about some way that his gospel may yet be
preached here in this city. My husband is so
much opposed to the work that I think it would
be unwise for me to invite an elder to come here
to preach. Oh, may God hasten the time when
all hindrances shall be taken away and his glorious gospel shall spread from the rivers to the
ends of the earth! When all shall know that
this is his true and everlasting work. I have
been trying to serve the Master since the year
1867, although I have come short of my duty
many times, yet my desire is greater now than
ever to try to do his will. Prav for me and my
family which consists of three children, husband
and I.
I am canvassing for a firm and I pray the
Lord to bless my labor, for I have vowed to him
that half of the money which I earn shall be sent
to do some good for the upbuilding of Zion. I
do not know how I will succeed, but if with
God's blessing I can do a little, it will be that
much for good. I would ask the prayers of the
saints in this enterprise.
With lpve for good,
SISTER E.
MANCHESTER, Eng., Nov. 21st.

Dear Sister Frances:-I have many times resolved to write to the sisters of the Home Column, for as I read their letters my heart rejoices
to know of their interest and happiness in this
latter day work, for I know it truly to he the
work of God. I would like to tell my suffering
sisters of the testimony I have of the healing
power of God. I have been a member of this
church for nearly eight years. I have seen and
heard many wonderful things but one of the
greatest blessings I have received was my own
healing. After I entered this church I was very
ill with a cancer in my breast, which the doctors
could not cure without a very painful operation,
and even then a cure was not certain. I was
impressed to call for the elders of the church in
faith believing, that I should receive some great
blessing. I firmly believed in the promise given
to the children of God, that the prayer of faith
shall save the sick and the Lord shall raise them
up. When administered to I was instantaneously eased of the dreadful pain that I had suffered
for many weeks, and in three days from that
time there was nothing whatever of the cancer
to be seen. The power of God was so great at
that time, nearly all present were in tears (not of
sorrow, but of joy) to feel the Spirit of God so
powerfuily present with us. There were a grea.t

many witnesses to rhe admin.istration who can
testify to the same. Several gave their names
in for baptism and are now earnest workers in
the church of God. If my brother, George
Potts, who is now in Brooklyn, New York,
should see this, he well knows that it was under
his and my dear father's administration that I
received the healing power of God. My advice
is, (to my suffering brothers and sisters), put
your whole faith and trust in God and his promises, and he will in his own good time bring H to
pass. Dear sisters all, I do thank God for the
great blessinrr that I have received, and the testimony that I have here given is not one half of
wh~t I do know and could state did time and
space permit; but I pray that the little that I
have said will be a help to my sisters or brothers
who may be enduring pain and suffering. I pray
that you will be e:tabled to put faith in the promises of God, which stand as firm as a rock forever and forever. The arm of God is not short'
ened, nor his ear heavy but that he will hearken
unto the prayers of his children. I thank God
that I am a member of the Reorganization and
the !bore I see and hear of this work the greater desire I have to serve God and to Jive the life
of a true saint. Pray for me that I may be faithful to the covenant.
I am your si~ter in the gospel of peace,
MARY HICKLING.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FuND

Dec. 26, Amount received to date ..••.. $2,252 20
Sr. Maggie Taylor, Mo. ·,·5 oo
Sr. Catharine Taylor, Mo 5 oo
Sr. Mary Thomas, Utah.. 50
·Sr. Janet V Currie, Tex.. 19
Sr. Carolina CampbPll, !a r oo
Sr. Amelia Campbell, Ia.. 75
Sr. C. Stedman, Ill... ...•. I oo
Sr. Ella Myers, Ill ....... r oo
Sr. R. Sherman, Ill ...... I oo
Sr. Ella Sherman, Ill ..... x oo
Sr. Chrilla T- Cooper, CaL7
Sr. Tillie Reams, Iowa... 50
Sr. Sophia Reams, Iowa.. so
Bro. C. H. Blake, Mich ... 2 oo
Bro. Peter Cairns, Kan ... 2 so
Bro. G. W. B"'nson, Ill... 50
Sr. Alice Jacobs, Iowa ... r oo
Sr. Sarah Skinner, Kan .. 5 oo
The Sewing Society, Armstrong, Kans ......... ·S 50
Sr. Rebecca Crock, Cal .. x
Sr. Jennie Krahl, Mo •... I oo
Sr. M. H. Raymond, Mont.2 oo
Sr. E. Cornish, Ont...... so
Sr. J Bentley, Ont..... .. 50
Sr. S. Schroeder, Iowa... 50
Sr. C. Johmon, Ill....... 25
Bro. Less Lanning, Kans. 40
Sr. A M. Bcrt!esen. Neb. 55
Sr. LYdia Johnson, Neb ... 5 75
Sr. Sarah Graham, Nev.. 58
Sr. Dora McWilliams Ia. r co
Sr. Lucy L. Lyons, I a ..• r oo
.~6 9'7
Jan. 3, Amount to date .............. ::;.2 3''~

so

so
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W"Send all moneva to D Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Rev. Milledge Walker, pastor of St. Paul's
(Epi>copal) church ··in Eest Bridgeport, preached
a sermon on •·H~aven" Sunday morning that produced a deep impression upon his auditors.
Among other things the R<cv. Mr. Walker said
that the souls of decea,ed persons retain bodily
form. and upon entering heaven. all hough in a
spiritual condition, appear in form and features
as they did upon earth. In speaking of the realm
commonly known among Catholics as purgatory,
the reverend gentleman said that there is an '.n·
termediate abode whel'e so.uls ar.e prep~red for

admission to heaven, the term of their detention
in this place being regulated according to the
sins they had committed. Thi8 place, Mr. Walker said, was, according to his belief, not a place
of punishment or torture as many believe, but
the souls confined there are deprived of many. of
the blessings enjoyed by those in heaven. Only
the souls of those who have sinned very greviously are, in Mr. Walker's opinion, condemned to
eternal punishment.

LITTLE Sroux, Iowa, Dec. 27th.·
/Jro. Blair:-I opened a series of meetings
here the roth inst. During the first week l wi;ts
troubled considerably with neuralgia in face and
head, but finally obtain-ed relief, yet symptoms
still linger. Our services have been well attended; Interest good. Last Sunday I baptized five
persons-:two men and their wives and another
lady. Three or four of them were immersed by
Rev. Welker of theM. E. church last &ummer,
but one of the sisters told me one evening last
week, saying: "Bro. McDowell, l believe the L.
D. S. church is the true church." I told her I
hoped she would believe unto obedience! ''Yes,"
she replied, "we joined with a church last summer, but we've heard you preach, and it seems
as if we were the blind being led of the blind,
and we'll all fall into the ditch if we don't quit it."
Another lady standing by said: "l wish to find
the true church, enter it, and live a Christian life."
God bless them! Two of the sisters could not
restrain their feelings upon coming, out of the
water. One of them clapped her hands and exclaimed, "Bless the Lord, praise His name; I'm
in th~ right way at last, for which I've been seeking for twenty-five years!'' They promise to be
good fajthful people. Some are investigati~g
who have hEretofore paid little regard to religious
matters. I feel well in spirit and God blesses
with power and plainness His holy word. On
the 8th I baptized a young man who resides here,
and has "obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine delivered" him.
I have appointments out to the last of next
month; and truly hope I shall not be hindered
by neuralgia.
My general health is good.
Pray for me.
There is nothing seems so good and precious as
the gospel of Jesus Christ. I rejoice much in !t.
It gets plainer and more glorious to me all the
time. I am at times thorougly enraptured and
filled with ecstatic delight at the manifestations
of its power, beauty, and eternal worth l
The sisters here have a society, recently org-anized, and it is remarkable the good they have
done, and how they are blessed of God in .their
work. Unity prevails, and good will >tll around.
Sr Anna Butts is president, and God has blessed
her remarkably since she obeyed the truth; physically she Is "another person," and spiritually
happy. I praise God for His signal blessings upon
our labors this conference year. What a great and
blessed work this is! May God's people everywhere be firm therein.
It is the happy, unchangeable way of God.
His glory is upon it;
His Spirit directs its course, and
Hits msrch E>hnll he itr:: trinmph,
Precious P.Ouls redeemed, its prize.' 1

Upwards of forty persons have been awakened
and brought into the "fold" through the blessing
of God upon our labors during the last seven
month0 and we hope fot· mo!'e. God ha@ bl~sed
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the labors of all who have wrought in this dis- ·omon did, ask God for wisdom and an undertrict
the conference year. So far as I am
standing heart. If Solomon's prayer pleased
God, and if God is unchangeable, He certainly
individually concerned I wish to observe right
here, that ever since I entered upon the work of ' will be pleased with us if ·we ask for the same
blessings. Jesus said to ask in his name and He
the ministry I have always profoundly realized
that the "work'' was of God. The message to
would liberally give~
be borne of Him also; and before and upon enterAs a brother and one who does not want evil
ing the pulpit I have ever recognized that he
to betide any one, I would exhort every one to
read the Scriptures regularly and become famil~
who framed the message must bless him who
sought to deliver it unto the people; that man
iar with them. A little knowledge of the Scripture will not do when there are so many Isms
has no say in the matter; the presence of
and so many kinds of doctrines. Justification
the man should be kept in the background
may be by faith; but a knowledge of the Scripand God's presence in the front, and to "tell
tures reveals the necessity of works. The devil
the old, old story" in simplicity" and primal
knows more Scripture than many who claim to
purity the only desire and aim of his soul!
be children of the heavenly king. The devil
And I've always believed, and believe it yet, that
quoted Scripture when he wished to tempt the
any man entering the "sacred desk" in any other
Savior. We should be able to say from our
frame of mind makes a mistake-and I charge lit
knowledge of the Scripture, whenever we hear
upon no one. I am one of those who believe the
Scripture false quoted, that we be not deceived.
ministry of the church are men who realize the
Neglecting to be familiar with the Holy Scripimportance of this message. Error is to be extures we may be tossed to and fro like a drunken
posed; truth ~declared; the blind caused to see;
man with any form of doctrine. J. et us make it
the deaf to hear; and mankind led unto God by
a rule to believe no form of doctrine, with whatc
His word;~ no compromise presented; no f~ar of
ever weight of authority, even though it be supman before our eyes; one Master to please and
ported by all the Fathers unless it can be proved
to serve the Lord, Jesus Christ, letting the reto us out of the standard Scriptures (Bible, Book
sults be what they may.
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants).
Yours in the one faith,
Scripture alone is infallible; it alone is wisdom;
J. F. McDowELL.
it alone is God's balance to weigh truth and
falsehood.
LEE SuMMIT, Mo., Dec. 27th.
We may know all these things (we have heard
B"o. Blair:-The expected debate which was
them often) and may be familiar with them; but
to take place between Dr. D. B. Ray and Bro. E.
do we practice what the Scriptures teach? If
L. Kelley is now off. Mr. Ray insisted on the
Col. Ingersol was interrogated what would his
debate being taken to Independence, Mis~souri,
answer be? He would refer us to the Book of
from here; and after consent was obtained
James where it says, "Is there any sick among
the use of the Saints' church there we were inyon," etc., also Mark r6, where it says the signs
formed that the Baptist brethren of Independence
shall follow the believer. Are we ready to fight
by yote refused to recognize him as their reprewith him? Does our armor fit well? Is the'
sentative; and of course we could not consent to
sword firmly set in our bands?
meet a )Ylan that could not obtain the recognition
I know this world is full of breakers. Are we
of his own cl:mrch. Of course this is humilitatfamiliar with the lights and charts to keep off~ the
ing to Mr. Ray,. inasmuch as he was going to
shoals and sandbars? There are many who
utterly expose what he was pleased to call "Morclaim to believe the Holy Scriptures, and yet
monism." \Veil, it seems as though it makes no read them very little. My brother ~or sister, is
difference what~ men may say or what they m:ay
this the case with you? Does your conscience
try to do, the doctrine of Christ is gaining ground
tell you that you are. one that I am speaking to?
in this vicinity: Some of the best citizens here . If it is the case, remember the devil is cunning
are inquiring of. us
by day concerning the
and slay; he will quote more Scripture than you
doctrine of the chUrch, and yet there has been
can. I ask, Are you sufficientlv ready to meet
very little preaching done as yet here. I have
him on the open field of battle? Although these
baptized th,ee in this place since we came here,
things are uncom.fortable you must meetthem;
and ~we hope soon to have a branch. However
and .I know of no other way than to read the
we wiH be satisfied to labor on and !~ave the reScriptures often ~and let the Spirit of Christ
sults .in the hands of the Lord. We feel encourdwell richly in our hearts. Let us seek wisdom
ag'rd in trying to do our duty as we understand
of the Maker of the universe. Let us not be
it.
As ever,
mere babes in spiritual knowledge; but grow in
.WILL KELLEY.
grace and ~arrive to the stature 'of a man in
Christ. Let u.s read the tweJJ.ty-fitth chapter of
STEELVILLE, Mo., Dec, 25th.
St.. Matthew and learn what the kingdom~ of
Herald Real{ers:-So!omon~asked of God wisheaven is likened unto. It is likened unto ten,
domand an understanding heart, thathe might
virgins, which took their lamps, went out to
disc~ern between ~good and bad; and it pleased the
meet the~ bridegroom; and fiv~e were wise and
Lord that Solomon half asked for this thing. We
fiye were foolish. They that were foolish.look
their lamps, but n6 oil with them.
live in an o:~ge when our souls are in constant
danger. Enemies are around us on every side, ·
Lord, if it is thy will may we be not like unto
and our own heatts are deceitful. Bad;examples
the foolish, but like unto the wise virgins who
are n!lmerous. Satan the old serpent is coiled
took oil In their lamps, and may we enter In with
andre~dy to fasten his poisonous fangs Into our
Thee to the mardage supper. Watch, therefore,
very natures. Above all, :false doctrines and
for ye know noUhe day~ nor the hour in which
false .teachers of ev.ery ll:ind abound. T.h!s!s our
the Son of Mar;q;omethin his glory, and all hi~
great danger.
holy angels w!thhim ;~wh.en he shall sit upon the·
thr<Jne of his ~l?ry, whet~ ~~tll n~+ti9!1~ w!ll 1:)~
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gathered before him. He will separate them one
from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep
from the goats; and he shall set the sheep on
his right hand, but the goats on his left. Then.
shall the King say unto those on his right hand,
Come, ye blessed of my Father, etc., but he shall
say to those on the left hand, Depart from me,
ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for the
devil and his angels. Let us watch and pray,
and live for Jesus every day.
Your brother In Christ,
w. G. MAXEY.
LAMONI Iowa, Dec. 3oth.
Editors Herald:-This morning just before the
.clock struck five, in a dream I was instructed to
read the following words to a large congregation:
"But behold they would not hearken unto ,his
words; but there arose contentions among th€;'!m,
even so much that they did shed blood among
themselves. And a Prophet of the Lord ho:~ve
they slain; yea, a chosen man of God, who told
them of their wickedness and abominations, o:~nd
prophesied of many things which is to come,
yea, even the coming of Christ. And beca,~use
he saith unto them, That Christ' was the God,
the Father of all things, and saiththat he sho,uld
take upon him the image of man, and it should be
the image after which man was created in the
beginning; or in other words, he said that man
was created after the image of God, and that
God should come down among the children of men, and take upon him flesh and blood,
and go forth upon the face of the earth; and now
because he said this, they did put him to death;
and many more things did they do, which
brought down the wrath of God upon them.
Therefore, who wondereth that they are in bondage, and that they are smitten with sore a:ffiictions? For behold, the Lord hath said, I will
not succor my people in·the day .of their transgression; but I will hedge up t~eir waysj ~ tpat
they prosper not; and their doings shall be a~ a
stumbling block before them. And again; ~He
saith, If my people shall sow f;ilthiriess,: they
shall reap the chaff thereof, in the whirhvind;
and the effects thereof is poison; And again:
He saith, If my people shall sow ~filthiness; l~ey
sh~ll reap the east wind; which bringeth immediate destruction. ~And now, behold, the promise
of the Lord is fulfilled; and ye are smitten, and
afflicted. But if ye will turn to the Lord~ with
full purpose of heart, and put your trust in• him,
and serve him ':l'ith all diligence of. mind; and
if ye do this, he will, according to~ his own :w:lll
and pleasure, deliver you out of bondage"....,.B. of
M., Mosiah, 5: 7.
I submit the above without remark, comment,
or argument, hopeful that it~ may be fruitful of
good un~to~those who Jove the world of God,
RoB'r: M. ELv~N.
MAQUOKETA, la., Dec. 28th,
Dear Herald:-! rejoice in .this work. A still
small voice whispers to me constantly, "!tis the
'work of the Lord.'' I have been a member
this church a tittle over three months. I ~was
radical Free Methodist. I had tl;le privilege of
hearing Elder Roth. explain this ;latter day gospel,~~ and the Lord's voice~ whispered to .me,
"Obey!'' I did so, and have .never regrett~dJ~., ~
.~.If jt were not for the precious promises, te~p,ta: ·
t~j?ll ~111:\ tda!r,c would ~s~ein peavy; butpr~fs~
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Lord, he is able to strengthen in time orl.1eed.
There are four other Saints in Maquoketa be·
sides myself, but we are deprived of the privilege
of hearing the gospel preached here. We expect Elder Roth the last of January. My prayer
is that the Lord will send him here. There is
some that are honest, and I believe will obey the
gospel if they have the privilege.
The conference at New Castle, Iowa, was a
precious season to my soul.
In gospel bonds,
MINNIE CARTER.

NEw PHILADELPHIA, Ohio, Dec. 2rst.
Dear Herald:-I am still doing--or trying to
do the best that I can, though sometimes under
trying and difficult circumstances. During the
past summer I have been troubled considerably
with throat qifficulties, and at times have thought
perhaps I would have to leave the field; but our
kind Master, having heard prayers, has relieved
me to a great extent.
During the summer months my time was
spent in Canada, principally, and fond reminisences of days agone, together with the love and
friendship of Saints in that mission with whom
we· have formed a mutual endearment, is still
burning on the altar of true affection: and memories' harpstrings are tuned to gladness with the
pleasing assurance of being remembered by them,
and that a love of the gospel and a determination
that their daily lives shall bespeak their earnest
convictions and association with the King of
heaven gives us cheer, knowing that past labors
there have not been altogether in vain; but that
in the sweet bye and bye the seed we have sown
in weakness shall blossom as the rose in the
bowers of eternal summer and immortal bloom.
And while we speak thus of the Canada Saints
we desire to say as much for those in Northern
Michigan, considering that glory and eternal ex·
cellence and beauty shall wreath the brow of all
those who strive in harmony with the covenant
of peace to advance the cause of Christ i\nd live
above the fleeting pleasures pertaining to this
world alone.
For the past four or five weeks i have been
associated with Bro. L. Scott--a true and noble
brother and a splendid defender of the gospel-which has given me strength and cheer. We
have heen laboring some in Warn;n, Ohio, and
vicinity, and found there some valiant Saints.
Wherever we go the same spirit of self.abnega·
tion, with that willingness to make sacrifice for
the truth of the great work that seemed to have
evinced the grandeur and beauty of sacred duty
of Haints eighteen hundred years ago is being
exemplified in latter day Israel, while the con·
tumely and shame endeavored to be heaped upon
us by sectarian bigots is falling, wounded and
dying; being crushed 1under the gigantic wheels
of Time as they roll on towards the advancing
dawn of the bright Millennia! day.
And while the shepherds of the hundreds of
sects of modern religionists have been and are
still endeavoring to impress the thought upon
the minds of their hearers that all the light obtainable is being gloriously emitted from the
golden censors which swing in their cathedrical
aisles, and that therefore they must· not go to
hear the Latter Day Saints, yet the people are·
awakening to the fact that salvation depends
upon their own Individual a.ctions comporting

with the true genius of the gospel as taught by
· Christ and his apostles, and hence are
loose from the despotism of priestcraft and beginning to investigate our
for themselves.
This we think commendable in them and beiieve
that ere long will develop the thought, universally, that we should not pin our faith to the
preacher's sleeve, but prove all things
hold
fast that which is good. The divine injunction
is, "Search the Scriptures."
I arn still hopeful for the cause of Zion
her
ultimate triumph in the near future,
the
sons of her captives shall bow the knee and
nowledge her excellence from the rising to
setting of the sun. The gigantic
spiritual supremacy are now sblning
spleiident beauty far above the rnisty waves
sectarian bigotry and cant, while the fanaticism
of creedology i~ melting away before her glory
like dew before the rising sun; and
time
seems near at hand when the sons and daughters
of Zion shaLl. roam on the banks of the rivers of
Peace and bathe in their
tide, clothed
with resplendent glol'y and immortal bloom.
faint picture of this glorious picture is just
before me: The Tuscarawas River, whose tide
has been swollen by season of the heavy rainfall
of late is rolling with maddened fury down the
valley. The beautiful sun has arisen with his
majestic glory, casting his rays of light upon the
face of the rolling stream, presenting a scene
supremely grand, one with which the tinse;led
glowing of art's finest accomplishment can never
hope to compare.
And while I gaze 'upon
beautiful picture, reflecting with radiant
the colors of the rainbow, I think how
God. We, too, are rolling on to the great
of eternity, while the Son of Righteousness has
arisen, causing the glorious ligh~ of His
ance to sparkle upon our soulg, illuminB.ting them
with th0se grand characterjstlcs of virtue,
knowledge, faith, temperance, patience
ity, produced by the Spirit of God in those
live devoted to the divine behests of our
Lord.
scene, together with the singing
glorious mantle
grace spread
our soul pours out in gratitude to God
humblest praise and the sweet response
Holy Spirit is felt in return, then to
all this is but a faint glimmer of celes!inl
that we but see through a glass darkly--we
with the poet to exclaim, "Oh, what must it be
be there!"
If Paul, whose bosom had thrllled ·with that
entrancing ecstacy of bright supernal glory,
ascended to the third heaven--the paradise
God-and held cornmunion ''Zith the
heaven, and listen to the melody
voices and the notes of harpers
their harps, could say: "Ev(o
ear heard, neither hath it entered into
oLman the things that God hath
those who love him," we
the prayer of the ancient sainte.
of their souls were: "Come,
quickly."
Sometimes we are
often complain of our trials and
but fond hopes of obtaining
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Lamb is the ilght thereof"), inspire us on, and
pray that while ascending the rough and
treachuous bights of Adversity-which seems to
be the common lot of all true followers of the
Lamb--we may do so with unfaltering feet, that
our faith and hope may never grow less; for
there is weakness in fear, and danger in looking
back. 0, may God give to His people to brave
thecruel storms of life, that whether in prosperi·
ty''s glow, or adversity's gloom where the cruel
pangs of slander and sectarian hate are piercing
on every hand, we may, with undaunted. forti! ude face tl;e raging storms of life, knowing that
"all things work together for good to them who
love the Lord."
Crush with the brawny hand the beautiful
rose, or trample it under your feet, still its per·
fume is sweetly err.itted and its fragrance will
flll the air, attracting the attention and admiration of the bystander. So our good deeds, when
crushed with the cold, cold wave of persecution
wlll shine more serenely bright to the observer
of them, and shed their influence upon the minds
good men and women, leaving a lasting impression whose harvest will be gathered in a
beautiful wreath of immortal glory in the sweet
bye and bye,
How often, while the inspiration of heaven has
illuminated our souls, giving 'us encouragment
life, have we formed resolutions to stem the
But perhaps in the hour of
weakness we have wandered from the path of
and Oh! what inexpressible grief to realize
we had gone astray! But perhaps the Spirit's
gentle calling or a kind word from a loved sister
or brother, enabled us to see our condition.
I often think that while we are sailing o'er the
boisterous sea of life, we should always be careful
have oil in our lamps, that we might be as
beacor! lights sending their gleams across the
waters to keep some poor tempest-tossed madner
the shoals and breakers of vice and shame,
that their voyage to the haven of bliss might be
Inwght with peace and grace, sweetly blending
with their noblest powers, till love's banner
brightly gleams in the sunshine of that golden
morning when their deeds of kindness, like fresh
flowers, may be set in the crown of immortal
promised to the faithful children of God.
Then, Oh, what inexpressible joy shall fill the
heart and soul of that struggling Saint who has
each mutual er.dearment to bene.fit others- when he realizes he has been instrumental in helping one soul to share the joys
the sanctified-and a voice from the throne
cries aloud, "'Vel! done!"
The glory that shall then be caught up on the
pinions of the
shall be wafted throughthe boundless sea of eternity. Heart shall
rush to heart, and hand to hand, and the
whkh have long since been silent in the
tomb shall join with oms in angelic strains, and
all the redeemed host chant the praises of
Immanuel who hath redeemed us from the
of the grave!
dear Saints, let us be kind to one another;
this is the duty of all. It is written, ••Bearye
another's burdens;'' and, "vVoe to him by
offense cometh." "A kind word fitly
spoken, is like apples of gold in pictures of silver."
They cost us
but who can tell their
power? While down in the human heart may lie
buried ns noble thoughts as were ever uttered
this world's noblest sage, yet for want of a
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kind word, a kind act, those thoughts may forever lie undeveloped. Otherwise that individual
might have arisen to the zenith of power, while
his zeal and fiery eloquence might have brought
happiness to hundreds of households and caused
earthly kings and potentates to tremble in humble submission before the trone of God.
0, I pray God to give me strength to !Jve in
that way that the world may be better because I
lived; and that when I shall be called to pass
over the river of death, I may, like the setting
sun, leave a trail of light behind that will brighten
the pathway of some struggling Saint and lead
him to that "Rest that remaineth for the people
of God.''
In bonds of love,
WILLARD J. SMITH.
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THE SOUL IS IMMORTAL.
THERE IS LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE.

THAT the soul is immortal is a belief that
is had among all races and conditions of
mankind; from the lowest savage tribes
to the free and enlightened, all believe
that there is life beyond the grave, a place
CARSONVILLE, Mich., Jan. rst.
of rest for the good and of punishment for
Dem· Herald:--I have been a member of the
those who do evil.
The Greenlander in
church over fourteen years. I was baptized by
his belief has it, that when life departs
Elder Robert Davis. I bear testimony with
from the body the soul goes to a land of
others that I know this is the gospel of Christ,
summer, where all is pleasant sun~hine;
the power of God unto salvatiori. I was ready
and that there is no night there. The
to ioin"the Dunkards when I heard Bro. Davis
Chinese believe that the departed g.o to
preach the gospel, and having heard it, I was
a land of spirits; and Confucius taught
baptized, although losing many of my friends by
that the spirits were at times permitted to
so doing, especially those that belonged to the
return and care for and protect their
Dunkard faith.
friends who were vet in the flesh. All
The Saints are getting along very nicely in
the Indians have their beliefs, though the
this dist'l'ict (North Michigan) and are all, so far
beliefs of the tribes are not all the same,
as I know, trying to live their religion.
yet they all do believe that the soul lives
after death, the good
a happy hunting
We had a very good conference at Juniata last
ground, plenty of water, game and all
October. The Saints there have a good church
things else that would delight an Indian;
building which is a credit to the place. While
while the bad are sent to a desert wild, no
at the conference I was led to. contrast the large
water, no game, all that would make him
congregations of Saints with the small handful
miserable~
All the sacred books give
that was ln when first I heard this faith, and was
much encouragement to a belief in immade. torejoice In the Most High.
mortality. It is said there are many beautiOh, Saints, let us so live that still more, seeing
ful conceptions on immortality in the'Veda
our good works may be led to embrace the truth.
of. the Hindus; also in the Bible of the
There are some that have been convinced of the
Hebrews.
truth by reading our books and papers. I loan
All this is said .to be only traditionary
the AuhmmLeaves,· also VoiCe. of Warning and
folk-lore
of ancient days, and of little use
Book of Mormon,' and some are inquiring for the
to us in. this free and enlightened age,
elders, as~they 'want to hear more.
and many so-called wise men have set it
There is one young man now preaching whom
all aside as something not worthy of their
I knew when he first commenced going to school
attention.
·
The materialists have told us that life is
ELIJA HINDS.
only an organization of the molecules of
matter, as we see it in the many forms of
BRINTON, Mich., Dec. 3rst.
life, and that death is a disorganization,
Bro. Blair:--The work still moves on; two
and that is as near as they have ever been
more were baptized here lately; several others· enabled to explain the mystery of life. It
are Investigating out claims.
is true they have. written many books on
Bro. S. Bruce, of Free Soil, has been here over
molecular motion and the protoplasts, but
a week assisting the brethren in the faith and
what of it all, for try as they can the mys.
tery to them is still unsolved; arid, though
pointing others to the·n~row way. The weather
we. are willing to admit that matter is
is rather against us. Nothing discouraging to
eternal and indestructible, yet we have also
tell.
Yours, etC.,
to conchtde that. matter is something disJ. J. CoRNISH.
tinct from life, and that the mode of motion
theory does not solve the proble!TJ, for the
The Jews of New York propose to erect a missimple reason t.hat motion can not cause
sion building to cost· $zoo,ooo, and a fa,ir is to be
motion. The boy at play with his bricks
held in aid of the project. It is said that 25,000
sets them up all ina row, just far enough
Hebrew immigrants arrive In New Yqrk yearly,
apart so that the one Will touch the other
of whom zo,ooo remain in the city. There are
as it falls over; he touches the one at the
now about roo,ooo. of them in the down-town
end, it falls and touches the other, thus the
.districts1 .the .cond.ition of a large portion of
bricks are all seLin motion, they all fall
whom it is the duty of their more fortunate and
ov;er and then are at rest till intelligence
enlightened 'brethren to. better. In the new·
sets them in order. So it.iswith the watch
building .will be established a kindergarten, lnor cloc.k. W e.,say thatthe spring makes
dustri.al ·classes, free Jectures, libraries, and
them .go. So it> does, till .the $p:r~rig is .all
,m,u•.Lrll"~ in various departments.
unwound, then all is still tilL the spring.is

in

by the hand of the owner.
he who makes the watch go.
is but the instrument of operation.
Life must be somethmg more than a
vibration of the molecules, for :1 m"n
be dead yet his body be not
;
as we have seen in them who were drowned, yet the body had all the appearance of
life, and it has sometimes so happened
when one has been killed by lightning.
Next to the molecular theory is the
theory of
and much is saiJ about
cause and effect; but force c:m not cause
force no more than motion can cause motion. Here again it is intelligence that
ucts. Look at thr;t great force power, the
steam engine. What work it can and
does perform under the guiding hand of
the engineer! There are the coal, water
and machinery all brought together under
the hands of skilled labor, which plainly
shows that intelligence is something more
than matter, and therefore acts upon matter, and in so doing makes manifest the
fact that the unseen is the real moving
power in all things.
As, for instance,
there is the water wheel, turned by the
force and weight of water as it passes
over, or under; and science•tells us thl'tt it
is gravity that causes the water to run;
that this wonderful thing called gravity is
the power that holds all the matter of. the
earth together; that the stones roll down
hill, the bricks falUrom the chimney, or
the apple from the tree, all by, this unseep
power of gravity. Now what. is gravity?
This is a question yet to be settled. What
if it should be discovered that it is the
spirit power of the earth; and that. the
earth also was clothed upon with matter;
Is it not written in the book of'Enoch that
he heard the earth mourn: "Woe. woe is
me, the mother
men." Then. it .must
be a thing of life, for nothing dead can
.mourn. What then but this we call gnlvi·
ty can be the real spirit-substance that
causes the ocean currents, and spring~ to·
flow? And when welook at that wonder,
the sailor's compass, how true it points to
the north, we say that it can not act
through a vacuum; that there must be
magnetic rays to attract the needle.; . so
then it must be with. the rays of gravity,
they are there ever at work though all
unseen:
·
The next thing we are told is that .the
sun is the cause of all existence. Here
again we find that existence is not life, as
the home we live in at;d all the needs o.f
comfort that we have therein, are things
that exist.
There <Jre the day, rocks,
sand, and many other things ~n existence
that are distinct from living creatures.
True, the sun aids to the condition 'of
things that enable things o·f life to grpw
and . thrive, as we can see .in the days of ..
spring; but it can not be th~ cause of
existence as it is powerless to give life, .
and shines on th!'l dead and does not, noro
can it cause that which is d$ad to live
again; so that
origin of life'is
mystery; and
of life.ha.v.e the
to live within
and
time of<1eath. comes,
·
""'"""'t"t·•n'n
terioust:y afi it cam~;
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and matures in the natural order of its
season, whether the sun be at midsummer
or at the close of autumn.
Materialists have never been able to explain the mind, the thoughts, feelings, will,
love and consciousness.
We know,
we see, hear, feel, taste and smell,
and that all this is superior to matter.
Much is said about cause and effect, but
the cause of life remains still unsolved,
even in a worm. The scientist can make
an egg so like the one the hen laid that
they can't be tolrl apart; he can do so also
with a grain of corn, yet there is a great
difference; that which was made by nature
may produce a thing of life; while that
which the scientist made can not, he can
rtot impart the germ of life.
When we look at the many forms of
life in living creatures we see much that is
wonderful and useful to learn; as each and
all have a degree of intelligence that enables them to maintain their existence for
their alloted term of life; and they seemingly have never been taug-ht. That which
we call instinct never mislead<;, as we can
see the spider weave her web in the place
it will bring- her a supply of needed food;
the wasp builds its nest of paper and
makes itself a home secure from wind and
rain; the swallows come in summer when
flies are plenty; the ducks and geese go
north to summer, and know when toreturn, and where to go to preserve themselves when winter comes to their summer
homes; and even the ants and the busy
bee teach us a lesson in the wonders of
life, and lay up their store in summer when
their food is in plenty over against the
time of winter; all of which goes to show
us that the reasoning- of the materialists is
scarcely worthy of ~erious consideration.
That there is an inner and an outer man;
that the sou 1 is the intelligence and the
body is the instrument of its power, are
plainly evident to all reasoning beings; for
truly it is written, "the body without the
spirit is dead." And as the steam in the
engine is the power of action, so is the
spirit in the body of man; and as the
spirit is, 80 is the body, as is truly said the
soul has form and doth the bodv make;
"for as a man thinketh, so he is, as the
thought changes the form and features as
can readily be seen in those who cultivate
benevolence and spirituality, in contrast
with those who g-ive way to evil passions.
Besides, the spirit hath power over the
body, as many examples can be shown,
such as the man who was bitten bv a mad
dog and was attacked by the dre;dful effects but resolved that he would not die,
wrapped up his wounded arm, and for two
days walked the woods with the firm resolve that he surely could overcome, and
returned home a well man. Or the youth
who was said to be dying of consumption,
who, if he died before he was of age
to own some property to which he was
heir, he should leave a widowed mother
and her children penniless, willed to and
did live till the hour the law said he coulci
will his all to his mother, then he passed
peacefully awa-y.
\Vhat materialist can explain the wond~.n; ot somnambulism; and
him who

SAINTS~

arose in his sleep and drew out
the perfecting of his steam
young minister who arose at
wrote and read his sermons
or
the two brothers who had been troubled
over a problem in arithmetic, till one of
them rose, took a piece of chalk while the
other watched him work out tte solution
on the floor, to the joy of the brother who
was awake who showed it to the other
in the morning; or of the eminent
who was troubled over a difficult
who rose in his sleep and wrote out
paper-which was found in his desk
morn; all of which goes to
there was something more in
than mere physical exertion,
mysterious power is enough to
us that man is made up of
than bones, muscles, nerves
Who can explain those
dreams
that fortell events that sometimes
been fulfilled in years to come,
mation given that was of
vrJlue
comfort to the dreamer; such as the
who was much alarmed about her
a sea captain, who had been
long time and was given up
who in a dream saw the
ship, that he was all safe
would come
to land on a certain dav, which he after~
wards did. Or of the farmer who had
sum of monev in his bouse that was ·wanted to pay off"a heavy burden of debt; hut
in some mysterious manner was
from the place of safety and could not
found; his wife dreamed that a
fellow
from the neighbor's place had come
the
day It was missing and had
into the
room by the window, took
went back and hid it in a nook in the
neighbor's barn; all of which she described
minutely, and the husband
information, found it all true, as
did confess when the
In fact, volumes could he
such as these, rdl of which
there is a spirit in man;
believe that the wisdom of the
giveth him understanding, even
and night visions.
How many strange
of presentiments or vivid
events ·about to take
that was about to
had received the
soldiers can tell of comrades who
impressed that on that
or in the first
battle they would die; and so
was the impression that
could
but feel the truth of it even when
did their best to try to
them
there was nothing in such
what of the farmer who left horne
gone all night in town on
when evening came felt so
go borne that he could find
last went home
in time
family from
an unfaithfi_ll
man who had
sence and made an
house; all of which show us there
unseen presence that comes
their time of need. Then
who have heen out of the
the mini~ter

wagon when the horse ran away and
knew he was out of his
as he saw it
on the
and friends
his

of
persons sometimes go to
and sometimes for
so sound that

no sh<.:dows; of
and
to

we sometimes learn of the
return vvhen the mother is about to
life; and that Father
some son or
memthat has gone before.
those about to die oft
V!SJOns of
in a band
and hear the sweetest of
all that
thus have
friends who have
bed.

little can be!!
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decorat<·d, emblematic head adornment;
but thooe invested with the three-fold virtues first named have the lance, shield and
fortress, and are robed, sceptered and duly
crowned. They who brook the wild tempests, and face undaunted great danger,
1 and overcome tremendous obstacles, arise
by the things they subdue. They thus
not only gain a more solid footing, but
move upon an elevated plane and lead
others to high plateaus and green pastures.
In God's work "it is either a glorious
victory, or an ignominious defeat," as Elder Ezra T. Brvant, now of Nebraska,
once aptly obse~ved. I heard another
elder make the timely remark that, if we
failed to do our duty and proved recreant
to our trust, the Lord would raise up other
people that would keep his commandments
and accomplish his work. The truth he
uttered remains, though the vessel through
which it came was shortly after marred,
shattered, and now lies broken and ruined.
When I think of the invigorating atmos·
phere all around, the teeming earth. beneath, the smiling heavens above, coupled
with the promise that seed~ time and harvest, the motions of the heavenly bodies,
and the recurring seasons are abiding
fixtures, I feel thankful to the Supreme
Author of all good.
I trace his artistic
hand in the pencilings of the clouds, the
prismatic hues of the rainbow, the quivering tear of the dew-drop, the openil1g
flowers, the autumnal forest of variegated,
dissolving hues, the bestial train of the
fields, the warblers of the groves, the civilized chikiren of the intellectual world and
the sparkling denizens of the mig-hty deep.
When we meditate upon God's infinite
resources, manifold works, endless varieties and the multiplicity of his teni!er
mercies; adoration and praise arise, lill;e
sweet incense Jrom the altar of ,a well
reg-ulated heart. The itinerant minister's
advice to his companion, while crossing a
rapid flowing- stream, is good. They were
on horseback and the man unaccustomed
to the sight viewed the hurrying waters
till his head began to swim, when his associate exclaimed, "Look across! look beyond!! look above!!!" If we. would look
across the turbid stream of mortality, beyond the present environments and away
up to our Father on high, our heads would
not reel,neither would .our limbsgrow so
weary, or our hearts so very faint. 0, my
God, let me littleof the human know, for
"they are ever. learning and never able to
come to the knowledge of the truth!" Let
n1e more of Thy nature and power realize;
then I may ascend Thy holy hill, dwell in
Thy tabernacle, and abide in Thy presence.
May the strength of my body and the
LETTER FROM ELDER M. T. SHORT.
powers of my mind be brought as gems
and aroma to Thee. The affection of a
DEAR HERA.LD :--The heave.rt-born graces
of fortitude, gratitude arid rectitude form tender, devout soul and the ardor of an
atrlad m<;>re beautiful and valu.able than honest, understnnding heart, will bring the
the tiara of ''his holiness." The triple co-operative protection· of .the omnipotent,
crowned father, and would-be successor of eternal Hand,
St; Peter,-this vicar and vicegerent of
Four-score years and fourag-o today the
Christ(?) fromthedaysof Paul ofVenice, prophet of this ."the dispensation of the
the originator and papal appropriator of ,fulness of times;'' began his earthly, checkthis pretty device, has claimed the so:le ered, transitory pilgrimage; hut the major
right, authority and power to wear this portion ef this. time h&s passed ayvay ove,r
eo&t1y1 highly .ootnlu"i?,&nted, • e1aborat~ly his inanimate ¢lay. Exaatlyfiftr-~i~ year!$

as it is only known to be a likeness of the
body of flesh and blood, and yet can
be separated from the. body and still be a
living, active being. Some strange things
are told by those who have lost a leg or an
arm, as they tell of feeling the leg and
arm even to the toes ,md fingers, and some
complain that their toes are cold when there
are no toes there, nor has there been for a
long time. A young man once lost his
arm and after it had been buried for some
days he complained of great pain in his
fingers. His father could not understand
how that could be, so went and consulted
the doctor, who said that the arm had not
been buried right, that the fingers must be
cramped, and that it. would have to be
taken up and the fingers made straight.
The father laughed the doctor to scom at
the idea that cold, dead, cramped fingers
could cause pain; but the boy suffered so
badly that as a last resort he did go and
take up the urm and straighten the fingers
which had been crushed in a box that was
too small to leave the hand straight; and
while he was fixing the finger aright the
son called out in g-reat agony that. some
one was tearing his fingers. The arm was
reburied and the son found rest. This
seems so strange and unreasonable that
few would believe the story; but so manv
proofs could be brought ofthe same nature
from men that are reliable that though it
can not be uni!erstood, the facts are
there, however. Some there are who cl<:~im
that the spirits or souls of men always
have existed, and although it is evident
that there have been beings like man
alwayg in existence, the Bible teaches that
God made .man in his own image, male
an·d female: so this would set the matter
at rest witbB1ble believers. For, although
the substance of the spirit which is of and
from God may have alwavs existed, yet
the soul of man was created therefrom;
and as it comes here to earth from God
who gave it, so at death does it retur.n to
him; and there is an inward feeling· in all
men that causes them to feel the truth of
this, thoug-h many through wickednessand
unbelief will not admit the truth. Such
feelings as these cause much comfort to
mortals on the road of life; and though
weary is the toil and heavy the burden,
yet there is the consolation that though
the tabernacle of clay may go down to the
dust, 'tis then the soul '.¥ill find release in a
land whose light is never dimmed by
E<hadows, .in a. haven of rest long desi~ed.
Such pass pe11cefully away, like the weary
pilgrim, happy that his journey is at an
end.
WILLIAM PE;NMAN.

later in the world's history my co-laborer
and traveling companion, W. S. Pender,
made his advent near Muscatine, Iowa,
hence this is his twenty-eighth natal day;
We parted a few days ago at Oshkosh.
While there we held forth a number of
times in a Wesleyan Methodist chapel.
The church being in the suburbs the congregation run down and almost broken up,
and the few generally living in the
country, incessant rain almost, muddy getting around, dark evenings, German Catholic neigborhood, first effort, not being
advertised extensively, etc., etc., the audiences were small. We tarried at the hospitable home of Elder Joseph Lampert,
who, by the way, is alive in the work, and
full of alms-deeds lOIDd charity.
My partner has gone into the north l;lalf
of the statt> to look after the interests of
the work, while I am all alone, so far as
human aid is concerned, that is in public;
arid so I work, watch, hope, trust, strug.gle,
agonize and pray. My theory is doubtless
far better than my practice, but for: all
that I not only want to grow in grace .find
b!~ saved, but do some lasting good. One
ought to be fervent, constant, considerate,
wise, cautious and prudent. He· sh<;iuld
be humble, meek, cheerful, hopeful, forgiving, courteous, polite, kind, affable,
communicative, friendly, industriou~, uti
daunted, courageous, honest, sober, tern-'
perate; and, in fine, the lig)Jt and salt of
the world.
.
While the clans, and kind reds, and;fami~
lies of man are alive and aglow with the
contemplated festivities, gifts and enter~
tainments of the holidays, I am far' ftom
home and the loved ones whom God hath
graciously given me. I court not ease, r~
pose and rest while "lovely Zion" is shmg- ·
gling for recognition and power er:e ·hef.
deliverance, redemption and glory•
..
long as she is the church pf the living ·
God I will adhere to her, right or w•-... r•<"The bodv of Christ, as individuals
as a whole; is wiser to day than a'
ago, and let us fondly cherish the tht,ncrhf
that the fair bride will become more.beau
tiful, powerful and glorious with each and
every recurring year. While the
of pleasure absorbs the time, strength
talent; the body, limb and joint; the brain;
heart and soul of the masses, I indite and
send forth this matter; trusti~g that it
encourage some lone traveler
sojourning over the desert sa~<Js and wastes
of life.
That I should hope to aid the.
weak, cheer the faint and comfort the
lonely ought to cause the blood to .1'-"~'P>'''•·;.c
and the eyeto glisten, and th~ .whole
to thrill with pleasing, grateful,
emotions.
The old year is hastening,to a: clos~,
from its grave theresurrectipn ofthe
will spring forth. FarewelJ, tOl'ev·er.:
friend! for before the reader
ning these lines we will be •
the sixtieth anniversary 9f:
Three-score years of age!
secution, experience. and
brought .strength, ;stability,
rity, moral. prestige, literary
spiritual endowment to the .
oh~eond Pa.tJielj uo;ut o"tof•

m .
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without hands/'
Past
proofs, evidences and blessings
sufi1ce for the future. No
out exertion; no prize to the
no attainment without rigid,
protracted'
Emerson ss.id to
the person
Lm1e and
"If you
want anything, young man, pay the price
:md take it." This was the
Robert
Bonner's maxim snd rule
led hi'm to
1iterarv achievements;
There is not the remotest
danger that the church vvill soon run out of
anything to do. There is not a state in
the Union but what could absorb, ad van··
tageously, the whole
force of
the body. South Americfl,
and
Asia have scarcely ever heard of this gossay nothing about understanding
··
the true plan of life. Vast
kingdoms are in the
darkness of
-and
can we,
can we,
Japan wishes to abandon her nationill deities and throw
her hateful idols.
Her swarming
implore for
and beg for an unadulterated
The cormorants of sectarian
throng their hospitable shores.
curse the flowery
with a mutihydra-headed, cruel
which
is
blasphemously
orthodoxy, the evangelical faith, or the Christian religion.
I would not speak so very
about their aims, work
the
results
I not know quite well that even
in this land of toleration for schools
and open
these emissarie- and
champions of
beliefs are barnacles
on the wheels
and
the
INhere

ceed the four sacred streams, running in
contrary directions. It is the
•the celestial. earth of the Hinthe summit of his golden mountain
the
of the Bramah, in the center
and from the four sides of

T. S. BROvVN.
~~--....--

-~--·~-~-~-~------·~~

THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XXUL
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.

Prof. Hardwick in writing upon the
of the cros3
all nations says:
and similar
are but
satires of the old Hebrew storyand broken notes of the same
but with all their exaggerations
how in the background of
a paradise of holy
from every kind
promade inaccessible to the
full of objects that were
to delight the senses and to
elevate the mind; a paradise that granted
to its tenant rich and rare immunities and
that fed with its perennial streams the tree
of life and immortality."
The cross
all people has a value
communicating
their mind a Being
and work that will be of paramount and
good for them in the life to come.
From an article published in the EdinReview ot July, 187o, on the cross,
I now quote: "In Egypt,
and
Britain it was emblematical of creative
and
; in India, China and
of heaven and
; in
and

them
or make as much
as Christ did
the
of the
or as Paul the
school rooms of renowned
w·e

I,

the

vvinds

And now
and all vvill be well.
LETTER FROM T. S.
\NHAT

the word of God to establish
items that are signified
the
"All things were
and without him

from its use, are we
as to food anrl drink
svv1ne were
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made manifest by the appearing of our j
Savior Jesus Christ, who hath abolished 1
death, and hath brought life and immortality to light through the gospel."-2
Tim. I : ro.
(5) "Therefore we are !' and
buried with him by
into death; cils.
that like as Christ was
up from the I Great
d ead l:ly the glory or the Father, even so II tl.1eir ancestors.
we also should walk in newness of life."-- sied of a
Rom. 6: 4· (6) "To another the
of ·the .East
healing by the same sp. irit."-I Cor. 12:
(7) "] esus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life; he that believeth in i
me, though he were dead, yet shall he 1
live."-John II: 25. (8) "That they all
may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, 1
and I in thee, that they also may be one in
u&; that the world may believe that thou
hast sent me."-John I 7: 2 L
I submit these Bible evidences without
argument, trusting that their perspicuity
is all sufficient to satisfy any reasonable
I
searcher after truth, that the statements of
the Book of Mormon are fully sustained
by both tradition and revelation. And as
the evidence seems to be conclusive that
the cross was regarded by the Ancient
Americans as a sacred emblem, this
as found so ·
coupled with a belief in the birth of
tribes of ·the
only son of their supreme God; his
eral character as a "supernatural
.of the Indians: "They
who taught them of the life to come,
fathets
possessed
resurrection, etc., makes the evidence
Spirit,
they believed in Christ quite conclusive.
future events,
Here are the words of Christ, which he
spake unto the Nephites at the time of his controlled the c0mmon course of nature;
transmitted to their offspring
visitation to the American continent: and this
the sacred
"And it came to pass that he stretched on condition of their
means bring·
forth his hand, and spake unto the people, laws; that
on their belovsaying, Behold I l!m Jesus Christ, whom down showers
; but that this oower for a long
the ·prophets testified shall come into the ed
had
ceased."-See
world; and behold I am the light and
the West.
life of the world, and I have drun.k out of Star
Revelation
that bitter cup which the Father hath given me, and have glorified the Father in
taking upon me the sins of the world, in
the which I have suffered the will of the
Father in all things, from the beginning.''
_:_Nephi 5: 4·.
These words are true and faithful,
therefore it is. not strange that the aborig··
ines have in their traditions a reflection of
the things taught to the N ephites, the
ancient civilized people, who were
builders of. the vast ruins now coming to
light in America.

I

9·1

Bancroft has to say: "It has been supposed
some that the idea of future punishand reward was unknown to the
Americans. This is certainly an error,,
for some of the Pacific coast tribes had
definite ideas o0f future retribution,
almost all, in supposing that the man·
ner of death influenced the future state of
the deceased, implied a belief in future reward at least. In the Mexican Heaven
there were various degrees of happiness,
and each was appointed to his place according to his rank and deserts in this
life."-Native Races, p. 51 l.
He further tells us: "Manv of the
Nevada tribes thought that several heavens await the soul, each with a degree of
bliss in proportion to the merits
the
dead person."-Ibid, p. 524.
Of the Mexican opinion of man's future
aLude, he says: "The future abode of the
Mexicans had three divisions to which
the dead were admitted accordinp· to their
rank in life and manner of death:O'-Ibid,

I'

.

HOLY SPI'cliT.

Upon this theme M. Pidgeon quoting
the language of De-Coo-Dah says
"The Great SpiJ:"it was angry w-ith the
Indians because they did not obey Him,
Had the Indians always remained obedi.
ent to the voice of the Great Spirit deliy.
ered by the prophets, they would have
held all the land from sunrise to sunset.
But thoug·hts of the past overcome
said he, I will talk with you another day.
-Traditions of De-Coo-Dah, p. 55·
Bancroft says: "The Okan<igans .be ..
lieye in a Good . Spirit or master of lite,
called ..Elemehukillanwaist or Skyappe;
and in a bad spirit Kishtsamah or Chacha;
both moying constantly through the air,
so that nothing can be done without their
knowledge:"-Native Races, vol., 5, Pr
1 53•

'IMMORTALITY, FUTURE. REWARDS
AND PUNISHMENTS.

P· 53 2 •

To Ellen Russell Emerson we are indebted for the following: "According to
Grecian legend the soul has powerto lea\le
the body for a length of time, and resume
it as one does a garment. Among the
Indian- myths the legend herewith giv~n
is remarkable as an illustration of this helief, while it reveals a watchfulness over
the phenomenaof the rnitld, and its deatl1less activity and independence of the.body,
gratifying to the student of the thinking
powers of Savages."- India!'). Myths,
189.
... · .
Here she gives one more clear idea ot'tik
Indian belief and hope: "The undoubting
belief in immortality, the certainty of
existe.nce, the sense ;,thm th~ngs
seen are temporal, were the I <fading infl.j'lence of the Indian's habits of life."--Tbid,

P· 553·

Again she says: "This
given by an Indian l1istorian, SJ.!ggests
the belief of the Indian in a ·
state of the soul of man.
Speaking of the Mexicans,
says: ''The most general idea of a
seems to h!lve been. that of a double
possessing all the essence
the ind1vidual, exc.ept
and independent
far as it was able to
other scenes and
cordingly appear
day or night, as a phantom,
nizable form and features,
irnpre;;sion of its visits in
brances, or dreams.

3, P· 51 4· . . "
Of the belief
dianhibes Bancroft
tions of a soul were
the Thlinkeets supposed
spirit world,
the
released from
He further writes:
nicott, the so.ul, .,,~,,.~,
received by Chutsain,
"The .Eskimos seem
state."
Aleuts believed
their relatives attended

genii/'

··
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~'The Chepewyan story relates that the completion. The prophets having thus
soul :ui;ives after death at a river."
the supreme control of this sanCtuary re!'This pronounced belief in a future re- sided on mounds in the vicinity and imm~
ward and punishment obtained among diately adjacent to the work."-Ibid, p. 9r.
several of the Columbian tribes."
Bancroft says: ''Among the nations of
"The Okanagans call paradise, or the Mexico and Central America, whose. civil~
abode of the good spirit, elemehumkillan-. ization is identical, the priesthood always
waist,and hell, where those who kill and occupied a high rank in the state, and up
steal go, kishtsamah."-Ibid, pp. 518-19·
to its last rr,oments continued to exercise a
vVhen you read the following from the powerful influence in hoth public and pripen of Mr. Bancroft, please remember vate affairs·."-Native g.ace§, voL 2, p. 200.
that .the ancient N ephttes had both a land
Speaking of a specified eccle~iastical
and city nm;ned Desolation: "The Nez dignitary he says: "He was the head of
Perces, Flatheads, and some of the Hai- the church and all its branches, not only
.dah tribes, believed that the wtcked after at Mexico but in all the provinces of the
expiating their crimes by a longer or Mexican empire."-Ihid, p. 202.
shorter sojourn in the land of desolation,
Of the priesto; of Nicaragua he says:
were admitted to the abode of bliss."- "The office of High Priest was held by
Ibid, p. 520.
the caciques, who each in his turn left
Upon the belieffound among the Ameri- home and occupation and removed to the
can Indians in general the American chief temple, there to remain for a year
Encyclopedia says-: "The tribes believed attending to religious matters ~nd praying
in a future state of existence, and paid for the people."-Ibid, p. 495·
great attention to the bodies of the dead."
The C!azzling splendor of the Maya
If what Mr. Wood says of the Indian empire flashes adown the years in Ban~
be true then they are entitled to more croft's'description: "In the days of ancient
credit for an intelligent conception of right Maya glory, when V otan and his succesprinciples than they have been credited ·Sors reigned over mighty and perhaps con~
with: "They believe in a future existence fed~rated empires in Chiapa._, Guatemala,
and a future recompense according to their and Yucatan, the kings played the roles to
character in this life. Whatever their a great extent mythical, being pictured by
superstitions and ignorance, the mysteries tradition as combining the character anrl
enveloping their belief, there is nmning · powers of leg-islators, teachers, high
clearly through them all, these great doc- priests, and monarchs."-Ibid, p. 63 r.
trines accepted by the civilized Christian
Dorman says: "The priesthood was
ra.ces."-Uricivilized Races, p. 1313.
thoroughly organized in Mexico and Peru.
The identification of the belief among They were prophets as well as priests.
alltbe'.tribes or branches of the aborigines They brought the newly-born infant into
of America relative to the soul and its ex- the religious society; they directed their
istence and the future condition of the training and education; they determined
same becomes a strong factor of proof in the entrance of the young men intn the
establishing the character of the Book of service of the state; they consecrated marMormon, for no publication now before riage by their blessing; they comforted
the people is more clear upon these topics the sick arid assisted the dying."-Primitban is the Book of Mormon, and all tive Superstition;1, p. 374·
proofs introduced bear a relation one
He further says: "The king was the
to the other, and point in the right direc- high priest of the religious orders. A
tion.
new king ascended the temple naked, exPRIESTHOOD.
cept his girdle; he was sprinkled four
I present with pleasure that the priest- times with water which had been ble~sed;
hood was bad among the Nephites; and he was then clothed in a mantle, and on
nothing strange it is, for the Israelitish de- his knees took an oath to maintain the
scent brought with it the clear evidences ancient religion. The priest then instructthat describe them as the children of God ed him in his royal duties."-Ibid, p. 378.
and bles~ed under the promise made to
As to their manner of life and moral
that pe:uliar people.
~
character he says: "Cortez ~ays the Mexi~
Jones says of the American Indians: can priests were very strict in the practice
"A person of great power and consequence of honesty and chastity, and anv deviation
was the ancient high priest. He presided was punished with death.
They wore
in spiritual affairs, and in military matters long white robes and burned incense."his influence w:~s most potent."-Anti- Ibid, p. 379·
quities of Southern Indiam, p. 19.
As to the means provided for the supPidgeon says of D~-Goo-D,,h: "He port of the priesthood be informs us: "The
then imformed me that the ancient Amer- first fruits of the earth were ilevoted to
icans had national secret~ which they held the support of the priesthood."-Ibid, p.
sacred, and that these were handed down 383. The ancient aborigine~ had a more
from generation to generation through the rational and equitable method for the supprophets who were thus enabled through port of their ministers than h'"s modem
their superior knowledge to do many christendom with her graded so-much~a··
wonderful things."- Traditions of De- year preachers.
Coo-Dab, p. 57· And of a sacrificial altar
As to the unknown, blue eyed. bearded
in Wisconsin he says: "The great altar of white man that done ~;o much for the
sacrifice was regarded as the holy of aboriginal nations, Mr. Bancroft says:
holies, or inner sanctuary; a11d no foot "Although bearing various name~ :1nd 3psave that of the prophet might pass within pearing in different countries, the Amerithe sacred walls of the Pentagon after its can Culture Heroes all present the same

generel characteristics. They are all described !lS white bearded me~, generally
clad in long robes; appearing suddenly
and mysteriously upon the scene of their
labors, they at once set about improving
the people by instructing them in useful
and ornamental arts, giving them laws,
exhorting them to practice brotherly love
and other Christian virtues, and introducing a milder and better form of religion.
Having accomplished their mission, they
disappear as mysteriously and unaccounta~
bly as they came; and finally they j;\re
apotheosized and held in great reverence
by a grateful posterity."-Native Race,
vol. 5• P· 23·
Ellen Russel Emerson remarks upon
the gift of seership among the aborigines:
"Seership was not an unusual claim among
the J osf:akeeds. Circumstances have been
related in which this Second Sight so
common in Scotland and known among
all nationalities was justly claimed by
them."-Indian Myths, p. 553·
The Seeric gift is one that belongs to
the priesthood, and in the plentitude of
God is to bless those who are guided by
faith in truth.
Delafield says: "The first progenitors
of the Incas did not think prnper to dis~
close to the people whence they really
came, or what wastheir origin; yet so much
was stated as that it was the ordinary traditionary legend that men with beards and
clearer complexions than the men of Anahuac, Condinamrca and Cuzco mnke their
appearance without any indication of the
place of their birth, bearing the :title of
high priests, .legislators, friends of the
peace and of the arts."-:-Inquiry Origin of
Am. Antiq., p. 16.
Reader, would you be at all surprised
at rny becoming enthusiastic upon finding
and compiling so many clear and emphatic
proofs of the truth as contained in the
Book of Mormon? Had not those who
do not believe the book to be true sought
to throw discredit upon the same, perhaps I never would have troubled you
with this extended article. I follow and
appreciate each additional item with the
avidity of a neophyte, or the bloodhound
on obtaining a new trace of the escaping.
To be con tinned.

NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
ConfPrenee met at Keokuk, Iowa, NO\-ember
3oth, r889. at ro: 30 a.m., J. H. Lambert, president, G. P. Lambert, clerk. Branch reports:
Burlington 70, 4 removed by letter; Rock Creek
49, gain of 3; Montrose 98. 9 restored to record
by order of conference. Eld~rs: J. Parrish, J.
McKiernan, B F. Durfee, J. H. Lambert, D. D.
Babcock, F. Johnson, H. T. Pitt. Priest, A A.
Hall. Teacher, B. B. Herrick. Deacon. T.
Simpson reported. Bishop's Agent reported:
On hand last report $54 42; received siriee. $57;
paid out, $8r zs; on hand, $30 I7. J. H. Lambert. Audited and found correet. The members of disorganized branches were again requested to join the nearest braneh, and if neeessarv. to take letters from the distrkt clerk. Elder F. Johnson was on motion requested to continue his labors at New London, Iowa. Adjourned to meet at Montrose, Iowa, on Saturday,
Mareh rst, r89o, at ro: 30, a.m.
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NTS' HERALD.
NORTI-I-WEST KANSAS.
Conference was held at Goshen, Kansas, December 14th, and rsth, G. W. Shute president,
H. P. Curtis secretary. Branches: Blue Rapids,
Goshen, Elmira, Srar Creek. Elders: G. W.
Beebe. A. Sears, M. Smith, E. C. Brand, A. Kent,
H. Hart, G. W. Shute, T. J. Smith. Priest, C.
R. Duncan. Teacher, S. C. Andes. A motion
carried authorizing the district secretary to compare the branch records with the district records
and correct all errors; abo t;) secure the records
of the disorganized branches of the dislrict.
Motion carried to declare the Prairie Hotne
branch disorganized. Conference instructed J.
D. Bennet to return the records of Prairie Home
branch to the district secretary. Conference ordained C. R. Duncan to the office of an elder.
Bishop's agent reported: Received since last report, $25 oo, paid out $1400, balance $r.oo.
Motion carried requesting Bishop G. A. Blakeslee to appoint G. vV. Beebe as Bishop's agent of
this district. Present officers of the district sustained.
Ar'journed to ·Blue Rapids, Kansas,
March 29th and 30th.
KEWANEE.
Conference convened at Kewanee, December
7th. Branches: -- Buffalo Prairie, 2 baptized.
Millersnurg I baptized, I received; Sabbath~
school prosperous. Henderson Grove. no change.
Kewanee, 4received, 3 expelled. Elders:--J. vV.
Terry, D. S. Holmes, E. E. Wheeler, J.D. Jones,
J. H, Hopkins, J. Lord, S. Garland, Sr., T. vVhitehouse, E. Lamb, E. Everly, J. Charles. After
the reading of the decision of the eiders' cou~·t
appointed to try a case in the Kewanee brat1ch,
the following was adopted :-That we fully accept and endorse the act or proceedings of the
court, consisting of J. W. Terry and D S. Holmes, in their decision in the trial of Mary Ann
Stanley, George and Margaret Jones,who were
members of the Kewanee branch, the officials of
said br;mch being accused of evil (by them), it became the duty of the district officials to act in
such cases, under such circumstances. The authorities of the church were sustained. Resolved that two days' meetings be held in . the
different branches of the district; the time and
who shall be the speakers, to be arranged for by
Brn. Terry, Holmes and Wheeler.. Three good
discourses were delivered by Brn. Wheeler
and Hopkins. Adjourned to Kewanee, the first
Saturday in March, at w: 30 ;;t. m.
SPRING RIVER.
Conference convened at Pleasant View.
Branches: Webb City 73, Angola 50, Pleasant
View I 13, Colun1bus 51. Report of auditing
committee: Report received and committee discharged. Report of committee appointed to
_investigate affairs of A read a branch: Report received and committee discharged.
Elders: C.
Seversen, D. S. Crawlev, A. Hart, J ..M. Richards, S. Maloney, A, H, Herke, J. H. Thomas, W.
S. Taylor, T Cheeney, J. A!fr..,d.Davis, W. Peak,
Arthur Davis, G. W. Hobart(baptized 3),W.
Clarl,, I. Ross. Priests: C. Randall, Bro.
Havey, L. F. Devore, R Bird, J .. M. Pucket, Z.
Decker, Brn.: Bird, Francis, L. .F. Johnson.
Teacher, J. McKnight. Deacons, C. Bh'd, H,
Smart. Resolved, That the Bi,hop's Agent b~
n quested to visit each bnmch and teach. the
temporal law.·. Report of Bishop's Agent, J. M.
Richards. Tile authorities of the church were
sustained. It was resolved to defrav the expenses
of the district Clerk; also .that D. S. Crawley be
authorized to organize the Saints at Pittsburg
into a branch. D: S. Crawlev oilstained as president of district and G W. Hobart clerk . . Ad·
journedto Webb City, January 3rst.
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~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
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the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

SPECIAL MEETING.
A business meeting of the Lamoni branch
wlll be held Tuesday, January 14th. I89o, at two
p.
for the purpose of making arrangements
for
Conference and the consideration of
such matters as may be submitted by the Building Committee; also the transaction of other
necessary business. A general attendance necessary.
AsA S. CocHRAN, Pres.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Nodaway district conference will convene
at Guilford, Missouri, February 8th and 9th, r89o.
Branches are asked to report promptly to the
district clerk before conference.
]As. THOMAS, Pres.,
M. P. MADISON, Clerk.
Conference of the Massachusetts district will
convene at Dennisport, Mass., Saturday, January
t8th, at 2 '30 p.m., in the Saints' Chapel. No
reduced rates are available other than thousand
mile tickets on the O.C.R.R. Parties whose
united round trips would aggregate or approximate to $zo should purchase one of .these, which
is good for any number of persons and at any
time, and thus secure a two-thirds rate. William
H. Kelley is expected to be present.
M. H. BoNn, Dist. Pres,
CORRECTION.
Elder Robert L. Ware, of Richmond, Missouri,
says "read six elders, In my letter in Elerald for
for December 28th, instead of six members."
NOTICE.
Any pa~ties havinga w.ell preserved Vol. r of
Autumn Leaves can exchange it in payment of
current volume. Also a January number of volume r wanted.
M. WALKER.
4jan4t

MARRIED.
GooDENOUGH-CHAPMAN.-At the residence
of the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Chapman,
Persia, Iowa, December 31st, 1889, Mr. George
Goodenough, and Sr .. Mille Chapman. Elder
David Chambers officiating.
STERRETT-PHILLIPS.-Bro. H. B Sterrett of
Pleasant Grove and Sr. Arletta Phillips were
united in the bonds of wedlock on the evening of
December 24th, .r889, at the house of the bride's
l.n Provo City,Utah. A goodly number
and friends. we(e prescr;t, and the occasion was a moc;t pleasant one. We wish the
contraeting.parties all the j)y and happiness that
can possibly come to them. The bride received
a number of hand; orne and useful presents to begin
the
ot m~rried life with, besides the good
wishes all for blessing to attend the pair on their
journey tc;gether. May their pathway be one of
sunshine, pleasantq~ss and peace.
GAULTER--DANCER --At thto residence of Ole
Erickson, iri the town ot Mili,er, Lasalle co~mty,
Illinois, December 25th, r889, Bro. Lewis Ga.ulter a,nd Sr. Katie Dancer, both of Lamoni, Dc:catur county, Iowa, Elder Tnomas Hougasofllciating.
'-The joJ"s cf marria.ge are the heaveD: on eartl~,
f...ifl,;l,l;l paradise, great lJflDCe!3t?-, the sonl'e, quh!t,
Sinew:3 \lf coucor(L earthly immortality,
EternitY of pleasure.',

DIED.
BETTS --On Saturday, Dc·cember. 7th, r8t5g, at
4: 50 p m., Sr. Mary M Betts, wife o_f Bro J. E.
Betto, Sen., aged 55 years, 8 mon.ths aud 25days.
Th,e funtraltook place the 101h inst .. at 2 p. rn.,
»rom the family resic!ence, No. 307 Wtber
Avenue, Belleville, lllinois, and the rema.ins
were interred in Walnut Hill C.emett:ry Funeral
;;ervices were conducted by Elder R. E zen
hou~er, the sermon being preached by Elder J. W.

3I
Gillen to a large and attentive audience of rel·
atives and friends. Text: ''Precious in the sight
of the Lord is the death of his saints." The
large concourse of attendants at funeral and
grave bespoke the esteem in which ::Jr. Betts was
was held. She united with the old church about
1850 and with the Reorganization the zrst of
February, r868. The faith of the Saints was her
delight, and to care for God's servanls one of
her chief pleasures, in which she spared no tffort.
Her clear conception of the gospel of Christ robbed death of its terrors, and, with calm serenity
she awaited its coming, fully comcious of its approach. Such possessions as were at her disposal were distributed among relatives and
friends with minutest detail. Though deeply
bereaved the always indulgent, now lonely husband wore a resignation well. befitting one baving
a firm reliance on the gospel of the Son of God.
Truly, death has lost its sting, and the grave its
victory to those who live godly in Christ Jesus.
MussELL.-Bro. Frank Mussell departed this
life at Bevier Missouri, September Z3d, r889,
aged 45 years, 4 months and 4 days. He was born
in Wareham, England; emigrated to America
in r871; he first heard the gospel preached
by Bro. Henry A. Stebbins in 1876, and
united with the church the same year.
He was
eight years a cripple, but he bore it with
great patience. His end was ·a peaceful one as
he longed to be at rest. His testimony was that
the latter day work is true. He leaves a wife
and four children to mourn their loss. Funeral
sermon by Elder W. H. Vincent at the Saints'
Church.

"The Jews in and out of
· Palestine."
Such has been the demand for this article, that we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FORM, bound in cplored covers.
It i• a compreheneive and carefully prepared Hiotori.MI
Treatise concerning the Jews in all nations, including
Palestine; as well as a clear avowal of their hopes and
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by Rev. F .. de'
Lola Mendez, a leading American Hebrew of New York
City, Per single copy 5 cts in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 1~ copies 40 c. Send in your orders at.o)lce.
Address, LAMBERT BROT:UE~S,
L4lllONr, DECATUR Co., IowA.
RoBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

D. F. NICHOI,BON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.,
Loans money o.n Aprove,d·security. Six per .cent interest
paid on time 'deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

.RUINS

.R.EVISITJ!!ln,

A.ND THE WORLn Sl'ORY RE'l'OLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages; bound in cloth, price $:1.

S. F. WALKER, Lf\moni, Iowa.
·----

Is tl:!e oldest and most popular scientl.flc and
mechanical paper published and has the.largest
circulation of any pnper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood EngravIngs. Published weekJy, Send for sp~cimen
copy. Price $3a year. Four months' tri~l, $1.
MUNN & CO., PUBLISHERS, 3til Broadway, N.Y.

A~~i~!J~flc!nfrflcB~Je~!!n~ S

A great Success. Each issue cont;ll'ns COlored
lithographic plates of country and city residences -or public buildings. Numerous engra;vings
and full plans and specifications for the .use of
such as contemplate building. Price $2.50: a year,
25 cts. a copy.
MUNN & 00., PUBLISl!Jl<RS.
may b6 seCur..
ed by applying toMUNN
& co._,

who

have had over
4n years' experience and have .made over
100;000 applications for American and. For.
pon£~g~J':t~1~i~ c~~~~i~£;!£.andbook. Correa•.

TRADE MARKS•

In case your mark is not registered In the Pat.

r~~~m~~e ~ftilct}gn~~~~d~~o~1la~~%o~~,cur~
COPYRUlil'rS for books, charta, maps,
etc.,. quickly procured. Addr~ss
MUNN & CO;; Pate.U:t Solicitol'~•
G~.OII'li'lClll; 861 BBQAXl'W.4,'X';N. Y.
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We wish to announce to·our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain--both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the \vork
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department vv\ll be under the charge of

J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. S,,

PROF.

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfl!lly in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to emb.race every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

Which will be taken
of by "MARTHA,"
ai1d will be devoted
to such tnatter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to rea.lize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract .comfort and peace of the
is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us,
helping to enlarge our subscription lir,t?
cash
commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a
now
remains before the
number will
ready
for sending out,
much can be clone in a month,
rcnd earnest oftort. We cmld fnrtestimonh,ls of the work the
outside of the
it
We
the
disapYours
M. WALKER.
N, B.----·A request for renevra] of subscription,

or to have the
sent on time
.be all
that is
fo pay
now. Wr
w >Jccommodate
can not
aft"orrl to continue to rartit's who do net request
it. Remember it will
cost
a postal card
to keep your name from
and insure you the magazine for r89o.
~

All tnagazines vd1l be sent out. ~s soon
Premiums vvill be awarded the kst
Aprii or first of M"y. I<>2cp yonr
iists open, as
add other narr.es before
that time; bnt
to
a ltst of all names
you send. If you
to do
delay and trouble ·will surely result.
N. B.--Parties sending il'l list of names
Lc·aves wiil be credited with ali
names, but ccrrnnissions can not be allov1ed unv
til paynvcnt ls m>l'le. To insure commisdon the
money rn usL be collected and sent to the office.
z6apr
M , W A L K E R .
as lJarnes are received.
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SCHJPTTJl~BS.

(Inspbo~d

TranolB.tion by ,Joseph Smith.)
sprinkled edges, .•.•. l
Morocco, gilt
................ 2
Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••....•••. , ••. 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
~5

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Booli.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 2fi
Imit3tion Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••••••••• 1 50
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
d"' We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ..••.•..••••• , •.•.. 3 5~
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••... 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge .................. ,3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp; gilt edge •••• , •••• 4 00
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .....••.•.•... 2 50
The Harmony contains aU the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
WELSH HYMN· BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen., ••••• ,l 00
Limp muslin covers ............ , .•••• ,...... 25
SABBATH SCHOOl; BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... l 00
Muslin boards .. .. . .. • .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 75
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ......... 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Lim,p muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .•... , .•.• 1 25
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .•..•• : ••.•••••• , , •• , 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . .....•......•••. , , . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder W'l·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church: and it is a most .excellent one to be circulated both 'in the church and among tho•e without,
abonndinrr in proofs never before presented in defense
of J osepb Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . • . . . . . . • • . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for Hie., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt .Attendance Tickets ....•...... Same price.
iJ·ancy Cards, pacKage or 50, 5 kinds, large • • . • 75
l!'ancy Cards, smaller. 1 0 kinds, per 100. • • • • • • • 50
LICENCES, NOTHJl!l8, &;c.
Elders, Priests, 'reachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 12
Baptism a-c1d Confirmation Certificate books, . . • • 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
MISOJ~LLANEOUS.

The Problem of Hnm'ln Life Here and Hereafter
by .A.. Wilford Hall, 544 pap:es, muslin .... ·:. l
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslm
by A. Wilford Hall ..........••........... 1
Josephus. complete, library leather ........... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ...........•..... A
Mosheim's Church Historv, 2 volumes ....•.•. A
Baldwin's Ancient .America (illustrated) ........ 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
'l'!Je Koran. library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesi~stical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854 muslin boards. 5 volumes .... : . ...... 10
The Ec~lesiastieal History of J:i]usebius PamphiJus, Bishop of Cmsarea and Palestine ........ 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ..............•.....•.•.... 1
Apoeryphal New Testament ......•••••..•.. 1
Imders' Diary, by Joseph Luff ..•..... -.......
Emerson's Ready Binder., Herald and Hope size.

50

00
50

00
00

80
00

25

00
00
75
00
6.5
30
85

BR.A DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards,.3.96 pages ............... ; .... 1 'lli
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon ol Di~
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
lind belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Chureh
of Christ, and identical in
organization, ordinanthe Church of Christ,
ces, worship and practice,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with RimY
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each ••••••.••••, . 13
This is th., notorious ''Manuscript Found," writtet.
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection wil;h the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
f(round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LE'f'TERS.
In paper covel'S Sots. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5ets. each; per dozen • • • • • . • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book ofMorm n, and th'3 Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCOIWANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages,
covers . • • .
Old editiol:l .•••.•••....... : • .•• _• • • • • • • • . • •

10
Iii

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth ~fade
dozen 20etll., 100 ••••. 1 50
3. voice of the Good
dozen !\c, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and
of the Church
and the Kirtland
dor.on 5c, 100. . 25
250 for 50 cts,
1,00(),_ ...... ·.l 75
6. The "One
Subjects, Prerequisites
Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per
100 ............ 1 '15
7. Who Then Caube
dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. J)'ulness of the
dozen 25c .., I 00, .1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., l 0{) .•.•.••••.••.••••• 2 2 5
10. The Narrow
dozen 15 cig,, 100 ...... 1 10
ll. The Plan of
dozen 30 cte., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs
dozen 25
100. 1 65
14 Reply to Orson
2 5 cts
.. 1 '15
15 Brighamite
5 cts.,
40
16. Polygamy: Was
Tenet of the
...•.... , .••..•. l 40
Church; dozen 20
H. The Successor in
Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the
dozen 25
l 00.1 15
20. The "One
or
Church of
under the
and undel' the Apostasy; dozen
cts.,
.................... l 40
21. Truth by Three
dozen
lOCL. 15
22. Faith and Repente,nce; dozen 15 cts,
... l 10
Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....•...•.• l 25
The Kingdom of God; dozen 5
100.... 40
25. Laying on of
.dozen 5
40
26. Mountain of the
40
2'L The Sabbath
'10
29. Vision of the
trine and Covenants;
40
30. Origin of the Book of:M:otmon;
15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
3L What is Truth? and True
and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 ctq.,
25
250 for 50 eta., 500 for
1,000 for. ..•...•• l 75
32. Which is the
5
100 . . • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story
dozen. . 20
hundred ........................... 1 25
The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts,, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ l 75
42 Rejection ofthe Chul'oh; dozen 15
100.1 lO
43 One
dozen 25 ilts
.... 1 '15
-Triai of the
the
of J eaus Ckrist; 5 ots. each. per dozen, . • . . . . . . . . 50
!'ronJ1ec;v on the Rebellion; per 100 ... , . . • • • . 15
~q!!or:tm•~nt of Tracts.....................
35
OmiPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp lll:UIIlin, turned in . . . . . . . • . . . .
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"l!lllARKEN To THE WoRn oF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVJ! rr liE ONE WIFE: AND Co:NctTBIJU
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 1.16, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHoULD HAvE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CASE Oll' DEATH, WHIIN
IS AT LmERTY TO MARRY AoAur."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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RESURRECTION.- AND REPLY.

ST. MARY's, Ont., Dec. 2oth.

Bro. W. W.Blair:--In the article on ''the Resurrection"'in Herald December 7th, page 790, third
column and third paragragh are the words: "It
[the resurrected body J is not necessarily composed of the same identical particles" [which were
in the body at death]. Does this not conflict
with the teachings of the church books? I am
aware that Paul says (r Cor. rs: 37), "Thou
sowest not that body that shall be," etc., but I
understand him to mean, as he explains further
on, that "it is sown a natural body, it [the same
identical body that was sownl is raised a spiritual
body"-being different only in that the first is
natural and the last spiritual. You illustrate this
very beautifully by stating that charcod is composed of the same elements as the diamond. If
this be true, any one who knows how, can take a
piece of charcoal and make a diamond of: it.
This diamond would not be that charcoal that
was, although composed of the same identical
particles with the exception of the dross, which
never was charcoal. So, also, any one who
knows how can take a natural body and make a
.spiritual body out of it. This spiritual body
would not be the natural body that was, though
composed of the same identical particles, with
the exception of the dross which will be burned.
Paul says, "God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his own body." If it
were some other body G-Jd would give than the
body we sow (or bury), would that not be a new
creation?
When God made Adam out of the dust of the
earth, that was not a resurrection, but a creation.
If he makes me a new body, that will not be a
resurrection, but a creation.
Is it not true that. "he that raised up Christ
from the. dead shall also quicken your mortal
bodies," etc? Must I not believe that "the bones
came together," (Ezek. 37: 7), nor that the sea
will give up its dead because they will not be
needed, for God will not use those same identical particles? Was Alma in error (B. M. p. 235)
when he said "the spirit and the body shall be
remzited agaitz? Or must I believe that things
which had never previously been united can be
re-united agaitz'! (See also pp. 236, 310, 3II, 313,
493). Will not "they who are of a celestial spirit
(shall) receive the same body which was a natural body"?
This letter may appear to you to be written in
a spirit of criticism but that is not my intention.
It is simply put in that way that I might the
more clearly express my views on the matter

and thus give you a better chance to correct me
if I am in error.
Yours in the goe;pel,

E. K. EvANS.

To the a hove we reply: If all "the
particles" of matter composing a body
when buried, no more and no less, be
raised in and with that body in the resurrection, how can it be "perfect," "complete," "as is the heavenly," be "the image
of the he~venly," "like unto his glorious
body," and "be like him,"-the resurrected Christ?
·wm the emaciated body which has lost
one half its former component "particles"
by corroding disease, be resurrected with
only and the same "particles" it was composed of at death? If so, how can it be
perfect and "like unto Christ's glorious
body"?
Shall "the same particles of matter
composing the huge, ponderous, bloated,
dropsical body which is buried be all resurrected in and with that body? If so,
how can that body "bear the image of
the heavenly"?
Shall the resurrected man· or woman
who lost a hmb, or limbs in childhood
have "the same particles" (no more and no
less) that constituted the mutilated, imperfect body when buried?
Shall the hosts of deficient and deformed
bodies which go down in death be raised
with "the same identical particles," no
more and no less?
Shall "the same identical particles" composing the warts and wens and tumors
and innumerable enlargements and monstrosities of some of the bodies of the dead
be in and with those bodies in the resurrection!
Shall the man buried with a hairless
head and beardless face be resurrected
with "the same identical particles," no
more and no less!
When the word of God promises that
"not a limb or joint" shall be wanting in
the resurrection, and that then "not a hair
shall be lost," does it mean that "the same
identical particles," no more and no less,
which composed the body at death, shall
be in and with the resurrected body? If
so, how can such be· like the body of
"Christ, the first fruits"? Bear in mind
that "the first fruits" represent the fruits
that are to follow after.
When the apostle says, "And that which
thou sowest, thou sowest not that body
which shall be, but [a] bare [separate, naked, unaccompanied] grain, it may chance,
of wheat, or of some other grain; but God
giveth it a body as it hath pleased him,
and to every seed his own body, he ·no
more means that "the same identical particles," no more and no less, con.posing
the human body at death shall be raised in

No.3.

the resurrection, than that the same identical particles composing a grain "of wheat
or of some other grain" when sown in the
earth shall be reproduced when that is
quickened."
This illustration by Paul from things of
the natural world teaches that the resurrected body will be the same in kind or
species, and the same in its elementary
and constituent parts, even as "wheat" or
"some other grain'' is reproduced in its
distinctive kind and i.n all its component
parts, including form and elements,
though not necessarily composed of its
former "identical particles." The identity
of things, material or spuitual, does not
necessarily depend upon the continued
existence in them of the ~<identical particles" composing them when they first exist. This is true of nations, states, cities,
churches, banks, and corporate things in
general. The vital laws and powers by
which such organizations are given being
are those which preserve their identity;
but the identical persons, 1:1nd the "identical particles" of organic and material
substances composing. such organizations
at first, may be. changed from time to
time and yet their perfect identity be
maintained and preserved. The militant
Church of Christ exists to-day the same
as nineteen centuries ag-o, and yet the
identical persons composing it then do not
compose it now; however both are the
same in kind, in faith, in works, and in
churchly character. In this case the identity is chiefly traceable to, and· dependent
upon the vital laws and powers that gave
and continues the being of the church as a
distinct, definite body. But it is not now
composed of "the same identical particles,"
in toto, that composed it then. So, too, the
identity of the person depends, primarily,
not on the continued identitv of the elementary particles which compose his material body, but chiefly, if not altogether,
on the vital, intelligent soul-"the inner
man." The material body increases,
changes, and sometimes loses largely, its
elementary particles of matter, all along
from birth to death, and yet the identity
of the person remaip.s unchanged, so
that a person may lose hi" hands and arms,
his feet and legs, his hair and beard, etc.,
with all the "identical ~varticles" composing them, yet the personality of the individual remains intact. And persons born
without hands and arms, etc., etc., if made
like unto Christ in the resurrection, will
have aU these lacking parts supplied, and
this necessarily includes added particles of
matter-particles not in the body at death.~
Persons whose bodies are in any way
deformed and defective at death will, in
the resurrection, be relieved of suGh defects
and be free from the particles of matter
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causing them, if they shall be "fashioned
like unto Christ's glorious body."
If needed particles of matter be added
in the resurrection so that the person "bear
the image of the heavenly"-Christ,-then
why not the superfluous particles in the
body at death be excluded (or not restored)
in the resurrection, so that the person
shall be raised and "be like him"-their
risen Lord? And if these needed pa·rticles be added, and th.ose superfluou5 particles be excluded, or withheld, in the resurrection, then it is certain that the body
of man in the resurrection "is not neces;;arily composed of the same identical particles" which were in it at death.
The wheat of to-day is the same in
species and element as that of ancient
times, but there is not in it "the same
identical particles." The blade, the stalk,
the leaf, the bloom and the matured kernel
are all somehow in the wheat we plant,
but when the ripened wheat is gathered it
does not contain "the same identical particles" once in the kernel sown; and yet it
is the same wheat, and "God givet·h it a
body as it hath pleased him, and to every
seed his own body." Man is the "seed,"
and not the body alone after death.
The church, the state, the bank, the
corporation of any kind, may be disorganized (die), and yet it may live again if
based and builded upon the original
foundations; and yet there may not be in
them even one of the identical persons in
at the first, as we have hitherto seen.
Their identity, as we have shown, depends
upon the organic laws and powers which
gave them being.
These vital principles
and powers give identity.
Yes; the resurrection may weH be called
"a creation"-a new creation. "Behold, I
make all things new," (Rev. z r ; 5), very
properly applies to the resurrection world
and those who participate in its unspeakable blessings. And this is not only true
of the resurrection and its Christlike ·heirs;
but even the Saints in this life are reckoned to be of a new creation y' for, "if any
man he in Christ, he is a new creature."2 Cor. 5: 17. If Christian conversion
effects a "new creation." it is not surpdsing
that the resurrection should. Jesus said to
his disciples, "In the regeneration when
the Son of Man shall sit in the throne of
his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel." This points to and means the
resurrection world and its glorious conditions; and in the Inspired Translation it is
called the "resurrection." The word "regeneration" sig-nifies reproduction, renewing, and the like; and the Inspired Translation substitutes for it the word "resurrection," as before mentioned. Hence it does
no violence to the Scriptures to say that
the resurrection is, in effect, "a new creation." Indeed, Christ in his resurrected
and glorified condition is called of God
«The beginning of the creation of God,"
(Rev. 3: 14), and this, evidently, because
he was "the first that should rise from the
dead." And of the resurrection world the
Lord says, ''Behold, I make all things
new."
It is a well established and generally ad-
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mitted fact, that the human body changes
-takes on and throws off-all its constituent particles of matter every seven years.;
and yet the body continues its identity;
the personality of the individual remains
unchanged. John Jones of twenty years
ago is the identical John Jones of to-day,
notwithstand~ng his body does not now
contain any of "the same identical particles" which .it did then; all of which
proves that personal identity does not depend upon identity of particles of matter
composing the person's body. This being
true of this life, it may be equally true 6£
the resurrection life.
Identity of person no more depends on
continued identity of particles of matter
composing the body, than it does upon the
articles of clothing the individual wears.
Either may be changed, be increased, or
lessened, be good or bad, and the person
remain the same.
Such language is used in the Scriptures
as will forcefully convey the fact of the
material, literal resurrection of man, but
there are many things connected with that
wonderful work left quite unexplained.
The fact of the resurrection, the means
by which its blessings and glories are obtainable, and the general character and
conditions provided in th~t state, are matters about which man should be chiefly
concerned, leaving the details as to methods and manner, with their intricate and
subtle . workings, as secondary considerations, provided for of God, to be wrought
out in his due time and according to his
almighty power and omniscient will.
.Thank heaven, the fact and the general
manner and time and glory of the resurrection are all revealed in Jesus Christ our
Lord, and are testified of by the Bible,
Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and are confirmed to the souls of
Christ's faithful disciples, ancient! y and
modernly, by the power and light and
assurance of the Holy Spirit, the record of
heaven and the Comforter of God's
worthy children.
We are to believe all the word of God,
and "live by every word that proceedeth
out of his mouth," but we must not construe, interpret, nor apply that word so as
to cause conflict thereby, nor do violence
to known and well established truths and
the facts of history, nor outrage right reason. The Scriptures harmonize with all
known truths in all the varied departments
of God's work, when properly interpreted
and applied, and they should never be so
construed as to make them teach or imply
impossibilities.
IN addition to the unusual mildness of the
present winter season the weather has
been very dry throughout the middle
as the following 1tems from late issues
the Independence, Missouri, Sentinel, and
the Chicago Ti"mes, respectively, show:
"Major Marien Tucker, an old resident, states
that the Missouri river is lower than at any time
previous during his recollection."
"DAVENPORT, Iowa, January sth.-At noon
today the Mississippi reached the lowest point
ever known--thirteen inches below the low-water
mark of r864. There are fears that the public
water sup]Jly will give out."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C. C. Randall, of Columbus,
Kansas, writes under date of the 3 Ist inst.,
as follows:
"The work is progressing slowly in these parts,
o·wing to a lack on the part of some of the Saints
td live as they should in some instances; but I
pray that they may arouse and be up and doing."

Elder Heman C. Smith wrote the 24th
ult., from San Bernardino, California:
"We have been having an unprecedented
amount of rain for this season of the year. Much
damage done in some places, but San Bernardino
is Intact. I hear there Is much damage at Gospel
Swamp. Bro. Mills has again been obliged to
remove his house onto higher ground."

A brother writes from northern Idaho
as follows:
"All goes well with us of the Reorganization,
but with those of the Utah faith that can not be
truthfully said; and yet in the face of all the
stringent laws that have been enacted against the
twin-relic the Mormons in Idaho are multiplying
wives as usuaLn

Sr. A. M. Halsted lately wrote from
Harrow, Ontario:
"I yet feel to thank you for making my request known in the Lamoni branch two years
ago; and am feeling as if our glorious God was
now beginning the work of healing me accoading
to the Spirit's promise to the dear Saints who
offered up their loving prayers fgr me."

I st. Is it right for members of the Latter Day
Saints to visit saloons?
zd. Is there any harm in going into a gambling
house and gambling with cards if the parties do
not drink intoxicants?
3d. Is it wrong to gamble without cards?
4th. Would lt be wrong for a Latter Day Saint
to attend horse races and bet on the races that
are being run?
5th. Is it wrong for Saints to assemble at the
race course and be the leading ones in the races?
"Would it be in keeping with the word to "keep
yourselves unspotted from the vices of the
world"?
6th. If the answers to the above five questions
should be that they are wrong and should not be
countenanced, could those who do them be dealt
with as wrong doers, as spoken of in Moroni 6: 2?
"And they were strict to observe that there
should be no iniquity among them: and whoso
was found to commit iniquity: and three witnesses of the church did condemn them before the
church; and if they repented not, and confessed
not, their names were blotted out, and they were
not numbered among the people of Christ," etc.

In attempting to answer these questions
Questions
of this sort are too often asked because
some may have conducted themselves in
the manner indicated by the questions, and
in answering them we are indirectly sitting
in judgment upon them withou.t an opportrmity on their part to pl'ead to the charges
in an open court.
Again the continued asking and answering of questions upon personal conduct is
to establish a long line of rulings and precedents for the government of the sayings
and doings of the Saints largely resulting
frnm the opinion and the statement of the
HERALD.
And while we are to some extent prepared to admit that the HERALD
should be a conservator of the public
rnorals of the church, we are not prepared
to admit bv any means that it is, or should
be the standar·d of conduct by which to
measure the possible d€linquents in rectitude.
.
We have answered. the question respect-

v:re do so under moral protest.
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ing the vi~iting of saloons (places where humble Nazdrene while attending the orintoxicating liquors are kept, sold and gies of a g·ambling house, and staking his
drank) over and over again. It seems wealth, or his earnings there; frequently
useless to ask the q ucs:ion.
Drunkards with the knowledge pressing in upon his
"shall not inherit the kingdom of God." unwilling brain that wife and children are
"For the drunkard and the glutton shall needing what he is riotously throwing
come to poverty." vVhatever tends to away on a game of chance? Can a man
despoil a member of the church, or of soci- enjoy the Spirit of a risen Lord, with brain
ety of his manhood and his inheritance in and fire and heart set on getting illegal
the Father's kingdom should be avoided. g11in at a gambling game of any sort?
If visiting the saloon does either of the Can a man be moved by the Spirit of one
above things then is no man justified in who died for the family of man, in a spirit
of the grandest self-sacrifice the world has
doing it.
The same answer may be made to the ever seen; and mingle with them who
second question. The laws of some states meet at the race track? Can a man be
are strongly condemnatory of all sorts of filled with the love of his fellows and the
gambling. Cards are not the only gambler's love of God and have his mind full of the
weapons. All sorts of devices are employed "Slang, and rush and unhealthy riot and exto gratify man's love for the excitement and citement of the race course and the betting
possibile gain in games of chance. Any and ring? If a man can enjoy the Spirit of the
all of them lead to idleness, and tend to Master which is not of this world, in the
vichus habits of mind, carelessness in re- surroundings and in the conditions named
gard to property rights, and fall under the in the sug·gestions above, then may he do
ban; "but he that maketh haste to be rich the things inquired of and do no wrong.
vVho shall decide?
shall not be innocent."
The privilege to deal with all supposed
Questions four and five are of the same
import. Horse racing for money is a offenders against the good of mankind,
species of gamblin~?;, as is betting on any society and the church always remains, the
sort of game of skill or chance where there degree of wrong doing and the punishis a risk of loss or gain. All belong· to ment due to each act to be determined by
the same family and are made evil by due inquiry in each individual case. If
association.
Men love to strive for the men are to be put into the straight jackets
mastery, in polemic discussion, in skill, in of the long moral code, there is little room
endurance, in speed, in activity and in for the office work of the Spirit which is
strength. For us to say that all those to guide into all truth. Men are to do
games and sports in which men so strive good and avoid evil by reason of the good
to excell are wrong, and that those who there is in them and not because of the
engage in them are doing wrong, and act- strictness and severity of the laws against
ing unrighteously and unworthily as wrong doing.
Saints,· is far more than we have either
disposition or right to do.
WE quote the following from the report
The race-course, the theatre, the dance of Sunday services, held at Provo, Utah,
may be of themselves innocent enough in December zzd, 1889, as published in the
their time and season; but all have been Utah Enquirer, of Provo, in its issue for
made the sources of social and moral December 24th:
blight. The abuse of them as the abuse
••President A. 0. Smoot quoted the saying of
of other things is reprehensible, and can the Savior, •He that liveth godly in Christ Jesus
not be too strongly condemned or their must suffer persecution.' When Jesus sojourned
influences guarded against; but for us to upon the earth in the meridian of time, there
say that he who attends a dance, goes to a were a great many religions extant, the devotees
of which stood upon the street corners and made
theatre, or stands by to see a struggle of long prayers, thanking God that they were not
speed between two or more horses, or men, like other men. These same religionists proor dogs; or to see men jump, or wrestle, fessed to believe in the ancient prophets, and yet
or try conclusions of strength in any manly they took Jesus and crucified Him. We have
warned by Joseph and the other prophets
fashion is a wrong doer and should be cast been
of the day that has now come. Jesus also warnout, is to make a code strongly suggestive ed the Saints concerning this time. It is vain
of the statutes of Sinai that gendered to for the Latter-day Saints to suppose that we will
bondage. All, and the best we can say is glide smoothly along, hand in hand with Babythis: The Spirit of God is to be given the lon, and yet be called the people of God. The
is on the alert. All the nations of the
Saint as a guide, a power to direct into enemy
earth are fighting ag~inst Zion. We have been
right ways, to reprove for wrong thoughts, driven from city to city, from county lo.county
wrong conduct, bad deeds; if a man lives and from state to state, until we were finally exto obtain that Spirit, and pays heed to its pelled from civilization. We rested our feet
promptings to do, or not to do, he will not upon Mexican soil, but our enemies have follovved us. We raised the Stars and Stripes on
need a page of HERALD editorial, detailing Ensign Peak and on Capitol hill. We revere our
what is right or what is wrong to keep forefathers for that matchless instrument, the
him out of wrong ways and the company Constitution of the United States, under which
document God has reared his church, and under
and clutches of the devil.
instrument we will still seek protection.
Can a man enjoy the Spirit of the Mas- which
What have we done to grieve the Lord? We
ter in a saloon; sitting or standing in an have not paid our tithes and our offerings; we
atmosphere redolent of tobacco smoke and have forgotten His commandments. While he
spittle more or less stale and old; the smell has blessed us in our outgoings and in our inof liquors pure and impure; listening to comings, we have. like Ephraim of old, grown
and kicked. We have invited Babylon into
the ribald talk and laughter, and profanity fat
our midst, and we have joined hands with her.
almost sure to be heard there?
Can a The covenants made with our God have been
.man enjoy the Spirit of the meek and forgotten. Hence God has suftered us to pass
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into the hands of the Gentiles. Perhaps if we
should return to the Savior and do his will, God
would again fi.ght our battles. When we read
the history of our community, what do we find?
Do we see the elders of Israel seeking first the
kingdom of God and oth<:r things after? Perhaps so in some cases, but I am afraid not in the
majority of instances. The teacher does not attend to his duties. He does not seek the welfare
of Zion. And so with the elders, the bishops,
and even up to the presidency of the Stake.
Higher than this I will not go, but I have a right
to speak of the presidency of the Stake, of the
high council, of the bishops and the lesser priesthood. When we worship the things of this
world and give them more attention than we do
the things of God, we are in a fair way to be
chastised. When we have accumulated rkhes
without the protecting influences of God they
will be like the dews from the Heaven, liable to
be melted by the rising sun. President Brigham Young established societies in our midst for
our own fashions and styles. But his counsels
were ignored. The sons and daughters of Zion
sought to follow Babylon. Can we not trust
God, brethren and sisters, and let him add riches
to us! Do we build temples? Not many. Do
we send our children to Latter-day Saint
schools? Some of us. Do we pay our tithes
and our offerings? We pay them a little. We
want to fast and pray to· morrow and reflect on
these things. To-morrow is the birthday of the
prophet, seer and revelator, Joseph Smith, and
he will, no doubt be looking down upon us.
Brethren, cease associating with Babylon and
tipping the cup with her followers, for I feel
alarmed. Let us put down all evll in our midst.
Some even go so far as to advertise mask balls.
Why, even Christianity has laid these aside. I
have told the manager of the Theatre that if
masked balls were held in that building I should
withdraw as a stockholder. Daughters of Zion,
spurn these mask balls. If you attend them you
disgrace yourselves. Let us come here to-morrow and fast and pray and rely upon the arm of
Lord."

Bishop A. 0. Smoot has been a longtime with the church in the valleys of
Utah; and it seems very remarkable that
he a leading bishop and long in the pre·
siding office in his ward, should put up
such a wail. But it is only another proof
of the saying "history repeats itself."
Bishop Smoot would do well, if he would
look up the "word of God" a little, and he
would soon find out what it was he and
his associate followers of bad counsel had
been doing. They have sought in vain
to placate an offended Lord by "paying
tithes," and making "covenants" which
have brought them into bondage, which
tithes have not been used in the real service of God, but for selfish and improper
purposes.
We suggest that Bishop A. 0. Smoot
be requested to read Malachi, second chapter, and Jacob, second chapter, in connection with Genesis sixth chapter, and Doctrine and Coven·ants: "And your minds
in time past have beeu darkened because
of unbelief, and because you have treated
lightly the things you have received,
which vanity and unbelief hath brought
the whole church under condemnation.
And this condemnation resteth upon the
children of Zion, even all; and they shall
remain under this condemnation, until they
repent and remember the new covenant,
even the Book of Mormon and the former
commandments which I have given them,
.not only .to say, but to do according to that
which I have written, that they may bring
forth fruit meet for their Father's kingdom, otherwise there remaineth a scourge
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and a judgment to be poured out upon the :Which sprout shall possess the characterchildren of Zion; for, shall the children of tstics of the parent tree. As the tree has
the kingdom pollute my holy land? Verily its appointed time to be resurrected in its
kindred, the sprout; so, when this heaven
I say unto you, nay."
Bishop Smoot brings a harsh charge and this earth shall have finished their destiupon his official brethren, beginning with ny, then shall man, the man of whom Job
the teachers and winding up with the was writing, live again in that body so like
presidency of the stake, the elders and the one that decayeth and falleth away,
bishops, The teacher, poor fellow, catch- as is the young tree that riseth on the site of
es it first; . he is at the end of the line, the the ?ld_. The Book of Job is a poem,
lower end, and the snapper of the whip and m Its poetic construction much is to be
reaches him first-the Bishop is quite safe taken for granted.
in abusing him and charging him with
not seeking the welfare of Zion-and the
rest hear the swinging lash all the way up. THE Chicago Times of the 7th January,
But, how happens it that the poor teacher has the following notice of the effort
does not seek the welfare of Zion? . Why made by the Masonic fraternity to shu\,
should he? The lowest and humblest; is their doors against drunkard making.
he to be the pattern for the elders, the Some three or four years ago Bro. George
bishops, the high council and the stake Thorp, living near Pleasanton, Iowa,
presidency? We have all along been of showed us a resolution, or by-law adopted
the idea that the higher set the example; by the Grand Lodge of Missouri, to the
and that the lesser followed in the lead. effect of disbarring saloon-keepers from
Bishop Smoot speaks of the societies Masonic fellowship. It seems to be
President Brigham Young established for spreading.
"The work of purging the Masonic order in
the fashions and styles ofthe people; Pres.
Nebraska of members·who are engaooed in the
Young laid the foundation of the masked liquor
business has been successful'lv accomball, of which the Bishop complains, when plished. At a recent session of the Gt:and lodge
~e opened the dance by prayer and led off
~ by-la~ ;vvas enacted for that purpose, and und'E:r
The dance was the wind, Its prov1stons three members were expelled."
m the figure.
to which Pres. Young and his compeers
sowed; and them asked ball and the round
THE present indications are that the addances are the whirlwind; "he that soweth
min.istration of Bro. Thomas James in the
to the wind shall reap the wl:irlwind."
affa1rs of the Post-office at Independence,
When Bishop Smoot and his fellows shall
Missouri, will justify the recornmendation
indeed return to the Savior in the sense of
of Mr. Jones and his other political friends
retu_rning to the word of the Lord, the
for his. appointment, satigfy his personal
Savwr, to the Church established on the
we1l-w1shers and agreeably disappoint
land of America in 1830, then the Savior those who so ~toutly opposed his appointwill return to them, and do them the good ment and confirmation to the
ofthe
they need. We will gladly give them
office. The Sentinel had this to say of it
praise when they do this.
in a late issue:
EDITORS of Herald, or whoever answers so manv
questions in the Herald, that the scattered and
starving ones might know a little, will you please
tell me something about what the 3d verse of the
r rth chapter of Ecclesiastes means. Also Job r4th
chapter anu 7th verse.

Any one to comprehend the third verse
of Ecclesiastes I rth chapter, above referred
to, should read the whole chapter to the
eighth verse inclusive. It is a poetical
allusion used by the preacher, to enforce
?pon the you~g the import~nce of acceptmg the mercies of God while they are in
their strength of bodily life; for that sooner or later the time will come to them,
when lllll oflife's busy activities, its duties,
its pleasures, its toil, care, anxiety, music
and all that is fair in itself and makes life
desirable will become unattractive and unnoticed because of the failure of the powers to appreciate, make use of and enjoy
them. When that time comes, death ensues to the man and his flesh returns to
dust and his spirit to God who gave it.
There is no hidden or mysterious theological teaching, either in the verse referred or the whole chapter.
The text in Job seems to point out the
similarity between the body of man and
the tree; the tree that is cut· down seems
to die, yet there is hope that on the site
where it stood, a sprout will rise when
heat and moisture have done their work,

"To say that the arrangement of the new post
office is an improvement on the old one is putting it mildly. The building is fixed up in good
shape, clean. and nice, and is much more roomy
and convement for the transaction of business
than t.he one formerly occupied. Mr. James has
had signs put up in the office r~questing that
there shall be no loafing or smoking in the building-, _all of which is entirely proper. While the
Sentwel was opposed to seeing Mr. James anpointed as postmaster, it is very much pleas~d
in the manner in which he has started off in the
discharge of his duties, and we hope that satisfaction will continue to the end."
~HOSE .who. may believe in the final political umficatwn of the race will be comforted and encouraged by the following
which we clip from o.ne of our leading
exchanges:

From conservative and hidebound Spain issues
a sound of the new order. Castellar, the patriot,
democrat and prophet, describes the vision that
grows larger ami clearer in this memorable
year:'·The sway of autocracy on this old continent
is nearly over. If there is ·anv one thing I believe
with all mv heart, it is that before fifty years Europe will be republican from end to end. I believe the change will be brought about without
the horrors of war. as easily as it has just been
brought about in Brazil; as naturally as a man
lays aside one coat and puts on another, b"cause
he likes ~he ot~er better. The peoples of Europe
are growtng w1ser every year and seeing better
what are tr eir real interests.
"They will one day say to their kings, queens,

emperors and princes: •We are masters here,
After all, this country is ours, not yours. There
is the door. Go!'
"And ihen kings, queens, emperors and princes will go, and it will be a beautiful sight.
"You look incredulous and think me a Utopist
But what would you have thuoght had I told
you a week ago that to-day Brazil would be a republic? As I said, I believe these great changes
will be accomplished without war, nor do I believe Europe is now threatened with war."
This picture may be a little too bright for reality, but it is inthe main a logical forecast from
the standpoint of present tendencies. Man has
turned his face in the right direction and is going
forward, not backward.
Surely we may sit down at the thanksgiving
feast to-day with unclouded faces and hopeful
hearts."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE are requested to say that the church
in Chicago, Illinois, meets in hall C, third
floor, 213 west Madison street, at two p.m.
every Sunday. Their place of meeting is
advertised every Sunday in the Times/
but we think it needs some corrections.
Bro. L. 0. Dawson of El1ensburgh,
Washington, wrote the 25th ult. desiring
us to state that if an elder will come there
he will give him forty acres of land on the
following contlitions: He has a homestead.
The soil is good and produces well if there
is plenty of water. Being afflicted with
rheumatism he wil'l give to an elder who
will aid him in sinking a well the said
forty acres. The climate is good· and not
severe. Those interested can wnte to him.
Bro. M. H. Bond wrote the 2nd inst.
from Providence, R. I., that he had just
returned from Brockton and Boston, Massachusetts, and expected to open up the
work in Connecticut the following week.
For the first two months that Bro. John
Scott was in the Office ( r868) there were 256
pounds of paper used in printing; and for
the two months ending January 4th, r(Sgo,
there were 6,786 pounds; twenty-six times
as much, or over a ton of paper each
month.
Bro D. V. Alvord, of Muscotah, Kansas, writes, renewing for HERALD. Although holding to the peculiar claims of
James J. Strang, he recognizes the truth
ot the Reorganization and remarks that he
can net do without the HERALD. He desires the elders passing through that section to call on him. He promises them
his hospitality.
Can any one ~unply us a copy of the
February I Ith, I8S8, number of the HER·
ALD? It is No.6, of volume 35, and is
wanted for our file.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
are some who think that a president of a district has no more "duty tp perform,
or responsibility than any other elder; I think
differently. For the benefit of all, will you
please publish something respecting the same?
Aus.-The president of a district stands in the
same relation to that district that a president of
a branch does to the branch over which he presides, and his duties and responsibilities are just
so much increased and enlarged as the district ls
larger than the branch. See Book of Rules for
duties of district president.
~ues.-There
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"For still _in mutual·suffrance lies
The secret of true"living;
Love scarce is love that never knows
The sweetness of forgiving."

TO-DAY.
"Lord, for to-morrow and its needs
I do not pray:
Keep me, my God, from stain of sin,
Just for to-day.
Let me both diligently work
And duly pray;
Let me be kind in word and deed,
Just for to-day.
Let me be slow to do my will,Prompt to obey;
Help me to sacrifice myself
Just for to-day.
Let me no wrong or idle word
Unthinking say;
Set thou a seal upon my lips,
Just for to-day.
c:eanse and receive my parting soul;
Be thou my stay;
Ohl bid me, if to-day I die
Go home to-day.
So for to-morrow and its needs
I do not pray;
But keep me, guide me, hold me, Lord,
Just for to-day.

PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR FEBRUARY.

First Thursday, Rev. 2: 7; Doc. & Cov. 62: 2;
Gal. 6: 6.·
Second Thursday, 2 Cor. 7: r; Mosiah 2: 3 ..
Third Thursday, Doc. & Cov. I I : 4·
Fourth Thursday, Zech. I: I7; Ether 6: I.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sl'. Mary A. Wood, Biddeford, Me., requests
the prayers of the Union in her behalf, that God
may relieve her from· the affliction which she is
suffering.
Sr. E. Cornish, of St. Thomas, Ontario, re.
quests your faith and prayers !n ,behalf of her
little son who is sorely afflicted.
Bro. John K. Allen, of Cleveland, Iowa, desires
vour faith and prayers in behalf of his sister,
Mary A Taylor, that if it be God's will she may
be restored to health.
The prayers of the Union are requested for Sr.
K. M., Batavia, Illinois, that her health may be
· restored, and that her husband may be reclaimed
from the curse of drunkenness and brought into
the church.
MULBERRY, Cal., Dec. r3th.

Dear Sister Walker:-I have often wished, Oh,
so much, to write to the Home Column; but
then the thought of my inability to do so has
kept me from it. Of late I have been impressed
more strongly than ever to write, for I know of
no better way to bear our testimonies to this great
latter day work.
While thinking over the past and the many
testimonies we have received, I would like to
tell of a beautiful vision that I had in a saints'
meeting. It was this: I saw, as It were, lying

through a long valley, or a level plain, as far as
the eye could extend, a highway or path cast up
on either side. It resembled a railroad track,
with the exception that it had no ties or rails, but
was very smooth on top and looked to be about
four feet wide. On both sides as far as I seemed
to notice, lay dark objects of different sizes, some
very large and some very small, and as thick as
they could be. While I looked upon this, not
realizing at the time that it was a vision, I understood the dark objects to be stumbling blocks,
and the road the straight and narrow path that
leads to life everlasting; and that if we will but
stay in the narrow way, we will not stumble nor
fall; but should we stray from this path, on either side, we will be sure to encounter these stum-.
bling blocks, and the farther we should go the
harder the task would be to get back. Dear
Saints, my prayer is that our feet may keep in
this straight and narrow path. Though we may
have many trials and tribulations, we need not
fall, for God will have a tried people. · "Whom
the Lord loveth, he chasteneth." Wherefore,
I would say unto those that have trials and tribulations to be faithful, "for the coming of the
Lord draweth nigh;" and all those that remain
faithful shall receive an inheritance in His king·
dom. Oh! what a glorious thought this is, and
how I long to see this work go forth, till everything shall be prepared to receive our Master.
Your sister in the hope of eternal life,
MRS. R. A. LAWN.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Dec. 2ISt.
.Dear Sister Frances:-On August rst we met
and organized a Prayer Union, which has proved
a great blessing to us. The Lord has met with
us by his Spidt, and heard our prayers in behalf
of some of our sisters who have been afflicted,
and they have received much benefit. To God
be the glory! We have an offering box to drop
our pennies in. At our last meeting we decided
to open the box, and take from it five dollars, the
first that we have taken out, and send' it as a
Christmas offering to the missionary fund. As
we see through the Herald, it is getting low.
Praying for the welfare of Zion, and the upbuilding of e:.ery good work, I remain your sis·
ter in the gospel,
·
H. M. YERRINGTON, Treas.
WHEELING, W.Va., Dec. roth.

Dear Sister Walker :-I have not written for
some time, but I want to tell you this morning
that I appreciate the Home Column and Autum1z
Leaves so much. I have sat down many times
very tired and wearied with my days work, to
read the Column, and have read the letters of
the sisters, and espe<;ia!ly the aged ones, and I
have been strengthened by their testimonies.
The Lord has'" greatly blessed us too. Many
times when our dear little ones have been afflicted and we have gone to him in prayer, He has
heard our prayers and healed them.
Two weeks ago last Sabbath morning our
daughter, May, broke aneedle off in her foot.
We could not take it out, so sent for a doctor.
He gave chloroform and probed for it nearly an
hour but could not get it, Her foot was very
badly swollen and painful. We have no elder
h•~re, but wrote to Bro. · L. R. Devore at Pitts·
burg, to remember us in our affliction, and. pray
for us. He told the Saints at Pittsbur~ a,nd the.y
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prayed that the Lord would heal her. The swell.
ing disappeared, and her foot is about healed.
She can use it more and we are so thankful our
darling is spared!to us. She is a gentle, obedi·
ent child. I have two little ones, May and our
baby boy, Gomer, nearly two years old, and my
daily p:-ayer is that I may be able, with the help
of my Heavenly Father, to bring them up in the
love and fear of God.
Your sister,
ANNA E. SMITH.
DAYTON, Nev., Dec. 4th.

Sister Frances:-If there are any of the Saints
not able to take the Herald, I will gladly send
them mine after reading, if they will forward me
address.
MRS. A. WAMSLEY.
LIMERICK, Ohio, Dec. rst.

Dear S£sters o/ tke Home Column:-Never having contributed to your valuable space before, I
feel constrained to pen a few lines for your pe·
rusal, hoping they may be beneficial to some one.
My heart was made glad this morning by a
lengthy and joyful letter from my husband who
is .at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. I was deprived
yesterday of getting this letter because of sick
headache. I think now it was best so, for after
passing the night in pain, it was a great joy, yes,
new life to begin this beautiful Lord's day with;
for it was freighted with precious news pertaining to the feast of good things enjoyed by them
during the entire day of last Sabbath. To use
his own words, "It was like a heaven on earth."
While reading, the tears flowed freely from my
eyes for very joy and praise to my Father in
heaven for blessing them. Ancl even afterward
while conversing upon the same with a sister,
our tears mingled:with our thankfulness.
I have special reasons for this rejoicing; for
on that day I was reading the Herald and Hope,
entering into the very spirit of each article or let- .
ter read, and was enabled to get out of each all
there was in them, and the result would naturally be a feast to my soul. In this state of feeling
I went to prayer, supplicating God in behalf of
the entire churc.h for the officers and the minis·
try, the laity and branches, the sick and afflicted
one~, the isolated ones and all the assemblings
together on that day; that all might have a
special blesslng that day. And just at this point
a vision opened before me. I saw a mighty
host of people, little distances apart, going to
worship God. Some whose faces were radiant
with an inward joy .and every soul that went
with full purpose of heart to wait on the Lord
was gloriously blessed, and going away with renewed courage ana strength.
This was more than I had asked for, and the
remai~der of my prayer was a joy unspeakable,
but full of glory.
The few here that meet were mostly blessed
throughout the day; and especially the Book of
Mormon class in Sunday School. We had a
grand insight into our lesson of five verses of
Nephi's vision. It was a feast to us. The truth
of God unfolding to our views and stamped indelibly upon our minds. Our afternoon meeting was one of peace and love and a drawing
near to the Lord. My own hea_rt was full to
ov.erfiowing with the pure love and knowledge
of God.
Now dear sisters, do you wonder at my great
joy' this morning when reading ofthe blessing of
Saint~ 23o,miles away on that dily 1.and my hut>•.
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band amid that assembly of Saints? Oh, no!
you will rejoice with me.
Again on Tuesday night before retiring I
knelt down to give thanks to the Giver of all
good for the blessings of the day, and to my astonishment the Spirit opened the eyes of my
understanding to the fact of special blessings received that day also. As each one arose to my
view I poured out my heart in deep thankfulness
for such favors which amounted up to fourteen
specialties. This was a lesson new and grand
to profit by. May the Lord hold each one in his
powerful hand to tread the narrow way, and may
wisdom, that necessary gift, be bestowed upon
each one to enable them to escape the enemy's
snares, and be fitted and qualified to discharge
all duties devolving upon them, with meekness
and honor to his name, and a rest at last with his
redeemed people, is the prayer of your unworthy
sister,
ELLA R. DEVORE.
OAK WooD, Texas, Nov. 27th.
Dear Sisters oj tke Home Column:-Some time
has passed since my name appeared among those
of the dear Column, but I h:!Ve not lost the spirit
of the work and trust I never shall. I have only
this to offer, a5 many others do, left the space to
better writers. Yet none of us would be quite
willing to relinquish our part of the promises of
God to another, and we are fully acquainted with
the fact that we must work for them if we would
receive them.
The Lord has blessed me many times since
l last wrote you and I have also had many trials,
some of which were hard to bear, but our Lord
is all-sufficient and able to deliver all who put
their trust in Him. I have been restored to perfect health at one time with the promise that I
should live to enjoy many blessings from his
hand. Some of them are too sacred to commit
to writing and I am striving to live worthy, but
0, how many failures I make!
Not long since while returning from Sundayschool and prayer meeting one of my family observed that he was very unhappy. Unhappy! How the words hurt me. I wanted to
cry aloud, but trying to force the tears back that
refused to stay I offered a prayer to God that he
would aid me to comfort this dear one. 0, how
selfish I had been to forget tor a time even the
dear ones of my own household. How soon
those little trials of mine sank into insignificance
before this greater, and my whole heart went out
to him while I breathed a prayer to the Father
for words to comfort him. As we drove up to
th-e gate my tear·bedimmed eyes fell .on these
beautiful lines in Zion's Hope:
"Teach me to speak, 0 God I teach me to speak
Wisely and well, with tact as best becomes
One who has faults and failin~s yet doth seek
Oft to llght up dark hearts with heavenly lamps.
Fain would I learn, 0 God l and for that grace I plead
Like Thee to speak the word suited to every need."

I felt comforted and determined in the future
io make greater effort to make those happy
around me, if any sacrifice of mine could accom·
plish it. Then a silent prayer went up from my
heart that the dear one would quit trying to bear
his burdens alone, but cast them on one who has
promised to bear them for us. Jesus says:
"Come unto me all ye that are weary and heavy
laden and I will give you rest; take my yoke
upon you and learn of me." ''0 Lord," I said,
''we have taken thy yoke! Teach us both to
learn of thee that our burden~ may become
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light." How are we to learn of the Lord but by
perfect obedience to his commands that his
Spirit may continue to teach one lesson 'after
another! 0 what wisdom there is in this glorious
plan of redemption! That we may not become
weary and faint I desire your prayers.
Yours in hope,
KATE CURREY.
HAVEN, Iowa, Aug. 3oth.
Dear Sister Frances:-I have felt impressed
several times while reading the Home Column
that I ought to write, for I was receiving the
good that flowed from it and giving nothing in
return. I have hitherto quenched this feeling
by saying, "What can I sav? Let those who
have greater talents and who know how to give
encouragement write. How often do we feel to
say, Oh, that I were as good as that brother or
that sister! Why are we not? God requires
nothing more of us than of lhem, and if they, by
conforming to the law of God, have become
worthy of praise, can not we by the same means
form our lives according to the pattern given.
I 'would speak more especially to the young,
for if you who are young with light hearts and
few cares can not do these things now, when
will you ever be able? I think Solomon spoke
wisely when he said, "Remember now thy Cre ..
a tor in the" days of thy youth, while the evil days
come not nor the years draw nigh when thou
shalt say, I have no pleasure in them," for surely
it will be easier for you to overcome your faults
and bad habits and vain desires now, than after
long years of indulgence when they have become
as part of your nature. Therefore I think now
is the time to break the cords that bind you, and
learn to be gen tie, meek and kind. We know by
experience that we can not overcome all in a
day, but If God has shown us that the work is
true, can any wise sacrifice be too great for any
one young or old to make in order to gain perfection and spread the gospel? God has given us
advice called the word of wisdom. If this is wisdom, and we are the wise of the last days whom
Daniel spoke of, are we wise if we do not follow
wisdom? While I for one desire frqm my ·heart
to overcome all my imperfections and to grow
in the knowledge of the truth, yet feeling r:ny
weakness before God, and were it not for the testimonies that I have had to confirm me, there
are times when I could never stand, but in the
hour of trial He Is ready to aid me if I only put
my trust in Him. I desire an interest In your
prayers that I may be kept humble.
Your sister in the gospel,
H. J. S.
ELDORADO SPRINGS, Mo., Dec. 9th.
Dear Readersoj tke Home Colmmz:-Why should
I, as well as many more, look for others to sac·
rifice time and painstaking to gratify so manv
with readable matter from week to week and year
to year and withhold from them even an expression of gratitude? If it be an encouragement to
know that their labors are appreciated, which I
rather think it is, I will say for myself, and not
for myself only, that we dearly love to peruse
the He•·ald and Autumn Leaves and hope that we
profit thereby. But oh, how prone we are to
forget and how slow we climb the ladder that leads
to perfection! Oh, the patience of our heavenly
Father towards his children-yes, his wayward
children!

I love the latter day work, for I know that it
is of God, and if I know myself I am willing to
make sacrifices to help roll it on.
I thank my Father in heaven for the measure
of faith which he has given me, so that I can believe his promises inasmuch as we individu~lly
keep his commandments. I feel truly thankful
for the comforts I have around me, and willing
to share with others as the opportunity may be
given. My heart truly responds to the sentiment that it is a luxury to give. I feel that our
life is a blank if we live to prolong our own existence, or merely supply our own or even our
posterity's temporal wants .. This can not truly
be the case with any true Latter Day Saint. I
can say I know the Lord has answered some of
my prayers. If he answered all of them, or
rather granted all my wishes, the church coffers
would not be empty nor the elders' families lacking the comforts of life. But I perceive this
arrangement would deprive the whole body of
the luxury of giving individually, and by so doing
receive every one his or her reward. Brethren
and sisters, one and all, let us open our hearts
and our eyes of faith, and see if we can't make a
stagger at keeping the temp'oral law and thereby
lay up treasure for ourselves. I belive that those
who have done so from a right motive, are ready
to testify they have been blessed both spiritually
and temporally. I have no fear we shall come
to want by so doing, but I do fear on the other
hand. that sooner or later we shall suffer lossloss which can not be regained.
How can we
ask God in our daily prayers for a blessing on our
labors from year to year, and still refuse to obey
his commandments?
May the kind Father help us to think of these
things seriously befor.e it is too late. I do not
speak of this because I expect to be personally
int~ested.
I hope my companion will fall in
line with others to do likewise. God forbid we
should harden our hearts against the many admonitions on this subject, is the prayer of your
unworthy sister,
C. LLOYD.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Jan. 3d, Amount received to date ...... $2,309 17
Bro. J. Asken and family.
Cal. ................. $2 75
Sr. Agnes Tilden, Kan... 20
Br. J. L. Butterworth, Ia. r oo
Sr. H. A: Roberts, Cal... 50
Sr. Rachel Austin, Cal. .. r 25
Sr. Sadie Dawson, Cal. .. r oo
Sr. M. A. Green, Cal. .... I oo
Br. Will H. Dawson, Cal. 25
Sr. I sa bel Wilder, I a ..... I oo
A Sister, Mo ............ 5 oo
Sr. J. B. Hunt, Ia ........ r oo
Sr. M. C. Despain, Ill .... 2 oo
Sr. D. V. Kelley, Mich ... I oo
Sr. L E. Kelley, Micb •... r oo
Sr. L. Y. Cowdery, Utah.2 oo
Sr. Tane Couser, Mich.... so
Sr. C. Powell, I a ........ r oo
Ladies Aid Society, Deloit, Ia ............... ·5 oo
Sr. Vredenburg, I a....... 40
Sr. Sarah Hudson, Neb. ·5 oo
Sr. Alice Dun gee, Ill.... 7~
Bro. & Sr. E. E. Holman,
Me ................... I oo
Sr. N.J. Miller, I a ....... I oo
35 6o
Jan. 3, Amount to date .............. $2 344-_7!
~ar"Send

all monevs to D. Dancel', Lamoni. Iowa.

In Herald for D~cember 2Ist, Sr. Marv J.
Page of California, is credited with $3 35; of this
amount Sr. Lucinda Cramer, ~hould have receiv·
ed credit for $2, and Sr. Zena Page, 35 cents.
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TS' HERALD.
~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is ehanged, which answers for a receipt.

CoLDWATER, Mich., Dec. 27th.
Dear Herald:-It is with pleasure that I am
led to address a few lines to your readers. After
leaving your sanctum I visited Chicago, where I
was welcomed by Bro. Townsend, who is a live
worker; desirous only for the success of the
truth. His bu.;iness is such that it brings him in
contact with many of the better class of citizens;
and being of a social turn, all alive in his religious interest, he never forgets to tell them of
what he has found in the Christ through the
gospel, unmixed with We superstition of the fanatical, intolerant, presumptuous hirelings, whom
the ancient apostle descdbes as those who were
heaped up by the people to satisfy inordinate desire for fables rather than the truth and sound
doctrine which they would not rece.ive. I visited
quite a number of his acquaintances and spoke
in one of the Baptist missions by the minister's
invitation, who treated me very kindly; indorsing
what I had to say in his exhortation to his little
flock; although I did not fail to tell them that
"the doctrine of Christ" included the baptism for
the remission of sins, and the laying on of hands
for the gift of the Holy Ghost, and that religion
without the doctrine of Christ in its entirety was
Anti-Christ in its tendency and should be avoided
as a dangerous delusion devised by cunning,
crafty men who l:ay in wait to deceive.
l also had a pleasant meeting with the Saints
under the watchcare of Bro. Good. They meet
regularly in their neat little hall, No. 213 West
Madison street. And I did not fail to hear Dr.
Tbomas, "the loving man" whom the great
Methodist Church dare not keep within its folds
because he believed there was hope after death
for the one who was so unfortunate as not to find
Christ in this probationary life. I also called
upon him at his residence. He is a fine, intellectual man; too grand of soul to believe the
cramped dogmas of uninspired men; but I fear
he has chosen irretrievably the other extremeliberal views that leave him at sea without chart
or compass to steer, in the maze of uncertainty.
His extreme, liberal-Interpretation of the Bible
leaves it as a book just as uncertain for a help to
the. student and seeker for salvation as does the
narrow, self-imposed expo!.!nder liXf its sacred
pages destroy its binding force as a standard of
doctrine, government and organization. His
side of the question is infinitely better than those
of the narrow views.
There are many dear s-ouls in Chicago striving
for the "word of life" and feeding on husks
to-day, not knowing where to go to find pasture.
There are some honest in nearly every church
who study God's word for themselves and realize
in a measure the apostasy, and have light in ad·
vance of their teachers. Such ones are often
snubbed and dreaded by their pastors and while
these fel'l the lack of power and blessing in all
the sects, they at~e as innocent of the existence
of the "one faith;' on the earth embraei>ng all
the principles of the "doctrine of Christ!' as were
those disciples in former days who had not even
heard whether there be a Holy Ghost. One
su~h whom I baptizedjately said of hh condl-

tion: "I could no longer endure the churches
and told a friend who also saw the lack of sound
d·octrine, the only hope I can see for us who can
no longer find fellowship inside the churches is
in the promise of the Savior, 'Where two or
three are gathered together in my name, there
will I be in the midst.' We can meet in your
home and study the word and pray God to direct
us.'>

What can be done for Chicago?
I believe
there ought to be and will be soon "a door opened
and an effectual" for us there. To carry on a
work there successfully spiritual men are needed
without the fear of the face of clay before their
eyes; who dare tell the whole truth and love
those as God's children who can and will do
likewise, and without any misgivings sustain
those who shine ever so brilliantly among the
stars, devoid of envy, jealousy, or lack of appreciation; and can rejoice in seeing another excel to
the height of all glory. When shall such men
be sent there? There is a need now in the most
urgent way for humanity's sake, and for the sake
of precious souls whom Christ came to save. I
am so anxious about it that I am distressed every
time I think of the demand and the feeble efforts
bein§' put forth there. The few good Saints.
there are doing the best they can but need help
to combat the force of "spiritual wickedness in
high places," combined against the truth and
united only in maintaining error.
I also visited Gallen, Michigan, and held several meetings in Bro. Blakeslee's cozy hall.
Found the Saints in good spirits. From thence
.went to Lansing, the state capital, where Dr.
Rathbun holds the fort in his own house with a
few Saints who meet to hear the story of the
cross in truth and verity.
Calling on the Saints at Dimondale we held
several meetings. They are anxious to have the
reunion meeting of the mission there next fall
in the beautiful grove owned by Bro. Spaftord,
near the station, and only seven miles west of
Lansing, which is quite a railroad center for the
whole state. I then attended the Juniata conference where I met for the first time the Saints of
this part of our mission. All was joyous and
bright with the young Saints as they met in their
new house just ready to be dedicated to the Lord
of Hosts for religious services, like as in days of
old when God gave his Spirit, confirming the
word in revelation, prophecy, healings and miracles, and comforting those who mourned. Bro.
J. J. Cornish, presiding elder of the branch, is a
live, energetic defender of the faith, and was in
full glee with all of his co-laborers who are
unselfish in their desire for the salvation of souls.
I marked the fact that in all the district ther.e are
many more young men and women in the church
than anywhere I have ever been before, and
many more coming if wisdom, care and diligence
mark their pathway all along. Human nature is
there, however, and much care must be taken to
avoid mistakes. As the adage runs, "An ounce
o·f prevention is worth a pound of cure, and much
pleasanter to take," as evinced in the teaching of
the blessed Master when he said, "Beware of the
leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy;"
and again when he said to one of his most beloved
followers, "Satan has desired to have you, that he
might sift thee as wheat; but I have prayed for
thee, and when thou art converted strengthen thy
brethren." Again he said, "Thou art an offense
under me, thou savorest not the things of God,
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but of men; get behind me, Satan." He did not
mean that grand, brave, honest man was Satan,
but the spit he was of he had not yet discovered;
hence his precaution, "Beware, watch ye and
pray."
To illustrate the above thought, which I believe in a lesson indited by the Spirit through a
brilliant, modes.t, yet brave worker "'ho has had
experience from childhood among the Saints,
(Sister Edith Eagleson), I append the following,
prefixing it with a comment that the cunning of
Satan retarded it at the time, as the Prince of
Persia hindered the angel Gabriel twenty-one
full days ere he reached Daniel in answer to
prayer; but the answer was not for Daniel alone,
but for all IsrJ!.el. So may this lesson be for all
latter day Israel, O'Cerruled by the wisdom of the
Lord to come forth in this manner. By my request she wrote it out, meekly saying, "I seek
not notoriety nor unjust criticism:" "While at
the Juniata conference, and during the last social
meeting, I seemed to feel a power or a spirit that
I realized sought to overthrow some of the elders. It had not dev~loped to any extent, but I
thought I saw in what way it would develop, and
who would fall victims to it. A feeling of terror
took possession of me for a time, then I felt constrained to arise and plead with them, not only
elders, but. members also, to judge not one another only as God gave them his Spirit to judge,
and to throw away jealousy, envy, and strife;
love one another as Jesus commanded, entertain
no feelings but of compagsion, and consider each
one their own weakness, also the dreadful power
of the evil one to overthrow the church and kingdom of God; how that he would lay every snare
before his elders to tempt them in many ways;
to discourage them in their ministerial labors,
cause them to work in underhanded ways to destroy the confidence of the people in one another
and cause others to fall, and by insinuations and
vile speaking try to destroy one another's reputation and thus exalt themselves; and in view of
these thoughts, although they saw a brother.
weaken and fall under such circumstances, they
should be Christ· like and go to the rescue and be
untiring in their efforts to regain them, if only
for the sake of the cause that needs their labors
so much, though they might have done them
serious wrong; ahd .do as Christ did when that
murderous throng with cruel taunts and jeers
pierced his precious side, saying as he said,
'Father, fprgive them, for they know not what
they do.'
«While these thoughts were being presented, I
believe by the Spirit, another spirit stood before
me with sneers and contempt depicted on his
countenance, which seemed to say: 'Would you
presume to counsel and advise when there are
elders and one of the Twelve present who could
have done so if God designed such to be done?'
"Then the good Spirit came again and said:
•Arise, for the words given you are of God, and
calculated to cheer and 5trengthen; some even
here are depressed under that influence and power.' But I refused to obey t-hat voice until the
golden opportunity had fled; then I felt sorrowful, realizing that I had done wrong. I sought
forgiveness of the Lord and thought I obtained
it on account of my weakness. and inexperience,
but realized that some would suffer loss through
my neglect. I then prayed that if God .would
spare me to meet at Cold water conference, and
he ~ave me the same words that I W01Jid speak
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them there ;'but they were not given me, although
I ;;ought it with fasting and prayer. But during
the night of the same day that I fasted, I had a
dream which only seemed to last for an instant,
but showed to me plainly why I should have
spoken at the conference.
"In my dream I saw elders A-- and B--.
Elder A-- was standing still when my dream
opened. I saw Elder B. approach A. and place
his arms around A's neck as though intending
to embrace him. A. evidently thinking no harm,
suffered him to put his arms around him, until
he saw that B. treacherously tried to throw him
down. There was a final struggle between the
two and the both fell to the ground. I awoke
and knew then why God wished me to speak at
the other conference."
In the Book of Covenants, section 64: 2 we
read: ••Verily I say unto you, I the Lord forgiveth sins, unto those who confess their sins before
me, and and ask forgiveness; who have not sinned unto death. My disciples, in day~ of old,
sought occasion against one another, and forgave
not one another in their hearts, and for this evil
they were afflicted and sorely chastened, therefore,
I say unto you that yeoughtto forgive one another
for he that forgiveth not his brother his trespas·
ses, standeth condemned before the Lord, for
there remaineth in him the greater sin. I the
Lord will forgive whom I will forgive, but of
you it is required to forgive all men; and ye
ought to say in your hearts, let God judge between me and thee, and reward thee according to
thy deeds.''
The principle involved is, Prefer your brother
before yourself; and again, why should we "judge
anothe1· man's servant?"
My dear brethren and sisters, time in this life
to prepare ourselves for the marriage supper is
too s}1ort to stop and trifle with another man's
servant. Diligence, meeting oft together to
speak one to another, doing all we can as workers with God, and whether we eat or drink, or
whatever we do, do all to the glory of God, is
just all that is required of us.
I am led to suggest that all ordinations in the
Northern Indiana and Michigan districts be attended to under direction of presidents of districts or mission, and agreeable to -law and conference resolutions. "Lay hands suddenly on
no man, neither be partakers of other men's
sins," (I Tim. 5: 22); and "believe not every
spirit," is just as applicable these days as in times
of old.
And whenever there seems to be an unseemly
haste to ordain some one to office in the church,
the following instructions should be strictly adhered to, D. & C., Sec. I I : 4: "And no one can
assist in this work except he be humble and full
of love, having faith, hope and charity; being
temperate in all things, whatsoever shall be entrust~d to his care."
Also Sec. IO: 8: "Wait a little longer until
you shall have my word, my rock, my church
and my gospel, that you may know of a suretj·
my doctrine. Behold this is your work, to keep
my commandments; yea, with all your might,
mind and strength; seek not to declare my word,
but first seek to obtain my word, . . . but now
hold your peace, study my word which hath
gone forth among the children of men . . . . until you have obtained all which shall come forth
among the children of men."
Also Sec. 3: ''Lo, he tl}at thru~teth ~n ,hj~
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sickle with his might, the same layeth up in
W/e have no General Conference appointes
store that he perish not, but bringeth salvation
within the limits of my spiritual jurisdiction, but
to· his soul; and faith, hope, charity and love , Brn. C. H. Porter and W. M. Rumel, the former
In the Southern, the latter in the Northern Newith an eye single to the glory of God, qualifies
braska district. When expecting to hear good
him for the work.
Remember faith, virtue,
results from the labors of Bro. R. M. Elvin in
knowledge, temperance patience, brotherly kindOmaha and Council Bluffs branches, in the
ness, godliness, charity, humility, diligence. Ask
event of Bro.J. R. Lambert acceding to the latter,
and ye shall receive, kuock and it shall be open·
both branches needing ministerial aid, I was ined unto you."
formed by that efficient laborer that sickness in
Not that the above instructions are not good
his family had prevented such labor. Whether
in all cases, but especially are they a criterion to
since the reception of such saddening news the
help judge where some one is urged into notice
brother has been liberated I know not, but would
for ordination. The first object in being ordainfeel glad to know that the heavens have been
ed to office in the church is to preach the gospel
thus propitious to him and his afflicted family.
and administer in the ordinances thereof. SecEffects of that designated as influenza are
ondly, to be counsellors in adjusting intricate
widespread in Denver. Several of our little band
matters as helps and governments in the church;
have suffered from its attack; but thank God,
and such officers should always grace the office,
they are recovering.
In bonds,
and not the office them. If the least suspicion is
awakened on the part of the minister by the Holy
JAMES CAFFALL.
Spirit, or by observation, that the one suggested
for ordination desires office,. he should not be orJEFFERSONVILLE, IJJ., Jan. ISt.
dained. To desire to do good is always in order,
Editors Herald:-We are still at work. During
and the "gifts and callings of God" unto any man
the past year we have made mistakes, some of
are his, and develop for good to others ere he is
which we can now see; but we are not altogethqualified to receive such installment in office. In
er
discouraged, and still propose t~· work on and
other words, ordination does not make preachers,
try to do the best we can the coming year. The
but preachers may be ordained.
work in our district is improving in some localiYour fellow-laborer in the gospel of Christ,
ties, in others it seems to be on a stand still. We
E. c. BRIGGS.
hope the Saints will aw~ke to a sense of duty.
nnd observe the law of btliing as well as their
DENVER, Colo., Jan. rst.
spiritual duty, that the ministry may be supported.
Editors Herald:- To those concerned I wish
In this district we have over three hundred membridly to say that recent developments will prebers and have never yet had that many dollars
clude the possibility of leaving Colorado to respond to calls further east at the beginning- of
paid in any one year for the support of the work.
January as I had anticipated and partially promSome are now beginning to pay their tithing-;
others say they think they will, while a few think
ised som.e. I have not been deaf to cries for
help. but 'tis not always practicable for elders to
the time has not come yet. Some say they know
visit distant points on a short notice. Flying as
the work is true and want to do what they can to
doves to the windows may possibly refer to
help advance it; and yet give and do comparielders firing through the air to preach the gostively nothing. so you see the 1dtuation. Now to
pel, thereby saving time and money; but at
be consistent if I believe that Joseph Smith was
present the writer does not see the point; therea teacher sent of God, I must believe the doctrine
fore lacks faith to try the experiment.
he taught the church was true. That he taught
1 was much cheered to see evidence of the
the law of tithing- all will admit. Tithing as
anxiety of the people at Manassa, Hutchinson
taught by Malachi, is taught in the Book of Morand Denver, Colorado, to see and hear Bro.
mon, and Jesus said the Father commanded him
Joseph when the fact of his coming west obtainto give it unto them tor future generations.-B.
ed publicity. Expectations ran high with Saints
M., page 469. In the Doctrine and Covenants
and sinners, the former believing his presence
we are told we must not only say but do accordand labor at these points, however meagre,
ing to that which is written. Now my dear
was just what was needed to give an impetbrethren, let us go to work with our might, and
us to the cause which we had striven so
when we pray the Lord to send the gospel to aU
feebly to represent and maintain. But the bitternations, remember that God works by means,
ness of the disappointment is past and we still
and we are a part of the means in this dispensasurvive and are somewhat inclined to think in a
tion, and in the revelation of r887 he says this
a sense that they are blessed who expect nothing,
work is entrusted to all. Therefore we are all
as they are never disappointed. But we still
morally bound to do what we can to forward the
think Pres. Smith owes the Saints and friends in
work. Let us therefore cast our substance in
Colorado a visit, and hope when the winter of
the Lord's storehouse, and then we can pray with
our discontent is passed and srring again assumes
a good conscience, and the Lord has promised to
her beautiful dress to be found in the front with
hear and answer. When living faithful we are
will-power called into requisition to think of and
abundantly blessed, and have received many
mature plans, to culminate in a realization of our
evidences of divine favor and guidance. I one
fond anticipation.
We of the Reorg-anized
time wrote a letter to the l£erald and at the close
Church are not man-worshipers, but we are g-lad
I said I was going to countinue faithful; that
to know that amid all the prejudice in Colorado,
should have been modified to, I hope to continue
which runs high, the name of Joseph Smith has
faithful to the end. And that I may I know I
not altogether lost its significance, whether
must make an effort and observe the law he has
through morbid curiosity or otherwise; We
given for my guidance. We read in D. C. Sec.
think an advertisement of a sermon by Bro.
85 that if we can not abide the celestial Jaw we
Joseph would bring together a large congregacan not abide celestial glory. And he that obtion of all kinds.
serves not the law in all thing5 becomes a law
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unto himself, and is evidently deceiving himself
if he expects celestial glory. Let us therefore
examine ourselves and see if we are in the faith,
lest we be deceived. I am satisfied this is work
of the Lord, and of its final triumph I have no
doubt, and if we are not faithful we shall be cast
off, and God will raise up a pure people that will
serve him in all things. Let us try to have the
fire of the Spirit burning on the altar of our
hearts, that we may thereby be enabled to overcome our weakness, resist temptation and do our
duty. Tomorrow I start out on a mission again
to preach the gospel as best I can. I hope to
to have the help of the Spirit, and if I am faithful
I believe I shall. More than twenty years ago I
received the testimony from God by the Spirit
that the present Joseph Smith was called and
appointed by God to occupy where he does, and
I was commanded by the Spirit to promise the
signs should follow the believers as recorded in
Mark r6, and I know they do. I am trying to
so arrange my affairs that I may give my entire
time to the work, and hoping to see the final triumph of the truth I can labor in faith. That
God may abundantly bless every effort is the
prayer of
G. H. HILLIARD.
PARIS, Tenn., Dec. 3oth.
Bro. Blair:-The present year is drawing to a
close. I bid it a long farewell and state to the
readers of the Herald that to me, upon the one
hand, it has been fraught with sorrow, sadness
and disappointment, and upon the other with joy,
gladness, a reasonable portion of success and a
pleasant anticipation for a brighter future.
I have been trying to discharge the duties of
my calling as best I could in preaching the gospel and officiating in other duties of an elder,
and have iw reason to o::omplain for a want of
God's blessings. Bro. Thomas with the other
elders and branch officers are doing what they
can for the spread of the gospel truth, and the
Saints are generally at peace with each other.
Yours in bonds,
P. B. SEATON.
BooN, Iowa, Jan. qth.
Dear Herald:-I now send money for the
Herald and the Autumn Leaves. I can not do
without them. I have taken them ever since
first printed. I see many testimonies in the
Herald that makes me rejoice. I see old-time
saints bearing such to the truth of this work; it
makes me glad, for I know it ls the truth.
I see some one says that Mr. Miller got all the
light he at first had, on the second .coming
of Christ of one Jared Carter. I know that
to be so, for I have heard the latter tell of it
many times. He• was my father. If I could
write well I could tell many things of the old
church.
Love to all the Saints,
ELLEN AURNER.
HIGBEE, Mo. Jan. 5th.
Bro. Blair :-I feel thankf~l to inform the
1/erald readers that we have had the pleasure of
having Brn. Turpen and Campbell here to
preach the gospel to the people. They occupied
theM. E. Church five nights, and had a fair audience and good order. We have got the privilege of having any of the churches when they
.are not in use.
The brethren also organized a branch IJ.ere OJ:l

the I6th ot December consisting of sixteen
members, and there are others here who have
not got their letters yet. Bro. Joseph Lilly was
ordained a priest and was elected president of the
branch. If any of the traveling ministry should
be passing on any of these roads, the M. K. & T.,
or the C. & A., we would be very much pleased
to have them stop and preach for us. They
would be gladly received.
Your sister,
LAVINIA M. LILLY.
STANBERRY, Mo., Jan. 5th.
Dear Hm·ald:-We have a small branch of
seventeen members at Stanberry. This town is
situated in the western part of Gentry county on
what was at one time known as the Wabash
St. Louis & Pacific Railroad, but is now know~
as the Omaha & St. Louis Railroad. We live
on Main street at the east end, the first house
across the bridge; so if any of the brethren can
make it convenient to stop we shall be very glad
to have them do so, and we will try to make
them comfortable and welcome. If any of the
b1·ethren coming will drop us a card one or two
days beforehand we would obtain the use of the
Adventist's Hall for preaching, as we have bills
for advertising a meeting.
We hold meeting every Sabbath at two o'clock.
On the first and third Sabbath in the mor.th we
hold prayer and testimony, the second and fourth
Sabbath we have preaching. My son, Joseph
Curtis, does the preaching.
I would like to correspond with some of the
brethren in the south-western part of the state of
Missouri where land is cheap, as I have two or
three sons-in-law, myself and son; all of which
would like to get a home.
I add my testimony to the great latter day
work.
Your brother,
F. w. CURTIS.
ARKANSAS, Dec. 27th.
Dear Herald:-I am trying to show the people
the child Jesus, but they will have it that his
name is Mormonism. Bro. Maloney and I went
to the Indian Territory, to Echo, and held meetings. The enemy conclu,ied they would clean out
Mormonism, so they held out two of their best
guns and loaded them to kill; but when they
tried to shoot one gun would not go off and the
other blew out. He was loaded too heavily. They
gave up the job and we left the Mormon child
with a little band of soldiers to look after, placing
it in a fort we made which we caJied Echo
branch. Here I left Bro. Maloney and went
south to the Arkansas river to a place called
Weber Falls, and from there east to Round
Mountain School-house, nine miles east of Fayetteville, Arkansas. Here I commenced to hold
meetings, and the fire got so hot after two or
three rounds that the enemy jerked out his old
Methodist cannon and loaded him ·with newspaper stories, History ot Mormonism, outrageous
Mountain Meadow Massacre, etc. When they
shot him off the smoke nearly stiffied the whole
house. Then they blamed the men that loaded
him for putting in so much newspaper and
smoking them so bad. Well, they would not
stand fire any longer, so they wrote me a note and
pinned it on the fence. It read like this:
"Mr. Mormon Preacher:-! want to tell you
that if you don't get out of here you will lock. up
a tree. We will give you till the ga;r after the
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28th of December. We intend to stick a man up
in here, and the rest of the Mormons take warning by this.
WESTERN Mon.. "
I am here yet; got in three or four more good
rounds and took the fort. Now as the enemy is
gone we will take up our line of march for the
territory. We blundered onto an old fort by the
name of E. Wildermuth. He is like the young
lion: He is tearing to pieces and treading down
the heathen and the publicans. I can hPar. the
cannons roar all around me.
Your brother,
THOMAS CHENEY.
MASSILLON, Iowa. Jan. 7th.
Dear Herald:- While you are telling your
many readers the pleasant experiences of our
brethren in other fields I wish you to bear a message from us, relating some of the good things
that our heavenly Father has done and is doing
for his saints in the eastern Iowa district.
At our late conference, held near Fulton, Jackson county, Iowa, God did own and especially
bless the Saints by spiritual manifestations that
were cheering and instructive.
The spiritual
authorities were admonished to magnify their
callings, the ministerial force of the district was
increased, and the brethren and sisters were
strengthened by the testimonies borne by all to
the fulfillment of God's promises to them. Out
from that conference went elders Roth, Reynolds,
Turner and Ruby; also priests Maitland and
Roush, to preach the blessed gospel to the people,
and they each carried with them the love and
confidence of the Saints.
Myself and youthful companion, Bro. John
Roush, began our work in the vicinity of South
Grove, Clinton county, finding a horne with our
warm-hearted sister, Louisa Myatt, whom may
our heavenly Father reward for her kindness to
us. We were also pleasantly entertained by some'
of Sr. Myatt's neighbors. Although the weather
was rainy, roads bad and nights dark we are satisfied that our so,..·ing has not been without hope
as there are prospects for some additions to the
church there.
On the 4th instant Bro. John and I came here
and have a home with Bro. Will Hardy and his
wife, while we preach to fair congregations at
the town of Massillon.
When we reached here
Saturday we found Sister Hardy busy with two
young lady helpers, preparing for the coming of
several neighbors who had arranged to meet at
Bro. Hardy's for the purpose of surprising Elder
Warren Turner when he should come as usual to
.fill his appointment at Massillon on Sunday. In
the early evening these neighbors began to arrive
and continued to come until thirty or forty had
assembled, mostly not members of the church.
There came also Elder Turner, accompanied by
his good wife, and Sister Ollie Sutton, from their
home at Wyoming, Jones county. Elder Turner
has been preaching at Massillon twice a month
for three years; and that he has gained many
friends both for himself and the church was
strongly evidenced by the gathering at Bro.
Hardy's last Saturday evening. After singing
songs and hymns and partaking of refreshments
Mr. E. Kellog appeared before Elder Turner
having on his arm a fine beaver cloth overcoat and
· a beautiful white silk muffler, which he presented
to Elder Turner as a mark of the esteem entertained for him as a man and a Christian minister
by the company present who were the donors,
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The occasion was an enjoyable one, and I am
safe in saying that all went away glad to have
participated in so pleasant an affair.
Thus we have another proof that Latter Day
Saints do find favor among the people among
whom they faithfully labor as ministers of the
word. Elder Turner is the subject for congratulations. May God bless him, his family and his
labor in all things, and so may he bless all 'his
Sain~.

others who are needy, by such kind deeds as the
appreciable gift sent us by the Mite Society; the
kind ministrations of warm hearts in affliction,
and kind words of comfort, sympathy and n~ed
ed help in hou-sehold, and trials. When we give
our bread to the hungry, garments to the naked;
words of comfort, cheer and strength to the
weak, the tempted, and the tried, tbe promise is
ours, otherwise we have no promise.
JOHN D. BENNETT.

1

there taught, neither looking "on a woman
to lust after her," would ever kill or commit adultery? Truly, as Paul said, "There
is a disannulling of the commandment
going before for the weakness and unprofitableness thereof."-Hebrews 7: 18.
"And made nothing perfect; but was only
the bringing in of a better hope, by the
which we draw nigh unto God."-verse

I9•

As in Ezekiel 18: 20, "the Son [or children] shall not bear the iniquity of the
Father," even then "finding fault with"
a disannulling of "l am a zealous God,
CooK's PoiNT, Tex., Jan- zd.
visiting the iniquity of the Father upon
Bro. Dancer:-I have been reading the Herald ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive tile
the children," etc. (Ex. 20: 5)·
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
for some time; however not for several years a
their own views. Contributions solicited.
"Whereforefore the law was our schoolsub<criber, but feel anxious about all the church
master until Christ, that we might be
publications, and study and try to learn my duty.
MOSES AND CHRIST.
jmtified by faith." "But after that faith
I have been a member of the church for a long
THE
brother
in his "meditation" m Herald Lin Christ's law] is come, we are no longer
time-about ten years; but like others became
of October 19th, page 688, says that "sin under a school-master," (Gal. 3: 24), or
careless of my duty to Gorl, and temptation and
is the transg-ression of the law." Yes, but Moses' law, but are under Christ's law.
persecution came and I stopped by the wayside,
what law?
The decalogue. Which of For Moses had said, "A prophet shall the
and also got tangled up with ~hitmerism.
the law has been repealed or "disannull- Lord your God raise up unto you of your
It is only about two or three months since I
ed"? And furthermore, Paul "had not brethren, like unto me; [a law giver,
again stepped into the straight and narrow way,
known sin but by the Jaw."
How else · mediator "between the Lord and you,"
and am now determined with the help of God to
shall we know what sin is? Hence infer- Deut. 5: 5], him shall ye hear."-Acts
hold fast to the rod of iron. Asking the prayers
ring that there is no means, or law, where- 7: 37·
Hence Paul says, "l am not
of all God's people I remain your brother,
by good and evil can be known, except ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it
D. s. BAUL.
the decalogue, we are led to meditate upon [without any other law J is the power of
the respective missions of Moses and God unto salvation to every one that beA VENUE CITY, Mo.
Christ. "For the law was given through lieveth;" Jew and Greek; "for therein is
For The Herald.Moses; but life and truth came through the righteousness of God revealed," (Rom.
Will you listen while I singJesus Christ."-John I: 17, I. T. Hence I: r6), or all that God requires of us withThe hand that shall aid my cause,
life could not be obtained by obedience out any other law. For "now the right'l'he soul that sh.all work my praise,
unto all that was "given through Moses." eousness of God [all he requires of us to
The h~art tlhat shall keep my laws,
Shall prosper, saith the Lord.
"For if there had been a law g-iven which do] without the law is manifested, being
could have given life, verily righteousness witnessed [pointed down to as all suffiTheir basket never shall fail,
Tho' earthly riches l!ee,
should have been by the law."-Gal. 3: cient] by the law and the prophets."But light and life and due support,
21. Or all that was right or that was re- Rom. 3:21. Without what law? The
Shall they receive from me.
quired of man, should have been taught law by which "is [or was] the knowledge
That dear old book, the Bible, says in Deuterin that law, but is not; hence there must of sin," (v. zo), the decalogue; for Paul
onomy 15: 7-IO: "Thou shalt surely give, thy
be another law making known sin; that is, had not known the sin of lust unless the
heart shall not be grieved when thou glvest, for
what men should and should not do in law har:l said, "thou shalt not covet.''
the poor shall never cease out of the land."
order to have eternal life. "For what the "Where is boasting then? It is excluded."
King Benjamin, in the Book of Mormon, sets
law could not do, in that it was weak By what law? (are you boasting of th'at
it down as a sin to be answered for by people, to
throug-h the flesh, God sending his own we will be saved by keeping?) Of works?
turn aside a poor brother because of his poverty,
Son, in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for Nay; but by the la1v of faith. "Theresin, condemned sin in the flesh."-Romans fore" [because all that God requires of us
whether induced by his own negllgence or other8: :1· That is, making it a sin to do that to do, "is manifested," made known withwise. Jesus said (Mark q: 7), "The poor ye
which was not forbidden in the law; obvia- out the law by which is or was the knowlhave always with you." And whenever ye will,
ting the necessity ofthat law that only gov- edge of sin, as declared in verse 21] we
ye may do them good. Merciful acts should
erned the "outer man" or act of the flesh, conclude that a man is justified by [the
yield rich returns. I am no stranger to poverty,
as taught in the decalogue.
Such a'!, I
law of] faith alone without the deeds of
like the Master and his apostles. I am a me·
worshiping idols; 2, bowing to them; 3, the law."-Verses 27, 28. And Why?
chanlc, laboring man; so were they, save one, a
taking the Lord's name in vain; 4, keep- Because Christ whom we are to hear, and
speculator, Juda'3, who sold his honor for cankering the seventh day, etc. And, in place not Moses, has taught us all in that law
ing gains.
So then poverty demands honor,
thereof, giving a law to govern the spirit that is essential to our salvation. "For the
respect, mercy, fellowship and relief.
or "inner man," his thoughts, intents, de- Fat)1er judgeth no man, but hath commitHowever blessed it may be to be poor, to me
sires,
passions, etc., as in Matthew 5th, ted all judgment unto the Son."-Jno.
there is nothing desirable in poverty save it be
telling them he had come to fulfill the law 5: 22. "The word that I have spoken, the
the tendency to humility which riches never
complete, make it a thing of the past, as same shall judge him in the last day."bring. Everything connected with poverty is
taught in Matthew 2: 14, 15, 16-18, 23, J ohn 12:48. · Hence nothing taught by
tinctured with humility; and when understandand numerous other places, as a promise Moses, save it be etern-al truth, every prining and wisdom are associated with it, love,
to pay when fulfilled is disannulled, telling ciple of which was reiterated by the Lord
charity and fellowship find an abiding place and
them that their righteousness, standard, or Jesus Christ, will we be judged by. "Do we
good deeds follow. In poverty the very kindlaw, must exceed in righteousness that of then make void the law through faith?
ness of friends is humiliating to those that rethe Pharisees, which was the decalogue, God forbid; yea we establish the law."ceive, and cause an outflow of humble gratitude· (for they had rejected him and his law)
verse 3 r.
for such works as those done by such institutions
then refers to these "old time sayings,"
The brother, to make this more impresas the Union Mite Society, and kindred associaPharisee's law: Thou shalt not kill, com- sive evidently, says: "Therefore we do
tions.
mit adultery, etc., and then gives the law not make void the law of God by faith;
I am poor, so to speak, in this world's goods;
exceeding that in rig-hteousness.
See nay, we establish the law." "The law of
but thank God for the privilege, rich In faith;
Matthew 5: 17-48.
Who if living by God" is not mentioned by Paul. Two
and it fills me with joy and gratitude to find
them; not to be angry, or call hard names, laws called "the law of works" and "the
warm hearted friends who remember us, among
and settle diffict;~lties with one another as law of faith," are
him contrasted; by
In the hope of triumph,
JEROME

RUBY.

Qtnmmunhtafinns.
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one was the knowledge of sin, and all that
God required of men in order to be righteous, as I have shown, was made known
without that law, being revealed in the
gospel of Christ (Rom. I: r6); hence he
concludes that the
or "law of
faith" is all-sufficient
to "justify"
or save men. Read Romans third carefully. Please tell us then what law did
he establish for our observance? One
which we could be saved "alone?"
one by which "no flesh can be justified in
his sight" ?-Romans 3: 20. Is ,JJot a law
established by keeping it? Then what
law did Paul establish? "Of works?"
Nay; but "the law of faith."
as
free from that law of works as a woman
from her husband when he is dead; read
Romans seventh, carefully. And in verse
twenty he says: "For the good I would
have done when I was under the law, I
find not to be good; therefore 1 do it not."
-I. T. What in the decalogue was it
good to do before Christ, that ceased to
be good in Paul's day? Any of the ten
except the Sabbath law? No; proof positive that he once kept the Sabbath, but
did not then do so; Paul and the saints
only established by fnith the efficiency of
the law "as our schoolmaster until Christ."
-Gal 3: 24. "But after that faith is
come we are no
under a schoo1master."-Verse 25.
as the brother
says, we can not know sin only by the
decalogue, how is it that "Before the law,
sin was in the world; yet sin is not imputed to those who have no law?"-Rr,m.
5: 13. There must, therefore, have been a
law.from Adam to Moses making known
sin, independent of" Moses' law;" and not :J.
shadow of evidence that ever the Seventh
day was mentioned in it.
Again: Angels sinned in heaven be·fore Adam's transgression. (2 Peter 2:
\l\1 hat law did they have? Certainly no
Sabbath law, as there is one eternal day
there. As the Antediluvian prisoners
knew not the Sabbath law, and as Christ
suffered "that he might bring us to God,"
"For which cause he went also and
preached to the spirits in prison;" and
"Because of this is the gospel [not decalogue] preached to them that are dead,
that they might be judged according to
[or bv the same law as] men in the flesh."
- I Pet. 3: IS, 19; 4: 6, if they and we
are to be judged by the same law, and as
they died before the decalogue was given
and Christ preached only the gospel to
them, how did they ever obtain the Sabbath law? As Christ never taught it on
earth, is it not logical to suppose that he
never taught it in the prison? And as
they and us are to be judged by the same
gospel law, may it not be "the power of
God unto [ourJ salvatwn" without the
Sabbath law? As it was not taught in
heaven to make sin known, and yet sin
existed there before Adam; neither from
Adam to Moses, where "death reigned
over all," because of sin; neither in the
prison nor hell, from Christ until the end;
and as all are to be judged since Christ by
the same law, is it not scriptural and reasonabl~ that we also can know sin, and be
saved without that Sabbath law?

Far be it from me to detract from the
glory due to Moses, or the Jaw given
through him; for "Moses verily was faithful in all his house as a· servant, for a testiof those things that were to be
after [through Christ] but Christ
as a son over his own house; whose house
are we, etc. "For he was counted worthy
of more glory than Moses."-Heb. 3: r-6.
For "if the ministration [authority to
of death written and engraven in
in stone [decalogue] was glorious, so that
the children of Israel could not steadfastly
behold the face of Moses for the glory of·
his countenance; which glory [pertaining
tn that ministration] was to be done away,
how shall not the ministration of the Spirit
be rather glorious?" "For if that [ministration and law; for both must go together]
which is done away [ disannuled] was glorious, much more that which remaineth is
glorious."-2 Cor. 3: 7-1 I. That is the
ministration of the law of the Spirit of
life in Christ Jesus," or taught by him,
which maketh "free fr0m the law of sin
and death."- Rom. 8: 2, 3· Yet the
brother says "the religious world has made
a new law against the law of God, or at
least as far as the Sabbath is concerned,"
and infers that Christ taught that we should
live
all that God· had ever commanda very great error, if not, then circumthe passover, etc., are all commands
to us, He must forget that Christ alone
is Lord under the new covenant; he
alone are we to hear; and never does God
require us to hear even himself now.
In the first vision of Joseph the Seer, he
is pointed by the Father to his son, as our
Lord and teacher; and the brother says
furthermore, "And nowhere in God's law
is a commandment to be fonnd that man
should hallow the first day instead of
God's holy d:!y," etc., utterly ignoring the
commandment through Joseph the Seer,
(See D. C., 59), of which same day it is
said in section 68: 4, "and the inhabitants
of Zion shall also.observe the Sabbath day
to
it holy;" the same being reiterated
throug-h President Joseph Smith at Kirtland in r887.
Please to carefully compare Paul's writings with Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi II:
8, 9: "Ye must keep the performances
and ordinances of God until the law shall
be fulfilled which was given to Moses,
And after Christ shall have risen, he shall
appear unto you my children, and the
words which he shall speak unto you shall
be the. law wltich ye shall do." And
when Christ came to them he taught as
Paul in 2 Cor. 5: I 7., that "old things
[laws] have passed away, and all things
have become new." "The law is fulfilled
that was given unto Moses. Behold I am
he that gave the Jaw. I am come to fulfill the law [to complete it]; therefore it
hath an end." "The law which was given
unto Moses hath an end in me." "The
law and the prophets were until John;
since that time the kingdom of God is
preached."-Luke 16: r6.
"Behold, I am the law and the light.
Look unto me [not unto Moses] 11nd endure unto the end, and ye shall live, for
unto him that endureth unto the end will
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I give eternal life. Behold I have give
unto you the commandments; therefor
keep my commandments. And this is th
law and the prophets, for they truly test
fied of me."-Book of Nephi, 7: I.
"For in so doing sin shall not have dominion over you; for ye are not under the
law, but under grace."-Rom. 6: 14.
"For the law was given through Moses;
but grace and tru-th came through Jesus
Christ."-John I: 17. "For Christ is the
end of the law for righteousness to every
one that believeth."-Rom. ro: 4· Hence
Moses' law came to an end, and we are
:J.ot his servants, but Christ's if we obey
him. (Rom. 6: r6). Hence Paul says,
"Who art thou that judgest another man's
servant? [Christ's by Moses' law]. To his
own master he standeth or falleth. One
man esteemeth one day above another;
another esteemeth every day alike. Let
every man be fully persuaded in his own
mind." (Rom. 14: 4). Honor to Moses
and his law for its efficiency as a schoolmaster until Christ, and with the poet let
us say "All hail the power of Jesus' name,
etc.," because of the superlative grandeur,
beauty and efficacy of "the law of the
spirit of life."
0 Lord, help us to believe as Nephi,
that "the words which he shall speak unto
you, shall be the law which ye shall do."
"Behold I [Jesus] have given unto you
the commandments, therefore keep my
commandments."
D. s. CRAWLEY.
THE "SEALED BOOK."-No. XXIV.
BY ELDER R. M. ELVIN.
ANGELS,

THE Book of Mormon teaches that in
ancient times the angels came. to earth and
instructed the people concerning the things
of a pure and. better life. Traditions in
relation to such visitations found among
the aborigines will be trustworthy evidence in sustaining my proposition that
God inspired those who wrote the Book
of Mormon in the same manner and degree as He did those who wrote the Bible.
Col. 'James Smith, a prisoner among
the Indians, says in his journal: "They
have a tradition that in the beginning of
this continent the ang-els, the heavenly inhabitants as they call them, frequently visited the people and talked with their forefathers and gave directions how to pray.
The Indians believed in angel visitants."Indian Myths, p. 192.
Bancroft says: "This looks like another
Christ-myth, e&pecially when we read of
attendant angels who had wings and flew
about in heaven. The names of the two
chief angels were Taraacazcati and Tamacaztobal."-Native Races, vol. p. 492.
Speaking of the Mayas Bancroft says:
"Camargo mentions angels who inhabited
the air and influenced thunder, winds and
other phenomena."-Ibid, p. 450.
To me this tradition of the Indian that
at some ancient ti.me the angels came to
earth and held interviews with their
ancestors is not strange wha(ever, for I
believe ~he .following to be tru(l: l.' And
now he imparteth his word by angels unto
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men; yea, not only men, but women also."
-Alma 16: 21. And why should it not be
so, that the Father speaketh unto his
children by his angels? Otherwi~e he
would not be the same unchangeable
Being the Bible tells us of.
Here are some miscellaneous items that
furnish very strong and conclusive evidence of the Book of Mormon.
BAPTISM:

Waldeck says: "If the Toltecs were
Jews they must have visited the old world
in the year 753 of the Roman era to obtain
the Christian dogmas apparent in their
cult."-Waldeck, Voy. Pitt., p. 45·
He says again: "It is related by all the
old Spanish historians that when the
Spaniards first visited the kingdom of
Yucatan they found there traces of a baptismal rite; and strangely enough the name
given to this rite in the language of the
inhabitants was zihil, signifying 'to be born
again.' "-Ibid, p. 682.
Bancroft gives us a view of wh"a~ is done
at the birth of a child: "Then the Mexican midwif.e gave the child to taste of the
water, putting her moistened fingers in
its mouth and said, •Take this; by this
thou hast to live on the earth, to grow and
to flourish; through this we get all things
that support existence on the earth; receive it.' Then with moistened fingers
she touched the breast of the child and
said, 'Behold the pure water that washes
and cleanses thy heart, that removes all
filthiness; receive it; may the goddess see
good to purify and cleanse thine heart.'
Then the midwife poured water upon the
head of the child saying, '0 my grandson
-my son-take this water of the Lord of
the world which is thy life, invigorating
and refreshing, washing and cleansing. I
·pray that this celestial water, blue and
light blue, may enter into thy body and
there live; I pray that it may destroy in
thee and put away from thee all the things
evil' and adverse that were given thee before the beginning of the world. Wheresoever thou art in this child, oh, thou hurtful thing, be gone! leave it, put thyself
apart; for now does it live anew, and
anew is it born; now again is it purified
and cleansed; now again is it shaped and
engendered by our mother, the goddess of
water."-N ative Races, vol. 3, p. 372.
Two things I would like to emphasize
in the foregoing, namely, the belief of a
pre-existence, and of a new birth; and,
considering carefully these important
features it was not strange that Mr. Donnelly should have concluded that, "Here
we find many resemblances to the Christian
ordinance of baptism: the pouring of the
water on the head, the putting of the
fingers in the mouth, the touching of the
breast, the new birth and the washing away
of original sin."-Atlantis, p. 208.
No such mimic of the Christian system
and symbols ever originated with the
aborigines of America; it is but the reflect
of the truth, a borrowed copy from those
who possessed the original document, as
granted by inspiration and ministration of
the angels; thus another strong evidence
of the Book of Mormon, which book

speaks frequently of this ordinance, making
it both plain and simple that it is the duty
of man to obev the commandments of a
just, unchangeable God. Here is but one
citation from the book: "And it came to
pass that after Alma had taught the people many things, and had made an end
of speaking to them, that King Limhi
was desirous that he might be baptized;
and all his people were desirous that they
might be baptized also.. Therefore Alma
did go forth into the water, and did baptize them; yea, he did baptize them after
the manner he did his brethren in the
waters of Mormon; yea, and as many as
he did baptize did belong to the Church
of God."-Mosiah I 1: I r.
THE EUCHARIST.

Bancroft says of the. ancient Mexicans:
"A rite, analogous in some respects to the
Christian communion, was observed on
certain occasions.
Thus in the fifteenth
month, a dough statue of Huitzilopochtli
was broken up and distributed among the
men; this ceremony was called teoqualo,
meaning the god is eaten."-- Native
Races, vol. 3• p. 440.-This tradition and
practice clearly indicate the granting to
the ancient people of America, the sacrament at some remote period.
CIRCUMCISION.

Relative to the practice of this, B«ncroft
says: "Although circumcision was certainly not by any means general, yet sufficient proof exists to show that it was in
use in some form among certain tribes.
Las Casas and Mendieta state that the
Aztec~ and Totonacs practiced it, and
Brasseur de Bourbourg has di~covered
traces of it among the Mijes."-Native
Races, p. 278.
Mac Kenzie says of the Hyperborean
Indians: "Whether circumcision be practiced among them I can not pretend to say,
but the appearance of it was general
among those whom I saw."--Mac Kenz~e's
Voyage, p. 36.
The Chippeways circumcised their children, so says Retzin~.
Speaking of the wild tribes of Mexico
Bancroft says: "The natives of Goa zacoalco and other places practiced some of
the Jewish ritef', including a kind of circumcision, which custom they claimed to have
derived from their forefathers."-N ative
Races, vol. I, p. 666.
Of circumcision the American Encyclopedia says: "The aboriginal Mexicans
were found to observe this custom."-See
article Circumcision. While Chamber's
Encyclopedia says of circumcision: "The
followers of Columbus were much astonished to find it existing in the West Indies
and in Mexico. Recently, too, it bas been
ascertained to have been long practiced
several tribes in South Americ:1."-See
article Circumcision. To this I add as
evidence to the Book of Mormon a note
on the article or contract of
MARRIAGE.

":Marriage in Mexico was
by the priest. He exhorted them to maintain peace and harmony, and tied the end
of the man's mantle to the dress
the

woman; he perfumed them, and placed on
each a shawl on which was painted a
skeleton, 'as a symbol that only death
could now' separate them from each other!"
-Dorman's Primitive Superstitions, p.

3'19·

Donnelly quotes from Prescott on marriage as follows: "The rites of marriage
were celebrated with as much formality as
in any Christian country; and the institution was held in such reverence that a
tribunal was instituted for the sole purpose
of determining questions relating to it.
Divorces eould not be obtained until authorized by a sentence of the court, after a
patient hearing 0f the parties."-Atlantis,

Po 35 I.

The Peruvians had a just conception of
this sacred and heaven-appointed relationship of the race, and I am confirmed in
the opinion that they received it from the
ancient Nephites.
SABBATIL

Speaking of a custom of the Peruvians,
Delafield says: "One inference may be
deJuced therefrom, and that of no light
weight; viz., that in this regularly returning period, whether of seven or nine days,
a sabbath was observed--a day of rest was
appointed and kept. Whence could this
custom have derived its origin? What
nations do we find with their regularly returning Sabbath other than those who
came from the birth-place of the world?"
--American Antiquities, p. 50.
I would answer the question of Mr.
Delafield, thnt the Sabbath observance
was brought by Lehi from Jerusalem some
s;x hundred years before the birth of Christ.
STAR OF DESTRUCTION.

Ellen Russell Emerson tells us of a tradition of the American Indians: "This
bst is not unlike a certain prediction
among the Indians that should be mentionwhich relates that an immense star
"vould arise in the north,--tbe region of
Popogusso, or helL This star was to be
directed by the Great Spirit in its course to
the south and would burn all things in the
universe."--Indian Myths, p. 483.
May not this myth or tradition yet find
a fulfillment in the triumphant appearing
of the star that shall herald the glad
tidings of the coming of Christ and the
reign of peace on earth, fully vindicating
the statements contained in the Book of
lviormon?
SACRIFICE.

Wood says: "The custom of sacrifice
obtains among all Indian tribes, and is performed in various ways and upon many
ocasions."-Uncivilized Races, p. 1314.
This is confirmed by the note on the
.American Indian, in the American Encyclopedia, which says: "The idea of sacril1ce was apparently universal."-See Article American Indians.
Among the archaeological discoveries
made by Stephens he notes the following:
"There is reason to believe that this pardcular building was intended as a temple,
and that the enclosed inner chamber was
an adoratorio, or oratory, or altar. What
the rites and ceremonies may have been 1
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no one can undertake to say."--Travels in
Yucatan, vol. z, pp. 346-7.
Speaking of the Holy City in Ross
county, Ohio, Pidgeon says: "The
circle is thirty-five hundred feet in diamet<:r,
with eleven exterior openings; and the
small circle eight hundrtd feet in diameter,
communicating with the large circle, but
having no exterior entrance. The whole
work as will be perceived comprises two
circles, a semicircle, and a square. \~Vi thin the semi-circle there is an embankment
resembling in outline, a crescE>nt, or a new
moon; and there is a sacrrjicial altar
pended to a national mound within
larger circular enclosure, and between it
and the square."-- Traditions of De-CooDab, p. 248.
While the altar is found among· the
ruins of antiquity it may be cone! uded with
certainty that the ancient people of
America practiced the offering of sacrifice.
MacLean says of the Mound Builders:
"The form and location of a very large
number of earthworks render it evident
that they were not erected for
purposes. They have been called
enclosures. In the careful examination of
the works of defense it is discovered that
they are adapted in every case to the natural features of well chosen b1lls, and
their avenues guarded with consummate
skill. On the other hand the sacred enclosures are situated on the level river bot ..
toms, and seldom occur upon the table
lands, or where the surface is broken.
Some of the reasons for ascribing a portion
of the enclosures to a religious or superstitious origin are thus given: The small
diinensions of most of the circles; the occurrence within the enclosures; and the fact
that many of the enclo~ures are completely
commanded by the adjacent hights. Tbe
works are generally regular in their structure, and principally found in groups."Mound Builders, p. 3 r.
·
He is not of the opinion that the Mound
Builders were given up to idotatry, for he
says: "The evidence that they were idolators is by no means conclusive. It would
appear that if such had been the case,
large graven images would have been
found in th6!!1vicinity ofthe temple mounds."
-Ibid, p. 127.
RECAPITULATION.

From the foregoing we find the following facts:
I. That the aborigines of America had
once in their possession a "sacred book,"
corresponding to the Old Testament Scriptures, "which was handed down from
generation to generation, and at last hid in
the earth, since which time they bad been
under the feet of their enemies; but those
oracles were to be restored to them ngain,
and then they would triumph over their
enemies, and regain their ancient country,
together with their rights and privileges."
that w bile in possession of this "sacred
book," and possessed of an extraordinary
divine spirit, "they prospered exceedingly," and "showers of blessings," were received by "their beloved people."
2. That they believed in one Supreme
God; in the immaculate conception and
virgin-birth of a Redeemer; and in the en-

joyment of the Holy Spirit, by which
power they were enabled to do many wonderful things, and control the common
course of nature.
3· That they believed in the immortality
of the soul; in future rewards and punishments; and that those rewards and punishments were to be given according to the
merits of the recipients; that in the rewards
there were at lellst three grades of glory.
4· That they believed in a church organization which included prophets, high
and a presidency, and that at
their chief rulers were also high
That thev believed in angels, and rereligious instruction through their
instrumentality.
6. That the ancient inhabitants of Yucatan practiced a baptismal rite, and believed that this rite was a new birth.
7· That a tradition is found among the
Mexicans, indicating that their forefathers
the Christian communion.
8. That traces of the observance of a
Sabbath have been found in Peru.
9· That the rite of circumcision was
both understood and practiced.
IO. That their embalming of their dead
is conclusive proof of a faith and hope in
the Resurrection.
r I. That their system of Marriage reflects a high state of both religion and civilization. These and many other evidences prove that the Book of Mormon
account of the settlement of America is
the correct solution of the pre-historic people of this land of wonders.
SCALPING,
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dian custom. •The more scalps a man
bas,' says Herodotus, 'the more highly he
is esteemed among them.' The Indian
scalp-lock is found on the Egyptian monuments as one of the characteristics of the
J aphetic Libyans, who shaved all the bead
except one lock in the middle. The
Mantchoos of Tartary wear a scalp-lock,
as do the modern Chinese. Byron describes the heads of the dead Tartars under the walls of Corinth, devoured by the
wild dogs:
'CrimF~on and .,.,green were the shawls of their wear,
And each scalp had a single long tuft of hair,
All the rest was shaven and bare.'

These resemblances are so striking and
so numerous that repeated attempts have
been made to prove that the inhabitants of
America are the descendants of the Jews;
some have claimed that they represented
'the lost tribes' of that people."-Atlantis, p. 209.
The history contained in the Book of
Mormon of the doings of the J aredites,
Nephites and Lamanites, is no more damaging to its inspirational character, than
the history relating to the Canaanites,
Edomites, Hittites, Hivites, etc., would be
against the inspired character of the Bible.
"Wherefore, all things which are good,
cometh of God; and that which is evil,
cometh of the devil; for the devil is an
enemy unto God, and fighteth against
him continually, and inviteth and enticeth
to sin, and to do that which is e.vil continually. But behold, that which is of God,
inviteth and enticeth to do good continually; wherefore, everything .which inviteth and enticeth to do good, and to love
God, and to serve him, is inspired of
God."-Moroni 7: I.
To the above I can heartily and fully
subscribe, without compunction of conscience or violation of any commandment
contained in Holy Writ.

Because this practice is mentioned in the
Book of Mormon, some seem to think it
an all-sufficient reason to reject it, as an
uninspired record. I present the finding
of this practice among the American abo"At Home," November 27th.
rigines, as a proof of their Asiatic origin
Editors Herald:-By reason of cirand Jewish extraction. Both the Jews , cum stances that are of such a nature, as to
and Mexicans had the custom of banging overshadow all else with me for the time
up the beads of their sacrificed enemies: being, I am under the necessity of relin"And the Lord said unto Moses, Take all c;uishing the pleasant task of collating and
the heads of the people, and hang them compill.ng data for the "Sealed Book" arup before the Lord against the sun, that ticle. I hope others have appreciated the
the fierce anger of the Lord may be valuable evidences already presented, as
turned away from Israt<l. And Moses the undersigned.
said unto the judges of Israel, slay ye evI am strengthened and confirmed in the
ery one his men that were joined unto belief of the divinity of the Book of MorBaai-peor."-N urn. 2.): 4, 5·
mon.
in bonds,
44 The
ROBERT M. ELVIN.
Scythians, Herodotus tells us,
scalped their enemies, and carried the
scalp at the pdmmel of their saddles."A young man who had been examined for
Athlntis, p. zo8.
"holy orders" in the Church of England was askThe following indicates that the Jews ed by a friend how he fared in the ordeal. "All
scalped their enemies: ~'.But God shall right," was the reply, "but I was a little bothered
wound the head of his enemies, and the over a question about Emmaus. For the life of
hairy scalp of such a one as goeth on still me I couldn't remember whether Emmaus was a
in his tresspasses."-Ps. 68: 2 r.
man or a woman." Many candidates for ordinaThe ancient Scandinavians practiced
tion who are able to give a glib summary of
scalping. When Harold Barefoot seized Christian doctrines might be found very deficient
his rival, Alfred, with six hundrea follow- in scripture knowledge.
ers, he "Had them maimed, blinded, hamThe propose¢ Anglican Order of Friars has
strung, scalped, or disemboweled."-His- been approved in favorable though guarded terms
'tory Eng. Lit., Taine, p. 35·
by the archbishop of Canterbury and the bishops
"Herodotus describes the Scythian mode of Lincoln, Southwell, Chester, Ely, Salisbury,
of taking the scalp: •He makes a cut
Gloqcester, and Brist()l, and details are being
round the head near the ears, and shakes actively arranged in view of the next meetbg of
the scull out.' This is precisely the In- convocation.
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A VERY OLD RELIGION.

THERE is to be found in the heart of the
small city of N ablus, in North Palestine,
a little religious community-now numbering about one hundred and fifty souls
-which has defied the ravages of war and
property and oppression ~nearly three
thousand years. Unlike the Vaudois, these
Samaritans have had no friendly system of
mountain buttresses to defend them
through the centuries; and still more unlike the long-lived Savoyard Protestants,
thev have been right in the pathway along
which the devastating armies have marched back and forth, from the time of Sargon
to Napoleon. But they have lived on, and
their unity has never been broken. They
have clung to little Nablus and to their
sacred Mount Gerizim, as the very cactus
roots to the granite sides ot the sombre
Ebal that confronts them acros& their little
enchanted valley.
·
The feeling with ·which these Samaritans regard the Mohammedans is of that
intense bitterness which they have always
manifested toward the Jews. And why
not? Does not the Samaritan date his
faith from Abraham, or rather from
Adam? and has he not [] right to call
that an infant religion which has been in
existence for only a trifle over twelve centuries? Is not the koran one of your new
catch-penny romances, while that mysterious copy of the pentateuch, made of
sacred lambskins, which the Samaritans
have been reading and kissing through
the many ages, is the oldest copy in existance, written down by Aaron's own
grandson, and the veritable original of all
the pentateuchs in the world?
As the population of Nablus is just
about twelve thousand the little Samaritan
community is almost absorbed by the surrounding Mohammedan mass. Save to a
careful observer, the very f'Xi<;tence and
presence of the Samaritans as a distinct element of citizenship in N ablus would not
be noticed. The Samaritans wear a turban
much like that of their true Moslem
neighbors, but between the history and
theology of the two classes there is not a
single point of positive resemblance.
The Samaritan synagogue is a small
building in the center of Nablus, half
obscured by the surrounding dwellings. I
passed through arched and littered streets
to a little court, m the micldle of which
was a little plot of grass, relieved by three
trees, two of which were lemon. I found
a little Samaritan school, and at the sight
<>fa stranger the children sprang from the
floor where they were sitting, kissed my
hand, and begged for backsheesh. The
teacher was a youth of about fourteen, the
son of Amram, the high priest. I was
greatly disappointed at failing to find
Amram himself, hut in the end this circumstance aided me in my chief object,
for the young man was willing, for a
good fee, to show me the ancient pentateuch.
His father might have been deaf
to all entreaties.
The claim of the Samaritans to have a

D,

copy of the pentateuch older than the
Tewish, is supported by their own unbroken tradition, and by the opinion of
som.e learned men of the present time irr
Christian countries. But· the weight of
internal evidence is against it-among
which may be mentioned grammatical
emendations, late _glosses in the text, insertions of foreign passages, alterations,
Samaritanisms, and changes in support of
Samaritan doctrine.
There are three codices kept in the little synagogue in Nablus, two being g:enerally shown to strangers. It is very rarely that the veritable one can be seen.
good fortune in getting a hasty look at
was due to the venturous and avariciom;
spirit of Amram's son rather than to
management of my own. Having
exhibited the two imitations, the voun12·
man, upon the offer of an additior;al fe~~
then brought out the original scroll from a
chest. After the removal of the red satin
cover I saw that the codex was inclosed
in a silver cylindrical case, which had two
doors opening on two sets of
When these doors were thrown
whole column was exposed to the vision.
This cylinder is of rich workmanship. It
is about two and a half feet long and nearly a foot in diameter, and presents, in exquisitely raised work, a good plan of the
tabernacle, with every part given with
the u<most minuteness and rarest skill.
The roll consists of dingy skins-prepared
before the invention of parchment-sewed
together with neat stitches, and worn and
patched, and here and there entirely
ible. The skins are of equal
measure each twenty-five inches
fifteen wide.
Before leaving N ablus I had the
tunity of spending an evening
ram at his own house. He lived in the
greatest simplicity, though in Palestine
that is the rule rather than the .,,.,.,,.,.tu>
Mrs. El Karey, the wife of the
in N ablus in the employment of the
Church Missionary society of
was good enough to accompany me
act as interpreter. The venerable
priest, who was barefooted and clad m a
great turban and loose, flowingceived us with calm and dignified
ity in his room-at once his
ing-room, and hed-room.
mother was lying on the
with bedclothing and aslE>ep.
several children, half
the room. Amram's son-in-law vvas
slowly copying a
the Sa.
maritans have no
requires a year to make a
never sold, and is only
munity. The aged mother
arose after we had been
minutes, the many
and in her ears making a
sound as she moved. I was
seat on the floor and to take
cigarettes. The mother, on
in her presence, took a rude
blew up the dull coals under the
kettle. Coffee, the oriental's
proof of hospitality, was hz.nded us in
tle cups.

The peculiar views of Amram may be
said to represent very fairly the theology
of his dying community. The world, he
claimerl, is about 7,ooo years old. For
fHty-five years men will go on increasing
in wickedness, after which there will come
a time of great peace and purity. Then
there will come on a new period of consummate wickedness, which will last 300
years. This time will he consummated by
the total destruction of the world. After
this the general judgment will take place,
when the righteous will go to live with
God and the wicked with Satan. There
are some people who have clean hearts,
m- at least are accepted as clean, though
none is absolutely
Just here Am ram
looked off, as in
distance, and said,
"God is one!" Here he intended a slight
thrust at the
because of their
emphasis on Christ
his divine character.
He spoke with interest of the ruins on
Mount Gerizim and of the increase of his
c::'mmunity within the last thirty years.
He closed by expressing his firm belief
that the time would come when the
Samaritans would be the most numerous
body in the world.
Amram has since died, and the sedate
son.in-law, being the eldest male relative,
has §Ucceeded him in the high-priesthood.

--Harper's Magazine.
THE NEW CREATION, PROGRESSIVE.
"BEHOLD,
2!:

I make all

new."-Rev.

to the old theolog-v the work
of creation required
six days, and was
and finished some 6,ooo years ag-o.
that time the vast space now occuthe solar
was empty. As
by the
theolog-y creation
is a continuous and progressive process,
and is still
on.
The old theology
teaches
soon after it was
finished, fcll into a.
stale of relapse
and rebellion, from the effects of which all
the ages since have not been able to restore
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forms by the
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hard and material thought of that time.
J esusj;taaght that his kingdom was not
of this world, but soon the Christian religion was united with the civil power and
became an instruml€-nt of cruelty, and for
I,ooo years freedom was hardly known.
Then arose the new creation of liberty in
the civil and religious rights of mankind
and this has culminated in the ideal democracy of America.
In the early centuries the doctrine and
practice of asceticism came into Christiani-ty. Jesus taught a proper self-denial, but
Augustine, having at one time favored the
Gnostic doctrine of the essential evil of
matter, conceived the idea of the total depravity of man through the fall of Adam
and from this the idea of evil so filled the
minds of men as to become a despair; they
had not the courage to face and conquer
sin, and hence fled into caves in the wilderness. Out of this grew up the monasteries
that flourished from the fourth to the sixteenth centuries. In this way poverty
became associated with piety, laziness
found an excuse in religion; the society of
women was shunned as an evil and virginity became more sacred than maternity.
But even against these delusions arose the
better thought of industry, of caring for
the body, and making of the world a home
for man, of regulating rather than exterminating the natural desires. And with
this came also the ascendency of reason
over ignorance and superstition, and men
began to doubt the miracles wrought by
the bones and toe-nails of saints; and later,
when religion came into the light of
reason, the deism of the eighteenth century
ventured to deny any inspiration that
taught the terrible doctrines of Augustine
and Calvin.
And along with liberty came a nobler
humanity; the love of virtue as a religious
motive took the place of the fear of punishment. The better human heart revolted
against the idea of persecution and slavery
and began to a~k for a god that was at
least as good as man. The age that builds
hospitals and protects the dumb brutes
can not well worship a god who will punish his own children forever.
The new creation is not yet complete,
nor will it be till the largest liberty becomes a fact; till labor is honored :>nd the
vast working world is a s:::ene of transactional righteousness, and all hearts are filled with kindness and love. And this new
creation does not end with the few years
of man's life on earth but will go on in the
world to come, till the brightest visions of
time shall be realized in eternity.-Rev.

Dr. W. H. Thomas.
THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC OF
HEAVENLY BIRTH.

SHALL we, with great historians like
Bancroft, find her germinal form in the
compact made in the "Mayflower"? Shall
we, with others, seek her origin in the
pulpit of John Knox in Edinburgh? Shall
we, with the great German historian, declare that John Calvin at Geneva was the
"virtual founder of the United States of
America"? Were the roots of our nation-

ality fastened, as many believe, in the soil
of Marston. Moor, wlile.re Cromwell's
Ironsides broke in pieces the army of King
Charles? Or shall we rather not look
back of all these, fo the holy fields of the
New Testament which the sixteenth century opened up again to mankind? The
eloquent voice of the Honorable William
C. P. Breckenridge of Kentucky has
shown us that liberty is the child of that
interpretation of the Bible which became
general with the Protestant Reformation.
We may say with truth, that "Free America was born of the Bible." From the
Bible came many of the strongest impulses that colonized these shores. From the
Bible came the similar forms of self-government, in town and Church, that have
gone with our civilization in its westward
march.
Hence came the observance of
the Lord's day, the bulwark of our freedom, and hence the teaching of biblical
truth to the young, which Webster declared "has done more to preserve our liberties than grave statesmen and armed
soldiers." Hence came our public schools
and the long line of Christian colleges that
stretch from the elms of Harvard and
Dartmouth to the shores of the Brazos
and Sabine, and on to the Pacific Coast.
Hence came also the separation of Church
and State, and that soul liberty which
Roger Williams learned from Him who
said, "My kingdom is not of this world."
From the Bible came, as Edward Everett
declared, "the better elements of our
national institutions!' lt was an echo
from the Scriptures which Jefferson sounded in the great declaration. From the
Bible came the moral forces which carried
through our first Revolution, and which
have withstood the wastings of corruption
in succeeding years. From the same source
have sprung the moral reformations that
have preserved our nationality and our
freedom. The American Republic is of
heavenly birth. It is no mud-giant-0
shade of Tnomas Carlyle! It does not
represent to the world "merely dollars and
cotton." Its fountain-head, at least, is far
up among the shining hills of God. Remembering the origin of our nationality,
and recalling what precious interest and
celestiai truths it enshrines, we should not
doubt its continuance. But it must meet
the new perils as it met and conquered the
old.-Selected.

LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference convened at Magnolia, Saturday,
December 7th, J. C. Crabb president, D. Chambers assistant, A.M. Fyrando secretary. Branch
reports: Little Sioux, gain 7; Spring Creek
gain 3; Unionburg gain 3; Magnolia gain 6;
Union Center 6 months gain I 2; Logan gain 7;
Woodbine gain 7; total gain 51. Spiritual growth
of above encouraging. Sunday Schools reported:
Woodbine, Magnolia, Persia, Unionburg. Min:
isterial: H. P's, C. Derry, J. C. Crabb. Seventy:
J. F,. Min tun, J. F. McDowell. Elders: W.
Chambers, D. Chambers, F. Hansen, E. R. Lanpher, D. Maule, I. Shupe, J. T. Coffman, R.
Farmer, H. Garner, A. Johnson, L. Merchant, J.
H. Hunt, A. M. Fyrando. Priests: J. C. Johnson, W. T. Fallon, C. Vredenburgh, J. Merchant.

47
Bishop'~ agent's report: Received $177.04, expended $177 27, amount due agent 23cts. Committee on auditing above founcl correct. J. C.
Crabb resigned position of distrect president.
Accepted and a unanimous vote of thanks tendered him for his long and efficient service. D.
Chambers elected district president. Preaching
by J. C. Crabb and D. Chambers. One baptized
during session. Adjourned to Magnolia, March
rst and 2nd at ro: 3o a.m.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the South-Eastern Illinois
district will convene on Saturday, March rst, at
ten o'clock, a.m., at Springerton, White county,
Illinois. The elders of the district and mission
are requested to be present. Elders' Council
Friday evening before at seven o'clock; same
place.
G. H. HILLIARD, Dist. Pres.
I. M. SMITH, Sec.
Conference of the West Tennessee and Kentucky district will convene at Bro. John Snow's
on Brush Creek, four miles south-east of Mingo
Station, Graves county, Kentucky, March 8th
and 9th. Will the Saints take notice and be in
attendance?
P. B. SEATON, Dist. Pres.
Texas Central district conference will meet at
Cook's Point branch, February 28th.
Every
branch will please send their reports by delegates
if possible, and if they can not, send otherwise.
All officers of branches in the district please send
or bring their reports.
All come who can and
meet with us.
E. W. NuNLEY, Dist. Pres.
NOTICE.
The Second Quorum of Priests please send In
your report to me at Lowry City, Missouri, in
time for General Conference.
T. R. WHITE, P1·es.
BORN.
TRUMAN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, October rzth,
I889, to Bro. George A. and Sr. Victoria A.
Truman, a son. Blessed December rsth by Elders Robert M. Elvin, Asa S. Cochran and Samuel Ackerley; named Loren Frederick.
MARRIED.
SMITH-SUPRISE.-In Clinton, Clinton county, Iowa, December 21st, r889, Bro. William B.
Smith and Sr. Rosa Suprise, by Elder Warren
Turner.
DIED.
SrMMoNs.-At his son's residence, Canton, IJ.
linois, of Paralysis, January rst, 1890, Bro. Joseph Simmons, in the 74th year of his age. He
was born in Herefordshire, England, and united
with the church in an early day. He went to
Nauvoo in I842. He was a noble man, a consistent ·christian, and died in full hope of a glorious resurrection .. Services by Elder T. F.
Stafford, January 3d. He was buried by the Odd
Fellows, of which order he was a member.
SMITH.-At Mason's Bay, Maine, December
3oth, r889, Sr. Deborah S. Smith, aged 63 years,
3 months and r8 r:lays. She was born at Machias, Maine, baptized by Elder T. W. Smith, .Au·
gust 7th, r869. She died strong in the faith of
obtaining the resurrection of the just. Funeral
services by El!der J. C. Foss, assisted by Elder
S. 0. Foss.
WHO WAS YOUR GREAT GRANDFATHER?
The Detroit Journal desires to receive, by
postal card, the addresses of all living male and
'female descendants of Revolutionary officers and
soldiers of 1776, and when possible, the name
and state of the ancestor. Wonder if W. H.
Brearley, proprietor of the Detroit Journal, Is
contemplating a raid upon the national treasury?
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AUTUMN LEAVES.
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GENERAL CONFERENCE DAILY.

We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
'To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
In helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. S,,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
.commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could furnish you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hcpe we shall not be disappointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can riot
a fiord to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure you the magazine for 189o.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't jail to keep a ltst of all names
you se11d. lf you fail to do this, delay and troubk will surely result.
~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
fm· Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allowed until payment is made .. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale.
Lamoni Hon•e and Three Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot. on Broadway~ fronting eaFt n.nd t<outh. House
new. ninet•·en roomfl; twnstorv24x45ftnd12x15.
LIVERY AND FEED BARN 40x60 and three lots,
loc;ltion on Broadway, eaflt of the houfle. Cellar, three
wells and out buildings. 'l'erm• ea•v. Address
5apr
JOHN McKilll., Lamoni, Iowa.

THE publication of a daily paper that shall accurately report the transactions of the Conference, and faithfully and truthful]l reflect the objects and
work of the body for which the Conference meets 'to legislate, can but be an
instrumentality of great good. To supply the demand for such a paper,

THE

TRI OT

Will be issued as a morning daily
the next General Conference. It is
the intention of the publishers to
fully the Conference proceedings, and
in the first number to give a brief exposition and history of the Church.
The prayer and preaching services will be reported as fully as space will permit. The daily ~will contain four pages of seven columns each.

PATRIOT

THE

Was established for the purpose of correcting errors, reflecting truth, elevating
humanity; and intends to present the salient and useful parts. of the world's
doings, for;_ the purpose of impressing the lessons of life, increasing knowledge,
leading to investigation, arousing patriotism, and directing thought and study to
the great end-the moral, political and religious. emancipation of the race. It
is carefully divided ir1to suitable departments, and will commend itself wherever
carefully read and considered.
TERMS.-Weekly one year ................................................ $r oo.
Weekly six months.............................................
Weekly three monthss........................................
25.
Weekly one month................. ...........................
IO.
Daily during Conference....................... ..... ......
during Conference .....
Weekly one year, and

so.

so.

N. B.- No~ice the special rates on the daily given to subscribers to the
weekly. Every person seeing this advertizement, is earnestly requested to subscribe for the weekly and
if possible, and if not, for the daily alone.
Our agents and present readers are requested to give us all the aid they can
in this work. Do not delay, but send at once.
Address:

LAMB
"The Jews in"'and"'out.~of
Palestine."
Such has been the demand for this article, that. we now
offer it in PAMPHLET FORM:, horrnd in colored covcrP.
It is a comprehen~ive and carefully prcpal'ed Tiif·toricul
Treatif:.e concerning the JewEl in a11 nauons, inclndll\2:
Palestine~ as well as a clear avowal of their hopes ar•d
expectations concerning the Holy Land, by R(·V. F de
Lola Mendez. a leading American Hebrew of Nev1 York
City, Per sipg-le.copy Gct~ in money or stamps; 6 copies
25c; 1~ copies 40 c. Send in yonr ordcro at once,
Address, LAMBERT BROTIIEIUl,
LAMONI, DEcATUR Co.~ IowA.
RoBERT WrNlHNG, Pres't.

D. F. NrcHor,soN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK
Ample Responl§libility.
r,oans money on a proved security. Six per cent interN1t
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

BR S.,
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And d;scoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages. . • • . . • . • . • . • • . • • • • • • • Hl
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
'rurkey Superior, gilt edge. , •.....•.••••..•.. 3 50
•rnkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••.••... 3 15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• .4 00
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1
Limp muslin covers.........................
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE Lom:l: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AllWNfl YOU Ha:v:E SAVl!' J.T Jill O:t!ll WlFE- AND CoNCUlliNES
HE SHALL RAVE NoNF;."-Pag<~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE O:tiE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: EJWEPT IN CAsE oF DEATH, w:a:BN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

'~ 37.-Whole
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HERAJ~D

Oftlcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus ChYlst of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED .AT LAMONI, DECATUR CoUNTY, Iow.&~

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
smd the Bishop's Agents. :tre requested to solicit new subscribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P.-o. Order, l~egistcred Letter, or Express.
Elntered as second elMs matter at Lamoni Post Office,

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W: BLAIR

No.4.

Lamoni, Iowa, January 25, I8go

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Jan. 25, r89o.
THE "BAPTIST" ANSWERED.

A FRIEND sends us The American Baptist, published in St. Louis, Missouri, and
in its issues of late date we find articles
No. I and 2 on "Mormonism," from the
pen, probably, of a Rev. Ray, the gentleman who was to .discuss with Elder E. L.
Kelley the r.elative merits of the Baptist
and Reorganized Latter Day Saints'
Churches, but who declined discussion
finally, as our r.eaders ha:ve been apprised,
Whoever the writeris, he has made a
.number of untrue statements already, and
we fear this 'order will continue to
his eftort;"for we perceive he goes to persons. bitter e,nemies of Joseph Smith and
the church for his information.
'l'hi§ mari should read the history of his
ow!l church and consider what it suffered
at :v~dous times in the past at the hands of
its enemies. He should also learn that
even .. ministers of his own churcb were
active persecutors of the Saints from r832
forward, ~n Missouri and el&ewhere, and
if he would be just and fair, and do ashe
wou]q,be done by, he will oppose the L.at~
ter Day Saints' Church on the. grounds
that their authorized do.ctrines ar~ faulty
and give tbeir 'history as set forth. by unprejudiced, non-partisan, well-informed
writers~ Quph a .course would be manly
and Christian:;
We:·.· :fear be will give his readt;!rs. the
stal~ :falsehoods of the bigot, the ignorant,
the soured a,nd•. malignant apostate, or the
statemerits,IJfthose who seek to hide their.
own wrongdoing by slandering their betters--such writers as Howe, Wife Nineteen. and the editor of the Return.
\)'~take the statementbelow as a probable in9ex tptpe fanatical bl.indnes.s of the
writer..iuid the. b~dness of his assertions,
• where he, whenintroducing "T\'Je ¥orm()n C:reed,"as he terms it, (butwhich is
simply and oply an "Epitome" of the faith
i and d?p~rin~ Of tHe Saints), has ~his to say:
"T~e following st~temeni.of Mormondoctrine

or creed was written by Joe,eph Smith himself,
who published the pamphlet which is regarded
as inspired, called the 'Pearl of Great Price.'"

But the .fact is, that pamphlet was not
published till in r85r, seven years after the
murder of Joseph Smith, and published in
Liverpool, Eng-land, by Orson Pratt. And
furthermore, the claim is not made by the
Saints that the said pamphlet is "inspired,"
but only that it contains some inspireJ
matter.
In "Number 2" the .writer exposes the
real in ward ness of his designs and methods
when he denounces "] oe Smith" and the
"Inspired Translation" in the same breath,
calling the one an "arch impostor" and the
other "a pure forgery,;' but fails to sustain
his flippant assertions with the least fragment of proof. If the gentleman would
examine without prejudice this. same Inspired Translation, he would find that the
morals of its texts, and the harmony and
verity of its historicalsfatements have been
lifted far above the different and conflicting versions that· have come down to us
through the turbid streams and corrupting
to1.1ch. of "mystery Babylon~'' And if he
would ex a mine the prophetic ministrations
of Joseph Smith with the same degree of
fair dealing which Bible believers demand
for Bible prophets, he would be overwhelmed with irrefutable. evidence that'
Joseph Smith was a prophet sent of God.
He seizes with avidity the partisan, unfounded assumption of David Whitmer
that "] oe Smith was the fouJ)der of po- ·
1ygamy ," but fie fails. to state the fact that
Mr. Whitmer ..had no fellowship with Joseph Sm'!th after 1838 (when he was cut
off from the church, April 13th, 1838, at
Far West, .Mo~, by the high council}, and
that he is upon record as saying that he
(Whitmer) never knew. that Joseph .ever
taught or favored. anything of the kind.
This Baptist writer says:
"It is also prov~d that Joe Sm.ith •.Vas the head
and. founder of that infamous, secret, murderous
organization known as 'the Danites,' which was
established in r8:38."

And further:
"The account of the estabHshment of this .organization is given by another .Mormon writer
named E ...Robinson in a. monthly periodical
which is called the Return,''

To meet the. foregoing, we present
wHat Joseph S111ith, in his ••History/' published abroad to the .church and the world.
And let it be borntdn mind that the organization of which Joseph Smith speaks was
the legitimate outcome of the numerous
threatniug~, persequtions and mobbings the
Saints received' in Missouri, from 183~
forward, at the. hand 0£ proslavery zealots;
religious bigots, and. their tools gathered
frotn the scui:nof society cast upon the.
shores 0;f the frontier; agd al.so. of the.~d~

vice given the Saints by Gov. Daniel
Dunklin and other leading state officials,
the Governor notifying them officially,
June 6th, I 834, in these words: "Our
State constitution declares that the people's
'right to bear arms, in difense if themselves, and of the State, can not be questioned.'
Then it is their constitutiopal
right to arm themselves.
Indeed, our
military law, makes it the dzdy if every
man not exempted by law, between the
ages of eighteen and forty-five to. ann
himselj with a musket, rifle, or some ·firelock, with a certain quantity of amunitio?."
Such were the laws of Missouri in those
times; and the discipline of the chur~h required the Saints to "obey thelaws of the
land" and "be subject to the. powers'that
be,"-meaning civil rulers. And in view
of this the. Saints ''armed themselves for
military duty and self defence" (HERALD
1887, page 6or), and those emigr1;1tiP.g
from the east came "vvith arms to answer
the military law."-Ibid.
.
.
In respect to these organiz'ations of. the
Saints for self-defence, Joseph says,:
"And here I would state, that li;hile the e;vil
spirits were raging up and down :iri the Stat~ to
raise mobs against the 'Mm:mons,' Satan him~elf
was no less busy in striving to stir. up mischief
in the campofthe Saints; and a~ong the .most
conspicuous of his willing devotees; was one'Doctor Sampson Avard; who had been' fn the CryU!tch
but a. short time, and who,althougn. he hac¥ generally behaved with a tolerable degree of ext~r
nal decorum, was secretly aspir;ivg to·
uhe
greatest of the great, and becomii the leaqei:,of
the p(!ople. This was his pride anq his follY, ]?ut
as he had no hope of accompiishingjtby ga:\ning
the hearts of the people in open strife, he 'watchhis opponttmity with the brethren, at a time when
mobs oppressed, robbed, whipped, .burnec!, plunderec;! and slew, till forbearance seemed tio
longer a virtue, and nothing but the grace df God
withou.t measure could support ~Uen understfch
trials, to.form a secretcombinatio~ by whleh.he
might rise a mighty conquer.er, af the exje~se oj
the overthrow of the Church; and tl,is he tried to.
accomplish by his smooth, flattering, and winnitlg
speeches, which he trequently !JJ.&de to his ass.ociates, while his room was well gu;arded by some
of his pt1pils, ready .to gi:ve him the wi~k on the
approach of. any one who would riot apprq.ve of
his measures.
,
"In this situation, he stated that he had the
sanction of the heads of the ·Chun;h for what he
was about to do; and by his smile&.and flahe~y,
persuaded them.to believe it,
proce~ded to
administer tp the few under. his cqntrol, an oath,
binding them to everlasting secresy toeverythin~
which should be communicated to them byhi1>1·
self. Thus Avard fnitl),ted mep:~J?ers int9 his·
b~nd, firrnlybitldingthem, byaH. •.
..
in .the pt:otecting each .other in ail~

he.

an4
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were lawful; and was careful to picture, out a
great glory that was then hovering over the
Church, and would soon burst upon the Saints as
a cloud by day, and a pillar of fire by night, and
would soon unveil the slumbering mysteries of
heaven, ;_,hich would gladden the hearts and
aro'use the stupid spirits of the Saints of the latterdays, and fill their hearts with that love which is
unspeakable and full of glory, and arm them with
power, that the gates of hell could not prevail
against them; and would often affirm, to his company, that the principal men of the Church had
put him forward as a spokesman, and a leader of
this band, which he named Da11ites.
"Thus he duped many, which gave him the
opportunity of figuring largely. He held his
meetings daily, and carried on his work of craft
in great haste, to prevent a mature reflection
upon the nutter, and had them bound under the
penalties of death to keep the secrets and certain
signs-which they had to know each other by,
by day and night.''-Mill, Star, vol. 16, pps. 458,

459·

"When a' knowledge of Avard's rascality came
to the Presidency of the Church he was cut off
from the church, and every means proper used
to destroy his influence, at which he was highly
incensed, and went about whispering his evil insinuations, but finding every effort unavailing,
he again turned conspirator and sought to
make friends with the mob.
"And here let it be distinctly l)nderstood, that
these companies of tens and fifties got up by
Avard were altogether separate and distinct from
those companies of tens and fifties organized by
the brethren for self-defence in case 6£ an attack
from a mob, and more particularly that in this
time of alarm no family or person might be
neglected, therefore one company. would be engaged in drawing wood, another in cutting it,
another in gathering corn, another in grinding,
another in butchering, another in dhtributing
meat, etc., etc.,. so that all should be employed
!n turn, and no one lack the neces·sarie~ of life;
.Therefore, let no one hereafter, by mistake or
design, confound this organization bf the church
for good and righteous purposes, with the organ·
ization of the Danites, of the apostate Avard,
which died almost before it had existence."Mil!. Star, voi. r6, pps. 459, 460.

Of these matters Joseph Smith wrote
further in a letter "To the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in Caldwell county, LMo.J, and all the Saints
scattered abroad," dated December 16th,
1t>3S, in Liberty Jail, Missouri, wrote in
the immediate times when, and in the
near vicinity where these events transpired,
and to a people, many of whom knew of
the things which he wrote, and says:
"We have learned also since we have been
prisoners that many false and pernicious things
which were calculated to lead tl-,e Saints far
astray and to go great injury have been taught
by Dr . .Avard as coming from the Presidency,
and we have reason to fear that many other designing and corrupt characters like unto himself, have been teaching many things which the
Presidency net;er knew of being taught in the
church by anybody untii after they were made
prisoners, which if they had known of, they
would have spurned them and their authors from
them, as they would the gates of hell. Thus we
find that there have been frauds and secret

abominations and evil works of darkness going ' circumstances, and being wit'J him triost of the
on, leading the minds of the weak and unwary
time, and being present at the times spoken of
into confusion and distraction, and palming it all
by .them; therefore we know that their testimony
the time upon the Presidency, while meantime
was false; and if he could have had a fair and
the Presidency were ignorant as well as innocent
impartial, and lawful examination before the
court, and could have been allowed the, privilege
of those things which were practicing in the
church in their name, and were attending to
of introducing his witnesses, he could have disproved everything that was against h~ut the
their own secular and family concerns, weighed
court suffered them to be intimidated, some of
down with sorrow, in debt, in poverty, iu hunger,
essaying to .be fed, yet finding themselves, rethem in the presence of the court, and they were
ceiving deeds of charity, but inadequate to their
driven also and hunted, and some of them driven
entirely out of the state.
substance, and because they received those
"And further, your petitioners allege that imdeeds they were envied and hated by those who
mediately after the prisoner was taken, his family
professed to be their friends.
«But notwithstanding we thus speak, 'UITe honor
was frightened and driven out oftheir house, and
the church wheri we speak of the church as a
that too by the witnesses on the patt of the state,
church, for their liberality, kindness, patience,
and plundered of their goods; that the prisoner
long suffering, and their continual kindness
.was robbed of a very fine horse, saddle and britowards us.
dle, and other property of considerable amount;
"And now, brethren, we say unto you, what
that they (the witnesses) in connection with the
more can we enumerate? Is not all manner of
mob, have finally succeeded, by vile threatening
evil of every description spoken of us falsely,
and foul abuse, iri driving the family out of the
yea, we say unto you, falsely? We have been
state with little or no means, and without a promisrepresented, and misunderstood, and belied,
tector, and their very subsistence depends upon
and the purity and integrity and uprightness of
the, liberty of the prisoner. And your petitioners
our hearts have not been known-and it is
allege that he is not guilty of any crime, whereby
through ignorance-yea, the very depth of igno~
he should be restrained of his liberty, from a perranee is the cause of it; and not only ignorance,
sonal knowledge, having been with him and bebut on the part of some gross wickedness and
ing personally acquainted with the whole of the
hypocrisy also, who, by a long face and sanctidifficulties between the "Mormons" and their·
monious prayers, and very pious sermons, had
persecutors; and that he has never acted at al:ly
power to lead the minds of the ignorant and untime only in his own defence, and that too on
wary, and thereby obtain such influence that
his own ground, property and possessions. That
when we approach their iniquities, the devil gainthe prisoner has never commanded any military
ed great advantage, would bring gr'eat trouble
company, nor held any- military authority,
and sorrow upon our heads; and in fine, we have
neither any other office, real or pretended b. the
waded through an ocean of tribulation and mean
state of Missouri, except that of a religious in·
abuse, practiced upon us by the ill bred and the
structor; that he never has borne arms in the
ignorant."-Mill. Star, vol. r6, pps, 627, 628.
military rank; and in ail such cases has acted as
In this connection we present the fol- a private character and as an individual.
••How then, your petitioners would ask, can it
lowing petition and affidavit in which is
set forth the fact, by the testimony of be possible that the prisoner has committed treaeleven competent witnesses, presented to son? The prisoner has had nothing to do in
Judge Tompkins, of the Supreme Court Davis county, only on his own business as an in·
for the state of Missouri, and hence a dividual.
"The testimony of Dr. Avard concerning a
matter of judicial record, that Joseph
Smith had nothing to do with organizing, council held at James Sloan's was false. Your
inspiring, or favoring "the Danites ;" but petitioners do solemnly declare that there was no
that, on the contrary, he opposed Dr. such council; that your petitioners were with
the prisoner, and there was no such vote or conAvard in that matter:
versation as Doctor Avard swore to. That Doc"Friday, [March] rsth [r839]. I made the
tor Avard also swore falsely concerning a con·
following petition:
stitution [that], as he said, was introduced among
"To the Honorable Judge Tompkins, or either
the Danites; that the prisoner had nothing to do
of the Judrres of the Sllpreme Court for the State
with burning in Davis county; that the prisoner
of Missouri:made public proclamation against such things;
"Your petitioners show that said Joseph Smith,
that the prisoner did oppose Doctor Avard and
junior, was, deprived~ of the privileges of being
George M. Hinkle against vile measures with
examined before the court as the law directs;
the mob, but was threatened by them if he did
that the witnesses on the part of the state were
not Jet them alone. That the prisoner did not
taken by force of arms, threatened with extermihave anything to do with what is called BogarJ's
nation or immediate death, and ~were brought
battle, for he knew nothing of it until it was over;
without subpcena or warrant, under the awful
that he was at home in the bosom of his own
and glaring anticipation of being exterminated
family during the time of that whole transacif they did not swear something against him to
tion.
please the mob, or his persecutors; and those
"And, in fine, your petitioners allege that he is
witnesses were compelled to swear at the muzzle
held in confinement without cause, and under an
of the gun, and that some of them have acknowunlawful and tyrannical oppression, and that his
ledged since, which your petitioners do testify,
health and constitution and life depends on be·
and are able to prove, that they did swear false,
ing liberated from his confinement.
and that they did it in order to save their lives.
"Your petitioners aver that they can disprove
·'And your petitionet's testify, that all the tesevery item of testimony that has any tendncy of
timony that had any tendency or bearing of
criminality against the prisoner; for they know
criminality against said Joseph Smith, junior, is
it themselves, and can bring many others also to
false. We are personally acquainted with the
prove the same.
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"Therefore your petitioners pray your honor to
grant to him the State's writ: of habeas corpus,
directed to the jailor of Clay county, Missouri,
commanding him forthwith to bring before you
the body of the prisoner, so that his case may be
heard before your honor, and the situation of the
prisoner be considered and adjusted according to
law and justice, as it shall be presented before
your honor. And as in ·duty bound, your petitioners will e:ver pray.
"And further, your petitioners testify tllat the
said Joseph Smith, junior, did make a public proclamation in Far West, in fa:vor of the militia of
the State of Missouri, and of its laws, and also of
the Constitution of the United States; that he
has e:ver been a warm friend to his country, and
did use all his influence for peace; that he is a
peaceable and quiet citizen, and is not worthy of
death, or stripes, bond, or imprisonment.
"The above mentioned speech was delivered
on the day before the surrender of Far West.
"ALANSON RIPLEY,
HEBER C. KIMBALL,
WILLIAM HUNTINGTON,
JOSEPH B. NOBLE,
JoSEPH SMITH, Junior.'
"State of Missouri, County of Clay, ss.
·•Sworn and subscribed to before me, this 15th
day of March, 1839·
"ABRAHAM SHAFER, J. P.
"We, the undersigned, being many ot us personally acquainted with the said Joseph Smith,
junior, and the circumstances connected with his
imprisonment, do concur in the petition and testimony of .the above named individuals, as most
of the transactions therein mentioned we know
from personal knowledge to be correctly set
for!h; and from information of others, believe
the remainder to be true.
"AMASA LYMAN,
H. G. SHERWOOD,
}AMES NEWBERRY,
CYRUS DANIELS,
ERASTUS SNoW,
ELIAS SMITH.
"The same day Caleb Baldwin, Lyman Wight,
Alexander McRae, and Hyrum Smith, my fellow
pris6ners, made each a similar petition.''-Mill.
Star, pp. 789 to 792.

As for the Fourth of July oration of
Sidney Rigdon, cited by the Baptist writer,
about all that can be justly said against it
is, that it was untimely. But it threatened
no one with harm except the "mob" who
was. actively menacing the Saints. We
will publish this oration at no distant day,
an,d will now merely say that Joseph
Smith neither inspired, encouraged, jus.tified !lOr defended it, but condemned its
terance as uti wise.
And when the Baptist man quotes and
cites ' 1 Ebenezer Robinson"'of the Return
as .a reliable witness that Joseph Smith
authorize<.l or. favored the Danite organization of Dr. Avard and was one of a
number who issued "a manifesto, .. contrary to the laws of God and the laws of
the Ian:d ordering peaceable citizen'> [meaning D. Whitmer,O. Cowdery, John Whitmet, etcl from their homes, and driving
them out o~ the country, and. compelling
them to flee for their lives," .we. offer in
refutation ofthat. stat~ment certain State
.documents no.w in 01.1-r hands in which it is

ut-

seen that this same Ebenezer Robinson,
associated with Dr. Avard and others issued the said "manifesto," for their names
are signed to it. But neither the name of
Joseph Smith nor Sidney Rigdon is.
Mark it; this "document" in which
the said "manifesto" is found, was published in Fayette, Missouri, 1841, and "by
orderofthe General Assemb1y." On pages
w3, w4, 105 and w6, of the said "docu"
ment" serious charges are made against
Oliver Cowdery, David vVhitmer, John
Whitmer, W. W. Phelps. and Lyman E.
Johnson, and closes with these words:

men of Missouri from 1830 till near the
time of his death. He was intimately
acquainted with the Latter Day Saints
from 1831 until they were driven trom the
state by the mob anJ the ~xterminating
order of Governor Boggs in 1838. Here
is what he gave to the 'Journal, and we
commend it to the Baptist writer and his
kind:

"I came to Missouri in I83o and located in
Lexington, where I lived until April, 1833, when
I removed to Liberty, Clay county. The Mormons came to Jackson county in I83o, and I
met Oliver Cowdery, John Whitmer and
"And to crown the whole, you have had the
Christian Whitmer, three of the elders in Inde·
audacity to threaten us that if we offered to dispendence, during the spring of r83r. Peter
turb you, you would get up a mob from Clay and
Whitmer was a tailor and I employed him to
Ray counties. For the insuit, if nothing else,
make me a suit of clothes."
and your threatening to shoot us if we offered to
"What kind of people were the Mormons?"
molest you, we will put you from the. county of
"They were northern people, who, on account
Caldweli; so help us God.
Signed:
of their declining to own slaves a1;1d their dentm"SAMPSON AvARD,
ciation of the system of slavery, were termed
"EBENEZER ROBINSON,"
'free
soilers.' The majority of them were intel·
A.nd others.
ligent, industrious and law abiding citizens, but
Judging from the foregoing testimony there were some ignorant, simple minded fanatone is led to conclude that the evidence of ics among them, whom that people said would
Ebenezer Robinson is not just the thing steal. Soon after they came to Jackson county
to be relied on when he writes against they established a newspaper at Independence,
Joseph Smith; and further, it seems he called the Mornitzg and Evening Star, edited, by
seeks to make Joseph Smith responsible for W. W. Phelps, in which they published their
the very acts that himself and Dr. Avard peculiar tenets and pretended revelations, in
and others committed, as shown by the which they set forth that they had been sent to
documentary evidence here given; and
Jackson county by divine Providence, and that
that now, when Joseph is dead and not
here to defend himself, this man with his they as a church were to possess the wh9le of
Return would make Joseph the scapegoat the county, which then embracep what is now
Jackson, Cass and Bates C()Unties. These .asto bear his sins.
Whoever counselled or did evil in those sumptions were evidently made: use of f~r the
times ar.e responsible, personally, therefor; purpose of exciting the jealousy of persons of
but the church, as such, is no more re- other religious denominations and the more igp.osponsible for it than were the early Chris- rant porti<;>nsof the community. This:o£ <:ourse
tians for Peter's attempt to kill the high caused hard feelings between the!Ji and the peopriest's servant when he cut off his ear with ple of the county, but I think the.r'eal objections
his sword. The church, as such, shoulo be to the Mormons were their denunciatibn: of
judged by its authorized· doctrines and slavery, and the objections slave holders had to
deeds, and not by the unauthorized sayings having so large a settlement of anti-slavery peoor doings of some or mal}.y of its members ple in their midst, and also to their acquiring
or ministers.
such a .large amount of land, which the~ .beIt is not to be wondered at that in those longed to the government,. and subject to pretimes when the embryo authors and abet- emption. From these and a'thet causes ~ very
tors. of the ''Border Ruffianism" that reign- bitter feeling was engendered bet\:yeeri the J\1ored .in Missouri and Kansas .from 1854 to mons and citizens, . which culminated in the
1865 had matters all their own way, that month of July, I833, when a public meeting was
some of the Saints, vexed, confused and ·held at the court house in ln!lependence, at
excited, should have done many things which it was resolved to tear down the Mormon
unwisely and wrongfully, and contrary
printing establishment, which ,res!>lve was immethe law of God,
diately carried out. The mob rtlso commi,~ted
When the Baptist writer states that "It nurne,rous other outrages, the most. brutal. of
was the doings of.the Danite organization which was the tarring and feath~ring of. Bistwp
which aroused the Missourian so£ that day Partridge. I can't positively statp .who were the
to drive the Mormons out of Missouri,'' leaders of the moh, but it Was P!lyticipated i.n by
he flatly contrljdicts the testimony ofhisa large number of the leading !citizens .of the
tory and that of the late Generals David
co1,mty. The Mormons made qut little if any
Atchison and A. W; Doniphan, also later
writers who have faithfully compiled facts resistance, but submitted to the,inevitable, .and
for the press, notably "Burr Joyce," spec~ agreed not to establish another paper,. and tpere
ial correspondent of tl:Je Globe-Democrat, was an app.arent tranquility exist;ing. until. about
of St~ Louis, in r887-:8. These writings the first o£ the following November, when, from
the Baptist man should .read. We imprudent conduct on b.oth sides, both Mormons
now give wl:!at General Doniphan said and Gentiles-as the citizens were then call~d
,to a Ka11sas City Journal . reporter in by the Mormons-seemed to arm, thems(!l:V(!S as
r88r. f\nd, mark it, General Doniphan if expecting a collision. The first .Clash of .a:rms
was one of the ablest~ n!)blest men of the took pla~e at Wilson's store <!n the Big
west; an intelligent, cultivated, fair dealing ab()ut four m.iles east.pf Westport,
attorney, ap.d orie of. the'foremost public third or f.ourth of November, which re>.ul!.t!tl

to
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several persons being killed upon
sides and
~everal others wounded.
"In a few days after this the citizens organized
and determined upon ejecting the Morrpons
from the county, whicb-- soon after was done.
During tHe ejectment a great many outrages
were perpetrated and the Mormons were com·
pelled to leave almost everything they possessed
behind them, and it was only by a hurried flight
that they saved their lives. As it was, quite a
number were killed upon both sides. The
majority of the Mormons, after beipg driven
from Jackson county, went to Clay county,
where they were received and provided for as
well as it was possible by the citizens. The
Mormons remained in Clay county until r836,
in an unorganized community, when it was
agreed between them and tlie citizens of Clay
and Ray counties that If they (the Mormoris)
would buy out a few inhabitants then inhabiting
what Is no;v Caldwell county, then a part of Ray
county, the balance of the land being public, they
could enter it at their leisure, and we would urge
the Legislature to create.,a county for them,
which was done at the session of the Legislature
of r836-7.
"l was a: member of the Legislature and drew
the bill organizing Caldwell county for the
Mormons exclusively, and the offices of the
county w.ere given to their people. The new
county filled up very rapidly, and they made
great progress in agricultural and other improvements. They continued to live prosperously and
tranquilly until the summer of r838, when Joseph
Smith came out from Ohio, and soon after they
commenced forming a settlement in Davis
county, wnich, under their agreement, they had
n'O right to do. This occasioned difficulties with
the citizens of Davis county, and in September,
1838, a large number of citizens of Davis and
adjoining counties, collected with arms in the
Mormon settlement calkd 'Adamondiahna,' in
Davis county. The Mormons also gathered at
the same point, and I, being at the same ,time
brigadier-general of the western division of Missouri, was sent out by Gov. Boggs with a regiment of Clay county tniiitia to prevent a collision, which, after being there one week, l was
able to do, and left them apparently harmonious,
the Mormons agreeing that they would return
to Caldwell county as soon as they could take
care,of their crops, etc.
"Abotit one month after this new Elifficulties
arose between the citizens and Mormons, from
what causes I never knew, which culminated in
tl;le Mormons burning and sacking the Gentile
towns of Millport and Gallatin, then very small
villages. A few days after this a battle took
place on the line between Caldwell and Ray
counties between the Mormons, under the command of Capt. Patten and citizens of Ray county,
under command of Capt. Bogard, in which two
Ray county citizens and several Mormons, including Capt. Patten, were killed. The place
where the battle occured is still known as 'Bo:
gard's Battle Ground.'
"Gen. Atchison, who was afterwards United
States Senator, was then major general of northwest Missouri, and ordered me to raise a reg:
iment of militia from Clay, Clinton and Platte
counties. I did so, and proceeded at once to the
battle ground, and the next day I received an
order from Gov. Boggs to take command of all
the forces and remain in Ray county until the

arrival
Clark with the state troops. Being satisfied that the Governor ,had over-estimated the number of Mormons, 1 went to Far
West, the county seat of Caldwell county, where
all the Mormon forces were assempled. I sent
for JudgeKing; of the circuit court; to come to
my camp, and at that juncture Gen. S. D. Lucas,
ofJackson county, arrived with a small number
of men sen tout by the Governor. I ,opened negotiations with the Mormons by going up to their
lines in person, and when Judge King came out I
consulted with him; and upon his advice the Mormons gave up their arms and turned over to me
such rnen as had violated the law of the land, and
those upon the other side who had done the same
were arrested upon warrants is~ued by Judge King.
It has been said that in the treaty I made with the
Mormons I stipulated that they must leave the
state, under penalty of annihilation if they re·
fused to do so. T.his is entirely untrue, as I made
no such stipulation. It is true, however, that in
an order to me and other officers, Governor
Boggs used the expression 'that the Mormons
leave the state or be exterminated,' whereas this
order was entirely illegal. I paid no attention to
it
In my report to Gov. Boggs I stated to him
that I had disregarded that part of his order, as
the age of extermination was over, and if I
attempted to remove them to some other state it
would cause additional trouble. The Mormons
commenced immediately after this to move to
Nauvoo, Illinois, and I know nothing further
about them.
While the Mormons resided in
Clay county, they were a peaceable, sober, indus.trious and law-abiding people, and during thelr
stay with us not one of them was ever accused
of a crime of any kind."-Herald for I88I p. 230.

In conclusion we add the following extract from a letter in the Globe-Democrat
of St. Louis, December 25th, 1887, written by "Burr Joyce," a non-Mormon, yet
a just and fair dealing writer; and this
joined with what bas gone before gives
the first, chief, and continued causes of the
persecutions, mobbings and driving;;; of
the Sa:nts in Missouri •. from 1832 to their
expulsion in 1.838 by order of Governor
Boggs:
"It may not be generally known, but it is nevertheless a fad, as can be shown, that the ill-.feeling
against the Mormons on the part of the Missourians was large! y due to religious prejudice.
At that date the religionists of the country were
very conservative. Indeed toward any new doctrine that radically controverted their own ideas
they were proscriptive and intolerant. Alexander Campbell and his followers, who were then
called "New Lights," were regarded by many
church members with about as much disfavor as
Joe Smith and the Mormom, and because Sidney
Rigdon had originally been Campbell's chief lieutenant in certain campaigns against the Baptists,
it .was charged and believed that 'Mormonism, is
but Campbellism gone to seed.' Many respectable
Protestant ministers regarded Mormonism and
Catholicism with equal abhorrence, and did not
hesitate to denounce from their pulpits the one
doctrine as Antichrist and the other as the 'Scarlet Woman of Babylon,' and both as abominations
in the sight of the Lord.
"WHY THE MORMONS WERE OBNOXIOUS.

'•Very many of the Mormon elders had formerly been ministers in various Protestant denomi-

nations, and were well
in the current
theology, and besides were experienced speakers, and skilled and accomplished debaters a;nd
controversialists.' Their favorite pastim~ was to
challenge to a debate the pioneer ministers of the
who, as a rule, were illiterate, and who
were athletic and powerful rather than argumentive and persuasive, and sought to accomplish by
~olume. of voice and violence of gesture what
ought to be attained by reason and logic. In ,
every. debate the pioneer prea<:hers were badly
worsted, so badly at times that they retired from
the contest, not with grace, but in great irritation
and exasperation and vqwi;1g revenge. They
then. went about the country claiming that Mormonism was of the devil, and that its advocates
ought not to be given a hearing.
"The, Mormon preachers, too, were successful
in making converts and proselytes among the pioneers, and this gave great offense. When a
member of a· Gentlle family became a 'Mormon·
ite' there was a row in the household. And
there was many a row so occasioned. Fathers
left their families, wives abandoned their husbands, sons and daughters ran away from their
parents, to become Mormons and follow the
fortunes of the new Prophet. ·Ofttimes, it is quite
probable, the Mormon emissaries used. unfair
means to effect their purposes, and some· of them,
like the Lothario, Parley P. Pratt, w.ere guilty of
actual crime in the division offami!ies and the
disturbance of households.
"Stories came to be told of the conduct and
faith of the Mormons calculated to increase the
ill· feeling against them. Some of their ~peakers
had declared from time to time that 'the eartli is
the Lord's' and that he had set apart certain
portions of it in Missouri for his •Saints,' and
that in time he would deliver over to them the
whole world. These declarations were .misquoted and distorted to the effect that the Mormons
claimed all of the country then, and regarded
the Gentile settlers only as so many intruders
and trespassers whom they meant to dispossess of
their property at the earliest opportunity, peaceably if they could, forcibly if necessary. Even
to this day the preposterous assertion is made
that the Mormons claimed a right to seize upon
all the property in the world as lawful spoil.
Another charge made against the Mormons had
more or less truth in it. As they had come
mostly from the free States, and as in all their
ranks not one ~f them owned a slave, it was alleged that they were Abolitionists, and at that
day in Missouri to stigmatize a man as an Abolitionist was to heap upon him the sum of opprobrious epithets."
"THE FIRST COLLISION.

"The first collision on the north side of the river
occurred in Daviess county. At the August
election, r838, a riot occurred at Gallatin, then a
hamlet of half a dozen log houses. There was
somethl'ng of a contest for Representative. One
of the candidates had contrived to catch the
Mormon vote, and his opponents saw that if he
received this, their man would be defeated.
Whereupon it was asserted that the Mormons
should not vote, and this inhibition and virtual
disfranchisement was subsequently extended to
•Mormon sympathizers.' At that day (and un' til r863) voting in .Missouri was the viva voce
method. The voters formed in line and approach·
ed the polls by turns and announced their prefer•
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RALD.
ences •by word of mouth.' On this occasion
Gallatin was a poll[ng-place.
The Mormons
came in ~orce and the Gentiles were present in
considerable strength. It was plain that there
would be trouble ·before the day was over. By
and by it came. A Gentile said:
"•No d-d Mormon ought to be allowed to
vote.'
"A Mormon responded:
"•No man ought to be allowed to vote that
can't read and write.'
"Whereupon the Gentile, with a blow from
the butt end of a heavy wagon whip, knocked the
Mormon down. . .. "
"The Mormons now complained. Dispatching
messages to Gen D, R. Atchison, at Liberty, the
General of the militia district, and to Hon. Aus,
tin A. King, at Richmond, the Judge of the Court
for that judicial circuit, they invoked both civil
and military assistance and protection. Gen.
Atchison returned with the messengers to Daviess
county. He first visited the Mormons at Adamondi-Ahman, and then the Gentiles at Millport.
He found and reported the facts substantially as
they had been narrated-that the Gentile citizens of Daviess county, to the number of 250 or
300, were assembled in a hostile attitude and
threatening the. Mormons with 'utter extermination;' that many outrages had already been perpetrated; and that the Mormons had settled in
the county with the full asseut of the resident
citizens at the time, and had purchased and paid
for thousands of acres of lands on which they
pad established their homes."

taken before and examining court, held in Richmond, Ray county, for the purpose of inquiring
into the charges alleged against the people called
Mormons, growing out of the late difficulties bet we<'n that people and other citizens of this state.
«They consider the evidence adduced in the
examination there held in a great degree exjarte,
and 11ot of the character which should be desired
for the basis of a fair a11d candid i1zvestigation.
"Moreover, the papers, documents, etc., have
not been certified in such manner as to satisfy
the committee of their authenticity."-"Document," pages I and :2.

That such "eviden~::e" was ' 1in ?, large
exparte, and not of the character
which should be desired for the basis of a
fair and candid investigation," may be readily understood when it is borne in mind that
Governor Boggs i~sued his exterminating
order against the Saints two months before, and that the entire machinery of
government, civil and military, was in the
hands of the avowed enemies of the
Saints (with but a very few. honorable
exceptions), and that; as a consequence the
witnesses in the case were probably actuated through fear, favor, prejudice, or
other influences causing bias arid injustice.
It was almost entirely a one-sided investigation--"the joint.committee" said as much.
How could it be otherwise when the witnesses, mf!ny of them, had been driven
\Ve are ~J,ware that the chief persecutors from the state .by the exterminating order
have since those times claimed that the of Governor Boggs? How, then, could
"Danite organization" provoked much of such a trial be any other than a cruel, misthe persecutions which the Mormons suf- erable farce, .a travesty on justice and a disfered.· But that organization h:.d no ex- grace on jurisprudence?
Those wanting eyidence on the doctrine
istence whatever until long after the persecutions began, and the organization. of and conduct ofLatter Day Saints in those
which it was .a base, unauthorized and of- times should consider these facts ~nd not
ficiallycondemned perversion, was intend- accept the falsehoods of .Madam Rumor.
From the foregoing evidence (and we
ed solely · and only for mutual defense .
against mob violence, rapine and the like. have much more of a simihlrcharacter) .it
As to the e:vidence condemning the con- is clear and conclu~ive that the causes
duct of the Saints in Missouri in I838, com- which led to the persecutions of the Latter
piled and puolished by order of the Gen- Day Saints in Missouri were,r. Their peculiar sentiments in respect
eral Assembly of Misso11ri, which acted
upon "the joint resolution .of the House of to the religion of Jesus Christ.
z. Their anti-slavery se!)timentl';,and the
Represent~J,tives relative to the late. difficulties with . the Mormons" and adopted consequent fact that they would not own
by "the .joint sommittee. 0 n the Mormon slaves.
investigation" .composed of seven mem3, The fact that the most of the Saints
bers ofcthe House and three of the Senate, then were from the, eastern and. northern
the committee reported as follows:
states (including Canada) ..
4· The fact that they purcha~ed and
"In Senate, Tuesday, December r8th, r838.
"Mr. Turnet:, .from the joint committee on the sought to improve, in gathered set~lements,
large tracts of land.
Mormon .invest~gation, submitted the following
5· The fact that~ in obedienceto the lawsreport, preamble :jtnd resolutions:
of Missouri,. and to comply with .the ad-·
. "Thej.dint coni:tmittee to whom was referred so
vice and instruction of its governor and
much of the Governor's Message as relates to
other lea<.ling state. officers, the Saints
'the rec~nt:difficult!es between the people called
armed themselves •for self-defense.
lY,rormoqs, an.d a part of the people of this state,
6. The fact that the Saints faithfully
with instructions to inquire into the causes of
sought to exercise their guaranteed rights
slli!;l dis~u~bances, andthe conduct of the military
at the polls to vote without. dictation or
:operations in suppressing them, have taken ~the
hindrance, .. and . were violently. assaulted
;same under co~sidevation, and would. respecttherefor by a mob led on by me11 holding
f!llly submit the fpllowing report and resolucivil authority. These. w:ere the chief,
ti0ns:
dire~t, and active. c;auses which originated
.. l<They hlive tfiought it unwise . and fnjudlcious
the persecutiorrsan9 .V\Thich fin~lly resulted
u.n4er all the existing circumstances of this case in the. Saints bein,g expelled fr9m Mi~
, to
.· a report upon the paper~,documents, s.ouri by
exter~inati~g:.orderof.Gover.purporting to l;>e copies ot the, f!):yiden9e
l)or Bo~~s,
·
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NEWSPAPER YARNS.

IN the Elmira (N.Y.) 7 elegram of the
5th instant, also in the Albany (N. Y.)
Telegram of same date we find articles on
"Mormonism," written up by a person
signing himself "Rufus R. Wilson," and
dating his productions at Salt Lake City,
Utah, the 26th ult. Tosay these articles
are sensational is putting it very mildly,
for they are of the "blood and thunder''
style .and manifestly designed to "fire" the
hearts of politicians and their henchmen
in the east so as to procure legislation .in
Congress at an early time inimical to the
Utah Mormons and favorable to those
crowding them in political matters. And,
besides this, an important election is to
come. off in Salt Sake City next month,
and votes are needed to get the Mormons
down; and it is found essential, at the
.same time, that a general uproar be made
politically and the battle won hmid dqst
and smoke, clamor and tumult. One is
·reminded in this of general electi.ons where
the b~ains of candidates and their helpers
are racked with efforts to bemean their
opponents while they laud and glorify
their own party and its leaders, But., in
saying this we do not propose to take part
in the least in the strife going on in Utah
for political supremacy, but we have·
simply to say that this Telegram "blower:
and striker" has gone far beyond his depth
in attempting to give facts concerning Jo$eph Smith the Seer and the ch.urch over.
which he presided up to June 2.7.th, 1844.
He has. said little if anything 11ew. in. his
?rticles; but he has simply remodeled, reconstructed and re-bedaubed old yams,
which for old age and rottennt)ss should
have bee.n allowed to remain unstirred in
the filthy gehenna where they b:elong. .
We refer Mr. Wilson, and all; his kind,
if they would learn the moral instincts an;d
efforts of Joseph Smith, to the 1'n'orals set
forth in the book of Doctrine an'd Covenants which the latter gave to the public,
also to the morals of the Book. of Mormon, and to the striking improvement·.
given the Bible by the Inspired l'ransl;;ttion-all repre~enting the immediate work
of Joseph Smith, which he did by inspir;;ttion of God or by the impulses and inhe~
rent :torces of his own heart and brain, and
which in either case disproves the reckles~,
unfounded aspersions of. the 7 elegram
writer.
When this Telegram man asserts that .
th.e persecutions .of the Mormo~s in Mi~
souri resul.ted from their "horse: stealing,
~tore~robbing, counterfeiting and :the shed·
qing of innocent blood," he contrf!dicts the
plain testimony of .the leading Missputi
mo.bbers 'themselves, as published in their
own journals, for they admitted, in their .
preamble and resolutions therein; that the
peculiar religion and . the anti-slavery
sentim~nts of the . Mormon~ .were the
causes .that led .to their per!!ec!ltions in
Missouri from 1832 to 1838!
•.
.
That there was some retaliatio~ in 1838
by the Mormons ha.s never . . . denied
by them 1 nor has it been jus!ified;
only on tpe grounds of .then
their personal and Pt;>litical ·
·.· 4o',VP. ~X ~~bbers ·••
·
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most cruel, unprovoked and aggravating
manner.
In this issue will be found a reply to an
article in the American Baptist, in which
will be round irrefutable testimony, from
competent, intelligent and unprejudiced
sources as to who began the troubles between the l\!fissourians and the Mormons,
as to why they were begun, and when.
The statements of General Doniphan
and "Burr Joyce" are those of considerate,
well posted men, who speak from honest
convictions the things they have gathered
after thorough, careful, impartial inquiry
made in the very localities and among the
very people where those troubles occurred.
No one in Missouri was better prepared
to state the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, in regard to the
persecutions of the Jlviormons and the
troubles of the latter with the Missourians
from 1832 to 1838-9 than General A.
\V. Doniphan, for he was a leading lawyer, a legislator, a military officer,
and a prominent public man otherwise,
during those times, and was brought
into immediate contact with those troubles,
aud therefore had thorough personal
knowledge of the matters of which he
speaks.
Turn and read his testimony,
also that of "Burr Joyce."
In a former number of the Elmira
Telegram, Mr. Wilson asserts that the
"endowment" had in Nauvoo and Utah
originated with Joseph Smith in Kirtland,
Ohio.
Those acquainted with the facts in the
case, know the statement is quite untrue.
There is no more likeness between the
two than between a Methodist "love feast"
and a working session of Free Mllsons.
There was no endowment (?) given in
Nauvoo till the winter of r 845-6, if we
are to believe the testimony of leading
members of the church who lived in Nauvoo outside of those who went to Utah
and became Brighamites; and one of the
reasons for it lies in the fact that the temple was not prepared for it till in December, r8q.s, or later.
That had in the temple at Kirtland was
"an endowment wi!11 power from on
high" (D. C., ;)8: 7; 43: 4; 92: 2j 102: 3,
5, w; also il/lill. Star, vol. 15, pp. 369,
593), and a similar one was promised
when the S1ints completed the temple at
Nauvoo, zf they were faithful and u•orthy
(D. C. I07 I0-14; 7imes and Seasons
vol. 5, pn. 596, 668, 696; vol. 6, pp. 987
and 1018).
The ''~ndowment w1th power from on
hig-h" in the temple at Kirtland, in the
winter of 1835-6, consisted in careful preparation by personal cleansing of heart
and spirit and body and garments on the
part of those who sought it, and then,
with heads anointed with perfumed oil,
the candidates waited with earnest, faithful songs and prayers, and testimonies, until the Lord manifested "from on high"
the Holy Spirit in extraordinary power
and gifts thereof, giving also many other
marvelous manifestations of divine favor.
But at Nauvoo in r845-6, and in Utah
since then, the "endowments" were and
are of an entirely different character, being

THE SAIN
had in secret, and consisting in washings,
anointings, oaths, grips, signs, passwords,
scenic displays, and peculiarly marked
an oath to avenge the blood of
and Hyrum Smith, etc. All these facts
contradistinguish the two endowments and
prove them to be iueconcilahly different
in their origin, administration, purposes
and results.
We need not follow the Telegram man
further. There is no telling what men
may say against the work and people of
God. Every branch and division of the
protestant church has been calumniated in
its time; every attempt to reform and advance the race has been misreported and
slandered, and even Jesus, "who knew no
sin," was belied, and hated and denounced
by priests and politicians, and finally crucified. Like events occur even in these
times.
DATE OF THE RISE OF THE BAPTIST
CHURCH.

Ques.-Can you tell me what year the
Church was organize-d? They claim thai
the Baptist set it up.

Ans.-No, nor can any one else. If it
could have been fixed our
friends
would long since have
it far and
wide.
Rev. Heman Lincoln, D.
of Church Historv in Newton
ical Seminary, say-s of the idea of the
tist Church having been continued from
the d~:.ys of John the Baptist: "We can
attempt nothing more with our
data than to prove the existence of
principles from the apostolic
present time. To trace a line
churches
holding these principles, unmixed with
radical errors, no wise and cautious swdent
will undertake."
Dr. William Williams, of Greenville
Theological Seminary, says: "There can
be no doubt in the world that in our socalled histories of the Baptists, many sects
are claimed as Baptists which, if now reduced, would not be ackno'Nledged as
such by any church or association; e, g.,
the Novations, Donatists, and Paulicans.
. . . As history now stands it is impossible to trace any claim of Baptist Churches
from the days of the apostles till novv.
Those Baptists who are urging our claims
on the ground of an historical succession,
are only doing harm to us, with all intelligent and well read people,
Dr. R. J. W. Buckland, Professor of
Church History, in Rochester Theological Seminary says: "My historical investigations make it perfectly clear to
me that a continuous line of
Churches from the time of the
to the reformation period has never been
established."
The American Encyclopedia says:
"Some Baptists claim that
trace their church connection back to the
third century."
It is "claim" only. Dr. Buckland is not
willing to go furtl1er back than to w4
and finds a Baptist Church in the Petro.
brusians; and thinks that from that time on
tQ the Reformation it
Le

though the line may be a broken one, the
history being obscure.
Dr. Howard Osgood, Professor of
Church History in Crozier Theological
Sen:linary, says: "So far as I know hisdoes not tell with a clear voice of
Churches from A. D. 500-IOoo."
"Christian Record" of Augu.;>t
is responsible for the above sta~•
and were compiled for our HERBro. Columbus Scott, in an able
article written by him and published by
US January I 5th, 1877.
Rev. A. D. Gillette, A. M. PilFtor of
the Eleventh Baptist Church, Philadelphia, writing- for the History 0f Religious
Denominations of the United States, published by L Daniel Rupp, of Lancester,
Pennsylvania, gives I 20 as his earliest
in attemptinf-,· to claim the Waldenses as Baptists. The British Baptist confession of faith was adopted in r68g. This
was adopted by the Philadelphia Association in 1742.
Roger vViHiams as g-overnor of Rhode
Island, and Ezekiel Holliman as deputy
with ten others founded the first
Church on the Conti;1ent of America.
Roger "Williams V'las baptized
l<:zPkiel Hollirmn in
1639,
Holliman and ten
and year of the
Church in Amerthis may be said:
"'Williams had been ordained bv an
J~nglish Episcopal Church Bishop, a proI Jessed successor of the Apostles; none,
and certainly not of our Episcopal brethren will
his 'divine right' to adminter the ordinance."
1
In this easy
the right of sncces&ion
is established in
Baptist Church in
, America, its leading man an ordained man
under the hands of a Bishop of the Church
1 of Engla~d foun?ed
Henry the Eighth,
whose h1story 1s
known to every
reader.
'J\1 e admire the character of Roger
'Williams, but hardly like to give credence
to church succession in an unbroken line,
one branch of which runs through the
11R~S ;chusetts malcontent.
Dr. Buck, historian, says: "Although
there were several Baptists among- the
Alhigenses, Waldenses and the followers
of Wickliffe, it does not appear that they
were formed into any stability until the
time of Menno, about the year 1536.
About 1644 they began to make a con~iderable figure in England, and spread
themselves into several separate congreThey separated from the Indenendents about the year 1638, and set up
for tbemselve" under the pastoral care of
Mr. J el'se; and, having renounced their
former baptism, they sent over one of their
number to be immersed by one of the
Dutch Ana baptists, of Amsterdam, that he
might be qualified to baptize his friends
England after the same manner!'
No really well informed Baptist will
make the claim positive that the church of
his choice can trace unbroken succession
the Baptist. He may very propattempt to
identity of dogma
principle
his chun;:h and the

I
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of the opposition and the unchristian charElder R. B. Howlett, of London, On~
act<;r of that with which our people in that tario, wrote the roth instant in excellent,
place have to contend.
They persist in earnest spirit, expressing the desire which
standing for the right, however, and are he evidently feels, to live by every word
conscious of God's blessing in so doing."
wbich the Lord requires. The number of
HOW TO COMPOSE A SERMON.
The Saints at Bennett, Neb., have or- religious professors who thus do are too
DR. SALTER, at one time master of the ganized a Sunday School, and they desire few, and we are always glad to witness an
Charterhouse, gave the following amus- the prayers of the Saints that success may awakening to the necessity of so doing on
ing receipt: "Take some scraps out of the attend the effort, and that they be sustained the part of any, especially our own brethbest books you have; weigh them, and faithful in the Master's cause.
ren. Bro. Howlett states that he is going
sift them thorough! y; then divide them
Bro. W. Waterman, of Dallas, Texas, to pay his tithing, dating from 1882, the
into three parts, for dividing them into wrote the 6th inst., commending some arti- year in which he embraced the truth.
more is generally thought to crumble them cles lately published in the HERALD and When each member of the church obeys
too much. Work these well and handle ordering publieations sent to some whom all the commandments, temporal and spirithem neatly, but neither mince nor chop he evidently desires should learn of the tual, we shall not have long to wait for the
them. Season the whole with a due pro- truth.
redemption of Zioq. Then will the Lord
portion .of salt, put in nothing that is too
Bro. E. T. Dawson, of lone, California, cut his work short in righteousness. Let
hard or difficult to digest, but let all be wishes us to state that the birth notice of us see to it that we each do our part in
clear and candid; it should have some fire, his daughter, which appeared in the HER- these important matters.
for that will raise it and prevent it being . ALD of December 7th, should have given
heavy. You must garnish it with a few her name as Ivy, instead of "lrvy."
flowers, but not .so thick as to hide the
Master Oliver McDowell, of Excelsior,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
substance. Take care it is not overdone, Wisconsin, aged ten years, writes, desiring
~ttes.Would a confirmation be legal if the
for, as it is the last thing served up, if it is to bear testimony to the truth in which he
not inviting some of the company may not finds comfort and peace. He wasbaptized one confirming the candidate should omit the
words: "I confirm you a member of the Reoro
taste of it. In a hard frost or extreme by Elder M. T. Short.
ganized Church of Latter Day Saints"?
cold weather, it should be done in twenty
Ans.-Yes. The omission of the words referminutes; in more temperate weather it - Bro. John C. Foss, that cheery laborer,
may take a half an: hour. If it is done in amid the snows of Maine, wrote from red to would not necessarily render the confirm a,
Machias, January 6th, that he was still in tion void.
a quarter of an hour it is fit for a king."
the harvest field.
He .had baptized Sr.
~.-If a member joins another church, does
Abbie E., wife of Bro. A. D. Mattaball, that cut them off, or is it necessary to call .an
JuDGE William Darrah Kelley, known in and it was confidently expected that others Elders' court?
political circles as "The Father of the would obey there. Bro. Foss was to hold
A.-The act of joining another body is evi~.
House" of the House of Representatives, a series of services at Cutler, .a new field. dence of apostasy only, and does not "cut" the
.
a leader of merit and a lawyer of celebrity, Good speed, brother, good speed..
Bro.] ames Moler, sturdy defender of the person off. If it is desired to deal with them, it
died at Washington, January 9th, nearly.
' should be by court. Our opinion is that in the
seventy-six years of age, The Times in faith, writes from Roman, V a., that the majority of cases it is better to let them alone,
work
was
in
fair
condition
in
the
valley.
its notice of his death states:
He had baptized one at Roman, .and three treating them with kindness, rather than with
"During his twenty-four years in congress
in Charles City county, south-.east.of Rich- severity.
Judge'Kelley was one of the hardest workers
~.,-,Is it lawful for the Elder or priest in admond. He reports .that there is nof much
that body. He used to work late into the night,
desire for preaching arnong the "natives," . ministering the sacrament to call upon the teachin busy times putting in eighteen and sometimes
those baptized being northern people. Bro. er or .deacon to pass the emblem~ to the cqm'ninet.een hours out of the twenty-four. He had
i
Moler would go to West Virginia the 8th municants?·
an immense correspondence, and his position in
A.~If there is no priest present, ;the teacher,
to open up the work there.
regard to the tariff'gave himh;mumerable callers.
The storm of wind, sleet and snow, or deacon may assist the elder, or priest; not in
"In his manners Judge Kelley was plain, pleas·
which pelted Lamoni, Sunday, January the blessing the emblems, but .in the passing
ant, and open. There was nothing of the aristo,
12th, reached St.. Louis, Missouri, in the them. However should there be objections to
crat about him, and people \vho had business
form of a cyclone; which caused some such ac.tion among the members, the elder or
were always well received. He was a good condamage to the SO~Jth-western part of the priest blessing the emblems should pass themversationalist o:utside of his hobby, and the statecity; three persons were killed and several troub,leis unseemly.
·
ment is not true that he could talk nothing but injured.
~.-Was it the practice in the church in the
prote<:t!on."
"Resolved: Thatthe practice of citing apostles' day for the sacrament to be sent to the
This is the record of an honorable man members to trial, on their church member- homes of absent members?
ship, through tbe HERALD be discontinuof the world.
A.-There is that which indicates that such a
ed."-October 8th, 1876.
pactice obtained; especially to those of the flock
By letter from Bro. James W. Gillen to that happened to be sick, or infirm. It has been
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Bro; I. N. Roberts, dated St. Louis, Mis- a practice of the church in later times and is a
"HoNESTY and intelligence ~om bined ate souri, January 12th, we learn .that Bro. beautiful cu.stom. "Breaking bread. from house
Satan's deadliest foes; separated they may Gillen would start for the sou.th at an early to house, in singleness of heart," prpbably refers
be used as his most powerful allies,'' is the date, possibly bv the 14th.
,
to this custom.
terse and significant expression of a brothBro. H. J. Lush, of Chase, Kansas,
~-In Section 42, Paragraphxz, where it says:
er in a late communicatio.n to the HERALD, wrote the 9th instant, earnestly expressing "Whosoever
among. you are sick a,nd have. not
Comment is scarcely . necessary, but we i:he ·wish that an elder would come and
mayremarkthat honesty :without intelli- enter into the acceptable labors begun faith to be healed, but believe," qoes it mean
gence has often led men to become zealots there by Bto. A. H. Parsons, who some Saints who are in an unconcious pondition, or
and bigot!Jn advocating wrong and resist~ time ago created' quite an interest iil that those Saints who are not and have n:ot the gift to
ing right. . We must not only be devoted, vicinity. Bro. Lush and family try to be healed; or does it mean both conditions?
A.,-It refers to those who by r.eason of organbut intelligent! y devoted. We shall then stand for the truth, and will.take. pleasure
be able to buiJd...:...not withhay, wood and in caring for any of the brethren who will ization, or experience have not faith sufficient in
the administration of .laying on hands to be healstubble-but with gold, silver and preci- nreach the word .there.
ous stones; and out work will then stand " Sr. Ida Bennett, of Medina City, Texas, ed; but who otherwise give full faHh and credit
the fiery ordeal ''which shall try. every wrote the 5th inst~nt expressing j.oy in the to the church and its 1octrines. It does not .re.'
man's. W.()rk,.of.what sort it is."
light and know; ledge. which obedience to fer to unconscious persons; .they neitl:;ter believe,
.
.· Bro.J. T. F<;>rd, of Sweet Home, Mis- the truth ha.ve brought to her. She .. ex· nor disbelieve when unconscious.
r>ouri1 wrote. the 7th inst. giving an ac<;o~nt
Q-~~leM~C
explain
Timo:>thy
5:
to '"'"!';.",."'"'
apostolic age, but he will hardly do more
than this, with any possible show of success.
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A._:Pau1. was writing to Timothy respecting
the .number who should be chargeable \O the
charity fund of t):)e church; and the qualifications
named are referred to in order that the idle, or
vicious· should pot be fed and cared for at the
public expense, Those described in these two
verses were to be classed as the worthy needy;
·others might be, but it would depend upon ittqi·
ry to discover.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. J. J. CoRNISH wrote the 7th inst.
from Brinton,.Michigan:
"I put in seven or eight sermons here with
good liberty. It is a new opening and good was
done."

Sr. A. Walmsley, of Dayton, Nevada,
wrote. the 7th inst. as follows:
"Please state in the Herald, if any of the Saints
are too poor to subscribe for Herald and Hope, I
will send them mine after, reading, if they will
forward me name and address."
· '

In a later letter from St. Louis, Missouri, Bro. J. W. Gi.llen thus writes:

"lam well and intend to leave for the Sputh
sometime next week, if my health continues as
nov:/.''

Mr. M. F. Smith, of Buffalo Gap,
South Dakota, wrote tbe 4th inst. as follows.:
"My wife died last June. I .found in things of
her's a package,\ containing between one and two
dollars, marked "tithing," she being a member of
your church. I etlclose five dollars to renew my
Her,ald subscription and pay that tithing."

AT the Annual Celebration of "Jackson
Day,'' January 8th, in commemoration of
the b~ttle of New Orleans, and the victory
of the Amer.lcan Army, commanded by
General Andrew Jackson, over the army
of Great Britain, commanded by General
Packenham, won January 8th, 18rz, held
this year in Chicago, Illinois, General
John F. Wheeless, of Nashville, Tennessee, speaking in behalf of his state said,
among other excellent things, the following; which we commend to the readers of
the HERALD most cordially. It is taken
from the Chicago 7 imes' report of the
meeting:
"In all this we will stand shoulder to shoulder'
with you now with the same unflinching devotion with which we stood in front of you when
the issues which involved us in war were being
settled. Do not misunderstand us; this is not
because our convictions have changed as to what
our duty was under the circumstances as they
then existed, but because im appeal having been
made to the sword and a decision rendered
against us, we have in good faith accepted the decree as final and irrevocable. And more than
this, we are satisfied with the result, for we realize that we should be one people; and, more
than this, we can be greater without slavery than
with it, and I rejoice to say to you to-night that
the blow which felled slavery developed in
southern manhood an energy and power that has
made the southern people the peers of any sections orcountry in achieving its victories of peace
through the development of industrial pursuits.
We are as much in earnest now in securing the
·victories of peace as we were aforetime in securing the victories of war, and where a few years
ago armies marched and fought and desolated
the country, armies of laborers are now building

up the agricultural, manufacturing, and other I
Jnterests of the vast territory, from the mountains of Virginia to the orange groves of Florida;, 1
.from· the Carolinas on the east, where the ceaseless roar of the Atlantic is ever heard, to the far
off west, where the majestic tide of the Rio
Grande sweeps on to the gulf . . And the air is
filled with the musiC of thousands of industries
- the roaring furnace,. the ringing forge, the
clattering looms, and the whirling spindles proclaim the industrial. progress of the new south.
As the resuits of these mighty influences cities
are springing into existence with a magic that
not only astonishes our own people, but the
world, with the immensity of the possibilities
that lie within their reach. Such. is the south
of to.day. Study the picture and tell me is
there any one so wanting in intelligent percep·
tion as to doubt our sincerity when we say we
prefer the new south to the old south?
Under the influence of, restored and increasing
confidence th<:! sections have been steadily approaching nearer and nearer, until now, under
the inspiration of the patriotic influence which
has led them to do honor to the memory of Andrew Jackson, theyhave come together, atld now,
in God's name, let us clasp them! And bound
together in the bonds of mutual respect and confidence, and with shields interlocked and inscrib·
.ed with the legend, "The Federal Union-It
3
must and shall be preserved," we will go forward
to the accomplishment of the great destiny that
awaits our country."

HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

I Jan. roth, Amount received to date.... $2,344 77

EDITED BY SIST.ER "FRANCBS.''

PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.
Sr. S. R. Shirley,. Utica, Nebraska, requests
your faith and prayers in her behalf, that if itis
God's will she may be healed, but, if not his will
to heal her, that she may be sufficiently helped so
that she will not have to take any more medicine.
Sr. Mary L. Cameron, of Onawa, Iowa, desires
your faith and prayers that God may heal her if it
be his will, and if not that he may hand her down
to her grave in peace. She is afflicted with consumption and there are no Saints near her. She
asks you to pray that God will comfort her and
forgive all her sins and help her to rejoice in
him.
Bro. Columbus Scott, writing from Fremont,
Indiana, Eays: ''I have been afflicted for some
time, and my only hope of recovery is through
the blessing of God. It has been indicated that
I should receive 'health and cure,' and therefore
I have hope. I desire to be healed for the sake
of the cause of Christ and because of my little
family, and I ask an Interest in your faith and
prayers."
May God bless you to exercise faith, as the
heart of one, in behalf of God's servant, whose
faithful labors are known unto many of us. Because the harvest is great and the laborers few
plead with the Lord in his behalf.
Sr. Sarah A. Matthews, of Santa Ana, California, has been greatly afflicted for two years and
four months, and desires the prayers of the
Prayer l)nion that her lwalth may be restored.

Sr. M, Thomas, Oreg..... r
Sr. J. W. Chatburn, Ia .. . i
Sr. Eliza Green, Ia..... • .
Sr. M. A. Sparks, Ia ..•.. r
Sr. J. McDiffitt, Ia ...•... I
A Sister, Ia.............
A Sister, I a. . • . . • • . . . • . .
Sr. Lucy Boswell, Ia....
Sr .. M. Pruyn, Ia..... ...
Bro. M. Pruyn, Ia.......
Brethren, Ia •...•......
Sr. L. Ward, Mich.......
Sr. E. Brannon, Colo ..•. I
Bro. G. Wallet, Eng ..... 2
Sr. ;Rose, Ill.... . . . . . . . .
Sr. Herbert, Ill..........
St. A Cochran, Mo ..... ·4
Sr. E. Elston, Neb ....... r
Sr. L. Emery, Neb......
Sr. M. Emery, Neb......
Sr. M. A. Farley, Wash .. r
Sr; L. T. Cook, Md ..... ,
Sr. A. Sutherland, Mo ... I
Sr. J. L. Jones, Ill.......
Sr. T. Sorrenson, Neb ... I
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. Sophia Wight, Medina City, Texas, writes:
"I feel like saying that the Lord has blessed me
many times, and I feel that he has used me as an
instrument in his hands for doing some good In
answer to prayers. Thanks be to his holy name.
My desire is onward and upward. I find we can
reach some by the Autwmz Leaves who we can
not by the Herald or in fact by any other me!lns.
My desire is for the triumph of truth!'
Sr. Mary Green, of Appledore, Ontario,
sending in a list of subscribers for Autum Leaves,
requests tracts and pamphlets to be sent in payment of her commission. This is pure self-sacri·
ficing love which cheers the heart to contemplate and points to the final triumph of a cause
noble enough to inspire it. This is a repetition
of the widow's mite. May the Lord inspire each
one of us to a renewed zeal in his cause.
Sr. M. Greek, Bellevue, Idaho, writes: "I have
long enjoyed the Sister's Column and ha:ve been
aided and stretlgthened by it. I find there are
many hearts which knaw life's troubles as well
as my own. I long to meet with the Saints, but
almost despair of greeting them in this world.
The column will always be a staff for many a
weary, fainting heart to lean upon-many who
perhaps never respond, only in spirit. If there
is among your readers a woman who is in need
of a home, I would be glad to share mine with
her, if she would be to me a good Christian companion. If any wish to do so, they can corre·
spond with me for particulars. If we have little
and divide, it is better than a great deal undi·
vided."
Sr. Frances Trumbull, of Lookout, Colorado,
writes: "There are nine members hete at this
time and we have been having good meetings
here, but on account of bad weather have not had
any lately. I :;.m not very well at this time and
would like the prayers of the Union. I wish
very much some good elder would come here."
Sr. Nancy Davis, Silver Hill, Arkansas, writes:
"I am a poor blind woman, but if. I hold out
faithful, I know Jesus Christ will save me and I
Bhall have part in the first resurrection. I ask
;rour prayers that I may be numbered with the
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store-house has ever since been full. I know
five wise virgins. Bro. Erwin is with us as often
well that when we have the money in our hands,
as he can be, and Bro. I. N. Roberts has been
there is a selfish temptation to use it for our own
here. Come again, Bro. Roberts."
gratification, but if we ever obtain a celestial
Sr. Julia Sutton, of Munger, Michigan, writes:
crown we must overcome this as well as all other
-"I was 1:>aptized September 15th, r889, by Bro.
E. Delong, and ever since have been made toretemptations. The last time we paid tithing the
tempter whispered, 'You had better keep that
joice in the glorious gospel of Christ. I was a
Methodist for fourteen years, but all that time I
money, for it is the last dollar in the house;' but
was not satisfied; it seemed there was something better counsel prevailed, and we have lacked
nothing. The picture presented of the trials and
lacking. I could never get the joy and peace I
felt a child ot God should have, but since I emcares of an elder's wife, though a sad one, is a
braced the gospel (for l know it to be the true
true one. God does not intend it so to be, and if
gospel) I feel satisfied. I feel I have done my
the Saints were only faithful in obeying the law
of tithing, it need not be. Surely the wife has to
Master's will by being baptized, and now my
sacrifice enough, in giving up her husband and
greatest desire is to live so the good Master will
the father of her.children, without having to sufbe pleased to bestow his Spirit upon me which
fer the privations which it is the duty of the
wi!l guide me into all truth and show me things
church to see that she does not suffer. I assure
to come."
'sr. Mary Knipschild, Norborne, Missouri; you that I would far rather have one tenth and
my husband with me to comfort and sustain me
writes: "As to my affliction my mind is settled
and help me in raising my family, than nine
to leave' it entirely in the .hands of God, and l
trust him with implicit faith. J am strengthened
tenths without him. May the kind Father above
in this determination by what I have been read·
bless us and help us to come nearer to fulfilling
his perfect law."
lng in Herald and Autzmm Leaves. Last spring
my son's' baby was very sick and grew worse
(We do not know that the matter could be set
.under the physician's care. He humbled him·
before the Saints in a much clearer light than
self before God and sent to Independence for the
this sister has put it in a very few words, and we
elders. Brn. Pitt and Page .came and administhink if those who find fault with the families of
tered to ti:le child. It was saved from death, but
our elders-in fact many times canvass their pri·
still disease lingered around it. I wrote to Indevate matters as though the elder and his family
pendence, and Bro. Pa,e;e laid the case before the
were but goods and chattels of the church-could
branch, asking their faith and prayers. In their
for a time put themselves in their place, they
meeting at about three o'clock Sunday afternoon,
would be willing to give up not only nine-tenths,
special prayer was made for the child, and just but the entire amount of their worldly possessions
at that. time the child roused out of the torpid
and taking the h~,jsband and father begin lif.e
anew. But let those who suffer rernember, as Sr..
condition in which it had been lying and looked
around with bright, ~nimated eyes. Immedia,teSullivan remarks, that "if we suffer with him we
shall also reign with him." The pl:asures of the
ly I said, "They are praying now for llil at Independence and the baby is healed." And so it world are like the book eaten by John. They may
was, and I learned afterwards that Bro. Luff askbe sweet to those who eat them now, but they
ed in his prayer that we might realize they were
will .be bitter enough. in that day of reckoning
praying for us. and bless us according to our
when it shall be "well for the righteous;"-'-ED.)
fa.ith. God he11rd and answered this prayer, and
Sr. Mary C. Ode, of Newark, Dak,, writes:
now when the child is admired because. of its
"Last June· we organized a Prayer Union with
health and strength, I recall the words of those
seven members, and havegained since\ Some
administering, •We pronounce the blessing of of us have to walk four miles to the place of
strength and· health upon you,' and my faith is
meeting, but our interest was sq strong we never
strengthened and confirmed and I am willing, as
felt tired. I love this work more arid more the
the Lord has instructed us, to bear the infirmity
longer I am engaged in it."
of my body which he does not see fit·. to re("Let him that will be greatest among you, be
move.'~
the servant of all." If we would only be wise
Sr. Ruby M. Thompson, of Sweet Home, Oreenough to follow this advice, Satan would be degon, writes:-"Itseems selfish to receive so much
prived of a great part ()f his work."-En.)
pleasure from. others and never contribute to
theirs. I want to let the sisters of the Home
DEL Rro, Tex., Dec. 13th.
Column know how much I appreciate and enjoy
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-Thinking
the work they are doing. May God bless and
some one might like to hear from one of the
strengthen them."
lonely ones, I will endeavor to pen a few lines,
Sr. Sarah M. ,Sullivan, Biddeford, Me., writes:
asking God to guide my thol,jghtsaright. I am
"Everyweek UIY ,soul is fed by the labors of the
alone. in the faith and. no Saints near to comfort
faithful. Let me say to the wives .of elders, they
or cheer in the hours of trouble, and to add more
are,nof the only ones who suffer priv.ations shecause of. this gospel, who suffer them gladly, if loneliness to my already lonely condition, our
the work of God canbe advanced thereby. Praise only daughter has married and left us~ We live
away out here where the gospel has nev~r been
tp his holy name! He suffered for us, and if we
preacned. It will.beeleven years next January
isuffer with him we shall also. reign with him!
since. we .moved here, and I have not. heard a
Then let each brother and sister take courage and
gospel sermon in a!l that time, except while on a
·Jay to with their might and do all they can, being
visit twice to see my brothers at Bandera.
comforted in Christ.";
I, was baptized in 186 5 or 1866 by Bro. Hugh
Sr. Robert Cleveland, Kansis City, Kan.,
Lytle. The first few years after this were .the
'~"rites: "Why isH that the Saints d() not pay
their tithing and thus try the Lord and prove happiest portions of my life. All W;J.S calm'.!lnd
God blessed me In yarious ways; in ~reams and
him? I can. truthfully say. that. we have tried
in visions beyond ·my expect~t!9ri~; but s!nc.e
.~lm artd prov~~. him tr\le in ever;r respect! for our
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then I have been sorely tried, and the end is not
yet. No one but those who have passed through
a like ordeal can realize what I have passed
through; but God has said he would have a tried
people, tried as though by fire, and blessed are
they who endure to the end, for the same shall
be saved.
My husband was baptized in 1878 by Bro, D.
H. Bays; but persecution soon came and he
stumbled and· fell. Then persec.utions came
thick and fast, seemingly more than I was able
to bear, and my faith became shaken, until I
almost desired to be taken from the earth. Only
for tny children I desired to remain, and oh, the
anguish of my soul! God only knows what I
have passed through; but knowing that God is a
rewarder of all those that diligently serve him
I went to God in secret prayer, firmly believing
that he would hear and answer my prayers. I
would rise from my bed in the dark hours of the
night and on my bended knees in te;J.rs pour out
my supplications to God, and he throug4 his
loving mercy spoke peace to my troubled soul;
and now I do not think there is any human be-.
ing on earth that could· again cause my faith to
·be shaken. I would say to all wh() doubt the
work of God, go to God in prayer, doubting
nothing, and he will surely hear and answer your
prayers, for, he has said "Ask and you shall re; ceive."
Can not some traveling elder come out here?
If one would come l think my husband could
be made to see differently from what he does.
Should one come, enquire for Willi~tm Ramsey.
We live one and'"~ half miles west of town, and
two hundred yards from the railroad. We. are
poor as. to this world's goods, but I would do all
in my power to make him comfortable as long
as he will stay. Our family is small, comprising
husband, one son and myself. I desire the pr~y:
ers of the Saints, that I may live sp as to meet
all the loved ones in the sweet bye a;nd bye.
Your sister in the faith,
MARTHA RAMSEY,
ST. THOMAS, Ontario, .Dec. ·3(\.
Dear Sisters of the Herald:-Just one year ago
the 25th of Novemb~r last I was buried .witl;l
Christ in baptism by Elder R. C. Evans; president
of the London, Canada district. Pen can not describe what I have enjoyed since I obeyed the
gospel. I know this work is of God, by his Spirit.
I praise God that I ever lived to hear 'the gospel
delivered to the Saints. I know it is the power
of God unto salvation; It is the great and longing .desire of my heart to live nea~ to Go.d.. I
love this latter day work .. Elder R:. C. Evan.s
was the .first one through whom the Spirit of
God carried the pure gospel to ,my !heart which
it now fills to overflowing with joy t)nspeakable,
I pray that God may ever givehimithe abidjng
Comforter to cheer and encourage hi$ heart whep,
. far away from his loved ones. He a;lso baptized
· my husband on the.z6th of Nove.iriber, tht;! day
followipg who was called and ordaln~>d to the
Aaronic priesthood the same day and in the.fol'
lowing February he was called and ordained to
the Melchisedec priesthood, since· w~ich: time he
has been the presiding elder of our branch,
·which, if I am correct numbers about seventy
souls. The ~arne mq.nth Elder Evans baptized
my yourig~st son thirteen years old~ and inJ~l'y
last )le b'a.Pti.lled my o!de~t daug-hter.. Pear sis;
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ters, i ask an interest in_ your prayers in her be~
half, as she is living where she does not have the
privilege of .hearing the gospel or meeting with
the saints. Pray that God will keep her true and
faithful in the glorious work and that her husband who is near the kingdom may soon have
the privilege of obeying the gospel. The sisters
of our branch have just organized a Prayer
-Union; only had one meeting yet, but of this I
will say no more at present, as there other sisters
in the branch more competent to write than I am
when we get fairly started. I believe it will be
a great blessing to all if we are only true and
fai'hful to God and the work.
I love the Herald we could not do without it.
It always brings encouragement and blessing to
our home and hearts, especially the Home Column. Though separated in body we all have
the ene great loving Father to go to. Though
we may never meet in the flesh let us pray for
each other and build each other up by our faith
and prayers. I love to pray for all God's people.
I am not without my trials and persecutions.
And though friends despise and turn their backs
on- me, what of that as long as it is for the sake
of Christ and his everlasting gospel. I thank
my Heavenly Father that none of these things
move me now. I pray God that I may so live
that I may always be ready to give a reason for
the hope that is within me.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. LoUISA STRANGE.

SAINTS~

HER

lation of the Bible, which reads as follows; "But
the children o.f the wicked one shall be cast out
into outer darkness, and there shall be weeping
and wailing and gnashing of teeth."
The IIth verse is easily understood when we
get get the correct version of the rzth.
Autumn Leaves is grand, and should be in the
home of every Saint, and the "Herald" is a
preacher in itself.
May God bless and prosper every honest, faithful worker for the cause, and our brethren, who
have left the comforts of home, and the society
of those near and dear, to go forth and disseminate the principles of the gospel of Christ, and
break the bread of life to those in darkness. Let
us pray that God may direct all their ways in acCOI'dance with His divine will.
The longer I. am in this work the more I love
it, and trust and pray that we may all gird on the
armor of righteousness with which to resist the
enemy and fight for Christ. As we are living in
the last dispensation let us improve every moment, so that we may not be idle servants in tht>
Lord's vineyard.
Last Christmas it was a long look ahead to
Christmas r889, wasn't it? But the year has
nearly run its course, and the blessed season of
Christ's birth is almost here. Bave we carried
the Christmas spirit through the twelve-month
that has passed so swiftly? Have we been nobler,
gentler, more patient, more self-denying, more
like the Master since His last birthday? If not,
let us in the sweet hush of Christmas Eve, while
the angels are still hovering over the earth, and
WARREN, Ohio, Dec. r8th.
the joyful carol is ready to break forth, at this hoDear Sisters :-As the sweet Christmas tide ly time let us ask forgiveness for leaving·undone
draws near, I feel a . desire to enter your midst
things that we ought to have done and for doing
again. I have enjoyed the letters for the past
that which we ought not to do. And looking inmonth more than usual, if possible. Your words
to the Master's face, thinking lovingly of the
of cheer are so encouraging and may help some
Babe ot Bethlehetll, resolve to live nearer the God
weary, toiling one more than you know. Aunt
we love and trust, that at the end of I89o, we may
Pamelia, you scattered ones have my sympathy - look back upon the year well spent and our work
and daily prayers; also for those who are made
well done. It will be worth trying for, sisters,
to mourn the loss of loved ones, who have laid
don't you think so? For so shall we help to
their armor by, and passed through the valley of
spread "peace on earth, good will toward men."
the shadow of death. Oh, that I could say someSo shall we have indeed on!!' and all "A Merry
thing to help you who are thus bereaved! But
Christmas."
SISTER ALICE.
it is only our Savior who can administer the oil
of consolation and whisper peace to the aching
heart. And what a comfort to go to our Father
"when the storms of life are raging," and to know
that "earth has no sorrow that heaven can not
DENVER, Colo., Jan. roth.
hea.l." And something else, I am sure, that
helps us to be reconci1ed to the death of dear
Editors Herald:- Without the least consultaones is that they are resting from all care and
tion, right, or license on my part, Mr. La Grippe
pain, and in the loving arms of Jesus found a
has entered and taken full control of my mortal
safe and sure retreat.
frame, laying it prostrate for the past four days,
Brn. W. J. Smith and L. Scott both from Gawith no immediate signs of vacating, though
lien, Michigan, passed three weeks with us, leavevery known evidence of his non-welcome, has
ing the rzth of this month. They made an
been resorted to and plainly asserted. Some of
opening in Warren, the county seat of Trumbull
the Saints are recovering from its grasp, others
county, preached there five times, and left the
are still prostrate, while others are free. May
people with a difrcrent view of Mormonism than
it pass by them. It is traveling with fearful
formerly. They seemed eager to get the tracts
rapidity through this city, claimed to be the
healthiest city in the world; poor system of
offered them, but perhaps more from curiosity
than an honest desire to learn more of the "mardrainage being attributed as a cause of present
sickness How gloomy and distressing is invellous work." Well, we can only sow the seed,
activitv I "Better to wear out than to rust out."
and leave the result with God.
One of our sisters here who was baptized three
Those Latter Day Saints -at, or coming to
Denver, are again reminded of Saints' service
months ago, has been confirmed, and rejoices in
the truth, and so the grand work moves on.
on Sunday at I I a. m., No. I 123, Evans street.
As Sr. Willis desired an explanation .of the I rth
We think it strange when by a gush of news we
learn of Latter Da.y Saints mingling "\ivHh some
and rzth verses of the eighth chapter of Matthew,
popular Orthodox society and fail to find the
I wiilrefer her to Joseph Smith's Inspired Trans-

Saints who are striving by a godly zeal to honor
and defend the cause, and wonder if the grandeur of orthodoxy is captivating them and squelching the effulgency of the primitive gospel that
once shone in their souls? Pray for the afflicted
and struggling Saints in Denver.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.
Dow CITY, Iowa, Jan. roth.
Saints' Herald:-It may not be intruding too
nmch on the time and patience of your readers if
I pen a few lines to inform them of the condition
of the cause so dear to us all in Northwestern
Iowa, and add a few thoughts concerning the
same.
I do not expect to see the time, on this side the
Millenium, whe_n its cond.ition can not be bettered; but I do hope <tnd labor for its continual
improvement. And I discover that one sure
means to secure this is by trying to improve myself, and if successful in this, I shall have the
satisfaction of knowing that one little stone in·
tended for the great building is being fitted for
its place, and my example may be contagious,
causing others to see the necessity of being fitted
for their places; and when each member can see
and feel the necessity of such improvement,
there will be likely to be a general improvement
in every stone now in preparation for a place in
that spiritual temple. This fact will brighten
and render more certain the hope that when the
Bridegroom comes, his bride wilL have "made
herself ready." May the necessity for being
ready dawn upon every mind and inspire every
heart to work to that end.
The Master has commanded his servants to
"watch" and in one sense I believe we obey the
command; but, unfortunately, not in the spirit
thereof.
We are apt to be careful in watching others, as
though we consider our brothers and sisters the
only proper subjects of our watchcare. It is well
to be mindful of their welfare, and even to kindly and lovingly point out discrepances that obtrude themselves upon our gaze, always choosing the proper time and place, that our corrections may be wisely made, and that our good .intentions towards them may not be frustrated
and they injured instead of benefitted. We must
not watch for iniquity in them, for we are assured that "He that watches for iniquity shall be
cut off." But the Master's injunction has reference expressly to our keeping a watch over ourselves; guard closely the avenues of the soul;
note vigilantly the hidden depths of the heart;
see if there is any root of bitterness germinating
there; any lurklng evil insiduously working to
gain the ascendency, corrupting our thoughts,
our desires, and darkening our minds; and if we
find such, uproot them at once, crush them out,
don't stop to parley with them, but by God's
grace exterminate them, or they will destroy us.
But how much easier I find it to give counsel
than to carry it out! "Surely man is nothing,
and less than nothing" in comparison to the
"mark o-f the prize of our high calling"-"the
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ!"
"The call to ''come up higher" is no new call.
It has been the watchword of the eternal through
the eternities, ringing lhrough all the concourses of celestial beings, and appealing to all
on this and everv
orb in the un!~
t
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verse. And higher we must ascend in the scale
of being, and that continually if we are to be coworkers with God and his Christ; and if· we are
to be fitted for their glorious presence and crown·
ed with their glory. This truth I feel more
deeply impressed upon my mind as the years
roll on; and more than ever, if possible, I see
and feel my own backwardness and consequent
deficiencies, and sometimes almost despair of
reaching that high and exalted condition. But
I realize that the Father "hath laid help upon one
that in mighty," and that help is for me and for
every other frail child of God, who believingly
and constantly seeks to obtain it.
But I am not telling the Herflld readers of the
condition of the V<·ork in this region, as I purpos. ed. It can be very greatly improved, and I believe it is improving. A goodly number of
souls have been baptized into the church during
the past year in this region, and this is the united
work, not of any one man in any one place, but
of different' earnest co-laborers; And while some
have, in the years past, grubbed up the roots of
error, others have broken up the soil, and again
others have faithfully sown the seed, while others
have as faithfully and carefully watered it. If
there is any real increase of the kingdom of God,
his divine hand hath given that, and he has carefully noted the work of every laborer, has seen
his anxiety, heard his prayers, and will faithfully
reward every man according to his work, Our
individual works must not be exalted above
measure, but we must be willing to give each
due honor for work. Every man's sufficiency is
of God.
There is not so ready a response to the "temporal Jaw"-the Jaw of tithing-as there shnuld
be. One cause given is '<that It is given to men
who are not worthy of it, men who love the\r
ease more than the work of God." ·Again, that
"too !Ilany elders are crowding into the branches,
while the fielcl outside is left untouched.'' If this
is the case, there is a remedy at hand. Labor
with these men a~d if no disposition forimprovementis visible, report them to the church au tho:
rities.and point out the offienders. Do not make
a general accusation, as though all were guilty.
If I am .the guilty one, make it.known. But we
should not withhold our aid from the cause because we .think it is misapplied. I am satisfied
that no one doubts the zeal and integrity nor the
financial ability of the Bishopric. It is our duty
to sustain them in t.helr duty by our faith and
pr~yers and means. Otherwise the church can
not grow, anJ when growth has. ceased it is a
proof that spiritual life has faded out, the tree
has be.come d.ead and is only fit for the burning
~nd we may soon expect the woodman's axe at
Its ro.ots. I do believe that an error is committed
when a laborer has been appointed to a certaip.
field,, and. presidents of btanches invite such laborers to go and d.o the wm;k in those branches
which tnt'! pt;esidents and !heir co-laborers should
do. It Is idlf'! to say they can not c!o it. If they
have faith in God, and realize that God has called thtim, they should be assured that .God w!ll
qualifythem.fqr.tl:lework; Local officers should
do the work in their locality, as far as. circumstai\ces wi:ll per1nit. If they .doubttheit calling
or God'swillip.gness to aid them let them take
the matter before the Lord and prayerfully and
belieyingly seek his. aid.
When,the local elders and priests do the.irJuty
the General 9<>nferliJJ!Ce apppinteen.ould fill the

missions given them to the world, and the Lord
would take care of his own, both at home and
abroad.
I am happy to state that in some parts of this
field there is good work done by local laborers.
But in all parts more might be done in places
convenient to them, and there not be any burden to the church. I am further glad to say that
I believe the majority are trying to keep alive in
the work, and are looking forward with firm
confidence to ultimate success. Personally, I
feel my weakness, and sometimes am almost
ready to halt; but receiving occasional manifesta·
tlons of divine approval by means of the Spirit's
aid, I am encouraged to labor on, hoping and
praying that I may endure to the end. I need
the prayers of the faithful everywhere •
In bonds of love to all, I remain yours,
CHARLES DERRY.

SAN BENITo, Cal., Dec. 31st.
Dear Herald:-At one of our prayer and testimony meetings in Watsonville the writer was
speaking of how the Spirit bore witness when
reading the remarks made by the editor at the
close of the article in a recent Herald, "Longing
To Go Back," when again the same Spirit bore
witness to the words, and in a greater degreesomething like a vision. There appeared to be
a bright, yet mellow light all about us, and it
moved on to the east, even to the land of Pales"
tine; and I felt the great attraction, as though
it would draw all towards it. And as it increased
in size and glory there, it gathered together here
(though it was of the same 9ody and not discon·
nected), and a shadow felL over the rest' of the
land. And liberty was given me to testify to the
words of the editor· as given by the Spirit "to
prepare for the time that was near at hand;" for
~re long God wo,uld make ch~ice of those, or
from among tho~e who .. were prepared to go
with the gospel to the land Jews; many were
called, but few would be chosen; and that all
Saints need to prepare for such an event when
the gospel would cease to spread, to abide 'the
days of darkness of the Gentile world; or, in
other words, ''when they had done all, to stand in
holy places."
After sitting down I tried to comprehend all
that sending the gospel to the Jews include.d.
And discerning a little by the light of the Spirit,
my heart went out in gratitude to God that he
had set wise and judicious men at the.head of the ,
church who· will not, of themselves, hasten the
time until the Lord speaks; for I felt that just in
proportion as the opening of the Jewish dispensation was hastened,'so also wasthe closing up of
the. Gentile dispensation. .And though it is an
event that- all the church are eagerly looking '
forward to, I had 'no· desire to hasten it; for we
know it will surely come. The.Lord will see to
it that his covenant people are, not• overlooked
when his time is finally come. And. until then,
let us thank God that there is yet time given to
preach the gospel to the Gentiles;
And now .these are my thoughts concerning
the light-which I understood .to be the light of
the gospe.l-as it spn'!ad and increased in the easter.n or J ewlsh world, and becaine smaller here in
tlie western or Gentile world, that the dispensa•,
tion of. the .Gentiles wo~ld be fully come In; and
as they would not any more recejve the gospel,
there wouldfl:>e nofu.rther, need for the Saint~ to
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remain scattered abroad in the world. And as
the Spirit of God is withdrawn from the hearts
of men they would become cruel and persecuting, and then the words of the Seer would be
fulfilled,-"All who will not take up his sword
against his neighbor must needs flee to Zion for ·
safety."
He:tetofore, when reading the news from Pa.les•
tine I was anxious for some of our faithful
elders to be sent there before the Jews accepted
other Christian faiths; but now I see the utter
folly of man undertaking to do the Lord's work
until he commands them. He has· already not·
ified his people to prepare for such an event.
And in this day of wonders may we not shortly
look for "the Lord to suddenly come to his Tern·
pie" (that is now finished and ready) to seal up
the Gentile dispensation and wash those who
have been faithful from the blood of this generation and give command to take the gospel to the
Jews.
E. B. B.
ONAWA, Iowa, Jan. 7t1:1.
Dear Bretkren attd Sisters :-In weakness I
would write a few lines to you. I am hardly
able, for I am so affiicted with conspmption, and
ague, and unless our Heavenly F<;~ther sees fit
through his power and loving kindness to he11l
me, I shall not last very much longer. I had a
great desire to live to see my husband and family
convinced of the truth-rejoicing, as does every
one who tries to do His will,
There is no branch nearer than twenty miles
from here, and but one sister that I know; soi
am deprived of a blessed privilege that I have re·
joiced in so many times and. wo~ld rejoice ~o
now, even through my great affiiction.
I have been caused to rejoice in God so many
times. for his mercies shown to my,self and family. Only two years ago my three girls wete
poisoned by eating calmed beef. They were
very sick; the neighbors gathered in and they
sent for two or three different doctors and th~y
said ii: was poison, and through 'excitement I
gave the two older ones. a few doses of medicine,
but it did not seem to do them any .good. As
soon as I :was alone with them I knelt by their
bed . and .asked God to heal them, .and I gave
theni no more medicine and they soon felt
better. The .youngest was three y17ars old. I
went to her and laid my hands on h~r little head
and prayed earnestly to God heal her then. He
did so immediately, f~r she slept sweetly. In a
little while a neighboring doctor camein
see
how they were, and he was so. surprised tq see.
her sleeping so nicely and so well. Somi after
he went she woke. up and called for bread a:nd
milk. She ate very heartily and tl:len went to
'play as if she had never been sick. ; How wl!ling
God is to bless his chil<Jren if the.)( trust in him, ·
even if they are alone. There was not a Saiilt
in the town .that I knew of, and m;r husband was
not at home at that time. God is ever willing to
bless us if we. are willing to do our part, and if .I
never have the privilege of bearing my ·testimony. through the .blessed pages ()f the Herd[cl
again, I will say that this is the tru~ work of G~d,
and one that wilf gain for. us a rew,ard in the celestial kingdom of God, if we hold out faithful to
the end
I ask you all to pray for me,
healec1 by His power an.d ..,.vuu•·'"o·•·
of niy tamily. l h.ave. Jwo
cniLu;rtm
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one girl twelve, one five and a sweet little girl of
nearly eight months old which I long to stay
witl~, and also my husband, until I see them
all ;within the. a~k of safety, rejoicing in the
true and everlasting gospel.
How many times I have felt the influence of
God's Holy Spirit so that my heart would almost
overflow with joy! I feel so thankf\ll that I
was ever led to embrace this gospel plan of salvation, for I know if I live faithful I will .receive
a reward that is laid up for the righteous. Dear
Saints, be faithful to every duty while you can.
I would to God I had lived a more devoted
Christian life in my family and among my
neighbors, but, I have in my weakness taught
the gospel to my family, and always stood ready
to defend it when I heard it ridiculed. Please
pray .for me, that if it is His will I may yet be
restored to health; but if not, pray that I may be
resigned to His holy will, and when my time
comes that I may pass away rejoicing in Rim in
my last moments. Is there an elder there that
will co'me here and preach? There are many
her-e that have never heard a Saints' sermon. I
\
believe good could be done here. If there is a tty
to come, let us know whe·1; then we will speak
for .the School-house. We will meet him and
keep him with .us and convey him to an:d from
the School-house.
Yours in Christ,
MARY L. CAMERON.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, Jan. 6th.
Dean Herald:-I wish a little space in your
column to inform .your readers that we in this
rart of God's vineyard are moving onward, and
some of those that have been slumbering have
waked up to a sense of their duty, and our meetings are well attended by the members, especially our prayer meetings, where the Saints are
greatly blessed by the Spirit of truth, which the
Father promises those that love him and keep
his comm~::ndnients, as Christ said to his disciple.s, "If ye love me keep my commandments,
and I will pray the Father and he will give you
another Comporter that he may abide with you
forever, even the Spirit of truth, which the world
can not receive." And again he said, "I will not
leave you comfortless; I will come unto you."
Dear readers, this promise was not made alone
to them that Jesus spoke to at that time, for
Christ said to the Father, "And for their sakes I
sanctify myself that they also might be sanctified
through the truth. Neither pray I for these alone,
but for them also which shall believe on me
through their words." Also when the people on
the day of Pentecost asked the apostles, "What
shall we do?" Peter said unto them, "Repent
and be baptized every one of you in the name of
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost; for the
promise is unto you, and to your children, and to
all that are afar off, even as mar.y as the Lord
our God shall call." Thanks be to God there are
hundreds and thousands of living witnesses today who can testify that this declaration is true,
that God is no respecter of persons, but that in
every nation he that worketh righteousness is
accepted with him.
Elder W. \V. Blair from Lamoni was with us
Sunday the 29th of December and delivered two
excellent sermons, which were very instructive
and edifying. The congre~ation wa,s not ver;t
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large on account of the sudden change of the
weather. Bro. Blair, com'e soon again.
·Our Sunday School is _in a thriving condition.
The officers and teachers of our school are doing
a noble work. I hope the time is not far off
when every member of the church in this branch
will come to our aid. Don't say you are too old
and that the school is of no benefit to you.
Fathers, the little boys want your counsel. Mothers in Israel, the little girls want your advice.
Co:me and take them, as it were by the hand, and
lead them in the path of truth and virtue.
In hope,
A. W. REESE.
WELLSVILLE, Kans., Jan. 9th.
Brother William:-! have been here quite a
number of years, and whenever the opportunity
has offered I have tried to set the light of the gospel before the people and disabuse their minds.
I have bought and distributed three dollars'
worth. of tracts, two dollars' worth of the Voice
of Warning, one dollar's worth of the Oliver
Cowdery letters. I do most assuredly believe by
the foregoing means I have done a great deal of
good in killing a large amount of prejudice.
Some here are quite favorable to the cause and
anxious to learn more. I am treated with the
best of respect by all, espeda!ly by the business
part of the community. I have been very exact
and prompt in my dealings with all of my neighbors and business men, so they can find nothing
against our moral character; that they may
know, too, that the Saints of God do not depend
upon faith alone for life and salvation, but faith
and works truly blended, that the hereafter is not
a mere myth, but a glorious reality. It is fortysix years last fall since I first knew anything of
the gospel of Jesus Christ. I have passed through
the dark and cloudy day of the church. During
those cloudy days it seemed that the power of
darkness had overcome; but now in my old age
my faith is stronger than it ever was before. I
am highly grateful to the Almighty that I am in
the glorious light of the gospel. I can see more
than ever the necessity of keeping the whole law
of the gospel, and come up to a higher order, for
it is written, They that hunger and thirst after
righteousness shall be filled with the Holy Ghost.
The Almighty has set his hand to prepare his
Bride for the coming of the Bridegroom, and it
is not very likely that the bridegroom will wed a
bride much inferior to himself. Therefore we
must purify ourselves as he, Christ, is pure, that
we may "be like him" when he comes.
When I read in the Herald of the spread of the
gospel, my soul rejoices, for I know the Son of
God can not come until the gospel is preached
in all the world, for it is not compatible with Deity to destroy l\ people without first giving them
due warning.
We live here away from any branch of the
church, without the privilege of meetings. If it
were not for the Herald and Autumn Leaves we
would be more lonesome. We would not be
without them for double what they cost. That
piece on the resurrection that went through five
numbers of the Herald was worth more to us than
the price of the Herald for a year.
Now, if any of our elders should come anywhere near here we V>Ould be glad to have them
come here ·and stay as long as they see fit. We
have plenty of horses and carriages, and would

not consider it as a duty only but a great privilege to take my team and take a brother where
we could find places to preach. I know of several where an elder can get a hearing. I have seen
and talked with the trustees of the Congregationalists, and all three of them were willing for any
of our elders to preach in their church. They
have a large, new church building here in Wellsville.
We live about forty miles east of Scranton. I
see in the Herald that brother Brand has been laboring about there, has held conferences there
and dedicated the Saints' church. Now, if brother Brand ·is anywhere about there yet and will
come here and preaC:h, when he wants to go back
I will pay his fare. Your brother,
LUCIEN

.B.

RICHMOND.

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Jan. 3d.
Herald:-- While time's unerring dial points
to A. D. r89o, I am not only reminded that the year
rS89 has passed into eternity, that there I will
have to meet its record, to rejoice in its good and
regret its errors; but I am conscious that the best
years ot my life, for active labor, are passing one
by one slowly but surely away. With this
thought comes a feeling of restless anxiety and
a dissatisfaction with my past labors, an earn.est
longing to be more useful in tne years yet remaining.
During the past year, so far as I was able, I
have made a more accurate record of my work
than ever before, an examination of which reveals the following: I have traveled in the ministry 2,466 miles, 899X! by rail, r,333X! bybuggy,
and 233 on foot, have preached 90 discourses, baptized 8, confirmed 12, administered to 76 persons,
blest r child and married 2 couples. This work
and travel has been done at a total expense of
$n8.r5, including travellng, clothing, literature,
stationery and incidentals. The work done seems
small compared with the distance traveled, but
this is somewhat relieved by the explanation that
this record includes all the miles traveled, whil·e
it does not incluoe the other acts of my co-laborer; and also the fact that we made it a point to·
visit isolated members living far remote from
each other and from branches.
It is quite possible that all who have a right to
inquire, are not and will not be satisfied with the
work I have done; and I freely admit that they
may be right. I am, however, conscious that I
have done always what at the time seemed best
in my fallible judgment. Some may know more
of what my duty consists than I; but I am thankful tor the assurance that I am only responsible
for -what I know, and for what I have had the
opportunity of learning. Financial embarrasment
has prevented me from visiting but a comparatively small portion of my charge; and the realization that the work has not been rapidly progressing has rendered me somewhat impatient;
yet I have been comforted in the promise "I will
hasten my work in its time." Shall I live to see
that time? Others who have labored as zealously and longed as earnestly for its dawning, have
passed away without beholding it. I trust if forbidden to see the joyful triumph of the work in
the flesh to see it and rejoice in it in the spirit.
I often think of the patience demanded of the
Master. Though for at least eighteen years he
was conscious that he "must be about his Father's
busine6s," yet_in the mountain fastne$s of Gal!!ee
Dea~:
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he might have been seen daily going to his man,
ual toil, helping, it is said,.for about twelve years,
to support his widowed mother, brothers and
sisters by the labor of his hands, while he waited
his Father's time.
Possibly some who have been admonished that
they must be about their Master's business have
thrown down the tools of daily work too soon, and
rushed to their special work before the time and
have consequently been sorely disappointed;
others have gone to the other extreme, and to
their shame and regret have let the golden opportunity pass, heeding not the Master's time. Who
of us kave patiently waited the Master's time, and
then promptly heeded the Master's call, leaning
neither to the one extreme nor to the other? Ah
I fear there are few, if any.
When we feel inclined to arraign our brethren
before the bar of our own judgment, it would be
well to heed the admonition given under. differ··
ent circumstances and regarding another subject:
"Let him that is without sin among you cast the
first stone." Then who would not go uncondemned? And where would the accuser of the
brethren be?
In addition to my other labor I have had. some
time for study and self-improvement, vvhich I
hope may render me more useful when oppor·
tunities are more abundant, and time~ more propitious. I have also once more subjected the
position occupied by us as a people to critical ex·"
ami nation with the result of. being more pro'
fouridly. convinced than ever before ofits truthfulness and final triumph.
Trustfully,
HEMAN C. SMITH.

it is the will of the Father to give you, ye shall be
respect to her great memory. She did more for
mankind than Adam and all of his male descendthe richest of ail people; :lor ye shall have the
ants.
riches of eternity; and it must be that the riches
""'7
of the earth are mine to give: but beware of
pride, lest ye become as the Nephites of old."
Truly, the riches of the eartp are the Lord's to
give; and would he withhold the.m from His
FUNERAL SERMON.
Saints now if they were in a condition to receive
[THE
sermon
below was pronounced in
such blessings? But He knows what is best, and
Sandwich, Illinois, of late, by Rev. G. H.
that it is by sacrifice and that only that Zion can
Robertson, editor of the Sandwich Gabe built up. For was not our Lord's life on earth
zette, on the funeral occasion of Miss Mae
one of sacrifice from beginning to end? We can
Ainsworth, a most estimable young lady
not hope to become one with him nor with each
of that city, and an only child of one of its
other unless we partake of that selfsame Spirit
best
families. The sermon abounds with
of His.
excellent doctrine and exalted sentiment,
The aim of every Saint ought to be to help
delivered with all the force and finish of
forward the church ih its labors for the bringing
oratory by one of the ablest pulpiteers of
forth of Zion, where, as in Enoch's Zion of old,
the times. It will well repay careful pethe people shall dwell together in righteousness,
rusal.-ED.]
being of one heart and one mind, and with no
The mystery of life is the most profound
poor among them, "prepared for the days to
and inscrutable in the range of humlm
come in the which the Son of Man shall come
thought. In its presence hu!I)an reason.is
down in heaven clothed in the brightness of his
compelled to confess its utter helplessness
glory to meet:the kingdom of G.od which is set
and vainly chafes against its own hard and
upon the earth." And can we consistently pray.
remorseless limitations. In its modes and
to the Father to hasten on those happy events, or
manifestations, in its triumphs and achieveexpect to be able to abide His coming or to share
ments, in its joys and sorrows, in its beHis glory then and in eternity, if we hee<;l not, ginnings a!).d its sad and certain ending,
the cries for help that are now coming to us' the human mind finds an ample field for
from His laborers in the harvest field? And
investigation, but life itself is a closed and
what reward can we expect to receive from the. impenetrable secret. Philosophy ventures
Master then if we prove by our indifference to. far and wide through the vast realms of
their cries now that we deem His laborers unhuman thought and feeling and comes
worthy of their hire.?
back laden with many precious treasures,
The Spirit of the Lord has declared that this
but when confronted with this problem,
is "a day of sacrifice unto His Sa'ints ;" therefore it stands helpless and silent ()r answers
let us one and all make it such. Let us .awaken
back in enigmas. Science is busy With its
from our slumber, shade off our lukewarmness. marvelous discoveries of the la'ws that govHill Farm, Ings,
ern the material world, with .its keen. eye
and commence this new year with a detefminaNear KENDAL, Eng., Dec. 27th.
gazing intently into nature's secrets,. but
Bro. :fosepk:-It is with sorrow that I read the tion to live henceforth .a life of sacrifice for the
between dead matter and theliving spirit
Lord's
great
work,
and
thus
bring
down
on
our
reports of some· of our elders showing our church
heads His promised blessings, Instead of right-, that thrills it into activity, there is a~ i!I,Ito be in such a poor condition financially. Surepassable chasm it can not cross,. The aneous
condemnation; for. the Lprd's work must
ly this ought not to be its sad condition i:f each
atomistreveals to us the wonderful mechango
on,
and
recent
eve!lts
f~rcing
this
church
one of us did our duty, not only in paying tithes,
ism oft he bum an body, its curious and c;otriprominently
before
the
notice
of
the
world
ought
but also 'in making other sacrifices for the Lord's
plicated machinery, unco,'ers the ne'rves
to encourage each one of us, and sh.ould inspire
work. Can we listen to and read over the mild
along which the will sends its imperious
us
with
new
hope
and
zeal
in
our
journey
on
to
rebukes administered by the Spirit of the Lord
mandates, but it fails .to catch and interrovictory.
at recent testimony meetings through Srs. Turner
gate
the invisible, intangible spirit that
I enclose an ·order for two doilars · and a
and France (and that these rebukes came
flashes like the swift lightning its comhal£,
a
small
sum,
no
doubt,
but
nevertheless
a
through members of the church and not through.
mands to which every member st;mds
sacrifice on my part in my present position; and
its elder6 or .officers seems to me all the more
obedient. The modern skeptic babbles of
I
trust
it
will
be
followed
by
numbers
of
other
beautiful and.shows forth the wisdom of God),
the intelligence of matter, the forces that
contributions, both larger and smaller in amount,
and allow them to pass by without bestirring
reside in it and of thought as the product
from many othets ofthe Saints.
ourselves and doing all in our p()wer to help the
of the vibration of the molecules of the
Wishing you and all the Saints a "Happy *orain, but is dismally silent when queschurch out of its present financial position? Did
New Year," and that this year may be one .of tioned ·of the living, reasor)ing energy
notthe.Spirit of the Lord, speaking through Sr.
g>eatblessing to the church, is the prayer of your
back of all that controls the vibrations.
Turner, at a late reunion say t.o us all:
brother in bonds.
GILBERT J. WALL.ER.
What is it within us that gives
the
"Your garments must be neat and plain,

to

For this is God's decree;
T.his is ·a day of sacrifice
Unto His Saints, you s.ee?"

A'Pd did .not the same Spirit declare through
Sr. Franceata recent testimony meeting at Lamoni, that we had not cherished ail the promises
in Goq's'wm'd, an.d hence He withheld the blessings He h<1s in store for His true and faithful
. Saints( Had we .cherished all the promises
given in His word, our elders would not have .to
plead for help, as they are obliged to do to-day,
to enable them to remain in their respective
fields o~ labm; a1,1d carry on the Lord's work; for
in the .Book of Doctrine and Covenants, (Sec. 38,
Par. 9); il,1. speaking to the church in its early days,
. our. Lord SiiJS :. "And if· ye seek the l:iches ~hicli

will its potency, to thoughtt its energy,
that.
lends wings to fancy anp fus~s loye
WHAT WORK HAS DONE FOR
with tenderness, that gives to passion its
TfiE HUMAN RACE.
fire and to hope i~s confidence? These are
San Francisco Atta: The human r.ace has been
questions a' Godless science carl not answer;
s.aved by having to work. It digged its way out
These bodies of ours are fearfully and
of its primeval pit by work. Whim jt dis.covered
its nakedness and had to be clothed it wm:ked for
wonderfullymade, marvelous constructions
it.s raiment; wheT\ it appreciated the responsibil- .of strings and keys .exceeding all theskill
ities of fath!'rhood to be the feeding and re;1ring
of the young it worked uni:ler the impulse of an of human contrivance, but what shall we
&ayof the minstrels within that through
affection that was refined .above the instincts of
the brute. The relatio.n of husband and wife· them make . .music to the ear of liste11ing
was made possible imd proper only by the willhumanity: Of the nexus, tht) connecting
imgness to work that it ';llight gatl:).er tp it the. link. between spirit and ma,Jter, of life,
necessaries of existence :and finally be adorned
neither scje[lCe llor philosophy, the titm()sf.
by the promptings of intellectual as well !IS physeffort of butlla:n reason in its loftiest !I)oods'
ical wants. If M}other Eve .is responsible for all
this weiift otiJ; hat to .her and pff..:r the sincerest: can teJl us anything.·· Be.twee'n .the ~loyv-
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ing fancies of a Homer, a Virgil, a Dante,
a Shakspeare and the dull folds and tissues
of the brain and its network of nerves,
there is no analogy, no resemblance, no
connection possible to· human thought.
Great as is the mystery of life, there is a
deeper, darker mystery in death. 0 see!
when its dread work is done what is left
us of the one we loved, perhaps better than
our own life. No gleam in the eyes that
once brightened at our coming, no flush
mounting to the cheek now so pale and
cold, no pleadings of love can make a response from the lips that are closed, the
thin, wan hand no more reached out to be
clasped in ours: Of.all we loved, of all
the warm affections that answered back to
ours, of the sweetness and the brightness
that were the joy of our life, the compan~
ionship that was the better part of our existence, there is left but the empty shadow,
a lump of lifeless clay which we must put
away out of our sight.
What a trans
formation by a single touch of that icy
hand: No wonder that all the generations of men have held death as an enemy,
crowned him as king and in their troubled
fancy clothed him with all conceivable
terrors. Nature instinctively shrinks from
death. It is not a mark of cowardice to
start back from his cold embrace. From
his grim lips there comes no reply to our
questioning. We ring our challenge down
into the grave but there comes no answer~
We send it out beyond the orbits of the
stars but no echo returns. There is about
death a gloom, a silence, a mystery which
ail men dread. Of all the terrors known
to mortals the most appalling and inscruta~
ble is the thought of ceasing to be, of going down into the darkness and silences
where memory and feeling and conscious~
ness are submerged forever. It is this
gloom, this myst~ry about death that
makes us pause. In the depth of this
mystery reason's light is dim, yet it may
inspire us with a trembling hope. Already
winter is close upon us and nature, disrobed
of her beautiful garments, seems to be
sleeping the slE"ep of death. Bare and
brown are the fields a little ago so green,
bare and brown are the trees as they stretch
their lim hs out in the chill air. The voices that made the world so glad are hushed
and soon nature wil~ wear hE"r cold, white
robe as for her bnrial. But in a few short
weeks the sun will have reached the limits of
its southern voyagings and when the Christmas days are here will have started on his
return. While we wait, the days will still
glide by on swift fe<.•t and spring will come
with its grand awakening. As the sun
approaches these northern climes he will
scatter flowers in his train and fill all the
air with sweet odors. The fields will robe
the"msel~es as for a bridal, the brooks unlocked from their imprisonment will start
singing on their way, the trees will wave
their green banners as for some high festival and the birds in full overture will chant
their morning and evening song. The
dull, unsightly root lying cold in the fr()zen
earth will feel the stirring impulses, will
start as at the sound of a trumpet from its
slumber, will reveal its beauty in the lily
and the rose. It will be nature's,resurrec-

tion. And shall we not hope that the
ways of nature are uniform in all realms?
Shall we nof believe that our loved ones
who sleep shall hear the voices caliing,
shall hear the trumpet sounding arid will
wake from their slumber in the dust?
After this winter when our hopes are witl:ered and the joy and beauty ·have gone
from, the earth, shall there not come a
spring? Is not this the law that pervades
the universe about us? Life, death and
out of death a higher form of life. Decay,
dissolution and reconstruction of some
nobler order.
There are voices wtthin us that in our
better hours are heard in earnest pleadings
for a life beyond. These yearnings of the
soul that are not answered here, these deep,
passionate longings after something ever
unattained, these aspirations that go soaring to the stars and come back unsatisfied,
this thirst that is not quenched, are not
they all the prophecy and the pledge of a
fuller, larger life beyond?
So we reason, yet our doubts remain and
we ask with passionate earnestness as did
the seer three thousand years ago, "If a
man die shall he live again?"
God's voice alone can silence the questionings of weary, desolate hearts whose
treasure has been taken. That voice we
hear as the notes of a greet anthem sounding from heaven in that glorious chapter
from which we have read. So also did
you hear it while this casket with the
precious re.mains of the wreck of fondest
earthly hopes was borne into the sanctuary
in the great words of Christ himselt, "l
am the resurrection and .the life."
Mark well the words of promise in this
blessed Book. The life, the spirit so gentle and sweet that thrilled this form now
so still, that filled it with grace and beauty,
that made it glow with animation, that
rendered it so lovely to your eyes and so
dear to your hearts, the mysterious something that has gone and left you but a
shadow, that soul shall be sacredly kept
and preserved. It has gone to wait your
coming, leaving this curious, delicate organism through which love and tenderness, truth and duty were manifested, behind, the object of your sacred care. But
think not that the land beyond is a realm
of shadows where souls are.flitting through
the thin air in invisible, ghostly forms,
where unclothed spirits hold mysterious
silent communion. This would not satisfy
your thought. It would be a mockery of
your hopes. This glorious Gospel contemplates something full, perfect, complete,
that will reach to the utmost limit of your
desire. Hear those ringing words of exaltation "But now is Christ risen from the
dead and _become the first fruits of them
that slept." The body in which Jesus appeared to the wondering women on that
Christmas morn was the s'ame body that
was laid in the tomb, the same body which
he wore on earth. It is the same body
which he wears in heaven. It is the same
body in which he will appear at his second
coming. "Ye men of Israel, why stand
ye gazing up into heaven?
This same
Jesus who is taken up from you into heaven
shall so come again in like manner as ye have

seen him go into heaven;" So too are we
assured that our "bodies shall be fashioned
like unto his own glorious body.." It will
not be in some new, strange guise that she
will appear who now sleeps in her funeral
robes. She will appear in a body like unto that we shall lay away in the tomb, yet
free from all weakness and decay, in a
body purified and glorified but in all essential features like the one in which Mae
was seen and known tmd loved on earth.
Mae Ainsworth was born in Sandwich,
December 14th, r867, and here, through
her life, has been her home.
She was
summoned to her rest on Sabbath, N ovember 17th, and at the time of her departure
was 2 I years, I I months and 3 days old.
She was the onlv child of Mr and Mrs. 0.
C. Ainsworth a.nd upon her they lavished
the full wealth of their affection. In every
way was she worthy of the love which
was her constant portion and in full measure was it always returned. She grew up
the companion and the school-mate of
many who are here to-day to mingle their
tears with these bereaved parents. Of her
gentleness, of the sweetness of her spirit,
of the beauty of her childhood as she passed up into womanhood they can speak
better than I. Those that knew her best
loved her most and there are few who had
friends so manv and so sincere. With a
home in which everything contributed to
her comfort and where every reasonable
want was gratified she was singularly free
from that pride and vanity which often
belong to those of her station and with
thoughtful care sought to regulate her
treatment of others by that golden rule
which would accord to them what we
would wish for ourselves. Her health
was not robust nor her constitution vigorous, yet she was of that cheerful, hopeful
spirit that rendered bright the atmosphere
about her. She was a dutiful daughter
and a faithful friend and her spirit was
guileless and pure, like the white robes in
which she desired to be arrayed for her
entombment. It was years ago, as I learn
from those who know, that she came under the power of religiou;; convictions that
gathered strength and influence under the
subduing, sanctifying power of the sickness
and suffering that were soon to follow.
It was not quite two years ago that she
was seized with an acute and dangerous
disease that rapidly wasted her strength.
As the months passed she rallied from its
effects but never fully recovered. Her
parents watched with painful anxiety the
weakness and decline. All was done that
love could suggest, that human skill could
devise. The cool air of the northern lakes,
the balmy breezes of the South, the healing virtues of famous springs, the bracing
atmosphere of high altitudes among the
mountains, fruits from the valleys, wild
game from the forests, tempting delicacies
of every sort were all tried, but an could
not arrest the progress of the fatal malady
that had fastened itself upon her. She
loved . life with its delicious enjoyment.
She loved her parents, her home, her
friends. She loved this bright, beautiful
world with its glowing sunlight, its fair
and familiar scenes, yet as she felt the
J
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fountains of her life wasting, bearing the
heavy oppression of constant weakness ·
and of frequent suffering she was marvelously patient' and uncomplaining. Those
who were privileged to see her during the
EASTERN lOW A.
last weeks of her illness have told us of
Conference convened at New Castle Schooltheir surprise when they ~aw how elastic 1 house, November 30th, Elder J. S. Roth presidand cheerful was her spirit. About five ing, J. \V. Sutton clerk. Branch reports: Daven9; r gained by baptism. Apostolic 47; 3
months ago she was taken to Colorado_ port
baptized, I removed by letter, I died. Jackson,
Springs and many of her friends felt as she referred to branch for correction. Butternut
left thet it would be their last vision of her Grove 30; r removed by letter. Fulton 36; 7
in life. Though bound to life by so many gained by baptism, r ordained, r marriage.
ties, she looked upon death with calmness Elders: J. Ruby, C. C. Reynolds, W. Turner, J.
S. Roth in person; I. B. Larew by letter. Priests:
and composure and suggested arrange- W.
T. Maitland. D: L Palsgrove, J. Bradley, J.
ments to follow the final event. As she Heide, J. Johnson. Teacher: J. W. Sutton.
spoke of her prospects she .said she had Deacon: L. Roush reported. Request was
tried to do something for Jesus and would made by W. T. Maitland that conference issue
try to do much more if her life should be him a priest's license to replace the one that is
lost._ Request granted. On motion it was respared. By her death so clearly illustra- solved that a court of elders be called to try two
ting the power of a Christian faith she did scattered members of the Jackson branch.
more for ber Master than is wrought by ·whereas: Many members of Buffalo branch
many a Christian life. Upon the morn- have moved away, therefore, the branch is not in
condition to hold meetings; moved that we deing of the day of her departure she spoke aclare
said branch disorg;mized. Sr. Belle
freely to her father about her entombment Houghton, Bro. Jerome Ruby, his wife. and
and to the mother who stood weeping she mother, Brn. C. C. Reynolds and I. B. Larew
said, "Do not weep, it will be but a little were granted letters of removal from the Buffalo
while when you all will come and then we to the Davenport branch. The time and. place
next conference were left to the decision of
will all be togethu." It was her wish of
the district president. A request of the Fulton
that her departure might be on some bright branch that Brn. J. R. Sutton, S. Heide and J. B.
Sabbath. Her desire was granted. Upon Roush be ordained to the Aaronic Pristhood was
the Sabbath day, a day of glorious sun- ori motion granted. On motion J. S. Roth was
shipe from a cloudless sky, rendered doub~ sustained as district president, J. \V. Sutton as
secretary. Officers of the church were
ly bright by its reflecticm from the spark- distdct
sustained by our faith and prayers.
It. was
ling snow that lay white and beautiful on moved that we ask General Conference to return
the surrounding mountains, with the melo- Bro. J. S. Roth to this district. J. S. Roth was
dies.of Christian songs, the voices of prayer appointed as delegate to General Conference.
and praise that went up in full volume Bishop's agent's report: On hand at last report
$39 so, received $5~ 90, paid out.$4o.oo, on hand
from Christian congregations met around $58 40. W. T. Maitland; D .. L. Palsgrove and J.
the. circle of the earth, her gentle spirit, \V. Sutton were appointed committee to audit
-released, under the escort of angels was agent'R books. Preaching Saturday evening by
wafted up into the presence of God. To C. C. Reynolds, assisted by J. S .. Roth. Sunday
ten a .. m., by W. Turner, assisted by J S.
you, sorrowing parents, faithful friends at
Roth. Sacrament and testimony. meeting at
for many years, I dare n:ot trust myself i11 2:30 p. m., in charge of J. S . Roth a tid C. C.
the attempt to ~ay what I would. The Reynolds. During this meeting the rite of ordilight of your home, the light of your life, nation to.Aaronic Priesthood was administered,
has gone out. your treasure has been and J. R. Sutton and S. Heide were ordained
by Elder J. S. Roth; and J. B. Romh by
taken. The hopes that vathered about elders
Elder J. Ruby. The Spirit was present-several
this young .and .beautiful life and reached prophecies being given. Preaching in the evenout _into the years along the pathway of ing by J. Ruby, assisted by S. Heidt. ·After
her feet your fond fancy pictured, have preaching service the committee to audit agent's
been sadly crushed. To you, to the aged books reported, finding the books correct, and
wei·e discharged, It was ordered that the books
grandmother who mourns, to her, too, of the Buflalo branch be turned ov.er to the diswho with you has been so faithful in her trict secretary. Thanks were voted to the Saints
love and care, I commend the consolations and triends for their kind entertainment. Adof the grace of God. This alone can com- jc)urned to convene at the call of the president:
forta:nd sustain. Ther~ are bright hopes
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
gleaming in the darkness that enshrouds
Conference convened at North Free.dom. Wisyour life, Your treasure is not lost. It is
consin, October 19th .. F. Hackett, pre .. ident,. G.
safe in heaven;

I
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well as out of place in a religious creed, and no
wise men or body of men would now venture to
insert it."

BISHOP'S NOTICE.
Bro. J. R. Anderson, having removed fromthe
Minnesota District to the state of Missouri, thus
rendering it impossible for him to act as Bishop's
agent for that district; therefore, by request I
appoint Bro. Andrew Tabbnttof Detroit, Minnewta, to act as my agent in his stead, and recommend him to the Saints in that district, asking
them to faithfully sustain him by their prayers
and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,

Presiding Bishop.
NOTICES.
Whereas Bro. Walter D. McKnight has written a letter to the Gosh~n Saints asking them to
forgive him of all his offenses fn the past arid restore him to fellowship in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints: We therefore
heartily and freely forgive Bro. W. D. McKnight,
and restore the brother to full fellowship and
pray God to help him and us by His Holy Spirit
to walk worthy of our high calling in Christ
Jesus, assuring our brother that as members of
the Goshen branch of the North West Kansas
district will we lend him our sympathy, faith and
prayers; and we request him to m.-;et with andreport to the branch as often as convenient.
H. P. CURTIS, Branclt Clerk.
At the annual meeting and election of the Decatur county Agricultural and Live Stock Association, the following officers were unanim.ou~>ly
elected for the ensuing year: Ralph Baker
president, J. R. Smith vice president, C. M.
Murry Secretary, A. E. 'Chase .. treasurer.
Directors:- Thomas H. Knowls, Wood~a11d;
William Goodman, Long Creek; Robert McMcCoull, Garden Grove; G. W. She.wmaker,
Grand Rivet; C. W. Barr, Morgan. Finance
committee:~ S. W. Hurst, J. Hoffhines and H.
H: Smith. The. following dates were fixed for
holding the next County Fair: · August 27th,
28Lh and 29th, r89o.
C. M. MuRRY, Sea·etary.

DIED.
YouNG.-N ear Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa,
January 9th, 1890, at the residence· of his son David D., of old age and physical debility,. Bro.
Daniel P . .Young, aged 8r years, rr months ~nd
9 days. He was born ln the town of Sempronius,
Cayuga county, New York; married Miss·Martha Ford, October 2Ist, I832; was baptized in
r849 at the Allred branch, near Council Bluffs,
Iowa;. and was baptized in the 'Reorganized
Church in Alameda county, California. in r864.
BrotMer Young was a just and honorable man;
well beloved by· all who knew hi in;. had been an
active and trusted rpinister in California and. in
Iowa; was a good counsellor, a peacemaker, and
Hnncock and W. S. Pender, .clerks. Branches_:
a lover (lf proper and upright thipgs. He lived
\Vheatville 29; •Eve1·green 28 Elders: A. L: to see his posterity of the fourth generation a_nd
It ; takes good material to ml(ke a minister.
Whiteaker (baptized 6) J. W. 'Whiteaker, F._
di.ed enshrined iti their affections. Largely attended funeral services. were held in the Brick
Men who ridehobbies ml!ke poor preachers. A
Hackett, C. _W. Lange. Bishop's Ag-ent's report:
Chapel, Lamoni, the roth inst .. at I I a. m., conOn hand last repol't $29 30, receind $5, total
cran'k is out of his place in the pulpit. He might
ducted by Elder W. W. Blair, Elder Charles H.
$34 30; expended $zo, balance $r.qo: The
run a newspaper, ·practice Jaw, make an insurpresident1 clerk ;tnd Bishop's agent wE're sustain• Jones preaching the. sermon. • "F9r as in Adam
ance agent or run a dry goods store, but in the
all die, even so in Christ shall all,be !;llade alive;
ed. Preaching by A· L. Whiteaker, W .. S. Penpulpit he is as in uch out of place as a pig in a
der and. M. T. Short. Adjourned to meet at the . but every man in his own order."
parlor, Preachers with good common sense are
Wheatville branch, Crawford co11nty, February
CHANDLER.__:At Clear La~e, Indiana and of
alw;a:}~ in demand.
A good supply,_of common
r.st at ro: 30 a.m.
lingering. consumption; Lovin a Ghandlel'1 ·aged
sense is a much better article .for a minister than
6r years, I month and 8 days. She was born Noto know how to read Latin, Greek, or H_ebrew.
vember 23d, 1828, near Albany, Ohio, and came
An article in the Epoch on the salaries of New
Prof. Philip Schaff suggests in the Evangelist
to Indiana in the year 1853, VI(US married to
York clergymen contains the names of several
that any revision of the W.estminster. standards
Morri~ L. Chan.dler in Decemqer, 1857• ·She
Episcopal ministers who receive $r5 ooC>per yeal'.
'fill be incomplete that ddes nqt strike out the
was baptized and. confirmed a ~ember of the
church, Junezsth, 1878, by C.Sco.ttatClear Lake,
There are also named a goodly number who draw
"inciden1al and unnecessary" denunciation of the
!!)diana, 'She died strong in the fiJ.ith of the gosfrom $s,ooo to $8 ooo, while those getting in the
pope as antichrist and Roman Catholic~. a.s idolpel as taught by the Latter Day SIJ.ints, desir-ing
ators. "Calmly viewed from the present stage
neighborhood of$~ oooare said to be very numerher rel;l.ti ves living distant from her td be §O inous. Tt,e highest salary mentioned by the wr.iter · of _historical knowledge," he pays 1 "the char!{e is
formed: Funeral from Saints' chapel, ]al;_ltiary
is ·$2ci,ooo, p.aid by a Presbyterian church.
untrue, unjust, uncharitable, and unchristian, as

\
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a host of rel;:ttives anJ .frie!lds attending.
by C. Scott, aso!sted by Eld .. E. C.
Briggs.
He b. 9: 27, 28.
LUNDIN.-On January 6th, of membraneous.
croup, little Emma L1)ndin, aged .I year, u
months and 16 days. She was the youngest child
and only daughter of Mr~ J. C. and Sr. Jennie
Lundin. Funeral services were held at the house,
conducted by the Christian minister,. a.ssisted by
the choir.
··
Thou art cradled in a slumber
Which no lullaby can know;
Th~y have laid our darlmg baby
Down to sleep beneath the snow;
Sunny eyes forever darkened,. ·
Prat.tling tongue forever still,
For the world has lost sweet Emma
And her place we ~an not filL
WAVGAMAN.-At .Watwnville, Santa Cruz
county California, December 29th, 1889; Sr. Julia A. Wau~aman departed this life aged 59years,
3 months ahd4 days.
·
DANIELS.-'-At Chi<;ago, Illinois; January 4th,
1890, Sr .. Elizabeth Daniels, aged ;28 years, 4
months and 17 days. She. was born August 18th,
x86o, at Rushville, Buchanan county, Mlsso:uri.
Funeral services at the house by ~r.o. S. C.
Good.
·

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

·.-

$1.50.

M. Walker, Editor and. Publisher.
The following is the table of. contents of the
February number:
The Gospel of Jesus Christ:.....,Not asJ will.,..-'
A11tobiography of John Landers (frontispiece)
-The State of Tulait~Testimonies of,.Elder J.
Whitehead-What is it good for-New. every
Morning~-Story of the Book of Mormon-Do·
mestic Department; Salutatory-The Love of
Home-The Gift of Tears-Death-With the
Church in an Early Day-Autobiography of Elder Glat:td Rodger-Pattie, or Leaves from a
Life-Life of One of Earth's Pilgrims-Editor's
.Corner- Department of. Correspondence; To
You- Retrospective- Prohibition- Round l'able.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
wherever conference is held, the.
T O supply a"want
PATRIOT"

will be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning daily The first number will contain a brief expoeition of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meeting, and prayer and preaching services.
50
Daily alone
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
_16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
RUIN§

REVI§ITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book .••..••• ·• • • • 60
Good Behr.vior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .• I 00
Promnt Attendance Tickets ..•.••...•• Same price.
F·ancy Cards, pacKage of 50, 5 kinds, large. • • • '15
Fancy Cards,·smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges • , • ~ •••• , •• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••••••••• • 1 50

THE ATLANTA
CONSTITUTION
l:l..,OR' 1890.
THE GREAT· SOUTHERN ;WEEKLY.

-----

'

EVERY NORTHERNER OUGHT TO READ IT,
Send yournal!le with five of your friends; giving addresses, for Sample Copies, or send One Dollar and get
the paper for a year.

Lamoni Bouse for Sale.
Lamoni House and Three Lots; location.so·lift. north of
Depot, on Broadway; fronting east and south. Houee
new, nineteen rooms; two story24x46and 12x15.
LIVERY AND ..FEED l~ARN 40 x60 .and three lots,
lo.cation on Broa.dway, eaBt of the house. Cellar, three
wells and ont buildings. 'l'crms ea•y. Address
~apr
JOHN McKil\'1, Lamoni, Iowa;

..~AU.TUMN

LEAVES.

CHU:JULAT.ION 125,000.

The :Largest of any American Weekly Newspaper!

We :wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

OUR SPECIAL FEATURES:
JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS, "UNCLE REMUS.c'" is
now regularly engaged, and will do some of his best·and
brightest work this year.
BILL ARP; the Quaint SoJithern Philosopher and Humorist, whose name is familiar throughout the country,
will continue his inimitable work.
DR. TALMAGE will furnish his weekly Sermon and
write interesting letters on )lis travels in Europe,
THE FARMERS' DEPARTMEN1' will be speciaily
attractive, and no expense will be spiued.to make it an
encyclopcedia of practical lmowledge and a text book of
information about the farm.
OUR SPECIAL SERVICE will .abound 1n contributions from ihe ablest writers in the country.
OUR WOMAN'S KINGDOM will contain a world of
interesting reading for tha women, and
OUR CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT will be particularly attractive.

Send U!J six names and get a sample copy.
THE CONSTITUTION,
Atlanta, Georgia;,

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - - ) B Y THE ( - - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI; DECATUR CO., lOW A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
THE . SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .••.•••.•••••. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also. 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Lilirary binding, sprinkled edges •.•••• l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••.••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired.....................
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1
Im\t.ation Morocco, gilt ed@:es .••••••••••• , , , .1
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges.~ ..................... l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••••••••••1

50
00
50

'75
25
60

25
50

JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
· Divine Origin of the ~ook of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder V>'llIiam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abonnding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and .the Book of Mormon.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVJ<;NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 3!! pages, paper covers.... 10
Old edition .•••..... , • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • •
fJ
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.·; per dozen ........... ., .1 00
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headin!{s, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages •.••••••••• 2 00
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . . • . • • • • •• • • • '15

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope ~to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping.to sustain--both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circul;ltlon-the work
inauguratedespecially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF, J, A, t;;UNSOLLEY, B.s.,

And will be devoted to an interchange ofthoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonde,rfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard~ works of
I the church, but things transpiring in the world
j at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmina,
tion in the secong coming of Christ.

I

In addition to this there will also begin ·in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,

Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,''
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
, . Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest ofiort. We could furnish you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hope we shall not be disap·
pointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will.be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
afi"ord to continue It to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and in·
sure you the magazine for x8go.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't fail to keep. a list of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allowed until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M • W A L K E R •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVlli SAVB !T 1lll ONE WD'lli; AND CoNCUlliNIIB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag,; 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WHJIN EITHER
Is AT LrnEnTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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laid down for their guidance by Chrisf•and His
ance of faith, having our hearts. sprinkled from
apostles.
an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with
I do not belong to this body of people because
pure water."
my father and mother trained me up to it, which
Peter speaks with authority on this subject, and
is very common amongst religious people of toa clearness which we can not well mistake: "Ye
day; but because I saw them to be nearer to
also as lively stones are built up a spiritual house,
God's word than the church of my boyhood. I
an holy Priesthood to offer up spiritual sacrifices,
have said often and repeat again; that if I can
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ." . . . "But ye
find a people with more truth, living nearer to
are a chosen generation, a royal Priesthood, an
God's requirements as laid down in his infalliholy nation, a peculiar people, that ye should
ble guide, I will cast in my lot with them whatshew forth the praises of him who hath called
ever it may cost me.
you out of darkness into his marvelous light."l Pet. z: 5-9.
It is new to me to hear men talk as do your
John's testimony to the seven churches Is
good bretliren, and as I am not one to be tossed
equally clear and explicit: "Unto him that lovabout. with every wind of doctrine, let it be
ed us, and washed us from our sins in his own
pleaded never so earnestly, I rest where I am unblood, and hath made us kings and priests unto
til more light is gained and more truth learned.
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
God and his Father: to him be glory and dominI wa$ surprised when told that I had no auW. W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
ion forever and ever, amen."-Rev. I: 5, 6
thority .to preach, baptize, etc. This led us to
Here, then, we have a broad priesthood taught
talk of the priesthood; it being suggested that I
Lamoni, Iowa, Feb. I, 1890.
by . infallil:Jle authority and a silence as still as
write a short article on the subject and submit it
de;:ath about a class priesthood, whiCh some have
to the Herald for correction, etc., as they had not
arrogated unto themselves, claiming tb be called
studied the subject closely, and having unboundPRIESTHOOD.
of God as was Aaron. .How easy it is to wrest a
ed faith in the Herald for scriptural ability and
MR. EDITOR :-Of late I have had considerable
passage from its context and misapply it for the
fairness in treating an alien's writings.
talk with a few worthy members of the Reorsake of supporting a theory and maintaining in
Briefly, then, let me give you a few Scriptures
fuxury a class of men like Rom ish priests; or
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
as I understand them in connection with the
wherever a priesthood Is claimed that is not com.Saints. Our conversations of course have been
priesthood': The Church of Christ has nothing
mon to the whole church! Once to deviate from
to do with the Levitical Priesthood, for that,
about things pertaining to our eternal welfareGod's arrangements, who can tell where it will
says the writer to the Hebrews, is changed: "For
subjects which never fail to interest "strangers
end? and who would be bold enough to say that
the priesthood being changed there is made of
and pilgrims;" those who have .no continuing
it would not be conducive to evil rather than to
necessity a change also of the law." Follow
city here, but seek one to come. One result of
the spreading of .the cause of Christ? Let the
down the remainder of the seventh and eighth
these conversation.s is that a few erroneous views
Rom ish priesthood stand. as a beacon, a dreadful
chapters and we find taught therein that there is
that I had in regard to you, have been corrected,
warning in that direction.
a new testament or covenant, a new law. a new
which makes me respect you more as a body
But what a lovely arrangement as Jald down in
mediator, a perfect sacrifice offered; also an
of people claiming to worship God accordt.he book of inspiration, that all belonging to the
everlasting High Priest given who has taken His
ing to His will.
Church of Christ are priests, offerin"g sjirituaJ
seat at the right hand on the throne of the
Most religious people would strongly conderpn
sacrifices; presenting their bodies "living sacrificthese:gentjemen that I have conversed w!th as" Majesty in the heavens; "A minister of the
es," "oftering the sacrifice of praise to God conSanctuary and of the true Tabernacle which the
"most uncharitable" towards the sects and partinually; that. Is, the fruit of our lips, giving
Lord pitched, and not mlm." The priest standties of our day. But I admire the decided stand
t~anks to His riame." "But to do good, a.nd tp
ing at the altar, says the same a?thority, "m,!nis- " communicate forget not, for with such sacrifice.s
taken bv these men' and with them would plead
tering.and offering often times the same sacri·
for "one body, one Spirit, one Lord, one faith;
God is well pleased."-Heb. I3: rs, r6: Such are
flees, which can never take away sins; but this
one baptism, one God and Father of all," etc.
the offerings of God's spiritual priests: no offering
man, after he had offered one sacrifice for:slns forWhen a man'.s charity goes beyond God's
for atonement, "for by.one offering hath he perever, sat down on the dght hand of God . . . .
merc.y and charity, trampling down His law and
fected for ever them that are sanctified."
For by one offering he hath perfected for ever
putting aside His arrangements, such a man proTo I.srael of old a conditional promise was
them that are sanctified."-Heb. 10: I r-r4.
,
claims in action that he is. more merciful than
given that they should be a kingdom of priests.
Jehovah :md more wise tl:tan the One who sees
Was there in existence a class of men in the
But they failed to comply with the. conditions
the end from the begining. When I talk with
Church of Christ, in the days of the apostles
laid down, and, of course, never realized the
these very charitable men I question their honcalled priests? If so, I have failed to find an acpromise. It is the spiritual Israel tha(now is a
esty, and ifi have money in'my pocket, I pu~. my
count of it in the New Testament. It is true, we
ki12gdom of prie.<ts'-made up of Jew and Gent!le,
hand close to it, Jest they should steal it to use for
are told that. a great number became obedient to
butall o.ne In Christ Jesus: "And if ye be
charitable purposes. to save their own, although
the faith, and of course would leave the temple
Christ's then are ye Abraham's seed; and heirs
it may be rusting in safes; for truly the end in
service and become lively stones in the spiritual . according to the promise."
· ..
view with such justifies the means used.
house of God. Is there a priesthood existing by
In the absence; then; of the word priest being
Did you ever know one of these charitable men
divine appointment, clear and distinct from the
used in the Church of Christ to a class of men, not
who had authority, whose word did noti someLevitical Priesthood? There was in the days of
even to one man save t!)e Lord Jesus Christ, but
. • what partake of the law of the Medes and Perthe apostles; and if the Church of Christ exists
qn the oth~r hand used in common-to designate
i' slans?
to·day, so does this God-made priesthood; for
whole church in loving service to Godi: . "My 'way for my money;" HJ'm bossing this they are one and the same; the priesthood is as the.
whence came the class priesthood amOngst you?
·:Job," etc., when a. simple suggestion is made.
wide as the church. Look at a few scriptures
Is it. not trying to improve on God's arrange"
";But no; the ch.aritable man will .admit of no
which teach this broad priesthood: The writer
ment? Or what work has the priest other than
" ch<lnge in his plan, which is imperfect, but will
to the Hebrews in chapter ten shows .that the
that named in passages given, whjch is commori
•:·change.God's perfect plan to gain the approval
law shadowed good things to come and going on
to every redeemed man and woman? ·
· . .
of his .fe,llow man and .feed his own self-will.
to the nineteenth verse shows that the priesthood
RoBERT FERG.USON. ·
I have then no rault to find wi.th yot)r brethunder the law was typical of the . Church of
Los ANGELEs, Cal., Oct. 10th, 1889.
. ten at Los Angeles for their earnest contention
Christ, not of a class ln. the church, but the wkole
~or the one body of Christ anJ His law and arckurc!t. If we remember that only the priestly
Many and varied duties h,ave occupied
l':;tngements to govern that body; but would
tribe had gccess to the tabernacle going in by the
our time since the reception of Mr. Feri;~ther commend them for their brotherly Jove
blood, altar and laver,. so the writer reminds those
guson's frank statement given abo.ve, to
:'t~"'ards one another; and their loyalty to Christ
Christians he wrqtelto, of the' power of the blood
· and his cause
which we now reply-not attemptmg to
of Jesus and their o.bedience to the gospel ~by
.1 am a member of the Church of Christ, and saying: "Having therefore, brethren, boldness to treat the matter exhaustively, bi.lt giving
l;r.:;tve be.en for a number of years. Those. conenter into the Holiest by the blood of Jesus; by
the general outlines and evidences on the
nected with thatbody tave been called presumpa new and living way,which he hatl:l consecrated
su.bject of Priesthood in the · Christiaq
t,u<;>.us for the stand they take in regard to the · for us, through the vail, that is to say,: His flesh;
Church; thereby suggesting the outlines
God-given name they bear; and refusing to .admit
and having a High Priest over the hous('! of God,
ot man's would-be, improvements upon the laws
of
Scriptural teaching on.the subject, a~d
let
us
draw
.near
with
a
true
heart
in
full
assur'
'
'
.:
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on which all scripture will be found to
harmonize.
Mr. Ferguson's reference to "man's.
would-be. improvements on the laws laid
down for his guidance" strikes the key
note of the causes which have ever prodpced misunderstanding .and darkness
among religionists and led them. into error.
And . we may remark that they who are
willing .to. examine and "prove all things,"
and "hold fast that which is good," freeing themselves from that which the word
of God declares to be,erroneous, will have
no difficulty in findingJhe whole truth,if studious, prayerful ~nd willing to accept
it, even though it apparently come out of
Nazareth.
He states that "the Church of Christ
has nothing to do with:Jhe Levitical Priesthood, for that, says the writer t<;> the Hebrews, is changed."
In order that we may intelligently consider this subject of priesthood, it is necessary that we examine. it in all its scriptural
phases-not confining our examination
only to the times of Moses and the proph·
ets and of Christ and the apostles, for such
would give us but a partial view of an institution which was from the beginning,
and whicjh is designed to exist throughout
eternity.
.
The first use in the Bible of the word
priest (equivalent to the possession of
priesthood by the one to whom it refers)
is in Genesis qth:
"And Melchizedek king of Sale\h brought
forth bread and wine: and he was the priest ot'
the most high God. And he blessed him, and
said, Blessed be Abram of the mast high God,
possessor of heaven and earth: And blessed be
the most high, God, which hath delivered thine
enemies into thy hand. And he ga:te him tithes
ofall."-Gen: I4: r8-2o.

Here we have clear proof that the priest~
hood did not originate with the Mosaic
economy, but that it antedated it and wa~;
prominent in the Patr.iarchal age; and as
. we shall presently show, to the first ages; or
really, that it was from before .the foundation of the world. And inasmuch as Abraham is made so prominent here as a type,
an examination into his peculiar, char~
acter will aid us in solving the problem
before us. We shall also subsequently
refer to Melchisedec.
We quote some passages concerning
Abraham:
"Now the Lord had said unto Abram, Get thee
out of thy country, and from thy kindred, and
from thy father's house, unto a land tha~ I will
shew thee: And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thv name
great; and thou shalt be a. blessing: An'ct I will
bless them that bl~ss thee, and curse him that
curseth thee: and in thee shall all families of the
earth be blessed."-Gen. 12: ·r-3
"And the Lord said, Shall I hide from Abraham that thing which I do; seeing that Abraham
shall surely become a great and mighty nation,
and all the nations of the earth ·shall. be blessed
!n him? For I know him, that he will command
his children and his household after him, and
they shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice
and judgment; that the Lord maybring upon

Abraham
which he
Gen. 18: 17-19.
"And in thy seed shall all the nations of the
earth. be blessed; because thou hast obeyeCi my
voice."-Gen. 22: r8.
.·
"Your.father Abraham rejoiced to see my day:
and he saw it, and was glad."-John8: 56.
"Ye worship ye know not what: we know
what we worship; for salvation is of the Jews."
-John 4:22.
"This only would I learn of you,.Received.ye
the Spirit by the works of the law, or by the
hearing of faith? Are ye so foolish? having be~
gun in the Spirit, are ye now made perfect by
the flesh? Have ye suffered so many things in
vain? if. it be yet in vain. He therefore that
ministereth to you the Spirit, and worketh mira-.
cles among you, doeth he it by the works of the
law, or by the hearing of faith? Even as Abra·
ham believed God, and it wa~ accounted to him
for righteousness. Know ye therefore that they
which are of faith, the same are the children of.
Abraham. And the Scripture, foreseeing that
God would justify the heathen through faith,
preached before the gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be blessed. So then
they which be af faith are blessed with faithful
Abraham. For as many as are of the works of
the law are under the. curse:. for it is written,
Cursed is every one that contjnueth not in all
things which are written in the book of the law
to do them . . . . That the blessing of. Abraham
might come on the Gentiles through Jesus Christi
that we might receive the promise of the Spirit,
through faith .... Now to Abraham and his seed
were th!! promises .made. He 6aid not,. and to
seeds, as of many; but as of one, And to thy seed,
which. is Christ. And this I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed before ofGod in Christ,
the law, which was four hundred and thirty
years after, cannot disannul, that it should make
the pr.omise of none effect . . . . Wherefore then
serveth the law? It was added because of transg~ssions, till the.seed should come to whom the
promise was made; and it was ordained by angels in the hand of a mediator. . . . For ye are
all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus .
For as many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on Christ. There is neither Jew
nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there
is neither male nor female: .for ye are all one in
Christ Jesus. And if ye be Christ's, then are ye
Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the
promise.''-Gal. 3: 2-ro; 14, 16, r7, 19, 26-29.
"Therefore it is of faith, that it might be by
grace; to the end the promise might be sure to
all the seed; not to that only which is of the law,
but to that also which is of the faith of Abraham;
who is the father of us all."-Rom. 4: r6.

See also Galatians 4: 21-31. These
quotations-but a few of many of like import-'-suggest many things, prominent
among which are the.great truths that the
Abrahamic covenant is purely Christianand is the basis of the Christian covenant;
that th~ gospel was preached before and
ante-dated the Mosaic economy.
In Revelations 19: 8 Jesus Christ is declared to be "the Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world." Paul declared,
"I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ:
for it is the power of God unto salvation
to every one that believeth; to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek."-Rom. I: 16.

The apostle here states the plan of salvation to be the gospel; and as we have before seen, the gospel w'as preached to Abraham, and Abraham. by faith and inspiration njoiced to seethe day of Christ, "and
he s.aw it and was glad." For ''Abraham
belie:ved" and was called "the friend of
God, the father of the faithful;" and they
who are baptized into Jesus Chris.t become
"Abraham's seed and heirs according to
the promise." Paul also states that Christ
redeemed them from the Mosaic law "that
the blessing of Abraham might come on
the Gentiles through Jesus Christ/'
Through the administrations of Paul and
other servants of the Lord it was said to the
Jews "It was nec~ssary that the word of
Go.d should first have been spoken to you:
but seeing ye put it from you, and judge
yourselves unworthy of everlasting life,
lo, we turn to theGentiles."-Acts 13:46.
The New Testament account of the salvation preached to the Gentiles and the blessings enjoyed by them furnishes us a description of the blessings which Abraham
enjoyed, which clearly prove that Abraham lived under the administration of a
gospel dispensation and became the type
of God's faithful children.
The Mosaic economy was addedto the
gospel economy, "four hundred and thirty
years after" Abraham's time, "because of
transgressions." It is interesting to note the
evident causes of its imposition. We sh;tll
state them leaving the reader to recall the
many proofs and particulars ofthe familiar and general account: God designed to
preserve Abraham's posterity a "peculiar
people" unto himself, as His "witnesses,"
among the natiom, of His purposes and
works, as are the Hebrews to-day. After
the bondage in Egypt Israel was call!'Jd
out by divine power under the administration of Moses and Aaron and "the elders"
ofisrael. Delivering them from bondage,
Jehovah offered. them the highest law and
the most exalted privileges-even that He
himself would dwell among them-on
conditions of faithfulness. But four hundred and thirty years of Eg-yptian slavery
were not without their debasing effects
upon Abraham's posterity, and the promised blessings were too great for. the appreciation of a people just liberated from a
condition of servitude and degradation perhaps more debasing, in many respects,
than any like order of things which later
history recods. Unable to properly .estimate the wonderful condescension of God
and the law of liberty,-the law of the
Spirit, offered them in the gospel-"the
word spoken was not mixed with faith in
them that heard it." We may better understand the condition of Israel if we consider the results which would follow any ··:..
nation of modern times after four hundred
and thirty years of slavery under similar
conrlitions.
But God did not forget his covenant, nor "cast away his people whom
he foreknew," but in mercy imposed upon them the Mosaic economy-the
"schoolmaster'' the law of works,. the yoke
which their fathers were unable to bear.
It should b€ remembered that as the purpose of this schoolmaster was to bring
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E SAINTS' HERALD.
them to Christ, there was undoubtedly contained in every feature of it that
which presaged, foreshadowed, and indicated a saving truth; that as its purpose
was to lead from the type to the true itself,
nothing in it was meaningless, but every
feature of it was wonderfully expressive and
significant.
The Apostle Paul in Hebrews writes
eloquently of what we have hut briefly
suggested: "For the law having a shadow
of good things to come and not the very
image of the things," etc., etc. See He b.
w: r. The law was the type of the gospel, butt he gospe! was the antetype of it;
and as in the gospel Jesus Christ, "the
righteousness of God," is revealed; so.of the
Mosaic economy and the experiences of
the Israelites under its dispensation it is
written, "Moreover, brethren, I would
not that ye should be ignorant, how that
all our fathers were under the cloud, and
all passed through the sea; and were all
b:1ptized unto Moses in the cloud and in
the sea; and did all eat
same spiritual
meat; and did all drink the same spiritual
· drink; for they drank of that spiritual
Rock that followed them; and that Rock
was Christ."--'I Cor. Io: I-4·
Having proved that the law was "the
shadow" ofgood things to come, we readily recognize the things foreshadowed, to
be the features of the fulness of the gospel which Jesus Christ instituted and
taught in the stead of the law, because of
the "weakness and unprofitableness thereof," (Hebrews 7: I8); and having also
proved that the gospel existed in the days
of the patriarchs, which includes antediluvian times, we are prepared to understandingly consider the subject before us, viz.,
the Priesthood.
A btief definition of the term would be,
Delegated power or authority from God.
Adam before the fall, had authority of
some kind, (Gen. I: z8). After the transgression he lost the "blissful seat" and became fallen and under the bondae-e of sin,
for "!\in is the transgression of the law,"
and "where there is no law there is no
transgression;" "until the law [of Moses]
sin was in the world."
As a stream can not rise higher than its
fountain, man could not liberate himself
from the condition of spiritual death into
which transgression had plunged him "until one greater m1.m restore him an<l regain
the blissful seat." After the free .exercise
of his agency he tasted the hitter that he
m~ght know the. sweet. The narration
of Cilin and Aqel offering sacrifices-the
one .of the: first fruits of the ground, the
other()f the firstHngsof his flocks---,seems
.to be t)1.e earliestaccount of men offlciating
ill the priestly offi.ce. From that account,
more particularly the acceptance of Abel's
qflering and the rejection of Cain's, we
are led to conclude that the former was a
of tile sacrifice of Christ, the first
the only Begotten Son of God.
offering, the. perfect type, was evioffer.ed in obedience to the com-·
o.f God; for . Paul informs us
~hat "By faith Abel offered unto God a
more excellent sacrifice than "Cain, by
which he obtained witness that he was

rig-hteous, God testifying if his gifts."Heb. I I : 4· It is a fair presumption that
Adam, "the Ancient of Days," was by
revelation made fully acc;uainted with and
taught his sons who by lineage were heirs
to the priesthood, of the redemption and
atonement and the gospel.
Paul pays a significant tribute to Adam
when he delares that "he was not deceived." I Tim. ~: 14.
The great ages of the patriarchs clearly
evidence their acquaintance and contemporaneousness. Adam, Seth, Enoch, Methuselah, Noah, and all those "sons of
God" (the designation of those who held
priesthood) were evidently all highly
favored of God, as witness their frequent
communion with him; and ministered before him, which gives them the character
of priests. Genesis 3: 26: "Then began
men to call upon the name of the Lord."
See also Genesis 5: 22, 23; Gen. 6:8, 1322; 7th, 8th, 9th chapters, etc., up to the
times of Abraham.
Men in this age boast of modern theology and the Christian light of the nineteenth century; "having a form of godli·
ness, but denying the power thereof;
from such turn away," is the language of
the apostle. Religiously speaking, and in
the general sense, we are led to conclude
tnat with that enjoyed by the faithful patriarchs 1t bears no spiritual comparison.
And now through that unbroken chain of
authority and in that gospel dispensation
we find an individual called Melchisedec,
"the priest of the Most High God," who..
blessed Abraham and administered to him
the sacrament of bread and wine.
We dig-ress to explain a mysterious passage which will throw much light upon
our subject. It has puzzled scholarly theologians who, disbelieveing in present inspiration, are ever learning and never able
to come to the knowledge of the truth;
but God has spoken it into plainness
through Joseph Smith, the latter day
Seer. We refer to King James Translation of Hebrews 7: 3:
"Without father, without mother, without descent, having neither qeginning of days, nor end
of life; but made like unto the Son of G:od;
abideth a priest continually."
"There are in the church two priesthoods,
namely, the Melchisedec, and the Aaronic, including the Levitical priesthood. Why the first
is called the Melchisedec priesthood, is because
Melchisedek was such a great high priest; before
his day it was called tke ko{v priest1zood after tke
order ojt!te Son of God;" but out of respect or' reverence to the name of the Supreme Being, to
avoid the too frequent repetition of his name,.
they, the church, in ancient days, called that
priesthood after Melc4ls€dec, or the Melchisedec
pr~esthood."-D. C. 104: I.

There are but two priesthoods mentioned in the Bible, the Melchisedec>a.nd the
Aaronic; the Leviticalbeing- of the latter.
We shall consider thel11 in their order.
We have already proved the existence of
the former before the time of Moses and
that it administered. under a gospel dispen,
sation. Paul in Hebrews 5th ch;;~pter calls
Christ "an high priest;" also "thou art .a
priest;" "called of God an high priest

after the order of Melchisedec."
W bile
he is the great High Priest, He is not the
only one, "for he testifieth, Thou art a priest
forever after the order of Melchisedec. The
high priests in the times of Moses served
"unto the example and shadow of heavenly things." vVhen that order was restored again, Jesus chose his apostles and
said unto them, "Ye have not chosen me,
but I.have chosen you and ordained you."
"As my Father sent me, even so send I
you/' and whatsoever those men lawfully
bound on earth was bound in heaven,
and vice versa. God and Christ honored
their ministrations: "The Lord confirmed
the word with signs following." This subject is inseparably connected with that
of authority in and calling to the ministry
by revelation, which see. (Read He b. 5: 4;
Acts ro; I3: 2, 3i rs: 12: I9: II-r6; 22:
r4; I Tim. I: r, r8; 2 Tim. r: 6, etc., etc.)
Paul refers to himself and fellow ministers as "stewards of the mysteries of God,"
Peter was an elder; and elders were in
Israel before the law was given from
Sinai, (Ex. 3: I 6). Moses was a priest
(Ps. 99: 6) and officiated as such (Ex. 24:
4-8) before Aaron and h1s sons were set
apart to minister in the priest's office, (Ex.
28: I )• As there are but two orders of
priesthood mentioned in the Bible, he must
be assigned to one of those two orders.
And inasmuch as he held priestly authority
and power over both Aaron and his sons,
before and after they were set apart, are
we not forced to conclude that he held the
higher priesthood,-- the M~lchisedec?
Jacob, Jethro and Job were evidentlv
priests of the same order. Se~ Gen. 31-:
54i 46: I j Job I :
42:8; Ex. I8: 12, 19,
24. A mistake has been made in concluding that Jethro was a heathen priest. The
existenc~ of priests among the ~gyptiaps
and all other. nations of remote' antiquity
is evidence of the existence of the priest- .
hood among the earliest generations of
men, and that it was carried with them
from the dispersion. We do not deny that
it became corrupted among many, but its
recognition among all nations indicatesits
early establishment and its continuance by
tradition.
It subsequently degenerated
into base u~es, but like many of the corru:oted traditions of the creation, the fall,
the incarnation.· and atonementt it had a
divine origin in its inception ... See the
evidences, at the entrof this article, of the.
Egyptian priesthood being an apostasy
from the Israelitish •. Christ was a pri~st
when he offered the great sacrifif:e of himself upon the cross, (He b. 7: 27). The
statement of Pa.ul, "If he were cln earth he
should not be a prie~t, seeing . there are
priests who offer gifts according to the
law," means simply that he would not be
that kind of a priest of which Paul is
speaking:-an Aaronic priest ~but this
does not prove that .he would not be a
Melchisedec priest., "Thou art a priest
forever after the order of Melchisedec."Heb. 5 ;4:--6, 10. · These passages prove
the e-xistence of two priesthoods, and that
·Christ was a priest of the Melchisedee
order.

s;

To.be continued.
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MERIT WINS.

HENRY M. STANLEY,. the celebrated ex-.
plorer, whom kings, que~::ns and the emimint men and women of our times delight
to honor, was born in a poorhouse.
Wm. D. Howells, one of the leading
literary writers of to-day, who receives
from Harper Brothers $w,ooo annually
for articles from his pen, was born in a
log cabin, in a humble part of Ohio; How
well these facts illustrate the observations
of the poet:
••Honor and fame
From no conditions rise;
Act well your partThere all the virtue lies."

And again:
"Merit makes the manThe want of it the fellow."

earth will inquire after them.. The force
of their worthiness will win for them the
admiration of men and the favor of God,
uwait patiently on the Lord and he will
bring it to pass." And though the reward
tarry for a season, it will come, and come
richlyladen with joy.and rejoicing, with
gladness and soulful refreshing.
,
Don'tiook back to your lowly earthly
origin, but forward to duty and its won.derful possibilities.

BE JUST TO RAILROADS.

WE give below a letter received by an
"elder in the field" from an officer of one
of the railroads of the state of Iowa,
accompanying a clergyman's permit to
ride at half-fare rates over the road for
which he is agent:

Good works, wor~hy deeds:._these are
the thing,; that build up and tell on the
Dear Sir:-It affords me satisfaction to furnside of right.
ish you.,this,one-half-fare annual permit for two
To emphasize these essential facts, to reasons:
give pre-eminence to truth and righteousFirst, All railroad men have very!ittle time to
ness above all else, heaven ordained that devote to their spiritual welfare, and if they did
Jesus, the. Wonderful One, should be born so it is doubtless whether their prayers would be
of humble parentage-born .in a stable in of much avail; we therefore ask your's in our bean obscure villag.e in Judea-and heaven
half, for 'tis written, "The prayers of the righteous
also ordained that his chief ministers
availeth much."
should be selected from the poor and lowly
Our second reason is, That while you are
·of earth's children. This has been true,
largely, in all ages, of the great leaders and laboring with the zeal and eloquence of St. Paul
·when he "Reasoned ofrighteousness, temperance
reformers who have blessed mankind.
While it is true that "God is no respec- and judgment to come," will you kindly remind
tor of persons," it is equally true that he is those of your hearers who hold to the prevailing,
a respecter of character, conduct, deeds, delusive belief that they can never enter heaven
works. His will in respect to these mat- unless they have swindled or robbed some railters is inwrought in the very framework road corporation, and teach them they are radof nature and the human soul. It is seen ically wrong in this belief and that such acts
in the laws that govern in every depart- will not afford a passport to the Celestial Kingment of His work, and is innate in the dom; but rather their chance of entrance is
heart of i:nan. The race of man is of greatly .enhanced if they do not swindle or rob a
royal lineage- God is their Maker and railroad.
. ,JANUARY 3d, 1890.
merciful Benefactor-and each one, irreIt is said that "there are sermons in
spective of earthly, precnatal conditions,
including parentage and birthplace, is, and stones." If this be true, it also should be
of right ought to be, the architect of his true that there are sermons in men. And
own fortune. No one is responsible for by just as much as men are above stones
his or her parentage; no one is responsi- in the scale of existence and consequence;
ble for his or her birthplace and the con- by so much should the sermon in the man
ditions surrounding it; but all are answer" exceed the sermon in the stone. 'N'hether
able for their own conduct-for the use or not there is a sermon inthe man who
they make of their powers of mind and wrote this letter to our brother, there
body and the means and opportunities of is an excellent text in what he has written;
which we feel disposed to take advantage
life.
No one should be discouraged because of, and by which we hope our readers
he was not born with a golden spoon in may be profited.
r. The affairs which occupy the time
his mouth, neither because his father was
not of the princes and notables of earth, a:nd energies of railroad men are
nor because some great city or celebrated things of time. So closely are
locality is not the place of his nativity. g-aged that they have not: leisure to pay
All should be glad that they are born in~ attention to the affairs of the future.
z. They have regard to their spiritual
to God's world of untold and unmeasured
possibilities! All should feel that one per- welfare, recognizing the importance of
son is as good as.,any other if he or she that which awaits them; but being unable
does as well. All should feel that they from the care of other interests demandiflgare of royal parentage-that they are "the immediate and direct attention to spend
off5pring of God"-and then push on faith- time which belongs to the corporation they
fully and make the purest, highest, best, represent, in religious studies, they are
record they can.
This done, they are willing to share with spiritually inclined
then prepared for all future conditions, the men the material benefits accruing to them
coming judgment and awards. Such will from the conduct of the roads which
have the approval of conscience, the re- represent.
spect and esteem of the good, the wise and
3· Railroad men realize that the rush
worthy. 'J;'he upright and observant will and worry of their occupation partakes
render them· ,due honor, and the noble of largely, if not entirely of things earthly~

hence, prayers made by theni are. mor~
likely to be in the nature of emphatic ex~
ordiums to get out of the way, or an
invective of denunciation against that, or
him, that moves them to wrath, .than in
the nature of sober, pious soul-communing
with God, or an earnest desire fordivine
aid. They know what will happen ifif all things go as human skill, foresight
and.judgment have designed them to go;if not, then none, no, not the wisest can
tell; ahd so they take care of themselves
the best they can, .and leave prayers to be
made by those whose trade it is to make
them and who have time to bow and think
as they pray. They are also wiliing to
believe that some-no.t all-who carry the
permits of their road to ride at reduced
rate~, will remember the railroad men and
perils of their calling, and in. their petitions
to God offer a prayer for them. They
also, by conferring this privilegeto ride as
ministers admit that the card bearers may
have standing with God-and that some
do-and are righteous, whose prayers
should avail much.
4· The railroad men nicognize that the
men who carry the permits issued by the
railway companies in their pockets, are
largely teachers of the. morality .which
should prevail in society in both spiritual
and temporal things, and think that a fair
return for the courtesy shown "the cloth"
would be for the Reverend Elder to teach
that railway companies. are not specially
. proper subjects of public and indiscrim·
inate plunder.
'fvi
5· The methods of business ·~dopted by
railway men are such that each day's life
and its accounts are forwarded to headquarters; and weekly, monthly and yearly
accountings must bear the rigid scrutiny
of careful and competent men who from
day to day trace the acts of the agents and
employes of the road, item by item, so
that any slips of carelessness, suppression
of receipts, or departures from fairness
and honest dealing are liable to discovery
and punishment. This railroad man recognizing the unity of thought in clothing
the Deity with wisdom, love and power as
attributes, reasons thus: If the rail way
company which I am serving keeps so
careful and full an account of all its affairs
that no receipts and no expenditures are
lost sight of, and all its agents held to so
strict an account for whatever is entrusted
to their care and administration; so must
Deity take such wise and extensive watchcare over all his creatures that no wrong
doer will be permitted to receive the meed
of praise and peace which belongs to right
ways and right doing.
Therefore this
supposed teacher of love, honor, "righteousness and judgment," is requested to
give those to whom he preaches-no
matter how eloquently-correct teaching
on business honesty.
6. Railroad men. have by long and expensive experience, discovered a tendency
in the common man to reg-ard railway
companies as a sort of public crib from
which every comer might plunder at will
and opportunity; because corporations are
not persons and "have no souls." To take
from a railway company anything that
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may suit the convenience of the taker,
from the worthless head of a broken
spike, or a rotten and cast aside tie, to a
block o~ railway tickets; from a ride of a
mile to one of a thousand, is not a felony
in the common man's mind, but just a
trick of a "smart Aleck;" one to be commended by his kind. This letter writer
calls the elder's attention to this in a trite
way, desiring him to tell his hearers that
to "swindle or rob a railway company,"
is not a necessary qualification to furnish a
believeT a pas~port to the 4'Celestial Kingdom;" but that he who does this may not
only have claim tn a "dead head" ticket up
"the shining way;" but may be;challenged
by the "ticket taker" on that heavenly
road and be refused a passage at any price.
It is true that railway corporations have
not souls, as such; but each corporation
bas corporate and legal existence, and is
formed of men, many of whom have
noble spirits in them; men who are full of
noble impulses and whose energy and
thrift are the admiration of the world.
The policy of the companies which these
men represent is shaped by careful study,
elaborate examination of everything connected with the road from the planting of
the initial stake at its start to the finish of
the last palatial car; including its treatment of the "army of the Lord," repre.sented by theclergy, of whom our elder is
for the time and purpose one. He who
takes· from any railway corporation that
for which he does not give some sort of an
equivalent, without the knowledge, consent, or sanction of the agents of'thaf'corporation, either swindles, robs, or steals
from some portion of his fellow men. And
no matter whether the men stolen from
"are rich as Jay Gould, Vanderbilt, or the
Rotbcbilds, and will never miss it;" or is
so . poor as to be in the hands of a "re~
ceiver," the one who steals is a thief in
fact and purpose, and that means intention
in law.
·
7· Our text enlarges; for the man has
sounded one of the key notes to human
weakness .an.d ,human .failures. "Handsome is that handsome does;" No high
s9unding phrases of piety and claim to
righteousness of life that any clergy~
man, of whatever denomination, might
make in the hearing of a railroad man·
who .could honestly write such a letter as
the one we have for a text, would convince
that dea1er in the thing" of time and sense
of the fitness of that clergyman to carry
the l1a,lf-fare perm1t of the railway company, or wear the "livery of heaven;"' if
he saw, or knevv that clergyman to .be
guilty: ofswindling the company or. steal~
ing anything from it. Nor would
willingly ask such a clergyman to "pray
for the railroad man."
"0nc.e on a time," au' agent at a railway
station .overheard .one woman tell another,
whiie both vvere sitting in the waiting
room waiting for a train, in answer to the
inquiry whether she was going to purchase
~ticket; "No, I have one. I have already
ri~dt;:n twice over tl,1e road upon it, and I
g~ess it i~ good until i~ is take11 up~"
"Is
~that rig.l'M" .said .her eompanio):).
!;9Urs.e, Jtvvasthe conductor's h1.1siness. to

tickets. He did not ask me
and I was not going to run after
it up.
Catch me doing that;
not

Of course the amount must have been
small.
It was a short run between busy
stations and trains were often crowded,
hence the oversight or carelessness of the
ticket taker. What is the moral involved?
The woman had contracted with a corporation to carry her from one railway
station to another on the same road. The
train employed by the company did carry
her according to the contract. There the
legal and the moral obligation of the soulless corporation ended. · But, owing to
the carelessness, or inability of the agent
ticket collector to take up the contract and
cancel it, the woman used the uricancelled
contract three times in succession, thus
making the corporation without a soul
carry her three times for whirh she paid
but once. Would the injunction of the
One whom these ministers of the gospel
who ride on half-fare permits issued by a
railway corporation upon the idea that
they are servants of. Christ, apply in such
a case: "Whatsoever ve would .that men
should do unto you, do ye also unto them?"
8. Men of grace, conductors and teachers on the heavenly way, while you claim
courtesy, kindness and- consideration from
men of the world, men whose business is
of the activities and realities of time, railroad men included, remember that these
men of the world in the person o,f this
railway officer and letter writer,as~ you
to be true to your profession; and while
you are calling upon sinners to repent and
come to the Master of life, teach all men,
your own floeks especially, to deal honestly
with all; and that it. is no more meritorious to "swindle and rob" a railWay. company than it is to steal from an individual.
Our sermon is ended; readers, make the
application.

"Is

IT wrong for amember of the Reorganized Church to trade horses if he does
it honorably, and does not .tell a .lie about
it?
Can lie be expelled from the church
for it?"
We dislike to answer questions like the
foregoing; for the answer is· so obvious
that the readers of the HERALD wonder
why the questions are asked. Men may
exchange horses, or any other species of
property, goods, wares or merchandise,
hoq!les and lands .for other lands, houses,
or property, fairly and honestly and do no
wrong, any more than to. buy or. selL property for gold, silver, or other mon:ey. Misrepr!lsentation, over-valuation which impose,; upon the ignonmt, the concealing of
imperfections, especially:"of. condition of
bealtb, or temper, or the lying .about those
which are discov~red as to cause or origir1,
the hiding of defects of animals of any
sort <Offered for sale or exchange, are all
dishonest and mark the vender, or barterer
as a. swindler. For instance, we knew a
man once who had a g-ood w.ork .horse
wnicb was totally blind of both eyes; he
offered him for saleortrade •. A neighbor
oneday with a horse for an exchange.
W?ls . ~sked one question, would the

horse pull, or was he balky? He answered: "I hauled fodder with him on a sled
last winter to feed my cattle." The man
to whom the offer to exchange was made
knew that there was but little. snow the
winter before, and thought that a horse
that had been used to haul fodder on a
sled in such a winter must necessarily be
true to pull; so he accepted the trade
offered him. The same day he hitched
his new horse to a wagon with a mate,
succeed in driving him a few rods down
hill to tl:e river, where he was compelled
to leave the wagon., as the horse utterly
refused to pull. He afterwards learned
that his neighbor had really loaded one
shock of corn upon a sled and with his
team-the balky horse being one of them
-succeeded in hauling that one shock into
the field where the cattle were; but was
forced to leave the sled in the field, the
horse refusing" to pull. In his statement,
"I hauled fodder on a sled to my cattle,"
this neighbor of his did not_ absolutely lie,
in a technical sense; but was it not a statement purposely told to deceive? and in
that .sense was it not a lie? This is only
one way in which deceptibn may be em"
ployed to palm off useless articles of property upon those ignorant of the worthless.
character which they buy or exchange
other property for. Men may exchange
property and both parties be quite satisfied; but any species of sharp practice 'by
which one party is deceived and injured is
reprehensible, and he who is guilty ofit is
guilty of it is a wrong doer.
WE quote below the closing part of the
message of Gov. Arthur L. Tbomas,to
the Territorial Legislature of ;Utah, and
read to that body Tanuary qth. · We copy
from Salt Lake H~rald for Janytary I 5th:
"During the past two years the territory .has
been wonderfully prosperous. With the excep"
tion of two or. three periods of temporary depres.sion, the tide of prosperity which commenced to
rise in r8tl2 has continued to swell, .and we 11re
now dding on the crest with the 'high water
mark still beyond.
"The influence of this prosperity has not yet'
reached into every portion of the territory; and its
inspiring ipfluence has not been felt by all the
people: If Utah shall be fortunate enough to
secure in full measure the benefits which should
accompany the prosperity and which flow from
the development .of industrial pursuits, it will
present to the world the picture of a prosperous
and busy people, and consequently. a happy and
contented people.· In this connection the shadow
of. unhappy differences which have ·existe.d between the ,government artd the people. of Utah
looms up before us. The a!Jsence of the degree
of political harmony which exists b.;tween the
people of this territory and the people ,of the
United States has. led Congress to .enact from
time to time, Jaws withdrawing from. the people
of.the territory the full measure of ,self-govern•
mentusually accorded to the people of a territory.
These laws are s11preme within our scope and de,
· mand the support, respect and obedience of every
~ . citizen, .It can n~t be denied thatnexception:;tl
· conditions !1;1 this territory dell!ande~ these laws,
a\'ld W'9 m11y expect .that. the permanency will de·
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ated until the present day withoutreceiving the
pend largely (perhaps wholly) upon the permaslightest personal injury.
·
nency of the conditions which called them into
existence. Whatever doubts may have existed ·
"We declare that no bishop or any other court
as to the supremacy or obligation of these laws\
in this church claims or exercises the right to supersede, annul, or modify a judgment of any
they have 'been removed by decisions of the
higher court of the country\ and no citizen can
civil court; that this church, while offering adnow be misled as to his duty or obligations.
vice for the welfare of its members in all condiThere is no doubt that the territory has been
tions of life, does not claim or exercise the right
to interfere with citizens in the free exercise of
greatly retarded in development by its unhapsocial or political rights and privileges. The
py relations to the general government and to the
ballot in this territory is absolutely untrammeled
people of the country.
and secret. No man's business or other secular
"It is now attracting wide attention on account
affairs are invaded by the church or any of its
of its superior climate and great resources, and
officers. We declare that there is nothing in the
we shall render it a valuable service if the legislation in which we shall concur shall tend to put' ceremony of the endowment, or in any doctrine,
tenet, obligation or -injunction of this church,
and maintain the territory and its people in hareither private or public, which is hostile or inmony with national laws and aims, and in accord
tended to be hostile to the government of the
with the spirit and progress of the ag~. If we
United States.
can succeed in doing this we shall best promote
"On the contrary its members are under divine
the interests of the. whole people and hold out
additional inducements for an increase of our
contract to revere the constitution as a heaven·
inspired instrument.''
population and wealth from those seeking new
After such patriotic utterances from so distinhomes and the benefit of a superior climate.
guished a band of patriots, it is believed that
"There are many other subjects which will
congress can not find heart to keep Utah longer
have to be considered by you, such as amendout inthe cold .
ments to the probate act, the law for the im. pounding of animals, etc., which it is hardly necIs this an authoritative declaration of
essary to mention here. I am, gentlemen, very
belief on the points named? What then
becomes of the statements of President B.
respectful! y,
"ARTHUR L. THoMAs, Governor."
Young and his compeers, out of which

FROM the Kansas, City Star of January
13th we clip the following:
Waski11gton, ':fan. I3tk. -Delegate Caine of
Utah, is industriously engaged distributing an
"official declaration" of the Mormon church, a
document evidently intended to pave the way for
the admission ot the territory into the Union.
The petition is signed by Wilford Woodruff, G.
Q. Cannon and Joseph Smith of the presidency
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, Lorenzo Snow, Franklin D. Richards,
Brigham Young, M. Thatcher, Francis M. Lyman, John Henry Smith, George Teasdale, Heber
J. Grant, John W. Taylor, M. W. Merrill, A. H.
Lund, Abraham H, Gannon, members of the
"Council of the Apo-;tles," and John W. Young,
and Daniel H. Wells, counselors. The declaration is addressed "to whom it may concern," but
is supposed to chie-fly concern congress.
"The Mormon Church," it is affirmed, "views
the shedding of human blood with the utmost
abhorrence. We regard the killing of a human
being, except in conformity with the civil law,
· crime, which should be punished by shedding
the blood of the criminal, after a public trial before a legally constituted court of the land.
Notwithstanding all the stories told about the
killing of apostates, no case of this kind has ever
occurred, and, of course, has never been established against the church we represent. Hundreds of seceders from the church have continu·
ously resided and now live in this territory, many
of whom have amassed considerable wealth,
though bitterly hostile to the Mormon faith and
people. Even those who have made it their
business to fabricate the vilest falsehoods and to
render them plausable by cutting isolated passages from old sermons without the explanatory
context and have suffered no opportunity toescape them of vilifying and blackening the characters of the people, have remained among
thos~ wh<;>m they have thus persistently calumni.

has grown the understanding upon the
doctrines so long prevalent in the public
mind?
GATHOLICS AND THE STATE.
RoME, Jan. 15.-The pope has issued an encyclical which sets forth the principles which shall
guide Catholics in their relations toward the
state, which, the encyclical says, they must obey
when such a course does not entail disobedience
to the.divine laws. In countries where the state
opposes Catholicism Catholics must combat the
enemy, but must not tie the church to any political party.

The above from the Chicago Tribune 0f
recent date is a clear and explicit statement
of the attitude of the Catholic hierarchy
toward civil governments. Judg.~ Anderson's late decision in Utah may yet have
far-reaching effects. The evil doings of
disobedient modern Israel in the salt land
mav yet serve to aid the government in
framing a just and wise policy concerning
the demands of the government on the
citizen and the relations of the latter to the
former, and all this without respect to
creed or color.
THE Times, Chicago, Illinois, has the following bit of information in its issue for
January 4th instant-"when seen make a
note of it."
The unpopularity of marriage continues unabated, says the Pal!Mall Gazette, and last year
was the first in recent times in which, while the
price of wheat fell, the marriage rate remained
stationary. It is now r4 2 per r,ooo. The decline in the popularity of matrimony is greatest
with those who have already had some experience of wedded life. Between r876 and r888 the
marriage rate fell rz per cent for bachelors and
spinsters, 27 per cent for widowers, 3! per cent
for wlciows. The drop in the remarriage of wid·

ows, however, is probably due to the glutting of
the marriage market with surplus spinsters. The
excess of women over men in England and Wales
is estimrted at 765,000.
Another interesting fact is that the births have
now rea.:hed the lowest rate recorded since civil
registration began. In 1876 the rate was 36 3 per
r,odo; it is now 30 o6. This is very satisfactory,
and it is also notable that the illegitimate birth
rate has declined, the proportion,· 4 6 per cent,
being the lowest yet registered. The worst fea. ture in the registrar-general's returns, however,
is the fact that the male births had fallen. in proportion to the female; in the last ten years r,o38
baby boys were born for every r,ooo girls, and
last year the male preponderancehad dropped by
5, and is now standing at 1,033 to r,ooo. With
a surplus female population of 750,000 this is a
move in the wrong direction.
It is worth noting that while the increase in
marriages between English people has not kept
pace with the population (having increased only
4 per cent in the last nine years), marriages according to Jewish rites have grown no less th'an
65 per cent. If this rate is kept up we sha.ll become Anglo-Israelites indeed in a way not
dreamed of by those enthusiasts who have identified us with the lost ten tribes,

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE thank those who have sent us conies
of the HERALD for February I Ith, 1888.
Please send no more; our request has already been amply responded to,
·
Bro. John Shippy wrote from Oelwein,
Fayette county, Iowa, that he was labor·
ing at various points in that vicinity as
opportunity offered, and had attentive
listeners.

Bro. E. C. Briggs, writing from Fremont, Steuben county, Indiana, January
I 5th, states that he is laboring in that sec·
tion of country, being assisted by the
acceptable efforts of Brn. Columbus and
Leonard Scott. The people in that vicinity seem anxious to hear their report and
prospects are encouraging. Bro. Briggs
can be addressed at Fremont until about
the rst of February.
Sr. M.A. King, of Hitchcock, Dakota,
recently wrote stating that she lives four
miles south of that place, and would gladly welcome an elder there who will preach
the word. She obeyed the g·ospel a number of years ag-o in Michigan, but has not
since heard a gospel sermon. Her husband
is friendly to the cntl?.e and she desires that
he and her four children may learn of and
obey the truth, which she ·loves and desires to be faithful in.
Sr. Therese Bjerregard, of Independence, Missouri, wrote the 14th inst., expressive of her gratitude to God for his
mercies and providences made manifest in
her behalf. She thanks him for the experiences of life, some of which thoug-h trying-, have brought to her the _confidence
and assurances and blessing-s of a faith that
is fixed, and by which she is enabled to be
free from fear, and to prevail with the Father. She manifests anxiety for and g-reat
interest in the Danish mission. She has re1.
atives there for whom, with all the honest in
in Penmark, she has longing desires
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that they. may have opportunity of hearing
and obeying the gospel. Calling attention to the fact that the cost of living there
in a comfortable way is about two-thirds
less than in this country, she hopes the
church can soon send a missionary there,
in which event she offers to try to obtain
a free room with one of her brothers in
thakountry to start with. She asks prayers in behalf of the sp1ritual interests of
the Danish people.
Bro. William Chapman, of Scranton,
Kama('(, wrote desiring us to state that he
wishes to correspond w;ith the president of
the Washingtonville, ·Ohio, branch, on
matters of importance, and would like
him to send his address.

had nothing to do and she just thought she
would do a little washing and it was done. Any
further remark from the daughter only brings
the answer: "I know what to do. This is my
house al}d I will do as I please. You are always
talking about unnecessary work. What would
things be like if I'd listen to you?"
"Another woman has worn herself completely
out by overwork. Her daughter, who is employed in office work, coaxes ~:~nd tries to bribe her
mother to take a rest, promising to go with her
and pay all expenses if she will only go away for
recreation. The woman impatiently and persistently refuses, and the daughter goes to her bed at
night with a heavy heart and rises for the coming
day's work worrying about her mother's health:
Those who do not intimately know that family
blame the daughter for heartlessness. Not being
behind the scenes, they only see a handsome,
stylish girl, and a tired, sick looking woman.
They remark upon the "self-sacrificing mother
and that selfish daughter of hers." Now, who is
the selfish one?
Take another case, where a woman is hard
worked and the daughter is really selfish. Whose
fault is it? In nine cases out of ten it is undoubtedly the fault of the mother. No woman has a
right to rear her child so that she becomes selfish
and heartless; if she does it, she may be sure she
will only reap what she has sown.
With many thoughtless a.nd unobserving people the daughter of the period has been too long
a target for cruel arrows of wit and sarcasm. Every daughter can not afford to stay at home and
take the household cares off her . mother's hands.
It may be absolutely necessary fo·r one of them to
go outside to earn money:, and the daughter may
go with a very heavy heart to herjilessons or
whatever else she may have to do.
Since mothers do really love their children,
why can they not take a more agreeable and a
nobler way of expressing it than by toiling from
morning until night as though getting tired out
were the chief end of woman? A daughter has
the right to the companionship of a pleasant, hapPY and cheerful mother; but too often the poor,
tired, sick and complaining drudge gives her
children stones for bread.-Sel.

HOlliE COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Jan. I 6th, Amount received to date .... $2,365
Sr.Ida M.Manifold,Neb. $2 oo
Sr. Minerva Premo, Neb. I oo
Sr. Lucy Premo, Neb.... 50
Bro. Thos. Premo, Neb.. 50
Sr. M. Thomas, Iowa .... _s oo
Sr. Ellen Cameron, Mich. I oo
Sr. Eliza Poland, Me..... I 25
A. K. Anderson, Iowa. . . 54
Sr. Nora Gaylord, Iowa.. 50
Sr. Ella. Beebe, Mo ...... I- oo
Sr. M. H. Spurgeon, Kan. I oo

4I

---~

--·
I4 29
Jan. 23, Amount to date ........... •. $2.379 70
~Send

all moneva to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Lydia Johnson writes from North Platte,
Neb., giving an account of the efforts put forth
by herself and others to earn money for the pur.pose of helping to carry on the Lord's work.
EDI'!'ED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
Despite many discouragements, however, the
"Care that kills the cat, may plough
readers of the Home Column will see that her
Wrinkles in the miser's brow,
efforts were not in vain. It may be, Sr. Johnson,
Pla~]ue ambition's dream and sit
that the Lord was trying ) ou to know whether
Heavy on the hypocrite.
you would serve him under discouragements,
Seldom comes the evil guest
and we hope you will show him that you have
Where the conscience lies at rest,
And brown health and qUiet wit
more determination than to give up the work so
Smiling on the threshold sit."
well begun.
Sr. Mary A. Wood of Biddeford, Me., writes
expressing the great comfort which she takes In
ARE THE DAUGHTERS. TO BLAME?
the church publications, and regrettiitg that she
WE hear remarks from all sides upon the uncould not have had such reading when her chilselfishness of mothers, put how ofte~ is a word
dren were growing up. None of them are in the
said oftheir injustice to their daughters? 'fhere
fold, but she has faith to btlieve they will yet be.
are always t~l~: sides to a question,. but since a
Sr. J. Bently, St. Thomas, Ont., writes, "lam
mother's love has always been considered the
still persevei'ing and battling for the faith aqd
highest type of human affection and the best
have not grown weary. I find much cheer and
example of unselfishness, if seldom occurs to any
encouragement in the sister' letters.
one to justify daughters when they are called
Sr. E .. Cornish writes from the Slltne place,
selfish, or to question the conduct of the mother.
wishing all the mothers and sister~ a Merry
Often those mother.s who are regarded as the
Christmas and a Happy New Year. They haV,e
r;wst unselfish and self-sacrificing are really ex11. Prayer Union, which all seem ve~y much to
extremely selfish and unkind. Most people will
enjoy. She writes of great improvement in her
.be shocked at remarks like these, but if they are
own health throuh the blessing of God in answer
shocked it is because they are thoughtless, or
to the prayers of the Union.
their observations have bee.n confined to happy
Sr. Kate Curry, Senior, Tex., writes: "0h,
exceptions among a vast number.
how I feel for those dear sisters who have to
Here is one of these unselfish women ma!):ing
breast the storms of adversity alone, while thelr
a household slave of herself. Apd why? To
husba~ds are away on missions, and many times
shield her.daughters from hard work and to have
PRAYER UNION.
I would be willing to go withou't the necessities
a clean house. She toils from early morning unSPECIAL REQUESTS .FOR PRAYERS.
of life iU could assist one of these. How powertil night, superi11tending household. duties, at,less I feel! We too have to dress in the cheapest,
Sr. Taylor requests your prayers in behalf of
tending to the marketing and completely wearbut I know it i{\ harder for those whose husbands
her mother, Grandma Webb, \.1ho is aged and
ing herself out. Does she give her davghter
are gone, to have this also added. I love this
more comfort by her course of action? No, inafflicted.
Sisters Strange, Sryerman and Bently, all of work and would freely sacrifice for it, if it was in
d~ed, she does riot.. If the daughter is not natur!llY power. I. remember a time iri Bell county
ally heartless, or if she has notgrown callous by St. Thomas, Ontario, desire yotJr prayers that
when Br.o. H. C.-,-(one of the trave!in~ ministry)
their hearing may be re~tored to them.
years of this kind of life, it is making her t~nhap
harided tne some poems of his compoifg to read.
: py; The continual drudgery makes the mother · Sr. Alice Rogerson, Clear Water, Nebraska,
After looking at two or three pieces, ;rtlY eye fell
· · tired,uncompanionable and often complaining and asks your prayers that she may be restored from
upon one. entitled •My.Old Coat,' anp. although"
ill.cnatuveci, 'I!he daughter feels herself one too an affliction from· which she has been suffering
it was spiritualized, I could see th~tt it was It
for eleven month.s. ·
:. many 'kt hot;ne, and being deprived. of the comSr .. Mary Fisher, of Harrisonville,. Nebraska,· pl'ayer for. financial aid, as well as a ionging de; . panion.shjp of her mother, falls back upon her; :self
outsiders for society. I know a woman, a.sks your prayers for her grand-child, that if it sire to. be clothed upon spiritually.' Ho'\V my
heart responded, but empty handed what could I
and she is like hundreds of 6thers, V<·ho '\Vill coax · be God's will she may be healed.
do but pray? Though thjs poem had been write
Sr. Caroline Shearer, ~pringfield, .requests
· al)d.command her daughter to take an afternoon's
ten years before, he. was sadly in need then.
pleasure, promising her that she will lie down
your prayers in behalf of hers~!£ and family who
What can look worse than a minister of. God
~nd rest while her. daughter. is out.
When .the
are sick.
serving ~he people away from home aqd shab.bHr,
daughterxeturns she finds that her mother has
Sr. Tilden, Beattie, Kans., entreats ypur pray·
dress·ed! God has proyided a law by which all
been whitewashing th~ cellar, scrubbing, of has
ers in behalf of her husband, ibat he may see
.this can be avoided. The law is perfect ~nd will
ey~n gotten o.ut the household washing, although
and obey the trutp. /
not hurd. en even. the poorest. •Where: will tlie rec
Sr.. Ellen J;l'rankville, B~nnett, .Neb.; asks an
it!s late.in.the'\Veek~.and the regula~ washing
ha~be~n dqne on 1\fonday. When re;nonstrated
interest in yo'ur prayers, fhat she .!Day be re· sponsibi!ity rest Jor such astateof things?"
Referrin~ .·to !nst~n~es of •. ~re.llt l;lle~f>iOS"~· sf', .
wlthanq rernln4e<.l of her promise, sne· says she ;;tor.e!;ltq health.
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Emma X. Gamet, of Clear Water, Nebraska,
writes:-"Some five years ago diphtheria of a
very malignant form was in our neighborhood;
and people were so afraid of it that only a few
(five or six) would go to help the distressed families. Four children in one family about a mile
from us died in four weeks, and their own brothers ·would only come to the yard and enquire
after them. But I knew the Lord was able to
care for my family; and as they (my neighbors)
professed no faith, consequently had no special
claim on God, I would help care for them. I told
my children ·if they felt any soreness of the
throat or sickness in any way to tell me immediately. One evening I saw Otto come into the
house and go into a bedroom, but thought nothing of it till I called him to supper, and he answered that he did not want any, and I knew he
was crying. I went to him and found him in a
high fever and he soon commenced vomiting,
(just as my neighbor's children had done,) and
then I knew what the matter was. I helped him
to undress and put him into my bed and asked
him if I should not send for the elders and he
said, "Yes, send for Bro. Wight." I told him
Bro. Hyde and Bro. Williams were down the
road a little ways, talking, and as it was nearly
dark, hadn't he just as soon I would caiJ them?
He said, "yes," and after waiting some little time,
hating to disturb their conversation yet fearing I
would not see them go as it was getting so dark,
I sent one of the children for them. They came
and administered and the fever left him right
away, and in the morning you could see no symptoms of sickness. He sweat profusely, and slept
soundly through th_,enight. This is only one instance of many, and they have been anchors to
my faith. I must aiso tell you that the boy next
younger, (about six years old,) told me one morning that his throat was sore. I examined it and
found it full of canker patches. I took down the
consecrated oil and gave him a swallow and set
it on the stand and told him to go to it and take
of it as often as he thought of it, and if he was
not better by noon I would send for the elders,
but by noon there was no canker in his throat,
and so great was his faith that he insisted on my.
going to Mr. Hemmingway's; and telling them
to use consecrated oil for their children; and so
I did, but their faith was not like unto his. How
strange that saints will be so overcome by trifles
that they drop out by the wayside, and how sad.

ALBANY, N.Y., Dec. 3rst.
Dear Sister Frances:- Within the last few
months I have often tried to write a word for the
Home Column, but as often failed to be satisfied
with whatG::wrote, so I would lay it one side or
destroy it. Again my mind is impressed to write
for the encouragement of some of the dear ones
of the fold.
I am thankful for the light and power of the
gospel. The pure gospel of Jesus Christ, as restored in the latter days, and preached by the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ.
My sister (a Methodist) wrote me the other day
that she hoped that the darkness that had come
over my understanding in regard to the Latter
Day Saints would soon be dispelled, and I come
back to my old place among the Methodists.''
Thank God a greater light has come that
shines more bright and clear than the feeble rays
_ot Methodism. I have felt a greater power with-

in my soul, the truth of God has been made manifest, the Holy Ghost has revealed-unto me many
glorious things of the kingdom. Need I go back
to Methodism? No! I am perfectly satisfied.
I know in whom I trust. It is in the liv:ing God
of Israel.
While writing my heart is filled with rejoicing,
and I feel to consecrate myself anew to the work
of my Master. Here in Albany there are not any
Latter Day Saints only my husband and myself,
but the Lord is with us, and is found of us when
we ca11 upon him the same as though there were
a thousand Saints here. We are trying to let our
light shine. I have given a few tracts and have
talked with a very few.
I attend meeting at the Methodist Church, and
find some honest hearts there.
I am only
waiting for the index of the Spirit, that I may
speak in season and according to the Spirit. I
feel to say, "Not my will, Father, but thine be
done." I desire to be a ready instrument in the
hands of my Lord. My husband is doing what
he can, speaking a word for the cause whenever
opportunity offers. May God help us to put on
the whole armor, and work well in His vinevard.
Surely in this large city there are some souls
ready for the true bread of life.
As we have
freely received, may we freely give. Pray for
us, that we may have wisdom to direct us in word
and in deed.
Will we live to see a branch of the true church
raised up in this place? God grant it!
Your sister in gospel bonds,
ADDIE HoxiE.
1\'IoRRISTON, Wales, Dec. 21st.
Deaa Sisters'!/ the Home Colmnn:-I like very
much to read the Herald/ it is so interesting.
The testimonies of our old and experienced sisters seem to strengthen our confidence in the
work.
We are six in family altogether--five sisters
and father (we having buried our mother two
years last fall) all in the church.
I am the eldest of my sisters, was baptized into
the church when eight years old, am now twentythree, and can conscientiously say that I have
never regretted the step I have taken.
Dear sisters, we ask an interest in your prayers,
that we may be able to forbear the passing vanities of this world, as we are so young and liable
to temptation.
Sometimes when we read of the large branches
in America we wish we could be there also to
enjoy their society, whereas we are now only permitted to read of them.
The return of our dear brothers and sisters J.
T. and E. A. Davis for America, we very much
regret, but they left amongst us a deeper Impression of the "good work" than we ever before acquired; so much so that we can never forget
them. Their mission here has greatly increased
our knowledge and love for the work.
We have a nice little branch here, about
twenty·five in number. Our progress is slow.
May the Lord hasten the day when \Vales shall
again receive the gospel of Christ, is the prayer
of your loving sister,
MARY A. GIBBS.
ADDRESSES.
,
G. A. Blakeslee, presirling Bishop. Galien, l\clichhran.
Mrs. T. J. Andrews. 231 Caetro st .. San Franciso,o, Cal.
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigat>;
Thoma• Taylor, Chepstone Villa, Albert Road, Hands.

worth, Birminnham, England.
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The printed name on the colored label on your pa,.
per gives the date to which your subscription has been
vaid. If it shows you are in ~rrears, please renew.

NEW BEDFORD, Mass.,Jan. 14th.
Edt!ors Herald:-My last letter was dated, I
believe, some time in June last.
The old year with its record is among "'he irrevocable and unalterable things that constitute
our lives and help to make up ~he suin total,
whether for weal or woe. Whether the responsibilities and opportunities of life have been neglected or improved, these problems time and eternity, perhaps, alone will reveal.
.
I have labored in the Massachusets district
and ln other places as the Spirit and needs of the
work seemed most to demand, and according to
the strength and wisdom given. Trials we have,
and who has not? but out o£ them all good will
and must come to the faithful. To "glory in
tribulation" is not an attractive service "to the,
fleshly mind; but to the apostle Paul it marked .
the measure of high attainment in apprecirtti6n ',~<,
of the forces that are employed by the InfiniteWisdom in our development toward the goal of
a fixed estate in holieess and virtue.
To the forces of evil in arid out of the church
may the high moralist feel himself indebted, as
by the grace of God he is enabled to '"keep his
heart with all diligence," remembeHng with
Solomon "that out of'it are the issues_of life." I
never see a ];)lind man, a deaf or d\Wb, a cripple,
one deprived in any way of the full measure of
God's gift to. man of a . perfect physical
organization but what I feel under obligations·'
to him or her for th'" objective lesson which
they furnish to the thoughtful, and at such a ter- ·
rible cost to themselves. Are they -not objects
of sympathy, and is there not made a legitimate
demand upon us for the use of our powers in
their behalf? Are we riot called to be eyes tO'
the blind, ears to the deaf, feet to those who can ,
not carry themselves? Oh, yes. What then
shall we say of the infinitely worse state of the
moral cri?ple, the unfortunate victim of hereditary influences that no man on earth, no matter
how strong his will, can control or surmount
one generation!
Far less to be deplored is the estate of him
who from a gospel stand point ,ends Jhe' tri111s
and pain that ceases with the death of the .body,
than that moral, mental and spiritual lack which
men and women carry, not only to the tomb, but
through it and beyond into the eternity of God.
"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all
be made alive." We needn't worry so much
about that, but, oh, the long, tedious, tiresome
way of sacrifice, toil and tears over which we are
to reach the estate of the last Adam, "vVho in
the days of his flesh, when he had offered up
prayers and supplications, with strong crying
and tears unto him that was able to Bave him
from death, and was heard in that he feared.
Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience
by the things which he sufrered; and being made
perfect" thus--thus are we to follow in his footsteps, that we may be like him.
Happy, then, and charitable and compasionate
em he aff;rd to be who by birthright or fortutli\te environment is able to look down from high
and loft moral and spiritual altitudes upon the
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mental, moral or spiritual cripple beneath him;
and while with firm ha.nd he may resist the encroachments of ignorance and vice, yet should it
be with the intelligence and grace that seeks to
deal with and remove cause for the same, rather
than punish with vengeance or restrain with brute
force alone.
The wicked have trouble, no matter how insensitive, even in this life; and with the worst always to come and always before them until the
very wreck of broken laws crush them into conciousness of necessity and conformity to law and
obedience thereto. To oppose the law-breaker
is to befriend him, no less than the Jawabiding
and the obedieri t; and if Jacking sense or virtue
~·to perceive "that whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap," so much tl1e more unfortunare is he. "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom;" "good understanding have they
that keep his commandments." To fly in the
face of the Almighty is folly, and is madness.
Let us teach and practice the fear of the Lord.
I had expected to visit Connecticut week before last, but the prevailing epidemic caught me
while already debilitated by colds, caused by
speaking in different places, warm and cold atmospheres, and the unfavorable health conditions that necessarily surround the life of the
missionary in traveling from place to place. The
result is that I am not feeling well; and although
unfit for duty, I have remained at my post and
fulfilled appointments though .sick in bed between times with Ia grippe. Few escape its
clutches~ltogether, ending with some In insanity
or death,chindering also our work, attendance on
church service, etc.
The work in the district is, so far as we m.ay
Judge, onward. Proselyting is not an extensive
feature, if baptisms are the criterion by which to
. judge, but knowleif;ge, and better understanding
of the law is being had; faith which comes by
· hearing the word of God-recognition of the
means by which we shall .be enabled to go on
unto j)erfection; the gifts, of discernment, wisdom, etc., are among the principle things we try
to teach as necessary to possess in order that all
may work together harmoniously and effectually.
The sisters Prayer Unio'tl both in Boston and
Providence are a power for good, and a spiritual
leaven whose saving power is already apparent.
The Boston Saints need help and encouragement
in order to meet payments on their church. The
Providence Saints are taking steps to secure a
lot on which to erect a ~hurch home of their
,own.
We are expecting Bro. w, H .. Kelley to be
present at our conference at Dennlsport next
Saturday. Bro. Whiting is iri charge at FaiJ
Riyer; Bro. Parsons is sick in Boston with the
"grip" at.last report. I expect if well enough
after conference to v.lsit New Canaan, Connecticut, ancl Brooklyn, New York.
The past year has been one of spiritual blessing to me, and of great confirmation as 'to the
truth of the latter day work. Am willing to
stake all that I have, am, or. hope to be on. its
truthfulness'"···· A clpud of witnesses surround
him .or her, the eyes of whose understanding
have been enlightened by the power ot God,
through obedience to the angel gospel message
restored. Let us as Saints of God seek to exalt
the name of hlm who hath called us from dark·
nesS to his marvelous fight; by clel!,nsing thes12 ..,
~aO:ermieles of all uncleanness and of ~hat· whlch
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defiles, giving heed to words of wisdom ana of
poor to bear the cross and burden alone? If we
do, rest assured that the glory will rest not upon
faith. Let not hatred, save of. wrong, or malice
us, but upon them-bye and bye.
·
or anger have place or abiding with us. Let us
"Gather my saints together unto me.'' Who?
arise in the strength which God by grace through
Everybody called to be Saints? "Those that
faith supplies to him or her who, filled with good
have made a covenant with me by sacrifice."desires-hungering and thirsting after righteousPs. so: 5·
ness-must, as inevitably as the day follows night,
Blessings cheaply won are seldom prized, and
by these processes become partakers of the dias such are no blessings. Our inheritance which
is eternal will be securt>d only by the law of jusvine nature, and thus escape the corruption
tice and sacrifice. We don't want to be pensionthat is in the world through lust.
ers or paupers upon God's bounty altogether;
Our life is largely what we make it. Our Inbut to sit under our "own vine and fig tree" with
herited weaknesses as well as surroundings may
the consciousness that to "lay Uj) treasures where
be largely overcome by a continual pleading with
moth and rust" cot!ld not and did not "corrupt,
God to supply for our natural lack. This is the
nor thieves break through and stt>al," was not
faith which Jacob had. The consciousness of
fanaticism, but on the contrary, about the safest,
his own guilt did not prevent him from claiming
easiest and best investment of .our earthly subthe blessing through faith made to his fathers.
stance, from a business standpoint, that mortals
The long night:struggle with the angel attests
were ever directed into.
the practicability of the grace wherein we who
How can we make friends of the malllmon of
are of the faith of Abraham stand to-day. If the
unrighteousness? By acting w_isely with tempofathers having eaten of sour and the children's
ral means, as in the case of the steward, who
teeth are set on edge according tothe law of nap1'oposed by wisdom to gain what he lost by .misture, the superior law of grace may be made to
fortune or knaving, viz., the recovery of a home
turn back the tide of physical and moral heredity
or place in the houses of those whom he should
and taint, and the ascending life be manifest in
serve. "And I say unto you" (the disciples)
us, and continued in our children toward large
conclusions, if we are set and determined In our. "Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of
unrighteousness, that when ye fail" here onearth'".
lives to live by .every word that proceedeth from
and earthly possessions, whether small or great,·
the mouth of God.
pass to other lands, by the wise provision'whii:l:l
Glorious heritage and privilege! "Therefore beGod through his gospel is calling you
make,
ing justified by faith, we have peace withGod
you may bye and bye be teceived into everlasting
through our Lord J ~sus Chri;t,"by whom we have
habitations. "He that is not faithful in that
received the atonement and the law of reconciliawhich is least" [of the temporal and perishable
tion through his blood, which was shed for us
things] to him can not be safely trusted; neither
for the remission of the sins of ignorance and inwill God the All-wise commit t.t:l him the true,
heritance. Every man 8hall die for his own sins
the lasting, the eternal riches of his kingq:o~and
and nc:>t for another's. This combination of mercy and of justice revealed in the gospel suits . his glory. "If ye have not been faithflll:<J ,. ·
which is another's, who shall give y~U: th~t'
itself to my adjusted faculties. There are the
[as disciples of Christ] is your own P'. '·No'.~e
.
good as well as 'the evil forces continually surcan serve two masters. "Ye cap.not. set~.e;GBi:(
rounding us~all. You can t~J,ke your choice of
and mammon."-Luke I6: r-r4; and a cov:etous
guests and pick your compapy. Shall we, oh,
man (who is an idolater, according to Paul).hl!th
saints.of the Massachusetts district, drive out the
no i11heritance in the kingdom of God and of his
'foul and unseemly thoughts yvhich only make
Christ, but will be cast out as an unwise and unthe action that destroys our peace, possible?
profitable servant, who hadn't .the wisdom nor
"Know ye not that. ye are the te~ple of the livfaith by which the just shall live, to see the reasing God!" Shall we court• destruction by filling
onableness and practicability of the law of tiththese temples with unhallowed guests?' Or shl!ll
ing. "Wi.ll a man rob God?" Yes, if he has a
we bid in and harbor only such guests as profit
disposition covetous enough.
and elevate our physical, our moral, our spiritual
Let us place our shoulders to the wheel and
natures? ShalL we ·generously aid the church.
push on the car o~ gospel reformation all togethand ourselves by subscribing~· prjiying fo~ ·and
er with a will; remembering that the eye of God
reading the Herald, Autumn Lea1Jes and Hope?
is upon us, and a.reckoning of _our stewardship
The books of the church: Do we read these
will certainly be demanded of us by Him who
methocUcally, persistently, as the notion takes us
has called us to glory and virtu~ ..
-as we feel like it-or not at all? Have ~e
In the faith,
tithed ourselves of that small portion w-ithwhich
MYRON H. Bo.Nn.
God has blessed us? H~s the fr~e-will offering
been neglected? Do we feel under obligation to
assist in carrying to souls as benighted as we
PEMBROKE, S . D._, Jan. 14th.
once. were the gospel we In the prayer-meeting
Bro. Blair:-We are. experie!(!cing very hard
say is of so much worth, or testify of to the
times out here on account of drot!th. Tbe. Saints,
stranger who stirs up our combative force bv
however, .are cheerful, as the way is being openabusing that which we knbw to be true?
•
ed, I might say almost miracqlously, so. that·
Is our eye single to the glory of God, or do yve
there is no lack of the ach1al. ne.cessaries of life,
S(le double?-the largest part of our vision conthough sot1le. of us are learning to. economlze.in
centrated upon tfie world and upon our own
a way we riever dreamed .()f before. When I
wants, multiplying as they.are fed and ministerlook back I feel pained to thin)' of lost oppor,ed to, whether real or fictitious? And whil_e we
tunities. How much I might have done w.ith 1!.
are privileged to. enjoy not only comforts li~t
little self-denial! · My subscriptio.n for Sera.{¢ is..
luxuries,. shall we. forget God and his work (n . due. Please c.ontinue it and. to.' the rest of the
ministering .. un,to our!lel~es lj.nd_ I~ave Simon
Potter~ounty br~threr. pntil kind fortune g.ives
and Jesus Christ, and the mlssi9narles1 lind th~ . US a Crpp, .
W~...oJeAJlt.L,,lN~:>.
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Nil:V:ADA, Mo., Jan. 4th.
Dear Herald:-I am still in the field, though I
have been hindered some by poor health; my
throat troubles me some yet.
I went to Knob Knoster the nth of November
and preached eight discourses in the hall. Was
kindly cared for. and assisted by Bro. Wells and
family. I baptized two precious souls, and left
the Saints and friends feeling well in the work;
then came to Holden by request of Bro. J. Johnson, to preach .his little boy's funeral sermon.
We were granted the use of the Christian
Church for the occasion. I continued meetings
there in the Saints' Hall over three Sunday~ an<i
baptized one, leaving the Saints feeling well
in the work and rejoicing in the truth. I returned to Indepencence to attend the district ·confer··
ence which passed off quietly, leaving home
again the 21st, and have been preaching in different School-houses about six miles from town
with quite a good interest. One man belonging to
the Catholic Church has turned from his book and
beads and attends our meetings regularly. The
priest met him and told him he would cut him
off the church if he attended Protestant meetings, He replied that he did not care, for he
had been following blind guides long enough.
I will commence preaching two miles from
Nevada next Tuesday. The people seem a·nxious
to hear, and we have had but little opposition as
yet. Do not know what they will do when we
get nearer headquarters-the Christians have a
college in town. No doubt they will think the
wolf is coming too near. I am staying with
Bro. Goff who moved here from California, and
Bro. Jardens from Iowa. There are sixteen
Saints here now, all interested in the work; so
the good work goes on.
This is a fine country, and a good class of people are here. Brn. E. Curtis, I. N. White and
other brethren have done and are doing good
work in the district.
Your brother,
H. H. ROBINSON.
RoLFE, Iowa, Jan. I 3th.
Bro. Blair :-I write to let the readers of the
Herald know that I am doing all I can in the
good work. I have had a very hard field, so far
as prejudice is conc~rned. The only way it could
be much worse is for the prejudice to be coupled
with more desperate characters; but I am glad
to say that the rays of the gospel are beginning
to melt the icebergs of prejudice, so we can see
some of the effects of it. One is to be baptized
soon, and others are investigating. Since coming here threats of using tar, feathers and eggs
in close proximity to my person have beetCmade,
but not executed. God has surely stood by me
while telling the good old story, and I believe he
has blessed my efforts.
A person told me that if I would preach for
the Methodists everybody in the neighborhood
would like me and would want to hear me. The
person that told me this is a Methodist, and last
spring advised others not to hear me. Some have
tried to close the school· house against me, but
did not succeed. God has surely raised up
friends unto me as he has promised to do.
May God's blessings be upon all his people and
more especially the ministry that they may win
many souls for Christ.
Yours for truth,

:p.M. Run:o.

SHERIDAN, Nev. Dec. 3oth.
Editors Herald:-After a long drought we are
blessed with rain and a heavy snow, to the satis-.
faction of all. The snow is about twenty feet'
deep in the high mountains, and from two to
three feet in the valleys; so the Giver of all good
has remembered us and supplied our wants.
The church in Nevada is progressing some.
Bro. T. Daley, accompanied by Sr. Daley is laboring here, and has baptized several. He is
calculated to do much good because he can make
friends with the world, and they receive him.
They have been guests of Judge Arnot, of Alpine county, California, for some time. I hope
he will convince many of them.
We have been holding our meetings regularly
during the past here in our neighborhood, also in
Diamond Valley, ten miles distant across the line,
in California. The attendance is good and God
has blessed us with his Spirit; and the promise
is if faithful that many inore will be added to the
church. May we all live and let our light shine,
and show good examples, that others may see the
glorous gospel of Jesus Christ. Bro. George
Smith, ;of Washoe county, Nevada, and Sister
Smith asks an interest in the prayers of the
_the church. Bro. Smith is and has been sick for
two months. He is firm in the faith and waiting
and trusting in God for deliverance. They are
both over seventy-five years of age, and not expecting to remain long in this life.
In covenant bonds,
D. R.JONES.

it may have been discovered by "their wise men"
and is still taught by themselves as it had when
it cried out, "Crucify him.! crucify him!!" Yes,
the same spirit that was in "Mystery Babylon
the Great," when by her authority the word of
God was chained to the wall least the common
people should read and understand it, thus revealing her error and sin and weakening her
power; ·so it is to a very large extent with her
daughters, for, although they seem to want every
body to have a Bible and are often heard to sing
"Holy Bible I book divine l
Precious treasure, thou art mine I"

yet one is forced to conclude that they only intend it to be understood as their ministers shall
explain it. Again: That relic of the., dark ages
makes itself manifest, not in chaining the Bible
to the waJI, but in these words: "Don't go out to
hear; freeze them out; you'll be deceived."
Thus demonstrating the fact that the daughters
are almost if not altogether as fearful of theresults should the people be allowed to hear and
jvdge for themselves as was their mother.
This being the case and knowing the importof the work committed to our care; and also
realizing that "our sufficiency is of God," "what
manner of persons ought we to be in all holy·
convers~tion and godliness?" 0, how necessary
that God's ministers should persevere, losing
sight of self, and laboring together in love, and
endeavoring to encourage and assist each other
all they possibly can! For if the Lord called his
people Zion because they "we~,:e, of one heart and
one mind, and dwelt in righteousness," (D. C. 36:
2), the same righteousness and oneness of heart
should characterize us in all that we are and do
both as individuals and as a church, if we too are
a part of the Zion of God, and are actually preparing a city to meet that holy eity and their God
when he shall come in all his power to reward
hic, people.
How necessary then that we always retain ln
our possession God's Holy Spirit, which shall
make his word as a "light to our pathway and as
a lamp to our feet," and which shall qualify us
for every work which he expects us to perform!
Only by laboring in harmony with its hallowed
influence will the sentiment of the following
beautiful words apply to us:

BELL, Iowa, Jan. 16th.
Bro. Blair:-If the minister's labor is always
to be judged by the number of persons he bap·
tizes I am afraid the writer's report for the present year, when it is finally submitted for consideration, will appear small indeed.
I have baptized a few, but it would not do for
me to claim that they were my colil.verts; for at
best I have only assisted in sowing the seed.
And, perhaps, in baptizing these few I have
watered what some modern Paul has planted.
But, however this may be, I hope and pray that
God has given the increase. , One thing is sure,
whatever our report may be, long or short, large
or small, or how that report may be con&idered
"Glorious things are snug of Zion,
by man, "it is written": "Every man shall reEnoch's city seen of old;
ceive his own reward, according to his own
Where the righteous, being perfect,
labor."
Walked with God in streets of gold.
It is encouraging to the minister for Christ as
Love and virtue, faith and wisdom,
he strives in his weakne~;s to do the Master's will,
Grace and gifts were all combined;
and endeavors to save sinners, to know that
As himself each loved bis neighbor,
All were of one h,eart and mind."
nothing unreasonable is required of him by the
good Lord who has said for his benefit that
To enable us to do this the Lord has said:
«Wherefore now Jet every man learn his duty,
"where little is given but little !s required;" but
at times there are so many .things to try one, so
and to act In the office in which he !s appointed
much to contend against and overcome; so many
in all dillgence."-D. C. 104: 44· Yet for all this
and for the further fact that much of our duty is
heart-aches and disappointments for the minisso plainly outlined in the word of God that no
ter that no one can see and understand but God
one need to misunderstand what God requires of
alone, that it is encouraging to know that the
him, yet there are, because of our close connecall-wise Judge will not "judge after the sight of
tion in this work, duties which we may underhis eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his
stand better by conferring together, as the follow··
ears, but with righteousness shall he judge the
ing show: "Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church
poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of
-whom I have called; behold, I give unto you a
the earth."
The Master's words are still true, "The harvest
commandment, that ye shall assemble yourselves
truly is great, but the laborers are few;" and the
together to agree upon my word."-D. C. 4I: L
work in many places is just as unpopular now
Now if we are to understand our duties better by
as then.
The truth is, the so·called religious · conferring together, it becomes necessary that
v1orld has, with all its professed Jove for Jesus,
we realize that ali others are, perhaps, just as
just as !itt!~ love .for his doctrine, only so far as
anxious thaq the rilil'ht shovlo obtaip as we are,
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Therefore, we should be willing to hear patiently
and duly consider whatever they may have to
present; and, should the conclusion reached be
diffei·ent to vvhat we as individuals could wish,
try and be content therewith until the time arrives when the matter may again be considered,
so long as it is by the consent of the majority of
the body, whether that be the general church,
the district, or the branch.
In this, as in all other gospel work, there
should be no undue advantage taken of any one;
nor should there be any electioneering done or
chicanery practiced; for these things are bad
enough in political matters, but in religious deliberations they are, to say the least, simply detestable, and must shake the faith and weaken
the confidence of all truth-loving people in those
who stoop to their practice. And, to manifest
our disappointment by anger, is weak and foolish. We should all have confidence enough in
God to believe that he will rule and over-rule for
the good of Hi~"f>eople. For one I believe the
work of God is established to remain, and will
steadily move orf to a glorious triumph, whether
I stand or fall. Therefore, it seems to me that
I can see a grand truth in the following words of
one of our beautiful hymns:
"Arouse thyself to diligence,
With others' works take no offense;
For if they do not interfere
With thee or thine, why need'st thou care?c
Or if they do, care not at all;
By their own work.s they stand or fall."

when the Holy Spirit rests upon the child of
God in power and lightens up the soul with its
holy fire and the vail of darkness is parted before
the spiritual eyes, arid he sees into the world beyond and grasps for the moment the glory "which
<..iod hath prepared for them that lov,e him." 0,
this is feasting upon the heavenly manna indeed!
Thank God for the heavenly gift?
Myself and family have been sick with
heavy colds or something worse, but are all better now, for which we thank the Giver of all gbod.
Bro. Charles Derry has been at Dow City for
about two weeks of late, doing some excellent
preaching.
In bonds,
C. E. BUTTERWORTH.
WrL:aER, Neb., Dec. 3oth.
Dear Herald:-Although comparatively young'
in the work, I am not without evidences of its
divine authenticity. It is God's work, and I
know if faithful I shall finally overcome and be
saved in the kingdom of God.
Our new church is nearly finished and we have
preaching and. Sabbath-school every Sabbath,
and prayer and testimony meeting on Wednesday evenings, and the testimony of the Saints is
that they feel encouraged and are willing to labor on and hope and pray for the final victory.
Although we do not attain to as high a degree
of spirituality as it is our privilege to do, yet we
know the fault is with us if we live beneath our
privileges, for the promises of Gcd are sure and
steadfast, and not one can s;ty they have ever
failed when the conditions have been faithfully
complied with. "Draw near unto me and I will
draw near unto you," is the promise.
Diphtheria has been raging in our village this
fall and ·winter so that the attendance was small
at both church and schools. There has been over
thirty deaths from diptheria in Wilber and vicinity.
We look for the. regular visits of the Herald,
Hope and Autumn Leaves with pleasure, and consider them well worthy the support of the .Saints.
They penetrate into dark corners and dispense
light and truth .where the elders can .not go.
Yours in bonds,
ANDREW WooDs.
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bors which are small and weak at best; but my
faith in the final triumph of the church is stronger than ever.
More efficient prayer is needed, not only with
our tongues, but with hands and pockets. I am
afraid too many are trusting too much in the Lord
doing their work. Some few of the brethren are
doing nobly while others are doing nothing. This
is not as it should be. All can do something. If
they can't preach they can help hold up the arms
of those who can. I know manycthat are spending money daily for tobacco, newspapers, toys
and other things which could easily be dispensed
with, if an effort be made in the right direction.
I suppose I had better stop if I wish to become
popular; but the good book tells me there is a
time to speak and a time to keep siient. I have
written that which I know to be true. If I am in
error, Herald please answer, as my whole soul's
desire is to do my duty in declaring the whole
truth of the gospel.
CLARENCE ST CLAIR.
SAN BENITo, Cal, Dec. 3oth,
Dear Herald:-As a branch we are being wonderfully blessed by the Holy Spirit. Yesterday
at our sacrament meeting when my daughter(Sr.
Emily Davis, was having her ba]?y blessed, my
husband saw two personages in white pass by
where they were blessing the child. And at, a
testimony meeting at our house in the evening
w.e were much blessed by the gifts of the gospel;
for a tongue was given, and the interpreta'tion
was a song of praise, not in verse, but praising
God, and that the gospel was gojng to the na~
tions of .the earth, and that speedily; and the
Saviov's coming was 11ear-much nearer than we
thought of.
That seemed to be the burden of the tongue,
that the gospel would go to the n:).tions, and the
com.ing o.f our Savior was very near. Brother
and· sister Burton are with us, and we enjoy their
company and teachings.
·
Yoursister in Christ,

I have tried to preach all I could and assist
others whenever necess;try. I have opened cup
several new places, and feel confident that God
has greatly assisted me in my labor by his Holy
Spirit, for which f try to be thankful to him. I
have occasionally met with some opposition,
, such as the following: "Show me a miracle and
I'll believe," etc. Yet I have tried to remember
at such times that "a soft answer turneth away
wrath;'' and is sometimes said by persons who
know what I preach only as it is reported to them
MA!,tY J, PAGE.
by others, that I ought to be t;wred and feathered; but I have never felt in danger, for I have
been confident that God .was on my side, for the
GooD INTENT, Kans., Jan. zoth.
reason that wherever I have labored I have
Dear Herald:-A true s.ervant of God will
fourid friends who are willing to assist the minnever teach a false doctrine, butwill tell you
that if you receive his message and be baptized
ister for Christ.
your sins shall be remitted and you shall be filled
To me it is encouraging to know that wherever
BETHEL, Mo., Jan. 8th.
with the Holy Ghost by the layingoh of hands;
Bro. W. W. Blair:-I commenced a protracted
I have labored .. ! would find a welcome should
and that you shall know by the tea<;hings thel-f!of,
meeting here last Sunday evening, and .have
return. I have tried to labor as directed by those
that the doctrine is true and of .God. An impos•
in charge, for the reason that it is a part of their c awakened a good interes.t. Some are very near
the kingdom. I am. stopping with Bro. and Sr.
ter does not prom is~ you. that, for he knows. he
duty to direct my lab~;>r, and therefore they
would be detected as a false teacher; In ReveWare, and they are very kind to me and doing
should. know how and where my labors will
lation q:: 6 it is stated that this ~ngel waisent
all they can to aid the work here. We are gainresult i.n the most good t<:> the church. And they
with the gospel to be preached to. every natlo!J,
have as good a right to the gujding influence· of ing many friends' and receiving favor from the
people, and we feerthat the Lord. is also blessing ki?dred, tol)gue and. people. This shows to.us
God's CHoly Spirit to direct them in their office
that the nations, kindreds, tonguds and peoples
us in a good degree with his Spirit. Heretofore
and calling as I have in .mine. They have be€m
the weather has been unfavorable, but has somewered~stitute of the gospel, otherW:ise the:wgel
called of God and. ave sustained by the faith and
what relented ancl is now more propitious. We
would not hlJ,ve been sent with ,the gospel to
prayers of the church as well as. by its voice and
preach to them. This text thus stands as. a d.ishope soon to be able to write you good results.
. vote. Havel more?. Nay, verily.
Weexpect to continue until about the rsth,and tin.ct announcement.that .God would in the latter
If the Spirit of God worketh in us'both we
days restore thegospel to the earth', -which would
will be .enabled to work in harmony for the best then to rri'ove on to Kansas City and commence
be destitute of it.·
.
.
meetings there until Spring conference, unless
good of alL I am afraid of any spirit, rio matter
::£'he office of the angel is ac<;orriplished .in
the district president .makes other ar~angements.
how holy it rnay seem to be, whiCh does not
committing a dispensation to t,he qhosen of God
Truly the labor is great and the laborers few.
teach me "to stand in" my "own office," and
My little effort; though weak, is bestowed freely, and preparing him f~rthe work, oy gi:ving him
labor in my "own calling," and allow every one
a'*d am on! y sorry that I am unable to do more; a proper knowledge of the gospel ~I]d the authorelse to do the same.
but I will cast in my mite, praying always ~(}r
ity to.administer in all theappo.1nl~~nts of (i?d,
How the Holy Spirit strengthens and upholds
strength tosupport thatwhichlacketh.
'jl al)d this work .was ac9omplished in. the <;ailing of
the humble minister
Christ while be defends
I have n:ot wdtten to the Heraldf()r so~!') time, Jo.sep? ~rn,ith,and'C)I!v~\" ?owdery in the prie~tthe trutt, possibly no <:>ne catnealize only those
. for:
not wishing to burdkm Its col\lmqs witl{myla-" hood, an4 a rev~lation .corh.mHtea. to
who. have been thus strengthened.. Yes, at times

:u
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the beginning of the ministry. This doctrine is
made very plain in the gospel. The authority
conferred on the apostles was to go into all the
world, preaching repentance and baptism for the
remission of sins to every creature; witnessing
unto them that he that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved,and he that believeth not shall be
damned. The reason of this rule is plain, for
sin is an offense against God. He being the
party wronged he has the right to prescribe the
conditions on Which he will forgive sins and the
manner in which he will do it.
Your in gospel bonds,
DANIEL Mu'NNs.

UNION,

Ind., Jan. wth.

Bro. Blair :-Bro. L. D. Daniels has been here
holding a series of meetings with good results.
He delivered ten discourses to attentive and interesting audiences and led three precious souls
into the water and we believe many more are
near the kingdom. The Spirit of the Savior was
with us during these meetings and we rejoice in
his name, for the members of the kingdom at
this place were blessed to a great extent.
Bro. Daniels is an able defender of the truth
and enjoys a good degree of the Spirit. May
God bless him, and may the church sustain him
in the necessaries of life. We need a great many
such men to battle for the truth.
Southern Indiana is raising her banners higher for the gospel's triumph, regardless of fate or
foe. We are determined to say, Let others do as
they may; as for us we will serve God with one
accord. May God bless us from henceforth and
forever as well as all His sons and daughters.
Bro. Daniels left on the 8th inst. for Byrnville
to spend a short time. I bear testimony to the
work; I know there is a greater power in this
work than man, for I am made to realize that the
gospel came not in word only but in demonstration of the Holy Spirit, and that the power is
here that enables us to become the sons of God,
and it will prepare us a house not made with
hands eternal, in the heavens. I ask an interest
in the prayers of the faithful.
Your brother,

W. C.

MARSHALL.

ExcELSIOR, Wis., Jan. 14th.
Editors Herald:-I desire to inform the brethren and sisters of the latter day work in the
Western Wisconsin district that some four or
five years ago God revealed to the Saints by his
Spirit that the work would go down until there
would not be many Saints left in the district,
and that one branch would be disorganized, (at
that time it was a large and prosperous branch),
and that there should not be any left; all of
which has proved true.
He also said by the
Spirit that the work would be built up again
throughout the district if the Saints would be
faithful and Jive up to the commands that he
would give them from time to time.
I can say the Saints have been and are trying
to live up to the laws of God, and in so doing
God has been true to His promises, for within
the last t~o years since our worthy missionaries,
Brn. M. T. Short and W. S. Pender came to this
district to labor in connection with the local
ministry there has been an addition of about
fifty members within the last year and a half;
also one branch has been organized, which !;a~

at present over thirty members. So we see God
has been with his servants.
I feel encouraged to moye onward in the work
of the Lord. Within the last year I have not
been able to get away from home to assist the
brethren in the great battle for truth. I love the
latter day work, ar,d the more I strive to present
the law of God to fallen humanity the more I
feel blessed. My financial circumstances have
been such within the last year that I have not
been able to do much. I have only baptized
one; but I hope to be sustained by General Conference, that I may be able to devote all my time
in the ministry.
We feel thankful for the labor and instruction
we have received from Brn. Short and Pender;
and my prayer is that God may bless them in
their labors for truth.
Our district conference will be held at the
Wheatville branch, February Isf and zd, r89o.
We invite the traveling ministry to be present;
and may the Saints come praying.
In gospel bonds,
W. A. l'IIcDowELL.
PANAMA, Iowa, Jan. II!h.
Dear Hemld:-We have no branch here, and
so depend entirely on Herald, Hoj;e and Autmmz
·Leaves for our spiritual comfort.
It makes our
hearts glad to read of the progress of the work.
My wife and myself are desirous of so living that
we may be a benefit to the work.
Bro. Charles
Butterworth was here last winter and did
noble work. We hope we can prepare for him
again.
In bonds,

. C. M.

The weather is rather against us; sometimes

vrarm, sometimes :rain; then snow and freezing,
and the mercury rises and falls from seventy
G.bove to fifteen and twenty below zero. But we
have lots to encourage us. Many school houses
and some churches are open to us, and some people persecute us, which is one of the signs that is
promised to follow believers; and some of the
heal leaders of other faiths who years ago would
rot come to· hear us are now con1ing to the front,
sing for us, etc. 'vVe get good congregations, and
good order; the speakers have good liberty, and
we all feel as one working for the one grand end.
\Ve expect to continue this for a month or two,
and then, Bro. Joseph, what will the harvest be?
Brethren, pray for us. 0, I feel that the God of
Isr~icl, the God that led the prophet Joseph to
E:si.ablish this great latter day work, is on our side,
and helping us to carry it on, on to victory.

J. J. CORNISH.

ARTICLES nnder this head do not necessarily ~ecelve the
endorsernent of the Editor~ writers are responsible fOR'
o;;s·31 views. Contributions solicited.

------·- - - - - -

THE SABBATH QUESTION.

I.VILDER.

. LEXINGTON, Mich., Jan. 20th.
Bro. Joseph:- YVe are at work in the stn:nk of
country allotted out some time ago.
roused up some of the people and they have commenced to investigate the faith. Bro. J.
Grant
is with me here, at the lower end; Brn. R. E.
Grant and Wm. Dowker are at I he upper end,
and Brn Robert Davis and J. J. Baily vvill soon
be in the centre about Carsonville. Tomorrow
evening we open up in a church in Crosswell for
the first time in that part.
\Ve are to have that
church for two weeks every evening, save one,
and longer if we want it; but it may be that some
will not be willing to let us have it after the two
weeks; we will see. I am the only one of the
general conference appointees here yet. Bro. E.
DeLong is to be here on Thursday; Bro. L.
Phelps is on his way and \'<Till be here as ;;oon as
he thinks he has done justice to the cause \vhere
he is. Poe~r Bro. J, A. Carpenter whose heart
in this work, I am afraid can not leave his home
now, but he will be here to help us H he can.
We expect to have our ministers strung
along every six or eight miles apart, "two
two;, and where \ve have priests ·vvho
but little experience etc. we put
elder, and there being more

agent, go to all those places
financial lav-v.
th~ front and propuse to gss!st

pre~:ching

-enterprise.
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the time when those specified eve,nts occur.
How .are we to knoV<1 beforehand what
the further revelation on the subject may
reveal or what the decision of the assem··
bled quorums may be on that subject?
seems to us to be a mere presumption-claiming a point without proof-to say
there may not be a change made by future
revelation or the further investigation of
the matter in the assembled quorums when
they may be called upon to decide concerning the law in the church articles and
covenants on this question"- what are
you contending against God's holy Sabbath for, when your own church will
soon keep it?
I have quoted the brother thus profuselv, as some may not have understood it.
if this and another brother's" Meditation,"
in October 19th's number of I-Ierald is not
extending aid and comfort to the
am mistaken; and as such they will
used if they get hold of them. And if
they are presented against us, how
we answer them? Take the brother's
vice and say, "0, there is difference of
opinion among us on that question"? "0h,"
thev will reply, "you are divided then!"
and quote to us Chri5t's words, "A house
divided against itself," etc.; and read to us,
"l say unto you, be one; and if ye are not
one, ye are not mine," (D. & C. 38: 6);
and ask, ~'Why do you call yourselves
God's people?" Answer, (in the brother's
language), Ah, we "should be careful in
representing the matter and not presume
too much inregard to what the future
or will not bring about," or how much
God may change one of these days! Or,
as the brother sums up, "Each has a
to his opinion upon this Sabbath
and if he must express it let him say it is
only his opinion and not the doctrine
the church."
"0 h! then your church has no doctrine
upon this matter?"
Oh, yes. The Lord Jesus told Joseph
the Seer in I831, to "offer upthy sacraments upon my holy day; for verily this
[Sunday] is a day appointed unto you to
re<>t from your labors;" calling it the
Lord's day, etc.-D.&. C. 59:2.
This was in August, and in November
it was reiterated as "the mind and will of
the .Lord" "as made known in a confer"
ence." And here it is. called "the Sabbath
day." (Section 68: 4)· And after fifty-six
years it was again revealed as the will of
the Lord. Well, then, it must be the doctrine. of Christ, and we must abide in it.
Oh, yes, Christ once taught it; but th!s
"does .not .settle the question so that there
may not hereafter be a change made from
the. first to the seventh day;" so says the
brother~ In reply I would ask, Did the
the quorums decide according to the mind
and 'Nill of the Lord in 1835 "concerning
the !aw in the church articles and cove~
nants"? And if the quorums are again assembled, because of unbelief in, dissatisfaction and rebellion against the former commandments by some, as no doubt they will
be soon, pray· tell me what are they to decide concerning the law? Whether Sunday or Saturday shall be the Sabbath according to their opinion, or whether the
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Sabbath law given August, 183r, November r83r,,andApril, 1887, came from God?
H the Jast, and they should decide, "0, yes,
the former command to keep the first day
was from God [which they are bound to
do or reject all in the book], yet we think it
best to have a change and keep Saturday
" would the brother recognize their
to change God's law, and go with
? Perhaps so, but I know one that
never, never would. What right would
have to change the Sabbath law
any more than that in regard to stealing,
committing adultery, killing, etc., as
in the same paragraph, (Section
59: 2),as the Brighamites did do? It seems
to me that the brother's doctrine is like
Brighamism, in some respects· at least, 'I
trusting in new revelations or decisions of
quorums instead of the "former commandments;" and they got their new revelation
on polygamy to suit them, although God
had said, "Thou shalt love thy wife with
all
heart, and cleave unto her and none
But that did not matter.
else.
Iffuture quorums decide against sections
59 and 68 being· from God, how about all
others in the Doctrine and Covenants? 0,
they can reject them and accept the others,
some may reply. Then we should not
live by every word that proceedeth out of
mouth of God? Just take that point
suits us, like Bro Brigham! •·Cursed
is the man that trusteth in man" etc.-', Jeremiah.
In Section 1 Doctrine and Covenants w~
1 learn that the reason God gave the commands in that book wa. s because. the people
had "broken mine everlasting 'covemmt,"
,
"that mine everlasting covenant might
I be established." "Search these command1 ments for they are true [one says Sunday
I is the Lord's dav-the Sabbath. Is that
j not true yet? If so, when will it cease to
1 be true?] .and faithful."
"What I, th~
1
have spoken I have spoken, and I
j excuse not myself; and. though the heav"
1 ens and the. earth pass away, my word
I shall not pass away;~' for "the Spirit bear"·
eth record and the record is true, [that the
first day is the Lord's day, 'the Sabbath,'
'and the inhabitan.ts of Z. ion shall keep
the Sabbath,' first day, according to God's
1 truth] and the truth abideth forever and
I ever, amen." Amen, again say I. May
I God help the Saints to believe this, and
not hope for some change in God's truth
1 by some quorum or revelation as the
Brighamites did, "That mine everlasting
· covenant [or will] might be ~stablished.''
It .was and .is established as the "stone cut
out without hands" (and .it included "this
my holy day," the first day, as the ''Lord's
day," ''the Sabbath day,".) "and it shall
stand forever."-Dan. 2: 44• And I can
truly say as one of old, ".the Spirit of the
Lord God is upon me" as I write this; as
the second time defending this great
truth against one of Battle Cr~ek's chamc
pions "the Lord stood by me" an.d talked
to me .at midnight in answer to prayer, by
pis Spirit, "as a man. talketh to his brother," qu9ting to meagood partof three
chapters in the Scriptures, enabling me to
utterly rout him.. N ei~her was I asleep,
1 nor had been that night, and upon his. ad:

l
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mission that he was unable to sustain his
position as well as some others, I offered
to go to Battle Creek and debate the ques~
tion with any man they might select, pay
all my expenses, give fifty or one hundred
dollars if necessary t0 have it reported and
published in pamphlet form, which he declined.
If those positive commands of God that
are in harmo:1y with all other scriptures
as part of his everlasting covenant are
changed, then is he "the same yesterday,
today and forever" as declared of him?
No. But, thanks to his holy name, he has
left upon record for us the assurance that
"the works, and the designs, and the purposes of God can not be frustrated, neither
can they come to nought, for God doth
not walk in crooked paths; neither doth
he turn to the right hand nor to the left;
neither doth he vary from that which he
hath said; therefore his paths are straight
and his course is one eternal round."~D. &
C. 2: I. And in that word is said, "This
[the first day] is a day appointed unto you
to rest from your labors." ... Remember
that on this the Lord's day," etc.-Sec. 59:
2.
"And the inhabitants of Zion shall also
remember the Sabbath oay to keep it
holy."-68: 4· And this "Sabbath day"
was the first day.
The revelation of April, 1887, shnply
reaffirms the commandments of August
and November, 1831, saying, "The Saip.ts
are to observe the first day of the week,
commonly called the Lord'sday, as a day
of rest, as a day of worship, as given in
the covenants and commandments." Neith~
er does it teach or imply that at some
future time it may be found out by the
Lord (for who else is to make the discovery)
that we have been keeping the wro11g
day; but it does mean evidently that those
who are so much opposed to <keeping his
commandments in regard to the first-day
.Sabbath should cease to contend and m;ge
their peculiar views against God's lawby
saying, as in October 19th's number of
Herald, "Nowhere in God's law is a commt\ndment to be found" to keep the first ·
day instead of "God's holy Sabbath," ''the
seventh day;'' and "that the popular yoice
of the religious world has made a new law
agaiust the law of God,'' thus characterizing God's revelations as emanating from
men, to the troubling of the minds of
many weak Saints, no doubt. But for
those holding such views to await further
revelation explanatory of their· trot~bles,
or until the quorums are conyened "to decide concerning the law in: the church
artiCles and covenants," whether from God
or not, as is provided for irr all matters
where divisions exist among the Sa.ints.
The Lord. has wisely provided this
means; in his loving kindness to erring
Saints who honestly differ upon revelation
in "the church articles and covenants,"
that that they are to be heard a.nd hear the
matter. thoroughly investiga~ed and compared with other scriptures ;in the assembled quorums of the church~. so that
tention and .division may be avoided,
private and. una11thprjzed opi~ions
.!Je imposep .upo:!lweak paints, that
light in the entire church may be retlecltea
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upon points in question, ·and that
revelation from God may be received if a
· sufficiency has not already been written.
As in. Acts 16th Paul and Barnabas
were opposed by brethren in regard to
circumcision and keeping "the law of
Moses," whom Patfl no doubt by his
"abundance of revelations" knew to be
wrong, yetwisely referred the matter to
the assembly of "Apostles and Elders at
Jerusalem" when it was thoroughly discussed and decided that there was "no such
command." . This usage is the same as
that provided by the Lord in the organization of this latter day church. And to this
adopted rule. of the church, those opposing first-day keeping are evidently referred
in the late revelation. It commands firstday observance, and refers opposers to the
quorums of the church as the place for their
opposition to his "recorded word." And I
don't believe that Christ ever sends his
servants forth to preach their "opinions,"
or that he may change commandments in
his ever lasting covenant. So I shall continue to call on all people to "search these
commandments, for they are true and faithful.;" that, of them "the Spirit beareth
record, and the record is true, and the truth
[all his cormnandments] abideth forever
and ever. Amen." For "the works, .and
the designs, ~md the purposes of God can
not be frustrated, neither can they come to
nought, for God doth not walk in crooked
paths, neither doth he turn to the right
nor to the left; neither doth he vary from
that which he hath said; therefore his
pathS are straight and his course . is one
eterrial round." Therefore, his coihmand
in regard to the Sabbath will never, never
change until he "doth vary from that
which he hath said."
D. s. CRAWLEY.
WEIR CITY, Kansa~, December 24th. 1889.

A DREAM OF CHRIST.
ONE day,
l;:~id down

while not feeling well, I had
to rest; and while resting, my
thoughts were of the latter day work.
Among other thoughts came one that had
often recurred before, as to how Christ
would look at his second coming. After
a time this passed before me: I seemed to
be standing at a window looking out at a
very black looking cloud that seemed to
be coming up over me. 'vVatching it for
some time it seemed to get lighter at one
place, and I saw through this clearing spot
something that looked like shadows. As
I stood wondering what it could meari the
cloud rolled back and revealed Christ
standing on what :1ppeared to me to be a
oeautiful rock. He was standing alone
for some time, when the cloud rolled still
further back, and those shadows I had first
seen began to look like people and seemed
to be coming toward me, and there was a
light looking mist between them and me.
But the dnrker clouds kept lifting themselves and rolling back all the time and the
cloud that encircled Christ getting brighter and clearer; and soon those people came
. and surrounded the place where Christ was
standing until there was quite an army of
them. Thev all looked alike and wore the
same kind of garments, which were clean

and white. Their faces
a look I can
not dtscribe. Nothing but great joy and
peace could give such an expr~sion. ..,I
thought as I gazed at this wonderftil
scene: This must be Christ and his saints,
and the time has come for his appearing.
I felt that I must shout aloud for joy as I
felt such a happy change come over me.
Words will fail to describe the appearance
of Christ as he stood looking down upon
the earth. When he was transfigured before
Peter, James and John, "His face did shine
as the sun and his raiment was white as the
light," def.cribes his appearance better than
I can tell it. I have often thought of this,
and if it was only a dream, it has comforted me many times since I saw it, in recalling it to mind and thinking .it over, for it is
very plain before me. I feel that if I am
worthy to go to meet him when he comes
I shall experience something like the same
feeling I did when I beheld this strange
and beautiful sight.
SuE

NoTTINGH-AM, Chester, Co., Penn.

J. NELSON.

but they are not willing to go without.some as
surance o£ support for their families; I write to
the Bishop and am informed that nothing can be
done.
"Already I have all, or possibly more on my
hands, than I shalt be able to get along with."
Now, who is to blame? and why is not the
"Good elder" forthcoming, that the sheep may
be. fed? Those who feel like affirming that such
elders are wanting in love for the work and faith
in God, may do so; I have no such complaints
to make. I wish to say in behalf of others as
well as myself, that the deman<::ls of the work
at Council Bluffs, Crescent, and a host of other
places, have been seen and keenly felt by
"those in charge;" but to supply them .with
"good an<l· efficient men" is altogether another
thing.
Again: It is now nearly two months since I
returned from my last preaching tour. Within that time I hav.e spoken but twice and have
been unable to spend one night away from home.
So the prospect for .duty in the fi.eld by me· this
winter, Is poor. It is rather humiliating to bring
the situation before the church again. Is it necessary to tell the Saints every little while that
you are in the faith, in order to avoid the charge
of apostasy? I trust not; but the foregoing is
written in the interest of the work. I am anxious
to magnify my calling, and will, by the help of
God, strive to do so according to the degree of
strength afforded me.
Your brother in gospel. bonds,
JosEPH

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 14th.

R.

LAMBERT.

PASTORAL LETTER.
To Whom it may Concenz:-In order that there
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
may be a more perfect understanding, and that
If all presidents and clerks of districts and
Jove and forbearance may obtain and prevail
branches, or other persons, who hold branch rewhen needed, according to the gospel, I pen these
ports will please forward them to me without unwords.
necessary delay I will be obliged to them. And,
I frequently receive letters from different parts
after the February and March conferences, be·
of my mission, setting forth the needs of the
kindenough to enter the changes upon your.diswork and of i:ny individual labor in the particular
trict records as speedily as possible, or .make a
localities in which these writers dwell. Somecopy of the changes for preservation, and forward
times these writers graciously inform me that
the originals to me.
In this way many reports
"This is a Pttrt of your mission," etc. Now I am
may be entered upon the General Church Recacquainted with the limits of my field, but any
ords that otherwise would not be, by reason of
information concerning the condition and needs
the press of a variety of work at the last.
The
of the work anywhere within those limits, will
many to whom I have written the past year for
be thankfully received and duly considered. I
correction of records, and who have not replied,
have been reminded (sometimes painfully) that
will also confer a favor by attending t0 the in·
disappointment ensues because I neither go myquiries sent them.
From the Herald I learn of
self nor send some one else.
several new branches having been organized
So far as I am concerned, I have striven to
which have sent no copies of tecord for the Genlabor an that I could and bestow that labor
eral Church books. This should be seen to. The
where, all things considered, it would accomtraveling ministry can greatly aid this departplish the most good; but many times have I
ment by helping make up correct records andrebeen made to realize that we1·e I a strong man I
ports, and by seeing that such reports are forcould only reach a small portion of my field
warded, and especially where new branches are
within a yeat. Moreover, it is contrary to the
organized. And when any are baptized and not
spirit and genius of this work to suppose, as
at Once enrolled in branches, please send such
some seem to do, that the missionary must, in
names to me, with items in full.
Also hunt up
order to avoid being justly charged with partialthe scattering ones and report their whereabouts,
ity, dispense his labors equally among all the
etc, and kindlv aid the district clerks in such
branches and scattered members of the chm·ch
work.
A. STEBBINS,
in hi~ field. While order and justice must not
2
General Church Recorder
be ignored, the minister of Christ must, if he
does his duty, follow where the Spirit and wisdom of God lead him to go, these being received
CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
in answer to his prayers, and because of his good
desires and calling in the church.
By General Conference act the various districts
With reference to sending others to supply
are required to make out annual reports, in which
needed demands, I have but little to say, but
are to be stated the number baptized during the
hope to be understood. A superficial glance or
year, the number received by letter and vote, and
the decision of a zealous but unpractical mind,
those removed by letter, died and expelled, with
will fail to comprehend the situation every time.
the total gain or loss over the previous year. The
.As a rule, the respective demands of the differnames of the organized branches and the present
ent fields to which General Conference appoinmembership should be given. Then add the
tees have been assigned, are much more than
number of unenrolled or scattering members
they are able to supply.
living in the district, with the numbers that are
"Send some one who has· not been appointed
left upon the records of disorganized branches,
by the conference.''
if any there be in the district.
Yes, certainly; but right here, there are some
District presidents and clerks should secure
prerequisites essential ~o success: First, he must
the names ot all unenrolled members, and their
be willing to go. We have no power npr dispoitems, place them on the district recordo. and also
sition to send a man where he does not want to go.
report the same to the General Church Rt>corder,
Second, he must be reasonably well adapted to
w that all who are members of the church may
the performance of the work needed, els<' dis- . be known and recognized as such, and that the
satisfaction and failure will be the result. Third,
district authorities may establish a watchcare
can he go? It frequently happens that we find
over them, both for their own good and for the
men whom we regard as competent and worthy,
good of the church.

H:
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TH
District officials should add to the statistics a
brief statement as to the progress and condition
of tl.e work within their borders and what is being done for its advancement; also what the prospects and needs are of that region. B)anks are
for sale at the Herald Office, or I will send on
receipt of card. Please mail all reports to me as
soon after the first of March as possible, for if
sent late their use is made almost impossible, because of the press of other work.
Where brethren do not know the addresses of
quorum or other authorities, or it is more convenient to send to me, I will deliver such to the
proper persons. Petitions, appeals, and other
business for conference should be sent to the
Presidency, or to me, before the session if practicable. In making out Delegate Certificates,
nearly every year some district officers.have neglected to state the membership of the district.
This should be carefully seen to; for, while I can
give the membership of their branches, .I do not
know the unenrolled number claimed by them,
unless stated in their annual reports. The certificates may be sent to me for presentation at
Conference, if desired, and should be sent before
the first meeting for the use of the committee on
credentials the first day.
H. A. STEBBINS,
3
Church Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 17th, 1890.
CONFERENCE NOTICES:
The Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
district conference will convene at Plano, Illl·
nois, the first Saturday and Sunday in February.
The Sabbatli,school Association is expected to
hold an open session on Saturday of the conferF. M. CooPER,
ence.
In charge of district.
The Fremont conference will convene at
Shenandoah, Iowa, February 220, at Io: 30 a.m.,
for business. We hope branch clerks will report
promptly to the district secretary in time. We
are solicitious for a full representation from all
of the branches, asbusiness of importance will
be brought before the conference. Presidents of
bran'ches and elders and officers of the district,
especially, please take notice.
HENRY KEMP, Pres. of Dist:
The conference of the Central Nebraska dis,
trict 'will convene with the Clear Water branch
on the 22d and 23d of February, I8go, at I I a. m.
An atte!!danc.e of all officials that can come is
earnestly desired, and l would suggest that the
Saints meet on the evening of the 21st for prayer that we may pave an enjoyable season during
conference.
J. H. JACKSoN, Clerk..
A conference of the Pottawattamie .district
will convene at Underwood, Iowa, February 22.d,
at w: 30 a. m. Branch officers are requested to
take notice and send reports, and all who can to
atte11d, as business of importance will be present·
ed.
H. N. HANSEN, Pres. of Dz"st.
BORN.
PARKER.- Vera Eva Parker, daughter, of
George Howard and Annie E. Parker, born at
Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, Decembe.r 15th,
r889, and adopted by Christian F. and Ellep B.
Hayer, of Wright county. Iowa, by proper legal
agreement, Jan. 2oth, 1890, was blessed at the
house of its grandparents, John MrKim and wife,
Lamoni, January 2oth, r89o, by Elders W. W.
Blair and Joseph Smith:
MARRIED.
HouGAs.....:GAMET.-At the resfdenc.e of the
bride's parents, in Monona county, Iowa, on
Christmas day, r889. Bro. T. A. Hougas and Sr.
Emma (Jamet, Elder J. F. McDowell officiating.
The.best wishes of all friends go with them.
JONES-BALDWIN.-At th.e residence of the
bride's parents, in Sharon, Pennsylvania, January nth, 1890. by Elder W. H. Garrett, assisted
by Elder L. w, ,Powell, Mr. George Jones and
Sr. Hannah Baldwin, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
John Baldwin. A bounteous supper followed;
the presents were numerous and useful. The

•
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happy couple start on their voyage of life with
bright prospects and the hearty well-wishes of a
~arge circle of friends and acquaintances.
DIED.
ALBERTUS.- At Portsmouth, Iowa, December 25th, r889, of pneumonia, Jessie Pearl second
daughter of Mr. John and Sr. Lou Albert us, aged
one year and 19 days. Another blossom plucked
from earth for the garden of Paradise.
BEEBE.-At Cuba, Republic county, Kansas,
January 13th, 1890, at 7:4~ p. m., of influenza,
Bro. James W. Beebe. He was born July gth,
1818, near Chesterville, Knox county, Ohio, and
was baptized July 2oth, 188+ by Elder A. Kent.
Funeral sermon by Elder C. R. Duncan.
McCALEB.-At Mason's Bay, Maine, January
14th, 1890, Sr. Mary E. McCaleb, of consumption. She was born at Harrington, Maine, December 24th, r846; was baptized by Elder T. W.
Smith August 7th, r86g. She died strong in the
hope of the kingdom of God, and she leaves a
husband and family to mourn. her departure.
Fune.ral sermon by Elder J. C. Foss. Text:
Psalms I r6: rs.
BENSON.- At McFall, Missouri, December
zgth, r88g, Frankie Howard, twin son .of Bro.
Lysander J. and Sr. Lottie M. Benson, aged 2
years, z months and I I days. He was born October nth, 1887, at Breckenridge, MisEouri, and
was blessed December 15th, 1888, by Elder R.
L. Ware. Frankie's deatn was caused by congestion of the lungs and brain, resulting from
scarlet fever. We pray that we may be worthy
to dvyell with him in Christ's kingdom.
We gave him to the angel's keeping,
And now he's sleeping, only sleeping.
TRIMMER.-At Mottsviile, California, Novem-,
ber 12th, 1889. Bro. Edward Trimmer, aged 85
years and 10 months. He was born at Shrewsbury Salop, England, and was baptized September mth, x867, by Elder E. C. Brand. Himself
and wife emigrated to Nauvoo in 1842. Passing
through the dark and cloudy day they'afterwards
went to Utah, where they suffered. the loss of
their entire possessions, .but in the midst of it all
still kept the faith and afterwards united with
the Reorganization, Sr. Trimmer dying about a
year previous. The funeral services of Bro.
Trimmer were conducted at Mottsville, California, on November 14th, x88g, in the presence of
a large. assembly, among which were the sons
and daughters and grand and great-grand-children of the deceased. He was an old settler in
California, and highly respected.
BALLANTYNE.-· Mildred Ear I, born March rgth,
r884, died November 17th, 1889. Her mamma
passed away January 3d, and sl}e goes to join her
in her peaceful home: Membranedus croup was
the destroyer of her sweet life; death wasrelentless and cruel, tearing her unpityingly from us.
While we mourn our loss, our souls rejoice in the
thought that she is safe and happy. We hope
to meet her and other loved ones when we cross'
the dark valley of '(lea:th.

CENTRAL ~ISSOURI.
Conference met with the Wakenda branch,
Nov. 3oth, at m:30 a.m., R. L. Ware presiding,
W. L. Booker secretary pro !em. Elders: R. L.
Ware, E. W. Cato sen,, W. L; Booker, M.A.
Trotter. Priest; w: H. Nuckles . . Deacon, M,
H. Stone. Reports were received .from Alma
and Wakenda branches; no reports'from others.
The Bishop's agent reported.: On pand last report'$r.ro, received $7-()0, total $8.m R. L.
Ware was sustained as president and. M.A. Trotter secretary for the next quarter, also Bro, E. W.
Cato as Bishop's agent. Preaching by Brn. Ware
and others. Adjourned to meet with. the Alma
branch Match rsth and I6th at IO a;m.
Jll.

F. sltupe. Valverde; Arapahoe county; Oolorlu~o.
'

W. H. Kelley; Kirtland; Lake Co., Obio..
Mrs. Jane (J9mer, 260 J:.eib St:. Detrott, Mich.

J. H. Peters, Coleman. Midland Co.,.Mic!Hgan.
Mads .P. Hanson; box 512, .Plymouth, Mass,
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A PREHISTORIC RELIC.
In Center county, Pennsylvania, near the
dividing line of Clearfield county, is located what
is probably the most remarkable prehistoric fortification in the United States. The fortification
stands near the headwaters of the Moshannon and
it burrows into a mountain side. A growth of
timber indicates its antiquity. It is a semicircular wall; possibly eight hundred feet in diameter,
about eight feet high and builtpf stone, evidently transported from a ledge fitfeen miles distant,
The - out~r surface· is covered with a curious
cement of a composition unknown to local chemists .. The masonry is of a most artistic order, and
indicates an architecture belonging to some race
and period wholly unknown to the present generation.
Commencing near the ruined wall and running
southward is a series of stone pillars, evidently
used as altars in some forgotten age. They number some six or eight in all, and despite the work
·of vandals, are yet distinctly marked, some of
them being from six to eight feet high.
They are small stone pyramids, facing every
possible approach to the ruins, and were evidently intended as defensive ramparts, behind which
the builders might find shelter and protection.
PETROLEUM FOR WOOD WORK.
If a farmer buys a barrel of crude petroleum
and uses It freely on his implements he will sa.ve
its cost every year-provided he is what is called
an "average" farmer whose tool shed is co-exten~ive with his farm.
Crude petroleum is easily applied and is cheap;
mine cost 8~ cents per gallon-an,d it will penetrate wood deeper than the heavier linseed oil;
its uses on the farm are almost numberless. Jt
can be used in the hen-house to kill lice; on pigs
and other animals for the same purpose; on dogs
to kill fleas; on plow moldboards to keep them
from rusting; on gate hinges to prevent wear and
squeaking; on roofs to prevent decay; on siding.
to precede and save paint and on any kind of ex·
posed vyood work. It is alwliys ready £01; use
and its cheapness vyill cause it to be used where
a more expensive oil or paint woilld not be. I
believe' if the rim's of wagon wheels are kept filled with crude petroleum they will never decay
and the tires will not need setting riearly so oftlim.
CONTENTMENT.
The fountain of content must spring up in the
mind; and he who has so little knowledge of
human nature as to seek happiness by changing
anythin~ bu't his own disposition, will waste his
life in fruitless efforts aud multiply the griefs
whi!!h he purposes to remove.
Read your Bible slowly. Take time even If
you }lave but little thne. A great mathematician
once '-~>aid if his life depenaed on solving a prob:
!em in-two minures, he would spend one of the
two in deciding how to do it, So in reading the
Scriptures; if you are pressed for time (and this
oug}lt to be a rare case), then spen.d the previous
moments on a portiori of the chapter. When you
tee! that the mind and heart begin to drink in the
sentiment even of a single verse, ;then stop and
dra.in the heavenly chalice1 because the Diyine
Spirit is fillingthe c.up. To search. the Scriptures
with the clear unmated eye of meqitation sectn:es
treasures of knowledge known on;Iy to hitri who
thus coolly, piously and philosophically studies
the Word of God."-Ex ...

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • : • •••• , • • • l!O
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • , .: ...... •. • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript :Wound," .written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding; about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon tbe chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Boo!!: of Mormon.
·

COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
............ .

BOund in: Llln,p Muslm; turned in
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GENERAL CONFERENCiE.
s.upply.· · a,.wnnt wher&ver .c<>n. feret)ce 'is held, th.~.
~· P A T R
I 0 rL' "
.· .
will be issued durmg. the Genera,! C<.mferenc.e of 1890. ·l!if:.
a four page; seven column morninlt datly The :first nUU1· ·
ber will contain a brief expo•itlon of the church, an·d
each .number a fai.thful r.eport of the preceding day's business meetmg1 and prayer and preaching serv;ces.
Daily alone . • - . - • ~ - . - 50
Weekly a 'year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890: , Address:
.. 16jan
LAM'BERT BROS., Lamc:mi,Iowa.

T .O

We wish tq anppurice to Ol.lr friends ang p11trons
that witll: the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIR.ELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To. our magazine; and as this departme~t

will
be exclusively in\he interest of the young, we
hope to awakeJ:l in them a more lively Interest
helping to sustain--,both by contributions and
by helping to Increase the circuliition=Ahe work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the cll.a~ge of

in

PROF, f, A. GUNSOLLEY, B.s;,

D; F. NicHOLsoN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMUNL
Ample

R~sponsibi;tity.

Loans money on aproved security>. S~x per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

And will be devoted to an interchange of tll.cmghts
. AUTUMN
LEAVES,
and ic;leas upo11 all topics of interest pei'tllining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study oj 11God
.
Publish~d monthly for the
in nature as well as in the Bible.
·
The Latter Day Work is ip.creasing wonderYouth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
fully .in magnitude, and it behooves· hi!ll. who
Christ of Latter Day. Saints, '
desire.s to keep pace with its rapid strides to .emPrice per year
Sl..ll>O.
brace every opportunity of. informing. himself~
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring irf th.e world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
grand. march of events,· pointing to. a culmina;
,
--)BY THE(:-". ,
tion in the secong coming of Christ. ·
Board of Publicatio)l of the Reo1ganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in
In addition to. this there will also begin in the
l...AMONir
DECATUR :CO., IOWA,
February number a
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be taken charge. of by ''MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such n'l,atter as
will aid the mother and housewife ini;:liier toilso.me· labor of .Jove, and help her to rea:l:ize how
high and holy is her calling, and ll.ow llluch of
the a)Jstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
,:
J3r~thren an~ Sisters, will you aid us, py helping tc;> enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you belter than premiums,
write. us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be. ready
for sending out, but mq,ch can be done in !l:):nonth,
by persistent a;nd earnest oftort. We cou1q furnish you many testimonials of the work .th&
magazine is doing, especially outside of . the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list.the
coming year, and hope we shall not be!.disappointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription;•
or to have the magazine sent on time wll1 be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared j;o pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but c~n not
afford to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postill card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure you the magazine for 1890.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded .the last of April or first of May. Keep you'r
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't jail to keep a ltst of alltzames
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and troublfl will surely result.
~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
for. Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allow~d 'until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale,
Lamoni Hott8e and Three Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot. on Broadway; fro.hting ea•t nnd Mnth. House

new.·

ntw"'t.'~en r0om~:

twn storv2:t-x40 and 12x15.

LIVERY AND FEED BARN 40 x60 and three lots,
locBtion on Bronrlway, ea•t of the home. Cellar, three
wells and out buildings. Terms eaev. Address
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOLY. SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Jooepll. Smith.)
,Sheep or Library binding, sprinl!;led lldges., •••• .1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ..•.•.•••••••• ,•••••••• ; •• 2 50
New Testament, Inspired •••• ~ ~, •• · •••• • • • • • • • 'IIi
BOOK OF MORMON,
Roan, sprinkled edges ..• ~ •..•••.• • , ... , ••.••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••• ·• .'., •••••••• 1.50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY./
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combi;ned.)
Leather back and.Muslin sides . - •.••••••••.• 2. 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in' the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages or music, c?mprising about 7~0
tunes, and full instructions on ch01r and anthem mnstc.
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge~ •••••••••••••••• 1 50
CONCfORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COV]!;N AN'rS;
An enlarged editipn, 32 .pages, paper covers.... 10
:md edition ••••.•••. '· ••..•••. ~·. . • • • • • • • • • • •
5
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers

io cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00

JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages....................
35
Muslin binding.. .. . .. . .. .. • • .. .. • • • • • • • .. 50
This is. a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder "V>'l·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the handS' of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circu·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon ..
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS~ .
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather •••• • ..................... 1 00
Muslin boards ...• • .. .. .. • • .. • • • .. .. • .. .. • • • 75
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ...••... 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 16 cts. each, perdozen ......... ,1 25

Muslin boards,.396 pages .• , ........... , ••• ~·· .1 'i5
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) l!l the Church
ofwhich I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ; and identical in faith, organization, ordinances; worship and practice, with.the Church of Christ,
as !t wail left perfected by the Apostles Of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized ChUrch of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Chcirch of God, and accepted
with Him?
·
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."

In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, e!ICh • • • • • • • • • • • 20

In paper 15cts., t,en or more, each •••• , •••• ~ • • 13
This is th.. notorious "Manuscript Found," writteL
by ;Rev. So1omon Spaulding, about which so much has
b¢en said in connection with the· theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material· from which to .write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LET'!'ERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; .per dozen......... '76
Wi~hout covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the; Book of Morro n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper coyem....
Q!d editiOIL • • •••••...· ...... , , ...... , : .. , , •

.An

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covemlOcts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00

..

TRACTS.
2 .•Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts.,.100 •.• ... 1 50
3. ;Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4:. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
l).nd.the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c; 100.. 25
' · · 250for 50 eta; 500 for $1, 1,{)00 ........ 1 75
"One Baptism;" its Mode, .Subjects, Pre·
6.
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer:; 2,5 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
8 .. ·F.ulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c:, LOO •• l 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10; The Narrow Way; dozen Hi cts., 100 ...... 1 10
lL. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12: The Bible va. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Omon Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1 ~5
Hi Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
15, Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
1'i. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the ChUrch; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 '!5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church. of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy; dozen 2•0 cts., 100 •..•.....••••.•...... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 • , .l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•.•••.•••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100 . • • • 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen .5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dnzen 25 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine imd Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... Hi
per hundred ..•.••.•......••..•..•..•.••• 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen .6 cts,, 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 600 for $1, 1,000 for .....•••. 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . • 40
310. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred........ . • . . . . .. • .. ........ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for :Ill, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42. Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15ct.~., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses ~o the Resurrection of J e·
sus Christ; 5 ct.~, each, per dozen.;......... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
An assortment of Tracts. . • . . . . .. • • .. • • • • • • • • 311
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
:Bol.ll:ld. in Limp Muslin, turned in . • . • • . • • • • • • .
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRn oF THE LoRn: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY .MAi!c Al!!oNo You HAVE ~A vii' rr :BE ONE ·wiFll- AND CoNCUBINEs
HE SHALL HAVE NONE. "-Pagt> 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD nAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT Oli"E HcrsBAND! ExcEPT IN CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4. ·
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priest, therefore he must have peen ?f the
Me!Ghisedec.order, inasmuch. as there are
b
·
Wh
G d
dM
ut two. . .· •. e.n
remove 1 · oses out
. ofthemidstof Israel he.commanded him
i concerning Joshu;l as follows: "Arid thou
t ~alt put some pf thine. honqr IJPOn him."
l ·· · um; 2[: 20• "And Joshua the son of

hood being changed there is made of
nece;:sity a change of the law, or that
inasmuch as the Melchisedec priesthood
now ministers, a higher law, the gospel, is
now substituted for the Mosaic economy.
This being true, it is also evident that be·
fore the institution of the law of Moses,
i that law the gospel, which followed the
ministratio.ns of a Melchisedec priest
(Christ), was also the consequ.enc;~ of the
I ministrations of Melchisedec the priest of
the Most High God, who was of the same
. order of priesthood as Jesus Christ, of
I whom be was a type.
It will. not do to say that the authority
of the Christian Church was so indefinite
that every man, woman and child was :1
priest. It is true that Peter declared "Ye
also, as lively stones, are built upa spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices," . • . "But ye are a
chosen generation; a royal priesthood, an
holy nation, a peculiar people," but this
must be understood in the light of the
connecting facts ol: .those times. .What is
the significance of Christ's app()intment of
his disciples to feed the. multitude? the
calling and ordination of . the twelve
.apostles? of the power and authority
of the seventy unto/ yvhom the deyi!s were
subj~ct through Christ's name.? (Luke IO:
I) of the ordination of "eld~rs in every
city"? of bishops,
C teac~en;, Jevangelists,
,
etc.? of "]atJJes,. ephas and . ohn who
seemed to be pillars in the .church? Did
these men minist~r the .word, or did every
man, woman and. chUd "take this authority "unto themselves" and start out indiscr.iminately.and. ac.··.t.inde.pen.d.ently? Why
do not those whoto.day. profess a dis}Jelief
in a priesthood ministry be consistent with
their own theorY: and let each of their
membershi. p adm. in. iii>. ter th. e sacrament,
preach and sprinkle and baptJze.? Why
go through the formt~lity of ordaining
men, or giving them chargeinany re.. spect, if "the priesthood i.s as broad as the
church"? The truth is that, by their own
theory they prov.e too much. Qrder is

··..• l'ifum•.34=
.·
f h A
·
· Th" · 9·· · ··
•. ·
I. s cionhnua. nee o t.. e . a..romc P
. • ;nest~
h d
· I
1 f
h ·
· ·
f
, oo ~[}]ong • srae .·.a ter t eJr reJ~ctwn o
the gospelis clearly indicated by Pa~l .in
12
•• Heb.
II,
•
f "Htf~en:lfore perfection we~e by the Levitical•
i, ,pl'iest~ood,(for under it the people retei~ed the
. ; ;ilr\'1',) whatfurcther need was there that another
.'' pt'iest sh~t,~Idrise after .the prder of Melchisedec,
'~rid not l)ecalledafter the orderof Aaron? For
! ;the prie~tl"loodb~ing .;kanged, .there is made of
• '. P~.cessity ~ chll:nge al~q of. the law."
· In this we le!!rn that u.nder the Lfvit·
priestho()d thepeoplereceived the law
M()~e~). We also learn that the priest-

heaven's first
"What is everybody's
business i!; nobqdy's bu-,iness." "The
th
t b."·· · th ·ff ·
··
powe. rs ·.a. e .m. e a atrs o...f.·.·govern,
d · ·ct f G ·d ,
1 G d
ment ' art) or am~ . o . . p . ; so ? ~o . o
has appointed a priesthood il}.His church.
He ••called" and gave "authority to hisser~
vants, and to every man his wnrk." . The
tendency of the present day is t() disregard
authority and organization, hen<:~: the land
is full of so-called; ev.angelists, eacb preaching "that which is right in his ovvn eyes;"
and conft1sion alld Jack ()f faith, infidelity' and rationalism are t.he legitimate resuits of the work .of.men. who rutJ. without
tidings from the .Lord,.. andw.ho have :re•
moved the ancient landmarks; But we
discover that. in Moses' a.nd Israel's til::ne.
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PRIESTHOOD.
rconcluded.from last week.)

WE now briefly consider the. origin and
character of the Aaronic priesthood.
There is really but one priesthood--;-the
Melchisedec, or more properly speaking,
that after the order of the Son of God.
The Aaronic priesthood is an appendage
to. theM. elchisedec,and e. vidently comp..re~
·h en d s a 1esser aut h ority or more limited
sphere of offi.cial action .. Aaron was called
to assist Moses in deliv.ering and governing Israel. Perfection was not attainable
undet; it because its powers.and authority
· 1' · d M
were
u:ritte . . ·. oses was .A aron ,s super-·
ior and directed him in his work. While
Mo.ses cornrriuned with God, Aaron re· ·d
· h
1
I
d
mame.. among- t . e peop e. · t is evi ent
from. the existence of ''elders" and other
.. ·
··
officials, holding lesser. authority. than
Moses, befon'l the giving of. the law. at Sinai, tha:t there .were grades of office in the
·p.riesthood. . Moses was not an A.ar.onic
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the same declaration was made to that
people by promise as that stated by Peter:
"And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of
priests, ·and an holy nation."-Ex.. 19: 6.
Neither before nor after the giving of the
law did men act without authority hom
God. The declarations jmt quoted certainly have a restricted meaning; that amongthem and for the good of the people (as
Jesus. taught his ministers that they were
.servants of all) the priesthood existed:
"God hath set in the church firf)t apostles,
secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers,"
etc., (r Cor. 12: 28). A readii1g of this
whole chapter shows that degrees of
authority and power existed in the early
Christian Church, and in this light the
Scriptures harmonize; otherwis,e they are
conflicting. The familiar account Samuel's re.buke of Saul for his assumption of
priestly powers.and the taking from him
of t.he kingdom (r Sam. 13:9-14); the.
•death of Uzziah for touching the ark of
the covenant; the rash assumption of
authority of the seven sons of Sceva and
the results of their folly (Acts Jr9: 14-:-17).
are all on a par and in harmony• with this
idea.
·'
It may be profitable to here note the
'erroneous and weak conclusions. of Messrs.
Alexander Campbell, Scott et al who in
considering the question of authprity, cop~
eluded as follows: ."If we h:1ve auth~rity
.to preach, we have authority to 'baptize,"
etc. They ):.ased their authority on the
doubtful, unsubstantial fabric of an '~if."
On a par with that was the action of. the
~resbyterian
quadrennial assembly of
I8tl5,, which while discussing the.question
'of the validity of .Catholic baptism, was
called to a halt by a: level headed delegate
who said: ••H Catholic baptism is not
valid what becomes of our baptism?"
The question was laid on the table. Th('l
fact that it was not .called up during the
session o£1889 indicates its "unpopularity"
and "inconvenience." The manifest evi.dences of . an apostasy from ·,primitive
Christianity and. the. predictiop.s of t!J.e
same, (Isa. 29; Matt. 1 r: w;: ~ Thess;
·2: h-3i 2 Tim~4: 1-4; 2 Pet.z:r~3; Rev.
I 2: h6, ~ 3-1 'Z, etc.).; also of tqe re~tora..'•
tion of tbe gospel in the latter ~ays (Rev,
14:6, 8; Eph. I :9,;ro; Matt. 24:14, etc.),
shows. clearly that. ministering! authority
does not rest with either appst~te or te•
formed Christianity 1 :bt1t vyith )hem W~<?
hold the. authority recommitted by reveMion, by the "new evangel" in, this .dispensation of the fulness of times, in: whi~h
God bas sent Elijah the
· to turn
. the. hea;rts of the pre~en
. . . ... hac~
to the te!lchiJ:)gs of the
(primitiye
Christian.ity)beforetbat
and dread.~
fuldayoftheLord:'' {
.We. quote ~he f0llovving

of
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dEnices on the su hject of PriesthOod in the
Christian Church:
The learned Bingham says:
!'But wheri his [God's] ministers are to be dis~
tinguished 'from the rest of his people in the
church, then the name clerici, or clergy, was
their appropriate title, and the name of the other
laymen. And this obs.ervation will. help to
set an~ther sort of persons right, who confound
not only the names,• but the o.ffices. of laity and
clergy together; and plead that originally there
was no distinction between them. The name of
priesthood, indeed, is SOmetimes given in COm'
lllOn to. t?e whole body of Christian peo~
ple; (r Pet:2:9; Rev. r:6); butsoitwas.tothe
Jewish people, Exodus 19:6: •Ye shall be unto
.m·e a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation;'
yet every one knows, that the offices of priests
and Levites among the Jews, were very distinct
from those of the common people, 1 not by
usurpation, but by God's appointment. :''And so
it was among ,the Christians, from the·founda:
tion of the church."-Ant. Chris. Church, p. 40.

Bingham furfher remarks:
"Tertullian says it was:customary a:mong here·
tics to confound the o.ffices of the clergy arid laity
together."

Again:
"St. Jerome observes, They [the early Christians] reckqhed that to be no ckurclt which had no
·pri~sts."

Again Bingham says:
"St. Jerqme, who will be allowed to speak the
sense of tl)e ancients' . . . says that both in the
Old and New Testame?it the high priests are an
order, the. priests another, and the Levites
another."-P.· 50.
''Tertullian, in his book De Bapttsmo, says;
The rigkt; of baptizing belongs to the chief
priests."

Says Bingham:
"These allegations, are sufficient evidences, as
to matter of fact, and the practice of the churcp.
in the firfit three ages, that there was then an
order of chief priests, or bishops, superior to the
pre'sbyters, [elders], settled and allowed in the
Christian Church."

Qf the "chief priests" he further says:
"It was no human invention, but an original
settlement of the apostles themselves, which
they made by divine appointment."-?. 54·

Again Bingham:
"Now this is most expressly said by Theodoret,
that he [Ignatim;J received the gift of the high
priesthood fror_p the hand' of the great Peter."-P.
6o.

Again:
"If it be enquired, as it is very natural to ask
the question, why Optatus gives all three orders
of Bishops, Pre~byters [Elders] and Deacons,
the title of priestlzood, answer is plain and obvious; because according to him every order had
it5 share though in different degrees in the Ckristia1l priestkood. Which is not, as some imagine, a
power to .offer Christ's body and blood really
upon the altar, as a propitiatory ·sacrifice for the
quick and dead, (which is such a notion of the
Christian priesthood, as no ancient author or
ritual ever mentions); but it consists in a power
and authority to minister publicly according to
God's appointment in holy things, or things pertaining to God. And there are several parts to

this power according to. the· different participation of which, i\:1 the opinion of Optatus, Bishops,
PresbyteJ's, and Deacons had each their resll'ective share in theprie~lthood. Thus it was one act of
the priest's office to offer up the sacrifice of the people's prayers, praises, and thanksgiving to God,
as their mouth arid orator, and to make' intercession to God for them: Another part of the office
..was in God's narne to bless the people, particularly by admitting them to the benefit and
privilege of remission qj sins by spiritual regeneration or baptism. And thus far Deacons were
anciently allowed to rninister in holy things,· as
mediators bet.ween God a:nd the people., Upon
which account a late learned writer joins entirely
with Optatus, in declaring Deacons to be sharers
in this !~west d~gree of the Ck.ristian friestlwod.
Above this was the power of offering up to God
the sacrifices· at the.altar; that is, as Me Mede
and others explain them; first the eucharistical
oblations of bread .and wine, to agnize or acknowledge God to be tl:ie Lord of the creatures;
then the sacrifice of prayer and thanksgiving in
commemoration of Christ's bloody sacrifice upon.
the cross, mystically repre.ented in the creatures
of bread and wine; which whole sacred ,action
was commonly called the Chri~tians' reasonable,
unbloody sacrifice, or the sacrifice of the altar.
Now the .Deacons (as we shaH see in another
chapter) were never allowed to offer these oblations at the altar, but it was always a peculiar' act
of the Presbyter's [Elder's] office, whieh was
therefore reckoned a superior degree of the
priesthood. Another act of the priestly office
was to interpret the mind anti will of God to the
people; as .also. to bless them solemnly .in his
name."-Pps. 246, 247, 248.

John, the apostle, a priest:
We now turn to Eusebius, from whose
writings we obtain further evidence that
there was priesthood in the Primitive
Christian Church. First, "Polycrates,
who was Bishop of the Cfmrch of Ephesus," says:
"John, that rested on the bosom of our Lord,
who was a prt'est that bore the sacerdotal fpriestly] plate."

This plate was thought by some to be
similar to, if not identical, with the ephod
of the high priest.
Origen a priest:
Eusebius says of Origen:
"He had not yet obtained the priesthood by the
laying on ot hands."-P: 240.

Again:
"At this time Origen, being compelled by
some necessary aftairs of the church, went to
Greece by way of Palestine, where he received
the ordination of the priestkood at Cesarea from
the bishops of that country."-P. 243·

We now consider the Aaronic or Levitical priesthood. We quote Malachi 3: 1-4:
"Behold, I will send my messenger, and he
shall prepare the way before me: and the Lord,
whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple, even the messenger of the covenant, whom
ye delight in: behold, he shall come, saith the
Lord of hosts. But who may abide the day of
his coming? and who shall stand when he appeareth? for he is like a refiner's fire, and ,like
fuller's soap: And he shail sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver: and he shall purify the sons of
Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that

they may offer unto the Lord an offering. in
righteousness. Then. shall the oftering of J udri:h
and Jerusalem be pleasantunto the Lord, as fn
the day.s of old, and as in former years."

From this we learn that the sons of
Levi were to be purged and to offer untq
the Lord. an offering in righteousness;
Thi$ does not refer to the time of the
Savior's ministry. The Jews did not delight
in him as the Messenger in that day. He
did not stand then as a refine.r· and purifier, '
nor were the sons of Levipurified, neithe~ .,.
was the ofiering of Judah and Jerusalem )
then pleasant unto the .Lord; but the< '
opposite of all this occurred. Hence we
here have a prediction to be fulfilled 'in \.
the latter days, just previous to the appear~
ing of Christ (not as a lamb, but in ••:flammg fire, taking vengeance of them that
know not God,'' etc.)
We. have before remarked that the la vv
foreshadowed good. things .to come.
While not the very image of thm;e things,
every phase had its signification; The
Nethinims, Porters and Levitical priests
each filled a, necessary place under the
Mosaic dispensation, as did the "deacons,
teachers, evan~elists, prophets, seventy,
bishops and apostles in . the .Christian
Church; and besides these we. read of
"helps," "governments," etc. AI~ these
represented degrees of authority foreshadowed in the law.
ln Exodus 29: 9 the Aaronic priesthood
isgiven to Israel tor a "perpetual statute.''
This being the. case, did the "great com~
pany of priests" who were obedient to the
faith (Acts 6: 7) lose their priesthood in the
gospel? We think not. John was a.n
Aaronic priest (Luke I: 13-17). He was
sent from God, (John I : 6); and his minis~
try was "th\3 . beginning of the gospel
of Jesus Christ the Son of God" in
that dispensation (Mark I: r). God
made a covenant with Israel by priest~
hood, (Neb. 13: 29). He also began the
introduction and organization of the gospel dispensation by the administrations of
an.Aaronic .and MelChisedec priest-John
and Christ.
God is to make a covenant (the gospel
covenant) with the house of Israel in the
latter days. (See Rom. II: 1 I-:27; He b.
8: 5-13.) In Isaiah, sixty.first and sixtysixth chapters we have predictions of the
time of favor which the Lord shall bring
t_o Israel; when he shall again build up
Jerusalem and cause them to inhabit it;
when the Lord God "will cause righteousness and praise to spring forth before
all nations,"-a future event. In the sixth
and twenty-first verses of those respective
chapters we have the following significant
predictions: "But ye shall be named the
Priests of the Lord: men shall call you
the Ministers of our God~" "And I will
also take of them for priests and for
Levites, saith the Lord." These passages
scarcely need comment. They clearly
prove that God will use the Aaronic or
Levitical priesthood to yet minister as
priests to Israel under the new. covenant,
(all of which is in harmony with the "perpetual" character of that priesthood), as
Malachi also predicted. It also proves
that from among Israel those ministers are.
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to be chosen; not that every man, woman
and child shall so officiate.
One main objection urged ag'linst
the existence of pries'hood in the Church
Jesus Chri~t
arise6 frvt~ a mi~conception of _the meanmg of and what 1s
truly comprehended in the term priesthood. We live in an age in which certain
religious interpretations are tenaciously
held to by many religionists by reason of
their reactionary disbelief in certain tenets
which were once general and popular;
hence extremes of opinion have ·been
reached and adhered to.
For instance,
when the word "Saint" is mentioned the
Protestant world generally call up the
image of some canonized individual of
medireval times, forgetting that, though
the use of the word has been perverted, it
is the proper name of God's people, and
was from the beginning until after the
days of the apostles, as the Scriptures
clearly prove. So with the term priesthood; the mere mention of it at once suggests the almost limitless amount of paraphernalia and round of ceremonies peculiar
to the Roman Catholic priesthood, together with the unreasonable and repugnant character of their claim ot authority
to absolve from sin-or the ceremonies
and offtrings of the J\!Iosaic economy,
which are regarded as "fulfilled" and. now
"done away." But such conclusions are
extreme, and unjustified. by the Scriptures
and the facts of the past and present.
The word· prie~t is thus defined by
Webster: "A presbyter OJ; elder; a minister; one who is authorized to consecrate
the host and say mass; but especially one of
the lowest order, possessing this power."
I'A presbyter, one who belongs to the
intermediate order between bi8hop and
deacon."
The definition of presbyter is: "An
elder: having authority to instruct and
guide,in the church."
"One ordained to
the second order in the ministry, called
also a priest."
Dr. Buck states that one class in the
Church of England who consider the sacrament. of· the Lord's supper both "com-·
memorative and eucharistical" also con!lider allthose. "authorized. to administer
that sacrament as in the strictest sense
priests.'' "Other<> hold tht:: Lord's supper
to be <'I feast upon the one sacrifice, once
offered on the cross; and these must consider the.rnselves clothed with some kind of
priesthood."-'-Buck's Dictionary, p. 369.
We. close this .paper by quoting the
Jengthy but i]fstructiv_e !'rticle 0';1- t~e w_ord
'''priest'' from Dr .. "VV1lham Sm1th s B1ble
Dictionary, 763 1 :J;..et it be read an~ ex.; amined
connection with the word of
God ftom which we have quoted.:

in

••PRIEST. (Heb. coken). It is unfortunate
there is nothing .like a.consenstts of interpre~
· ters as t~ the etymology of this word. Its root•irreaning, .uncertain as far as Hebrew itself is
9oncerned; .is referred by Geseni ns to. the idea of
p}ophecy. Thecollett delivers adivlne message,
~tapds as a.mediator between. Go.d and man, rep~esents each tothe other. This meaning, however, belongs to .the Arabic, not to the Hebre"'T
M:;m; and. Ewald· connects the. latter with the

verb keciu, to array, put in order. According to
Saalschi'ttz, the primary meaning of the word=
minister, and he thus ac~ounts for the wider application of the name. Bahr connects it with
an Aarabic rout = to draw near. 0£ these etymologies, the last has the merit of answering
most closely to the received usage of the word.
In some· remarkable passages, it takes a wider
range. It is applied to the priests of other
nations or religions, to Me!chizedek (Gen. 14: r8),
Potipherah (Gen. 41: 45), Jethro (Ex. r.: r6), to
those who discharged priestly functions in Israel
before the appointment of Aaron and his sons
(Ex. 19.: 22). A case of greater difficulty presents
itself in 2 Samuel 8: r8, where the sons of David
are described as •rriests.' The received ex plan·
ation is, that the word is used here in what is
assumed to be its earlier and wider meaning, as
equivalent to rulers. Ewald sees in it an actual
suspension of the usual law in favor of members
of the royal house. De Wette and Gesenius, in
like manne1·, look on it as an revival of the·o]d
household priesthoods .. A conjecture midway
between these two extremes is perhaps permissible. David and his sons may have been admitted, not to distinctively priestly acts, such as
burning incense (Num. x6:4o; 2 Chr. 26: r8), but
to an honorary, titular priesthood.
"0rigiu.-The idea.of a priesthood connects
itself, In all its forms, pure or corrupted, with the
consciousness, more or less distinct, of sin. Men
feel that they have broken a law. The power
above them is ho.lier than they are, and they
dare not approach it. They crave for the intervention of some one .whom they can think as.
likely to be more acceptable than t.hemselves.
He must o_ffer up their prayers, thanksgivings,
sacrifices, ·He becomes their representative
in •things pertaining unto God.' He may become also (though this does not always follow)
the representative of God to. man. The funct!ons of the priest and l?rophet may exist in the
same .Person. No tra,ce of an hereditary or
caste-priesthood meets ps in the worship of the
patriarchal age. Once, .and once only, does the
word co1te11 meet us.. as belonging to a ritual
earlier than the time of Abraliarp. Me)chizedek
is •thepriestof the Most High. God' (Gen. I4: r8).
In theworship of tl:Je patriarchs themselves, the
chief of the family as such, acted as the. priest
The office descended with the birthright, and
might apparently be .transferred .with it. In
Egypt, the Israelites came into contact with a
priesthood of another .. kind, and. that contact
must .have been for a.time a very .close one.
The marriage.of Joseph with the daughter of the
priest. of On~a priest; as we may inferfrom her
name, of the goddess Neith~(Gen. 41.: 45), the
special favor which he showed to the priestly
caste in the years Of famine (Gen. 47: 26), the
training of Moses in tJ;le palace of the. Pharaohs,
probably in the colleges ;,md temples of the
priests (Acts 7:. 22)-:all this. must have impressed the constitution, ,the dress, the outvvard form
of life, upon the minds of the lawgiver and his
contemporaries. '!'here is scarcely any room :fer
doubtthat a connection of some kind existed between the Egyptian priesthoocj andthat of Isra~
e! .• The latter was 11ot indeec.l an outgrowth or
imitation of the former. The>symbolisiu of tl!e
one was q>smic •of the earth, earthy;' that of the
other, chiefly,. if pot altoge~her, ethical ~rid
spiritual. At tbe time of .the Exodus, there wa,s

as yet no priestly caste. The continuance of
solemn sacrifices (Ex. 5: r, 3), implied, of course, ·
a prie~thood of some kind, and priests appear as
a recogni~ed body before the promulgation of
the Law on Sinai (Ex. 19: 22). There are signs
that the priests of the older ritual were already
dealt with as belonging to an obsolescent system.
Though they were known as those that 'come
near' to the Lord (Ex 19: 22), yet they are not
permitted to approach the Divine Presence on
Sinai. It is also noticeable that at this transitionstage, when the old order was passing away, and
the new was not yet established, there is the
proclamation of the truth, wider and higher than
both, that the whole people was to be 'a kingdom
of prie~ts' (Ex. 19: 6). The idea of the life of the
nation was, that it was to be as a priest and a
prophet to the rest of mankind.
"Consecration.~The functions of the HIGH
PRIEST, the position and history of the LEVITES
as the consecrated tribes, have been discussed
fully under those heads. It remains to notice
the characteristic facts connected with 'the
priests, the sons of Aaron,' as standing between
the two. Solemn as was the subsequent dedication of the LEVITES, that of the priests involved
a yet higher consecration. A special word
(kadask)_ was appropriated to it. The ceremony
is described in Exodus 29 and Leviticus 8. The
whole of this mysterious ritual was to be repeated for seven days, during which ~he priests reinained within the Tabernacle, separated from
the people, and not till then was the consecration
perfect. The consecrated character thus imparted did not need renewing. It was a perpetu~l
inheritance transmitted from fath~r to son
through all the centuries that followep.
"Dress.- The· 'sons of Aaron' thu~ dedicated
were to wear during their ministrations a special
apparel-at other times apparently they wore the
common dress of the people. The tpa"terial was
linen; but that. word included probabl!Jr; as in the
case of the Egyptian priests, the byss'us, and the
cotton stuffs of that country (Ex. 28 !42; comp.
CoTTON). Linen drawers from 'the loins to the
thig.hs were •to cover their nakedness.' i0ver
the drawers was worn the cdonetll1 or closefitt!ngcassock, also of fine linen, white, but with
a diamond or chess,board pattern (:m*lt. This
came nearly to the feet, and was to,be worn in
Its garment shape (comp. John 19; 23). 'l'he
white cassock was gathered round the body with
a girdle of needle-work, into which 1 as ip the
mo~e ·gorgeous belt of the High Jtriest, blue,'
purple, and scarlet were intermingled.with whi~e,
and worked in the fqrm 9£ flowers· (Ex. 28:39,
4o; 39: 2; Ezek. 44: 17-19). Upon their. heac.ls.
they were to wear cap~ or bonnets.in :the form of
a,<;up-shaped flower, also of fine H9en. They
had be~ides other 'clothes .of service,' which were
probably .simpler,.'butare not descriqec.l (Ex. 3r:
10 ; Ez 42 :.J4)· In ali their. acts th~y of ministration the:v.. were tc>' be bare-footed, I.n the
earlier liturgicaolcostuine the ephod is mentioned
is mentioned as belotWng to the High Priest
only (Ex<z8':6-rz; 39:>2-5).
''Reg""lllatio?zs-,-The idea of. a· consecrated life,.
which was tliusasserted at the outset; was car. riedthro?.gh a multitud~ of details. Each prob. ably had asymb()liC meaning .of its c:,wn. .Before
the.Y entered tbe tabernacle they :w~te to wasf?.
thei~ hl!ncjs and their feet(Ex. 30: I7:-c2I; 40:3o:
32). During thetim,e of their minlstration,tb.ey
...•·.··....· ...
·.
. /
.......
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were to drink. no wine or strong. c\rin.k (Lev. 10:
9;Ei.44: 21). Their function was to be more to
them than the ties of friendship or of blood, and;
except in the case of the nearest refationships
(six degrees are specified, Lev. 2I: I-5 ;. Ez. 44:
25), they were to make no mourning for .the
dead. They were notto shave their heads. They
were to go:through their ministrations with the
serenity of a reverential awe, not with the orgiast~
iq wildness which led the priests to Baal in their
despair .to )nake cuttings in their flesh (Lev; I9:
. 28; 1 Kings I8: 28), and carried those of whom
Atys was :a type to a more terrible mutilation
(Deut. 23 :'I). The same thought found expression in two.other forms affectfng the priests of
Israel. The priest was to be one who, as the
representative of other men, was to be physically
as well as liturgically perfect. The marriages of
the sons of Aaron were hedged round with spec-·
ial rules. There is indeed no evidence for what
has sometimes been asserted, that either the
High Priest or the other sons of Aaron were
limited in their choice to the women of their
tribe, and we have some distinct instances to the
contrary. It is probable, however, that the
priestly families frequently intermarried, and it
is certain that they were forbidden to marry an
unchaste woman, or one who had been divorced,
or the widow of any but a priest (Lev. 21:7, I+;
Ezek. 44: 22). The prohibition of marriage with
one of an alien race was assurred, though not el}acted in the Jaw. The age at which the sons of
Aaron might enter upon their d11ties was not defined by the Jaw, .as that of the Levites was;
The .boy Aristobulus at the age of sewenteen
ministered in the Temple in his pontificial robes,
the admired of all observers, and thus stirred the
treacherous jealousy of Herod to remove so
dangerous a rival (Joseph. Ant. 15: 3;·§ 3)- This
may have been exceptional; but the language of
the rabbis in,Jicates that the special consecration
of the priest's life began .with the opening years
of manhood ..
"Functions.-The work of the. priesthood of
Israel was; from its very nature, more stereotyped
by the Mosaic institutions than any other element of the national life. The duties described rn
Exodus and Leviticus are the same as those
recognized in the; books of Chronicles, as those
which the prophet-priest Ezekiel sees in his vision of the Temple of the future. They, assisting
the High Priest, were to watch over the fire on
the .~!tar of burnt-offerings, and to keep it burning evermore ,both by day and night (Lev. 6: 12;
2 Chron. 13: II), to feed the golden lamp outside
the veil with oil (Ex. 27: 20, 21; Lev. 24:z), to
offer the morning and evening sacrificM, each
accompanied ,with a meat-offering and a drinkoffering at the door of the tabernacle (EJ;;. 29: 3S44)• These were the fixed, invariable duties; but
their chief function was that ·of being a! ways at
hand to do the priest's office for any guilty, or
penitent, or rejoicing Israelite. The worshipper
might come at any time. Other .duties of a
higher and more ethical charaCter were hinted
at, but were not, and probably could n:ot be,' the
subject of a special regulation. They were to
teach the children .of .Israel the statutes of the
Lord (Lev. 10: II; Deut. 33: ro; 2 Chron. 15:3;
Ezek, 44:.23, 24). The 'pries~'s lips' (in the language of the last prophet looking back upon the
ideal of the order) were to 'keep knowledge'
(Mal. 2:7): Through the whole history, with

thf! exception of the periods of national apostasy, these acts, and others like them, .forrned the
daily life of the priests who were on duty: , The
three great festivals of the year were, however,
their seasons of busiest employment. Other
acts of the priests of Israel, significant as they
were,. were less distinctively sacerdotal. They
werelto bfess the people at every sole.mn meeting
(Num~ 6:22-27).
During the journeys in the
wilderness, it belonged to them to cover the ark
and all the vessels of the sanctuary with a purple or scarlet cloth before tbe Levites might approach them (Num. F5-IS)· As the people
started on each day'~ march, they were to blow
'an alarm' with long silvertrumpets (Num: ro: 18). Other instruments of lflusic might be used by
the more highly-trained Levites and the schools
of the prophets; but the trumpets belon:ged only'
to the priests. . The presen~e of. the priests on
the field of battle ( r· Chron. I z: 23, 27; 2 Chron.
20: 2I, 22) led, inthe later periods of Jewish history, to the special appofn:tment at such times of
.a war-priest. Other functions were hinted at in
Deuteronomy which might have given . them
greater influence as the educators and civilizers
of the people. They were to act (whether individually or collectively does not distinctly appear) as a court of appeal in the more difficult
controversies in criminal orJ!civil cases (Deut.
17: 8-I3)· It must remain doubtful, however,
how far this order kept its ground during the
storms and changes that followed.

"Maintena?Zce -Functions such as these were
clearly incompatible with the ~ommpn activities
of men. On these grounds, therefore, a distinct
provision was made for them. This consisted
-(1) of one·tenth of the tithes which the people
paid to the Levites, one per cent, i. e., on the
whole produce of. the country (Num. r8: 26-28).
(2) Of a special tithe every third year (Deut. rs:
28; 26: 12). (3) Of the redemption, money, paid
at the rate of five sheckles a head, for the firsthom of man or beast (Num. 18: 14-19). (4) Of
·the redemption-money, paid in like manner· for
men or things specially dedicated to the Lord
(Lev. 27), (5) Of spoil, captives, cattle, and the
like, taken in war (Num. 31: 25-47). (6) Of the
show bread, the flesh of the burnt,offerings,
p~ace-offerings, trespass-offering.s (Num. r8: 87
I4i Lev. 6:26, 29; 7:6-ro), and, in particular,
the heave-shoulder and the wave-breast (Lev.
10: 12-IS)· (7) Of an undefined amount of the
first-fruits of corn, wine, and oil (Ex. 23: 19;
Lev. 2: r 4; Deut. 26: r- ro). Of some of these, as
'most holy;' none but the priests were to .partake
(Lev. 6: 29). It was lawful for their sons and
daughters (Lev. ro: 14), and even in some cases
for their home-born slaves, to eat of others (Lev.
22: I r). The stranger and the hired servant were
in all cases excluded (Lev. 22: ro). (8) On their
settlement in Canaan, the priestly families had
thirteen cities assigned them, with 'suburbs' or
pasture-grounds for their flocks (Josh. 21: I3-:-I9)·
These provisions were obviously intended to
secure the religion of Israel against the dangers
of a caste of pauper··priests, needy and dependent, and unable to bear their witness to the true
faith. They were, on the other hand, as far as
possible removed from the condition of a
wealthy order. The standard of a priest's
income, even in the earliest days after the settlement in Canaan, was miserably low (J udg. 17: ro).
"Classification and Statistics.- The earliest his·

torical tra,ce of any division of the priesthood,
and: corresponding cycle of services, belongs to
the time of David. Jewish tradition imjeed
recognizes an earlier division, even during th:e
life of Aaron, into eight houses,.augmented dur~
ing the period;:o£ the Shiloh-worship to sixteen,
the two families of Eleazar and Ithamar standing
in both:cases,;on!an:equality. To the reign of
David belongedJ the"division::o£ [the>.priesthood
into the four and twenty::courses' or orders (r
Chron. 24: I-I9; 2 Chron. 23: 8; Luke I: 5), each .:
of which was to serve in rotation for one week, :
while the further assignment of special services /.
during the week was determined by lot (Luke·
1: 9),
Each course appears to have commenced';
its work on the Sabbath, the outgoing priests,:1
taking the morning sacrifice, and le~ving that of.::
the evening ·to ;:heir succe.ssors (2 Chron. 23: 8).
In this division, however, the two great priestly
houses did not stand on an ·equality; The de"
scendants of Ithamar were found to hav.e fewer
representatives~than'Hhose of Eleazar,. and. sixteen courses accordingly were, assigned to the
latter, eight only! to the former(r Chron. 24: 4)·
The division thus instituted was confirmed. by
Solomon, and continued to be recognized as the
typical number of the priesthood. On the return
from the Captivity,~\there we~e fot~nd but four ·
courses out of the twenty-f<;mr, each containing,
in round numbers, about a thousand (Eir. 2:36.:.
39). Out of these, however, to revive at! east the
idea of the old organization, the four and twenty
courses were reconstituted, bearing the same
names as before, and so continued till the de- ;
struction of Jerusalem. If we maraccept the
numbers given by Tewish writers as at all trustworthy, the proportion of the priesthood to the·
population of Palestine, during the last century
of their existence as an order, must have been
far greater than that of the clergy has ever been
in any Christian nation. Over and above those·
that were scattered in the country, and took·
their turn, there were not fewer than 24,000
stationed permanently at Jerusalem,and 12,000
at Jericho. It was almost inevitable that the
great mass of the order, under such circumstances, should sink in character and reputation.
The rabbinic classification of the priesthood,
though belonging to a somewhat later date,
reflects the, contempt into which the order had
fallen. There were-(r) the heads of the twentyfour courses, known sometimes as;
* * *
(z) thelarge number of reputable officiating but
inferior priests; (3) the p!ebeii, or (to use the extremes! formulia of rabbinic scorn} the 'priests of
the people of the earth,' ignorant and unlettered;
(+) those that, through physical disqualifications
or other causes, were non-efficient members of.
the order, though entitled to receive their tithes.

"Htstory-The new, priesthood did not establish itself without a struggle. T~e rebellion of
Korah, at the head of a portion of the Levites as
representatives of the first-born, with Dathan
and Abirarn as leaders of the tribe of the firstborn son of Jacob (Num. I6: r), showed that
some looked back to the old patriarchal orrler
rather than forward to the new. Prominent. as
was the part taken by the priests in· the daily
rnarch of the host of Israel (N um. Io: 8), in the
passage of the Jordan (Josh. 3: I4, IS), in the destruction of Jericho (Josh. 6: 12-r6), the history
of Micah shows that within that century there
was a strong tendency to relapse into the system
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SAINTS' HERALD.
of a household instead of an;jheredltary Jfpriesthood (Judg. ti7)· · The frequent invasions and
conquests during the period of the Judges must
have interfered with the payment of tithes, with
the maintenance of worship, with the observance
of all festivals, and with this the influence of the
priesthood must have been kept in the background. For a time, the prerogative of the line
of Aaron was in abeyance. The capture of the
Ark, the re.moval of the Tabernacle from Shi:oh,
threw everything into confusion; and~Samuel,a
Levite, but; not within the priestly family, sacrifices, and •comes near' to the Lord; his training
under Eli, his Nazarite life, his prophetic office,
being regarded apparently 1.1s a special consecration. Though Shiloh hadJ,become a deserted
sanctuary, Nob (r Sam. 21: r) was made for a
time the center of national worship, and the
symbolic ritual of Israel was thus kept from being forgotten. The reign of Saul was, however,
a time of suffering for them. He had manifested
a disposition to usurp the priest's office (r Sam.
13: 9). The massacre of th<:! priests at Nob
showed· how insecure their lives were against
any unguarded or savage impulse. They could
but. wait in, silence:for the coming of a deliverer
iri David. When the death of Saul set th.em
free, they came in large numbers to the camp of
David, prepared apparently no.t only to testify
their allegiance, but also to support him, armed
for battle, against all rivals (.r Chron. 12: 27).
They wen~ summoned from their citie& to the
great restoration of the worship of ;Israel, :when
tt)e Ark was brought up to the new capit<tlofthe
kingdom (i Chron. 15: 4). For a time, however,
the oldest order: of sacrifices was carried on by
the priests in the. tabernacle onjthelhigh place at
Gi\>eon (r Chron. 16: 37-39; 21: 29; 2 Chron. 1 :
, ~)·. We. can not. wonder that first David and
: then Solomon ;should have sought to guard
·· ag!!,instthe evils incidental ''to this separation of
the two orders, and to unite in one great Temple,
• by the priests and Lev,ites, the .symbolic v.~rship
r of sacrifice an& .the spiritual offel:jng of praise.
· The reigns of th'ese two kings were naturally the
culminating period .of the glory of the Jewish
priesthood.
"The position of the priests unaer the monarchy of Ju,dah deserv~s a closer examination
than it has yet received. The system which has
been described above gave them for every week
of serviceJn the Temple twenty-three weeks in
· ;• which they had. n 0 appointed work. 'l'o what
X employ\I'ent coli]d they turn? (~)The more .de'.1 yo),lt ang thoughtful .found •probably, in the
· :f schools ()f the prophets, that which satisfied
•,them. T:hey becan:Jeteaching priests (2 Chron.
i, 15 :3), stude!lts, ,and. interp~et(:'!rs of the :Pi vine
~ ~aw. (z) Some perhaps s~rved in th~ king's
l~l'my. (3) A fe~ ch~sen 011~s JIIight enter more
i; ;d,eeply hito the divine life, and so receive, like
: :z;echarill:h, Jeremiah{ .Ezekiel, a special call to
·tl'ie office,ofa prophet... (4) 'wecap hardly escape
·. t~e conclu~ion tl_lat many did their work in the
~ T~mple 9~ }<:!hova.h with
divided alle~iance,
l· :~p.d, acted at other times;as' priests of the high
p1~ces.
'l'hpse who ceased to be true shepherds
~ <>t. the .peopl~ found nothing in: .their rit~al. to
• · sl!stain o~(!levate ~j'tem. They b~cameas ~en
·s~Jal, covetous, tyra~mical, as ever the clerg-y of
·. Romish Chul'ch be~:ame in its darke;;~ perco,n~pic~ous. as drunkard~. 11nd ~dultmrs
' -r·•-~ ·-o :7;s; ~6 iio.,;I2/~ Th.:l pr()pheti<;or~er1 i11-
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the teaching of.the Epistles is that of a universal
stead of acting as a check, became sharers in the
priesthood. It was the thought of a succeeding
corruption (Jer. 5: 31; Lam. 4: 13; Zeph. 3: 4)·
The discipline of the Captivity, however, was
age that the old .classification of the high priest,
priests,.and Levites, was reproduced in the bishnot without its fruits. A large proportion of the
priests had either perished or were content tore- . ops, priests, and deacons of the Christian Church."
main in the land of their exile; but those who
The word "deflection" as here used by
did return were active in the work of restoration.
the editor does not as well explain the
No great changes affected the outward position
Scriptural idea of the origin of the Aaronic
of the priests under the ~ersian government.
priesthood as does the word "branch."Eo.
Both the Persian government and Alexander had
respected the' religion of their subjects; and the
former had conferred on the priests. immunities
BRIGHAMISM HINDERED.
from taxation (Ezr. 6: 8, 9; 7: 24). The degree
GEORGE
Q. CANNON said of late in a serto which this recognjtion was carried by the immon
in
Salt
Lake City:
mediate successors of Alexander is shown by
"It seems at the present time as though the
the work of restoration accomplished by Simon
work among the gentiles was rapidly drawing to
the son of Onias (Ecclus. 1: 12-20); and the
a. close. Reports from our elders tell us of states
position which they thus occupied in the eyes of
that have to be withdrawn from. The elders can
not find any who are willing to listen to their
the people, not Jess than the devotion with which
meRsage. They giv,e us an account of .the numhis zeal inspired them, prepared them doubtless
ber of nights that they have to sleep out of doors.
for the great struggle which was coming, and in
When the elders were called in earlier days they
which, under the priestly Maccabees, they were
did not have to endure this. Now it is a common thing for' our elders to sleep ih the field
the chief defenders of their country's freedom.
without any covering, or wherever they can find
Some indeed, at that crisis, were found among
shelter during the night, carrying tht; gospel of
the apostates. The majority, however, were
salvation and laboring diligently with the peotrue-hearted.
ple. There have been many places in the United
States to which the gospel was carried. There
"It will be interesting to bring together the
~ere hundreds ready to receive the gospel, and
few facts that indicate their position in the N. T.
after they have been gathered oul, it seems that
period of their history. The division into four
there was no room in the hearts of .those who
and twenty courses is. still maintained (Luke
~emained to receive any more of the testimony
qf God. This is the case now, to avery gre11-t
r : 5), and the heads of these courses, together
ttxtent, throughout Great Britain."
with those who have held the high. priesthood
Why does not Mr. Cannon tell the
(the office no. longer!asting for life), are 'chief
whole truth about the matter and thus set
priests' by courtesy, and take their place in tl;ie
~orth the causes of this general shrinkag;e
Sanhedrim. The numb!=!r scattered throughout
of "the woJ;k'' represented by ~he Utah
Palestine was, as has been stated, very large. Of
~lders, and explain why they arelbeing rethese the greater number were poor a~d ignorant~
jected
and repudiated nearly everywhere?
The priestly order, like the nation, was divided
He and his fellows· must begin to be aware,
between contending sects. The . influence of
!)tthis late date, that their polygamous
Hyrc<tnus, himself in. the latter part oJ his life a
t;eachings and practices, including their
Sadducee, had probably .made the tenets of that
church and state teachings and dpings, ar.e
party popular among th.e wealthier and more
what have made them.a reproacl;l, ahiss,
powerful members; and.thechie£ priests of the
a by~word and an astonishment:throughGospels and the Acts, th.e whqle
*
*
out the civilized world. These !e.vils, ad·
(Acts 4: r, 6; s: 17), were apparently conded by them to the pure gospei.ofChrist
sistent Saduce.es. TJ:e great multitude; on the
!JS set forth in. the original, standard books
other hand, who received that testimony (Acts
()f the Church over which Joseph Smith
6:7), m.ust have beeh ftee. from, or must have
presidf'!d up to 1844, have rendered that
overcome, Saducean. prejudices. In -the scenes
gospel so obno~ious that honorable, well
of the last tragedy of Jewish history, the.order
intentione,d people reject and actively repasses away,. without honor, 'dying as a fool · sist it. They will not accept the gospel
dieth.' The high priesthood .is given to the low1;10ttolerateits advoca~es when they di~cov
est and vilest of th~ adherents .of the frenzied
er that polygamy and kindred evils have
Zealots. Other priests appear as deserting to
been tied to it and made a part of 'it. Con"
the enemy. The desttuction of Jerusalem dedemning ~nd resisting the evili'j,they reprived the order at one blow of all but an honor~
ject an:d oppose even the good be.ca.use of
ary distinction. Their occUpation was gone.
its bad connections, and see in ~he good
<;mly a bait, a lure, a decoy to dr~w people
Many· families must. have. •altogether .lost· their
into the miserable, ruinous trapi of Brigc
genealogies. The ipfluence of. the rabbis in·
hamism.
.
creased with . the fall .o:f the priesthood. The
Mr. Carmon and his fellows I{n~vv that
larrgu<tge qf .the~writers in relation to the
polygamy and not New Testamefl,t (:;hri~t
priesthood ou'ghtnot to be pa~s(:'!d over, 'rh!ly
ianity; Mormon politics and notithe Book
recognize in Christ, the First-Jiorn, the King, the
of Mormon; priestly dictation and dogma
Anointed, the Represe~tative of the t~uepri!P
and. not th~ p:inciples set forth in: the Doceva) priesthood after.· the orper o£ Melchizedek
trine and Covenants and authe.ntic P~ublic
(Heb: 7: 8), from which that of. Aaron, 'I:wwever
teachings of the church up to r844, ar!:) Ffte
necessary for the time, is no.w ~een to h'ave been
caus~,s whiCh have rnade their ministers.so
a deflection.* But tl'lel'e is no trace qfan ord(:)r,
i:mwt;lcorpe. everywhere, which !have also
in the neV\T Chdsti;l~ style, bearing the na.me
mad~ the name of Latter Day. S£l)intodious
and exercisjng functions like those of the priests
. with thqs.e w.ho do. not know
original.
of the. older Covenant: . Theid~a which pervades

*

doc.trine and b·ue history of
a.nd.wl;Jich . haye made.·
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ces because of the peculiar theories and
doings of the Utah Mormons. These
"stumbling blocks" (See Eztk. 44: 12:
Rev .. 2: 14. Book of Mormon, page 25,
etc.) are the chief impediment~,-seen,
hated and opposed,-that hinder and
hurt the work of the restored gospel.
The evil principles of Brighamism, taken from their own published works, and
also the documentary facts set forth by the
courts, are going abroad to "all men" in
all parts of the civilized world .as rapidly
and widely as is made possible by telegraphy and the press, and it is not surprising that the Brighamite .leaders bewail
their present conditions and futute. prospects. Whenever they return to "Old
Mormonism," that of from r83o to r844,
their troubles will pass away.
IDLENESS.

"Hrs watchmen are blind; they are all
ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, they can
not bark; sleeping, lying down, loving to
slumber;"-Isa. 56: 10.
.
This was God's indictm~nt against a
certain class of Israel's ministers, and it
shows his detestatiOn of such.
The text
also shows that God wills his ministry
should be intelligent, observant, clear~
brained and capable, also that they should
be wide awake, w;;~tcbful, active, faithful
and industrious, that the interests entrusted
to them shall be both guarded faithfully
and advanced with vigor and thoroughness.
An "ignorant," "dumb," listless, idle
"watchman" is a disappointment and a
shame to all lovers of truth and righteousness, and the Lord has said of such, "He
that is ·slothful shall not be accounted
worthy to stand, and he that learns not
his duty and shows himself not approved,
shall not be counted worthy to stand."-

D.

c.

I04: 44·

This is just as it should be, and this provision needs enforcmg, always, when occasion demands, and that, too, "without
respect of persons."
The Lord has further said: "All victory
and glory is brought to pass unto you
through your diligence, faithfulness, and
prayers of faith."-D. C. wo: 7· This is
combining faith and works, and these are
the only conditions upon which any can
hope for success. All these are common
sense truths and are made of God essential
elements to success.
Idleness is an abomination in the sight
of God and all good people. The Scriptures say: "An idle soul shall suffer hunger" (Prov. 19: 15); also that, "The soul
of the diligent shall be made fat" (Prov.
13: 4). These sayings apply to ministers
as well as to others, and the "eternal fitness" of them is proven by the "fruits"
of the idler--" By their fruits ye shall know
them."
The Scriptures further say of God's
faithful, diligent servants, "They that sow
in tears shall reap in joy. He that goeth
forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed,
shall doubtless come again with rejoicino-,
bringing his sheaves with him."-Psal~s
J.~6: 5, 6. The "sheaves'' brought are evi<

dent proofs of the servant's wi~e and per- there were prospects for good results in
sistent faithfulness. The Lord said to ·his field; had received invitation to go to
Thomas B. Marsh, September, 1830: Silver City,. and would go as soon as prac"
·
"Thrust in your sickle wit b all your soul, ticable. He says:
"Preached some in the Elm Creek branch, and
and your sins are forgiven you, and you
£.hall be laden with many sheaves on your made a trip below Sidney; there. are some near
the kingdom in that place.
I commenced it'\
back, for the laborer [not the idler] is Bartifltt yesterday morning; shall continue over
worthy of his hire. Wherefore your fam- Toursday night. We have a few members here
ily shalllive."-D. C. 30:2.
and many warm-hearted friends to tbe cause."
So intense is heaven's detestation of
idleness, and so important that it be not
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
tolerated in the church, that this strict
TIIE
Herald
Office still d<e~ires to obtain
command was given :-"Thou shfllt not
be idle; for he that is idle shall not eat the volume twenty. of the Millenia/ Star.
bread nor wear the garments if the Will any one donate or sell us said volume
for the Church Library?
laborer:"-D. C. 42: 12.
Any one .who will sell volumes r6, 17,
All the great helpers and reformers of
the past and present have proved their r8 and 19, (one or all of them) of the Milworth by their works j and whoever lenial Star, please address this office:
claims to be either, if he have not worthy
works his pretensions are false and he
should be rejected. Good society can not
be builded, a.nd the Church of God cfln
. EDI'l.'ED BY SISTER ''FRANCES!'
n®t be builded, except they have wise,
faithful laborers. The idler, whether
"He prayeth best who leaves ungnessed
minister or member, male or femflle,
The mystery of another's breast.
Why cheeks grow pale, why eyes o'erflow,
should be. marked and lawfully dealt with.
Or heads are white thou needst not know:
No one can do acceptable work in the
Enough to note hy many a sign,
church except he or she is actuated by
'I' hat every heart hath needs like tliine.
love to God and mankind. When pure
Pruy for us !n
love inspires the worker, patience, forbearance, joy and gladness will mark and
BEGIN EARLY.
bless the work done and lead on in all
It
may
be
rash
for me to write upon so trite a
future efforts. This love will bee given
those who dutifully strive and keep the subject as the permanence of early impressions.
commandments of God, for such will en- But I see more and more its importance, and
joy the Spirit of Christ, and the Spirit some need of suggestion. One of its most touch·
fills the soul with love. Those who love ing illustrations is as old as that story of David,
God and man will work, work, work when, in order of battle against the Philistines,
while the day lasts, and such will have the thirsty king recalled the water which he had
drunk in his childhood, and said, "0h that one
success and glfldness.
would give me water to drink of the well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate!" · And it is a n'ew
A BROTHER sends us six questions based, theme with every new motherhood bending over
the cradle of the young child.
professedly, on our editorial in
I recall a simple illustration which impressed
page 2, of present volume, in respect to
the ministrations of Bishop's agents and itself upon my memory. It was an autumn night,
aid for the poor. We intended to say, and past nine o'c;lock, in war days in the Southern
think we did say, that the Bishop's agents land, when a mounted orderly came to me with
should act under the general and ~pecial a polite request from General A, S. VVilliam.s,
instructions of the Bishopric. Of course, commanding our division, that I Would come
the latter gives all needful advice in these over at once to his quarters, half a mile distant.
matters to the agents, and authorizes thl'm An invitation from a general has much force in
to use their discretion when and where it, and I was speedily in the saddle, and in five
found proper.
minutes more I dismounted at his tent. The
general was a brave soldier, had served in Mexico, and had one of the kindest hearts I ever knew.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
He told me that a young man was to be shot the
Bro. E. B. Monroe, of Windsor, Mis! next day for desertion; that he was "shamming
souri, wrote the 2 I st, as follows:
stupid," with some vague hope of reprieve, but
"I love God, 1 love the Saints, and I cherish
that the surgeons had decided that he was entirethe teach!ngs in the Hemld. By the grace of
God helpmg me I am going to fight on till death
ly sane. "But he won't talk sensibly," said the
overtakes me. I am one of the poor of the flock
general; "and I didn't want the fool to go to hell
but am trying to put my trust in the Lord, and
that way, and, though he isn't in your brigade,
the.prospects are getting brighter."
I thought I would send for you to see if you
Bro.
F. McDowell recently wrote
could get at Hm." I might say also that the bluff
from Magnolia, Iowa:
·
soldier had put an adjective before the word
"Am feeling moderately well; have been down
with Ia grippe, and it has settled on my lungs
•·fool," on which, however, "the recording angel
and produced a cough that is unpleasant; had to
dropped a tear."
break up a series of meetings off in another part
r strolled along to the place where the man
of district on account of lung trouble. Am getwas sitting, with his ankles fastened together. I
ting better and expect to go out again tomorrow.''
said nothing at first, that I might not excite his
Bro. Henry Kemp, of the Fremont dis- suEpicion. He was heating water to make coffee.
trict was laboring at Bartlett, January A burnt stick moving, his tin cup would have
zoth,, and was encouraged to think that slipped; but I caught and replaced it. He looked
BISHOP'S AGENTS.

J.
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up at me covertly and said, In a gay tone, "GoDENVER, Colorado.
ing home to New York to-.morrow!"
Dear Sisters:-I love to read the church pubI sat down, and gradually tried to get him to
lications, especially the Mothers' Home Column.
talk sensibly; but he baffled me. He had been,
I rejoice in the latter day work, and desire to live
however, as 1 learned from some of his stories, a
l;>y its teachings and principles. I am thankful
waif in New York streets, apparently thoroughly
that I was led to obey the same. I have been
reckless, sometimes a newsboy, sometimes someblessed many a time. As I have not seen any
thing else. Whether he had any recollection of
letters from the sisters of Denver I will write a
few lines.
a mother, I could not make out. While telling
something of his life, he would do it in a halfThere are only a few Saints here, but we have a
stupid but chuckling air, and constantly throwbranch organized, and meet together every Sabing in, "Going to New York to-morrow!"
bath. We live so far apart, some of us poor in
The case seemed desperate. But something, I
health and some have little ones, so it seems a
hardly knew what, made me suspect that .in his
struggle to get together, but we try our best, and
earliest days he had been under Roman Catholic
the Lord meets with us by his Spirit, and we
influences, and yet it could not have been much
have been greatly blessed ;;tt times. We. have
aft\'r seven years of age.
nothing to discourage us, though but a few. We
I tried an experiment. Taking a short stick in · live in peace and union one witn another, and
my hand, I said to him abruptly, "Look here;
the room we meet in is so small that there is no
what is that?" and as quick as thought I drew
room for the evil power to come in between us.
a cross upon the ground.
We have the promise that if we live faithful,
"The holy cross," he answered involuntarily,
and discharge our duty, we shall be blessed.
and in a: perfectly natural tone.
Your sister in Christ,
I added in the next breath, "And what hap·
MARTHA WESTLAND.
pened on the cross?" ·
.
[Sr. Dobson's address is Collins, Benton Co.,
"The blessed fesus died for .our sins."
Oregon.]
The sign of the cross,. reverenced in his ea,rliest childhood, had taken him off his guard.
Sui>ERlOR, Neb.,. Dec. 9th.
"Ah," said I, •<you needn't .sham any longer.
Dear Herald Reader,s:-As there is so muchag·
You know you are to die to-morrow."
itation on dress and none hav.e as yet found a uni·
"You .have caught me," he said; and he. gave
form on whiCh all could agree, I thoughtit meet
up his folly.
for me to say: My Father has a great many of
It was a notable case of the sudden awaken•
the finest suits for both men and women, or pering of an early impression in one who, as he
fectly adjustable to a child; They are neat,
told me, had not been in a church, or had the
clean and graceful. Any'one that has ever once
slightest thought ofit for sixteen or seven teen
put on a full uniform has never regret~ed it ..The
years. The Roman Catholic Church is wise. It tailor's shears can add neither to beauty nor fit.
knows the .val.ue of early training. The fitful
Jewels ofthe finest can notaid the !ieauty and
clouds were stiil passing over the face of the
graceful appearance. l know you will all love
~moon, and the sentinels were walking their posts,
it. One suit, to introduce them, to each individwhen at midnight I went sadly back to my bi,
ual, free, arid if it is not soiled wiH last for all
vouac fire . . . .-A. H. ~uint, D. D. in Tke Con·
time and eternity. Itis the suit in which you
must appear at the marriage. supper of the Lamb,·
gregationalist.
the robe of righteousness. All other apparel fits
poorly and looks badly if this be missing, and he
PRAYER .UNION.
who wears .this suit will appear wel1 it1 broadSPECIAL RE,QUESTS FOR PRA Ylj:RS.
cloth. or rags if. his .fat<:> has made it so. My
Sr. M.A. Christy, Rogers, Arkansas, asks your
heartnow echoes, "Together let us sweetly live."
faith .and prayers in her beh!llf that if it please
ln bonds,
God her health may be restored.
G. W:BEEBE.
Sr. Lois A. DeWitt, Denver, Colorado, asks
The above was. mislaid an.d. iJerice the delay in
yourp:ayers that God may spare her to raise her
its appeara\1Ce, but tiJough late, it is too gooq to
little family.
be lost.-Ed.
Sr. Mary Prettyman, of Knox, Indiana, ·re7
quests .your prayers in .behalf of hers.elf and
DURANGo, Tex., .Dec. 28th.
grand-chi:ld.
Fashion's laws, like those r.t th~ Medes and
By recent lettef from Bw. T. W. Smith, we are
Persians must be implicitly obeyed, but unlike
requesteq to ask yotir earnest faith a.nd prayers
then1, change about. as frequentlyas the moon.
i\1 beh~lf of Sr.. Helen, who is not only very sick,
The,y are rarely founded in. reason,. and very
but to all appearancesin the last stage of consump:
often vio~ate ..common sense, ·and s?me times
tion, but is deprived of nearly every comfort her
common decency an<i a great portion of comconditio~~:.<fem~:mds.
fort .. Fas!1ionrulf!S the world, ahd a mqst Crt}el
, Sr. Juii~ Lloyd, Eldorado Springs, Mo., send$
mistress she. is, co!JlpeUing. people to submit to
a reql.lest ·for ,your faith and prayers in• her bethe most in.COI')Venient things imaginilb!e for her
half. She is seriously ill.
Sr: M:.: K. ofio'\'Va, asks earnestly that you will
sake. She pinches the feet with tight shoes and
· pray the Lord to grant her. tl)e desire of her heart
chokes with tight cravats or ~q'Ut)eze~ the br.eath
in righteousness and we ask you to pray for her,
out of the body by tight l~cing. 9he makes
j:>ecause she is wor~hy and has need of your praypeople sit up by night; w.hen they ought to be in
.•e;rs. • ,
< · ... Sr. Mattie Fields, Peoria, Texas, wrftes ,that she
bed; and keeps them in bed in the mori!ing when
, .. pas beeri directed by the Spirit to. r~ues~ your
they ought to be ljp and doing. She compels
' .· faith and prayer~inh.er behalf.·. She is suffering
peop.le to dres~ gaily, w:h.ether · W'H~ theiy oVI'n
, w.ith):ieart disea'seand wants you to ask the Lord.,
if lt Is. his., will,t() spare ll.er.to. raise her f~mlly. means o~ tha(ofpthers-::-: whet.~er agreeable. to
~Jl!l h!I.Sfil-!th th~t Goq will. hear yo'urpraxer~.
the w<;~rd .ot Go<i (.)l the dictl!tes
.. Fash·
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ion, unlike custom, never looks at the past as a
precedent for the present or future. Fashion is
the mother of vanity and the leading off of many
minds. Just stop and think a few moments and
see how the fashionable woman fixes things up.
The fine robe, the style of ribbon she thinks is
more important than the form of a mind or the
style of a life. She consults the fashion plate
oftener than her Bible; she visits the dry goods
shop and milliner oftener than the church. ·she
speaks of fashion oftener than virtue, and follows it closer than she does her Savior.
Dear reader, those that follow too much after
these things are fit for little that is better., It
is a sad truth that fashion-pampered women are
almost .worthless for all the r:reat ends of human
life, because they dress nobody, they feed nobody, they instruct nobody.
I have said nearly enough about fashion, but
there. is one. fashion that never changes-the
sparkling eye, the coral lip and the gladsome
heart.
Dear reader, if you ·love freedom more tpan
slavery,· liberty more than thraldom, happiness
more than misery, competence more than poverty, never bow your knee to the goddess of fashion.
ANNIE L. BATES.
HOW TO PROMOTE S.LEEP.

IF one is troubled with cold feet, undress them
. and rub them briskly on a coarse carpet or rug
from five to ten minutes before retiring-a sit·
ting position is the most. convenient. The rubbing stimulates the capillaries to natural action,
which turns the blood from the. head and pro" motes the natural circulation; also, rubbing :the
entire sudace of the body with a brush, coarse
cloth or the hand has a similar lend;ency.
.
The sleeping apartment should be well ventilated and the bed air:ed before beipg made;up,
that the gases from the body may npt be absorlred into it again. .lt is better to lie. O;n the right
side at .first, as that position is more favorable to
digestion. A habitual straight pqsition, with
head not very high, tends to preserve a good
form.
Now close the mind against.all past annoyances, difficulties and sorrows, and open it to
pleasing thoughts-not over anxious thoughts
in any direction, but passive, tmsting thoughts,
believing that the dear Father created us, and
lov:es us as a father does his children, and instituted sleep for us. Most certainly he is willing
for us to .have that for which he created.a necessity. Then all we have to do is to live in condi·
tions to receive it, and calmly, trustingly accept
it-accept as a free gift from a loving friend.
'!'here are myriads of subjects to.refl.e.ct on that
will give pleasure tq the. mind, and expand the
, soul, whereas unpleasant, a:1tagoni~tic thoughts
give pain of mind and dwarf the SO?L
.·.
We niu~t have the bright sunshine and .. the
genial showers from above to gc)rmin;;tte and
give a pure growth to our thoughts~ if we would
have success in our physical and spit;itual growth,
and. they .will.!lot come to ns if we ~ill persistin
livii!g .over the .past follies, vex a tiops and disa:ppointmen;~ in life, or in over-apxtously layipg
.plans for the tuture.
.
!tis notby
duce sleep,
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"taking no thought for the morrow." This is the
best prescription within my knowledge, and I
have tried many. Have had much experience
in the dark side of the question, and considerable in the bright or true side.
Regular hours.for sleep sho~ld be observed as
well as regular exercise, proper quality ot food
and proper hours for taking it. We believe it is
folly and even a sin for Saints to pray to be heal·
ed and excuse themselves in living in sins that
.promote disease.
There is a long list of things which I know
are practiced and the effect will certainly follow
its own cause.
Insomnia, or habitual wakefulness is caused
(is:our opinion) by tension of the nerves of the
eyes and head, and that tension is generally
caused by over-work, especially of the brain.
Now it is very evident that such patiehts should
rest the brain by turning the mind from all its
labors, and let it calmly rest in thoughts of
Scripture, hymns, or in prayer. At the same time
try to sink into that calm soothing spirit that
comes from above. Thus better rest will come,
if not perfect rest, according to one's feelings.
SISTER ALMIRA.
STRATFORD, Eng., 26th Dec.
Dear Sisters :-It is over a year since I sent my
name to be enrolled with the Prayer Union, and
I have many times felt like writing to the Column, but have been hindered in various ways.
But to-day 1 have a chance it being holiday time
when all the world seem to be full of pleasure,
and I am left alone in the house, except my little.ol1es, whom I have just put to bed, having given.them what little enjoyment I could afford. I
now feel to rejoice that I have this privilege, and
I can say that I have this day been full of the
Spirit during the intervals that I have been able
to steal away from my children and commune
with my Heavenly Father. It is Thursday, and
as I do not know that there was any special subject for to-day, I felt Jed to pray for the Utah
Mormons and the success of the labors of our
prophet, Joseph, in that direction. Having first
remembered those who have sent in special requests for prayer, oh, how my heart goes out in
sympathy with some of the old-time saints! Dear
sisters, I myself was baptizdcl into the BrighamHe Church after hearing and receiving the first
principles only, knowing none of the evils existing in it, and I must say at that time the branch
to which I belonged contained some good, truehearted souls, one of whom with his wife and
family made great sacrifice and went to Utah with
great suffering, only to find themselves bitterly
deceived. They managed to make their escape
into Denver, where they saved enough to come
back to England. When I joined the Reorganization, I flew to him with the news as soon as I
could, hoping he would receive it, but to my surprise he was firm as a rock. He Eaid, "Sister, I
once gave my heart to God and I believed I was
in his church and meant to be spent in his service.
I went to Utah and found I had been cruelly deceived, and I there said I would never believe
man again. Neither will I. God knows my
heart, ;:;nd I know he has power to reveal himself
to me if it is his will, and until he does I will not
move. Although I have suffered so much, if he
revealed to me that he had a church upon the
earth and a work for me to do, I would gladly
cast in my lot with his people and use my

strength and my means in his cause with all my
heart."
Dear sisters, what can we say of such as· these?
Can we blatne them for holding out? His wife
told me he had not changed a bit. That he ne\:er goes out of a morning without committing his
family into the hands. of God, and never takes a
meal without asking a blessing upon it, and in
every way lives the lilje of a christian, but will
not join any church. Well, I believe he is being
allowed to rest awhile. I have been much led of
late to pray for him and also his sons, and I
would ask the sisters of the Union to make special prayer for the scattered sheep of God's latter
day flock. I feel that the time has come when
God will feel after his people . and bring them
back.
I did not think I was going to write so much
on this oubject when I began, for there were other things that I wished to write about, but shall
not be able as it would make my letter too long.
I should like to tell some of my experience concerning, the observance of the hour, but must
leave it for the present, simply saying that I have
been greatly blessed, though I have many disadvantage~.
I have to borrow the Heralds, and it
sometimes happens that I do not see one for
weeks. I feel glad there is a fixed subject two
Thursday's' in the month, and should like to see
other subjects sent in from time to time from
some of the sisters, like our sister in Palestine.
Your sister in the covenant of peace,
E. FURNESS.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. N. E. Thompson of El Toro, Cal , writes
cheering news of the Prayer Union in that
branch, also of the zeal with which Elder Thompson is prosecuting his labors. Some of the sisters (herself among the number) go six miles to
meet with the sisters of the "Union." She exhorts the sisters to keep up the Prayer Union,
and speaks of a lady o£ the Baptist persuasion
who they hope to win through godly walk and
conversation.
(This way of winning is G'od's own appointed
way, and when it is fully carried out by all who
take upon them the name of Saint, we shall see
the work roll on as it never has done before.
We may compass ·sea and land to make one
proselyte and unless our own example is worthy
of the gospel, what shall it profit either of us?En.)
Sr. Margaret Hoagland, Rivor Sioux, Iowa,
writes: "l wish to send in my testimony with
rderence to the Prayer Union. The tumor on
account of which I ·asked your prayers has al.
most entirely disappeared, and, !hanks be to Gocl,
my health is better than it has been for years. I
hope to hold fast to the roc! of iron, until I reach
the end of the race and gain the promised crown.
Pray for me that I may prove faithfuL"
Sr. Mattie Fields, Peo_ria, Texas, writes: "We
have been per$ecuted ever since we have been
trying to serve God as we should. When our
little babe died my husband was left aione to
bury it. Bro. Nunley was here and preached
some good discourses, bnt not many went to hear
him, but some would slip up outside of the house
and listen, who were ashamed to be seen. But
they heard the gospel and God may yet give the
increase.
The Campbellil!t~<s confess to being
worsted by 'that man' more than by any one they
ever met before Myself and husband wish to

request Bro. Peter Seaton, of Paris, Tenn., that
if possible he will carry tl;e gospel message to

our father, John Fields. He will entertain him
and be glad to hear him preach. He lives r4
miles south of Paris, in Carroll county, ten miles
north of Huntingdon on the old Paris and Huntingdon road, and a half mile from Carnsville P.
0. w·e have a large number of relatives there
and they will all be glad to hear thegosp~L We
believe Bro. Seaton could make a grand opening
there."
Sr. E .. G. Ochsner, Independence, Mo., writes:
"If I can say i;>ut a word at the beginning ot the
new year, it is that I have a desire to overcome
everything unworthy and to live nearer to God
in the year to come than in the past. I have
been greatly strengthened by the Sisters' letters
and pray that I may be able to bring up my little
ones aright."
Sr. H. J. Lush writes :-"1 was baptized in r862
by Bro. Samuel Powers, and since then have been
striving to live as becomes a Saint. I can truly
testify that this is the work of God While Jiving in Iowa my son was healed of lung fever
through the administration of the elders when
the doctor said he could not live. This was before my husband united with the church. His
uncle was present; and when the elders left he
could not be content until he sent for medicine.
He gave it himself (for I would not do it) and the
boy grew worse. I told him he had done wrong
ancl if he wanted the boy to live, he would have
to ask pardon of the Lord and go for the elders
himself. This he clid, ancl the boy was blessed
under their hands, ancl his uncle did not want to
give any more medicine. This has been a waymark for me."

BYRNVILLE, Ind., Jan. 24th.
Dear Herald:-The work is still progressing
here, and the little branch which was organized
with six members a little over a year ago now
numbers seventeen. One came in last Sunday,
being i:Japlized by Elder M, R. Scott and confirmed by Elder M. R. Scot~ and myself. A large
crowd was out to see the ordinance attended to.
I rejoice over the efforts that have been made
at this place. God has blessed the laborers sent
here by adding souls to the kingdom for their
hire. May God still continue to send his blessing upon his people, and may the Saints live
humbly and faithfully and let their light so shine
before the world that they may see their good
works and take up their cross and follow the
Lord; fo,· the Savior has said that ye are the salt
of the earth, and if the salt has lost its saving
power wherewith shall it be salted?
I rejoice greatly in this latter clay work, for I
know it is of God and that he will carry it on.
My desire is to see the work roll on and on until
the knowledge of the Lord covers the earth as
the waters do the great deep. Bro. Daniels has
be~n with us.
He came here from the Union
branch. He dicl a good work there, baptizing
three and ordaining one elder. He hac! large
congregatio~1s.
He also preached three times
here with good success, but had to return home
on account of sickness in his family. We hope
he will come again before long.
Will the i::)aints in our district remember the
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Delong to-night-going down to labor with Bro.
Cornish. I was intending also to go, but I can
not leave just now, but hope the way will open·
soon and I may be unbound. I am passing
PARADISE, Ky., fan. I4th.
through _great trials at present, the greatest I
Dear Herald:-I arrivedj here the 9th,' found
have ever passed through; but I have one conso~
one Saint about a mile from this place, and some
lation, the Lord has showed me tha~ the tim.e is
GREEN SPRINGS, Mo.,Jan.'r8th.
eight or ten of the Utah Church in this, vicinity ..
at hand when I shall be free to. go and declare
Dear Herald:-I am still:.contending for the
Spoke three times at the Ward School-house.
the gospel to the nations of the earth.
faith once delivered to the. Saints. My labors
Had two General Baptist and two Christian
I received a letter Irom Bro. G. A. Blakeslee a
have been confined to Cass, Bates and Vernon
preachers to hear. I was the guest of a General
few days ago which gave me much encouragecounties, and the interest in hearing the word
Baptist preacher. He is a liberal man, open and
ment and strength. Another consolation I have
whereii labored is on the increase. Some have
frank, and is very much interested in the work,
is, that I know the Lord accepts my labors and
obeyed and many others are near the kingdom,
and would not oppose. The other did, and his
blesses me in discharging my duty.
while prejudice is fast giving away on all sides,
theme was, "Joe Smith, and water baptism. AdI have a great many calls to go and preach,
notwithstanding all the refuge of lies; for surely
ministering of angels, all bosh, such doctrine
some of which I am not able to filL I go to·
it shall come to pass as writtten by Jeremiah r6:
was from the devil." I told him we would demorrow up into Genesee county to labor a few
19, "0, Lord, my strength and my fortress, and
fend all the doctrine we preached in a fair and
daj·s; some there wish baptism. From there I
my refuge in the day of affliction. The Gentiles
honorable discussion with. any representative
expect to return to Five Lakes, Lapeer county,
shall come unto thee from the ends of the earth,
man. A Mr. Covington told him to meet me
where some more are waiting, and so the good
and shall say, surely our fathers have inherited
and show our "rotten doctrine," if it was rotten.
work rolls on.
lies, vanity, and things wherein is no profit."
But he did not want to debate, he said. He said ,
Of late I have been laboring among the Saints
The work is in a prosperous condition in the
we and the Brighamites were all one. I showed
and have been tryi:ng to observe the law of freeIndependence district, although the laborers are
him our letter of appointment. .Then he said we
will offerings and tithing concerning which I
few; but it is my daily prayer that God may so
ought to change the name "Saint." I told him
feel there is a great lack ·among the Saints, and for
move upon those whom he has called, and who
the Saints of old had bad men amongst them, bu't
the last while back I have been led to teach upon
have accepted the call by being ordained, t~ lift
djd not change tbeir name on account of that.
that part of God's law, and God has blessed me
up their voices, for great will be their condemnaThe Christian preachers were very liberaL One
m~ch i~ doing the same. I have a great de~ire
tion if failing to lift up their voices in defense of
said he desired to learn. We think the difference
to see the kingdom of God move on, and I hope
the truth, as stated in Doctrine and Covenants
between us and the Utah Church was shown. I
I may put my desires into practic;e.
rr6: 2.
was the first of our elders in this part of Keti.Our district is in good working order, and I
The Saints at Rich Hill, Missouri, number
tucky. I think a good work can be done here by
hope we as officers may live in love andunion;
about seventy, Bro. J. c. Chrestenstln, branch
proper labor. The Brighamites living here have
then the work will continue to move on. I t\link
president. They have had quite a neat hall r.:;nta'good name as citizens. We .were glad to hear
everyofficer is in his place from the fact th~t God
ed and seated for some time past. Elder J. H.
that. Oh, if it had not been .for that abominaseems to bless and the cause is onward.
Ohlhciusen of the Church of God applied for it
tion in the salt land, how the work of God would
Yours in bonds,
and preached t:-vo sermons with the understand- · spread!
J. A.iCARPENTER..
ing that if he taught any thin~ considered erroneParadise is about sixty miles from Erin, Ten-·
ous by the Saints they should have the privilege
nessee. If Bro. Seaton sees this he can follow
LEXINGTON, Mii;h., Jan. 27tp.
of replying. Hence Bro. J. C. Chrestensen took
up the work here..
BYo. ·w. W. Blazr:-Our wor,k is comm!'lncnotes of some statements made by him, answered
I have been opening up new places all thi~
ing to tell. _We are holding fort~ in the G;~rman
one discourse and I the other. On his return he
fall and winter, and can truly. say the work fs
church, and last night the building. was filled,
againaskedfor the house and it was granted, and
widening and gaining in this mission under Br~.
many standing. They paid the best. of attention,
this time he challenged us to meet him in public
Gillen's charge: Hop.e he. will be appointed . and 0, how the Lord• did bless nie with the good
discussion. Hence Bro. Chrestensen and he
here again. The Saints and lo.cal authori~ies are
Spiri~; ancl all can well guess· that good was
form~lated some propositions and wrote me.
trying to do well: The conference appointees
done, for that!s what the Spirit: was th~re for;
once to call on my way south. I did so, stopping
are striving to show themselves. workmen. The
Lexington is situated on the shore of Lake Huron,
off at Rich Hill where I met the Reverend genyear has opened with good tokens for Zion in
twenty. miles above Pt. Huron; and Crosswell is
tleman, and we we agreed on the following:
this part. Bro. Charles Barmore has greatly
six. miles inland, west of Lexington. Crosswell
rst. Resolved that the Church of God, (by some aided me in my work.
is the place I wrote you that .we were to have
called Winnebrennarians) of which I, J. H. OhlYours for success,
the church; 'but when the day came for U:s to
hou!len, am a member is the only true church ac, V:. D. BAGGERLY.
have our meeting, the leading spirits were busy
c01·ding to theauthorized versipn of tlie old and
and prevailed on the trustees to close it against us.
BROWN CITY, Mich., Tan. 2rst.
new testament Scriptures, J.. H. Ohlhousen afBut it is making much talk. S9me say; "What
Dear Herald:~Since I .wl'ote you in October-~
firms•
kind of christianity is. thatr'' othets, "Give them
h,ave been laboring as b,est I could, considering
zd. _Resolved 'that the Reo.rganized Churc!f of
a hearing any way; even if they, are Mormons,"
the circqmstancesunder which I am placed, my
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, ofwhich I, E.
and the papers are having something tosay,also
wife's h(:lalth being very· poor; a!sp that of my
C~rtisam a member is the only true church, and
the ministers. In this way we ~re being adverc
~ather who lives with me. He ha? a stroke. of
is in harmony with tht; autboriz;ed. version of the
tized.
the palsy by whic;h he lost his speech, and no\\'
old imd. new te!itament Scriptures, ip. doctrine
We are working in four or fiv~ school-houses;
he is losing his mind, iu1d attim~s is very ugly.
and church organization; . E; Curtis aJlirrns.
and when we thin!} it wise we .will enter the best
Mywifels father and rnother live 'Yith me and I
· 3d. Resqlved that water. baptism is npt for the
hal!Jn Crosswell, the owner of w'pieh has offered
have them to. caro:J Jor, ~nd they are old .people
remission of sins, therefore is not essential to ~al
it.to us for two dol.[ars per night) ~me dolla~ less
upwards of seventy. But. notwithstandi~g the
vation. J. H. Ohlhousen aftirms.
than usuwl, for the reason that we have been:
care I have on q:~y hands I have been able .to do
4 th; Resolyed tnat ihe,Book of .Mormon is a
shut out of the church~ the
a little. . I have preached ~hree _and four times a
true' re.cord, coming forth according to Bible
purchased by the people, for th<>. nQn·~·~
w~ek and have baptized a few; have alsomade
prophecy, and contains a revelation of. God's will
opened to all; and some.of. the
some new openh1gs and have heldone debate and
to. man: E. Curtis affirms.
in it!
have a challet],g~ for another and expect t~ meet
The said discussion ·is to commence on Mon,
Bro. Peter Surbroqk and I
it as so~n as arrangements.can be made.
day,_Februarp7th, at Ricl)Hill, and ctmtinue
' . The work is Ol}ward inthis district, and so
twelv.e .nights, St1nday exctlpted; three riights to
as I can learn th.e officersar~ busy. Bro: J.
dev?~ed tqeachproposition, tim.e to be equally divided; King J 11m~s tranolation of the Bible Cornis.h vvaS he~:~. a f~w da.rs ago. qn . his
flistrict,
and I· e~p~.c.
t
to be·the stan\lard .of evidence. He11ce you see . the ell.stern pa_rfo,J'.tlie
"
..... "
.· . '
request of last conference of the Southern Indiana district to send in their reports on blanks furnished by the Herald office.
Yours in the faith,
GEORGE JENKINS.

all the opposition has not given away in South
West Missouri. Yours in bonds,
EMSLEY CURTIS.
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and members of .our church,. and the ge11eral f
feeling is that we sh.ould not open the house for
·.you, for the reason that Elder Cornish is nqt.
here for th.e s~~;lvation of sinners, but to present 1
his views of .the bible as he understands it. And
they all feel that there is. too much division .in
Lexington now. Yours in hope of eternal life,
"IRA ARNOT·, for the trustees."
How unchristian those same parties would
have made such a thing appear a few years ago,
when the like '.ivas done to them by others! But
all this will woi:k out for owr good
The weather'is still bad-very sudden changes
and very unhealthy. Several sick, yet not many
of the Saints. Lots down with ".La Grippe!'
The Saints haye it. light, especially those who
observe the"w<)rd of wisdom." I was misinformed about
the me'rcury fallt'ng ·15 to 20
·
· below zero '
letter · Three below has been
as Stated
· l·n ~y·last
'"
Yours '
the lowest .
J J C ORN!SH.
0

•

MILLFIELD, 0., Jan. 20th.
Dear Saints :-'-I have been sick since conference, and my head has troubled me so that I
have not felt capable o£ writing. I ask the
prayers of the Saints that I may be healed.
I am"striving to serve God in my weakness. I
know this work is of God. I will say to Bro.
Moler that one reason for not writing him to
come and preach in this place, is, I am not able
to care for him as I wouid like.
Your sister,
SAREPTA R. PRATT.
, FERDINAND, Illinois, Jan. 25th.
Dear. Herald.'-I done without your compan-.

ionship for some years because I was unfortunate in financial matters, and I was very lonesome
without your presence; but now, thanks to our
heavenly Father, you have again come into our
house,. I .trust never more to depart. I read a
great many things in your columns that are very
" cheering and pleasant.
Please tell Bro. Blair that I thank him for the
encouragement he gave us young ministers at
the Buffalo Prairie conference last September.
Since that time I have preached four times with
good liberty.
The Saints at Buffalo Prairie and White Eagle
are feeling well, and are anxious to see the gospel spread. Bro. D. S. Holmes is preaching with
good effect at the Kimball school-house. We
are having a light for.m of "La Grippe" in this
vicinity.
Yours in bonds,
F. NEEDHAM.
CLARKSBURG, W. Va., Jan. 26th.
Dear Herald:-My father requested me to

write to solicit the prayers of the Saints for the
removal of sickness, which first came upon my
mother and myself and brought my father from
Ritchie county two weeks and a half ago. I am
about well myself, but mother is quite ill yet;
. and now my father is down with "La Grippe,"
(which is supposed to be the same disease that
afflicted mother and I and my brother Frank who
is just getting over it) Father firmly believes
he will be well and up in a few days, but he
wants the prayers !llOre especially for mother to
beTaised up.
We are very thankful to the dear Savior that
we have got along so well in our sickness.
Father wishes and prays that one of the elders
might come and see us. We are all firm ln the

faith .of the latter day 'work, but there is great
need of labor here arnong some of the dear but
faltering Saints..
,
If any of the elders should come to see us let
them enquire for us at the depot, for we live in
sight-a stone's throw.
On the 2 zd instant we followed the remains of
our dear sister Reamer to the grave. She fell
asleep on the 2oth, firm in the faith. Her husband died three years ago next fuly, leaving her
three little boys. She was cared £or by the chutch
here, keeping her out. of the miserable county
poor house. .Her oldest son has a position in a
machine. shop. The other two are not old
enough to learn any trade. They are bright
little boys, and some of the Saints would do well
to adopt them.
Their mother wished them to be raised up in
the church.
Your sister,
IDA M. SHINN.

I climate,'but.hell
marked that 'heaven may have the bes
will have the best society.

will have neither one nor the other.
I1 It
· ·
Very few will go to hell-:-no children.

The proportion of souls in hell to those in
heaven will be about as the number of
patients in the lazarettos or quarantine
stations in New York harbor are to the
people of New York. That is all hell is
~a moral lazaretto for the incurably vic
iot,~s. . Its society will be of devils and
moral monstrosities and this will constitute
on.e of its horrors; It is a great mistake to
copceive of hell as a place of .actual fire
and corporeal punishment.
We know
sin does not bring phy.sical pain-:-at
least comparatively· none. This mistaken
ide, a of a place of rea.! fire and . brimstone
arose f.rom. the. li.teral translatio.n .b.Y.· .prosaic western men of an oriental
book
of
. .
.
poems and parables. All the men who
LA GRANGE CouNTY INFIRMARY, wrote the Bible were poets and Christ
was the greatest of all poets.
He never
Indiana, Jan. z8th.
opened his mouth but to utter poetry ..·The
Dear Herald;·-I am still paralyzed and not
any better. Pray for me to be healed, and set"a fiercest torment of hell as weB as the greatday for faoting and prayer in the whole church est joy of heaven is summed up in that one
word 'forever:' in: the knowledge. that
in my behalf.
w,ooo,ooo eternities will bring no change
Yours in faith and love,
or hope of change.
MARIA KELLAR.
"Heaven is a place just as much as London is a place. Christ said: 'I go to prepare a place.' Its joys will consist in absolute obedience to God and in the perfecl
tion of wisdom a:nd of all our faculties and
ARTICLES under this •head do not necessarily receive the
surroundings. One source of joy will be
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fo~
the knowledge that our probation is ended
their own views. Contributions solicited.
and our school days are over. This world
SAINT AND SINNER BEYOND THE
is simply a school to train us for our future
VALLEY.
or real life, and death is the commencement day.
I fancy the soul that escapes
DR. MCINTYRE'S VIEWS
all the hordes of tern ptations that pursue
THE Rev. Robert Mcintyre of Grace it through life will experience such a sense
Methodist Episcopal church expressed his of relief upon" gaining heaven as did the
views as follows: "Most assured Iy the old pioneer described by Will Carleton
Bible teaches that there is an intermediate when he reached his cabin door in safety
state between. death and the resurrection, just in adv21nce of the pack of raving
called hades in the new translation, and wolves.
which means the place of departed souls.
"There will be work there, for there is
Mind you, this new translation does not do
without work. Every one. will
away with hell. The old translation used
congenial occupation; task and inthe word too indiscriminately; the new clination will nm harmoniously along the
makes the proper distinction between same line.· Heaven will be a land of surhades and hell. When hell is meant the prises. One of the surprises will be in
new translation says hell; when the place meeting people there whom we did not
of departed souls is referred to it says expect to. But the greatest joy of ali will
hades. Hades is divided mto two
be the consciousness of having helped in
Paradise for the blessed, and gehenna, or Christ's work. If one single soul shall
a place of torment, for the wicked. When come to me there and say, 'You started
Christ said to the dying thief: •Thou me on the right road,' my heaven will that
shalt be with me this day in paradise,' he instant become two heavens."
did not mean that thev were to meet in
Bishop Fallows of St. Paul's Reformed
heaven, but in hades.' Both places are Episcopal church: "The souls of the
places of spiritual consciousness, but not of righteous will enter into the joys of heaven
probation.
The righteous are in
and the ungodly into their everlasting
and happiness, the wicked in .torment. punishment immediately after death. The
There are no souls in heaven or in hell at day of death is the judgment day so far as
this time, nor will there be till the
the individual soul is concerned, Perhaps
ment day.
when earthly affairs are ended there may
"At the resurrection the spirit will be be a final adjustment of the the &tates of
united to the corporeal body, changed in
and evil spirits, but this will be
substance-! do not know exactly how- rather in the nature of a formality.
but identical in form, so that
shall at
"1 do not believe in the arbitrary punishonce recognize our friends. Christ will
ment of the unrighteous by fire or in any
appear just as he. did upon
even to other literal I)Unishinent.
Punishment
the scars upon h1s hands.
will come from within, not from without.
"A witty but wicked sinner once re- Hell is rather a condition or character than
J

Qtnmmuuittafinus.
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anything else; it is within our souls. The 1 are in everlasting love, and hence we must light will be tound in perfect obedience to
wicked will not be permitted to enter . believe that vvhatever sufferings may come God, for the· end to which man was creheaven, because they are not suited for it, upon sinful souls in this or any other world ated was that he might glorify God.''
but they will constantly feel the depriva- are meant for good and are in their nature
PROF. SWING'S IDEAS.
1
tion of its privileges and blessings.
and effect reformatory.
Prof.
David
Swing of the Central
"The h?.ppiness of the blessed will re"Man is free to try to do whatever he
sult mainly from implicit obedience. Obe- pleases, but the constitution of thing~ is church: "It is as impossibie to tell what are
dience gives absolute freedom from re- such that he can not succeed in any but the rewards and punishments of eternity
straint, and therefore joy. Whenever we the right way.
The prodigal son was as it would have been impossible for a
violate ·a law of God or man we at once glad to get away from his father's house, mind like that of man to conceive before
feel a constraint, and are therefore in some out he was gladder to get back, and so we the earth was created what the nature and
degree unhappy.
Then there will be a may hope that, through the long and often pursuits of man. would be. It is necessary
perpetual development of all the faculties, hard ways of experience and the discipline to assume only this-that there, as here,
a continual gain in knowledge and power. of suffering, a:ll the wandering children of n!Jture will act naturally because God is
I believe that heaven will be as material earth will somewhere and s6metime re- one, the same in all time, however bound:os earth- more material, in fact, for all turn; and whether it be in this or any less, and happiness and suffering will come
.the blessings of earth will be enjoyed other world, the God and father of all will from new causes and by paths not now to
As the heavens are higher
without any of the imperfections. Earth not turn themaway, for 'the mercy of the be traced.
than
the
earth,
so the supreme han.d is
would be a heaven if it were freed of its Lord is from everlasting to everlasting,'
imperfections. We will have friends and and Jesus Christ is 'the same yesterday, lifting the earth upward. If Christ came
employments there exactly suited to our today, and forever.' So must we hope to weep in the olive-gardens of this planet,
tastes and capacities.. There will be no ~nd believe, therefore, that existence will to be touched with the human situation,
'mute, inglorious Miltons' over th{lre, for in the end prove a blessing and not a cur!)e tlce inference may well be that he.· was a
forerunner of that love and power which
there will be no 'chill penury' to 'repress to all souls.''
elm and will make weeping less co.mmon
their noble rage and freeze the genial curAN EXPRESSION FROM DR .. STRYKER. •
in
the second empire of the king."
rent of their souls.'
·
The Rev. M. Wolsey Stryker of tl;e
LEADING DIVINES ELsEWHERE.
"I think the idea is entertained by some Fourth Presbyterian church: "The estate
Among eminent divine-s elsewhere the
that the entire time of the blessed will be
of the righteous man; or rather of the fo.r- same diversity of opinion exists. In a redevoted to singing .songs of praise and
. given man, for I don't believe there are cently published essay Canon Farrar, arch"
playing upon harps and lyres. Now I
any righteous r:pen, becomes at once with- deacon of Westminster, says: "I hav'e been
take it that all allusions to music should be
out anv discontinuation of consciousness
interpreted as figures of speech to. express <me of blessedness·;. those who die out of impr•·ssed for years with the conviction
the great and universar harmony of all the Lord enter upon immediate wretched- that as regards the future life God has designed! y left us in complete darkness ~::on~
things. Heaven will he at once a condiness. I do not believe either estate, so far cerning all detcyils. In all scriptural allution of character and a place; but as to the
as location is concerned, is final. Thereis sions to the world to come there is an inlocation of either I have not even formed
a great deal of misunderstanding of the definiteness which is atnaziqgly unli.ke. the.
a conjecture."
scriptures and a general failure to appre- glib and graphic delineations of ftc~Jute
DR. :THOMAS' OPINION,
ciate what sheol means. Sometimes sheol bliss and woe in which so many ig.norant
·Dr. H. W. Thomas of the People's is mea.nt to designate the grave and some- persons think that they can. indulge 'I'Vith
The Hebrew .word sheol, the utmost facility;
chinch: "You want to know what I think times hell.
about the future life? Well, I think that meaning the place of departed souls, and
"Th~ great laws of reward and punish·
if you succeed in convincing· a great many which is of freq ueilt occurrence, loses a rnent are revealed and enou,gh knowledge
great
deal
of
its
force
by
this
confusion
of
readers of the . Times that there is any
is granted us for our amplest guidim.cej but;
future you will be doing a great deal. ideas. . The best way is to use the word !tS not enough for 011r morbid curiositf. The.
The Greek doctrine. of hell, of endless. and incQnceiv~
There is mote skepticism upon·this point the new translation does.
than you have any idea of nowadays. equivalent of sheol is hades, which does able physical torments of flame and bfi~
Many a man would give a great deal to be riot mean grav~ nor hell. These words, stone, I thrust. aside .with no ambiguit;y
assQ.red that· there was a life beyond the both Greek and Hebrew, mean the abode and no reservation. For under this aspect
grave. .This is a m:aterial age, and the of the dead. •
God is represented as infinitely implacbelief that death ends all, that there .no
"Strictly s.peaking it is incorrect to say able, with a remorseless cruelty which
life notperceptible to the senses.is rapidly ofthe dead tpatthey ~re in.heaven. The would be infamous in the very vile~t. of
forgiven are in paradise with Christ, in a mankind. I hold as firmly as any human
gaining ground.
.
. .. .
·
"The orthodox creed of a litera.! resurre-c- state .of perfect consciousness and blesse·d- being can do the existence of a gre11t law
tion and
a sort of conscious intermediate ness. Christ~s parabh; of Lazarus and the of retribution, which is a J>art of God's:
state betyveendeatry a):,d .the judgment day, rich man discloses two alternative condi- schem.e for the education of man; but I am
v;rhen · the JOUl has no claim upon either tions in hades,c the expressi<m 'in Abra- taught by scripture and by 'the church tO
woild,. has about disappeared. Where the ham's, bosom' indkating a place of happi- proclaim that God loved us:w hile we were
spirit world is, i>; a matter of conjecture; ness in contrast to the torment of the rich yet sinners and that even unto deat.Ji he
it !:nay b~ all about us if we cou~dbut per- man~ . Paradise is a place of. spiritual yearns to welcpme hisrepe!:)tant prodigals;
ceiveit•. The joys of the other world vyill growth,. but p.otof probation. · The doc~
We saywith George Fox,. '1\nd I sa:w
be purely spiritua]....:....the spirit Hfe is the trine of. purgatory, wl1ich is a doctrineof that there was .an ocean of. darknes.s and
true.li.fe. Death-is. the resurreCtion, .when personal expiation of sin,e(}ntradicts the death, but an iilfinite ocearl; of ljght. and
sufficiency o~ .·the cross and· is a device to love flowed over the ocean. of darkness;
w~ are treed from our earthly tenements
"
and
in that :I saw the
love
and permitted to.enter.the. perfect world terrorize ignorant souls.
God.'"
. · infinite
·
. .... of
. ...
"The joys of heaven will consist, in the
of spirits~ . 'l;'he doctrine 9£ endless punishCardinal~·~." ....... ,.,,
ment is itself a heresy. But the Bible first place, in the ahilityto live an unhindcie.s tel!ch. future. punishment . for sin, dered life, Vjritb no· faculty abridged or
or that sin. brings up~>ri the soul its own for~shortened, and untrammeled by pain,
con,seq11ences .ih moral loss and misery, weakness, orinfirmity. . .There will be
and that the life .of. the present world is plenty of co~g~niafoccupations, for heaven
c~rrkd over into the. life of the world to
is not alazi place, neithl;lr is there> any
cpme. Wt) rn·ust believe that the goyern- wearines~ ther~' Ever faculty and.all
t1:!ent of. God. is paternal; th~t p-od i~ the surroundt~g~ wtll b~ perft;ct 1 af!.d. bappine~s
fath~r of alLand will deal \l\7itl.1 all souls . will be folln~ in the c~n~ra.st to the pain
VVitb 'a teild~rjustice wbo~e yery;f()UndaJiOnS an:d ·sorrow .c:>.f this .lift); ..... But .the .chief.d~~: ·
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soul at the death of the body is thence- ' m. inute details of all events c. onnected with which he at once falls into the fire. One
death, the judgment, and the state of the after the other the wicked ,tumble in until
forward fixed; stable and permanent.
"There are and there can be but two believers and un,believers are given by the the angels ask, "Art thou. full?" and hell
states in this life or after death. There is no ·koran and by commentators. The Mo-, answers, "Art there more?"
Hell is a great beast with four feet and
neutrality. That this twofold state is one hammedan hell eclipses in grizzly horrors
either ·of _happiness or misery is undeni• anything ever conceived of by the most 30,ooo heads, each head with 30poo
ably manifest by the analogy of n~;ture uncompromising of orthodox hell-fire mouths, and each mouth with 30,000
teeth, each tooth as large as Mount
and by the facts of our moral life in this evangelists.
The spirit of the believer comes forth Ohud. Its fire is black and so not that
world. The just, pure, upright and merciful, in spite of all sorrow and suffering from the body easily and sweetly, like when Adam asked the archangel Gabriel
from without, have a mental happiness of pure water from a goat-skin, while the · for a piece to boil his kettle with the fier.y
their own, internal and immutable. If soul of the unbeliever is dragge~ forth by atom shriveled up the mountain on which
that state wa.s fixed, raised to a perfect the angel of death fizzing and sputtering, it was placed and burned its way back to
fullness, shielded from the outw'ard evils "as a hot spit is drawn out of wet wood." the infernal regions below. The dwelland. sorrows of this life, and made per- Hideous demons then wrap the unbeliever ers in hell are black of face and dim of
petual after death, it would be a state of in sackcloth and carrv him to the gate of
Their seventy skins are divided
bliss. For heaven is essentially not only the lowest heaven. Being refused admitlayers of fire; fiery serpents devour
a place, but a character, a conformity to tance the demons carry him back to earth,
entrails; thev .roar like lions and "
the perfections of God, and a capacity to where he rejoins his body in the grave; bray like jackasses.· When the unbeliever
enjoy them by a kindred nature. So also or, arriving while it is being washed, sits asks for a brink he is given scalding water;
will it be with the unjust, impure, false, down beside the bed till his tenement is his fingers fall off as he takes the cup, his
and cruel, with all their wilful indulgence ready for him.
eyes and cheeks fall out, and every inward
Thenbegins the torture of the grave, is consumed as the boiling liquid is swalof low enjoyments of passion, who in this
world are unsati~fied, craving, insatiable, which good and bad alike must undergo. lowed. But as fast as the wretch is dedisappointed, baffled, jealous, resentful, To him enter Munkir and Nakir, two ter- stroyed God revives him to go through
and full of sorrows; and not of sorrows rible black angels, who proceed to exam- the same hideous routine through endless
only, but of pains which are penal ine him concerning two articles of faith. eterni.:ies.
consequences of their lawless enjoyment If he be a true believer they soon say:
As for the righteous, being assisted by
of devouring lusts. 'The wages of sin is "Sleep like the bridegroom till God raise angels, they tread the bridge el Sirat;
death.' The wages are earned and will thee up unto the last day;" and he is which consists of seven arches, each of
be paid. The moral world is a counter- thenceforth refreshed bv breezes wafted which requires 3,000 years to cross in safefrom paradise. But when .the infidel, up- ty. At frequent intervals, however they
part of the natural world."
The Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage: "Much on being asked, "Who. is thy Lord?" re- are examined upon some point in their
of the Bible I am able to understand. plies, "Alas, I know not," a hole is made f<Jith, and if they fail to give a satisfactory
More of it is beyond my capacity. But it hellward and he hears the gnashing of its reply they fall at once into the gaping
gives me no difficulty. I treat it as I treat teeth and its hot blasts blow in upon him mouths of hell. Once in paradise they
the Atlantic ocean in su.mmer time. I and contract the grave till his ribs are enter upon a life of sensuous indolence and
wade in until I find I am getting beyond crushed in. A devil of hideous mien
fanned by fragrant breezes and surmy depth, and then I wade out again. looks in upon him and says; "I am thy
by beautiful houris. The MoTwenty-eight times the Bible speaks of foul actions." till the terrified wretch cries hammedan paradise is a very material one,
the love of God. Sixty-one times does it out: "0 Lord, delay the resurrection!" differing from the Christian conception in
spe.ak of his wrath and indignation. I ap- All the long ages till the judgment
that there is no work or employment in it.
peal, not to human authority "Or human· the wicked are tortured in their graves, In fact, with the true Mussulman work
opinion, but to that one Being who only beaten with iron clubs and devoured by and torture are synonymous terms.
can tell me whether there is a hell. In one great crawling serpents till their cries
Belief in a future life was the main featplace St.John the inspired says of the lost: startle the animals grazing among the ure of the ancient Egyptian religion. Im'They shall be tortured with fire and tombs.
mE>diately after death the soul was conAt the last day Israfil blows the first ducted to the "hall of truth," while it was
brimstone.' I do not know that this langmige is figurative: It may be literal, blast upon hfs trumpet, "the blast of con- judged in the presence of Osiris and his
The . Bible sixteen times says it is fire. sternation; the heaven is rent
forty-two assessors, "the lords of truth."
Christ and h1s apostles were not lacking the stars are scattered; the tombs are Anubis, son of Osiris, held the scales while
in illustrative power, and when they say a turned upside down, and the soul shall the result was recorded upon a tablet of
thing is morning I know it is as bright as know what it hath done and left undone." stone by Thoth. Into ·one of the scales
it can be; and when they say a thing is All creation, even the angel of death must was placed a figure of Truth; into the
fire I know, it is torment unmitigated. If now die, and for a space of forty years other a vase containing the good deeds of
Then the last trump the soul. If the good deeds balanced the
there be a mental state as sharp and severe God only lives.
sounds and all mankind stands naked be- scales the soul was permitted to enter "the
as fire it might as well be fire.
"But I decline to think that the majority fore God. There they stand for years al- boat of the sun," when it was conducted
of the human race will be lost. The most consumed by the fierce rays of the by kind spirits to elysian fields. There
finally lost as compared with the finally sun. The brains of the wicked boil like a it was freed of infirmities in a basin of
saved will be as the people now in prisons pot upon the fire, their faces are blackened purgatorial fire, guarded by four ape-shapwhen compared to the uncounted multi- and they are almost suffocated. Before ed genii, after which it entered into the
the throng gapes hell, over which stretches composition of Osiris for 3,ooo years. It
tudes outside of them."
Spurgeon, the great Baptist divine of the bridge el Sirat, finer, than a hair and then re-entered the original body. This
London, was not so uncertain concerning sharper than a scimetar, over which all was repeated until the cycle of years was
the portion of the wicked, for he once men must pass, the good to paradise, complete, when final and perfect joy was
said: "In fire, exactly like that we have while the wicked fall off into the awful attained by absorption into the divine~eson earth, thy body will lie, asbestos-like, abyss.
sence. Wicked souls were compelled to
Once begun the judgment is "no
forever unconsumed; all thy veins roads
undergo a series of transmigrations in vafor the feet of pain to travel on; every than the space between the two milkings rions animals according to the degree of
nerve a string on which the devil shall for- of a she-camel." The books in which their iniquity. If they still remained inever play his diabolical tune of hell's un- every good and evil action of each man is corrigible they were annihilated on the
recorded are weighed in Gabriel's
utterable lament."
steps of the sun by Shu, the lord of light.
· But of all religions that of Islam is the if the evil outweigh the good the unfortuAmong the aboriginal inhabitants of the
his two Americas belief in a future existence
most unequivoc:1l and explicit in its state- nate is at once chained and dragged
ments concerning the future, The most forelock, and feet to the fatal bridge,
is the rule and not the exception.
To
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them the soul is the invisible man, materia] as ever but lost to the appreciation of i
the senses. The future life is not believed
to be iri any way dependent upon the present, but rather upon the mode of death or
upon the observance of certain rites by the
living. Nowhere is the doctrine that moral turpitude is punished entertained, nor is 1
the tenet of futur terrors or the promise of 1
delights used as an incentive to well-doing·.
There is no contrast between places of
torment or joy. At the most a negative
state is supposed by a few tribes to be the
lot of the liar, the coward, or the niggard.
Exquisite joys are not conceived of;· happiness consists merely in a condition of
tmruffied placidity, without labor or strong
emotion of any kind.
A curious feature of the belief in future
existe.nce is the association by peoples the
most widely separated by time and distance of death with the idea of crossing a
body of water. The souls of ancient Greeks
were obliged to· pay old Charol! a fee in
order to be ferried over the Styx. Esquimaux dead are supposed to pass over a
very narrow bridge thrown across the sea,
and the souls of Chinese are subjected to a
similar ordeal; Aztecs, 'in order to reach
the realm of spirits, were obliged to cross
nine rivers, the last one guarded by a green
dragon and a dog. Hurons and Iroquois
were also compelled to cross a river. The
Vikings buried their dead in a boat in order that they might be able to cross
river of death .. This mystic flood of pa"
gan fancy figures in modern Christianity
as the river of Jordan.-Chicago Times,
Dec. I5th,z889.
SHEEHY'S DEFENSE.

YouR. "Reply to Frank M. Sheehy" in
issue of December z6th, is received. Your
admis11ion therein that you were in error
in regard to the Di{Cfield converts being
the followers of Brigham Young is certainly comrr)endable. There are some
other items in the "reply" that are far
fetched. "A~> you woutd·that mei1 should
do to you, do you even so to them;" is
counselthat you will doubtless accept as
wholesome. It is also "revealed in God's
own word, the Bible," and not needful to
"follow any false prophets" either, to obey
it. As to whether Jcseph Smith, upon
whom youfeel to poor vials of wrath, is
under your condemn<J.tion justly, or not,
re:!llains to ·be seen. He has been de<J.d
nearly fifty years and of course can 'nQt
answer for himself only.as his published
works and authentic writings may serve
the. purpose.
You say thtilt "the Utah chur~h and polyg~my .and murder and. treason and all
the, kindred abomin~tions of the Utah
church are the outgrowth ofthe teachiJ;Igs
of Joseph Smith, can. not be successfully
controverted. ..I have. complit:d with. your
advice "to read carefully· t!1e history· of the
·Morm()n Church,. life .and character ()f
Elder Smith,'? but fail to find such grave
charges as yot.I make sustained. ,As .far as
polyg.amy. is. concerne~, .it did no.t become
a tenet of even the Utah churcl) until eight
years aft<:r the death of Smith; AU of

his writings and teachings during his life- I
time are against such things. Even the
Book of Mormon contains the following:
"There shall not any man among yo11
have save it be one wife, and concubines
he shall have none."
It is a notable fact that the sons of
Joseph Smith, who claim to follow the
leading of their father, are determined
and uncompromising foes to po.lygamy
and kindred evils. His wife died a few
years ago in Illinois, and maintainedup to
the last her husband's integrity touching
such things; also affirmed her faith in his
mission and work.
You can, with as
much propriety, hold the Apostle Peter
responsible for what the Popes have done
and taught. Is Peter to be charged with
the horrors of the inquisition and the practices of the "dark ages" just because the
papists say they are his successors, when
his authentic writinl?;S do not justify sue~
things? Let Joseph Smith be tested by
the same rule, not by what people may
say for him, but what his own sayings are.
With others he was a means towards
the founding or a church which had cer~
tain definite laws and .principles and inc
corporated in harmony with the constitu~
tion. You will admit that laws and prin.•
ciples are higher·. than any man, and that
a body incorporated under constitutional
laws would not be productive of murdet;,
treason, etc. Suppose then, for the arguments sake, that Smith was guilty ·of
wrong-doing (which is possible for all
mortals), why charge the church with it,
when it has avowed against it? Why not
censure the followers of Galvin because of
the burning of Servetus; the Episcopalc
ians for the licentiousness of Henry VIII;
the Puritans, for their meanness towards
Roger Williams; the S.alem w,itches; .the
hanging of Quakers; the Methodists for
the iilleged immorality of their illustrious
founder, John Wesley, as found in Hale's
History of the.U nited States; the Adventists because Freeman ;:tnd wi.te killed their
innocent .child at Pocasset; the Spiritualists because some practice free love? Now,
sir, the courts arid.· true; unbiased history
do not hold Joseph Smith, and the church
be founded, responsible for the evils of
Mormonism, b.ut state definit(1ly that said
evils are the fruits of a departure from the
teachings of said church and. the substitution therefor ."celestial marriage" and . a
plurality of wives and the .doctrine of
Adam-God W.orship, contr~ry to the law.s
and constitution of said or.iginal church as
you will find in the court findings of the
famous "Kirtland. Temple Sult" referred
to in your "reply" and. your point on that
can be successfully coptroverted.
..
.
ln conclusion, I say with you that I
dislike controyersy; but when tight and
truth are to result from it; I a~ not averse
to it ar1d willa?cepttruth wherever found,
whether on 'Christian or on heathen
ground," and )n my judgment, truth (re~
ligious) is such, when in harmony with
,Christ, whethertheman: th~t utters it is
called Smith,. Calvin or. Wesley, black o.r
white, bond or free', male or female.
I would thlit your reade~s might .not
only ·"infer,''. but. •distinctly .unqerstll,nd,
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that the converts we make are not to any
man- Smith or otherwi&e- for there is
only one name given under heaven or·
among men whereby we can be saved,
viz: Jesus Christ, the immaculate Son pf
God, whose scrutiny all will have to meet.
May you and I as well as the readers of
the Record meet in peace when the cares
and trials of this life are over.
January 7th, I89<J.

Respectfully,
F. M. SHEEHY.
- Wiltqn, (Me) Record.

THE .TESTIMONY OF ELDER
DAVID BRAND.

As I AM entered upon my seventy-sixth
year, I will try and give my forty years'
experience-from 1849· In the first place
I had no religion at all but some.times
would read the New Testament and think
if I had lived in those days I should have
known that there was a God. I had bilked with a Methodist and asked him what
God was like, and he said .he could not
tefl; and I conCluded if he did not know,
that there was none. It w;:ts some little
time before I heard the gospel.
One
night as I lay musing, as wide awake 11s I
am to-day, I saw two persoJ;Is come down
through the air and they <;arhe and poised
right over me and looked at me. That
gave me to know that there was a God.
Soon after this an elder came along and I .._
heard and received the gospel, which
made all myoid friends to marvel. I was
the first there t.o open IT)}' hous.e .for
preaching. This continued ~or sometime •..
The eld('lr used to preach at my hou,se:on ·
Tuesday nights. Others came into the
church. The elder was very poor a·nd
hac} two motherlesschildret). to care for,
and I helped him along. yYell, jtlst a~
we. were getting along.I wa~ takendow11
with a most sudden, sev~re sic~n~ss.
They sent.for the doctor. 'ge treated .me
till he said he could do notl.ling more;for
me, and they carried me home in a .cart
and got me to bed. In the evening J:l;.lqer
Bunce came to preach. They thought I
co.uld not live, and he .came to the .bedside
and said, "You are not going to die I} OW;"
and he kneeled down and said, "Father, I
have come out to preach your gospel, .arid
this brother has fed me, and lodged me
and helped me. Now I ask you in the
n?.me of Jesus Christ to ma~e him well."
Then he laid l1is hands on. ,me .anq said,
"By virtue of the. authority which thou,
0, God, .hast revealed from {leaven, in the
name of Jesus Christ Lco.minand this disc
ease to leave and to return mo more forever;" And it left . me in 'a moment. of
time. This was the first hnanifestation
t)Jat I had seen. Soon aft~r. this we un- ·
dertook to drive bees, and 'by sorrre ~ph
hap .they got loose! and h1lndreds K~t into .
my wife's head of hair and stu.ng he~ so
badly that she stamped and 'screameq like ..
one gone mad. I .made .all. haste t(r c~tc~ ••
her .and laid my hands upon her andinthe
n!lm.e. of Jesus Christ rebuked th<1 pail_!,
;tnd if left ill a moment of .time•. This
after I. was .ordained ail elaer
han.dsof Williatn Bum:e, whq
ordir_1ation .·under the hands of Moses.
till~
. ..
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w~ll now relate is one of th.e
Our little boy, Frank, was
burned from the spout of a tea-kettle, and
the hot water scalded his mouth and throat.
· It WllS all blistered. Thi.s was done ona
Friday. We could do nothing for him to
help him, and on Sunday he. became unconscious. My wife was crying and said
that he would die. I· went to meeting,
and when I came back I went to the bedside and prayed the Lord to heal h1m.
Then I laid my hands on his head and in
the name of Jesus Christ rebuked the pain,
and it left him, and he got up, and there
could not be seen a scar in his mouth.
This so in;creased our faith that we
would do almost anything the elders asked
of us. We all felt good, and the. work
prospered. More came into the church,
and we rejoiced together. But the test
had to come. In 1852 it began to be talked around that polygamy was part of the
plan of salvation, and I asked the elder
that traveled among the branches if that
was true and he said it was. well, this
brought me to look around. It was about
10 o'clock in the day that he told me.
Well, I got no rest all that day, no sleep
all the next night, but kept praying to the
Lord and continued the same all the next
day till mgh•. When nearly home from
work I was brought to a dead stand still,
and a voice said, "Keep my commandments and all will be well." I told this
to the elders .and they said it was to show
me that it was true. Well, I could not
rest. I searched the Book of Mormon.
Then they said G(ld would command his
people, and they should hearken ,to those
words in that book, and that God had now
commanded, and it was true. This all passed along, and then we had to all renew 'Our
covenant's, and this is the kind of covenant,
-:-that we would give all that we had and
all that we might ever have, and our life
on the top if required, for the kingdom of
God. This was done by Charles Penrose
in a pond hole. This ended all the good
those men done there. Manv left because
of the polygamy and Adam-god doctrines,
and hundreds are in old England that
could not abide Brigham's laws.
If the voice had said that polygamy was
not of God, I should have left there and
then, and should never have passed
through the scenes I have in Salt Lake
City, for there I had the chance of 'beholding the beauties (?)of the "celestial order"-wprking from one house to another. One
woman had had six husbands and as many
divorces.
Thus they laid hold of the
world to come! Thus I saw the abomination.
I happened to reach the city about the
time Brn. E. C. Briggs and A. McCord
did, and I saw Brother Briggs in the
Bowery and heard Brigham talk and in
such a way to him as I could not have
borne. It would have made my "Johnny
Bull" blood boil over.
There I heard
Brigham say that Joseph Smith never
would lead that people, but that David
Smith would. And George A. Smith
said young Joseph Smith was an infidel
and did not believe there was a God.
This I heard myself.

What I

~marvels..

Well; I had not been long in the city be- church is of God, and I know it, and all
fore I went to ·work for the gov:ernme11t : the powers .of earth arid hell can not overat Camp Douglas;
This was the first throw it, for I received it in such a way that
offense I gave. Teachers came to me and' I can not mistake it.
MARENGo, Ill., November, 1889.
gave me a good lecture and said that I had
done wrong. But I hfld my family to
keep, and I kept on. I lived down near
the Warm Springs and had four miles to
walk night and morning. My eyes had
got opened by this time.
One Wednesday night, whilst I sat taking my supper,
DES MOINES.
a rap came on the door and I said, "Please
Conference met with the New branch,January
come in." The door was opened and the 18th and 19th. Bro. J. McKiernan was chos~n
command was, "Hold yourself in readiness chairman and J. S. Roth clerkpro tetn. The folto go on guard Friday night." This was lowing branches reported:-What Cheer, New·
Flagler and Keystone. The Sheridan, Desto guard Brigham. I replied that I would ton,
Moines, Edenville, DesMoineo Valley and Boone
not do it for any man that lives .. This start- branches did not report. Elders reported: J.
ed the war. They tried to get me to go McKiernan, J. S. Roth, baptized and confirmed
to the ward meeting but I would not go. three, ordained 2 priests, J. X. Davis, baptized z,
For this offense they cut me off from the M. Houghton, W. T. Bozarth, N. Stamm, W. C ..
Nirk, J. P.Knox, W.l'hompson and. C. E. Hand.
church, also my wife for sewing for the Priejlts G. 1'11. Jamison and J. Coiner reported.
officers wives. Then we tried every law- Bro. Coylr, deacon, reported. Motion prevailed
ful means to get a way. After this every- declaring the action of last conference of the disthing I took in hand prospered. I had the trict, held at Rhodes, in September, 1889, illegal
building and fitting of several stores, and and void, so far as pertains to the release of and
granting a license to Bro. N. A. Baker, which
had the building of Independence Hall, was beyond their jurisdiction. The Des Moines
the fir&t religious house that opposed Brig- branch being in a very bad condition, a motion
ham Young.
·
·
prevailed, declaring it disorganized and the key
By and by we got the means to g~t of the church was. turneJ ·over to J. S. Roth,
Bishop's Agent, and the district .president reaway. And I never bended my knee~ any quested
to look after the interest of the work
more, and thought the church was entirely there. Bro. McKiernan was sustained as dis.trict
driven off the earth, but I .would be an president until next conference, Bro. Nirk as a~
sistant. \'1/m. Thompson was chosen as district
honest man and abide the consequences. I
went hack to the place I left to go to Salt clerk, and a vote of thanks tendered to Bro. A.
McCoy for past labors as clerk of district. Bro.
Lake, and the people asked me what 1 J.
S. Roth offered his resignation as Bishop's
thought of Mormonism, and I said I had agent,' but it was not accepted. J. S. Roth was
got beat, but would never be beat again, for I
sustained as Bishop's and book agent. Motion
would have nothing tC! do with any system prevailed to ask General Conference to return
any more. Well, I thus kept along till Brn. McKiernan and Roth to this district for another conference year. A vote of thanks was
some young men came to me from the given Bro. Bozarth for efficient labors as missioncollege who were studying to be preachers. ary of the district. Motion prevailed that Brn.
I asked them who sent them. I told them J. S. Roth and J. McKiernan represent this disthat no man could take that honor except trict at next General Conference. Bishop's Agent
reported: Last report due agent $24 38, received
he was called of God as was Aaron. I
$73 ss, paid out $2o, on hand $29 +7·
continued to stand aloof frqm all, and said since
Agent's book was audited and found correct.
that, if God had anything for me to do, I
The church authorities were sustained. Official
must know it. This I said whilst there strength of conference, 3 seventies, 6 elders, 2
was a great revival going on in the place priests and one deacon. Adjourned to the Valbrarich at call of president. Preac!.ing by
we lived in. I said I must have an unmis- ley
Brn. J. :S. Roth, W. C. Nirk and J. McKiernan.
takable evidence. This I never expected
to get. About four years after leaving
FAR WEST.
Salt Lake, old Father Squires by some
Conference convened with. the Delano branch
means learned that we had been to Salt
Lake, .and he called at my house and said on Saturday and Sunday December 7th and 8th,
he had come to look after the lost sheep r88g; Bro. J. T. Kinnaman in the chair, Charles·
P. Faul, secretary. Chair appointed brethren J.
of the house of Israel. My wife asked M. Terry, T. T. Hinderks and J. S. Constance a
him to come in. When I went in she committee on credentials; Wm. Lewis, D. E.
said, "This man is a Mormon," and he Powell, D. R. Baldwin, committee on branch retold me of the Reorganized Church and ports. Both committees reported, reports receiv.ed and adopted. Statistical reports of the followits doctrine, and we talked much.
ing branches were read: St. Joseph, StewartsNow forthepointas to why I again came ville, DeKalb, Delano, German Stewartsville,
to be a Latter Day Saint. One night we Pleasant Grove and Kingston. Elders: J. T.
went to bed about nine o'clock, as usu:1l; Kinnaman, had preached in all the branches of
had not been there long till all the scenes the district excepting St. Joseph and Pleasant
labored in Platt county and north-east of
that I had passed through-had passed Grove,
Mavsville; blessed several children, administerthrough for nothing-came into my mind. ed to the sick; D. J. Powell, F. C. Stevens, James
In a moment the scene was changed. So Drown, W. Kinney, A. J. Seely, J. M. Terry, T.
great was the power of the Spirit of God T. Hinderks reported in person. ]. L. Bear, R.
upon me that every limb and joint Phillips and M. H. Forscutt by 1etter: Wm.
Lewis, D. E. Powell. Priests: A. W. Head,
trembled, and it gave me to understand that Peter Peterson, J. C Elvet·t, D. R. Baldwin, M.
the church of God was reorganized. I Ballinger. C. P. Faul. Deacon C. Householder,
could hear my wife asking me what was assisted Bro. Baldwin. The motion in regard to
the matter, but I was so enwrapt in the Bro. R. C. Marchant was taken from the table
and passed; return of license was granted.
vision I could not answer her. When
Bishop's agent, Wrn. Lewis, reported for six
came to myself I was singing in tongues.
months; received, $172 7+; expenditures, $I55·Now this is my last testimony, that this ! 6I; balance due church, $17.13. The report was

I.,
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ri:!ceived and adopted. The following ofiicers
were elected for the coming quarter, voting by
yeas ahd nays: J. T. Kinnaman, president,
Wm. Summerfield, vice president, Charles P.
Faul, secretary; Wm Lewis was sustained as
Blshop's Agent. On motion it was requested that
the Editors of the Herald publish the conference
minutes as furnished by the secretary. Carried.
H. C. Bronso·J preached both in the morning and
evening of Sunday; social meeting, two p.m. on
Sunday. Adjourned to meet with the Stewartsvill bra,nch; notice of the time to be given by the
president through the Herald.
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS MISSION.
The October General Conference of the mission was held on the island of Manihi, October
6th, but owing to the fact that a boat had gone
after the Anaa Saints, it was thought best to defer the principal business until Monday 14th inst.
The time intervening was spent in preaching
meetings at seven o'clock in the morning and at
seven o'clock at night, with testimony meetings
on Tuesday afternoon at three o'clock (the usual
hour) and prayer meeting on Friday afternoon,
same hour. Five of the eight districts were represented. Representatives from the following
branches were prese'nt: Papaoa, of Tahiti; Avatoru and Tiputa, of Rairoa; Moturaa, ot Kaukura;
~ Arutua, Apatai, Manihi, Tapoto, Niau, Farava,
Matahoa, Tuuhora, and Temarie, of Anaa. The.
branches of Tierei, Tautere, Tarona, and Ziona
of Tahiti; Maatea, Tikahau, Taroa, Taenga, Ro·
roia, Panau of Kaukura; Makemo, Hao, Amaml,
Tauere, Takume, Tubuai and Matea were not
represented. The following officers were present: T. W. Smith of theTwelve; John Hawldns
and Hermann Johnson, white elders, Peter Derriens, half caste, president ot Anaa and Farava
district; Tane (nativt) president of Manihi,
roa, .and Tapoto distriCt; Tehau, presiden~
Rairoaand Tikahau district; D. M. Pohemiti;
Niau branch, and General Church Recorde.r of
the mission; Teihi, pres, of Manihi; T'!neTerau,
pres .. of Tapoto; Butoarau, pres. of .Matahoa;
Tehavini, pres. o.f Tuuhora; Taotu, pres. of Temarie, were the only branch presidents who were
present. Elders present: Metuaaro, ·Wiriama,
Tefairo, Tukairoa, Tutia, Tama, Faauto, 'l'erohia,
Temer.e, Tetauira, Moe, Pqtaa, Manava, M·aave,
Ter\, Pehaino, Tupoa. Priests: Tepava, Loui,
Taih.ia, Tahua, Tamariki, Tahoapo, Temai, Vaea.
Teachers: Temarci, Tiki. Deacons: Rua, Maiti,
Mapurere, Pakoutara.
·
The business of the GOnference was resumed
the r.j.th inst. according to adjournment. Apo~tle
T. W._Smitl;t presided, assisted by Elder Hawkins
and T;me. D. M. Pohemiti and Peter Derrit'ms
secretaries, Wiriama assisted. The mqst important work done was the dividing of the mission
into three divisions. 'The first called the ~ahiti
division to inc! ude all the istands west of N u,
and. a 'line due north and south from Niau, El;;Jer
John Hawkins was appoJnted the oversight
thereof/ The second distd(;t; called .the ;Farava
or FaJ,.araa division includes the islands .east of
Niau, Elder Peter Dcrriens, was appointed to: the
oversight thereof; he was also recomrpended to
the Bishop for appointment as his agent for that
div;isi<:m.. l\1:etl)aore was sustained as Bishop's
A~~pt ~or the Tahiti div.ision.. '!'he third division' called the Tubuai division was placed uncler
the par(! of Elder Herman Johnson; it includes
the.Harvey group of isla,nds. Pett;r Derrien was
ch 0 seh secretary of Fakara va division,.and Pofatt:J
secretary ofthe Tahiti division. It was arranged
to l1~ve but one &'eneralconferenc of the mission
each year i!l April. And one conference of the
principaldivisiocys each year in October. Itwas
also. arranged to havea conference in January
and )u~y in eachsub-qistrict, A formula.for the
services of. toe Lmd'sSupper,.also for cbaptism
was prepared hy fOe president-was reitd.and approved. A resolution was passed to the effect
tli'f~Uhe: president sho1,1ld ask th.e Boa.rd of Pub_·
licati6n in. America, to kindly print for the. mission 500 copies of the same:.
:1\.l>obk of. instrg<:;tio~ contaihi!1g sixty lessons
was .;tlsp ordered to .be printed as rnightbe ar~
range:d. with, the: Board of Publicf),tiop !lS to price,
A.<:;cbr~i!1g .to _pre:yious !lnderstanqing the
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president of the Tahiti division, named Tehopea
of Kaukura and Lue of Arutua as the assistants
he had selected. The president of Fakarava division also named his counsellors to be Tane of
Manihi and Butoarau of Anaa; all of whom were
approved. Elders Tefaito of Manihi, and Tepava of Tahiti were appointed missior.aries to labor
in the division of Elder Peter Derriens. Elder
Herman Johnson was appointed missionary to
Tubuai, an elder to be found (if possible) to ac-·
company him. It was the unanimous desire of
the conference that the church in America would
send one or more missionaries to this field, and
if possible, they should reach Tahiti before the
president of the mission should leave.
It was agreed that the next General Conference shall be held at Panau, Kaukura, on April
6th, r89o. It was also decided that a church
building shall be erected at Rotoava, Fakarava,
according to the expressed wish of the president,
and that every member of the church be requested to send their gifts for this purpose to the April
Conference and placed in the hands of the Bishop.'s Agent. The owners of the. land on which
the large new church at Manih! is built, made a
donation of the land tq the church, and the
Bishop's Agent was instructed to secure it ac-.
cording to law.
The new church at Avatoru Rairoa is not completed, the cast thus far is about $r,roo. The
church at Tiputa Rairoa, and the church at Niau'
will build stone houses of worship. The church.
at Tuuhora Anaa are also building a stone house.
At Tikahau a large framehouse is being erected.
The conference sessions were held from nine to
twelve a. m, and from half-past one to four p.m.
Preaching at. seven a. m. and seyen p. m. daily
and seven and ten a.m. and three and seven p. m<
on Sundays. The eonference business was finished on Friday the .r8th. Preaching meetings
c<:mtinued till Monday night. On Sunday the
r3th Bro. Smith baptized fou<teen, several of
which had been paptized by Benj Grouard, but.
were afterwaqls baptized by ll.anks; an.d ~rown,
two missionaries sent out by Brigham Young's
church about 1848. One ·of these .was born iri
I75JS, and of cour•e is now 94 years old.
At the beginning of the conference the district;
but principally the Manihi branch .rpade a feast,
at which there were forty-two pigs killed and on~
tliousand loaves of bread, and thirty-five hun:
·dred baked ripe .cocoanuts. These were distribu\ed to the visiting brethren and sisters, and to
all the people who were present .. At my request
a share was given to. the Catholics, Protestants,
and outsiders: AU he close of the conference an~
other feast was t:na<Je at which forty-seven pigs
were distributed,. and. I.38o loaves of bread and
3,500 cocoanuts served ..
The largest and fattest hogs are. reserved to
give to the. king on his expected visit in January•
lt has been the custom here, for generations, tq
give presents to the king, of pigs, .mats, shells,
mmTey, etc., when he visit.s an island, and one
!siaml tries to· outdo.;:~nother in the number and
value oftheirgifts. This feast making would be
quite cominend'!ble, .were it not that the spirit of
ambition to excel some other island. in the number and value ()£.the things given shows itself
always. They will boast of what they have done
in these things for years after. The .custom is
for a .committee .to prepare the feast, and when
it is all ready the head of th~ eommittee~m.akes
spl:}ech and preserJ.lS .; t11e. feast to the chief man
present. They give all to him, but they expect
him to give it all back tothem. when they diyid~
it equally among their visitors and> themsel,ves.
I am sorry tq say. that. I, arn satified that very
many attend the· ·Conference in this country
in ore for the .good livingthat they may get than
to ~o the Lord's .Work. This Island of Manihi
has the reputatiop of treating their ;visitors well.
Even the: reople.out of the church. almost daily
would supply the visitors. with fish and bread
and COC()anuts .. In some other islands a feast
will be made at ~he begi~n.ing, after which thj'l
yisitors are left tolopk CHJt for th_'\)mselv:es. But
here they are looked. after continually. But
:whether the visit?rs receive much.or little depends greatly on the Governor :of the Island~
ll.eJ:e Tane, wlio. is the district presNelft in tlie
church as )Yell a;; Governo~ of>. the~ I~lana 1 will
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see. that his visitors do not go hungry. These
feasts are very costly affairs, these two costing
not. less that $700 to $8oo and many get in
debt to carry out their part in the affair. And in
their endeavor to outdo some other Island, some
will get into debt so deep that they will not get
out of it for years. Some few can afford all they
expend, but. many cannot. But it is an old
custom and they will probably keep it up as long
as they can raise pigs and cocoanuts imd get the
flour. It will not do any good for missionaries
to try to change such customs. Grouard tried it
but failed. While I do not approve of such costly and often unnecessary feasts, yet I must give
Manihi credit for providng liberally. for their
visiting friends. As the feast will be considered
a very important part of the conference,· it is
mentioned in connection with it. Signed T. W.
Smith President, Hawkins and Tane assistants,
Peter Derrien. D. M. Pohemite, secretaries.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Eastern Maine district conference will
convene at Mason's Bay, March rst and 2nd,
1890. Branches are requested to report promptly
to the district clerk at the conference.
S. 0. Foss, Dist. Pres.
The Far West, Missouri, .distriCt wlll meet in
conference with the DeKalb branch, .Marchxst
arid 2nd. Come, brethren, there will be business
of more than ordinary importance to transact,
selecting delegates to general conference, etc,

J. T.

KINNAMAN\

DECATUR DISTRICT.
The next conference will be .held at Lucas,
Iowa, convening at ten o'clock! on Saturday,
M:arch rst, 1890, in the saints' chapel. · Every
branch in theodtstrict shouldreport, because•1;1pon
these reports will bebased the al)nual rep.<iJrf of
the district, its gains, losses, and progress for . the
past year. The ministry and othe.rs who ca,n .arrange to attend are. urged to do •so, so that we
may have a fair representation from the branches,
even if the conference is not in a central pl'ace.

·

H A.

STEBBI~s,

IJist. Prl}s.

TO ELDERS, l'RIEST, TEACHERS
AND DEACONS.
'
According to .instructions any •of the above
bodies of ofiicials who are unenrolled in quorums
at present, may send their names to the General
Church Secretary for enrollment, and fm.m :his
harids all names to fill vacancies should be drawn.
Many 1,1ame& are left upon my lists yet undl-awn,
but others may be added at any time,.and such
wilL be published by. me ard presented to 'the
quorums having vacancies. Jf previous arrangements or present wishes are for ahy certain q,uorums let it be so. named. It would seem !hat a
quorum of Deacons might pe organized, ifmany
of those whosenan;tes are now in my hands, with
others. who may, would attend the coming conConterence. Send names before .1\prilrst.
zt
H. A. STEBBINS, C{turch Secr'y.
SECOND. QUORUM OF J;>RIESTS:.
Each tT)em ber of the. above ~uotum .. sfl.ol.lld
send in an ~nnual report of their; labors; before ..
the first of l\;pril if,possible ;send~() T. R .. Whlte, ·
President of the q?orum, Lowry City, StClair,
County, Mis~ouri. .•
.
·.. .
. ..
. •
. The following brethren a~e invited to send'me
their old Ucenses that ne";' ones may be' issued:,
R, Archibald, W. R Barrett, N. ~-Best, W. D.
~ullard, William Cairns, Edwarp, Charlt.on, _g; ·
W. Dempster, William Dowker, \G .. H. Graves~·
R Greene; E. C, Perthel, Isaac.f'hi!Iips, Curtis
Ran<iall, S. A .. Reeve, F .. P. Schnell, P. W..
surbrpok, Moses Welch,.
. .
. . .
The: old will be returned

c.

..

~G.

:E·

RRI~G1'oN,
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Tile Se!:retary of the Palmyra branch,of Otoe
county, Nebraska, writes from Bennett, Nebraska,
requesting us. to state .that at the last b\)lsiness
meeting of said branch the following named
scatten:d . members were requested to report to
the. Palmyra branch: Mary M. Warrep,·Lottie
Warren, Sarah S. Swank; William H. Frost,
Charles ;N. Lane, Sarah Deck, Mary N. Harris,
Zachariah Mecham, Eunice Kemp, Jane Bayliss,
G_rtrude Howard, Albert Frost, John Young,
Sarah· Young; Hester E. Young, Alexander G.
Young, David Young, David G. L. Young,
Clarence A. Holley, Frank M: Davis, Ida C. Davis,
George A;, Palmer, Olive Palmer, William Settle,
Rachel I. Settle' Sarah A. Burton.
CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
By General Conference act the various districts
art? required td make out annual reports, in which
are. to be stated the number baptized during tl)e
ye:~r, the number received by letter and vote, and
those removed by letter, died and expelled, with
the total gain or loss over the previous year. The
names of the organized branch.es and the pr!=sent
membership should be given. Then add the
nu)Tiber of i:menrolled or scattering members
living in the district, with the. numbers that are
le~t upon the records of disorganized branches,
if any there be in the district.
District presidents and clerks should secure
the names ot 'all unenrolled members, and their
items, place them on the district records, and also
report the same to the General Church Recorder,
so;th!it all who are members of the church. may
be known and' recognized as such, and that the
district authorities may establish a watchcare
over· them, both for their own good and for the
good of the church.
_
District officials should add to the statistics a
brief statemen,t as Jo the 'progress and condition
of tbe work w~thin their borders and what is being d.one for its agvancement; also what the prosp~cts and needs are of that region.
Blanks are
for· sale at the Herald Office, or Lwill send on
receipt oJ card. Please mail. all reports to me as
soon· after the first of March as poEsible, for if
sent late 'their use is made almost impossible, because of the press of other work:
Where brethren do not know the addresses of
qubr!Jm or otber authorities, or it is more convenient to send to me, I will del\ver such to the
proper persons. Petitions, appeals, and other
business for conference should be sent to the
Presidency, or to me, before the session if practicable. In making out Delegate Certificates,
ne~rly every year some district officers have neg. •H!cted to state the membership of the district.
This should be carefully seen to; for, while I can
give the membership of their branches, I do not
know the unenrolled number claimed by them,
unless stated in their annual reports. The certificates may be sent to me for- presentation at
Conference, if desired, and should be sent before
the first meeting for the use of the committee on
credentials the first day.
H. A. STEBBINS,
3
Church Secretary.

make. up corre.cf r.ecords and retbat such reports are forwhere new branches are
any are baptized and n9t
,;nro!!Pn in branches, please,:\send such
items in ful,l.
Also hunt up
and report their whereabouts,
aid th,e district clerks in such
STEBBINS,
.
General Church Recorder
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DIED.
WEEDMARK.-'- At Lamoni, Iowa, January r8th,
I89o, of lung dise:.se and brain trouble, Joseph
Nathan, son of Bro. Edward and Sister Mary
Weedmark, aged 6 months and 19 days. Another
sweet form laid. to rest. ·Funeral sermon by
Elder H.A. Stebbins, assisted by Elder W. W.
Blair.
MARTON ..,.-Bro. James Marton was born January 3rst, I822; and died near Vale's Mills, Ohio,
September 7th, r889, leaving a wife and friends
to mourn their loss.
We miss thee from our home. dear father,
We miss thee from t.hy place;
A shadow o'er our life is cast,
We miss thy cheerful.face.
We miss thy kind and willing hand,
Thy fond and earnest care;
Our home is dark without. thee, father,
We miss thee everywhere.
s. PRATT.

BEi'ES.
I would 1ike some one to join me this year in the Bee
business, as my health is not good. Can give reference.
It will require some money; I have lots of bees on hand.
I want to know at once, as the. season is close at hand
when work must begin.
J, W: JOHNSON.
--------·._A_n_en_d_a_le, Worth Co., Missouri.

MORMONISM.
\Ti' ANTED. Books, Pnmphlets, Newspapers, a)ld Cn.tVV tmgs relatmg to. the Mormons (Latter Day Smnts).
especially the following for which good prices will be
paid: A book of Comma11dments(Zinn, 1833); L. D. S.
Messenger an.d Advocate; Elder's Journal; The Wasp;
The Nauvoo Neighbor (Aug. number); The Voice of
Truth, 1844; The People's Organ, Pittsburg, 1844, (any
number); New York Messenger; The Prophet (any number); 'l'he En&ign of Liberty, Kirtland, 1847; Olive Brauch,
1848; The Truth Teller, by G. :Hedrick; Lithograph of
~~~voo Temple; Sidney Rigdon's Oration at ]'ar West,
· A fuller list of wants, and list of duplicates for sale
sent on application bv letter,
· '
E. & J. B. YOUNG & CO.,
8feb4t
CooperJJnion, New Yor~, N.&Y.

GENERAL .CONFERENCE.
TO supply a want wherever conference is held, the

"PATRIOT"

will be issued dnring the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning daily The first number will contain. a brief ~xposition of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meetmg, and prayer and preaching services.
Daily alone
•
50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

F. NrcnoLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 17th, 1890.

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE.
If all presidents and clerks of districts and
branches, or other persons, who hold branch reports will please forward them, to me without unnecessary delay I will~be obliged to them. And,
after the February and March conferences, be
kind enough to enter the changes upon your dis·
trict records as speedily as possible, or make a
copy of the changes for preservation, and forward
the originals to me.
In this way many reports
may be entered upon the General Church Records that otherwise would not be, by reason of
the press of a variety of work at the last.
The
ma<lY to whom I have written the past year for
correction of records, and who have not replie-.1
will also confer a favor by attending t0 the
quiries sent them.
From the Herald I learn of
several new branches having been organized
which have sent no copies of record for the Gen~
era! Church books. This should be seen to. The
traveling ministry can greatly aid this depart-

~·

Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on "'proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

SU.• i>O.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

CONOORDANOFJ TO DOCTRINE AND
COVJ<JN ANTS.
A~ enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . • • •
Old edition •.••.............•.....•.•••..• ,

UTUMN
We wish to announce to ou,rfriehds and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we pur·
pose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exch1llively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more livelv interest
in helping. to sustain-both by contrib~tion~ and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department wlll be under. the.chargeof
PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B, $.,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of .God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonder~
fully in .magnitude, and it behooves him .who
desir.es to keep pace with .Its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himsel-f
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination inlthe secong coming of Ch'rist.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be .taken charge of by "MARTHA"
and will .be devoted strictly to such matter ~s
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome, labor of Jove, and help her to realize .how·
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
•
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid' us, by helpIng to enlarge our subscription 'list? If cash
commission ·suits you better than premiums
write us for our terms. Less than. a month no~
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could. fur~
nish you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hope we shall not be" disappointed.
·Yours gratefully,
- M. WALKER.
N. B._:A request for renewal of subscription
or to have the magazine sent on time will be ad
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
~fford to contim;e it.to parties who do not request
1L Remember It w1!1 only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped and insure you the magazine for r8go.
'
~ All magazines will be sent out as. soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't jail to ,keep a list of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can riot be allowed until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale,

1

10
5.

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ........... , .1 00

Lamoni House and Three Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot,. on Broadway; fronting east and south: Honse
new, mneteen rooms; twostory24x46 and 12x15.
LIVERY AND FEED BARN 40x60 and three lots
location on Broadway, east of the house. Cellar threJ
wells and out buildings. Terms easy. Address '
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN To TS:E Wmm oF THE Lonn:' FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG ")!"OU HAVE BAVl!' iT BE ONlll WIFE,
Hli SHALL HAVE NONE,"-Pag" 116, Book of Mormon. chap.
par. 6.
.
.. WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN si;wuLD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOM.I<N BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CABB Oll'
rs AT LmERTY To MARRY A!IAIN. "-Piigel3.~0, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4. ·

2.

Lamoni, Iowa, February

j.'},

.f'

5, 1890

No; .7·

qmge Tt'l:>tncted by personal. inab.J1.ty to
see
much or see far.
·
life
of
a
Ct'rtain
class
of
Oftkial Ifapor ot the HPorganizf'rl ('burch of ,Jesu!!! Chrigt of
nHnkmd without rderenc<J to their f.,ith
It is no f lrtht·r from the earth to the
Lattt~r Day S.-.ints
~UHLlt->UKJ) AT LA.\lo:si, u'g(.:-;ATCJ:l COCN'J'Y. IO.WA...
a Hl ~ood works: the eltciion to everL.st
moon than from the moon to the earth;
' Evers Satnrduy. Prit',e $:l.:?f1 -per ye:Ar:
in;t damnation hnct irretrievable ruin of then why should the m )On reproach the
Th'!' Tra\"'eling :\linJstry. DiStrif't and Bran~~li Pres~denta.
and the> .BisL.o}:J't) ,).gt:>nts. an• teque:Hed·to solicit new Sub"
another certain class irrespective of their earth because it is so far away, as if the
ecriberti .. and ha:lp build up tlta puper and tbe·pu!Jlicati9n
fault of distance wa~ the f<~ult of the earth?
de,ires or works ..:.... these and kindred
cl~J.~u.rtnHml.
vVi~e men may diff~r, but wi~e men do
'<thomination;," which involve. blasphemy
. U~!Sule~~ Letter~ and ~ub~(·riptin~s mu~t be ee~Dt ~o.. David
Dancar. by P. v. (.,)rder. }{egistered Letter. or ExpreHs.
not
quarrel because they so differ. Wise
of.the
attributes
of
God
and
the
redemp·
K~t..- ..~d "Ill otP~rond rolniiH m»ttP-r nt Lamoni Potlot offiCe.
·;,_,.
tive love and 'aving purposes of Christ as met1 change when examination and wisr . "vealed 111 His word and work arc being dom show change to be .either advantageex:ro•ect and repudiated. publicly. This is ous, or necessary. "A fool may ask quesju~t as it should be and is an encouraging·
iions that a wise man cawnot answer;" hut
indication that the souls of men are being- ~his does not make the fool the better or
Jo~EPII SlliTH
animated of God and inspired to .rend and ·the wiser man; nor does it thereafter deW \'V BI.ArR
bar the wise man from circles where his
c.1st awavtheir fetters and seek freedom
in truth, ·and safety in the light of God's wisdom may be available.
Lamoni,. Iowa, Feb. 15,
Forensic debate and oral and written ex~
word and work.
ami nation of any given subjed is not necCALVIN IS DEAD.
ess~;~rily contention. Argumentation ip 9eA'RE WE OJ:' DiVERSE OPINIONS?
"THE name of John Calvin has been mightily
fense pf one's opinion may be made enterWE publish an article by Elder A. Haws, taining and instructive, if the mgtin:lents
revered ~or :nearly three centuries, but the time
concerning the. con.flict of opinion and the-. be fair and opposite premises .be correct'ly
has come when he is a .prophet without .honor
ory presented by the various .writers in the, stated; but peevishness and irritable 'P~r
even in his own creed andsect. His distinctive
HERALD and in the papers of the day. sonalities make any sort of argumeptunpreachments are to be r~led out of the PresbyBro. Haws undoubtedly sees this matter. bearable. Nobility of charact~r bears )'Vith
terian <;onfession, and the most distingi.lished o.f
as: many others do; but, is it not a fact that querulous attack and peevish, lc.Uspute,;a~d
the teachers of the f;1ith recognized as Calvini~m
light, moral .and spiritual, flows .from an. ·feels c 0 ntent •with avoiding ifalli:ng. ':in"to.
decl.are with, applause i~ the New York presbyenlightenl'd interchange ofthought?
.
like ertor. The ;diff;:;rence- of opinion qe~'
tery:: •Why should we accept the works of C;~l
If nothing were said.or .written untl:r all tween two m.en rr)ake one !10 f!unher away
vin?. To .petpetuate his name simply? Who
the brethren and all men were of one from tqe ot11er than from this to tha't; aqd
was he? W!!-s he crucified for .us? Was if in
opinion
on a given topic, wher.e .and how• we ~",ee no reason why .we shouly be g~v~n
him we w.e.Te ?aptized ?-' . So passes away the
woulcl thereever be an interchange? If up to despair of unity beca~Jse broiJher ·
glory ot a ~reatname which but a generati~n
all differences of opinion are to be con- J ames,J oh!l, or Jacob, was,,l()r is sq ~ar
ago q1l~ht h;1ve stood against the worlq and nqvv
strued into eont~ntion, how shall unity be from us in sentiment and belie~' If e~ther
~as ~o phe s9 1Joor as todoit reveren,ce .. It may
rea<:hed~ • Bro. ;!;laws agr~es that on the of these holds diff~rently fro~ us anq n,e•
be ne~.:essary~et to call Ingersoll to the c)'efe~sl:!.
main topi~s, the potent factors .Of the gos• cessity requires him to state his vie~~~,'is
of Calvin wh.ose memory is sore stricken in the
pel economy, there is a quite. good degree it not much better that he shouLd .$ta~e
liou.se uf his frjends.''-~C/ticago Times.
of unity among-. these contending writer~; them fairly <tnd frankly ;~nd without tear,
In this connection it i~ well tonote that but upon some of those topics on which. Pitht>r I')Prsonal, or official? \Ye think so,
in SeJ;>tember1 I832, (Do~. -Cov; 83: 24\ there seems to.. have been les<> written,·.
decidedly.
· . . ' .. . .·.· •• c.
"Bur, now will. unity ever
he, reach!ld,:jf
alsc;> Dec~mber 27th, 1~32, (Doc, ~ov; $5•: or whaf is written of a.. loo.ser and
23), a11d m August, 1S331 (Doo. Cov. 9;4: more arnbiguous sort, ther~ has. been such, conflict of views continu~~ to go 6ri?"
·
5), .Jhe Lord revealed the decreed af:!d a_..· sharp interchange. of . forensic dis. is neryou~ly a"ked by some. oi)e.
W~ answer:
When men shall undt>rsp~~.dy co~i~g- "de~oJ~tion. of .. abomin'a~
putings. ·. Wbl:lt.. of it? .. The e.H:Iers have
l:ioq'' yU"herev~rfound, whether aii\ong the lqi]g been fignJing the "one man idea,": stand.each other fairly, and. shall. be. S:atisSaipts.ore11>e_wbere; anp this. casting down and contending.forthe,sa~red?e~s of the. fie-1 that whileit may b.e pos.si£>le that. both
of the ~oeitmt dust-()<j>vered idol!? -of C.a!; persrmal right ~() think apd ac~; apd why of tw? d ffcring per!',ons can ni;>_t be right, . ·
vinlsrn. is a1Tiorlg'' .the II\.any evidences thl:lt should "Ye now oj-,ject to what must always exadlyright;--:c-it is quite possitJle thatl:)'<)}h
thei;Lqrd is still at worjc in that directjon .. be the result of individual.· thin king, .di- may be wrong; aod .that w!1en mea ~lo
misunderstand each other, tl)~y. do sp .jn
:fi:uiU~n-~lave~y seddbrrl, polygamy, Pa•
verllity of. id~a and con.glu~ion ~.What possible harm can ac~rue to the tr1.,1e saint, or good will one t?ward .anothie,r, .and aje
pa!do,mina~i()n, prie~tly tyranny,; church
and:st~te, ()re~dology,intemper>tnce,- each
the honorable. Oilll[l. vvho .may \)ecdme co.n• more earnestly a;nxiom thatjf~imess,.apd
of _wi-Hch js at1)'abotl;liriatio!1," and. eadvis sciou~ that tJpOll. certain thln&s;,other men truth s;hall be served rather ~han.indJyid
doomed to "desolation?' even utter. ovei:~ thipk differently fromhi!Xl and frqm each u 1l opinion shall triumph. ..: . ..
,
Weyvould lii}e to an>i.wer. 1everyhf1d.yJs
ow comes,~he smashing .of other? Bro. Haws and the writer h.ave
old idols of;Calvinism, known.each other: froni boyp()od, and have questions with full and comr,lete satisf(l.C·
theha.nds of th~ir 9WI1 been assoc.iatecj. io a se~~e for y;earR 1 but is tion to the questioners; but;we ..sig-riHlly
own house .. and h'o[ne. it :;~nything: !',ta_rtling: that these tw? &hould fail, a~ we sun pose; It. is som.¢times nlitn()t see .alike ()1;11\lLthe topi.C!3 covered by tle discomfqrtii)g when we h~ve ~oqe.t:;pe
goon.
<if. inhnts andthe con- the vvork intht field} . It would he astori- be"t we <:an to ans'!er a questiot:r,to.fiad • ·
and. ,eter11al ruin of, .;~11 ishi!Jg
er the.c;ircum~tances if they sa·"Y
hat tb~ qi.Jestion was ooly · t us m;/the
few
·
ex
alike;.
discussi
wlfo may be fo.;tn.d "the.
if
·
he
·
,_.. ,.•u•·"!' , ~,,_..,_.finalU udgm~t)i: . day ·.ai,_
)tion.. of all,.ine)udn9t in thi~ lil!eat"
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i[rlot, thell our views must be overhaul~d But if the individual uses costlier cigars,
i:t:nd•shown to be out of harmony, etc., ~nd and. more. of them, he 111ay increase the
we thus put on the defensive. This.we ·. w~ste to. $roo, $zoo, $3oo, or mpre per
can. not reasonably object to under the. idea year, an4 thus rpn up .the amount for
of the right. of individual opinion; but :Wt;l twelve years to $z,ooo, $4,ooo, or $6,ooo
have. a re~sonable privilege to protest -a huge. amoun.tto sacrifice in dollars and
ag.ainst anybody's finding fault with the cents; a prodigious waste of all the elediversity o~ views between brethren, .when ments of well regulated life, and all this
those so finding fault themselves mak.e to indulge a morbid taste,.an unnatural ap·
one of the 111any sides"'fo the controyersy. petite, and to follow a. popular but harmThe consensus of opinion among the el- ful fashion.
ders is, that the church is greatly improved
A larg-e amount of want and poverty
ln its moral and menta! tone, and a much and squaldr in the world is_tr.aceable to the
better unity on the great essentials of gos· ·tobacco habit. It does not stop with crepel work. is prevailing. So, let the good ating an almost irresistible appetite fot:
tobacco, but it causes a desire for strong
work go op.
drink also. Tobacco and strong drink are
closely allied. Those who fall under the
THE TOBACCO HABIT.
seductive, blinding influence of one beIF al1 would pause and consider well the come an easy prey to the other. And
hurtful, ruinous waste caused by the use of when a person becomes the victim of
to'bacco in: itsvarious forms, far lessof it these two.evils his manhood is being cruwo.uld be used, l>arge amounts of money cified between two thieves!
.Think of it; consider it well, that towould be saved, better health would be
enjoyed, higher mental force and grasp bacco, whether smoked,. chewed, snuffed
would be attained, good cheer, elasticity or ''rubbed" is most unnatural, hurtful t()
and brightness of spirit .would be greatly health, and wasteful of rrwney and time.
Besides this, it induces personal uncleanpn;>moted, ·purer, keener, highet: moral
perception secured, and. the well being of liness, and often renders the user offensive
}Jeart and home and society would be and sometimes even odious to others. No
one has the right to do either, for those
largely enhanced.
.
AU this is susceptible of actual and ex- with whom he associatesshould be respectact demonstration to those who. will pa" ed and not imposed upon with anything
needlessly disagreeable •. Everyone should
tlently, thoroughly examine the subject.
The waste of money, waste of health, have such regard for the rights, feelings
waste of intellectual vigo~, waste of nerve and well.being of others that he or she will
f,ort:;e, waste of time, depression of spirits, studiously avoid giving offense to any,and
instead seek. to promote their ease and
ne~vous debility, constipation~ bilious and
nervous headaches, etc., etc., caused by happiness.
Nicotine, the active principle of tobacco,
this unclean habit, make it one of the
greatest evils of the age. Learned and is a deadly poison, and it is said by skillful
exhaustive treatises, skillful and eloquent scientists that one-tenth of a grain will k.ill
lectures, stirring and profound sermons a dog in three minutes. It is said that the
have clearly demonstrated and thrillingly Hottentots use the oil of tohacco to kill~
portrayed the harmful, costly, repulsive snakes, and that a small drop of it will
liilabit time after time; and yet many re- cause death as quick as a stroke of lightmain its willing victims, while other many ning. Flies, bees, and other insects may
blindly rush into the same evil way and be readily killed by turning on them a
suffer loss and hurt in brain and bodv, stream of. tobacco smoke. The blood of
also in purse and worthy prospects. N oth- the tobacco user, especially the smoker,
ing good can be honestly said in favor of becomes poisoned. by its use. The writer
has personally known of n)lmerous init, but much evil can, and that JUstly.
Every cigar or. pipe smoked, every stances of cancer and heart disease, some
quid chewed, and every pinch snuffed is of which proved fatal, arising from smok·
worse than. dead loss, for while such never ing. Hosfs of cases of this kind are pubadds anything to health, wealth, or solid lished yearly, and many more are never
benefit, it at the same time enervates, im- published, and some of the latter are suppressed, doubtless, in the interests of the
pairs, and wastes in every direction.
A smoker, using three cigars a day for tobacco trade.
That tobacco was never designed for
a year of 365 days, if he pays but five
cents each, worse than wastes $54 75· In man mavbe seen in the fact that all healother words, he burns up that amount of thy stomachs, of man or beast, revolt at it
money and gets nothing in return except and loathe it. It is only after great and
foul breath, disordered stomach, impaired continuE>d efforts that the human stomach
nerves, weakened and beclouded brain, an will suffer it. Pope said,"Vice is a monPter of snch hideous mien,
unnatural appetite, constipated bowels, an
That, to be haterl, needs bnt to be •een.
empty purse, disappointment and discour:Rnt Reen too oft, familinr with its face,
We first endure, then pity, t,hen embrace."
agement. If that is kept up for twelve
years, and interest added at the rate of
This is largely true of tobacco. When
ten per cent, it will swell the $54·75 into the urchin first essays to smoke, or chew,
about $r,zoo!
he outrages his natural taste; his nature
lf any one doubts these figures, put them rebels against the hurtful weed; nauseR,
to the test and see if we are not correct.
dizziness, nervous prostration and vomit:
Twelve hundred dollars is a large sum ing ensue, and all this is nature's emphatic
m worse than waste in twelve vears in the protest against the enemy. About that
unclean, hurtful habit of smoking cigars. time "this world is all an empty show" to

f

the lad, and he longs tosee his mbtherJ(
Well would it be if the boy wo#!fl now
learn under the ch~stening rod of hi.~,suf~
fering. ButnOj he'll "up and at it again;"
for he is bound to conquer and be in fashion with his fellows and those "boys of a
larger growth;" and about the time he
"conquers" he is himself a. veritable slave,
led about at the will of an unnatural, hurt,
ful appetite.
·
Of "Chl;'onic Tobacco Poisoning" Dr.
B. W· Richardson, a prominent English
authority, says:
.
.
"Smoking produces .disturbances"ln the blood, causing undue fluidity and
change in the red blood corpuscles.
.•.
••In the stomach, giving rise to debility\ nausea,
a,nd in extreme cases, sickness.
"On the heart, producing debility of that <rrgan,
and irrel;l"ular action.
.
·
"On the orga!)s of sense, causing, in the ex~reme degree, dilatation of the pupils ofthe eye,
confusion of vision, bright lines, luminous or cob·
web specks, and long retention of im.ages on the
retina, with other and analogqlts symptqm.s affecting the ear, viz., inability clearly to define
sou,nds,. and the annoyance of a sharp, ringing
sotmp like a whistle or a bell. '
.·.•.
"On the brain, suspending the. waste of that Or·
l;l"an, and oppressing it if it be duly nour~she~.
· "On the nervous filaments and sympathetic
or organic nerves, leading to defiCient po.,...er in
them, and to over-secretion in those surfaces--:glapds.-...over which the nerves .exert a controlling force.
"On the mucous membrane ofthe mouth, caus.
ing enlargement and soreness of the tonsils-,
smoker's sore throat-redness, -dryness, and· occa·
sional peeling off of the membrane, and. t!ither
unnatural firmness and conttaction,or sponginess
of the gums.
"On the bronchial surface of the lungs when
that is already irdtable, sustaining the Irritation
and increasing the cough."

This view is now commonly sustained
by competent, trustworthy physicians everywhere.
There are not a few who are conscious
that the tobacco habit is a great evil, and
that it hurts them, is expensive, unclean,
and altogether unworthy, yet they will
seek to justify themselves on the false plea
that it injures no one but themselves. But
as we have seen, the tobacco user by that
habit wrongs wife~ children, neighbors,
and society generally. And that it is
offense against God may be readily seen in
the .natural revulsion of feeling all persons
uncorrupted in .taste and habit have for it.
The laws of life are the laws of God, and
whatever is at variance with them is an
offense to God. Resist the evil, and be
blest of God and good men and women.

an

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. L. M. Sollenger, of Monmouth,
Illinois, makes some sensible statements in
a late letter, from which we extract the
following:
"I do not wish to let go my integrity. Sometimes the battle seems fierce and Satan seems to
desire to sift me as wheat. I am well sath•fied
with the church's standing and am confident
that when I fall fully into line with its precepts
all will be well."

Bro. G. M. Wyman, of Los Angeles,
California, writes:
«I still rej:lice in the gospel. It is as bright
and glorious to me as it ever was, and more so because of the various instances in which the Lord
has verified his promise in our home circle in re·
storing our sick children." .
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ness is hurt. It is not crime, in the sense
of an absolute wrong having been done;
it is only a ''bit of folly;" no harm was
meant, no offense was given and no notice
sho.uld be taken. Ah, yes: but notice was
taken. The act was seen, the words were
heard by others than the immediate actors;
and suspicion, e:ver on the alert, has coupled the. foolish act with folly's design, or
made folly's act a crime, the result of cri·
minal intention.
In such a case follv is criminal. "Be ye
wise servants, and as harmless as doves,"
means much to the ministers of grace.
Try as we may to.divest ourselves of the
thought that there was no harm, no evil
intent in this act of carlessness, or that
word of doubtful propriety, the fact that
our brother is a minister for Christ, one
who is asking t)1e people to come out from
Spiritual Babylon that they may not be
partakers of her plagues, will come uppermost now and again, and we . are sorry
that we saw the act, or heard the word in
spite of ourse.lves. ·"We. wish he had not
done it," recurs t() our lips, ov:er and over
again; as we contemplate its effect upon
ourselves and others.
The elders should be like Cresar's wife,
not only without blame, but above suspicion.
The injurious consequences of careless
deportment on an elder's part do not stop
with the destruction of his influence direct,
but they reach out and lay hold upon the
reputation of the elders in the field, the
argumentin the ordinary mind being: "If
this man whom we thought to be so good
and so wise, acts and talks inthisimproper
way, who among
these elde.rs can be
trusted?"
Brethren, put your. eyes, your hearts,
your lips and your hands on their good ·
behavior, at .home, or abroad., under any
and all circumstances.
·

DIVINE SYSTEM OF REDE~1P"TION.
THE "FIRM FouNDATION," published in
Austin, Ttxas, bas the article below in one
of its late issues, and we present it to our
·readers as another hopeful sign that sensible religionists are feeling and pushing
their way toward , the Christianity of
Christ as set forth in the New Testament,
and are abandoning creeds, catechisms;
dogmas and man-made theories as not
only unsatisfying but actually unsafe.
Whv will not the so-called Christian
world see that, if any form of Christianity
is som1d and safe, it must be that taught
by our Lord and his disciples as set forth
in the New Testament; and that, if thev
have authciritv to teach the gospel and
build up the Church of God at all, it must
be after the same manner as that had by
the disciples of Christ at the first; and
further, that if they have not such authority and do not preach and build as did
Christ and his first ministers, then their
authority is worthless and their preaching
and building. vain or worse. Why will
they not measure themselves and their
work as preachers and church builders by
the patterns found appointed of God in
holy writ? If they were wise they would
test all their teaching-s and doings by the
revealed word of God and reject alland
everything found conflicting with that
wont
Christianity as taught by Chri~t and his
first disciples is true. God "confirmed" ~t
"with signs following" the believer in: all
lands and climes, as promised of the Lord.
The glorious message was fully endorsed
and approved and "confirmed" by the gift
GOOD BEHAVIOR.
of the Holy Ghost and the poWer of God
~THE personal deportment of the elders of
to every honest, faithful soul who received~
the church shoqld be above reproach. It
it; and we testify to the fact, imd reioke
is greatly to l)e regretted that now and
in it, that the same is being done ,of God
then anelder who is an excellent preacher,
in this day to tho~e who receiye the san1e
· so far as the word goes, should by care!!Ospel after the New Testament order.
lessne~s of speech and conduct in his .inThe religion of Christ, and the church
' tercourse with the world and the Saints, BRo. B. A. ATWELL wrote from Cabool, builrling and government carried forwi~rd
:greatly mar his influence;
Texas county, Missouri, February rst, that ' hv Him and His disciples were ()rdained of
· It is a source of vexation and spiritual he had been ask(!d frequently to write for God, were founded in the wisdom and
·.perplexity to those upon whom is laid the the HERALD; but feeling incompetent to knowledge and Jove and power of Qod,
; directing' the labors of a portion of the teach he had refrained. For the encourage- and heaven put its "seal" of approvalups;m
;ministry to he now and then confronted ment of Bro. Atwell, an.d others, who may that work, both with Jew and Gentile
'<With the statement conc~rning a f~llow feel as behas written,wetake pleasure in converts, and the church in ils entirety
:laborer, "You had as well not appoint stating that it is h()t absolutely necessary was a . unit, a harmonious, glorious, s<;mll1im to his present field; he has hurt him- for the good of the reader that a man shall satisfying- system,--:ind it needs to be so
self .and the cause by his indiscreet .behav- in . his correspondence with the HER- to·day. The article below contemplates
ior.!'
ALD be a teacher of doctrine, .or an un- .and te1,1ds to that view, and we are glad to
When the question is asked: Is it any- rave!ler· of hidden mysteries. The HER- , see it; for when the soul of man feels its
thing c.riminial? and the answer is: "No, ALD .readers are edified. and gratified in need of the divine. "physician," there is
not exactly criminal; but then he is a reading any clearly told story of good; g-ood [)ope that the divine remedies for its
Httle t()O free and familiar in .his deport- personal relationship with the work of ills and V\Tants will be sought, a,nd accepted
ment toward fhe oppo~ite sex. It does God and His people, and incidents of gen
when .found. The world is famishing..,not look well for a minister, and it destroys ,eral interest to all. Bro. Atwell states:
perishing~for the saving wot'd of God.
his influence/' Are there. any charges
Blessed is. the man called of. God, who
"The Lord has been with the ordinances of
specifically? "0 no, it is not so bad as
bears the bread and ·the waters of life to
the gospel, in and out of the church, self.evidentthat; only an indiscretion."
the darkened, wandering, hungering on~s,
. It is true, that there may be no exact ly proving that whepever and j,Vherever the gos. ministering- to them the unadulterate.d
pel Jesus taughtis.preached, tb.e elders and .the
·justice in such indirect statements concernt
word of God,and the Holy Spi'fit. Tho us~
ing.any one; and. those possibly affected gospel are identified.nowas in former times. It ands apd tens of thousands are waitiqg
·
is
cheering
to
me
to
know
that
one
of
my
~pirit
may indignantly demand that no attention
and yearning for them:
be paid to rumors of the kind. But what u~l sons, Bro. W. G. Ma;rey, is. awake in the·
work."
~s to be. done.in such a case? The fa<:t reIt is universally. admitted thatthe c{)J:l~ii
Thi!;l pithy and clear .statf:t~t!nt of Bro. tut!On and laws of .the Christian institution
fnains that the elder has, by ~orne means,
Atwell ';'ill comfort ,and. cheer the Saints ar.e p~rfect. They are adapted to aBtpe
~nson:1e way, ~iven rise to gos~jp by indis· want~ of humanity and to th~·.ca,pad,t~~(
t:reet speech a.Ild conduct.i and hi!Luse{ul~ wherever itis. read..
SEVERAL years ago the Saints were publicly warned that. the great effort of the
adversary of souls to destroy the work of
God, was to be made in the direction of
disturbing the relations of amity, good
feeling and confidence existing between
the elders, leading and chief men in the
church. That there would be a strong
and in many instances a successful effort
made to weaken and destroy the confidence
of the brethren in one and another, thus
producing distrust and confusion.
This prophetic warning has been and is
being fulfilled. On every band the subtle, sullen influence is at work. \Vhispers
of rumored unworthiness, evil hints and
secret inuendo are being set at their wnrk,
and here and there a sensitive nature is
being stung to the quick by attack, all the
more venemous and discouraging to meet,
becau~e it is unseen as to its author.
Scandal, hints as to faith, slurs as to ·
soundness in belief and doctrine, the unkind whisperings of real or supposeq
ofllcial jealousy, carelessness in giving
moral support to the elders by presence
and encouragement in their services, unfair
, criticisms of the manners and speech of
·the young and backward preacher; these
:are all aids to the devil's ways to estrange
the brethren and prevent the good work
from progressing. All vou that are helping the devil, stop it. You that are being
'hurt, r~member that as they did to the
:Lord they may do to the servants,. arid do
·not let. your hurts drive you from the
lLorc\'s work.

all
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practice,:..:.....:bond •
'th~ go:v~l'ned: They are designed to 'bet- in every deplirtrnent' of the institution ••
ter the condition . of all the kindreds of Su~cess is i:tnpossible without we observe umon, . commumc;>n and fellowship, . ·...
earth; Our ki.nd Father took into consid~ this divine rule 1 . "Do all you do, by the who ~trictly observe all the principles
er~tion all the. wants of suffering hurn.ani- authority of .i.he Lord Jesus.' Now,' my ther~in contained, stand ide11tified with tpe
ty, and. systematizing his government h~ dear brethren, T beseech you f?r Christ',; .. g-~nuine church of the living 6od. All •
sake, to lay aside all preconceived opinions, others are absolutely in a state of ~lienation.
~o arranges it as to minister to all. his su'bjects in every time of need from the .cradle · and. permit me to submit to your prayerful or !Spiritual delusion.
Now, kind reader, you have our positrto the gra;ve. And in .order to reach his consideration a few thoughts on the .law
·
on in plain words. H weare not correct
design, he appoints .official agencies in of identity.
every department df his kingdon:l, to
To be identified .as a body with the in the premises, we desire to be corrected~
whom he gives definite instructions. what. apostolic. institution,· We must possess all Let us. bear from you!
.
... •
If you are a member of any religious: •
to do, and how to do the. work .assigned the characteristics of. that institution.
them. "All have not the. same ()ffice.'' Neithe~. more nor less:. The doctrine, the denomination that holds to, and participates ,
He assigns to one, the work of converting same form of government,· the same offi- in, any doctrine or usage thatcannot be i .
the unconverted 1. (in .the commission). h~ cers. In every respect we musJ be pre- sustained by apostolic testimony, you are !
gives the rule to work by. To another dsely th~ same. Now, who can find a aiding a religious ' party • that .is 11ot iJ ··
he assigns the work of teaching and.ruling .church ithat is prech,;ely the.same in every identified with the Christian instituti 0 r:a~ .
the subjects of the kingdom •. These are particular with the .apostolic church? I · You.should therefore abandon it at once,.
shepherds, bishops or overseers. To an- read of none. It is held by many thli!t the and unite with those w'ho.can fUlly'sustain. i
other the work of ministering to the poor SO called "~HRISTIAN CHURCH," of today identity by the gospel ·of our .salvation.
saints in every time ·of need. These are is identic~! with the church S(;!t forth in the Success depends entirely upon .the policy
deacons. To another, the work of teach- New Testament. This is not true. I chal- used; . If the' officers or ~gents of the·
ing the Christian religion. These are lenge the world to prove it. True, I have kingdom of heaven do their whole duty
evangelists. The first does the work been a rriember of it for over five years. success is inevitable. The reason why the
!lssigned him principally out of the church, I have serious objections to manythings zealous reformers of this centurv failed of
converting the people to Christianity, taught and practiced by the leading minis- success, is simply because, they failed to.
building up congregations and teaching isters of that church. 1 deem it due to all organize after the. apostolic mode}. Sue~ '
young converts the respective elements of concen1ed that I state tny objections plain- cess is certain if we organize, apd co-opet:~
the government of the institution and the ly, which I do not, to prejudice your mind ate as the gospel dictates~
A; ALLISON.
great necessity of ~trictly observing a~! against the church or any member. of it,
the requvrements of the gospel. }'he un- but simply to give my reasons for refusinspired apostle or missionary, has a per ing to affiliate with those who I sincerely
feet rule to work by. (See the precepts believe to ·be wrong. I have long since
MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE. '
and examples taught and practiced by the resolved to teach nothing for practical "Is THE covenant of the marriage ceremony
inspired ;apostles.) The agents appointed purposes, but what can be fully sustained used by the church as fou~d .in Doctrine. and
to this irr1portant work were men of the 'by apostolic testimony.
Covenants (sec. nr, par. 2), that is:. f.Keeping
highest attainments.. The most i~telligent
If all preachers would strictly observe yourselves wholly for each other, and f~om. all
li!nd best, qualified men in the kingdom. this rule, they could prove ·their identity
Of necessity they must understand the with the apostolic institution. But, alas! others during your lives' binding? or.is it only a
matter of form?"
entire system of redemption. No one, in There are but few who observe it.
If we answer this question, Yes, some
the apostles day, was appointed to this . r. We have .between thirty and forty
work, but such as were fully qualified in journals, published by men of intelligence one would say, Which? If we should
every respect, to do the work of a bishop. in the interest of the church, No two of say: It is a matter of form, one would say:
Therefore, no young inexperienced preach- them agree in every particular. This .What evidence do you offer in defense of
such a form reer is qualified for this office. The second causes division. There are now, about as such a form, and why
office is confined exclusively to the church. many rival parties in the church, as there quired if it is a.form only?
. We have serious! y tried to present to
It is the. office of a bishop. This is the are journals published. This division is
highest ()ffice in the kingdom. The law of anti-christian. It is caused by the editors tl;te Saints for many years the view that
qualification is found in I Timothy gd chap., and contributors of our respective papers. marriage having been ordained of God,
the rule given by which the. covenant
and Titus I chap. You will observe that
2. Young, inexperienced evangelists are
this law requires the bishop to be qJJalified sent out to act as missionaries and pastors, is ceremonally established between the
in every respect, as the .law prescribes. who have caused innovations so numerous parties and the duration of that covenant
Hence, one who isnot quallified in every that no man is able to determine what the are of such a character as indicate clearly.
respect, is not eligible to this office. It is doctrine or usage of the church is. It is that but two persons to the covenant were
contemplated by the Deity so long as those
therefore, unlawful for any man, who is but a mass of confusion.
not qualified, to be ordained to fill this
3· It is admitted by men of intelligence, two persons lived. There should be no
office. That which is unlawful, is, sinful. that the elders of the churches are almost hesitancy in saying . that the covenant is
Hence, it is sinful to appoint any one to universally incompetent to do the work "binding;" and at the time it is entered
any office who is not scripturally qualified assigned them. So we find by a close ex- into it is understood to be binding so long
in every respect to do the official wor.k amination, that there is no evidence of as both shall live; just as it is written,
''during your lives." It is further conassigned~ To app:Jint, to permit byway of
identity.
approval, ahy man to preach the gospel of ·
4· Hundreds of societies have been estab- templated in the concluding prayer, "May
Christ to the unconverted who does not lished as auxiliaries to the church which God add his blessings and keep you to
understand its character and design is pet- the. apostles did not use, all which is, in fulfill your covenants from henceforth and
fectly preposterous, .How can a man teach our opinion, very objectionable. All the forever." It is not impossible that the
another what he does not understand him- expedienc,es (so called) are but seeds of covenant as properly established :according
self? It is utterly impossible! In the in- di~cord calculated to disorganize and de- to the church articles may reach beyond
ception of Christianity, when a man aspi- moralize society; instead of advancing the time into eternity.
red to the pulpit, he placed himself under cause of redemption. These expediences
«What are branch duties in regard to a member
the tuition of a proficient teacher, until he are all of human origin :-traditions of men. that has obtained a divorce for other causes than
understood the system of redemption. And hence those who use them are not 'forniCation' and has again married?''
Then, and not till then, he was ordained servants of Christ. Therefore they do not
If members were married before their
or appointed by the presbytery to the stand identified with the body of Christ. admission into the church the branch is not
work assigned him. The same is true as Only those who use the gospel of Christ, to go back of their baptismal acceptance
respects any official work. There is a def- which was preached by the apostles under into the church. If any objection is to be
inite rule or system that must be observed the supervision of the Holy Spirit, as their_ urged against their companionship as
1
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SAINTS' HERALD.
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th~t vicinity besides himself, and on that
account he finds it somewhat difficult to
wage. the warfare. He asks prayers in
their behalf, desiring to overcome.
Bro. S. W. Simmons, of. Beaver, Texas,
wrote the 27th ult. stating his wish to
continue his HEHALD subscription in order
to keep pace with the knowledge and
progress that the .faithful are making in
"Is an .elder justifiable in refusing to perform
the work. He thinks he can not do so
the marriage ceremony, when either party .has
without the aid of the church publications •.
been divorced for other cause than 'fornication'?"
Sr. M. J. Beirley, of Seligman, MissouYes, if such el,]er is conscientiously opr osed to such marriages and does not care ri, writes, enclosing money for tracts
to assist in the celebration of marriage be- which she intends tQ distribute among her ·
tween divorced parties. But he must not neighbors, who having read some of the
make his objection the base of condemna- prinh;d word desire to learn more fully of
tion of others who do not think as he does. the truth as it is in Christ. May it be said
ot her ih a time to come, and also in effect
of many others of .the .Saints, "She hath
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
done what she could!" It is painful to
BrsHOP GEORGE A. BLAKESLEE, paid reflect upon the statement of the word of
the Herald Office a. flying vi~it Monday, God which decl.ares that in theday of final
February 3rd, staying over until the. 4th, reward such will not be the case with
an.d leaving on the afternoon train ·for Let us then be up*and at work, "doing all
home, whither he was called by intelli- heartily as unto the Lord~"
bnSunday, the zd inst., two promising
gence of the sickness of his. daughter Mrs,
Qeorgia Wright, of Battle Creek, Michi- young men, children of parents belonging
gan. Bro. Blakeslee had business in Clin- to the church, and members of 'the "Stt~
ton county, Iowa, and at Omaha,. Nebraska, dents' Society," were added to the Lamoconnected with his office as Bishop, and ni branch by baptism. The results of the
came round by At. J qseph to .visit Lamoni. good example and prayers qf parents on
He reports good feeling and the finest op- behalf of their children, together with the
portunities for preaching the. word he has fruits of the "various organizjltions for
ever known. He thinks that all the. elders good" among God's people, which e:Xist
now have to do is to enter in and occupy · as helps, governments, etc~, are having
• in meekness and sobriety of spirit and their desired influences for good. Let all
energy of manner. There is no place nor such be earnest! y sustained .and encouraged.
Sr. E. J. Davidson, of Shawnee, Misdemand for d;rones, scandal ·circulators or
.. ''busy .bodies" in the elders' ·fields. Bro. souri, wrote the 3()th: ult. stating thather
.•. Blakeslee is impressed that there has never family were amongthe scattere.d ones who
· been a tilote auspicious outlook for gospel are striving to walk in the light, al)d asking prayers .that they may be succe~sful in
work than now.·
· On Sunday the. 2nd inst... the Saints of the warfare. She.statesthat Elders Haw- .
Lamoni were edified by an excellent, kins and Atwell occasionally preached in
spiritual discourse, d.elivered .·by Bro. Al- that vicinity, and t11rough the labo.rs of the
exander H. Smith, who has been but re-'. former some, fo.rm~rly Brighamite elders,
cently rdie.ved from .the unpleasant attend- were led to obey the truth and accept the
·
• ance of la grippe upon himself and family. Reorganization; . ..
Bro. W. W. Blair left the 7thinst. for
: We enjoyed the ~ermon, also the spiritual
• sacramental service which followed in the a ministerial to1,1r in western Iowa. He
1
expects to be abser1tfouror five week~,
ahernoon,
.· The Hamden,. Ohio, Enterprise fo,r during which tim\'lhe will atten.cl anumber of district conferences iq that section.
·Jant~ary rSth, 189o,hasa short, but very
·· direct lette.r frotn .Bro. T. W. Will~ams,
. l' cotrectingthe·charge m~:~de by a "Visitqr"
~HE following is from tl1e D~nver Republ; to Byer, where the Saints had been hold' lzcan for December 23d sent by Bro.
.~: il}g· meeting, that "the Mormons" were
. •J:ho1ding• a protracted me~ting there, with J ames.Caffall:
•. 1! :tl;le pi~hy. addition "citizens, why allov\i

I!

·. J;l:Yme, Mlchigan,January 27th, that he had.

existing it must be done. before their admission to the church, and not after.
Where divorces are held it is understood
by the church that they were granted fOr
cause, the church not being permitted to
enter the courts and dictate either laws or
decisions in individual cases . . Paragraph
zo, Section 42, gives the base of act~on.

all.
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Bro. 1". G/Smitn wrote from Decker"

Jfbeen sfefl.dily P}"~aching in that region. of
a~dtJ:tatonSunday,J anuary 26th,
) ,J;ie assisted Bro. R. E. Grant. in baptrzing
·.: (hree ~t.Deckeryille, fJ:e states that Bro.
·.• :;((,1rant.is·fi··good: ~peaker. He reportsth~
•·1' '.§aints inJ.~prov;ng anq. th~ .work moving.
• ' > Brq, M; R,· Scott, of: Galena, Indil}na,
· .·
.• the ·28th ult~: stating that ht; had
more at Byrnville.. He ex;:
desire to c6.ntinue fhe

.•.• ii;t;:0 untry;

IOI
they twain shall b.e one flesh?' This language
has significance and force, and proves that monogamy was God's revealed order for procreation
and any infringement thereon by priest or peo~
people would prove an innovation on God's revealed order.'"

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.~Is 'it right for Saints to go to fortune

tellers and have their fortunes told?
Ans.-No; we consider it wrong, for the reason that it is manifestly absurd to expect to receive·
good copnsel frorri any who are foolish enough
to attempt to advise another 'by fortune telling. ·
Such practic.es, pecuU>\r to the dark ages, should
be dispensed with irv these days of enlighten'
ment.
M~sFOflTU:-<Es nev:er come singly and
evtls sometimes gom droves:

ST. PETERSBURG, Jan. 29 -Ad vices. from
Astra bad report that Persian· Khorassan Is ravaged by an intestinal disease of exce~sive fatal'ity. Three thousand cases are reported. In
Meshed. there were one hundred deaths daily.
0 wing to the scarcity of doctors the: nature of
tile disease is unknown. As Western Persia was
ravaged with cholera through the autumn, and
as thousands of people fled to the eastward in the ..•
1
hOJ?e to .escape from the disease, it is regarded' as •
possible that they carried it with them and that
this may account ·for the trouble in Khorassan.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES}'

THE CITY ON A HILL
"Ye are the light of the world. A city th~t \s set on a.
hill can not be hid."-Matt. 5: 14.
·
In your fan~y see tl~e city,
On the heights iii fair does seem; 1
Fr~m afar behold its portals, .
·
Arid the radiant light agleam.
Ali along adown the hillside,
.And within the ~alley too,
Shines the light to show the pathw!iy,
And to guide dark dangers through.·
Far adown its radiance beameth,
Makitig glad earth's w~ary one,
Tired of stumbling long in darkness
To tlie light unfailing turn.
By its genial rays of mildness,
He is cl).eered to .travel on,
Till he rea~hes home and welcome,
Gtven the returning oue.
Saints ofGod, be as the city
Ou the hill the Savior said;
Many group in dangeroug by-ways;:· • ·
Let your ligh~ abroadhe shed! .
LeA it shine fort!l in the darkness, ; ·:
Each and every ~hild o.f God,
!
Think of joy, the light brought to J\o)l,
When tbe darksome way you trod.
Brlng in otheurioi,v to .share lt,-'J)onot heedless let them fall,
Your reward. in no wise lpsing, . •.
"Since.theOhrist:hath died for au;

SR. M. T.: SHORT.
MILLlllRSBVRG;.:Inino!s.
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fire burned in the fireplace, and the tab hi .,_vas
drawn up in fJont of it, well strewn over with
Heralds and suchotherpapers and books, as my
. husband wanted to have on hand. during the
evening, hii:rlself comfortably seated at one side
engaged in his own studies, at the other side the
children had their chairs drawn dose to mine,
listening with pleasant interest while I read
aloud. to them' from the Hoje, He--ald o~ some
interesting good book adapted to their capacity
for understanding, I think shine forth .now the
brightest of all our happy evenings. And wifh
the chi!dren:who now have ·grown to man and
woml)nhood; those evening hours still linger in
their memory as bright spots in the past:
Then I often felt that I could Hl-aff:>rd the
time, for there was a! ways sewing or f\len.ding to
be done. But now I wish I had paid Jess attention to those duties of less importance, al)d more
often amused and instructed the children in the
way that both they and I enjoyed so much; for
the every-day work will always come.. It rolls
around with the great wheels of time arid .soon is
carried under and lost ~ight of altoget)}er. But
not so the happiness of the family. Norare our
children always with us.
How often now I Jive over again thol\e happy
days that ended all too soon-the days when I
had my children with me. So I would say to all,
Make the children happy while you cah·.. After
an evening •pent in this way the children alwavs
went to bed .feeling hHppy. And to obtain another ~uch was an o!:-ject ahead to work: for, and
they would do their part cheerfully, and even
exert themselves to a~sist all they possibly could
soeverrthing would be done up early, ready for
a good long .evening.
Childen often want just such an incentive to
help them throngh with the monotonous echoes
of every-day life.
I dont think children should always be kept
to sober religious reacling-. A wise selection of
simple, intereFting stories written for chilclren
will prove to be a wholesome change. Their
young minds ca.n not always digest "strong
meat." Mrs Alcott was my favorite authoress
for children's reading.
I think, too that children should be taught to
discl'iminate between every·day and Sunday
reading.
It may be said, "Any reading matter that
would be hurtful .pn Sunday, would be hurtful
for any day In the week, and why should. there ·
be any distinction?
Became Sunday is the Lord's day, and herequires all who love and serve him to keep that
day holy or sacred to him. The. every day reading matter may not be hurtful in any other way
than in not paying clue reverence to the Lord's
day. Our daily work is right ami God-given
during the week, but if we continued it into the
Lords day, we at once make sin of it. Therefore
children's story-booh, together with. the daily
newspapers, should be laid aside on Saturday
night. And the reading time on Sunday be devoted to the study of God's word,. or religious
reading matter.
Perhaps some too easily disturbed parents who
do not wish to hear a word spoken while thev
are.,reading, may wonder how this one.that I
have Fpoken of could go on with his studies
while another was reading ·aloud in th_ same
room. But It did not interrupt or disturb him in
the least.
·

I pity the family that have to keep quiet all
the evening because their .fatrier is reading, perhaps a newspaper to himself, and is ~isturbed
even if any is moving about the room, or speak~
ing occasionaiJy"in,an pndertone. I have known
such, and think th~y need to put th~mselves
under a lifUe self-disCipline, and exercise a Jit·
tle more self-control and notD:llow themselves to
be so easily disturbed; to'puf their minds !llore
on what theyare rea_dlng and not take so much
notice of .what ;is gofng on around them, for the
evening is the only time when the family is all
together, and it should be made pleasant and
happy for all'.
SISTER EMMA;
KNox, Iridiana,Jan. 12th.
Dear Sister.~.''-I have read many encouraging
words in your letters since receiving the Herald.
Thought I would write a short letter that you
may. know· we .haye a small branch of saints in
this part of the vineyard.
I was baptizedabout nineteen months ago by
Bro. L. Scott, Have nev.er kad cause to regret
casting my lot 'Whh the saints; but am still trying
to live as near. right as I ca.n. I have had to pass
through many trials, &till I find that if we put our
trust in God, he i~ eyer rea!ly and willing to help
us. We havehad no preaching here since last
July. Would be-very thankful to have an elder
come here~ O.ur branch ha~ not been permitted
to meet together this.winter on account of sickness. Sister Lundin has 'lost (by death) her little
girl. Her lit!le boy is also quite low with diph·
theria .. Will the saints remember slst\?r Lundin
in bereavement."
Our branch has decreased some in number, as
one sh.ter has gone to reside in Nebraska; also
one other. sister has united with the Christian
Church of this place. I do not think there are
any others in the branch that can so easily be
!.•tossed about by every wind of doctrine." I a>k
the Saints to remember me in their prayer~, that
I may ever live faithful in.fhis glorious latter day
work in which! have enlisted.
Your sister,
ALMA A.

MELBOURNE, fa., Jan 21.
Beloved Sailzts:-How many times have I been
moved to tears. while reading your words, which
seem almost words of inspiration, some of which
seem written on purpose for myself, and I accept
them as such.
How many of us have experiences alike. Some
say they have long desired to write for the Home
Column, but .a sense of their inability, together
with a multiplicity of home duties and cares
have prevented. This has been my experience
to a· great extent. Bt1t I feel while reading the
cheering news from all over the world from the
people of God, very much as I do when in a good
testimony meeting; it is a feast for me to sit still
and listen, but I feel it my duty, and a pleasant
duty too, to cast in my little mite to help make
the feast. There are ma.ny obstacles P.laced in
our way to hinder our progress in the spiritual
life and our work for the Master. But the more
hindrances and opposition we meet with, if we
persevere and overcome them, knowing they are
snares of Satan and placed in our way to rob us
of the blessings God has in store for the faithful,
the greater will be our joy and satisfaction when
they are passed.

How my heart was thrilled with joy :While lis-: ·
ten'ing to the testimonies of the p~ople of God at
the Reunion last fall; 'and while listening tp the
glad message of salvation as it fell from the lips
of the servants of God! My heart w·ent out in
e,arnestdesire and longing to be more actively
engaged in the work. of my )\faster: I longed to
J:?e ~he instrument in God's hands of carrying this
~lessed message of life, peace and· f,oy to some
hungering soul. But we can not all be th.e messengers; but we can contribute our. mite to help·
send the messengers.
"If we cari not be the watchman,
Standing high on Zion's wall,
Pointing out the path to heavell,Otrering life and peace to all,
With otir prayer~ and with our bounties
We can clo whnt heaven demands;We can be like faithful Aaron,
Holding up the prpphet's bands."

Yes, there are many ways to work in the vineyat·d of the Lord besides preaching the gmpel.
And let us not forget, in our great desire to see ·
tb.e work move forward, the little homely duties
F~~t lie all aroun.cJ bur path; and neglect the many
qpj11ortunities we haveof performing little acts of'
~Jhdness and love; while looking for some great~
er deed. We are admonished in the word of (;od
td do whntsoever our hands find to do· a~ unto
Hiin. We can glorify God in performing our
daily duties, if we perform them as if it was his
:work, and do it with an. eye single to his glory~·
Our work may be .such as may never be noticed
by the world or the church: but be assured there
ls a book of remem.berance kept, and when th.e
books are opened the things written ther~in will
tell either for or against us. "Sow In the morn
thy seed, and in the . evening withold not thine
hand; for thou knowest not whether shall prosper either this or that, or whether they both shall
be alike go0d''
"ThPrP are lonely

heart~

to cherish,

While the rl!H·s nre rroi,ng

bv~

Thf"re nre wenry soul~ who })erish,
While the days are going by;

If a Fmile

we can' ren<'-W,

AP. onr jrmrney we pnrF~ne,
Oh the good we all may do,
While the days are going hy."

Your sister in the faith,
M. A. HUGHES,
WARREN, Ohio.
Dear Home Colmmz:-Anoth~r week with its
cares has passed away, bringing to earlh's weary
ones a day of rest. Loot us struggle on. By and
by this life with its ca~es and griefs will pass
away, bringing to the faithful one long, bright
day o£ ·rest, lasting · throughout eternity.
"For there shall b~ no night there, and all tears
shall be wiped away." Glorious recompence for
all we are called upon to endure here! "Weep·
ing may last for a night, but joy cometh in the
morning.·•
I know this latter · dav work is of God.
Though never having had what some would call
a direct testimony-such as having been healed
by His power, etc, I have witnessed it in others,
and the Spirit has many times borne witness to
me of its truth. For those who have not this beacon light to guide them over the turbulent
waters of life my prayer is that He frd•n whose
hand floats the standard_ that alone can make
them free, will· remove tbe vail that obstructs
their vision, and .enable them to see .the great
things in His law concerning them, that they
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may rejoice in this the dispensation of the £ulness of times. How many of us who have
enlisted in this warfare against sin, flesh and the
devil are trying to gain the victory with only
part of the armor on? We can· not choose our
own weapons, but must put on the "whole armor
of God." Then and only then, can we expect to
vanquish our foes. I consider myself one of the
weakest and most unworthy of God's children,
and realize how far short I come of a divine life.
It seems that only by giving up all thought of
earthly joy or comfort, can I hope to atta.in to
such a life, and my prayer is that if this is the
Master's will concerning me, he will in some
way make it known to me, and teach me submission. I. love this work better than my life,
wpich Is of sm!lll value only as it fits me for
something better, and I know we shall inherit
tqe promised blessings! if we are faithful. Then,
"Let us anew
Our joureney pursue:"

For he is faithful who has promised, and in due
time we shall reap if we faint not.
Your sister,
ADA C. PINKERTON.
"COME UP HI(;}HER."
Sung by tl14 Spirit on Sunday, JanuaTy 19th, 1890, at Inde·

pend~tl.ce,

.Missouri.

Hork I listen, all ye salnts of God,
Wb.ohave assemhled here:
Your Savior bids yon otie and all
To strive and come up higher.
'Andthose who sacrifice in faith
'l.'be Spirit shall insptre,
·
The :Holy Gb.ost made manifest,
Wb.ich says to come up higher.
And,when you see your Savior's face
And of b.i• glories share,
Then yon shall praise the Father's name
For him who said, "come higher.":
And theri the Lorrl of all sb.all say,
Th1s is my Son,s desire~
,
That :von be crowned with life and light
And reign witb. him up higb.er.
.IIOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Jan. 23d, Amount received to date .... $2,379 70
Sr. S. Zenor, Neb .....• ·S oo
Sr. J14.J!oagland, Iowa,... 70
Sr, A. C. Granger, Mo ... I oo
Sr. Sarah Davis, Iowa ... I oo
Sr. Mary A. Turner, Eng. I 4S
Bro. W: C. Probert, Cal..3 2S
Sr; Cora Russell, Iowa ... I so
Bro. C. Alford, Minn .•.• I oo
Sr. Ellen Johnson, Uf....
Sr. H. M. Richelson. and
daughter; Dak ........... I oo
Bro. D F. Richards;Wash.3 oo
Sr. Addie Burton, Cal... ·S
A Sis.ter, Iowa. • ........ · 7S
Sr. Mary: Bird, Kan ~... . . 50
Sr. E. B. Edson and chil'
dren, Iovva.•.•.•,•• ; .•... ·S oo
Sr.. Mat'th~J. Biggs, Ohio,. so
Bro. J; G:. Cairns, Kan .••. I oo
Sr, M. Burnett~ Iowa., ••. I 25
Sr._I:,.. M ... Richards, Neb.J oo.
Sr. NlaryA: Fo;rd, Ind,..
Sr. Lulu Hutchins, Iowa. 13
Sr. Lydifl. Tankard, Mo.. 3 oo
Sr. PauJine Higgi~s,lJtahr so
Sr. ;Mary Snell, Ark. . . . . so
Sr. ')W. J:,Cazaly,lowa ... 1 oo
Sr. Mamie:), Elvin, Ia:.,... IS
Bro;J.T.John~ori, Kan .. r
Sr, Sarah Mm~ns; Kan ... r oo
Sr, Lillie M.unns, Kan .•.. r oo
A Sister; Kan; . • . • . • . • • • 50
Sr. M.l:Inliard; Ohi.o.... 50
Bro. and Sr. C. M. Wild~
er, Iowa; .............. I 00

so

os

so

so

~-..,...,.--

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

REESE CREEK, Mont., Jan. 13th.
Dear H(!rald:-I am stiil in the faith and hope
to continue unto the end.- There are some parts
of the field I have not been a)Jle to visit for a
long time, but those places shall not be neglected
much longer, if I can help it. I shall take the
road as soon as spring opens. I was not. able to
do the work I hoped to do owing to the
dreadful rains and snow in the early fall and:
winter.
Owing to that and the peculiar situation in
Utah, I thought best to visit Montana for a short
time. I went to Spanish Fork where Bro.]. R.
Evans and I held some meetings in the schoolhouse. The streets were almost like rivers of
mud so that women folks could hardly get about.
It seemed almost impossible for them to attend
meetings of any kind; but they could manage to
attend the dances, and quite well.too. At Pleasant Grove I noticed quite a number of the fair
sex at the dance in Clark's Hall where the streets
were just as bad as water and mud could make,
them;· and n::>twithstanding it was raining during the evening and night, the exercises went on.
There were a few men attended our services in
Spanish .Fork, who seemed to be, interested.
While we were holding serviees in the school·
house on the 22d of December a number of boys
stoned the house and yelled equal to a band of
Apache Jndians. Of such are the kingdom of
Wilford. If that is the class that is to bear oft
the kingdom, I don't think there would be anything in it to admire after they got away with it.
After retiu'ni!Jg to the city I -felt as .. though I
wanted to, go some place where the shrill notes of
the fife and the ru!J,a-dub-dub of the' drum could
no longer be heard .• I Jo:ve music and have no
special objection to fife and dru.m in their proper
place; but 0, dear! to be forced to hear it day
and night is too much. The rattling of musketry
and booming of cannon 'vl:ould bea relief. AsJong·
as poth the Liberals and People.'s Party employ
such, it is to be hoped that great· good may re,
sult from the same. I left the city con the 30th
ult., for Deer Lo.dge City, Moptana.. Brother
John R. Evans l~ft the sarne time, for Malad,
Idaho, where he will look after' ·the interests of
the work. I hop.e tqe Saints in Idaho will do aU
they possibly cantohelp him in the work there.
If .they will. work together gOQd will result to
the.cause..
.
I arrived, in Deer Lodge i~ the. m)dst of a snow,.
storm; found brother Cla.pp and family fairly
well; also the Saints l!nd friends, exc;ept where
la grippe was doing.his work. About the second
day after my arr~val he took hold of ]; C, and
handled himprettyroughfor two days when he
began to loosen l!is grippe tothejoy of J. c ..· I
r~mained with the Saints over the Sabbath .day '
and tried to prese!Jt to the.tn the gospel of peace.
The day :was very cold whenileft Salt Lake
qity; it was snowing and had .crusted the mud
over so as tohold<the snow,_ b.ut at Deer Lodge.
it ranged thirty-two below zero--'-quite a differ,
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reached Bozeman at 3:30 on the morning of the
IOth. Tt was snowing after the good old fashion
and continued neary all day. In the evening it
turned cold and the wind blew q4ite strong till
late in the night. The next morning brother
Thomas Reese started with me to the little
chapel on Reese Creek. It was still pretty cold
and the snow was full eighteen inches deep and
roads leveled up nicely so you .could only tell by
the rift in the snow where the road was; but as
we wended our way in the beautiful snow we
met others going to town, so the latter p1,1rt of
the journey was made easier, still at no time did
we beat 2-40. We met the Saints on Reese Creek
at night in their pleasant little chapel. I felt
glad to meet them. The greeting was so cordial
it gladdened the heart. The song service was J!lst
splendid; but as to the preaching deponent saith
noL Sabbath morning we held prayer service
andconfirmed three that had been baptized the
Thursday before by Father Reese. We {elt the
presence of the Spirit there and rejoiced .in
spirit.
I spoke to the peope at two and
seven p. m, and felt at the do?e of the servic(\ that the day was spent in tbe Lord's serviCe.
At two p. m. to-day we meet to do business. Tonight we are to speak again and may hold forth
all the week if the weather is not too cold, and, la
grippe keeps his grip off. As Irode out, with
Bro. Thomas Reese he (Ia grippe) laid hold bn
me, but up to date his grip is not doing much
hurt.
There seems to be considerable sickness in
this part but mostly colds. I expect to remain
here until the zoth, then wiU most likely see
what can be done in Bozeman.
. .
I want to strike Utah early in. t~E) sprin~, and
if the Lord will permit I will make a raid south·
ward and scatter tracts like snow •flakes. I believe we' will be able to reach IIl;ahy people in
that land yet.
·
While the. Saints are rejoicing irl spirit be~a~Jse
of good things that have come td them I 'hope·
they wlll remember us to the Jus~ One, that ~e
fail not. Laboring and praying fcjr Zion's :we-al.
Weremain;yours in the faith,
R. J. ANTHONY .•
RUNNELLS, Iowa, Feb. ~st;
Bro. Blair:-1 came home from my field of
labor in eastern Iowa on the zoth of December
to look after some of my finances. Then about
the 6th pf January Bro. McKiernan~and I opened
a new place in the .town of Montour in the_ west
part of ':['am a county where Mr .. Kennell (not a
member .of the church) the husband of Sr. Mary
Kennell, hired a hall for a week '.himself and
pf,lid t~n: dollars therefor, for us! to prea.ch. ln.
The audience was gpod, a great dea.l of prejudi~e
wiJ.s removed and we left s.ome in~e$tigating. • ·I
distributed a .number of tracts· arid sold all the
Voices of Warning I had with m~~
Frotnthere wecameto Newton•t? confel'.ence.
God met with us by his Spirit ancj all was J?eace
and ha.rtnony, no contentious sph'itpresent; lfnd
on Sunday .the gift of tongues and; interpretation
was given. The Sai_nts were made to rejoice arid
some outsiders said we had the truth.
there-Brn. Hand and Knox came yvilh
Yeager School-housein th.e south• pa:rt of
county, where we began '"'"?"'""".
held ten; and on the 27th
b~ptizlng fo~r

.narp.e!!-ndg(}od ~""'~"!UK!'"'·~~·~.,,·
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ready,butwer~ hindered, some by sii:knccss ~nd
Eome I think by friends (enemies) .. One good
old lady prayed to God. to· open the eyes .of a
yfmng lady who had asked to be baptized so she
wo.uldtiof: be Jed astray by the Mormons. Satan
rag~s, but the good work goes on.
Yesterday! was summoned here to preach'the
funeral sermon of our good old Bro. Price. He
fought the gobd fight, kept the faith arid dled
finn in the good work; therefore there is laid' up
for hlm a crown of eternal life, for his life was
worth emulating. May we all so live that we
may have the :the approbation of our Heavenly
F'ather ever resting upon us, so that .when our
time shall come to go home we also may leave
the body with joy, knowing that we are going to
tneet our dear and loving Savior to live with
him forever. We will stay here with the Saints
over Sunday, then return to the Yeager School·
house. The roads are almost Impassible in some
. places, so we tnay have to close in the countJ::y
and go to town to hold forth. Our Father has
stood by us in presenting his truth, and we feel
encouraged to go on. I will soon go to eastern
Iowaagain. May God help us all to do his will.
In bonds,
J. S. RoTH~

TEMPLE, Mo., Jan. 27th.
Deqr He•·ald:-Since I last wrote from· my
home at Little Sioux, Iowa, T came to vi, it mv
parrnts in Vernon county,. Missouri. I arrived
bert> December 14th.
\Ve have hall a very nice winter, the coldest
being:three degrees above z>yo, a•·d that but one
morning: and no ~now to ;;peak d until the 22(1
lnst.. <wh• n there wa• about an inch, which <onn
mellt'd awav. Chri~tma;;; ni!!ht \n· had prt"achin·g in the >chool house with the d >or 0pen an,J
no firf., and it was plea>ant.
A~ 'for this part of "]>sPph's land," n~arh·
everything- can be obtained, inFO muclo that it is
said. t,hat Mi<wuri would be ;;t;lf sustainin·g."if it
were wali<"'d up all around >o that all tr~d" or
communication wi•h othPr >t.atei; would lw,impossfble. It i< "bl<,~sed of the Lord . . . for iht'
prtcious fruits broug-ht forth by thf' sun ; .. ard
for the preciou~ thing-s of the earth and the fullnP>S th<"reof "-D ·tit. 33: 13-19
'rhere are a few scattered Saints here who are
vhited occasionally by the traveling ministry
and have preaching in the school homes and
prayer meetings at Bro Gnff's and my father's,
(H.B. Jordan's), houses. Q.,ite an interest has
been awakened; four or ·five have made up their
minds to join this church, one of whom is a member of the Baptist church, and two are members
of the Christian (Campbelite) church; and one
man who was a member of the Catholic church,
when Bro. H. H. Robimon came down here to
preach, after he had heard him a few times, went
h~me and burned his "beads" and many or his
Catholic books, and then left the Catholic church;
and is now investigating true Christianity as
earnestly as you ever saw any one do so. The
Saints have given him tracts to read with the
Bible, and he is searching the word "night and
day," when he can find a spare moment to dose.
Others confess that the doctrine the Saints b~ing.
'is the most consiiltant they ever heard, and say
we have more of the Bible on our side than any
church they know of, and that they never heard
as much of the Bible taught, etc., etc., wqUe

.of

others, instead
sayingwe send everybody but
ourselves. to. the "prison," ~ay we have more
sympathy forevery one tqan they would have,:
that is, in believing that all men will be rewarded
for the good they do, i.f it is only the giving of a
cup of cold water in the name.of a disciple.
One night after preaching on the subject, "The
Spirit is subject to the. prophets," Bro. Robinson
gave the liberty for any one. to ask any questions
they would like, for further instruction on the
subject. A Sanctified Methodist asked if it was
not because the people, on the day of pentecost,
acted like drunken people that Peter had to apologize for them saying, "These rne.n are not drunken as ye suppose," etc. He thought they m.ust
be lying around on the floor or shouting or cut·
ting up some such antics, caused by the Spirit or
power of .God. But he was soon shown that it
because of the strange languages other than they
were reared in and in which they were .speaking
that caused the strangers to wo.nder and say they
were "drunken" or "mad." He came to church
no more.
Some of the neighbors, including the Catholic
mentioned above, have asked Bro Goff to conduct a prayer meeting at the school house ev<'>rV
Thursday evening, to which he consented. He
held the first one last Thursday evening. The
attendance \vas not large on acc'">unt of manv
beinj( afflicted with thE' influenza, hut gnorl order
and attention pre,·ailed. so I am told. The writer havine- a lig-ht attark wa' unahle to attend. or
at least thought it advisable to n·mai·n at home.
The few Saints here are trying- to lt>t thdr
li!!ht shine to give light Jo their neii;hhnrs.
\VhPn thev came here thf' pe0ple W<:re ven·
much pnju<lio·d; hut now that is giving ~way
and iPvPstigation i• taking- jt, place SeintR, we
can not livf' ton clo-e to the law of God which
wP h:we covPnant~d to keep; and wherever we
do so we ·•gain favor and gracf'" in the eYeR of
the P<'"ple. L~t us keep the gosrd bannn wav\ng high at all timP< that <>then may Jearn to
Jovt> it and desire to liv" unq<'r it.
Your ~istfr,
ELLA MtLLER.
CANEY, Kan, Jan. 2rst.
Dear Herald:-Satan is at work here in nmny
Kansas. Last week Bro A. Hart, an elder, and
R. Davis, Jr., a priest, both voung men barely
out of their teens, held a wetk's protracted effort
here, and as soon as the brethren opened Satan
also began to get in his work, yet we kept ourselves in bounds. But last Saturday night the
cloven foot was shown by a few young men
who were fired up by that curse of mankindwhiskey-and at the close of the meeting broke
out in a drunken brawl, trying to excite the
Saints and their friends to acts of violence. The
result was we stopped our ,meetings, as all respectable people refused to turrl out and be insulted. I understand the same crowd came together Sunday night, but was foiled in their purpose, as no others were there, And now those
emissaries ot darkness are circulating a petition
to have the school board ~lose the house against
us; but they have met with poor success. The
majority of the district want us hJ preach there,
and this majority is of the best citizens. Nearly
all the neighbors, especially the better class of
them were pleased with the preaching. The
board refused to close the house, so we still hold

the fort in that direction, and the prospects are
now £or our school treasury to be replenish!!d to
some extent or the county be impoverished by a
few, el{tra boarders.
.
Considering all things we don't know that we
ought to complain, for our Master has said,
"Blessed are ye when men shall say all manner
of evil against you falsely, and persecute you for
my name' sake," and now we are looking for the
blessing; yes, and have received it for on Sunday my litt)e girl had a. raging fever. We· had
met here at my house f0r a prayer ~peeting. and
the Lord was with us in great power; and as we
administered to my child the Lorg heard and
answered prayer. so that the fever left, and our
darling is well and playing as usual ever since.
0, what a grand testimony to us poor, weak; erring-. mortals! This healing- was so mark~d. and
quick that those of our friends present at the.
time noticed it; and now we. rt-j0ice to see. many
apparentlv nearer obPdience than ever.
One lady has sig-nified her ·willingness and
readiness to be bapt;zPd a< soon as the w·eather
get~ a little warmer, and about twenty more have
snid we ha,·e the Bible all on. our ~ide; yet they
don't appear to try to get on the Bible side o£ this
question.
Thoi<e young- brethrPn who cHme her.edid a.
g-reat df'al of good, br>th to Saint and out~id<r I
wi-'h the firld was full of just ~uch lnbnre'rs.
\Ve will try to keep the bannPr of KingE-nan·
uel aloft here.
Youn in hnnd•.
w. F CLARK.

i
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TRvr:-;GTON. c~lif,)rnia, Jan. 22d.
B•o Bla;1·:--TndaY r<'htivf's and frit<nds laid
(Cl l'fRt in hopP of a (']minus res11rrPrtlon our helov<>d Si<tf'r Sarah Hnrn<"r, ae-Pd yS '""'"'r" She
wa~ the mother of Mr•. Williem Hnpkin• Clf
Lamoni, Jnhn M. and W Y Horn.< r, of the
Sandwich Island,, and 1\fr•. Ralph of Alvarado,
California. with whom she made her hClme The
latt~r trirod to carrv out her wishes in rf'gard to
her huria I sf'rvke, ir het· own church, bnt we are
Mwry that we rou1d not get an elder at the time.
Th<'n RPv. F B Lynch, of Centerville, wa~ cal!ed urnn to cfficiate. The clay was fearful cold
and stormy hut a· large number of people gather·
ed around her grave. All knew "Gr:mdma
Horner." She was an exemplary Latter Day
Saint, and mar1y expressed their belief that surely she had gone to heaven.
Y ou:rs in gospel bonds,
MRs. HmAM DAVIS.
SouTH ARM, Mich., Jan. 3d.
Dear Herald:--I was baptized last February,
the 17th, when I was fifteen years old. I have a
brother, sister and mother who ate members. I
have not regretted the step taken; all I regret is
that Iqave not lived as faithfully as I should.
l received the great blessing which God prom is·
ed to the children of men.
We are left without an elder here now. Bro.
Davi~ was here and is now gone away. There
are some ready for baptism and many are bel!ev·
lng. We would like ·to have an elder come here
for we think there are many honest-hearted ones
who would obey if they had a chance.
We feel very lonesome without hearing any
more pr.:aching, Pray for us.
Your brother,

F.

w. STJOHN.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
PLANO, Ill., Jan. 29th.
I !eft ·Wisconsin last Saturday, spent Sunday
In Chicago, and began a series of meetings here
In Plano, Monday eve. Our missionary in charge
chargeth not much in these parts, but perhaps he
has, or is expecting a bad cold.
A good· general says "come," but it is not so
dangerous and difficult to command "go." Honest toil, in all the walks of life, ought to be rewarded. Ministerial i.1activ.ity is paralyzing the
whole church. It breaks down confidence, beggars the treasury, builds up caste, and sows
broadcast fear, doubt, gloom, and dismay .. I do
not think, however, our church missionary force
l}as many priestly drone~, and it is both unwise
and uncharitable to conclude any guilty till their
conditiori, circumstance~, and surro1mdings are
fullv known, and derelection of duty is painfully,
positively evident. "Make ready for war in times
of peace'' is a military aphorism, lest, peradventure, we be sleeping away our rights. The worldwide contagion, unsettled weather, sectarian
hedging, lukewarm ~aints, an opposing world,
and all the combined powers of the arch fiend,
and his an e-els, have sought to thwart my eff •rts
for good this winter. I have kept hearty, spoken:
generally from six to nine times a wet-k, bnt,
wirhal to mostly small, yet attentive audiences.
I have been at this bondage so manv changing
years I suppose I ought to submit to the inevitable, and bow to the mis~lonary yoke.
The long<"r I roam awa'' from my cheery
hom<>, .dt::licate "'ife and unfolding childr<"n, the
8harper the thorn in the crown of >uft"c-ring, but
woe is me I trow if I do not continue to proclaim
the g""pel. I do wi.sh we were all better, more
de,·ottd, and therefore of gr<>ater usefulness. Out:
duty i's bdore us though it may pain us for the
momc·nt. God love and bless you all.
M. T. SHoRT.

God shall be exalted. Brethren, we can not all
be district presidents at once, so let us cease to
find fault with those chosen to preside, and sus·
tain them by our faith and prayers. If a brother
passes along and baptizes somebody, let us say
amen, and not feel jealous about it. The church
knows that very few men convince those they
baptize. Paul plants, Apollos waters, etc. For
my part I never expect to· be famous for the
number I baptize. Unity of heart and purpose
will do much for the cause of truth.
I wish to say that. the past eighteen months
have been a time that I shall probably remem·
her as long as I live; .and I am not sorry that I
have been trying dudng that time to tell the
gospel story. I have had many a season of joy,
and some dark hours, too. Wounded feelings at
times, as an inexperienced missionary is sure to
get. Echoes of. "young man,!' "only a priest."
"clothes hardly good enough to preach in our
town;• etc. Trials these are to a boy, but they
gradually lose their effect, and he consoles hims<>lf by replying that Josephs and Blairs and
Forscutts are good in their places, but unfortunately there are not enough to go around.
My labors have been almost entirely alone
since I began in the ministry, until the last few
weeks; but the good .Master has ble•sed me
when I have kept myself humble, and given .. me
much of the. Holy Spirit in preaching. But
when I have become exalted in my own estimation I have always had to come down. Human
nature will crop out, esp<>cially if we have some
one compliment oqr preaching.
I rejoice in the knowledge of the go~pel, and
although the world·is prone to reject it we have
the consolation that it is true. I have promised
quite a number that J would write to them, and
have not done so, as. postage stamps are scarce in
this mission. Box 70, Blue Rapids, is my adalways find me without delay.
dress, and
That Zion's cause may be victorious is the
prayer of your unworthy brother,
C: R. DUNCAN.

will

SuPERJOR, Neb., Jan. 21st, 1890.
Bro Blair:~ We hope that the readers of the
Herald will not think that the North· West Kansas district is dead, be!,!ause there are no loud re~
BENTLEY, Mi.ch., Jan. 23d.
ports frotn this part. The work .is in bettex cOTJ·
Dear Herald :'-I rejoice in this latter day work.
dition than it has been for years; so people tell
While. looking over the Herald I see many enme who have lived in the district. As far as m,x
couraging letters from the saints. scattered
own personal knowledge goes, the work has . throughout the land, which leads me to. exclaim
made. ;wonderful advancement· in the last .year,
with the psalmist, «What wonders God hath
New f1eld~ of. l;lbor have been opened which
wrought in all the earth."
promise.good r.eturns in the near future. Gospel
We have not the same privileges here that some
seed gro;ws sl().vvly in some ca$es; I met aman
of the saints.have, but we. are looking for better
a few days ago that was qonvinced of the truth
times in the future. I believe there. are some
of the gospel by the labors of Bro. J. T. Kinna;
here who are like tne members .of the. church at
man, when he was here a f.ew years ago. He ha~
Sard.is, whq have no.t ~efiled theirgarrpents; and
been aJI this time thinking the matter over and
the ~ayi(Jr says th~f they shall walk .with him iq
is nowalmo,tready to obey.
white, for they 1,\re worthy.
Bro .. Squte is inMitche~l county, Kansas, and
P!l!\r hre~hrep aQcl sisters, pray for. us. that. the
has been making times quite interesting for the
.vvo~d ofth~ Lord. may have. free cotlrse and r.un
advocates of the creeds .. I am traveling atpres,
and. qe glorified, that those that are<'inthe gall of
ept in.i:ompany with Bro. (7eorge W. :B.eeQ:e, and
gitterness ~,tnd the bond of iniquity'roa,y cry out,
we are q,ow at his home. I find him an agree:
•!What must I do to. Jje saved?\'
·.:able co-laborer and •• alive to the Interests of the
This is a gloriouJ>work, and the. reward w111.be
latter day work. O~r last effort was at Cuba,
much more glori.ou~.ifwe are good soldiersofJe·
Kansas; where once a l>rahch fiourished;<but has
sus Christ. and hold fast th.~,tt .which is good. I
·•·· :lor soril~time·been. disorganized. It is hard to. intend to labor on: I feel that I am g!'owing
ollild w}lere the work has been brought into di~S~' str<;lnger il;l tl;!e work, ~ilc:l that pye and bye.Ishall
xepute, especially by those who shc:wld. pe teach·
mil1gle
V?ice WJ~~ all,. the scattered SaiQts
tbrol!ghouf. t.ne laTJd. 11nd 1Jl~et to part .no mqre in
ers~ M;ay th~
Speedily f!91I!e ")Yllen a,ll()fi.IS
•churl?h tiiumpp~nt which is etet:nally h1 the
· ltj~rn
·
{1a,~!<gr;~pnfl,~n9 re, the
heavens. l.'lray fot u.s. .....· >.·..· •
•tl,l~tlll!if .el!filt•etl> ~i~U~.~~f~p~Jl
Yol!.r~ in, gos);'!el .b~rid~;···
. . . T~.O:M"'-~
>.• ;·.;: ~~l>aseCI•rr:o1lt .he . Jhat.h'u.ln'Pleth l,lim:stdt.··befgre
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON "RIGHTEOUSNESS'' AND THE "RIGHTEOUS."

I

HAVE been led to think a little about the
question of what is righteousness, and who
are the righteous, through the frequent
use of the terms by the various writers
who have been expre»sing their viPws on
1he Sheep and Goat question in the Herald.
I penned you a few line!'\ on that i<uhject
before I had read any of the avticles written, but. had noticed- that the ;;uhjt>ct was
heing- agitated. I afterwards read the
articles written, an<l al~o those published
in SPn*emher and OrtohPr numbers of the
Herald which I have just received (December 1oth).
There are some exrellent thotwhts in. an
Rrticle written hv Bro. Wm .. Hawkin~;
however I see one diffirultv in .the w::~v of
his application, and that il" the time: fori
undentand that thi~ ~ep~r~tio1;1 of ~heep
and goat~ t11kes pl11ce. "when the Son of
Man ~':hall comP in his glorv, ann all the
hoi v an e-el~ with him," etc.,~ hich T uncler.
stand to rpfpr to hi'< !'f'COnO pomiP.g',. OT
when he shaH come from he:.1ven in th~
air. But I' do not intend to write on thaf
question at pre~Pnt. However I will ~ay
this much, that Ido not hf'lieve that any
man livine- or dead will ever rece,ive a "king-dom of g-lorv."-cele!'tilll, terrestrial.' or
tele'stial,-uoon the ha .. is of. deed~ of com:
passion.and henevolenc.e alone,•or who has
not "received the Holy Spirit;" and .I do
not understand that any one can receive
that Holy Spirit unless-he firf't h~ars, believes and obeys the g-ospel, either in this
world .or the next, or in the world to come.
Therefore I most positivelv disbelieve that
anv class of men or women are• the "blessed" of th~ Father, or the "sheep" of ,Christ,
or th.e '.'righteous,?' or .that they will receive any "kingd?m prepared from the
foundation of the world," no matter wha.t
measure of . benevolent deeds they ~ay
have' done, if at the same time: they have
refused to hear, bcclieve and obey. the gospel. The Scriptures teach me that '~he
that believeth not shall be damned," anc,l ~t
the. corning of the Lord, they -.yho "know
not God, andobe:v not the go!!pel of 9:ur
. Lord Jesus Chris~,'' "shall b~ punished
with everbsting ·!destruction.'~ .... And .if
benevolent deeds perf0rmed fol:l ~he ben¢fit
<:>f Saints will atot)e for sins, tpen certain
persons vvh.om I know will.escape the ..
la~e .of •fire and brimstone be.cause they
have g.iv;~n me· assistance in divers w~-tys,
although some
. drunk1frds, S'ome
adulterets, ..!lome
ters. and;.others si .
But. I'
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hope t~thewickedman ot any"kingdot~," might be saved.
It does not say that he
oi' any salvation here or hereafter, save had to hear the gospel in order. to receive
. through his faith in the gospel, his repent- an especial grade of salvation, but that he
ance and obedience to the gospei, and the had to heat it in order to be saved at a11.
reception of the Holy Spirit, and a reten- If others choose to assume that his devouttion of that Spirit after his reception of it. ness, prayerfl1lness, benevolence, etc.,
But it he does these things he will be no would have secured him the terrestrial
longer unrighteous, but .will be a "Saint,". .glory at least, I simply state that the
a "Sheep,>i a "righteous" man, and .worthy record says that Cornelius was told by the
ofa, seat on the throne of the .Messiah in angel to send for Peter, who should tell
the day of his coming and reign.
him "words whereby" he and his house
But how about "righteousnoss," etc.? "should be saved."
Well, I understand that there is more thiin
The rich young- man, who was righteone kind of righteousness. There was a ous enough according to the law of Moses,
kind that th,e Pharisees of old manifested, was not only required to "sell all" that he
of which Jesus spake when he said: "Ex- had and give it to the poor, but he wns also
cept your righteousness shall exceed the required to "follow" Christ, in order to be
righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, sav.ed, or receive eternal life. And can it
ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom be possible that these "sheep" or "righteof heaven." Th)s righteousness was evi- ous" ones, found on Christ's right hand,
dently that which was called in Romans can go "into life eternal," unless they have
''the righteousness of the law," or '"the followed Christ? It is the fact or the act
righteousness which is of the law," which of :following Christ that marks them as
is contrasted with "the righteousness which his sheep. Je~us said, "My sheep hear
is of faith." Thf,refore.those who observ- my voice, and I know them, and they foled the "law of Mose~," or the "law of car- low me." In other words those who do
nal commandments contained in ordinanc- not hear his voice, and who do not follow
es'' were righteous according to that law. him, are not his sheep, nor ever will be
The Pharisees and Scribes were very until they do hear, and follow or obey him.
righteo.us; and yet were abominable si·nThose who perform "works of righteners at the same time; but their righteous- ousness" of the.jr own are those who do
ness comist~d in a mere outward observ- good out of a sympathetic, benevolent,
ance, of diver!'\ washings, and ordinances; kindly heart, in ignorance of the fact that
they could tithe themselves in "mint and God has commanded them to do it; for if
ru.e ann all manner of herbs," and yet they they did it became God commanded them
woulri "p~ss over jurlgment and the love of to do it, it would follow, of cours.e, that
God."
Their righteousness was their they knew his will in tbe matter, and beown,.and not that of God.
Paul said of cause of that knowledg-e and their desire
that class, "For they being· ignorant of to serve him they did the good, and such
God's righteousness, and going about to· persons could not be heathen, nor unheestablish. their own righteousness, have Iievers, but so far at least they were the
n()t submitteo themselves unto the righ- servants of God, and manifest the dispoteousness of .God."
sition of sheep-for they are hearkening-,
Paul seemed to think there was a differ- .so far at least, to the voice of Christ, and
ence between a righteous man, ani! a good
are following him, not only by obeying
man, for he said: ''For scarcelv for a his comm.andment to "g-ive to the poor,"
righteous man will one die; yet peradven- but are following his example also, But
ture for a g·ood man, some would even suppose they are dcing good deeds,
dare to die."-Rom. 5: 7· That is, for or through naturAl instinct, or through the
in hehalf of a good man some might be operation of the organ of benevolence, or
willing to lay down their lives, yet for a because. they have a kino, compassionate
righteous man scr~rce!y any one would die. heart, and yet are avowed infidels or atheFor a mere formalist, an outward observer ists, and they will not believe the gospel,
of ceremonies who might be a bad man at nor obey it, although they have heard it,
heart, it is not likely anv one would try to can they be called righteous in the
save at the sacrifice of himself; but for a of Matthew 2 51 h, that is, that they are
kind-hearted, pious, upright man, one who sheep of Christ, and the blessed of God,
was doing' good to his fellow men, and and worthy of eternal life? Is it indeed
who bv good deeds had won their admira- life eternal to know God and Jesus Christ,
tion and love, men might suffer in their and yet infidels, a\ heists, pagans, and those
stead.
The righteousne~s of God, or a who refuse to obey the gospel, shall reap
divine righteomness, is that which results eternal life, simply on the g-round of deeds
from faith, and obedience to the gospel. of charity, or works of righteousness of
It is revealed or made manifest through their own, which they have performed in
ignorance, and perhaps in indifference as
th~ gospeL-Rom. I: 16, 17. The"righteous" who are to receive the favor of God, to the recipient of their good deeds,
or who are tht> "hlesst>d" of the Father, a "Saint"? It is proverbial that fallen
are not aceeptei! of God through "works women everywhere are generally kindof .righteousness" of their own devising, hearted and ch:Jritable; gamblers also as a
but are rig-hteous through the "washing-of rule are liberal, and so are infidels, or freeregeneration and renewing of the Holy thinkers, and here we always are the reGhost." Cornelius was quite a benevo- cipients of favors from the "heathen
lent mnn, giving- "much alms to the peo- Chinee," yet we are assured that unbeple." Beside this, he was a devout, God- lievers, adulterers (male and female), idol aters, etc., shall not only, "not inherit the
fe:'lring-~ praying man; yet he had to "hear
kingdom of Godt but that
shall go
words,~'. or. the gospel, in order that he

into the "fire prepared for the devil and
his angels," or into the lake of fire and
brimstone.
Will their sins, innumerable
and scarlet colored though they may be;·
will their atheism, their paganism, their
infidelity be all washed away, not in the
"bloori of Christ," but in"a cup of cold
water'' given to a disciple?
And right
here let me say that, Jesi.1s does .not say
when or where the giver of a cup of cold
water shall receive his reward.
But the
idea is taught by him in Luke 6: 38 that
rewards for deeds of that character will be
giv!Fn by our fellow men.
.
But what is meant by giving a cup of
cold water to a disciple in the name of a
disciple? Sometimes, indeed often, the
Cheek "eis onoma" signifies "by the authority'' of such and such an one; but here
it signifies "in the character" of a disciple,
and it implies that he that gives the water
does so because he recognizes the character of the "disciple," or he gives it beGause
he knows the recipient to be a "disciple,"
and therefore does not happen in his ignoranee to give a .drink of water to somebody whom he discovers in the day of
juJgment to have been the Lord in the
penon of one of his brethren, (a disciple).
What is meant by receivirig a prophet
in the name of a prophet? It is "eis
ottotna" again. It 'means that .whosoever
receives a prophet, receives him in the
character of a prophet, etc., that is, because
he is a prophet and is so recognized by his
entertainer. No ignorance here, or doing
good to the Lord unwittingly.
But what is meant by receiving a
prophet's .reward? Well, it can not mean
that if some good sister in Utah should
receive Joseph Smith into her house, recognizing him as a prophet of God, that in
the day of judgment she will be judged
and rewarded with Joseph's reward, or be
rewarded as a prophet. It means that she
would receive the prophet's blessing,
(wbicb might be a ble~sing to her indeed
in different ways).
The reward that a righteous man (in the
g-ospel sense of the word) shall receive is,
life eternal, celestial glory, everlasting
bliss. Shall an atheist, who may give
him lodging for the night, because he believes him to be a good, honest man in
need, receive this man's reward in the day
of judgment for his kindness to him? If
he will, then God will bestow eternal life,
etc., upon one for believing and obeying
the gospel, and for living a life of faith and
uprightness; and to the other he would
grant the same inestimable blessings for a
single charitable act, irrespective of the
fact thnt this man does not even believe
that there is a God, much less does he love
and serve Him. My conclusions are, that
these righteous ones who are found upon
the right hand of Christ at his coming, are
righteous according to the righteousness
of God, that is through faith and obedience
to the gospel; that a righteousness accordto the ceremonial law is a dead and
worthless one, and of course unprofitable;
that good works or acts of benevolence
will bring their own reward in this life;
that eternal Jifg is to be granted to no one,
:;;ave
they first believe and obey the
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gospel, whether in this life or another;
that these "sheep" go "into life eternal,"
and are therefore Saints ·or children of
God. "He that believeth on the Son hath
everlasting life; he that believeth not the
Son shall not see life, but the wrath of
God abideth on him."-John 3: 36. ·"And
this is. life eternal, that they might know
thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent."-John 17: 3·
Knowledge of God the Father and Christ
the Son is obtained only through revelation; or through the Holy Spirit, as all
Saints affirm and the Scriptures clearly
teach; therefore whosoever receives or
enters into eternal life is in possession of the
Holy Spirit, and of necessity has been
born of the Spirit, having first! y been born
of water, after having repented of sin, because of his faith in the gospel of theLord
J e~us Christ.
·
The summary is this: I. The "sheep"
and the "righteous" in Matthew 25 are
one and the same class. 2. They "go into
life etern~l." 3· Life eternal is obtained
through knowledge of God and Christ.
4· Knowledge of God and Christ, o~;l:Qe
Father and the Son, is had only bv rev~}at
tion, or the gift, power, or operation of the
Holy Ghost. 5· The Holy Ghost is bestowed upon baptized' believers of the gospel only. 6. All baptized believers of the
go<pel, who have receiveil the Spirit of
God, are the children of God; are mE'mben; of the hody of Christ; are saints, and
are the "righteous," therefore the "sheep"
of Matthew 25 are the .true saints of the
living God, or the fo!Iowers of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
A thoug-ht .lls to the gathering- of the
nations before Christ. The words ''panta
ta ethre'' signify "all nations," and the
.last word refers always to nations, not
Jews; th(lt is, it can not include the Jews
in the number. Now, in regard to the
g:Hhering of the nations; can it mean that
all the nations of the earth are to be actual!\' gathered into one locality-,-either at
Jeruga]em or Zion-s'ay 10 ooo,ooo ooo
peGple, each individual occupying at least
twenty inches space if closely packed together? Or is it more reasonable to suppose that the idea is that taught in Mat
the.w I3: 41, 47· so? If the f!ations .as
nations are to be g-athered personally befOJ:e the Lord, that is, if it is a literal
assemblage of all the nations of earth (as
such) then the separation is of one nation
(as St:Ch) .from another; for it reads t~at
"Before him sh<~ll be gathered all nations,
and .he s.hall separate them .one frorp
another as a shepherd divideth hi$ sheep
fn:un. the goats." The .literal conception
m U$t tethatnations nations, are. separf!ted one from ar~otber; and that some.nations
(a~ nations) are shep and others are goats;
and that sowe nations (as .nation!') have
done' good to somebody called. Christ's
"Lrethren,'' vvhile other nations (as s~ch)
have ill treated ·them; and that the former
nations (as nations) sha1l. go into life eternal, •while the httter class of nations shall
g~ in.to
sting fire. lf it does not
mt>ant
it must me.an .tftat a certhe natio~s Of the
another cJass

as

are the goats.
Well, now, does it mean Judgment seat of Christ, that every one
may receive a reward of the deeds done
that theoe nations are comoosed exclusive··ly of sheep or goats, that i;, that every per- in the body: things according to what he
has done, whether good or bad." He·
son in the nation is a sheep or a goat? If that
wrote to the church, and said we must be
is the case, what are the distinguishing
marks by which a sheep is known from a judged, and that for evil deeds as well
gQat, according to this parable?
I reply, as for good ones. The parable of the wise
feeding the hungry, giving drink to the and the foolish virgins, showing the excluthirsty, clothing the naked, visiting- the ~>ion of the foolish ones from the marriage,
sick and imprisoned brethren.of the Lord also the parable of the talents, and the
JeSUS Christ; and not doing these good casting of the wicked and slothful servant .
deeds is the goat character. Who are into outer darkness (Matt. 25) all. tea~eh
these "brethren" of the L0rd? Bv some the same idea·of a final separation of the
they are said to be the Church of Jesus righteous and unrighteous who are in the
Christ, or the saints. What reward will church; as also does the parable of the.
the King give these generous hearted, pounds (Luke 19).
compas•ionate people, who are said to be
Yours in Christ,
sheep, for their deeds of benevolence done
T. W. SMITI;Y.•
PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 12th, 1889.
toward his "brethrent-pagam, infidels,
gamblers, adulterer~, drunkards, thieves
and murderers though they be? Answer.·THOUGHTS BY THE W,A.YSJDE.
A kingdom prepi\red for them from the
foundation of the world; a seat on the EDITORS HERALD:-Plea~e give place in
right hand of Christ a.nd the greatest of your columns to a few of rriy cogitaticms
all gifts-eternal life. And what shall the which are the product ofhav.ing carefqlly
"brethren" receive? Answer.-A king- read the many long and conflicting articles
dom prepared for them from the fouhdaJ in your columns and through other. papers,
tion of the world; a seat at the right hand which have been mostly written by elders
9f Christ and the greatest of all gifts- and other high dignitaries ofthe churches
eternal life. What difference will there in this dispensation.
be between the sheep and the brethren iti
I have. thought of what .a great. ioke
that day? None at all; their blessedness, these writings would be upon the Bible
glory, honor and salvation .are the same; makers of future generations, and of \J\7hat
And how did the "brethren'' merit this a time they would have to make them
happiness and glorious state? By believ~ harmonize .with each other. . Verilv, tl;~ey
ing and obeying the gospel; by livin!t will have to be experts in the art of ~pirit
righteouslv, soberly. and godly in this ualizing and construing. These teaBh:ers
pre~ent evil world; by denying thE'mand writers have agreed upon some pbipts
selves of allungor1liness and. w0rldly lush;; (whether by accident or frorri policy your
by toi.I and sa.cr·ifice and suffering. And .correspondent saith not), fot; whicb'they i
what did the ":;beep" do to merit the "king- should have credit. The mq~t prominent
dom," the blessedness, the glory, the ·feature of these agreements is; that they fiT(:) ,
eternal life of the world to come? all called .of God, either dir¢ctlv odndi;
Answer.,;--By .serving the wqrld, 'the flesh recty, through Joseph Smitb;tot"beir Mg-h
~,',:ei'~ :Y:::~t
and the devil; but occasionally feeding a positions, .and that they are ajlinspired by
~ :;
hungry saint, or giving him a drink of the same God to teach and writ(:) .these
water, or visiting him if sick, or in prison1 terrible contraqictions for ~he guiqafic;e
and giving him a hat, or a coat, ora pair and instruction d .latter day. Israel~ find
of 'shoes. If be only does one of these that each on(:) bat'; an equal right to dr'aw
things in a lifetime of three score years upon the authorized books of the church,
and ten (spent in ~in and folly and unbe~ and to .wrest and construe tl;em so as. to
lief) the .one act of. kindness if only done sustain their pet theories and th.eir calling-s.
to a saint (nooody else) atone~ for all his They have also generally agreed updn the
sin~ ?nd secures for him a kingdom, a seat
prin6pl(:)s of the doctrine. of. Christ untiJ
on the throne <;>fChrist and etemiillife!
they ,come to the resurrectioi). !of the <:Je~d~
But if .the kingdom of .Christ, tpat is; wheT). from some cause or causes a dn:adl!l. c.
the church of Christ, ispla:I).ted among all ful battle commences, an:d has raged•with,
nations, and composed ofpeople.ou,t of all unabated fury for many years upon almost ·.•
nations·, then a gathering out of that king, ev(:)ry other .imaginable s1ftbje.ct. • .The
dom of the goats who l)ad up to that time const>quences of this fearful .War on paper
been. associated with the sheep (or sheep and in words hRve been: tenfible an:d ~ar~.'
and goats . mingled .in one <fold, good reaching in their effects, and never Will.· .
and bad fish ca:ught in the same gospel be fully known until the .great d~y of
net), I say a <gathering out of the king-~ reckoning, when the sheep's clofhi11g will.
1
dom, (those who of course must first· be in be torn fr~m these fah;e sh,epherd~,
and
it). who are in5quitousand who Gftend by they wtll have to pay the utmost farthingdisobedienc;:e, wot.tld be.a separation of tbe for sc.attering- and peeling the floc;k ·· ·
1
goats from the sheep. I firmly believe ~or the loss of conf1dence,. .ci:>qfusion,
t):lat the name.fof the. sheep a~d the .goats sion; d(:)struction,
·· ·
·
of the. present age are> both recorded in have·caused
a ""O"tJPf·""'"""vu
the various branch records nf lhe Church their c;alling a:nd Of the ·.
of Jesus Christ of Latter I>:ay Saints: led tliem.
Surely this is no tradition: of the elderil. .
· That tl:lere ~re legitim
Paul t.eachea.
.the ch!lrch shaH
,;r,pu•tH••p . . d bate even
appea:r.befqrethe
qfChrist,
thus> ''Fbr. we
·
;,
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a~d aU of the principles taught
. practiced by the church is also legal alld
. }ight. But they never should, underany
· drcumstances 1 contend V\Tith each other in
pllblic nor through the church perio<;lic(l.ls
until all private means of agreement
·.had been exhausted, and . self, .· with
\everyselfish~otive, and self~~ade !heorfes,
and· hobbies, • have been. latd astde a11d
the honor aQd glory of God, the de"
fense .of the truth and the salvation .of
·souls .be the pnly objects in yiew. And
even then they should considt>r well. the.
consequences. to themselves, and to the
church through them, fol' all parties C<?ncerned will suffer loss. of .confidence in
each other and in the eyes of the laity who
have not yet become so well posted and
perfected but what they will, with tew
e}{ceptions, !lave their patro!J Saints; ~nd
whatever their. patron Saint sllys is right,
to .the detriment and loss of confidence in
all other patron Saints, and thus the
breach is widened and nearly the whole
church brought into the broil through the
unwise zeal of a few patron Saints who
are always ready to do battle for what
they call God's. cau~e, especially when
thejr .hobbies are brought .up for a ride.
From what I have written some may
think that I have become a patron Saint
and have overcome all the above named
weaknesses which aspirants like myself
are subject to; but they will mistake, as I
have not reac.hed quite so high plapeyet,
but l;ve in hope~, and still strive for the
maRterv over self. And, thanks be to
God, I can see some improvement in the
last yE>ar, butl still have my patron Saint,
· Jesus. 0 ui<>t, the righteous, and I want to
pattern after him in deeds, and not in
words only; and to this eml I hold him up
to .others as a patron Saint above all
others for them to walk by; for, "Cursed
be the man that trusteth in man, and
maketh flesh his arm [or maketh man his
patro:n Saint], and whose heart departeth
from the Lord; for he shall be like the
heath in the desert, and shall not see
when good cometh."-Jer. 17:5, 6.
Fellow writers; brethren and sisters;
let us all pro.fit by past experiences and
past sufferings and come up higher in
deed and in truth; for we are living in
perilous times, when everything that can
be .shaken is shaking and quaking; and
only those who are living the life of Christ
and adding to their faith, virtue, knovvl·
edge,: temperance, patience, godliness,
brotherly kindness and charity will be
able to stand.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
A. HAWS.
LATAH,

Wash., Jan. 7t.h, 1890.

'THE WOMAN AND HER CROWN.

IT .is understood by some that the Church
of Christ wa$ once spoken of as a woman
clothed with. the sun and a crown upon
her head; these signifying: the crown,
her authority; and the sun, her righteous.ness.
A crown is properly used as a symbol
of authority; therefore to take the crown
from a king or queen certifies that tl~ey
nolonger have authority over their sub-

jects; itals() carries the thought that. those
st;tbje~ts intend seeking elsewhere for. governmental authority.
'
St. Paul when writing to the Hebrews
spe11ks ofcthis au.th?rity of .the woman as
that which was bestowed upon Me1chisedec, who wasJhus a king of righteousness,
and also a king of peace. 'This order of
authority existed bef,ore days began to be
n.umbered to man, and will remain after
the angel pronounces that "time shall be
no longer." It, tl:erefore, did not originate with man; hut aR Christ was ordained
to this authority before. the world was,
and as from h~m it proceeds to men, he
evidently was and is the King of (such)
kings and Lord of (such)lords.
Israel was at one time ruled hy this power and authority. The great King of kings
was their king (r Sam. 12: 12), andhe as
Lord of lords was their great High Priest.
He gave them their laws, which were
wise and just; drove out their enemies before them, !!nd said by the prophet Isaiah
that he wa.s their Savior...,-"In all. their
affiictions he was afflicted, and the angel
of his presence saved them; in his love
and in his pity he redeemed .them; and he
bare them and carried them all the days of
old.". (Chap, 53·) But after a time they
desired a king from among their number
to govern them ''like other nations;". so
they appeded to their prophet-ruler, Samuel, when he was old, saving: "Now
make us a king.'' He was displeased with
their request, but the Lord said unto him,
"Hearken unto the voice of the people in
all that they say unto thee: for they have
not rejected thee,. but they have rejected
tne, that I should not reign over them.
Howbeit, yet protest solemnly unto them,
and shew them the manner of the king
that shall reign over them." After he had
done so the people still refused to obey,
and ~aid: "Nav but we will have a king
over us." (r Sam. 8th chllpter.) After
this the Lord said of them, "0, Israel, thou
hast destroyed thyself, but in me is thine
help. I will be thy king: W.here is any
other that may save thee in all thy cities?
and thy judges of whom thou saidst, Give
me a king and princ'es? I gave thee a
king in mine anger."-Hos. 13. Thus did
Israel refuse to have the King of kings as
their ruler, and presuming upon His clemency called upon the prophet and priest of
the King of kings, whom they were
about to reject as their ruler, to anoint and
crown their new king. It was a sad day
for Israel, and the beginning of their
downfall when they rejected their divine
King as their ruler, and from thenceforth
Israel has been commanded to "Submit
themselves to every ordinance of man, for
the Lord's sake; whether it be to kings as
~mpreme, or unto governors . . . for so is
the will of God." "Render therefore unto Cresar the things which He Cresar's ;"
and, "let no man break the laws of the
land; wherefore be subject to the powers
that be, until He reigns whose right it is
to reign." Thus has the great king commanded his s::~ints; and by these revelations the laws of the land become his laws,
because they receive the sanction of his divine authority to his people.

After they had received the king from
among their number, they still were willing
to acknowledge th(l Lord as the great High
Priest and head of the. spiritual kingdom,
and the giver of their spiritual gifts; but
this lpy;alty waned as y~ars rolled away,
so that for many years they. were without
any word from htm, and he no longer
wrought deliverance for them in a miraculous manner. Their heads were bowed ·
down in sorrow and humiliation,-the glqry of Israel departed; and, misunde~;sta.J?d
ing the prophets of former days, they
were expecting the King of kings to
come and reign in person as their king;
not willing to remember that as they l;iad
rf'jected him as.their King, he as their High
Priest had commanded them tobe obedient to the government under which they
should live.. until the end of the world, and
that this. was his law to them. ·. And yet
when he came as the great Hig-h Priest, qr
rather as the "Son of God" with power to
save and redeem, they rejected him, their
high priest.at that time saying,uHe ought
· because he made. himself:the Soli of
;~' and the inscription on the cross was
"Jes\is ofN azareth, the King of the Jews."
Having rejected their king, lawgiver and
gl·eat High Priest, the woman lost her
crown.
Thus the Jews, the covenantpeople of
God, those with whom were the oracles of
God, and the promises, were for these
reasons rejected, cast off, have wander.ed
without a king or prophet; without anational existence from that day to this, and
will remain so until they return to their
own land, at which time "they will recognize and accept .him as their King, and
also as their greatHigh Priest; for at that
time "the r;ons of Levi shall offer unto the
Lord an offering in righteousness."
After the Jews had lost their powers and
blessings the Gentiles received these gifts,
which had fot:merly been enjoyed exclusively by Israel (or those who chose to enter into covenant with them) because. they
were willing to recognize and submit to
the power and authority of the Lord of
lords, or priest of the Most High God,
even Jesus the Christ; and he warned the
nation and people, saying to his representatives or ambassadors, "Go ye and teach
all nations" that which "l have commanded you;" and to the people, Whosoever receives these ambassadors receives me, and.
whosoever rejects them rejects me. For
a time they thus taught, and were received; and priest and people received the
spiritual gifts and blessings. They also
accepted and obeyed his laws and authority, and thus the woman was again clad
with the sun and crowned by her King.
And now glad and joyous were the
months and years that passed on, men
rejoicing in the wonderful gifts of God,
and receiving counsel and instruction from
men inspired of God by the Holy Gho3t,
being obedient to the laws of God and of
men.
But alas! sad to relate, men after a season again rejected the King of kings as
their revelator, his laws and his servants.
Rejecting his servants they fotmd themselves unable to administer his laws, for a
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change of the priesthood of necessity made
also a change in the law; so that the Gentiles
· having rejected .the laws and authority' of ·
Christ, must, if worshipping at all, frame
their own laws and authority; and to a
great extent this was done, for the laws
were transgressed, the ordinances were
changed, and the everlasting covenant broken. When this was consummated· the
people lost all the miraculous blessings
which were before enjoyed by them as
Saints; their ministers were no longer inspin;~; prophets no. more received the
wo"'d ot the Lord for them, for there was
no{aqswer from God, and thus the woman
ag.ain lost her crown, and on earth all men
were in darkness as to God's purposes or
:,desires towards them. All was doubt and
•uncertainty, priest and people, bond and
free were all deluged in apostasy and unbelief, blindness and darkness over aU .the
earth, and for so many years did this state
of affairs exio;;tthat men ceased to desire the
word of the Lord by his prophets and did
not want the miraculo:us gifts and blessings
of God, as were so freely enjoyed
while obedient to God's tt.ws:an<if
ing his authority, No greater
than this is needed to show the total
tasy of th~ church, the l()SS of the: WOman's
crown, and her unclothed condition; for
she said, "These miraculous gifts~ are all
do"ne away, because they are no longer
needed.'' Then men calling themselves
God!s ministers and affecting much piety
and humility assumed the right to. change
God's laws and to lord it over God's heritage, even to killing men because they
would not submit to the laws and doctrines
whic.h they had framed.
They were "grievous wolves, not sparing the flock; speaking perverse things"
-not willing to "endure sound doctrin~"
"speaking great swelling words; having
mens personsin admiration because of advantage."
Fnim the record of the pt~st .we learn
that the great Hig·h Priest while ruling in
Israel, gave laws to his subjects for their
government, spiritual and temporal. The.re
was no legislative body amongst the~ to
enact laws for their. government; but there
was.an administrative body appointed, by
the King and qualified by him, as his officers to admi'n.ister his laws. And also
when the Gentilesaccepted him as their
High Priest they 11ccept~d him .as their
Lawgiver in all spiritual matters; and as
the 0ne who should qualify his. officers to
administer those laws, demanding of Jew
and Gentile, priest and,. people ~trict ubedi«mce to his laws. He, .the law-maker,
and the one who shquld .call and app()int. all (}fficers; they obedient to his linivs
and respecters of his officers. But in the
cas.e ~f Hebrew a11d Gentile, they were
n.ot willing. to continue . administrators
only, but all'o wished .to be law-m11kers;
and thus •violated, the law by. rejecting
theil" great High I>riest as lawgiver .and
.revelator, which has brought them .under
co~demnation ~nd into darknesss, and .has
c~u~~d them t(} wa11der withoutan organ"
izati(}n gov~rned. di~ectly •by the great
High Pri:est; •with~ttt a. ch:Urch o~g<aniza
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the King, or its officers by divine appoint- arrayed in her royal robes, is moving onment. Under these conditions our fathers ward and higher; and the splendor, glory,
tried to administer the written law of the honor and power of the church of Christ
Lord without being divinely commis- again shines over the land; and the bride~
sioned; and although an immense amount groom, the King, will soon come, for the
of good was wrought among men, yet the btide, the queen is making herself ready,
law could be administered only in. part, and her crown will never again depart.
From what we have thus far read we
and men had lost sight of the fact that
God, the Christ, is the only Law-giver for may deduce the following: 1st, All ~piri
the children of his kingdom; and they not tu.al laws come from the great Htgh
having any commission of authority from Prie'st, Christ, the only law-maker. zd,
him were willing to say tnat no one els.e Acommission of authority to administer
had, and that it was not necessary. Thus spiritual law~ must emanate from J e!-.US the
the woman abode in the wilderness Christ. 3d, The strength of authority.lies ·
in the ext'cutive administration of the law,
of darkness and unbelief.
In 1830 a man said that Christ the great and of obedience to the law by the people
High Priest had spoken :1gain, and was and by the possessors of a commission of
about to give instructions to order and or- authority. 4th, The magnanimtty of auganize his church. The woman was thority is seen in the mercy and ch~rity
commg out of the wilderness; she was manifested in the administrations of the
again to be crowned hy her ldng. Glori- law. ,5th, And the glory of authority
ous news to men! Now all good people dwells with him who in his own seW.abnewill be glad and rejoice! The King spake, g:'ition administers the law under the in-.
his subjects willingly and gladly listened fluence and power of divine love. Th.ere~1
to his voice.
· ·
fore all law and authority in the Churcll'•
The woman was again clothed in royal of Christ emanate from the God of lovei:
robes and received her crown from he.r the law, a law of love; the authority, that
King. Her duly cominisioned officers of divine love; so that such laws, such au~
gladly· and with power dissemi11ated the thority and .such administrators ate the
good news to nations, kindreds, and safeguards.of the church, and ofth~;:hqnor
tongues, until her willing subjects were and power of the gospel of Christ~the
counted by tens of thousands, obedient to redemption of man, and are the glotyand
all laws, both temporal and spiritual; for splendor of the woman and her crown..
JosEPH F. BuR:ro.N.
11Ulaw was of God. But alas! alas! they
CALIF.PRJ'<IA, Dec. 30th, 1889.
not willing to learn by the history of all
former people&, but following in their
footsteps, soughtto change laws; forgetting that their strength lay in their obedience to the laws of their Lord, and in the
administrations thereof in wisdom, mercy
and divine love. But instead of being
Conference convened at DennJsport, Saturday,
obedient to law th~y would be law-mak- January .18th, at 2: 30 p. m., M. H. Bond chpse11
ers; instead of keeping the. la\)\r of the cgairm.an; G. H. Gates clerk. Ti Whiting' a~sf~;t:·
land, which by the revelation of their ant; JuliaGlover organist; Th9i>• Whiting c.hor·
great High Priest had . become th,e law of Isler; H. Dow.ne and M.. Gondo)( ushers; I\f..C:
Eldredge, 1. B. Ames and H. J!oaue committee
their Lord, they openly viohited it; and on
br.anch reports; G. H. Gates 'and T. Whiting
speaking great swelling words about "the auditing c()mmittee: . Elders, pre~ent and rel:?ort'
eternities and men's kingdoms in eternity;" lng: T. Whiting; N.C. Eldredgt;. N. Eldr~dge,
they administered the laws by comp1.1lsion, J. Smith, J· Pierce. Priests: I. B.. Ame~r H.
and with haughtiness. Rejecting the law Doane an~ S. S. Wilber.. Teac~ers: N. THpp,
G: Robley .. Deacon, M. Gondolf. Eld~ni. reof her Lord, the glory of the woman fled; portin!! by letter: ·A. H. Parsons 1 :E,.N. Webster,>
s.he exchanged her crown for. that pow17r G. S.. Yerringto11,] .. Woodwar!l, .President of
which brought her under bondage, a:q.'d mission,. W. H:. Kelley, reporte&.by letter;, offerher robe of righteous:q.ess for the sackCloth ing vvise suggestion~. concerning district matters.
Branch reports.ware received f~pm Boston, F~H..
and ashes of shame and disgrace.
,Rivet, DeJ:lnisport, Cranston, PHainvliJe, North·
A few of tbe}oyal subjects; with lamen- Plymouth, J>rovidenfe, ~ittle.Compton a~dNe:w
tations for the departed glory of the wq~ Bedford. M. H. Bond; G. H. GilltesandJ ..Smith,
man, sought again their Lord andbydi- were, cho.sen as delegates to General Confer.en~e,
vine revelation from him reorganized.the with discretionary power to selept two others to
with them: .By a resolution ifroln F.:. A: .Pot:
church: offlce.1'S were called, president Of act
ter, a co~mittee of all the elders in the confe~
the highprie~thood, whose mission was to ence was appointed to consider ;g;rievanc.es;: ...AX·:
call wandering Israell:J!Ickto the law froin 6: 30. p. m., in abs.ence of M
•Bond, ciwirjg to··
<;hosen.. chair·.
which they. hfl:d departed, Wa$ chosen by .seri().V~. i)lness, Bro J. Smith
!strict ~teas-~
the King, and dilly ordained arid appointed; man jn0,. tem. Bl~hop's Agent
urer reported, and reports were
.to audit-·
Thus was the crown placed .upon her ing committee~ The election of.
brow, and she was clothed with. the sun, w-as th;en m~>Ved by 'I';
for bet willing subjects are oqedient to all was c;ffered by G: H.
qod's laws, both of the la.nd and the Monday mornin when
tO be. nr••oP·n ~ •
spiritual laws;' and she h3:s learned that pected
next, qpnferenc;e ....,as.app.oln.ted
safety lies in .keepingthelawofGod, and River'.:• F,•. A:
that danger lurks in th~.path ()f those w
wl)ich,he desired . aye
. tee of 'elders; It-was so rFTFrrPn ..
attempt to make laws; happiness
<lP'rli!.,P<: Were ..enjoyed by aJI :. u:ra•Vt:r
'Joy with those who~e sp.epMrds le~d •
12
beside the. stl11 waters of tne law.
Lord; ~nd s~rtow: and
to
tiollrec~i~ip,~• i~s.lavysxlir~ctly.fro~•Ch;ril't,
w: ho dep11rt tfiert!from.,
tllE~.w<>n:taiJ.,,;I7 .~a.,x;~!f!I'Jn.,;"bi\si~:e~s s.~ii~cll)!, '
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G .. H. Gates. and Geo. Robley
M. H. Bond as district president.
was offered by F. A Potter and
that John Smith be chosen. After
discussio.n a ballot was taken sustaining M ..
.by a i;oteof l7 to I$. G. H. Gates was
sustained as district clerk, Jvhn Smith as Bishop's Agent ancl district treasurer, W. H. Kelley
a~ president of the eaR tern mission, aho the general church .authorities. Bro. Charles Young
was granted his license as prieot. The following
re~ol\ltion was presented by T, Whiting and G.
W.. Robley: Whereas, a question affe,ting the
:case. of F. A. Potter. vs. Amy A. Chace was referred to E .. C. ;Briggs at the Brock ton conference,
held May 2llcq, 1887; and whereas, .this conference ·has .not received any report from him except a report of progress September 24th, r887;
therefore, be it resolved, that this conference discharge him ft'om further comideration of the
same. Moved. by G. H. Gates that the matter be
tabled.. An amendment was offered by T. Whit·ing that it be tabled until the next ses~·ion of conterence. Prevailed.. The most peaceful sessio.n
of the conference was enjoyed by those ,whoremained in a prayer service from I 2 to 3 p. ttL

PRELIMJN AR Y COUNCIL.
The Quoru1Jl of the Twelve, or so many.of
them as can con \'enien tl y do so, are requested to
meet at Lamoni, Tt,~esday, March 2,'ith, previous
to'th~ assembling of conference, April 6th, for
the p:urpose of,counsel and consultation with the
prt;lsidency, on matters pertainJng to the work
and the ministry.
fosEP.H SMITH,
.
W. W. BLAIR.
~AMONI,

Feb; 3d, 1890.

REUNION.
The committe appointed to arrange for holding
the annual Reunion for 1890 met with a committe'e appoif)ted bv the citizens of Logan, Iowa,
November r6th, 1889, and after looking over the
proposed ground and finding a beautiful location,
decided to locate the Reunion of the church there
for the year 1890, and entered into a contract
with the committee of the citizens of Log-an for
the. exclusive. use of -grounds, they to .furnish
ample and sufficient g-rounds and hny at .$4 oo
per ton and wood at $z,oo per cord, which they
cheerfully agreed to do.
We found s11id committee. comfosed of some
of the best citizens of Logan, who showed to us
by their acts that they were willing to do all that
could be expected of them to make the coming
Reunion a success. And we feel to ask all the
Saints to come, feeling that all that has been
promised and more, too, will be cheerfully done,
and that there will be plenty of water on the
grounds.
Your committee further decided, as per resolutioh, that said Reunion should begin September
_z6·,h, I89o, further notice of which will be given
later.
By order of committee.
JosEPH SEDDON, Stc.
TO ELDERS, PRIEST. TEACHERS
AND DEACONS.
According- to instructions any of the above
bodies of officials who are unenrolled in quoru'ms
at present, may st>nd their namesto the General
Church Secretary for enrollment, and from his
hands all names to fill vacancies should be drawn.
Many names are left upon my list<· yet undrawn,
but others may be added at any time, and such
will be pu!:llished by me and preeented to the
quorums having vacancies. If previous arrangements or present wishes are for any certain quorums let it be $0 named. It would seem that a
quorum of Deacons might be organized, if many
of those whose names are now in my hands, with
. others who may, would attend the coming conterence. Send names before April rst.
Brethren applying will please ~ay when they
were born, when baptized, and when, where and
by whom they were ordained.
2t
H. A. STEBBINs, Church Secr'y.

SUNDA"Y-SCHOOL CONVENTJON;
. Believing that a. district association will greatly improve the efficiency of the Sunday·schocll
work, we request :ill superintendents of schools
in the Fremont district, alsq other neighboring
schools to submit the question of a diotrict or·
ganization to theirschools; also to appoint a delegate to attend .our conference at Shenandoah,
February 22d, to expres~ the sentiment of the
school either for or against. We may not be able
to dl"ect an organization at the. cuming confert:nce, but can m.ake all arrangements for the
same at our next conference. In case no one
"can go to represent you, please write me concerning it immediately.
T. A. HoucAs, Henderson, Iowa.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Kewanee district conference will convene
nt Kewanee, the first Saturday in March [rs\)
The mem hers of the Kewanee branch wish to extend a general invitation to ..their brethren and
sisters of the di~trict. to attend this conference, to
assist in the dedication of their church edifice on
the following Sabbath. President Joseph Smith
and Bishop G. A. Blakeslee are under conditional
promises to be present; ar,d it is hoped that the
missionary in charge, A. H; Smith; president of
the district, J. W. Terry; missionaries. of this and
adjoining fields of labor will attend and assist in
adding interest and influence to this conference
work and the dedication.
Communications may be addressed to
JoHN CHISNALL, Kewanee, Illinois.
The conference of the North Nebraska district will be held at Omaha, beginning February
28th at 7 :3o p.m. It is likely that some important matters will be considered, upon which the
delegates to General Conference will be instruct~
ed. If Bro. Caffall can be present he ~ill be a
great help. Let there be as. full attendance as
possible.
W. M. RUMEL, Dist. Pres.
The quarterly conference of the Little Sioux
district will conveneat Magnolia, Iowa, March
xst. All elders in the district are requested to
report in person or by letter, and a full report
from each branch is also requested, as this is
last quarter of the conference year.
A. M. FYRANDO, Dist. Sec.
CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
By General Conference act the various districts
.are required to make out annual reports, in which
are to be. stated the number baptized during the
year, the number received by letter and vote, and
those removed by letter, died and expelled, with
the total gain or loss over the previous year. The
names of the organized branches and the present
membership should be given. Then add the
number of unenrolled or scattering members
living in the 'district, with the numbers that :ire
left upon the records of disorganized branches,
if any there be in the district.
District presidents and clerks should secure
the names ot all unenrolled members, and their
items, place them on the district records, and also
report the same.to the General Church Recorder,
so that all who are members of the church may
be known and recognized as <uch, and that the
district authorities may establish a watchcare
over them, both for their own good and for the
good ofthe church.
District officials should add to the statistics a
brief statement as to the progress and condition
of the work within their borders and what is being done for its advancement; also what the prospects and needs are of that region. Blanks are
for sale at the Herald Office, or I will send on
receipt' of card. Please mail all reports to me as
soon after t.he first of March as po,sible, for if
sent late their use is made almost impossible, because of the press .of other work.
Where hrethren do not know the addre<ses of
qu.orum or oth'er authorities, or it is more con-,
venient to send to me, I will deliver such to the
proper persons. Petitions, appeals, and other
business for conference should be sent to the
Presidency, or to me, before the session if prac-

ticable.. In making out Ddegate Certificates;
near] y every year some district <- fficers have neg"
!ected to. state the membetship .of the districti
Ttlis should be carefully seen to; for, while I can
give the membership of ,their branches, I do nof
know the unenrolkd number claimed by them,.
unless stated in their annuaL reports. The cer"
tlficat<>s may be sent to me .for presentation at.
Conference, if desired, and should be sent before·
the first meeting for the.use of the committee on,
credentials the first day.
H. A. STEBBINS,
3
Church Secretary.
LAMONI,

Iowa, Jan. 17th, 1890.

.

BORN.
HARVEY.-At Davis City, .Decatur county,
Iowa, December 8th, rS89, to Mr. Refine and Sr.
Debonih K Harvey, a son. Blessed at thE" house
of Bro 0. J. Bailev. January 3o~h; 1890, by Eiders
Robert M. Elvin, 0 J. Bailey and L. W. Wells,
and na.med Ernest Refine.
MARRIED.
HoucAs-HAYER.- At the residence of the
bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Ha"\Cer, Sheridan,
Illinois, January 29~h. 1890. Bro. William E .Hougas and Sr. Sarah A. Hayer; Elder Thomas·
Hougas officiating;.
DIED.
ffPH~ST(),~,__;;;:L\t his parents tesidence; Lone
Ro~J>..-1-la:i-rison county, Missouri, of consurhptlqn, January 25th, I89o, Bro. William A. Johnston, in the nineteenth year of his age. He :was
born in Ontario, Canada, and was baptized by E.
E. Mar,~hall. He bore :his sickness wLth great
patience and had no fear of death. Funeral sermon by Elder Joseph S. Snively; text r Cor.
IS: 35·
GRIFFITHs.-Bro. Evan R. Griffiths of Renick,.
Randolph county, Missouri, departed this life at
his residence, Friday January 17th. j,890, of lung
disease. He was born in 1832, at Pembrokeshire,
Wales. He came to this country in company
with Jason W. Briggs and and others in 1864. and
was baptized into . the Reorganized Church
through .the missionary labors of Jason W.
Briggs to Wales in 1863. He died firm· in the
faith and, hope of a part in the first resurrection.
He was an elder. Before death he bore testimony of the faith and adn.onished his family to
be faithful in it. .
BEEBE.-At her residence in Cameron, Missouri. January 6th, r89o, sister Ella, wife of Myron F.Beebe; aged 43 years, 3 months and 14 days .
She was born in Claring-ton, Calhoun county,
]'viichigan. She was baptized in Sherman, Mkhi·
Jnly 9th, 1871, confirmed July I6·h by Elder
C. Briggs. She was an energetic, intelligent
Sunday-school worker, foremost in every labor
of love; devising and carrying into effect instructive entertainments for the young: ever present
to minister relief and soothe the sufferings of all
within her reach. Ever holding to the faith, she
lived a consistent Christian life, receiving from
time to time manifestations. of God's love and
approbation. She died enshrined in the Jove of
a husband, three children and a host of warm
friends who mourn their loss. A larg<'ly attended funeral service was conducted by Elder James
Drown, at the Saint's church, three miles north
of the city.
BEARSE.-At Brockton, Massachusetts, January 24.th, 1890, of heart dif;ease and dropsy, Charlev F. Bearse. the first- born son of Bro. and Sr.
Eliel F. and Sarah ]. B~nrse; aged 7 year•, 8
months and I I days. He had a peculia1· experience the morning before he died, in which he
said the Lord showed him that he would ag-"in
live forever, and he w:u; not afraid to die. Funeral sermon January 26th by Elder John Smith,
and the following day the body was taken to
Dennisport for interment.
CoRNrsH.__:_Tn the remembrance of the death of
brother Francis Cornish, who died November
r9'h, rS89. at the ae-e of 36 years. 4 months and
6 clays. Young in life he went down with mourning ·to the grave; leaving a dear wife and three
little children to mourn the Joss of·his departure.
He will long be mourned for by these four.
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RAMSEY.-At Bolton, near Manchester, England, December 3oth, rSS9, Elder Joseph Ramsey, president of the Farnworth branch. The
deceased was born May 4th, 1831, at Alston,
Cumberland, England; was baptized October
19•h, r882; was ordained a priest on January 7th,
r883; elder, December r6th oft he same year. H:;
leaves a family of seven motherless children to
mourn their loss. () ur departed brother has
proven himself a wise, faithful and comcientious
laborer, fearless and faithful in the discharge of
duty as a minister of the gospel of Christ. He
was stricken by the hand of death while publicly
preaching the gospel of Christ and testifying to
the divine mi~sion of the prophet Joseph Smith
in the town hall square of Bolton, on the evening
of Christmas day, r889.
He fell with his armor
on, fighting the good fight. He obtained the
victory, and now rests from his labors in the par·.
adise of God. His orphaned children have been
bereft qf a kind and affectionate father, the
Saints of the Farnworth branch of a true shep·
herd and brother, the Manchester district of a
wise and spiritual counsellor, the church of a
faithful and devoted servant. He was interred
at the Bolton cemetery, Thursday, January zd,
1890. The funeral services were conducted by
Elder Joseph Dewsnup.
HoLDEN.-At Castana, Iowa, January zS'.h,
1890, of membraneous croup, Eldridge F., son of
Bro. F. M. and Sr. N. E Holden, aged 8years, 6
months (;nd 4 days. FLtneral service by Elder
David Chambers.
"An~thcr

hnd of promise
The angel" gathered in
Ere lit.tl" feet eo waxen
Had walt<erl the paths of sin,
Or the little lips that cheered our way
Ill ith childi'h words so hright.
Had nttered word or expressed thought
In God's eye not aright."

SELLON.-At Burlington, Jqwa, January 7th,
1890, of pneumonia, Sr. Alma S, wife of·,.Bro. W.
R. Sellon, of Independence, Missouri. She was
taken down while at. her home in Independence,
but rose from her bed and made the trip to
Burlington with her husband to spend the holidays· with members of her family. Her will
was sufficient for the journey, but upon arrivin!S
at the home of h~r son-in-law, Bro. H. E.
Jarvis, she was compelled to take her bed at once,
from which she never rose again. Her suffering
was great, but her end was peace. Her desire
was to live and labor; but upon lt:>arning that the
God whom she loved had willed otherwise, she
meekly exclaimed, "Thy will be done, 0 Lord,"
and in. a few hours pa,sed away, surrounded by
members of her family, who at her request were
engaged singing selections from the Saints'. Harp.
The writ.er was telegraphed for and reached her
bedside about. forty hours before her departure,
and during his stay administered to her. several
times in company with Bro. H. A. Stebbins;
her son-in·law. She received a measure of relief on each occasion. She was an excellent
Saint, and her removal from our midst leaves a
want wh,ich will be long and keenly felt, n().t only
by her bereaved and sorrowing husband and fam''ily, but by all the.church at this place, where her
briefsojomn and labors endeared her foal!. She
united with t·he Reorganization in 1875 . . The
funer;;tl sermon was preached on· the 9~h by the
writer.
JosEPH LuFF.
MATHER . ...:..At Davis City, Iowa~ January
27th; l89o, of Ia grippe, Lorinda, wife of Dr. J.
W. Mather. . She wa~ ailing about two week&,
·but passed a;way witho~Jt a struggle. When
quite young she accept<'d religion, uniting with
the Ft:ee·will Baptist Chur~h, but later: in· life
heard the gospel preached by. the Latter Day
Sai.nts, and after a very careful investigation she
becam~ fully satis.fied with their doctrine and
was baptized AprH lOth, 1864. since which time
. , '.she· rnilcnifested her faith, always reasly and
·· willing to d? good, and' never knowingly
doing wrong of any kind. She had many,
many grand virtues that w.e :would do: well to
.emulate.. and put in practic.e. The furi!"ral service was from the !;iuints' Chapel, and· the sermon.was.by
R M. Elvin to a full house,
l the
closed for the occasion .. .A
. furnished choice an4 ap~

HERALDo

WILSON.-At his residence near Lamoni,
\Vednesday, January 15th, 1890, from Injuries received from a kicking cow while milking, Bro.
George Wilson, a!Sed seventy years. Bro. Wilsonwas born in Norfolk, England, in 182I. Af·
ter his marriage and the birth of three children
he emigrated to America, landing at Keokuk,
Iowa, where he lived till he came to Lamoni. He
was baptized June, r865, at Keokuk, by Elder J.
H. Lake, and ordained an elder the same day.
Prayer was offered at the house January r6th by
Elder R. S. Salyards, a few wordE of comfort and
eulogy were said by Pres. J. Sr,nith, and the remains were taken by train to Keokuk, where funeral services were held, Elder.]. H. Lambert
preaching the diocourse. Bro. Wi1son was a
good man, and has gone to the rest of peace in
Chri,t.
PoRTER~-At \Vilber, Nebraska, January 23d,
1890, of diphtheria, Sr. Rosa, daughter of Bro.
Charles H. Porter. Her last brav" struggle for life
was. of two weeks' duration, which wore out the
delicate frame, and the sweet and gentle spirit
returned to God. Thus another·of the pure ones,
ere marred by the touch of sin, is awaiting us on
the o.ther side.
She was born in the vicinity of
"Wilber, September 5th,·J876, and gave a willing
and cheerful obedience to the gospel August
22d; r886, being baptized by Elder R. M. Eivin.
She had· full confidence in God and had no fear
of death. Funeral services at the house by Brn.
Levi An.tl>ony arid Ro~ert White.
MATTHEws·-At Los Angeles, Cal!fornia,
October 29th, r8~9, of dropsy of the heart, Sr.
Anna T., wife of Bro. George L. Matt[lews.
When young f. he united with the Baptist Church,
the.n in 1877 joined the Seventh Day Adventists,
and shortly after, through the administration of
Elder J. R. Cook, she received the gospel, and
was baptized October 17th, 1877. She continued
faithful during life, and passtd peacefully away
in full possession of her faculties until near the
end. She was administered to by Eiders Mills
and Sparks. with the Spirit's manifest approval;
but she expressed a desire to find relief from suf·
fering.in dea.th. All that could be done was done
to relieve her sufferings. F1.1:neral .services by
Elder D. S. Mills.
PRICE.-At Runnells; Iowa, January 29th,
1890, Bro. Alexander Price, aged 7r years. He
was a·member of the Des Moines Valley branch.
He lived the life of•a saint of God and never let
opportunity pass without bearing testimony to
the truth of the work.
He was loved and
esteemed as a good man by a)l who knew him.
He died firm in. the faith anr! in hope of. the first
resurrection. Th,~.fqneral sermon was preached
by Elder J: S. Rothto. a very large congregation.
NrLES -:-A.t her residenc.e, Valley, Douglas
county, Nebraska, January 29'.h, 1890, Sr. Bessie
V., .wife of Bro. George S. Niles, aged 30 years,
2 m·:Jnths and 3 days; She• was born at Mount
Pleasant, Vlayne county, Pennsylvania, November:z6·.h, 1859; and was. b~ptized September rsth,
1888, in Dou.glas county, Nebraska, by Elder W.
M. Rumel. She was faithful iJDto death, departing strong in the faith of thegospel.
NiLEs ....:..on De.cerriber 1st, r889, at tbe home
of his parents, Valley, Douglas county, Nebraska, Sylvester, youngest son of Bro. George S.
and Sr. Bessie V. ·Niles ;aged I year, 3 months
and 23 days. He was blessed by Bro. Edward
Boulson.
RoBERT WINNING, Pre~'t.

D. F.

NI~HOLSON,

Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONI.
Ample Responsibility,.
Loans money on aprove~ security. Six percept inter.est
paid on tim:e deposits: :Real Estt~te
bought and sold.

III

AUTUMl\T

LEAVES.

We wish to annource to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN EXTIRELY .KEW DEPARDIEXT
To o•ur magazine'; and tJ.S this department will
be. exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF. J, A~ GUNSOLLEY,

B.s.,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoug]1ts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the ·Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every. opportunity of informing himse]f
not only with reference to the standard works of,
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will. also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictlv to such matter <IS
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and h·elp her to realize ho:w
high and holy is her ealling, and how much of
the abstra<;t comfort and peace of .the family.is
dependent upon her.
··
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commissio11 &uits you better tha!l premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a·month.now
remains before the January number·will beready
for sending out, but much can be dol)e in a month,
by persistent and earnest oflort. We could furnish you· many testimonials of the work. the
magazine is doing, .especiaily outside. of the
church; but we· do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscdption list the
coming year, and hope we shall f!Ot be disappointed.
·
Yours gratefully,
M. W.ALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be;xH
that is necessary, if you nre not prepared to pay
now •. We want to accommodate aH,, but can, no.t
aflord to continpe it to parties who do notr~que~t
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal eard
to keep yo1.1r name from bein!l' drqpped, and in·
sure you the magazine for 1890,
~ All magazines will be sent; out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May;'· Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names·.be,fore
that time; but do!t't failto. keep a ltslof all ilam.~s
yozt send.. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
·
~ N. B.~Parties sending in list of nameJ5
fo!' Autumn Leaves will be credited wit!). a}l
names; but commissions can not be allowed; un"
til payment is mad.e. To insure co)llmission the
money must be collected and sent ~o the o:ffic.e,..
26apr
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HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ••• ; •. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••.••••••• 2
Morocco.. p:ilt edges ......... ; ........... , ... 2
New Testament, Inspired .••••.••.•••••• ··•·..

60
00
60
'15

BOOK OF :MORMON.
ROan, sprinkled edp:es .......................1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••.• • ••.•• ~ •••• 1 liO ·
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Rheep, or Library ••••••••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••••••• -~ •• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••• , ••• 1 50

TIIE SAINTS' . HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined;.)
Leather back and Muslin ~ides ••••.•••••• :;': 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages ofmusic, comprisinp: about 720
tunes, and full instructions on.choir and anthem music.
J03EPH SMYTH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR::l.
(By Lucy Smith.)
MuRlin binding, 312 pages .. ,................ 70
Leather binding •.••.•••.•••••••••.••••••••• 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P(1ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ......... , .1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all peopJe on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
rn .paper covers, 10 cts. each, .per dozen •••••..• 1 00
Limp muslin covers .•• ;, .•. ;................ 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
Hi~ Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and th~
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and M~intained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . .••••••.••••• , • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil;
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is a~
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
tlie church; and it is a most excellent one to be circu·
lated both in _the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in' defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
. Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
M us!in boards . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . • . • . . . . . • . • . • . ~ 6
Question Book for Intermediate Ch~sses.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . ... . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classe.s.
Limp mu@lih, 15 cts. each, per dozen . • • . •
• .1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.•
SchooL Engineer and Record Book • • • .. • • .. • • • 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .• 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets •••.••..••. Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 150, 5 kinds, large ~... . ~5
Fancy Cards, smaller, lO kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judp:e the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms ''The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

BR.t.lJEN-K.ELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages.~ ........ ~-·'" ...... 1 'f6
Propositione:-{l)Is the Book of Mormon of Diyine orip:in, and are its teachiiJgS entitled to the re~pect
and belief of all Christian peorle? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and. identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
18 the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
witll Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 2bcts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 1r.cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th.: notoriops "MI\nnscript Found," writtlll
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so mucn has
been said in connection with the theory that it rur·
nishcd Jo8eph Smith and Sidney Rip:don the chief
~!round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; perdozen.. ....... 'l!i
Witflo•1t covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Callirii!:
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and TranRlation of
the Book of .lrlorm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCR TO D.Oc.TRINE AND
COVENANTS.
enlarged edition, 32 pag~, paper covem ••• ,
Old ediiiol.l ••••••••....•••.•.••••••••••••••

An

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
F.ullleather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
··This \\'AA published b:v the. church in Wales. and
<iontains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIOXS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THR SERR,
And d'scoveries of Ancient AmE>rican Rf'cord~< and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, .43 pages. .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • • • HI
REPLY TO LITTLEF .. LD.
In paper 10cts; per dozen ............... ,... '15
. This i~ .the "Reply of PrPsident Jo~eph Smith to
L: 0. Littlefield in refutation of the. doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
:teathPT bnckR and. corn<>rR. n,u•lin ~idPs; p~inted
· beadin!!R. and ruled for J'l.Pcord of Xames, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages •••••••• ; •• 2 00
DISTRICT RIWORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ..•.••.•....•• ,, .••••• ,...
Baptism a·ud Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

Eidem, Priest~. Teachers, and

SONGS. OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, do:ien 20cts., 100 ..••. 1 !iO
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen lie , 100 • 40

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen lie, 100.. 25
250 for 60 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 76
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
requisites and Design:-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per lOb ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 26c., 100 .. 1 ~5
9. Spiritualism Viewed fl\.'m a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. I! 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12.. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts , 100 •.. l ~ 5
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 6 cts., 100 . . • • . 40
. 16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
1'f. The Successor in the. Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:". or the Church of Christ
. under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 ets.,lOO; .................. ~ . 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 16 cts, 100. ~ .l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 eta., 100 ........... 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God;· dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • • 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. lie., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen :.!5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doc·
trine and Covenants; dozen 5 eta., 100 .•.•.• , 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... Hi
per hundred .....•••......•...••....•.••. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy T and
an Evangelical Church? dozen6 cts., 100... 25
250 for 60 eta., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•• l ~5
32. Which is.the Church; dozen 5 cts; 100 . • • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
·per hundred ... ·........................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 eta., 100 for 25 eta., 250 50
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 eta, 100 ..•• l ,6
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je·
11us Christ; 6 cts. each, per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • 50
Prophecy on: the· Rebellion; per 100 .••••
15
An assortment of Tracts ................
36

0,...

0....

COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Lilnp MuSlin, turned in . . • •. . • •. • • •

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
·W" We have a limited quantity of these on band.
Turkey Superior, gilt ed!te •••••••.••••• , ••••• 3 50
'l't:rkey Superior, with cla.op, gilt edge ••• , •••.. 3 '!5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge •• , •••••••••••••••. 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 4 00

~6

12
25
40

CERTIFICAT_ES AND REPORTS,
Br9.nch Statistical Reports, per dozen ••••••• , • • 40
5
Annual.j:ltatistical· Reports, two for. : . . . • • • • • • •
Cer.tificates of Baptism and !\Iem bership, per doz. 1\l
Certificates of Ren10val. per dozen •••••••••.• • • 12
:Marriage Certificates, per dozen ..••••• ; •• , • • • • 25
:MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'l.n Life- Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin •...... l 50
Universali~m ,Against Itself, 336 pages, mnlilin
hy A. Wilford Hall ...•....••••.•••••..••. l 00
Josephus. complete, library leather ••••....•.. 3 50
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 vo1umes .•.•.....••• , .••• .4 00
i)fosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .••••••• .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••.••. 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4 00
The Koran. librar:v leather ... , ..•..•......... 2 26
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..••....•... 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphi·
Ius, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ••••.••. 2 · 00
··cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •••... 1 'Hl
Bible Text Book ............•.•••..••••.•.. 1 00
.A:pocryphal New Testament ...••••••••••••. 1 65
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size. 85
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Books; Pamphlets, Newsp~pi>rs. and Cut. ANTED
W
. tings relating to the Mormons (Latter Day Samt•),
especially the following for which good prices wtll ]Je

pa1d: A book of Commandments (Zion, 1833): L. D. S.
M<'Rseng~r and. Advocate; Elder's Journal; ThP. Wasp;
Tbe Nauvoo Neighbor (Au>r. number); 'l'he Voice of
Truth, 1844: The People's Organ. Pi•tsburg, 1P44. ("ny
numb~r); New York Messenger; ThPProphet (anvnumber); The En•ign of Liberty, Kirtland; 1847; O!tve Br•nch,
1848; The Truth Teller, hy H. Hedrick; Lithograph of
Nauvoo Temple; Sidney Rigdon's Oration at Far West,

&c.

·A fuller li•t of wants, and list of duplic.tes for sale,
sent on application bv letter.
E. & J. B. YOUNG . & CO.,
8feb4t
Cooper Union, New York. N.fiY.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
supply a WHnt 'Wherever conference is held, the

''PATR I 0

T"

will be issued durwg the GenPral Conference of 1890 as
a four page, •even column morn in!! dmly The firet num~
her will contain a brid exno•itwn of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's busi·
ness meetmg, and prayer and preaching servuJes.
Daily alone
•
•
•
•
50
Weekly"' year and D•ily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of Jan nary 18rb. 1890.
Addre•s:

16jan

LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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HE
"HEARKEN •ro THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVB aAVl! rr :BB ONB WJFB, AliiD Co
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCBPT IN 0A.SE Oll' DBATR, WllBN
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Iowa, February
EH.A.LD!
Offic,ial I"tt:por of the Reorganized Church of ;resue Christ aft
L11tter Day Saint&
PuBLISHED .AT LAMONI, D:mcA'l'UR Cou:NTY,

IowA;

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per ym·~r.
The Traveling Ministry, Dlstriet and Branch President~S~~
tmd the BlshopJB Agents. uro requested to ~olicit new sub~
om1ber<, and help build up the paper and the publicatio"

department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions muat be aent to Da.rld
D:Mlcer, by P. 0. Order, Hegistered Letter. o:r Express.
Entsred s~ necond claes H..:.a.tter a~ La.moni PoE~t Office~

JOSEPH SMI'i'H

W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.

AssOCIAT.E

Lamoni, Iowa, Feb.

22,

Enrron.

1890.

THE following from the Chicago Times
of the 12th inst. gives the result of the la.te
municipal election in S&lt Lake City, held
February roth:

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Feb. r I.--President
Woodruff, head of the Mormon church, today
gave out the only statement he has made upon
the political fight which has just ended here. His
views can be understood as the feeling of every
Mormon in the territory.
"President Woodruff, what are your views as
to the political campaign here and the questions
at issue?''
"Well, sir, I consider this as something more
than the mere question of what men shall compose the government and what party they belong
to. There is a deep-laid scheme to deprive the
Mormon people of all political rights and privileges, so the minority here may obtain control of
the territory.
They can not do this by fair
means, so they resort to foul. By misrepresentation and taking advantage of the popular prejudice against the Mormons, founded chiefly on
ignorance, they succeeded in securing the disfranchisement of our settlers, who made the country,
and then of all the women. Thfs not giving the
schemers a majority they have sought other
means. The Edmunds-Tucker act has helped
them, and they now want every Mormon deprived of the right to vote and hold 0ffice, no matter
how good and law-abiding a citizen he may be.
At the Ogden election a year ago large numbers
of name,s of resident voters were stricken from
the registration iists, hundreds of non-residents
were enrolled, and the election was carried by the
liberals by open fraud, and since then by fictitious
valuation. The assessments of property have
been raised from three to five times the former
amounts of taxes,' vice has flourished, official salaries have been raised, public improvements have
not advanced, and the change is deplored by the
best people of both parties. Boasts were made
after the Ogden election that Salt Lake would be
the next point of attack and that it would be carried by similar methods. The result has proved
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the boasts to have not been made in vain. I consider the election has been gained here. by striking from the registration lists hundreds of legally
qualified citizens and by voting hordes of newcomers who are not lawful citizens. I regard the
action of the registrars-their sitting as a eourt
to judge of their own acts--and their whole course
pursued as part of the scheme to capture the city
at all hazards. I view it with profound regret as
a prostitution of !a wand official power that should
sadden every lover of fair play and the welfare
of his country."
"What effect will this change have upon the
church and the people's party?"
"0h, as to that, I can't see that the church will
be in any way affected as. an organization. It is
entirely separate and apart from political affairs.
The members of the church belong to the people's
party, and they will naturally feel that they have
been robbed of their rights at the polls. But I
presume that will not affect their political views
or status. The church was not in the campaign,
and the result will have no bearing upon it at all
that I can see."
"What will be the future policy of the church?"
"So far as I know it will be to preach the gospel to all the world, instruct its members in their
religious duties, and move forward to its divinely
ordained destiny as to the actual living Church
of Christ."
"Is there any probability. of the Mormon
Church or people removing to M'exico or elsewhere?"
"None that I know of. I do not see any necessity of such removaL Individual members
may go where they choose to better their condition, but there is not, nor has there been, any
contemplatioTi of any such exodus as you ask
about."
"What is the Mormon idea of its rule as the
kingdom of God?"
"It is this: We hold that this church was set
up and organized by command of the Almighty;
that it has the right to formulate and maintain
rules of church discipline applying to its own
members; that the extent of its primitive powers
is the excommunication of the transgressor; that
it has no power to punish any one by deprivation
ot life, li~erty, or property, or personal injury in
any form; that governments should not regulate
~the church nor the church seek to control the
state; that all men should be politically free and
equal-free to vote as they please and to sustain
what politics they please so that they do not infringe upon the rights of others. We believe
that this church will prepare the way for. the
coming of Christ to reign as king, and that this
church will then develop into the kingdom of
God which all Christians pray will come that the
will of God may be done on earth as it is in
'heaven. We believe in the full free agency of
man, and that when that kingdom is established
there will be perfect liberty on earth, civil, polit·
ical and religious."

No.8.

"Then you do not feel gloomy as to the ultimate result of the action?"
"No. I believe taxes will be raised; that there
will be such a looseness of restraint Imposed
upon Immorality and such a striking contrast
formed under Liberal rule to that under the people's regime that, as in Ogden, the more respectable people of all classes will soon desire a return
to former methods. The plotters against the
majority will probably be emboldened to pursue
their plans for the destruction ot the republican
government in the territority, but I should be
sorry to believe that congress or the country will
proceed to such unconstitutinal and infamous
extremities as these that will be proposed. In
any event there is a power superior to all men
who wi!Loverrule all things that happen for the
good ot those who serve him."
The Deseret News says editorially:
"The municipal election of this city was <'arried by the Liberals (Gentiles) yesterday by a rna- .-.
jor!ty of eight hundred._ The processes by whlch
this result was reached are notorious. The successful party, in whose hands, under the Edmunds law, was the entire manipulation of the
election business, ran special trains over the Rio
Grande Western railway and registered gangs of
men clear to the Colorado line who had not the
qualifications of electors, being non-residents.
After the lists were made up fully one-half of the
People's registered vqters were challenged by citation to apr ear before the registrars and show
cause why their names should not. be stricken off.
The names of those who failed from any cause
to appear were removed from the !!st. Others
were treated similarly in contravention of the
decisions of the Supreme Court of the Unite<!
States. Yesterday others who had never been
notified found when they appeared at the polls
that their names had been arbitrarily removed
from the registrars' lists without even a challenge.
At the voting-place all Liberals challenged for
cause were permitted to swear in their votes,
while in two of the precincts at least not one
challenged member of the People's party was
permitted to do this. In former elections the
polls of the second precinct, the largest in the
city, were established in the county court house;
this time they were placed the Continental Hotel,
whichis conducted and controlled by the business partner of the Liberal candidate for mayor.
It is under·stood that the change was made to facilitate liberal personating. Had it not been for
such dishonest methods the People's party would
have carried the city by a majority of at least five
l'lundred. There is a large mass of evidence, largely in the form of affidavits, which proves the truth
of the foregoin~ sJatement. The People's commit·
tee have not yet determined whether or not they
will contest the election in the courts. The great··
majority of the people feel that they have been
shamefully robbed of their rights."
Everything in Salt Lake is quiet to-day. Bus!·
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ness has resumed its normal condition and were
it not for the decorations upon the houses of the
Gentile citizens there, would be no indication of
the great political battle which closed last night
in the downfall of Mormon rule.
Official returns give George A. Scott (Gentile),
for mayor, a majority of 8o9; Louis Hyams(Gentile), for recorder, 539; J. B. Walden (Gentile),
for treasurer, 659; E. R. Clute (Gentile), for assessor, 466; T. M. Young (Gentile), for marshal, 773·
The remainder of the Gentile ticket, including
fifteen councilmen, are elected by majorities
ranging from 300 to 400: This gives them control of the municipal council for the first time in
the history of the city.

BRo. A. GREEK, writing from Bellevue,
Idaho, January 13th, reports that one G.
A. Davy, representing himself as a member of the church, visited Bellevue this
last summer, and while there, seemed to
justify the Mountain Meadow massacre as
a just punishment upon those killed there.
That he also had trouble in deal with
others and claimed to have power to "bind
them in hell." Such a man mav be a
member of the church, but he is not a representative of it. No man who justifies
that act of barbarity, that lawless, cruel
tragedy can by any possibility represent the
church that was commRnded "not to shed
blood;" and to "lift up a standard of peace,"
even unto them who- had persecuted them.
Bro. Greek states that this man Davy's
name appeared in Herald for January 4th,
since which time some of his neighbors
state that they do not want to hear any
more of the doctrine, if Mr. Davy is a representative of the church. We can assure
Bro. Greek ancl his neighbors that in
sanctioning murder and cursing those who
may fall under his censure Mr. Davy
nor any other represents the church;
though it may be that he is a member
of it.
We hope both for his own sake
and that of the church G. A. Davy will
make amends for what he may have done
to bring discredit on the good name of the
church and his own.
'VE are all interested in the payment of
the national debt, and are anxious that it
shall be paid and ourselves and our children freed from its burden. The following
from the columns of the Chicago 7 imcs
will show about how it stands. vVe would
be willing to see, and think it would be
good policy, to turn every dollar of surplus revenue derived under existing conditions into the payment of these outstanding promises of the Government to pay,
even if the Government had to pay some
premium on bonds not yet due. Debt is
not good policy for individuals; how can
it be for nations?
THE DEBT STATEMENT.

The January debt statement shows that the 'total interest-bearing debt at the end of the month
was. $8r8,950,962, against $829,897>462 at the end
of December. These totals cover the principal,
including the navy pension fund and the bonds
issued to Pacific railroads-items which remain
constant from month to month. The items
which vary are the four and four-and-ahalf per ~ei1t bonds and the four per cent refunding certificates, These last now amount to

$ro9,65o, and as they are convertible into and
practically equivalent to four per cent bonds
they may properly by included with the latter.
So treating them, we now have outstanding
$r 17,969,400 of four·and-one-half per cents and
$622,35i:l,oso of four per cents, against $r2r.367,
700 of the former and $629,oo6,zso of the latter at
the end of December.

IN the London edition of the New York
Herald for January 14th there appears
the following from the Herald's Brussels
correspondent, under date of January 13th:
"HOW TO

CIVILIZE AFRICA.

"BRUSSELS, Jan. 13,-According to information I have gathered at the most authentic source,
a novel attempt is about to be made on the Congo.
As there is no serious hope of ever rearing a real
colony of white men in such a climate, the idea
has been mooted of drafting into the Congo dominion a number of young and wei! educated
Negroes from the United States to serve as educators of their backward and uncivilized brethren in Africa,
"An American gentleman, who has been in
Belgium for some time, has submitted this plan
to King Leopold, and to the Congo trading companies having their seat in Brussels, and, his project h::tving met with great encouragement, he
recently returned to the States, and during a flying visit there visited the industrial colleges of
the south and made arrangements for a competition of Negro students, the twenty-four most efficient of whom will, after examination, be sent to
the Congo as employes, skilled laborers, etc,,
giving instruction to the natives.
"Should the experiment succeed and the
American colored people prove, as expected. a
better instrument of civilization than the whites,
a general emigration of the blacks to their
African cradleland will be encouraged, The example set by the Congo will probably be followed by the British East African Association and
possibly by the Germans."

The project to colonize Africa in its inhabitable parts by intelligent, voluntary
immigration will readily commend itselfto
well wishers of the human race; but to
assume that the American Negro is by
right an African, and should for that reason be compelled to migrate to Africa as
to his native land, is out of joint with both
good sense and hum~nity. The Negro
race in America are as much congeners of
the soil, climate and physical surroundings
as are the Scotch, Irish, German, Bohemian, Scandinavian, or other nationalities,
emigrants to America for the past century
or so.
We believe that the superiority of the
white race, so clamorously stated by the
white man both north and south, should
be shown in the political and moral treatment of the Negro race in the crisis which
the cohclusion of the late war forced upon
the American people, rather than in word
only. That the land of America shall be
the land of liberty, final and full political
freedom for man-all men-we try to believe; but it can not be until the white
m<~n, the red man, the yellow man, the
black man, all men who will come upon it
with intent to make it their home and
couqtry shall be equal before the law,
enjoying· like immunities and privileges
and subject to like dis:~.bitities only. However, there is a prospect that the seed of
republicanism sown on the rocky northeastern shores of America and which took
so deep a root there, ha~ been scattered
upon congenial soil over the lands whence

!:ave come the hosts of America's adopted
citizem and will spring into vigorous
growth w hne it has fallen, and make possible !l fin:;l poiitici!l kingdom in which the
people alone shall he sovereign. Vve hail
this experiment to be made in the Congo
as one of the possible instrumentalities by
which the great result may be attained.
REVIEW AND HISTORY OF CALVINISTIC DOCTRINES.

IN our communication column will be
found an interesting and scholarly review
of the history of the doctrines peculiar to
the Calvinistic philosophy. We present
it to our readers as a timely summary of
the causes and some of the effects of the
errors which the latter day work has
steadily combatted since its inception, in
which it has but performed part of its divine mission in leavening the lnmp of current theology. It is more than gratifying
to observe that the most liberal a::1d advanced theological thinkers-those possessing the best training and acumen that
human learning can develop,.-are now
reachinv, out after the principles which the
inspiration of God revealed, and by which
the elders of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints of sixty years ago
were enabled to clearly and understandingly present the truth to the world in
thr,t early day.
It is a very sig·nificant fact that those
men, untaught and nndi~ciplined in worldly wisdom and popular theology,, were
enabled to compr('hend and teach principles ~cripturally sound, and worthy of and
in harmony with a just and exalted conception of the character of God. The incontrovertible facts thus stated present an
impregnable position and furnish an unanswerable argument in favor of the divinity of the latter day work. They are
the only ones consistent with a work
claiming God as its author.
We are grateful that notwithstanding
its unpopularity and greatly misunderstood teachings and objects, the Church of
Jesus Christ holds to no theology which
requires revision, recasting- or casting aside.
If its theogly had been devised merely by
any men, reconstruction or rejection
would have been its inevitable fate, !lS
such will be of every plant which our
heaven! y Father has not planted.
"As for ttutb it endurcth and is always
strong; it liveth and conq uereth forevermore."-Esdras.
"How firm a foundation!"
READ this, lovers of your county, and aid
it what you can:
Marion Harland, the friend and helper of women everywhere, has taken up the work of restoring the ruined monument marking the burial
place of Mary, the mother of Washington.
One hundred years ago this venerable woman
was interred in private grounds near Fredericksburg, Virginia. In 1833 the corner stone of an
impm.ing memorial was laid by President
Andrew Jackson. A patriotic citizt~n of New
York assumed the pious task, single·handerl,'but
meeting with financial disaster, was compelled to
abandon it.
Marion Harland says truly-in her appeal to
the mothers and daughters of America to erect a
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fitting monument to her who ?ave Our Country
a Father-that "the sun shines upon no sadder
ruin in the length and breadth of our land, than
this unfinished Hructure."
The publishers of The Home-lvlaker, of which
Marion Harland is the editor, t•ffer, a5 their contribution to the cause, seventy-five cents out of
every annual subsr;ription of two dollars to the
Magazine sent in during the next six months.
Every such subscription must be accompanied
by the words, "For Mary Washington JJ:lonument."
The offer is generous and should m~et with an
enthusiastic response.
BRo. GEORGE S. LINCOLN, of 18or, Polk
street, San Francisco, California, sends us
the Argonaut for December 3oth, from
which we quote the following- editorial in
regard to Jesus Christ, our Lord. It is
very readable.

"The birth of Jesus Christ-whether it occurred on the twenty-fifth day of December, in the
first year of the Christian era, or whether the
event happened in the month of J'<nuary, three
years and eleven months before that period-is
the grandest incident of the world's history. We
mean that part of the world's history embraced
within twenty centuries of time, and concerning
the Christian world-the only time and the only
portion of the earth with which we are especially
interested. Curious and strange is the eventful
history of the Roman Empire which antedates
the birth of I-Iim-the sinless and perfect manwho stands forth in the exaltation of His humanity as the accepted Sm~ of God and as the representative in this modern age of all the attributes
with which intelligent man clothes the Author
of our existence and the Architect of the universe.
We do not learn from heathen writers whether
Jesus ever lived at all. Jewish historians, contemporimeous with the age in which He is claimed to have existed, afford but little proof of the
fact. We search the pages of Tacitus, Suetonius,
the elder Pliny, Herodotus, and all the Hebrew
writers, and we are still in scholastic clouds
whether the life and history of the incomparable
author of the Christian faith and founder of the
Christian church is not a legend. The Christian
history, from the period when John the Baptist
came crying from the wilderness, announcing
the coming of one greater than himself-the
Messiah-is clouded in darkness and in doubt.
The Roman world was pnssing through a bad
epoch; it had attained lhe zenith of its power
and splendor. The Augustine era was passing
away; the period was rich in disasters, rent by
internecine strife, torn by rebellions; the philosophies and vices of the pagan world had brought
it to confusion; chaos rioted in crime. The Hebraic world stood in expectation of a coming
king. He was to have been a monarch clothed
In royal splendor, clad in the regalia of earthly
power;· and when the humble preacher came
from the desert, clothed with the skins of wild
beasts, girdled in belt of leather, feeding upon locusts and wild honey, to proclaim the coming of
Him, the latchet of whose shoes he was unworthy
to untie-the· lowly born, the carpenter of the
humble village of Nazareth--it was disappoint~ment to the scribes and Pharisees, to the men of
wealth and power among the Jews. Christ was
the subject of derision at the Roman court. He
antagonized the Jewish people. Hls claim to the
Messiahship was accepted only by the. common
people. His apostles were chosen from among
the fishermen who plied their vocation on the

Sea of Galilee; His disciples and followers were
from among the poor atcd lowly. He inculcated
a new religion, He attacked hypocrisy, He fed
the hungry, He assailed sacerdotalism, He set
himself in violent opposition to traditional ceremonies, He came into open conflict with the
priests of the Sanhedrim. Christ and His apostles were of the laboring poor; Himself a carpenter, He established no hierarchy, set up no order
of priesthood, organized no e;:clesiastical government, called no councils, formulated no dogmas, and Rome was not the seat of the universal
church. He did not claim to be infallible, except
so far as he led a sinless life; never said masses
for the repose of the dead, nor His prayers in
Latin. He was poor and sent His apostles
throughout the world to preach the gospel without purse or scrip; acknowledged Cresar; did not
claim the sovereignty of any state, nor endeavor
to exercise the authority of civil power. His was
the religion of humanity. He loved little children and called sinners to reform themselves and
whether we credit His miracles, His fables, His
life, His miraculous conception, the story of His
ir.fancy and childhood, His youth and early
manhood, His public ministry, the closing scenes
of His crucifixion, His resurrection and ascension, or whether we regard all these things as fables, we are compelled to admit the example of
His sinless life. For absurd mythological superstitions He substituted common sense; He replaced the terrible Jehovah of the Jews with a
God of infinite love, and in place of philosophic
creeds gave the world a code of morals which
taught forgiveness, peace on earth, good-wili to
man; He taught brotherly love and the commu·
nity of property. With the Christians' early life,
we have no quarrel, with the church which Christ
established, we have no controversy~not till the
conversion of Constantine; not till politics were
in grafted into the primitive church; not till it became a political organization and a money-making industry; not till it grew into an ambitious
hierarchy; not till its ecclesiasticism became a
crime, and in the name of religion were wars inaugurated and persecutions instigated to suppress
free thought and free conscience; not till it became the enemy of science and education did it
challenge the antagonism of the intellectual
world. Had the religion of Christ remained as
in the primitive period before the early fathers
became involved in the dogmatic controversies
which resulted in the ancient councils of Nice,
Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcodon, the intelligent world would not, as to-day, be fo~md in
infidelity and rebellious antagonism to its teachings. There is nothing in the life, or example,
or teachings of Christ which does not command
the entire respect of the intellectual and moral
world. His code and teachings have changed
the current of history. He is worshipped as the
MesBiah-as "Christ, the Son of the living God"
-by all the most brilliant and civilized nations
of the world. '!'he most advanced fkeptics do
Him homage. Kant and Hegel recognize His
divinity; Spinoza regards Him as an example of
heavenly wisdom. His divinity and goodnes impressed Voltaire and compelled the admiration
of Napoleon. Rosseau, Stevens, and a long line
of the most illustrious of the wise men-the
scholars, the scientists, the philosophers of all the
ages-have willingly accorded to Him His divine position. Renan accepts Him as "the most
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beautiful incarnation of God in the most beautiful of forms." The intelligent world is not at war
with the Christ whose birthday we have this
week celebrated throughout all civilization; Is
not at war with the church He founded upon
earth, nor the religion He taught. Infidelity and
incredulity war upon Papacy and all the abominable and superstitious innovations which It has
imposed upon an Ignorant and credulous following."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. W. H. Garrett, of Greenville,
Pennsylvania, lately wrote as follows:
"The work Is steadlly gaining and getting on a
firmer basis, I think, each day. We held our
conference at Conneaut yesterday and took the
initiatory steps in the erection of a church. Outsiders are quite eager to see it go up, and will
help very materially. We are greatly encouraged.
Bro. Powell has done a grand work there and is
very highly esteemed by every one. He was indeed remarkably blessed. We all hope General
Conference will return him. Our branch has
done well in paying tithing, and, indeed, nearly
all the dlstrlct, and we have been much blessed
spiritually, for which I am grateful."

Bro. Justus Minthorn, Gaines, New
York, says:
"There are but three of us In family, self, wife
and daughter. We will share our home with
any Saint who will come to us. It has been
about sixteen years since we left Missouri, and I
would like to correspond with some of the Saints.
Should anv one come this way and will notifv
me I will meet him at the Albion Station, Nt:~
York Central Railway. My address is Gaines,
Orleans county, New York."

Bro. J. J. Cornish, from Lexington,
Michigan, February 3d, says:
''We are having big crowds at the German
Church here. We have goo<l attention and good
liberty. The brethren at the upper end have
begun to baptize. Some wish to shut Lhe Schoolhouses against us. The three officers at one
School-house had this to say, first officer, 'Let
us shut the School. house against them.' Second
officer, •No, sir; I want the truth to be told.'
Third officer, 'This is a free country. If you
shut it against one you must shut it against all.'"

- Bro. C. St. Clair, from Kansas City,
February 4th, says:
"On Sunday, February zd, I led three into the
waters of baptism. Others are almost ready.
The branch here has bought a lot and is building
a new church-house, and will soon have a very
good place to meet j.n. It will be located on
Wabash avenue, between 23d and 24th streets.
According to the plans it will be neat and fine,
Any dispo~ed to help send to Arthur Allen, No.
grS rg'.h street, Kansas City.

Sr. Anna Roberts wrote from Buchanan, Tennessee, January 3oth. She bears
her testimony and says:
"Bro. Seaton preaches once a month for us,
and we think he is a noble, good soul. The
Saints are talking of building a new churchhouse at Foundry Hill branch, as they are locked out of the School· house they have been occupying.''

From Guilford, Missouri, February
10th, Bro. A. J. Moore thus wrote of the
late conference of the Nodaway district:
"Good spiritual meetil.,g at our conference.
Ern. Hawley and Roberts gave us much assistance. All went home feeling well."

Bro. John H. Lake., writing lrom St.
Thomas, Ontario, February IOLh, says:
"In this mission there have been some peculiar
· experiences to be met with the use of the spiritual gifts; but I trust we have them corrected and
under control, by the law and authority of God.
The labors of those elders that have been active
have been blest, and a goodly number have been
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added by baptism. I do not know of one that
has been cut off from the church, and there has
been but few deaths. Sickness has been quite
frequent with the Saints, but in many cases ,they
have been healed when they were administered
to as the gospel law directs. We have had a
very warm and open winter for Canada. Bro. R.
C. Evans is expected here to-day from Waterford. We expect to remain here until atter Sunday, the r6th, and go·to London for a few days;
then to Chatham. We expect to labor in that
part of the mission until we start to the conference at Lamoni."

Bro. W. W. Blair, writing from Council Bluff,, February wth, saysi
"l held two services here yesterday to full congregations .. A promising young man, Arthur
Dempsey, was baptized at three p.m. Am to
hold services each evening this week."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A BILL has been intro.duced in the Canadian parliament, providing a penalty for the
practiceof polygamy or for assisting in a
polygamous marriage, of two yeus imprisonmeat or a fine of five hundred dollars or both. It is designed more particularly to prevent the practice by the M ormons of Cardston and other places iri the
territories. The bill also proposes to disqualify any person guilty of an offense
under the act for voting at any election in
the northwest territories or for being a
candidate for any public position.
Sr. Cora Ezzell, of Marmaton, Kansas,
requests prayers in behalf of her father
who is very ill with pneumonia and who
desires to be especially prayed -for.
Bro. GeorgeS. Niles, Valley, Nebraska,
would like a place for his two sons, one
seven the other three years old. H:e lost
his wife January 29th, r89o, and would
like a home for his boys. If any read this
who would take them, address him as
above.
Bro. W. D. Clark writes from ~edalia,
Graves county, Kentucky, that
desires
the prayers of the Saints in behalf of his
wife, who has been and is very sick. Let
the faithful pray, not only for Sr. Clark
but for all in affliction.
Sr. Phebe E. Cater wrote October 14th
from Orchard, Nebraska, a long and pleasant letter, relating he.r experience and her
dreams; but it has with a lot of others
been crowded out.
Letters received from Sr. Sarah J .Ezzell,
Marmaton, Kansas; Mary Maxey, Steelville, Missouri; Bro. E. B. Monroe,
Windsor, Missouri; D. T. Baul, Cook's
Point, Texas; John Smith, Avenue City,
Missouri; Sr. Mattie E. Kirkendall, Creola, Ohio.
Bro. L. A. Lyon, Johnson City, Missouri, would like a place and employment.
He is a cheese maker, by trade; has had
some expei'ience as an engineer and in
grinding corn and running a saw. Any
one knowing of such a place will confer a
favor by writing Bro. Lyon as above.
Sr. Mrs. Rachel S. Coates, of Dorchester, Nebraska, wrote from that place, the
6th inst., requesting that the elders laboring in vVisconsin and Washington will
call on the following named persons, relatives of hers, who will welcome and care
for them: W. S. Coates, Boscobel, Grant
county; J. A. and E. E. Drew, living near

he
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Lanca~ter; Mrs. Samuel Powell, living
near Excelsior, Richland county,-all in
Wisconsin. Also S. W. Drew, Napa Vine,
Washington. Some of them have read
the HERALD and heard of the work with
pleasure, and Sr. Coates ~tates that ~he
knows "their gratitude would never cease
if they became Latter Day Saints." She
would like to correspond with Sr. Lydia
Boocher, forll)erly of Orion, Wisconsin.
There will :be a State convention of the
Business Men'..s Association of Iowa, held
at Des Moines, February 25th, z6th and
27th.
Bro. Robert Winning, of St. J o~eph,
Missouri, a member of the Board of Publication, made us a pleasant call on the r r th
inst., ha¥ing spent the preceding Sunday
in Lamoni. He reports that good results
are following the labors of Bro. M. H.
Forscutt at St. Joseph.

THE following amusing scene occurred at
Flemingsburg, Kentucky, during the
week. of prayer; so says an exchange
under date of January 9th:
"The Methodist, Baptist, and Presbyterian
Churches decided to observe the week ot prayer
by a series of union meetings. The third meeting was held at the Methodist Church Monday
night. A very large congregation was present,
and after short addresses by the pastors a prayermeeting was called. During the progress of this
service the Rev. Mr, Hughes, pastor of the
Presbyterian Church, was called on to pray. In
the course of his invocation he introduced the
articles of faith of his church. He was interrupted by the Baptist minister, and on their
knees the two preachers fought over the doctrines of their respective churches, while the congregation, in confusion, rose to its feet and
crowded about the two disputants, who bombarded each other with Bible quotations, denomin~.
tional arguments, and sharp retort. The audience was becoming noisy, and there were indications of more serious trouble, when the Metho- '
dist pastor took the pulpit, denounced the proceedings a disgrace, and, ordering the congregation out, declared he would not allow such
shameful scenes in his church. No service wv.s
held last night in any of the churches."

THE following decision of the Iowa Supreme Court will be read with interest by
all who are fig-hting the good fight against
the liquor traffic:
The Iowa Supreme court yesterday passed upon a case appealed from Cass county which puts
an interpretation upon one phase of the prohibitory liquor law not heretofore construed. The
defendants dispensed cider and a drink known as
"B. B." as a beverage to thirsty customers, and
held a United States internal revenue license to
protect them in their sales, but claimed the bev·
erages were not intoxicnting. The court holds
that the law makes the fact of a government Hcense in one's possession prima facie evidence of
intent to violate the state law, except in case of
registered pharmacists, and as the defendants in
this case did not come under that class the judgment of conviction is affirmed.
In its comments on the general convention
Bishop Huntington's diocesan paper says: "The
church will be relieved of the agitation of the
hymnal question, it is to be hoped, for three
years to come. Possibly it may be discovered
some time or other that neither a pubiic assembly
of 400 nor of sixty persons is the provideptlal
agent for the high, serene, and august task of
preparing forms of praise or prayer for generations of men in the solemn offices of worship in
the kingdom and courts of tht> Lord."

m"" Always write the Business portion ofyour Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to say to the Edit0r, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is Business, and MUST BE
done in a business-like manlier.

EDITED BY BIS'l'ER "FRANCES.''

"So welcome I from every source
The tokens of that primal force,
Older than heaven itself, yet new
As the young heart it reaches to,
Beneath whose steady impulse rolls
The tidal wave of hnman souls;
Guide, comforter, and inward word,
The eternal Spirit of the Lord 1"

We commenri to a careful reading the article
selected for the "Column" this week, and though
it may occur to Latter Day Saints that there is
another sense in which the "meek shall inherit
the earth," yet we are assured that' the writer has
struck the true cord of possession, as each one
who tests the matter will prove to his own satisfaction. There is a class described by the poet
"However full with something more
We fain the hag would cram;
We sigh above our crowded nets
For fish that never swam,"

who are poor indeed who possess nothing of the
abundance of that to which they hold a legal
title.
THE CHRISTIAN'S POSSESSION OF
ALL THINGS.
The essence of a paradox lies in its use of terms
in a sense different from that which they ordinarily convey. It thus happens that many of the
profoundest truths assume a paradoxical form
became they assign a deeper meaning to common words than is generally associated with
them. For example, our Lord's saying that he
who would save his life must lose it, depends for
its peculiar force upon the unusual and profound
meaning of the expression, the "losing of life."
In common speech it would have meant merely
ceasing to exist; but since to live was in our
Lord's thought much more than to exist, so to
give up life meant a very different thing from
ceasing to exist; it meant that process of selfgiving in which one pours out his energies in
sacrifice and service.
In like manner, the paradox that "the meek
shall inherit the earth" has its point in Jesus' peculiar conception of that in which the inheritance
of the earth consists. St. Paul's statement that
the Christian possesses all things is a similar example (I Cor. 3: 21). Its pointed truthfulness
lies in the meaning ·which he attaches to possession,-a meaning which clothes the Idea with
entirely unusual associations.
'
This thought of the apostle is expressed in the
course of a discussion of the unfortunate party
spirit in the Corinthian Church. He reminds
the participants in these strifes that by espousing
individual teachers, as Peter or Apollos, they are
cutting themselves off from the benefits to be derived from others. The man, for example, who
wishes to be a disciple of Paul alone, is depriving himself of the advantages which he might
gain from llstening to teachers of different types
and equal excellences, as Peter or Apollos. He
say£, in deprecating this spirit, that every Christian ought to avail himself of all possible helps;
for all the gracious provisions of God for his
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growth and instruction are his rightful possession. At this thought his mind mounts up to the
grand conception of the Christian's privileges in
general, which is, to subject ail things to the ends
of his divinely given life. "Not merely are all
Christian feachers yours, but e,·erything is yours,"
exclaims the Apostle, borne aloft by the great and
elevating conception: All things are yours.
Then follows the truth which forms the ground
of the statement: Ye are Christ's, and Christ is
God's. Belonging to Christ, who is the Son of
God's eternal love, the whole world of the heavenly King is your true and proper possession,
since you are his children.
In explanation of this thought of what the possession of the world means for the apostle, it
should be noted that only he really possesses
anything who possesses the secret of that thing's
true meaning and right use. A watch may be
given a child; he may play with it as a toy, but
he does not fully possess it until he learns its
true purpose and use. Money tuay be put into
the hand of a savage; but until he learns what
its use is, the possession of it signifies nothing.
In like manner, men who have in their hands the
things of the world, but do not appreciate their
higher uses, by so much fail to genuinely possess
them. They may use them for amusement or
gratification, but such use is merely the play of
children with toys as compared with that method
of employing them which constitutes real mora.!
possession.
The inventer does not consider that he has
possession of a given force or principle until he
has discerned how it operates, and has found
ways in which it can be employed for the ends of
human well-being. He may know its existence;
he may enjoy ,its ordinary benefits as nature offers them,-but he rests not until he has learned
something of the secret which It has locked within itself, and has compelled it by his intelligence
and skill to yield it up for the greater good of
mankind.
The scholar does not think that he possesses
his branch of study until he grasps that which is
deepest and most useful In it. The bare knowledge of its facts is not enough; he must find his
way to its heart, to the general laws and universal principles which underlie it, and in which
alone the mind rests in satisfaction.
Any thought of real possession will include
the idea that only he possesses a thing who possesses what is best in it. It is this truth which is
involved in the saying of our Lord, that the meek
inherit the earth. The selfish and ambitious may
possess the earth in the more superficial sense in
which men are wont to estimate possession. But
those who use the world in the gentleness and
patience of Christ's spirit are the true owners and
rulers of the spheres in which they live, because
they make their own that which is best in the
world and in life. The thought of possession as
our Lord and St. Paul conceived of it penetrates
to the real value and true use of the thing. This
fact is what makes their statements concerning it
so difficult for men to understand. Not he who
holds a title deed merely is the possessor; nor he
who through his .descent has acquired a legal
ownership is the true inheritor,-but he who
knows how to enjoy and to use and to interpret
the things of the world as stepping-stones to the
higher joys of the mind and heart, and as aids
wherewith to attain the moral and spiritual ends
of life.

who owns a palace adorned
with art, and a park embellished with nature's
choicest gifts, is no true possessor of these things.
He has not the mental qualities which make him
capable of their real enjoyment. The gardener
enjoys his ftowers better than his master; he gets
more out of them, and more truly possesses
them. More of the poor who pass his estate *get
more satisfaction from its beauty than he ever
derives. He is its owner, in the ordinary judgment of men; but those who are more capable
than he of appreciating its beauty,-those who
are refreshed and uplifted, as he is not, by its
natural and artistic charms,-are more truly Its
possessors.
Does not the secret of true possession iie in
nearness to the heart of Him who is maker of all
things, and 1111hO has revealed in the world his
own beautiful thoughts? If St. Paul dares to say
that the Christian possesses all things, he does
so because he adds in explanation that he belongs
to Christ, the Son and Revealer of God. He
who belongs to Chri"t in his spirit and point of
view, will look at the world and life from the divine side; he will see something of the meanings
and uses in them which God intended. All the
interests of life, all the bounties of the world, will
be interpreted by him in harmony with the Divine idea of their uses. The currents of human
activity, the movements of human aspiration and
effort, will find their goal in the development of
God· like character. This life will be caught up
into the sweep of an eternal moral order to which
we really belong, and in which we shall attain
our true destiny.
The man of culture has an intellectual possession of the world which no one can limit or prevent. Others may hold title to the roof over his
head, the books he reads, the table on which he
writes. But is he not, after all, the true lord in
his sphere? No man controls his thoughts; his
mind is free, and it ranges unfettered over the
universe which God bas made. The thinker is
in league with God, and his possession goes deep
beneath the ownerships of mt(n.
The mountain in whose depth lie mines of
precious metal, is owned by the men who by
chance or perseverance discovered evidences of
the rich deposit. Men count this possession.
But this mountain also belongs to the student of
science, who traces its structure and explatns its
formation, who knows the secrets of its elements,
and understands by what upheavels and pressures
of molten masses the .miners gold was, long ages
ago, deposited in its hiding-place. If the scholar's
possession passes for little in the market, it is, at
least, more precious to kim than all the mountain's
golden treasures.
To the Christian there is open a possession of
the world in stlll a profounder sense. It is his to
have thetrue outlook and the right point of view.
The principles of Christianity alone teac\1 wha.t
is the true use, and so the real moral possession,
of the world in making all its resources, opportunities, and activities minister to the iife of the
spirit. Slaves of the world, and not its pos,essors,
·are they whose hearts are set upon earth\ v riches
or enjoyments. Short, at most, is our tenure
here. \ve make it a true possession by using the
world as a sphere for enlarging and ennobling
the whole inner life by enhancing knowledge,
quickening the powers of imagination and reflection, cultivating pure and generous feeling, and
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kindling our hearts into a flame of undying zeal
and-devotion at the altar of God's eternal Jove.Editorial in S. S. Ttmes.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR MARCH.

First Thursday, James 5: 7, 8. Doc. and Cov.
28:· 2.
Second Thursday, Book of Alma, I7: I3·
Third Thursday, Doc. and Cov. 4: 5· Book of
Nephi 7: 3·
Fourth Thursday, Gen. 7: 70, 72. Inspired
Translation.
ELEANOR.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Your faith and prayers are" requested in behalf of Sr. E. Weston, of Michigan, that the
Lord will manifest to her a sense of his divine
approval, or show her the hindrance between her
and the knowledge of his love.
HOME CoLUMI<;" MISSIONARY FOND.

Feb. 6th, Amount received to date ..... $2,426 43
Sr. E. Eichorn, 0 ...... $5 oo
Sr. Agnes Williams, Wis. I oo
Sr. Anna Roberts, Tenn.
25
Sr. Elizabeth Allen,Wash.I oo
Sr. Janie Allen, Wash.... 25
Sr. Serelda Rudd, Ia..... 55
Bro. and Sr. E. Briggs, 0. 5 oo
Sr. Jane Campbeil, Ont.. I oo
Sr. Hannah Ballenger, Mo. 50
Bro. and Sr. W. J. Lear,
Ont. ...............•. 5 oo
Sr. Ann Rutter, I a .•..... I 25
Sr. Gilbert, Cal.... . • . . . . 6o
Sr; M. E. Robinson, Mo. so
Sr. M.H.Raymond, Mont4 oo
Sr. Emma Oshner & children, Mo............. 50
Sr. Nellie Bowker, Mo... 25
Sr. Martha Bowker, I a ... I oo_ _ _~
27 65
Feb. I3, Amount to date ..•.•......... $2,554 o~
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, I.amoni, Iowa.

A DREAM.
On the night of December 3oth I dreamed
that the continent of North America was clearly
presented to my view; or rather it seemed I was
looking obliquely down upon it. I saw in the
north Baffins Bay. I looked further north when I
saw a large beautiful expanse of water. It seemed
in place of ice was this beautiful water running
south. When I looked further north I saw many
birds grouped in a large body. They were birds
as large as quails, all fluttering and moving
as though getting ready to fly. I looked further
up the stream and saw ice; then further on I
saw another body of water and of birds-not so
many as the first body-but in the same fluttering motion of wing as if preparing to fly. As
I viewed it I thought, this has been a place of ice,
now it has almost melted away, and this beautiful silvery lake of water (wider toward the south)
I could trace up to a narrow stream among ice,
toward the north. What seemed strange to me
was that inlooking again it appeared that the
opening or space of the water was on the western part of the Continent.
I awoke and my first thought was of the "tree"
that should be the "shelter of the fowl of every
clime." I thought the birds must signify people.
The dream seems very plain.

I do not know that I ever entered upon a new'
year with a greater feeling of gladness in my
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heart than l have felt in this the year r89o. It
seems I have such a feeling of trust and confidence in my Father and all his works, such a de:
sire wells up in my soul to he faithful and to do
more to help in my feeble way for the work. It
seems as we view this work in its progress that
we can see the hand of God in many ways. So
many things in the world at large, so many cui·
ruinations which to those who note them, all be·
token that the time is not far off when will be
revealed the coming of Christ. Truly the Saints
have reason to be of glad heart, and rejoice as
all these things tend to confirm them in the truth.
We have no need to fear concerning the ultimate
triumph of the work. May the kind Father help his
Saints to be faithful. to their covenants. And as
the servants of God often say "that the spirit of
their calling rests upon them" so in like manner
can the Saints at home give heed to the spirit of
their calling, as I believe each Saint has a work,
an individual work to do. "The head can not
say to the feet, I have no need of thee." All the
parts working together In harmony, each perform·
ing their own part allotted to them, making a
perfect work-a completion, a final triumph.
SR. MARIE.
Last week we published T. W. Smith's request
for prayers in behalf of his wife, and we give
below the letter which we were not then able to
prepare for insertion. May the Lord bless and
comfort them in their very trying situation. We
believe the Saints will respond to their call and
while we know that God does all things well, we
'trust it will please him to spare our sister toreturn to her native land.

It will be at least six weeks bdore you can get
this letter so as to ask the sisters to pray for her,
and she may either be well, or have passed (tway
by that time. Of course we do all that we can,
but there is no good for her here. We can get
no milk, nor butter, or fresh meat, or fresh vegetables, nor bread, exc~pt biscuits; she can not
eat fish, so that rice, and an egg occasionally, and
a fowl once in a while, is all that she can get.
This is the worst island around for food supplies.
If we were at Manihi, or Rairoa, or Apatai, or
Nlau, or Anaa and many other places, we could
get canned fruit, and canned meat, and canned
milk, and fresh raised bread.
We may be able to leave here in a boat for Ta·
hiti in a few days. It would be very hard for
me to have her die In this distant field.
I trust that she may live at least until we can
return to America. It would be sad. to leave
her here in this strange land.
We buried our little Albert in Alabama, while
on a mission there. Our first child, Amelia, was
buried in Philadelphia, and our next-John
Conrad-was buried near Vandalia, Illinois. It
was spoken in prophecy by Bro. Wood, of Stewartsville, that she should live to return if faithful. But that means a great deal. Who is faithful in the proper sense of the word? I know
that I am not. It is extremely difficult for any
one to be spiritually minded here, that is as they
can be in America or Australia.
Your friend and brother,
T. w. SMITH.

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Nov. zrst.

Dear Sister Fmnces:-I feel it to be my duty
to write to you concerning sister Smith, who is
at the present time very feeble. She has, by frequent exposure to hot sun, strong draughts of air
and rain, and by overdoing herself with work in
this enervating climate, brought on what appears
to be the second stage of Consumption. In fact
an umber of causes have been at work to produce
this result for the past three years. She used to
wash in a running stream, or seated on cold,
damp rocks, and then exhaust herself by carrying some of the wet clothes a quarter of a mile
-up hill nearly all the way, and caught cold
which affected one of her legs very severely. I
employed help in this work occasionally, but we
could not always get native women when we
wanted them, and they would take their time in
washing and ironing and that did not suit
Helen.
But v.:ithout spending any unnecessary space
in explanation, I will say that she is now utterly
unable to travel about in boats and small vessels
(as we have been doing) any longer, and as we
are two hundred miles from Tahiti; it will try her
strength severely to reach there; for she considers
the cabins of any and all vessels engaged in trading among these Islands as being too close, or
the air too oppressive, and therefore always sleeps
on deck, with no awning or other protection except sheets and blankets; but they can not save
the head from exposure, as she could not keep
her head covered up.
If we can reach Tahiti all right, she may improve in the mountain air. She has a bad cough
with much expectoration ot thick phlegm, has
fever daily and is quickly exhausted by little
work or exercise.

GENOA, Nev., Jan. 24th.

Dear Herald:-It is four months to-day since
I commenced work in this state. lt is the hardest winter ever known, so say the oldest citizens who have lived here for thirty.five years.
The snow is five to six feet deep. I was snowbound for three weeks in Diamond Valley.
spoke there seventeen times and baptized three
men and two women. The District Attorney
and County Judge s~nt me word to come to
Markleeville to preach, that I should not want
for anything
I spoke there elf.ven nights;
and although the weather was ve~y stormy
had large turnouts, for the District Attorney
hitched his team to his sleigh and carried the
women every night. The county officers paid
my board at the hotel. Some wanted to obey
but water was not convenient. The District Attorney carried me out with his team to Diamond
Valley in a big snow·storm. One Roman Catholic came out December 26th on snowshoes from
Markleeville over seven feet of snow to Diamond
Valley to be baptized. His wife would ~e if she
could get out. I have spoken here eight nights.
I baptized three more last evening making nine
since I came. There are seve1~a1 n1nre that said
they would obey if the water was not frozen
over. I am kindly received and have good con·
gregations; remarkably large considering the
cold, stormy weather.
There has been no mail k'm California for
nine days; twenty-five to thirty feet of snow on
the summit.
There was a man came from Utah here who
once livrd in Petaluma, California, who came to
California to take him a wife. He stopped hen~

with his young bride to make a visit with some
of his wife's acquaintances.
His wife heard me
speak th·is fall several times before she was married and is very favorable to the work. I had a
talk with him. He
a very highly educated
man from Ireland; was an Episcopal minister
for three years. Then he traveled for two years
as a temperance lectu,-er. He has read the Book
of Mormon through in Utah; says he don't see
how those people can believe in that book and
believe in polygamy. He wants me to come and
see him if I ever go to Utah. HE' savs hP wants
to hear onr elders pre~ch. His address is Dr. W.
J. B. Stacv, Dentist, office one door north of
Bench House, Manti, Utah. I have baptized
eighteen since our last conference. My address
will be 2428 J street, Sacramento, in care of G.
W Harlow.
In bonds,
THOMAS DALEY.
BROADCLYST, Eng., January 27th.

Botker Dancer:-I thank God for his kindness
in sending his servant, Elder William Newton,
into this part of the world to tell the people of
the everlasting gospel in this the latter day.
Some in this place can truly· testify that God has
blessed them since they were baptized into the
true Church of Jesus Christand we all pray that
we may be kept true and faithful, that when
Jesus comes we may bave our lamps trimmed and
burning ready to meet Him.
I am the elder of this little branch. I have
baptized seven, but onlv one at a.time. I am always obliged to baptize them in the evenings,
for the people here are so much oppo,ed to the
work, and they sav old Mormon Tucker ought
to be killed. We hold meetings in our cottage
on Sunday and Wednesday evenings, and we can
truly say that God blesses us from time to time.
We pray that we may ever learn to meditate
on God's holy word day and night. I desire an
interest in the pra' ers of my brothers and sisters
that we may be able to keep hithful.
Your brother,
Enw ARD TUCKER.
1

CoLEMAN, Mich., Feb. 6th.

Dear Herald:-I have been made to rejoice
and have felt God's Spirit resting on me many
times while reading the testimonies of others as
witnesse~ of the truth, the fulness of which I
have received, and I have also been directed to
.c:ive my own testimony that perchance it may
help some one 8nd strengthen them in the faith.
D~~r readers, about the wth of December,
r885. I was seized with a severe attack of rheumatism which lasted until May, x886, when the
pain ceased and I was again able to go out doors,
but not to work until two ye~.rs later, when I
was obliged to work what I could, and then the
oain came back and some of my joints were dislocated, a:1d the pain in my limbs continued
until the 24th dav of l\1ay, x889, when I was baptized by Eld,~r J. J. Cornish for the remission of
my sins. AncL d<>e.r readers, God remitted my
sins and the pain, too. This is an evidence of
this being the 'work of God.
I know this is the work cf God, and I am glad
that so many have obeyed the gospel. Devout
men from E'very church come out and obey the
gospeL
I was a member of theM. E. Church, but when
I was baptized by one of God's ministers my
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Methodist light was swallowed up by that greater light. I know this is the work of God, for
while I was yet asking God has answered me
and blessed me and answ<>red my prayers so
many times.
My prayer is for the Saints, that they may so
live as to be counted worthy when Jesus comes.
We number about seventeen here now, but
some more are investigating. We have organized a Sunday-school and the little ones are
all alive in it.
Your brother,
A. VAN VoLTENBURG.
SAN ANTONIO, Tex, Jan. 6th.
Bro. Blair :-Last Friday morning I was almost ready to start to sc.hool when Bro. J. A.
Currie a·1d J. A. Currie Sr. carne and said they
were enroute to conference and wished me to join
them. I always thought I could live just right
without attending our conferences, but I find
that it is rather difficult, and think I will nev\"r
miss attending another as long as it is God's will
for me to go. So ·in the afternoon we started.
The sunshine seemed to smile on the beautiful
vegetation that looked so green and fair, and all
seemed cheerful. After a pleasant drive of two
or three hours we arrived. The saints received
us with kindness that I will never forget. In a
few hours I was acquainted with almost all the
saints. It was my first time at conference among
the people of God. I learn that they have Sabbath-school winter and summer, and I must say
God has wonderfully blessed that part of his
moral vineyard. It surprised me to see all the
saints arise in conference and give their experience and testify to the truth of the work. I never knew it was a custom, nor do I know it yet,
but it was the rule there. I feel to rejoice for I
saw God's word verified- I Corinthians rz: 28.
The scripture I have so long contended for had
never been changed except by people groping off
in darkness until the testimony of Jesus was not
any more enjoyed. See Revelations I9: ro.
On Saturday night Bro. Tho.rnpson preached
a good sermon, running what I call the old apostolic survey. On Sunday Bro. Johnnie Currie
preached a powerful sermon concerning the perfect day. I did not get to see the remainder of
conference. Bro. Wright and some others also
spoke words of wisdom to the saints.
I am not living as faithfully as I should, but the
more faithful one lives the more they see their
faults. I have many trials and tribulations to
undergo, but expect to live better in future.
Never will I forget when Bro. Johnnie told me
in words of wisdom that if I lived faithful there
was a work in the church for me to do; but alas!
I have not lived faithful-that is, what the word
of God teaches me is faithful. While I did so I
enjoyed many blessings which I have not realized of late; so one can readily see where the
fault lies. Il:fany times have I felt the Spirit of
God insomuch that I would neglect my spiritual
duty fearing that God would call me to some
work and that it would conflict with my .future
designs. I am sorry to have to make such confession; however, the truth may hurt now but it
will work out for the best, I hope. Anyhow I
believe in an honest confession.
There are quite a number of saints at Oak Island, and some of the most E"nergetic workers I
ever saw. All seem to work for the good of each
other a.nd the ;forwarding of God's cause, and all

seem willing to contend for the faith once delivered to the saints and risk God's blessings following, which never fail.
Please answer the following questions: How
many times has the Book of Mormon been translated, and by whom? Did Joseph the Seer translate the entire Bible?
I desire the prayers of all God's people that If
there is a work for me to do that. it will be brought
about in God's own way and time.
Yours fraternally,
C. JACKSON.
[The Book of Mormon was once translated by
inspiration from the plates by Joseph Smith.
From that translation into the English language,
It was afterwards translated into French, Italian,
German and other languages by the Utah church.
We cannot tell how many translations were
made.
The Inspired Translation of the Bible contains
only essential corrections in history and doctrine,
supplying much that was lost. It was not retranslated entire.-Ed.J
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, Jan. 27th.
Ern. Blail' and Smitk:-Mr. E. Land came into
our neighborhood about one week ago and obtained permission to preach in our church house.
His first night he only introduced his business,
which was to show us our errors,-that was his
only object,-for said he, "ft is not any use to tell
you anything about the plan of salvl!tion, for we
all believe alike on the first principles of the gospel." He said we were all in error, and his visit
was to show them up. On the first night Bro.
Nunley proposed to discuss the differences in
order, and announced that he would affirm the
Reorganized Church which he represented, to be
the true Church of Christ, and allow Mr. Land
to deny; and then allow Mr. Land to affirm that
the church he represents to be the Church of
Christ, Bro. Nunley to deny, But Mr. Land reIused to accept the propositions. He claimed
that their elders are not allowed to debate, only
on certain restricted rules. He spoke for six
nights, attempting to show up the defects in the
Church of Jesus Chr.ist of Latter Day Saints.
His first point was the name of the church, on
which he rniserably failed. Second, he claimed
that there should be but twelve apostles, and that
the Twelve at Jerusalem were all that the Lord
intended should be called. He, however, admitted that in each disp_ensation the Lord was pleased for the church to have twelvedisciples to regulate the. affairs of the church. Well, he failed
also on that claim. He next found fault with
some of the revelations given to Joseph the Seer.
That on the 6th of April, 1830, was the first error
introduced, in the church by Joseph bt>ing chosen
as Prophet, Seer and Revelator to the Church of
Christ. And then the errors carne thick and
fast. Another Wl!,S in placing high priests in the
church. He wound up by trying to prov,e that
David Whitmer was the only one for forty or fif.
ty years that had the pure authority to build up
the Church of Christ in these last days.
"Well, according to my view he made a complete failure.
Mr. Land acted very gentlemanly while showing u·p his claims. He t1'>ok it night about staying with us, but "he had very little to say, only
when in the stand. Look out for his report in
the Return.
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In conclusion I would say that this visit of
Mr. Land's ha6 done good. All seem to be satisfied that the claims made by David Whitmer
are too weak to stand the test. I was myself in
doubt as to the name of the church, but I am
now satisfied. Upon the whole we take his
coming as a blessing in disguise. Our branch is
getting along right well, spirituaily. Most all
seem to realize that to obtain the blessings of
God it is necessary to live for them.
Mr. Lamb on the fifth night became so completely outdone that he only made one more
effort to convince us of our errors. He said he
would stay over one day, however, and see if
any wanted to be baptized; if so he was ready to
administer that ordinance.
But we have not
heard of any one demanding, and I guess none
at this place will. Mr. L~.nd made no friends on
the outside or among non-members to his claim
or church.
Yours in Christ,
D. T. BAUL.
PLAINVILLE, Ind, Feb. 3d.
Dear Herald:-I wish to make make inquiry
concerning a branch of Saints located twenty
miles south of Great Bend, Kansas. About
thirteen years aj!O, whiie I was a Methodist
preacher, I was traveling through the state of
Kansas in company with Brn. Perry, Phillips
and Sammy Merrill. We stopped with the
Saints over one or two days, after which time
they asked me such questions as I was unable to
answer; and there it was that impressions were
made upon my mind that I was never able to get
off; and I am quite glad they were favorable.
They told me that they had not employed a doctor in their families for a long time. I asked
them what they did when they were sick. They
told me they called the elders of the church and
prayed over them who were sick anointing them
with oil, and they were always healed. I observed that their kindness to each other was such
as any Saint's ought to be, and when we were
ready to start horne we were nearly out of
money, having traveled farther than we expected
to. One of them went to his granary and filled
three bags with threshed oats. We asked him
his charges; he said "Nothing." I thought of
this Scripture: "Let your light so shine that
others may see your good works and glorify
God." I was at one of their testimony meetings
and for the first time I heard one speak in
tongues, and then gave the interpretation. If
any of the Saints at that branch reme'mber I
wish they would write and tell me what that sister's prophecy was. That day was the first time
that I ever saw a priest, and I shall never forget
his looks. He was about sixty-five years old;
dressed in linen, as well as I remember, with low
cut shoes and ~white stockings; very neat and
clean. I guess I stared at him very earnestly to
see every maneuver, and I think I saw every
move he made. However I returned home t0
Indiana, as there is where I was raised, and after
several years I moved to Dakota, and there after
traveling as a Methodist preacher on two different circuits I withdrew from the M. E. Church
and resigned my office as pastor and thought I
would wait until I found a church that lived the
religion they professed. I stayed out about a
~onth and Stephen H. Morse, an elder of the
Latter Day Saints' Church saw me one night in
a vision and was made to- understand that I
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would come into the church if he would do his
to be in the position of a lot of rats, whose only
·duty in presenting it to me. He did so, and thanks
entry to the pantry had had a piece of tin nailed
be to God, I am now an elder in the Church of · over it that most effectually shut them ouL
Jesus Christ and at work. I have preached
Some would seem to say, "Let us pay no attenseventy-five sermons this year, baptized four and
tion to the miserable affair, as though we never
I hope many more are investigating the truth,
knew that any such discovery had ever been
which they have heard.
I would say to the
made;" while another gray old rat would interSaints of that branch in Kansas, be faithful and
pose, "That will will never do, my friends. The
be sure and write me as soon as this article comes
very best thing we can now do, is just to go on
to hand. I think the name of the branch was
and never allude to that old Spaulding story at
Zion. They had a large church house on the
all;
or as though we had never at any time ssid
prairie just south of the Great Bend in the
one word about the Book of Mormon being manuArkansas river. I think they said it was twenty
factured out of it, on the ground that the least
miles to the Great Bend. I am now in my fortysaid is the easiest taken care of. Now that we
fifth year and I expect to enter the regular work
are most corr:pletely shut out from the pantry,
next spring. I am in southern Indiana and under
let us take to the cellar, or the granary", To
Bro. James Gillen's care, missionary in charge. I
have that manuscript come out as it did, I would
was elected presiding elder of this district last
not have grudged the whole sixteen years' subconference, and only two years old in this church;
scription. God Almighty bless the two honorand though unworthy I am at work.
able and good men who made the discovery, and
Yours for truth,
who so manfully and honorably gave it to the
LEONARD F. DANIEL.
world; and I feel that he will bless them greatly
in days to come, and their children after them.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Jan. 31st.
Oh, if only the renowned Braden had found thd
Editors Saints' Herald:-Permit me to say,
''manuscript!" Who can tell how or in what
am sorry to find the Herald still burdened with a
way that most interesting and talented champion
discussion of the Sabbath question.
of perverted christianity might have handled it
When I read the revelation given to the church
in the dark. I used to think that both Hurlbut
in April, r887, at Kirtland, Ohio, on the subject,
and Howe burned that manuscript so as not to
I thought I understood the Lord wanted this
leave a trace of it to arise and give the lie to
"much discussion" therein Rtated, to cease, was
their diabolism; but !ike all other thieves and
why he spoke on that subject. It seemed to me
criminals, there is always something forgotten,
the question was settled, just the same as the
or left, or neglected, to lead to detection.
sacrament question, and the use of musical inDid you ever estimate the number of times
struments in the church; and with me they
that Braden in his debate with Kelley, called Jowere settled; and also to many others. Yet
seph Smith "Impostor Joe?" Just count them
there are those who go on boring their friends,
up and I think you will find it about one hundred
and burdening the columns of the Herald with
and twenty-five times! This is a prodigious arthis discussion when it seems to me the writers
gument against Joseph, and Mr. Braden should
could interest us on some subject of vastly more "
have the full acknowledgment and credit of it by
Importance, as not one soul will be lost in the
every impartial judge.
final summing up, because of a belief or disbelief
Now another point. We often meet with the
of this Sabbath question.
Adventists and we must give them the credit of
Seeing this is a day of warning and not a day
being kind, hospitable, quietly disposed, tolerably
of many words, I with many others would be glad
well informed in relation to many Biblical truths,
to have this discussion come to an end.
and well disposed to listen and reason. They
In haste,
are looking for the Savior, as we and the Jews
ALEX" McCALLUM.
are; and they are otten reproached, as we are. I
have often thought that the founders of that
faith had received the fundamental, or the distinBAY SPRINGS, Mich., Dec. zrst.
guishing features of their religion, such as the
Editor Satnts' Herald:-! have on and off been
second advent of the Savior in this generation,
a subscriber--say altogether some sixteen years
their temperance, and their notions of the spiritperhaps-not in order to learn the first princiual gifts, from the Latter Day Saints; though
ples of the gospel nor the truth of the Book of
their views and teachings in relation to these
Mormon nor the dispensation; but for the sake
of now and then getting a valuable truth that
matters are regarded by us as unsound.
I have heard it said by some old "Mormons,"
comes out, or that is discovered, or is brought to
light in illustration of the dispensation's great
that some of their early leaders were once memtruths. Perhaps off here in northern Michigan
bers of the church in Joseph's day, as Leroy
unless I had been a subscriber for the Herald or
Sunderland, and J. V. Himes. Brother Rt·uben
T. Nichols is one, if I mistake not, who said that
some other '·'Mormon" paper I would still have
been ignorant of the fact that the original "Spaulthese two men once belonged to the church; and
ding Manuscript" had already been dragged into
now E. C. Brown, Pomona, Cal., claims that "the
daylight, to expose the diabolical and pious clerfirst cause of William Miller's advocating the
ical lies that answered so good a purpose in opsecond coming of Christ, was his hearing Jared
posing Mormonism for so many years! Wasn't
Carter and another elder preach on the setting
l glad to see that "Manuscript" brought into day
up of the Church of Christ, and preparing for
though? And to see the clerical balloon burst
his second coming." Tnis is a thing that we
and let all the "clergy" that went up in it come
want if possible to get more light and testimonv
to ground? When it was finally discovered, I
on, for the Adventists ca~ not b~ very easily codimagined I heard them in squads here and there
vinced of this fact; but we want the teRtimony
in dark places consult each other as to "what
nevertheless. A Brother Rathbun of this state
shall we do now my brethren?" They seemed
has given us some very useful and interesting

testimony in relation
the beforementioned
notions of Dr.(?) Hurlbut; and my chief object
in writing this is to invite. or draw out more
testimony in relation to Will-Iam Miller's connection or conract with the early elders of the
church. Let there b'e at least two or three witnesses to tbe fact if possible, so as to put this
matter beyond a reasonable doubt. Let us be
able to put it beyond question with all reasonable men, that crime of all kinds is on the increase;
that we are living in the latter dap;; that the
judgments of God are in the earth, more in this
generation than any" otlv:r for a long period; that
Jews are making a most successful return; that
they are beHeYing in Chdst greatly tncre in this
generation than in any other since the Roman
conquest and dispersion. The certainty of the
fulfilment of these and many other things, is the
great buiv;ark of qfv!orrnonlsrrl.," and leaves it
unassai1ab1e.
I ·vvrite as a subscriber, and not as a rnember
of your church.
T'ruly a:~Jd sincerely,
'NINGFIELD WATSON,
LuzKRNE, Pa., Feb. 3d.
Dear Bro. Bta.ir:--The He;ald is a welcome
visitor at our home and we take great pleasure in perusing its png:es ar)d learning of the
efforts being put forth for the spread of the gos·
pel that we so n;uch love,-the uppermost thing
in our minds. We have not had the pleasure of
meeting with the Saints in mee~ing for about
four years :.10\V~ as our branch at Plymouth has
been uisorganized, (H:ving to so n;any 'going
r:nvay; othtT~ d1t'::d, and now v\e are alrnost ::done.
Vo/e wou.\d indeed be very glad if we could again
meet with the Sahts.
Times are very hard here and there are many
families in want, with no prospects of things getting any better; so if there are any of the Saints
that could get me employment they would do
me a great favor. I can team or farm. Can get
plenty of recommendations to the parties desir·
ing them. We have no children.
Your brother and sister,
VVILLIAM AND MARY HOOVER.
Address, W. 'il\1. Hoover, Luzerne, Luzerne
Co.,Pa.
RoxBURG, Va., Jan, 25th.
Dear Herald:--I am glad to say that I belong
to the Church of Jesus Christ. My mother, husband and myself were baptized last December by
Bro. James Moler; so you see we are young in
this glorious latter day work.
We are the only
ones in this place that h<l. ve been baptized as yet,
but we hope to see many more come.
I especially request the prayers of the Saints
that I may be healed of heart disease, if it he the
will of the Lord. Pray for us all that we may be
faithful.
Yours in the faith,
E. ATALIE H. BARNETT.
The growth of the organization known as the
Christian Endeavor society is phenomenal. Three
years ago last July there were r,4oo members in
New York state, and about so,ooo in the world; a
year ago there were in all 3ro.ooo members, of
whom _s8.noo lived in New York; today there are
soo,ooo Chris:ian Endeavorers, and New York
heads the list. with 8o,ooo names, three-fourtl).s of
whom are church members.
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WHY EVIL WAS PERMITTED.

THIS is said to be the age of reason, when
men are asking the reason why of all
things. Even in matters of religion they
are no longer content with "Only believe
in Jesus;" nay, they seek to understaml
the reason why they should so believe,
and the need of so believing; and because
the religious teachers of the day have not
been able to explain, they have rejected
them and their teachings as so much nonsense, founded on the Bible; which to
then--. is an old book of fables.
Christians believe that the Bible is the
book of the laws of God; but all do not
so admit, as some there be who say it contains the laws of God, while others say it
is not a book of God, but a book of man,
wherein is contained the teachings of Jesus
Christ. Hence they are not agreed; and
when the book is opened and the laws are
any of the la'Ws that do not please
are set aside as non-essential, with the
declaration that all such things are done
away, and all that is now needful is, "Only
to believe on Jesus Christ."
The conclusion, then, must be, "What
use have we for a book of laws that can be
declared non-essential at the whim or caprice ot every believer?"
The book is rejected by some as the
book of God because of the cruelties therein described, and those cruelties said to
have been done by God's command.
"Nay," say some, "no such book could·
have com'e from God." Hence though
they do believe in God and Jesus Christ,
the book is rejected except the parts that
best please themselves. This may show
honesty, but little understanding; for the
infidels reject the belief in God from the
idea that great all-powerful God would
never permit such things to take place in
this world as daily happen when it would
be so easy for His power to prevent; and
how can he have known all things before
they were? If so, would He have per··
mitted so many men and women to have
come here, to live in misery and for nothing else but a doom in a fearful hell of
endless torment? Now why is it that
there are so many different kinds of belief?
Simply because men, yes, even religious
men, have formed opinions of their own
and set them up for truths; ~and in the
narrowness of their minds and the blindness of their understanding seek not the
truth of the book of the laws of God, as
those laws read, but after the imaginations
oftheir own learning, their learning is first,
the book is second; hence if the book does
not agree with their wisdom, then, in their
estimation, it must be false; hence the book
is read in the spirit of man, which but un··
derstands the things of man; therefore the

a

things of God are as foolishness unto them,
and ever do so Rppear, and will so be, unless those things of God are read in the
Spirit of God. Then their simplicity and
wisdom are made plainly manifest; yes
;.:ven to the least of the little, the poor
among men.
Now let us read the Bible in the story
of tbe beginning of the creation. The
first chapter tells us that all things were
rnade first spiritually; yet the wisdom of
men has confounded this as a natural creation; but the second chapter plai11ly makes
it spiritual. Read 4th and 5th verses:

.

"These are the generations of the heavens and
of the earth when they were created, in the day
that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens, and every plant of the field before it was in
the earth, and every herb of the field before it
grew: for the Lord God had not caused it to rain
upon the earth, and there was not a m:m to till
ground."

How plain it is; for if all this was
done before there was a plant in the field,
or an herb to grow, or a man to till the
ground, where else could they be but in
heaven, where they were first created in a
spiritual form?
We learn, in the first
chapter, that God created man in His own
image; male and female created he them,
and commanded them to be fruitful, etc.,
which is plainly made manifest in the inborn desire among mankind to have children, which desire is stronger than reason;
for the great majority of men well know
that life is a hard struggle for existence,
and reason forbids that we should be the
means of bringing beings into misery; yet
the veriest poor in the humblest hovel rejoice in their children, who are far too oft
their only cheer, and the ties which bind
them to this world of troubles.
Thus, then, if men can so little understand the book in the beginning, in its
simplest part, we need not wonder that
their minds are fiilled with confusion and
that there are so many claims and denials;
for there is only one way that book can be
understood, and that way is to take it just
as it reads, and seek to understand the truth
of what we read; not as the wise-heads
explain, but in the meaning of the words
therein written.
We read of a garden of Eden; of a tree
of life; also of a tree of knowledge of
good and evil; of a man and woman who
were put into the garden to dress and keep
it; and there is a command given unto the
man which reads thus:
"And the Lord God commanded the man, saying: Of evAry tree of the garden thou mayest
freely eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil thou shalt not eat of it, for in the
day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."

We also learn that the man and woman
were naked and were not ashamed, Thus,
then, they began life in innocence. This
the book of Doctrine and Covenants tells
us on page 251:
"Every spirit of man was innocent in the beginning, and God having redeemed man from
the fall, men became again in their infant state,
iqnocent before God."
-

Book of Mormon, page
and Eve:

5$, on Adam·

"And they would have had no children, wherefore they would have remained in a state of in-

I2I
nocence, having no joy for they knew no misery;
doing no good tor they knew no sin."

Bible, Genesis 3:

22:

"And the Lord God said, Behold the man is
become as one of us, to know good and evil."

Thus it is mane plainly evident that man
began life, even in the garden of Eden, in a
state of innocence; hence could not have had
a knowledge of good and evil, without
which they could not act for themselves, but
would have remained forever in the state
that God had placed them in; yet it was not
God's design that such a state of things
should be; therefore the devil was permitted to enter Eden and did there beguile our
first p~rents to eat of the fruit of the tree of
kno,;:,ledge of good and evil; and in so
eating their eyes were opened and they
knew they were naked.
Whatever the fruit of that tree may
have been, one thing is evident: the eating
of it, wrought such a change in them that
a knowledge of good and evil was developed within them so that they became
responsible beings, able to will and act for
themselves. No more could they be deceived, for with a knowledge of good and
evil they could now act for good or for
evil as they should choose and desire; and
as such they were sent forth from the garden of Eden with a new command to worship the Lord their God, and in the days
of probation to prove their agency as to
what they should do; live in accord to the
will and commandments of God and seek
to do good in living aright in all things
whatsoever the Lord God did command,
or follow after the ways of the world, the
lusts of the flesh, heed not God's commands; but do as it best pleased themselves, just as they should desire and so
will. Thus, then, the eating of the fruit
of the tree of knowl~dge brought a knowledge of good and evil among men, and the
freedom of will .in their days of life here
on earth.
The seeds of good and evil are in the
mind, and just as the mind is cultivated so
do men gi·ow for good or evil. If their
desires are for good, to serve God, love
and obey His commands, they will cultiV:Jte the good in all things, and in so doing
obey God's will and yield themselves servants to his will; but should thev desire to
do evil, they will so cultivate "and so become the servants of that which is evil.
Thus, then, it was that the devil was permitted to enter Eden and entice Adam and
Eve to disobey God's command, that a
knowledge of good and evil might be had
among men.
.
"But," says one, "the devil must have
credit for doing good." Not so. His
motives were evil.
Not knowing the
mind and will of God he sought to destroy
Adam and Eve by his enticings to disobey.
Nay, if the devil had known the mind of
God he never would have so enticed; yet
so it is, God makes even the acts of the
devil to serve for good, as we read in the
Book of Mormon, p. 58:
"But behold, all things have been done in the
wisdom of him who knoweth all things Adam
fell that men might he; and. men are that they
might have joy. And the Messiah cometh in the
fulness of time that he may redeem the children
of men from the fall; and because they are re-
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deemed from the fall they have become free forever, knowing good from evil; to act for themselves and not to be acted upon save it be by the
punishment of the law, at the great and last day,
according to the commandments which God hath
given. Wherefore men are free according to the
flesh; and all things are given them which are
expedient unto man, and they are free to choose
liberty and eternal life through the great mediation of all men, or to choose captivity and death
according to the captivity and power of the devil:
for he seeketh that all men might be miserable
like unto himself."
That men might know the will of God,
the gospel was preached unto Aoam and
the plan of redemption made plain; and
he was taught to call upon God in the
name of the Son, and in that day he received the gift of the Holy Ghost. We read
in the New Translation (Gen. 4: TO, II):
"And in that day Adam blessed God, and was
filled, and began to prophecy concerning all the
families of the earth; saying, Blessed be the
name of God, for, because of my transgression
my eyes are opened, and in this life I shall have
joy, and again, in the flesh I shall see God. And
Eve, his wife, he'lrd all these things and was
glad, saying, Were it not for our transgression,
we never should have had seed, and never should
have known good and evil, and the joy of our redemption, and the eternal life which God giveth
unto the obedient."
Some believe that Adam and Eve could
have had children in Eden, but that the
devil got ahead of the Lord God, and so
upset his plans; and in this way caused
God to do the next best thing in establishing the plan of redemption. But it is very
evident that it was the plan of the devil
that came to naught; for what did it matter to Adam and Eve how long they were
in Eden since they could do no good?
And, even if the Lord God did teach them
how to act they coulrl not tell the truth of
his teachings ~for they knew no evil; but
now they joyed together in a knowledge
of good and evil. They could have seed,
and learn and understand the greatness
and goodness of God their Father and his
wonderful plan of redemption.
Truly
they had cause for joy. Herein was the
plan of the devil frustrated. He never expected the eating of the forbidden fruit
would have caused them to joy in their
transgression.
They told 111l things to their sons and
daughters.
learn that Satan also came
among them saying that be was a.son of
God and that they were not to believe in
the plan of redemption. From that time
they became carnal, ~ensual and devilish,
for they believed not God, but obeyed the
commands of the devil.
We next learn ot im offering unto the
Lord tba't was made by Cain and Abel.
Cain was rejected, Abel was accepted, and
Cain was ve.ry wroth. The Lord then informed Cain that if he did well he dso
would be ?.CC·"pted, as we read in the fifth
chapter of Genes!s.
Cain rejected the
gTeater counsd which was from God, and
loved Satan more than God, and so became
Perdition and the father of the devil's
lies, and e;;tablished a secret combination to murder anr\ g-et gain; and herein
we learn WC1S the fin;t rmin who knowing-ly and intcn!io:1nlly disobeyed God's cotnm;mils, and in so going became Perdition.
We lt-:arn also from the Book of Mormon, p. 473, that the Lord makes mention

·we

of those who would be led away captive
as was the c;;on of Perdition; who would
.sell him for silver and gold. The histo~y
tells us how speedily they went to destruction, and so it has ever been since men
came upon the earth; when they have rejected the counsel of God they have all
gone speedily to destruction.
This happened when the Lord flooded the earth
with water and all flesh, except those in
the ark, was destroyed; but the Lord did
not destroy them until after they bad rejected the preaching of Noah and until
their wickedness was so great that the
imagjnations of the thoughts of their hearts
were evil continually.
We also learn that the Lord was so
merciful that the cities of Sodom and Gomorrab would have been saved had ten
righteous persons been found in them; and
when he promised the land of Canaan to
Abraham and his seed, he said to him that
his seed should sojourn in Egypt four
hundred years, tor the iniquity of the Amorites was not yet full. Thus, then, we
learn that when men so prove themselves
as to do evil continually and so become
subject to the will of the devil God destroys
those men from off the face of the earth,
and thus they give place to those who will
serve God. But some men and some socalled ministers of the gospel think this is
a great crime that God bas committed.
They either lose sight of or understood not
that man has but an agency here, and that
this seeming destruction of human life is
God's way of dismissing those who abuse
that agency.
God never designed that
men should do evil continually. The gospel has been preached unto the sons of men
down through all the ages, and inasmuch
as they will hear and obey and seek to do
good in accord with the commands, so do
they become ag-ents for good; but if they
reject good and choose to do evil, then is
God justified in destroying their agency.
Not one of those men who harp so much
about the cruelties of God would ever permit an agent of his to go about disobeying
his commands, doing just as he pleased in
not only ignoring- but also defaming his
name and oftimes denying his very existance. Nay, that agent would be dismissed on short notice and be punished for his
misdeeds with all the power that the force
of law could bring to bear upon him, and
no matter if such a punishment caused him
much misery and want, they would say
that such had but himself to blame for all
that had befallen him, that it was because
of his own transgression.
Men have got to see and learn that God
is the Creator, upholder and sustainer of
all things; that to Him they owe all things;
that they can do nothing of themselves;
that nothing they have is their own; nay,
not even their lives, the food they eat, the
clothing- they wear and the health and
strength they have to enjoy life all comes
from him who sends the fruitful rains and
clothes the earth in all its beauty. He has
given them a knowledge of good and evil
:md a will to do and to choose; but nothing
can thev know of Him unless He reveals
himself unto them, and it is only in seeking to do as He has revealed that they can

do His will and so receive the little, day by
day, line upon line; just as the schoolmaster teaches the school-boy who gives
heed to his teachings. But the school-boy
never could have been taught unless he
had given heed to the master's teachings,
and this is the greatest and hardest lesson
that mankind have to learn-the lesson of
obedience to God's will; to subject their
own will unto His laws and commands,
yet that is the lesson all must learn, just as
Jesus Christ taught and showed the example, if they desire that gift of life eternal
that is promised unto the obedient. For
as that gift was lost through disobedience
to God, it can never be obtained but by
yielding to His divine commands which
are contained in the gospel.
Men reason that God does not know all
things else he would never have created
such a man as Judas I~cariot, who could
live only but to be condemned to m1sery.
But what can the common day laborer
with his pick and shovel tell about the
tools of a -carpenter, machinist or doctor
and their use of them?
What can the
dwellers in the humble abodes of a single
room tell of those who dwell in the mansions of the rich, their vessels of honor or
dishonor and the why and wherefore that
they sbonld have of those things? What
can the soldier say about the commands of
the general, or the subject know of the
acts and doings of the kings?
So it is
with men who call in question the acts and
doings of God. All to them is a mystery,
and because they do not understand they
deny to God his knowledge and attributes
and think of him only as they can reason.
Yet we learn from the books that the
spirits of men were innocent in the beginning; that they bad an existence in spirit
before they came upon the earth; that
here they received an agency, hence they
are free to choose; and it can not be said
that Judas Iscariot did not choose of his
own free will to betray his Lord and Master. Nay, it was his ~own act, and he did
so act and sell him for silver, knowingly
and intentionally to get gain, well knowing that in so doing he was delivering the
innocent into the hands of those who
sought to destroy him. He bad become
lost to all the finer feelings of his n:ature;
all that was good and kind, true and generous, ennobling and manly in that which
became a faithful servant. The thirst for
silver to get gain had filled his mind and
crushed out all but the one desire-riches.
Nothing now was too mean, vile or low
for him.. to do, and so he consented to do
the meanest of all things a man can do,
become a traitor and betrav his dearest
friend.
•
And so it is with all men who have permitted the thirst for
to fill their souls.
So it is with ~all them who deny God's
power, who disobey his comman-ds; it is
their own act, and such shall be their lamentation in that day when God shall call all
mankind to judgment. They alone are
the disobedient and transg·ressors, and
thay have but themselves to blame, for all
that is expedient was given, but they
themselves were not wise in the days of
their probation, and now the time and op-
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portunity are lost
recall; thc harvest
is over, the summer is en<ied, and their
souls have not be<:'n saved.
Thus while men live here on earth their
will is first and God's
and the evil
is permitted that all men rnay have an opportunity to prove themselves to see and
learn their utter worthlessness, their littleness and insignific:omce, how powerless
are, and that they truly would be as nothing
without the aid and assistance of the Almighty power that hui.lt the skies.
There can be no doubt but that it was
the design of God in placing man on the
earth that he should be happy. All that
is needful to mnke man happy is found in
the plan of redemption, and it is the testimony of all those who accept of the
and abide therein that they are happy,
having a joy in God's promises. And although God has given unto man an
agency in the days of his probation,.it is
well for all to remember He has never
abdicated his throne nor surrendered His
soverignty, but has declared that he
shall bring all things to judgment
whether they are good or evil, and herein
do we see the great responsibility that is
entailed on mankind in the freedom of the
will, and how that the inevitr:ble must
come alike to S'lint and sinner.
When
our days are ended we must give an account to Him who gave us life and being,
and it is only the obedient who can hope
to attain his mercy, and how awful mnst
it be to the disobedient to stand before a
just God in the day of his judgment and
hear his command: "Depart hence',· ye
that have been workers of iniquity, to the
place prepared for the devil and his angels."
WILLIAM CAIRNS,

thnt God ha~ appointed a special
witness as a lead in every dispensation and
therefrom w-e infer that in the restitution
of ihe church and kingdom of God in this
latter day dispensation, that God would
and raise up special witnesses as in
days, to set in order the house of
God. To this end there is abundant evidence in Bible proof~
That such a work has already begun,
under the supervision and leadership of
Joseph Smith the prophet and Palmyra
Seer, whom God raised up as witness we
do testify.
A word of thanks to Brother Dancer
and others for the receipt of the Saint's
Herald, which continues to contain precious gospel news; _we hope its pages may
never grow dim.
I am at present staying with my daughter, near Osterdock, holding meeting-s.
Quite an interest is awakened and more
help is needed. Some are waiting for baptism, and my health is too ooor to permit
me to go into the water. Please send Elder Roth this way, or some oneto help in
this gospel field. Call on Rev. Keepheart,
at Osterdock, Iowa, and enquire for Mr.
Perry Balsing-er, should at;J.y come this
way. All will be cared for.
In bonds as ever,

w_
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DECIDED YEARS AGO.

THE MILLENIUM.

DR ..THOMAS' SCHOLARLY REVIEW
OF THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTION
PERTURBING AMERICAN
DIVINES.

THE Church of Christ or Kingdom of
God must and will precede the coming of
our Lord.
The Kingdom of God and
Church of Christ are one and the same
thing-.
The most important lesson to be
learned in looking for the Millenium should
be: first, to learn the law by which the
Kingdom of God or Church of Christ is
established. There can be no better example for the establishment of this Kingdom and Church of Christ than the law
of the gospel, which we find in the commission Christ gave to his disciples to
preach. See Matt. 28: r8, 19, zo; Mark
r6: rz-r8; also Luke 24:44-47 inclusive.
When, in the restitution of all thing-s,
spoken of by Paul in Eph. I: ro. Now,
as seen in the apostacy of the church, there
must be a full restoration of all the lost
ordinances of the church, and the church
be fully organized, preparatory to the
Lord's coming, are self-evident facts and
need no fm;ther proof than the facts themselves.
Christ. when he comes on earth to
comes to' a kingdom already prepared
his commg.
Our second thought will be, to show by
what means this kingdom is to be established. All former examples go to show
that in the different ages of the world in
every dispensation from Adam down to

THE REv. DR. THOMAS spoke on "The
Presbyterian Debate." His text was from
I Corinthians 13: ro: "When that which
is perfect is come, then that which is in
part shall be done away." Dr. Thomas
said: To very many minds the debate now
going on in the Presbyterian Church can
possess onlv a general interest. In their personal religiOus experiences and beliefs
these mind~ have pased beyond the points
of doubt to which these learned divines
have iust come. In the slower march of
this denomination the advance columns
have just arrived at the banks of the
troubled stream over which other tbmkets
have long since passeJ in safety.
But whilst the question over which this
church is struggling can have no personal
interest for those who have reached the
higher and better faith, all such must feel
a profound interest in the general progress
or growth o~ the religious faith of tbe age,
of which this is one ofthe most striking and
gratifying· illustrations. And as thus viewed from the standpoint of the historv and
the philosophy ofthought and the evolution of the rational and moral consciousness
such a subject is worthy of careful study
and may well claim our attention at this
hour.
In the history of religion, as in philosophy and government, one meets with the
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transient and the permanent, the apparent
and the real. Imperfect forms of thought
take shaping in passing creeds and institutions; these serve the purpose of a present
time and may be the best of which the age
is capable; but with the coming of
a larger understanding and new conditions
and needs, the more perfect takes the place
of the partial, the apparent truth gives
pl11ce tq the real.
In this way a more
tolerant Buddhism came in to modify the
severe and exclusive caste system of the
Brahman religion; the Jewish religion
found its fulfillment in Christianity, and
the reformation sought to correct the external abuses of Romanism; and, in the
political world, despotisms are giving way
to republics. And so a more humane and
reasonable faith is di~placing the old Calvinism.
Sometimes these changes have been
brought about by revolutions, as in the
history of our own nation, and in the
French revolution, and in the commonwealth in England; sometimes <hey have
been followed by long and hloody wars,
as in the thirty years' war in Germany
after the reformation, and the war of Spain
against the Nether lands, and the efforts of
Rome to capture the English crown. Or
such changes may come peacefully and
without external commotions, as a result
of growth and general consent, as in the
new republic of Brazil, and in the larger
ntelligence that is modifying the religious
beliefs of all the so-called orthodox
churches. In the case of our Presbyterian friends it is a movement springing up
from within the church itself, and not from
any recent attack from without; for Calvinism has long seemed so utterly out of
place in our day, and has stood so self-condemned in the light of reason and justice,
that of late years it has almost dropped
out of the public thought, or been looked
upon as a relict of a former ag-e-as a
corpse awaiting burial. But while thus
obsolete, so far as the great public is concerned, this old creed is still the professed
bith of the Presbyterian Church, and
as such her ministers and elders are
required to as~ent to its teachings; and
it is here that we are to find the explanation of the present controversy. Many of
these ministers are unwilling to longer
bear such a burden -to be compelled to
say they believe that which they do not
believe, or to stand before the world professing a faith that they can not and dare
not preach.
·
Whatever may be the result of this debate, or whether the confession he revised
or not,· there will be a larger liberty in
Presbyterian pulpits, for the many strongmen who have spoken out can not go
back of their own words; ·nor can the
church afford to bring them to trial for
heresy. But leaving these nearer interests and the merits of the present controversy, let us look at the subject in a broader light.
Whence came the system of faith called
Calvinism? It was enlarged and emphasized by Calvin in the ~ixteenth century,
but for its origin we must go back to the
teachings of Augustine in the fifth cen-
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tury. This Latin father was the first to
bring into the Christian church the doctrines of the fall of man, original sin and
total depravity, and election and reprobation, and he was the first to formal! y argue and defend the doctrine of endless
punishment and to oppose those who held
the larger hope. The earlier Greek fathers, Clement and Origen, knew nothing
of these later Latin dogmas. They taught
not the utter depravity but the essential
divinity of man as a child of God; the incarnat{on of God in man and the fullness
of this incarnation in Christ; and that not
only all the years of earth but in the ages
of eternity the proce;;s of education, or of
unfolding and developing this divine nature in man, would go on. The doctrine
of the inalienable Cilpability of improvement in all rational being·s was quite generally held even in the L<ttin church before the days of Augustine, and hi~ doctrine of original ~in and depravity was regarded at th~t time as an innovation and
was not received with favor by the Greek
church, and even the Roman bishop Zasimus refused to condemn the milder views
of Pelagius.
But where did Augustine get these
strange doctrines? They were partly
evolved from his own troubled consciousness and partly the result of his former
adherence to the views of Manichcaus, or
the gnostics of his time. Augustine had
led a wild, sinful life; he had little control over his appetite and passions, and
hence came to 12;loomv views of the
sinfulness of human nature. and the
absolute sovereig·nty of grace. in salvation. He believed that the will was so
utterly ruined by the fall of Adam that it
is powerless to turn from evil only as acted upon by the will of Gnd. Education,
reason, availed nothing. B11pti:;;m restored
the will, and hence unbaptized children
were lost.
Augustine believed that salvation was
possible outside of the church, but his old
gnostic views of the eternity of evil or of
a good and a bad God maile it imposRible
for him to believe in the salvation of.all,
and hence his doctrine of election and reprobation, of a limited atonement, or that
God had .selected a few out of the great
mass of a condemned hum'lnity to be saved.
When the reformation came the reformers turned largely to Augustine for authority; Luther empha8ized the doctrine
of justification by faith, and Calvin accepted and emphasized, and enlarged Augmtine's views of original sin, depravity, election, and repmbation, a limited atonement,
and endless punishment. None of thereformers went deep enoue-h to question the
essential doctrines of Roman ism; they
simply opposed the abuses that had grown
up out of the:;e doctrines.
But how are we to account for the
strong- hold that the doctrines of Calvin
gained in the reformed churches of his
day, not only in France and Switzerland
but in Germany and England? The unsettling of the old church. authoritv and
order naturally led tn the dilrlg'f'f
the
abuses nf liberty. This danger bad to he
met and guarded, Another source of dan·
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from the external and appeal to the
I away
r11tional and moral consciousness in man.

ger .to the new cause lay in the efforts of
the Catholics to regain what they had
lost. This was the meaning of the thirty
years' war in Germany, and the Spani5h
war against the Netherlands, and of the
efforts of the papacy to capture the Eng-~
lish throne. and of the Jesuits to re-esta blish the authority of the church as a basis
of faith.
·
I
Against these designs the position of
Calvin afforded the nearest ground of defense. Luther and Zwingle held mild
views of the Bible as a history of the morI
al experience of the race, or that there was
a revelation within man by which the
outer revelation was to be tested. Luther
began his work from the standpoint that
the people constituted the church and the
English branch of the reformation began
with the king and not with the clergy, and
it has so continued as a state church, and
the state church of Germany had to come
in a measure to the same ground.
Calvin claimed that the church originated with the clergy. He claimed that the
Bible was miraculously and infallibly in·
spired in every word; that it was the express will of God, and hence both as an
authority agaililst the abuses of liberty and
in the fight against Rom:mism his position
seemed strongest. He put an infallible
bible and the will of God ae-ainst an infallible church; he met the p;sitive assumption of his enemies with an assumption
still more positive.
And hence the Presbyterians were such
stanch defenders of th-e new cause and
such unconqnerable foes of the old. Inspired by such a faith in the expressed
will of an absolute sovereign God they
were invincible; they could not be overcome by the Anglican church in Scotland,
nor could the whole power of Spain subdue the Dutch republic. H they were
beaten they did not know it, and kept on
fighting just the same. And hence the
large political and moral growth and
strength of the doctrines of Calvin in the
reformed churches, both in England and
and on the continent. As early as the
sixteenth century the institutes
Calvin
were taught in Cambridge and Oxford
universities.
Buf the forms of external authority upon which both the Catholics and the Protestants had relied had failed to achieve the
highest results. With all its boastPd authority, and backed by the power of kings,
Romanism had not been able to suppress
the reformation nor to :regain its lost provinces. And with all the authority of a
miraculously inspired bible and backed by
the arbitrary will of God, the Protestants
had not been able to prevent doctrinal differences, and divisions, and strifes in the
reformed churches; nor to arrest the progrEss of a wide-spreading unbelief among
the masses of the people.
Externi!l authority had served a
rary or passing purpose; it had
the highest results; it was growing weaker and not stronger, And hence, if
ion was to hold its place in the world
must app<>al to some more
source
of authority.
Having tried everything
else, the last and only resource was to turn

I And thus, in the eighteenth century, nat' j ural theology and a natural religio;; came
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into the foreground of thought. For the
first time in more than one thousand years
religion and reason stood face to face; the
external and the internal sources of author·
ity had joined issue. That the extreme
position of those who rested religion upon
an infallible revelation, authenticated by
law-violating miracles, and so interpreted
as to make the arbitrary will of God the
basis of right and to make God himself a
merciless 'tyrant, a monster of cruelty and
injustice, damning infants, damning the
heathen world, damning all without the
possibility of escape, except the few elect
-that such extremes should have been
met by the extremts of rationalism is not
strange.
Nor can we wonder much that
the atheists of the French· revolution
sought to get rid of the God of Augustine
and Loyola and Calvin, and in his place
to enthrone reason.
The more patient English and German
mind appealed to the higher sense of reason and justice, and it was before this
court that the extravagant claims for external authority based upon an infallible
revelation of the will of an arbitrary deity
and the terrible doctrines of Calvinism
were brought for settlements. And once
within this court of the rational ann moral
consciousness of man the decision was not
doubtful, for justice in man could not consent to injustice in God, and the reason of
man could not accept as true what science
had demonstrated to be false. And thus,
whilst the deism of the eighteen century
failed of any great spiritual results-as all
such efforts that leave no place for revelation and inspiration and heart-communion
with the divine must fail-it nevertheless
was the turning point in the great movement from the outer to the inner sources
of truth and authority. Henceforth religion was to be more reasonable, and its
divinest sanctions were to be found in the
notional and spiritual consciousness of
man.
Luther's and Zwing-le's higher
ideas of the Bible could now find a place;
the new school of criticism could arise;
the reconciliations between science and
reli~ion were made possible, and the mind
and heart could hope for a God and a
fr,ith that would not offend the deepest
institutions of faith and justice, nor forever
quench the light of hope.
Our world has hardly entered upon the
great new age of the possible and higher
revelations of the divine reason and spiritual consciousness in man. The teacbings
and methods of the past have been mainly
from the outside; religion has been objectionized and its proofs and authority drawn
from without. Man has been
as totally
; cut off from
; his reason unreliable and his wiil
helpless, and the whole race born under
the sentence of condemnation to endless
d·eath, and hence the only hope has been
in a something· done for him by the substitutional sacrifice of another to propitiate
the anger of God or or to satisfy the
claims of justice,
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But the appeal to the rational and moral "I trust in God, I am somewhat prepared
consciousqess has revealed a great world for a better."
In that humble trust she died, full of
of reason and right within man, and
and honors.
Her wasted body was
answering to the reason and right of God
and the Bible and nature, it has found that
reverently in a family burial-place on
the outskirts of tl:>e town in which she
God is in man, and in nature, and heaven
had spent the last fourteen years of her
that it is only as man knows reason,
right, and love that he knows God. And life.
For forty-four years the grave remainthat the highest and deepest conception,
and experience, and life of religion is to be ed, in the ingenious language of the orator
like God; like Christ, in whom the fulness of the occasion of which I, shall speak
of God was revealed; to be one with presently-"unmarked by any monumentThe preChrist in will and purpose, the suffering· al tablet, but not unhonored."
of love, as Christ was one with the Father. cise kind and degree of the "honor" renIn the light of these past truths the dered the obscure resting· place of the yenBible is a revelation of God in and to and erable gentlewoman were (ingeniously)
through the rational consciousness of the left to the imagination of the audience.
On the 7th of May, 1833, an impm,ing
race, and revelation is not limited to any
one people or time, but is universal and procession marched through the streets of
continuous. In the light of these truths the quiet little town to "the grounds enman himself is divine, life is an education, dosing the remains of the mother of
all discipline or punishment is for develop- Washington." There were Masonic cerment or correction. And there is no rea- emonies, and prayer, and an oration, reson for limiting the process to the few sponded to by Andrew Jackson, President
years of life on earth, and hence there is of the United States, who, in concluding
his address, laid the corner-stone of "a
room for the larger hopes of the future.
And these deeper views are revolution- monument to the memory of her who gave
izing the moral forces of society. Men birth to the founder and preserver of the
,
are brothers, hence there should be love Union."
Mrs. Sigourney wrote a poem for this
and justice; government is for man, hence
there must be liberty; religion is for man, august ceremonial, beginning:"Long hast thou slept unnoted."
hence the reason and conscience must be
free. And it is the incoming and uprising· Tardy justice was done-Ro declared the
of this inner and diviner religious con- press, and so believed the nation--to the
sciousness that, like the tides of the sea, is manes of a great and good won;;tan.
lifting higher the ships and flags of
To-day, fifty-seven years subsequent to
humanity. It is this nobler conception of the date of the pageant recorded upon the
God and man that, like an advancing yellowing pages the tourist to the battlespringtime, is melting away the ice and fields of Fredericksburg strays upon a negthe snow of prejudice and cruelty and lected enclosure.
Cattle graze about the
causing the flowers ancl fruits of God's base; it is discolored by time and weather;
own summertime to blossom and ripen in the relic-hunter's hammer has been busy
the once cold and barren fields and deserts with the chiselled edges; the stately shaft
of earth.
that should hear aloft the bust of ~he sleepAnd it is this true spirit, this world- er's august son and the national emblem,
growth, this higher relig-ious conscious- lies prone and half buried in the earth.
ness, this life of God in the souls of men
It is needless to discuss here the reasons
that is modifying the religious beliefs of why the patriotic or ambitious individual
our time. It is this great light of truth who began to build was not able to finish.
and justice that is revealing to the time- According to one tradition, his ar,dor was
honored Presbyterian Church the dark- quenched by disappointment in love; othness and cruelty of the old doctrine's e,rs assert that this pious design was threatwrath and bringing into view the gospel ened by financial disaster. The sun shines
of love and hone. And thus must the upon no sadder ruin in the length and
partial ever give way to the perfect- breadth of our land; winter snows can not
Chicago Times.
cloak this disgrace to our nation, the ghastly satire upon the gratitude of republics.
By his own confession, George 'iil ashA DISGRACE A CENTURY OLD.
ington derived all that was best in him
ONE hundred years and five months ago, from the mother who was widowed before
Mary, the widow of Augustine, and the he was twelve years old. By our conmother of George Washington, died in sciousness of what America and the world
Fredericksburg, Virginia, at the age of owe to him, we may gauge our debt to
her. In anticipation of this appeal, the
eighty-three.
During a widowhood of forty-six yea.rs, Home-Maker, in October, 1889, published
she bad ably managed the estate left by a biographical sketch of Mary, the mother
her husband, and brought up six children of Washington, from the able pen of James
to honor their mother and serve their kind Power Smith, D.D., of Fredericksburg,
in the fear of God. To Spartan simplic- Virginia. As the direct consequence of
ity of life and manners, and courage that article, associations are. forming in
worthy the Roman matron of the heroic various places, (notably in Fredericksburg),
age, she joined the Christian's faith and ' having in view the removal of this blot
from our national record.
hope.
.
The holy task belongs, of right, to wo"L shall not be long in this world," she
said, at her last interview with her son, man's bands. In solemn recognition of
then President of the young Republic, the influence exerted by one mother upon
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the destiny of the land which holds high
the beacon light of liberty to alt nations,
will not those who are making the homes,
and through them, the future of the United States, assume the work earnestly-and
now? There is, as the Fredericksburg
Association suggests, peculiar propriety in
issuing this call for action during the present month, starred as it i.~ in the calendar,
by the birthday of Mary Washington's
first and greatest son.
It is also meet that the Home-Maker,
to which belongs the credit of having called public attention to the long neglected
duty, should act well its part in the noble
enterprise. To this end, the following
proposition is made: hooks are opened at
this office for the registration of contributions in money to the cause above mentioned. And for six months after date, seventyfive cents out of every annual subscription
of two dollars to the Home-Maker, accompanied by the words: for Mary Washington monument," will go directly to the
same object.
Let me say here that no one need be discouraged by the apparent magnitude of
the undertaking. A memorial stone of
some kind will be erected, even should the
sum collected fall short of that required to
carry out the original design.
To quote Dr. Smith's stirring words:we will "take up the scattered, moss covered stones that lie around the broken column, and build some modest, yet enduring
memorial on the banks of her beloved
Rappahannock, to tell of a nation's gratitude and to perpetuate the virtue~ of Mary,
the mother of Washington.
I have chosen to address the bousemothers anrl home-dwellers of America
directly and in my own name, because I
would talk to them at short range, face to
face, and heart to heart. If anything could
heighten my grateful appreciation, as woman and author,' of the loving kindness I
have received from the many thousands
who have allowed me to work with and
for them, it would be the assurance that
my sisters are one in sentiment and spirit,
and that they will join hands with my in
doing honor to this mother and matron to
whom such abundant honor is due.
Ir1 the persuasion that I do not call upon
them in vain, this appeal for prompt and
concerted action is sent forth.
MARION HARLAND.

DESERTING CALVIN.

WE can not say whether John Calvin is
or is not of the elect. He himself did not
know, and nobody has returned from beyond the river of human life to let us
know whetherhis spirit is in beatitude or
in torment. · The same is true of John
Knox. But wheresoever they are, shades
of the great Johns of Presbyterianism!
what is becoming of that awful doctrine
which was to be transmitted as a precious
deposit of faith to ages yet unborn? Only
a couple of centuries have gone. by and.
Presbyterian divines- themselves, who have
long neglected to prench the Westminster
confession in its entirety, are now actually
rising among the grave elders and preparing to pull down the pillars of the tern ple.
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In the good days of John Calvin himself,
when he ruled with an iron hand in Geneva, these innovators, these heretics, would
have been burned at the stake, even as
Calvin burned Servetus. ·Calvinismand Knox of Scotland was a Calvinistwas designed when shaped in Switzerland
as a state religion. That, too, was the
idea in Scotland. It was under Cromwell
that the W estm.inster confession was arranged with the sanction of parliament,
and with the design that Presbyterianism
should be the religion of the state. Presbyterianism in this aspect entirely disappeared. Episcopacy was restored with
Charles.
As they advance in numbers and prosperity all church organizations are withdrawn from the simplicity and rigor of
their original discipline and, if they concern themBelves thereabout, from the standard of their original doctrine. Held to
the master's own injunction and viewed
in the light of the primitive church persecuted on every hand there are few Christians now. His holiness the pope is Christ's
vicar, but in the master of the vatican, a
magnificient palace crowded with worh
of art, faith alone can discern the successor
of the fisherman or the representation of
the Godman who was poorer than the
foxes of the field. Even the Quaker of
sober garb and of the speech of yea, yea,
and nay, nay, as required by the Scriptures, who though his personal temperament be valorous goes not to war because
the Prince of Peace, the Savior of
mankind, forbade the taking of the
sword, is fading· into his environment.
John Wesley's Methodism was a protest
against the luxury of the establisHed
church. The Methodist was never to give
way to sensualism. The meeting-house
was to he, and long was, four bare walls
and comfortless benches. It is to-day a
command in the discipline of the Methodist Church that no member ~hall wear
jewelry. A simple and austere life is demanded.
The specific proposition is now made by
the Presbyterians to obliterate ii.ve points
in the W estrninister confession: Reproba ..
tion, damnation of infants, damnat!on of
heathendom, the declaration that Roman
Catholics are idolators, and that the pope
is anti-christ. The voice of the majority
of preachers who have thus far spoken
is for revision.
The languid interest excited in the proposition by Calvinists to tear down Calvin
in the temples of Calvini"m is significant
of the religious indifierenti~m of the time.
A century ago the proposition would have
bred war, persecution, hatred. Now, who
cares?
A few months hence some sister
in her Easter bonnett will inquire what
came of the whole matter. Which said
sister, ready to believe or disbelieve if the
pews are only well upholstered and the
mini,ter is nice, is in her obliviousness of
doctrinal controversv very much like the
mass of mankind.- Chicago Times.
ADDRESSES.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
:!!Irs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Franci&co. Cal.
Hiram Rathbnn, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigan.

THE SAINTS' HERALD,
mitted and the committee rep~rted that the action ot Kansas City branch in the case was in accordance with the law governing .. The following places wer ~ put in nomination in which to
hold the next district conference: Armstrong-,
Holden, Rich Hill, Independence. Rich Hill
MONTANA.
being chosen, it was resolved that conference
Conference convened at Reese Creek, Monbe held there on the second Saturday in March,
tana, January IIth. Elder R. J. Anthony was
(8th), I89o. Resolved that we sustain all the
chosen to preside. Elder Gomer Reese was
church authorities, including the bishopric, in
elected clerk of district. Elders: J. C. Reese
righteousness. Bro. Luff off.;red a resolution
(baptized 6), G. Reese and R. J. Anthony reportthat Brn. F. G. Pitt, W. Claw and M. S. Frick
ed. Priests: T. Harris and J. Prichard reported.
be appointed a committe to take into consideraBranches: Gallatin 87; 7 expelled, ro removed,
tion the advisability of effecting a permanent or6 died, 3 received, 4 baptized, I I scattered, pres·
ganization for the purpose of advancing Sunday
ent membership 53· Willow Creek and Deer
School work in the district, and that said comLodge not reported. Bishop's agent, J. C. Reese,
mittee repm-t at our next conference. Carried.
reported for the term ending December Ist, r889:
Committee appointed to audit Bishop's Agent's
On hand last April $5o,oo, received since $35,oo,
account report as follows: Amount received as
paid out by order of Bishop $6ooo, balance
$zs,oo. Pres. Joseph Smith was chosen to rep- per boooks since last report, together with balancethere on hand $r,483 36, amount paid out
resent the Montana district at next annual conference. The conference instructed their dele- ' $IA53 65, balance $29.71, Report adopted and
committee discharged. Adjourned.
gate to request General Conference to send
Elders A. J. Moore and J. H. Wells to labor in
Mon~ana.
The conference recommended that
POTT A W A TTAMIE.
General Conference sustain the president of the
Conference
convened in the saints chapel at
Rocky Mountain mission, and Elder J. C. Clapp
Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, the last Saturday in Ocin said mission. Elder· Clapp was sustained as
tober, H. N. Hansen president, T. Scott clerk.
president of the Montana District and J. C.
Elders' reports: J.P. Carlile (baptized r), D. K.
Reese as Bishop's agent. Resolved that we sus·
Dodson (baptized 5), H. N. Hansen (baptized 5),
tain the authorities of the church by our faith
F. Peterson (baptized I), J. Carlile, S. C. Smith,
and prayers. Adjourned subject to the call of
Priest T. Scott. The district president, Bishop's
the president and secretary.
Agent and clerk were sustained. · A motion prevailed that the district president appoint the several elders to fields of labor. Adjourned to UnINDEPENDENCE.
derwood, Iowa, at the call of the district presiConference convened in basement of new
dent. Preaching by Elders J. P. Carlile, D. K.
church building at ten a. m., December 14th,
Dodson and D. Hougas.
president I. N. White in the chair. The president appointed C. St. Clair, J. W. Brackenburv
and F. G. Pitt a committee on credentials; E.
Curtis, H. H. Robinson and F. G. Pitt, committee on permanent organization. Read report of
committee on credentials and on motion of Bro.
GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Joseph Luff, it was adopted and committee continued. Report of committee on permanent orGALIEN, Mich., Feb.'6th.
ganization read and adopted. Report of last conEditors Herald:-Enclosed I hand you some
ference accepted as read. On motion of Bro.
railroad letters which will apply to all over which
Joseph Luft it was insisted upon that the rules
we have rates. It will be necessary for each perrequiring all official reports and resolutions to be
son in changing from one road to another to get
made in writing be adhered to strictly. Branches:
separate certificates for each person ovf'r the difKnobnoster 66, I died.
Independence 664, 7
ferent roads they travel. If two names appear
baptized, 2 received, 12 removed, 3 expelled, I
on one cer~ificate they will only honor it for one
died, I marriage. Clinton 3r, 5 baptized. Lowry
person. You will see by the <'nclosed list we
City 43, I baptized. Eldorado Spring;; 78, 2 ex·
have procured rates over seventeen different
pelled, Joss 2. First Kansas City 34, 2 baptized,
Hnes.
G. A. BLAKESLEE.
I received, 4 removed.
Rich Hill 66, I died.
Elders: J. Luff, J. A. Robinson, A. White, C.
\7'J'ESTERN STATES PASSENGER
St. Clair, F. G. Pitt, (baptized 1), E. Curtis, (bapAssoCIATION,
CHICAGO, Jan. 24th.
tized 3),J. Christensen, J. H. Wells, H. H. RobRev. G. A. Blal<eslee:-In regard to your appliinson, (baptized 3), S. Swenson, J. Johnson, I. N
cation for reduction in fare in favor Of persons
White, (baptized 7), E. L. Page. Priests: W. H.
attending the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Kelley, (baptized 2), J. Kaler, R. May, T. R.
Christ of Latter Dav Saints, to be held in LamoWhite. Report of committee in chnrge of John
ni, Iowa, on Aprll6.:_20, I have pleasure in advisS. Page's case, received and the com mit tee asked
ing you that the rate of a fare and one-third for
to be discharged on account of the failure of the
the round trip. upon the certificate plan, from
branch officers to meet with them and rencler the
ARsociation points has been agreed upon by the
necessary assistance. A resolution was offered
designuied on the enclosed list.·
that the report be received and committee be disto be signed by yourc;elf.
charged. Bro. Luff offered a substitute that
For exact information as to the manner in
whereas the Armstrong branch has seemlnglv
which the business will be transactPd by each
ignored the action of the district in the case of J.
!Jne designated and pa1·tiwlm.Zy as to the junction
S. Page's appeal, therefore, resolved, that said
j;mnts via which it will arrange to grant ilte ,-educbranch be hereby ordered to respect the action
t-ion, please communicate with the General Tickof the district in said case, or show cause
et or Passenger Agent.
they should not be publicly censured by
On the certificate plan, as in use on most of the
body and so reported to the general authorities.
railroads in the 1erritory of this Association, the
Bro. Luff spoke in regard to the substitute statpassenger pays full fare in going to the meeting,
ing that it was intended by it, to defend the right
and secures a certificate (or receipt) therefor
of appeal. He shewed the imprcpriety of the
from the ticket agent, bv request, at the time of
branch, ignoring the action taken by the district
purchase, and this certificate (or receipt), counauthorities in ordering a committee of investlga
tersig·ned by the proper official at the meeting,
tion. Substitute carried; and the district clerk
becomes authority for sale of a return ticket over
was instructed to so notify the Armstrong banch.
the same road, betwePn same points, at one-third
Bro. B. Curtis' report on scattered members was
fare, thus mnking one fare and a third for the
heard and he was was continued as committee in
round trip. Where the journey is made over
the case. Report of committee in the case of A.
more than one line, it is frequently necessary for
J. Dennis and wife was read and adopted. One the passenger to purchas'" separate local ticket,
of the committee having been on the case in
and procure certificate thereof for each of the
Kansas City branch, the action just had was relines in this territory over which he travels in
scinded and the name of H. H. Robinson substigoing to the meeting, as many of these lines do
' tuting for said member. The case was re-subnot honor the certificate of any other line. Pas-
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sengers should therefore ascertain from the tick-

et agent what portion of their journey can be
covered by the certificate procurable of him, and
purchase l!ckets and secure certificates filled in
accordingly.
Failure to procure or present certificate invalidates any claim for reduction in return fare.
The tickets purchased for going passage may
be either unlimited or limited, according to rate
paid or regulations in effect on the line over
which it reads; but the return tickets sold at the
reduced fare will, in all cases, be limited to continuous passage.
Certificates will not be honored for return tickets at reduced rates unless presented within three
days after the date of adjournment of the meeting (Sunday not being accounted a day), nor will
certificates be honored in cases where going tickets were purchased more than three days prior
to the commencement of the meeting.
Respectfuily,
]No. N. ABBOTT,
Chairman.
Names and addresses of officers in charge of
ticket and passenger departments of railways in
the territory of the Western States Passenger
Association:- Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Ry., J. E. Hannegan, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Chicago & Alton Ry., James Charlton,
Chicago, Illinois. Chicago & North-Western
Ry., W. A. Thrali and E. P. Wilson, Chicago,
Illinois. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry.,
P. S. Eustis, Chicago, Illinois. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., A. V. H. Carpenter,
Mil waukee, ·wisconsin. Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Ry., Jno. Sebastian, Chicago, Illinois.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry.,
T. W. Teasdale, St. Paul, Minne,ota. Chicago,
St. Paul & Kansas City Ry., W. R. Busenbark,
Chicago, Illinois. Hannibal & St. Joseph Ry.,
Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council Bluffs Ry;,
A. C. Dawes, St. Joseph, Missouri. Illinois
Central Ry., A. H. Hanson, Chicago, Illinois.
Iowa Central Ry., A. F. Banks, Marshalltown,
Iowa. Milwaukee & Northern Ry., W. B. Sheardown., Milwaukee, WisC'I!:lnsin. Minneapolis &
St. Louis Ry., C. H. Holdridge, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Missouri Pacific Rv., H. C. Townsend, St. Louis, Missouri. Sioux City & Pacific
Ry., J. R. Buchanan, Omaha, Nebraska. St.
Louis, Keokuk & North-Western Ry., Howard
Elliott, St. Louis, Missouri. Wisconsin Central
Lines, Louis Eckstein, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD
CoMPANY.
CHICAGO, July 29th.
Mr. G. A. Blakeslee:-For delegates in attendance at the Annual Conference, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 6-20, this Company wlll make a rate of one
fare and a third for the round trip from points on
our lines to Kansas City and return. That is,
delegates who pay. full fare to Kansas City
enroute to Lamoni, will be returned on certificate
at one-third the first-class unlimited rate, upon
the following conditions, viz.: r. Each person
must purchase a first-class single trip ticket to
Kansas City, for which regular fare must be paid,
and upon reqliest the Ticket Agent will issue a
certificate certifying as to the form, number,
route and destination of ticket purchaser!.
I will instruct Ticket Ag.;:nts at 8r4 Main
street and Union Depot, Kansas City, to honor
certificates similarly signed, when properly filled up, and signed and stamped by Agent at starting point.
Respectfully,
J. CHARLTON,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RALROAD CoMPANY,
CHICAGO, January 27th.
Rev. G. A. Blakeslee:-For delegates in attendance at the conference to be held at Lrmoni,
Iowa, April 6-zo, this Company will make a rate
of one fare anJ a third for the round trip from
points on our line in Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin
and Dakota. That is, delegates who pay full fare
to Tara, Cedar Falls, Waterloo, and Webster
City and Mendota will be returned on certificate
at one-third the first· class unlimited rate upon
the following conditions, viz.:
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I. Each person must purchase a first-class ' the use of the school· house on r 5th and r6th as
single trip ticket for going passage, for which
it will be occupied by others. By order of
regular fare must be paid, and upon request the
RoBT. L. WARE, Dist. Pres.
Ticket Agent will issue a certificate certifying as
The Far West Missouri district conference wlll
to the form, number, route and destination of ticket purchased.
meet with the Stewartsville br~.nch, Dekalb
2. If through tickets can not be purchased at
county, March rst, and 2d, and not the "Dekalb
starting point, passengers must purchase to the
branch" as stated Herald for February 8th. It
most convenient point where such tickets can be
was a mistake, which this notice will correct.
procured, and re-purchase through to destination
Please take notice.
via. this line, requesting certificate from the TickJ. T. KINNAMAN, Dist. Pres.
et Agent at the point at which such ticket is
purchased.
The North· East Kansas district conference
will convene at ro a. m., March 8th, in Mr.
3· Tickets for the return journey will be sold
Phillips' Music Hall, corner of 9th and Kearney
by Ticket Agents at one-third the single trip,
first class unlimited fare, only to those holding
streets, Atchison, Kansas. Elder Joseph Luff is
certificates duly signed and stamped by the Tickexpected to attend. Come, brethren, all that
can, and let us have a time of rejoicing.
et Agent at point from which ticket for going
passage was sold; such certificate to be counterE. C. BRAND.
signed by the Secretary: or clerk of the AssociaThe semi-annual conference of the Pittsburgh
tion, certifying that the holder has been in reguand Kirtland district, will be held in the Saints'
lar attendance at the meeting:
Church, at Wheeling, West Virginia, Saturday,
4· Tt is imperative that a certificate be procured,
March Ist, at two p. m. Branch business meetas it will indicate that full fare has been paid for
ings should be held not later than February r6th
going journey and that the purchaser is therefore
so that reports can be prepared for district conentitled to the reduced rate agreed upon for the
ference. Each branch should send delegates to
return journey via the route over which the ticket
represent them and it is hoped every branch in
was issued for the going journey.
the district will be represented.
5· Tickets for the return journey will be furW. H. GARRETT, Dist. Pres.
nished only provided certificates have been procured not more than three (3) days before the
Conference of the Philadelphia district will
meeting assembles, and presented to Agent at
return starting point ttot earlier than one day prior
convene at No. 156, Rockaway Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, on March 8th, at two p. rn. Brn.
to, and not later than three (3) days after the adW. H. Kelley, E. L. Kelley, M. H. Bond and F.
journment of the meeting.
6. Tickets issued on certificate for return jourM. Sheehy are. expected to be present. The
saints and friends of the district are earnestly inney will be limited by Agent for continuous trip,
vited, as an enjoyable time is expected.
no stop over privileges being allowed.
7· Certificates are non-transferable, and the
JOSEPH SQUIRE, Dist. Pres.,
HosEA H. BAcoN, Sec.
signature affixed at the starting point will be
compared by the Agent at return starting point
with the signature to receipt for special return
MARRIED.
ticket delivered, which will enable the Ticket
Agent to detect any attempt at transfer of certiP ARK-NIRK.-At the residence of the bride's
father, Rhodes, Iowa, February zd, r89o, Bro. G,
ficate.
Shimel officiating, Bro. William J;'ark and Sr.
VERY INPORTANT.
Mary Nirk; bro. William of the Vafley branch,
8. You should be particular to notify every
Sr. Mary of the Rhodes branch.
Quite anumperson entitled to this reduced rate that the folber met to partake of the bounties prepared for
lowing rule will not be deviated from under any
the' occasion. Happier events seldom occur.
circumstances:
Quite a number of presents were made to the
No refund of fare will be made on any account
happy coupJe. All admit that Mary has secured
whatever because of failure to secure certificates
an excellent husband, and all agree that William
before starting on the going journey.
has been especially fortunate in getting her for a
You will observe from this rule that it is absowife. All unite in wishing them a long life in
lutely necessary for each passenger. before startwhich to enjoy their union.
ing, to obtain a certificate from the Ticket Agent
HOLCOMB-HoGAN.-At the residence of Elder
at the point at which the going ticket is purchasE. Bates, who officiated in cdebrating the rite,
ed, otherwise said passenger will be unable to
Durango, Falls county, TExas, January 22d,
obtain the special rate for the return journey, and
r890, Bro. C. C. Holcombe, formerly of Bell,
will be obliged to pay full tariff rates in both dinow of Wichita com•ty1. and Sr. Bettie Hogan,
rections.
of Bell county, Texas. May continued peace at9· I will instruct Ticket Agents at Tara, Cedar
tend the happy pair.
Falls, Waterloo, Webster City, and Mendota to
honor certificates similarly signed, when properly
DIED
filled up, and signed and stamped by Agent at
CHAMBERs.-At Indian River, Maine, Janustarting point.
Respectfully,
ary 23d, r89o, Gilbert Chambers, ag-ed 2 months
A. H. HANSON,
and r I days. He has gone to join the little ones
General Passenger Agent.
that Jesus blessed when here on earth. Funeral
sermon by J. C. Foss.
BoYLE.- Near Omaha, Nebraska, January.
BISHOP'S NOTICE2rst, r89o, Bro. W. M Boyle. He was killed in
To Bishop's agent's and elders :-It is essential
a collision on the Missouri Pacific Railroad near
that your reports should not reach me later than
Omaha. He was born in De Krrlb, Ohio, October
March roth, 1890, in order that I may have time
3rst, r853; baptized March 12th, 1879, at Millersto compile them with my annual report for our
burg, Illinois, by E. T. Bryant, confirmed same
General Conference.
In bonds,
date; ordained a teacher April r3th, r879, by
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Brn. Bryant and J. L. Terry. .He leaves a wife
Presiding Bishop.
to mourn his lo&s.
Funeral attended by Rev.
Asa Leonard, of Omaha, Nebraska. ·
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
·DoDD.-At her home near Centralia, Kansas,
January 19th, 1890, Sr. Lillie Augusta, daughter
The conference of the Northern California
of Bro. Alma Dodd, and grand-daughter of Bro.
district will be held at Irvington, at the Saints'
Daniel Munns, aged 19 years, 5 month and 4
Church, March 14th, at ten a.m. shap.
days. Lillie was a lovely child,!and pos,;essed of
THos. DALEY, Dist. Pres.
those Christian graces which made her a light in
the household, a sunbeam in ihe family. She
The conference of the Central Missouri district, wlll be held with the Alma branch, in King's· had many friends and was loved by all who knew
her Funeral services were held on the zrst of
School-house, two and a half miles south of
January. A large and sympathetic congregaRichmond, commencing Saturday, March 8th,
tion of friends and neighbors. Funeral sermon
at ten o'clock a. m. instead of March 15th and
by Rev. P. K, Shoemaker. Text, Rev. zr: 4·
x6th, as appeared in Herald. We can not get
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WEBB.-At Preemption, Illinois, January r6th,
1890, of old age, Sr .. Elizabeth Webb, aged 87
years, r month and 3 day&. Sr. Webb united
with ·the church about 45 years ago, and htts
always been a faithful witness to the latter day
work. She leaves one son and two daughters.
The funeral services were conducted by Elder J.
W. Terry.
DoDGE.-At Charleston, Massachusetts, J anuary 12th, r89o, Ralph Elliot, son of Bro. George
E. and Sr .. Kate E. Dodge, aged 2 months.
Funeral services in charge of Elder A. N. Hoxie;
sermon by Elder A: H. Parsons from the text,
"If a man die, shall he live again."
·
JONEs.-Richard Peter Jones died at South
Point, Malad Valley, September 3d, 1889; born
in Llwunaneon, Denblghshire, North Wales;
baptized April zoth, r889, by Elder J. R. Evans.
Bro. Jones was baptized first in 1846, and was
among the first to receive the latter day work In
North Wales, and was always a truthful and consistent Christian. He is mourned by saints at
Malad and Samaria.
CLARK.-Sr. Elizabeth Clark, one of Nauvoo's
oldest settlers, died of influenza complicated with
pneumonia, at her residence in the Third ward,
at nine o'clock Friday morning, January 31st,
r89o, aged 77 years, 9 months and 29 day~. Mrs.
Clark was born in Lancashire, England, in the
year r8rz. She was married to Francis Clark in
r83r, and they came· to this city in 1841; the
children born to them being six sons and £our
daughters-Sarah, William, John, Eber, Joseph,
Alfred, Margaret, Alice, Mary Jane, Elizabeth
Ann and Francis, nine of whom are still living.
She was beloved by those who knew her and respected by the community in which she lived.
The funeral took place from her residence 17th
and Parley streets, Sunday; February zd, at r: 30
p. m., and was conducted by Rev. R. Lambert
and son William, of Rock Creek, after which
the remains were followed to the Mormon cemetery by a large procession of sorrowing relatives
and friends and there deposited by the side of
her husband, long since laid to rest.-'-FromNauvoo bzdependent, February 7tk.
Woon.-At Unionburg, Harrison county, Iowa,
February rst, 1890, of blood poisoning, Bro. William Wallace Wood. He was born February
17th, r839, at Far West, Caldwell county, Missouri; was baptized August z8th, 1859, by Elder
W. W. Blair. Funeral services were conducted
by Elder fohn Beckman. The funeral sermon
will be preached at a future time.
CHAMBERS.-At Indian River, Maine, January
28th, 1890, of consumption, Charlotte Chambers,
aged 21 years, 7 months and 28 days. She leaves
a husoand and many friends to mourn the loss.
Funeral sermon by Elder J. C. Foss. Text:
"If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we
are of all men most miserable."-r Cor. 15:19.

.••......... Job ....................... 96
.•...•.....• Calcutta .......•........•.. 383
75 .••..•...•.. David .... , .•.....••..... 6·•
....••..•... Manoah .....•.•••........ r86
272 ............ New Year .••......•. .' .... 179
. •.•........ Bertha .........•......... 3o6
I .••••••••••• Joyfulness . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . .
I
948 ....•.....• ·.Judah .................... 470
647 .•...•.•.... Society ......... , ......... 350
404 .•...•...•.. Ray den ...............•.. 144
412 .•.......•.. Ecce Homo ............... 228
231 .....•...•.. Gospel Blessing ........... 146
336 ...•........ Mission ............• , .... 190
337 .....•..•... Harvest Chorus .••........ 192
650 ............ Bevier •.........•...•.... 352
431 : • ...•...... Claremont. ............... 239
! I I I •.•••••••••• Mllbert .................. -539
I no ............ Martyrdom .........•..... 536
66 • ••.....•... Patience.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
67 .•.......... J ubi! ate ••...••.••..•..... 57
74 ..•.•.....•. Zephyr .••.......•...•.... 62
w66 ............ _Crystal Sea .••............ 522
348 ............ Benevolence •...•....... r98
663 ....••...... Gratitude ..•.......•...... 3~9
379 ......•..... Lischer ..•.•............. 207
483 .•.......... Meribah .•........•...... 273
642 •.•..•.•.... Hamburg ................. 66

CONFERENCE HYMNS.
The following hymns and the tunes from the
Harmony therefor have been selected for use at
the April session of conference. Now let the
choirs fall to and practice these selections; then
when the singers come together in April there
will be a fair unity of rendition.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muelin sides .....••.....•. $1 50

Sunday, April 6th-Morning Service.
No. in Saints'
Tune
Page ·in Har
Harp.
mony.

pa1d: A book of Commandments (Zwn, 1833); L. D. S.
Messenger and Advocate; Elder's Journal; The Wasp;
The Nauvoo Neighbor (Au!(. number); 'l'he Voice of
Truth. 1844: The People's Organ. Pittsburg, 1844, (>my
number); New York Messenger; The Prophet (any number); The Enoign of Liberty, Kirtland,l847; Olive Branch.
1848; The Truth Teller, by G. Hedrick; Lithograph of
Nauvoo Temple; Sidney Rigdon's Oration at Far West,

121. ........... Gratefulness .............. 173
139 ............. Heber .................... 13
93············Vida ...........•......... 367
Evening Service.

124 ............ Geneva ...........•..•.... q,6
6zp ............ Sellon ...........••..•.•. 334
229 ............ Dancer ................... 145
Sunday, April 13th-Morning Service.

393 ...•........ Galilee ................... 222
182 ............ Northfield ................ 202
............ To be selected ..........•.
For other week se1 vices.

85 ............ Harwell .................. 282
908 ............ Lewis .................... 453
227 ............ Clap ton .................. 48
670 ............ Garfield •.................. 180
............ Ecstacy ....•............. 212
•...•.•••••• Charles ••••.•.••..•••••.. 224

Voluntaries and Anthems.

Hosannah ..........•..............••..... 384
Rest for Ever ......•...............•...... +74
Harvest Day ..••......................... 540
Angel's Mission ........................... 543
Zion's Redemption ........................ Sso
Zion's Messenger .............•........... 328
Lift up Your Heads .........•...•......... 240
Nearer to Thee ........................... 24
Britannia ................................ :387
Sentinel .................................. 284
Vineyard .................. , ............. :332
Union .................................... 50
Celeste .................................. 54
Benediction .............................. 546
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NrcnoLsoN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

LE

V ES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per yesll'

81.50.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

MORMONISM.
Books, Pamphlets, Newspapers. and CutW ANTED
tings relating to the Mormons (Latter Day Saints),
especially the following for which 11ood prices will be

&c.

A fuller list of wants, and list of duplicates for sale,
sent on application by letter.
E. & J. B. YOUNG & CO.,
8feb4t
Cooper Union, New York, N.§Y.

GENERAL CONFERENCE,

T

Sale~

AUTUMN

LEAVES.

Vfe wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To our magazine; and as this department wiil
be exclusively !n the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain--both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PR.OF. J, A, GUNSOLLEV,,B. S,,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
'and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to ernbrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in; the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a ·

DOMESTIC .DEP AR. TMENT,

Ample Responsibility.

*AUTUMN

Lamoni House fo:r

Lam"ni House and Three Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot, on Broadway; fronting east and south. House
new, nineteen rooms; two story 24x46 and 12x15.
LIVERY AND FE.ED BARN 40x60 and three lots,
location on Broadway, east of the houR e. Cellar, three
wells and ont buildings. Terms easy. Address
5apr
JOHN JlicKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.

O supply a want wherever conference is held, the

"PATRIOT"

will be issued during the General Conference of 18\JO as
a four page, seven column morning dally The first number will contain a brief expo~ition of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meeting, and prayer and preaching serv1ces.
Daily alone
50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.

Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could furnish. you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it neces>oary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hope we shall not be 'disappointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
afford to continue it:to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure you the magazine for r89o.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt do1t't jail to keep a ltst of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allowed until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
z6apr
M • W A L K E R .
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD ow THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMON!! You B.A.Tlll eATlll rr liD ONlll WIFl.l, ANII CoNOUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag" 116, Book of}il:ormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BEuEv:m THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m'-c.a.sE oil' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs A1' Lm:mRTY To MARRY AoAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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The Traveling
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Dw:wer, by

JOSEPH SMI'J'll
W. W, BLAIR

EDITOR.

AssocrA'l'E EmTon.

Lamoni, Iowa, March

I,

r89o.

WHO IS FACING THE MUSIC?

WE give below a telegram from Washington to the Times of Chicago, and published in its issue for February 5th, in reference to the question of plural marr:age
as held by the Utah Church, and accompanying this telegram we print the Times
editorial upon it. In many respects it is
manly, outspoken and fair toward the
Mormons:
_Waskington, D. C., Feb. 3d.- The Supreme
Court of the United States to-day rendered an
opinion affirming the constitutionality of the
Edmunds-Tucker Idaho test oath, intended to
prevent Mormons from voting. The case came
up on an application for a writ of habeas corpus,
made by Samuel D. Davis, who is in jail in IJaho, having be~n sentenced for unlawfully taking
the prescribed test oath when he was a member
of the Mormon Church. The court denies the application for a writ of habeas corpus, holding
that polygamy is a crime, and that the constitutional provision guaranteeing freedom' of religion is not intended to prevtnt the punishment
of any person ":ho, in the name of religion, commits crime in the eyes of the law.

a

DlSFRANCHISED POL '\"GAMISTS.

Although early history shows that polygamy
was generally practiced, Christianity now insists
on monogamy, and in all countries where Christian civilization has sway, to hold a plurality of
wives is to be guilty of felony.
The founders of the Mormon faith, particularly Brigham Young, had a strong motive in establishing polygamy, in which the hope of securing recruits by an appeal to sensuality was
subordinate to the desire that the wilderness to
which the faithful ha J moved should quickly be
peopled. Dreaming of empire and ambitious of
founding a theocracy Young wanted subjects.
If the tribes were to increase and multiply' like
the Israelites in the land of Goshen, waxing strong
and mighty, surely the Mormon might.find in the
tolerance of polygamy by the God of Israel a pretext for intrdducing that institution as part of the

I,

1890

practice of the Latter Day Saints. The institution is falling into discredit and disuse among
Mormons themselves. It has become an article
of faith more honored in the breach than in the
observance. When Utah was isolated the practice flourished, but under the influence of Gentile en v!ronment young Mormon -maidt>ns decline
to become part of a harem, and young Mormon
men ha.ve no
to assume the financial burden ot a great household. If the patriarchal
family !s to flourish there must be a return to
patriarchal sim pliclty of Hfe. Modern civilization is too complex to permit any but the longest purse to meet the multiplied demands of
many wives and hosts of children. Polygamy
is a decaying institution. 'Within another generation it will disappear even if the governing
power of the church do not receive a timely revelation permitting Its disuse. The disappearance of polygamy will be hastened by the decision of the Supreme Court just rendered, wherein it is declared that polygamy is a crime and
that the constitutional provision guaranteeing
freedom of religion is not intendee to prevent
punishment of any person who, in the name of
rellglon, commits a crime in the eyes of the law.
The court's language is worty of quotation:
"Bigamy. and polygamy are crimes by the
laws of the United States and of Idaho. They
tend to destroy the purity of the marriage relations, to disturb the peace of families, to degrade
woman, and lo debase man. Few crimes are
more pernicious to the best Interests of society
and receive more general or more deserved punishment. To call their advocacy a tenet of religion is to offend the common sense of mankind.
To extend exemption from punishment for such
crimes would be to shock the moral judgment of
the community. IUs assumed by counsel of the
petitioner that because no mode of worship can
be established by law or religious tenets enforced
in this country, therefore any form of worship
may be followed and any tenets, however destructive of society, may be held and advocated,
if asserted to be a part of the religious doctrines
of those advocating ,the practice of them. But
nothing is further from the truth. While legislation for the establishment of a religion is forbidden and its free exercise permitted, it does
not follow that everything which may be so
called can be tolerated. Crime is not excused
because sanctioned by any particular sect which
may designate it as religion."
This is obviously sound. Mormonism as a
creed is en titled to the freedom assured to the
older or to any creeds. But polygamy is as lawless even when advanc~d as an essential part of
religion as murder, even if a Thug of India, an
Immigrant to the United States, would demonstrate that murder was his religion.
The peculiar institution of Mormonism aside,
the Mormon is a: useful citizen. He is moral, industrious, thrifty. He is essentially a producer,
therefore a creator of wealth. The valley of the
Salt Lake, like many another opening in the
mountains of Utah, bears testimony to the good
use he has made of his hands. The- simple virtues are his. The salo,ons of Salt Lake City, and
places of worse resort therein, are neither con-

No.9·
ducted nor used by Mormons. Herein the offenders are Gentiles. Politically the Mormon is
swayed in large measure if not absolutely by his
church, but that influence is potent In other denominations. The disfranchisement of polygamists and the ever !ncreas'ing number of Gentile immigrants 'wlll reduce the political power
of the Mormons in Utah to a minimum. They
will soon be lost In their environment.
Meantime the impatient Gentile population
of Utah and Idaho would be glad to disfranchise
the Mormon on no other ground than his church
membership. But this can never be accomplished. The constitutional guarantee, the widespread
spirit of religious tolerance, the national sense of
justice would forbid the commission of a crime
as baneful in its way as polygamy.
Many years ago, over a quarter of a
century now, the HERALD placed itself on
record fairly and squarely calling polygamy, plural marriage, celestial marriage
a crime, and cited the proofs.
On December 12th, 1874, the Ogden
Junction published at Ogden, Utah, and
of which Ch.arles . W. Penrose, lately
made celebrated by an appearance as a
witness in the United States courts in the
third district for Utah, was editor, there
appeared the following editorial to which
we replied in the HERALD under the caption of "Facing the Music," in the issue
for January 15th, 1875· It is interesting
reading just now, when the long contest
before the courts of the land has reached
its end, and the decision has teen made so
singuhirly in accord with the public declaration of the church, made in August,
1835· The church was reproached with
the crime of fornication ~nd polygamy.
''John McKenzie, a 'Josephite,' writing to the
organ of the church that follows •Little Joseph,'
asks the following question concerning the allusion made by Judge McKean to the revelation on
celestial marriage, In his charge to the Grand
Jury:
•Please answer through the Herald what
authority he has for saying that Joseph Smith
received the revelation he takes the paragraph
from in regard to polygamy?'
"Instead of answering this pertinent query,
the editor proceeds to berate Brigham Young,
calling him all kinds of bad names, and giving
his ver8ion of that gentleman's legal answer in
the Ann Eliza divorce case.
"It is not true that Brigham Young took any
new positioo in regard to polygamy In that
answer. He admitted that he had entered into
marriage relations in conformance with an ordinance of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Lay Saints. That church views the marriage ..
ceremony in the light of a divine ordinance. If
common usage or the civil law only recognizes
one of a Latter Day Saints' wives to be legally
married to him, it has no effect upon his faith
, concerning his family relations. He regards all
the wives he may have had sealed to him,
according to the rites and ceremonies of that
church, as equally his, and kno ...·s no difference
in their position with him and before God. He
neither asks for recognition of those marriages
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by the civil law, or by society,. nor cares anything about it, more th'an he careR about public
recognition of any other tenet of his faith. He
does not tegard a civil marriage as proper; other
people do not consider it a divine rite; he
takes his course and they take theirs, he has no
quarrel with them, they may make all the fuss
they please about it without affecting his belief
or his position.
«United States judges in Utah have declared
officially that a man can only have one legal
wife. A polygamist meets them on their own
ground when an effort is 'made to bleed him
financially, and then a howl is raised about his
inconsistency, and he is accused of repudiating
all of his wives but one. The fact is he never
claimed that his wives were Iharried to him
according to any form of human law, and he
does not now deny that they were sealed to him
according to divine law.
"The editor of the' •Josephite' Herald knows
this, and merely makes his attack on President
Young to beg the question propounded to him
by his correspondent. He dares not face the
music. The so-called 'church' he represents has
taken the ground that the revelation relating to
plural marriage was concocted by Brigham
Young. Evidence has been multiplied before its
leading members that it was not only enunciated
but practiced by Joseph Smith, and this fact has
been so plainly demonstrated to them that they
know not which horn to choose of the dilemma
in which it places them. If they acknowledge
that Joseph Smith practiced plural marriage,
they have to declare that he made it up himself
or was deceived by. diabolism, or admit that
celestial marriage is right and consequently they
are all wrong. They, therefore, beat about the
bush, and when a plain question like McKenzie's
requires an answer, instead of replying, they resort to sophistry and abuse and raise a dust
around Brigham Young to blind the enquiring
eyes and divert attention from the point of issue.
The weakness of their cause is thus clearly exposed, and the issue which will come will burst
their bubble into uncollectable fragments."
In connection with this article, we desire to
call the attention of the editor of the :function,
and those for whom he seems to answer, to the
section on marriage, found in the Nauvoo
edition of the Doctrine and Covenants, published by the church over which President Young
presides, in 1845:
I. "According to the custom of all civilized
nations, marriage is regulated by laws anp ceremonies; therefore, we believe, that all marriages
in this Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints,
should be solemnized in a public meeting, or
feast, prepared for that purpose; and that the
solemnization snould be performed by a presiding high priest, bishop, elder, or priest, not even
prohibiting those persons who are desirous to
get married, of being married by other authority.
z. "And if there be no legal objections, he shall
say, calling each by their names: •You both
mutually agree to be each other's companion,
husband and wife, observing the legal rights belonging to this condition; that is, keeping yourselves wholly for each other, and from all others,
during your lives.' And when they have
answered •Yes,' he shall pronounce them •nusband and wife' in the name of the Lord Jesus.
Christ, and by virtue of tke laws of the country
and authority invested in him.
4· "All legal contracts of marriage made before
a person is baptized into this church should be
held sacred and fulfilled."--See Doctrine and
Covenants, sec. ro9, pars. I, 2 and 4• Nauvoo
edition of 1845.
Elder Orson Pratt, in a discourse delivered by
him in the Tabernacle, Salt Lake Citv, Utah,
October 7th, 1869, made an attempt to show that
it was not in conflict with the Constitution of
the Uhited States; and we refer to it here, as Mr.
Pratt was then acting in the capacity of an expounder of the proper position to be assumed in
defense of the doctrine he was endeavoring to
elucidate.
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Contrast the statements quoted from the section on marriage and· Mr. Pratt's effort, with
those of the :Junction.
"He neither asks for recognition of those marriages by the civil law, or by society, nor cares
anything about it. . . , He does not regard a
civil marriage as proper." . . .
"United States judges in Utah have declared
officially that a man can only have one legatwije.''
Does not this contrast show that the statement
that President Young and others have taken
new positions in regard to the status of polygamic affinities, as heretofore made by us, is true;
notwithstanding the assertion, "It is not true
that Brigham Young took any new position in
regard to polygamy in that answer;" referring
to the reply to Ann Eliza in court.
Will the editor of the :function who writ0s so
confidently of Pre&ident Young's sentiments
and motives for making the plea that he did,
please tell the readers of his paper what is meant
by the word legal, which occurs so frequently in
the section on marriage? Will he tell
them why it is that the church, of which Mr.
Young was then one, whether the editor of the
:function was or not, took such special pains to
declare that "all legal contracts of marriage
made before a person is baptized into this church,
should be held sacred?" How are we and others
who read that section
understand the term
''legal contracts?" If the legality referred to is
not the legality of the constitutional and governmental "laws o/ tke country," under which the
elder and priest are to solemnize the rite, where
shall we look for a meaning of the language?
It is useless to say that ''he does not regard a
civil marriage proper;" for here is a solemn
assertion that the church held just such marriages "sacred" in 1845· If sacred then, how
have they become profane and illegal because
not sacred; unless there has been a change of
position upon the question at issue.
Again; before entering into polygamic relation
with President Young, Ann Eliza goes through
the formula of a divorce suit to obtain the legal
dissolution of an otherwise legal and binding
marriage contract then existing between herself
and one James L. Dee. When this leg-al separa·
tion takes place, it is considered prope;· for her to
contract with President Young. If the civil
compact with James L. Dee was not regarded,
why brook the law's delay and incur the expense
of a suit? Would there have been any impropriety in ignoring the prior contract as absolutely void from the beginning, and pressing upon
Ann Eliza the new relation, from which ultimate] y she asks to be released by a suit in court,
to which suit President Young ter::aliy pleads.
Surely, if the position assumed by the :Junctiou
be a correct one, all that was needed was for
Ann Eliza to walk out of the door of fames L.
Dee into the door of President Young,
assert the void character of the first con.
tract, without legal intervention, and the thing
was done.
As once before, when the Salt Lake papers
thought that they discovered a weakening respecting what the future might reveal as against
our position, respecting this very question, so do
we now state in view of the very pertinent remark, "He dares not face the music,'' made by
the editor of the :Jttnctimz in the article we have
quoted in the whole and in part:
"Let the bolt fall where it may, as an individual we wish it to be understood, that from the
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first and thence on we are and have been the
enemy of the doctrine; and while we expect to
'face the face,' we shall calculate to know before
whom we dance, the reason why we are expected
l:o dance, the cost of the piper, and who pays
him; nor do we anticipate being compelled to
dance to any •tune,' the measures to which are
not in harmony with truth, justice and mercy,
a.nd in time with the grand march of the events
designed of God for the redemption and sanctification of man."

President Brigham Young is dead; but
the consequences of the introduction of plural marriage into the church tenets, no
matter by whom as a human agent it was
introduced, have followed like a fate. At
every stage of the controversy the HERALD has pointed to the rule and the law
and the position which should be taken.
The "issue" has "come," and the HERALD
bubble has not only not "burst into
uncollectable fragments," but is a magnificent proof of the failure of the prophecy
of the Ogden <yunction fit to be placed
side by side with the one made byPres.
Young, August 29th, 185z; when he said
in reference to this same doctrine of plural marriage:
"You heard Bro. Pratt state, this morning,
that a revelation would be read this afternoon,
which was given previous to Joseph's death. It
contains a doctrine, a small portion of the world
is opposed to; but I can deliver a prophecy upon
it . . . . And I tell you-for I know it-it will
sail over and ride triumphantly above all prejudice and priestcraft ot the day; it will be fostered
and believed in by the more intelligent portions
of the world, as one of the best doctrines ever
proclaimed to any people. Your hearts need
not beat; you need not think that a mob is coming here to tread upon the sacred liberty which
the constitution of our country guarantees unto
us, for it will not be."

It is true that no mob has visited the
mountain fastnesses of Utah to lawlessly
deprive the people whom Pres. Young
was addressing of any right, or liberty; but
the faithful influences of God's truth and
providences set at work to fulfill his designs, under the administration of the constitution have followed Utah wrong doing
like a Nemesis, and brought tl:at doctrine,
the triumphant progress of which Pres.
Young so rashly and proudly prophesied
thirty-eight years ago, before the political
and governmental tribunal acknowledged
of God in 1831, the Supreme Court of the
United States, where the practice of it is
pronounced a crime. Surely the events of
time have vindicated the position assumed
by the Reorganization upon this pre-eminent heresy of the latter days.
L, A. HALL writing from Stafford,
Kansas, February 8th, and among other
things of a general character he says:
BRo.

"There have been some Utah elders through
here preachhg; they stayed with us, and we
treated them kindly according to your advice
while you were laboring in Utah. The main issue is, was Brigham Young a true prophet or
not? It came plainly to my mind; for when I
with a good many other emigrants going to California in r86r were stopping over a Sunday in
Salt Lake City to rest, we went to the Tabernacle
to hear Brigham Young. At the close of his
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sermon he said that the Spirit rested on him and
he would prophesy to that people, which he did.
His prophecy \VaB in regard to the ·war between
the North and the South, and he prophesied that
the war would contit1Ue until both sides were so
weak that they (the people in Utah) would go
back to Jackson county and claim their inheritances. When I came home from California,
near the. close of the war, the people were at
work in the temple in Salt Lake Cily, and many
new towns. It is now twenty-nine years since
that prophecy was made; and all must know it
was false to date."
COURT DECISION.

THE Deseret News in its semi-weekly issue for February 7th, 189o, has the following to say in regard to the deci8ion of the
Supreme Court of the United States affirming the constitutionality of the Edmunds· Tucker act and the Idaho Test
Oath law, by which polygamists and believers in plural marriage ar(:denied tile
elective franchise.
The measures are harsh and arbitrary;
no one will dispute that. And whether
they are justifiable remains to be developed by time and the results that follow.
THE LATEST DECISION,
The news of the fact that the .Supreme Court
of the United States had affirmed the constitutionality of the Idaho test oath law yesterday
created a profo~nd sensation in the community.
We must say that, so far as our observation extended, if the anti-"Mormon" element were jubilant over the matter, their exultation was of a
subdued character.
Perhaps it occurred to the more thoughtful
portion of them that the decision boded no good
to this Territory, providin~, its probable fruits
should be applied to Utah. If so the reflection
was correct. It can be stated as an infallible
philosophical truth that no considerable portion
of the people of a commonweillth can be placed
at an unqualified disadvantage without the whole
suffering severely from an essential sympathy of
interests, if for no other reason. When those
placed under the cloud constitute the overwhelmIng majority, this truth has all the greater potency and more widespread effect.
Whether thoughts in that line had or had not
·an influence on the minds of the minority and
prevented them from ~xhibiting satisfaction in
unseemly and exuberant outbursts cannot, of
course, be. definitely stated, but the fact exists
that thus far since the reception of the news,
their attitude has not been nearly so boisterous
as might have been anticipated.
Upon the majority of the people the intelligence induced a general spirit of seriousness,
consistent with the gravity of the situation.
Their courage was not daunted, however, for
such an effect is almost impossible of production
under the most trving situations.
Neither was there an undivided concern regarding the probable future results of the decisIon in their own case The welfare of the nation
shared a portion of the anxiety felt by them.
, They could see in this action of the head of the
judicial branch of the government a fulfilment
of predictions made by the Prophet Joseph Smith'
on the subject of invasions of the safeguards of
the constitution, an:d.his prophetic forecast of the

dire results that would in consequence accrue to
the Republic at large.
The Constitution is an instrument which defines the rights of the people who adopt it and
the duties and respon~ibilities of their rulers.
One of the chief objects is to prptect minorities
from the encroachments of majorities. Froude,
the eminent English historian, in his Lives of
the Caesars, asserts in substance, that if history
has taught any one thing It is this: That when
from any cause a republic denies any portion of
its people the rights and privileges of its constitution, the constitution itself falls to pieces from
sheer incompetence for its duties, and the breaking up and decay of the government is no longer
distant.
Viewing the decision from our standpoint it
denies a vital guaranty of the Constitution to a
portion of the people in this great nation-that
of full religious liberty. Any position assumed
that this right is not invaded appears to us to be
disingenuous. To claim that the law sustained
by it only relates to the disqualifications of voters
and for holding office is 'merely technical. The
whole spirit of the Idaho statute is inhibitive of
religious freedom. No mere play on words or
terms can hide this patent fact.
It proscribes
from the privileges which accrue under citizenship-those of voting or holding office-men
who have faith in the atoning blood of Christ,
repent of their sins, are baptized by immersion
in water for the remission of sins, have hands
laid upon their heads that they might receive the
Holy Ghost, and who partake of the sacrament
of the Lord's Supper. These innocent religious
acts entitle the performer to membership in the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Under the law in question, those who have
taken the steps named are denied the privilege
of voting or holding office in Idaho. None of
these actions have any relation to polygamy, as
the great mass of members of the church have
never entered into that order of marriage, while
those who have done so have for years been under the bane of disfranchisement by the operations of the congressional statute known as the
Edmunds Act. The Idaho statute has no reference to the latter class, they having already been
covered by the national statute. Its effect only
reaches a class who have broken no law, whose
religious acts are entirely innocent, and therefore not within the reach of a disabling act.
In view of these facts, which were ably set
forth in the argument made before the court, in
the case on which the decision was reached, by
Hon. Franklin S. Richards, it is n.arvelous.to us
that the Idaho law can be viewed as valid. The
following constitutional inhibition seems to
stand directly in the way of such a construction:
"No religious test shall ever be required as a
qualification to any office of public trust under
the United States."
The fiat of the court of last resort on earth has
been issued. As a legal fact the Idaho Test
Oath statute stands as a constitutional law. This
being the case our co-religionists located in our
sister Territory in the north, have no alternative
but to be governed by it, until He who holds the
destinies of nations in His Almighty hand shall
see fit to break the political shackles that are being placed upon a people greatly misunderstood
and unappreciated. Who can say that the very
conditions that are forming will not give the Lat,er-day Saints the opportunity they will yet be

IJI
able to grasp, of showing that a people more loyal and true to American institutions, do not dwell
within the domain of the Republic?

Some few points in this editorial are in.
teresting to the HERALD readers, for this
reason: They all have an abiding faith
in the final triurn ph of the truth, without
reference to the particular side of the controversy their opinions and preferences
now lie.
So many things have been alleged respecting the predictions of the Prophet J oseph Smith, that it seems to be a sort of
dernier resort of our Utah religionists for
comfort to fall back upon some prediction
of the prophet, publicly or privately made.
Just now the United States is down for
the sympathy of disfranchised pluralists
because, forsooth the prophet Joseph predicted some possible invasions upon constitutional safeguards made by somebody;
and the Ne-ws makes the application in no
uncertl1in way to the church in the valleys.
It appears to us, however, that the United
States is not in need of the sympathy extended; and we sincerely doubt the" propriety of the application ot the prediction,
as claimed to be made to our Utah friends.
The Neu•s is certainly wrong in saying
that the Idaho statute "proscribes from the
privileges which accrue under citizenship
-those of voting- and holding office-men
who have faith in the atoning blood of
Christ, repent of their sins, are baptized by
immersion in water for the remission of
sins, have hands laid upon their heads that
they might receive the Holy Ghost, and
who partake of the sacrament of the Lord's
supper." We know of numbers of religionists in the Territory of Idaho, who believe all that, and have experienced the
change called conversion, and are properly accredited members of a church association holding to the things enumerated,
who both vote and hold office without
challenge; and if the News wants the
names of some of them they will be furnished.
The Master said in a very memorable
sermon: "Whosoever, therefore shall
break one of these least commandments,
and shall teach men so, he shall be called
the least in the kingdom of heaven." And
James, one of the astute writers of the
New Testament, wrote long ago, "For
whosoever shall keep the whole law, and
yet offend in one point, he shall be guilty
of all."
These men who are looking for an "opportunity" to "grasp," by ·which they
might prove themselves to be loya,l, have
let opportunity after opportunity pass unimproved; until an apostle put upon the
stand admitted that he had married a plural wife after he knew there was an act of
Congress declaring it to be unlawful; and
when asked why he did it, said that he regarded the law to be unconstitutional, and
that he believed the United States Supreme Court would so decide, and he married during the time the matter was before
the court without waiting for the decision.
He is not the onlv one. Other and high
dig-nitaries are hiding from United States
officers wtth writs in their hands, and
nearly every day witnesses the arraign-
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ment of men of that church for actions
prohibited by law. Why wait for some
wondrous time to prove loyalty; "He that
is faithful in few things shall be .made
ruler over many." He that is disloyal in
the small things of American citizenship,
will scarcely be entrusted with the good
things appertaining to that condition. He
that shall approve himself in the minor
thfngs of life, may be and will be truste
in the greater.
LIBELOUS STORIES.

THE Elmira, New York, 7 elegram, of
the zd instant has another false and , obscene grist from the pen of Rufus R. Wilson, its Salt Lake correspondent, on Mormonism in general and Brighamism in
particular. We have seldom read so much
of falsehood and filthiness in any newspaper article as we find in this. It is a
burning disgrace to journalism, and if Anthony Comstock does his full duty he will
arraign such publications as an insult to society and outrage upon common decency.
The writer quotes with marked relish the
foul and libelous statements of John C.
Bennett and others of his class. This fact,
to those acquainted with Bennett's history,
reveals the animus and character of the
correspondent. Men should be judged by
the quality of the work they choose to do,
and by their evident fitness, devotion, and
adaptability to that work. The Master
has said, "Out of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaketh." And when
men revel in nastiness and herald it abroad,
they thereby advertise their own true inwardness while seeking to defile and defame others. Such have either a rotten
brain or a depraved heart-or both. This
class of anti-Mormon writers the press,
generally, repudiates.
No sensible person claims perfection on
the part of Joseph and Hyrum Smith and
the saints of their times. But when Mr.
Wilson and his kind seek to cover them
with infamv and odium on the statements
of John C. Bennett and persons of that ilk,
and on his own unsupported assertions, he
has chosen not.only a questionable, but a
dishonorable occupation. It will be next
in order for him ~o dig up and cull out all
the vile stories circulated by Jew and Gentile, anciently and mo<lernly, against
Christ and his faithful followers. There
is a great abundance of such matter; and
if he would write up in a sensational ~tyle
all the weaknesses, lapses, shortcomings,
and personal peculiarities of the ministers
and people of Christ eighteen hundred
years ago, giving them a dark, suspicious
shading wherever possible, and then add
all the available base, filthy, falsehoods,
inuendoes, hints and sug·gesti0ns, he
would have a twin for the offspring recentcently born of his brain and pen ag-ainst
Mormonism and exhibited in the Telegram.
However blinded and faulty the Utah
Mormons are, they are neither the fools
nor the knaves Mr. Wilson paints them,
and newspaper men just as shrewd as he
think very differently than he does. The
Chicago Times, for instance, has the following:

D.

"The ordinary reader may have observed of
twelve other leading officials signing said
late in the newspapers certain articles on Mornotice. (See Times and Seasons, vol. 3,
monism, usually articles describing life in Salt
p. Sgo). In the ne:ct number of that paper,
Lake City, which did not describe all beliving lu
pages 839-842, wt!! be found a lengthy
the odd religion existent in Utah as having homs
and hoo.fs and being excessively wicked people.
statement made to the public in respect to
The articles in question have even intimated that
the badness of Bennett's conduct, and this
there are a number of very respectable and earis attested by fourteen names of prominent
nest people among the Mormons.
city officials. In this document it is set
"The journalistic phenomenon alluded to is by
forth that, after due examination of the
no means a bad sign. It indicates the development of a spirit of inquiry and toleration. The
sayings and doings of said .Bennett, he
Mormons are as a rule not highly cultivated peowas "expelled from" the church and was
ple-they have been recruited from all ranksregarded "as an imposter and base adultbut they are not by any means what they are in
erer," also that he sec:retly defamed .and
popular estimation. Only a minority of them
sought to compromise the character of
believe in polygamy, whlch is the one feature of
their creed which has made them most obnox- 1 Joseph Smith
his evil doings, seeking
ious. They are, as a rule, thrifty, sober and
thereby to gain his vile objects. When
honest. They made a city in a wilderness. They
Bennett was arraigned he went before a
believe in Joseph Smith and Brigham Young.
They have a right to worship in their own way, Justice of the Peace and 0n oath testified
if they do not violate the broader laws of the
"that he never was taught [by Joseph
land. They have been made the victims of countSmith anything in the least contrary to the
less prejudiced romances.
strictest principles of the gospel, or of vir"The Mormons may make good, law-respecttue, or of the laws of God, or man, under
ing Americans yet. Give them an opportunity.
any circumstances, or upon any occasion,
Respect thelr religious fancies within certaln
well-defined limits."
either directly or indirectly, in word or

.
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We have no fellow'ship with, and no
apologies for the unwisdom, errors, mistakes and evils of Brighamism, but when
a reckless, conscienceiess, penny-a-liner
goes far beyond the bounds of truth and
ordinary decency to preJudice and embitter
the people against the Utah Mormons as
a body, his mendacity should be exposed
and rebuked. It is manifest all through
his articles that he writes chiefly for political effect, and to secure certain political
advantages against the Mormons. This
is quite in keeping with no little of the political chicanery of the times, both in and
out of Utah, for the errors and mistakes
and defects of the Brighamites, personal
and otherwise, real and assumed, are made
to serve the occasion with an abandon and
vengeance that is as barbarous towards
the .Mormons as it is humiliating to decent
minded people.
Christianity demands forbearance toward the erring; and wherein the Utah
Mormons have gone
are going
wrong, let them be dealt
humanely,
honorably, justly, and not with
bitterness and misrepresentation.
"Be to their faulte a little blind,
And to their virtues very klnd"

And in this way command their confidence, after which their judgment
be
reached and regulated. Ridicule,
hood and bitterness are not the means
which to win and reform any people,
the managers of a paper of such pretensiom as the Telegram should know and
profit by these facts.
Mr. Wilson says:
"The Mormons of course deny the truth of the
charges made by Bennett, and are entitled to
whatever benefit their denial may carry with it.
But as (Joseph] Smith did not discontinue h!s
friendly relations v,rl!h Bennett until some time
after the latter's book \vas pubHshed/' etc.

This latter sentence, false in fact and
misleading
IS a
of
the utter
of the
penned it, Bennett was
arraigned for secret evil
tices as early as in May, 1842, and on the
r rth of that month public notice was
that he was disfellowshipped,
Smith, Hyrum Smith, William Law

deed," etc., etc.
This affidavit was made
]\,i[ay 17th, 1842, and yet the unprincipled
creature, soon after this, began his viilainous warfare, through letters and lectures,
and at length through his "Mormonism
Exposed," against Joseph Smith and the
church generally. Joseph Smith broke
off "his friendly relations with Bennett"
as early as the first of May, 1842, or before, and May r rth, rKp, he with many
other leading officials of the clrurch, withdrew "the hand of fellowship from [this
samel General John C. Bennett," as is
seen in Times and Seasons, volume 3,
page 830. But Bennett's book was not
published till after September, 1842, for
on page 292 of his book there is an official
document bearing date "September 12th,
I 842."
From the foregoing fact,s may be readil v seen the falsity and trickery ot the
'l elegram correspondent, and how unsafe
it is to trust his statements.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORK AT GENERAL CONFERENCE.

especial attention of all interested is
called to the notice of the committee appointed by the Sunday-school Association
of the Decatur district. Acting for said association they will ask that the General Conf,~rence recognize the Sunday-school work
appointing the morning (part or all of
and evening of one Sunday during the
conference session, in which the programme published will be presented.
The committee wish us to state that the
association is simply endeavoring to bring
the Sunday-school work more prominentbefore the church, the object being to
its part in ultimately awakening such
a general interest in the very important
work of educating and training the young
that effective Sunday-schools will be orthroughout the entire church, and
most improved and advanced methods
of teaching and training be used therein
teachers, officers and members of the
and of the church, that the Sunday-school cause shall receive the attention which its importance demands, and
which it should receive in order that it
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prove itself to be what the Master evidently designed it should be-the nursery of
and a valuable auxiliary to the church.
\V e hope to soon see an association in
every d1strict, and a general association organized in which the Sunday-schools of
the entire church shall be represented £emiannually or annually. Here is a place of
usefulness for every unemployed worker.
It is worthy the best talent, education and
training. It is a noble life-work and one
requiring as much devotion and heartwork
as one can give, anJ he or she who enlists
must be constant and faithful. There is a
reward and an exceeding and eternal
weight of glory for those who enlist and
who are faithful. Who among "the various organizations for good" among God's
people are willing to enlist?
It has been charged that sectarians compass sea and land to preach to the heathen,
forgetting the home wants of their"own
land; and it may be possible that many of
our young· and middle aged people are
making the mistake of looking forward
to the accomplishment of some great work
away from present localities, to their neg·lect of the important and necessary duties
of local surroundings. We can only assure ourselves of future usefulness by being faithful in the present.

IT is conceded that in the municipal election held in Salt Lake City, Utah, Monday, February roth, the Liberal Party (the
Gentile and apostate element) was successful over the People's Party (the Mormon
element) by some eight hundred majority,
It is claimed by Pres. \111 oodruff and counsellor F. S. Richards, that the Liber<J.l
Party's success has been won at the expense of fraud and unfair means by which
the Liberal vote has been increased and
thatof the People's Party decreased. Of
that we are not in condition to write;
though we are quite ready to believe that
when two parties are striving for the mas·
tery and for political control both will be
likely to employ all the tricks known to
politicians to gain the end strived for. And
so it may have been in Salt Lake City
election. However, it is something sad
.contemplate, looking at it in a moralizing
mood, The people who were compelled
to make their homes in that land of alkali
and sage brush, before it had as yet been
demonstrated that the desert lands were
bountiful if properly cultivated, after
years spent by them in comparative isolation and a sort of exclusive control of the
affairs of city, state and church; should be
beaten at the polls in their own stronghold by men who are hostile to them as a
rule; as if lchabod had been written on
the walls of the city in the cradle of the
W asarch mountains. And were it not for
the ·fact, which forces itself upon us at
every examination of the whole affair, that
the people from whom political rule of
Salt Lake City has now been wrested,
were themselves largely in fault for the
causes of their defeat, we should feel a far
greater degree of sympathy for them. But
when men persistently rtefy the chances
obviously against them, and continue in a
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wrong from the first, in spite of
from friend and foe alike, symseems almost out of place.
predicted, of course, that the Gentiies will so misuse the opportunity to control the city which they have sought and
now gained that by the expiration of the
two years for which the officers are chosen
all classes will be ready to give the affairs
of the city back into the hands of the
Mormons.
BRo. THOMAS DALEY sends us a San
Francisco Examiner for January 3oth,
1890, containing a most wonderful prediction of ruin and calamity. It may be that
some of the Saints would like to believe
in these predictions and flee to the
mountains: At all events it will not be
amiss to have the predictions on record, to
know after the faithful "eighty days" are
whether we shall fear that prophet or
not:
CALAMATIES TO COME.
The revivalists in Oakland are keeping up the
religious agitation by some remarkable prophesying. Last October, at a time preceding the
Woodworth meetings, a colored woman ·on her
way from Shasta to Los Angeles stopped in
Oakland. While there she had a vision and saw
Oakland destroyed by a tidal wave and San
Francisco consumed to ashes. Above them appeared in letters of fire: "In seven years."
The woman related her vlslon to her friends
and held several public meetings at the corner of
Broadway and Third streets, where she spoke of
the coming destruction of the two cities.
A week ago Sunday night Mrs. L C. Boiliot,
of 0<1kland, formerly a follower of Dr. ·Dowie,
had a wonderful vision in which Oakland and
San Francisco were swallowed up by a huge
tidal wave. Mrs. Boillot has frequently been
"under under the power". at the Woodworth
meetings. Her child, two years and five months
of age, bas been "under the power" all night.
After awaking the little one would cry all day
and say she did not want to "fall into the water
that was all around." In spite of her father's
reprimands she still continues to cry, and begs to
be saved from the water.
Ten. other persons residing in Oakland are
said on good authority to have received similar
visions. Several ladies in Oakland were discussing the visions this week, when one of them
proposed to consult the Word. The finger of the
one who opened the book fell upon the line:
"Prepare to l<'ave, Oh, IsraeL" .
One of the most remarkable cases of those who
have been "under the power" in Mrs. Woodworth's tent is that of George Erickson. Last
Tuesday, before a large and very much interested audience, Erickson gave his experience.
Following is a synopsis of it:

THE DOOM OF THE CITIES,
WOE! WOE! WOE!

I, George A. Erickson, of Fredriksbold, Norway, being in the Spirit on the 24th, 25th, 26th,
and 27th of January, 1890, was shown by the Lord
the coming destruction of the following cities:
On the 24th I saw the destruction, by earthquake, of San Francisco and Oakland-the waves
of the ocean coming, also, and covering them
over, and the great ships on the bay being foundered.
On Saturday, the 25th, I saw again the destruction of San Francisco ar'd Oakland, with
that of Alameda. The Lord then also revealed
to me the date of destruction, viz., eighty days
from that day-Saturday, January 25, 1890.
., On Sunday, January 26th, in the morning I
arose and made my morning prayer, and was
again in the power of the Spirit. Then God revealed to me that Chicago would be destroyed
on the same date as San Francisco, Oakland and
Alameda.
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Sunday afternoon, being still at home, I had a
vision about these four cities. Then the Lord
showed me also the map of the world-in five
divisions-of America, Europe, Asia, Africa and
Australia. Then the Lord showed me the five
wounds in his body, where he was pierced, and
suffered for each or these parts of the world. He
pointed to the wounds in his two hf'nds and two
feet and his side, with the blood running out-for
these five parts of the world. The blood was able
to save them alL God showed me a terrible pestilence in Africa. France starts war with Russia, and England shall be in the war also. Russia shall win at last, but France shall do great
damage before 'that. In China there will be a
great famine, and many thousands die. Floods
and great heat in Australia. In North America
there will be a great earthquake.
On the 27th of January God showed me again
the destruction of San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda, Chicago and Milwaukee. Then the Lord
showed me all the ships around San Francisco in
the bay, and Oakland and Alameda and their
piers and ferryboats, and showed me that there
would be a great vortex and swallow them all up.
Then He showed me the great city of Chicago
and its railways, and that it would sink in the
earthquake, and the waters of Lake Michigan
would flow over it. It would appear no more.
There should be heard no more whistle of the
cars therein; no more voice of man; the name of
Chicago even should be heard no more. The
Lord then showed me the line of the Northwestern railway from Chicago to Milwaukee.
He showed me that Milwaukee would sink like
Chicago, in the same great earthquake, and that
Lake Michigan would cover it the same as Chicago.
Then God showed me Europe again, and her
wars. He showed me that England would be but
three weeks in the war. England, Norway and_
Sweden would jc.in for this war. Then God
showed me that England was the first-best nation,
then Norway second-best, and Sweden third-best
-not in wealth or political importance, but what
they had done for God. England has sent out
more Bibles and missionaries than any other part
of the world. Norway also has done much for
the size of the country, as has Sweden. The
countries having most Catholics in them would
have the heaviest judgment.
The cities of San Francisco, O;:tkland and Alameda will sink by the earthquake in four minutes.
People, go to the mountains. You will be saved
if you get to the mountains. The mountains will
shake a little, but all will be saved who are onlhe tops of the mountains. God told me that
the people should leave for the mountains seven
days before the earthquake. Those who have
money should take it all with them, and just
clothes enough to get along with, and food for
about three weeks. Then Goct showed me how
the poor should do. Oh, poor, go to the mountains if you have not a cent, because on the
mountains the rich will help the poor. When
they see the distress of these cities they shall all
come down to one level. God shall melt the
hearts of the rich. They shall get them. tents,
and live in tents in the mountains. After three
weeks they shall scatter and go to the eastern
states. God will preserve the rail ways that they
may go east on them. The rich will help the
poor to flee away.
God told me that there would be a new city
built on the mountain side, near the Golden
Gate, called "San Francisco Fall." He showed
me there shall be no more Oaklan!} or Berkley,
but a place called "San Pablo Saved."
Chicago will never be rebuilt. '"We are too
near the end of the world, which will come in
1896 On both sides of the engulfment small
cities will be built, «Lake Michigan Destroyed"
on the western side and on the New York side
"Lake Michigan." Each city will grow to about
twenty-five thousand inhabitants.
War in Europe, after it has begun, will last
until Jesus comes. There will be no war in
America, but a hard time-pestilence, wind and
storms.
~
Eriskson says he is going back to Norway very
soon to warn the people nf the second coming of
Christ. In his vision, when Christ told him to
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prepare to go, Erickson replied that he had no
money.
Christ then told him of a wealthy man in San
Francisco who would furnish the means. Erickson expects to leave early in February.

WHILE the religious press, to which the
realm of moral truth and freedom of
thought should belong, and which should
be the conservator and shaper of the
public opinion on religious themes, is
loud in condemnation of anything called
or known as Mormonism, and declares against the whole as evil root
and branch, it is refreshing to see now
and then a secular journal that has the
hardihood and courage to be fair in the
treatment of the question. The following from the St. Joseph, Missouri, daily
News for February 12th will illustrate
what we mean.
"Mormonism Is a crime-not a religion," is the
decision of the United States Supreme Court in
the Idaho test oath case. This is perhaps the
most importl;mt decision ever rendered by the
Supreme Court when the essentials or creed of
the Mormon, or the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, is considered. The Mormon
confession of faith consists in belief in the atoning blood of Christ, repentance for sins, baptism
by immersion in water, receiving the Holy Ghost
through the laying on of hands and the sacrament of the Lord's supper. As a man can bel!eve any or all of these thiBgs, and be a good citizen, it is evident that the Supreme Court in its
efforts to stamp out polygamy, has struck a blow
at religious liberty. Bigamy and polygamy are
crimes punishable in the territories by the laws
of the United States, but it is a well known fact
that not one-tenth of the Mormons are either
bigamists or polygamists. They may believe in
polygamy, but no man can control his belief, and
there is no power in the United States that can
punish a man because he believes a certain thing.
We are responsible to the law for our acts, but
as free citizens, for nothing more.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

SoME one has sent us a copy of the Tackson Herald, published at Jackson Court
Hous.e,_ \Vest Virginia, for January 24th,
contammg the account of two remark
able cases of healing by the laying on of
hands by elders of what we presume is
the Church of God, or Christadelphians,
though the name of the denomination represented is not given. That from which
the persons were said to be relieved was
palpitation of the heart and cancer; the
first a Mrs. Douglas of Greenbrier
county, the latter a Mrs. Bee, who had a
cancer on her hand. Why not?
Bro. E. 1,... Kelley is to hold a discussion
with Rev. Ray, of the Baptist faith, at
Lee's Summit, Jackson county, Missouri,
commencing March 24th, next.
Sr. Amanda S. Yohe wrote from Pana,
Illinois, relating how her son David was
strengthened for the rite of baptism and
confirmation but a short time before bis
death which occurred February 2d, of consumption. We regret that want of space
makes it impracticable to print her letter
in full.

LD.

Bro. James D. Porter, wrote from
Bro. William Beaman writes in appreCanaan, Indiana, February I rth, that he ciation of the good he has realized through
had been laboring in Brown county, near obedience to the faith. He is working in
Nashville, vv it!:: some prospect of good the Sabbath . school cause-an excellent
success. One young man by the name way in which to be useful.
of W m. Henthorn, sung at the close of the
Prayers are asked for Sr. J. D. Miller
evening service, "When shall we all meet and Bro. A. F. Henderson of Pipeston
again;" and passing from the house was City, Minnesota, for their restoration to
health.
drowned in less than half an hour, in ferrying some across the creek. It affected
Bro. C.St.Clair again wrote from Kansas
Bro. Porter so that he called in his ap- City, where he has been laboring.
He
pointment for the next evening. Such is bas found it not only necessary to labor in
preaching the word, but has also had to
life.
Bro. S. Whiteford, of South Ann, "work up" his congregations. Pastoral
Michigan, mentions the faithful labors of work among the people is certainly necesBro. William Davis, who baptized thirty- sary, especially in cities. As a church we
two during his residence at that place, hut should neg·lect no proper efforts to reach
who has since gone into Southern Michiand benefit the people. When we shall use
gan. The Saints at South Arm have no every available and properly conceived
preaching services now, but are endeavor-" I method in the loflg buried and much neging to hold to the faith.
lected li't of "helps" we shall become
Bro. D. F. Coomb,, of Fall River, Mas- more and more efficient, possess more life
sachusetts, writes from Islesboro, Maine, and realize g-reater results from our labors"
the roth inst., mentioning the death of his We should systematize otfr work and
aged mother, whose departure he mourns. then labor diligently in it.
Bro. William Strange, of St. Thomas,
Ontario, wrote the I Ith, inst., stating that
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro.]. H. L'lke was then laboring there
very acceptably, and was to be assisted hy
Bro. Joseph B. Van Meter writes from
Bro. R. C. Evans, the two brethren to Wilber, Nebraska, February 12th:
contine the meetings for two weeks. The
"Influenza and diphtheria have passed through
Saints pray that God's abundant blessings the country like a scourge; many among the
Saints were sick, but bv the blessing of God few
mav follow.
deaths. Bro. Charles Porter lost a beautiful and
The Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, Re- darling
daughter."
corder says: "Mr. William Street, who
Bro. Blair wrote from Council Bluffs,
has often written for the Recorder under
the nom de plume of "Phonography," February 17th:
"I baptiz"OOd a gentleman and his wife here yeshas won a year's subscription to the Ame- terday. Have had large, increasing and very atrican Garden, an agricultural magazine tentive audiences during last eight davs, in which
published in New York, by solving an time have preached nine sermons. Am to begin
a series of sermons ;n Omaha to-morrow evenenigma."
and then go to district conference at UnderBro. A.J. Blakley will care for an elder ing,
wood, Iowa, the 22d inst."
if he will come to Knowlton, Iowa, 1md
Bro. William E. Banks wrote from
give the people some preaching. He
Linn, 03age
Missouri, February
thinks an opening can be had there.
9th.
He
repo1·ts
they
had had a visit
Mr. C. G. Lewis, of East
Michigan, wrote the 8th inst., subscribinfY from Bro. J. 'IV. Gillen, who had preachfor the HERALD, which he has hithert~ eel some excellent sermons to them and
read as it was loaned him by some suL- baptized fourteen. He says:
"Our branch is in a flourishing condition, for
scriber. He says: "Though I do not be- which we give God the praise. We had a splen·
long to your church, nor to any
T did sacrament and testimony meeting to-day.
find mvself attacherl to your p;per in a ':Ve have meeting every Sunday. How many
way that it is uncomfortable to wait its tlmes I have felt the influence of God's Spirit so
time to get to me second or third handed." that my heart would almost overflow with joy."
News from Bro. Henry Kemp, dated
A later letter from him encloses remittance for another subscription. Mr. Lewis Silver City, Iowa. He has found some
believers at that place and is hopeful of a
has our thanks.
good work. He says:
Bro. E. C. Brand states in a letter from
at Keysto.ne, Emerson, and revisitAtchison, Kansas, dated the 15th instant, ed '•Preached
Farm Creek. Had an excellent time at
that he was preaching to large and atten- Wheeler's Grove. House full every night many
tive cong-regations at Onaga, Kansas.
are believing and expressed themselves s~tisfied
Sr. F. A. Leatherwood, of Sullivan with our position. but seem not to be quite ready
Station, Alabama, wrote that she had not to accept. I expect a little spat with a Baptist
preacher the first Monday in March at Henderheard a sermon from any of our ministry son."
in three years. She cling·s to the faith
Bro. Samuel J. Roberts wrote from
and mentions its divine character.
~hurman,
Iowa, February 14th r.~lating
Bro. Thomas Connor, of Independence,
Missouri, wrote the r 2th inst., bearing tes- hts long and arduous struggle with doubt
timony to the divine character of the V.rork and uncertainty, the outcome of which he
tersely states
follows:
which has been evidenced to him, accord"Wtiile in this state at a prayer meeting I reing to the promise of the Master to tho~e ceived the baptism of the Holy Ghost and I felt
that obey it from the heart. Bro. Connor
was a new creature. Then m v trials began·
states that the truth of the Word of Wis- and death would have been sweet for the fals~
dom has been signally made plain to him. ideas I had entertained seemed to be a part of my
so deep were they imbedded in my soul; but
He hZ!s been blessed in observing it, and life,
truth I wanted, and the fear of death hap no sting.
exhorts all the Saints to do likewise"
So death or victory was my determination. A!-

as
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though I suffered trials more than once, I -was
not discouraged. The victory belongs to God
and to him be the praise, for I know my life was
in his hands and death strokes were removed
and I was again free. God blessed me with his
Spirit and it testified to the three books; Bible,
Book of Mormon and Covenants, before I
thought I was ready to accept them. Now that
I am again in the faith I pray God I may never
turn either to the right or to the left, but go
straight onward until heaven is reached."

Bro.

J.

S. Roth wrote from Runnels,

Iowa, February 15th:
"My meeting is still in full blast here, with
good interest. Will baptize some more next
Sunday. Have been here since the first of the
month and will continue a few days yet."

Bro. Andrew C. Stone wrote from Arl··
ington, Dakota, February 15th:
"Bro. Robert Oehring was at our place De·
cember rst and preached five excellent sermons,
which did good then, and will do more when
Bro. Robert returns, which he is requested to
do."

Bro. Simon Smith wrote from St. Jo··
seph, Missouri, February 17th:
"Yesterday was quite a day of rejoicing in this
city; Bro. Forscutt baptized nine, my wife being
one of the number. I learn others are near the
door of the sheep-fold."

EDITED BY SISTER "FR.ANCEB."

"So welcome I from every source
'l'he tokens of that primal force,
Older than heaven itself, yet new
As the young heart it reaches to,
Beneath whose steady impulse rolls
'fhe tidal wave of human eouls;
Guide, comforter, and inward word,·
The eternal Spirit of the J.ord I"

TO THE PRAYER UNION.

Dear Sisters:-As a victim to "La Grippe" l
have been delayed in preparing the monthly list
of lessons, and I wish now to call your attention
to a request made to you before but not responded to; that every member of the Union should
consider It a duty to take part in this work of
furnishing memory texts. It !s.too much for one
to bear alone, and is contrary to the first design.
More than a year ago I proposed that this labor
should alternate a!:flong the organized local
unions, but it was never attended to or complied
with. And now I must earnestly insist that
something be done about it. Every member has
the same right that I have to send in these texts,
but I suppose that what is every body's business
is nobody's business, and the better way would
be to have it alternately performed by two or
more, who should be selected for the purpose for·
some specified tithe.
The union is indeed becoming a power for
¥ood and will become still more so when its
members shall have learned to comprehend its
true import and significance. Let us beware
Jest any spirit of pride, and vain glory, shall find
place among us. The first memory texts furnish·
ed the union in the "Column" for August 4th,
I888, ought to be regarded as the constitution of
the union; and the work therein delineated is that
which is required of us to do, with the careful
study of God's word in the three books, aiming
to direct our lives by their precepts to do, as. well
as to believe, that which is Written. In this work
the lone and scattered can do as effectual work
for the Master as those in organizations. To

those who send requests for the prayers of the
union we have a few words of caution: it is our
place to build up and strengthen each other in
the endeavor to gain the higher plane, and as far
as we may to bear one another's burdens, but in
no sense can this work take the placco of the
church ordinance as found in James S: 14 where
it is possible to obey. Our prayers and faith may
aid when that ordinance is obeyed in faith. It
may also aid to obtain faith in the ordinance
where such faith is lacking. But our office is to
build each other up in the faith, not to substitute
this work for the other. These things must be
remembered and carefully heeded or the blessing
we seek will fail, and our work become a snare.
But still in our review of the past year we can
see where success has crowned our efforts, and
also where much still remains to be done. This
will be better seen if you will take up the list of
weekly subjects found in Herald of November
wth, 1888. It will be seen that each subject
there named has been blessed and fulfilled to
some extent, the second one on the list especially
so; or at least so it appears in the more general
Interest taken by the young in church matters.
That this is due to a more general effort put forth
in their behalf by the Sunday-schools and other
organized societies, is true, but it seems that our
union has had no little to do in awakening and
maintaining an interest in them and such work.
The subjects for the third Thursday of each
month have also shared in this blessing and interest to a marked degree. Our country has been
blessed with prosperity the past year, notwithstanding the calamities, many and sad. Thereception of the truth in this country has seemed
cheering and encouraging to those who have
prayed and worked for it, as also our foreign
missions, but not so much that we should rest
satisfied with no greater effort to help roll it onward.
The fifth subject is also apparently being
answered.
I have left the first subject for the last mention,
because it is one that every member of the church
and of the union can best answer to their own
heart, and if to any it has failed of the blessings
prayed for let such read the subject again and
ask themselves wky.P It may aid us in our future
endeavors to remember that the battle ground on
which we must fight evil is our individual hearts
and lives, and that the aggregate success must
be computed from and governed -by those individual victories over self. If our prayers are not
answered first in our own lives they rn ust fail of
blessings to the world without. To cleanse our
own steps, make straight our own paths, is the
only way the church as a body can be cleansed,
and march gloriously onward unobstructed.
May such be our spiritual progress and advancement in the year before us.
ELEANOR.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Marv B. Furrow, of Burnside, Ill., requests
your prayers in behalf of her brother-in-law-, that
he may be restored to health.
Bro. Fisk, of Guide Rock, Neb., the same.
•Sr. Mattie A. Adair, of Swan, Ky., asks your.
prayers that for the sake of her family God may
restore her to health.
Bro. Blackman, of Blandensville, also asks your
prayers in his behalf.
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Sr. J. E. Uncofer, Apollo, Pa., requests your
prayers in behalf of her son afflicted with nervous disease.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Feb. 13, Amount received to date ..•.. $2,4S4 o8
Br.JohnJohnson,Mont,$3 oo
Sr. Matilda Davison, Mo.
Sr. Mary Fisk, Neb...... 6S
Sr. H. K. Aldrich, Wis... 75
Sr.Laura Frederickson,Ia.r oo
Sr. Sarah Hills, Iowa.... 7S
Sr. Nettie Green, Iowa... zs
A Friend, Ill ............ 6 8I
Prayer Union, Tulare, Cal I 79
Br. Ezra Ackley, Me..... 40
Br. & Sr. J. & L. Chivington, Colorado..........
Sr. Rebecca Miller, Iowa. I oo
Sr. .Thert;sa Bjerregard,

so

zs

MISSOUri. . • • • • • • • • • • • •

so

Sr. Mary Hiatt, Iowa .... I 7S
Sr. Gertrude Cole, Mass .. I oo
20 40
Feb. zo, Amount to date .............. _$2-474 1~

112l!F'Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

In Herald for February rsth Sr. Addie Burton
was credited with $S 05 which should have been
credited as follows:
San Bernardino Prayer Union, Cal. ....... $4 oo
Sr. Bettie Harris, Cal. . . . . . • .. . • • . .. .. .. . . 3S
Sr. Addie Burton, Cal..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S
Sr. Ina Smith, Cal........................ 2S
In Herald for February 22d last item should
read Sr. Martha, instead of Sr. Martha Bowker.

Dear Sr. Frances:-·The late campaign between
the People's party (Mormons) and the Liberals
was the greatest political contest Utah has ever
known. For the past two months Salt Lake City
has had more the appearance of a military camp
than a peaceful city. The beating of drums,
sounding of horns and shouting has been going
on night and day.
The Liberal committee requested every Liberal citizen to illuminate his residence on the night
of February 6th. On that night the city looked
beautiful, being one blaze of light. Windows
were lighted by numerous candles, porches and
house-fronts were festooned··with Japanese lanterns and decorated with numerous flags. Some
blocks-notably in the seventh ward-looked
beautiful, every house''in the block without a
single exception being illuminated. Other blocks
-notably in the nineteenth and twenty-second
wards-( the Mormons' stronghold) were in darkness. Our house was the only one in the block
in which we live that was ii!uminated, and it.at,
attracted the attention of the Mormon hoodlurn!l
who gathered in front of the house shouting and
calling names, etc.
On Friday night, February 7th, the last grand
Liberal parade and .illumination of all Liberal
business houses took place. Main street presented a most imposing appearance. Flags floated
from every direction, windews were lighted,
fronts of stores and business houses were draped
. in the national colors, and decorated with lanterns
and unique designs, and transparencies bearing
appropriate inscriptions, "Liberty for the slave,"
"Utah Redeemed," "Here to st2.y," etc., etc.,
while all along the line of march colored lights
and huge bonfires were burning.
Fireworks
were set off from upper windows and tops of
buildings. Abouf five thousand men were in
line, most of whom were uniformed, all bearing
torches, flags, banners, transparencies and fir~
works.
Main street was a sea of torches and
heads as far ao: one could see. On Saturday night
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the 8th inst. the Peoplels party gave their grand
final parade which was a repetition of Friday
night's proceedings with a few exceptions.
About two thousand five hundred men were in
line, most of whom were uniformed. A noticeable feature of Saturday night's proceedings was
the burning of the colored lights on top of the
Mormon temple. The building being very tall
the sight was a grand one.
The election took
place Monday, February roth, giving the Liberals about eight hundred majority.
Thus the
Mormon rule of Utah Is broken.
SISTER PoLLY.

Sr. Polly:-We rejoice with those, condemned
to the hard fate of living in Utah, that the dawn
Is beginning to appear, for long, dark and cruel
has been the night of her bondage and the stench
of that corrupt church has gone out Into all the
world. May God in his infinite mercy hasten
the :df.'}i)' of Its downfall and the liberation of the
hone~1h~heart.-En.
'lr':·;,(.

-

~ ~;;;'

LONDON, Ont., Jan. 24th.
To tk~'· Sisters of the Home Column :-Feeling
impJCessed by the Spirit of God to write to you, I
wil;l endeavor to do so with the assisting grace of
Him who said, "Whatsoever ye shall' ask in my
name, I will giv.e it unto you"; therefore believ·
!ng in that promise I have asked God to direct
my pen, and inspire my mind with words that
shall be to His name's honor and glory. Every
day my faith grows stronger in this glorious work,
and since I last wrote I have received so many
additional evidences that God is in it, that I have
become rooted and grounded in the faith, although I have not appreciated it as I should, nor
added to the knowledge I have receive that zeal
which should characterize the Saints of the living
God who have received the fulne;.s of the gospel
in these the latter days. I feel glad that I know
that God is no respecter of perwns, and for the
assurance I have that all who come honestly and
humbly before Him, asking for forgiveness for the
misspent moments and neglected opportunities
of the past, that He will hear and answer our
prayers; and He has promised that in the time of
plague, pestilence and famine all who keep His
commandments shall be delivered. Truly men's
hearts are failing them for fear of the things that
are even now upon the earth,-sndden death, and
dire destmction, and many other evils. Oh, how
needful it fs to "watch and pray," that whether
our time be long or short we may be ready, for
we know not when the dark messenger shall
stand by our sides.
Ah, how soon many forget
the warnings given and go on their way careless,
prayerless and thoughtlP.ss, not troubling them·
selves with thoug~ts of the future, but content to
live and labor for the things that perish! God
help us to redeem the time for it is so short, and
though the troubles and trials of daily life be
hard to bear, yet the Saints of God have the glad
hope of the rest that he has gone to prepare.
Just think, it is only for a little while and we
shall be forever with the Lord, where the wicked
cease from troubling and the weary are at rest.
How many weary ones of God's children there
are who long to be at rest.
How long, 0 God,
how long shall it be before thou wilt redeem
Zion and set thy people free! We are wander
ing in a hard and bitter world, as strangers and
longing to reach our abiding place, the City ot
God, the New Jerusalem, which is to come down

from heaven.
Keep us faithful, 0 Father, that
we may be worthy to share in the joys that thou
hast prepared for those who shall endure unto
the end, and give us strength day by day that we
may fight bravely the battles of life, ever looking
unto thee who art the author and finisher of our
faith.
Bro. R. C. Evans has just left us for other fields
of labor. May God give him that bodily strength
that he stands in need of, to perform the duties
that are resting upon him, and may he rememthe promise given to him, "that God has given
his angels charge concerning him and they shall
bear him up and keep him tlll the end." Last
Sunday evening he delivered a sermon on the
prophetic mission of Joseph Smith, and I will say
that never since I joined the church have I had
the love and reverence I now have for the dead
prophet, and it has given me fresh desire to live
so that I may be worthy to meet him and my
Savior.
I must not weary my readers, so I will close,
trusting that God's divine blessing may rest upon
all the elders out in the field as wei! as those at
home, that He may endue them with his Hoiy
Spirit as they seek to show the plan of salvation
unto those who are in darkness, and may the
Lord let the light of his countenance rest on them
to cheer, comfo1:t and encourage them, that they
be not weary in well-doing, and that God may
meet them with the words, "ill! ell done, good and
faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord."
SISTER GERTIE.
CLARKSDALE, Mo, Jan. 21st.
Dear Sister J?rances and those ~~ tlze "Column"
and "Prayer Utzion":- I am thankful for the
happy privilege of conversing with you once
more by pen, and I wish you all a happy and
profitable new year. As we have started in this
new year, I earnest! y desire, and for this shall I
pray, that we may be united in every good effort,
meekly, humbly and persistently laboring for the
advancement of the work of the last days. Since
I last wrote you, I have been great! y blessed in
many different directions and ways, also have
been called to pass through some peculiar and
severe trials, but confiding in the promises of
God have always sought to receive strength from
him to bear them; consequently have received
grace to endnre so far, and expect, if faithful, to
receive the same to the end, for God is unchangeable, therefore his laws are the same. If we con ..
tinue faithful in keeping them, he will, by his
mighty power, cause us to stand. Just after aris ..
inl! from my bed one morning last fall, the voice
of the Spirit spoke to me in words like this, "Draw
near unto me and I will draw near unto thee and
bless thee."
Oh, the joy and comfort we receive from time
to time, and strength to pass through afflictions
when we lean upon his arm! Dear sisters, how
are we to draw near unto God?
Is it not by a
close observance of his commandments and a
strict keeping of the same? You will all answer,
"It is." Shall we not then try to observe and
keep his commandments in full? Shall we not
labor in the year we have just entered upon to
put away these seeds of sin, envy, hatred, malice,
anger, jealousy, etc., and put on the beautiful garments of love, joy, peace, long suffering, gentleness meekness, kindness, charity and others?
Sisters, how shall we as a people honor God?
Will it not be in keeping all of his command-

ments?
You answer with me, ••Yes!' Then
while many have consec1 a ted their !He service to
the Master, and have gone forth to proclaim the
word, and to call and invite all to come to Christ
and are performing their duties and rnagnifying
their calling, this will not excuse any one other
lnc!ividual in the church from performing his or
he:r duty in whatever direction it may be. That
the church of which we are members may still
labor patiently and persistently toward the bringin!; about all his righteous purposes is stiil and
shall be my earnest prayer. As I have been, and
am still comforted and strengthened bv reading
the sisters' letters, I trust these few thoughts I
have penned may be of some assistance lo some
one. We have been blessed in our Prayer Union
met>tings since I wrote you last, although but
few have met together. \Ve feel that good has
resulted from our labors, k\n aged sister H.ving
here belonging to onr branch has been insane
for ov'er a year. She is i10>N steadily improving.
We know from whence the blessing comes. To
Him be all praise. We are also blessed greatly
in our branch prayer meetings, and have been
meeting with the Saints ln other branches.
Your sister in the bonds of the gospel,
IvTARGARET

N.'EBRASKA CITY, ~Jeb.,

J.

HEAD.

Jan.

31st.

Deav Sisters:~- The Lnrd ln his mercy bas
spared n1e another
I fH't"•ve been nigh unto
death's door since you
heard from me. \Vhat
I ar:n spared
knO\IiJ, but God 1s an
alwise being and I
-.,,~Lling to \vait h1s accept ..
ed thne a1±1~ough I a:m o1d :BHd getting very feeble.
I havB ath·nch:d oncst
n1eetir,gs this 'Winter
and go to Su:~day-schcol qnite often, and Oh, I
enjoy it so much!
The Lord blesses me many
times in my little home. I am all alone, but not
alone, the Lord is with me, "He leadeth me beside the stU! waters; He restorelh my soul; He
leadeth me in the path of righteousness for his
name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the
valley of the E.hadow of death, I shall fear no
evil; for thou art with me." Dear sisters, I do
rejoice in this work for I know it is of God, and
my de&ire is to prefs nn to the end; for I know
if I am faithful I sh21ll, at the end of the race, receive the reward that is laid up for the righteous.
I desire the prayers of the Saints that I rnay live
faithful, and I will rernember you in my prayers.
Your sister in Christ,
ELIZA SLOCUMB.

GRAND RAPIDS, Neb., Feb. 14th.
Editms Herald:-I live on the south side of
the Niobrara river and joining the portion of the
Sioux reservation ihat is to be opened to settle~
ment this s1xing. This is a fine country, very
unlike this side of the river. It has a fine black
soil and bul very little sand, and what little there
is is in smail spots. There is plenty of timber
along the water courses.
This would be a deHghtful place for those of
the Saints that have no homes. The soil is of
the very best, and they that come soon can pro·
cure homes as good as any in the state. The Indians will go further north-west on their reservation. It is a fine stock country also. The ad·
vantages that this reservation offer to the mod·
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erate settler are rare at the present day, being far
superior to anything offered to my knowledge.
If this should reach
one that desires
come and locate I will gladly give them all th'c
information desired; and any Saint corning thL;
way will meet a hearty welcome.
live eight
miles north-east of Grand Rapids and twentyfive miles north of Atkinson, the nearest railroad
station to this part of the :reservation, it being
the best. For soil, timber and water there h;
greater mill privileges along the Poncho.
would be pleased to see quite a number of the
Saints move in in the spring. There are plenty
of good farms along side the reservation that can
be rented at reasonable rates.
In gospel bond~,
C. D. STEVENS.
DEER LoDGE, Mont., Jan. 3oth.

Editors Herald:-I am just now convalesing
from a severe attack of the grippe from ·which
have been laying up for two weeks, most of the
time in bed, and part of the time I almost doubted my ability to cope with this unwelcome a.ssailant.
Last spring Bro. A. H:<nson :<ncl A. Christoffersen each gave me a young horse, and sust as
I got them broke and ready for service and began to think that I would n:ake a good record in
hunting through these mountain defiles for the
scattered sheep of Inrael's fold my best hone
died; so I was again under the necessity of !Pking it on foot and alone or paying full fare on the
Northern Pacific Railroad (the dearest road ln
next.) and then be only able to reach those that
live in the neighborhood of the raUroad. The
Northern Pacific will not ailovv us half fare although it allows halfrates to all other clergman.
But.under all the disadvantages of bad luck and
bad health, I am determined to fight it out on
this line.
Elder R. J. Anthony will grace Ollr pulpit next
Lord's day.
He has just returned from Reese
Creek and reports the Saints as feeling well in
that place. There are so many calls for preaching in different directions that one gets almost
bewildered and .knows not which to respond.to
first.
We are having almost incessant cold, windy
weather, and the la grippe is daily gathering in
its victims in this vicinity.
Yours in bonds,

]. c. CLAPP ..

ST. Lours, Mo., Feb. IIth.

For Herald:-On December r4th Bro. J. A.
Morris and self chanced to meet at Litchfield,
Ill., en route for Jl;lcVey, where vve alternated in
~peaking till the 24th, when our genial and good
gospel worker hied himself home. The writer
remained to get in work till the 27th when a
Rev. Hough, of the Christian church, was to
begin; we attended his four efforts and whether
because of our presence or not, he strictly "paddled his own canoe."
On the Christm'as tree occasion the committee
asked prayer and an address of us which we
appreciated for the work's sake.
On December·- arrived in Springfield, many
things combined to prevent anything but social
work. Bro. James Bini1ey and .family were ln
sore bereavement over the late death of Sr. Binney. On January 5th Bro. Binney renewed his
covenant, and his son James, and T. Neale were

inducted into the fold; had confirmation ~a:me
eve.
Lincoln home and monument, State Capitol
and Watch Factory were visited and much satisfaction afforded. Two stones of peculiar history
were viewed, one in Monument Memorial Hall
sent by citizens of Rome in honor of Lincoln and
:;aid to have been placed in wall of City of Rome
Z>400 years ago, and 8oo years after taken out
when wall was enlarged. Servinus Tullinus,
sixth Roman king, having been killed by his own
people for trying to liberate Roman slaves. The
inscription on the stone associates the names of
Servin us Tullinus and Lincoln together as martyrs
freedom.
The other stone was one of the capitals, (I suppooe of a
of the Nauvoo Temple. It is
at the north east corner of the State Capitol in
the angle between stairways. It seems curious
that when put up for a relic it should not have
been given a more conspicious place. It would
weigh a ton or more and bears an emblazoned
face some twenty inches in diameter. I do not
mean a halo is seen, but that it is so sculptured
as to represent such. The boys had just been
pelting it with brick bats i~ we felt grateful to the
falling showers that was washing off the brick
dust. 'Why could not a better place be asked for
that stone, and an inscription be placed there
that would be a valuable advertisement for the
church by the church? The early days of that
temple all revere, while its desecration and the
overthrow of the church the Reorganization
deeply dt>plores.
Oa January 6th I reached Pana, where on the
17th eight were baptized and oil the 24th one
more. One of the eight was a young man whose
days were nearly numbered-consumption of
two years the cause-as will be seen in obituary
notice. For the baptism David was marvelously favored, so much so, it was apparent to all,
and those who said he would draw his last
breath just before enveloped in the water were
very much surprised. Because of David's em·
aciated condition, assisted by Bro. Yohe, we
made a font in the house which served nicely for
the two occasions with but little water added.
Seven of the nine baptized were of the household
of Sr. Johnson, formerly of Fairbury, Nebraska.
Brn. Caffal, H. 0. Smith and others will see in
this the reaping of their sowing.
I will mention that some two or three years
ago I read a letter in Herald over the name of
"Yohe," which name I never saw or heard. An
impression of the Spirit came to me with force
that in my future ministry ministrations for that
family would take place. When and where I
did not know. By interest and efforts of Bro.
and Sr. B. A. Morris I was started to Pana August 6th, r889, where a family of Latter Day
Saintsiived to find the name "Yohe."
On August 25th I baptized and confirmed five
of the family. One young man, Joseph, having
been almost totally blind for most a year, and
hope without critical surgery and that
of doubtful result, began to amend, and now sees
almost as well as ever. Two of the boys, David
and Jesse, could not then be reached. Bro. Joh~
son, of Burlington, Iowa, will remember David.
~ro. ·Johnson, "kind words never die," nor did
they fade in that case.
One day in September while at prayer in Bro.
Ben Taylor's forest at Springerton assurance was
bade that David would be spared till the writer
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baptized him and Joseph's sight would return
both of which are realized. David was calm and
trustful, felt his covenant was accepted, and on
February zd he passed~to the other side. On the
4th the funeral took place from the Baptist
Church under conditions ·most favorable for the
work of God there
Tarrying till the 7th doing social work I left
for McVey to visit Mrs. and Sr. Gunter and sons
who had passed the sad m-deal of burying three
bright children with diphtheria.
We were
cheered to find them so well resigned. May
God still bless and comfort them and they who
have not, make covenant so that in the resurrection morning the family may be complete.
For nearly three weeks I have been severely
afflicted, but in the hours of necPssary toil have
been strengthened adequately. "How marvelous
are thy works, 0 God!" How can some resign their
work and place, holding that some one or more
have made a mistake, or given bad counsel? Is
not that the time to be truest to our trust, tiding
over the rocks and breakers? Several desire
that I shall reg uest a return to present field
another year, and there seems to be expediency,
at least in part, while others would mourn! Are
they those who Christ said in the sermon on the
mount should he comforted?
I do not remember being tried as in the past
year or more, though strength to abide has been
given. When tried sufficiently they will evidently cease.
Still desiring the triumph of the work of God
and laboring to that end I am in bonds,

R.
LEXINGTON,

ETZENHOUSER.

Mich., Feb. rzth.

Bro. Blair:-We are making quite a stir here,
and in four other school-houses. We have the
best of attention and full houses. Brn. E. Delong and J. A. Grant are together ten miles west
of us; F. C. Smith and I are here. Last night
Bro. Robert Davis came here, but only to stop a
few days, as there are so many urging calls about
twelve miles away in another direction. Last
night when we arrived in town to fill our appointment we were met by a gentleman of the
town who said he had to "fight for us" to get in
the German Church to-night. The minister had
been here and ordered the trustees to "close the
church" against us at once, but some of the citizens prevailed on them to let us fill our appointment and told them they were closing the church
against the purest gospel ever preached in Lexington. When we arrived and entered the door
we were met by a gentleman who told us we
could not have the church any longer after tonight. We said "all right," and thanked him for
the time we had used it. I spoke in defense of
the Book of Mormon and Joseph's mission, and
was blessed wonderfully by the· good Spirit of
God. Many shed tears and rejoiced in the Lord;
and many were sorry when I told them the
church was closed against us. And what a feeling for us when I told them that I felt hurt over
it to think that the church should have been
closed against the beautiful gospel of Jesus Christ,
while our churches were open to all other faiths.
After meeting many waited and chatted over it
and came to shake hands with us, etc. Several
say they will pay for the hall for us. We will
see. Some have expressed a desire to unite with
us. Their members are now being divided over
it, and "Mormonism" is the talk of the town.
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While the Spirit o:i' God is working in the
hearts of the honest, the spirit of the evil one is
also hard at work in his servants. One of the
United Brethren ministers said that "J. J. Cornish
took three ladies from here and left them in Chicago in the hands of some other Mormon who
took them on to Salt Lake City," and he "could
prove it!" We'll give him a chance to do so.
Another reverend said: , "Cornish had persuaded
several young ladies to go to Salt Lake with him,
and I just happened around in time to save them
from that villain: and how many times those
young ladies th.;mked me for coming to save them
from ruin," etc. There are many who believe
these things, but I purpose to stand right by the
work and face it all. Thank God, they can not
bring a stain against my character.
I heard that three of my children were sick,
but the last letter states they were better. I hope
God will bless my little family so I will not have
to leave this part for a month or two yet. It is
working just like it was two years ago in Bay
Port; and should the papers say so much as they
did then against us, don't believe it my brethren,
-God being our helper we will do right and fight
manfully. I feel the good Spirit of God thrill
through my body while I write these Jines, and I
believe that all the universe divine is now at
work for us.
Brethren, everywhere, please offer up a special
prayer for us.
J. J. CoRNISH.
FoRD, Iowa, Feb. 17th.
Edttors Herald:-Brn. J. Roth and C. Hand
have been holding a series of meetings at Runnels. Bro. Roth delivered sixteen sermons to an
evercrowded house, and nine noble souls have
obeyed the gospel of Christ, and many more are
almost pursuaded. A spirit of investigation exists among the people. Those who have }ielded
obedience are parents except one, a young lady
of the best of people. The meetings have closed
for the present, but we are sure the angels have
been visiting these parts. The elders go from
here to the Yeager school-house. The Des
Moines Valley branch has great reason to rejoice
and be grateful to God for answering our oft-repeated prayer for help in the great and good cause,
and to him be all the glory, also for the new and
confirming testimonies which have been so recently bestowed upon us.
G. M. JAMISON.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Feb. 7th.
Editors Herald:- Through the mercies and
blessings of God I am still among the living,
after one month's sickness. I am at work again
but am not fully well yet.
I am weak and my
lungs are quite weak, but slowly recovering from
the shock they had from La. Grippe, with two
relapses from taking cold. It was the severest
trial I have been called to pass through since
embracing the gospel, but I hope to soon be able
to engage in the work as usual.
Interest at North Weymouth is increasing, and
more are to be baptized there soon. I held two
meetings there the first of the week.
Was not
able to discourse much but was wonderfully
blessed, and all seemed to enjoy it.
A big work can be done in and around the city
of Boston by a united effort of all concerned in
the spread of this latter day work. There is a
growing inquiry, and we want to push our ca;e
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diligently but carefully. Great wisdom is needed to aid us in dispensing the little or great
amount of knowledge we have of this latter day
vvork. This is what I have sought for and I discover a good plenty of room for improvement in
my own case yet, and I know that those who
diligently seek will find wisdom. May the good
Lord bless and hasten his coming, and mf!y we
be ready for it.
A. H. PARSONS.
BROWN CITY, Mich., Feb. 13th.
For Herald:-For nearly seven weeks I have
been laboring in and around Lexington, together
with J. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant and F. C. Smith.
I preached twice in the German Church at Lexington, and in several school-houses. As a rule
we had large gatherings and good attention In
this section of country where the gospel has not
betn preached of late.
·
By request I went to Lakeport to administer;
on my arrival found Sr. Whitford very low; no
color in her face, the shades of death creeping
over her brow. I administered and il:nmediate!y
she was better, began to talk and the presence of
the Spirit gave us cheer and comfort. Elder
Barf has been preaching here of late, and they
look for him again soon. Last evening we held
prayer meeting here in Brown City and felt
much of the Spirit. Bro. J. A. Carpenter and
myself expect to go to Five Lakes Sunday, and
then to Genesee county. Bro. J. A. Grant has
been my co-laborer. He is young in the cause,
but is a good helper. There is plenty to do in
this north Michigan country.
In bonds,
EDwARD DELONG.
ALBANY, N.Y., Feb. 17th.
Dear Herald :-I am glad that I can write good
news from Albany. We have been trying to let
the glorious light of the gospel shine forth amidst
the darkness that surely envelopes the minds of
the people here as everywhere the churches of
men have full sway. They are indeed "blind
leaders of the blind." I pity both parties, for I see
the ditch before them. I
One evening as I was looking for the room
where Christian Alliance people held their meettings, I met a· young man whom his friend said
knew the Bible all through. We then entered
into a conversation which lasted near two hours,
and the gentleman became so interested that he
went home with me to talk with my husband, for
he thought I was telling of a strange doctrine.
He came night after night, listening, reading and
praying with us, until the light burst upon his
understanding and he saw his condition before
God-unsaved, in darkness and error. He has
been an M. E. evangelist preacher for five years,
and is now only twenty-three years of age. He
is called the "Boy Evangelist" of New York,
and his name is Wm. VanDeusen.
He has
papers from the M. E. clergy, showing his acceptance with them, but now all his stronghold
is broken, his M. E. foundation is gone from under his feet, and with an honest heart he cries,
"What shall I do?'' Bless the Lord! \Ve were
able by the help of the Spirit of God, to lead him
into the light and place his feet on the rock.
Last Friday evening my husband baptized him
in the water of the City Park lake in Albany,
where we can lead many more, God willing.
Yesterday our young brother went among his
friends, not to preach, but to bear testimony of

the truth, as far as he understood it. He told
them of his baptism, etc. One influential man
among them asked many questions, and now
wants books to read and wishes to talk with my
husband.
God grant the way may now open for the
work to go on. We desire that an elder may
come here soon, and that the gospeLtrumpetmay
sound forth, loud and clear, awaking the many
that are asleep in the churches.
Pray for us that we may be workmen whom
the Lord can own and bless, for the field seems
to be white and ready for the harvest. Om· young
brether wishes you to remember' him, that he
may stand firm, and be of use in the Master's
work.
Yours in bonds,
BRo. ] . C. and SR. ADDIE HoxiE.
:3ELGRADE, Mont., Feb. rst.
Editors Herald:.-I think I am safe in saying
that the cause is not losing ground here, although
there is not that interest manifested in spiritual
matters that we would like to see; but we hope
and pray for a brighter day. We have just been
refreshed and stimulated by the patient and
spiritual labors of Elder Anthony. I think his
efforts here were well appreciated, notwithstanding the weather was very unfavorable.
Montana is having its usual share of snow and
cold, and an unusual amount of sickness and
death. La Grippe has proved very fatal to the
aged and infirm. Through all these afflictions
and trials the Lord has abundantly blessed his
people, and has given abundant evidence that he
will bless those who trust him. Of course some
will say, this is coloring matters a little; but for
my part I am just foolish enough to believe that
the Lord will bless all who obey and have faith
in him, and I always expect to be numbered
among those "foolish people" as some consider
us.
By the grace of the Lord I expect to keep
steadily onward, until the good Master will say
it is enough.
Yours for truth,
GOMER REESE.
FoRD, Iowa, J:<~eb. 14th.
Dear Herald:-It is a long time since I called
upon you, having nothing that I thought would
be interesting to the Saints. For the last three
weeks I have been in company with Brn. Roth
and Hand. We left Newton on the 2rst of January after the conference of the Des Moines district closed, which was a joyous and peacable
time, with tongues in song, with the interpreta·
tion also in song, with many grand testimonies
which caused all to rejoice in the good work of
the latter days. w·e left Newton on the 22d to
hold forth in the Yeager school-house, In Jasper
county, Iowa. Not many attended the first night,
but the numbers inc_reased until some had to
stand.
Bro. Roth done most of the preaching,
with charity and the Spirit of the Master. Bro.
Hand and I were only armor bearers and tried to
bear him up in our prayers. After we had continued six nights four were ready for baptism,
which was attended t.o, Bro. Roth officiating. We
held two other meetings, but it commenced to
thaugh and spoiled the roads, so reluctantly the
meetings were closed, as there was a good interest manifested by many who are investigating.
On the third of February we opened the first
meeting of a protracted effort, and it was aston
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ishing to see what an interest was manifested at
the very commencement. It continued to in··
crease and on the 8th four gave their names and
were baptized on the rrth. While we attended
to the confirmation in the school-house; some
that were outside saw a light come down on the
top of the house, which seemed to scatter in every
direction. Some thought it was the sign of the
end of the world. We do not say what it was
but leave all to have their views of it. We still
continue the meetings and the interest increases.
Some others are ready for the water, and many
more investigating and almost persuaded; so the
good work goes on, and while sinners are converted the Saints are strengthened and a holier
influence prevails there, and all are enabled to
see how far we live beneath our heaven-born privileges. I think renewed energy is instilled into
every heart.
It is good to hear the gospel
preached to sinners, but how much is there for
us to learn who have covenanted with God? It is
written, "Let your nay, be nay, and your yea, yea;
for whatsoever is more than this cometh of evil.
JosEPH P. KNox.
~==================~
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UPON THIS ROCK.

Now give us a sermon on Matthew 16:
18: "And upon this rock I will build my
church; and the gates of hell shall not
prev>~il against it."
If it were possible for us to deliver
sermon upon this
as eloquent as ir'
the text itself, we
most cheerfully
comply. None but the Christ has ever
given in so few words so much as i>< frequently crowded into a sentence by Him,
He is an examr1le;
we may correct-·
ly say, the example; but who can success·
fully emulate Him!
"I will build my church." From this
sentence it is safe to conclude that at the
time the language was addressed to Peter
and forward from then, a church would
be built. A church, in the evident sense
in which the Savior used the word as found
in the text, did not mean a building Eke
the synagogues of the Jews, nor yet the
temple; in which building worshiping
ccngregations were to meet and be instructed in the law and the gospel. It is
plainly, clearly deducible that he meant
an association of men and women, organ"
ized with distinct regard to order and prin"
ciple, having the constituent parts of sub·
jects, rules of association and government,
and authority; such as is evidently con.
templated by Paul in his writing to the
Corinthians: "And God hath set some in
the church, first apostles, secondarily
prophets." etc. "Now ye a:ce the body of
Christ, and members in particular."...:......r
Cor. 12:27,28.
This church which was to be built, was
not only to be a church, but was to be the
Church of Christ; "I will build my
church." It was to be such as God and
Christ would recognize here, and in the
world to come; the hereafter. It is to be

the Church of the First- born; He b. 12:
23. And is called the Church of God.
Cor. I: 2.
"I will build."
This is a direct statement from Jesus the
Christ that he will build; that is, he will
be the architect, the great Master Builder;
and the church which is to be built and
known as his church will be built bv him.
Christ came to the earth to work; a"nd the
work that he came to do, he set about
early. When disputing with the Doctors,
and told that he was sought by his family;
"Wist ye·not that I must be about my Father's business ?"-Luke 2: 49·
He was
sent on a business errand, and he undertook
it at as early a moment as he could.
He began to build, collect material together, classify and organize~ it, when he
called the Twelve, and gave them his
command to go and preach the gospel.
He adc:led his personal labor to his precept:
"Repent and believe the gospel."-Mark
I: 15. After his departure be still wrought
with them, as he had promised: "Lo, I
am with you alway, even unto the end of
the world."- Matt. 28: 20.
To this the
record bears witness: "And the Lord added to the church daily such as should be
saved."-Acts 2: 47·
This is a complete recognition of the
fact that Christ was working in keeping
with his statement, "I will build." It
was not to be the work of men unblest and
without direction and sanction of the Master Builder, but was to be the work of a
Divine hand; the plastic hand of the des,igner and architect himself. "In whom
all the building fitly framed together groweth unto a holy temple in the Lord."Eph.2:2I.
The church that was and is to he built
was to be subject to Christ.
"Therefore
as the chmrch is subject unto Christ."Eph. 5:24.
Christ gave him~elf for the church
which he builds: "Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it."-Eph.

s:

2

4·

. His work was a sanctifying and cleansmg one: "That he might sanctify and
cleanse it with the water of the word."~
Eph.s:z~
·
All material buildings to be of value,
according to the design of their originators
and builders, must have foundations. The
larger the building, the more important
the purpose for which it was designed, the
more stable and solid must the foundation
be.
It would be according to sound
human policy that if a man was trying to
build a building to stand any length of
time, and to be safe from assaults of wind
rain and storms, he would select not on!~
a good site tor it, but would secure the
most endurable material for the foundation
he could. Jesus, in pursuit of this policy
divinely inspired said, "Upon this rock.'''
The contrast" between him that builded
well and him that builded foolishly, was
comprehensively told by the Savior in
Matthew 7: 24-27. The one was a "wise
man, which built his house upon a rock."·
When the house was tried by the rain, and
flood and wind, "it fell not for it was founded on a rock." The other, foolish man,
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"built his house on the sand.'' When it
was tried by rain and wind and flood, "it
fell," for it was founded on sand; "and
great was the fall of it."
Jesus enforces this lesson by- taking a
rock for the foundation of his church.
"Upon this rock."
It is admitted that Peter means a stone;
but Jesus did not say "I will build upon a
stone;" nor did he say "I will build on
this stone/' hut he says "I will build upon
a rock."
Jesus was the "shepherd, the
stone of Israel;" he was also the "spiritual
rock" of which the Israelitish host "did
eat and drink."
But Jesus. did not say:
"Upon this shepherd, or stone of Israel, I
will build;" nor did he say "I will build
upon myself."
Paul said that a better "foundation could
no man lay;" this was Christ; and it was
the foundation upon which personal works
were to be built. "But let every man take
heed how he buildeth thereupon."
"Upon this rock."
From the context of this saying it appears that there should be a connection
between the answer given by Peter to the
inc;uiry of Jesus "whom say ye that I am;"
and the rock to which Christ referred.
Peter's answer was, "Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God.'' This reply
Of Peter rings out with no uncertain sound.
"Thou art the Christ.'' When and how
did the man become endowed with this
idea?
Had he by the reasoning he had
heard out of the Jewish scriptures convinced himself that this man J e'u~ was the
Christ? Did he in a moment of enthusiasm venture a human assumption to this
end? No. Jesus replies to him quickly:
"Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-Jon a: for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto
thee, but my Father which is in heaven.
And I sav unto thee, That thou art Peter,
and upon'this rock I will build my church."
Jesus bad told them that if any man
would do the will of the Father, that man
should know.
The only source whence
the knowledge that Jesus was "the Christ,
the Son of the Jiving God," could come
was then and is now God himself. There
was then and is now but one power by
which this knowledge can corr,e to man;
that is bv revelation. "And no man knoweth the Son, but the Father; neither knoweth any man the Father, save the Son, and
he to whomsoever the Son will reveal
him.''-Matt. I I: 27.
The means employed through which
this communication was then made was
the direct power of God, in answer to the
request or demand of Jesus. It was needful
that the Twelve should know, personally,
who the Christ was.
Thev were to bear
witness of him.-John 15: z7.
The Spirit was made the active, demonstrative power by which the saving work
of this great Church Builder was to be
wrought out. "lt is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing; the
words that I speak unto vou, they are
spirit, and they are life.
But there are
some of you that believe not. For Jesus
knew from the beginning- who they were
that believed not, and who should betray
him. And he said, Therefore said I unto
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you, that no man can come unto me, except it were given unto him of my Father."
Whatever there may have been in this
statement that angered or hurt, it is certain
that many of the learners (disciples) "went
back and walked no more with him." To
test some that remained, among whom
were Peter, Judas and the rest of the
Twel v~, Jesus says to them, "Will ye also
go away?"
It is probable that this is the same circumstance related in Matt. 16; Mark 8;
and Luke 9, though John's account gives
different surroundings to the scene than
does either of the other writers. However,
the answer in John is made by Peter: "To
whom shall we go? Thou hast the words
of eternal life. - Ancf we believe and are
sure that thou art that Christ, the Son of
the living God."--J ohn 6:29. The thought,
the idea, the fact of the son ship of Jesus is
stated by all the four Evangelists. Matthew has it the same as John; but Mark
has it, "Thou art the Christ;" and Luke,
"Peter answering said, The Christ of
God."
All of these point to that upon which was
to be founded, and upon which as upon a
sure and steadfast foundation, the Christ
was to build his church. Why was it that the
many ceased to fnllow him, turned away
from him, "went back and walked no more
with him;" while the Twelve and the few
remained suhj ecting themselves to the will
and fate. of the Nazarene? Was it because
Peter staid with Christ, and he was the
Rock spoken of? \!Vas it because his name
was "C.epl1as, a stone"? Was it because
Jesus was the Christ, from whom the many
turned away, as he was to the few who remained with him?
Peter's reply should
answer this query for all time: "\Ve are
sure that thou art the Christ." It was not
enough that he was the Son of God. He
was that to J\1oses, in tbe burning bush.
He was that on Mount Sinai.
He was
that in the manger.
He was that on the
mount of transfig-un1tien. He was that in
the Garden of Gethsemane. He was that
in Pilate's court. He was that in the Hall
of Judgment. He was that wearing the
crown of thorns and the mocking purple
robe. He was that climbing the Golgotha.
He was that when he spoke to the thief.
He was that as he confided his mother to
the care of John. He was that when he
cried, "Why hast thou for~aken me?" He
was that when he died. But notwithstanding that, how did that fact affect the Jews
who persecuted him to death; the acting
representative of the Cresars; the Roman
soldiery who bore him to the cross, or the
thoughtless multitude that witnessed his
death? He was "the Christ of God." To
those to whom this fact was made known
it was everything-. It was to them knowledge of the grea'test im porta nee.
It was
the keystone in the arch of their existence;
the solid ann immovable foundation upon
which the whole superstructure of their
spiritual aspirations, hope, experience, happiness, peace and salvation rested. Their
faith was not founded on, or in the method
of revelation by which the fact of the sonship of Jesus W:i!S made known to them;
but it was on and in the fact itself, "We

believe and are sure that thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God."
In
this knowledge was the foundation of
faith securely fixed. It was "the foundation of the apostles." It was a rock so
wide, so deep, so solid, so securely placed
in the Divine Economy that upon it they,
the disciples, and all the host of subsequent
believers could stand and stand securely.
Upon "it," this "Rock," the fact that I am
"the Christ of God," Jesus proposed to
build a church-his church. It is not to
be wondered at that he should have added,
"And the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it."
"Upon this Rock."
When the Savior said this it was in his
mind to tell those men who listened to him
that in the~building of his church there
should be but one element of principle;
that was the element of truth.
God, the
Father, who sent him; and whose Son he
was; was the Father of light.
In him
was all truth. He w:.s "without variableness, or shadow of turning."
The Son
had come to do the work designed of God
for the redemption of man. One, and the
greatest instrument to be used, second, of
course, to the Christ himself, was the
"Holy· Ghost," the "Comforter," the "Spirit
of Truth."-] ohn 14: 16, 17, z6, and 15: 26"
This principle which underlies, upholds
and sustains all of God's works, is found
in this Rock.
Its component parts are
eternal. They endure, as they have endured, as they "must endure.
For, while
the Father is Love, a Spirit, judgment,
power, goodness, .wisdom and truth; so is
the Son; and the Son is more, for he is
"the Christ, the Son of the living Go,'!."
These things being made known to those
disciples, and of which they were sure,
made them as a part of the church, that
church which Jesus would build, steadfast
and enduring. Built up on this knowledge, this consciousness "of the
filet
that Jesus was the Christ, they could llfford
to abide with him; who, because he was
the Son of God, had "the words of
life."
Peter was a stone, he
an offending stone.
Jesus was a ""stone of stumbling," a "·rock of offence."
Here was a
rock of a different sort; it was laid as the
sure foundation, upon which there should
be founded and built an
whose
"maker and builder" was the
the Father;
which the
hell should
prevail.
being to whom this
stood upon a Rock so solid
no
no hail, no wind, no storm, no flood of
fliction, torment, or trial could
move it. It was the truth, the
tral, forceful fact that Jesus was and
Christ.
Truth only is to abide. All else must
pass away. The
the
the vile
and vicious mu~t flee
the onward
sweep of Truth. This one
truth
"] esus is the Christ;" the
best of
all the material facts connected with the
gospel eco11omy, blesses all who come to
that Christ in obedience to the mandate
that enrolls their names in the Lamb's
Book of Life.

Those who receive through the revealment of God the Father, by revelation, the
knowledge 'of this great truth are preeminent] y prepared to endure, and are of those
to whom the Son gives power to become
the sons of God.
"The gates of hell shall not prevail
against it."
Those who are the elect af God, are the
elect because of their obedience and adherence to the truth. "The truth shall
make you free," was the statement of the
Lord to those who believed on him. "Ye
shall know the truth," was promised. The
condition was, "If ye continue in my
word."
A knowledge of other truths, the rare
things of science; the revealments of research into the realms of the air, the water,
the earth; all knowledge of man and the
things of man, fade into comparatively
things of small worth as compared with
this one inestimable truth, the possession
of which fortifies a man against all the assaults of time, sense, and the things of this
life. It is the one incomparable treasure
beside which all others must pale.
It is
the direct gift from the Father. "No man
can come unto me except the Father draw
him." '·We will manifest ourselves unto
him." "God so loved the world, that he
gave his only begotten Son; that whoseever believed in him should not perish, but
have eternal life." "Husbands, love your
wives, even as Christ also loved the church,
and gave himself for it." This inestimable knowledge, this Rock of refuge which
God has placed in this weary world of unbelief, care and desolation is the gift of
God's love.
The extent and stability of
this shadowing rock, is fitly stated by Paul:
"For I am persuaded, that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, nor things present, nor things to
come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other
creature, shall be able to separate us from
the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus
our Lord."-Rom. 8: g8, 39· Surely the
gates of hell shall not prevail against this
knowledge, this fact established in the
mind of the believer that Jesus is the
Christ.
The church. Is that church yet built?
Will the long weary struggle, the building
labors of Christ be unavailing? God forhid.
If not; then is Christ still engaged
in that work. "I will build," is as true
and present now as when it was uttered;
and must be until he who is building shall
be a~le to say, "It is finished," as once before it was said when the weary sacrifice
was over, and the Builder lay asleep in the
tomb.
Down into the regions of dark despair
went this Redeemer, the Nazarene. The
enemy of souls, who had so long and so
earnestly waged his warfare against the
Son of Man, laughed in his glee when the
son, pale and way-worn, enhis domain. "He has bowed to mv
at last. Now will the confines O'f
triumph over this first-born of the
Heavens.
He oft saved others from the
of death, but now my powers are
upon him. We shall see whether these bars 3 these bolts shall not defeat
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the exultant Psalmist's cry, 'Thou wilt not
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.'
I know he released Lazarus, but then
Lazarus only slept.
I will consign this
mine enemy to my surest hold."
'Twas done. But soon there is a song
of rejoicing amid the throngs with whom
this august victim of infernal hate was confined. What means that cry, "Thou art
worthy!"
The Arch Enemy stand~
aghast! For he sees standing before him
his captive, pale, calm, serene. "I am going hence."
With impotent rage, with
scornful smile, he bars the way; but the
"man of sorrows and acquainted with
grief," too magnanimous to strike a conquered foe, too grand, too noble to stoop
to querulous strife, raises his hand in
which the baffled, vanquished chief of evil
sees the shining keys of death, of hell and
the grave, and waving him aside he passes
the dark door into the realms of light and
life and peace, bringing with him those
keys which overcame. "Jesus was the
Christ," the "gates of hell" could not "prevail against" him. This knowledge inspired him: "I am the Son of my Father."
This knowledge, "He is the Son of God,"
held the awe-struck enemy of man and
God at bay. "He is the Cnrist" is the
knowledge, the Rock upon which thence
and forever more the church shall be builded and the gates of hell shall neither prevail against Him, nor it, nor the church
built thereon.
JosEPH SMITH.

maintained by
a class who
favorites of God for a
reasonable to believe that
from them was to be derived
that God would also make
known to them that from which they and
the world of mankind were to be redeemed,
This it is claimed has been done bv
revelation unto
their greatest manleader and ruler, and
found in Genesis.
w·hatever may be the great prevalence of
mythological views held, they do not
necessarily overthrow any truth that might
be said to attach unto any one other narrative of the kind. Regarding it, as also the
of prophets, Pro£, Stowe writes,
.509: "Rather, the universality of the
proves the necessity and actual existence of the true."
George B. Day, professor of languages,
says: "Moses was familiar with the widespread belief of the Egyptian mind in the
fabled powers of the lotus. He was likewise familiar, doubtless, with the effects of
Indian hemp or hasheesh, and in his relation of the mode by which, or the cause
through which, man became in consciousness and sense other than himself, he has
recourse to that alone which could have
conveyed a hint of tbe possibility of such
an event. Even learned men, coeval with
the Jewish Cosmogonist, accepted the
fable of the lotus eaters, and believed that
he who ate of its fruits or leaves, would
lose all memory of the past and be compelled to hegin anew his conscious life.
THE DEVIL IN THE CREED.-No. I.
They were acquainted with the effects of
the hasheesh drug, and knew that it would
BY J· F. M'DOWELL.
produce a vision, which, for the- time,
MENS' opinions respecting Christianity would obscure the common realities of
may be many, and may undergo severe life and lift its victim into scenes of ecstacy
modifications, but Christianity remains the and surround him with sights and sounds
same. Annunciations, denunciations and of unspeakable beauty which would end
renunciations have ever been cast upon in other seeming realities of darkness, horthe world of thought, asking for consider- ror and despair."
This is presented as the real Hebraic
ation and analysis.
Christianity has a few great, underlying idea of the origin of evil. The ecstacy
principles that require careful thought. It is resultant upon the thought of "becoming
;" and after the delirium passed, the
a religion pure and simple; grand because as
of its simplicity, and pure because of its keen recognition of what would follow,authorship. If its authorship be divine, death and banishment from future joys!
them the crude and the vulgar and the But VV. R. Gregg, in his "Creed of Chrisgrossly superstitious do not attach as either tendom," informs us on pps, I r 2 and I I 3,
prefixes, interpolations, or suffixes. The of two traditionary histories among the
·matter stands alone as a unital system. All Hebrews, called the Elohistic and J ehovisparts attaching and harmonizing from tic . . . .
"The existence of two such documents,
philosophical necessity; the one dependent
upon the other. So considered we enter or oftwo distinct and often conflicting narraupon an examination of this question of tives.nmning side by side will be obvious on
the devil in the creed from a Biblical a very cursory perusal of the Pentateuch,
point of view, in connection with the more especially of the Book of Genesis; and
views. of certain authors. The question the constant recurrence of these duplicate
may be deemed as piv"Otal, turning upon and discrepant statements renders it astona historical narration, the reality of which ishing that the books in question could
is largely questioned. It is the garden of ever have been regarded as one original
history proceeding from one pen. At the
Eden scene.
The Old Testament is said to have or .. very commencement we have separate and
iginated with the Jews or Hebrew people, varying accounts of the creation,-the
Of these Prof. Stowe in .his "Books of the Elohistic one extending from Genesis
Bible" p. 510, writes: "The Hebrews I: 1 1, 3, magnificent, simple and sublime;
were the only people of the ancient world describing the formation of the animate
who acknowledged and worshipped one and manimate world by the fiat of the
spiritual God, the Creator and Ruler of Almighty and the making of man,
the universe." Their attachment to this male and female in the image of God-but
simple and pure faith in the midst of sur- preserving a total silence respecting the ser-

pent, the apple, and the expulsion from
the garden of Eden.
The other, the Jehovistic, extendmg from Gen. 2: 4 to 3: 24,
giving a different account for the formation of man and woman, describing the
garden of Eden with its four rivers, . . .
narrating the temptation, the sin, and the
curse, and adding a number of minute and
puerile details, bespeaking the conceptions
of a rude and early age."
This latter is of course from our regular
version.
Whatever may be said of the
"crude and early age," we shall endeavor
to show that a denial of satanic power
and personality involve" a question of tremendous proportions. This same author
is inclined to cast discredit upon the Pentateuch entire, and annul its historical claim,
and place it in the catalogue of legends
only, as the following from page 107 will
show: "Now, be it observed that if the
Hebrew narratives bore. on the face of
them, an historical rather 'than a legendary
character, and were in themselves probable, natural, and consistent, we might accept them as substantially true without
much extraneous testimony, on the ground
of their antiquity alone, . . . Under
these circumstances, we, of course, require
some sufficient reason for acceding to such
difficult propositions, and receiving the
Hebrew narratives as authentic and veracious histories; and [the] only reason offered to us is that the Jews believed them."
Then he says in a foot note on this: "The
Jews do not seem to have invariably
accepted the historical narratives in the
same precise :md literal sense as we do."
vVe shall note this statement further on,
as we believe it can be shown conclusively,
that whatever claim to legend may be
made, the basic principles of Christianity
must harmonize with the main and specific
features of the foundation and superstructure workmanship.
Another author asks concerning the
narrative of man's creation, fall, etc., "Are
these narratives of the creation primal
abode and fall of man, literal history?
Some have always so believed, with
Augustine and the Reformers. The difficulties in the way of this interpretation
are great." But he says: "They forsake
the literal for the figurative wherever necessity demands." "In the second chapter
of Genesis we find a speaking serpent,
God walking in a human wav in the cool
of the day through the garden, his jealousy
of the aspiring Adam who had attained a
higher knowledge, his cursing the serpent,
and cherubim w1th flaming sword.
To
explain all this as literal history were to
attribute other perfections to the Deity
than infinite power, spirituality, and wisdom. Hence the Church of England, according to Horsley, does not demand the
literal understanding of the document contained in the second and third chapters, as
a point of faith."
·
Philo of Alexandria interpreted thenarratives as allegorical; and the Greek fathers also of Alexandria, Clement and Origen, as well as Ambrose. In modern
times Coleridge read the whole as an alJegory. Donaldson in his Jaslzar renders
it so. But there can be no indication, that
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allegories were intended.
The fact of
existing embarrassments and what we
mig'ht term capriciousness of the 11llegori·
cal interpreters,-proves they have pursued
a wrong method. Others view them like
early histories of other nationalities-as
traditional and mythical. This does not
imply they are fables or fictions.
How
could it? While some of the oldest traditions of peoples may be said to be chiefly
subjective, what may be known as theresult of the national mind--yet they are
real!
I have in my possession the statements
of the Persian Chaldean, Phrenician, East
Indian, Grecian and the Mol-:ammedan
mythological views of the creation, man,
Eden, the fall, etc. The leg-endary ideas
concerning- Ormuzd, Bel, Prajapati, M,anu,
Brahma, etc., are chiefly airy and peculiarily fanciful. Vve will cite the reader to
the. Persians' narrative.
Aleschia and
1-A:eschiane, the progenitors of m11nkind,
were created for happiness in this world
and the next, on condition that they were
g-ood, and did not worship Dews.
At
first, it is related, they acted according- to
their original nature, acknowledg-ing that
all beings were derived from Ormuzd.
But they were seduced by an evil spirit,
and clothed themselves in black for thirty
days. After that they went out to hunt
and found a white goat, of whose milk
they drank. In this they sinned against
their body and were punished. The evil
spirit, or Dew, presented himoelf to them
again, giving them fruit to eat, by which
they forfeited a hundred enjoyments. At
first they covered themselves with the
skins of dogs, and ate of the flesh of
these animals. They hunted and made
themselves clothing of the skins of deers.
The tree hom among- them Is said to be
similar to the tree of life, in that it imparts
the gift of immortality, and they call it
the king of trees. All mythologies have
their g-ood and evil spirits or sprites.
Dr. D. March, a very learned writer,
and a man of extensive travels and research says: "In the books of Moses the
mystery which envelopes the origin of
nations, the overruling Providence which
carries on the education of a· people
from century to century, is unveiled."
And in contrasting Moses with Herodotodus he says: "Compared with Mose~,
Herodotus is a far-traveled and kindly
old man, telling stories for the amusement of children. . . . Among all the
heathen nations no historian ever undertook to show that one eternal providence
rules in all the affairs of man, and that all
events are led on by sovereign power toward a wise and good end. This is the
divine philosophy of sacred history as
written by Moses."-H. L. in B. pp. 26-7.
Whatever may be said or thought of a
similarity existing· between the Mosaic and
mytholog-ical renderings of the Edenic
story, one tbing is obvious, they point almost invariably to the ilea that man is a
special creature of immediate production,
and not an evolution.
The temptation,
consequent sin, "fall," tempter, banishment
are held intact. If man originated in Eden,
or Asia Minor, according to the Hebraic
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historical tradition, then there is no need
of talking up a pre-Adamite race; and notwithstanding the extreme antiquity claimed for Chinese his~ories of legends, etc., yet
according to estimates founded upon careful
study during the lapse of several years, we
have it stated upon good authority, that
nothing has been discovered among all
nations that can reasonably aver that man's
beginnings date back to any greater antiquity than about six thousand years! This
thought brings us to a little later date than
Mos~s' unorganized earth f.orms.
One
thing is certain, Moses was not the first
recorder of creative events; nor am I at
a loss when I so assert; neither, as Day
asserts, did he get his rehearsal from
Egyptian cosmogonists, nor from their
mythological lotus eaters.
Let us here have a quotation or two from
a late version of the Bible which we believe
will give a key to a part of this question,Gen. 6: 5, 6: "And a book of remembrance
was kept in the which was recorded in the
language of Adam, for it was given unto
as many as called upon God, to write by
the Spirit of inspiration.
And by them
their children were taught to read and
write, having a language which was pure
and undefiled."
In connection with this take into account
the Babel confusion and dispersement. In
Tosephus, book r, chapter 5, we read:
"After this they were dispersed abroad,
on account of their languages, and went out
by colonies everywhere; and each colony
took possession of that land which they
light upon, and unto which God led them;
so that the whole continent was filled with
them, both inland and maritime countries.
There were some also who passed over the
sea in ships, and inhabited the islands."Read the chapter, for Josephus enters
somewhat into details, and the reader will
find how the Egyptians as well as other
nationalities came into possession of the
Edenic narrative, ere it was genuinely revived by the Lord unto Moses, God evidently not trusting to the perverted form
of a mythological nature.
This question may and may not involve
the evolution theory, as we are not so
much considering man as a special creation,
or an act of "spontaneous generation," but
as to the question of that denominated "the
fall of man." One thing is obvious from
which there can be no reasonable dissenting: Mankind are under the bane of sin.
Sin is transgression of law. Law exists:
moral law, physical law. It all has its
prescribed penalties. Those penalties are
inexorable in the act of self-infliction, if we
may use the phrase. No civil law originated itself; neither is it reasonable to presume that moral or physical laws were
self-originating. If not, some intelligence
enacted them and specified penalties. That
law was announced unto man ;-he was
not alone its discoverer. That annunciation, we claim, occured first in Asia, as the
avowed cradle of the human race. Violation produced an immoral consequence!
To be continued.
Joeeph F. Burton, Santa Ann. California.
J. W. Gillen. 3129 Caroline strf'et.. St Lnui&:, Missouri.
M. H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., ProvidenM. R. I.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.

ALABAMA.
Conference convened at the Lone Star branch
January roth and IIth, M. K. Harp president, S.
Loveless secretary, pro. tem. Branch reports:
Pleasant Hill. 2 uied. Butler, no change. Elders
reported: J. G. Vickery, W. S. McPherson, G.
R. Scogin (baptized r), W. L. Booker, M. K.
Harp. Priest: T. Vickery. Bishop's agent, J. G.
Vtckery, reported: Received since last report $II,
paid out $35· G. R. Scogin was elected president of the district and L. G. Parker was sustained as secretary and J. G. Vickery as Bishop's
agent. The general authorities of the church
were sustained. Moved that two-days' meetings
be held in the different branches of the district.
Preaching by W. L. Booker and G. R. Scogin.
Adjourned to meet with the Butler branch in
Butler county, Alabama, Saturday before the
second Sunday in April.
NODAWAY.
District conference convened at Guilford,
Nodaway county, Missouri, February 8th and 9th,
r89o, at ro a. m., president in chair. M. P. Madison secretary of district. Prayer by Bro. A. J.
Moore, who was chosen assistant clerk, pro. tem.
All visiting members were, by re.solution, invited
to take part in this conference. Elders: A. J.
Moore, J. Thomas, W. Powell, J. Hawley, I. N.
Roberts, R. K. Ross, A. Jacobsen, M. L. Win.
ters, U. Madison and C. Christensen. Priests: J.
Curtis, A. Jensen, M. P. Madison and N. N.
Byerge. Teachers: C. C. Nelson, J. Nelson and
R. F. Hill and Deacon R. Nelson reported. Resolved that J. D. Bennett be permitted to report.
Lost. Branches: Platte, last report 61, should
have been 6o; present 6o. Sweet Home 19. Stanberry, last report 17, present r8. Ross Grove,
last report 25, present 26. Eureka, disorganized.
Bishop's agent, R. K. Ross reported. Preaching
at I I a. m., by I. N. Roberts.
Prayer and test!·
mony meeting at 2 p. m., was peaceful and enjoyable. Preaching at 7 p. m. Adjourned to
Stanberry, May 31st and June rst, r89o.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORK AT GENERAL
CONFERENCE.

In order to bring the Sunday-school work
more prominently before the whole church, with
a view to awakening a more general interest in
that worthy and necessary department of the
IVI:aster's work, and also to assist in systematizing
methods of instruction, conducting of schools,
etc., etc., tl.e Sunday-school Association of the
Decatur, Iowa, district at its last meeting appointed the undersigned a committee to arrange
a programme of exercises to be carried out on
one Sunday during the conference session, provided that the conference so agrees.
·'
The committee decided that the desired end
could best be reached by holding a regular session
of the Lamoni Sunday-school, in which the various classes should be conducted in the usual
manner, thus enabling alJ Sunday-school workers
in attendance to see and judge of our methods,
and thus be enabled to ofier suggestions for the
improvement of the same. By this means it is
believed that much good may be accomplished
for the cause. To this end we invite criticism,
in a spirit of kindness, and hope that all who are
inten:sted in Sunday·school work will come prepared to enter into the spirit ·of the same, for as
"iron sharpeneth iron, so a man sharpeneth the
countenance of his friend."
The committee of the Decatur district association wish it understood that in asking recognition
of and in presenting their programme befcre the
General Conference, they are only endeavoring
to prepare the way for that which the manifest
movements and progress of the Sunday-school
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work evidently demand everywhere, viz.: a
united effort and organization throughout the
entire church. Our object is to aid in bringing
about that desired end.
Conference concurring and providence permitting the following programme will be carried out:
SUNDAY MORNING. APRIL-, 1890.
Song, "We're Marching to Zion;" School.
Prayer.
Responsive Reading.
Song, "Jesus Shall Reign;" School.
Primary Class, conducted by Sr. Lucy L.
Lyons.
Song, ''Hear the Call;" School.
Intermediate Class, conducted by Prof. J. A.
Gunsollev.
Song, ~'l Know that My Redeemer Lives;"
School.
Compendium Class, conducted by the superintendent of Lamoni school, R. S. Salyards.
Song, "Parting Hymn;" School.
The evening exercis"s will consist of appropriate music and addresses by Elder Joseph Luff
and Prof. J. A. Gunsolley on themes relating to
Sunday-school work.
Committee on arrangements,
M. WALKER,
ELIZABETH BLAIR,
{ R. S. SALYARDS.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Bretkren:-On February 2oth blank reports
were sent to each of you; except for England,
which were sent on the roth to Bro. Kendrick
who will distribute. We hope last year's excellent showing for the Quorum will still be improved upon this, and therefore desire each one to
report promptly.
Those desiring General Conference appointment should make statement of required finances
for family, so that, in case they can be put in the
field, such fact will be had.' It was cheering lo
see eighteen ready last year, and all who love the
work deplored that they and all others ready
could not be sent. If the Quorum of the Twelve
meet far in advance of the conference time,
which can be seen in Herald send your statements to them relative to being put into the field
as well as to so state in report to us. Read you;
circular letter over carefully. Don't forget your
duer, M.ho can ray them. Do not send coin,
those who will not secure postal notes, may send
two cent stamps.
Send your reports to the address below, and be sure they reach us by March
15th.
R. ETZENHOUSER,
3129 Caroline St., St. Louis, Mo.
MANCHESTER DISTRICT.
Circular Letter of Instructions to District
Officers, adopted and issued by authority of the
Annual Conference, April, I889.
I.-In future, the conferences of this district
will (D. v.) be convened on the Good Friday in
each year, under the designation of the Manchester District Conference.
2.-The general authorities of the church, the
president of the English Mission, and the elders
of the aforesaid district, be alone entitled to
voice and vote in said conferences, except the
privilege be accorded by a majority of the votes
of the elders of the district then present.
3.-That it be the duty of each elder attached
to the said district to attend in person the meetings of such conferences, except prevented by
sickness or other unavoidable cause, in which
case a written explanation must be forwarded to
the secretary, of the district, previous to the convening of such conferences.
4.-That it be the duty of the presidents of
the branches in the said district to cause a statistical report of their respective branches (for each
year ending December 31st), to be prepared and
forwarded to the district secretary not later than
January 14th in each year. Also a report of the
spiritual and financial 'condition of their branches
for the twelve months last past, (ending with the
last day of the month previous to the one in
which the conference is held.)
5.-That it be the duty ot all officers of the
district (including branch offi~ers) to send a
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written report of ministerial labor done during
the twelve months then last past, together with
their licenses for endorsement, such reports and
licenses to be forwarded to the district secretary
at least seven days before the conference convenes.
6 -That all officers of the district neglecting
or refusing to comply with the foregoing resolutions be suspended from office until they have
acknowledged their offence, and make such
amends therefor as shall be satisfactorv to the
authorities of the district, or to the coilference
when in session.
7·-That all ordinations to the priesthood witV.in the district be first approved by the vote of the
said conferences, (or district meetings as hereinafter mentioned), and that no licenses be issued
except by their directions.
8.-That it be the duty of the president of the
district to make arrangements for the holding of
"district meetings" in the months ol January,
July and October in each year, in one or other of
the branches comprising the Manchester district.
9·-That it be the duty of the district secretary
to notify each of the presidents of branches and
elders of the district (by circular) of the time and
place of holding of the said conferences and district meetings, at least one month before the date
!!ppointed.
ro.-That no alteration or amendment of these
rules shall considered at any conference of the
district, except notice of such alteration or
amendment shall be fully stated in writing and
announced at the conference previously held.
rr.-That the foregoing resolutions be and are
hereby the law governing the officers b£ the
Manchester district in relation to the conferences
and district meetings held by the said district,
and that any previous resolutions in conflict with
these be and are hereby repealed.
JoSEPH DEWSNUP, Pres.
HENRY GREENWOOD, Vice-Pres.
JAMES BATY, Sec.
NOTICE OF GENERAL CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE.
During the General Conference to be held at
Lamoni, board and lodging will be furnished at
the rate of $3 per week. Members of the committee will be at the depot on the arrival of all
trains and will wear blue badges. They will furnish parties with tickets directing them where to
go.
All parties intending to come to conference
wlll please notify the president or s.ecretary of
commmittee by mail at once.
Lamoni Branch Committee on General Conference arrangements:
W. HuDSON, President,
H. L. TILTON, Secretary.
LAMONI,

Iowa, Feb. 24th.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
North-east Missouri district conference will
meet at Higbee, March 8th, r89o. All elders in
the district are requested to report in person or
by letter; and a full report from each brar,ch is
also requested; conference commencing at two
p.m.
JoHN TAYLOR, Dist. Pres.
The Nevada district conference will convene
at Genoa, April 5th and 6th, instead of February
8th and 9th. It is to be hoped that all presidents
of branches will send me a complete list of the
members, and the changes in their branches, as
early in the month of March as possible; also of
the various scattered members of the church in
Nevada. Please address by letter to Dayton,
Nevada.
T. R. HAWKINS, Dist. Pres.
The annual conference of the Manchester'district' will, (D. V.), be convened at the Saints'
Chapel, No. 113, Clarenden street, Hulme, Manchest~r, Good Friday, April 4th, I89o, at three p.m.
for church district business, and will be continued
over the 5th and 7th, or such portions of them as
may be required to transa;;t the necessary church
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business of the district. Services will be held in
the Vestry Hall, Hulme Town Hall, on Sunday,
April 6th, morning ro: 30, afternoon two. p. m.,
evening six p. m.
JosEPH DEWSNUP, Pres.,
JAMES BATY, Sec.
COUGH SYRUP.
Recipe for a good cough syrup: "One cupful
of slippery-elm bark, cut fine; one cup of whole
flax seed, one quart of hot water; boil until quite
thick, strain off, and add to the liquid one ounce
of gum arabic dissolved. Boil one cupful of molasses until it begins to thicken up, then add your
liquid and boil a half hour. Take two teaspoonfuls at a time,- and take it often."
DIED.
WILLIAMS.-At Canton, Illinois, January 27th,
I89o, of Ia grippe, Bro. James Williams, aged 70
years, 9 moths and I I days. He was born in
Herefordshire, England, April ISth, r8I9. He
united with the church in the old country when
a boy, and came to this country in an early day,
and lived in Nauvoo when Joseph the prophet
resided there. He united with the Reorganization at Canton, when the elders first came there,
and has been a member of the church ever sinre.
The funeral sermon was preached by Bro. L. L.
Jones.
PATTERSON.-At Webster, Dodge county, Nebraska, on December rst, I889, Mrs. Sabra Roberts Patterson, aged 26 years.
De• rest sister, thou hast left us,
Here thy loss we deeply feel;
But 'tis God who hath bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal.
Yet again we hope to meet thee,
When death's gloomy night hath fled;
Then on earth with joy to greet tbee,
Where no bitter tearo are shed.

PEPPERs.-At Webb City, Missouri, January
3oth, I89o, of quick consumption and paralysis,
Sr. Ermena B. Peppers, daughter of A. W. and
Sarah E. Fuller, aged 23 years, 2 months and
26 days. She was born in Douglass county,
Kansas, November 4th, r867; was baptized and
confirmed by Elder E. A. Davis, April I8th,
r886. She died strong in the faith. Funeral
services at Saints' Meeting-house by Elder A. J.
Cato. Text: "If a man die shall he live again?"
YoHE.-At Pana, Illinois, February zd, I89o,
Bro. David L. son of Bro. J. S. and Sr. Amanda
S. Yohe, passed peacefully away in his 23d year,
after two years' decline in consumption, the last
two months of which he was confined closely.
David was born at Valley Inn, Pennsylvania, and
with the family resided there fourteen years,
then at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, since which time at
Shelbyville and Pana, Illinois. He was a machinest by trade of marked proficiency, a young
man of sterling worth, avoiding all immoralities,
profanity, and soul-destroying evils so common.
He was a dutiilll, devoted son, and highly appreciated by his many friends. On January I7th,
I89o he was baptized, having desired to be for
years. Though so weak and physically wasted
to a mere skeleton, he was strengthened and
marvelously blessed and relieved. The days intervening his death he was calm, trustful, and
longed for a return of health. His covenant was
made with no anticipati0n of death. The funeral
took place from the Baptist Church, February
4th. at 2 p.m., the church being full of sympathizing people. Rev. H. S. Black conducted the
service in an excellent mann~r, making a feeling,
fervent and eloquent prayer. The choir rendered fitting song service. Elder R. Etzenhouser
pronounced the sermon from Rom. 6: 5, to a
respectful, attentive audience. Mr. A. S. Yohe,
of Yarmouth, Iowa, was in attendance. To Rev.
H. S. Black, the Baptist people, and all who performed the many ministrations of kindness from
first to last, heartfelt thanks are extended and
the blesssng of God asked upon them.
· WrLLIAMS.-Sister Albertina, wife of Bro. J.
T. Williams, was born March 28th, 1855, in Mercer county, West Virginia, was baptized December 26th, r882, by James Moler; died in Limerick, Ohio, February IIIh, r89o. Fum·ral at the
Saints' church, Limerick, Ohio, February 13th,
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RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.
r89o, by T. J. Beatty, -assisted by A. B. Ervin.
Sister Williams leaves a husband and four small
children to mourn their loss.
FERGUSON.-At her home in Belvidere, after
Ample Bel!lponsibility.
a long and painful illness, Mrs. Emily Ferguson,
daughter of brother and sister Marshall. She
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest,
was born in England in r869, and died January
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
25th, 1890. She was baptized by Bro. Polson in
bought and sold.
r883 into the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints of which she was a mem-,1
ber till the time of her death, and now she awaits
V ES,
AUTUMN
the resurrection morn.
Published monthly for the
KENNEDY.--At his residence in Santa Rosa ..
county, Florida, December 3oth, r889, of general
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
debility consequent upon his age, Elder AlexanChrist of Latter Day Saints,
der Kennedy, in the 8znd year of his life. He
was born in the state of Georgia, February roth,
r8o8. He moved to Florida nearly fiftv years
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
ago and settled on the place where he died.
The following is the contents of the March
During all these years he lived a conscientious,
Leaves:
"
upright and honorable life, delighting in works
Kanesville (frontispiece)- Peace- Rest-of charity; of him it may be truly said, "The
Gleanings from the History of the Englsh Mishungry he fed, the naked he clothed." His early
sion-Nothing Good and Beautiful. Dies and ls
church affiliations were with the Methodists, but
Forgotten- Childhood- Sermon by Elder J.
when the pioneer preachers of the restored gosWhitehead-The Scholar and the Donkey-Edpel came to Forida he gladly acccepted greater
ucation and Religion-Come up Higher--With
light, and was baptized,, by Elder T. H. Waddel
the Church in an Early Day-Push on-Story of
March I 5th, r868; was ordained an elder July Ist,
the Book of Mormon-Autobiography of Giaud
same year, and chosen president of Cold Water
Rodger--Life of One of Earth's Pilgrims-De~
B~;anch same day, which position he filled with
partment ·of Correspondence-Some That 'Will
acceptability to the end of his life. Hls house
Not Hear-Reading Fiction--Domestic Departwas conspicuously the traveling elders' home,
ment-The Duties which lie Nearest-Editor's
and as all who have labored here will attest,
Corner-Round Table.
nothing that he or his most excellent wife could
do to smoothe the rugged way of the messenger
of the gospel grace and truth was left undone.
GENERAL
He was conscious of the approaching end, and asO supply a want wherever conference is held, the
"PATRIOT"
sured his friends that he felt prepared for the orwill be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
deal, arfd of his unwavering faith in the latter
a four page, seven column morning dally rrhe first numday work. In the dewy morn of the day above
ber will contain a brief exposition of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding dny's bnsi·
named he fell quietly and peac<>fully asleep
ness meeting~ and prayer and preaching services.
in death. He leaves a wife who has accompaniD~y~=•
- - - - - ~
ed him in his pilgrimage since his early manhood,
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
and who is one of the noblest of earth's noble
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.
won:ien; five children, many grandchildren and
. ·---·---------·great-grand'children to mourn their loss. Thus
one by one the old soldiers who were first to raJPUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND
ley around the banner of King Immanuel when
--)BY THE(-it was first raised in Florida are passing awayBoard of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
Wm. West and Mary Ann West, his wife, D. 0.
at their Publishing House in
McArthur, Aaron Odom, Sen., Aaron Odom, Jr.,
LAMONI, DECATUR CO.,
Wm. Morgan, Alexander Kennedy' and others,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
noble and true, have gone to their reward and
we miss them, oh so rnuchl
ROLY SCRIPTURES.

FARMERS' BANK OF
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FREE EDUCA'!'IONS FOR GIRLS.
HOW GIRLS CAN GET A COLLEGE EDUCATION
WITHOUT COST.

A most praiseworthy movement is about to be set
on foot by The Ladies' Home 'Jottrttal of Philadelphia. It proposes to give to any young girl of I6
years or over who will send to it, between now
and.January Ist, I89I, the largest number of yearly subscribers to the 'Jottr?lal, a complete education at Vassar College or any other American
college she may select. The education offered
includes every branch of study, with every expense paid, the 'Journal agreeing to educate the
girl irrespective of the time required or the expense involved. To this is also pinned a second
offer which guarantees to any girl of r6 or over
who will secure rooo yearly subscrib~rs before
January Ist, a full term of one year at Vassar or
any other preferred college, with all expenses
pa)d, thus making it possible for any number of
yOung girls to receive free educations at the best
colleges. Any girl can enter into the competition, and any such can be thoroughly posted by
simply writing to T!te Ladies' Home :fournal at
435 Arch Street, Philadelphia. The management says that it has been led to its generous
oflers by the :<act that there are thousands of parents throughout the country anxious to educate
their daughters, and yet who cannot afford the
expense. This step helps to a comparatively
easy solution of the problem, since it throws a
free education into the hands of any brlght and
active girl. The 'Journal's movement is one that
certainly cannot be too highly commended and
praised.

(Inspired Transbtion by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Ubrary binding, sprinkled edges ...•.. 1 5(1
rmitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••..••.•..•... I! 00
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New Testament, Inspired .•••.••••
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THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.}
Leather back and Muslin sides ....•
2
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
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. (Music only,)
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THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges .•
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BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•........•.•.
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Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .....
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This is the notorious "1Ianuscript Found," written
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been said in connection with lhe theory that it fur,
nished Joseph Smitll and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of .Mormon.
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for Sale.
Lamoni House and Three Lot8; location 80ft. north of
Dep<:)t,_ on Broadway; fronting east and south. House
new ..mnet~en r~~omr~; tvrn story 2 lx46 and J2x15.
I,IVEUY bND .!!'.!!JED HARN 40 x60 and three lots,
1oc~ltlm.1 on Droadway, eae.t of the hou.li'e.
Cellar, three
wells anrl ont buildings. Terms caRy. Address
Also 4J acres of Land 4 milur~ weRt of town, fenced~ wa·
t.er. and on a public road; price :~500.
5apr
JOHl\ McKIM, J.amoni, Iowa.
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We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
'that with the
of Vol. III we pur-

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTl\iENT
and as this department wlll
interest of the young, we
in them a more lively interest
sustain--both by' contributions and
increa3e the circulation-the work
for their benefit.
be under the charge of
in

PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. S,,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas
all
of interest pertaining
to mental
growth, the study of God
as in the Bible.
•
·work is increasing wonderin
and it behooves him who
to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace
of informing himself
not only
the standard works of
church, but things transpiring in the world
whsch have a direct bearing upon the
march of events, pointing to a culminain; the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

'Which will be taken
of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted
to such .matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of
and help her to realize how
high and holy is
calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
nPn"''"'"'"'. upon her.
and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
comtnission suits you better than premiums~
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the
number will be ready
for sending out,
much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest ofl:ort. We could furnish
testimonials of the work the
·
outside of the
necessary. We
increased subscription 'list the
hope we shall not be)!disapYours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the
sent on time will be all
that is
yon ue not prepared to pay
now. We
accommodate all, but can not
aftord to continue it to parties who do not request
il. Remember it will
cost you a postal card
to keep your name from
dropped, and insure you the magazine for 1890.
~= All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of .April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as
add other names before
that tirne; bnt
to
a lzst of all na11zes
se11d. If you
do
delay and trouwill surely result.
N. B.--Parties sending in list of names
fm·
L':aves wHi be credited with all
narnes, but coro.rnh!sions ~an not be allowed un~
til payment ls made. To insure commission the
money must be colJ.ected and sent to the office.
z6apr
M . W A L K E R .
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE Lmm: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Ali!o:Nu You HAVE BAV!!! !T Bll ONE WIF11, AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNJ!l."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVI!l THAT ONE MAN sHoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HcrsB.um: Exclli'T m CAsil: o"il' DEATH, WHEN Eri>Hli:tt
IS AT LIBEI<TY TO MARI<Y AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

37.-Whole .No.
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Ofllcial Paper of tha.Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints
l'UBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATU.R COUNTY, IOWA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'!'he Traveling Ministry, District and BranC'h Presidents,
rm.d the Bishop's Agents. are _requested to solicit n-ew sul>ocrlbers, and help build up the paper and the publication

department.
Business Letter• and Subscriptions must be oeut to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or .Express.
Entered am second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR,

Lamoni, Iowa, March 8, 1890.
BAPTISM IN WATER.

IF the statement made by Paul in his let.
ter to the Church at .Ephesus, 5th chapter
and 26th verse, be a correct one, it is cer·
tain that one of the reasons why Jesus the
divine author of the faith, placed baptism
in the church ordinances was that the
members ofthe body might be sanctified
and cleansed "with the washing. of water
bv the word."
·It is not our present intention to enter
into an argument in support of the propo·
sition that baptism, an official immersion
in water by an accredited minister for
Christ, is necessary, for that has so often
been set forth in the pages of the HERALD
as to be now taken for granted, but to
present a few thoughts upon the subject
of places and waters where baptism should
be performed.
While the act of baptizing· is not a "put·
ting away of the filth ofthe flesh;" the fact
that it is commanded by the Lord and
thus made necessary to the child of obedi ..
ence; the :;trgument of Paul, already cited
makes it a matter of cleansing; the "put·
ting off of the old man and the putting on
of the new man" in Christ Jesus. From
this consideration we conclude that the
water in which the rite of baptism is performed should be as clean and pure as prac·
ticable.
Baptism, on 'the part of the person be.
ing baptized is a renul)ciation of allegiance
to the world and its evils, and a witnessing before the administrator, the angels,
the Spirit and God of an intention and
purpose to forsake evil and to cleave to
that which is good. It is a solemn act,
the making of a covenant with the Lord
-to thenceforward do all that the person
inay andean do that is right, true, lawful
and good. Being this; the more quiet and
peaceful the conditions and surroundings
the more suitable they: are to the' occasion.
For this reason noise and confusion, and
the places where these are should be avoid-
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eel if pos<;ible.
Retired nooks, quiet splashing the water out. It was fed by
places on running streams, small or large; one of the mains supplying the city with
the ocean, lakes and ponds, the works of water clean and good. We also saw bapnature, are preferable, taken in the order tisms administered in a place prepared in
they ~:.re named.
a running stream, planked at sides and
We have baptized in both of the great bottom, a tank practically, a font in its
oceans, the Atlantic and Pacific, the two use.
great rivers of America, the Missouri and
Wherever access may not be had readily
the Mississippi, and many of their tribu· to the fonts provided by nature, it is the
buies, U tab Lake and the Tordan in U tab, part of good policy and sound wisdom to
and variom other places, and from expe- provide suitable fonts-baptismal fontsrience prefer running water where it can either in the open air, in retired and pleashe practicably had, other things being ant places, or within the walls and under
favorable.
the roofs of the chapels and places of worIn many large cities in America access ship owned by the Saints. These fonts
to running water, or a large body of water should in every case be large enough to
can not be had, except at the expense of give sufficient depth of water to immerse
time and sometimes money, the suburbs completely •he largest and tallest candiextend so far from the centers. To ob- date; and long enough and wide enough
tain places suitable to the conditions under to permit"both to go down into the water"
which the rite should be administered is together, the minister and the one being
difficult, and it sometimes happens that baptized, using in all cases the best and
baptisms in such places have to be per. cleanest water procurable.
formed in the midst of noisy daily life in.
There can be no reasonable objection to
cident to large cities, or at night. Chicago, baptisms performed in pools, tanks, fonts
St. Louis, Boston and Philadelphia and of the description named; the requisites of
similar cities are in this class. In smaller clean water, plenty of room and good surrural places near running water it is dif. roundings being had.
ferent~ Nauvoo, Montrose, Plano, Voree,
If the Saints are living and preaching
West Buffalo and similarly situated places in such places that they have not fonts of
are of this class.
their own, and pools, p<mds, lakes, rivers,
At Santa Ana, Orange county, Califor. nor the ocean are available, they should
ni 'I we baptized on the premises of. Bro. feel at liberty to use pools hired, or the
John Garner, in a water tank fed by a use of which may be given them, belongflowing well, the tank heing sufficiently ing to others well disposed toward mankind.
large for both the candidate and the minis
In cases where those to be baptized preter to stand freely and have. plenty of
room tor immersion. Also at this place fer to be immersed in running water or in
we baptized a number in a pool prepared bodies of standing water like ponds or
expressly for such purposes on the premi· lakes, and these are available even with
ses of Bro. Stephen Penfold, fed by a some trouble, this preference should be
flowing well and near to Bro. Penfold's regarded and indulged, though we really
house, a pleasant and retired spot, one know of no good reasons why baptisms in
where quiet and beauty of surroundings fonts should not be considered valid, and
gave an added grace to the acts of self. . be hot'!ored by the Lord's .servants and acOur experience has
devotion there consummated"' by seven cepted of God.
taught us that the essential conditions obpromi<;ing young men and women.
At Jack's Valley, Nevada, in 1876, we tained, the baptism is accepted of God and
baptized in one of nature's pools, a warm is witnessed of the Spirit.
We have baptized many persons in pubspring as large as a good sized room, a
natural tank in a meadow;, where there lic places, and before many people both of
was plenty of water, an4where,peace and the world and of the church; .and have
great quiet were both found. At Salt known that such baptisms were acceptable
Lake City in 1885 and last year we bap- to the Master, for the Spirit bore witness
tized in the Warm Springs, in the plunge to them. We have also baptized in the
solemn night with no witness but the re·
bath under shelter and in quiet.
All these baptisms were administered in cording angels sent out of God, and have
good faith and without a hesitant doubt known such baptisms to be blessed to them
who thus made covenant. We have perrespecting their acceptance to the Master.
In Oakland, California we performed formed the rite in the wide ocean where
the rite in a font built in the church erect· the eternal beat of the waves gave the
ed by the Saints there. This font was cadence of their music to lift the soul tosufficiently large to permit ingress into and . ward the Maker of all things, and in the
egress out.of the water, and to permit the narrow stream fed by the tireless springs
minister and candidate to stand side by flowing from the everlasting hills, in the
side, and to allow immer<>ion without broad rivers whose steadj flow bear tneir
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waters onward to the sea,and in the fonts say that he "must" "believe that the bones
erected by human hands and set apart for came together."
We have hitherto been of the opinion
the purpose in the fear and love of God;
and "believe and are sure" that all were that this statement of the prophet was the
acknowledged of the Master. So we con- relation of a vision given him of God con,clude that if cleanliness, quiet, good order cerning what was yet to take place, as a
and uprightness of heart are attendant up- matter of comfort to the people representon the occasions when human beings ed by the prophet, and referred more to
covenant with ~he Lord in baptism under the fact than to the specific manner of the
such conditions as permit the full and com- resurrection; though we remember to
plete immersion of the candidate in water, have heard an elder state in a discourse on
by an administrator standing in the water that subject, that he believed that at the
by the side of the one •~buried in baptism," appointed time messengers appointed of
the intent and purpose of the law are serv-' God would visit the places where the dead
ed and the baptism so performed is a valid lay, and prophecy, as Ezekiel was commanded to do, and the rising of the dead
one.
Our conferences have so held, and em- would be wrought as there stated. It is a
phasized it by declining to accept baptisms matter of speculation and Bro. Evans can
performed where the candidate only stood choose what he will believe in regard to it.
in the water, even recognizing baptisms We believe that the sea will give up its
performed by elders in fonts in church dead, and death and hell give up their
buildings owned by other denommations; dead, and the earth cast out her dead; nor
has the HERALD in any sense denied, or
very properly as we believe.
Of course we are, not ignorant that brought the statements of scripture in these
there are some who are prejudiced against regards into question. Nor has the HER·
a font in a church and its use for baptis- ALD said that God would not, if he chose,
mal purposes; but in the tem pie there was, use any material which in his wisdom he
and when one is built again there will be sees fit for his use in bringing to pass his
again fonts for that use, and we see no purposes in giving to every seed, and to
reasonable ground for objection any more every spirit his own body, as it may please
than we do for the objection to choral him.
singing and the use of instruments in the
To the third question; we do not dissong service of the church. We write pute Alma B. M. p. 225, when he says
however, with due respect to the opinions that the spirit and the body will be re
and feelings of those who may hold these united. We accept the statement as true.
objections, which we do not desire to treat The other clause is answered in this.
lightly or cavalierly, for those who hold
To the fourth question; all will receive
them are as much entitled to them as we the body to which God finds them to be
are to our views on the subject written of. entitled~ those of a celestial spirit, a body
celestialized; those of a terrestrial spirit, a
body fitted to that sphere; those of ate-THE RESURRECTION.
lestial spirit, a body telestial; nor has the
WE print in this issue a criticism upon the HERALD ever stated to the contrary. It
HERALD's reply to Bro. E. K. Evans' let- h'ls been assumed that it ha~, and in thi•
ter of inquiry concerning the resurrection. mistake the controversy has been made.
In closing his criticism Bro. Evans says
The article from which Bro. Evans
that the HERALD will confer a favor on takes the quotation on which be has writhim by answering the questions asked by ten his letter of inquiry and his subsehim in his letter of December zoth in the quent criticism, is the thirJ in a series of
HERALD for January 14th, and prescribes six, published in the HERALD in advocacy
the methods of our answer, "scripturally of the tenet of the resurrection. At the
instead of scientifically." It so happens close of the second of this series after
that the quest1ons themselves are not scrip- m wy quotations from Scripture the statetural, nor scentific; they are simply dogment is made:
matic. They are.
"We have been thus profuse in our
"!a it not true that 'he that raised up Christ evidences, that all may see whnt a great
from the dead shall also quicke'n your mortal amount there is to prove that all the dead
bodies, etc? Must I not believe that the 'bones
are to be resurrected."
came together,' (Ezek. 37: 7), nor that the sea
Here is a sufficient! y broad statement to
will give up its dead because they will not be
sati~fv
any one, we would suppose, that
needed, for God will not use those same identical
particles? Was Alma in errror (B. M. p. 235) the HEI{ALD was not striving to controwhen he said 'the spirit and the body shall be re- vert any affirmation of Scripture upon the
united again'? Or must I believe that things subject.
which had never previously been united can be
The brother starts his controversy by
re-united again? (See also pp 236, 3ro, 3rr, 313,
quoting- from page 790, third paragnpb,
493). Will not they who are of the celestial
spirit (shall) receive the same body which was a of HERALD for December 7th. His quonatural body?"
tation is as follows:
In asking the questions as Bro. Evans
«It [the resurrected body] is not necessarily
has he as~umes that the HERALD has composed of the same particles [which were in
taught the opposite, which it has not done. the body at death]!'
To the first question, we answer, Yes, it
This is the bone of contention; the word
is so written in Scripture. "This Jesus over which the HERALD is made an
hath God raised up, whereof we are all offender. To &how how easily what one
witnesses."-Acts 2: 32.
writes may be distorted to another who
To the second question; Bro. Evans will reads we quote the whole paragraph on
do as he chooses; it is not proper for us to page 790, referred to:

"Another objection that is urged against the
literal resurrection of the body is, that the partid
cles of which the body is composed at death, will,
at the resurrection, be found in other bodies.
Pau I tells us that, 'thou so west not that body that
shall be, but grain, it may be of wheat, or some
other, but God giveth it a body as it hath pleased
him, and to every seed his own body.'-; Cor.
IS: 37, 38. The wheat that is produced is the
same in form and elements as that which was
sown; so is the body. It is not necessarily com·
posed of the same identical particles.''
In order to raise his objection the brother mHkes the HERALD to say in brackets,
"[the resurrected body]," and at the close
of the sentence, "[which were in the body
at death]." ·
Referring to the HERALD's use of the
words of Paul in I Corinthians 15:37, 38,
the brother writes:
''You next quote, 'And that which thou sowEst, thou sowest not that body which shall be but
[a J bare [separate, naked, unaccompanied J grain,
it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain,
but God giveth it a body as it hath .pleased him,
and to every seed his own body.' Leaving out
your bracketed words entirely I say positively
that you have not quoted from any of our three
stanpard books."
The only difference between the quotation as it was given in HERALD for January I8th, first page, second column, last
paragraph, is in the word which after the
word body in the sentence ''not that body
'lohich shall be," instead of the words "that
body that shall be." On page 790, before
referred to, tbe words "bare," before grain,
and "grain" after the word other are left
out.
The statement that the HERALD did not
quote from any of our three standard
books is quite sharp, but is disingenuous.
The brother in his letter to which the
HERALD replied in the riumber for January r8th in an entire spirit of unreserve
and frankness, gives the refutation to his
own argument in his subsequent article, in
which he refers to the diamond used in the
illustration in the article on the resurrection of which he makes inquiry, in which
he says:
•·This diamond would not be that charcoal
that was, altho11gh composed of the same identical particle~, with the exception qj the dross, whick
never was charcoal. So, also. any one who knows
how can take a natural body and make a spiritual body out of it. This spiritual body would
not be the natural body that was, though composed of the same identical particles, with the exception of the dross, whick will be burned.''

In order to make the position of the
HERALD plain, and not be subject to undue fault-finding, we shall present it in this
wav: The senior erlitor buried a child
about the year I860-I, a daughter aged
eight months, wasted by long sickness
until it was hut a mere shadow. In the
spring of 1867 he buried a son, a hearty,
healthy, robust boy, sick but a day or two
and died. In March, r869, the mother of
these children, after a long and weary contest with disease, was carried to the rest of
the grave; her flesh wasted, a poor, faded,
, helpless remnant of her former self, dying
at the age of thirty-pne, not yet in the
mid-time of life.
In January, 1886, he
buried a son in his sixteenth year, one that
had been ill of heart disease from his
eighth year, and when he finally was overcome by it and was laid away to await the,
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sumrhons which will bid all to arise, was composed when his father saw him last
anything in body but what a child of that before death, no more no less, or in those
age should be. These items, though per-· of which that body was composed when it
sonali are given to show that it is with was laid in the grave on the htllside, where
no careless hand or indifferent mind that afterward the worn and wasted frame of
his mother was laid?
we write of the subject.
The question forced upon the tnind of
Will the boy ·who for eight years carti~
him who writes and who suffered in the ed a defective body, hurt, broken and dislife of the flesh, grief and pain from these organized as it must have been, and finally
losses, was, has been and now is: When at sixteen was but the shadow of what he
he meets these now lost ones in the resur- would have been had he been in health,
rection will he know them? And how?
and whose body thus shortened of its just
The question answered in the HERALD deyelopment was laid in the earth to wait
for January 18th, in reply to Bro. Evans' the arbitrament of time, ·rise with the
letter, is, Will the body laid down at death identical particles of which his body was
rise in its identical particles as buried in· composed, when laid in the grave, no more
the grave? Or will the body given the no less? This is the pith of the questions
spirit at the resurrection be the same in asked the editor and answered by him.
form and identical in its particles as the
Now for snme facts. The illustration
one buried at death?
used by Paul, I Cor. rs. It is the sowing
The instances recited ahove, duplicated of grain, wheat or some other. The ediby thousands all over the land make the tor has repeatedly pulled up stalks of
question one of intense interest, and no wheat and found the husk of the seed of
amount of dogmatic assertion concerning wheat from which the stalk sprung attach"science, falsely so called," or unmeaning ed to the root, and not yet absorbed in the
assertion about ~cripture being superior to growth of either stalk or the new grain.
facts, can silence the convictions forced in He has also plucked from the stalk the
upon the mind by the facts themselves. he11d of ripened grain and has counted
There is not now, and has never been the from fifty to one hundred and eight grains
Which one grain OJJt of the
remotest thought on the part of the HER· of wheat.
ALD editors to ignore the scriptures, or to or,e hundred and eight, or the fifty had the
throw any sort of discredit upon them. In identical particles of. the seed of wheat
He has also seen from
the matter under examination, the scrip- that was sown?
tures from the three books had been ap- two to seven stalks "stooled" from the
Which one of the several
pealed to, and texts after texts presented same root.
in the articles on the resurrection; show- stalks bore the head that contained the
ing that there would be a resm:rection, and kernl·l that had the "identical particles" of
that all the dead would rise, some to glory the original seed, all the seeds in the ripensome to shame. After all of that, "With ed head being of equal size with the one
what body do they come forth?" is still sown. Of!ce to his financial loss and grief,
asked.
Facts and the use of common he sowed six acres of good clear seed
wisdom are used in the further examina- wheat, having taken special pains to retion of the subject, hence tbe answer com- move all noxious seeds from the grain,
and when the field was ripened and ready
plained of.
At the very outset of the reply in HER- for the sickle, much of the grain sown or
ALD for January r8th the editor wrote: growing had turned to cheat, or chess; or
"If all 'the particles' of matter composing in many places where the seed wheat was
a body when buried." The words "when sown and had started to grow there was
buried" were used to indicate the time standing for the reaper a grain bearing
within which the answer was intenderl to stalk having seed upon it quite dissimilar
apply. And in each subsequent reference to the wheat sown.
The editor has also dug from the. potato
to the body about which the editor \iVrote
the same Saving clause is made; showing patch the planted potato and the new po- ·
that the body laid down in the g1rave in tato grown from the plant sprouted from
the component parts of which it was com- the seed potato, and has eaten the new
posed, "the identical particle,," is the one and the old at the same meal; and it is not
about which the common sense reasoning an uncommon circumstance to find the
was had, under the shadow of Paul's state- watery shell of the seed hanging to the
ment "and that which thou sowest, thou cluster of potato vines when the hill is
pulled up at the digging of the new crop.
sowest not that body which shall be."
Take the instances before referred to: It is not science, "falsely so called," but
will the babe lai<;l in the grave so long ago a fact. If the new body of the wheat or
rise with only the particles of which its the potato, contained the identical partibody was composed at death .2 This ques- cles, all of them,- no more no less, of the
tion does not refer to the particles of which original seed there should not be left so
that child's body may have been composed much as a fibre of the planted seed to
while it was in health and beauty. The challenge our attention. Take the diabrother's pretty assumption that a body mond illustration. The brother writes
"begins to die as soon as it begins to wa-te," tl:at if a man knew how he could from the
does not apply, for it is the body laid down charcoal make the diamond, "This diamond
after it is wasted unto death, not unto be- would not be the charcoal that was,
ginning to die, that was contemplated in although composed of the identical parti'Cles with the exception if the dross, which
the answer objected to ..
Will the boy who~e body was not wast- 1 never was clzarcoa1." It is the dross,
ed by long continued disease rise in the 1 (identical particles), that makes the charfleshly particles of which his body was 1 coal; the absence of the dross (identical
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dross particle~), that makes the diamond;
The identical particles of dross of which
the lump of charcoal is composed, are
eliminated from the lump and the diamond
re,ults; restore the iJentical particles of
dross to the shining diamond, its lustre is
dim rned and the lump of charcoal is itself
again.
Take the body of Jesus, to which the
brother refers as having been raised, (the
satne identical particles, even to the wounded parts). How does the brother know this?
Suppose the HERALD were to say to hitn,
as he does to the HERALD in substance,
We prefer Scripture and Scriptural
proofs to either argument, or assertion. It
is not proved by the angels who said:
.. y e men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing
up into heaven? This same Jesus which
is taken up from you into heaven shall so
come in like manner as ye have seen him
go into heaven."-Acts I: 1 I. The body
which Jesus then had was his resurrected
b©dy, the one of which he himself said:
"A spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye
see me have."-Luke 24: 39· The blood
which had filled the veins of Jesus in the
life of earth and up to the supreme
moment of death was gone. A portion of
it was spilled upon the ground at the foot
of the cro~s as it followed the spear of the
soldier who so rudely thrust him in the
side. Like the charcoal whence the dross
was eliminated leaving the sparkling-,
brilliant diamond, so had the blood, the life
if the flesh, given place to the Spirit, the
life of the resurrected body. That part of
the body of Jesus was eliminated. It was
the corruptible part of the body; it was
laid down with it; who shall, who can say
that it was raised in that glorified body,
that one which the men of Galilee saw
8Scending into heaven. The HERALD
does not. say that it was not Jesus the
Christ who was thus raised and thus
ascended to he heaven in his own proper
person; the HERALD believes and teaches
that it was; but the HERALD does say in
reference to the resurrection in as absolute language as Scripture affiJrds: "Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it
doth not yet appear what we shall be: but
we know that, when we shall appear, we
shall be like him; for we shall see him as
he is."-1 John 3: 2.
Paul wrote: "Behold, I show you a
mystery; we shall not all sleep, but we
shall be changed in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trump:
for the trumpet shall s0und, and the dead
shall be r:<~ised incorruptible, and we shall
be changed."- I Cor. rs: 5I, 52.
The body which each spirit will receive
will be of such a nature in its component
parts as to preserve the identity and the
individuality of the person; and will be a
new creature, the result of a new creation,
the work of him who "giveth it a body as
it hath pleased him;" but to every spirit
as unto every seed his own bqdy.
To do this work he through whom it is
done may and can use· just such material
as may please him; and it will be no more
wonder~ul ~or that organizer and creator
to make a new body out of entirely new
constituent elements, as these elements '
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may relate to the .ones forming a part of
the body at death, than it was for the same
Creator, organizer and originator to create the first pair out of the "dust of the
eat:th." The word dust conveys to the
common mind the idea of earth pulverized
to fineness like "the dust of the summer
threshing flonr," but regarded in the sense
of the creation, it conveys much more, and
means all and every element of which the
human body in all its parts is composed,
from the most subtle fluid to the coarsest
solid. Nor is it beyond the power of this
wonder~working Lord to regather from
the winds of heaven, the every part of
earth, .near and remote, the waters and
vapors of waters, every identical particle
of which every human body was composed
at death and which was laid in the·grave,
no matter where, or how the death of that
body occurred, and make from those identical particles the new body as it may please
him. To say that God, the power of the
resurrection must, and shall use those identical particles, no more, no less, and is
confined to them and them alone, is as absurd and unscriptural as to say that he
uses not one of them, which the HERALD
has never said.
In one of the brother's answers to the
HERALD ,inquiries he states in reference
to the body wasted by disease that
"It matters not whether it be buried and becomes
disorganized, or begins to disorganize and return
to its mother element before the spirit leaves the
body. In either case It becomes separated from
the spirit, which is death, therefore we can expectall that dies will be resurrected."

Of the "ponderous, bloated, dropsical
body," he says it
"Will be resurrected, but the water and other substances which do not belong to the body, but
which through disobedience to temporal laws
have been permitted to enter the body, will not
be resurrected with the body, and therefore the
body will resume its proper size."
"If a person loses a limb in childhood, he loses
it before that limb has been fully created, and I
have not a doubt that God will -finish the creation of that limb after the resurrection ot the rest
of the body."

In like manner each of the questions respecting bodies detective at death are answ.
ered, as will be seen by reading the brother's
article; !md the brother avoids the conclusion forced upon the mind by the answers by saying that God
"Will make all parts that are necessary to form
a perfect body and join it unto the body which
he had only partly made when it came into this
world."

Of what material will those lacking
parts be made?
It should be remember!:'d by those who
read this and the brother's cr-iticitm upon
the HERALD's answer to his letter that
the HERALD confined its statement to the
body laid down at death, aml made no
statement regarding the leg or arm of a
man which leg or arm was severed from
the pody, separated from the spirit, "began
to die," and did die when the man was a
boy. That leg or that arm formed no
part of the body laid down in the grave,
when the boy who lost it grew to be a
man without it and died at advanced age.
That arm or leg dead and buried years before formed no part of the body laid in the

grave. It formed a part of the boy's body;
was in substance, shape and all essential
particulars the leg of a boy and not the
leg of a man. It could in no sense be 'a
part and parcel of the "identical particles"
composing the body of the man when he
died. So of the dropsical, bloated body
laid in the grave. All the particles of
that particular body at the time of final
separation, and at no other time are the
particles contended about.
Water, lime,
earth, salt, iron, fiber, everything in that
body whether the body was in a normal,
or an abnormal condition of health;
whether the man was a mass of flesh,
weighing a quarter of a ton or a skeleton
weighing fifty-two pounds, the particular,
specific, identical -particles laid down, no
more, no less; and not the. particles of
which the body was composed at some p<'riod of life when it was in its best estate;
these particles and these only are the ones
over which the HERALD was called in
question. And we now repeat what was
written of the wheat: "The wheat that is
produced is the same in form and elements
as that which was sown; so is the body.
It (the wheat) is not necessarily composed
of the same identical particles."
To this we add that the body which is
resurrected will be in form and elements
so like the personality of the person who
died as to be identified as the same person,
whose individuality will be entirely pre
served, in so complete a way as to fulfill
the promise and prophecy, the dead shall
rise.
It is as improper to say that God will
need and will use no other, nor any more,
nor any less particles of matter than those
identical ones of which the body was composed at death, as it is to say that he will
not need and will not use them. And
when our brother write~, the dross of the
charcoal will·. be left out of the diamond
when the latter is made, and that the
"water and other substances" will not be
resurrected, and that God will "make all
parts that are necessary to form a perfect
body, he virtually concedes that a supplementary work is needed, In this he only
repeats what the HERALD stated in the
'very answers to his letter which he criticises:
"And persons born without hands and
arms, etc. 1 etc., if made like unto Christ
in the resurrection will have all these lacking parts supplied, and this necessarily
includes added particles of matter- particles not in the body at death. Persons
whose bodies are in any way deformed
and defective at death, will, in the re'iurrection, be relieved of such defects and be
free from the particles. of matter causing
them, if they shall be 'fashioned iike unto
Christ's glorious body.'"
Hence when the editor shall meet wife
and children in the glad morn of restoration, he will not see emaciated, worn
bodies, but bodies glorified by God's
power of the resurrection.
All that was in the bodies that marred
or inJured will be left out; all that will be
needed to perfect and make glorious will
be added.
·
The HERALD is of the opinion that

what should concern us most is not whether
in the resurrection we shall have the identical particles of mattter of wh!cl:i our
bodies may be composed at death; but
will we be found worthv of a resurrection
with them who are Christ's at his coming,
the resurrection of which Paul wrote to
the Phillipians: "That I may know tim
and the power of his resurrection, and the
fellowship of his sufferings, being made
conformable unto his death, if by any means
I might attain unto the resurrection of the
dead."-Phil. g: ro, II, K. J. Versionil"Resurrection of the just," I. T.
Whether the bodies that are given to the
resurrected dead will, or will not be composed of the "identical particles" composing those bodies at the moment of death
is not revealed, as we understand the word.
That there will be a resurrection of the
dead is. What is revealed belongs to us
for our use, what is not belongs to God.
The HERALD. is not prepared to say
whether God will use the identical particles of the bodies laid down at death, any
and all of them, no more, no less, in the
new creation when in the resurrection he
will give to every spirit his own body;
when every limb and joint shall be added
to its fellow m the making up of what our
brother calls "the body proper;" or that
he will let those particles be where the
moment of the resurrection may find them,
scattered to their elementary conditions,
and from the multitude of elements at his
command recreate from other and fresher
particles the bodies to be quickened by the
Spirit of Christ unto life everlasting. It
is within the plenitude of his power to do
either; nor is it wise, according to Scripture,
logic or common sense to say dogmatically that he is limited to the one or to the
other method. It is not beyond his power
to resuscitate from the vast regions of the
universe which his wisdom and power
formed, the bodies of all who have lived,
and give unto them the form and elements
which they at any time of life possessed,
from the cradle to the grave. He could
do this as easily as to create them at the
beginning and ordain the laws of their perpetuation. Nor is it beyond his wisdom
and his power to clothe each spirit with
new and shining, glorified bodies from the
vast resources at his command, unchecked
and undeterred from his divine purpose to
make all alive again by the puny remonstrance of man jarring and.. contending
with each other as to the way, in which
he will do it.
The writer of this ·believes that all who
are resurrected will appear
th~r own
pers0nality and individuaiity, each individual in his best normal, physical estate.
That those who
reason of conditions beyond their control an<l for which
they were riot responsible, have in any per:od of their lives been hindered in their
development, physical and mental as a consequence, will have that which was lacking restored to them. The idiot born with
clouded brain will have the cloud removed;
whose bodies have been wasted
and broken, shorn of their proportions by
accident, design of
or disease, will
will be made whole; whether this depriv-
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ation occurred in youth, middle, or old age.
This is believed, all of it, without in any
wise contradicting a line of Scripture, or
changing the statements herein made
touching the body; or doubting the power
of God to do all he has promised to do, in
his own way. The brother states that he
believes "that Paul used wheat to represent
a terrestrial or a telestial body," etc., etc.
«Now the whole thing simply means this:-If
I die I may be raised to the glory of wheat, flesh
of men, celestial body, the sun, or if my life has
been too imperfect for that, I may only raise to
the glory of some other grain, to the flesh of
beasts, a terrestrial body, the moon."

We have no possible objection to the
brother believing all that, if he chooses;
the HERALD does not believe it. In the
first place it is not scriptural, and in the
second place, it is out of harmony with
both lines of argument, the brother's and
the HERALD's. It is hardly possible that
any man shall lay the flesh of a man in the
grave and take up the flesh of a dog, a hyena, or a wolf from the grave; or even the
flesh of a horse, ox, or other graminivorous
beast; unless indeed Prof. Underwood is
correct when he ,;tates that as man has
evolved from the lowest to the highest;
and as he has this progressed so shall he
as certainly retrograde. If so then the
spirit of man way sometime find lodgment
in the flesh of a beast. Be I hat as it may,
what the brother has stated as his belief
on the point we do not care to dispute, it
is his, and as such he is entitled to it undisturbed by us.
JOSEPH SMITH.

"THE REVOLUTION OF BRIGHAM
YOUNG."

THAT is the word, exactly, and we are
glad to note that many prominent writers,
like the editor of the Omaha Bee are making the discovery that Utah Mormonism
represents "the revolution of Brigham
Young," and not "the original teachings
of the Vermont prophet"-JosE'ph Smith.
Mormonism is a matter now of worldwide notoriety, and wise, sensible minded
people are studying it on its merits. These
readily discover that Utah Mormonism
represents the brain and heart of Brigham
Young and his fellows, and that it is far
different and greatly beneath that system
founded on ."the original teachings of the
Vermont prophet." They also perceive
that those who advocate and uphold "the
revolution of Brigham Young" justly forfeit "public respect" and the exercise of
"the rights and privileges of American
citizens,?' also that the only way such c.an
secure these is bv a "return to the original
teachings of the "Vennont prophet." Such
persons also discover that a faithful observance of "the original teachings of the
Vermont prophet" are "on the side of iaw
order and decency" and entitle those who
adhere to them to "~ublic respect" and to
"exercise the rights and privileges of
American citizens." All upright minded,
unprejudiced persons, who ·thoroughly investigate, must and will arrive at similar
conclusions. And now that the issue is
forced upon the attention of all the civilized world, we have good hope' that a

searching inquiry will be made and
discrimination be given in respect
to
these matters.
Here is what the Bee of Fehruary 2 rst
has to say:
"The senate committee on territories has unanimously agreed to report in favor of the admission of Idaho into the union. What little force
the Mormons exerted against admission was nullified by the decision of the United States Supreme Court affirming the test oath clause of the
Idaho constitution.
In order to exercise the
right of franchise under statehood, a Mormon
will be obliged to make oath that he is 'not a
bigamist or polygamist,! nor 'a member of any
order, organization or association which counsels
or encourages its members' to commit those
crimes, or which 'practices bigamy, polygamy or
plural or c·e!estial marriage as a doctrinal rite.'
Under this sweeping oath the Mormons of Idaho
must abandon not only the practice of polygamy,
but must publicly demonstrate that the church
no longer teaches or upholds it as part of its
creed. This is the solution of the whole Mormon problem. The church must wipe out the
revolution of Brigham Young and return to the
original teachings of the Vermont prophet. In
no other way can it secure public respect and its
members exercise the rights and privileges of
American citizens. Individual members have
already declared in favor of the change, and it is
not improbable that the church as a whole will
soon cast aside the pretense of martyrdom and
range itself on the side of law and order and
decency."

149
The key-note to the discourses was church law,
how to interpret it; duty, how to perform it.
Splendid liberty was had by the speakers who
spoke to strictly attentive congregations at each
service. Elder Thomas Taylor, president of the
mission, was present with us, and cheered us
much by his presence and fatherly counsel.
Two were baptized here; prospects good for
more."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE also have a receipt for the cure of
the tobacco habit; it is as follows: Of
common sense, any appreciable amount;
of resolution, a pound; of reflection, sixteen ounces; of gospel grace, enough to
last six months or a year; of prayer,
quantity sufficient to make a man reliant on God; of earnest desire to be clean
and free from bondage, a good handfull;
of stick-to-itiveness, a maniy quantity.
Mix until you have a fair commodity of
Christian character, and the cure is effected.
Dose, once every day; cost, entire self-denial.
We give in this issue some practical
news from our brethren in England. We
commend the spirit in which they undertake the work in hand; and trust that they
will achieve a success. Time is passing.
and the admonition of events is to the effect that thorough and abiding spiritual
work must be done at home and abroad,
convincing the people to whom we preach
that the truth has "come to stay."
Bro. D. R. Jones wrote from Sheridan,
Nevada, Februaay 12th,. that they had the
severest storm known to the "oldest
settler" in Nevada; coldest weather and
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
deepest snow known for years. BlizBro.John Shields, from Grand Valley, zards continued day after day till man
Ontario:
and beast were alike wore out; many cat"We expect a debate at Marsvi!le-(some five
tle have perished. At date of writing
miles from this branch) on the 27th in st., between
the snow was about gone and weather
Elder A. E. Mortimer and Elder S. Woolner of
fine. The prevailing influenza had also
the Disciple Church. The work moves on fairly
here."
been raging there, many having it.
Sr. Amanda B. Hill, of Galena, IndiBro.' J. A. Currie, Jr., wrote from Banana, wrote bearing a strong testimony to
dera, Texas, February 15th:
,
"In my weakness God· gave me strength. I
the goodness of the Lord in the blessreceived cheer and comfort (through prophecy)
ings received by her after obedience to
at our late conference. Four united with the
the gospel, by which she realizes that
church and others interested. Strange and marthe word is with power unto salvation
velous things are 'happening. I'll try to keep
and eternal life. She exhorts to earnestwithin the sphere of my understanding and
await God's due time to 'clear the mists away.'
ness.
We had tongues, prophecy, etc., at conference:"
Our limited amount of space compels us
Bro. J. B. Lytle wrote from Champion, to make notes of or extracts from
Nebraska, February 16th, that he and Bro. many letters Feceived frcm the brethren
Payne had held eleven evening services in and sisters.
Bro. A. T. Hamilton, of Reese Creek,
the neighborhood where Bro. A. J. Davidson lives, had baptized three before leav- Montana, wrote, February r6th, stating
that Bro. R.J. Anthony had been laboring
ing there. He says:
"We enjoyed good liberty and believe the
among the Saints there for two weeks.
work of the Lord in that section of the country
His labors were cheering and instructing,
will become contagious for we were invited to
and the Saints were united and a good
two other places not far away to hold meetings.
spirit prevailed.
The Saints there are
Bro. A. J. Davidson is alive in the work, also his
glad Bro. Anthony had decided to locate
good companion. both by precept and example,
and I tell you that is a great prop to the word
his family in his field of labor.
Their
preached in any neighborhood. Bro. Payne is
Baptist friends and neighbors have extendout among them again and I shall join him in a
ed an invitation to the Reese Creek Saints
few days."
Bro. Payne had held nine meetings .to occupy their new church at Gallatin
twice a month.
there before.
Bro. W. W. McLeod, of Cormorant,
Bro. Joseph Dewsnup, Sen. recently
Minnesota wrote that the labors of Brn.
vvrote from Manchester, England as folPeak and Davies were appreciated in that
lows:
"'Ne have just held our January re-union meet- section of country, and many were investigating the claims of our people. He exing at the Sheffield branch. The weather was very
unfavorable, but we had a very profitable time.
presses an earnest interest in the welfare of
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To return to Europe. The end of the century
the7large Sca,ndinavian population in that
vicinity, among whom Bro. H. N. Hansen will not find either Italy or France upon the
labored about two months last summer, .maps, and Berlin will have been totally de~
and whom Bro. McLeod would like to troyed by aq earthquake.
see returned for two years, to continue the
good work he had begun.
Prest. Joseph Smith left Lamoni on
Thursday the 27th ult. for Independence,
EDITED BY SISTEH "FRANCES."
Missouri. He expected to return in a few
days.
"Time is hastening on, and we
Bro. Henry Broadway, of Hamilton,
What our fathers are shall be,New South Wales, wrote under date of
Shadow shapes of memory I
JOJned to that vast multitude
January Ist warmly expressing his love
Where the great are but the good."
for and interest in the cause of the Master,
which he and the Australian Saints evidently love devotedly. He mentions the
MOTHER'S MENDING BASKE'£.
interesting meeting held by the Saints
Over and under, and in and out,
from Forster who joined with the HamilThe swift little needle flies;
ton Saints in the celebration of the ChristFor always between her and idleness
mas holiday. Although strangers hitherThe mending basket lies;
And the patient hands, though weary,
to, they were enabled to feel as one in th.e
Work lovinp:ly on and on
bonds of the covenant of peace and their
At tasks that never are finished;
meetings were attended by the Spirit of
For mending never is done.
God.
By request he. mentions a case o!
8he takes up the father's stockings,
healing-a sister having been cured of an
And skillfully knits in the heel,
affliction in her limb thrd\!igh the adminisAnd smoothes the seam with a tender touch,
tration of the elders alild the prayer of
That he may no roughness feel;
faith~

CoRRECTIONs.-In our last issue "face
the face" on page 130, third column, third
line, should read "face the music;" and on
page I 32, first column, thirty:ninth line, it
should read "rattled brain," instead of
"rotten brain."
FRoM the St. Joseph, Missouri, Herald for February 17th, we glean the foll<?wing:
A CURIOUS PROPHECY.

In August, 1857; the Bavarian Allgemeine Zeitung printed a remarkable prophecy which had
been made by an old ht>rmit many years before.
In it the rise of Napoleon III was clearly outlined, as were also the Austria- Prussian and the
Franco Pruss ian wars and the Commune of
Paris. He told how the death of Pope Pius
would occur in 1876 or 1877, and how it would
be followed by a Turko Russian war, being but
slightly wrong in either prediction.
He said that Germany would have three emperors in one year before the end of the century,
which was verified to the letter. He missed it
one, at least, in the number of United States presidents that were to die by assassination, which
was remarkably close, to say the least.
He said that ·when the twentieth century
opened, Manhattan Island and the whole of New
York City would be submurged in the waters of
the Hudson, East river and the bay; Cuba will
break in two and the west half and the city of
Havana· find a watery resting place.
Florida and. Lower Calilornia are to break
loose from the main land and carry their load of
human freight to the bottom of the sea.
The twenty-fifth is to be the last of the United
States presidents, and Ireland is to be a kingdom
and England a republic by the end of the century.
The United States are to be divided and San
Francisco, Salt Lake City, New Orleans, St.
Louis, Washington and Boston are to be made
capitals. There should be some consolation to
the Mormons in this, if not for the other parts of
our great Union.

And her thoughts to her merry girlhood
And hero early wifehood go,
And she smiles at the first pair of stockings
She knit so long ago.
Then she speaks to the little maiden
Learning to knit at her side,
And tells her about those stockings
Uneven and shapeless and wide"I had to ravel them out, my dear;
Don't be discouraged, but try,
And after a while you'll learn to knit
As swift and smooth as L"
She takes up a little white apron,
And tcinks of the woful face
Of her darling when she came crying:
"Oh, mamma, I've torn my lace."
So she mended the child's pet apron;
Then tonk up a tiny shoe,
And .fastens a stitch that was broken,
And tied the ribbon of blue.
The maiden is wearied of working
And ~one away to her play.
The sun in the west is sinking
At the close of the quiet day,
Now the mother's hands are resting
Still holdiug a stockmg of red,
And her thoug'hts in the twilight shadow
To the far off future have fled.
"Oh, where will the littiP fePt wander
Before they have time to rest?
Where will t·l1e bright heads be pillowed
When the mother'scloving breast
Is under the spring's blne violets,
And under the summer grBss,
When over her fall the Hutumn leaves,
And the storms of winter pass!"
And a prayer from her heart she utters,
"God blees them, my dearest ones, all!
0 may it be many many years
'Ere sorrow to them befall!''
To her work from her mending basket
She turns with a heetrt at rest;
For she knows that to husband and chlldren
She is alwavs the first and the best.
•
-Abbe Kinne, in Ledger.
THE BEAUTY OF SIMPLICITY.
Next to suitability, I say, let there be simplicity. John Newton, giving advice to a lady, said,
"Madam, so dress and so conduct yourself that
persons who have been in your company shall
not recollect what you had on." That counsel,
if followed, would lead to quite a different style

of dress from that which is far too prevalent
now. Simplicity seems banished, and we are
forcibly reminded of the description given by
Isaiah of the attire of women in Jerusalem in his
days. The description is given in the third chapter of his Prophecies. There is a pretty fable of
the angel and the rosebud which conveys the
very lesson I am now seeking to enforce. It is
said that "the angel who takes care of the flowers,
and sprinkles upon them dew in the still night,
slumbered on a spring day in the shade of a rosebush. When he awoke, he said, •Most beautiful
of my children, I thank thee for thy refreshing
odor and cooling shade. Could you now ask
any favor, how willingly would I grant it!'
'Adorn me, then, with a new charm,' said the
spirit of the rosebud in a beseeching tone.
So
the angel adorned the loveliest of flowers in simple moss. Sweetly it stood there in its modest
attire, the moss rose, the most beautiful of its
kind. So the costliest ornaments are often the
simplest;" and it will be generally found that
>•implicity characterizes the highest refinement.
Hence, never allow fashion to triumph over your
common sense or your good taste. Do not comply with the reigning modes at the expense oi
simplicity or suitabi!ity.-Tke !f.uiver.
PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.
Sr. Margaret Ritson Dewsnup, of England,
requests your prayers in her behalf, that she may
be healed of the affliction which has been troubling her for the past three years.
Bro. Houston, of Percy, Ill, asks your prayers
·ln behalf of his sister, Jennie Pen warding, that
she may be Jed to repentance.
Mrs. C. Patten, Atwood, Kan., requests your
prayers that God may heal her of the affliction
from which she is now suffering.
Sr. Joseph Elliott, of Fergus Falls, Minn., asks
your faith and prayers that it may please God to
restore her to health, if consistent with his holy

wilL
HOME COLUMN JllliBSIONARY FUND.

Feb. zo, Amount to date .............. $2474 48
Bro & Sr. C. McClelland,
Minn .................. I 25
Sr. J Ellsworth, Minn... 50
Sr. Sarah Ht>adrich. Cal. so
Sr E. A Hartneil, Mich. iso
Sr. Lizzie Hutchin", Mich 2~
Br<) & Sr. H. & N. Loveland, Wis ............. 2 oo
Sr. Mary L' on, Mo ..... I 7.1
Sr. !>'rary l'l. Fry, Iowa'... 50
Bro. Fred Fry, lo"'a ..... ·I5
Sr. S. J a••person, Oregon. r oo
Sr. J C Isleib, Mo ...... 2 75
Sr. M Cuerdon, Ill...... 75
12 oo
Feb. 27, Amount received to date ..... $2~486__±~
~Send

all moneys to D Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
LIVERMORE,

California.

Dear Sisters:-I wrote to you some time ago,
requesting the prayers of the Union in my behalf. At the time I could not sit up or turn myseH in bed on account ef having hurt my back,
but was healed by the prayers of the sisters and
faith in God (as l believe) so that when my babe
was born, a few weeks after, my back did not
trouble me at alL My babe was badly crippled
at her birth and the physician, a good surgeon,
said he did not think she would ever be able to
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touch the floor with her foot, or could ever walk.
But a friend who was with me, a woman of
strong faith, used the consecrated oil on her limb
and in a few hours she could straighten it. It
was smaller than the other one and t!:J.e doctor
thought it would shrink away, but it has grown
and is now as large as the other one.
My husband and friends who saw the babe at
birth think It is a remarkable case of healing.
One foot is out of shape yet, but we feel assured
that by the continued use of the oit it will be all
right in time. My friend, Mrs. L. Frakes, has
an a· surance that she will be entirely healed if
we do not take her to a doctor.
MRs: J. G. YouNG.
WARREN, Ohio, Jan. 24th.
lt seems to-night that I cannot concentrate my
thoughts upon anything unless it be an attempt
to write a letter to you-dear sisters of the Column. And how like sisters you all seem to me.
Will it not be a glorious time when the faithful
ones, the beloved of the Father, shall be gathered
to inherit the kingdom prepared for them! Oh,
that we may all keep our lamps trimmed and
burning, that when Jesus comes in the clouds
with power and great glory, we may have on the
wedding robe of righteousness, and be permitted
to enter into the marriage supper ot the Lamb.
What a responsibility is ours! "To let our light
so shine before this world, that otht'rs may sEe
our good works, and glorify our Father who is
In heaven." With the same hand to guide and
the same Spirit to direct and counsel that has
been ours in days agone, we shaJl be able to stand,
and to endure to the end. We must "Pray in
faith and pray unceasing." Some one has said,
that.'.'A life of prayer is a life of heaven." And
another poet that-"The mightiest prayer man can breathe
Is, 'Trust in God-for the end is near.'
· The brightest crown victors may wreathe,
Is won by faith in the conflict here."

However this may be, we know God is desirthat we continue instant in prayer. It being
l!!n admoni\ion to us from Him who knows so well
our many weaknesses. Although young in the
cause of Christ, it is very dear to me; and my
<daily prayer ls that the gospel may spread until
·every nation, kindred, tongue and people shall
be fed with the bread of life. My testimony to
the divinity of this work is as given many times
'before. Still it is the old old story ever new!
And i can truly say that this gospel is the power
10f God unto salvation to all them that believe;
ltnd for the beacon light of his love to guide me,
I dally though in weakness give thanks.
And,· sisters, by our united faith and pray us,
we can make the way much easier for our brethren who have sacrificed home and the companionship of dear ones, to battle for the work of the
Master. For though we may not enter the thick
of the fray, we can bind up the wounds and minister to the wan~s of the soldiers.
Herald and Autumn Leaves are welcomed and
-eagerly perused at our home. It would seem
Yery, very hard to do without them.
Brn. Garrett, Griffiths and L. Scott were with
us last Sabbath, and we had, in very truth, a spiritual feast. Our little band now numbers ten.
We have received the promise that many more
will be added in time, with the admonition to be
faithful, united, and willing to perform every duty devolving upon us.· "Not slothful .In husiu.ess,
\OUs

fervent in spirit, serving the Lord." We are living
in the dispensation of the fulness of times, and
oh that this glorious work may roll on with
greater success until every nation, kindred, and
people shall hear the true gospel of the kingdom
preached by those ha~ing authority, and not as
the scribes. And t):lat God may hasten the time
when those who have continued in the narrow
way shall reign with the Everlasting Father and
the Prince of Peace. Remember me at a throne
of grace, for I feel weak in the flesh, though I
know, if I am faithful, I shall conquer. May our
Lord Jesus Christ himself, and God, even our
Father, which hath loved us, and hath given us
everlasting consolation and good hope through
grace, comfort our hearts, and es.tablish us in every good word and work, is the prayer of your
sister,
ALICE M. PINKERTON.
Dow CITY, Iowa, Jan. 12th.
Szster Frances:-I have felt many times to
write to the Home Column, and as this Sunday
morning is so stormy that I can not go to church
I feel iike telling the sisters of the blessings I
have received. Some of them were very great.
About twenty-six years ago I was very sick, and
to all appearance was near death's door, and
through the prayer of faith the Lord raised me
up. Many times since that the Lord has healed
me. Dear sisters, I exhort you all to be faithful.
We have been greatly blessed in our Prayer
Union
The Spirit of God has been with us to
help and encourage us to do our duty, and I
think it has been a great help to· the sisters in
this place. Hoping not to weary your patience
I will close.
Your sister in the one faith,
SERELDA RUDD.
TEMPLE, Mo., Jan, 29th.
Dear Sisters of tke Pra;'er Union:-I write to
bear my testim'ony. I have been greatly blessed
with health sin<;e I last wrote you,· and thank
our God for the same. I know he does answer
the prayers of his Saints, and if I am faithful to
the keeping of His commandments He will continue to bless me until I am entirely reotored fo
health. He has granted me sufficient health to
enable me to go to school e;,er since r requested
the prayers of the Prayer Union in my behalf,
and I have felt it a duty to bear my testimony of
the same to you.
The distance from the schooi-house is about
one mile and three quarters, and I have walked
most of the time, and have no_t been absent on
account of poor health till this week. I have had
the influenza and have not as yet entirely recovered.
I humbly ask the sisters of the Prayer Union
to continue their supplications in my behalf that
I may continue to receive the blessing of the
Spirit, and that I may live faithful and worthy
of being again restored to health as I was before
I had the attack of the influenza.
My teacher belongs to the Presbyterian
Church and I believe has been trying to live
up to the best light she has had, and now seems
very much interested in the true gospel of the
l::lon.of God. I have told her a great deal about
the "latter day work" and gave her the "Voice
of Warning," also some tracts (the "One Body"
and the "Plan of Salvation") to read. She sa'd
lllh<'; could find no fault with it, and wanted the

Voice of Warning" (before I gave her the tracts,
she had read the book) to give to others, and sajd1
"Some people are so unreasonable." I willingly
and cheerfully gave her the book. She did not
know anything about this faith of the Latter
Day Saints until I went to school. She has
never heard any of the elders preach. May God
bless her and enable her to see the truth, and in
the own due time of the Lord, obey the same.
" 'Mid scenes of confusion
And creature complaints
How sweet to my soul is
Communion with Saints."

Your sister in hope of eternal life,
VIOLET JoRDAN.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb, 18th.
Editors Herald:-! sometimes get discouraged
from looking upon my feeble efforts and upon
the apathy ana seeming slothfulness, or the indifference of the Saints, those who have covenanted with God and the church to be Saints; and
the lack of desire to help on the work. of the gospeL I feel as another writer has said: "At my
time of life, at every time of life, a man ought to
feel that he will keep on doing his duty. He
shall not suffer in himself or in those who are
dear to him, except through natural causes. But
no man can feel this as things are now, and so
we go on, pushing, climbing and crawling,
thrusting aside and trampling under foot, lying,
cheating, stealing, and when we get to the end
covered with blooct and dirt and sin and shame
and look back over the way we have come to a
palace of our own, or the poor house, which ls
about the only possession we can claim in common with our brother men."
I do not think the retrospect can be pleasing.
Conditions make character, and people are foolish and greedy and wish to have and shine, because having and shining are held up to them by
pride and fashion as the chief good and aim of
life. If we were taught that honest work and
toil shared by all would bring food, peace and
comfort, and a clear conscience to all who would
participate in tnem we would not fear to trust
our children's welfare to the society of the
Saints when we come to die and leave them to
do battle with the cares of this life. I fear that
ve anticipate too much comfort in this life to
truly enjoy our hopes of eternal life free from
the cares of this world. "0h, for a closer walk
with God!"
CLARENCE ST. CLAIR.
ScHELL CITY, Mo., Jan. 22d.
Dear Herald:-I have for some time thought I
would write a letter for your Home Column. I
have only been~ member of the latter day work
one year. I have never felt to regret taking the
step, but rather feel to rejoice that I have heard
the gospel.
Bro. Curtis has preached for us here three
times. We long to hear the gospel preached
oftener, but as there is only myself and too
daughters here who are members, we try to be
content with the promises of the Lord, that
where two or three are agreed that he will be
with them and that to bless them. We have our
little prayer-meetings every Thursday afternoon.
Our hearts rejoice when we read and sing and
pray. · Sometimes other ladies come In and join
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with us, but generally the church is very much
persecuted. I feel to leave it all in the Lord's
hands, for I know he will do all things well.
The people here are not to blame so much as the
preachers are. They are working for the money
they have hired to work for, and are trying to
keep the members and the world blinded. My
prayer is that the Lord will send his Spirit to
each one and show them that they are being led
by blind guides, and help them to read his holy
word. My testimony is, I believe this work true,
for I feel in my heart a joy and rest that I never
had before, although I was a church member
thirty years and belonged to three different
churches. My sincere desire is to 0bey the gospel in its fulness, and as fast as I see my duty I
want to discharge it in the love and fear 0'£ my
Heavenly Father, regardless of what the world
may say. I have decided to cease trying to
please the world.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS, SARAH GEE.
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 22d.
Dear Herald:-On the 8th inst. I left home for
Garden Grove, with the intention of moving on
to the eastern part of the state if able, when
through at the Grove. _~riday night and Saturday till train time were •pent at Leon, with the
Post family and a few other friends, and had it
not been for old enemies (headache and pain in
the stomach) my visit, to me, would have been a
very enjoyable one.
Saturday at 7:30p.m. I attempted to speak in
the Opera Hall to what might be denominated a
walking congregation. I need not tell the elders
what it Is to open up the work in some of these
towns. They walk in and walk out and many of
them do not stay long enough for to allow the
gospel shooter to take aim. Re~. Henry S. Steves (I believeS is the middle initial) of Logan,
Utah, was present. He is a minister of the M.
E. church. He came forward after listening to
my wandering effort, and informed me that he
had the pleasut:e of listening to Pres. Joseph
Smith at Logan. He referred to the interruptions of Moses Thatcher and spoke highly of the
efforts of Bro. Smith.
It hac], been advertised
that Rev Steves would preach at theM. E. church
at I I a.m. on Sunday, and lecture on Utah Mormonism at 7 p. m. Bro. and Sr. Ray and myself heard him both times. At the clo~e of the
morning service he stated that it had been announced that he would lecture against Utah
Mormonism; "but," said he, "I will not speak on
that, but on the 'Dawn of Day' in Utah."' See?
At 2: 30 I addressed quite a fair sized and attentive congregation in the Hall, and felt well.
I left another appointment· for Monday at 7:30
p.m.
The lecture on Sunday night was somewhat
like my dl:"ort on Saturday night-rather wandering. It was soon evident that the main point
was to collect money for the M. E. church in
Utah. Howeve, he said a number of things
about the Utah Mormons which are declared to
be true by those who ought to know; and at the
commencement of his speech, he frankly and
truly stated the difference between the Utah and
the Reorganized churches. When asked by Prof.
Beard, if there is any direct antagonism between
the Utah Mormons and the followers of Joseph
Smith, he stated strongly and emphatically,
••There is."

Monday night the attendance at the hall was
fair, but t.he room was cold, and so we labored
under a degree of embarrassment. I returned
home on Tuesday, and am not sorry that an effort was made to open up gospel work at Garden
Grove. Bro. and Sr. Ray reside in that town and
are anxious that their neighbors should know
what they believe and why they believe it
We had been denied the use of the M. E
church and failed to get permission to occupy in
the Presbyterian church. We managed to get
the situation before the people. A little tact and
wisdom are good things though we often feel that
our store is too little. We had been informed before leaving home that Rev. Beer wished to write
to us and find. out what doctrine we intended 'o
preach. The thought occurred to us, "If Rev.
Beer is to dictate what doctrine we must preach
in order to find place in his church, we wonder
if we shall be permitted to preach 'the larger
hope,' or will we have to preach according to the
old creed." If the !atter, we would certainly have
felt ourselves badly hampered, and without doubt,
would have failed to give satisfaction.
On Monday, Major Kellogg and Rev. Beer
called on us at Bro. Ray's, and they both appeared to be kind and friendly. May the good work
roll on_; and we shall try to do what we can to
help it, however little that may be.
Your co-worker,
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.
NEWTON, IowA, Feb. 24th.
Bro Dancer :-On yesterday I organized a nice
little Sunday-Fhool here in Newton, with Bro
John X. Davis superintendent, Bro. M. Houghton
assistant, Sr. Annie Amos secretary and treasurer. There is a nice energetic band of live Saints
here, though not many in number; but they all
strive to do their duty. May God help them to
be faithful. I must rest for a few days, for I am
entirely worn out, for I have preached all day
and almost hal£ of every night since the 17th of
January. I baptized thirteen and left many more
investigating, in and near Runnells.
As soon
as I feel able I will go to eastern Iowa.
J- S. RoTH.
LEXINGTON, Mien , Feb. 18th.
Bro. Blair:-A few hours after I wrote last I
went up town to see the president of the town
and his councilors about the Opera Hall. I food
they were all put out about the minister coming
and ordering the church closed against us. As
soon as l started to make inquiry about the hall
they said, "That's all right Mr. Cornish, we have
just been talking it up, and have sgreed that
amongst us we will pay for the hall for two
nights ourselves."
I thanked them and told them that we had not
explained ourselves as we wished, and now since
the ministry had said so much, I wanted to be
heard.
One of the men said, "Cornish-, you shall be
heard."
Another, "Yes, they have used you mean."
And one said, "\Ve'll have the marshal there
and there will be perfect order."
They told me to go on and advertise it, and
there would be no expense for the hall on my
part. I went and advertised in the paper, with
"seats free, no collection; privilege will be given
to ask questions at the close of each meeting,"

etc. I understand they are going to get some of
the ministers there.
We have very large and attentive congregations in all the school-houses.
I atn.>the only Elder here. Bro. F. C. Smith,
priest, is with me, and is doing some excellent
preaching. Bro. C. K. Green has come to help.
0, if we had about ten men here now for one
month they would be a power for good. When the
people get roused up in this way, that's the time
to stand rigltt by tlte work. I have always found
that when everything l0oked the darkest, when
the evil one worked the hardest; when the minis·
ters and leading spirits of the churches all seemed
to combine their forces against the truth, then
was just the very time we were on the verge of
overthrowing them, or 1hey us. And victory
has been ours every time when we stood by it
and fought manfully. "The darkest time is
just before the day."
J. J. CORNISH.
MAcHIAS, Me:, Feb. r4th.
Editors Herald:-Our cause in the east gains
ground. The enemy is at work, but with good
speed, I guess we'll weather the cape.
At Head Harbor Isle, Maine, February rrth, rorganized a branch with eight members. I also
organized a Sunday School. I have more calls
from places to come and preach than I can re·
spond to; but I will try and reach some of them
this spring and next summer. I hope Bro. A. H.
Parsons will labor in the eastern mission next summer; and also my brotherS. 0. Foss. We will
try and storm the castle; unless the grip gets in
ahead.
The horrible grip is taking a fast hold on many
in the east.
J. C. Foss.
FLoRA VIsTA, N. M., Feb. gth.
Editors Herald:-Feeling that some of the
Saints who are seeking locations may be favorably impressed to come here, who would have no
means of obtaining information as to our whereabouts and facilities otherwise than through the
Herald, I write. In the spring of 1884 I was
moved to declare to the people here that in due
time there would be a gathering of the saints,
and that there would be a town here. Some listened and remembered well the occurrence, but
I have been zealous, firm and resolute, undergoing all manner of trials, hardships, lMses, persecutions and swindles; until I am impoverished.
During the past seven months a very visible and
striking change has manifested itself A man of
means., influence, possessing good faculties and
qualities, has purchased the farm and possessions
of my oppressor joining me on the west. The
purchaser, myself and Enother neighbor have decided to set apart equal portions of land for a
town site; this being a beautiful location, and
the most central situailon of our county, both
commercially and geographically. Prospects are
fair to its becoming the choice of the people for
the location of our county seat at the coming fall
election; many have spoken for an interest. The
plot will be duly drafted and the site skillfully
laid out and improvements will be pushed with
rapidity. All parties from afar as well as adjacent, will have a fair and equal showing- to become possessors of bu!lding sites and general
of property. I solicit all saints who are
a genial climate, an agricultural, fruit
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and stock-growing country, to improve these opportunities in securing a home, while prices are
low and material cheap. I also solicit with the
same zeal those of means and capital to inves~
Almost every inducement. presents itself ence>ur
agingly, mill sites and business of all classes.
We are si.tuated five miles from Aztec and pmsess superior natural advantages over her. All
parties, enclosing stamp, wishing to correspond
with me with a view of corning here will be
cheerfully responded to.
Yours in gospel bonds,

HERALD.

I

The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
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among other things, he said: "Wherefore
a commandment I give unto them that
they shall not give these things unto the
church, neither unto the world; neverthelsss, inasmuch as they receive more than is
needful for their nece,sities anCI their
wants, It shall be given into my storeARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
house, and the benefits shall be consecrated
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
unto the inhabitants of Zion, and unto
their m;;,'n views. Contributions solicited.
their generations, inasmuch as they become heirs according to the laws of the
TITHING IN KIND, OR THE LORD'S
STORE-HOUSES.
kingdom."
That this was not a law to these men
EDITORS HERALD :-I have thought that
E. N. BEACH.
a few ideas on the subject of tithing of only will be seen bv what follows: "Beproduce, live-stock, land, provisions, mer- hold, this is what "the Lord requires of
DECKERVILLE, Mich.-, ·Feb. I 7th.
chandise,
etc., would be profitable to the every man in his stewardship, even as I,
Dem· Hevatd:-Since January roth I have been
readers
of
the Heraldy' and if the theory the Lord, h.ave appointed, or shall herelaboring with my brethren F. C. Smith and T.
after appoint unto any man. And, behold,
would be put into practice, that it would
T. Reid, just back of Deckerville in a part of the
be profitable to the ministry and to the none are exempt from this law who beterritory mentioned by Bro. J. J. Cornish. Since
long to the church of the living God; yea,
poor and needy.
we came. here we have baptized eight, and two
It is evident, and too evident for any neither the Bishop, neither the agent,
more have ofli•red themselves for next Sunday. gainsaying, that the Lord has ordained
who keepeth the Lord's store-house;
The outlook is good; large crowds and good at- that the church should establish one or nei.ther he who is appointed in a stewardtention. Bro. F. C. Smith went to assist Bro. more "store-houses" for the deposit of ship over temporal things; he who is apCornish at Lexington; and when I was at l..ex- tithing-s of fruit, grain, provisions, etc.,
pointed to administer spiritual things, the
ington on the 14th there was a great awakening and if God had designed that all titheable same is worthy of his hire, even as those
there. Bro. Cornish with the rest of the breth, fruit, grain, land, live-stock, provisions, who are appointed to a stewardship to adren are storming the place, while Ern. Delong merchandise, etc., should be converted into minister in temporal things; yea, even
and J. A. Grant are holding forth just across cash bv those who are tithed, and the more abundantly, which abundance is
the river to large and attentive crowds. Surely
money- forwarded to the Bishop or his multiplied unto them through the manifesthe Lord God of Israel is working for the good agents, then "store-houses" would never' tations of the Spirit; ntvertheless in your
of his cause there.
R. E. GRANT.
have been named and appointed by him, temporal things ye shall be equal, and this
as any one can see after a moment's reflec- not grudgingly, otherwise the abundance
tion" But as some seem to think that the of the manifestations of the Sp,4rit shall be
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, Feb. 19th.
'
commands of God in Malachi 3: 10, to withheld.
Editors Herald:-I am stilf in the land of the
I understand this to mean, that the min"bring
ye
all
the
tithes
into
the
storeJiving, getting along very well, all things considisters of the go~pel, shall receive from the
ered. Nothing very strange to report. I have house, that there may be meat in mine. storehouse sufficient for their support, and
hou~e," applied to the people of that age
been preaching more of late than common and
or dispensation only, it may be wise to call that of their families, as was the order conhope for good results. I had a discussion of five
their attention to some things connecte~ cerning Bishop Partridge as we have seen;
nights with one of the leaders of the Whitmer
with the subject, as found among the com- but that the gospel ministry should receive
faction, which resulted in good for those of the
mandments of God to the Church of Jesus in addition, spiritual gifts or blessings, yet
members of the ~eorganized church ~hat had
in temporal benefits, or in the support reChrist of Latter Day Saints.
read Whitmer's address and W. P. Brown's and
In section 42: 10, 14 Doctrine and Cov- ceivt>d from the store-house they were to
E. Robinson's works. There were about two enants, reference is made to a "store- be equal.
that were a little puzzled at or over some things house," which is to be found "in Zion," or
After Bishop Partridge was located in
set forth in said writing~, who, after hearing the
in the gathered condition of the church, Zion and in charge of the storehouse there
discussion were established in the claims of the and in connection with the "law of conse- the following order of thing-s was appointReorganization.
Yours in faith,
cration;" which law I do not understand ed of the Lord for the direction of the
E. W. NUNLEY.
to be in force at ·the present time. (If bishop in Kirtland, Newel K. Whitney:
others do they should obey it;) In section ''The word of the Lord, in addition to the
5I: 4 a commqndment was given to Bish- law which has been given, making- known
In a recent volume M. Renan predicts the ultimate departure of the pope from Rome, and be op Erlwnn1 Partridge to appoint a store- the duty of the bishop, which has been orlieves that such depllrture would be the signal house in Kirtland, in these words: "And dained unto the church in this part of t"e
for schism in the church .. H.o thinks that Italy
again, let the Bi~hop appoint a store-house vineyard, which is verily this; t-o keep the
would not long endure the rdea of receiving spirLord~s storehome; to receive the funds of
unto
this church, and let all things, both
itual direction from a pope residing abroad, a~d '
"the
church in this part of the vineyard; to
in
money
and
in
meat,
which
is
more
than
would, sooner or later, elect an Italian pope.
There being thus two heads of the church, two net>dful ·for the want of this people, be take an account of the elders, as before has
popes, both claiming to hold St. Peter' keys' kept in the hands of the Bishop. And let been commanded, and to administer to
there. could be no reason why every Roman
him also reserve unto himself for his own their wants, who shall pay for that which
Catholic country should not have its pope.
wants, and for the wants of his family, as they receive, inasmuch as they have wherehe shall •be employed in aoing'' this busi- with to pay, that this also may he conseAn eastern paper advises farmers in that local- ne~s."
crated to the good of the church, to the
ity to hold onto their farm lands, "there is a
poor and the needy; and he who hath not
That
this
law
did
not
apply
to
Kirtland
boom coming to farm lands and that very soon."
only is seen by parag-raph five: "Behold, wherewith to pay, an account shall be takA man with a good farm in any civilized and
well ordered community is an inuependent man. this shall be an example unto my servant en and handed over to the bishop of Zion,
He may not get rich fast, but there are few people Edward Partridge in other places, in all
who shall pay the debt out of that which
in the cities and in the towns that do. While m ulthe Lord shall put into his hands; and the
titudes have hard scratching to end the year even, churches."
If this does not· mean that the Bishop labors of the faithful who labor in spirita wise man will hesitate to sacrifice his farm.-Eu.
should appoint store-houses wherever the ual things in administering the gospel, and
Good doing among men does not consist so church was olanted, or at least wherever the things of the kingdom unto the church,
much in great deeds, occasionally done and to he had agents, itdoes not mean anything; and unto the world, shall answer the debt
most men impracticable, as it does in compar2.:
Again, in section 10: 2, the Lord g-ave a urito the bishop in Zion, thus it cometh, out
tively small deeds often repeated and practicable
commandment
unto Joseph Smith, Martin of the church, for according to the law
to all men. It is the little things seasonably
Oliver Cowdery, John Whitmer, every man that cometh up to Zion must
done that make up the bulk of an eminently useful life.
·
Sidney Rigdon and W. W. Phelps; and lay all things before the bishop in Zi!)n."
,_Section 72 : 3·
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to a person in need, a piece of land, or a
There were therefore, three things required of the bishop in Kirtland. I. To •Cow, or a sheep, or anything else, or even
keep the Lord's storehouse. . 2. To re- .a house, lumber to build one with; and
ceive the funds of the church. 3· To keep ··that the Bishop or his agent should consent
an account of the elClers, and to administer to this gift, and •credit the giver with the
market value of ,the gift at the time. I
to their wants. But what I want to call
atttention to is the fact that a clear distinc- ·Candid] y believe ·that if this paying of
tion is made by the Lord between the tithes in kind was at once ordained by the
keeping of the storehouse and keeping the. Bishopric and the Twelve, and permission
funds or money of the church. The bish- ;given to the payer of tithing, to give (if
he or she so desires)· direct to a person in
op therefore has something more to do
than to receive, keep, and pay out money. need, with the knowledge and consent of
He is required to establish a storehouse the Bishop or his agent, double or treble
also, and to recieve tithings of fruit, grain, the tithing would be paid than is paid now.
meat, etc., and that the families of the eld'There is more, much more in this idea than
ers are to be supplied out of the storehouse. those who have not been in the active minIf the bishop cannot devote his time to that :istry have any idea of. For instance, I have
work, the law pr9vides that he may ap- lknown several cases where brethren
point an agent, who shall see to it, and who would cheerfully have given a horse, or a
shall receive remuneration for his services, ·cow, or a piece of land, as weli as other ,
or for the time "pent in overseeing that things, if they could be allowed to give
work. But the appointing of one or more ·direct to a missionary or his family and be
storehouses is positively required of the ·credited with it as tithing; but they were
not ready or even willing to sell them at
bishop; and in my judgment there should
market value and put the money into the
be one wherever there is a Bishop's agent.
It does not seem to me that I need enter into hands of the Bi<ohop's agent to be used as
any argument in favor of "tithing in kind," be thought proper, probably to be sent
or tithing of fruit, grain, vegetables, meats, away or out of the district. There are
merchandise, etc., for the very idea of a ·cases that I know of where a piece of land
store-house includes that proposition. Some would have been given cheerfully to a
things of course, such as land, fruit trees, :needy Saint, if it could have been acknowledged as tithing.
Somethnes a
horses, cows, sheep, hogs, poultry, etc.,
brother or a sister would not want to sell
could not be placed in a storehouse, but a
a five or ten or twenty acre lot to A, B, or
record or list of them could ·be, and they
C, to be speculated. with or sold to persons
could be kept in some suitable place. In
this way, for instance, viz: If a brother who would be disagreeable neighbors, but
should give sixteen acres of land out of his they would give it for a homestead to an
one hundred and sixtv, and another eight . .elder, or to some landless Saint, if they
of his eighty, and another four of his forty, .could be credited with the gift as so much
tithing. I might have an odd horse that I
and another should give a horse, and another a cow, and another four or five ~ould spare, yet I would not wish to sell
sheep; and another a few pigs, another ·either of them to strangers, but I coulrl.
give them to an elder in the neighborhood,
some geese, ducks, or chickens, they could
or to
poor brother or sii'\ter needing·
be placed on the four or eight acres, which
could be made into pasture; and the sixthem. I have been now in the actual
teen acre lot could be planted to corn or ministry in this church for nearly
oats for food for the animals, while an- years, and have traveled about as
other or several others would tithe their
much as any other elder, and I know by
hay, which would help in winter. How- ·experience and observation, or by what I .
ever to my mind it would be perfectly have known and seen and heard, that if
right and proper for the traveling elder's tithing in ki11d was called for and received,
family to receive a horse for their use if and where a brother or sister so desired
they are living in the couritry, and some they could be Rllowed to give direct to
distance from church; they should also re- those whom they preferred (with the
ceive a good milch cow, some sheep for knowledge and consent of the Bishop or
wool, or for food; some pigs and some agent previously obtained), I am confident
poultry. Again if they have no land they that thousands of dollars worth of tithes of
should receive sufficient for a home, and· that sort would have been given; but it has
for the support of the animals which they been ultimately because money and money
receive. This of course applies to the act- alone has been called for.
ive faithful ministry and to the worthy
If this plan should be carried out, I bepoor, or such as are unable to supply them- lieve that hundreds, and even thousands of
selves with these necessities. Those who dollars of mone·v, would be saved to the
• can help themselves should do so. If some treasury in this way. Suppose that I h:1d
such course as this was pursued, an elder's no house nor lot, no horse, nor cow, nor.
family could be made ne~,rlx if not quite pigs, nor fowls, and I should wish to locate
selfsupporting, for it must be suppo~ed in California, or in Michigan for
that there would be an increase of stock in and a brother could spare ten <lcres of
due time, at least so far as regards the cow, which the tithing law could
but
the sheep, the hogs, and the poultry; and which be ;would not put into the Bishop's
after a while this increase would pay for hands for sale tn Tom,. Dick or Harry, be··
such things as have to be bought at the cause said Tom, Dick or Harry might bestores.
come exceedingly offensive neighbors, or
Another point: I believe that there might use the land to his disadvantage,
should be liberty granted the tithee (so to but the brother would willingly give it to
speak) to gtve direct (if he or she desires), me for a little homestead. Another has

a

a tithable horse, but which he would not
for some good reason, wish to sell out
of the neigborhood, but knowing that I
needed one, he would be willing to give it
to me. A sister has ten cows, her only
tithable property, and they are all favorites, she might not be willing to sell one,
(to be butchered perhaps), but would give
it to my wife cheerfully. Another brother
owns a saw mill, and would give me lumber to build a cottage with, and so another
one with sheep, pigs, poultry, etc.
Now
why not these subjects of tithing be
allowed to give these things to me and
be credited with the value of them in
money by the Bishop? I might soon
(especially in Cfllifornia) have the land in
such a condition that the fruit that it prodnced might buy all the sugar, starch, soap,
syrup, saleratus, shoes and stockings that
my wife might need.
The cow could
contribute considerable cash in the shape
of butter; the poultry could help in eggs,
and the increase could be soli!; and the
horse could not only take her to church,
but could carry the fruit, the butter, eggs,
etc., to market; and if grain and hay are
needed for the horse and cow and sheep,
and corn for the pigs and poultry, the
tithed grain and hay in the "store- house"
could supply what was needed; and the
Bishop might not be called upon for fiftv
dollars in money per annum; whereas, if
my wife should be located in a town, she
mig-ht have to pav house-rent and pay for
fuel, and water, and for food and everything else, which would draw out of the .
treasury from two hundred and fiftv to
three hundred and fifty dollars per annum,
if not more, and some families would cost
five hundred to six hundred dollars per
annum. But located on a homestead of
ten to ,twenty acres, stocl),ed with a horse
or two, a couple of cows, a few sheep, a
few pigs, and some poultry, all given as
tithing, the cost to fhe treasury would be
Yut trifling.
·
The plan of demandmg tithing in
money, and money only, has been tried
now sufficiently long enough to demonstrate that it is not a wise nor a successful
one. Let us try the tithing in kind as well
as the money tithing for a year or two at
least. The order of heaven will never be
ohserved until tithing of grain, fruit, meat,
merchandise, etc., is taught and practiced;
for as store houses must be appointed according to the order of heaven, the tithing
of such things as has been named is contemplated in that appointment.
That the Bishop is not located in Zion,
or at Lamoni, and that he has not had
!'tore-houses built, or bought, or rented in
these two places at least, is not the fault of
the church. Bro. E. L. Kelley is located
in Kirtland and can see how a store-house
can operate there, But especially at La ..
moni, and .at Independence, where a
number of the Twelve and Seventy are
located, (or their families are at least),
there should be store-houses located.
However, I believe that they should
he located wherever an agent is found,
or at least in every district; and the
<:gent ought to be located wherever such
store-house would be most convenient.
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tbe fruits th,tt are to follow after) we can any· respect. It is often very misleading
expect that we will also receive the same . to quote part of a man's writings. For
body which was a mortal body and have instance turn to Book of Mormon, page
it changed like unto his glorious body, but 3 Io, and we read: "There is no resurrecnot entirely like it for in I Corinthians 15: tion of the dead," etc., but let the reader
49 we are given to understand that we finish the verse and see the clifference. Just
~nall be like him hereafter to just the same
so with the 15th chapter of I Corinthians.
extent as we have been like him here. If Now, I believe with Paul that "thou so~
we have obeyed the spiritual laws as well est not that bodv that shall be; but in
as he has our spirits will be as perfect as what way will it'be different? Will it be
his is; if we have observed the temporal different particles? No; but it will be
laws a.s well as he has our bodies will be changed from a natural body to a spiritual
as perfect as his is, and I am of the opin- body, just as the charcoal can be changed
ion that if we obeyed the laws as well to a diamond. It will not be the same
as he did there would be nothing cor- although made of the same particles. r
Your brother,
ruptible in our system, and at death we Corinthians 15:51: "We shall not all
T. w. SMITH.
would not "see corruption" any more than sleep, but we shall all be changed." It
I'aPEETE, Tahiti, Christmas Eve, 1889.
be did.
will be no more difficult for God to change
With reference to the body wasted by a dead man that died of dropsy into a well
A CRITICISM ON THE RESURdisease, I have only to say that it begins built and perfect man and use the same
RECTION.
to die as soon as it begins to waste, and it
material that composed him at death, than
DEAR HERALD:-Having carefully read matters not whether it be buried and be- it will be to change a living man who is
your reply to my letter I am somewhat comes disorganized or begins to disorgan- bloated by the same· disease into a perfect
surprised that you undertake to show that ize and return to its mother elements be- man. Paul tells us that "God giveth it a
the writers of the Bible, Book of Mor- fore the spirit leaves the body. In either body as it hath pleased him, and to every
mon and Doctrine and Covenants were case it becomes separated from the spirit, seed his own bodv." Not his own kind
all mistaken, by advancing the soap-bubble which is death, therefore we can expect all of body, but his o~n body. Do you not
know, Bro. Herald, that a grain ot wheat
arguments that Bro. Derry so sucessfully that dies will be resurrected.
touched with his finger in the Heralcf of
Yes, Bro. Herald, all the particles that when it dies makes the very best manure
January 4th, and yet I am not surprised, compose the "huge, ponderous, bloated, out of which to grow the new grain, and
for I am covinced that such arguments(?) dropsical body" will be resurrected, but that every pl\rticle of that old grain that is
are all that can be advanced against a lit- the water and other 'substances which do any use whatever in forming the ·new
eral resurrection of the body. When Paul not 1elong to the body, but which through grain is used for that purpose? Did you
tells, me that "he that raised up Christ disobedience to temporal laws have been ever see potatoes grown from potato peelfrom the dead shall also quicken your permitted to enter the body proper, will ing-how very small they are, because
mortal bodies;" when the Book of Mor- not be resurrected with the body, and they have not sufficient dead potato to
mon informs me that "the spirit and the therefore the body will resume its proper form a proper sized new one? I believe
that Paul used wheat to represent a celesbody shall be re-united again;" when the size.
Doctrine and Covenants states that "they
Next:-If a person loses a limb in tial body. Other grain might represent a
who are of a celestial spirit shall receive childhood, he loses it before that limb has terrestrial or a telestial body. He certainthe same body which was a natural body;" been fully created and I have not a doubt ly uses the flesh of men to represent the
when these three witnesses agree .so mi- that God will finish the creation of that celestial body, and the other flesh to reprenutely; wten their statements can be sub- limb after the resurrection of the rest of sent terrestrial and telestial, as he does also
with the sun, moon and stars. Now the
stantiated by the testimony of other writ- the body.
ers in the same books; when these books
If a body has been born into the world and whole thing simply means this: If I die I
are acknowledged to be the standard by lives this life through with r.ome part lack- ·may be raised to the glory of wheat, flesh
which everything should be tried, and ing, be it hair, leg, arm or any other part, of men, celestial body, the sun; or if my
when you, without turning to these books, I believe God will do just as he says and life has been too imperfect for that I may
but by a process of reasoning try to ex- that "not a limb or joint shall be wanting only raise to the glory of some other
plain to me that I will not receive this in the resurrection." He will make all grain, to the flesh of beasts, a terrestrial
mortal body after the resurrection but an parts that are necessary to form a perfect body, the moon. (To save lengthv quotaentirely new one, I am ready to exclaim body and join it unto the body which he tions I ask the reader to read carefully the
with Paul (I Tim. 6: zo). ''0 Timothy,, had onlv partly made when it came into . whole of the 15th chapter of I Corinthians.)
keep that which is committed to thy trust, this world.
avoid profane and vain bahblings, and opAs for your argument· about bodies.afYou tell me that Paul teaches that the
positions of science falsely so called; which flicted with warts, wens and tumors, the new body "will be the same in kind or
some professing have erred concerning reply that I made above to the dropsical species and the same in its elementary and
body argument answers this also.
the faith."
constituent parts, even as 'wheat' or some
Now for an examination of some of
You next quote, "And that which thou other grain is reproduced in its distinctive
your reply: The Bible teaches that Christ sowest, thou sowest not that body which kind and in all its component parts, inhad a natural Lody which was crucified, shall be but La] bare [separate, naked, un- cluding form and ekments, thqugh not
was raised again the third day, (the same accompanied] grain, it may chance of necessarily composed of its former identiidentical particles even to the wounded wheat, or of some other grain, but God cal particles." Now then, we will imagparts), he ascended into heaven, and (Acts giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, ine for the sake of an illustration that we
and to every seed his own body." Leav- have a large casein which are enclosed in
I: n) "this same Jesus which is taken up
from yoil into heaven shall so come in like ing out your bracketed words entirely I thirteen compartments the thirteen elemanner," etc. From this we understan,p say positively that you have not quoted from
ments which composed a man who once
that the body which Christ now has in any of our three standard books. How- lived. Besides it we have another case
heaven is composed of the same identical ever, Paul says: "Thou sowest not that" divided off the same as the first, and in it
particles as the one which died. Now body that shall be," but if he means that it the same kind or species of elements as in
turn to Revelations 1: I4, 15, and you will (the body that shall be) will not be com- the former. You and I will stand before
there see what a change has been made in posed of the same identical particles that . those cases and the following is the way
that same identical body. It has been a.re sown, then he contradicts himself and we would talk:
changed from charcoal to the. glittering many other witnesses, therefore his testiE. K. E.-"Bro. Herald, could God
diamond. Now if Christ is the first fruits mony will have to be thrown out. But I do make a perfect man out of the elements in
(and you say that the first fruits represent not see that Paul contradicts himself in case number two?"

I think I have about done my whole
duty as one of the Twelve on this tithing
question, and if the law is not fully executed by the Bishopric, or obeyed by the
church,~ think that I can say truthfully,
that for one, "I have not shunned to declare the whole counsel of God in this
matter. But however, I sh<'lll speak and
write on it, whenever the Spirit so moves
me.
May we all learn to "live by every
word" that God has spoken for our government in temporal as well as spiritual things,
for all of God's laws are spiritu.al, even if
some of them relate to temporal things.
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Bro. Herald.-"Yes;"
· E. K. E.-"Could he make a perfect man:
out of the elements in case number one?"
Bro. Herald.-"N o."
E. K. E.-" Why not? They are exactly the same kind of elements.''
Bro. Herald.-"Yes, I admit they are
ot the same kind or species, the same in
their elen:,entary and constituent parts, but
the man in case number one was alive once
and had a wart on his nose."
As for your remarks concerning banks,
states, cities, etc., etc., there being nothing
positive in them, and as they may or may
not apply to the question at issue, we will
pass them hy, not butwhat some of those
thoughts could be turned to do service in
proving that there really will be a resurrection, but that my letter may not be too
long.
You quote (Rev. 21: 5), "Behold, I
make all things new." True enough; and
what will he make fhem out of? Don't
you think he will make them out of the
old material? This world is abiding a
celestial law. It was born very much like
a human being; it was baptized by immersion in the days of N o~.h; it will die and
be raised fron1 the dead. It will be made
new out of the old material.
You sav, "It is a well established and
generally- admitted fact that the human
body changes-takes on and throws offall its constituent particles every seven
years." Again, I will have to ask you to
"avoid oppositions of science, falsely so
called." It is well established among and
generally admitted by those considered to
be the leading minds of this country that
water baptism is not essential to salvation;
but the revelations of God say it is; therefore I accept the word of God with respect to that ordinance and say that these
men are mistaken. If the scientists say
that a body changes every seven years,
and if that makes it impossible for he that
raise:l up Christ from the dead to quicken
this mortal body, then I must say that the
scientists are mistaken, and that God will
fulfill his word to the very letter. If the
readers of the Herald desire more information on this subject I would refer them
to a pamphlet published at the Herald
Office entitled "The Forscutt-Shinn Discussion," in which Bro. For8cutt in behalf
of the church so successfully refutes the
above argument when advanced by Elder
Shinn, to whose rescue Bro. Herald has
now come.
Yes, Bro. Herald, as you say in your
last paragraph, we are to believe all the
word of God. vVe must not con~true, interpret, nor apply that word so as to cause
conflict thereby. (Therefore you must
not interpret 1 Corinthians I 5: 37 to conflict with other testimony.) I do not care
how much God's word conflicts with what
are said to be well established facts, with
the writings of uninspired historians, and
with what we call right reason. If there
is a conflict I always let the law and the
testimony stand undoubted, and come to
the conclusion that the "well established
facts" are not well established, that the
uninspired historians are mistaken, and that
my reasoning faculties are not sufficiently
developed,

Much more might be said on the subject,
but a barrel can be emptied just as successfully by putting a few holes in the bottom
of it as by knocking out the whole bottom.·
If you reply to this letter you will·very
much oblige me at least by answering the
questions asked in the third paragraph of
my first letter, and you will also confer a
great favor by doing so scripturally instead of scientifically. I much prefer arguments based upon the law and the testimony to those ba~ed upon the theories of
scientists and theologians.
Trusting that I have not· trespassed too
much upon your va.luable space, I remain,
Your brother in Christ,
E. K.
ST.

MARYS, Ontario,

EvANS.

Jan. 22d, 1890.

THE DEVIL IN THE CREED.-No.
BY

J·

2.

F. M'DOWELL.

WE will now observe the opinions of
some learned divines upon the question of
"personality" of Satan.
Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, has during recent months heen delivering Sunday
morning lectures relating to Satanic personality, emphatically denying it; and he
seems to have so conclusively (?) proven
1:1is points as to call forth actual "hand applause" from his vast audiences. We are
aware that various changes are suggested
to be made in the Calvinistic confession of
faith; eighteen of them; and the doctrine
of "hell" to receive some severe knocks;
and a Chicago editor states: "That with
the doctrine ef hell goes "the doctrine of a
a personal devil."
Prof. T. Whittemore, in his "Parable
of the Tares," npon noting the statement
made by Jesus, "The enemy that sowed
them is the devil," asks: "What is here
meant by the devil?" The Greek word
sig-nified an adversary .in general, and was
very often applied to human beings, instances of which are frequently occurring
in the New Testament.
Dr. Smith says: "The devil is not
the name of one particular
but a
nature. He is not so much one particular
being deP,igned to torment wicked men in
the world to come, as a hellish and diabolical nature sej~ted' in the minds of men."
Whittemor-e, in speakjng of the "unclean spirit," observes: "It is never said
by the sacred writers that men were
sessed by the deviL Whether the
trine of real possessions be true or
is not the devil hy whom men were
sessed, but another order of
demons. Dr. Campbell has
great effect to illu~trate this fad. Demons
are always spoken of in reference to
sessions; but the devil is never so
of."
He goes on to tell how the heathen
supposed invisihle spirits to have
over and in the affairs of the
believed them to be real.
The
savs, "embraced this absurd notion."
And when Jesus spoke of persons
possessed of demons, which were
to be the spirits of wicked men
turned to earth for vile purposes, he

so "not, as we suppose, to give counten ..
ance to the notion of the real existence of
demons, but in tenderness, perhaps, to the
persons affEcted, and in accommodation to
their views of themselves, as well as to the
prevailing opinion on the subject."-Notes
on Parables, pps. 85, 96, 99· ·
James Freeman Clark, that brilliant
star in the firmament of Unitarianism,
while saying many excellent things, is,
however, a little too broad for actual safety;
we premise, like his friend "Whittemore,
the light of Universalism. Mr. Clark, in
his essay ·On Satan, observes:. "The common opinion is, that the Bible teaches that
Satan is an archangel who rebelled
against God and fell from heaven; that he
tempted Eve to sin, . . . and since that
time has employed himself in trying to
induce people to sell him their souls.
Now, there is nothihg of all this in the
Bible. This comes, not from the Bible,
hut from Milton's Paradise Lost." . , •
"Satan appears first in the Book of Chronicles as tempting David to take a census.
The Book of Samuel says it was the
Lord." . . . "Here Satan simply stands
for a temptation, not for a person." . , .
"T,he Satan that appears to Job is a critical angel, the fault.finding angel. His
business is to sift character; this is a personal ang-el. . . . He is no devil hot from
hell; his home is in heaven among the
other angels.
The Lord asks him
whether he does not think J oo a good
man. Satan doubts," etc. "Satan. in aU
this is only acting the part of a chemist." .
"The devil of the New Testament is
the same; appears as the critical angel.
lie tests Jesus. He says to Christ: 'Feed
your soul. With your marvelous powers
turn stones into bread. Feed your mind
with knowledge, your heart with love,
your imagination with beauty; use your
gifts for self-culture.' . . • Then he applied the final test-power. He said:
•Take power to conquer the world and
bring it to your feet.' . . . Jesus said: 'l
do not take power; I receive it, when God
chooses to send it.' . , . We can not
I hink that these tern ptations came to Jesus
from any personal devil.
It was the
temptation 'incarnated in life itself,-far
more difficult to resist than any visible
Satan."
Again he writes: "The inward source
of temptation is not the devil, but the
flesh, or human desire; the external source
is not the devil, but the providence of
God, who leads us where the temptation
mav arrive. That does not look
if he
believed in a personal tempter."
He deems it a thing incredible for Jesus
to acknowledge Satan as a personality,
because he applies the name "devil" to
Judas, and "Satan" to Peter. "If Judas
a devil, if Peter was also a Satan, it
that there is more than one Satan.
Satan is not yours, nor yours
mine."
further states that Paul would
the idea that "Satan, somehow, was
the means of saving a man's soul."See I Cor. 5: 5· *
All this may sound well enough to the

as

*Common Sense ln Ee!igion, pps. 171, 172, 173, 175,176,
177, 18L
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unthinking (?) student, failing to recognize the importance of an after-thought.
If the saying be true that, "all good cometh from God," may we not with equal
propriety state that all evil cometh from
Satan?
But there is still another idea to
be consulted. If man has ''within himself
power to bring to pass much righteousness," may he not also "have power within himself" to bring to pass much unrighteousness? Admitted. If man, having power to do good may be sustained by
a power, a divine intelligence, acting as an
abettor, approving and helping along,
what is there to preclude the possibility ot
an evil power, a Satanic intelligence, aiding man and urging him on in the carrying into effect any and every evil, wicked
desire of his heart, he (man) having "power
within himself" to do wickedly?
Furthermore, it will be noticed that all
classes of religious thinkers and teachers
who deny the personality of the devil in
connection with their followers are also
disbelievers in the doctrine of corporeal
resurrection! Some not only disbelieving
that, but as with the Unitarian, disbelieving in the bodily resurrection of Jesus and
, his ascension into heaven. Spiritists Ro proclaim, even the "Christian Spiritists,"
Christia::1 Scientists also; and many
Universalists. For any one to hold etherwise concerning the personality of Satan
would ~e to have a personal Jesus combating a myth! If He came "to destroy
the works of the devil,'' where is the devil,
and where are his works? Is this incarnated Christ opposing pha~toms ot men's
distorted imaginations?
If Jesus Christ was an individualized,
personal, organic intelligence, who, as the
Bible teaches, now holds the "keys of
death and hell;" did he obtain them from
a something called evil that is "without
body, parts or passions; whose circumference is everywhere, and whose center is
nowhere; who is indivisible, indisso\uble,
uncompounded, simple essence, with no
exterior nor interior surface; without any
weight, shape, size or color; and can in no
wise come in contact with matter"?
As this is the definition of God as given
by Prof. Luther Lee, and we have Satan
of the same composition, then we are
. ready to concede the possibility of nothing
in Christ, combatting nothing in the
world, the grave or hell; and the product
of the great sham battle is that Jesus wins
the victory of nothing over nothing, and
carries off the laurels of nothing but the
word-teachings of a religious farce!
Expunge from· the creeds, and from
Christianity, the doctrine of a personal
devil, and the personality of Christ goes
with. it. If the· Edenic narrative be only
allegorical, then that organic intelligence
known to holy writ as "the devil," "that
old serpent," with his personality, goes also.
No only so; but can it be that the story of
death, spiritual and temporal, was also allegorical? The promise of a new life in
the flesh, to be effected by a Christ, is it
also intangible?
How the statement of the temptalion,
"fall," etc., could be unreal, simply figurative, not occurring; and the redemptory

I
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plan, and prospective salvation, so very well as to receive tramlation; the
could
real and effective, ,is more than prophets' bodies are in their graves, and if
we are able to comprehend. If a redemp- Jesus' body is there also, wherein has he
tion occurs, a preceding condition must effected any great work for us? Henry
exist to make it possible. And if Christ is Ward Beecher denied the literal ascension
the Savior, from what, or whose power of of Jesus, consequently his resurrection.
dominion does he purpose to save? If sal- James F. Clark says all there was of the
vation means uplifting, did man get down resurrection was Jesus rising up into highin order to be uplifted? If the salvation is er thought and purpose toward doing
dependent upon a positive action of an in- God's will. This seems to be the only
telligent personality, who or what by a reasonable and legitimate outcome of the
positive act was responsible for the decep- whole matter where personality, and indition nnd lie bv which man fell? Was it viduality of Satan and his spirit emissaries
the result of ~n imagination, or was it ef- are not accepted; and that personality
fected by an intelligent personality?
starts in Eden or nowhere, by its manifesI say "intelligent personality," from the tation.
These same line of reasoners dispense
fact that we know of no such thing a~ chaotic or inorganic intelligence and organ- with the personality of God as well. It
ization assumes individuality as also per- all hangs together, one way or the other,
sonality; we have recognition of intelli- as the writer is able only to see it. Clark
gence in no other way.
goes so far in his essays on "Common
If man's "fall," as it is denominated, was . Sense in Religion" as to write one on "The
the result of his own inclination, independ- Expectations and Disappointments (?) of
ent of any external force, then he could Jesus!" Think of it! I presume every
evidently extricate himself. Am I hasty one has experienced what may be called
in this conclusion? Let us see. The "fall" promptings to do good or evil. It was
was consequent upon "sin" as a "transgres- not the individual's own thought, nor the
sion of law
immorality is said to have result of meditation; the thought came,
followed.
a man moral becomes im- and with it an impelling influence. What
moral, all of his own volition, then of his was it? From whence did it come? If
volition he may become moral. It is said; there is no suggestion without a suggester,
man was created morally pure; he was it may be observed, the circumstance sugtempted and became immoral; he could gested; but the matter suggested is not
become what he once w~"s if that was the previously in mind at all; the thing to do
sum total of the question. But it is no,t, has not been before the "mind's eyes."
If the violation of a certain law broug-ht External intelligent forces are about us
about death, spiritual and temporal, then somehow and somewhere; Man does
life in the flesh not being the result of not do everything, good or bad of himman's own act, and the "fall" destroying self always. Our life's experience teachthat life and entailing disappointment up- es us that. It would not be safe to ignore
on man, shows .the existence of a design the personality of Satan on account of
coming from an .intellig-ent designer; for past belief in "witchcraft," because we
that suggester said: "Y e shall become as may assign it to a realm of superstition.
g-ods" l The real, stern facts in the case Neither does a belief in "evil sprites" newere kept in the back-ground by this wily cessitate that people hold themselves in
designer-that was neither Adam and feeling of terror because of such, so long as
Eve, nor yet their own natures, nor the we remember God is superior thereto, and
outcropping of a fleshly desire. No such Christ the real, living subjugator of their
desire or expectation is ever hinted at; but power! Many people have been so troubupon the other hand everything in thenar- led because they failed to remember the
rative goes to prove a personal plotter; and supremacy of God and the mediation of
the victims discover their mistake in yield- Christ. Our science of hypnotism is based
ing, asthey believe it to have been! Jesus upon the denial of Satanic power; provChrist as an actual personality ca·me into iv.g (?)human mental superiority!
this world to confront that identical individmll, avoid his designs, be unyielding to
THE MORMON WAS RIGHT.
his wishes, and break the enslaving power
pf his spiritual dominion; and as· he beOvER half a century ago, during the
lieved he had brought death into the world, troublous times the Latter Day Saints
that man enjoying life in the flesh might passed through in the state of Missouri, at
have his expectation of continuity of life an election day a mobocrat made a statefrustraterl, Jesus, designed to show that ment, "That no Mormon ought to be
that expectation shoulq not be permanent- . allowed to vote any more than a Negro."
ly effected, hence his work of r~demption; The retort was, "No man should be
the raising of his body from the grave, the allowed to. vote who can neither read nor
liberating of his spirit from hell-bondage, write.~' (For this published statement see
and a grand demonstration that the work Autumn Leaves, November number,
of Satan should, in its every part be over- 1889>. Thereupon "the Mormon" was
come. Other than this, wherein lies the leveled to the ground, and after much
real excellency. of Christianity, and what parleying all the "Mormons" retired from
God-like work in man's behalf did Christ the place without voting.
enact? These conclusions we believe to
We admit that the saying was premabe true, else what the apostles have taught ture, but neverthele~s the se.ntiment was
us of Jesus is untrue. If Jesus came to true; and now after a half century we
show an example only as to devotion unto witness the like sentiments from other
God, the prophets did that well; and Enoch quarters; .and we may predi<;t that we will
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soon hear the echo from adjacent mountains, and it will re-echo from almost every
mountain and valley, answering the
same words and thought as was thus
uttered. The sentiments now publised in
a leading paper as being the words of
General Stewart L. Woodford are one of
the echoes: "I believe that no uneducated
man should be allowed the privilege of
the franchise. I will go further, I sincerely believe that the Republican party
should put at the top of tts platform a
plank denying the right of franchisement
to all uneducated persons. I believe when
·slavery was taken out of the Constitution
educa.tion should have been put in. The
Republicans might have lost an election or
,t.wo in this issue, it is true; but political
~parties should not be created to win elec~
.tions, but to secure ideas."
To this we say amen.
M. SHAW.
'INDEPENDENCE, Mo, Feb. 9th.

QUORUM NOTICES.
'To the Members of the Quorum of High
Priests, Greeting :-Dear Brethren:-You are
hereby requested to report either in person or by
·letter (as circumstances permit), to the Quorum
iby the 6th of April next, giving a statement of
_your labors and such items as may be of interest
:to the work. Trusting that this suggestion will
1not be forgotten, I remain your co laborer in gos·
CHARLES DERRY.
jpel bonds,
Address reports to H. A. Stebbins, Lamoni,
Decatur county, Iowa.
To the First Quorum of Elders, Greeting:You are respectfully requested to prepare and
mail to me on or about the first of April your
annual report upon the blank lately sent you by
the secretary. Do not hesitate or fail on account
of the meagre duties performed during the past
year. Be sure and report, if you can send ns
nothing more than your name and your good
wilL It is a mistake for any to suppose that
quorum organization is for the purpose of receiving the reports of missionaries. They are
under obligation to report to such authority as
appointed them, while our organization is for the
eldership who hold membership therein to report
duties done locally, as otherwise. As many
changes have occurred since our "circular letter"
was issued, and several vacancies exist, and
probably will be more, it will be advisable to
issue a new and corrected "circular letter." For
this purpose you are requested to contribute of
your means a few cents, for this and other expense.
In bonds,
RoBT. M. ELVIN.
Box 224, Lamoni, Iowa.
To the Third Quorum of Elders.--Brethren:Please do not forget to report. Generai.Conference nears and we desire a full report from each
member, whether you have labored or not.
Please report any change of post-office known to
you. Attend Conference, all who can. The
Quorum will have some important business,
RespEctfully,
J. T KINNAMAN, P1•es.
J. M. TERRY, Sec.
Brethren of the Fifth Quorum of Elders:Please correct three addresses in Circular Letter.
No. 40 should be C. J. Hawkins; No. 8I, the
number of address should be 2426; No 95· name
should be Thomas Warrall.
R. ETZENHOUSER.
Brethren of the Firot Quorum of Priests :--As
·another general call is about to be made, and as
it is strictly necessary that each one should be
Jlble to answer promptly "ready," I hereby send

you this notice. If any of you desire a quorum
license you will enclose two cents to pay return
postage. Address all letters to J. B. Gould,
smith, No. 317 Sixth avenue, Nebraska City, Nebraska.
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Feb. 23d.
All members of the First Quorum of Teachers,
are requested to send a written report to B. J.
Scott, president of quorum, Independence, Jackson county, Missouri.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The North-East Kansas district conference
will convene at Atchison, in Philips' Union
Hall, commencing March 8th, at Io a.m. Come
all that can possibly come and let us have a
good time.
F. LoFTY, Dist. Pres.
WANTED.
A copy of Wells and Fowler's Pltrenological
'Joumal, containing article on Joseph Smith. My
remembrance of the article, would place the publication about I858 or '59·
ROBERT M. ELVIN,
Box 224, Lamoni, Iowa.
Wanted to know the whereabouts of John C.
Stevens. When last heard from he was in
Greeneburg, Kansas, whence he went to Indian
Territory. He belongs to the Saints' Church
and has not been beard from for two years. Any
one giving any information of his whereabouts
will be liberally rewarded.
c. D. STEVENS,
Grand Rapids, Nebraska.
Wanted.-The address of Bro. j. D. Bennett;
also the address of persons having in their possession the records of the following disorganized
branches: St. Marys, Prairie Home; and the address of the president and clerk of Nobletown,
Otter Creek, Gaylord, Pleasant Ridge, Deer
Creek and Homestead branches of the NorthWest Kansas district.
H. P. CuRTIS, Dist. Sec,
Fact, Clay county, Kansas.
STAFFORD BRANCH, ENGLISH
MISSION.
26, Tillington Street, .
STAFFORD, England, Feb. 8th.
Bro. 'Joseph Smith :-I enclose you two copies;
one of an appeal we are making to the English
mission, and to those who could and would help
us in any part of the world; the other, contain·
ing rules governing the Loan Department of our
Building Fund. We feel sure we can not come
at all the brethren and sisters in this mission by
letter only, or in any other part of the church.
We therefore have decided to ask you to spare
the room in the Herald to reprint these copies for
us, by doing which you will be doing us good
service, which service we can not ask anywhere
else. We feel sure if we can only (by our own
efforts mainly) and any little help we may obtain
from the generous elsewhere, raise a place of our
own that the work we are engaged in would go
forward here, for there are willing hearts here,
and we want to let the people know we are come
to stay; which by the way, they are far from believing at this moment, as they believe we are
all off to the mountains some of these fine mornings. Besides, there are many who have worshipped with us who are now in America. They
would be pleased to know of our intentions, and
might feel to help a little.
Hoping this request may meet with vour ap·
proval and also those with whom you act, I beg
to remain, your brother in gospel bonds. We
have raised a fund in our branch in ten months,
of £16. G. S. Greenwood, secretary to Building
Committee.
BUILDING APPEAL.

Dear Brethren and Sisters in the faith and kingdom of Jesus Christ, Greeting: We, your brethren and sisters of the Stafford Branch (being only
a "little band" of ourselves) hereby make an appeal to you for your sympathy, prayers, and help,

in the endeavor we are making to rear a Chapel
or House of Worship. We have suftered much in
the time past (as many of our brethren in th~ mis-sion know) from the want of a s.uitable place for
public worship; our peculiar difficulty being, that
ofttimes'--owing chid1y to prtjudice-we can not
obtain any place at all. We are fully satisfied
that if we had a permanent place, the work would
prosper mightily, and we believe the time has
come when we can, and must make a stand for
God and his truth in this vicinity. We have
therefore for this purpose opened a Fund, viz:"The Stafford Saints Chapel Building Fund,"
which is being raised by weekly subscriptions and
donations. provision being also made for receiving sums on loan, free of interest. See rules. We
have subscriptions ranging from one penny to
one shilling, with a total of about Ss per week.
We are now meeting in a cottage, and we have,
besides our members, a. Sabbath School of nearly
twenty scholars, we are cramped for room. We
therefore purpose, (D. v.) as soon as we can obtain
sufficient to purchase the land-say £6o to £So
-to build at once. We hope you may be able
and willing to assist us in this great work for the
spreading of the_truth, to the salvation of man
and the glory of God.
Now if thirty or forty brethren would each
give sixpence per week for twelve months (or an
equivalent), we should have sufficient in that time
to commence the building. Then dear brethren
and sisters, "Come up to the help of the Lord, to
the help of the Lord against the mighty;" and
to the help of His people, and our thanks and
gratitude shall be yours, and our prayers shall
still, as in the past, be yours, for the rich blessings of our Father to rest abundantly upon you.
In the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.
We remain, dear brethren and sisters, your
brethren in the gospel of Christ,
·
THE BUILDING COMMITTEE.
Teacher James Richards, President and Treasurer, II, Alliance Street, Tillington, Stafford.
Elder George S. Greenwood, Secretarv, 26, Tillington Street, Stafford. Elder Joseph R. Greenwood. Priest John Dyche. Brother Henson
Carter.
N. B-It is determined to deed the land and
building to the church.
Further particulars, with copy of rules, may
be had on application to the secretary.
Remittances may be made by Postal Order or
P. 0. 0. crossed Stafford Post Office, to either the
treasurer or secretary, who will duly acknowledge
the same.
Resolved: That the following be tne rules and
regulations governing the Loan Department of
the Stafford Saints' Chapel Building Fund.
Ist Rule: That we accept on loan free of interest any sum or sums, large or small, from
members or friends, for periods of 5 6. 7. 8, 9 or
10 vears; which sums may be paid either in one
single amount or .in weekly, monthly, or other
installments.
2nd Rule: That the following be the form of
agreement for security between the Secretary
and Tre'asurer, (on behalf of the church, and
whose signatures or initials following each sum
receh·ed shall be receipt and security for the
same) and the member or friend loaning the
money. Agreement: Received on bt'half of the
Stafford Saints' Chapel Building Fnr!d, from A.
B. who hereby agrees to advance the same on
loan free of interest for - years the hereafter
following sum or sums, which is or are to be repaid by the-- day of - , I8g-, to s~id A. B., his
or her heirs, executors, or assigns, whose signature on a duly stamoed and witnessed receipt,
shall release the said fund from all further liability in regard thereto. Signed A. B. C. D. Secretarv; E. F. Treasurer. This- day of - , r8g-."
Which agreement shall be recorded and signed
over a stamp in the member's subscription receipt
book which book shall be given bv the Secrelary,
and when the loan is repaid ~hall be r<"turned.
3rd Rule: That the loans be repaid in part or
whole at any time the committee may deem advisable, providing it does not exceed the time
stipulated in the agreement between the contracting parties.
4th Rule: Providing it should be found wise,
desirable, or necessary: Ist, To complete the
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purchase of land; zd, To complete the building
of the chapel; or 3d, To pay off any loan that
may have become due, before sufficient money is
received by gift or loan to accomplish the same;
and provided the committee cannot obtain the
needed sum on loan free of interest, they mav H
so ordered by them, and if confirmed by vote of
branch council, also borrow on loan bearing interest, any sum or sums not exceeding £200 for
such time and such terms as may be found necessary to meet the case; providing that such interest does not exceed 5 per cent per annum.
NOTICE.
Please allow me to say to the North-West
Kansas district that I am not aware that the records of the Prairie Home branch ever were outside the precincts of the ~aid branch, and that
since December 22d, r888, I have had no knowledge whatever concerning them. A<lY desired
information in my possession will be promptly,
frankly and willingly given to any one addressing me at Avenue City, Andrew county, Missouri, provided a stamp for return postage is enclosed.
JoHN D. B);:NNETT.
BORN.
CuTHBERT.-To Bro. George and Sr. Annie
Cuthbert, of Queensferry, Australia, a daughter,
named Add rienne Burton; born November roth,
r88fi; blessed January 4th, r890, by Elders C. A.
Butterworth, J. A. Read, E. G. Jones and A.
·wooley.
WIGHT.-To Bro. J. W. and Sr. Lizzie Wight,
of Queensferry, Victoria, Australia, a son, named
Leslie Stewart; born December rsth, ri:>Sy;
blessed January 4th, rSyo, by Elders J. A. Read,
E. G. Jon!'s, C. A. Butterworth .and A. Wooley.
DIED.
GAMET.-Hannah P. Hyde was born on March
6th, r8o7, in Ots<"go county, New York.
Was
married to David M. Gamet August 27th, r832
in the town of Richfield, N.Y.
In r846 th~
family came to Iowa.
They settled at Little
Sioux· sometime in the "fifties" where she and
husband lived till his death in r884, since which
time she has lived with her sons, principally
David, near Mondamin. At the time of her death
she was living with Solomon, her son, near Little Sioux. She was a model wife and mother.
She and her husband lived 'together over fiftytwo years and had eight children, three girls who
are all dead and five sons, to-wit: Solomon, David, Isaac, Gilbert and Levi, all of whom survive
her and are men .honored and respected in the
-communities where they live. The mother's influence and training, appear, generally in the
lives of her sons and judged by this, her work
was well done.
From an acquaintance of over
twenty years we know that she was a sweet-tempered, patient and very sensible woman. During
the five years of her widowhood though afflicted
Vl.ith a!'\ incurable disease she never murmured
or complained, but accepted everything as good.
She died as she had lived, a member of the Latter Day Saints' church, and her funeral sermon
was preached by Chas. Derry at Little Sioux,
February J6th, 1890.--By Editor Logan Observer.
VALLUM.- At Diamond Valley, California
February 3d, by suicide, Bro. Thomas Edward:
son of Bro. Peter Valium. He was born in Al·
pine county, California, May 8th, r865. ana was
baptized by Elder Thomas Daley, December r6'h
r888. His remains were interred at Mottsville:
Nevada, February 6th, the services being conducted by Bro. Thomas Daley. No cause for
<the young man's rash act has as ret been dis'covered. His sister Ellen, is grief distracted and
·desires prayers of the Saints.
DAvr_s.-;-At Jo~esboro, Maine, February r6th,
1890, Ltzzte M. wrfe of John W. Davis, aged zr
:years, 2 months, 14 days. Funeral services were
conducted by Elder J. C. Foss.
KELLEY.-At Indian River, Maine, February
:Sth, 1890, of consumption, Frederick M., Son of
Uriah and Ada Kelley; aged 22 years, r month
.and 28 days. Services in the Baptist church b;
;Elder J. C. Foss.

SHAW.~-At Kansas City, Missouri February
r!;th, r89o, of diphtheria, Charles M.,' infant soi-.
of Mr. Clark A. and Sr. Belle Shaw, aged r3:
months and 9 days.
TR\ON.-At Lagonda, Chariton county, Missouri, January 7th, r8yo, Sr. Margaret, wife of
Bro. John J. Tryon. She was born at Glenmorganshire, ''Vales, May 22d, r84r, and at herdeath was aged 41 years, 7 months and r6 days ..
She was a good wife and a kind and loving
mother. She leaves a husband, two brothersand seven children to mourn their loss.

Th'?u art. go1:1e to thy grave; but we Will not deolore thee;;
Smce Chn"t was thy ransom, thy guardian. thv guide;
He gave thee, he took thee, and he will restore .thee·
For death hath no sting since the Savwr hath died.
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AUTUMN LEAVES.
We wish to annour.ce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARnfENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, "'e
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of

WENKENBACH.-Sr. Mrs. Annie Lewis Wenkenbach, daughter· of Bro. Elias and Sr. Mary
Jane Lewis died February 6th, r89o, at her residence, No. 2145 Vvoodstock street, Philadelphia,.
PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. s,,
Pennsylvania, in her 23rd year. She died of the·
And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
black tongue typhoid fever, and was buried on,
and ideas upon all topics of Interest pertaining
the wth at the Greenwood Cemetery of Phila-·
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
delphia. She !'eaves a husband and two small!
in nature as well as in the Bible.
children to mourn their loss. She was a mem-·
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderher of the Philadelphia branch in good standing ..
fully ·in magnitude, and it behooves him who
Funeral services at her residence.'
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to emCoFFMAN.-- At his residence in Harrisoru
brace every opportunity of informing himself
comity, Iowa, February 17th, 1890, of lockjaw,.
not only with reference to the standard works of
brought on by getting his hand crushed in the:
the church, but things transpiring in the world
gearing of a corn sheller, Bro. John Coffman ..
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
Bro. Coffman moved to Harrison county in the
grand march of events, pointing to a culminaspring of 1864; thus by his long residence in the
tion in the secong coming of Christ.
' county was known and respected by hundreds of
people; for his hospitality, aided by his good
wife, knew no bounds--none ever left his place
In addition to this there will also begin in the
hungry. He was president of the Little Sioux:
February number a
bran.ch, and had been for some time prior to his
DOMESTIC
DEPARTMENT,
death. He did a gre<:t work. He leaves a father
and mother, a wife, seven children and a host of
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA"
friends to mourn their loss.. The funeral took
and will be devoted strictlv to such matter ~s
place from the church in Magnolia, in charg.e off ' will aid the mother and housewife in her toilBro. Charles Derry. Sermon by Bro. J1. C.
some labor of love, and help her to realize how
Crabb. The last ceremonial rites being performhigh and lloly i,s her calling, and how much of
ed by the Masonic order, he having been an hol1il-- ' the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
ored member for years. Bro. Coffman was bonlll
dependent upon her.
·
December 4th, 1827, and was. at his death lfuz:
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helpyears, 2 months and 13 days oWd. He was bap-ing to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
tized and confirmed Octob'er S:th, 1884. Thus:
co~mission suits you better than premiums,
passed away one of the noblest of men, in fulll
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
faith and hope of a glorious resurrection. .
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month
A New Orleans millionaire had for OliUi! of the:
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could fur:
rules of his life, "never to consider an;J<tln.ing so•
nish you many testimonials of the work the
trifling as not to deserve notice." He wa,s q;uick
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
to see that such a principle was a\ tm.e noot of
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
both character and success. He could not a<~:~;u.-·
look for a largely increased subscription list the
mulate wealth without rigid care of thefraetililllli&
coming year, and hope we shall not bel'disappointed.
·
~
and pennies, nor be symmetrical, stroilllg a.nd
helpful, and disregard the smaller courtesi€s amdi
Yours gratefully,
motives in the daily life.
The work thab wtna.
M. WALKER.
notice and endures is that which has in it pa.tient"
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription
pains-taking and conscientious regard f01r the'
slightest details.
· or to have the magazine sent on time will be ali
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
AUTUMN
~fford to contim:e it.to parties who do not request
LEAVES,
It. Remember 1t will only cost you a postal card;
Published monthly for the
to keep your name ~rom being dropped, and in-·
sure you the magazine for x89o.
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jeslllls
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon'
as names are received. Premiums will be awardPrice per year
lllll.l'iiO.
ed the last of.April or first of May. Keep your·
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
lists open, as you may add other names before·
The foliowing is the contents of the March
that time; bnt don't fail to keep"a ltst of all names:
Leaves:
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trou-·
ble will surely result.
Kanesville (frontispiece)- Peace- RestGleanings from the History of tlie Englsh Mis~ N. B.-Parties sending in list of names'
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with aU
sion-Nothing Good and Beautiful Dies and is
names, but commissions can not be allowed unForgotten - Childhood - Sermon by Elder J.
til payment is made. To insure commission the
Whitehead-The Scholar and the Donkey-Edmoney rriust be collected and sent to .the office.
ucation and Religion-Come up Higher-With
z6apr
M . W A L K E R .
the Church in an Early Day-Push on -Story of
Lamoni House for. Sale.
the Book of Mormon-Autobiography of Gland'
Lamoni House and Three Lot•; location 80ft. north of·
Rodger-Life of One of Earth's Pilgrims-DeDepot... on Broadway; fronting east and south. House
new. nm~toen room•; twn story 24x46 an'd 12x.15.
partment of Correspondence-Some That wm
LIYERY AND FEED RARN 40x60 and three lots,
locatwn
on Broadway, east of the houee. Cellar three
Not Hear-Reading Fiction-Domestic Depart-·
.wells and out buildings .. Terms easy. Address. '
Also 40 acres of Land 4 miles west of town, fenced wa-·
ment-The Duties which lie Nearest-Editor's
ter, and on a public road; price $500.
'
Corner-Round Table.
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.'..
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THE SAINTS' HER

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Remgariized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
.A:nd sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library bind in!!, sprinkled edges .••••. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt .edges ................ 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ..... ~ ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••.••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. i 21)
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 5o_
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••• : ••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back n,nd Muslin sides .•...••.•••... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about ~20
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHE'l' AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Mnslin binding, 312 pages .•••....•. , ... ,.... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
IIESPERIS.
(P0ems by David H. Smith,) *
Fancy· Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen •••••••. 1 00
Limp muslin covers ...•..........•••.••••• ~. 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.

ills Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended aud Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..... . . • . . . • . • • . • . • • • 36
Mnslin binding.. .. .. . . .. . . • .. .. .. • • • • .. .. 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circula~ed both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented In defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon:
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather ......................... :1 00
Muslin boards . . • • . • • • . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . • • ~6
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts.,,eaeh, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu8lin, 16 cts. each, per dozen ........•• 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book •.•.•.• •. . . • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ...•.•..... Same price.
Faucy Cards, package of 60, 5 kinds, large .. . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. • • • • • • • 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt !J!:Urms "Tlu! Bible teaches the Literal Resurrecr-uon of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396. pages .................... 1 'Hi
Propositiona:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of whic!J. I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, aM identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day SaintS in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts, ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • , 20
In paper 16cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th.. notorious "Manuscript Found," writtiR
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... ~5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . . • . • • . • . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
, the Book of Morro n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
:Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
:An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers •••
: Old edition . • • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . • • . • • . . • • •

10
5

0

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta.; per dozen .........

0

....

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
,
(Music only,)
,Leather back and Muelin sides .....•.•...••. $1 50
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
l3lir We have a limited quantity of these on hand .
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
T;:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••••.... 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••.• 4. 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.

:Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE Sl<1ER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEJi' LoLD,

In paper 1Oct8.; per dozen. • . .. • . . . . . . . • • • • ..

'II>

This ia the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
J..eather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
,headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·
ing of Children, and for Marriages ..•••••.•••• 2 00
DISTRICT R.ECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Recorda •.• 3 00

&e.

1 00

TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20ct~., 100 ..••. 1
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen oc, 100..
250 for 50cts, 600 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ l
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen lie., 100....
•8., Fulness of the Atonement; dozen lliSc., l 00 .. l
'9, S~iritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Standpomt; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen Hi cts., 100 ...... l
11. The Plan of Salva,tion; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1
16 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . .
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•...•.•.... 1
l ~. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100.....................
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....••.••.. 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; do:&. fie., 100
27. The Sabbath Question; d"zen 21\cts., 100 ... l
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine, and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100 ... ,...
30. Origin of the Book of :Mormon; dozen......
per hundred ..•..••...........•........•. l
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ........• l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 ..•
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
per hundred........ . . . . . . . . . . ..•...... 1
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 eta., 100 for 25 cts., 250
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1
42. Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .1
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 6 cts. each, per dozen. . • . • • • . . . .
~phecy on the Rebellion; per 100..........
assortment of Tracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •
0

SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp liUIIli.n, turned in ••.••.•••••••

50
40

25
~5

'15
40

75
25
10
25
65
75
40

40

75
40
15
10
25
40
40
40
40

LICENCES, NOTICES,
Elders, Pri!)sts, Teachers, and DeaconB Licences,
each per dozen..........................
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. . • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

12
25
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPOR'rS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen .•..••••• ;
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . . . . . . . . • .
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen . • . • . . . • . . • .
:!Yiarriage Certificates, per dozen :. • • • • • • . • • • • •

40
5
12
12
25

M:ISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hurn'tu Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall . : . .................... 1
Jos<jplms, complete, library leather ........... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ..............•... 4
:M:osheim's Church History, 2 volnmes ..••.•..• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illmtrated) ........ 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran, library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The :Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .....••. 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book .......•..••• , ...••••••.••• 1
A,pocryphal New Testament ................ 1
Elders' Diary, by Jos0ph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size.
ROBERT WINNING~

Pres't.

50
00
50

00
00
80
00
25

00

00
~5

00
65

30
85

D. F. NwHor.soN, Cashier

40
15
10
25

75
40
20
25
50
75
10
75

5o
15
35

Ample :Responsibility.
Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

supply a want wherever conference is held the
" lP A 'JC' R I 0 T ''
'

will be issued tlnriug the GcnPral Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning daily 'rhe first number will contain. a brief expo~ition of the church, and
each number a fa1tbful report of the preceding day's basi·
ness me~t1ng, and prayer and preaching services.
Dmly alone
•
50
•
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
bee .Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
15Jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAV!I !T Jill ONll WIFll: AND CoNCUlliNliS
BE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HuSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WREN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ER.ALD:
Ofilc!al Paper of the Reorganized Church of J e•u• Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT LA>IONI, DEOATUR COUNTY, lOW A,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.

The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
m.nd the Bishop's Agents. are reque~ted. to solicit new sub-mcribero, and help build up the paper and the publication

department.

Business Letters and Suhscrlpt!ons must be oent to Davtd
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Rllgistered Letter, or Expreso.
Entered ac second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JosEPH SMrrH

W. W.

BLAIR

Em·roR.
ASSOCJ;ATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March r 5, 1890.
INHABITED WORLDS.

A BROTHER sends us the following to obtain information thereon:
"Inasmuch as the Lord told Moses and Enoch
that there are countless worlds and those worlds
inhabited, are there any proofs, hints or infer"
ences In the inspired work~ of the latter days
that some of those worlds and planets are inhabited by mortal beings?"

To the question we reply, Yes; there
are many valuable testimonies that the
planets, many of them, are and were designed of God to be inhabited. Why
should it be thought incredible that the
Lord peoples other planets than this earth,
and for similar purposes?
The following items are to the point,
and they bespeak the profound and exalted inspiration of the young Seer Joseph
Smith, who was but twenty-seven years of
age when he gave them to the church:
"Now this caused us to marvel, for it was
given unto us of the Spirit, and while we meditated upon these things, the Lord touched the
eyes of our understanding, and they were opened;
and the glory of the Lord shone round about;
and we beheld the glory of the Son, on the right
hand of the Father, and received of his fulness;
and ~aw the holy angels, and they who are sanctified before his throne, worshiping God and the
Lamb, who worship him forever and ever. And
now, after the many testimonies which have been
given of him, this is the testimony, last of all,
which we give of him, that he lives; for we saw
him, even on the right hand of God; and we
heard the voice bearing record that he Js the
only begotten of the Father; that by him and
through him, and of him, the worlds are and
were created; and the inhabitants thereof are
begotten sons and daughters unto God."-D.

I
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the earth; which com prebend the earth and all
the planets; and they give light to each other in
their times and in their seasons, In their minutes,
in their hours, in their days, in their weeks, in
their months, in their years: all these are one
year with God, but not with man.
"The earth rolls upon her wings; and the sun
giveth his light by day, and the moon giveth her
light by night; and the stars also give their light,
as they roll upon their wings, in their glory, in
the midst of the power of God. Unto what shall
I liken these kingdoms, that ye may understand?
Behold, all these are kingdoms, and any man
who hath seen any or the least of these, hath seen
God moving in his majesty and power. I say
unto you, he hath seen him: nevertheless, he
who came unto his own was not comprehended.
The light shlneth In darkness and the darkness
comprehendeth it not; nevertheless, the day shall
come when you shall comprehend even God;
being quickened in him and by him. Then shall
ye know that ye have seen me, that I am, and
that I am the true light that is in you, and that
you are in me, otherwise ye could not abound.
"Behold, I will liken these kingdoms unto a
man having a field, and he sent forth his servants
into the field, to dig in the field; and he said unto
the first, go ye and labor in the field, and in the
first hour I will come unto you, and ye shall
behold the joy of my countenance: and he said
unto the second, go ye also into the field, and
in the second hour I will visit you with the joy
of my countenance; and also unto the third
saying, I will visit you; and unto the fourth, and
so on unto the tweifth.
"And the lord of the field went unto the first
in the first hour, and tarried with him all that
hour, and he was made glad with the light of the
countenance of his lord i and then he withdrew
from the first that he might visit the second also,
and the third, and' the fourth, and so'on unto the
twelfth; and thus they all received the light of
the countenance of their lord: every man in his
hour, and in his time, and in his season; beginning at the first, and so on unto the last, and
from the last unto the firot, and from the first unto the last; every man in his own order, until
his hour was finished, even according as his lord
had commanded him, that his lord might be glorified in him, and he in him, that they all might
be glorified.
"Therefore, unto this parable will I liken all
these kingdoms, and the inhabitants thereof;
every kingdom in his hour, and in his time, and
in its season; even according to the decree which
God hath made·."-Doc. Cov., Ss: r r-rs.

c., 76: 3·

I beheld round the throne, holy angels and hosts,
And sanctified beings from worlds that have been,
In holiness worshipping God and the Lamb,
'Forever and ever, amen and amen I

"And again, verily I say unto you, he hath
given a law unto all things by which they move
in their times and their seasons; and their courses are fixed; even the courses of the heavens and

And now after all of the proofs made of him,
By witnesses truly, by whom he was known,
This is mine, last of all, that he lives; yea he lives!
And sits at the right hand of God, on his throne.

No.

I I.

And I heard a great voice, bearing record from heav'n
He's the Savior, and only begotten of GodBy him, of him, and through him, the worlds were all
made,
Even all that career in the heavens so broad,
Whose inhabitants, too, from the first to the last,
Are sav'd by the very same Savior of ours;
And, of course, are begotten God's daughters and sons,
By the very same truths, and the very same pow'rs.

The above is by Joseph Smith the Seer.
See HERALD for October 26th, r889.
About a year before the above revelations were given the Lord revealed this to
the young Seer:
"And it came to pass, as Moses' voice was stiil
speaking, he cast his eyes and beheld the earth,
yea, even all the face of It, there was not a particle of it which he did not behold, descrying it by
the ~pirit of God. And he beheld also the In·
habitants thereof, and there was not a soul which
he beheld not, and he discerned them by the
Spirit of God; and their numbers were great,
even numberless as the sand upon the seashore,
and he beheld many lands, and each land was
called earth, and there were inhabitants on the
face thereof.
"And it came to pass that Moses called upon
God, saying, Tell me, I pray thee, why these
things are so, and by what thou madest them?
And behold the glory of God was upon Moses,
so that Moses stood In the presence of God, and
he talked with Moses, face to face; and the Lord
God said unto Moses, for mine own purpose have
I made these things. Here is wisdom, and it remaineth in me. And by the word of my power
have I created them, which is mine only Begotten Son, who is full of grace and truth. And
worlds without number have I created; and I also created them for mine own purpose; and by
the Son I created them, which is mine Only Begotten. And the first man of all men have I
called Adam, which is many. But only an account of this earth, and the inhabitants thereof,
give I unto you. For behold there are many
worlds which have passed ·away by the words of
my power. And there are many which now
stand, and innumerable are they unto man, but
all things are numbered unto me, for they are
·mine, and I know them.
"And it came to pass that Moses spake unto
the Lord, saying: Be merciful unto thy servant,
0 God, and tell me concerning this earth, and
the inhabitants thereof; and also. the heavens,
and then thy servant will be content. And the
Lord God spake unto Moses, saying: The heavens they are many, and they can not be numbered unto man, but they are numbered unto me,
for they are mine, and as one earth shall pass
away, and the heavens thereof, even so shall
another come; and there is no end to my works,
neither to my words.
"Behold, this is my work to my glory, to the
immortality and eternal iife of man. And now,
Moses, my son, I will speak unto you concern-
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ing this earth upon which thou standest; and
thou shall write these'things which I shall speak,
and in a day when the children of me•l shall esteem my words as nought, and take many of
them from the book which thou shalt write, behold I will raise up another like unto thee, and
they shall be h.ad again among the children of
men; among as many as shall believe.
"These words were spoken unto Moses in the
Mount, the name of which shall not be 'known
among the children of men. And now they are
spoken unto you [Joseph Smith]- Amen."-D.
c., 23: 6-9-

There is such majesty, grandeur and
wisdom in the foregoing quotations as
prove them of heavenly origin beyond
reasonable question. By the way, many
of the noblest-minded persons of our age
believe some cr m::my cf the planets are
inhabited. But none of them approach
the lofty dignity, the divine purposes, and
the heavenly wisdom exhibited in the revelations and teachings of the latter-day seer
on these matters.
WILL THERE BE A SPLIT?

FROM what appears in the following telegram, which we clip from the , Kansas
City, Missouri, 'Journal, for February
27th, there is likely to be an outcome to
the attempt to revi~e the creed ofthe Presbyterian Church not altogether laid down
in the programme. However, it is quite
in keeping with church history in these
last days, so we shall not be disappointed
to see two, if not more churches where
there has been one hitherto-and who can
determine whether it will stop with the
split in the Presbyterian fold.
PROBABLY A NEW CHURCH.
THE QUESTION ON REVISION DIVIDING THE
PRESBYTERIANS.

NEW YoRK, Feb. 26.-In the struggle over
the revision of the Westminster standards, now
going on in the Presbyterian church, the members of that denomination in New York and
Pennsylvania are occupying positions directly
opposed one to the other. The lines are clos:!ly
drawn, and as the voting in the presbytery proceeds it may become a question whether the New
York or Pennsylvania Presbyterians have the
greater influence with the church at large.
Pennsylvania is the bulwark of conservative
Presbyterianism. Without a single exception the
Presbyterians of that state have declared that the
standards of the confession of faith that have
stood for more than 200 years shall remain unchanged. The Ntw York Presbyterians arealmost. as solidly opposed to the old standards. Excepting only the Long Island presbytery, the
thirteen presbyteries that have voted on the question in this state have pronounced in favor of a
revised and modernized confession of faith, Two
explanations are offered of this somewhat sectional drawing of reiigious lines. One is the
strong conservatism that has a! ways been shown
by the merr,bers of the church in Pennsylvania,.
and the other that they hastened to vote on the
question before fully discussing it. By the Jaws
of the Presbyterian church two thirds of the 2I r
presbyteries in the United States must vote in
favor of revision before the general assembly
will formally pass upon the question. Fifty of

these bodies have already voted. Fifteen of them
-ten of which are in Pennsylvania-have voted
against anv change, and thirty-five have pronounced strongly in favor of a more liberal ~ec
laration of faith. The thirty-five presbyteries
which have voted in favor of revision contain
199,939 communicants, while those opposed have
II2,77S communicants.
The question is already getting beyond that
of mere revision, and those who are well informed on the subject, predict that a new creed
and not a mere revision of the old one will result.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

SR. MATTIE and Bro. George Jones, of
Webb City, Missouri, wrote the 27th ult.,
giving account of the recent death of their
nine-year-old son. They have our sincere
sympathy in their affliction.
Bro. J. ]. Cornish wrote from Lexington, Michigan, the I st in st. that himself
and his co-laborers were still stirring up
the people to an examination of the faith.
He had addressed an audience of four hundred people in that place. The Methodist
minister had announced to "show up the
belief of the Latter Day Saints," and aU
appeared to be working right.
Bro. N. R. Nickerson, of North Plymouth, Massachusetts, wrote the 24th inst.
expressing in earnest spirit his love for
the work and the satisfaction and comfort
he experiences in its progress. He regards
the future as bright and promising for the
cause.
Bro. George Tenkins, of Byrnville, Indiana, wrote the 21St inst. that the work in
that part of the field was moving on with
encou-raging prospects.
Compelled to
labor as circumstances permit he had been
preaching the word as opportunity presented and had begun ~he work at Georgetown, where he was kmdly tre,,ted by the
citizens, who furni8hed a hall for services,
and at the close of his efforts invited him
to return, expressing them:selves as being
pleased with the doctrine.
Bro. G. F. Weston, of Buchanan, Michigan, in a letter dated 'the 25th ult. requests
the prayers of the Saints that he may be
healed of afflictions and be released from
such temporal circumstances that hinder
him from magnifying his calling in declaring the word. He mentions the efforts of
the Saints there who strive to do what
they can for the work general and local.
We acknowledge lhe receipt of the
Runnells, Iowa, Telegrmtz, of the 21st
ult., which contains a three column account of a sermon delivered at that
February 9th, by Elder J. S. Roth. Bro.
Roth baptized quite a number and awakened considerable interest at that pl>1ce.
Bro. A.]. Kenison, of Harlan, Kansas,
wrote the 24th ult. from that place. He
mentions the low price of farm products
and thinks he has to contend against tlw
same untoward circumstances that manv
do, but finds that where there is a will
th·cre is a way to, in some degree at
a1d the general and local work; and that
God blesses such < fforts, and His
rejoice in the blessings which follow those
who make and keep the covenant of sacri-

I ~ce.

Bro. G. W. Shute labors acceptably
m the North-West Kansas district and
should be sustained there. The people
near Harlan mostly believe our faith, but
for some reason procrastinate the day of
obedience.
Sr. E.]. Davidson, of Shawnee, Shannon county, Missouri, wrote the 3d inst.
desiring us to correct a statement erroneously made in our issue of February 15th.
The Elder Hawkins therein mentioneo:l is
a Brighamite elder, and those baptized by
him were baptized into the Brighamite
church. They are supposed to be relat,ives
of his. The said Elder Hawkins is not a
member of the Reorganized church, and
in no sense represents it.
A letter addressed to Bro. G. W. Parks,
Bay City, Michigan, dated January 27th
has been returned to us. It was written
in answer to a question concerning the
Book of Rules, and we here give the substance of the answer:
The introduction
to the Book to Rules, which please see,
sets forth the objects and appli~ation of the
rules therein laid down.
By vote, the
General Conference of April, 1876, accepted the ~ook in its entirety for the purposes therem set forth. As a consequence
the rules are applicalbe to branch government as well as to district and general
conferences. It is the duty of all presiding officers to seek to govern the church
in their respective dep~rtments in harmony
with the Book of Rules, for as we have
said, such were the objects had in view by
the general authorities of the church when
endorsing it.
Bro. vV. W. Blair arrived home Tuesday the 4th inst. from a four week's trip,
during which he preached a series of discourses at Council Bl-uffs, Omaha, and Un
derwood, Iowa. He reports large attendance, interested listeners and encouraging
prospects in all tho~e places. Three were
baptized during the meetings held in Council Bluffs, and indications favor further additions there; also at Omaha and Underwood.
He had intended remaining in
Western Iowa ten or twenty days more,
~)Ut learned that approaching conference
mterests required his early return to Lamoni.
He expresses confidence in the
speedy and extended advancement of all
proper church interests all along the" Missouri slope."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Walter Menzies thus wrote from
Denver, Colorado, in a recent letter:
"If there should be any elders coming this way
we would be glad to have them call on us, as we
have rented a hall at twelve dollars per month.
·we are trying to do what we can to let the peop1e hear the gospel. We have a branch here of
dghteen members. My address is corner of
Beecher and Clear Creek avenue, North Denver."

Bro·. William Strange, presiding· elder
of the St. Thomas, Ontario, branch, February 26th, says:
"\Vork going on very nicely In the branch. Brn.
H Lake and R. C. Evans have recently labored amongst us, evidently sowing the seed
which has since germinated. I have baptized
four. Truly Paul may plant, and Apollos water,
but God giveth the increase. Brethren, pray for

J.
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us that,we may grow in grace and in tht knowledge of the truth as it i; in Jesus."
:t3ro. I. N. White, Clinton, Missouri,

wrote the 3rd

~

The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
?aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

in~t:

"Just closing a three weeks tftC!rt al Rich Hill;
Bro. E. Curtis with me. La grippe, diphtheria
and death on all sides. From one to eight die
daily."
MISREPRESENTATION.

WE learn from a reliable source that certain parties in or about Henderson, Iowa,
report that they heard me say, in a discourse of late in the Saint's Chane! in
Council Bluffs, Iowa, when treati"ng of
the "Origin, Progress and Prospects of
Utah Mormonism," that I endorsed polygamy, spoke of"the seat of our church in
Utah,'' and said the Utah Mormons were
"a dearly beloved people to me," and that
"we must endorse them at once."
My reply to the above is that, I said
nothing of the kind, txcept as to saying I
had kind feelings for the people of Utah.
My discourse from first to last was in proof
that Brigham Young and his fellows in
1844 and after, originated and buiided
Utah Mormonism, and that, too, in direct
conflict with the Bible, Book of Mormon,
Doctrine and Covenants, also the rules and
usages of the church from I83o to r844·
I emphasized the patent fact that Utah
Mormonism was really Brighamism, and
that Joseph Smith predicted more than
once just prior to his death that Brigham
Young, if he had the lead of the church,
would lead it to hell.
W. W.

BLAIR.

'

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
this church rejected the lectures
on faith in the Doctrine and Covenants?
.:e_ues.-Ha~

Ans.-No.
.:e_.-Was the Times mzd Seasons ever edited by
Joseph Smith the Martyr?
A.-Yes-from March r5th, 1842, to November of same year.
"Some brethren complain in about this way:
'l don't intend to write another line for the paper,
neither will I try to get it subscribers, True, I
believe it to be the best paper among-us, but-it
won't publish my articles, and I'm not going to
work for it.' Suppose they should apply their
logic (?)to their preaching. How many sermons
have you preached that 'went into the waste
basket?' You llave perhaps wasted a great deal
of precious time in studying, talking and preaching to some people, why don't you quit preaching? I wish every brother in the land would
publish a paper and act the editor, at least for a
while. Perhaps he would be willipg to resign
very soon and retire to some place where manuscript, proof-sheets and growlers could not trespass. I am satisfied that many a weary office editor
longs for.a fulfillment of that scriptural prayer, 'to
be delivered from unreasonable men.' I hope that
brethren will not be so sensitive as to think that
because their··articles are not published, we are
angry with them or have some special preference
for somebody else. We do the best we can and
are somewhat sensitive ourselves about such
grumbling. J. W. JACKSON.''-In 'Jirm 'Jounda·
tion.

"And not for signs in heaven above
Or earth below they look,
Who know with John His smile of love;
With Peter His rebnke."
urn joy of_inward peace or sense
Of sorrow over s1n,
He is His own best evidence,
His witness is within.,

GOD HOLDS US ALL.
hTake me, papa," said my darling-,
As we stood within the hall;
So I bore him up the stairway,
Scarcely felt the burden small.

In my other hand I carried
Books I wished to scan that night,
And the elfin begged me let him
Take them in his arms so light.
Step by step to top we mounted;
'rhen he said with childish pride,
Baby carried books for pap9,.Didn~t he?" uyes,, I replied.
Little innocent! ne'er drea~ing,
As he bore the asked-for load,
That his father's strength upheld him,
Double-burdened on the road.

God is sometimes pleased to give us
Work for wonorous·skill and thonght;
Greefuiiy we don the laurels,
When H1s ha'!d the triumph wrought.-&!

A WORD TO MOTHERS.
"I see you do not urge Philip to go with you
to church," I said to a friend whom I was visiting. This was the second Sunday of my stay,
and I had noticed that on the first, as well as
this, Philip, a lad of fourteen, and the only son
of the family, made no preparation to go with
his mother and me to church, nor was any suggestion made that he should do so.
"0h, no!" replied my friend; "l don't want to
influence him at all about such things, I want to
leave him perfectly free to choose for himself."
Many parents seem to have this strange conviction, that by any manner 'of restraint in regard to those things which pertain to the life of
the spirit they will be doing the child an injustice. In every other particular he is infiuent'ed,
directed, restrained, educated. It is only in regard to the highest part of his being, the spiritual, that he is allowed to refuse all education.
Have you ever thought that possibly the child
might not choose to study, to master the multiplication-table, to become familiar with long and
difficult conjunctions and declensions, were it
not for the immense might of influence brought
to bear upon him? In his present immature
state he can not appreciate the importance of
constant and often irksome application, but you
do not on that account allow him to refuse ~hese
advantages. You ~hoose for him those schools
which you believe to be the best; every day he is
set down to certain tasks, and thus, without any
volition of his own, is fitted for a future qf which
he has at present no appreciation. You would
condemn the cruelty which could permit the
child to arrive at maturity, at the point where he
becomes an independent individual, henceforth
making his own choices, and abiding the consequences, without that education which is neces-

sary to render such choice.s intelligent. Is not
that a greater cruelty which fails to equip the
spiritual part of a man for the tremendous decisions which await him. Are the facts which
touch the spirit so easy to apprehend that they
need not, like other and lower facts to be taught?
The existence of One above all men, personal
responsibility, an intelligent plan in what were
else meaningless confusion,-does not the growing spiritual nature, at first feeble, like the body,
require that these facts be presented to it many,
many times?
I imagine that no computation could estimate
the amount of good which results to a human
soul from a regular attendance at the house of
God for twenty-one years. That is an aggregate
of one ·th0usand and ninety-two regular services.
One thousand times the soul has bowed to invoke One above all men, thousands of times has
it joined in blessing "the Father and the Son and
the Holy Ghost." It is hardly possible that
there snould fail to result from this, to the growing soul, a considerable conviCtion of the existence of God. One thousand hours the soul has
been engaged in those services whose legitimate
sphere is the nourishment and development of
the higher-that is, the spiritual-nature. One
thousand chances that some word spoken may
stir the breast and lead to noble resolve, which
shall bear fruit of noble living. Something may
be justly said of the dulness of many preachers,
and of the advantage of reading a really good
sermon at home; but we are not considering so
much the sermon as the benefit to the immature
nature of habitually presenting itself as a worshiper before God.
In any given congregation, nine-tenths of
those over forty years of age would tell you that,
as children, they were obliged to go to church,
and that often very unwillingly. They were educated in those things pertaining to the spiritual
part of their being; and education implies regular
and constant and long-continued attention to
certain subjects. If it were possible to strip you
of the moral and spiritual fiber which has resulted from this early recognition of spiritual facts,
you would learn the .importance of such training.
Happily for you, it has entered into the life of
your soul, and can never be separated from it.
Can you afford, 0 Christian mothers! to be indifferent to these advantages for your children?
There was One, of whom we read .that, being
in his own city on the Sabbath day, he went, "as
his custom was," into the synagogue. How
meager must have seemed to him the worship of
that Jewish synagogue! And yet, "as his custom was," and again, "as he was wont," he entered on the Sabbath day into the synagogue.-

Sunday-sc!tool Times.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

A brother who earnestly desires to labor in the
Master's vinevard, requests your faith and pray·
ers that the Lord may restore his health and remove other impediments in his way, to the end
that he may labor to bring souls into the kingdom.
Sr. E. Hightower, Beattie, Kansas asks your
·faith and prayers, that if it is God's will she may
be healed and the Lord manifest a sense of his
divine approval, or show her the hindering cause
between herself and a knowledge of His love.
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A friend ot Sr. Lilli Eden, ot" Queens Ferry,
Victoria, requests your faith and prayers in her
behalf. Her unwavering faith under severe af·.
fliction and heroic and patient endurance of suffering, commend her to your most earnest faith
and prayers.
Sr. P. A, Casler, Leslie, Michigan, requests
your faith and prayers that God may heal her
and spare her to her family, if it be his holy will.
Sr. L. M. Bagley, of the same place also request your prayers in her behalf.
My mother, Sr. Matilda Davison, has been
suffering from an affliction of the head, since her
removal from Nova Scotia to Missouri. I desire
the prayers of the Union in her behalf, thrt she
might be releived of that affliction, and that she
might rejoice more abundantly in the latter day
work.
. SR. EMMA.
HOME CoLUM.N MISSIONARY FUND.

Feb. 27, Amount to date .............. $2,486 48
Sr. Sopia Milgate, Cal.. $r oo
S. E. & C. Laughlin, I a.. 7.5
Bro. James Cairns, Kan .. r oo
A Sister, Nev ........... 2 oo
Sr. Rosa B. Cummings,
Mich ................. 30
Sr. Sarah M.Snllivan, Me.r oo
Sr. J. C. Tipton, Tex ..... I 2.5
7 30
Mar. 6, Amount received to date ..... $2:49378
(l:l!r'Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

SPRINGDALE, Ark.

Sr. Frances:-Even now the dreamy languor
of the balmy sunlit Sabbath stillness is broken
by the shrill whistle of the train that hurries
across the plateau where our vision is bounded
by Gerald Mountain, and we feel that here in
these wooded solitudes we are not alone. Albeit,
we were moping a bit, and half repining as we
thought of the dear Saints so far from us in their
meetings and sunday-school&; but only to yon
may we confide these unspoken longings. We
would not murmur; there are so many blessings
to recall us to a sense of duty and gratitude,
how can we?
What a beautiful winter day! The sun is
beaming warm and summer-like over all natnr,e,
a cool, refreshing breeze sways the forest's
brown leaves and bends the slender boughs of
shrub. and rose-vine. The outer doors stand
open and the cheery wood fire of early morning
has faded and waned to a few expiring embers
enwrapped in feathery white ashes on the stone
hearth. Birds are flitting about singing and
chirping in their unconscious praise. There is
little or no real winter here-not what a northerner calls winter. Only an occasional day of
blustering, chilly wind, a sllght fall of snow, or a
cold rain or s!eet storm. Judging from the experience of last winter and up to the present we
can say the climate is, altogether, desirable.
To the repeated inquiry from the many corresponding friends, "How do you like Arkansas
by this time?" may be answered, "As well and in
some respects better than at first." This is not a
really progressive, driving, money-making locality. The soil is not rich and productive for every
variety of crop. But fruits and most vegetables
do well, if properly cultivated-especially fruit.
Such a home could be made here, with a moderate competency, as would satisfy most people
who prize good water, desirable climate, healthful atmosphere and cheap fuel, to say nothing of

the varied and delicious fruits that abound. But
money is scarce and business dull-always-we
premise; at present we know this to be the erase.
It is not a country to make large profits and increase capital, but one possessed of several
marked advantages. A family of Saints with a
child of two or three years that was very fragile
and delicate, with a constant expression of suffering on its wan little face. came here in January of last year from Nebraska, remaining in
Springdale until November; and the puny, sickly baby they brought had merged into a rosy,
happy, jolly, romping child, the picture of
health and strength. And now this same family,
who returned to Nebraska about two months
ago, write that they made a grand mistake in
leaving here and are longing for the sunny
south land again. The native mossbacks as they
are sometimes called are peculiar in many ways,
judging from our point of view, No doubt we
are just as peculiar in their eyes. But there are
as warm, true hearts here as we ever met.
Strangers have done for us what many of our
more enlightened brothers and sisters would not
do for any one. Some of these are not so ignorant as one might suppose. I was called to a
neighbor's, born. and raised in the woods of
Washington county, a fragile little woman, quiet
and unobtrusive. We found every arrangement
made, every possible want provided for and
everything according to the most approved ideas,
Then when the round-faced baby boy was wrapped up and cuddled down by the fire we were
told that the little stranger's wardrobe was in a
certain trunk. It was only September, but yet
the careful providence of the little mothe~ had
long sleeved flannel shirts, flannel skirts-soft
bl ne flannel-with gored waist and sleeves of the
some, and Mother Hubbard dresses with deep
yoke. Yon should see that baby now. The
picture of plumpness, purity, health and good
nature.
May God help us to fulfill our mission in life.
PERLA WILDE.
HoLDEN, Mo., Feb. roth.
Dear Szster Frances:-It has been a long long
time since I have entered our "charmed circle,"
not because I have not had an interest in it, no
not that, but because of a multiplicity of cares
which surround me, and having very poor health
it seems as though I can not make haste any
more, for like many more I am wending my way
toward the "sere and yellow leaf." I felt urged
of the Spirit to send my mite to you today, and
not put oft' even till tomorrow. The year now
past has gone where many before it have, never,
never to return, and the question occurs to me
what have I accomplished? I have striven hard
and earnestly. Have I overcome? Have I gained any victory? I believe 1 have. I beiieve I
have learned something. I have learned to wait
and trust; I have learned that I can get comfort
and Ifeace even in silent communion with God
and my own heart, and though my ways of life
are hedged around completely, yet in Christ I
have perfect liberty. Oh! this glorious gospel
of truth. How grand, how lovely it is! How it
expands and brightens and intemifies the more
we study it and the more we try to live by it!
I desire to know more of it, to test Its power
more pedectly, though I have never had the
shadow of a doubt of its truth since I came into
it. I would love to be useful to my heavenly

Father in some way, and if I can serve him acceptably in suffering bodily or mental anguish, I
am willing so to suffer; yet, like many others, I
have my days of discouragement and days when
I feel that I could endure all things. So it is
with my health. One day I am up both mentally and spiritually, then I am down again; but
never have I doubted the truth of this latter day
work. I am so glad that my heavenly Father
deemed me worthy to enter this work, and I
shall ever strive and pray that I may be counted
worthy to be called by the name of Latter Day
Saint, while I live. I desire to live so humbly
and keep myself in innocency, that I may have
his blessed spirJt for my guide through the troubled scenes of life, and that I may have an abundant entrance into his presence at such time as I
may be called hen-:e.
I wish to tell yon how our branch is getting
along and believe there are many who will read
this letter, poor though it be, and will feel to rejoice as I rejoice, when told what I shall relate.
But I digress. Our branch is in good working
order. As to numbers we have not increased as
perhaps we might desire, but a good feeling exists and we have the help of the Spirit when we
meet for prayer and testimony, and altogether
we feel to rejoice; and thongh many have been
sick and some helpless ones are among us, yet
we feel comforted and encouraged. Sister Lain
still languishes in helplessness. Pray for her,
brethren and sisters, that God may release her.
Bro. Lain has also been down but is much better
at present. I am told Bro. and Sr. Scarcliff have
both been confined to the house the most part of
the winter. Sr. Scarc!iff with La Grippe-has
been very ill. It was while watching with her
in the evening that her sister, Sister Nancy Johnson, was in the act of gapping, as we often do
when tired and weary, that her jaw dropped out
of its socket. This has happened to her twice
before in her life, when it was nec~·ssary to send
for a physician to replace it; but at this time she
was alone with Bro. and Sr. Scarcliff-the boys,
Frederick and William being away. Of course
this was a most distressing state to be in. All of
them helpless, so it seemed, and much frightened;
but being heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ,
they seemed to know that "man's extremity is
God's opportunity," and Sr. Scarcliff said, "Harry get the oil. God knows our helpless condition, and if ever in our lives he will help us, he
will do so now. Let us call upon him for help."
And so they did, those three helpless mortals;
one not able to kneel, being sick in bed. But
they prayed and Sr. Johnson told me yesterday,
she never heard Bro. Scarcliff pray with- the
power of the Spirit in her life as he did then, and
she said that before he had finished she felt as it
were her jaw lifted gently, softly, lovingly into
place as if a soft, gentle, loving hand had pressed
it into its socket; and she said to me, "Sister
Simpson, I never can tell any one how I felt.
Wh;tt a feeling of joy, and gladness, and thankfulness came over me! I shall never forget that
feeling if I live a hundred years!" Oh! 1 saints
of latter days, ought we not to lift up our heads
and rejoice when we know that fie blesses his
faithful ones just the same as he did eighteen
hundred years ago? It makes me feel that I am
willing to suffer, if needs be, for even the privilege of knowing there are those in this day and
age who can and do have the blessings, as in
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days of old. Surely such a gospel is worth suffering for, and I feel willing to suffer persecution
and to have my name cast out as evil for the
truth's sake; and I pray God that he will ever
keep me humble and contrite and willing to suffer for his dear name's sake.
Your sister,
EMMA W. SIMPSON.
LucAs, Iowa, Jan. 2rst.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-I have
often thought I would like to write a few lines to
the Column, but being unable to edify or strengthen any one I have kept silent. But praise God I
have found many things in the sister's letters.
We sisters are ofttimes blessed in Lucas with the
Spirit of God in our prayer hour. Two weeks
ago we had such a good meeting I will never forget it. Dear old sister Foster, how she prayed
and sang and praised God_. Oh, sisters, how my
heart rejoices in this gospel. But I know I have
many things to overcome. My greatest stumbling block is my own temper. But I pray the
Lord to give me strength. There are quite a few
sisters left here whom we dearly love. Some
have gone to other parts to try to better their
temporal affairs. I ask your prayers in my behalf that I may be able to take the advice so often
given, to "Come up higher," for I want to improve the talent God has given me, if it is only
one.
ANN BODEN.
MILLERSBURG, Ill., Feb. rst.
Dear Sisters:-! am striving to bring my little
loved ones up In .the fear and admonition of the
Lord. My desire is to instruct them daily, while
young, to walk in the straight and narrow way,
for the promise is when they are old they will
not depart from it. Oh, how my heart is made
sad to see the children of saints grow up in the
ways of the world and out of the true go_spel, in
stead of seeking the Lord and his ways in meekness. When we see the great necessity of true
men and \~omen-in this latter day work, our families should be foremost in our attention, every
day trying to imj>lant some good principle on
their minds and if possible bring them up with a
truer conception of tlte gospel, keeping constantly before them the lessons of duty and self-dependence, for we know not the day when they
may be left to stand alone without the wise counsel and tender care of father and mother, and if
not too young, the ho~e lessons will ever be a
guide for their feet in future iife. My desire is
for the triumph of the work. My companion is
casting in his mite with the rest of God's servants, to proclaim the gospel as restored In these
the last days, and is away from home the most of
the time, but I have not been called upon to
make the sacrifice that some have for this great
work, but hope if ever it be required of me that
I may be enabled to say as said of old, "Thy will,
not mine be done."
Your sister in Christ,
c. A. WHEELER.
. SuLLIVAN STATION, Ala., Feb. 3d.
Dear Sister Frances:-I am one of the isolated
ones, and have not heard a Latter Day Saint sermon in three years. I am a widow with a family
to support and have very little time to read to
my children or instruct them, and I desire an interest in the sisters' prayers that 1 may be en-
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dowed with power from on high, and that my
mind may know how to instruct my dear children. I have two bright sons and one daughter
and am desirous that they may hear and receive
the gospel. My sons are fitteen and sixteen
years of age, and living as we do so far away
from the church, I am fearful that they will be
led astray. Oh, do pray for them, that the Lord
may keep, guide and direct them, that they may
be good christian men. Dear sisters, pray for
me that I may hold out faithful to the end.
Your sister in the one faith,
FANNIE A. LEATHERWOOD.

HARTFORD CITY, W.Va., Feb.zist.
Editors Herald:--This morning while in meditation my eyes view the surrounding landscape,
revealing in fantastic display the handiwork of
God, the roliing Ohio flush with the waters of a
thousand tributaries flows complacently onward
in its "march to the sea;" the birds warble their
notes of gladness and their plaintive melody
comes with a cadence that is inexpressibly sweet,
all evincing their submissiveness to God who
notes the sparrows fall and heeds the ravens
plea; but man, stubborn, rebellious man, goes
heedlessly on, noting not the admonitions of
warning which are rife in the land. The increase
of crime, the Calvinistic dissensions, the distrust,
envy, and selfish animosity manifested by professed Christendom; the "angel of death" with
his epidemics, scourges and foreign pests; the
warlike attitude of the nations of the east, together with the unparalleled change of seasons,
point only too clearly to the near approach of
Messiah's reign and final triumph.
Since my last communication I have labored
with untiring zeal to fulfill the trust reposed in
me. As communicated to you by card, I spoke
once at Coalton, Ohio, a prosperous mining town,
but Christian charity being as rare as the teeth
of a domestic fowl, hall rent high, and no money,
we quietly withdrew until more favorable opportunities are presented. The following Sunday I repaired to the home of our estimable
brother, J. L. Goodrich, and after a short rest necessitated by a five miles tramp with budget in
·,hand, I was ushered into the large and commodious school-house in near proximity thereto,
when I preached twice during the day af\d announced services for the week. Durinrr the seven
weeks spent there, ~nd in the surrounding
neighborhood, I delivered forty-three sermons,
resulting in the baptism of eight.
I had no sooner commenced my labor, however, before Satan and his willing emissarie~com
menced their nefarious work of opposition and
persecution, and for six weeks many of the evils
resorted to in the past were re-enacted. We
were denounced from the pulpit, maligned by the
press, scorned by the bigot, and believed by the
few. I received two challenges for debate, both
of which collapsed on viewing the bulwarks
reared by the ?efense. I visited the first assailant,
a Baptist minister, at his own chapel. He seemed
very kind and aimable, first trying to dissuade
me from my purpose, stating if I would leave
this "deluded set." come over on the side of
right and get the grace of God in my heart, and
with the talent I possessed I could accomplish a

great work and win laurels of honors from the
world! He soon learned the metal of which I
was composed and closed his colloquy with a
ilisgusting harangue. He positively declined to
debate in any shape or form.
After the terminus of my protracted effort,
when many thought the "Mormon" h;;d flown,
theM. E. Pastor of Byer announced a two-nights
lecture on Mormonism! Well, I went and ere
he had spoken many minutes I felt an utter repugnance for him, for in reading the foul vituperations ofthe sensational writers and "Mormon
Exposers" never have I found one so utterly devoid of principle. He depicted Joseph Smith in
the most disgusting aspect, charging him
with all the immoralities of Utah, and then stated that I was the worst of the two! In his closing remarks he spoke as follows: "Drive them
outf Drive them to the owls and the bats! Let
us rid ourselves of these traitors-bandits banded
together for the overthrow of our government!"
He accused us of polygamy and said we practiced it in their midst!
At the close I requested permission to respond
but was peremptorily refused. I however announced a reply for the following Thursday
evening. As soon as the audience was dismissed
and ere they had dissembled, Bro. Goodrich and
I accosted the "Rev. D. D!' and in mild terms
requested an explanation for such treatment, but
ere we had spoken scarce a dozen words the cry
was heard, "Drive them out!" etc., and was reiterated again and again all over the house. In
a moment a burly member of the pastor's congregation seized us an,~ I was hustled to the
"mourner's bench" (for the first time in my life)
and finally towards the door. Soon friends came
forward and we were released, and had it not
been for the popularity of Bro. Goodrich there is
no doubt we would have fared badly; but strange
to say, we had no fear nor spirit of resentment,
but peace and resignation to God filled our breast.
And now America, thou land of freedom, The
cradle of Christendom! Can this be the result
of thy teachings, thev object,, thy aim! Can
ministers mount the rostrum and the pulpit to
malign and falsely accuse an innocent.and i'noffensive people, instigating the populace to mobviolence and riot, culminating in endangering
the lives of your citizens? Is there no redress?
O, God, how long until Tltou wilt avenge thyself against these enemies of truth and freedom!
On Thursday evening as appointed, I addressed a crowded house for nearly three hours, dealing with principle and not personality. All
seemed satisfied with the effort. The next week
I received a notice as follows, from the pen of
an aspiring preacher:
"To whom it may concern: This is to notify
Latter Day Saint Mormons and Utah Mormons
and Joe Smith sympathizers that there is danger
close at hand, and t<;> those who will let them in
school-houses the same. Take a trip for your
health, Mormons. We mean business.
COMMITTEE."
Five of these were tacked up along the principal thoroughfares. Of course we left--when
we got ready.
The result of the last attempt to vanquish us
secured four more members, making twelve in
· all. The last four I ieft for Bro. Goodrich to
b>ptize. Many others are on the, verge of entrance, and if the work is properly conducted by
wise and efficient labor, always exemplifying the
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graces of Chrst-meekness and forbearancetime will witness a large ingathering there. Although perseeution was so bitter, still we had·
good audiences and excellent attention. I stopped C•ne week at Vale's Mills and delivered five
discourses while there. I stopped one night at
Wilkesville and preached to a select gathering;
thence on to this place. Through the interpm.ition of friends I secured the uEe of the Baptist
Church of this city. I have spoken twice to
good audiences. At the terminus of my effort
last night the principle members invited me to
occupy the pulpit next Sabbath morning. One
trustee stated he would individually give one
hundred dollars to retain such a preacher. To
God be the glory! Little do they realize wherein lies our strength.
In company with the missionary in charge, I
leave for Wheeling, West Virginia, on Monday
next to attend the district conference which convenes on March rst and 2d. I addressed the
Saints at Syracuse on last Sabbath. Found Bro.
Matthews some better, but still bearing evidence
of weakness resulting from his late illness.
Yours for truth,
T. W. WILLIAMS.
LooKOUT, Cal., Feb. 19th.
Dear Herald:- The earth in this part is wrapt
in a mantle of snow, and travel has almost ceased,
and all the comfort we can have from earthly
power anct friends is in reading your precious
columns, which are a great pleasure to us, as we
can see what the good Master is doing for his
people that serve him aright. We feel that it is
our duty to let our brethren and sisters know
what he has done for us in this lonely place,
hoping that others who are where they can not
meet with the Saints may take courage and
strength; for if \>V,e are alone we are not forgotten by Him who hears the ravens cry. My wife,
Frances Turnbull, wrote to the Prayer Union,
asking prayers that she might be restored to
health if it was the Lord's will. I was called
away at the time and was detained eleven days,
and .she was taken with a severe paih in the
head which I knew nothing of. I got within
eight miles of home, and it being late I stayed
over nignt with a friend. We talked late on the
blessings of the last dispensation of the gospel.
But when I retired to bed sleep was taken from
me, and I could see my wife in pain every time I
shut my eyes. Oh, what a night it was to me!
Next morning I started home afoot, and through
the snow and ice with a heavy heart I bent my
way, reaching home late in the evening. And
oh, with what an anxious look when I came in
sight! Watching every move I saw my two
children start to meet me; but where was the
other one that for twenty-five long years had
never failed to come to greet me? She was too
weak, but she got to the door. Then I saw her
as I had seen her the night before, in great pain,
her eyes sunken, her cheeks pale, her flesh gone.
Oh, how I felt! I 'cheered her up all I could and
she told me she had written to the Hemld for the
prayers of the Saints.
That was an awful night! All was dark
and gloom. I offered up our evening prayer, but
all was darkness, the wind roaring around our
house, and it seemed to me that all the devils
were turned losse and that we were lost and condemned. We went to bed, but it was impossible
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to sleep on that awful night!
Next day I rPad
the Scripture all day while my wife groaned and
suffered. Night came, and still the wind roared
around. My daughter and I began to sing, and
the first light that came to me came while we
sang the second verse of hymn seventy, which
says:
"When dark clouds of trouble hang o'e1· us,
And threaten our peace to destroy."

I thought that was the time and I knew that
deliverance was near. The light was grand; the
Spirit had come. We bowed in prayer while
tears of joy filled each eye and the Spirit •aid,
"Do your duty." We then rose and blessing the
oil as commanded, anointed her, the Spirit guiding, commanded the pain to be rebuked. It was
done at once and we had a perfect feast of singing and prayer. The wind then seemed to fetch
holy messengers in <:ve'ry blast and that night
was joy, but next day a small symptom of the
pain returned and grew worse at night. I administered to her again and got the promise that
all would be well soon if we done our duty. On
the third night after I administered to her again,
and the promise was verified, thanks be to the
Lord's holy name.
Dear brothers and sisters, be not discouraged
even if you are alone. God is with you. We
ask your prayers that we may be faithful.
Your brother and sister,
ELDER LEWIS and
SR. FRANCES TURNBULL.

WESTFORK, Ind., February 27th.
Dear Herald:-Our courage is renew<>d for the
great latter day work as its progress is heralded
through the world from all quarters.
We hear
of its succe•s wherever the field is occupied by
its faithful devotees; and we rejoice to see the
old creed that was fastened upon the people in
the midnight darkness of superstition and priestcraft giving away to the angelic administration.
Babylon is fallen, is fallen l
It is cheering to those that have borne the burden in the heat of the day to know that God iB
not slack concerning his promises; that His word
will not return to him void, but will accomplish
the purpooe for which he has sent it. Every indication shows that Joseph Smith was a prophet,
even without the dire<"! testimony to those who
have accepted the work inaugurated through
him. Seeing then that we are encompassed with
such a.cloud of witnesses, how shall we escape
if we ~eglect so great a salvation. Then, brethren, let us not fall out by the way, but press on
till we reach the prize, even glory, honor and
eternal life. What if we do meet trial and heartaches? Christ our preceptor bore all for us, and
he knows how to give relief if we take everything
to Him in prayer.
Our success depends on our own actions; and
if we all do our duty and act as the Spirit and
God's Word directs, God will bless us, and that
io worth everything. What if our cloth is hardly presentable in the cities, and if we are not
Blairs or Forscutts or Gillen&?
If we do our
duty we will get our reward.
Bro. Duncan, labor on. Thank God that
we have such men as these in the church! We
can do the rough work; prepare the way for
these men, and those that receive the word in
good and honest hearts will rejoice, and when
the curtain of eternity is lifted then all the faith-

ful ones will rejoice together. Mav we all learn
our duty, then do it; then no power can do us
harm.
Since we came from Kentucky we have been
laboring in Dubois county, this state, and organized a branch known as the Bird's branch; with
17 members. We had a very attentive audience
at Mentor; also at Birds Eye, and an urgent invitation to return, at Mentor, also at Hillham in
Martin county. There is one L. D. Saint near
Hill ham, but we could not go; the Ia grippe was
in our neighborhood and I just got home in time
for the burying of my wife'~ mother. Several
deaths resulted from La grippe or with complicated disPase with it. We are now just able to
write. We think the work is gainin2: here.
More anon,
V. D. BAGGERLY.
DALLAS, Texas, February, 2rst.
Dem· Herald:-I feel like expressing my gratitude to God through your invaluable pages,
that He has snatched me as a brand from the
burning, that me and mine are counted among
the sheep of his pasture and are feeding beside
still waters.
Notwithstanding our small trials
we are at peace with God and man. I say small
trials, because mine, will not bear comparison
with the troubles that some of the former and
latter day Saints had to endur~. These last two
weeks I have been under a small cloud, that Is to
say I lost my work for bebg a so-called "Mormon," or in other words, for testifying against
the blasphemous conversation of the men, and of
the restored gospel.
Some might think that a
small matter-being out of work three weeks,
and not worth notice. Perhaps not; but, dear
Herald, these last few months I have reasoned
this way: "Is it right for me to have a table load.ed with good things and myself and family to be
clothed in fine linen &c., whilst some of my
brethren, aye the brethren of Jesus Christ, are
poorly fed and clothed? Nay verily. Do I wish
to be equal with them In the celestial world?
Then let there be equality here."
The tempter has whispered to me, "You are
not called upon to tithe your property; it is encumbered."
Just so, Mr. Devil, but Jesus said
"Take up your cross daily." If we only do what
we are commanded to do we are unprofitable and
slothful servants.
"Tithe your debts," said
· Bishop Blakeslee.
Glory be to God, I am willing to lay self and all I have and all I hope for,
at the feet of Him who loved us unto death, even
"the death of the cross." God forbid that Joseph
and Hyrum and other brethren of like precious
faith should be the only ones to prove their love
to God by living and dying for His cause, nay,
may me and mine be included amongst such worthy company. Perhaps some would ask what I
am doing? Not very much, doing what my
brethren have to do, practicing economy, paying
my debts, &c., and when I am out of work, I am
as they are. Some people might think us mean
the way we live. Does it pay? Yes; let me teH you
something.
When I drank tea and coffee and
spent money on other supposed luxuries' I was
like one of Pharoah's lean kine, a subject of dys·
pepsia; now I am getting to be like Pharoah's
favored kine.
A few months back I was three
hundred dollars in debt. I am nearly free now.
I have given how much? Nay, that is a secret
between the Lord and family.
Saints of God,
are you in debt? ''Tithe your debts."
Are you
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in difficulty? Make a covenant with the Father
of all mercies that if he will help you out you
will do your best for his servants. Your paths
will be made smooth and your debts will vanish!
Last night I came home weary in body and in
mind from several causes. Before retiring to
rest I said to Sr. Waterman: "I don't quite understanu why we are passing through this trial."
Her answer was: "Trials are to work two ways
sometimes."
I asked her meaning. She said:
"The Le>rd said, 'Try me and see if I will not
open the windows of heaven,'" &c. The words
came like a new revelation to me, as our funds
were very low.
I did try the Lord and the answer came with the light of next day ;-employment was brought to me.
Bro. E. W. Nunley wrote me a few weeks
since asking me to visit some of his relatives and
preach for them, at a place called Letot about
eight miles from Dallas. I went, but could not
find them. I left a few kind words and a "tract"
at each house, till I arrived at the house of~Mr.
Letot (for whom the place is named.) After introducing myself I stated the object of my visit,
and handed him a tract. He read it, then called
his wife and told her to read it. "Oh," she said,
"you are Mormons." Before I had time to reply
Mr. Letot told her to look at the quotation from
the Book of Mormon. I told him that I would
like to preach there.
He said he would be glad
for me to do so, and would guarantee me the use
of the School-house, and made me welcome at
his house any time I wished to preach, &c. I
felt much encouraged bt>cause he is a man of
much influence, having ten renters on his farm
besides the hands he employs about the house,
store and cotton gin. On the follov.ing Sabbath
I went and was kindly welcomed, preaching to
them.
The subject was the Godhead, and the Spirit
gave me my text.
"Ye worship ye know not
what; we know what we worship, &c."
I enjoyed the aid of the Holy Spirit.
On leaving,
they shook hal"\ds with me and said it was plain,
and all according to Scripture.
I asked for an
expression of their wishes as to preaching there
again, and all voted, aye.
Last Sabbath I
preached again.
I held services for two hours,
with larger congregation, good feeling and
splendid attention.
·
·
The first one to oppose was the first one to say,
"Come to my house and stay with me." Mr. Letot says I must always stay with kim.
I thank
God and take courage. Pray for me.
Wm. WATERMAN.
LEXINGToN, Tenn., Feb. 21st.
Dear Herald:-Your columns are filled with
light and knowledge from that fountain which
never runs dry; and if it was not for the weekly
visits of the Herald to this part of the country we
would have to feed on the husks that Babylon
gives to her subjects and tell them it is pure and
good for the soul, and that the good Husbandman that once fed his shepherds on such good
and holy food that it caused them to behold
future events and to see vi:;ions and have their
sick healed and all things whatsoever they
would ask for in faith, has taken all this kind of
diet away and will never again send or bring
any such holy food to our hungry souls; nor
must we ask for it, nor tell our neighbors to believe that God is the same yesterday, to-day and
forever; and that he changes not .. We must not

tell them that he has sent a prophet in this en·
lightened age; we do not need them; they are
an imposition upon their great institutions of
learning. I say that if we would do as the prodigal son did, arise and say, We know that our
Father in heaven Is the same unchangeable God,
yesterday, to-day and forever, we will go, for his
table is spread with all kinds of precious frui•s,
and his servants' are called and quaJifi.
ed to administer the bread of life to our hungry
souls-our souls will always be filled.
Vo/e are but few in number here, and are surrounded with all kinds of doctrines claiming to
be doctrines of Christ, all having a form of godliness, but they deny the power thereof. We ask
an interest in the prayers ot the Saints in our behalf, that instead of being overcome by such
doctrines our godly work and honest dealing
towards them may save them from that awful
darkness they are fast approaching unless they
speedily repent.
Yours in the one faith,
J. H. SCOTT.
NEWARK, N.J., Feb. r9th.
Editors Herald:-I have now been a member
of the Rem~ganized Church of Jesus Christ about
a year and a half, and can truly testify that I
know there is a power greater than that of man
directing the work and blessing those engaged in
it. Because the Spirit leads us to be good ancJ do
good, also because the same effects follow thereception of the Spirit in faith that followed during
the days of the universally (among Christians,
called and so-called) recognized apostles, and as
an apparently universal and also unchangeable
law of God is: that the same cause will produce
the same effect always and forever, under the
same conditions. I am convinced. and assert that
the same Spirit is the animating power of this
work in the latter days, and that any work, in
which the effect is lacking, must also lack the
cause.
I have been partially isolated from my branch
and its membe,rs for about a year, but I have tried
to do as much good work for the Master as I
could advisably do. I might perhaps have attempted more than I have done, but I feel justified in that I have been blessed in what I have
been able to do, and feel" the approval of the
Spirit that I have done what I was fitted for, inasmuch as I have, with the aid of the Spirit, tried
so to live that my life would endorse my talk,
and lead to investigation of the religion that I
always uphold as the true rule of human life and
effort. My prayer is that I may grow in grace,
and knowledge of the truth until I am fitted for
greater efforts in the knowledge and service of
the Master.
I b.ave received, as I believe from the Spirit, an
explanation of the passage of the argument of
Jacob, as found on page onoe hundred and sixteen
of the Lamoni edition of the Book of Mormon,
which passage is so often quoted by the elders of
the apostasy, as a nullification of the command
against polygamy. I refer to this clause: "For
if I will, saith the Lord of hosts, raise up seed
unto me, I will command my people; otherwise,
they shall hearken unto these things." The argument of the elders of the apostacy are probably
known to all, and consists in the assumption that
polygamy was the command that was to be given to the people; but this is a fallacy in my opin-

ion, and I will now proceed to give the explanation I have to give, and if I err I ask correction.
·If the idea is weli-known and correct, I have never heard it given, and the publication of it again
would be useful to the younger ones who are
sometimes called upon to defend their faith
against polygamic supporters.
In order to obtain a proper understanding of
this subject, we must unrlerstand the original
cause of the desire for many wives, and the adoption of polygamy in consequence. Among the
ancient races, and especial! y among the the Israelitish people, and their kindrt'd peoples-and
yet more especially among the children of Israel themselves, a large family was at once an object of pride and a manifest advantage in the
struggle for existence, ir.asmuch as their sons
grew up to be warriors, and warriors were advantageous to defend their lives and possessions
from their surrounding enemies; that is were
so in a human sense, in which the tendency always has been to consider human might as being
the true test of right, and therefore to make the
arrn of flesh their trust, and depend upon human
force rather than divine wisdom. In the com.
mon course of nature, one man can readily be the
progenitor and father of more offspring than one
mother can bear and care for, and consequently
in order to increase the number of his offspring
and attain his pride and supposed advantage of
numbers and "build up his kingdom'' according
to his human wisdom, the multiplication, or addition if you please, of mothers was resorted to
and as a result, in order that equal authority
might exist over this multiplied progeny, polygmy, or equality amo·1g the mothers was naturally a result, and all were recognized as wives,
whose social station entitled them to an equality,
and to others the custom of concubinage gave a
quasi-legality to the relation and consequent authority of the father to be a ruler over them and
thus make practical use of their increased number. In spite of precedent and precept to the
contrary this custom prevailed among the Israelites, ~hose history shows them as being
more inclined to trust their own knowledge and
power, in preference to tha·l' of the Lord of hosts
except in times of unexampled troubles and punishments, brought upon them by their own inclinations to put their trust in themselves and their
own wisdom. This tendency appeared among
their d~scendants on this continent and one of
the outcrops was in the line of this same desire
for unnaturally large families and obtaining
them by the human device of polygamy. But
the Lord of hosts had chosen them to become a
people more advanced in his ways than their
forefathers; even as the Israelites were a people
more advanced than their immediate kindred
and peoples; and by his prophet Jacob he proclaims·the law against polygamy in language too
forcible to be mistaken, and in setting forth the
celestial law, Jacob is commissioned to proclaim
also the will of the Lord about this desire of the
people to raise up a seed unto themselves in such
manner that others of their brethren were deprived of the right and opportunity to raise up a
family at all, as the members of the sexes are
naturally about equal; and the will of the Lord
of hosts is stated to be "that if he will that they
raise up a seed unto him," or for his service in
any way, that "he will command them," (to enter
, intopolygamy,and aggrandize lhemselves,!lt tq.e
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expense of ti)e rights of their brethren, as stated
by the elders of the apostacy ?) No! Such a thing
is not mentioned, not even hinted at, but in&tead,as
I understand the prophecy of rebuke, that he will
command them in his own way by the laws of
nature by which the fertility of eac.h one's wife
would be quickened in the Lord's own way, and
the aggregate results in multiplication of the
people to work out the will of the Lord would
be incomparably greater than polygamy could
ever accomplish. No man's right to fatherhood,
and as an honored member of the people carrying forward the purposes of the Lord of hosts,
would be disregarded as it is in the human arrangement, but all would participate in the joys
and the honors of such a fatherhood, as brethren
should do in all things, both joyful and sorrowful.
Then the command "otherwise, they shall hearken unto these things," becomes plain and logical
and beautifully in harmony with the law of the
Lord; for as he has stated that if he will raise up
seed unto himself he will command· his people
thus to do. He finally forbids them to attempt
this result in their own unlawful and unjust way,
aggrandizing one at the expense of many; but
they must subdue their desire for great numbers
of offspring, and "hearken to these things,"
which are commands against polygamy, and
wait the Lord's own time and command for the
raising up of seed unto him. In conclusion, I
can find or see no reference to polygamy in this
clause, but to raising up a seed unto the Lord of
hosts; and a confounding of that idea with polygamy appears to me to be a bright example and a
triumph of human sophistry, and exemplification
of the old proverb, "The wish is father to the
thought."
The Herald is highly prized and a welcome
friend, and from its pages I often get great help
and encouragement, but once in a while, I see
things that prove a hindrance rather than· a help,
For instance, in the issue ot February 15th, No.
7, page ror, near the top of the third column, an
inquiry regarding fortune-tellers is answered in a
manner that ill accords with my conception of
the divinity and the dignity of the latter day
work. Not a reference is made to the mandates
of God, but as if it were admissible, yet foolish to
do so. Yet Isaiah 8: 19 and Deuteronomy r8:
10-12 are especially clear upon this point, the latter declaring that those who do this "are an
abomination to the Lord," who is the same yesterday to-day and forever. Also see I Chronicles ro: 13 and Leviticus 19: 31 for further clear
denunciations. Now, I am one of the least
among this people, yet I desire to raise my note
of warning against giving "opportune" or human
counsel, when the Lord has spoken so clearly on
the &ubject. Hoping that we may ever battle for
the right, and that God by his Spirit will enable
us to become worthy servants, one and all, I
close. Yours in hope of eternal life,
jAMES W. EASTON.
KEALVILLE, Kan., Feb. 27th.
Dear Herald:-I am thankful to say I am a
follower of Christ. My wife and I were baptized
the fourth of last August and I have not regretted
the step I took. I thank my Father in heaven
that I was baptized and that l had the privilege
of hearing his holy gospel preached. Dear Saints,
how thankful we ought to be that we have the
privilege of hearing the gospel in these latter

days, and that we can have part iri the first resurrection if we only believe and obey God's c9mmandments. How it fills my soul with joy when
I reap the holy Bible and see that I can live
with Christ a thousand years on earth if I obey
and keep his commandments!
I have had better health since I was baptized
than I ever had, and I thank God for it. I have
a boy two years old who was healed of the chills
and yellow janders, and he has gained in flesh
and been healthy ever since.
We have a little
branch here and I hope we will keep our lamps
trimmed and burning, that others may see and
come to it.
I will say of this work that I know it is true.
I have received many blessings and am determined to press on and serve God.
s·. M. ELDER.
BOSTON, Mass., Feb. 24th.
Editors Herald:-The proposed discussion with
the Christadelphians at Brooklyn, New York,
will not take place. The Christadelphians, after
all of their bluster, backed out. Their committe
on arrangements seemed to be in earnest and
quite anxious to have the discussion, but their
church refused to furnish the man just as we
were ready to commence operations. The announcement that the discussion would be reported by a stenographer appears to have had a
quieting effect on them. They were the challenging parties and the agreement. was that they
would furnish a representative man of their
faith to stand for their side-Mr. Roberts, of
England (as he was in America at the time of
the proposed debate), or Mr. Williamson, of Waterloo, Iowa, or some other capable representative
with whom they were willing to trust their interests. The committee, who had not learned so
much about the Christadel phians as others know,
really thought ·them in earnest and that their
church could beat the world, and meant what i.t
said. They took a first lesson, however, and
found out Lhat there are some "tricks in our trade"
as well as in others. They said they were ashamed of the way their church acted in the matter;
that they did what they could to get it to furnish
a man, and asked that our society release them
from all blame in the matter, which they did by
vote. There was a division in their church in
New York City recently, and the man they
thought of getting to stand for them in the debate
withdrew from the church. But this did notrelease them from the obligation of furnishing a
man, so that it was a square back down.
In view of this action, and the following found
in one of their tracts, entitled "Living Again,"
which was lying on our pulpit or desk when I
was in Brooklyn last week, is, it appears to me,
in very bad taste:
"There are but few regular occupants of the
pulpit who have the courage boldly to attack the
Christadelphians; they have more discretion; we
can hear sometimes that this and the other
preacher has attacked us,· and perhaps stated
what is not true concerning us, but they seldom
advertize the aftack for fear of the consequences,
for a thorough discussion of the subject not unfrequently ends in loss to them of some of their
best workers and most enlightened heares, as it
ever will do when men desire nothing but the
truth. But the shrinking from a manly defence
of their doctrines is nothing but moral cowardice."

There has been a wonderful lamb-like disposition manifest by Christadelphians about Boston
since the debate between Bro. E. L. Kelley and
Mr. Whitehead, last winter.
The Brooklyn Saints are doing excellently.
Bro. A. Cameron of Philadelphia, long a staunch
supporter of the faith, is quite unwelL
We had two very excellent meetings here yesterday, comforting and assuring. There is growing interest in the work and a determination upon
the part of the Saints to push forward. Bro. Parsons was present, ready for the battle. ·saints
well except Bro Steffe, who had the misfortune
to be caught by a car while working .on the railroad, which crushed his face and jaw. He is a
tearful sight and badly swollen, but appears to
be gaining rapidly.
I saw your noti;:e requesting the Twelve to
meet with you on the 25th of March next at Lamoni. I had made up my mind for various reasons not to attend the General Conference at the
next session, and had so marked out my work;
but I have about changed my mind, and will try
and be present at the appointed time. Thert: are
some urgent matters to be con~idered here, however, that may hinder to some extent.
It is mild here to-day, foggy and rainy.
Mail has arrived, before sending this letter,
from Brn. F. M. Sheehy and U. W. Greene, dated at Greens Landing, Maine. They write in
excellent spirits, and are very hopeful about
work there. Bro. Sheehy says: "The re-union
was an immense boom for this place." Their
conference passed off pleasantly with two additions to the faith. They were blocked in for a
few days by a heavy snow storm.
F ra tern ally,
w. H. KELLEY.

1

DENVER, Col. March 2d.
Bro. "Joseph:-I feel it my duty to write you
and testify to the goodness and mercy of God in
sparing my life in answer to the faith and prayers of the saints here in our ltttle branch. I was
near death's door, and it was only through the
infinite mercy of God that I was restored. I have
for over five years been a great sufferer from
asthma and catarrh, the latter having gone from
my head to my throat, lungs and stomach, so
that I have not been able to do any kind of work
but a very small portion of the time. When the
"grippe" caught me I had been taking one cold
after another until my lungs were in a very bad
condition, which resulted in a hemmorrhage, just
as the "grippe" got a good hold on me, and the
two were very severe. The doctor said I could
not live more than a few hours, but he did not
know the power of God nor the extent of his
mercy, for through it I am alive and fast regaining my usual health and strength, and firmly believe the time will come when the Lord will bless
me with perfect health and permit me to help
spread the gospel, for that is my greatest desire,
to overcome and become worthy to devote my
life to the ministry, for I can see so much need
of laborers of that klnd on every side.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the saints to
this end. I feel stronger in the faith than ever
before and the Saints I feel to be nearer to me.
They were very kind and faithful, some of them
staying with me all of the time. Bro. Caffall
and Bro. Lea watched by for several days and
nights. I can not express in words my gratefulness to the saints for their kindness, and can nev-
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er repay them, bul God will bless them for all
their good deeds and is doing so now.
To-day at our prayer and sacrament meeting
we received the gift of tongues and the interpretation, also the gift of prophecy, in which the
Lord said he was well pleased with the work of
his people here; that he had heard their prayers
and would continue to bless them if faithful; that
the work here would have to be carried on at a
great sacrifice, but if faithful the Lord God will
in time break down the barriers, and burst asunder the bonds of darkness and oppression that
we may prevail and do a good work in this city.
We hold regular services at Euclid Hall on
Fourteenth street, near Larimer, at eleven a. m.
and 7: 30 p. m.
In bonds,

E. A.
LEXINGTON,

PRATT.

Mich., Feb. 26th.

Bro. 'y:oseplz:-Bro. F. C. Smith and I are doing
the best we can, and Bro. R. E. Grant came to
our assistance.
Both are getting to be wonderful speakers. I can not get the help I need and
so I wrote to Bro. E. C. Briggs and told him I
hoped the Lord would direct him here. I received word that he expected to be here on the
27th (to-morrow). Twelve have already been
baptized. Two more are ready here. All well.
]. ]. CoRNISH;

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible tor
their own views. Contributions solicited.

TO PARENTS, CHILDREN AND
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
WORKERS.

IT having been so powerfully impressed
upon my mind in regard to the lambs of
the flock of God, I concluded to write a
few lines for consideration. How is it
with us? Do. we give due diligence in regard to the. teachings due to these lambs?
Fathers, do you ev~ry opportunity gather
your children around and teach them the
true principles of righteousness? Do you
impress upon their young minds the necessity of always speaking the truth, whether
it be in their favor or otherwise?
Truth
will stand and be a bright spot in their
after life.
Also teach them to be honest
in all things, for honesty is a virtue in the
character of a.ll who possess it. Also to
be virtuous and pure fn heart; to be kind,
gentle and meek; for "Blessed are the
meek, for they shall inherit the earth."
Be sure to teach them to keep out of
bad company, for many of the lambs of
God's flock are sadly injured by keeping
company with those that run at large
without restraint, or keep company with
those who stand in the way of sinners and
sit in the seat of the scornful. Fathers,
mothers, keep a diligent watch over your
children with tender love and compassion.
Guide their footsteps, teach them the
principles of the gospel of Christ, prepare
their minds to join the Church of Christ
as soon as they ·have arrived at the age of
eight years. Show them that you have ·
an interest in their good, and you will in
after years receive in return from your
children with many fold interest.

HERALD.

W c have read of some mother's son on
leaving home, probably going to sea or
some far country, his loving mother gave
him a Bible.
Oh, how he loved that
precious book! Not because of the precinusness of the book, but because mother
it to him. This he would have riskhis life for, After a while he would
read in that book, because it was a gift
from mother; her mind was inrlelibly
printed on his. But what was the sequel?
That boy became a devoted believer in the
Savior of the world, and served Gotl to
the best of his knowledge and ability.
Brethren and sisters, let us trv to set a
good example before our children and try
to adorn the doctrine of God, our Savior,
in all thing~.
Parents, go to the Sunday-school as often as vou can. It will be a comfort to
your children and an encouragement to
the teachers. It will stimulate them torenewed diligence in the labor of love in
which they are engaged in behalf of the
lambs of the flock of God .. For they are
engaged in the nursery of the Church of
God to fit and prepare the tender plants
to be transplanted into new fields to adorn
the heritage of God and become plants of
renown. M v brethren and sisters, what a
great work y'ou are engaged in! See to it
that the lambs are trained up in the way
they should go. Instruct them in all the
principles of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
for they are the power of God unto salvation. Every teacher should see that every
lamb of God over e1ght years of age in
his or her care, should have the first principles of the gospel taught them in plainness and love that no excuse can be raised
that they had not been taught them, so
that in the day of final reckoning the teacher may hear the welcome words, "Well
done, good and faithful servant, enter thou
into the jov of thy Lord."
Much responsibility also rests on the superintendent and his assistants. They
have the watchcare over all the ·flock,
both sheep and lambs. How great theresponsibilities! If well done, how great
the blessing! "Feed my lambs, feed my
lambs, feed my sheep," saith the Savior of
the world.
. ]AMES WHITEHEAD.
THE DEVIL IN THE CREED.-No. 3·
BY

J.

F. M'DOWELL.

THE scheme of satanic power, as we view
it, did not end in Eden's subtle statement,
"Ye shall become as gods." There has
been tbe manifestation of a power among
men denying satanic personality, and 4often
admitting the existence of a God, personal
or otherwise, over which men have not
had actual control. This influence has at
times manifested itself in keeping with the
status of mentality of the populace where
it could best operate. When people believed in witchcraft it gave· them that.
\Vhen the era of craft passed,. and people
became more enlightened ( ?), it gave them
more scientific forms of demonstration-·
ever denying them-satanic presence, but
palming itself off as human spirits; and
where that has been doubted, and people

have desired to be more high-toned, then
it has catered to their refined taste and
gave them what it termed either the discovery of the hidden powers of the human
intellect, or the demonstration of the divine mind through the human. Putting
it in the language of our German friend
Hegel we would say: "The human mind
is the only development of God,-only by
the workings of the human soul does God
arrive at self-consciousness; and if there
were no men there would be no God."
"The absolute being, the God of man, is
man's own being." "Since God is but
our own being, the power of any object
over us is the might of our own being,"
etc. "If you think infinity, or feel infinity,
it is the infinity of thought and feeling;
nothing else. The knowledge of God is
the knowledge of ourselves; for the religious object is within us."
This is the
scientific, refined method of dispensing
with both God and Satan, in personality,
and the latter in toto! Mesmerism, Magnetism, Spiritism, Deism, Atheism, Hypnotism, Christian-Science, in connection
with Unitarians and Universalists, all deny satanic power. The first seven named,
excepting Atheism, are found to believe
and teach both man's great faculty of mind
power; and the other, God in man only.
Anything to get free of the consequences
of the Edenic narrative as being historical.
The allegorical phase lets down all the
bars and causes the whole superstructure
of the Christian scheme to be very flimsy
and uncertain indeed. Mesmerism, Magnetism, Hypnotism has man here only;
the human mind influencing human mind,
nerve force acting upon nerves. Spiritism
has man here, and always, in or out of the
body. Atheism is gross materialism-and
darkness. Deism -gives us God somehow;
and man now but doubtful as to perpetuity. Christian-Science gives us the denial
of the testimony of all· the senses; God
somehow, and man a secondary reflex of
what?
Satanic power, well organized, I am
inclined to believe leads mankind thus variously. Keeping himself the unknowable secluded, men wander in the darkness
of his vain theories, and there is no connection between Eden and Gethsemane;
Eden and Calvary; Eden and Toseph's
tomb; Eden and the pit; Eden and Olivet!
Solve this problem of allegory, and Palestine's trial, temptation, fasting, bloody
sweat, Cal vary, etc.!
When I see Christ, I see a personal
victor mastering the powers of nature;
subjecting human propensities; controlling the human will; resisting external
forces inharmonious unto God and His
own nature.
In this connection, to constitute Him a veritable Christ I am constrained to go beyond the realm of human
nature and find Him the grandest contestant of all power over that intelligent force
who sought and seeks man's overthrow,
often in direct opposition to his own individual will.
· Whether we have
"Needed Cresars to assist
Man's justice, and Napoleons to explain
God's counsel, when a point was nearly missed,"
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we may not now determine.
But one ' be condemned and judged, Jude 6; Rev.
thing is obvious that we should learn
20: TO. Everlasting fire prepared for him
<1,11d his angels, Matt. 25:41. Compare.d
"How to quench a lie with truth,
to a fowler, Ps. 91: 3·
Sower of tares,
Aud smite a foe upon the cheek
With Christ's most conquering kif!S !"
Matt.I3:25. A.wolf,Johnro:I2. Asa
roaring lion, I Peter 5: 8.
A serpent,
The truth of all matters is what we
Rev. 12:9; 20:2. The wieked are chilmost need. If "the truth shall make you
free," it is truth in its broadest sense. The dren of, Matt. 13: 3~; Acts 13: ro; I John
Turn aside after, I Tim. 5: I 5·
truth of the question under discussion in 3: ro.
these essays is most desirable indeed. Lusts of, John 8: 44-· Possessed by, Luke
There are -too many professed Christians 22: 3; Acts 5: 3; Eph. 2: 2. Blinded by,
who falter to maintain the tenets found in 2 Cor. 4: 4· Deceived by, I Kings 22: 2 I,
Christian teaching, and stated in the Bible, 22; ~ev. 20: 7· 8. Ensnared by, I Tim.
3: 7i 2 Tim. 2:26. Troubled by, I Sam.
because of what is often vainly called
I6: 44· Punished, Matt. 25:4-L
"science;" forgetful also of the fact that
In tbe foregoing citations it will be
God bas had it left upon record that: "The
wisdom of man is foolishness with God." noticed that personality and individuality
Objection is urger! that the fatal fruit are explicitly treated of both by Christ
was not real fruit of a real tree. Even and the apostles. Of course there are numerous evil spirits,--this the Bible teaches;
were we to admit this, it would not dispose
of the other parts being historical.
It is and ofttimes the appellation "Satan" is used
as easy for the writer to believe a person- when it may not be the "prince of devils"
referred to, but one or more of his spirit
al Satan to cause himself to remain invisible and use the presence of a serpent to emissaries; just as in the case where an
effect his object before a human being, as angel of God is called "the Lord;" and
for an angel of light to not appear visible "my God," and "I Am" sent thee. The
to a prophet and use a quaclrupel for speak- personality, or its idea, is always implied.
ing purposes; or to believe in a voice from
The Savior speaks of Satan not as a "printhe firmament, and no one to be seen or ciple," nor a "perverted human nature;"
any ~nimal exi~tence recognized.
nor fleshly inclination; nor as something
We now wish to call attention of the read- not existing but yet believed in by a false
er to Biblical passages upon this question; education. Not at all; but He treats of
they are numerous and worthy of note. his existence with as much candor and
Satan is called:
Prince of devils, Matt. earnestness as He does of the existence of
12: 24. Prince of pc.wer of air, Epb. 2:2. God or holy angels. Christ and his aposPrince of this world, J obn 14: 30. Sinneth tles treat of Satan as possessed of traits of
from beginning, r John 3: 8. Cast out of character. That these he infuses into the
heaven, Luke ro: 18. C:1st down, 2 Peter minds of people; and that he was capable
2: 4; Jude 6. Serpent, Gen. 3: I. Cursed
of manifesting "signs and lying wonders;"
of God, Gen. 3: 14. Appears before God, the demonstrations of an intelligent power,
Job I : 6; 2: r. Abaddon, Apollyon, Rev. superhuman, being not the utilizing of hu.
9: I I. Beelzebub, Matt. 12: 24. Belial,
man faculties alone, nor the evidences of
2 Cor. 6: I5. Satan, Luke IO: r8. Tempt- a divine power. Were there no personal
ed Christ, Matt. 4: 3-w; Mark I: r3; devils, how could these things take place?
Luke 4: 2. Temp!Hl David, r Cbron. 21: People have given, and shall yet, according
r. Tempted Job, Job 2: 7· Desired to
to Biblical forecast, give unmistakable evihave apostles, Luke 22: 3 L
Resisted dence of being possessed of an actual, conJoshua, Zech. 3·
Repulsed by Christ, trolling power, extra-human. Some have
Matt. 4: ro.
Enters Judas, Luke 22: 3; thought and shall think it of human spirits
John r 3: 3· Into Ananias, Acts 5: 3· As returned; others have given and shall give
prince and god of world, Matt. 4: 6. Op- it out as "the great power of God." He has
poses God's work, I Tbess. 2: r 8. Hinders influenced people to so war against God's
the go8pel, Matt. 13: 19; 2 Cor. 4:4. truth and his saints in a manner designatWork lying wonders, Rev. r6: q; 2 Thess. ed in history as "inhuman." It was neith2: 9· Appears as an angel of light, 2 Con er divine nor human i it was hellish, diarr:14-. Is the fatheroflies,John8:44; bolical.
I Kings 22: 22.
Vanquished by Christ,
Jude says of Satan and his spirit col.
by re,isting him, Matt. 4: II. By casting leagues: "He [God] bath reserved
out, Matt.4:24i 8:3Ii Mark I:23i 5:2; in everlasting chains under darkness unto
Luke 9:42, etc. By giving powt-r to ex- the judgment of the great day."
as
orcise, Matt. ro: r; Mark I6: r7; Luke9: much of a personality there as in the scene
I; Acts r6: r8; 19: I2. By destroying
bad by John of humanity when be wrote:
works of, I John 3: 8.
V 8nquisbed hv "And I saw the dead, small and great,
Christ's death, Col. 2: 15; Heb. 2:14. T~ stand before God."
] ude observes still
be resisted by believers, Rom. r6: 2o; 2 further: "Yet Michael, the archangel,
Cor. z: II; 11:3; Heb. 4-:27; 6: r6; 2 when contending with the devil, he (lisTim. 2: 26; Tames 4: 7i I Peter 5:9; I
puted about the body of Moses."
This
John 2: 13; Rev. 12: II. Char>Jcters of was not human nature, nor inclination
Satan: Presumptuous, Job I: 6; Matt. 4: disputing with Michael; but a
4, 6. Proud, 1 Tim. 3: 6. Powerful, Eph. personality.
2:2; 6:r2. Wicked,rJohn2:r3. MaligIn Matthew tenth chapter we read that
nant, Job r: 9i 2:4. Subtle, Gen. 3: r; Jesus delegated authority unto his minis2 Cor. I I : 3· .. Deceilfnl, 2 Cor. I I : 14; ters "against unclean spirits," to "cast them
Eph. 6: II. F1erceand cruel, Luke8:29; out"-out of somebody possessed there9: 39, 42; I Peter 5: 8. Apostacy induced with. In the eighth verse of that
by him, 2 Thess. 2: 9; r Tim. 4: I, Shall ] esus said: "Heal the
cleanse

lepers, raise the
cast out devils." In
Luke ninth chapter
gives similar authority. He speaks of devils as actual existences of personality, as He does when
he says, "heal the sick." In the eighth
he is said to have come aero's a
man in the country of the Gadarenes, who
•,>Vas possessed of "devils a long time."
This man wore no clothing, nor abode in
any house; that would be a peculiar thing
for sound human nature to do. There
was an evil spirit, and many of them in the
man; it was an intelligent power that recognized the Son of God, so called Jesus.
Christ spoke to them and received an
answer.
Luke says Jesus cast them out
and that these evil spirits went in a herd
of swine. According to J. F. Clarke and
T. Whittemore and others of their school,
these were "fleshly lusts," "human desires,"
and the "stubborn mind" of man that got
into the swine! or else Matthew was too
much tinctured with "heathen notions''!
If the phrase "unclean spirit" in this case
does not refer to personality, does the word
spirit in the same chapter, fifty-fifth verse,
do so that relates to the resurrection of
J airus' daughter do so?
God said through Isaiah concerning
Christ and His power in the under world
and over its inhabitants, that He should
"open the prison doors," liberate the captive spirits. Satan, we are taught, "inhabiteth hell;" and holding the keys he had
the power of retention of all spirits therein;
herein he thought to frustrate God's ·design in producing a general resurrection,
and was agitated because of Jesus conquerpower. To liberate was Jesus' mission,
conquer the power of death. Death
is an enemy in that God designed man
should live in the flesh, and thus not be a
spiritual inhabiter only.
Satan causing
dissolution to occur thus thought to thwart
God's design.
Death having been produced, existing an enemy, must be conquered, and man caused to live. As it is
God's "glory to'bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man;" as the Bible
plainly teaches that Satan drew with him,
in his rebellion "the third part of the angels
of heaven," we may know that two thirds
of any organic body constitutes an excellent majority, that God can effect his deseeing he lost not his supremacy.
conclusion, we believe in a personal
with a host of personal spirit emand that the Bible emphatically
teaches such. Leave the devil in the creed!
CULTIVATE A SWEET VOICE.
"There is no power of love so hard to keep as
a kind voice. A kind hand is deaf and dumb.
It may be rough In flesh and blood, yet do the
work of a soft heart, and do it with a soft touch,
But there is no one thing it so much needs as a
sweet voice to tell what it means and feels, and
it is hard to get and keep it in the right tone.
One must start in youth and be on the watch
night and day, while at work and while at play,
to get and keep a voice that shall speak at all
times the thought of a kind heart. Use your best
voice at home."
ADDRESSES.
G. 1.L Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
Mrs. T. J. Andrews. 231 Castro st., San Francisco. Cal.
Joseph F, Burton, Santa Ana, California.
J, W. Gillen, 3129 Caroline street, StLouis, Missouri.
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PROF. SWING AND THE CREED.

PRESBYTERIANS and

non-Preshyteri;H1S

will read with heeiiful care this
the sermon which Prof. David Swine· vesterday preached
the revision dr" the
Presbyterian
The subject is one of
deep interest in the churches· and outside
of them.
It has fixed the :lttention not
alone of Christians and clergymen, but of
the whole body of intellectual men and
women.
For days the papers have been
full of it.
The views of this man and
that have been given.
Careful ,and impartial reviews of the discussion have been
penned, and, in a
no recent question
oftheology has caused so much thought or
called out so much opinion.
But in all
this ferment of debate there is not one
voice which has been listened for more
eagerly than that of David Swing.
The
personal question is here added to the po·
lemic.
Prof. Swing was a Presbyterian
before he went on into a broader pulpit.
Many believe that he is yet a pioneer of
the presbytery, whose only fault was his
adventurous and unsupported push forward
into the theology of the future, and the
ground that he occupies to-day they will
achieve in time. His quarrel with the old
creed every one remembers, and there is
now a singular flavor of vindication in the
preacher's own memories of that difference.
The subject-matter of the sermon was
based on the passage from Matt. 23., "You
have left undone the weightier matters of
the law."
In the course of his sermon Prof. Swing
said:
It is necessary in our age for religion to
conform as rapidly as possible to the requirements of reason. The words "common sense" imply that mankind knows of
a common ground on which nearly all
intellects meet. The words imply that a
public assent is possible and actual regarding many propositions and most things.
The sciences do not ask anything- of the
public. The lightning does not perrmt
any one to deny its quickness of motion.
Water does not permit any one to deny
that it has a tendency to run down hill.
But in many moral things it is possible for
a difference of opinion to spring up. It is
necessary, therefore to find rest and faith
in that final judgment to which almost the
entire thinking world comes after long
periods of reflection have pa~sed slowly
by. This final opinion is called common
sense. It is never universal sense, bec:<use
that belongs to science and mathematics
alone. It is a sense so near universal, so
wide, so deep that civilization trusts it as
though little else need be sought in the
shape of opinion.
When Thomas Paine wrote his essay
upon liberty and the rights of the colonies
he selected the words "common sense" as

the natTJe under which his thoughts were
to move out upon society.
The truth of
his conclusions could be denied hy a king
or an ari~tocrat, but the millions of America, England, and France were compelled
:vield their assent. From the plowboy
of Virginia up to the scholarly Franklins
and Burkes the millions looked upon
Paine's treatise as being an embodiment
of f<1ct and wisdom. It seemed the sense
of humanity.
It is singular that there ever should
have been a time when little use was made
of common sense. It is singular that there
are still places in the world and isolated
m'lnds here and there in which this valuable method or quality of knowledge is
little used. In Africa there are many little
charms, rings, colored strings, and herbs
that will keep Satan away, and in America there is a kind of faith that will set a
broken limb or make poison as harmless
as bread. But these singular spots are not
oases in a desert, but they are deserts in
the many beautiful oases of the modern
world.
Our age should not be called one of destruction, but one of more careful constructiveness.
An age must not be called destructive when it removes the wigwam or
sod home in order to build structures of
rock.
Many clergymen, whose attachment
and prejudice are more active than their
reflection, declare that the present is destructive in religion. But in truth, it is a
constructive age, for its whole aim is to
rear a structure that will not tumble down
tomorrow upon ourselues or upon our
children. Has not our age built up liberty?
Has it not destroyed idleness and laid the
solid foundations of industry? Has it not
built up science? Has it not founded education?
Has it not built up more in 200
years than mankind had built up in the
previous 2,ooo? It is the most constructive period the earth has yet seep.
With
all these laurels. upon its forehead, and
with this spirit in its heart, it can not approach religion as a vandal. If it has revealed toward all else the deepest form of
thoughtfulness, and has marked each action with wisdom, it is not pro~?able that it
is approaching religion in the character of
a trifler. As it has not been a trifler in
the recent history of liberty, industry: and
education, it is not probably a trifler"ln the
great dep<:rtment of piety. The commotion in the field of faith must be confessed
to be only the wave of thoughtfulness
flowing at last into the doors of God's
temple.
The main inquiry now before the Presbyterian church is the brief but difficult
one, What is .God? It is a wholly new
problem to that denomination, for it has
always found the contest hottest around
the question, What is Christ? He~·e it
met the Unitarians and the common deists
like Hume and Paine. For 100 years it
has offered as a thesis to its theological
students the Latin form, Quid est Christus?
little dreaming of the day when the active
cause of battle would be changed and
from east to west would run the deeper
inquiry, What is God ?-Quid est Deus?

Thus there springs up an unseen question ·
greater than the one that was once so visible and so great. The Presbyterians find
now worse opponents than the old infidels
like Hume and Paine. Their war must
now be waged against millions of Christians. They are not attacked hy infidelity,
but by Christianity.
What is God? The Presbyterians say
he is an arbitrary power who made a
world in order that a large part ofit might
suffer forever without having been gmlty
of any personal sin.
This notion of the
creator is visible in different sections of the
confession of faith.
'
Disturbed at last by such statements
many members of that great and hitherto
useful body have asked for a revision of
their creed.
It would seem that it should not take
long, only a year or two, to make all therevision asked for, for while it is not given to
man to know just what God is, the church is
under obligation so to define God as to
make him an object of worship.
It is alleged of John Stuart Mill that be said that
if the universe was made by a god he was
a mean, wicked creature; but Mr. Mill
was consistent, for having thus defined
God he did not ask the public to worship
him. It the church comeo to us with any
definition of God that definition must lead
toward a living worship. The church can
have no other errand than that of creating
the religious sentiment.
Out of the deep mystery of the deity
the church must extract that part which
may fill the world with. faithful worshipers. The Calvinistic creed is suicidal. It
says: "I present you with a horrible view
of God. Please worship him." It is an
awful error on the p1rt of Calvinism to
make a definition to the repulsiveness of
which no enemy of the church can add
anything.
The past usefulness of the Presbyterian
church does not imply its future success,
because the falseness and deformity of its
creed lay hidden or dormant in the past,
but they have become visible now and can
never be concealed again.
The Christian religion is doubly bound
to a reasonable delineation of God because
it must stand before two tribunals, that of
common sense and the character of Christ.
For if Christ came to reveal the mercy of
the Father the church must run in the
same path or it has no right to run at all.
There is no harmony between the two
teachers, the one of whom says, Blessed
are they who hunger and thirst after righteousness, and the one who says Blessed
are the elect, because God will compell
them to hunger after righteousness whether they wish to or not.
The discord between the confession and the sermon on
the mount is beyond reconciliation.
A true beloved church must rise up out
of grea~ universal principles-principles
that most persons will respect and many
love. Beneath every church there must
be a mighty and everlasting theme. In
the Christian church there must be the
underlying sentiment of the universal love
of God. If art look& for great subjects for
its pictures, statues, and poems, then our
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republic finds great principles to serve as
its basis, so the church must and can find
great doctrines to be the reasons of its
worship and hopes. When the man who
painted "The Angelus" sought for a subject he found one as great as his art. He
could have painted Helen of Troy, or Lucretia Borgia the prisoner, or Fanny Eisler the dancing girl, but he knew there
could be no great picture unless there were
in it a noble thought. He therefore sought
for a time and place and for persons which
could speak to the public with real eloquence. The place was a silent and lonely
field, because in a town or city there was
too much t_umult, traffic, and discord to
afford an arena for what of human beauty
was to come. To hear a church bell one
must fly to the country. In a city a church
bell can make a noise, but it can not say
anything about God nor fill the heart with
any pensiveness. Into this h1:oad and solitary field the genius led two human beings
to stand as emblems of the most powerful
and beautiful sentiments that have ever
moved the earthly soul-love and religion
-love being the tie that binds to earth, religion the tie that binds to heaven. These
two figures are in life's morning because
then do these sentiments most color all the
horizon. They are in humble life, because
amid humble scenes reigns the most simple,
the most undivided, the least doubting
love for the human or the divine friend.
It is evening, because then comes the sen;,e
of rest, peace, and home. At such a moment the Angelus sounds and the two poor
souls which have toiled in affection all the
long day bow their heads in prayer. The
field is transfigured by sympathy and becomes a piece of a sinless world, and the
sky grows red with the love of God and
the immortality of man.
Thus under art lies a great theme and
thus under the Christian church must be
'found only the thoughts which honor the
Deity and which transform society by their
truth and infinite worth. As the children
run along the sands of the German ocean
to pick up the pieces of amber which a
storm may have washed out in the night,
thus our clergymen, in even these late
years, must pass along· the shore of their
sacred Galilee to note whether anv new
riches have been washed a~hore ·by the
storm that has raged for more than a generation.
In Em·one can now be seen an old thinker and or~tor pacing to and fro, like a
Plato in morals or a Newton amid the
studies of the stars. It is Castelar reflecting in Spain. Many centuries of kings
and queens are behind him.
The long
line of crowned heads say to him in pathetic tones: "Do you not love your country's
mighty past?"
The meditating orator
hears these pleadings, but he slowly tell~
the royal listeners that the land has moved
forward and that the despoti~m of kings
must give place to the rule of the people.
He discerns the outlines of a republic.
Thus the Presbyterians are walking to and
fro in an empire greater than that of Spain,
and they are proclaiming the end of Calvinism and the wider, happier republic of
God.- C lzicago 7 imes.

D.

theory we may hold as to the origin or edNATURAL IMMORTALITY.
THE subject narrows itself down to the ucation of conscience. This acknowledgement of the law and consequent law-giver
one question: Is the soul's immortality a
--this sense of failure to meet the requirenatural proper~y? That is, as I underments-all this is universal. It is the
stand it, [isJ immortality an inherent and
characteristic
of the race. It carries itself
necessary property of the soul, so that the
soul is indestructible. Or, are we to con- right to the bar of God, the holy and just
ceive of man in his totality, that yesterday one, himself the law-giver. In more than
came out of nothingness, as sinking into a poetic sense conscience is the voice of
God within m, and must exist as long as
nothingness again, when he has fulfilled
his appointed task? You may say there he exists. Here we have these characteris no such thing as annihilation, even of istics ef the soul. We look at their operathe smallEst particle of matter. Granted. tion in human history; and at their very
Yet the leaf as a leaf is annihilated; the best we find a sad and desperate fragmentariness of human hopes and aspirations
butterfly, the behemoth, any organized
Is there not probability that
thing or creature is annihilated as such and efforts.
organism, whatever may become of its the soul with such characteristics -has a
constituent elements. May not the race necessary immortality in which to find its
of ma[\utterly perish as man? "Why can completeness and know and love and
not the Creator, so lavish in his resources, serve in perfectness r The almost utter imafford to annihilate souls as he annihilates possibility of conceiving one's self to cease
insects?" What reasons have we for be- to be-to become non-existent. It is not difficult to picure to one's self the death of the
lieving that even omnipotence can not annihilate a soul? We must surely grant body. We can readily imagine our body
that in the sense of absolute, inherent in- in the state of death. This is due in part,
destructibleness, he alone hath immortal- I suppose, to the fact that we are familiar
ity. Has he-the life and the life-giver- with the sight of a dead body. But we
given to the soul inherent immortality? are not familiar with a lifeless souL If
There is strong probability in reason for it. such a thing there is, we know nothing of
On what does this probability rest? From it. We can not imagine ourselves as never
what does it spring? There is no proof loving, never knowing, never doing. It
to the contrary. This is admitted, for in seems so abhorrent that we shrink from the
effort to form such a conception. One
the nature of things such proof is impossible.
The soul is a simple, immaterial can hardly force upon his consciousness
entity-an uncompounded spiritual sub- the idea and the fact of his own annihilation,
stance--an original spiritual atom that can We might reason that each soul is a disnot be destroyed. Take the ordinary tinct creation by God, or a direct emanation
three-fold classification of the soul, the from God-an inbreathing or insufflation
heart, the mind, the conscience. Look at of himself into the new being. He can
For it is
the heart. Who can measure the force of not therefore annihilate it.
human love?
Love which lives and essentially divine--a drop from himself,
breathes only for another, which can not and mu<;t be as indestructible as himself.
be disenchanted, which even treachery It is not in contradiction to the Holy
Scriptures. It is, further, to be remarked
and cruelty can not altogether alienthat the Bible does not affirm immortalate, which hesitates at no snffering,
in any abstract or general form. It
no sacrifice, which even death itself
can not wholly quench! Is this mighty j does not furnish any argument on the subIt proceeds upon the assumption,
force resident only in a thing that in a 1
Genesis to Revelation, that immorshort time is to perish?
Is it like
tality is man's prerogative. Take the opflame of a candle that goes out in the
et?
Nay.
See how that love, with posite thought or theory, and there is no
mighty, majestic power, fastens itself upon , inteliigib!eness in the writings of Moses or
God himself-and must it not live as long David or Isaiah or any other of its writers,
as he lives? Take the mind-the intellec- just as there is no demonstration of the extual nature-- with reason, thought, im- 1 istence of God, but a universal taking it
agination,· judgment. What magnificent for granted, and you can not read Genesis
achievements!
How it conquers earth! any more than Revelation without seeing
How it careers through space into the God in it. Just as a man natural! y con.
highest heaven! How it sweeps the past 1 ceives of God, so he conceives of immorand peers int,o the future! How it gath- I tality, and the Scriptures speak in harmony
with this natural conception and longing.
ers up the treasures of time, and strives to
grasp eternity! How it mounts to the But when we come to ask for proof-texts
that the soul of man is immortal through
very throne of the Eternal in his
n
inherent, internal necessity, we
pavilion, and desires and seeks to
God! How it affiliates with the mind of do not find them. It can only be inferred
God! Must it not continue as long as the from such texts that God breathed
eternal mind? Take conscience. This into the nostrils of man and man became a
living soul. The primus homo was the
power instinctively knows there is an
eternal right.
It intuitively and involun- £rst man thus inspired, who became the
of the
Taking this as
tarily does homage to that law written in
a starting· point, we may marshal all the
itself. Ever painfully and
texts of Scripture that bring "life and
conscious that it falls so far short of
to light," and hear them speak
just and acknowledged demands of the law
for the natural immortality
of righteousness, yet it strives to render to
It is easily seen that if the
it allegiance and obedience. Nor is this of the
natural homage weakened by any view or position could be scripturally established,

I
I
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it would be decisive and final in the
conflict with those who contend for the
annihilation of the wicked. For if
the soul is naturally and inherently indestructible, the annihilationist has no
ground on which to stand. The question
is, has God given to the spirit of man indestructibility as a gift?
We wish for
immortality. The wish is a kind of argument; it is not probable that God would
have given all men such a feeling if be
had not meant to gratify it. If we thirst,
God has created liquid~ to gratify thirst.
If we thirst for life and love eternal, it is
likely that there are an eternal life and an
eternal love to satisfy that craving.- Giles

H. lVIandeville, D. D., zn Christian
Thought.
Our great thoughts, our great affections,
the truth of our lives, never leaves us.
Surely they can not separate from our
consciousness, they shall follow it whithersoever it shall go, and they are of their
nature Divine and Immortal.-Thackeray.
PLAGIARISM.

IT is our duty and pleasure as students to
gather knowledge from every available
source-from the word and works of God,
and from the sayings and doings of men;
and this knowledge we must make known
to men tor their profit and improvement.
For the purpose of increasing knowledge,
we have established colleges and curriculums, rostrums and pulpits, and publish
books and papers by the million. All
these are legitimate sources of information.
Through all these agencies we try to fill
the minds of men with knowledge, and
then we say to them, "Go, preach."
If they go, and from the fund of wisdom they have been amassing, frame their
own sermons, speeches or writings, U'iing independence and originality in construction,
diction and expression, they do well, and
about all they can do. OTiginality in the
absolute is impossible, and were it possible
it would measurably be undesirable; for it
would render useless all our study and observation. It is only relative; we can not
invent any new simple ideas, not one; but
we can bring into existence new combinations of thought. By comparison, reflection and induction, we can reach novel
conclusions, different from all others; or
possibly the same conclu~ions, but by a
different mental route. Bv such mental
processes, too, we can giv~ birth to new
expressions and combinations of thought,
or put old truths in a new dress. Some
housewives can not cut a child's garment
unless they have a pattern or seen the
shape. They can follow the pattern made
by some one else, but can not give shape
to a new garment. They have a genius
for imitation, but none for creation.
So it is with preachers. Some have the
faculty of following in the lead ot other
men, using their outlines and their ideas,
giving expression to their thoughts with
very little variation of form,. thus stultifying their own powers of creation by vohmtary accepting materials ready-made.
While they have a faculty for following,
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taking and imitating, they have no understood, we do not need to say, "Thus
faculty for breaking away from the deep- s~ith La Place." We can state the theory
worn ruts and blazing out a road of their or the facts independently, as though they
own, for making and teaching. The ideal were our own. And so of all other knowhousewife is one who has genius and ledg-e.
But if in imparting knowledge I should
spirit enough• to originate a few new
things, one who is capable sometimes of attempt to make the impression that I disintroducing' something surprising, of mak- covered a certain truth, or framed a certain
ing something hitherto unknown, one who philosophy, or composed a certain fine
can produce somethmg original, one who is passage, or prepared a certain striking sernot content to be continually following the mon, when in fact I borrowed it from anpattern of 'SOmebody else.
The ideal other, Lam guilty of plagiarism. To use
preacher is not an echo~ but a voice. Break- another's ideas is not pL1giarism, but to
ing away from the li~es and outlines of use another's ideas as vour own is, Webother men, he marks out a course of his ster defi;es a plagiari"st to be "one who
own. His subject is his own, yet it may purloins another's writings, and offers
be the same as, or the modification of an- them to the public as his own." To comother's. His method of treatment is his mit a sermon and deliver it as an original
own, yet the material of the treatment one is plagiarism. To ! ake a sermon outmay be drawn from others. It is perfectly line prepared by another and use it "in tolegitimate for us to draw argument from, to," text, division, subdivision, argument,
or find corroboration in another. But in conclusion and application, is another exgetting this material, we should be careful ample of the same thing. But if you get
an idea here, an argument there, an illusof two things.
(r) To give proper credit for the mate- tration yonder, and brings these together
rial if we use it without alteration. If a in a new relation, in a new arrangement,
whole sermon is so used, it should he so the sermon is a new one, tboug·h every
accredited to its real author. Any con- idea may be old and borrowed. That is
not plagiarism. Yet, in bringing this
siderable extract should be treated in the
same way. If,. however, we, give the foreign material into our sermons, we
drift of a man's thought, if we contract, must guard against a too free use, and an
expand, or otherwise n:wdify it, we are exactness of quotation. It is better for us
under no obligation so to accredit it; ,for and our hearers too, to give the thought
in its alteration we have a5Serted our in- of another in our own language. I would
dividuality, and the transformed or deform- . lay down this rule for us as preachers:
ed production is not his, but ours. But Keep away from skeletons and outlines;
even in such mutilation we should be care- depend upon genius for creation of forms
ful to stamp ourselves so indelibly upon and expressions, and put as much individuthe matter of thought, so that our hearers ality into the sermon as possible. It is
can not say, "That's. Spurgeon." And if better to preach a poor sermon of our own
such mutilations of another's sermon, to than a good one of Talmage's.-,- Chrisget one of our own, is practiced to save tian Evangelist.
the work of preparing a new and fresh one
it is as bad as stealing it outright, for laziness is as sinful ~n a preacher as literary
theft.
(z) We should be careful, second, to
WESTERN TEXAS.
make the material ours. We can so masConference convened with the Oakwood
ter a thought, so thoroughly understand it,
February rst, J. A. Currie J r, in the chair,
as to make it a part of us, and when it is branch,
0. D. Johnson secretary. Branch reports: Banperfectly mastered and moulded into our dera, Oakwood, Medina City. Elders: J. A.
possession, so that we can express it i\1 a Currie, Sen., H. L. Thompson, L L. Wight, A
variety of shapes, we can express it as our Kuykendall, A. r Murray, W. H, Davenport, J.
own, and need not refer to the real author A. Currie, Jr. Bishops agent's report: R~ceived
paid out $3r 95· Balance $3.05. Four were
of it, or the one from whom we derived it. $35,
baptized during the session and one expelled.
The same may be said of a theory, or a Bro. J.P. Neal was ordained to the office of deawhole system of philosophy. I will illus- con in the Oakwood branch. The officers of the
trate what I mean. "The earth is round district and also those of the general church
like a ball." That is a fact of geography. were sustained. L. L. Wight was chosen vice
president of the district. A peaceful and harrnoI learned it of Monteith. But I have so nious time was had throughout. Adjourned to
mastered the truth that it is mine; and meet at Pipe Creek school-house August zzd.
when I use it, I am under no obligation to
state the source of my information. "The
MALAD.
square root of twenty-five ,is five." I
Conference was held at Malad City, Idaho,
iearned that from R:1y. But that truth is February 22d and 23d. The meeting was called
so mastered and fixed in me, that it is no to order by president Lewis. Moved and carried
that Eld, John R. Evans be ·given the liberty of
more Ray's than it is mine. And when I
state that or any other mathematical fact, the conference, also that John Lewis preside over
conference; that W. L. John act as secretary
I am not under necessity of quoting my this
pro. tern , carried. Reports of branches: Saauthor. Truth is eternal; these authors maria 8, 2 removed, r died; Dingle Dell 1 r; Maldo not originate them, they only discover ta 10; Malad, Elk ;Horn and Oxford not reported.
them. By hard study I may thoroughly Scatt~red: Middle Valley 5 members, Crone
understand the Nebular Hypothesis which Creek 3· Emmett 6. Elders reported: J. Lewis,
R, Evans, W. Richards, J. Condit, H. Grimaccounts for the development and organ- J.
mett and B. Croshow. Priests: W. L. John, J.
ization of the heavens and the earth .. And R. Price and S. D. Condit. Bro. S. D. Condit
when the items of the philosophy are well requested that he be released ~rom his conference
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appointment. Granted, but conference requesting him to preach as his circumstandes permit.
Moved that all branches procure branch ~eports
from Herald Office. Carried. Moved that Bro.
Lewis Gaulter be appointed to represent the Idaho district in the,..next General Conference at Lamoni, Iowa. Carried.
Moved that the president of the Rocky Mountain mission together
with the missionary elders in the same be sustained by our faith, prayers and means. Moved
and seconded that we sustain the spiritual and
temporal authorities of the church in righteousness. Carried. Adjourned till first Saturday in
June.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at the chur~h, Clearwater, Nebraska, at r I a. m ., February zzd, president Levi Gamet in the chair, \V. Rumel, sec'y.
Reports of branches: Chelsea, De< r Creek, Clearwater. Report of ministry: C. N. Hutchins, L.
Gamet, W.Rumel. W.Rumel was elected to represent the district at General Conference. Bro. Levi
Gamet was sustained as president and Bishop's
agent. On motion we sustained Bro. J. H Jackson as secretary. Adjourned to Clearwater, August 30th.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference convened at Green's Landing
February 9th and roth, F. M. Sheehy president,
U. W. Greene clerk, J. Eaton usher, Mrs. Arey
organist. Branch reports: Green's Landing 38;
6 baptized, 3 expelled.
Bray's Mountain no
change. Elders: U. W. Greene, S S. Eaton, G.
vV. Eaton, F. M. Sheehy, W. G. Per!. Priest:
J. B. Knowlton. Teachers: A Hutchinson, J.
H. Robbins.
Deacon: J. Eaton. Bishop's
agent's report: On hand last report $44-83, received $So 25, expenditures $6o 46, on hand
$34 62. Elders F. M. Sheehy and U. W. Greene
were appointed delegates to General Conference
and ordered to present the question of the validity of the baptism and ordination of Bro. Peter
Eaton for settlement. An invitation was extended to Reunion committee to appoint the next one
at Green's Landing if they so desire. Resolution as to district presidency laid on the table
until next conference. Bro F. M. Sheehy appointed on committee to visit Little Deer Isle
branch. Bro. T. Whiting was released. Preaching by F. M. Sheehy and U. W. Greene.
Adjourned subject to call of dietrict president, he to
giv'e notice of time and place one month beforehand.

BORN.
BRATToN.--Born to Mr. William J. and Sr.
Eliza Bratton, of Denver, Colorado, December
31st, 1889. a son; blessed January 19th, r8go, by
Elder E. F. Shupe and named Claude MiltQn,and
died January 23d, 1890.
·
MARRIED.
RoBINSON--BARTHoLOMEW.-At the Saints'
Church, Independence, Mi,souri, in the evening
of February 27th, 1890, Wallace N. Robinson
and Nettie Bartholomew, members of the church,
contracted in marringe, ill .the presence of a
large assembly of Saints and friends, President
Joseph Smith, assisted by Elder Joseph Luff,
performing the ceremony. Bro. Robinson is the
son of Bro. John A Robinson, of Independence,
and Sr. Bartholomew is the daughter of Bro.
George Bartholomew, formerly of Oakland, California, and the owner and manager of the celebrated trained horses now traveling in the east
a:; the Equine Paradox. Bro. John A. Robinson
is known as the agreeable agricultural agent,
traveller and salesman, and pleasant preacher.
Brn. Brodie Sellon, John White, Willie Pitt and
Dell White acted as ushers, and Mr. William
Brewster, of Kansas City, and B· o Gomer Wells,
of Knob Knoster, Missouri, were groomsmen,
and Srs. Belle Robinson, sister to the groom,
and Clara Bronson were the bridesmaids. Bro.
Arthur Mills, organist for the Independence
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branch, furnished the music for the occasion. J of the Christian church, but died in the faith of
the fuiness of the gospd, aged 74·
Upon·the arrival of the bridal party ot the church
they marched to the platform where Elders
JoNEs.-At Taylorville, near Scranton, PennSmith and Luff were waiting for them. As they
sylvania, February I I lh, 1890, after a lingering
approached the elders rose and bowed them a
sickness of several months' duration, Sr. Elizgreeting. Elder Luff offered prayer.
After
abeth, wife of Bro. Watki~> R. Jones and daugh·
prayer the contracting parties joined hands, the
ter of Elisian and Sarah Thomas. She was born
questions were asked, the responses given and
August rzth, r84-1, at Merthyr Tydvil, South
the preacher pronounced them husband and
\Vales; was baptized when very young, and
wife, and taking their hands joined in his he in·
when she heard the elders of the Reorganization
voked God's blessing upon the union. The
teaching the same doctrine taught her at first she
organ sounded the march and the bridal party
was rebaptized in 1878 by Bro. Henry Jones at
1 retired from the church to the already furnished
Scrantc'm, Pennsylvania. She was faithful
house which is to be their home, where a party
through life and will long be remembered by all
of seventy-six guests were received and gave
who knew her. She leaves a husband, three
them "good speed" on their married life.
sons and four daughters to mourn their loss.
The funeral sermon was preached by Rev.
DIED.
Charles Jones of the Baptist Church.
BRIGGs.-At Carson, Iowa, February 15\h,
Farewell, dear husband, my life is past;
r89o, Sr. Polly Briggs, aged 93 years, 9 months
You faith 'ully loved me to the last.
Weep
not for IDI-\ nor sorrow take,
and 9 days. Grandma Briggs was born in New
Put love our children for my sake.
York, May 6th, 1796, where she resided till she
Weep not for me~ my chUdren dear,
was married, after which she moved west, stopSbed not for me a single tear;
For all was done that could be done;
ping finally in Western Iowa where she passed
You plainly saw my end was near.
the remai~:der'of her days.
She began her life
I know youfeit it hurd to part
in Washington's administration, and ended it
With me, the lover! one of each heart;
But only trust in Jef-ms' name,
with the present one, spanning thus a space of
And you shall meet vonr mother again.
time not seen by many.
She passed through
Farewell, dear friende. a long farewell,
many trials and struggles in the course of her
~"""'or we shaiJ meet no more
Till we be raised wi ~h Christ, to dwell
long and faithful life.
She was the mother of
On Zion's happy shore.
fifteen children, six of whom survive her.
For
JoNEs.-At Bevier, Missouri, January zoth,
more than twenty of the last y<"ars of her llfe she
r89o, David D. Jor,es, of bronchitis, from which
had been blind ;-night she had seen without ceshe suffered one week. He was born March 28th,
sation. Her faith in the gospel was strong and
r8zr, near Carmarthentown, Wales. At the
unshaken to the last. Her demise was peacefully
of sixteen years, he moved to Nantyglo,
passing away without a word, without a struggle.
he was baptized by Elder Abel Evans.
"'Tis comm,on; all that Jives must die, passing
I-Ie labored
faithfi.1lly for many years in
through nature to eternity.''
The funeral serVvales until,
hie family, he moved to this
vices were held in the Saint's chapel at Wheeler,
country in r857.
He was baptized into the ReIowa, Sunday, February r6th, at one o'clock, in
organized Church in r866, at Brookfield, Ohio,
charge of Bro. D. Hougas, who spoke from Rev.
Elder William Williams. Bro. Jones stated
14: 13: "Biessed are the dead that die in the
he had baptized about three hundred since
Lord.'' The remains were interred in the Wheelhe first joined the church.
He died at his son
er co:;metery.
John's, his daughter-in-law waiting on him faithSTAFFORD.-Sister Prudence Stafford, wife of
fully. The funeral service was conducted· by
Bro. Edwin Stafford, was born in Penworthen,
Elder J. T. Wi\ilams. His daughter and son-innear Preston, Lancashire, England, March 3rd,
law, Bro. and Sr. Waltenbaugh, from Higbee,
r828; emigrated to the United States with her
Missouri, were present, also his sons David and
parents in r842; settled in New Hartford, Oneida
but. three of his sons could not attend,
county, New York, where she was married to
preventing two uf them. He left seven
Bro. E. Stafford October 21st, r85o; moved to
sons and one daughter to mourn his loss.
Abingdon, Knox county, Illinois, in 1857; heard
the gospel preached by Zenos H. Gurley Sr. in
r86r, in Henderson Grove, eighteen miles north
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
of Abingdon; was baptixed and confirmed a
Conference of Central California district will
member of the ReorganizE'd' Ccurch of Jesus
convene at Long Valley, April 4th, at ro: 30 p.
Christ of Latter Day Saints by him. She moved,
as repoded in conference minutes in
to what is now called Lamoni, Decatur
ro to IZ). Those coming by railroad
Iowa, in March 1875, and was received by
come to San Lucas.
Have branch reports in in
icate of membership, at that date, into the branch
time and also made out as correct as possible and
of the church there. She fell asleep in J <':sus on
thus avoid delay. May we all try to cultivate
the 5th instant. The La grippe ocourge, took
the Spirit, and then as we meet together we will
hold of her, and being of delicate frame with weak
have the same to bless and direct us.
lungs, and diseased heart, she expired after a
J. B. CARMICHAEL, Dist. Pres.
weeks confinement to her bed, aged 62 years and
2 days, experiencing severe suffering, which she
WANTED.
bore with great patience. She desired to live to
see all of her children in the church, but God had
'Wanted to know the present whereabouts of
ordained otherwise. She leaves a husband, and
Abraham
who belonged to the Br!gsix children, sorrow stricken at their berE'avehamite church
emigrated to Utah in r864,
ment, to mourn their great, earthly loss.
She
and in about r866, returned to Missouri and joined
was, a loving, tender and affectionate
the Josephites.
Have heard that he was dead,
exemplary mother who secured the heart's
and if so would 1.ike to learn if he had a wife and
11ffections of her children, and was regarded as a
family, and if they are living.
Can any of the
kind neighbor. \Ve lay her to rest in peace, feelbrethren at Kingston, Caldwell county, Missouri,
ing assured that her spirit is in the paradise of
furnish me the desired information; or can any
-God, while we lay her casket, that contained the
others do so? Please oblige, Edmund Halliday,
jewel in the silent tomb to wait the resurrection
East Helena, Lewis and Clark county, Montana.
morn when there will be a reunion or body and
spirit, to dwell with Christ on earth in the· great
CALVINISM DENOUNCED.
millennia! reig-n. ·The funeral services were conducted at the Saints church, Lamoni, Iowa, at :
Ne·w York, Feb 9th.--Ever since the Presby30 p m., March 6th, by Elder W. W. Blair, asterians began to wrangle over their "Confession
sisted by Elders James Whitehead and R. M. Elof Faith" the congregation of All Soul's church
vin. A large congregation of Saints, friiends and
neighbors assembled in witness of their high eshave been anticipating that their pastor, the Rev.
teem of the deceased and their sympathy for the
R. Heber Ne-wton, would offer them his views
bereaved family.
on the disputed question. He did so this mornSANDERS.-Eiiza Sanders departed this life
'ing. "Calvin vs Christ" was the topic, and in
February r6t~, r89o. She was ihe mother of Sr.
the course of his remarks he said:
Henrietta Baggerly, James Sanders, Maggie
Blunk and Queen Gerhart. She was a member
"Calvinism was born in a period when men's
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HERALD.

mind's were perternaturally excited over the
of God which is at Corinth, with all the saints
mysteries of faith. It was a monument to sue·
which are in all Achaia.'-2 Cor. I : r.
cessive generations of metaphysics working upon
'For if a man know not how to rule his own
no sufficient data, of physics or ethics-a monuhouse, how shall he take care of the church of
ment of logic run mad and pushing its concluGod?'-r Tim. 3: 5·
sions to a reductio ad absurdum. Paul, without
"The above Scriptures are a unit in proving
doubt, is responsible for Augustinism and Calthat in the days of the apostles the church was
vinil;m. The terms of his theology were the comcalied by the name Ckurck o/ God. \Ve are a
stickler for this name because it is a Bible name
monplaces of rabbinism in his day. Its head·
-the Bible church name.
Some insist that the
water is not in the New Testament, but in the
church should be called •The Christian Church.'
Old Testament. The time has come when we ' Is it so called in the Bible? Not in a single
mblst distinguish between the rabbinlsm of Paul
place. The words Christian and Christians as
used in the Scriptures as a personal appellation
and his Jewish molds of speculation and his
and occur three times-Acts I r : 26; 26: 28; r
Christian spirit, the spirit learned of Christ. CalPeter 4: I6; but not one single time is it used as
vinism fashioned its creed only by refusing to
a church name. The term 'saints' is found many
times, and •Children of God,' 'Disciples,'
trust the instincts of the human heart. Humanity pleaded then as it pleads now-by all the 'Friends,' 'Brethren,' etc., but all these are
personal appelations.
sacred affections of the home-that it was impos"The above seven texts plainly establish the
sible for the God and Father of men to deal with
fact that the name •Church of God' is the proper
church name--the ecclesiastical name indeed and
his children aR no earthly parent would dream of
in truth, so dictated by the living God, and is
dealing with his offspring. Calvinism fashioned
never, in its· singular form, called by any other
its creed by a failure inevitable in its time to rename.
cognize the true purpose of punishment. To tie
"We must conclude, therefore, that all other
church names not in harmony with the Bible
an old woman fast in a chair and set her by the
one are foundationless, and should be discarded
rising tide to test whether she is a witch or not;
as spurious."-Sabbath Advocate.
to put upon a man suspected of heresy the thumb·
screw, or to lay him out upon a rack; to burn a
MENTAL LOAFING.
man who thought wrongly of the trinity, at the
"It
is
considered
a disgrace to be lazy. He who
stake; to leave the house-breaker in noisome,
is too indolent to work for his own living becomes
filthy dens-these were things of which no good
a by-word ami reproach. But there is a very
puritan thought aught.
common form of laziness which is not always
"In the age in which Westminister divines sat
noticed; i.t is that of the mind. We first become
in council working through several years over
conscious ofit in our young days whe~ we "don't
this great creed there was through the length
and breadth of Europe not one institution which 1 feel like like study.'' We dawdle over the book
with our thoughts half asleep, and as a result
seriously set itself to work to reform the crimigive a fine exhibition of stupidity in the recitanals. Calvinism's picture of hell was simply the
tion room. This sort of indulgence in youth is
projection into the world to come of the earthly
very dangerous, for it becomes a habit, and the
prison-house. All that is necessary to settle the
mind grows rusty and dull in the very prime
fate of the creed is that men should candidly
of life, when it should be at its best.
carry it back from Calvin to Augustine and Paul
On the heels of this form of laziness comes
to Jesus Christ. It is to be hoped that wisdom
another bad habit-that of intellectual loafing.
may be given to our Presbyterian friends not to
What loafing is in the common sense we all
try to tink<>r with this most logical of creed~,
know; it is hanging about with no definite aim
but to adopt a simple and popular creed for use
or pllrpose, idling away the time without profit.
in the churches, to which alone subscription
Well, there is mental loafing as well, and it is
. should be demanded. Let the greatest· of the
known in the dictionary as "reverie!' It is a
Protestant confessions of faith be placed on the
dreamy state Gf.the mind, when the thoughts go
retired list, whither so many other creeds have
wool-gathering. This habit, so common to
been consigned. The dust of ages will gather
young people is fatal to mental growth; many a
comfortably over it and its sleep will be sweet."
promising youth is ruined by over-indulgence in
-Excha11ge.
·
it. It wastes time and enfeebles the mental powers. It is real.ly a form of laziness, and it should
he sternly corrected at the very outset. The :J,c"NAME OF THE CHURCH.
tlon of the mind should be kept under control.
•Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to
When the thoughts begin to wander it is time to
all the flock over which the Holy Ghost hath
whip them into order.
A resolute wfli will do
it.-Sel.
made you overseers, to feed the church of God,
which he hath purchased with his own blood.'UOUSE AND LOT
Acts 20: 28.
For sale. A very desirable location for any one
•Give none offence, neither to the Jews, nor the
wishing to live near the church. For further
Gentiles, nor the church of God.'-I Cor. 10: 32.
particulars ad<lre~s Mrs. Glaud Rodger, Lamoni,
•What? have ye not houses to eat and to drink
Decatur county, Iowa.
marr5
in? or despise ye the church of God, and shame
FOR SAPLE
them that have not? '#hat shail I say to you?
A choice Stock of General Merchandise and
shall I praise in this? I praise you not '-r Cor.
Building that will invoice $7 soo. Will take
II: 22.
half cash, and balance in good improved Iowa
'Unto the church of God which is at Corinth,
or Missouri farm. A splendid location for busito them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus, called
ness. Good reasons for selling. Address
to be saints, with all that in every place call upon
Lock Box No. 1, COLLINS, Iowa.
the name of Jesus Christ our Lord, both theirs
and ours.'-I Cor. r: 2.
UMN
LEAVES,
A
•For I am least of the apostlec:, that am not
Published monthlyforthe
meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted
Yo~th of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
the church of God.'-2 Cor. IS: 6. ~
'Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of
Price per year
$1.50.
God, and Timothy our brother, unto the chucrh
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
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AUTUMN LEAVES,
We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTliiENT
To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B.

s.,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmina.
tion in the secong coming of Chrht.
In addition to this there wHI also begin in the
February number a

.,. DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which wi.ll be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace ?f the family is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sisters, will yoti aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you· better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest ofiort. We could furnish } ou many l<'stimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscdption list the
coming year, and hcpe we shall not bei_disappointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, lf you are not prepared to pay
now . . We want to accornmodatf' all, but can not
afford to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being- dropped, and insure you the magazine for I89o.
mF All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
!lsts open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't fail to keep a hst of all11ames
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble will surely result.
mF N. B.-Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names. but commissions can not be allowed until. payinent is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale.
Lamoni House and Three Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot. on Broadway; front.ing eaet a.nd south. House
new. ninetoen roomR: tw ~ storv24x46 and 12x15.
LIVERY AND B'EED RARN 40 x60 and three lots,
location on Broadway, eaRt of the honl'le. Cellar, three
wells and out bnildin~s. Terms easy. Address
Also ~0 acres of Land 4 miles west of town, fenced, water, and on a public road; price $500.
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa,
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of ·Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••.••••••. 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ......••••••••••••••••••. 2 50
New TestameJ:!t, Inspired.................... ~5
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••.•••..•••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••• , •• , •• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••..•••••.•... 2t 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:l.
(By Lucy Smith.}
Muslin binding, 312 pages • . • • • .. • .. • • • • .. • .. 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........ ~ •• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers........... . . . • • • • • • • • . • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding....... . .... .. .. .. .. ..... .. 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of Lhe ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards .. .. .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. ~ 5
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ..•••... 2 60
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, Hi cts. each, per dozen .....••••• 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . . . . • • . • • . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..•.••..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • • . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ..... , • • .. . . .. • • .. .. • 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. For.scutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

BRi.DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, il96 pages .................... 1 'Hi
· Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Ie the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each •• , ••••••• , 20
In paper 16cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is th~ notorious "Manuscript Found," writtet
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 75
, Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morro n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers....
Old edition . .. .. . • .. . . .. . .. • • • .. . • .. • • .. • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOots.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••• 1
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100 •
4. Bpitome of Faith and Doctrine of the C-hurch
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100..
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .• , ..... 1
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ l
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen fie., 100....
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 115c., 100 .• 1
9. "Spiritualism Viewed ft\.'m a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 cts., 100 .............. _•.• 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan ofSalvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the ·
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3e., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen lfi cts, 100 ... 1
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • .
26. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26 . .Mountain of the ·Lord's House; doz. 6c., 100
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . • . .
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • . . .
per hundred ......... , ................... l
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 1500 for $1, 1,000 for ...... , .• l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . •
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
per hundred ........................... l
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 ets., 250
oOO for $1, 1,000 for .................. , ... 1
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen l5cts., 100.1
4il. One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts., 100 ..•. l
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jeans Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen...........
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100....... • •
An assortment of Tracts ..•...•...••.••••. : • •

50
40
25
~5

75
40
75

25
!0
25
65
75
40
40
~5

40
15
10
25
40
40
40

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
· ·
(1fusic only,)
Leather back and Mu•lin sides ......••...... $1 50
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
l'urkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
T'urkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••.•. 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge .••••••...••••••••. 3 '15
Uoxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••.•••• 4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ............... , •• · 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
:Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEJL.~LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen. • • .. . • . . • . . .. • • .. • , 1\
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·
ing of Children, and for Marriages.••••• , , •••. 2 00

}~eat her

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ... 3 00
LICENCES, .NOTICES, &c.
Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licencss,
each per dozen..........................
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
]~lders,

12
25
40

CERTIFICATl'}S AND REPOR'fS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . • . . . • . • • • •
6
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz. 12
Certificates of Uemoval, per dozen . . • • . • • • • • • . 12
:Marriage Certificates, per dozen . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
:MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of HumOJ.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .....•. 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ..........••..•........ l
JoBephus, complet.e, library leather .••.....•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, !i volumes .................. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••..•• .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..•..•.. l
Rollin's .Ancient History, two volumes in one •. .4
The Koran, library leather ....•.............. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from .A..D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .....••. 2
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WALKER vs. HUNT.

IN this issue will he found questions by
Bro. C. J. Hunt and answers by Rev. J.
W. Walker.
It is strange indeed that anv one with
Bible in hand will cb.im that "trne repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus alone are
essential to salvation" when that Bible
predicates salvation on baptism as well as
on faith and repentance; for it says plainly .that "Zacharias was filled with the
Holy Ghost and prophesied" fhat. John
would "go before the face of the Lord to
prepare his ways y' to give knowledge of
salvation unto his people bv a remission
of their sins," (Luke r: 67, 76, 77), and the
same Bible, in Mark I: 4, also declares
that "John did baptize in the wilderness,
and preach the baptism of repentance for
the remission .of sins," the Bible declarin~~
also that this ordinance was connected with
and was part and parcel of "the beginning
of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of
God." (Mark r: r ).
Jesus, in his gospel commission, also
makes salvation dependent upon these conditions-" He that believetl1 [the gospel]
and is baptized shall be saved," (Mark r6:
_ 16), and no one, anciently or modernly,
·can justly t.each to the contrary.
When Peter preached the gospelto the
believing, enquiring Jews on Pentecost,
he made water baptism essential, for he
said to them, "Repent, and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ve
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost."
-Acts 2: 28. And when this same apostle first preached the gospel to the Gentiles,
he taught the same doctrine, fulfilling this
promise of the angel to Cornelius-"Who
shall tell thee words whereby thou and all
thy house shall be saved," (Acts I 1: 14),
for he said, "Can any man forbid water,
that these should not be baptized, which
have received the Holy Ghost as well as
we? And he commanded them to be hap-
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tized in the name of the Lord."-Acts ro:

47, 48. Peter knew that Christ had made
salvation under the gospel order dependent on water baptism as one of the essential requirements. In further proot of this
hear him in his first general epistle to the
church, "When once the longsuffering of
God waited in the days of Noah, while the
ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is,
eight souls were saved by u•ater. The like
figure whereunto even baptism doth also
now save us."- I Peter 3:21, 22.
Paul evidently believed and taught the
same, for he said to the enquiring jailer,
'-Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved, and thy house;" and
in order that they might thus "believe,"
P<~ul "spake unto him the word of the
Lord, and to all that were in the house;"
and then in order to render that belief effective the jailer "was baptized, he and all
his, straightway."-Acts 17: 31, 32, 33·
To this agree his teachings when he says
of "God our Savior," that, ''according to
his mercy he saved us, by the washing of
regeneration, [the new birth], and renewing of the Holy Ghost."-Titus 3: 5·
Again speaking of baptism the apostle
says in Romans 6: 3-5: "Know ye not,
that so many of us as were baptized into
Jesus Christ were baptized into his death?
Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death.
For if we have
been planted together in the likeness of"
his death, we shall be also in the likeness
of his resurrection," thus defining the very
conditions upon which man can hope for
salvation according to the gospel order of
Jesus Christ as certified in the word of God,
and also illustrating "the mode" of baptism.
And to conclude on this point, Jesus
says in John 3: 5, "Except a man be born
of water and of the Spifit, he can not enter
into the kingdom ot God." Surely, it is
most unreasonable to claim that a man is
"born of water" if he has water only
sprinkled or poured upon him.
Man is
"born" when he passes from one state,
condition or place, into another.
Jesus
evidently used the word in order to easily
reach the understanding of the humblest,
most illiterate ones who should seek to
learn his teachings, and he therefore used
phrases, words, figures and illustrations,
such as the mind of the lowliest, faithful
seeker could· readily comprehend.
When Rev. Walker savs "no church
has the .right to dictate to a"person what is
the proper mode o£ baptism," and then
seeks to prove his claim by the words of
Peter when he said baptism is "the answer
of a good conscience toward God," we
would gently remind him that, "a good
c;:onscience" in respect to gospel matters is
one that· accepts the gospel on its own
terms, unperverted by human tastes and

contrivances, and uncorrupted by •·the
commandments ot men."
Man's "conscience" is very largely the creature of his
own tastes, teachings, and immediate surroundings, and is varied.
When Rev. Walker asserts that ~'no
church has the right to dictate to a person
what is the proper mode of baptism," be is
right only in so far as relates to the churches of men.
For as we have already seen,
the true church, through its head, Jesus
Christ, and through its se,.vants and representatives John, Peter, Paul, etc., all
have indicated, and taught directly, that
"baptism" means immersion, in which and
by which the candidate was "buried,"
"planted," "born," and therefore received
"the washing of regeneration," etc._
The church of God, so long as it walked
in the commandments of Christ, had authority to dictate in regard to doctrine,
ceremonie; and usages, and even the accredited apostles of Christ had no right or
power to disallow or resist such authority.
Some zealous Jewish converts, acting upon their oresumed "good cons:::ience,"
sought to resist the gospel order taught by
Christ and the prophets, saying to the
Gentile converts, "Y e must be circumcised,
and keep the luw" [of Moses]. But the
church would not tolerate this, for "Then
pleased it the apostles and elders, with the
whole church, to send chosen men" to denounce and put down that heresy. See
Acts r 5: 22-24. And when the apostle
Peter afterward treated this authoritative
dictation of the church with neglect and
desrespect, Paul "withstood him to the
face, because he was to be blamed."-Gal.
2: I I, 12. The church has rights and authority that even those claiming to be
apostles should respect, and God justifies "
and honors his church when it judges of
their claims and conduct: "I know thy
works, and thy labor, and thy patience,
and how thou canst not bear them which
are evil: and thou hast tried them which
say they are aposties, and are not, and hast
found them liars."-Rev. 2: 2: And Jesus,
in Matthew r8: 17, says of the persistent
offender, member or mmister, "If he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto
thee as a heathen man and a publican."
Yes, the church has authority, both in respect to the conduct and doctrine of its
membership; that is, the church of Christ
has, and can therefore dictate to candidates
the conditions on which and "the mode"
by which they can enter and become its
members.
The church taught and administered but
one kind of water baptism, as taught by
Paul when h<:. said, "There is one body,
and one spirit, even as ye are calle-1 in one
hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith,
one baptism."-Eph. 4:4-6.
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The genuine Church of Christ never
permitted converts to decide its administrations in regard to the duty or mode of
baptism, the Lord's supper, or anything
else that involved either doctrine or church
government. Christ, through his ministry,
called sinners to believe and obey the gospel, and sinners could ·only decide as to
whether or not they would heed that call.
No gospel minister has authority to
teach or administer contrary to the gospel
or doctrine of Christ, for the apostle say~,
"But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than
that which I have preached unto you, let
him be accursed" (Gal. I: 8); and another
aged, experienced apostle says (2 John 9:
I I), "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not
God. He that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both tbe Father and the
Son. If there come any [minister, teacher]
unto you, and bring not this doctrine [of
Christ], receive him not into your house,
neither bid him God speed: for be that
biddeth him God speed is partaker of his
evil deeds."
The above are plain, strong words, and
most important warnings, teaching us with
no uncertain sound that God will have his
gospel servants build their ministerial work
strictly, and only, in harmony with New
Testament teachings and New Testament
patterns.
Rev. \Valker errs widely when he says
"The Christian church was not organized
til! after the ascension of Christ," and, that
"His mission was not to establish a church."
The very reverse of this is true, for J ohu
the Baptist, sent to herald the mission and
outline the work of Christ, said from the
first, "Repent ye; for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand" (Matt. 3: 2 ), which
means that it vvas then present.
The word "kingdom" implies authorized officers, laws, and all the essential
elements of organization.
Indeed, no
"kingdom" can exist without some degree
of organization. In its first stages an organization may be simple, undeveloped and
imperfect, yet 1t has essential constitu
ent parts, each having special relation to
the others, and each performing its specific office. In this view we can easily comprehend the idea of the "king·dom of heaven" existing when the Baptist was sent of
God to preach the gospel, and when Jesus
said to the unbelieving Pharisees, "Behold
the kingdom of God is within [among]
you" (Luke 17: zr); also when he further
said to those Pbari~ees who"derided him,"
"The law and the prophets were until
John: since that time the kingdom of God
is preached, and evPry man [who believeth] presseth into it"(Luke t6:r6); also
when he said to Peter, ''·Upon this rock
["revealed" truth] I will build my church."
-Matt. r6: 18.
Mark this well; Christ
himself was the church builder. He could,
and did, use many servants to· aid him
but he was chief and greatest of all
in that work.
John the Baptist was
an important helper in thae work, for he
was "the voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord,
make his paths straight" (Matt. 3: 3), and

introdu~ing in that dispensation, "The be-

ginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the
Son of God," after ·which Jesus came saying to the Jews, "The time is fulfilled, and
the kingdom of God is at hand: repent
ye, and believe the gospel."-Mark I: r,
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The church and kingdom existed in the
times of J olm the Baptist. Jesus endorsed
and honored it when he received baptism
at the hands of John, (for thus he entered
"the sheepfold" under the administration
of John "the porter."-John 10: 1-3), and
also when he chose some, if not all
of his apostles, from a~ong those
who received gospel baptism at his
(John's) hand<..
See John I: 35·, 40;
Mark I: 16-:8, with Acts I: 21-23; Luke
7: 29, 3o, etc., etc. vVhen "the gospel of
the kingdom" was thus preached and men
received it, then the work of buildingorganizing-the church and kingdom began, and it was done by divine authority,
and not by the will and device of man.
For when Jesus was questioned as to his
"authority" to minister in the things of
God, he referred the people directly to
John the Baptist and his "authority" as a
servant of God, as may be seen from the
following:
"And when he was come into the temple, the
chief priests and the elders of the people came
unto him as he was teaching, and said, By what
authority do'est thou these things? and who gave
thee this authority? And Jesus ans'Ye1·ed and
said unto them, I also will ask you one thing,
which if ye tell me, I in like wise will tell you by
what authority I do these things. The baptism
of John, whence was it.? from heaven, or of men?
And they reasoned with themselves, saying, If
we shall say, From heaven; he will say unto us,
Why did ye not then believe him? But if we
shall say, Of men; we fear the people: for all
hold John as a prophet.
And they answered
Jesus, and said, We can not tell.
And he said
unto them, Neither tell I vou by what authority
I do these things."-Matt. 21: 23-27.

We remark again that Christ the Lord
was, and is, the chief church founder, organizer and builder.
His ministry are
"laborers together, with God," but they
must build as he ordains and appoints, and
in no other way; for "Every man's [minister's] work shall be made manifest: for
the day shall declare it, because it shall be
revealed by fire; and the fire shall
every man's work of what sort it is."-I
Cor. 3: 13, 14.
In conclusion we have to say, that all
seekers after life eternal in Christ must
put away "the commandments of men,''
wherever found. Jesus says:
"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,
shaH enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in
heaven."-Matt. 7: zr:

He also says:
"But in vain they do worship me, teaching for
doctrines the commandments of men."--rviatt.
1 5:

commandments of men." Besides this,
the work of John and Jesus both were of
divine authority, and both were essential
parts of the gospel order and must not be
divorced.

9·

Sprinkling and pouring for baptism,
also infant baptism, were never taught nor
practiced by Christ and his ministry, and
they have· no higher authority than "rhe

NEWSPAPER SLANDERS.

A BROTHER sends us the Iron Valley
(Ohio) Reporter containing a lor..g letter
from a correspondent in Utah which is
made up largely of mere a>.sertions and
but little proof.
He asks us to review it
in the HERALD, but we lack both the time
and space required; and besides, there is
so much of similar matter afloat in the
press that to give it all proper criticism
would take all or nearly all our time. Our
treatment of such writers is to cite them
to the authentic books and documents of
the church.
It is a common thing for the scribbler to
hastily slander those of whom be is ignorant or against whom there are prejudices
and dislikes. Every effort, every movement, well nigh, to improve the race
socially, politically, also in matters of science and religion, has been shamefully
traduced and opposed. All history attests
this fact.
The early Christians, and especia1ly
Christ and his ministry, were l:,e!ied and
hated and had all manner of evil spoken
against them.
Sometimes some of the
members, and some even of the ministry
gave occasion for evil speaking; ,but the
doctrines of the church were pure and
good, and the great body of the church
were upright and worthy. People finally
learned tp judge Christianity and its people on their respective merits, and such
were appalled at the slanders and persecutions they suffered.
So, too, tbe early
Retorme.rs were covered with calumny by
their enemies, religious bigots, fanatical
zealots, political hacks and aspirants, and
men and women of "the baser sort."
Of those who slander the Saints we expect but little that is good. It remains for
the Saints to let their "light so shine before men, that they seeing" their "good
works may glorify our Father in heaven."
The corre5pondent's effort to mix and
make Brighamism one with the doctrines
and doings of the church from 1830 to
1844, is sufficient proof of his ignorance or
mendacity. Brighamism is rapidly passing before the public judgment bar, and
is alone responsible for its work.
But it
no more represents the genuine, authentic
faith of the Reorganization and the church
from 1830 to 1844 than Romanism represents the Christianity of Christ and the
Christians of the first century. And when
the correspondent quotes "a prophecy"
professed! y from any accredited "theological'' work of the church which says,
"about the year 1890 the New Jerusalem
will be let down from God out of heaven,
and located in Jackson county, Missouri,
with the corner-stone of the Great Temple, three hundred yards west of the old
court-house in Independence," he has been
egregiously humbugged by some crafty,
woolly-l:eadtd book-maker, or he has
made a silly fiction out of whole cloth
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after the order of the Son, the only begotten of
the Father, who is without beginning of days or
end of years, who is full of grace, equity and
truth. And thus it is. Amen.'·-Alma 9: 6
••Now as I said concerning the holy order of
this high priesthood: there were many who were
ordained and became high priests of God; and it
was on account of their exceeding faith and repentance, and their righteousness before God,
they choosing to repent and work righteousness,
rather than to perish; therefore they were called
after this holy order, and were sanctified, and
their garments were washed white, through the
blood of the Lamb. Now they, after being sanctified by the Holy Ghost, having their garments
made white, being pure and spotless before God,
could not look upon sin, save it were with abhorrence; and there were many, exceeding great
many, who were made pure, and entered into the
rest of the Lord their God. And now, my brethren, I would that ye should humble yourselves
before God, and bring forth fruit meet f?r repentance, that ye may also enter into that rest; yea,
humble yourselves ever. as the people in the days
of Melchizedek, who was also a high priest after
this same order which I have spoken, who also
took upon him the high priesthood forever.
And it was this same Melchlzedek to whom Ab
raham paid tithes: yea, even our father Abraham
paid tithes of one tenth part of all that he possessed. Now these ordinances were given after
this manner, that thereby the people might look
forward on the Son of God, it being a type of his
order, or it being his order; and this, that they
might look forward to him for a remission of
their sins, that they might enter into the rest of
the Lord."-Alma ro: r.
The Bible, with all the sacred books of
the church, are in perfect accord with this
teaching, and it certainly is sustained by
right reason. And what an easy, consistent solution this is of the general principle
of foreordination as taught by the apostle
Paul, about which so many have been
troubled and over which so many have
stumbled!

with a purpose to libel far better people
than he is.
If he has done the latter he
should know that he
"Who stabs my name, would stab my person, too,
Did not the hangman,s axe lie in the way."

WHY GOD CHOSE JOSEPH.

J.

C. WHITMER, when at Lamoni preaching two or three years since, wisely said in
a sermon on the coming forth of the Latter-day dispensation that God chose Joseph
Smith to intr.oduce that dispemation "because he was the best fitted for it ot any
the Lord could find."
We then thought and we now think the
statement to be· exactly correct. This
view harmonizes, precisely, with the
prophet Alma's teachings concerning the
special calling and foreordination of the
Lord's chief servants, those appointed of
heaven to he the chief teachers and leaders of His people, and it likewiRe furnishes the proper explanation to the general
principle of foreordination, showing the
grounds upon which it is based. Alma
says:
"And I would that ye should remember that
the Lord God ordained priests, after his holy order, which was after the order of his Son, to teach
these things ["the plan of redemption"] unto the
people; and those priests were ordained after the
order of his Son, to teach these things unto the
people; and those priests were ordained after the
order of his Son, in a manner that thereby the
people might know in what manner to look forward to his Son for redemption. And this is the
manner after which they were ordained: being
called and prepared from the foundation of the
world, accm-ding to the foreknowledge of God, on
account of their exceeding faith a11d good works/
in the first place being left to choose good or evil;
wherefore they having chosen good, and exercising
great faith, are called with a holy calling, yea,
with that holy calling which was prepared with,
and according to, a preparatory redemption for
such; and thus they have been called to this holy calling on account of their faith, while others
would reject the Spirit of God on account of the
hardness of their hearts and blindness of their
minds, while, if it had not been for this, they
might had as great privilege as their brethren.
Or in fine: in the first place they were on the
same standing with their brethren; thus this holy calling being prepared from the foundation of
the world for. such as would not harden their
hearts, being in and through the atonement of
the only begotten Son, who was prepared; and
thus being called by this holy calling, and ordained unto the high priesthood of the holy order
of God; to teach his commandments unto the
children of men, that they also might enter into
his rest, this high priesthood being after the
order of his Son, which order was from the foundation of the world: or in other words, being
without beginning of days or end of years, being
prepared from eternity to all eternity, according
to his foreknowledge of all things. Now they
were ordained after this manner: Being called
with a holy calling, and ordained with a holy ordinance, and taking upon them the high priesthood of the holy order, which calling, and ordinance, and high priesthood, is without beginning
or end; thus they become high priests forever,

a try (Deut. 13: r, 2, 3, etc). But they were not
forbid, when they thought they had any significative dream, to address themselves to the
prophets of the Lord, or to the high priest dressed in his ephod, in order to have it explained.
"Wherefore in that very place, wherein God
forbid the Hebrews to consult diviners, magicians, and interpreters of dreams, he tells them,
The people whose land ye are going to possess
consult soothsayers, and diviner_s; but ye have
not been so taught. The Lord shall raise up
from the midst of you, and among your brethren
a prophet like unto me, him ye shall consult
and hearken to (Deut. I8: If, 15). The Israelites therefore were to address themselves to God
and his prophets, to learn the explanation of
their dreams and the prediction of things to
come. Saul, a little before the battle of Gilboa,
consulted a woman with a familiar spirit, because the Lord had departed from him, and
would not answer him, and discover the success
of this war to him, neither by dreams, nor by
V"rim, nor by prophets (I Sam. 28:6, rs).
'~And we find that the Lord did indeed sometimes discover his will in dreams, and raised up
persons to explain them. He informed Abimelech in a dream, that Sarah was the wife of
Abraham (Gen. 20:3, 6). He showed Jacob the
mysterious ladder in a dream (Gen. 28:12, 13,
If)· Joseph was favored very early with prophetic dreams, the signification whereof was
<easily discovered by Jacob his father (Gen. 37:f,
6, etc). The dreams of the butler, and the
baker belonging to the king of Egypt, were explained by Joseph, as those of Pharaoh (Gen.
fO: I2, IS; fl: 25).
And the Lord expressly declares, that he would sometimes thus reveal
himself (Num. I2:6). If there be a prophet
among you, I the Lord will make myself known
unto him a vision, and will speak unto J:!im in a
dream. In the New Testament we read that the
angel of the Lord appeared unto Joseph in a
dream several times (Matt. I: 20; 2: I9, 22). And
it is among the signs and effects of the promulgation of the gospel, prophetically said: It shall
come to pass that I will pour out my Spirit upon
all flesh; your sons and yom: daughters shall
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams,
your young men shall see visions (Joel 2: 28).
The prophet Jeremiah exclaims against the false
prophets, who pretended to have dreams (Jer.
23:25, 28, 32). Dreams are (I) Natural (Eccl.
5: 7). (2) Divine (Gen. 28: rz). (3) Diabolical
and sinful (Deut. I3: r, 2; Jer. 23: 32).".

s.

DREAMS.
a brother, or sister have. a spiritual
dream or vision is it contrary to the laws of the
church to write the vision or dream or to tell the
Saints concerning it?
Ans.-"DREAM :-By this word are to be
understood those vain images, which are formed
We insert the above as it quite generally
in the imagination while we are asleep (Job 20: 8),
but tersely covers the ground of the subHe shall fly away as a dream, and shall not be
ject in question. However, we might refound; yea, he shall be chased a way as a vision
mark in addition, that while dreams are
of the night. The eastern people, and In particclearly mentioned in the Scriptures '"
ular the Jews, had a very great regard for
bles~ings from God, it will be noticed that
dreams; they observed them, and applied to
they were generally given to accom.plish
those who pretended to explain them. We see
some far-reaching and gt>neral good, as in
the antiquity of this custom among the Egypthe case of Joseph, N ebuchadnezzar,
tians, in the history of Pharaoh's butler and
Abimelech, etc.
baker, and in Pharaoh himself (Gen. fO: 5,!?: fi:
Dreams are frequently given to individ·
rs)
Nebuchadne.zzar is an instance of the
uals for their personal comfort or instrucsame among the Chaldeans (Dan. 2: I, 2, 3, etc).
tion. Things may thus be made manifest
God had very expressly .forbidden his people to
to an individual which it would be imobserve dreams, and to consult those who took
proper and unwise to publicly reveal.
upon them to explain them. He condemned any
There are, in other instances, dreams
one' to death who pretended to have prophetic ·given which might very properly be made
dreams, and to foretell what was to come, though
public; wisdom and discretion must determine.
In all manifestations of the Spirit
what he should so foretell were to come to pass,
it should be remembered that the Spirit of
if after this he would engage t.he people in idol~ttes.-"If
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the prophets is subject to the prophets.
The recipient must ask for,. receive and
manifest good judgment in such matters.
We read Jeremiah 23: 28, which evidently
refers to the work of some special, authentic burden of the word of the Lord to the
people; but we should also read the following:
"For a dream cometh through the multitude of bminess." ..• "For in the multitude of dreams and many words there are
also divers vanities; but fear thou God."Eccl. 5:3, 7· Dreams are frequently if
not generally the result of mental anxiety,
overwork, or abnormal physical conditions. It should be remembered that they
are the groundwork of much superstition,
hence those professing to receive counsel
or instruction through them should be
guarded in their reception of them.
We
believe that Go i blesses his people by
dreams; however, we consider such things
as sacred and their reception not an every
day occurrence.
Where spiritual dreams
are given they should come in. such a way
that the recipient n<ay discern between
them and the ordinary hallucinations peculiar to a weary brain or an overtaxed
stomach. God's people should remember
that discernment, wisdom, prudence,
knowledge and other gifts must go hand
in hand with gifts of dreams, tongues,
prophecy, etc.
The whole form a complete system, and by the use of each in its
place is the body tempered.
We esteem
all of God's gifts; for that reason we
equally prize the inward with the outward
manifestations of the Spirit, They are
just as much the workings of the Spirit as
are the outward gifts.
Another thing we may with propriety
mention rere: The frequent use of the
outward gifts, the constant claim of the
enjoyment of the marvelous are not the best
indications of spirituality and growth.
Individuals who manifest steadfastness and
devotion to the cause and who consistently
press forward, quietly and ste:<Jdily, and
are wise in their conduct and conversation
give best evidence of growth in grace and
in the knowledge of the truth.
Such
individuals will enjoy the Spirit of Truth
in calmness and peace, in spiritual perception, in understanding and comprehension.
They may also at times be greatly blessed
with the outward gifts of the Spirit as the
Lord shall bestow, but they will not
require some re,·urring- wonderful thing
to keep them in the faith or .from flying
the track.
Our object in thus writing is not to dis:
courage the use and enjoyment of spiritu:;l
gifts, but to encourage the proper use of
them. "Remember, that which cometh
from above is s?.cn:d and mu~t be spoken
with care," is the admonition of ·God's
word. While we believe that God speaks
to His people, let us see that our helief in
revelation and in the gifts of the Spirit is
reverential. We should remember that it
is a wonderful thing to receive of the
Lord, llnd that fanaticism is no part of an
intelligent faith.
Our object is to convert people to God,
to teach them to love and serve him by
loving God and his truth, hating iniquity,
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and doing good to their fellow men. The
outward gifts of the Spirit are made manifest to encourage, assist and blcss the believer in his life-work and labor of 'love
for God and the race.
"This then is the message which we
have heard of him, God is light, and in
him is no darkness [blindness, ignorance
or imperfection l at all."
·
"And we know that the Son of God is
come, and hath given us an understanding,
that we mav know him that is true, and
we are in him thl'lt is true, even in his Son
Tesus Christ.
This is the true God, and
eternal life."
"Little children, keep yourselves from
idols."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

from Bro. G. H. Hilliard dated at
Bellair, Illinois, March 6th states that
himself and Bro. E. L. Kelley were having a debate with an Elder Hiil and Clark
Braden. Particulars after a while.
Bro. J. C. Clapp baptized three at vV\1.
low Glen, Montana; sn writes Bro. R. J,
Anthony under date of February 21st.
Bro. Thomas Daley wrote from Sacramento, California, March Ist that he had
visited Yuba City, where he found
brother of the old time faith, named W
who at seventy-six wa:;; still hale
beartv; and who, afler consultation with
Bro. ·Daley was baptized, thus renewing
his confidence in the "faith on!;e delivered
to the Saints," of it Bro. Daley wrote: "I
baptized him and left him rejoicing in the
Lord." This is another link in the chain
of evidence being woven in behalf of the
latter day work.
By request of brethren E. Delong and
J. J. Cornish we correct an error which
appeared in one of our late
in which
it was stated that Bro. Delong
labored
"in and around Lexington, Michigan, for
nearly seven weeks." Bro.
labors were continued there for four
1 not seven.
See his letter.
Bro. Cornish's last card reports that Bro.
E. C. Bl;iggs had come to the
of the
brethren at work near Lexington.
feeling was prevailing.
Read the letter of Bro. C. A.
of New London, Iowa, in thi~
if the injunction is applicable, "Go thou
and do likewise."
CARD

EXPLANATION.

PLEASE explain this verse for me: "The
Lord bath made all things for himself;
yea, even the wicked for the
of evil."
--Prov. 16: 4·
Read Ezekiel 33: 1-20.
to understand th:;t the
wicked i~ a consequence
commission of evil acts.
no nlea,ure "in the death of th~
"
but'id'!icts punishment to
and educate-the individual out of
wickedness and ignorance.
The
tures RO state the great 1HV\TS vvhich are :re-·
lated to the attributes of justice and
in God. It shot\ld be remembered that
the attributes of God are
; that

His justice, and his hatred of sin do not
overbalance his mercy. God is love, even
in the m<1nifestation of his displeasure
against evil.
He hates the sin but loves
the sinner.
The translation of Proverbs 16: 4, is
somewhat peculiar.
However it should
be remembered that the Scriptures are to
be interpreted in tbe light of their entirety;
and that almost every clause, every statement or chapter is inter-dependent and
modifies or is modified by another. Any
other system of interpretation of tbe divine
word places it in conflict. As an instance
of this read Acts 2: 21, in connection with
Luke 6: 46-49·
OPPOSED TO REVISION.

IT is in order to show both sides of this
effort to revise the "creed," now being
made among the elders of the Presbyterian
Church. The following· sermon preached
Sunday, March 9th, gives the view held
by those objecting to the revision very
fairly:
Rev. A. D. Madeira, of the First Presbyterian
Church, of Independence, Missouri, took as the
topic of his discourse yesterday morning, "A De·
fense of Religious Creeds." His text was:
"What is Truth." John rS: 38. The sermon in
full was as follows:
"When Pilot asked the divine rnan, 'What is
truth?' he meant truth in its widest scope and as
containing what is more important for man to
know in the pursuance of his destiny .. The di·
vine man anticipated that question when He said
'for this cause was I born and for this end came
I into the world that I might bear witness unto
the truth.'
"The question ot revising the Westminster
confession of faith has stirred -much discussion,
not only in the presbyteries of this branch of the
church, but also on the part of the public journals, both relig1ous and secular. I have not. as
yet read an article, however, from any of the
secular journals that has not placed the matter
upon untenable ground. The main premise is
what logicians call a begging of the question.
Allow their premise, and their conclusion logic;,lly follows. But their premise is not to be allowed. It is this, religion is a thing of nature,
proceeds from natural or moral science, and,
therefore, as the sum of that knowl~dge increases,
religious knowledge grows. Hence, men living
now are far better prepared to understand and
interpret religious truth than they were one hun"
dred or two hundred years ago. Whereas, the
true premise is religion came by revelation from
God, and stood complete when that revelation
was finished. Hence, they were the best inter ..
preters of religious truth who lived in the times,
and immedietely after, when this system of truth
was delivered.
It is not our purpose to speak of the way in
which the creeds of other branches of the church
were formed, but simply of the Presbyterian
branch. Four hundred years ago, while the
Church of Christ was as yet but one great body,
many persons of eminent piety and learning be·
came impressed 'Nith the idea that the pope and
his council;; had pushed their abuse of power to
such an extent that instead of confining themselves to the interpretation of Scripture, they were
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assuming to make Scripture; insomuch that the
of revealed truth is following an ignis fatuus that
deliverances of popes and councils over-rode the
will lead him into darkness and down to death.
word of God, and were made of paramount auThe Westminstm· divines followed the reverse
thority in the church. In the heated discussions
method. They traveled back to the fountain
which grew out of this, Luther and others of
head for their interpretation of God's truth. They
like mind were driven from the communion of
took these Scriptures and ·went once more to the
the church as it was then organized. These men
original Greek and Hebrew in which they had
set about a new formulation of the doctrines of
been
delivered, pondering every word t0 find out
the Scriptures. Thus the Protestant Church
the
mind
of the Holy Spirit.
Thus carefully
came to exist in the Protestant body. There
studying the interpretations Chrst put upon His
were differences of interpretation, but of no vital
own words and upon the word of the Old Testaimportance. The main difference that forced
ment Scriptures they then examined in the same
them into different denominations was in regard
the unfoldings of the doctrine by the inspirto the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. The doced apostles and evangelists. Then they consulttrine of transubstantiation that was maintained by
ed the wrlt!ngs of the eminent men of the church
the pope and his councils, the whole Protestant
who lived immediately succeeding the apostles,
Church repudiated; which was that the sacraand
who were partfaHy contemporaneous with
mental bread is Christ's very body and the wine
them, and made thorough use of all the testihis very blood, Luther wished to displace that
monies which lay between the time of the living
doctrine with what he called consubstantiation,
Christ and the fourth century when the Emperor
that is the bread and wine are not his very body,
Constantine opened the sluices of worldly pride
but there is simply a pervasive actual presence of
and pomp and ambition and poured them into
Christ in the bread and wine. This he illustrated
the temple of God. Let those who desire it look
by maintaining that as fire pervades every atom
to advanced science for better interpretations of
of a red hot bar of iron, so Christ pervades the
truth, but we will turn our faces toward the origbread and wine.
2winglius, of Switzerland,
Inal source, the fountain of living waters, and
thought this view as objectionable as the other,
not to the cisterns, which philosophers are hewhe maintaining that the bread and wine were but
ing out for themselves. Is this system of truth
emblems. Out of this branch of Protestantism
the appropriate subject of creeds?
grew the Presbyterian Church. Two hundred
"The word creed, as every one knows, means
years later the Westminster assembly convened
a man's belief or his opinion. Every man who
and formulated the confession of faith and catehas an opinion about any principle of truth in
chism which have ever since been maintained as
whatever department of knowledge, scientific,
the standards of Presbyterian doctrine. And now
political or religious, has that for his creed. He
the question is:
may write it or have it printed, or he may simply
"By what methods did those divines formulate
formulate it in his own thought, but it is just as
this creed? Just here the whole matter pivots.
really his creed in the one case as in the other.
The theory of some is that the older the church
The astronomers of the Ptolemaic system formugets the better prepared it is to interpret the
lated their opinion respecting the relations of
Scriptures; that it is outgrowing old creeds and
the heavenly bodies, placing the earth in the
must form new ones. Is that theory tenable as
eenter, .and that was their creed: Copernicus
to a system of revealed religious truth? We say
came to an altogether different opinion regardrevealed religious truth. If pur religion were
ing the relations of th3 heavenly bodies composthe religion of nature drawn from natural and
l.ng our solar system, placing the sun in the cenmoral science it might be so, supposing that men
ter, and this was his astronomical creed.
In
are growing wiser in nature and moral science.
natural philosophy there have been many differBut inasmuch as our religion is a matter of reveent opinions or theories or beliefs or creeds
lation, does it follow that the further we travel
concerning the matter. I see that Edison has
from the fountain head of revelation the wiser
recently formulated his creed, which is that every
we grow in religious truth? The divines of the
atom of matter has been endowed with such
Westminster assembly came to the reverse conchemical appetencies as make them act with
clusion.
practical intelligence wherever these atoms are
"They found as a practical fact that in 1,400
placed. The politicans have their. creeds, and the
years such errors had crept into the church as
political platforms are the expressior, of them.
threatened to undermine itB very foundations, and
A man may say, 'Away with political platforms,
that like the Jewish church the popes and councils
let us take the constitution.' Certainly you will
were teaching for doctriQ.e the commandments of
take the constitution; but ask him, 'What is your
men. And such is still the tendency. Science
interpretation of the constitution?' in respect to
and philosophy when brought into religion often
this matter or that, and he replies, 'it is thus and
engender rationalism, and vitiate the truth. We
so.' You say to him, 'I differ from you.' You
do not hesitate to say that the most dangerous
both hold to the constitution, but you each have
enemy of this revealed system of truth today is
your creed as to its proper interpretation. It is
rationalism. It is rationalism that· is rapidly disso in respect to religious truth.
lodging from the church the doctrine of the future state of punishment. It is rationalism that
''Whoever has a religious belief has a creed
whether it be written or printed or is simply
is casting ominous conjecture upon the divinity
formulated in his own thought. The Presbyteof Christ. It is rationalism that is assailing the
fact of the immortality of the soul and the docrian Church has .for.mulated its interpretation of
trine of the resurrection o£ 1he dead. It is rationthe Scriptures as setting forth the system of sal·
alism that is repudiating the fact of miracles. In i vatiop,and that is its creed. To say that Chrisa word, it is rationalism that is turning a religion . tian people should have no creed is. a folly, for
no thoughtful man eve1; read the Scriptures who
revelation into a religion of nature. He v,;ho
did not form for himself some <;reed in regard to
i.s. trusting: to advanced science and philosophy,
their doctdnes. His opinions may have been in
so called, for bette,r interpretations of this system
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common with others, and that makes what we
term a denomination, or it may have been peculiar to himself, and then it wa.s a creed of his own.
You can not talk to any intelligent man, even a
non-professor, ten minutes without. his giving
you his creed in regard to religious truth. There
are some branches of the church that ;decry
creeds and say let us take the Scriptures and
away with creeds. But those people have their
opinion as to the way these Scriptures should be
interpreted, and that is their creed.
"But while interpreting truth according to our
own standard, let us be tolerant of the opinions
of others. Let us follow that maxim of our
divine Lord, 'If I have spoken evil bear witness
of the evil.' Vituperation and violence never
won the battle of truth.
"'Fight darkness with light,
Fight wrong with right;
Fight error with truth,
Deal fairly with both.
Even the cnlpJ·it we must not misuse,
Even the guilty have some d·ues.'

"We have said that Zvvinglius, the Swiss reformer, was the leader of the Presbyterian branch
of the Protestant Church. I wish we could all
catch his &pirit. Philip, landgrave of Hesse, in
order to accommodate the differences between
Zwinglius and Luther, brought them together.
It was at Marburg, October rst, 1529. They
could not agree. Luther grew violent and
Zwinglius stood firm. At length Zwinglius approached Luthel with extended hands, burst
into tears, and said: 'Let us confess our union in
all things in which we agree, and as for the rest
let us remember we are brothers.'"

EXTRACT-CHURCH HISTORY.

WE commend the following reprint to the
careful considerRtion of the church and especially the ministry. The day is near at
hand, we trust, when the history~ of the
church written by Joseph the Seer will be
published, with notes, so that all may learn
concerning the founding and building the
church by those or<lained and appointed
of God. This would great! y promote' unity of faith and works.
"At an early hour on Thursday the sixth,
[April; r837,] the official members assembled in
the House of the Lord, when the time for the
first two or three hours was spent by the different quorums in washing of feet, singing, praying, and ~preparing to receive instruction from
the presidency.
The presidents, together with
the seventies and their presidents, repaired to the
west room in the attic story, where, for want of
time the preceding evening, it became necessary
to seal the anointing of those who had recently
been anointed and not sealed.
"Another subject of vital importance to the
church, was the establishing the grades of the
different quorums.
It was ascertained that all
but one or two of the presidents of the seventies
were High Priests, and when they had ordained
and set apart [any] from the quorum of elders,
into the quorum of seventies, they had conferred
upon them the High Priesthood also. This was
declared to be wrong, and not according to the
order of heaven.
New presidents of the seventies were accordingly ordained to fill the places
of such of them as were High Priests, and the exofficio .presidents, and such of. the seventies as had
b~en legally ordained to the High Priesthood,
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have other duties to perform, that are important,
were directed to unite with the High Priests.
and far less enviable, and may be juet as good,
All the quorums then assembled in the lower
like the feet and hands, in their relation to the
room of the Lord's house, where they were ad;
human body-neither can claim priority, or say
dressed by the presidents from the stand.
to the other, I have no heed of you. After all
"President Joseph Smith, junior, addressed the
that has been said, the greatest and most imporassembly and said, that the Melchisedec High
tant duty is to preach the gospel."-Mill. Star
Priesthood was no other than the priesthood of
the Son of God; that there are certain ordinan·
IS: 849-50.
ces which belong to the Priesthood, from which
flow certain results; that the Presidents or presi·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
dency are over the Church; and revelations of
Bro.
C. Tipton, of Augusta, Texas,
the mind and will of God to the Church, are to
wrote the 24th ult.:
come through the Presidency. This is the order
"The few Saints here feel &omewhat lonely at
of heaven, and the power and privilege of this
times, being so far removed from any large
branch. Still we are strong in the faith, and de.
Priesthood. It is also the privilege of any officer
sire to go on in the good work. We have preach·
in this Church to obtain revelations, so far as reing once a month, but the Elder, Bro. Bryan,
lates to his particular calling and duty in the
lives fifteen miles away, and his business is su~h
Church. All are bound by the principles of virthat he must come and return the same day, so
we practically have no Elder among us.
We
tue and happiness, but one great privilege of the
sincerely hope General Conference will see fit to
Priesthood is tc;> obtain revelations of the mind
send an efficient elder into Eastern Texas this
and will of God.
It is also the privilege of the
year."
Melchisedec Priesthood, to reprove, rebuke, and
admonish, as well as to receive revelation. If
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
the Church knew all the commandments, one
Bro.
Brand wrote from America City,
half they would condemn through prejudice and
Kansas, February 23d:
ignorance.
"I have had large congregations at Onega and
"A High Priest, is a member of the same Melthis place. At Onega a man was going to bring
chisedec Priesthood with the Presidency, but not
a rope, and the third night he took a front seat
of the same power or authority in the Church.
with mouth, ears and eyes gaping open; next day
The Seventies are also members of the same
he came to the hotel and obtained an introduction, purchased a Book of Covenants, gave me
Priesthood, are a wrt of traveling Council or
money to send him a Book of Mormon, and
Priesthood, and may preside o":er a Church or
when I went to give him a receipt he said, •I do
Churches, until a High Priest can be had. The
not want it; your face is good enough receipt for
Seventies are to be taken from the guorum of elme.' The doctor paid my board a week at the
hotel, and said, •You come back and I will pay
ders, and are not to be High Priests. They are
your board and the rent of Grover's Hall for a
subject to the direction and dictation of the
month.' So goes the battle."
Twelve, who have the keys of the ministry. All
Bro. Peter Mohr, Pierre, South Dakoare to preach the gospel, by the power and influ·
ta, wrote February 2oth:
ence of the Holy Ghost; and no man can preach
"We know the time will come that all will
the gospel without the Holy Ghost.
know the Lord, and no brother wlll need to teach
another. Now we will work and our work wili
'•The Bishop is a High Priest, and necessarily
not be in vain; because the Lord says: 'I will
so, because he is to preside over that particular
come and be with you always. Amen.' His en·
branch of Church affairs that is denominated the
emies are ours, and we overcome them all likelesser Priesthood, and because we have no direct
wise; he has the glory already made for us, if we
follow in good faith."
lineal descendant of Aaron, to whom it would of
right belong. This is the same, or a branch of
tre same Priesthood, which may be illustrated
ANCIENT BRIDGES.
by the figure of the human body, which has difThe Chinese suspension bridges, dating from
ferent members, which have different offices to
the time of the Han dynasty (202 B. C. to 220
perform; all are necessary in their place, and the
A D ), furni-sh striking evidence, says Irou. of
the early acquaintance of the, Chinese with enbody is not complete without all the members.
gineering science. According to the historical
••From a retrospect of the requirements of the
and geographical writers of China it was Shang
servants of God to preach the gospel, we find
Lieng, the commander of the army under Kaen
few q uaiified even to be Priests; and if a Priest
Tsu, who undertook the construction of the roads
in the province of Shense, to the west of the capunderstands his cluty, his calling, and ministry,
ital, the high mountains and deep gorges of which
and preaches by the Holy Ghost, his enjoyment
could be reached only by circuitous routes.
is as great as if he were one of the Presidency;
At the head of an army of w,ooo workmen Shang
and his services are necessary in the body, as are
Lieng cut through mountains and filled up the
valleys with the soil obtained from the excavaalso those of Teachers and Deacons. Therefore,
tions. Where however, this was not sufficient to
in viewing the Church as a whole, we may strictraise a road high enough, he built bridges resting
ly denominate it one Priesthood.
upon abutments or projections. At other places,
"I frequently rebuke and admonish my brethwhere the mountains were separated by deep gorges, he carried out a plan of throwing suspension
ren, and that because I love them, not because I
bridges stretching from one slope to the other.
wi'ih to incur their displeasure, or mar their hap·
These bridges, appropriately called by the Chinese
piness. Such a course of conduct is not calculawriters "flying" bridges, are sometimes so high
ted to gain the good will of all, but rather the Ill
as_ to inspire those who cross th0m with fear.
At the present day there is still a bridge in exwill of many; therefore, the situation in which I
istence in Shense, 400 feet long, which stretches
stand is an important one; so you see, brethren,
across a gorge of immense depth. Most of the
the higher the authority, the greater the difficulbridges are only wide enough to allow of the pass·
ty of the station; but these rebukes and admoniage of two mounted men, railings on both sides
serving for the protection of travelers. It is not
tions become necessary from the perverseness of
improbable that the missionaries who first reportthe brethren, for their temporal as well as spirited on Chinese bridges two centuries ago gave the
ual welfare. They actually constitute a part
ini~iative to the construction of suspension
the duties of my station and calling. Others
bridges in the west.
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~ A1ways write the Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
If you have anythLng to say to the Edit'lr, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is Eusiness, and MUST :SE
done in a business~like manner~

lilDITED BY SIBTER "FRANCES."

"0 shapes and hues, dim beckoning, through
Yon mountain gap@, my longing view

Beyond the purple and the blne
To stiller seas and greener land,

And softer lights and airs more bland,
And ekies,-the hollow of God's hand!"

WE commend to a careful reading the selection given below. Vie have often felt when
hearing Saints bear their testimony that pre·
vious mistakes were made. We speak of sacrifices for the gospel's sake. What have we to
sacrifice? The facts are, we have nothing to
give and all to gain. The world in which mankind is placed is a world of sin, trial and temptation. Whether he be saint or sinner he is alike
subject to these.
He may strive in his own
strength and accomplish good or he may accept
of the divine help offered him, overcome evil and
accomplish more. There is no good thing to
which the Christian has not an inalienable right.
If he meets with trials does it seem just to charge
them to the only friend he has-the gospel?
Could we see more clearly, realize with a deeper
sense of gratitude the blessings conferred, would
we not repeat with giadness and thanksgiving
one by one the blessings and mercies bestowed
by the grace of God, received through the gospel.
"Saints should be cheerful in their warfare
that they may be joyous in their triumph."
THE FASCINATION OF THE
RIGHT.
It is common for us to think of the right action
as one that always requires a sacrifice, an effort,
a crossing of the will. In all right doing it is
natural to think of the narrowness of the road
and the continuousness of the struggle. Not
enough do we yield to the exhilaration that
comes from acting regardless of the consequences, on what we know are the right principles.
We are wmetimes foolish enough to envy
those who do whatever they please without regard to the moral quaiity of the act and with a
total recklessness of consequences. We feel a
sense of the fn·•:dom with which they act, and It
seems to us most enviable. But why may not
the or;e who does right, act with a far greater
sense of freedom, we enight almost say with a
koly abandon, since he knows that the consequences resulting from a right action must, now and
always, be right and best, and must inevitably
fall in with the long train of God's eternally right
purposes? No one who has endeavored to conform his actions to the loftiest standards, who has
tried to bring great pril\ciples to bear in smallest
deeds, will deny a certain amount of pleasure in
each victory achieved; but it is possible to feel
far more than this, even an enthusiasm, in the
performance of the simplest right action, which
amounts to an inspiration. Enthusiasm in trying
to make each deed and word just what it ought
to be, results in a fascinating and charmed desire
to do the right.
We can imagine that the energy of character
which is the result of the conscious detennina-
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tion to do the right every time, might roll up ancl
increase with astonishing velocity, were the right
in us never impeded, never complicated with
wrong, never voluntarily and deliberately set
aside, never mixed with selfish motives.
So
wonderful is the cumulative force attendant on
every right endeavor, that no doubt we can never,
in our present state, even imagine the momentum
with which we shall act in a higher sphere. The
intensifying of character goes on slowly here
with us because we so often sway from the pure,
unmixed right. But we have gained much when
the right attracts us and fascinates us, and by
this power of charm excludes the other >ubtle
charm of yielding to the wrong. Once subdued
to its spell, the charm of right is subtler and
stronger than the charm of wrong.
The French have a proverb: "When you are
right, you are more right than you think you
are.'' It is a most suggestive one. We are more
right than we know, by reason of those very consequences of our actions here spoken of. We see
but the immediate right and wrong; we see these
perhaps dimly and feel them feebly; but if we
see them clearly enough to make choice of one
and to reject the other, it is sufficient for practical purposes.
It is better to grasp the right with all the understanding, and to adhere to it with all the tenacity
of the will; but to choose it at all is the saving
act, and here, at this initial point, begin those
streaming rays of consequence which we do not
see and can not know, since they stream out into
eternity and lay hold on invisible infinities. We
see only our simple act, but do not see its wide
relations.
How delightful for the Christian to know that
each act done for the Master's sake, and so an act
that is right from the core, draws after it, unseen
by himself, unknown and perhaps unthought of,
a fair train of beautiful results, and that, so long
as being continues, a right thing is ever right In
its essence, and must in all its relations be tending toward good. Of the two choices ever befor~
us Carlyle says: "No! It is not better to do the
one than the other; the one is to the other as
heaven to hell. The one must in no wise be done.
The other must in no wise be lett undone. You
shall not measure them. They are incommensurable. The one is life eternal to a man, the other
is death eternal."
If we cot\ld live ever in the choice of the better, what unity of purpose, what concentration of
action, and what fasclnatio!'. of pursuit, would be
ours! It is the living between the two that distracts us,-now right, and now yielding to the
wrong.
But for the Christian in communion
with God, there is a unifying process constantly
going on. More and more he can say, "I delight
to do thy will, 0 God." Peace comes from oneness of purpose; our purposes become one when,
all within us is subject to the one blessed, ultimate idea, "The will of God." Dante sums it up
in his love! y line:
"In thy will is our peace."

Contention of soul ceases then, but not action.
The soul's action becomes for the first time free
as a bird's flight, buoyant and untrammeled.
Joy in service is the self-resulting reward of
service, and this joy is a quality of ever-increasing growth. This is the fascination of the Christian life,-the discovery and doing of the will of
God.-Sunday Sckool Times.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sr. Pauline Ruby, Buffalo, Iowa, asks your
faith and prayers that she may be relieved of
deafness.
Sr. Lydia Ballantyne, Medina, Texas, asks your
prayers in behalf of her babe, that God may resJore it to health.
Sr. Hannah E. Cairns,' of Scranton, asks
prayers for her husband who Is very ill.
Elder J. F. McDowell, now at his home in Magnolia, Iowa, earnestly requests· your faith and
prayers in his behalf. He is a great sufferer and
has been brought face to face with death.
His
entire trust is in the Lord.
May he receive an
answer of peace.
Sr. Lettie A. Dunn of Central City, Iowa,
earnestly entreats your faith anJ prayers in her
behalf, that God will help her to bear, her afflictions, if he does not see fit to remove them. Her
trial is heavy-may God help her.

HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY

Fmm.

Mar. 6, Amount to date .............. $2,493 78
C. M. & I. S. Wilder, Ia. $I oo
Sr. E. C. Ridley, Ont. .. : 4S
Sr.Ardelia M.Clark,l\'Iass.r so
Sr. Mary Dutton, Kan.... 6o
Prayer Union Crescent,
Iowa ................ ro oo
Sr. C. A. Campbell, I a. . . 14
Sr. Catherine H. France,
Kan .................. 1 oo
Sr. L. R. Wilcox, Mass.. 40
Sr. Henry Winship, Pa.. 50
Sr. Mary Winship, Pa. . . 50
Bro. Samuel Winship, Pa. 2S
Bro. J. T. Johnson, Kan .. 2 8S
Bro. & Sr. David Brand,
Ill. .................. 10 00
Sr. S. E. Wilcox, I a ..... I oo
Geo. & Kate Weed, Neb.. 10
Sr. Lois A. Dewitt, Colo.. so
Sr. Carrie Bray, Neb ..... I oo
Sr. Cyntha Cato, Kan .... I oo
Sr. Emma Silver, Ia ..... roo
Sr. P. Higgins, Utah..... so
A Sister, Mass .......... I oo

3S 2 9
Mar. 15, Amount received to date ..... $2,529 07
lii8W'"Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

GREENVILLE, Pa., Feb. 9th.
Dear Teachets of the Hopes of Ziott:-I feel
prompted this holy Sabbath morning to write
a few words to you, and I trust that what I
may be led to say will be encouraging to some
at least of those who are engaged in that labor
of love, teaching the young the way to eternal
life. While reading Cousin Franklin's letter to
the children, my soul was lifted up in thankfulness to God lor all his untold mercies to his
weak ones, for the help he gives them in the performance of their duties when they try to do all
for his glory and the salvation of those around
them. All praise be unto the Lord, ,for truly
unto him we owe all that we have ahd are or
hope to be.
Twenty-five years ago I had under my charge
an interestir!g class of five boys. I was ~very
young in the work and did not know nearly so
much as do some of our teachers of the present
time. I well remember how I labored in much
weakness, but I tried to ever put my trust in the
Lord, who had so mercifully led me into the tru.e
fold, where he is the Shepherd ot the sheep.
Truly they know his voice and a stranger they
will not follow.

Whi!e I followed my Master I could not desert my post as teacher of my class, although
there were at many times many discouragments
in the Sabbath-school and also in the branch. "In
the morning sow thy seed and in the evening
withhold not thy hand," is good advice to take,
for many times I felt downhearted because I
did not see the good seed springing up and bearing fruit immediately. I sometimes felt that my
labor was in vain.
But now, after these many years have past, how
I do praise my Father in heaven that he has
watered the seed that was sown in weakness and
caused it to spring up and bring forth such goodly fruit. To His high and holy name be all the
praise and glory.
And now my dear boys, you who are in the
ministry, I speak to you now as a mother to her
sons: Never let humility be absent from your
hearts, for the Lord says: "To that man will I
look who is of an humble heart: and contrite
spirit." When you are the most humble, you
are the most like our blessed Master. Only such
can work successfully in the great harvest-field
of the Lord. While you walk in the valley of
humility the light of God's spirit will never leave
you nor forsake you, and that enemy of the
Saints, even Satan, will not have power to tempt
you aside from the narrow path that leads to
eternal life.
I feel that I can not close without a few words
to the two dear boys who were companions together in my class with those whom God has
called into his ministy. Those who may have
been remiss in their duties before the Lord are
not Jess dear to their old time teacher's heart than
are those other three who are in the direct line
of their duty. My earnest prayer shall ever be
for them, that when Christ comes to earth again
and numbers all his jewels, they may be among
the number, never to be separated from their old
school mates, with all the dear ones gone before
who are in Christ.
EMMA GARRETT.
February 7th.
Sisters of the Home Column:-I love dearly to
read your letters, and as I commence to write to
you to·night it is with a desire in my heart that
I may say something that will do some one good,
Yea, more than a desire, it is a heart-felt prayer
that it may be read with profit by some of the
young mothers of the church of God. Are you
so tired and weary, dear young mother, that you
sometimes hope and even pray that God may
never send any more little ones into your household for you to care for? Beware, for he might
hear and answer that prayer and it might bt> a
great grief to you. Better ask wisdom, strength
and patience to do His will and leave the rest to
him. Yes, with his Holy Spirit to help, guide
and support you all will be well. I can not !.ell
you how easy your burdens can be made by taking his yoke upon you and learning of him who
is meek and lowly in heart. He will give you a
rest that will b~ a r.est unto soul as well as body.
I know how sad I felt when I had two little
ones and such poor health and soon expected another little stranger. I was telling a friend I
did not know how I could get along; we were
poor, too poor. to keep a girl, and she said, "May
be it will die."
I am sorry for the wickedness, but will tell
you the truth, I did hope it would die; and it
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did die and I was so hardened I was glad of it,
but I never said anything to arty one about it,
whether I was glad or sorry.
After a bout two years another little stranger
came and I did rejoice for a few short hours, and
then God saw best to take that also. It was then
I began to see myself as I was in regard to my
murmurings at the will of God. For is it not
God that gives life? I should answer, Yes.
My oldest, a little girl of six years, felt so
badly about her little sister; and as I saw her
grief I was the more grieved, and I felt if God
would forgive me, I would not murmur however many more he might send.
And now,
thank God, I have four children to love me
-two girls and two boys. Dearer to me than
own life are my husband and children, and I
pray that God will give me wisdom to help
me always to be submissive to His will, in all
things. Next to submission to God's will, I desire to be submissive to my husband that he
may be able to love me as his own flesh, as
commanded in Col. 3: 18, 19.
And now, dear young sisters, yo~ who are
feeding the lambs of the flock; feed them on
the bread of life. Tdl them of the Good Shepherd who gave his life for the sheep and how
he took the little children in his arms and
blessed them and said to his disciples, "Forbid
them n~t for of such is the kingdom of heaven."
May God bless and held all the mothers in
the land to feel how responsible is the position
they occupy, and be true to their trust.
Your sister in Christ,
SISTER JANE.

. HATFIELD, Mo., March 4th.
Editors Herald :-I still rejoice in this latter
day work, and the brightest spot in my memory
is this glorious work in which I am engaged. I
am satisfied it is the only work that is recognized
under the shining retinue of heaven, and all
po'Vers formed against it will not prevent its
spread. This is the stone from the mountain cut
out without hands, which Daniel spoke of;
and the more opposed the better it will shine, for
it was not established by man or any set of men;
but by strict command from heaven. And now
I have accepted of this plan here comes the
great question, Can I stand the conflict and
trials which so beset us? I shall try, trusting
in God for assistance; for he assures us that if we
endure to the end we shall have a crown of everlasting life and be in the presence of God and
Christ. 0, that I may so live and conduct myself before God and man that when the time
shall come for me to lay down this body that in
the morning of the glorious resurrection I shall
come forth with shouts of joy!
My trials are great, seemingly greater than I
can endure. They have been of a two-fold
nature and have caused me to lose many hours
of rest; but the time is coming, thanks be to
God, when all things will be settled, and when
we will be judged, and judgment will pass upon
us all; and his judgment will be true, and every
tongue shall confess and every knee shall bow
to God who rules above.
Oh, what a consoling
thought!
In faith,
E. E. MARSHALL.
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:[..ocKHARTVILLE, N. S., Feb. 25th.
Dear Herald:-It gives me much pleasure and
encouragement to read the letters from the
Saints in different parts of the world, although
not personally acquainted with but very few.
There are only five Saints here, but we have
preaching every Sunday either at our house or
at Bro. Davison's. Last Sunday we had it at a
Mr. Caldwells, a neighbor of ours who is not
prejudiced. We do not have a very full house;
sometimes only ourselves. The people are very
kind and sociable as neighbors, but do not care
to come out to meeting; but we enjoy them very
much ourselves. I for one would miss them exceedingly.
Though young in the work, I feel assured that
it is of God, and my desire is to live so as to
prove to those around me that it is of God and
that I am striving to serve him.
I think the Autumn Leaves splendid. We exchange with Bro. Davison for the Herald. I do
not know what we would do without them.
Your sister in Christ,
MAUDE LAWRENCE.
NEW LONDON, Iowa, March sth.
Editors Herald:-I was baptized in the church
of Jesus Christ by Elder F. Johnson, of Burlington, October 24th, r889, myself and six others.
Bro. fohnson has been out a few times since and
has preached some weighty sermons. The people of this vicinity think a great deal of Bro.
Johnson and are all anxious to hear him every
time he comes out.
We have our little prayer-meetings· once a
week, and are doing the best we can to keep ourselves fitted for the kingdom of God. We are
all poor in earthly goods and as yet are not very
well provided with reading matter, but are doing
the best we can to keep ourselves posted in the
latter day work.
I was an excessive tobacco user. Had used it
a long time until Christmas last when I resolved
to give it up and use the money that was spent
for tobaccoin providing myself with church pub·
lications. I have held out faithful to my resolution so far, and am now on my tenth week with·
out tobacco. I expect to send in an order soon.
If you can make any use of this to induce others to lake the same step that l have, you are at
Iibert v to do so.
Yours in the one faith,
CHARLES A. BROWN.
DEER LODGE, Mont., March 4th.
Elder W. W. Blai•, Dear Brother_._ We are
just beginning to thaw out in this northern region, only last week we had the worst storm of
the winter.
I have been preaching to the Morrisite brethren of late, was received among them with great
kindness, and enjoyed freedom in preaching to
them. Among those by whom I was m3.de welcome were Peter Stafferson and family, Nlels Jenson and family, James Emmons and
and
Andrew Peterson and family. I mention these
because I believe you also have enjoyed their
hospitality in years gone by.
Father James, who has been the presirlent of
that part of the people called Canaanite,, has
been very sick, but is now nearly recovered and
bids fair to stay on this side the great river rDany
years yet. These good peopie take our papers,
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buy our books, sing our hymns, and in many
things are Latter Day Saints; and I pray for the
time when the little barriers will be removed,
when we can all feel that we are truly one family
in Christ Jesus.
I baptized brother and sister Emmons. Perhaps you remember them. I believe they are Israelites indeed, and I feel assured the Lord will
confirm their hope.
The last ;,.inter has been very severe on me. I
have hardly been free from cold on my lungs a
at a time. Love to all.
J. C. CLAPP.
DENVER, Col., March 5th.
Bro. Asa S Cochran>. Dear Sit· :-I thought I
would write you a few l!nes to let you know how
we are getting along here in Denver. We rent
a little hall where Wt hold our meetings Sundays
at I I a.m. and 7:30p.m.
We had a splendid
Saints' sacrament meeting on Sunday, March zd,
1n which.the gifts and blessings of the Spirit were
manifested in great measure.
Sometimes we
catch straying sheep and bring them in our midst.
So you see we are on the increase in number as
you can see by inclosed slip of Denver News,
which please insert in Herald. Yours,
OTTO A. WESTLAND.
·-1123 Evans St.

LATTER DAY SAINTS.
Quite a fair-sized audience attended the two
~ervices of the Latter Day Saints vesterday, both
morning and evening, at Euclid hall.
Elder
Kemp of Hutchimon, Colo., officiated at both
services. He took for his text at last night's service, 1 Corinthians, 12: 27.
"Now ye are the
b')d v of Christ and memb<,rs in particular." Elder
Kemp is a plair1, inspiring speaker, and handled
his text with much ease and grace.
He holds
that "Christ is the corner·stone of the church,
and that He imparted the Holy Ghost to his followers r8oo years ago and that to·day the followers of him received their inspiration through the
Holy Ghost, the third person in the kingdom of
God.
That Joseph Smith, the founder of the
Church of Latter Day Saints, received his inspiration to create the church through an interpretation of the Holy Ghost, and that to-day hundre-ds
of believers in this doctrine were scattering the
results of this inspiration throughout the land.
The church is built upon a foundation such as is
mentioned in the Bible, and that foundation itself
was the Bible. When a person receives the word
of God he receives it through the Holy Ghost
and none can be saved that does not receive the
Holy Ghost."
The church here has quite a fair following and
is steadily increaseing in number. Services are
held every Sunday in Euclid hall and" presided
over by its members here, and occasionally by
visiting· elders.
SANDWICH, Ill., March 5th.
.Editors Herald:--In noticing the account of
the death of our most noble and well beloved
brother Alex Kennedy, of Santa Rosa county,
Florida, and that clause speaking of his house
being conFpicuously the traveling elder's home,
my heart responded to the well spoken truth of
i:he assertion, fo,· I can bear my humble testimony that in all my travels in missionary effort
I have never found a more genial snd pleasant
home to be made welcome to than the residence
of Bro. and Sr. Kennedy and their noble family.
PeB.ce be to hls slumbers; blessing, consolation
and comfort from Him who is the author of all
pmver and goodness ta his
family and
friends with whon1 he yyas associated!
I have recently been out at the hon1e of our
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good Bro. and Sr. Scheidaker, about thirty miles
away, near Shabboni. They as heretofore are
alive in the work. They have lately subscribed
for Autumn Leaves and are highly pleased with
its contents. I preached a couple of times at a
SchooJ.house near his place. I s!1ould have
tried to have got more meetings in progress had
it not been for the bad condition of the roads at
the time, which prevented further effort I called one night with Bro. Danielson near Leland.
All were moving in a cheering and comfortable
way at his home. A promising son of his was
made one with the companion of his choice a
few days previous to my call there. May they
have joy and their pathway be pleasant in their
onward pursuit of happiness through the journey
of a well begun life. I also called one night at
the home of Bro. Thompson at Prichards' Grove
when on my way, where I was made welcome
by him and his wife. He takes the Herald, and
manifested a desire for the good of the cause of
Zion. On my return 1 called over night at the
house and home of Bro. Samuel Williams, five
miles south of Hinckley. He also takes the Her.
ald and is striving to keep Zion's law both in a
spiritual and temporal way. I attended con·
ference at Plano the fore part of February. They
had a peaceful session and the Saints were en··
couraged and comforted by the aid of the Spirit.
May the Lord bless all that labor for Zion and
its cause.
Yours in bonds,
C. G. LANPHEAR.
BAY CITY, Mich., March 3d.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-During the last week
have preached nine times and baptized one very
promising young man. Last evening two arose
and requested our prayers and desired to unite.
We are rejoiced to see souls converted to God.
The work in Bay City is increasing steadtly, and
prospects are good.
I wish to say that my stay in Sanilac county
was only four weeks instead of seven, as stated in
last Herald.
Yours,
E. DELONG.

-

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive thll
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fot
their own views. Contributions solicited.

HAVE WOMEN A RIGHT TO THE
COMMUNION.

THIS is a strange question; yet it is frequently asked, and not infrequently affirm.
atively declared that they have no right to
the eucharist. It has become an old song
with many, in order to offset their unchristian .and anti-christian practice of infant
sprinkling. I quote from Mr. Daniel
Isaac, "Baptism Discussed." Mr. Isaac represents the Methodist faith, and the work
is his third edition. Page 2r: "Our Baptist friends contend strenuously that an
'infant can not be entitled to. baptism unless a precept or precedent from the New
Testament can be produced in support of
it; and since there is no command or example relating to the ordinance, in which
infants are expressly mentioned, their right
to it is denied." "The eucharist is admitted to. be as much a positive institute as
baptism. But females are never mention.

HERALD.

the New Testament in either the
or examples relating to it; they
no more right according
Baptist's mode of arguing, to receive
Lnrd's Supper.., than infants have to
receive his baptism. Scriptures are no
more express for female communion, than
for infant baptism."
This is the strain throughout the first
chapter, which in reading page 33 is summarized under the following conclusions:
I. "It is unlawful to admit females to the
Lord's table.
2. "It is unlawful to baptize the chilaren
of Christian parents when they are grown
up.
3· "It is unlawful to baptize a youth.
4· "It is unlawful to baptize an aged
person.
5· "It is unlawful to require a profession
of faith in baptism. [This is aimed directly
at Baptists, who require a profession of
faith, but JUst as well might it have left out
a profession of, and deny faith.]
6. "It is unlawful to baptize a person
who has been well instructed in Christianity.
7· "It is unlawful to administer Christian baptism in public.
8. "It is unlawful for Christians to baptize in rivers, or in much water.
9· "It is unlawful to dip people with
their clothes on.
Mr. Isaac says: "there is neither precept
nor example for administering Christian
baptism in public.. He also says: "There
is no precept nor example for administering Christian baptism in rivers, nor with
clothes on.'' He argues that as there is no
direct command, nor any actual example
of the above nine conclusions, that therefore they are all unlawful, but in some of
them he specially names Christian baptism
by having it in italics. He assumes that
John's baptism was not Christian baptism,
bot never undertakes to prove the assumption.
But suppose I admit· all the above and
as much more to be "unlawful" because
no direct command nor example could be
given from the New Testament, woul-d all
these wrongs justify ai}other wrong, infant
sprinkling, or baptism, where there is no
command? If those who believe in bptizing by immersion act "m1lawfull y" in
administering that sacrament in public, in
rivers, or much water, with clothes on, etc.,
because there is no precept nor example,
does that justify infant baptizers in sprik- ·
ling, pouring or dipping infants, where
there is no command nor example?
Becau8e no direct command can be produced for female co!J).munion, therefore it
is "unlawful" to administer it to them, does
that unlawful act justify infantsprin klers
in doing that which they have no command nor ex<imple for? Yet this is the
one and only miserable excuse I have ever
read about, or heard of, to dodge behind.
It, i~ a miserable subterfuge to say that
because there is no direct precept nor example for female communion, therefore it
is unlawful; yet justify another unlawful
act because some other ox is being gon'd.
I also quote from "A Treatise on Baptism" by the Rev. Edward Bickersteth

(third edition). This represents the Church
of England view, Mr. Bickersteth having
been one of the greatest men of talent thaf
church has produced. On page roo he
says: "It is asked why there are not infants expressly named in the commission
to baptize, as in the household? We might
ask another question too, Why are not the
females mentioned in the institution of the
Lord's Supper?"
I might quote from other church writers
the question put in differently arranged
wording, but for the same reason, every
time, viz: to justify infant sprinkling.
I deny right here that there is, or ever
was in the Christian church a Lord's Supper. There was under the law the paschal service, the lamb eaten with bread,
wine, and bitter herbs; and Jesus acknowledged and honored this service by keeping
it not less than three times between his
baptism and death. And it was while sitting at the table after having eaten of the
passover meal at its conclusion that Jesus
took bread, blessed and brake it and gave
to his disciples, likewise ''the cup after supper." See Luke 22: 7-20. The supper
belonged to the law, but the bread and
cup after supper belong to 'the gospel.
Properly, a feast instead of a fast, is proper before the eucharist. See Paul in I Cor.
I I: 22.
Paul's argument is to feast in
your own houses before coming to the
communion, and not come there to eat and
drink and turn the emblems into gluttonous use.
I will come now directly to the examination of some scriptures to see if women
have not the same right as men. I will
take all my· references out of Greisbach's
Emphatic Diaglott. I Cor. 1 I: 28: "But
let a man examine himself," &c. The
word man is here used in a sense to include
females, as the Greek word anthropos pri- ·
marily means man in the broadest sense;
that is, any man, all men, the race of man·
kind. This is is established by John 3: 1 1
4: "And there was a man of the Pharisees," &c. "How can a man be born being
old? can he enter the second time in his
mother's worn b and be born?" The
Greek word for a man in both these verses
is anthropos. In the one case it refers to
the individual man, Nicodemus; in the
other it refers to all who are born, and
certainly women are born as well as men.
There may be several instances where
anthropos signifies a definite male; but that
does not destroy the fact that it is a generic
word as to sex, and includes both. So,
then, when Paul says, "Let a man [ anthropos] examine himself," &c., "and so let
him eat," it includes female examination.
When we wish to specially distinguish
men from women in the Greek andres,
is men; gunaikes, is women, Acts 8: I 2,
where the distinction is demanded, whereas anthropos includes all. I Cor. I I: 23:
"For I received from the Lord what I also
delivered to you, that the Lord on the
night in which he was delivered took a
loaf," &c.
Mr. Isaac says, page 23: "Here he delivered to the Corinthians the command
which our Lord gave to his apostles the
same night in which he was ·betrayed.
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But that was no command to women, because none of the sex were present. But
'does not the apostle extend the command
to.the whole church at Corinth, consisting
of women as well as men? He neither
mentions the whole church nor women."
There is great defect in Mr. Isaac's reasoning. First, he misrepresents Paul.
Paul does not say "I received of the Lord
the words he gave to the twelve on the
night he was betrayed," but Paul says,
"For I have received of the Lord that
which also I delivered unto you," (the
Corinthians). Now, if there were no
women among the Corinthian church then
I give in. But Paul does address the
whole church. I Cor. 14: 23: "If therefore the whole congregation chou!d come
into one place," &c. 34th verse: "Let your
wives be silent in the assemblies." Verse
26: "Why then is it, brethren, when you
assemble each one has a psalm," &c. Verse
31: "For you can all prophesy one by
one," &c. Verse 32: "And the spiritual
gifts of prophets are subject to prophets."
Acts 21:9: "And this man had four virgin daughters who prophesied."
From the above it is clear that the
whole congregation migh,t assemble in one
place, that when they were assembled
their wives were to keep silent.
Their
wives were most probably women, hence
women formed part of the congregation.
Paul delivered that which he received of
the Lord to you (the Corinthian church),
and as we have seen, the Corinthian
church was composed partly of men and
partly of women. Paul delivered that
which he received of the Lord to all alike.
This is the church that Paul tells to let
(anthropos) a man, examine himself. Women are as capable of wrong doing and
self-examination as men.
I Cor. ·ro: r7: "Because there is one
loaf, we the many are one body; for we
all partake of the one loaf." Mr. Isaac
says Paul excludes women by saying in
verse 15, "lam speaking as to wise men;
judge you what I say." Here the Greek
word is plzronimois, and not anthropos, but
might be properly translated persons instead of men, in which case women would
he included, as indeed they p:1ay even now;
for wise men refers to the race, for certainly Paul arldressed women as well as
men. Indet·d I think Mr. Isaac and all
others who attempt to justify themselves
in the unscriptural dogma of sprinkling etc.
because no command can be found for
woman communion, are driven to hard
straits when they attempt to make "I speak
as unto wise men" not include women as
well as men; as if to say, men alone were
wise, all women foolish; and Paul did not
care to address fools of women, hut selected his audience, "wise men."
Paul had
no such idea of women. He fullv appreciated the labors of those who assisted the
work in his dav.
I Cor. 12: r
"For indeed by one Spirit
we were all immersed into one body."
Were not women as well as men immersed? Acts 8: 12: "They were immersed
both men and women." GaL 3: 28: "In
him there is not Jew nor Greek; there is
not a Slave nor a Freeman; there is not
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Male and Female; for you are all one in
Christ Jesus." See also Col. 3: 1-13; and
consider the commission in Matt. 28: 19, 2o;
Mark I6: I6-r8; Luke 24: 47· The commission includes teaching and making disciples of women as well as men.
Mr. Isaac commenting on Gal. 3: 28,
says: "And are not male and female one
in Christ?
Here is explicit warrant for
you! It is explicit enough for females
being in Christ; but not a word nor hint respecting the holy Supper.... If it be a good
argument that because females are in Christ
as well as males, they have an equal right
with males to the eucharist; the premises
will just as well support another consequence, namely, that females have an
equal right with males to the ministry."
Mr. Isaac must have forgotten I Tim. 2:
12: "But I suffer not a woman to teach,"
etc., so here we have direct preoept that
women have no right to the ministry.
Moreover because the are one with males
in Christ of- the same body does most
definitely give them the right to communion. 1 Cor. II:I-I7,34i rrthverse:
"However, neither is woman without m~m
nor man without woman in the Lord."
By a careful reading of this chapter it will
be seen that Paul does address the church
composed of men and women, and gives
particular instructions concerning hair, and
who is head of man, and who of woman,
and declares that it requires both in the
Lord to constitute the perfect body, and
finally concludes by giving instructions
concerning the eucharist which he had received from the Lord, and addresses these
instructions as much to the women he has
been instructing as to the men. '
Acts I: 14: "All these were constantly
engaged with one mind in prayer, with
the women, and with Mary the mother of
Jesus," etc.
Women formed part of that assembly
on the day of Pentecost, although nothing
is said of them especially except their
praying.
Acts 2: 41, 42 : "And those who '""'''""'"rl
his words were immersed; and on that
day about three thousand souls were added" (to those named in I: 14 ot whom we
find several women), "and they were constantly attending to the teachings of the
apostles, and to the contribution, and to the
breaking of the loaf, and to the prayers."
Here is positive example that the women
and Mary the mother of Jesus together
with "those who received his (Peter's)
words," and the three thousand souls
(whom it is impossible to believe were all
men, unless woman is not a soul), some of
whom most likely were women. If so,
they with the other .women and
"were constantly attending to the
of the apostles,
breaking of
loaf and prayers.
Do we need
more positive that women were
church on this occasion who
loaf.
Acts 2:44: "And all the believers had
all things common together."
nien among the believers?
All the believers, then, would
females as well as males. t<Had all
common." How could female believers

have all things common with their believing male brethren if the females were deprived cf the loaf, or bread and wine, and
it given to the male believers only? To
the same import read Acts 4: 32. It has
been already referred to in Acts 8: I 2, that
Wf men as· ·well as men believed and were
baptized; and as all that believed and were
baptized and had been added were partly
composed of women, and all continued in
breaking bread, etc., or the "loaf," so then
women were by example, if not by precept partakers; and in Matt. 28: 20, "Teaching them to observe all things which I
have enjoined upon you," etc.- This with
Acts 2: 42 exactly tallies. For in the one
1
case the apostles were to teach all things
to them whom they had previously taught
and baptized, and Paul says, as already
~hown, that the Lord revealed to him about
the eucharist; and in Acts 2: 4 I -44 the
church a.t Jerusalem which was composed
of over three thousand souls, of whom we
1 have seen part were women, continued in
prayer and in receiving teaching at the
hands of the apostles, and in "breaking the
loaf."
Acts I6: q, rs: Lydia, "whose heart
the Lord opened to attend to those things
spoken of by Paul." Paul taught the same
doctrine in all places, to all the churches;
among the things he taught was concerning the bread and wine, and Lydia attended to his teaching.
Rom. I6: I: "I now recommend to you
Phebe, our sister, being also a servant of
the congregation in Cenchrea." ("Cenchrea was about nine miles from Corinth
on the eastern side of the isthmus which
joined the Morea to Greece"- Wilson.)
Indeed the first fifteen verses give us the
names of several sisters of the church, and
this Phebe a Corinthian saint to whom
Paul dalivered that which he received of
the Lord.
From Eph. 5: 22-3r, especially verse
go, I' Because we are members of his body."
Who is? Husbands and their wives who
love each other.
Can a man eat daily
bread and dictate which of his physical
members shall receive the benefif? · No,
all partake alike when they are in unity
with each other and with physical laws.
So of the church memhers; men and women were alike members of Christ's body,
and when that body eats and drinks the
bread and wine, every member who is
living the spiritual laws of unity in that
body equally partakes of the benefits derived from the spiritual food. They have
all things common in spiritual blessings;
in fact those members which we consider
most feeble on them we should bestow the
more abundant honor.
As I am making this too long I will try
the patience oft he printer and reader, therefore I will conclude with one more reference, but thi;; time from King James translation.
2 Sam. 6: 19: "And he dealt
among all the people, even among the
whole multitude of Israel, as well the wom<'n as the men, to every one a cake of
and a good piece of flesh, and a
of wine. So all the people departeverv one to his home."
How' like this is Christ's ministering
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(Matt. 26: 30), where after having administered the sacrament they sung a
and
"went out." Be it rem em be red that
id's act in 2 Samuel was on the occasion of
bringing up the ark of God to Jerusalem,
on which occasion there was great rejoicing and sacrificing, and the sacrifices were
all types of Christ.
So of this cake
bread) that David gave to every woman
as well as man, to give a deeper impression to their minds what that bread (or
cake) represented, he repeated 1t by giving·
a piece of flesh and a flagon of wine; the
bread a type of the flesh of Christ; the
wine of his blood. All this given to women as well as to men as the crowning act
of one of the mo&t inspiring and momentous events of David's life at the conciu~ion
of a series of sacrifices, puts it there as a
divine ordinance, shadowed under the law
of the coming gospel also adminbtering
bread and wine to women as well as men.

J.
ALLI8TON,

A. MciNTOSH.

Ontario.

HUNT AND WALKER.
DELOIT, Iowa, Feb. 24th.

EDITORS HERALD :-On the evening of
the 1st inst., at the M. E. Church in this
place, I listened to a sermon delivered by
their presiding elder, Rev. J. W. Walker,
of Fort Dodge, Iowa. His discourse sug
gested the following five questions, which
I submitted to him in writing:
1. Is baptism by water for remission of
sins?
2. If an Elder has authority to baptize
by immersion, has he authority to sprinkle,
calling it baptism?
3· If Catholic baptism is not valid, what
can be said of the Reformers' baptism
4· Was sprinkling for baptisrn taught
in the days of Christ and the apostles?
· 5· Did the apostles have authority to
ordain ministers into any other church
save the one Christ established?
CHARLES.

J. HUNT.

The following.is the gentleman'& reply:
FoRT DoDGE, Iowa, Feb. zsl:h.
J}Jr. C. J. Hunt, Dear Sir:
I. I believe that true repentance and
faith in the Lord Jesus alone are essential
to the salvation of which the "remission of
sin" forms a part. There is no evidence
in the Bible that the sacrament of baptism
is any more a saving ordinance than the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
2. We hold that no church has the right
to dictate to a person what is the proper
mode of baptism. The apostle Peter ;;ays
(I Peter 3: 21} that baptism is "the answer of a good conscience toward God;"
and our church says to the candidate,
"Take the word of God-the Bible-and
study it carefully, and when you have fully decided in your own mind what seems
to you so be the Scriptural mode, we will
baptize you in that way, for your conscience would not approve of any other
way."
Your third question I do not understand.
In an:;wer to the fourth. notice that God
has given his church the. right to administer baptism by water, but he has another

and greater baptism which he himself bestows, the baptism of the Holy Spirit. It
was first poured out on the day of Pentecost. Some light is thrown upon the
mode of baptism by studying the manner in
which the apostles baptized, but the most
reliable light upon the mode is in the
study of the manner of the Holy Ghost
baptism, of which water baptism is but the
symbol. In the greater baptism the element was poured out upon them. The
element was applied to them, not they
into the element.
The Christian church was not organized
till after the ascension of Christ. His mission was not to establish a church or formulate a creed. His mission was to make
men better. He undoubtedly gave them
authority to preach the gospel and to
baptize in the name of the Trinity.
And now, Mr. Hunt, why did you go to
all the trouble to ask those questions? Is
it not because you have a doubt as to the
belief and the· church you have chosen?
Discusswns, where we are both fullv settled in our minds as to what is truth would
be useless and might break the friendly
feeling I have toward you and you have
always shown to me.
But if you are
really unsettled in your mind as to the
true faith, it might be useful for us to correspond further. Respectfully,
j. W. WALKER.

SHALL WE CONTEND?

SHALL we contend for the faith once delivered to the Saints?
It seems to be
somewhat of a question as to just how
much of the faith once had by this people
should now be taught. If I am permitted
to judge of the past by what I read and
am told, it seems plain to me that there is
a wide difference in faith and teachings
between those in the rise of the church
and now.
There are no contradictions
that I am aware of, but a studied silence
on subjects that were once prominently
taught. Some might suppose that if such
is the case there had been error on the
part of those who so believed.
It has
such an appearance, I am willing to admit;
and to learn if such is the case is the object
of this article.
I think I am safe in saying that up
to the yea'r r844 tbe central doctrine in the
teaching of this people was, the coming of
Christ, and that he would come in this
generation. It was the grand theme; that
which inspired the hearts of the S1ints
with zeal and fortitude in their times of
trouble.
It was a theme largely dwelt
upon in song, prayer and in pulpit efforts.
It is true that righteousness was not lost
sight of by those teachers of that day, for
little good would Christ's coming do those
who had not on the wedding garment;
but it seems plain that one of the incentives to action was the speedy coming of
the Master.
Were they mistaken? We can not so
decide, for the time set by them for bis
coming has not passed. I do not wish to
be undGrstood as saying- that there was an
hour, day or year designated by _the Saints
of those days in which Christ woul~ come,

but they taught that this was the last dispensation of the gospel, and that in this
generation Christ would come; that many
of this generation would witness the winding up scenes. Now it seems to me that
the doctrine of the coming of Christ is on
the shelf~ and that every year it is being
pushed further back. One not acquainted
with our faith might read the Herald for
the last five years without hardly knowing
that the near coming of Christ was a tenet
of our faith.
I have not heard a sermon
on the subject for years, excepting one in
which the speaker tried to prove that it
was none of our business when he came;
and at the great gatherings of the church
I notice Christ's coming- is only incidentally referred to by the speakers:
Some time ago the Herald repuqlished
a series of articles on the subject. Having
to republish shows a lack of interest in the
matter, or an unwillingness on the part of
present correspondents to put themselves
on record concerning the matter.
If the above is true what does it signify?
That Christ's coming is very near. Jesus
says, "In such an hour as ye think not the
Son of Man cometh." If it is a fact that
the church has lost sight of his coming
soon, thinking it is away in the distant
future, they are then in a condition for his
words to be fulfilled.
Christ says that
when he does come he will find the whole
church sleeping. Matthew 25th: "While
the Bridegroom tarried they all slumbered
and slept." No doubt because he tarried
they slept. It seems that because the work
did not move as it was supposed it would,
many have lost faith in his soon coming,
but have sufficient faith in the work to remain in it, thus fulfilling the Master's
words who said that part of those of the
kingaom, notwithstanding their being
asleep, should go into the supper with him
(to receive their endowment of power).
The sleep is not a cessation of labor, but
to cease looking for h1s coming any ways
won. There are many laboring hard who
have lost faith in his coming, at least I am
led to think so from their convenation.
Such ones merit his favor more than if
they were enticed on by the hope of his
speedy coming.
The statement that is sometimes made
that "He will not come until the Saints
are in a condition to receive him, if it is a
thousand years" I can not endorse, if the
the term Saints means a majority of the
body. If his commg depends on the increasing righteousness of the Saints, as a
body, there Js little possibility of his ever
getting here, and there is wisdom in putting the doctrine of his coming on . the
shelf. I see no reason for supposing that
the church will become more pure and
better before his coming, unless the facilities for righteousness should increase,
which would lessen our merit. If wars,
famines and pestilence compel or cause the
Saints to be more devoted, it also lessens
our merrit; but if the term Saints as used
in the above statement, means that some
will be prepared and receive him, I can
endorse it.
I don't think the powers of
earth or hell can prevent his coming when
the set time comes. If there are not many
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to receive him, a lesser number will do.
If not enough Saints to do the work, angels will be required to assist.
It is jp>t
possible that the Saints could have hastened his coming by their works of righteousness, but they surely can not postpone it
beyond its appointed time.
The very
condition of the, church at this time is a
strong evidence of his near approach; and
with all my heart I pray it may be so. :;:
remain, hoping and praying it may be soon.
HIRAM
SAN BERNARDINO,

California, Feb.

L.

HOLT.

17th.

THE REVISED CREED OF SUBSTANTIALISM.

IN the progressive development of the
Substantial Philosophy it becomes necessary occasionally to restate its cardinal and
salient features, with any additional principles it may have unfolded, that new
readers of the lVIicrocosm m~y have before them a succint general presentation
of the doctrine involved, and thus be saved
the trouble of asking many questions and
puzzling over many already solved difficulties in their correspondence with this
office. The following will approximately
meet this want, all the essential teachings
of which having variously been elaborated
in many leading articles as now set forth
in our "Scientific Library" of eight volumes, noticed elsewhere.
r. The Substantial Philosophy teaches
that force per se, of whatever character, is
a substantial objective entity, or, in other
words, that it is an immaterial, active substance, in direct contrast with matter in its
gross, tangible form. By immaterial entity is signified a subst:mce of such character as will act in defiance of material
conditions in at least some of its manifestations, as' for example, light, magnetism,
life, mind, etc.
z. It teaches that all the entities of the
universe, or all the objective things which
exist and of which the mind can form a
positive conception, whether visible or invisible, whether tangible or intangible,
including every phenomena:producing
cau"e in nature, are divi~ible into the two
grand classifications of material and immaterial substance, and that an· entity is
none the less substantial, if capable of producing· a positive effect, or of acting as the
cause of an observed phenomenon, because
it is not subject to physical tests, nor can
be shown to exist by mechanical or chemical analysis as is the case of the gases,
liquids and solids. It is only the defectiveness of our current education-in which
'motion is made to play so prominent and
impossible a pnrt-th'lt the idea of immaterial substance is difficult to grasp by the
ordinary mind. The notion, as commonly
held, that matter and motion constitute all
there is in the universe, is the most pernicious error of the scientific scholasticism
of the present day, agam~t which the
heaviest guns of this new philosophy are
continually trained.
3· Substantialism teaches that motion
is an absolute nonentity, having no exist-

ence either as a thing or as a cause
I
observed effect, and hence, that the
i1
scientific world is in fatal error in
,1
ing to motion, per se, any part whatever
in the production of natural phenomena,
much more is it in error in teac:hine-, as it '
does that any of the forces of nature are
constituted of "motion and nothing else."
4· Substanti~lism was the first
of philosophy ever promulg-ated to
motion and correctly distinguish it from
force. It defines motion "as mere position
in space changing," and hence, that motion-this changing if position-had no
existence before the body commences
moving, and absolutely ceases to exist the
moment the body comes to rest.
therefore, can in no case be a cause of any
conceivable effect, hut is itself the non-entitative effect of some form of substantial
force as its cause. The splintering of a
tree, for example, by a cannon ball, is not
the effect of the ball's motion in any possible sense, but is the effect of the
ic force of the exploded powder
the
material contact of the ball with the tree,
-the motion or changing position of the
ball being merely incidental to this substantial force, just as the non-entitative
shadow of a tree is incidental to the partial interruption of the substantial force of
light.
5· This philosophy teaches that as in the
material realm of substance there are different departments of entitative
consisting of various degrees of grossness
and refinement, as in the
earths, o.rganic structures, liquids
gases, including odor, on the
borderland of materiality, so there are
the immaterial realm various classes of substantial entities of different degrees of refinement or sublimation, such as the various
physical forces,-beat, light,
magnetism, sound,electricity
-thence still higher into the
psychical and spiritual realm
the most refined of all the grades of
stantial existence, though as
as are the physical forces,
substantial (though immaterial) as are
rocks and rivers of our material earth,
6. Substantialism, thus
world of immaterial substances
from the lower to the higher grades corresponding to those in material nature,
and which are necessarily as indestructible
and real as matter itselt, has
in assuming on l~gical and
assurance, a future state of
arate from material conditions, for the
tal and mental forces as a combined conscious entity which so clearly
putably have in man a definite,
and person8ll existence hen:.
7· 'rr life,
soul and
tuting as they unc;uestionably
scious substantial, and
here ~s demonst~ated
and objective existence
all the natural
forces,· then Suhstantialism assumes
be reasonable and according to the eternal.
fitness of a universe
nreme
tiona!, vital, mental
force
which pervades and controls our material

should continue to exist in a rational and conscious state, even of expanded
and activity, v;hen separated from
its earthly environment and its material
limitations. But all such possibility is
insupposable, as this philosophy
W<'.s
first to show, if the motion-doctrines of force as taught by present science
be true.
8. It is therefore, the chief glory of the
SubstantiRl Philosophy, in vindicating
n~nural and revealed religion from the
baleful liP"ht of
that it has
be,:;n able""succecssfully to attack and wipe
out these motion-theories of force with
which even our Christian colleges are now
the
and Huxley school
of atheists
their most powerful dvnamite for overturning the claims of Chris-·
Accordingly, it was but a logical
this scientific ratiocination to select
and unquestionably
in tbe
of
of
canacitv
for
" the
current
the physical forces.
If •the
of ~ound cannot withstand the shock
this assault, SubstantiaHsm
then every motion-theory
of science
has grown out of the
doctrine of acoustics must neresbreak
and with this result
form of force is resolved into immasu bst~nce,
the superstructure of materialism to crumble to ruins.
9· It is but :mother link in this chain of
··
as Suhstantialism teaches, to aspersonal, substantial and conexistence of a orimordial and suintelligence as the autl-:.or and origof the
material and immauniverseo This philosteaches th'lt the present order
all orders of
creatures, was the work
creation on the part of that
·which we call God;
thnt the theory of the evolution of one
of being- "from another, or in other
words that the doctrine oft he transmutation
by natural selection and survival
fittest, is unreasonable and without
;-eal foundation in natural science;
it insists that "theistic evolutionism"
infiwithout of course so in·
of its
but

power to act
of nature
With the idea of one

power to come forth
fountain of conserved
the means
thereto,
under natu-
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ral and established restrictions, Without
the scientific reasonablethis delegated
to act,
ness of thi.s dual view of man's organism,
would not travel
a
nor
many considerations are culled from nain terrific streams from the rain-cloud; tun:::, and have been elaborately presented
without the primordial permission from
in the 10th and r rth chapters of the "Probthe author of nature, neither sound,
lem of Human Life." Only a single one
of these considerations can here be preheat, nor gravity could stir or produce
effect in nature; and but for this
sented for want of space: A supernumerand persistent
of vitality and menfor example, has often been
tality from the corresponding force-defrom an infant's hand, and, to
ment of nature, no living thing could exof the surgeon, in a few weeks
ist or move upoll the face of tbe
or
of the exact size and form
within the waters of tbe deeo. To the has grown in its place. How was such
consistent Substantialist the · immanent
possible? Substantialism explains,
the vital but immnterial organism of
presence of the living God is the
ent cause,
his established
that child's hand formed the invisible but
real
or guide for the organic bioevery hreath we inhale, of every act
to follow in building out another finperform, and of every thought we think.
I I. Substantial ism assumes the uncreatger even to the very nail and cuticle of the
mem.ber. Otherwise, if there
ed personal existence of this all wise author
of nature (though ;;n infinite
it is were no such substantial guide, why did
true,) as almost
less
not the bioplasts produce a toe or a formless mas.s of flesh and bone instead of a peraccept on the
of
fect duplicate of the original finger? The
than to be compelled to
SfJm:.:! thing occurs in the lower orders of
almost infinite
and number
equally unsolvable
in every Fv·
res for example, in the amputation
ing thing nnd in
material and in:Hrla··
of the salamander, every detail
terial object that
will be reproduced by the anibioplasts in following the remaining·
which
as
explain, as to account for the
of the vital but substantial leg of
or an immaterial ~nd
reptile. A number of important ohHow much more reasonable and
and difiiculties· present themselves
at this point, all of which could e[)sily be
then, on the
of finite man to
answered had we room, but we can only
with
awe the single
and inexplicable mystery of <1n
refer the reader to our voluminous disC'uspersonal and infinite intelligence as the swns of this question in our other writcomforting solution of all the minor mys·
teries of the universe!
It is the teaching of Substantialism
rz. Substantinlism teaches that the more
every living animal and vegetable orreal or essential entities of universal nature ganism, as vvell as man, possesses an inare the immaterial but substantial forces teriOJ.;, immaterial organism as the counterof the external and material structure,
which are the immediate mqving causes of
all observed phenomena, while matter it- or otherwise the organism could not grow
into its specific form.
This philosophy
self, in its multitudinous forms,
also real, is but the varieJ manifestation of teaches that within e<ICh specific germ at
such immaterial substance, from which the commencement of its being the perfect
doubtless it
came. Our mnterial form and outline of the fully developed
animal or vegetable species exists in its
organisms, for
are but the cloth.
ing or pericarp,
speak, of the vital essential elements, or otherwise there could
and mental
that constitutes the man, be no assurance in nature of the perpetuity
and that
its real self-entitv to and permanency of specific forms. Withinterior organism in the very
our imperfect sensuous appreheti'sion out this
through these material structures. Accord .. life-g·crm of specific bein~?:s as the immaing to the same
a granite bou]. terial pattern around which and through
which the bioplasts weave their organic
der would cease
tangible
there is no possible reason why the
or, in other words, be dissipated into an
insensible gaserms condition, but for the ovule of a sheep, for example, should not
into a goat, and vice versa, since
substantial force of coher,ion which holds
its material particles together. The 1m- the two material ovules-not more than
the hundredth part of an inch in diameter
man body "may be just as perfect in form
and detail of material structure when dead -nre found tobe exactly alike examined
as before the vital force-entity has depart .. under the most powerful microscope.
16. But it is objected by the critical
ed. But it is not a man, because the "inreader that if the lower animal forms posner man" has left it.
13. It is the teaching of Substantialism sess vital and mental organisms, as an imthat man is a dual substantial organism, material but substantial counterpart of
with an inner vital and mental. thoug-h their material structures, then why are not
immaterial structure, as perfect i~ orga~ic all animals destined to an im,mort~l exisform and detail as the material anatomy tence after death, as well as in the case of
which clothes it, and which is the exact man? This, doubtless, is one of the most
counterpart of this internal and invisible serious and important questions ever disstrnctm:e; and could our vision be so re· cussed, and to be presented with all the
fined as to behold this internal or!:!anisrn ' explanatory and collateral reasons bearing
we would look upon a perfect coun'terpart on the subject would require the space of
of the corporeal being presented to our several entire numbers of the Microcosm.
We shall, therefore, in conclusion, barely
view.

is

I
I

hint :at the salient answer Substantiali~m
gives to this problem.
17. Those religwus philo~ophers who
view every thing in nature as spirit which
is antithetical to matter, or which is not
material, as do the followers of Emanuel
Swedenborg, having apparently formed
no conception of the vast range of immaterial substances in the natural world lying
·between the domains of matter and spirit,
would be totally at a loss to give any sort
of rational answer to the foregoing criticism. It is certain that intelligent animals,
such as dogs, horses, etc., have mental
powers as well as vital force, and of course
possess a mental and vital organism analogous to that of man; and it is equally true
and rational that this interior organic
structure is an immaterial but real substance. Those who believe it to be spiritual substance, simply because it is not matter,
can make no rt>asonahle reply to the argument for the future conscious immortality
of these lower animal tribes.
··
18. Substantialism on the contrary, has
an answer.
It teaches that the physical
forces, such as heat, light, sound, electricity, etc., though substantial, are neither
matter nor spirit, and that when these
entities have done their work, they are relegated to the force-f'·lement of nature where
they lose their individualized or specialized
identity, and become a part of that universal fund or fountain of energy, there to be
conserved and reproduced as needed in the
different force manifestations of the universe. It tea_ches tbe same th\ng with regard to the vltal and mental forces of all
lower animals and the vital force of all
vegetable organisms.
When a tree dies
or is destroyed its vital force becomes a
part of •he -general fountain of vitality
from which it originally was drawn, and so
with the vital and mental forces constituting
the immaterial organic identity of every
class of animals below man.
Such substantial force, losing its animal identity,
returns to the vital and ment~l force-element or fountain whence it came, ha~ing
served the only conceivable purpose of its
existence.
19. But here. enters into the solution the
factor of rational, self-conscious, spiritual
force which alone draws the line of demarkation between the lower animals and
the human form divine. This highest of
all forms of force, which ~eems to. constitute man an heir to personal immortality
and to ally him to the great head of the
fountain of all the spiritual forces of the
universe, appears evidently to stamp upon
its possessor, even while here, such an
identity of being, that each human soul on
leaving the body and entering the spirit
realm must persist in individuality and find
i'tself a god-like ego in the sense of an indestructible, self-conscious personality.
20. As Substantialism, aided by reason
and reinforced by the self-evident necessity of things, is compelled to attribute the
visible works and wonders of nature to the
intelligence of that infinite immaterial personality we call God, there is no possible
reason conceivable, why the highest of all
His created intelligences on earth should
not have been designed by their author
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for his own spiritual imd personal associates in an eternal heirship and companionship. If man is not entitled to something
as to personal conscious existence in another life to compen~ate for the ills of this;
-in other words, if he is only on an equal
footing in this respect with the irrational
beasts that perish,-then why, Substantialism reverently asks,' did an intelligent
Creator make man but little lower than the
angels, for so trifling a sphere of existence
as this, while at the same time placing such
an infinite and impassable gulf, without
any apparent meaning, between him and
the very highest of the lower forms on
earth? If all are to be alike at death, notwithstanding the superior endowments
and intellectual possibilities conferred upon
man here, while oniy permitting a miserable brief companionship with reptiles, then
truly the God of the universe may justly
be chargeable with sublime and stupendous mockery.- The JJficrocosm.
A STATESMAN'S FORECAST.

the great Spanish statesman
and orator, is a republican whose faith in
the ultimate triumph of republican principles throughout 'the world is serene and
unfaltering. Perhaps no living man in
Europe has done greater service than he
in advancing the cause of republicanism;
certainly none has more earnestly and
powerfully presented its principles to the
popular attention.
With a gift of eloquence surpassing any m:m of his time,
and the courage of his convictions in every circumstance, this distinguished orator
has advocaied popular liberty under the
very shadow of throne>; with a power and
zeal which have placed him in the first
rank of its greatest champion~, and impressed the great truths of the natural
equality of man and of his rig bt to selfgovernment upon millions of minds. The
faith of such a man as Castelar is ari inspiration, and his forecasts may well command the profoundest attention alike of
princes and people.
The peaceful revolution which without
friction, or jar, or disturb<mce, of any o.f
the social or material interests of the nation changed the government of Brazil in
a single day from the monRrchial to therepublican form furnished a theme upon
which Castelar could discourse with enthusiasm. As the astronomer may in the
discovery of a single star find the reward
of years spent in patiently searching the
firmament, so this faithful sentinel on the
outposts of European republicanism found
gratification and fresh ground of hope in
the birth of another n'public in the western hemisphere. It was a sign of progress, a distinct gain for the people in th'e
great contest being waged throughout
christendom for the supremacy of the
people, and it was all the greater and
more valuable as an example because
achieved without striking a blow. The
last throne in the new world has been
overthrown. What of the old? Hear
Castelar: "The sway ot the autocrat on
the old continent is nearly over. If there
is any one thing I believe with all my
CASTELAR,

D,

heart, it is that before fifty years Em:ope
and the popular mind was never before so
will be republican from end to en:d, and I
readily impressed by appeals to progress.
believe the change will be brought about
Those mighty estates, the school and the
without the horrors of war as easily as it' press, are united in spreading broadcast
has just been brought about in Brazil, as
republican principles and pointing the
naturally as a man lays aside one coat and
way to universal, popular enfranchisement.
puts on another because he likes the other The glitter of crowns, the pomp of royalbetter. The people of Europe are grow- ty, and the presumption of sceptered ruling wiser every year and seeing better ers no longer possess the power to comwhat are their real interests. They will
mand the awe and homage of the masses.
one day say to their kings, queens, emperThey are objects of quite as much conors and princes: •W e are masters here, tempt as respect. The prophecy of Casand this country is ours, not yours. There telar may not be fully realized, but fifty
is the door, go.' And then the king§, years will witness a mighty change in the
queens, emperors and princes will go, and
political condition of Europe in the direcit will be a beautiful sight."
tion of republicanism.-Bee, Nov. 24th.
A somewhat utopian forecast, perhaps,
yet hardly to be thought impossible of
realization in view of what has been
accomplished in a little more than a cen
tury. In all the new world there was
not an independent civilized government
LITTLE SIOUX.
one hundred and twenty years ago,
Conference convened at Magnolia, Saturday,
less than four generations. Regal au- March 1st; D. Chambers president, J. F. Min tun
thority asserted itself oyer all the hem- assistant, A. M. Fyrando secretary, D. Maule
isphere, Spain having her grasp upon assistant. Bishop's agent, D. Chambers, reportReceived $zr6.25, expended $r96 94, balance
nearly all of South and Central America, ed:
$r9.3r. Auditing committee on· above report
and England and France sharing the found it correct; adopted. Branches: Sioux City,
northern continent. Canada and Cuba nine months, gain 3· Unionburg, loss by death,
r. Little Sioux, l}ain 6, loss 3, net gain 3· Woodremain as important parts of this division
of the globe owning allegiance to Europe- bine, Logan, Union Center, no changes. Spring
Creek, loss 1.
Magnolia, loss 4· gain r, net
an powers, but the last throne, hedged
loss 3· Ministerial reports: C. Kemmish, N.
though it was by a record of exceptionally
Yocum, J. F. McDowell baptized 5, J. F. Mintun,
M. P, Berg baptized 3, E. R. Lanpher, D. Ch!lmliberal and progressive imperial government, bas disappeared. This advance of bers, F. Hansen, vV. Chambers, A. Johnson, G.
Montague, J. C. Crabb, L. Ellison, J. M. Putney
republicanism in the new world has not baptized
9. R. Farmer, P. C. Kemmish, H. Garbeen made without severe and costly ner, L. Merchant, I. Shupe, A. M. Fyrando;
struggles, but every conflict waged in the Priests: J. A. Beckman, W. T. Fallon, J. C. Johncame of popular government has resulted son. C. Vredenburg, R. Streeter, M. Daugherty;
in making the foundations of such govern- Teacher R. Chatburn. Sunday-schools reported:
Persia, Soldier, Woodbine, Magnolia. On sepament and increasing the capacity oj the rate
motions the following named delegates were
people for governing themselves. To-day elected to General Conference: J. C. Crabb, A.
one hundred and twenty·millions of peo- M, Fyrando, J. M. Putney, H. Garner, S. B. Kibple in this hemisphere, occupying a vast ler, S. Diggle Jr .. D. Maule, W. Chambers, J. F.
empire compared with which Europe · Mlntun, J. F. McDowell. M. Hall, W. R. Davison,
G. Scott, J. A. Beckman, B. F. Benson, J. Cshrivels into insignificance, are free :!:rom Johnson, W. T. Fallon, J. Emmerson, H. 0.
all foreign domination, and living under Smlth, R. Farmer.
Resolution offered and
constitutional forms and equal laws of their adopted to organize District Sunday-school
own fr<Jming, are marching forward on all Union: J. F. Min tun chosen as superintendant,
D. CLambers and S. B Kibler assistant superinthe lines of human progress with a rapidtendants, A. M. Fyrando secretary, P. C. Kemity unparalleled in any previous period of mish assistant secretary and treasurer. G. Monthe world's history.
tague was requested by conference to labor in
The influence of the new world upon locality mentioned in his report. Delegates to
the old is steadily increasing. The leaven General Conference were empowered to cast full
of district. P. C. Kemmish and J. A. Beckof republicanism, which is here proving vote
man were requested to labor in south·east part of
itself equal to every requirement of sound
district. Resolved that we request Genera! Conand just government, and of social, moral, ference to 'end at least two missionaries into
and ·material progress, is working with this district the coming year. A two· days' meetperceptible and tremendous force upon ing· was appointed at Jones school-house, last day
of May and first of June, J. C. Crabb in charge.
monarchial
institutions
evervwhere. Preaching bv J. M. Putney, J. C. Crabb and D.
Within a century it bas almost banished Chambers. Adjourned to meet at Logan, June
kingly arrogance and usurpation, has 7th, at ro: 3o a. m.
brought about a great enlargement of
the privileges and powers of the masses,
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
and has utterly dispelled the old delusion
Conference met at :Montrose, Iowa, March rst,
of the divine right of kings. When we 1890, at ro: 30 a.m., J. H. Lambert, president, G.
reflect what republicanism has accomplishP. Lain bert, clerk. Branches: Montrose, at
ed in a little more than a hundred years, last report 98, present ro2, vain by letter of restarting with the world of despotism mas- moval and vote 6, lost by removal 2; Farmington, at last report +7· present 47, I removed, I resed against it, what hope of future achieve·
ceived by Jetter; Rock Creek, at last report 49,
ment shall be regarded as extravagant or present 44; loss of 5 by removal. Elders J. H.
unreasonable now that it has the vantageLambert, B. F. Durfee, W. T. Lambert, H. T.
Pitt; priest A. A. Hall; teachers B. B. Herrick,
ground of almost half the world and the
L. McC!inthen, reported. The auditing comactive championshio of more than a hundmittee of the Bishop's Agent's accounts reported
red milliom-of enli'ghtened self-governed $<of a mistake in favor of the district; corrected
people? Events move rapidly in this age, report as follows: On hand last report $30.17;
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received since, $66; paid out $77.Io; balance
due church $1907. l H. Lambert and B. F.
Durfee were appointed to represent the district
at the General'Conference. J. H. Lambert wac;
elected president and B. F. Durfee clerk for six
months. F. Johnson's Elder's license was by his
request renewed. A vote of thanks was extended to the retiring clerk and his expenses were ordered paid. Preaching during conference by H.
T. Pitt and J. McKiernan. Social and sacrament meetings in care of H. T. Pitt and W. T.
Lambert. Adjourned to meet at Farmington,
Iowa, on Saturday, June 7th, r89o, at ro: 30 a.

m.

·'

DECATUR.
A conference of the above district was held at
Lucas, Iowa, March rst and 2nd, r89o; H. A.
Stebbins presiding, Wilson Hudson clerkjrq tem.
Branch reports: Lamoni, 677; 12 baptized, ro received, 5 removed, 2 died, r ordination, 4 marriages. Lucas, 207; 4 baptized, I received, r6
removed, r died, I expelled, r marriage. Davis
City, 78; I baptized, 2 removed, r died. Pleasanton, 107; I died. Greenville, 37; no change.
Centerville, 21; I received.
Allendale, 83; 5
baptized.
No report from Lone Rock. The
president of the district gave an account of his
labors, and of the condition of the work in this
field, branches and otherwise; also reported the
labors of various brethren who were not present
to report for themselves.
Elder E. B. Morgan,
as president of the Lucas branch, stated the situation and prospects in his charge. Elders G.Derry,
J. Shippy, T.Wellington,J.Watkins, J.J.Watkins,
A. S. Davison, T A. John and T. R. Allen reported in person, and A. S. Cochran, R. M. Elvin, R. S.
Salyards, L. W. Wells, and H. R. Harder by letter; also Priests P. Batten•in person and ·w. T.
Shakespear by letter. The president appointed
E. B. Morgan, I: Phiilips and W. Hudson as the
committee to audit book and report of Bishop's
agent, D. Dancer. After doing so they brought
report to evening session stating that all was correct, •so far as book and vouchers showed. H. A.
Stebbins, A. S. Cochran, J. Shippy, T. Welling·
ton and T. R. Allen were chosen as delegates to
the General Conference of 1890. The president
addressed the assembly upon the hopeful signs
for progress by the church toward the great purposes which God has designed and ordained shall
be accomplished in this generation. Preaching
on SaturdaY. evening by T. Wellington, assisted
by E. B. Morgan and G. Cloyd, and on Sunday
morning by J. Shippy, as;isted by G. Derry. The
afternoon sacrament and testimony service was
in charge of J. Watkins and H. A. Stebbins. A
good season was had. In the evening the funeral
sermon of Elder J. T. Phillips was preached by
H. A. Stebbins, assisted by F. Izatt. Adjourned
to meet June 21st, in the Greenville braneh.
NORTH-EAST KANSAS.
Conference of the North-east Kansas district
was held at Atchison, March 8th and 9th, 1890,
Frank Lofty, president, in chair; E. C. Brand,
clerk, pro tern. Scranton, last report 64, present
number 66,3 baptized; Netawaka, last report, 42,
present number 42; Fanning, last report 33. present number 32, I removed; Good Intent, present
number 29; Centralia, last report 20, present
number 19, r died. Elders reports: Present, F.
Lofty, D. Munns, E. C. Brand, David Williams,
James Buckley, Alma Dodd, Hiram Parker and
William Hopkins.
By letter, Elders Thomas
Davis, Wm. Menzies, Wm. Gurwell, Charles
Williams, J. B. Jarvi8, Peter Adamson, Henry
Green. Priest Joseph Me Dougal ; Teacher W. B.
Thatcher, and by letter Wm. Chapman and
Robert Smith. Deacon John Patterson by letter.
Bishop's agent, six months ag-o, no monies; present report, on hand $2785. Resolved to sustain
F. Lofty as president. Any general and district
authorities, elders and Priests not engaged in
branch duties to labor under district president.
Resolved that Elder Munns be delegate to conference. Preaching Saturday evening by Elder
D. Williams. Also on Sunday morning and
evening by Elder F. Lofty. Adjourned to meet
at Netawaka, June 28th, at ro a.m.
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BORN.
NETHERCOTT.-At 146o.Yz Fifth street, Oak·
land, California, February 17th, at 5: 30 p. m., to
Bro. Charles J. and Rebecca Nethercott, a son,
who has been named Joseph Charles.
KNAPP.-On February 5th, 1890, to Mr. F. E.
and Sr. S.M. Knapp, of Cottonwood Spnngs,
Lincoln connty, Nebraska, a son: named Frank
Duncan.
MARRIED.
HAWLEY-GUNSOLLEY.-At the residence of
the bride's father, Bro. N. M. Gunsolley, Defiance, Iowa, February 28th, r89o, Bro. Isaac Y.
Hawley to Sr. Jerusha A.Gunsolley; J. L. Gunsolley, priest, officiating. The wedding was a quiet
affair, only the relatives to the bride were present. Both parties are members of the Galland's
Grove branch.
DIED.
0LSEN.-Near Leland, Illinois, February 19th,
1890, of lung and brain fever, Arthur J., infant
son of Mr. H. and Sr. Cordelia Olsen, aged five
mr•nths and three days. Funeral sermon by Rev.
P.J. RinartSOJ1.
To you the child was only lent,
While mortal he was yonrg;
But now to glory he is sent,
'ro join the heavenly powers.
'Tis in 1he Savior,s bosom laid,
And feels no sorrow there;
'Tis by a heavenly parent fed,
And needs no more your care.

PIHLLIPS.-AtCleveland, Iowa, February 26th,
Eider John T. Phillips, aged 71 years and
24 days. He ws.s born in Glamorganshire, Wales,
and obey!'d the gospel there late in 1844 or early
in r845·
He preached in that country until he
came to America in 1849. landing at St. Louis
on January rst. r85o.
In r852 he went to Utah,
but seeing the iniquitous teachings and practices, contrary to the doctrine of the early church,
he came away as soon as he could manage to do
so, namely in 1857, settling again in St. Louis.
He there heard the claims of the Reorganized
Church, in behalf of Joseph the son of Joseph,
and the doctrine that he had formerly preached
in Wales, and therefore united by baptism February r6th, r864.
In the same year he was appointed to go as a missionary to Wales, which
he did, and there preached and baptized.
Subsequently he labored in Pennsylvania, Missouri
and Iowa, always holding fast to the original
faith as he first heard it, and ever exemplifying
it in his daily life. He married in Wales in r84o,
but after thirty-five years of companionship his
wife passed away, and he married Mrs. Charlotte
Parker in December, 1876. She and two young
children are left alone. · To his first wife were
born nine children, of ;vhorn only two are living,
namely Mr. Thomas J. Phillips and Sr. Jenet
Evans, both of Cleveland, Iowa, who, with their
sons and daughters, mourn their honored progenitor. For his honorable and upright life Bro.
Phillips was much respected in all the places
where he dwelt or ministered the word of truth.
Funeral Bervices were held at the house of his
wn on February 28th, and the sermon was
preached on March zd, at the Lucas chapel, by
Elder H. A. Stebbins, assisted on those occasions
by Elders E. B. Morgan and Frank Izatt.
BEAIRD.-At Belleville, Illinois, February 22d,
1890, Sr.Jeannette, wife of Bro. John Beaird; aged
46 vears, 8 months and ro days.
She was born
at Fifeshire, Scotland, Jnne 12th, r844·
She
was baptized at Blue Ridge, Missouri, in r864,
and confirmed by Pres. Joseph Smith, receiving
the Holy Ghost in token of her acceptance with
God; has ever tried to liv.e as a d~voted follower
of the Master, and died to the life of the flesh in
hope of the life of the Spirit to come.
Bro. Joseph E. Betts, preached the sermon; the hymns
sung were those of Sr. Beaird's choosing- before
her departure, numbers 864, 862 and 854, sung in
the order given. Her remains were laid to rest
1~90,

in Walnut Hill Cemetery, to which place many
followed the hearse, in token of esteem and love
for the departed while living.
The memory of
such as she lives forever.
•
CoFFMAN.-John Thomas Coffman died at his
home, Monday February 17th, r89o, from the effect of having his hand crushed in a corn sheller
a few days previous. Bro. Coffman was born at
Warrensburg, Green county, Tennessee, December 4th, 1828, where he resided with his parents
until about twelve years of age, when his parents
moved to Appanoose county, Iowa.
There he
married Miss Malinda Croft, in r852. from which
union a son anu daughter,-La Fayette and
Josephine-were born.
In r8s6 his wife died.
He was married in r858 to his first wife's sister,
Miss Susan Croft, from which marriage resulted
the birth of four sons-Don, Emro, Elmer and
Willie, and one daughter-Maggie. In r864. he
and family moved to Cass county, Iowa, where
his famiiy remained while he with many others
went to Virginia City in search of gold. He soon
returned to the family when they moved on the
farm which was his home till death. In 1858 he
and wife joined the Baptist Church, remaining
with that church till in the fall of r884, when he,
his wife and daughter became members of the
Reorganized Church. Shortly after he was ordained an Elder, and then chosen to preside over
the Little Sioux branch, which position he filled
with profit to the branch and church.
He was
one who was not ashamed of the gospel, but always and everywhere asserted his belief in it.
He left a father, mother, wife and children to
mourn his departure, and they feel the loss very
severely.
Since he obeyed the tmth his home
was a place where Jove reigned, as it had never
done before and such as but few families enjoy.
Funeral services at Magnolia, Iowa, Tuesday,
February r8th, r89o, by Elder J. C. Crabb, assisted by Elder Charlc·s Derry. He was buried with
Masonic honors by the Magnolia Lodge assisted
by members of other lodges. So rests our brother from his labor, awaiting the day of rewards.
HowARD.-Jo~eph S. Howard, aged 67 years,
~ months and 17 days. departed this life on Tuesday, February IIth, 1890. HP was born Aug-ust
25th, 1823, in Ellisburg, J~ff~rson county, New
York, was baptized July rsth, r866, at Batavia,
Illinois, by Elder Philo Howard; was a pioneer
of California in 1849. finally taking up his residence on the homestead where he breathed his
last. To know Mr. Howard thoro~ghly, was to appreciate him to the full extent of the term appreciation, and his friends were numbered as legion,
his enemies as few. He was a faithful soldier in the
defense of the Union, from the first to the last,
and never proved recrc·ant to that patriotic trust
placed in his keeping. He contracted injuries
and disease from that service which were the factors of his death, and an appreciative government recogniz<ed his value as one of her defend·
ers, in a substantial manner towards the close of
his life. His was a generous ht>art, always ready
to pour out sympathy when the distress of a fe!lGJW man disclosed itself. When notified that
death was imminent, he met it as he met the foe
in years gone by, with that fortitude so characteristic of the man. Through years of phvsical
suffering, a refin,ep and faithful wife has been a
devoted servant and now mout"1S his departure,
with that unbounded confidence of a happy reunion in the bright summer land beyond. · Her
faith is as a mountain of granite. At Mr. Howard's request he was buried with military honors
by the G. A. R. of Major Anderson ·Post, of
which he was an honored member. Thus one
by one the old guard passes over, and we can
well say, "Well done thou good and faithful servant.''--Star of Idaho
0LSEN.--Near Leland, Illipois, February 23d,
1890, Mr. Hans Olsen, beloved husband of Sr.
Cordelia Olsen, departed this life at the age of 38
years, after terrible suffering of nearly three days
with brain fever complicated with the la grippe.
His last few moments were quiet and peaceful.
He was taken •ick in the morning as the funeral
preparation was going on for his babe, and never
realized anything further until he died. He was
a kind husband, a loving father, and most highly
esteemed by his neighbors; who showed it plainfy
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by the assistance they rendered in the hours of
need. He leaves a wife and three children besides tnany reiatlves to mourn their loss. Funeral sermon by Rev. P. J. Rinartson, assisted
by F. Dale.
NOT£CE OF GENERAL CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE.
During the General Conference to be held at
·Lamoni, board and lodging will be furnished at
the rate of $3 per week. Members of the committee will be at the depot on the arrival of all
trains, and will wear blue badges. They will
furnish parties with tickets directing them where
go.
All parties intending to come to conference
will please notify the president or secretary of
committee by mail at once.
Lamoni Branch Committee on General Conference arrangements:
W. HuDsoN, President.
H. L. TILTON, Secretary.

to

QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
Dear Brethren: The general conference approaches, and it is desired that each member of
the quorum will promp:ly forward his report for
the past year, covering the points suggested in the
circular letter, which has been mailed to all the
Seventies. It is also desired that every member
who can consistently do so will attend the conference, as matters of importance will be presented for the attention of the quor~ms.
The records and work of the quorum of Seventy have steadily improved, in becoming more
complete and systematic, and increasing in
amount; and it is hoped that all the members
will continue to make earnest efforts to perfect
both, and to constantly keep them in that condition.
E. C. BRAND, Pres:
R, S. SALYARDS, Sec.
NOTICE.
All members of the Second Quorum of Elders
are requested to report their labors during the
year to the undersigned at Persia, Iowa, by
April 4th; also to send in fifteen cents each to
defray incidental expenses.
WM CHAMBERS, Pres.
Jos SEDDON, Sec.
The following named scattered members of the
Plainville b!"anch, Massachusetts, are requested
to report to said branch within six months:Mary Ellen Beach, Charles M. Holmes, Emma
A . .Durale, Edna Beban, Victoria M. Dm-ale,
Mary Alice Blunt, Julia A. Blunt, Manser M.
Blunt, Delia Blunt, William E. Beach, Lucinda
Fuller, Janette Watts, Hannah T. Shreives, Benjamin D. Shreives, Georgiana A. Bennett, Nellie T. Bennett, Walter S. Pierce, Charles E. Peck,
William S. Jackson, Mary Braley.
So voted at last business meeting.
LoTTIE R. VVrLcox, Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Louis district conference will convene in
the Saints' Meeth1g House, No 2518 Elliot avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, at 7: 30 Saturday evening, March 29th, for the transaction of business;
and on Stmday morning at ro :45, for worship.
J. G. SMITH, Dist. Sec.
~t.

NODAWAY DISTRICT-BOUNDARY LINE.
In regard to the boundary line of the Nodaway district. rst: The formation of the above
district took place at Far West (old Far West)
August 26th, r87r, (see Herald, August, r87r,
Vol. r8), consisting of Nodaway, Andrew, Gentry, Worth, Harrison, Mercer and Grundy counties.
zd. Organized November r8th, r87r, at Liberty School-house. See Herald, vol. 19, p. 122.
3d. A petition presented by the Allendale
branch, consisting of twenty-five members, to the
Nodaway district conference, November 27th and

28th, r875, praying to be detached so they could
attach themselves to the Decatur district, Iowa,
was granted, giving the Decatur district all. the
territory east of the middle fork of West Grand
River. See Herald, p. 56, vol 23.
Therefore, we notify all elders laboring west
of the middle fork of Grand River to report to
the Nodaway district conference and not to the
Decatur district.
J AS. THOMAS, Pres.,
M. P. MADISON, Sec.
"He that opposes his own judgment against
the .consent of the times, ought to be backed
with unaswerable truths; and he that has truth
on his side is a fool, as well as a coward, if he is
afraid to own it because of the currency or multitude of other men's opinions."-Ex.

FOR

SALE

A choke Stock of General Merchandise and
Building that will invoice $7,500. Will take
half cash, and balance in good improved Iowa
or-Missouri farm. A splendid location for business. Good reasons for selling, Address
Lock Box No. 1, COLLINS, lowa.

HOU\SE

AND LOT

For sale. A very desirable location for any one
wishing to live near the church. For further
particulars address Mrs. Gland Ro-dger, Lamoni,
Decatur county, Iowa.
marrs

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
T

O supply a want wherever conference is held, the

"PATRIOT"

will be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, f'even column morning datly The first number will contain a brief exposition of the church, anrl
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meeting, and prayer and preaching services.
Daily alone
- 50'
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni. Iowa.
RonERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F.

NICHOLSON,

Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample BespcmsibUity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent intcre•t
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
175th Edition Now Ready
A book of over 200 pages,
NEWSPAPER
giving more information of
value to advertisers than any
ADVERTISING
other publication ever issued. It gives the name of everv uewepaper published,
having a circulation rating in th~ American Newspaper
Direetoty t>f more than 25,000 copies each issue, with the
cost per line for advertising; in them. A list of the bef1t
papers of local circulation, in every city and to\vn of mo1c
than 5,000 population, with pricPs by the inch for one
month. Special lists of daily, countrv, village and class
papers. Bargain ofrers of value to Pmall advertisers or
those wishing to experiment j udicionely with a f5ma11
amount of money. Shows conclusively "how to get the
most service for the money,,~ etc., etc. Sent post paid to
any address fur 30 cents. Address GEo. P. Rmn:r,r, &
Co,, Publishers and General Advertising ugents, 10
Spruce Street, New York City.
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LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

!lU.• IliO.
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

ADDRESSES.
G. A. Blakeslee, presi<ling Bishop, Galien, Michigan,
Mrs. T, J. Andrews, 231 Castro st. San Francisco. Cal.
Joseph F. Burton, Santa Ana, California.
J. W. Gillen, 3129 Caroli-ne street, StLouis, Missouri.
M. H. Bond, 46, Waverly St.. , Providence, R. I.
J. H. Peters. Coleman, Midlano;! Co., Michigan.
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing;, Michigan.
Thomas Taylor, Chepstone Villa. Alhert Road, Handsworth, Birmiunham, England.
E. F. Shupe. Valverde, Arapahoe county, Colorado.
H. Kelley, Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio.
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AUTUM

LEAVES

We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose addi~g

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT
To onr magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helpi_ng to spstain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circnlatlon-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department will be under the charge of
PROF. J, A, GUNSOLLEY, B.

s,,

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in~ the secong coming of Christ.
In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA,"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter as
will aid the mother and housewife in her toilsome labor of Jove, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how milch of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
·
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you better than premiums,
write us for our terms. Less than a month now
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could furnish you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not beiieve it necessary. We
look for a largely incre.ased subscription list the
coming year, and hope we shall not bei:disappointed.
Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.
N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate ail, but can not
afford to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure you the magazine for r89o.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums, will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt don't jail to keep a ltst of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trouble wiil surely result.
~ N. B.--Parties sending in list of names
fm· Autumn Leaves wiil be credited with all
names. but commissions can not be allowed until pay~ent is made. To insure commission the
money must be collected and sent to the office.
26apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale.
Lamoni House and 'l.'hree Lots; location 80ft. north of
Depot~ on Broadway; fronting east and south. House
nuw~ niuetr:>en rooms; tw:~ story 24x46 and 12x15.
I,IVERY AND FEED !lARN 40x60 and three lots,
location on Broadway, east of the house. Cellar, three
wells a11d out buildings. 'rerms easy. Address
Also 40 acres of L.and 4 miles west of town, fenced, water, and on a public road; ptice $500.
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoR:o: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AllloNG YOU HAVE SAVE .iT Jllll ONlll WDI'E, AND CONOlJJIINER
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
,
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE' MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEFT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4~
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IT IS TIME TO STOP.

SINCE the April session of 1887, at which
session direction was given to the church
to cease contending about the "Sabbath
day," and to abserve the "First day of the
week, commonly called the Lord's Day,"
as a day of rest, of worship and the offering of our oblations, there has been more
or less discussion in the HERALD, and presumably in private and public circles con·
cerning the "Sabbath Day," "Sunday,"
the "Lord's Day," with the revelation of
r887 as an additional subject .for controversy. To us this agitation has been unnecessary and uncalled for; but once
entered into, each contestant has deemed
it to be best and his right to answer whatever may have been presented by another
adverse to his own views; and thus the
discussion has been kept up.
Whatever of openness there may have
been in the question prior to April, r887,
no such openness now exists to the church,
and has not since the acceptation of the
word of the Lord declaring that the
church was to observe the "First day of
the week" as a rest dav.
Whether the final .decision may be that
the Saturday is the Seventh day, and the
.Sabbath of the Lord, or that the reckoning was lost, and hence the Sunday, or
the First day of the week, the Lord's
Day is the Sabbath, and the proper day of
rest for the Christian's observance, the
present duty of the members of the church
is clear, and that is to observe the day re·
ferred to, and in regard to which day
there is no dubiety, as a "day of rest and
worship," according to the directions of
the Doctrine and Covenants, already given.
What future revelation, or the finding.s
of a general assembly of the quorums may
do in the matter is but a matter of speculation; and such speculation will be more
or less colored by the .bias and prejudices
• already existing in the minds of the speculators for the one view or the other.

No. 13.

may have said or written on the same
That the revelation does not state which
day, the First or the Seventh is the Jewish topic. It would be especially delightful
Sabbath, rpay be true; but what the inten- and encouraging if the writers for the
tion of the giver of the revelation. on that HERALD and the speakers in the pulpits
point may have been, no one is authorized of the church could and would do this;
to state. Nor is any one at liberty to state p<.rticularly when holding opposite, or dipositively that the revelation implies a verging opinions.
We have an article on the Sabbath and
time future when the Jewish Sabbath, or
Seventh day, will be reinstated, if it has Sunday topic. by ~ro. Jofeph Flory, of
ever been abandoned or lost, or that it is Mound City, Missouri, which we shall
implied that the First, or Lord's day will publish, after which we shall feel justified
be perpetuated as the Sabbath, or aban- in stopping the controve¢sy so far as the
doned as the reilt day. It should be left HERALD is concerned.
It is not needful for us to be wrang;1S it is, it having been accepted as direction properly receivfd, and stated what was ling among ourselves in order to answer
designed to be said, and meant what was those who choose to challenge our views
on topics of the sort being considered.
said and that only.
If the real truth about the Sabbath day It is enough if we give the po~ition of
the church, and if it be upon subjects uphad been so clearly deducible from the
Scriptures as men on both sides <;laim that on which there has been much question,
it is, there never could have grown up and which have been partially or wholly
such amount of discussion and controversy settled bv revelation, and church usage reabout it as has been piled upon the q ues- sulting f~om such revelation, to stafe the
tion; and it is our opinion now that one of facts as they are and let the result follow.
the reasons why the direction was given No one need to fear what the truth may
in 1887 was the singularly sharp, if not bring; and in the truths we have received,
perverse controversy that had been in. all previous trials have shown the wisdom
and light of Christ. Why should we fear
dulged in within the pale· of the church.
Israel of old longed after the will of the future?
God, and when that was given men lost
sight of the rules of present life given
them of God, and immediately began to
WAS JOSEPH A DICTATOR?
cry out for more revelation. Is modern
Israel any wiser. We laid some questions EvER since the rise ot the Church of
on the Savior's table for answer.
We Christ in this age, its enemies have persissubjected the answers to the crucial tests tently asserted and sought to prove, that
provided in the organic law 1 and have Joseph Smith, its first president, was, from
since been cavilling, not about what direc- first to last, a base deceiver, a crafty imtion was given for present life and duty, postor, a bold, conscienceless, priestly desbut what was meant about a question pot, whose individual wiil and personal
more than centuries old.
pleasure was the rule .by which be govThe Pharisees and S1dducees quarreled
erned the church, and by which also he
about the existence of spirits and the re- dominated its ministry and members.
surrection. Jesus did not settle the dis
It is no new thing. for evil minded men,
pute in favor ofeither side; but did say, religious bigots, blind zealots, ambitious
"God is the God of. the living, not the politicans, and superstitious people generdead;'' and "I am the resurrection and the ally, as well as persons "of the baser sort,"
life;" ·and "a spirit hath not flesh and to seek to defile, belittle, and misrepresent
bones as ye see me have."
· good men and their work; and sometimes
A fair statement of belief and reason for well-intentioned persons have been beit, scriptural or argumentative affirmatively guiled and blinded by such efforts and
made may be productive of good and com- have joined in the general hue and cry to
parative light be shed upon a given topic; the final disgrRce of themselves, and to the
but personal reflection, ridicule, or acrimohurt of the innocent.
nious debate can neither shed light nor do
That Joseph Smith should be the victim
good. A laugh may be raised by hold
oLsuch treatment is no more strange than
ing a brother's imperfect reasoning up' to that J esu' and his apostles, chief messenridicule, and the brother be either hurt or gers of peace and love, should be derided,
angered; if the latter, retort more or less and be branded as deceivers, traitors to
discourteous is almost certain; if the former their country, "pestilent" fellows generally
mental distress, distrust and loss of confi- and altog-ether .bad; or that the Reformers
dynce and interest are equally certain.
such as Huss, W aldus, Jerome, Luther,
All writers and speakers should culti- · Wickliffe, the W eslevs, and hosts of such
vate the habit of presenting their views as they, should in their time suffer calum·
and arguments upon any given subject ny, bitter persecution and "the contradic·
without reference to what somebody else tiun of sinners" at the hands of the people
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of their times, their cities, towns and
The entire administration of Joseph
countries.
. Smith, so far as we are able to glean. it
In our present times, and in our own from the genuine records of the church,
beloved nation, it is no uncommon thing and from other reliable sources, is singularfor all manner of falsehood and slander to ly marked by its freedom from personal
be brazenly, actively circulated against and official domination, and by its constant,
men nominated for the chief officers in the careful recognition of the natural and guargift of the people, and there is never want- anteed rights of others, whether ministers,
ing an inconsiderate class to willingly be- members, or those not of the church. It
lieve and diligently circulate these evil plainly sets forth the rights of man as orreports without stopping to consider their dained of God, points out the limits of
origin, reliability, or the injustice and offidal and ministerial authority and prividamage that may result therefrom; while lege, and while it proclaims the authority
there is another class, devoid of any just of the officer it draws the line beyond
claim to genuine personal worth or virtue, which the officer must not go, ·and in this
who are both the intentional inventors and way shields the people from the en<;roachpropagators of falsehood and calumny and ments of the priesthood and secures them
the w.illihg heralds of such vileness among against the curse of priestcraft.
men.
· His administration is fully in accord with
With these truths before us, there is the highest, best conceptions of governnothing at all surprising in the fact that ment-"a government of the people, by
Joseph Smith, the chief founder under the people, and for the people"-a governGod of the Lord's "marvelous work and a ment founded on the revealed will of God,
wonder," should have been misunderstood yet reserving to the individual and the
by some, maliciously slandered by others, body the right and duty of exercising their
and that "all mflnner of evil" has been personal agency free from official usurpadiligently and widely circulated against tion, dictation or coercion. Such, in brief,
him and his work and his methods; for is the character of the administration of
this is just what has been the fate (or for- Joseph Smith the Seer.
tune) of all prominent reformers and
In proof of the foregoing we submit
progressivists, in all ages, past and present. the following evidence, all of which will
But had the world treated him and his be found in perfect harmony with the funreputation, his intentions and his work, in a damental idea of human rights imbedded
manner differently than they did God's in the very foundati-ons ofthe great Ameriservants in past ages and dispensations, we can charter of civil and religious liberty,
might be well justified in questioning- the where it says: "We hold these truths to be
divinity of his calling and the excellency self-evident: that all men are created equal;
of the order of things he propagafed and that they are endowed by their Creator
"established.
with certain unalienable rights; that among
Wise men and just have learned by these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
reading, reason and observation, to judge happiness. That, to secure these rights,
of matters on their own inherent merits, governments are instituted· among men,
and upon the well authenticated facts hav- deriving their just powers from the coning a bearing upon them. In this way we sent of the governed," all of which Joseph
judge of the worthies of the past and also proclaimed to be in accordance with the
of their words and works. This is just, will of God and inspired by His Spirit.
and safe, and commends itself to all rationAnd in furtherance of the above position
al, decent people. Let us judge of Joseph we now give the statement of - Toseph
Smith after this manner, and then we may Smith himself touching the reserved rights
say whether or not he was the priestly of the members of the church, and the
dictator and despot his enemies represent limitations and restrictions of those called
him to be.
of God to the ministry, wherein it will be
When we thoroughly examine the ad- seen that though God, by revelation, call~
ministration of Toseph Smith in word and persons to the priesthood, He nevertheless
deed, as we find-it displayed in those works has made the people over whom they are
he gave the church, such f.S the Book of to watch and preside, an essential and inMormon, Doctrine and Covenants, Inspir- disrensible source of authority, thus proed Translation of the Bible, also his ser- tecting the governed from the usurpation
mons, letters, and sundry communications and misrule of those called to bear rule in
published in the various church journals, the church. Joseph says: ''The messenincluding his "History," we then get the ger who visited us on this occa~don [May
measure of the man and are justified in
15th, 1829], and conferred this [Aaronic]
judging as to the nature and merit of his priesthood upon us, said that his name was
work and also as to the motives, purposes John, the same that is called John the Bapand spirit governing him.
tist in the New Testament, and that he
Fair minded, sensible persons would not acted under the direction of Peter, James
think for a moment of judging the char- and'John, who held the keys of the priestacter and work of Jesus and his followers hood of Melchisedec, which priesthood he
on the testimony of their enemies, ancient said should in due time be conferred on us,
or modern, nor would they decide as to that I should be called the first Elder, and
the merits of any society or political party, he [Oliver Cowdery] the second." Afteretc., on the representations of the rabid, ward these men called on the Lord in
blinded, or wilful enemies of such; neither mighty prayer, at different times, to have
will they judge•of Joseph Smith until they the above promise realized, and finally, he
first "hear him" and learn of his work says, "the word of the Lord came unto us
from authentic and reliable sources.
in the chamber [of father Whitmer's

housel, comml!-nding us that I should ordain Oliver Cowdery to be an Elder in the
Church of Jesus Christ, and that he also
should ordain me to the same office, and
then to ordain others as it should be made
known unto us from time to time. We
were, however, commanded to defer this
our ordination until such times as it should
be practicable to have our brethren who
had been and who should be baptized, assembled together, -when we must have
their sanction to our thus proceeding to
ordain each other, and have them decide
by vote whether they were willing to accept us as spiritual teachers or not." In
carrying the foregoing into effect, thev
proceeded to ordain each other, and then
organize the church, April 6th, 1830, as
follows: "Having opened the meeting by
solemn prayer to our heavenly Father, we
proceeded, according to former commandment, to call on our brethren to know
whether they accepted us as their teachers
in the things of the kingdom of God, and
whether they were satisfied that we should
proceed and be organized as a church according to said commandment which we
had received. To these they consented bv
an unanimous voice."-7 ime! and Seasons, vol. 3:866,915,944, also /Ifill. Star,
Supplement, vol. 14, pps. 15, 20, 26.
Here, at the very beginning of the
church, wa<> revealed the exalted genius
of its government and the key-note that
should preeminently mark its ministerial
administrations, binding alike upon Joseph
Smith and all his fellow ministers. Surely,
there is not here the least particle of priestly arrogance and domination, but a pronoun<::ed recognition of the rights inherent
in man and a clear enunciation of the great
governing law of "common consent" RO
often mentioned subsequently in the revelations of the young Seer, also a most hapPY concord with the fundamental principles of our nation's charter of human
rights hitherto quoted. Right here at the
very outset of Joseph's ministerial career,
there are placed, by his own ministrations,
limits and bounds and restrictive rules that
would forever prevent him or his faithful
followers playin'g the part of an ecclesiastical dictator, one who rules and governs on
his own personal will and pleasure, requiring the governed to submit to his individual behests without reference to their will
and wish in the premises.
Add to the foregoing the further fact
that the Book of 'Mormon, brought forth
and given to the world by his hand just
prior to the founding of the church, also
says to God's people, "Stand fast in thio.
liberty wherewith ye have been made free;
. . . trust no man to be a king over you,
and also trusting no one to be your teacher
nor your minister, except he be a man of
God, walking in his ways and keeping his
commandments."-Mosiah I I: 2.
By this last quotation, taken from a leading standard work given through the ministration of Joseph Smith, we learn that it
is required that the people shall judge as
to the fitness of those who minister for
them, also that they are in· duty bound to
reject those not fitly qualified, and likewise
that they suffer no man to be a king over
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them-for a king is "a suoreme ruler" and
frequently they "will be tyrants from policy," all of which is contrary to both the
letter and the spitit of the gospel which is
designed to develop the soul in both intellectual, spiritual, and personal liberty,
and rule by reason and by love. This position is clearly confirmed by the following:
"Now it is not common that the voice
of the people d<!sireth anything contrary to
that which is right; but it is common for the
lesser part of the people to desire that which is
not right; therefore this shall ye observe, and
make it your law, to do yo\ilr business by the voice
of the people. And if the time comes that the
voice of the people doth choose iniquity, then is
the time that the judgments of God will come
upon you; yea, then is the time he will visit you
with great destruction, even as he has hitherto
visited this land. And now if ye have judges,
that they do not judge you according to the law
which has been given, ye can cause that they
may be judged of a higher judge; if your higher
judges do not judge righteous judgments, ye shall
cause that a small number of your lower judgeo
should be gathered together, and they shall judge
your higher judges, according to the voice of the
people. And I command you to do these th,ings
in the fear of the Lord; and I command you to
do these things, and that ye have no king: that
if these people commit sins and iniquities, they
shall be answered upon their own heads. For
behold I say unto you, the sins of many people
have been caused by the iniquities of their kings;
therefore their iniquities are answered upon the
heads of their kings. And now I desire that this
inequality should,be no more in this land, especially among this my people; but I desire that this
land be a land of liberty and every man may enJoy his rights and privileges alike."-Mosiah I 3:

4·

These passages plainly provide against
either priestly Qr political despotism, and
at the same time they teach that those who
govern the people must do so by the consent of the governed. And the~e passages
with their exalted principles-we repeat
it-were given to the sons of men by that
same Joseph Smith whom his enemies denounce as a lawless, conscienceless, priestly despot!
But a tithe of this kind of
evidence contained in the Book we can not
now produce for want of both time and
room.
We now turn to evidences abounding in
the book of Doctnne and Covenants relating to this matter. And before examining its internal testimony, we note the
fact that the book as it was first given to
the church was, by the instructions of J oseph Smith and his fellow ministers, placed
before each separate organized quorum of
the church "and the whole congregation,"
for them to critically examine and decide
as to whether .they would accept and endorse it according to its claims, as may be
seen in Messenger and Advocate, vol. r,
p. 16 r, and Mill. Star, vol. I 5, pps. 299
and 300. In this we have the best of evidence that Joseph was not a man who
sought to rule the church on his owh will
and by his personal dictation, but that he
advised the distribution of church government to every minister in his proper office

and calling, and also to the membership in
their place.
In July 1830, Joseph Smith and Oliver
Cowdery, "first" and "second" elders of
the church, were instructed by revelation
as to their duties, and were commanded
thus: "And all thin'gs shall be done by
common consent in the church, by much
prayer and faith."-D. C., 25: I.
This is a mandatory statement (the
same in principle as that given them at
the first in respect to their ordination to
be elders and presiding ministers and
teachers of the church), limiting their authority when ministering in and for the
church, and admonishing them that the
~'common consent" of the church must be
had in its government. And here there is
no trace of the dictator on tl::e part of
Joseph Smith.
We now notice the application of this
same principle of "common consent" in respect to one of the higher organizations
ofthe church, namely, a conference: "And
my servant Toseph shall be appointed to
preside over the conference by the voice. if
it."-D. C., 27: 4·
In. this we have the chief officer of the
church appointed by revelation to pr~side
over a conference, and yet the Lord requires that he be also "appointed to preside over" it "by the voice of it."
,
This is precisely the order of God as
laid down at the .first, as we have hitherto seen. There is here no priestcraft, no
personal dictation, no self-assertion of authority to preside on the sole will and
choice of J osep.h Smith, but if he presides
he must do so "by the voice" of that conferf'nce, being restricted thus by the word
of God and the fundamental order of the
church. And while on this point it is
quite proper to remark that from a very
careful reading of the history of the church
we can not find where Joseph Smith ever
presided over any conference, council, or
assembly of people, except by the "common consent" of such bodies. In all this
we have proof as strong as can be that
those who charge him with being- a dictator, are either base or blind slanderers.
When the First Presidency of the church
was provided for, the "common consent"
of the church constituted o·ne of the essential elements of its authority, for each and
all of its members, as may be seen in this:
"0£ the Melchisedek priesthood, three presiding hig-h priests, chosen by the body,
appointed [by revelation] and ordained to
to that office, and upheld by the confidence,
faith and prayer of the church form a
quorum of the presidency of the church."
-D. c. 104: II.
Not only was the choosing of this quorum dependent upon the will of the church,
but the continuation of its members in office was likewise made dependent upon
that will, for they could be "upheld" therein only "by the confidence, faith and
prayer of the church;" and this "confidence" was made known from time to time
at general a~semblies 'and conferences, the
presidency of which Joseph took, (when
present), only "by the voice" of such assemblies and conferences, as at the first.
It was· not only the custom of the church
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' to select its presiding officers, Joseph
Smith included, (as see Times and .Seasons vol. r: pp. 14, 15, 35, 91, r8o; vol. z,
pp. 215, 306, 338, 405, 41 z, 521, 576, etc.),
but the revelations given through this
same Joseph Smith required that the conferences "approve of those names w b:ch I
[the Lord] have mentioned or else disapprove of them."-D. C., 107: 46. And
this was faithfully carried out by the
church from 1830 to 1844 without any exception whatever.
Joseph Smith's administration in respect
to all the councils, quorums, and other organizations within the church was similar
to what we have hitherto sren, all of
which is proof incontestible that he did
not rule the church, or its ministry, as an
arrogant, priestly dictator, but as' a wise
counsellor, adviser and leader, carefully
guarding the rights of those he led, as a
worthy shepherd of the flock.
Paul held that Christ's ministers are the
servants of the church, for he ~ays: "vVe
preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus
the Lord, and ourselves your servants for
Jesus' sake" ( 2 Cor. 4: 5), and Joseph
Smith taught and practiced the same in all
his spiritual r~dministrations.
Here is a passag-e from a letter he wrote
the church officially in r838:
"Now concerning the places for the location of
the Saints, we would say that we can not counsel you In this thing as well as if we were with
you; and as to things written to you before, we
did not consider them binding. We would advise that while we remain in prison and in bondage the affairs of the church be conducted by a
general conference of the most faithful and respectable of the authorities. of the church, and
that the proceedings of the same be forwarded to
your humble servants; and if there be any corrections by the word of the Lord they shall be
freelv transmitted, and we will cheerfully approve of all things which are acceptable to God.
If anything should have been suggested by us or
any names mentioned except by commandment
of 'thus saith the Lord,' we do not consider it
binding; therefore we shall not feel grieved if
you deem it wisdom to make different arrange·

ments."-Times and Seasons, r:

102.

By this we gather proof that Joseph was
to the church its chief earthly adviser and
counsellor, but not its dictator.
Here is another passage from a similar
letter written by him afterward:
"There are many called, but few chosen; and
why are they not chosen? Because their hear.ts
are set upon the things of the world and are aspiring to the honors of men; they do not learn
the lesson that ~the rights of the priesthood
are inseparably connected with the powers
of heaven, and that the powers of heaven
can not be controlled or handled only upon the
principles of righteousness. That they may be.
conferred upon us is true, but when we undertake to cover our sins, 'to gratify our pride, vain
ambition, or toexe1·cisedominion orcompttlsionover
the souls of the children of men, in any degree
of unrighteousness. behold the heavens withdraw
themselves, the Spirito£ the Lord is grieved, then
amen to the priesthood or auth6rity of that man.
. . . No power or influence can or ought to be
maintained by virtue of the priesthood, only by
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persuasion by longsuffering, by gentleness, by
meekness and by Jove unfeigned; without hypocricy and without guile; reproving with sharpness
when moved upon by the Holy Ghost, and after-wa:ds showing forth an increase of love towards
him whotn thou ·hast reproved lest he esteem
thee to be his enemy, so that he may know that
thy faithfbllness is stronger than the cords of
death. Let the soul be full of charity towards all
tnen, and virtue guard thy thoughts unceasingly.
Then shall thy confidence wax strong in the
presence of God, and the doctrines of the priesthood shall distil upon thy soul as the dews from
heaven; thy sceptre shall be an unchanging
sceptre of righteousness; the Holy Ghost shall
be thy constant companion; thy dominion shall
be an everlasting dominion; the ends of the
earth shall inquir'e after thy name."-:-Ttmes a11d
Seasons, vol. I: 131-2.

And such are the teachings of that man
whom his enemies say was a priestly despot! He fully endorsed the sentiment that
"Freedom and reason make us men."

In further proof that Joseph Smith did
not govern or seek to govern the people
by his unlimited will and word, nor allow
other ministers to do so, is the fact that he
rebuked and publicly repudiated those who
had collected church funds and used the
same on their own will, for their own personal benefit, and as they individually
chose. In ta1king up these matters in a
conference at Nauvoo, April 6th, 1~43, he
said, "I am bold to declare that I have
never taken the first farthing of church
funds for my own use, till I have first
consulted the proper authorities." And
of the Twelve he said:
·'If we send them into the world to collect
funds, we want them to return those funds to
this place, that they may be appropriated to the
very purpose for which they were designed. I
go in for binding up the Twelve, solid, putting
them under bonds, and let this conference insti·
tute an order to this end . . . . Elder W. W.
Phelps proposed that the Twelve sign triplicate
receipts, for monies received, for the benefit of
the parties concerned. Elder Brigham Young
objected, and said he should never give receipts
for cash, except such as he put into his own
pocket, for his own use, for it was calculated to
make trouble hereafter, and there were better
methods of transacting the business."

All this shows that Joseph ministered
in the character of a prudent, careful ad.
v1ser, but not as dictator; also that herecognized and respected the rights of the
people and labored to protect them against
the wrong doing of others. At the same
conlerence he said:
"l am opposed to any man's handling the public funds of the church who is not duly authorized. I advise that some means be devised for
transacting business on a sure foundation."

The first act he performed on reaching
the conference and before it organized,
was "to ascertain the standing of the First
Presidencv" as to the "confidence" of the
church in- him and his colleagues-as its
presidency, as follows:
"President Joseph Smith then asked the conference if they were satisfied with the First
Presidency, so far as he was concerned, as an individual, to preside over the whole church; or

would they have another? If, said he, I have,
was presented to the organized quorums
done anything that ought to injure my characand the church, examined carefully and
ter, reputation, or standing; or have dishonored
adopted by vote. • (See Mill. Star, vol.
our religion, by any means, in the sight of men,
I 5, p. 299, aiso the Kirtland edition of the
or angels, or in the sight of men and women, I
Doctrine and Covenants, and ~Messenger
and Advocate, pps. r6r-z). And down to
am sorry for it, and if you will forgive me I will
the close of his administration he counendeavor to do so no more. I do not know that
selled careful criticism of revelations,
I have done anything of the kind; but! if I have,
come forward and tell me of it. If any one has · rules for church government, and methods
for church practice. Of the latter he inany objection to me, I want you to come boldly
structed thus:
and frankly and tell me of it; and if not, ever
"These resolutions [in respect to church govafter hold your peace."- Times and Seasons, vol.
ernment] must needs pass through each quorum
4, pp. r8r, 182, r83.
separately, beginning at the presidency [of each
These official ministrations reveal the
views and dealings of Joseph Smith to be quorum], and consequently it must first be
utterly opposed to anything like priestly thrown into the hands of the president of the
domination or tyranny, and to be decided- deacons and his council, as equal rights and
ly on the side of justice, fairness and privileges is my motto; and one man is as good
as another, if he behaves as well; and that all
Christian liberty.
We can not· better illustrate his senti- men should be esteemed alike without regard to
ments, perhaps, than by giving some of distinctiohs of an official nature. The resoluthe character sayings of this wonderful tions [were] passed through the president of the
man the year in which he was assassinated. deacons and his council by their uncnimous
In a letter he wrote January zd, 1844, to voice. It was then thrown before the presidents
Hon. John C. Calhoun who was aspiring of the several quorums, and their council, in the
to the presidency of the United States, he following order, and in the same manner as besaid:
fore, namely, the Teachers, Priests, Bishop of
"Why, sir, the power not delegated to the
Kirtland, Bishop of Zion, Elders, High Priests,
United States, and the states, belongs to tltepeople;
Seventy, High Council of Zion, High Council of
and Congress, sent to do the people's business,
Kirtland, the Twelve, and lastly into the hands
has all power."
of the presidency of the church, and all tlte quoAgain, when speaking of our nation, he ?'ums, and received their unanimous sanction."'-"Messe11ger cmd Advocate, pps. 267-8. Mill. Star,
said:
vol. rs, p. 647·
"The wisdom which ought to characterize the
And in respect to revelations ·he sa.id:
freest, wisest and most noble nation of the nineteenth century, should, like the sun in his merid"There is a way b;y which all revelations purian splendor, warm every object-beneath its rays;
porting to be from God, tltroug!f a11y man, can be
and the main efforts of her officers, ''-' ho are
tested . . . . When all the quorums are assembled
nothing more nor less than tlze servants oj tlte
and organized in order, let the revelation be prepeople, ought to be directed to ameliorate the
sented to the quorums; if it pass one let it go to
condition of all, black or white, bond or free;· for
another; and if it pass that, to another, and so on
the best of books says, 'God hath made of one
until it has passed all the quorums; and if it pass
the whole without running against a snag, you
blood all nations, for to dwell on all the face of
the earth.' Our common country presents to
may know it is of God."-Times and Seasons,
all men the same advantages; the same facilities;
vol. 5, pps. 649-50.
the same prospects; the same honors, and the
This is in keeping with what Paul says:
same rewards . . . . In the United States tlte peo
"Let the prophets speak two or three, and let
pte are the government; and their united voice is the other judge."-I Cor. 14: 29.
the only sovereign that should rule; the only
In all the foregoing we see in Joseph
power tlilat should be obeyed; and the only
the wise, prompt, large hearted, loving
gentlemen that should be honored."-Times and
counsellor and leader, seeking to secure to
Seaso11s, vol. 5, pps. 395, 528, 533
all the greatest personal freedom, civil

Joseph Smith, as the president of the
church, never sought to "lord it over
God's heritage," nor would he suffer
others to do so. On the other hand, he
was very careful to guard the people
ag-ainst misrule, whether of himself or
others, also to shield them against errors
in respect to doctrine, church g-overnment,
or anything else for that matter.
In
proof we cite the fact that he would suffer
no rule, usage, or revelation, to become in
any way the rule of faith and practice for
the church until it passed in careful scrutiny before the ministry and church
through the regularly org·anized quorums
and was regularly adopted. He said by revelation to the church, February 4th, I i)31,
that the ministry must assemble "to agree
ueon" and decide as to what they would
accept as the word of the Lord to them.
(Doc. Cov. 41: r). Again, in 1835, the
compiled book of Doctrine and Covenants

and religious, denouncing coercion, domineering, and their like. Hear what he
said to Hon. Henry Clay, May I 3th, 1844,
only forty-five days before he was assassinated by religious bigots and corrupt
politicians:
"0h, man! when such a great dilemma of the
globe, such a tremendous convulsion of kingdoms shakes the earth from center to circumference; when castles, prison houses and cells
raise a cry to God against the cruelty of man;
when the mourning of the fatherless and the
widow causes anguish in heaven; when the
poor among all nations cry day and night for
bread and a shelter from the heat and storm;
and when the degraded black slave holds up his
manacled hands to the great statesmen of the
United States and ~ings,H

liberty, where are thy charms,
That sages have told me are sweet?'

~o,

And when fifteen thousand free citizens [Saints]
of the high blooded Republic of North America
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are robbed and driven from one state to another
without redress or redemption, it is not only time
for a candidate for the presidency to pledge himself to execute judgment and justice in righteousness, law or no law, but it is his bounden duty,
as a man, for the honor of a disgraced country
and for the salvation of a once virtuous people,
to call for a union of all honest men, and ap··
pease the wrath of God by acts of wisdom, holiness and virtue !"-Times and Seasons, vol. 5, pps.

more than a father would have to chastise a son
who was dutiful to him. I sometimes think the
history of the Saints repell;ts itself. We are comparatively a new generation here; there are very
few in these mountains who witnessed the persecutions of Kirtland and Far West. We bring
up our children in a great many instances in a
way that when they grow old away they go."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

546-7.

No one who reads the foregoing with
an unbiCJsed mind can think for one mo·
ment that Joseph Smith was otber than
a humane, wise, liberty-loving soul,
seeking the welfare of his fellow n,en,
And we have given overwhelming proof
that Joseph Smith, from first to last, recognized and taught that his authority, and
that of his fellow ministers, was derived
first of all from God, and second from the
people for whom he and I hey ministere l,
In this he provided against himself or any
one else being or becoming a dictator over
the church, its ministry, membership, or
any one else. He proved himself the devoted friend and guardian of the rights of
the people, the inveterate foe of arrogance,
autocrc•cy, usurpation, or anything of the
kind. J o"eph Smith was not a dictator,
in either religious or political matters, but
th.e very reverse.
WE uresent in this issue an article written
bv lVIr. Warren Watson for the Kansas
City <Globe, souvenir number, issued February wth, 1890, to which the attention of
the readers of the HERALD is called, both
on behalf of the enterprising Globe news
journal in which it appears, and for the
interest of the people so ruthlessly driven
from Missouri, so long ago, and whose
successors in the truth we are. The testic.
mony of Mr. Watson as to the direct causes
operating to make the stay of the Saints
in Jackson county in r838 impossible, and
the class of men that drove them out, is
similar to thttt of Col. Pitcher, Generals
Atchison and Doniphan, each of whom
wrote very fairly in regard to these points
some years ago.
The Globe souvenir
number is a model of newspaper enterprise
and executive ability, literary and mechanical.
AT ,a conference held at Provo, Utah, by
the Utah Church, March zd, Bishop A.
0. Smoot got off the following pung-ent
remarks about his people in the Utah
Valley. It is worth remembering:
"If it is true, as was remarked yesterday, that we
are departing from the Lord, every man seeing
his own gain; if it is a fact that we are departing
from the Lord in our tithes and offerings; in our
emigrating the poor, the Lord will chasten us.
The Lord told the people of Jackson county,
through his prophet and seer Joseph Smith, that
if they did not keep his commandments they
would be scourged from that holy land. We inherited the land just as long as we obeyed his
commandments. When we commenced to depart from his ·ways we were told to get up and
get out of there. If we keep his commandments
the Lord woJ.lld have no cause to chastise us any
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nearly five score years; the other a babe of
two days. "\Vhat a contrast?" writes Bro.
Babcock.
Bro. T. J. Sheppard writes from Medina City, Texas, that though it is but a
year and a half since he obeyed, he rejoices in the evidences received, and wonders
that he should have been so indifferent and
careless as not to have seen the truth earlier, and is sounding the good news, as he
has opportunity. He reports Bro. John
A. Currie, Jr. on his way to General Conference.
In our last issue the quoted portion of
our answer to the question concerning
"dreams" should have been credited to
Cruden's Concordance,

OuR correspondents should observe the
oft repeated rule of not writing matter for
oublication on the same sheet as the busi~ess portion of their letters.
The editorial and business departments are entirely
separate, hence matter intended for puhli.
cation should be written on another and
separate s;1eet and addressed to the HEREXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
ALD editors.
Business communications
Bro.
J. M. Sumner, of Castle Rock,
should be addressed to David Dancer.
Those of a literary character to the editors Oregon, wrote the 6th inst. from that
place:
of the HERALD.
"We are very thankful for the Herald for the
Sr. Cynthia Cato, of Eureka, Kansas, last year. We have learned much from its pages.
wrote encouragingly, urging the Saints to We have not heard any of the word preached
activity and faithfulness. She· looks for since Bro. Hiram L. Holt left us last spring. We
the church to move forward and states would welcome any of the travelling ministers
that it waR manifested to her that it would that might chance to come this way. There has
been great loss of range stock in this country this
do so unless the elders were hindered winter; fully one-half of the sheep and cattle
through the Saints not doing their duty in have died, about one-fourth of the range horses
are dead, and the snow is not all gone yet."
observing the temporal law.
Bro. Samuel Dungan, of Portsmouth,
Bro. D. S. Crawley, of Weir City, KanIowa, wrote the 17th inst., stating that he sas, writes:
"I am still in the work; shall baptize three
was baptized last June by Elder Charles
Derry. He was formerly much opposed next Sunday, if not more. Many new places I
opened up manifest much interest. I will
to the Saints, but obtaining a better under- 'have
not be able to attend the conference at Lamoni,
stading of the faith he obeyed it, and now as times are very hard with us, and I have quite
rejoices in the faith.
a family. Hope God wiil bless the assembly with
·Bro. W. W. Squires, of Hearne, Texas, peace and great wisdom. Love to alL"
wrote the 5th inst., that he had attended
the conference of the Texas Central disQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
trict and greatly enjoyed the session. He
~ues.-Would
an elder be justified under any
writes he never met more kindly and
circumstances in calling on a priest, teacher or
warm hearted Saints.
Bro. John Davis, of Olney, King county, deacon to assist him in administration to the
Washington Territory, wrote lately that sick?
Ans.-We have no law by which authority is
he had baptized four there and was to hap
tize three more. Bro. Davis is a priest, conferred upon these officers to 1<\Y on, hands,
and would like for an elder to come to either for confirmation, blessing,
healing the
their help.
sick; hence, no right attaches to them to so offiRead "The Jackson County Mormons," ciate. But there may be circumstances in which
in another department in this issue. "Time an elder might call on one of those men to assist
hath her revenges," and after so long him, without violating any express provision of
something approaching justice is being law; as, while we know no law for such an act,
done in removing the clouds cast over the we also know no law forbidding it under circumhistory of the Saints at the fint in Mis- stances where no other elder, or other officer of
souri by their persecutors and misguided the church holding. the Melchisedec priesthood
men. Fair dealing writers are getting is near by to be called, or in an extreme and urdown to bottom facts and honestly pre- gent case, where time was pressing.and necessity
sent them to their readers, and for this we great; in such case of extremity, we think no
should be grateful. While they err in censure would justly apply to an elder if he
some minor matters, the essential parts of
should ask a priest, or teacher, or deacon to pray,
many of their articles are good.
or even to lay his hands on a sick person, the
Any elder passing over the Chicago, St.
PauL and Krmsas City, commonly called elder himself being' spokesman in the administrathe "Diagonal," in his travels will find a tion. We can fancy instances in which more
welcome at the home of Bro. W. T. Shake- absolute harm would accrue to the cause and the
speare, and an opportunity to preach. Ad- people by contending and scolding about the law
dress, Lorimt:r, Union county, Iowa, a and wrong doing by an elder, in case he should
day or two before an appointment is de- under seeming necessity ask a priest, or teacher

or

sired.

or member to assist him, than could possibly ac.

,Bro. D. D. Babcock, writing from
Leetsville, Michigan, states that he is laboring locally,while working at his trade,
at that point and near vicinity. He lately
attended two funerals, one, an old man of

crue from so simple an act. We do not believe
in violating the law but in honoring it; and we
also believe that the command to "anoint and
pray over our sick" may in. extreme cases; be honored by an-· elder even when alone, though the
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book says "two or more;'' and sometimes possi·
bly!bY an elder when thus alone asking the human aid, sympathy and support t!.at any faithful
member might be able to give, though such
member was not an officer.

]l:DITED BY SISTER "FRANCEs.'·'

EAST DEs MoiNEs, Iowa, Jan. 2oth.
Sr. :f•ances:-We submit the report of the
society of "Humble Helpers" organized May
22d, 1889. with seven members, Sr. L. L. Thomas president, Sr. R. Vice vice-president, Sr. E.
Cruscraft treasurer, Sr. L. B. Merrill secretary.
Three members have moved away, four have
since united with us. Our treasurer moved
away. We elected Sr. Emslie as treasure. We
organized a Prayer. Union, the presiding officers
of the society presiding over the services of the
Prayer Union. Although few in numbers we
rejoice in the promises of God that where two or
three are met together in his name he would be
in their midst, and that to bless. We have had
an average attendance of five members in our
society, have had one dollar and seventy-five cents
paid in, have a quilt nearly pieced, have cut and
sewed between thirty and forty pounds of carpet
rags, have sold a dollar's worth of the carpet
rags and sent a dollar to the Hope as a Christmas
Offering.
We all have a desire to live nearer to God and
come up higher. We are made glad each ti~e
we meet, and can say at the close of each meeting, it has been good to meet together to work
and pray in the name of the Lord.
Pray for us that our work and prayers may be
to the honor and glory of God.
Your sisters in bonds,
SR. L. L. THoMAs, Pres.
SR. L. B. MERRILL, Sec.
"And that which fell among the thorns are
they who, when they have heard, go forth and
are choked with cares, and riches, and pleasures
of life, and bring no fruit to perfection."-Luke
13: 14.
Dear Sisters:-Let us each after reading the
above ask herself, "Does my life show any of
these conditions?" As most of us are not bur·
dened with riches, let us look at the remaining
two. We wives and mothers have so many duties which fill up every moment of the day that
we often find the day pass without studying "the
word" or without a season of prayer. Many
say they have no time for Bible study, and their
thoughts being continually upon the daily duties
often neglect prayer. How can this be remedied? Think and see if there is not some work
that can be dispensed with, either fancy work,
extra cooking or the making of superfluous
clothing. Perhaps one takes in work to obtain
means by which better things may be obtained,
working until late Saturday night and arising
Sunday morning tired and unfit, spiritually, for
the day's worship. This should not be so. Let
us, who are burdened with care and work, cut it
down at any cost and see to it that it does not
stand between us and our God. Let us each
determine that the study of the scriptures and our
daily prayers shall not be neglected.
Another thorn with which we and the young

more especially have to contend is "the pleasures
of life." The age is one in which the world
around us is continua)ly running after pleasure
and unless we watch very closely we will find
ourselves in the wirl pool of excitement taking our
minds away from spiritual things. It is the aim·
of the evil one to decoy the minds of the peo·
ple from the gospel.. Let us root out this thorn
also and endeavor to be found in the class where
the seed falls on good ground and brings forth
fruit in abundance. The real pleeasure we shall
gain in so doing will more than recompense the
denial of the transient pleasurts of the world.
I wish to testify to God's goodness in restoring
my health. When administered to there seemed
to be no change, but prayer was continually· offered in my behalf and now l can say that I am
n<!arly well, At the same time I have striven to
keep the Word of 'Wisdom.
That these few thoughts thus poorly expressed
may be the means of doing some good is the wish
of
A SISTER.
WIRT, Ind, Jan. 19>h.
Dear Sisters:-It is om· duty as Saints to encourage each other in divine life, and if we can
drop a word to one who is in trouble or help them
bear their trials of life better we will receive a
reward. There is work for us to do. The elder
in the field has his work to do as well as his trials
to bear. He has to sacrifice the comforts of his
home and the associations of his family and
friends which no doubt is as dear to him as to us,
and meet the cold world while we who are at
home around our quiet fire side at perfect ease.
Can't we write a line of encouragement that perhaps will help his lonely wife in his absence to
bear her burden of life better, realizing that she
is remembered and prayed for by her sisters? I
know by myself when I have been in trouble it
has given me much comfort to know that any
one was willing to help me bear my trouble. It
is impossible for us to pass through this life with·
out the help of each other. If we have but one
talent let us improve upon that and not bury it
and say, "There is nothing that I can do." We
don't know what we can do till we are willing to
try, and ask His Spirit to guide and direct us in
our duty. Dear Sisters, I know how to sy~pa
thize with those that pass through trials and deep
sorrows hard to bear; but if we did not !\ave any
ourselves, we might look on those of others as
though they were nothing, when at the same
time they had all they could endure. The Lord
has so arranged it, that we must have our share,
then we can feel for others. One year ago last
Christmas eve, I had to give up my oldest daughter, 22 years of age, one who was a great comfort
to me. Consumption seized her, and it seemed
there was no remedy, although she received help
anq. relief for a while from administration, and
then again she would sink. She left a strong
testimony and said she was prepared to go and
longed and wished for her departure.
But for
all that it seemed I could not give her up and'
say "Thy will be done" from my heart and be
reconciled to God's dealings. I felt that I could
not be comforted, for in my trial and trouble I
had lost sight of Him who said, "I will be with
you in six trials and in the seventh will not for·
sake you." I had been looking to earthly friends
for comfort, till He showed me they had but little or no power; gave me to see my weakness
and short sightedness and I said, "Lord forgive

my weakness!'' Since then I have been trying
to bear with more patience such things as I can't
control, God being my helper, and I can say to
you all that he has blessed me more since then
than any time in my life. 1 said that if he would
bless me with his Spirit to guide me in the path
of duty I would try to do the best I could. We
have been having some good meetings here of
late. Three were added to our little branch. We
have been holding meetings regularly as the
weather would permil but we seemed luke warm
and cold. "Brother L. F. Daniel from Davis Co.,
Indiana, came to our relief and stirred up our
minds to a remembrance of our duty.
He is a
spiritual minded man and we had some good
meetings whiie he was with us. He baptized
three and we were loth to have him leave but
be had other place8 to labor where they needed
the word as well as we.
Your sister in the gospel,
MARY A. FoRD.
MONTROSE, Iowa, Jan. I 7th.
Sr. Frances:-It is with pleasure that I take
.my pen in hand to tell of the glorious meetings
we have had in this place, Brn. Roth and
McKi~rnan were here over a week with us and
preached in our town with good success. Although none were baptized yet we trust the good
seed was sown, that will spring up to everlasting
life. The crowd increased every night with the
exception of the nights we had a bad slww storm.
We feel to thank God for it and give him all
the glory.
Hoping this will be but a few drops before a
great shower, I remain your sister,
Firm in the faith,
MARY J. KENNEL.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Mary Hinds, Amber, Ills., writes: "lam
staying a few days with my parents, on account
of.my mother's sickness, We are all strong in
the Spirit. Our branch is small, but though few
in number we are alive to the Master's cause. I
have been away from the Saints for some years
and have passed through many severe trials. I
hope to spend the rest of my days in trying to
be of use and to fit myself and family for the ser·
vice of God. We have been greatly comforted
by a visit from brethren Ruby, Roush and
others."
S. Lettie Dunn, Central City, Iowa, has been
loaning the Voice of Warning, together with
church papers and thinks if Bro. Roth, or some
other elder would come there, a house might be
obtained for preaching and good done.
Sr. Ann Summerfield, Stewartsville, Mo.,
writes encouraging the sisters to press on and
strive to accomplish more good in fhe year 1890,
than ever they have in the years past. She expresses herself as full of hope and determined
to persever.e.
Sr. Mary Williams, Cheltenham, Mo., writes:
"I want to tell you that the sisters of this branch
have joined the Mite Society and have also organized a Prayer Union and believe it is doing
much good. Though strong in the faith I am
weak in body an'd ask an interest in your prayers
that I may be strengthened to do the will of God.
My husband works in the smelting works and
has to work on Sunday and I ask your prayers
in his behalf, that the adversary may not overcome him."
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S. Mary E. Elliott, Richmondale, Ohio, writes
expressing her joy in the gospel and love of the
work, she says: "I have .no besire to live only
to do the will of God in all things. I find it easier to talk like a Saint than to live like one, in
all long suffering and godliness. I find myself
often wanting in Jove and charity, without which
I know I can never inherit eternal life, but I
feel to renew my diligence and press on. Sisters,
pray for me."
- Sr. Ella Lewis, Meadow Grove, Nebraska,
would say a word of encouragement to the Saints,
feeling that the time in which we have to work
is short. She would exhort that we buckle on
the whole armor of God and work while the day
lasts.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Mar. r5, Amount to date .......•...... $2.529 07
Sr. Anna L. Stuart, I a .. $r oo
Sr. Jennie Stephenson, Ia. 50
Sr. Ann T. Williams, Ia. 50
Bertha Hansen, I a.. . . . . . 68
Sr. Libbie Smith, Mich.. 51
Sr. M. C. Despain, Ill.... 75
Sr. E. Hogaboom, S. D .. r oo
Sr. Rachel Smith, Ia ..... I oo
Sr. Mary H. Raymond,
Mont .............•... I 25
Sr. Janette Harris, Mont. I oo
Sr. Fannie Dunless, Ia ... I oo
Sr. Coates, Neb .•.•...... x oo
Sr, Rachel Compton and
family, Mass ......... -7 oo
Roy Wedlock & Sister,
Iowa................. 20
Sr. Mary A. Moon, Mich. 50
Sr. Hannah Jones, Ia ..... I oo
Bro. Henry G. Schmidt,
Mo ..............•... ·5 oo
Sr. Angeline, Loach, Ia .. I oo
24 89
Mar. 21, Amount received to date ..•.. $~
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

WILBER, Neb., March 9th.
Editors Herald:-For some reason I have bee~
for some time strongly impressed to write upon
the terrible and filthy habit of the use of tobacco
and malt and spirituous liquors; I suppose it is
becaus"e I am surrounded with and see so much
'of the evils of them. \Ve have a strong foreign
element here, mostly Bohemians, and almost all
of them use strong drink and tobacco. There
are five open saloons kept by Bohemians, and
they come in from the country with produce,
and then spend nearly all day drinking and smoking, and go home at evening drunk, running
their teams and yelling like wild Comanches.
Last week one went out in that condition andmet a man on a long bridge. The man had his
wife and six children in his wagon. The inebri··
ate riui.over the team and wagon, throwing the
people but, breaking the ladies arm and three
ribs of her husban.d; but providentially the little
ones escaped uni'hjured. The horses and the
wagon were terribly tangled, and mangled up,
and one horse will have to be killed on account of
his ini.uries. We often see their women take
their little ones into the saloon, buy a quart of
beer and drink and give to their children. I am
disturbed almost every night by the brawls of
the drunkard. May God aid us in putting down
the curse.
The tobacco habit i(so strong [that men will

spend their hard earned money for it when their
wives and little ones are destitute of the necessaries of life; and the habit has such a force
with thern that they will lose all respect for others and chew and smoke wherever they go-in
society or the sick room-and we often see the
young man with his best girl hanging to his arm
going to me'eting with a cigar or pipe in his
mouth, until he gets to the door of the sanctuary;
and even men who claim to be ministers of the
everlasting gospel, go about smoking and chewing, when they will stand before an audience and
read that nothing unclean can enter into the
kingdom of h~aven.
Oh, houors, what deceit!
Will they not
have a terrible account to render?
One consolation, there is no live Saint that
will be so filthy; although once in a great while
some one that has made the profession and obeyed the gospel does so, but are either too weak or
careless to give up their evil habits, but indulge
in them. May our good Father so enlighten
them and strengthen their faith that they can
overcome the flesh and the devil and purify
themselves by the Spirit.
Yours in Christ, in bonds,
JosEPH B. VANMETER.
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work here is slowly onward, yet gammg. My
time is mostly taken up among the branches this
winter. I am glad there are no grievances where
I am, but a general desire to do right, although
some are inclined to be careless; but on the
whole ev~rything is in a vuy good condition.
J. A. MciNTOSH.
KANSAs CITY, Mo., March roth.
Dear Herald:-We are a small band of Saints
in a large city, and laboring under many disadvantages. Our membership numbers but thirtynine, and though few in number we have regular meetings, in which the Lord has seen fit to
bless us with his Spirit, which causes us to feel
the beauty and force of the words, "'Tis a glorious thing to be in the light, in the light."
As a branch we are alive in the work with but
slight exceptions. \Ve have recently had a series of meetings in which tfie Saints turned out
nobly, considering the weather and the sickness
in the branch; but am sorry to say the attendance of outsiders was small, except on few occasions. When our little church was so crowded
~;that some had to stand, our speaker (Bro. Luff)
suggested we would soo11 have to sing,
"Give us room that we may dwell,
Zion's children cry aloud, 11

GRAFToN, Ind., March wth.
Dear Herald:-Please allow me to solicit correspondence with some members in the Southern Indiana district. I would be glad to correspond with any of the Saints living near here, or
any Elder who contemplates coming this way;
would be glad to entertain any who will come
with such accommodations as I can give; have not
heard a gospel sermon in six years. Will some
Saints please ~rite, or come to H. A. McCoy,
Grafton, Posey county, Indiana?
.
H. A. McCoY.
CAMERON, Ont., March 13th.
Dear Herald:-I derive so much benefit from
the many articles in your columns that I believe
others would be benefitted by, if they were readers of them, that I tty to have them subscribe,
particularly among the branches where they
have not a permanent elder, or where the traveling elders do not often visit, that if the memb,e,rs
would but read the Herald they would learn
doctrine and receive~J;ounoel and much instruction which they would probably not receive if
they had regular preaching.
I .am inclined to believe that both the Herald
and the Autumn Leaves are greatly improved, not
only in the contributed articles wJ:ich seem to
be written with more thoughtful study than they
were years ago; but the editorial articles are
very much improved also.
So far as Autumn Leaves is concerned I have
no hesitation in pronouncing that "With the
Church in an Early Day," or "The Story of the
Book of Mormon," or "Autobiography of Elder
Glaud Rodger," are either of them well worth
more than the subscription price.
I have been reading the Herald ever since
1878, and have them all bound (except a few
missing), and I have not a book in my possession that I can find rriore pleasure in perusing
than the columns of the Herald. The variety of
subjects and diversity of thought make it highly
interesting:
I am feeling well after la grippe's visit. The

but as we are building a larger church which we
expect to occupy on the 3oth of this month, we
will be able to accommodate more, feeling that
the Lord has blest us in our efforts thus far.
Your brother,
ARTHUR ALLEN.
NEWPORT, Nova Scotia, March 6th.
Dear Herald:-The Saints are scattered; still
the South Rawdon branch meets regularly . .We
have a comfortable, neat house to meet in, and
during the summer have a very good Sundayschool in which we are trying to instruct the
young of the place; also that the older may become more acquainted with what the word of
God teaches, and to compare the latter day work
with the former days. The Saints are becoming
stronger in the faith. Quite a number are fixing
up their financial affairs and have handed in their
tithing to help roll on this glorious work.
J. W. DIMOCK.
WILLOW SPRINGs, Mo., March 15th.
Editors Herald:-There are seven members
in ouP settlement on Indian Creek-one teacher
and one deacon. We hold preaching meetings
at the Jolinson school-house; also at the Pine
Grove school-house, with very large attendance
and attentive listeners, Bro. H. Sparling officiating with excellent liberty. We would like if
some lively elders would come down here so we
could have a branch organized. We have preaching and prayer meeting every Sunday. The sisters have a Prayer Union and th~y meet every
Thursday afternoon and we can truly say that
the Lord is working with his people in this part
·of the. land.
There are several investigating, and some
three or fom'areready for baptism in and around
Willow Springs. I think a good work could be
done in and .around Willow Springs. It seems
very hard for a teacher to fill all the appointments and also work to sustain life, but we hope
and pray that General Conference will take hold
of the few that are here and; organize a branch
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on Indian Creek, also at Willow Springs, that
the Saints may meet together often and partake
of the emblems of .the broken body and shed
blood of our dear Redeemer, for I realize that it
is in these meetings we receive strength.
We desire to be thoroughly organized. We
would like to know if we are in the Independence
or.St. Louis district. All the Saints out here
are strong in the faith and desire to press onward
in and for the·cause of Christ.
Yonr brother,
GEoRGE EDwARDs.
CLINTON, Mo., March 15th.
Editm·s Herald:-1 returned from. Rich Hill on.
.the Ioth, and go to Lowry City to-day, and to
L~e's Summit on the 22d to arrange things for
the debate commencing on that date between
Bro, E. L. Kelley and... the Rev. Dr. Ray, the fa.
mous, world-renowned debater of the Baptist fraternity.
Bro. E. Curtis and I held the fort at Rich Hill
f~~ more than three weeks, baptizing twelve. A
n'umber more have given their names. Brn. Cur·
tis and Kaler-'-a promising young minister-con::
tinue'the meetings over next Sunday, although.
arrangements had been made to close a week
ago; but the interest was so intense that we
thought wise to rob others to supply the demand.
We held quarterly conference there on the 8th
and 9th, Brn. Pitt, J. A. Robinson, Arthur Allen,
J. J. Hervey, Wm. Newton, Clow, Llovd, Goff,
Wells and son, and a number of others in attend·
ance. All seemed to enjoy themselves both in
conference and with the hospitable Rich Hill
sain.ts. A more spiritual time is seldo111 enjoyed
at a conference. Bro. J. C. Chrestensen, presi·
dent of the branch is a rustler, and we hope good
things for that people.
My work has been incessant during the past
year, and I don't see any place to Jet up. Have
a number of good and faithful men doing work
in this field, and yet there are almost hundreds
of calls that I can not fill.
The debate that was to have come off at Rich
Hill between Bro. Curtis and the Rev. Olhenhousen was declared off because the Rev. 0. did
not put in an appearancE>, although time and complete arrangements had been made for the spacious opera hall for the full time-twelve nights.
The public were badly disappointed, but Bro.
Curtis held most of the crowd for thirty-five minutes in a timely talk for the occasion.· After
about fifteen days of silent waiting-without Jet·
ter or in person-this Rev. gentleman comes to
the surface again with "fire in his eye"-and the
dabate is declared "on." Time not yet agreed
upon-but will be sometime after General Conference. We find a man occasionally that has
the nerve and backbone to face the music, and
thus the work spreads; and we trust the trying
of each other's steel will be for the glory of God.
The work is getting on fair footing in these
parts; people are understanding our position better, and the latter day work is planting its roots
deeply in the hearts of the honest, investigating
thinker. My controversy or debate still goes on
in the Q,ceoia Adz,ance. This is an unprecedent.
ed conflict, as to time, in a secular newspaper.
The 7th of this month numbers thirteen months
since it commenced, and has been kept up weekly, only missing an issue occasionally-crowded
out with important matters. I have never met
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the edltor; but I under~tand ~e is a whole souled
man and bound up in none of the "creeds'' of the
day. ·While "Mormonism" as they please to eall
it has had a sifting, something else has been sift ..
ed too. When and what the end will be we are
unable io say. 01 want the public to know the
truth \f it does "get there'' through a scathing
opposition.
I. N. WHITE.
CRAIG, Missouri, March r4th.
Edito• s Herald :-Since leaving Lamoni, Feb·
ruary 4th, I have enjoyed the Spirit of God in
preaching the gospel to saint and sinner. I at·
tended the Nodaway conference; then in compa·
ny with R. K. Ross and my son, came to Holt
county and held a series of meetings at the Lone·
some school·house. During the time of this
meeting I had several chills, but continued
preaching and had good congregations and the
best attention. I feel assured that some will
obey in the near future. The weather turning
bad has hindered me much.
On the 28th of February accompanied by my
'son, I started for Stewartsville to attend the con·
ference held the 1st and 2d insts. Had a good,
spiritual meeting on Sunday, and by request of
the district and branch authorities I remained
with the several branches, preaching every night,
and during some of the t!me I had good liberty,
especially at Pleasant Grove and the German
church. I returned here yesterday and will be·
gin meetings to·night.
Roads are very bad, but I find a great demand
for preaching through this country, which I hope
will be looked after in the near future. My
health is good now, and I hope and pray it may
continue &o. I am glad to say my all is in the
work of God.
With the best of feelings toward all,
Yours in bonds of love,
I. N. RoBERTs. '
BELLAIR, Ill., March 14th.
To tke Herald:- Yesterday closed a debate between Bro. E L. Kelley and Clark Braden, near
this place, which lasted eight days, on the following propositions:
1.-Is the church called the Christian or Campbel lite Church the Church of Christ, and identi·
cal in faith, teaching, organization, worship and
practice with it, and therefore. entitled to be called the Church of Christ?
2 -Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, or Mormon Church, the
Church of Christ, and identical in faith, teaching, organization, worship and practice with it,
and therefore entitled to be called the Church of
Christ?
3.-The canon of Scripture as contained in the
Old and New Testaments is full and complete,
and contains all that God has revealed or will reveal to man prior to the second coming of
Christ pertaining to the perfect plan of salva·
tion.
4·-The Book of Mormon is of di\'lne origin,
and contains the S~!llme gospel as the New Testament and therefore r<'qnires the same obedzenre.
Each proposition occupied two days of two
sessions each.
A Mr. Hill' and myself were to have held the
discussion; but each had the privilege of substi·
tuting another man; so he sent and got Mr.
Braden and I sent for Bro. Kelley, believing him

to be the most suitable man under the circumstances to meet Mr. Braden, having availed him·
self of many things with which to meet Braden's
attacks that we do not all have.
Mr. Braden had lectured a week in the neighborhood against our faith before the debate began
and had raised the prejudice of the people to the
highest point; hut before the debate closed the
scene had entirely changed and the audience was
cheering Bro. Kelley; and especially on the last
proposition (the Book of Mormon) Mr. Braden's
misrepresentations and falsP,hoods were shown
up so clearly that the audience became disgusted
with him and cheered Bro. Kelley, which angered Mr. Braden, and he told them "their brains
were in their heels."
At the close, a lot of the ladies marched up iu
file and shook hands with brother Kelley, bidding
him good bye, ignoring Mr. Braden entirely;
stating that they did it on purpose to show their
feeling to towards the two men.
Much prejudice was removed and if it can be
followed up by proper labor I think great good
might be accomplished. The Campbellites had
boasted here that Mr. Braden had backed Bro.
Kelley out, and that we did not have a man that
would meet him. So you see that made the
victory more complete.
I don't think we will be troubled much more
with Mr. Braden. I think he surely saw his inability this time to meet our position. He entirely abandoned the Spaulding Story and made
his main fight against the witnesses to the Book
of Mormon and Joseph Smith.
God's Holy Spirit was pre>ent with us· much
of the time, giving strength to his servant and
approving his truth. In this we may rejoice.
(And not because somebody was beaten).
I hope we may all continue faithful to our
trust, and labor unitedly for the extension of the
.tr..uth until all nations shall have the opportunity
to hear and obey it.
G. H. HILLIARD.

LAMONI, Iowa, March 18th.
To tke Herald:-Piease give this little note of
warning to the Saints. :While at Wirt, Iowa,
last week, I attended a meeting held by Rev. L.
Marshall of the Holiness Association ·of Des
Moines, Iowa, who seems to be teaching the delusion spoken of by Paul in 2 Thessalonians, 2d
chapter.
"Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word
is truth."-John r7: 17.
"AnJ for their sakes I sanctify myself, that
they also might be sanctified through the truth."
-John r7: 19.
'If this is trne which Christ asked of the Father, we Saints should heed Peter's "':'ords, "We
have also a more sure word of prophecy; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a light
that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn
and the day-star arise in your hearts."-2 Peter
I: I9.
Rev. Marshall's declaration is deceptive and
misleading that, "I work for all. My work is
inter-denominationaL I work for the Campbellites and Mormons,
the Reorganized
church land Catholics and Methodists and Evangelists-for all. I have done less work for the
Evangelists than any other church, this being
the fourth time I have worked for them." He
also claimed that the Saints at High Point, Mis-
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souri, joined in with him in his meetings. After
teaching some of our doctrine he declared "it was
good if it was Mormon doctrine," coupled with
the fact that he taught our doctrine largely, ex·
cepting the first principles; for which he substi·
tuted "this fire of our cleansing'' link; and this
with, "I wish I had a better make-up to save
souls." "Justification is incomplete salvation.
Sanctification is complete salvation, and completes us for here and hereafter. Sanctification,
the second definite work of grace. All who
want to be sanctified stand up.
"You who stand up for sanctification can not
retain justification after you have received the
light. Consecration, justification and sanctification are the three things necessary, and can be
obtained at this altar.·'
The candidates at the altar were brought there
by tears, pleading, scaring and physical force to
such an extent that young ladies when they rid
themselves of their abductors at the altar returned to their seats to be again dragged back.
Then comes the instruction at the altar. "You
must consecrate all to God and say, •I give my
all to God. Friends, time and earthly store,' as
three little broom straws. All that can do t.his
hold up right hand while we sing. (If candidates do not hold up their hands as requested
they are placed in position by friends.] "While
we sing, all who believe they have done all they
can do to be saved, hold up right hands. Now
stand up and tell what the Lord has done for you
while we sing. And if he has not sanctified
your souls, go to heaven on Christ's failure. He
makes no failures! . . . Consecrate all to God's
unknown will. We don't know what he will do
In the future.
''I am teaching the fulness of the gospel. To
get to heaven one must loose denominational
feeling and become one. '!'adpoles must lose
their tails before they can become frogs. Get
your name registered in th ~ church of the firstborn, which is in heaven, and then find you a
church~home (on earth). It does not matter
which one, but I advise you join one that teaches
Holiness."
Saints; com par~ this with Revelations r6: 13,
14: "And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs
come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of
the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of
the false prophet. For they are the spirits of
devils, working miracles, [he claims the power of
healing] which go forth unto the kings of the
earth, and of the whole wcrld, to gather them to
the battle of that great day of God Almighty."
Notice; they are to be gathered just before
Christ's coming for the next words are:
"Behold I come as a thief. Blessed is he that
watcheth, and keepeth his garments, lest he walk
naked, and they s~e his shame."-Rev: r6: 15.
Just a.fter the harvest of the earth has bet n
reaped by the one sitting on the ·<cloud like the
Son of Man," (Rev. 14: 14), there came another
angel out of the temple having a &harp sickle and
the command given to him, "Thrust in thy sharp
sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of the
earth; for her grapes are fully ripe. And the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the
gr)'at winepress of the wrath of God."- Rev. 14:
r!:>, 19.
The place where the "vine of the earth" is cast
leaves us not in doubt as to this class. There
must be a unity of belief and power to represent

this vine or class, and must be universally accepted; for it is one vine, and "churclji homes" can
form the clusters. Thus we begin to see the tendency of belief that will ultimately fulfill. therequirements of God's truth.
I asked one of his earnest helpE';rs his opinion
of Isaiah 28: r6. His reply was, "l know nothing about the Bible. I have only been in this
work a week. All I know is, God has sanctified
my soul."
My mind wandered away to Thessalonians,
second chapter, where Paul said, ''·That day shall
not come except there come a falling away first,
and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition."
"Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word
is truth.,

••Because they received not the love of the
truth, that they might be saved. And for this
cause God shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie. That they all might
be damned who believed not the truth, but had
pleasure in unrighteousness."
May God's truth free us all.
LLOYD W. WELLS.
TULARE, Cal., March r6th.
Dear Herald:-On the 8th of February Bro.
Sidney Wright of Australia came here. (He
came to California with Bro. Joseph Burton less
than two years ago). The next day being Sunday he preached an eloquent sermon to the
Saints, showing how the people prospered and
were blessed when they trusted in God, and how
they were cursed when they trusted in the arm
of flesh. That evening we went to hear the Adventists. Mr. Bartlett, the Adventist minister,
said we could have their hall during the week to
hold meetings in, and he announced meeting
for Monday evening for Bro. Wright and kindly
invited his congregation to be present. Quite a
number came on Monday evening and Bro.
Wright spoke of the conscious state of the dead.
After he was through he asked Mr. Bartlett if he
should leave another appointment. He arose
and said as he wished to avoid everything of a
controversial nature it would be best not to continue the meetings under the circumstances, as
they were intending to have a revival soon. Bro.
Wright thanked him kindly for the use of the
hall and announed meeting for Tuesday evening
at Bro. Clark's residence. He also distributed a
large bundle of tracts.
On Tuesday evening quite a number of Adventists came out and seemed interested in the
doctrine. Bro. Wright continued the same subject t"lat he spoke on the evening before. He is
an able defender ot the gospel and a good speaker, although he is but twenty years of age. He is
called the boy preacher here. God has wonderfully blessed him, and I believe if he eontinues
faithful he will make a mighty pillar in the
church for good. Most all that have heard him
preach speak well of him, and want to hear him
again.
·
The meetings were continued at Bro. Clark's
residence for a while as we could not obtain a
church, hall, or building suitable to hold meetings
in. Mr. Bartlett came to one of the meetings and
,said it was interesting to him, as he had never
heard one of ou~ faith preach before, and invit~d
Bro. Wright to hi~ residence to have a long talk.
He has borrowed several of our church publications and is reading them at present.
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The evil one has not been idle, as some one
has distributed the Whitmer pamphlet among
Bro. Clark's neighbors. Bro. Wright is holding
meetings at Visalia for the present. The members of tne Central California district are talking
of holding a reunion here in May,, and I think a
good work will be done. I suppose the meetings
will be held in a tent
as the churches and halls.
.
are closed against us at present.
MARY A. TwADDLE.
INDEPENDENCE, Oreg., March 9th.
Editors H~rald.'--I have just returned to this
part of my field after an absence of about five
months spent in Washington, during which time
I was snowed in for over It' month that I did not
get over a mi'le from Bro. Storey's house; nor
could I hold any meetings for over two mlilnths
of that time. They have had the worst winter
ever known in that part. As. soon as possible r·
went into the neighborhood of Tekoa; where by
visiting from house to house I brought five to
the knowledge of the truth, making n'ine·heads
of families who were baptized while ·I was there.
It was not done without opposition; and. the old
cry of Mormonism, and all the old stories as
usual, but none dare come to the front and meet
our position. I expect to be here for about tep.
days; then the Lord so willing, on to the Gener- ·:. ·,
al Conference to meet with my brethren.
My address after the 25th of March will be
Lamoni, in care of Joseph Smith, until further
notice.
. A. HAws.
NoRMAN, Neb., March 9th.
Dear Herald:-I love to read the letters which
give us information about the condition of the
church in various places, and rejoice very much
when I read of the prosperity of the work and how
the good, faithful servants of God face the opposition of the wo:-ld and its mistakes. If you have
room these lines may find space, so that any
one belonging to the church in this part of the
world may read and make themselves known to
us. We have found· one brother through the
Herald who lived only ten miles from here. His
wife did not belong to the church, but after we
came to associate with them, she came to believe the doctrine and was baptized. Some few
have been baptized; among those few is a Dr.
Powell, a man of much influence, as he has a
large practice and is very much loved and re·
spected in his surroundings. He has been
talking a good deal and scattered a good many
tracts. May God bless him so that he may become a useful servant in His great vineyard.
In regard to the condition of our branch, we
have nothing to boast of, but rather hang our
heads in shame with sorrow and sadness in our
souls. We have been blessed with many things
in earthly goods, that hundreds of others are deprived of, and among the many blessings our
Heavenly Father has bestowed upon us is the
knowledge of the gospel, wcich is the greatest
gift we can receive in this earthly condition, so
far as I can see. Why should we not as saints of
God love one another, and meet together in
good spirit with brotherly love and kindness. It
is one of the last injunctions made by our Savior
to his disciples, and Paul calls it a greater gift
than faith and hope; and It is of so great importance to have love and charity as to cause our
Savior to say, "By this shall all men kno:"' that
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ye are my disciples, if ye have Jove one to another." It is my greatest desire to dwell and meet
with those whom we Jove through the gospel,
there is a spirit in our bosom that creates love
for one another, and we can feel and sympathise
one for another, so if we find a weary brother or
sister of like faith as we are 6urselves, we '(lo not
feel as a stranger to him or her, but feel a Jove
relationship that is not common for the human
family, only for those who have been born of the
one Spirit into the body, the body of Christ. This
is a hard field to labor in. It is most all foreigners and they care not to hear anything else but
their own creed. Prejudice is very high with
the majority, and a good many Infidels that
never go to meetings of any kind. Bro. Caffall
has visited us several times during the last three
years, done a good deal of preaching around in
different localities, baptized some, organized our
branch and spoke a good many words of instruction to cheer and comfort the Saints during
their pilgrimage, which will never be forgotten
by all.
If any of the Saints around Lamon! should
happen to know of any one that would like to
trade a piece of Janet for a one hundred and sixty
acre farm, well improved, in Nebraska, please
correspond with the writer. This is a good
farming country and good crops are generally
raised. Some of the corn this year went between sixty and seventy bushels to the acre, but
the average was about fifty bushels.
In closing my letter my prayer is that the time,
may soon arrive that the Saints may come to a
unity in the faith and see eye to eye, and be
known as we are known.
Yours in gospel bonds,
S. K. SoRENSEN.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible to~
t.heir own views. Contributions solicited.

"ARE WE OF DIVERSE OPINIONS?"

IN the Herald of February rsth last there
were two articles to which my special attention turned; the first one, "Are we of
Diverse Opinions?" To me it would he
strange if we were not, gathered out as we
are from the world in all its varied forms
otto-day. 'TiP. true, or at least it ought
to be, that so far as our first works by
which we become adopted int0 the family
of God are concerned there is no· diverse
opinions, but when we consider the vast
amount of design stored up in the mind
of our Father in regard to perfecting the
work of his hands, I am not surprised
that we, his children, should have a variety
of opinions as to the details; especially
when we remember that there are some
tbing:s not revealed even to the angels in
heaven. Yet while this is true, there can
be no wrong for us to take the things our
Father has been pleased to reveal to us of
His purposes and express our ideas and
opinions in regard to them one to the
other.
It is written: "As iron sharpeneth iron,
so a man sharoeneth the countenance of
his friend."-Prov. 27: 17. This can only
be produced that the sharpening may be
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perfected and become permanent, by association, by interchange of ideas.
Friction.-Of course in the process the
two pieces, whether of iron or -mind must
be kept true to each other, or one or
both will com(o out with an uneven edge
or face. The question was well answered,
so I pass on.
The second article vvas the communication of Bro. T. W. Smith; and the
bilities are that my pen would not
found its way to paper in this connection
if he had not taken for its base an article
written by myself, for the reason that the
position taken by Bro. Smith that
benevolent deeds or any other deeds outside of obedience to the gospel of Christ
will ever save any, either man or woman
in any part or portion of the
of
God, is in full accord with my
sented, or perhaps would have been
understood if my second article
subject had not, as I suppose,
means found its way into the
ket.
It is true I did not base my
upon isolated and scattered passages from
the Old and New Testament, or from the
Book of Mormon; but princip<1lly upon
the revelations of God given to us in our
own day, as found in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants; and for these reasons:
Ist, because I have full confidence in
them as being of God; zd, because
in all the writings of prophets and
apostles which have come down the
to us, the details of the future
of mankind are not so plainly set forth as
in the communications given of God to his
children in this the dispensation of the fulness of times; and, as I believe, for the
reason that they lived in dispensations far
remote from the time of their fulfillment;
not that I believe they were never
but to the contrarv, for I read that
Lord showed all thing-s that should transpire down ·the stre~~ of time until it
shall merge into the ocean of
to
Adam, to Enoch, to Moses ·and a few others perhaps upon the continent of As1a
also to the brother of J a.red, Lehi,
and probably a few others
this continent; but they were
from the
masses, and are reserved to come forth in
the own due time of the Lord. Tho~e to
whom he revealed his secret
were but few, but now upon
threshold of their fulfillment, He
thanks to hiR holy name, made manifest
part of his desig·ns in detail, nnd suffered
the111 to be mflde manifest and
to
the eye of all men, and
in
all their glory, grandeur
sections z8, 76, 85, D. C.
As to the time when
goats shall be divided and vvho
fully set forth in 85: 29, and z8:
giving us to understand to
be said: "Depart from
ye
everlasting fire, prepared
the
his angels."
One other item I wish to note.
In the
article referred to it is said
it is a
sentiment I fully endorse):
one I
can hold out no hope to the '\Nicked man
of any 'kingdom' or any salvation here or

hereafter, save through his faith in the
gospel, his repentance and obedience to
the gospel and th•· reception of the Holy
Spirit and a retention of that Spirit after
his reception of it. But if he does these
things he will be no longer unrighteous,
but will be a 'saint,' a 'sheep,' a 'righteous'
man, [and worthy of a seat on the throne
of the Messiah in the day of his coming
and reign]."
·
I have cut off the last sentence by brackets, because I find a class of individuals
spoken of, "innumerable as the stars in the
firm:1ment of· heaven, or as the sand upon
the sea shore," who will have no part
when Christ shall come and reign, but
who shall remain in hell, or prison, and
shall not be redeemed from the devil until
the last resurrection, when they shall have
suff«red the wrath of God, and shall bow
the knee and shall confess to him who sits
upon the throne for ever and ever, or, as
another revelator words it, "Shall confess
that Jesus is the Christ to the glory of
God the Father;" and by that confession
themselves obedient to the terms of
gospel, that they may come in possession of the Holy Ghost; for I read that
shall receive of its fulness, but can
receive of the fulne~s of the Father,
nor the presence of the Son. (See D. C.,

'76: 4· 7).
vVhile these are represented as the inheritors of the telestial glory that glory is
of the dominion or king·dom of God;
in order to enter it, after showing
their faith and repentance by bowing the
knee and confession,
must be born of
water and the Spirit, for so hath Jesus dedared. And will they not then be "saints,"
"sheep," "righteous" men and WO(Uen,
having learned righteousness by the things
have suffered? They, too, will be
through the regeneration, but notall this, they will not be
upon his throne, for, "Where
God and Christ dweli they can not come,
\·vorlds without end, ang they shall be
Eervants of the Most High." It appears
to me from the foregoing th:1t there will
be a vast difference between the enjoyments of this innumerable multitude and
those who shall inherit the celestial or terrestrial glories, notwithstanding each shall
have yielded themselves obedient to the
:'ame gospeL They of the celestial hear,
receive and obey the gospel and receive
the Holy Ghost in this life, and retain it
and live in accordance with its teachings
until they pass hence to the paradise of
and in the
of the first resurshall be raised
their graves, or
alive and remain at Jesus' appearing,
hi1idl be caugbt
to meet him, and so be
ever with the
and finally pass to
their dwelling with God and his Christ in
of the terrestrial are they who
law, and the honorable men
the earth, who receive the gospel in the
house; also a class who are not
valiant in the testimony ofJesus, wherefore
obtained not the crown over the
; and yet, although they obey the
and of course become "saints,"
"righteous," and obtain a part in
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the first resurrection, and are Christ's at
seems to be so constituted that it imhis coming, they are not allowed to meet peratively demands some criterion, besides
him on the way, and are only permitted that of common sense, to aid in deciding
to enjoy the presence of the Son, but not as to the truth or propriety of opinion and
of the fulness of the Father.
character; and it is no less remarkable
These are the views I gather from the than amusing that this criterion, upon
revelations of God, and" they g-o to show which all truth rests, has ever been accepthat all mankind in order to obtain an in- ted upon a sponsion perfectly worthless
heritance in any part or portion of the and invalid when compared witn the maxkingrlom of God must obey the gospel ims of every-day life.
principles, pass through the waters of reIt is therefore not a matter of "mere
generation and obtain a renewal of the ·wonder" that in our own day, in the very
Holy Ghost, one as the
all having blnze of the twentieth century and in the
obeyed the same law. And y·et, what vast very heart of the foremost nation of the
multitudes there will be who will not be world, a new rt>ligion sprang into exist-.
found worthy of a seat on the throne of ence and in a few years rose from the most
the Mes~ia h throughout their eternal ex- contemptible in~ignificance into such
istence! Still thev will be inheritors of prominence and power that its missionaries
eternal life, because they receive of a fullhave reached every land, that its converts
ness of the Holy Ghost. These sheep, number thousands every year, that its
and the goats of the last and final resurmembers have founded the wealthiest terrection, are "the spirits of men who are to ritory of the union in the midst of an alkali
be judged, and are found under condemna- desert, and, more than thesP, that it has
tion; and these are the rest of the dead, forced the congress of the United States
and they live not again until the thousand to turn against it the harshest weapons of
years are ended; neither again until the persecution- weapons that seem incomend of the earth."-Sec. 85, p. 29, D. C. patible not only with the ag-e .we live in,
And why? Because these who eventual·
but inimical to the genius and constitution
ly become sheep, from Pharisee to mur- of our country. If the blood of martyrs is
derer, in the day of thetr probation here, the seed of the church, this phenomenon
in all ages when the Father had author- has an easy solution; for few relig-ions
ized servants upon earth bearing the good have passed through the fire and scath of
news of salvation, they, either through
martyrdom so continuously from birth to
their own self-righteousness, prejudice, maturity as that founded by Joseph Smith
carelessness, thoughtlessness or natural upon the Book of Mormon.
cursedness, rejected the truth and became
The limits of this paper prevent any disas Jesus said they would because of their cussion of the genesis of Mormonism, or
unbelief, damned or condemned; and have the portrayal of its early struggles and
been ·and will be, "thrust down to hell. vicissitudes. It is sufficient to sav that
These are they who shall not be redeemed these struggles and vicissitudes called for
from the devil until the last resurrection, the exercise of the highest devotion and
until the Lord, evep, Christ the Lamb shall faith, the exhibition of the greatest selfhave finished his work," (Sec. 76:7, D.C.), sacrice, the most heroic courage. These
and are "redeemed in the due time of the persecutions were the result of the oppoLord, after the sufferings of his wrath" ~ition of Christian sects to Mormon relig(76: 4), and are now brought forth, that ious doctrines and did not spring out of
final judgment may be passed upon them any assertion that the civil customs of the
as their works have been, and be assi,gned Latter Day Saints were different from
to their eternal abode in some part of the those of their neighbors. It must be redominion or kingdom of God, but cut off membered that through all the storm of
from an inheritance where God and Christ opposition and detraction which the Mordwell worlds without end.
mons encountered, the question of polyYour brother,
gamy never arose till after they took reWILLIAM HAWKINS.
fuge at Nauvoo. While they were in
Jackson county the revelation of May,
1831, "marriag-e is ordained of God;
wherefore it is lawful that he [man] should
have one wife and they twain shall be one
MORMONS OF JACKSON COUNTY.
flesh," was in full force and no Mormon
Written for the Kansas City Globe Souvenir.
dreamed that one day _polygamy should be
SoME philosopher has averred that the made the pretext for Gentile cruelty and
main - distinction between man and the spoliation. The occasion for the reception
other brutes is the possession by the formgiven them by the Missourians wa" very
er of a propensity toward religion. There different from this and will be developed
may be the ghost of a sneer in this remark, as we proceed.
but at any rate, it recognizes a force inIn the year 1831 a conferenc of all the
herent in human nature whose potency elders of the Mormon Church was held at
can not be exaggerated, From the lowe~t Kirtland, Ohio, at which a revelation was
forms of worship, little better in spirit and given through the prophet: "And thus,
manifestation than that canine habit we even as I have said, if ye are faithful, ye
name "baying the moon," up to the most shall assemble yourselves together to rerefined conceptien of religious faith man- joi'ce upon the land of Missouri, which is
kind has yet attained, it is this propensity now the land of your enemies. Behold, I
which has been most dominant in creating the Lord, will hasten the city in its time
the great crises in the world's history and and will crown the faithful with joy and
most influential in their solution. Human- with rejoicing."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The latter prophecy has been literally
fulfilled as to the city, for the settlements
of the Mormons were mostly inside the
limits of Kansas City; Lut the "faithful"
have had to bear many sorrows mingled
with their joy and rejoicing. Under this
Jivine charter, by which God himself
gave Missouri to. the l\ilormons, messengers were sent forth to take possession of
the land. A swarm of missionaries, accompanied by the prophet, soon pressed
their way westward; and by the middle of
July they reached the promised land. Here
a new revelation was promulg-ated which
pointed out the very ground upon which
K~nsas Citv is situate as the site of the
future met;opolis: "Behold the place
which is now called Independence is the
center place, and the spot for the temple is
lying westward upon a lot which is not far
from the court house; where fore it is wisdom that the land should be purchased by
the Saints; and also every tract lying wesward even unto the line running between
Jew and Gentile; and also every tract bordering by the prairies, inasmuch as my
disciples are enabled to buy land." What a
"boomer" the prophet was! we can almost imagine we hear the voice of 'Vinner in this manifesto. Kansas was then unsettled, the hunting ground of savages, who
in the view of the Mormons, were descendants of the lost· tribes of Israel and therefore Jews; while Missouri was as yet inhabited only by Gentiles. Thus the "line
running between Jew and Gentile" was the
state line between the state of Missouri
and the country that was to be Kansas.
Independence was then a new town,
containing a court house built of brick,
two or three stores and fifteen or twenty
dwelling houses, built mostly of hewn logs.
The comforts of life were infrequent thPn
in frontier houses. Around Independence
it was not unusual to see entire families
dressed in skins; buildings were generally
without glass windows and the door stood
open in winter for the light. The borders
of civilization are not decked with lace and
embroideries; and this remote reg-ion
which in time to come was to be the skirts
of a mighty and luxurious city, was as innocent of all the refinements and even the
comforts of life as a Siberian Ostrog.
It was late in the summer when the
Saints arrived, but they immediately went
to work. Devotion and idleness have ever
seeme1d incompatible.with each other and
the truth of the adage, "The Lord helps
them that help themselves," has never been
better exemplified than in the career of the
Mormons. The Colesville ,branch of the
church settled twelve mile<; west of· Independence in Kaw township, the prophet
him&elf, on August zd, laying the first log
for the first house. This Colesville branch
was one of the first organized, and was
composed of the earliest settlers of the
faith in Missouri. Notwithstanding the
belated season they cut hay for their cattle,
sowed a little grain and carried forward
the work of building log cabins. Winter
came and found them somewhat unprepared, but cheerfully content to bear its
inclemencies for the .glory of the church.
The season was an unusually cold one and
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there was some scarcity of food and clothing, but the devotees huddled together,
sometimeli with as many as ten families in·
one cabin, whose floor was the frozen
ground, and withstood every hardship
without n murmur. Their food consisted
of beef and cornmeal, the latter made by
grating the grain on tin graters, and their
drink was cold water.....::for Joseph Smith
was the first prohibitionist. "lna~much as
any man drinketh wine or strong drink
among you, behold it is not good nor meet
in the sight of your Father; and again, tobacco is not for the body neither for the
belly, and it is not good for man; and
again, hot drinks are not for the body nor
be1ly." Indeed, the constitution of this
Colesville branch exhibited plainly the
clairvoyant faculties of the prophet, for
he dreamed of making it the initial point of
a communal system am1zingly similar to
that evolved through the harmless lunacy
of Mr. Bellamy. It was revealed to the
Seer that the property of this church r:;hould
he held in common and that its bishop
should have charge of it and distribute from
the storehouse according to the needs of
each. This was at first a fundamental idea
of the founder, but after giving it a thorough trial the theory could not be made to
conform to practice and the surrender of
goods was gradually substituted by tithing.
It is R curious fact that Christianity passed
the same experience.
Notwithstanding the trials of the first
year the Mormons acquired property
from the first. While the Gentiles suffered around them they prospered constantly.
They openly boasted that heaven was on
their- side and that their Gentile neighbors
suffered because of their unbelief, and
these in their turn roundly declared that it
was Satan who thus favored his worshippers, the Mormons. Perhaps both were
wrong-an agnostic can only guess in
such a dilemma-perhaps the prosperity
of the Mormons was the result of combined efforts toward one end, of a discipline comparable only to that of a well
trained army.
It hfls been said that
worldly prosperity is as attractive to the
devotee as to the scoffer, and that the
wonderful flccessions received in a few
years by the Mormon Church could be accounted for by the growing wealth of the
latter, a contention probably true, for who
does not remember that sermon of John
Wesley wherein he explained how the
"methods" of his sect would infallibly make
the foilower rich. This great evangelist
knew what kevs to touch in the gamut of
human aspiradons in order to p;oduce an
oratorio of devotion.
Early in 1832 a mob composed in part of
Methodists, Campbellites and Baptists
made Kirtland find Hiram too warm tor the
Saints still rem 1ining· in Ohio. They were
tarred and feathered, stripped naked,
beaten and otlleqyise roughly tre(lted.
The prophet, illimself, was defiled with
melted pitch and covered with the down of
geese; yet heedless of this sug-g.estive incident he proceeded next day to preach and
b:1ptize as usual. The spirit of mobocracy,
roused by the fanaticism of both sides and
fed by the incendiary utterances from pul-
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pits which saw their pews emptying themselves into the rv:Iormor. "boweries," grew
more dangerous every day. Finally, the
prophet and his most eminent coadjutors
fled from the hornet's nest to St. Louis,
pursued by their enemies; a good part of the
way. From thence they Journeyed to Independence where they were met by the
brethren with open arms. But they had
jumped from the frying pan into the fire.
There were now some three or four
hundred Mormons in Kaw township and
flff?oirs were becoming daily more prosperous. There lands were paid for and there
were no criminals or idlers among them.
Devout in their religious practices, neighborly and considerate in their dealings and
intercourse with each other, they were a
happy people dwelling· amidst peace and
plenty. They had no law~uits with each
other or with the world-the litigious impulse so favorable to the propagation of
functionaries and professions which, while
nonproducers themselves, live like parasites on the wealth gathered
others, seemed entirely absent from Mormon character.
But while all was fair within the church
there were mutterings of a storm without.
Even as early as 1832 the Mormon meeting-houses had been stoned during worship and some of the windows broken,
and other annoying and insulting passages
occurred between the Saints and Gentiles.
Early in the following year hostilities
were resumed, the Gentiles held meetings,
passed denunciatory resolutions, stoned
houses and manifested many other symptoms of future outrage and disorder. In
what way had a community so notoriously
peaceable, frugal, virtuous and devout incurred the hatred of their neighbors?
There is no people on earth less inclined
to persecution for opinion's sake than the
American people, and ·of these none are
such sticklers for fair play and none more
free from intolenmce than the dwellers on
the frontier: What then could have
roused them to such a pitch of persecuting
zeal on this occasion?
The cause is not far to seek. The M ormon church vvas not a religious
tion alone; in truth the greater
its founder's revelations were
the earthlv welfare rather than
spiritual edific:1tion of the 'saints.
were the salt of the earth, the
jects of God's goodness, and they
serted that the manifestoes and
of the church were superior to all human
laws whatsoever. They went further,
They repeated the prophecy of Joseph
Smith which promised them the dominion
of Missouri. It was said that
were
waiting patienHy for the time when their
strength would permit them to drive
gentile trom the state. One of their
er~, Sidney Rig-don, was said to have stated
that they woul<:l elect a congressman within five years. We have seen in our
to
what extremes political intolerance will
drive men who are otherwise estimable cit·
izens. The :1dvent of the Mormons in
son countv threatened the
of power." Here was a faction that could
not be controlled, that was outside the
as it were, of ordinary influences. To

the Mormon voter he must be approached
through the hierarchy, but to what end
could the politician ask for its influence?
As a matter of fact the Mormon church
was only interested in its own projectg, and
the chiefest of these was the attainment of
temporal power., The church had manifested a disposition to take charge of the
municipal affain; of the town and declared
that it would not strike bands with gentile
officeseekers. Indeed the situation was
exasperating to party leaders, and these admtrable pietaries at once proceeded to
climb up Zion's hill and bring in Christianity to fight the political battle against
Mormonism. They got together in public
meetings and passed resolutions which
would have done honor to the most fanatical rabble of Puritans. Their tenderest
chords of feeling were touched when they
beheld the blasphemous conduct of the
Mormons. At last, after many futile meetings (at some of which the holiest of the
crusaders got at variance and gouged each
other's eyes), about the middle of July,
r833, three hundred gentiles met at Independence and published· a declaration in
vvhich it was set forth that the citizens of
Jackson county fear the effect upon society
of a pretended religious sect, fanBtics or
knaves, settling among them and mean to
Q·et rid of them at any hazard, and for the
following reasons: They blasphemou><lv
nretend to personal intercourse with the
Deity, to revelations, miracles, healing the
sick, casting out devils and other delusions;
they are the dregs of society held together
hv the acts of designing leaders and are
idle and vicious. They are poor. They
tRmper with the Rlaves and free neg-roes.
They declare the Indian region to be theirs
by inheritance.
,
If this manifesto is examined with attention another cause for hatred of the M ormon becomes visible. They were not slave
holders and thev denied that the white man
possessed any right, human or divine, to
hold the black man in slavery. In 1844,
when the prophet announced himself as a
candidate f,)r the presidency, he pronounced in favor of liberating the slaves bv purchasing them from their masters. Verily,
it was dang-erous to permit these vicious
cre:1tures to increase and multiply under
the very noses of slave holders and their
bondsmen. It will be admitted, I think,
that there was cause enough for the proceeding·s which grew out of this pious declaration.
Under the editorial charg-e of W. W.
Phelps the church bad established at Independence the first new~paper published
in Jackson county-the E11ening and
Jlforning Star. At a meeting- held a few
subsequent to that of the famous three
hundred, it was resolved that no more Mormons sh.ould be permitted to settle in the
; that those then established therein
remove, and that the editor of the
Star should forthwith clo"e his office and
di~continue the business of printing in the
countv. The whole was concluded w1th a
ferocious threat made more truculent by its
amhiguity. The Mormons tempted fate
by paying no attention to these proceedings; whereupon Phelps' house, with his
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printing machines, etc., was torn down and
destroyed. Bishop Partridg·e and Elder
Allen were tarred and feathered by a mob
said to be led by George Simpson; and
other Mormons who had been seized for
the same purpose, including the editor of
the Star, only escaped through the crowding in of their enemies to see the sport.
The lieutenant governor of the state, Lilburn W. Boggs, who witnessed this rare
. exhibition, exclaimed in a paroxysm of religious fervor and patriotic satisfaction,
"Mormons are the common enemies of
mankind and ought to be destroyed," and
"'you now know what our Jackson boys
can do, and you must leave the country."
A few days of this sort of thing went a
long ways with the Saints. Seeing their
helpless condition a treaty was entered into
by six of them with their assailants by
which they agreed to leave the country,
one-half in January and one-half in April,
1834· A messenger was sent to Kirtland
to get advice from Smith, who had returned
thither, and an appeal was made to Governor Dunklin for redress. The l:,rethren
were enjoined to continue in their usual
conduct, to offer no retaliatio.ns and to bear
their sorrows with meekne~s and patience"
After a time the governor answered their
appeal in a letter in which he assured them
of his protection and advised them to take
legal steps against their persecutors. The
members who had sijZned the agreement to
leave were then required hy the church to
comply witt their promise; all the others
were directed to remain and await the
action of the courts, and four lawyers were
engaged at a fee of one thousand dollars
to begin the proceedings at once. As soon
as this step became public the gallant
"Jackson boys" rose again in all the might
of religious enthusiasm, mingled with an
indomitable resolution to maintain public
order even if .they had to destroy every
Mormon and confiscate the property of the
sect to do so. Simultaneously attacks were
made on the settlements of · the Saints
around Independence and those lying·
within the present limits of Kansas City.
Houses were dismantled and their occupants whipped. Stones and missiles flew
The circuit judge was then at
freely.
Lexington, and four Mormons applied to
him for a peace warrant. It was refused
by the honorable guardian of law and
. order with the injunction that the applicants' best plan was to fight it out and
kill their persecutors. Encouraged by
this advice the Mormons bad the temerity
to defend themselves when attacked two
days afterward and to k1ll two of their
assailants. Imagine, if you can, the
mingled astonishment, horror and wrath
with which this>exploit was greeted. The
next day the militia was called out to preserve the peace-it can be easily conje<;tured upon whom their muskets would be
trained if peace was disturbed. At this
crisis Lieutenant Governor Boggs came
once more to the front. In great emergencies there is always a demand for intellect
and character to dominate and control
mere brute force; and the man generally
comes forward with the emergency. Bog!?;s
had the intellect to conceive a plan charm-
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in simplicity and effectiveness, and he Caldwell county being designated, they
had the character to put it in opera- bought the claims of most of the inhabittl@n. This plan was to ~ecure the confi- ants and entered several sections of govdence of the Saints and by pretending to be ernment land. A town called Far West
was laid out and made the county seat, and
their friend get possession of their armo,
When this comical, and yet laudable, piece they were permitted to organize the govof rascality was accomplished he jocosely ernment of the countv. Peace folded her
took a number of them into custody on the wmgs among them- again for a season.
charge of murder. Once more the "Jack-, They increased and multiplied with ever
son boys," undeterred by fears of repris11ls, increasing fecundity, and soon their settlements spreaa over the border into adjoinrushed to the attack.
Confl,1gration succeeded conflagration; whipping followed ing counties. This brought on fresh difwhipping; women and children, forc.ed to ficulties which finally terminated in what
fly from their dismantled homes, wandered is known as the "Mormon War."
It is unnecessary to carry the narrative
over the bleak fields without food or shelThe action has passed beyond
ter; and it is sol em nl y stated by one of further.
the chroniclers of that sorrowful time that the limits of Jackson county. After much
several women gave birth to children with · turmotl and tumult, after the effusion of
no roof above them but the open winter considerable blood, the destruction of much
sky. Misery there certainly was, for cold property and the production of much ,misweather came on with wind and rain; and ery and poverty, the Mormons were again
it is not iikely that fugitives such as these driven forth, this time beyond the bounwere encumbered with much su.perfluous daries of the state. Their prosperity and
baggage; but whatever their condition their catflstrophe at Nauvoo, which Illinois
the Mormons fled from Jackson county as had given them for a holy city,/and their
rapidly as possible, taking refuge princi- hegira across plain and mountain to Despally in Clay, Lafayette, Ray and Van eret, the land of the honey bee, are the
Buren counties. Those who fled to Ray commonplaces of modern history.
and Clinton counties were received with
WARREN WATSON.
some degree of kindness, but those who
went to Lafayette and Van Buren were
EXCAVATIONS AT DELPHI.
soon expelled:
"Vhen the Mormons were driven out of OVER some marvels of its hisory the world
Jackson county they were forced to leave is never weary of wondering. The sphinx
all of their property behind them except a has reigned for forty centuries over the
few horses and cattle. Houses, furniture, desert wastes of Egypt, and still the nevercrops, implements, were all abandoned and ending train of pilgrims comes reverent to
for these they received only such compen- her throne. Numberless ages have passed
sation as their enemies chose to give. away since some vision-seeing singer utTheir lands and town lots also were soon tered in a voice of thunder the agonies of
acquired by those who bad driven them Job, and the nations of the earth still listen.
away at the latter's own price.
Some, A great soldier once lost the world to keep
whose reliance on humanity got the better the l<i·~e of a royal woman, and the poets
of their experience, had the impudence to have sung his glory in all tongues and apAnd
re-enter Jackson countv in order to dispose plauded the wisdom of his choice.
of their property.
These were caught far away in the mythical morning of time
and vvell wl11pped, amidst much hilarity, a blind bard celebrated the wars of gods
and kindly advised to conduct negotations and heroes; to-day from the scene of their
from across the river.
This advice was struggles is being removed the dust of
followed thereafter with great exactness, ages, and the shield of Hector, the drinkmuch to the gain of both sides-for one ing cup of Priam are revealed to the margot a large quantity of valuable property veling world.
The love of beauty inherent in the.Greek
for little or nothing and the other pre5ervcharacter, a love of which the Iliad and the
ed whole skins.
For three years the Mormons lived Odessey were the first fruits, was strong
quietly in Clay, prospering in the world's enough to give an impetus to the thought
goods and increasing in numbers. It cari of the world and form the central motive
not be said that their neighbors doted upon of the art of ali succeeding ages. If that
them, but they abstained from insult and rugged and rocky little peninsula had been
violence"
Observing this state of affairs ingulfed by the ..iEgean sea, if that race of
the "Jackson boys" began to cross the river thinkers and enthusiasts had been destroyed
in occasional squads and bands and pro- by the Persian invaders civilization would
ceeded to make things unpleasant for the have lagged for mariy centuries and the
l\1ormons. One way or another the peo-· world to-day would see less clearly and
pie of Clay were worked upon until they think less nobly.
were constrained to demand that the saints
The governing influences of progress
should move on; but they varied the pro- would have turned thought toward the
gramme by giving the evicted people time visionary east, and without Greek clearsightedness to reconcile barbarous Europe
to dispose of their effects.
Soon after this Bog·gs was elected gov- with dreaming As.ia the conquests of Rome
ernor and it was understood that the policy would have meant intellectual chaos. But
of his admini,tration would be war on the Rome learned from Greece the supremacy
Mormons. The latter growing hopeless· of thought, the value of beauty, before
of securing permanent homes in any settled she struck the earth with her mailed hand
community, petitioned the legislature to and set it in order for modern nations; and
assign them a place of residence; and through Rome we receive from Greece
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ADVICE TO SPEAKERS.
committee to report to this conference-Elders
the foundation of our intellectual and ar0. P. Sutherland, G. W. Hobart and E. E. Brad. tistic equipment. If the Parthenon had
"Sir Morell Mackenzie, the great English
ley. The committee reported and was dischargnever arisen on the Acropolis architecture .throat specialist, has just published in London. a ed. Moved and seconded that the district presiwould have developed differently, losing a pamphlet, in which he gives advice to public dent take this matter in hand and co.operate
perennial inspiration of beauty. If a few speakers.
with the branch authorities. Bishop's Agent,
J. M. Richards, reported: Received, $88.8o, disfragments of Greek statues had never
"It is a great mistake, he says, in substance, to
reached the shores of Italv the art of the thin.k that speaking is a purely instinctive act bursed, $68, balance, $zo.8o. Resolved that we
sustain D. S. Crawley as president, and G. W.
renaissance would never have attained the which requires.no special training and exercise. Hobart as clerk; also J. M. Richards as Bishop's
gigantic growth which still delights the Even in ordinary conversation speaking is an art, Agent. Adjourned to meet at Angola branch,
world. If the Venus of Milo did not and a difficult one, the supreme development of May zd.
stand in the Louvre to attest the eternal which is oratory. A man who knows how to
purity of beauty and the beauty of purity speak in public and to spare his voice makes
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
it is safe to say that the art of France himself heard with little or no effort, while an
Conference convened with the Byrnville
would wander ·farther toward indecency untrained orator wears himself out quite rapidly. branch, March ISt, L. F. Daniel president.
than it dares under that serene, ennobling The culture of the voice ought to begin from the Branches: Union 34; 3 baptized. Eden 25.
Byrnville 17; I baptizPd. Hope 28; I died.
influence.
cradle. This does not mean that a mother might
Bishop's agent: On hand last report 66 cents,
Remembering what Greece has. done
find the means of making her baby bawl accordreceived from the district $6 72, from G. A.
for the world it is entirely fitting that all
Blakeslee $2o,oo, total $26 72, expenditure
ing to pre· established rules, as though It were a
nations should join with the Greeks to-day
$24 12, balance $3.26,-James M. Scott agent.
in the endeavor to unearth the buried conservatory pupil, but as soon as the child be- Audited, found correct and adopted. Elders: J.
treasures of her ancient art. In many gins to prattle it ought to be surrounded only by G. Scott, M. R. Scott (baptized I), V. D. BaggerGeorge Jenkinson, S. Robertson, James
places throughout the little peninsula these persons who speak well, or at least pronounce
Scott, L. F. Daniel (baptized 3)· Priest,
await the intelligent zeal of searchers. At distinctly and correctly. The ancients were ex- Thomas F. Wheeler. It was resolved that elders
every point where excavations have been ceedingly particular on that point.
should be ordained by a vote of confer"Continuing, Sir Mackenzie says that a speakmade they have met with a large measure
ence. J.D. Barmore was granted priest's license,
of success, :md often marbles have been er should make himself heard by every one of and W. Marshall and S. Robertson were
brought to light more rare and precious his auditors, not by bringing his voice to a high granted elders' licenses. The Riceville branch
was disorganized. Resolved that this conference
than the Kohinoor and more beautiful than pitch, but through a'mP.thodkal and constant regu- pay what it can toward paying the expenses of
any possible achievement of modern sculp- latiod of its volume, as did .Mr. Bright, whom the president to and from this conference. Carture. The world could ill spare the Olym- you could not hear without feeling that he was ried. Resolved that all resolutions brought bepian Hermes which appeard before us a keeping in reserve three.fourths of his vocal fore conference should be written. Resolved
that J. 'W. Gillen be appointE"d over this mission.
few years ago fresh from the chisel of power. An orator, too, must not hear his own . Resolved
that J. W. Gillen represent this disPraxiteles himself and for the discovery ,of voice well. It is a somewhat general mistake to trict at General Conference. M. R. Scott was
which German enthusiasm and German think that the assemblage does not hear you be· chosen president and G. Jenkins secretary for
!he next quarter. Preaching by Brn. V. D.
money were largely responsible.
cause you do not hear your own voice very disIt is well-nigh certain that in the neigh- tinctly. The reason is that when there is no re· Baggerly, l G. and L. F. Daniels. Three were
Adjourned to Hope branch, near
borhood of historic Delphi treasures equal- sonance in the hall your voice does not come baptized.
Derby, May 3Ist. at ro a. rn.
ly precious are buried. In a few years back to you, and, consequently, goes the surer to
they will unquestionably be unearthed. your listeners.
•
SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
The directors of ~the American school at
"Moreover, you never hear your own voice as
Conference convened at Springerton, March
Athens are desir~us t.i~i:~f to America others do, because it strikes your sense of hearing
should belong the' hon
f these exca- not only through the surrounding air, but also rst, G. H. Hilliard in the chair, J. F. Thomas, secretary pro. tern. Branches: Tunnel Hill 84, I I
vations and the knowle . which i\JIIo be and directly through the 'trompe d'eustache,' the baptized, 2 died; Brush Creek 160, 7 baptized, I
gained in such researc , . In coS!rpari- bones and the muscles of the head and mouth. died; Almaw; DryFork3Z,Ireceived;Springson with the results rea.s:pnably hoped ~r
erton S4· I died; North Fork I r. Elders: M.
The. phonograph teaches us the truth of that
R. Brown, J. F. Thomas, J. W. Stone, G. H. Hilthe SUm to be expended!~S insigmficani:'principle.
We easily recognize through it the
liard, ir. person, also B. F. Taylor, priest. Elders,
"a sum often spent on a single banquet or
I. M. Smith (baptized 6), T. C. Kelley, C. J.
a single picture," according to the state- voices of others, but not our own."-Ex.
Hawkins, R. Etzenhouser (baptized 27), J. M.
ment of William Cranston Lawton, the
Tousley (baptized z), by letter. Bishop's agent's
report: Received $388 32; paid out, $428 20;
secretary of the Delphi committee. To acbalance due agent, $39 82. J. W. Gillen, miscomplish the work subscriptions large and
sionary in charge, and his associates sustained.
small are solicited from enlightened and
f. W. Gillen to represent us in the general congenerous Americans, and the name of Per:terence at Lamoni. Preaching by Brn. Hilliard,
SPRING
RIVER.
ctval Lowell of No. 40 Water Street, BosThomas and Brown. Adjourned to Brush
Conference was held at Webb City, Missouri,
Creek, June 7th, at ten a.m.
ton, to whom as treasurer such subscrip31st, D S. Crawley president. Branch·
tions may be sent, is a guarantv that the January
es: Webb City, Columbus, Pleasant VieV<.',
money will be well used.
POTTAWATTAMIE.
Pittsburg, Angola, Echo. Resolved that we apWhen Michael Angelo's years numbered point a committee to enquire into the matter of
Conference convened at Underwood, Iowa,
more than four score a friend met him one the Echo branch. Pittsburg branch report refer- Saturday, February 22d, H. N. Hansen presiding,
inclement clay toiling through the wind red back for correction. The Angola branch re- T. Scott clerk. Branches: 1'>1 orth Star, Hazel
port was rejected. Elders: D. S Craw lev (bap·
Dell, Council Bluffs, Crescent City, Wheeler's
and rain. Upon being asked the reason tized
3). E. E. Bradley, S. Maloney (baptized 5),
Grove (report refened back for correction.)
of his journey the aged artist explained T. Alfred Davis, A. H. Herke, J Arthnr Davis, Elders: R. ·McKenzie (baptized 5), H. 0.
that he was going to study the Greek mar- "E. A. Davis, T. Cheney (baptized 3), A. J. Cato, Smith (baptized 3), S. C. Smith (baptized 3), J.
bles in order that he might "learn some- J. M. Richards, 0. P. Sutherland, G. W. Hobart, Carlile (baptized I), F. Peterson, H. Hansen, D.
L. H. Ez?>ell, A. C. Hart, M. Turpen (bapttzed 1),
K. Dodson (baptized 2), S. Butler, J. P. Carlile
thing."
E. Wildermuth. Priests: L. F. Devore, Z.
I), H. N. Hansen. priests: J. Evans, C.
In the world's old age if is probable that Decker, R. Davis, J. M. Puckett, R. Bird. L. F. (baptized
Casterwn, T. Scott. Teacher: I. Carlile. Bishop's
she will still devoutly make reverent pil- Johnson. Teachers: J. McKnight, W. Martin. agent, A. Hall, reported from October Ist, r889:
grimages to Greece in order that she may Deacons: H. Smart, D. J. Bradford. Visiting Balance last report $73 62, received $478 52,
learn something from the sons of. youth .brethren were invited to take part. Resolved disbursed $4,SI, balance $27,52. The report was
that the Arcada branch be disorganized and that
received, H. N. Hansen was elected president,
and of the morning.
the district clerk grant letters to all. Resolved
that we recommend D. S. Crawley to General
Conference as appointee to labor in this district.
HOUSE AND LOT
Brn. Bradley, Bradford, Sutherland and Puckett
For sale. A very desirable location for any one
were appointed delegates to General Conference.
wishing to live near the church. For further
The general authorities were sustained. A comparticulars address Mrs. Glaud Rodger, Lamoni,
mittee was appointed to inquire into certain ac. cusations against a certain elder of this district;
Decatur county, Iowa.
mans

J

P. Carlile vice·president, T. s~ott secretary.
Bro. A. Hall was sustained as Bishop's agent.
Preaching during the sessions by W. W. Blair
and R. McKenzie. The work in this part of the
Lord's vineyard is prospering, for which we feel
thankful to our Heavenly Father. Adjourned
to Crescent City branch, notice to be given by
president.
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HERALD,
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
Conference held at Wheeling, 'vV. Va., March
rst; G. T. Griffiths was called to preside, W. H.
Garrett associate, L. W. Powell secretary protem,
T. W. Williams assistant, W. H. Garrett choris·
ter, Sr. Hattie Griffiths, organist, Miss M. Bloom
assistant. Branches; Blake's Mills 36; baptized r.
Conneaut township 23; baptized 3. Church Hill34;
baptized I, removed 12. Fairview 42; baptized r.
Lakeview ro. Pittsburg 149; baptized 5, received I,
removed 3· Washingtonville 28; baptized 2, received z, removed 3· Sharon (new branch) 14· Wheeling 39; baptized t, died L Kirtland 42; baptized z,
received 5· Officials: J. Brown baptized 2, L. R.
Devore baptized 2, L. W. Powell baptized 4, T.
W. Williams baptized r, G. T. Griffiths bantized
7, W. H. Garrett baptized I. Elder D. L. Shinn
and visiting brethren were invited to participate
in the business of the conference. Elders G. H.
Hulmes, L, R. Devore and D. M. Strachan were
appointed to audit Bishop's agents report. On
recommendation of the Whee!Jng '11ran.ch Bro. A.
M. Teagarden was ordained to the office of elder.
Resolved that this conference sustain Elder W.
H. Garrett as president of the district for the
coming year.
Resolved that this conference,
through its chairman, appoint seven or eight
delegates to represent it at the coming general
conference. W. H. Garrett, E L. Kelley, F. Criley, G. T. Griffiths and L. W. Powell were appointed. Resolved that we instruct the delegates
to general conference to vote for the next general conference to be held in 1891, at Kirtland,
Ohio, unless 'the Spirit directs otherwise. Resolved that this conference petition through their
delegates to general conference, that the Presidency and Twelve return to us for the coming
conference year Bro. G T. Griffiths as president
of the mission, and Brn. L. W. Powell and T.
W. Williams ·as missionaries to Jabo1· under his
direction, as their labors have been very acceptable and well suited to this mission.
Resolved
that Bro. Brown and all other laborers be sustained for the ensuing six months.
Inasmuch
as a better organization now exi•ts, rendering the
rule of a previous district conference "That no
Elder· be ordained in this district without the consent of the district" inoperative, and is in conflict
with the duties of the quorum of the Twelve as
defined by that body, be it resolved that this resolution is hereby repealed. Resolved that in this
Pittsburg and Kirtland district no man be ordained to the office of an Elder unless so instructed by one of the Twelve and a vote of the branch
to w·hich he belongs. Resolved that the place
for holding the next district conference be decided bv the presidents of the district and mission. Resolved that Frank Criley be sustained
as Bi,hop's agent for the ensuing year. Resolved that Bro. W. C. H. Noble be sustained as district secretary for the ensuing six months.
Preamble and Resolution: Whereas the ministers of the church are the qfficial exponents of
the doctrine and views of the church, and when
listened to by the people are expected bv them
as well as by the church to preach the same, and
not be exponents of private or personal views,
that have not been fully established as views and
principles of the churc.h, and while in such presentation one man may be right. another is liable
to be etirely wrong:, and in view of the Savior's
admonition, "If th.e trumpet give an uncertain
sound who shall prepare for the battle?" it is desirable that they who seek information from the
preaching of the ministry shall hear no uncertainty in the warning voice of the gospel
trumpet, and that none may be perplexed in their
preparation for the battle. 'vVhile as a conference
we approve and advise the widest freedom in
individual investigation, and would not seek to
retain the mind of any from the utmost liberty
of research in all the avenues of knowledge tending to enlighten the mind a11,d feed the intellect
Men and women seeking to enter the church
recognize properly that of old, along with its
oneness in other things, as a body the church had
one faith relative to official teachings.
If so,
then the same should be now; if not finding it
so through the official teaching of the ministry,
where shall they look? A voice whispers, "The
trumpet is blowing an uncertain sound," and

Further: When it is remembered that the
ministry of old were sent forth equipped with the
principles of the gospel as clearly defined and
accepted then and now by the church as the
doctrines of Jesus Christ, and were expected to
preach salvation successfully to the honest in
heart thereby, Therefore., be it resolved by this
conferenc·e, that the ministry be requested to
avoid pteaching to the people upon any abstract,
disputed or uncertain themes upon which a oneness and settled view has not yet been an ived a.t
by the church, recognizing· the fact that the
church can only afford to be held responsible for
l.ts own accepted doctrines, and because to the
public the ministry are the official representatives of the teachings of the church, and not of
their own or any other person's private views,
and while such views may be correct as to such
theories, the reverse may also be the case, and
we firmly believe that in accordance with its
mission the church is more apt to be the
from whence saving truths shall flow,
than from any private source; and that when an
individual minister believes he has light on any
n1atter not generally accepted by the church, he
should seek by proper means to bring the same
before the church in its deliberative councils,
and if lt is right, and nece;;sary to be taught to
the people it will certainly be officially recognized as a part of the one faith; it not it will be
rejected and thus the spectacle of contraryand
conflicting views being taught from the pulpit,
will be avoided.
A recommendation from E. L. Kelley to G. T.
Griffiths, was read, requesting that Bro. M. B.
Williams be allowed to labor in the field during
the month of March, his family being. sustained
by private subscription, thirty dollars being required for maintenance.
It was moved that
this conference give Bro. M. B. Williams an appointment for the month of March.
Lost~
Elders Jacob Ri?ese reported having baptized 4·
Elder Jacob Baldwin also reporteu. Preaching
bv G. T. Griffiths, T. W. Williams and D. L.
Shinn. Resolved that a committee of three be
appointed bv the chair to draft rules of reprPsentation for the rlistrict. F. Criley, W. H, Noble
and T. W. Williams were appointed. Announcements ±or preaching during the week were
made. Adjourned.
KEWANEE.
Conference convened at Kewanee, Henry
county, Illinois, in church building, March rst
and zd, 1890, at IO: 30 a. m., J. M. Terry president, J. D. Jones secretary. Visiting brethren
were bv resolution invited to participate in all
the deliberations. J. Chisnall, J. D. Jones and
B. Sumpson were appointed a com.mittee to select. t1 'e speakers for preaching, and M. T, Short,
W. S. Pender and E. E. Wheeler were chosen.
Tbe president also appointed M. T. Short, E. E.
Wheeler and W. S. Pender to audit the Bishop's
agent's accounts; who reported that they took
pleasure in stating that they fonnd the financial
record of the district kept in a workmanlike
manner, and hence the accounts were absolutely
correct. On hand March Ist, r889 $36 or, collected to February z~th, 1890. $409 25, by Bishop
Blakeslee $5o.oo, total $495 z6, paid out $472 oo,
on hand $23 26; J. Chisnall Bishop's agent,
Branches. reported: Buffalo Prairie, last report
64.'present 63, r having died. Millersburg, last
report 45· present 46; I baptized, I died. Rock
Island, last report r6. present I7; I baptized.
Kewanee, last report 68, present 67; an error of
r too many in former report. Elders: M. T.
Short, E. E. Wheeler. D. S. Holmes,.]. Chisnall,
J. D. Jones and J. W. Terry. Priests: F. G.
Dung-ee, W. T. Terry. Teacher \V. Allen, and
Deacon J. Charles reported. A letter was read
supposed to be iin appeal by George and Margar·
et Jones and Mary Ann Stanley demanding a
new trial, which brought forth the foliowing resolution: "That it is the opinion of this conference
the applicants have no cause for action, but have
a vested right in appeal to First Presidency." E.
E. Wheeler was elected president of the district
for one year, ], D. Jones secretary for the term
of one year also. J. W: Terry having served us
as presiding officer for one year, and that faith·
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fully, hence a resolution was passed that we tender him a vote of thanks for his kind and
brotherly services. Brn, M. T. Short, J. Chis·
nail and J.D. Jones were appointed delegates to
General Conference, with instruction that one
or more delegates failing to attend, those pre:;ent
will cast the full vote allowed of this district. Inasmuch as the Kewanee Saints have been somewhat disappointe'd in not having som~ brethren
expected to perform the dedicatory service of their
church edifice, it was resolved, that when this
confer~nce adjourns it does so to meet again at
Kewanee the fir&t Saturday in June, r89o, thereby giving them a near chance for dedication.
Resolved that the presiding elder of the district
be requested to go to Rock Island and confirm
Sr. Annie M. Davis, who was baptized by Bro.
J. Ruby.
Resolved that we continue to sustain
in our prayers in righteousness the spiritual and
temporal authorities of the church. Three able
discourses were delivered by those appointed
during conference. A social and sacrament
meeting was also held on Sunday at two p. m.
At the close of our last service J. W. Terry in a
brotherly manner tendered his hearty thanks to
the memoers of the district for their kindness
manifested towards him in his minioterial duties
as presiding elder of the district.
TENNESSEE.
- Conference convened in the Primitive Baptist
Church, March 8th, Elder J. Thomas chosen to
preside, P. B. Seaton assistant, W. J. Seaton
clerk pro. tem. Branches: Foundry 2I; I baptized, I scattered, I infant died. Eagle Cretk, r
died. Farmington 29; 3 baptized, 2 died, I removed. Haly Creek r4; r died, z removed.
Elders: P. B. Seaton (baptized 4• married z).J.
Thomas (baptized 2), W. H. Griffin, J. H. Adair,
S. Reed, J. H. Scott, R. B Turnbow. It was
moved and seconded that R. B. Turnbow be
granted a license. J. Thomas was elected delegate to General Conference at Lamoni. R. B.
Turnbow and J. H Adair were chos.Pn to examine
the finance book from March 9th, r889 to date,-Received to date $8o 95, paid out $8o 95· J. W.
Gillen was sustained in this mission, abo J.
Thomas, and P. B. Seaton president of the district, S. L. Cooper clerk; also all the church
authorities sustained. Preaching by J. H. Adair,
J. Thomll.s, R. B. Turnbow, W. H. Griffin and
P. B. Seaton. The conference was peaceful and
the Saints were blessed in the various meetings.
Adjourned to Eagle Creek, Henry county, Ten·
nessee, at call of president.
FRE.MONT.
Conference convened at Shenandoah, Iowa,
February 22d, at ten a. m., Pres. Kemp in the
chair. Reports from all the branches were read
and approved. Bishop's agent.! report read and
received. The spiritual condition of the branches
was then givl"n. Union_ reported in good condition by J. W. Calkins. Farm Creek in excellent condition, reported by T. A Hougas; Shenandoah fair, reported by S. S. Wilcox; Elm
Creek was reported by Geo. Kemp; Plum Creek
in better condition than for some time. Elders,
S. S. Wilcox, J. W. Calkins, G. Kemp, M. W.
Gaylord, W. W. Gaylord, H. Kemp, A. T. Mor·
timore reported their labors in pel 'lOll. Priests,
A. Badham, T. A. Hougas, J. B. Cline, D. Comstock reported in person their labors. Teachers,
S. Dykes and J. Moore reported in person, Brn.
H. Kemp, D: Hougas, G. Kemp, G. F. Skank, S.
S. Wilcox and W. Leeka were appointed delegates to the Annual Conference. A. T. Morti·
more and M. W. Gaylord were sustained in their
mission to the Richard region. S. S. Wilcox
was associated in a mission to Franklin Grove.
A. Badham and T. A. Hougas were a&sociated
in ·any work they might see fit to open up. Resolved that we req'uest Bro. J. R. Lambert to use
his influence to secure the return of Bro. Henry
Kemp to his present mission. Moved that Bro.
T. A. Hougas be appointed secretary of the district for the ensuing four months. Moved that
we return a vote of thanks to Bro. W. C. Mathews for his work as district clerk. Moved to sustain ail church authorities: Moved that we sus• ·
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tain Bro. H. Kemp air president of district if he
is returned. Moved that the conference request
the Plum Creek branch to consider the propriety
of ordaining Bro. S. Roberts to an office. Moved
that T. A. Hougas be appointed a committee to
arrange for a district organization of Sundayschools. Moved that branch presidents be re·
quested to raise means to defray Bro. H. Kemp's
expenses to the conference. Preaching by H.
Kemp and T. A. Hougas, A good spirit prevailed throughout the entire conference and all felt
the better for having been there. Adjourned to
Farm Creek, May 31st, at ten a. m.

BORN.
NEWLIN.-At Viola. Iowa, April 14th, r888, to
Bro. John and Sr. Julia Newlln, a daughter.
Bless~ed March 6th, 1890, by Elder J. S. Roth and
named Nellie. (Clerk of Edenville branch please
copy).
DIED.
FAIN.-At Holden, Jq.hnson county, Missouri,
March 3d, I89o, of drop'sy, Sr. Sarah E. Fain.
She was born in Howard county, Missouri, Aprii
3d, 1842; baptized in Holden, Johnson county,
Missouri, March 27th, r887, by Bro. I. N. White,
confirmed by same at the same time and place.
A dear one from us has ~one,
A voice we loved is stilled,
A place ie. vacant in onr home

Which never can be filled.
WHEELER -At Lansing, Michigan. February
19th, r89o, of consumption, >ister Curtency J.
Wheeler, aged 3I years and 'rs days. After areligious experience of some years with the Protestant Methodist Church, she with her husband
upon due investigation of the gospel restored,
were baptized and confirmed members of the
church January rst, r885, by Elder C. Scott.
She died quietly, without a struggle, as if falling asleep, in the gospel's blessed hope. Funeral
services by Bro. C. Scott, assisted bv the Presbyterian choir.
·
TucK.-At Harlan, Shelbv county, Iowa,
March IIlh, r89o, Bro. John Jabez Tuck, aged
69 years and 3 days. Bro. Tuck was born in
Outwell, Cambridgeshire, England, came to
America in r852 arld has resided in Shelby and
Harrison counties for upwards of thirty years.
He leaves a wife, two sons and five daughters to
mourn their loss. Interment March I!th: sermon by Elder J. W. Chatburn.
·
ATKINSON.-At Pcrgia, Harrison county, Iowa,
March 7th, r89o, Sr. Esther Atkinson, beloved
wife of Bro. James Atkinson, aged 46 years, I I
months and 4 days. She was born April 9th,
1843, at Gloucester, England, and made her
covenant with God in baptism the roth of September, r889
Her illness was short and her
death unexpected by husband and children.
Funeral services were conducted in the Saints'
Church by Elders Joseph Seddon and D. Chambers; the latter preaching the sermon.
'TiR hard to part with those we love
When the Father calls them home;
Bnt Christ inspires us with the hope
That we shall meet again.
CALHOON.--At Courtland, DeKalb county, Illinois, March I2th, 8: 30 a. m. Bro. Andrew Calhoon. He was born in April, 1794, and would
have been ninety-six years of age had he lived
until next ApriL He was con·1ected with the
church in 1843· and remained a faithful member,
never denying the faith unto the day of his departure to the other side. Funeral services on
the rsth in charge of Bro. F. Cooper, president of
the Northern Illinois district. So pass the pioneers into the world beyond.
NOTICE OF GENERAL CONFERENCE
COMl\HTTEE.
During the General Conference to be held at
Lamoni, board and lodging will be furnished at
the rate of $3 per week. Members of the committee will be at the depot on the arrival of all
trains, and will wear blue badges. They will
furnish parties with tickets directing them where
to go.

All parties intending to come to conference
will please notify the president or secretary of
committee by mail at once.
Lamoni Branch Committee on General Conference arrangements:
·
W. HunsoN, President.
H. L. TILTON, Secretary.
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We wish to announce to our friends and patrons
that with the beginning of Vol. III we purpose adding

GENERAL CONFERENCE.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTMENT

O supply a want wherever conference is held, the
"PATRIOT''
will be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning daily The first number will contain a brief expo•ition of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meetmg, and prayer and preaching services.
Daily alone
- - - 50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.

To our magazine; and as this department will
be exclusively in the interest of the young, we
hope to awaken in them a more lively interest
in helping to sustain-both by contributions and
by helping to increase the circulation-the work
inaugurated especially for their benefit.
This department wlll be under the charge of

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

And will be devoted to an interchange of thoughts
and ideas upon all topics of interest pertaining
to mental and spiritual growth, the study of God
in nature as well as in the Bible.
The Latter Day Work is increasing wonderfully in magnitude, and it behooves him who
desires to keep pace with its rapid strides to embrace every opportunity of informing himself
not only with reference to the standard works of
the church, but things transpiring in the world
at large, whsch have a direct bearing upon the
grand march of events, pointing to a culmination in. the secong coming of Christ.

T

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
Edition Now Ready
A book of over 200 pages,
NEWSPAPER U 175th
gtving more informatiOn of
valne to advertisers than a!'y
ADVERTISI n1 Gother
publicatiOn ever Issued. It gives the name of every new1paper published,

having a circulation rating in thP- American Newspaper

Directoty <>f more than 25,000 copies each issue, with the
cost per line for advertiBing in them. A list of the best
papers of local circulation, in every city and town of more
than 5,000 population, with prices by the inch for one
mnnth. Special lists of dailv, country, villa~e nnd class
papers. Bargain ofl'ers of value to small a<lvertisers .or
those wishing to experiment judiciously with a small

amount o~ money. Shows conclusively '"how to get the
most servtce; for the money," etc., etc. Sent post paid to

any address for 30 cents. Address GEo. P. RowELL &
Co., Publ!shers and General Advertising agents, 10
Spruce Street, New York City.
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Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

I!ILL!>O.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(-Board of Publication of the Remganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI; DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. l
Imitation Moroceo, gilt edges ................ 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired ..••• :.. • • • • • • • . • • •

!lO
00
50
'Hi

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and l.fuslin Rides ......• _...... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, aud fnll instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides ....•.••...... $1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinklEid edgea ••••••••••• l 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••. ·••••••••••• l 60
J03EPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages .. • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • 70
Leather binding .......................... , .l 00

PROF. J, A. GUNSOLLEY, B. S,,

In addition to this there will also begin in the
February number a

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT,
Which will be taken charge of by "MARTHA"
and will be devoted strictly to such matter ~s
will aid the mother and housewife ill' her toilsome labor of love, and help her to realize how
high and holy is her calling, and how much of
the abstract comfort and peace of the family is
dependent upon her.
Brethren and Sisters, will you aid us, by helping to enlarge our subscription list?
If cash
commission suits you better than premiums
write us for our terms. Less than a month no~
remains before the January number will be ready
for sending out, but much can be done in a month,
by persistent and earnest oftort. We could furnish you many testimonials of the work the
magazine is doing, especially outside of the
church; but we do not believe it necessary. We
look for a largely increased subscription list the
coming year, and hcpe we shall not be': disappointed.
'Yours gratefully,
M. WALKER.

N. B.-A request for renewal of subscription,
or to have the magazine sent on time will be all
that is necessary, if you are not prepared to pay
now. We want to accommodate all, but can not
afford to continue it to parties who do not request
it. Remember it will only cost you a postal card
to keep your name from being dropped, and insure you the magazine for 189o.
~ All magazines will be sent out as soon
as names are received. Premiums will be awarded the last of April or first of May. Keep your
lists open, as you may add other names before
that time; bnt dou't jail to keep a ltst of all names
you send. If you fail to do this, delay and trou ..
ble will surely result.
~ N. B.--Parties sending in list of names
for Autumn Leaves will be credited with all
names, but commissions can not be allowed until payment is made. To insure commission the
money must be coilected and sent to the office.
z6apr
M . W A L K E R .

Lamoni House for Sale.
Lamoni House and Three Lots; location SO ft. north of
Depot, on Broadway; froutin~ east and south. Honse

new, nineteen rooms; twn story 24 x 46 and 12 x 15.

LIVERY AND FEED BAHN 40x60 and three lots
location on Broadway, east of the houee. Cellar thre~
wells and out buildings. Terms easy. Address '
Also 40 acres of Land 4 miles west of town, fenced water, and on a public road; price $500.
~
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE L01m: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVII ff :Bll O:illl WIFE.· AND CoNCU1HNE5
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELmVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE R!JSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR
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ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, April 5, 1890.
JOSEPH SMITH'S HISTORYEXTRACTS.

HEREWITH we present our readers with
matter we take from the "History of
Joseph Smith," in Times and Seasons and
Millenial Star, in which will be found
valuable historical facts, doctrinal suggestions, and timely admonitions, by means
of which we are enabled to learn·' something of the temper, spirit and administration of Joseph the Seer and his fellow
ministers. We feel confident these items
. will be read with interest and profit, for
in these times sectarian ministers and some
persons once in the church are busy seeking to cast discredit and odium on the character and teachings of the Seer and his
colleagues.
Moses had his Korah, Dathan and Abiram; Jesus had his Judas and kindred
apostates; the early Christians had their
"grievous wolves,'' "heresies," "false teachers" and those who would "not endure
sound doctrine," professing to know more
and teach better the ways of the Lord than
those whom Christ chose, brdained, and
sent forth to preach the g·ospel and build
up his church, therefore it is not at all surprising that Joseph the Seer and his fellows met and are still meeting with similar
opposition from the s>~me kind of opposers
and perverters.
Notice particular! y the oft repeated
prophecies concerning the coming judgments and chastenings upon the Saints in
Jackson county, also the candid, plain, loving spirit in which the communications
were written. Notice also the marvelous
endowment of spiritual gifts at Kit:tland
upon ministers and members, and then
bear in mind that this divine approval and
endorsement of the ministra1:ion of the
young Seer and his colleagues were given
when they were officiating as "high
priests" in the things of_ the kingdom.

No. 14.

Iowa, April 5, 1890
KIRTLAND, January lith,
Brother William W. Phelps,

I833·

I send vou the olive leaf .which we
have plucked from the tree of par~dise, the
Lord's message of peace to us; for though
our brethren in Zion indulge in feelings
towards us which are not according to the
requirements of the new covenant; yet we
have the satisfaction of knowing that the
Lord approveS' of us nnd has accepted us,
and established his name in Kirtbnd for
the salv:1tion of the nations; for the Lore!
will have a place from whence his word
will !!O forth in these last days in purity;
for if Zion will not purify herself so as to
be approved of in all things in his ,;igl:t,
he will seek another people; for his wo1 k
will go on until Israel is gathered, and
they who will not hear his voice must expect to feel his wrath. Let me say unto
you, seek to purify yourselves, and also
all inhabitants of Zion, lest the Lord's
anger be kindled to fierceness. Repent,
repent, is the voice of God to Zion; and
yet, strange as it may appear, yet it is true,
mankind will persist in self.justification
until all their iniquity is exposed and their
character past being redeemed-- and th,,t
which is treasured up in their hearts be
exposed to the g11ze of mankind. I ~ay
to you, (and what I say to you I say to all),
hear the warning voice of God lest Zion
f:1ll, and the Lord swear in his wrath the
inhabitants of Zon shall not enter into my
rest.
The brethren in Kirtland pray for you
unceasingly, for, knowing the terrors of
the Lord, they greatly fear for you: you
will see that the Lord commanc1ed u~
in Kirtland to build an house of God and
establish a school for the prophets. This
is the word of the Lord to us, and we
must, yea, the Lord helping us, we will
obey: as on conditions of our obef1ience he
has-promised us great things; yea, even a
visit from the heavens to honor .us with his
own presence. We great! y fear before
the Lord lest we should fail of this gre<>t
honor which otJr Master proposes to confer on us; we are seeking for humility
and great faith lest we be ashamed in his
presence. Our hearts are great! y grieved
at the spirit which is breathed, hoth in
your letter :1nd that of Brother G******s;
the very spirit which ' is wasting the
strength of Zion like a pestilence; and if
it is not detected and driven from you it
will ripen Zion for the threatened judgments of God. Remember God sees the
secret springs of human action and knows
the hearts of :1ll living.
Brother, suffer ·us to spe11k plainly, for
God has respect to the feelings of his saints,.
and he will not suffer them to be tantalized
with impunity. Tell Brother G*****t
that low insinuations God hates; but he

rejoices in an honest heart and knows better who is guilty than he does. We send
him this warning- voice, and let him fear
greatly for himself lest a worse thing overtake him; all we can say by way of conclusion is, if the fountain of our tears is
not dried up, we will still weep for Zion.
This from your brother who trembles for
Zion, and for the wrath of heaven which
awaits her if she repent not.
P. S.-I am not in the habit of crying
peace when there is no peace; and knowing the threatened judgments of God, I
say ,woe unto them that are at e:1se in Zion; fearfulness will speedily lay hold of
the hypocrite; I did not expect that you
had lost the commandments, but thought
from your letters you had neglected to
read them, otherwise vou would not have
written as you did., It is in vain to try to hide a bad spirit
from the eyes of them who are spiritual,
for it will shew itself in speaking· anrl in
writing, as well as all our other conduct.
It is :1lso needless to make great pretensions when the heart is not right-the
Lord will expose it to the view of his
faithful saints. We wish you to render
the Star as interesting as po~sihle by setting forth the rise, progress, and faith of
the church as well as the doctrine; for if
you do not render it more interesting than
at present it will fall, and the church bUffer
a great loss thereby.
JosEPH SMITH, JR.

Geauga Co., Ohio 1
January 14th, 1833.
'

KIRTLAND MILLS,

From a conference of twelve high
priests, to the bishop, his council, and the
inhabits.nts of Zwn.
·
·
Orson Hyde and Hyrum Smith being
appointed by the ~aid conference to write
this epistle in obedience to the commandment given the 22d and 23d of ·september
last, which says: "But verilY' I say unto
all those to whom the kingdom has been
given, from you it muo,t be preached unto
them, that they shall repent of their former evil works, for they are to be upbraided
for their evil hearts of unbelief; and your
brethren in Z10n, for their rebellion _against
you at the time I sent you."
Brother Joseph and certait1 others have
writ.ten to you on this all important subject, but you have never been apprized of
these things by the united voice of a conference of those high priests that were
p: esent at the time this commandment
was given.
We therefore, Orson and Hyruq1~ the
committee appointed by said conference to
write this epistle, having receiv~li the
prayers of said conference that we might
be enabled to write the mind and will of
God upon this subject; now take up our
pen to address you in the name of the
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conference, relying upon the arm of the will bring him to poverty, shame and disgreat head of the church.
. grace.
In the commandment above alluded to
Brother Phelps letter is also received of
the children of Zion were all, yea, even December I 5th- and carefully read, and it
every one under condemnation, and were betrays a lightness of spirit that ill beto remain in that state until they repented comes a man placed in the important and
and remembered the new covenant, even responsible ~.tation that he is placed in. If
the Book of Mormon and the former you have fat beef and potatoes eat them
commandments which the Lord bad given in singleness of heart, and boast not yourthem; not only to say but to do them, and selves in these things. Think not, brethbring forth fruit meet for the Father's ren, that we make a man an offender for
kingdom; otherwise there remaineth a a word; this is not the case; but we want
scourge and a judgment to be poured out to see a spirit in Zion by which the Lord,
upon the children of Zion: for shall the will build it up: that is the plain, solemn,
children of the kingdom pollute the holy and pure Spirit in Christ. Brother Phelps
land? I say unto you nay!
requested in his last letter that brother J oThe answers received from those letters seph should come to Zion; but we say
which have been sent to you upon this that brother Joseph will not settle in Zion
subject have fail<>d to bring us that satisuntil she repent and purity herself and
factory confession and acknowledgment abide by the new covenant, and remember
which the Spirit of our Master requires: the commandments that .have been given
we, therefore, feeling a deep interest for her, to do them as well as say them.·
Zion, and knowing the judgments ot God
You may think it strange that we manithat will come upon her except she repent, fest no cheerfulness of heart upon the reresort to these last and mol't effectual ception of your letter; you may think that
means in our power to bring her to a sense our minds are prejudiced so much that vie
of her standing before the Most High.
can see no good that comes from you; but
At the time Joseph, Sidney and. Newel rest assured, brethren, that this is not the
left Zion, all matters of hardness and mis- case.
understanding were settled and buried, (as
We have the best of feelings, and feelthey supposed), and you gave them the ings of the ·greatest anxiety for the welhand of fellowship; but 11fterwards you fare of Zion: we feel more like weeping
brought up all tlwse things again in a cen- over Zion than we do like rejoicing over
sorious spirit, accusing brother Joseph in her, for we know the judgments of God
rather an indirect way of seeking after hang over her and will fall upon her exmonarchial power and authority.
This cept she repent and purify herself before
came to us in brother Corrill's letter of the Lord, and put away from her every
June zd. We are sensible that this is not foul spirit. \Ve now say to Zion this once
the thing brother Joseph is seeking after, in the name of the Lord, repent! repent!
but to magnify the high office and calling awake, awake, put on thy beautiful garwhereunto he has been called and appointments, before you are made to feel the
ed by the command of God and the united chastening rod of him whose anger is kinvoice of this church. It might not be dled against you. Let not Satan tempt
amiss for you to call to mind the circum- you to think we want to make you bow to
·stances of the Nephites and the children us to domineer over you, for God knows
ofJsrael rising up against their prophets, this is not the case: our eves are watered
and accusing them of seeking after kingly with tears and our hearts- are poured out
power, etc., and see what befell them and to God in prayer for you that he will spare
take warning before it is too late.
you, and turn away his anger from you.
Brother Gilberts' letter of December
There are many things in the last letters
roth, has been received and read attent- from brothers G. and P. that are good, and
ively, and the low, dark, and blind insinu- we esteem them much, The idea of havations which were in it were not n~ceived ing "certHin ones appointed to reg-ulate
by us as from the fountain of light though z:on, and traveling elders have nothing to
his claims and pretensions to holiness do with this part of the matter," is somewere great. We are not unwilling to thing we highly approbate, and you will
be chastened or rebuked for our faults, doubtless know before this reaches you
but we want to receive it in language why Wiili?m E. McLellin opposed you in
that we can understand, as Nat han said this move. We fear there was somethmg
to David, "Thou art the man." We in brother Gilbert when he returned to
are aware that brother G. is doing much, this place from New York last fall in reand a multitude of business on hand; but lation to his brother \Villiam that was not
let him purge out all the old leaven ·and right; for Bro. Gilbert was asked two or
do his business in the Spirit of the Lord, three times about his brother William, but
and then the LQrd will bless him, other·· gave evasive answers, and at the same lime
wise the frown of the Lord will remain he knew that William was in Cleveland:
upon him. There is manifestly nn uneasi- but the Lord has taken Hm. We merely
ness in brother Gilbert, and a fearfulness
meniion this that all may take warning to
that God will not provide for his saints in work in the lig-ht, for God will bring evthese last d>~ys, and these fears lead him on ery secret thing to light.
to covetousness. This oug·ht not so to be;
'Ne now close our epistle by saying unto
but let him do just as the Lord has com- you·, H:e Lord has commanded us to pumanded him, and then the Lord will open
rify ourselves, to wash our hands and our
his coffers, and his wants will be liberally feet, that he may testify to his Father and
supplied. But if this uneasv, covetous our Father; to his God and our God, that
disposition be cherished by hirn, the Lord , we are clean from the blopd of this gen-

eration, and before we could wash our
hands and our feet we were constrained to
write this letter. Therefore, with the feelings of inexpressible anxiety for your welfare we say again, repent, repent, or Zion
must suffer, for the scourge and judgment
must come upon her.
Let the bishop read this to the elders,
that they may warn the members of the
scourge that is coming except they repent.
Tell them to read the Book of Mormon
and obey it; read the commandt'oents
that are printed and obey them: yea,
humble yourselves under the mighty hand
"of God, that peradventure he may turn
away his anger from you. Tell them that
they have not come up to Zion to sit down
in idleness, neglecting the things of God,
but they are to be diligent and faithful in
obeying the new covenant.
There is one clause in brother Joseph's
letter which you may not understand; that
is this: "If the people of Zion did not repent the Lord would seek another place
and another people." Zion is the place
where the temple will be built and the
people gathered, but all people upon that
holy land, being under condemnation, the
Lord will cut off if they repent not, and
bring another race upon it that will serve
him. The Lord will seek another place
to bring forth and prepare his word to go
tortb to the nations, and as we said before
so say we again, brother Joseph will not
settle in Zion except she repent and serve
God and obey the new covenant. With
this explanation the conference sanctions
brother Joseph's letter,
Brethren, the conference meets again
this evening to hear this letter read, and if
it meets their minds we have all agreed to
kneel down before the Lord, and cry unto
him with all our hearts that this epistle,
and Bro. Joseph's and the revelations also,
may have their desired effect, and accomplish the thing whereunto they are sent,
and that they may stimulate you to cleanse
Zion, that she mourn not.
Therefore
when you get this,.know ye that a conference of twelve high priests have cried unto
the Lord for you, and are still crying, saying, spare thy people, 0 Lord, and give
not thy heritage to reproach. We now
feel that our garments are clean from you,
and all men, when we have washed our
feet and hands according to the commandment.
We have written plain at this time, but
we believe not harsh.
Plainness is what
the Lord requires, and we should not feel
ourselves clear unless we have done so;
and if the things we have told you be not
attended to you will not long have occasion to say, or to think rather, that we
may be wrong in what we have stated.
Your unworthy brethren are determined
to pray unto the Lord for Zion as long as
we can shed the sympathetic tear, or feel
any spirit to supplicate a throne of grace
in her behalf.
The school of the prophets will commence if the Lord will in two or three
days. It is a general time of health with
us. The cause of God seems to be rapidly advancing in the eastern country; the
gifts are beginning to break forth so as to
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:astonish the world, and even believers
marvel at the power and goodness of God.
Thanks be rendered to his holy name for
what he is doing. vV e are your unworthy
brethren in the Lord, and may the Lord
help us all to ,do his will, that we may at
last be saved in his kingdom.
ORSON HYDE,
HYRUM Sl\UTH.

N. B.-We stated that Bro. Gilbert
knew that William was in Cleveland last
fall when he was in Kirtland. We wrote
this upon the strength of hearsay, but
William being left at St. Louis strength,
ened our supposition that such was the
fact.
We stated further respecting this
matter, or item, than the testimony will
warrant us. With this exception the conference sanction this letter. Joseph says:
This winler was spent in translating
the Scriptures, in the school of the prophets and s1tting in conferences. I had many
glorious seasons of refreshings.
The
gifts which follow them that believe and
obey the gospel, as tokens that the L0rd
is ever the same in his dealings with the
humble lovers and followers of truth began, to be poured out among us as in
ancient days:-For as we, namely, Joseph
Smith, Jr., Sidney Rigdon, Frederick G.
Williams, Newel K. Whitney, Hyrum
Smith, Zebedee Coltrin;J osepb Smith, Sr.,
Samuel H. Smith, John Murdock, Lyman
Johnson, Orson Hyde, Ezra Thayer hig-h
priests; and Levi Hancock and William
Smith elders, were assembled in conference, on the 22d day of Tanuary I spoke to
the conference in another tongue, and was
followed in the same gift by Bro. Zebedee
Coltrin and he by Bro. William Smith,
after which the Lord poured out his Spirit
in a miraculous manner until all the elders
spoke in tongues, and several members,
both male and female.
Great and glorious were the .divine manifestations of the
Holy Spirit.
Praises were sung to God
and the Lamb; speaking and praying, all
in tongues, occupied the conference until a
late hour at night, so rejoiced were we at
the return of these long absent blessings.
On the 23d we again assembled in conference; when, after much speaking, singing, praying and praising God, all in
tongues, we proceeded to the washing of
feet (according to the practice recorded in
the thirteenth chapter of John's gospel), as
commanded of the Lord. Each elder
washed his own feet first, after which I
girded myself with a towel and washed
the feet of them all, wiping them with the
towel with which I was girded. Among
the number my father presented himself,
but before I washed his feet I asked of
him a father's blessing, which he granted
by laying his hands upon my head in the
name of Jesus Christ and declaring that I
shouM continue in the priest's office until
Christ comes, etc. At the close of the
scene Bro. Frederick G. Williams, being
moved upon by the Holy Ghost, washed
·my feet in token of his fixed determination
to, be with me in suffering or in journeying
in life or in death, and to be continually on
my righthand, in which I accepted him
in the name of the Lord.
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I then said to the elders, "as I have done
so do ye.
Wash ye, therefore, one
another's feet," and by the power of the
Holy Ghost I pronounc;ed them all clean
from the blood of this generation; but if
any of them should sin wilfully after they
were thus cleansed and sealed up unto life
eternal they should be given over unto th'e
buff~:tings of Sa•an until the day of redemption. Having continued all day in fasting
and prayer and ordinances we closed by
partaking of the Lord's supper, I blessed
the bread and wine in the name of the
Lord when we all ate and drank and were
filled; then sung a hymn and went out.
I completed the translation and receiving
of the New .Testament on the second of
February, 1833, and sealed it up, no more
to be opened till it arrived in Zion.
AN EPISTLE

Of the First Presidency to the Church of
Christ in Thompson, Geaugacounty, Pnio.
KIRTLAND,

Feb, 6th, 1833,

DEAR BRETHREN:-

We salute you, by this our epistle, in the
bonds of love, rejoicing in your steadfast,
ness in the faith which is in Christ Tesus
our Lord; and we desire your prosperity
in the ways of truth and righteousness in
the bowels of Jesus Christ, praying for
you continually, that your faith fail not,
and that you may overcome all the evils
with which vou are surrounded and become pure and holy before God, even our
Father, to whom be glory forever and
ever. Amen.
It has seemed good unto the Holy Spirit
and unto us, to send this our epistle to you
by the hand of our beloved Bro. Salmon,
your messenger, who has been ordained by
us in obedience to the commandments of
God to the office of an elder to preside
over the church in Thompson, taking the
oversight thereof to lead you and teach
the things which are according to god!i,
ness; in whom we have great confidence,
as we presume also you have, we therefore say to you, yea, not us only, but the
Lord also, receive you him as such, knowing that the Lord has appointed him to
this office for your good, holding him up by
your prayers, praying for him continually
that he may be endued with wisdom and
understanding in the knowledge of the
Lord, that through him you may be kept
from evil spirits, and all strife's and dissensions, and grow in grace and in the kr.owledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Brethren, beloved, continue in brotherly
love, wa)k in meekness, watching unto
prayer that you be not overcome. Follow
after peace, as said our beloved Bro. Paul,
that you may be the children of our
Heavenly Father, and not give occasion
for stumbling to saint or sinner. Finally,
brethren, pray for us, that we may be enabled to do the work whereunto we are
called, that you may enjoy the mysteries
of God, even a fulness; and may the grace
of our Lord Jesus Chri>t be with you all.
Amen.

2II
previously been with the church in
Thompson), to Salmon Gee, elder of the
church in Thompson.
KIRTLAND,

Feb,

IIth,

1833.

Beloved brethren and sisters in the Lord
and Savior J e~m Christ, I beseech you in
the bowels of mercy to n'member the exhortation w:l-]ich I gave you while I was
yet present with you, to beware of delusive spirits.
I rejoice that our Heavenly
Father hath blessed you greatly, as he has
also me, in enabling me to speak the
praises of God and the mysteries of the
kingdom in other tongues according to the
promise; and this without throwing me
down, or wallowing me on the ground, or
anything unbecoming or immoral; 8lso,
without any external operation of the system; but it is the internal operation and
power of the Spirit of God, so that I know
that those odd actions and strange noises
are not caused by the Spirit of the Lord as
is represented by Bro. King:- Therefore,
in the name of the Lord ] esus Christ by
the Spirit of the living God, according to
tl.oe authority of the holy priesthood committed to me, I command Bro. Thomas
King (as though I wt're present), to c<ase
from your diabolical acts of enthusiasm,
and also from acting as an elder in this
Church of Chnst until you come and give
full testimony to the high priests in Kirtland that you are worthy of that holy
c~'lling; because those are the things of
God, and are to be used in the fear of
God; and I now not only command you,
but exhort you in behalf of your soul's
salvation to submit, and let Bro. Gt'e be
upheld by the prayer of faith of every
brother and sister, and if there be this
union of spirit and prayer of faith every
false spirit shall be bound and cast out
from among you.
M v beloved children in the bonds of
the gospel and the bowels of mercy, which
is the everlasting· love of God, I do beseech you to live faithful and in obedience
to the commandments of God; and in the
name of the Lord Jesus I say the blessings
of God shall attend you.
JOHN MURDOCK.

PRETENT! QUSNESS.

A FAULT of no small importance, and one
that often leads to bumilitating and some"
times very hurtful result~, is found whNe
ignorance seeks to impose itself for intelligence; as, for instance, where a person
pretends to know that of which he is really ignorant. Per~ons of thi~ sort are dangerous both to themselve~ r~nd those who
trust them-·"decei vers and being deceived"
-for lacking both knowledge and wisdom their ways are won.e than tho~e of
the blind and deaf.
St. Paul advises wi~elv when he savs of
such, "But if anv man'be ignorant, let, him
be ignorant." That is, "if any man he ignorant," let him not profess to knowledge
lest he mislead and harm others 11nd bring
shame upon himself. He should not preJosEPH SMITH, JR.
. tend to know of that about which he is but
SIDNEY RIGDON.
F. G. WILLIAMS.
an ignoramus. Of this sort are they who,
The following letter was written by without the needful information, seek to
John Murdock, a high priest (who had l correct the supposed errors and mistakes
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of others, and say in effect, "Let me pull fully honor and pay heed to the vciice·and counout the mote out of thine eye," ig-norant · sel of the traveling ministry in spiritual thiJC!gs;
of the fact that "a beam" is in their own, which if ye do not, the office which they hold is not
thus adding impudence to ignorance. honored in my service, and the good they should
How much better for persons of this kmd do is made void. H they approve themselves as
if they would consider their want of en- righteous ministers, they shall be blessed; if they·
lightenment, "be swift to hear ~nd s~ow be found transgressors or idle servants, ye shall
to speak," and go no farther tnan they n;t uphold them. But be not hasty in withdrawing
have certain light.
your support from them, peradventure ye shall
"Oh, to confess we know not what we should,
Is half excuse, we know not what we would.
By ignorance is pride increased;
They most assume who know the least "

WE give below the report of a president
of a district maue to the conference of the
district at a late session, which report we
are by resolution requested to publish,,not
giving the brother's name, for obvtot~s
reasons and for the same reasons we omtt
the name of the district and the place
where the report is dated It is very suggestive and we trust will do good not only
in the brother's district but in others.
TO CONFERENCE ASSEMBLED.

Brethren_: My work for the church has been
incessant.
I have not only acted as Presiding
Elder of the District in all of its necessary work,
but I have kept up a weekly discussion in an
Osceola, St Clair county, newspaper, which has
been a burden on me when taking into consideration of being on the travel all the time and
holding meetings hr re an<1 there to keep up the
interest of the work.
My traveling and other necessary expenses,
while in the field for the year just past, have
amounted to $98. 29; which amount I have been
forced to ta.ke from my family's allowance, although they were ill prepared to spare it. Considering the number of Saints in this district, and
the extensive work I have done among them, it
can hardly be believed when I say that four dollars has been all that has been received from
them, for one whole year, in helping to defray my
expenses. I have been written and telegraphed
for "to come at once" and administer to the sick,
and have been forced to pay ali the expense by
rail both ways and lose all my time, too.
Now, I feel in duty bound to bring such things
as these to the remembrance of the Saints, not
for my own benefit, but for the honest laboring
ministry that are piac<;d under my care by the
vote of the Saints of the branches composing
this district.
Ministers are not going to put up a "poor
mouth;" nor wiil an honest workman go to begging-he will leave the field first. Th{;re has a
mistaken idea obtained among the Saints in regard to the funds that are put into the hands of
the Bishop's agent.
That agent is not allowed
to pay one cent of the .funds that fall into his
hands to an v minister for traveling or other expenses.
T-he minister is expected to pick up,
among the generous-hearted Saints, his individual needs and wants, such as clothing and trav<:'ling expenses.
The amount which is allowed,
through the hands of the Bishop, goes directly to
the wife and children to keep the wolf from her
door while her husbend is from horne laboring
for his Master. Let the Saints remember this.
The Lord, in a late revelation to his Saints
through Joseph, touches upon this very point;
and you will do well to heed his counsel.
God
said to the Saints: "It is my will that ye more

injure my work.· Eve1Z now I am not well pleased with some, but space is granted for repentance and a renewal of diligence." Let no 011e
deceive himself that he shall not account for his
stewardship unto me."
Thus, the Saints can see at once that every one
has something to do, or the work is greatly hindered and' the ministry discouraged becattse tkey
are not able to stand the expenses that are laid upon their shoulders.
Saints, ask yourselves: "What have I done in
the, last year in the way of supporting the work?"
If you have all of your time at home and "an
sc;rcely keep your families and selves, what
about the minister keeping his family and paying
his own expenses to and fro on railroads to preach
the gospel, when he gives all of his time?
I am glad to say that the work seems in fair
condition in the district. I hope every officer in
the district will look well to his work that it is
done so his report will be an honor to him when
he meets it before God.
Be careful, wise, and
judicious in a!! your rulings and advice in your
branches. Encourage your membership to make
some. sacrifice for the work, and, in place of it
damaging them financially, it will only open up
a way for God to bless them.
Yours ever abounding in truth,
PRES. OF DISTRICT,

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. E. H. Elbert, wrote from Wellmanville, Ne~s county, Kansas, dated
March 18th:
"lam still hammering away at the old sod
school- house just north of my place, as best I
can. There are from fifteen to twenty-five out
to hear me. VVhat brings them out is best known
t'J the Lord; but as long as they willcome,Iwi!l
keep on presenting the word. I >;peak every two
weeks.
Next Sunday I speak in Pawnee
county."

Bro. M. R. Scott,
March 18th:

Indiana,

"The good work is still onward here. I baptized one more on the 17th, and others are near
the kingdom."

Sr. E. Kelley, Bethany, Missouri, the
17th:
"l will try to get a place. for Bro. J. Johnson to
preach. I have never regretted the day I entered
the church. Th;; more I read the publications
the more I desire to be with the Saints."

Bro. R. H.

Wilkesville, Ohio:

"If I have one desire above another it is to con-

tinue in this great work."

Sr. A. Nielson, wrote from N<:braska
City, Nebraska, the 23cl:
"Eider R. M. Elvin has been preaching here
since last Sabbath to g-ood siz~Cd audiences. The
weather is fine and he will preach tonight. Elder
Forscntt came yesterday, but did not preach today. He is at home, not feeling welL I saw
hirn at tneeting last evening.~'

Sr. N. I. Fuller,
Arkansas, says:

from

«We would gladly welcome an elder here. I
think one could do good in this part. The near-

est railroad station is Callens, sixteen miles away;
we are about twenty miles from MoJ;J.ticello.
There are no Saints here except my husband and
myself. We have two daughters who would be
baptized if they had the opportunity. I pray that
the Lord may open the way for an elder to come
this way."

A LETTER from Bro. J. D. Erwin, Antimony City, Howard county, Arkansas,
March 4th, states that he was taken from
his bed and whipped; we give the letter
below:
"Persecution still continues. I was taken out
last night and severely beaten. According to appointment I went to Euclid, Howard county, and
preached Saturday night, and Sunday night at
eleven a. m.; also at night, remaining over Monday night. Between midnight and day an armed
and disguised mob dragged me from my bed,
carried me about one mile, tied me down over a
log and whipped me severely with large switches, and told me if I come back they would tie the
rope around my neck, and tried to make me
say I would leave the state. Then presenting
me with a bottle they called strychnine asked me
to drink; then they presented me with a bottle
of whiskey, saying, •By ·--drink,' but I refused.
The people are in a terrible ~tir about it. I am
going to apply to the laws of the land for help.
What will become of such people? God knows.
They indeed treated me cruelly.
Yours in bonds,
J.D. ERWIN.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THOSE coming to the conference, April
61 h, must remember that in order to secure
any benefit from the rates given by the
Railways, heretofore named in the HERALD, they must obtain a certificate from
each road over which they travel towards
Lamoni, at the time of purchasing their
tickets over such road stating the point of
their departure and that they paid full fare
from that point to the place where they
leave that road; if they do not, the road
will not honor the certificate of attendance
at conference if given; nor will the secretary of conference give a certificate except
on presentation of the certificates of the
railroads named.
A note from Bro. J. F. Burton, accompanying the obituary of Bro. Perry Davis,
of Long Valley, California, states that he
and Bro. Eug-ene Holt were having a trip
in Santa Barbara and adjoining countries.
He reports prospects fair, good liberty,
etc.
Bro. T. J. Bird, Cooter, Pemiscott
county, Missouri, recentlv wrote that he
would like some of the Saints living near
him, in Missouri, to write to him. He is
not settled, and would like to locate near
a branch, or where there are some Saints.
He also desires that an elder should come
into that neighborhood and preach the
word. Bro. Bird obeyed the gospel in
Tennessee, where Bro. John Thomas baptized him. He rejoices in the truth, and
testifies that God's blessings have followed his obedience to it.
Bro. J arres Houston, wrote from Percy,
Illinois, (Randolph county), that he was
endeavoring to do the best he can, cot:sider-
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ing there are but three members there,
himself and two of his family, a son and
daug·hter. Bro. Houston thinks it would
be a good thing if a church meeting
house were built there; so it.mig·ht be, and
so it would be in other places, were the
Saints able and willing to do it.
Bro. C. A. Bishop, formerly of Independence, Jlvlissouri, now of Spokane Falls,
Washington, wrote the r rth inst. giving
an account of the rapid growth of that city
where he is engaged as a contractor. His
wife and sons are with him, and in company with some others of the Saints they
hope to make an opening for the work in
that new city, in which effort they anticipate the aid nf Brn. Anthony and Clapp.
Bro. John R. Evans wrote the 2 rst from
Malad, Idaho, saying he had just baptized
five at Elkhorn branch, and that he was
hopeful of the work in that part of Idaho.
Brn. H. C. Smith, J. Caffall, W. H.
Kelley, G. T. Griffiths, J. W. Gillen, A.
H. Smith, J. H. Lake, E. C. Briggs and
Joseph R. Lambert of the Twelve; G. A.
Blakeslee of the Bishopric; Columbus
Scott, A. J. Moore and I. N. Roberts of the
Seventy, and A. Haws of the Eldership,
also Bro. D. H. Proper, have arrived at
Lamoni, to attend the general conference.

EDITED BY SIS'.i'ER "FRANCES."
"The letter faiis, and
fall,
And every symbol wanes;
The- Spirit over-brooding all.
Eternal love remaills.',

ONE DAY AT A TIME.
One day at a time! That's all it can be;
No faster than that is the hardest fate;
And days have their limits, however we
Begin them too early and stretch them too late.
One day at a time I
It's a wholesome rhyme I
A good one to live by,
A day at a time!
One day at a time! Every heart that aches,
Knowing only too well how long they can seem,
But it's never to-day which the spirit breaksthe darkened future, without a gleam.

It's

One day at a time I When joy is at its heightSuch joy as the heart can never forgetAnd pulses are throbbing with wild delight,
How hard to remember that suns must set!
One a qay at a time I But a single day,
Whatever its load, whateviir its length;
And there's a bit of precious Scripture to say
That, according to each, shall he our strength!
One day at a time! 'Tis the whole of life;
All sorrow, all joy, are measured therein;
The bound of our purpose, our noblest strife,
'!'he one only countersign sure to win!
One dav at a time!
It's a wholesome rhyme I
A good one to live by,
~,
A day at a time!
-Helen Hunt Jackson.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS,

Sr. Mary A. Wilcox, Blakes Mills, Ohio, requests your faith and prayers in her behalf.
Sr. N, J. Thorp, of Osborne, Kansas,. requests
your prayers in behalf of her sister, M. Bergier
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whose limb and arm were broken by being
thrown from a buggy.
Bro. J. S. Roth, requests the pray<"rs of the
"Union" irl behalf of Bro Samuel Heide, of Fulton, Iowa. This young man is surrounded by
unbelievers and opposers, and has been sick since
December last.
Sister Agnes Edwards, of Indian Creek, Missouri, requests 'the prayers of the Union that
God may restore her to health.
Bro. ViTard Lea, of Florin, California, asks
your faith and prayers in his behalf, being led to
do so at the direction of the Spirit.

HOME Cor.tmN MISSIONARY FUND.

Mar.2r, Amounttod::.te .............. $2.553 96
Sr. M. Thrutchiey &children, Colorado ...... $ r 8 5
Sr. Pauline Ruby, Iowa. r oo
Sr. Caroline Hicly, Iowa. I oo
Prayer Union, Omaha,
Nebraska ............ 14 25
Sr. 0. J. Ames, Cal.....
75
Sr. S. E Gurwell, Kan .. I oo
Sr· Ticia Gurwe!l. Kan.
25
Sr. Fanna Gurwe11, Kan.
25
Sr. Ida Gurwell, Kan...
25
Sr. Helen Gurvvcil, Kan.
25
Bro. Joseph Granthan,
Michigan ........... .
Bro. John Stewart, Mich.
Sr. Sarah Stewart, Mich.
Sr. Sarah
Granthan,
Michigan .......... .
zr s5
Mar. 27, Amount received to date .... -~.')J~
IJ@lF'Scnd e.ll monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

~

yond the grave. Yes, we will feel it when our
~piJ·its are fled and our bodies in the dust.
Then
let us put away everything that is evil; all pride,
vanity of flesh, fear and doubts which hinder us
from adYancing in faith and truth, rising in purity and love, arming our.'f:l ves with the breastplate of righteousness. H we do this we shall
assurediy arrive where ot~r heavenly Father desires us to be, where he can shower blessings
without measure upon our heads, the Holy Spirit
be our constant companion, angels will guard
with jealous care our rugged pathway protecting
from assaults of the enemy that we shall not be
tempted above that which we are able to bear.
The life of a true Saint is more to be desired
than S'l!ver or gold.
Earthly honors have no
comparis•Jrl to being a valiant soldier in all the
habilirnenJ·s of the general marching fearlessly
onward unii.l it can be said, "I have fought the
good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept
the faith."
C. ACKERLY.
FoREST HILL, Kan., Maret 7th.
Dem' Sisters of the Home Colwmz:.-Allow me
to come in and chat with you a little. I have
often felt a desire to cast in my mite but try to
excuse myself by saying, "Too busy today" and
so from time to time put it ofr, but I am well
aware that it is not right to cast aside the promptings of the Spirit. Dear Sisters, there is a heavy
cloud resting over my lwu,ehold, and as I was
reading my Herald this afternoon something
seemed to say, -'Write to the sisters' Prayer
Union." I am the mother of seven children. My
oldest is a cripple. He is with me in the church.
My husband ls not but says he expects to be
when he has a favorable opportunity, which I
hope will come soon. I have not heard a sermon preached since Bro. A. H. Parsons was here
two years ago. He preached one sermon in our
old sod house. We never have Sunday-school
for our children to go to, so you see there is a
great responsibility resting on me. I ask you,
sisters, to pray for me and mine that we may get
out of this wicked place and that I may let my
light so shine that I may be the means of bringing all of my family into the church.
This is
my earnest desire.
Ever your sister in the one faith,
MoLLIE A. DrLLEE.

AM I A TRUE SAINT?
This is a question of great importance fo every
one who has entered into the new covenant and
should not be put aside. "Examine yourselves
whether ye be in the faith,"·is a wise saying uttered a great many years ago but is as needful
today as it was then; for we are mortal, liable to
err and stray from the truth which has been revealed for the salvation of the human fat;nily.
That precious faith taught by the Son, our Redeemer, exemplined in his !if~ and most beautifully portrayed in all his teachings. Faithful
and true are his words and will save to the uttermost those who believe and obey, walking in
meekness and lowliness of heart. A faith exhibiting that goodness, mercy and forbearance
which should characterize a true Saint and mark
February 24th.
him as a light shining in darkness, as salt having
Sisters of tlze Home Colmmz:--I have many
its saving properties and sowing seed that will
times felt impressed to write and become one of
bring forth fruit for the Master's garner. Listen
your number, and as many times put the thought
to these loving words of the Spirit's voice, "Corne
aside, fearing that some would misconstrue my
up higher!" Whosoever will may come, taste
motives in writing and think I was trying to put
and feel the blessings so marvelously bestowed
myself forward. At such times I have felt that
upon the willing and obedient, whose hearts are
I was leaving undone a plain duty. Can it be
that I have been quenching the Spirit. I fear
contrite, walking in the paths of peace.
For
such there is no danger. "l will never leave
that I have, for the words have be·en given me to
thee nor forsake thee." No, never! The nearest
write many times, but this fear has hindered me.
earthly friends may prove false, trials and tempBut if all would stand back where would be our
tations may encompass you, but in my ·arms I
beloved Home Column and Autumn Leaves?
will bear you up inasmuch as you put your whole
Dear sisters, I do love this latter day work and
trust ln me and remember my commandments
!t is my greatest pleasure to read, think and talk
of it, although I am a poor bungling talker, for.
not only to say but to do them.
Have I done
my lips refuse to speak the dictates of my heart;
this? Have I thus far kept the faith? Has my
but I can not resist the inclination to speak in its
heilrt been set upon things above which will
bring joy forever more, or upon the sordid pleas- · defence whenever opportunity offers,
ures of earth that -,vlll canker and ruin the soul?
I look upon the Home Column as being one of
the helps spoken of in the. gospel plan. I believe
something more to be dreaded than the poison
it is the means of doing much good. It gives
of a serpent, because it will leave its sting be-
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the humblest of us a chance to cast in our mite,
and so encourage and cheer each other. I have
many times when weary and troubled found·
comfort in reading the sisters letters, and my
heart has been made to rejoice that I, one of the
weakest of God's children, have been brought
out of darkness into His marvelous light. Praised
be his holy name forever!
My family are all in the church with me and I
watch over my children with jealous care lest
the tempter ensnare them into the hurtful pleasures of this life. I wish to feed. their youthful
mlnds on the very best and richest food the
country affords and in order to do this I must
have Autumn Leaves. I know this is the true
Church of Christ, and I hope that w~en the
separation spoken of by the Spirit (through a sister some time ago) takes place that I may not be
separated from my friends, but that every one
may be found worthy to go forth to meet our
blessed Redeemer when he comes to make up his
jewels.
Your sister in the hope of eternal life,
E. Low.
CouNCIL BLUFFS, Ia., Mar. roth.
the Home Columu:- While reading
the letlers of the Home Column I have often
felt encouraged and had my faith strengthened
and have felt impressed at times to cast in my
mite with the rest, but thinkmg I could write
nothing to interest or edify even the least of you,
I have neglected to do so from time to time.
But to· night I feel that if I, being one of the
weakest, can lend encouragement or add new
strength to one of the weakest ones, I will feel
repaid for my effort.
I can say I am thankful for a knowledge of
this work-the gospel in its fulness. I feel perfectly assured that it is the only true way, the
only straight path that leads to life eternal. I
have never yet regretted the step taken in this
path and trust with God's help to press on to the
journey's end. But I know I am not making the
progress I should, for amid the trials of life, the
temptations of Satan and the battle with my own
evil nature, I find it a constant struggle to try to
keep my feet in this straight path and sometimes
fear that I shall fall by the wayside. Yet when
I realize that we must all meet with temptations
and trials and that only those who "bear the
cross" will "wear the crown," I feel encouraged
and the cheering words come to me:

Sisters

o/

"Come let us anew~
Onr journey pursue.,

And I feel a new desire and determination to
press on. We all know that one evil or temptation overcome and one duty performed makes
the next easier, for we have more strength and
· courage to meet them. And the more we put
our trust in our Heavenly Father and look to
Him for help in tim~ of need the more our· faith
is strengthened and the nearer to Him we feel.
This has been my experience and it is often a
comfort to me to feel that there is One ever ready
tr> aBk and answer prayer, if we are only willing
to ae.k in faith. And I can thankftt!ly say that I
have been blesst>d in time past and we know that
we will receive greater blessings if we seek the
Lord in prayer and so live as to be worthy of the
sarne.

I sometimes think we who are mothers have
the greatE'st battle to fight in trying to live as a
saint should. For who has the numerous cares

duties, anxieties and daily heart-aches which a
mother has to bear?
These with the responsibility she feels in li:ving
right before her children, knowing that she is
moulding the characters of future men and women, tend to make a mother's life one of constant
care. Yet it should be and is to many an incentive to strive harder to overcome evil and make
our lives an example in every respect worthy of
imitation. It is said, "As the twig is bent the
tree wili grow." How full of truth and meaning
this is! T, like many others, realize the wisdom
and patience a mother should and must have if
she would lead her children in the right path.
But do we live up to our knowledge? I for one
must admit that I do not.
Yes, Patience! I always think of the patient
mother with a feeling akin to envy; and think
to my sorrow how small a portion I have of this
blessed and essential characteristic. For it is
certainly essential to the happiness of a mother
. and her wayward, wilful child. But lam daily
s'riving to cultivate more ot this blessed trait and
trust wilh my Heavenly Father's help my efforts
will not be in vain.
But mothers are not the only ones who need
to be patient. It is necessary to each one in all
the walks and avocations of life, wherever we
are and whatever be our daily task or duty the
effort to be patient, forbearing and enduring will
ev~r repay us.
This we all know, partly, from
experience and partly perhaps from observation.
And how often we "make a mountain of a molehill," when a little timely patience would right
the most serious wrong. It is indeed well said
that "patience and time runs through the roughest dav." That we as mothers may be blessed
with more wisdom and patience, let us pray in
faith. For we know the prayers of the faithful
availeth much.
My earnest desire is that I may live nearer to
Him day by day and be worthy to be numbered
among his chosen few, in the great day to come.
Yours in hope,
ANNIE L. STUART.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 5th.
Dear Sisters :-As l am a mother I can safely
consider myself one of your number. I feel an
interest in all your efforts, and it is a pleasure to
me 'o have the privilege of reading letters from
so many sisters. The Home Column is a telephone, to which the sisters may have free access,
by the use of which we may become acquainted
with many who otherwise we would not know
were in existence. I have read letters often when
before I had got to the end it seemed to me I had
been acquainted with the writer for years, and
would anxiously look for another letter as coming from an old friend.
And indeed are we not old friends? We have
always been friends. We have been wandering
hither and thither, drifting with the tide, because
we knew not what else to do. But we were only
waiting, though we knew it not, for the sound of
the Master's voice, saying, "Come, repent and be
baptized for the remission of sins, and you shall
receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." Ah, the
Holy Ghost! That was the grand and glorious
promise that caused us to cease our wanderings
and prepare to obey the call. It was only the
Holy Spirit that was n•'eded to help us become
acquainted with each .other, and know that we

are friends indeed. Every person who has obeyed
the gospel with a sincere desire to become a true
follower of Christ, has received a testimony of
the truthfulness of the work. But all do not receive it al!ke. I have never received any miraculous manifestations of the Spirit, but there is
something which I can not describe that makes
me know for myself that it is true. It is a strong;
commanding evidence that is fixed in my soul
and can not be removed. Perhaps you will call
it faith. I do not know; but this I do know: I
would not exchange it for any thing I ever saw
or heard of connected with this world. My mind
Is not troubled concerning this world's pleasures
or comforts, only so far as it is necessary to prepare myself and those with whom I am associated
for the sweet bye and bye.
I desire to ask all those who feel they have a
moment to sp'lre in my behalf, to allow my name·
to be remembered in their prayers.
And that
we may all remember the command to pray for
one another.
"Like David of old, let us pray night and day,
And re.memb,ring our Master,s behest,
Let our lights brightly shine, showing others the way,
That they may be happy and blest."

Praying that we may all have strength to endure, wisdom and faith to be true to our God,
ourselves, our brothers and sisters, and our neighbors; that the path in which we walk shall be so
clean and pure that none shall be afraid to follow
ln our foot steps. I am your sister in Christ,
MRS. T. w. CHATBURN.

Dear Si.<ters:-;:I am one of the scattered ones.
My husband is a man that does not oppose the
church but does not belong to it. It is my earnest prayer that he will yet see the truth and
obey it. Some of my family are very much opposed to the idea that Joseph Smith was a prophet, but say if that was left out they should like
to hear the elders preach.
I was fully convinced that the doctrine was
true doctrint of Christ sometime before I obeyed,
and I am not sure I should have obeyed even
then had not my Father's chastening rod fallen
on me in taking from me my loving mother.
Oh! how deeply the arrow of death pierces!
none can know until it has pierced their own
heart-when it takes a mother. Precious name,
next to the three in whose names we are baptized
is the name of mother. I wonder If my children
will miss me as I miss my dear, dear mother!
I would say to you all, both old and young, do
dot neglect your mother; if she is where you can
minister to her wants do not neglect so to do. If
absent write to her oft(>n and let her know that
you remember all her loving care. And do not
forget the old of the flock of God, the fathers
and mothers in Zion.
SISTER }ENE.
DrMONDALE, Mich., March 4th.

Dear Sisters:- Your letters have been very
interesting and instructive to me ever since the
Home Column was first started, and I feel that I
owe you my thoughts. I have often thought of
writing, but have refrained, thinking that others
can do so murh better. Other excuses have
come to my mind but I find God is not pleased
with this way of serving him, and if we say we
are willing to buckle on the whole armor we
must do the little things required of us.
Recently I have been staying with Sr. Wheeler, of Lansing, who was sick with consumption,
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and although her faith was not strong to be
healed yet her faith in the .gospel was firm to the
end and she died very peacefully. As I waited
on her day and night for nearly a week with
kind relatives_;and .friends, and saw her bear
suffering so patiently, I thought those of us who
have our health might learn a lesson and bear
our Jittie trials more readily.
At times while I was there the words seemed
to ring in my ears, "Rejoice in God," and then I
thought of what is written, "It is better to go to
the house of mourning than to go to the house
of feasting," and also by the sadness of the coun·
tenance the heart better, and yet through all this
we may have a deep inward "rejoicing with joy
unspeakable and full of glory" receiving the object of our faith, even the salvation of our souls.
And who has more cause for rejoicing than Lat
ter Day Saints? They have the very best there
!s of religion and such promises as this: "He
that overcometh shall inherit all thing.s." Dear
sisters, let us cherish these precious promises in
our hearts more fully that they may be verified
to us. Please remember the three little motherless girls in your prayers, and that their grandma
may have grace and patience required to bring
them up.
Your sister,
:L. KELLEY;
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr:~ H. Flinn, of Clarksdale, Missouri, writes
expressing the satisfaction she felt when the
news first reached her of the Reorganization and
she was asked to subscrible for the "Little Herald." Her love for the' latter day work is h1creasing and she promises herself to labor more
faithfully for it in the future.
Sr. E. C. Ridley, St. Thomas, Ontario, writes
expressing her gratitude to God for his mercy in
hearing her prayers, as well as the prayers of the
Union in her behalf, and also in behalf of her
son who is now restored to almost perfect health.
She also bears a strong testimony to the truth of
the Book o! Mormon, which testimony was
given by the Holy Spirit. She has a strong de·
sire to prove faithful to the end of the race.
Sr. Elizabeth· Beemer, Fremont, Nebraska,
writes expressing her great sympathy for Sr.
Helen Smith, and all the afflicted Saints. She
also expresses an earnest determination to persevere to the end, though •like many others her
pathway is beset with trials and temptations.
Sr. Mary Anway, of Dickens, Nebraska, writes
desiring to tell the sisters 0£ the Prayer Union,
whose faith and prayers she asked in behalf of
her son Frank, that he is now entirely well,
though at the time she wrote the Doctor said he
could not be healed. She also writes to express
her thanks to the Saints of the North Platte
branch for their kindness to herself and husband
while they were with them.
Sr. Ardelia M. Clark, West Dighton, Massachusetts, writes bearing her testimony to the
truth of the work and expressing the comfort
she finds in the . gospel, notwit'-lstanding her
pathway in life is filled with trials and disappointments. She earnestly desires and prays
that an elder may come to that part of the vineyard and will do all in her power to make them
comfortable. She asks an interest in the prayers
of th~ Saints.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
Mrs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Francisco._ Cal.

HERALD.

~ No Credit for moneys receiVed on snbscription wm
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been macle, exm
cept in case of pcTsont5 desiring a change in P.O. address.

A TRIBUTE
BY SR. ABBIE AUGUSTA HOR'fON.

Saint of the Latter Days! 0, let my mnse take wing,
And of thy name some gift of worth
In honor, humbly bring.
Man's benefactor true I his gentle, minist'ring friend I
Now let thy presence, good and kind,
Its warmth and soothing lend.
Forget the weary steps, the heart aches and the strife,
And paint for me the brighter scenes
In thy short pilgrim life
How blest to thee the hours, ere ri.ging of the sun,
When hearts find strength, through influence sweet,
For tasks of day begnn,.
God's spirit eomforts, cheers; brings calm snreease
of pain,
And gifts from realms of love and light
Thy spirit to sustain.
Its teachings day by day thou heedest from above,
And niches in a life of care
Adorn'st with deeds of love
The virtues, higher aims, of all His children here
Thon no test well; and pleasing, chaste,
Do all thy ways appear.
True witness of Christ's power through life in Him
divine,
And through the Word of God revealed;
It is, He said, "Not mine."
0, holy mission His! to heal, to seek andsave;
E'en to awake with tongue of fire
Immortals from the grave I
New life thou dost infuse, 0, minister of light;
Thy sacred and prophetic gifts
'l"o Jesus do invite.
By faith thou seest fair earth, like Eden's garden,
bloom;
And cities of His heavenly land
"When Salem's King shall eome."

GILMAN, Wash., March 14th.
Editors Herald:--I feel it a duty resting upon
me to write a few lines to that excellent paper,
the Herald, for it gives me much sireng1h when
I read the letters and testimonies of my brothers
and sisters in the gospel. I feel when I come to
give what little I know about the gospel that I
am not able to say but little, yet can say the
work'is true; for I have seen the power of God
made man~fest many times since I have obeyed,
and it is good to know this. I have received
many testimonies of this work to prove to me
that it is the work of God, and I will give one.
A few months ago my wife was very. sick. She
asked me to pray for her, and I did so; and she
fell asleep before I got through and was healed
instantly. This i~ one of the grand testimonies
that a man can have.
A few months ago I was sick ID) self with the
influenza. I put my trust in God and called on
his name in faith and I was healed; but I felt
very weak, and when I was about to go to work
a day or so before I had a most b.eautiful vision
about a brother that was baptized a few days before by Bro. J. Davis. This waR the vision: I
thought all the Saints were at the river to see
him baptized, and it was night. I saw the
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heavens opened and the glory of God shone on
us all and I saw it rest upon him that was baptized more than the rest, and I heard a voice
from heaven saying, "He is accepted of me."
This wa,; a glorious sight to me, and this is what
gives me strength to go on Nith the work.
Bro. J. Davis has baptized four here. There
is one that has not been confirmed yet, for we
have no elder here, and I think there will be
more come in before long. I would like to see
an elder appointed to this state that we can have
a branch here with an elder in it. We have a
branch here, all good Saints, striving in the good
work of our Master. We have organized a
Sunday-school and quite a number turn out.
Bro. John Davis preaches here and has quite a
large turnout.
I hope and trust I will hold on to the rod of
iron, for "Whosoeve~ tran>gresseth and abideth
not in the doctrine of Christ hath not God; he
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ he hath
both the Father and the Son." This I know of
a truth that, "Thou art the only true and living
God and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent," and
"Whosoever will do the 'Will of the Father shall
know of the doctrine, whether I speak of myself
or him that sent me." These are the testimonies
I have received since I have obeyed the gospel.
Your brother,
WM. WILLETTS.
CARSONVILLE, Mich., March 19th.
Editors Herald:-The good work goes on in
this part of the Lord's vineyard, two having
been baptized of late. Bro. R. Davis is holding
a series of meetings here; house full every night
and good interest manifested.
ELIJAH HINDS.
MENLO, Kansas, March 21st.
Editors Herald:-We are doing a little out
here to help the work along. At Asherville
where I have been living until recently, Brn. G.
Chute and C. R. Duncan stopped at our place in
November and labored. Three were baptized
near Asherville at that time, and later Bro. Chute
held a series of meetings in Ashervilie.
In January Brn. C. R. Duncan and G. W.
Beebe preached a few discourses, also laboring
in other parts of the county; and in February
Bro. Duncan and myself held another series of
meetings near Asherville, and the day Bro. Duncan and I left, one lady came to our house for
baptism, and now there are two waiting. We
expect Bro. Chute will stop and baptize them on
his way to conference. So you see we gave the
l enemy not much rest in Mitchell county this
. winter. There are many -good people in that vicinity, and we think in time there will be a good
branch there. Meetings were always well at1
i tended.
We left Bro. Duncan in Clay county, March
3d, and came here to work. This is a fine looking country and there seems to he a good class
of people here, and while we are working for
the bread that perisheth we are going to try in
our weakness to give this people the bread of
life. We have an appointment out and prospects
for a good congregation. So far as we can learn
there has been no preaching in this place.
If any elders pass this way we would be glad
to have them stop and preach to th~ people.
EARL D. BAlLEY.
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ANNEX P. 0., Va., March 21.
Editors Herald:- While I have been a member of the church for well nigh sixteen years I
feel fo have no cause for regret for so being, only
that r hai·e done so little for the advancement of
this great !after day work in which the Reorganized Church is engaged. One thing, however, I
will mention is that, through my instrumentality
our church has been honored by the court of our
·county in that I have been placed upon equal
footing before the law with the ministers of
other denominations in that I have been recognized as being dtrly qualified to celebrate the rite
of marriage, thereby putting us in shape to do
our own wbrk in officiating in that legal ordinance without having to call on outsiders for help.
I am pleased to state that yesterday, the 2oth,
I had the pleasure of joining in marriage,. according to the rites and ceremonies of the Reorganized Church, at the residence of Bro. Isaac Coffman Bro. James Moler, of Ohio, and Sr. Abagail,
daughter of Bro. Samuel \Vine, of Augusta
county, Virginia.
In bonds,
0. E. CLEVELAND.

Bro. E. McGurk, from Victoria is. with me and ' tered to the sick several times with good results.
expects to travel for two months, and I trust we
I lC(ft several more believing who, with the Saints,
shall improve our time in the cause. We visited
desire my return to Flagler and vicinity.
the Saints, and my heart was gladdened to beI also attended our district conference and
hold many smiling faces that I had not seen
preached once, making in a'll eighty public disfor eighteen months. We all rejoiced in the
courses preached while on the six months, misgoodness-of the Lord toward us, and in the
sion. I have baptized thirteen in all, confirmed
prospects of the future.
seventeen and blessed sixteen children, adminisOur conference will convene February 15th
tered to the sick times not kept an account of;
and r6th. We all hope for a profitable time.
but with good results.
Your brother in Christ,
I have mostly been alone on said mission.
C. A. BuTTERwORTH.
Bro. Charles H. Jones was with me a few days
as I stated in my last letter, and on the evening
of
Decemer 27th, Bro. W. T. Bozarth preached
HuTCHINSON, Col., March 2oth.
in Oren school-house near my brother Benjamin's
Editors Herald:-I have just returned from the
and at Grove Hill Sunday 29th he preached
city of Denver where I have been to answer the
twice and staid a few days until January 6th. I
Macedonian cry, "Corne over and help us." Last
did
a good' deal of fire-side preaching and inSunday I attended three meetings, two preachstructing the Saints in the temporal law or law
ing and one prayer meeting, and had an excelof tithing, as I thought wisdom demanded; so
lent time with the few Saints in, that place numthat some of them made a beginning and sent by
bering 20 or 22 members. Thank the Lord they
me to Bro. Dancer $II.so. I also brought in
are all Jiving in peace and harmony, just as Latter
$23 50 of book and Herald money.
Day Saints ought to live. It is a pleasure to
Yours in the one faith,
meet with such Saints as those. They have rentJOHN SHIPPY.
ed a hail for which they have to pay twelve dol-

NoRTH FoRSTER, N. S. W., Feb. 9th.
Editors Hevald:-It has been some time since
I penned a line for your columns; but thinking
that perhaps some would like to hear from this
part of the world, I wiil give a short sketch of
what has transpired since I last wrote.
Although there has not been a grand ingathering, as w,~ are often anticipating, yet I
think some good has been done wherever our
footsteps have been guided.
I have baptized
two since last writing, and a warm feeling seems
to be extended towards the work wherever we
have had a fair hearing.
At two places where I have spoken the people
before hearing thought we ought to be driven
out of the country; but now they are as kindhearted and friend] y as could be desired; and
when leaving them I received a hearty invitation
to return, and the same was extended to any of
our ministers who tylight call that way, with the
promisP that it would cost them nothing while
there; and I am sure if they are cared for as I
was they will want to go there again.
No doubt Bro. Wight has come across many
such in his travels, and I hope in following his
path through this part of the country I may be
the means of watering some of the seed strewn
by him during the past year.
I started from Victoria February rst for New
South Wales, a distance of seven hundred miles,
leaving Bro, Wight in that part; but with a
bright hope of seeing him again in about a year.
I suppose the Saints at home thought that, seeing the elders go two and two, we would most
always be together; but I think I can safely say
that Bro. Wight has not heard me attempt to
preach above a dozen times in Australia, but I
do not feel sorry for that in the least. I
believe we both understood we were on the
Lord's errand, and we understand that by his aid
and assistance we would prosecute his work as
far and wide as we could while our few short
years lasted in this mission. I have found the
Lord a present help, especially when attempting
to deliver his word to the world; but sometimes
he lets me try my own strength before the
Saints, and it is not very long before I look for a
chair and let another try.

lars per month, but their united effort and with
the aid of the sisters the rent comes along all
right in good time. I am happy to say that the
prospects for the spread of the work look brighter now than for some time in Colorado. I believe
the work will now go ahead in Denver. The
sisters of the Prayer Union are going to buy tracts
and some of the brethren are going to distribute
them around the town. This is a good move in
the right direction.
There has been much prejudice against us in
Colorado, on account of the Utah Mormons; but
I believe it is giving way, and now the people
begin to call on me to come over and preach for
them, I have now three calls, and the school
houses are open to us. I shall answer these calls
as soon as possible and all others that may come.
JAMES KEMP.
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. r7th.
Editors Herald:- Having been sent out by
yourself and the missionary in charge of Iowa, I
desire' to make a brief statement of my ministerial labors for the last six months ending March
3d, at which time I returned home.
Since I last wrote from Grove Hill, Iowa, I
have made two new openings in Fayette county,
Iowa, where never before an elder of our society
had preached. I had g-ood liberty and fair congregation at the Sales school-house three miles
east of Oelwein. I was much attrocted by the
honest appearance and good attention of the people, and believe that good will be the result of the
preaching there, and if I am returned to that
field I intend to go there again. I also went to
Sumner, a railroad station where an opening can
be had, as Bro. and Sr. Tiedt, whom I baptized at
Grove Hill, live, and will make any elder welcome who may call on them. Their faith in the
latter day work was much confirmed by the
benefit resulting from my administering to their
little cripple boy shortly after their baptism.
The day before I left Fayette county I baptized
one more and left many more believing, who
will doubtless obey if that mission is properly
cared for, On my way home I stopped at the
Flagler branch one week and preached seven
times and blessed several children and adminis-

LEE, Ky,, March 17th.
Editors Herald:-I came over here with Bro.
V. D. Baggerly last January. We held four
meetings and I have been traveling through this
country since, and have found so many good
people without the gospel of God's dear son that
I concluded to send to you for some tracts.
There are in this (Butler) county about· sixty
~righarnites.
Will you please sepd me some
tracts against polygamy? I am certain I can do
a great deal of good with them. I am striving
in my weakness to show some the light of the
gospel.
Your brother,
CHARLES BARMORE.
769, Purchase St., NEW BEDFORD,
Mass., March 19th.
Editors Herald:- To-day we are having the
worst snow storm of the season.
By instruction of Bro. W. H. Kelley, the 8th
of March found the writer and Bro. Sheehy at
Brooklyn, New York, with the Saints at conference. The business session passed pleasantly,
evincing an effort on the part of the brethren to
do what they could for the Master's kingdom.
The Sabbath was a lovely day, and the duties
began with a full house.
By request we spoke upon the financial part of
t!.e gospel, explaining it by a blackboard exercise,
which, if we judge by the promises to pay, was
understood by some, the Lord having opened
both mind and pocket. In the afternoon the
young man baptized by Bro. John C: Hoxie, at
Albany, was confirmed, and bids fair by careful
training to be useful to his fellow men. Sacrament and testimonies fel!owed, and an early adjourn men had to be made for the purpose of baptizing four who resolved to put on Christ, one of
whom was the wife of Elder Burnham of Connecticutt.
At the evening service confirmation took place
after which Bro. Sheehy gave an instructive discourse on "Eternal life," which was very edifying. On Monday evening it again fell to the lot
of the writer to speak npon the "Better way."
We were pleased to make the acquaintance of
Bro. George Potts .who was elected district
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president, and Bro. A. Cameron who was recommended for Bishop's agent, both by a unanimous
vote. There are many earnest workers among
them, whose names may slip from memory, but
their kindly acts will live long in the missionary's experience.
They seem to be a noble band of Saints, and
are expecting the coming summer, to build a
chapel of their own, a piece of laNl having already been secured for the purpose.
We met for the first time Bro. Easton, of
Canada, and Bro. Stephen Stone and wife, Brn.
Baty, Truman, Box, and others, and parted from
them with the expressed desire to come again.
Our stay was short, other duties rrquiring our
presence elsewhere.
This is our first visit to Brooklyn since r86,h
when we came through there on our return from
the war, before we ever heard the latter day message, and the living, surging mass of humanity,
push on through life, as though ali the needful
happiness was in the dty. A close observer will
discover there, if he looks into the methods of
business and manner of living that the doctrine
of the "survival of the fittest" is being fought,
and must result in the defeat of the weakest. Extreme wealth on one side, extreme poverty the
other. When will the sons of earth learn the
happy mean revealed in the gospel?
Yours in bonds,
Jor-IN SMITH.

THOMAS FORK, Idaho, Mar. 7th.
Editors Herald:-Some of your readers know
by experience that.this is a hard mission to labor
in successfully, from the fact that in no other
place in the world do the elders have to labor under such disadvantages as they do here. For not
only do we have to contend against the same
evils which exist in other missions, but we have
our brethren of the Utah church to contend with,
even those who have been deceived by Satan and
his emissarie~.
Some may object to the word brethren as I
have used it in writing to you, but to such I
would say, Be very careful how you object, for a
large majority of the members of the Mormon
Church are honestly deceived, and are striving
to serve God in living by every word (as they
understand it) that proceeds from the mouth of
God. Indeed, they are making more sacrifice
for their religion than many of our members
would be willing to make, much as we Jove the
cause we have espoused. I want it understood
that I for one love the Mormon people, and am
willing to spend my time and my talent in trying to lead them: back to the old paths, which
paths lead to everlasting joy and peace.
Some may say that Elder Layland is a Mm·mon sympathizer, and is liable to injure the cause
of Christ by writing and teaching as he does, and
that the world might infer from his letter that we
of the Reorganization and the Utah Church are
one and the same. To such I would say, Have
no fears on that score, for those who know me,
know full well that I am an uncompromising
foe to all unrighteousness, talse doctrines of all
kinds included. Harsh words and unkind thrusts
such as some have used in the past against the
Utah Church, have done more harm than many
are aware of, and have been one of the main
causes of the people closing their houses of worship against our elders.

ERALD.

I write thus because I know whereof I write,
even frorn experience and not from hearsay; for
in the fall of r887 Bro. R. J. Anthony called on
me while I was living- at Montpelier, and I being
acquainted with the Bishop at Montpelier, called
on him for the purpose of securing their place of
worship for Bro. Anthony to preach in. He refused me the house for the reason that he had
instruction from headquarters not to let the Josephites have any of their houses to preach in.
"When I asked him why such orders had been
given, he said it was because ofwords of ahuse
being used by the elders of the Reorganization,
and to prove what he said he told. me that if I
wanted preach in the house I could have it for
m_1 sdf, saying that he knew me and that I would
not abuse his people; and he would take the responsibility on himself of letting me have the
house. So you see it is absolutely necessary for
us to he careful of the words we Bse in speaking
or writing' of others.
The work in this part of the mission, so far as
preaching is concerned, is not very great, for
with so few available elders for so large a mission, the greatest part must of necessity be neglected. Up to last fall I was the only elder living in the Bear Lake country, and having quite
a large lamily to support and being poor, I was
obliged to devote nearly all my time to manual
labor in order to support my family.
H_ave
done but little preaching during- the last two
years, but have done plenty of :fire-side preaching and have tried to live upright and just in the
sight of God and man.
Elder Hyrum Grimmett moved into the Bear
Lake countey last fall and with the addition of
his family to the Saints already living here, there
was a sufficient number to form a brapch; so
with the consent and advice of Bro. R. J. An·
thony, we organized a branch of the church with
eleven members, at Dingle Dell, Idaho, tn be
known as the Dingle Dell branch. Two more
have lately been added by letter.
With the opening of the new year I have
been enabled to do more for the cause. Although I have done but little speaking I have
improved the time whenever I had the opportunity of speaking to the geople in their homes
while visiting from house to house, which resulted in the addition of two; for on the r6th day of
February I had the pleasure of baptizing Brn.
Joseph Jennings and Jephthah Spurlock, both of
Thomas Fork, Idaho, who if they unite with our
branch will give us a membership of fifteen. I
have just got home from a two weeks preaching
tour.
First went to Cokeville, Wyoming, but
did not preach but one sermon, and that to a
small congregation; gave out an appointment for
night but no one came. The cause of so small a
turn out was no doubt owing to the cold, stormy
weather and so much sickness among the people.
From there I went to Dingle Dell; but as I was
traveling on foot I was several days getting there,
and wherever I stopped over night I im'ariably
engaged the good people in conversation telling
them of the goodness of God, and teaching them
the great plan of life and salvation. Visited and
taught ten families, composed of Mormons and
Gentiles, and some of the Reorganization. Met
with the Dingle Dell branch and tried to encourage the Saints by giving such advice and in,;truction as wisdom dictated. I intended to preach a
few times at Montpelier before returning 4 home
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but circumstances over .which I had no control
hindered me.
As soon as I am at liberty will
try to tell the gospel story to the good people of
Montpelier. Dear Saints, I need rour l~rayers,
even the prayers of all who are tryk~g to ~erve
the blessed MaBter. Please remember me to God
that I may be kept from sinning, and that I may
have the spirit of my office and calling.
A. J. LAYLAND.
THURMAN, Iowa, March 24th.
Editors Herald:-Yesterday closed my labors
for the present year in this district. I leave tomorrow for home, to spend a few days with loved ones before going to the General Conference.
I was severely [1ffiictt'd week before last with
La Grippe. I never suffered more in my life in
the same length of time, but God heard the prayers of his servants and saints in my behalf, and
released me from pain and restored me to health;
thank his holy name.
Our work in the district is onward as manifested by the works of the Saints during the last
year. We never had a better conference than
the one held at Shenandoah, February 22d and
23d, and the spirit of the work still lives with the
Saints. Those of Farm Creek have made arrangements to build a church this summer. "By
their fruits ye shali know them."
May God bless the Saints in this district trat
thev may hold on and endure to the end and obtain the crown over the king-dom.
H. KEMP.
0ENAVILLE, Texas, March 17th.
Editors Herald:- As I think of the glorious
times that we have had in Bell county, and the
extent to which the Lord blessed us when I first
knew the Elmwood branch, and then view the
condition of the branch as it now is, it makes me
feel so bad that I can hardly keep from weeping.
Brn. Bays, Smith, Roberts and others have spent
many anxious hours in this part of the world,
and gathered many good souls into the kingdom
of the Master; but at present a dark mist overshadows the great work that they have done, or
so it seems to me.
Texas is a la:-ge state, anrl with only two elders,
that I know of, actively in the field-Brn. E. W.
Nunley and J. A. Currie Jr. The latter 1 have
not seen for about three years, the former we see
from once to twice a year. Bro. S. W. Simmons,
a vigorous worker, has moved to the northern
part of the state about three hundred miles distant.
Bro. Elihu Bates is our presiding elder
now. He has made a few efforts to preach, and
I think he did well enough for a new beginner.
The Saints seem to have grown cold and negligent, and I have at least and the rest look cold
to me.
Now Saints, (in all the world), I hate this, but
I can not help it, at present at any .rate. Now I
have thought and still think that my coldness
has happened partly because I have never paid
my tithing. I do not know what the rest think
but it has· seemed so ever since I have been in the
church that when I gathered my crops I had
nothing to pay with, or it looked so to me. I am
just superstitious enough to think that Satan had
something to do with such thoughts, and I hope
when I gsther the next crop I will be able by the
help of the Lord to set aside such. suggestions as
that.
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We have nq missionary in charge of our South·
western mission. That may be a draw back to
us, but I don't believe we are worthy of one.
There are many good people here who want to
hear the gospel, notwithstand~ng the fact that
the work is so morbid. I hope for better times
here.
The Herald is a grand source of light and comfort.
May the Lord continue to bless it in its
mission, together with all the Saints.
Yours for truth,
F. M. PARSONS.
BELLAIR, Ill., March 16th.
Editors Herald:-We have been having quite
a lively time here for the last two weeks. There
was a discusoion gotten up by Bro. Hilliard and
the Rev. Hill of the Disciples' Church; but before the time to begin arrived we were informed
that the Rev. Clark Braden would be here to
represent their side of the question; consequently Bro. Hilliard sent for Bro. E. L. Kelley, of
Kirtland, Ohio, and we had another Braden and
Kelley debate, which closed last Thursday with
a glorious victory for t 1 ·-e truth, for which we
feel thankfui to our Heavenly Father.
I think the discussion will prove to be a great
blessing to the work here. There has been
lPlaces opened up for the preaching of the word
that heretofore were closed against us. Bro.
Kelley left on Friday last for St. Louis, where
he will remain a few days, then on to Lee's
Summit, where he is to again enter into the
warfare. I hope and pray that God will still
continue to bless him as he did here, and cause
the strong towersof Babylon to fall before him.
We have a small branch organized here, the
members of which are united and have God's
Holy Spirit with them in their te;;timony meetings.
In hope,

0. S. GooDIN.

{tnmmunhtafinus.
ARTicLEs under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

THE SABBATH QUESTION.

EEITORS HERALD :--Having been attacked on what I wrote in Herald for December 28th 1889, on the above question I
shall review the brother's article as found
in Herald for February Ist, 1890, p. 76.
The brother uses some quite harsh expressions against those who are so unfortunate
as not to see as he does.
He seems to
think that the brother who wrote "Meditation" and myself are "extending aid and
comfort to the enemy," and that those who
do not see things as he doe~ it is "because
of unbelief in, dissatisfaction and rebellion
against the former commandments;" and
that they desire to "change God's law;"
and even thinks that "the brother's doctrine was like Brighamism in some re~pects."

Now, my brother, did it never occur to
your mind that it is possible for men to
differ from you on this question and yet
not be rebellious against God's "former
commandments," nor claim the right to
"change God's law," nor yet their doctrine
be like "Brighamism," but that they may
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be just as honest 1 faithful and willing to
respect and obey God 1s law as you are?
It is not the "former commandments" that
. those who differ from you are finding fault
with; but it is your conclusion as to what
they mean that they are objecting to.
Men in riding a hobby sometimes become so enthusiastic that they can ~;ee but
one side of a question; their vision becomes distorted and they are apt to mis•
construe the motives of those who cah not
see as they claim to see,
We shall endeavor to show you before
we get through with this question that
you have left "the bars down," and that
the "enemy" (those who advocate the
seventh day as the true Sabbath) will come
in and present some arguments for your
consideration.
In Sec. 29: 2, Doctrine and Covenants,
the Lord informs the church that he desires them to observe a certain day of rest,
a day of prayer to offer up their sacraments,
etc., etc.; describing- the day as "my holy
day" and "the Lord's day." InSec.68:4,
he says': "And the inhabitants of Zion
shall observe the Sabbath day to keep it
holy."
The brother in making quotations from
Doctrine and Covenants encloses in brackets the words "Sunday" and "the first day,"
thus making them convey the idea that
the Lord had absolutely declared that
"Sunday" or "the first day" of the week
was the day appointed of God as the rest
day, or Sabbath for the church. But no
where in the Doctrine and Covenants does
the Lord use any such words as "Sunday,"
or "the first day" of the week, w ben revealing his will on the subjeCt; the phrase
"the Lord's day" being the only one that
could with the least show of propriety be
construed to only mean "Sunday" or "the
first day" of the week.
The term "Lord's day," is only found
once in the New Testament, (Rev. I: w).
And Dr. Wm. Smith says that there are
differences of opinion as to what day it has
reference to. The fact then that the revelation of 18H7 says "the first day of the
week" is "commonly called the Lord's day"
does not necessarily prove that the term
"Lord's day" always means "the first day
of the week," any more than the fact that
because pouring or sprinkling are commonly called baptism proves that baptism
always means pouring-, or sprinkling. Upon the other hand, there is unquestioned
Bible authority that tbe term "Sabbath,"
when used to· designate the weekly rest
day, has reference to the seventh day of
the week. And in Isaiah 58: 13, the Lord
in speaking- of the Sabbath (undoubtedly
meaning- the seventh day) calls it "my
holy day;" which is precisely the same
term used in the Doctrine and Covenants
to designate the rest day, or Sabbath for
the church to observe. So it will be seen
that the "enemy" have two Biblical terms
which can not be gainsayed sustaining their
position, ag-ainRt one of questionable Biblical authority to sustain the brother's
position.
The question, What day does the Lord
mean for us to keep? is the one for future
revelation, or quorum assemblies to decide;

and not as the brother asserts, whether the
revelations of August and November,
r83 I, were of God, or man. And we venture the assertion that if this question goes
into quorum investigation that it will be
found that the revelation of 1887 will be
taken up as being not entirdy destitute of
"aid and comfort" to the seventh day Sabbath advocates; :hom the fact that it is the
only revelation in existence that specifically
mentions the "first day of the week" as a
day to be observed as a day of rest, worship, etc., and from the fact that from
the very nature of the language used its
binding force is limited; and, as we claim,
expires whenever this question goes before
the quorums, or when further revelation
may be given on the subject. For virtually the revelation admits that it is an open
question to be decided in the future in a
lawful manner.
The brother hl.ys great
stress on the fact that God is unchang-eable
in his character and commands and thinks
that tbose who differ with him on this
question are all the time expecting "God
may change one of these day,," or that
they would "recognize the right" of others
"to change God's law" and "go with them;"
and finally winds up by what he no doubt
thinks will forever "clinch the nail" by
saying: "therefore his commands in regard to the Sabbath will never, never
change until he doth 'vary from that
'Which he hath said.'"
Watch the bars, brother, for the"enemy"
is coming in and will ask you, Who wants
to change God's law, or expects God to
change on this matter? Is it not you who
wants the change; for without question
the Sabbath "appointed" by the Lord in
the first place was the seventh day, a day
of rest for his covenant people in ancient
times, and to whom the g-ospel was preached as well as to n'i; I Cor. 10: 3, 4, and
Heb. 3d and 4th chapters; long, long, be:fore there ever was a troug-ht of "changing" to the first day, and before the Roman power, who we believe was the one to
chang-e, and did change times and laws,
ever had an existence. Dan. 7: 25. And
the Lord in revealing his will in 183 I calls
it bv two of the names he used in ancient
tim~s to designate the seventh day; viz.:
"Sabbath day," and "my holy day," and
once calls it "the Lord's dav ;" and was it
not the Lord's day, the day he appointed
<ts a rest day for Moses and his brethren;
and the same (the ~eventh) that he in the
beginning "blessed" and "sanctified,"
(made holy-"my holy day"), "because
that in it (the seventh day) he had rested
from all his work which he had created.''
--Gen. 2: 2, 3· This was long before he
commanded Moses to teach the people to
to observe the seventh day as a rest day,
or Sabbath. And from Paul's writings to
the Hebrews, (3d and 4th chapters), we
conclude that the seventh day-the day in
which God rested and which he blessed
tmd sanctified because he had rested in i t vvas typic::tl of that "rest which remaineth
for the people of God." Are we to ob.
serve a day of rest now which is typical of
that future rest? n so which. would be
tbe most appropriate type, to rest at the
end of the week when our labors are done;
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or to rest on the first day and then labor "To pick out or separate such parts from
ed there.-Sec. w6, Doctrine and Covethe balance of the week?
a whole as may serve a purpose; as, to nants.
Perhaps it is a great pity that all do not garble a quotation."
This answer it seems to us should have
see as the brother does, after his telling us
Please notice the following from forever settled the question of how much
that he has had revelations on that subject the brother's article: "The revelation was required as a tithing and also who
which with him settles it finaily and ·for- of April, r887, simply reaffirmq the should observe this law and where it should
ever; for virtual! y he tells us that if further commandment~ of August and N ovem- be observed. Yet it is a lamentable fact,
revelation, or quorum decision would de- ber, 183 I, saying: 'The Saints are to as Bro. Brand says in his article on tithing,
cide that the seventh day was the true observe the first day of the week, com- in Herald for August 21st, 1886, that "l
Sabbath, that he for orie "never, never monly called the Lord's day, as a day of find as many ideas and opinions on this
would" go "with them."
rest, as a day of worship, as given in the matter as there are quills on the back of
the porcupine."
As to the validity of his revelations we covenants and commandments.'"
'vVe will now quote it more fully retainWe are heartily in accord with the docare not the judge; but we will give what
Joseph the Martyr said about the receiv- ing the punctuation as found in the reve- trine and practice of the church that all
ing of revelations when some-evidently lation as sent out from the Herald Office revelations given through the president of
from his answer-were trying to urge their as a "supplement to the Saints' Herald.'' the church are to be submitted to the difrevelations upon others for their accept- "Inasmuch as there has been much discus- ferent quorums for their examination and
ance. In a letter written by Joseph Smith sion in the past concerning- the Sabbath of approval, before they become binding on
to "Bro. Carter," dated Kirtland, April the Lord, the church is :ctdmonished that the body or the church. And I fullv en17th, 1833.-See JWill. Star, vol. 14, page until further revelation is received, or the dorse thE' spirit of the teachings of the
412. He says: "As it respects the vision quorums of the church are assembled to church as found in Mill. Star, vol. 2,
you speak of, we do not consider ourselves decide concerning the law in the church pages I 57, I 58. The writer says: "Let it
bound to receive any revelation from any articles and covenants, the Saints are to then be clearly understood that the human
mind, bv coming into contact with the reone, man or woman, without their being observe the first day of the week common
legally constituted and ordained to that ly called the Lord's day, as a day of rest: ligion of the Lord Jesus Christ, by becomauthority, and g·iving sufficient proof of it. as a day of worship, as given in the cove- ing subject to the laws of the kingdom of
God, does not thereby give up that free"I will inform you that it is contrary to nants and commandments."
Taking the revelation in full to our mind dom which God bas given it, and become
the economy of God for any member of
the church, or any one to receive instruc- it certainly does not settle the question trammelled and bound by the worst of all
tions for those in authority higher than finally as to what day the Lord wants us slaveries, the subjugation of the soul. God
themselves; therefore you see the impro- to observe as.a day of rest, etc.; but only follbid! But on the contrary, that freedom
priety of giving heed to them; but if any that we are to keep the first day "until" it of th'Ought, that free agency of man, of
which we are all in possession, can be fulhave a vision or visitation from a heavenly is settled finally in a legal manner.
But it may'be asked why did not the ly exercised, and is perfectly compatible
messenger, it must be for their own benefit
and instruction; for the fundamental prin- Lord inform them at the time (1831) in with the acknowledgement of the authoriciples, government, and doctrine of the plain words that he meant either the first ties of the church of God, and with a perchurch are vested in the keys of the king- or the seventh day and thus have settled fect obedience to all the requisitions of his
the matter at once. Perhaps we can not ministers when enforced in accordance
dom."
Also the following by
In the first rise of the church and when tell why, but we believe that he sometimes with his will.''
the revelations relating to a "Sabbath," or wants us to find out things for ourselves, Joseph Smith, found in Times and Seasons, vol. 4• page 103: "We claim that free
rest day for the Saints were given, the or at least try to do so.
church numbered but few and they mostly
"He is a slothful servant who has to be privilege of investigation which republicof the unlearned classes-and in fact a commanded in all things."-Doctrine and anism, and the gospel, alike guarantee
general knowledge of history, etc., etc., Covenants 58: 6. It is no more improba- unto us, (and which we are always willing
was not so universally disseminated as at ble that the Saints should misunderstand to be tested by ourselves). of trying all
present. The custom of the country and the meaning- of the revelations relating to principles by the standard of truth of
times and the traditions of the people gen- the s,,bbath day than to do so in relation 'proving all things and holding fast that
erally were in favor of Sunday as a rest to any other subject; which we claim to which is good.'"
day-a day of worship etc.; so that it was have been the case according to the eviIn view of the foregoing teachings the
natural for them to accept of the revela- dence in our possession.
For instance, writer claims the rig-ht to think for himtions given as referring to Sunday as a day after the law of consecration or tithing had self on any or all subjects, and resents the
of rest and worship, and they were thus been given, the teaching and practice of charges of "unbelief in," or "rebellion
applied perhaps without a thought or the church was to require of those comRJy- ag-ainst" God's law or commands; or exquestion as to their possibly having anoth- ing with it one tenth of all they possessed pecting- "God to change:" or that we have
er meaning. But now there -is a question as a beginning of tithing, and one tenth of the right to "change God's law," "Brigand difference of opinion as to what day their annual increase thereafter. Bro. Jobn hami~m." etc., etc.; simply because I hapwas meant, and to our mind it seems that Hawley's letter in Herald for February pen to not be, in exact harmony with some
the revelation of 1887 was given in view 6th, T886, page 86, shows this.
one else's views. Had the brother taken
of these facts without either endorsing or
But as the brother would say, "because the counsel given in the revelation of 1887,
contradicting any one's views on the sub- of unbelief in and dissatisfaction and re- where we are told "Be not hanh in judgject; but simply counseling them to keep bellion against the former commandments ment but merciful in this, as in all nther
the first day of the week-as was then by some," the Prophet Joseph ("Brig-ham- things,",he would not have used some of
generally the custom of the Saints-as a ite" like) applied for further revelation on the language we find in his article.
day of rest, etc., "until further revelation" the subject, not however to "change God's
The writer not only claims that the
or quorum decision should determine what law," or to see if "God had changed," but qnorums have the right to examine the
day the "former commandments" did mean to know what was the true meaning of revelations presented to the church before
should be observed.
the "former commandments" on that sub- adopting- them as beine- from God, but if
It seems to us that when persons have ject. When the answer came it was not
at any time they shmild find-or it is serito resort to garbled quotations and chang- that one tenth of all that a man po,sessed ously questioned-that they have misuning of the punctuations, besides adding in was the beginning of tithing but that I derstood anv revelation and have not corbrackets words that are not found in the "require all their surplus property" as "the rectly applied its teachings that they have
original revelations, in order to ~ustain beginning of the tithing of my- people" a perfect right to re-examine it in the light
their position it looks as though their side ' and 0fter that "one tenth of their interest of htter events, and if necessary to apply
of the question was hard up for something annually." And this is to be a "stamlirg for "further revelation" on the subject, in
to support it.
law forever," both in Zion and her stakeF, order to come to a correct understanding
Webster defines "garble" as follows:
and was to be observed by a!I who gather- of the matter under consideration, and
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then to act iri accordance with the light
. thus obtained. And this principle we believe is applicable to the revelations in
Doctrine and Covenants on the Sabbath
question.
And we await turthe~ _revelation on the matter. In the mean time we
abide the counsel given and shall observe
the first day of the week as a day of rest,
worship, etc., etc.
Hoping and praying that the time may
speedily come when there will be "a greater unity of understanding" among the
s~ints of God.
I am as ever an advocate
for truth and righteousness.
JosEPH FLORY.

~=============

JERUSALEM AWAKENING.

ANYTHING indicative of an awakening
and a revival of energy in the Holy Land,
especially at Jerusalem, must prove of
especial jnterest to every Christian who is
watching the "signs of the times." Being
now on a visit to the Holy City for the
seventh time, after a considerable interval,
I find the changes that have recently occurred so marked and suggestive that I
am induced to indicate some of the naost
prominent for the information oJO your
large circle of readers, many of whom, I
feel sure, are deeply interested in the
future of this land of sacred memories.
On approaching the city from the west
in f01'mer vears there were scarcely anv
buildings, e~cept the Russian Convent and
the Montefiore almsnouses, to intercept
the view af the city walls; now the whole
plain is covered with private residences
and colonies of fews, V<1hilst near to the
Taffa Gate are hrge numbers ot shops
'already tenanted and numerous others in
course" of construction.
This extension
beyond the walls has become necessary on
account of the rapid increase of the population. I am informed bv l\!Ir. Moore,
British Counsul here, that ·within the last
three or four years about 2o,ooo Jews have
come to Jerusalem for perm a net residence
in and around the city, and that of the
entire population of about 7o,ooo it is estimated that nearly 40,000 are Jews. He
also states that the influx of Jews into other
parts of Palestine during recent years has
been entirely without precedent.
The
principd streets which but few years since
were almost impassible in rainy weather,
have bt:en paved with stone, a new wide
street has been opened up through a
densely populated quarter, and five hotels
are now open for the reception of the annually increasing number of visitors and
traders from all lands.
Public work;; of
importance have been erected, and others
are in progress.
The road !from Jaffa·· to Jerusalem, at
one time ail but impassible, has been reconstructed by an eminent engineer-over
it our own and other carriaP""e services are
in full operation-a good ~oad has been
formed from Jerusalem to Bethlehem, and
another from Jerusalem to Hel:.ron; several others are rapidly approaching completion-from Jaffa to N ablous (Shech·

em), 40 miles; Jerusalem to Jericho, 20
miles; Caipha to Nazareth, 20 miles; and
Nazareth Tiberias, r8 miles.
has hitherto heen almost
ent for its water supply upon its
der-ground cisterns for the
rain water, which, after a summer's
drought, often proves insufficient in s.uantity, and almost unfit for use. The government is bow about to introduce an unfailing supply from a spring of pure w<"ter
beyond Solomon's Pools-about nine
miles distant. A larg-e
lished by the Messrs.
proved both a great
success, others with large
are in pro;;rress of erection;
have commenct'd
steam saw-mills
been
Colonies of Jews following
pursuits, stated to be successful, are located,
one about five miles from Jaffa, and a
er one at Limo3rin, near Cresarea,
a ted and assisted hy the Rothschild
The before-named road to
is
constructed by the government, who have
taken up all the land available in the beRt
parts of the valiey for the
of
an extensive scheme of agricultural operations, which, with such a
fertile a soil, and well
pious stream from Elisha's
should
furnish abundant and remunerative

to

throughout the country for the evangelization of the people and the.conversion of
the Jews, these facts must encourage every
lover ·of God's ancient people to hope that
His set time to favor Zion is fast approaching.-Christiatz World.
DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.

was built on two mountains,
and surrounded by three walls on every
except where it was enclosed with
valleys, which were deemed inaccessible. Each wall was fortified by high towers.
The celebrated temple, and strong
castle of Antonia, were on the east side of
the
and directly opposite the Mount
Olives.
But notwithstanding the proof this famed metropolis,
brought on their own
destruction by
intestine ~ontests. At
a time when a formidable army was rapidand the
were assemtbe passover,
contending factions were continually
new methods of mutual destrucin their ung·overned
they
wasted and destroyed such vast quantities
of provisions as might have preserved the
city many years.
Such was the miserable situation of J ewhen Titus began his march towards it with a formidable army; and, havlaid waste the country in his progress,
slaughtered the inhabitants, arrived
before its walls.
The sight of the Romans produced a temporary reconciliation
the contending factions, ai1d they
resolved to oppose the common enemy.
The first sail;,, was·accordmade with such fury ind resolution,
though Titus displayed uncommon
vaior on this occasion, the besiegers were
to abandon their camps, and flee to
mountains.
No sooner had the Jews
a short interval of quiet from their forthan their civil disorders
an impious stratfound means to
off, or force Elmen to submit to him; and the factions were again reduced to hvo, who opeach other with implacable animos-

JERUSALEM

to

various
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to play against the walls. A breach was
soon made in it, at which the Romans entered and encamped in the city, while the
Jews retreated behind the second enclosure.
The victors immediately advanced to
the second wall and plied their
and battering rams so furiously, that one
of the towers they had erected began to
shake, and the Jews who
it,
ceiving their impending ru·in,
it on
and precipitated themselves into the flames.
The fall of this structure gave the Romans an entrance into the si~cond enclosure.
They were, however, repulsed
the beseiged; but at
regained
place entirely, and
for
the third and inner
The vast nunJber of people which were enclosed in
rusalen occasioned a f2-mine, which
in a terrible manner; and as their calamities increased, the fury of the zealots,
possible, rose to a higher height.
forced open the houses of their fellow
izens, in search of provisions; if they found
any, they inflicted the most exquisite
tures upon them, under pretense that they
had food concealed.
The nearest relations, in the extremity of hunger, snatched
the food from each other.
Josephus, who was an eye-witness of the
unparalleled sufferings the Jews
<meed during the
of their metropolis,
remarks, that "all
calamities that e'Jer
befel any nation since the beginning of the
world were inferior to the miseries of his
countrymen at this awful period." Thus
we see the exact fulfillment of the emphatic words of our Savior respecting the great
tribulation iri ferusalem. "For then shall
be great tribulation; such as was not since
the beginning of the world to this time,
no, nor ever shall be."
Titus, who was apprised of their wretched condition, relaxed the siege four days;
and, being still desirous of saving the city,
caused provisions to be distributed to his
army in sight of the Jews, who flocked upon the walls to behold it. Josephus was
next sent to his countrymen, to attempt to
persuade them not to plunge themselves
in inevitable ruin, by persisting in defense
of a place which could hold out but little
longer, and which the Romans looked upon as already their own.
He exhorted
them, in the most pachetic terms, to save
themselves, their temple, and their country;
and painted in strong colors the fatal effects which would result from their obstinacy.
But the people, after many bitter
invectives, began to dart their arrows at
him; yet he continued to address thein
with greater vehemence, and many were
induced by his eloquence to run the utmost
risk in order to escape to the Romans
while others became more desperate,
resolved to hold out to the last extremity.
The Jews who were forcibly seized by
the Romans without the walh, and who
made the utmost resistance for fear of punishment, were scourged and crucified near
the city. Famine made them so daring in
these excursions, that five hundred, and
sometimes more, suffered this dreadful
death every day; and, on account of the
number, Josephus observes, that "space

was wanted for the crosses, and crosses for
the
And yet, 'contmry to Tithe seditious Jews were
to a surrender by these horIn order to check desertion,
the sufferers as supplias men taken by resistencc.
who deemed capital punescaped to the Romans,
the hands of their
when comparwhich
endured.
though Titus mutilaand sent them to assure the peevoluntary deserters were well
and earnestly to recomof the city, the Jews
reviled Titus from the walls, defied his
mennces, and continued to defend the city
method which stratagem, comcould suggest ..
to accelerate the destined ruin
Titus, discouraged and exasdestruction of his
towers, undertook the ardous
enclosing the city with a strong
in order to nrevent the inhabitants
from
any succor from the adjacent country, or eluding his vengeance by
Such was the persevering spirit of
the soldiers, that in three days they endosed the city by a "\/vall nearly five miles
in circuit. Thus was the prophecy of our
Savior accomplished: "The days sh~ll
when thine enemies shall
about thee, and compass thee
keep thee in on every side."
Upon this, the famine raged with augJ.nented violence, and destroyed whole families; while Jerusalem exhibited a horrid
spectacle of emaciated invalids and putrescent bodies.
The dead were too numerous to be interred and many expired in
the performnnce
this office. The public calamity was too great for lamentation,
and the silence of unutterable woe overspread the city.
The zealots, at this awful period, endeavored to encourage the obstinacy ofthe
by hiring a set of wretches, preto prophecy, to go about the city,
and declare the near approach of a speedy
and miraculous deliverance. This impious
stratagem for a while afforded delusive
to the miserable remains of the Jewnation.
But at length an affair took
in Jerusalem, which filled the inbabwith consternation aud despair, and
the Romans with horror and indignatiOJ:l.
A
eminent for birth and opulence,
rendered
with her suffering-s, was
reduced to the dreadful extremity of killand feeding npon her infant. Titus,
<>nnrio.o.r! of this inhuman dee<:l, swore
extirpation of the accursed city
and people; and called heaven to witness
that he was not the author of their calamity.
The Romans having pursued the attack
with the utmost rigor, advanced their last
engines against the walls, after having
,converted into a desert, for wood to cona country well planted, an·d
with gardens, for more than
eleven miles round the city. They scaled
the inner wall, and after a sanguinary en-

counter, made them;;elves masters of the
fortress of Antonia.
Still, however, not
only the zealots, but many of the people,
were yet so blinded, that, though nothing
was now left but the temple, and the Romans were making formidable preparation
to batter it down, they could not persuade
themselves that God would suffer that hoI y place to be taken by heathens; but stiil
expected a miraculous deliverance.
And
though the war vvas advancing towards
the temple, they themselves burnt the portico, which joined it to Antonia; which occasioned Ti-tus to remark, that they began
to destroy, with their own hands, that
magnificent edifice which he had preserved.
The Roman commander had determined
in council not to burn the temple, considering the existence of so proud a structure
an honor to himself.
He therefore attempted to batter down one of the gallaries of the precinct; hut as the strength of
the wall eluded the force of all his engines,
his troops next endeavored to scaie it, but .
v<:ere repulsed with considerable loss.
When Titus found that his desire of saving the sacred building was likely to cost
many lives, he set fire to the gates of the
outer temple, which, being plated with
silver, burnt all night, and the flame rapidly communicated to the adjacent galleries and porticoes. Titus, who was still desirous of preserving the temple, caused the
flames to be extinguished; and appeased
the clamors of his troops, who vehemently insisted on the necessity of razing it to
the ground. The following day was therefore fixed upon for a general assault upon
that magnificent structure.
The utmost exertions of Titus to save
the temple were, however, ineffectual.
Our Savior had foretold its total destruction; and his awful prediction was about
to be accomplished.
"And new," says
Josephus, "the fatal day approached in the
revolution of ages, the 10th of August,
emphatically called the day if vengeance,
in which the first temple had been destroyed by the King of Babylon." While
Titus was reposing himself in his pavilion,
a Roman soldier, without receiving any
command, but urged as it were by a divine
impulse, seized some of the hlazing materials, and with the assistance of another soldier, who ra1sed him from the ground,
threw them through a window into one of
the apartments that surrounded the sanctuary. The whole north side, up to the
third story, was immediately enveloped in
flames.
The Jews, who now began to
suppose that heaven had forsaken them,
rushed in with violent lamentations, and
spared no effort, not even life itself, to preserve the sacred edifice on which they had
rested their security.
Titus, being awakened by the outcry,
hastened to the spot, and commanded his
soldiers to exert themselves to the utmost
to extinguish the fire. He called, prayed,
and threatened his men. But so great was
the clamor and tumult, that his entreaties
and menaces were alike disregarded. The
exasperated Romans, who resorted thither from the camp, wer.e engaged either in
increasing the conflagration, or killing the
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Jews; the dead were heaped about the altar, and a stream of blood floated at its
steps.
Still, as the flames had not reached the
inner part of the temple, Titus, with some
of his chief officers, entered the sanctuary
and most holy place, which excited his astonishment and admiration. After having
in vain repeated his attempts to prevent its
destruction, he saved the golden candlestick, the table of shew-bread, the altar of
perfumes, which were all of pure gold, and
the volume of the law, wrapped up in a
rich golden tissue. Upon his leaving the
sacred place, some other soldiers set fire to
it, after tearing off the golden plating from
the gates and timber work.
A horrid massacre soon followed, in
which prodigious multitudes perished;
while others rushed, in a kind of frenzy,
into the midst of the flames, and precipitated themselves from the battlements of
their falling temple.
Six thousand persons, who, deluded by a false prophet with
the hopes of a miraculous deliverance, had
, fled to a gallery yet standing without the
temple, perished at once by the relentless
barbarity of the soldiers, who set it on fire,
and suffered none to escape.
The conquerors carried their fury to such a height,
as tt:> massacre, all they met, without distinction of age, sex, or quality. They also burnt all the treasure-houses, containing
vast quantities of money, plate, and the
richest furniture. In a word, they continued to mark their progress with fire and
sword, till they had destroyed all, except
two of the temple gates, and that part of
the court which was destined for the women.
In the meantime, many of the zealots,
by making the most vigorous exertions,
effected their escape from the temple, and
retired into the city. But the avenues were
so strictly guarded, that it was impossible
for them to escape. They therefore fortified themselves, as well as they were able,
on the south side of it; from whence John
and Simon sent to desire a conference with
Titus. They were answered, that though
they had caused all this ruin and effusion
of blood, yet their lives should be spared,
if they would surrender themselves. They
replied, that ,"they had engaged by the
most solemn oaths not to deliver up their
persons to him on any condition; and re,
quested permission to retire to the mountains with their wives and children." The
Roman general, enraged at this insolence,
ordered proclamation to be made, that not
one of them should be spared, since they
persisted in rejecting his last offers of pardon.
The daughter of Zion, or the lower city,
was next abandoned to the fury of the
Roman soldiers, who plundered, burnt,
and massacred, with insatiable rage. The
zealots next betook themselves to the royal palace, in the upper and stronger part of
Jerusalem, styled also the city of David,
on Mount Zion. As many of the Jews
had deposited their possessions in the palace for security, they attacked it, killed
eight thousand four. hundred of their
countrymen, and pl>undered their proper-

ty.

THE SAINTS' HERALDo
The Roman army spent nearly twenty
days in making great preparations for attacking the upper city, especially the roy-,
a! palace; during which time many came
and made their submission to Titus. The
warlike engines then played so furiously
upon the zealots, that they were seized
with a a sudden panic, quitted the towers
which were deemed impregnable, and ran
like madmen towards Shiloah, intending
to have attacked the wall of circumvallation, and escaped out of the city. But being vigorously repulsed, they endeavored
to conceal the111sel ves in su bterraneous
passages; and as many as were discovered,
were put to death.
The conquest of Jerusalem being now
completed, the Romans placed their ensigns upon the walls with triumphant joy.
They next walked the streets, with swords
in their hands, and killed all they met.
Amidst the darkness of that awful night,
fire was set to the remaining divisions of
the city, and Jerusalem, wrapped in flllmes,
and bleeding on every side, sunk in utter
ruin and destruction,
During the siege,
which lasted nearly five months, upwarcls
of eleven hundred thousand Jews perished.
John and Simon, the two grand rebels,
with seven hundred of the most beautiful
and vigorous of the Jewish vouth, were
reserved to attend the victor's triumphal
chariot.
After which Simon was put to
death; and Tohn, who had stooped to
his life, condemned to perpetual impnsonment.
The number who were taken captive,
during the fatal contest with the Romans,
amounted to ninety-seven thousand, many
of whom were sent into Syria, and other
provinces, to be exposed on the public theatres, to fight like gladiators, or to be devoured by wild beasts.
The· number of
those destroyed, during the war, which
lasted seven years, is computed to have
been one million four hundred and sixtytwo thousand.
When the sword hnd returned to its scabbard, for want of objects
whereon to exercise its fury, and the troops
were satisfied with plunder, Titus commanded the whole city and temple to be
demolished.
Thus were our Savior's
prophecies fulfilled-"Thine enemies shall
lay thee even with the ground, and there
sl1all not be left one stone upon another."

on Bro. Ezel's appeal reported and recommended
that the matter be returned to the branch for reconsideration; on motion report was received
and adopted, Branches: St. Joseph, I59i Stewartsville, 6o; Kingston, 57; Pleasant Grove, 6o;
Delano, 93; German Stewartsville, 54· Bishop's
agent's report read and adopted.
Committee
appointed to ascertain the standing of Bro. Neidorp reported "that we do not consider Bro. Neidorp a legal member of the church, and recommend that his name be taken off the record of the
St. Joseph branch, and that he make restitution
to the parties named as wronged before being reinstated in the church." Report received and
adopted.
Committee, Brn. Constance, Beebe
and Mauzey, appointed to investigate the right of
Stewartsville branch delegates to vote as instructed by a meeting said to be held on Wednesday evening, February 26th. Committee reported business done illegal. On motion report received and adopted. Un motion Stewartsville
branch report ordered to be returned to the branch
for correction. On motion it was ordered that
our next conference be held at De Kalb branch,
on the last Saturday of May, 1890 On motion,
resolved that a Sabbath,school Union be organized in the Far West district, and Brn. M. H.
Forscutt, D. R, Baldwin, M. H. Beebe, T. Hindirks, A. W. Head and P, Peterson were appointed a committee to organize the same. Evening
session: Resolved that no person shall be appointed to labor as president, vice president, or
secretary when they are not present; unless they
have labored in the same office the preceding
term, Brn. J. M. Terry,], T, Kinnaman, J. Burlington, T. T. Hindirks, D. E. Powell and J. S.
Constance were chosen delegates bi> General
Conference. On motion the delegates were instructed to ask that Elder M. H. Forscutt be appointed missionarv to Far West district, Brn.
Constance, Baldwln, and D. E. Powell were appointed a committee to examine the district
record and report condition at next conference,
J. T. Kinnaman was chosen president, and Wm.
Summerfield vice president of distriCt for the
ensuing term, and C. A, Faul clerk, and Bro.
w·m, Lewis was sustained as Bishop's agent.
Sunday morning, preaching by Bro, L N, Roberts; afternoon, Saints' meeting; evening, preaching, I. N. Roberts.
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Higbee, Missouri, R.
R, Jones president p?o. tem., C. Perry assistant,
G. Booth secretary pro. tem. Branches: One
new branch organized bv Elders M, M. Turpen
and D. Campbell at Higbee, Missouri, called
Higbee branch consisting of zr members; present rg, 2 removed. Renick 25; I I removed, 3
expelled, r died. Hannibal 23; I received. Bevier and Salt River branches no report, The
membership of the Higbee branch is mostly composed of members removed from the Renick and
Lucas branches, Elders: R. R. Jones, C. Perry,
J. 'ray lor, J, T. Williams. Priests: T. D. Williams, J. Lilly.
Teachers: f. T. Richards, J.
Waltenbaugh. Deacon: J. Williams. Bishop's
ar;ent's report was read, audited and adopted,Received $rog 75· paid out $ro4
balance
$:; 16 President J. Taylor requested to be released. His request was tabled until next conference. J, T, Williams was sustained as vicepl·eoident, also all the officers in ri~;hteousness,
Adjourned subject to call of president through
the Herald.

so.

FAR WEST.
Con terence convened at ro o'clock a.m.; Pres.
J. T. Kinnaman in the chair, John Burlington
clerk protem. Visiting brethren were invited to
take part in the deliberations. Brn. Baldwin,
Babbitt and Drown were appointed a committee
on credentials. Robertg, Beebe and Peterson on
branch reports. Pres. J. T. Kinnaman; Elders
Drown, Summerfield, Babbitt, Graham, Buriington, Hindirks, D E. and D. J. Powell, and \Vm.
Lewis reported. Priests, P. Peterson, F. M,
Mauzey, D. R. Baldwin. and J. W. Peterson;
Teachers, B. Dice and T, McKee; and Deacon
Honse holder reported. On motion J. Burlington,
D, T. Powell and F. C. Graham were appointed
a committee to examine appeal of Bro. J. Ezel
against action ot Stewartsville branch and the
finding of Elders' court.
Afternoon session:
Committee on credentials reported. Committee

EASTERN MAINE.
Conference met with the Mason's Bay branch,
March zd. r8go; J. C. Foss was chosen to preside;
], S. W:1lker resigned as secretary of district and
J. N. Ames was chosen in stead. The followingbranches reported: Mason's Bay 56, Olive 66,
Sea Side 30, Head Harbor Isle (new branch) 8,
May 23, Pleasant RivH 2L Elders present and
reporting: S, 0 Foss, J C. Foss, A. H. Parsons
by letter, A. W. Kelley.
Priest J. S. Walker,
The findin~ of the Elders' court in the case of
Emery Foss was sustained, Bishop's agent's report: October 5th, r88g, balance due church
$52 55, received $7I oo, paid out $.S5 12, balance
on hand $68,43, Moved by
N. Ames and S.

r
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INTS' HERALD.
0. Foss that the district clerk be instructed to
examine and correct all of the branch records
and that the district pay expenses. Referrect to
missionary and president of district. Afternoon
session: Brn. F. M. Sheehy, U. W. Greene and
J. C. Foss were chosen delegates to General Conference from this district. The authorities of the
church were sustained. Bro. S. 0. Foss was
sustained as district president; also Bro. J. S.
Walker was sustained as Bishop's agent. The
appointment of next conference was left with the
president of district. Preaching at three p. m.
by J. C. Foss. Adjourned subject to call.
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Deloit, Crawford
county, Iowa, February 8th, r89o, at 3 :3o p. m;
W. W. Whiting, president, John Pett, clerk.
Branch reports: Galland's Grove 271, baptized 4,
removed 7· Mason's Grove, r died, 2 removed.
Salem 83 Coalville, 2 removed. Boyer Valley,
gain r. North Coon, 5 baptized. Ministerial re··
ports: J. W. Smith, baptized 3, I. A. Goff, W.
Whiting, baptized 4• J. R. Rudd, C. E. Butter·
worth, J. Pett, C. Derry, D. M. Rudd, J. T. Tur··
ner, baptized 5, B. Salisbury, S. Jordison, T. C.
Dobson, J. Dobson, J. Pearsall, C. J. Hunt, J. M.
Baker. Bishop's Agent's Report: Cash on hand
at last report, $rr2.38; received since '1>394 7r,
total $5o1_.o9; paid out $436.50, balance on hand
$7084. John Pett, agent. Brn. C. E. Butterworth, W. Whiting, J. Pett, D. M. Rudd, and B.
Salisbury were appointed delegates to General
Conference. Brn W. Whiting and J. Seddon
were sustained as president and assistant presi·
dent of the districf. Preaching during conference by J. W. Smith, B. Salisbury, C. E. Butterworth and D. M. Rudd. Adjourned to meet at
Galland's Grove, June 6th, r89o, at 2: 30, p.m.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with the Plano branch,
February rst, r89o, F. M. Cooper president and
W. Vickery clerk. Bishop's agent T. Hougas
reported: On hand, $r9; received, $ro6; paid out,
$rzs.so, leaving the treasury empty. Branches
reporting were, Plano 203, r received, r expelled,
I died; East Delevan 46, r baptized; Mission w4,
error in last report I, 3 baptized; Sandwich sS;
Braidwood 48, 5 baptized, 3 received; Reorganized First Chicago 26, I received, r died. Courtland, same as last report. Officials present and
reporting were M. T. Short, C. G. Lanphear, I.
L. Rogers, T. Hougas(baptized 3), F. M. Cooper,
W. Pender (baptized r, solemnized I marriage),
S. H. Whitaker, J. S. Kier (baptized r), S. c.
Goode. Priest~: F. J.D. Earl, H. J. Worby, S.
J. Cook. Teachers: A. R. Wilcox, W. Walrath.
Deacon J. Crick. F. M. Cooper was sustained
president of the district, and 'vV. Vickery clerk
for the next four months. Brethren C. G. Lanphear, L L Rogers, F. M. Cooper, W. S. Pender,
and M."T. Short were elected delegates to Gen·
era! Conference, and were instructed to use their
influence to have the General Conference of r89r
at Plano. Saturday, February rst, at 7: 30 p. m.
preaching was by T. Hougas; at ro: 30 a. m.
Sunday, by Francis J.D. Earl. At 2: 30 p.m.
sacrdment and fellowship meeting in charge of
brethren M. T. Short and T. Hougas. At seven
p. m. Bro. M. T. Short preached on the works of
the flesh. Adjourned to meet in Chicago, 14th
and 15th of June, r89o.
NORTHERN NERBASKA.
Conference convened at Omaha, February
28th, W. M. Rumel president. A committee on
credentials was appointed. They reported. Report accepted, committee continued. Minutes of
October conference read, corrected and approved.
Elders: J. Caffall, H. J. Hudson, 'vV. M. Rumel,
G. W. Galley, G. M. L. Whitman, N. Brown, W.
Ballinger, N. Rumel Sr., W. F. Seward. Priest:
0. H. Brown. Branches: Columbus 36; 6 received; report returned to branch for correction,
as it was incomplete. Omaha I 13; I received.
Platte Valley 40; 3 died. Union 50; 4 baptized,
2 received by certificate, I by letter, 3 removed,
u scattered members; spiritual condition good.

Spiritual condition of Platte Valley not very
good at present, but no hardness exists between
members. Bishop's agent: Last report $r71.35,
received $no 83, total $392.18, paid out $277-70,
balance $r 14 48. Audited, found correct and
adopted. The president and secretary were sustained until next conference. W. M. Rumel
was released as Bishop's agent, as per request, and
G. M. L. Whitman recommended for appointment
to fill the vacancy; the outgoing agent to retain
all books and papers and continue to act until his
successor be appointed and qualified. A resolution was adopted reque~;ting the General Conference to return Elder J. F. Mintun to the Northern Nebraska district to labor. Brn. W. F.
Seward and S. Ahlstrand were elected delegates.
to General Conference, to go uninstructed. The
district requested General Conference to appoint
a missionary to labor in Omaha. Preaching by
Bro. W. W. Blair. Adjourned to Fremont, Ne·
braska, Friday, May 30th, r89o.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Southern Nebraska conference will convene at Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska, April
27th, at q a.m. We hope the district will be
well represented, and extend a cordial invitation
to all friends.
CHARLES H. PoRTER, Sec.
WANTED
To know the present whereabouts of Maria or
Timothy Thomas, or any of their children.
When last heard from, some fifty years ago, they
were on their way to what was then ca\)ed New
London, Canada. Can any of the Saints there
or elsewhere give the desired information and
oblige her sister. Address either Mrs. Joanna
Frederick, or Mrs. Nellie Bowker, Independence,
Jackson county, Missouri.
BORN.
· BowKER. - At Independence, Missouri, on
Sunday, November roth, 1889, there came to the
hearts and home of Bro. J. W. Bowker, a sweet
little baby girl, with bright blue eves and brown
curling hair. She was blessed December ISth
by Elders J. A. Robinson and Henry Kemp, and
named Anna Irene. That this little one may
grow up a handmaiden of the Lord is our praaer.
MoORE -At Lincoln, Nebraska,. November
4th, r889, to Bro. Mark and Sr. Ida M. Moore, a
daughter; blessed March 21st, r89o. by Elder
Charles H. Porter, and named Ethel Lenora.
PRESTON.-Near Xenia, Sarpy county, Nebraska, August 3Ist, r887, to Bro. C. K. and Sr.
M. S. Preston, a daughter; blessed March 2~th,
1890, at the home of Bro. Wm. M. Satterfield, by
Elder R M. Elvin, and named Nellie Fern.
DIED ..
GARRETT.-Bro. John A. Garrett was born
November 6tb, r87o, and died February 7th, r89o,
aged 19 years, 3 months and I day. He was the
youngest son of Emanuel and Sarah Garrett,
who embraced the gospel in England in an early
day and went to Utah and passed through all the
trials incident to such .a journey, and received
the claims of the Reorganization while in Utah.
Bro. Garrett has stood true to the cause from that
day until now, rejoicing in the truth and the hope
of glory through Christ our Lord. John was a
loving and affectionate boy, a dutiful son, beloved by all who knew him. He died in full faith
of the gospel, thoroughly convinced of the truth
and in hope of the promises of God. Funeral
services conducted by Bro. William Leeka, and
appropriate remarks addressed to those in attendence.
The funeral procession was large
from his home near Tabor to the cemetery,
where his remains were interred. Funeral sermon by Henry Kemp, March 23d, to a large and
very attentive and intellectual audience, from
Revelations I: r8. 0 God, sustain the mourning
ones. Help them in thee to trust.
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LooMrs.-At Tilden, Madison county, Nebraska, November roth, r889, of typhoid fever, Joseph
W., son of Bro Chancey and Sr. Mary Loomis,
aged 20 years. He was a bright young man and
highly respected by all who knew him; he leaves
a father, two sisters, a brother and a large circle
of friends to mourn his death.
We miss thee from our home, dear Joseph,
We miss thee from thy place;
A ehadow o,er our life is cast,
We miss thy cheerful face.
We miss thy kind and willing hand,
Thy fond and earnest care;
Onr home is dark without thee, Joseph,
We miss thee everywhere.

DAVIS.- At her home at Webb City, Missouri, January 24th, r89o, sister Carrie L., wife
of Elder Evan A. Davis, after a long and severe
sickness. Sr. Davis was baptized about five
years ago by E. A. Davis. She went to Wales
with her husband on his mission and returned
home last June. She had poor health in Wales,
and grew worse and weaker after she came back.
The family had a very trying time, but she bore
it with patience. She leaves a babe and her husband to mourn their loss. Funeral services at
the graveyard by J. T. Davis. Funeral sermon
afterwards by Elder J. M. Richards. Her remains were interred by the side of her father and
mother at Cherokee.
HAMILTON.- At Bozeman, Montana, March
10th, 1890, Vivion, son of brother and sister B. S.
Hamilton, aged 8 years, 3 months and ro days.
Funeral in charge of Gomer Reese. Sermon
preached by J. E. Reese. The remains were interred in the cemetery at Reese Creek.
NrELSON.-At his residence in Greggsport,
Nebraska City, Nebraska, FE·bruary 18th, 1890,
after a short illness, Niels Winter Nielson, aged
6o years. Funeral sermon by Rev. Griffith of the
Baptist church, February 19th. A wife, two
children, mother and two brothers are left to
mourn his departure. He was a member of the
Nebraska City branch.
PRESTON.-At Independence, Missouri, March
22d, r89o, of Ia grippe, Raymond C., son of Bro.
C. K. and M.S. Preston, aged 14 years, 6 months
and 10 days. Baptized by Elder R. M. Elvin,
October 29th, r886. He was a patient sufferer
for many years. The funeral was held March
25th, ,r89o, at the house of Bro. Wm. M. Satter·
field, by Elder R. M. Elvin, who 'spoke to a full
,house from I Thessalonians 4: 13-17.
JoHNs.-Jeanette Johns, the wife of Abednego
Johns was born in Brecknockshire, Wales, on
the 14th day of July, 1827; emigrated to Salt
Lake City in r854; emigrated to California in
I856; came t.o Jack's Valley, Nevada, in r86o,
where she has resided since, and died March 14th,
r890. She joined the church in England, was rebaptized i!) Jack's Valley, Douglas county, Nevada, by Elder Orrin Smith on the 17th day of May,
r868, and confirmed the same day and place by
Elder Edmund C. Brand.
DAVIS -Bro. Perry Duane Davis, of Long
Valley, Monterey. county, California, departed
this life on February 10th, 1890, and was laid to
rest in the cemetery at San Lucas, same county,
on the 12th. Bro. Davis was born in Livonia,
Livingston county, New York, August 16th,
1823; he heard the doctrines of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and believing,
was baptized in Kirtland, Ohio, about the year
1832. He followed the fortunes of the church
through the troublous times of those days, and
in Nauvoo, on January 8th, I843, he was married
to Miss Orpha Demill. The three children that
were the issue of this marriage, died in infancy;
the wife and mother also departed this life in I846.
On September ro h, r848, he was married to
Miss Maria Beavan, in Wegton, Missouri, who
having lived with him as a faithful companion
for nearly forty-two years, is now left the lonely
widow to mourn the departing of him with
whom she had travelled life's rugged road from
youth to aged womanhood-from the quiet of
their home in ·Weston across the plains and
mountains to California in the fifties. After the
death of the Martyrs and the breaking up of the
society there he left Missouri with some of the
companies that started for Utah in 185o. On arriving there he shortly found that a great change
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hadl come over that peorile, and believing that
doctrines and heresies had been introduced which
wquld subvert the pure principles of the doctrine
of Christ which had been so precious to him from
his youth, he determined to leave there, and in
J85I he arrived in California, and after such
preparation for a home as he could make he return-ed to L'tah in r853 for his wife and family,
with whom he again came to this state and settled in Haywards, Alameda county, in r856. After some other changes he finally settled in Long
Valley, on the 27th of November, r87r. In the
spring· of r874 the elders of the Reorganization
were presenting the faith of their ·church to the
people of this valley, and Bro. Davis, after a
cautious and careful investigation became convinced that the faith and doctrines of this people
were in strict accord with the faith of the original church with which he as a boy had united, and
rejoicing in this restoration he gladly received the
elders, and in March, 1874 again became publicly
identified with the church of God and continued
an honored and respected officer and member of
the church during the remainder of his life.
There were twelve children born to Bro. and Sr.
Davis, five of whom preceded him to the paradise
of God; while seven are left to mourn the loss
of the counsel and companionship of a loving,
kind and much loved father. On Sunday, March
9th, memorial services were held in the Union
Church at San Lucas, which were attended by a
large number of the citizens of the town, who
wished thus to pay a tribute of respect to our
brother's memory and to the honor, honesty and
integrity of their neiv,hbor who had made friends
to the cause of God by his uprlght life, fair dealing and generous disposition. "Precious in the
sight of the Lord is the death of his Saints."Ps. u6:
CAMERON.-At her home in Kennebec, Iowa,
March 17th, 1890, of con't1mption, Mrs. Mary
Lodema Cameron, aged 36 years, 9 months and
17 days.
"Mother dearest, thou hast left us,

rs.

To mourn your loss is a1l:that we can do.

'l'hough thy children be but few,

Yet we mjRR: t.bee, dearefit mother,
For we loved thee, Ob! so true.,

1

NoBLE.-At her residence, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, March 4th, r89o, Sr. Elizabeth,
wife of Bro. W. C. H. !Noble. The immediate
cause of her death wa~ acute peritonitis. , She
was born at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, April 17th,
r86o. She had been a member of the Presbyterian Church in her early life, and afterwanis
united with the Methodist Church, in which she
remained until the year r886, when hearing Bro.
E. C. Briggs declare the truth, herself and husband withdrew from their church relations and
awaited the result of an investigation of the latter day >.vork. After mature deliberation they
accepted it and were baptized by Bro J. H Lake
at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, April 25th, 1.888.
From being an opponent' she became one of the
strongest adherents to and a df'fender of the faith,
and while consciousness remained she manifested no desire to resign her confidence therein; her
most particular wish being that regardless of the
wishes of friends none but the elders be called to
conduct her funeral services, which were duly
conducted by Elder G. T. Griffiths, on Thursday,
March 6th. · She rests in peace.

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R.
sell from principal stations on its lines, on
days, April 22d and May 2oth, Home Seekers'
Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to points in the
Farming Regions of the West, Southwest and
Northwest. For tickets and further information
concerning these excursions call on your nearest
C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTrs,
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL CONFERENCE,
O supply a went wherever conference is held, the
"PATRIOT••
will be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning dally The first num-

T

ber will contain a brief exposition of the church, and

each number a faithful report of the preceding day's busi-

ness meeting, and prayer and preaching services.

Daily alone
50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16j!li1
LAMBER'r BHOS., Lamoni. Iowa.

RoBERT WINNING,

Pres't.

NICHOLSON~

D. F.

Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF
Loans mo11ey on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

175th Edition Now Heady
A book of over 200 pages,

giving more information of

value to ndvertisers than any
otbm· pub1icat1on ever issned. It gives the wnne of every ncw!:-paper publi8hed~

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cta , ten or more, eMh , , ••••• , • • • 20
In paper loots., ten or more, each • • • • • • • •• • • • 13
This is th., notorious "Manuscript Found.," writter.
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much bas
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
v,round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LET'l'ERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5eta, each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to t.he Calling
of .Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of :1\iiorm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers....
Old editioa • • • ·" • • · · · .. · .. • • · • • • • •••• •• • • •
SONGS OF ZION.

10
6

Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ..................... ., .1 00
TRACTS

having a circulation rating in th~ American Newspaper
•
Directory of more thr.n 2j,OOO copies each iseue, with the
Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1
cost per line for advertieing in them. A list of the be,;t
Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100 •
papers of local circulation, in every cit.y and town of more
thB,n 5,000 population, with prices by the inch for
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church ·
month. Special lists of daily, country, village and
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen fie, 100..
papers. Bargain offers of value to small advertisers or
250 ~ 0'"'0 ts ~:::oo' $1 1 000
1
those wishing to experiment jndiciously with a Hmuil
or
c ' " •Or
' •
· • • •· •• •
amount of money. Show" couclnBively "how to get the , 6. 'rhe "One Baptiem ;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
most service for the money," etc., etc. Sent post paid to I
requisites and Design-and ·who Shall Admin·
auy address_ for 30 centR.

Address G:E:o. P.

RoWEl.L

Co., Publishers and Genertll Advertising agents,
Spruce Street, New York City.

AUTUMN

LE

&
10

V E S,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Sai.nts,
, Price per ye11.:r
l\1.

IU."!iO.

Walker, Editor and Publisher.

Lamoni House for
Lamoni Honse and Three Lots; location SO ft.
Depot, on Broadway; fronting east nnd south.
new~

nineteen rooms; twn story 24 x 46 and 12 x 15.

LIVERY AND FEED

HARN 40xGO

location on Broadway, east of the

and three lots,

bom~e.

Cellar, three

wells and out buildings. 'l'erms easy. Address
Also 40 acres of Land 4 miles west of town, fenced, water, and on a public road; price $500.
5apr
JOHN McKIM, Lamoni, Iowa.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR
·--)BY THE(--

THERE is a certain class of boys about every
town and city who apparently do nothing but
loaf, smoking cigars and cigarettes, and are
neither a help to their parents nor an ornament
to society. Nine-tenths of the convicts in the
penitentiaries were street-loafing night hawks
when they were boys and preferred to get a living
in some other way than by honest labor and the
sweat of their brow. Too many boys are growing up in idleness and are letting golden opportunities pass unheeded. Your boyhood days are
rapidly passing by and you will soon be called
upon to take up the cares and responsibilities of
manhood. Boys, there is a future before you. If
life is worth living it is worth living right. Get
an education, learn a trade, quit loafing, and try
to make a man of yourself.-Ex.

lll-?.J.lJEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
:M:uslin boards, ~96 pages .•••••• , ••••• , •••••• 1 'liS
Propositions:-{!) Is the Book of Mormon of DiYine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
r:md belief of all Christian people 1 (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, aln a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesull Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and IIICCepted
with Him?

Board of Publication of the l{eorganized Chnrcit,
at their Publishing Hotrse in

25

t

d

100

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

0..

o ............

M
00
50
'!6

THE SAINTS' HA.RMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Hook combined,)
Leather back and Muslin sides ................. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns ln the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and fuli instructions on choir and anthem music.

SET OF TRACTS.
Bo1md in Limp llhllllin, tum.OO. in .•.•••• , • . • • •
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25
"~

"'

1 "5

0 8
per ozen, per
· • • •• • • • • • • •
·1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5o., 100 •• ,.
8. Fuloess ofthe Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .• 1
ll. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .. , ....... , ... , ..• 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 eta., 100 ...... l
The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 ets., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 ets, 100 .•• l
15 Ilrighamito Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100,....
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .•.•••..•••••••• 1
11. The SuMessor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency ofthe Church; dozen 25 eta., 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under l,he Apostleship and uiuier the Apostasy; dozen 20 ets., 100 •.....••••• , •......•. 1
2L 'Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Hepentance; dozen 15 eta, 100 •.• 1
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•.•••••••• 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100....
dozen 5 ets., 100,.,..
25. JJaying on of
26. Mom;tain of the
House; doz. oc., 100
2'i. 1'he Sabbath Question; dozen2!'icta., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100... • • • •
30. Origin of ~he Book of Mormon; dozen......
hundrea .....••
1
What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy ? and
an Evangeiical Chureh? dozen 5 eta., 100...
25() for 50 cts., 500 for $1,1,000 for ....••••• l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 eta, 100 .
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
1
hundred ..............
The Gospel; dozen 5 ets., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ......•... , ...... ,.,, .l
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 eta., 100 .l
4a One Wife, or
dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•• 1
Trial of the Witnesses the Resurrection of Je·
~us Ohrillt; 5 eta, each, per dozen ••• ,,......
on the Rebellion; per 100,.........
ru;gort;meJot of Tracts.....................
o ••••••••• , . , •••• , ••••

LAMONI, DECATUR CO.,
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ........ 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••• , • , .......... 2
Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2
New Testament, Inspired ................... o..
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE Lmm: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVll' .IT Jill ONE Wlll'lli; A]TD CoNOUlliNE5
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snouLD HAVE ONE WmE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE oF DEATH, WHEN .ErTnEn
rs AT LIBERTY To IlfARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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FROM JERUSALEM.

Y. ALLEY writes from
Jaffa, Palestine, to Bro. Joseph W. Vernon, of Oakland, California:
"Yours of December 31st came to hand
on the 4th day of this month. It found
me very sick in bed, and that is where I
am writing now. I went to Jerusalem
last month and stayed there nine days.
Where I made mv home it was heaven on
earth. It is called the American Colony,
and they live by faith; but I never saw
their table empty, but always filled with
all things. They are called the American
Colony, but are of Jew, English, American,
Mahomedan, Scotch, and there is a room
there for the Bedaweens; every body is
welcome there and all are brethren and
sisters. The colony came seven years ago.
What one says ·is the mind of all, a heaven
on earth begun; but do you think they
are not talked abou•? Disabuse your mind
of that and know for a surety that people
are envious of them, but they' live their
life from day to day, taking· care of the
sick and making garments without money
or price. One of the brethren was twelv-e
nights in succession going to watch with a
sick man, and a Jew had just lost his wife
the day before I got there and they took
him home. When I came awav he was
fast getting well. I might go on enumerating their many graces and fill this letter
full. The Jews and Mahomedans say that
God sent them.
I had one Jew at the
consulate tell me that the Americans are a
God-sent-people; and the high priest
makes especial prayers for our Consul,
Mr. Henry Gillman, at Jerusalem. And
well he m~y, for there is no good thing
but what he has done for them without
money and without price; so you must
come and do likewise. If there is any one
there who is afraid, don't let them come,
but men and women of. faith may come.
No grumblers, for they are not necessalloy
here.
Whoever is coming let them not
SR.
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hesitate any longer, but gird up their faith
and hasten here; for you have waited too
long
You must make it a subject
of prayer as I have, and you will ~ee that
to have been here one year ago.
is what the Spirit tells me.
You
must fit yourselves for your stations here;
and where else but here can you fit yourselves?
"The titles to land run ninety-nine years
htre in the Turkish government. As to
fuel I can not tell you what it can be got
as we always burn charcoal; but I
should say it could be got reasonable.
As to Elias being seen by the Rabbi, the
last night of my stay at Jerusalem I heard
the ladi<)s talking about some personage
that had appeared, but they thought it was
Christ. As to the U rim and Thummim and
Aaron's rod, I did not hear about them.
You must hurry and come this spring, for
you do not know what you are losing
staying so long there."
If there is any young, or middle aged
elder who feels called to the mission to
Jerusalem, and he is not only called but
qualified, we shall take pleasure in conferring with him or them.
Bro. and Sr.
Vern on did think to go; but owing to Bro.
Vernon\; age, nearing seventy, and long
continued and increasing deafness, they
have about concluded not to undertake so
arduous a journey and labor.
THE following editorial from the pen of
Joseph the Seer, found in Times and Seasons, volume 3· p •g-es 855 to 858, under
date of July ! sth, 1842, abounds with interesting and very instructive ideas, many
of which are pertinent to our times and
those in the near futvre, and we therefore
take pleasure in presenting it to our readers. In thi~, as also in all his writings, we
see the individualism of Joseph Smith,
get clear views of his missiorf work, perceive the spirit by which he was actuated,
get the measure. of the man, and thereby
become duly qualified to judge of his aspirations and his deeds:
THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD.
1

J&-\)j

=======d}~c~

The government of the Almighty has
always been very dissimilar to the government of man, whether we refer to his religious government, or to the government
of nations. The government of God has
always tended to promote peace, unity,
harmony, strength, and happiness; while
that of man has been productive of confusion, disorder, weakness and misery.
The greatest acts of the mighty men have
heen to depopulate nations, and to overthrow kingdoms; and whilst they have exalted themselves and become glorious, it
has beenc at the expem;e of the lives of the
innocent-the blood of the oppressed-the

moans of the vvidow, and the tears of the
orphan. Egypt, Babylon, Greece, Persia,
Carthage, Rome-each were raised to dignity amid the clash of arms and the din of
war; and whilst their triumphant leaders
led forth their victorious armies to glory
and victory, their ears were saluted with
the groans of the dying, and the misery
and distress of the human family ;-before
them the earth was a paradise, and behind
them a desolate wilderness; their kingdoms were founded in carnage and bloodshed, and sustained by oppression, tyrranny and despotism. The designs of
God, on the other hand, !:ave been to promote the universal good of the universal
world; to establish peace and good will
among men; to prom·1te the principlef, of
eternal truth; to bring about a state of
things that shall unite man to his fellow
man-cause the world to "beat their swords
into plow-shares, and their spears into
pruning- hooks"-make the nations of the
earth dwell in peace; and to bring about
the millennia! glory-when "the earth
shall yield its increase, resume its paradisean glory, and become as the garden of the
Lord."
The great and wise of ancient days have
failed in all their attempts to promote eternal power, peace and happiness. Their
nations have crumbled to pieces; their
thrones have been cast down in their turn;
and their cities, and their mightiest works
of art have been annihilated; their dilapidated towers and time-worn monuments
have left us but feeble traits of their former
mngnificence, and ancient grandeur. They
proclaim, as with a voice of thunder, those
imperishable truths-that man's strength
is weakness, his wisdom is folly, his glory
is his shame.
Monarchial, aristocratic and republican
forms of government, of their various
kinds and grades, have in their turn been
raised to dignity and prostrated in the dust.
The plans of the greatest politicians, the
wisest senators, and most profound statesmen have been exploded; and the proceedings of the greatest chieftains, the
bravest generals and the wisest kings have
fallen to ·the ground. Nation has succeeded nation, and we have inherited nothing
but their folly. History records their puerile plans, their short-lived glory, their
feeble intellect, and their ignoble deeds.
Have we increased in knowledge or intelligence? Where is there a, man that
can step forth and alter the destiny of nations and promote the happiness of the
world? Or where is there a kingdom or
nation that can promote the universal happiness of its own subjects, or even their
general well being? Our nation, which
possesses greater resources than any other,
is rent from center to Circumference with
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party strife, political intrigue, and section- Noah, by revelation. The design of the
al interest; our ceunsellors are panic- ark was given by God, "a pattern of heavstruck, our legislators are astonished and . enly things." The learning of the Egy,pour senators are confounded; our merch- tians, and their knowledge of astronomy
ants are paralyzed, our tradesmen are dis- was no doubt taught them by Abraham
heartened, our mechanics out of employ, and Joseph, as their records testify, who
our farmers distressed and our poor crying received it from the Lord. · The art of
for bread. Our banks are broken, our working in brass, silver, gold and precious
credit ruined, and our states overwhelmed stones, was taught by revelation, in the
in debt-yet w·e are, an,d have been in wilderness. The architectural designs of
peace. What is the matter? Are we alone the Temple at Jerusalem, together with
in this thing? Verily, no. With all our its ornament and beauty was given of God.
evils we are better situated than any other Wisuom to govern the house of Israel was
nation.
Let Egypt, Turkey, Spain, given to Solomon, and to the judges of IsFrance, Italy, Portugal, Germany, Eng- rael: and if he had always been their king,
land, China, or any other nation speak and and they subject to his mandate, and obetell the tale of their trouble-their perplex- dient to his laws, they would still have
ity, and distress-and we should find that been a great and mighty people, the rultheir cup was full, and that they were pre- ers of the universe-and the wonder of the
paring to drink the dregs of sorrow. Eng- world. If N ebuchadnezzar, or Darius, or
land, that boasts of her literature, her sci- Cyrus, or any other king possessed knowlence, commerce, etc., has her hands reek- edge or power it was from the same
ing with the blood of the innocent abroad; source, as the scriptures abundantly testify.
and she is saluted with the cries of the op- If, then, God puts up one, and sets down
pressed, at home-Chartism, O'<::;onnelism another, at his pleasure-and made instruand Radicalism are gnawing her vitals at ments of kings, unknown to themselves, .
home; and Ireland, Scotland, Canada, and to fulfill his prophesies, how much more
the East, are threatening her destruction was he able, if man would have been subabroad .. France is rent to the core-in- ject to his mandate, to regulate the affairs
trigue, treachery and treason lurk in the of this world, and promote peace and hapdark; and murder and assassination stalk piness among the human family.
The Lord has at various times comforth at noonday. Turkey, once the glory of European nations, has been shorn of menced this kind of government, and
her strength-has dwindled into her dot- tendered his services to the human family.
age-and has been obliged to ask her allies He selected Enoch, whom he directed and
to propose to her tributary terms of peace: gave his law unto, and to the people who
and Russia and Egypt are each of them were with him; and when the world
opening their jaws to devour her. Spain in general would not obey the commands
. has been the theatre of bloodshed, of mis- of God, after walking with God, he transery and woe, for years past. Syria is now lated Enoch and , his church, and the
convulsed with war and bloodshed. The priesthood or government of heaven was
great and powerful empire of China, taken away.
Abraham was guided in all his family
which has for centuries resisted the attacks
of barbarians, has become tributary to a affairs by the Lord; was told where to go
foreign foe; her batteries thrown down; and when to stop; was conversed with by
many of her cities destroyed, and her vil- angels and by the Lord, and prospered
lage deserted. We might mention the exceedingly in all that he put his hand
Eastern rajahs; the miseries and oppres- unto; it was because he and his family
sions of the Irish; the convulsed state· of obeyed the counsel of the Lord. When
Central America; the situation of Texas Egypt was under the superintendence of.
and Mexico; the state of Greece, Switzer- Joseph it prospered because he was taught
land, and Poland-nay the world itself of God; when they oppressed the IsraelWhen
presents one great theatre of misery, woe, ites destruction came upon them.
and "distress of nations with perplexity." the children of Israel were chosen with
All, all speak with a voice of thunder, that Moses at their head they were to be a
man is not able to govern himself-to leg- peculiar people, among whom God should
islate for himself-to protect himself-to place his name; their motto was "The
promote his own good, nor the good of Lord is our lawgiver; the Lord is our
judge; the Lord is our king, and he shall
the world.
It has been the design of Jehovah, from reign over us." While in this state they
the commencement of the world, and is his might truly say, "Happy is that people
purpose now, to regulate the affairs of the whose God is the Lord." Their g-overnworld in his own time; to stand as head of ment was a theocracy; they had God to
the universe, and take the reins of govern- make their laws and men chosen by him
ment into his own hand. When that is to ndminister them; he was their God and
Moses received
done, judgment will be administered in they were his people.
righteousness; anarchy and confusion will the word of the Lord from God himself;
be destroyed, and "nations will learn war he was the mouth of God to Aaron, and
no more.'' It is for want of this great gov- Aaron taught the people in both civil and
erning principle that all this confusion has ecclesiastical affairs; they were both one;
existed; "for it is not in man that walketh there was no distinction; so will it be
to direct his steps;" this we have fully When the purposes of God shall be accomplished, when "the Lord shall be king
shown.·
If there was anything great or good in over the whole earth" and "] erusalem his
the world it came from God. The con- throne." "The law shall go forth from
1
struction of the first vessel was given to Zion and the word of the Lord from J erusalem."

This is the only thing that can bring
about the "restitution of all things spoken
by all tbe holy prophets since the world
was," "the dispensation of the fulness of
times, when God ~hall gather together all
things in one.'' Other attempts to promote universal peace and happiness in the
human family have proven abortive;
every effort has failed; every plan and
design has fallen to the ground; it needs
the wisdom of God, the intelligence of
God and the power of God to accomplish
this. The world has had a fair trial for
six thousand years; the Lord will try
the seventh thousand himself; "he whose
right it is will possess the kingdom and
reign until he has put all things under his
feet;" .iniquity will hide its hoary head,
Satan will be bound and the works of
darkness destroyed; righteousness will be
put to the line and judgment to the plummet, and "he that fears the Lord will
alone be exalted in that day." To bring
about this state of things there must of
necessity be great confusion among the
nations of the earth; "distress of nations
with perplexity.'' Am I asked what is
the cause of the present distre8s? I would
answer: "Shall there be evil in a city and
the Lord hath not done [known1it?" The
earth is groaning under corruption, oppression, tyranny and bloodshed; and God is
coming out of his hiding place, as he said
that he would do, to vex the nations of the
earth. Daniel, in his vision, saw convulsion upon convulsion; he "saw till thr'ones
were cast down and the ancient of days
did sit, and one was brought before him
like unto the Son of man, and all nations,
kindreds, tongues and people did serve
and obey him." It is for us to be righteous tnat we may be wise and understand,
for "none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand, and
they that turn many to righteousness, as
the stars for ever and ever.'' As a church
and a people it behooves us to be wise and
to seek to know the will of God and then
be willing to do it; for "blessed is he that
heareth the word of the Lord and keepeth
it," says the Scripture. "Watch and pray
always," says our Savior, "tl1at ye may be
accounted worthy to escape the things that
are coming on the earth and to stand before the Son of man.'' If Enoch, Abraham, Moses, the children of Israel and all
God's people were saved by keeping the
commandments of God, we, if saved at all,
shall be saved upon the same principle.
As God governed Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, as families, and the children of
Israel as a nation, so we as a church must
be under his guidance if we are pospered,
preserved and sustained. Our only confidence can be in God, our only wisdom obtained from him; and he alone must be
our protector and safeguard, spiritually
and temporally, or we fall.
We have been chastened by the hand of
God herotofore for not obeying his commands, although we never violated any
human law or transgressed any human
precept; yet we have treated lig-htly his
commands and departed from his ordinances, and the Lord has chastened us
sore, and we have felt his arm and kissed
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the rod: let us be vvise in time to come
and ever remember that ''to obey is better
than sacrifice, and to hem·ken than the fat
of rams." The Lord has told us to build the
temple and the Nauvoo House, and that
com-mand is as binding upon us as any
other; and that man who engages not in
these things is as much a transgressor as
though he broke any other command-he
is not a doer of God's will nor a fulfiller of
his laws.
In regard to the building up of Zion, it
has to be done by the counsel of Jehovah,
by the revelations of heaven, and we
should feel to say, "If the Lord go not
with us carry us not up hence.'' We
would say to the Saints who come here,
we have laid the foundation for the gathering of God's people to this place, and expect that when the Saints do come they
will be under the counsel of tho~e that
God has appointed. The Twelve are set
apart to counsel the Saints pertaining to
this matter, and we expect that those who
come here will send before them their wi,,e
men according to revelation; or if not practicable be subject to the counsel that God
has given or they can not receive an inheritrnce among the Saints, or be considered
as God's people; and they will be dealt
with as transgre&sors of the laws of God.
We are trying ,here to gird up our loins
and purge from our midst the workers of
iniquity; and we hope that when our
brethren arrive from abroad they will
assist us to roll forth this good work and
to accomplish this great design, that
"Zion may be built up in righteousness,
and all nations flock to her standard;" that
as God's people, under his direction and
obedient to his law, we may grow up in
righteousness and truth, that when his
purposes. shall be accomplished we may
receive an mheritance among those that
are sanctified.-Eu.

A sister Cross sends us copies of the
San Francisco Chronicle and Stockton
Independent for March zoth from which
we clip the follow"ing. It is now so near
the time set for the fulfillment of the prophecies of Mr. Erickson and his followers that these items will be of interest to
the HERALD readers:
As the time approaches for the fulfillment of
Crank Erickson's prophecy of the inundation of
Oakland considerabie anxiety is felt by those
who have faith in it, and there have been several
cases reported in which actual preparations to
flee have been made.
·while Erickson's commitment to the Stockton
Insane Asylum has done much to lessen the influence of the cranks, it has hardly changed the
convictiot!s of the hundreds who used nightly to
assemble to hear him and other prophets speak.
From various authentic sources it was Larned
yesterday that a number of people really contemplate taking their flight before the qth of April,
and it is quite certain that this remarkable sight
will be witnessed in due time. While many
people consider the whole prophecy merely the
emanation of a diseased brain, yet there are
others who look upon it as gospel truth and place
the utmost confidence not only in its provisions
but also in all the rambling teachings of the
Woodworth apostles. It is these people whose
minds are easlly influenced who wilJ shortly begin to populate the Berkeley and East Oakland
foothills.
A Chronicle reporter learned last evening from
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rellable sources that already the faithful believers
as the Juden-hetze. It is shared by some persons
have secretly organized and that all the plans
in high station. The old nobility in Germany
have been arranged for their hegira to the hills.
are being gradually impoverished by prodigal
There they will assemble in tents and a walt quieti!ving and with"liS administration of their estates.
ly the certain doom of those who are so reckless
Their property is largely passing into the hands
as to continue to reside beneath them.
Dailv
of such enterprising Jews as Bleichroeder. They
prayer meetings will be held on the same plan
feel bitter over the transition and they wink at
when Mrs. Woodworth -was here.
Provisions
outrages on Jews committt>d by the· ignorant
will be taken along in ample store, and the whole
class. The late Emperor Frederick never lost an
populace will be invited to be saved up to the
opportunity of denouncing the Juden-hetze, but
night of the 13th. The line, however, will be
Bismarck has never opent:d his mouth on the
drawn upon that night, and doom await those
suhject, except to order the Polish Jews out of
who remain b<:low on the morning of the 14th
Germany into Russia_ In Hungary the feeling
prox.
is very strong. The Danubian peasants believe
A large number of authentic cases of disposal
that the Jews kidnap Christian children to get
of property have come to light.
Yesterday a . their blood for their passover; and this idle fable
family residing in West Oakland requested a
occasionally leads to an outbreak in which Jews
well-known second·hand dealer in furniture to
lose their lives. In Russia the normal destiny
give his estimate of the value of their furniture,
of the h:lnd-owner is to get into debt, and to mort·
as it would be useless to them after the 14th. In
gage his land and his crops. The mortgage
Berkeley an aged woman sold a $3500 holding
creditor is generally a Jew. Thus, the most ferfor half of that figure, while in another case the
tile wheat fidds from which Odessa derives her
wife has entreated her husband to sell the homesupplies, are gradually falling into J ewl~h hands;
stead at any cost.
A colored family ln East
and the Christians console themselves b,v proposing to despoil the more thrifty race. It is the
Oakland has offered to sell a $9500 house and lot
for $65co, while a Woodworthite offered several
same in the Turkish dominions. An orthodox
cords of wood to Captain Fletcher last evening,
Mussulman has no fitter epithet for a Hebrew
saying that he could not burn it up before the
than "Dog of a Jew."
flood. Another family residing at Market and
All this while Jews have been gradually rising
Fifteenth street sold their furniture in nine rooms
to the highest political and financial rank in
Europe. We have spoken of Bleichroeder, who
for only $35 to a car driver on the Fourteenthstreet line named Leavitt.
holds in his strong box the title deeds of half the
So certain was an East Oakland colored man
estates of the Berlln aristocracy. Another Jew,
that the flood would come that he refrained from
Dr. Lasker, led the Liberal party against Bi8paying dues to a benevolent association of which
marck, and received the unusual compliment of
he was a member. A feuv days ago he died sudresolutions of sympathy from the Congress -of
denly, and his wife loses in consequence his death
the United States. France has had no more use. benefit.
ful or loyal citizens of late years than Cremleux
The humorous side of the story is thus Illusand Achille Fould. Gladstone's colleague in the
repre.sentation of Greenwich was Alderman Soltrated: An old Woodworthite was expounding
the prophet's doctrines to a Fourteenth·street car
omon, a Jew; and Disraeli himself, though a
conductor yesterday, telling him that ,he had
professed member of the Church of England,
better be guided and escape while there was yet
was by race a Jew.
It need hardly be explained that If these leadtime. The conductor replied that he would re·
Ing representatives of the Jewish faith were ·to
main in Oakland, and as the old man had a cottage which he would not need after the 14th, as
combine for the purpose of protestatlng against
it would then be destroyed by the waters, that
and, if necessary, resenting the persecutions of
he, the conductor, would buy it for a few hunthe Jews by ignorant mobs, they would speak in
dreds. The old man's conviction changed suf.
tones which would be heard. No state In
ficlently to permit him to refuse the offer.
Europe could afford to provoke the' hospitality of
Many other cases have come to light and there
the Jewish element in finance. Such houses as
the Rothschilds, the Seligmans, the Foulds and
can be no question that Oakland will witness a
the Bleichroeders would bring almost any one of
remarkable exodus between now and the 14th.
these monarchies to the verge of bankruptcy.
To bring these persecuting or indifferent statesmen to their knees, it would not be necessarv for
"SALVATION IS OF THE JEW."
them to do more than to let it be known" that
BRo. H. H. JASPERSON, of Independ- their sympathies, moral and financial, would
ence, Oregon, sent us a clipping- from the henceforth be diverted to any revolutionary party
San Francisco Call, which we give below. which proposed to strike at a government which
It indicates the taking of another step for- tolerated persecution of the Jews. They have
remedy in their own hands. It is for them
ward in the march of liberty and immuni- the
to use it.

as

ty from intolerant bigotry. Hail to the
Jew. "Salvation is of the Jew."

Leading European Jc:ws have at last concluded
to do that which they ought to have done long
ago-namely, to contrive to pnt a stop to the persecution of Jews in Eastern Europe. In the middle ages, and for a century or two atterward, the
Jews were an object of oppression in all Christian
countries. It was considered legitimate for Governments to levy forced loans on Jews, and to
draw the teeth of those who refused to draw their
purse strings.
In Spain they were often
imprisoned, and sometimes burned at the
stake.
At Frankfort they were locked in
at night to prevent their polluting the night air
of the city with their heretical breath. In England they were politically ostracized. All over
Europe they were subject to disabilities which
gave a heroic quality to their adherence to their
reli~·ion and their customs.
With the march of
enlightenment these disabilities have gradually
been ramoved in the leading European countries.
A Jew now labors under no drawbacks by reason
of his faith in France, England or Spain. But
in, those sections of n,1ral Europe which are rarely visited by the school~master the old anti-Jew- ·
' ish prejudice still obtains, and occasionally breaks
· out with ferocity.
In Germany the anti-Jewish feeling is known

The foreg()ing is from the Chronicle
and the following from the Independent,
of Stockton, to which place the prophet
has been sent for confinement as insane.
It will not be long to wait, and if he has
prophesied truly, he will be released from
confinement.
Erickson, the doomsday prophet, who predicted the destruction of San Francisco, Oakland
and Alameda by a earthquake on the 14th of
April and who is now an Inmate of the Stockton
asylum, has written to one of the sisters in the
faith. His letter reads as follow'~.:
"Dear Sister: -I got here on u-,e thirteenth
evening, about eight p. m. I am well and in
good health, and I am trusting in the Lord and
everything will be all right. I knew a few days
before I got here that I was .going to be imprisoned somewhere and God told me I was to come
here.
"l warn you people of Oakland to vacate on
the 7th of April. 1890, before the earthquake
comes on the qth of April, 189o.
"I am trusting in the Lord that the day will
come all right when Lwil-1 get ou.t. saved. Then
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the people who had me arrested will repent for
doing the act! Amen! Because they don't know
··what they arrested me for.
"GEORGE A. ERICKSON.·
"SToc:K•.roN, Cal., 1890.',

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. John J. Corhish wrote from Lexington, Michigan, March 27th:
·

"We just closed a two nights' discussion, victory ours. There is quite an excitement here.
Bro. R. Davis came from the part where he islaboring teeling good in spirit, but feeble in body.
He has worked faithfully and baptized six. In
our allotted streak we have baptized twenty. Oth·
ers have asked to be admitted. Bro. W. J. Smith
is with us. Our work is telling.. Babylon is
trembling. Honest hearts are obeying the gospel."

Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote from Nebraska
City, Nebraska, the 26th ult:
"Held nine meetings here, having the largest
audiences that it was ever my privilege to address here; also had good attention. I made a
short trip into Sarpy county, and the opening for
gospel work was t;ever more promising. 0, that
I could fill one tenth the calls made for preaching!"

Bro. L. Scott wrote from near Galien,
Michigan:
"All goes well here; large attendance at our
meetings out on the borders. Two arose for
baptism last evening and more will follow."

A SORT of supplement to the prophecies
of destruction delivered by one Erickson,
. at Oakland and Sau Francisco, California,
respecting those cities and Chicago and
Milwaukee, and published in a late HERALD is given below.
OAKLAND, March 5th.-"Flee, flee to the
mountains! Wait not until the flood pours in
and overwhelms you. Lose no time, but gather
your goods anti your families and escape while
there is time."
This was the cry of a cadaverous, but museuJar young man, who appeared upon the streets
this afternoon, riding a bicycle with frantic energy and crying aloud to the people as he speeded by. His head was bare, his hair flying in the
wind, and his features were distorted with excitement as his feet pumped the pedals of the bi·
cycle.
"Prepare for the dav of doo111 !" he shouted.
"Lose not a minute. Flee to the mountains, for
an awful fate is about to fall upon the sinful.
The righteous will be saved. They are the be·
lievers and will heed the warning, but the un·
righteous unbelievers will scoff the warning and
will be swallowed up. Flee, flee to the mountains!"
,
With this awful cry the bicycle rider sped
through the streets of Oakland, shouting his
words of warning.
THE BICYCLE PROPHET.
The prophet of disaster was Bennett, the bicycle evangelist, who as a disciple of Mrs. Wood·
worth, the recent trance and convulsion revivalist, has set out with his two-wheeled conveyance
to promulgate her prophecy of the coming flood
that is to destroy San Francisco, Oakland and
Alameda.
The prophetic u•terances of George Erickson,
one of the devptees at the Woodworth tent,
which were published in full in the Examiner,
predicted the destruction of all the cities on San
Francisco baJ by an earthquake and a tidal wave,
and alw that Chicago and Milwaukee would be
overwhelmed at the same time by a great con·
vulsion of nature in the region of the great lakes.
Since Mrs. Woodworth's departure for Santa
Rosa, where she is now holding her remarkable
tent meetings, her converts here have flocked to
the standard o·f a Dr. Smith, who was one of her
most active assistants in producing trances and
convulsions, at the corner of Market and Seventh
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streets. Dr. Smith and two female associates
ministry should be prepared to make wise
have been holding meetings at the corner of
and capable use of every available means
Sixth and Washington streets. They have proThe
duced the same trance and convulsion phenorn- "for the accomplishment of good.
successful prosecution of the cause in large
ena that created so much excitement at Mrs.
Woodworth's meetings, and the same individuals
and small cities will demand that the word
who were the subjects of the influence then have
he published from both pulpit and pen. A
been the subjects of the manifestations under Dr.
late issue of the Omaha, Nebraska, Bee
Smith's dispensation.
contains a good article advocating the truth
FIXING THE DATE.
as taught by us. It is from the pen of ElDuring the past few weeks the congregation at
der E. Rannie,J•·.
Dr. Smith's meetings has been overcome by the
B1o, D. \V. :'::Jbirk, of Belmont, Cass
fear of the impending doom prophesied by Erickcounty, Nebraska, wrote the 23rd ult, that
son. So intense has become the feeling amongst
the believers in this fateful event that this mornthe Saints in that vidnity are well and
ing a special meeting was called to prepare for
endeavoring to not neglect their Spiritual
the terrible catastrophe. The service was a seinterests while they attend to the temporcret ont>, only members of the congregation be·
al affairs of life.
He asks if a reply has
ing admitted, and cards even then being required.
been made to Rev. Lamb's work against
The service lasted about two hours, and after
much exhortation, prayer and discussion, togeth·
the Book of Mormon,
There has been
er with trances and convulsions, it was decided
no published rep!y that we know of other
that the terrible visitation of the wrath of God
than Bro. R. M. Elvin's "Sealed Book."
was to fall upon the cities on the bay on April
Sr. N. L Fuller, of Berea, Arkansas,
14th. George Erickson, the prophet who saw
wrote that herself and husband were all
these terrible calamities in his vision at Mrs.
Woodworth's meeting, was present and assisted
the Saints located there. Her two daughin fixing the date.
ters would be baptized if opportunity ofPREPARING FOR A FLIGHT.
fered.
She desires an elder to come and
As a result of the meeting, Bennett the evanpreach the word.. Berea is sixteen miles
gelist was sent out on his bicycle to warn the
from Callens, the railroad station; and
people and give them ample time to make their
twenty' miles from Monticello.
flight to the mountains. According to the reveBy card from Bro. I. N. White, also by
lations made to the Smith congregation, only
personal interview with Bro. E. L. Kelley
those who believe in the prophecy can escape,
and those who do not will be swallowed up in
we learn that the late discus~ion held at
the flood. April 7th is set as the day of flight
Lee's Sumrnit, Mi§souri, between Dr. Ray
from Oakland, and Bennett on his bicycle, bareof St. Louis, editor of the American Bapheaded anrl with flying hair, is giving warning to
tist, and Elder E. L. Kelley, resulted in a
all to make tracks for high ground on or before
complete victory for the truth. Bro. White
that date.
The converts of Mrs. Woodworth and Dr.
writes in effect that the results were all
Smith, of whom there are many, are preparing
our people anticipated, and they with others
for the exodus and disposing of their worldly efaccept it as a triumph of the right.
fects which cannot be readily transported to the
Brn. E. L. Kelley, F. M. Sheehy and
mountains.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE find it necessary to call attention to
the prevalent practice of writing very
lengthy obituaries in which many unnecessary details are given concerning deceased persons and their relatives.
We are
anxious to favor the Saints in every proper way in such matters as in all others, but
those writing death notices for the HER·
ALD must be reasonably brief in this as
well as in other respects.
Our space is
limited, and writers should use care in preparing matter for puLlication. Look your
writings over, correct them, eliminating
unnecessary words and statements; and we
will try to attend to the remainder.
We acknowledge the receipt of a number of issues of the Review if Reviews,
an English magazine, published at London, in . which live topics of the
originally treated, and the writings of
leading minds in the literary, scientific, and
other departments of life are reviewed.
The publication is a valuable one and we
file it as worthy of preservation. It is the
gift of Bro. G. J. Waller, now in
land.
"Water Baptism" is the title of a column
article in the Cuba, Kansas, Dispatclz of
Friday, March 21st, from the pen of Bro.
C. R. Duncan. The article is timely,
We like to see our elders use the pen in
defense of the truth.
We have evidently reached the time when the
press will be more accessible to us, apd the

Joseph Luff have arrived.
Late orinted proceedings of the Iowa
State Legislature held at Des Moines notes
the fact that the session was opened with
prayer by "Rev. James McKiernan,"
evidently Elder James McKiernan of
Farmington, Iowa.
Bro. A. J. Blakesley, of Knowlton,
Iow:a, twelve mjles north-west of Mt.Ayr,
is anxious that a faithful elder should visit
him soon and labor in word and doctrine
in that place and vicinity. He says some
there are now believing and near the king·
dom. Elders living in or passing through
that region should note this call and if
practicable respond to it.
Bro. E. F. Shupe wrote from V a! verde,
Colorado, March- 24.th, that there were
nineteen members at Denver and would
like some more help than they have in the
way of preachers. That Bro. Caffall has
done well hut needs help.
THE newspapers are giving us too frequent accounts of murders committed in the name of
what is falsely called Christian Science.
A
child is ill, requiring medical attention, and some
Christian Science mountebank offers to cure it
and it dies. Properly the case is brought before
the grand jury. It is just as foolish, just as silly
and just as wicked as if a hungr}' chiid crying
for food was committed to one of these frauds
11nd permitted to starve to death. It is time all
these people were put in a lunatic asylum who
can suppose their diseased livers will be all right
if they only think them so and their broken legs
are all right if they only thlnk they are not broken. It is the last extremity of nonsense and
our chief objection to it is that they call it Christ-
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ian.
Such people ought to read the epistle of
James, where works come in to supplement
faith.-Sa11dwick, (Ill,) Gazette.

EDITED BY

I>I~TI~R

''FRAJSCEB.

"Who wants eternal sumhine or shadow? Who would
fix forever the loveliest clonclwork of an autumn sunset,
or hang over him an everlasting moonlight?"

CHANGE.
THE thought so beautifully presented by the
poet, Whittier, is the which has often caused pain
and doubt in the heart of the Christian soldier
as he j0urneyed on through his devious p2.ths
and beneath the changing skies of this present
existence towards that city which he seeks, whose
builder and maker is God. It is natural, or so it
seems to us, for the human heart to crave the
sunlight of happiness. The afflictions of life are
not pleasant to be borne; but who has not experienced the glad inflowing of warmth and light
and love, which, after days of clouds and gloom,
came with 'returning sunlight, and, as it were,
new life and strength infused into ail his being!
At such times he could appreciate the sentiment,
"Who wants eternal sunshine or shadow?"
When the hands of Saints are grasped in a
farewell pressure, how slow they are to part and
how the chords seem tightening around the heart
like bands of pain. Each goes upon his devious
way, and when time brings the hour of meeting,
the home-coming, the ingathering. Can pen or
words depict the joy? Not only is this impossible, but the soul in that supreme moment realizes the wisdom which has ordained "change,"
and made it the medium of joy to man, which
otherwise he would never know.
As the elders begin to gather in from the various mission fields and the streets of our quiet
village resound to their quick, elastic footsteps,
they are met with outstretched hands, while
hearts beat warmer and quicker, as we see them
passing by. But what shall we say of "The feast
of reason and flow of soul" enjoyed by our quiet
firesides and around our boards which the loving
providence of God has crowned ·with plenty. Is
it not enough to say they bring with them. the
Spirit of the living God, and like breezes which
have wandered over fragrant plains they bring
refreshing and cheer for those who never wan·
der from home but strive to labor for the cause
in its seclusion and quiet, while these have labored and sacrificed abroad.
God bless the band of self-sacrificing, pureminded, God-fearing men who are now gather·
ing in to transact business for the Master is the
greeting of the Home Column to-day; and
should there perchance gather with them any
not worthy of this greeting, may the light which
will meet them as thry gather in reveal to them
their characters as they have never before seen
them, and may the desire be implanted in their
souls to come up higher-implanted never to be
effaced unti:l they in the joy of a new awakening
to the holy influences of divine grace shall
know the blessedness of change.
One word to the yearning, throbbing hearts
not here with us. Those who love this gospel
as they love their lives, but to whom necessity has
said, «You can not go!" Dear ones, go on your
way rejoicing and have no fear that ;you shall

not receive the ,blessing where you are. Did
ever the mother fail to remember the child left
waiting at the post of duty while the rest were
gathered at the festal board? God's love is more
tender than the love of a mother, and his bless·
ing shall rest upon you. If the sparrow falls not
to the ground without his notice, think you he
will forget your sacrifice? Never! Abide in
his peace, for not one act of the body but shall
be for your weal, if it be for ours, though you
were at the uttermost parts of the earth.
Already there are premonitions of a peaceful,
profitable session of conference, and the Lord is
pouring out his Spirit upon his Saints. Let your
prayers ascend with ours, that good may be
done in the name of the Holy Child Jesus. The
iosues hanging upon the action .of the band of
Saints met together in this quiet corner of the
busy world are tremendous. Will they be equal
to the occasion? Not they; but like one of old
they can do all things through Christ who
strengthens them. Let not your hearts be
troubled. The Master is on board and none need
to awaken him, for his hand is on the helm and
his word is pledged to our salvation. Oh, for
faithful men and women in this great day of the
Lord's preparation! Men to hold aloft the blood
stained banner of King Immanuel and women
who will not shrink from any sacrifice, but say
to husbands, sons and fathers, Go, and the God of
Israel go with you!
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYERS.

Sr. Mary M. Sinits requests your faith and
prayers in her behalf, that she may be healed if it
is God's will.
One who is fully convinced of the truth of the
gospel, but who dare not even acknowledge her
belief in God, earnestly entreats your prayers,
that God may open the way for her to obey his
truth and may bring her husband to confess the
same.
THE JOY OF FORGETTING SELF.
Thinking of one's self is an unfailing cause of
discomfort and unrest. Only as one forgets self
can one experience true joy in being and doing,
in life. Apart from the involved question of
duty, he who would hav,e joy must forget himself in order to its obtaining.
To be thinking of one's· self while with others,
is to be torturing one's self with a feo.r of appearing to a disadvantage in comrarison with others;
or it is to be unsteadying one's self through a
division of mind between what one is, and what
one has to say or to dt>. To be thinking of one's
self while all by one's self, is to be worrying one's
self over the mistakes and slips that one has
made or is likely to make; or it is to be finding
annoyance in the thought of one's failure to command all the attention and regard that one feels
entitled to. To be thinking of one's self while
doing one's best work in the word, is to be destroying one's peace of mind by 'turning in upon
the very energies which are just then needed
outside of the mind; or it is to be discomforting
one's self by failing in one's work through attention to one's self instead of one's work To be
thinking of one's self while wholly at leisure, is
to be making unhappines~ for one's self by deserved or undeserved reproaches for one's defects
and blunderings; or it is to be cloying one's self
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with sickening self-praises-that can not give
joy. At all times and ev' rywhere, to be thinking of one's self is to be shutting one's self out
from the possibility of enjoyment.
Realizing the barrier to joy that ourselves are
raising against ourselves when we are thinking
of seif instead of forgetting self, we a~e ready to
exclaim, every one of us, with the saintly Faber:
"Oh, I could go through all life's troubles singing,
Turning earth's night to day,
If self were not so fast around me clinging
To all I do or say.
"I Janey all the world engrossed with judging
My merit or my blame;
Its warmest praise seems an ungracious grudging
Of praise which I might claim.

"0 miserable emnipresence, stretching
Over all time and space,
How have I run from thee, yet found thee reaching
The goal in every race I

'·o Lord, that I

could waste my life for others,
With no ends of my own;
That I could pour myself into my brothers,
And live for them alone!"
Forgetting self is not an easy task, but it is a
possibility; and it is to be attained to only in forgetfulness of itself as a iask. Remembering the
duty of ceasing to think of one's self, is a poor
way of ·forgetting self; and worrying over one's
undue thought of self never brings the joy that
is found in the utter unconsciousness of self. In
order to keep self out of mind, the mind must be
filled with other thoughts than those of self; and
just in proportion as the mind is absorbed in that
which is outsidt> of self, is "elf kept outside of the
mind. Absorption in self can never give joy.
Absorption in that which is worthy of one's self
is joy. And here is the joy of. forgetting self,by being so filled with thoughts of that which is
better than self that there is no room in the mind
for any thought of self.
A little child has the possibility of enjoyment
only while it is forgetful of self. Any twinge of
pain, or any surface soreness, that compels a
child's conscious thought of self, destroys its
power of enjoyment, in play or in sight-seeing,
for the time being. Or any calling of a child's
attention to itself, rather than to that which it is
saying or doing before others, always tends to
p~oduce embarra~sment, awkwardness, and consequent discomfort. And the way to bring about
forgetfulness of self, in such a case, is to enlist the
child's new interest in something outside of itself,
so that self shall be forgotten all unconsciously.
As it is with a child, so it is with every person, from
the lowest sphere of action to the highest,-the
joy of being and of doing, comes with forgetfulness of self through absorption in something outside of self.
A soldier in battle is a cowardly sufl:'erer,
whether he runs or stays, if he gives a place in
his mind to thoughts of himself, in the momentary peril in which he finds himself. But if he
centers his whole attention on what he is set to
do, or on his leader, who inspires him, he forgets
himself, in having something better to think of,
and he becomes a hero through failing to remember what manner of man he is. It is much the
same in every sphere of heroism. The fireman
· who sees a woman in a burning house is so full
of thought of her peril that he forgets to count
his life of value, and he ,rushes in to save her,
wi.thout considering himself. The engineer on
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a flying train, at the moment of a collision, is in
hopeless terror if he thinks of himself; but he
he has the joy of absorption in a heroic mission if
he gives himself whollv to his duty as an engineer.
A timid mother, seeing her child in sudden peril,
loses all fear for herself, and all the discomforts
of fear, just in proportion as she forgets herself
in her joyous devotion to her child.
There is no joyousness in life without a forgetfulness of seif for the time being. No man can
have joy in his daily work, except he loses
thought of himself in that work. No man can
have joy in his recreations and pleasures except
as they absorb his interest, and take him away
from himself, while he is engaged in tl.em. In
the ordinary intercourse of life, in one's family,
among one's neighbors, wilh one's friend, joyouSness is dependent on self forgetfulness and an
unselfish absorption in the things of others, He
who thinks of himself in a social call is sure not
to have such enjoyment in that call as would be
possible to him if he were thinking wholly of the
one on whom he calls, or of the things which
concern that one. Thipking of self is self-discomfort.
Self-forgetfulness is a copdition of
joyousness.
If a man will but lose.self-consciousness in his
love for his work, in his interest in the special
service for others to which ~te is called, in his desire to promote the welfare of those dear to him;
if he will but be so full of that which is for the
moment his obvious duty that it is to him the
pleasure of his heart in comparison with whatever would tempt him away from it,-his life is
sure to be a life of such joy as would otherwise
be impossible to him. There is no room in a life
like this for morbid worries over one's shortcomings and blunders, or peace-destroying questionings as to one's standing in the thoughts of
others. The whole life is glad and joyous with
Its unselfish aspirations and endeavors.
To live in an absorbed interest in that which
is outside of one's self, and which is worthy of
one's devotion, is to live in a joyous f,elf-forgetfulness. No other life than this is worth one's
living; no other life is compatible with true joy.
Such a life is possible to him who looks always
on the things of others, instead of on the things
that are his own.-S. S. T11nes.

for the advancement of hisgloi-ious·cause among
the sons and daughters of men, I am
Your sister in the one faith,
DELARIA BATES.
UNRETURNING.
Three things never come again I
Snow may vanish from the plain,
Blossoms from the dewy sod,
Verdure from the broken clod,
Water from the river's bed,
Forests from the mountain's head.
Night may brighten into day,
Noon in midnigh{ fade away,
Yet the snow shall come once more,
When the winter tempests roar;
Blossoms each returning spring
In her laden arms shall bring;
Grass be green where plowshares run,
River's flash in autumn's sun;
Time shall bid the forest grow.
Noon and midnight come and go;
But, though all thy soul complain,
Three things shall not come again.
Never to the bow that bends,
Come3 the arrow that it sends.
Spent in space its airy flight
Vanisheg like lost delight.
When with rapid aim it sprang
From the bowstring's shivering twang
Straight to brain or heart it fled,
Once for all its course was sped,
No wild wall upon its track,
Brings the barb of vengeance back.
Hold thy hand before it go;
Pause beside the bendeg bow;
Hurtled once across the plain,
No spent arrow comes again.
Never comes that chance that passed;
That one moment was its last,
Though thy life upon it hung.
Though thy death beneath it swung,
In thy future all the way
Now in darkness goes astray,
When the instant born of fate
Passes through the golden gate;
When the hour, but not the man,
Comes and goes from nature's plan;
Never more its countenance
Beams upon thy slow advance,
Never more that time shall be
Burden bearer unto thee.
Weep and search o'er land and main,
Lost chance never eomes again.
Never shall thy spoken word
Be again unsaid, unheard;
Weli its work the utterance wrought;
Weal or woe, whatever it brought;
Once for all the rune is read
Once for all the judgment said.
Though it pierced a poisoned spear,
Through the soul thou lwidest dear;
Though it quiver, fierce and deep,
Throug-h some stainless spirit's sleep;
Idle, vain, the flying string,
That a paesing rage might bring,
Speech shall give it fangs of steel,
Utterance all its barb reveal.

KILKENNY, Feb., 20th,
Dear Siste-rs:-My greatest desire is to come
up higher, higher, to a life of purity and holiness
and to live by every word that cometh from the
mouth of God, D~ar weary ones take courage
and rejoice though the trials of life are at times
hard to bear, His grace is sufficient for us and all
things work together for good for them that love
Give thy tears of blood and fire;
him. Not a part but all things. Do we fully
Pray with pangs of mad desire;
reallze this? Do we Jo,·e Him? If we do, dear·
Offer life, and soul, and all,
That one sentence to recall,
Saints, let us truet him in all things.
Wrestle with its fatal wrath.
Let us strive to hring our children up in the
Chase with flying feet its path;
fear and admonition of the Lnrd and teach them
Rue it all thy lingering days,
Hide-it deep with love and praise;
ways of truth and righteousness by example as
Once for all thy word is sped
weli as precept. Let us pray earnestly for the
None invade it but the dead.
youth of the church for they have many trials
All thy travail will be vainand temptations and there are many allurements
Spoken words come not again
-Rose Terry Cokeo.
to draw the young from the right way and they
need strength and encouragement from us older
ones. I receive great strength and courage from
The hardest useful labor is less exhausting, in
the long run, than exciting pleasures, as most of
reading the Hm·ald and Autumn Leaves. Ever
their devotees in middle life sadly confess.
pravin;; the L'"lrd to b!Pss all his children, the
An avaricious man runs straight into poverty.
church publications and every effort put forth

HOlliE COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Mar.27, Amount to date .............. $2,575 Sr
G C & E.G.Hodge, Neb. $r 50
Sr. J. Kite, Ia ........... I oo
A Bro. and Sr. Va ....... I oo
Sr. Harriet Harrison, Pa. I oo
Sr. Emeline Dyer, Me ... I oo
Bro. Henry Snell, Ont.. ·4 25
Sr. Pr\'cilla Park, Colo... 6o
Sr. E. H. Hodge, Neb .... r So
Sr. Pauline Higgins, Utah 5 oo
Sr. Mary Severin, Kan. . . 50
A Sister, I a.... . . . . . . . . . 50
Bro Oia Johnson, Utah .. I 25
L. R. Wells, Mo ......... I oo
Sr. Mellie C Dobbin..... 25
20 90

April

2,

Amount received to date ..... $~671

!!:'!W"Send all monevs to D. Dancer; Lamoni, Iowa.

LISBON FALLS, Me., Feb. 2oth.
Dear Sister Frances:-As the storm this afternoon prevented me from attending the Prayer
Union I thought I could not improve my time
any better than to write you.
Last Thursday afternoon we met at Sr.
Green's for the purpose of organizing a Prayer
Union. Though our numbers 11re small yet we
were blessed and feel that we shall be by so doing. There are only four of us. Sr. Robbins
chosen president, Sr. Rilla Sheehy vice-president, Sr. Susie Sheehy secretary, Sr. Abbie Green
treasurer. We intend to do our best to awaken
an interest in this place, and we hope that many
will help us wifh their prayers. I have made up
my mind that I shall not let my hou~ehold
duties take all my time. I shall endeavor to
have Thursday afternoon for my spiritual duty,
but it will n quire perseverance. for I have four
little ones to care for and the oldest is only five
years and three months. You know they are
very precious, for they al"e God's own lambs
only lent, as it vvere~ to our care, and my most
earnest prayer is that I may be spared and blessed with wisdom to train them up acceptably to
mm. I am only a young mother, but I feel that
this should be every mother's first thought. I
was sorry to learn through the Herald of Sr.
Helen Smith's sickness. She is a good sister,
one whom I loved, being well acquainted with
her. When I first became acquainted with the
Latter Day Saints she was then visiting the Fall
River branch with her husband. Do not forget
our little Union in Lisbon Falls for we are deprived of all other meetings of the cfiurch. I
am the only one of a large family who belongs
to this church, but hope the time will come
when they too shall hear the sound of the gospel.
Yours in the one faith,
SUSAN SHEEHY.
BuRSLEM, Eng., Feb. rrth.
Dear Sister ".frar~ccs and Sisters of tke Home
Column:-- I have often reproached myself for
neglect of this duty and can only say in extenuation the past years (since I883) having brought
me more than the ordinary measure of sorrow,
toil and change and my energy seems to have
been nearh' absorbed, so that in the short intervals of leisure I have been glad to rest my eyes
on these pages, and feel the refreshing of their
words of comfort and instruction, and as l have
folded the paper and put out my light, I have
felt as if T could gather you all around me by the
strength of that holy band which unites the holy
family of God. Each dear name has passed
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through my memory with some sympathetic
words expressive of varied experiences, the outpurings of loving hearts, touching the chords of
mine and gently gathering up the broken strings,
awaking harmony which soothed its restless sor'·
row, till I have slept the sleep of peace, and
woke with strength to travel through another
day; and yet this is the first llne I have written
in appreciation of your labors of love.
Dear sisters, I would just say that I feel sure
there are many whose prayers and love are earnest for you who have not written and perhaps
never may; so that not until we are gathered to
our Father's mansions shall you know how
many weary pilgrims you have helped on the
way; and what wealth of love and gratitude is
yours. But it would be well for us who do not
write not to forget the amount of labor and
self-denial it takes to help the Home Column up
to what it is; a real blessing to the church. Then
think of Autumn Leaves, rich and varied as the
name it bears. One piece of many I shall never
forget, is "Jesus the Christ." Neither the few
lines called "Scraps." 0, mothers what memories these trifles awake!
But I was saying let us try and do all we can
to help those who are thus tenderly caring for
the young, and laboring to gather the lambs into
green pastures. We may have great sorrows,
and many cares but I know of nothing that will
bring us more comfort, than oto be found in our
place in the assembly of the Saints to be willing
and obedient to our Heavenly Father denying
ourselves that we may help forward the glorio,us
work. We are going to try once more to have a
Sabbath-school in this branch, and will you, dear
Saints, pray for us that we may succeed .. We
have,had.a great deal to contend with in this
Han lev branch, but there are a few faithful souls
who are determined to labor on though the fruit
does not appear.
I first heard the restor,ed gospel in Glasgow,
my native place. My husband was the first to
obey, and I followed in the same year (I848).
The disappointment and tribulation of those
years of darkness are told in the touching story
of brother and sister Gland Rodger and all who
could not receive the false doctrine-had their
share; but let us turn with joy to the brighter
prospect naw before us, and if we each in humility and watchfulness give diligence to abound in
every good word and work it will grow brighter
still unto the perfect day.
Your sister in Christ,
JULIA A. EDWARDS.
THE prayer of the family is to be-not form or
decent cerPniony, but-real, humble, trustful
service, In which, guided by the word and Spirit
o:f God, the family brings the details of actual
life with becoming fervor before the Divine and
all-ruling Father with gratitude, submission,
hope, confidence, and iu which the weak human
souls take holu to!!ether to infinite strength. He
honors them that honor him.
He dwells with
them who invite his presence.
That ,presence
lightens the gloom of life, and brightens all its
joys. His blessing gives that safe prosperity
with which no sorrow is linked, as it is sure to l;le
where he is ignored in unblessed prosperity. 0,
men and brethren whom God has placed at the
head of families, where he gives you homes, be
sure tbat you set up altars !-Sel.

QuEENSFERRY, Australia, Feb. I8th.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Column:-Once more
we are made to rejoice as the Heralds and Autumn
Leaves make their appearance, for in them we
find so many good things. The letters in the
Home Column seem to get better all the time,
and no doubt are cheering to many a weary
mother.
We have started again with another
year and may we each strive so to live that as
the years come and go we will be pressing steadily forward. It is not, to my mind, in preaching
only that this grand work shall progress, but in
many ways in which the sisters may take part.
The young need training and bringing up so that
they may be a credit to their parents and not a
disgrace. How much parents will have to answer for should they negltct this all important
task. Two months ago a dear little boy was
given to me and my anxious thoughts are now,
will I be able to teach him as he should be taught,
that when he is old enough he will take up his
cross and follow Christ? I hope that one day he
will preach the g-ospel and be the means of bringing many to the knowledge of the truth. We
have organized a "Sisters' Prayer Union" and
trust that we may be benefitted thereby. Pray
for us in this far off land, that in time our numbers may swell and we be made to rejoice in the
fruits of our labors. The more I ponder on what
a Saint's life should be, I feel I am not worthy to
be called by that name, but my desires are th::tt I
may be numbered among the pure when the time
shall have come. Oh how we should, as mothers
in Zion, strive to keep the little ones from all the
evil influences of the world, for how soon are we
led, and so easily tempted to do that which is not
right. Do you think that in the hereafter you
could rest and not have your loved ones with
you? The thought to me is indeed sad. I have
heard it said "let your children see the bad and
then they will choose." This, I think, is a mistaken idea, but I say let them see nothing but
good, and it will be so ingrained in them that
when they go out into the world the evil things
of this world will have no weight with them.
May God help each mother to do her duty is the
prayer of
"SISTER LIZZIE."
HAVENs, Neb., Feb. 27th.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Colmnn:-Thls is your
day for observing the Prayer Union and as I can
not meet with you I feel constrained to write a
few lines and tell you how much I appreciate
your letters. Through the kindness of my
mother I receive the Herald, and it is like a visit
frorp friends, When I read the tt>stimony of the
many sisters I feel what a blessing I have been
permitted to enjoy-that of hearing. the gospel
and obeying it. I have not heard an elder preach
since I was baptized seven years ago, but I feel
as strong in the faith now as then. The Lord
has blessed me with health and my family also,
for which I am very thankful, but if. my husb,and
could only hear the gospel I would be glad. He
has heard so much about the Utah Church and
has heard none of our elders. I can not talk as
well as some, but I try to do my duty as near as
I know how, and I pray the Lord to help me
daily.
,J take the Autumn Leaves and am well pleased
with it. I have been reading, "With the ChQrch
in an early day," and it takes me home, for I
used to live there, though not at the time of the '
trouble. I have passed the old temple ground
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many times and seen the corner stone which "peopie said" was placed there by unseen hands. I
have been to the grave-yard many times before
and after it was broken up. It was owned by a lady
by the name of Boulton. Her son fenced it and
used what head-stones he could get up to place
under the fence. Some of the stones had letters
cut on them. Some of the graves had small
stones all around them. After the fence was
finished he broke the ground up as much as the
stones would admit of. A brother of his helped
him plow and told me he plowed over seventyfive little children's graves. "What do you think
the Mormons would say if they knew it?" he
said. This was told meoas a reproach, for mother belonged to the church then, but I was too
young. He used to swear because there were so
many stones to dull the plow.
But how has it fared with that family? One
son is an idiot and killed his own father in cold
blood. The son who fenced the graveyard had
trouble with his wife and a letter from a schoolmate dated January Ist, I89o, contains this sentence: "Mrs. Boulton is lying helpless. She is
paralyzed from her body down." We lived just
north of the grave-yard, and when I think of the
trials and troubles that were there in the early
days I feel sad.
I want to say to the sisters who can write,
Write and help each other all you can. Ever
praying for the spread of the gospel,
Your sister,
FLoRA.
SISTER FLORA :-Do not be discouraged, for
there is not an elder in this church, nor in any
other, whose spoken words could carry with
them greater force than, the unspoken words of
example. Let the light which God has lit
in your soul shine abroad, and he whoblesses the
spoken word to give it increase, and without
whose blessing the increase does not follow, w!ll
bless the rays of that light to the converting of
souls. His word is pledged to this, and I am only repeating the promise when I say, "That oth- .
ers seeing your good works shall glorify your
Father who is in heaven."
Let us not suppose that these trials came upon
those poor, ignorant sinners, because of their
desecrating the last resting place of our dead.
God's punishment has ever in view the reformation of the sinner.
UHRICHSVILLE, 0., Feb. 24th.

Dear Sisters:-I have learned many useful
things through the Home Column and often
thought I would like to thank you all for your
kind words and tell you how much they have
helped one who Is away from the Saints so far
that she can not enjoy meetings with them. I do
not think there is one other here that belongs to
the Latter Day Saints, and some have never even
heard of it. I try in my feeble way to tell them
of it, also to live as becomes a child of God, for
by your works ye are known. I go to the
Christian-Disciples Church on Sabbath. I
think that they are more like our own church in
their doctrines, although none are to me quite so
dear as the Latter Day Saints. I am all alone
though, for my husband does not believe in my·
church. He is a railroad employee, and is away
from home a great deal. We have one little
girl two years and a half old, and I get very
lonesome sometimes. I 'JI{ish some of the Saints
would make me a visit. We WO\lld give them a
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kind welcome, for my-husband is not opposed to
my religion, and I sometimes think if he could
see others of the Saints and hear them talk he
would be led to investigate the truth.
Will the
sister at Columbus write to me? I wouid like to
hear from her, as it seems she and I are alike in
respect to having husbands out of the church. I
belong to the Pittsburg branch, about one hundred miles distant, and do not get to meeting
often, but still remain true to the cause.
I am a sister in Christ,
AMY M OLIVER.
"THERE are not a few things related of Jesus
in the Gospels that are difficult to understand,
and which criticism has challenged with some
degree of success for some minds. One characteristic there was, however, against which nounbeliever or caviling critic has aimed his shaftsHe went about dofng good_ It was this that inspired faith in hi?i1 as the multitude followed his
footsteps, and that confirmed the faith of those
who bdieved in him, And the world is just as
sensitive to such an argurnent to-day as it ever
was. Christianity has won jts way in the world
by doing good, much of it not apprehended by
the world, but we may easily trace its path by
the works of humanity and philanthropy which
it has wrought. It adds greatly to one's confesion of faith in Christ to show the world that he
is doing the same work that Christ did. Never
before in the history of the world has there been
greater need for works of charity and consideration of the condition of the poor and unfortunate.
Evangelical Protestantism will not close up the
gap between the Churches and the masses until
it makes the same record that the Master did.

HEGEWISCH, Ill , March 23d.
Editors Herald:-It has been a long time since
I have written anything for your columns, but I
have enjoyed the soul-confirming testimonies of
others who have written of their hopes and the
prospects of lhe work in their several localities.
I have been living (since my return here) a little
over one year in this place_ I have not been able
to do much for the work during this time, but
have ('ndeavored to do what I could. Some time
last summer I began going to Chicago abont every other Sunday, at which times I tried to speak
for the Saints; and last fall I went to South Englewood and preached a few times, at which
place I occasionally go now, and I have endeavored to do what I could to preach, or rather expound the gospel to those of my shop-mates who
were willing to hear wh~ t we believe. I preached
a few times the early part of the past winter at a
Baptist mission located at 307 West Lake street.
What the harvest will be the Lord only knows,
J can only hop" from the spirit manifested by
tho:;e who gave the word a hearing, and by this
the prospects are encouraging. At South Englewood there are some very near the straight gate,
and the same prospects are here to a marked extent, f-:)r there are some fully convinced of the
truth, and are onlv waiting a mor<> favorable op'j,ortunity to olwy iL One of them perhaps may
be remembered by Bro_ Alexander Smith, for he
was with me at the two-days' m<>eting held in
Chicago last October. This therefore enlivens
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the hope that a branch will be raised up here, at
no distant time.
Brother T. W. Smith's article, "Tithing. in
kind, or the Lord's storehouse," I think is ex~el
lent, and if acted upon in many locaiities would be
a means of sustaining many more able ministers.
In a greater number of localities there are many
able minister whose hands are tied and who are
unable by force of circunJstances to do any min'isterial work to speak of.
Now if these men
were located in the manner indicrtted by brother
Smith, they could accomplish much local work.
For exam pie: Bro. A, is a poor man, an elder or
priest, as the case may be. He has a family depending on him for support, and by hard daily
work and close managing he is just able to support them. He proves his love for the work under these circumstances by going, perhaps on
foot on Sunday, the only day he can spend for
this work, trom four to eight miles to preach the
gospel in some neighborhood where they may be
willing to give the word a hea-ring. Now were
some of these farms tithed, and by that means a
comfortable home of from sixteen to twenty
'acres with two cows, some poultry and a good
horse be placed at his service,_ he could raise a
considerable amount of produce to support himself and family, as also the stock at his service,
and not being so closely tied could take the horse
at his service and go on Saturday instead of Sunday morning and go from ten to twenty miles in
any direction from his home and return or. Monday, preaching from three to four times, and
much of the time during the year he could devote to the ministry, without materially neglecting his affairs at home_ Were this cour~-e taken
in many localities, which could be named if necessary, there could many efficient ministers be
placed in such local missions, and the scope of
country within their reach be thoroughly canvassed.
FRANCIS EARL
CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, March 29th
Editors Herald:--I have b;en getting better
ever since administered to. I attended meeting
at Crescent City last Sunday in company with
Bro. Butler who preached two good discourses.
Bro, H. 0. Smith has been holding meeting there
every night for one week with good altendence,
and on last Wednesday he baptized Jour, I assisting in confirmation.
Thus may the good
work go on.
I intend to be at Crescent City next Sunday to
preach a funeral discourse.
! have more calls
than I can possibly attend to. The duty of a
local elder is pot all sunshine by any means. I
expect to attend the General Conference if all is
well. May God bless the work we love so welL
l)_ K. DonsoN.

ST. JosEPH, Mu_, March 28th.
Editors Herald:--Please. send my Herald ln
wrapper form to the above address, for often times
I have to wait two or three days bdore I get it.
When I dG:~ not promptly rrceive the Herald I
feel as though I was put off from receiving a
good spiritual feast; and as my work at present
is of that nature that l can not attend church
services, I feel the more need of it; for it contains many precious gems of truth that shone in
the works of the church before Brighamism became so popular with some, which has brought
'with it a I hick cloud of dRrkness, and which has
caused many to stumble and fall and con1e short
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of the grace of God. But thanks to the Lord,
he Is uncovering the works of darkness and exposing the follies of Brighamism to all people.
I am glad to hear and learn of the good results
of the labors of the elders of the Reorganized
Church in this city and in other parts of the vineyard of the Lord by preaching the truth, the
pure gospel of Christ. If it should be the will of
he Lord, f should be most happy to learn if Bro.
Mark H_ Fon;cutt should be appointed to continue
his labors in this city. I have no need here to
write of his faith and works in the past in the
church, for you are better posted than I can write
it. I hope also that the result of the coming
General Conference will give a n<>w impetus to
the building up of Zion on this land.
Yours in gospel bonds,
SIMON SMITH.

~nmmuttittafinus.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views, Contributions solicited"

CHRISTIAN AND MORMON BAPTISM
COMPARED.
WHEREIN DO TI-IEY DIFFER?

THE occasion of the following article is
this, namely: Remarks have been made
in the New York Christian Ad-vocate as
follows:

"No ceremonies that the Mormons niay perform, whether resembling bap:ism In the use of
wal·er or ·not, ~;re Christian ceremonies, much
less .Christian sacraments. If a Mormon had
been baptized ae. a Christian before adopting Mormonism that is another matter. But if he had
received only Mormon baptism he should be
baptized on proft'sslng fDith in Christ as promptly as any pagan
or Jew to whom the gospel
was pneached by
apostles. In such a case
it could not be re-baptism, though a second ceremonid use of water."

These statements, or assertions, have
been copied (along with others of a similar character) into the papers of many
other
and have been read
hundreds of thousands of people. If
is asked,
do I essay to answer
inasmuch as they may apply to the
Church only, and therefore concern
I answer that it does concern us
for the writer in the Christian
Advocate s:;ys that the question is, "What
Christian pastors should do in the matter
the baptism of persons received on
who have been baptized on!v at
hcmds of either the ]\J:ormon Church, or
of the
branch called J osephites."
Again:
have no hesitation in sayingthHt the Mormon Church in either of its
hnmches is . as widely removed from
Christianitv as Mohammedanism."
So then ~s we of the Reorganization are
but a branch of the "1V1ormon Church,"
and as such are "no more Christians than
are the Moh<Jmmedans," and our baptisms
<He "Mm:mon baptisms," and the-refore
"are not Chl"istiRn ceremonies, much less
Christian sacrnments," it becomes our
to F.et hef0re these maligners of our
and oractice a few thoug-hts on the
o("Cbris~i:m baptism" compared
"Mormon baptism." But I would
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inquire before this i~ done, Do the
which copy with approval the
of the Methodist journal agree with it as
to what constitutes "Chri~tian baptism,"
as relates to the mode particularly? By
no means, for as the Advocate defends
sprinkling as a Christian mode, and that
too of infants too young to understam:!
anything whatever connected with
tism, such as the pre-requisite faith
repentance and the object or design and
effects of baptism, its idea of the
would be seconded by the
Christians, Adventists and others who
agree with the Advocate in its unjust and
unchristian attack on Mormon baptism.
In other words, Baptists, Christians,
Adventists and others deny emphaticallv
that a child or an adult sprinkled by ~
Methodist minister
tliough he
a
bishop or an editor of the Advocate) has
received "Christian baptism" aJ all, and
they say that such persons must be
tized by immersion, and that such baptism is not "re-baptism, though a second
ceremonial use of water."
The
above named deny the baptisms (so called)
of the Methodists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Lutherans and others as
"Christian baptism," yet they agree it
seems in questioning the baptisms of all
classes whom they are pleased to call
Mormons. So it becomes quite important
that we compare the so called "Mormon"
with the so called "Christian" baptism and
see wherein they differ and wherein they
agree.
The chief trouble with the Advocate
lies in this: The Mormons, so called,
whether the Utah Church or the"] osephites," do not admit that what it calls
"Christian baptism" is a baptism at
that is, they do not admit that the ten
thousand baby members of the Methodist
Church are baptized in a Scriptural or
Christian sense at all; and in childish petulance the Advocate cries out the Mormon
baptisms are not Christian ceremonies,
much less Christian sacraments; but the
trouble is it does not understand what constitutes Christian baptism, and Viff: will
undertake the task of enlightening it on
the subject.
I. Christian baptism is not the baptism
by any kind of "ceremonial use of water"
of persons already became Christians, as
some argue; because if so, why do they
inconsistently baptize (as they call sprinkling) infants who are not nor can be
Christians, unless a person can become
a Christian with faith in Christ, without
repentance; and indeed without the
slightest understanding of Christianity, in
whole or in part. According to the Ad1Jocate's own ground baptism must follow
a profession of "faith iu Christ." This we
admit and al w:ays have insisted upon <1S a
church, but if this faith in Christ ls a prerequisite to Christian baptism, or is positively essential to such baptism, then
every member,of the Methodist Churd1,
including Class Leaders, Pastors, Circuit
Riders, Presiding Elders and Bishops who
were sprinkled in infancy and before they
were old , enough to exercise faith in
Christ, or in any subject whatever, have
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not received Christian baptism, for two
reasons, n?.mely: Sprinkling is not baptism,
and if it was, they had not the pre-requisite faith, therefore not having had faith
in
and not being baptized in the
ri:~ht
they are not as yet Chri~tian8.
For if
had not had faith in Christ,
and had not repented of sin, or had not
been "converted'' before they were
sprinkled, th~::n they were not Christians,
according to their own definition of
Christian character; therefore they were
not baptized because they were Christians,
nor in order to constitute them Christians.
That is,
were not Christians either
before or after they were sprinkled, because·
were not believers in Christ and were
not converted, not having experienced a
change of heart, and had not publicly confessed Christ. Their baptism being- of no
force or value whatever, a perfectly dead
were they baptized after they became old enough to exercise faith in
Christ, and to repent, and after they were
converted, etc.? Nay, except in a few
instances when some becHme dissatisfied
with heing sprinkled and desired baptism
or immersion. But the majority have not
been subjected to "a ceremonial use of
water" since they have become "believers"
and since thev were "converted," and they
are therefore not as yet the subjects
"Christian baptism," and yet they talk of
baptizing (by sprinkling) those who have
been baptized by immersion, upon profession of faith in Christ, and who truly had
repented of and had confessed their sins.
And why? Because, simply, they may
have been baptized by a Mormon. For
the position of the Advocate is, that no
ceremony performed by Mormom, either
polygamists or anti-polygamists, is a
Christian ceremony. So then it :c1ppears
that no matter how clearly a man or woman
has understood the gospel, no matter how
g·enuinely he or she has repented of sim;
no matter how truly they have renounced
the world, the flesh and the devil; no
matter if they have received a "change of
heart," etc., i-t the man who baptized them
by immersion for remission of sins in the
name of the Father and the Son and the
Holy Ghost, was a Mormon; even if he
did "not believe in polygamy; even if he
did not accept the name Mormon; even if
he did not receive the Book of Mormon as
a substitute for the Bible; even if he did
not accept Joseph Smith, save as a prophet of the Lord, and as a minister of Christ
only; even if he did not accept any other
name under heaven or among men whereby he should be saved, and whereby he
should be called; by whom he should be
judged, etc., save that of the Lord Jesus
Christ, if all this was true of him, yet if
he was known to the world 'as a Mormon,
his baptisms are all null and void; and in
order to receive the truly Orthodox,
Evangelical and Christian baptisms, he
must be sprinkled by a Methodist minister,
who was sprinkled himself (when an
unthinking, unreasoning infant) hy another minister who was also sprinkled in
infancy by another minister who was als0
sprinkledm infancy by John Wesley, who
was sprinkled in infancy by a clergyman
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of the Church of England, who in his
babyhood received sprinkling at the hands
of one who received his infant sprinkling
at the hands of some priest or bishop of
the Church of Rome; and when this
Mormon convert to Methodism is 'prink led
by the man whose baptism (and ordination
too) are traced in an unbroken line to
Rome he is a recipient of Christian baptism forsooth. Bah! I would not give
one baptism performed by even an Utah
elder for a thousand such popish and unchristian and worthless ceremonies as are
performed to-day by such men as run the
New York Methodist Advocate.
The
writer says it is "not re-baptism." Of
course not, only an ig,noramus in gospel
matters could call such a burles<;_ue on
Christian baptism by such a term. No, it
is not only not re-baptism, it is not baptism
in any sense; it is simply a popish institution, stolen by the Methodists from their
grandmother, the Church of Rome.
z. Christifln baptism is the act of immersion in water, for remission of sins.
The Author of Christianity, and of cour~e
of Christian baptism, was himself baptized
in the river Jordan, by a man who was
"sent of God" to baptize, whose name was
Tohn. (See Mark I : 9, ro; Matt. 3: 13, r6).
·u this man was sent of God to baptize,
(See John I: 6, 33, 34), he was of course
divinely counselled as to the mode and the
object or purpose of baptism. Those who
rejected his baptism rejected the "counsgl
of God." Those who were baptized by·
him "ju5tified," that is, honored God. Now
what was his mode? He baptized the
people who "confessed their sins," "in the
river Jordan," (Matt. 3: 5, 6; Mark 5).
What was the design or object of his
baptism? "The remission of sins" (Mark
I: 4; Luke 3: 3).
Infants who had no
sins to remit, were not, of course, baptized
by John. He baptized at En on near Salem "because there was much water
there." The baptism that John was sent
of God to perform, was therefore immersion
for remission of sins.
Baptism (even by immersion) of infants
who can not confess and repent of sins; or
of adults who have been converted and
whose sins were already forgiven, or in
other words, the bapti~m of those who
were Christians, or who were already in
Christ, was not the baptism that John
taught and practiced, but was the baptism
of penitent believers in Christ, who confessing their Rins, and repenting of them;
or who, in other words, brought forth
fruit meet for repentance; were baptized
for remission of sins. This sort of baptism, that is; immersion for remission of
sins,. was "the counsel of God." Sprinkling
of infants who have no sins to remit is not
therefore the baptism of John and is
not "the counsel of God." Because, in
the first place, there is but "one baptism,
(Eph. 4: 5), and secondly, because God is
unchangeable. (]as. 1: t7)· It is therefore,
another baptism-a part of "another gospel," and the counsel of man, a traditio~\
of the elders of Methodism and Romanism. But if any should object to John's
baptism as not being- Christian baptis~,
because it was performed before Chnst
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called and sent his disciples to preach the
gospel, I would ask what kind of baptism
did these disciples preach, after they had
received the commission to go into all the
world and to preach the- gospel to every
creature? Was it not the baptism of repentance for remission of sins? (Luke 24:
47; Acts 2: 38; 22: 16). Philip baptized
the Eunuch in the same manner that John
baptized Jesus, namely, by both going
down into the water, and after baptism
was performed, they both came up out of
the water. It seems to be folly to assume
that there was either wisdom or necessity
of both going down into the water, if
sprinkling or pouring was the order in
either case; neither candidate nor administrator need go into the water, as a cupful
could be obtained by an assistant, and in
fact what necessity was there of going
near a river at all. If sprinkling or pouring can be lawfully performed to-day in a
public or private house, they could have
also been in the apostles' day.
3· Christian baptism is represented by a
burial. Romans 6: 3-5; Colossians 2: 12 •.
John Wesley in commenting on these
scriptures declares that allusion is made to
the ancient practice of baptizing by immersion. And by the way, Wesley also
taught that baptism was "both a sign and
a seal of pardon;" and thus he condemns
sprinkling and pouring, and particularly
the administration of either to a sinless infant.
Burial is not performed by a few grains
of sand or a piece of earth sprinkled on
the head of a corpse, nor of a cupful of
earth being poured over the dead man.
But admitting that it could be called a burial, i.e., a figurative or spiritual burial, yet
do those who bury by sprinkling consider
the subject to be dead, spiritually dead?
By no means, for they only baptize a man
or woman who gives evidence ot being
"alive in Christ through pardon of sin," so
that if they could bury by sprinkling, they
would bury the living and not the dead, or
one who had "died to sin," and had become "alive to God," and that without
having been buried at all; unless the man
is buried after he has become ahve in
Christ, if so be that a man can become
"alive in Christ" without first having been
"buried with him in baptism." And if not
"buried with him" first, can we be "risen
with him through the faith of the operation of God?" Doubtful, very.
4· "Christian baptism," includes the act
of putting on Christ in the ordinance.
"For as many of you as have been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ."-Gal.
3: 27.. Let us read that by way of antithesis, thus Paul would say to the unbaptized, "For as many of you as have not been
baptized into Christ, have not put on
Christ, and are therefore not in Christ, or
in other words, are not Christians."
This is certainly logical; for if we put
on Christ, or enter into Christ, that is,
into his character, his Spirit, his name
and his church by baptism, ergo, we are
not in him, or in hi~ character, or life and
spirit apd name, and his boc1v, if we have
not been baptized; and that means by the
only true and Christian baptism, i.e., "im-
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mersion for remission of sins." And inasmuch as sprinkling of Christians as an
·outward sign of an inward work of grace
already accomplished, is not Christian
baptism, therefore those who have been
sprinkled are for that reason not in Christ,
and of course are not Christians; and yet
such people talk of administering Christian
baptism to those who through an intelligent faith in the pure gospel of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and through a genuine and
Scriptural repentance, have been baptized
by immersion for remission of sins by
those whose authority has been received
direct from heaven instead of from the
Church of Rome, through equally vitiated and unauthorized channels. The presumption of these people is only equa"lled
by their ignorance of what a gospel or
Christian bapti~m is.
5· Christian baptism must be preceded
by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. (Acts
8:36, 37; 16: 30-34; 19:4, 5). But what
is meant hy believing on the Lord Jesus
Christ? Or what is meant by believing
that "Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the
living God?" To believe that Jesus of
Nazareth is the Christ, one must comprehend what is meant by the phrase, title,
or appellation "the Christ." Inasmuch as
it is the name or title of an office, what is
that office, and when and where is it exercised? The word Christ is the An!llicized
Greek word Christos, wh1ch in tu-rn is a
tran~'>lation of the Hebrew Messiasy' and
to the Israelites n:iust we turn to obtain an
underst:mding of the term Messias. We
are told that it means the «Anointed One."
But when a person is anointed, it is that
they may be set apart to some special
work or office by the anointing. What
office is Jesus anointed or set apart to perform? The Jewish idea is that the Messias is to redeem Israel; and to restore the
throne and king-dom of David, which includes the restoration of the twelve tribes
of Israel to their own land, and the rebuilding of J ernsalem, and the restoration
of the land of Palestine to its ancient fertiltty and to the possession of the people
of Israel. The reign of the Messiah upon
the throne of Dwid over Israel in the flesh,
is not believed by the majority of those
who prate so much about "faith in Christ,"
and yet it is this very reigning on David's
throne over the whole house of Israel in
the city of Jerusalem, and over Palestine
and over the whole earth that constitutes
Jesus "the Christ;" and unless he performs that work he is not and cannot be
Christ. But what does the Advocate and
others who use the name of Christ so
freely say on this subject? This, that the
throne of David is the heart of the believ ..
er, and that Christ's reign upon D11vid's
throne is his spiritual reign in the believer's heart, and that Israel is the Christian
Church, etc., etc. So they do not, in fact
or in truth, believe that Jesus is the Christ
or the true Messiah, and between t!:em
and the Jews there is just this
namelv: The Jews understand
true office of the Messiah, yet they
not
believe that Tesus is that Messiah: the bogus Israel believe that Jesus is called the
Messiah, but that he will never

the work required of the Messiah. But
both classes in fact deny the Christ: yet
the bogus Israel demand that we must believe in Christ, i.e., have "faith in Christ."
Well, we do, but they do not; and with
their glaring unbelief in Christ, or the true
Israelitish Messiah, they must require
Mormons to have "faith in Christ," (which
they do not have) in order,that thev may
perform an unchristian ceremony, which
they vainly call baptism; which if submitted to by a true Latter Day Saint wpuld
be a virtual rejection of the counsel of God,
inasmuch as thev would cast aside a true
Christian baptism for a popish and unscript- ·
ural one called sprinkling; and to accept
their definition of Christ would he to reject Christ; and having once been enlightened, and having tasted of the heavenly
gift, and were made partakers of the Holy
Ghost, and having tasted of the good word
of God, i. e., the gospel, and the powers of
the world to come; should any one who
has had this experience, as thousands have
whom the world foolishly calls Mormons
there could be no less .a crime than that of
sinning against the Holy Ghost laid to
their charge, should they be so blindly
foolish as to ask to be sprinkled into any
of the churches whose doctrine and authority have been drawn from their Mother
Church of Rome.
6. Christian baptism requires a preceding faith in Jesus as the Son of the living
God. But Methodism says that Jesus is
the very and eternal God himself. It says
that the Son is of equal power, substance
and eternity with the Father. It then
says that the Son is the body which was
begotten in and born from the womb of
the Virgin Mary, while the divine nature
united with this human body, forming one
person, was the very and Eternal Father.
They thus do not believe that Jesus is the
Son of God in both his pre-existent, spiritual body and in the body born of the
woman, yet begotten of God. Yet the
Scriptures teach that the Son was the first
born of every creature, and that he existed
conjointly with the Father, yet separate
and distinct from the Father, from before
the foundation' of the world. In plain
words so-called orthodoxy does not comprehend the sonship of Christ. It does
not understand the sense in which Jesus is
the Christ, the Son of the living God,
therefore its baptisms are of no value, not
being the effect of and preceded by the
proper "faith." But how could a class
who cannot understand the plain question
of gospel baptism, that a child ought to
understand and would understand if untrammeled by learned ( ?) glosses of Bible
texts--I say, how can such a class be exto comprehend so deep a matter as
divine Sonship of Christ.
7· Christian baptism is to be followed
the ordinance of the laying on of hands
the ministry for the gift of the Holy
Ghost. (Acts 8: l2-zo; 9: 17; 19: I-6).
The laying on of hands being one of the
first or fundamental principles of the doctrine of Christ. (Heb. 6: r, 2). The ordinance of the laying on of hands for the
of the Holy Spirit is not taught, pracnor believed in by the majority of
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Christendom so-called.
And although
Christian baptism was followed in Paul's
day, by the laying on of hands; or in other
words, the baptism of the Holy Spirit followed the baptism of water in the days of
the apostles, yet to-day we find the Methodist baptisms required of those who claim
to have received of the Holy Ghost, or in
other words, after six months trial, or exhibition of Christian character, ana of
manifestation of having been born oi the
Holy Ghost six months before they are
received into full membership in the
church by the act of sprinkling·, vainly called baptism. It is called "Christian baptism"
because the recipient is supposed
have
become a Christian by virtue of having
been born again, or born of the Holy
Ghost six months previously.
8. Christian baptism was performed in
former or apostolic days immediately after
the person professed faith in Christ. On
the day of Pentecost thre~ thousand were
baptized; having heard the gospel for the
first time in their lives on that day.
No
six months' probation here. Philip
preached to the Samaritans; and as soon
as they believed his preaching they were
baptized-both men and women-(no infants of course were baptized, as they
coulrl not believe. Acts 8: 12). The
women at the river side near Philippi
were baptized by Paul after they heard
one discourse, and at the same meeting.
Paul baptized the jailer and his household
"the same hour of the night" that they
heard the gospel. (Acts r6: I3, 14, rs,
30, 34). "Many of the Corinthians hearing believed and were baptized."-Acts
r8: 8. The Ephesian twelve, as soon as
they heard of the faith in Christ, were
baptized. (Acts I 9: 4, 5). Ananias, instead of advising Paul to wait six months on
probation, urged him to be in a hurry in
the matter of baptism. (Acts zz:· r6).
Peter also advised immediate action in the
case of Cornelius and his family. Were
these men Christian ministers, or were
they Mormons? They certainly were not
Methodists, for they put no one on probation, but in all cases they seemed to be in
a hurry. Philip hadan excellent opportunity to put a clause on probation when
the Eunuch asked him what hindered him
to be baptized.. Why did ·not Philip say,
Well, sir, Christian baptism can not be
legally performed until you have lived a
consistent Christian life for six months,
when if the church is satisfied that you are
truly converted to God and h'ave been
born anew of the Holy Ghost, you can bv
their consent be sprinkled into the church.?
Did he make such a proposition? Nay, his
answer was, ''If thou believest with all
thy heart thou mayest." And upon his
repI y, "I believe that Tesus Christ is the
Son of God," he was· baptized then and
there.
·
For the foregoing reasons, after careful
com pari son with Methodism on this matter, we are satisfied that the latter is as far
removed from Christian doctrine on this
question as Mohammedanism.
9· Christian baptism was performed by
those who were duly authorized of the
Lord to administer it.
Paul fol\nd some
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at Ephesus who had been baptized by
Apollos, and as he baptized with the baptism of John, whose baptism as we have
seen was
immersion for the remission
of sins, these persons were far in advance
nf a modern Methodist baptism. But
Paul considered that it required more than
the right mode and the right purpose.
What was lacking? Why, they had not
received the Holy Ghost; they had not
even heard ot it. Now where was the
trouble? Right here, namely, the man
who baptized them did not himself understand the gospel-the birth of the water
and the Spirit. He was not sent of God,
or he would have spoken the words of
God; he would have understood what
Peter preached on Pentecost when he said:
"Repent and be baptized, every one of
you, in the name of Jesus Christ for remission of sins, and you shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost." He would have
known had he fully understood the baptism
of John that the baptism of the Holy
Spirit should follow the haotism of water,
for so John tau~ht. (Matt. 3: I I ; Mark
I: 8; Luke 3: x6; Acts I: 5). Therefore
net understanding the gospel order, that is,
the baptism of water to be followed by the
baptism of the Holy Ghost, he was not a
minister of the gospel, and Paul recognizing his ignorance of what constituted a
valid "Christian baptism" as evidence of
his lack of authority to administer,
promptly baptized these people by the
authority or in the name of the Lord Tesus,
and pursuing the gospel order laid bl'lnds
on them and they received the Holy
Ghost. It is because the Mormons have
persistently refused to acknowledg-e the
authority oft he Advocate's p~rty to officiate,
and because they have succeeded in proving that sprinkling is not baptism at all,
that the spleen of the paper is aroused,
and having no Scriptural arguments to
use it can only cry out, "Mormon cer~
emonies are not Christian ceremonies,"
etc., etc.
Having seen what constitutes Christian
lYaptism, namely, faith in Jesus as the
Christ, the s~n of the !iving God, or faith
in the gospel of Christ, repentance from
sin and ·dead works, confession of and
forsaking of sins, immersion for remission
of sins performed by those duly authorized of the Lord and followed by the reception of the Holy Spirit, we are now
ready to inquire what is a genuine, honest,
square Mormon baptism.
MORMON BAPTISM.

It does not follow that baptisms performed by people called Mormons are
necessarily Mormon baptisms, any more
than all baptisms performed by people
who are called Christians are in truth
Christian baptisms; for this reason, that
Mormonism must of necessity be the faith
and practice of him who was called Mormon, and what is taught in the book called
after his name, of which he was the com,piler, a~d in part the writer. Mohammedanism is the doctrine of Mohammed, and
nothing else. Christianity is the doctrine
of Christ, and that only is Christianity.
Mormonism, if there is such a thing, is
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the doctrine of Mormon, and nothing else
is. Christianity however is found, wherever a record is found in which Christ's
teachings are written. That is to say, if
Jesus Christ revealed himself to any other
people than that portion of the Isrflelitish
race located in and around Jerusalem, and
a record of his teachings was made and
preserved, that would be Christianity; as
much so as that written by Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John.
Have we any
warrant for the idea that Christ appeared
to and instructed other people as he did
the Jews? He himself said that he was
sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel only; that he came to seek and to
save that which was lost; and he then
said that he had other sheep than those at
Jerusalem who should hear his voice.
(Matt. 15: 24; Luke 19: w; John IO: 17).
The Book of Mormon records that on the
continent of what we now call America
Jesus appeared after his resurrection and
found here a portion of the lost sheep of
the house of Israel, to whom he preached
his doctrine, !;.nd among whom he organhized his church, calling and sending forth
apostles, _etc., as among the Jews. He
taught baptism to them as he did to the
church in Palestine. If he taught the
same doctrine to these lost sheep in America as he did to those in Palestine, would
it not be Christianity, as much so to one
portion of the lost sheep as to the other?
But ~uppose the record of his appearance
in America and the record of his teachings
are fabrications; would the doctrine said
to have been preached by him be a false
and corrupt doctrine? If it is but a novel
and Jesus was a fictitious character, and
the words purporting to have been spoken by him were put into his mouth by .
the writer of the novel; yet as they fully
agree with what Christ taught in Palestine, and are in a great many points identical, so much so as to appear as if copied
from the New Testament-or as a plagiarism on the same-is the doctrine false?
Who can disprove the statement that
Christ did appear to the former inhabitants of America and preached to them the
gospel?
What is the doctrine concerning baptism taught in the Book of Mormon, that
is, what is Mormon baptism, admitting
the book to be a novel merely, and not as
is claimed, a divinely inspired and divinely
translated book?
We must of course
quote from the book, to learn what doctrine it teaches.
I. FAITH IN CHRIST,

"Repent of all your sins and iniquities, and believe in Jesus Christ, that he is the Son of God,
and that he was slain by the Jews, and by the
power of the Father he hath risen again, whereby he hath gained the victory over the grave;
and aim in him the sting of death is swallowed
up. Artd he bringeth to pass the resurrection of
the.dead, wherebv man must be raised to stand
before his judgment seat. And he hath brought
to pass the redemption of the world, whereby he
that is found guiltless bef0re him at the judgment
day, hath it given unto him to dwell in the presence of God in his kingdom, to sing ceaseless
praises with the choirs above, unto the Father,
and unto the Son, and unto the Holy Ghost,
which are one God; !n a state of happiness
which hath no end. Therefore repent, and be
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baptized in the name of-Jesus, and lay hold upon
the gospel of Christ which is set before you, not
only in this record, but in the record which shall
come unto the Gentiles from the Jews, which record shall come from the Gentiles unto you."-·
Book of Mormon, 3: 4·
2. FAITH REPENTANCE AND
BAPTISM.

''Behold, verily, verily I say unto you, I will
declare unto you my doctrine. And this is my
doctrine, and it is the doctrine which the Father
hath given unto me; and I bear record of the
Father, and the Father beareth record of me; and
the Holy Ghost beareth record of the Father and
me; and I bear record that the Father command·
eth all men everywhere to repent and believe in
me; and whoso believeth in me, and is baptized,
the same shall be saved; and they are they who
shall inherit the kingdom of God. And whoso
believeth not in me, and is not baptized, shail be
damned .... And again, I say unto you, Ye must
repent and be baptized in my name, and bec::-me
as a little child or ve can in no wise inherit the·
kingdom of God. Verily,verilr, I say unto you that
this is my doctrine, and whoso buiideth upon this
buildeth upon my rock, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against them. And whoso shall declare more or less than this, and establish it for
my doctrine, the same cometh of evil, and is not
built upon my rock, but he buildeth upon a
sandy foundation."-Book of Nephi, 5: 8, 9·

3·

BAPTISM AND ITS ANTECEDENTS AND
SUBSEQUENTS.

"And now I speak concerning baptism. Behold, elders, priests and teachers were baptized;
ahd they were not baptized save they .brought
forth fruit meet that they were worthy of it;
neither did they receive any unto baptism, save
they came forth with a broken heart and a contrite spirit, and witnessed unto the church that
they truly repented of all their sins. And none
were received unto baptism save they took upon
them the name of Christ, having a determination to serve him to the end.
And after
they had been received unto baptism, and were
wrought upon and cleansed by the power of the
Holy Ghost, they were numbered among the
people of the Church of Christ; and their names
were taken that they might be remembered,
and nourished by the good word of God, to
keep them in the right way, to ke<>p them
continually watchful unto prayer, relyirg alone
upon the merits of Christ, who was the author
and the finisher of their faith."- Book of Moroni, 6: r.

Is not all this sound and evangeiica
doctrine? Is it not the doctrine of Christ?
Is it not Christianity? Yet the writer in
the New York Christian Advocate asserts
that
"The Mormon Church in either ·Of its branche
is as far removed from Christianity as Moham
medanism. This judgment is based upon a care-ful reading of the Book of Mormon."

Does this writer wilfully and knowingly
lie when he says that he has carefully
read the Book of Mormon; or does he intention ally and maliciously misrepresent
its teachings? If he has read the book,
he read these quotations, and many more
of like character. If he has read them,
then when he says that Mormonism is as
far removed from Christianity as Mohammedanism, [is] he wilfully miRrepresents the Book of Mormon to his thou
sands of readers, wbo have never seen the
book. It l:e has never read it (which is
most likely), be of course lies when he
says he gave the book a "careful reading."
But I have no doubt that he has read the
Bible just about as carefully, for he does
not discover the true Christian baptism in
that book, but finds what is not taught in
it anywhere, that is, infant sprinkling.
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But the "Mormon" baptism is further explained thus: "Behold· ye shall
down
and stand in the water.
in mv
name shall ye baptize th~m. And b~
hold, these are the words that ye shall
say, calling them by name, saying, Having authority given me of Jesus Christ, I
baptize you in the name of the Father and
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
And then shall ye immerse them in the
water, and shall come forth again out of
the water."
Of course that can not be "Christian
baptism" in the opinion of the Methodist
Advocate. He says that is Mohammedanism, for Christian baptism is baby
!'prinklinv, for so Methodism holds. Now
we find Mormon baptism to be preceded
by ~faith in Christ, by repentance, by a
broken heart and a contrite spirit, by
a bringing forth of fruit meet for repentance; by a witnessing unto the church of
true repentance; by a determination
to serve Christ to the end of their
days; and after baptism 'vVe find that those
baptized took on them the name of Christ,
and that they were to be continually
watching unto prayer, and that finally they
relied solely upon the merits of Christ, the
author and finisher of their faith," and
yet all this can not constitute Christian
baptism, but is Mormon
that
Mohammedanism.
There is no other baptism
taught or practiced by the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Day
Saints than that we have described in the
Book of Mormon. Wherein is there
difference between this and New
baptism? There is none whatever,
one is Christian baptism so is the other.
All baptisms in the Reorganized
called J osephites by the Utah Church
by the Advocate, are performed
in broad daylight; everybody who
may witness them. No faith in
, Smith or in anv other man
before, nor after baptism.
Multitudes
have been baptized who never
heard read, or even ever saw the
Mormon before baptism.
No name is
used as the source of authority to act,
save that of Jesus Christ; and all. baptisms
are performed in the name of the Father,
Son and Holy Ghost. But a man may
have faith in Christ, and Christ alone.
He may repent with broken heart and
contrite spirit.
He may renounce the
world, the flesh and the devil. He
confess his sins before the world,
may determine to serve God; he may
o-ive his whole heart to God and he
nve righteously, soberly
may have been baptized by
remission of sins. He may have received
the Holy Spirit in various
thereof.
He may -bring forth all the
Spirit, yet if he has been
Mormon, and by a Mormon
not received "Christian baptism, according to the New York Christian Advocate,
But if a man was sprinkled when
days old, knew nothing of God, nor
nor Christianity; and knew
pentance, change of
if that sprinkling of a

on the head of an unthinking and unknowbabe, was performed by a Methodist
is a genuine Christian baplism; and even if that child should grow
np in sin and unbelief, and should hear
Yl:ormonism in its most perverted form,
ond sbould be b:1ptized by a J'./Iormon, yet
this astute writer in the Advocate says it
would be a different matter to the case of
one .who had not been baptized except by
:c Mormon, although in the latter case, the
baptized one had been baptized in full
compliance with every condition of a genuine gospel baptism. The popish ordinance of baby sprinkling is sufficient to
save the soul from the damning influence
of a M.ormon baptism, and to entitle the
Mormon to membership in a Methodist
Church on the ground of his early Christian (?)baptism, when a Methodist parson
(a bishop perhaps) immersed his finger in
vvater, and touched his baby forehead with
one drop perhaps"
The whole case can be summed up ina
a word tbus: An unscriptural, unreasonable, and popish ceremony, if performed by
a Methodist becomes a Christian baptism;
but a genuine gospel baptism, if performed
a Mormon is not z: Christian but a Mormon baptism.
T. w. SMITH.
PAPEETE,

Tahiti, Jan. 15th.

GROWING OLD AND FEELING
YOUNG.

"GROWING old" does not seem to have
rf:'ference to the number of years, months
and days of life, when we call to mind
some hale and hearty people of ninety,
an 1 others broken and feeble-at forty.
\Ve all know that a weak condition of
makes one appear old, but I firmly
that the state of one's mind has
more to do with preserving
or hastening feebleness than anyelse; therefore occupation of a
congenial character seems to
me the best antidote for feeling old. I do
not mean exhausting work, but occupation so absorbing that it wil1 take one
from one's self.
so far as I have observed and
there is no occupation so beunprofitable and destructive as a
contemplation of one's self. I
mind a woman of means and con-'
elegant
who has spent
in studying the condition of her
:md her bodily symptoms generally,
and prescribing, therefore, until she is
!V.)W, at the age of forty,.!! broken, nervous
women. If she bad been obliged to concentrate her energy (of which she had an
upon earning her living, she
would probably have been well and
strong to-day. I know another woman
of means who has called herself an old
maid ever since she was twenty-five and
dressed accordingly, and grown sour and
wrinkled, because that seemed the proper
to do, while her less fortunate ( ?)
some of whom are single and
to earn their daily bread, and
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of children

to a woman of less energy.

It is not
unusual now to see her arranging for
musicale for some charitable purpose. In
this way she was kept herself interested and
her heart youthfuL And just here I wish tc
say that a woman is unwise to relinquish
any accomplishments if she can possibly
retain them. 'Can she not see that thev
are a power, and that anything that
·
a woman power can not fail to bring her
respect and happiness.
Do not imagine that
will
retain or bring back the
youth.,
it only serves to call attention to defects,
•if any exist, and to make the wearer ridiculous. There is a beauty that belongs to
every age, though we do not see it as often
as we ought, as so few people grow old
gracefully; but the beauty of a sweet ani 1
noble life can not fail to be reflected in the
face, and in many a woman such beauty
outrivals that of her youth.
·
Although the most-blessed lot of woman
is that of a happy wife and mother, there
is no reason ·why a single woman should
grow cross and crabbed and snarled and
wrinkled; a single woman, if lovely and
lovable in character, my aiways find somethin.g about which her affections may en-·
twine, and a~Jor using her surplus
there is plenty of work in the world
those qualified to do it. In these days,
with the munerous avenues of work open
to women, it is not necessary for a single
woman to grow oid as a 'drudge in her
sister's family, with a compensation of
board and cast-off clothing, as was formerly the case. ·She can now take care of
herself, and be as well dressed and as high . .
ly respected as her married sister.·
'With men, as well as with women, a
moderate amout of occupation rather than
abundant leisure will prese1ve youth.
Most of our public men break down, grow
prematurely old, and die from overwork
and nervous strain.
Business men as a
rule take too little recreation, or at least a
change of occupation; it will not answer
to allow the mind to dwell continuously
upon one subject. But my observ<iltion of
business men shows that it is better to die
in the harness than to retire from busines:,.
and rust out. vVhen a man of boundless
activity, in good health, makes up his mind
to retire from business, he might as wen
make up his mind
die. The active mind
must feed upon something, and in this case
it will feed upon his very life. I have·
seen men grow old sitting by the fire at
home, smoking, or sitting on the barrels
at the country grocery, smoking and medi ..
tating upon smoke (I imagine), while their
wives were wearing themselves out by
exerting energy enough for themselves
and their husbands too.
We are never too old to learn, though
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us seem to stop learning early in
Some people reach the highest tide
of success at a time generally regarded as
the ebb of life. It is s>,id that Fanny
Fern had never written a word for publication until she had passed her fortieth
She was unconscious of her latnn'"'",..~ until mis!'ortu ne bade her exNot long ago I read of a man
to learn the Greek langu~'ge
age of ~ixty. Within sight of the
where I am writtng is a man who,
been discharged from Government
a situation held for years,
embarked in a successfui business for himself at the age of eighty.
From these illustrations there is only
one inference: We become old only
when we cease to take an interest in our
own affairs" and in the affairs that surround us.-Sel.
INSOMNIA.

H "ve may judge by the appeals for help
which come to our notice, this trouble is
increasing in this country. "l can
"says one: "the doctors give me
opiates, and these are becoming ineffective.
I shall die ere long if I can not obtain relief."
The causes are widely varied, we
suppose, .but the effect in every case is the
same. A merchant ofirreproachable character and perfect habits, \'I' rites our family
physician:·" What will cure sleeplessness?
I use no stimulants, am a very moderate
eater, and never eat anything after six
o'clock in the evening.
I have consulted
our physicians, but they ali give opiates,
which I do not wish to get into the habit
of
" The doctor's table was covered
with letters of this sort, although some of
them were more intense in their tone and
showed a marked excitement of the whole
system.
The difficulty does not always
come. as most of .the writers seemeJ to believe,' from bodily ailment or infirmity. In
fact, the trouble at the Gutset is far more
frequently in the mind.
Mental restlessness keeps the eyes from closing, and denies to the body that repose it would otherwise enjoy. It may not have its origin in
any serious trouble or great anxiety, but
undue mental excitement grows by indulg·ence until it becomes a fixed habit diffi.
cult to overcome.
The :dea that sleep i:;
not coming at once to the pillow will keep
a man of a fine nervous temperament toss-.
ing on his bed for hours, when if he only
thought he were to find rest as he lay down,
he would drop into dreamland without
delay.
This mental activity is the first
and most difficult thing to cure.
When
the nerves no longer brace themselves
against the coming drowsiness the recovery is not far to seek. Whatever tends to
quicken thought, to excite the emotions,
to stir up the quivering brain to fresh activity, should therefore carefully be avoided.
N ovei reading at night, g-ames of
skill requiring study, or games-like whist,
taking the attention and memory, ought
not to be indulged in during the evening
by those who find it difficult to sleep.
Above all, the conscience should be at rest.
We are not preaching a sermon, but pre-
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scribing an antidote, when we say that no
thoughtful man who has in his heart a con"
troversy with his rnaker can lie down to a
calm repose.
To have quiet in the brain
there must be peace in the soul.
We have a friend who some years ago
wrote an essay on "Eating and Sleeping,"
which went the rounds of very many papers. Two, at least, of his readers had it
printed in pamphlet form,-at their own expense, and one who bad been greatly profited by it sent out ten thousand copies for
gratuitous distribution. In that article the
writer showed, and we think conclusively,
that going to bed with a well-filled
stomach is the essential prerequisite of refreshing slumber. The cautions. so often
reiterated in old medical journals against
"late suppers" were directed chief! y to the
bibulous hab1ts of those times. When at
every late feast the guests not unfrequently
drank themselves under the table, or
needed strong assistance to reach their
couch, the canon against s.ucb indulgence
was not untimely.
Nature and common sense teach us that
a full stomach is essential to quiet repose.
Every man who has found it difficult to
keep awake after a hegrty dinner has answered the problem for himself. There
are few an1mals that can be trained to "
rest before they are fed. Man, as he
came into the world, presents a condition
it would be well for him to follow all the
rest of his life.
The sweetest minstrel
ever sent out of Paradise can not sing a
new-born child to sleep on an empty stomach. VV e have known reckless nurses to
give the little ones a dose of paregoric or
soothing syrup in place of its cup of milk,
when it was too much trouble to get the
latter, but this is the one alternative. The
little stomach of the sleeping child, as it
becomes emply, folds on itself in plaits;
two of these make it restless; three of
these will open its eyes, but they by careful soothing may be closed again; four
plaits, and the charm is broken; there is
no more sleep in that household until the
child has been fed.
It seems to us so
strange that with this example before their
eyes full grown men are so slow to learn the
lesson. The farmer does it for his pigs,
who would squeal all night if they were
not fed the last moment, and the groom
knows that t'he horse will paw in the stall
until he has had his meal. But when he
wishes to sleep himself he never seems to
think of it. To sleep the fullness of the
blood must leave the head; to digest the
eaten food the blood must come to the
stomach. Thus sleep and food are natural
allies; one help~ the other. Man, by long
practice, will sleep on an empty stomach,
but it is more the sleep of exhaustion than
the sleep of refreshment. He wakes up
after such a troubled sleep feeling utterly
miserable until he has taken a cup of coffee or some other stimulent, and he has so
injured the tone of his'lliomach that he has
little appetite for breakfast.
Whereas,
one wto ,allows himself to sleep after a
comfortable meal, awakens strengthened,
and his appetite has been quickened by
that preceding indulgence. The difficulty
from recovery comes from the fact thatwe
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are such creatures o£ our habits that it is
impossible to break away from them without persistent effort.
In this case the man who has eaten
nothing, like our correspondent, after six
o'clock, and retires at ten or eleven, takes
to his bed an empty stomach upon which
the action of the gastric juices make him
uncomfortable all the night. If he proposes to try our experiment he will sit
down and eat a tolerably hearty meal."
He is unaccustomed to this at that hour,
and has a sense of discomfort with it. He
may try it once or twice, or even longer,
and then he gives it up, s·atisfied that for
him it is a failure. The true course is to
begin with just a few mouthfuls just before going to bed. And this should be
light food, easily digested. No cake nor
pastry should be tolerated. One mouth,
ful of cold roast beef, cold lamb, cold
chicken and a little crust of bread will do
to begin with; or, what is better yet, a
spoonful or two of condensed milk (not
the sweetened that comes in cans) in three
times as much warm water. Into this cut
a little baked apple and two or three
squares of bread, the whole to be onefourth or one sixth of what would be a
light lunch. Increase this very gradually
until at the end of a month or six weeks
the patient may indulge in a bowl of milk,
a baked apple, with a hard roll or a crust
of home-made bread. Take baked apple
with the milk mHil strawberries come,
and these until other berries and peaches
are in season. This is the secret of our
own health and vitality. We often work
until after midnight, but eating the comfortable meal every night in the year.
This is not an untried experiment, not one
depending on the testimony of but one
witness. We have seen a record of several huqdred persons who have tried the
remedy here suggested, and it has failed
in no single instance where the initial steps
were taken with care and judgment. It
is nature's own suggestion, and sleep after
eating is as natural as grass after rain.
GLADSTONE ON AMERICA.

IN his recent speech at th"e opening of a
free library :at Saltney, near Chester, England, Mr. Gladstone said:
"My last recommendation to the student
is one I have been in the habit of making
for the last fifty years, because I then
adopted the sentiments upon which it is
founded, and I now make it, therefore,
with greater confidence after the lapse of
fifty years. That recommendation is to
those who are able to carry it out to study
the history of the American revolution.
That is an extraordinary history. It is
highly honorable to those who brought
that revolution about, but also honorable
in no insignificant degree to this country,
because it was by this country seeds of
freedom were sown in America-because
it was by this country that the love of freedom was sown in America. In this country
we have happily had to a great extentand I hope we shall have it still morewhat is called local self-government; not
merely one government at a central point,

composed of parties and exerting a vast
power over their fellow-citizens, but a
system under which the duties of government are distributed according to the capacities of the different divisions of the
country and the different classes of the
people who perform them, in such a way
that government should be practiced
not only in the metropolis, but in every
county, in every borough, over every district, and in every parish, and that has tended to bring home to the mind of every
father of a family a sense of the public
duty which he is called upon to perform.
"That is the secret of the strength of
America. The colonial system, in which
America was reared, was in the main a
free colonial system, and you had that in
America. These two things combinedthe love of freedom, and a respect for law
and a desire for the maintenance of order;
and where you find these two things combined-the love of freedom, together with
respect for law and the desire of orderyou have the elements of personal excellence and national greatness, I beiieve it
is not extravagant, to say that, although
there were but z,ooo,ooo of people in the
thirteen American colonies at the time of
the American revolution, yet from among
these z,ooo,ooo of people there proceeded
at that epoch a group of statesmen that
might defy the whole history of the world
to compare with them in any one country
or at any period of time. Such were the
consequences of a well-regulated and muscular freedom."-Sel.

kind of wealth, it also points out that there
are possessions more valuable than what
we technically call wealth. It points out,

for instance, "Riches profit not in the day
of wrath, but righteousness delivereth
from death ." It says, "The blessing of
the Lord maketh rich, and he addeth no
sorrow therewith." It says, "Better is a
little with the fear of the Lord than great
treasure and trouble therewith." "Better
is a dinner of herbs where love is than a
stalled ox and hatred therewith." That
is a beautiful saying. "Better is a little
with righteousness than great treasures
without right." And then it says, "How
much better is it to get wisdom than gold,
and to get understanding is rather to be
chosen than silver!" Then it says, "Better is a dry morsel and quietness therewith than a house full of sacrifices," or
meat "with strife." "Better is the poor
that walketh in his integrity th:an he that
is perverse in his ways though he be rich."
"There is gold and a multitude of rubies,
but the lips of knowledge are a precious ,
jewel." And then it says, "A good name
is rather to be chosen than great riches,
and loving favor rather thim silver and
gold."
I recollect when I was in Manchester
being taken to the great Exchange at the
husi~st time of the day, and there, upon the
floor, were hundreds of merchants busily
engaged in traffic. I noticed up in the
dome that an inscription was written which
did not very readily catch the eye from the
Hoor, but when I went up in the gallery I
could read it distinctly; it was this passage
from the Book of Proverbs, "A good name
THE INSECURITY OF WEALTH.
is rather to be chosen than great riches, and
NoTICE how very insecure wealth is. "He loving favor rather than silver and gold."
that trusteth in his wealth shall fall." I am afraid it was too high up for many
"Wilt thou set thine eyes on that which is people to read it; but what a true concepnot? for riches certainly make themselves tion that was to put over the great Exwings; they fly away
an eagle towards change, and to remind the bu~y merchant
heaven." And while wealth is alwavs of a wealth that is better than silver! And
insecure it points out this, that wealth dis- then the Book says, "The rich and the
honorably obtained, wealth obtained in poor meet together; the Lord is the maker
any other way than by honest and earnest of them all." "He that oppresseth the
labor, is not only insecure but positively poor, reproaches his Maker, but he that
hurtful. There is a capital saying amongst honoreth Him hath mercy on the poor."
the Turks, "Of wealth well earned the "The rich man is wise in his own conceit,.
devil takes half; of wealth ill earned he but the poor that hath understanding
takes the whole and the owner too." In searcheth Him out." You see, we are
the same spirit our book teaches us, told very distinctly here that there are bet"Treasures of wickedness profit nothing;" ter things to work for than wealth. We
"Wealth gotten by vanity shall be dimin- are told 'about the great American naturalAgassiz, that at one time in his life he
ished, but he that gathereth by labor shall
increase;" "In the house of the righteous was very much urged to give lectures, and
is much treasure, but in the revenues of the inducement was presentetl to him that
the wicked is trouble;" "The getting of he would make a good deal of money by
and he made answer, "I have not time
treasures by a lying tongue"-do observe
this-"is a vapor driven to and fro-yea, to make money." A noble life is too well
snares of death." It says, "He that op- occupied to be concerned with the mere
pressetlf the poor to increase his riches pursuit of wealth.- Central Christian.
and that giveth to the rich shall surely
come to want.'' It has this very remarkBURLINGTON ROUTE.
able doctrine, that money that is got by
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
bad methods is not really got for the
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
owner, but for some one else, who will sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesuse it better. It says, "The wealth of the days, April 22d and May zoth, Home Seekers'
sinner is laid up for the just;" "He that Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to points in the
by usury and unjust gain increaseth his Farming Reg-ions of the West, Southwe&t and
::"'orthwest. For tickets and further information
substance, he shall gather it for him that concerning
these excursions call on your nearest
will pity the poor."
C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTis,
Now, while it shows the danger of this Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill.
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The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
per gives the date to which your subscriptwn has been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

INDEPENDENCE.
Conference convened at Rich Hill, Bates
county, Missouri, at ten o'clock a. m., March 8th.
Committee on permanent organization, J. H.
Wells, W. Newton, and A. Lloyd. Committee
on credentials, J. C. Christensen', J. Kaler, and J.
J. Harvey. Committee on permanent organization reported for president, I. N. White; vice
president, E. Curtis; clerk, E. L. Page; assistant
clerk, G. R. Wells. Times and order of meeting
and speakers to be determined by the president,
provided he speak part of the time. Report
adopted and committee discharged. Report of
committee on credentials adopted and committee
continued. Branch reports: Rich Hill, nu.mber
at last report 66, present number 65, Including 2
elders, I priest, I teacher, I deacon; loss I ·by
death., Armstrong, number at last report I3I,
present nm.nber 135, including r high priest, 5
elders, 3 pnests, 2 teachers, 2 deacons; gain by
baptism 4· Clinton, number at last report 31,
present number 36, including I elder, I priest, r
teacher, r deacon; gain by letter from other
branches 5· Knobnoster, number at last report
r6, present number 24, including I elder, I priest,
I teacher, I deacon; gain by baptism 7, certificate
r, total 8. Eldorado Springs, number at last report 78, present number 87, including 8 elders, 2
priests, I teacher, I deacon; gain by baptism 4.,
letter from other branches 4, on evidence of membership I, total gain 9· Lowry City, number r,t
last report 44, including I priest,· 2 teachers, 1
deacon. First Kansas City, number at last report 34, present number 39, including I teacher,
I deacon; gain by baptism 6, by letter from other
branches I, total gain 7, loss by letter of removal
2, net gain 5· Hold~n, number at last report 43,
present number 39, mclud!ng I elder, I priest, r
teacher, 2 deacons; loss by letter of removal 3,
death I, total loss 4· Independence, number at
last report"664, present number 668, including I
ap?stle, I high priest, 2 seventy, 34 elders, 25
pnests, 14 teachers, 14 deacons; gain by baptism
z, by letter z, total 4• loss by death 5, net loss r
marriages 2. Report of Knobnoster branch fO!:
the three months ending Dec~mber 5th, r889, as
recorded ~n record of last conference, wrong; as
corrected 1t reads, number at last report 14, present number I6, including r elder, 1 priest, I teach··
er, I deacon; gain 2 by certificate of baptism.
Explanation and acknowledgment of Armstrong
branch accepted as satisfactory. The question of
where to hold the next conference was next coa··
sldered and voted upon with the following results: Kansas City 7 votes, Armstrong 38 votes,
Independence I44 votes f conference then voted
unanimously for Independence. In the appeal
of John S. Page against the decision of the Armstrong branch, it was found that the branch act··
ed in perfect harmony with the law of the church.
Whereas, the Spirit having testified that the time
Is at hand when Brother Gomer R. Wells should
take a place among the laboring men of the
church, therefore be It resolved, that he be ordained to the office of a priest, If in harmony with
his desires to now so accept, and labor for the
welfare of the church. Signed E. Curtis, J. Kaler. Referred to a committee of three for examination and report at this session; E. Curtis,
A. Lloyd and W. Clowe, committee. Resolved
that the following be delegates to General Conference: I. N. White, F. G. Pitt, J. Luff, J. ].
Harvey, W. Newton,]. H. Wells,]. A. Robinson,
G. It. Wells, W. Clowe, ]. Kaler, and J. Johnson,
of Holden. Resolved that this conference in-.
struct the delegation to vote for the General Conference to be held at Independence, in April
I89r, provided the Independence branch desire~
the Conference at that place. The committee in
regard to Bro. Gomer R. Wells reported: ''We,
the undersigned committee appointed to take into consideration the advisability of ordaining
Bro. Gomer Wells to the office of a Priest, report

that we carried the matter before the Lord In
prayer, ·when it pleased the Lord to speak to us
direct by the voice of His Spirit, declaring that
it was His will that he should be ordained to the
office of the Aaronic priesthood, and we so
recommend."
The following were elected as
officers ot the district for the coming six months,
president I. N. White, vice president T. E. Lloyd,
secretary E. L. Page. The authorities of the
church were sustained in righteousness.
Resolved, that when this conference adjourns, it
does so to meet at Independence, Mi>sour!, on
the 31st day of May, 1890. Bro. Gomer R. Wells
was ordained to the office of an Aaronlc Priest
under the hands of Elders L N., White, J. A.
Robinson and E. Curtis.
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
Conference met with the Alma branch, March
8th. R. L. Ware presiding, M.A. Trotter secretary. Branches: Alma r baptized, r expelled;
no report from other branches. Elders: E. W.
Cato, J. B. Belcher, G. W. Carter, R. L. Ware,
M.A. Trotter. Priests: J. Dravenstott, S. Mar·
tin. Teacher: R. Hockings. Deacon: T. H.
Curtis. Bishop's agent's report: On hand last
report $8.ro, nothing received. E. W. Cato was
appointed delegate to General Conference. R.
L. Ware was chosen president, J. B. Belcher
vice-president for the next term. Adjourned to
meet ·with the Alma branch, Saturday before the
second Sunday in September.
NORJ:'HERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference convened in the Saints' Chapel at
Irvington, California, March 14th. T. Daley president, 0. Smith secretary protem. Elder T. Daley
of the Seventy reported his labors as president of
the district and as missionary to Nevada and
Oregon; good congregations and interest; prejudice fast giving way. Baptized 9 in Nevada
and 15 in California. Good liberty in presenting
the word; been well received and cared for; can
not fill half the calls for preaching. Elders: 0.
Smith, C. W. Hawkins, J. Parr, of Sacramento,
baptized 5, blessed 5 children, solemnized 3 marriages, G. W. Harlow, G. S. Lincoln, C. A. Parkin baptized 6, confirmed 8, blessed three children.
Branches: San Francisco gained 12;
Sacramento gained IS; Mountain Home, organized since last ('Onference, 18. Bishop's agent's
report: Balance .due church March Ist, I889,
$83.32, received, tithing $482 62, offerings $23.25;
total $589 09, paid to poor $314 50, missionaries
$r58oo, total $472 so, balance clue church March
rst, 1890, $n6 59· Sr. T. ]. Andrews, Bishop's
agent. N~xt reunion meeting to be held at San
Francisco commencing the first Friday In October. T. Daley was sustained as president for the
ensuing year, C. W. Hawkins vice president and
secretary. Five were baptized during conference
which was a profitable one to all.
The Spirit
was with us in power, in presenting the word, in
testimony, and in healing the sick. Adjourned
to Sacramento the second Friday, March 14th.

BORN.
ScHUMAKER.-At Coldwater, Michigan, December 14th, 1889, to Bro. and Sr. Charles Schumaker, a son, which has been named Roy
Egbert; blessed Sunday, March 23d, 1890 at
Saints' Chapel by Elders L. Scott and B. Corl~ss.
The Spirit was present in the administration.
MARRIED ..
AsH.-ANDERSON.-Bro. Frank Ash of Free
Soil branch and Miss Clara Anderson of the
same place were joined in matrimony on the r8th
day of March, I89o, by S. Bruce a priest of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, at Free Soil, Michigan.
DIED.
CALHOON.-Andrew Calhoon, son of Andre~
and Naomi (Hawley) Calhoon, was born in Delaware county, New York, April 27th, 1794, and
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died in Courtland, De Kalb county, Illinois,
March 12th, r89o; aged 95 years, I6 months and
is days. He was married to Eleanor Roworth,
daughter of John and Mary Roworth, in Monroe
county, New York, May 25th, I8I9- The said
Eleanor Roworth was born in Leicestershire,
England, January 3d, 1797, ahd came to America
when seven years old.
She died in De Kalb,
Illinois, July roth, r872, aged 75 years, 6 months
and 7 days. They lived together a little over 6r
years. They had twelve children, eight of whom
are now living. They united with the close communion Baptist Church in Pittsford, Monroe
county, New York, in r8r6; remaining with that
denomination for over twenty-seven years. On
October Ist, I843, father, with the writer, united
with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, at Florence, St. Joseph county, Michigan,
being baptized and confirmed by Elder William
Smith, M. D., of La Harpe, Illinois. In August,
r868, father uaited with the Reorganization at a
district conference held In the Balavid, Illinois,
branch. He died rejoidng in the Savior. Of
his eight children now living, four sons, two
daughters and a daughter-in-law, wlth four grandchildren all belong to the Reorganization; and
all but one are members of the Courtland branch.
Funeral services were held at the M. E. Church
by Elder F. M. Cooper, Saturday, March 15th,
1890. We laid him beside our mother to await
the resurrection of the righteous.
HrscocK.-Mother Hiscock was born in ConnecticuttJune uth, I803. Her malden name was
Cross. In early childhood she came to the state
of New York with her parents, where she resided until some time after her marriage to Alanson
Hiscock; which occurred in December, 182r. In
r825 she came to Michigan with her family, then
consisting of her husband, a son and daughter.
In I837 she was left a widow with seven childrtn-four wns and three daughte1 s-al! of whom
still live.
Betsey Elizabeth Cross was baptized
by pouring, and joined the Methodist Church
when nearly fifteen years of age, to which church
she belonged until she heard the preaching of
the Second Adventists, when she was baptized
by immersion in the year 1873.
But when she
heard the "gospel" preached, she was baptized
June 24th, 1886, by Elder Columbus Scott. She
died October 12th, I889. During her last illness
she suffered much, but was very patient; she retained all her senses until the last. She was respected by all who k·new her, and few live to see
their children and children's children arrive at
such an age.
And we can truly say God gave
us a good mother, and we feel to thank his most
Holy name that he spared her to us to &uch a
good old age, (86.)
Sorrow not for the happy dead. Better
To weep for the ones that remain,
For those wearing penury's fetterEarth's children in want and in pain.
Leave the dead to the angels. The living
Take into your homes and your heart;
Show pity by open hand giving,
By choosing the blessed "better part."
~

VrNAL.-At Jonesport, Maine, March 2Ist,
I89o, Mary E. Vinal, aged 64 years, 6 months and
23 days. Mrs. Vinal died without hearing the
gospel, hence the privilege of hearing It will be
given her in the spirit land. Services by Elder
]. C. Foss; text 1 Cor. IS: 22.
JoNES.-At Canton, Illinois, March 25th, I890,
of diphtheria, little John Jones, son of Mr John
and Sr. Martha Jones, aged three years and nine
months. Funeral sermon preached by Elder L.
L. Jones.
PAGE.-On Saturday, February ISth, I89Q,
Mrs. Rosella A. Page, in the 47th year of her
age. Sr. Page was baptized by Elder J. Caffall, a~
Independence, Missouri, December roth, I879, at
which time she received a brilliant testimony of
the truth of the gospel, which has sustained her
in all her trial!\ and afflictions. She died of pneumonia, being confined to her bed only one week.
Her faith was strong, and she expired In hope of
a glorious resurrection at the coming of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.
She left four little
children to mourn their loss.
May God bless
them, and enable them to find friends in Israel.
Funeral sermon by Bro.]. W. Bracken burr:.
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THE SAINTS'
NOTICES.
To the Saints of Southern California, greeting: Until my return, or the Bishop appoints
some dne to succeed me, means sent to my address, Box 695, San Bernardino, California, will
be duly creaited and receipted for.
Allow me
to kindly suggest that an extra effort will have
to be put forth to sustain the ministry this year.
Send in your tithes and offerings, share in the
sacrifices, that your reward may be greater, and
you may have the satisfaction of assisting others
to hear and know the truth.
ln gospel bonds,
HEMAN C. SMITH, Bishop's Agent.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 2d, 1890.
CHURCH LIBRARY.
On behalf of the church, we thank Bro. Albert Haws for donating ••The Great Controversy
between Christ and his Angels and Satan and
his Angels," by Ellen G. White.
JoHN ScoTT, Librarian.
EXCESSIVE USE OF COFFEE.
Dr F. Mandel, announcing in the British Med·
ical Journal the result of investigations into the
effects of the excessive use of coffee by the worn·
en of Essen, where the workmen's wives drink
cofree from morning till night, consuming some·
times a pound of Ceylon coffee, containing six·
ty-four grains of caffeine, In a single week, says:
"Nervous, muscular, and circulatory disturbances are frequent.
The nerve symptoms are
characterized by a feeling of general weakness,
depression of spirits, and aversion for labor, even
in industrious subjects, with headache and insomnia. A strong dose of coffee c~uses the temporary disappearance of all these &ymptoms.
The muscular symptoms consist of distinct muscular weakness and trembling of the hands even
during rest.
The circulatory symptoms are
marked by a small, rapid, irr·egular pulse, and
feeble impulse of the apex of the heart.
Pal pi·
tations and heaviness in the precordial region
are frequent. The hands and feet feel very cold,
and the complexion becomes sallow. Dyspepcic
symptoms, chiefly of the nervous type, are very
common. These coftee·drinkers can not be cured
by simple abstention from their favorite drink,
with substitution of milk as a beverage.
'!.'hey
require rest from work, open-air exercise, cold
ablutions followed by friction, and small doses of
brandy."

GENERAL CONFERENCE.

T

O supply a want wherever conference is held, the
"PATRIOT"

will be issued during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning daily The first number will contain a brief expo•itiOn of the church, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's business meeting, and prayer and preaching services.
D~y~=e
·
- ·
·
- ·
W
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
•
16jan
LAMBEnT BROS., Lamoni. Iowa.
ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NrcHoLsoN, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample :Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
175th Edition Now Ready
A book of over 200 pages,
NEWSPAPER
giving more info:rmation of
value' advertisers than any
ADVERTISING
other publication ever is·
sued. It gives the nume of every newEpnper published,
to

having a circuiation rating in thc-: American Newspaper
DirectOiy t>f more than 2j,OOO copies each issue, with the

cost per line for advcrtieing in them. A list of the he•t

papers of local circulation, in every city a.nd town of mol'e

than 5,000 population, with prices by the inch for one
mnnth. Special lists of dailv. country, village and class
papers. Bargain ofl'ers of value to email advertisers or

those wishing to experiment. judiciously with a smaJi

amount of money. Shows conclusively "how
most service for the money,,, etc., etc.

W

get the

Sent post paid to

any address fur 30 cents. Address GEo. P . .!.l-owELL &
Co., Publishers and General Advertising agents, 10
Spruce Street, New York City.
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BRl-DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'II'S
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesusl
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of DiChrist of Latter Day Saints,
vino origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
11nd belief of all Christian people·T (2) Is the Church
Price per year
1\U.50.
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan1
womhip and practice, with the Church of Christ,
! as W!l.ll left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE I Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
- - ) B Y THE(-Sainte in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
Board of Publication of the R.eorganized Church,
HimT
at their Publishing House in
"M.L'QUSCRIPT FOUND."
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW A,
In
muslin,
25cts,
ten or more, each •••••••••• : 20
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
In paper l5cts., teli or more, each • • • • . • • • • • • . HI
This is tht; notorious "Manuscript Found," writter.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
I been
said in connection with the theory that it fur(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
Sheep or Library bindin~, sprinkled edges ..•••• 1 50
ground work and material from which to write the
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••.•••••••. 2 00
Book of Mormon"
Morocco, ~ilt edges ......................... 2 50
New Testament, Inspired........ • • •• • • • . . • • ~5
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Set!!. each; per dozen......... ~!i
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SA VIr rr BE ONE W!FE: AND CoN<mBINJJ:B
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WREN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 380, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ADDITIONAL REFLECTIONS.

IN the Correspondence Column of a late
issue of the HERALD will be found a letter from a brother, a recent convert to the
faith, who having entered into solemn
covenant with God and Christ, thus becoming a "new creature," begins practically
the good work of self-denial by putting
away the tobacco habit; and consistently
and intelligently decides that the hard
earried , money heretofore spent for that
which is destructive to man morally, mentally and spiritually shall hen.::eforth be
used for the purchase of the word of God,
the works published by the church.
From among the many ordinary incidents of life which Jesus observed he
taught his disciples truth and wisdom, and
in the simplicity of his illustrations gravely and touchingly manifested the beauty
of heavenly precepts which to-dav stand
confessed by the best minds as unequalled.
So we would select from among the experiences of present life an illustration
from which to partially furnish an object
lesson.
"Whosoever is born of God does not
continue in sin, for the Spirit remaineth
in him and he can not contmue in sin, because he is born of God, having received
that Holy Spirit of promise," wrote the
beloved John, in his first general epistle;
and in so stating he gave the people of
God an illustration so clear th?t none need
err in the course of conduct ·in which they
were commanded and in which they were
to examine and prove their own selves.
Humanity is burdened with sin, selfishness,
and every phase of inconsistency and imperfection; and yet man possesses within
himself by creation, and has the promise,
through the gospel, of receiving in increased
and increasing degree the understanding
and perfect comprehension of those princ ples which shall forever disenthrall and
ddiver him from present abnormal conditions and environments. For be it under-

stood that the truest and loftiest and most
elevating conceptions of man's inner consciousness-that ideal and perfect condition which his better nature has through
all past ages longed for and sought-is in
the true sense the normal condition of
and never will he be content nor
until he attains it. Such is his
de~ tiny.
The religious world of mankind known
as Christendom is to-day emerging from a
condition in which for centuries it has
been entrenched in supposed quietude, as
regards dogma or tenet. It is now passing
through a transition which has astonished
itself, for strong has modern theology been
in bigoted seeming self-confidence in its
supposed strength of position; but stronger, incomparably stronger is truth, which
once crushed to earth now rises again to
henceforth assert her supremacy throughout the eternal years of God, her never
ending period of duration.
As in every other age, darkness, disobedience and error have led mankind into
that which is inimical to their spiritual
and temporal interests, so in this instance
the cause of the trouble has been the same.
The doctrine of the fall of man has been
stretched to such an e'xtreme that man has
been represented as reprobate at birth,
fitted only for wrathful vengeance and
eternal, diabolical punishment. · Moral depravity, and scarcely capable of a pure desire, instead of a moral, intelligent agency
have been falsely attributed to him, until
the less thoughtful (and they are legion)
have been induced into a dangerous condition of quasi-contentment with a conviction of ''moral depravity," the results of
which have aided in proving such false
doctrine to be but the devil's weapon in
the partial general enthrallment of the race.
That which improperly represents and
degrades man the masterpiece of God also
improperly conceives of and misrepresents
the Creator; consequently the same faulty
and narrow theology which so iily comprehended man's status, misrepresented God;
and in so doing presented him as a being
in whom viciousness was substituted for
love; eternal vengeance and punishment
for mercy"'and correction, etc., the natural
result of all of which creedology has been to
alienate man from God, instead of leading to Him all the ends of the earth;
which instead of God "long suffering and
merciful," drawing all men unto him, has
misrepresented him as God hateful, wrathful and vengeful. Such has been some of the
trend of religious education with which the
f<;w past generations have been burdened;
the deadly moral and spiritual miasm of
man's depravity ·and powerlessness to con.ceive of and accomplish good. But the results of such long continued error have

No. 16.
been apparent and their absurdity plainly manifest by the resident divinity
within man, which has clearly given the
lie to a doctrine that for ages has kept the
Christian world helplessly crouching before the inuge of its erroneous theological
and intellectual hallucinations.
As a church we beiieve and for years
have taught that apostasy followed primi·
tive Christianity, and produced the long
night of the dark ages; that said apostasy
was responsible for the introduction of all
erroneous doctrine.
This claimed and
proved, the necessity for the restoration
of primitive Christianity has been demonstrated; and through its restoration have
we been able to properly comprehend the
condition and brotherhood of man, the
fatherhood and love of God, etc., etc., and
with this better understanding of the character of God and the nature of man comes
greater responsibility; for it is a true principle that increased and increasing light
brings added and adding responsibility.
What Paul taught the idolatrous Athenians-that man Is the offspring of God,
this church has been endeavoring to teach
a modern religious world, the substance
of whose God is an idol, which has waxed
old and is·now perishing with Babylon
the great which shall fall; and through
the restored gospel have we anticipated
the general religious world in the enlightened knowledge of the fatherhood of God,
the divinity and brotherhood of man, the
lofty place man occupies as the highest
type of earthly intelligence; made in the
image of God; whose final destiny is
eternal life, heirship and joint heirship
with God and Jesus Christ.
In the reception and acceptation of these
principles we have, as a people, set high
the standard of possible attainmenment;
yes more than that, for we have not only
made the declaration to the world that
godliness in the race was possible, but
that such only is the true status or condition of man". In harmony with this declaration we have taught and insiste~ that
the promise of the attendance and inspiration of the Holy Spirit was tbe promised
portion oft he true and faithful believer; that
as was the work of that Spirit in days ot
the apostles so woul~ it be to-day, its mission and workings ever the same; to bear
witness of God and Christ; to communicate knowledge of them; to place humanity, the children of God, in communion
with~God over all, blessed forevermore; to
purify men from dead works and an evil
conscience, and in their stead to take the
"things of the Father" and show them
unto them; to lead and guide into all
truth, and show them things to come.
Receiving of this Spirit-this wonderful and impelling iorce leading men to be
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Christ-like - men were to assimulate
Christ's wonderful love, and in proper
degree perform what its anointing led the ·
Master, the compassionate John, the faithful Paul and the earnest Peter to do; not
for themselves alone, but for their fellow
brethren in the world-humanity.
The Spirit of God has diversified characteristics. Bv it we understand that the
physical forces of life were created and
are sustained. Every man receives some
measure of it, and is ministered to directly
or indirectly by its power; but the reception of its sanctifying influence in the degree
or ~ense known as "the gift of the Holy
Ghost" is reserved to those who through
obedience became a "habitation of God
through the Spirit."
Receiving this Spirit we obtain that
which makes manifest light and truth, enabling the recipient ·to discern between
truth and error, light and darkness, good
and evil; and one important feature of its
office work, in addition to the positive
work of teaching us the truth, is to show
us our follies, faults and defects; to enable
us to examine ourselves and see just what
we are; to escape from and rise above
every phase of deception, pride, selfishness, dissimulation, jealously, lack of faithfulness, indolence, g·uile, lack of love
for mankind, impurity, worldliness and
every phase of not only open sin, but the
general faults common to humanity, all
of which are negative to the forces of the
true light and life. We repeat it as a truth
worthy of more than passing notice and one
that should receive our careful attention
that, the office-work of the Holy Ghost is
to forcibly ar1d clearly show us our faults
and enable us to free ourse! ves from them
by revealing to us plainly all that within us
is inconsistent with the character of God,
with whom to dwell requires "holiness
without which no man shall see the Lord."
In the light of these things we should
prove our own selves and see where we
stand and what we are.
In the gospel of Christ there i~ a perfect system, with such a completeness of
arrangment and detail that provision is
made for everv possible contingency or
circumstance pe'culiar to the mental, m'oral,
physical and spiritual condition of man;
and every human need is at once supplied
through the wisdom of God, as man prepares himself to receive. Such are but
the sequences of the works and designs of
One possessing absolute knowledge, power,
wisdom---perfection. Microscopic studies
teach us thl1t forms of life too small to be
seen by the nl1ked eye have perfect provision for their wants, and that all forms of
life are rem em be red by the beneficent
Creator, who has prepared them against
every recurring necessity. How worthy
the love and wisdom of the Creator!
How fai~h-producing- should such revealments be! If an individual is infirm, God
has provided means for his relief, or restoration to health; if unspiritual and sinful,
for his recreation unto an enjoyment of
that which the carnal mind does not appreciate; and so we might enumerate all
the conditions peculiar to human life,
etc., etc., but all these are brought about in

harmony with the great law of the free
will and agency of the individual, which
God ever has and ever will recognize;
hence is the gospel a savor of life unto
life, or of death unto death; man's agency
bringing to him grave responsibility: "To
him that knoweth to do goocl and doeth it
not, to him it is sin;" a positive law requiring earnest effort and devotion to the
truth to fulfill.
The Lord clearly intended that very
"careful attention to the things pertaining
to the future life-the religion which he
revealed-should be a characteristic of His
people. Not that asceticism and abnormal
conditions of life should be features of
their lives; not that they should withdraw
themselves from the busy scen..-s of life
a-nd habitations of mankind-from the
influences of the masses. The Dervishes
of Egypt and the individuals who relegate
themselves to monastic life are not the
ones who benefit the world.
They but
withdraw themselves into the seclusion of
their narrow spheres and learn not "the
"luxury of doing good,'' and that all men
are brothers.
For God not only intends
that individuals shall overcome the world,
the flesh and the adversnry, but that they
shall be active agents in the positive work
of aiding humanity, and not in this sense
be negative forces in the world, shrinking
into the narrow, environments of unnaturl1l conditions of life.
Nature properly
interpreted reveals the wisdom of God.
For that reason man's labor must be in
harmony therewith,-with every correct
interpretation thereof.
Our work is of such a character that instead of inducing weariness in well doing
the inspiration of its Spirit continually
points the way to higher attainments,
greater usefulness, increased knowledge,
and deepening and unquestioned love for
God and Christ, and for each other. Imperfect human lang-U'l.ge is inadequate to
fully convey a sense of the satisfaction
which a growth in grace and a knowledge
of the truth brings.
The individual who
thus receives is indeed blessed and content
and satisfied. It is a wonderful and exa.lted privilege to have communion u:ith God,
to become "a habitation of God through
the Spirit;" for the individual to have in
him fulfilled the promises of Jesus, "My
Father will love him, and we will come
unto him, and make our abode with him;"
"My Father will love him;'' "Ye shall
abide in my love, even as I have kept my
Father's commandments and abide in His
love." "This is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent." Also the statement of John, "He that loveth
not knoweth not God, for God is love."
They are not promise~ of 11n
character that are couched in the
statements of the above. They are grand,
awe-inspiring and soul-lifting-so much so
that their deep signification and wonderful extent are either passed by and for ..
gotten by the unspiritufll, or not realized
and fully laid hold upon, even by many of
the professed followers of the Master.
God never was and never will be satisfied with the spiritual status of his pro-

i

fessed children until they become "perfect,
even as the Father in heaven is perfect."
He is true to His perfection, and perfect
in His entirety; fully, completely, wholly
so; and it can not be that humanity can
receive of, abide, and be glorified in His
fulness only as they receive of the manifestation of the Spirit in the flesh (in their
earthly condition) in such degree as to prepare them to abide his presence in the
world of glory.
Such a destiny for man
has God decreed.
Grand and exalted as
it is, yet it is the only one that is or can be
commensurate with the height and depth,
the length and breadth, the perfect character of His love. "God is love;" absolutely perfect in love.
He wills that His
children should receive of and enjoy his
blessedness, should become like him, should
become heirs with Him, and joint heirs
with His Son Jesus Christ.
What is the practical lesson drawn from
our stmple illustration? We quote it,
"Whoso hath this hope purifieth himself."
This statement comprehends it all. It suggests in a nutshell the whole course of life's
conduct; it outlines that which is the
"reasonable service" of the child ot God;
it states the Pxpectations and requirements
of the Father from his children; it indicates, and that plainly, to the sinner and to
the saint that they shall indeed and in fact,
in sincerity and in truth "repent and be
converted"--remolded, refashioned, recreated a new man which after Christ Jesus
is born into the baptism of a death unto
all that is sensual, purely human and contrary to godliness. Such is the deep and
meaning suggestiveness of the outward ordinances which convey to us, if appreciatingly and understandingly obeyed, the
hidden kernel, the Spirit of truth, and by
which alone can we become like him in
whom is personified every virtue, every
good; in whom alone is the perfection of
intelligence-truth, light and life.
In such degree as the ',tudy of the books of
the church will bring a man into communion with God, added to that which abstinence from tobacco using will give a man
favor with Him, by so much will the
brother who ceases from the use of tobacco and in its stead purchases, reads and applies that word become fashioned in heart
and mind by what he therein reads-if not
a forgetful reader but a doer of the word
---be broug-ht near and accepted of the
Father. He has made a good start, and as
in the years to come he shall, "forgetting
the things that are behind" continue to presforward toward the mark of the prize of
his high calling of God in Christ Jesus, in
such degree will he have become a "temple of the living God," and be clothed
with the righteousness of Saints.
The time is corning and now is, that
mere profession will not avail; but when
a deep and sincere devotion to God will be
demanded of his people.
We cannot
hope to in the fullest sense accomplish the
work committed unto us without it. Another thing: We must individually be in
possession of thatinspiration, that Spirit
of truth by which we shall be enabled to
in a proper sense stand and act for ourselves. We must have that spiritual ex peri-
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ence, must enjoy that personal communion
BE ENCOURAGED,
with God by which we shall know that
He is, that his work is divine, and that he FnoM wh~t we hear stated by the memwill direct and contr,l the movements of bers of the clans of the ministerial force
the church, the ark of His c,nenant.
in the field now gathering at L:1moni, we
When thus the body of Christ becomes gather the cheering consolation that the
educated, disciplined- and developed, we Spirit of the Lord is with the faithful lash all realize that the body (church) borer in keeping with the promise, "Lo I
"fitly joined together and compacted by am with you even unto the end of the
that which every joint ~upplh'ith, according world."
to the effectual measure in the working in
He who laboB in the vineyard and barthe measure of every part, maketh increase vest field has much to dishearten and diRof the body unto the edifying of itself in I courage him. The strong- and arrogant
love."
front of ignorance, the insidious and covert
Let us as member•, as ministers study", attack of unbelief and the harshness of the
the books, especially the "present truth" of II scoffer, are bad enough; but the organized
the Book of Covenants." Let us rem em- and unscrupulous resistance of intelligence
ber that there is a development commensu- already occupying the field in the name of
rate with the degree of obedience man-! Jesus, who will not have the truth themifested. Let us us not forget that there is selves nor suffer others if they can help it,
not development if we neglect the means I is the worst and most stubborn obstacle,
throug-h which such development and
aside from the fears within-the personal
growth are made m;mifest. In ~ther words weakness and lack of faith-which all, or
that if we fc~il to ob6erv<: the tempor.1llaw, nearly all are more or less affected by.
or any department of God's law, that we
It requires much courage to obey the
sha II ~uffer loss; also that if we fear to truth as the elders teach it, and to live in
trust God and but partly keep it we but accord with it unburdened by responsipartly grow, or become unprofitable ser- bility in spiritual things; for even there
vants; and so runs this great truth through- the way is so diverse from popular sentiout the entire list of spiritual and temporal ment that the believer is left to stem a tide
duties.
Chri'it's obedience was perfect in of opposition seemingly unnatural and
all its department~, and so must our's he. therefore unnecessary; and fdth staggers
This great fact of obedience upon which from weariness standing alone from human
hangs so much of our earthly and eternal sympathy. It is well then that the Savior
interests should be remembered, and we has so formulated his work and so providshould notice what it teaches, and be alto- ed for its abiding unto triumph that he has
gether faithful in our spiritual and tempo- said, "Lo I am with you even unto the
ral stewardships. God will not commit end of the world," and "my peace I leave
into our hands the true riches if we prove
with you."
unfaithful in the duties of our earthly life
Ifthe case is so hard with the devotee
and work. The standard is high, it is true, undisturbed by spiritual responsibility, how
but none other is God's; no other has much more onerous and hard with him
he raised.
who has not only all that the simple beThe Spirit of the work is for prog-ress liever may have to annoy and disturb,
and for forward and advance movements but has tne added burden of care and anxall along the line. The questions of human iety attendant upon the field of ministerial
salvation suggest our work, and eternal life effort in any faith; and the still heavier
our destiny. Let us go onward and up- burden of bearing a message hateful to
ward, not forgetting that he that is a many, distasteful to all, because of the
faithful steward in time and the affairs of "gross darkness" that covers the people,
time shall be counted worthy of exaltation together with the ever increasing magniin eternity, and that we must not only be tude of the duty of answering wisely and
"called" but be "chosen" and "faithful."
well the aroused inquiry of those who
At the "battle of the pyramids" N apo- may pause to hear, and in whom there is
leon made the inspiring statement to his a latent love for the truth who ask, "What
troops, "Soldiers, from t!:le tops of yonder shall we do to 1e saved?"
,
pyramids forty centuries look down upon
How needful then it is that the minisyou!" We may far more consistently and ter for Christ should be of clean mind and
in a cause incomparably grander, more free from condemnation; so that his walk
ennobling, and above that which Napoleon and work may be corpmended of God, by
and his troops represented, say, Saints, reason of the Spirit which shall be infrom heaven's lofty habitation the good, dwelling in him. Such an one is "stayed
the great and the angels who surround the on God.'' To him then comes courage
throne of God and Christ look down upon and help. To him comes spiritual!'ltrengthyou in the work of the eleventh hour, the ening and wise forethought,
He walks
_dispensation of the fulness of times! Yea, securely because he walks in the "light of
more; the expectant ones who in paradise life."
await the manifestation of the sons of God,
Are we striving- for the better and the
together with the prisoners of hope truer in all thing~? Is there in us a reachanxiously behold your work and progress; ing out after the things of God, that we
and the Master's voice lovingly and m~y be partakers of the "deep things of
encouragingly says, "Be still and know God." Are we above suspicion of wrong_
that I am God; the kingdom is yours, and doing. Is evil Rpoken of us truthfully; or
the enemy shall not overcome."
are rumors of evil stated of us falsely for
"Brethren, shall w:e not go on in so Christ's sake. Answer ye who are bangreat a cause?"
ner bearers.
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AN editorial in the Omaha, Nebraska,
Republican of April 4th, contains the following st:;temcnt. vVe thank the editor for
the good opinion he expresses and the
favor with which he evidently regards us.
"The admission to statehood is bringing up
the subject of polygamy, as it is proposed
to disfranchise all nol yg<Jmists. They
should be disfranchi-sed and the JoeSmith-non-polygamist-Mormons put in
the lead. The latter are no more objectionable to the public than are other denominational churches; and these Joe Smith
Mormons should be encouraged to make
the other branch of the church unpopular."
Bro. William Bf'aman, of Oscoda,
Michigan, wrote the 3oth ult. subscribing
for the HERALD, stating that he found comfort in reading the letters of the Saints,
also in reading· of the genl:'ral progress of
the work of God and of the favor which
the Lord is manifesting toward his people.
Sr. Fannie Taylor, Preemption, Illinois,
writes that she has decided to remove to
Virginia; and being in poor health requests that prayer be offered in her behalf
that she m~y receive strength.
We learn from Bro. William Newton,
lately returned from England, that hereports having labored all he could, and that
he was well treated. He wishes, however,
to correct an impression possibly obtained
from the report of Bro. Thomas Taylor,
a year ago, that he expected aid from the
Saints in England while on his mission in
that country. He states that such was not
his expectation; that all he desired was a
brother's welcome, and "a bite and a sup"
with the hospitable and Chri~t-loving of
th..e church, that he might not feel himself
to be a stranger. He went at his own expense, but was pleased to be remembered
now and then by those who seemed. able.
He was aided f~lly as much as his necessities required with-out making demand on
the Saints.
Bro. J. S. Dougherty, of Plattsmouth,
Nebraska, wrote stating that the branch
there was disorganized, and asking that an
elder be sent to reorganize it. Will those
in charge please note the request.
HERE are two statements which manifest
wisdom worthy of our presidents. The,
former is from President Harrison; the
latter from Ex- President Cleveland:
"Experience and observation have convinced
me, that every one who works with hands and
head, needs the rest which th" Sabbath alone can
give. Philanthropists and Christians may view
the question from different points, but whether we
regard man as an animal or as an immortal being,
we should unite to assure him that rest, which
body and mind both require, to keep them in the
best possible condition."
"A man or woman who never reads and isabandoned to unthinking torpor; or who allows the
entire mental life to be bounded by the narrow
lines of a daily recurring routir;e of effort for
mere existence, can not eseape a condition of
barrenness of mind which causes the decav of individual contentment and happiness, but which
fails to yield to the state its justly expected return
of usefulness in valuable·service and wholesome
political action."
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"Hail to the coming singers!
Hail to the brave light-bringers!
Forward I reach, and share
All that they sing and dare."

So WROTE the sweet singer, Whittier, and so
our soul responds this morning, as we sit in the
sunlight and look forth upon the crowds who are
hastening to the house of God like "doves to their
windows."
But it is not of tnese, mostly, that
we are thinking; but of the absent ones-the distant ones whose hearts are beating in unison with
these, whose prayers are ascending to heaven in
their behalf that God would bless them in their
assembling together, and cause that great good
should result therefrom. To these we would say:
"Let not your hearts be troubled," for the Lord
is indeed rememberi11g Zion, and the hearts of her
children are being gladdened and made to rejoice
in him.
On Sunday, the 30th of March, before the assembling of the conference, the Saints of Lamoni met together for testimony and prayer. During the m"eeting Father James Whitehead was
led by the Spirit to bear a most powerful testi·
mony to the divine calling of the Seer of Palmyra; and also that his son Joseph was his
rightful successor in office. He could testify to
this not only from the fact of his having been
present when he was ordained and set apart to
that oince by his father, but because God had
revealed it to him, and had also shown him that
he should finish his work-no power on earth
should prevent it-and when it was done he
should sit down upon the right hand of
his Father in the kingdom of God. Immediately upon Father Whitehead's sitting down,
Bro. Nephi Snively arose and spoke in
tongues. Many present had the witness of the
Spirit to this tongue, as also to the interpretation,
which through the kindness of Bro. Edwin Staf·
ford we are enabled to give the readers of the
Home Column.
Interpretation to a tongue given at Lamoni,
March 3oth, 1890:
Behold, saith the Spirit of God, I have inspired
the heart of my servant James [Whitehead] to
tell you these things, that henceforth there may
be no dubiety on the minds of my people, espec·
ially my servants, respecting the ordination of
my servant Joseph.
I have called him, yea he
was ordained to the work in which he is engaged,
before the foundation of the world, and he shall
have power to accomplish that work. I v;il! uphold him according to his diligence in keeping
my commandments. My word will I give
through him-even !i11e upon iine and precept
upon precept, according to the diligence of my
people in giving heed to what has already been
given.
0, ye, my people, listen to him you call your

Father-and I do own you as my children-ye
are desirous to do my will, but you are weak.
Gird on the whole armor, draw near to me and I
will draw near to vou, and will support yoti in
the works of righteousness, and you shall be a
delightsome people unto me, and ere long you
shall behold my face. Occupy till I come. Amen.
Again, after the assembling together of the
conference, the Lord spoke by his Spirit through
Bro .. Edwin Stafford, and it ls to his kindness in.
furnishing us a written copy that our readers are
indebted for what we feei sure will be to them
a great pleasure, namely, the perusal of this later
communication. Lift up your hearts and rejoice
in the Lord your God! Absent from the assembling together of his people though you may be;
the Lord is very near unto you, and will bless
you where you are.
Interpretation of a tongue given at Lamoni,
April 8th, r89o:
Behold, saith the Spirit of God, mine eyes
have been over you my servants who have been
laboring to spread the news of my truth, my
gospel, and my rock, unto the inhabitants of the
earth, whether upon this land or upon the islands
of the eea. I know your diligence in seeking to
proclaim the same. I also know your trials,
your hopes and your fears.
Be not discouraged; whether upon the outposts
of Wisconsin or Texas, in Midne, or California,
in Australia or Tahiti, or any other portions of
the earth. I am your God and will uphold the
humble, contrite heart, that goeth forth to declare
my truth. I withhoid my Spirit sometimes, for
your good; if I did not so you would not appreciate the gift. Your trials are for your best good
here, and hereafter. I can not work through the
proud and haughty soul, for that savors of Lucifer. It is the humble and the contrite heart
through which my power is made manifest.
Comfort, then, your hearts; doubt not nor fear,
for I, your God and your Redeemer, will be with
you and bear you up as upon eagle's wings, and
if your whole trust is in me, your faith and
power shall increase according to your diligence
in seeking for help from me. And no power,
whether of men, or of devils, shall prevail
against my truth when declared by you.
You shall be blessed with greater power in administering to the sick, and they shall he healed
under your administrations. I, the Lord, have
decreed that pestilence and disease shall go forth
upon the earth, and many shall fali under them.
•But my people who trust in me with thei.r whole
heart shall be preserved. Gird up the loins of
your minds, 0 my people. Practice virtue and
holiness before me.
Prepare ye, prepare ye, for ere long the time
you are so anxiously looking for will come, and
I will dwell in your midst, and your joy shall be
full. Amen.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA YElL

Sr. Emma Strong, of Oregon City, California,
requests your prayers in behalf of her mother
who is very sick.
Sr. Elizabeth Brown, of New London, Iowa:,
requests your faith and prayers in behalf of her
son who is afflicted with fits.
Sr. Maria Grinstead, of the same place also desires your prayers in her behalf; having long been
afflicted, she feels that her only hope is in God.

WHITE HANDS.
"I had been busy; dusting. sweeping, rnbbing,
And then alas 1 for my poor grimy fingers!
With soap and brush I gave them patient scrubbing,
(The soiling touch of toil so plainly lingers).
Next came·in, downcastly, my little daughter,
'Mamma, my doll has fallen on the street,
Just see her dress! oh, here is soapy water,
Do wash it for me, then she will be neat.'
'l'o please the child, I did my very best;
Then hung it np, and Jo! my hands were white.
Then thought I of tb<J folks who take no rest,
From sitting in their own souls' grimy sight,
At prayer meeting and church, aye hearing, hearing,
When if some other soul they'd-bravely cheer,
Forgetting all their cherished doubting, fearing.
May be an Eye might see spots disappeanng,
And stains fast fading in a blessed pureness nearing."
HoME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FuND.

Apr.

2,

Amount to date .........•... ·.. $2,596 7I
Sr. Grace Campbell, Ill. $2 25
Sr. Polly Atkinson, Ill.. ·5 oo
Sr. Mary A. Fiese, Wis.. 75
Sr. Martha Biggs, Ohio .. 2 oo
Sr. Anna D. Howard,
Idaho .........•....... 2 oo
Sr. M. Couser, Mich. . • • . 50
Sr. Annie Willetts, Ill ... I so
Sr Kate Hartshorn, Iowa. 2 oo
Sr. C. M. Wilder, Iowa ... I oo
Sr. E. Slocum, Neb ...... I oo
Sr.MargaretThomas,Mo.s oo
Sr. Martha Hayer, Ill .... r oo
Sr. Mary Weld, Ill ...... r oo
Sr. B. Bard5ley, Iowa .... I oo
Br. foseph Selano, Neb .. r oo
Sr. Sarah Smith, Utah ... 5 oo
Sr. G W .. Nev .......... I oo
Br. E H. Randall, Wis... 2.5
Sr. S. E. Randall, Wis... 25
Sr. Jennie Scott, Iowa .. ··5 oo
Sr. Mary P. Davis, Iowa. 50
Sr. . Mine.rva Hammer,
MISSOUri .•.....•.••••• 5 00
Sr. Sarah A. Carr, Mo. . . ro
Sr. Eliza Cochran, Mo... 20
Sr. Ellen Birk, Mo....... ro
Sr. Helen Ackley, Mo.... 65
Sr. Lillie Thornburg, Mo. ro
Sr. Jane Sanders, Mo.... ro
A Sister, Mo.... . • • . .. • • 50
Sr. Sarah Hunt, Mo...... w
Sr. C. Rush, Oregon ..... 5 oo
Sr. Catharine Herrick, Mo.r oo
Sr. Alice Shephard, Iowa. I oo

sz ss

Apr. ro, Amount received to date ..... $2,649 56
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

CAMERON, March 14th.
Dear Sisters:-I feel to rejoice many, many
times that I am numbered with the Latter Day
Saints. We have many trials and temptations
to pass through, but Jesus said that in this world
we would have tribulation, and we can testify to
the truthfulness of his words. I often rejoice
when I realize the fact tha"t I am one of God's
children. He has blessed me as such in times
that are past, and I feel I can still trust in him,
and I hope I shall ever be worthy of the name of
saint. My desire is to iive humble and faithful,
ever ready to do good and defend this great
work in which I am heart and hand engaged. I
often wonder why my neighbors can not understand it better than they do, for it all looks so
reasonable to me.
God has blessed us in a marked degree here of
late in healing the siek, and we feel we are not
thankful enough to him for his goodness, and
are not worthy of what he has done for us. In
the hours of darkness that may overshadow us
for a season, may we still trust in him, that whe
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the clouds pass by we can reJOice that we have
again overcome by the strength God gives to his
saints. I sometimes long for the happy time
when the Saints will be gathered out from among
the wicked; and then l will wonder, Will I be
worthy to be gathered with them? for I do not
want to be left out at the time of the great marriage feast; but if I am I feel I can look on you
dear saints inside, and rejoice that at least some
have overcome the temptations· and entered into
rest, but I believe so long as I feel to love God
and trust in him as I do at present, with the desere to come nearer to him, I will not be left out
though it is in weakness I try to do my duty.
Praying that the great work may prosper and
that the saints may all try to live humble that
God's Spirit may be among us to guide us onward and upward, I am as ever,
Your sister in the truth,
MARGARET J. BRADEN.
CRESCENT, Iowa, March zoth.
Dear Sz:~ters o/ the Prayer Union:-As I was
reading the Herald my eyes fell upon Bro. J. R.
Lambert's letter, stating that he had paid Garden
Grove and Leon a visit. f\It~ was there I first
heard the gospel and happy that I was one among
the few to receive it, and can testify to. day of its
truthfulness. I can say that since I believed and
was baptized, I have been blessed in many ways.
I have had my trials and dark hours, but no matter how dreary the hour or rugged the way; I
never feel like giving up, but going on and trying
to win the prize that is set apart for the faithful.
We have a Prayer Union at Crescent. We number twenty-one now, and hope,:,there are·;; more
who will join us soon.
We have a nice church
and the Saints enjoy the Spirit therein. We organized our Prayer Union April r8th, r889, and
since then the sisters together have collected
$1,40.
The Lord has blessed us in our efforts to do
good, both spiritual and temporal.
Sisters; it
does my soul good to read your letters and to
know how the Lord blesses each one who will
obey his Ia w.
Your sister in the hope of eternal life,
ELIZA .HARDING.
NEWTON, Iowa, March 17th.
Dear Sister Walker:- The sisters of this branch
met March the 6th, and organized a prayer union·, choosing sister Clara Nirk president, sister
Anna Amos vice president, sister Talitha Mowry secretary, and sister Needham treasurer.
There are seven names on the roll. We meet
every Thursday at three p. m. We have been
greatly blessed in both of our meetings, which
makes us feel like pressing onward in this good
work.
I do not belong to this branch but to the Des
Moines Valley branch; but we lived too far
away to meet with them. My heart's desire and
prayer was that I might have the privilege of
meeting with the Saints of this branch, and I
fell that my prayers have been answered, and
words can not express how thankful I am. I,t is
so strengthening to me to hear the Saints bear
their testimonies.
When I read the letters in the Home Column,
how I wish I could write something interesting.
I wish to tell th!': sisters of the Column how
much good their letters do me, and for them not
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to be weary in well doing, for the Lord knoweth
for her, I trust she will be spared to come home
to her native land,
0! how it strengthens the
the path that we take, and we know that he does
bond of love, the same love that was in the bobless us when we do right. /
som of our Savior, when we pray for one anothI want to bear my testimony to this work, for
er. Let us pray on, prav in faith, i~ our secret
I know it is the work of God. I would like to
closet, or at the family altar, and "our Father who
be the means of doing some good in this gospel,
seeth in secret, will reward us openly."
for it is the power of God unto salvation, and
Pray for us in Albany. Weare only five in numsalvation is what we want. Let us be faithful
in bearing the cross, that we may be able to wear . ber, and very weak; perhaps the weakest of his
Saints, yet there is a great work to be done. The
the crown. Of late I have been trying to live
Lord muot have a people raised up in this place,
more faithful and pleasing In the sight of my
they are among the churches and of the world,
God. If I do anything contrary to his will it is
and the voice of God is, "Come out from among
through my weakness. It is now four years the
them, 0! ye my people."
Shall we keep still,
twenty-ninty of this month since I was baptized
and hide our light under a bushel? God forbid.
by Bro. R. Etzenhouser. Then l had only seen
then I say, please pray for us, that we may arise
three Saints. But I was ready to be baptized
in the strength of the Lord, and go forth to do
just as soon as I heard them preach. My mothhis will, and let the glad sound of the gospel ring
er was baptized the same day, and since then I
forth, till every honest soul shall hear and know
have had the pleasure of seeing my father and
that the Lord has spoken again in the latter days.
two sisters with several others baptized. When
Your sister,
I came in the church "Mormon" w;:;s hurled at
ADDIE HoxiE.
us on every side, but it is fast fading away with
the most of the people. I have had many trials
and troubles but have never been discouraged in
the work. I do pray that I may not be a stum.,
bling block, but that I may help in the upbuilding of the cause. v;r e can not pray or study
LEXINGTON, Michigan, April ISt.
God's word too much.
Editors Herald:-Four more were baptized
I desire a!1 interest in the prayers of all the
here to-day by Bro. F. C. Smith.
There seems
Saints, that when Christ comes I may be one
to be several believing.
Bro. W. J. Smith Is
that will enter into the marriage supper of the
putting in some telling sermons. He will speak
Lamb.·
Your sister in the one faith,
further west and north.
Bro. R. Davis is in
TALITHA MOWRY.
great need of help, and we have had to drop
some of our appointments and keep closer watch
of
others.
ALBANY, N.Y.
Bro. Peter Surbrooks who resides out of town
Dear Sister Frances:- The letters in the Herhas been a great help to us-drawing us around
ald this week have made me glad. Bro and Sr.
from place to place. His daughters do our washTurnbull's experience is another blessed testimoing, help sing in meetings, and everything is
ny of tbe faithful, loving, watchful care of our
going on lovely.
J.J. CoRNISH.
Heavenly Father. When we seem to almost forget Him, or because of the dark clouds of afflicDETROIT, Minnesota, March 3oth.
tion, we can not tor a time see his face, then he
is very near, watching every step, and just at the
Editors Herald :-I received a letter Saturday_
right time he divides the cloud, and lets the light
from Elder George Gould, better known here as
of His countenance shine forth.
How quickly
father Gould, asking that the Saints pray for
we (his children) hear his gentle voice saying
him. He has been troubled for several years
"Peace, be still," then we feel the healing water
with a severe illness, but has always been helped
flow into our very soul, pain flies away, our pulse
by administration till this time. He write!\ that
beats with new life, strength comes to the weakhe has much pain, and if he can not be cured deened parts; we arise fuil of rejoicing, for "] esus
sires the pain removed.
He is a man of much
of Nazareth passeth ·by." Thank God! I too
faith and believes in prayer.
have a testimony to bear.
I have just got home; have been preaching all
winter, most of the time alone, but was with Bro.
For several days, my oldest son seemed to be
Peak about two weeks.
I baptized seven, and
failing day by day, I knew not the cause, though
Bro Peak baptized two, making nine in this disI thought it might be liver trouble or malaria.
trict this winter. We met with some opposition.
It was suggested that we get some spring mediThe Methodists were preac):ling at Friberg, and
icine directly; but nothing was done until he
one of the converts had started In on his own acwas not able to work, or sit up but part of the day.
count to preach. I asked the trustees to let me
I then proposed to take his case to the Lord in
have the school house half the time, which he
earnest prayer (as there are no elders here to
did, against the will of the preacher.
I made
call,) and as my husband had just corne from the
some stir and baptized one-Bro Henry Fay;
Brooklyn conference and brought a bottle of
Bro. Foss will remember him. Some two wetks
consecrated oil, ·we gave him some, in faith beafterward Bro. Peak went there and baptized Bro.
lieving, then all united in prayer.
God heard
Fay's daughter and Sr. Elliott's husband.
Sr.
and answered, his promise was verified unto us.
Elliott, whose request for prayer was published
The next morning Charlie arose well, and has
in the Herald, has been helped, for which we
continued so ever since; he says he feels just as
thank God.
Bro. Fay's mother has cancer of
well as ever. 0! how my heart does go out in
I administered to her and the pain
thankfulness to the giver of all good. Words, the breast.
ceased. She desires that she,may live till warm
seem feeble expressions of the joy I feel. Dear
weather, when she and her husband V~ill be bapsisters, I fe~l to unite my prayers with yours for
tized.
Yours in the faith,
all the afflicted ones.
I often think of dear Sr.
T.f]. MARTIN.
T. W. Smith, and God blesses me while praying
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Editors Herald:- Your readers may be somewhat interested in the late discussion held at
Lee's Summit, Jackson county, Missouri, between Bro. E. L. Kelley and the Rev. Dr. Ray,
editor of the American Baptist, of :St. Louis, Missouri.

Bro. Kelley came to the Summit early on S&t·
urday, March 22d and Dr. Ray on Sunday morning, the 23d. Dr. Ray had notified his brethren to meet him at the depot, as he was laden
with heavy baggage. We were unable to learn
any particulars regarding the debate more than
that some kind of a debate was to take place at
the Summit between the Baptists and the Latter
Day Saints. Ray had so completely ignored his
brethren or had some kind of "method in his
madness' that even his people preferred to know
as little about time and place for debate as those
living hundreds of miles away.
Learning that there were to be regular services
held at the Baptist Church Sunday at eleven,
Bro. Kelley and I felt at liberty to attend.
Rev. Rafferty preached and announced the
Rev. Dr. Ray for the night, and dismissed without saying a. word in regard to the long talked of
discussion. When Kelley and I entered the
church it was easily observed that Dr. Ray spotted his man. Mr. Ray showed considerable
nervousness during the hour's service. This
gave us an index to the doctor's smothered
silence and about how hi;; nerve was prepared to
meet the issue that he had so blatantly attempted
to meet wilh a bluff from first to !;1st; but now
his opponent sat before him, nothing daunted, to
meet this Goliath of the Baptist Church in these
ends of the earth! Bro. Kelley sought an inter·
view with Dr. Re.y and made inquiry as to
arrangements. We learned for the first time
that it would take place at the Baptist Church.
Dr. Ray said it would be announced that night.
Brethren had previously secured the use of the
Christian Church for the night services, and Bro.
Kelley spoke to a good house, giving general
satisfaction. Dr. Ray announced at night to his
congregation that "the debate would commence
Monday at ten a. m., at the Baptist Church, provided the Mormons don't back out!" I have
been thus explicit to show the reader how doubt
and secrecy of the coming conflict were continually attempted on purpose to keep the people in
ignorance-thus to secure a small crowd to hear
the first proposition.
Their plans worked admirably for a session or
two, there not being more than ten or fifteen of
the Baptist members out and the whole congregation not more than sixty, if that; but the mills
of justice and fair play were grinding. and the
Baptist Church was in 'the scales, being weighed
for all it was worth.
Monday morning, just before the discussion
commenced, Dr. Ray insisted that the time
should be changed from six days to five-two and
one-half to each church proposition. This Bro.
Kelley consented to after hearing the Doctor's
complaint.
It is not my in~ention to give a summary of
the debate, as it was fully reported by an expert
short. hand reporter, and will probably be printed
in b.)ok form; and thus we can read the omega
of the Baptist argument from one of their ablest
debaters on the Western Continent, if not in the
world. The debate was an intere&ting one from
the beginning. The interest was intense, espec-

ially as it drew towards the end. Dr. Ray is
able, but he met more than he had bargained for.
. While Elder Kelley followed him, item by ite1,n,
the doctor was completely at sea, and left whole
half-hour speeches unnoticed. On the last ques·
tion, as far as the Bible is concerned, ElderKelley had about his own way. Dr. Ray was
quite an expert on old stories, and occasionally
he would stagger on "old Joe Smith." Kelley is
such a mcdest, Christian ·man in a debate that it
makes a wonderful contrast, provided his opponent don't show forth a Christian spirit. On the
last proposition Dr. Ray tried to hold up to ridicule the Book of Mormon, Rook of Doctrine
and Covenants and the Inspired Translation of
the Bible. Elder Kelley seemed at home, and so
completely answered every objection to them
that prejudiced minds were struck with amazement. Mr. Ray finally stooped to the low down
trashy tirades published by Whitmer, Robinson,
Brown and John K. Sheen against Joseph the
Seer and the Reorganized Church. It was
plain to be seen that the doctor was down and
this was his last resort. Kelley so completely
got away with Ray's last four witnesses, showing them up in their true light; and in place of it
adding to our bonds, as the doctor intended it
should, it has caused his complete defeat, and
gave to us one of the most signal victories that
the Reorganization has ever achieved.
The "Address," the "Return," "Brown's
Pamphlets" and "The Veil Lifted" got "lifted"
indeed, with such a complete "unveiling" that it
put to shame the man that attempted their use.
These works and their author's lives have only
to be carefully studied to be ablte to place them
just where they rightly belong. There is no
need for any good, honest and pure truth.Jovlng
person to be shaken in the least by these men's
writings or testimonies. Every well arr.anged
home has its prepared rooms-places for the
wastes and odds and ends that are not usablebecause not "lively stones," and will not prepare themselves for the Master's use.
I would rather see men "go out from us" because they are not "of us" than to abide in the
house when they are not in spirit with the truth
we so much love. Dr. Ray, through the works
mentioned, tried hard to fasten polygamy upon
Joseph Smith, but he got so completely left that
I dare say the effects of the sting he received in
that debate will never cease from his memory.
Elder J. W. Randall of the Christian Church bad
a letter published in the Christian Eva11gelist,
September 3oth, r88o, where he publishes a let.
ter from David Whitmer, dated August 27th,
r875, where Elder Randall hact asked David
Whitmer the following question: "Do you think
Joseph Smith ever taught or practiced, or ln any
way sanctioned a practice that led into polygamy
or spiritual wifery ?" Mr. Whitmer answered:
< I can not say positively whether Joseph sanctioned polygamy or not.
All that I know is that I
heard such to be the ca<ce; if he did, he left the
faith he bad so well defined before the face of
his Maker and dropped aside in sensuality and
vice.n

The world has been canvassed from pole to
pole hunting for evidence to convict Joseph Smith
of polygamy, and yet. his name is unsullied
when considering and weighing the evidences
offered. Mr. Whitmer says: "All that I know is
that I heard such to be the case." Wonderful
evidence this!

This J. K. Sh!"en that has tried so hard to "lift
the vail" says: "There is not one printed line, to
my knowledge, above the signature of Joseph
Smith, printed during his life time, in which he
taught the doctrine of 'sealed wives,' 'spiritual
wives,' or polygamy. But this same Mr. Sheen
finds it all, very easily, by "lingering with his
chums,'" and putting a false interpretation upon
the revelations found in the Book of Covenant~.
The evide'nce (?)is adduced from men that have
tried to cover up their shame and disgrace
where they have been led into the meshes of
Brighamism, or something worse, if there is anything worse. It is wonderful how God is brushing aside lhe dark cloud of polygamy and other
abominable doctrines that our enemies have
tried hard to place upon our shoulders; but to
the debate again.
Dr. Ray observbg the restless condition of
his brethren announced to them that they need
not be uneasy about the debate, for a revival
generally followed his debates, that at some times
as many as fifty united with them. If his brethren look for false prophets, or did Mr. Ray, they
need not go far to find one. Bro. Kelley and our
folks were treated so kindly by the Disciples and
other members that Ray accused them, during
one of his speeches, of swallowing the Mormons. I am frank to acknowledge that we were
treated in a Christianlike manner, and had the
offer of the Christian Church before, during and
after the debate. Bro. Kelley occupied it one
night after and spoke to a crowded house. Thus
commenced a good work, and to God be all the
praise.
I. N. WHITE.
SAN FRANCisco, Cal., March 28th.
Editors Hemld: - Sister Douglas paid my
board at a hotel and hired a hall, and paid for it
herseli. I spoke six nights in succession, and
last evening I baptized her husband and her sonin-law, and a lady and her son, four in all, and
left others near the kingdom. I have baptized
twenty-eight since last con.ference.
I hope and pray that the God of heaven may
bless you and pour cut his Spirit upon you without measure that you may have one of the most
peadul conferences ever held in the Reorganize
Church.
·
Your brother,
THOMAS DALEY.
CLEVELAND, Ohio, April 2d.
Edito1s Herald:-! don't know what I would
do without the Herald, as it has contained all the
preaching I have heard for six years. I was told
that there were some Saints in this city, but I
have not seen any yet, but hope to. I wish they
would call on me.
I give the Herald to my neighbors, and while
I was packing up to move here a lady came to
me and asked if I bad any old Heralds_- she
wanted them to read.
SusAN EVERETT.
Room 21, 407Yz Ontario St.

PARIS, Tenn., March zsth.
Eddors Herald:-The above date closed a
three davs' discussion between the writer and a
Rev. R.
Hill of the Missionary Baptist church,
each affirming that the church of which they
were members is the church of Christ in organh:ation, doctrine, faith and practice. My opponent in the main was disposed to be fair in the investigation, but at times resorted to ridicule, jest
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and joke.
He tried hard to show the Baptist
succession from history; bu.t I think by the time
he got through it must have been apparent to the
minds of many of the audience that they had lost
many valuables belonging to the kingdom.
We had excellent order throughout and closed
with a sbake of the hand and good wishes to all.
Your co-laborer,
P. B. SEATON.
STANBERRY, Mo., April zd.
Editors Herald:-I gain much knowledge and
strength from the testimonies of my brethren
and sisters. I know this work we are engaged
In is of God. His Spirit has testified with my
spirit to this truth.
The signs of the times tell us that the Savior's
coming is nearer than we are aware of; so the
Spirit has told us in our meetings.
I would like to speak to the young brethren:
Do you not know that we will have to take our
fathers' places sooner or later.?
I am striving to do my duty. I have preached
now over a year. I aim to put my whole time to
preaching soon.
The work is moving slowly here. My father
is preaching. He wishes to thank some kind
friend for sending him the Herald as a new year's
present. Pray for us.
In bonds,
JosEPH CuRTIS.
LEXINGTON, Mich., April Ist.
Editors Herald:-I am pleased to tell you that
I have baptized four more to·day. Others are
almost ready. The work is moving on. The
good seed has been sown, and after while we will
gather the crop. Your brother,
F. c. SMITH.
LuFKIN, Texas, April zd.
Editors Herald:-I arrived in my field of labor
July 5th, but in August was taken down with
slow fever and nervous rheumatism in my hip;
and was not ahle to labor until the middle of
December. On that day I married a man and
his wife who had been apart five years; they are
doing well.
They are strong believers in the
gospel. May God bless them is my prayer.
I have done the best I could under the circumstances, and since I have regained my health the
good Lord has blessed me with his Spirit to
spread the gospel to the people and make some
good openings which bid fair for the future. I
have convinced a great many that Bro. Josep~,
the Seer, was Inspired. I did this by comparing
the Inspired Translation with that of King James.
I made my way into Nacogdoches county
March wth. I labored in the communities of
Vernalder, New Harmony and Solar. Audiences
were large and God blessed me with a delivery
of speech, also my labor. There are other communities open for me, where I could not go on
this trip .on account of some appointments I have
in Cherokee and Houston counties. Last week
I baptized seven and confirmed them, at the Vernalder community. Others say that they will be
baptized when I come back, which will be on the
fourth Sunday if not providentially hindered. J
I am now in Angelina county on my way to
Cherokee and Houston counties. There are six
scattered Saints in Angelina county. Prospects
are good for more when I arrive there. When I
baptized the seven at Vernalder prejudice appear-

ed among the Methodists at the Solar community, calling us Utah Mormons. I preached there
last Sunday, and I thin)< that I removed their
prtj udice to a great extent.
While I was in Nacogdoches county a horse
run away with a young man named Clark Young
and broke his neck. His father called on me to
preach his funeral sermon which I did. He was
killed on the I 5th in the promise of youth.
So much rain has fallen which has been against
my holding meetings this spring. The people
are pleading with me to stay another year and
preach the gospel to them. May the latter day
work r0l! on, and may God open the hearts of
the honest who hear truth to obey it.
I q gospel bonds,
HENRY GRIM . •
LEE's SUMMIT, Jackson, Co., Mo.
Editors Herald:-The discussion between Dr.
D. B. Ray, of St. Louis and Bro. E. L. Kelley,
has just ended, and nearly the entire community
has conceded and expressed themselves that Dr.
Ray made an entire failure.
The churches
which were refused for Bro. E. L. Kelley to
preach in before the debate are now opened, and
every night that Bro. Kelley preached, the Christian church would not hold the people and many
of the citizens want to hear more; indeed it was
a great success for the work, and has opened the
eves and ears of many here.
Bro. Kelley was blessed all the way through,
Mr. Ray withered before his powerful arguments.
All the Saints are renewed, and several are near
the door. The course of Dr. Ray was not approved of by any one; while Bro. Kelley is commended by all as a Christian gentleman. While
Bro. Kelley stuck to the Bible, Dr. Ray resorted to Whitmer's pamphlets.
I will write a summary in a few days.
In bonds,
WILL KELLEV,
SANTA MARIA, Cal., March, 4th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Eugene Holt and I arrived here last week after a short visit at Arroyo
Grande, San Luis, Obispo county, with Bro. H.
C. Ladd, who is holding the fort there and has
several of his neighbors near the kingdom. We
held services in Oak Park, near then', to small
audiences, some of whom seemed to be inter·
ested.
Ye;;terday I preached twice in the same house,
(the Pine Grove School-house, since renovated),
in whicl, I preached my first sermon nearly
sixteen years ago; and to some of those who
heard me then.
With what trepidation good Bro. R. R. Dana
and I walked towards that school·house, that
night, and what strange feelings overspread our
minds when we saw so many horses tied to the
low brush-like oaks and fences which were near
the house, and through the windows and standing around the house such a multitude of people! It seemed to me almost enough for a grand
cyclical celebration day! The sight caused us to
stop; my courage began to fail, so I said, "Bro.
Dana, you must preach."
"No," he said, "l can not preach; you must."
I replied, "You know I never have preached,
and so of course you must now."
"Bro. Joe," said he, "if you will not say that
you will preach, we'll stop right here."
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What should we do?" Vie had given out the
appointment, the people had come. We were
strangers-no other saints or elders present. We
must go on. In this time of distress we thought
of Bro. Hervey Green's counsel to us before we
started out, telling us, "The adversary will try
te make you believe that you can not preach,
and that you ought to be at home plowing; and
will say, Yon are pretty fellows to be sent out
here, setting yourselves up as preachers; you
better go home; but do not believe him."
So we concluded that we had better seek for
strength from the source of all strength; and
after prayer we were more reconciled and I felt
calm and fearless.
We went on boldly to the house, which was
well filled with peopl~; but not nearly so many,
seemingly, as were there a few minutes previously. Bro. Dana, afler opening the meeting as is
usual, spoke awhile upon the principle of faith,
opening up the subject grandly, and then left
it tor me to fill in the details. I felt splendid,
and when I had ended he arose and said, "If the
people of La Graciosa were acquainted with my
brother and I they would not need other testimony of this latter day work than this. My
brother has this night preached by inspiration of
God, and this is the first sermon he has ever
preached.
The knowing ones of the audience informed
the others that doubtless that fellow who preached to night is an old hand at the business, but
they were mistaken that time, and we knew it
quite easily.
Since then experience has taught me a little,
and yesterday I went to the school-house, with
far less fear than formerly; and by the same
power and inspiration rehearsed the ever new
story of God's love to man and the power and
goodness of Jesus in bringing to pass man's redemption.
All the members of the first branch, organized
in r875, by myself, directed and assisted by Bro.·
Alexander Smith, are alive; but all have moved
to other places, except Bro. T. Raper, who is yet
the branch deacon here. He, Bro. C. Hazelrigg,
Cassius Glines and two children are all the mem·
bers here at present. Some of their neighbors
are interested, and as Bro. Lander and Sr. Marcia expect to remain in this vicinity awhile and
labor in the ministry; these may also enter the
kingdom.
Bro. E. Holt and I expect to retrace our steps
this week to Arroyo Grande for a few meetings,
and next week on to Long Valley for our district
conference which convenes next Friday week.
Am fairly well. Peace be with you and the
Israel of God.
Yours in Christ,
JosEPH F. BuRTON.
ONENESS OF THE UNIVERSE.
The spectroscope continues to enlighten the
world. And as the later and better instruments
of science, as well as the later and better scientists, it points with unerring finger to the fact, that
the deeper we go into the mysteries of the natural world, the more clearly will we see, the more
profoundly will be impressed, that all the things
we see and feel and know to exist, whether in the.
domain of matter or mind, are but parts of a
grand and harmonious whole.
Not only do we
find the planets revolving in obedience to a
common and grand law, but the spectroscope
reveals the fact that all the planets are composed of the same elemen}s. So not only
do we have the evidence of control by one
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mind l;mt also of creation by the same mind.
tablished in the tops of the mountains,"
The ancients conceived the thought that each
etc. as before quoted.
grove, hill, valley, and stream, had a separate
presiding deity, whose will, caprice, or what not, · It is evident from the first verse of the
second chapter of Isa_iah that it was the
absolutely controlled it. But science as well as
religion has dispelled that error, and demonstrapeple of the house of Judah that Isaiah
ted that go where we may the common laws of
saw going up to the mountain of the Lord's
a common law-giver prevail. Not only is this
house; for it was concerning Tudah and
true of our earth, a mere speck in the universe;
but as our scientists get glimpses of a broader Jerusalem that he was shown. It is well
known that Judah or the Jews had been
field and a more extended view is afforded them,
their discoveries confirm the grand truth that the
scattered in'to all nations since the cruciuniverse is one. True there is endless diversity;
fixion of Jesus Christ; hence, Isaiah saw
but this in the midst of glorious unity seems
all nations, or in other words, saw the Jews
to be the greatest achievement of the natural
going out from all nations to the mountain~
world. We only care to add, that If thus in the
of Jerusalem; to which country they should
natural world, the normal condition is unity of
the highest type amid unbounded diversity, may . return in the last days to rebuild Jerusalem;
we reasonably expect any other kind of unity
and further on in the vision Isaiah saw
anywhere else ?-hzdependent Patriot.

~nmtnunittafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

WILFORD WOODRUFF'S SPEECH.

FoLLOWING is an extract from a speech
by Apostle vVilford Woodruff, at Salt
Lake City, July 24th, I88o. Millennia!
Star, vol. 42, page 583:
"We as pioneers, and as the people of
God, are fulfilling- prophecy and making
history. This Tabernacle in which we
are to-day, is the very Tabernacle that
Isaiah ~aw in vision z6oo years ago, that
should be a shadow in the day time from
the heat, and a covert from the storm and
from the rain. We are also building the
Temple of our God upon this block, which
the prophet saw was to be built in the last
days Dpon the mountain of the Lord's
house, and be established on the tops oft he
mountains, for all people to flow unto.
Isaiah 2: z, 3: •And many _people shall go
and say, Come ye, and let us go to the
mountain of the Lord, to the hou$e of the
God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his
ways, and we will wdk in his paths; for
out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
word of the Lord from Jerusalem.' "
This quotation, which the context will
show, was made for the purpose of impressing upon the minds of all that were present that they had g-athered to that valley,
and had built the Tabernacle, and were
building the Temple located in Salt Lake
City in fulfilment of the prophecy of
Isaiah.
My object in referring to this
speech of Mr. Woodruff is to show its falsity, both in regard to the geographical location of the Temple and Tabernacle, and
the kind of people that has been gathered
to the rocky mountain country who have
built said Tabernacle and are building said
Temple.
First, I will quote the first verse of the
second chapter of Isaiah to show the kind
of people he saw gathering to the mountain of the Lord'o house, also the location
of that mountain unto which the people
would gather in the last days, as follows:
"The word that I~aiah, the son of Amo~,
saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem."
The second verse reads: "And it shall
come to pass in the last day~, that the
mountain of .the Lord's house shall be es-

built in Salt Lake City? None. What
proof has he that his -people who have
gathered to the valleys of the Rocky
Mountains are of Israel or of the house of
Judah proper? None whatever, for I saiah said what he "saw in vision was concerning Judah and Jerusalem;" also admit that a house of the Lord is a temple
of the Lord, if so be it is built by his command, but if built only by the diction of
man, then it is not a temple or house of the
Lord, which I will show further on. I
have no need to argue that Salt L~ke City
is not Jerusalem; for most any ochool-boy
can tell the difference of the two locations,
but will give a few references to show
th"at the people had built' a place of refuge, that the people that Mr. Woodruff was
and called it a tabernacle. To show fur- addressing were not of Tudah or the house
ther who those were that were to build a of Isaiah, but of the Gentiles, which the
Tabernacle to protect themselves from
following quotations will pro've; and also
the heat and storm, as quoted by Mr. show t bat those w h0 are of Judah will reW oodru:ff, I will quote the fourth and fifth turn to J e1 usalem according to the words
verses of Isaiah's fourth chapter, precrding of Isaiah as before quoted, Book of Morthe verse quoted hy Mr. Woodruff, which mon, page 477-8. Jesus said:
reads:
"Verily, verily I say unto you, all these
"When the Lord shall have W«shed
shall surely come, even as the Fathaway the filth of the daughters of Zion, er hath commanded me. Then shall this
and shall hav.e purged the blood of Jeru- covenant which the Father hath covenant~
·salem from the midst thereof by the spirit ed with his people, be fulfilled; and then
of judgment, and by the spirit of burning. shall Jerusalem be inhabited again with
And the Lord will create upon every
people, and it shall be the land of
dwelling place of Mount Zion, and upon
inheritance. And, verily, I say unto
her assemblies, a cloud and a smoke by
I give unto you a sign, that ye may
day, and the shining of a flaming fire by
the time when these things shall be
night; for upon all the glory shall be a about to take place, th<lt I shall gather in
defence."
·
from their long disperc,ion, my people, 0
Those verses which are connected with house of Israel, and shall establish again
the verse as quoted by Mr. Woodruff, among- them
Zion. And behold, this
show plainly that those people whom is the thing
I will give unto you
Isaiah saw would assemble at the taber- for a sign, for verily I say unto you, that
nacle would be at Jerusalem, the mount vvhen these things which I declare unto
Zion of the Jews; not at Salt Lake
which I shall declare unto you
the Zion of Brigham Young's people
of myself, and by the power of
Ghost, which shall be given to
are of the people and seed of the Gentile
nations.
Father, shall be made known
Mr. VI! oodruff also claims that the tem- unto the Gentiles, that they may know
ple now being built at Salt Lake Citv is concerning- this people who are a remnant
in fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy z6oo of the house of Jacob. And concerning
years ago; and to use his own language he tbis people who shall be scattered by
says:
them; verily, verily, I say unto you, when
"We are also building- the temple of our these things shall be made known unto
God upon this block, [at Salt Lake City] them of the Father, and shall come forth
which the prophet [Isaiah] saw was to be of the Father from them unto you, for it
built in the last bays upon the mountain of is wisdom in the Father that they shall be
the Lord's house.''
established in land, and be set up as a free
What proof has Mr. W oodrufi that the
by the power of the Father, that
house of the Lord mentioned in the secthings might come forth from them
ond chapter of Isaiah, and the tabernacle unto a remnant of your seed, that the covmentioned in the fourth, are not one and enant of the Father may be fulfilled which
same "house of the Lord?" Reason he hath covenanted with his people, 0
house of Israel; therefore, when these
would go far to show that they were, from
the fact that Isaiah said the tabernacle was works, and the works which shall be
a place of refuge; and that "the glory of wrought among you hereafter shall come
the Lord was upon the place of the as- forth from the Gentiles unto your seed,
semblage of his people.''
which shall dwindle in unbelief because
My object, however, is not to prove of iniquity; for thus it behooveth the Fath'whether Isaiah saw one or more houses er that it should come forth from the Gen''·built in the mountains of the Lord;" but tiles, that he may show his power unto
to show that Mr. vV oodruff was deceptive the Gentiles, for this cause, that the Genin his speech. Admitting for argument's tiles, if they will not harden their hearts,
sake that Isaiah saw a house of the Lord that they may repent and come unto me,
eo;tablished ''in the mountain of the
"
and be baprized in my name, and know of
and a second house called a tabernacle; the true points of my doctrine, that they
what proof has Mr. Woodruff that the may be numhered among my people, 0
tabernacle and the house of the Lord tl·,~t house of Israel."
Isaiah saw z6oo years ago, were to be
This extract is so plain showing what
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should take place, and how the Lord's purmatter. It also agrees with the words of
What an argument for a man to make,
poses would be fulfilled in this generation Isaiah that
should "flee to J erusa- who claimed to be the legal successor to
that it needs no explanation. Jesus certi- 1em, to the mountains of the Lord's house." Joseph Smith the Seer!
What a blightfies to its fulfilment. Suffice it to say tbt Much more could be shown from the ing speech to the purposes of God, as
Book of Mormon and Book of Doc- made known through his servant Joseph,
the Gentile nations will be the first people
who will receive the gospel and from them trine and Covenant~, th8!t :!V[r. Woodruff the chosen of the Lord, for the purpo~e of
to the remnant of the seed of Joseph profes;,es to believe in, that he is as far off bringing to pass the redemption of his
which should be scattered by the Gentiles the track according to that which is writ- people Israel.
who should be established in this land as ten by the prophets, as herein quoted, of
The above quotation is from a sermon
a free people. This all understand who the purposes of God as the east is from
of Brigham Young, and which was the
are acquainted with the present history of the west. But I hope this will suffice for groundwork for the building of the temthis country. This proves beyond a doubt the present to show that he nor his people ple at Salt Lake City, that Mr. Woodruff
that Mr. Woodruff's people are Gentile are of the seed of Abraham that "Isaiah claims to be the one that Isaiah said should
stock, and cannot be those that Isaiah saw saw going up to the mountains of the be built in the last days to the Lord, on
going up to the mountains of Jerusalem, Lord's house in the last days that should the tops of the mountains. What proof
for the people Isaiah saw are the, same be exhibited in the top of the mountains, has he that it is, or that the Tabernacle is
that Jesus said, as quoted, would be of the and should be exalted above the hills for the one that Isaiah saw? None whatever.
seed of Israel who wili return to J erusa- all nations to flow unto."
Nor has he the proof, even, that it is a
km, and he would establish again among
house or a tabernacle of the Lord, from
I will now g·ive a few references to
them his Zion. Nephi also spoke of the show the order God has established in the the fact that each has been built by the
same time and circumstances, (Ibid), on matter of building temples to _his name, dictation of man, and the Lord was not
page 30 and 3 I, thus:
for the salvation of the living and the dead; even consulted in the matter, which is
"And now, the thing which our father 1 and whether that order has been observed proved by Brigham Young's own acknowme aneth concerning the grafting in of the in the building of the temple at Salt Lake ledgment, by telling the people that it was
natural branches through the fulness of City. If not, then it is not a temple of not necessary to ask the Lord for a revelathe Gentiles is, that, in the latter days, 1 the Lord, which the following wiil show: tion to build a temple. (See page 133,
when our seed shall have dwindled in un- 1 "And again, verily I say unto 'you, How 1 Ibid, "I have not inquired what kind of a
belief, yea, for the space of many years, 1 shall your washings be acceptable unto temple we should build," etc., April 6th,
and many generations after the Messiah me, except ye perform them in a house 185g). Then the temple that is being
shall be manifested in body unto the child- which you have built to my name? For, built at Salt Lake City, as also the taberren of men, then shall the fulness of the for this cause I commanded Moses that he nacle, are the works of man, and can not
gospel of the Messiah come unto the Gen- 1 should build a tabernacle, that they should be accepted by God. For the Lord said
tiles, and from the Gentiles unto the rem- II bear it with them in the wilderness, and 1 he "always gave a commandment to those
nant of onr seed; and he meaneth that it to build a house in the land of promise, I that should build r, house to His holy
shall come by way of the Gentiles, for the that those ordinances might be revealed name."
very cause that he shall be rejected of the II which had been bid from before the world
Again the Times and Seasons teach the
Jews, or of the house of Israel."
, vvas; therefore, verily, I say unto you, same thing, vol. 5, pa~e 759:
"The font in the basement story .is for
Also page 27 (Ibid): "And after he has I that your anointings, and your washings,
manifested himself unto the Jews, and al- and your baptisms for the dead, and your the baptism of the living, for health, for
so unto the Gentiles, then he shall mani- solemn assemblies . . . are ordained by remission of sin, and for the salvation of
fest himself unto the Gentiles, and also un- the ordinances of my holy house which the dead. As was the case in Solomon's
to the Jews, and the last shaH be first, and
my people are always commanded to build temple, · and all temples that God comthe first shall be last."
unto my holy name."-D. C., pps. 301-2. mands to be built. You know I am no
This evidence is conclusive beyond a
This quotation should be plain enough Gentile, and of course do not believe that
doubt, that Mr. Woodruff was wrong in for all purposes in the matter of building any me-nastery, cathedral, chapel or meetthe application, when he said that those tern ples; that when ever the Lord was ing-house erected by the notions of men,
whom he was addressing were fulfilling about to bless the children of men in the has any more sanction from God than any
the prophecy of Isaiah, as before quoted, way and purpose set forth in the quotation common house in Babylon."
for they whom Isaiah spoke of were of that he would give a commandment to
This extract from the Times and SeaJudah, who had been "purged of the that effect, and to build.. such a house, to sons published inN auvoo, December 25th,
blood ofJerusalem," and in the language the man he would appoint to lead his peo1844, also shows that unless a house of the
of Nephi the¥ would be the last to whom ple.; for, as the quotation reads, "which my Lord is built by a commandment from the
the gospel would be sent in the last days people are always commanded to build Lord it is not sanctioned or accepted by
because they had rejected their Messiah. unto my holy name."
But Brigham God any more than any other church
And to show further 'lhat this is according Young comes forth and tells the people building in the land." This being the
to the decrees and order of God, I will that it was not. necessary to get a com- case I would ask, vVhat, oh what has been
quote from the Book of Doctrine and mandment from the Lord to build the the effect of the washings and anointings,
Covenants, third European edition, pages temple at Salt Lake City; which state- and the many baptisms for their rlead to
them who have accepted the same at the
194-5: "And again, I command thee, ment reads as follows:
Martin Harris, that thou shalt not covet
"Concerning revelations pertaining to hands of Brighamites who have erected
thine own property, but impart it freely building temples .•. you might as well such houses in the valleys of the Rocky
to the printing of the Book of Mormon, ask the Lord to give revelations upon the Mountains? It calls to my mind the words
which contains the truth and the word of dimensions and constructions of the var- of the prophet who said:
God, which is my word to the Gentiles, ious apartments of your dwelling houses,
"] udgment also will I lay to the line,
that soon it may go the Jew." Also page as upon the erection (building) of temples, and righteousness to the plummet; and the
326, ibid: "Watch, therefore, for ye know for we know beforehand what is neces- hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies,
neither the day nor the hour. Let them, sary. . . . But I trust this people do not and the waters shall overflow the hiding
therefore, who are among the Gentiles require commanding every day of their place. And your covenant with death
flee unto Zion (on this land), and let them lives to -pray, to do unto others as they shall be disannulled, and your agreement
with hell shall not stand; when the overwho be of Judah flee unto Jerusalem, unto would that others should do unto them; I
trust they do not want a special command flowing scourge shall pass through, then
the mountains of the Lord's house."
This language of Joseph the Seer is fo'r this; if not, upon the same principle~ ye shall be trodden down by it."-Isaiah
identical with that quoted from the words they will not want any commandment 28: 17, r8. I have made this quotation to
of Jesus and Nephi, concerning the times upon the subject of building a temple, show its similarity to the covenants made
of the Gentiles and the Jews, and the more than what is before them."-Journal in Brigham Young's Tabernacle (the old
. order and purposes of the Lord in the of Discourses, vol. I, pps. 77, 78.
one) and temples, and its results will be
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similar also; for the agreement made with
hell will not stand. Hence whatever has
been done for the dead by the living in
such houses will have no effect; from the
consideration that such houses have not
been built by the commandment of the
Lord to.his holy name, for they have not
taken the course the Lord has pointed out
for the salvation of his people; and this
being the case, the following will be the
result of their disobedience. D. C., page
goz, which reads:
"And it shall come to pass that if you
build a house in my name, and do not do
the things that I say, I will not perform
the oath which I make unto you, neither
fulfil the promises which ye e;.pect at my
hands, saith the Lord; for instead of blessings, ye, by your own works, bring cursings, wrath, indignation and judgments
upon your own heads by your follies and
by all your abominations which you practice before me, saith the Lord."
Again, Book of Mormon, page 486:
"Verily I say unto you, that ye are built
upon my gospel; therefore ye shall call
whatsoever things ye do call in my name;
therefore if ye call upon the Father, tor
the church, if it be in my name, the Father
will hear you; and if it so be that the
church is built upon my gospel then will
the Father shew forth his own works in
it; but if it be not built upon my gospel,
and is built upon the works of men, or
upon the works of the devil, verily I say
unto you, they have joy in their works
for a season, and by and by the end cometh, an~l they are hewn down and cast into the fire, from whence there is no return."
These quotations, in fact, and in principle, test the principles and works of men,
whether they be of men only, or whether
their works be of God, and they have done
as he commands. If the church is built
upon the gospel of Jesus Christ, then the
Father will show forth his own works in
it; if by the works of men, only, then they
will have joy only for a season, then it will
have ended, thus-the reward of those
who profess to build a temple to the name
of the Lord, but build it not by command from the Lord. This being the
case, the Lord will not give such the blessings they expect to receive at his hands;
and instead thereof bv their own works
they bring upon themselves cursings
and wrath and indignations and judgments for their follies, and abominations,
"which you practice before me, saith
the Lord."
I have thus shown: First, that President
Wilford Woodruff and his people are not
those people whom Isaiah saw going up
to the mountains of the Lord. Second,
that the house of the Lord, or tabernacle,
that Isaiah saw would be built for all n<ltions to flow unto in the last days, is not
the tabernacle or temple now being built
at Salt Lake City. Third, that the temple
now being built at Salt L~ke, is not being
built by a command from the Lord.
SIMON SMITH.

P. S.-Editor Deseret News please
copy.
s. s.
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W"" A1ways write the Business portion ofyonr Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and Jet it be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to say to the Edit<>r, or something
yon wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business Jetter. Business is Business, and MUST BE
done in a business-like manner.

MONDAY, APRIL 7TH.

At nine o'clock the prayer and testimony
service was in charge of John Haw ley and
Edwin Stafford. Hymns 126 and 8 were
sung, and the time was fully and profitably
spent, and the outward gifts were manifested, as well as stirring testimonies

borne.
GENERAL CONFERENCE.

THE Annual General Conference of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ convened at Lamoni, Iowa, on Sunday, April
6th, 1890, said date being also the sixtieth
anniversary of the organization of the
Church of Christ in this dispensation.
The hymn, "Hark ten thousand harps
and voices," was sung, and prayer was ofsered by Father John Landers, after which
followed the hymn "God is marshalling
his army."
A temporary organization was effected
by the choice of W. H. Kelley of Ohio
as chairman, and R. M. Elvin of Iowa as
secretary.
Following this a committee on permanent organization was appointed, consisting of James Caffall of Iowa, G. A.
Blakeslee of Michigan, M. H. Forscutt of
Nebraska, E. C. Brand of Iowa and Alfred White of Missouri.
Also a committe on credentials VFas
chosen, the members thereof being F. M.
Sheehy of Maine, Peter Anderson of
Utah, R. C. Evans of Canada, J. A. Carpenter of Michigan and Albert Haws of
California.
The sermon that followed was by Pres.
Joseph Smith from the text, "Whom do
men say that I the Son of man am?
The service closed with the hymn "Hail
the' blesst morn," with the benediction
pronounced by I. L. Rogers.
At half past two o'clock the saints assembled as a great congregation of the
Lord's people, and occupied the time as a
prayer and testimony service, G. A. Blakeslee and I. L. Rogers being in charge. A
spiritual and joyful time was had. The
sacrament was administered by Brn.
Rogers and Blakeslee, and passed by S.
M. Bass, M. Sorenson, S. D. Shippy, and
F. M. Weld. I. L. Rorgers,John Landers
and many others spoke words of cheer or
gave touching testimonies regarding the
work of the Lord. Three persons who
had been baptized by A. S. Cochran were
confirmed by J. H Lake and
Caffall.
Benediction by I. L. Rogers.
In the evening the hymn was, "To us a
child is born." Prayer by Joseph
followed by singing, "All hail the power
sus name." Preaching by U. W. Greene to
an appreciative audience, from Matthew
r6 : r-3- A hymn was sung and Pres.
Smith pronounced the benediction.
All day the weather was fine, and the
large meeting house was filled to repletion
by the visiting and resident saints and by
many not of the church.

At half past ten met for business, with
Sung," 'Tis
a glorious thing to be in the light." Prayer
by J. H. Lake.
The report of committee on permanent
organiz~tion was read as follows:

Vl. H. Kelley in the chair.

Your committee on permanent organization
met at eight a. m., at Herald office, this day, and
after prayer, proceeded to consideration of the
names hereinafter given for the offices named.
The selections here made received unanimous
approval.
For presiding officer Joseph Smith, assisted by
Wm. W. Blair.
For secretary, Henry A. Stebbins, assisted by
L.. W. Powell and I. M. Smith.
,
For chorister, Mark H. Forecutt, assisted by N.
W.Smith.
For organist Sr. Lncy Lyons, she to have the
privilege of selecting two associates.
For janitor and in charge of building, S. M.
Bass, to be assi!sted by four whom the chair shall
appoint.
It was also agreed that any and all offices not
Lerein provided for be filled by appoin-tment
from the chair. Respectfully submitted,
JAMES CAFFALL,
G. A. BLAKESLEE,

MARK H. FoRscuTT,
EDMUND

C.

BRAND,

ALFRED WHITE,

I

i

~Committee.
]
.

J

Its adoption was moved, and prevailed
the vote of the assemblv.
W. H. Kelley made a h~ief address and
then vacated the chair. Presidents Smith
and Blair spoke a few minutes each. Secretary Stebbins and his assistants took their
places.
CREDENTIALS,

The committee on credentials made the
following report:
vVe have presented to us credentials properly
certifiec;l from twenty-three districts, as follows:
Votes.

Canada. Kent and Elgin: J. H. Lake....... 15
Canada, London: J. H. Lake, R. ~-Evans. 35
California, Southern: H. C. Smith......... 20
Illinois, Northern: C. G. Lanphear, I. L.
Rogers,. F. M. Cooper, M. T. Short, W. S.
Pender ....................•........ ; . . 32
Illinois, Kewanee: E. E. Whaller, J. W.
Terry, J. Chisnall, M. T. Short, f. D.
Jones.................................. I I
Illinois, Iowa, Nauvoo and String Prairie:
J. H. Lambert, B F. Durfee............. 12
Indiana, Southern: J. W. Gillen........... ro
Iowa. Decatur: H. A. Stebbins, John Shippy,
A. S. Cochran, T. Wellington, T. R. Allen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
lows., Eastern: J. S. Roth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Iowa, Galland's Grove: W. W. Whiting,
John Pett. C. E. Butterworth, D. M. Rudd,
Ben an Salis burry.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Iowa, Pottawattamie: D. K. Dodson, J. P.
Carlile, C. A. Beebe, H. 0. Smith, R. Kirkwood ...................... -........... 20
Kansas, North-east: Daniel Munns........
7
Massachusetts: M. H. Bond, G. H. Gates,
John Smith............................ 26
Missouri, Independence: I. N. White, F. G.
Pitt, J. Luff, E. Curtis, Wm. Newton, J. A.
Robinson, Wm Clow. J. Johnson, J. J.
Harvey, J. H. Wells, G. R. Wells........ 44
Missouri, St. Louis: W. 0, Thomas, R. Etzenhouser, J. W. Gillen................. 19
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Montana: Joseph Smith............. . . . . . .
4
Nebraska, Central: W. M. Rumel.... .. .. .
6
Nebraska, Northern: W. F. Seward, S. Ahlstrand ................................. .
Ohio, South-eastern: G. T. Griffiths, T. J.
Beatty, L. R. Devore.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Pittsburg and Kirtland: G. T. Griffiths, F.
Criley, E. L. Kelley, W. H. Garrett, L. W,
Powell. ....................... ,........ 21
Tennessee and Kentucky: John Thomas...
3
Texas, Western: J. A. Currie, Jun... . . . .
5
Wisconsin, ·western: W. S. Pend.;r..... ...
4
We have reports from nine districts that have
not sent us their numerical strength namely
Philadelphia, Des Moines, Fremont, Little Sioux,
South-Eastern Illinois, Southern Nebraska,
Nodaway and Central Texas.
We find that J. H. Lake is a delegate from
both the Kent and Elgin and the London district, which will give him 30 votes, if he is allowed to vote as it now stands.

It was moved to adopt, and afterwards
to amend by providing that Elder J. H.
Lake be permitted to cast but twenty
votes. This was discussed and adopted,
after which the committee was continued
until their work shail be done.
Secretary Stebbins read a list that he
had prepared of the exo:fficio members, by
quorums, as follows:
OF THE FIRST PRESIDENCY.
Joseph Smith
W. W. Bl~ir
OF THE QUORUM OF 'l.'WELVE.
A. H, Smith
James Cnffall
Joseph Luff
G. T. Griffiths

E. C. Briggs

J. H. Lake

J. R. Lambert

W. H. Kelley
J. W. Gillen

Heman C. Smith
H1GH PRIESTS.

Charles Derry
G. A. Blakeslee
John Landers
George Derry
H. A. Stebbins

M. H. Forscutt

I, L. Rogers
James Whttehead W. H. Blair
J. C. Crabb
R. C. Elvm
David .Pancer
C. G. Lanphear

OF THE SEVENTY.
E. C. Brand
I. N. Roberts

Henry Kemp
R. C. Evans

J. S. Roth
M. M. Turpen
Columbus St\ott
I, M. Smith
J. H. Thomas

Duncan Campbell
F. M. Sheehy
R· S. Salyards
C. H. Jones
H. 0. Smith
Peter Anderson
G. H. Hilliard
J. A. Carpenter
W. E. Peak

I. N. White
I. A. Bogue

James McKiernan
M. T. Short
A. J. Moore
M. H. Bond
H. H. Robinson
W.. M.Rumel
Thomas J. Beatty

FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS.
R. M. Elvin
F. G. Pitt
E L. Kelley
Wm. Anderson
Wm. Powell
D. K. Dodson
William Newton
Daniel Hougas
George Hicklin
James Thomas

Robert Lyle
M McHarness
Mads Madison
Samuel Ackerly
Horace Bartlett
Joseph Boswell
J.P. Dillen
Andrew Hayer
J. M. Stubbart

Valentine White
A. S. Cochran
A. B. Moore
C. A. Beebe
Henry U. Smith
J. S. Snively
H. N, Snively
Edwin Stafford
John Johnston

SECOND QUORUM OF. ELDERS.
Wm. Chambers
, Horace Church
D F. La!!i>bert
Henry Garner

David Chambers
F. M. Cooper
C. E. Butterworth
E. E. Wheeler

G. W. Shute
J. H. Lambert
D. 1\L Rudd
Joseph Seddon

THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
J. T. Kinneman
Daniel Munns
George Kemp

J. M. Terry
H. R. Harder
W. M. Goreham

John Hawley
E. W. Nunley

FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
J. L. Richey
E. L. Page

S. J. Madden
John Shippy

E. B. Morgan

FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
R. .Etzenhouser

T.J.Bell

James Allen
A. V. Closson

I. P. Bagger!v
J. A. Currie, Jun.

Lewis Gau!ter
Alhert Haws
Wm. Waterman

J. A. Rohinson
Wm. Williams
Thos. Wellington W. 0. Thomas
N. Ru_mol
A. S. Davison

L. W. Powell

U. W. Greene

(l. H. Hansen
Fr.wk Iztttt

Peter Harris

James J\icDiflitt
M. V. B. Smith
W. F. Seward

Abraham Reese
L. W. Wells
J. H. Wells

IN NO Q,UORUI\1.

J.

w

Johnson

William .!!'ranee
N. N. Hozleton
Ekin Lovell
James Robb
Ethan Barrows

In order that they may be conveniently
located to take part in the business the
various quorums were requested by Pres.
Smith to be seated during the conference
in the order and places he named.
The President of Lamoni branch, A. S.
Cochran, w:1s n·quested to see to bal)tisms
during the session.
Adjourned with the benediction.
At two o'clock sung "Lord of the harvest, hear.'-' Prayer by Pres. Blair.
A further report of the committee on
credentials was read, accepted and the
committee continued:
Votes.
Des Moines: J S. Roth, J. McKiernan: .... 23
Fremont: H. Kemp. D. Houga~. W. Leeka,
S. S. Wilcox, G. Kemp, J. F. Skank . . . . . r6
Little Sioux: J. C. Crabb, A.M. Fvrando,
J. M. Putney, H. Garner, S. B. Kibler, S.
Di.!<·gle, Jun., D. Mau1e. Wm. Chambers,
J. F. Mintun, J. F. McDowell, M. Hall,
W . .R. Davison, G. Scott,]. A. Beckman,
B. F. Benson, J. C. Johnson, W. T. Fallon,
James Emerson, R. Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
South-Eastern Illinois: I. M. Smith . . . . . . . r6
Eastern Maine: F. M. Sheehy, U. W. Greene,
J. C. Fo;;s.............................. ro
South Michigan and Northern Indiana: G.
A. Blakeslee. W. J. Smith. C Scott.... . . rs
Nodaway: M.P. Madison, A. Jenson, A. J.
Moore, W. Powell, R. K. Ross,J. Thomas
7
South Nebraska: J. B Gouldsmith, J W.
Waldsmith, J. Armstrong, W. M. Self,
C. H. Porter .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 2r
Philad<>lphia: W. H. Kelley, F. M. Sheehy
5
Central Texas: W. M. Sherrell, E. W. Nunley....................................
6
The minutes of the North Michigan district
conference show that J. J. Cornish, J. A. Carpenter, A. Barr, L. Phelps, E. DeLong, were appointed as delegates. Also the minutt"s of the
Western Maine district confer.ence show that F.
M. Sheehy and U. W. Greene were appointed as
delegates, but through circumstances over which
they have no control their credentials are not here.
They therefore ask to be permitted to act, as the
minutes of their district show they have been
duly appointed.

On statements being- made of credentials
written out but lost it was ordered that F.
M. Sheehy .and U. W. Greene be permitted to sit as dele~ates from Western
Maine. Also on evidence presented, J. A.
Carpenter, J. J. Cornish, Levi Phelps, and
E. Delong were admitted , as delegates
from Northern Michigan. . Afterwards
the claims of the delegates from the Far
West district were allowed, and they were
admitted.
·
·
The secretary ofthe Quorum of Twelve
reported for that body a~ follows:
I am instructed by the Quorum of Twelve to
inform the body that they are organized with
ten members present, and that we are ready to
consider any business properly coming before us.
I am also instructed to give notice. that no provi-

sion for missionary fields can be made for elders
who do not make statements to the Quorum, as
provided for in a former resolution.
Respectfully submitted,
HEMAN

Lurom, Iowa, April 7th, 1890.
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The report of H. A. Stebbins, Secretary
and Recorder of the church, was read by
him as follows:
REPORT OF THE GENERAL CHURCH SECRETARY AND RECORDER.
As a summary of what has been done during the
past year upon and in the interests of the General
Ch1irch Record of names, I present the following
report:
Besides carrying on a large correspondence with
presidents and clerks of districts and branches, and
with the traveling ministry, concerning the Records,
I have within the year placed upon the rolls two
thousand nine· hundred and thirty-five (2,935) names,
with the items of when and where born, and when,
where and by whom baptized and confirmed; also
when, where and by whom the officials among them
were ordained. This is the largest number ever recorded
in one year, the record of four hundred and fifty (450)
new names from the Society Islands having made the
number of new baptisms to exceed those of any other
year except that of 1885-fi, when Bro. T. W. Smith
sent seven hundred (~00) names from the same
islands. Of these nearly three thousand names recorded, there were two thousand and forty-two new
names, a majority of the persons whom they repre- ·
sent having been baptized during the past year, the
most of them being in organized churches; but many
outside of, as reported by the ministry and by district clerks. Record "F" I have. for the special purpose of recording such baptisms and the names of
members that I have picked up that were "dropped"
by branches because of absence; and also the names
of many who have taken Letters of Remov~l but
have not united elsewhere. I propose, as I may have
time, to hunt up all and to thus record them, so that
their names may not be lost any longer to the records and to the totals of church membership. I have
now nearly a thousand names thus saved from oblivion.
Of losses the following- have been reco~~ed: Seven
hundred and seventy-three (~73) by Letter of Removal (or by transfer) from one branc-h to another;
two hundred and seventy-one (2H) by death, and one
hundred and three (1 03) by expulsion from the
church, for transgression chiefly, but a few for departure from the faith.
This aggregat<;l Joss (1,147) being taken from the
aggregate gain (2.935) leaves a net gain of one thousand seven hundred and eighty-eight (1,788) for the
year, and this added to the previous total brings
the present numerical strength of the church, upon the
Records, to twenty-three thousand nine hundred and
fifty one (23,951) names, or, in round numhers,
twenty-four thousand members.
Two hundred and eight (208) marriages (changes of
name) have been recorded and also three hundred and
twelve (312) ordinances, nearly two hundred of which,
as may be seen by the tabular form accompanying this
report, were recent ordinations.
Twenty-three new JJranches have heen placed on
the Church Records, namely: Makemo, Takume, Taega,
Roroia, Vengaroa, Tanere and Amanu, in the Society
Islands, Mountain .Home and Valley Center in Cal·
ifornia, Denver in Colorado, North Fork in Illinois,
Byrnville in Indiana, :Echo in Indian Territory, Terre
Haute in Iowa, Head Harbor in Maine,:sweet Home,
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Islands. The increase in Wales was by transfer of
names to the "Scattering Record" in the manner
before spoken of. But one branch in England ha~
been reported, namely Zion's Hope; while the work
in Scotland, Denmark and Switzerland is at a stand
still, so far as reported.
I insert here the tabular form.

Lowry City, Knob Knoster and Higbee in Missouri,
Sharon in Pennsylvania, Haley's Creek in Tennessee,
Cook's Point in Texas and Gilman in Washington
As will be seen by the table nearly all the states of
the Union have made fair increase considering previous number and advantages, as also have Ontario
and Nova Scotia, as well as Australia aud the Society

ANNUAL STATISTICAL TABLE.

Countries and
States.
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10
5
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15
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1
14
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3
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39
3
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13
I
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6
6
16
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36
4
11
47
1
Alabama ............
394
11
4
400
4
6
5
44
Arkansas .............
6
49
1
5
California ............
1,232
147
65
52
12
136
16
18
1,368
12
13
Colorado ...........
16
75
8
21
96
3
2
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8
8
Dakota ...............
60
5
1
4
64
Florida ..............
1
258
1
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3
2
1
2
2
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104
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9
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22
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36
5
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16
1
4
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4
7
7
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9
7
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4
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7
1
9
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19
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24
133
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5,002
Kansas ...............
39
1
931
71
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46
20
9
15
977
24
6
1
4
28
Kentucky .......... --1
J.
Maine ...............
370
67
17
15
3
422
52 I
3
14
1
Maryland ............
1
16
1
17
18
Massachusetts ........
449
8
10
6
455
10
92
29
Michigan .............
42
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70
12
1,220
9
17
12
Minnesota ............
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9
25
5 ' 1
10
216
Mississippi ...........
55
55
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18
Missouri .............
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15
29
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37
Montana .............
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2
1
101
2
22
Nebraska .............
37
34
3
3
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973
19
Nevada ...............
112
1
1
111
21
21
New Jersey ...........
2
4
New York ............
85
6
85
Ohio .................
52
15
13
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600
7
4
2
643
1
2
1
Oregon ...............
91
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23
2
343
10
10
18
Pennsylvania ........
3
1
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7
1
221
15
2
1
4
Rhode Island ........
11
232
I
2
1
21
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40
3
2
19
59
5
11
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49
32
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35
30
416
5
7
20
Utah .................
1
13
527
6
2
540
7
Virginia .............
23
1
30
7
13
Washington ..........
9
22
25
3
17
2
13
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2
3
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1
1
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1,788

Gross Gain, 2,935.

Gross Loss, 1,147.

As stated above there is a custom now in vogue of
"dropping" the names of many from branch records,
because the persons they repreaent are absent or their
residence is unknown. It is an improper and an illegal method of getting rid of names, and though I
have answered some inquiries by sayings it was being
done and that when done I gathered up the names
and placed them upon the "ScatteriNg Record," yet I
have protested and continue to protest against the
evil. Some have expressed that this was provided for

Net Gain, 1,788.

by an act of the General Conference. But, to show
that directly the opposite of this was done, and for
the information of all whom it may concern, I present
the following subjoined as the only resolution upon
the subject ever adopted, and that was in April, 1880,
as follows:
"That this conference instruct that the names of all
scattering members be retained on the branch rolls,
and that hereafter branch clerks be required to report
the number of resident and the number of scattering

members, until such scattering ones be removed according to the law concerning the granting of letters
of removal."
I would like to· see the above adhered to and re.garded by all, and as all branches have absent members it is about as fair to one as to another, exccepting in the few branches where nearly all members are
reaident. Consequently it is understood of all that
m11ny are absent and scattering, so that none may be
widely misrepresented
As Church Secretary I report having issued licenses and certificates of appointment on call, having
kept a record of every quorum, and an alphabetic~!
list and account of all the ordinations that have taken
place of Elders, Priests, Teachers and Deacons, as
well as of the higher officials in the church, so that a
complete record of all may be had. I have written
many letters in answer to inquiries concerning various
matters of church ruling and government, and in giving information upon various subjects, as required; being also ready at all times, whether at home or
al:lmad, to answer the calls or demands of the First
Presidency or Bishop to sign and seal documents, and
to do copying or correspondence. I would also ca.ll
attention to the fact that besides the large record
books, whose number is increasing, and the various
bo0ks of entry of t.he same nature, there are also in my
charge many valuable documents and papers pertaining to trial cases, all of which books, records and papers need the advantages of a good office with proper
fixtures for their care, as well as a fire-proof vault for
their security from destruction by fire or storm.
The following losses have taken place from quorums
during the past year, namely two by death from the
Hifth Priest's Quorum, two from the First Quorum of
Elders, five loss by death and one ·by expulsion from
the Second Quorum, one by death and one by expulsiou from the Third Quorum, three by death and one
by expulsion from the Fourth Quorum, three by death
from the Fifth Quorum of Elders.
ELDERS, PRIESTS, TEACHERS AND DEACONS
FOR QUORUMS.
'l'here are now twenty-five vacancies in the five
quorums of Elders, and the following applications are
made for filling those vacancies or for organizing new
quorums. They are:
}~LDERS.-J. H. Adair, J,evi Atkinson, Andrew
Barr, N. L. Blakeley, C. M. Bootman, C. H. Burr,
Thomas Burt, J. P. Carlile, T. D.P. Cheney, W. F.
Clark, David Crow, M. W. Culbertson, F. W. Curtis,
L. F. Daniels, E. W. Depue, J. G. Dickenson, P. C.
Fisher, Daniel Garner, W. iiL Gibson, J. L. Goodrich,
U. W. Green, W. H. Griffin, John Harris, David Hopkins, R. W. Hugill, J. H. Hunt, Geo. Jenkins, A. B.
Kirkendall, A W. Kriebel, Wm. Jaq\Jes, Thomas
Jenkins, J. W. Kent, A. J. Layland, J. S. Lee, Ekin
Lovell, Edward McGurk, David Mcintosh, John McKen:-~ie, T. J. Martin, Nathaniel Miller, L D. Morgan,
J. :L. Mortimer, 0. A. Parkin, J. A. Read, J E. Rogerson, P. B. Seaton, S. P. Sherrell, G. W. Shimel, D.
L. Shinn, E. F. Shupe, Mitchell Stephens, Andrew
Tab hut, David Thomas, James Thomas, Owen Thomas,
W. H. Vincent, Henry Way, L. W. Wells, J. L. Williams, John H, Wells, John Wilson.-61.
l'RillSTS.-Andrew Anderson, A. W. Buchanan, F,.
J. Curtis, R E. Grant, C. N. Hutchins, John Heide,
TsiJ.D.C Hyde, Andrew Jensen, Wm. Jenkinson, L. F.
Jolmson, Abram Jones, T. J. Lawr., Joseph Lilly,
Little, Nephi Lovell, Samuel Lovett, W. W.
JI,Ic:Leod, M. P. Madison, E. E. Marshall, H. E. Moler,
T. H. Moore, C. H. Myers, D L. Palsgrove, G. W.
Parks, W. P. Pickering, S C. Reynolds, W. H.
Rhodes, J. B. Roush, W. T. Shakespear, A. M.
Starkey, H. B. Sterrett, J. R. Sutton, J. H. Taylor, T.
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E. Thompson, D. F. Winn, T. D. Williams, Alpheus
Wise, S. G. Wright,-38.
TEACHERS -A. K. Anderson, J. W . .Ard, W. Birk,
Bant Bergeson, S. D. Condit, Wm. Chapman, I.
Cramer, E. l\L Davis, J. W. Dumbauld, Pearl Dutcher, C. W. Earl, R. F. Hill, L. E. Hutchings, K W.
Lloyd, J. F. McKenna, J. M. Mills, C. C. Nelson, F. J.
W. Ode, W. J. Rainey, Frank Reese, Sylvester Rew,
J. T. Richards, J. T. Roberts, Thomas Shepherd, J.
F. A. Smith, N. W. Smith, Wm. Talbot, Watson
Thatcher. John Weedmark, A. R. Wilcox, S. D.
Wilson, D. D. Young,-32.
DEACONS.-J. M. Bass, D. S. Bowen, R. R. Gaither,
Charles Guinand, George Houghton, Wm. Johnson,
M. R. Nelson, C. J. Nethercott, T. 1.\£. Parr, A. :B.
Pierce, T. D. Raper, B. F. Renfroe, J. H. Smith, L. D.
Sperry, J. T. Williams,-15.
REPORTS OF DISTRICTS AND

MISSIONS.

The following districts have been reported by their
presidents or clerks, or bo'th, and from their reports I
give the summary:-·
Aus!Jralian Mission.-No direct report, but the're are
~ branches, and these with two fragments and those
to its credit upon the "Scattering Record" make a
total of 319 members, 42 of them being recent baptisms. The work is making fair progress. John W.
Wight in charge of mission.
Society blands.--There are 24 branches on record,
containing 1,153 members, but Bro. T. W. Smith says
there are several hundred more who are not yet
reported to me, besides four hundred and fifty lately
sent. A number of the native elders and priests are
laboring effectively, and with help from .America the
work will go on. T. W. Smith, president of the
mission.
English Mission.--Contains 18 branches, 705 members, so far as reported up to April 4th, 1890. No
mission report has arrived, and only a report of one
branch during the year past. Progress and situation
unknown, unless something arrives during the session.
Welsh Mission.--Reported by Bro. Thomas E. Jenkins as containing 9 branches, 151 members, which
agrees with my record. But upon my books are 22
names left when branches became disorganized and 18
names upon the record of scattering members, total
191. Bro. Jenkins speaks of the return to .America of
Bro. J. T. Davis, and says that many in Wales are
anxious that the work be continued by the sending of
a minister or missionary from .America again, and one
without his family unless they be supported by the
Bishop of the church. Bro. Jenkins says that he has
preached in Llanelly, Morriston, Aberaman, Cardiff
and Merthyr during the year, and that he feels good
in spirit and anxious to do wl:at he can.
Scotland, IJe'IOmark and Switzerland are unreported,
and there is no missionary force in them at present, as
is known to the body.
Kent and Elgin District, Canada.-Cootains 11
branches, with a membership of 379, including 37
officials, besides 35 members and officials in two fragments of branches. .A gain of 41 by baptism and letter, and a loss of 3 by letter, 4 by death, 1 by expulsion. Samuel Brown president, Richard Coburn
clerk. Bro. Coburn reports that most of the branches
are in a fair condition. The year's ministerial work
has been done chiefly by Arthur Leverton and Samuel Brown, W. J. Smith having also labored awhile
about Chatham.
London, Canada.-Includes 19 branches, 897 mem·
hers, with '15 officials; R. C. Evans, president; John
Shields, clerk. They report not quite as good success
as the previous year, yet 129 persons were baptized,
22 were received by letter, which gain was lessened

by 17 removals, l expulsion and 6 deaths, leaving a
net gain of 127 members. No new branches organized, but several new fields have been opened and
there are more calls for preaching than have yet been
supplied. Both the church and the world are realiz·
ing the excellence and beanty of the pure word of
God, us preached by the brethren. The chief laborers have been J. H. Lake, R. C. Evans, John Shields,
J. A. Mcintosh, W. J. Smith (part time), Samuel
Brown (part time), and A E. Mortimer, since October, all of them General Conference appointees. .And
many of the local ministry are doing good work.
Prospects are promising.
Nova Scotia.-Two Branches, 47 members, including 5 -officials; A. H Parsons, president; .Almira
Wood, clerk. There has been a gain of 16 by baptism, and there is a healthy condition and good prospects. Brn . .A. H. Parsons and H J. Davison have
labored, and the branch officers are doing,well, especially of South Rawdon. And the law of tithing is
being better understood and observed. The Saints
desire the appointment of Joseph F. Burton to that
field.
The Alabama, Mobile, and Florida districts have not
been reported, but certain .Alabama branches have reported a gain of 15 by baptism and letter, and a loss
of 4 by letter and 5 by death.
Northern Oalifornia-.-No report, but my record
shows a gain of 58 by baptism, 8 by letter, and a loss
of 11 by letter, 5 by death, 2 expelled; net gain 48
members.
Central California.- No report, but a g;tin on my
record of 21 by baptisz;n and 6 by letter; loss 6 removed, 2 died.
Southern California.- No report; but reports of
branches show a gain of 63 baptized, 30 by letter,
and a loss of 28 by letter, 5 died, 9 expelled, leaving
51 as net gain.
Colorado.- Np district. ·· Table with this report
shows gain and loss.
IJakota.-Same as Colorado.
Idaho.-No report. Table shows present situation.
Northern I ll!nois.- Ten living branches and ~ine
fragments, and an aggregate of 805 members, including 78 officials. The gain has been 26 baptized, 20
received, and the loss: 17 removed, 6 died, 1 expelled,
leaving a net gain of 22 members. F. M. Cooper
president; W. Vickery, clerk.
Kewanee.- Nine branches, besides fragments, and
total membership 342, 8 baptized, 9 received, 17 removed, 10 died, 3 expelled; net loss 12 members. J.
D. Jones, secretary.
Pittsfield.-No report
South-East Illinois.- Seven branches, 385 members, and 10 not enrolled In all there are 39 officials.
There has been a gain of 39 by baptism 3 by letter,
and a Joss of 3 removed, 7 died, 3 expelled, leaving
net gain of 29 members. The work there is reported
by Bro. Smith as being in fair condition. Also one
new branch organized. G. H. Hilliard, president; I.
M. Smith, clerk.
Nauvoo and String Prairie.- Five branches, 304
members, including 33 officials. Gain of 5 baptized,
20 received; loss of13 by letter, 2 by death, leaving
10 net gain. J. H. Lambert, president; B, F. Dvrfee, clerk The majority of the branches are said to
be in fair working order, but it is stated that only
about one half of the members of the district are resident in it, or in the branches. Outside of the local
laborers there has been some preaching by A. H.
Smith, James McKiernan, W. W. Blair, J. H. Lambert
and Frederick Johnson. There is abundant chance.
for labor, arid the minister in charge knows the situation.
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Southern Indiana.- Nine branches, 251, members,
including 36 officials; 23 baptized, 6 received, 2 died;
net gain 27 members. L. F .. Daniel, president; Geo.
Jenkins, clerk. The cause is said to be prospering, ·
and those appointed to labor there have done so, as
also have L. F. Daniel, J. M. Scott and George Jenkins. Darkness is removing and light increasing.
Iowa, Decatur.-Nine branches, 1,324 members; 77
baptized, 72 received, 52 removed, 10 expelled, 14
died; 73 net gain- H. A. Stebbins, president.; S. D.
Shippy, clerk, One new branch organized and another soon to be. The work goes not rapidly but
steadily onward, growing and spiritually increasing
too, we think. The president was in the field about
one half of the year, and Brn, Elvin, Shippy, Wellington, Wells, Jones, Bell, Bailey, and other brethren
have aided a good deal in places, as also Brn, Lambert, Turpen and Campbell have preached according
as their duties in other districts permitted. Prospects
are good for the future,
IJes Moines:- Nine branches, which with three fragments include about 484 members, according to my
record, no regular report being sent. My book. shows
2 ~ baptized, 13 received, 10 removed, 6 died, 3 expelled; 9 net gain No account of progress or condition received.
Eastern Iowa:-Five branches, 178 members, including 19 officials. Twelve persons baptized, 1 died;
11 net gain; J. S. Roth, president, J. W. Sutton,
clerk. Every branch said to be in good order, and
and the work prospering. The light of truth is being
held before the people. Elders Roth, Ruby, and Turner have done good work, as also have some of the
priests, so that the cause advances in every place
where efforts are made.
Fremont:-No report. Church record shows 6
branches, 28 baptisms, 1 ~ received, 9 removed, 2
died, 1 expelled; 5 net gain.
Galland's Grove:-Nine branches, 748 members;
26 baptized, 3 received, 15 removed, 5 died, 3 expelled; 6 net gain; W. W. Whiting, president; John
Pett, clerk. Considering the.few ministers who are
engaged ~he work is said to be doing well. Local elders and branch officers have done much, and D. M.
Rudd and C. E. J?utterworth have labored by Conference appointment, as also has Charles Derry a part of
the time in that district. The territory is large, and
it seems impossible to supply the demands for preaching. The members are aiding by their means to carry the gospel forth, and if there were more laborers
sent there would be more paid to help the work
along.
Little Sioux:-Nine branches, 872 members, besides
a hundred not enrolled yet; 86 baptized, 20 received,
12 removed, 8 died; 86 net gain. Spiritually and financially the work is in an encouraging condit10n.
Much labor has been bestowed by Brn. Crabb, Derry,
and McDowell, and local men have been faithfully engaged David Chambers president, A. M. Fyrando,
clerk.
Pottawattamie:-Five branches, 501 members, including 59 officials. Forty-one persons baptized, 12
received, 4 removed, 4 died; 45 net gain. District in
good condition, and branches in working order. H.
0. Smith has been the only appointee laboring continually Pres. Blair has given help occasionally, and
some local elders have done well. It is an excellent
field for laborers, and the Conference is requested to
send some .there. H. N. Hansen, president; Thomas
Scott, clerk.
l'forth-EaEJtern Kansas:-Five branches, 188 members; 29 baptized, 7 received, 2 removed, 3 died; 31
net gain. Frank Lofty, president; Henry Green,
clerk. The condition of the district and of the branch-
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ing order. Bro. Forscutt has done a good work in St.
es ia improved. Brn Lofty and Williams have been
Joseph, Bro. Boz~rth has preached some, and lately
preaching some, and E. C. Brand has labored much,
. Bro. I. N. Roberts has preached in Stewartsville apd
opened new fields, and baptized 25.
vicinity. There is no reason to be discouraged about
North- Western Kansas:-Seven branche8, 224 memthe work in that region, they say.
bers, including 21 officials; 22 baptized, 3 received,
25 removed, 2 died; 8 net gain. The cause is in only
Independence:-::>nne branches, 1107 members, in:
eluding 140 officials; 105 baptized, 102 received, 83
a moderate condition; several of the churches having
removed, 12 expelled, 13 died, leaving 99 net gain.
no regular preaching.· Yet they keep up regular
I. N. White, president; E. L Page, clerk. One new
prayer meetings, and the Spirit of God is with his peobranch has been organized. I. N. White has been
ple. G. W. Shute and C. R. Duncan have labored
constantly engaged in the work, and others have lacontinually, assisted by Brn. Kent. Beebe, and other
local brethren. New fields are being opened. The
bored with encouraging success, as shown by the reBlue Rapids branch has purchased a lot upon which sults in baptisms and otherwise.
Saint Louis:-Four branches and the fragments of
to build a church house, and the Goshen branch
hopes to build. More laborers are needed in that several that are disorganized, and a total of475 members, including 60 officials: 2 baptized, 2 re0eived, 5
field.
Spring, River Kansas:-Seven branches, 326 mem- removed, 3 died, making 4 net loss J. E Betts, president, J G Smith, clerk. J. W. Gillen, I. M. Smith
bers, including 60 officials; 29 baptized, 27 received,
2 removed, 10 died, 44 net gain. D S. Crawley, presand R Etzenhouser have labored in the district, more
ident; G. W. Hobart, clerk. Work said to be in a
especially in the city of St Lon is There is need of
fair condition, but they need more laborers. D. S.
continued labors still, with promise of a bountiful
Crawley and the local ministry have done what has
reaping.
been done. A good interest is. taken in the ·preachNorth-East Missouri:-Fivebranches, 129 members;
ing of our faith in that part of the state.
John Taylor, president; J. T Williams. clerk One
Eastern Maine:-No report, but the church record
new branch organized; 6 baptized, 34 received, 19 removed, 10 expelled, 7 died, 4 net gain.
shows 8 branches, 259 members, and that 52 have
been baptized, 17 received, 15 removed, 12 died; 42
Northern Nebraska:--Six branches, nearly 300 memnet gain.
bers; 6 baptized, 3 received, 12 removed, 8 died; 11
Western Maine:-Four branches, 154 members, innet loss. James Huff, clerk.
cluding 21 officials; 15 baptized, 3 expelled; 12 net
Central Nebraska:-Four branches, 120 members;
gain. W. G. Pert, president; E. H. Pert, clerk. The
8 baptized. 3 received, ll removed, 2 expelled, 3 died;
district is prosperi'ng, though some of the churches
3 net los~. Very little has been done in the ministry,
need more labor bestowed upon them. The Reunion
except in the branches, and in them there is not that
last season was the means of good to the cause, espec- activ1J' which is needful ti)r progress. Yet there is a
ially at Green's Landing. F. M Sheehy and U. W.
large C!istrict that needs much labor done in it. Levi
Greene have been engaged in the ministry, and ThomGamet, president; J. H. Jackson, clerk.
as Whiting was with them awhile.
Southern Nebraska:-Six branches, 397 members,
Massachusetts:-Eleven branches, 672 members, in- including 50 officials; 16 baptized, 2 received, 3 recludiag 94 officials; 16 baptized, 7 received, 5 removmoved, 3 died; 12 net gain. The cause suffers for
9 died, leaving 9 net gain
M. H Bond. president; lack 'of laborers, yet Brn. CHffall and R M. Elvin have
G. H. Gates, clerk. It is stated that the district was
labored some, and C. H. Porter has given all his time
under a cloud for some time in consequence of a lack
to the work, excepting as sickness and death in his
of comprehension of the law, am:l a failure to adjust
family have prevented. There are'' calls enough so
difficulties, but the efforts of Brn Kelley, B~igg;, Bond,
that three active ministers are needed all the time. J.
and Parsons have brought good results The Boston
W. Waldsmith, president; C. H. Porter, clerk.
branch has purchased a church ' building and the
Nevada District:-Six branches, 144 members (inbranch is growing in numbers. The Providence
cluding one branch in California) The work is not
branch is progressing, and is pushing the effort to
progressing greatly.
build a chapel. The smaller branches are doing fairSouth-Eastern Ohio and West Wrginia:-Sixteen
ly. A district Sunday-school Association has been
branches, 556 members. Changes not stated, but my
formed, which is of benefit. The sisters' prayer
report shows 47 baptized, 4 received, 5 removed, 4 exleague is said to be a power for good in that d1strict.
pelled, 3 died; net gain 39. A. B. Kirkendall, clerk.
Northern Michigan:-No report, but contains 20
The labors of Ern Griffiths, Devore, Moler, Beatty,
branches, and about 900 members. My record says
Shinn, Matthews, Williams, and the local brethren
80 bapt1zed, 23 received, 19 removed, 4 died; 80 net
have placed the district in a thriving condition.
gain.
Kirtland and Pittsburg:--Fourteen branches, 459
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana:-No re- members, includfng 45 officiala; 33 baptized, 8 received,
port, but has 8 branches, and about 300 members;
3 removed, 3 died, 3 expelled; 32 net gain. Others bap16 baptized, 1 removed, 3 died, 4 expelled; 8 net
tized who are not yet in branches. W. H. Garrett,
gain.
president, W. C. H. Noble, clerk. They report that
Northern 1lfinnesota:-No report; 12 baptized, 9 re- the cause has been gaining "numerically, spiritually,
ceived, 22 removed, l died, 5 expelled; 7 net loss.
and financially." There is an increasing willingness
Central .fffissouri:-No report, but has 4 branches, among the saints to observe the law of tithing.· G.
and about 100 members.
T. Griffiths, James Brown and L W. Powell have
Nodaway:-Five branches, 161 members, including each done a good work, and T. W. Williams, W. J.
27 officials; 12 baptized, 2 received, 4 died; 10 net
S!f!ith, and Leonard Scott were good helpers while in
gain. James Thomas, president; W. P. Madison,
the district. The re-appointment of' the first four to
clerk. James Thomas and A. J. Moore, the two apthat field is desired. As a rule the saints are striving
pointees of Conference have labored faithfully, and
to come up higher in their daily lives, and the local
good has b:'len done by them and others.
ministry are laboring faithfully and doing well. A
Far West:-Eight branches, 548 members; 36 bap·
house of worship is to be erected at Conneautville the
tized, 35 received, 33 removed, 6 died, 1 expelled; 31
coming season.
net gain. J. T. Kinnaman, president; C. P. Fan!,
KentuCky and Tennessee:-Four branches, 84 mem ..
clerk. All the branches are said to be in good workbers, including 14 officials; 4 received, 2 removed, 3

died; 1 net loss. No baptisms are stated, but my rec
ord shows over twenty baptized. P. B. Seaton, president; S. L. Cooper, clerk. Brn. Seaton, Griffin,
Adair and Turnbow of the local force have have done
considerable, besides Bro. Thomas by General Conference appointment. Prospects are good for the future.
Centrlil Texas:-No report, but there are about 6
branches and about 150 members.
Western Texas:-Three branches, 109 members, including 13 officials; 14 baptized, 7 received, 2 died;
19 net gain. J. A. Currie, jun , president; 0. D.
Johnson, clerk. The branches are Medina, Bandera,
and· Oak Wood. The district president, and H.
L. Thompson since November, have been the only
two ministers engaged in constant service, and the latter is too aged to do much. For the same reason J.
A. Currie, sen., can do but little. Also the officers of
:Medina and Bandera hbor some outside their branch- '
es. Notwithstanding the small amount of ministry
work yet the prospects are bright for an ingathering
of souls, and the district intercedes for this Conference
to s'llnd laborers into that field. There is a growing
desire among the saints to pay their tithing, though
as yet the district is not self-sustaining.
Utah aud Rocky Mountain Mission:-Not reported.
Westem Wisconsin:--Two existing branches and
several fragments, in all about 100 members.
Spiritual condition said to be good, also that there is
quite an interest in the work among the people. No
statement of loss and gain. Frank Hackett, president;
W . .A.. McDowell, clerk.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
H. A. STEBBINS,
General Church Secretary and Recorder.
BISHOP'S REPORT.

The report of G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop
of the church, was reaJ.
An auditing committee upon the report
and books of the Bishop was appoited,
consisting of M. T. Short, M. H. Bond
and J. H. Wells.
The auditing committee on Herald
Office books and accounts reported. as follows:
Report of cash received and paid from March
r6th, 1889, to March 15th, 1890:
4

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand last report ......•..•. $2,485
Publishing Department. ............... 10 466
Accounts current ..................... 20,906
Bills payable ......••..•••......•..••• 1,300
Bills receivable.......................
.10
Sundry accounts... . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . .
I x
On sale of safe........... • . . . • • • . . . . sao
Interestreceived..... .........••.••.
63
Total amount received

50
24.
92
oo
oo
28
oo
65

$35,773 59

EXPENDITURES.

Expense account ....•................ $9 619
Sundry accounts .....••..........••.. 16,681
Paper ..............•.......•........• 2,626
Binding ............................. 1,895
Bills payable .......... , .............. r,7oo
Interest.............................. 130
Books and stationery..................
228
Ink..................................
39
Printers material and supplies......... 334
New boiler $s6o 40, material, fixtures
and labor $66 33 ................... . 626
Plates for Harmony ................ .. 681
Editorial work on Harmony ...•....... 315
Compendium ....................... ..
so
Total amount expended
Cash on hand

19
20
85
II

oo
63
19
20
27
73
co

05
00

$34·927 42
846 17

Total expended and on hand $35 773 59
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SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS.
ASSETS.
Bookkeeper's room ................. $ 290 55
Editorial Department.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 277 90
Press Department. (From the inventory
of this department auditing has thrown
out $3o,oo for old type, and discounted seven per cent. for deterioration
during past two years $867.08. Total
$9o7.o8 ............................ rs,o78 7o
Store Department. .......... , ........ 4,243 70
Real Estate . . . . . . . • . . . . . .......... 5,850 oo
Bills receivable....................... 'lOS oo
Supply Department (material unused).. 464 45
$26;9i03o
Cash on hand and in bank ..•......... $ 846 17
Accounts receivable ................... 2,686 17
Total amount of assets $30,442 64
~~-~--

LIABILITIES.
Bills payable ........................ $3,400
Accounts payable ..................... 3,997
Total amount of liabiliti~s $7,397
VALUATION.
Assets as per above summary ........ $30,442
Liabilities as per above summary ...... 7,397
Net value $23 045

oo
04
04
64
04
6o

~~--·-·---

G. A. BLAKELEE, Bishop.

LAiiWNI, Ia., April 3d, 1890.
To Presidency and Brethren in General Con·
ference assembled:- Your committee whose
names hereinafter appear, believing themselves
to be empowered to act itS a standing committee,
although no action for our re-appointment or
continuance was made at the last session of General Conference, met at the Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa, on April rst, 1890, and proceeded to
the examination and auditing of accounts submitted.
As the result of this labor, the above report
is h~rewith respectfully submitted.
J. H. PETERS
I Auditing
MARK H. FoRscuTT \Committee.
A petition from certain persons in the
Kewanee district was presented, and, on
motion, was referred to the minister in
charg-e.
A petition signed by the members of the
Eureka branch requesting that said branch
be set off from the Nodaway district into
the Far West di&trict was presented and
referred to J. T. Kinnaman, J. A. Robinson and C. R. Duncan as a committee to
examine and report their recommendation
in the case.
The subject of the ordination of U. W.
Greene to -the office of a Seventy was pre-sented by Bro. E. C. Br::md, and on motion
it was referred to the president of the
Seventy to attend to.
The secretary read mmistry reports.
MINISTRY REPORTS.
Report of Elder T. W. Smith, of the
Twelve, from the Society Islands, was
here read.
Bishop Blakeslee stated that he had sent
money to Bro. and Sr. Smith to return to
America.
Reports were read from the following
members of the quorum of the Twelve:
A. H. Smith, J. H. Lake, J. R. Lambert,
W. H. Kelley, Joseph Luff, H. C. Smith,
J. W. Gillen and G. T. Griffiths.
The following was moved and adopted:
Resolved that the order of exercises during
the conference be as follows: Prayer and testimony service-at nine o'clock a. m , preaching at

half-past ten o'clock, business session at two
o'clock, preaching at half-past seven. This order
to be subject to change by the presidents of conference.
_
It was further provided that the hour
of adjournment, and the appointment of
speakers and of those to .have charge of
the prayer services, be left with the presidents.
It was also resolved that no new business shall be introduced after Thursday.
Appointments were made for this evening and to-morrow morning's services and
announcements for the meetings of various
quorums and the conference adjourned
singing, "Come thou Fount of every blessing," and with the benediction.
At the evening hour the choir and congregation sung hymns 279 apd 276. Prayer by Duncan Campbell. The sermon
was by J. A. Robinson, of Independence,
Missouri. The subject discussed was that
of the restoration of Israel and Judah.
The closing hymn was, "Lord dismiss us
with thy blessing." Benediction by D.
Campbell.
TUESDAY, APRIL 8TH.
The morning social meeting was m
charge of J. T. Kinnaman of Stewartsville, Missouri, and vV m. Chambers, of
Persia, Iowa.
One sister sang in tongues and the interpretation also. It was
an insiring song of praise. A f'ister who
had been baptized by R. M. Elvin was
confirmed by J. Whitehead and J. C.
Crabb.
The sermon at half-past ten o'clock was
by G. H. Hilliard of Jeffersonville, Illinois,
assisted by C. R. Puncan, of Blue Rapids,
Kansas.
The text was from Book of
Covenants, Sec. 85: 5, "He who can not
abide the law of a celestial kingdom can
not ahide a celestial glory." The speaker
said that we are not to say how much or
how little of the law we are to obey, but
we must obey the whole law, and obey it
willingly not waiting to be commanded in
all thing§. Serve God because we love
him; do good because we love the good.
At two o'clock the a~sembly sung,
"Where two or three with sweet accord." Prayer by Ethan Barrows, of
Utah.
Secretary Stebbins read the minutes
of Sunday~ and Monday.
The committee made their third report,
upon credentials showing that the Idaho
district authorized Lewis Gaulter to act
as their delegate, but by reason of not
expecting to be present all the session
Bro. Gaulter transferred the same to W.
W. Blair. This was objected to as not
being the legal way of appointing a
delegate, and the result was that the
whole matter was referred back to the
committee on credentials.
A resolution from the Independence
branch, asking- for the appointment of a
~tanding minister for that branch was
referred to the Quorum of Twelve for
their action.
' The committee on the petition from
Eureka Saints, Andrew county, Missouri,
was read:
We your committee appointed by your honor-

I able body to enquire
I

into the application of certain members from the formarly Eureka branch,
beg leave to report
rst. V-1 e find there is no such branch in Mis~ou
ri as the Eureka branch, it having been disorganized by the Nodaway district for cause.
zd. Said scattered members have not applied to
the Nodaway district tor an organization and
separation.
3d. That the Far West district has not been
consulted about receiving said disorganized
branch.
4th. That not quite one third of said scattered
members have attached their names to the petition.
We therefore recommend that this petition be
returned to the signers, with instruction to call
upon the president of the Nodaway district to
again organize them legally into a branch when
he or the district conference sees it to be wisdom
for such branch organization, then when properly
organized, if it is the wish of the majority for a
division of territory, to apply to the proper authorities for such separation.
On motion the report with its recommendation was adopted.
The chair referred to a resolution in
hand in regard to the erection of offices tor
the First Presidencv, and "the Secretary
and Recorder of the" Church, and the providing of a bindery. He called upon the
secretary of the Board of Publication to
state the amount that had been paid the
past year for binding books. Bro. Cochran said that it was $ r ,895· He also said
that a vault was necessary for the safe
keeping of the Church Records, as the
one belonging to the Herald Office was
both small and insecure. The chair stated
that it was very necessary that offices be
provided for the . Presidency and the
Church Secretary.

Fifty-nine ministry reports were here
read, after which certain resolutions concerning ministry reports, one that hereafter they be sent to the minister in charge,
and another that thev be published in a
journal by themselves: were referred to a
committee, consisting of J. T. Kinnaman,
Wm. Anderson and T. J. Beatty for consideration.
The following statement and resolution
from the Des Moines district was read:
The accompaning resolution was passed by the
conference of the Des Moines District, and by
their request, we, as delegates for that district,
respectfully present t!.is as the action of said district conference, and we move that it be referred
to the Quorum of the Twelve.
JAMES McKIERNAN.
J. s. ROTH.
In the minutes of the D~s Moines District Conference occurs the following report from the
standing committee: We, your committee, recommend that, as a district, we heartily endorse
the teachings of Joseph the Martyr and the
Twelve under him, as set forth in the Herald of
March· 24th, r888, on pages 179 and r8o under
the heading of "Authority of Presiding Officers,"
and that we exercise our influence for the repeal
of any laws of enacted by the General Conference, or by any of the quorums that conflicts
·
wi\h the aforesaid teaching.
Signed,
GJ£o. SHIMEL,
HULBERT LYKE,
ALEX. SHIMEL.
It ·was moved to refer the above to the
First Presidency and Twelve for consideration. This was followed by an amendment that it be laid on the table ~ubject to
call, which prevailed and was so ordered.
A notice from the Second Quorum of
Priests concerning Priests having ex officio
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THE SAINTS' HER
privileges was read from the Herald and
was also tabled subject to call.
On motion Thursday afternoon was appointed as the time for the consideration
of the place for holding the session of
1891.
The evening sermon was by W. E. Peak
of Kansas. He was assisted by Gomer R.
Wells of Missouri. The text was Mark

r6: 15.

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

I

.I

The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., yvill
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tues ..
days, April 22d and May 2oth, Home Seekers'
Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to points in the
Farming Regiol).s of the West, Southwest and
Northwest. For tickets and further information
concerning these excursions call on your nearest
C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTrs,
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
O supply a want wherever conference is held, the
"PATR,XOT"
will be issued dnring the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page, seven column morning dmly The first number will contain a brief exposition of the churcb, and
each number a faithful report of the preceding day's bnsiness meetmg, and prayer and preaching services.
Daily alone
50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16jan
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Iowa.

T

PHILADELPHIA.
Conference convened in Brooklyn, New York,
March 8th, Elder J. Smith president, Elder F. M.
Sheehy associate, H. H. Bacon secretary, Sr.
Box organist. Officials present: Of the Seventy,
J. Smith, F. M. Sheehy. Elders: G. Potts, S.
Stone, E. Potts and G. Burnham. Priests: J.
D. F. NrcnoLsON, Cashier
RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.
Potts, H. H. Bacon, J. Hoxey. Teachers: A.
Cameron and T. Lester. Deacon, G. Potts.
Branch reports: Brooklyn 62, S baptized, I received, 5 removed, I expelled. Philadelphia 44,
3 died. New York 30.
District treasurer reLoans money on aproved secu:rit,y. Six per cent interest
ported: Balance at last conference 37cts, expenses $4 oo, balance due treasury $3 oo. Bro. Jopaid on time deposits. Real Estate
seph Squire tendered his resignation as president;
bought and sold.
accepted. Minority report of committee on reunion was received and committee continued.
Joseph Squire was relieved from serving on comPUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
mittee of reunion, and George Baty was placed
----)RYTHE(---thereon.
Resolved that Arch'd Cameron be
Bbard of Publication of the Remganized Church,
recommended to the Bishop for reappointment
at their Publishing House ;.,
as Bishop's agent. Resolved that the minute reLAMONI,
DECATUR CO., IOW '\,
quiring collections to be taken in lh<> branches
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
for the expenses of the district be rescinded. Re- ,
solved that the expenses of the district be paid by
the collections at the district conference. Bro.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
George Potts -uvas elected president of the district,
(Ill!lpired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
H. H. Bacon was sustained as secretary and
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edgeij .••••. 1 50
treasurer. Brn. W. H. Kelley and F. M. Sheehy
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••.••• , ••. 2 00
were appointed delegates to represent this district
Morocco, gilt edges; .......... , ............. 2 50
at general conference. Preaching Sunday mornNew Testament, Inspired: ••••..••••••• , . • • • '1"5
ing by John Smith, afternoon testimony meeting
and baptism. Preaching Sunday evening by F.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
M. Sheehy. Adjourned to meet the fourth Sat(Inspired Translation by ,Toseph Smith.)
urday in August.
l1f" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... a 50
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••••..•. a '15
Conference convened at the Wheatvi!le
Roxburg Turk!!y, gilt edge ..•.•....•••••••••. a '15
branch, in Crawford county, Wisconsin, FebruRoxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••••••• 4 00
ary Ist. A. L. Whiteaker chosen president pro.
BOOK OF MORMON.
tem., W. A. McDowell clerk. Branches: Wheatville 33; 4 baptized. No report from other
Roan, sprinkled edges ........ , •••..•••.•• ,. .1 25
branches. Elders: A. L. Whiteaker (bapImitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•..•• , ••••••• 1 50
tized 4.), W. A. McDowell (baptized r), J. W.
DOCTRINE AND COvEN ANTS.
Whiteaker, C. W. Lange. Bishop's agent's report: On hand October zoth, $14 30·, received 1 Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .............. , •• 1 2!:1
Im\r.ation Morocco, gilt edges ...•.••.•••. , ••• 1 60
$r,oo, paid out $ rs 48, balance due agent rS
cents; C. vV. Lange agent. Bro. W. S. Pender
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
was chosen delegate to General Conference. F.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Hackett was sustained as president, vV. A. McLeather back and Muslin sides .
2 60
Dowell clerk, C. W. Lange Bishop's agent until
The Harmony contains all the hymns ln the Saints'
next conference. Preaching by W. A. McDo~ell
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
and J. W. Whiteaker. Adjourned to call of
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
president.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
DIED.
Leather back and Muslin sides .....•••....•. $1 50
STEPHENS.- At Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, Miss
THE SAINTS' HARP.
Mary E. Stephens, born in San Bernardino, Cali(Hymn Book.)
fornia, November 23d, r86r. Died March I8th,
r89o, age 28 years, 3 months and 23 days. FuImitation Morocco, sprinkled edgel!l ••••••••••. l ::15
neral services at Cresent City, Iowa; sermon by
Imitat.ion Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 50
Elder D. K. Dodson.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
VAN WHY.- In Taylorville, near Scranton,
HIS PROGENITORS.
Pennsylvania, March ISth, r89o, B. Carry, young(By Lucy Smith.)
est child of Bro. Jefferson and Sr. Elizabeth Van
Why; born November 15th, I887, aged 2 years
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
and 4 months. He was sick three days with inLeather binding ..••..•.......• o • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00
flammation of the lungs. Funeral sermon by ElVJSIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
der J. J. Morgan.
And disc('veries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
G. A. Blakeslee, presidin" Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigan.
Paper covers, 43 pages .•
10

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.

I

I
I

o

•• . '. . . . . . . . .

o...................

BRlt..DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, ::!96 pagCB .................... 1 'liS
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people 1 (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan.
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it W/15 left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of J esns Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and !Mlciilpted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 2!ictll , ten or more; each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each ......... •. • 13
This is th" notorious "Man11.1!lcript Found," writtez.
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it fur.
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material. from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .•••••• o • ~ 5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen .......
50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
0.

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers • • • •
Old editioLl ...................
o •

• • .. •

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 ctll.; per dozen. , •••••

• .. •

•

10
II

•

0 •••••••

1 00

TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20ctl!., 100 ••••. 1 iO
3. voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
21>0 for 60cts, 500 for $1, l,ooo ....... ; .1 ~~~
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites ttnd Design-and Who Shail Admin)ster; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 .•••.•••.... 1 75
~- Who Then Can be Saved; dozen lie., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., !00 •• 1 75
!1. Spiritualism Viewed f"'lm a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 cts., 10{) ............. : • ..• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 16 ctll., 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible va Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts, 100 ..• l '15
J 5 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 eta., 100 . . • • . 40
16. Polygamy: Woo it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .. , ..
1 40
17. The Succoasor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 ctll., 100.1 ~6
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy; dozen 20 cts., l 00 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 ctll, 100 ..• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•. , ••.•••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ctll., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 .40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 26cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • • . . 15
per hundred ......••..................••• 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelicai Church? dozen 5 cts., 100 .. , 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ..
,l 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
hundred ........................... 1 25
The Gospel; dozen 5 ctll., 100 for 25 ctll., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l 75
42. Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 ctll, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je11l11.1!l Ohril!t; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
.An a~~Bortment of Tracts. . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • 35
0

..........

0

••

,

••

SET OF TRACTS.
:Bound mLimp lllUI!llm, turned m. ••. ••. • • •. •• • 't~
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"HEARKEN TO T!IE WoRD oF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVE SAVE 1T BB ONB Wll!'ll- AND CONCUBINES
HE SaALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag€ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD !lAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HO'SBAND: EXCBPT IN CASE Oll' DBATH, WHBN EITHll:ll,
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, April 26, 1890.
GOOD RESULTS.
THE conference of April, 1890, mar~s an
epoch in the history of the Reorganized
Church. A more spiritual and successful
session has never .been held. From the
opening hymn on the 6th to the closing
1\ene~ictionon the afternoon of the 15th,
the spirit of peace was with the a8sembled
Saints.
The· Lamoni branch had finished the
~udi~nce room of their building, thus pro.
viding a commodious place for holding the
session, capable of seating a thousand peo"
ple, and it was full to overflowing at inter-.
vals, requiring the use of the lower room
for overflow ml.')etings on the last Sunday,
to the call for whi.ch the brethren asked to
. t.ake charge of them responded nobly.
The long continued effort of the adversary of souls t0 sow dissension and distrust
among many of the leading elders has
been happily frustrated, we hope for all
time to come, and a union of sentiment
and purpose was established, not only
pleasant to see, but conducive to greatly
strengthening the working forces of the
church in the field.
The preli!llinary council between the
Pre$idepcy and Twelve called for March
25th, :was productive of gqod~ Misunder•
standing an? the p1isapprehension arising
ther~from were s1gnally dissipated,. and a
unity-reached that wilLfacilitate the work
in the field everywhere.
·
We bespeak in behalf ot the Twelve
the consideration and respect due the office il) :which they act; and as the traveling presiding. council, the courtesy which
the church sho.u.ld pay. to its leading representl;ltives in th~ gospel :work.
The Twelven()t onlyrepresent Christ's
~ork and the gosp~lof redemption .and salvati.ol1, but they also .represent. a,nd speak
for and in the name .. of the. church, both
by virtue of their o~ce. and py. reason: of
~heir being sustained ~nd sent by the voice
> pf the cHurcH.
To authorize men to go

Lamoni, Iowa, April 26, 1890.
abroad to speak in the name of the church,
and then for any portion of the· .church,
either elders, branches or districts, to treat
those men with indifference or discourtesy
is for Ol)e part of the body to say to
another, "l have no need of you," and
thus the body to show discourtesy to itself.
While the brethren of the traveling_ ministry conduct their labors with probity and
good conduct, they should receive the
most cordial support in the prayers, moral
strength and fortitude of the members,
officers and all. There is no reason to
anticipate any other course of conduct
fri}m the elders of the Twelve and Seventy
in their respective fields, than that which
will best advance the cause, •both in respei;:t to their official acts and their personal deportment. There is notone ()f ,their
number of whom there is any just reason
to believe that he is so unmindful of the
claims of gospel truth; the duty of ministers, and the dignity of .representatives of
Christ in the world, as to seek s~lf-exalta
tion, self-aggrandizement and self-honors
in this work; or that any of them as individuals, or all of them as. a body .have any
thought or design to disregard any of the
.officers acting in tHeir respective callings
any:where in the fields where they are
traveling and presiding, or to take any of
the liberties of officers or members from
them, while striving to magnify their calling as apostles, special witne~ses. And
until these men,. or any of them, sho:w
a disregard for those whom HGod hath
set in the church'' as well as themselves,
no suspicion of evil design upon their part
should be ascribed to or attached to them.
The traveling Il)inistry go out .from this
session of conference, with the cordial endorsement and support of the Pr~sidency;
as fellow laborers together in th1e gospel
of Christ. If anymav have supppsed that
there were fatal differences existing be.
tween the .firsL quorums of the church,
they will rest satisfied now that such do
not exist. While there may be differences
of judg-ment on given subjects, between
rnem of different m.ethodso£ thought, such
differences ;;re not;.and should by' no means
be permitted to be destructive to quorum
unity, nor of mutual respect, confidence
and support. The HERl\_LD proposes to
stand by the g-ospel workers loyally, and
doesnot propose.to·allow whattime and
patient waiting m;;ty dis~ipa.te, ()r correct,
to stand .in the way of church. advancement. Nor shall we spare any effort to
make the success of the ministry assured.
Tr1.1th has nothing to fear, except possibly
the unwise zeal of its advocates; hence
d~e caution is necessary to prev-ent a top
stringent advocacy of personal opinion.
Thatthe prese.I}t. cqnference has shown
a decided. improV:em~nt is tHe candidly ex~.
~'<

;'

~ / ~;' : ':,.: ;:::: '"

!~;t.~.&;:i . C~ti ~,;~,';i12 i'l•, ,~;~~'~fr~,i . . .

No. I'j.
pressed convtctwn of all. Thirty-seven
were added to the church by baptism during conference, including those baptized
immediately before conference convened
and at its close, the most of whom would
become members of the Lamoni branch.
The Saints' prayer and testimony meetings were seasons of strengthening and
rejoicing. The g-ifts were manifested in
conditions of much pleasantness and profit
to the hearers, tongues, prophecy and singing in tongues, and strong and &tirring exhortations filled the measure of. peace as
each day passed. And it is the .universally
expressed opinion of all tHat the confer.ence was the most successful in importance
and the best in enjoyment, as well as the
most promising of r~sults thatthe church
has ever held.
THE clippings below indicate that there
wtll be "no rest" for polygamous' Mormons, or those in fellowship •with then.1
who bid them "good speed." Surely, tney
ar.e become like salt that has lost its savor
and "is thenceforth gooci for nqthing, only
to be cast out and trodden unr!er the feet
of men," as predicted in the rev.elation given the Seer, December 16th, 1833· (Se.e
Doc. & Cov.)
Like. the rejected Jews in tpe times of
Christ and the apos.tles and the blinde~
and apostate Lamanites and N ephites, they .
rashly fight fate and madly rush on to reproach and ruin. May Heaven. open their
eves to see the rebuking, chastening ha.n.d
of Him who smiteth with the rod of civil
P,ower as He has so often done in the past.
W1\SHINGTON, April 10.-Cullom to-day introduced a bill amending the Revised Statutes in
reference to bigamy. 'l'he bill provides that n.o
person living in what is known as plural or celestial. marriage, or :who teaches, advises C)r en·
courages any person to enter into.polygamy,. or
who is a member of any organization which en~
courages bigamy, or any person who .assists ln
solemnizing the ceren;ony of any such marriage,
shall vote, serve as Juror, or be elected to, or
hold any office in the Territory of Utah.
OTTA:WA, .April r.r.-The Mor~(m question
was ventilated in Parliament last' ;night. The
House took up the >bill to amend :the criminal
law, polygamy included, in the list of cff~n:.ses.
The H()n. Edward Blake said that\the Mormon
settlers in the Canadian North-west form a dangerous element, and urged that their. abominable
practices be suppressed. He learned that the
Mormons who fled from Utah to .Canada left
their wives at home anq brought; young girls
with them for companions. Minister of. the ln:tedor Dewdney said he was personally assured'
that the Mormons would never be .perm!W!d to
practice polygamy in .Canada... The Mormons
then gave him satisfactory assurance; and recently denied that they were e'-Cading tpe laws. Sir
John Macdonald said that Ca.nada:would .never
allow the North-west to b.e the scene of, po~yga
mous .practices. The. clause relatipg to polyga- .
my. was amended, raising the penaJty frotn t.wo ·
to ..five years impris911tnent..
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of counctls, quorum meetings and the pub- ~ No Credit for moneys received ()n subscription
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
lic services of the session.
for this issue, as no changes have been.made, ex~
The preliminary deliberations of the cept in case of persons desiring a change in P :0. address, ·
council held between the Presidency and
the Twelve were productive of better
understanding and ha11mony between the
co-laborers of these two quorums. The
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
difference supposed to. have existed be•
tween these two quorums were amicably
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND:
settled, and complete concert of action and
work agreed upon, thus removing any Apr. ro, Amount to date .............. $~,649.56
Sr. C. E. Carpenter, 0 .. $r oo
"stones of stumbling" thrown in the way
Sr. Rachel Seely, Mich .. r 25
of progress by the "cunning craftiness" of
Sr. Sue Hays, Nev ••...•. r oo
him that lieth in wait to deceive.
Sr. M. A ..Sparks, I a .•... r 25
There has never been a. better and more
Sr.Rache!Compton, Mass.5 oo
Bro. J. T. Johnson, Kan .. 2 6o
certain basis of understanding, a more
Sr. M. Hartchen, Mo.••.. 5 oo
complete seeing "eye to eye" among the
Sr. C. McClelland, Min.n.r oo
brethren of the various quorums than now
Sr. Charlotte Monroe, I a~ r oo
exists.
Bro. J. Chamberlin, Mich.5 oo
All this is calculated to inspire the hope
Sr. H. M. Haskell, Wash.r oo
25 IO
that the present year will be one of most
excellent increase in numbers and greater Apr. r8, Amount received to date .•.. ~ $2,q74 66
spiritual growth. To insure this there is
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa .
now a great need that the traveling ministry be welL sustained •. This will require
BENwooD, W.Va., Mar. 2oth.
that the hands of the BishopriC. be upheld,
Dear Herald Readms:-I can· say thatlrejoice
like as the hands of Moses were during the
great battle fought so long ago, by a con- . in this latter day work, for the nearer we live to
tinuation of the good work of sacrifice our Heavenly Father the brighter the work
and the discharge of, duty in temporal seems to us, and we notice all things and can see
things prevailing this last year, and an the hand of God in them. How thankful we
additional vigilance to remember our of- should be that God has given us a heart to obey
ferings to the Lord, both of prayer, spiritu- the truth and that we have a knowledge of the
same.
al conduct and temporal means.
This is the first time that 1 have ever written
There is an increased force of elders in
the field which will require an increased to the Mother's Home Column, but it is not beoutlayfor the support of the families of cause I am not interested hi the welfare of Zion.
those whom the church sustains.
To I love to read its pages and meditate on the work
meet this additional draft the church should of God. I can say that as a branch we are getrise to the emergency and devote liberally ting along well. Our c.:mference has been a sucof that with which they may be blessed cess and I feel sure In saying all have been blest.
that the hands of the .gospel banner bear- Bro. Griffiths' wife and family have been here
ing messengers may be loosened, the Bish- five weeks and th~ir stay has been a great help
opric strengthened and the work be done. to me in many things, and my prayer is that God
It is contemplated to open the work in may ever keep them in the narrow way, for they
the Scandinavian mission at an early day; are gifts st>nt from God. We all feel gl.ad when
the men are ready, and if the Saints in- we are associated together, but when the parting
terested in this mi~sion show their desire scene comes it makes our heart~ grieve. I have
to have it presented in a substantial way, read and reread the letters in the Herald written
it will be undertaken.
by different ones on dress, and I have gleaned
We are privileged to state that the quo- many valuable things from them, and' when I
rums of the church are not only at peace,
look around me I can see many things for mybut are at. a oneness of desire and purpose
self, many things that if I had not had the
to prosecute the work of the church to the
u! most of the ability that God has given, money to get, I could have done very well with~
and to the extent of the means that shall out them, and I am determined by the grace of
be at their command. Come to their help, God this year of r89o to let so much of this
to the help of the Lord. Now is the ac- world's goods go, and strive to lay up treasures in
cepted time to show forth the work of hea v _n where rust and moth doth not decay and
thieves break through and steal. "Ah, well," says
God in its beauty, majesty and might.

~ues

'-Has a church the right to adopt resolutions that they will not. uphold any one preaching in their: pulpit who uses tobacco or intoxicants?
Ans.-Yes.
~.-Has the General Conference adopted any
resolutions stating that any pf the priesthood
who uses tobacco and intoxicants are not fit representatives of the church?
:&..-Yes,
~--Does the church consider preachers who
use tobacco and intoxicants suitable individuals
to. represent the pure gospel of Christ to the
world and the Saints, and are they worthy of being sustained in their calling?

A.-No.
~.-Does it make any difference whether the
priesthood and laity keep the word of wisdorn or
not, and are they just as pleasing in the sight of
God if they disregard the word of wisdom as if
t;hey strictly kept and obeyed it?
.A.-Yes and no.
~.-lf none have the right ,.to counsel ,what
· one shall eat or drink, what was the Word of
Wisdom given to the church for?
A.-It was given as good advice, which, if followed, wil.l 'secure blessings of health, wisdom
and divine knowledge, just as promised.

EPISTLE .OF THE PRESIDENCY, THE
TWELVE AND BISHOPRIC.

To THE Saints, the Church at home and
abroad, 9"reeting :-The conference year
just closed has been one of remarkable
success in the gospel field and work.
There have been over two thousand baptized and a marked increase in spirituality
has been had as well as a decided advancement· in the method, manner and
power in. the presentation of the word bv
the traveling ministry.
"
The prospects in all the fields were
never better; the opportunities for preaching and the calls for the work of the
laborers have never been more numerous
than now.
·
The prayers of the Saints are heard bv
the Lord: "Send forth more laborers into
the vineyard, 0 Lord. <The harvest truly
is great, but the laborers few.'"
There are many laborers, compared
with the means to furnish and keep them
in the field, and there are many others
who are ready to take the field as soon as
they can be k"ept there-men who are prepared to show their faith and take the
field-so far as their own care of self is
concerned-their famiiies depending on
the church to be protected from want and
cared for. Those who pray most effect~
u11lly are those who pray with both hearts
and hands.
The financial conditions have· much improved, ar.d the support of that arm of the
gospel service has been good. In all this
we congratulate the Saints.
At the conference just closed there was
. an unusual attendance of the Spirit of the
Master. Peace and harmony prevailed
throughout.
The different departtnents
of the church were in unity, and oneness
of purpose characterized the deliberations

JOSEPH SMITH, l
.
W. W. BLAIR. S Presidency.
ALEX. HALE. SMITH,} C
f th
JosEPH LUFF,
om. 0
e
]As ·W. GILLEN.
Twelve.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, l B' h
.
5 !S opnc.
E. L. KELLEY.
LAMONI,

1

Iowa, April 16th, 1890.

«As ouR experience of life increases we have
growing admiration for those who patiently and
cheerfully do the smaller and more tedious duties A mother watching and bearing with her
fretful chiidren, working day after day at trifling
household cares, answering the incessant calls
of her position-how we learn to honor such a
heroine."

one, "I can not give like this one and that one,
and I will not give any." But we must remember that unto whom much is given, froin those
much is required. We must not give to be seen
in giving, but give as God has prospered us. 0,
how often we pray for God to send more laborers
lnto the vineyard! Do we think where their
bread and butter is coming from? We learn in
God's written word that the laborer is worthy of
his hire. Let us all, as mothers of Zion, strive
by our careful household management to try and
give what we can towards this work a.nd God
will give the increase. · If we go to God and tell
him that we want to try and do this for his work,
he will help us, for he says: "Great is your
strength needed."
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"But," says one, "I do not want to go to the
'Lord for every little thing .. It will be bothering
Him too much:'
But when he says that not even a sparrow falls
to the ground without his notice why should not
.we ask him for everything that we need, both
temporal and spiritual. I know that we as parbnts love our children to come and ask us for all
things that they desire, for we feel when they do
this that they reverence. us. Then why not reverence our He.avenly Father?
I have two children and I hope that I may
bring them up in the way they should go. My
husband does not belong to the church. but I
hope to see the day when he will, and we can go
hand in hand along in temporal things. I want
him. to be heart and hand in all of God's work.
I often think that after I pray to God to guide
me by his Spirit and then do not always do as
the Spirit prompts me, we lose by so doing, for I
notice that the more heed we pay to the Spirit
and its teachings, the more we receive. Pray
for me and mine.
Yours for truth,
MARY S. BREWSTER.
NEWAR¥ S. D.,•Mar. 2oth.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column :-I feel it my
duty to bear my testimony in this latter dav
work. God has blessed me in a great many
ways, I was suffering from a severe pain in my
back; I was unable to move my body the pain
was so severe, and I did not h;i've any oil and no
one to do my work. I went down uppn my
knees in humble prayer to God asking him torelieve me of th.e pain and restore me to health,
and thanks be to his holy name he heard and
answered my prayer and did restore me to health
so that I got up and went about my work as usual, praising his holy name for the blessings he
he bestowed upon me. This has strengthened
me. It has give me more faith and courage to
p.re.ss my way on.ward in the love and fear of
God. I. realize by so doing I will be blest. I
have belonged to 'the Fir.st Advent church and
the Seventh Day Advent but I was not satisfied.
My soulstill longed to be filled, and t am now.
happy to say that ·I have ~ound what was lacking.
I am trying .to serve my Savior and keep his
commandments and be a .true follower of him,
that at the judgment bar of Christ I may hear
the word, "Well done thou good and {aithful
servant." I am blessed with the privilege of at~ending church every Sunday and hearing the
gospel ot Christ. This is a great blessing.
·
Your sister in the faith,
ELIZABETH HUNTLEY.
ADAM~; Neb., March 21st.
Dear: Sisters!!/ the Home Column:-I am young
~n the latter day ,work, was baptized on the 31st
day of.Marchir889, at Hooker, Gage county, Nei)raska, by Bro. Charles H. Porter, and confirmed
the same. evening, and I can say of the work that
Tknowit is ofGod. And while I have not al·
:vvays .lived up to my privileges, and consequentmissed many bfessings, yet I know I have
received.some great blessings when obedient to
-vv!ll. And. I feel. to thank God daily that I
ever accounted worthy to hear the gospel
in its fullness, and for courage to obey
the face of all opposition. I ask the
th.a~ I i:nay ever proye
-::£1Htl1fuil to the covepant I have rnade; and that

husband and children may all be brought into
the fold in Gvd's own time.
Yours for the truth,
MARY M. LINITS.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
(Continued from last week:)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL gTH.

At nine o'clock the prayer meeting was
in charge of Brn. George Derry, Daniel
Hougas and D. K. Dodson.
The preaching service that followed
was in charge of Bro. Henry Kemp, of
Iowa. The sermon was by Bro. F. M.
Cooper, of Illinois. It is said to have been
timely, edifying and logical, He endeavored to show that there is a positive good
and. a positive evil, the good betng exalting in its nature, and the evil degrading.
At two o'clock the hymn, "Guide us, oh
thou great Jehovah," was.sung. Bro. F.
G. Pitt offered prayer. The minutes of
yesterday's sessions were read, after which
the third report of the committee on credentials was read and adopted:
CREDENTIALS.
North-West Kansas District nine votes, delegate C. R. Duncan. Idaho District nine votes,
delegate Lewis Gaulter.
·
MINISTERIAL REPORTS.

EJder T. W. Smith, of the Twelve,
writes from the Society Islands as follows:
To the President, and brethren of the Conference asse·mbled. l greet you in the love of the
truth as held by the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
After twenty four years. of active service in
the ministry and of varied experience as a member of the body, I feel to congratulate you in the
possession of the only true faith, and in the par-.
ticipation of membership in the onlytrue church
of Jesus Christ on earth.
We reached here on. _March the 12th, 1889,
having left Australia on the 17th of:F'ebruary,
and came by the way of New ,Zealand. Weremained in.Auckland, New Zealand, four·days.
I found the churches on the Paumotus in quite
good condition, but on Tahiti and particularly at
P,apeete they were in considerable trouble
through building a new: .church at Papaoa and
having. collected about two hundred of the church
from the Paumdtus to attend the dedication, but
as there were at least $500 of deht on the church
I would not permit the dedication until the debt
was paid; because I held that until the materials
were paid for so much of the church was owned
by outsiders, and that we had no right to take the
property of non-members .·and dedicate it to .the
Lord without their consent. This dec.ision caused a delay of a couple of months, dur;ing which
time the visitors were on expense for house rent
and food. The had contracted another debt of
nearly $6oo for food, dishe$, pans, kettles, etc.,
etc., for "the feast of dedication," and sdme of
that debt isnot yetpaid. Jt has worked to our
dis~dvantage, for the people here have not been
able to assist.us as we nee~ed. Thefeast of dedi-.
cati:c;>n was the [>~ginning o.f the do;vnfall of
~everal (among _them a district pi'~sident, three
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elders, and a priest), for they got drunk on wine
furnished by the king and have since then been
drunk several times Of course they could not
retain their offices and membership. The house
was not needed, as there was no branch there .
At least a dozen have been lost to the church
through this movement, and no baptisms have
taken place on Tahiti.
On the rst of August we went to the Pauma~
tus, in a schooner owned by Capt: Narii Salmon
whose father was an American Jew; The first
island we visited was Rairoa, where we remained
from the 4th of August to the xst of October,
when we went to Manihi. The semi-annual conference was held October 6th at Manihi. I baptized 14 there; a number of these had been baptized by Grouard, but afterwards were baptized
by the mi~sionaries sent out by the Utah church,
about 1849·
I have heard that Grouard was
baptized himself before he left Tahiti for the
United States. Among those baptized wasTe:
havini, one of the first baptized by Grouard on
Anaa.
From Manihi we went to Niati by the
way of Apatai.
I baptized four at Niau, and
after two weeks stay there we went to Kaukura:
I baptized four there. Helen, who had been
troubled with a bad cough for some weeks before,
began to have fever every day at Kaukura, and
became very feeble, so that it was positively nee:
, essary we should get away from that island,
which is the hottest one in the group. We waited
as long as we pos~lbly could for a vessel goin_g
to Papeete, ~ut as there were no pearl shells, or
kopera, or dried cocoa nuts on Kaukura, no vessels came while we were there, so we had to fake
a boat and go to the east end of Tahiti to a place
called Tautere where is a small. branch of the
church.
We stayed four days there and then
came to Papaoa. Here through bet1;er and more
, varied diet Sr. Smith has obtained a little more
strength, or at least manages to keep from getting
much weaker. It is evident that she can do no
rnore traveling around among thb. islands lri
boats.
This is' the hottest and most trying, and most
enervating season. I feel the <effect of the h.eat
more this season than ever before.
At the conference at Manihi, the field here was
uivided into two parts, one named after the chief
island in the western division-Tahiti-and there;
fore called Ta;hiti Division; the othlilr, the eastern diyision, is called Fakarava, after the chief
island in that division. Bro. John Hawkins, ali
aged Elder whojoinea the church fn Papeete
the days of Pr!itt, Rodgers, and Grouard, and a
native of Maidstone, England, wa~ .selected to
oversee the Tahiti Division, whiCh is compo.~ed
of the islands of Tahiti, Maatea, Tikahau, Rai~
roa, Apatai, Amtua, Kau)<ura and Niau, includ~
ing thirteen branches: The other djvisiori is .un•
der the charge of Bro:'Peter Derriens, a half-caste
(French and Tahitian). This division is Cf?Jill·
posed of the islands of Manlhi, Taroa, Tapoto,
Fakarava, Al)aa, Makemo, Roroi!l, Marekau,
Taenga, Hikueri, Hao, Amanu ~nd Takuine
Tauere, including ~ixteen branches.: . Bro. HermannJonsen, a Swede was appointed a,mlssion,.
ary to Tubuai, and to oversee that fleld. 1 There
is .one chief recorder of the w)1ole church here,
D. M. Pohemiti, of Nl~u,. and a secl"etary . for
each division. Pofatu is the secretary. for· the
~~hiti .·_.Division,. and Peter _·Der+tens
secretary
· for..Fakarava
DivJsion~ ; , <JcJ,.., ...,.,,~
'.
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nine districts, thirty-one branches, and about
in the missionary work in this
transitional state, and as yet it is difficult
vast field there were appointed by you the followterm!ne what their .outcome will be.
1,7oo members.
·There are three good frame churches in Tahiti, . ing named ministers: M. T. Short and \'{· S.
strange condition seems to come, sooner or later,
Pender to labor in Wisconsin; W. E. Peak, J. A.
to individuals, branches, distl'icts and the whole
one on Maatea, one at Tikahau, one at Avatoru
Davis and T. J. Martin in North-Western MinRairoa, one· at· Panau, Kaukura, one at Apatai,
church. It is our duty to carefully no.te the dif·
one at Manihi and one at Tapota. There are
nesota; R. Oehring and E. Day Bennett in
ferent influences at work and the varied effects
D!!kota; K E. Wheeler in the Kewanee district,
resultfng therefrom. Thus endeavoring to watch
good stone churches at Temarie, Anaa; at TuuIllinois; E. A. Steadman in Southern Minnesota,
hora, Anaa;. and at Niau. The latter is unfinishI have become confirmed in some previous opinand F. M. Cooper in Northern Illinois. I deemions. No individual member, branc~ or district
ed, but will be the largest building of alL A
ed it wise and fitting to place Bro. M. T. Short
belonging to the Church of . God can ca,rry with
stone one is to l:>e built atFakarava; either a stone
in charge of Wisconsin, and of his charge he
safety the load of corruption which results from
or frame house will be built at Tiputa, Rairoa;
no doubt will report. I .also placed Bro. W. E.
wrong doing. "The 'wages of .sin is death," and
at Moturaa, Kaukura; at Hao, Amaru, Tauere,
Peak in charge of Minnesota and Bro. R. Oehrwe need not wait.till the day of judgmeri t to. see
Roroia, .Matahoa, Anaa, and at other places.
ing in ch:;p·ge of the Dakotas. All of these minit. It is a mistake to ignore the existence pf that
These have'cdmfortable buildings now, built of
isters have reported to me, and I expect they
the gospel so strongly condemns, •under
cocoanut matting with good strong frames <~nade
will report in detail to your body. I have laborplea of Charity, What we need is such a deof cocoanut timber generally. These churches,
ed In many places in Minnesota and Illinois and
of God's love ln our hearts as will enable us
with the land attached, should be deeded to the
have baptized and confirmed two, administered
to occupy an uncompromising position against
general body; but the government does notalto many and performed the duties belonging to
evil while we labor diligently (according to goslow any church to own property, as a church. It
my office to the best interests of the church as t
pel principles and methods) for the salvation of
must be held in the name of sqme individual,
have understood them. The work as a whole is
the people.
generally the head of the church in these parts.
in a good condition, and prospects better than
The missionaries laboring In my field have., I
The church at Papeete is held in my name as
believe, sought to.do their duty and acquit themever before, Public sentiment is changing very
president of the church here. The Bishop had
selves like men of God. When hindered in their
materially in regard to the position we occupy
not appointed an agent here when that property
labors by sickness or other causes, none, I beas a church, and the change is in our favor. The
was secured. It is hardly wise for church propgreatest difficulty .I have to meet is want of minlieve, have regretted it more than they have; and
erty to be made over to native Bishop's agents.
under these trying conditions they shpuld have
isters to fill the many calls and occupy the vast
They are not sufficiently responsible.
territory in my charge advantageously.
been encouraged rather than condemned. They
The next missionary should come with authorwill report their own· work in their own way and
Praying the Master to send more laborers into
ity from the Bishop, as an "Agent for the So.uth
I need not mention their names.
the field I ani your servant and co-laborer in the
Sea Islands." He then can have the native
So far as my individual labors are concerned
work of Christ.
agents names put down with his.
it
has been my purpose and effort to do what I
The conclusion I have reached after much
Elder
H. Lake, present, of the
could, and do it as well as possible. I am still
meditation and reflection is, that one or two misTwelve, reports:
willing and anxious to do all the labor which I
sionaries shpuld be sent here from the conferTo the President and Brethren in: Conference
may be able to do in the Master's cause; but
ence, or orie man with an ablebodied wife. A
assembled :-Since h..st conference I have laborwhenever the church deems .the labor done by
Seventy should be sent. If any one can speak
ed in the Canada mission. It has been an unme too little to justify the support furnished my
French it would be a great help to him. It will
favorable winter for gospal labor, as the winter
family,
it is her .privilege and duty to say so at
be best to sustain me in charge here for another
has been very mild, with much rain, which
once. I have preached more or less at four difyear, even if another should be sent. I can be of
caused bad roads, and Ia grippe was very prevferent places in the vicinity of Lineyille, Iowa,
much service to the cause here, even if I was in
alent in some places, the people fearing to come
assisted. in conducting grove meetings at Davis
America, or elsewhere.
to meeting.
City, Wheeler's Grove and Garner's Grove;
I have preached in our chapel in the English
My associate laborers have done quite well so
Iowa; in connection with Bro. Henry Kemp
language, but few however come to hear. The
far as reported to me. A g-oodly number have
held
two series •of meetings at Plum Hollow
ministers of other churches here, as elsewhere,
been baptized and losses are few. The Lord has
and Macedonia, Iowa, and in addition to the
are afraid to encourage their followers to hear
confirmed the labors of his servants throughout
foregoing have preached a few times at Crescent
us and those who do come are taunted with the
the mission by his Holy Spirit's power in a markCity, Davis City and Lamoni; also spoke three
charge that they are becoming "Mormon~." The
ed manner. Prejudice is fleeing away and many
times in answer to Clark Braden at' Plum Hollow
majority of Europeans here care only for fun,
are enquiring after the way of life. Calls for
last June. Have baptized two and done other:
frolic and easy life. Sacred things have no atpreaching more than have been filled. Some
work not necessary to be reported. God has
traction for them. Still, if I were a Presbyterian
editors have let us be heard through their papers.
stood .by me in trying hours, and I think I can
or Congregationalist, or Wesleyan, I have no
M,ost of my labors have been with the branchsafely say that I never had a deeper love for
doubt that I would have good congregations, for
es, seeking to keep love and unity and activity
him and his work than now. The great necesthose who have heard like. my "style" Jhey say;
among the Suints, and am not aware of any very
sity for humility and purity of heart oil the part
and say it is the truth that I preach, but 'thenserious troubles in the mission. I have enjoyed
of the ministers and members of the church has
why, "you are called Mormons,~' ami of courseexcellent liberty of the Spirit of God in my
become still more apparent within my last year's
even if we believe nothing but pure New Testapreaching and in all my administration. Have
experience. When all the Saints become perment doctrine, the name is terrible. It does not
baptized six and confirmed three, also in confectly willing that God shall have his own way,
amount to anything to say that we are not Morfirming a number of others, blessed five children
and anxious to conform their wills to his, they
mons and repudiate the name, for the answer is,
and administered to a number of sick witlt
will save themselves much trouble and enjoy the
"Well, you are called so everywhere."
marked results. The work of the Lord is still
solid satisfaction of seeing the work move fore ..
Bishop Blakeslee stated that he had sent onward, and I am firm in the faith and hope of ward as it never moved before.
money to Bro. and Sr. Smith to return to the ultimate triumph of the great latter day
work, and hope to be sustained by your faith and
Elder W. H. Kelley, present, of the
America.
Elder A. H. Smith, present, of the prayers until the warfare is over and the glorious Twelve, reports:
rest obtained.
Twelve, reports:
The Eastern Mission has improved in some
Elder J. R, Lambert, present, of the respects during the last year. The labor done
May pe::.ce, the love of God and the manifestaTwelve, reports:
tion of the Holy Spirit be with you.
has been rewarded by an increase of members
I, your servant, as an apostle of Christ, report
to the church and a growth in the membership.
I take pleasure in stating that some degree of
briefly my labors as appointed by you for the
Sqme vexatious local matters that stood in the
progress has been made in gospel work in the
missionary vear ending March 3rst, r889Iowa and Northern Missouri mlssion, though it
way of the continued prosperity of the work
. My miEsion charge is called the Northern
has not been as great and universal as was dehave been adjusted i'n the main, rendering the
Central mission, composed of northern II!inois,
outlook for the future more propitious for good
sired. Some few of the districts and branches
Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas and Manhave been and are passing through a kind of
than at the beginning of the year just past. The
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policy of widening the mtsstonary efforts and
sick and for six weeks kept my bed. I felt a
puohing out into new fields has proved a successtremg desire to go to the east and fulfill my ap
ful one, although there have been but few laborpointment, and as I lay on my bed the God of
ers to cart: for the work at home and extend it
our fathers spake to me and said I should be
abroad. A chief difficulty in the way of the prosraised up by the power of his Spirit, and that I
perity of the work in the la.rger branches, especshould go to my field of labor and do a good
ially the cities, lies in the want of a proper local
work for him. When the time came for my
ministry to . take charge and thus relieve the
deliverance, I saw an holy angel descending
general missionaries from that class of work; from the heavens. He stood over me while Bro.
and until such officers have been provided
Thomas Chatbum pronounced the blessing of
for, the work · must necessarily suffer in
health upon me."
many loca:Jities.
He bas labored in Eastern Maine principally,
The question of securing. a proper local organbaptized twenty-eight, organized one branch and
Ization and competent local ministerial aid who
desires to be continued in the same field. The
will command attention and build up the work
missionary in charge is at fault for having misin the chief cities is of first consideration, and it laid a part of his report, but this is the pith of it.
is at this point that the missionary in charge
Sickness has interrupted my labors considerably
finds himself at a loss to know how to proceed,
th~ last year, but I have been able to look to the
not having proper assistance to place where it general interests all the time. In fact with the
should be .had. · The general ministry are necesgrowth of the work this is getting to be quite a
sarily burdened with this local work. Other resufficient work at times for one person.
ligious societies secure attractive speakers, and
Elder 'foseph Lzrjf, present, of the
attractive places of meeting in those largercenTwelve, reports:
(ers, and it is but natural that the Saints should
My personal labors during the past year bav~,
feel that something of a commendable showing,
by reason of local .:onsiderations, been confined
should be ·made by them; but the demands ·in
within a narrow compass, yet I have directed th~
this regard are so much greater than we have
labors of those to whom I gave charge of differavailable aid that it Is a source of discourageent parts of the mission assigned me. From
ment to many, and complaint is not infrequent.
those men you will doubtless hear by individual
Tile deml!,nds of the mission are great and laborreport.
ers are few. We need our· ministerial corps enThe work in the parts of the field that have
larged.
been
labored in is in a much improved condition
Brn. U. W. Greene, J. C. Foss, J. Smith, M. H.
Bond, T. Whiting, A. H .. Parsons and F. M. and prospects are brighter than at. any time in
the past.
Sheehy ba.:ve labored acceptably in the mission
I have baptized eight_ during the year and .atduring the last year,·and they sh9uld be returned,
tended
to numerous· other duties of' local and
and still others added to their number, including
general import, and am at the service of God and
one fo!' Nova Scotia. The local laborers have
his church:
done well in some localities. Generally the
Saints are zea!qus and put forth an effort to sup'
Elder Heman C. Smith, present, of the
port the cause. The burden of church building Twelve, reports:
or paying out on those already built, is taxing
During the conference year just closing I spent
the. Saints just now in Brooklyn, Providence, . the entire time ·laboring ir. the interest of the
Fall River and Boston; but it is a move in the
church as the way opened before me :and as God
right direction.
gave wisdom. I have not traveled extensively
·The missionary in charge has been received
on account of financial embarassment,· and my
kindly by the Saints in general and be is satisfied
personal labors have been confined to San Diego,
that they have the love of the work at heart and San Bernardino, Orange, Los Angeles an<i Kern
are willing to sacrifice and labor for Its success,
counties, Caiifornia.
arid are cheered and comforted by the realization
The mission .is in. fair condition, the greatest
ofthe blessings pro~r~ised to the faithful in Christ. hindrance in the way of progress ])eing the in'\Ve are in the faith and cheered on because. of difference of. the people. But what is true of. us
the realization that the .gospel is the power ·of in this regard is true.of all otherchurches. The
God unto s~lvation, and that this is the day of people of the Pacific Slope are more indifferent
God's "preparation." To obviate the difficulty .to all religion than any o~tber people 1 ever met.
complained of at the last session of General ConThe missionary force under me have, I think,
ference, of reaping so many and very Iohg redone.as well as could be expected under the cirports, by an understanding. had .some of the miscumstances.
it' sionaries embody their reports with that of·· the
In addition to those appointed by Gfmeral Con· missionl;lry in ct~arge.
ference, we had President Joseph Smi~h with us
Bro. Thomas Whiting reports having a portion of the year. ·His wis~. counsel and sea,preached in New Bedford, Fall River, Boston,
sonable instruction a.re remembered by mat;ty with
i: Provideonce, Plymo11th, Dennisport and other pleasure and profit.
Bro. E. L. Kelley of the Bishopric was also
:·• places in Massachusetts and Rhode Island a.nd at
' Green's Landing, Surrey, Oak Point, etc., in
with us a short time; arid his labors were accept·
Maine; baptized five .blessed three children.. Was
able to the Saints.
pJ;lced in chl;lrge at Fall River, where be bas
Elder D. S~ Mills, of the High Priests, has pret)'ecessarilyspent much time. The work there
sided over the .Southern Cali.fornia ·. di~trlct, and
J:,tasimprbved, but .the outlook even now is not
considering his physical condition and finapcial
flattering. He expresses a desire. tp conlosses he has .done.· wt)ll in the miss jon wprk.
Bro. Joseph F. Buftot;t~of .the Seventy,was ad·
in the mi.nis~ry if his demands cal\b.e met,
is in the faith.
·
vised ,by botli Presid~ilt Smith and ,myself. t.a
J.C.
a~oidnmch public··
the
cri tical.condition V~·, .>W> .\''~a>,~.u 1

been wondrously blest. to the restoring ot h1s
health,' and during a good part of the year bas
labored steadily and effectually:
During a portion of the year, Bro. ·Thomas
Daley, of the Seventy, has given the mission the
benefit of his energetic and faithful labor, and he
has been very successful. Elder H. L. Holt, of
the Seventy, has labored as circumstances permitted and his labor bas been beneficial. Elder
William Gibson has done an excellent work in
San Diego county. Elder A. Haws has faithfully labored in Oregon and. Washington, the result
he will doubtless report. Elder Daniel Brown
labored as circumstimces permitted. His labors
are of a reliable character. Elder J. R. Cook has
labored to good effect in Modoc county, California, and in vicinity of Sacramento. Priest S. G.
Wright traveled with me for a time, but of late
be has been laboring in Tulare county. He is a
well. informed young man, and bas done acceptf!ble and efficient work. Priest T. J. Lawn has also labored with good effect and is safe.
I am yet in the faith and anxious to labor for.
its advancement.

Elder J. W. Gillen, present, of the
Twelve, reports:
Since my last report I have labored in the·
states of Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Qhio, Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkansas. :M;y labor has
been much more extended than I desired, ·but the
necessities of the case seemed to demand it, and
this is partly owing to the great call for labor .in
these states and the scarcity of laborers. It
seems to me there ought to be at ieast ten .for ..
every one there is in my field, and especially when. •
we take into consideration the fact that there is but
one conference appointee for the entire state' of
Arkansas, three for the states of Keptucky and
Tennessee combined, two for the <mtth half of
the state of Illinois, and a third one, part of tpe
time. In the latter there is a demapd for, and
there ought to b~ at least ten efficient ministers,
and especially so if we expect to reap the bene'&t
of the latediscussion held there by:our highly
esteemed Bro; E. L. Kelley which resulted in
the complete discomfiture of the Campbellite
champion, Clark Braden. There are but three
to supply the demand in~the south. half of the
state of Indiana, also nine for the sou.th-east portion of Missouri, and his labor !spfvided between
St. Louis 11.nd Illinois. It must be teadily seen.
that the supply falls far below the demand. And
if we hke into consideration the fact that there
are branches and scattered members throughout
all these states, and .but very, very few local
laborers, the demand· is emphasized a,nd becomes
imperative: I have tried so far as I have been
able to respond to this demand where my labpr.. ~
.was most needed.
I am pleased to say I find the work through·.
out my field in a much more prosp,~r;ous CO!)di~
tion than· .it was a year ago, and this mainly
through the efforts of my co-laborers., But there
is still ample room for irnprovement.'
The missionaries in tbiR field, as!J, rule, have
done well, and some of them have been greatly
blessed in their labors. and ministrations. They
will, of course, report for themselvesi
Ifeel it just that reasonable mention be made
of the labors of B. R. Turnbow and '.J, H. Adair
·
and
oLB. F

I.
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. circumstances would permit. During the year I
baptized seventeen persons and attended upon
all other ordinances of the church, as need for
them was made manifest to me.
I am still confident of the divinity of the work
in which we are engaged, and that if a fair and
candid hearing was given to the "message we
bear" truth would speedily triumph. I am still
willing to labor as the church may direct.

Elder G. T. Grijjiths, of the Twelve,
present, reports:
I have been faithfully engaged in the work of
the Master' during the past conference year.
1
can truthfully say that the Lord has greatly
blessed my ministrations, and I am confident that
the work in this mission Is in a better condition
than ever before, and the prospects for a great
work being done, were never brighter than now.
Doors are being thrown open to the ministry on
every hand. There has been a l;;rge increase by
baptism, and there are no grievous difficulties existing that I know of.
Brethren L. R, Devore, J. Moler, T. J. Beatty,
T. Matthews, L. W. Powell, D. L. Shinn, J.
Brown and T. W. Williams of the traveling ministry have been very successful in their labors,
and the Saints are very anxious to have them returned to their present field.
1 presume Bro. E. C. Briggs will report the labors of the brethren in the other end of the mission-Northern Indiana and Michigan. •
The majority of the Saints in this Pittsburg
and Kirtland district have done nobly in paying
tithes a·1d offerings, which can be said, much to
their credit.
I have solemnized one marriage, baptized ten;
can not give the number of confirmations on account of having my satchel, containing my book
with the record. stolen from me. I have ordained two elders, one priest, two deacons, blessed 12
children and organized one branch.

Elder E. C. Briggs, of the Twelve,
present, reports:
·
With renewed evidence that God is love, and
for his loving kindness to me, I am thankful in
the return of good health to assure you that I am
in the faith of the gospel of Christ. I wish also
to return thanks to Saints who have shown continued confidence and love to me in all the vicissitudes of life to this day. Therefore I desire
to again pledge renewed energy and diligence in
the things pertaining to the kingdom of God,
hoping to overcome all obstacles and stand for
the right.
I have labored the last year to the best of my
ability in the mission assigned me, and baptized
nine. With pleasure I commend the earnest laborers associated with me in the ministry for
their zeal, and effectual work done. Many new
openings have been made and souls gained to
Christ, with hosts of friends who hitherto were
prejudiced and indifferent.
A more propitious time for preaching the word
was never known in my experience than nowa literal hungering for the precious gospel of
Christ is urgent on every hand, with the Maccedon!an cry "Come and help us."
In journeying to and from my mission, I visited the great city of Chicago, the attraction now
of the whole civilized world, with its one million
one hundred thousand precious souls, and it may
be truly said .it is the garden city of Babylon,
where religious confusion -is intense, and up to

this day our efforts as a church can be said to be
only an expensive feint there, unfortunately humiliating as it may appear.
,
While we readily accord credit for every good
effort done there, yet the facts are the same, but
little fruits remain to bear witness of the restored
gospel by the angel flying in the midst of heaven.
The world's fair is in preparation now to convene
so soon in that wonderful city, the mart of the
whole earth, prodigious in its excellence for at-·
traction, inviting strangers from all lands to visit her sights and hear of her wonders and fame.
Its millions unstinted are pouring into her coffers to show off to the best advantage that all admirers may come and see her glory; and shall·
God's glorious cause be represented there? If
so, now is the time to strike. Strike now for victory and· win through a well directed aim, to
do our whole duty, that all the world may know
that God has set his hand the second time to
gather his people and do his act, his strange act,
and marvelous work and wonder.
With unbounded confidence in God and the
gospel of our eternal salvation, I am committed
to the great latter day work founded through the
instrumentality of the Choice Seer and Martyr.

Elder James Caffall, present, of the
Twelve, reports:
Except two weeks of sickness my time has
been wholly devoted to ministerial labor within
the limits of my assigned missionary field. I
have essayed to introduce the gospel into new
localities in Eastern Colorado and Western Nebraska, which reEJ_uired much patience and perseverance. I have spent no more time in laboring
among branches or districts than that which appeared absolutely necessary. Branch officers, as
I believe, should be unceasing in their efforts to
render their labors in their respective callings
effective for the spiritual development of those
they have charge of; while elders not in charge
of branches should perform Sabbath gospel labor
where Christ's doctrine is not known, so far as
practicable.
I have organized one branch and administered
the rite of baptism to sixteen individuals. Openings in· Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico and
Wyoming await the entering in of faithful laborers. But few co-laborers have been available for
the above field in the pa·st conference year, with
but little prospect of an increase at present. As
all calls can not meet with a response, as a matter of necessity some will be unheeded; so we
must labor on as best we can, petitioning the
Mast~r for more laborers.
BISHOP'S REPORT.
To the President and Brethren in Conference
Assembled :-Herewith please find my annual
report of receipts and expenditures for the
church, which I trust is so plainly summarized
that there will be little diffi~ulty in learning the
true state of the church finances
It is worthy of note that the Saints, notwithstar.ding the closeness of business matters the
past year, have freely contributed to the support
of the publication of the gospel of peace so that
there has been a slight increase of receipts over
the expenditures.
For the year closing April rst, r889 there was
a balance against the church of expenditures of
$3,837 66. At the close of the present year there
is a balance of receipts of $86o 41; making a
showing of $4 7oS 07. in favor of the fiscal year
just closed over the preceding. The balance
having turned in favor of the church as it
should, it is hoped that every member will look
upon this, as it in fact is, a balance in which

there is an individual interest and make every
consistent effort to maintain it. This is truly
the treasury of the Lord, and as we replenish it,
so the. poor and the needy may be blessed and
the gospel be sent to those famishing for the
word of life.
In the expenditures for the year immediately
past we have tried to use all the economy possible and be just; the wide extension of the work
and the many new features and incidents arising
requires of course more care and .watchfulness
each year.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion's cause, I
am yours in bonds,
G. A. BLAI<ESLEE,
Pre~iding Bishop.
LAMONI,

Iowa, April 7th, 1890.

.

SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
TURES.
Collected by Bishop for
Tithes and Offerings .... $
By Bishop from agents •••
By agents for Tithes and Offerings .••...••. _...... ..
By agents from Bishop ..••
By elders not otherwise reported •..•....•••.

AND EXPEND!-

9339 20
4· 1 40 45
20950 25
4,305 92
4·416 76

~.r52 58

EXPENDITURES FOR FISCAL YEAR.
Expended by Bishop to agents .•.... $ 4·305
Bishop to poor. . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . . . • .
414
Bishop to elders and incidentals...... 7,031
Agents to poor.................. . . . r,177
Agents to Bishop. . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . 4,140
,Agents to elders and incidentals ....... 20 8os
By elder.s not otherwise reported..... 4.4r6
Total expended ...•....... $42 292 17
Receipts in excess of expenditures..............
$86o 41
Cash in· Bishop's hands last
report ................. $r,864
Cash in agents' hands last
report ..••••••...•. ,.... 4 1415
Amount in excess of expenditures ........... -.....
86o
Cash in Bishop's and agents'
hands ................... $7,139

92
50
76
27
45

51

76

27
12
41

So

BISHOP'S INDIVIDUAL REPORT.
Cash on hand last report. ••• $r,864 27
Received for Tithes and Of.
fer!ngs .................. 9·339 20
Received from agents ...... 4.140 4.1
Total collected ............ $r_5,343 92
EXPENDITURES.
Remitted to agents ................. $
Remitted to poor .........•••.•••....
Expended for elders and incidentals ..
Total expended .......... $n,752 rS
Balance in Bishop's hands. J.3.:,~2_r __ .?_'f

4-305 92
4·14 50
7·031 76

AGENTS' RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES,
Cash in agents' hands last
report .••....•......... $ 4.415 I2
Received from Bishop ...... 4.305 92
Received for Tithes and Offerings .................. 20.950 25
Total received.... • ••.••. ~~?:~6:f~:::~?
EXPENDITURES.
Remitted to Bishop ............... $ 4·140 45
Remitted to poor .•••...•••••.••..... r,r77 27
Remitted to elders and incidentals ... 2o,Sos sr
Total expended ..•........ ~26,r23 23
Balance in agents' hands
March rst, r89o ..••...... $3 548 o6
But this amount is required
to supply the families of
the ministry until May
rst, the close of the year
to which their allowances
expires.
DUE CHURCH FROM ALL SOURCES NOT
INCLUDING BUILDINGS IN WHICH
TO WORSHIP.
Bills receivable ..••...•.. $ 3.961 o6
Real Estate ............... 27,790 oo
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TH
Herald Office accounts • . • 2 175 6r
Herald Office for Home
Column Fund.......... 1,421 59
Herald Office for Christmas Offerings..........
563 09
Cash in Bishop's hands...
3-$91 74
Cash in agents' hands... .. 3,548 .o6
Amount .with liabilities .... $43 osr rs
LIABILITIES.

Bills. payable non-interest •.•..•••.. $
2'f0 00
2,800 oo
Bills pay;ible interest- bearing ...•....
Total liaj:>ilities ..•...•..••. $:::.3:.:.:,0:24:.::o_oo
_ _ _ __
Total .amount due church .. $4o,or r 15

---The auditing committee upon the Bishop's books and report presented as fol·Jows:

Theco)nmittee on the Bishop's books beg leave
to report that we have audited his accou.nts for
the'fiscalyear of r889 and r89o, as shown by the
books, and find the work neatly done and correct.
M. T. SHORT.
M. H. BoNu.
J. H. WELLS.

The report was adopted and the committee was discharged.
The following motions were introduced:
Resolved, r, That .when a question is before
the conference the order of debate shall be as follows: The maker of the motion shall have the
right ta the floor. After he has spoken, speeches
shall alternate for and against the measure or
:proposition, the negative having the right to the
closing speech.
2. That on all questions involving three or
more propositions the right to the floor shall be in
.the order of their introduction, and there shall be
the right of one speech for each proposition before a second speech on either proposition shall
be in order.
.
3 That.when t.he previous question is ordered
it shall.notgolnto effect until speeches have been
.equaliied according to the above rules.
·
.

These motions were favored in a speech
by Bro; J. H. Ha.nsen, and opposed by
Brn. W. H. Kelley, Joseph Luff and M.
T. Shor.:. Afterwards Bro. Hansen had
a second speech in their favor, and then.
the previous question was called and a
vote ordered; The result was that the
prop(Jsed resolutions were defeated.
The delegates from the Western M !\a.,e
. d!strict presented a question as to the validity of the.priesthood of Bro. Peter Eaton
who had been ·re-baptized but not n~or
dained. On .motion it was. referred to the
Quorum of the Twelve.
The following was presented and re:;1d:
RES()LUTION FOR BUILDING.
Where.as, the church work in Its publication
. (lepattment requires .the .addition of a book bind-

er~nd whereas, the Board of Publication has instucted its President and Business Manager to
provipe suitable room for such bindery, ln conne<;tion :l'l'ith said publishing department; .
· And whereas, further necessity exists for a
proper•oflice for the Presidency, an office and
vault'tha:.t can.be used by the Church Secretary
and Rec:Oriler, Editorial room, and preper office
and vault for the use of the Bishop:
Therefore, be it resolved, that this conference
authori2;e and empower Bishop G. A. Bla!;:eslee
and David . Dancer, business !Tianager. of saJd
to provide in connection with .suitable
bindery such building as ~hall be
accommodation of the several deto herein, at as eady •.a time

:E.'L. KELLEY,
R.M.ELVIN.

:;1sked a q~estio~,
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which was answered by Bro. E. L. Kelley. The motion was favored by brethren J. H. Wells, E. C. Brand, G. Hicklin,
E. L. Kelley, John Hawley, R. Elzenhouser, M. H. Bond, C. Derry, John Burlington, J. T. Kinnaman, A. S. Cochran,
Joseph Luff and W. W. Blair; and was
spoken upon by W. H. Kelley, Alex. H.
Smith, J. C. Crabb, Albert Haws, J. W.
Gillen and J. R. Lambert.
The Bishop answered inquiries and made
statements of the financial situation and
prospects. E. E. Wheeler asked a question which Bro. Blair answered. Then
the motion to adopt prevailed.
A petition signed by anum ber of Teachers, askinO" for the org~nization of a Second Quo~m of Teachers was read, and
on motion it was referred to the chair to
appoint those competent, who shall attend
to such organization. The presidents referred the matter to the Quorum of the
Twelve to attend to.
A like rl"port from certain Priests was
made and also referred to the Twelve.
A request from the Decatur District
Sunday School Association that Saturday
evening next. and Sunday moming, from
nine o'clock to half-past ten, be- granted to
them for school exercises was considered,
and on motion the time was allowed for
that purpose.
The committee appointed upon ministry
reports, concerning their form and order
of presentation to conferences hereafter,
reported as follows:
We, your committee appointed to'consider resoltitio.ns presented to conference do recommend
the adoption of the following: .
.
r. That hereafter all annual reports of the min·
is try be made out on blank forms, similar to those
used by Elders' quorums.
2. That each minister report to his own
quon~m.

3· That each quorum present to each general
conference a quorum report.
4· That all ministerial reports be p\1blished in
a conference journal.
J.. T. K~NNAMAN, I . . .
T. J. BEATTY,
~Commtttee.
WM. A~:tiERSON.J

The adoption of the above was moved
and. it was defended by J. T. Kinnaman
and E. C. Brand, and opposed hv W. H.
Kelley, R~ S. Salyards, E. L. Kelley ::tnd
M. H. Bond., Pending its discussion the
hour for adjournment came and further
conside.ration was postponed.
At the evening hour Bro. C. H. Jones,
of Lone Rock, .Missouri, had charge of
the services, and the sermon was by Bro .
James McKiernan, of Fa~mington, Iowa.
THURSDAY, APRIL roTH.

The chair read the different matters of.
business and the resolutions presented to
be considered at this. session.
Afterwards the order of the day was
taken up, namely the place for holding
the conference of 189 I, and successively
the following point& were placed in nomination, namely, Kirtland, Ohio; Plano,
Illinois; Council Bluffs, Iowa; Independence, Missouri; Lamoni, Iowa.
It was next provided that in advocating
the different points named, each speaker
be limited to five minutes. Then the following speeches were made:
For Plano: M. T. Short, C. G. Lanphere.
For Ccuncil Bluff,: D. K. Dodson.
For Independence: J. H. Wells, .J. T.
Kinnaman, F. G. Pitt.
For Lamoni: J. W. Johnson.
For Kirtland: E. L. Kt>lley, M. H.
Bond, W. W. Whiting, T. R. Allen, G.
T. Griffiths, John John~ton, J. A. Robinson, R. C. Evans, Joseph Luff, A. Haws.
Discussion closed and the vote stood as
follows: Kirtland 85, Independence z6,
Plano 6, Lamoni 4, Council Bluffs 3·
The two hig-hest being taken the vote
stood, for Kirtland wo, for IndependPnce
zo, and on further motion the vote for Kirtland was made unammous, the conference
to meet at ten o'clock on April 6th, 1891.
It was moved th_at the resolution upon
dancing, that was presented and tabled on
the last day of the conference of r889, be
taken up; and by a rising vote of 52 iri
favor against 34 in opposition its. consid~
eration was ordered. It reads as follows:
Resolved, That dancing is an offense against
church discipline, and should be deal.t with as is
other unchristian like conduct. And when it is
persisted in .by church mem hers, after proper. Ja:
bor has been performed by branch ~fficials, such
offender~; upon conviction, may be suspended or,
disfellowshipped at the discretion of the bra11ch
: or district where he or she resides.

It was discussed by the conference, M•
T. Short, E; C. Brand and C. • H. Porter
being in favor of its adoption, and A. J.
Moore, J. R. Lambert, .F. G. Pitt and J.
·.A. Currie' Jun., against it. It was then
moved that it be indefinitely postponed,
which motion was adopted and it was so
ordered.
.
A resolution of the Allendale branch,
Missouri, asking for the ordi~atlon of
James Vinnerd as a priest was referred to
the Decatur District•.
The following was moved:
Wh~r~as, the recognized duty of the churc!lis
to care for and provide for the poor; and where.•
as, it is 'admitted that in their scattered condi~lon
they can not be care~ for as they •. should •be,·
therefore be.lt
·
·Resolved, That . we now take some active
measuves to.w.ards providing a homdor the,p~or;
such a home as will be in accord w.ith the Sav·
lor's injunction, ".Do unto others as. you W(>Uld
that they should. do unto you."
.
·.

F. G. Pitt anq George Derry presided
over the morning prayer and (estimony
meeting. It was an enjoyable tirne in the
Spirit of the Lord. and in the communion
of Saints. Three Elder~ were appointed
to attend to administrations among those
The debate that followed upon tl'ris was
who are sick or infirm.
The morning serm.oh was bv. Bro. taken part in by John Johnston; and M ..H.
CharlesDerry. He was assisted by Bro. Bond in favor, and M;T, Short to the que~
tion after which it WflS ordered referr~d
M. H; Forscutt .
At two o'clock~fter .singing, "The ful- to theBishi>pric, a.nd that they be aut hoiness of the. gospelshines,'' prayer. by Bro. . ized to act in·t)Jis matter as fmj;nd practic~
,,";'
J. G• Foss~ )Minutes of.y~sterday's ,session
·were read. and
eq.
.;'

,',
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ment was~had, Bro. M. H. Forscutt pro'nouncing the benediction.
At half past seven Bro. W. H.Kelley,
of Ohio, preached. He was assisted by
Bro. F~ G. Pitt. Bro. Kelley spoke from
the .text, "We know that we are of God."
FRIDAY, APRIL 11TH.

The social meeting at nine o'clock was
presided over by Brn. J. C. Fosf5 and F.
G. Pitt.
At half past ten o'clock the speaker was
Bro. James Caftall, and hi~ text was, "Lo
they have neglectfld the word of the
Lord." . Bro. J. C. Crabb assisted him.
The business session at two o'clock was
opened by. singing, ''Hark, listen to the
trumpeters:" Bro. Columbm Scott offered prayer.
The following report from the Twelve
was read:
In the matter referred to us concerning the
baptism of Bro. Peter Eaton, we report that the
quorum paSRt>d the following resolution:
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this quorum
that if the first baptism of Bro. Peter Eaton was
regular and Irgal that the second baptism is not
valid, and consequently neither his former standing in the church nor his priesthood is ·affected
thereby.
The organization of the Priest's and .of a
Teacher's quorum we placed in the hands of a
committee of our number consisting of Brn. E.
C. Briggs and G T Griffiths, who are authorized
to attend to the matter.
H. C SMITH, Sec. pro. tem.

It was moved to adopt the report. This
wa$ followed by an amendment adding
that the minister in charge make inquiry
as to the .legality of the first baptism.
This was discussed and it was then moved
to re-commit to the Twelve, which was
adopted.
'the recommendations of the committee
upon the form and order of ministry reports as partially discussed on the 9th inst.
was taken up, and it was moved to strike
out all after the enacting clause and insert
the following: ·
Resolved that the First Presidency and the
general church secretary be authorized to prepare a blank torm upon which all ministers are
hereby requested to report, and as briefly as possible. Be it further,
Resolved that the Board of Publication be requested to hereafter publish said reports, together with the minates of future General Conferences in pamphlet form, as supplements to the
Herald. instead of in the Herald columns as at
present published.

This was adopted and it was moved
thatJ oseph Luff and E. L. Kelley be that
committee. Following this the name 'of
W. W. Blair was pre~ented in the place
of Joseph Luff, and then .that the name of
Joseph Luff be substituted in place of E.
L. Kelley.
The previous question being ordered.
the motions were put upon their passage
and all of them were defeated.
It was then moved that Brn. Joseph
Smith and W. W. Blair compose that 1
com_mittee, whi~h prevailed, as also did the
motion that they be authorized to call to
their assistance such help as they may need
in the above work. Division being called
a standing vote showed· 103 in favor of and
2 opposed to the resolution.
A motion to revise the Rules. of Order
was made as follows:
That a committee of three be appointed by this
body to revise the Rules of Order, suggest;ng
whatever amendments are necessary, and collate
for publication therewith the principles and rules
governing in church representation and arrang·
ing the whole ready for publication, upon endorsement of the next annual conference.

This was adopted and then Brn. M. H.
Forscutt, Joseph Luff and E. L. Kelley
were nominated as said committee. Following this on separate motions it was
moved that the names of W. W. Blair, H.
A. Stebbins and 'J. R. Lambert be presented in substitution of the others. The
vote being taken upon this the amendment
was declared lost, and the original was adopted, by which M. H. Forscutt, Joseph
Luff arid E. L. Kelley were chosen as said
committee.
The following was presented and mdefinitely postponed:

r

It was spoken to, being favored by F.
G. Pitt, J. W. Johnson, Joseph Luff, E. L
Kelley, and opposed by M. T. Short. It
was then adopted.
The following was introduced and adoption moved:
Resolved, Th;;-i:-ih the opinion of this conference, the time has arrived when it may be expedient to establish an imtitulion of learriing
under the control or influence of our church organization, and to this end there shall be a committee appointed (by the body) to receive proposals for a location and take such other preliminary
measures as may be necessary; and. said com~
mittee are empowered ·after receiving such proposals to. make all necessary arrangements for
the establishment of such institution.

This was. defended by Brn •.M. P.
Madison, E. C. Brand, E .. L. Kelley and
C. H. Porter, after which it was adopted.
It was then moved that the committee
be limited to five, which motion was
amended by making the number seven
instead of five, and then the following
names were placed in nomination: E. L.
Kelley, J. H. Wells, Robert Winning, I.
1 L. Rog-ers, David Dancer, Daniel Hougas,
J. A. Robinson, Sis tel" Marietta Walker,
Alfred White, F. G. Pitt, G. A. Blakeslee.
,
The nominations being made a rising
vote was taken upon each with the following result:
J
G. A. Blakeslee, 104; I. L. Rogers;wz;
l E. L. Kelley, 98; David Dancer, 93;
! Robert Winning, 7~; F. G. Pitt, 6z; J.
A. Robinson, 6o; M. Wal~er, 52; Daniel
, Hougas, z8; Alfred White, 17; J. H.
Wells, 14.
The first seven were declared elected as
i the committee, namely, G. A. Blakeslee,
J I. L. Rogers, E. L. Kelley, David Dancer,
l Robert Winning, F. G. Pitt, and J. A.
1 Robinson.
!
A motion was made that we meet for
j business at nine o'clock tomorrow morning,
1 but this was opposed on account of nearly
eky quorum having meetings appointed,
1 and being put to vote it was defeated.
The session closed by singing, "Re1
I deemer of Israel" and the benediction pronounced by the president.
At the evening hour the house was
again, as upon each previous occasion for
preaching, filled to overflowing, the aisles
and the vestibule as well as the main body
of the house. Bro. J. S. Roth of Iowa
announced the hymns and offered prayer.
The sermon was by Bro. R. C. Evans of
London, Canada.

I
I

I
Whereas, the law provides that conferences I
shall be held as exigencies may demand, rather

than making the holding of annual and semi
annual conferences binding; and whereas the
holding of conferences necessitates a large expenditure of time and means; and whereas it is
desirable and necessary that the traveling ministry should be well represented in the conferen·
ce~, therefore be it resolved that when this conference adjourns it does so to meel on the day
and month which may be designated, in the year
1892.
}AMES CAFFALL,
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.

The adoption of the following
moved.

was

Whereas, the undertaking of building a place
ample to accommodate the Saints for public worship at Independence, Missouri, has required an
outlay of means greater than the Saints of the
It was then moved
Independence branch have been able to raise
That the whole matter be referred to a comthemselves; and
mittee of seven, to report as soon as possible.
Whereas, the services of Bro. Joseph Luff have
This was favored by A. Haws, C. H .. been for the past three years and are now rePorter, J. A. Robinson and R. Etzen- stricted in great measure to looking after this
work, and under the present outlook will neces.
nouser, and opposed b"Y M. T. Sbort, F. sarily
by reason of this be fur: her kept from his
G. Pitt,
T. Kinnaman, R. S. Salyards ministerial work for a long time; and
and E. L. Kelley. The previous questiori
Whereas, ·the Bishopric of the Church is the
was then ordered and the motion to refer proper department to take charge of and see af.
ter the construction of buildings and expenditure
was lost.
of church funds generally.
Then the question being upon th~
Therefore, be it Resolved that this conference
amendment it was adopted; after which instruct and authorize the Bishooric of the
the report of the committee, as thus Church to take such steps as they' shall deem
proper, and as they may satisfactorily arrange
amended was adopted.
The following was presented and with the local committee of said church, to take
charge of said work and raise such special fund
·moved:
as shall be necessary to meet the indebtedness'
Resolved that a committee of two be selected
and completion of said structure, and that the
by this body to prepare an article representing
said Luff shall as soon as such arrangements
the faith and principles of the church, for standare perfected in a satisfactory manner to the
ard encyclopedias and school histories.
Bishopric and local committee" be released from

J.

personal oversight, so as to enable him to dis·
charge the duties of his office as one of the
Twelve.
A. RoBINSON,
R. ETZE~HOUSER.

I

SATURDAY, APRIL I2TH.

At nine o'clock was held the usual
prayer and testimony service, Brn. D. K.
Dadson and Daniel Hougas being in
chnrge. Like the previous occasion it was
a session of peace and quietness in the
Lord's Spirit.
The hour for preaching' was occupied
by Pres. Joseph Smith, prayer being offered hy Mark H. For~cutt. Pres. Smith's
sermon was a continuation upon the text
of last Sunday, "l wilr build my church,"
and was more especially upon the harmo-
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ny and peace that should exist between
the various quorums of the ministry in
their effort to carry on the work of God.
It was to the whole body a timelv and an
acceptable sermon, delivered feelingly and
received with joy.
At the afternoon business session the
assembly sung, "Now be the gospel ban-.
ner in every land unfurled." Prayer by
J. W. Gillen.
The minutes were read, following
which thereport of the committe appointed yesterday was presented:
Committee on establishment of an institution
of learning under church influences held meeting
in basement of church at Lamoni, April rzth,
1890 Opened with prayer by J. A. Robinson.
Bishop G. A. Blakeslee was appointed president,
Robert Winning secretary, and David Dancer
treasurer. The following motions were adopted:
Resolved, That the committee take measures
to secure. a proper fund for carrying Into eftect
the resolution relative to the establishment of an
institution of learning passed by the conference
on yesterday and to this end that we open proper
subscription books and arrange for a speCial
f.und to be known as the "College fund," for this
purpose.
'!.'hat E. L .. Kelley and Robert Winning be a
committee to prepare the necessary subscription
lists and books. Carried.
That the personal canvas be under the direct
supervision of the Bishopric, they. appointing
suitable persons to solicit subscriptions. Carried.
That all. a.uth<irized canvassers be instructed to
report monthly to the secretary whose duty is to
collect all.monies and to turn over same to the
tr¢asu~er, taking his receipttherefor. Carried ..
That when committee adjourns it sl)all be subject to the call of the president or that of a wajority ofthe committee. Carried.
That we l!d9pt the installment plan of subscription, one fifth of the amount subscribed to be due
and payable six months from April 6th, 1890, apd
the balance In equal payments every ,three months
thereafter. AJl subscriptions made after October 6th, l89o, will be due and payable, the first installment of one fifth three months from date of
sal~ subscription, and the balance in equal installments each three months until paid. Carried,
That the secretary communicate with LamC>rii
College Committee and subsc.ribers1 and if possibl.e secure the turning over to this commitee of
all cash and other subscriptions made •.Carri~<L
That. the treasurer and . secretary be cal]ed uponto g'hre bonds in such amounts as the Bishopric may determine; said bonds to be subject to
the approval of the Bishopric.
Motio.n to adjourn carded. Benediction by
Bishop Blakeslee.
·
RoBERT WINNlNG, Secretary,

The request was adopted as being the
wiU ofthe body assembled.
The re.so:lutiol) concerning the ministry
being absent from their fields, as d.eferred
from the .session of 1889, was taken from
the table and on motion was. inddinitely
postponed.
The .resolution about tobacco that was
presented by the Fifth Quorum of Elders
at the sessionof 1888 was also considered
and then referred to the .Twelve;
Likewise the. request froni the First
Qu<>rum of Priests that Priests be allowed
ex..ctficio privileges,and another from them
asking that the Bishop consider their calling and choose l;lgents from among the
Prh:;sts as well as from the Elders, were
up and the first part was referred to
•u•o.·,.,•vu,tl1ittee app?inted at this o.;uJu''"<m<:"'
Bo?k of Rules,
referred

INTS' HERALD.
Des Moines district concerning endorsing
the teachings of Joseph Smith, the Martyr;
which was embraced in the minutes of the
8th instantwas brought up and indefinitely
postponed in consequence of what follows.
The subjoined revelation received during· this conference was now read by Pres.
Blair:
Unto My servants, the First Presidency and the
Traveling High Council of My church; Thus
Saith the Spirit:
r. The Epistle is to be left without arproval,
or disapproval by the Conference, as the judgment of the Quorum of the Twelve, until further
experience shall have tested the matters therein
stated. In .the meantime, branches and thei\:
officers, and districts and. their officers are to be
considered as ·provided for by My law to carry on
the work of the ministry in caring for the membership of the church, and to relieve the Twelve
and Seventy from the vexation and anxiety of
lOoking after local organizations when effected.
When branches and districts are organized; they
should be so organized. by direction of the conferences, or bv the personal presence and direction of the Twelve, or some member of that
quorum who may bein charge, If practicable; or,
if a branch; by the president of· the. district with
tl;le consent, knowledge and direction of the .missionary in charge, when circumstances prevent
the missionary in charge being present.
z. A branch may be presided over by a high
priest, an elder, priest, teacher, or deacon, chosep
and sustained by the vote of the branch, Dis·
tr!cts may be presided over by a high priest, or
an elder, who shall be. received and sustained in
his office by the vote of the district. If a branch,
or district be large he w.ho is chosen to preside
should be an high priest, U there be one possesseil
of the spirit of wisdom. to administef in the offi~e
of president; or if an elder be chosen who may
by experience be. found qualified to preside, as
soon as practicable thereafter he shpuld be ordained an high . priest by the spirit of wisdom and
revelation in theone ordaining, and by direction
of a high counpil, or general ponference, as required in the la)V.
3· There should be<no ·conflict .or jealousy of
authority. between the quorums of .the church;
all are necessary and equally honorable, each in
its place. The Twelve and Seventy are traveling
ministers and preachers of the gospel, to persuade
men to obey the truth; the hi~h priests and
elders holding the same priesthood. are the standing ministers to the church, having the watchcare of the membership and nurt11fing and sustainin~ them, under the direction and instruction
of the Presidency and the Twelve. The Seventy.
when traveling by the voice of ~he cr'urch, or
sent by the Twelve to minister the. word where
the Twelve can not go, are in the powers o.f their
ministration apostles'-those sent,_and in meetings .where no organization exi,sts should preside,
if. no member of the Twelve; ot Presidency be
present.
4· In both branches arid districts the presiding
officers should be considered and respected in
their offices; nevertheless, the. traveling presiding councils of the church being made by the
law, their calling and the voice of the church the
directing, regulating and advising authorities of
the. church, arid represen'ting- it abroad, should
when present in either district or branch be regarded and considered as the leadi~g representative authorities of, the chur~h, an.d be respected
as such, their counsel and .advice be sought an.d
respected when given; and in cases of conflict,
or extremity, their decision should. be listened to
and regarded, s~bject to.the appeal and adjudication provided for in the .Jaw.
5· fte that heareth. hiin that. is sent 'heareth
the I:ord who ~ent him, if l).e be .called of God
and be sent .by the voice of. the church;
6 Iri these triatters. there is no conflict in the

law:

·

7 ln matters
duct ar:isin~. in.
ilks df those bFaru"hels
;wthor1zj)q

traveling councils taking cognizance of those
only in which the law and usages of the church
are involved, and the general interests of the.
church are concerned. Where cases of difficulty
are of long standing, the council may requirelocal authorities to adjust them; and in ca;;e of
failure to do so, may regulate them a:> required
by their office and duty; and this that the work
and church may not be put to shame and the
preaching of the word be hindered.
8. That the traveling council of the Twelve
may be better prepared to act as a q'.lorum, my
servant A. H. Smith may be chosen president of
the Twelve, and any one of the council be chosen
to act as its secretary, until the quorum be fiHed,
or other instruction be given.
9· Those who were presented by the High
Priests for ordination to their number, if approved by the council of the High Priests now pres·
ent, ·and the conference, may be ordained; and
from their number there may be selected by a
committee of conference composed of one of the
First Presidency, the president of the Twelve
and one other to be chosen by the ~ouncil of
twelve, the president of the High Priests and one
other to be chosen by that council of their number, a sufficient number to fill the vacancies how
existing in the High Council, that the High
Council may be properly organized and prepared
to .hear matters of grave importance when pre·
sented to them. And this committee shall mak'e
these selections according to the spirit of '!Visdom
and revelation that shall be given unto them. to
provide that such council may be conven.ed at
any General Conference when emergency may
demand, byreason of their residing at or near to
places where conferences may be held.
10. The Presidents of Seventy are instructed
to select from the several quorums of elders such
as are qualified and in a condition: to take. upon
them the office of Seventy, that they may be ordained unto the filling of the !Jrst quorum of
Seventy. In making these selections the, presidents of Seventy should confer ~ith the several
quorums before so selecting, an.d be guide~ by
wisdom and the Spirit of revejation, choosing
none but men of good repute. '
JoSEPH SMITH of Presidency.
LAMONI, April 8th, 1890.

After the reading Pres. Blair called upon
the quorull1s in their order tQ .state i( thev
had examined and accepted ~he revelation
in their quorum assemblies, ?nd the p~esi
dents of the several bodies made answer
that they had. Following this answerthe
members of each quorum who were willi~g to accept it in the assembly arose to
their fe~t, and . the vote was unanimous in
each, in the following order:
Of the Quorum. of. Twelve present and
voting ro members; of the High Pri.est's
Quorum 10 members; of the Seve11ty 27
members; of the various quorums of Elders 69 mem hers; of the Bishopric 2; of
the Priests r 5; of the Teachers 19; and of
the I)eacon's Quorum 5 metnbers, · After
that it was placed before the whole1 body
of officials, members,. bnit)1ren and· sis"
ters, and likevvise received'. and adopted
by a rising vote. The negative being
called for among the various quorums .and
in the body, but none. voted against. the
acceptance of ~he word of. the Lord so.
reyealed to his servant the president .of ·
the church. . . . .
.
. It was. then asked of the• High Priest's
.Quop1m. if th.ey still . recommended for
ordination. those heretofore natl1ed. It was
replied .. that o~e had . bee~ •dropped for .
cause a year ago and that another had.
tedJhat he. did not at
· .· · see the
ter plearly .enough>
Said
rum :dso preseQted .the

tc

·
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Priests' quorum that the_ quorum have taken in
consideration the names approved by them two
yt=ars ago and that the following wa§ adopted:
· Resoived, That, pursuant to the revelation received this conference, that the High Priests'
Quorum recommend for ordination to the office
• of High Priest the following names:
r. David Chambers. 2. Calvin A. Beebe. 3·
Jalrus M Putney. 4· Asa S. Cochran. 5; Frederick G. Pitt. 6. James H. Peters. 7· Jacob W.
Waldsmith. 8. Charles E. Butterworth. 9· William Anderwn,
IO John A. Robinson.
II.
·Robert M. Elvin. In behalf of the quorum,
H. A. STEBBINS,
Secretary of the quorum.

The recommendations for ordination
were adopter!;
The Epistle of the Twelve, as published ·in the minutes of r8S8 was taken up
and indefinitely postponed.
The High Priests Quorum presented
their regular repott of meetings and business done, but one item being objected to
the. report was referred back to the quorum.
The following report from the quorum
of Seventy was read:
_The quorum of Seventy has been represented by
thirty-one members present. Reports have been
received from fifty-eight members, which show
their record of baptisms during the past year to
be 48_s.
Of our number fifty-two have been report~d
to the quorum of Twelve as available for the
field.
B. V. Springer was dropped from the Seventies. U. W. Greene of Maine was ordained a
Seventy.
We have· held a number of bus.iness sessions
and one prayer meeting, in which business of importance has been transacted, and the Spirit of
the Lord has at times been with us in poweJ\ acknowledging our past labOI'S and present efforts.
Our number remains as last reported-64.
The quorum of Seventy has carefully examined the revelation ;tlready accepted by the First
Presidency and Quorum of Twelve and unanimously endorsed it.
The following. resolution was adopted: Inasmuch as there is great diversity of opinion in regard to the meaning of the Word of Wisdom
and no uniformity of teaching among the ministry concerning it, we ask the conference'to give
a definition of it that shall be authoritative.
An additional report was made by one of our
number. The tollowing six named persons were
selected by the presidents of Seventy for otdination to the· office of Seventy, according to the
commandment. Those named have received the
endorsement of the Seventies. Cornelius A.
Butterworth, F. M. Cooper, J. A. Currie, Junior,
Levi Phelps, L. W. Powell, E. B. Mor!!an.
Signed,
E. C. BRAND, Pres't.,
R. S. SALYARDS, Sec.
First Quorum of Seventy.

The recommendations for ordination
were considered and adopted, Brn. Cooper,
Currie, Powell and Morgan each expressing his willingness to accept the
office of a Seventy and to labor t!-:erein.
The ordinations of Bro. ButtPrworth, who
is in Australia, and Levi Phelps, of Michigan, were also approved by the body.
It was then resolved that the clause in
the report that refers to the "Word of
Wisdom" he laid on the table. A rising
vote being clemanded showed 65 to 42 in
favor of so disposing of it.
The report of the First Quorum of
Elders was read:
We have held two meetings at which unity and
good will prevailed.
The following were enrolled to fill vacancies:
Mortimer B. Williams. Charles A. Parkin, Lorenzo W. Powell, and John McKenzie.

The committee appointed at
session to investigate the case of complaint of Bro. John
Beaird, report that they found nothing in the
pp,se~sion of the quorum against him.
,
Financial report of the secretary: On hand and
received $z 39 collection $z.6s, total $5 04.
Verbal reports: J. S. Snively, M. McHarness,
H. N Snively, A B. Moore, Wm. Anderson, R.
Lyle, Jos. Boswell.
.
Written reports: Samuel Ackerly,]. W. Brackenbury, Henry Broadway, John Beaird, David
Brand, C. A. Beebe, 0. J. Bailey, A. S. Cochran,
J.D. Craven, C. A. Coombs, D. K. Dod•on, G.
E. Deuel, R. R. Dana, J.P. Dillen, Lehi Ellison,
R, M. Elvin, .E. J. French, A. Hayer, Thomas
Hoi1ga~. D. Hotigas, C. W. Hawkins, Geo. H.
Hulmes, D .. L. Harris, D. S. Hol~es, Geo. Hicklin, E. F. Hyde, Hans Hansen. J. P. Johnston, A.
Kent, E L. Kelley, John S. Keir, James Kemp,
Wm. A. Moore, Robt. McKinzie, Wm Newton,
F. G. Pitt, Wm Powell, C. C. Reynolds, Jerome
Ruby, E. Rannie Jr., F. P. Scarcliff, J. M. Stubbert Chas. Sheen, M. Shaw, Mahlt'm Smith, E.
Tho'mas, J.Thomas, L.W.Torrance, D.Williams,
S. Woods, A. White, V. White, R. Warnock, S.
0. Waddell, Thos. Whiting, S. Butler, Geo. S.
Yerrington.
All do not 'keep a careful record of labor performed, we are not able to give a full and complete report of the work done by the members of
this quorum. A large number serve the church
to preside over branches and districts. Baptisms
reported I3.S; confirmations, blessjngs of children,
marriages, preaching· and administering to the
sick all reported.
The officers were directed to
issue a revised circular letter. In g·ospel bonds,
RoBT. M . ELVIN, Pres.
V. WHITE, Sec.
MEMORIAL.

Whereas, In the providence of God our beloved brother, Abraham Hendrickson, has been removed from our midst by the messenger of death,
and whereas we highly esteemed him lor his
faithfulness and godly zeal for the cause of truth,
therefore be it resolved, that we tender our expression of condolence and sympathy to the
bereaved, praying God to bless them in their loss,
which is our loss as well.
And further-more, Whereas the silent messen~rer has called from our midst Bro. Wall ace
W .. Wood, one who has ever been faithful to his
work as a minister for Christ, and while we deeply deplore the los• we have sustained in the departure of our brother, we rejoice in the belief
that he has gone to join the grand hosts whorejoice evermore. We extend our heartfelt sympathy unto the bereaved.
F. G. PITT,}
A. WHITE,
Committee.
D. HouGAS

Tbe Second Quorum of Elders reported:
The Second Quorum of Elders have held five
meetings in the lower room of the Saints'
Church, Lamoni, Iowa, from the 8th to the
12th inclusive. Fortv-nine of our members
have reported in person or by letter, showing
six hundred and sixty-one discourses preached, fifty-nine baptisms, forty-five confirmations,
five ordinations, thirty-five children blessed, two
hundred and twenty sick administered to, and
thirteen marriages solemnized. Eleven of our
members have acted as branch presidents, five as
district presidents, three as branch priests, two
as teachers, one .as clerk, three as Bishop's
agents, five as General Conference appointees,
and one as district secretary.
The following elders were added to the quorum; A. M. Fyrando, C. D. Carter, W. R. Calhoon, John H. Hunt, T. J. Martin, and E. F'.
Shupe. The following brethren were recommended to the Twelve for missions: C. E. Butterworth, D. M. Rudd, F. M. Cooper, W. S.
Pender, G. W. Shute, E. E. Wheeler, and J.
.Armstrong. The name of Lewis Davis was
dropped from the quorum for apostasy. During
our meetings there were fourteen members in attendance, and our meetings, on the whole, were
quite interesting and beneficial.
WILLIAM CHAMBERS, Pres,
) OSEPH SEDDON, Sec.

The Third Quorum of Elders reported:
Third Quorum of Elders held three meetings
during the session of conference at which reports
were read from thirty-eighto£ the quorum, showing 950 sermons preached, 53 baptisms, 68 con'
firmations, 4 ordinations, 65 children blessed, 12
marriages solemnized, 365 administrations to the
side
A court was appointed to examine certain
charges lodged with the quorum against Bro.
Wm. M. Goreham. They reported him guilty
of but one of the specifications and upon his confession to the quorum and the other parties concerned he was freely forgiven and restored to full
membel·ship and quorum privileges.
"
Fourteen of the quorum were present, all expressing a desire to reach out, do more and come
up higher. Brn. Charles_R. Dm:lcan, P. B. Seaton, David Mcintosh, S. R. Hay and Walter M.
Self were received, into the quorum, making the
number 96 The same officers were continued, .
namely: J. T. Kinnaman president, J. M. Terry
secretary, with Bro. T .. W. Chatburn and J. M.
Terry as counsellors.
J. T. KINNAMAN, Pres.,
J. M. ':fERRY, Sec.

The First Quorum of Priests reported:
A call was made for the First Quorum of
Priests to meet, but there being but five members
present no business was done. The following
brethren were present: R: May, P. Peterson, E.·
Sparks, L. .Fowler, and J. B. G'ouldsmith reported. Reports were also received from W. H.
Kelley, C. P. Faul, L. C. Danielson, C. H. Derry,
G. F. Weston, D. C. White, 0. H. Brown, F.
Steffe.
J. B. GouLDSMITH, Pres.
R. MAY, Sec., pro. tem.

The following in relation to Sundayschool work was presented:
\illhereas, the Sunday-school movement in the
church, which is becoming an important part <>f
the work of the body of Christ, has now arrived
at that period of its existence that it invites and
needs assistance and encouragement as well as
recdgnition in a more general and definite way,
Therefore, be it
Resolved, that this conference appoint a committee whose duty shall be to devise ways and
means towards the further establishment of the
Sunday-school work, with a view to making it a
department of regular church work and care.
F. M. SHEEHY.
E. L. KELLEY.

It was amended, providing that the
committee be composed of five persons, and
after being'~poken upon by F. M. Sheehy,
F. G. Pitt, E. B. Morgan, E. C. Brand
;md William H. Kellf'y it was adopted.
F. M. Sheehy, S. B. Kibler, R. S. Salyards and Srs. Marietta Walker and Belle
Robinson were appointed as said committee.
The following was moved:
Whereas, the publication of the financial reports of the ministry is attended with great expense, and whereas, the law only provides for
elders making reports to the Bishop, therefore be it
Resolved, that such publication be discontinued.

On motion the matter was deferred to
the next General Conference.
MISS TONS.

The following report from the First
on missions was read:
MISSIONS OF THE QUORUM OF TWELVE
RECOMMENDED BY THE PRESIDENCY.

r. A. H. Smith and E. C. Briggs, as associates
in charge of Northern Illinois, Northern

Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Manitoba and
North· Western Ohio; the boundaries of this
last portion to be arranged between them
~.nd G. T. Griffiths.
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2. J. H. Lake: Dominion of Canada, excepting
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in charge.
3· W. H. Kelley and Joseph Luff as associates in
charge of New England States, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, New York, New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, with Delaware,
Maryland, and District of Columbia, added.
4· James Caffall: Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico and Ka·nsas, in charge.
5· Joseph R. Lambert: Iowa and Missouri, in
charge.
6. Heman C. Smith and T. W. Smith as. associates in charge of California, Oregon, N tvada, Washington and Arizona.
7· J. W. Gillen, Southern Illinois, Southern Indiana, Eastern Missouri, and those divisions
known as the South-Eastern and SouthWestern Missions, which embrace all the
Southern States, Indian Territory included,
in charge.
S. G. T. Griffiths: Western Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, and Ohio except the
north-western .counties, in charge.
JOSEPH SMITH, I p 'd
W. W. BLAIR, ) resJ eljcy.
These appointments were approved by
vote of the conference.
The report of the Twelve, with their
recommendations for ministry appointments was read, as follows:
The Quorum of Twelve have considered and
now present for the consideration of the Conference the following recommendations for missions:
I. J. W. Wight: Australia and New Zealand,
in charge.
2. R. J. Anthony: Rocky Mountain Mission,
in charge.
3· L. R. Devore: Society Islands, if practicable, in charge.
4· J. C. Foss: Eastern Mission.
5: J. C. Clapp: Pacific Slope Mission.
6. W. J. Smith: Michigan, Northern Indiana
andCanapa.
7· Peter Anderson: Rocky Mountain Mission.
S. A. J. Moore: Texas.
.
9· A. H. Parsons: .Eastern Mission.
IO. R. C. Evans: Canada.
u. Arthur Leverton: Canada.
I2• Joseph F. Burton: Pacific Slope Mission.
13. James Moler: Ohio an.d Virginia.
14: Henry K,emp: Fremont and Pottawattamie
Districts, Iowa.
I 5· John Smith: Eastern Mission.
r6. John Thomas: Kentucky and Tennessee.
17. Thomas. Daley: Pacific Slope Mission.
r8. M. H. Bond: Eastern Mission.
19. J. A. Cfi:rpenter: Michigan,
.
z.o. T. J. Be~ttty: under G. T. Griffiths.
21. I. N. White: Kansas and Missouri.
22: Jose\)h Lakeman: Eas.tern Maine, as circumstances permit.
23; H. ~. Hansen: Pott:awattamie. District,
Iowa.
24. C. Scott: Easter.n Mission.
25, .H. L. Holt: Pacific Slope Missjon, as circumstances permit.
. 26. M. M.'l;'urpen: South-Eastern Mission.
27. E. C. Brand: Kansas.
zS, Thomas Matthews: Ohio and West Vir•
ginia;
29. J. S. Roth: Eastern Iowa and Des Moines
DMricts.
30. J. B. Lytle: referreCI to Missionary in Nebraska.
31. J. Arthur Davies: .Minnesota.
32. I. N. Roberts: Minnesota and the Dakotas. ·
33· Warren E. Peak: Nodaway District, Missouri.
34- Evan A. Davies: Southern Missouri.
35' James McKiernan: Des Moines District,
Iowa.
·
36. M. T. Short: Michig~nand Northern Indiana.
3'i· W .. M. Rurnel: NeJ:>raska.
38. H. H._ Robinson: Northern. Illinois.
39,Duncan Campbell: _North~ East Missouri
and Pecatur l)istrict. . ·
40,/~~a~c M~ S!llith: Scmthern ~11i!loi.s.
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104. Levi Phelps: Michigan.
41. Hyrum 0. Smith: Gallands Grove Dis105. Holmes J. Davidson: Nova Scotia.
trict
106 Swen Swenson: Independence Di&trict,
42. G. H. Hilliard: SoJ.lthern Illinois, KenMissouri.
·
tucky and Tennessee.
107. C. H. Porter: Nebraska._
43 U. W. Greene: Eastern Mission.
xoS Henry Grim: Texas.
44 F. M. Sheehy: Eastern Mission.
109 Arthur Mortimer: Canada.
4S 0. B. Thomas: Southern Iowa.
no. C. H. Jones: .Southern Iowa.
46 Thomas E. Jenkins: Wales, iti .charge.
III. H. J. Grant: Michigan, as circumstanc47· Thomas Taylor: English Mission, in
es permit.
.
charge.
II2. E. J. Martindale: Michigan, as circum4S. Charles Derry: Little Sioux District, Iowa.
stances permit.
.
49· D. S. Mills: California.
II3· E. N. Webster: Massachusetts District,
so. J. C. Crabb: Nauvoo and String Prairie
referred to missionary in charge and Bishopric.
District.
II4 I. P. Baggerly: Southern Indiana and
5I. E. M. Wildermuth: Arkansas, as circumKentucky.
stances permit.
II5· J. E. Holt: California.
52. J. F. McDowell: Little Sioux District, Iowa.
u6. J. S. Snively: Referred to missionary In
53· J. L. Bear: Far West District, Missouri,
charge of Canada and the Bishopric.
as circumstances permit.
r 17. Thomas C. Kelley: Rt>ferred to mis•ion54 J. F. Mintun: N. W. Iowa, as circumstan- "
ary in charge of Southern Illinois and Bishopees permit.
ric.
55 J. A. Davies: Southern Kansas, as circumuS. John R. Evans: Rocky Mountain Misstances permit.
sion.
56 Lloyd W. Wells: Southern Iowa as cir·
II9· W. J. Trembath: Victoria, Australia.
cumstances permit.
120. John Johnston: Decatur District, Iowa.
57· W. H. Griffin: Kentucky and Tennessee.
121. J. H. Wells: Missouri, (self-sustaining.)
5S. F. M. Cooper: Northern Illinois.
122 . Gomer R. Wells: Missouri, (self:sus.~9. G. W. Shute: North-west Kansas.
talning)
6o. R. Etzenhouser: Under J.. W. Gillen.
123. John W. Peterson: Referred to mission6r. M. R Scott: Southern I 0 diana.
ary in charge of Illinois and Bishopric.
62. J. A. Mcintosh: Canada.
124. Frank Hackett: Wisconsin, as circum63 V. D. Baggerlv: Southern Indiana.
stances permit.
64. T. J. Martin: Releit~ed.
125. H. A. Stebbins: Decatur District, Iowa.
65. D. L. Shinn; West Virginia.
126. M. H. Forscutt: Saint Joseph, Miss.;,un:
66 D. S. Crawley:. referred to missionary in
127.
R. M. Elvin: Nebraska.
charge of Kansas, and Bishopric.
12S. M. P. Madison: Nodaway District, Mis~
67. John Shields: Canada.
sour!, as circumstances permit.
6S P. B. Seaton: Kentucky and Tennessee.
129. John Kaler: Independence District, Mis~.
69 Alfred White: released.
seuri, as circumstances permit.
70. Emsley Curtis: Missouri.
130. L. W.$Goodrich: South-east Ol)io and
7r. Thomas Whiting: Eastern Mission.
West Virginia, asdrcumstances permit.
72, Samuel Brown: Canada.
131. Wm. Davis:. Michigan, (self-sustaining).
73· L. W. Powell: Ohio and Western Penri132. H. R. Harder: Decatur District, Iowa,
sylvania.
74· T. W. Williams: Ohio and Western Penn- as circumstances permit.
133· D. L. Harris: California, as circum~
sylvania.
stances permit.
·
75- Robt. Oehring: North and South Dakota.
134· L. F. -Daniels: Central Indiana..
76. ·C. E. Butterworth: Far West DistriCt,
Respectfully submitted,
· •.
Missouri.
HEMAN c. SMrT!1, Sec. pro te1Jt.
77· D. M,. Rudd: Gallands Grove District,
Iowa.
After a few remarks upop. some points
7S. J. G. Scott: Southern Indiana.
the whole list of appointments was ap79 Leonard Scott: Michigan and Northern
Indiana.
.
proved.
·
So. Thomas W.el!ington : South Iowa and
Appointments were made, a hymn was
North Missouri.
sung and Bro. A. H. Smith pronounced
81. J. J. Cornish:. Michigan.
the benediction.
Sz. FC. Smith:. Michigan.
The evening was devoteri .as before an83. J . .(\.Currie, Jun: Texas.
S4. C. G. Lanphear: East Iowa and West nounced, to the Sundav-school exercises
Illinois.
..
•
.· ·
proposed, there being two addresses made
S.~· E. W. Nunley: Texas and Tennessee.
by
.Brn, M. H. Bond and Joseph Luff.
S6 W. S. Pender:. Wisconsin and Northern
The singing was by the Sunday-schools
Illinois.
87. Hiram Rathbun:. Michigan and Northern of Lamoni and Lucas, under their r~;spec
Indiana, as circumstances permit.
tive leaders.
· S8. F. P. Scarcliff: Mississippi 11nd Alabajlla,
as circumstances per.mit.
SUNDAY, APRIL 13TH.
S9 C. R. Du.ncan: Virginia,
90 J. D. Erwin: Arkans-as .
From. nine o'clock until. half past ten
91. "G. R Scogin: referred to Missionary In
the time was occupied by the Lamoni
charge and Bishopric.
Sunday-school in illustrating the methods
92 R. L. Ware: Central Missouri District.
of teaching used in the. ~chooL R:; S.
93· James :Brown: Pittsburgh and Kirtland
District.
· ·
Salyards was in charge and he was asslsted
94· J;T. Kinnaman: Far WestDistrict, Mis- by sister. Lucy Lyons and _brethren
A.
souri.
Gunsollv and Wilson Hudson.
·
95· E. E. }Vheeler: Kewanee District, Illinojs.
At nine o'clock a prayer meeting <.:on~
96. C. A. Butterworth: Australian Mission.
97· James Thomas: Nodaway District, Mis- vened in .the basement presided over by J!
·
souri.
H. Lake and T• C. Crabb.
9S. Daniel Brown: California, as clrcumstllil·
At the hour for preaching the congre 7 •
ces permit.
.
·
99 T; J. Lawn: California, as circumstances g'ation sung, "How will W(Saints rejoice
to tell." Bro.
A. Cttrrie dferefl pt;l.yer"'
permit.
. .
100. Wm, Giqson: Southern California:
After singing,."Glorious things aresu~g.
101, Sydney G. Wright: California.
, of ZiQ!l," Pres~ Joseph . Sniith preached·
102. Albert Ha~s: .Sand.wich Islands, the first
presipency and missionary in charge of Pacific upon the similarity that .exiFfts betwe~;n th~
Slope Mission to arrange for one. to. accompany work and comm!].tldments of God in this
him.
· an,d past ages of tJle worl<;l)
!03'. E._ A. Steaqman: ·.. MJnnesota.
All th~ space b~ing o¢~?pied

J.

J.
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.floor abo-ve it was necessary that the re- Hudson, T. P. Green, Jackson Goodale, J. W.
mainder of the. gathering . people should Chatburn, George Sweet,· S. S. Wilcox, and D.
S . .Mills by .letter.
occupy the basement of the building~
The secretary reported ·the· deaths of Ern. H.
. Ther.e Bro. :F. M. Shee~y of Maine P. Brown and p. P. Young, and copies of the
preached in the forenoon assisted by Bro~· "In .M.emoriam" were authorized to be sent to
Columbus Scott of Michig-an. In theaf- their families.
The revelationreceived by the president of the
tetnoon Bro. M. T. Short preached in the Church
during this· session was read, taken up
same place, aSsisted by Bro. G. T. Grif- section by section, and adopted fn full.
fiths, and in the evening Brn. J. C. Crabb
Bro. Mark H. Forscutt was selected to act
and J. A. Robinson conducted the services. with President Derry, in accordance with the
At the noon intermission eleven were revelation, as .two of the committee to make the
choice spoken. of, namely that of a High Council
baptized by Bro; M. H. Forscutt.
.for the Church>
In the afternoon on the main floor Bro.
The quorum also asks that the conference proE. L. Kelley, :of Ohio, preached, assisted vide for the ordina':ion of the brethren who have
by J. A. Ca~penter of Michig-an:. . The been chosen· as High Priests at this session.
Respectfully submitted;
evening discourse was by Joseph Luff, of
·CHARLES DERRY, Pres.,
Mis~ouri. He was assistecl by Heman C.
H. A. STEBBINS, Sec.
Smith, of California.
The requestthat the otdination of those
chosen to the High Priesthood be attendMONDAY, APRIL r4TH.
ed.to was sanctioned, as was a like request
Beg-inning at nine o'clock the whole from the Seventy concerning those wbo
forenoon was. devoted to a prayer and have been chosen to that quorum.
testimony service, during- which those who
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
were baptized on vesterdav were confirmed by brethren Forscutt, Elvin and Pitt. ·
The report of the Fifth Quorum of EIIn the aftemoon hymn 19 was sung, ders was read:·
"Come thou fyunt of every blessing-," and
We have held six sessions ih which we had an
Charles Derry offered prayer. The min- average of twelve in attend(l_nce. Peace and
unity prevailed.
utes of Saturday and Sunday were read.
Last year we had eleven men under general
A further report from the Twelve was appointment.
read:
The following 22 have been recommended for
The Quorum of Twelve hereby presen_t an additional report as follows:
In rderence to the case of Bro. Pete1· Eaton
which was recommitted to us, fhe f!)Jlowing was
passe<:!:
Whereas it is impossible for us to obtain all
the evidence necessary in the Peter Eat0n case,
we a're of the opinion that it should be referred
to the missionaries in charge so that a full examination and prbper decision may be had.
:2rn Joseph R. Lambert of our number was
chosen to act with the president of the Quorum
on the committee provided for in the late revela·
tion for· choosing High Priests to form the High
Council.
The following missions were decided upon and
are hereby recommended:
135; Riley Turnbow; Kentucky and Tennessee. Self-sustaining.
r36. James Adair; Kentucky and Tennessee.
Self-sustaining.
137. D. K. Dodson; Pottawattamie District,·
Iowa. As circumstances permit.
138. Robert Davis; Michigan, if arrangements
can be made with the missionaries in charge and
Bishopric.
I39· James Kemp; Colorado. As circumstan~
ces permit.
Respectfully submitted,
HEMAN C. SMITH, Sec.

On account of ill health J. R. Lambert
objected to serving on the committee named, therefore that part of the report was
r~::i-c;·red back to that quorum for further
action, and the remainder was approved.
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM.

The report of the High Priest's Quorum
was read:
Being so instructed we report to this conference in behalf of the High Priests' Quorum as
follows:
That three meetings have been held, and that
the following members of the quorum are present at this conference, namely: Charles Derry,
president, Mark H. Forscutt, counsellor, "also
John Landers, James \Vhitehead, I. L. RogPrs,
Winthrop H Blair, J C. Crabb, G A. Blakeslee,
R C. Elvin, George Derry, David Dancer. C. G.
L·1nphere, and H. A. Stebbins,-thirteen. These
reported in person (excepting one not present. at
the meetings), and brethren W. B. Smith, H. J.

they baptized are: T. Wellington rr,
houser 39,L. Phelps 9, V. D. Baggerly 8,J. A.
Mcintosh 5, E Delong 28, W. A. McDowell r,
E. A. Steadman r, L. H. ·Ezzell I; J. Shields 13,
J.D. Erwin 2, J .. A. Currie Jr., 19, A. E .Mortimer 3 A. L. Whittaker ro, H. Grim 9 E. Curtis
38, A. Haws 9, S. Brown 5, F. Hackett 2, N•.
RumP!. J. Allen, R. Oehring 5, G . Reese I, T . J.
Bell, J. Houston, W. 0. Thomas,]. R. Anderson,
V. B Anderson, W. Williams, R. H. Wight,R A.
Atwell,]. M. Tousley, W. Kendricks,]. Richards,
F. B .. Moyers, F. Lofty, A. Neeser, J. E. Reese 6,
S. ,Stone, W. N. Ray, J. Pett, N. Stamm., G. W.
Walters, J. Lampert. J. H. Long 7, J. W. Whittaker, G. S: Lincoln 9, J. G. Smith, G. Gould;C .
J. HaV(kins, A. S. Davidson, w. Sparling, J. L.
Mortimer, T. C. Kelley, I. P. Bag-gerly I, C. G.
Gould, L L Babbitt, J. Drown, W. G. Pert, f:i.
Orton, H. Southwick 3, T. N. Fields, W. S, Barbee, C. D. Norton, J. H. Lee, C. H .. Hassell, P.
C. Peterson. W. S. Loar, A. Lloyd I, J. J. Watkins, J. C. Chrestensen, J· Larsen, C. E. Aldrich,
·w . H. Garrett, W. Waterman; A.V. Clossen, T;
Bradshaw,]. .H. Wells r.
Forty members paid dues, r,992 sermons were
reported, 26r baptisms, 246 confirm11tions, 625 administrations to sick, 125 children bles)!ed, I6 ordinations, 24 marriages, 2 branches organized, II
members acting as presidents of branches, presiding over districts, I as Bishop's agent. ·
Ern. J. A. Robinson, L. Phelps and J. A. Currie J r:, being removed to other responsibilities
the following were admitted: E. J. Lovell, C. H.
Burr and W. F. Clark. By choice of the president·of quorum and .vote ot the body Bro. J. H.
Wells is recommended to yon body for ordination to the office of first counsellor to the pres'
ldent as Bro. J. A. Robinson's successor.
The quorum is full and adjourned subject to
call.
R. ETZENHOUSER, Pres.
J. A. CURRIE}R, Sec ,pro. tem.

s

missions this year=-:Levi Phelps, W. A .. McDowell, E. A. Steadman, .L. H. Ezzell. John Shields, J. D. Erwin, J.
A; Currie, Jun .. Thomas Wellington, A. E. .MorIt was moved to strike out that part of
ti;qler, A. L. Whiteaker, Henry Grim, Samuel
the report that refers to the casting of tots.
Brown, E. Curtis, Albert Haws, (Sandwich I.slA.
ands), R. Etzenhouser;V. D. Baggerly,J. A. Mc- .Brn; Etzenhous(;.r, Short, Gaulter,
Robinson,
H. Wells and
H. Hansen
In,tosh, Frank Hackett (self:sustainlng); I. P.
Baggerly, Wm. Waterman, T. C. Kelley and J.
spoke upon this, after which the motion
H. Wells (self-sustaining).
to strike out was lost.
Money on hand over all expenses $r6.r9.
Also the following motion to strike out
The following was adopted :
was lost:
Resolved, That of extra money on hand from
Resolved, that that portion of ·Fifth Quorum
year to year as may be, those of the quorum who
report declarin? Bro. C. Herzing not to be guilty
halle labored two year~
more in the general
of nnchristianlike conduct be expunged as an exfield shall be eligible to receive a copy of "Flexiparte state,ment and reflecting on the action and
ble Bound Bible?' embodying Concordance and
conduct of the North-East Kansas district.
other helps. All brethren .so eligible shall be determined among by casting of lot. The PresiThe ordination requested was approved,
dency of the quorum to have the matter in hand;
as also that of E. L. Kelley as president
or in case of one or more of the presidency being
of the First Quorum of Elders.
of the number to be considered, the others with
the secretary shall act in the matter; and that
SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
none who has such a Bible shall receive one.
Also, Whereas, the messenger of death has
A report from the Second Quorum of
called from our midst during the past year our
Prie~ts was read:
beloved brethren William Aird, E. A. Shelley
The Second Quorum of Priests have held three
and Charles Herzing, therefore be it resolved,
meetings and have transacted the following items
That, while we feel the loss of their work and
of business:.
companionship we shall believe that "God doeth
The president not being present his second
all things well," and further, be it resolved that
counsellor, S. D. Shippy, presided. J. W. Peter.we, extend our heartfelt sympathies to the beson was chosen secretary for the meetings held
reaved families of the said brethren and try to
during this conference, after which Brn. S. D.
share their sorrows, praying that. God's Spirit
Shippv, Parley Batton, Isaac Phillips, S.M. Bass,
ll)a y be their strength in the darkest hour.
Also; whereas Elder Charles Herzing of the John Wahlstrom and J. W. Peterson reported in
person, and T. R White, G. E. Harrington,
Fifth Quorum through the Herald was accused
of imchristianlike conduct bv the officers of the · James Tankard, W. 0. Closson, U. A: Austin, J.
A. Stromberg, John S. Parrish, A. A. Hall, Wm.
Central Kansas district and also in the same colCairns,
R. Williams, S. C. Gt uver, T. W.
umns statement was made that he confessed the
Williams,
W. Powell, J. A. Gunsolley, Francis
wrong and asked forgiveness, and whereas upon
G. Dungee, W. F. Clark, Thos Rawson, Hugh
examination of documents we find that said
and Russell Archibald reported by letter,
bro.ther was not guilty, therefore, through the
ab;:mt 560 sermons preached, 4r baptized
Herald. as a quorum, we desire to set the brother
and
marriages perfnrmed by the quor11m.
right before the church and all concerned. deelating he had the confidence and esteem of his The case of C. W. Sifton was laid over until next
conference fnr lack of direct information from·
brethren and was worthy of the confidence of the
the prosecution and as a letter from him to us
Saints.
states that he still loves the work; we humblv
The name of Elder E. Day Bennett was dropask that caution be used and kindness be paid
ped from the quonim, he havingjoined the Bapti>t
him on account of his peculiar disposition.
Church. and the four following were admitted:
A communication from the secretary of the
James L. .Mortimer, J. H. Wells, T. C. Kelley
was read stating that the name ofT. W.
and Wm. Waterman.
does not appear on the quorum record.
The seventy·nine reporting and the number

J.
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INTS' HERALD.
By motion the matter was referred to S.D. Shippy, he to report at the n~xt conference.
Brn. Lorenzo W. Powell and W. F. Clark having been ordained to higher offices, Brn. W. B.
Weston and John Traxler were chosen to fill the
vacancies.
By motion S. D. Shippy was authorized to
have the name and address of each member of
the quorum alphabetically arranged on a printed
list, a copy of which is to be forwarded to each
mem\;ler on application, enclosing wets; and
further all priests who know themselues to be
members of the second quorum are hereby requested to send their name and address to S.D.
Shippy, Lamoni, Iowa, at once.
.
Read and approved before the quorum April
14th, 1890.
S. D. SHIPPY, Pres.
J. W. PETERSoN, Sec. protem.
SECOND QUORUM OF TEACHERS.

The Second Quorum of Teachers reported:
Meeting for organizing a Second Quorum of
Teachers met in basement of Saints Church.
-Meeting was called to order by Elder Griffiths,
hymn number four from Saints' Harp was sung,
prayer by Elder Griffiths;
M. Madison. was
chqsen secretary pro. tem. Remarks on duty of
teachers'w('!re offered by Ern. Briggs and Griffithe.
On motion Brn. Briggs and .Griffiths were re·
quested to nominate some one for presiding
officer. Bro. Norman Smith was nominated. On
motion he was elected. Bro. Norman Smith
was ordained by Brn. Briggs and Griffiths. Hymn
19 was sung before ordination. It was moved
that Bro. Kibler act as secretary pro tem. Motion
for the organization of a ~econd Quorum of
Teachers was carried.
ori motion adjourned to meet in .the basef11ent
of the Saints Church on Monday at 8 a: m, April
14.th, 1890. Carried.
The following is a list of the members present:
Norman W. Smith, president, A. K. Anderson
and D. D. Young, Counsellors; J. W. Weed·
mark, secretary; William .Chapman, S. B. Kibler, Jacob Waltenbaugh, Svlvester.Rew, J. R.
Allen, Phelam Shaw, D .. W. Johnston, John
Harp, Price McPeek, Thomas Stuart, James
Burchell, R. ~;.Gray, Bant Bergerson.
Meeting called to order by Bro. N. W. Srplth,
hymn rg, "Come thou fount of every bless~ng,"
was sung; prayer by Bro, A. K. Ande11son.
Minutes of Saturday's session were r('!ad and approved after wJ;:lich Bro. N. W. Smith chose his
counsellors; Brn. A. K. Andenon.and David. D.
Youpg, the same being sustained byaunanimous
vote of the me·mbers, after which the brethren
were ordained, A . K. Anderson by E. C. Bdggs,
arid D' D. Young by G. T. Griffiths. After the
ordination we. receivf'd some very good instrl.lcUoris from br:ethren Briggs and Griffiths.
On motion Bro. John Weedmark was e!ecfeg
secretary.
On motion every member is requested to furnish secretary of quorum ·with full stateinent of
birth, baptism, ordination, .etc.
On motion the followi~ig brethren were taken
in.as members of the Second Quorum of. Teachers: .·J; W: A:rd, J. F. A._ Smi\:h, E. W, Lloyd, F.
J. Reese, R ..F . .Hill, Alphonse Milotte.
The quorum ·has a membership of twenty-three.
Adjourned to call of president of quorum.
JoHN WEEDMARI(, Clerk.

;The following was moved and ·adopted:
Resolved, That the revelation received by the
presi<;lent o~ the church April 8th, 1890, and .ac·
cept~d. by the. General {i:onference, April 12th,
1890, be compiled in future editions. of the Book
of Covenants, and that the Board of Publication
be requested to issue the said revelation as a supplement to the l}'eraZd as Section rzo,of Doctrine
and Covenants, and properly paged.
Amended. by adding, And also the revelations
o£'1882 and r887 be published In' the same sup·
plement.

Concerning ordinations it was moved:
T~at tne ordination of those .provided ~or at

this conference be referred .to those spoken of in
revelatjop an.d. to the. Twelve to attend to.

-~h<:l

On putting it before the house it was
defeated and the following was moved and
adopted:
Resolved that we proceed with the ordinations
under the direction of the president of the conference.

The brethren chosen to be ordained as
High Priests were requested to state if
they were satisfied with and willing to accept the call to be so ordained. Brethren
David Chambers, A. S. Co.chran, J. H.
Jacob Waldsmith, C. E. ButterWilliam Anderson, F. G. B1tt, R.
and J. A. Robinson, being all of
number who are present at conference,
replied that they were.
It was moved and adopted thatthe ordination of the two who are absent,' namely, C. A. Beebe and J. M. Putney, be attended to by Charles Derry ar.d J. C.
Crabb as soon as convenient and upon the
acceptance of those brethren of the office
to which they are called. This being objected to, it was resolved to reconsider the
action. On so doing. the .following was
adopted:
That the ordination of Brn. Beebe and Putney
be referred to J. R. Lambert of the Twelve arid
Charles Derry of the High Priests'

Pres. Smith called upon the Twelve to
furnish two oftheir number andupon the.
High Priests Quorum to supply two 9f
their number, the four to officiate in
ordaining the High Priest~; also that tw.o
of the presidents of Seventy be present to
those 'lirho have been. chosen into
their qubtum; .. He appointed the said
ordinations to take place at nine o'clock
.
to:morr.ow morning;
· The evening sermon was preached qy
L M. Smith of Illinois. He was assisted
by David Chambers ?f Iow~.
TUESDAY,.APRIL I-5TH'

At nine o'clock after singing ''Sweet
hour of prayer" Pres. Smith addressed
the throne of grace i!l behalf of the assembly and solemn andsacredduties; namely,
that of setting apart many brdhren to. the
holy calling whereunto they have been
chosen.
Six w)lo were baptized last evening and
morning were confirmed by Ern.
Briggs and Forscutt.
. The request .of the Twelve that A. H.
Smith be ordained as th(:lirpresidt;nt was
granted, as also was the reque~;>t of the
First Quorum. of Elders that. two brethren nam;:;d by them by ordained l;IS counsellors in that body.
·
Proceeding, to the ordinations J ~ _H.
Lake of theTwelve and Charles Derry .of
the High Priests ordained J. A..Robinso11,
R. M. Elvin, F. G, Pitt, W; Anderson
and C. E. Butterworth to the office of
High Priest, and E. C. Briggs ~nd M. H.
Forscutt ordained David Chambers, A. S.
Cochrap, J, H. Peters and J. W. Wardsmith to the same office,
Afterwardlj PresidentS" Joseph·. Smith
and W. W. Blair ordained A . .H. Sm:ith
as president of the 'Twelve.·..
.
F~llowing this Duncan .Campbell and
I. N .. ·White, presidents of Seventy,
ordained F .• M· Cooper, J. A. Currie .Jr.,.

L. W. Powell and E. B. Morgan to the
office of Seventy, and Ern. Lake, Briggs,
D.erry and Forscutt ordained E. L. Kelley
as president and Alfred White and J. S.
Snively as the two counsellors in the First
Quorum of Elders; also T. H: Wells as first
counsellor in the Fifth Quorum of Elders.
After the ordinations a brief season remained for prayer and testimony, which
was improved. And at .the hour for
preachi:1g the time was used by A. H.
Smith, E. C. Briggs and W. W. Blair in
short sermons.
The. afternoon session was opened by
singing, "We hear thy voice, our Father."
Prayer by E. W. Nunley.
A further report from the Twelve was
read:
The Quorum of Twelve submit the following:
r. We have appointed Bro. W. H. Kelley to
assist in selecting High Priests to compose the
High Council.
2. In consideration of the petition referred to
.us from Independence, Missouri, it was resolved
that we recommend the Independence branch to
sustain Bro. F. G. Pitt as president of the branch.
3 The following missions were appointed:
140, Aaron Kirkendall, South-Eastern Ohio and
Western Virginia· district as circumstances per111it. 141, W. T. Bozarth referred to missionary
in charge and Bishopric.
4- Resolved, That we request the conference
to provide for the ordination of J;!ro. A. H. Smith
as president of the Quorum of Twelve.
·
5 In co11sideration of the matter ref··rred to us
by the body arising in Fifth Quorum of Elders
the following was p'assea :
Resolved, That it Is our opinion that if_ the
purposes for which tobacco is sold are su~h as
are named in the word of wisdom, no ~xception
should be taken, but if for ot)l.er purposes, it
should be· discouraged in everi legitimate way,
and should be a bar to eligibility for General
Conference appointment.
Respectfully submitted, .
HEMAN c. SMITH, Sec,

In reference to the part that pert~ins to
the Independepce branch the following
was moved:
·
That R. S. Salyards be _located at Iridependenct'! during the coming year, with proper
allow~nce.

. This was spoken upon by M. H. Bond,
E. C. Brand and A. J. Moore and then
being put to .vote the motion was lost,
FIRST O:UORUM OF ELDERS.

A second report of the First Quorum
of Elders was read:
Aprjl .I2th, at meeting held in .the church, the
resignations of Brn. R. M. Elvin and F. G, Pitt.
were .received and a vote of thanks was extended
toJhem for faithful service. Upon una;nimous
vote Elder E: .L Kelley was chosen to pres\de;
. . April r4t.h, at meeting held in pancer's buildc
ing Elders D.L . Shinn, W. Gibson, J.P. Carlile,
J. Carlile and G. W. Shimmel were enrolled.
Bro. A, W. Moffett reported.
April 15th, at m~eting held ~~ Dancer'.s build~
ing the president presented the na.mes of A;
White and J. S. Snively as his' counsellors, and
upon motion they were accepted. Motion adopted requesting the conferenc<>, to ordain these
officers of the qum:um, Brn. W,. F; Seward and
L. W. Wells were enrolled. D:uring th~.several
meetii)gs there was .received l{f. verbal at1d 57
)Vrittlm reports, a total of · , arid 31 members. of.
the quorum were
. G?d blessed t~e.
meetings wJth his
quorum .is at peace,
with no
··
'
·
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THIRD QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
The Third' Quorum of Priests reported:
The Third Quorum of Pdests was organized
under the direction of Brn. Briggs and Griffiths,
as appointed .by conference, with a membership
of fourteen present.
F. M. Weld was chosen
president. and •ordained by Brn. Griffiths and
Briggs, and he chose as his c.ounsellors M. Sorenson and Gomer R; Wells; the selection of these
brethren was unanimously approved by the quol'um.
M. Sorensen was ordained.counsellor by Brn.
Briggs and Griffiths, and Gomer R. Wells was
ordained counsellor by Brn .. Griffiths and Briggs;
M. Sorenson ;yas chosen secretary. Twenty
priests not in attendance.. at conference were ad- .
mitted upon their written application, and the
quorum now has a membership of thirty-five, as
follows:
r. F. M. Weld, president, Lamoni, Iowa.
2. Marce Sorensen, counseller and sec.retary,
Lamoni, Iowa.
3· Gomer R.: Wells, counsellor, Knob Noster,
Missouri.
·
4· Elijah Morrison, Butts ville, Mo.
S· Joseph Lilley, Higbee, Mo.
6. William Dodson.
7· Lyman Little, Spring Valley, Iowa.
8. J. M. Brown, Spring Valley, Iowa.
9· John Smith, Avenue City, Mo.
Ib. Thos. D. Williams, Higbee, Mo.
n. M. P. Madison, Becjisoh, Mo.
ri. Robert Johnston, Lamoni, Iowa.
13. Edward Marshall, Hatfield, Mo.
14. C. C. Holcombe, Beaver, Wichita co., Tex.
r_s. W. T. Shakespear, Des Moines, Iowa.
·
16. Sydney G. Wright, Tulare City, Cal.
17. J. B. Roush, Fulton, Iowa.
18. James R. Sutton, Fulton, Iowa.
19. Wm. Jenkinson, Five Lakes, Mich.
20. T. J. Lawn, Sacramento, Cal.
.21. Hiram E. Moler, Vale's Mills, Ohio.
22. \y. H. Rhodes, Sinking Springs, Ohio.
23. A. M. Starkey, Santa Ana, Cal.
24. Andrew. Jensen, Valentine, Mo.
z_s. H. B. Sterrett, Lehi, Utah.
z6. John H. Taylor, Canada.
27. T. E. Thompson, Beelerville, Kan.
28. D. F. Winn, Kansas City, Mo.
29. Fred J. Curtis, Stanberry, Mo.
30. Robert E.Grant, Kilkenney, Mich.
31. John Heide, Fulton, Iowa.
32. Nephi Lovell, Iowa,
33· Samuel Campbell, Burrell, Iowa.
34· Andrew Bailey, Avenue City, Mo.
35· J. R. Sutton, Fulton, Iowa.

ment;
The reports ol thirty"seven of the min~
istry whkh had. been crowded out by the
press of business were presented and the
names read and the reports were ordered
published along with those that had been
read.
It was moved that the part of the report of the Twelve that refers to tobacco
selling be take.n up and considered, but a
vote being taken the motion to take up
was denied.
QUORVMS SUSTAINED.

Successively the quorums of the church
were. sustained by a rising vote, in each
case being, unanimous, namely for the
First Presidency, the Twelve, the High
Priests, the Seventy, the Bishopric, the
fjrst, second, third, fourth and fifth quorums of· Elders, the. first, second and third
quorums of Priests, and t,he first and second quorums of Teachers; also the deacons.
After that the Secretary and Recorder
of the church, the Church Librarian, the
Editors of the Herald, and the Editor of
the Hope and of Autumn Leaves were
sustained.
Thanks were voted the Secretary and
'his assistants for their services, to. the janitors, to the chorister and his helpers and
the choir, to the Saints and citizens of Lamoni for their kindness and courtesy in
caring for delegates and visitors.
The committee returned and presented
a report recommending the following
names to compose the High Council: W.
H. Blair, F. G. Pitt, J. C. Crabb, A. S.
Cochran, Wm; Anderson, David Cham~
hers, J. H. Peters, R. M. Elvin, David
Dancer, Charles Derry, J. A. Robinson
and C. A. Beebe. · The choice of these
twelve men was approved by the conference, and it, was

FIRST QUORUM OF TEACHERS.

. Resolved that the First Presidency call the
Council and attend to the matter of organization
as soon as they can conveniently.

Report of the First Quorum of Teachers was read :

Following this adjournment was had
until April 6th, 189r.

The First Quorum of Teachers have receiveived reports from the following brethren : C. J.
Hunt, F. Gerber, Thompson Cochran, Joseph
Hammer, Henry Sparling, F. Wiley, M.S. Frick,
J. A. Burnham, J. W. Mooney, Wm. S. McMullin, J. A. Kennedy, G. H. Hidy, John Inman, F.
W. Barbee, B. J. Scott.
Bro. Sparling has preached forty-four sermons.
Three of the quorum have acted as superintendents of Sunday·schools, five as presiding teachers
of branches, two as secretaries, several as Sunday-school teachers. Several of the quorum
have been doing a good work distributing church
publications. All express themselves as alive in
the work and willing to labor for its advancement.
B. J. ScoTT, Pres.,
G. H. HmY, Sec.

John \W. Wight was authorized to ordain Cornelius A. Butterworth, and the
minister in charge of Michigan to ordain
Levi Phelps, both to the Sev"enty as provided.
The committee appointed to select a
High Council from the High Priest's
Quorum, namely, W. W. Blair, A. H.
Smith, W. H. Kelley, Charles Derry and
M. H. Forscutt, were permitted to retire
for that purpose, so as to report their ac-

JosEPH SMITH, I Presidents.
W. W. BLAIR, 5
H. A STEBBINS,
Secretary.
L. W. POWELL, ? Assistants.
I. M. SMITH,
5

.BIRMINGHAM DISTRICT REUNION
MEETING, ENGLAND.
The first reunion meeting held in this district
convened at the Temple Row branch, Birmingham, March 9th, I89o; Elder C. H. Caton, president of district, presiding, supported by Elder
Thomas Taylor, president of the English Mission, and Elder G. S. Greenwood, secretarJ of
the Birmingham district. There were brethren
and sisters present from· five branches, while
some branches were not represented, namely,
Clay Cross and Hanley. The morning service
began at ro: 30 a. m., by singing and prayer,
when Brn. W. Ecclestone, A. Crumb and Joseph
Matthews spoke to the Saints present. This
meeting was much enjoyed by the Saints, the

brethren being all young and rising ministers. of
the word in this district. Afternoon session,
The Saints enjoyed the Spirit of testimony when
a good and profitable time was spent. Evening
meeting at 6: 30 p. m. The p~:esident introduced Elders J. R. and G. s, Greenwood as
the speakers. This meeting was rpuch enjoyed.
The brethren had the spirit of their office while
presenting the gospel theme. We hope good
w!Il result from the effort. At this meeting the
room was.packed full of Saints and strangers to.
hear the word preached. We feel much
encouraged by the first effort of Bro .. c. H.
Caton and hope we may all be spared to take part
in many more such gatherings. We could not
help but be struck by the presence
so many
voung people, some members of the church and
~ome children of the Saints. This argues ~ell
for the future, and we hope and .pray that G:od
will inspire theseyoung people to carry forward
the work in the time to come, when the.old.er
brethren may have been called to Jay down their
bodies in the tomb to await the resurrection of
the just.
Your brethren in gospel bonds,
ELDER C. H. CATON, ·Pres.,
ELDER G. S. GREENWooD, Sec,
Of the the Birmingham Dist., Eng,

of

Twenty-six Till\ngton St., Stafford, England, March
26th, 1890.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, April 7th.
Editors Herald:-The great conference has
passed and nothing was done or said that could
in any way inspire hopeor confidence.in their
work. They seemed to be guarded .in all they
sai.d so as not to compromise themselves. There
was a great crowd out; some say not so many as
formerly. I did not attend either session, but I
read all the sermons up to date this evening.
The conference was a failure, and certainly must
have been a disappointment to many. But many
are so blind it seems impossible for them to see.
They chose to fall in the ditch together. Everybody has gone daft on that climate and real
estate. Property is selling at fabulous sums and
rents are enormous. If labor and business kept
pace with the "boom," then the poor man might
be able to move along, but as it is it will be a
hard struggle for the dally toiler to find shelter
for his family.
Yours in bonds,
R. J. ANTHONY.
BELL AIR, Ill., April 6th.
Bditors Herald:-I wish to hear the views of
some of the brethren on the following: One
year ago last January and February Bro. Isaac
M. Smith of Xenia, Clay county, Illinois, preachsome thirty sermons at this place, and just befere
the close of his discourses I made known that I
had concluded to take steps to obey the commandments as far as I was Jed into the light;
and three days before I was baptized I had a
vision, After retiring to bed I saw myselt and
two others baptized and retiring from the water.
I saw a great concourse of people afoot and on
horseback and I realized that I had on my wet
clothing, but I never felt better in my life. I
also saw the bright countenances on two others
whom I saw baptized, clear above any of the con'course.
They looked like perfect happiness.
Immediately after I saw God come down out of
heaven clothed in a cloud and come to the earth
near by, and I was impressed that I would never
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ERALD.
die but live forever. I was further impressed
that it would be demonstrated to my mind not
later than the following Sunday three weeks as a
witness that the above was true.
Living in the one hope, praying that we may
all come to the unity of the faith, that God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto himself-therefore if any man be in Christ he is a new
creature, More anon,
0. M. PIERSON.
LANSING, Mich., April 3rst.
Editors Herald:-I had hoped that kind providence would have so ordered that I could have
attended the General Conference. A combination of circumstances have detained me at home.
My prayer has been that the Holy Spirit might
so pervade the conference that every thing might
be done in harmony with the divine will.
During the past conference year I have administered to quite a number of the sick, and
baptized and confirmed five. Our districtis flatteringly progressive. Thank the Lord!
I am, as I have ever been, interested in the
work of God, I do not expect to enter into rest
until my labor is ended, nor to win the prize
pntil the last step is taken at the end of the race,
neither to put on the crown until the last battle
is fought and the victory obtained.~ So I am trying to live in the Spirit, work in the Spirit, run
in the Spirit, fight in the Spirit, so as to be a light
in the world, holding forth the. word of life till
HIRAM RATHBUN.
Jebus comes.

A BARGAIN.
Having been appointed to the Eastern Mission,
I will sell at a, bargain my Newspaper and job
office printing, plant at Independence, Missouri.
It is a splendid opportunity for any one desiring
to locate there.
Business will pay well_ if properly attended to: For particulars address me at
Independence, Missouri, for about a month.
JosEPH LUFF.
APPOINTMENTS.
Elder E. C. Brand in charge of. North-West
and North-East Kansas districts; Elder W. M:
Rumel in cha,rge of Northern and Central Nebraska districts. Brethren in the above districts
will please report to and confer with .the brethren
In charge on matters pertaining to ministerial
labqr, etc. R. M. Elvin wilr labor .in Omaha,
South Omaha and Florence, Nebraska, and ·as
per request of Bro. J. R .. Lambert will render
some .assistance to the Council Bluffs branch.
Eldet G. W. Shute will continue in present fie.ld,
extending his labors to Naponee, Nebraska.
Elder G. H. Porter will labor in Southern Nel;>raska distriCt.
t
JAMES CAFFALL.
LAMONI,

Iowa,April16th, 1890.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The London, Ontario, district conference will
convene at Waterford,. Norfolk county, Ontario,
Satu~day and Sunday, June 28th and 29th.
J. H. LAI):E,
R. C. EVANS,
Prest's of mission and distl·ict;
PRIESTHOOD MEETING IN SOUTH:...
'
ERN NEBRASKA.
Thinking a general priesthood meeting could
be .held with profit we respectfully suggest that
if pr11cticable there be a general attendll,nce at the
Southern Nebraska.district conference to be held
. at Wilb~r.i\:pr1l 27th, r8!)o; and that one d~ty be

set apart for that purpose, for general instructions
. on law and order; that perchance a better understanding may be reached and our usefulness be
proportionately increased for good. This arrangement is not•intended to interfere with the
ordinary conference business.
JAMES CAFFALL.
J. W. WALDSMITH.

ered to the Saints," March the 28th, r89o.
She
leaves a kind husband, two sisters and two brothers; also many friends to mourn their loss. Fu- ·
neral discourse was preached by Elder H. Rath~
bun, of Lansing, Michigan.
BooKER,-At her home, in Ray county, Missouri, April 7th, 1890, of measles, Sr. Martha E.,
wife of Bro. W. L. Booker, aged 39 years and 9
months. She passed quietly away to await the
summons to rise and live to die no more. She
NOTICES.
leaves a father, mother, brothers and sisters, also
Any one having a copy of the Herald for Feba husband and seven children to mourn her deruary rsth, r874, and January rst, r876, will
parture.
please address Elder Joseph Luff, Independence,
MooRE.-At Fall River, Ma&sa:chusetts, April
Missouri.
zd. r89o, after a long and lingering sickness, Sister
Ellen J, beloved wife of Bro. William H.
The Annual Reunion of the Massachusetts
Moore; aged 34 years, 9 months, 7 days. She
arid Maine districts will be held at Jonesport, the.
was fully prepared to go home, and went to sleep
first Saturday in August, r89o. Any further inwith a confiding trnst in the gospel. Funeral
formation cim be obtained from John Smith, 769;
services in the Saints' chapel April 6th by Elder
Purchase Street, New Bedford, Massachusetts;
Ulysses W, Green, Lisbon Falls, Maine; John C; John Smith, the house filled to overflowing by
Saints and friends who came to take a last look
Foss, Jon'esport, Maine.
JoHN SMITH.
at her whom they loved in life, and whose virtues
they still cherished in death ..
BORN.
WILLS.- Near San Bernardino, California,
April zd, 1890, Sr. Saloma Wills, aged 74 years,
.SILVER.-To Bro. Joseph and Sr. Flora Silver
a son, September 24th, r889. Blessed April r6th . 8 months and 22 days. Sr. Wills. died of consumption. Elder William M. Gibson officiated
by Elders Henry Kemp and Charles H. Porter~
in the funeral services. A large number of friends
and named Howard Maxwell.
were present to pay respect to one they loved in
PosT.-At Leon, Decatur county, Iowa, Au-.
life.
gust nth, r889, to Bro. James J. and Sr. Maryett
JoHNs.-JeanetteJohns, the wife of Abednego
Post, a son. Blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, Aplil 14th;
Johns, was born in Brecknockshire, Wales, July
r8go, by Elders Robert M. Elvin and Mark H~
Forscutt, and named Mark Henry.
· 14th, r827; emigraterl to Salt Lake City in r854,
and to California in 1856. Came to Jack's Valley,
STEWART.-At Denver, Colorado, November
Nevada, in r86o, where she resided ever since,
rsth, r889, Frank·Perry St.ewad. Blessed April
and died March 14th, r89o. She joined the church
6th, r89o, by EldersJamesKemp and E. F. Shupe.
in England, was re-baptized in Jack's Vallev,
Douglas county, Nevada; by Elder Orrin Smith,
MARRIED.
on the 17th day of May. r868, and confirmed the
HrLL-JusTICE.-At the residence of and by
same day and place by Elder Edmund C. Brand.
Elder W. A. Wibberley, Ironton, Ohio, April
Funeral service by Elder D. R. Jones,
rqth, r8g 0 ,. Mr. Charles Henry Hill and Miss
ENGLAND.-- On Sunday, at her hpme, fourmiles
Rachel Ann Justice, both of Lagrange, ~ronton,
south-east of Clinton, Missouri, 0 Mrs. William
Ohio.
·
England, age,d 49 years, of a complication of disDIED.
eases. Deceased was born in Staffordshire, Eng·
Scm~ODER.-Near Lebeck, Missouri, March
land; came to America when seven years old,
zyth, r8go, of infiat:nmatiol} of the bowels, .Arthur
locating in St. Clair county, Illinois, where she
Fabian, son of Bro.J. B. and Sr, Hattie Schroder,
lived twenty-four years.
In November, r886,
aged r year; 8 months and 19 days. Funeral
she moved to her present home, 'residing. there
services by Elder Swen Swenson.
until her death. She leaves a hu:sband'and sev,
·shell I se,e my boy in heaven?
en children, four sons and three daughters, to
Sbn!J I, in that happy land,
R(lst mine eyes up?n hiB fPS:t~res,
mourn their loss.
She was a !nember of the
Clasp in mine his little hand?
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, but
Sh"ll I, when this life is ended,
not identified with the church here, Elder I. N.
And my work on earth is done,
·In the promised manv mansioJ;ts
White conducted the funeral services Tuesday,
Shall I. see my darling son?
and the remains wel'e laid to rest in Englewood.
Shall I know .my boy in heaven?
When, amid the chimin'g throng;
With a crown upon his forehead,
On his lips the angel's song;
Will his. blue eyes gaze upon n'\e?
Will he call me mother there?
Shall I see him, ~hall I know him,
In a world so bright and fair?
Earth has lost its look of gladness;
Heaven.seems to me more bright
Since the spirit of my darling
Took its hpmeward, happy :!fight.
A:nd I Jongto cross the river,
Long to rest upon the sho;e;
Tb "re. to see and lq10W and love hi in
With the Savior ever more.

CASLER.-Paulina A. Casler, borp .1\pril zrst,
r837; she professed the christian religion in <early
life, joined and !lved a faithful and wqrthymember of the "Church of tne United Brethren in
Christ" until she. :was married, whereupon she
united in church fellowship with :her hu.sband
who was a Presbyterian minister, to whom she
was a devoted and useful companion during his
lif~ time.
After the death of. her husband she
became acquainted with and.finally married Ben'
jamin Casler, with whom she lived. a very consistent 'religious life. .About four years ago she
became acquainted with and investigated theresto.red gospel of. Christ, and two years ago she,
with her sister, Louisa Bagley, became. obedient
to thefaith, and _so was baptized and confirmed
by tfie laying on of hal).ds, a member of theReorganized Church of.Jesus Chri~t ofLatter Day
Saints. Later on her husband joined her .in the
kingdom of God_ by ob('\dience to the sa111e faith:
She died in the tri-qmphs (jf the f_;:lith "orJ,cedeliv:

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R.; will
sell from pvincipal stations on its lines, on ,Tuesdays, April 22d and May 2oth, Home Seekers'
Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to points in the.
Farming Regions of the West, Southwe&t an.d
Northwest. For tickets and further information
concerning these excursions call on your n'earest
C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTis,
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL CONFEltENCE.

T

O supply· a want .wherever conference is held, the

."PATRIOT"

will be issued. during the General Conference of 1890 as
a four page; seven column morning dally The first number wilL contain a brfef exposition of, the. chm~ch, and
each number .a faithful report ofthe preceding day's business meeting, and prayer and preaching services.
Daily alone. -· .. .-;, 50
Weekly a year and Daily for Conference 1 25
See Herald of January 18th, 1890.
Address:
16ja~
LAMBERT BROS;, Lamoni.. Iowa.

·. W

A~ways write the Business portion' of your Lette~ on
a sep11rate piece Of paper, and let it be b~ief ana exp1icit.
Ifyo11 have anything to say ·to the Edit()r, or something
you wish published,
!oto:r write it on, the ba~Jk of a
business .letter. Business ·is. lh1si11ess, and' lll.irsm <BE
dou.e ~n a bueiness-Uk!l manner.
·
·
·

nq
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED· AND FOR ·sALE
.

. · -·-.- ) B'Y THE (-.· - -

• Board of. Publication of the Reorgtmized Church,
. .·
at their Publishing Honse In
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IO~,A.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES,
(Inspired. Translation by: Joseph Smith.)
• Sl!eejl or Library binding, spt'itiklild edges; •• ~· .1
Imitation Moro()co, gilt edges ·•· ........ ; ••• ; .• 2 oo
Morocco, gilt edges .........•••••••• , •••• ; , .2 60
New Testament; Inspired .••• ·•·. •• • ·
···~. 'I~

~OOK

.. . . .·
OF MORMOJi < . · •.· ,
ltoan, sprinkled edges .•. , ............... ; • ~ .l 26
Imitation Moro<lco; gilt edges . ~ .•.•• ; •• ; ••••• 1 110
DOCTRINE ·AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled She~Jp, or Library ••••••••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••• : • •• , ........ 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 6'()
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Bdok and Hymn Book combined.)
Le.ather back aili! :Muslin .sides .•...••••••••• 2 110
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
ffarp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about '120
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem musi.c.
JO.SEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
IUS PROGENITOR:'l.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Mt)Riin binding,:312 pages .................. .
Le!>therbinding,. ; ................ ~ ••••••••• 1

.• . r .·.

HESPERIS.

(~~ems ?Y D~vid ~· ~rnith;)

Fane.)' Muslin, 202 pages, gilt ei!ges ••.•..••••• 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
[n paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers.......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding .... , . . . .••••••...••• , • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil•
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work. to be in the hands of the ministry of
the cburch; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards . . • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. . • • .. .. .. .. • ~6
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ...••... 2 60
Question Books for Primary CIMses.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen •.....•.•• 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . • • • • . • . . • •
50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .••..•..••. Saine price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • • • '75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 26
· J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now pMt." M. H. For.scutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of th~t body from the grave."

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
·
. ·(Music only,)
.
Leather baek and Mu?lin sides ... ,, ••••. • ••. $1

Muslin ,boards, o96 pages; • •••• ~· ••••• ; ·••••••• 1 '!'6
Prop!>Sitlons:~1) !s the Book of :Mormon of .l{i·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all. Christian people t' (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical. in faith, organization, ordilmn.
ces, W'orship:and practice, with the Church of. Christ,
M it Wlll! left; perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the. Reorganized Cl).ur,ch of Jef!\u~ Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
witnHimT
·

·

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by. Joseph Smith:)
t;l!if" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
TUrkey Superior, gilt edge ••• ; ........... •• •• 3 50
TurkeySuperior, with: clasp, gilt edge ••••••••.. 3 '711
Roxburg Tl1rkey, gilt edge, ......... ~ ........ 3 76.
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••• ; ••.4 00

·~:MA.NtJSC};tiPT .• FOtJ1lTD."
In rimsli:n, ~lSP,tl!c, ten <>,~'m~r~, ·.~llfll~· ••••••••••• ) 20
: lJ:! paper ~.5~~~" ~en qr,'more;.e~l:),, • " •..
13
··. 'This is t~~ notoriduil "Manfiscr\pt Found," writtet
b;y:Rev. Solo~Oil S.parildillg, affo~t.which ll!> much hM
· been said iu connection with (}).~ theory that it ·furnished Joseph Smitl! a,nd Sidney Rjgd9n the chief
ground work ~nil material from .which to write the
Book of M:otmoll·

Full leather, marbled edges .••••••••• , • • • • • • • • 60

WELSH HYMN BOOK,
Thisw&,ll 'Pllbli~b,!!d by. the chnrch: in Wl!.le~; and
English~ ..•

contain~ ~93 fiyn:i!Js. in Welsh: and 33

'>:'' •• , •

REPLY TO LITTLEFl .. LD;
Inpaper lOets.; per dozen ••• , ............... : 'II'J
,This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L . 0. Littlefield in refutation of the d.octrine. of Plural ·
Marriage."
·
· ·

COWDJl]RY LETTERS.

In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. .. • .. • ..

75

Without cover!\ 6cts. each; per,dozen •• •.• • • • • • 50
Contains v~lliab1e matter in reJatiqn to :the. Calling
of Jo~eph the Sl)er, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the A.ngelic bestowal ofthe
Priesthood.
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HIGI'I COUNCIL.

"did the best he could in his weak wav."
Tell what you have done and leave it- to
the good sense and good will of the body
to give the earnest worker credit for doing the best he can; and as for it being a
weak way, leave that with God. He is
able to make the faithful man strong and
to give good success to what tnay be
done in weakness. It is well to remember that while self-praise is not commendable, and self-conceit is the mark of a
vain mind, self-depreciation, and selt-condernnation, uninvited, may h.ave the appesrance of humility, the truly modest and
worthy should avoid thetn as improper.
Cultivate brevity andstudy this year to
make the reports full of interest, and devoid of that which detracts from _their
good effect.

THE organization of the High Council at
the session of conference just passed, com- THERE has beeh a good report from the
pletes a,work stated to be necessary two labors of Bro. Mark H. Forscutt at St.
years ago, and which· was deferred for Joseph, Missouri, to which field he was rewhat ,were good causes. The church has assigned by conference, in compliance
not been ip a. proper c:<>ndition for the pur- with a petition frotf:l the St. Josepb branch,
poses of appeal_ in grave and important and. from the Far West distric~, in which
case~, if they had occurr~d.
There Wf'S his labors were also desired.
hut one of the origirtal High Council left,
The success attending Bro. Forscutt's
.Bro. Winthorp H. Blair, and the Spirit labors in. St. Joseph ~uggests the t(lought
. well said two years ago, that it was nee~ that it may be th~t the time ispropitious
·essary.that the Coun.cil should be organ- to do gospel work in the cities, which
ized.
seerns hith~rto to have been prevented in·
. The men .chosen into the Council are some degree.
.·
;," '' '~ excellet]t roeri, above reproa(;h, so far as
Bro. E. C. Briggs s;eern,ed. to . think
we are infonped, and of gooc! .attainments that a good work t:;ould be d<:mein. Chica,',
and judgment; men who will not lightly go if it was properly undertaken; and he
treat arty matter coming before them, nor thought some of attempting it. We bid
take. a bribe, nor suffer themselves to be him, \'good speed,". should he un<:}ertake
intimidated, should it be attempted by any. gospel work in th::~t eity.
There is poVI' one full , quorum of Sev'
~nty, and when it is remembered that of
the sixty-four whose names were enrolled
QUIT TOBACCO.
f~~}~~j :6ft:y tW;(} were reported fot:Iabor the next
7
FouR men quit. theuse ~(tobacco lately.
·. i( · ~onferepce y~ar; t~nder general appointIn conversation one ofthern. admitted that
\': i
went, and that the quorum reported four the .four spent th~ avera,ge amount of
• •·
hu.ndred ar1d. eighty,five b~ptisms, the eighty cents per week fot; the weed.
.it~.~; ~:;omposition of the quorum and the "spir:it
This eighty. cents per week amounts to
t •• E't · . · of the, body" wilL be •· much commended,· $4r.6o per year; a sum ql}itela!'geenough
(.lij: .The Seventy and eld~rs who have .take.ri to furnish any family of six rnem hers with
· '· · ). the Held tl)is year go ollt. to the battle with
flour for the sarn~ length of time, and
1
· · · ~:;ourag~ous heart~, •well f<?rtified by the leave enou~h over t,o p~y for a year's sub......... ~piritlla~ go\)deheer e11joyed l::}y all. attend- scription to the HE~ALD, Autumn Leaves,
·• • i jt1g co;~feren~e, and · reinvigorated by
HoJ>E and Indep.endent Patr.iqt, . The
' ... renewed evidences of the d.ivinitv of. the same sum would buy either two excellent
.·work..
.
cows in the Lamoni market; a superb eook
stove; two fairly good suits of'clothes, i~
to the trave)ing elders 'that duding' shoes and hat; a plow, harrow,
. r~port they leave out all c.ultivator and a set of harness; or keep a
bodily ailments, a.Qd the familY of. six in g?od shoes for a year.
have personally borne. It St~ch a sum ex.penCled for the thjrigs mimed
"'~A".;;;~-. if the missionary in. charge
would .be wi~ely expended, bitt pai<l for
they hl\\;e be~n hind.tfred tobacco it.bedaubs the facl'l and lips, and is
filling tp'e .ca.lls in. thd.r thr<.>wn out. o.t1 side .walk, roaq, floor of
. •. ··•. •..•. . enti-rely unne_ce,ssary t() hop:se, or>· stoy~. 9r> spiUooninc .hol!se or
nt~ ot;,.anybody els~ that.·a,mal1
<.>fiice,anq .exht~.leci·~rom ~outh.~nd lips in
'''"''
',,,,'

":·.

:··;?

L
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smoke to poison the air-literally wasted
in spittle and smoke.
· .
When the amount expended for i-ndulgence in the use of tobacco is considered,
together with the results w0ich follow the
use of it, it may not be wondered at that
the Twelve have taken grounds declintng
to recommend those who use it for missions in the field.
It was very noteworthy that during all
the ten days of conference no traces of tobacco using were observable. 'Pres. Blair
remarks: I' I saw not one trace: of it in all
that vast crowd of ·peO!)le.". The elders,
traveling ministry and delega~es, showed
clear eyes and clean faces, worthy to en·
gage in the great battle of; goodness
against impurity, right agaiqst wrong.
They have heard the words, ''Come up
higher!" and they are responding nobly.
May CJ:od bless and help those,striving to
become clean from evil habits. ·
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.

E.LDER W. H. KELLEY's new book,
"P-residency and Priesthood,";is just to
hand and from a h(lstJ ghince !Jhrough its
pages and table of contents, we· feel gratified in s:1ying it is a" valuable work, displaying as it does clearly "The; Apostasy,
Reformation and Restoration ;"i to9ics of
vital importance to all men, espe,cially professing Christians.
The book contains 390 pagesiqf closely,
neatly printed matter on fair huality of
paper, hound well in muslin an,d sells for
one dollar per eopy. It is a v~luable addition to ourchurch literature, aind is worthy of a wide circulation.
0

WE are r,eq11ested to. answer thidollo':""
ing question either by letter or iq the HERALI?; the object of. the. q uestion~F probably being to ansvver the objection som~
tirnes. made against ] oseph Srnith that h(!
was amied, carrying a revolver with which
to defend himself; which it is urged aetracts from . his character as -~- spirituail
leader, a man of God. .
.· ; .· . ·. .
QtJES-:-Was Joseph Smith ~he martyr, armed
with a: revolver, and did he shoot att;he mobb':!rS
in s..,!f c.iefense when in prison at Carthage, Illinois?"
'
·
ANs.~On the day of the rnurder of }o"
seph and Hyrum Smith, Elder .Cyrus H~
Wheel0ck, was permitted to visit them in
jail al).d. spent some little time with them
.and Elcler) ohn '!'aylor and Willard Ric}r~
ar.ds who were staying. with th~!)l: Elde~.
\Vheel~ck had with htm a small six bar-'
relied. revolver pf the Allen p<Jttern, co_m7.
monly ca,Hed "pepper-box," because of ·
style and.· unreiial;>ility. ·. .T
he
J>res;]()fleph ~mi~lt .to_ ...•

·lastre~ori: agai~~t per~()£1al_
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THE

sonal outrage in the crowd which it was ¥ills, Ontario, we learn that Bro. Mortithought would assemble the next day at mer had baptized a young man and his
the trial in the court-house. Pres. Smith two sisters. of Mars ville, Ontario, the apdeclined the weapo\1; but at parting Elder parent results of the debate recently lleld
Wheelock dropped the small pistol into in that region. Bro. Shields had already
the coat pocket of the prophet. When baptized the parents of these young peo"
the attack was made on the jail and the ple.
.
..
mob were crowding up the stairway, the
The appointment of Bro. E. B. Mor-·
prophet standing near the door of the gan, of Lucas, Iowa, referred to the misroom where they were .confin.ed, and hold- sionary in charge of. Pennsylvania and
ing the door partly open reached his arm Bishopric, was left out of the published
through the opening and without special list by mistake. It will be underaim discharged <wo or three shots from stood that he was so appointed. Bro.
this "pepper-box" weapon at those push- Morgan will please pardon the omission.
ing up the stairway. Whether any one
Bro. John Barnes, of Baceno, Iowa,
· of the mob was struck by these shots is wrote of late that he r~cently baptized two
not known; though it was rumored at the in Excelsior. He .says Bro. McKiernan
time that one was wounded. The weapon did an excellent work in that region.
was afterwards picked up when it .was
Bro. W. J. Smith wrote us the 21st that
found that some two or three of the char- he baptized eight near Appleton, Michiges only had been exploded.
gan, the inst., and prospects good for more
This pistol was all the weapon the men soon.
confined in that fated room had, except
Sr. Alice Shepard writes from Flagler,
the walking sticks with which Elders Tay- Iowa, of late, that the branch and Sunday
lor and Richards tried to strike aside the School at that place are "prospering fair~
barrels of the guns thrust through the ly."
opening of the door, and against which
they were standing to prevent the mob THE preaching during the conference by
coming in.
·
the elders at work in the harvest field
Of the four men in the room at the showed much study and a very perceptitime Elder Richards only escaped injury; ble improvement. The business sessions
Joseph and Hyrum Smith and John Tny- were marked by alertness and precision in
lor received each four bullets. Elder method and grasp.
Nothing was done
Richards was probably partially hidden hastily, and at no time was there a necessifrom view when the door was pushed ty to .call to order. The president's gavel
open, and thus was missed by the excited lay idly on the desk, its office work uncallmen who were doing the murder; and ,ed for, so great was the unity of purpose
when it was known that Joseph and Hy- prevailing. No call was made for the yea
rum were dead, the murderers had no and nay vote by delegates, the action on
care to return to find others.
each proposition being satisfactory without.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE are informed of late that the RayKelley discussion at Lee's Summit, Missouri, has resulted well thus far, two persons have been baptized recently and prospects good for others to obey the gospel
soon. The American Baptist, Rev. Ray's
paper, seeks to coYer up the defeat of the
latter in his contest with Elder Kelley, but
these efforts, like the shouts of a vanquished
and retreating army, are made to blind and
mislead its readers.
Bro. E. C. Feavel, of Marshfield, Wisconsin, wrote that he was doing what he
could to get the truth before the people.
Sr. H. M. \Vheeler, of East Tawas,
Michigan, writes thanking- us "for sending
the best religious paper" she has ever read.
By letter from Bro. A. B. Young, d~ted
at Livermore, California, April r6th, we
learn that Bro. Thom~s Daley baptized nine
April rgth and eleven on the 15th, making
twenty added at that place, where the
Saints now number thirty-one.
The minutes of the Birmingham, England, Conference, held May, of last year,
were received during our April session,
and were delayed two issues of HERALD
on account of reaching us too late. No
date of the convening of the session in
r89o is sent us; so we do not know whether they will appear in time.
By letter from Bro. E. A. Mortimer to
Bro. R. C. Evans, dated at Horning's

WE publish in this issue an article from
the pen of Bro. E. K. Evans, in review of
an editorial in Herald for March 8th, on
the Re~'<urrection, over the signature of
Joseph Smith.
We owe Bro. Evans an apology for
misquoting him on page 147, in the following sentence: "The brother &tates that
he b~lieves 'that Paul used wheat to represent a terrestrial, or a telestial body,"'
etc., etc. We should have written: "I
believe that Paul used wheat to represent
a telestial body. Other grain mig-ht represent a terrestrial, or a telestial body." It
was a careless mistake on our part and we
apologize to Bro. Evans for making it.
FAVOR AND GRACE.

FROM our exchanges and other sources we
learn that num\!rous journals of late gave
our Annual Conference, and the church
generally, very fair and favorable notice.
Thus it is that heaven is giving "favor and
grace" to faithful Israel and preparing the
way among "all nations, that the king.
doms of this world mav be constrained to
acknowledge that the kingdom of Zion is
in very deed the kingdom of our Lord and
his Christ."
Here is what the Denison, (Texas),
Sunday Gazeteer in a.late issue says:
"The Annual Conference of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was

held _in Lamoni,, Iowa, on the 6th of April. The
president of this branch of the so-called Mormon
Church is Joseph Smith, son of the prophet. His
but iustice to state that this church has no con•
nection whatever with the Mormon Church of
Utah, and in no sense tolerates polygamy. They
claim that the prophet never practiced or taught
this pernicious doctrine, but that it originated
with Brigham Young. The Reorganized Church
has a membership scattered all over this country
and in many foreign countries. According to
the reports presented at the conference the total
membership was 22,163 in' r889, showing a net
gain over the report of r888 of 1,788. A large
and well conducted weekly paper, · Tke Saints'
Herald, is published at Lamoni, devoted. to·the
interests of the church; and Joseph Smith is one
of the editors."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. R. J. Anthony, Pleasant Grove,
Utah, April I 7:
"I feel glad when I read the tidings from conference, ho·w gracious the Lord has been to his
people. I almost imagine I fet>l
glow of the
Spirit's presence away off here il'l the desert. I
hope and pray the Lord will· graciously remember us out here and send us the help we need.
God bless the work so dear to all."

a

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
it the duty of a presiding Elder,
Priest or Teacher, to reild and teach the Book of
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants in a prayer
and testimony meeting?
Ans.-Yes, if led to do so by the Spirit:
~.-Has a Priest or Teacher any right to hold
office if he has not a testimony to the truthfulness
of the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants after being a member of the church four
years?
A.-·we think not.
~---Should a priest who does not uphold these
books administer the sacrament, baptize or officiate at a marriage?
A.-No; for the Lord in the law of the church
says: "For behold, I will bless all those that labor
in my vineyard, and they shall believe on his [JoS€ph the Seer] words, which are given him
through me by the Comforter" (D. C. 19: 3); and·
further, "The Elders, Priests and Teachers of this
church shall teach the principles of my gospel
which are in the Bible and the Book of Mormon,
in the which is the fullness of my gospel; and
they shall observe the covenants and church articles to do them ; and these shall be their teachings, as they shall be directed by the Spirit, and
the Spirit shall be given unto you by the prayer
of faith, and if ye receive not the Spirit ye shall
not teach."-D. C. 42: 5·
~.-How should a branch deal with a Teacher
who will not teach said books, is opposed to their
being taught by others, and will not study them
himself nor allow them in his house?
A.-He should be reported to the district pres!.
dent or missionary in charge, or be dropped .from
his office by a regular meeting of the branch.
~.-Should branch secretaries in making out
branch reports for district conferences report all
the Priests, Teachers and Deacons in their respective branches, or report only the faithful
ones?
A.-Report alL
~.-·May an Elder be chosen by a branch to
officiate as its Deacon?
~ues.-Is

A.-Yes.
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But, dear sisters, while tht! sacriflce was difficult for me< to make, l have never regretted the
step we took in becoming members of this
church.
But while some have their hu~bands at
MEMORY TEXTS FOR' JUNE.
home with them, it has been said. to me, «What
First Thursday, Doc. & Cov. rS: 6.
a nice time you have with nothing to trouble
Second Thursday, Doc & Cov. r8:4; Mark 7:
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES<"
you. Oh, if my husband was a traveling elder
If.
Third Thursday, Mark 9: 36; 37; Doc.&. Cov.
I would be delighted."
"To Him, from wanderings long and wild,
. ·
56:6
I will say here, while my soul rejoices in the
I come, an over-wearied child,
Fourth Thursday, Doc. & Cov. 103: 2; Ss: 17.
In cool and shade his peace to find.
gospel and to have my husband out preaching, it
SR. M. MANSFIELD,
Like dew-fall settling on my mind,
is all very nice, but that Is not all.a missionaries
Assured that all I know is best,
Jonesport branch.
wife has to contend with, and if such sisters were
And hnmbiv tmsting for the rest."
to be brought to test their faith< In this regard,
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
they would see that elders wives; whether they
lliY WORK.
Apr.
rS,
Amount to date ........•..... $2.674 66 travel with ther husbands or stay'at home year
"lliy work at home lies with the olive branches
Sr. -Neal, CaL·~...... zo
in and year out alone, have their trials and are
Thou'st planted there.
Sr. M. Campbell, Ont... 2 oo
To train them meekly for the heavenly garden
brought to bear up under great responsibility.
Sr.
H.
M.
Wheeler,
Mich.
I
so
Needs all mycare.
But it seems natural to think our lot is the
Br. H. G. Schmidt, Mo. ·4 oo
I may not in the woods<and on the mountains
hardest.
Sr. A. A. Olney, Oreg ... r so
Seek Thy lost sheep;
Sr. E. A. Hopkins, Iowa I oo
Dear sisters, I have not written these thoughts,
At home a little fiock of tender lambkins
Sr. E. M< Fuhr, Iowa . . . zs
in
a way of complaining. Nay, I clo not want .to
'Tis mine to keep.
Sr. E. Cairns, Kart ...... , I oo
be guilty of complaining and it is only by a diliSr. A. Shepha!-d, Iowa .. r oo
Thou givest to Thy servants each his life-work;
Sr. M. Burnett, Iowa .•.• 3 6o
gent efl:'ort on my part that I am able to always
No trumpet tone
:t.6 os
say, ''Thy will be done, 0 God."
Will tell the nations in trmmphant pealing,
Apr. 24, Amount received to date ..... $2,690 71
How mine was done;
Your kind letters give' me so 'much comfort
~Send s,ll mqnevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
and tqe Autmmn Leaves is just grand!
But 'twill be much if, when the task is ended,
Through grace from Thee,
The Prayer Union is a great privilege for the
I gave Thee back, undimmed, the radiant jewels
Dear Sisters:- I have. often thought I would sisters to develop themselves in spiritual things.
Thou gavest me."
write a few lines for·the Home Column. FeelMy soul has been made to rejoice many times in
ing my weakness and ·fearful it would not Inter~ · meeting with the different Prayer Union's. 1 ask
PRAYER UNION.
est any one, I have not ~rltten for two long your prayers that I may with you;all be a will·
years: Though a constant readc;:rof the Column,
ing handmaiden to sacrifice for the cause,
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
I am your sister in the faith,
Sr. Sarah Shearer asks your faith and prayers as well as all the rest ofthe publications put forth
from the Herald Office, I have been made to
MATTIE.
In behalf of her father, John Taylor, of Han·
rejoice m(;lnY: times wh.lm r~adlng.your 'cheering
nibal, Missouri.
Sr. t'feal, of California, requests your prayers and cm;nforting letter~. .It Is a fea~t .for my soul.
Having married when very young; my experiFuLTON, Iowa, ;M:arch 24th.
in behalf of her husband, that he may be led to
ence has been so~ewhat varied. I thought
Dear Sisters of tke Home Colulhn:-Often in
obey the .gospel.
when a girl, '~I will. never marry a preacher," as
times,past I have fel.t a desire to wfitc to you, but
Elder George Gould, of Detroit, Minnesota,
my father was a minister and his tfme.andatten'
realizing my inability to write anything that
desires your prayers, that If it be not God's w.ill
tion was more or Jess taken from his. family, so would be edifying to the readers d£ the Column,
to heal hitl1 he. may be released from the pain
that my opinion Of being a minister's wife was
I have put it
from time to ~ime; but this
which he suffers.
that it was not a desirable position. .
morning I feel so strongly impr~ssed to write
Sr~ Mary A. Fleck, of ]?ercy, Iowa, requests
Having married afarmer'sson, I felt quite conthat I will endeavor to do so.
.
your prayers in her .behalf.
fid~nt he would n,ever be a preacher. But alas,
I was baptized last June by Eliler J: S. Roth.
An ag:ed sister, whose gr_,atest earthly comfort
we soon became idc;:lltifi~d V\l,ith one of the. lead~
It took. me a long .time to decide to obey the goshas been in reading the publications of the
lng denomjnation;s near·. our howe, and a few
J:>el, and after hav<ing done so· I dta not regret it.
church, isnowilfil:icted 80 a~ to be deprived of this
months later my hilooand ~as<selected to be a
I rejoice in the great work of these latter days
great b 0on. She asks you, tQ pray forher,that
minister for that church. Aft~f;l;l!L my·former and.J want to bear my testimony .to the truth of
GO<i may restore her tq. health and. soften the
thoughts .I was pl~a~ed witft the prospects before it; For the last five years I had~ been afflicted
hearts of, those nell!' ~er, that they may ceas(:}
us; with this exception, I did not, neither. could I
with a~thma, and suffered much from if at
their ~itter.opposition to her becau.se of her rebelieve all the doctrine lie preached. It did not
times: . At such times it was with difficulty that
ligion,.
correspond with the· teachings of Christ as I unI could continue my school. Btit thanks .be to
Sr. :Mafy porothy, Glasgow,< Iowa, requests
dei·stood it.
· ·
God, since I obeyed the gospel I have been fr.ee
your Pfll.yers jn .her beh.alf ..·· Sh~ is affiict~d with
Three years camt: and w~nt when a friend of from the. disease, not having had an attack of it
seve~e,pains in the head. for which.she can oPe
ours came to pay u~ a visit and introducep what sin~:e my baptism,
tain no reli:ef.
we theo called "Mofnwriism." I believed it wa.s
Elder Roth has been with us some of the time
.. Bro... ~dwin Sandy, of Linn, Washington
God's truth and was ready to have been initlat- during the last few weeks .. It Is a:. great ~om fort
,countY:, Kansas, requests your ~arnest faith l!nd
ed; But my husband was so much opposed to to us when he can meet with us,i and it .Is with
prayer.s, that God may airect hltn in regard to
the doctrine I thought !.would wait, for I saw it rene~ed enerp and zeal in the &trvice of our
whll,t he ,should do with r;eferepce to his wife.
took a hold on him~nd I feltasthoughtitwould Master that we listen to his adm:onition to .the
She is in an asylum of the insane and. the doctor
not be long before he would yield to the truth. Saints.
says w.ill never be any ~.ett~r. She entreats tobe
as he could not let it alone.
.
Yesterqay we truly had a season of rejoicing
taken hotl1e·. She has a fariJilY of childre~. May
Another year passed by and I was baptlzedand in this;branch .. At our usual prayFr meeting the
God.stren,gthen your faith to plead .for her and
he with .me.. But s0on Ile;trned when '.'c.onfirma- · SJ:>t~i.~>P~ God was ~ith usin great power a!Jd we
for dir~ction to be giveq Bro. Sandy.
tion" took place my husband'~. titl1e woula be r.ejoiced very much. In the eveningwe:had t.he
spent in preaching (~od's tr\lth .. J c?ulg believe, .,. pl~asure of s~eillg Il1Y sister)~<'! i,nto t~e ~at~r~ •
now what he shoul~ preach' But J.Vhen th~time ~~ hl\ptism ..··Tile ~p\r}t~~~;v~.itl:) 9,s lrtt~~,Jl~p- i
TEXTS. FOR M.A Y ;.
came for him .to le11ve homefqr months; I began 1; tisfu,aild··<:O!Jfll'mationmeetirrglrl~o·. Our'hrarloh
to.realh:el neede.!l ll:id from above to ,say "thy now n,umbers thirty,nine, ina ever sincetheU:rst
Doc. & <:;ov. 34:.1,6; Matt. l6:
will be done ...... W)lile rnyspul rejoked In the 1 I:.atterDaySl\int preached in this vicinity pur
knowle('lge of the gospel; it was .a trilll for me to Schqol- ~ouse has. been open to ()ur services; b~t
let tny !lushand g~i ~or }n .tile other . chul'ch he
~~:tthe recent,~lectiori in this distt;ict th~.ll1aJprity
was calle<t to.leayehome .b\d very' little;
of· the •Yqters: voted \~o ~lose·· t!l;e'. ·~~~ool"llquse
per gives the date to which your subscriptwn has been
;>aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

Fourth Thursday, Doc. & Cov. 4S: 14; Ps.
46:5
Fifth Thursday, Doc. & Cov. 109: 3; Ps. 46: 7·.

off
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against preaching and Sunday-school.. It was
the "Mormons,'' as they plainly said at the
school meeting, whom they wished to debar
from the privileges of the house. The Saints
greatly outnumber other Christian people
this vicinity and our enemies were afraid we
would control the Sunday-school. Truly we
are put out of the synagogues. Yet prejudice
prevails, and men so influenced go beyond the
bounds of reason. Nevertheless our persecut·
tlons make us more united, and we enjoy our-.
selves just .the same. If we only walk righ,teously before our Heavenly Father, and are
faithful, we know th'at He will amply compen- ·
sate us for our eff9rts to serve him.
My prayer is ever for the welfare of the Saints.·
·
ZoNIE M. BREEDEN.

in

LAMONI, Ia., April 2oth.
Sr. Mansfitld, as the first to come to our help
has our hearty tha.nks. I know that in thus tryIng to share in the burden of our work, she is the
gainer to her own soul and will sh:ue in the
blessing, both now and hereafter, and hope she
will not weary nor grow faint.
On the afternoon of the day when she was
thus impressed by the Spirit to do this work, the
sisters of the Prayer Union assembled at General Conference in Lamoni, held a meeting to
confer on the work of the Union. The testimonies concerning the work both there and in the
conference were inspiring and cheering.
It was resolved by the representatives of th;;
Unions present at the meeting that the various
Unions wouJd in turn assist in furnishing the· lesson texts. As Sr. Campbell will write more fully concerning the meeting I will only state here
that lesson texts and communications will reach
me if addressed to Eleanor, Box 77· I thirik none
could have gone from that meeting but with
hearts strengthened and cheered.
It was not thought best to make any other
change in the Union for this year, and the subjects for prayer are the satne. Those who send
statnp can receive the subjects printed in leaflet
form.
Dear Sisters, let us take courage and go on determined not only to be found with our lamps
burning, but with oil in our vessels as well, that
our light may never go out, and the union for
which our blessed Master prayed may speedily
be consummated. There was a grand fortaste of
such union at our late conference, and who of
those who participated did not realize the sweetness and blessedness. Great things are promised to the faithfuL Who will not strive for
them?
. If it is in accordance with the will of the
Father there may be a general union of all our
prayer circles affected at next conference. Let
us try by our works, humility and faithfulness
to be worthy.
ELEANOR.

also seek dailyand diligen.tly to teach them the
principles of. the gospel, and in all ·its simplicity
the. plan of salvation as revealed in the latter
days, And don't forget to pray, with your chile
dren. Strive always to teach by example as well
as by precept, and while you are trying to teach
the spiritual laws do not forget the temporal law.
Teach them the law of tithing and free will of·
fering just as young as practicable. Let them
early learn to tithe their little mites. I teach my
little ones if they have ten cents one cent. belongs
to the Lord ,(for I consider theirs to be all sur ..
plus, as they have no thought for the morrow). I
truly believe Hwe faithfully sow the seed the
Lord will give the increase, and the nearvest will
be sure.
Remember the training of a future
generation lies in our hands.
Oh, mothers in
Zion, do we realize the responsibility resting upon
us? Let us spend less time in setting stitches
for their outward adornment and in working for
the things wrich perish, and devote the moments
thus gained in teaching .each child to be adorned
with a meek and quiet spirit, and to seek for those
thiQgs which pei-ish not, are incorruptible, and
fade not away in the kingdom of God.
That
early they may gird on the whole armor <;>f.faith
and be fully equipped as warriors for the fight
before each one of them.
I am one of those
whose companion is seeking to cast in his mite
by devoting his entire time in the vineyard. I.
do earnestly pray that the Lord will strengthen
all his laborers, that the golde.1 grain may soon
be gathered in.
Yours hopefully,
SR. HATTIE.

LEE's SUMMIT, Mo., April 9th.
Editors Herald:-The discussion between Dr.
D. B. Ray of St. Louis and Bro. E. L. Kelley is
over, and the results are for the future to develop.
Dr. Ray affirmed that the Baptist church was
in fact the church of Christ, and i?r two days and
a half he struggled and worked hard to establish
a premise; but as fast as he would try to build,
his material was swe'pt away and it was apparent
to all that he was defeated. Some say the Mormon was too slick and quick for Ray; others admit that it was because Ray's claims were faulty;
others that he was overmatched, while some say
Dr. Ray Is too old to debate, and so on; and all
this was drawn out of the people because Dr.
Ray was completely driven from the Bible, and
all he had to resort to was some of the newspaper stories, also the Whitmer pamphlet, also
W. P. Brown and John K. Sheen were his authorities.
The folly of this course was made
manifest to all clear minded people that attended.
A great work has been done in the way of re·
moving prejudice and setting us ~quarely before
the public. Opportunities are to be enjoyed now
that were .not ours before the discussion. Dr.
Dear Sr. Frances:-! wish to join the ranks of
Ray agreed that we should have gix days for our
the Home Column for once.
Many gems of
proposition and four days for his; but when he
thought have I gleaned from its many writers,
came he could not spare over five days for both.
but those which most impre$s me are relative to
He stated to his brethren (so we were informed)
the training of the young, and let me reite'rate
that wherever he held a discussion it was like a
the sentiment already expressed; dear mothers,
great revival, usualy trom twenty to fifty were
guard well the early impressions of your little · converted, but strange to say the Doctor had imones. Never deceive them yourself, or allow . portant business in St. Louis before the week
others to deceive them. And while we strive. to
was out; but so far none have professed converteach them to be orderly and industrious, let us 1 sion here· as yet; indeed, instead of a recruiting

offic.e H reminds ·me more of a hospital. Th,Je,
Baptists refused to hold a session at night al\a··
also refused to let Bro. Kelley preach in their.
hpuse. The Christian church was obtained· for.
E. L. which was filled every night.he,preached.
Many were pleased with the efforts of Bro. Kel~
ley, and several are enquiring "When will he
come again?-" He has made a host. of friends
for himself and the cause he represents; indeed
we are all strengthened, and others are near the
kingdom. So the good cause is gaining ground
and we are finding favor among the. people in a
way we did not expect. Many have asked when
the discussion will be published and how-in
pamphlet or in the Hm·ald.

WY:ANDANCE, L. I;, N.Y.
Editors Herqld:-The short time I have been
in this place I have been preaching The One
Faith. I have preached every Sunday night.
A non-conformist church. lost their minister.
They asked me if I would take his place, so I
consented, and they voted me to be their standing minister. I have a good congregation and
good liberty. Men and wo.meJJ. of other persuasions have been holding meetings in my house
twice a week. Of course I take the lead. I had
been but three days in this place whe.n the people opened a prayer meeting to be held at my
house. I expect to baptize one man on Sunday
morning, April r3th, all being well. Others
gave their names for baptism, 'but I think they
do not sufficiently understand the doctrine o£
baptism, so they stand over awhile. l think a
good harvest may be_ reaped, especially if one of
the traveling elders would give me a ca:Il sometime when th.-:y are in Brooklyn. I have lent
some Voice of Warnings, which are doing good.
One man after reading one of them said he be·
Jieved Joseph Smith the Martyr was a true
prophet of God.
Yours in the faith,
WM; CLARK.
EAsT DELAVAN, Wis., April 2oth.
Editws Herald:-Feeling a great interest -in
the work we are engaged in, and having, T tru~t,
an earnest desire for the salvation of souls,_and
believing in tnat principle so prominently held
out in the sacred word, that there is no respecter
of persons with God, but that high and low, rich
and poor of every nation, kindred, tongue or
people are equally the objects of His care, and;,
may become the subjects of divine grace .by obe".
1Hence to His laws, is the motive that prompts
me to write to you.
We have .in our neighborhood quite a number
of Danish people who seem to be honest and
God-fearing, and we believe they are living up
to all the light they have. But they are somewhat sedusive In their habits which makes it
rather difficult for us, of another nation, to present them the truth, however much we would·
like to do so. Besides, our Sectarian friends
lose no opportunity to throw stumbling blocks
before them. Now, what we want to know is
this: Have we any Danish elders in the church?
and if so, is there one who can or will come to
Southern Wisconsin. We believe he could do
good here. This letter is not written on the impulse of the moment; but is the result of mature
thought and consultation wi.th other members of
the brooch.
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We have no reason to complain of the prospects of prosperity for the work here, but as the
body without the Spirit is dead, so our faith without works will be dead also. Hence by our
works we may prove that we are yet living members of the body.
Your humble brother,
C. H. BURR.
CARMEL, Ind., April 4th.
Editors Herald:-Piease send me the Herald.
I have been a member of .the Church of Jesus
Christ .of Latter Day Saints for fifteen years this
coming June and was baptized by Columbus
Scott. I am a member of the Olive branch in
Ripley ·county, and am now near seventy .five
miles from there, and no branch any nearer that
I k,now of. I believe this latter day work is
true and I expect to live and die in the church.
I am sorry I am,deprived of worshipping with
the Saints.
Your. sister,
ZER,UIAH VAlLES.
BRUNSON, Texas, April wth.
Editors Herald::.._I send you h.erewith the particulars of the death of Bro. Jackson, who died a
. few days ago. The family are all anxious to
have Bro. Nunley or some oth.er elder of the
church come and preach his funeral sermon; and
if any one will come, notify ine so that I can give
it general publicity. Nearly· evervbody in this
country seems anxious to hear our .doc;trine. )
think.a go:>d work could be done here if an elder
would ~;orne. I have tried 'so often to get a
preacher tha.t I have become discouraged.
We have a nice large school-h()use, and I am
chairman ofthe board of trustees.
·
Yours in bonds,
w. A. BENNETT.
VALVERDE, Col., April. 13th.
Editors If,erald:-We are 'still trying. to worship God in his ownappointed way, and striving
jn our weak way to set the plan of salvation before the people in such a way that they may be
led to seek id:ter more light and finally receivt)
the truth in itspurity. Our meeting was rathe'r
poorly attended tnis morning .and it being rainy
this evening I was almost persuaded .to stay at
hom(), but thbuglit bette!'. bf jt and went, and am
glad I did so; .as there was afew out, among
them SO!l)e strangers. One young man paid the
best of attention, an.d said. at the close of meeting
that he was well pleased with the doctrine. An-.
other man "<;arne up at the dose ·Of the sermon
and assaile<,l us on our authority to preach; also
the. authority ot Joseph .Smith t() estab:ish the
church, an~ many other things, but it was the
old story-:JosephSmithand the polygamic revelation~ etc.,but l don't think we lost anything by
the discussion. I op.ly wish we could awaken
more of a spirit to discus~ the doctrine; it might
.lead .to• a ,more thorough investigation of otir
Claims, ftnd we have no fears when SUCh investi:
gation tak~splace.
· Ou~ nu!l)bers are Increasing bj; Saints coming
from other points,. and it:.has been promised
by t~~ Spirit H we!'e.faithful that wtl shouid
gathe~·Jrom the outside.
Th<ly. continual
.. ·:.nr:tv<•t
that we .may be. faithful for there
in this rnightydty for the
and as: we are to be

If any of the elders of the western mission will
stop at Denver on their way west,, we will be
glad to have them do so. It will cost no more
going to the coast to come by Denver than to
go direct, and we should be glad of Jheir presence for a time.
We hope we shall be remembered by the
Saints at large and those of Lamoni, that the
li~tle band of Saints in Denver may be able to
stand firm, and that those who. have been called to officiate in the capacity of branch officers
may have wisdom and the Spirit of Christ t()
direct in all things.
Your brother in !he gospel,
E. F. SHUPE.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored.Jabel on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the illite is changed, which answers for a receipt.

nnder this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
.A:RTIOLES

ST. MARY's, ONT., March 8th.

DEAR HERALD :-.When I wrote my last

letter to you I had some hope that it would
not be necessary for me to write any more
on the subject, and I can assure you. that
had I thought an .innocent question would
CABooL, Mo.,.April9th.·
have called forth so much apparently illEditors Herald:-Assisted .by Bro. Bassett I
humored comment I would never have
held a series of meetings last week at Willow
askedany questions whatever, but having
Springs. March 3oth I baptized and confirmed
had some disputing in our own branch on
four into the church; three ladies who reside in
the matter, I carefully read the articles in
Willow Springs and
man who lives on Indian
t,he Herald to learn its teachings in regard
Creek, eight miles from Willow Springs.· The
to the mi:\tter, and the two lines which I
sisters who lived in Willow Springs and who
quoted is the only part of those articles
were instmmental in leading said ladies into the
which did (and still does to me) seem con:
true light, Sr. McGowen and · daughter, first
tradictory, not only to the Scriptures, but
located there as members ·of the church and
tothe Herald's own teachings.
comrn~nced work with good example~, Voice of
That the matter may be more clearly
Warnings arid Herald. So the good work begins
followed I will take your articfe in the or:
to loom up. All the si~ters atWiliow Springs der in which it is written:are good workers. Two more gave their mimes
You first say ::......"It so happens that the
for baptism befort) I left; one, a very intelligent
cp.(estions themselves are not scriptural, nor
lady; h.ad thtl work identified to her as Petergot
scientific, they are simply dogmatic;"
the identity of Christ. Jesus .taught us to ask of
. I only have to ask the reader to read
God.
them (2d par~, of Res~, page 1~6) and see
if he can find. ·one question that does not
Bro. Basset, at Willow Springs, is a liyely
contain a quotation from Scripture. You
worker. Bro. Sparlh1g, eight miles from Wilthen say that, I "assume that the Herald
low Springs, on lndia11 Creek; is a lively w.orker.
has taught the opposite, which. it has not
There. are now nine membet:s at Willow Sp.ri.ngs.
done." To this I have onlyto1say that if
May the good work moye on,
the Herald has not taught the t>pposite to
In gos.pel bonds,
that. which it thinks is "not Scriptural; nor
B. A: ATWELL:
sdentific," it should. do so.
But we will see if I haveonJy a~sumed
J\:IAINE; Minn., April 7th.
Editors Herald:-I Jove to read the letters !'hat the Herald taught the opposite :-:-In
my first letter I clearly stated my belief in
which give us information. about the condition
the matter, and I again state that I still beof the church in vari(lus places,.and rejoice very
lieve that all the body except the dross
much when I. read of· tile prosperity·of fhe work
will be raised in the. resurrection. To this
aml how the good faithful st)rvarits of God face .
letter Bro. Blair wrote me a private letter
the cippo&itionof the world and itsn:1istakes. For
in which was the following:
my part I can't say much, fori have not been in
"In, view of the fact that others possi:
the church. but a short time. My husband and I
bly ertertain the. same senti~ents in rewere baptized the r6th of February,· and twq of spect to the resurrection as tho~e suggest~
my children two weeks afte~~ Bro. Martin, of
ed by you, Lthink it may be well to pubDetroit, baptizedus, also three others .. We have
lish when I can, your letter, with specific
just organized a Saints' Sunday-school and think
reply thereto asi see it~" .
,
there will be good work done by it. I believe
From this I understood that. he meant
this gospel that is ,nowbeing preached by the
1 (~nd others possibly) was mistaken, and
Latter Day. Saints fsthe pure gospel of Jesus
he saw it differently and intended t.o set
Christ, and that tliose·whoobey His commandus right, and of course I read hi~ reply, be·
ments will reap the reward .•. Let uspress onward
lieving. that he was trying to set me tight,
and of course I read. the . Herald's reply,
and upward, praying for each other that we may
believing that it was trying to s11t me right.
all re.ceive those spiritual gifts promised to the
In my first letter I was dealillg V\Cith
faithful. The letters from .the different sisters in
dead bodies, not parts of bodies (as a body
the .Herald not oniy strengthen me but renew
with ~.leg' lacking would be.) • I spoke of
my fitith in Jesus. Let us watch and have our
natural bodies, Ilot bodies unnaturally
larops trimmed and burning and .not be .found
bloated by disease, I meant a man .crea&leeplng at our post.
ted in the image of God. But the He1"~
Yours in the gne faith,
ald in its reply. at once begins to deal
J. E... MORTON,
with ub.natuntl• bodies, bloated by dropADDRESSES.
sy, .. emaciated, • no .legs, no. a.rtlls, . no
l\:[r_B._ T. J. A11dr~ws; 23iCJastro ~t ... San Francis.c.o,;CaJ.
hajt·, with ·. wa~t&, \oVens,. tumors ?nd in~

a

J()seph F. Burton; Santa:~iAna, CaJifornia•.. ·.··: ·. · · • ·
J.
Gi!le;n, 3129 Car<>liiJ:!lstreet, S,t.Louil!:;Jilisson;j.

w.

ri1.1rtierable · ·t:;nlatg'ernents an<;}

mopstro~,.
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itres, and then asks: " Will these all
be raised in the same manner," thus
leaving the .impression that you think
these bodies will not be raised at all, and
therefore conclude no other body will be.
I do not say the Herald has directly said
this, but I do believe the average reader
would understand it that way.
In your
analogy i.e., the body changing every
seven years, you say that the "] ohnJ ones
of twenty years ago is the identical John
Jones of to~day, notwithstanding his body
does not contain any of the same identical
particles," and therefore you conclude tt
could be the same John Jones after the
resurrection though not composed of the
same identical particles. Your words are:
"This being true of this life, it may be
equaily true of the resurrection life." You
also distinctly state in your reply that the
resurrected body like the wheat is not: necessarily composed of its former identical
particles.
With dl ·these facts and many more
that could be shown, I am sure all fairminded re11ders will forgive me for assuming(?) that the Herald has taught the
opposite.
·
· Bro.J31air wrote me from Council Bluffs
as follows: "Permit me to refer you to the
fact that both of your articles concede
what I claimed, and have ever claimed,
that in the resurrection all the identical
particles composing the body at burial are
not essential to the integrity and identity
of the person when raised in the resurrection. You.except 'the dross,' etc., etc."
This was the first intimation that I had
that he believed I was right in any respect',
but to this day I can not make it harmonize with the statement in his first letter
when he intima~es that others possibly entertain the same ideas as I do, and he would
give it as he sees it.
Then he goes on to say: "When you
prayerfully without bias, investigate the
matter deeper and wider you will probably
comprehend it differently and more perfectly than now."
All I have to say to this is that if my articles concede what he claimed and has ev~
er claimed, then as far as he knows we are
of the same opinion, and if prayer will
make me comprehend it differently than
now, then I
comprehend it differently from what Bro. Blair claims and always
has claimed.
Your explanation of the vision Ezekiel
had of the resurrection was uncalled for.
No one would suppose from my question
that I thought it was something of the
past.
I s:olid must I not believe that the
"bones came together." I used the past
tense that I might use the words that are
written in the Bible.
You say: "To show how easily what
one writes may be distorted to another
who reads we quote the whole paragraph
on page 790, referred to." To this I will
ask the reader to read the quotation carefully and see if they can find the part distorted.
Again you say: "In order to raise his
objection the brother makes the Herald to
!;ay in brackets," etc. 'l;'his is not true.
The brackets are used expressly to show

will
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that those .are not the Herald's words, but
to show m)' understanding of its words.
And as the Herald h~~, made no explan(ltion of what it did mean, I see no reason
for believing that it meant any different.
You also say: tcThe .statement that the
Herald did not quote from any of our
three standard books is quite sharp, but is
disingenious."
What I object to is the word "bare,"
which is not in the Inspired Bible, having
been left out, no doubt,'because it conveyed an idea not intended, and, therefore,
destroyed the meaning of the quotation.
This very word the Herald emphasi&es
by explaining- the meaning of it in brackets. This I object to and do still object
to; and because the foot has dared to
object to what the head does it is looked
down upon and told it is quite sharp, but
disingenuous. The word "disingenuous"
means "wanting in frankness and honesty,"
and I ask the editor of the Herald as a
gentleman and a Christian to apologize
for this statement, or show wherein I was
dishonest.
You say: "The brother ••• gives the
refutation to his own argument in his subsequent article, in which he refers to the
diamond." This. is not true, nor have you
shown wherein I have done so.
With reference to the different conditions of body members of your family
were in at death, I said in effect in my last
letter that I believe God will add all lacking parts and take away all unnecessary
parts, but that will not' prevent him from
using the same identical particles that
composed the body at death. Warts, wens
and tumors are' not parts of the body, but
are grown onto the body, and the Scriptures teach that the body that is sown will
be quickened, and says nothing about
warts, wens and tumors, therefore I believe they will not come forth.
You go on to explain that the Herald
in its first article was only speaking of the
body that is buried, and not of the "pretty
assumption" about the particles of body
that begin to die as soon as it begins to
waste. I wrote the questions and did not
confine them to the body that is buried.
The Herald headed it "Resurrectionand Reply." I therefore thought it was
a reply to my letter, but now you say it
was only speaking of the body that is
buried.
(Page 147, zd col., 2d pa.), you make
·
one long question and say: "This is the
pith of the questions asked the editor and
answered by him." This is not true; nor
do they in any way to· my mind resemble
the questions asked.
I think from your arguments you believe that the resurrection of the body will
be ju.st in the same manner that a grain of
wheat is sown and afterwards produce's a
new grain. If this is what you do mean
(I do hot say it is, for you have been very
non-commital), then will some bodies before they have become entirely disorganized he raised in the resurrection to one
hundren and eight bodies as you have seen.
~ome grain do? When you say you have
pulled up stalks of wheat which had an
unabsorbed grain attached, you are taking
an exception to prove the rule.

You say you have "alr;;o dug from the
potato patch the planted potato.· and the
new potato grown from the plant sprouted from the seed potato, and have eaten
the new and the old at the same meal."
Paul says: "That which thou sowest is
not quickened except it die." You must
have found a potato that was quickened
without dying. You could possibly be
mistaken in this, but if you are not it is
only an exception and . not the rule. If
the body of the old potato is not necessary
in forming the new one why do we not
plant peefings instead of wasting thousands of bushels ofpotatos every year for
seed. You say: "If the new body of the
wheat or the potato contained the identical
particles, all of them, no more, n<> less, of
the original seed there should not be left
so much as a fibre of the planted seed to
challenge our attention." In the Heralcl's
first article it a;;sumed that I had said "no
more, no less," but my articles all the way
through allowed for the dross, and l at no
time used any word<> that give the Herald
any reason for thinking I meant "no more,
no less."
You again refer to the diamond and
charcoal and say: "It is the dross (identical particles) that makes the charcoal; the
absence of the dros~ (i" len tical dross particles) that makes the diamond. The
identical particles if dross of which the
lump of charcoal is composed are eliminated from the lump and the diamond results; restore the identical particles of dross
to the shining diamonds, its lustre is dimmed and the lump of charcoal is itself
again." .
The Herald of Decem her 7th, page 790,
last paragraph, second column, says: "As
the very same elements of which the unattractive charcoal is cemposed is made
glorious in the beautiful and brilliant diamond," etc.
Thus you now contradict what you said
then, and try to make it appear that I was
wrong. When· I first referred to the matter I saii] you had s:1id so, and then followed up by saying: "If this be true any one
who knows how can take a piece of charcoal and make a diamond of it." Then I
went on to except the dross, which you
had not done. Thus you see I based my
arguments upon the Herald's statement.
If its statements are wrong I am not ·to
blame.
Then (on the same page) you go on to
say: "So the elements of which our weak,
vile, corruptible bodies are composed are
made indescribably glorious in the celestial
resurrection." Ai1d as you apparently believe that warts, wens, tumors, dropsy,
etc., etc., are parts of our bodies, then you
must (according to the above quotation)
believe that the elements of which they
are composed will be in body when resurrected. Also in the above quotation you
do not allow for the same kind of element~, nor do you allow for "more or
Jesr<," but ju~t simplv "ihe elements."
Next you say: "Take the body of Jesus,
to which the brother refers as having been
nised (the same identical particles even to
the wounded part~). How does the brother know this?" I know it just the same
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way as the Herald knew it when it said,
(la't paragraph, 790): "Christ took the
same body he laid down." It came under
my notice that the Herald might quibble
over the blood of Jesus, but I don't object
to anything it may say in that respect; it
can not alter the fact that Jesus was raised
from the dead.
You say it is possible for God to gather
together all the identicill particles of a disorganized body and make a new body of
it. In the paragraph (page 790) which
gave rise to this discussion you virtually
admit that it would be impossible because
parts of one body might be in another
body at the time of resurrection, and to
show that difficulty might be overcome
you say it is "not necessarily composed
of the sameidentical particles."
You say I avoid the conclusions forced
upon the mind by the answers by saying
that God "will make all parts that are
necessary to form a perfect body and join
it onto the body which he had only partlv
made when it came into this world." If
this avoids the conclusions forced upon the
mind then those conclusions must be that
God will not make all' parts,that are neces.·
sary and join it onto the perf~ct body, etc.
Next you say: "It should be remembered. hv those who read this and the
brother'~ criticism upon the Herald's an-·
swer to this letter, Hiat the Herald confined its statements to the body laid down at
death, and made no statements regarding
the leg or arm of a man which leg or ann
was severed from the. body, separated
from the spirit, 'began to die,' and did die
when.the man was a boy."
In th{l Herald, J an11ary 19th, .1890,
fourth paragraph of. your reply we read:
"Shall the resurrected man or woman who
lost a: limb or limbs in childhood have the
s:ame particies (no more and no less) that
constitut~s the mutilated, imperfect body
when buried.?"
Readi~g these two quotations .from
your articles renders comment unneces; sary;
Is it not a noteworthy fact that a joint
or limb lost at anv time can not be restored
in this life.? Even among all the miracles
recorded· in sacred history there is not one
cas"l of restoring a limb or joint by adding.
a new on~. Possibly this isbecause in the
resture.ction there would be too much
"idel;i.tical particles."
In 3d paragraph, zd colurrm, page 148,
you say that I virtually concede that .a
supplemt'1ntary wprkis needed, and in this
I only repeat .what the .Herald stated.
This ~s true, but the Herald covered up its
meanitlg in words so that I did not understand jtthat way till I received Bro. Blair's
privlite. letter.
To your next f 0 ur paragraphs I have.
no objection,
T? the next one 1 might say th~t had
you said that in yom reply to my quotations Jhe answer would have been. almost
satisNctory. If you. had then distinctly
.stated that in your opil')ion God had not
whether. the . resunected body
posed of the sam~ ident.ical
riot; then ) would have un,
tle~rst:oo,tt "'em and the .maHer would h::tve
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dropped, although, of course, I would believe as I do now; but as the matter how
stands, I am at a complete loss to understand what vou do believe. When I read
one paragraph I think you agree with me,
and as I go on I think you don't. Perhaps
I am stupid, but I ask my wife when I
come to a difficulty like that, and' her answer invariably is, "I don't know, it is
such a muddle that I can't make anything
out of it."
We have unbiasedly consulted together
as to your meani:ng, and the only conclusion we can come to is that you may
comprehend it much more deeply than we
do, and that our minds are unable to grasp
the C!Uestion.
If this is the state of affairs I think vou
should deal a little more gently with 'me
than vou do.
You say that I state I believe "that
Paul used wheat to represent a terrestri~tl
or a telestial body," etc.
You enclose
those words .within quotations thus giving
the readers to understand that I used
those words. This is not a fact, nor do
I believe that Paul: used wheat to repre~
sent a terrestrial ora telestial body. I said
(p. II5), "I believe that Paul used wheat
to represent a celestial body. Other grain
might represent a. terrestrial or a telestial
body." And I have yet no reason for believing. d ;fferently. .Wheat is the mostsuperior
kind of grain; flesh of men is the most superior .kind of fle~h; the sun isthe highest
and brightest of heavenly bodies; _Theseare
all used by Paul to c.orivey theidea that a
celestial body will be as much superior to
terrestrial bodies as. the wheat is superior
to other. grain, as the flesh of men is superior to the flesh of beasts, as. the sun is superior to the moon; .and if I have lived
right I will be raised to that superior
state, but if I have not lived right I will
be raio;ed to a gldrycallt;d the .terrestrial,
which is as much lower than the celestial·
as "other grain" is lower. than wheat,
as the flesh of beasts is lower than the
flesh of men; as: the moon is lower than
the sun.
My statement that I might be .. ~;aised
to the "flesh of beast!\" does not even appear to be meant literal. M.v words are
"If my life has l)e_en too Hnperfectfor that,
I may only raise. to th!l glqry ofsome other
grain, to the flesh of bellsts, a terrestrial
body, the .moon;". Then you say: "It is
hardly oossible that any man ~hj~lllay the
flesh of a man in the graye and take up
the flesh of a dog, a hyena,or· a wolf from
the grave."
Why did youcnot contin\le. this in .its•
literal sense and make the reader think
that I meant some wol}ld lay the flesh of
a man in .the gr~ve and. be raised a pea,·
an oat or a barley, and 9thers. would lay
the flesh of a man in the grave and. take
u{J a moon.
You have just as much
reason for believing tbat I meant a literal moon and a .literal grain .as to believe
that I meant the literal flesh of b(:lasts.
As f()rthe little. slur at~he end ofyour
article and the•f!lany others;thNU&"h it,
they do n()t in th~ le_ast les~en !I1 y ·.confi•
dence that you .5tre a .propl:let ofG?d,bq.t
I certa~nly wou.ld. not like any• <me V\'.hoin
' ~
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I might be trying to persuade that you
were called and chosen of God to lead
. latter day Israel, to read such an article
over your signature. I know that had an
elder answered me in the way you have
when I was inquiring, ' 1 What. must I do
to be saved ?"a short time ago, I would
have said, "The fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace," etc., and there is no. love there;
where no lo:ve is, no spirit is, and the body
without the Spirit is dead, and I would
seek elsewhere for the live Church of
Christ.
Your brother,
E. K.

EVANS.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Conference was held at the Summerfield
branch, Icknield, Port Road, Birmingham, on
May 4(h and 5th, r889. Elder C. H. Caton president, Elder G. S: Greenwood secretary. Bro. T.
Taylor, president of the English Mission, was
chosen viCe president. The names of delegates
were. as follows: Birmingham, Temple Row
branch,· Bro. C. Walton; Hanley; by letter;
Stafford, Bro. J. R. Greenwood; Burton-onTrent, by letter; Summerfield, Bro; A. ·crump;
Clay Cross, by letter; Nottingham, no delegate.
The president in his address pointed out the
business necessary to be done. He stated that
there was something of importance to come before the conference and hoped the brethren
would give it their patient considf'lration. The
rule.s were then suspended in order to admit of
notice being given for new business. Quite a
humber of notices and questions were handed in,
The district. secretary gave in his teport, wh1ch
was accepted. The licenses sent t() this confer. ence were ordered to be endorsed according to
the rules of the district. Under. the head of new
business the president submitted a ;code of rules
for the better government of the district. 'I'hese
rules were taken one by one, rea;d, discussed,
amended, adopted and ordered to b~ printed and
placed in the hands of. the ministry of the district. Reports of ministry by Jetter: There not
being time to receive personal rtjports it was
thought more advisable to hear those by letter
only. They wer.e: Elders.J. R. Greenwood, J.
D. ··Davies, W. Potts, S, Holmes; Priests: J.
Dyche, J. Healev; 'I'eachers: H. f'abbiner, W.
H. Saunders, J. RiChards; .Deacon·s: G. Ecclestone,. T. Trevor, Financial report was read by·
the president and showed money received, with
balance from last conference: £3 ~s Iod, expen·
di.tures £2. Is 7d, on hand £I Is 3d. The committee appointed to audit the accounts reported
them to be correct. 'Bro. W, Shepherd's case in
regard to the district con f~rence withholding his
license. was then gone into by the conference,
when it was resolved on heating Bro. w, Shepherd's defence to again restore his.)icense. The
afternoon .session on Sunrlay, the: 5th, was de•
vott;d to sacrament and testimony.: Joy was. in
the hearts of the Saints as ~he good Spirit ministered unto them in tongues, anq interpretation.
The president called upon ]!;lder ;G, S. Green·
wood to address the' congregatio~. He spoke
upon the fifteenth chapter of Mat.the"', in rela~
tion to man's tradition and the keeping. of God's
commands. Bro, T. Tavlor, president pf the
English Mission, follqwed in a fqrcible gospel
sermon. The authorities of the ·church were
sustained bv vote, both. in this ccntntry and· in
America, Adjourned subject to can ... The Saints
of the Summerfield branch provjdedfor all visitors
in their .usual bountiful. wanner, which all enjpy' ed. much. They indeed earned the vote of than.ks
so heartily .accorded to· thel'l'/ by the conference.
'I'hus ended a grand conference.
M. H: Bond, 46; Wav{\rlv st.; Providence: R. I,
.T•. It.]>et.ers. Coleman,:Midl!!nd Co,.Mi.chiitan.
,
Thoma~. Taylor. Chep!ltone yma, ;\lher_t Road, H~.tn!ls,
worth. Birmin~~am, Eng]a;nd. . . . ·. .. ·· :. •, • ·
E. F .. Sjinpl\. Valverde; Arapali?e coun.ty, Colorad?•
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~ A1ways

write the Business portion of your Letter on

a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit;

If yon have anything to say t9 the Editt}r, or something
yon wish published; no NOT Write it on the back of a
bns.in<l'ss letter. Business is Business, and ·MUST BE
done in a bneiness-Jike manner.

ORGANIZA TTON OF HIGH
COUNCIL.
Minutes o£ the organization· of the High
Council of the Church of Christ cf Latter Day
Saints, Lamqnl, Iowa, April r6th, r89o.
The authdrity . for organizing is found in
pm:agraph nine· of the rev.elation of April 8th,
1890, which reads: "Those who were presented
by the High Priests for ordination to their number, if approved by the councH of the High
Priests now present, and the conference, may be
ordained; and from their number there may be
selected by a committee of conference composed
of one of the First Presidency, the president of
'the Twelve and one other to be chosen by the
council of Twelve, the president of the ·High
Priests and one other to be chosen by that council of.their number, a sufficient number to fill the
vacancies now existing in the High Council,
that. the High Council may be properly organized
and prepared to hear matters of grave importance
when presented to them.
And this committee
shall make their selections according to the spirit ot wisdom and revelation that shall be given
unto them, to provide that such council may be
convened at any General Conference when emergencv may demand, by reason of their residing
at or near to places where conferences may be
held.
Those composing the above committee were
W. W. Blair. of the First Presidency; Alex. H.
Smith and Wm. H. Kellev, of the Twelve; and
Chas Derry and M.ark H Forscutt,:High Priests,
who chose and reported as follows:
·
Messers President and Brethren:-Your committee appointed to select names to form a High
Council c.fferthe following names: r Winthrop
H. Blair, 2 Frederick G. Pitt, 3 James H. Peters,
4 J. C. Crabb. 5 Asa S Cochran, 6 Charles Derry. 7 David Dancer. 8 Willi•m Anderson, 9 David Chambers, ro Robert M. Elvin, rr. John A.
Robinson, 12. Calvin A. Beebe.
Respectfully,
W. W. BLAIR.
Conference by a unanimous vote approved
this .report, arid directed that the First Presidency call together those selected and organize the
High Council.
Those nominated for the High Council, with
the exception of C. A B~ebt', met in the Student's
room in the church at Lamoni, Iowa; April r6th,
1890, for the purpose of organizing the High
Council of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Chri~t of Latter Day Saints.
Upon motion
President W. W. Blair was chosen to preside,
and R. M. Elvin as s<cretary. The s'ecretary
read s·ection 99 Doctrine and Covenants, and
section ro4: 14, I 5 The president read Mill. Star,
vol. rs. p. 12 109 26r arid 284. Reference was
made to HERALD, vol. I, pp. 55· 58, ro4. and ro6.
Adjourned to meet at 2:30 p. m. Benediction
by Bro. J. C Crabb.
A second meeting was held at 2: 30 p. m.
Opened by singing hymn 3I I; prayer by Bro C.
Derry.
Minutes were read and approved.
President W .. W. Blair off~red his resig-nation,
and upon motion it was accepted, and President
Joseph Smith, being present, was chosen to preside.
·
The following was the unanimous vote of the
Council, that the Presidency of the Church are
the Presiriency of the High Council.
Robt. M. Elvin was elected as Secretary. Motion, that the President give such instruction as
the Spirit may dictate, and such other items as
may be necessary. President said it was his
opinion that no Councilor should comoromise
himself in any case, or doctrinE', under controversv. When we act it is in the name of Christ,
and for that which must abide as final in the
church.
•

they read shall they catch a new inspiration and
Motion .That the Council proceed ,to set apart
thereby be moved to more persistent .efforts in
and ordain the Councilors, which was done acSabbath-school labor? It will ]je an exhibition
. cording to their age. P:·e~id<>nt Smith orc'ained
of a more lively zeal to reach a coveted ultimate.
Councilors Winthrop H. Blair, Chades Derry,
H is not a _little surprising· that Sabbath,school
James H. Peters, David Chambers, Asa S. Cochwork should have met. with the least discourage"
ran and Frederick G: Pitt; and President Blair
ment from Latter Day Saints. ~ut like habits,
ordainf'd Coucilors David Dancer, James, C.
our pet theories cling to us or. we cling to them
Crabb, William Anderson, John A Robinson
with great tenacity.
and Robt M. Elvin.
'Tis very true that God has formulated andreElder RudolphEtzenhouser being present was
vealed but one spiritual government, but under·
blessed by Pres Smith, as witness of the above
its auspices there mus.t be helps and other
ordinations and organization.
gover:nments, all working for one erid_ or, grand
It was voted that the Council understands that
culmination reflected in God's divine economy.
casting of lots is at the time when they shall
convene to sit upon a case: .. A fund was raised ! I sincerely hope none in. the above localities will
be found to oppose or throw the least ob.stacle in
for necessary expenses; whep it. was voted that
the way of Sabbath-school labor. Rather let all
the s~cretary act as treasurer. Collection $6 55
strive for its progress so ~ar as practicable.
The secretary was instru,cted to prepare a report to be published in the, Herald, which shall
Branch officials should know that to some exalso be our report to the next General Confertent they become responsible for. the spiritual
ence. It was ordered on mo~ion that the president
condition and growth of the n1e!l'1bers of their
ordain Bro. C A. Beebe as soon as practical:>le.
respective brljnches. And while the method of
Minutes read and approved. Closed with prayer
visitation should not be enforced so as to make it
by the president.
obnoxious, it should be prosecuted so that· all
TosEPH SMITH,? p
'd t
should be partakers of the benefits thereof and
W. W. BLAIR, \ .res! ens.
the officials know the exact status in a spiritual
RoBT. M. ELVIN, Sec.
sense of all the members. To accomplish this
system, order and labor are lndispenGible. And
should the requined labor in this direction bePASTORAL LETTER.
come too onerous for the present number 1 more
should be added; and if for a thorough .system of
To the Saints in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado,
visitation, etc., the division of
branch into disNew Mexico and Wyoming, greeting: May
tricts and placir.g a priest and teacher:in charge
peace be with you and abide. The Annual Conof such division)l it should be done, the freference of 1890 is a past event, but the future
quency of visitation to be deteri'J)ir!ed by ,.the
must develop proof or non-proof as to our
officers themselves. . For the. thought that every
acquittal of responsibilities which the .actions of
official and quorum are efficient and powerful for
said conference haye imposed upon every dethe performance of the work the law does impose
partment of the body. Efforts to excel in righti-: quite compatible with the spirit and genius of
eousness are laudable, such eftorts to be visible
God's spiritual government; and the efficiency of
wherever we may be, according to opportunity
one official or quorum is to be brought into requiand facilities at our comman.d. There is reasition for the well- being of another, rather to
son to believe that many members of the church
protect than. to infringe on or deprive them of
are scattered in some of the above localities not
their rights under the law, and equity suggests a
enrolled in branches, and fail to let their wherebelief of purity of motive until evidence becomes
abouts be known to either branch or di~trict
visible .to the contrary, as all are to be thought
authorities, which is an unjustifiable omi1-sion.
innocent until proven guilty. Hence it is that
And in view of this fact I respectfully suggest
measures culminating in causing others to be
that all scattered members report themselves to
suspicioned
is the cruelest kind of persecution.
either branch, district, or missionary in charge,
If by removals or otherwise numbers of
exhibiting a willingness to bear a portion of the
priests and elders more than are needful for
burden that comes upon the church in sending
branch labors are found, such officials should take
forth the great proclamation of the latter day
pleasure (for such is their duty) to devote as
dispensation, trat in the times of righteous retrimuch time as circumstances permit in preaching
bution you may not loRe your reward.
the gospel in new localities, on Sundavs and
The recognition by Christ of the efforts of the
other times, Jf practicable. It is a mistake for
widow serves as proof that if prompted by a pure
such officials to suppose that in the event of their
motive the smallest act secures God's favor; ·and
receiving no General Conference appointment
continuance in well doing is a guarantee of salthey are freed from responsibility, the law having
vation, and as effectually proves that a failure to
provided that such are to travel and preach as
make a proper use of talents given, whether one
circumstances permit; and those who are obliged
or fi.ve, will incur condemnation. The divison
to labor to support their families (if diligent as
of God's moral vineyard into branches, districts
circumstances permit) are not to lose their reward.
and rnissions, is for the spread and building up
That or those governed by law are preserved by
of his kingdom in all the world, and as one
law, etc.
department would be affected by a failure of
another department, the necessity for continued
Local elders should rather wait to be invited
activity is made appar<>nt. Mortal.s being prone
or requested to labor in or for branches, making
to evil is no guarantee for justification for
the penetration into new localities for the inwrong doing, especially is it not a justification for
troduction of the gospel their first consideracontinuance in wrong. Because a guarantee for
tion. Besides branch and Sunday-school labor,
remission of sins on entering into the divine life
the distribution of the printed word in a systemeans a guarantee of divine assistance all
matic manner should so far as practicable receive
through life's journey by abiding in Christ.
attention; and as a means to that end, a tract fund
Hence Paul knew and so affirmed. He could do
might be raised, the place with the hours of
all things through Chrbt strengthening him. But
worship printed on tracts that may be properly
as God does not compel us to obey so will he not
circulated by branches having a permanent
prevent us from wrong· doing when choosing the
place of worship. Besides all this, the members
wrong in preference to the right. "Judge not" is
should be properly punctual in attending stated
a divine injunction; nor are Christ's teachings
meetings, as a convincing fact to all watching
leading to the conclusion that "every tree -~"
your procedure that your religion is so far apknown by its fruit" less divine. All, when
preciated by you as to prevent you forgetting
governing ourselves thereby, serving as a ·stimthe advice, namely, "Not forsaking the assemblulant to Jive and labor to evince a gospel imposed
ing yourselves together." And when in the
consistency.
house of worship let your procedure be of such
It is quit<> essential (or so I believe) for all Lat.
a character that strangers who may be present
ter Day Saints by future efforts to prove themmay have evidence of the exhibition of a becomselves thoroughly imbued with the inspiration
ing reverence and due appreciation of the religwhich is bdnging Sabbath-school work with· ious extrcises ih which you participate. There
such telling effects to the front. Doubtless conare few, irrespective of their proclivities, that will
ference minutes will inform the readers of the
fall to be attracted by the exercises of religionists
Herald of exercises on Saturday evening. April
if they themselves e>say to evince a proper so·
rzth, had in behalf of the Sabbath-school; a11d as
lemn!ty and correspondingly strive to refrain

a
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from the exhibition of the effects of undue excitement or sensationalism.
Eloquence and a ready command of language
are attainments not to be treated lightly; nor
should the fact be overlooked that sincerity of
heart and purity of motive are most essential
and may be attained to and evinced by the illiterate as well as the cultivated.
All branches, especially those in populous neighborhoods should appoint a book agent, keeping
on hand copies of the Herald, Hope, Autumn
Leaves, tracts and books of the church, calling the attention of strangers thereto, and thus
aidi 0 g in their sale. For as the sale of church
publications increase there will come a corresponding decrease in the price of those publications. The Herald at one dollar per year with
twenty thousand subscribers would perhaps bril)g
a greater profit than at present price and nutnber
of subscribers; but be this as it may, let us legitamately strive for the twenty thousand.
The presidents qf branche.s should not overlook
the '7th and r8th paragraphs. of section 17 of
Doctrine and Covenants, .as should not the traveling ministry. And let it not be forgotten that
all claiming to be repre,entatives of the church
should be prepared. to exhibit their credentials
when necessary. And I sugge>t that none, failing
in this, be recognized as representatives of the
chun;h; and that the fact that all sent out by the
church are aided temporally through the method
provided by the church, and recognized by the
church be not lost sight of, for none meaning
well for our Zion would object to the above.
Branch officials should not lose sight of the
fact that no law or recognized. order imposes as
imperative the reading of two lengthy hymns at
prayer meetings, but rl\ther remember that the
limitedness of time may often suggest the propriety of dispensing with the practice. Nor
should officials or members forget to study well
the first paragraph of section 104, Doctrine and
Covenants. For if God has given instructions
as a preventive to too frequent use ·of his
n;tme, it must have .been given that we might
refrain from the practiCe, law being the rule of
action. "When ye ·pray," says the Master, "say,
Our father, who art ln heaven/' etc., which harmon;izes with the injunction, namely: "D() all
things according to the pattern shown thee in
the·mount.
I would. be glad to hear· from all who .may
ha:ve anything of importance to communicate
touching the work in which we are engaged.
Ere these lines reach you I expect you will have
lea;rnedof appointments suggested in the a]Jove
missionary field. The laborers are few, but
we must toil on, hope, pray and wait for m.ore.
My permanent address will he No. 2r3, Harrison stre.et, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
PASTORAL LETTER;
The conference has just closed, and it was
both good andjmportant. The work is now before J.l.S with its increas,ed respqnsibilities. . May
the g()o~ Master help all His servants to be .diligent a,nd wise. The important resolutions which
have been adopted, togetl).er with the remarkable
communication accepted as t~e voiee of God to
His serv!tnts, ino.i.cate more clearly than .ever
the.cqaracter ot the :work before us, and more
fully quf!lifY u.s to perform jt. T!>e readiness
with, wb;ich aU uni.ted ·on this . revelation shows
that 'the. "present crisis" had been "magnified;"
and that there is a general disposition among the
ministers of the church to do right. Let us
strive to lay aside every hindrance to progress
and, .!f possible, redoubl(( our diligence in the
Master'~ cause; . ·
Having been re-app<)inted to my former!)harge,
with the addition of that partof Missouri belongingtf}]oseph Luff during the last ;rear, I publish
the. following appo!ntments, trusting they will be
received in good faJth, and fo~ the same purpose
for.which they are 111ade.:
··
Fremont District in charge of Bro.. Hen~y

South- West Missouri, including the Indeperience District, or that part of it found in Missouri,
in charge of Bro. I. N. White.
Eastern Iowa District, in charge of Bro. J. S.
Roth.
Nodaway District, in charge of Bro. Warren
E Peak.
Des Moines District, in charge of Bro. James
McKiernan.
North· East Missouri District, in charge of Bro.
Duncan Campbell.
Southern Iowa, which includes the Decatur
District, in charge of Bro. 0. B. Thomas.
Galland's Grove District, in charge of Bro.
Hyrum 0. Smith.
·Little Sioux District, in charge of Bro. Charles
Derry.
Nauvoo and String Prairie District, in charge
of Bro. J. C. Crabb.
Far West District, excepting the city of St.
Joseph, in charge of Bro. C. E. Butterworth.
Central Missouri District, in charge of Robert
L. Wart>.
St. Joseph Missouri, in charge of Bro. Mark H.
Forscutt.
·
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gain much in faith and spirituality, saying nothing of future rewards.
We are hopeful for the future.
Let us strive
to do more for the Master's cause during the
coming year than we have ever done before in
the same length of time.
And now may the peace and blessing of God's
Spirit attend all your efforts for good. Amen.
JosEPH R. LAMBERT,
Missionary in charge.
Lamo!fi, Iowa, April 21st.
N. B.-All those elders who have been placed
in charge of fields, will please send their Post·
Office addresses to the He• ald, for publication,
that there may be no mistake~, and that the
Saints may know where to find them.
J:R.L.
CONFERENCE NOl'ICES.
The Montana District Conference will convene at Deer Lodge, on Saturdl\y, June 14th,
1890. A general attendance of the official members of the district is. earnest! y solicited; and
as many of the Saints as can we invite to come.
J. C. CLAPP, Pres.,
GoMER REESE, Clerk.

The above appointments are not irregular but
are made in direct harmonv with the advice of
The conference of the Massachusetts district
the First Presidency to the· Twelve, given two
will be held at Fall River, Mass'achusett, at the
years ago. The charges placed in the care of
Saints' Chapel, commencing Saturday, May roth,
these brethren are termed "fields,'' and are, in
at two p. m. The president of the mission, Bro.
fact, subdivisions of the mission.. Those· brethW. H. Kelley, will be prese.nt; a,lso his assistant .
ren who are not in charge will please report to
in the eastern mission for the co·ming year, Bro.
those ~ho are in charge of theirrespective fields,
and not to me; while those who are in charge Joseph Luff, of the Twelve; is expected to be
will please report to me, about <)nee in three . present. A full attendance is desired. Come all,
arid come bringing the Spirit of peace with you.
months, or as often as occasion may require.
M. H. BoN:J), Dist. Pres.
I suggestthat where Seventies are actlngas district presidents they find release from that position
as soon as practicable, where it can be done
A conference of the Pottawattamie District
without injury to: the work. Strive to avoid
will covene at Crescent, May 24th, 1890, at ro: 30 1
extreme views and extreme acts, and at the
a. m. All who can, but especial)y the ministry,
same time place yourselv.es in harmony with
are request~d to attend, as we have matters of
the revelations of 'God which define the dutie.s
importance to consider.
of vour calling.
H. N. HANSEN, Dist. Pres.
Who can say what may not be done by this
little army of gospel soldiers within the coming
year, H they will ~!low nothing to stand in the
BORN.
way, being humble and faithful, and. putting
ST.EWART.-At
Denver,
Colorado, November .12th,
their trust in God!
'
. 1889, to Bro. and Sr. Stewart, a spn; his name is
Let the Saints throughout the whole mis.sion
Frank Perry; blessed Sunday, April 6th, 1890; by
(and the whole. world for :that matter) rememElders James Kemp and E: Shupe.· ·
ber that an important part of the responsibility
DIED.
of this work rf:'Stl; upon each in.dividual themof the church.
JACKSON.-Near Bryson, Texas, March. 2~th, 1890,
Honor your profession by upright and virtuous
of general debility an.d old age, Bro. :.[ohn J: Jackson,
lives., Shun the very appearance of evil.
Let
who was born at Lancaster, Garret county. Keptucky,
your lives be above reprol,lch. . Strive alwars to
Marc.h 5th, 1815. :S:e was 75 years and 22 days old.
]?e pure and holy as God is pure and holy. Live In 1838 he united with the Ouinberla,nd Presbyterian~,
humble ll.nd prayerful lives.
Avoid assuming
coritinueJ with them about eijl;hteen years .. but not
obligations which you.m.ay find it very difficult,
satisfied he joined the C!lristian Chur!)h remained with
them twenty seven years, and was a ruling elder in' the
.or impossible to meet. Pay your debts, whether
church. Upon hearing the doctrine ;ort_he Latter Day
they be great or .s.mall, promptly, n<)t waiting to
Saints be was. takeri to the water and baptized into
be dunned.
When you find' you can not meet
the' church November '7th, 1883,} by Elder H. L.
your obligationsaceordingto contract, go to your
Thompson, and ever after rejoiced In the. doctrine of
creditors, at once, and sho'f by your next .effort
Christ. He was greatly afflicted, but was never heard
that you are wortlly of their cortfidence. A fail·
to mu.rmur or complain but was resigned to his .con"
ure in these . matters is. very disastrous to the
w?rk; and un-Sain,t-Jike in him who is guilty of. dition. apd breathed out his lire w~thout a struggle,
it. God will not trust the man who does ·not yielding his spirit into the hands of p-od who gave it,
strive to keep his \Vord.
.
·
·
to wait the morn of the first resurrecllion. A. vast concourse of people followed his rem~iqs to the grave,
Seek not for riches, but rather.for' eternal life,
testifying their great respect fo~ the; deceased. Rev.
and to .do the will of God.. "Th~ love of mon..ey
is the root of all evil."
Avoid excess in dress, S. H. Evans, M. E .. made a very niceitalk at the grave.
"Grandpa Jackson" ~.ill be greatlv ll)issed in the.comfor it is unseemly 'for a Sl(int, expensive and sinmunity, for he had no enemies. He leaves a compan~
ful.. Strive to corre.ct careless and-slovenly hab·
ion: n"ear the same age, a son and. da:ughter and.several
its, putting away aU _filthiness of the f1esh atld
grand children, also a host of friends to mourn his despirit. . God is clean in every sense, anq· he is
parture. But their loss is hiR gain.
pure; and he requires purity ar1d cleanliness in
TURNBULL.- Near Sand Point; Iridian Territory,
us. Place your tithesa11dofferings in theLord's
store-house .. Thill important duty has been too February 9th; 1890, of L!J. Grippe, Ida, only {laughter
of Mr. Cyrus and Sr . M. J. Turnbull;, aged 14 ·months
much negle<:ted:. Thisprovision for the carryand 13 days. Buried in Fairview cemetery.
ing on of God's. work and the spiritual developmerit of. his chiJdreh, is gra11d. in its. character,
TURNBULL:.....;.Nea~ Cheney,Wa&hibgton, ..August 2d,
and carries the ·proof of its. divine origin .·to the
1889, Br. Rosanna Turnbull, wife of Bro; Natban<Turn, .
hearts of all who· rightly .obey it .. Moreover, the bull, aged 28 years, 5 months and 22 days .. Sh!l. was ·
spiritually-mindl:d may easily seethat the law of .b9rn .in .Livingstone eounty, Illinois.. She le.aves a
tithing is in harmony with. God's Jove to man.' father; mother, .brot.l!er
sisters: husband. lj.Ud six:
and the. love ()f God's people £or their fellow _bechildrlmtp
· her
Tl;le rem~iJ;l~ were,
ings. Iam prepared to say th~F those ':Vhoig•. interred ..in
The. ft1J;~eral. ser- <
nore. this principle, an~.rall agatn~t it, w.Hl· do It
to theil' certainl?ss; w bile th()s¢ '.Y hoob~y t .

sue was
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CORLESS;-At Coldwater, Michigan, April lOth,
1890, of cancer of stomach, Sr. Lucinda Corless. She
wo.s born in Seneca county, New York, April lOth,
1831; baptized into the Church of Jesus Uhrist of
·Latter Day Saints by Elder John Shippy, June 21st,
1865, at Quincy, Michi~an. Strong in her convictions
of the truthfulness of the work and a glorious future
till swept from the shores of time to the farther side
Her sufferings were intensly painful and lingering, but
patience had its perfect work. She left four sons and
one daughter and a host of sympythizing friends to
mourn her departure. She was laid to rest in Quincy
Cemetery, April 12th Funeral sermon by Elder L.
Scott. Text l Thess. 4:13-18
PALMER.-At Fremont, Nebraska, Aprilllth, 1890,
Aarnn, youngest son of Bro. John R., and Sr. Grace
E Palmer, aged 1 year, 1 month and 14 days. Funeral
from the residence, conducted by James Hnff, Teacher
ofUnion branch.
MILES.- At Nashville, Missouri, of measles, Maude
Belle, a twin child of J. W. and M G. Miles, aged 14
months and 3 days
Maude was a sweet child with golden hair,
With sunny smiles and face so fair;

Her lovely form we can not forget.
We thought her oms, hut only lent;

THE SAINTS' HERA

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
(Continued from last week.)

MINISTRY REPORTS.

Elder C. Derry, of the High Priests,
present, reports:
I have labored in the Little Sioux and Galland's Grove districts, as appointed by General
Conference and Joseph R. Lambert, missionary
in charge of Iowa. I have tried to do my duty
and trust God has used me as an in~trument in
doing some gootl. My quarterly reports have
been made to the missionary in charge. My desir~ and determination are to work for the extension of the kingdom of God while I shall have
physical and spiritual strength.

Elder M. H. Forscutt, of the High
Priest, present, reports:

Although I received no appointment at the last
session of General Conference, the First Presidency having been requested to supply a missionMuRPHY.-At Kit Carson, Colorado, March 22d,
ary for the city of St, Joseph I received from
1890, Purtena, daughter of Bro. David W. and Sr.
them that appointment, and entered upon its duMary J. Murphy, aged 12 years, 8 months and 8 days.
tieo as soon as the necessary arrangements could
Her death is supposed to have bePn caused by a horse
be made.
which she was riding taking fright and dragging her,
Led, as I believed, by the Divine Spirit, I openher foot being canght in the stirrup. Her death was
ed up three weekly suburban appointments, two
a sad one and her parents feel it keenly. When the
of which have borne fruit the church has gathhorse reached home life was extinct from her bruised
ered, the third offers but an uncertain promise. I
and mangled body. Her remains were followed to the
also organized a Young Peoples Mutual Improvegrave by a large concourse of people. Bro. Murphy
ment Society. This seems to have been profitasks the prayers of the Saints in the interest of his .
able to its mem hers, socially and in tell ectuall y, as
wife, self and family.
well as spiritually.
She's gone to rest among the blest;
A Tract Society has been organized for the
,Tis well to think of this,
And oh, may we in worlds of rest
systematic dissemination of the printed word.
Share an eternal bliss.
This is in its infancy, but it is thoroughly organTo rest in that eternal home,
ized.
'Tis sweet to think of this;
'.rhat we may rest at home. sweet home,
The sisters Prayer Union seems to encourage
And dwell among the blest.
to greater activity, while its tendency in iny field
She was a darling young nnd fair
of labor at least, seems also to increase the faith
To leave tbe parents~ breaP.t;
It almost fills us with despair,
and unite the members of the Lord's family more
But still she is at rest.
closely together, and to secure thereby a greater
SKINNER -Never Davenport, Red River county,
degree of spirituality.
'l'exas, April 13th, 1890, Brother William T. Skinner,
During the greater part of this conference year,
aged 27 years, ll months and 10 days. He was a
while I have been in the city, five nights of each
good citizen, a faithful and zealous member of the
week have been e_mployed in service, each evenchurch, and one who will be missed in our meetings.
ing except Saturday. On Sundays two preachHis wife survives him and three children are left
ing services, one prayer and one Sunday-school
fatherless.
service fill up the time-a total of nine weekly
services. These, with admhistrations and other
CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
duties involving travel, besides special and the
For the benefit of those concerned I wish to
routine duties of pastoral work, required more
state that Certificates of Appointment have been
time than proper working honrs supplied, and a
made out for every minister whose name is
larger degree of physical energy and endurance
found in the list of appointments by the late
than I could command.
General Conference, excepting for those with
I desire to express herein the gratitude I feel
whom arrangements are pending. In most
to Him whose loving kindness has sustained me;
instances the Certificates have been sent to the
for otherwise I shouid have sunk beneath the
individuals direct. However, in a few cases they
burden I bore. Although, therefore, I testify of
have been handed to the minister in charge, that
labor beyond my strength, I found strength in
he may forward with correspondence. After due
Him who has promised to be our stay.
time and it is discovered that any are lost then
In earlier life, especially from 1854 to 1858, I
notify me and I will issue duplicate.
was pridleged with such cheering, such marvelH. A. STEBBINS, Church Secretary.
ous evidences that the Divine One endorsed my
labors as to make my subsequent experiences
BISHOP'S NOTICE.
seem tame by comparison. Since then. I regret
to say, I have rather feasted upon the memory
Owing to the resignation of Bro. W. Rumel as
of those precious times than to partake of the
Bishop's agent for Northern Nebraska district,
greater fulness of joy that I then anticipated.
and Bro. G. M. L. Whitman being recommended
Now, however, I praise God that in the last conto me as agent for said district, I therefore apference year I have enjoyed a partial return of
point him as such, and recommend him to the
that sacred power the plenitude of which I had
Saints in that district to sustain him by their
so long deplored the absence of. The rainbow
prayers and means.
of promise once more encircles the spiritual horl
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
zon. The Holy One smiles with favor upon his
Presiding Bishop.
ministering servants.
During the past year there have been more
A BARGAIN.
calls for me to administer to the sick than ever
Having been appointed to the Eastern Mission,
before in my ministerial life, exeept during the
I will sell at a bargain my Newspaper and job
rage of epidemics. A few persons outside the
office printing plant at Independence, Missouri.
fold have applied for the ordinance and in some
It is a splendid opportunity for any one desiring
cases the Lord has mercifully healed them; in
to locate there.
Business will pay well if propothers, relieved them; in a few instancee, no
erly attended to. For particulars address me at
benefit, directlv traceable to the ordinance was
Independence, Missouri, for about a month.
discoverable. The differences in results of ad.
JOSEPH LUFF.
ministration furnish food for thought;. for these
0, precious ilarling, to Jesus gone,

Left brother Claude to walk alone.

differences are universal rather than exceptional.
Where God has been pleased to heal the afflicted,
and I a party to the ad ministration, whether healing came with the administration or followed
immediately after, I knew that the precious
blessing was attended with a divine power, a
power that no poor mortal such as I c~::n wield.
The little good seemingly done under and by my
ministrations has, I have thought, been done
through me by reason of a loving Father's tender mercy towards a discouraged and feeble
child.
Although I often hear that success in conversions and increase in numbers but very feebly
represent ministerial success, I regret that I can
point to or name but few whom I have baptized
lnto Christ during the past conference year.
Some not baptized when I left had offered themselves 2s candidates for baptism. If by neglect,
hy inattention, by lack of courtesy, or by carelessness in speech or impropriety in conduct I
have prevented any one from accepting the truth,
as your representative, my bretnren, I crave your
pardon. I name this because my success in winsouls to Christ being less apparent than forI fear leot my unwisdom be in any degree
lis cause.
I feel, my brethren, my unworthiness torepresent an immaculate Christ, and an inspirational
church. Yet, although ] am not so circumstanced as to devote my whole time to the ministry
without financial aid, if in your wisdom it is
deemed wise to appoint me to any labor, I will
try to perform it. This is the fortieth year of
my pilgrimage under Israel's banner; the grace
of God supporting me, and His people sustaining
me, I will try to lead all whom I can influence
to
with us through the baptismal waters into
church of Christ, as at the end of their
fortieth year, Israel of old passed the waters of
Jordan into the promised land.

Elder H. A. Stebbins, of the High
present, reports:
I have been in the field nearly one-half of the
time the past year, chiefly in Southern Iowa and
Northern Missouri, mainly in Decatur district,
but aleo preached a few times in the Nodaway
district and a few times in Independence, Missouri, and one Sunday in West Burlington, Iowa.
PrPached in all in 22 places, baptized w persons,
ordained 3 priests and 2 teachera, and assisted in
ordaining 2 other priests. Have continued to
preside over the Decatur district. Administered
to 89 people, in all 204 administrations. Have
felt grateful to God for spiritual ai<i upon many
occasions.

Elder R. C. Elvin, of the High Priests,
reports:
My labors for the last twelve months have
mostly been confined to the Nebraska City
branch, yet I have not been idle. Part of this
time l presided over the branch, and when called
to preach I have done so. I have administered
to lhe sick when they have called, with benefit to
them, God receiving the praise while they received the benefit; and many times the soul has been
made glad to see the speedy answer to this ordinance when our faith is exercised in behalf of the
afflicted ones. I truly rejoice in the gospel of
our Lord and Savior. I have helped with others
in the blessing of children.
desire to continue to labor as circumstances
will permit, for I love to do good. This is the
helght of my ambition while I live, having so
many blessing from my Father in heaven.

Elder

y.

C.

Crabb, of the High

present,
I preached, up to the rsth ol: June, mostly in the
Little Sioux branch. June 15th went to Sioux
City and staid until the rst of July. In the city
proper the brethren had a hall rented. The
meetings were well advertised, but the attendance was small, seven to fifteen; but in the
eastern part of the city. called Morning Side, a
good hearing and good attention was had.
There might be,
continuous effort, a work
done at that place.
are a few members in
the city
what they can for the work.
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Preached at Magnolia, Logan, Woodbine, Sixmile Grove, Unionburg, Persia, Portsmouth,
Moorhead, Jones' School-home and am now
preaching at the Berry School-house. Have
been well and kindly treated, both by brethren
and all others where I have been. I think there
has been more added to the church in the district during the last than any previous year, as
you will likely see by the secretary's report.
Others beside myself have done the baptizing,
and will no doubt report to the conference. The
brethren where I have been seem disposed to forward the work to the best of their ability. Paid
out during the year $2485, received $r4 so, pa1d
out more than received $ro3~-

Elder C. G. Lanphear, of the High
Priests, present, reports:
In ministerial labors I have done but little in
the year past. I have attended two district conferences .and one tV'lo-days' trleeting, preached
fwice outside and some two or three times in the
branches. I feel a desire to do more in the year
to come than in the year gone by.
I ha.ve received letters from the east in New
York state where I have formerly labored, with
earnest requests for elders to come. Many there
are hungering after the word of life. It wants
more of the ministerial forces to pu.t forth gospel
eftorts in certain localities in that state.
One lady there who lost her husband last fall
who wanted very much to be baptized before he
died, but did not have the opportunity.
She
wrote me lately, also one letter previously, that
she desired baptism, for she believed our church
to be t.he true church of Christ. l would like, if
agreeable, to accompany an elder to that field
during a portion of the ·summer season, or if
otherwise ordered would prefer northern lllino.is
and e.astern Iowa, as the Spirit may direct.

Elder E. C. Brand, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
During the past year I have baptized 32, confirmed 201 blessed r6 children, administer_ed to
46 sick, ordained I elde!, 2 teachers, 2 deacons,
married 2 couple, attended 6 conferences, r re·
uniol), organized r branch, traveled 3,290 miles
and .pre11ched r43 times at St. Joseph, L 0r1g
Branch Church, Plum Creek, Fanning, Ross
School-house, Omaha, Garner'~ Grove, Guilford,
Goshen, Atchison, Powhatton,.Onaga, Muloerry,
America City, Seneca, Middlebury, Mount
Ple.asant, Rattlesnake_, Good . Intent,. Indepe!l·
dence, Scranton, Burlingame, Bell T 0 wn, Blue
Rapids, •Oak Mill. Onaga, America City, Seneca, .BPrli~game, Oak Mills," etc., are new openings .and ..some :promi~e we!J.. Have sold ov~r
one hundred dollars worth .of .::hurch publlca·
tions~
Have been much blessed in my labors.
and desire s'.l.lrto work: for theMaster;

Elder Henry .lfemp, of the Seventy,
present,. reports:
Las.t year I was appointed t6Iaborin Western
Iowa, !!f\d later to take charge of the work in the
Pott~wattat.nie and Fremontdj~tricts. My labors
have be~n <;hiefl_y con,fjned to the Fremont dis
trlct, :()ver which I haye. presid~d. I have labored. faithfully and. continuously for the .work as
God .ha~i given ability. Have .been abundantly
blessed in preaehing the word both in tlie
. brau.ches and in.the new openlugs. Personally
I haye:baptized but three, having. preferred
others to do this work under some circumstances...
. ..
. .. _
Our w,ork is in a better condltiqn than ever
before. .As a dfstrkt we have advanced to the
front, . ~n Shedandoahwehave a ni<~P, comtr)odi.
ous'church allpaid for, Also in the Elm Creek
branch we have .a· good, .comfortable rouse in
whkh to worship, The Saints of Plum Hollow
have. built .a large church, yerv. nicely finished,
whl~h towers high in that neighborhood, great-.
ly to their credit. The. Farm Creek Saints have
already en,tered into arrangements to build this
summer.! In addition to thisweha;ve establi.shed
annual camp .meetings for -the two districts-'Poth!Wii_ttamie and Fren;wnt, which. have proven
very succe&sfulal.1d beneficiaL Having purchase
ed a' suitahlt:; tent expr.es~y for thi~. :vvprk,• we
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have thus through the favor of heaven been
enab-led to reach hundreds of people with
the gospd that otherwise would not have I- eard.
Thus it is visibly manifest that in this district
there are both nerve and sinew, with a proportionate amount of back bone to measurably carry
into. effect what they determine for the work.
w~ do not speak of.this boastfully; God forbid;
but in humility of heart, and with gratitude to
God.

Elder I. .W. Smith, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
During the past year I have devoted my time
to the work in the field assigned me. Have
preached in Johnscm, Jackson, Franklin, White;
Wayne, Marion, Crawford, and Clark counties,
Illinois; and in St. Lonis, Missouri. Have held
two discussions, and attended tw,o others, baptixed six, helped to organize one branch, assisted
in ordaining one priest, one teacher and one deacon, administered to the sick when called upon,
married one couple, acted as secretary of Southeastern Illinois district, and done such other
work as falls to the lot of the traveJing elders,
including attendance oq prayer and sacrament
meetings and district conferences as opportunity
offered. Am still ready and willing to labor
where thought best.

Elder R. C. Evans, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
After the Gene1·aL Conference of r889, by request, I remained ninedays in St. Joseph. Bro.
M. H Forsutt and the writer doing the preaching.
I was permitted to speak to the Saints in Jnde;
pendence Missourii and 1\,nnstrong, Kansas. Met
with the Saints in Galien, Michigan, preached
several times the.re and .twice in Buchanan,
Michigan.
Visited the Saints in Coldwater;
then: iri company with Brn. F .. -M. Sheehy and
W. J. Smith, went to Clear Lake,Tndiana, where
we bad been sent by the Quorum of Seventy to
attend to some work in connectfon with the
church. I preached twice while there, then left
the brethren and started for my mission.
I have .devoted every day of the conference
year to my work in .the vineyard of the Lord.
As president of the London district, .much of
my time has. been devoted, to the branches.
There have beef! some .unpleasant things to consider, but in the lJ.1afn they .have been adjusted,
and gooq has come out of evil, jn .that we have
all learned that the way of the transgressor is
hard•
The mission is .in a good condition now, and
the outlook for the work is encouraging. With
a few sound, brav~,. kipd, pureheaated. men,
much gdod can be accomplished in Canada
tpjs year: There, are some twenty new places
calling for preaching. that. I know of, to say
riothirig of .others that the other missionaries
m;ty report.
_
I have preached . 197 sermons, presided over
44 prayer meetings! solemnized 2 marriages, ,ordained I elder, 2 priests and r deacon, blessed
r8. children, baptized 37,: c,oQfirmed 40. Have
assisted others in, all the above duties ..when,
called on; My hope brightens as my experience enlarges in the latter day work. I desire
to be one of the pure in hea~t, that I may see
God and dwell wHh the: ppre · and the good
where the flowers never fade;

283
branch.
I think no.w if proper labor .can
be had, there will be an advance in the
work. Brn. James McKiernan and J. S Roth
of the traveling ministry have fabored thete, I
think for good. Brn. Nirk, G. Shimmel and
others of the local ministry have done good
service. Bro. John Shippy also· labored some
in the northern part of the district.
In Missouri I have labored in Dt-kalb, Caldwell, and Grundy counties. I also visited Johnson county, Missouri, by request of Bro. Wells,
and preached some.
·
I have baptized eleven and assisted in confirming them, sat on one Elder's Court, administered to the sick and have tried to do the
best I could under the circumstances.
, For the last few. years I have been quite
badly afflicted with the asthma and throat troubles; often entirely disabling me from preaching. Many nights I have had to sit up and
sleep because I could not lie down.
My desire is to see. this great cause move on
to victory.

Elder I .. N. Roberts, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
·
Since last conference I have tried to prosecute
the mission assigned me. I have done what I
could to enlighten the people on the gospel plan;'
but poor health hindered me much. I have been
blessed in speaking, baptized 13, blessed 9 children, administered to the sick with good results,
opened up a number of new places of interest. I
am still at your service.

Elder 7. 'J. Beatty, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since last Generar Conference I have labored·
in the South-Ea.st Ohio and West Virginia districts to the best of my ability, and prea<;hed in
the following named counties: ~ighland, Pike,
Jackson, Vinton and Hocking in Ohio, Harrison,
Doddridge, Ritchie and Calhoun.jn WestVirginia. Baptized and confirmed 9, administered to
the sick and blessed some little; ones and performed other duties; presided over the distdct
and acted as Bishop's agent .. Have been hindered some on account of poor health. l am in the
faith and and willing to do all I; can to help the
good cause.

Elder M. T. Short, of the Seventy,
present, reports:

The Wisconsin portion of my fi'eld claimed the
major portion of my attention, although North·
ern Illinois was not altogether slighted. I baptized three adults in each state and two in Iowa.
My time was principallv occupied in breaking up
new ground; or striving where ou'r faith and doctrine was imperfectly known, Oftentimes a half
told truth is a -perplexing falsehood; so a vague
rumor hedges ,against .our endeavors. In my
charge proper the Supreme Court of the state
decided and ruled that it was unconstitutional to
use the Bible in Schobl-.houses. Foreigners,
wH.h their imported customs an~ trans-atlantic::.
religions tinged with gross, ignorant fanaticism,
and surchl!rged '1\'ith monarchial ~yranny, stupido
ity arid oppression had well nigh !barred all seminaries of.Jearning against us ere'the.famovs.dedsion ftom.Madjson capped the !Jlimax. When
there is a Catholic in a district, pr a :Protestant
Church in a given locality, tney t.:aise a c.ry
Elder W, T. Bozarth, of the Seventy, ae-ainst the use of the little \Vhite ¢otta:ges, except
for educational purpqses, on the • plea ,that it
present, :reports:.
w,ould be taxation without repres~ntat!on, .Nor
Since !list conference I have labored in .Northdq they seem to <;are for others' j-ights andpriv~
west Missouri, arid De.s Moines; .Iowa districts.
lfeges to ebtain the use of sectarian chu.relies is
In. Iowa I have <labored at Sheridan, Haven, almost out of the question, whil~ to hire halls is
too expensive. . Our membershfp is small, -poqr >
Coll.ins.· Fairbank~; Ford; Runnels and Newton.
I also visited Boot)sboropgh branch and assist: "and widely scattered .. Brp. Pender is a most ex·
cellent man for that field, if hls.health will re-.
eel.: the JJ.ranch officers to settle some .difficulties
turn; as he. is courageous, bold, aggressive and
existing. there: . Held one elder's court· at tpe
latter place and gave s\JCh instrm:tlons;to the ' t:~nflit:H;hing. I do not crave re ~ppo,intme.nt to.
that barren, sterile. land, but :vvlll•not consult my..
branch as I tho.ught best.
The Des Moine.s district has· had its share of
ease where duty calls to work aw~y. Illinois ap- . .
trials and troubles for some time, bufat the last pears not ouly ·to, be morejnviting; .but effectual.·
confer!!nCe held in fapuarv last there was
doqrsare ajar an~ the peopleare.Jnore "'-illing tq
much better feeling existing than:. il have seen hear. .School-houses· ar~ ·: gt'ner~)JY ,acc(lssible(,
for some time.; . :A;t ·.that_ c;qnf~rence .it. was. .and the people !ll>pear to be .m.()re th()ropghly<
·
·· · · ··· ·.· · ··. · ·· · · ' ·
tl'wugh:t .best to• -disor;gal)i:iie the·.· Dt:;s .Moip.'es. A:rrierit:Janb:ed; · · ·

a
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Amid sunshine and shadow, mud and rain,
snow and frost and much gripsum I have been
well, comparatively happy, kindly. cared for and
supernaturally blest. I have written some for
the secular press, sold quite a few books,.scattered. many tracts, preached frequently and administered to the sick. I have ordained one
elder; assisted in confirming a goodly number,
blesfseveral children, took part in social worship,
presided over prayer services, attended conJerence& and solemnized one marriage. The forbearance, fellowship and love of the Saints, and
the smiles of God and the blessings of the Holy
Spirit have attended me.

interest of the work in that country. We left
many warm friends to ourselves and- the work in
Wales. I hope the conference will provide for
their. care and encouragement for the present'
and future good of the work.

Elder J. S. Roth, of the Seventy, present, reports:

I have been in the field almost the entire time.
I have been blessed while standing in defense ot
God's truth. I baptized twenty-two, .ordained
two priests, married two couples, preached two
funeral sermons, organized one Sunday-scho.ol,
. and performed all other duties which fell to my
as an elder in IsraeL The Saints In my field
Elder A.
Moore, of the Seventy, lot
are most all alive to the work; There has been
present,. reports:
some trouble among the priesthood of the Des
Moines district, but I hope it will soon be all
My labors have been confined principally to
the Nodaway district. I havepreacht>d, baptized,
settled.
I was assisted bv Ern. Ruby, Turner,
confirmed, blessed children; in ·fact have' tried to
Reynolds, Maitland, McKiernan, Hand, Knox
and others; but we need more help in the Eastperform the duties of a traveling. elder. I am
ern Iowa district, for many .calls come in for
willing to continue if thought advisable. I feel
well in the work; am not looking for a stumpreaching which can .not be filled, for want of
bling-block to fall over. I am of 1he opinion that
laborers. The brethren there .have done well;
if there are those who are hunting for evil tl!ey_ the only trou':>le is there are not enough ot them
to fill all the calls. and so it is also in the Des
wil: find it, but I trust I may neverstart outon
Moines district. My desire is to do all I can in
such a mission.
my weak way.

J.

Elder A. H. Parsons, of the Seventy,
writes from Boston, Massachusetts:

Elder F. M. Sheehy, ot the Seventy,
present, reports:

I have preached in Nova Scotia, Maine, Rhode
I have labored constantly in the ministry durIsland and Massachusetts; being constantly
ing the past year, in harmony with my appoint_eng1l!Jed. The yv·ork in Nova Scotia is gainirig
ment. Have preached .some in Michigan, Indiand the mission should be sustained. There are
ana, Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts,
quite a number investigating and favorably impressed with the faith. I am willing to continue _ Rhode Island and Maine, chiefly in the latter
state. A new and inviting field has been opened
my labors in the east or go elsewhere, as the conin the western part of Maine in Oxford and
ference may direct. I bave become confirmed
Franklin counties, where several have been bapin the faith through my ministerial experience.
tized. I held a debate there with a Baptist minElder James McKiernan, of the ister which I think resulted in good to the cause
of truth.· ln the same section I have been havSeventy, present, reports:
ing a controversy through the local papet with
I have baptized t, confirm~ed 2, ordained r
the editor.
The press has been favorable
teacher, blessed 8 children, solemnized r marto\Vards us and are willing to publish a reasonriage and preached three funeral Rermons. I have
able amount of matter for us.
The leading
preached at Hannibal and Bevier, Missouri; at
weekly of the state aided very much by publishRock Creek and Adrian, Illinois; and at
ing the difference between us and the Utah peoBurlington, Farmington. Vincennes, Montrose,
ple. The prospt>cts in the part of the mission
Keokuk. Ottawa: School-house, Richland Creek,
where I have labored are encouraging. Among
Flagler's and Des Moines, assisted at a grove
the Saints there is also an increase of work and
. meeting near Percy, held meetings near New
interest. The call for laborers are much more
London, at a School-house near Desoto, at Newthan our present force can respond to. Places
ton, Kellog School-house, Montour. Excelsior,
are now waiting for preaching that we are unable
What Cheer, Runnels, Angus and Perry, Iowa.
to reach. There is also a demand to go to the
At each of these places have held or assisted to
state of New Hampshire. The work of church
hold from one to three series of meetings, as I
building is on the increase. The Boston Saints
deemed the interest would justify and my duties
have recentl.v purchased a chapel. Providence
at other points would permit. We have not
and Brooklyn are arranging to build this sumgained very rapidly in number, but we are gainmer.
ing steadily in influence and in the estimation
of the people at all places where we have a hearElder J. A. Carpenter, of the Seventy,
ing.
present, reports:
We have reason to hope that the day is. not
distant when.with proper labor and earnest effort
During the last year I have labored as best I
could under the circumstances in which I have
a harvest will be gathered from this field that
been placed. On account of much sickness in
will more than repay the years of persistent sowing and waiting that the servants of the Lord
my family I have not done as much as I have
have done.
·
desired. I have made several new openings,
There are numbers investigating our faith, and
preached r6o times, baptized 9, ordained 4, held
several have expressed themselves convinced
3 debates, blessed r2 children, administered to
over fifty sick ones with good results and am
of its truth, but for reasons best known to themfeeling stronger in the latter day work than ever
selves they await "a more convenient season" to
before. I desire to remain in the field and do all
obey.
in my power by the assisting grace of God to
Elder J. T. Da11is, of the Seventy, help to advance the good cause.

writes:

Since my appointment I have labored to the
best of my ability in the Welsh mission up to
October zd, r889, al which time I was compelled
to rdurn home, owing to circumstances over
-which I had no control and which I have ex·plained to the First Presidency and to the
Twelve. I was very sorry to have to leave the
field, but I could do no better under the circumstances. The work in that field in my opinion
needs caring for. The is no prospect of an early
!'ngathering, for the obstacles are many and very
trying to the few faithful Saints there; and they
should the more be cared for, to be productive of
good wo: k in the future. In connection with
Evan A. Davis I have done what I could for the

Elder I. N. White, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
My labors have been prir,cipally confined to
the Independence, Missouri, District, acting as
the presiding elder, and under the direction of
Bro. Luff have directed the labors of those working in that field. Ern. E. Curtis and D. E. Tucker have been actively engaged in the ministry;
Ern. Robinson, Wells, Kaler, Keck, St. Clair, A.
Lloyd, Swenson and others have done more or
Jess work, as circumstances permitted. The work
is growing in magnitude and interest. We now
number close to twelve hundred members. We
have growing branches at Holden, Rich Hill, Eldorado Springs, Lowry City, Knob Noster and

1

at Clinton, not saying anything about the o.lder

I branches at Independence, Kansas City and Arm-

Have sixteen members near Ne'vada and
I strong.
seventeen near Taberville who
not in any orar~

I

ganization. There has been a marked increase both in numbers and &.pi~ituality.
Brn.
John Kaler and D. E. Tucker are young men,
and are fast coming to the front as wise and effectual laborers.
Bro. Gomer Wells, a promising young man, has lately been called by the
Spirit to labor for the Master; he will early take
the field. Thus with a laboring corps of worthy
and active young men associated with the more
experienced men in the Central Missouri mission, you may expect Zion to flourish and in time
blossom as the rose.
The cloud Is lifting-though it moves stubbornly.
It requires faithful work and patience
to snrmonnt the prejudice of a past age· which
was engendered against the church in "Old Missouri" during the days of blind zeal and mobocracy.
We have felt the need of wisdom among
our laborers, and have advised patience on their
part-Seeking to God for spiritual aid to the Pnd
that Zion and her land may be redeemed through
righteousness. To this end we feel to labor: on,
until the Lord says it is enough.

Elder R.
writes:

J.

Anthony, of the Seventy,

have in the past year traveled over seven
thousand miles including my visit.to the last session of conference held. at St. Joseph, Missouri.
I have visited all the northern part of my field,
Northern Utah; Idaho and Montana, and in the
two latter I am happy to say there are signs of
improvement and better prospects than formerly;
and while I can not say so much for Utah, yet
under t~e prevailing condition of affairs we have
done fairly, as there has been comparatively Jit.
tie labor done.
Our force. has been so limited
that we have been unable to look after the work
as we would like. Bro. P. Anderson has looked
after the Scandinavian interests of the mission
in Utah, and under the circumstanceR he has
done all that could be done.
Bro. J. C. Clapp
has done the best he could in Montana, being afflicted in body much Of the time. Bro. J. R. Evans reports favorably from Idaho, and he has
been active since his return here late in the fall.
During the summer and fall we had the services
of our heloved president, and although suffering
the most excruciating pain most of his time he
did us great good and I believe his services will be
productive of great good in time.
My associations with him were both pleasant and profitable
to me as well as to others and the church.
I can not report the mission in a flourishing
condition; I only wish I could.
Neither can I
say certainly that prospects are brighter and better in the future, bnt one thing is sure, the polyg·
amist church in Utah is being "trodden under
foot of men.''
Ogden and Salt Lake cities are
now both officered and ruled by the Liberals, and
from preset appearances thousands of Liberals or
Gentiles will be added to those cities this year,
and besides that, Logan and Provo are gaining
rapidly of the Liberal element. all of which denotes a speedy overthrow of priestly domination,
while the people holding to the old leaders and
the old craft seem to be as stubborn and determined to hold on as ever. They will yet realize
that the capture of Salt Lake City will prove to
them a Gettysburg and will soon discover that
there is a greater power moving than a Grant in
the wilderness or a Sherman in Georgia.
God
is controlling the forces for good, and it seems
to me that now is the proper time for the church
to reinforce us here.
specially recommend and urge the absolu.te
necessitv of a strong and able defense of the work
in this city and vicinity.
Our additions to the church this year are but
few. So far I have reports of upwards of fifty by
baptism, and I know of none who have left us
this year. The financial condition has been the
best this year, and yet in many parts many have
, suffered because of drouth, all of which shows a
willingness on the part of the Saints to do what_
they can for the cause; .and while othe>s may
say what they may I believe with proper reinforcements good can be done in this field.. For
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the benefit of the Scandinavian mission here and
abroad I would suggest that this conference take
in consideration the propriety of translating the
Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants together with some suitable tracts into the
Danish language; for distribution in Utah and
elsewhere; also the republishing of Sandheden's
Banner.
I am informed that there are many
points in the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine
and Covenants that are not correctly translated
by the Brighamite church and are pernicious and
misleading. Bro. P. Anderson will be with you
and can give you such information as will be required.
I recommend the sustaining of Brn. P. Anderson and J. R. Evans in the Rocky Mountain mission, and that Bro. J. C. Clapp be released, per
his request, and sent to California; and that Bro.
John Moore be sent here in his stead.
I feel a great desire to see the work prosper in
this field as well as in all the earth, and for that
1 am willing to work as you in your wisdom may
direct.

Elder
writes:

"'f.

F. .iJIIcDowell, of the Seventy,

During the conference year I have labored as
best I could in the field assigned me-Little
Sioux District, Iowa. I labor.ed in "preaching the
word of God,". in Harrison, Monona and Plymouth counties; delivered 142 sermons; baptized 28 persons, chiefly as the result of God's
blessing upon individual labor.
Baptized 46 at
Annual. Reunion, the product of the labors of
many; confirmed and assisted in. cofirming 40
members; administered to 24 sick with good :results; blessed 5 children, solell).nized I marriage,
travelled 788 miles by wagon, and soo by rail.
In my public ministrations I have been much
blessed of God in receiving increased light upon
his word, a.nd power in its delivery. I have been
greatly strengthened in faith and encouraged,
for which I am thankful..

Elder J. W. Wight, of the Seventy,
writes from Queensferry, Australia:
During the last year I have labored to the best
of .ll).y ability and must again come before. the
body pleading the necessity for more help. So
far as Australia is concerned, I think we can get
along if we succeed in getting the local talent at
work; but we need. two men· sent from home to
opeh'upNew Zeland byallmeans. The{Jtah
ch1,m:h has. a large number of men there who are
doing, so far as I can learn, an efficient work;
and> I feel that we ought at least have two men
there. Sacrifice will be needed, both by the ones
sent and the Saints in general.
So far as I know, New South Wales is in a
prosperous. condition .finan.cial!y, while Vietorla
isvery backward in this direction, chiefly, I think,
from: the fact that the agent for this district has
ceased to believe the I!lw of tithing as now binding, and as.a consequence has been inactive jn
teaching it. He has, however, resigned; and
Bro. D .. Mcintosh, a firm believer in the law,
recommended for appointll).ent in his stead._
During the coming; year Bro~ Butterworth will
laborin New South Wales, while I expect to labor.· in this district. In Brn. A. Lewis, E. J.
Hawprth, and others, we haye some fine local
talerit, which itis. hoped will be used, a portion
of H:le t.ime at le,ast. . .
.. .
·
Through the instructions of the First Presidency we ~xpec::t to .put localtalen.t at work, they to
be sustaiqed as . though. appointed by the body.
While this rule has not' as yet obtained-neither
do we wish to ever see it where the church can
have immediate supervision-yet so far as this
mission is concerned we would like to see it ratified by the body, as without the fight to soappoip.t the hands .of the missionary are practically
tied,:he being confined to the laborers appointed
by thebody. Why not ratify such a law fo~ this
field a,nd. then. send one :of. the Twelve to lake
char{\:'e o.f the mission? The Australians are• a
crlticisingpeople and are often sticklers f()J:' the
law, hence it needs. an 9lder and more experienced 111iin to be put in charge:
Since reporting last I have preached 140 times,
. baptized 14, confir)nedJ4,•blessed Ip cbildren and
· assjsted i11 .. blessing 3· others, solemnized 2 mar,-

riages. ordained I elder, i priest, and administered to the sick a number of times; often with
good results. Have traveled 3.580 miles, received $295 30 and expended $259 37, held one joint
discussion on the mode of baptism, and two
others, using alternate nights in defense of Joseph
Smith and the work and chmch in general. For
over seven months my wife traveled with me.
As heretofore I am ready for any appointment.

done, but have tried to do the best I could under
the circumstances. I have preached about I'/'O
times, baptized I7, and endeavored to merit the
favor of heaven and magnify my calling as a
minister for Christ that when the great drama of
life shall close I may meetmy record in gladness.
I desire to continue to labor for the Master and
if thought advisable 'to so appoint will go wherever
it is required of me.

Elder John Thomas, of the Seventy,
. present, reports:

Elder H. 0. Smith, of the Seventy,
present, reports:

I was appointed to labor in Kentucky and
Tennesee.
I reached Fulton, Kentucky, the
fourth of May. Broth~r Griffin and myself commenced work at once and have labored together
about six months. Have labored mme in all the
branches to the best of O)lr ability, also labored
some with all the brethren. They are all improving finely in the gospel work. The brethren are
all pleasant companions to travel and work with.
Have labored in Gibson, Obion, Weakley, Henry
and Henderson counties, Tennesee; Graves and
Fulton counties, Kentucky. This has been .a
hard year to labor in this field on account of sickl).ess, failure of crops and rain.
I have baptized 6, blessed I r children and administered to 40 sick with good results. Upon
the whole this field is a hard one to labor In, but
still I am willing to labor if you deem it wisdom
to continue me tJ;!is field or any other.

I submit my report of labors done the past year.
I have endeavored to the best of my ability to fill
the mission assigned me; have preached I45
times, baptized 7, confirmed the same, administered to the sick on various occasions with good
results.
My labors have been confined to the
Pottawattamie district mostly. Am still anxious
to do all I can, and shall try and hold mys'elf in
readiness to go wherev\;r the conference directs.

Elder C. Scott, of the Seventy, present,
reports:
·

Elder M.. M. 7 urj>e'n, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
During the past year I have labored in Decatur
and Ringgold counties, Iowa; and Harrison,
Mercer, Grundy, Linn, Macon, Randolph, Sullivan and Marion counties, Missouri; held about
I6o meetings, baptized 3, assisted in confirming
6. administered 94 times, blessed I7 chlJdren, organized one branch, ordained two priests and
traveled about 3,300 miles. Have been hindered
much on account of sickness. In all my labors
have bee.n blessed of the Lord.and can say the
work is in better condition now than a year ago
in my field of labor. There are plenty of opportunities for preaching the word;. The Higbee
branch in Randolph county, Missouri, by vote
authorized me to· request you to send some one
to labor there this coming year, I am satisfied
with present field, but am willing to go any place
you may direct.

With the exception of a brief visit to the.Northern Michigan district, to attencl the conference
and the dedication of the church b~tilt by the Ju·
niata branch of that district. held· in October, I
occupied the year just past in the mission to
which I was appointed to the extent of my ability, Bro. E. C. Briggs being in charge. Apart of
my labor wa.s done under. his immediate supervision. He will doubtless report the .condition
and needs of the mission.
Michigan and Indiana present an open door for
the preaching of the gospel, and the preachers
are too few. A larger force of laborers are, necessary in that field. I only say this to confirm
and emphasize the need. I ha'l!'e been marvelously blessed in my endeavors to minister the
gospel, which has been made many times in great
weakness; and by the blessings thus conferred I
have been confirme.d in the faith,
I have ministered and assisted others in administering the word and ordinances of the gospel on all occasions when opportunity presented.
Baptized 5 persons, the divine approval attending.
My desire to labor for the advancement of the
word is no less ardent than in the past.

I have labored in the Rocky Mountain mission
the past year, as best I could. Have baptized
and confirmed I7, blessed some children, and administered to the sick when calkd upon. While
there are many discouraging things, there are
some things to encourage the labO:rers in that field,
and I hope that the conference ,will send. us at
least .two more missionaries, one to labor mainly
in Salt Lake Cify, and one to travel.
The Scandinavian people in that field should
not be neglecte?, as there seems to be good pros·
.pects among them. I am readyc to go wherever
the Lord may direct.
·
·

Elder H .. H. Robinson, of the Seventy,
present, reports:

,Elder H. N. Hansen, of the Seventy,
writes:

I assisted Bro: A. H. Parsons in Nova Scotia
until April 22d, .1889 .. then. came to Boston and
labored there until May I3th; th"n returned to.
Missouri and have labored in the mission assigned me under the direction.s of thos.e in charge,
laboring in Ray, Jackson, Henry, Johnson, Ver-.
non and Hick'Ory;counties so far.as my health
would permit. I baptized 4• blessed a number of
children, solemnized I marri~ge, preached I
funeral sermon and administered to the sick.with
good results. Have been blessed in presenting·
the word. There ,are, many calls arid prospects
before us. are encouraging.

I have so labored to the best of my ability. My
has been mostly among .t}le branches in
Poftawattamie county, Iowa; but have also
preached in .Cass and Adair coup. ties and found
pleiJty of opportunities to mw the seed; indeed
more than my circumstances would permit me
to respond to. I have beer1 blessed of the Master
iri my labors and believe my effort is accepted
by him_.. I have baptized 6, confir;med 7, and performed~such other duties as fall to an .elder's lot.
I still wish to do my duty. and rr\agnify my c:alling oy God's help. ·.
·

Elder W.
writes:

':f·

Smith, of· the Sevent,y,

I have labored continuously since last appointment, and have tea.sons to believe that the cause
is steadily gaining both fn spiritual and numeri:
cal strength. Nearly three months of the past
year .were spent In Canada, and the balance of
my time in Michigar, s~ve ab.out six weeks which
I spent in Ohio; by consent of the missionary in
charge. I have found much togi~e encoqragement the past year,thollghsometimes the brightness has been jnt~rspersed with dar]\ clouds.. It
has not all been sunshine) as my thr()at was ver_y
sore much of the sum m!:l(ang fall; ·. I ~oqld not
~~hereiore do as much as l would likci UJ<have

Elder P. Anderson, of Seventy, pres"
ent, reports:
·

wo~k

Elder W. M. Rumel, of ~the Seventy,
present, reports:
·
This has been the most trying year to me spirit-.
ually since I have b.oen in the ministry, but I
have by the. grace of God pulled through thus.
far .. I was compelled to leave th~ field for about
six months and se.ek temporal employment to.
make ends .meet. I therefore failed to reach,
several points of. interest in this field. .I have:·
preached a number of times, baptized 9, and done·
other. duties conn~cted with my office; also serv•...
ed the. North Nebraska district _as Jts presjdent
and Bishop's agent. If continue<;! io this. field I
intend to oBef:t up s.everal new flaces wliere ;r
thinkgo?d can be done ... This ~~ a lltr:ge t~eld,
but in somer,es!>ects.a.harp one,espedaiiJinthe:
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western part. In the latter times there . were
to be fishers and. hunters sent out. This is a
plalie for the hunters to work. The Lord has
blessed me greatly in my labors, which inspires
me onward. I still feel loyal to the work. ·

Elder G. H. Hilliard, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
I have acted .as president of the Southern ·Illinois district, also as Bishop's ·agent ,during the
year; and have traveled and preached in my
mission according to my appointment. I held
one debate on the divine calling of Joseph Smith,
and the divine authenticity of the Book of Mormon. God hasblessed me in my administrations,
for which I feel thankful, and fdesire to continue
to the end. I desire to labor for the truth while
life shall last.

Elder J. F. Burton, of the Seventy,
writes:
. The former part of the.conferencer year I labored in the Southern District of California as much
as circumstances permitted. The latter part of
the year I have been in the Central district. I
have performe!'l the duties of the eldership as occasion required, In the ordinances of baptism,
confirmation, administrations for the sick, marriage, blessing of children and assisted on funeral
occasions as needed.
Having been healed by the administration by
the elders and the blessing of Almighty God, I
have been able to use my voice in preaching with
comfort and ease, and although my voice is not
is strong
formerly, yet I think I may be able,
if prudent, to use it thus in any place or country
to which you may deem it best to require my labors; still I much prefer to labor in California if
you deem it proper.

when they. are. converted. The Saints there
have a good chapel and are able to care for an
elder. They have much opposition there at the
present time.

Elder L. R. Devore, of the Seventy,
writes:
During the past year -I have labored in the
South-Eastern Ohio and WestVirginia, and the
Pittsburg and Kirtlan'o districts. Have labbred
in Jackson, Highland, Pike, Vinton, Perry, Tuscarawas and Coshocton counties, Ohio; Calhoun·,
Richie, Doddridge and Harrison in West Virginia; also in Wheeling, West Virginia, and
nearly three months in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
and recently in Martin's Ferry and Bellair, Ohio
-new openings.
Have delivered II5 discourses, baptized 7, confirmed 5, blessed 9 children, administered to 74
and solemnized one·marriage. Hav.e been favored with reasonable 'liberty, and still feel well in
the work and desire to labor for the advancement
of the kingdom and the spread of the gospel that
the end may come and the victory be ours.

Elder Thomas Daley, of the Seventy,
writes:

I left the field about the roth of April and
went to work in the mine, remaining there until
the 2d of September. Since that time I have
been actively engaged ih my mission-Nevada,
Oregon and Northern California. I labored in
Nevada and Alpine county, California, 5 months
with good success. I had good liberty and good
congregations generally. I have labored in
Alameda, Sacramento, El Dorado and San Francisco counties; baptized 24, blessed several chil!lren, ordained I elder and preached 2 funeral discourses. I feel I have done about all I could
considering the stormy hard winter we had. I
Elder A. Leverton, of the Seventy, am trying to fix my business so I can devote all
writes:
my time, God being my helper. I think it will
be safe for me to say 6 or 7 months I will·be able
I have preached in Aldborough, Wardsville,
Tilbury Center, Blenheim, Chatham, Wallace-" to labor in the field with God's help, and perhaps
all the time. ·I will if I cart arrange my busi·
burg, Zone and Strathroy. Have preached fun'
ness. I pri\J God such may be the case, for it is
eral sermons in Wabash, Corinth and West
my heart's desire to devote all my time to the
Bothwell. I have baptized and confirmed 6, adservice of my Master. May God bless you all,
ministered to the sick in some cases with very
and may the Spirit of revelation rest upon each
marked effect, •blessed some children and done
one, so everything that may be said or done may
other ministerial work.
be accepted of God, that he may go with his serI have tried to honor my calling and discharge
vants in power to the confounding of all false
, my duty as circumstances and ability would perdoctrine, and to the convincing of the honest in
mit. I think I can truly say that the clouds that
heart.
have been hanging over us have a silver lining and
the future prospects are bright and encouraging
Elder J. B. Lytle, ofthe Seven tv, writes:
for advanceme·nt of the gospel in this part of
I have done ~orne labor through the spring and
God's vineyard. The Lord has stood by me and
summer m company with Brn. S. P. Madden
at times I have been wonderfully blessed with
and Samuel Payne. Through our labors 2 were
the Spirit of the Master, and with liberty in prebaptized. Administered to I sick person. Slnce
senting the word of the Lord, and it has appeared
about the middle of January Bro. Payne and I
to have good effect with the people.
have been laboring most of the time with good
I atn ready and willing to do all I can for the
liberty. We baptized 3 and left quite a good
Master. I love this work and hope I shall almany believing. The last time we were out we
ways be ready with my mite to help its advanceextended our work into Perkins county, the one
ment.
north of Chase, and found a good brother and
Elder H. L. H;lt, of the Seventy, writes: family of our own church that did not know that
there was any of our ministers near him and had
Since last conference I have done but little
said he would go ten miles to hel!r one. He felt
financially or ministerially. Last spring I hurt
like the rest of us homesteaders do-the need of
my ankle so that I have been unfit for work. I
being warmed up. His name is Barger. His
have acted as president of the San Bernardino
son-in-law expressed himself pleased with the
branch, doing what local work I could.· Owing
doctrine. Our congregations were all that we
to the above mentioned accident I will not be
could expect, and paid good attention. Bro.
able to devote much of my time to the ministry
Payne baptized those 3 and I confirmed therri.
until the rst of July, and possibly not then.
They feel greatly interested in their new faith
Elder James lVIoler, of the Seventy, and feel sure that they understand the Scriptures
better now than they· could before and seem
writes:
greatly interested in searching them. They kept
Am pleased to say that I have labored most of
me up till nearly midnight the last time I was
the time. Have been blessed in speaking the
with them. I organized I Sabbath-school in
word, have tried to encourage the weak and set
Bro. Davidson's neighborhood. The chances
in order the things wanting where I have labored.
f,or night preaching will not be so good, as they
Baptized 14, confirmed 15, blessed children, adlive pretty badly scattered. I refer to preaching
ministered to many sick, assisted in the dedicathrough the country. We would like .Bro. J.
tion of one church, and labored in my office to
Caffall or whoever may be appointed over West, the best of my ability. I still feel encouraged in
ern Nebraska to come and assist us in introducthe great work and hope to continue to the end.
ing the work in those towns. I now believe the ·
I hope the mission in Virginia will not be negway is fast opening up so that I may spend my
lected. Although it is not a very good place to
whole time in the ministry, which has long been
make converts easily, they are generally firm
my intention to do as soon as the way opened,

as

and. must say that of late I have felt the weight
of my calling bearing down heavily upon me. I
prefer to labor in these parts with or without an
appointment, as you may feel guided i.n the. matter.

Elder M. H. Bond, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since last conference I . have been laboring in
the field assigned and .under the direction of Bro.
W. H. Kelley. Of the field In that part of the
Eastern Mission and its needs, what has been and
what is being done, with future prospects will be
reported to you by him.
I believe that I can say that I have been trying
to the best of my ability to do that which has
presented itself t.o me as being for the very best
and permanent interests of the church which I
am sent out to represent. I do not understand
that I am called to represent myself or to please
myself. I have not enlisted for that service, and
although In the discharge of duty things decidedly unpleasant sometimes occur, we look forward
toward the permanent good as a final result.
Bro. A. H. Parsons has labored amongst us
acceptably and profitably to the church since his
return from Nova Scotia, and should be continued with us.
..
It seems a costly waste of time and money to
retain men In a field just long enough to get
acquainted and to know the field and its needs
-how to work to the best advantage-and then
remove them.
·
Bro. Whiting's labors have been and are most·
ly confined to the church at Fall River. Bro.
Smith, I understand, is making preparation to
enter the field.
·
Additions have been made, but they do not
constitute all that has been or is being done in
the church interest. On the whole the work is
on the advance, and considering the ministerial
force and the obstacles that have been overcome,
we believe the prospect to be favorab,le to. increase in numbers, spiritual .power and good
among the people. My services are at the disposal of the conference.

Elder E. M.
Seventy, writes:

Wildermuth, of the

Although I did not receive an appointment
from your last session I have not failed to labor
diligently as my circumstances would permit,
having preached on an average a bon" once a week
until the last month. I have baptized and confirmed 2 since last report. Although there is
~ome difficulty in obtaining public .houses
the
cities and towns, I find no difficulty in getting
School-houses and private houses to preach in.
The people on every hand seem anxious to learn
more of the gospel of. Christ, and some are very
near the kingdom. I am willing to spend my
life in the gospel cause.

in

Elder Tlzomas llfcttthews, of the Seventy, writes:
Since last general conference my labors have
been altogether within the Southeastern Ohio
and West Virginia district. In Ohio I preached
in Gallia, Vinton, Meigs, Athens and Hocking
counties; and in Kanawha county, West Virginia. I have labored for the best interest of the
cause according to my judgment, the Father
blessing me at times with a great degree of his
Spirit in dispensing his word. I have baptized 3,
a.nd confirmed a number more, blessed a number
of children and performed other callings of an
elder in the church. I have preach<"d in some
new places and had calls to others that I could
not fill.
Early in the fall I became ill, and on November
7th was prostrated. Two of my children were
also taken down at the s"me time, and one of
them died after much suffering, and it was said
that I could not recover, that my case was hopeless; but, thank God, I bad that abiding faith
that I would. be restored, knowing full well that
the dear Saints were pleading for me at the throne
of grace. My sufferings were great. I have
preached but once since my sickness. I have
still a great hoarseness in my throat, also the
fever leaving a weakness and numbness in my
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limbs so that I can not walk but little. Therefore
I can not ask conference at this writing to give
me a mission the coming year. To do so, in my
judgment, would not be doing justice to the
church, but if tbe conference will see fit to leave
my case with the missionary in charge of this
mission, I will report to him. Bro. Griffiths is
fully acquainted with my condition. I ask you
to remember me at the throne of grace.

Report of the English Mission:
The time has again arrived for reporting the
work from a recorder's standpoint in this country.
I am pleased to be able to report that the.
year 1889 did not pass away without progress be-.
ing made. It is true we can not boast of a large
increase in numbers, but on that score nothing
can be laid to our charge, for we can only sow
and water, and wait the increase. However, there
has been about so baptized last year, 49 of whom
are reported herewith.
I think it is safe to say
that when and wherever opportunity has afforded we have sowed broadcast and freely. Unfortunately the ground we work is so overgrown
with thorns of pride and deceitful riches that almost ere the young shoots are through the ground
they.are choked. Then the hard rotk of tradition and the "wayside" pleasures of the world
hinder us.
We toil on and faint not, and hope;
to reap later on.
But true progress can not be
gauged by numbers alone. The most healthy
progress is that which is marked by our growth
in all spiritual goodness. "What shall it profit a
man if he gain the whole wbrld and lose his own
soul" will apply to the church as a body with as
much force and reason as to a "man" outside the
kingdom. The church may become great without becoming noble, and numerous without becoming virtuous; therefore, true progress can
only be properly gauged by true holiness. It is
this class of progress that has particularly marked the experience of the church in this country
dudng the past year; The brethren and sisters
generally have endeavored to live better and
purer lives, crucifying the vanities of the world
to themselves that the gospel.of Christ may vun
ar1:d be glorified, The ministry, with few exc.eptions, are willingly recognizing that they elm not
consistently preach the gospel and warn men
from sins an.d evil habits while they themselves
give way to habits of smoking, tippling, dancing,
gaming and the gay pleasures of the music hall
and theatre.
So far as the internal workings of the mission ·
are concerned, Iam happy to say there are no
"burnings" nor "bothers;"
Our last annual conference was a complete success. Bro. Thomas Taylor was sustained in .his
appointment in charge of the mission and as
Mission Secretary I was by vote requested to notify the General Conference at Lamoni; April,
r89o, that it is the expressed desire of all the
brethren and sist.ers that Bro. Thomas Taylor be
continued" in charge of this. mission.
Since he
has retired from business he has )>etter chances
of attending to the d~:ties; and in doing. so he
continues to share the confidence of the Saints.
I shall fee1 obliged if yqu will convey this intimation to the First. Presidency, the Twehitj and
conference generally.
In reference .to the. reports sent herewith, I
beg to state they .are all that have cbme to hand,
and are as complete. as we ~;anget them at p~es
t;lnt•. I have not had c;>pportunityto do. anything
towards straightening up past errors, but will try
what c~n bedone th~s year.
~raying for the welfare of Zion and the blessingof God on the brethren in conference assembly,
Your brother,
c: H. C.ATOW, Sec. and Recorder.

Elder U. W. Greene, present, reports:

Elder A. J. Layland, of Thomas' Fork,
Idaho, reports:

South Hancock, Tenant's Harbor, Hart's Neck,
Martinsville, Clark's Isle, Lisbon Falls, Crossman's Corner, East Dixfield and Dixfield Center, in Maine; and at Boston, Plainville, Attleboro and Providence, in the Massachusetts district. Have baptized 3, assisted in confirming I4,
solemnized I marriage, blessed 6 children, administered to the sick when called upon to do so.
Prospects for the work in western Maine are
very bright; honest, intelligent people are becoming interested, and by a persistent tffort I be·
lieve a large ingathering will result. More
laborers ought to be in that field, as the present
force is inadequate to its needs• I was called to
the Massachusetts district hy the president of the
mission to sit upon an elder's court, and found
very serious complications existing in the
district which demand prompt attention by the
church. Confereuce ought to send to their aid
men who have the courage to stand by the
church law and defend the right. I am willing
to continue in the .field if the church sees fit to reappoint me.

I have labored as my circumstances would
permit under the direction of the president of the
Rocky Mountain Mission. I have done but
little public preaching, but have done considerable fireside teaching. My labors have been
confined to South-Eastern Idaho and SouthWestern Wyoming; have baptized only 2, admini~tered to a few sick with good results,
blessed I child, assisted in organizing I branch
of the church; have tried to live the life of a
Saint. My chief desire is to ever be found battiing for the truth, and if your honorable body
should consider me worthy to represent the
cause of the Master in this part of the Lord's
vineyard I will endeavor to labor to the best of
my abldity and as my circum~tances will permit. I would respectfully suggest, however,
that inasmuch as this the Rocky Mountain Mission contains a vast extent of territory and the
inhabitants composed of Mormons and Gentiles
all needing the gospel preached •to them, if it be
possible send a larger ministerial force than we
have had heretofore.

Elder F. M. Cooper, present, reports:

The past conference year I have labored in mv
field of appointment to the best of my ability and
Elder. 7 homas Taylor, president of the
the surrounding circumstances. I::Iave been kept
English mission, writes:
·
in .charge of the.Northern Illinois and Southern
Wisconsin district by vote of conference from
During the past year we have been doing all
time to time, which has made greater demands
we possibly could to forward the cause in. this
upon me than I could supply, though anxious to
part of the Lord's vineyard. Though like most
respond to the many calls coming to me.. If my
other places we have had diffie,ulties to contend
memory is correct I have baptized 9, besides
with, still we are thankful to 'say that quite a
performing all other duties obligatory upon me
number have been added to the church by bapas best I could, such as ordinations, confirmatism, and we feel encouraged to still press fortions, blessing of children, solemnization of marward bearing the banner of trutlj, believing there
riages, etc.
are many honest souls who wnl yet unite with
The work throughout the district as a whole
the church in this country. We are scattering
will average fair. An interest in Sabbath-school
the printed word where we can, that the people
work has been awakened and a district associamav know we are still alive.
tion formed, while Sabbath-schools have been
Through the past winter we have had. quite a
organized in m.os.t of.. the branches in the district sickly time all through England, and I am sorry
and the present seems .to be prophetic pf the sucto say that we have lost one of <>;ur able ministers
c.ess of the Sundav,school work in Northern
by death-Bro. Joseph Ramsay; of Bolton, LanIllinois in the near future.
" cashire. We shall miss him and' his wise counsel
The open, mild winter coupled with excessive
very much, but we feel sure that while it is our
rainfalls during the winter months made preach,
loss it will be his gain. We shall still press foring services in the rural districts of Northern
ward by the help of our heavenly Father to do
Illinois almost i:mpracticable on account of the
all possible for the spread of the .truth. ·
muddy condition of the roads. The need of
We have much to be thankful for, and on the
more laborers in the district is very great, and it
whole we consider that the wor~ in this country
is to be. hoped that this. need .can be better supis in a very fair condition. W.e ask an interest
plied in the future than it has been in the past.
in your prayers that our labor may be acceptable
in the sight of God.
Elder A. Haws, present, reports:
I have labored constantly in the fields assigned
me, first from March to July in the Northern
District of California, in Hum bolt, San Francisco, Oakland and. Contra Costa counties, then by
consent and advice: of missionary in charge and
by the direction of Pres; Joseph Smith I went to
Oregon and Washington, leaving Oakland on
the 2rstof.}uly, and on the 18thwent to Gilman,
Washington. I labored there with Br.o. J. Davis
and others, assisting where 4 were baptized, Bro.
Davis doing tl}e, baptizing on account of my
health. I organized a branch and got 1 old
mel):lber toreheW. his covenant; He was taken
in by vote
trte.2rst of November. I went to
Portland, wher.e an old t>ister who was baptized
in the early days of the churc);J, was taken in Qn
her old baptism. I then went to Latah, Washington, and the );icinity of Te.aco, where I baptized 9, all heads of families. I also blessed 17
children, confirmed r4 and administered to many
that were sick;. and I can: say the Lord has heard
and blessed ever.)' one who would quitthe use of
medicine and trust him. I have tried to do all I
could under the circumstances. Tam ready to
labor ~s the confe,r,ence may direct.

on

ElderJ; T;Kinnaman,

pre~ent,

reports:

During the past year have tried to represent
I h~ve laporedthe last year in the Far West,
the church as best I could. Have improved
Missouri,. district as best I coutd, Have preachevery ;legitimate oppqrtuhity. to aid .the work,
ed
in. DeK:alb, Caldwell, .Grundy and Platt
both in branches .and new fields, endeavoring to
prea~h the gospel of repentance so that those , countJes. Have baptized 3, confirmed 7, blessed
I r children, administered to,some zo sick-somewho might cast their lot with the church would
times. with .a goodly degree of the Spirit, the
kno.w that God requjred a hoi y .Jife and conseLord granting .our requests and restoring to
cration. to the work, both spiritually and tempohealth imrqediately. Am willing to labor on. for
rally; , My .labors have been a,t Greer1:'s L!l~ding,
the good cause.•
Brar's Moun.tain; Reachi Surry, Morgan's Bay,

.

Elder .W. M. Gibson, of San Bernardino, California, writes:
Last conference I was appointed to labor in
Southern California under H. C. Smith in
charge. I have labored in SaiJ Diego and San
Bernardino counties. I preached in six.Schoolhouses and had good congregations . for that
country. The Lord blessed me wfth his Spirit
andgave me some fruits for my labors. I baptized 7, six of them heads of families. I have
rece.ived a letter to go to Valley] Center and baptize more. I am going the I6th'of March if God
will. Have hopes that there 'will be.. a good
many come to the light ther.e. I ordained I
priest, I teacher, confirmed 7, b.lessed 14 children, organized ·a branch at Valley Center with
I2 .members. I distributed traqts in San Diego,
visiting houses;· There will be an opening to
preach in the city, I pre'ached in San Bernardino county in School-houses. ) had cha.rge of
the. branch the most of the yeflr. I married 2
couples, administered to the stck and did an I
could for the work.
'

Elder J. R. Cook,of Sacramento,
fornia, writes:

Cali~

During tlie past six months I have labored as
circumstances have permitted
I have beer1:
preaching in the ~ountry.about· nine miles frof1'1.
'this city where thereis some interest as often as·
has ,been convenient. I. believe I never had 11greater desire to thrust in my, sickle. and. reap
than I now have. I would be glad to give my
whole tlf11e to the fieldjf tny circumstances: were
so I could.
·
'
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1854, muslin board~, 5. volumes: .. ;, ... '•· .•. ;JO 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pam:phi:
Jus, Bish~p ofC!Xlsarea and Palestine; •.. , •••• 2. 00
Cruden's Complete Ctmcordance of Bible .. \ ... :1.75
Bible. Te:x:t Book ... .' ...... ; ............ ; , , ; 1 00
Ap~cryphal New Testament,.. . . . • • • . ... ; ••.• l 65
Elders' Diary, by Jr)SFphLuff .. .:...... , .• :..• , 30
Emerson's R~ady Binder, H.erald and. Hope size; 86
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that he will attract men to that truth, not
repulse them from it.
Ofilcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of J eslli! Christ of
5· The preacher should be honest with
Latter Day Saiuts
l'u:aLIBHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR CoUN'l'Y, IowA,
the word and with himself, and be thorEvery Saturday. Price $2.25 J?er year.
oughly in earnest, believing what he pre'J)he·T:r·aveling Ministry, District and Branch President•,
od ths ·Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new' sui>sents, and taking great pains not to preIICI'iben, and help build up the paper and the publication
sent what he does not believe and has no
4eparlment.
confidence in himself. He should convince
Business. Lettel'll and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0., Order, Eegietered Letter, or E:x:!!rea•.
his.. audience that he believes the plan of
Bn~r~d as •econd clas. matt0r o.t Lamonl Poot Office.
red~:mption himself and is anxious that
others shall do so too. His texts should be
applicable; and hii. arguments be like his
.
texts, true and to the· point.
6~ The preacher is the subject of scrutiJosEPH;· SMITH
EDITOR.
ny and observation, both as to what he
W. W ..BLAlR
ASSOCIATE . EDITOR.
says and how he says it. He should therefore be observant .of all the conditions of
Lamoni, Iowa, May IO, 1890.
time, place and circumstance smrgunding
him when he stands before the people to
PREACHING THE WORD.
present the truth. He.. must, learn to be
"FoR after that in the wisdom of God the equal to the occasion, quick to .take in the
world by wisdom knew not God, it pleas- surroundings, arid ready to observe the
ed God. by the foolishness of preaching to proprieties. He should remember that he
save them that believe."-! Cor. r: 21.
is there to represent Christ and the truth,
The design of the Master in giving the not his own smartness, nor human creeds
command "Go ye into all the world," was and opinions.only; and that while he shall
to do what is sugg-ested in. the text, "to abide within the scope of his calling he is
save them that believe."
entitled to the care, nurture .and .direction
P~ul suggested, aiso, in. his writings, of the Spirit of .the Master; but that whenelsewhere, that he became all things to all ever he steps outside of the limits of his
men, that by so. doing he. might be the gospel agency heooes not repr~sentChrist,
mea)::l~ of saving some.
nor his work, a~dwill be left to his own
These. se:veral pa~sages of holy writ, in resources and stano in his own strength.
their eon~ideration suggest some thOught~
7· In order 'that the preacher may be
which we. pen, as beneficial to us, and pos, successful in .his calling he must pe endowsibly s.o to others of the eldership.
ed with the Spirito£' the Mas.ter by whom
l. The preacher should represent Christ,
·he is sent, and this Spirit should be aided
not mis~epreScent him either in word, or in its officeworkbythegoodwill and unfact.
tiring zeal ofthepreacher. The. preacher
2. it shotlld be the study of the preacher
must magnify his calling.
The word
to properly represent Ghrist. He should magnify !Deans,tp increase the ··power, or
strive diligen~ly to s'o conduct himself that glory of;. to hm~qr, to exalt to glorify.
no report, or suspicion of immorality, or
8. Anythingwhich the preacher might
impropriety of con<;luct shall follow him do or say, by which the eff~:ct orforce of
intotpe pulpitin the minds of those who the truth he pr~;;~nts, or desirestq presetJ.t
hear hiin;
is lessened, hllrt or detracted . from, he
3· ·+he preacher. i>'hdllld .remember that should most earnestly strive riot to do;
the c'ommand is,." 13~ ye dean that bear and especially is this tn.\e of him when he
the .vessds of .the Lord;'' hence, he should occupies the pul~it as a minJstt)dor Christ
pre~ent himself in the pulpit in clean apto beseech men to be reconciled to God.
parel aqd clean faqe. and hands, and hair
9· The thingswhich are commendable
and be~rd 1 shqwing that the comb and in the·· preacher are: .. r. • Pr,?mptne~s in
brush Jiave been used. It mav be ec.cen- being at the phleeof meeting at the ·time
tric to be unclean being un~ashed, but appoirttecL . 2. Readiness to fill the apnot.n!lany who are thus eccentric"'possess pointment mad~ for him, willingly and
suffici~nt other. attractions of speech and
without unnecessary delay or excuse. . 3·
manner to overbalance the1~unfavorable An evident trustfulness in God, whom he
impression that untidiness makes upon the is striving to serve, in his effort to teach.
hearers, espe~all y of the better class.
4· A desire to presentthe lruthin a pleas4· It ~is the duty and !calling of
ant and entertaining manner. 5· A clear,
preaqh~J:' to present ami advocate the truth.
distinct enunciation, a not too rapid utterJesus said, "The truth shalL make you ance, in a tone only sufficiently loud to be
free.~'.
He al~o prayed that the Fathey heard by all in the room. 6. At)_upright;
w:ould .~~sanctify" them who heard "by the frankdeportm<;nt~ and a proper recqgnition
truth:'' The preacher should. strive to pre- of the rights of those with whom, and for
the sanctifyng ·truth •. in such a way wh9m he is laboring to do them good,
ERALD:

No. 19.
10. The things which the preacher
should avoid are: I. A careless, indifferent way of presenting himself before his
audience.
2. Being late at the hour of
service. 3· Making unnecessary excuses.
4· Making uncouth gestures and rash and
improper speeches while preaching the
word. 5· Undue use of the pronoun "I,"
in an egotistical way, 6. Solecisms of
speech and manners.
7· Sl~pping the
hands, the table, or book in emphasizing
points and remarks. The sound of the
blow spoils the sound of what;is said, and
the hearers, many of them, lose the words,
at the same time are annoyed, and sometimes absolutely disgusted at su.ch unnecessary pounding. Stamping the foot and
striking the desk with the fist are of the
same sort. 8. Frequent repetitions of the
text, and some favorite expression and
form of words.
Among these may be
noted.: "We ad mit the fact that," etc. In
this sentence the words "the fl.lct;'' are useless; it is sufficient tt> say, "we ·admit that,"
followed by the s~atement o~ what i.t is
that.is admitted, without stating that it is,
or is not a fact. "The Holy Scriptures of
divine truth." In this sentence all the
words except the two, "The Scriptures,"
are unnecessary, and make the sentence
heavy. The words "the Scriptures" used
by the preacher are understood to refer to
the Bible, old and new Testarr\ent, and the
words "Holy," and "of of di!vine truth,"
mean nothhig mote. "The gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ," is an expression of . a
similar kind. When the pre~cher refers
to "the gospel" he. means thf system of
salvation authorized of God as set forth in
the Scriptures, and this is understood by
those who hear. The repetition of the
words "of tbe Lord Jesus Christ," dces
n:ot ~trengthen .the statement') and if the
speaker uses the words every few sent\:)nces, until in an hour's. discourse he h~s
~',lid the.riJ from fifty to a. hundred times, it
tells on, the hearers as being it hurtful additio[l, innocent .anc1 good' its t~~:.,w:ords: are
.ofJh~.mselves. S!Jchexpressijnls as! "My
hea.r~rs," ~tmy dear hearers,'' '\ID.Y friends,"
"m.y dea.r friends," "I wantt(l §ay,'' ~'I desire to say right here," 14I W[fnt to say to
this people'" etc,, etc., are 11'11 .innocent
enough, and used now apd )again by. a
speak~r. do not sound out. of.place; hut
when repeated qver and. over again, the
thought will rise in the minds of some who
;1.relistening, If he 11 wants to sa!y" anything,
why .doi'l't be say it withou.t. telling us that
he wants to do it; he has a splendid opportuni(y, .Th.e .words. "mY . friends,"
.sound. well once. or.. twice.in a·dissourse,
out interlarded·. between every few ?entences they get to b.e quite "too sweet for
anything,, as the . g~shing school girl
would say; Too frequent ust:of.thenames
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of the Deity, either by his name God,J e,hovaq, or.anyother of his.titles,.becomes
tiresome t(). the hearer, and in some ins tan- .
ces is very inappropriate. For instance,
the . preacher wishes to make a reference
to God, an¢! he will say: "This is the word
()f God, .the Lord, Jehovah, the Supreme
Ruler, the Creator of the universe, Him
that madeithe heavens and the earth, Him
whom all 'must bow to, Him that will destroy the Wicked." . All these are proper
enough •in; their place and the time of a
proper statement of the in;. but when used
repeatedly to designate to the audience
who it is that the preacher means, it is a
waste of wbrds; for the plain sta'tement,''this
is the wor!J of God," or "the word of the
Lord," 1s sufficient.
To add to it is to
show a fea;r on the part of the speaker that
he may. be compromising. himself if he
leaves the' statement unqualified, as, referring to some other god than the Creator,
or distrusts the good sense of the audience
and can not trust them to know whom he
calls God.. The frequent repetiti()n of
favorite wprds, or favorite sentences, a
pleasant cqmbination of words, o£. which
the follow:ing may be examples: "The
people of ,that age of the world," or "of
this age of; the world." A speaker ence
used these words fifty-eight times in a sermon an hour long. One speaker used the
expression "the children of men" eightyfive times fn a single discourse. One used
the words~ "the Great God of heaven"
twenty times in a twenty-five minute
speech. One man used the .words "our
Father," "c;>ur Fathe.r, God," "my Father"
one hundr~d and fifteen times in a single
pray~r. One preacher used the word "tremendous"_ so often that he was called, "our
tremenaou:s preacher." All such expressions used too often jar upon the sensitive
minds and hurt the effect which the preacher desires tQ produce; indeed, it has happened that men have gone away from the
services held by the preacher with a decidedly bad impression left by some slip of
language like those named. Many American speakers use the pronoun "I" unfortunately, and by so doing leave the impression upon an audience that the speaker is
uncultivated and ignorant of the commonest rules of speech.
Sometimes the
preacher falls into this bad habit, and it is
much to be'avoided. This error is sometimes made thus: "The gospel will save
you and I." "Christ died for you and I."
"Christ was slain on the cross for you and
I." These should all be "for vou and me."
The preacher sometimes says "gospil"
when he means gospelj some very good
preachers ~tlways say "gospil," as if it
were spelled with ani instead of an e. The
preacher sometimes acquires a habit of
catching his breath between words in such
a way that it sounds like ek or ech, which
makes an unpleasant impression on the
hearer. It is the result of hesitation and
when confirmed as a habit is quite disagreeable. Sometimes it is done at the end
of a word and sounds like this, 0 Lord
ah, give us this day ah, our daily bread
ah / and usu,ally occurs when the preacher
has talked so long and so fast as to be about
out of breath. It provokes comment and
is a bad habit.

r r. It .may be thought by some that
what we have written ill all unnecessary to
him.who is e:Kpected.to speak by the help
of. the Spirit ofthe Master; butwhen. it is
considered that. a manshould "study to ap- ··
orove" himself as a workman that need "not
be ashamed;" the lesson that an. observant man worthyof theplace the preacher
occupies will gather from the suggestions
herein given, will be oflify long service to
him. Su~h a man will take no offense. at
what is written, but will pmfit by what is
applicable to him., and let the rest.be ap- ·
plied by those whom it may benefit. Two
criticisms made. years ago upon the manner of the address of the senior editor have
never been forgotten, and have been of
much benefit to hi'm. One of these was:
"Smith mistakes highness for. l~udness;"
the other was, "I might have thought his
sermon a good one if I had heard it."
When asked what he meant, he said: "l
heard him, but he spoke so rapidly and in
so high a tone that I could not separate
the words to know what they were, they
ran. together so in the hearing." Those
criticisims were ju~t, and the preacher
profited by them.
HINTS

T()

ELDERS AND MEMBERS.

EvERY one who attends the prayer-meetings where
prayers are offered with testi1
monies given, is anxious that the meetings
shall be enjoyable and profitable to the
Saints and. others who may be· present.
It may be that a .few. thoughts and suggestions in respect to these meetings will
be helpful in the way of aiding the presiding officer who, of ~ourse, is to be a
model of good behavior and spiritual
presence, in securing a "good meeting."
1. Before starting to·meeting, or on the
way there, put from the heart every feeling o~ soreness and bitterness against a
fellow creature, whether in or out of the
church. He who prays, "Father, forgive
me of my trespasses," must forgive those
who have trespassed against him.
2. Be sure that you start from home in
time to be in your place and hear the opening hymn and prayer. By so doing you
will keep your appointment with the
Lord, be free .from the fretfulness usual
on being late, and will not disturb the devotional spirit of others who may have
been more prompt than yourself.
3· Enter the house of worship and
prayer with the feeling upon you that it
has been promised by the Lord that where
"two or three are met together" in his
name, "there he will be" and "that to
bless;" hence, that in going to engage
in prayer you expect the Lord to be there
according to his promise; meet him in the
proper spirit to receive his blessings.
4· Do nothing and say nothing that will
irritate or annoy any one in the meeting.
Let all old grievances ("sores" as some
call them) alone. Make no reference to
what another has said or done to call out
a retort; if you can say nothing good, better to be silent.
5· Open the door carefully and shut it
without noise-don't slam it. If you are
late do not go in during the opening

prayer, wait until .it is closed; or H the
weather be. cold go in quietly, but .do not
go to a seat, the stove,- but stand until the
prayer is over.
. · .
_
6. Sit still in your plac~, avoid shuffi.
ing your feet on the. floor, and keep
them off the seat, . or chair iri front of
you. Do not tal~ to your, seat7mates
while ser\Tices are being COJ1ducted. Do
not cough, hawk .and spit, {)f. b.lo.w the
nose noisily. Do not laugh, no matter
what takes place, k~ep s?her..
. ·.·.
7; When you Msire to speal<: "\)e sure
that no oneis on hi.s feet,o~knees.pray
.ing, or speaking; rh>e and be sure tqf:l pt~
presiding officer sees oi bears you before
you begin. Speak sufficiently lo1ld for. all
to hear you; for ~bile. itis perhap~ par~
ticularly essenti~l that Godon_ly ge~rl'i your
prayer, how. can Jhose ·Wit~ Y<i>L! say,
~'Amen" to your prayer unles~ >tg~i)(' hear
it; or how can they agree \>Vi~h ;yp.t:~,t testimqny unless thev bear and ~now; what it
is. Do not undertake. to te.ll the .whole
story of your life~ h_ut cut youtsrory ·short,
rem em bering that if. ope . qcq~piE:l1.· much
time, others are prevented' fro~ sl).e.aking
at all. .. Avoid vain repetitions, ~ither
of the· names . of . the F#her, . Son
and Holv Spirit, .or of any othe~ name.or
word. Do not speak so loud, or ~Q fast
that those listening to you can; not understand what you say. You canbe :fuJly in
earnest and still be quiet and gentle in
both manner .and speech.
8. An elder should by no sort of means
take advantage of llit opportunity to speak
in a testimony meeting to preach. a sermon, ventilate his v.iews. on any given
topic, or to rebuke,. or lampoon some one
who does not agree with him .on doctrine,
or in theory; let that sort ofdiscussion be
for the pulpit. It would be just a pleasing to the Saints.,-possibly to the Master
-if the elders would permit the Saints to
use the opportunities of theprayer-meeting,
w bile they use the pulpit; or if constrained to pray, or exhort or testify they would
do so as briefly as possible.
9· A man may say one hundred and
fifty words in a minute, this is about the
average; if then one person would use one
minute only, sixty might speak in an hour;
but if each occupied two minutes, only
thirty could be heard; if five minutes,
twelve; and if a man was thoughtless
enough to use ten minutes, only six; -if fif.
teen minutes, four; if twenty minutes, only
three. It sometimes happens that two or
three or four occupy all the time ofthe
service, which invariably hurts the spirit
of the meeting and causes dissatisfaction;
and if one of these prayer~ meeting "borers''
allows the habit to fasten upon him permanently, he will spoil nearly every meeting he· may attend unless indeed tt1e presiding officer has the wisdom and mora!
courage to prevent or stop the waste of
the time properly belongin&;;to the Saints.
It is a bad job for a prayer-meeting when
some uneasy elder mounts a hobby to ride
it during the prayer service.
10. When you rise to speak in a testi~
mony meeting don't waste the time in excusing yourself by saying, "I don't like to
see the time go to waste," "I feel like say-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
ing, dear Saints," "l would feel condemn- courses, he has this week baptized twenty new
ed if 1 went away without bearing my members. Elder Daley represents a regularly
testimony," etc. All such expressions· organized church, with headquarters at Lamoni,
take up time and spoil the effect of what Decatur e<;mnty, Iowa, and having no connection
one starts to say, or intends to say, and it with Mormonism as practiced at Salt Lake.
wou.ld be better to say what one wishes This church does not endorse and, on the conto say than to tell the Saints, "I want to trary, is bitterly opposed to polygamy."
say, right now, and right here," so and so;
And thus it is that the church is gainetc., etc. Of course, we remember that ing proper recognition and having her pothe Master s~id: "Take no thought what sition correctly stated by public journals,
you shall say," etc., but this was in reference to being brought before kings and
THE BASIS OF A GODLY LIFE.
rulers for· the gospel's sake; .and should
not be made to apply to prayer and testi" IN a recent "Advent" paper, in which
mony meetings. If the Spirit .constrains is set forth the "Articles of faith" of that
you to speak, you·. should have something society, we find the followmg:
.
tot'lay. l.f wisdom directs you to speak or
"We believe that the Jaw of God, contained
Pl'ay, wisdom will suggest that you waste in the ten commandments, forms the basis of a
godly life, the standard by which to regulate it."
n~ither your own time, nor that of the
meeting. If you have spoken once in a
While it is truethat the ten commandsession, don"*t oCC1JPY the second oppor- ments are of value in the formation of a
tunity until others are all done, ()f you godly life, it is nevertheless true that the
have some special good reason fore so doe Lord, in both Testaments, and under both
ing~ Don't tell the Saints that you have
covenants, requires something higher,
"Just a word," and then ramble in talk for greater, deeper and more perfect than the
a quarter of an hour, or twenty to twenty- ten commandments for "the basis of a·
five minutes; watch your presiding officer godly life, the standard 'by which to reguclosely, and if he shows signs of uneasiness, late it," for in the ten commandments
y~;m may. safely conclude thatthe folks.are
there are no requirements for man to either
not interested in what you are saying and love God, his neighbor, or his enemy, but
you had better stop and sit down.
these are provided for and enjoined in the
1 I, Lastly: If anybody says something
word of God outside the ten commandthat may possibly be meant for you, or ments in these words of Jesus when ansyouthihk it is, do not rise and resent it; wering the que~tion, "Master, which is
the presiding officer is there to protect the great commandment in the· law?" to
your good name as well as all the rest, and which he replies: "Thou shalt love the
h~. will notice any improper attack made
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
on you; but if he does not, itis better, far with all thy soul., and with aU thy mind.
better, .to let it pass unnoticed. Think This is the first and great command. And
what sh'ould be a .fact to .·you, that you are the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love
in the. hquse of prayer, in . the presence of thy neighbor al';. thyself. On these two
the. Lord, ancl. that is. no place for resent- commandments bang[rests, is based, susing an. insult, or stirring up strife. Take pended] all th~.'law and the. prophet,s."nonotice of anything of the kind--hit it Matt. 22: 36-"40·.
·
pass.
Certainly Jesus knew which was "the
fir;;t [in .rank, quality, importar1ce] and
«ONWARD.'~
great cprnma\ldment;" and his statement
T:HE .m.otto ofthe Elders .this year should here should forever, in all places and
be ·"O.nward," as. well as upward. . The times among professing chnstians, be a
final end of controversy as to what hea:ven
~:;auditions are very favorable lor an aggressive mqvemen~ ~.tll along the Iine .. of provid~s as "tp~ basis of a godly life, the
strtndard by .wqi.ch .to regulllte it."
war~a~e. Tb:ere ~re .many evide!J.ces i:ndiThe great "commandment'' quoted by
catingthaf the thne for a .strong movement forward has come •• And, as hewh() our Lord is found in Deut. 6: 5; and "the
second," whicl1 resays "is like 'unto it,"
h~.ts;Jh,e truth on./pis side has nothing to
feat, there should .be no hesitancy .on.the .is found in Leviticus 19: r8,. 34 and re.ads:
p~rt.qf the mini!:l~ryin pu~hing right to the. 44 Thou shalt •not a,venge, nor bear any
grudge, agai:nst .the children of thy peo~ront •.• ·•
. •.
.•
ple, but shalt l!)ve thy neighbor as thy~
lf.q~.r .Presbyteria~. friends revis~ their
creed, .. as .it. now ·11-ppea,rs very certain self: I am the Lord •..• But the strantheY 'f"ill, the.re i~ likely to be lively dis- 'ger that dwelleth with you shall be unto
you as one ho.rn among you, and thou
~u,s~ions in n11my .cir.qles regarding it,. and
if Jbose )holding ~he "g~lden mean1 ' b~ shalt love him as thyself.'' These comtW:eentllf extremes of religio~s dogmatism mandments are far superior to the ten, for
ariq gros~ unbeliefare pr~pared to occupy they require. love frqm the "heart"-the
wisely,much good mu.st res)llt from· a ju- seat of :affection and the source of motive
and desire_:.:_lo.ve to God andfman.
di~iou~ pre~entation .of tbe "truth as it is
Jesus, in Matthew chapter'S aud elsein. ~nrist Jesus the Lord."
where, puts his commandments in dir.ect
contrast with.some of those of "the ten,"
WE. clip tlJ.e following .from . The Liver~ and, showing thereby the inferiority of the
m.tn~t;l,>(Cal.) ficho, of the 17th ult:
latter, he enjqins the former as those upon
"f"or several d~ys .pa$tElder '!'hot!las Daley of ) which and by which his di~ciples vvere . to
the~~~Qr~ani~ed.Ohun:hpf Jesus .Christ of Latbuild "as the basis of a g9dl y life" and be
te~ Day 1?;tints has.l>e.en preachi!lg.in this se;ction, "the standarl'l }Jy which to. regulate· it."
HearHirn: ·
·.
·· ·
.with. the restl\t' th.l\ti after deUyering twelve (:lis-

Y e have heard that it was said by them of old
time, Thou shalt not kill; and whosoever shall
kill shall be in danger of the judgment: But I
say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his
brother without a cause shall be in danger of the
judgment; and whosoever shall.say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but
whowever shall say, Thou fool,· shall be in danger of hell fire . . . . Ye have have heard that it
was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not
commit adultery; But I say unto you, That
whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after hE'r
hath committed adultery with her already in his
heart . . . . Again, ye have heard that it hath
been said by them of old time, Thou shalt not
forswear thyself, but shalt p<;rform unto the
Lord thine oaths: But I say urto you, Swear
not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God's
throne: Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool;
neither by Jeruealem ; for it is the city of the
great King. Neither shalt tho11 swear by thy
head, because thou canst not make one hair
white or black. But let your communication be,
Yea, yea; Nay, nay; for whatsoever is more
than these cometh of evil.-Matt. 5:2 r, 22, 27,
28, 33, 37·

The ten commandments provided for
the outward conduct of man,-his personal acts,-but the commandments of Christ
touch every part of man,+-his "heart,"
soul, spirit and body. The ten forbids
adultery, but Christ forbids \ndulging even
the intention, the purpose, ~he desire, and
by so much are superior to f'the ten" and
therefore are the better ancl surer '~b.1sis
of a godly life," and "the standard by which
to regulate it."
Well did Paul say of Ch~ist,-" And hv
him all that believe are justtfied from all
things, from which ye coul<jl not be justified by the lawofMoses." !.(Acts,I3:39;)
And again, "Wherefore, my brethren, ye
also are become de:Jd to .the law by the.
body of Christ.''-Rom. 7:4To Judaizing Christians Paul said:
Knowing that a man is not ~justified by the
·works of the law, but by the faith ofJesus Christ,
even we have believed in Jesus· Christ, that we
might be jtJstified by the .faith o~ Christ, and not
by the works of the law.: for by t.he works of the
Jaw shall no flesh be justified.-(Jal. 2: r6.

And be further says:
"For as many as are of the works of 'the law
are un'der the curse; for it is written, Cursed i.~
every one that continuet)1 not in all things
which are written in the book of the law to do
them; But that no man is justified by the law
in the.sight of God, it is evident:. for, The: just
shall live hv .faith. And the law is. not of faith:
but, The man that doeth them shall Jive in them.
Cl1rist hath redeemed us from the curse of the
I!J.w, being maqe a. curse for us: for it iSwtitten,
Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree:
That .the blessing of Abraham plight. cotne on
the. Gentiles through Jesus Chrust; that we might
rece.ive th!'l pr()mise o.f the Spirt1t through faith.
<Brethren, I ~peak after.· the mann~r of men;
Though itbe but a man's. covenant, yet if it be
·confirmed, no man disannulleth, oraddeth thereto. Now to.Abraham and· his seed were the
promises .made.· He saith not, .1\nd to seeds, as
of many; btit as ofone, And to;ttiy se<>d, which
is Christ. And this I say that t)1e covenant, tiat
was confi.rmed before of God in Christ, the law,
which was four hundred and ~hirty years after, can
not dfsannul, that it ;should make the promise of
none effect.·. For if, the inheritance be of the Jaw,·
it is n.o more of promise: but G 0 d gave it to Abraham by pron1ise. ·Wherefore then servetk ti;le
law? It was added because qf trans.g~essions,
till the seed should come to w!Iom the: promise
.was made; and it was ordain.ed bv .angels in the
hand of a mediator. Now.a ·.
ator:is.nota
mediator of one, but God is one..
la'W then
agaJnstthe promises of God? .
·
i fthere could have been. a.l!lw
:could hav.e given life,. yerily: iij~ht:eo:~sJle~is.
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· ~hould. have been by the law. But the Scripture
hatll c.;onduded all under sin, that the promise
by faith of Jesus Christ might be given to. them
that believe. But before faith came we were
kept under the law, shut up unto the faith which
. should afterwards be revealed. Wherefore the
law. was our <schoolmaster to bring us unto
Christ, that we. might be justified by faith. But
after that faith ,is come we are no longer under a
schoolmaster. For ye are all the children of God
by faith in Christ J esus.''~GaL 3: ro-z6:

fallible apostle "thrice" denied .his Lord
and Master in which ''he began to curse
and to swear, saying, I know not this man
of whom ye speak." And still later .on
this same fallible apostle "dissembled" in
the midst of God's children and ministrv
(G,;l. z: u-r8), aU of which proves that
infallibility did not pertain even to such
apostles as had personally known our Lord
and had received the great endowment of
To this m~y be added the following-:
the HolyGhost on Pentecost. Thi<> apostle
"For. the law made nothing perfect, but the
being failible, what shall we say of popes
bringing in of a better hope did, by the which ~e
each of whom have made most questiondraw nigh unt0 God."-Heb. 7: w.
able claims to.be his successor! Are these,
And of Chri~t this writer says:
«But now··hatfvbe .obtained a more excellept . any or all of them, "the foundation on
which the .church [of Christ] is .built"?
ministry, by how much also he is the mediater
of a better covenant, which was established on
Preposterous! Peter knew and taught
better promises. For if that first covenant had
better, for he said: ."For all flesh is as grass,
been faultless;, then should no place have been
and all the glory of man. as the flower of
sought for the secpnd. F()r finding fault with
grass. The grass withereth, and the flowthem, he saith,; Behold, the days come, saith the
er thereof falleth away; but the word of the
Lord, when I will make a new covenant with .the
house of Israel and with the house of Judah:, not
Lord endureth forever. And this is the
according to the covenant that I made with their
word which by the gospel is preached unto
fathers in the day \\hen Uook them by the hand
yo.u." This revealed "word of the Lord"
to lead them out of theland of Egypt; because
is enduring as the very throne of God;
they continued not in my covenant, and I regarded them not, saith the Lord. For this is the
but servants to whom it comes, and servants
covenant that, I will. make with the house of
through whom it comes are fallible and
Israel after thO:se days, saith the Lord; I will put
may fail and falL As President Joseph
my laws into:. their mind, and write them in
Smith in a discourse .durit1g the late antheir hearts: and I will be to them a God, and
nual conference said; "The means or methey shall be t() llle a people: And they shall not
teach every man his neighbor, and every man
dium by and thrdugh which the Lord rehis brother, saying, Know the Lord: for all shall
veals His word may be faulty and imperknow me, from the least to the greatest. For I
fect, but tl:at 'word' is nevertheless perfect
will be mercjl'ul to their unrighteousness, and
and infallible."
God's revealed word,
their sins and their iniquities will I remember no
then, is the enduring "rock" on which the~
more. In that he saith, A new covenant, he hath
made the first old. Now that which decayeth
church is and is to be built. This foundaand waxeth olll is ready to vanish away."-Heb.
tion is all-worthy and ever enduring, and
8:6-!3.
it is to this that God invites and bids man
In Christ and his gospel only do we find come and build for life and life eternal.
the true and only saving "basis of a godly But the voice and hope of the Romish
life," and "the standard by which.to reg- church is foul)d in this clipping: *
ulate it."
"ROME FOR THE POPE.

· BRo. HIRAM DA vrs sends us the following clipping . from a late San Francisco,
(Cal.) Examiner, ~rom which will be seen
the claims, to-day, of the Catholic church
in respect to temporal power. It i.s notable that the irrational, unscriptural claim,
that whiGh has ever been the chief strength
of the Romish church, is still asserted with
dauntless zeal, namely, that "the Pope is
the vicar of Jesus Christ," and that "he is
Christ by unr::tion, and he is the foundation
on which the church is built."
This latter is quite true of the Romish
church; but the church of Jesus Christis,
and was designed to be built neither upon
Peter or any or_ all popes combined, but
. alone upon the revealed word of God.
God's revealed word is incorruptible, immutable, and infallible. But apostles and
popes and churches have too many human
weaknesses and frailties to be either incorfuptible or infallible. Peter, the apostle,
could err and was painfully fallible, but
the great truth of Christ's Messiahs hip "revealed" of the "Father" to him, was infallible. Satan prevailed against Peter,
for Jesus said to him, "Get thee behind
me, Satan; for thou art an offence unto
. me; for thou savorest not the things that
be o£ God, but those that be of men. Later
on this same fallible apostle drew his
sword "and smote the high priest's servant,
and cut off his right ear.'' Still later this

"The Rev .. Father Rooney,- of the Dominican
Order, delivere a leCture last evening in St. Francis' Church for the benefit of.the Children's Day
Home, the subject being. The •Temporal Power
of .the Pope.'
"Referring to former times, when the Catholic
prelates were forced to live in foreign lands, the
lecturer ~~nt on to say that history· again repeats·
itself, and to-day we find the Pope a prisoner in
the Vatican.
"To-day an infidel and Masonic government is
in the ascendant. These frlals, brought about by
secret societies and the ungodly, only redound to
the gJory of the church.
"The Pope is the vicar of .Jesus Christ. He is
Christ by unction, and. he is the foundation on
w.hich the church is built. Rome is the center
of all authority, and to be united with the divine
church we must be uriited with the Pope. God
never intended that the Pope. should be hampered by kings, potentates or princes. Temporal
power is an absolute moral necessity to the Pope
.:_to his utility and importance.'
"The lecturer then briefly sketched how temporal power was first conferred on the Popes;
how Constantir.e freed the church from the darkness of the Catacombs and placed her on the
face of the earth.
"Rome was given to the church by the faithful Catholics of the entire world, and it is not the
property of Italy, nor does it cease to be the Pope's
because the Italians have deprived him of temporal power by robbery. It is the use alone that
has been taken. Rome belongs to the church,
and as sure as day follows night the temporal
power shall be restored to the Pope. The Italians have no right to perpetuate this wrong on
the Papal See.
"By depriving the Pope of temporal power he
is deprived of that 'which is morally necessary. to
the free exercise of the spiritual power of the

Papacy and the full expression and propagation
of the Catholic faith.
.. ·
''The. Vicar .of Jesus. Christ. should. not,.be the
subject or even the quest of any King or potentate: ·It is not conipatible with the dignfty O,£ the
church. He should be.the head of a pri'hcipality ·
modest enough, may:be, riot to excite his human
ambitions, but where&he could di"scha~ge his .sacred functions with the. absolute liberty J~is great
office demands. . The Cht,ln;h, the Bishops; and
23ci,ooo,ooo Catholics think that his spirjtual independence requires tha.t he should be the head
.of his own principaTity.11

WE undertook in HERALD for May.3rld to
apologize to Bro. E. K. Evans for haV"i11g
t1lisquoted" himin the sentence,; <f~/Je
brother states that .he believes ~th(lt iP(iyl
used wheat to represent a terrestrial, or a
telestial body,'" etc., etc. But the types
in the HERALD when out, make.usto.blunder worse than before, .so we try it :1gain:
We should ha\'e written that the .br?ther
wrote, "l beljeve Paul used wheat totepre- ·
sent a s;elestial body.· Other grain might
represent a terrestrial or a telestial. body;"
We apologize to. Bro. Evansfor rnis-~
quoting him in both instance~.· Hurry. in
proof reading and carel
.· ·~i11. .re responsible for the last e
. h'i'C . ,e regret more than th,~r1JJ~>f .as it will neces!j; ,
arily prov~r~t:dr;:;Evans as it mo:t;ti~''
us.
~).;
MR. JAMES H. KENNEDY, who wrih'!S
New york
City, has contributed af6urcolumn art.icle
on the history of the Reorganization to the
New York Times, newspaper, for its
issue of April 27th.. The article is 'well
written and seems to be fair and candid, as
it is evident the writer has tried to he.
From this article we quote" below a pa~r
agraph or two, not having space for all, to
show the readers of the HERALD the
manner of it:
·

fro~ N~· r63 West.>(2!1:,~tSt ..,

"When in r88o this so-called Iowa branch of
Mormonism waq making a legal fight for the old
Temple at Kirtland, upon which the elder .J?s"ph
had staked so much, and in which he had claimed to hold converse with Moses, Elias, and the
Most High, it was officially declared by Judge
L. S. Sherman, of Lake couhty, 'that· the
plaintiff, the Reorganized Chu1'ch' of JeslisChflst
of Latter Day Saints, is the true and lawful successor to the said original Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, organized in 183o, and is
entitled in law to all its right~ and property.'
"When the younger Joseph and his followers,
half a dozen years ago, made a pilgrimage back
to Kirtland to hold an annual conference in the
old Temple they had· purchased and refitted, a
spasm of horror ran through staid Ohio over the
prospect of a· few hundred .Morrnons, with. a
dozen wives each, descending upon Lake county
to preach and practice their peculiar doctrines,
and the lack of knowledge there as to the existence. teachings and moral conduct of this most
exemplary branch of the Mormon Church is
general throughout the land to-day, where seven
men out of ten know absolutely nothing of this
son of the Prophet Joseph and the results that
have come from his teachings and work.''

Mr. Kennedy closes his article thus:
"The Mormons of the Reorganized Church
are not objectionable as citizens in communities
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where they are known upon their own merits,
and not by- the odium that attaches to Salt Lake;
The majority are tax-payers and farmers, and
no class of men anywhere are stronger in their
loyalty to the Federal Government."

Mr. Kennedy has succeeded in placing
before the readers of a New York City
public journal an excellent article favorable to the Reorganized Church, including
an epitomized brief of what its chief tenets
are, thus spreading a_ good defence of us
on p11per to perpetuate it. The writer
will be accused of undue favoritism and
be censured for it, but he has told the
truth as a whole and can defend himself
-tor what he has so written.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. George W. Beebe writes from
Superior, Nebraska, April 23d:
"I ha:ve opened a· new place twenty-eight and
one-hat£ miles so_uth. They crowd the house,
appear hungry for truth. We are gaining ground
though the devil contests every inch of the
ground. One of the preachers confessed that we
were becoming p~pular but were deluding."

Bror,,M. R. Scott wrote from Galena,
Indian"h,A pril 2"0th:
"On the zoth I had the pleasure of baptizing
ohe of New Albany's noble sons, ·Douglas Miller,
son-inclaw to Bro. David S~ott.. Bro. Miller gave
the aodrine a thorough investigation and I think
will make a useful man. I am informed that
others at that place are thinking favorably of the
work"'.

Bro.

T. W.

Tohnson writes from Allen-

dai~;>W.orth county, Missouri, April 24th:
"Mdst..of my labor bas •been· near Redding,
Iowa. _The last time I was there, April 21st; I
bapti~ed four, and I think there are inore who
will ~orne in soon. Two of- th~rp ~ill add much
needed strength to the few .. S<~ints theFe. Sh,all
preach there. this summer every two weeks; the
Lord willing;"

WE are requested to anj;wer the following
questions, which we do under $.protest,
the nature of our protest being that if the
duties of an officer, o~ a member of .the
church are red,uced to a formula, the office
work of the Spirit as a teacher is done an:d
form:llity takes the place of. the direction
of the Spirit.
.$&_ue~. r.c_(a) In a branch where several priests,
teachers or deacons reside, is it<the privilege or
dutyof.each person to labor equally in all things
pertaii! ing to his .offict1 ·with· every · t')ther person
ordained to the same C~ffice? (b) If so, should
each. priest visit the bouse .of tjach member, etc.,
orsh~uld the wt')rk be divided? (c) What slgi!i·
fies the election of a •.•branch" priest, teacher or
deacon?
A~s·/'T(a) Yes, where no one is spedficaHy
pointed out as the one to do the work named, and
wher~ ,no organization ~as bee~ effected. (b)'I'he
work should be. divided so that. there would be
more probability of all the membership being
visited_. {c) It isthe selectiOI! of_ one or more upon"
whogt the responsiblity to la'Qor in the office
named is laid by the choice of the. people;
~' ,2;.,-(a) Should_ the prit::st "visit. the house of
each member" regularly, or according as his j tid g. rnent !nay determine, or should members notify
him wllen,they desire him to visitthem? . (b) In
priestvisits a member officially during
. )Vhat; steps .. shouJd be taken to StlC1Jre

A. 2 -(a) The priest should be governed in
this particular by the conditions obtaining in the
branch, or locality, and his knowledge of the
membership. Members, if desirous to have the
priest visit them, should notify the president of
branch. (b) Notify the presiding officer.
~- 3-·-- What general subjects should come under the head of "family dutie~"?
A. 3 -General deportment of the members of
the family toward each other, family prayer, secret devotions and their conduct towards their
neighbors, which may in any way affect the spiritual standing of the members, or the good name
of the family at home or abroad.
~· .4 -In case husband,. wife or child should
fail to perform any family duty, in what manner
should the priest become awareof it that he may
exhort him or her concerning it?
A. 4-:-- There is no absolute necessity for a
priest to be informed that ~ny one is derelict in
duty to exhort them to that duty, he may with
proprietv exhort those to duty whom he may
know.are quite prompt ahd faithful. However, a
priest who is in the faithful performance of his
duty will be aided to a perception of remissness
on the part of others; and if he be observant, as
he should be, he will quite easily comprehend
when his exhortations are needed.
~- 5.-In what manner should a teacher become or be made aware ot"iniquity in the church?
A. $.-By. observation, inquiry, information
and spiritual. perception.
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Bro. Joseph Luff of Independence, Mis- ·
souri, requests us to state that he has received. the Heralds: for which he lately
advertised.
Four were baptized ~at Plano, Illinois,
April 13th, bv elder W entwotth Vickery.
Good news. .

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

''Think ye tlie notes of holy song
On Milton's tuneful ear have died?
Think ye that Raphael's angel throng
Has vanished from his side?
Ah, no !-we live our life again:
Or warmly touched, or coldly dim,
The piCtures of the past remain,~
Man'sworl< shall follow hili!."

THROUGH the kindness of Bro. Stafford we are
able to give the Home;Colum.n readers a few of
the many testimonies by which the hearts of the
Saints were cheered and comforted during the
recent conference:
Testimony of Alex H. Smith, ;given at Lamoni, Iowa, April r6th, rSyo. R~ported by. E.
Stafford:
It has .been said that Latter Day Saint preachers when they follow each other !lre something
like the train of cars on the track-keep in the
same line. I don't feel to depart from the line
that.has been entered into, but to speak of some
of. the evidences that have been gil ven to me, to
REv. HUGH 0. PENTECOST is thu~ repre- strengthen .and confirm me in Hi~s great work.
sented in a dispatch from New York:
In the spring of.r863-lf my memory serves me
right-:! attended the ·first conferen~e of the
ARE MI~ISTERS FRAUDS?
church that I .ever met :with. D11ring the time
NEw YoRK, M~trch 3oth.-The Rev. Hugh 0.
of my being there Bro. Blair carne to me and
Pentecostlectured in New York yesterday to a
large audience who came to l:Jear him discuss the
asked me if I wished to be ordained to the office
question~ "Are Clergymen Frauds!'"' .He did not
of an elder. I told him no, I did n9t so wish, b'ut
propose, he said, to discuss_ common, every-day
that I had received the testimony •;of the Spirit
ministerial liars, thieves, drunkar"ds, ·and libertines. He simply "'anted to discuss the question ··that this. was to be my calling. I • . told him that
whether the average. respectable and rebpected
I had been instructed of God that "No man
priest or minister Is a fraud, and he ~!aimed that
taketh this honor unto_.himself," etc. He asked
neatly all are su~h. What he meant by fraud
me if I was willing to accept should I receive a
was one. who did not believe wliat he preached or
satisfactory~test.imony in regard to' the calling.,. I
who did not preach, ~hat he b_elieved.
replied . .that I was willing to do anything
God required atmy hands, using the judgment
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
he had given ·me. He said if. :r would ask
IN the report of Elder]~ W. Gillen, pub- the Lord on the matter it would be told me and
lished on page z6I of our, last issue, it I would be satisfied. Before going to rest that
should read, "alsp one for the south-east night I made it a suJ:>jett of prayer. I wanted to
portion of MissoUri," instead of "nine," as - do God's will,' but. I wanted him to manifest to
erroneously pri11ted. In. the fourth par- me, not In my own way,·but in. his own way,
agraph it should _tead "honorable" instead that I was indeed his servant. I -felt that if the'
of"reasonable" mention.
.
Lord would do this I would go in ~he liheof my
"Presidency arid Priesthood."--'--ln last duty and leave the. result in his .hands. After
issue we mentioned ti-iat Elder W. H. Kel- retiring to rest, while thinkingthetnatter oyer, I
ley's new book would be sold at $r, but
was. conscious of a joy no one cah· express, no
since then have)earned that the 13rice,
prepaid, will be $r.zs. He has in .thi-; one cat1 comprehend, only as they· have felt this
issue an advertisement which please see. joy. t seemefl finally to be showh standing on'
We take pleasure in commending the the hill-side-7-the hill was conical; that is, highwork and trust itmay fine! many readers. /est in the middle like ·a mound--'-J multitude. of
Bro. W,
Blair intends to labor in people just as far as I wu1d _See. 'My attention
western Iowa and eastern Nebraska, be~ "'as called to the top. of the hill a~d I saw there
gin.nin1;5 _about the !IJiddle of May, and a raised platform upon which appeared to be a
h()pes to attentl as many ofthe district ~est for books like a preacher's s~and._ .. My atconferences in that region as h.e Ci!ll reach. tention ~as so fixed to it that I noti.ced the.
, Bro. Dexter F, Coombs, of F;tiLRiver, materi~I, and. thafit'll'as ·constructed_ very strong,
and I wondered why they should' build such a
Mas~aehusetts,<desires the, pr~yets of the,
Saints. He is sick and in troul;>le and asks platform and make it so
to. be remembered, in _the petitions of t(le to be two prieacher;s on it.
SainJs,
· ·
··
books, lyiJJ.g on. ,the ·Pl"•~a¢he1r:s

,w.
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[holding up a book J These two personages on the
stand had been talking to the multitude. While
looking down they turned from the speaker's stand
and came towards me. The multitude around the
stand seemed to open, giving them sufficient
room to pass down side by side, and as they passed down the pathway they were in conversation
with each othar. I was impressed with a desire
to get close to the stand, and began to make my
way through the multitude until I met them.
They shook hands with me, called me by name
and one of them said, "Alexander, you go up and
take your place: we are going away and will be
gone for a season, but wili come again." I recognized them-my father and U acle Hyrum. It
was my father's voice that told me to take my
place. I realized my surroundings. I was bathed
in tears. No man could express the thrilling
joy of God's Spirit, save he has felt it under
similar circumstances.
I m<>t Bro. Blair the next day. He took me by
the hand and said, "You have your witness."
Then when he proposed that I should be ordain·
ed h) the office of an elder I did not refuse. There
are other instances of my life I might speak of, but
I speak of this one as a guide in all my ministerial
labor. I remember one more circumstance that
I will relate.
While traveling in Southern California, in one
period of my ministry, my surroundings were
such that I was cast down in sphit, discourag<d,
worn and tired. I ·felt very much like giving up
and going home. Retiring to rest I presented
myself before the Lord. I asked him for some
encouragement. During the night I received by
the influence of the Spirit the following: I saw a
city as upon a hill. I saw to the eastward of the
city a rolling prairie country. The city appt'ared
to have walls-surrounded by walls. I was so
curious as to note the material of which the walls
were built. They seemed to be built of a wft
gray marble.
I came to the east side of the city and seemed
to be standing o·1 the top of the wall, and from
me descended a flight of br0ad steps, and to the
right of the steps was the main entrance to the
city, towards the east. On gazing toward the
east I beheld a band of people approaching. They
seemed to be led by one that was riding a horse,
and as they approached the city they came sing·
in g.
I stood watching them until they came near to
the gate, and as they approached it the one
that was the leader alighted from his horse, and
imtead of going through the gate, came up the
broad flight of steps and approached me. I rerognized him and I cried out, "My father! 0 my
father!', He took me in his arms and embraced
me. He said, "Be cheered, be comforted; the
time is near when your po,ition will be changed;
let your heart be comforted."
I awoke, was filled with the Spirit, and weeping, I went to sleep and the city was presenttd
to me again
In the center of the city there seemed to be a
large building as a temple. It fronted to the east.
On the front there seemt>d to be three openings
or large arches supported by carved pilasters,
and a flight of beautiful steps leading up to a
platform at the entrance of the building.
The material of this building seemed to have
a marble poli>h, bright and beautiful bevond conception. I stood at the head of the flight of
steps and could look into the building, and could
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see what appeared to be scrioes making records
upon large books, as I was given to understand
I was placed at the head of the stairs to examine
the credentials of those that should pass into the
building. Numbers came up the steps-numbers
that I knew passed into the building and their
names were placed on record. Others passed on
to other places and a record would be made.
While standing here I could hear the tread of
the inhabitants of the city as they went to and
fro in the avocations of life, and I heard music,
and I say again, no tongue can express the joy and
the intense feeling that pervaded my whole being,
and for day• that feeling rested with me. I was
comforted; I was made to rejoice; I was glad.
Much more might be said in this connection,
but this is sufficient now. I am glad and rejoice
in this work. I am glad I am with you. I am
glad that with you I can fee! this warm feeling
of the Spirit of God nerving us to move on in this
great work. Now to day this great platform is
before me, and all these noble men are taking
their stations in the front, standing shoulder to
shoulder.
Gc:>d is with his pe 1ple. He will speak to them
and be their God. Pray for me that I may hilfill the important calling unto which God has
called me.
This is my desire in Jesus' name. Amen.
Testimony of Bro. J. Hawley, given at Lamoni, Iowa, April 14th, 1890:
When our brother wa' speaking last night
about that faith which would take no denial, I
thought about the early settlement of Nauvoo.
I was young, but I remember that there was
much sickness there.
The prophet and his
family were sick. He arose, and in the strength
of the Lord administered to himself and was
healed. He then administered to his family and
they were healed; and he went from house to
house administering to the people, and they w€'re
healed under his hand.
As he entered each house, the sick seemed to
have faith given them to be healed. That is the
faith that was manifest then, and it is the faith
that we see manifest to·day to a great degree.
I could tell you of many like instances in the
Reorganized Church as well as the old churchand it is all one. I feel to stand with this people. If it was not so I would not be here. The
testimony is that, if we are faithful we shall ascend higher and higher.
I feel thankful our young men are rising up to
fill our places in preaching the gospel. May they
cultivate humility and a reliance on God, for
therein is their strength.
May God help us all to live in obedience to
the gospel, that by it we may be made clean,
is my prayer. Amen.
PRAYER UNION.
·SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Mr. Silas Price, of London Mills, Ontario, requests your faith and prayers, not only that his
health may be restored, but that God will help
him to see the light as it is in Him.
Sr J. H. Robbins, of Green's Landing, Maine,
also requests your prayers in her behalf that the
Lord may restore her health. She has four
small children greatly n<"<>ding her care.
Bro. J ahn B. Roush, Fulton, lowa, asks your
prayers that the obstacles in his way may be re-

moved in order that he may go forth to preach
the gospel.
Bro. Cyrus C. Brown of New London, Iowa,
requests your prayers In behalf of his wife and
son, both of whom have long been afflicted.
Sr. Elizabeth A. Brown, of New Albany, Indiana, is greatly in need of your united faith and
prayers in her behalf.
Sr. Olney of Walsport, Oregon, asks your
prayers that her eyes may be healed. She has
long suffered with them.
Sr. Emmett of Kansas City, Kansas, requests
your prayers in behalf of her hu,band who is
sick.
Sr. Peck, of Providence, Rhode Island, requests the prayers of the Union, that if God wills
she may be restored to health. This is an urgent
case, the sister being very low with what is pronounced to be cancer of the stomach.
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COLUMN MISSIONARY
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Apr. 24, Amount to date .............. $2,690
Yu>n Yum, Neb ...... $r 26
Sr. M. Larsen, Neb ..... r oo
Sr. A. Christensen, I a.. so
Sr. M. LaChapelle, S.D. 20

7x

Apr. 24, Amount received to date ..... ~,693 ~j
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

KANSAS CITY, Kan .. March 18th.
Dear Si.<ter Frances:- This is a beautiful
morning. The birds are warbling their songs of
thanks to him who gave them being, and all of
earth's nature seems to rejoice to feel the gentle
hand of spring fanning its balmy breezes upon
them. But we are so sad in our little home that
was once so beautiful and happy, for our only
child was called home to Jesus on the twentysixth of February. I know that you can imagine
what a sad ordeal I have passed through by your
own sad experience.
When I stood by my darling and watched his
life ebbing away, how vividly it brought to my
memory that midnight watch in the garden of
Gethsemane when our Savior himself felt as
though he was left alone. This is something
like we felt, but we know God did not forsake us.
His way Is not always our way, nor our way His
way; and I do hope and pray that I may a!.
ways be reconciled to the will of the Lord. I
know that he knows what is best for us much
better than we do ourselves, and the longer we
remain on this stage of action the more we are
reminded that all is vanity. And if we had no
hope of a better and more glorious future, I
think it would have been much better for us had
we never had a b-ing. But Tob testifies we 8hall
live again.
Beautiful hope l precious promise,
consoling thoug·ht, to know we shail see God,
and H only faithful we shall have our children
given back to us again. I have laid two spotless
darlings away. Both the same age (almost ten
months old). I pray God to keep me faithful
until He comes to reign whose right it is to reign,
when darkness shall be dispelled and death shall
loose its sting.
I do not weep because my darlings have crossed the river of death, but rather rejoice to know
that they are safe from this world's sins. Safe
l.n the Savior's arms.
I weep because I miss
their presence and their smiles. Yes, our home
was once very happy, and when I look back now
to the days wht>n I was all alone with my child-
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ren (for my companion was away most of his
time) and· would take my Bible and read and
have my prayers, sometimes three and four times
a day; and ask the Lord to keep and protect us
all from evil, harm and danger, I wonder why, oh
why they could not remain with me! And when
I read Bro. Elvin's letter in the Hope of the death
of our dear little sister, Rosa Porter, where the
Spirit had said a~ her confirmation "sin should
not mar. her," I at once knelt in prayer with my
baby in my' arms, asking Him to protect and
keep it from the sins of this world. But how
little did I think that
soon their spirits would
be blended together in heaven.
·
I often think how beautiful it will be when the
great heavens .shall be rolled back like a scroll
and we sha!I see our Savior coming in the burstIng clouds of glory! We shall know him. by the
wound in his side and the prints in his hands and
feet, and when we shall have. our loved ones
given ba.;:k to us, those whom we have laid away
with so many tears, we shallclasp hands and fall
on each others necks and kiss each other with
joy to know that sorrow and death have lost
their power forever. Oh; brothers and sisters,
will not that be joyous for you and for me, if only we can hold out faithful to the end! May we
live sothatwe may be prepared to meet Him and
all our loved ones when he comes, is the hope of
one striving fo!' eternal life.
· · Yqur sister,
MRS. ROBT. CLEVELAND.

so

.
PLEASANToN, IowA, Apr. 22d.
Dea1l Sisters Of the Home Colu11m :';-I was pdvileged to .attehd the General Conference and to
meet with some· of you to consider. what we
might do to further the cau.se of the Prayer Union .. Sr. Eleanor, not .being able!o hear, req~est
ed me tl) write an account of this meeting.
First I will say I am rejoiced to have seen so
tilany earnest women interested in the edllcation
of the mc:>thers and childr~n of. the.· church, arid·.·
Ifeel thafthe long life and great usefulness .of
'the Union• is assured. You 'fho were not pres:
ent coii.V~ not doubt this, could you have heard
the account~ l;l'iven by nu\l}bers of sisters of the
perseyerance that they had in starting the meetings in.t\1eir various .branches. In many in stan:
.;:es at firsttherewere butiwoorthr'ee members,·
but now theynumber twentyor Ill ore,. and are
still gro'Yhig~ It ~heeredour hearts to hear the
.accoun~sof prayers,.answered.in beh!llf o.f.the'
sick, thos~ qeing healed whose cases were pro'
nounced hopeless by the physician~. It was dee;ided after ¢onsiderable discussion of the best.
: i 1 vVay g~ helB~ng Sr~ Eleanor 'with, the memory
. te~ts, t() hav.e eachpn~sident of a Union send two
~~xts fq~!each1 ~onth, St. 'Eleanor t'o choose from
thOS!l sent her what she thgught best for the
1Donth. , .I c11n riot tell you in their. own words.
i' ,;yhatthe sis~ers ~aid, but p~ assure<:! it was an in·
'• fltvor of perse.vedng in keeping up. the Unions
'!: 'J1here~er . t!lcrY were.l!lready started; and to
· urge the sisters of .branches .where there are
them as soon as. they can. That
.~rawlng t~e families of the Saints
· •t''"'"'fh,>r.••in love I believe to · be .a· fact. That
tlie. Elde'rs' wife ·and •. childrel).
retne~mbe1~ed in. their londilless, ··.I. can tes"'"""r·s.·c•r the. Queen's Ferry branch
·~IJ.•.;.tl.U\>l'n''''"' ,;'"'·"
two .dqUarS, a~d fo~ty; fi~e
ftuly thankful.. T(jeJove

that prompted the gHt is more to me even than
the gift itself, though that was indeed acceptable,
but to be remembered by those of like precious
faith as ourselves is most comforting. May the
Lord bless them for their loving kindness. I
wrote to thank them, but do not know whether
they received the letter.,
I do not know how to close this better than to
ask you all to try to organize Unions' where
there are none, and to do all you can to build up
the cause of Christ, being assured that the rec
ward will be according toti:J.e zeal and sacrifice
displayed. Let us effed a permanent organization of all Union's at the next General Conference and let no brancl:). of the church be without
. on~ to report. The presidents who can riot be
present can send a written report giving number
of members, when started, amount raised, &c.
I hope to see the Prayer Union meetings .before long a promimmt feature of the General
Conference as well as the Sabbath School work.
Both of these interest of the church, Sisters, rest
largely in our hands. Shall we do with our
might what our hands find to do.
May the Father in Heaven give us wisdom is
my wish for you all. Your sister in: the gospel.
LIDA HULSE CAMPBELL.
DENVER, Colo.; March 29th.
Sister Frances and Sisters oj the Home Column:
-:-Though but few in nUJ1Iber,we have a Prayer
Union, and rneet from house to house every
Thursday, if. convenient, and if not, we observe
the hour at home. We are so scattered over this
great city. that i t is very inconvenient for us to
meet, but we feel that. we have been blessed in
making the effort, and •..ye hope that our numbers
may ~oon ,increase,andothers• come and share
the blessing .with us It has been.truly said that
;we n.ever go to our Heavenly Fat per to plead for
others, but he gives !JS a blessing for ourselves.
Our :Union i~ also a Mite Society, as we lay aside
a ni~kle each: on Tliu~sday; and we hope to aid
the ca.use here a little in this way.. Unity and
peace has prevailed in the Denver branch so far,
and we earnestly hope arid pray that it may con:
tinue.,
.
We ali feel strengthened in reading the letters
from the sisters of th~ Prayer Union, and hope
that the effort we are making will enCO!Jrage
others, who li}ay have~anyhindrance~ in.trying
to keep up the prayer ~nion; for we feel that our
prayers have been a'n~jWered f?r the sick; and we
have receiv~d more patience and grace to endure
the daily trials of life by meeting .together and
tryinl;l' to help each ·otJ.ier to be~r our infirmities.
With love to all ~e rem~in yo\Hs in gospel
bonds, Secretary of the Penve.r Pra.yer Union,
.
.
ELLiC. W'ESTLAND.
LONDON, April'q.th.
Dear Sister <yrance,s::....,On Thursday, Feb 13th
at three
a nJ.miber of the . sisters of the
London brancl~ .met.at. Sr. Bunt) and organized. a prayer .uniof;J, electin,g Sr .. Crake pres,
ident, Sr. I;Iunt vice president, Sr: Belle Falkner
secretary,Sr.Jenniel,l'alkner tj'easurer· .. Twelve
slstere. gave their names for erro!Iment. We have
~~teach Thursdayfollowing,have ft;ltblessed in
so.doi!lg and aUfelt e.n<;ourag~d to goon. · S.even
more ha.v~ given irt;tn~ir ~;~ames, making :in •. an·
twen;y mernber~.
.
. .
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. A. A. Olney, of Waldport, Oregon, writes
expressing her joy in the work and her earnest
desire to hold fast to the end, not forgetting to
thank the Lord for his many mercies and blessings to her and her's. Though poor she sends
her mite as tithing to help roll on the work.
Sr. Mary A. Fleck, Percy, Iowa, writes, hoping that a word of en('ouragemerit from her
might be productive of good. Though .afflicted
she is not discouraged, but. has faith• that in the
own due time of the Lord she will be healed and
desires to persevere and gain the reward which
awaits the righteous.
Sr. Mattie Driver, of Hayward's, writes to acknowledge the goodness of God in pealing her
child of croup. The child was vety sick, but
she gave only the consecrated oil and hopes
lier testimony may encourage others; to do likewist!.
Notice.- We have a letter from Sister E. Roberts, which we would be glad to answer, but in
:. writing she omitted to give her address.

GENERAL

CONFEREN~E.

(Concluded from last week.).

Elder James Brown, of
Pennsylvania, writes:

Gill.

Hall,

·

I have labored in West Virginia, Pennsylvanhi and Ohio. Have rnet w.ith the people rso
times, baptized 4, confirmed 4 and aidministered
to the sick a number oftimes. Have been blessed
in my labors of love, for which I feel!very thankful. Manysay they will u.nite with IJS soon. All
things considered the work is onward in .this district. I am at the disposal of the cotj.ference.

Elder
Ontario~

Samuel Brown, . of 1Blenheim,
writes:
·

Since last conference I have done as best I
·could, always seeking to be directed by the Spirit
of God. Having devoted all my tim~ till the !at•
ter part of October,· when I weAt ho!ne to build,
Worked at it till about the latter part' of January.
Si.nce that time spent part of my tim~ and part of
the time at home, sickness being the preventing
cause.
I h~ve preached 91 times, baptizeq !), confirmed 5, blessed 4 children, administerep to
sick
with.good results.
·
··While at Petro.lea in September a. Mr. Boyce
Boner took objection to baptism as we teach it
arid. on that account We discussed the', principle of
baptisrn. My opponent stood for two nights and
part of the third, but seeing the hope of his gain
givin14' way he leftthe ha.U·.for roeto:occupy.m.Y
time. and his.. 1 hope it will result :in good, for
the place: was crowded: It was the orly time the·
people of that place would come.opt.
I also
made one new opening. I stf.ll desiret.o labor on
to the ef!d.
·
El<;Iei L. Scott writes:
Receiving appointment from .your hoporable
bOdy to advance the interests of tpe work in
Northern Indiana 11nd Michigan dis~rict, I have
earnestly endeavored to honorthesa/ne continuously, .with the
of a brief[ n1inisterial
tour in• the state
er the•advisement
oL missionary in
where I sy~ceeded in
opening a new
one ito the cause
o.f Christ .. 'At
my health
was so. po.or I
in laying
the
by,
me on.
·and
.
. .·.
occu~
pied new ,grou
make our faith
IIHlHL>U IJA the

so

to
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to guide under every circumstance, therefore I
cheering results. Performed other church work
have made mistakes which have brought to me
not necessary to report. Am willing to labor
· experience that while not affecting others to the
where the church deems prudent.
same extent nor in the same way, have brought
Elder C .. A. Butterworth writes:
sorrow to myself, out of which wisdom has been
evolved, so that I can say that in at least a few
I have labored during the year in different
thing I have learned by what I suftered. The
parts of Victoria where wisdom directed, and
work, however, in all parts of the mission wherehave endeavored to do the best I could in help·
ever I have labored is in a general good condiing to forward the work.
I have preached II6
tiou so far as anything I know to the contrary.
times, baptized 5, administered to a number of
The London district of the Canada mission unsick and did some work in helping our young
der the efficient guidance and control of Elder J.
brethren to get ready for the work that awaits
H.Lake and the General Conference appointees,
them in the future. The work is slowly movassigned to labor in the district, has got into a beting on and the prospects for the future seem a
ter equalized state, and under the prompt action
little more favorable than at the beginning of
of the district president, R. C. Evans no branch
last year.
trouble will be likely to gain much headway if
I am ready and willing to labor wherever you
appealed to his decision for consideration.
think it necessary, and will do my best to magnify my office.

Elder J. Shields writes from Grand
Valley, Ontario:
·
I have preached 124 times, led 40 prayer meetIngs, baptized 13, blessed 9 children, adrninistered to 74 sick, made 5 new openings. My report
of baptisms Is made smalter than last year. I
have been required to labor in branches a considerable portion of th<~ time so some have been
baptized by presidents of branches and by others
laboring with me. I have many times been called upon to administer to the sick. In some cases
remarkable blessings have been received, and in
all cases some good at lt•ast has been received by
the person administered to. To God be all the
praise.
In the 5 new openings made during the year I
have as yet only baptized 3; others have baptized a few, and several I know of are believing,
so that if the work is carried on in those places I
believe much good will result to the cause. I
have preachPcl in Garafraxa, Luther, Amaranth,
Masonville, Proton, Blandford, Innerkip, New
Corinth, St. Thomas and Marsville; in all have
sought to do the best I could. If mi"takes have
been made it has been for want of judgment.

Eifler A. E. Mortimer writes from
Grand Valley, Ontario:
T received appointment by General Conference
last year but did not commence labor till November 9th. I worked in connection with Elder
R. C. Evans until about Christmas, since which
time I have been assi,ting Elder John Shields In
the northern part of the mi<slon.
We find considerable pr<"judice among the sectarians, yet
many are anxious to hear.
I have preached
about 45 times. held r debate with a Campbellite minister in which the doctrine of the
church was set forth to those who would not
have heard .otherwise. Good was done and a
spirit of inquiry is afoot.
Have baptized 3, confirmed the same number, blessed 3, administered
to several with good results in most cases, which
confirmed the promises of God. I have been
blessed with good liberty in presenting the word,
for which I thank the giver of every good and
perfect gift.

Elder Daniel Brown, of Watsonville,
California, writes:
I have only preached I9 times in the last 12
months on account of sickness and other hindrances.
Baptized 1. confirmed 4· blessed 2
children. I have not been out much in the last
6 months on account of the storms. I prav that
you mav have the Spirit to guide you in confel·ence. J will try and do something in the .next 6
months if my health will permit.

Elder J. A #Icintosh writes;
R~rort for year ending F<"bruary 28th, r89o:
Preached 152 times, baptized 5· confirmed 4• ordained r, blessed II, administered to 9I sick, administered the sacrament times, held 24 prayer
meetings, presided over 4 business meetings,
made 4 new openings, married I couple, traveled
1,043 miles. Have endeavored to do all I could
und~r whatever circumstancei', and so long as I
am considererl worthy of rf'cognition I will endeavor to continue doing all I can with the wis·
dom granted, and while I have to regret in the
past, not having wisdom"nor previous experience

s

Elder R. it£. Elvin, ·present, reports:

Under severe and adverse circumstances· I
have sought to be diligent in advan.cing the cause
of truth as it is revealed in the gospel. Preached
I24 times, baptized ro," confirmed r6, blessed 12
children. administered to ro7 persons, and God
was kind to hear and answer in most every c'ase.
To Him "be the honor and praise. I still have
abiding faith in the restored gospel.

Elder J. J.. Cornish writes:
Since my report to you one year ago I have
labored in the Northern Michigan district to the
best of my ability and have been blessed in all
my work in the ministry. I have opened up
several new places, and have assisted JUY brethren in the branches all I could or as I thought
circumstances demanded.
Since my last report I have blessed several
chedren, baptized 62, at1i'a administered in the ordinances of the gospel in all. things within my
calling to the best of my ability.

Elder R. Etzenhouser, present, reports:
Since May 4th, I889. to April Ist, r89o, I spent
all but ten days in the field under J. W. Gillen.
I occupied all opportunities as health and other
circumstances permitted for preaching and other
labor pertaining to mv calling; baptized rz in St.
Louis, 27 in Illinois, a total of 39· I fee 1 my calling more than ever before, and am willing to labor for the triumph of truth.

Elder A. White, present, reports:
After accepting a~ appointment from your
honorable body at St. Joseph, I returned home
and entered into the field of my appointment expecting to continue actively in the same tor the
year, but by the first of June my temporal affairs
had reached such a point that I was compelled
to leave the ministerial labor and to take up that
of the temporal; and I have been unable to do
much preaching since, occasionally preaching in
Clinton where I live now, and in some schoolhouses in the near vlc;inity. I have baptized r
administered to many, called to leave home t~
administer to some, confirmed a number and
done other labor. Having kept no itemized account, I can not tell just what I have done in
full.
I am trying to get my affairs so shaped as
to spend all my time in the ministry; but how
soon I may be able to do so I know not. I am
stronq in the faith and believe that God's work
commenced by the organizing oi this church and
that it will triumph.

Elder V. D. Baggerly, writes:
I have held

I discussion, baptized 8, assisted
and confirmed 13, solemnized I marriage, preached 135 discourses, assisted in 20 meetings, presided over ro meetings; blessed ro children, admin·
istered to the sick about 15 times, .ordained r
priest, organized I branch
I labored in the following counties in Indiana:
Crawford, P~rry,
Dubois, Davis, Harri<on,J,fferson, Riplev, Dearborn; and in Butler county, Ohio, and in Muhlenburg county Kentucky.
The work is on the upward move in this part.
We have had our dark days as well as our good
times. We would like conference to send more
men here to labor. I am willing to labor in the
present field.

'Elder M. R. Scott, writes:
Since last conference I have labored under the
direction of Bro. J. W. Gillen·.
Have baptized'
26, confirmed 27, ordained one elder and one
priest, blessed 9 children, and administered to
quite a number of sick, married one couple, held
one discussion with E!rier Nephi Hewert of
Utah. As my last report was misla!O, I now report for two years;
also organized one branch,
known as the By.rnv1lle branch. Please allow me
to say that I have not been as active in the ministry as I would have desired, but I can truly say
the Lord has blessed my labors when in the line
of duty. The future prospects for the work are
good. I am hopeful for its success.

!

Elder D. L. Shinn, writes:
During the past year I have labored prinCipally in West Virginia; but two months of the time
was spent in East Virginia. I have been blessed
ln my efforts in the interests of the Reorganization, enjoying a go0d degree of the Holy Spirit
in preaching, and especially ip defense of the
truth, and its advocates, in public discussion. I
have been led by the light of the Holy Spirit to
adopt, rather than try to formulate the principles
of truth as held by the church. In this I learned
a very precious lesson. I have done my best by
the grace given me, to devote my whole tim~ to
the latter day work-to the study and promotion
of the cause;· and by laboring to instruct and
save others I have myself grown stronger in the
grace and knowledge of Ollf Lord and Savior '
Jesus Christ, to whom be given all the praise.
I am willing to labor, and gladly suffer, to establish the great work, for I know it is the cause of
Him who suffered for all.

Elder C. E. Butterworth, present reports:
·
I labored according to appointment in the
Galland's Grove district, to the best of my· ability.
I have preached one hundred and fifty.five
times and assisted in conducting sixty-five 'other
meetings, about twenty-five of which were
preaching services. I have baptiz<"d 7. confirmed
rs, blessed 9 children, administered to 41 sick,
and solemnized r marriage .. In my labors I have
been jZreatly blessed by the assistance of God's
Holy Spirit, for which I am truly thankful.
I
desire to continue in the ministry as long as God
shall give me strength to so labor.

Elder F. P. 'Scarclijf, writes:
At the last Annual Conference I was appointed to labor in the southern part of the SouthEastern mission as missionary, self-sustaining.
I have not been able to labor outside of the immediate vicinity of my home.. I have baptized
and confirmed g; admi.nistered to the sick several
times, blessed a number of children, and married ·
2. I desire to serve the Master, working for the
cause we all have so many reasons for loving.

Elder E. Curtis, writes:
Since last conference I have occupied my field
the Independence district.
I have preached
all, 254 times, baptized 38, confirmed r7, blessed
8 children, solemnized 3 marriages, and adminIstered to a number of sick. In all my labors the
good Lord has greatly blessed me, for which I
feel thankful.
Would love to meet you in conference, but can not for want of means, hence .I
shall continue to labor in the field and pray God
to bless your assembly.
Will continue to labor
if continued in present field.

!d

Elder D. M. Rudd, present, reports:
Since last conference I have labored in my field
-the Galland's Grove district. Have been alone
almost all the time in the north part of the dis- ·
lrict in harmony with the appointment of the
missionary in charge.
f have traveled i: I 53
miles by rail, 834 miles by wagon and 176 on foot.
Have preached 107 times, baptized II, confirmed
9· administered to r8 >ick and blessed 4 children.
I have received $16 6o, and have paid out for
necessary expenses, including car fare and clothing, $74 52I am still desiring to see the work of the..latter
days go on.
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Elder Levi Phelps, writes:
I have labored in several difl:"erent places in the
eastern part of Northern Michigan district, opening up the work in the city of Alpena, and baptized 2 there, leaving others there who would
have obeyed if they had not been prevented by
those who exercise authority over them.
I have baptized 9, confirmed 19, blessed 12
children, and administered to many sick, and in
most cases the power of God was manifested in
a manner that was truly encouraging.
I desire
to do all I can for the advancement of the gospel.

Elder R. L. Ware, writes:
During the last year I have labored in Ray and
Carroll counties, preaching at five places in each
county, and at the branches of the church in the
Central Missouri district. I have tried to do
what I could for the advancement of the cause
and have been blessed in preaching and have
been treated very ,well by the people.
Have
blessed some children and administered to the
sick with fair results. I have not baptized any.
, The opportunities tor preaching are good in this
district, in some places; ,in others not so good.
I have found some favorable to the doctrine who
with continuous labor may come into the church.
I think this district should not be neglected and
hope there will be at least two elders assigned to
, this fie)d.
I am willing to continue here i.f
thought, best.
There is prejudice. here· as elsewhere, but where I haye labored I have allayed
a great deal and we are getting to be better unders~ood. Our membership are not as, zealous as
they might be; but I .hope for the better.

Elder .F. Hackett, writes:

HERALD.

cuh county, Alabama; have traveled four or five
hundred miles-all bv land. Held one debate
and my opponent backed out. I am still willing
to labor for the church as they think .best. If I
am appointed here or elsewhere I will do the
best I can for all, but not as circumstances permiL If the church wants my labor they 'know
it

The Alabama district is in good condition, also
the mission.

Elder W. S. Pender, present, reports:
During the past year I have preached as follows: In Cherokee county:, Kansas; in Grant,
Kichiand, Crawford, Monroe. Walworth, Rock,
Sank, Vernon, Columbia, Oahl!:osh, Langlaid,
and Shawano, counties, Wisconsin; also at Sandwich, Kewanee,andin La Salle county, Illinonis:
I baptized seven, sat on one "Elder's Court," and
performed such other. duties as presented them8elves as best I could. I feel happy in the servives of God and confident that it will bring
final salvation.

Elder L. W. Powell, present reports:
On the roth of June, r889, I left. my home at
Cleveland, Iowa, for my field of labor, namely
Pittsburgh and Kirtland district. I arrived in
Kirtland June rzth, and from there entered upon
my duties· under the direclion of missionary in
charge. Since that time I have preached 131
sermons and baptized ten 1 besides performing
other duties as called upon by missionary in
charge; assisted in the ordination of. some, and
also in confirmation:. I have been blessed in my
labors.

Elder
ports:

y. A.

Currie, ':Jr., present, re.

era! and by the members in particular. Baptized
and confirmed 4· I feel well in the work and
hope to endure.

Elder B. R. Turnbow writes:
After sorrie study and prayer, I began to try in
my weakness to preach the gospel whenever opportunity offered. I can say I thin~): I have the
aid of the Spirit in presenting the word, and feel
encouraged to press on in the good work, as circumstances will permit, My hindering causes
are great, my worst enemies being those of niy
own household. Pray for me brethren that my
bonds may be loosed.

Elder Robert Davis, writes:
Since our last Octob.er conference held at
Juniata, I have been laboring under the direc·
tion of the president of the district-]. J. Cor"
nish.
I have labored in Bay City, Juniata,
Goodland, Lapeer county. By request of Bro.
Corni~h, I went to Sanilac county • and labored
within 15 mile$ of where Bro. Cornish was laboring. I was alone, having only: Bro. Elijah
Hinds, a deacon in the chuch, who :rendered me
great assistance in opening meetings, conveying
me wherever I wanted to go and ,attending to
my wants.
I have baptized 8, 6 of these I
baptized where I. am now laboring pear. Carsonville, Sanilac county, .in the past mpnth. I expect to baptize several more in a few days. I
have had great opposition. .The people sent for
a disciple minister to come and deb'ate with me,
but he backed out and would not debate but lectured against the Saints.
;
The work is'onward in. this part. of the vin:
yard, great interest is maniftst among the people. My heait is in the work, a11d my desire is
to labor for its advancement, for I do know it is
of God. I am at the disposal of the conference.

I wish to report the Western Wisc,onsin disI have labored in the Western Texas District
trict:. I think it ls in a prosperous condition.
exclusively, this year. The condilion of the
There are two live branches, and they enjoy the
Elder D. S; Crawley reports:
work in that portion of Texas has. been embodiglorious,blessings of God, through faith in the
ed in the district rej5i'>rt, also piaced before the
Since myla~t report I have labor~d mostly in
Savior's name. One branch is at Valley Junction,
Twelve. I have .administered to several sick,
South Eastern Kansas. By specia,l request of
the other ,at Wheatville. There are other live
ordained one deacon, and baptized ninet~en.
our district confer<'nce I went in to the Indian
members in:. the district who. are· determined to
Held an eight·days' debate with Mr. z. Brooks,
territory to assist brethren there in 'repelling an
see the end
Christian rac.e ...
attack upon the church; preached )'lear a week,
I thin,k there ought to be some one sent to la- . formerly of Dekalh, Illinois, which resulted in
the most' complete yictory for. truth of any in
and then back to Kansas; returniqg there and
bor entire.ly in this district; and I believe it is the
which I have engaged. God has sealed, through
holding a weeks' debate soon after i.that. Went
universal wish that Bro. Pender be returned here
the manifestations .of his· Spirit, much of my laalso after that into South Western .Missouri to
for that purpose. I thln.k in justice to the work
bor this year, and I am willing. to leave the remeet a challenge for debate ther~, which they
there ought t<> be one elder sent here. I am sure
mainder in his hands. Am wlllihg to work , .failed to meet; think much good w~s done howthat there !tas been: a large amount of good done
ever by preaching there. Have pryached a great
bv the feeble efforts the brethren have put forth.: where He may direct.
deal upof1 the. streets of various cities to vast
The great difficulty is this .peld is too large, and
Elder W. H. f]rijftn writes:
crowds at times, and distributing tracts; and re- ;
•Oil tha~ accoul:\t there is not so much goqd d.one.
ceivit\g manv invitations thereby to preach in
As I was appointed to labor in Kentucky and
I believe Brn:. Short and Pender are both noble,
houses in differgnt places,. wh}ch I filled th'l best
Tennessee ... I he~ewithsubm~t my report. J .have
earnest workers for the Master. I have not done
I coulc!.: Have opened up many new places for .
labored in Gibson, Obion, '1,1\Teakley and Henry
whatFth()!lghtof doing on account of sickness
preaching where much interest :is manifest.
counties, Tennessee, Graves and Fulton counties,
that hlnd.ered me, still I can say I )<now the work
Hav,e also endeavored to assist ifi getHng the
Kentucky.. .Labored with Brq. John Thomas
is tnw ·and there are many grand and glorious
different branches in the district it~· good workabout six months. Labored with all the minisl>lessings ahead.
ing condition. ·Very many are admitting the
try some, In my weakness and tothe best of my
Elder
D. Erwin, writes:
truth; have baptized seven, and ~·any. more. I
ability. Administered to a good many -with
t.hink, are almost persuaded to <;>bey. Other
good results. We have labored together in love
Since.·my appointment last conference I have
brethren are· baptizing several in thy district. . I
and unity, have opened up several new places,
labored in Se'Vier. Howard, .Polk~ Pike and Lithave ()rgariized one branch; and sti~l desire to do
baptized none,,plessed two childJ;en, assisted in
tle Ri"er.c()unties, Arlj:a?sas, devoting all my.
all. I can for the advancement Qf the work.
confirming two. . Have been blessed with the
time to :th~ eause .. Have preached wherever opPraying that the Lord may bless you 'abundantly
Spirit of the Mast,er,'
.
portunity afforded and as often as !.could. Have
with wisdom and understanding, tqat all you d.o
Am still willing to labor. if the conference
bapti:ze;d 2, confir.med 2, administered to sick four
may be for the best interests of th~ w.ork, I resees. fit in their wisdom. to continue rile in this
times, and held one debate. ·I am again at the
field.
·
main your fellow servant in the go~ pel covenant.
disposal o{ the church, but pre~er the Arkah~as
or Texas Mis.sion.
Elder Tf';~ Newton, present, ireports:
Elder. E. W. Nunley, present, reports:
Elder G.R: St;ogf.n, writi;)s:
Slnce my last report I have Ja~ored in ManI have preaclfed 62 sermqns since least report,
c)lestec; Leeds, Sheffield and Fa,rnsworth. . I
I vv,as appointed by ]3ro. Joseph to labor i.n
baptized 4 confirmed 2, blessed. five children, adAlabarpa, Florida and Georgia and ccmtinued at .minjstered to a number .of sick, married 2~ held
baptized 12. in England last year b~fore leaving.
the last si~ting of the general confe:t:ence. Shice
a discussion of fh'e nights quration,:with a Whit·
On tl::~4th of May, r889~ I sailed fpr the Un.ited
last co!lterence I have been engaged in the"minmerite with good results. Tl)e places to preach
States ... I was .very. sorry indeed: to leave my
native land when I s~w how much labor/was
istry. ,l h~ve done a great deal of preaching and in. this section of co~:tntry are far between, conse-.
needed there ... There are r8 members at ,Plytraveling in Alabama and ,Flori<la.. I ha.ve failed
quently have ,had to travel c.onsiderably. I have
mouth. without any leader able to: labor a,m.ong
;,to reach Georgia as vet on·accoqnt of means beserved the Texas Cttn,tral.di:strict as president al~'r'.i[[ ; in! g sca,rtce a:nd. verd.tblittled h~lp uthntil Brot. hBlake- so. The w'orkin this section. is not in. as good . them .. '['hey are indeed as. shetip. without. a
shepherd. There are two elders there whq are'
conqitiori as could be desired, buti think is in
' . ' s ee s.en s<;>me ap : y or ermg .. e agen ere to
; '''.;'i pay over to me the a,mount of funds on hand tolerable.fair condi.tfdn. I am willing to labor. so afflicted .that they cl!n scarcely. he1p them"
···:; ;c: !1here, whicll.hassupplied me to.da.te.
selves. They are very much .in peed of some
thenext or following year ~f re;appointed by the
con.ference.;as last year. · ,
one to look after them .
\ ; .' ..· I have. J)t;eached in,: fiv~ cqullties, ~onro~, But'fhe work at
.Jer, Es!!atpbia and Conec.uh, in Alabama; and
'Elder James T'komas, present reports:.
Santa .'Rosa county, Florida. H:t"ve .. had ..good
Since last .con:feren,.ce.l. have .labored. i.n the
success 7;-+baptized 5> ordain~d' r el!ier; ·blessed
·, 'l>everal.c:;hildr~n. and a,dmini:stered.to thesick, a,nd . Nodawaydistrlct (;()~tinually, withfairsuccess;
,... i ll11,ve been>~~e,a,tt.r:. bl~sse$1 in,: all my}aP()rs>Have ·.· I have ajsq,ac.ted as president qf the. c!is~rict..·I
·. poug ht ,o~e l.louse and lot ~qr the, I:J!lurch in Cot,~el:iave be~.!'t :well re~eiV:ed b~tl)'e ~.~tsidersingen~
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tion, although there are many there who >Vish to
do right. They are hungering and thirsting
afte.r righteousness; they would like to meet
together often.. · The greatest trouble there is
amongst the el,ders, who are jealous the one of
the o.ther. There could be a good work done
there if the brethren would only humble themselves and labor together in love and harmony.
The.branch a.t En.field had not met for several
years,· in consequence of hard feelings between
themselves and some of the officers of the London branch. While I was there they all came
together, humbled themselves, asked each ()I her's
forgiveness arid were f()rmed into a branch. I
left them feeling well.
I can not say anytning about the Birmingham
district, as I held no meeting there, not having
been asked to. do so. I was told by the president
of the English Mission that it was in fair working order.
·
I found the work in Manchester in good order.
Love and harmony exist among the officers, who
appeared to be of one heart and mind. The Saints
also appeared to be doing their duty there. That
branch and Farnsworth are doing nobly. It does
me good to think of their confidence in their
presiding elder and in each other and in their
Heavenly Fatht>r. In Leeds there is also a faithful branch.that is doing well
The work in Sht ffield was not in good working
order. There are plenty of officers there but
they have not been fully organized into a branch.
A great amount of hard feeling exists there and
no priests or teachers chosen by the branch to
attend to it, although there are some noble
Saints there, too. Sixteen carne wHh me to this
country. I arrived safely at Armstrong, Kansas,
on'the r6th of May. Since that time I have been
laboring for the good of the Armstrong branch,
of which, since November, I have had charge. I
have devoted my time to the good of the cauee
and have baptized I~ since I came back, making
27 sin.ce last report. I have kept no itemized
account of my other duties but have done 'the
best I could and intend to do all. the good I can
for this glorious cause.

Elder L.

J.

"Madden, present reports:

I have prea(lhed 89 times, baptized and confirmed 2, blessed 3 children, and administered to
9 sick persons. Am willing to labor all that my
circumstances will permit.

Elder C. R. Duncan, present, reports:
I have spent my whole time in the ministry
for the past .} ear in the North- We~t Kansas district.
As this is almost my first experience you
will not expect any great report from me.
I
have this consolation that I have tried hard to
advance the cause of Christ, and if I have failed
I am willing to trust the matter with the Lord,
as far as I am concerned.
I feel safe in making the statement that the
work is advancing in Kansas. Our field of labor
is very large, consequently expensive.
I have
preached in 12 different counties and in 30 different places and; could have preached in as many
more if I had had time and means to get around.
I have spoken •142 times to present date, and baptized 4
Am not tired of serving the Master as
a gospel messenger and am free to go to any part
of the world.

Elder

J.

LD.

'

(J. Scott writes:

I have visited and preached in the following
places: La wrenceport to crowded houses, then to
the Center school-house where I labored three
weeks with good interest; from there to the Sulphur Springs. Left good interest there and then
went to Saltillowville, in O'range county. There
I had the largest congrt>gation that I had this
year. Four ministers attended the meetings but
T.could noL ~;e• a debate out of any of them.
From there I went to Lancaster where I was attacked by two Rabbis, but they didn't stand the
fight many hours, which made friends in our
fa,·or. Thence to the Blue Licks, and from there
· tr:> Henryville, where l obtained the Methodist
Church and made many friends. From there I
went to the head waters of Silver Creek and
preached to large congregations of the Advents.
Here I was treated with due respect and great

attention, and at our meeting one man and wife
stated they were ready .now to decide; These are
all new places opened up this year, which I have
visited and re-visited; and if labor is faithfully
done I believe branches will be raised up in
many <Jf these places.
By request I visited S()me of the branches in
the district and preached for their comfort and
strength; also in our .conferences. Labored and
confirmed some, administered to the sick with
good results, and now I can truly •ay that in my
field of labor the work. is encouraging. This is
an abridged report of my labors.

T. W.. Willz'ams, priest,

write~:

Since my appointment last April I have labored as wisdom, prude11ce .and the Spirit of God directed. My labors have principally been confined to new localities. I have preached about 160
sermons, baptized zr, and assisted in I ordination.
Have labored in eight or ten new localities; sometimes alone, and occasionally in connection with
others.
My services are again tendered to the
church, as during the past year my labors have
beeh honored of God far in excess of my expectations.

Sidney G. Wright, priest, writes:
In the month of June, r889, I received my first
general conference appointment, and since then
I have endeavorep to do my best, when duty called, to act my part. From May, r889, to August,
same year, I labored with our worthy president,
Elder Heman C. Smith, in the counties 9f Los
Angeles, Orange, Kern, San Bernardino and San
Diego. Being quite a novitiate in the gospel I
did a small amount_ of the preaching, but was always willing to fill the office of my calling when
asked to speak. In our ministrations life was
branched. distinguishably 'neath two heads, viz,,
prosperity and adversity. At tim.es prosperity
lent us her coveted assistance, bringing in the
"summer and the sun;" at ot~rs, adversity seem.ed to steal admittance and set up her obstacles in
the channel of peace. But reflecting on the matter I can truthful! y say, I felt at times the good
Spirit acting ag a monitor, and .In following its
dictum have enjoyed frequently the blessings of
encouragement so essential to make a success in
missionary work.
In the wiriter months I labored some at Santa
Ana and its neighborhood, devoting some time
to study. In January, 1890, agreeable to request
of president of rni•sion, I started by train for the
Centrar district.
Since arriving there have
preached in the towns of Tulare, Bakersfield and
Visalia with good interest manifested; giving
away tracts freely after preaching. While holding a series of meetings at Tulare opposition '"'as
strong, Whitmerism and prejudice being .in the
van, making matters at times not very glazing.
Since coming to Tulare county I have been laboring alone, and have felt many times the need of
an associate .. The calls calls for preaching are
many, and it is impossible to do justice to all or
even a very limited portion. This field should
not be neglected. It is an important one and r.equires reapers. I am firm in the work and am
confident God is ts author. I am desirous of
working as a missionary, and will endeavor to do
1ustice to the cause. I have no greater ambition,
fully realizing that "the paths of glory lead but
to the grave."

could scarcely get out; but I have loanecl the
church books and distributed tracts. I trust
some good will be the result. Have also assisted
in meetings and several times at baptisms: ·I am
president of the San Benito branch and am trying to do my duty. If circumstances permitted
I would do more. I hope to be able to do more
some time.

Pres. W. W. Blair reports:
The past conference year had ministered in
word and ordinances at Lamoni, Pleasanton,
Davis City, Lucas, Plum Hollow, Wheeler's
Grove, Henderson, Council Bluffs, Crescent City,
Underwood, Little Sioux, Magnolia, Logan and
other points in Iowa; also at Nebraska City and
Omaha, Nebraska; St. Joseph, Missouri, and at
Buffalo Prairie, Millersburg and Adrian,. Illinois;
assisted in dedicating churches at Wheeler's
Grove, Plum Hollow and Crescent City; attended reunions at Wheeler's Grove and Garner's
Grove; had baptized and.confin:hed some; celebrated marriages; traveled by railway and otherwise over 6,oo6 miles; performed the duties of a
Herald editor; furnished· an article on. the cloptrine of the church for the popular work entitled
."What the World Believes;" and discharged
duties incumbent as counselor of the First President of the church and a member of the Board
of Publication; is gratified in seeing the pr9gress
of the church of God and intends· to ever. labor
for its triurn ph.

KNOB NosTER, Mo., April 29th.
Editors He•ald:- Since General~ Conference
adjourned, Bro. R. C. Evans has been here
preaching a series of sermons. The following
were the texts enlarged upon :
Saturdav, 19th, "And the violent take it by
force."
Sunday, "What think ye of Christ?"
"The baptism of John, whence was it?" Monday, "The thief on the Cross." Tuesday, "And
I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me."
'Wednesday, "If a man die, shall he live again?"
Thursday, Dan. 2: 44;
Friday, Rev. 14 i 6, 7·
Saturday, Prov. 28: 9· Sunday, "I am God, I
change not." "Remember. Lot's wife."
The speaker was well blessed, each of his efforts being over an hour in length with the ininterest unbroken. Our audiences were smail at
first, but increased each night to the last time,
when the hall was filled. The subject matter of
the last text was touching in its nature and half
the audience was moved to tears. After dismissal,
a large part of those .present bid him farweell.
The last Sunday, our servivesoccurred at 2}30
and 7:30p.m. This gave "R. C." a chance to
"'attend the services ~t the Christian Church at
I I a. m.
The Pastor, after announcing that he
would that evening, preach on "The thief on the
Cross," proceeded to tell the people that there
was no love, mercy, nor forgiveness of sins till
Priest R. May, present, reports:
Christ's time. He further stated in closing, "the
blood did it all; we are saved by the blood." This
Since my appointment by General Conference
last year I labored as best I could under my cirseemed to be peculiarly connected to the fact
cumstances from April to August rst. I preachthat there was a number of Baptists, Methodists,
ed nearly every Sunday in Wyandotte, and Johnand
Presbyterians present. "R. C." took notes
ston county, Kansas; but owing to business and
and in his afternoon sermon answered them,
sickness in my family was not able to go away
from horne until the latter part of winter. I then
among other remarks from the text, "I am God,
started preaching at Pomeroy, Wyandotte
I change not," the Christian Pastor being prescounty, Kansas.
I am pleased to say that God
ent.
has blessed me much while endeavoring to show
While no baptisms occurred, much interest
forth the plan of life and salvation.
was awakened, some prejudice removed, many
Priest 7. J. Lawn writes:
friends made, and a number are near the door.
I have labored some in this district in connec- ·
Bro. Evans left here the 28th for home, via
nection with Bro. D Brown, and think wme
good was done; also labored some in the North-. Kansas City and Chicago. Our prayers and
ern district, but the weather being so bad one
best wishes go with him and his work.
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so York St, Cheetham,

'MANCHESTER, Eng.,
April 14th,
Editors Herald:-W'e have a few churches in
this part of the 'vineyard that are flourishing as
branches of that larger organization that you so
worthily and efficiently represent, and though we
. are comparatively few in number as leaves on the
branches of the great vine, we are cognizant 'of
the fact that we derive our spiritual sustenance
from the sap flowing through root, trunk and
branch of the vine of the Master's. planting, so
firmly and. deeply imbedded in the soil of eternal
truth. The elders.of the churches herein indi'
cated met in conference on the fth day of the
presFnt month for the purpose of doing "whatever church business is necessary to be done at
the time." The transaction of said business OC·
cupied our time and attention on the fourth, fifth
and sev.enth, the intervening sixth being d<:<voted
to the preachint;(of the word and fellowship of
the Saints. The time thus spent was Fjoyable
and refreshing, as well as conductive to the more
vigorous growth in spiritual stature of those that
fo~ the Jove of God and his church had thus assembled together. The work done at or during
business' session was of .such a character as will
add prestige and dignity to the name of the church
in this section of country. The greatest possible
harmony obtain~d, divergency of views whenever presented were presented in a respectful and
winning. manner and received in. all charity by
those to· whom it may have peen addressed.
During these sittings the license of Teacher Edw.ard Parry wa;s restpred, while that of Priest
Fred'k. Manourie was for the present suspended,
, a.nd thQse• of Priest Me liard, of the Sheffield
·branch,. and Teacher Gilyard, .of the Leeds
. brarich, ,withdrawn and the aforesaid brethren
referred' ~o theirrespective. branches to be dealt
with as. the 111.w~of the church directs. During
itbe. slithJg of con£erence, as a committee of the
. whole, O!l. Monday the 7th lnst .. the following
b;ethrep. "were,, after prayer and suppllcation,
• unanimpusij recommencled to; the ;::onference for
ordinatio~·to the following offices, viz,.: Priest
Jps.eph Dewi;nupJui!·• :Ma;rich~st~r branch; to of•.fice; of elder; ·.Priest Fred'k. Burton, M~tnchester
branch,t~ office of elder; Priest S.am'l F. Mather,
· :Manchester branch, to the office of elder; Priest
• ·• Sam'! Platt, S,heffield brimoh, to office of elder;
, member Charles Hes Reth Barton, Manchester
branch, to pffice of, priest; membel" Wm. Greenwood, Mlmbhester brancb, to office of. priest;
•· .· ..•.....·.•. member .:ttopert Baty, son. of Elder Jas. Bat.r,
· , Manchester branch~ to offi;::e of deacon; member
••.•. ·. • •.•. ·. ; John Bailey, M11nchester branch, tq.office of dea.. , j; con; De~con L: Arbor; of the Sheffield branch, to
; qffice of Priest;member Jos. Arbor; Sh.effield
, . L:d•branch;tooffice;pfdeacon. Therecommendation
.··.. , • o~ the Leeds branch that rrtember Warren, son pf

might have the option of confirming or rejecting
the ,action of conference before the authorized
ordinations took place. On Sunday the 13th inst.
those named from the Manchester branch were
submitted to a meeting specially called for the
purpose by the president and officers of the branch
and in every case the action of the conference
was fully and unanimously approved by a very
full and representative congregation of the members, after which the several brethren were ordainea to the offices to which they had been called, the Lord having previously signified by the
Spirit his approval of the work clone by the conference. The procedure obtaining in the Manchester branch will have been followed out in the
other branches affected in accordance with the
instructions given them. These instructions we
believe to be in accord with the law, but if we
have erred i.t has been through ignorance and
not of intention, and we appeal to the editors of
the Herald, or those having authority sci to do, to
put us right by giving us the necessary instructions in these matters. We have striven to do
the Lord's work according to hls will, or our
conception of his will, and. we are not too big or
too old to'lea.rn, or yet too proud to confess our
faults before the church.. The prospects of the
work are very encouraging in this part of the
English mission, and we are· abundantly greatful to God for the success he is giving the preaching and teaching of. his word by your humble
servants.
May God ih his mercy .abundantly
bless and prosper·every effort put forth for Zion's
welfare is the prayer of her humble.jabo~er,
JoSEPH DEWSNUP, SEN.

APPLEGATE, Mieh , April 9th.
Editors Herald:-Ileft home in Galien on the
23d ult. for Lexington Jo attenc! adebate between
Elder J. J. Cornish, a.nd a .Mr .. l\forrison .of the
''New Light Adventis~s,'' on the .soul question;
Arriving at Lexington found it all in a buzz* over
the debate, .atid on nearly every co.rner might be
seen groups of m.en discussing the merits of our
faith. Though Lexington is quite a. stronghold
of Adventism, yet th(:) batteriQg'ram used.hy Elder Cornish and those who had .Jabored with him
th'ere. hlld Vl'ell nigh b)'oken down the wall, ahd
someof the Adventists began to think that perhaps .man .did have asqul after.a.n:
Well, the tjme came for thedebate~the 25th
and 26th of Ma.rch-,-and the contest began, Elder Cornish affirming .th.at "th~ soul, or spiriti.of
m~'n is conscious between deatb.and the resur~
rection." In his first . effort he showed that the
spirits of men .pre~existed, and had a c()nscious
existence independent of the body; and among
other passag(:)s to support this idea <'p1oted Gen.
r: 26: 27; 2.: Jc-7, etc ..• H was rather ~musing to
hear Mr. Morrison's e~positiono£ the~e passages.
He said that Gen. r: ~6, 27 did. not refer to a
···••·. . • 1 ; ']'eacher W llrren, be ordained t~ .the. office of
spiritual c~:eation, for that which is naturalwas
:.
'~ • priest was acjopted and the brother ordered for
first created. ·This was. the time that God created
' .. • ·;/>~rdination. . The aboved named brethren are
•.. : '.•.·.. i, ,, mostly )'OUn~. and energetic men Who have a!- the Indians, and ·that they w:.e,re always an indo'.·'
; rs~dy by Jheir llibors.shown themse,!yes approved lent race, would. not ."till the. ground;" hence,
God then created the white rnan.to till the..
• . •·,·'
.s~rvantsof the 1\iaste'\', and in a measure qualified
ground. Many of his arguments(:?) were similar
• • • 1 fqr thf! n1~11b.try to which they have. been sever·
tothe.above; but notwithstanqihg such nonsen· > ~ll:y cal}e~. ·
··
reter~n;::eto th~se calls I. may. here say that sica~ speculation some were !DOstanxious to give
.pr·esidetllts' •bnm"'hes .were instruc.ted·to present Mr. Morrison their vote, which th~y did:. Any·
--~ .... ,c.-, the several brethren. named before·. thing to. put dqwn th.e, Saints, you know .. But
about two<thirds of• .tbose he~ring the debat'e-"
re••neiczw~re• un•n•;uc,.to whi~h . they bdong"ecl
·•• ·••¥.'·''""'
,so that sueh pnmc.hes · which, by the vvay, .;'\Vpuld n~1nber:
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hundred~gave their voices in favor of the truth
and Bro. Cornish bore away the "palm."
Bro. F. C. Smith and I are still trying to keep
the camp fire blazing, Elder Cornish having gone
home for a short time. But while Bro Francis
and I are still trying to keep the work moving,
yet it seems imposible to do much except fireside
preaching. The recent snow storm of the 28th
ult. is fast melting away under the genial rays of
the "king of day," which together with heavy
rainfalls, have made the roads almost impassible.
But we will try to do the best we can;
~ expect to remain in this vicinity,:until about
the first ()f May. Quite a number in Lexington
are thinking seriously over oar faith and I think
ere long will obey. Yours in bonds,{
WILLARD J. SMlTH.

OxFORD, Mich., April 2oth.
Editors Herald:-! am doing what I can for
the advancement of the work in this place; have
only baptized one since our district ccinference·in
October last. There are some more that are
convinced, and several.others investigating.
Your brother, ·
F. P.•RoGERs.
Fut.ToN, Iowa., March 28th.
Editors Herald:-As a branch of 1 Saints we
at;e stJII alive and trying to let our 1\ght shine.'
But, oh, how weak! How oftenwele~tve undone
that which we should have done. The wise man
said, "There is none good; no not on'e.''
Things have not gone smooth wit\1; us. Last
sclrool ,Giection the school-house W\'! used for
nearly th.ree years was closed against'us. Those
we thought were on our side were against us, so
we have no place to preach in except in our private houses But w~ enjoy our pray~r and testimony meetings every Sunday forenopn, .for the
Spirit has often cheered us, and ofte11 we have
been blessed more than wewere wor~hy of .
Elder}. S. Rotli was with us nearlyr.two weeks.
We rejoice that he came here, for last Sunday he
baptized another noble soul into the1C.hurch of
Christ, and so the good work goes on:;
The outlook is not very flattering at the pres.
ent time:
Elder Roth's son, Clint, thought llS the Lord·
said, "It is no good for .man to be al()ne," so he,
accordingly, came to the Fulton bran~h and took
one of our nbble sisters to be his wife:. May God
bless them.
In the one faith,
JoHN HEIDJ!:,
ELMwooi>, Neb ,.ApL 2Jd.
Editor,! Herald:-! arrived here <in th~ 2oth,
and by tlie assistance of Bro. H()ll~nbeck procured the use of the Christian Church to hold
serviCes, commencing on Saturcjay evening and
holding \lntil Monday evening. 'I]he services
were w.e!l attemled and good interes~.was m;ipi;
fested. A.t the close of the meetingsiwe invited
any whomight feel disposed to. acceptthe terms
of the gospel to unite with us by yield!n~o~edl
ence to the ordinances oLthe same. : Wne.n we
had. dis!llissed the congregat16n,· ~r .. Walter
· Re~se came forward. a.nd said hi~ tife aesired
baptism at our hands and .he di\t not know: l>\lt
th.athe h~tl need ofthe. ~a!ll:also: ;yfe accord~
ingly m~de arrangements and caUed upon
the followi!:)g morni~g: 'Yfe .
. tliew
. e.arnest,iq• r;l!garcl to ~P'·"''l'"'·'~''"~'''~j;'"i
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and atter spending an hour in hearing and anWe went and found them, which·made us four
swering questions relative to the latter day work,
in number.. Bro. Jenkinson being a priest we
we repaired to the water and initiated them into . went to wo;k at once by holding weekly prayer
and testimony meetings. Many have been the
the kingdom:
.
blessed times we have had together wherein the
Bro. Rees~ was raised in the faith of the Baptist Church and connected himself with that peoLord verified his word by being with a humble
few who had m·et in His name. Bro. Levi Phelps
ple fifteen years ago. He had never heard the
came this way last fall, staying a 'lout three weeks
gospel preae;hed by the elders of the Church 'of
and preaching most of the lime. He baptized
Jesus Christ]untiLSaturday night of last week.
my wife and sister and blessed my two youngest
Sr Reese seemed to have been already convinced
children.
of the truth; by associating with the Saints at
Although we are a little band we are strong in
Shen=1-ndoah1 ·and by reading books and papers
the faith. I know the work is of the Lord, and
loane.d them: by Bro. Hall. Thus the good work
that in his own good time he will establish a
goes on.
branch at this· place. The honest in heart are
M'ay God continue to prosper his people in the
work,
· Your brotrer in Cl)rist,
here who will hear this gospel and embrace the
same.
CHAS. H. PoRTER.
Bro. Badder and family live in Wilson town:
ship; about sixteen miles from here. There are
LEWISTON, Ky., April, 8th.
three Saints in his family. Bro. and Sr. Hunt
Editors Herald:-I was out on Sunday and
live in Williams, about twenty-four miles from
spoke to a large crowd in a new church. I had
this place. All these Saints would like an elder
fou~ preachers present but not one of them opento come their way. The same can be truly said
ed his mouth while I was there, either to criticise
of this place. Still we are willing to wait the
or to do anything else. I go there again the first
Lord's own time, knowing that he will send the
Sunday in May. Sunday before last I spoke to
right man in the right time to do his work in
a large crowd in theY. M. C. A. Hall, on rst
in this place.
John 4th to 8th. Our M. E. Preacher neglected
I love this latter day work, for I know it is
his appointJnent to hear me. I have heard nothtrue, and that the promised blessings do follow
Ing from him since. Yo.; can see I am not idle.
those who believe and obey the gospel; and that
Am always willing, God helping me, to do all I
this doctrine or gospel we haveembraced is of
can.
God.
Your brother,
Hopirig and praying that the Spirit o( God
ISRAEL TITUS.
may be with you all in conference, I remain
yours,
T. F. STAFFORD.
<0

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., April 7th.
Editors Herald:- Yesterday was Easter Sunday and the day all to be desired in warmth and
pleasantness, therefore many of the Saints came
to the church in the atternoon to commemorate
t~e sufferings and death, alw to rejoice in the
resurrection from the tomb of our Lord and
Savior by partaking of the holy communion,
after whichmany, both young and old, bore testimony to the genuineness of the gospel restored
by the angel :to Joseph the Seer. It was indeed
a pleasant Easter day to us all as the power of
God's Spirit was pre~ent and the gifts of the gospel were manifested by tongues and interpretation, in plain English. It was a time
rejoicing,
Elder C. H. Porter from Wilber, Nebraska,
came here Wednesday and preached Friday and
Saturday evenings, also two excellent sermons
yesterday morning and evening, which were full
of light and cheer. He confined himself to expounding the gospel and left personalities out.
My desire is that the gospel may be preached,
that people may become convinced of its purity
and be led to obey it. ANNA NIELSEN.

of

ALPENA, Mich., April 9th.
Editors Herald:-One year ago I believed myself to be the only Saint in this city of thirteen
hundred inhabitants. Only those who have been
thus situated can know how sad and lonely I
felt.
Ofttime·s did I pray that the Lord would
send some Saints to this place, not knowing at
the time that there were any Saints here. The
first one I found here was Bro. George Jenkinson.
0, how my soul leaped for joy when first I heard
he was here. I was not long in finding him. A
few weeks after we heard of Bro: and Sr. Tresket.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fol
their own views. Contributions solicited.

GOD FIRST LOVED US.
PART ONE.

"THE disciple whom Jesus loved" well
and perfectly understood that love begets
love in man as well as in the angels of
God who are in heaven. Therefore said
the beloved John; "We love him, because
he first loved us."-I John 2: 19.
As the mind reverts back to the historic
time of the creation and mentally beholds
with wonder the earth and the fullness
thereof" with "trees and herbs, bearing
seed after their kind; the fish of the sea,
the fowls of the air, and every beast of the
field," all brought into existence before
man was created and placed upon the earth,
that all things might be in readiness for
him, that he might have within his reach
all things needful to make him happy,
and we ask ourselves the question, W.hv
all this? the answer comes as an echo
from the eternal world: "Because God
first loved his children-mankind."
We step out in the morning just as the
sun is rising and casting its golden rays
. over forest and field, and behold with
delight how all nature is awakened into
new and active life as its light and warmth
pours forth on the earth, making the dewdrops to sparkle like diamonds while the
angels seem to hover about us and in
heavenly tones whisper in our ears: "God
first loved us."

As we pass on and time wears away
;J.nd the .ground becomes parched and dry,
the blades of corn and grass curling, the
bright flowers withering and. ail things
which seemed so lovely and full of
life but a few short hours before, now
seem to to be dying-:-indeed, when, hush L
What is that rumbling .I hear.? Ah, the
sky is darkened and the sun enshrouded
and everything is as hushed and silent as
the grave. How changed!
When .a flash of light and another volley of heavenly artillery, and for an hour
the rain pours do';Vn in torre.nts, after which
the sun shines forth in aU his grandeur
and the douds pass away. 0, how every·
thing is revived, and all nature seems once
more to .reJoice in. the glory ofGo<].
As we.behold with gladness thisrejoicing of natu!e we hear the "still small
voice" of inspiration saying: "God first
loved us," and "The rain cometh down,
and the snow from heaven •.•• and watereth the earth, and maketh it bring forth·
and bud, that it may give seed .to the sower, and bread to the eater.";._Isaiah 55: IO.
"Verily I say, that inasmuch as ye do
this [love God and keep his commandments] the fullnes;; of the earth is yours:
the beasts ofthe fields, and the fowls of
the air, and that \>vhich climbeth upon the
trees, and walketh upon the earth; yea,
and the herb, and the good things' which
cometh of the earth, whether for food or
for raiment, or for houses. or for barns, or
orchards, or for gardens, or for vineyards; yea, all things which cometh of the
earth, in the season thereof, are made for
the benefit and the use of man, both to
please the eye and gladden the heart; yea,
for food and for raiment, for taste and for
smell, to strengthen ·the body, and to enliven the soul."-D. C. 59:4Ah, glorious sense of sight! ·How dark
and dreary this beautiful world would
seem without thy God-given power!
Without thee how could we behold the
grandeur and glory of earth and sky! I
pluck the blushing but .joyous rose that
seems so lovely, dressed in its beautiful
hues, and 0, what a sweet perfume! How
pleasant! Whence came this wonderful
sense of smell? and once more I seem to
hear the whisper: "God first loved us,"
while my soul is cheered with the melody
of the poet when he sang:
"Then let us be pure as the lillies,
And joyous and glad as the rose,
So when .Jesus selecteth his jewels,
In Zion we'll find our repose."

But whence cometh this heavenly
melody, and how does it reach my soul?
Is this, too, another gift of God teaching
again and again that"God first loved us?"
Yes; but this is not all. Who touched
me, and whence this sense of feeling?
What is it for?
Is it not a means of communication
with the soul when the eye can not see,
nor the ears hear! Yes; and it is that
wonderful sense or faculty by which we
are stimulated to preserve our life when
all other means would fail. Marvelous
gift!
Returning from my mental ramble with
a keen appetite for food and drink, I fill
the goblet from the bubbling spring and
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·a rain it to the bottom;

and w bile the good
house-wife, "help-meet" indeed, is preparing a wholesome dinner, I. sit down and
try t.he deliciousness of a mellow pear;
ima 'here again I am· reminded that I have
another God-given power in the sense of
taste by which the partaking of: food to
sustain the body is a pleasure indeed.
But whence this wonderful power to
think and reason, by which weare enabled
by the aid of the Holy Spirit to grasp, not
only the glories of earth, but those of
heaven also? . This power of speecpthat
enables us to hold such sweet communion
and by which we are empowered· to instruct and edify both "small and great,"
as well as to convert the sinner, is it all of
the "earth earthly" only? No, no; for
once more we seem to hear the voice of
inspiration declaring in thunder tones:
"These areal1 God-given powers intended
to bless man in time and in eternity."
All given because God ~·first loved" man
and made him "hut a little lower than the
angeis" of His own glorious abode-heaven.
·If we s.hould · be deprived of any one of
these gifts we would compass sea and land
~;tnd give all that we possess or expect to
pcissessin this world to again be put in
:Possession thereof.
0, how we should
prize tbose gifts w bile they are ours. to enjoy! How we should use them to the
glory of God !
PART SECON:d.

On:ce again, with the mind's eye, I look
out upon Jhe teeming multitudes of earth
~nd 1J~bold them running to and fro,
struggling and grasping for possession of
the things of this life regardless of the
fact that all mankind are brothers, mingled
with cries of the fatherless and widow in
their offerings as they toil. and pray for
their daily· bread; mirigl~d with the m:oans
of the sick a11d dying; I ask, What is all
this? . Is this evidence. that ·'God first loved u~ ?". \J'\Then? Opee. more I hear the
voice of.)nspiration saying;. No; but all
this suffering and death is the result of
disobedience and sin,
Back and still furtherback the mind is
'Carried on the "Yings of imagination, guided in its ~ight by the words of iqspirati'on
to. within the vail, and there beholds God
the Father enthroned in glory, surrounded
by al.l the shining myriads of the spiritual
world, each.and every spiritual being en'
· joying:that free moral agency which enabled them to obey or disobey God as they
·choose,
O,>why sho~ld any wish to disobey!
.:J?ut F beh,old. with • pain that .ambition
for :eositiol1 and power taking possession
ol one of the most powerful of God's
shining angels, and th.at. desire growing
in. his. heart until by his influence.· others
partakeofthe evi}, and there isrebellion
in heav;en. "The devil wa.s before Adarn,
for he~.rebelled against me[God], .saying,
Give me thin~ honor1 which is my power;
at1d a·lsp a third part of the hosts of hea·
yen turned he away from me. because of
'their agep.~y; .and they, were thrust down,
and thus became tl:w devil and his angel!l."
28: IO.
"And his trial drew the third part of the
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stars of heaven, and did cast them to the
earth . . . . And there was war in heaven;
Michael and his angels fought against the
dragon; and the dragon fought and his
angels, and prevailed not; neither was
their place found any more in heaven.
And the great dragon was cast out, that
old serpent, called the Devil and Satan,
which deceiveth the whole world; he was
cast out into the earth, and h1s angels
.were cast out with him."- Rev. 12: 3,
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"But God 'commendetb his lo~e toward
uq, in that while we are yet sinners Christ
died for us." Not that it was intended by
the divine Father that man should . no
longer suffer and die, but "that man
through him fChristl might have hope."
"Sing we then eternal love,
Such as did the Father move:
H~ beheld the world undone,
Loved the world and·.gave his Son;
Sing the Son's amazing love, .
How he left the realms above;
Took our nature and our place,
Lived and died to save our race."

"For God so loved the world that be
"As lightning- falleth from heaven I beheld Satan also fal1ing" with all his gave· his Only Begotten Son, tHat whoso·
vanquished hosts, their faces dark. and ever believeth in Him should not perish, but
threatening, expressive of the thought that Have everlasting life.· For God sent not
although they were beaten in heaven they his- Son into tHe world to condemn the
would continue the warf~re on earth until world, but tHat the world th\ough him
the bitter end. Having no further power might be saved."-John 3: 16, 17.
When we think about the glories of
in heaven to tempt or accuse the angels of
God before his throne, he presents him- heaven, wHere . God reigneth supreme,
self before our first narents in Eden and where all things now move in harmony
persuades them that it will be . to their with hisdivine will, and where all things
interest to disobey God and obey him; are aglow with the glory of "immortality
and although they knew perfectly well and eternal life,'' we are able :to underwhat God's commandment was and what stand, in part, bow Christ also •;first loved
the result would be, he succeeded in caus- us," and was willing to leave all the glory
ing them to be dissatisfied with their con- of heaven to come to the earth and redeem
dition, and they reached forth. their hands man.
In order to understand how: great the
and broke the comt11andment ot God and
listed to obey Satan. "Know ye not that sacrifice was which Christ made for us, let
to whom. he yield yourselves servants to us examine a few statements found in
"l;wly writ" which reveal the power,
··~obey his servants ye are to whom ye obey;
whether of sin unto death or of obedience honor and glory which be had with the
Father before he was called the Son of
unto righteousness.?"-Rom. 6: r6.
Man had his agency, and he, too, has Mary,· which are as foUows; '.'And I,
listened to the voice of the tempter; and God, said unto mine Only • Begotten,
the justice of God says he also • m)lstbe which was with me from· the beginning,
banished from the presence of his Maker, Let us make man in .our own ifuage, .after
for. he has disqualified himself to behold our likeness; and it was so."-Gen. 2:27,
I. T. "Who is the image of the invisible
the face of. his God and live.
Man is banished from Eden with the God, the first-born of every cre~ture? :!for
seeds of death in his body and the eternal by him were all things created •that are .in
fiat before him: "Dust' thou art, and unto heaven, and that are in earth,.visible and
dust shalt thou return." The • ground is invisible, whether they be thrqnes, or do-.
cursed for his sake so that the beasts of minions, or principalities, or power; all
the field and all things that cometh of the things were created by him aqd for hin1;
t>arth are changed to suit his condition. and he is. before all tl:Jings, and"by him &ll
From this time forward disappointment, things consist."--:-Col. I: 15-17;
"And .now, 0, Father, glorify thou me
sickness and death, and all manner of
wickedness are in the world, and man. with thine own self with the glory which
cries out in the agony of his soul, "0, I had with thee before the world was."-rwretched man that I am! •who shall de- John rj: 5·
.
"But, behold, I say unto yor(that !,the
liver me from the body of this death?"
Lord God, gave unto Adam ~nd unto his
PART THIRD.
seed,
that they should not die as to.1 the
"God first loves us" and his voice was
heard ringing through heaven in musical temppra:l death .:until I, the Lord God,
tones of sympathy and love, saying: Who should send forth angels Jo qeclare urito
will. go and red.eem man? "And he them repentance a.nd redemptipn through
[Satan J came befo~e me, saying, Behold I, faith on. the name of mine Qn~y Beg.otten
send me, I will be .thy Son, and I will re- Son; and thus did I, the Lord God, apdeem all mankh:1d, that (me souhh11ll not point u.nto man the days of his probation;
be lost, and surely I will do it; wherefore that by.his.naturaldeath he m~ght beraisgive me time honor. Brit behold mv be- ed.in immortality unto eternal life, eyen as
loved Son, which was my beloved and many as would believe/'-,-D. 9<: C. 28·:. H~.
The first evidence ot Christ's powe.r·to
chosen fro~n the beginning,said unto me;
Father, thy will he done,, and .the glory ccnquer Satan seems to have peen giv¢n
be thine. for ever. Wherefore, . because to ()urfirst parents in this sentiment: "Thy
that Satan rebelled. against me and sought seed shall bruise his head." t .And this
to destroy . the a~ency of man, which I, promise W!fS renewed to faithful Abrathe Lord God, had given him; and also ham in these. words:.. ".f\nd fn thy seed
th'at I should give .unto. him mine own· shall.all. the nations .of the eattth be bless. . :· .
power; by the powet: ofmine Only Be- ed."-Gen. 22: r8 •.. •·
· The great Apostle Paul in pis' letter to
gotten I causf;ld that. he .should . be cast
down, andhe. became. Sa,tan.''..,...Gen. 3: z.-- the Galati~ms (3.:}:~}. N~plie~t~i~language
. as follows.: · ~~A:n:d to thy seei:l, whic~\is

f,I. T.
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Christ.". Therefore it became necessary
that Christ .should take upon him a body
of the seed. of Abraham that inhimmight
be blended the two natures, the. human
and divine, without which it was impossible for him to. make an infinite atonement.
"And pot only so, but .we also joy in
God thr9ugh our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom we have now received the atone-.
ment."-Jtom. 5:. I I.
"It must needs be an infir1ite atonement;
sav.e it snould an infinite atonement this
corruptio(l could not put on incorruption."
.-2 Neplli 6:2.
.
"Wherefore, when he cometh into the
world he saith • • ~ A body hast thou
prepared.me," for, "Lo, I come .•• to do
thy will, P God.".-Heb. 10:5, 7·
.·
It pleased God to reveal un•o us, in
brief, how. this body was prepared for
Christ, as fo1lows: "And .the angel said
unto her, Fear not, Mary; for th<;>u hast
found favor with God. And, behold, th()u
shalt. conceive in thy womb, and bring
forth a son, and shalt call his nameJesus.
Then. said Mary unto the angel, How can
this be? . And the angel answered and
said untoher, Of the Holy Ghost, and the
power of the Highest. Therefore, also,
that holy child that shall be born of thee
shall be ¢allerl the Son of God."-Luke
1 : 3°• 34, 35·
At his birth the heavenly hosts rejoiced,
and the angels of God proclaimed to mortal men, ":Behold, I bring you good tidings
of great jpy, which shall be to all people.
And suddenly there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly host, praising
God and ·saying, Glory to Gotl in the
highest; and on earth peace; good will to
men."-Luke z: 10, q, I. T.
These .two natures seem visible as
they struggle one ·against the other, as
the Son of God groaned beneath the
sins of the world, when in agony the
human cried out: "Father, if thou be willing remove this cup .from me;?' but the
divine triumphantly cried out, "Nevertheless, not my will, hut thine, be done."
·
Again. · notice the agony he suffers
while upon the cross, when the human
seems to despair and for a moment loses
hope while in the agony of his soul he;
cries, "My God, mv God, why hast
thou forsaken me!" But with holy confidence the divine once more whispers:
,~,Father, into thy hands I commend my
Spirit."
"For behold, I, God, have suffered these
things for all, that they might not suffer,
if they would repent; but if they would
not repent they must suffer even .as I;
which suffering caused myself, even God,
the greatest of all, to tremble because of
pain, and ~o bleed at every pore, and to
suffer both body and spirit, and would
that I might not drink the bitter cup and
shrink; nevertheless, glory be to the Father, and I partook and finished mv prepations unto the children of men."-D. & C.
I8: 2,
"Well might the sun in darkness hide,
And ohut. his glories in;
When Christ the mighty Savior died
For man the creature's sin."

"For verily he took not on him the nature
of angels, but the seed of Abraham;

therefore "We, seeJesus, who was made a
little lower than the angels for the sufferings of death, crowned with glory , and
honor; that he by the grace of God should
taste death for every man." "Forasmuch,
then, as the children are partakers of flesh
and blood, he also himself likewise took
part of. the same, that through death he.
might destroy him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil; and deliver them
who through fear of death were all their
lifetime subject to bondage. (Heb. 2: I6;
9= 1 4· IS·
.
.
In him we see the great "High Priest"
who was called of God to make the last
great official sacrifice for sin "through the
offering of the body of Jesus Christ once
for all."
"He died; the earth :was robed in gloom,
They laid him then in Jose 'ph's tomb
While soldiers watched around.
But m the light of dawning day,
Bright angels rolled the stone away,
And Christ the conqurer rose.

The foregoing shows that one reason
why Christ took upon him our nature was
that he might taste death for every man
and r.:onquer the enerny, and thus by the
eternal Spirit he was quickened and
triumphantly· burst the bars of the tomb
with power to ascend to God and "sit
down at the right hand of the Majesty on
high;" having secured a resurrection for
all men regardless of their condition in
this life, as well as eternal life for all those
who believe and obev hJm. "Marvel not
at this, for the hour coming in the which
all that are in the graves shall hear his
.voice, and shall com~ f?rth; they that
have done good unto the resurrection . of
life, and they that have done evil unto the
resurrection of damnation."-John 5:28,
29. See also Acts 24: 14, I 5; Dan. I2; z, 3·
Again, "God first loved us" and sent his
Son Jesus Christ down from heaven as
"the faithful and true witness" to bear
testimony of God's love for his childeren;
and of his glory and power to save as well
as of the principle and power by which
they are to be saved, as it was declared to
the world by him in the gospel, which
testimony was sealed by his own precious
blood: "For I came down from heaven,
not to do my own will, but the will of him
that sent me."-John 6: g8.
"To this end was I born, and for this
cause came I into th€ world, that I should
bear witness unto the truth. Every one
that is of the truth hearth my voice, :For
I have not spoken of myself; but the
Father which sent me, he gave me a commandment what I should say, and what I
should speak. And I know that his commandment is life everlasting."-John 18:
37; I2-49,5o; Isa.55:4; Rev.r:s; 3:14.
That all generations might have testimony of the truth and the power of God
to save, he chose special witnesses to proclaim the glad news of a crucified and
risen Redeemer, who saw and knew him
after his resurrection, as may be seen by
the following: "And that he was seen of
Cephas,· then of the Twelve: after that
he was seen of above five hundred brethrenatonce."-r Cor.rs:5,6. "Towhom
also he showed himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs, being seen
of them forty days, and speaking of the

is

things pertaini~gto the kingdom ~f Gocl,'~
-:Acts r ;g.
To these chosen witnesses he !)aid:.
"But•ye shall receive power, after that
the Holy Ghostiscomeupon,you; and ye
shallbe witnesses unto meboth in ]er11sa~'
lem, and in all Judea, and in Sa.maria, ail,d
untothe uttermost part. o£ the earth.''-=
Acts .I :8.
Tl)ese chosen men after they received their endowment from on high
thus bore witness. of the truth, which testimony they sealed with their hloodj "The~
God of our.fathers raised up Jesus whom
ye slew and hanged on a tree. Him hath
God exalted wi:th his right hand to .he a
Prince and a Savior for to givelepentance
to Israel and. forgivenel'?'~ of sinl'; •. And we ·
are his witnessP.s of these things, !il'l.d so is
also the Holy Ghost whom God hath
given to them that obey him."-Acts

s:

go-gz.

Of these witnesses it is .said: "And they
went forth and prenched everywhere, tlw
Lord working with them and confirming
the word w:ith ·signs following them.
Amen." "God also bearing th~m witness,
both with s!gris arid wonders and. with.
divers mira.cles and gifts. of the Holy
Ghost according to his own wilL"-Mark
16:2o; Heb. 2:4.
All this is to the writer's mind evidence
that "God first loved us;" therefore he
asks in return that we love him with all
the powers of our body and soul, and
our neighbor as ourselves, as the following will show: "Jesus said unto
him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy Gog:
with all they heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind. This is the first
and great commandment. And ·the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the
prophets."-Matt. 22: 3.7-40.
"Love and virtue, faith and wisdom,
Grace and gifts were all combined;
As himself each loved his neighbor, ,
All were of one heart and mind."

Yours in Christ,

C. E.
BELL,

BuTTERWORTH;

Iowa, March 14th.

ST. LOUIS.
District conference convened at St. Louis,
Missouri, on Saturday evening, March 29th, Elder R. Etzenhouser was called to preside, J. J.
Smith clerk. Branch reports: St. Louis '197,
I I received, I died, I marriage; Belleville 55, 3
died; Cheltenham 34, 3 baptized, 3 received;
Whearso 39· 19 baptized, I received. Elders W.
0. Thomas, W. Jaques,]. Beaird, J. G. Smith,].
E. Betts and R. Etzenhouser reported. Priests J.
G. Cole and I. Davies reported. Teachers G.
Elliott and F. Wiley reported. Delegates were
elected to the general conference at Lamoni, and
instructions given to investigate the Sundayschool work there and report in writing. The
usual routine business was disposed of. Sunda:y,
March 30: Morning session_ pli.eachlng by Elder
G. H- Hilliard; afternoon sesston, nine persons
baptized last night by Elder Etzenhouser were
confirmed. Sacrament and testimony; a spiritual and encouraging time w11.s had-tongues, in·
terpretations and prophecy Were given. Report
of Bishop's agent from Oct. I, 1889, to March x,
1890: Balance on hand Oct. r, r889, $22.80, re-
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appointed in a stewardship over temporal things;
BISHOP'S NOTICE.
he who is appointed to administer ·spiritual
Owing to the resignation of Bro. Edward Mcthings, the same is worthy of his hire, even as
Gurk as Bishop's agent for Vl.ctoria District,·
those who are appointed to a stewardship, to ad:
Australia, and Bro. David Mcintosh being recminister in temporal things ; yea, even more
ommended to me as agent for that district, by
abundantly, which abundance is multiplied unto
their district conference held January 4th, r89o,
them through the manifestations of the Spirit;
I, therefore, appoint him as such, and recommend
nevertheless, in your temporal things you shall
him to the Saints to sustain him by their prayers
be equal, and this not grudgingly, otherwise the
and means.
·
abundance of the manifestations of the Spirit is
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
withheld. Now this commandment I give unto
Presiding Bishop.
my servants for their benefit while they· remain,
for a manifestation of my blessings upon their
heads, and for a reward of their diligence, and
BORN.
NEW SOUTH WALES.
for their security for food and for raiment, for
SNIVELY.-Near Lamoni, Iowa; September rst,
The annual conference of the Forster district
an inheritance; for their houses and for lands,
1889, to Bro. H. N. and Sr. EUen Snively, a
convened at North Forster, February I 5th, r89o.
in whatsoever circumstances I the Lord shall send
daughter. Blessed April 27th, 1890, by Elders
Elder C. A. Butterworth presiding; C. S. McLarthem, for they have been faithful over many
Robert M. Elvin and James W. Gillen, and
ren secretary. Elders reporting: John Wright
things, and. have done well inasmuch as they
named Olive Bessie.
baptized r, J. G. Dickinson, C. A. Loving, A.
have not sinned. Behold, I, theLord am merciDIED.
Seaberg. Priests: L. Anderson, C. Avery, A.
ful, and will bless them, and they shall enter inMills (acting teacher). Teacher: John Flood.
to the joy of these things. Even so, Amen."
MuETZE.-In Chicago, Illinois, March 27th,
Deacon: Wm. Taylor. All expressed themselves
Read In connection with this the tenth chapter
1890, Sr. Sarah E. Muetze, at the ageof67 years,
zealous. in the work and resolved to promote it.
of the Book of Alma and the third chapter of 4 months and 21 days. Funeral sermon by F. J.
Bishop's agent, John Wright, reported: Balance
Malachi, and there again you will see the good
D, Earl.
in hand at last report £2.7 8 9, receipts to Decemthat. shall come to those. who .are '!l'illing· to do
VAN Wnv.-At Taylorville, near Scranton,
ber 31st, r889, £51 IO o, total £78 r8 9, paid out
the Lord's will. Brethren and sisters in the
Pennsylvania, Harry Almon, youngest child of
£26 18 6, balance in hand January Ist, r89o,
Lord, remember the families of the messengers Bro. Jefferson and Sr. Elzettie Van Why, born
£52 o 3' Brn. Mills, DeLore.and Seaberg were
of peace and send us (to-day) your tithes and
November 15th, 1887. died March ISth, !890- He
appointed to audit the above report after which
offerings, that they may have food and raiment
was sick three days with infiamatibn of tne lungs.
it was formally accepted.
The resignation of
in the time of need and that you may be blessed
Funeral sermon at the house by Elder J. J . Mor•
Bro. A. Loving as district president was read · of the Lord, and those you have blessed with
gan.
and accepted. Branch reports: Forster 64, 7 bapyour means will rise up and call you the
Thou art cradled m a slumber
tized, 2 received, r removed, 2 marriages; NamWhich no lullaby can know;
blessed of our God. · The last year you did well,
They have laid our darling baby
bucca 42, 2 marriages; Hamilton I3, 1 removed;
and I feel sure thatthose who so generously aid·
Down to sleep beneath the snow.
Wallsend no report. Their spiritual condition
ed the work last year do not feel. impoverished
Sunny eyes forever darkened;
good generally. Bro. W. J. Howarth elected
by what they have done.. Remember the work
Prattliugto~>gue forever still;
For the world has lost sweet Harry,
district president and C. S. McLarren secretary
to-day, brethren, and send your tit~es and offerAnd his place we cau not fill.
··
for ensuing year. The attthorities of the church
ings to me. Address, Box II23 Salt Lake City,
BLAKEL v.-,Florence E. Blakeliy was born in
were sustained. Resolved that our next annual
Vtah; and may God bless and prosper you all.
the town of Shdby, McComb county, Michigan,
conference be held in the vicinity of Newcastle.
R. J. ANTHONY,
June 2d, 1868, came to Plano, Illinois when an
Bro, Butterworth baptized two young brethren
Pres. of Rocky Mountain Mission.
infant with her parents who prec¢ded her to the
on Sunday I6th at 2 p.m .. Services during the
great beyond. She was cared fot by her grandses.sion were held in the following order: First
NOTICE -ALABAMA DISTRICT.
mother, sister Elizabeth Arnold, ~ntil December
night (Sat)lrday) preaching by .Elder E. McGurk,
23d, IS86, when she was married ;to Charles A.
GRAVILLA,. Alabama, April 27th.
of Victoria.. Sunday: I I o'Clock, sacrament,
Blakely; by Elder Joseph Smith, of Lamoni.
To the Alabama ... district greeting, Brethren:.
prayerand.testimony, Bro. John Wright in charge;
She was baptized by Elder Henry A.Stebbins,
I appeal to you all, as the con:ference at Butler
3 p.m.; confirmation and preaching by Bro. C. A.
branch wa:s poorly represented from the different June rst, 1877, and confirmed by H. A. Stebbins
Butter,worth; 7 p.m., preaching by Bro. C. A.
and F. G. Pitt; and continued firm in the faith
Butterworth. The I I a, m. meeting was one of !?ranches, I take thi.s method to notify all that we
hope at the next district conference which will be
until her death which took place ~t 3 p. m.~ April
rejoicing; the Spirit of the Lord being manifested.
held at th.e New Hope branch in. Monroe county,
24th, I8yo, at her home in Plano.' Funeral serThe whole session passed off pleasantly and was
Alabama, commencing on Friday before the third
vices Sunday, April 27th, in charge of.W.VickappaFently. enjoyed by all attending it. ;Adjourn·
ery, in the Saints' Church in Plano. The.serSunday in July, that we will i)ave a general reed to meet in the vicinityof.NewcastleinFebmon was by Elder. Hiram H. Rob)nson, ofindepont from all .the district. Brauch cterks, to your
ruar:J7, I891, at call of prestJent or missionary in
records. and give a full report of your branches, . pendence, Missouri, to a full ho!lse: ·. She was
charge.
ofall the changes rnade.
Wi!Uhe president of well known and loved and respected by all who
knew. her. She Jeayes a husbandi and a babe of
each branch see to this and send to the nExt confol!r weeks,. who keenly·. feel her loss. The
ference as the law directs?
We also solicit a
Woodmen's
Lodge, of w·hich hei husband. is a
general report from all the offic.ers under. this
member, were out in force and marched to and
head, either in person or by letter: All reports
will be sent to T. G .. Parker. Elders, to your
from the cemetery. We believe ;her rest is.gloPASTORAL LETTER.
rio\lS.
,
posts with your full. reports. Priests, teachers
To the Saints in theRockylYtountllin mission,
and deacons, come.and let us hear from you all.
PoLLARD.- At the residence bf Bro. E. W
Greeting:
. .•
Come like. men of war and state the condition of
Palmer, in Fremont,· Nebraska, April 23d, l89o,
I h~ve just received instru<;tion from the
the enemy in your •neighborhooqs, and the faith
Harvey J. Pollard; aged 23 year~.; Funeral serBishop. to supplyJhree fa~ilies this confere~ce
of the Saints, as we lJ_re gai11ing ground slowly.
vice at the residence, Elder M. W. Sampson, of
year, In order t() do this, I win once more h.ave
Let. us still battle on .for .the illgher calling.
Union branch, officiating.
to <;all Q~ the generous. hearted Saints to ai.;l.us
Brethren, the Lord is at the.helm.; Wily stand
with their.1neans as the •.law .of the Lord directs.
we in fear? H G;ad~ isfor us who can l?e against
The.Lord requires a portiOJ:l of qur mean.s to sus"
us? On, on to yjcfory! "United \Ye stand, diBURLINGTON.ROl]TE.
tain the families of those he has ca !led to preach
vided we fall." So mote it be:.
·
HOME
SEEKERS' EXC:UR!SIONS.
the gpspej. .The minister !In <;I I) is. family are exG. R. SqoGrN, Dist. Pres.
pected to 1nake th!l. sacrifice demanded of them,
The Burlington Route, C. B. &; Q ~- R., will
and it is but just):hat those who. are permitted
sell from principal statimi& on its Hnes, oh TuesNOTICES.
torernai~. at home should also make sacr.ifice of
days,. f\{)J:il 22d and .. May. 2oth, F,lome. Seekers'
The conference of· the No~th Nebraska. District
thelrjempqral tfleans that they may be partakers
Excursion Tickets at Half Ra.tr;s t9. points in the.
will be h.e!d at Fremont, 'b!lginning May 30th,
of Hie• Spjrit of life and .the glory of the world to
Farming Regions of the West, Southwe&t .and
come.
r89o, at 7 .30, p. m•: A .full representation of the
Northwest. For tiC.kets and furth.erinformation
district is desired.
·
Ina revela:tlon given at. Kirtland, Sept~mber,
concerning these excursions call qn your nearest
W. M. R tJME:L, Dist, Pre.s.
183r,. t,he Lord said: "Behplq, ni)wH is called toC. B. & Q. tieket agent, or addres~ P. S. EusTis,
day ~ritil the coming o~ the Son of Man, and
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, CHicago, Ill.
To the.. Sain.ts of the Kent and Elgin district:'verily itls a day of sacrifice,. anq a day .for the
As the Gt:neral Con(erence is over. now and the.
tithing<:>~ my people; for he th!lt is tithed shall
·.·THE PATRlOf.
laborers that. were formerly labo~ing here are. renot be bm:neq at His coming!'
In Ngvembe.rthe Lqrq spo!>eagain an.d said: t!lrned, it wlll bec~me our .duty to cast in.· our
lntended fora fam,Jy n~w~paper: it fdrnlslies a concise
.mites. to sustain their families so they cart· keep
.•. ''Behold; this is what is required ot every mal)
report of. the n:ews of the world bOt!). fo'r(lign and dom.estic;. reflects .wtth• special care an.d gathers from .a '\VIde
in the field. I. wish all the solicitots in the
in hissteVI'~rdsMp,eyen as I the .Lord. have ap ..
range those events y.rhicl1'.
·
· .:
b~anches to send in. what . means" they· have on.
··pointed, or shall hereaft~r appoint unto any man;
· . ..... CHAR~CTERlZE THE AGE;.
..
hand. as soon as tlwy see} his notice.
. ;And .. b~hq)d, n.one are e'l'empt from this Jaw who
furnishes a Home, Scientific. PeTson·al, ~elig\ous ,Around
the World, ai1d niM co]u.mns.of. oth~r departments .. "The
Address rneat Chatham, Ontario, instead of
·belongtothe c]+uxch, of the living God;. yea,
~Jews'' and· "The. EaW:~ receive. t:hei.r. •l:lare.<>f att~nt)'>n.
Bl!lnheim, as fcrrnerly. ·
~either the J:>ishop, neith,er; the agent, who keep•One year :Ko6, 6 .mos. 50 cts.,3 mos.. .ll5 ct.s.,lmo. 10 cte,
RrqHAR;o ~OBUR:N~Bl~h."Agt;
eth th!l'Lgrd's store~house; neither .he .wM is
:):lAM~ERT BROS., :Lamoni, Dec*tur.{lounty, Ia.
ceived since $I,547-I5, total $r,569 95, expenditure $1,407·75, balance $I62.2o. Annual report
of Bishop's agent from March I, r889, to March
r, 1890: Received with former balance $1,997.25,
paid out $r,835·o5, balance $r62.2o. The;;e re•
ports·were approved, as well as the report of the
auditors thereon, who had endorsed them as being correct. Preaching in the evening by Elder
I. M. Smith. Adjourned to meet in St. Louis,
Missouri, on Saturday evening, June 28th, r8<;jo,
at 7: 30 for the transaction of business, and on
the following Sunday for worship.
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29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen .• ,... 15
per hundred ...... ": ................... 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 ctl!., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ..•...••• 1 ~5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 eta, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Stoey Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ........................... 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., lOOfor 26 cts., 250 50
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 ~ 5
42 Rejection ofthe Chureh; dozen U\ cts., 100.1 10
4il One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•. l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Chriat; 6 cts. each, per dozen. • • • • • • • • . . 60
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... l~
An assortment of Tracts..................... !16

SET OF TRAOTS.

Bound in Limp MU!!ilin, turned. m... ... . . .. . . . '16

Instruction to all people on the Doctrine ~lid
History of the Latter Day Work.
In papercovers,lOets: each, per dozen.~~ •• o'o.l 00
Limp muslin covers~ ..... ; .... : ••• : ••• ~ •• •. • •25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His F?;}pheti~ Mi!ll!ioll Vindicated, &l;ld the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
.·Defended and Maintained.
(New and ·Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 20() page@....................
36
Muslin binding. . . . . . • . .................. ,. 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil,.
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important\vork t9 be in ~he halids of. the ,ministcy of
the church; and it is alllos.t excellent one to be. cireul(lted both in the church. and among those without,
abounding in proOfs never before presented in defense
of Joseob Smith and the .Book of Mormon.
VISIONS OF JOSEP:$: SMITH, THE SEER1
And iiisc<'.veries of· Ancient American R:eeords and
:Relics; with thE! statement of a Converted .Jew...·
Paper eovem, 43 'pages .• , ........ -• , •• ~ • •, • • 10
HOLY SORIPTURES.
(Inspired '11ranslation by Joseph Smith.)
d"' we have !imit~il quantity or these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ........... ·~ •• •·'· .aM
Turkey Superior, with cllillp, gilt edge •••• ~ ~•• , •a 'il)
Roxburg Tu~key, gilt edge ••••••• , ••••••••••.• S 'liS
Roxburg Turkey,with clasp, gilt edgl! ••••••••• 4 00
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WELSH . HYMN BOO:K•
Full leather, mar'\Jied edgee ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • 60
This was publili!led ~Y the church .in Wale11; and
contains 39!1 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF. JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records .and
:Relics, with the statement of a C.onverted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages .•••••••••••.•.••••.•• ~ 10
REPLY TO LITTLEF.~LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozeii... •• • • .. . • • •• • ..... '!5
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of·Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Ble!jSing of Children, and for Marriages ........... 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records., .!I 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and DeacoU!!I Licences,
each per dozen..........................
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. • • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred. . . • . • • • •
CERTIFICATES AND REPOR'fS,
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • . . . • • • • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . • • . . . . • • • .
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • . . • • • . • • .
Marriage Oertitleates, per dozen .••• , • • • • • • • • •
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'l.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 1144 pages, muslin ..•. ·: .1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, mushn
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... 1
Josephus, complete, library leather •••......•.. !I
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Emptre,
muslin boards, 6 volumes ........••••..••. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .••••••• .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..••••.. 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
The Koran, library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854 muslin boards, 6 volumes ..........•. 10
The Ec~lesiastieal History of Eusebius Pamphilns Bishop of Csesarea and Palestine •••..••. 2
Orud~n's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ..... ." ..................... 1
Apocryphal New Testament •. , ••••••••••••• 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph.Luff... •• • • •. • . •• • • •
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LonD: 'FOR THERE SHALL NoT AJ;"Y MAN Ali!ONG. YOU RAVE SA'Vll' IT llll ONII WIFII; AND CONOUBlNIIS
HE SHALL RAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT OWE HUSBAND! EXClll'T lN CASE OF DEATH, WRliN EITHEII
IS AT· I.mEBTY TO MARBY AoAL"f. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, May 17, r89o.
WE. ARE informed that there are something like a dozen dwe1lers at Lamoni
who. have quit the use of tobacco since
conference, the result of what was seen
and heard and felt of the good Spirit during the. session.
This is as it should be.
Ten: cents per week for tobaccois.a small
amount, yet it atnOUtlts to $5.20 per yeai'.
Ten men would at that ;rate spend $52.00
in the year for a useless and filthy habit.
. Some of the men who are thus ridding
. . themselves of the habit are fathers of boys
Who mayhave tastes for tobacco; and at
all events, have strong tendencies to do as
father .. does. .What sort of a face must a
tnan Wh9 uses tobacco have to say to his
son, "My son, you must riot use tobacco.
N eit)Jer Stnoke nor chew it. It is not good
for you."
Suppose the boy to have a good head
· 'on his' shoulders, a sort of boy who thinks
,_,_and every father thinks his is that kind
of.a boy, of course-and he should think
and say, "Father uses tobacco, ~mdif it is
good for hi!;D it can not be bad for me;''
or ·~If it is not good for me, why does
father use it?" Suppose this boy should
say thi:s much to his father: "Father, you
use tobacco, both to smoke and chew.
.··How can it be bad fe>r me, if it is good for
'you?.'~

The. fl!ther may say; "0b, my son, you
are only iii. boy yet and tobacco is not good
!for boys who are growing-."
The boy
asks.: C~.Xes, but I have heard you say that
b~ve .used it ever since you were ten
old; your father. and grandfather
H<>w can it hurt me if it did not
them?"
father keep up his courage and
"My son, it did hurt them and hurt
aqd ldon't want it to hurt you.)1
must naturally answer, "Well,
why don't you quit it?"·
of such. a !:!On, how will you
the clear. logic of a son.
taught to think for him-

Lamoni, Iowa, May 17, 1890.
self, with your lips stained with tobacco
juice, or your breath and clothing tainted
and redolent with tobacco smoke. There's
the rub, why do you not quit it?
Why
not?
We know how earnestly it may be urged
that the fact that the father uses tobacco,
should not be taken as a reason why the
son should use it; but while we admit
the correctness of the idea that bad examples should be shunned no matter who
sets them, we are not, can not be blind to
the terribly stubborn truth that the dfect
wrought upon thechild by the bad exam·
ple 6f the father is to make the child largely the man when grown; and children
being close observers are led by the teaching of the law to "honor father and
mother;" and conclude by reason of their
filial loyalty to father and mother that
what father does must be right. A little
girl once said of her mother "If mother
said so it is true, whether it is so or not.
Mother will not lie." In the eyes ofthe
average son the father does no wrong.
What think you of this, Saints who are
striving to do right, and say you desire to
do it?

Father that he was the Christ. Erect a
church upon any other fouJ;Jdation and
when the storm comes it must fall. And
the only reason why this ch~rch was not
a~ways on earth is, that men ceased to obtain revelations from heaven; And the
only reason' why they were ;deceived in
time past, and will be in the last days, is

because they do not know that Jesus
is the Christ.

Men say they believe that Jesus is the
Christ; but the Lord ~aid to Peter that
the Father had revealed it to him, and
upon that Rock he would build his church,
and the gates of hell shculd not prevail
against it. . For if men know ~hat Jesus is
the Christ, it must be by revelation~ To
be sure, we may say that the ~postles .testify of him, and that we believe they tell
us· the truth; but will this sa.te a people
from destruction when the cupning argu
ments of the adversary are l;eveled as a
mighty shaft to shake man fro,m the foundation? No; he must have an assurance.
The salvation of man is of that; importance
that he is not left to a merebel~ef, founded
upon the testimony or say-so. ;of another
man. No. Flesh and blood can not reveal it .. It must be the Father, and if the
everlasting Father reveals tQ man that
THE ROCK .
Jesus is the Son of God, can tqey be overTHE following e~litorial of Oliver Cow- thrown? Can floods or flame~, principaldery in the lYfesse.ng~r and Advocate for ities or powers; things present lor to cop.1e;
November 18th, r8g4, is so clear and de- heights or depths, swerve the!n from the
cisive on the matters of which it tr:eats, foundation-the Rock? . Nq, said .our
Lord; the gates of hell can . pot prevail.
matters about w.hich some of the ministry There is an assurance in the thjngs of God
have held and taught differently, that we that can not be obliterated. There is a
deem it best to now reprint it. Bro. Cow- certainty accompanying His divine comdery evidently voiced the sentiments of the munications which enables . th~ mind to
chief ministers of the church and can soar aloft, and contemplate-nptonly contemplate, but mingle with-the blessed in
safely be trJlSted:
the blessed mansions, where al:l things are
LETTER OF. OLIVER COWDERY.
pure. It is this, then, which yonstitut!OS a
ToW. A. CoWDERY, EsQ, Deqr Broth- certain tv.
There can be no doubt but that the
er:-) have r!Oc~ived of late several communications from you containing. several true church did exist after th¢ Lord's ascension; but the q1.1ery is, ho;w shall we
q1.1estions~ Not long since you wished me
reconcile
this point when wer say that it
to express my llJiild, either publicly or
privately, upon a few remarks of the Sav- did not exist .on ei).rth fo.r nu¢ber of centuries, and yet say that the g'ates of bell
ior as recorded in Matthew. r6:.r6-r8:
did. not prevail against it; To \the answer:
"And Simon Pet'er answered a,nd said, Thou
You will see above that I Have plarnly
art the Christ, the Son of the living God. And
contended that the g~tes of .hell could not
Jesus answered at).d said unto him, Blessed art
prevail against a man or .soc~ety of. men
thou, Simon Bar-jopa:. for flesh and blood. hath
while they hold communiQn: and internot revealed it unto thee, b~t mv Father Which is ' cours~ with }1eaven.
in heaven. ~nd I say al~o uu"to thee, th;tt thou
I will now suppose.a case, qr propose a
art Peter, and upon this .rock wm, I' build m_y' . question': If Elijah had been the qnly
church: and the gates of hell shall not prevail
individual on earth who kept the comagainst It."
mandments of the Lord, he wou]d have
It is plain that the Sayior neverdid nor. been. all the churchthen upon.earth. And
never will build his church upon any Bther , Y?u know that any and every people <feasfotmdation, or sustain· it upon any other il1g t.o .keep his. commandments.; ar~ dis.~
principle, than he there represents .to owned i:)Y hitn ... If these points are.adtn+
···
· ··
Peter, na~ely, of rev~I11tio~ fro111 the ted, Iproce~d :.

a
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When Elijah was taken up to heaven,
did the gates of hell prevail against the
Church of God? Did they overcome the
holy priesthood? No, !}either. Had Elijah been the last righteous man, and his
enemies prevailed over his natural body
and put hi!f1 to death, w~:mld the gates of
hell have prevailed against the church?
No. The:holy priesthood would have
been. taken to God, and the gates of hell
would hav~ been as unsuccessful as in the
case of his translation.
In the chlJrch, said Paul, God has placed
apostles, ·. prophets, evangelists; pastors,
teachers, miracles, gifts of healings, helps,
governments, and diversities of tongues;
for the pe~;fecting of the saints, for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ: till we all come jn the
unity of the faith, and of the know~~dge
of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
unto the .measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ. But did that church exist?
Are the fruits of that priesthood now to
be found, o.r have they been among men
from the apostles to the present? Where
are the individuals who will pretend that
this has been the case? . And yet they say
that Christ's church has continued on
earth, and that the gates of hell have not
prevailed against it! Here seems to be a
trouble-to admit that the authpritv of administering ordinances, on earth, has been
taken away, would admit, at. once, that
theyhave rio authority. This places men
under the necessity of saying, th.at the
church of God has and does exist, in all
these variegated forms.and colors, scattered
over the world-no more resembling the
~<ncient chtirch, than the ancient church
does that of the Hindoos.
It is revelation which constitutes the
church of Christ; for this was the declaration to Peter, that the Father had revealed to him, and upon that principle his
church should exist. Show me any other,
and I confess that you will show me some.thing, the pattern of which I have not
found in the Holy Scriptures as coming
from heaven.
You will begin to see my mind upon
this matter~ It is, that when men ceased
to bring forth the fruits of the kingdom of
God on earth, it ceased to exist on earth;
and when it ceased to exist on earth, he
took the authority to himself, and with it
the holy priesthood.
The gates of hell
did not prevail against the church of God;
and the decree of our Father is, that they
shall not; but no man will pretend, (if he
does it is in vain,) that the pure church, as it
existed in the days of Paul, and for a length
of time afterward, has continued. If so,
according to his theory, the gates of hell
have prevajled against it; for he can not
trace its existence here. He may trace a
supposed authority through a succession
of Popes and bishops; but inhe authority
was there, where is and where was the
fruit?
If we look into the 12th chapter of] ohn's
Revelation on Patmos, we shall see the
church represented in a striking figure, so
plainly shown to be taken from the earth
that it is impossible his beautiful vision
should be misunderstood.-Editor.

THE DELUGE-BIBLICAL AND
GEOLOGICAL.

,

THE attention of our. readers is called to
an excellent 'article from the
Principal Sir J. William Da:wson,
London,
England, entitled, 11.The Deluge-:-Biblical
and Geological." It is reprinted from the
London ContemporaryRevie,w, Dec.ember, I 889, ·and contains excellent points in
defense of the Bible, and against the erroneous conclusions of certain schools of
Geologists. we commend it to the Careful reading of the elders and all who are
interested in the divine overturning Vlrhich
is producing unquestionable evidence in
proof of the divine character of the Holy
Scriptures, j:he Book of Mormon, Doctrine
and Covenants. and teachings of Joseph
the Seer. This article shows, as do these
later teachings, that the ancient nations
had much light, though largely obscured
by the traditions of me,n.
The events of the ~ge clearly foreshadow the complete and final triumph
of the truth; and it is irt keeping therewith that the disciple of the Lord should
carefully observe the movings of those
providences which are tearing from infidelity the misleading mask of "science, falsely
so called.'.' "The wise. [enlightened and
observing]shall understand," is the divine
prediction.
We sha.ll from time to time present our
readers with '>imilar articles, written on
subjects which are engaging. the close attention and study of learned and thinking
men, many of whom, in their spheres,
. are evidently aiding in the emancipation
of the race from evil, ignorance ~nd imperfection.
EDITORIAL .ITEMS.

IN this issue will be found a very interesting testimony by Elder E. W. Nunley,
who was formerly pastor of a number of
Baptist churches in Texas .
Bro. Henry Kemp is up and doing in
his mission field since General Conference,
preaching and doing pastoral work, and
reports very cheeringly.
Bro. W. W. Blair preached twice in
Lucas the 4th inst., and reports that some
baptisms were to occur on the 5th, also
that Bro. L. W. Powell intended to enter
upon his mission work at once.
·Bro. George Z. Redfield, of Brownville,
Neb., wrote of late that he would be very
glad if some of the capable ministry would
call there and preach some. He says some
there are interested in the doctrine, and he
thinks additions may be made to the
church if faithful labor is had.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy baptized three at
Lee's Summit, Sunday, April 27th.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear requests us by card
from Sandwich, Dekalb county, Illinois,
to notice a change in his mission from
Eastern Iowa and VI estern Illinois to New
York and Northern Pennsylvania, associated with Elder Columbus Scott. We
presume this change has, been made by
conference between the brethren having
charge in the places named.
~
Bro. J. H. Corban, of Stuttgart, Arkansas, writes that he will take care of an el-

der if one will go there and preach the
word.
Bro. and Sr. W. J. Lear, of Brighton,
Ontario, (formerly of P.Jano, Illinois), are
very anxious that the word be declared to
the people of that place. They want a
minister to remain some time at Brighton.
Some there are interested in the faith.
Bro •. H. H. Robinson wrote the 5th instant, from Plano, Illinois, that his health
was improved and all looked encour,aging.
He was having good meetings.
"WHAT TO TEACH YOUNG
WOMEN.
"A

MOTHER writes· to me :-'What shall I teach
my daughters?' ~his one .important artil tremendous fact, my sister:-That"there.ls no happiness in this world for an idle woman. It may
be with hand, it may be with brain, it may be
with foot; but . work she must, or be wretched
forever. The little gkls of our families rpust be
started with that idea; The curse of our American society is that our young women aretaught
that the first, second, .third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, tenth, fiftieth, thousanj]th thing in their
life is to get somebody to take care of.the.m. Instead of that the first lesson should be how, under
God, . they may take care of themselves .. The
simple fact is that a majority of them do have to
take care of themselves,. and that, too, aft;.er having, through the false notions of their parents,
wasted the years in which they ought .to have
learned how suceessfully to maintain themselves.
It is inhuman and cruel for any father or mother
who pass their daughters into womanhood having given them no facility for earning their livelihood. Madame de Stael said :-•It is not these
'\'vritings that I am proud of,. but the fact that I
have facility in ten occupations, in any· one of
which I could make. a livelihood.! We should
teach our daughters that work of any kind, when
necessary, is a: credit and honor to them. It Is a
sharne for a young woman, belonging to a large
family, to be inefficient when the mo.ther and
father toil their lives away for their support. It
is a shame for a daughter to be idle while her
mother toils at the wash-tub. It is as honorable
to sweep house, make beds or trim hats, as it is
to twist a watch-chain or embroiderasllpper.REV. T. DEWITT TALMAGE, D. D., in Ladies'
Home ':fournal."

There it is; good, sensible, very essential teaching, and coming from a source
doubly respectable and weighty .. Who,
like a woman, can know the need and the
worth of labor for woman-all of them ·
who may be capable of htbor! The Creator, in His wisdom, designed that .man
should labor, created the race with special
reference to it, made success and needful
developement dependent upon it, .and so
ordained that man can not attain happiness
in this life or the life to come without well
·directed physical, mental, moral and spiritual activity. This fact is in exact keeping
with all His appointments in all His
works. The heavens above and the earth
beneath reveal the ceaseless activities of
every department of nature, animate and
inanimate, 11nd therein is seen the glory of
God.
Man was given the dominion of this
earth and all therein as the Psalmist says:
"For thou hast made him a little lower
than the angels, and hast crowned him
with glory and honor. Thou madest him
to have dominion over the works of. thy
hands; thou hast put all things under his
feet.
This endowment means labor and
care and the exercise of wisdom and skill
on the part of man in· occupying upon
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INTS' HERALD.
"Who can find a virtuous woman? for her
this sacred trust. Work, work, work,
wisely and well dir,;cted, was and is made prlce is far above rubies. The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall
~he condition upon which man should win
have no need of spoil. She wlll .do him good
success, enjoy the blessings of life, attain and not evil all the days of her life. She seeketh
the greatest measure of happiness, and ac- wool and flax, and worketh willingly with her
complish the greatest degree of good. No hands. She is !Ike the merchant's ship; she
her food from afar. She riseth alsd
man o_r woman can escape or override brlngeth
while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her
the<>e conditions and please God and be household, and a portion to her maidens. She ..
blest of Him. Success can be attained cons!dereth a field and buyeth it; with the fruit
only by faithful compliance with tht) con- of her hands she planteth a vineyard. She gird·
eth her loins with strength, and strengtheneth
ditions ordained of God.
her anns. She percelveth that her merchandise
Health, wealth and wisdom; independ- is good; her candle goeth not out by night. She
ence, personal comfort and contentment; layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands
genuine worth and womanhood, all are hold the distaff. She stretcheth out her hand to
poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hands to the
secured by and are dependent upon cheer- the
needy. She is not afraid of the snow for her
ful, honorable, skillfully directed labor.
household; for all her household are clothed
An idle woman, an indolent, thriftless with scarlet. She maketh herself coverings of
girl, those untaught and unskilled in house- tapestry; her clothing is silk and purple. Her
wifery and the arts that make home at- husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth
the.elders of the land. She maketh fine
tractive, entertaining and happy, both are among
linen and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto
living far beneath their privileges and the merchant.· Strength and honor are her cloth·
their duties as members of society and the ing; and she shall rejoice in time to come. She
church of God. All kinds of work that openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her
are needfuhtre honorable, and none mores 1 tongue is the law of kindness. She looketh well
ways of her household, and eateth not the
than the commonest duties of housewifery. to.the
bread of idleness. Her children arise up and call
Here is wht>re every woman should excefl, her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth
for it is upon this department that all are her. Many daughters have done virtuously but
dependent; This should be first in order thou excellest them all. Favor is deceitful, and
and first in quality. In proportion as wo- beauty is vain; put a woman that feareth the
Lord, she shall be praised. Give her of the
man lacks in this direction she fails in be- iru!t
of her hands; and let her own works praise
ing the "help meet" designed of God, and her in the gates.".,...Prov. 31: 10-31.
therefore comes short of filling her ordained sphere in society and must suffer
THE CREEDS.
i:n consequence and cause others to suffer
also. "Every wise woman buildeth her IN order that the elders may see from
house; bt1t the foolish pluc).wth. it down what the churches. may free. themselves
"\'V:ith herb and;" and in order that she may by a revision, we shall give statemei}ts of
',1build"properly she must be active and
the creeds and formulas of faith.
~killful, ?11 of which comes of careful, paA union between the Associate and the
tient application. Idleness and inatten- Associate Reformed Churches in the
tion can h.ave no place with such.
United States. was ·effected May 26th,
: The Scriptures say that "Whoso find- 1858, and the two bodies thus united .took
eth'a wife, findeth a good thing, .and ob- the name of the United Presbyterian
taineth favor of tht! Lord;" but a "wife" Church. Their testimony as published is
b:le~ns more than a mere female, though
as follows:
tf:!e latter be clothed in fine raiment,
Article z. The Script~res are in.everypartthe
have we~lth at command and possess the inspired word of God, both in lapguage and in
sentiment, and are the only .rule of faith .and
<l~lusive, vanishing glitter and tinsel of
··
sqcial attracHons. "A prudent wife is practice.
·
Article
a.
Jesus
Christ
is supreme God, being
from the Lord. Slothfulness casteth into one in essence with the Father,
also the Son
a deep .sleep; and an idle soul sball suffer 6£ God in res]Ject of his natural,and
.necessary, and
, ]junger." This is true of all.
eternal relation to the Father.
Article 3· God created m~J,n in a state of perfect
:<. Every wise mother will see to it that
' .·.her. daughters are trained in tl~e active, holiness .and with perfect ability to obey him,
and entered into a covenant with him, in which
~~eful duties of life. If she can not supcovenant Adam was the representative of all his
'p1y them needful employment at home, natural posterity, so that in him. they were to
Jlilen it shQuld be sought for among the stand or fail as he stood or fell;
Article 4· Our first parents, by breach of cqV'e'~.orthy and honorable, where wisdom,
nimt with God, subjecte"d then;1selves to his eterl s~iU, frugality and the .social and indusnal wrath and brought themselves intoa state of
l· f~ial virtues will be constantly exemplified,
depravity wholly inclined to sin, and unable,
ciJ9e essential arts of housewifery be learn.- of themselves, to perf<!rm a single act of ;tccept·
',' j:)\:1, and ~h~ daughters be prepared to en- able obedience to God; . that their· posterity are
born in the same state o.f guilt, depravity, and in·
•··••tlj!r intelligently and ·successfully· upon the ability,
. and so will continue. until delivered
i!llportant affairs of life. It is as cruel as therefrom
by the grace o.f our Lord J es!l~ Christ,
p:J:)j~st for parents _to send out upon the
Article 5· That Jesus Christ, by app<nntment
~orld children who are. ignorant of the
of the Father and by his own voluntary act,
· '\f!IYS and means by which to make life a placed himself in the room of a definite number
j9ytul su.ccess. Such children are sure to who were chosen in him before the foundation of
world; so that he wa~ thelr\proper and legal
. ;ll~ffer because .of their hwkofknowledge . the
surety, and, as such, in their behalf, satisfied the
,;•
f!p~capa~ility, and no one more so than
justice of God apd answered all the .demands
· · ;< •t)J{); daughters; .
. .
.
which the lawliad against them, and ~hereby Inthe. ''virtuous" (worthy, upright, fallibly obtained for thetiJ eternal redemption.
~Article 6: That in justification there is an im,
P:r!!ritorious) :woman, the. Holy Scriptures
to .the b.eliever o.f that rlghteo~sness, or
· :hay~ thisJo say, and we heartily .commend putation
satisfaction. a11d obedienc~, wt;ichthe Jjord Jesus
.
. instruction in these days
Ghrist, as surety o~ his people, rendered to the

9f
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•law; and it !s only on the ground oOhis imputed
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righteousness that his sins are pardoned or his
person accepted of God.
Article 7· That the gospel. in its strict and
proper sense, as distinguished from the law, is a
revelation of grace to sinners as such; and that
it contains a free and unconditional offer and
grant of salvation through Christ to all who hear
it, whatever may be their· character or condition.
Article 8. That saving faith is not merely an
assent of the mind to the proposition that Jesus
Christ Is the Savior of sinners; but also a cor·
dial reception and appropriation of him by the
sinner as his Savior, with an accompanying per· suasion or assurance corresponding to the degree
or strength of his faith that he shall be saved by
him.
Article 9· That repentance is one of the fruits
of a justifying faith, and of course, can not be regarded as a ground of the sinner's pardon, or as
necessary to qualify him for coming to Ghrist.
Article Io That although the moral law is of
perpetual obligation, and ever binds the believer
as a rule of life, yet as a covenant, he is, by his
justification through Christ, completely''and forever set free from it, and consequently is notrequired to yield obedience to it as a condition of
life and salvation.
Article II. That the Holy Spirit accompanyIng the word so acts upon the soul as to quicken,
regenerate, and sanctify it; and that without its
direct operation the soul would have nq ability
to perceive in a saving manner the truths of God's
word or yield to the motives which it presents.
Artiele za. That Jesus Christ has a two-fold
dominion besides that which belongs td Him as
God. These are over the Church, of which He
is the living head and Lawgiver, and over all
created persons and things.
·
Article I3. That the law of God is supreme in
Its authority and obligations, and where .commands of church and state conflict wear~ to obey
God rather than man.
·
Articte I4- That <>la.veholdlng is a violation of
the law of God ahd contrary to the letter and
spirit of Christianity.
Article I5·. That all associations whlclj. impose.
an oath of secrecy or an obligation to obey a code
of unknown laws, are inconsisten~ with the
genius and spidt o£ Christianity, and• church
members ought not to .have fellowslj.ip with
them.
Artt'cle I6. That the church should no~ extend
co.mmunion in sealing ordinances to fh(lse who
refuse adherence to her profession or subjection
to her government and discipUne, or w~o refuse
to forsake a: communion which is ·inconsistent
with the profession she makes; nor sho\ild colllmunion in any ordinance of worship be ;held under such .circumstances as would be inc~mslstent
with the keeping of these. ordinances pure and
entire, or so as to give countenance to any cor·
ruption of the doctrines and institutions of
Christ.
.
ANicle I7. That public social covenl)nting is
a moval duty, not at stated times, but 1;1pon extraordinaay occasions, in times of danger to. the
Church, in times of exposure to backsliding, and
in times of reformation. Such covenant transacc
tions bind posterity faithfully to adhere to and
prosecute the object for which they were entered
into..
, Articl~'I8:1 Tl'iat it is. the w:ill ·of God: thaf the
· songsc~ntafhed jnthe Book of Psalm~ be sung
in His wor~>hip~.both public and private,"to the
end of the world; and in singing God?s .p:raise
these songs should be emplo.yed to the exclusion
of the devotional compositions ofuninspi:red men.
-What the World Believes, PP·445-44'l·

Of this cpnfession the Rt. Rev; Henry
C. Potter, D~ D, of the Diocese ,of N evv
York, says:
.
•
"The for7going declaratiops cover the views of
the. United Presbyterian Church in re~ation to.
certain articles of divine trt1th which. l\ave been
either denied by not a few profesdng Christians,
or permitted to liein obscurity! By tl:fem they
did not design to displace fl~e Confession 9f
Faith, but rather to direct attention. t~ it as a
docum.ent to whiep the church had sole;nJnly de·
cJRredJts adher.ence."
.
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THE SAINTS' H
It will be. necessary to print the Confes· Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England
sion of Faith, as promulgated by the by simple omission or subtraction. Mr. Wesley
took such as he deemed of greater importance,
Church of England. The clergy in con- omitting the XVII, which taught predestination,
vocatio.n acknow !edged Henry VIII, as and eliminating from others Calvinistic express·
the Su~reme Head of the English Church ions.
· The unfortunate conditio!;) in our Restrlqive
in rsgo; and Papal power was abrogated
no power of the church can ~'revoke, alter, or
by statute in 1534; and by the same au- that
change" one of these Articles of Religion, leaves
thority. and in the same year Henry VIII the church of our choice at a disadvantage in
was appointed head of the church. The • comparison with other churches of modern times,
Article·s, forty-two in number, were drawn and seems to imply bur belief in the infallibility
up in 1551, and published in I553·
In of our founder. It was certainly a hasty conclusion that a perfect creed could be extracted from
1562 these Articles were revised and re- the
Thirty-Nine Articles or auy other existing
duced to thirty-nine. In r8oo the Church standarct ...:...F. M. Grace, in 'New Orleans
of Ireland and Church of England were Advocate."
united, under the name of "The United
Church of England and Ireiand."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS,
Parliament disestablished the Irish
Bro.
E. M. Reynolds writes from Cuba,
Church March rst, r869, act of disestabRepublic county, Kansas, May rst:
lishmentto take effect January Ist, r87r.
"We are famishing up here for the preaching
From this, and the following from Rev.
the word. Hope our missionary in charge
F. M. Grace, in New Orleans Advocate, of
will visit us this year."
on the "History of Our Creeds," the elders
Bro. M. T. Short lately wrote from
may be able to keep the dust of ages out
of their eyes when the cra(';h of creeds Knox, Indiana:
"I have preached every night last week and
shall come.
three times yesterday. Folks in town shy, but
country people are courteous and seem willing to
HISTORY OF OUR CREEDS,
The discussion in regard to the revision of the
Presbyterian Confession of Faith has excited an
interest in the subject of creeds in general; and a
slight review of the origin and history of the
several creeds of Protestant Churches may not
be uninteresting. Visiting the Howard Library,
of this city, in quest of information on this sub
ject, I was referred to Hardwick's History of the
XXXIX Articles .. I had inquired for Burnet on
the XXXIX Articles, but found the other a late
work by: a young Englishman, who died recently,
and it proved to be a purely historical statement,
just the thing I was seeking:
1. The first creed of modern times was the
Augsburg Confession adopted by Martin Luther
and his adherents in the year 1530. It is strongly
Calvinistic, ancl teaches that all unbaptized infants are lost. Nevertheless, it is the foundation
of
the later creeds of Christendom, and
·most of our XXV. Articles are taken from it.
2. The well-known creed of the Church of
England was produced in1553· It wns made in
obedience to the reigning sovereign, Queen Elizabeth and was promulgated by her authority in
rss6. A majority of its Articles, thirty-nine in
number, are taken almost literally from the
Augsburg Confession. Nineteen of them are
leveled against errors of the Romish Church.
The Seventeenth Article is as strong Calvinism
as the Augsburg Confession; but, by a happy in,consistency, many of the ministers of that church
have always been Arminian, which gave rise to
the remark of Macaulay, that the English Church
has a Calvinistic Creed, but an Arminian clergy.
It teaches the doctrine of baptismal regeneration
straight out; and by implication the damnation of
the unbaptized. This awful doctrine is still the
belief of the Roman Catholic, Lutheran and
other medieval church.es.
3· The Westminter Confession was a product
of the English Revolution of 1648, in which
Charles I. lost his crown and his head, and consequently the Established Church was overthrown as one element of monarchical governand a relic of popery. Its rites and ceremonies
and its form of Episcopal government were most
offensive to the Puritans, and, with the same ability and energy with which they overturned the
throne, they set about to destroy the National
Church. The confession does not differ from the
Thirty-Nine Articles or the Augsburg Confession in regard to Predestination and Election, but
goes a steo further in pronouncing the reprobation and .damnation of the non-elect. It is neither better nor worse on the subject. of infant
damnatii:m,only putting the ground of this horrible dogma on the basis of election and reprobation instead of infant baptism.
4· The Twenty-Five Articles of the Methodist
Church, North and South, are taken from the

all

hear the gospel."

Bro. G. J. \1\T aller wrote from No.4,
Belmont Street, Southp9rt, England,
April zgd, saying:
"I spent Sunday, April 6th, with Bro. Dewsnup and the church in Manchester, and a very
happy day it was for me and I trust all the
Saints I met there. There were three services
held during the day, and at the afternoon t~sti
mony meeting especially we were blessed with
the presence of the Holy Spirit, and one and all
seemed to enjoy those happy hours which, as a
sister expressed, passed far too quickly. 1 was
particularly pleased to see so many young men
(of the right stamp to carry on the work) interested in the welfare of the church and adding
their testimony to the truth.
"The latter day work is truly prospering in the
Manchester distriCt, and I can not express the
joy I felt in meeting once more with the Saints
of God after being separated for months from
the company of those of our faith.
«I trust that I may be able to carry tbe glad
tidings of the restored gospel to some in the
Sandwich Islands where, if my health permits, I
intend to make my home for the next few years.
"I ask your prayers and those of the Saints
that I may be blessed with health and that I may
have the strength and remain faithful to the end."

BRo. SIMON SMITH writes from St. J oseph, Missouri, March goth; "The enclosed is from the St. Joseph Herald of today; and thinking it might be interesting
to some I send it, It serves to show that
there are others besides Latter Dav Saints
who believe that God has somethi;g to do
with golden plates; but I don't' believe,
however, there is any truth in this
instance:"
A PLATE FALLS FROM HEAVEN,
A strange story is aow being circulated ln
India about a gold plate, with inscriptions upon it
in the Tamil and Telegu languages, which is
said to have fa11en from heaven. The Hindoo
Patriot has the following version of it: A plate
made of the finest gold, containing the following
inscriptions, fell from heaven and was found in
the temple grounds at Benares by the person
who saw it fall. The inscription is as follows;
"From the month of June, I89o, God Himself.
will rule as emperor of Hindoostan,
Himself in human form. From that time forward there will be justice all ov<:'r the world, and
the munis (sages)will be worshipped by the people. All the diseases of men will be cured, dogs

will walk and talk as men do, and man, whose
life is now .established at seventy years, will in
the future have it extended to one hundred and
twenty-five years.''

IT.may be a little late to put the follow.'
ing in the HERALD, but it may explain to
some why their Catholic neighbors are
not keeping the Lenten Fast;· if it be a
fact that they are not. If true the prevailing influenza has.done a wol).der~
"St. Louis, ]}fissouri, :feb. 22.-A letter from
Rome says that the congregation of the universal inquisition has issued a d<:'cree abolishing the
Lenten fast and abstinence of this year. This ls
extended to the whole world. The reason for
setting aside the Lenten obligation ls the prevailing influenza. This decree is stated to be the first
one of the kind ever issued in the history ot the
church."
THE PUBLIC DEBT~

THOSE who may be interested in the
subject of the public debt of . this country, and would like to know how the
nation is getting along in paying the debt
off can learn something from the following·, whicb is taken hy us from the Kamas
City Journal, but credited
that paper
to the Youth's Companion.
The amount of the public debt on the rst day
of January, of the present year, was a little more
than $I ,osz,ooo,ooo. This was the "net" debt,
that is, the remainder after subtracting the
nmount of the cash on hand from the total debt.
The '·gross" debt, including about $ro,ooo,ooo
of interest, was $r.o6r,ooo,ooo; but $422,ooo,ooo
of it consisted of certificates of deposit in the
treasury, of gold. silver, or greenbacks, and th~
government bad in its vaults all of these several
kinds of money so deposited, ready to redeem
any or all of the certificates if they should be
presented.
·
The treasury had also in its vaults about $r3s·
ooo,ooo cash balance that did not represent an}'
particular debt. So that if it were to redeem all
the certificates and apply the money on hand to
paying other obligations it would have left a
debt of only $r,osz,ooo,ooo.
It is well known that a large part of the debt
--nearly $347.ooo,ooo-consists ot "greenbacks,'''
on which no interest is paid. The debt "'!hich·
bears interest is about $830 ooo,ooo.
This
last mentioned sum is divided into four
classes, according to the rate of interest which
the bonds of each class bears.
One hundred and twenty-one millions draw·
4Yz per cent int<:'rest, $63o;ooo ooo are at 4 per
cent, $r4 ooo,ooo, at 3 per cent, and $6s,ooo,ooo
are bonds issued to the Pacific railroad companies
and bear 6 per cent interest.
The annual interest upon the public debt as it
stood on January rst, 1890, was a very little less
than $35,ooo,ooo. This is the sum which represents the "burd<en" of the debt--since it is that
which has to be paid by taxation every year.
France pays every year for int<:'rest on its debt
the sum of $zs8,ooo ooo; Great Britain, $I30 ooo,
ooo; Austria and Hungary, $rz6,ooo,ooo; Italy,
$roo ooo ooo; Ruscia, nearly $2Zo,ooo,oo0 , and
even Spain pays $56,ooo ooo.
The public debt of the German empire is small,.
but that of the states of Germany is more consid·
erable.
Prussia alone pays $44.ooo,ooo interest
every year.
And Canada, with one-twelfth of
the population of this country, pays more than
$w,ooo.ooo a year.
The progress that has been made in paying off
the United States debt can be seen most clearly
if we make a comparison with a period some
years distant. On the first of July, 1879 ten and
n half years ago, the net debt was $2,027 ooo,ooo.
The principal of the debt, it will be seen, has been
almost half paid off in ten years.
In r879 the debt which bore interest exceeded
$r,9oo,ooo,ooo, and we discover that much more
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than one-half of it has been paid.
Moreover,
the rate of interest was then so much hi2:her than
iUs now that in the fiscal year I879-r88o the interest paid on the debt was but little short of $96,
ooo,ooo, or almost three times as much as it will
be this year.
At present the rate at which the debt is extinguished is slower than it has been in the nast, for
the reason that the government is forced to buy
its own obligations at a premium, because they
are not due. No bonds are redeemable until Septt;mber, r89r, when the 4.% per cents may be paid
off.
·
"
The holders of these bonds do not wish to be
p:aid, and will part with the bonds only at a price
above par. There is a comparatively small
amount of this class of bonds-only $rzi,ooo,ooo
-'-and when they have been bonghtor paid, it will
b~ necessary to begin buying at a premium the
4,per cen~s. which can not be called in for payment uniil 1907.
·
:The public debt long ago ceased to be a burden
that could be felt by the people.
The tax upon
tobacco alone is sufficient to meet the interest upon it.
-

A NUT for "ye elders" of the church is
given below. Bro. Isaac Sheen once ad"anced the opinion that the April session
of conference was held on Christ's birthday:
"WHEN WAS CHRIST BORN?
"IT. WAS CERTAINLY NOT LATER THAN APRIL,
750, A. U. C.

"The Bible does not tell us the year, savs the
J:irew York Christian Advocate. The books of
our day say that he was born four years ,before
the .Christian era. But the Christian era is supposed to begin with the birth of Christ. We
~Hould take .tim"' enough to make the matter
clf,'ar to the scHolars, so tHat they 111ay not have
any lingering doubt as to tHe truthtfulness of th~
iecon:t
~"E'or the first ,r;oo years Christians followed
tHe custo111s of tHe countries where they lived
and marked time by olympiads or emperors, by
.the consular, the Dioc!etian, the Macedonian,
tHe. Byza11tine, or by any of the :eras in vogue.
llutabout the middle of the sixth century (540 A.
n), a learned monk by the name of Dionysius
(called Exignus the Little either out of humanity
or because. he was sma'll) urged the idea that the
J?i,rth of J esqs was the central point of history and
t~at it should b~ the beginning of our modern
chronology, Hts pla11 was approved and tne
· C,hurch of'Rome was. in position to have it carri¢\lput, and. the. European nations soon accepted
wha.t is known as the Pior,ysian or vulgar cera. The
idea was a good one, but he did not have the date
to settle the important question of tHe year of our
L;ord's birtH.. .He unfortunately located it in the
year 754 A.u, c. _We now have means of set,
tling such questions that they know nothing
al;Jout.
"This err6r .. has been knO\'W for a long time,
p11t it has-not been possible to change our present
'!'!(Ckoning; FurtHermore, tHere has not been a
~u.hstantlal agreement among the authorities as to
the ex.act year. of Christ's birth, as th~re are de' f¢nders for every year from 747. to 753 A. u. c.
~ut atriovg pur best . American and English
; writers ther.e is manifest disposition to accept the
~~ndus!ons: of Andrews, who. bas studied the
!}pestion wit!:! .great care. He says that Jesus
; 1Ya,s. born grob,ably not later than January, and
s~relynot later.tHan April, 750 A. u. c:, which
"fO\lld make the present year r894-"
THE USE QF LEMONS.
. ' ~emons are on.e of the most usefu 1fruits of our
<Jo.mestic econ 0 my.
.·
. ·••··• T,he juice of half a lemon in a glass of water,
· · ,:wil:l!lout s.ugar, will frequently ~;ure a ,~lick Head•acHe.
,
· I:! the hands be starned tHere is nothing that
r.emov:e tl:lestain better than le.mo:n and salt.
tHe j\lice has been squeezed from the.lem. · retl.).se can be used for this purpose.

Lemon juice is also a good remedy for rheu·
matism and 'the so-called biliousness of spring.
In the. latter case tHe juice should be taken before
breD.kfast. The pulp may also be eaten, avoiding
every particle of skin.
Lemon juice and sugar, mixed very thick, are
useful to relieve coughs and sore throats. It
mm;t be very ,acid as well as sweet.
Lemonade is not only .a luxury, but exceedingly wholeson1e.
It is a good temperance drink.

-Sel.

lC:OITJllD BY SIS'fEJt "FRANCES."

"Who hates, hates thee, who loves becomes
Therein to thee allied;
All sweet accords of hearts and homo.s
In thee are multiplied.
Deep''strike thy roots, 0 heavenly Vine,
Within-our earthly sod,
Most human and yet most divine
The flower of man and God!"

CORRESPONDENCE.
BY request of the parties we give place this
week to quite a lengthy letter, written to Sr.
Kuykendall, and her reply will appear next week.
There is one point in this letter to whicH we
want to call the special attention of those who
read it; because it is one the ·force of whicH we
have long felt, and coming as it does from one
whose letter seemingly indicates .honesty of
motive and a desire to know tHe trutH, it should
cause eacH one who Has embra.ced this work to
stop and think. We refer to the fact, that after
all other arguments have failed to convince, tHe
power of example will be appealed to. My Bible
Had taught me to judge by the fruits-and I said,
I will watch, wait and see. The Latter Day
Saints profess my Bible's doctrine. They profess to Have gifts and powers no other cHurcH I
have known has; I will judge them by their
fruits. This is the last refuge of entrencHment
for those wHo are resisting the gospel, and while
it will never justify them in the day of final accounts, will the failure upon our part. to "Let
your light so shine before men that others seeing
your good works may glorify your Father who is
in heaveil'' not bring to tlS condemnation? In
or(ier to enjoy tHe gifts and blessil)gs of God we
must _live, not only a life above reproach, but a.
life. which is hid with Christ in God. As this
writer has remarked, we· profess a little more
th:m any oth~r cHurch in existence, and from
this it naturally follows that a little more will be
expected,of us.' In the words of· anothet;, "It is
not enougH tHat we are a~ good as our'neighbors,
we must be a Jlttl~ better,-not as the self-rigHteou.s Christians, but in prayer, .humanity and
good works."
Truth is moving with mighty, majestic and
rapid strides through the earth, and God is calling
upon those who. have been warned to" warn their
'neighbors, and as we have seen, when they are
warned they turn upon us Closely scrutinizing
looks and demand that our faith ~tnd works 'shall
agree. We havt> no ne.ed to conc(;!rn ourselves
in regard to t'he doctrine. The gospelo£ the Son
of God is as Mr. G:ladstqne hasaptly 11amed it,
''The Impregn~tble Rock." But there is. that in
which each . one of us is con~erned, namely: Is
my life from (:jay to d·ay a vindication and defense of this gospel? Oh! ~hat a 'power there is
in example; and while ~he cry is being sent to
the ministers, let your motto be; "0 11ward'as

well as upward," let us not forget that· though
the elders may preach as men having authority
and the Spirit bless .the word spoken; tHough
tHey may lay every reasonable sacrifice upon the
altar of love to God, they may yet need the
power, tHe mighty power of a godly life in tHe
membership of t4e church, to strengthen their
hands and confirm their labors.
"By their fruits ye shall know them." The
world.to-day is, as it were, reeling to ancf fro and
men dislodged from old places of refuge are
seeking amid the commotion and upheaval for
standing room which ·has a solid foundation.
May God bless tohe church to let her light sHine,
and each member to be true to his trust.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. T. E. Case of Mendocino, Cal., ask,s you to
plead witH God that he will increase her faith
and restore Her he~tlth, if it be his holy ~ill.
]3ro. E. A. Pratt, of Denver, Col., earnestly
entreats your prayers that God will enable him
to Jay hold of his promiJes with faith. He desires to be restored to health that he may preacH
the gospel of Christ, but feels that if he does not
obtain help from God His desires will be:in v~ln.
Sr. Fredericke Schubel, Forestville, Michigan,
asks the prayers of the Union for her daughter,
Mrs. Emma Ross, who is -insane.
Bro. Kuykendall, president of tl>e "Oak Island
branch,'' Texas, requests the faith and prayers ~f
the "Union" and of all who love this latter day
work, in behalf of a Spanish man, a Bap'tist, who
is investigating the work arid very earn~stly desires to understand it. He has been a preacher
of tHe MetHodist ChurcH, but was not satisfied
with his baptism. He believes that he has found
the trutH and that he is called to open: up the
gospel to his own nation, and himself desires the
prayers of the church. In his eagernesso to learn
He seeks them night and day.
Bro. Wildermu.th requests your · f~!th and
prayers in behalf of his wife~ known by ~er writings to very many, as "Pearla Wild." · :=;he is a
very g1;eat sufferer and has been for threeimonths.
Surely the little Hopes whp read this will pray
for Her.
Also, Sr. Bennett, of Oak Island, Texas, requests yqur faith and prayers. She is a very
great sufferer and a worthy Saint.
0

0

January 21st.
Dear De'll:--I received a Jetter from you a few
days ago and would have replied right away, if I
could hav~ done so; but my time is so :taken up
at present. tHat I do not Have five minutes a day
that I can call my own and expect not'. to be interrupted, Rest assured. I am still yojlr friend
and not likely to give you up becausd of your
faith. You Have not displeased me in the least.
If you felt it your duty to write to me a~ you did,
I think you were wise .to do so for ~troubled
conscience is a heavy burden, and onfy foolish
ones will bear it.
I believe you Havel a sincere
friendshipfo~ me and have.had ever'~ince you
were a young. girl, an'a 'l oelieve your motives
for writing to .me on the subject you ldid were
pure arrd good, I do not intend .to be qispleased
wl.tn you about your faith or what you 'say to me
aboqt it, · Reason with me as much as youplel!se
and I know you will allow me the samc'privilege.
Now, dear friend, we under&tand each other. I
allow you to speakplainlyto me witho\lt offense
On a I)Ubject .that has be~n .fought ao~utand ..over
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which more blood has been shed than any other
on this earth since it has been inhabited by man,
kind. Now I will begin my talk to you in love,
sincerity and pacific feeling, and you are going
to listen and I hope approve.
The subject of religion has occupied my
thoughts almost entirely ever since I was a little
child of seven years. It began at that time and I
hungered and sought after the truth. I had no
peace of heart or mind.
Childhood and youth
passed away and still I was troubled. At last
despair seized hold of me and I gave up the struggle. "I know there is a God, and that he is good,"
I said to myself, "and Jet my fate be what it will
I know he will mete out justice and mercy."
Then it was that peace came to me, then I rested.
First one truth then another seemed to come to
me, as the days came and were gone. Now you
believe the rays of heavenly light shine brightly
forth upon your espoused church, your chosen
doctrine, and yet mayhap there may be some
niche or corner where a gleam of light could dispel darkness.
And what think you should the
Lord send you some truth by me? I can truly
say I was once interested in hearing discourses
from your church. I was seeking the truth, I
did not care where it came from. I had been
bitterly disappointed in all I had seen or known
of churches. I had failed to find such a body of
believers as mv Bible had described to me. The
doctrine I hea~d preached by Mr. Bays who called himself a Latter Day Saint preacher, was all
in accordance with my cherished Bible. I listened
to it gladly and was much interested, but when
my interest had mounted up to its greatest height,
when I was almost persuaded that I had at last
found a true, living, active church, was almost
ready· to cast my own Jot in with them, then I
heard of the Mormon Bible and Joseph Smith!
Dell, I tell you the truth, I could not swallow
them; my throat was not nig-h big enough. What
did I want with another Bible? Is not the child
satisfied with its mother who has borne it, nourished and cherished it? I felt my bible to be a
priceless jewel with which no other one- could
compare, much less surpass. How could I have
any faith in a man like Joseph Smith? Was not
Jesus our blessed Redeemer sufficient for me, and
his teachings enough? I was not sent from home,
as some supposed, to prevent my joining the
Latter Day Saints. I went of my own free will,
had planned to go before any preaching was ever
heard or expected from the Latter Day Saints.
Charlie got the Mormon Bible before I went,
and I could have read it if Mr. S. had not borrowed it. There was no force .used to keep me
from the church.
My Bible had taught me to
judge by the fruits, and I said, ''I will watch,
wait and see.
The Latter Day Saints profess
my Bible's doctrine. They profess to have gifts
and powers no other church I have known ·have,
I will judge them by their fruits." Now, dear
Dell, I have not heard that your church has done
any better than other churches. I don't say they
have not done well and much good. I know not
and car, not judge. My Bible tells me the same
Spirit manifests itself in many ways and forms.
I doubt not there are many true Christians in all
churches professing faith in Jesus Christ, but I
can not believe that the Latter Day Saints' church
is the only true one, the only one having a pure
faith and sound doctrine, the on! y one possessing
Almighty God's entire approval.
Too many
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facts stare me.in the face to the contrary. His·
tory tells us of many true followers of our bless-.
ed Lord who lived, labored, suffered and died for
His sake; whose labors too were abu~dantly
blessed by him. ·some were called Baptists,
some Methodists,. others Catholics, and many
other names were they called, but·Christ knew
each one by his own blessed name, "Christian."
A noble a~my of martyrs who obtained a full salvation. To be a Christian constitutes the same
thing, it matters not what name man gives you,
or what particular forms or ceremonies are used
if Christ has given you life and you know it, lf
you can feel your vitality coming from him,
why, you are alive and not dead.
Hi~ Spirit,
that is in you, will enable you to do his wilL
How forcibly he lllustrates it in his words about
the vine and its branches.
I doubt onot, dear
friend, but that we are very near in our faith; it
is only the entanglement of forms and ceremonies that separates us, things that have no saving
power in them. I verily believe, Dell, that yoB
could have been as good a Christian lf you had
never heard of a Latter Day Saints' church.
I am very sorry that you or yours ever had
any desire to join them. I think you could have
done just as well in the Methodist chureh. I can
not see that any one is particularly helped by
joining any church, Christ is our life, we must
abide in him if we would live, and he alone can
enabJe us to live as we should.
My Bible tells
me that Christ is the beglning and the ending,
the all and in all, the sum total of the Christian's
faith.
Loving him with all the might of our
being and your neighbor as yourself makes you
that you are neither barren or unfruitful. If professing Christians would love more, and think
less of forms and ceremonies, the world and individuals would be better off. It is like spending
one's time hunting in the dust of earth for bright
eolored stones, when we might have a glorious
jewel in our breasts if we would look above! I have
said my say. I hope you wlll not be offended.
I have no objection to reading anything you may
send me. I will try to look out all those references you sent me.
I expect-! believe I am
familiar with every one of them.
Did I ever
thank you for your little Mary's picture? It is a
sweet one; I like it very much. The Lord has
given. me a very sweet little girl baby.
She is
the fattest little thing, and grows so fast! She is
a good deal larger than Jackson was. I am proud
and happy in my children, but I would 1·ather
the Lord would take them now., than see them
live and not love their Savior.
Write again
when you can. Ido not go any where to see
my friends, and so I can appreciate a letter from
them. I hope this will find you and family well.
With love, I am as ever, your friend,
MARY.
BosToN, Mass., March 3oth.
Dear Sister Walker:-On May 28th, r889 the
sisters of the Boston branch met and organized a
Prayer Union of se~en members. Officers at
that time: President, Sr. Clara Bradt; vice-president, Sr. Martha Bowers; secretary, Sr. Gertrude E. Cole. Since then seven more have been
added. We have enjoved many profitable seasons waiting upon the Lord in behalf of others,
and he has met with us by his Spirit and spoken
words of comfort and cheer. W!e have met with
some discouragernents, yet the promise, "Where

two or three have met in my name," has been
verified every time. We are not disheartened,
however, because so few see their privilege in·
this direction. We believe that the Lord will in
due ti.me add many more to our number if we
are faithful. "The effectual, fervent prayer of
the righteous availeth much."
Respectfully yours,
M. c. W:HILTON.
HITCHCOCK, S. Dak., April 12th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Colmim :-Thin king
some one might want to hear from one of tl].e ,
lonely ones I will endeavor to pen a few lines,
asking God to guide my thoughts aright. I am
alone in the faith with no Saints near to comfort
or cheer me in the hours of trouble. I live away
where the gospel has never been preached, . I
sent to the Herald Office and got the Book of
Mormon and have read it through aild lent it to
my neighbor friends to read. I will send for the
Doctrine· and Covenants for my soul is hungering to be fed with his gospel. If I can not hear
his gospel preached 1 will send for the books to
obtain knowledge, for I wish to live a Saint's life
if I am deprived of hearing the gospel. I can re·
joice when I read the Home Column (which I
get from a sister in the east) in the work being
done in and around Lexington, the land of my
birth.
I pray that God may speed his work,
Truly the harvest is plenteous and the laborers
are few. I ask your prayers that I may be faithful to the end. Your sister in the faith,
MARY A. KING.
P, S. I would like to hear from some of the
Saints near Beadle Co., South Dakota, for haply
I might meet with them,
CHAMPION, Neb., April 7th.
Dear Sister ':frances:- We have no branch of
the church here, but hope we w!ll have one bee
fore long. Bro. Payne and papa have been hold-.
ing meetings out in the western part of Chase
county and baptized three.·· I hope and pray for
them that they may hold out faithful to the end,
I trust they will have a good time to conference.
I would like so much to be there with the Saints.
I hope the time will come when the Saints will
all be together. I have three brothers and one
sister belonging to the church. I have one sister
who does not belong, but I hope she will before
long. We take the Herald but do not take the
Hope. I would like to take the Hope so much, but
have not the money.
Yours respectfully,
JENNIE M. LYTLE.
ELVASTON, Ills., April.
Dear Sisters:- I have not taken the Herald
since x885. I had the old ones in the house and
this winter I read them all over, and I find so
much comfort in reading the lett~rs from the
sisters in Christ that I have become a subscriber
again. I know this is the true gospel. I have
seen the sick healed and have been healed myself, and I know it is the work of the Lord, and
the only way we can obtain eternal life, yet I do
so little to help the work along. My prayer is
that I may live every day a Christian, and that
I may beat all the trials and persecutions that I
have to contend with.
We have not had any preaching here for a
year. I have not heard the pure gospel preached
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since conference at Rock Creek last September,
I hope the time will come when it will be more
favorable here for the preaching of the gospel. I
am trying, with God's help, to do the best I can
and live near my Redeemer. Pray for me that I
may ever be found ready to hold up the gospel
and at last be saved in God's k!ngdon and receive
eternal life.
Your sister,
E. A. DENDALL.
TAYLORVILLE, Pa., April roth.
Dear Sisters oj tke Home Cobnmn:-To me it
is very gratifying that you are taking such interest In the spread of the work of our Lord and
Master. I can truly say that I have received a
testimony by being obedient to the gospel. I
obeyed when very young, and hope and pray that
I may always live humble, that I may receive
the promises that are waiting the Saints of the
Most High.
I am the mother of five children, and I feel the
force and pressure of the obligation that I am
under of being upright and honest in whatever
I maysay or do, in order to impress the 'truth
upon their young minds, so that I may be able
to gather them all into the fold. It would grieve
me to see one of them go astray.
The Saints here are scattered so we can not
meet very often, but when we do meet the Lord
meets with us. We intend to go to Independence in the near future, so that we can learn
more clearly the ways of the Lord. Sisters,
pray for me that I may ever be found faithful.
Your sister in the faith,
ELIZABETH A. EvANs.

EPSOM, Indiana, April 9th.
Editor's Herald:-I have come out of "Mystery Babylon" to commune with God's people,
the despised "Mormons."
My wife and I were baptized last Sunday· We
feel that we are only children-infant ch!ldrenip the' church, and are aware of our ·great needs,
and the many temptations on ~ither hand; for undoubtedly, prejudice, and the orposing power is
great in this vicinity.
We are also aware that
we must have help, and that is from God, the
giver Qf every' good and precious gift. We realize too, that we. should. "add to our faith virtue,
and to virtue knowledge, and. to knowledge temperance," &c., going on to perfection, ahd that
God !)lOt only works directly, but indirectly
through his authorized agents. Therefore we
cordially invite, and would deem it a favor to
have any of the traveling ministry vi~.it us. Not
only us, but other members of the church, and
still others, within whose breasts B.ro. Daniel
has, .though working under many difficulties,
been sowing the seed of truth.
0, could Bro. Daniel have stayed with us! But
here, he was obliged to work hard physically, for
support. Manual labor In the day and brain
work at night seems rather fatiguing, but the Jove
of souJs bigs him work and he lifts his voice in
their behalf and the Master's cause whenever op:
portunity permits.
Could he have stayed and
finished the work already begun, stayed and rode
down. envy, prejudice and popular opinion, stayed
andbrought into the fold those who weretaking
"the last .farewell look at the dazzling splendor

and gaiety of the proud proud world it were well.
But, Bro. Daniel if not now, will shortly be with
Union branch, Jefferson county, and may God
have in store fo'r him better things in the coming
future than in the past year is my prayer.
Would be glad to see Bro. Baggerly once more,
but are not very partial and will accept any of
God's servants wiih kindness and gladness of
heart.
If any of the elders come, we wish them to inform us of their coming. Write to D. 0. Stites,
Plainville, or to the write!. If any are passing,
or from any cause should come without our
knowledge, our nearest R. R. station ls Plain·
ville, where they can inquire.
In gospel bonds,
THOMAS L. STRANGE.
KILMANAGH, Mich., May ISt.
Editors Herald :-As the great work of God is
rolling along and winning its way to the nations
of the earth, my heart is led to rejoice and glorify God in my spirit to know that it is his work,
and that all-the powers of earth and hell combined can not overthrow it. Although the wise
and learned. of the day are trying their best to
tear it down, yet when a man whom God hath
chosen stands up with the word of God and the
Spirit to direct him, their wisdom is soon
brought to naught and the glorious gospel of the
Son of God shines brighter and brighter, and the
honest in heart are Jed to glorify our heavenly
Father.
Brethren, I know this work is of God, and
sooner would I lay down my life than deny his
work or his power. I want to advance in the
great and marvelous .work, and my prayer to
God is· that we may all arise in the strength of
Israel's God, shake off the coals from our garments and everything that would seem to hin·
der the advancement of God's work. Sometimes
Saints get cold and indifferent and do not seem
to care anything for the work, but rather care
for the pleasures of !He. Oh, dear brethren, all
who see these few lines; I hope none of us will
have to take the prophecy .of inspired, Paul, men
shall be "l~vers of pleasure more than lovers of
God," home to ourselves. God forbid; but let
us be wise and watchful for the coming of the
Lord, and be ready to enter into the 1:!\arriage
supper of the Lamb.
F. C SMITH.
SPRINGDALE, Ark., April 27th.
Editors.Herald :--As another annual conference
Is over and the army of the Lord is sent forth to'
fight the battle for truth my heart is made tore-·
joice at the gloriol.JS prospects in the future as
well as in the grand success of the past. Thirtyseven years ago the 6th instant a. little band of
devoted Saints met at Zarahemla, Wisconsin,
and in obedience to the instructions of the Spirit,
proceeded to organize themselves after "thepattern" preparatory to the coming forth of the
prophet whom God in his own due time would
raise up to Jead his people and set in order his.
church.
Ah, well does the writer remember
th.at memorable night during that conference,
when we ·au met in solemn prayer and fasting-when the recording angel was present .~and was
seen by several in the room.
Dear Saints, I
thank God· that T have lived to see many of the
predictions anq promises which were made that
night fulfilled. I tell you it gives me courage to
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still put my shoulder to the wheel and push forward, for the Lord is at the helm.
May the
Lord bless his messengers of peace;
Looking over the list of appointments ·made
at the recent conference, I see the name of E. M.
Wildermuth to Arkansas as circumstances permit.
Does this mean that I am to struggle alone again
another year, unassisted by the general churchprovide for my own family and preach the gospel? If so, I bow the neck and receive the yoke.
I am somewhat in years, but my body is strong.
I am not superannuated; I can climb the hills
and mountains with my satchel on. my back. I
will do all I can by the help of the Master, but I
fear I shall do but little preaching until I find
some work and earn something to help my fami·
ly keep the woif from the door.
1 wish to express through the Herald my sincere gratitude to those dear, kind Saints who sent
me substantial assiStance during the last conference year.
I feel sure that God will bless you
for thus helping one of his servants. I hope to
ever deserve the confidence and respect of my
brethren in Christ.
I believe Bro. E. C. Briggs and your humble
servant are all the elders of the "charter members" of the Reorganization that are left who are
actively engaged in the ministry:
I wonder
whether we will survive to see the children of
Israel (latter day Israel) get through the wilderness, (the redemption of the land ()f Zion), and
see the promised land (the city of Zion)?
I shall ever strive to work with all my might.
Such a vast field of labor as I see before me; so
many places open for preaching in this vast region, and I sent out to struggle alohe!. May the
Lord of the harvest help me to try to thrust in
my sickle and reap manfully, and with courage
and without fear. Brethren and sisters, pray for
me. Your colaborer and brother in.Chdst,
ELI M. WILDERMUTH.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.,'Apri126th ..
Editors Herald:-'-I often feel grieved over my
slow progress in attaining to that degree of righteousness that is our privilege of gaining, but I
have advanced and can t~stify of. the power of
the gospel in a spiritual way as weJl as physical.
We are surrounded by and there are constantly
recurring evidences of the divinity of the latter
day work; and notwithstanding this, how often
are we grieved over the physical deformities and
afflictions of God's children, both of those near
by and those who from afar make known. their
affilctigns and ask the prayers of their brethren
through the Herald. We find ourselves sometimes l).lmost questioning the wisdom of our Creator in withholding the long sought and oft petitioned for relief. Yet we know not one outpouring of the soul in honest prayer was ever
made that has not, or will not receive due consideration from. the Lord; but H;e
never,
through His great goodness, merl:y and power,
grant our desires which might interfere with·
plans. for our benefit or the generljl good of .any
of his creatures. 'Tis ~true it is redorded that the
afflicted were once restored arid sick heaJed whq
were simply covered by the shadow of God's
ministering servants, and the time will come
again in the hear future in which he will endow
his servants with mighty power. He does not
withhold because faith is lacking in ·his people,
nor because his covenanted people are not' as

will
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our large district entirely
misrlo·ht.~m•~ as 'they might be, hut for a very wise
sionary labor. I presume my reporf of labor for
himself; and if we reave our cause
"ith him, tru~ting his wisdom and love, we shall ·the past. year failed to reach the conference. , I
opened up many new places, and· have many alin .no way losb our reward.
The.table is spread, the feast prepared, and , most. persuailed to obey who ought to be visited
again soon, or much labor
be rendered ininvitations have been sent out, and are. being
effectual. Tbaptized twelve. I go to-day to atsent out, that ,all who wlll come, may come; and
tend our district conference at Angola, fifty miles
all that were or will be lnv.ited who do not. acdistant; and as the.conference did not appoint
cept will hav~ had ah opportunity to refuse.
me a mission, I shall be compelled to return home
There is yet room and guests must be supplied.
It is now the Lord will clothe his servants with . and labor for "the bread that perisheth" to avoid
being one of those whom the apostle classes as
power by· whfch ·he will force, or compel·· guests
"worsethan an infidel."
by the n1iracti1ous and wonderful healing of the
Yours in the ope faith,
maimed, the 'blind and the halt. Many of those
D. s. CRAWLEY.
thus healed, and others by this exhibition of power 'will enter Into the feast attracted by the good
things to be enjoyed. Now there is something
GALLEY JuNCTION, Wis., April 24th.
required very, very essential. when once a guest
Editors Herald:-Not seeing anything in your
of the Lord's feast, and that is, all must put on
,columns about the work in this part, I will enthe '!l'edding garment. But as it always ha~ been
deavor to inform you a little about it.
I have
it always win be, those who accept these bounties
been a member of the church about a year,. and
through a selflsh motive will fail to adorn·them;
have been working in the pine woods this winselves properly. So we can readily see at least
ter. A tree tell on me and bmke my left leg and
one reason why the Lord has not allowed .such
injured my right arm so I have no use of it yet.
miraculous power to be exercised. In case it
I have to write with my left hand,
I was hurt
was so, the ranks of the church would be crowdMarch the 22d 1 and am not up yet, but the Lord
ed by a majority who would seek no other good
has been merciful to me, for I have not suffered
than physical and temporal blessings to themmuch pain, have rested easy and contented, putselves, thus throwing up a barrier which woulil
ting my trust in God, and I feel like praising his
impede the spiritual progress of the church, and
high and holy name that my life was spared, for
greatly interfere with the possibility of reaching
it was a narrow escape.
many souls by loving influence, and logical reasWe have commenced to build a church here,
oning. Fm.: the later object we ought to regard
but being poor in this world's goods we will have
the purity and righteousness of God's kingdom
to suspend it for a while unless assisted from oth·
the first object of our lives; if we do, we will
er parts.
My father has a large family and my
with patience and· grace endure all forms of afbeing his only help it is a hard blow. I feel as
fliction and trouble. It has a! ways been so with
though the Saints ought to aid and assist in such
the Saints of God. Upon the pages of church
case•. God requires us to help the helpless poor.
history' are recorded scores of incidents where
This Evergreen branch is in a prosperous condiyears of affliCtion of body and the loss of earthly
tion. We have good prayer meetings and Sunstores, of being beaten and driven by enemies,
day-school.
One was added to this branch by
bodies burned alive, feet roasted, limbs torn from
baptism.
their bodies,· for the reason that light had peneI desire the Saints to pray for me that I may
trated their souls and planted in their minds a
have the right use of my limbs again.
firm faith in the truth of the gospel of the Son
MARION HANCOCK.
of God, which faith once gained is sustained by
the grace of God, and though they are assailed by
CoLDWATER. Mich., April 8th.
all the instruments of torture, or bodies subjected
Editors Herald:-The work in this angle of
to the severest affliction, they are willing to renthe vin yard moves steadily onward.
der up their Jives with the song upon their lips,
On Sunday, March 30th, after the morning
"Prnise God from whom all blessings flow;"
service I had the privilege of baptizing five in
rejoicing that they can for rig-hteousness sake
the waters of Coldwater River, a partial result of
suffer as their great example. And as he truly
our labors since January rst, 1890. Quite anum·
is our example in all things, how can we escape
ber are believing and their obedience is only a
suffering? H we suffer and endure faithfully and
question of time. We remember only two evenpatiently we shall be like him, which condition
hgs of retiring before I2 o'clock since Christwill be necesMry that we may know him when
mas, so constantly engaged in some department
he comes; £or he says, if you are like me you
of the Lord's work, the good Saints standing by
will know me.
Will you know him, brother?
us, aiding in each enterprise with faith, prayers
Wit! you know him, sis,ter? Let us prepare to
and meam. Thanks to Bro. and Sr. Whaley
meet him. Your brother in the Lord,
for their parental care and comfortable home
MARTINS. FRICK.
tendered us while endeavoring to make our
faith and people honorable among the borders.
\VEIR, Kan., May rst.
And while we now and ever will feel our
Editors Herald:--Aithongh I much regret inindebtedness to them and all other good Saints
ability to attend conference, I continued my lawe look forward to the time of heavenly recombor in the field, and had the pleasure of baptizing
pense "at the resurrection of the juse' ones.
five more into the fold on .last Sunday. Brn.
During our efforts at these new points a reading
\Varren Peak and John Arthur Davis have
of the Scriptures and investigation of the gospel
preached in the same settlement since, and I
were precipitated, almost without a parallel.
preached there last night and several more are
The result will be for God's glory, evidently. I
nearly persuaded. I am very sorry that both of
conducted a class in music, also a concert, to
those brethren are to depart soon to distant fields
create a fund for the purpose ol placing an
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in the Saints'.Chapel. April 3d 'our con·
cert was rendered. A grand success throug])out,
to the satisfaction· oi more than one Saint. It·
required a dint of effort to bring it abqut, but it
was compensatory .. A twenty dqllarhouse greeted us. For the benefit of those soliciting programme we here present it and save time and expense:
PRO.GRAMME.
Song Sacra-"Glory, Glory, 'Glory." Invocation-Elder B. Corless. Quartet-"Christian,
the Morn Breaks." Declamation-"Story of Revolutionary Times." Quartet·-:"Swi•sland, Swissland." Dialogue-"Miss Lighthead in the
Country.".· Quartet-"Up the Steep the Morn is
Bounding.'' Declathation- ••The Gambler's
Wife." Violin solo, organ accompaniment--"The
Wrecker's Daughter." Quartet-"Far Away, Far
a way." Dialogue-"The Bewitched Music Box."
Anthem, sextet"-" I was Glad when they Said Unto
me." Declamation-" Found Dead!' Violin solo
and chorus---"Amoritta." Diaiogue--"The Virtues·" Quartet--"Away, Away, The Track is
White." Violin solo--"Ella Overture," "Soupds o£
the Summer Night." Dialog·ue--"Flower of the
Family." Duet--" Look Me in the· Eye, Johnnie." Violin solo -- "Chicago Quicksteps."
Quartet--"Song of the Skaters.'' Dialogue-"The Church Scandal." Violin solo-"Pink
Eye." Reading of first thirteen verses of Matthew twenty-fifth chapter. Cantata- "Ten
Virgins." Anthem:....."Joy to the World the
Lord is Come.''
The "Cantata" especially was very effective.
Many in the auience wept. We have been solicited to repeat it and we shall, with twiCe the"
result, if weather is favorable. So all goes lovely.
Yours for the right and conflict,
S. W. L SCOTT.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
\heir own views. Contributions solicited.

ARTICLES

TESTIMONY OF E. W. NUNLEY.

I wAs born May 7th, 1846, in the middle
division of the state of Tennessee, in a section where at that time schools were very
few and limited, consequently my opportunities for an education were very limited,
and my education was and still is limited.
My chief book of study was the New Testament Scriptures which I took as a rule
of faith and practice almost entirely.
My mother was a member of !olt}:tl~Mis
sionary Baptist Church befcre I was born,
but my father never made any profession
of religion, and I was left entirely to myself to form my own creed in religious
matters.
I never attended any church service
from the time I was a little boy until I
was quite g-rown, but I often prayed and
s0ught for pardon for my sins in the way
I thoug-ht they could be pardoned by the
good Lord.
Some times I felt tolerably
well, ancl ag-ain very bad. Finally when
I arrived to manhood, or nearly so, I attended a series of protracted meetings held ,
by Baptists :mil Methodists, and I became
very deeply interested in religious matters,
especially in. my own case, so I endeavored
to obtain salvation upon the terms which
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they taught, yet I never went to what was
called the "mourner's .bench" as a seeker
of salvation, but I went to the woods or
brush and prayed and agonized and tried
to work myself into the condition which
I understood that all others of the Methodi~ts and Baptists did before they were
converted or got religion as it was called,
vet I never could get into that supposed
condition. But whil,;~) I was doing· the best
I could with the lig1'it I had or could get
under the circumstances, God blessed me
with a great blessing ·spiritually. Oh!
what light burst into my soul, and what
love to God and his righteousness and people! I spent days in peace and happiness,
and it seemed to me I never would see any
more trouble. But I was mistaken. I afterward found myself in great trouble, for
the Spirit was withdrawn from me, altogether it seemed, but it was not so; for I
discovered my own sinfulness in my body;
and oh! how I wanted to be entirely free
from sin!
I strove to get rid of sin altogether, and it seemed to me the more I
strove against it and the adversary of
righteousness, the more corrupt I found
myself to be. To avoid evil thoughts I
could not. While I was in that condition
I had a dream or vision, and in it I saw
myself ascenrling up toward heaven in a
bodylike fire and .then noticed myself going from where I then was in a southern
direction.
I traveled for some distance
and then returned to the same place where
I was when I had the revelation, and then
saw myself traveling in a westward direc~
tion, and I traveled much brther than I
did in a southern direction and at the end
of my traveling in a westward direction
it see'ined I came to a place where I found
light as bright as noon--day. All the way,
-from the time I had the dream, my way
had seemed dark. Soon after I had this
manifestation I joined the Baptist Church,
and riot long. after I felt that I ought to
preach, but, I did not want to, speaking
after the manner of men, and so I strove
against it;
But I could not get rid of it,
and finally consented to try.
I was
licensedto preach, and it was not long before .I was ordained an elder, and soon after I was .called to take charge of my home
church as Pastor, which contained about
one hundre~ members. After this, three
other churches, averaging about on~ hundred m.embe:;rs each, and I continued to
preach to them until I left the state (Tennessee) which was in tbeyear I88I, when
!came to Texas. I stqppeda short time
~n R<>,bertson cpunty, and then moved to
Brazos co~nty. Soon ~fterT came to Texas I was called by three Baptist churches
as their Pastor. These churches had about
seventy~five members each, and then I
was called by another, which made four,
•.. and I served them as. Pastor until r886, in
(; 4\.pril, ~hich rrwde.about fiftesn years that
· I served Baptist .churches as Pastor,. arid
~ did..the best I knew. The good Lord
••. blessed. me in ~)' labors and those. I
··.
preached. to-no questio!l yvith I1le about
· ·. that-'-:"'cfor HWhere little is given, little is re. qui red; af1d· where· much is given, much
is req J,li red." .·
· ButGod designed that
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the gospel in its fulness, and so Elders If I am asked how I know it, my answer
Heman C. Smith. and I. N. Roberts were is, because the Holy Scriptures teach it is,
preaching about twelve miles from where history teaches it is, and, above all, I have
I lived, and Brn. Roberts and S. R. Hay had it revealed to me by the Holy Spirit
came to my house and we had a talk and that the work I am now engaged in is of
God.
they held some meetings in one of my
I was soon ordained an Elder 'lfter comchurches and I attended them.
ing into the church by Bro. I. N. Robert~
I learned from one of the Baptist brethren that a man was preaching where he and have beeh preaching ever since then
was teaching school . and was a very able the gospel in its fulness, according to the
It was Heman C. Smith, and ability which I have had, and by God's
the Baptist brother insisted on my going help I intend to continue until the Lord
to hear him, and so I set out and found says it is enough.
E. W. NuNLEY.
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, April 28th.
him in the neighborhood of the school
7
house where my Baptist brother was teaching-, and the very first sermon I heard
him preach gave me th>~ greaiest lig·ht I
ever received through preaching. I went
to hear him the next night, and after ser- THE. DELUGE-BIBLICAL AND GEOvice l went with him to Bro. Hav's and
LOGICAL.
the next morning we :had some talk and BY PRINCIPAL SIR J. WILLIAM DAWSON, LL. D.
read some and .I resolved to search the
From The Contemporary Review, London, December,
scriptures and see if their claims were true.
.
1889.
I carried a Book of Mormon and book To THOSE whose memory can go back for
of tracts home with me to read, and I was half a-century, more or less, ~he story of
so afraid I would be caught with the Book the deluge, old though it is, has passed
of Mormon I hid it in the buggy while I
through a variety of phases like the chanwas going home; but before I had travel- ges of the ·kaleidoscope, and ,which may
ed two miles homeward it seemed some- afford an instructive illustration.ofthe modthing was near me opposing me. I trav- ifications of belief in other and some of
eled on thinking about the matter and
them to us more important matters, whethwhat I had beard and suddenly there ap- er of history or of religion, which have
peared to me a light which shone into my presented themselves in like varied aspects
soul very bright indeed, which made me and may be variously viewed iD; the future.
know that the doctrine I had heard was ·
As children we listened with awe. and
true.
Nevertheless I weni on thinking wonder to the story of. the wic~ed antedirrnd wondering ;tbout the matter; I then 1\lvians, and of their terrible f~te and the
commenced to read the Book of Mormon~ salvation of righteous Noah, and received
and while I read it the Spirit of God made a deep and abiding- impression of the enorit known to me that it was true.
But mity of moral evil and of the just retribunotwithstanding all the light I had receiv- tion of the Great Ruler of the Universe.
ed, my prejudices· were great,.l had the A littlt; later, though. the idea that all the
care of four good.sized Baptist churches fossil remains imbedded in thf rocks are
that paid me well for my services, and memorials of the. delugehad p~ssedaway
nearlv all my connection .that belonged to from the minds of tbe better in~ormed, we
any. church were Baptists, and my dear read with interest the wonder,ful revelamother among thet;n,too, and so I thought tions of. the bone-caves describe(;l by Buck,
I would stay wit;h the Baptists, and I con-. land, and felt that the antediluvi'an age had
tinned. with them until April 18th, 1886, become a scientific reality. But later still
which was about three months after I
all this seemed to pass away like a dream.
heard Bro. Heman C. ;3mith preach. I
Under the guidance of Lyell we ]_earned
read everything l could get hold of, hoth that c:>ven th~ caves and gravels ,must be, of
for and against th_e doctrine-of the Latter g-reater age than the historical deluge, and
Day Saints, .and lhad manybooks both that the remains of men and animals con.
for and against it, I also heard the say- tained in them must have. belon!ged to farings. of the people .for and against, but off ;:e.:ms, antedating perhaps ev¢n the bib~.
mostly against it.
lical creation of man;· while the historical
My evidences in favor of the claims delug-e, if it ever occurred, mustihave been
were sufficient to cause rne to .leave the an affair so small and local thab it had Jeft
Baptist church apd cotne intothe Church rio traces on 'the rocks of the earth. At
of Jesus Christ;but, oh! wh_at a cross to the same .• time biblical critics ~ere busy
me; greater than l.ever had J,lndertaken with the narrative itself, showtng that it
to beat, but the good Lord enabled me could be decomposed into diffe!ent docuto bear it.
..
.
ments, that it bore traces of a 'fery recent
Qh! what persec::ution I received from origin,.that it was. unhistorical,;j and to be
my former Baptist brethren. It was. hard :relegated to the same categor~ with the
for me to bear. They . said I had gone ·fairy tale~ of our infancy. Again;; ho':Vever,
crazy; and some said the Mormonshad the kaleidosco.pe turns, and th~ later re~
given me a thousand dollars tojoin them, searcl)es of geology into. the physical and
and while some said Lought to be whip- hum.an history of the more recen,t deposits
ped, others said I had. bl'Ought disgrace of _the earth's crt~st, the discoveries of anupon the Baptist church, also many other cient·Assyrian: or Chaldean records of· th~
such sayings.
But all of them did hot deluge, and . the com pari son. of phese w,ith
move_ me; and S() .I am •still glad. I took the the ancient hi~tory of other nations; reba.~
step I did when I cam~ into thil> church~ bilit~te the old ~tory;. and as. vv·e .·.
the;
for I know: it is the ch1,lrch of Jesus Christ. ne:w fact:;; r~spectin.g . th~ !;>~7calle(i
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lithic and neolithic men, the clay tablets the deluge is to be accepted as historical, and if
recovered from the libraries of Nineveh a similar great break interrupts the geological
history of man, separating· extinct races from
by George Smith, the calculations of Prest- ·those which still survive, why may we not cor~e
wi<;h and others respecting the recency of late the two? If the deluge was misused in the
the glacial period, and the historical gath- early history of geology, by employing it to acerings of Lenormant, we find ourselves count for changes which took place long before
advent of man, this should not cause us to
drifting back to the taith of our childhood, the
neglect its legitimate uses, with reference to the
or may congratulate ourselves on having early human period. It is evident that if this
adhered to it all along, even when the correlation be accepted as probable, it must modcurrent of opinion tended strongly to turn ify many views now held as to the antiquity of
us away. In illustration of the present man. In that case the modern gravels and silts,
over the plateaus between the river valaspects of the question I make. two ex- spread
leys, will be accounted for, not by any greater
tr:lcts, one from Lenormant's "Beginnings overflow of the existing streams, but by the abof History," another from a recent work normal action of currents of water diluvial in
their character. Further, since the historical delof my own:
0

"We are [says Lenormant] in a position to
affirm that the account of the deluge is an universal tradition in all branches of the human family,
with the s0le exception of the black race. And
a tradition everywhere ~o exact and so concordant can not possibly be referred to an imaginary
myth. No religious or cosmogenic myth possesses this character of universality. It must
necessarily be the reminiscence of an actual and
terrible event, which made so powerful an impression upon the imaginations of the first parents of our species that their descendants could
never forget .it. This cataclysm took place near
the primitive cradle of mankind, and previous to
the separation of the families from whom the
principal races were to descend, for it would be
altogether contrary to probability and to the
laws of sound criticism to admit that local phenomena exactly similar in character could have
been reproduced at so many different points on
the globe as would enable one to explain these
universal traditions, or that these traditions
should always have assumed an identfcal form,.
combined with circumstances which need not
necessarily have suggested themselves to the
mind in such a connection."*

On the geological side, the following
may be accepted as a summary of facts: f
"If the earliest men were those of the river
gravels and caves, men of the Mammoth age or
of the palreolithic or palreocosmic period, we can
form some definite ideas as to their possible antiquity. They colonized the continents immediately after the elevation of the land from the
great subsidence which closed the pleistocene or
glacial period, or in what has been called the
'continental' period of the post-glacial age, because the new lands then raised out' of the sea
exceeded in extent those which we now have.
We have some measures of the date of this great
continental elevation.
Many years ago, Sir
Charles Lyell used the recession of the Falls of
Niagara as a chronometer, estimating their cutting
power as equal to one foot per annum. He calculated the beginning of the process, which dates
from the post-glacial elevation, to be about thirty
thousand years ago. More recent surveys have
shown that the rate is three times as great as that
estimated by Lyell, and also that a considerable
part of the gorge was merely cleaned out by the
river since the pldstocene age. In this way the
age of the Niagara gorge becomes reduced to perhaps seven or eight thousand years. Other indi·
cations of similar bearing are found both in
Europe and America, and lead to the belief that
it is physically impossible that man could have
colonized the northern hemisphere at an earlier
date. These facts render necessarx an entire rev1sion of the calculations based on the growth of
stalagmite in caves and other uncertain data
which have been held to indicate a greater lapse
of time.
"If we identify the antediluvians of Genesis
with the oldest men known to geological and
archrelogical science, the parallelism is somewhat marked in physical characteristics and habits of life, and also in their a:pparently sudden
and tragical disappParance from Europe and
Western Asia. along with several of the large
mammalia which were their contemporaries. If

* ''Les Oriuenes de 1~IIiEttoire.~'

Brown's transl8.tion.
t "Modern Science in Bi]Jle Lands," pp. 244--45; 251-52.

uge must have been of very limited duration, the
physical changes separating the deposits containing the remains of palreocosmic men from those
of latter date would in like manner be accounted for not by the slow processes imagined by
extreme uniformilarians, but by causes of a more
abrupt and cataclysmic character."

*

We may pro~eed to inquire as to whether the position which we have now reached
is like to be permanent, or may represent
merely one shifting phase of opinion. For
this purpose we may formulate these conclusions in a few general statements, merely referring to the evidence on which they
are based, as any complete discussion of
this would necessarily be impossible within the limits of this article. We may first
sumarize the present position of the matter
as indicated by historical and scientific
research altogether independently of the
Bible.
I. The recent discovery of the Chaldean
deluge tablets has again directed attention
to the statements of Berosus respecting the
Babylonian tradition of a great flood, and
these statements are found to be borne
out in the main by the contents of the tablets. There is thus a twofold testimony as
to the occurrence of a deluge in that Babylonian plain which the Old Testament
history represents as the earliest seat of
antediluvian man. As Lenormant has well
shown, the tradition exists in the ancient
literature of India, Persia, Phenicia, Phrygia, and Greece, and can be recognized in
the traditions of Northern and Western
Europe and of America, while the Egyp·
tians had a similar account of the destruction of men, but apparently not by water.
Thus we find this story widely spread over
the earth, and possessed by members of all
the leading divisions of mankind. This
does not necessarily prove the universality
of the deluge, though every distinct people
naturally refers it to its own country. It
shows, however, the exi.stence of some
very early common source of the tradition,
and the variations are not more than were
to have been exoected in the different
channels of trans~ission.
z. Parallel with this historical evidence
lies the result of geological and archrelogical research, which has revealed to us the
remains and works of prehistoric men, racially distinct from those of modern times,
and who inhabited the earth at a period
when its animal population was to a
extent different from that at present exist*See also Howorth: "The Mammoth and the Flood;"
and papers by the J)uke of Argyll in this Review, and by
Prof. Prestwich in the "Journal" of the Geological Sock·
ty, and by Andrews, Winchell, and others in America,

ing, and when its physical condition was
also in many respects distinct. Thus in
Europe and Asia, and to some extent also
in America, we have evidence that the
present races of men were preceded by
others which have passed away, and this
at the same time with many important
species of land animals, once the contemporaries of man, but now known only as
fossils. These ancient men are those called by geologists later pleistocene, or postglacial, or the men of the cave and gravel
deposits, or ofthe age of the mammoth, and
who have been designated by archreologists
palreolithic men, or more properly, palreocosmic men, since the character of their
stone implements is only one not very important feature of their history, and implements of the palreolithic type have been
used in all periods, and indeed are still used
in some places.

3· The prevalence among geolog·ists of
an exaggerated and unreasonable uniformitarianism, which reftised to allow
sufficient prominence to sudden cataclysms
arising from the slow accumulation of
natural forces, and which was a natural
reaction from the convulsive geology if an
earlier period, has caused the idea to be
generally entertained that the age of pal reocosmic men was of vast duration, and
passed only by slow gradations and a
gradual transition into the new conditions
of the modern period. This view long
was, and still is, an obstacle to any rational
correlation of the geological and traditional history of man. Recently, however,
new views have been forced on geologists,
aud have led manrof the most sagacious
observers and reasoners to see that the
palreocosmic period is much nearer to us
than we had imagined. The arguments
for this I have repeated in so many forms
in previous publications that I need not
reiterate them here. A few leading points
may, however, be noted. One of these is
the small amount of physical or organic
change which has occurred since the close
of the palreocosmic period. Another is
the more rapid rate of erosion and deposition by rivers in the modern period than
had previously been supposed. Another
is the striking fact that a large number of
mammals, like the mammoth and wooly
rhinoceros, seem to have penshed simultaneously with the palreocosmic men, and
this by some sudden catastrophe.* It has
also been shown by Pictet and Dawkins
that all the extant mammals of Europe
already existed in the post-glacial age, but
along with many others now altogether or
locally extinct. '!Thus there seems to have
been the removal over the whole northern
hemisphere of a number of the largest
mammals, while a selected number
survived and no additions were made.
Again, while at one time it was supposed
that the remains of palreocosmic man and
his contemporaries were confined to caverns and river alluvia, it is now known
that they occur also on high plateaus and
water-sheds, in beds of gravel and silt
which must have been deposited there under
conditions of submergence and somewhat

* Howorth;

"Th~

Mammoth and the Flood."
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active current drift, perhaps in some cases j J ahveh, the Coming Re'deemer and the
It· is clear that, from the point of view
aided by floating ice.* Lastly, while, as expected "Seed of the Woman," the other of the author .of Genesis, the chosen seed
must naturally be the case, in some places ·race spread itself more widely, probably of Seth should have maintained their sep- .
the remains of ancient and more modern attained to a higher civilization, in so far aration from a wicked world. Their failmen are mixed, or seem to pass into each as art is concerned, in some of its divisions, ure to do this involves them in the wrath
other; in others, as in the Belgian and Le- and sank to a deeper barbarism in others, of J ahveh and renders the destruction of
, banon caves and in the superficial deposits, w bile it retained the original worship of mankind necessary, and in this the whole
there is a distinct separation implying an God the Creator (Elohim). Hence the Godhead, under its combined aspects of
interval accompanied by physical change Sethite race is designated as the sons of Elohim and Jahveh, takes a part. A simbetween the time of the earlier and later Adam (Beni ha Adam), the true and le- ilar view has caused the Chaldean narramen.
gitimate children of the first man, and the tor to invoke the aid of all the gods in his
Such considerations as these, the force Cainites as Beni Elohim, or sons of God.* pantheon to effect the destruction of man,
These considerations farther throw light
of which is most strongly felt by those The mixture of these races produced the
best acquainted with the methods of inves- godless, heaven-defying N ephelim, the on the double character of the deluge nartigation employed by geologists and Titans of the Old Testament, whose rative in Genesis, which has induced those
archreologists, are forcing us to conclude: wickedness brought on the diluvial catas- ingenious scholars who occupy themselves
(I) That there are indicated in the latest trophe. These half-breeds of the antedi- with analysis or disintegration of the Pengeological formations two distinct human luvian time were in all probability the best tateuch, to affirm two narratives, one Eloperiods, an earlier and a later, character- developed, physically and perhaps mental- hist and one J ahvist.* Whatever value
ized by differences of f<mme, and of physi- ly, of the men of their period; and but for may attach to this hypothesis 1 it is evident
cal conditions, as well as by distinct races the deluge they might have become that if the history is thus made up of two
documents it gains in valu~, since this
of men. (2) That these two periods are masters of the world.
separated by a somewhat rapid physical
This question of different races and relig- would imply that the editor had at his dischange of the nature of submergence, or ions before the flood is, however, deserving posal two chronicles embodying the obserby a series of changes locally sudden and of a little farther elucidation. The names vations of two narrators, possibly of differgenerally not long continj.led. (3) That it Elohim and J ahveh are used conjointly ent sects, if these differences were pernetis not improbaqle that this greatest of all throughout theBook of Genesis except in uated in the post-deluvian .world; 'and
revolutions in human affairs may bethe its first chapter, and their mode of occur- farther, that he is enabled to affinn that
same that has so impressed itself on the rence can not be explained merely on "the the catastrophe affecfed both the great
memorv of the survivors as to form the theory of two documents pieced together races of men. It farther would imply
basis of all the traditions and historical ac- by an editor. It has a deeper significance that these early documents were used by
counts of the deluge.
'
than this, and one which indicates a radi- the writer to produce his compined narra~
This being the state of the case, it be- cal diversity between Elohists andJahvists tive almost without change of diction, so
comes expedient to review ourideas ofthe even in this early period. In the earliest that they remain in their original form of
ancient Hebrew records, from which our part of the human history, as. distinguished the alleged testimony of eye"witnesses, a
early, and perhaps crude, impressions of from the genel'al record of creation, the peculiarity which attaches calso to the
this event were derived, .and to ascertain two. names are united in the. compound Chaldean version, as this purports to be in
how much of our ·notions of the deluge of J ahveh-Elohim, but immediately after the the form given by Hasisatra, the Chaldean
·
Genesis may be fairly deduced from the fall of Eve .is represented as attributing- to, Noah himself.t
record itself, and how much may be due to or identifying with, Tahveh alone the birth
Let us now. inquire into the physical asmore or less correct interpretations, or to of her eldest son:--" I have produced a man pects of the deluge, as they are said to
our own fancy. In connection with this the Jahveh," and .which may mean that have presented themselves tq the ancient
we may also be. 'able to obtain some guid" ·she supposed Gain to bt) the promised witness or witnesses to whom' we owe the
ance !Is to the value to be. attached to the manifestation of .God as the Redeemer. Biblical ac:count of the catastrophe; . and
Hebrew document as a veritable and primi- Accordingly Cain and Abel are represent- let it be observed here that we are .d!Oaling
tive. record of the great catastrophe.
ed as offering sacrifice .to J ahveh, and yet not with prehistoric events . but with a
The key to the understanding of the it is said in a verse which must be a part written history, supposed hy aome to have
of the same document, that it was not till been compiled from two contemporary
early human history of Genesis lies in
story of the fall oJ ~an., and its sequel in the time of Eriosh, a grands~n of Adam, documents, and corroborated by the testithe .murder of Aoel. by his brother Cain, that men began to invoke the name of mony of the .ancient Chaldean tablets
the qeginning of that reign of violence J ahveh. It would seem also thaHhisinvoca- copied by the scribes of Assurbanipai, apwhich endures even to. this day.
From tion of Jahveh was. peculiar to the Sethites,. parently from different orig-imils, preserved
this arose. .the first division of the human and thatthe Cainites were still worshipers in very anci~nt Chaldean temples.
The prepara.tion ofan ark or soip, and
race i,nto hostile clans or tribes, the races of Elohim, the God of nature a!Jdcreation.
of C!!in and Seth,. on which hinges the Hence their title of Beni ha El 0 him. Thus the accommodation.therein, "not only of
history, .characteristics and fate of a:ntedic the. division between theCainite and Seth- Noahandhisf~mily, but of a~ertainnum
luvian. man, and, as we shall see in the ite races early became accentuated by a ber of animals, is a feature in' which most
sequel, from this arose profound differenc- sectarian distinction as well. We may deluge narratives agree. THis implies a
es in religious belie~s, which have tinged imagine that the Cainites, worshiping God · considerable advance in the 'arts of conthe theology and superstitipns of all sub- as. creator, and ignoring .that doctrine of a struction and navigation, bctt not more
sequent Hmes; Of course, i:n making this redeemer which seemed confined to the than we have a. right to infer from the
rival race of Se'th, were the d.eists of tl:eir perfection of these ;trts in ear~y post-dilustate~ent I. refer to the history given in
time, and ht;ld a position which might, ac- viantimes, when itcanscar~ety be supposGene~is,' without special reference to its
intrim;ic truth or credibility, but merely C()rding to .culture and circumstances, de- ed that the new .communities :of nien had
in rehttion to its interpretation in harmony generate into a polytheistic na,ture-wor~ fully regained the positiot1of: their a.ncessbip, or harden i~to an aosolute material- tors before the destruction ca1used by tbe '
with its own statements.
It .is further evident that this tragic ism. . On the ofljer hand, the Sethites, great flood. Lenormant, however, re· event must haye occurred in that Tigro- recognized ·by the author of Genesis as marks here:
;Euphratean region which was the site of the orthodox descendants of ,,Adam, and
"The biblical narrative gears the stamp of an
Eder1,f and that while the Sethite race invoking Jehovah, held to the promise of inlam) nationl ignorant of things appertaining to
presumably occupied the original home of acoming Savi~n and to a deliv;erance from navigation. In Genesis.the name of the ark, Te bah,
Adam, &nd adhered to .that form of relig- t9e effects of the fall to be achieved oy signifies 'chest,' and not •vessel :' and there, is
· ·
ion which is expressed cin the worship of his means.
*See, for a VerY clear statement of these. view~, Prof.'
"'Prestwich. on deposits at Ightham, Kent, "Journal
Geological Society," May, 1889.
t "Modern Scle.nce in Bible Lanils," chap. 4,-

* Tbat this is the trU:!l ffi\latting of tbe expressions iu
Genesis 6 I can not dol)<bt. S~e dil!cnssion of the subject
in the work.cited in previous :D:ot~~.
·

'·Hebraipa," J!ln,, 1889. alo!lg·..yfth llr. HarP.er's
'Breen
b::me ofin the
Pent!ltenchal criticism in thepre:Vi!lns l1UJ,l).· .. •..

t 'Jlranslatio!l of G. Smith and others; '
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nothing said about launching ·the ark on the
water; no mention either of the sea, oro£ navigation, or any pilot. In the Epopee of Uruk, on
the other hand, everything indicates that it was
·composed among a maritime people; each cir.i:umstance reflects the manners and customs of
the dwellers on the shores of the Persian Gulf.
Hasisatra goes on board a vessel, distinctly alluded to by its appropriate appellation; this ship is
launched and makes a trial-trip to test it: all its
chinks are caulked w.ith bitumen, and it is placed
un:der the charge of a pilot."

This remark, which I find made by other
commentators as well, suggests, it seems
to me, somewhat d1fferent conclusions.The Hebrews when settled, . either in
Egypt or in Canaan, were near to the seacoast, and familiar with boats and with the
ships of the Phenicians. If, therefore, they
persisted in calling ~ oah's ark a "chest,"
it mnst have been from unwillingness to
change an olcl history derived from their
Chaldean or Mesopotamian ancestors, or
becau~e they continued to regard the ark
as rather a g-reat box th:m a ship properly
so called.
On the other hand, it is likely
that the particulars in the Chaldean ac.count came from later manipulation of the
narrative, after commerce and navigation
ori the Euphrates and Persian Gulf had
become familiar to the Chaldeans. Thus
in this as in other respects the Hebrew
narrative is the more primitive of the two,
and is consistent with the necessity of
divine instructions to Noah, which, if he
had been familiar with navigation, would
not have been necessary.*
As in the Chaldean version, the biblical
history heg-ins with the specification of the
ark.
On this (Elohist) portion, it is only
necessary to say that the dimensions of the
ark are large and well adapted to stowage
rather than to speed, and that within it
was strengthened by three decks and by
a number of bulkheads, or partitions, separating the rooms, or berths, into which it
was divided. Without, it was orotected
and rendered tight by coats of resinous or
asphaltic varnish (cop her), and it was built
of the. lightest ano most durable kind of
wood (gopher or cypress). Only two openings are mentioned, a hatch or window
above, and a port or door in the side. There
is no mention of any masts, rigging, or other
means of propulsion .or steerage.
The
Chaldean history differs in introducing a
steerf'man, thus implying- the means of
propulsion as in an actual ship.
Noah is instructed, in addition to his
own family, to provide for animals, two of
every kind; but these very general terms
are afterwards limited by the words "uph,
bemah, and remesh," which define birds,
cattle, and small quadrupeds as ·those
specially intended. Noah's ark was not
a menagerie, but a cattle-ship, capable perhaps of accommodating as many animals
as one of those steamers which now transfer
to England the animal produce of western fields and prairies. The animals oortrayed on the ancient monuments of Egypt
and Assyria, however, inform us that, in
early post-diluvian times, and therefore
probably also in the time of Noah, a
gre}1ter variety of animals were under the
*See also the evidence of an inland position of the
writers in the record of creation in Genesis l, as At!lted in
my work cited in previous note.
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control of man than is the case in anv one
proaching· eruption of Krakatao betf'n incountry at present.* In the passage re- · tended as a judgment on the wicked, and
ferring to the embarkation, only the cattle , had it been revealed to any one who had
and fowls are mentioned,. but seven pairs taken pains to warn his countrymen and
are to be taken of the clean species which then to provide for his own safety, this
could be uRed as food, "seven seven," as would have given to that eruption as much
the old record hasit.f
The embarkation of a miraculous charucter as the Bible athaving been completed on the very day taches to the deluge. In the New Testawhen the deluge commenced, we have ment, where we have more definite infornext the narrative of the flood itself. m<J.tion as to miracles, they are usually
Hereit is noteworthy that God (Elohim) called "powers" and "signs," less prommakes the arrangements, and J ahveh shuts inence being given to the mere wonder
the voyagers in.
·
which is implied in the term "miracle."
The first note that our witness enters in Under the aspect of powers they imply
his "log" relates to his impressions of the that the Creator can do many things becauses of the catastrophe, which was not
our power and comprehension, just
effected supern·{turally, but by natura.l aR in a lesser W?.J a civilized man, from his
causes.
These are the "breaking up of
knowledge of natural laws and
the fountains of the great deep" and the command over natnral energies, can do
"opening of the windows of heaven." much that is incomprehensible to a savage;
These expressions must be interpreted in and in this direction science teaches us
accordance with the use of similar terms in
given an omnipotent God, the field of
the account of creation in Genesis I, the miracle is infinite. As signs, on the other
more !>O that this str~tement is a portion re- hand, such displays of power connect
garded by the compo5ite theory as Elohisthemselves with the moral and sniritual
tic. On this principle of interpretation, world, and become teachers of 'higher
the great deep is that universal ocean lTuths and proofs of divine interference.
which prevailed before the elevation of The true position of miracles as signs is
the dry land, and the breaking up of its remarkably brought out in that argument
fountains is the removal of that restriction of Christ, in which he says: "If ye beplaced upon it when its waters were gath- lieve not My V\[Ords, believe Me for the
ered together into one place. In other , works' sake." It is as if a civilized viswords, the meaning is the invasion of the itor to some barbarous land, who had been
land by the ocean. In like manner, the describing to an incredulous audience the
waters discharged from the windows of wonders of his own coul)try, were to exheaven are those su~pended in the cloudy
hibit to them a watch or a microscope, arid
reservoirs of the atmospheric expanse; then to appeal to them that these were
equivalent, therefore, to the great rain ex- things just as mysterious and incredible as
tending for forty days, .as stated· in an ex- those of which he had been speaking.
planatory clause. The Chaldean record
Returning to the deluge, we may obadds the phenomena of thunder and tern- serve that such an invasion of tee great
pest, but omits the great deep, an indicais paralleled hy many of which geoltion that it is an independent account and ogy presents to us the evidence, and that
by a less informed or less intelligent narra- our knowledge of Nature enables us to
tor.
It is worthv of note that our narra- conceive of the possibility of greater mirtor has no idea of any river inundation in acles of physical change than any on recthe case.
such as, for instance, the explosion of
the earth itself into an infinity of particles,
At this stage we are brought into the the final extinction of the solar heat, or the
presence of the question: Is the deluge
accession to this heat of such additional
repzesented as a miraculous or a merely fierceneos as to burn up the attendant plannatural phenomenon? Yet, from a scienti- ets. All this might take place without
fie point of view, this question has not the any interference with God's laws, but
significance usually attnbuted' to it. True
by correlations and adjustments of
miracles are not, and can not be, contra- them, as much within His power as the
ventions or violations of God's natural turning on or stopping of a machine is in
laws. They are merely unusual operations the power of a human engineer. Further,
of natural powers under their proper laws, such acts of divine power may be related
but employed by the Almighty for effect- to moral and spiritual things just as easily
ing spiritual ends. Thus, naturally, they as any outward action resulting from our
are under the laws of the material world, own will may be determined by moral
but, spiritually, they belong to a higher considerations.
The time is past when
sphere. In the present case, according to any rational objection can be made on the
the narrative in Genesis, the flood was
of science to the so·called miracles of
physically as much a natural phenomenon
Bible.
as the earthquakes at Ischia, or the erupTo return to the passengers in the ark.
tion of Krakatao. It was a miraculous or
This must have heen built on high ground,
spiritual intervention only in so far as it
or the progress of the deluge must have
was related to the destruction of an ungoddays elapsed before
ly race, and as it was announced be- been slow, for
ship and floated it.
forehand by a prophet.
Had the ap. the waters reached
It is not unlikely that the Ark was built
on rising- g-round, for here supplies of tim*Houghton: "Natural History of the Ancient," an·d
"Trans. Society of Biblical Archreology;'' also represenber would be nearer. It has puzzled some
tations of tame antelopes, &c., on Egyptian monuments,
antiquarians to find dug-out canoes
t This has been considered a later addition; hut the
practice of all primitive peoples has sanctioned the disof prehi1;toric date on the tops of hills; but
tinction of clean and unclean beasts, which is merely delined in tne Mosaic law, not instituted for the first time.
did not reflect that the maker of a
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canoe would construct his vessel where ' two months, neighboring hill-tops were
the s uditbable wood could be founhd,fisi~c e idtj seen.
wou 1 e much easier to carry t e m1s.1e '
The incident of sending out birds to test
canoe to the shore than to drag thither the the recession of the waters deserves notice,
solid log out of which it was to be fashion- because of its apparently trivial nature, beed.
So Noah would naturally build his cause it appears with variations in the Chalark where the wood he required could be dean account, and because it bas been treatprocured most easily. The Chalde:m nar- ed in a remarkably unscientific manner by
rator seems to have overlooked this simple some critics. It indicates the uncertainty
consideration, for he mentions a launching I which would arise in the mind of the paand trial trip of the ship, a sure mark that 1 triarch because of the fluctuating decrease
he is a later authority than the writer in of the waters, and possibly also a misty
Genesis.
"
condition of the air preventing a distinct
The inmates of the ark now felt that it view of distant objects. The birds selectwas moving on the waters, a new and ed for the purpose were singularly approdread sensation which must have deeply priate. The raven is by habit a wanderer,
impressed their minds, and they soon be- and remarkable for power of flight and
came aware that the ark not merely float- clearness of distant vision. So long thereed, but "went," or made orogress in some fore as it made the ark its headquarters,
definite direction. Remark the simple
"going and returning"* from its search
significant notes-"The ark was lift up for food, it might be inferred that no habfrom the earth," and "The ark went upon itable land was.accessible. The dove, sent
the face of the waters." The direction of out immediately after the raven, tis of a
driftage is not stated, but it is a fair infer- different habit. It could not act as a scavence, from the probable place of departure enger of the .waters and go and return, but
in Chaldea and that of final grounding of could leave only if it found land covered
the ark, that it was northward or inland, with vegetation. As a domesticated bird
which would indicate that the chief S1.lpply also, it would naturally come back to be
of water was from the Indian Ocean, and taken into the ark.
Hence it was sent
that it was flowing inward toward the forth at intervals of seven days, returning
great sunken plain of interior Asia; which, with an olive leaf when it fot~nd tree-tops
however, the ark did not reach, but ground- above the water, and . remainhrg away
ed in the hilly region known to the He- when it foupd food· and shelter.
The
crews as Ararat, to the .Chaldeans as Nisr. Chaldean account adds a third bird, the
A curious. statement is made here (Elohist) swallow-a perfe.ctly useless add(tion;
as to the depth of the water being fifteen since this bird, if taken into the ark at all,
cubits. Even ina flat country so small a , would from its habits of life be incapable
depth· would. not cover the rising grounds
ofafforc;ling any information.
This adbut this is obviously not the meaning
dition is a mark of interpolation in the
·the narrator, but ~omething much more Chaldean version, and proceeded perhaps
sensible and practicaL . It is not un.likely from the sacred character attached by popthat the measure stated was the W(Jter· ular superstition to the swallow, or from
draught oftbe loaded ark, and that as the the familiar habits of the bird suggesting
voyagers felt it rise and fall on the waves, to some later editor its appropriateness.
they may have experienced some anxiety Singularly enough, the usually judicious ·
lest it should strike and go to pieces.
It Schrader, probably from qefi¢ient knowlwas no small part of the. providential ar- edge of the habits of birds, fails to appre"
nmgement in their case that in the track ciate all this, and after a lotig discussion
o.f -the ark everything was submerged prefers the Babylonian legend for reasons
more than fifteen cubits before they reach- of a. most un1;1Cientific character, actually
ed it. Hence this note, which isat the condemning. the perfectly nat1,1ral and clear
sarne time one of the criteria of the simple biblical story as artificial and due to/a reveracity of the history.
The only other cent emendation.
He .says: "When the
remark in this part of the narrative relates story passed over to. the Hebrew~, the
to the entire submergence of the whole name of. the syvaUovv has disappeared,"
~ountry within sight} and the consequent
and "it is only from the Babylonian narradestruction of ariiinal life; and here the tive that the selection ef the different birds
enumeration covers all land animals, and becomes clear.•'' This. little disquisition of
the terms used are thus more general than Schrader is, indeed, one of the most am us:
those applied to.the animals preserved in ·ing instances .of that inversignof sound
the .ark. The deluge culminated, in so Jar criticism which results when unscientific.
as our narrator observed; in one ~hundred commentators tamper with the plain
and fifty days.
statements of truthful and observant wit~
His next experience is of a gale of wind, nesses.
accompanied" or followed by cessation of
The uncertainty indicated by the mission
the rain and .of the inflow of the oceanic of the birds seems to have continued from
waters.*. The waters then decreased, not the first day of the tenth to the firs.t day
regularly, but by an intermittent process, of the first month, when Noah at length
~'going and returning;" but whether this
ventured to'remove the covering of the
W!\S a tidal phenomenon or .of the nature
ar.k and inspect the .condition of· the surof earthquake waves· we have no informa- rounding country, now abandoned by the
tio~.· At leng~h the .ark grounded, apparwaters but not thoroughly dded .for some
ently on high ground or inthick.weather,
· for no land was visible; but at length, after
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.,_ .Gehesis s: 1, 2.. "And Eloliim made a wind to pass
>Over the eljrth, and the waters abated," &c;·

. * Margjnof Authorized Ver~ion; less fully, "to and fro"
in the text.
.
·r There is no reason to suppose, as son:ie have done, a
hiat.us here in th!l narratiye.
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time longer. Still so timid was the patriarch that he did not dare without a special
command to leave his place of safety.
I
am aware that if the two alleged documents are arbitrarily separated it is possible to see here some apparent contradiction
in dates; but this is not necessary if we
leave them in their original relation. *
It will be observed that a narrative such
as that summarized above, bears unmis-,
takably stamped upon it the characteristics of the testimony of an eye-witness. By
whomsoever reduced to wriling and finally edite.d, it must, if genuirie, have come
down nearly in its present form from the
time of the catastrophe which it relates.
It follows that the narrator leaves no place
for the current questions as to the universality of the deluge.
It was universal so
far a~ his experience extended, but that is
all. He is not responsible for what occurred beyond the limits of. his observation, and beyond the fact that man, so far
as known to him, perished. If, therefm:e,
as some have held, t Balaam in his proph"
ecy refers to Cainite populations as extant
in his time, or if Moses declines to trace to
any of the post·diluvian pat~larchs the Rephaim, Emim, Zuzim and other prehistoric peoples of Palestine, we may infer,
without any contradiction of our narrative,
that there were surviving antediluvians
other than the Noachidre, whatever improbability may attach to:this on other
grounds, and more especialljr from the now
ascertained extension of the post-glacial
submergenceover pearly a:ll .parts of the
northern hemisphere.
•
Let it also be noticed that beyo.nd the
prophetic intimation to Noi:!h, and. the one
expression, J ahvel1 "shut him m," .which.
may refer merely to proyidential care;
there is, as already remarkecl., notbingmiraculous, in the popular sense of that term;
and that mythical elementsjsuch as those
introduced into. the Babyloni~tn narrative,
arealtogether absent.
The story relates
to·plain matters of .fact, whi;ch if they happened at all any one might observe, and
for the proof of which any ordinary testimony would besufficicnt. It may be prof_.
itable, however, to revert her.e to the probable relation of this narratjve to.the geological faj::ts already adverted to, and also
its bearing on the mythical ~nd polytheistic
additions wl.lidi . we find 1n the deluge
stories of heathen nations. · ·
·
Regarding the biblical <~eluge as a rec~
. ord of a submergence of{ a vast regipn·
of .. Eur-Asia and' North~rn ..Africa .at
lea:;;t, while no similar catastrophe has
been recorded. subsequently, it is unquestionable that submergences~qul\lly important have occurred again a!,'ld again ln the
geological history of our ~ontinents, and.
have been equally destructive of animal
life. It is true that most of these .are believed to have been of rrlore slow and
gradual .character. than th~t recorded in
Genesis, but in the. ca$e of many of. them
this is a very uncertain inference from the
analogy of modern change~; and it is certain that the post-glacial submergenc~,.
which closed the era of pa!reocosmic man.
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and his companion animals 1 must have
been one of the most transient on record.
On the other hand, we need not limit the
entire duration of the Noachic submer, gence to the single year whose record has
been preserved to us.
Local subsidence
may have been in progress throughout the
later antediluvian age, and the experience
of the narrator in Genesis may have related only to its culmination in the central
district of human residence.
It is needless, then, to enter into further
details, though these are sufficient to fill
volumes if desired, in proof of the remarkable convergence of hi~tory and geological
discovery on the great flood, which now
constitutes one of the most remarkable illustrations of the points of contact of
science proceeding on its own methods of
investigation and divine revelation, preserving the records of ancient events otherwise lost or buried undei· accretions of
myth and fancy.
I have elsewhere endeavored to show * that the earliest races
of palreocosmic men, the Canstadt and
Cro-magnon races, very fairly correspond
with what may have been the characteristics of the ruder tribes of Cainites, and
that the antediluvian civilization indicated
by the narrative of the deluge could scarcely be expected to have left many accessible
remains, though it is implied in the fact
that the post-diluvian nations present themselves to us at once with a somewhat advanced condition of the arts, especially in
Chaldea and in Egypt.
There are many other points relating to
the deluge which invite m0re detailed discussion, as, for instance, its absolute date,
its precise geographical limitations, and its
relation to archreology and to theories of
development. These I have discussed
elsewhere, and have not space to refer to
them here.
It may, however, be proper
to suggest to speculative arch$ologists
that they can not safely assume that all
antediluvian or palreolithic tribes were barbarous or semi-brutal, or that there was
a continuous development of humanity
without any diluvial catastrophe. It is also somewhat rash to carry back the chronology of Egyptians and Babylonians to
times when, as we know on physical evidence, the Valley of the Nile was an arm
of the sea, and the plain of the Euphrates
an extension of the Persian Gulf.
It is
fortunate for the Bible that such assumptions do not occur in its teaching.
It is well, however, to consider shortly
the fact that the new light we are obtaining respecting antediluvian man and the
deluge will enable us better to understand
the origin and significance of myths of
heathen antiquity based on the traditions
of these early events.
One intention of
the early chapters of Genesis was evidently to inculcate that historical view · of
idolatry which traces the gods of the heathen to early heroes and patriarchs.
Hea,
Hasisatra, Merodach, Ishtar, and a host of
other mythical personages of the Assyrian
pantheon .are now resolving themselves
into purely human being-s, who figure as
men and women in the Pentateuch. No

* "Modern Science in Bihle Lands."
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illustration of this is more patent than that
of Ishtar, the Astarte of the Syrians, the
Artemis of the Greeks, and who has been
identified with the chief female divinity of
·many other ancient n:>.tions, even with that
Diana whom "all Asia and the inhabited
world worshippeth."
The Chaldean deluge tablets for the
first time introduce her to us as an antediluvian goddess, and inform us that she is
the deified mother of men, the same with
the biblical Isba or Eve.
In the crisis of
the deluge we are told, ' 1 hhtar spoke like
a little child, the great goddess pronounced
her discourse, Behold how mankind has
returned to clay.
I am the mother who
brought forth men, and like the fishes they
fill the sea. The gods, because of the angels of the abyss, are weeping with me."
Ishtar is thus the mother goddess, mourning the destruction ·of her children, though
herself gone into the'heavens.
In Chaldea, as in the Bible, she is the mother of
the promised seed, and, according to the
tradition, her worship beg·an in Eden, or
Idinu, in southern Babylonia.* But what
is her connection with Tammuz, the
Adonis of the Greeks, so called from the
Semitic title Adonai, my Lord, applied to
him. Ishtar has been represented as the
bride of Tammuz; but it now appears that
in the oldest Babylonian legend she is his
mother, t that he was a shepherd dwelling
in Eden, and murdered by his brother,
Adar, who is also a god, more especially
a g·od of war; and mourned for by his
mother, whose celebrated descent into Hades is a myth based on this relation.
In
short, the story of Ishtar, Tammuz and
Adar, the fertile parent of so varied and
widespread mythology, is merely a version
of the story of Cain and Abel, and hence
the belief that the murder of Tammuz
was the cause of the deluge. Hence, alse>,
the commemoration of the death of Tammuz by the annual lamentation of the
women-"weeping for Tammuz," and
this rite was probably antediluvian, and a
superstition of the Sethites rather than of
the Cainites.
Oppert regards the legend of Tammuz
and Ishtar as a solar myth, and supposes
that the story of Cain and Abel was based
on it. But a family history of crime and
sorrow is a much more real and probable
thing as a basis for tradition than a solar
myth, and naturalists at least will be disposed to invert the theory and to believe
that the simple Bible story was the foundation of all the varied cults and superstitions that clustered round Ishtar and-Tammuz, as well as personages like Osiris and
Isis, who seem to have been later avatars
or revivals of the same tale.
It would be easy to <;how that the deluge story has intimate connections with
other ancient myths and superstitions, as
well as with the results of modern archreology and geology.
But were this all,
our inquiry, however interesting and curious, would have little practical value. It
has two important be:1rings on the
time. Chrlstianitv founds
its
er himself being W'iness, on the

t

* Sayee, Hihhert Lectures.
t Ibid
EzekielS: 14.

*

ten; of Genesis, as history and prophecy,
and the treatment which these ancient and
inspired records have met with in modern
times at the hands of destructive criticism
is doing its worst in aid of the anti-Christian tendencies of our time.
To remove
the doubts that have been cast on these
old records is therefore a clear gain to the
hig·hest interests of humanity, and if theology and philology are unable to secure
this benefit, natural science may well step
forward to lend its aid. Another connection with present interests depends on the
fact that, while superstitions akin to that
which deified the mother of the promised
seed, and introduced the world-wide cults
of Astarte and Aphrodite, still reign over
great masses-of men, absolute materialism
and desperate struggle for existence among
men and nations are growing and extendthemselves as never before since the
antediluvian times, and are provoking a
like signal and direful veng-eance. In the
midst of all this, Christian-s look forward
to the second coming of Jesus Christ to
destroy the po.wers of evil and. to inaugurate a better time; and it was be who said
-"As it came to pass in the days of Noah,
even so shall it be in the days of the Son
of Man." Let us remember the old story
of the flood of Noah lest that day come on
us unawares.

ALABAMA.
Conference met at the Butler branch, April
r2th, G. R. Scogin, president, J, Harper was
chosen secretary pro. tem. The morning session
was devoted to. prayer. Branches: Butler'* np
change; Flat Rock, no change. No report from
other branches on account of busy times. Elders:
J. G. Vickrey, W. J. Booker, F. Vickrey, G. R.
Scogin, had been preaching in the district and
visited all the branches, with some outside preaching. No additions to the branches, but prospects
flattering for the future. The district is in good
condition with some exceptions.
No reports
from priests, teachers or deacons. Bishops agent,
J, G. Vickrey, reported: Paid out since last report
$35 oo, balance $ !9.00. Preaching by Brn. W.
J. Booker and G. R. Scogin. Adjourned to New
Hope branch, in Monroe county, Friday befor~
the third Sunday in July, at 7 p.m. The general
authorities were sustained.
NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
Conference was held at Blue Rapids, Kansas,
March 29th. and 3oth, president G. W. Shute, C.
R. Duncan secretary pro. tetn. Motion carried
that E. C. Brand preside. Branches: Elmira,
Blue Rapids, Homestead, Star Creek, Decatur,
(just organized with a membership of 8). Motion
carried that the clerk of Decatur branch furnish
the district secretary with a full list of members
with the items of birth, baptism and confirmation.
Elders reported: G. W. Shute, E. C. Brand, C.
R. Duncan, H. Hart, M. Smith, G. W. Beebe.
Priests: T. E. Thompson,]. McDougalL Teachers: W. Scott, S.C. Andes, Deacon: T. Erwin.
BL>hop's agent's report: On hand last report
$Loo, received since $6,oo, paid out $8,oo. General Conference was requested to return Brn. G.
W. Shute and C. R. Duncan to this district; also
that this district be included in Bro. E. C. Brand's
field of labor for the next year. Motion carried
that the nam~s of minisers and branches failing
to
be published in the minutes. Motion
that the ministers in the district should
labor under the direction of the president.
Motion carried that A. Smith be recommended
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as Bishop's agent. Report of district secretary
read and adopted and ordered spread upon the
minutes. G. vV. Shute was sustained as presIdent of district and H. B. Curtis secretary. Adjourned to Elmira branch, September 27th.

PASTORAL LETTER.
~allowing appointments !~ the Pacific Slope mission, subject to
approval of my associate missionary, Bro. T. W.
Smith.
Joseph F. Burton in charge of Northern California, Oregon and Washington.
Thomas Daley in charge of Nevada.
Joseph C. Clapp in charge of Central California.
Daniel S. Mills in charge of Southern California.
It will be understood that these appointments
are temporary and subject to change when I
shall have had opportunity to consult my associate.
In the mean time missionaries in these fields
of labor will report to, and labor under the direction of these brethren, who may consult with me
whenever necessity requires.
Presidents of districts, presidents of branches,
and scattered members will please give these
brethren as full information as possible regarding the condition of, and prospects for the work
In their charges or localities.
,. Will these brethren wh,a are·in charge please
1
publish in the Herald their post office addresses.
as soon as practicable that the Saints may know
where to find them?
I wish to assure my co!aborers of the ministry
of my entire confidence iri their integrity, faithfulness and devotion ; and the local laborers that
we shall trust them to see that the cause is honored and properly represented wherever they
may officiate. .
We have confidence in the Saints that they
will sustain these brethren (for they are worthy)
by their confidence and prayers, and strive to
honor the cause by just, .virtuous and consistent
conduct.
Special effort.will need to be made financially
that the work be not hindered. Do not. donate
that only which you. can not u;;e. This is a day
and work of sacrifice, so sacrifice while you may
that you may share with others the good you
have received; an.d be entitled to the blessings attending the gathering of God's people (Psalms
so: 5, and D. C. w6: 2).
Finally, letusall renE)w our diligence, increase
our humility an<:l faj,thfulness, and prosecute the
work as thoroughly as we may; while we earnestly appi!al to theLord of the harvest to send more
laborers into the vineyard: Ma:J! God'sbenediction rest upon us to the end that we may have ..
gre<tt .satisf<tction and. glorious • success during
the co!lling year,
HEMAN c. SMITH,
Of Pre:ddency oj PucificSlope Mission.

I hereby give notice of the

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
, . The Kewanee district conference will conve1:1e
at Krwan:ee on ~he first Saturday in June. The
Kew;an~e Saints will at this conference make
another effort to dedicate thzoir church edifice.
Thitttiu: ~onference and dE)dicatory seryices may
be tl:le .more intenj!sting and instructive, cordial· iJ:lvitatlon is extenl;l,ed to. this and neighbor,
ing districts to attend. Pres, A. H., Smith and
Bishop. G. A. Blakeslee are expected to be present; . af).d wilJ doubtless be very glad t 0 meet as
many of the Saints as can possibly arrange to be
present. ,The Kewanee Sa.ints .wi\1 make every
effort to make the visit.of aU pleasant ~nd profitable.
Correspondence sQlicited, and on behalf of the branch .may be addressed to
JoHN CHISNALL.

a

KEwANEE·, Illinois.

The. Fremont district conference w!ll convene

. a,t F;arm Creek,' Saturday, May 31stand Tune rst,
at tel} a.m. Will. president§ of branches 1 aQd
secretaries, pJe<J.se see that their branch rep 0rb>

are forwarded to T. A. Hougas, secretary of district? Let them be mailed with all other reports
so as to reach him not later than Friday, May
3oth, so that we can proceed with our business at
the hour appointed. We hope all will make it a
point to attend. We expect a good time.
HENRY KEMP, Dist. Pres.
The conference of the Northern Minnesota
district will convene on Saturday, June 14th, at
IO a. m. at the town of Maine, Otter Tail Co.,
Minn., near Bro. Frank Sherman's. The elders
of district and mission are requested to be present.
H. WAY, Dist. Pres.
G. L. JoNEs, Sec.
BISHOP'S NOTICE.
Owing to the resignation of Bro. G. W. Shute
as Bishop's agent for the North-West Kansas
district, and on recommendation of the district
conference of said district held at Blue Rapids,
Kansas, March 29th and 3oth, rll9o, Bro. Arthur
Smith, of Clay Center, Kansas, was rpcommended to me as agent for that district, I therefore appoint him as such, and request the Saints to sustain him by their prayers arid means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.
NOTICES.
The scattered members of lhe Wheeler's
Grove branch, of Pottawattamie co~nty, Iowa,.
are requested to report to the secretary of said
branch within three months from the 7th day of
April, 1890, or their names will be dropped from
the branch records. By order of branch. .
SAMUEL WooD, Sec.
[It is contrary to the rulings of conferences. that
branches drop from their records the names of
scattered members. Their names should be retained on the .records and marked "scattered."Eps.] ·
·
·
FOR SALE.
The Stewartsville Independetli is for sale. It is
a first Class newspaper and job printing office.
Paper in its fourteenth year with splendid advertising patronage and good subscription list. A
third less than worth of material will buy it if taken
within the next six weeks.
BORN;
AcKLEY..--·Januaryr7th, r89o, to Bro. Martin
and Sr. Helen Ackley, a son, named Virgil.
Blessed by Elder H. R. Harder.
FuNDERimRG.-February 25th, r.89o, to Bro.
]no. and Sr. Anna Funderburg, a &an, named
Alma Hud~on. Blessed by Elders H. R. Harder.
and E. Keeler.
DIED.
PmLLIPs.-At Cleveland, Lucas county, Iowa,
March 24 th, r89 o,. Sr. Isabella Phillips, beloved
wife of T. J. Phinips; aged 44 years, 8 months,
29 days. She was.born June 2sth, 1345 , at Pottsville, Pennsylvania, united ...vith the church about
the year r86z, and continued a fai.thful and consis tent member till the time of her death. She
was an affectionate wife,. a devoted mother, a
kind and generous neighbor, loved by all knew·
her. She leaves a husband arid six .childrentv<(o sons and four daughters-to mourn .her loss.
To her daughter !{ate she said the day of her
death, "Don't speak against the Latter Day
Saints. I am one of them,· and whoever speaks
ag-ainst them speaks. :'gainst me. They are th.e
Lord's people." The same day, though up attending on her household duties, she .called her
husband and children abo.ut her and told them
she would soon die;· . A few momehts after this
she was strick<;:nwith par~J.lysis and passed away
about six hours a£terwards. Sht: gave word!; of
advice .and exhortation .~o her fatr)Uy, bidding'
them live togetli~r in love;
A large concourse of people attendep the funeral ser:
vices thereby testifying theh:'. high; .esteem
for .her many womanly virtues. A sermon, suit:
able and timely, :was delivered by Elder Lorenzo
Powell to .a large, sympathi:zing congregation.
[The above nqtice 'Yas delayed through lack

of atte!'ltion on the part of Elder E. B. Morgan,
which he deeply regrets.]
TuRNER.-January 26th, r89o, at the home of
her parents, near Deloit, Iowa, Maud Turner,
daughter of James T. and Kate Turner, aged
nearly 20 years. Maud was one of our fairest
maidtms, one who brought· sunshine wherever
she came. Her example vvas such that no one
need hesitate to follow. While she died, as it
were in the beginning of life, still memories of
the past are left us which will not die, but will
live on forever. We remember her. as pupil, how
good she was to obey command; we remember
her as schoolmate, teacher, sister and friend. A
link has gone from the chain of society. Who
will fill its place. But the example is left us by
which we may improve, and by. so doing be
enabled when death's summon calls to meet not
only her but all others who have died a righteous
death; in that land of bliss where sorrow, sickness and death never come. While her parents
mourn they do not mourn alont:; we mourn
with them, but as those having hope of eternal
rest. Funeral services at Deloit, Iowa, Sunday,
May 4th, by Elder Charles Derry.
Dear sister, thou art called away,
To mingle with the blest; •
Thy sufferings now are at an end;
Thy spirit is at rest.
For thou the gospel did obtahi,
And faithful did obey,
·
And when the Lord in clouds shall come,
A crown thou wilt attain.
Then may we meet thee, sister, dear,
And dwell forever more
:
With thee and all the faithfnlones,
On Zion's happy shore.

MARTIN.--At Steubenville, Ohio,pecember rst,
r889, of complication of diseases; Sr. Susie E.
Martin.
She was born at Gleni;oe, Belmont
county, Ohio, October 3rst, r865. In her early
life she was a member of the Methodist Episcopal church, but later in life she became acquainted .with the doctrine of the Church pf Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints and was baptized by Elder
R. S. Salyards, then of Wheeling, )Vest Virginia,
and had her membership with the S.aints at Benwood, West Virginia. Sr. Martin: was strong in
the faith, and after a protracted illness, while on
her death bed, she .offered up a prayer for the
welfare of Zion and for those she must soon leave
behind, meaning her husband,]. W. Martin, five
sist-ers, two brothex:s and many' relatives and
friends who mourn her departure. i But we know
that their loss is her gain.
Her temains were
taken to Glencoe Cemetery and !,aid to rest on
the third day of December. Funeral sermon by
Elder]. W, Eicher, of theM. E. church.
W~LL~AMs.-At Amanda, Ohio, March 3oth,
r89o, after a long sickne,ss of consumption, Bro.
Anson L. Williams· passed away in hope of the
glorious resurrection; aged 34 years .and 5
months, He leaves a wife and r child to mourn
their loss. Fu·aeral attended by Elder U. W.
Greene.
D4viEs.-At her residence in G\'een Mea<:lows,
near Los Angeles, California, J an~ary zrst, 1~90,
Sr .. Elizabeth Davies, aged ~r years. She was
.bort1. ih October, r8o8, in Shropshire, England;
baptized .in 1844; came to America in l849, and
to California in r853; she joined the Reorganized
Churcl:l in r864. Tnis Iaithful m,other in Israel
passed through maJ;J.y soul-stirring trials in the
dark and doudy day, ever rema)ning steadfast
and firm in faith, and has· gone. !Jke a shock of
corn fully .ripe to her rest in para,dise. Funeral
services by Elder D. S. ~'!ills. .. '
NEWl>:IRK.-Cyrus Newkirk vyas born May
22d, r8oo, in Sh.epard' Town, Vermont; died January 9th, r89o,in the town of Willow, Richhmd
county, Wisconsin; Bro. Newklfk united with
the. latter day work Septembeti rst; r8sr, at
.Argyle, LaF!lyette col].nty, Wisco~sin; was• bap,
tized by Elder Z. H. G.t)rley ,Sen.; confirmed by
hirn and ElderJ. W. Briggs. H.ejwas ordained a
High Priest the same year under the hands of
Brn .. J.. w. Briggs &nd Z. H. Gurley,Sen., at
J\foscow, Iowa.. county, W,isconsin .. l:le was one
9fth~ ·first members of the Reorganization, and
was numbt:red with. those who bqre the b~rdens
of. those .trying days. He livt)d a faithful lite and
bore a faithful testimony to the last; and whe11.
-talking .(lf the latter day work he .ever seemed to
be. filled witJ:l the Spirit of G~d, which
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left a lasting impreosion. Funeral sermon was
preached by Brn. A. L. Whiteaker and W. A.
McDowell.
BLACKMAN.--Near Emerson, Iowa, April_zoth,
r8go, Bro. JosephS. Blackman, aged 73 yearo, 8
months and 15 days. He was baptized in I843;
rebaptized in I88g. by ElderS. J. Salisbury. Funeral services by Elder D. Hougas.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

May r, Amount to date .............. $2.693 67
J. T. Johnson, Kan ....... $3 oo
S. A. Hopkins, N.J.. . . . . . 25
L H. Baldwin, Minn ..... I oo
Margaret Kelley, Kan .... 5 oo
Phebe Bigelow, Cal ....... I 75
H. Sawyer, 0.... . .. . .. .. so
R. E. Martin, Texas .... , .. I oo
A Sister, S~>cramento, CaLr 75
M. E. Williamson, Mo .... r oo
C. M. Wilder, Iowa ....... r oo
Ina A. Shawl, Colo ....... 2 oo
Nancy Swan, Ill .......... r oo
R. Archibald, Iowa ....... r oo
M.A. W., Kans .......... roo
Ndlie Hansen, Iowa...... 52
Hannah Bardsley, Cal ..... r 25
'23•02
May 8, Amount received to date ..... _:~_>z.7~-~2
W""Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its Jines, on Tuesdays, April zzd and May 2oth, Home Seekers'
Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to points in the
Farming RE'gions of the West, Southwest and
Northwest. For tickets and fm·ther information
concerning these excursions call oa your nearest
C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or address P. S. EusTis,
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ill.
ADDRESSES._
Charles E. Butterworth, Stewartsville, Mo.
Robert L. Ware, Rictqnond, Ray cotmty, M.o.

RoBERT WINNING,

Pres~t.

BH.L D EN--KELJuEY DEBATE.

'Ill

FARMERS'
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent h:terest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.
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N
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Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
"M:~.nll!l•~ci;ot Found,"

ao much

that it furthe chief
write the

M. Walker, .Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS

ISSm~D

--)BY T H E ( - Board of Publication of the Reo1gcmized Church,

at their Publishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCKfPTURll/8 .
(Inspired Tr3n1lltttion by J o§eph Smit~~o)
Sheep or Library
sprinkl0d edges .•• "'
50
Imitation Morocco, gilt
.•••.•••...••••.. 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ............... ,..,.. • ... 2 50
New •rostarnent, Inspired. . • • • . • • . .•••••.••.
BOOK OF
Roan, sprinkled edges .................... , 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••.•••.••••••• l
DOCTRINE AND COVE~i ANTS.
oprinkled Rheep, or Library ................. 1
lrnit.ation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••.•••.••• 1
'rUE B.AIN'rS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Musiin ~ides . . . . . • • . . . • . .
60
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music,
about 'i20

music.

Intended for a fam1ly ne\vepaper: it furuishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reiiects with spcc_io.l care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
CHARAC'l'ERIZffi THE AGE;
furnishes a Home: Scientific Persollal, Heligious ,Around

(Music only,)
Leatherback and MuP!in sides ......•....... $1 50

NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.''
-THE-

Aposiaey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can ail'ord to miss
reading it e1ther as CRITIC or INVEsrrrGATOR. It contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Beeides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
The entire work by EHer Wm. H. Kelley, in charge of
gospel mission work in New England, New York and
District of Col urn bia.
Printed IJy A. Mudge & Co., Boston, Mass.
Copies can be had by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAlN'rS' HEHA LD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMBERT BROS., Independent Patriot Office,
Lamoni, Iowa,
AND

TRAVEI~ING

AGENTS.

W'" Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM. H. KELLEY.
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TRACTS.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY

One ye.r $1.00, 6 mos. C>O cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 cts.
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

COVENANTS.
edition, 32 pages, paper covem ••••

H

tunes, and full instructions on choir

~~~~~~d ~:~h~iw~;~:,n~~:1~! 7.t~~~ ~!Fa~~t~?~~~~n,~~~~~ ~

CONCOHDANCE TO DOC'.l'mNE AND

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOctl!.; per dozen.............

THE PATRIOT.

1

COWDPJRY LETTERS.
covers Sets. each; per dozen......... ~5
covers octs. each; per dozen .•...•.• , • 50
()ontaing valuable matter in relation to the Calling
the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the
of Morm n, and thfl .Angelic bestowal the
Priesthood.

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitltt.ion Morocco, sprinkled edgelll ••••••••••• 1 21\
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgee ...••••••••••••• l 50

HESPERIS.
(P0ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages., gilt edges .....•••••. 1 50
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND

COY J<JN ANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers....
Old edition • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

10
1i

SONGS OF ZTON.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ..... ., ....... 1 00
JO::lEPH SMITH TITE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGj<jNITOR::l.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages.................... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Cl~~~ses.
Srrinkled Leather ........................... l 00
Muslin boards . .. • • • • • .. .. . • .. • .. • • .. .. • • • • '15
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . , . , . . 2 !'iO
Question Books for Primary Classes.
L\;np "":nwlin, Hi cts. each. per do7.-.n .......... 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . • . . . . . . . • . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..•........ Same price.
F·ancy Cards, package o! 50, 5 kinds, large . • . • ~5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 1 0 kinds, per 100. • • • • • • • 60

Truth Made ""'''m"'"'• dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1
Voice of the Good
dozen fie, 100.
of Faith and
of the Church
the Kirtland
dooon 5c, 100 . .2 50 for 50 cts,
'.!'he "One Baptism·" ita
requisites and ·Design-and
ister; 25 ets
dozen,
7. Who Then
be
8. Fulnosg of the
dozen
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a l.'JC-Jrrpl,ur:al
point; dozen 30 cts . , 100 .................. 2
10. The Narrow
dozen J5 eta., 100 ..•..• l
11. The Plan
dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. 'rhe Bible vs
dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson
25 cts, 100 ... l
Hi Brigbamite Idolatry;
5 cts., l 00 . . . . .
16. Polygamy: Was it an
Teuet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts.,
................ 1
l'l. The Succeasor in the Prophetic Office and
dozen 25 cts , 100, 1
Presidency ofths
20. The "One Body:" or
Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 ct2., 100 •...•....••••.••..... l
lll. Truth by Three Witneaso8; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 em, 100 ...-1
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•..••••••• l
24. The Kingdom of
dozen 5 em., 100 . • • .
25. Laying on of
5 ots., 100.....
House; doz. 6c., 100
26. Mountain of the
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 21\ em., 100 ... l
29. Vi~ion of the Re~urrection, from the Doctrine !l.nd Covenants; dozen 5 em., 100. . . • . . .
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen .•••••
hundred .•.•.•••...•..•...•..••..••• l
What ie Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church 'l dozen 5 om., 100...
250 for 60 em., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•• l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 6 cts, 100 . . • .
36. The
Story Re-Examined; dozen..

fiO

40

25
lO
25
65
'Hi
40

40
~

n

40
15
10
25
40
40
40
40
40
15
lO
25
~5

40
20
....................•...•. l 25
The Gospel; dozen 5 em., 100 for 25 ctl!., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 'lli
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen lll em., 100 ,l l.O
43 One Wife, or
dozen 25 coo, 100 .••. 1 tfi
Trii.ll of the Witnesses
the Roounectlon of Je·
!11.1!! Ohrimt; li em. each, per dozen. • • • • • • • • • .
110
on the Rebellion; per 100 . . • • • • . • • • Hi

"""'·""'m"•nl

of Tract!! ....:................
SE~'

Bownd

m Limp

Mlll!li.~

OF TRACTS.

turnl!ld

m ..... _....... .
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"l:IEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE Loun: 'FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU l:IAVE SAVE !T liE ONE WIFE· AND CoNOmiNES
HE SHALL, HAvE NONE.c'-Pago 116, Book ofJYiormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
,
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT O:t~E HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHEl\
rs AT LIBERTY TO MAl~RY AGAIN. "--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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insubordination. 'There was no sort of authority
for requiring them to pay the expenses of the
war. There was no sort of authority for requiring them to leave the State. It was monstrously illegal and unjust to attempt to punish them
for offenses for which they had not been tried,
and of which they had not been convicted. It
would be a reasonable conclusion that in making
his so-called •treaty' Gen. Lucas was guilty of illegal.extortion, unwarranted assumption of powusurpation of authority, and flagrant violation
the natural rights of man."
Gov. Boggs' orders toGenerals Atchison,
and Lucas 8ppear to have been
that
Mormons "must all be driven
from the State, or exterminated."
Gen. Atchison left the force, declaring
that he "would he no pal.'ty to the enforcement of such inhuman commands." Gen.
Lucas, in command, issued the· following
order to Gen. A. W. Donaphan:
"B1·igadier-General .Doniphan, Sir:-::-- You will
take Joseph ·Smith and the other. prisoners into
the public eq uare qf .Far West, and shoot them
at 9 o'clock to-morrow morning."

of the law punishable by fine and imprisonment, which have been ~ustained by
evidence and confession in court and conPp"nLISHED .AT LA:MO:Nr, DECA'ItJit CoUN'l'":l", Iow~
victions have been had, not in isolated and
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per ye11r.
few cases, but in hundreds of instances, the
Th'l Traveling Ministry, District ~nd Branch Presidents
...,d the Bishop'• Agent•. ure requested to solicit nqw su'IJ.,
parties having been guilty. This, too, has
IBCrlbero, and help build up the paper and the pul>licatiol!l
obtained as a condition resulting from the
dep,..rtment.
direct teaching of the leaders of the church,
Bu~,in~a:s Let~era and Snhacrlptions murst
to Davii!.
Dw:ace:r, by P. 0. Order. Regl~:5tered Lt~tter, or
and hy their counseland knoo/ledge. Not
Eritsred a~ mecond cl5.sa m:ftter
La:n.1oni
under the excitement and co~sequent indignation of individuals smarting from ill
treatment and abuse, as in the case of some
of the Saints in Missouri, who committecl
a ;ts constructively wrong. in the nature of
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
reprisals for injuries done them by unlawW. W. BLAIR
AsSOCIATE EDITOR;
ful violence.
It is urged by the Mormon~ in extenuaLamoni, I.owa, May 24, I 890.
tion that, at the time their p~culiar tenet
was adopted, for the practice of which
ARE THE LAWS OPPRESSIVE?
their members are punished, there was no
law against it, and that the .laws. under
THE question whether the Mormons of
which they are now compelled to answer
Utah, Idaho, Montana and other. states
to the courts, are acts of speci?llegislation
andthe territories, havejust cause.for com.
SAMUEL D. LucAs,
framed against their religion,'and for this
plaint against the government on .account
·Major-General Commanding.
reason are oppressive and unc<hnstitutional.
of the laws passed by Congress and the
This order was received by Gen. Doni- It may .be true that the laws were enacted
acts<of the legislatur.e.s, state and territoriwith direct view to their application to the
phan, 11nd his opinion of it is gathe1e·d
al, VV'lJich have present and future
government of Utah and Idaho; but itis
fro,m his reply to it:
upon the Mormons resident therein,. is
cour.se a constantly recurring· one.
.
"It is cold-blooded murder.
will not obey equally true that if there had been no
We are largely interested in the matter,. your order. My brigade shall march for Liberty necessity for such laws nonejwould have
to, morrow .morning, at 8 o'Clock, and if you .exe- been enacted; the necessity f~r them gave
fox; the reason that if the laws are
and. p.ppressive, and are but the
of. cute those men, I will hold you respons\ble be- rise to their enactment. What Joseph
fore an earthly tribunal, •o help me God!
Smith, Hyrum Smith, Luma,n Gibbs and
deep seated antipathy and hatred toward
A. W.DONIPHAN,
others. were charged with they were innothefajth from the beginning, and not
Bri IJC?dier. General."
cent of, and necessarily the: c~urts of. even
c~use of the later addition of pluraJ mar~
In summing up at the .clos~ of chaptheir enemies did not convi<it them; but
nage, 'l¥e may sooner or later be
ter
the historian of Caldwell county
rnany of Utah's. elders and .teachers are
by those laws, or what mvy grow out ect states:
charged with crimes and. the courts senthem.
h
f
· h
b ·
"Indictments Jor various offenses....:tr'eason,
.a clos~ research .into the history
1 mlirder, robbery., receiving, stolen goods, arson,
fence t. em. or p.unls ment . ecause guilty.
the sojourn of fhechtnch in Ohio an:d Mis 1 resisting legal prbc'ess, etc., were afterward found Tl)at happens to them that 'should have
happened to the Saints in Missouri, as
so~ri, the fact crops ot!t pr<;>minently that I against them, but not one conviction was ever
stated heretofore. If they :were guilty
the attitude of the church toward
q ues-~ had}'
In some of tile cases the court dismissfd they should havebeenpunish~d by a proption o.f slav~ry ana the politics of
relatitlg to that. institution, bad so much to the complaints; in some others the prose- er: procedure before the co.urts of the land.
"Thou sl}alt not commit aqultery" is as
do with the expulsi()D. from the latter state, cuting attorne~ .filed a "Proceed no fur~
Ri~don was release~hEon .a,
much the center of all the laws concerning
th!(tone is alo:;lOst forced to conclude tha.t tker." .
it r:nustJargely s~are the responsibility tr1al by habeascorpus; Luman Gibbs was; ... man's gomestic r~lations as is'''Thou shalt
tried and acquitted.
, ··not kill" the ce11,t~r of all sta~,utory .enactwi~ll the cba~g¢ of r.digious persecution i·n
Those referr:ed to as having been indict- ments by which the sacredne,ss of human
bringing abo.ut sue~ expulsion. ·
ed were] osephand Hyrum Smith, George . life is guarded and preserved: Had there
In reference to the HTreaty," forced
M, Hinkle, Sidney Rigdon and others.
neve~ been any disregard to the .command,
on.the MorrponsbyGen.Sctmuer D.
From all. we.j;;ather upon the subje9t it. "ThQt(>shalt J:J.O~ kill," the statute books
cas,i!l Vl"hi~h they. were .made to agree to
leave .the state, be.cause thev must, the is discoverable that the acts by which the ·would nevet have been burdened with
writer and ?ompUer of the history of Saints suffered in Missouri were unlaw- definitions as to what constit~tes murder;
Caldwell county, Missouri, has this to say: ful-acts not authorized or sa11ctioned in so also, had man alwaysregatded the pre,
"Wliat authority G$n. Lucas. had to make such existing laws--,-,and when baled bef()re the cept.given of God touching bisrelation to
a •t~~fl'ty' and tq impqse such -conditions is not c.ourts upon chC~rges of infraction of the woma:n, there. would have b~en no.necesclear,. It W()uld seem that he re.,.arded the Mor- laws
the land, they went unpunished sity for statutory declarationfdefining the
mon~ as~omposing a foreign. n:rtion, or at l~ast because not guilty~
nat'\lre of crimes against th~. command,
as fqqnJpg an army with belligerent rights, and
The di~parity between.the condition of ~~Thou shalt nofcotninit aduttery."
w:i~h •. propt;r treaty·cqntracting .powers.
'!'he
The laws of Congress and of Idaho are
truth wa~ ~hey wer~ and •had. not. ceased to be things shown gy the matters stated above
of Misso.url, am<'nable to and under the and the conditi()tl of things jn. Utah and based upon the. definite comrtland ofGod,
jm·isclict:io.rt. of its law:s ....I f they had COTI!mitted Idaho, ..of whi.ch •the M;ormons complain, and .a,.re but the bum.an amplifi.cations upon
o;ught to have beeh p1Jni&hed,
ot\ler criminals. There was 110 is certainly grea:t in this; charges have that .divine precept•.. Whpever trans•. their arms from them except been made agilinst in;;tt1y of the elders of gresses any of the simpler fqrms of those
Utah £or dir(i!ct.infractions pro-visi()ns breaks the origir}al .cornr:nand
. were. proyed. tq be w!Litia in a state of the church
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ofthe law. him to discriminate
wrestling with the question, and are makidea that. the of the church and against the statute law, ing progress-'- and we wait developments.
which the Mor". when the two were in conflict?
he
Oppression of the poor by the rich, S'€>
are the.result of would so .condemn a Mormon, could he
as our experience goe~,. is mote see~~
sectarian
and hatred toward thefaith consistently ~efuse to condemn any other ing than real. The majority of men who
as it was promulgated by Joseph a~d Hy- church member?
have wealth above a competency hav~
Jum Smitl;l.. . The long suffering and forgathered their means by studied saving;
bearanc~ of the American Republic towand in many instances selfdenial ;;md the
MONOPOLY.
ard the setders in Utah who taught openly
slow processes Of judicious management;
their free~om from governmental inter- THERE l.s a great deal being said almost and are friendly to the deserving p()or, aid~
ference, and made. their attitude upon the everywhere in a •great many circles of so. ing them when they can. We donot believe
marriage question. a virtue, though they ciety about. monopolies, usury, cliques, that the. class usually. called. rich by the or'-'
knew it tb be adverse to the American money rir~gs, banks and bankers, the op- dinaryanti-monopolist orator are as body
nation, is . too well known to make the pression of the floor b}'the rich, andany .guilty of the charge of oppressing the
plea that li!ws weternade to gratify spite and all other things .by which the di:fft;r- poor. And while our religion is clearly
against the Mormons on account of their ences between poverty, competence and discriminative against iinpmperly acquired
faith as a'whole, either palatable or rea- wealth are distinguished; and we are not riches, and strongly suggestive of what
sonable.
altogether certain but what we. too should men should do with what they m~y. ac~
For these reasons, if for none others, we have somethir,g to say .about these things, quire that is more than a competency; it is
can not yet agree that the government is
But, not having time at our disposal to ex- by no means condemnatory of the proper
a party to]awless oppression of an inl).o- amine the subject exhaustively, we can acquirement of a competency by .!Ill, and
cent people.
even wealth by the careful use. of lhe un.·
only make.a beginning.
Neither banks nor bankers take advan- righteous mammon, .,
Abraham was wealthy, and_ yetwas the
tage of or rnake any money out of the
A DISTINCTION WITH A DIF,
man who buys only what he can pay for, father of the faithful; commended of. God
FERENCE.
does not borrow money, does not give his because of hisfaith ...
We fear that. much that is being said
not~, does not become surety for another,
WE commend the reading of the Thirteenth Article of The 7 estimony of the does not engage in speculation, and buys about the things named above . is said be~
cause of the bitterness of spirit .in which
nothing on credit.
United Presbyterian Church of America
Every man is a monopolist who by any the poor. man is sometimes tinder the neto that class of men who are down upon
the Mormons because the latter believe means secures any saleable commodity, and cessity. of laboring to win his daily bread;
that they should obey the commands of because he has the chance sells it for what and that some is the result of envy at the
God, though in doing so they may violate it will bring him, regardless of what rich man's lot, and is not said in the proper·
it cost him. Men of small means keep appreciation of what care and diligence
some of the legal enactments of men:
what they have to sell of merchantable and attention . to la.bor and business .have
"ARTICLE' 13.-That the law. of God is suvalue until it increases in value, if. they done. for some, and might do fo~inany
preme inits lj!Uthority and obligations, and where
more, if not for all. We have never tried
commands o:f church and state conflict we are to ·can; the man of large means does the
obey God rather than man." '
same; the difference is in degree, not in personally for the acquisition of wealth,
having had other business to occupy our
What chance would a Utah Mormon, kind,
or any other believer in Mormonism for
Usury is the unlawful increase of time and talent; but we have been obserthat matter, have before a United States moneys paid for their use. Thomas John- vant of the lives and careers of
court withi such a clause as that in the son lends a hundred dollars and takes ten among whom our · lot in life has been
articles of faith. Just look at it. Here is per cent per annum for its use; this is ac- cast. We have known and now know
an open dedaration thv.t the law of God is counted usury.
Benjamin James takes a men reputed wealthy whose hearts have
supreme, and that where commands of hundred dollars and buys a horse and been with the poor, and whose hands
church and state conflict the member is to charges fifty cents a day for its use, amount- have helped the necessities of many; and
follow the commands of the church, as- ing to the Dutchman's one and one-half per who have had to stand the unkind flino-s
suming that the commands of the church cent per annum; this is counted as proper; thrown at all riches by those less favor;d
are the law. of God.
the difference is, one is a hundred dollars by fortune, or deserved success, and to bear
Suppose a man residing in Utah and in gold, silver or greenbacks, the other is.a the reproach of being called rich, when
conscious of having wronged no man out
belonging to the U. P., which stands for hundred dollars in horse flesh.
United Presbvteri:ms, should be arrested
My brother has a hundred dollars which of anything his due, and of having paid a
for any sort of crime and he should be he is not using; if I desire to borrow it he just tribute to tl)e Lord of the harvest;
asked the question, "In cv.se your church chooses not to lend it to me because he and this they have done in kindness of
should require you to do an act forbidden will not be guilty of taking usury, interest spirit, which said, Forgive them, Lord,
by the law of the Territory, which would on money; but he sees my necessity to use a they know not what they do.
We do not defend the unjust use of the
you obey?" and he should answer, "I be- horse and will buy one and hire it to me
lieve in the Thirteenth Article of the 7 es- at ten times the percentage that I would riches of this world, by any; but we are
timony of the church to which I belong, willingly. give him for the money the sure that the envy of the poor man is as
and should act in accordance therewith," horse cost and buy one for myself, to the destructive of spiritual growth and enhow much better citizen of the United saving to me of ninety per cent on the largement of powers as is the greed of the
States is he than the Utah Mormon who value of its work. Who takes usury in rlcb.
when arraigned in court answers: "If God this supposed case-and there are huncommands me to do anything I hold it to dreds ofsuch transactions every day?-ap- SoME one sends us the Daily Toledo,
be my dutv to obey him; a no if in obey- ply the idea.
Ohio, Blade for May 3d, containing the
ing him I break a law of man I must take
Cliques and money rings are combina- following, which will interest the .lovers
the consequences?"
tions of men of enterprise and capital, of archreology and the developments of
Would n<;>t the judge of the court in somf'times one, sometimes both, for the tesearch into the history of our land and
Utah who suggested the thought that if purpose of increasing individual gains by its former inhabitants:
the oath required of any secret society de- the use of aggregated means. Many fail,
SPRINGFIELD. 0., May zd.-(Special.J-Workmanded a disregard of the laws of the some succeed; and they usually hurt no men in digging a well six miles from this place
state, such secret order was disloyal and one who is content with legitimate gains yesterday came upon the bones of a giant in a
eught to be suppressed, be sure to con- obtained in legitimate ways. They nnd splendid state of preservation, at a depth of
thirty-two feet. The femur measured three feet
demn a man brougl:t before him for trial their chief victims among those who de- in
length and the spinal column four feet and
who should quote a rule of the church of sire big returns from small outlays. Con- two inches. The skeleton was .buried in a bed of
which he was a member that required , gress and state legislatures are now gravel and beside it were implements of warfare
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apparently belonging tp the Stone age-a huge
steamship and railway, over a third of the
stone axe weighing twenty-seven pounds and a
distance around the globe. He expect>. to
spear-head weighing eighteen :pounds. The skull
leave San Francisco on the 23d. He is
measured thirty-.eight inches in circumference,
engaged in the supply trade at Honolulu
and was crushed in several places. The discovery has caused a great deal of excitement
with others.
throughout this section, and men of science are
Bro. F. M. Cooper writes from East
expected here to view the remains and endeavor · Delavan, Wisconsin, May 12th: "Some adif possible to locate the age in which he lived. A
ditions are being made to the church here."
copper medallion engraved with strange characBro. Heman C. Smith baptized four at
ters was found in the bed, and by it the time of
the giant's existence may be readily located by
Logan, Iowa, on the 7th instant.
He
geologists. The skeleton will be brought to this
preached at Magnolia thr-ee times, at Loplace and undoubtedly given either to the Smithgan twice and at Galland's Grove twice.
sonian Institute or the State University.

THE religion of the Saints is defensible
from every standing point of argumentation. If churches are but the creation of
human needs and intelligence and without
divine sanction in their origin, the church
is defensible taking the standards of evidence on which the churches rely. If
churches and doctrines on which churches
are founded are of God, and sanctioned and
ordained by him, thenis the church and its
doctrine defensible, the standards of evi:
dence accepted by all followers of Christ
again being the criterion by which to judge.
What profit is it therefore to be a Saint?
Much every way, if a man be a Saint from
the heart.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY card from Bro. H. A. Stebbins to Sr.
Stebbins, dated at Wirt, Iowa, we learn
that /B'ro. Stebbins assisted by Brn. 0. B.
Thomas and Lloyd Wells; had made quite
a stir ,at Knowlton, not far from Wirt, and
created quite an interest and much inquiry.
Bro. Thomas Revell, o£, Clarksdale,
De~alb county, Missouri, has a set of the
HERALDS .from January, I 862,' to date,
quite complete, which he will sell for
$15:oo. Any one wishing this set please
address Thomas Revell, at above address.
We learn. that Bro. I. N. Roberts had
baptized seven at Cn1ig, Missouri, within
a few days. Qne wil.s baptized at Lamoni
Sunday, May nth, The elders at the latter .place are filling appointments all
around the settlement with good results.
A l~tter from Bro. J. ArmstroQg, of the
Nebraska City branch, gives a very
encouraging statement of the condition
and •· im.r.rovement of . the branch at that
pla~e~ He regrets to write that the two
most fa~Scinating. evils of the. present gen.
eratio)l-strong drink and the · use of
tobacco-are still· troubling the Saints, but
they hopeto overcome in due time.
Bro. G. J. Waller, oi Honolulu, Sandwichislands, gave the.Herald Office and
Lamoni a visit from . the I zth to the I 6th
on his way fr9m England·, where. he and
his. family had spent the past winter, to
San Fpmcisco and his home at the Islands,
He.left England on the steamer Mdjeslic
April goth, reached New Yorkin six di!:VS
and five hours, spent a day and a night in
New'York.Cityand a night at CincinQati
and another at St.J oseph, Missouri, reach~
ing Lamoni on the evening .of. Monday
the 12th. 'I'his is getting over the world
•. at a great rate. By the time Bro. W:aller
... will have re~ched his home he will have
traveUt~d about nine tho\)sand miles by

Bro. C. A. Butterworth writes he has
baptized two more lately, and that prospects for Wall send and New South Wales
are improving steadily.
"Joyful news from far arriving,
How the Gospel wins its way."

Bro. John A. Currie, Jr., writes from
Bandera, Texas, May 8th: "Since conference I have gained more spiritually than
ever before in the same length of time."
Bro. John T. Kinnaman wrote from
near Maysville, Missouri, M.t~Y 8th:
"Baptized two more last Sunday; will
commence here to-morrow night."
Bro. Joseph C. Clapp wrote from Deer
Lodge City, Montana, May 7th: "Last
Sunday I was most wondeifully blest in
preaching. 04' I felt such a power that
the veil seemed almost drawn aside; and
it occurred to my mind while I was talking: 'This is the Spirit that presided at
the conference!' 0,_ what a joy unspeakable it is for one to know that the Spirit of
God is truly resting upon him."

323
wrong to take usury on money, and that it.has
been the downfall of all nations that have fallen
that have done so?
A.-Yes; if he expresses these views as his
own. The church authorizes its representatives
to preach the gospel of peace, and invite sinners
to repentance; and not to ride hobbies, or preach
private sermons, or indulge in personal speculative theories. · All men as men are entitled to
their opinions and to the expression of them, in
proper time and place.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCEs!·

"And if the tender ear be jarred
That, haply, hears by turns
The raintly harp of Olney's bard,
The pastoral pipe of Burns, ·
No diAcord mars His perfect plan
Who gave them both a tongue;
For he who sings the love of man
The love of God hath snngl"

WE present our readers this week with another
testimony furnhhed by the kindness: of Bro. Stafford. It will be found to contain many encouraging thoughts for the Saints.
TESTIMONY OF FATHER JAMES
WHITEHEADGIVEN IN SAINTS' MEETING AT LAMONI,

APRIL 27TH, 1890.

Brethren and Siders:-I feel it as one of the
greatest blessings in this life for the children of
God to meet together where prayer' is wont to be
made and where the children of. Gbd bear testimony to the truth of the gospel of !Jesus Christ,
which is the power of God unto s~lvation. ·we
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
are engaged in a.great work. It is a work which,
Bro. D. K. Dodson wrote from Council if we continue. faithful, we shall :appreciate as
Bluffs, Iowa:
long as ettrnity endures.
I feel exceedingly
"Two weeks ago I baptized four as Crescent
happy and thankful ·tor the time bf refreshing
City. Last Sunday there wer'e five more bap
we have had from the presence of the Lord and
tized by Bro. John .Evans,. the prjest of the
to hear the testimonies, the prayers and songs of
branch."
Bro. E. B. Morgan wrote from Lucas, the righteous that we have had in; the late conference. How great and glorious;are our privi'Iowa, May 13th:
leges!
"l was privilege<! to baptize four y<JUng people
onthe 5th instant.. I .assure you it was a time to
I will tell you a ch'cumstance which took place
be long .remembered. The Spirit of the Lord
with me a few days ago. I feel an¢! have felt for
was present in power and burned in the hearts
some time past that the Spirit of God is among his
of the Saints like a living fire. There are others
children like melting fire. Well may the prophet
waiting for Bro. Henry Stebbins to come and
baptize them."
say ofthe children of God when theymeettogether
Bro. W. W. Hodge wrote from Beaver often and speak one to another, '·The Lord hearFalls, Pe~nsylvania, May 1.2th:
kened and heard and a book of Iemembrance .w.as
"I have held servJces for.two Sundays on a
kept, and they shall be mine, saith the Lord, in
platform in a grove just outside of the town.
the_ day that I nun1ber my jewels, and I will
The Spirit of theMaster was present. We inspare them as a man spareth his _own son who
tend continuing o1,1r Sunday services!' .
serveth him.''
I had occasion a few.days ago to administer to
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a certain sister on account of sick:ne~H. She came
to my house, and when we knelt down to pray I
~ues.-Is it right for an elder of the church to
felt an exceeding great portion o~ the Spirit of
travel in a country and lecture against mOJ:lOply
God.
After I had administered
her and reand orgatl'lze farmers' and labor Unions?
Ans.:....This is a. matter pi politics and .we do buked the disease that. was upon jher, the Spirit
of God rested upon me. with SJ.lCl'l.'power that I
not care to express an opinion In regard to the
rightfulness or. wrongfulness of it, as. it largely. saw down through the vista of tirrle thatthls sister rose from the. dead and stood ;with the. childepends upon the character of. the man, and his
dren of God;and I saw her son also rise up and
manner of conducting his campaign. Any man
stand by his mother and he cried q{tt, "My moth·
hils the right to present and maintain his pblit~
ical opl~ions. I fhe chooses to exercise the right ei"! my mother!" And.the mo\her answ~red,
''My son! my son!" and tlasping. eacl:J. other
th.:it is his business;
~,~Is it. right f~r an elder. of the. church to arms otlove theys.apg praises to God: lknpw
that that sister wilL stand .with the blood-wash( d
preach to the clmrch antthe world that it is
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by reasoning together, taking the word of God,
America of an Intelligent and highly civilized
the Holy Bible for our guide. Now in humility
people, who on<;e inhabited this country and bujrt ·
and with a perfect knowledge of my own ~eak·.
very great cities, they have been found under
ness, I want to try and correct some mistakes you
ground, and also a great many relics,and this too
seem to have..fallen into, in regard to the Book
since the Book of Mormon was published. Who
o( Mormon and Joseph Smith. In the first place,
built those cities, and who were these mound
we as a church, do. not accept the Book of Morbuilders? The Book of Mormon solves the quesmon as our Bible, but believe it to be a sacred
tion, unfolds the mvstery . . The Book gives
history of a race of people who innabitM this
account of great upheavlngs and revolutions
continent before it was discovered by Col umbns,
the earth, and of great cities being buried; I
who were Jews that had drifted from the promisif I am not mistaken it happened at the cruCi:lix·
ed land at the time of the confounding of the lanion of Christ. Though I have not.the book by_,
guages at the tower 6f Babel, and were well
me and cah not say for sure, but heir in mind the
ver8ed in the old Bible, and all the customs of
Book of Mormon was published in 1830 befdre
the ancients; and were directed by God in their
any of these cities or relics were found.
No,
wanderings, and -cornniahded by him to keep a
Mary, there is nothing that could take tl:ie pla~e
record or history of their people that their chilof our long cherished Bible. The Boo.kof Mordren might not be brought up in .ignorance of
mon only adds to the divinty of that precious
him and his laws.
God promised that this recbook, thereby making .it of greater force. The
ord should be a means of bringing the remnant
Book of Mohnon ·coming out in fulfill merit of
of their seed to a knowledge of the truth. You
the prophecies of the Bible, skeptics arid Infidels
know that at the time 'the .languages were concan not stand before the two books; and thenbe:
founded the people were scattered, and the peosides it exactlyagrees with the Bibleconcerni~g
ple whq,wrote this history, or kept these records,
the doctrine of Christ, and is another. evidence
were some of them, and the record tells us that
of our dear . Savior;s mission.
We, as Latter
Jesus himself appeared unto them on this contiDay Ejaints, can not do without C!Irist in 'our renent after he was crucified, and taught them conligion, as he is our all and in all. Without him
cerning his doctrine, as he did the apostles at Jewe are nothing. He is the author and. finisher
rusalem; and is it not very reasonable that he
of our faith. We could not risk our sulvation on
should?
If he had a people on this continent
any.other, nor put our trust in the arm ,of flesh,
would it not be unjust to leave them in darkness,
Let every· man, however, fill his. appointed
concerning their Messiah, and the many truths
place, and do the work God has called. him to do.
which he taught his disciples in Jerusalem, which
In this light we .accept of Joseph Smitl) as being 1
have handed down to us, to comfort us?
You
an instrument in the hands of God in organizing
know that Jesus himself speaks of having "other
his church, setting in order and contending for
sheep which were not of this fold, they also must
the faith that was once delivered to .the Saints,
hear his voice." Now if he had other sheep
declaring the necessity of preaching and obeying
where were they? The gentiles you know were
the doctrine. of Christ in its fulness.- Joseph
never called sheep, and there is no account found
Smith declared that this was necessary although
in the New Testament of his ever teaching anit was £~reign to all that he had ever heard, and
other fold, although we have an account of his
all the learned clergy of the different denominaministry, up to,his crucifixion. Does it not foltions opposed, and taught that the fulness of the
low then that he must have appeared unto them
gospel was no longer needed. The Bible says,
PRAYER UNION.
after his resurrection? .This is what the Book of
"Though man, or an angel from heaven, preach
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,
Mormon claims he did, and why should it be
any other gospel than this that we have preachSr. Mary Gillespie, Kirtland, Ohio, requests
thought incredible?
Did he not appear unto
ed, Jet him be accursed."
your earnest faith and prayers in her behalf, that
Mary and many of the disciples, and Paul says
You asked, "How could you believe in such a
God may be pleased to restore her sight, of which
he appeared ynto him as one born out of due
man as Joseph Smith?" We admit that Joseph
she has been suddenly deprived.
time, and that he at another time appeared to
Smith was at one time quite an unlearned man,
. above five hundred brethren at once.
I might
and. that he has had many hard things said
refer you to many prophecies in the old Bible to
HoME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
against him, and that he was finally martyred for
substantiate the claims of the Book of Mormon,
the sake of his religion. Though there has been
May 8, Amount to date .............. $2.71.6 69
which to my mind are very plain, but for want
a great many reports circulated against him, yet
AYohe, Ill ............ $
H. Cook, Iowa ........... 2
of time will only give you a few in this, and will
not one of. them has ever been proven. And do
Ellen Cameron, Mich ..... i oo
probably send some pamphlet that can give you
you wonder that he was spoken against coming
Lucinda Smith, Mo ....... I oo
a great deal of information concerning it; the
out as he did preaching a doctrine contrary to
Amanda Yohe, Ill ...... :.
29th chapter of Isaiah, we think, is very plain in
the precepts of men, but in perfect accord with
Sarah A. Pickering, Cal. .. I oo
Lorinda Lewis, Neb ...... 2 oo
regard to the coming forth of a book, and also
the Bible? In fact what our blessed. Lord himAngus S. S., Iowa ........ 2 oo
states the condition the people would be in at the
self taught. Was it not so anciently? Did they
IO 50
coming forth of this book., The way in which
not revile Christ and his apostles? We might as
May 15, Amount received to date ..... $2.727!9
the Book of Mormon came forth fulfills that
well ask, «Whaf.use had the apcients for proph~Send. all moneve to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
prophecy to the very letter, even to the delivery
ets in the church of Christ?" Did Christ himof the book to one that is learned, and then to
self not place them there? Turn to the 4th chapRossviLLE, Tex., January, r888.
the one that was not learned.
ter of Ephesians and you will read in the eleventh
Dear Mary_;-I will try this evening to answer
But I will not try to analyze this chapter, but
verse "and he gave some apostles, and some
your very kind and pleasant letter, which I rewill let you examine the work which I shall send
prophets, and some evangelists, and some pastors,
ceived a few days ago, and hope this will find you
and teachers."
Now these prophets are not
you.
If you would read Ezekiel 37: 15, 22, zs
all, as it leaves us, well.
I was truly glad that
verses you could get other information concernpreachers as some claim, for he also places pasyou approved of my letter, ~eplied so cordially,
ing it. The sticks referred to there were parchtors aud teachers, and tells how long they are to
and with such plainness. Yes indeed,~ will alments used for writing upon and were kept roll'ed
continue and what they are for. I will not quote
low you the same privileg-e I ask; that of reasonaround sticks, In those days you know they did
further, but ask you to please read it for yourself.
ing with me, for, if I should be deceived or in ernot use books as we do now. There is overwhelmAlso the qth chapter of rst Corinthians.
ror, there is no better way to show it to me, than
ing proof also furnished by the antiquities of
Part of Joseph Smith's mission was to be an

throng, and will be clothed in white raiment and i
&ing the song of .redeeming Jove.
Brethren and sisters, when I saw those children
confirmed :as members of the ·church, I could
have cried .out and said, "0. Lord, save ·every one
of thy children, and thy children's children, and
bring therrj into thy glorious kingdomt" .
Mbthers' and fathers, gather your children
around yoh; teach them. the principles of the
gospel a·nd as won as they arrive at the age of
eight, induce them to come into the .church of
God that they may be taught the principles of
eternal life, and when they grow old they will
not depart. from them. God has been with his
people and:given them-testimony upon testimony.
They haveibeen heard to speak in the tongues of
men and of angels. They spoke by_ the power of
God and prophecied in the name of the Lord by
the Spirit of truth, sent down from heaven. No
people in these latter days have ever had greater
testimonies than have been received at this conference ju~t past. God is with this pebple and
the servants of God will be clothed upon with
power. They will go forth arid preach in dem- •
onstration of the Spirit b£ God, and many wi11
come into the church and be saved in the kingdom of God.
May Gog bless every Latter Day Saint whereever they 11re and may they be able to abide in
the most glorious faith of the gospel of Jesus
Christ our Redeemer,
I feel thankful and I feel to praise God that I
have located with you here, for here is a place
that God
bless his children. If you are faithful and true, the power of God will be with yoq
to such a degree that you will rise and testify and
prophecy, ;and the gift of tongues and all the
blessed gifts
the gospel of Jesus will be with
his ·children.
May heaven bless you.
May
peace, mercy and truth be ever with us and abide
amongst us, is my prayer in the name of Jesus
Christ. Amen.
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instrument in the hands of .God in restoring the
lost records, which is the Book of Mormom, to
the remnant of the seed of Ephraim. You may
say, "Who are the seed of Ephraim?" By read·
ing the Book of Mormon that they are the American Indians, and they are to be reclaimed and
taught to obey the law of God and his gospel.
In reply to your statement that you did not
think it necess~ry to belong to any church, let us
reason about that a little. If it were not necessary for us to obey the gospel why did Christ
command that it should be preached in all the ·
word for a witness, and· why was it preached if
we were not to obey it, and how could we obey
it witholJt one clothed with;authority and power
to administer the ordinances to us? Read the
last chapter of Matthew where he commissioned
his apostles and bade them observe all things
whatsoever he had commanded them, and lo, I
am. with you aiways, even unto the end of the
world. From this chapter we learn that the gospel of Christ was not to be changed, for he strictly charged. them to observe all tltings whatsoe.ver
he had commanded, and if you notice, Mary, this
· was the last talk he had with his disciples and
was after he had risen from the dead, for it there
states that he ascended into heaven. Now if this
was his last command, and it was to be preached
to all nations, who has a right to change it? You
will say no one; and I will respond, Amen.
No, we can not afford to leave the teachings
of Christ and follow after the traditions of men,
for our Bible teaches us that "he that abideth in
the doctrine of Christ hath both the Father and
the Son; and he; that· abideth not in the .doctrine
of. Christ hath not God."
The zd chapter of
.1\:cts, is also very. plain, Peter there on the day of
Pentecost tells them, that the gospel or these
:ble~sings were for them and their children, and
all whom the Lord our God .shall call; is he not
calling to-day? and will he not continue to call,
until the.end of i:irne?
We think so or else the
,command to. preach the gospel to all nations,
kindreds, tongues and people, would not have been
giVen by o]ir Lord and .Savior.
Yes, truly the illustration of the vine and the
;J:>ranches.is beautiful! .It shows plainly, that the
'br~nches rrmst receive life al).d vitality froin the
,vlne, and ,certainly if the branches abide in ~he
vine,they will bring forth the same fruit as the
vine from ;vhlch they draw their life, and all the
branches
bear the same~fruit necessarily, it
th~y abide in the same vine.
My dear friend,
will
from a grape vine bear diiferent
bra;nch bea.ririg apples, another peachanother plums, or I might say a cluster
No; you would saysurely not if they
iri the s.ame vine.
Now if these different
were the branches of Christ's
would evidently preach the same
but you know they
widely, no two of them preach"
three or four of the principles of
"v•u•c•·""·u that disconnectedly; Certainly'
not all abide in Christ
they would
one,. and preach the gospel without any

witl

or

My husband is a farmer and belongs to .the
church and if we have a crop and make anything
he says the Lord shall have hi~ share of if. I
hope and pray that all who can will pay, for,
brothers and sisters, if we want to reign with
Christ we must be up and doing. I want you all
to pray for me.
Your sister in Christ,
EMMA C. DONALDSON.

said, after the truth; but the time for the fulness
of the gospel to be preached had not vet come,
and they have done a great work in .Preparing
the people to accept of the gospel.
As Isaiah
says in chapter twenty-nine, ''The meek shall increase their joy in the Lord, and they that murmured shall learn doctrine." Well I could write
all night almost on this subject, and not exhaust
it, but it is getting late, all have been in bed several hours and I will bring my letter to a close.
Now dear friend, I have written plainly, was
compelled to if I wrote at all and, hope, and believe I have not off<:!nded you. If you find objections to my letter, I only ask you to he as plain
as I have been, and show them to me, and where
I am in the dark, and you can by the help of God
bring me into the light, I earnestly ask you to do
it, for I would as soon receive light from you as
from. the president of the church. Truth·is truth
let it come from where it may, and truth is what
l desire with all my heart.
Yol'a did not tell me what you caJI your little
girl; be sure and tell me in your next, as I would
like to know. You don't know how glad I would
be to see you, but don't know wh.en I will be
able to go up there.
The next time one of our
preachers comes there and lectures on· the Book
of Morm.on, go and hear him; you will lose nothing by it.
Take your time for reading what I
shall s.end you, hut give them a careful (and I believe you will give them an impartial) reading.
I remain, dear Mary, your true friend,

March 25th.
Dear Sisters '!f tke Home Column:- I love to
read your letters, and as I commence to write my
desire is that I may say some word that will help
those who may read it. I have resolved to write
many times and tell my sisters how much good •
their testimonies have done me, and how the
Spirit has borne witness that they were. written
by its inspiration. I feel that many times I have
been impressed to write a few words,· but have
neglected until now. And this morning feeling
the i.nfluence of the loving Spirit of the Master,
r will try to write.
While reading Sister Jane·s letterin the Herald,
March 22d my soul was fill.ed with love to God
·for his goodness to me in sparing my r;:hildren to
me. I have felt to complain so many times because. I had thought it was so hard to have so
many cares and.others seemed to be so free from
care by not having large families. But thank
God these thoughts never come when I possessed
the Spirit of the Lord: but only when left to myself, and then the burden was hard aJ?d I could
not see things in their true light. I feel that the
blessings of motherhood is great. W ~ are apt to
look at the trouble ,and care that it ];>rings, a!J.d
notthe blessings that these pure and lpvely children bring to our hearts and homes;' and I believe to-day that the marriage relation is not
rightly understood by the majority (by wives especially)· If it was there would not qe. so much
crime and wickedness .abroad in our frtir land.
Mothers of Zion, let us ~ee to it tha€ we do not
staii1 our hearts and hands ·with that' which we
would call murder if these little sinless souls had
seen the light of day. I feel when we are called
before the just God, he will not look 'upon it as
the world does, but we shall be judged according to his word.
Dear young sisters, if you are agaibst becom'ing ~others, I beg of you not to ente,r into the
bonds of: marriage.
If you think I have spoken too plain, I hope
you will think of these things and &ee if they
are not so.. And I feel, dear Sister;s that we
ought to teach our sons and daughters what a
pure and hqly thing it is to enter inti;> the marriage relation. There will not be· so( many divorce cases in this land .of ours when these
things are rightly understood.
MaytheLord help us all to becom~ pure and
holy that we may bring up the ce(ndren our
Father has entr\lsted to our care, ijl the way
oftruth and righteousnes's, !lnd may he help us
to realize that we as mothers lay the foundation for our children fo build upon. 'Let
see
to it that they do not have to ·build upon sand,
but upon solid rork so they ~ay b,e abl~to
stand. against the temptations . of this world,
.and''love and be loved by the pure and )lonest
tn peart.
A. :sxsTER. ·

MARY DELL KUYKENDALL.

WooDBINE, Iowa, April zo.th.
Dear Sisters of tke OneFaitk :-I have thought
for a long time I would try and write a letter to
the Herald.· I love to read the lett.ers for it does
my soul good. I do no take the.Herald but I get
It to read.
I take the Autumn Leaves and like .them very
much. I joined the church la.st August. I was
baptized hy Elder Charles Derry au.d confirmed
by Elders Derry and Crabb, and I rejoice aqp
am glad that I havedound the truth as it is in
Christ JeslJs.
I was a member of/the M. E. Church for fifteen years, but I· thank God that l!IY eyes were
opened. To: day there is nothing seems so good
and precious as the gqspel of Christ, and my
prayers are that this glorious ~ork may.spread
all over th.e land, for I know it Is true. I have
been blessed in many ways and my prayers have
been .answered many titnes, and I would say to
all, if you w:mt to ~njoy the presence of the
Spirit of God obey the gospel ofJ esus Christ.· I
can say for a truth the Latter Day Saint Church
is the tr.ue Church of God. It makes me feel
sorry to read some of tl;te letters from those w'ho
can not hear a sermon by one of our elders, for I
know how badly we want to hear .a sermpn
·when we have not heard one for. two or three
weeks.; but I will say .to such, be praye:rful and
go to the Lord with your tr<:mbles and he will
comfort and bless you. This I .know.. And one
thing more I wish to say to all: If you will pay
your tithing .. you will),e greatlyrblessed. I know
it. seems hard .for poor people to pay anything,
but every li.ttle helps, and if we w.ant the gospel
to sp;ead abroad w.e must help what we can. I
will tell the. sisters t.he plan I took· to pay ·my
tithing, I t;~kein seVj'ingand Ig:ive one tenth of
an I make . •I£ .I ma~e .hut little r .pay but little.

us

.

ADDRESSES.
Charl\ls Derry,.· Magnolia, Har~lson: co,; iowa.
siona:rY in Charge ?tJ:. ittle SiouxD.istrict.
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CouNCiL BLUFFs, Iowa, May 13th.
W. W. Blair:-This leaves us all we!!, .both
spiritually and temporally. I enjoyed the annual conference very much and know that God
does accept the Reorganized Church iri these
latter days.
I have been preaching .every Sunday since
conference except one. Two weeks ago I baptized four at Crescent City. Last Sunday there
were five more baptized by' Bro. John Evans, the
priest of the branch. Brn. C. G. Mcintosh, B.
Harding and myself confirmed them. Thus the
good work goes on. ,
I have felt ever since you left .here last spring
that you had more work to do here; was. therefore thankful to hear that you was coming to
labor in western Iowa. The Spirit impresses me
to say, "ComE', dear brother."
Bro. Bronson is preaching here every Sunday
night; has good attention and is presenting the
word in plainness and power.
Yours ·fraternally,
D. K. DonsoN.

and the leaders of that church. . He says he
never heard of polj gamy in the church until
after Joseph's death. He gladly considered <the
Reorganization and was rebaptized by Bro: B.
V. Springer in 1877. He takes great pl~asure in
reading the Herald and in talking of the early
days of the church arid his experience in it. His
surroundings are such as to make it very un.pleasant for him, as his farriily and neighbors are
mostly sanctifi<"d Warner and Fisher folks. His
health is very poor but his eyesight is good, and
I generally find him when 1 go to see him with
the Herald in hand, reading, He cim not write,
but would like if any one should see this that
knew him in the early days of the church if they
would write him dr make' thernselves known to
him.
Still trusting in him that doeth all things well,
I remain your brother,
•JoHN ERTER.

MALTA, Idaho,. May sth.
Editor$ Herald:-Five werebaptized here yes
terday by Bro. John Condit. Seven others had
given .in their names, but were prevented being
prl'sent. More are convinced and still others
are investigating.
· We rejoice, for the struggle has been long and
hard, and now it appears that it has not been in
vain. ·By the comforting assurance of the Spirit
which has manifested from time to time that a
work would be done here we have been enabled
ANTWERP. 0., May sth.
to endure, and now we feel that .it has comEditm·s H;emld:-I am still interested in the .menced.
latter day work and am trying to spread abroad
Sr. Drake, who was among the candidates
the truth of God to the best of my ability. We
who did not arrive yesterday, was. shown in a
feel that we have been somewhat neglected by
dream tha:t she and her Brighamite friends were
the traveling ministry, as we have· not had
in bonds, and a Josephite· was trying to loosen
any prea,chirig here since one year ago last Septhe bonds. After having investigated to her sattember except one funeral sermon by Bro. C.
isfaction and proved them by the signs followScott.
·
ing, (she and her child having been remarkably
Our branch is in a low condition,although we
restored· to health under the administration of
report twenty-one members and have that num.
Bro. John), the dream was an additional witness
ber enrolled on the book. Ei~ht have moved to
and her duty was made plainly apparent; she is
other localities, two have left us and joined
now anxiously awaiting baptism.
other churches and the balance are scattered·
We need the prayers of the Saints, as this
somewhat, so we have but about two active
seems to be a struggle of the adversary.
members other than my own family. We meet,
In bonds,
however, occasionally, and have prayer-meetings
S. D. CoNDIT.
and rejoice in the glad tidings of great joy revealed in hitter days. Perhaps our neglect on
SoNORA, Iowa, May roth.
the part of the ministry may be attributed to the
Editors Herald:-! thank God that I am numcircumstances surrounding. There has been an
bered among the many who send their testimony
injunction on our School-house in this district
to the Herald. I realize that this latter day work
because one or two pious(?) religious bigots did
is of God, and yet how many there are still renot propose to have the School- house even desjecting this true gospel,. this heaven- bought
ecrated by the Mormons. I think, however, that
privi-lege of spending eternity with God.
the bill that passed the Ohio Legislature last
I have been a member of this church almost
winter will release the injunction and that we
eight months, and I rejoice that I was brought
may use this and all other School· homes in the
to see this glorious light of trt1th as it is in
state for holding public meetings. Besides, we
Christ our Savior, Not for one moment have I
are rather off to one '&ide here in north-western
regretted it, but I do regret that I did not sooner
Ohio, being attached to the Southern Michigan
embrace the opportunity of hearing the truth. I
and Northern Indiana district. I think some
can not praise my Redeemer enough for the
preaching would do good here now, and hope
watchful care he has shown me. God has been
the missionary in charge and the local ministry
very gracious to me, for I do not stand alone in
will remember us in the near future.
this warfare, my husband is with me in this batYesterday I visited Bro. John Keesler, who is
tle for the right. Although we do not have the
,a member of this branch, but lives eight miles
privilege of attending the Saints' meeting, we
away. He is eighty-three years old and ·•joined
have the Herald and Autumn Leaves to aid and
the old church in 1831, being baptized near
strengthen our faith in God.'
Kirtland, and emigrated with the church to MisMy prayer is that God will open the way for
souri and wa:s· with it until after Joseph Smith's
the spread of His truth, and guide his ministers
assaf.sination, when he came back to Indiana,
in the way that will be pleasing to Him.
having lost all confidence in Brigham Young
MRS. WM;. c. ROTH.

CLINToN, Mo., May r4th.
.Editors Herald:-Am at Rich Hill, moderator
in Curtis-Ohlhousen debate. It commenced the.
12th, and will continue to the 24th instant:
Saints'· Hall and sidewalk jammed. To-night.
we go to the large Opera Hall to accomodate the
people.
·
What "I am go.ing to do,'' and ·'big ingin," are
to bi! met in every speech. If one· half that is
pro'Ilised is accomplished, Curtis will be ground
to powder. However, I am here to care for the
ashes. We have no fears as to the results.
Plea>e will those laboring and those desirin'g
labor in South:west Missouri-including the Independence district- report to me their labors
and wants at once. Always address meat Clinton, Henry county, Missouri.
LN. WHJTE.
BEAVER FALLS, Pa., May rzth.
Editors Herald:.....:.The interest in the httter day
wo~k in this part of the earth increases. You
know near the· time when I first came to Beaver
Falls; since that time till now have .ende11vored
to do the Master's will, but while I have striven
to do so I have erred injudgm'ent and made mistakes.
But while this is the case of the past, I
mean to take warning of the past and.ever strive
to try to do my duty and while I have taken up
the cross, stepped to the front of the few that in
this place have named the name of Chri&t, I am
not ashamed of the gospel of the Lord Jesus. I
desire to wage a successful warfare and at last receive the reward of the righteous.
Sihce about five .S1,1ndays ago there seems to
be a restless spirit among the people of this place.
I have held services for two Sundays on a platform in a grove just outside of the town. The
Spirit of the Master was present each time and
we still intend to have our meetings every Sunday.
Your brother,
W. W. HoDGE.
LAMONI, Ia., May 10.
Editors Herald:-If you have nothing better
on the subject on which I write, please give this
an insertion.
To tobacco users among the Saints. Beloved
Saints :-Please take no offense at what I say. I
write these lines with my heart lifted to God in
prayer that they may do you good. The Lord
has said that tobacco is not good for you in the
way you use it; and the judgment you are
endowed with tells you the same thing. Now I
suppose a near, wealthy friend should send you
a big sum of money and tell you to prepare your
habitation for him and he would be there at a
set time to dwell whh you. If you regarded your
friend you would make your habitation clean
and decent to receive him.
Jesus says: "If a man loves me he will keep
my commandments; and I and my Father will
Jove him, and we will come and dwell with that
man."
Precious Saints, there are no friends like
Christ, and none so worthy of our regard. There
is no odor so filthy or disgusting as tobacco. It
§aturates every particle of the frames of its victims with sickening, taintl"d air that surrounds
them to a considerable distance from their
bodies, which makes it almost unendurable
when one is compelled to work near them.
Cleanliness "WilE, enjoined upon Israel in the Law
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promised to go to Eagle Grove for a week or
of Moses; and so it is to us in the Doctrine and
bring forth abundantly. Indeed the. prospe.cts
two about the last of June. Many' more calls
Covenants; and it should cause us to blush even · are very promising as far as we are able to jndge,
for preaching than can b.e filled. I feel encourfqr although it is seed time here we have good
to think of asking Jesus to enter a body saturated
crowds and people.coming bver three miles to
aged and strengthened in the work since Genwith tobacco.; and while we retain our judg·
eral Conference. My address is, J. S. Roth, Soments we can not suppoing that we please God
our meetings.
In this part of the mission the wint.er has been' nora, Powshiek county, Iowa.
in using tobacco.
May, God bless and keep his people, is my
Who or which do we love best, u,e Lord or
very unfavorable for gospel labor, the roads beprayer.
ln bonds,
·the tobacco? Ahd as Joshua said to Israel so I say
ing either so muddy or so very hard frozen and
to you: "Chose you this day whom you will
rough as to be almost impassible. During a
J .. s. RoTH.
serve." Cast off the chairi's of slavery and be
good portion of the winter I labored at Marsmen and Saints.
ville with Bro. A. E. Mortimer, where he held a
PITTSBU!tG, Pa., May roth.
I have written as directed by the Lora's Spirit,
debate with Elder Woolner, in which we believe
Editors Herald:-Brn. Devore, Powell and
al)d pray that it may be sanctified to your good.
the truth did not lose anything as manifested in
Williams have performed a good work in this
JOHN LANDERS, aged 96.
the baptism of fi\·e persons, (four of them from
city. Prospects for the future are ~ery encourhe Disciple fold), by Bro. Mortimer and the
aging. There are many young people here. All
writer. Others there are belieying. 1 heard
are alive in the work and bending tlieir energies
\VrRT, Ind., May 6th.
other Disciples state. "Woolner did not prove one
to become worthy instmments in God's hands
Editors Herald:-T'iie work in Indiana is adpoint for himself, nor yet disprove one of Morfor good. Brn. Hulmes, Frank Reese and Frank
vancing, we think, nicely. We have labored
timer's points."
Criley are striving to perform their duties as
since the holidays in this district with good reThe subject of debate was, "Resolved that the branch officials. Bro. E. Thomas (elder) has been
sults; have baptized nine in the last three months.
signs in Mark r6: 17, 18, also the nine spiritual
laboring very efficiently in the capacity of branch
I moved here April 8th and have preached
gifts of r Cor. r2, with apostles and prophets
priest. There have been eleven addi~ions by bap;
four sermons to attentive congregations. Spoke
were intended to remain in the church militant
tism in Wheeling branch during the: past month.
twice last Sabbath at Union Chapel and baptized
and ave now manifest in the ReOrganized Church
Others are on the verge of entrance. We have
one. I think others will follow soon.
of Jesus Christ of Latter. Day Saints. Mortimer
about twenty-five members in Bellair, Ohio.
The Saints are ,Jn good hopes and are revived
affirms, Woolner denies.
· )3ro. James Brown baptized five the~e of late. I
in the Spirit. I expect tg enter
field of labor
There are several friends to the .cause there 1arrived home froin conference on the zsth and
after conference. Would. have gone before but
but the great drawback in preachingthere is we
left on tha 29th ult.; have baptizedinine since I
for &ic1mess in my family.
have to hire a building in which to preach. I
left Lamoni. ElderB"Powell and Duncan have
Yours truly,
have also labored some in. Egremont and GaraL. F. DANIEL.
reported themselves ready .for work .. Everything
fraxa branches of late. My last .place of labor
seems to be moving on very nicely in'.the mission,
before coming here. was Amaranth, where
but of course there is ample room for improveD-i~-MASCus, Ont., May 8t.h.
there are some scattered Saints, There we had
ment. The time never'w.as, nor ever w.ill be, when
Editors Herald:~The work of the Lord is
regular and good attendance and COJ;lsiderable
we will not be annoyed with trouble. to some exmoving lri this part. Damascus is a new openinterest. Would have liked to remain longer,
tent. Just as long as we have gn,1ml:>lers and
ing, about sixteeri miles from Garafraxa i:Jranch,
but .promised to come here at a certain time. In
faultfinders so long will evils arise ~o annoy the
last Sunday being the first time the gosiYel was
those places where we have labored we find the
peace of others; but we feel thankfbl there are
presented in its fulness in this place. Bro. King
majority of the Saints strong in the faith, and
but few of such characters to conterid with, and
Gooper, of Marsville, an excellent young man
expressing a .desire .to ucome up higher.~'
would to the Lord there were none .
.who was baptized March 9th by Elder A. E.
Brethren, pray for us.
G; T. Gf!.IFFlTHS.
Mortimer after his debate at that pla.ce with Elder Woolner (Carhpbellite), came up here and
was talking on the gqspelwith some of his acLEXINGTO~, Tenn., ~ay rot\'!.
THURM-A:N, I a, May 7th.
quaintances who expressed some interest, so Bro.
Editors Herdld:'-The work is in fair condiEditor's. Herald:'- The Herald is tlte messenger
Cooper said if they ·would furnish a place, to
tion here at this time with some prosp,ects of inthat brings to. our firesides and th'e homes of
preach:he would try and get an elder tq come.
creaf)e, as we think,. by the next. camp: meeting,. thousands the glorious. tidings of t~e power of
One yQurig man said he would ~ry and get the
if not sooner.
God being made manifest to the children of men,
school-house, so. J?ro., Cooper wrote informing
We. are told by s.otne of thequt$iders if we
especially those that obey the gosp?l in its ful.~hem that 'Ye would be up on Saturday last. We
would "drop Joe Smith and the Book oi Mor~
ness as it was in the days of.Christ, being restor~
~rrlved latein the even in~ and foun4 arrangemon we would take the lead in the religious deed with all its gifts and blessings in the last days,
ments had.been made for two services next day,
partment in preaching Bible doctri~e, etc., and
and. the Lord working with his ministers, con~
the sqhoi)l house. • The building was pretty
gaining converts."
Respectfully,
firming their. wprds with signs following, all of
.
WM. LEEKA.
large but was nearly full; so at .the close of our
which should give us great consQlation to know
~rst f!J.eeting we statep that we would like t?
that we .are living in a day and age qf the world
know. at the clqse ()fOur Iast.meeting if we ,could
.SONORA; Ia., May roth.
when Gpd has set his hand again th~second time
have the use of the building fot this week. When
Eaitors 1-ie.rald:,---S\nce the close O'f General . to recover his people; and this is the stone that
()ur first :me~ting .was dism.issed one of tne trusGonference I have be~n very busy . .I came by
shaH roll until it .fill~ the wqole earth.
The
tees objected, but several of the ntte payers gathway of Runnels, andl,earnedthat after. our meetknowledge of .God will . cover the ~arth as the
¢Fed
· him,anJ some stated that t}ley had
ings closed there in February, at .which nine
waters'cover the sea.
;
ln. that one s~rmon than they had
were baptized, the .Rev. Eflis, the Christian
Our little branchn4mb~rs but feW.
We are
Presbyt~~ia!l minister in the
minister came back. and had much.to say about striving to do all.we· can. I was ordained an el.all last suJnmer; ·so .at the close of
the Mormons and t.heir doctrine, calling them
derby Bro. John Thomas; our l)li8si9nary, and I
imposters, et~, . Bro . Pa.rks g?t. tired of it and
have trilid"'to fill the office to. the bet\t ability the
challenged him to def~nd his .position in public
Lord ha~ given me.. I see that .cohterence has
debate, which qea!{reed to do. Bro .. J:>arkswrote
supplied this. mission )Vith more labl:m!rs, wliich
immediately for .Bro.L .N. White to meet him, ·is .in answer to the .prayers of the [Lord's chilbut the Rev. Ellis· substituted a Mr. Duncan of
dren.. We aregl~d to know. that Bro.. John
are< announced,
Desl\{oines,Iowa, and ~eUhe time fo~ June .tbe
T!lomas is sent back, here fov he is ~good helper
hearted •and hospit17th. Now t]le genfjeman \'\;ants to postpone
of us children; andi.f Bro. Nunley coming tobis
a desire. to investigate til th~ 24th..· Frow ltl~ af>pearances they are not
fie!d oflajjorwilt stop over with l.l~.at Lexing,
ate kept busy during
very anxious to meet Bro, White. Babylon is
ton 1 He~derson county, Tennes~ee, he. will· fine!
people and reading upa cqrdial welcome and I think caQ dp go~d.
trembling.
.
.. ..·
: . .·. . .. .·· . . . ...
is that .God
To.· morrOW' I leav~ home., ag;;~,Jn and. expect to
I ha'*e qpenedso111e new plac<ls~ .an~ H.S()}n~
()hl:l tpat call pread"l couldyieyit ~hgse peo_P;le
deep root·~tn.d.
)ab~ralmost the e{itire year in }Qaste.r~ ~owa:

my

'n:

a
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tliere are some who would obey. I am
the' cause, limited in .education andpracti¢e, and
have to labor'very hard to support a large family;
thus my opportunities for. developing my gift
and calling td the work, have been limited; but
the Lord has abundantly blessed me in many
ways, for wh!Ch I am thankful, and do praise
his holy name that I was permitted to live in a
day and age of the world when and women can
come to the fountain of truth and by one spirit
drink of that fountain that never runs dry, which
makes us see eye to eye and speak the same
thing, . whether. we were Baptists, Methodists,
Campbellites, Catholics or any of the thousands
of institutions of men that have closed the doors
of heaven and will not enter themselves, and are
trying to keep everybody else out they can, by
telling I he pepple that God has not given a revelation since the New Testament times, and never··
will again. This is the sad. condition of millions
of honest souls to-day. This is the kingdom of
darkness, brethren and sisters, that we have been
translated from, into the kingdom of light and
revelation of God's dear Son.
:Your brother in Christ,
J. H. SCOTT.

-- ..

.A MAN'S .A MAN, FOR A' THAT.
BY CHARLES }fAOKAY,

"A man's a man," said Robert Burns,
"For a' that and a' that·"
But tho,ugh the song be dlear and strong.
It lacks a note for a' that
The lout who'd shrink his daily work,
Yet claim his wage and a' that,
Or beg ~hen he might earn his bread,
Is not a man for a' that.
If all who dine on princely fare
Were, true and brave, and a' that;
And none whose garb is "hodden" gray,
Was fool and knave. and a' that;
The vice and crime that shame our time
Would fade and fall and a' that;
And ploughmen be as good as kings,
And ''churls" as "earls," for a' that.
You se(l yon brawny, blustering sot,
Who ,swaggers, swears, and a' that;
And thipks, because his strong right arm
· Might fell an ox, and a' that,
That he's as noble, man for man,
.As duke, and lord, and a' that;
He's but a brute, beyond dispute,
And not a man, for a' that.
A man tnay own a large estate,
Have' palace, park, and a' that;
And not for birth, but honest worth
Be thi·ice a man, for a' that;
And Donald. herding on the muir,
Who beats his wife, and a' that,
Be nothing but a rascal boor,
Nor half a man, for a' that.
It comes to this, dear brother, Burns,
The troth is old, and a' that;
The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The man's the gold for a' that;
And though you'd put the minted mark
On copper, brass, and a' that;
The lie is gross, the cheat is plain,
And will not pass, for a' that.
For a' that, and a' that,
'Tis soul and heart, and a' that,
That makes the king a gentleman,
And tiot his crown, and !I' that;
And man with man, if rich or p~r;
The best is he for a' that,
Who stands erect in self respect,
.And acts the man for a' that.
G. A. Blakeslee, presidio\( Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, l\Iidland Co., Michigan.
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THE NEWSPAPER AND THE
GOSPEL

IN the early ages of christianity oral teaching or "preaching" was the only avllilable
method of promulgating the great truths
which the Savior sent forth his disciples
to proclaim, if we except writing with the
oen, which was too slow and laborious
~nd the multiplication of copies too difficult to be of practical use, and the t..,.,.,J·nru
to which these disciples were confined .,,,as
small and densely populated;
so His
ministry were sent forth to make a beginning of teaching to the people the wav of
salvation, and because distances were comparatively small and means of transportation slow and expensive, they were directed to go, as probably the great majority
of travellers of the same rank went, on
foot, though unlike others, they were told
to depend upon the hospit?.lity' of those to
whom they \oVere sent, With the promise
that he who sent them would provide for
thetr needs.
But now, at a time when and in acountrv where all the conditions are so radlcalIv" different; in this land of "magnificent
distances," bounded on the east and we~t
by two mighty oceans, with its immense
lakes and extensive river systems, tr:JVersed in all direction:s by railroads, all affording, by the aid of steal'n and electricity,
the safest and most rapid transit the world
has ever known; and, having in stenography and its now insep~rahle companion
the type· writer, the telephone and the teleg-raph, but last and most potent of all, and
without which the others would hecomparatively valueless, the printing press,
which not onlv disseminates by means of
books and"new~pap<Crs all the inform:1tion
obtained and preserved through the instrumentalities named, but lllso multiplies by
thousands the audiences -JVhich listf'n to
our most eloquent and wisest orators and
preachers; the facilities for the promu1 g-ation of the !!rand truths of the
almost infinitelv increased,
we still need and sh>~ll ever need the
teacher of every d0g-ree of
while for each one whn is
God" there is and will he
work.
these wonderful facilities which Gnd h1s
placed at our disposal should he utilb:c•rl to
the utmost extent of our ahility.
must do this if we hasten the tirne when
He c;hall come "whose rig-ht it j, to
-if we would deserve to be c~lled
and faithful servant~."
To say nothing- of other
world, look
at our own
How many thous3nd' there are who havt'
never heard the sound of the Q'Of-Del
many others who do not unde~·st~nd
we would teach and whose

perhaps prevent them from coming to
bear us; how man.y others whom we might
if only we had laborers enough; how
mRny others, again, whose interest is not
sufficiently aroused to induce them to investigate our claims. "The harvest, truly,
is plenteous, but the laborers are few!'
What then?
As the farmer supplementg the scarcity of laborers in the harve,;t.field by the use of the reaper, :md as
the mechanic or the manufacturer with a
single machine and by the aiel ofsteam or
electricity does the work of many men, so
must we, while striving to increase the
number of competent laborers, supplement
their exertions by all the means. which a
good and all-wise Creator has placed at
our disposal; a,pd chief among these are
the pen and the newspaper;
It is safe to assume that each copy of
every weekly newspaper is read by at least
three persons; and while all may not read
one article, yet if. read by only one
article will reach a greater number
than is usually assembled at any religious
service.
This. is true of<¥6almost every
newspaper, howeverlimited its circulation;
while in the caRe of our great city papers,
some of which claim a circulation of a hundr,ed thousand or more, any given article,
if read by but one person to each copy
would reach a far grenter number than
through very many preacher~ under the
most favorable circumstances. These papers, especially the weekly editions, go
into the home~ of the people; e~pecially in
the <ountry districts [.nd smaller towns;
are often the oniv papers taken in the fllmily, and are read pretty thoroughly, hardan article or even advertisement escapohsel·vation; and these are the people
we may most readilv reach and upon whom
we must mainly depend for accessions to
our num hers until we shH!l have so increased in nu m hers and influence as to. attract
and hold the dwellers in the great cities,
who seldom do more than to ha~tily glance
at the daily pRper, hut who may often be
reached through the medium of the Sunday
papers, which preach many a sermon to
people too indifferent or too indolent to go
to church.
If thif' position be correct, every legitimr.te effort should be made to obtain acces<; to the columns of the o;;ecular press,
for the publication of sermons or synopsis
of sermons; and of plain, terse statements
of our history, our belief and the position
we claim to occupy, carefully avoiding
or l~nguag-e calculated to
arouse r.nimosity, and especially avoiilingunf!ue prolixity. People won't read long
articles-even if they are good Saints and
Hnd them in the F.lerald. There are many
oilr elders who possess the literary abilneces>ary for this work, and there are
would be willing tO"'
to well written, sensifmd in m~ny localities much
information might be thus disseminated,
removed and seed sown which
time produce a goodly barbeen my opinion, too,
almost to positive conviction,
analogy and observation,
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that a considerable amount of money
be very profitably appropriated from
general church fun&<, if necessary, to se"
cure space in one or rnore of our
weekly and Sunday papers of wide circu·
lation, say in Chicago or New York; each
issue of wbich would be read by more
people than, I might almost say, all our elders could reach with many sermons; and
while in manv instances the seed thus sown
might fall upon
equal chance with
word that some
ground and produce
for irJstance, that a thousand
expended in the publication
a
single year of a well written series of sermons and articles on
vvell considered
plan, from the brain and
of our most
able and devoted
men; these
productions would
read .by at least
thousand people
week, and
a much greater
nearly all whom
it is pretty certain would, at the
of the year be ignorant of our
doctrine and history; but who, at the end of
the. year would have a fair knowledge of
them all, while the few elders who could
be kept in the field for a thousand .dollars,
could reach only a vastly less number,
many of whom would be those already
members of the church.
It needs no argument to demonstrate that the labors of
our elders, thns supplemen~ed (not superceded), would be largely more successful
than without this important aid. The public mind wopld thus be prepared to receive
the truths presented by them, prejudice in
many instances removed, and thousands
now careless and indifferent or perhaps opposed, would welcome the opportunity to
lear1;1 from the lips of the living ambassador of ~brist more than they could glean
from the columns of the newspaper.
W. &.

SELLON.
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to the Greek settle- very big scale and with great success.
together with a few The settlers here are only 16o in number,
the progress of the Jew- but they have a greater proportion of
colonies in the south, gathered in the adults and nearly all are actual laborers.
personal visit to them, may Their vineyards contain over soo,ooo vines
in bearing now, besides nursuries of voung
not he without value just now." ...
"The
·of the Jews in the canes for extending the plantations. They
villayet
been numerically much have 3,ooo olive trees and the .same num.
though relatively far more rapid, her of almond trees, and over. a hundred
than that of the Greeks in the North of head of cattle. The Jews in the colony
Asiatic
They are at present have given evidence of first-rate capacity
over 35,000 in number in the ten cities for as vine growers and farmers."
"The next colony in point of size is that
which
are available-Jerusalem,
Jaffa, Hebron, Sidon known as 'Mozkereth Baitha'-,-'Memorial
or N ablous, and Gaza. of the House'-near Eckron. Its extent
multitpde forming- is about 5,ooo 'donums,' the number of
isolated and small communities all over settlers r8r. They go in rather extensively f9r mulberry growing, with an eye, it
now, as well as of the Jewish
whom more presently. The may be presumed, to silk culture. They
these, will certainly ex- have already plantations containing 15,ooo
ceed 4o,ooo; it will indeed be likely to ap- trees and the number is steadily being increased, and they have 130 head of cattle."
proach 45,ooo.
But even the former fig"Then follows the settlement of 'Rosh
ure shows a notable growth in a sing-le
generation, for it represented a four-fold Pinah'-'The Chief Corner Stone'-with
increase, since the numhn of Jews in Pal- an area of 3,6oo 'donums' and I 78 colestine was certainly not more than Io,ooo onists. These devote thems~lves rather
or I 1,ooo twenty-five years ago, and this largely to vine growing, but a)so to other
of Jews is likely to go on in branches of mixed husbandry. So that
at a constantly augmenting rate." while they possess nearly zsci>,ooo vines,
"But the mere increase of Tewish set- 3000 olive tree~, 2,500 fruit 1 tree~, and
tlers in Southern Syria, would, in our 3000 citrons; they own likewi~e I IO head
opinion, hardly be worth noticing, great of cattle, so sheep-rather an unusual
as it comparatively is. The significant thing hereabouts-:-and 1 ro go~ts."
and noteworthy fact is, .that the. Jews are·
"The next lare-est colony, is that. of
beginning to cultivate the soiL The Jew- •Gadera,' about 3.6oo 'donums' in extent
ish colonies there have long passed the and 32 settl~rs.
They have qnly .made a
tentative state and are an .established sue- · start and have ~recently begun planting
cess. The men show themselves capable and field work; it is therefore ~oo early to
farmers,. for they do their own field ..work, give any further details of their present
and their produce last year was such as to condition and prospect. After this we
beat anything grown by the pickPd Ger- have the settlement of •Yesod .Ma'aleh' of
man settlers located near Jaffa; A list of about 2490 'donums' with 31 colonists,
colonies, which are all the creation who have only just succeeded 'n es.tablishof the last ten years; taken in conjunction ing themselves, and the more important
with the figures bdore. given, showing colony 'Nahfllath Reuhen'-the •Inherthe increase in
number of Jewish im- itance of Reuben.' This is also on.e of the
migrants,. will enable people to f.orm a fair II ewis.\1 agricultural Centres which ShOWS
idea d the proportions the movement is signs of. ll1arked progress and :capacity on
assuming, always remembering that it is I the .part ()f. the people located there. It
only the growth, practically spyaking, of ·covers an area of r,soo 'donutns,'but the
the last decade, and that up to re~ently the j manner in which every inch of ground is
Turkish government did all it. could to being turned to account by the colonists
hinder the formation of Tewishsett)ements there argues well for the future prosperin the south of Svri?, while western Tews ity of these Jewish farmers. They go in
haye also cold-shoulderedthem as much as tor vine culture but most largely forfruit
they could." • , •
growing. They had pfanted, up to last
year 30.000 . vines and over 6ooo fruit
'~The first and largest of the Tewish
The la~t of the Jewish coloni!'ls is
colonies is that known as Pethilch Tikveh trees.
'Gate of Hope.' It comprises 330 the sm.all settlement of 'Yehuqieh,' where
persons settled op 14 000 1donums' of }and about 6o persons have located l themselves
__:,each donum is about 9()0 metres. They on some r.6oo 'donums' of land. Thev
include · IOI actual field laborers, have are working- on. a small scan~. but had
about r 70 head of cattle, and ~ suitable more than a year ago alre~dy planted
proportion of horses. anq other live ~tock. zooovinesand some 250 fig trees.''
"These are so far the prin~ip:1l settleThey own vineyards, pi~nted with nearly
5o,ooo vine,:, at present, and olive gnrdens ments of the •Children of Israel' in the
containing about r.6oo trees, besides fruit ]and of their fathers. But individual farmtreeB
other kinds. The 'next itnnortant ers may al~.o he found in falr numbers
colony the. 'Z:ichron I?J acob-'Memor- throughout. Palestine, where ~ot twel)ty
ial of Jacob' near Samaria.. H C()m prise;; years ago th~idea 0f a J ewishi agricultur~
ist or faxlll.er wopld ·have provoked nothr~,ooo 'donums'. cf land. .On it arf' 550
souls, of whom 160 are field hands. Thev ing hu.t l~ughter, and. it ,may J)e pointed
have z6o.head C}f cattle arid hilve planted out that these colonies owe their existel)ce
date 30,000 vines.
Next comes the to .no eharit:v, . for excepting we believe in
L'Zion':c..,...'First of Zion'-a col- one case, the settlers .have received
ony that ls going in on vinicult)Jre on a help of any kind. They are .the spc1rn.•ot·

r

THE JEWS.

''IN a quiet way, and withopt
the least l'lttention in this country,
Western half of Asia Minor has become, in
the cours('l of a single generation, the objective point of two immigration move.ments that can hardly fail to exercise a
mark~d effect upon the future
that portion of the~ Turkish dominions. In the
North the Greeks are rapidly colonizing
the. historical ·region 1ying to the SouthW es~ ot the Sea of Marmora, the Mol';] em
as rapidlY receding f.rom them 1 and in
South the Jews are steadily gaining a footIng iri theSyrian Villayet, and what is
more noteworthy, are in increasing ~um
bers devoting themselves to the cultivation
of the soil. Of course
influx of these
people into .Asiatic
thing Jike the . big scale
which
western world has become .accustomed.
StilLthe moveme1;1ts referred to, notably·
, that of the Greeks, h~ve attained
..dimensions than is generally
· l)elieved here. And as, ·apart
historh: interest attached to
···have a present and practical

I
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outcome of the desire
large roughly called contemporary with the
_. .
of Jews in Eastern Europe to .re- Homeric. period, much light is, and with
turn once more to the land of their ances- the progress of research more can hardly
tors.in the capacity of husbandmen, the fail to be, given and received. Moreover;
only capacity jn which, as they understand, I have there had the opportunity of perthey can ever take root in the soil.. They ceiving how, among specialists as with
are the men of the better class of Jews; . other men, there may be fashions of the
the mere circumstances of devoting them~ time and school, which Lord Bacon called
selves to agricultural work shows that idols of .the ~arket-place, and currents
they ar.e far di'fferent to the peddling huck- of prejudice below the surface, which may
, ster who in tfue eyes of many people in detract somewhat from the authority which
Western Eurppe; passes for the typical each inquirer may justly claim in his own
Jew.· They are .of th~ tough and hard. field, and from their title to impose their
shell type to ·which Judaism owes such conclusions upon ml!nkind. As a judicous
strength and rpennanence. as it has ever artist likes to know the opinion even of
possessed, the:kind of Hebrew who, hav- one not an expert on his piCture, and someing put his hand to the plow, will not times derives benefit from it, so in all
studies lights may be thrown inwards from
leave it again;"
The spectacle of the Jew, after an ab- without; and this in far the largest degree
sence of two • thousand years, ploughing where the special ~tudy deals with a subagain.the soil of Palestine is like there- ject.matter that has deep root in our nature,
turn of the Greek to the region of the and is the ~ource of profoundly interesting
five rivers in Asia Minor, full ot historic controversies for mankind at large. Yet
suggestiveness on which' it would be easy I do not feel sure that these considerations
to dilate.
But our object has b~en to would have led me to make the present
draw atttention to facts and figures relat- attempt were they not capped with anothing to two movements in Asiatic Turkey, er of great importance. lt appears to me
which in ourO,pinion are not without much that we may grant, for argument's sake,
present intere~t and future significance."- to the negative or destructive specialist in
Spectator, (England).
the field of the ancient Scriptures all which
as a specialist he can by possibility be entitled to ask respecting the age, text, and
THE IMPREGNABLE ROCK OF HOLY
authorship of the books, and yet may hold
SCRIPTURE.
firmly, as firmly as of old, to the ideas justBY THE RIGHT HON, W. E, GLADSTONE, M, P,
ly conveyed by the title I .have adopted
From Good Words, London, April, 1890.
for this paper, and may invite our fdlowIT IS a serious question how far oneigno- m~n to stand along with us on "the imrant, like myself, of Hebrew, and having pregnable rock of Holy Scripture."
no regular practice in the study and explaThese words sound like· a challenge.
nation of the text of the Old Testament, is And they are a challenge to some extent,
entitled to attempt representations concern- but not in the sense that. might be suping it, which· must present more or Jess posed~ They are a challenge to accept the
the character of advice, to any portion of Scriptures on the moral and spiritual and
his fellow-cou,ntrymen. It is clear that he historical ground of· their characters in
can draw no sufficient warrant for such a themselves, ami of the work which they,
course from the mere warmth of his desire and the agencies associated with them,
that such portion of the British public have done and are doing in the world.
should not lose or relax their hold upon We may, without touching the domain of
the. Book wh1ch Christendom regards as the crttic, contend for them as correspondan inestimable treasure, and thereby bring ing by their contents to the idea of a Diupon themselves, as well as others, an in- vine revelation to man. We are entitled
expressible calamity. But, on the other to attempt to show that they afford that
hand, he has some better pleas to urge. k.ind of proof of such a revelation which is
The first is th1tt there is a very large por- analogous to the known divine operations
tion of the community whose opportuni- in other spheres; which binds to conduct;
ties of judg-D;lent have been materially and which in other matters, inasmuch as
smaller than his own. The second is that we are rational beings, we recognise as
though he is greatly wanting in the valu- entitled so to bind us. We may legitiable qualifications growing out of special mately ask whether they do not differ in
study in this field, he has, for more than such a manner from the other documents of
forty years (believing that change of labor prehistoric religions, while they too are
is to a great extent the healthiest form of precious in various ways, as to make them
recreation), devoted the larger part of all witnesses and buttresses to the office of
such time as he could properly withdraw Holy Scripture rather than sharers in it,
from political duties to another, and in although in their degree they may be this
several respects a similar, field of special- also.
ism-namely, the earnest study of prehisBut all these assertions lie within the
toric antiquity and of its documentR in re- moral and spiritual precinct. No one of
gard to the Greek race, whose destinies them begs any literary question of Old
have been, after those of the Hebrews, the Testament criticism. They leave absomost wonderful in themselves, and the lutely open every issue that has been or
most fertile of results for us, among all can be raised respecting the origin, date,
the races of mankind.
As between this authorship and text of the sacred books,
field, which has for its central point the which for the present purpose we do not
study of Homer, and that of the early require even to call sacred. Indeed it may
Scriptures, which may in the mass be be that this destructive criticism, if entirely

made good, would, in the view of an inquiry really searching, comprehensive, and
philosophical, leave .a3 its resUlt not.less
but greater reason for admiring the hidden
modes by which the great.Artificer works
out. His designs. In .proportion as the
means are feeble, perplexed, and .to all
appearance. confused, is the marv.el of the
results that stand before our eyes. And
, the upshot !Ilay come to be, that, on this
very ground we may have to cry out with
the Psalmist* absorbed in worshiping ildmtratwn, ''0h,that men would therefqre
praise the Lord for His goodness, and declare the wonders that He doeth for. the
children of men!" Or "How unsearchable are His judgments, and His ways past
finding out." For the memories of men,
and the art of writing,. and the care of the
copyist, and the t::.blet and the rolls of
parchment, are but the secondary or mechanical means by which the Word has
been carried down to us along the river of
the ages; and the natural and inherent
weakness of these means is but a special
tribute to the grandeur and greatness of
the end, and of Him that wrought itout.
So, then, these high-sounding words
have been placed in the foreground of the
present observations, because they convey
in a positive and definite manner the conclusion which the observations themselves
aim at sustaining, at ·least in outline, on
general grounds ot reason, and .at enforcing as a great rule of thought ano life.
They lead upwards and onwards to t)le
idea that the Scriptures are well called
Holy Scriptures; and that, though assailed
by camp, by battery, and by mine, they are
nevertheless a house builded upon a rock,
and that rock impregnable; that the weapon of offence, which shall impair their efficiency for practical purposes, has not vet
been forged; that the sacred Canon, which
it took (perhaps) two thousand years from
the accumulations of Moses down to the
acceptance of the Apocalypse to construct,
is like to wear out the storms and the sunshine, and all the wayward aberrations of
humanity, not merely for a term as long,
but until time shall be no more.
And yet, upon the very threshold, I embrace, in what I think a substantial sense,
one of the great canons of modern criticism,
which teaches us that the Scriptures are to
be treated like any other book in the trial
of their title. The volume which is put
into our hands when young under that
venerated name, is, like any other volume,
put together as a material object by human
hands. The many and diversified utterances it contains proceeded from men; and
the question, whether through supernatural guidance they were, for this purpose,
more than men, is to be determined, like
otherdisputable questions, by the evidence.
The books have been transmitted to us
from their formation onwards in perishable materials, and from remote dates;
and, until four hundred years ago, by the
agency of copyists, as in the case of other
literary productions, and presumably with
a like liability to error. That in some
sense the Holy Scriptures contain some- ·

* Ps. 107:8.
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thing of a human element is clear, as to the ends, not of conformity to ideal standards. leaves entirely open every question relating
New Testament, from diversities of read- . Bishop Butler, I think, would wisely tell to the substance. Any one who reads the
ing, from slight conflicts in the narrative, us that we are not the judges, and that we books of the Pentateuch, frorn the second ·
and from an insignificant number of doubt- are quite unfit to be the judges, what may to the fifth, must observe how little they
ful cases as to the authenticity of the text. be the proper amount and the just condi, present the appelwance of consecutive, coWe have also the Latin Vulgate partially tions of any of the aids to be afforded us i11 herent, and digested record; but their sevcompeting with the Greek original on the passing through the discipline of life. I eral portions must be conbidered on the
ground that it has been more or less found- will only remark that this default of ideal evidence applicable to them. respectively,
ed on manuscripts older than any we now perfection, this use of twilight instead of a and the main facts of the history they conpossess. As regards the Old Testament, noonday blaze, may be adapted to our tain have received s_trong confirmation from
we find the established Hebrew text to be weakness, and may be among the appoint- Egyptian and Eastern research. With reof a date not earlier than I .believe the ed means of exercising our faith.
But gard to the Book of Genesis, the admission
tenth century of our era, and to be at va- what belongs to the present occasion is to which has been made implies nothing adriance in many points with the Greek point out that if probability, and not dem~ verse to the truth of the traditions it emversion, commonly termed the Septuagint, onstration, marks the Divine guidance of bodies, nothing adverse to their antiquity,
which is considered to date wholly or in paths in life as a whole, we are not entitled nothing which excludes or discredits the
part from the third century before the Ad- to rrquire that when the Almighty, in His idea of their havingformed part of a primvent of our Savior. Thus the accuracy of mercy, makes a special addition by revela: itive revelation, simultaneous .or successive.
the text, the age and authorship of the tion to what He has already given to us of .The forms of expression inay have changbooks, open up a vast field of purely liter- knowledge in Nature and in Providence, ed yet the substance may remain with an
ary controversy, and such a question as that special gift should be unlike His other altered literary form, as some scholars
whether the closing verses of St. Mark's gifts, and should have all its lines and limits have thought (not, I believe, rightly) that
the diction and modelling ofthe Homeric
Gospel have . the authority of Scripture drawn out with mathematical precision.
must be determined by literary evidence as
I have then admitted, I hope in terms of Poems is comparatively modern, and yet
much as the genuineness of the pretended sufficient fulness, that my aim in no way the matter they embody may belong to a
·
preface to the JEneid or of a particular embraces a controversy with the moderate remote antiquify.
stanza in Catullus.
Further, our assent to the conclusions of
or even the extreme developments of
Towards summing up these observa- textual criticism. Dr. Driver, the Regius the critics ought to be strictly limited to a
tions, I will remind the reader that those Professor of Hebrew at Oxford,* person- provisional and revocable assent; and this
who believe in a Divine Revelation, as ally as well as officially a champion of the on practicable grounds of str~ngent obligapervading or as contained in the Scriptures, doctrine that there is a Divine revelation, tion. For, firstly, these concl:usions appear
and especially who accept the doctrin~ of has recently shown with great cle!)rness to be in a great measure floa;ting and unliteralism as to the vehicle of that inBpi:ra- and ability that the basis of that criticism certain, the subject of manifold controversy,
tion, have to lay their account with the is sound and undeniable. It compares and secondly they seem to shift and vary
foUowing (among other) considerations, consistencies and inconsistencies of t~xt, with rapidity in t.he minds of those who
which it i!'l hard f.or .them to repudiate as not simply as would be done by an ordi- hold them. In editing and revising the
inadmissible.
There. may possibly have nary reader, but with all the lights of col, work of Bleek,* W ellhause$ accepts in a
lateral knowledge• It pronounces on the great degree the genuineness ,of the David.
been.:_
meaning of terms with the authority de- ic Psalms ccontairied in the First Book of
1.• Imperfect comprehension of that
rived from thorough acquaintance with a the Psalter. But I understand that this
which was communicated:
given tongue. It investigates and tlpplies position has been abandon~d, and· that,
2. Imperfect exp~essiort of what had
those laws of gfowth which apply to lan- standing as he appears to do at the. head of
been comprehended:
3· Lapse of memory in oral transmission: guage as they apply to a physical organ- the negative critics, he brings down the
· general body of the Psalms to a date very
4· Errors of copyists in writing trans- ism.
mission:
It has long l:Jeen known, for: example, greatly below that of the Ba;bylonic ~xile.
.5.· Changes with the lapse of tirne in the that portions of the histo!-icalbooks of the It is certainly unreasonable t~ hold a. critic
sense of words:
Old Testament, such as the Books of to his conclusions without exception. But,
6. Variations arising from renderings Chronicles, we~e of a date very far later on tl:e other hand, it tnay be 'asked whethinto different tongues, especially as be- than most of the events which they record, er they ought not to contain some element
tweenthe Hebrew text and the Septuagint, and that .a porti<!n of}he prophecies in- ofst!)bility? The opening of new sources
which was probably.ba!)ed upon MS .. older cluded in the. Book of Isaiah were later of information inay justify all changes
than the compilers of the Hebrew text than his time.. We are. now taught that, fairly referable to them; and in minor matcould have had at their comm:md:
according to th~ prevailing judgment of ters the fine touches of the destructive, as
7· That there are three variant chrono- the learned, the form in which the older well as the constructive, .artist may comlogi~~ of the Old Testament according to
books of the·Qld.Testamenf.have com.e plet~ his work. But if reasonable grounds
th~ Hebrew, the Septuag.int, and the Sadown to u·s does not correspond as a. rule for change do not determine its limits,
maritan Pentateuch, a.nd. that it would be with their titl(;!s; and is .due to l.ater though there must be limits on the other hand to
ha~.ardous to claim for any one of them
stili, as is largely held, to remote periods; the duty of deference and · s.ubmission on
the sanction of a Di:vine. revelation: .while and that. the law present@>d to ~.us in the the part qf the outer. andi uninstructed
anhFstorical atgument maybe deducible, on Pentateuch is not an enactment of a sihgle world with. respect to these.literary con-·
the other hari.d, from the fact that their date but has be.en formed by .a process of elusions. The most liberal estimate can
variations lie with.in certain limits.
growth, and by gradual accretions. To hardly carry them farther than this, that
N'o doubt. therewill be those who will us who are without original tn.eans of judg- we should keep an open minq till the cycle
resent.anv association between the idea of ment these are, at first chearing, Without of change has been run thr):mgh; a1;1d till
a Divine· revelation and the possibility of doutt, disturbing announcements.
Yet time has been given for the hearing of
even. the smallest .intrusion of error in its common senser~quires us to say,let them those whose researches may have led them
. · •
vehicle,
Bu"t ought. they not to bear in be fou.ght out by the competent, but. let to different results.
In the present. instance w~ have an exmin~l that we are bound by the rule of
not us ·who are incompetent interfere. I
reason to look for the $arne method ofpro- utterly, then, esphew copflict with .these ample which may not be withotitforce in •
support of. this warning. Mr.. Margoliouth,.
ced~r.e in this great matter of. a special
properIy. critical conclusions.
pro;vision ?f Divir1e .knowledge for . our
But this acquiescel'}ce is subject to the the Laud ian Professor of Ara;bic at Oxford;
needs as in the other parts of the manifold follo"VI'ing J;emarks. Firs.t, tpe acceptance and a gentleman ofacaclemiC:al distinctions.
dispensation und~r which Providence has of th~ conclusions of ~he critics h~s .refer" altogether extra()rdinary,. has. Pt.lblished
placed u~ •. Now that m('}.thod orprinciple ence t:o the liter~ry form,o~ .the works, and
*"]J;inleltung in. das Alte Test.,fue~t." H;aupttheil I.,
·..is one •of sufficiency, not perfecti()n; of
C Dict Peai1!10U. [Tne editl.on pupli8h~,d and ado11ted l)y
"VI'
ell!lansen, •to which lrefer, is (!"think) dated 1870;; .blt"
suflici¢ncy for the attaim;nent of practtcal
the "book: had been publish~d in 1860:] ·
·· · \ : · ··
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his In~ugural Lecture,* in which he states
hiscbeliefthat, from materials and by means
which he lucidly explains, it will be f(?und
possible to reconstruct the Semitic original,
hitherto unknown, of the .Book of Ecclesiasticus. It was written, he states, by Ben
Sira, not in th.e Hebrew of the Prophets,
but in the later Hebrew of the Rabbis (p.
6).
I understand that ~here are three
great stages, or states, of the Hebrew
tongue-the Ancient, the Middle, and the
New; and that of these the earlier or
cla~<;ical Scriptures belong- to the first, and
the Book of Nehemiah (for example), to
the sec<md. The third is the Rabbinical
stage. The passage from one to another
of these sJages is held, under the laws of
thllt languag-e, to require a very long time.
Professor Margoliouth finds that Ben Sira
wrote in Rabbinical Hebrew, and the
earlier we find Rabbinical Hebrew in use,
1·he farther we drive into antiquity the
dates of books written in middle and
in ancient Hebrew. Suppose, by way of
illustration, that Profes~or Margoliouth
shows Rabbinical Hebrew to have come
into u~e two hundred years earlier than
had been supposed, the effect is to throw
back by two hundred years the latest date
to which a book in middle or in ancient
Hebrew could be assi!4ned. No wonder,
then, that Professor Margoliouth observes

(p. 22)"Some stu::lents are engaged in bringing
down the date'of every chapter in the Bible
so late as to leave no room for prophecy
and revelation."
But he goes on to add that if, by the
task which he has undertaken, and by those
who may follow and improve upon him,
this Book shall be properly restored.
':Others will endeavor to find out how
early the profes~edly post-exilian books
. can be put back, so as to account for the
divergence between their awkward Midrlle-Hebrew and the rich and eloquent
New-Hebrew of B~n Sira. However this
may be, hypotheses which place any portion of the classical or Old-Hebrew Scriptures between the Middle Hebrew of N ehemiah and the New-Hebrew of Ben Sira
will surely require some reconsideration,
or at least have to be harmonized in some
way with the history of the language, before they can b~ unconditionally accepted."
Hence the spectator from without, perceiving that there is war, waged on critical
g-rounds, in the critical camp, may surmise
that what has heen wittil v called the order
of disorder is more or less menaced in its
central seat; and he may be the more
hardened in his determination not to rush
prematurely to fimll conclusions on the serious, though not as I suppose vital, question respecting the age and authenticity of
the early books of the Old Testament in
their pre<;ent literary form.
There is such a thing- :lS mistaking the
indifferent for the essential, and as a slavish
adherence to traditions insufficiently examined. But the liabilities of human nature to error do not all lie on one side. It
mav on the contrary.be stated with some
r ,nfidence that when error in a certain di*"On the place of Ecclesiasticus in Semitic Literature."
Clarendon Press, 1890.

rection after along precedence is effectively called to account, it is generally apt, and
in some c.ases certain, to be followed by a
reign of prejudices or biased judgments'
more or less extended and in a contrary
direction, .There is such a thing as a bias
in favor of disintegration. Often does a
critic bring to the book he examines the
conclusion which he believes he has drawn
from it. Often when he has not thus im"
ported it, yet the first view, in remote prospective, of the proposition to which he
leans will induce him to rush at the most
formidable -fences that lie ahead of him,
instead of taking his chances of arriving at
it by the common road of reason. And
often, even when he hasattained it without prejudice, he will after adopting oefend it against objectors, not with argument only, but with all the pride and pain
of wounded self-love. And every one of
these dangers is commonly enhanced in the
same proportion in which the particular
subject matter embraces the highest interests of mankind.
What I would specially press upon those
to whom I write is that they should look
broadly and largely at the subject of Holy
Scripture, especially of the Scriptures oft he
older dispensation, which are, so to speak,
farther from the eye, and should never
allow themselves to be won away from
·that broad and large contemplation into discussions which, though in their own place
legitimate, nay, needful, yet are secondary,
and therefore,: when substituted for the
primary, are worse than frivolous. · I do
not ask this from them as philosophers or
as Christians, but as men of sense. I aRk
them to look at the subject as they would
look at the British Constitution, or at the
poetry of Shakespeare. If we were pressed by the apparent absurdity that any one
branch of the British Legislature can stop
the proceedings of the whole, or that the
House of Commons can reduce to beggary
the whole Army, Navy, and Civil Service
of the countrv, and that neither law nor
usage make any provision for meeting the
case, though there would ensue nothing less
than a frustration of the purposes for which
men join together in society, there are probably not ten men in the country whose estimate of the Constitution they live under
would be affected by these superogatory
objections. And if we are in any measure
to grasp the office, dignity, and authority
of the Scriptures, we must not suppose we
are dealing adeq~c~ately with that lofty subject by exhausting thought and time in examining whether Moses edited or wrote
the Pentateuch as it stands, or what was
the book of the law found in the temple
in the times of Josiah, or whether it is possible or likely that changes ofaddition or
omibsion may have cr1•pt into the text. If
the most greedily destructive among all
the theories of the modern· cities (so seriously at variance with one another) were
established as true, it would not ava:l to
impair the great facts of the history of
man with respect to the Jews and to the
nations of the wotlu; nor to disguise the
light which those facts throw upon the
pages of the Sacred Volume; nor to abate
the commanding force with which, bathed,

so to speak, in the flood of that light, the
Bible invites, attracts, and commands the
adhesion of mankind. Even the moral
problems, which may be raised as to particular portions of the volume, and which
may not have found any absolute and certain solution, are lost in the comprehensive
contemplation of its general strain, its immeasurable loftiness of aim, and the vastness of the results which it and its immediate accompaniments in institution- and
event have wrought for our predecessors
in the journey ()f life, for ourselves, and
for the most forward, dominant, and responsible portions of our race.
In a passage which rises to the very
highest level of British eloquence, Dr.
Liddon,* exhausting all the resources Of
our language, has described, so far as man
may describe it, tb~ ineffable and unapproachable position held by the Sacred
Volume.
It is too long to quote, too
special to appropriate; and to make extracts would only mangle it. The commanding eminence of the great preacher
of our metropolitan Cathedral will. fasten
the public attention on the. subject, and
powerfully serve to show that the Scrip
tures, in their substantial tissue, rise far
above the region of criticism, which can
do nothing permanent or effectual to lower
their moral and spiritual grandeur, or to disguise or intercept their gigantic work.
The impression prevails that in this and
other countries the operative classes, as
they are termed, have at the great cehtr~s
of population, here and elsewhere, largely
lost their hold upon the Christian creed.
There may be exaggeration in this belief;
but, all things taken together, there is evidently a degree of foundation for it. It
does not mean, at least among us, that
they have lost respect for the Christian religion, or for its ministers; or they they
desire their children to be brought up
otherwise than in the knowledge . and
practice of it; or that they themselves have
snapped the last ties which, on the cardinal occasions of existence, associate them
with its ordinances; or that they have renounced or modified the moral standards
of conduct which its conspicuous victory,
after an obstinate contest of many centuries, and its long possession by the social
field, have established. It means no more
and no less than this, that their positive,
distinct acceptance of the articles of the
Creed, and their sense of the dignity and
value of the Sacred Record, are blunted
or ~effaced.
In passing I may be permitted to observe that the assent thus more or less largewithheld by the less welJ.to-do segment
society is still, notwithstanding. the
scepticnl movement of the day, very generally yielded by the leisured and better
provided classes.
There seems to be
within certain limitR some approa€h to a
reversal of the respective attitudes which
prevailed in the intancy of our religion.
Then the "poor" were the principal obof the personal ministry of Christ our
and it was their glory to be the
readiest receivers of the gospel.
They
*Sermon preached at St. Pau.l's on the· Ser;ond Sunday
in A dyent, Dec. 1889; pp. 28-31.
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were then "the poor of this world, rich in view, to present. an opposing view of the
faith, and heirs of the kingdom which He spiritual field. Moreover, as .each of these
hath promised to them that love Him."* is tbe subject ·of a literature of its own
They had fewer obstacles, especially with- which may be termed scientific, I here prein tt:emselves, to prevent their accepting mise that what I have to say, will, though
the new religion. It was less hard for I hope rational and true, be not systematic
them to become "as little children." They or complete, but popular and partial only,
had by contrast more palpable interests in and will have for its immediate aim to
the promise of the life to come, as show that there are grave reasons for
compared with the possession of the questioning every destructive proposition,
life that now is. The apparent change and for withholding our assent from them
in their comparative facility of access until these reasons· (and, as I conceive,
to the Savior as respects belief is one to many others) shall be confuted and set
afford much matter for meditation. aside.
The present purpose is to deal, in slight
I shall, however, as being in duty bound
outline at least, with one of its causes. I ·to follow the truth so far as I can discern
mean the wide disparagement of the Holy it, have to make many confessions in the
Scriptures recently observable in the sur- course of my argument to the prejndice,
face currents of prevalent opinion, as re- not as I trust of Christian belief or of the
gards their title to supply in a supreme de- Sacred Volume, but only of us, who as its
gree food for the religious thought of students have failed gravely and at many
man, and authoritative guidance for his points in the duty ()fa temperate and caulife.
tious tr.eatment of it, as unhappily we have
Amongst the suppositions which tend also failed in every other duty. But, as the
to produce this disparagement are the fol- lines and laws of duty at large remain unlowing:obscured, notwithstanding the imperfections everywhere diffused, so we may
I. That the conclusions of science as to
trust that sufficient light yet r.emains for us
natural objects have shaken. or destroyed
if duly followed whereby to establish the
·the assertions of the ear)y Scriptures with
authority and sufficiency of Holy Scrip-.
respect to the origin and history of the
ture for its high moral and spiritual pt:\rworld and of man, its principal inhabitant.
For the present, I have endeavor~
II. That their contents are in many cases poses.
ed to point out. that the opei ations of critto
the
moral
sense,
and
unworthy
offen,sive
icism properly so called, affecting as they
of an enlightened age.
the literary form of .the books,. leave
III. That man made his appearance in do
the questions of history, miracle, revelation
the world in a condition but one degree
substantially where they found them .. I
above that of the brute creation, and by
shall i~ several succeeding papers strive to
sl~w and painful but cohtinual progress
show, at least by specimens, that science
has brought himself up to the present
and research have done much to sustain
level of his existence.
the historical9redit of the Old Testament;
IV. That he has accomplished this by
that. in doing this they .have added·
the exercise of his natural powers, and has
strength to the argument which contends
never received the special teaching and
that in them we find a Di.vine revelation;
a.uthoritative guidance which is signified
and that the evidence, rationally viewed,
under. the name of Divine Revelation.
both of contents and of results, binds us to
V. That the more considerable among
stand .where pur forefathers· have stood,
the different races and nations of the
world have established from time to time upon the impregnable rock of Holy Scripture.
their respective :religions>' and ha.ve in
many cases accepted the promulgation of
sacred books, which are to be considered
THE Ml>DERNJEWAND HIS
as essentially. of the same character as the
RELIQIOUS • BELIEFS.
llib~
.
VI, 'l'hat the bo~ks of the Bible, in DR; Stracy' of Buffalo, writing in an
.many most impot;tant instances, arid espec- American missionary paper, says:-The
ially those Books of the Old Test!lroent change in the position of the Jew within
"Yhich purport to. be the earliest, so far the la&t half ~entury is one ofthemost refrpm bei!]g c9ntemporary. with the .events markable character. Fifty years ago the
which they record, or with the authors to Jew 'IV' as inertand imbecile. Now he exwhom, they are ascrib,ed are comparatively ercises a power great~r th~m in the days
pf David and S,olomon.. The Jews to. day
red~nt compilatioQsfrpm uncertain sources,
and th(;!refore without authority .. To this influence more people, control more bulas$11.mption most
the foregoing remarks lion, and exer9ise more legislative power
than they did vvhen they had their temple,
refer.
There are' propositions wider still, but their land, and their scepter. They have
wholly .foreign to the present purpose- been stationary for eighteen centuries and
such. as that God i!> essentiallv unknow· hunteq into obscurity, To·daythey attract
able, that we have no reasonable evidence wider attention than ever before in their
It is estimated by those who
of a life beyond . the grave, and that history.
claim to see the drift of things, that in a
ratiori~I certaintyis .confined to material
objectsand t9 the testimony .of.the sens.es. briefperiod altthe seats of justice ~ill be
Out of twelve .hundred
Passing by these. propositions, I confine in their hands.
mys!;!lf wholly to what preceded them, and ' students. of .law in .Berlin, . six . hundred
I !>.ha:U endeavor, from some points .of were Jews. .The Berlin an.d other Coun,
cils are ruled by aJeV\"ish majority, and ~11
offices are in. the gift of Jews. The Ger-
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man tradesman sinks to secondary position alongside his Jew competitor, the best
squares are filled with Jew shops, the best
estates have passed into their hands; in
Germany they have ousted the.best families from their patrimonial possessions.
This is true of Holland also. The Jew is
lhe world's chief banker to-day. Almost
the whole of the Liberal press of Germany
is in their hands. The fwoleading papers
of Rome were, and possibly still are, edited by Jews.
The powei of the Jewish
press of the continent of Europe is very
great in matters political, scientific and theological. At the bar the Jew has achieved great eminence within thirty years of
opportunity.
The children of Jews are
being educated in a ratio disproportioned
to those of Gentiles in many countries,
especially in Germany, Austria, and even
Russia.
As the Jew has entered into the civilization of the age and become a part of it,
. Rabbinical Judaism has necessarily undergone considerable modification. Amongst
multitudes of them in Germany, the hope
of a M~ssiah has totally disappeared. A
spirit of scepticism has lai.d hold 9£ the
younger generation, so that:conviction has
disappeared; that there is truth, and that
man can obtain it; all idt;alism is gone,
and nothing is considered t~ be useful and
worth while any effort but that which
promises material advantag~~wealth, honor, power and enjoyment. :Of two thousand shops kept by Jews in the city of
Paris, not over a hundred: are closed on
Saturday. Of the seventy thousand Jews
in New York City, not oY;er twenty-five
hundred are attached to th.e synagogue.
Where Judaism has come in contact with
Christian civilization, .it has resulted in a
death blow to Rabbinical 1 Judaism. A
return to simple MosaiC: Judaism has
proven to be an impossibility. Even in
other countries Rabbinism Has been undermined ...The majority of Jlews are more
familiar with the doctrines imd sayings of
the. New Testament than they are with
tl}ose of the Talmud or Pentateuch.Manchester (Eng.), News.:
THE CHOSEN TW;EL VE.

THAT immortal group of world-painters,
the Twelve Apostles, afforded Prof.
David Swing the subject fpr his sermon
at Central Church yesterday. He illustrated their simplicity of life, their spirituality,their decided Optimism, and their
heroism, taking for his .c~ntral thought
the scene in which Christ cdmmissipns the
twelve to go into the world preaching' the
gospel to every creature.
The preacher said: "However humble
a civilized time may seem to the student
of history' yet that activity ~f mind which
~ma:kes a nation possible mu~t be· performing spme useful task. Eacp age has possessed some merits. Mind yvhen awaken".
ed. can .not but think of som~ true,. or gopd
or· beautiful things. Mod~rn times w.ill
ney~r,cease wondering froJ:t! what source
came the book. of Job... .\Vi hat. laQq
thatwhichhaving noinv~nti~ns, no
cesn;>erhaps l1p .arfs,whi9h !perhaps
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ing woman a slave anp one man the absolute despot, and which writing with a
stick upon a piece of parchment in ink or
in some wax, at last completed that treatise which our century can n9t surpass? It
may be the author was several years in
composing i~, sometimes not touching the
poem for three months, being busy meanwhile with his . flocks or else with long
foot journeyings to visit relatives one or
two hundred' miles away. Out from many
unknown details came the peculiar literary
achievement; It did not probably bring
its author any money at all. It may have
been tossed tp and fro in box or garret for
hundreds of years.
"That poem or essay may illustrate the
fact that there has been a fragmentary
greatness in. each time and place of the
cizilized portion of our race? Only in recent years aqd in the western nations. has
man worked rapidly, but this rapidity is
not an essential quality of labor. It is of
great importance to the individual that he
work with zeal, because his years are few,
but so far as society is concerned it does
not matter whether the poem by Homer
was.,.composed in a year or was made up
of the songs thought out in a lifetime.
"The haste of modern days not having
ever been essential, neither has wealth or
invention been necessary to the substantial
well-being of mankind. Terusalem was
great when the traveler had to go on foot
or on horse to reach the sacred cities. The
.buildings of ;Athens and Rome were none
the less grand because they were a generation in the: process of erection. The let-.
ters of Cicero were none the less thoughtful and elegant because they were carried
for days by messengers who went on foot
all along the shore of the Mediterranean.
And just in the same manner there has
been great mental culture where there was
no wealth and no exact sciences, and no
equality of rights. Wonderful aids as man
has invented in latter days he has often
revealed great power of mind and heart
when his surroundings were simple in the
extreme.
To make a fair study of the twelve apostles it will be necessary for the student to
put aside many q\\iet assumptions which
have resulted from living in this new
epoch.
It will be necessary to declare
wealth, haste, science, art, and fashions to
be non-essential. It will be necessary to
remember what wisdom has come from
plain shepherds, what poems from rural
intellects, what morals from a bondsman
like Epictetus, what philosophers from
slaves. When judgment has become thus
freed from prejudice it is fitted for looking
upon that picture in the new testamentChrist selecting his twelve apostles. The
scene becomes real and natural when the
heart remembers that human greatness is
contained within the mind, its ideas and
intentions.
In those twelve souls there
may have been a vast amount of int'ellectual and moral greatness. The poverty of
some of them, their humhle pursuit!<, their
poor clothing, their sad natures must not
be permitted to weigh against their fitness
to teach a world. The apostolic age was
meditative and ethical. Men who depend

upon meditation do not need. libraries of
information nor. the stie'nces whichclassifyc
and apply physical things. When a writer
wishes to be a Macaulay or a Buckle he
must be learned in the affairs of the world
and must haue. great libraries to consult,
but if his mind inclines toward-s questions
of right, or life, or religion he need only
ponder over the premises his own mind
can supply.
Abraham Lincoln did not
need the books which were required by a
Homer, or a Bancroft, or a Motley because
to conduct the studies of Mr. Lincoln it
was necessary only to compare together
calmly himself and.a slave. The historian,
the scientific mind, the. scholar, heed to
know all the common stores of knowledge,
but the moralist n.eeds to possess the.desire
and the ability to examin.e the relations of
man to his fellows or to his God.
The
great scholars of Germany and England
must be near the books and the facts of
the whole human race, but to be a Robert
Burns it is necessary only to possess the
powerto meditate over a scene in nature
or over the dignity of an.honest. man.
The twelve apostles were found in a
contemplative age. Not profoundly learned, not scientific, not travelers, not bookseekers, they were full of that wisdom
which comes when gifted men walk to and
fro in their humble roorn or stand lost in
revery up'on the river bank or in the leafy
woods. The apostles were not only contemplative, they were spiritual. Religion
was then a more powerful Impulse .than it
is to-day. The Jewish nation had been a
theocracy. All its laws and customs came
from Jehovah.
All the literature of the
Hebrews had been religious; the central
city was holy; its greatest building was a
temple; its national days were festivals of
piety; the long journeys performed each
year were those of worshiping pilgrims;
the debates of the wise men were upon
questions of faith or duty; their hopes
were centered in some ruler who would
come from. the sky.
When Christ chose
his companions he did not find men who
were only fishermen or laborers, but men
whose labors on the sea or in the shops
had always been mingled with the idel!.s
and emotions of the altar. Many of their
ideas were false and .much of their feelings
would now fall under the title of superstition, but nearly all the great men of recent
times have carried in their minds not a little of the superstition which marks far-off
periods.
What false .notions the apostles
may have held did not affect much the
truth and beauty of that spirituality which
saw a God above and beneath.
The
apostles may not have known much of
history, or science, or art, but they were
not chilled by many doubts regarding the
existence of a personal creator.
They
possessed, therefore, that merit that lies in
minds contemplative, creative, and spiritual.
Contemplative and religious, they were
also optimistic. The magnificent poem of
St. John reflects backward and tells us
what the disciples were before they met
Jesus of Nazareth. Men do not change
their natures by becoming religionists.
Had Marcus Aurelius become a Christian

he would still have worn h1s pagan sackcloth. Men reared in a land of such expectancy, . where each psalm .and each
prayer embodied a hope, were optimists
long before the birth pf Jesus. . They were
ready to hear. of a kingdom of God,.for
they and all their ancestors had been reared under skies all aglow with the coming
of a great triumph. When the two disciples after the d.eath of Christ said .they
had hoped he was to bt! the one to redeem
Israel, they :t:evealed the fact that he, above
all, met their dreams of a golden age.
They were heroic, for the true hero of
any land is the. one who is capable of seeing a great future and able in its splendor
toforget the ills of the passing hour. In
the history of our land and inthe whole
history ofliberty the heroes all possessed the
power to outline a high ideal and to draw
happiness from the high theories of state,
and citizen, and indeed all manhood.
Thus optimisrn and poetry lead to heroism,
because before a man will die for a world
he must believe the human destiny to be
worthy of his tears. Love must precede
self-sacrifice.
·
In order to measure the twelve apostles
aright it is necessary to detach them from
only miraculous.calls and surroundings and
see them in ti1at glory of manhood in
which Socrates i!nd Aurelius, Savonarola,
Dan•e and Washington,;, come to us.
Whatever may have been the miraculous
part in the mission of the disciples God has
never called an unfit man to do the work
of humanity. The "twelve" were great
before any inspiration came to thern. It
was their meditation, their spirituality,
their buoyancy, their heroism as men that
made heaven lov€ them and help them. It
is not to be believed that heaven will· create reflective, spiritual, .buoyant, gifted
minds, and then send its inspiration down
into the bosoms of fools. The policy, power
and splendor of St.John assures us that he
was a towering soul before Jesus of Nazareth met him by the sea, It would be
strange if God should not love and favor
the natural greatness found in his human
children.
Thus looking back we perceive the
greatest of all religions betaking itself into·
this old and small group of hearts. All
the modern magnificence of Christian
thought, Christian charity, Christian worship, and Christian hope runs back and
?ack, until at last we find a few footprints
m eastern sand, but even the graves are
lost whither the footprints Ied.-Chicago

Times.
"Let home stand first before all other things.
No matter how high your ambition may tran·
scend its duties, no matter how far your talents
or your influence may reach beyond its doors, before everything else build up a true home.
Be
not its slave; be its minister.
Let it not be
enough that it Is swept and garni~hed, that its
food is delicious; but feed the love .in lt, feed the
truth in it, feed thought and aspiration, feed all
charity and gentleness in iL Then from its walls
shall come forth the true woman and the true
man, who shall together rule and bless the land."
When people get so spiritualized that they lose
capacity for practical life, they grow away from
religious good health. Piety and common sense
should never be separated,- United Presbyteri'an.
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HE SAINTS' HERALD.

335
deacons and members, male and female, to be
out to conference. wide awake and full of the
Holy Ghost, i:eady for the Master's use.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dist. Pres.

CENTRAL CALIFOR:ti!IA.
Conference convened in Long Valley, Monterey county, California, April 4th, r89o, Elder J.
B. Carmichael president, D. Browh assistant, J.
A. Lawn secretary. Elders: J. B. Carmichael
(baptized 3), D. Brown, J M. Range, J. F. Bur·
ton (of Seventy), J. E. Holt, I. F. Kingsbury, J. H.
Lawn (by letter), J~ c. Holmes and D. E. Lander.
Prbsts: T. J. Lawn, S. G. Wright, W. Pooler
and J. Smith. Teachers: G. Daniel and M.
Clark. Deacon: J. Smith. Branches: Lone, 20;
I baptized.
San Benito, 34; r baptized, 2 re·
ceived. Jefferson, 24; 3 baptized. Long Valley,
36; r 'received, I died. D. Brown was elected
president of district, J. B. Carmichael assistant, J.
A. Lawn secretary. Next conference to meet
with the Jefferson branch, October 3d, r89o, at
ro 30 a.m.c-,A two-days'lmeeting was appointed
to be held at Mulberry on the 19th and 2oth of
April; the Reunion at Tulare City to meet on
May .zd. Preaching by J. F. Burton, D. E.
Lander, J. E. Holt and S'. G. Wright. ';:r Three were
baptized during conference.
··
TEXAS CENTRAL.
Conference convened with the Cook's Poirit
branch, March rst ;'E. W. Nunley in the chair, J.
W. Sherrill clerk. Branches: Texas Central,
Elkhart, Evergreen and Cook's Point. Elders:
W. W. Squires, E W. Nunley, S. P. Sherrill, H.
Grim. Priest, F. C. Gough. Teacher, T. W.
Sherrill. Deacon, C. A: Schuster. Bishop~s
agent reported. ~ W. Nunley .was elected dele-.
gate to general conference, W. M. Sherrill asso·
ciate delegate. Resolved that we petition Gen·
eral.Conference to send A. J. Moore, of. the
Seventy to labor in this district, also to sustain
Bro. E. W. Nunley inthe work. K W.'Nunley
was sustained president,]. W. Sherrill, clerk, W.
M. Sherrill Bishop's agent. Resolved that preside·nt appoint time and place for next conference. Adjourned.
SOUTHERN .NEBRASKA.
Conference convened in the Saints' church,
Wilbl1r, Nebraska, Aprilz8th; J. W. Waldsmith,
president, C.'H. Porter, secretary. Officials present:. of the Twelve. Jas, Caffall; High J:>riest, J.
W.· Waldsmlth; Elders, L. Anthony, W. M.
Self.and C. H .. Porter; Priests, J. Ferguson, R.
White, John 0. Savage, and Teacher.D Brolliar;
Deacon, T. L Rider .. Reported bv letter: High
Priests R. C. Elviri. R. 1\f Elvin; Elder J. Armstrong. Branches: Blue River 137, r died. J'i[ebrask<t City' 136, r died; Reports were received
from ~he PlaHe River and Palmyra branches, and
by action of the. conference werefreturned for
correctfon. "~ Bh;hop's agent's report: Due church,
January r,st, r89o, $47 I r .; R~ceived during quar·
7

BISHOP'S NOTICE.
Owing to the vacancy caused by the ·resigna~
tion of Bro. John Smith, as Bishop's agent for
Massachusetts district, I, therefore, appoint in his
stead as my agent, Bro. Richard Bullard, who
resides at 2704. Washington street, Boston, Massachusetts, and recommend him to the Saints as
such, and ask them to sust;tin him by their prayers and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Quarterly Conference of the Little Sioux district will convene at Logan, June 7th and 8th,
1890. All who can are invited to attend.
D. CHAMBERS, Pres.,
A. M. FYRANDo, Sec.
The Western Maine district conference will
convene at West Surrey, June 7th, 1890, at two
o'clock p. m. A full attendance is desired. Come
all and bring the Spirit with you.
WM:. G. PERT, Dis. Pres.
The conference of the Little Sioux district con:
venes at Logan, Iowa, on June 7th, next. It is
desired that all the official members of the dis,
trict will be present on that day, as that is the
day for business. Let every man be at his post.
It is hoped that President· Blair will be with us.
Let us all determine to do something .for the
spread of the work in our district. Every bee in
the hive must be a worker, and must work according. to. the pattern, or suffer loss. Come
brethren, let us work together iri harmony, and
God will crown our labors with ssuccess.
CHARLES DERRY.
The conference of the Eastem Iowa district
will be held at Massillon, Cedar county, Iowa,
beginning at eight p.m. on the 6th of June and
lasting over Sunday: Air the branches in the
district be sure to report.
There has been .a request sent to me by eight
or ten families (riotmembers), to hold our conference at Massillon and they would entertain from
thirty to forty visitors. This truly shows the
good will of the people~ Now,'come all who can;
come at a sacrifice; come and bring God's Spirit
with you; come ih the name of Christ and help
do God's .work. 'The people want a good turn
out. Don't disappoint them, for there are honest souls there to. be saved.
J. S. ROTH, Dist. Pres.

Accordihg to adjournment a conference of the
Kent and. Elgin district will be· held in the
Blenheim branch, commencing at ten a.m. on
Saturday, June r4th, 1890. Branches and offi·
cers are expected t.9 report All reports sent by
mail must be addvf'lssed tci me at Chatham, or
. Samuel Brown Blenheim.
SAMUEL BROWN, Pres.,
·• "
that tht( president !lnd secretary of the: distr)ct
RICfi.<\RD •CoBURN, Sec.
';' '1. hold. their office one year ,!nstead.of three months..
' f ,Reff'lrred to the next conference. Moved thatfthe
Southern Michigan , arid. Northern Indi~na
;: i';
dis~r:ict pr~!3ident. 1 ,a,nd s~cretary: ~~ave· 'their r~il;.
District conference will be held on the 2rst and
,., . road.... fare paid, to andtrom their place of resi,
nd. of June,. 189oin their new meeting house at
~,j.'.~~~del}ceor !iel!l,ofJabor by the conferet~ce.
On
Clear Lake; Steuben county,Indiat1a. The, pub-/
' mofioi; the p'rtis~nt district'officials were sustainlication of this notice is, made. early and th~ date
ed, aJSk>:J.;W:Wa~dsmith as .Bishop'slagent. Adof the conference meeting is put late so that all
ourMd t(;) Palmyra branch, July 27th. Preaqh·
may have timely notice to getre,ady and be sure
· .. Ca.ffall and C. H .. Porter."iPr.iesthood
to be there without excuse~ and so .that the.Clear
Bro. CaffaJl wa~ held MonLake branch will ha:ve time to get their .house
finished in good shape for: conference; also befause the Clear Lake branch, by its v'iOrthy pres!·
K.><~.l'!fl:grl:.: Remember,
dent requested usto appoint the conference in
bindest
the latter part ofJune.
ic.bt:'ni~rr.ha11C'f'. will
It is very much'desired and expected that Bro.
when
Alexander H. Smith, president of the Twelve,
at all:
in company with B~o. E. C. Briggs, will .be. pres-.
and the
ent. The. missionaries appointed. to this field
will of cour-se be on harid.
To make. the !!dnference more useful and interesting, it wiil be necessary for the church in
its intiref,y in this district, eld~rs, ,p~iests, teachers,

f~J:

;~~~ ~~~ i~~·. ~~~~e~ut~!{Ki~cile~~ ~~~a~;~~

The conference of the Northern Illinois district will be held in Chicago, Illinois, June 14th
and 15th. Parties wanting particulars can address S.C. Good, No. 463, West Indiana Street,
Chicago, Illinois. .
F. M. CboPE~, Dist. Pres.
To the brethren and sisters of the Nodaway
district, and the church in geneeal: We have
secured the Adventist Hall, of Stanberry, in which
to hold the Nodaway district conference. Those
coming by team will please come to Bro. F. W.
Curtis', at east end of Main street, where they
will find hay or pasture. Please bring grain.
Those coming by train will be met by the committee who will wear ablue ribbon with the letters, L. D. S. incribed upon it.
·
JosEPH CuRTIS, Chairman of Com.
NOTICES.
Parties formerly of Kingsley branch, Little
Sioux district, Iowa, now in Missouri, who desire letters of removal, can have the same by addressing
A. M. FYRANDO, Dist. Sec.
Magnolja, Iowa.
By order of District Conferenc~.
To the Saints of the Des Moines district.
Having been placed in charge or!this dMrict by
appointment of Bro. Joseph Lambert, I hereby
rtquest the earnest co-operation of all members
in that field to open up new places for preaching,
and to vigorously prosecute the -lvork in places
already established. Wherever my assistance is
needed I will strive to be on hand;as soon as practicable after notific\ltion of that fact, and you are
rl"quested to correspond with me in regard to the
interests of the work. My perma!nent post-office
address is, Box 151, Farmington; Vjan Buren
county, Iowa.
Yours in gospe{ bonds,
}AMES M.cKI.ERNAN.
DIED.
EARLY.-Near Andover, Hanison county,
Missouri, May 3rd, r89o, of herr)orrhage of the
lungs, Bro. John, son of Bro. vViilliam and Sr.
Sarah Early; he was born at K~wanee, Henry
county, Illinois, March 28th, 1868; aged 22 years,
I month, and 6 days. F.uneralj services were
held at Andover, Bro. Thomas J.;Bell preaching
the sermon. Bro. Early will be both missed and
mourned.
·
HART.-Sr. Sarah Hart died May 4th at her
h(;)tlle in Broughten, Clay county, Kansas, of
hemorrhage. Sr. Hart was born in Upper Canada,
February 24th, 1829. She marri~d Henry Hart,
June 13th, 1847; united with the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latte~ Day Saints at
Fox ;River, Kendall county, Illino}s; baptized by
William Hart. 5ince she has lived a consistent
Chris~ian life, as
that knew ~er can testify.
Sr. Hart was the mother of eight ~hildren; three
sons and one dau,ghter, passed on before. Four
dapghters and . her husband are ;'!eft to mourn
their ~oss,-...,-not as those. who have no hope. She
died as she had lived,.in full faith in God's promIses and a resurrection with the jqst.
We conducted the remains of our beloved sis- ·
tei' to its last resting place on the sth, in the
Saint's burying ground; fourteen. miles from her
l)ome. A large procession of frie,pds accompanied the remains. Sr. Hart was a mpther in Israel,
love<.\ by all that knew her. Funeral sermon by
Eld'er A. Kent. Text; "If a map die, shall he
live again ?n. .
.
.·
The resolu'tion was read at the close of services, and will illustrate the esteein in which Sr.
Hart was held :• Whereas, Our :HJayenly Father
in his great. wisdom hlJcS seen fit ito call so sud· .
denly from earthly labors to · hej:lvenly reward
our kind· neighb()r, Mrs. S .. Hart; and, Wher~
as, We recog11ize in: tl:iis. disperisatiort'the grea.t·
ness anc:i power of God, and feel the loss th.us be"
fallen the family. ahd ..friends; lie it Resolved,
Th.at we. tendel' our sincere sympathy to ·
strrc~en husband ai),d daughters in.this

all
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bereavement,. and earnestly commend them to
the Father a~ov'e, whom. their dear one so faithfully served through life; and be it further Resolved,. That .a. copy of these resolutions be presented to the family.
R M. B., S. S. Supt.

FARMERS' BA.NK Of
Ample Re!lpon§ibllity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six P.er cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

BROUGHTON, Kans., May 11th, 1890.

DARRow.i.."Mrs. Susanna Darrow, who for
many years was a resident of this city[Stockton,
California], died at Napa on the 27th inst Deceased was a :woman of which it can. truthfully be
said that all~who knew her wved her. She was
kind and helpful to all, and was never IT)Ore happy than when ministering to the sick and afflicted.
She leaves three daughters. and three sons."~
Stockton Paper. Sister Darrow was born October z~th, r83~, in Yates county, New York; .was
baptized May 13th, 1867, at Stockton, San Joaquin
county, California, by Elder E C. Brand and confirmed by Elder Henry P. Robbins. Elder Thomas Daley preached the funeral sermon. Text
Revelations 14: 13.
WEEKs.-Bro. Andrew Weeks, aged 30 years,
4 months arid 5 days, of spinal affection. He
obeyed the gospel about six years ago. Was a
faithful member till the Ja~t, showed it truly by
his work wherever he was found, and that made
him to be much esteemed by those that knew
him best. We ask the. prayers of all the faith.ful
in Christ, and also such as feel disposed to carry
into effect the advice given by James 2: r6 Sermon by Elder W. C. Nirk.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD Oll' THE LoRD: ll'OB THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMON& YOU HAVll SAVIll lT liB Ql'llll Wlli'JI. AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOliiAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXOJII'T IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
xs AT LmEBTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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EDITOR.
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Lamoni, Iowa, May JI, 1890.
INCOMPETENT EVIDENCE.

IN the early days of Mormonism whe~
e.:ver the elders met in discussion those inclined to oppose the work, there was one
class.· ot evidence to which the elders
;always took exception, and never considered ~ompetent or proper to be introduced Ot" worthy of being received as
;proof, that was hearsay and secondary
st!'ltements. With some who claim to
hold a belief in Mormonism things have
.•· 'lllaterililly changed . since then; if one is
. f'N permitted to judge by the following. In
i the Ji(venil(J Instructor, published at Salt
Lake City,lJtah, by George Q. Cannon,
editor, inthe tssue for May, r89oi on page
. ·. 284, ·under the caption of "Ansvvers to
i' Questions on Church ffistory/' there ocucurs the follo\Ving relation of a question
· :said to havt1 been. asked of Pres. Brigham
Young by a professor of the Southern
University, Pres. Young being at the
. til!le on a steamboat between. St Louis
i .; aryd Cincinnati on his way to the Eastern
· · ' S~ates; J~ly, r843, .the professor having
.desired to a~l>: some questions for Pres.
Y 0 ungt() answer:

..... ·' )•What was the first question .and how did he
. an~wer it? A:.. Had Joseph. Smith more wives
.. :than one?. to which Bro. Young admitted he
. ·.·. : [had, anq ill order to explain the principle he ask.:
· ' ed the g~ntleman if he beHeyec;l in the J3ible."

. · ··.what is this b.ut the mo~t glaril:!g sort
· seco!:!<l~l:l,and testimony?. Pr~s. George
Camron is .a sort of Jawyet', ;md were
on tt,ia},orengaged in any !>Ort of case
a court, w9uld object. very. s~renc
y against the cottrt receivi!lg any
eyid!mce; yet how insidiously is it
· . . It is attempted to offyr in
:·:evlclen,ce· a .. purported ·conversation. beB.young anc1 a prOfessor of
in the s?qth ,in which Pres.
•··. • m1J.de toadmit ·that .Josep!l
!ld more )IV'ives tha~ one. At the
····~. ~.~,...· . • . is said k~.fl.Ve taken
oung1 ]0s~ph Smith and the
...•,.,".• .,.,.. of the chun::h were alUiving
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at Nauvoo, in the state of Illinois, the statute laws of which state declared it to be
bigamy for a man to have more than one
wife; Who was present and heard this
conversation? By what rule of evidence
does George Q. Cannon presume to Justify
the presenting of such second-hand hearsay evidence as this .. Especially, as apostle
Franklin D. Richards as the associate historian of the Mormon Church in Utah
has put the following statement on record
in regard to the same subject ofJoseph
Smith having had any other wife than
Emma Hale, his first.and only wife, whom
he marriedJanuary r8th, 1827:
"Of the names or number of his other wives,
as also the dates of their marriage to him we are
not infotmed.''-What the World BtHieve~, Gay
Bros , p. 6oo.

Mr. Cannon in wily craftiness professes to answer questions in church history,
and gives an admission said to .have been
made. in a suppositions conversation said
to have been held fortv-seven years ago,
on a steamboat, as a part of church history,
while one of their .own church· historians
says l'we are not informed," in regard to
the thing stated to have been admitted.
We are not disp!)sed to find fault with
proper evidence legitimately presented,
but .we decidedly refuse to .a.dmit Joseph
Smith to have been a bigamist and scoundrel .in dom,estic things, upon a sec()ndhand statement of a reputed ,admission of
President Brigham Young~ said to have
been made in a. C()nversation held .forty•
seven years ago, an<l now presented by a
man who hlls served a term in .the peri.itentiary for ~ crime ai::J.I!l!11itted against the
marriage laws of theU nited States, • To accept such evidence a~S that is to m.ake it possible to paint the d.ev:H as an angel of light
and tarnish the n;putation of .the· angels
that surround the throne. It is.. pitiful to
what ways &f shamefacedness the plurality
of wives, this ''thhig" which was "abominable before" God in the days of the good
· man Jacob, of Book of Mormon times,
causes .men to stoop.
PRA;:YER.

THE Saint is necessarily a pr:l:ying man.
In the work-shop; i:m the. road, in the
closet, in the test:itnony fi1eeting', at the
family altar, on tlie> rostrum and in the
pulpit, the Saint, th('} elder offers prayer;
in thought 0 r word,. he is>al)IV'ays instant
in prayer .•. · .
Of the form, or fashion of prayer.,whEm
m.an comfi1unes with God alone, or in.. private circle~,/bnd.er great n~ce~sity and in
seasons. ()f distress or dan.ger' we have. lit~
tle to s~y, for ~hen the.• !l()ul springs out
to 111eet the Lorfl. gntraQ:lmeled by the
c:onventiot;ia:lities qflife.or
.form,;and the.
',·t,;'' ,,,,,.',
<,

',<,•),,

'"'

No.

22.

lips ef(:press what the need may demand
without restraint and in language suited to
the emergency.
The church is admonished that the elders shall conduct the meetings as they
shall be led by the Spirit. Under the interpretation which some put upon this instruction we should hesitate to write anything in regard to prayer in the public
service, were it not also written: "Let all,.
things be done decently and in order." It
is as needful to observe this last as it is the
first, and it is but fair to believe·.· that the
Spirit would not lead any one to disreg-ard
the Spirit of fitness, order and propriety in
any of the ministrations of the elders.
In the light of this thought w~ venture
a few suggestions concerning th~ offering
of prayer at the opening and closing of
public service.
.
It is true that when man prays, he
prays to .God and not to man, nor especial! y to be heard of men; there.fore it is
all essential that God should hear) whether
man does or not. God is not dedf that he
can not hear; hence it is not neti.dful that
one should be loud or boisterous ih prayer.
It is also true that the one who qpens the
meeting by prayer is for a time l;leing the
representative of the people, :and ad.dr.esses thethrone of grace for t~em ahd
in their interest and. behalf; it is therefote
proper and courteous that the pe«}ple hear
what he says. who prays, that tihey may
say, Amen, to the petitions offer~d •. The
people d.esire to join in the spiryt of the
prayer, which they can not well ido, if. he
who prays is not heard by them. i
To he bashful on the stand anti in the
pulpit is the lot of the most of tlie elders;
more or less timidity is felt by all;of them;
especially in new places and before audiences with which they are not :familiar.
There are not many who are\ so self.possessed as to be altogether ftll.e. from
some feeling of awkwardness when asked
and e~pe,cted to open the. servic~s before
an audience, especially if it be large; and
a few hints by way of aids m~y be of
benefit.
·.
I tis better to kneel when offering prayer, 1£ the pulpit, stand, or platform and its
surroundings are favorable to a f<neeling
positio~.
}(~eel with face to~ard the
audience. H the. stand is .high so that
kne~li'flg :behind it brings the face below
the top, thereby preven~ing the voice from
reaching the . congregation direct, step to
one . end ·of it before kneeling. .To .pray
wi~l:l the.faqe below the. top of the peskand
hid· from •• the audience, ..is to.muffie . the·
voice, an<l maJie tc(l words of tlk prayer
to be. he;1rd indistinctly. Ma11y who attend puNic worship ta~~ as fi1uoh.enjoy~
ment. in the song. and p:rfiyer s(lrvice
· ·· .
th,e>se.rfi1on;. and•a;re disapppi!:!ted .if
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can not hear the words of the one who
prays. We remember hearing a sister re-.
. mark once, "l wish brother John had not
knelt behind that high desk, I did so want
to hear the prayer. I could hardly hear a
word he said."
She spoke the wish of
many oth~rs. The prayer, if spiritual and
good, softens and subdues the spirit;
soothes the turbulence of the soul and fits
the mind ; to listen t9 the words of the
preacher with profit. To be sure the worshiper may pray as he sits or kneels at his
seat, but the intent of having one to pray
is to avoid confusion and .to unify the
thoughts of all; hence all ought to hear.
To deprive the hearer of the privilege of
hearing the prayer offered is to take from
him part of the Rest Day solace; and spoil
so much of the enjoyment ofthe day. We
know, for we have had the experience of
going to the place of worship .hungering
to,join in the spirit of the prayer and have not
heard an intelligible sentence of it all; because the bashful or timid elder prayed
with his face bidden behind the desk so
that his low tones were lost, except to
them who sat verv near.
We consoled
ourselves that God heard, but we did "so
want .to hear" also.
The same thing occurs when the one
who prays kneels with his back to the
audience and face to the wall; only those
nearest hear what the burden of the prayer
may be. If the brother feels that he must
kneel bv his chair, he should turn it so that
he. may. kneel facing the congregation. It
will only cost him a moment's thought,
and he can as easily and naturally do that
.as he can any other necessary act.
We
have had services hurt to our feeling and
desire by seeing a brother in his awkward
bashfulness kneel with his face so close to
the wall tbat all we and those sitting by
us could hear was a confused muttering.
It might have been a good prayer and very
spiritual but we could not say, we did not
hear it.
We hope none will take this amiss, for
we design it for good.
One who reads this may say: "Well,
we don't pray to be heard of men." True;
but why have prayer in public service, if
the congregation are not to be so far a
party to that service as to be perinitteJ to
hear it; ,}Jetter dispense with it. The s~me
thing will apply to the song service. We
may say we do not sing to be heard of
men; and yet every body delights to hear
the songs of Zion well sung. The choir
might turn their faces to the wall, their
backs to the audience, and expect to dve
satisfaction, with similar propriety. The
song and prayer service are the offices of
public worship by which the audience and
preacher are to he mutuaily energized,
and brought to a unity of feeling; anJ although we do not pray with the design to
be bean:! and noted of men, it is essential
that they hear tbe prayer.
The congregation is to be affected by the public· exercises, all of them; and the prayer is as
essential as a moving force in devotion as
the song or the sermon.
We know a good brother who, being a
German, did not speak the English language readily; so, when he was expecting

to lead the prayer, he would write what In the fall of that year he was sent to Nebraska,
he desired to say. Some objected to this; and labored in that state and Iowa all the rest of
the period of his mis&ion, excepting a short time
but to us it was a token that he valued 'the spent in attending a conference at St. John, Kanservice, and preferred to face some preju- sas. The elders are not making much headway
dice against his method of writing, rather in the states named, in the way of adding new
than to risk bringing confusion into the converts to the church. Elder Blrd says he was
treated as a rule, but met with a great
audience by his broken speech. God blesf,. kindly
deal of prejudice.
ed him and so did we, because of his
thoughtfulness; his desire to honor God
in the midst of his peopl1'. Paul thought
OUR WARFARE.
he would rather speak ten words with his "WE war not against flesh and blood;
understanding, than to speak in tongues; but against principalities and powers."
though he did that more than
others.
This seems to have been a key note of
May it not be better that both
who the apostles' cry a§;ainst powers of evil.
prays and the congregation with whom he The battle was not urged against humanprays should understand the prayer offer- ity, nor the interests of man; but was died? How else shall both be able to say, rected agaimt principalities and powers
amen, understanding! y?
that surrounded man on all sides to comThe conditions are sometimes such that pass his injury.
it is quite proper for the one who offers
The Savior was of the same mind. "My
prayer to stand during that service. If the kingdom is not of this world; else would
nlatform is crowded so thr;t there is not mv servants fight."
~oom to kneel, or if any ot!:Jer circumstance
The irrepressible conflict between the
suggests the propriety of it, the elder may powers of good and the powers of evil,
offer the prayer standing in the presence the powers of heaven and the powers of
of the people. Whether kneeling or stand- hell, the kingdom of God and the princiing he who prays should offer his
pality of the devil-rio matter when it bein me()kness and hnmility, and
gan-was raging when the Savior introthe conscious dignity of a man of
dqced his theory of salvation and undershould strive to speak in a clear, distinct took to lead the vanguard in person, to
tone of voice that may be heard by all in teach men the way.
the presence. Avoid shouting, or any unIf the hosts against which good men
necessary loud noise. He should avoid contend were those only which are to be
speaking too rapidly, and useless repeti- seen with human eves, the forces of which
tions. If he addresses the Father at the may be computel
human reason the
opening of his prayer, it will be quite odds against man would not be so great
enough, nor need he repeat the Father's and the battle would be more evenly
name during the rest of the prayer. Nor waged; but there are so many forces at
is it needful to tell the Lord over
over work the effects of which man sees and
again that what is being asked for is asked feels, against which man has neither the
for in the name of his Son, the Lord Jesus foresight, nor means to defend unassisted
Christ; it will be quite sufficient if he say by other than his own powers that he is
"We ask thee iri the name of thy Son, J e- compelled to battle at a great disadvantage
sus Christ," once; for it will not be sun- left to himself. It is to supply this defiposed that he who prays to God, will a~k ciency, to provide for this exigency, to
in any other name than the name of Christ. make man equal to his day that the Savior
There is danger that the meetings of the came.
Saints may become too formal and f,)rmalare but weak contending against
ity take the place of heart worship, and
foes we can not see; whose attacks we
lip service take the place of true devotion; feel, but can neither parry nor escape;
but the risk of this danger is better than and were it not for the statement whether
that the service should he made to fall on we live or whether we die, we live or die
unheeding ears by reason of careless inat- unto the Lord, there are many of UeJ who
tention to the better proprieties of the oc- vvonld long since have given up the concasions on which men congregate to hear flict, discouraged, worn out and disheartfrom the word of God, and to
in ened to permit evil powers to triumph over
the solemn exercises of worship
ns to our shame and degradation.
their Creator. The observance of proper
He deserves well in the fight, who
decorum on the part of the one who opens knowing the powers against which he arthe meeting is as essential to the success of rays himself is
in victory and joythe service as is the §ame deportment on ous in defeat, if
fight manfully, It is
the part of the preacher.
sometimes very dishenrtening to think that
What \Ve have written hils been with there is no half
stopping place in the
the intent to aid and help and not to em- battle of life,
that endurance must
ban·ass, or annoy by criticism.
Let us v;ear unto the far nwav end of the conflict
help each other to be Ffficient workmen.
before the wished for 1:est shall come; and
we often feel to reiterate the cry of those
DoEs thif> ~traw show which wny the waiting f:ouls under the altar, "How long,
>vind is blowing? It is trom the Deseret 0 Lord, holy and true?" nor do our restless minds com;ent to be altogether conNews for May r6th:
tented with the "'Nait a little longer" of
RETURNED MISSIONARY •.
the angel's answer; though we should like
Elder Henry N. Bird, of South Cottonwood,
to wear tbe white robe. But, alas! the
reached this citv to-dav on his return from a
white robe is the emblem of established
misRion to· the ·north-,vestern states. He left
righteousnes~, the sign of warfare ended,
Utah April 24th, r888, going first to Wisconthe token of worthiness for rest, the well
sin, in which state he labored about six months,

by
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earned earnest of the right to the crown
and title of a child of God having the right
to life and eternal glory. Our title lies in
the issue of the pending warfare; if we
win, it is ours; if we fail-ah! if we fail!
It is this that fires our lagging spirits; it is
this that rekindles the flames upon our
altar places; it is this that restrings our almost nerveless grasp upon our weapons of
warfare and steadies the wavering banners
as they fly to lead the vanguard of the
host; and "if we fail," is the heart's despairing, energizing cry when beaten
down in the dust of our humiliation that
rouses our flagging forces to one more
effort to overcome. We rise, and clearing
our vision as we may, we see the smilir,g
face of Him, who fought a[i, we are fighting,
and overcame as He desires us to overcome, shining upon us from the very front,
where He stands motioning forward, with
foot raised to take the onwarJ step, and
beckoning to m,-"Come, follow me, and
I will lead you on to victory." We bless
God for the privilege we enjoy of being
found worthy to follow the L0rd in our
day and time. Let the fight wax hot, the
warfare be desperate, we shall have the
help of Him who is "mighty to save," and
in this sign we shall conquer.
LIBERAL RULE IN SALT LAKE
CITY.

IF the following editorial from the Deseret. .News for May 16th correctly foreshadows the result of the transfer of city
rule ~rom M6rmon to Ger).tile hands, the
latter element should be sufficiently selfrespectful to change either their busine~s
policies, or their local politics and put
Mormon officials into power again. The
Liberal element can not afford to make
b.ad business mistakes, after sqlong finding fault with their Mormon neighbors
for la.<:k of wJsdom and business foresight.
The .<!eath of the business boom in Salt
.Lake City, is largely due to the rise. and
wane of. the real estate mania, which like
an epidemic 'has swept all over the .land.
"FRUITS. OF THE PROPOSED WRONG,
''Le11s thll;n ninet'y d.ays of "Liberal" rule
in this city has afforded much evidence of
.;what may he expected to follow the dominath>r~ ofthat party over the territory as a
. whdle; l'lnd the tnunicipal subdivisions embnided j~ ..it.. During the period named,
·real estl'\te h!')re has fallen at least twentyfive pe1;cent, is still falling in price and the
amotmt of sales, and. a·feeling of distrust
)laS ~~kerithe place ofthoseconfident anticipations which prevailed before the election.
• "T:his is particularly true among parties
who contemplated investing in such enterprises as involved the obtaining of .fran•
.chises .from the City Council, such as
electric light, natural gas and rapid transit
.··:plants. The feeling is .that investors in
property of this sort h11ve no. protection
~tgainst havingtheir plap.ts duplicated, by
.<the connivance o.f the city government,
and their investments. greatly depreciated
irt value or r.uined outright. The cause of
this feeling is too well understood to re.quire t'fl{planation here. Recent doings in
ih,e City Council h~ve given rise to it, and

it has spread rapidly among citizens rep-

resenting all classes. The chief "Liberal"
organ, in an unanswerable manner has
stated the reasons why the honesty of the
members of the "Liberal" City Council is
questioned by the people of the city generally.
"When it is remembered that nearly onehalf of the total membership of the "Liberal" party in Utah is registered in this
city, giving an abundance of numbers and
material from which to select a go<)d ticket; and when it is further remembered that
it is the first victory of the party here, and
that all presumptions favored the belief
that it would try to make such a record as would win for it again the support
of the people at the polls, its signal failure
to maintain public esteem and confidence
for even the first three months of its rule,
indicates conditions that would follow, in
many cities of the Territory, the passage
by Congress of the disfranchisement
measure. In the cities referred to, there
will be little or no opportunitv to choose
office-holders from among the •Liberals'
found therein. As we have already explained, all the 'Liberals' there are, not
absolutely incapable of performing the
routine functions of an office, will'be forced
into public position, and in a number of
cities not enough 'Liberal' voters, including blind, deaf, illiterate and all other
kinds, existto fill the offices.
"When men hold offices because. they are
the only ones whom the law will permit
to do so, and when they can not possibly
be replaced at a succeeding election, how
may we ·expect that power will be exerciced by them? How would membership
in the party that has already, according to
its own organ, made a corrupt record in
this city, affect such an expectation?
"The 'Liberal' party is diverse from all
political parties in the Union.
It is not
held together, as ~ther bodies are, by con"
scientious convictions comrnon to its members, but by a cornmon hatred of the pioneer class of.the Territory. A leading ele,
ment in the part);, because it has pushed
itself into prominence, as well as on account of its numpers, is comprised of political. adventurers who lack the traits that
inspire or perpetuate the confidence of the
people, ap.d this element will b~ thrown
into power by th~ passage of the Struble
bill.
"Then may be tjXpected such .a revelry
of corruption as no State in the Union has
ever seen, for no State ever had the condi'
tions and politicatelei:nents to produce, in
the line of dishonesty and malfeasance in
office, what afflicted Utah will certainly
have to endure, should the majority class
of her suffragists be disfranchised. What
the chief "Liberal" organsays its party has
already done in. this city in the w.ayof dishonesty, will· notbe a begin11it1g towhat
it may be expected to do, by a person who
understands its policy, personnel and past
record, in .those portions of the Territory
w l1ere there is no press nor property owning class of the p~rty oUtside of the officeholders themselves.
The fruits ·of the disfranchisement
wrong, if Con~res& shalf conclude to con~
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summate it, will, in their abundance and
malevolence, :J:fford material for the most
disgraceful chapter of American history
ever written. A prosperous people, who,
by industry and frugality, have accumulated an abundance, will be bound hand
and foot, and in this helpless . condition,
will be left to be robbed, plundered, and
in many ways maltreated by a class of
men whose onlv motive for concerted
action is a long" standing and bitter hatred of their victims and lining their own
pockets with pelf. The cour:ts, and the.
making and administration of the law,
would all be under the control of the
plundering class, and a carnival of extravag:Jnce and thievery in public affairs,
and of malice and tyranny towards the
disfranchised class, can be averted only by
causes that, at the present time, do not
seem possible to arise.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Qttes.- Would it not be about as' well to stop
elders from quarreling through the columns of
the He•ald over unsettled questio~s, as to prescribe language for lay members toyse in prayer
meetings? The former does no good, while the
language of a weak brother or sistet if not strictly grammatical or parliamentary, certainly can do
no harm.
·

Ans.- Certainly. If the elders are
quarreling in the HERALD cqlumns, it is
a bad thing and ought to be stbpped. We
were not apprised that any' quarreling
was going on in the HERALD. True,
there have been articles written by those
who differed; but few, if an;}' of them
were written in the sense of a quarrel.
Men will never come to a unity of thought
if they never compare views;upon s.ubjects on which the.re may be differences of
opinion. We were not a war~ that any
language .had been prescribed for those
who pray to use; certainly the HERALD
has not prescribed any. The 'Qnly place
we know of where language is prescribed
is in Matthew 6: 9· where the Savior
says': "After this manner therefore pray
ye." In Luke r 1 : 2, it is," When ye pray,
say:"
The Book of Mormon and the Doctrine
and Covenants each gives a 'formuHt of
words to be used in blessing th~ bread ahd
the wine; and the Book of Mormon gives
a sort of form of word.s used in ordination,
but we do not understand that those who
pray are restricted to the word~ given and
are to use them only. The effort of the
HE;t.tALD was to suggest some things that
might be left out to advantage. . .
ln examining the'Lord's Prayer the
words, "Our Father" are used once and
once <;>nly. In reading the pratyer offered
by the .Savior in the garden before his arrest as it is given in John's go~pel, seventeenth chapter, .we discover tha~ the opening words were, "Father, toe hour is
come;" After th.atthe words: "D Father,"
"Holy Father," 1'Father". and i ••O righteous Father," occtlr; but in nci ·sense.flre
they used as rep.etitions, for eich has its
li.PPropriate place in. the se!lt~n:ce where
used•. For instar~;ce,ip.yerse 5,~•And
q . Father, glonfy tllOU ~e \Vith:
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own self with the giory which I had with remembranc.ebefore the Lord. Now, I, the Lord,
thee before the world was." In verse I I, am not well pleased with the inhabitants of Zion,
"Holy Father, keep through thine own ·for there are idlers among them; and their chiln<!lme those whom thou has given me, dren are also growing up in wickedness; they althat they may be one, as we are." In so seek not earnestly the riches of eternity, but
verse zr, "That they all may be one, as their eyes are full of greedinesS. These things
thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that ought not to be, and must be done away from
they also may be one in us. In verse 24, among them; wherefore, let my servant Oliver
"Father, I will that they also, whom thou Cowdery carry these sayings unto the land of
hast given me, be with me where I am." Zion. And a commandment I give unto them,
In verse 25, "0 righteous Father, the that he that observeth not his prayers before the
world hath not known thee."
Lord in the season thereof, let him be had in reThe object we have in writing anything membrance before the judge of my people.
upon the subject of the preaching, prayer, or These sayings are true and faithful; wherefore
song service is to make the services better transgress them not, neither take therefrom. Beand more effectual for good. The duty of hold, I am Alpha and Omega, and I come quickthe Saints is to make their public services ly. Amen."
attractive and effectual tor good to the
cause. Of what use is it to pray to God
It may be that the inquiry is suggested
to open "great and effectual-doors" for the by the thought held by some, (as we have
preaching df the word, and then for Saints heard) that it is only in Zion, or in some
to shut those doors against the elders and of her organized stakes that there is any
themselves by unwise acts or words? duty attaching to parents in regard to the
"Wisdom is justified of her children."
teaching of their children, and their bapWe have not intended to do any. one tism.
harm by what we have written; but we
The Book of Mormon very clearly
should dislike for the Saints to say to us teaches the observance ofthe duty of the
and each other, "show me my faults and I parents to children; and in that Godwill strive to do better;" and then when given history we are taught that children
we point out indirectly what faults there should be instructed in the merits of Christ
may be, have the misfortune to offend .and his commandments to his disciples.
those who have expressed a desire to be The paragraph quoted requires the officers
told how to do better.
of the church to take notice of those who
The Savior commanded, "But when ye in Zion neglect the teaching of their chilpray, use not vain repetitions, as the hypo- dren the principles of the gospel, and the
crites do."-Matt. 6: 7·
And the Lord impressing upon them the necessity of
gave as one of the reasons why the priest- baptism, and names "eight years" as the
hood of Christ was called the Melchisedec period when children arrive at the condipriesthood was to avoid the too frequent tion of accountability. This is ,the age
use of the name of the Supreme Being. at' which the average child may be said to
D. and C. sec. 104, par. I.
be able to choose good or evil; at all
If the Lord gives instructions on such events it seem~ to hi the time God fixes,
matters we see no reason why we should and that should be enough. The fact
be offended because some one repeats his that God announces that the parent
instructions to us in an every day sort of should be held accountable for not teachfashion. We should learn by observation ing the child, is significant of the conas well as by suffering.
clusion that it is the will of God that
the parents should so teach the children
everywhere, but in those places where
~ues.-Would you please inform me the sectemporal Zion is held to be, no excuse
tion and paragraph in the Doctrine and Covewill be taken for their not doing it.
nants where it says that children are fit subjects
One thtmght, however, should settle the
for baptism at eight years of age, and greatly
question
for every father and mother in the
oblige?
church, in Zion or out of it, in a stake~ or
Ans.- The section and paragraph which isolated and apart from the places where
are inquired for ar.e section 68, paragraph Saints dwell in numbers, that thought is,
4=
.
are the children of the Saints not in Zion
"And again, inasmuch as parents have chilor in any of her stakes, less worth savingdren in Zion, or in any of her stakes which are
than are those in those places? Are they
organized, that teach them not to understand the
not so dear to loving parents? Must they
doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ the Son
be neglected and allowed to go into perniof the living God; and of baptism and the gift of
cious ways of sin, be led away from God,
the Holy Ghost by the laying on of the hands
and pern.itted to go to destruction and the
when eight years old, the sin be upon the head
devil, simply because they do not dwell in
of the parents; for this shall be a law unto the
Zion? Do parents in Zion love their
inhabitants of Zion, or in any of her stakes
children with a stronger, more
which are organized; and their children shall be
and faithful love than do parents
baptized for the remission of their sins when
Zion? Is that the idea presented m
eight years old, and receive the laying on of
word of the Lord in the paragraph
the hands; and they shall also teach their childSurely not.
ren to pray and walk uprightly, before the Lord.
Is it not proper for us to suppose
And the inhabitants of Zion shall also observe
the Lord saw that those who had
the Sabbath day to keep it holy. And the infrom the east into the new country
habitants of Zion, also, shall remember their laZion was supposed to be, had
bors, inasmuch as they are ~ppointed to labor, in
less and indifferent in the
their duty to their children, in
all faithfulness; for the idler shall be had in

they had before that been so carefully instructed; and that . the Lord foreseeing
what must inevitably result if such neglect
was not rebuked, directly instructs them;
and signifies to them that the abodes of
the true in heart, .the Zions where the
saints of God dwelt, were above all, not
the places where indifference to the spiritual welfare of the children would be tolerated by him.
Zion in its better sense means the pure
in heart; in its restricted sense the place
where the pure in heart dwell, may dwell,
or should dwell.
The principles of purity, uprightness of
thought and perfectness of life are as essential to the followers of the Lamb of
God dwelling in the confines of Babylon,
amid the thronging, busy multitudes of the
children of this worlcl. that the Word of
God may be glorified ·and the Master be
not put to shame as are the same principles
in Zion, in places secluded from the maddening whi'rl of the life of the flesh; and
if a disciple dare to make any difference in
his life in righteousness and good conduct,
he should make that difference in favor of
the world, living better there than in the
midst of his fellows, tbat he might thereby
bring soul;; to Christ.
Saints should be "living epistles, known
and read of all men." God has no special
use for men who are saints when among
the Saints, and men of the world, or worse,
when among men of the world; Saints in
Zion, but anything else away from Zion,
or her stakes.
We do not believe that God has intended to give instruction to the church in so
loose a manner that it binds the members
to righteousness and the proper care of
their children in one place; and sanctions
looseness of life and indifference to the
spiritual welfare of their children in
another place; though the one be called
the world and the other Zion.
Members of the church who are parents,
,everywhere, should instruct their children
in the principles of the gospel, teaching
them the necessity of baptism and the observance of the rules of the way of life, as
much as in them lies; apd if there be opportunity, or opportunity can be sought
legitimately, these parents should have the
children baptized at eight years of age, if
the children are of ordinary intelligence
and desire, or are willing to be so baptized. "Train up a child in the way he
should go; and when he is old he will not
depart therefrom," i.:; as wise now as when
Solomon wrote it.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. J. J. Cornish, wrote from Reed
City, Michigan, May 14th:
«So far thirty-five have obeyed the gospel in
our allotted streak of country, which we laid out
to occupy last winter.
We look for as many
more before long. Prospects are bright ahead."

Bro. Henry Kemp, wrote from Riverton, Iowa, May r5th:
"We are wei! and still engaged in the good
work, preaching on Mill Creek and in the Richard settlement to attentive and intelligent audiences. The prospects in the district are fair."

Bro. Leonard Scott, writes a card from
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Coldwater, Michigan, May
says:

19th, and

"We still continue meetings on the borders.
One more added by baptism, to the Coldwater
branch, making six since we began. The Saints
are feeling well and confirmed in the faith. Seem
to be in line of duty, and anxious and zealous for
the progress of the work.
The arch-enemy of
souls--the devil, is getting down to business,
lower than I thought he would in this highly respectable age.
Surely his time is short, but Je··
vere. My hope and confidence in God are strong.
Pray for us."

work of Idaho is to gain for the republican party
two votes in the senate, one in the house, and
three in the electoral college. But such advantage is dearly purchased when in the doing of it
a cherished and a useful principle of the republic is subverted.
EDITORIAL. ITEMS.

WE have received a neat circular letter
from the "Iowa Social Circle" of Denver,
Colorado, which, for the present, has headquarters at the Albany Hotel in that city.
The Circle is composed of former Iowans
IF there is anybody in the world who can now resident in Denver, who seem by their
speak or write freely and without the fear
removal to the Centennial State not to
of censorship it is the ·editor of a great
have lost any of their affection for the
Sfcular newspaper already successfully esHawkeye State. They hold public meettablished in its business, policy, and preings on the second and fourth Thursdays
sents. Such a paper is the Chicago of each month at the club rooms of the
Times and from it we clip the following Hotel Albany, to which all Iowans, resteditorial because we see in it the underlydent or visiting are invited. They expect
ing principle of fairness and political justo open a reading room.
They will furtice that must finally prevail in the Renish information concerning the State of
public. If a man is a criminal, punish their adoption to any Iowans that apply.
him; if a community is rebel)ious, put the
C. W. Varnum, is president of the circle,
quietus on their rebellion; but don't fetter
and may be addressed at Denver.
the soul, or attempt to prescribe by law
·we acknowledge the receipt of the
bow or what men shall believe or wor- Manchester, England, Guardian, of the
ship, or forbid them the exercise of the
7th inst., sent us by Bro. W. R. Armliberty of conscience.
strong, of that city.
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN IDAHO.
Bro. R. E. Martin, wrote from Paris,
Texas, May 12th, that the Lord had blessA national league has been formed with severed him by healing him of an affliction of
al New Yorkers as charter members. It is highlong standing, so that he gives God the
ly approved by Editor Shepard, who exclaims,
praise.
.
..
. .
with double exclamation· points: "American
Brn. W. W. Blair, R. M .. Elvm and G.
ideas arid traditions for Americans." The very
first sentence in the league's declaration of prin- ]. Wallerleft Lamoni, on Friday, May
r 6th; Bro. Waller for his home and busciples is this~ "No state shall pass any law reiness at Honolulu, Sandwich Islands; Bro.
specting an establishment of religion or prohibitElvin, for his work in Nebraska, and Bro.
ing the free exercise thereof." This is a fundaBlair for Nebraska City, Council Bluffs,
mental principle. It has proven to be bo.th poliGalland's Grove and· other places in westc
tic aml just.
ern
Iowa.
It may be well, therefore, to call the league's
Bro. Lloyd Wells came in from Wirt
attention to the fact that the national house of
and Knowlton, Iowa, where there are
represt;ntatives throug~ its republican majority
good openings, and a good work being
has voted for the admission of Idaho with a condone.
·
stitutiqn denying re)igiqus liberty. The consti- ..
Bro. Heman C, Smith, left Omaha,N etution; .qf Iaho thus approved by a republican
braska, May 13th, for Utah and his field
congress disfranchises and ostracizes wholesale
of labor, California.
the professors of that religion commonly known
Bro. Alexander .H. Smith, left for his
as the Mormon or Latter Day Saints. It makes
field, May 19th, in good spirits; He exno discrimination between Mormons who are
pected to make. Keokuk, Nauvoo, Founmonpgamists ~nd Mormons wh() are polygamists.
tain Green, Kewanee and so work his way
It disfvancbises the wh(lse body of Mormons en.on north, as the wa~ opeped.
tirely ;'Yithout reference to their' domestic relaBro. C. G. LaiJ.phear,wrote from Antion; This .is unwise, impolite, and unjust. The
dover,Alleghenycounty,.Newyork, May
Mormon who .has a plurality of wives is a felon
19th, that himself:;md Bro. C. Scott were
and may be disfranchised as such, but the Morholding meetings which were attended by
mon. who does not affend·against the civil lawinterested congregations.
' that Is, nine mormohsout of ten-is entitled -to
worshiP. God in his own way equally with a
Catholic or a :Presbyterian, with President Harrison or. Editor Shepard. To approve such a
constitution as has been presented by Idaho is to
make an insidious attack upon that perfect religious equality, that undiscrimi~ating tolerance
, of religious beliefs in theirma.nyforms, which is
the glory 9f the republic.
·; If the league shall be successful in undoing·
·:,the mischief. done by the hasty, p:;trtlsan, thoughtrecolinitjon of this ma:lignaht constitution of
it _will accomplish a highfy beneficial.work.
tj:raJn thoug.ht in accepting thig .• ~mperfect,
prejudi<;e~, maH~nant, and most offensive

WE call the attentiol'! of the Saints to the
decision of the Supreme c9urt, given in
the item below from tbe Chicago 7 imes
of May 2oth:
·

34I
of the Vnited States.
This court affirms that
judgment. This case grows out of the passage
of the Edmunds anti-polygamy law by the Fortyninth congress. This law, among other things,
dissolved the Mormon church corporation, annulled its charter, directed the appointment of a
receiver to wind up its affairs, and escheated to
the United States all the real estate owned by
the church in excess of $so,ooo, which was not,
on the date of the passage of the act, held for
purposes of worship or burial. When the United
States, under the terms of this act, began proceedings to confiscate about $25o,ooo worth of
property belonging to the church the Mormons
immediately entered suit> to have the Edmunds
law declared uncorrstitutional.
It was argued before the Supreme court in
their behalf that c()ngress, by the dissolution of
the church corporation, had assumed judicial
powers, and that the act of the legislative assembly of Utah incorporating the chur.ch constituted
a contract which could not be impaired by congress under its authority to repeal territorial enactments. On the part of the United States it
was contended that congress had authority torepeal all territorial enactments; that the a~:;t incorporating t!).e church was invalid as an attempt
to establish a religion contrary to the provisions
of the constitution, and that, moreover, the charter should be annulled for abuse of the granted
rights. After an elaborate historical review of
the common law the court comes to the conclu·
sion that congress had the right to seize the property,and says: "The.congress had l:lefore it a.contumacious organization wielding l:iY its resources an immense power in the territory of Utah
and employing these resources in constantly ~t
tempting to oppose, subvert, and th~art the leglsJation of congress and the will of the government
of the United States. Und~r such circumstances
we have no doubt of the right of congress to do
as it did. The decree of the lower court is af:
firmed."
Justice Bradley delivered the opjnion. Chief
Justices Field and Lamar dissent, ·holding that
the power of.congress to legislate over the territories was not inCident to the treaty· making power, and its power was restricted directly to that
expressed or implied in the constitution, which
grants no such power as that in"olved in this
case.

EDI1.'ED BY SISTER "FRAJ!l'(JES."

THE SKEIN WE WIND:.
If you and I to-day

Should stop, and lay
Our life-work ilown, and let our hands fall :\vhere they wili,
,
Fall down to lie quite still;
And ifsom~> other hand should come andcstoop to find
The threads we carried so that it could wind,
Beginning where we stopped; if it should come to )l:eep
Our life-work going, seek
·
•ro carry on the good design
Distinctively made yours or mine,
What would it find? * * *
If Love should come,
Stooping above when we are do)le,
To fiuu )>right threads
That we have held, that it ma:f spin them longer, find but
shreds ·
'rhat break when touched, how cold,
.
Sad, shivering, portionless, the hands wiV hold
The broken strands, and know l
Fresh cause for woe.
'
....:,(/eQ'J'ge ·Klingle,

AGAINST THE MORMONS.
DECISION BY THE U~ITEI>' ST.A TES
SUPREME CO.URT IN AN IMPORTANT CHURCH CASE;

WE HAVE LABORED.

THAT day will come to each of U:!>; the day i.n
which we shalllayour life-work do~n and friends,
W ASRXNGTON, D. C., May ro.-The Supreme or it may be strangers, will fold odr li111p hands
co'urt of the United States today rendered an· a.bovea hemet which beats not, rleith<rr has warmth
opinion of vital iqterest to. the Mormon church in . to melt the chill of their touch; Dqes it notse~m
.the suit 9f ·the (:;h.urch o.f Latter-Day Saints
strang-~,: when we,. stop lqng- e~od~h to r'efi.:ct,
against the United States, c;m appeal from tl:>e
that t~e very certailltyof th!s,tbe •m;;,ny,
decjsi9n of the Supreme _court of Utah, in favo~;
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times that it meets us face to face upon ·lifes
road, should, lead us to ~:egard it as an indefinite
time fixed for some day far away in the.future,so far away that it seems dream like and unreal?
This to us appears a wise provision in many ways.
There are those who can not bear the thought.of
death. Life .for them is so full of activity and
joy; death is,so silent, still and cold. Life holds
all which is nearest and dearest; death is a rob·
ber-'-a despoiler, whose cunning they fear. Time
passes on, and one by one the unbidden, unwelcome angel bears theiJ:)oved ones away and how
changed the feeling. Gone are the wa1ni, throbbing .hearts whose love enshrined us. Stilled,
forever stilled! The voices we loved greet us
not in the morning, and the warm lips no more
seek ours for the good-night kiss. Silence has
taken the place of laughter, and the moahings of
p:tin the plac.e of song; and there springs up in
the heart an intense desire to depart and be with
them.
And why 1;1ot? What is it which shoulp hold
us back.? We know our friends are there, just
over the border, and how brittle the tie which
holds us here. Why may :we not cross ever and
join them?
The step is indeed short and the tie which
holds us brittle; but he who would sever it, he
who would unbidden rush into the presence of
his Maker is'. but a madman. The child of God
finds this detaining him : "It is better for me to
depart, but for you, that I remain." He who
loves God tr.uly will never long for death while
there lives one human being to be benefitted by
his life.
The genius of christianity is service.
"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" is the
first, continual and last question .upon the lips
of the truly .converted. But not thus with him
whose soul is not at peace with God. It is not
death, neither the consequences of death from
which he shrinks, for this is to the wicked as to
the righteous. Each will pass through the same
troubled stream, and their feet will rest upon the
same shore. Why then should any tremble and
shrink back? What is there there to cause the
i"Y of one the terror of the other?
Only this: Our life work is tkere! Life then is
the enemy we should fear, if s.o be we are passing
over to meet its wasted hours, its follies or its
crimes, and not death, which puts it forever out
of our power to waste these precious hours. Oh!
then while it is called to-day, let us labor for the
Master, seek to be conformed to his image and
be diligent to make our calling and election sure.
Then will it be said of us that we have labored
and others have entered into our labors; for God's
work is the work of time and eternity.
Testimony of Bro. John Landers, given April
6th, 1890, at the time the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper was administered. Reported by E. Stafford:
Dear Brethren: My prayers have been lifted
unto God that my life might be preserved, that I
might be able to stand before this congregation
to redeem what seems to me to be my last pledge.
It has pleased the Lord to open to my vision the
plates of the Book of Mormon, and while I gazed
upon them the Lord said unto me by his voice
from heaven, "You are commanded to bear testimony to these truths so long as you shall live in
the world, as long as you shall find people to listen to your voice." I stand before you to day as
one of those few who are mentioned in the Book

of Mormon who should be permitted to see the ' similarity between this place and Lamont .Here
plates. , You will find a declaration in the SecI am ·among the children of darkness, and there
ond Book of Nephi that the Lord will showthe
the children of light. And yet, perhaps it is well
plates to a few beside the especial witnesses. I
that I should meet face to face the utter barren-·
am one of those men. I have lived to be !n my
ness of Hfe without the knowledge of God, with-,
ninety-sixth year. I have lived to see this conoutthe faith andcharity and hope that emanate
gregation of people, to be favored in hearing my
from the gospel of Jesus. In such' a life I see
voice bearing testimony to these things. I want
nothing to be desired; such lives are empty and
every soul to know.that I speak the truth; before
truitless, and I wonder sometimes when. people
God I lie not. I do not know a record upon the
go toiling on day by day·without any professed
face of the earth that has the amount of evidence
faith in God and a hereafter, I wonder what they
to its truthfulness 1:hat the Book of Mormon has;
are living for, ¥rhat is the object or aim Of existand in my old age, right on the verge of the
ence. Sometimes !He s<:ems like a struggle for
grave, I testify to these things. When but a
mere existencejust for the bread that perisheth.
young tnan I gave myself to God, and I was
God has placed me among the poor of the earth,
bound, if possible, to obtain eternal life at the
and I feel that it is well, and yet there are times
end of my pilgrimage on. the earth, and have
when it Is undeniably hard to endure it; there
ever tried to serve him to fhe best of my ahility,
are moments when I am weak enough to cast my
and prayed to God to purify my heart, to be holy
eyes with longing towards the smoother paths
as he is holy, and pure as he is pure. This may
and the fairer fields of the world.
be the last time that I may have the privilege to
"And now I cry shame to myself, for right
stand before such a large assemblage of God's
under my eyes and at my door and under my
people, and my prayer to.God is that you may
roof are those who are a living reproof to me for
all live to honor his cause.
any such thoughts. I know myself to be blessed. I
have the health myneighbor has not, the ability
to work and be of use in the world, and a knowlInterpretation of a tongue given at Lamoni,
edge however limited that bids me hope and
March 23d, 1890:
trust for the future. I have been meditating alThe great day of the Lord is fast approaching
most, rather than writing. Just now the miners
and the voice of the Spirit is to the children of
God: Arise and put on the whole armor of ,aJl through this section have gone out on another
big 'strike.' What will come of it, or how it will
God. Be firm and true. Let no power rrevent
be settled, no one knows. But those who must
you from doing your duty, for there will be
mingle with these people and see the privation,
storms attended with thunder and lightning and
and at the same time the intemperance and ignodevouring fire. There will be plagues, pestilence
rance of the common multitude must feel that
and disease, and many will fall; bt!t if the chilperilous times are near at hand."
dren of God live faithful and true, the Lord will
Sr. Laura E. Southwick, East Delavan, Wisprotect them, and no power shall harm them,
consin, writes that the sisters of that place organand their joy will be great. They will be full
ized a Prayer Vnion on May roth. Ten were
of the Spirit of the Lord and he will direct their
present. She writes full of hope and courage
way and they shall feel as David when he danced
with determination of pressing on to the goal.
before the ark of the Lord. Great shall be their
joy, and they will look forward with a glorious
hope for the coming of the Son of God, for he
will come with his Saints in power and great
glory, and no power can prevent it. Great shall
be the joy of the children of God, for they will
be looking 'for his coming, and they will have
great joy at his appearing. Brethren, put on the
whole armor of God, and great shall be your reward, for the Lord God is moving his work, and
it will move till his great purposes are consummated, saith the Spirit. Amen.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Missouri Chapman 'writes from Rich Hill,
Missouri, bearing her testimony to this work of
which she has had many proofs. She has only
been connected with it for two years. Five little ones have crossed the river and wait her on
the other shore, and she desires to press on to
the end that she may meet them there.
From the Jetter of a friend we make the following extract:
"I find pleasure in thinking that I shall soon
be with the Saints, among those whose friendship and esteem I prize. I believe it will do me
great good in many ways. I am a different person when among the Saints. Not that I do not
have always a love for the church and the work
of God. But sometimes here I am strongly
tempted by things which would be weak as water
there. Perhaps I am speaking in enigmas; but
the thought is this: that there is a perfect dis-

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

An afflicted sister of Colorado, earnestly entreats your faith and prayers that God will help
her to rebist despondency resulting from poor
health, and will restore her health and help her
to overcome.
A sister of the "Prayer Union," living in Canada, beseeches you to pray for her.
The Spirit
prompts her to ask your faith and prayers, that
God will strengthen her to bear up under the
trials he has suffered to come upon her, for if she
does not receive strength from God, she can .not
endure them. Pray also that the spirit of discernment may be given to his servants that they may
see where the fault lies.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

May 15, Amount to date ............ - .$2,727 19
L B. Richmond, Kan .. $
50
· M. W. Kinghorn, Ill .•.. I oo
E. Johnson, Kan ....... 2 75
Lucy Boswell, I a.......
15
A. W. Min thorn, Mich .. r oo
I. A. Roberts, Mo ...... 2 oo
Jacob Peetre. Oreg .••. ·47 oo
John Miller, Ill.... . .. .. I oo
Catharine Nutt, Neb .... r oo
Lizzie Hutchins, Mich..
25
. 56 6 5
May 23, Amount received to date ..•..

$2,78384

~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
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ONTARIO, April 12th.
Sister§ in Christ :-How often in the year that
is past have we been admonished by the Spirit
and by the inspired pen to "come up higher,"
until in our daily prayers and in our communion
with each other it has become a proverb to
which our lips and ears are well accustomed?
But how many of us have indeed "come up
higher?" Have we kept in check the carnal and
selfish mind and lived for the spiritual, selfsacrificing, charitable things which are placed
within our reach? Have we put on faith, hope
and charity, without which no one can aid in
this great work? Have we been patient and forbearing with those of our own households? Have
we let our walk before the world be in meekness
and wisdom, not boasting of great faith or
mighty works, that others seeing our good works
might glorify our Father in heaven? Have 'Ne
loved the Saints in deed as well as in word?
And have we sought to do our daily tasks and
perform every duty with an eye single to God's
glory? If so, we have surely been climbing the
golden stair to a plane "up higher" than that
upon which we stood before, for where these
virtues are found there must be a steady growth
in spiritual things. For my part I think I can
say I have been able by the grace of God to
come up a little hlgher. But oh! how little it
has bPen, compared with what it might have
been if I had only tried harder:
Will you pray for me that I may have more of
the Spirit of God and live closer to him than I
have dorie?
May He help us all to draw near to Him, r~C
membering that to-day (until the coming of the
Son of Man) is a da'y of sacrifice and of the tith·
irig of God?s people. May we then be willing to
sacrifice such things as .we can for the work of
God, that our treasure may be in heaven and not
on earth'.
I am your sister,
M.
BuEL, Mich., April 27th.
Dear Sisters.~-It is nearly three years since
myself 1jnd husband were baptized by Bro. f. J.
Cornish, and we can truly bear our testimony to
the truth of this work. We do not have the enjoyment of hearing the. go~pel preacheu very
often as the nearest family of Saints that we
know of is my husband's parents and they are slx
.miles from. here, but Brn, Cornish, Delong, J. A.
Grant; F.. C .. Smith and R. Grant have been laboring around here .and.in Lexingtoil and my
heartw11s called to rejoice wh<"n Bro. F. C. Smith
baptized my mother and three nieces on the first
day of Apr!l,.for mother was sixty-four years old,
and. I w~s the only one of our family in the
church to bear my testimony to the goodness of
God to us. I will not tell half in writing, but of
two thi11gs I. will speak. I was .very sick with .
La Grippe when Bro. Delong came to our house
and
being tir,ed went .to lie down to rest, and
before he came into the room where I wa.s again;,
he prayed for me and I was immediately healed.
Again, my little boy was tak~n very sick and my
h.usb;wd being away I anointed him with oil and
'went into another ro()m and prayed for him and
.uron myr~turn to him. hewa~ playing andlaugh·
ing and asked for something to eat, but I gave
.~od the praise for he. is worthy. Dear Sisters, I
th;mk God he ever gaye me the light and I ask
1;\n interest in.· your prayers that I may ever be
fo).:lnd faithful, and th.at my brotheqtnd three

he

sisters may yet be brought into the fold. We
take the Autunm Leaves and they are a great comfort to us, and the Herald also. We do not take
the Herald but have the privilege of reading it
through my husband's father as he takes it.
Hoping to have not wearied your patience, I remain your sister in Christ,
M. E. SURBROOK.

KNox, Ind., May 14th.
I departed from Lamoni, Iowa, the 16th ult,
sojourned in Burlington over night, and reached
home, all safe and sound the next day.
Ere I
had a fire kindled Messrs. J. & B .. Fisher called for me, to attend to the obsequies of their
mother.
After the sad rite was performed, and
the earthly remains were conveyed to the Eliza
cemetery, Bro. Pender and yonr humble servant convened a few meetings in the hamlet of
Peters ville, where the folks turned out fairly well.
Left the dear old home anrl the tender, loving,
rlevoted, household band Saturday following for
Chicago; sojourned with the Saints over the
great resurrection day; spoke to. the attentive
few twice and shipped next day direct for here.
I arrived in my field proper, sixteen days since,
and have spoken twenty times, or nine times a
week up to the present.
I have met none but
Elder J. B. Prettyman, cince coming here, although there is an Elder Sco~t living in this county somewhere. The. above and a few sisters in. elude our membership in these regions, _although
we find many kind, hospitable. friends, and let
us indulge the thought. thal some are near the
kingdom of God.
We have operated in Knox,
the county seat, holding forth the first evening
in the new Christian church, on the evils ofintemperence; but they concluded as usual, they
wanted the house, so we obtained the court room.
The sheriff was more liberal than the orthod()x
folks.
The school-house in the. Tucker district
was, and is at the Saints' service, some of the
solid patrons informing the Methodists that if
we could not have It they should not..
I held
four meetings to good and growing audiences;
but .reluctantly withdrew to fill appointments in
the new Union "Church of the First, born," which
is in the south-east par.t of the county, near Cedar Lake. There was '.'a class".formed here by
a man by the name of Logan, and he termed the
infant society by the above unique name, and
had his new creation. so recorded.. He came in
contact with some of the Seyenth Day Advent·
ist faith, got confused about which day to observe, first trying to keep one day and then the
other, and, hence, .so far, proved an unreliable
shepherd. He also introduced the toljr kiss, taking in sun-burnt meni!wrinkled gray grandmothers and the velvet-lipped, rosy cheeked maidens.
He. is famous as a revivalist, but a failure as an
organizer.
Some grave farmers did not take
friendly to the kissing of their wives and daugh·
ters, and, Jo and behold, his. qisconcerted flock
are at out,s, and as~ shepherdless sheep~
This
would-be leader wanted to bar all others. out of
the~ew chapel, but ..the community that erected
the )arge .commodious house would npt stand· to
his' plan, but open .the portals :wide to aiL
A
Seventh Day man is to come on tlie ground to~
morrow, aJ1d I hav:eai;eady .asked him. toaffirm
that the Sabbath given atSinal was .ins tit\] ted in
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the garden of Eden, and binding on all mankind,
as. also the unconscious state of the dead. I, in
turn, offer to maintain the divine authenticity of
the Book of Mormon and defend and identify the
Latter Day Saint's Church. Theological swords
may clash, but they never draw blood.
They
may wound grievously, but the hurts will be as
truly invisible as those parasite pensioners that
are as vampire bats on the body politic. The little soul, or soul sleeping element feel quite certain their man will stand up like a man, and I
truly trust he will stand by his guns, unlike the
Rev. M. T. Lamb, when challenged by Elder E.
E. Wheeler and myself. This little divine of big
repute, could lecture against Mormonism, take
in the shining ducats, peddle his "Golden Bible,"
but forsooth, he had not the time, nor disposition
to enter into honorable controversy, nor would
his bodily health or mental condition allow the
change from profitable popular lecturing to open
forensic discussion.
Tiger hunting in India is fine sport for the
Englishman till the wounded; infuriate, desperate
animal turns to seek and devour the' noble Briton. Because the green, unsophisticated fagot
dealer cursed the man to his face, he did not effect a sale, but got horsewhipped off the place.
The older and rival salesman, that got him. into
that trouble, exclaimed: "You fool you! you
ought to have waited till you got three miles
away."
Evangelical mountebanks have grown rich execrating the martyr and calumniating our people
and misrepresenting arid maligning our holy
faith and traducing the character qf the living
and the dead.
0, my. Father forgive a sinning ·world; turn
obdurate hearts into soft and tender love; save
speedily the hon.est; requite the in.corrigible, if
such there be; sustain, uphold and bear forth the
weak; beat back darkness, despair;and death;
promote intelligence, saving truth iand eternal
life; dismember, overthrow and ptostrate sectarian Babylon; establish, build up and e:l{ait thy
people, thy word and thy w.ork; hasten ,thy most
glorious appearing; reveal thy holy pabitation of
justice, thine omnipotent arm and:· thy bodily
presence; but, in the mean time, give us grace,
uridetstanding, willingness, desire, courage, fortitude, .hope, patience,· fo'rbearance 1 endurance,
faith, meekness, humility, devotion 11nd inspirational love and we wUI abide our time and arise
and shine with all the flaming constellations of
immortality, which may the good. Lord grant
M. T. SHORT.
CANEY, Kans., May 18th .
Editors .Herald:--The Spring Riiver .district
<;on#rence came off the 3d and 4th o~ this mon.th.
We had an enjoyable time. All felt that the
Lord was well pleased with us.
.
Caney is thirty miles from Angolfi, where the
conference was held, also where :our nearest
br,ancl:l is located. I persuaded. sev~ral of our
friends to. attend, and the result was all were
well pleased with th.e business as! .we.ll as the
preaching and testimony meetings. I
On April 27th Ihadthe pleasure of baptizing
a young. lady, and now she bears a good testimony and has written a letter to Sr. Frances. . I
hope it will be published.
On. lastSunday, the uth, I led three more
. young ladies into the waters of baptism, and to•
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day they,
Job of old can truly say,
that tnY Redeetner',liveth." Many more are
standing on'the water's brink imd we look for an.
ingathering! before many days, so that by our
next conference we will·· be able to be organized
into a branch. When I look back a year and 'a
half; to the;time I first landed here, where the
gospel frump had never been sourided and prejudice was high, and as soon as my feeble voice
was heard in defense of the truth the heathen began to rage and the people to imagine vain
things, and 'are are still imagining all manner of
evil against' us and watching to make us offenders for a word, it is then I am made. to see the
hand of the Lord in this work more plainly. It
causes my heart to rejoice to know that the great
Father hasibeen pieased to manifest to others
that poor li~tle I am accepted as his servant.
Since coming here we have baptized six who
had never heard the gospel in its fulness before
our arrival, and the Lord has stood by and has
enabled us to live down a great amount of prejudice and persecution.
My companion has been sorely afflicted with
something like Bright's disease for over six
months. Sisters of the Prayer Union, please remember her in your prayers.
If I haveone desire above another it is that I
be able to :spread the gospel to the world and
win souls to Christ. I have, by speciaLrequest,
opened a new place nine miles east of here-will
preach every two weeks and every alternate
Sunday. Will try to gather the few Saints together for prayer and testimony meeting. Will
endeavor by the help of the Master to feed the
sheep in the vicinity as wisdom directs.
IY ours in bonds,
w. F. CLARK.
WILBER, Neb., May 13th.
Editors Herald:- The district conference of
April 27th:of the Sou.thern Nebraska district
though not numerously attended was peaceful;
and, Lthink, profitable, for gospel peace is seldom
if ever unattended by success.
The Sabbath
preaching by the writer and Bro. C. H. Porter
assisted by Ern. W aldsmith and L. Anthony
was honortrd by quite a fair attendance of outsiders; as were eight,consective meetings. Subsequent to adjournment one lady following her
Lord through the waters of baptism; others, as
it seemed, almost persuaded.
The Saints at Wilber have reflected credit on
themselves in erecting a neat, respectable house
of worship. Seats, etc. are lacking to give it finish, which will doubtless be forthcoming; and it
is the candid opinion of the Saints that a visit
and ministerial labor from Bro. E. L. Kelley
would be of great benefit to themselves and the
cause, and at no distant day it is to be hoped he
will bend his steps thither.
A brief visit to Palmyra branch conferring
with the officials thereof and a general view of
matters, recent developments, etc., creates a ne·
cessity for additional efforts that will evince gospel zeal by those who love the cause in that locality. The relaxation of efforts. because of adverse developments is a mistake. The latter day
cause must prosper through the endurance and
. well doing of those who love it above all things
else.
It would, I think, if Bro. C. H. Porter could
visit and do ministeral labor with and for the
Palmyra branch, be beneficial. The moral status

of Ern. - - , at - - , whi<;h has been made visible by themselves and families composed of
young men and maidens in setting their f~ces
against demoralizing practices, especially that of
promiscuous dai1cing, has had a wonderful effect
for good· upon a who!e settlement w]1ere for
years their moral character has been above reproach, begetting respect from all who know
them. How pleasant and profitable for an elder
to visit and labor in such a locality t And such
pleasure can be better appreciated as the opposite
is known by visiting a locality where Latter Day
Saints are pointed out because of a debasing looseness of morals. Sad must the elders feel when
told by outsiders to moralize their own members
before reproving tkem.
We have a few members In Lincoln who will
or should strive mightily to keep themselves
alive, watching and waiting for a more opportune
•time to raise the gospel ensign in Nebraska's
capital. Calls for ministerial Jabor.increase. It
will be Impracticable for the ministerial force to
reach every point in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado,
New Mexico and Wyoming this conference year,
but no confetence appointee will or should delight'
in a non-utilization of time.
Bro. Joseph Lee will see to Wyoming as his
circumstances admit while in that region. I unintentionally omitted him in the list of appointments. If Bro. R. J. Anthony has spare moments
he can step over into any part of Wyoming he
pleases; also into New Mexico or Colorado.
As a reader of the Herald I was much benefited in reading editorial effusions under the heading "Preaching the Word." Such a reflected,
imposed ministerial dignity can not fail to inspire
those who desire such a dignity, however slow
they may be in reaching it. There can be nothing moreeffeetive (or so I think) in inducing the
ministry to covet and correspondingly strive to
evince an excellence than a portrayal of evils, in
a failure to evidence the excellence.
Instruction under the heading' Hints to Elders
and Members" I think equally vital, in Herald of
May wth, forcibly reminding one of the admonition of Paul: "Thererore we ought to give the
more earnest heed to the things we have heard
lest at any time we shouldlet them slip."-Heb. 2.
A very essential part of a religious warfare Is the
correction of and fleeing from error, and though
few may be competent yet reproof is a very essential part of ministerial labor, and it must be a
grave mistake in supposing that pure friendship
consists in smothering faults, but in their notation,
needed reproof, etc., the exhibition of discretion
and char.!ty is most essential. And it is possible
to justify a non-interference with non-efforts to
adjust existing wrong, in protesting against hasty
action and so fail to investigate and let it pass,
which procedure must militate against the cause,
if admitting the validity of Christ's instruction,
imposing labor and decision to reach a proper
adjustment ot trouble that may h2ppen with the
members of his church, which must be as essen·
tial as the method of adoption, otherwise there
were instruction not imperative. I learn trouble
between two members may be settled by the two
meeting and by themselves speak, reprove, confess and decide as the nature of tire case demands;
and surely such an adjustment would be beneficial; hence the failure to reach must come of
evil, because Christ's teaching makes such a procedure imperative. I also Jearn that the offend-

er and:affended maybe reconciled by, in proper
order, one or two others, being called, which,
would certainly be better for themselves and the
church than further litigation.
But if these
measures in the face of a necessity for· a recon·
ci!iation fail, then the Master provides the offen~
der shall be brought before, and ·if failing to hear
the church be as an heathen or publican, which
would be better than failing in the imposed work,
otherwise the Master thought foolishly. In consideration of the above a proper discrimination
between undue haste and go$pel-imposed promptness is, I believe most essential. I am not aware
in the event of a wound being inflicted on any
part of the physical man that needed attention
can be shown too soon. I£ so, inattention or
sloth may jeopardize .a limb and perhaps the life
of the man. So with trou~le in the church.
Iri gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL .
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., May 21st.
Edilors Herald:-Closed a session of .four well
attended meetings here last night, and indications
are good for additions to the church.
Bro. R. M. Elvin has assisted me in preaching
the word, and this morning he left for Brownsville, to hibor :;s occasion may demand. I go to
Council Bluffs and Crescent Citv to spend the
next week or more, and then on to Little Sioux
and Logan for further labor. The Lord blesses
our efforts with the ministrations of his Spirit
and we are cheered.
Fraternal! y,
W. w. BLAIR.
BosToN', Mass., May r6th.
Editors Herald:- The conference for this district, held ·on the roth, uth and 12th instants,
was well attended and resulted happily. Ample
preparations had been made by the Fall River
Saints to entertain visiting brethren, and the
weather was all that could be desired. A cheerful spirit, friendly greetings and faces wreathed
in smiles and pleasantness were observable in all
quarters, imd a forward movement was made in
point of confidence and unity.
The Lord was in control from the opening of
the session, .and the business was transacted with
desirable unity, and in the main, with entire satisfaction. A renewal of diligence was manifest
arid the inspiration of the hour seemed to speak
all the time, Forward and onward.
The leading items of business will be seen in
the published minutes. A council was held by
the elders under general conference appointment,
in which a free and frank expression of feeling
and sentiment had a tendency to bring the brethren nearer together, and the Spirit's presence
nerved them for the duties of the hour. I tideed,
the inspiration of the general conference seemed
to have reached Massachusetts, and under its
promptings the Saints felt to renew their efforts
for another year's sacrifice and labor for the success of the right. The preaching services were
well attended, the discourses appropriate and up
to the standard of field laborers. The brethren
engaged heartily in the prayer service and the
Spirit was present to encourage and comfort.
Fancy's speculative clouds of disquiet pictured
by some were swept away by fratetnal winds,
saintly demeanor ·and social exuberancy, so that
faith and delight, courage and contentment were
borne by the Saints to their several homes, and
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we all united as "laborers together with God" for
go. My companion has never had the privilege
thoughts of sweetest savor, giving it standanother year's service in. the great cause.
of hearing the gospel preached by the Saints.
ards of taste and conduct which might be
Sisters Nettie and Belle Robinson, of Indepen- ' My prayer is that it wont be long until he may
staid and sombre indeed, but yet could·
dence, Mo., on an eastern tour, were present,
have the pleasure of hearing them and that he
brook no contact with things mean or ignoble or impure. And thus, while the
charmingly, at the conference, fairly representwill also understand and believe them.
tone of soc1ety at large could endure the
- ing the west and aiding in a social way. A few
I just received a letter from my dear mother
ribaldries of a prurient novelist, the Puriunseemly spots yet linger upon and darken the
who resides in Brown county this state, telling
spiritual and m01·al horizon as regards the entire
me to be ever faithfu I and trust all to Jesus and ' tan could enjoy his Paradise Lost and Pilgrim's Progress, and find in them a genumatters of the district, but we still confide implicthe time would soon come when I would ~ave
ine relaxation and rest. The youth of
itly in the piety and sober sense of the devoted
the privilege of being baptized. God help me to
to-day, fresh from his college, and his
Saints to sustain an orderly and lawful solution
be as she tells me.
My mother is and has been
sister, finished at her establi&hment, able to
of every matter, until they are wholly dispersed
a member for about seventeen years or more.
run through all the •ologies,? and chatter
and all are united in one complete whole, with a
She is a good and faithful Saint, striving each
strong forward movement against the errors of day to bring her childrer. nearer to the cross. in halt a dozen languages, are often br less
cultured than the Scotch shepherd, whose
the times.
God help her in this work and may she live to
only companion in his solitude is his Bible;
see her prayers answered.
I propose visiting Brooklyn, New York, Phila·
tor his mind is stored with the brightest
qelphia, New Park and Scranton as the next duDear Saints remember me in your prayers.
and purest images, his sympathies enlarg•
Yours in faith,
ties demanding attention.
ed and disciplined by contact with the recMRS. CLEMMA KRISTOFF.
Frateranlly,
ords of humanity in its noblest aspects.
WM. H. KELLEY.
MANCHESTER, Texas, May 13th.
Editors Herald:-I have just arrived at Manchester, my old home, and found the Saints getting
along very well, what few that are left. I have
commenced holding meetings with fair attendance. I expect to remain here for some time or
in these parts according to agreement with Bro.
J. W. Gillen.
The scattered Saints in Arkansas that desire
help can address me at Manchester, Red River
county, Texas, and I will respond to their calls
with the gospel.
Yours in bonds,
J.D. ERWIN.
VASSAR, Mich., May r8th.
Editors Herald:-Last Sunday found me at
Quanicossee Grove, where I met a few Saints.
While there two werebaptil!ed by James Burch,
Priest. In the evening I preached and confirmed, and felt blessed. Bro. Burch is doing all he
can to advance the work in that place. I left
them rejoicing and expect to meet them again in
two weeks.
Yours in bonds,
E. DELONG.
OAKLEY, Kansas, May 13th.
Editors Herald:-! lov.e to read the letters in
the Herald.
It encourages and strengthens me
to read of the good work God's faithful servants
are doing.
I am not a member of the Latter Day Saints,
but, dear friends; tny \:vhole desire is to be united
in the dear Church ofJesua Christ. I do hope
and pray that God will, send a servant this way
so that I may have an opportunity of being baptized and also to fulfill my promise to God, for I
am under solemn vows. to God to serve him the
remainder of my. life. ,I desire the prayers of the
Saints that I may hold put faithful until l may
have the pleaJ>ure of being united with them.
There are no Saints around here that I know of,
for I have not heard a_Saint preach for almost
seven years, and at that time I was only a child
and '\Vas ad!llinistered to, for a hip ailment, by
Robert Elvin, near Beatrice, Nebraska. Then I
went on two crutches, and I now walk without
either crutch or cane.
I am now a wif~ and
mother an:d striving to gain that golden crown
that awaits those. that are try.ing to .do God's will.
I ask the prayers of tb.e Saints that I. may be
worthy Qf my dear littlebabe whom, I Jove and
· that I may bring her up in the way. she shoul<l

LEE's SuMMIT,' Mo., May 2oth.
Editors Herald.:-I am pleased to drop a few
words concerning the work here. It is progressing nicely, and some of the blind have seen out
of darkness and have come to an understanding
of the truth, and the deaf hear the words of the
book. This glorious gospel of the kingdom is
beginning to· shine forth in these latter days;
some are beginning to think that we have the
good old way.
May God help many to walk
therein.
We were most ably defended here by Elder E.
L. Kelley in a discussion with the Baptists. The
water was disturbed by us after it took place, and
the Baptists being stung by the bi~ter pangs of
defeat their minister began an attack on the Book
of Mormon from a historical standpoint. Bro.
Etzenhouser veplied to him publicly from the
same standpoint and utterly refuted his arguments. He preached again on the same subject
from the Bible with great liberty to a good house.
Yours in the faith,
.
c. DEPUY.

Qtnmmunittafinns.
ARTICLES_ under this head do not necessarily r_eceive the
endorsement of the E_ditor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

'.'THE TRUEST EDUCATION.

WHEN our Puritan forefathers trained
their children carefully .in a thorough
knowledge of the Bible because it was to
them •The Word of God,' they were giving their children, unconscious! y, per~
chance, some ofthe most precious elements
ofa lib:rai, education; they were giving
their cluldren what they might have sought
for. in vain at Oxford or Cambridge~an
intimate acquaintance with the. highest
thoughts"of the best minds the world has
yet known• For, everi taking the Bible
at the lowest e~ti.mate at which it haS been
taken,--as simp!¢ literature,~-itis literature
of the very. highest rank; Where shall
we find sublimer poetry than inthe Psalms
or Isaiah, or gr~nder drama than in Job,
sweeter. pathos than in Rutp, imd .the stories of the Patriarchial age; or truer hero~
ism. than in th~ record of Israel's sufferings?
So our f()refatpers derived from the Bible
the true cititure which fills tb~ mind with
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Indeed, the latter not seldom shows a delicacy of feeling, a tact and power of appreciating the sentiments of others, which
are attributes of the true gentleman; while
the former, notwithstanding their encyclopedic information, will often betray a
lack of interest in the highest elements of
human life, a want of sympathy for all
which surpasses their own narrow selves,
that is compatible only with the most vulgar type of mind."
.
selected.

The above article fell into our hands
just at a time when we were thinking mos.t
deeply upon a subject so closely. allied to
this, that while it inay not be; this identical
one, is. certainly but a step removed from
it, and it is this: Whenever:in any way,
shape, or form, an individual arrogates to
himself the right, by his unaided human
wisdom, to select from the r~vealed word
of God that which he approves and to set
aside, or place the ban of uniitspired upon
the rest, simply because it does not commend itself to his reason, his.ihuman judgment, look well to your armor and beware
how y()u follow the leadings of such an
one, for we tell you in God~s fear, that if
you do not, soOner or later yo:u will be
sorry that you did not~ Whlm the Savior
was made manifest to anciept Israel, he
established his claims by referring to what
had been writteri of him by Moses and the
prophets.
Not only this, 'but after his
death, the apostles adopted the .same line
of reasoning, as witness .·the . words of
Steppen just before his death; and ofPeter
and John when the lame man who asked
for alms atthe beautiful gate ofthetemple
was healed. .We do not sav.;that this was
the only way in whi.ch the cl~ims of Christ
were established, but it was •of vastly too
much importance to be overlooked, by him
who .had at his command the power of iife
and oeath, even. the Son of God. "He
wasto be like unto Moses," and we do not
find that he left upon record; a single sentence expressing his. dislike qf being compared to Moses, even though ,he must have
known that Moses had killed the E.gyptian,
{accidentally, we believe),anq hid his body . •··
in the sand. God ig after years recognized. thedifference between the_ taking of.
life accidentally, 'an.d th~. co!n!Ilitting of/
. wilfulmurder; . piti~~pf re£ug~ were er<>:~ .·· ... ;
vided for the 'fo.rmer, but .from, th~ very ·
~ ""
'
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horns of the altar the latter might be tak- herit it forever. And the Lord repented
en and slain. Moses was but a man, and of the evil which. he thought to do unto
yet a. man so perfect in his day and -gen- qis people."-Gen. g2: I I-14.
eration that tp him God imputed hutone
This of itself ought to be sufficient
sin, and because of this .he was not permit- bring the blush 0£ shame to the cheek of
ted to enter into the prpmised land. Think the accusers of this man of God, but we
of this, ye saints of God.
Think of this want the saints of God to go further with
man, Moses, who during all the forty us and see to what extent Moses "stood in
years of wandering in the wilderness had the hedge and made up the gap" between
borne with a patience and Christ-like God and his people; We are apt to think
meekness the complaints and rebellions of that the lot of this people was an enviable
the people, not only against God but againt one, but writers who have visited the
himself; this Moses who had refused to be country through which they were marchcalled the sort ofPharaoh's daughter, re- ing and have carefully taken ii1to account
fused the sc~pter and throne of· Eg-ypt, all the hardships and privations through
choosing- rather to suffer affliction with the which they had to pass, confess that the
people of God than to enjoy the pleasures very fact of their endurance of these things
of sin for a season. Not only this but had is in itself one of the most stupendous
refu~ed an exaltation from the hand of God
miracles recorded in the Bible, or related
himself, than.which none earthly could be of any nation or people. Moses had been
higher, when the Lord had !'.aid to him, a wanderer himself, had !>Uffered from the
"l have seen this peope, and behold, it is a pangs of hunger and thirst, and he felt
stiff-necked people: Now therefore; let that to lead this people through the wildme alone, that my wrath may wax hot erness into the promised land was more
against them, and that I may consume than man could do; therefore he ordered
them; and I will make if thee a great this plea before the Lord; "See, thou say·
nation." What was this but an offer to est unto me, Bring up, this people: and
Moses to consent to become the recipient thou hast not let one know whom thou
of God's favor, and let .wrath be poured wilt send with me. Yet thou hast said, I
out upon thi!l poor, ignorant, ungrateful know thee by name, and thou h:1st also
and stiff-necked generation of slaves. Of found favor in my sight. Now therefore,
the action of Moses at this time God said I pray thee, if I have found grace in thy
to his prophet years after, when Israel sight, show me now thy way, that I may
continued their wicked rebellions in his know thee, that I may find grace in thy
sight: "And I sought for a man among sight: and consider that this nation is thy
them, that should make up the hedge, and people. And he said, My presence shall
stand in the 'gap before me. for the. land, · go with thee and I will give thee rest.
that I should not destroy it but I found
And he said unto him, If thy presence go
none.
Therefore have I poured out my not with me, carry us not up hence. . . .
indignation t)pon them; I have consumed So shall we be separated, I and thy peothem with the fire of iny wrath: Their ple, from all the people that are upon the
own way have I recompensed upon their face of the earth. And the Lord said
heads, saith the, Lord God."-Ezek. 22: unto Moses, I will do this thing also that
go, gr.
thou hast spoken; for thou hast found
we would like to have those who have grace in my sight, and I know thte by
had so much to say in regard to Moses, name."-Ex. 33: 12-18.
li<>ten and take heed to the manner in which
It is time, and high time; that Latter
he answers this proposal to him, to destroy Day Saints awoke to the true relationship
the rebellious and make of Moses a great· in which they .stand to God and his laws.
nation. Listen, we say, and answer at the If the children of Israel had before them a
bar of their own conscience whether they journey so trying that Moses utterly rewould have acted a part so noble and fused to go up with them unless the Lord
Christ-like as did this Moses man, whom, acknowledged them and gave his promise
forsooth, we must beware of, lest we be- to go up with them, what shall be said of
come contaminated with the deadly poison us who are living just upon the verge of
of Judaism and forget to follow Chnst, times so trying that Jesus said, "Except
who himself said "If ye had believed Mo- those days be shortened no flesh shall be
ses, ye would have believed me." But to saved?"
the answer of Moses: "And Moses beIs it time for our watchfulness to sleep
sought the Lord his God, and said, Lord, while the Trojan horse of infidelity is
why doth thy wrath wax hot against thy quietly wheeled into the city, and its colpeople, which thou has brought forth out ors flung from i•s very citadel? Years
of the land of Egypt, with great power ago we felt this was being done when
and with a mighty hand?
Wherefore Elder Jason W. Briggs published in the
should the Egyptians speak and say, For Herald his series of articles on the "Past
mischief did he bring them out, to slay and Present." We do not charge that he
them in the mountains, and to consume himself was aware of it at the time, the
them from off the face of the earth? Turn only charge we do make is, that he underfrom thy fierce wrath, and repent of this took to apologize for God, to smoothe the
evil against thy people.
Remember Scriptures by elimination. We do not beAbraham, Isaac and Israel, thy serv- lieve ,that any man or woman was ever
ants, to whom thou swearest by thine called to do thi~. God is a sovereign, so
own self, and saidst unto them, I will mul- far removed in infinite mercy, love and
tiply thy seed as the stars of heaven, and justice above any human standard that he
all this land which l have spokenof will challenges man to measure him only as he
I give unto your seed, and they shall in- has revealed himself in his Son, Christ

to

Jesus. Nor is this all. But .from heaven
came the mandate: "Hear ye him." Will
our Christian skeptics please listen to one
or two of his declarations? "They have
MoP.es and the
let them hear
them; for if they
not them neither
will they believe though one rose from
the dead." "Verily, verily I say unto you,
heaven and eatth must pass away, but one
or tittle shall in no wise pass from the
until all be fulfilled."
Said Joseph Smith upon one occasion:
"That which is governed by law is preserved by law, perfected and. sanctified hy
the same, and to all laws there are certain
bounds, and also conditions." In reg'ard
to this a friend of ours recently remarked:
"But as many only admit that part of th€
Bible inspired which in~pires them, so we
Latter Day Saints are sometimes only
pleased with law which sustains our
theories." We fear there is too much truth
in this charge, but at the same time we
wonder how any one dr:re feel in this way.
Should not the first, the last and the only
aspiration ofevery Christian be, "Not my
will, but thine be done?" What worse
than folly to talk of creedi" arid sects, if. we
turn around and fall down before some pet
theory erected as an idol in our own hearts
and worship it.
On a recent occasion when speaking in
the chapel Bro. Joseph referred to an individual of eminence who after having
wandered through all the sloughs of
creeds and infidelity, finally threw himself
into the bosom of the Catholic Church,
because there he found authority,and upon
authority he could rest his soul from the
aimless wanderings and weary journeyings
upon which, like Noah's dove, it had been
searching for a place where it might rest.
"And," remarked the speaker, "we do not
blame him, for a gospel and a church without authority is without worth or. value.
The right to say where doubt must end
and certainty begin lies somewhere in the
domain of God's providences; and if the
church is of God's planting it is within the
pale of its authority to set the mind of the
devotee at absolute rest on what it is essential to believe unto salvation." And we,
too, add that we have no blame for one
who seeks this resting-this only resting
place for the soul of man-the authority
of God.
Thought with us it is very swift, and
while we listened to these few sentences,
there passed before our mental vision the
faith of the Catholic, which manifests
itself in works. They, like the Hebrews,
act as though they believed in the God
they worship; and
the Bible as his
revealed will. From
very hour that
the child of a pious Catholic is capable of
being taught they are taught most
thoroughly in the doctrines of the church,
and about these doctrines the trumpet
gives no uncertain sound. At the time of
life the church demands baptism, the
child is presented for baptism, and after
being fully instructed in the sacred
Eucharist, both by the parents and the
church, they partake of the Lord's Supand thus from the cradle to the grave
church becomes to them a guardian,
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ever awake to their spiritual interests, and
never losing sight of them.
If all of this
can be done in the interest of error, what
ought to be done in the interest of truth in
the service of the one living and true God?
The law of our Lord requires that our
children be baptized when eight years old,
also that they be so instructed as to be
proper subjects for baptism at that age.
How many of the Saints say in action if
not in word, "I think I know better than
the Lord about this matter?" consequently
they do not comply; and where is the
authority which demands of them, Why
have you not done this? From this we
might go on to various other demands
made. by the Lord upon his people, until
we really begin to wonder where the f'Xecutive authority of the church is vested;
and if indeed we would not find sweeter
rest and greener pastures if there was
moreauthority. Let it be distinctly understood, we do not believe in man-made
creeds, nor the superstition taught by the
Catholic Church, but we do see a consistency between their faith an<l works which
is wanting in ours; and more, we do think
it is the serious duty of the ministry to
throw all their influence. upon the Lord's
side. And let us, as members of the church,
know that all manner of wilful neglect of
the law's -provisions can not be entered
upon with impunity, for like Bro. Joseph,
we feel that proper authority is indeed a
good thing.
M. w--.

doors, windows, and all and everything
needful to huild and complete his home.
He has counted the cost and his ability to
· pay and concludes that he is able to build
such a home as he has now planned, and
so he sees hy the eye of faith this proposed
house, and has full assurance that it can be·
built; and in due time, after much trouble
and labor the house is finished; an:d so he
has made manifest his faith by his work in
bringing into existence that which he saw
only but in faith, but is now seen by all
men.
We read of a good story of this kind of
faith that is told of Fulton, who built the
first steamboat that sailed, or steamed upon
American waters. On the day he had got
all ready for a trial trip, he invited some
friends and others on board. The ship
had sailed but a little distance when it came
to a dead stand. Then the scoffer scoffed,
and sneered and began to laugh in derision.
But not so with Fulton. He said, "Gen"
tlemen, I know what is the matter, please·
excuse me for. half an hour." He it was
that had that full assurance that overcomes
all difficulties and .his efforts were crowned
with success; and in this way men do and
can succeed if they make sure they are
right, count the cost, then go forth to conquer. Yet this natural faith is only in
things of this earth, and although really
needful for our existence here, serves us
not in the things of God; hence, that faith
which is of most importance to all men is
spiritual faith; or, in. other words, how
we may come to a knowledge .of God, to
ON FAITH.
co-operate withbim for good to ourselves
MucH is s.aid about faith, and the won- and to .our fellow men. Much, division
derful deeds men have done through faith there is among our fellow men on this word
in .God. The sun and moon have obeyed faith;· some. sayit1g that belie.£ is· faith, and
the command to .stand ·still; mountains that all we have to do is to onlv believe on
have been moved out of their place; armies Jesus and we shall.be saved. We are willhave been put to flight; prisoners have ing to admit that it is the beginning of
been set free; prison walls have tum bled wisdom to believe, but if we do
into ruins,. and the prisoners came forth nothing but .believe, what good can
safe and unharmed; and to recount all the we do? No ohe would bire a workmarvelous deeds of faith in writings would rnan to do a peice of work who only bemake t:>ooks enough to fill a large library. lieved he could do it, yet neyer raised a
To read and ·hear of deeds of faith is good, hand to do the work;; he rpight be great
burto understand how we may ourselves in bel~ef but he must show. it by his works.
Hope is not faith though it q~ay truly be
obtain such power of faith is much qetter.
We ask, Whatis faith? And learn th.at said to be near akin, and is indeed a flower
it is the assurance we have of the exist~nce of heavenly b.irth blooming itt this world
of unseen things, and is :the principle of of sorrow, to encoUl'age poor mortals to
struggle onward; for many there are who
action in all irit~lligent beings.
Faith may be said to be of two kinds, live out their lives ever hoping, ever exif\dependent · or n~tural,. co-operative or pecting, but yet. never succeed in seeing a
spiritual. · Natural. faith comes alike to all fulfillment of their hopes. Thus then hope
God's creatures, and enables all to act out has great expectation, as we read of those
.theirpa:rt in life's great fight. With its aid w.ho have obtained a live-ly hope in the
men h~vedon:e many great and "vonderful promises of Jesu,s,who hope to be wortl:y
works; have. sailed the seas against the to be numbered with those of the faithful,
winds and tides; tunneled mountains, span- who.have passed many years of toil and
ned rivers, and made many a curious ma- trouble, yet their life was. sweetened to enchine. for the good and the assistance of dure it all in the hope that they yvoJ-lld yet
obtain that rest that was promised to all
mat1kind.
.
·
We can best illustrate to our understand~ the faithftil Saints.
Faith is that .firm ass.urance in the mind
ing .. what natural faith is, by this simple
stqrt· A man desires to have a home; be that has no doubt, .that k.riows no fear.
proposes to bqild a house, he secures a right There. are no barriers so higb that· they
to a lot or a few .acres of ·Ian<i; then he can not be sunnounted, udr difficulties so
con!liders what kind of a house he will great that can not be overcome; and in
build; the rooms and other places
con- 'spirittlal things this.faith. takes hold of a1l
venience; what he needsinthe.shap~ of the ·prpmi~es .that God has ...made to. man,
rock, san~ ~nd lime, lumller, scantling, kind. with· a full. assurance. that when man,
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has done and will do his part, God will
fulfill his promise to them.
A farmer desires a crop of corn; in the
morn of spring he prepares his field, he
sows the seed, it comes forth in due time
and is soon large enough to cultivate; the
season is all that could be desired, the rains
are plentiful, the,days are warm, and the
prospects for a good crop are very encouraging. The farmer's hopes rise high;
he says to his friends that he believes he
will have a good crop of corn; thinks it
will make sixty bushels to the acre; but
just as it begins to silken and tassel, the
rains come lightly, his hopes are less assuring, he will not have more than forty
bushels to the acre; the rains cease, and
day by day they come not, oply very light
showers, few and far between, his hopes
are dead; he at last gathers his crop, sometimes of a few shriveled nubbins scarce
worth the gathering, so that his toil and
trouble have been mostly in vain. How
comes this, since the scientist tells us there
is always present in the atmosphere that
which will make the rain cloud, and yet
when the farmer had most need of the
rain the rain did not come; evidently he
had no faith in God, nor in ;his promises,
for this sometimes happens alike .to Christian, Jew and infidel.
Our good friend Jones was in distress,
he had a debt come due and~no money on'
h11nd to pay. What could he do in his
trouble? He thought of h~s friend who
lived in town, Mr. Help-in-need; he would
go tell him his trouble. On his way he
met Mr. Paul Pry, who must needs know
his errand, who when he lea:i-ns tries to tell
Jones that Mr. Help-in-neetl will do him
no such kindness. Jones care., little for
the objections of Paul Pry,the knows his
friend, his friend. knows him!; they have a
trusting confidence in each <{ther; he tells
his story and his friend rejoik:es that he is
able to help his friend in hisipresent trouble. Should this not be so with those who
have faith in God and in his promises?
For what is confidence but another name
for faith, and if man can have an unshaken
trpstand confidence in his feUow man, how
is it that he can not- have the same. trust
and confidence in that Great Almighty
Power who is above, and h11th all power
0'1 the earth beneath; with whom there is
nothing impossiblefor good, ~ore especially to those who believe on ~is narne and
Iove.and obey his commands~
There are among mankind many orders
which are said to be of benefit to its members.. He "':'ho would beco:m.e !I recei,ver
of the benefits must. becomeia member by
obeying the mandates !!nd live in accord
with the la.ws of that orders so it is with
those who would enjoy the .qenefits, blessings and protection of the govc;;rmnent of
the land they live in; they; must live in
obedience to. its laws. Must it not be so ·
then. with the gov.ernment df God, and is
this n'qt.the reason. why mankind have~suf
fered ·much and receive .not) the bl~ssi11gs
desired: bec:mse they are ~.ot citiz~ns of
the Kingdom of God, or m:embersofthe
Order. of. the Sons of God\ :as it has ~ee11
taught by Jesus Chri.st his Spn, ~nd tJwse.
whom he has. called a11d ·~ufborizeq to:
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teach in his name, the tidings of peace on
earth good will to men; for mankind is
hereby given the opportunity to co-operate
with God in. all things for good, if they
will hear and obey the conditions.
The
first of these is repentance, a turning from
doing that which is evil and doing it no
more; then to have faith in the words of
Jesus, in being born of the water and of
the Spirit, and in so doing prove his words,
and receive of that joy that they who do
not obey know not of.
God the 'Father has made a promise
through Jesus Christ that those who hear
and obey these conditions and endure to
the end of their lives shall be saved in the
kingdom of God, and come forth in the
resurrection of the just, when Jesus comes
in glory to reign as King of kings a thousand ye .. rs. There are many who have
had faith in. this promise and have been
baptized in the name ofJesus Christ; and
in so doing have received of the gift ofthe
Holy Spirit, and became members of the
kingdom of God, and bear witness that
they have indeed been born again, and that
they now no more desire to live for the
things of the flesh, but are strengthened to
begin life anew after the teachings of the
Son of God; in being able to love their
enemies, do good to them that hate them,
and pray for those who despitefully use
them, and doing unto men whatsoever
thev would that all men shquld do unto
them; and in so doing they have obtained
a faith that if they so continue they shall
receive that greatest of all gifts, the gift of
life eternal, dwelling in never ending happiness, in a blest abode forever, living in
the presence of God and his angels. Having sought and found the kingdom of God
and his righteousness they may ask and
receive whatsoevor they desire in faith.
God's promises are for the household of
faith. The blessings of life eternal are conditional, and concern us in the future; but
there are also promises which concern us
in the present life, wherein God has promised to co-operate with us in blessing us in
things temporal, and this he has promised
unto those who obey the law of tithes and
offerings.
This law of tithes and offerings is a
home question, a personal affair, and touches the tenderest spot of the feelings of
many, (that is their pocket book), and seeing only the one side of the question, they
try to make excuses by saying: "We need
not obey. It is not time yet; wait till Zion
is established. · That law does not apply
to us, it was only for the Jews." This
and many more such, has poor, short sighted, stu born humanity used to excuse themselves, that they may escape the great tax
on their purse strings; for it 1s a fact that
is too general that the richer men are, the
more excuses they do make. It is written
that faith without works is dead. So then
every step we take in traveling on the way
to the tree of life must be an act of faith
as we read, "Let them ask in faith believing." If a company or firm was to be
made known to mankind, that its agent
had been authorized by them to pay their
workmen an advance on their wages, said
ag.ent to give notice that they would begin

to do so on a certain day, and that on and
after that day all their workmen: would be
paid so much more each day, who is
among them who would believe it? Why,
they each and all would believe it, nothing
doubting. Yet, strange. to say, when one
speaks in God's name, making a promise
unto them that God will bless them if they
obey, who believes it? And how many
will doubt; and some there be who even
scoff and sneer in derision; yet why should
it be thought a thing so strange? Is God
not able to make good the words of his
servant? Did he not do so when we
obeyed the command, "Repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ"? H so,
in that command, why not in this; so that
we may well ask the unbeliever, sneerer,
or doubter, Where is your faith? and more
especially since the promise is that they
may ask of God in the name of Jesus and
receive a knowledge for themselves in this
and in other things.
When men go to work for a firm or
company, it is in faith believing that
will receive a reward for their labor
their wages at the end of the month, The
agent that employed them so promised, he
reports such men in the employ and working for the company; and so the paymaster
pays them, and it is all done in the name
of the company and with the company's
money.
A merchant owns a store, a good paying business, he wishes to sell out and asks
so much; a man of means wishes to engage in the business, so he pays the merchant the sum of money asked, as he well
knows that he must first make a sacrifice
of his means before he expects to receive
any profits. So it is in all business ventures
of men, they must first invest their money
and labor before they can receive any
benefits.
Is it not so in the promises of
God? Has he not caused it to be written
in the Bible and the Book of Mormon?
"Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse
that there may be meat in my house, and
prove me herewith saith the Lord of hosts,
if I will not open you the windows of heaven
and pour you out a blessing that there shall
not be room et1ough to receive it. And I
will rebuke the devourer for your sakes,
and he shall not destroy the fruits of
ground, neither shall your vine
her
fruit before the time in the fields, satth the
Lord of hosts."
These words did Jesus give to the
Nephites, and why? Read Book of Nephi chapter I I : 7: "And he saith, These
scriptures which ye had not with you, the
Father commanded that I should give unto
you, for it was wisdom in him that
should be given unto future generations.
This shows the unchangableness of
aud that he is the same yesterday,
and forever. For what other reason
he cause this to he given unto future generations, than that they should obey and
rece:ve the blessings? Are there no devourers in the fields to-day? What about
the chinch bu"g, army worm,
squash bug, and a whole array of others
too numerous to mention? For it is a fact
that there is not a fruit of the field,
bush, that grows for the good of man,

what ha:o one pest, often two, and sometimes three and four, of those devourers
that always more or less injure the crop,
and sometimes they become so numerous
as to destroy it all, even after the best of
care to destroy them has been exercised,
This is the age of science, and mankind
in general care but little for God or his
promises; for we now have· weather
prophets who can tell us all about the rain
douds, and just what kind of weather we
will have, so that when therain does fail
and crops yield nothing, they are always
ready to give a scientific explanation, for
you know such wise men know all about
it, and are well able to take care of such
things without the promises of God; and
when he does send a season of plenty, how
many are there who thank him for it; and
who are they who care for the abundance
as a blessing from God,
Have we not
·many a time seen corn shoveled into the
furnace as
because it was cheaper
than coal; and
themselves using
it for the same reason? Have we not seen
left in the field to rot, and the
uncut, because the price was so low
was no money in it; for men to-day
do not worship the true and living God,
but the almighty dollar; and their minds
have become so darkened and their reason
so blinded with the traditions and false
teachings of their fellows that even after
do obey the gospel and receive the
of the Spirit, and a hope in that which
to come, it is hard for them to obtain
that faith that enables them to co-operate
with God for the blessings of this life that
God has
!o us in the law of tiththere is the promise, let us conit a moment. Surely it is worth considering. It is a
of God, an offer
to co-operate
a Rure investment
where there is all to
and nothing to
lose. His words have no uncertain sound
it is, "Prove me now herewith." Yes,
that is it.
But how shall we prove him?
by showing our faith by our works,
Let us suppose some g·ood brother proto do this, how should he begin? It
very easy.
What is he worth?
A
house and lot, a farm of a few acres or a
farm of many acres, mill or factory, a
store or other
of business, and what
is it reallv
to him. He knows that
best
"
thinks it over and comes to
conclusion and
it a just and fair
valuation, So as
the case of house and
it may be worth from two to five hundollars, or as with the farm and all
things of worth
or the mill, facor store and all things of worth therein.
It may count from five huudred to
ten thousand dollars; and just whatever
that valuation
be, there is a tenth due
the Lord; as in
case of the five hundred dollars valuation; that would be
dollars and ten dollars more·for every
hundred dollars of valuation.
Here then is the brother's part of the work
be has to do ?'hat the Lord requires at
his hands if
desires the blessings promised. In this
our farmer friend may
receive a reward
his labor, in the shape
receiving the rain
had need of it i and
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so may even those who are engaged in
business increase in their substance, for so
the Lord has promised.
True we learn
that the promise seemingly is more especially to the tillers of the soil, and why so?
Because, when the farmer prospers, so do
all others; and as the Lord is no respecter
of persons, the hearer and doer of the
word have the promise, in all things, so
then it must also be in temporal blessings.
Our farmer friend expected sixty bushels
to the .acre, but
got a few nubbins,
because his faith was only in the rain
douds, and not in the maker of the rain
cloud. If the Lord had made no promise
to us in things temporal, how could we
have faith in him that he would bless us in
It was on the promise of
such things?
wages for work done that the workmen
did work; and ifthere had been no promise of wages made, what faith in a reward
could they have had? A promise was
made, so they had faith that when the
work was done they would receive their
reward.
When we look at it in this way, we can
see the goodness and kindness of God, our
Heavenly Father, in providing such simple means wherein we may, if we choose,
receive of the bounties of his hands in
great abundance; and who can tell hnw
great that abundance may be, for this
much has been learned by men, that in every corn plant at a cert.ain stage of its
growth, there is plainly visible an embryo
ear at each joint; but why only one develops is a mystery.
Some years there
are as many as every third plant barreri,
Not only this, but there have been developed from new varieties. corn plants that
have matured as manv as fifteen and twenty good· ears. under high culture, but when
planted in the common field they failed to
produce such abundance. Why so? Because. men have never. taken God into account, having forgomm that the earth is
the Lord's and the fulness.thereof. What
has been proved of the corn plant has also
been .proved of the other grain; so that we
m.ay not only receive .one. hundred bushels, .but one thousand bushels to the acre,
if m.en were only wise and loved each other, the God who ¢reated them, and obeyed
his .commands.
Arh yes! says somq:l good saint, that is
all .vt;ry well on paper; but you don't
me::)!l ,to say that the I,.ord w()uld send me
a .c~op while all the neighbors had. n.one.
Yes,if you obeyed the law >~nd took the
Lord at his word; for' he i.!l so good and
kind,!\S t(). p~ovide just such simple means
that W;e may le,arn to love and serve him
and k!lo"X the love he has for his children;
and his promise is u~to those who obey
and are faithful, be they one or many; and
it isafact in this as in all other things that
it is only when we do .the work that is our
part tlJ.at we have faith in .the promises of
God, . How do Saintsobtain ff).ith in God?
Now, how do good men obtain faith in
God? . For it is. a fact that .even before
cht}rch wa:> est<tblished n1any men had
great iaith in G()d and ·received. many
blessings, and they each and all.bear wit. ness that all their blessings were received
through faith and pr~yer; and that daily

as they prayed their faith was strengthened. They first began by asking for little,
then as their faith was strengthened it increased till they became like Peaden
whose faith was such that his enemies
would never take him alive. He lived in
the days of the Reformation, when there
was much persecution and bloodshed ;Baw
much trouble, yet lived to a good old age
and died in his bed in peace. Look at the
example of the faith of Hicks, another reformer. On one occasion he bad need of
flour; steam was not much in use in his
day, mills were driven by wind; it had
been a great calm.
Hicks came to mill
one day with wheat to grind. The miller
said, "There is no wind.''
Hicks said:
"You do. your part, and I will. pray."
The miller knowing Hicks to be a singular man, did as he was told; the wind blew,
the wheat was ground, and Hicks went
away with his flour.
A neighbor seeing
the mill running, came to have his wheat
ground; but the miller said, "You will
have to send for Sam Hicks to pray, there
is no wind."
Or think of Muller and his wonderful
works of faith; and let .men learn wisdom
therefrom. So it has been down through
alf.the ages.
Away back in history we
learn that the Lord blessed the brother of
Jared because he had prayed to him for a
long time, and he ·received many great and
wondrous blessings.
So may all men
learn that faith and prayer are the keys to
heaven, the. way< .to God, wherein we receive strength and when we.think on the
promises of God; how -few, how simple,
how easy to be. underst()Od; mankind in
general, and Saints especially, should really feel ashamed of themselves that they
are so neglectfulin doing their part.
"He that believeth and is baptized and
endureth to the end, the same shall be
saved." "Bring all your tithes and offerings,
and prove me ,now herewith; saith the
Lord of Hosts.''. "All Saints who remember to keep and.do these sayings, walking
in obedience to the. comm~ndments, shall
run and not be weary, w.alk and not be
faint." See Word of Wisdom for the full
account ofthe promised qlessings. · This
is all there is thf!t men may do) and yet in
so doing will ancl. shall receive blessing in
thi~ life, and life and never~ending peace
in that day of rest so long foretold, . Now
is the day and tim~ for men to prove themselves.
Then let the Saints of God arise
in confj.dence, andtrust inGod oqr Father,
and daily strive till we each and. all come
to a unity of faiththatV\Till bringforth the
blessings of God in all thmgs th.at will be·
for good.
WM~ PENMAN;
THE EBB OF THE .TIDE.
Leaving its foam,, its driftwood, on ,the. sahd,
The weary tide retreats-,--receding slow,
As though it would Fesistthe Almighty hand
That draws it frqm the.Iand.
Deep rest has fallen round me; butlknow
That in far oth~r hollow clefts and caves
The turning waters have begun to :(low,
With surge and murmur low.
So with the. tideof years that.passes o~er
Th<: s.ands of thi~ our life; th<:. weary waves
Here ebbing, fio;v .UPOIJ. al).other Shqre, ·
·
But here shall.ebb n() more.-':S.et.
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TRADITIONS OF A LOST RACE.

WHETHER the inhabitants of the Yucatan
Peninsula, to whose architectural skill the
mysterious temples and graven gods of
that new old world are attributed, were
autochthonous or were the offshoots of
some one of the classified races of antiquity
will probably never be determinad until
an interpretation is made of 'the records
that are carved in hieroglyphics upon their
historic stone tablets, monoliths, idols and
temples.
These ancient heaps have 'never been
thoroughly explored, but such. research as
has been made only demonstrates the
depth of the mystery-the complexity of
the historic problem that is presented to
the intelligence of this latter day for solution. The arcbreological rem:ains are unlike those of any other race or place on
earth-they are peculiar to yucatan; and
there have not yet been found any evidence of a literature or of methods and
stvles of architecture which' in the rem"otest manner identify these people with
any of the historic races.
•
An almost universal predisposition to
accept the Mosaic record of the origin and
descent of man as conclusiv;e, -coupled
with the difficulty of accounting for his
origin in any other manner .than as descended from Adam, .has prqmpted certain pedants to jump prematurely to the
conclusion that those ancient iYucatecans
were but the descendants
the "lost
tribes of. Israel" or of. some one of the Semitic race~. There is nothing \in the monumentalremains of. these pre~istoric Yucatlms to bear .. out the hypothesis of
Asiatic origin. Even the fragment of
tradition that has survived the vandalism
of the Spanish . invaders eon~radicts this
hypothesis. It relates to the tribe of "Indians" called by themselves the Quiches,_
a semi~civilized, numerqus anH powerful
tribe, whom theSpaniards found in possession of.- a fertile region in the present
state of Guatemala, with fo'i;tified cities
and towns.
Of this interesting. pepp!e no records,
no monume.nts remain except: their fastcrumbling stone houses and. protected settlements. U nlik~ the race inhabiting the
penins!lla to the north of them, they had
no m.ethod of recording history whatever,
and left no inscribed tablets. or rponuments,
no sculpture, and. no symbolic ~nscriptions
that have ever been discovered. Their
buildings give (lVidence of noisucb architecture as had beenmade by theYucatecans, and there were no monuments of a
fervent id()latry and sacrifh;iai religion
such as obtained· among the Yucatecans~
the builders of Uxmal,Palenque, Copan,
Quirigua, and the many other. once populous cities,. of ~hich there r~main only
the parts that were built of ,stone, and
these.only in broken.heaps,aU:oyetgrown
.with . the Iuxmiant vegetation of tqe
tropics; . .
.. .
.. ;
Unlike the oth.ers; furthermore, .the
Quiches handed ,dqwn a .· c~;msi~tent . ti;a<;lh
tiona! h.isfor:r of their otigh::t a11d p~og,t:es~

ot
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to the time of their overthrow by the
Spaniards. And this tradition, accepted
for what it is worth, claims for them a descent from the house of Israel; but this
same tradition says that they found the
country already inhabited by several tribes
of "Indians" when they invaded it and
settled in it-thus testifying to the existence of a race older than themselves in
the country, and whose origin is not accounted for. Their capital was Utatlan, a
city huilt upon and around an artifical terrace of vast extent. It was situated in a
fertile basin surreunded by snow-capped
mountains. Its only highway of approach
was protected by a fortress or stronghold
in the mountain pass, which the Spanish
invaders christened Santa Cruz del Quiche,
and which was built of stone on the top of
a triple terrace, over I 20 feet high, that
was constructed of earth and was originally faced with masonary.
According to the tradition which has
survived the destruction of the Quiches
a~ a people, and which was of such excep~
tiona! interest that it was deemed worthy
of survival even by the Spaniards, the
Kings of Quiche and Kachiquel and their
people descended from 'the Toltecan Indians, who, when they came to the country, found it already inhabited by people
of dlflerent n::~tions, but of one race. The
storv that was handed down to them from
father to son through the g-enerations ascribed to the Toltecans a descent from
the house of Israel. When they were released by Moses from the tyranny of
Pharaoh in Egypt, and had reached safety
in the wilderness across the Red Sea, they
lapsed into idolatry. To avoid the reproofs
of Moses, or from fear of chastisement,
and being fully determined to adhere to
their rites of human sacrifice-to the worship of Moloch-they separated from Moses and his people, and under the guidance of Tanub, their chief, passed through
many vicissitudes and by continuous travel
through many years toward the rising of
the sun, from one continent to the other,
, to a place which they called the Seven
Caverns, a part of the kingdom of Mexico, where they founded the great city of
Tula.
From Tanub sprang the Toltecans and
from the royal house of Toltec sprang the
first kings of Tula and Quiche. Nimaquiche, the fifth monarch of the Quiche
line and the best beloved of his people,
directed by an oracle to leave Tula, with
his people, who had greatly multiplied,
and journey southward, beyond the king-dom of the Toltecs, to a land which should
be given them for their own. The oracle
pleased the people greatly, for the land
was crowded and strife between the nations was becoming constantly more difficult to avert. They journeyed long over
a vast extent of country, until they arrived
at the lake of Atitlan, near and around
which they settled in a country they called
Quiche. Here they became a prosperous and happy peopl(~, built cities, cultivated the fertile lands, and began to cultivate the arts of peace.
King Nimaq niche died and Axcopil, his
son, succeeded him. Axcopil had two
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sons, and on a day when three suns were
shining in the heavens he divrded his king,dom into three parts; and established eac,h
of his sons king over a new kingdom.
Before the death of Axcopil his two sons
were at war.
This was settled by his
mediation, and there was peace for· two
generations. Then began war and bloodshed that did not cease for generations.
The story of the beginning and progress
of these wars bears a certain crude similaritv to the homeric chronicles of the abduction of Helen and the Trojan war.
Basam Achan, fifth king of Quiche, had
a lovely daughter, the Princess Ixconsocil,
whose personal charms and sweetness of
disposition endeared her to all who were
fortunate enough to be admitted to her
presence. She had for her constant com·
panion her cousin, the Princess Ecselixpua, a girl of her own age and of scarcely inferior attractions, if of a different
character to her own. These two beautiful girls were the flowers of King- Balam
Achan's court and were very de:1r to him.
He wntched their growth to maturity and
budding womanhood with jealous eyes,
and a deep anxiety to shield them from
the temptations of the life that surrouncled
them. Especially anxious was he to prevent any alliance between either of them
and his cousin Zutugilel:;lpop, king of the
Zutugiles, whom,w hile maintaining friendly relations viitb him, he disliked intensely,
for he knew him to be a violent man, given to much eating and drinking and other
vices, and suspected him with reason of
often disposing of people whom he disliked by inducing his priests to select them
for sacrifice in the national religious
feasts.
But, as has often been the case in more
civilized countries, and perhaps just because of this dislike, there sprang up a
warm attachment between the Princess
Ixconsocil and King Zutugilebpop, and
they contrived to meet far oftener than
King Balam Achan had any suspicion of.
In the latter's court and among his young
favorites was Prince Condusabil, son of
;King Kachiqueluscan and Crown Prince
of Kachiquel, Condusabil loved Ecselixpua and asked her hand in marriage of the
king, and, although he was not refused,
Balam Achan would give no definite promise, but baffled the Prince's advances and
continually postponed the sought-for day
of bliss, until Condusabil was worked up
to a frenzy of passion, and made a confident of Zutugilebpop, whom he had often
assisted to interviews with Ixconsoci!.
Zutugilebpop thereupon unfolded to him
a design which he had already matured
for the abduction of Ixconsocil, and urged
him to fall in with and steal Ecselixpua
and run away with her. He had
Ixconsocil to elope with him, but
young lady was averse to
father, and he had determined to
agony of suspense in which he had been
living by taking her forcibly to his
He said he could do this the more conscientiouslv because he was sure the Princess
loved h!m more than all others, and he
half suspected she would like to be stolen,
, because that •,;vould relieve her of any responsibility in the matter.

Condusabil fell with the scheme, and
Zutugilebpop, having already provided an
escort and attendants sufficient for both
young ladies, they were stationed in the
evening within easy reach of the garden
gate beside the palace, where the lovers
had been accustomed to meet and where
Condusabil had no difficulty in bringing
the two princesses. At a given signal six
strong women rushed in through the gateway, and threw shawls over the heads of
the girls and conducted them without the
walls, where they were placed within
chairs of state, the doors were closed upon
them, and they were rapidly carried by the
swiftest runners of the Zutugiles to the
palace of King Zutugilebpop, which they
reached ih six days.
Balam Achan was thrown into a frenzy
of anger by this abduction of his daughter
and niece, and he determined upon the vindication of his wounded dignity and honor
war. He raised with all speed an army
8o,ooo veterans, of which he took personal command, with three division commanders to aid him.
He was borne in a
richly-bejeweled chair of state, and wore
upon his person the full regalia of the
throne and on his head his triple crown
ot gold, all richly o1·namented with jewels.
One division of the army was in advance,
then came Balam Achan at the head of
the central diviswn, and then came the
right wing of the army, bringing up the
n~ar.
The soldiers were armed with bows
and arrows and spears, and carried shields
of tough hide and wicker work.
Zutngilebp0p met him at the head of an
of 6o,ooo men, with Iloacab, his
general, in command.
The most
bloody bnttle ever fought in the country
took place; the field was so deeply inundated with the blood of the slain and
wounded that not a blade of grass could be
seen. The battle hung long in the balance,
but at length Iloacab was slain and the
Zutugiles lost heart and turned and fled,
leaving Balam Achan master of the field.
But the campaign did not end here. Balam Achan, with 3o,ooo veterans under his
personal command, and two other bodies
of 3o,ooo each, ag&in met Zutugilebpop
with 4o,ooo of his own warriors and 40,ooo
auxiliaries. The latter was defeated and
escaped at night. Balam Achan pursued
and overtook him, but while his bearers
were hastening with him to the thickest
of the fight they lost their footing and
threw him to the earth. Just at this juncture Zutugilebpop attacked with a chosen
body of w,ooo lancers, and before Balam
Achan could recover his chair of state he
was overwhelmed by the furious onslaught
and killed, and r4,ooo Indians were left
dead on the field.
The war was prosecuthed by Balam
Achan's successor to the throne of Quiche,
and Zutugilebpop sustained such reverses
that he fell into a despondency and died.
Host,ilities did not cease with his death, for
with but sli~:Yht intermissions caused bv the
violence of ~the seasons and the need of
men and materbls of war, the wars continued throug-h succeeding generations
down to the reign of Kicah Tanub, who
reduced the Zutugiles and Kachiquels to
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subjection, and reunited the kingdom. At
this time the kingdom of the Quiches had
attained its greatest splendor;· and this was
contemporaneous with that eventful era
in the world's history, the reign of Montezuma and the invasions of the Spaniards.
Quiche resisted the Spanish invasion with all the valor and desperation of
the Greeks at Thermopylre, but with
little of their martial skill.
At Tzaccapa zgo,ooo
under
King Tecum U marn, confronted
Spanish army of invpsion, under Alvarado.
The Quiches fought with valor and desperation, charging in multitudes upon the
Europeans as if to overthrow them by
sneer force of numbers, and returning
again and again to the charge with ever
decreasing forces.
But
could not
prevail with their puny arrows and lances
against the armored soldiery of the invad·
ing army, their cannon and musketry,
against the skill and discipline of solid
· umns of tried soldiers with their mad rush
of numbers.
Foot by foot they fought
their way back to their beautiful capital,
.and thinking to.s11ve it by treachery were
caught in the undertaking and were
ished beyond power of survival.
capital was pillaged and destroyed, their
country laid waste, their idols were overthrown, the.ir temples desecrated, and the
remnants of their people
sc:1ttered in
the wilderness. Such is
story handed
dow.n by the Spaniards.
No other history of the Quiches will
ever be known, for unlik~ the cities of
Copan, Quirigua, Palenque and the other
centres of population of the great race of
temple builders and idol worshipers, there
are in Utatlan no monuments or hieroglyphical inscriptions.
And because of
the absence .of these histodGal records, for
such theY must be-as much so as the
Egyptian l:;ierogloglyphic inscriptionsarchreologists' ascribe to the Quiches a
more. recent origin than can be stated
tbeir m.ore .civilized nelghbbrsto the north.
The fortress of Sa,nta Cruz·del Quiche is
the. best preserved structure of this once
powerfulrace, butt.here is nothing apparent
its crumbling walls of historic
interest or character except the walls
themselves. The ruin is not an inviting
Ol:).eto the archreologist when viewed in
the light of. Copa,n, Uxmal, Palen que,
Quirigua, and the other speaking monuments of the extinct race that some· time
in the dim history of the p~st crowded the.
penins1.1la of Yucatan.-Ne·w .rol'k Time,s.
AUTUMN LEAVES FOR JUNE.
WrTH this issue we commence the autobiogr~
phy (lf Elder R. C. Evans,. of London, Canada,
and also give a very .faithful likeness of him.
Do not let any one suppose that we are seeking
to obtain subscribers for our magazine when
we.s:l,y to you, that those who :tail to r.eadand
preserve this sketch will fail to enjoy and pr:c;serve many of the strongest testimo!lies of the
truth of this latter day work which it has ever
been. ou,r good fortune to hear. Perhaps the
best. features of the case. are, that these testimon.ies are mostly ftom living witnesBes-:'parties .who can be seen or written to, should any
desire to. do so. We are not· able. to issue a
large over edition, and it will be w~ll for those
wa11ting this biography, and who .are nqt our
.·.subscribers, to. sendin their names s.oon.

NOTICES.
The Reunion and Camp·meeting of the Fremont and Pottawattamie districts will be held on
the beautiful and pleasant grounds of Bro. William Leeka, near Thurman, Fremont county,
Iowa, commencing August zzd, 1890, and continuing over two Sundays. We.expect some of
the best talent in the church to do the preaching.
All are cordially invited to attend. We shall
call the attention of the Saints to this again before the time, but as many inquiries are being
made we thought it wise to thus publish. By
order of committee.
HENRY KEMP.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Conference of the North Michigan District will be held at Bay Port, Huron county;
June 7th, and 8th. There will be meeting on the
evening of the 6th. Let all the branches send in
full and correct reports. Hope to have a report
from all the ministry in the district. We shall
expect one or both of the presidents of the mission, and will be pleased to have any others of the
ministry to meet with us who can; as we expect
to have a glorious. time. All who send reports
direct to me at Bay Port, Huron co. Michigan.
J. J; CORNISH.
The Nauvoo and String Prairie district conference will be held at Farmington, VanBuren
county, Iowa, commencing Saturday, J1Jne·7th,
at 10;30 a.m. All are requested to attend.
J. H. LAMBERT, Dist. Pres.
MONTROSE, Iowa, May 22d, 1890.

BORN.
MURPHY.-At Kit Carson, Colorado, February
19th, r889, to Bro. D .. W ..and Sr. M. J. Murphy
a son; blessed at Denver, May r8th, r89o, by
Elder E. F. Shupe, and named Tillman Custer.
LAMB.-At Denver, Colorado, April 13th, r89o,
to Mr. Andrew Hand and Sr. Hannah Lamb, a
daughter; blessed May r8th, r89o, by Elder E.
F .. Shu'pe, and named Ethel Louisa.
MARRIED.
McKEE-HAMER.--At the home of the. bride's
mothe~.. PleaRant street,. Fall River, Massachusetts, May rst, r85;o, by Elder Thomas Whiting,
Bro. Jol\n T. McKee and Sr. Minnie Hamer.
May their pathway in life be strewn with the
flowers of love, joy and peace;
DIED;
CHESWORTH. 7 At Fall River, Massachusetts,
April I6th, r89o, of pneumonia, Samuel A.,
infant SOl;l of Bro. Joshua and SL Harriet Cheswortl:i; aged I month and r2 days.·· Funeral services cond)lcted by Elder Thomas Whiting, at
the house.
W ATTS.-In New Bedfo1,d, M;1ssachusetts,
May· 3d, 1890, after a. brief illness; Sr. Hannah
Watts, aged 20 years, 8 months .and 9 days .. Services in the Saints' Chapel at Fall Riyer, by
Elder John Smith. Thus passed away another of
the virtuous daughters of Zion.
PETTEY.-AtFall R~ver, Massachusetts, April
r6th, r89o, of uke;J'ation of the stomach, James
Irwin, son· of Mr. ;Willal'd and Sr. Amanda M.
Petty; aged 17 years, 3 months and .rz days.
Funeral service. was held in the Saints' Chapel,
Sunday, April zoth; sermon by. Elder Thomas
Whiting, to a full house, He was a member of
the Bethel Sunday-school. The scholars of the
school are feeling }lis loss keenly. He has gone
the way of all the earth. We believe; however,
.that he rests .in peace.
DAwiL-At Jo11esport, Maine, May 12th, I89o,
Flora C. Daws: aged zo years, 2 months and 6
days. Services by Elder J. G. Foss.
GoRn.-At H;tmburg-,.. Iowa, M11y 9th:, 1890,
Myrtle; dat>ghter of Bro. John and Sr. Addie
Gord, aged 8. years, 2 months and 7 days; She
died from a. relaJJse of the . .measles eettH11g on
h.er lungs; ... Funeral· services .conducted .a:nd ser·
mon .prgached by Elder Henry I):emp .. Thus ac·
cording to. th¢ will of. )J:eaven ohe of .the sweet '
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lambs of Jesus passed to the paradise of God to
await the resurrecti.Jn of the just. Lord help the
dear mourners to prepare themselves to meet
her in the happy beyond.
BURWELL.-At Caseville, Michi'gan, April
2oth, r89o, Bro. James Burwell; aged 67 years.
He was baptized in July, 1876, and ever after
lived a consistent life, harmonizing with his profession as a saint of God. His straightforward
course won for him the universal respect and
esteem of all who knew him; he therefore leaves
a host of friends to mourn his departure. Funeral sermon was delivered in the Methodist
Church at Caseville, by Elder W. J. Smith, assisted by Elder J. A. Carpenter.
KELLEY.-At Jonesport, Maine, May roth,
r89o, Willlam H. Kelley, aged 6S years, 8
months and 10 days. He was baptized and ordained a teacher by Elder Joseph Lakeman several years ago, and he always bore his testimony
to the truth of the restored gospel of Christ, and
died firm in the faith. He leaves a wife and ten
children to mourn after him. Funeral sermon
by Elder J. C. Foss.
MoNTGOMERY.- At the Northern Hospital, near Oshkosh, Wisconsin, April 4th at three
o'clock, a.m., Mrs. Mary T. Wheaden, wifeof W.
S. Montgomery; aged 63 years, I month and 8
days. She was born in the towri of Darford, IS
miles from London, England, c11me to Amer.ica
when about six years old. Her parents settled
in Canada, about so miles from Montreal, where
she lived till about 20 years of age; then she followed some of her older brothers and sisters to
the state of New Hampshire, vt;here she made
her home till she was married to W. S. Montgomery, September Ist, 1856, then moved to
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, which waS: her home. till
she died. She experienced religion when about
13 years old, joined the Congregational Church
and continued a member till May, 3d, I867, when
she was led to investigate and bef:ame a member
of the Reorganized Church. of ~Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, of which she was a devoted
member, always ready to defend the cause of
Christ as set forth in this latter day work. Thus
has passed away a true wife,. a conscientious
stepmother and a devoted mother of three qaugh·
ters and one son; the daughters have all g-one
before, leaving one son and the two stepsons to
mourn their loss. Services were conducted by
the Congregational minister; su:bject, "The res·
urrection of the body."
FISHER.- Rachel Bevbert was born in Pendleton county, Virginia:, JanM~ry. 12th, r8r2.
She was the youngest dauahterl of· James and
Ruth Seybert. In.theyear 1823, she with her parents, mo.ved to Madison county Ind. November
24th, she married John Fisher, They settled in
Eliza township, Illinois r885. Rachel is preceded by two ot her beloved childr~Q, (both boys,)
and leaves a husband and seven children to
mourn their loss.. Before death' closed her eyes
she gathered her children around her bedside and
bid them all "Good bye" and told them all was
well with her, that she had made. her peace with
God, and he was waiting to receive her to himself.
Text; "I have a house not ma.de with hands
whose maker and builder is God." She is the
grandmother of twenty-three children and great
grandmother of twelve.
ADDR~SSES.

Warren E. Peak, Guilford. Missouri.;
Charles Derry, Magnolia, Harrison ,Co., Iowa. Missionary in Charge of Littl.e S.ioux District.
Charles E. Butterworth, Stewartsvill.e, Mo.
Robert L. Ware, Richmond, Ray county, Mo.
Hyrum 0. Smith, Logan, Harrison count••, Iowa.
M. H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., Providence. R .. I.
Thoma• Taylor, Chepstone Villa, Albert Road, Handsworth. Birminnham, England.. . ; .
· .
E. F. Shupe. Valverde, Arnpahoe coun,ty, Colorndo.
Mrs. T. J. Andrew~. 231 Castro st.. Sall!Fra,ncisco;Oal.
Jo•eph F. Burton, Santa Ana, California.
J. W. Gillen, 3129 Caroline street1 St L9uis, Missouri.
W. H. Kelley. Kirtland, l;..ake Co.,Ohi.o
· ·
Mr.s. Jane Coueer, 260Leib St .• DetrOit; Mich.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1221, North Twel~th St., st. Joseph
Mo.
..
. .·
.··
·
··•
lll~ C. Brand, No. 712, Q st .• Atchison, Kansa.s:
Joh~ T. Davis, 42 Lakefield ;Road, Lla1'telly;Carmarthen
shire Wales, Great Britain:.
. · ·
J. H. Lal<e, Kirtland, Lal<e co,, Ohio.
E. C. Briggs, Shenandoah, Iow.a. ' .. •
Willard J. Smith, Bo.J~; 153, Buchanan, Mieh,
;r. Peters,Oolema~, Midland Co,, Michigan.
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THE PATRIOT.

NOTICE.
ELIEVING that the interest of the
work and the good of the young will
be enhanced by the preservation in book
form of two serials which have been appearing in the "Leaves," namely:
""With the Church· in an Early Day,"

B

NO MONEY

is asked for until the books are ready for
mailing; but if you are interested in this
matter and desire to see them published,
send us your name as a subscriber to one
or both when issued, and just as soon as
names enough have been received to cover
the actual cost of publishing, we will begin the work.
Those who have read the "Autumn
Leaves" know fully the character of these
volumes. They will be carefully revised
and may contain other articles by their
respective allthors. Can you not afford
to expend a few dollars in placing these
volumes in the hands of a friend, whose
mind you wish to disabuse of prejudice;
in the hands of your children who you
wish to grow up in the love of the work;
in your Sabbath School libraries, where
they may be read by those who can not
afford to buy for themselves? Think of
this matter, and if you answer yes, send
your name, stating whether you wish one
or both volumes, and which one you want,
to
M. WALKER,
Lamoni, Iowa.
A postal card will be sufficient, but be
sure to state just what you want and write
your name and post-office, plainly.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.''
-THEA.pOStaey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading it either as

CRITIC Or INVESTIGATOR.

It

COntains

390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
:MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONTC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURUH BUILDING
In and since tbe days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can he had by addressing
Wnr. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAIN'l'S' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMBERT BROS., Independent Patriot Office,
. Lamoni,

Intended for a fam1ly newspaper: it furnishes a concise
report of the news of the world hoth foreign and domes·
tic; reflects with special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
CHARACTERIZE THE AGE;

furnishes a Home, Scientific, Personal, Religious ,Around

the World, and several other departments. "'rhe
Jews" and "The East" receive their share of attention.
One year $1,00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 cts.
LAMBER'l' BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

AND

"Pattie, or Leaves from a Life,"
we wish to say to all Saints interested in
this, that we are now making an effort to
have them published, and shall do so just
as soon as sufficient encouragement is received. We will be able to issue these
volumes at $1 each, neatlv bound in cloth,
printed on good paper, a~d containing the
likeness of the authors, provided a sufficient number of names are received in advance to justify the beginning of the work.

NEW BOOK'.

D.

Iowa~

.A.ND TRAVELING AGENTS.

sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
~Money

WM. H. KELLEY.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF
A.:mple Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent intetest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR
--)BY THE(-·Board of Publication of the Reorganized
·
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

50
00
50
~~~

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............... ,, .... , .1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••.•••••• 1 llll
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
clprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. l 25
Imit.ation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••••• , ••• l 50
'fHE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin 8ides ....••••••••.. ll !iO
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the SaintJ1!1
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•..••••....•. $1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitati!)n Morocco, sprinkled edgel!l ••••••••••• l llli
Imif:.<!.tion Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 1>0
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 50
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers ••• ,
Old edition •••...•...•.•..•...•.•••. , • • . • • •

"lU.NUSCRIP'l' FOUND."
In muslin, 25otl!., ten or mom, each........... 20
In paper Uleta., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • U
This is th.. notorioua "Mannscript Found," writter..
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been !laid in connection with the theory that it fur.
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and m~~oterilll from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers !ictl!. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to l,he Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Dillcovery and TraD.Slation of
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVEN ANTS. .
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers • • • •
Old editim;~ • .. • . • • • . . . . • . • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • •

Chu~ch,

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inilpired Tranelation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edgeiii .••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••.• , , ••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired ..••••••••••• , •• • • •

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages ............. ,. ..... 1 'ri
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of :Mormon ol Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Ill the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, womhip and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apoetlee of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saintl! in fact, the Church of God, and aeoopted
wi.tll Himf

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding .•••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 1 00
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• :1 00

10
II

SONGS OF ZION.
Peper covem lOctl!.; per dozen ••••••• , •••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made :Manifest, dozen 20ctl!., 100 .•••. 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, do:oon lie, 100.. 25
250 for 50 eta, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its !.fode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
iste~; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ...•.•••..•. 1 75
,_ Wbo Then Can be Saved; do:oon 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen :ll5c., 100 .• 1 ~II
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Standpoint; do:oon 30 6ta., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen lli ctl!., 100 ...... l 10
H. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 eta., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 65
U Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 eta, 100 ... 1 75
Hi Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 eta., 100..... 40
HI. Polygamy: Wam it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 ctl!., 100 ............ _••. 1 40
H. The Succeasor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 '15
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 ctl!, 100 ..• 1 10
23. Baptism; per do:oon 20 eta., 100 ....••..••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 ctl!., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ctl!., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
2'1. The S&bbath Quastion; dozen 2!1 ctl!., 100 ... l 40
2B. Vision of the Resurrection, from the DoctriJ?e and Covenants; dozen I) ctl!., lOll....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
hundred ............................ 1 10
What ill Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 ctl!., 100. . • 25
250 for 50 ctl!., 500 for $1, 1,000 for •. ; ...... 1 75
32. Which i; the Church; dozen !i eta, 100 . • • • 40
36. 'l.'he Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
hundred .............. _............. 1 25
The Gospel; dozen 5 eta., lOll for :15 eta., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ................. _.... 1 ~5
42. Rejection of the Ohureh; dozen Uctl!., 100.1 10
43. One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 ctl!., 100 ..•. 1 111
Trial of the Witneases to the Resurrection of Je&--..J Ohril!t; 5 ctl!. each, per do:oon. • • • • • • • • • •
50
on the Rebellion; per 100.......... l5
!lll!l!lolt't1rne1mt of Tractl!. • • .. • • • . • • • • • • • • .. • • 35
SET OF TRACTS.

Bouli m Limp M:'illl!lhl., mm®d m • •. . •. •• •• •• • 'II
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD Oll' THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Al\IONI! YOU BAVlli SAVlli 1T Bll ONE WIFB: AND CONoulliNlliS
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, B~ok of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELmVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CAsE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
xs AT LmER'~Y TO MARRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants· and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Ofll.clal Paper of the Reorganized Church of J esuo Christ of
Latter Day Saiuts
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COU1'1TY, IowA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
ed the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new subIICribe,., and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Bminees Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David

Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Expres•.
Bniered u second class matter at Lamoni Post Office~

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W, BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 7, 1890.
WRITING FOR HERALD.

THERE is one thing that we wish we
could call the attention of the readers of
the HERALD and those who write for it to
without giving offense to some tenderminded body, as it is possible we may
have done in some instruCtions lately given.
It is this, Writing for the HERALD.
We should be pleased to welcome all to
the columns of the HERALD, both in the
communication and the correspondence
.depaitment, if the paper was large enough,
hut as. the space -is more or less limited, of
course it is not, possible to give all that is
sent; but.westrive to do., the best we can
with what comes to us.
The writers of .letters and articles can
greatly help us, if they will; and they can
do it by remembering the ·following instructions :
Be sure and date your letters and give
the name of the place and state where you
write from. All letters intended for the
HER.ALD, addressed to the Editors Herald:
then ttHl the story in as straightforward a
mariner l'(S possible, leaving out everything
that simply fills up the paper and is not
essenti:al to the pith of.th~ matter. Write
yourrilupe plainly at the bottom. Write
every ..Vord out in full. Do not fill up
youtletter or .communication with a lot of
abbreviations; remember that if you do
the editors will have tO' fill them out in
preparing. your c~py for the hands of the
compositor, or the latter will have to do it
for . you. Write th~ words conference,
district, president, presiding . elder, the
months and day\! of the .week all out fulL
.In short, abbreviate no words except such
as are permissible, like Mr., Rev., Bro. or
.Sr.
· Write all proper names out full where
they o.ccur in ycnJr letfer or communicati:on, and write tbem plainly so that. no one
need make a mistake in regard to. who it
· ~~ that is meant. Put capital lette~s at the
beginning of each paragraph and sentence.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 7, 1890.
Begin the names of men, women and
children, and names of places, towns, counties and states, rivers, lakes, mountains and
other proper names with a capital letter.
Wherever you come to a full stop in writing your letters or articles, pnt a period at
the end of the line and begin the next
word with a capital.
. '
Always reread your articles, and if you
are in doubt whether there will be any
difficulty for the editor to make out either
the reading or what you mean, rewrite it
plain! y. We sometimes receive long letters
and articles, which from the way they are
folded and left when put in the envelope
we know have not heen reread by the
writer; and as there are net many men
who write sufficiently correct and good as
to make no mistakes, it not unfrequently
happens that the editor is not able to sup7
ply what is left out, or to know how to
co'rrect what is left in.
Good, plain, black ink is not liable to
fade, but many fancy inks will. Som~.
pencils will make a mark th:;tt will stand
the rubbing of travel by mail, but some
will not; and we sometimes receive letters
difficuLt to make out, because they were
written with a hard pencil on poor paper,
and when they reached us were almost illegible. ·
Not long ago we received. a letter which
the writer hoped we could .make out, he
knew it was written in a hurry,-bl;lt he
could not spend the time to rewrite it,neither could we, and sd it is virtually lost
to us, and of course to the writer.
Some one or more who read this article
may say, "Why, the HERALD has turned
school-master." ·To this we answer, Yes,
the HERALD had to do it in a soi:t of selfdefense. We know that the good will
take our attempt .at teaching in good part,
and will strive to. profit by it; and the
good are really about the only. ones we
care to please, as they are the only ones
we need to fear.
IS THIS HARD?

WE' give in this iss1.1e a counter irritant on
the . tobacco question, from one wh? is.
probably as much oppos~d to the hab1t of
its use as the editor may be, butwho has
seen and known of those wpo groaned
under the bondage of the habit. and . had
not the courage or power to free themselves fro)J1 that bondage.
.
The q11estion!il!and answers .in HERALD
for April z6th, page 258, were answered
hastily and briefly, and were evidently
asked with reference to the action of the
Twelve some tw.o or three conferences
back, resolving notto recommend forGen- .·
eral conference appointment any elder
who used' tobacco.. Whethet the ques-

No. 23.
· tioner intended to push the HERALD
to a discussion of the- correctness of that
resolution, or simply desired to ascertain
how the editors stood on the question, we
do not know, but may conjecture. Those
who will read the article by Bro. L. W.
S. would, do well to turn to the HERALD
and read the questions and answers as
they stand.
The first is as to the right of a church,
an organized body of worshipers having
a right to adopt a rule that they will not
uphold any one as their minister who uses
tobacco; which w;ts answered decisively,
yes. This answer is in direct harmony
with the rights of the people. to choose
what sort of a man they will .have for a
preacher, and also to decide what kind .of
a man they will not have. The same
church would have the right to ·refuse
their pulpits to the ministers of this or that
denomination, or possibly any ~ther thing
that the qongregation might think was a
serious disqualification to successful and
healthful ministration.
The second question refer~. to some
action supposed to have been ta~en by the
General Conference in regard to the fitness
of persons using tobacco and intoxicants to
be representatives of the church as minis.ters. The answer to this que~tion refers
to the same action of the Twelve as does
the answer to the .first questiop, and. the
supposed endorsement of it by the conference. Perhaps the answer doernot fairly
give the action of the confere~1ce, which
at best is this: The Twelvt> presentee! the
following. on April uth, 1888:
"Whereas, The Lord h~s sppken
against the use. of tobacco .and strong
drink on different occasions; and whereas,
In all our appointments we ought to show
respect unto said counsel. Therefore,
Re~~olved that henceforth we recommend
no man for General Conference appointment whom we know to be addicted to
either of the above evils, and that this decision take effect one year from; .this date."
This resolution of the Twelve was endorsed by the conference, as their under"
standing of what the. subsequent rule: of
the. Twelve would be in regard to appointments and thus acquiesced in, and by
inference only may be construed to say that
those using tobacco and. intoxicants are
"not fit representatives of tqe church."
The action of the conference is what the
answer refers to.
·
The same rules and the sarne inference
drawn . from the same actioh, and the
further reason that God has in the revelations giv~n to the, church ad~i.sed . ab.stinence frqm these ev1ls, governed m makmg
the answer to the third question;
Questions four and five with the answer~
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are self-explaining, and are not liable to
misconstruction.
. N oth!ng is stated in these answers that
would authorize any one to say that the
·HERALD denies the authority to administer upon the part of those referred to in the
questions; the questions being more specific in the right of the church to do, and the
fact that it had done something in the matter. Nor do these answers inplicate the
HERALD in any wise as to the wisdom and
correctness, or. the ·foily and incorrectness
of the action taken. They were questions
of fact and right, not of policy and wisdom. What the HERALD mav think
about what is contained therein
an abstract principle, does not appear in the
questions and answers.
In answer to one of the questions asked
by Bro. ~· W. S. we can reply that we
have seen a man who at the time of his
entering the church and his subsequent ordination to the eldership used tobacco, and
who was blessed in his ministraticns.
Does this argue that God endorsed the
hahit, or disregarded the word he has
given the church? We have also known
men who at the time of their baptism and
ordination used tobacco, and were blessed in
their niinistrations, who either at the time
of their call to the ministry or soon after
abandoned the habit and were much more
blessed after than before, both mentally
and spiritually; and whose growth in
spiritual things has outstripped those who
retained the habit; and this in accordance
with the fitness of things.
Efforts have been made in conference
from time to time to make the rule. so
stringent in regard to abstaining from the
use of tob.acco and strong drink that it
would almost if not quite be a test of fellowship; hut these efforts have been unsuccessful on account of the strong objection
of the majority to make iron-clad rules to
take the place of the better judgment of
the disciple in full liberty of the exercise
of the right to choose what his conduct
shall be. It has been deemed unwise to
attempt to put the fetters of so extreme
measure on the Saints.
It may be that the editor has been too
strenuous in the presentation of this topic
of tobacco using and has kept it too prominently, if not too offensively before the
readers of the HERALD; and in so doing
neglected other things of equal, if not
greater importance. He has sometimes
thought that in the quitting the use of the
pipe, or quid, or the cup, the adage "Where
there's a will there's a way," was good;
and that the chief reason whv men did not
quit was because they would not. In this
he may have mistaken, and it may be that
the saying of Jesus applies; "the spirit is
willing, but the flesh is weak;" and that
the reason many do not quit is because
they can not. If they can not, then of
course the Lord will not hold them accountable for continuing to use what he
has said was not good for man.
we are aware that the brother who
uses tobacco is made to bear a good deal
of splenetic criticism, and that he also sees,
as L. W. S. suggests, other things being
done by some of those who say much

as

against the use of tobacco that has been
either forbidden directly, or is found in the
same list of things that are not good. ,
Bearing false witness against a neigh-·
bor, taking up a reproach against him, tale
bearing, evil surmisings, ill gotten gains in
trade, the loving and circulating of idle,
vicious, or scandalous stories, slandering
the innocent, excess of meat, use of hot
drinks, are all of them either forbidden, or
are things not wise to do; and he who is
guilty of any of these things, if there be
guilt in them, will do well to stop and examine himself, as L. \V. S. suggests, before he too strongly condemns his brother
who offends irl the use of tobacco. We
presume that. the statement made by L.
w. s~ that he is "opposed to the use of tobacco in all useless forms," may be applied in about this way, that while he does
not defend the use of tobacco and is willing to be stoned in an argumentative way,
if he should use it, he would like that
those who throw stones should be "without sin;" and is not willing that the tobacco users should bear all the brunt of
the storm brought to bear against breakers
of the law, especially when that storm is
either raised, or its fierceness augmented
by the clamor of those, who under the
strict rendition of the law are equaljy
guilty; and who dare say that L. W. S."is
not correct in this sentiment?
We do not accede to the thought suggested by L. W. S. that if the church (a
branch) has a right to forbid the use of its
pulpit to any one using tobacco, then, (as
a consequence), God does not allow such
an one to meddle in his affairs; and as a
further consequence, that all the work
such an one had done, however honest he
had been, was in vain and should be done
over again. To us such an idea is not
tenable, and we should hardly like to see
an advertisement in HERALD requesting
those joining the church under the ministration of those elders who were users of
tobacco, to go to others free from the habit
to receive other ministration. The church
(a branch) may do many things that may
not be sanctioned by the Spirit of Peace
and Truth.
Bro. L. W. S. is correct in his statement
that the man from whom the Lord takes
the desire for tobacco is entitled to no
credit .in a moral sense for abstaining from
it. He has recognized it as a useless and
bad habit, one from which he desired to be
free, he has asked the Lord to take the desire from him and it has been done. Personal! y, he has won no victory over self;
has had no severe struggle in selfdenial against self-indulgence, no mortification of the fleshly tastes was required and no credit attaches for the loss
of appetite, or if there is, it belongs
to the Lord for kindly taking it away
and not to the man for overcoming it.
But, is not the man beneThted, mentally,
morally, spiritually, because he abstains?
Does not his flesh gradually lose the
qualities which have been infused into
1t by the long use of the narcotic? Do not
the nerve fibres so long held in semi-torpitidy,-asleep as it were,-throw off the
paralyzing effects of the stimulus so long

applied to them? In fine, do not ~II the
good effects which vesult from abstinence
for any cause accrue to the man referred
to; except the satisfaction of victory won
by self-assertion and self-denial, the moral
gratification of having overcome an evil of
the flesh.
We are pleased that L. W. S. has given
so plain a hint to the "unco guid," to be
careful not to overstep the bounds of good
fellowship and good yvill, in condemning
men of equally good impulses with themselves who are not so fortunate as to be
strong in self-control. Let all take the
lesson in good part; the HERALD will, we
assure L. W. S. .
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Brw. SrMON SMITH, of St. Joseph, Missouri, has quite an article in the Dailv
Herald of the city, for May 21st, on "Infant Damnation;" upon which doctrine it
is understood our Presbyterian neighbors
purpose to offer a modification. We reproduce the closing sentence of Bro.
Smith's letter:
.
·
"When our Presbyterian friends can understand the proper use of the ordinance of baptism
it will be but little trouble for them to get an
understanding concerning the election, through
grace, and what means will be necessary for the
salvation of the heathen nations. If those who
claim to be ministers of the gospel of Christ do
not understand his doctrine, how can they be a
benefit to the world of mankind? for they lack
both principle and knowledge in the ~patter of
the gospel principle."
'

Bro. D. M. Rudd writes from Havelock, Iowa, May 24th:
"I am in the fight and by the help of God I
will stay there until the victory is won. Since
conference I have been here the most of the time.
It is a new field. The M. E. minister went to
work as soon as I had advertised the town, to
keep the people from going out to hear me. He
told the people that I was a Mormon and had had
five wives before the one that was with me. He
had not seen me and did not know my age.
Some of the towns people remarked that I must
have commenced rather young. Prejudice is removed to a great extent, and I believe some
good has been done. Begin meetings in a schoolhouse three miles from here to-night."

Bro. J. A. Stromberg wrote from Sacramento, California, ofter a visit to Oakland and San Francisco, on May 24th:
"Bro. Daley is here and is to preach ina house
somewhere out in the country to-morrow at
eleven o'clock, and Monday morning he is to go
to Oakland and San Francisco to see Bro. T. W.
Smith, whiie I, "poor me," don't know what I
might be able to do, or where I may go, but I do
know that I am in need of the Saints' prayers,
that I may be able to go and do what the Lord
our God wants us to do. For this end have I
been praying and am now praying that I might
be able to overcome all things that are not of
God. May the blessings rest with the humble
and faithful."

Bro.J. D. Bennett writes:
"I have held eighty-four meetings, baptized
seven and confirmed them. Administered to ten
sick; traveled fifty miles on foot; eighteen by
rail; seven hundred and fifty-two by buggy; received, cash $rs,oo; goods and provisions $8,oo;
earned $zz.rs; total $4515. Expended in clothing and provisions."

Bro. George S. Lincoln, writing from
r8or Polk street, San Francisco, California, May 19th, in a business letter to
the office said :
"Apostle T. W. Smith is here with us from
Tahiti. He is well and strong. Sr. Smith is
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sick. I have not seen her yet. We had a full
house at church last night to hear Bro. T. W. 1
had the pleasure of marrying a couple also. She
is a lady I baptized yestenhiy morning. She
married Bro. Charles Monckum. That makes
two we baptized last week. Tne work is looking
up here. We are all feeling well spiritually, and
feeling much encouraged. The future for the
cause is bright."
EDITORIAL ITEMS

THE brethren of the Minnesota district up
about Cormorant will begin a tent meeting
June r.st, if nothing prevents. Brn. J.
Arthur Davis, I. N. Roberts and the local
ministers will conJuct it. Bro. W. W.
McLeod writes hopefully.
Bro. John Smith, of Avenue City, Missouri, wrote the r8th ult., giving an interesting account of the labors of the few
Saints there who have built a house of
worship and in many waysstriven to make
honorable the name they bear. The Lord
acknowledges their efforts and blesses
them with encouraging promises of the
future.
The Council Bluffs, Iowa, Nonpareil, of
May 22d, gives Bro. W. W. Blair's effort
of the evening of the 2 Ist in the Saints'
Chapel on Pearce street, a very good
notice, subject: "The signs of the times."
The reporter gives it as a "thoroughly
entertaining sermon."
Bro. Simon Smith, of St. Toseph, Missouri, continues the good work of aiding
the citizens of that thriving metropolis in
reaching a correct understanding of the
differences between true and false Latter
Day Saintism.
His latest effort is a column article in a recent issue of the St. J oseph 'Herald.
The Rich Hill, Missouri, Review of
May 23d, sent us by Bro.]. C. Chrestensen, contains a lengthy article in defense
of the faith written by Bro. I. N. White.
It is both able and timely.
Bro. H. H. Robinson, baptized one in
the vicinity of Amboy, Lee county, Illinois,during the week ending May 27th.
He is meeting with good encouragement,
and has good liberty in preaching the
word.
QUESTIONS AND. ANSWERS.
~ues.-Do the instructions contained in verses
xs, IP. and 17, of Matthew r8, apply to all members .oltht! church, or a part only?
An~."'-To all if to any.
-t.:-Does section 42, par. 23, of the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants apply to all members of
the church, or only to a part of the members?
A.-"-To all.
~.-What is the teaching of the church, or
how do we understan~ St. Matthew, 5th chapter,
verses 23 and 24? What is the altar spoken of in
verse 24?
A.-We are not aware that there has been an
authoritative statement by the church on the
point referred to, nor do we know how the questioner. may have understood the verse quoted.
It is usually treated of by the elders as having
ing application more directly to the duty of the
membership in partaking of the sacrament; that
before doing this, if there are matters of difference pending .betweeq, an v one desiring to partake and a brother, !t,is better to wait until he

has made- an effort to be reconciled to the brothe~, and then partake after reconciliation has been
effected.
It is probable that originally it had reference
to the gifts offered on the altar of sacrifice, and
that any one proposing to offer the sacrifice, or
gift, who remembered that he had a difference
with another which he had not attempted to
have reconciled, he was to leave the gift at the
altar place, seek his brother, and make an effort
to settle the trouble before offering the gift;
otherwise he could not make the offering in good
faith.
We believe the altar referre~ to is now to us
not the altar of brick or stone, on which sacrifices
of blood, or flesh were offered by a priest, but are
the spiritual altars at which the worshipers kneel
and offer their prayers and obla.tions in the house
of prayer and praise to God.
We believe the injunction to be to us now and
as fra,ught for good to us in our day, if observed,
as it ever was to any people.
THE CENSUS FOR 1890.

TnE farmers of the United States will be
called upon this summer to answer the
takers of the census. In order to facilitate
the work Robert P. Porter, superintendent, has authorized the publication of the
followipg questions; so be ready to
answer when called on.

355
Pogs: On farm June rst, r889. 29, Neat Cattle:
Working oxen, milch cows, and other cattle on
hand June rst, 1890; number of pure bred, grade
and common; calves dropped In r889; cattle sold
in r889, slaughtered for use on the farm, and died
in r889. 30, Dairy: Milk-total gallons produced
on farm; sold for use in families; sent to creamery or factory; used on farm, including for butter or cheese; used on farm in raising cream for
sale, including for creamery or factory. Butter
-pounds made on farm and sold in 1889. Cream
-quarts sent to creamery or factory;. sold other
than to creamery or factory. Cheese-pounds
made on farm and sold in r889. 31, Swine:
Number on hand June rst, r89o; sold in r889;
consumed on farm and died in r889; 32, Poultry:
Number each of chickens, turkeys, geese, and
ducks on hand June rst, 1889; value of all poultry products sold\ eggs produced, sold, aPd value
in r889. 33, Bees: Number of stands, pounds of
honey and wax produced,.and value. 34, Onions:
Field crop-number of acres, bushels produced
and sold, and value. 35, Potatoes: Sweet and
Irish, bushels produced and sold. 36, Market
Gardens and Small Fruits: Number of acres in
vegetables, blackberries, cranberries, raspberries,
strawberries, and other sinall fruits, and total
value of products in r889 37, Vegetables and
Fruitsfor Canning: Number of acres, and products, in bushels, of peas and beans, green corn,
tomatoes, other vegetables and fruits. 38, Or,
chards: Apples, apricots, cherri.!!s, peaches,
pears, plums, and prunes, and other orchard
fruits; in each the number of acres, crop .in 1889,
number of bearing trees, number of young trees
not .bearing-, and value of all orchard prod ticts
sold. 39, Vineyards: Number of 11;cres in vines
bearing and in young vines not bearing; products of grapes and raisins, and value in r889,
;Besides these questions on the regular Agricultural Schedule No. 2, Superintendent Robert P.
Porter has ordered several special investigations
in the interests of agriculture, among which are
Viticulture, Nurseries, Florists, See:d and Truck
Farms, Semi-tropic Fruits, Oranges, etc., Live
Stock on the great ranges, and in cities and villages; also the names and number o.f all the various farmers' organizations, such as Agricultural
and Horticultural Societies, Poultry and Bee
hs,sociations, Farmers, Clubs, Granges, Alliances, Wheels, Unions, Leagues, etc.
In no part of the census work have the lines
been extended more than in the dlr.ection of agriculture, and if farmers will now cheerfully cooperate with the enumerators and other officials
in promptly furnishing the correct figures more
comprehensive returns regarding our greatest industry will be obtained than ever before.
c

FARMERS AND THE CENSUS,

The census year began June Ist, 1889, and ends
May 31st, 1890. Each state has from one to
eleven supervisors' districts. There are 175 supervisors in all. Thei'e are 42,000 enumerators,
who in all parts of the country will begin their
work Monday morning, June 2d, 1890, Every
farm will be visited before· June 30th, and the
following questions will be asked, keeping in mind
that the figures vou are to give nearly all pertain
to the crops of r889, and notto the growing crops of
r89o:
I, Your name as occupant of the farm. 2, Are
you owner, renter for money, or for share of the
cropsoffarm? 3,Areyouwhiteorblack? 4,Number of acres of land, improved and unimproved. 5,
Acres irrlgatt>d. 6, Number of artesian wells flow·
!ng. 7, Value of farm, puildings, implements, machinery, and live stock. 8, Fences: Cost of build"
ing and repairing. 9, Cost of fertilizers. w, Labor:
Amounts paid for labor including board; weeks
of hired labor, white or black. r r, Proqucts:
Estimated value of all farm productions' sold,
consumed, or on hand for r889. 12, Forestry:
Amount of. wood cut, and value of all forest products sold. 13, Grasslands: Acres of each kind
of grassland cut for hay or pastured; tonso£ hay
and straw .sold; clover and grass seeds produced
and sold; silos and their capacity. 14, Sugar:
Cane, sorghum, maple and beet; sugar and mo·
lasses; acres, produc::Land value of each; 15,
Castor Beans: Acres.
r6, Cereals: Barley,
buckwheat, Indian corn, oats, rye, wheat; acres,
crop, amount of each sold and consumed, and
value. 17, Rice: Acres, crop and value. r8,
Tobacco: ·Acres, crop, amou.nt sold, and value.
19, Peas .and Beans: ·Bushels, and value of crop
sold. zo, Peanuts: Acres, bushels, and value.
21, Hops: Acres,, pounds and value. · 22, Fibers:
Cotton, flax, and hemp; acres; crop, and value.
23, Broom Corn: Acres, pounds, and value. 24,
Live Sto~k: Horses, mules, and asses; number
on hand June rst,189o; number foaled in r889;
number sold in r889; number died in 1889. 25,
Sheep; Number. on hand June rst, r89o,of "fine
wool," "long wool,!' and "all otl:ler;" number of
lambs dropped in r889; "spring lambs" sold in
18'89; sold in r889 other than "sprlng!ambs;".
slaughtered for use on farm in r889; killed by
dogs in r889; died from. other causes in r889
26, Wool: Shorn spring qf 1890 and fall of ~889.
27, Goats: N.umber of Angora and common. 28,

COUNTING THE PEOPLE.
SOME OF THE INQUIRI,!l:S TO BE MADE BY THE
CENSUS ENUMERATORS IN JUNE.

The eleventh census of the United States will
be taken during the month of June. The census enumerators will begin their work on Monday, June 2d, and will visit every house and ask
questions concerning every person and every
family in the United States. The questions that
will be asked ca11 for the name of every person
residing in the United States on the first day of
June, with their sex: and age, and whether white,
black, mulatto, quadroon, octoroon, or Chinese,
Japlmese, or Indian. Inquiry will .be made also
of ever:r person as to whether they are single,
married, widowed, or divorced, and if married,
whether married during the .census year. The
place of birth of each person, and ' the ·place of
birth of the father and mother of ;each person,
will also be called for, as well as a statement as
to the profession, 'trade, or occupation followed
and the number of ':):l10nths unemployed duriqg
the census year. For all perRons ten years of age
or over a return must be made by the enumerator as to the number able to read a'nd write, and
also the number who can &peak ...English. For
those who cart not speak English the particular
language or dialect spoken by the~ will be as·
certained. For children of. school age, also the
number of months they attended school
be
recorded by the census enumerators. In the case

will
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of mothers an inquiry will be made as to the
them, and they should aid the cens.us enumeranurnber of children they have had, and the num· ' tors in getting true statements in every way posber of these' ch.ildren living at the present time. . sible. Without their co· operation correct resuJts
This inquiry is to be·made of all women who are
can not be reached.
This personal appeal is
or have been married, including all who are
made to them, therefore, in the hope that their
widows or have been divorced. Foreign· born
attention my be specially directed to the importmale of adult age, that is, twenty-one years of
ance of this work and the 'necessary information
age or over, will be asked as to the number of
may be promptly supplied to the census enumeryears they ha,ve been in the United States, and
ator when he calls sometime during the month
whether they are naturalized or, have taken out
of June.
.
mituralizatiol). papers. Of the head of each family visited the question will be asked as to the
SOMETHING NEW(?)
number of persons in the family, and whether
his home is owned or hired; also, if owned
ONE of the brethren sends us a clipping
. whether the home is free from mortgage incumfrom an eastern paper, which we give bebrance. If the head of the family is a farmer,
similar inquiries will be made concerning the
low. The world is waking up to the idea
ownership of the farm~ . In addition to these inthat Mormoni~m is not all wickedness.
quiries, all of, which are made on the population
schedule, the law under which the census is taken
Keep the good work going, brethren:
makes provision for special inquiries concernCHRISTIAN MORMONS.
ing such of the population as may be mentally
or physically.defective in any respect, that is, inTo the average man any allusion to Morsane, feebleminded, deaf, blind, or crippled, or
monism brings only recollections of Brigwho may be temporarily disabled by sickness,
ham Young and polygamy. Compardisease, or accident at the time of the enumeraatively few people know that there . are
tors visit. Certain special inquiries will also be
made concerning inmates of prisons and reformatwo kinds of Mormons, and that each is
tories and of charitable and benevolent instituradically opposed to the other upon at
tions. Beside this, a statement will be called for
least one point of doctrine.
concerning all persons who have died during the
Not many residents of New York and
census year, giving their name, age, sex, occupaKings county know that for nineteen years
tion, and cause of death.
This official count of the people comes but
there has lived and prospered in Brooklyn
once in ten years, and every family and every
a branch of the Mormon Church. Yet
person shoul~ consider it their duty to answer
such is the fact.
the questions of the census enumerators willing-This organization is a branch of the Rely and promptly, so that definite and accurate information may be gained concerning the 6s,ooo,organized Church of J e.sus Christ of Latooo people living within the bounds of this great
ter Day Saints, which holds to the teachcountry.
ings of the elder Joseph Smith, the prophVETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR.
'As a part of the census of the people to be
taken during the month of June special provision
has been made by Congress for ascertaining the
names of surviving soldiers, sailors, and marines
who were mustered into the service of the United
States during the war of the rebellion, and of the
widows of soldiers, sailors, and marines who have
died. In connection with this special census of
veterans the organization or vessel in which they
served, the term of service in each case, and
present residence will be taken by the census
enumerators.
In the case of widows, information regarding the service of their deceased husbands is also required.
The importance of accurate statements concerning the military record of each participant
in the late war should not be underestimated.
It should be the duty, moreover, of every veteran
soldier or sailor to see that the enumerator is
placed in possession of the necessary information
concerning his own service. If he can not be at
home when the enumerator calls he should leave
a proper memorandum in the hands of his wife
or other member ot his household, so that the
work·of the census may not be delayed, and also
that there may be no doubt as to the accuracy of
the statements concerning his service which may
be given to the census enumerator. That there
may be no question as to the points to be covered by this memorandum, it may be well to state
that the special inquiries to be made concerning
veterans of the civil war include the name, the
company, and the regiment or vessel in which
they served, their late rank, the dates of enlistment and discharge, the length of service in
years, months, and days, and their present postoffice address.
Where a soldier or sailor re-enlisted or served in more than one organization or
vessel, he should be very caref11l to give the term
of service in each instance, and to cover each enlistment. In giving the organization care should
be taken to distinguish the arm of the service, as
infantry, cavalry, artillery, etc., and if a person
served under an assumed name, his statement
should be made to cover both the name under
which he served and the true name by which he
is now known.
Veterans of the war generally will recognize
and appreciate the value of this special census to

et, believes in the ordained rights .of leadersl::ip of the younger Joseph Smith and
denies absolutely the claim· of Brigham
Young to the presidency of the true Mormon Church, and utterly repudiates the
"spiritual wife" doctrine of polygamy so
tenaciously held by the followers of the
great leader of the Salt Lake Mormons.
The Reorganized Church accepts the
Bible and the Book of Mormon as its
guide in matters of religion, and in the
suit to recover possession of the original
tabernacle at Kirtland, Ohio, was declared
to be the legal successor of the original
Mormon Church. For years it has maintained missionaries in the Salt Lake valley
to convert the "Brighamites."
When Joseph Smith, as Mormons believe, had his vision on the hill of Cumorah, he proceeded at once to the translation of the sacred plate<> brought him by
the angel, by the aid of the Urim and
Thummim. Upon the completion of this
task the Church of Jesus Christ of Lattter
Day Saints was organized. The church
'Yas governed in the old Scriptural manner, by apostles, prophets, elders and
teachers. These elders and apostles scattered over the country, preaching the new
doctrines, and converting many to their
belief; so that when the Mormons were
driven out 6f Nauvoo, Missouri, the church
numbered nearly, if not quite, 'zoo,ooo
members.
When Joseph and Hyrum Smith were
confined in the Nauvoo jail in 1844 the
prophet sent for his son, then only twelve
years old, and blessed him, ordaining him
president of the church as soon as he
should arrive at his majority. Shortly
after this the jail was broken into by a
mob and the prophet and his brother were

killed. It was then that Brigham Young
came forward and, as the protector of
young Joseph Smith, ruled the church as
its acting president. He put down the
claims of Rigdon, Strang and Bishop to
the prophetic successorship with a strong
hand, and when the time came for young
Joseph Smith to assert himself, Brigham
Young was strong enough to usurp the
young prophet's place. With this usurpation he introduced tbe doctrine of polygamy, or the "spiritual wife." Then came
the great hegira to the Salt Luke valley.
B).lt it must not be supposed that a majority or even a fair proportion of the followers of the prophet had em braced this doctrine. The statistics show that in 1850 Utah
had a population of about 12,ooo. There
were hundreds and thousands who would
not accept the rule of Young and the doctrine of polygamy. These scatter.ed to
new homes, and new divisions of the
church were made. One by one these
divisions failed. In r85r a few of those
who had been members at the death of
Smith, who were living in southern Wis.
consin and northern Illinois, set about
gathering these scattered remnants together, and succeeded in having a conference
in Beloit in June, r85z. At this conference
it was determined to find and enroll the
members throughout the northwest. The
movement was so successful that a conference held at Amboy, I!Jinois, in April,
r86o, goo members were represented ..
At this conference Joseph Smith was
ordained president and prophet.
From this beginning the church has
grown until it now numbers about 25,ooo
mem hers scattered .all over the globe. At
the conference of r888 it was reported that
there were 6o8 in England, 15 in Scotland,
I 73 in Wales, 8~o in Canada, 26 in Nova
Scotia, 72 5 in the Society Islands and 188
in Australia.
Joseph Smith is the president, and W.
W. Blair, James Caffall, E. C. Briggs, W.
H. Kelley, J. R. Lambert, J. W. Gillen,
Heman C. Smith, Joseph Luff, William
Smith and Elder Griffiths are the elders.
The Brooklyn branch was organized in
the fall of 1870 by Josiah Ells, one of the
bench of twelve elders of the church. It
has been an humble but steadily growing
effort, and is now about to begin the
erection of a church bmlding on East New
York avenue, near Sackman street.
For some years its meetings were held
in a hall on East Seventh street, near
Grand. From there they moved further
east, and have recently been congregating
in an old store building on Rockaway avenue, at the corner of Fulton street. -The
branch, as it is called, has a membership
of 67, four members having been recently
added.
The milin points in the creed are: Belief
in God, Jesus Christ His Son, and the Holy Ghost; the punishment of men for their
own sins; salvation through the atonement
of Christ by obedien~e to the ordinances
of God, which are faith in God, repentance, baptism hy immersion, laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, the
resurrection of the body:, and the doctrines
of eternal punishment; that a man must
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be called of God and ordained by the laying on of hands to entitle him to preach
the gospel; that the church organization
should be the same as in the primitive
church-apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers and evangelists; that in the Bible is
contained the word of God, so far as it is
correctly translated; that the canon of
Scripture is not full, but that God by his
Spirit will continue to reveal his word to
man until the end of time.
In the language ot their Epitome of Faith.
We believe in the powers and gifts of the everlasting gospel, viz., the gift of faith, discerning
of spirits, prophecy, revelation, healing, visions,
tongues and the interpretation of tongues, wisdom, charity, brotherly love, &c.
We believe that marriage is ordained of God,
and that the law of God provides for but one
companion in wedlock, for either man or woman,
except in cases where the contract of marriage is
broken by death or transgression.
We believe that the doctrines of a plurality and
a community of wives are heresies, and are opposed to the law of God.
One of the members of the Brooklvn
branch. said: "We believe that wh.en
Christ left this earth He left the Church
in this state, and that when He comes again
He will expect to find it just as he left it.''
The edifice which the Booklyn branch
propos~s to erect will be a small, unpretentious structure.
It will be a frame
building, 22 feet in width and 6o feet in
depth, with a small belfry. James Cocks
of 2,299 Pacific street, a carpenter who is
a member of the branch, is the architect.
The style adopted is a modified Queen
Anne.
The windows will be of stained glass,
and the main hall will have a seating capacity of about 2 50. Just in front of the
rostrum in the main .hall will be the baptismal font. .The belief of the Church is
in baptism by immersion alone, and the
font is designed in accordance with that
belief~ The ceremony will be identically
the same as performed in the Baptist
churches.
The church services of Sunday are two:
a prayer and testimony meeting at half.
past .two p.m., and . preaching service at
seven p.m. George :Potts is the Presiding
Elder of the branch. Sunday morning at
ten o'clock Sunday-school is held, and
Wednesday evening at seven prayer meeting.
·
"THE Presbyterians of the United Presbyterian
Church are voting this year on two overtures,
one. allowing theological students to be licensed
at the end of the second year, the other refusing lkensure" to any student and in.sta,llation to
to any elder who uses tobacco in any form. The
former overture has been answered overwhelmingly, it is said, in the affirmative. In answer to
the latter two hundred .and thi.rty-three Presbyteries, according to the United Presbytert'an,
have voted in favor and two hundred and fiftyseven against. Iri five presbyteries there were
tie votes. Some of the presbyteries think
there ought to be a distinction in favor of
the eldership."
The above from the religious column of
the. Chicago· Times, indicates that in addition to so modifying the .creed as to bring
it nearer the standard of the gospel, the
principles couched in the Word of Wisdom are also h~avening the modern world.
The good work goes gp.

FROM a San Francisco, California, Chron-

icle of May 19th sent us by Bro. G. J.
Waller, en route to Honolulu, H. I., we extract the following:
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subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

MEXICAN RUINS.

Leopold Patres, inspector and conservator of.
archreological monuments of Mexico, has received a letter giving an account of some very
important and extensive ruins which have been
discovered in a mountainous district in the state
of Vera Cruz which seems never to have been
explored before.
The ruins are of buildings four to five stories
in height, and showed decided evidences of the
Greek school of architecture, this being indicated
by the cornices, windows and bases. The bases
bear relief figures covering the sides of each edifice, and are frescoed in various colors, which
appear as bright as the day they were painted.
Numerous figures were found in the ruins, and
slabs of marble covered with Aztec or Toltec
hieroglyphics are set in the edifices.
Were the same care and study to be bestowed
on Mexico as have been bestowed on Egypt, Italy,
Cyprus and other countries, the science of archreology might receive a new impetus. The problem of thP. the original settlement of Mexico has
never been decided, but the key may be found in
some such place as these ruins in the mountains
of Vera Cruz. It would seem to be worth the
while of the archreological societies and institutes
to explore Mexico with thoroughness, since the
possibilities ot discovery are so l!mitless and the
probable gain to science so good.
THE CZAR AND THE JEWS.
Heedless of the ominous signs of the
times iri Russia, the Czar continues to give
almost daily proofs of his increasing intolerance and despotism.
The most recent
act of tyranny which he has perpetrated is
the issue of an imperial ukase disqualifying
Jews from renting or cultivating land,
from mortgaging it, or from having any
dealings whatsoever in real estate. When
it is taken into account that the majority
ofthe six million Jews who live in Russia
have in one way or another invested their
capital .in land, the effect which the new
law will produce upon their economic condition can be more readily imagined than
described. Fervent prayers are being offered up in all the synagogues in the socalled "Pale of Jewish Settlement," imploring heaven to cause the Emperor to
reconsider his decision with regard to the
measure, which the people concerned look
upon as a national calamity.
The "Pale
of Jewish Settlement,'' it may .be added, is
a narrow stretch of country in the west
and south-we~t of Russia, beyond the borders of which the Jews dare not venture
except when provided with special government permits.-Selected.
Poetry is found throughout the Bible from the
song of Lamech .in Genesis four to the Apocalypse. In the Book of Job we have its single
drama of unequa~ed sublimity; in the songs ()£
Moses and Deborah the grandest poems of liberty whiCh were ever sung; in Proberbs and Ecclesiastes didactic and. philosophic poems of
great beauty and wisdom; in the song .of Solomon an .exquisite pastoral; in the Lamt:n tations
a most pathetic elegy.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES","

"Sometimes glimpse8 on my sight,
Through present wrong, the eternal right;
And step by step since time began,
I see the steady growth of man."

HOUR BY HOUR.
One single day
Is not so much to look upon. There is. some way
Of passing hours of such a limit. We can face
A single day; but place
Too many days before sad eyesToo many days for smothered sighs
And we Jose heart,
Just at the start.
Years really are not long, nor livesThe longest that survives- '
And yet, to look across
A future we must tread, bowed by a sense of loss,
Bearing some burden weighing down so low
That we can scarcely go
One step ahead, this is so hard,
A view so stern to face; unstarred,
Untouched by light, so masked with dr!)ad,
If we would take a step ahead,
Be brave and keep
The feet quite steady, feel the breath of life sweep
Ever on our face again,
·
We must not look across, looking in vain,
But downward, to the next close step,
And up. Eyes which have wept
Must look a little way, not far.
God broke our years to hours and days, that hour by
hour
;
And day by day
Just going on a little way,
We might be able all along
To keep quite strong.
Should all the weight of life
Be laid across our shoulder, and the future, rife
With woe and struggle, meet us face to face ·
At just one place,
We could not go;
Our feet would stop: and so
God lays a little on us every day,
And never, I believe, on all the way
Will burdens bear so deep,
Or pathways lie so threatening and so steep,
But we can go, if by God's power
We only bear the burden of the hour.
-Gewge Klingle.
FRoM day to day there come to us the pulsations of weary, throbbing hearts, until at times
we bow our head and wonder u:pain, sorrow,
trial and disappointment are ever the companion
of man.. And yet this world is beautiful and God
is a Father full of loving kindneils and tender
mercy, and he has promised that .not one of us
shall be tempted above what we are able to bear,
but with the temptation he will also make a way
of escape. Ah! how. varied an.d how many are
the temptations which beset us, and grim doubt
and discouragement stand by our side and whisper into our ears lessons of distrust and fear.
Poor, throbbing human hearts, \Jow much ye
bear!
Was it not because of this that Christ took upon himself humanity? That he rrHght know the
weary w~ight of unspoken longing, pain and
anguish which the human heart. is capable of
bearing. And yet, were this k~owledge.all, it
would be of small .benefit to humlitn kind. But
it is not all, for thatilis be to God, our greatHigh
Priest, he who stretches . to us his bleeding hap.ds
is touched with a feeling of our infirmities, and is
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both willing and able to succor us. Dear, tried
and tempted ones, you who meet wit~ so many
crosses upon life's road, let us say to you in the
words of another-words taken from the pages
of a letter lying before us written by one who
has literally given up all for the Master and his
service: "Think of this blessed Master who
strengthened and encouraged others, relieved
them of their aches and pains while he was almost fainting with his own bodily weariness, and
when he had done the Father's will so perfectly,
had performed his great mission on earth, and to
crown all had given himself up to the death of
the cross: so great was his desolation of soul that
he was constrained to cry out, 'My God! My
God! why hast thou forsaken me?'"
Think of him and faint not by the way. Recall the words of one of old when he said, "Consider him who endured such contradiction of sinners against himself Jest ye be weary and faint
in your minds. You have not yet resisted unto
blood striving against sin."
Remember his
agony, his sweat of blood, and when the storms
howl the fiercest and the waves roll the highest
then "lean upon him" the heaviest and he will
sustain you and bring you off more than conquer··
or. "Let not your hearts be troubled" are words
as full of comfort, of tender sweetness and pity
to-day, as they were when uttered in the long
ago. "If I go not away the Comforter will not
come." Draw near unto God and that blessed
Comforter shall lift you above the bitter trials of
this present life and leading you into all truth,
~hall finally help you to the victory through our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
"Hour by Hour." Read it, dear weary ones,
and let its lesson sink into your soul, waking
courage anew.
THE MOTHERS OF AMERICA.
Nowhere in the wide world is the education of
children left so completely to the women as in
America. In this country the fathers are but
little acquainted with their children. During !he
day thev scarcely see each other, and although in
the evenings when "pa" comes home, he may
pet or scold the little ones, he hardly ever takes
the trouble and the time to train or educate them.
Mothers in America are the only home educators; they tame the wild boys and hold in check
the lively girls; they alone listen to the real and
imaginary troubles of the child, controlling their
studies and perfecting their manners. It is the
mothers in America who mold and shape the
·minds and characters of our future citizens. The
sons who, in time to come, will uphold our standards of liberty, art and science, imbibe their
ambitions, conviction-their very manhoodfrom the mothers.
Now, since the social conditions of the country are such as to lay upon
women the grave responsibility of being the sole
educators of the future men, is it not desirable
that women shall be fully equipped for the discharge of this great duty ?--Selected.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Boren, of San Bernardino, Cal., desires the
prayers of the Union that she may be restored
to health so that she may be able to work for the
Master.
Bro. B. W. Dempster, Anderson, Cal., requests

your faith and prayers that if it is God's will he
may be healed of a throat disease from which he
has suffered until his voice is almost gone. There
are no elders near enough so that he can calf for
administration and he earnestly desires to preach
the gospel.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

May 23, Amount to date .............. $2.783 84
Lou Berry, Iowa ........ $I oo
Mary A. Waterman, Utah ..5 oo
Alice Shepperd, Iowa ..... I oo
Nora Gibbs, Cai. ........ I oo
Mary A. Holmes, Wash .. ·5 oo
Ella B. Hayer, Iowa.... . .
Emma Westervelt, Kans... 25
A. C. and M. Stuart, Cal .. 2 50
T. J. Hughes, Iowa ....... r 50

so

PARIS, Texas, May, wth.
To ike Home Column:- ·we appreciate your
columns so much and gain strength by reading
them. I think it will do any Saint good to read
the Herald and fill their soul with wisdom and
knowledge.
I am alone most of the time and
among strangers. There is not one of our faith
that we can find in this town. My husband is a
railroad man and gone from home most of the
time. It is a dangerous life and were it not for
the knowledge I have of God's goodness to his
children I could not stand it sometimes. I aRk
an interest in the prayers of the Saints in our behalf. We are young and need strength to bear
us through this life.
Your sister in the one faith,
MARY.
May zd.
Dear Sisters (!/ tlze liome Colnmn :--I noticed
in the Herald a few months ago a letter from a
sister Marie in which she related a dream in
which she saw in the north country many birds,
all seeming to be preparing for flight. She alw
said that she thought the birds must signify
people. When I read her letter ·it reminded me
of a dream I had as much as two years ago.
I thought I was sitting in the kitchen door,
which faces toward the east. I looked to the
north-east and my attention was attracted by a
a very bright and brilliant star. I soon noticed
that it was in motion, and that it was moving
toward me, or in a northwest direction, for it
grew larger and brighter. As it came nearer
noticed that in front was a large flock of birds.
They, of course seemed larger as they came
nearer, and the star or ball of light threw a light
far. enough ahead so as to encircle the flock.
They passed a few feet north of the house, then
turned and lit a few feet south·west of the house.
As they were about to pass out of my sight round
to the north of the house I jumped up and followed them. By this time I noticed they were
the size of a pigeon, and were of different colors;
and I noticed in particular the yellow, the red,
the blue, the white and the green. The yellow
ones seemed more prominent as the leaders
were of that color.
As I watched them the thought came to me,
they are people, not birds. I followed them till
they lit, as I said before, south-west of the
house. I then thought I took a circle around
them, all the time keeping my eyes fixed with

intense interest upon them, for something seemed to say to me, "They are the ten lost tribes."
As I passed close by narrowly inspecting their
manners and movements, a hand was extended
toward me and I thought It was one of the yellow
ones that held it out as if to shake hands with
me. And I said, "this proves they are people."
I don't remember whether I took the hand or
not (but think not), but I noticed it was large
though very shapely. Long, slender fingers, but
round and plump; and instead of being a pinkish
hue it was of a sallow color.
The next morning when I told the dream, my
mother said she believed the colors meant the
different tribes. I only remember seeing the five
colors, still there might have been others. I do
not know what the star represented. This dream
was greatly impressed on my mind and although
I may not live to see the day, yet that day wiil
surely come when the Lord will bring his people
from the north country. I feel firm in the faith
and rejoice that I live in these last days.
The
conference this spring is one that will long be
remembered by all that were there. Great was
the assurance that the Lord would bless his people if they were only faithful. Then let us press
bravely on till the fight is over and victory over
all sin is ours.
A SISTER.
Is not the return of the lost tribes to precede
the coming of Christ? May not the bright star
indicate that coming ?---ED.
BANNER, Kans., May 17th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:- We are poor,
weak Saints here in the west, only my husband
and I. We are trying to live as near right as we
can, but as we are erring mortals we fail many
times when we do not intend to. Dear sisters of
the Home Column, I ask you to remember us and
one of our neighbors, as their little girl is very
near death. The doctor has given her up and
says she can only live but a few days. They
want us to stay with them and pray for them, as
they think she can get well if it is God's will.
They believe our faith and she would obey, only
she is waiting for her hm.band. Tuttle is
their name. They would like very much to
get an elder to administer to their child, but it is
out of their way, and so few people, that we do
not get to hear very much preaching, but trust
the day m·ay soon come when we can be with
God's people. The only preacher we have is the
Herald. Remember Tuttle's in your prayers.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
M. E. LUND.
CANEY, Kan., May r6th.
Dear Sisters i1Z C!zrist:-I have a feeling in my
heart that I want to write to the Saints, to tell
them the joy and pleasure I have felt since I
have been in the true church of Christ, therefore
I take pen in hand to write to you. Although I
have been but two weeks in the church, I would
not give up the joy I feel every day for all my
Hfe before. Some of my friends point the finger
of scorn at me, yet I am happy for I have the
Spirit of God to strengthen me.
0! I rejoice so to see my young friends thinking about their soul's salvation, and to talk with
them on the subject
religion. I am strengthened every time I do. I do believe the happiest
day of my life was last Sunday when I stood by
the water's edge and saw Bro. Clark bury two of
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my nearest friends in baptism. When I think
of the present and look back over the past I
think, "Why did I walt so· long?" but I did not
see things as 1 now see them. I believed the
doctrine all but the Joseph Smith part and I
could not accept that, but I was one day reading
a story in the Autumn Leaves about the young
lady that thought she did not believe in Joseph
Smith, b.ut she wanted to join with the church,
so she was baptized, and after she was baptized
she believed. Then I thought I would do as she
did, and I rejoice that I did, for words can not
express my happiness, everything is so plain to
me now, and I only regret that I did not start
sooner.
I am reading Autumn Leaves and they help me
a great deal. I am weak but I ask for your
prayers that I may grow in strength and be faithful even unto the end. Amen.
I remain your sister in Christ;
F ALLIE RUSSELL.

GREENWOOD, N.Y., May 26th.
Editors Herald:-I left home May 8th, for the
eastern mission, my field of labor. Coming via
Cleveland, Ohio, I stopped at Kirtland over Sunday, the uth, being the guest, mainly, of Bro.
M. B. Willims, and making brief visits with
others there. After Sabbath-school exercises
Bro. L. W. Powell preached an excellent discourse, on salvation through Christ . I spoke in
in the evening, in the temple, and felt well while
trying to delineate the happy effects of the mis·
sion of Christ in this world, and the sad consequences. of rejecting his mission, as illustrated in
the history of the Jews during the dark ages.
Cornpare the condition of those nations and
countries where Christ has been proclaimed with
that of those where he has not, and the contrast
is graphic in many regards.
Leaving Kirtland and coming on I reached
Belmont, Allegany county, New York, a quiet
village situated on the Genesee river, the 14th
instant, being very kindly received by Sr. Polly
L. Hyde, who. has resided here since she
was a little girl, and is an old time Saint. Her
faith is had in honor by all her family now living.
She has yet in use an arm chair famed for hav- 4
ing been occupied by the first patriarch of the
church, Father Joseph Smith, who pronounced a
blessing upon her. She takes· the Herald and
Aidznnn Leaves; also the Hope, I think.
Bro. ,C. G. Lanphear joined me at Belmont the
rsth, and the same day we procured the rink to
hold meetings, paying one dollar per service. We
held four meetings. Bro. Lanphear speaking
Sundaj at thee o'clock and paying for the rink
for one. night.
When opportunities were given for asking
questions they came thick and fast, as for example:
"Was the penitent thief ever baptized?"
In reply we quoted John 3: 5, and asked if
they believed the Savior, on the croJs, took that
statement all back, for the sake of one man? It
went like a hot shot.
One man asked what). understood by the statement of John the Baptist. "My baptism m.ust decrease; Christ's (that of the Holy Ghost) must increase?"
"l doru)t know of such a passage~eing in the
Bible, therefore ca,n !J.Ot tell."

"If baptism is for the remission of sins, why
was Christ Baptized? He had no sins to be remitted?"
"Had the Savior failed to be obedient to his
Father's will, and refused to be baptized to 'fulfill all righteousness,' would he not have become
a sinner thereby, and for that reason?"
This was another spike, and the M. E. divine
came to the front after this fashion:
"When God gave revelations in olden dispensations, on an importa.~1t occasion, as in founding
a dispensation, those receiving such revelations
had witnesses to the fact of the giving of said
revelations. Why had Joseph Smith no witnesses to the appearance of the angel committing
the revelation for the founding of a new dispen~
sation ?"
"Yes! J;Iow many witnesses had Noah to
testify to the truth of his message? God condemned the world for rejecting it."
We also cited the cases of Abraham, Daniel,
Joseph to take Christ and flee into Egypt; that
of Paul and John the Revelator.
"Well, these cases did not involve his soul's
salvation; but the claims of Mr Smith did, if
valid."
"Is your soul's salvation in any way dependent
on the divinity and truthfulness of the Bible?
"Yes."
"Would the logic of your argument against the
claims of Joseph Smith have .the same effect
against the Bible if applied?" There he subsided.
On the 23rd inst., we left Belmont and came
to Bro. E. Updykes, who lives near Andover;
and on the next day came to this place. Yesterday Bro. Lanphear baptized four persons, so the
good work goes on.
New York, so far, has given us an extremely
wet reception, physically; and a cold one religiously; no invitation having yet l:>een extended to
us to preach, by those not of the faith.
A late
rainy season, with no opportunity to put in crops,
with muddy roads, make it discouraging; and
the stolid indifference of the people regarding
the gospel, but adds to the unpleasantness of the
situation. We try to be hopeful.
Pray for us,
dear Saints.
I wish the scattered Saints of westetn New
York would write us as to the demands for labor,
opportunities for preaching-, &c., in their respective localities. Address at Belmont, New York,
care Perry Hyde.
Your fellow-laborer,
C. ScoTT.
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and I should have the house the rest of the week.
This I cheerfully consented to, but imagine my
astonishment to learn that Rev. Boswell, their
preacher, had changed his mind and made an appointment for himself and coolly informed us
that some of his members and the ministers of
the town advised that I should not be permitted
to occupy. Bro. Redfield, however, was successful in prevailing upon the Rev. (?) to let me
sp~ak, and I did so to a mixed congregation of
white and black, from Luke 13: 26. I was blessed in declaring the word. When it became generally known in the town that I was shut out by
the people of color, excitement ran high and
friends came out offering to stand by us "through <
thick and thin;" but ours is a mission of peace
and we meekly submitted, trusting that out of
this would come good to our cause, Mr. H. S.
Degman came and offered us the use of the
Opera House for Sunday. I entered this open
door, and notwithstanding the short notice, some
forty greeted us at the morning hour, and the
house was full in the evening, and best of all I
was blessed with the Spirit and spoke with ease,
freedom and power for seventy-five minutes. I
expect to continue another week here, as the
prospect is favorable for some additions and an
organization in the near future.
, I found a small band of Seventh Day people
who seem to be devoted to their cause, but are
giving us a fair hearing. It has been a cold, dry
spring here, crops are therefore kept back; ~till
there is no present cause for fearfulness on that
account.
On duty,
RoBT.'M. ELVIN.

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., April.
Editors Herald:-Following is the language of
Brigham Young, at Nauvoo, Illinois, in September, r844:
"The Twelve would invite the brethren abroad
in obedience to the commandments of the Lord
to gather to Nauvoo with their melj.ns to help to
build up the cit" and complete the temple. . . .
We [the Twelve] have no new commandments,
but beseech the brethren to honor arid obey the
old fines."- Times and Seasons, vol. '5, page 638.
I have made this extract to show that at the
date·,vuoted, there had been no commandment
from the Lord given to the churdi to gather to
the Rocky Mountain country, to build up a city
of Zion, or a temple to the name of the Lord;
nor even to build up a stake of Zion; hence tl:ie
injunction of Brigham Young to the church .to
honor and obey the old commandments given to
BROWNVILLE, Neb., May 26th.
the church through Joseph the Seer.
Editors Herald:....;.About a year ago I did
P, P. Pratt also taught the same thing. See
some preaching here and was under tbe iinprespages 629 and 630, Ibid: "The fact is, if the
sion that a work for the Master could be done by
Saints had been willing to hearken to counsel,
patient and faithful labor. Prejudice was great,
and to give heed to the commandments and reveand the hired preachers hindered .us all they
lations of God as published among them from
could by holding meetings and turning us out of
time to time, Nauvoo would J:!OW contain one
the Christian Church, after two efforts. I came
hundred and fifty souls: . . . and those. who
here last week to renew the· effort to get the goswere opposed to peace, order and civilization
pel before the people, and that we might have
would have had their money for their lands, and
the privilege so to do unmolested. by any, Bro.
would long since been traveling tp Texas, CaliG. Z. Redfield made a. proposition to purchase
fornia, or the lower regions of hiS: Satanic Mathe Baptist Church, making a payment thereon,
jesty's dominions."
receiving a promise that the papers would be reThis is in harmony with the words of .Brigham
t~:~rned in a few days.
The Colored Baptists I Young in keeping· the commandments to the
have held their meetings for. some time in the
church in the matter of building up Nauvoo, but
house, and ·requested that I waive my appoint-·. goes farther. and states that t):Jose. who were
ment for the 2d in favor of their prayer meeting, 1 disobedient, ~hould "emigraie to. his Satatlh:
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Majesty's Dominions;" in California and vicinity.
What was known on the map as Upper California in 1844-47, is to-day known as Utah Territory. Brigham Young and his followers located in that country in 1847, which country P.
P. Pratt said was the regions of Satan; where
the disobedient should emigrate to.
I will now refer to Joseph the Seer concerning the Rocky Mountain country, and see how
much he counted on it for building up Zion.
Ibid, page 547: "It is currently .rumored that
your fH. Clay's] dernier resort for the Latter Day
Saints is to' emigrate to Oregon or California.
Such cruel humanity, such noble injustice, such
honorable cowardice, such foolish wisdom and
such vicious virtue, could only emanate from
Clay."
This language of the Seer in May, 1844, only
a few weeks before his death, is proof positive,
and which the context shows, that the Rocky
Mountain country had never been appointed by
the Lord for a gathering place for His people,
for the context shows also that it was contrary
to the order of God, and the words as quoted,
show it would be vicious, cowardly, unwise and
unjust; and that such advice could only come
from Cl~y. Why? Beca'.lse It was contrary to
the cominandments given to the church. Brigham and Parley knew this al:o in 1844, for their
language at that date proves the fact; and notwithstanding all that has been said by Brigham's
followers to the effect that Joseph the Seer had
said in '1842, that the church should gather to
the Rocky Mountains in order to fulfill what th~
prophets sa'w concerning Zion going up into the
mountains, etc. There is not a single sentence
on record to prove the rumor. If he prophesied
that some of the church should be scattered or
driven there for disobeying the commandments,
it is to his credit that he spoke the truth in the
matter. And as there is nothing on record since
the Seer's time, of the Lord appointing a g-ather·
ingplace in the Rocky Moun1;lins to build up a
city of Zion, and a temple to the name of the
Lord, wherein sacred, ordinances are ordained to
be administered for the living and the dead; then
the gathering to that country and building a city
and calling it Zion, and a temple and calling it
the temple of the Lord, without the Lord ap'
pointing that place to build up Zion, and to build
a temple to his holy name, is of no effect for the
redemption of Israel, for such are in a scattered
condition from the land of Zion. See D. C.,
Third European edition, page 301.
"For verily I say unto you, that after you have
had a sufficient time to build a house unto me
wherein the ordinances of baptizing for the dead
belongeth, and for which the same was instituted
from before the foundation of the world, your
baptisms for your dead can not be acceptable unto
me, for therein are the keys of the holy priesthood, ordained that you may receive honor and
glory. And after this time your baptisms for the
dead by those who are sca~tered abroad are not
acceptable unio me saith the Lord; for it is ordained that in Zion, and in her stakes, and in Jerusalem, those places which I have appointed for
refuge shall be the places for your baptisms for
your dead."
It is evident from this quotation which had
reference to the people, and temple then being
built at Nauvoo by a command from the Lord;
and that those that might be scattered after that
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time, or appointed time, that they 'in their &cattered condition would have no right whateve,r to
act in the ordinance of baptism for the dead.
"For it is ordained that iri Zion, and in her
stakes, those places which the Lord has appointed for refuge, shall be the places for baptisms for
the dead." This being the case any baptism administered outside this order of heaven is null
and void, and no better than the ordinance of
baptism administered boy a Roman Catholic
priest for the remission of sin.
The following extract from Young's Journal
of Discourses shows.that Brigham Young received no command from the Lord to locate any
of the church in California or any part of the
Rocky Mountain country:
"Let us revert for a moment to the past, to the
years we have spent in toil and labor, though
very agreeably. Seven years ago to-morrow
about eleven o'clock I crossed the Mississippi
River with my brethren for this place, not knowing at that time whither we were going, but
firmly believing that the Lord had in reserve for
us a good place in the mountains."-Journal of
Discourses vol. r, p. 279, Feb. 14th, r853·
This is the nearest evidence that can be found
pointing to the location of the followers of Brigham Young in Salt Lake Valley in r847· The
extract shows plainly that at the time Brigham crossed the Mississippi River with h!s
brethren he did not know whither he and his
brethren should go; north or south; east or
west. This is his language in substance, and this
proves clearly that the Lord, did not command
him and his brethren to leave Nauvoo, or he
would have told them where to go and locate. It
also proves further, that what he [Brigham] enjoined upon his brethren to do in r844, to "honor
and obey the commandments to build up Nauvoo," he afterwards failed to keep himself, and
fell a victim to his own ambition; and those of
his victims he led to the Rocky Mountains which
in the words of Joseph the Seer to do was ''vicious
virtue and honorable cowardice." Nevertheless,
many missionaries have been sent forth and
pamphlets published to the world setting forth
the idea that the Rocky Mountain valleys was
the gathering place for all people to go to, to
build up Zion and a temple to the name of the
Lord; and for a place of refuge from the judg-'
ments and scourges of ·the Lord, that he was
about to bring upon the world for their wickedness. This has been done from the fact that
Brigham Young and his successors have claimed
to be the successors of Joseph Smith the Prophet, and what they have done iu the matter of settling in the Rocky Mountains was the will of the
Lord. But oh, how different to the teachings
and commandments of the Lord to his chosen
seer to bring about the redemption of Israel! At
this juncture the following words come with
much force and plainness to my mind: "Therefore I say unto you, all ye who have joined yourselves unto the abominations of your leaders in
the Rocky Mountains, Awake trom the sleep of
death into which you have fallen!
Repent, repent or ye 'shall be visited speedily with my
wrath and indignation that I am about to pour
out upon the wicked and disobedient of those
claiming to be my people; for behold, I have
seen your abominations which ye practice before
me saith the Lord, and will not suffer such
things to be; for I will that all men should prac-

tice virtue and holiness, or they shall be speedily
visited by mine anger saith the Lord .." Those
words brought both joy and sorrow to my heart;
of sorrow because I knew of the wickedness of
my brethren, or others that had once been my
brethren, that unless they repented they would
suffer; of joy because the Lord had been merciful unto me and made plain to me of the error
I had been defending so many years; nevertheless,
deception had been the cause, and knowing this
to be the case, I asked the Lord and sal<!: 0
Lord, my God, wilt thou have mercy on my
brethren? and the Spirit said unto me: I wlll
deal justly and be merciful unto those that will
repent and come unto me with full purpose of
heart.-April 3oth, 1890.
The following will show the location of the
land appointed of the Lord to bu!ld up his Zion
in this generation on this continent. See history
of Joseph Smith, Time.s and Seasons, vol. 5, page
450: "As we had received a commandment for
Elder Rigdon to write a description of the land
of Zion, we so~ght for all the information necessary to accomplish so desirable an object. Unlike the timbered states in th'e east, except upon
the rivers and water courses; which were verdantly dotted with trees from one to three miles
wide as far as the eye can glance. The beautiful
rolling prairies lay spread around like a sea of
meadows.
. The season is mild and delightful nearly three quarters of the year, and as
the land of Zion, situated at about equal distance
from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, aswell as
from the Alleghany and Rocky Mountains, in
the thirtieth degree north latitude and bet¥·een
the tenth and seventeenth degrees of west longitue. It bids fair to become one of the most blessed places on the globe, when the curse is taken
from the land, if not before."
This description and location of the land ap·
pointed by the Lord to build. up Zion is quite a
different country and discription to that of the
Rocky Mountain country. The land of Zion Is
described as a beautiful prairie, or "like a sea of
meadows," but the Rocky Mountain valleys before its settlement were in most instances like a
parched wilderness, and is intercepted with rugged mountains and ghostly canyonE. The country that P. P. Pratt said, before he forsook the
commandment of the Lord, that it was theregion of his Satanic Majesty's dominions.
I will now refer to the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants to find the kind of people that shall
inhabit the land of Zion, and what the Lord said
he would do with the disobedient.
Page 157:
"Behold, the Lord requireth the heart and a willing mind; and the willing and obedient shall
eat the good of the land of Zion in the last days;
and the rebellious shall be cut off out of the land
of Zion, and shall be sent away, and shall not inherit the land of Zion."
The word of the Lord in this instance has been
fulfilled to the letter; for what the Lord said he
would do with the rebellious he has done. He
"cut 1'hem off out of the land of Zion," and not
only out of the land of Zion, but out of her stakes;
for history since the year r847 proves that Brigham Young and his people have been located in
the valleys of the Rocky Mountains contrary to
the commandments of the Lord to his church
prior to that time; and not only contrary in the
matter of locating and building up stakes;of Zion
in that country, but in doctrine and principle for
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but the unparalled material and intellectual prosour works. Will we sit down and do nothing
and receive nothing in return, or will we go to perity as seen in large portions of the world .
would have been impossible without the power
with our migt and do what we can for God and
exerted by this same Bible.
the gospel, and keep all. his commandments, not
a part only, but all, and receive a full reward?
Let us try to awaken to the truth of his word
and the glory of Zion will shine. May we who
name the name of Christ so walk that we may be
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
lights to other's pathways. It was three years endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
last February since I accepted the gospel in its their own views. Contributions solicited.
fulness, and as yet I rejoice in it. It has caused
DON'T BEAR DOWN TOO HARD.
great persecution in which it has only been a
EDITORS
HERALD:-Whilei am opposhelp to me to convince me that it is God's work,
for Paul said, "All who will live godly in Christ ed to the use of tobacco, I wish to ask
your indulgence for a short space in your
Jesus must suffer persecution."
I have been a
When I brought an elder to Wilksville some very instructive paper.
reader of the Herald for aqout nineteen
of the people talked of raising a mob and riding
him on a rail. The leader was a Methodist class years, but have never attempted to defend
leader, and now I have him convinced tha.t we any point which I saw assailed, nor adGREENWOOD, N.Y., May 26th.
vance any theory.
have the truth. He and his wife both say they
Editors Herald:-- Bro. C. Scott and I have
In your "Questions and Answers" in
believe our doctrine. Now if they don't accept
late~y arrived in the vicinity of Greenwood. YesHerald for April 26th, 1890, I see some
it
I
feel
that
Ihave
done
my
duty.
I
find
I
can
terday, Sabbath, I administered baptism to four
very strange things.
The first question
who took upon them the name of Christ, through reach many by going to their houses and talking asked is whether the church has a rightto
with
them,
telling
them
what
we
believe
and
this ordinance. We hope for several others.
forbid by resolution the use of their pulpit
We have not yet had opportunity to begin showing them that we, as a people, do believe the to any person using tobacco?
This will
Others
say
they
do,
but
do
not;
that
is
Bible.
meetings, but hope we may be able to hold a
cause disappointment to visit many an
few services before we leave for Obi, where all the difference. By so doing I get .them to
honest elder, priest and tea~her who are
read our papers and books, and ask them to come
we think of going from here.
honestly trying to do the Master's will.
We held four meeting in the village of Bel- to our meetings. Then when they come I try to Please allow me to examine the above,
tell them the plan of salvation, and how they can
mont, which were attended with interest; esand see what the result is.
pecially the last two. Bro. Scott on the last be saved in the kingdom by the law and ordi·
Can you call to mind a man who. used
occasion after preaching a most interesting nances of God's law.
tobacco at the time of his baptism, and
My wife and I were the first in this neighbor- who was afterwards ordained to the minisdiscourse was held by the audience till near
hood to accept the truth, in which we to-day do try-an elder-and whose efforts in the
eleven o'clock at night in answering questions,
work for the salvation of soqls, was as unwhich he did, evidently to the satisfaction of rejoice, knowing it is God's work. We stood
alone for one year, now we .number thirteen, tiring as the elder who did not use it; and
the congregation. We should have continued
with many more convinced and some of them
did you ever hear men and women; con·
for some time longer, only for the lack of
verted by him, speak of the knowledge
have left their churches.
means to pay for the use of the Opera Hall.
May God speed the right and draw the honest they have of this glorious work, through
Sr. Hyde and her interesting family did every·
their obedience to the call of this ma·n? If
.in heart to see what they must do to be saved.
thing to make it pleasant for us while there.
so, are you not forced to tpe conclusion
Your brother,
We are having rain here to such an extent that
that their efforts were recognized as being
R. H. ERVIN.
the .farmers are getting quite discouraged at the
and authorized Of God? Btit if I underprospect of getting much of a crop this seastand the question and answer, he hasc no
son.
It is quite evident the Lord is working great· REVERENCE IN THE HOUSE OF GOD. more. authority to preach dr officigte in
LAcK of reverence for the place where
arw of the ordinances in the house ofGod
ly with the pe0ple, preparing the way for the
than a layman, his calling to the !llinistry
gathering out· the honest hearted, among all God is worshiped is easily and very naturally transferred .to the worship performnotwithstanding. '!'he qUI')!lfion is, "Has
the nations of .the earth.
ed there, and the next step is a lack of the church [I suppose the branch is meant]
C. G. LANPHEAR.
reverence for him in whose name the wora right to forqid it?"
The answer is,
ship is performed. Yet without this rev- "Yes."
,.,
WILKSVILLE, Ohio, Mav 25th.
erence no worship is acceptable. ThereThe right to do a thing rests in the auEditors Herald:--I still bear my testimony to
fore our churches should always be rethority one has; if the church has a right
this work that it .is God's work, and I know it, garded as holy places, set apart from all
(authority) then God does not allow ~my
and want to continue to tl.e end so that I can say unhallowed or common uses, for the woras one of p!d, "I have fought a good fight, I have ship of Almighty God; and this specific man, or I will say, God does not call or
request any man or woman who uses tokept the faith." We know there is a crown for
use necessarily exCludes all other uses;
bacco to meddle in his affairs officially;
us if we continue. Brethren and sisters, let us
and while there is no sanctity in the
and
as a result they have labored in vain,
never forget the covenant we have made with
materials, the wood, brick, and mortar of their life, so far as doing good is concerned,
God by yielding obedience to the gospel. Some which the houses are made, yet there is a
is a blank; and all who have come or
think there is not much for them to do, so they
power in association that influences us
who have tried to come into the church
don't want to attend prayer meetings; and I am
greatly and the feeling of reverence for
through their efforts, are yet in their sins,
sorry to say some of them do not hold family
the place and the worship should be careand in danger of the judgment, and would
prayers, nor return thanks when they eat the
fully maintained and cherished all the time, it not be well to advertise through the
food God has provlded to sustain the body. l
and everywhere, and that too for our own
Herald for such t() go immediately tothe
don't think that is the.life that those who say
personal benefit.- St. Louis Christian true servants of God, and be baptized, and
they are His children should live. I think not, Advocate.
have hands laid on them before they are
We are commanded in all things to give thanks.
called to judgment; for God is no respecBeyond
all
po:w.er
of
words
and
statistics
to
de·
We are also commanded to not neglect the aspicit, the wonderful words of life as found in the ter of personl!l. What was displeasing to
sembling of ourselves 'together often, and much
Him in 1887 was displeasing inA. D. 1, or
Bible are transforming life, not only changing
more as we see the day approaching.
'individuals andeommunilies, but lifting peoples B. c. 4,C>oo years. So we see that it does
May .the good Father help us to see our duty and nation8 throughout the world up into the not matter so much when' ;the deed was
of a Christian civilization; and it is not too
more clearly, and be more ready to do the work light
much to say that not only is the great advance committed, it was a sin.
he has for us to do.
Let us do it with all our of the nineteenth.century in mora,l,·and Christian
ls'. it right to slander and backbite a
might. God says he will reward us according to culture a direct outgrowth of. Bible circulation, brother or sister, or scatter. broadcast. re-

the sanctification of the church of Christ.
I do not dispute but what Brigham Young
urged obedience to the commandments of the
church in 1844 in good faith, but his subsequent
course in turning' his back upon Nauvoo, and the
commandments to build it up, are facts too true
to dispute, and that he led that part of the church
that followed him to destruction; for s'ince that
time there are many evidences to prove that he
has inaugurated doctrines that are corrupt and
vicious, which are destructive to the principles
of sanctification, and also in opposition to the
doctrine that Jesus Christ established In his
church for the salvation of his people.
Yours in the bonds of truth,
SIMON SMITH.
Deseret News please copy.-S. S.
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port you know is false? Well, I am satisfied some who are strainine- so hard at a
gnat are guilty of the abo;e, while they
refuse to have a teacher visit them officially who uses tobacco. Consistency, where
art thou? · What a beautiful prize!
Is it right for any man to take his gun,
or his gun and dog, or in, any way dstroy
life of wild game, "except in time of famine or great .hunger?" Yet, I see some
who do so, while they will hold up their
hands in holy horror to those who use to-·
bacco, and refuse them the privilege of
preaching the gospel.
Is it right to keep a saloon and sell
strong drink to men and boys? This
question is easily answered by some who
have failed to examine themselves on some
other, perhaps greater crime.
Is it right for men to sell tobacco to
those who by the use of it unfit themselves
for the Master's work? Have these venders of the weed a right to represent the
Master by teaching men to abstain from
the use of tobacco with their right hand
uplifted, and the left reaching across the
counter for the dime, in return for the cut
of fine, fat Navy, just handed them, or the
full "Havana?" ·or is it right for the
elder to legislate against my using it, and at
the same time sell it to me? Or is it right
for an elder to say," I shall not have a field
to labor in" while he is kept by the church
in his mission of labor, and his clerks are
selling the vile stuff for the "sake of gain."
Dear me!
Has any memb~r of the church, officer
or otherwise, a right to sell, or use strong
drink, or tobacco? :;: believe there are
some who do both.
Have the ministry or laity a right to
keep late hours, (D. C., Sec. 85-38) and in
this way worry and annoy-if if be the
ministry--those with whom they are sojourning, and do injustice to themselves?
I believe there are some who do such
things, and are surprised if they see a
brother use tobacco.
Ple!l.Se read Sec. 85: 3~, D. C: "See
that ye love one another; cease to be
covetous; learn to impart one to another,
as the gospel requires; cease to be idle;
cease to be unclean; cease to find fault one
with another; cease to sleep longer than
is needful; retire to thy bed early, that ye
may not be weary; arise early that-your
bodies and minds may be invigorated."
I see the above paragraph violated so
often by the very persons who make so
much hue and cry about tobacco that I
have almost lost confidence in their faith
in the "book."
If I were a stickler, as some appear to
be, I would object to the use of dried
fruits, for the Word of Wisdom says,
"Every herb is good for man, but every
herb in its season;" while it is fresh and
new. Some, of course, will not be able
to see anything in the Word of Wisdom
but tobacco; but let it be understood now
and forever, I am opposed to the use of
tobacco in all useless forms, and l can see
some of the other commands which are
. equally binding-, and in many of them
more danger if violated.
If there is anything in this world to be

feared more than another, it is the false
accuser,- behind your back,~ one who
will try to stain or cast a cloud on the
character of an innocent person; something
that will cause them so many weary, restless hours and many sleepless nights,
thinking no doubt as the Savior did, if
they are unable to receive courteous treatment in the church they are compelled to
go elsewhere in search of it, which they
often do. Yet I know of some who indulge in such things, and at great sacrifice
to others. These same persons would
turn sick at the stomach if a tobacco user
should visit them for the purpose of teaching them . better things than that which
they seem to delight in.
Let the tobacco critic bear in mind one
thing, the user of the weed is forced to
mi}ke a note of these things. While you
are talking to him or about him, he thinks
he had much rather offend God by
the filthy weed than to be ,guilty of injuring the good name of a brother or sister,
or to even cast a reflection upon their
characters.
I wish to say a few words about a more
disgusting habit; this is the practice some
are falling into of "gum chewing." The
rubber boot chanker will sit at home, or
stand on the street corner, and worse than
all, he may be seen in church with his
head dropped back a little; his or her, as
the case may be, eyes rolled back, the under jaw wound up to the highest tension
and set in motion, while the minister attempts to instruct in the ways of life; but
there is a halt; the congregation turn their
attention in the direction of the speaker's
gaze, and behold the poor creature, half
reclining, perhaps the spittle in the corners of his mouth, apparent! y unconscious,
is dreaming of the tobacco chewer, while
the people think it a case of
and wonder if the poor ,.,.,.,h,,.,
live
through. But this terrible thought is banished from their minds when they behold
the choir members all living.
I do hope that we may all
approved of the Master, with less
as to what will become of the brother
has been more unfortunate than yourselves,
for you can not offer your success in the
efforts as proof of his not trying to
the use of tobacco. I have heard some
say that "he could quit," for they were
users of the weed for years; and
took it to the Lord and asked him to
the desire for it from them, and it was
done. Suppose the man referred to is unable to approach the Lord with as much
faith as you did; do you ask me to do
something you could not do?
You are
not entitled to any praise in the matter;
the Lord did the work for you. It was
not your determination to
that made
it a success in your case.
That is like what the South says about
the pension. They say if it had not been
for the south the soldier would never have
received a pension. A very good answer
to this is, If it had not been for the South
the soldier would have had no need for a
pension.
This is a very good saying: «First cast
the beam out of thine own eye, and then

thou canst see clearly to cast the mote. out
of thy brother's eye."
If I have not too much tobacco mixed
in this please think the above over and if
you have learned anything, profit by it.
L, W. S.

GENERAL APOSTACY.

IT is no exaggeration to say that nothing
has been more clearly portrayed under the
guidance of inspiration power than the
apostacy from Christ's spiritual government fact.
The notation of the effects of such anapostacy can work mischief to none, but
however crudely presented may possibly
cause some to halt and think, and they
thereby be
to attribute the present
status of that known as "modern Christianto other causes tha·n the outgrowth of
primitive gospel, which .by the ~;~pos
tles and their co-laborers under the auspices of the above spiritual government
was preached in all the world,
Against Joseph Smith, for. asserting his
belief in a universal apostacy involving
the necessity for a reFtoration of with auto preach the gospel the heathen
and many vain things did the peaimagine, while some of the more posiessayed to establish apostolic succession with doubtless varied effects, some
clinging with a firmer grip to the traditions of the fathers, while to others the
gulf between ancient and modern Christhmity became more visible.
A recent issue of the Chicago Times
of the Rev.
Coleman Adams
in doubt on
wise: The Rev.
doing pastoral work at St.
Universal Church at Chicago, and
receiving a call from All Saints' Church,
Brooklyn, when interrogated thus expressed himself:
"The question of my going or staying
does not remain with me. I am greatly
pleased and gratified with the action of
the trustees of the church in forwarding a
letter to Brooklyn, asking All Saints to
release me from the call. Recently there
has come into force an unwritten law that
a call is extended it is accepted, at least
from any important
Negotiations
are entered into
insure acceptance
if a call is m:1de in order to avoid candidatures and disappointed aspirations.
VVhen the Brooklyn pastorate was
to me, I indicated acceptance
receive a unanimous call. I could
not violate any actual or implied pledge
connected ·with that call, and if the BrookChurch should not voluntarily relieve
at the request of the trustees of St.
I should
the call, however
much love those people. When a reply
received to the letter, which I understood was sent on
the matter will
be definitely settled."
Among other declarations reflecting the
apostacy the following are conspicuous:
"They
people] shall not endure
sound [true] doctrine."
own lusts shall they
themselves teachers having itchears,"
·
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3· "And they shall turn away their ears
from the truth, and be turned unto fables!'
- 2 Tim. 4: g, 4·
Judge not, is a divine injuncti<'ln, which
no God-fearing man would desire to
nore, as he would not wish to close his eyes
to Christ's declarations, namely: "Ye shall
know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
Even so every good tree bringeth forth
good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth
forth evil fruit.
A good tree can not
bring forth evil fruit, neither ean a corrupt
tree bring forth good fruit.
Every tree
that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn
down and cast into the fire.
Wherefore,
by their fruits ye shall know them.-Matt.

7: 16-zo
·The above is very lucid, and as to its
authoritiveness and therefore imperativeness, none claiming to believe in Christ's
divinity, will doubt. To di~criminate between false and true teachers appears to
have been the purpose of the above teachings; and as they partake of a figurative
character it were safe to presume that the
good trees represent true teachers; the corrupt, false teachers-the good trees being
sent of God, therefore receive of his vitality which is productive of good fruit or true
teachings. To illustrate: Christ charged
his disciples to tarry at Jerusalem until
they were endowed with power from on
high, and said: "But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon
you, and ye shall be witnesses unto me,
both in Jerusalem and Samaria and unto
the uttermost parts of the earth.-Acts
I:

8.

·While thus endowed and led by the
Spirit, they could no more teach falsely or
bring forth corrupt fruit, than a fig tree
would produce thistles. Christ established a special dispensation, and the necessity
of the method of salvation being truthfully and avthoritatively proclaimed at the
opening up of that dispensation to all nations is seen in the fact of him giving a
special endowment to his servants. Peter
b'efore and subsequently gave evidence of
human weakness; but there was no faltering, no mistake in the response to the interrogation by the multitude, "Men and
brethren what shall we do?" as his whole
being was permeated by that Spirit, the
Comforter, sent from God. It came in
power and demonstration; and though Peter. and all his co-laborers had again returned to their nets, God's revealed conditions of salvation were now, as. it were,
written across the sky, that aU might read
and know.. The kingdom had come, or
the church was builded, and that men and
women might be· made citizens thereof, a
method of adoption revealed w·hich proved
to be (1) faith, (2) repentance, (3) baptism
for remission of sins, (4) laying on of hand::;
for. the gift of the Holy Ghost; (5) belief
in, with an assurance 6f participating in a
glorious resurrectiOn, (6) belief in eternal
judgment, (7) an observance of the sacrament of the Lord's supper; and. more or
less than the above, cometh of evil. And
none have a guarantee of a citizenship in
the kingdom of God without a compliatjce
with the above conditions authoritatively

ad;ninistered, than has a foreigner of a citizenship in the government of the United
States of America, without a compliance
with the conditions provided in the constitntion.
He that would lay claim to a citizenship in the great commonwealth without
complying with imposed conditions would
be thought, whether through ignorance or
otherwise, to be practicing self-deception;
while he who would claim to know the
workings of the government and raise the
expectation of foreigners to a citizenship
without evincing his royalty by obedience
to requirements, would be considered an
impostor or of unsound mind. Yet men
will assume to raise the expectation of the
masses to a relation with God, and a hope
of eternal life, if willing to observe faith
and repentance, which are but two abstract doctrines of the revealed method of
adoption, as found in the revelation of
God's will to man.
·.
A very flowery sermon delivered by a
representative of the Presbyterian Church
was published a few months ago by the
Denver Rocky JYJountain News, on the
Christian sign, i9 which the minister positively declared that the only indispensible
conditions were faith and repentance.
These adopted and the Christian sign was
visible.
All orthodox churches are aroused, the
pastors bring into requisition their ability
to evince an holy horror, because an Ingersoll makes a positive denial of Christ's
saving method, and yet the masses rally to
the support of .these pastors who talk of
evangelizing the world through a perverted gospel.
If the above referred to seven doctrines
underlie God's saving method, and therefore the fundamental doctrines of that
method,and who that bas avowed his or
her belief in the Bible, can or will undertake to deny or essay to displace one of
those doctrines, and still claim to believe
in God and his revealed word) by what
line of argument in the light radiating
from Christ's teachings can justification
follow the declaration and belief that
salvation is secured by faith and repentance only?"
Jesus said, "My doctrine is not mine,
but his that sent me." He promised that
those who did the will of the Father
should know of the doctrine, whether it
be of God or whether he spake of himself
(John 4: 14).
"My doctrine is not mine, but his that
sent me," serves to show that Christ did
not consider himself authorized to formulate a doctrine; but that his doctriue was
·his Father's, and that his acceptation of
that doctrine made him one with the
·Father.
Again, we hear Christ saying: "I can of
myself do nothing. As I hear I judge,
and my judgement is just because I seek
not mine own will,but the will of the
. Father who sent me," which may be construed to mean that he could not (or was
not authorized) to formulate a relig-iOJ;~,
and that his judgment, which was just,
because he did that his Father sent him
to do, would have been at fault had he

failed in doing what his Father sent
him to d<;>, which ought to prove effective in teaching erring humanity the
impracticability of judging, deciding and·
acting aright unless walking in the light
of Christ's teachings.
The representatives of Christ's church,
after their endowment, gave no uncertain
sound, as to their having received of the
inspiration which led Christ to attach both
by precept and example, such importance
to his Father's doctrine, hence the production of those inspirational declarations by
John to the effect that none had neither
the Son or· Father who abode not in
(obeyed not) the doctrine of Christ. (2
John 9).
"We are of God; he that knoweth
God heareth us; he that is not of God
heareth not us. Hereby we know the
Spirit of truth and the spirit of error."
- - I John 4: 6.
"And we krl'ow we are of God and the
whole world lieth in wichedness."-John

5:

IO,

"Take heed unto thyselfand unto the
doctrine; continue in them, for in doing
this thou shalt both save thvself and
them that hear thee."-r Tim.
r6.
Reference might be made to very many
more similar Scriptures confirmatory of
the thought that the above representatives
not only believed, but knew they taught
Christ's saving method, and the only one
God had, or would reveal. Therefore
while abiding by that·· method were the
only ones thatw·ere right, 11nd while the
whole world in resisting th~t metnod were
wrong, all were invited to adopt the
method and be right. But like their Master, the disciples resorted only to moral
suasion with corresponding examples to
induce the world thus to be right; For
the thought that God wouJd force men
to the right or restrain then) from wrong,
irrespective _of their will power, in. the
face of the fact that he holds men morally responsible, hence a time of righteous
retribution were absurd, tq say the least.
But this non-hindrance can not be construed to mean the right of entering into the sacred precincts of God's divine
economy to modify as fancy may lead,
or to formulate religion by which man
could be saved. For such a procedure
would evince efforts to exhibit a wisdom
above that reflected by God's word, savoring strongly of presumption and making rebellion replete, if persisting after
being admonished.
One of the many differences .seen in J oseph Smith and predecessors is made visible in the fact of his seeking to God for
information on the vital qliestion and his
subsequent procedure in the light of information r1•ceived, which was to j:he effect
that a church recognized qf God was not
to be found among men. But in due time
through his instrumentality. under divine
guidance it would be restored to. earth;
while those of his predecessor frOm the
fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries who.
were designated reformers because each
one &trove to establish another. system by
correcting some errors of ~· .previous sys"
tem, and in liett there9f adopting some-·
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thing better as their judgment or circum- goodness, as there are degrees of wickedstances might suggest. And .doubtless it ness. And the fact is noticeable, and to
was a blessing that the right for such ref- ·fair minded men quite gratifying, that
ormation was guaranteed, for nothing can few men, comparatively, are totally debe more potent to evince civilization, that praved or lost to everything that is noble
efforts culminating in fostering human and elevating. Nor can this thought be anrights, and nothing is more potent to tagonistic to Christ's doctrine, who in
evince a love for God and a due regard for plainness declared that "all manner of sins
man than efforts culminating in a thorough shall be forgiven unto men, but the blasdiscrimination between human rights and phemy against the Holy Ghost shall not
God's decrees.
be forgiven unto men."-Matt. 12: 3 I.
I would not claim that it is sufficient to
The world may begin and continue the
most rigid search into the official teachings • establish his claims, nevertheless
of Joseph Smith from 1830 to 1844, for Smith did teach that man of his own
evi9ence of efforts to lessen, infringe or will could bring to pass much righteousprohibit human rights, and the more rigid ness; and that he who waits to be commandthe search the more palpable the proof of ed in all things is a slothful servant, (D.
their search being fruitless; but unfortu- C., page 177), and that there were comnately as a general rule the world in this mandments of men and of devils; and so
rigid search has been remiss; going in far as man has power to cmnmand, and he
quest of proof wherewith to tarnish his not totally depraved, it is but fair to
character, and largely exppstulating on his sume that some of his commands
supposed immorality, with gigantic efforts good; at any rate it is time enough to admit
to shame and degrade all who shall even the depravity when proof preponderates.
Years agone the Latter Day Saints were
dare to search with a view to decide as to
the validity of his claims. Let the immor- taught that they could afford to
ality of the founders and members of sects. their religion, watch and wait tor
that have cgme info being with aid from events as well asy anoth(j,r people; and the
Luther down, be made a test of validity, passage of time but tends to make that
and which society is valid with all its position formidable. Nothing is more efearthly adornments? Which? But in fective in giving proof thereof than inthe absence of this Scriptural imposed creasing effects of a universal apostacv.
search by the masses to reach a just con- The claim being made by the Catholics
clusion as to the validity of Joseph Smith's that numerical strength is one
claims, it were again difficult to find proof other proofs of their validity is
of his unwillingness to be convinced of by Isaiah, who declares, "The children of
error in theproduction.of requisite proof; the desolate are more than the married
of
for he who raises his hand to brush away wife."-Chapter 5· And as to
sound argument or shuts his eyes against which they boast, sin and
proof that comes from a legitimate source worship may be traced back to
would give evidence of wilfulness or an the hypothesis that a woman
unsound mind. And while it is not per- represents a church, and if her
missible for one Latter Lay Saint to rep- is evincive of her purity, then the habiliments of the woman in Revelations,
resent his brother in religious matters, I
think I may, withoyt being charged with twelfth chapter, exhibits the church as
presumption, say that there are few if any Christ established it. Bv the same
members of the Reorganized Church of of reasoning the habiliments of the woman
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints that in the seventeenth chapter of Revelations
would, regardless of the sacrifices made, is reflective of a fallen church, especially so
be ready at this late day to renounce the as John was informed of her having comclaims of Joseph Smith, if the production mitteed fornication with the kings of the
of proof of the perpetuity of Christ's earth by or through which the matrimonial
Church, from the time of its organization bands were severed between the woman
until now was possible. For while the (church) and Christ. Her being so
Latter Day Saints are intent upon defend- ily arrayed and seeking affiliation
ing and giving reasons for the espousal of scarlet colored beast is the climax of
their cause, they know no reason why evidence that all relation between the
their eyes should be closed to the claims of woman (church) and Christ had ceased.
The beast represents temporal
others; for thus far their experience has
been that an examination of other's claims and her affiliation with the beast
but tends to make their own more formid- the union of church or state. It is said in
able. And then such examinations are but the last verse of the r7th chapter of
evincive of consistency, since Joseph "And the woman which thou sawest is
Smith enjoined upon the church to read that great city which reigneth over the
and study all good books, which is a clear kings of the earth."
recognition that good is attainable from
It were difficult to point to a church that
other books than our own.
reigned over the kings of the earth as the
But while this is a fact, the one great Romish church through her popes
good which absorbs all lesser good is but for centuries ~ubsequent to the year
attainable through the gospel, which is when it is said Justinian,
rendered effective to the souls of men and Rome, declared the Bishop of
women by Christ's blood. But while the universal Bishop; and Rome
the
one good is but attained through implicit citv or church that is to fall must therefore
faith in God's word, there is good and ex- he,the apostate church so
described
cellence evinced by those who fail in this, by John.
and of necessity there must be degrees of
By the aid of the beast the woman rose

triumphantly, and to all nations presented
her golden cup full of abomination and the
filthiness of her fornication, from which
drank, and became spiritually intox; hence they are drunken, but not
with wine; they stagger but not with
strong drink.
The 19th chapter of Revelation offers
evidence of the church being preto meet Christ at his second ahd
glorious advent as a bride adorned for her
husband.
Read studiousiy the seventh,
eighth and ninth verses. This grand and
soul-inspiring
in the face of so ·
much evidence of
apostacy is most positive proof of a restoration of the primitive,
pentecostal gospel, which. go~pel alone
contains the necessary remedy for a restoration to a heaven-approved religious
equilibrium after such palpable evidence of
an apostacy by being fascinated with and
drinking from the golden cup presented by
woman (church) with such
visible
of
and staggering
under its deadly,
intoxicating inJAS. CAFFALL.
fluence.

GREEKS AND JEWS PUSHING OUT
THE TURKS.
CHANGES IN ASIA MINOR AND PALESTINE.

VERY remarkable movement-which
has so far
unnoticed in this country
--has been
for some years in
Asia Minor and
namely, an immigration which is likely to have a .marked effect on that portion of the Turk's dominions. In the north of Asia Minor the
Greeks are
colonizing the historic
lying to the south-west of the Sea of
the Moslems as rapidly reccdbefore them; and the Jews are steadgaining a
in Syria, and, what is
more noteworthy, are in increasing numbers devoting themselves to the cultivation
of the soil. A writer in the Spectator,
who has recently visited the districts referred to, gives an interesting account of what
he has seen.
The decay of the Turki8h communities
in the north-west of Asia Minor has been
a matter of observation by English, French
and German travelers any time during the
last
But the remarkable
the
population in that
has escaped remark. The region
Greek. It would be imposa Turkish village that is not
or
deserted. But wherever the traveler comes across the crumwa1ls
and olive plantations
that mark the presence in former times of
a Turkish
he need only go a
little wav to find the
of the Greek
settleme'i-Jt that has acquired the freehold of
the Ottomans, and is taking their place in
the
The land is everywhere
the hands of the Hellenic imand
for they
up viiafter
the Moslems remove
further and
from contact with
the
In the
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towns and mercantile centres the increase in the soil. They are men of the better
of the Greek element has been more rapid .class of Jews. They are of the tough and
and more noticeable, of course, than in the hard-shell type to which Judaism owes
rural districts. Hence the facts with re- such strength and permanence as it has
gard. to towns like Smyrna, Aidin, Brussa ever possessed, the kind of Hebrew who,
and so forth are tolerably well known. having put his hand to the plough, will
But the growth of the Greeks in some of not lightly leave it again. The spectacle
the less important places of the same
of the Jew, after an absence of two thoustrict is not a little suggestive of the change and years, ploughing again the soil of Palis like the return of the Greeks to
that is in progress there. The same may
be said of the ne. ighbor.in. g isles.. In Chios, -~ the region of the Five Rivers in A~ia
the Greeks were simply extermi.nated in Minor, full of historic suggestiveness.183o, and the place planted with Moslems. 11-fanchester, (Eng.), News.
There are now 6o,ooo Greeks there, and
less than 4000 Turks. When Carl HerWHAT IS VALID BAPTISM?
mann wrote a few years ago, he estimated
the Greek immigrants of north-western IT has been shown that the immersion in
Asia Minor at about soo,ooo, with the same water of a believer in Christ is essential to
number of Turks and mountain nomads. believer's baptism. It is furthermore eviAt present the Greek settlers are
dent that baptism to be valid must have
75o,ooo, while the Moslems have propor- been performed by some one as the adtionaHy declined; and this repre~ents but ministrator, or by some authority. This
the immigration and growth of a single the very nature of the ordinance requires.
generation. At the same rate of increase Believers were commanded to be baptized
the Hellenic colonists in this part of Asiatic not to baptize themselves. If there is
Turkey will double in the course of anoth- nothing in the authority or administrator,
er twenty-five or thirty years; and with a then any person, man, woman or child,
million and a half Greeks located there in who has the strength to perform this ordiplace of the, rapidly disappearing Moslems nance, is a scriptural administrator of bapand mountain folk, Lycaonia will become tism. The wife may select her husband,
virtually a compact Greek colony, with though he be a vile sinner; the child may
Greek traditions, Greek sympathies, and it choose his parent, the sister call'upon her
may be depended upon Greek aspirations brother, and so on. Where there is no
also.
law there can be no transgression. Who is
The immigration of Jews in the Syrian prepared to believe this? No one, cer·
villayet has been numerically much small- tainly.
er, though relatively far more rapid, than
The administrator of the ordinance, then,
that of the Greeks in the north of Asiatic must be limited to. certain persons.
If
Turkey. They are at present over 35,000 limited to certain persons, then all others
in riumber in the ten cities for which fig. are forbidden. It is evident, then, for the orures are available-Jerusalem, Saphet, dinance of baptism to be administered by
Tiberias, Jaffa, Hebron, Sidon, Haifa, those who have no authority, the baptism
Acco, Sic hem or N ablous, and Gaza. But would be invalid. The question now comes
this excludes the multitude forming isolated up, who is authorized to baptize? If it is
and small communities all.over the country limited to a certain class, who is that class?
now, as well as the Jewish colonists. The There is a command to baptize. This comtotal, including these, will eertainlv exceed mand was given .to some <me. The Lord
4o,ooo-indeed it will be likely to ap- Jesus says: "Go teach all nations, baptizproach 45,000. But even the former fig- ing them in the.name of the Father, and of
ure shows a notable growth in a single the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, . • •
generation, for it represents a fourfold in- and lo, I am with you alway, even unto the
crease, &ince the number of Jews in Pales- end of the world."-Matt. 28. Does this
tine was certainly not more than Jo,ooo or command here commission all the world,
u,oootwenty-five yeafs ago; and the im. and the rest· of mankind, to. go and teach
migration of Jews is likely togo on in future and then baptize, or does it)imit this duty
at a c<mstantlyaugmenting rate. But the to a certain class? This certainly is not a
mere increase in the number of Jewish set- universal commission to every m.an, woman
tlets:.in Southern Syria would hardly be and child in the world. No denomination
worth notice, great as it comparatively
or class of persons believe this. The comThe significant and noteworthy circum- mission given by the· Lord Jesus, "Go ye
stance is that the Jews are beginning to therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
cultivate the soil. The men show them- them in thename of the Father, ;lnd of the
selves capable farmers, for they do their Son, and of the Holy Spirit: tea<;hing them
own field-work, and their produce last to observe all things which I have comyear was such as to beat anything grown Il!anded you: and lo, I am with you alway,
by the picked German settlers located near even to the end of the world," .this is the
law for baptizing.
Whoever was comJafh
These colonies owe their existence to no manded to "teach" or preach, the same was
. charity, for, excepting in one C)Oise, the set- commanded to do the baptizing. The. Lord
tlers have received no help1 of any kind. g'Rve this commission to his disciples, or in
Thev are the spontaneous outcome of. the other words to his Church. He certainly
desire felt by 1arge numbers of Jews in did. not commission his .enemies to do this
eastern Europe to return once more to the work. The Church of Jesus Christ alone
land of their ancestors in the capacity of is authoriz;ed to "teach'' and "baptiz;e." J ehusbandmen, the only capacity in which, sus says to his Church:. "I will give unto
as they understand, they can ever take root thee the keys of the Kingdom of heaven:

I

and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth,
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever
thou shalt loose on earth, shall be loosed in
heaven."-Matt. r6: 19. Again, Paul says:
"Now I. praise you, brethren, that ye remember me in all things, and keep the ordinances as I delivered them unto you."I Cor. 1 r : 2.
The Church has the keeping of the ordinances. The ordinance of
baptism can only be administered by the
authority of the Church, and this must
be in the name or by the authority of the
"Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit."
In this the Church recognizes
the fact that her authority is from God.
Baptism, then, administered by any other
authoritv than that v.ested in the Church
of Jesus" Christ is invalid, or unscriptural.
All denominations virtually concede
this. Baptism administered by a Masonic
Lodge, Odd Fellows' Lodge, Sons of
Temperance, or Young Men's Christian
Association would not be considered valid.
No denomination would receive it. Why?
Because it was not administered by the
authority of a church; that is some body
of men and women calling itself a church.
At least it must be performed by some one
recognized as a preacher. In this all virtually acknowledge that baptism, to be valid,
must be administered by the authority of
tlie Church.
The whole question now turns upon,
What is the Church? It is church or
no church. Is everything that is called
a church, the Church of Christ? Dr.
Talmage says there is as much difference
between the sects as there is between
light and darkness as there is between
heaven and hell. . Are light and darkness
the same? Are heaven and hell the same?
Are truth and falsehood the same? If
so, then may all the conflicting sects and
isms of the world be the Church of Jesus Christ? Who can belie:ve this? It
is too monstrous to swallow.' If the Baptist Church i& the true Church of Christ
on earth,·then there is no other. There
is no other church that has: the authority to administer the ordinances. If the
Methodist Church is the true church,
then there is no other, Baptism performed by any other than the Methodist
would be invalid, and so on :through the
whole list. There are hundreds of people to-day who have been immersed upon profession of faith in 'Christ, who
would unite with the Baptists, the true
church, if the church would .receive
them on their Pedo-baptist baptism.
They believe their baptism is good
because they have been imll1ersed on
a profession of faith in , Christ. If
such baptism is valid, then ;?edb-baptist
Churches are true Churches· of Jesus
Cht:ist; their communion i~ good and
everything else connected with them is
good, and everybody ought tp join them,
and the Baptist Church ougnt to be blotted out of existence. If thev are authorized to .admi"nister Scriptu"ral baptism,
then the Baptist Church can not. Men
exe.rcise less reason upon this subject
than any ot'her in the world.; The adion
may be right, and the subject right, and
yet the baptism is ..invalid b~cause. it was
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not administered by the proper authority.
Parties may enter into the marriage state;
they may love each other and be in
good faith, and the marriage ceremony
may be said and all this, and yet not
married. Why? Because the man who
officiated had no authority. It was not
by the· authority of state or ·government.
To illustrate further: It may be like the
poor negro paying his taxes. A man calling himself the high sheriff calls on this
negro for his taxes. This negro in good
faith responded to the call and paid the
amount assessed. The so-called sheriff
gave him a receipt. "As Moses lifted up
the serpent in the wilderness, even so have
I lifted $20 out of thi~ poor negro's pocket." The negro received his tax receipt
in good faith, not knowing but what it
was all right, as he could not read. He
felt just like he had paid his taxes. But
by and by the sheriff of the county called
upon this colored gentleman for his taxes.
He protested by saying, "l have paid my
taxes," and claimed he had a receipt for
the same. But when the receipt was produced, as above mentioned, he was frankly informed that he had been imposed upon
by this man. He had no authority to collect taxes, and that his taxes were still
due. The last receipt was good because
of the authority. How a Pedo~baptist or
Campbellite can baptize a man into the
fellowship of a Baptist Church when they
are not members themselves is difficult to
understand. How can a man initiate a
man into the Masonic Lodge when he is
not a member of that institution himself? Yet there are persons who wish
to be received into the Baptist Church
with their Pedo-baptist or Campbellite
baptism. If their baptism is valid why do
they wish to unite with the Baptists? If
a man leaves the Methodist Church and
desires membership in a Baptist Church,
the presumption is that he is convinced
that the Methodist Church is not the true
church, but he has found the tme church
to be with the Baptists. In leaving the
Methodists he declares in this act all received at their hands to be null and void.
It was all without authority. His bap·
tism is invalid for want of authority; for
if the Methodist Church is not the Church
of Christ, she had no authority to baptize.
If his baptism is valid, then the Methodist
Church is the true Church of Christ, and
there is no sense in leaving it to join the
Baptists.
There is not a single example upon
record in the Word or God, except John
the Bapti&t, of any man administering
baptism before he had himself been baptized. Yet with all of thici before us, there
are hunrlreds of men among Pedo-baptists
baptizing others who have never been
baptized themselves. Can such baptism
be valid? I think not. Not only is this
the case, but these same preacher~ do declare that immersion is not scriptural; it is
indecent, and all of this. And then upon
the heels of all this, immerse a man in the
name of the Trinity, rather than that ·he
shall join the Baptists. The poor deluded
man thinks he has vahd baptism.
In conclusion, dear reader, what do you

think of such baptism? Is it valid? Is it
not almost an insult to ask Baptists to receive and thereby acknowledge such baptisms to be valid or scriptural? We leave
the reader to judge. Baptism, then, to be
valid, must be the immersion in water of a
believer in Christ, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and ot the Holy
Spirit, by the authority of the Church.American Baptist.

mersion" is a flat contradiction of the
word of God in Ephesians 4: 5· The
apostle declares there is one Lord, one
faith, and one baptism--or one immersion.
Every translation of the word of God
that translates that passage, translates it,
one "immersion." See Wilson's, Anderson's, Bible Union, and Campbell, McKnight and Doddrige's translations. All
the figures that represent baptism, show
-it is one action. It represents a birth,
(John 3: 5). A child is born but <ilnce-TRINE IMMERSION.
it represents a plm1ting. In planting the
IN the month of June I had a discussion seed is covered once, and comes up and
with a German Baptist, a people who brings forth fruit. It represents the death,
are known by the name of "Dunkards." burial and resurrection of Christ. (Rom.
They repudiate the latter name, though 6: 4, 5; CoL 2: I2 ). Christ died once,
it is just a~> Scriptural as the other; both was buried once, and arose once. It is
can be found in the 23d chapter of Reve- claimed that Jesus bowed his head on
lation, but neither of them in the word of the cross. True, but we do not b~ry peoGod. By request, I will send a few points ple until they are done bowing the head.
that are an everlasting quietus, from a That Jesus only bowed his head once,
Bible standpoint to the deceptive teaching One of their preachers claimed "that we
had people going to heaven backwards,"
of that deluded class of religionists.
They make the mistake of going back our comment was that that shoe fit anunder the law to find the ordinances of the other foot, not ours!
These people teach as we do that bapChurch of Christ. Then when it comes
to baptism, they have to repudiate John's tism is for the remission of sins. They
baptism, as he baptized in no name, and take a sinner down into the water, and
leave their former position and come this baptize him in the name of the Father,
side of the resurrection of Christ, to find face foremost -- that is one baptism baptism, "in the name ofthe Father and of raise his head and shoulders out of the
the Son and of the Holy Gost." Like the water, then in the name of the Son, dip
Jews of old, they meet once a year to eRt head and shoulders under, face foremost
the passover, wash feet and partake of the again, then repeat it in the name of the
bread .and wine. They are very ·careful Holy Ghost, theri raise him up out of. the
to try and make it appear that it was not water and taking them on their own
the Jewish Passover that Jesus ate with ground, they start the baptized person to
his disciples-! would like to know what heaven backwards.
Their man never attempted to answer
passover it was. There never was up to
that time anything that was partaken of the following questions: If once being
as the passover, by any other class of peo- under the water will do four-fifths of the
ple than the Jews. It pointed both back- man, will it not do the whole man? Again,
ward and forward. Back to the passing whoever saw a person buried face foreover of the destroying angel, and forward most, put under the ground, and taken
through the Blood of the Lamb, to the partly out and under three times? Never,
R. H. SINGER.
death of Christ--the Lamb of God, who no never.
taketh away the sins of the world. It was
fulfilled to all intents and purposes, when
POVERTY.
Jesus died on the cross. The bread and PovERTY is uncomfortabe, as I can testiwine constituting the communion of the fy; but nine times out of ten the best thing
body and blood of Christ (1 Cor. w: x6) that can happen to a young man is to be
is an institution of the New Testament, in tossed overboard and compelled to sink or
which both Jews and Gentiles who are swim for himself.
disciples of Christ, participate in rememIn all my acquaintance I never knew a
brance of Christ who is our Passover.
man to be drowned who was worth savFeet washing as an ordinance to be ing. It is the pride of every American
practiced in the public assembly, was that many cherished names, at whose
never commanded, nor was there ever an mention our heart beats with quicker
example of the kind given from Genesis bound, were worn by the sons of povto Revelation. It is not among the things erty who conquered obscurity and bethat the Lord delivered through Paul to came fixed stars in our firmament. There
the churches (1 Cor. I I: 23 to end), nor is is no horizontal stratification in this couna supper, passover, or any other, among try like rock in the earth, that hold one
those things, only the bread and wine of class down below forevermore, and let
what took place the night Jesus was be- another come to the surface to stay there
trayed-was delivered by the Spirit of forever. Our stratification ·is like the
God to Paul to deliver to the churches. ocean, where every drop is free to move
Feet washing, in the only place that it is and where from the sternest depths of the
mentioned in the word of God after mighty deep any drop may come up to
Christ's will went into force, namely after glitter on the highest wave that rolls.his death, burial and resurrection--Luke
Gatjield.
24: 45-49--{with Hebrews 9: 16, 17) is
classed with good works, which are done G. A. Blakeslee, presidin.g; Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
ln the family and not in the assembly of Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigan.
Willard J. Smith, Box 153, Buchanan, Mich.
the church (I Tim. 5: m). "Trine Im- J. H. Peters, Coleman, Mi.dland Co., Michigan.
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MASSACHUSETTS.
Conference convened at Fall River, May roth,
at 2:30p.m. Wm. H. Kelley:chosen to preside,
M. H. Bond to assist, J. Smith and G. H. Gates
clerks; sisters S. R. Gates of Providence an(!
Belle Robinson of Independence, organists, J.
Gilbert chorister, S. Smith and H. C. Downe
ushers. Elders present reporting: J. B. Pierce,
C. E. Brown, N. N. Nickerson, C. A. Coombs,
A. H. Parsons, A. N. Hoxie, J. Smith, M. :1-L
Bond, T. Whiting, F. M. Sheehy, Vi/. H. Kelley.
Priests, H. C. Downe, T. H. Andrews. Teachers,
D. T. Shaw, Vi/. Moore, J. F. McKenna. Dea·
con, M. Gondolph. Reports by letter: Elders G.
S. Yerrington, R. Farnsworth. Deacon H. C.
• Hemmerly. Auditing committee appointed, G.
H. Gates, H. Downe and D. T. Shaw; committee
on branch reports, A. H. Parsons, A. N. Hoxie
and N. R. Nickerson. A. twq-days' meeting was
appointed to be held at Plainville, May 3rst and
June rst. Reports of Bishop's Agent and district
treasurer were read and referred to committee.
The next district conference was ordered to be
held at Boston, the second Saturday in October,
rS9o. The resignation of Bro. John Smith as
district clerk and Bishop's Agent was accepted,
and Richard Bullard was appointed district ~Jerk,
also recommended as Bishop's Agent. M. H.
Bond was su&tained as district president, W. H.
Kelley and Joseph Luff as presidents of mission,
Geo. H. Gates as district clerk, also the missionaries in the district. Report of committee on
branch reports read. Reports from Plainville,
Boston, North Plymouth, Brockton, Fall River,
Cranston, Dennisport and Providence found correct. The disorganization of the Douglas branch
was referred to the president of mission.
to request the Bishop to defr:ay the expense
Elders Court of "Church vs. F. A. Potter." A
resolution prevailed rescinding all resolutions on
district records conflicting with the general
chm:ch rulings. The ordli1ation of Geo. H. Gates
to the office of priest was referred to the Providence branch and the presidents of rr1ission.
The Sunday morning prayer service was one of
unusual power and fervency, .as were also the
preaching services by W. H. Kelley at ro: 30 a.
m., F. M. Sheehy at 2:30 and M. H. Bond at
7 : 30 p. m.
The Saints in attendance were
cheered and strengthened in the faith. A closing
prayer.service was held Monday at 2 p. m.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DECATUR DISTRICT SUNDAYSCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The next meeting of the Association will be
held on l!~riday, the 2oth of June, at 10 a.m., at
Jack Wood's school-house, near Davis City.
All schools ot the Association, it is hoped, will
send delegates, as there is important business to
transact.
Let Superintendents not forget to send a full
report of their schools. These reports better be
sent to the Secretary, W. Hudson, Lamoni, Iowa,
before the meeting.
.
An invitation is extended to all who can to
come; bringing the spirit of the work with you;
and if you haven1 t the spirit, come and imbibe of
it at the meeting.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY. Supt.
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
Two Days' Meetings in the Pittsburg and
Kirtland District: Washingtonville, Ohio, May
31 arid June rst; Warren, Ohio, June 7th and 8th;
Diamond, Ohio, June I4th imd I 5th; Akron,
Ohio, June 2rst and 22d; in charge of G. T.
Griffiths and L. W. Powell. Youngstown, Ohio,
June 2rst and 22d; and Conneautville, Penn., July 5th and 6th, L. R. Devqre lJ.nd W. H. Garrett,
in charge.
Sharon, Penn., June 28th and 29th;
in charge of L. R. Devore, W. H. Garrett and

David Strachan.
Wheeling, W.Va., July 19th
zoth; in charge of T. W. Williams and L.
Powell. Kirtland, Ohio, June 28th and 29th;
in charge of L. W. Powell, G. T. Griffiths and
E. L. Kelley. New Philadelphia, Ohio, July sth
and 6th; Glen Easton, W. Va., July 26th to 3oth,
in charge of L. W. Powell and T. W. Williams.
PACIFIC SLOPE MISSION.
Notice to the ministry and all the Saints in
this mission:
Having just arrived in this field
from the South Sea Islands, and having seen 1oday the appointments made by Apostle Heman
C. Smith, with whom I am associated in the
oversight of the mission. I take pleasure in saying that these appointments, as also the suggestions made to the Saints in the mis~ion, concernthe support of these brethren and of other
service, have my hearty concurrence.
As soon as my esteemed <;o-laborer and I meet
we will prepare a pastoral letter covering certain
important questions affecting your temporal and
spiritual interests.
At present it is positively
necessary to the health of Sr. Smith that we locate in the mildest climate that we can find in
the mission.
The temporal circumstances of
Bro. D. S. Mills are such that for some months
at least he will not be able to do more than local
labor in the Southern California district.
Your brqther and fellow-laborer,

T.
SAN FRANCisco, Cal., May 20th.

w. SMITH.

RE-UNION.
The Central California District Re-union met
pursuant to appointment at Min tie's Hall, Tulare
City, May zd, at 2:30 p.m. Meeting called to
order by J. F. Burton, when the organization was
effected by choosing Joseph. F. Burton chairman, Daniel Brown assistant; Sid G. Wright
secretary, Emma Burton chorister. The chair
by vote was ernpowed to select a committee on
order of the meetings, speakers of preaching
services, and leaders of prayer services, which
was done .. A committee on finances was also
named by the chair, and after this business was
transacted. Preaching by Elder Eugene Holt,
on the faith of the Saints, Adjourned to eight
p,m. for preaching. Assembled at eight p.m.
Discourse by Elder J. F. Burton, assisted by S.
G. Wright; subject, '.'Prt?ach the Word."
3d, 9:3oa.m., prayerservices in charge
brethren Brown and Carmichael. Earnest
and effectual prayers were offered and gifts mane
ifested. Adjourned to 2:30p.m. for preaching
by Elder Henry Green, assisted by J. M. Range;
subject, "Faith of olden times."· Adjourned to
eight p.m.; preachh<g by S. G. Wright, assisted
by J. E. Holt; subject, "Meat in due season."
Sunday morning, May 4th.- Prayer services
ip charge of brethren J . .M. Range and S. G.
Wright; tongues and interpretations, and an excellent spirit manifested. Adjourned. Preaching at eleven a.m. by Elder J. F. Burton, assisted
by S. G. Wright; subject, "He that is of God
heareth God's words." Sacrament meeting at
2:30p.m. in charge of brethren J. B. Carmichael,
D. Brown and W. Dawson; gifts manifested .in
a marked degree, and some soul-stirring testimonies borne. Adjourned for preaching at eight
p.m. by Elder E. S, Burton, assisted by Eugene
Holt; subject from ·Acts 17: 23
Monday, 9:30a.m., prayer services in charge
of brethren D. Brown and W. Pooler; gifts manifested and a good time enjoyed. Adjourned to
2: 30 p.m., for preaching by J. B. Carmichael, assisted by J. M. Range; subject, "repentance."
Adjourned for preaching at eight p.m., bv Elder
J. E. Holt, assisted by S. G. Wright; "subject,
"God's deal!ng with the Jews."
Tuesday, 9: 30 a:m., prayer services in charge
of Brn. E. S. Burton and Wm. Pooler; an excellent meeting, gifts manifested in prophecy,
tongues and open :vision. Adjourned for preachiJ;lg at 2: 30 p.m., by Elder D. S. Mills, assisted
by J. E. Holt; subject; "Signs of the times."
Eight p.m., discourse by J. F. Burton, assisted by
J. M. Range; subject, "f will build my church."
May 7th, 9: 30 ;t.m., prayer services conducted
by brethren J. E. Holt andJ. B. Carmichael; gifts

manifested and sick administered to, during
which the Spirit was enjoyed in much power.
Adjourned.
Preaching at 2: 30 p.m., by S. G.
Wright, assisted by Daniel Brown; subject, "The
Word of God as a lamp." Eight p.m., discourse
by Elder D. S. Mills, assisted by J. M. Range;
subJect, "Showing the stability of God's word and
fulfillment of prophecy."
May 8th, prayer services conducted by Brn. E.
S. Burton and Wm. Pooler; sick administered
to, and spiritual instruction given.
Adiourned
for preaching at 2: 30 p.m, discourse by Elder E.
S. Burton, assisted by Daniel Brown; subject,
"Christ's work, the will of the Father."
Eight
p.m., discourse by S. G. Wright, assisted by J. M.
Range; subject, "Baptism, it's method and pur·
pose."
May 9th, 9: 30 a.m., prayer service in charge
of Brn. J. E. Holt and Daniel Brown; tongues in
rythmical prose, sick administered to and one
child blessed.
2: 30 p.m, discourse by J. F.
Burton, assisted by J. M. Range; subject, ''Let
us hold fast to the profession of our faith." Adjourned for preaching at eight p.m;, discourse by
Elder D. S. Mills, assisted by J. B. Carmichael;
subject, "Sabbath question and covenants.
May roth, 9:30a.m., prayer services in charge
of Brn. E. S. Burton and J. B. Carmichael; many
positive testimonies borne, and some administer·
ed to. Adjourned. Preaching at 2: 30 by S. G.
Wright, assisted by J. E. Holt; text, "There is a
spirit in man and the inspiration of the Almighty
giveth them understanding."
Eight p.m., discourse by Elder D. S. Mills; subject, "Divine
authenticity of the Book of Mormon."
Sunday morning, May I rth, prayer services in
charge of brethren D. Brown and S. G. Wright;
a spirit of prayer prevailed, some administered
to and one child blessed. Preaching at eleven
a.m. by Elder J. F. Burton, assisted by f. M.
Range; subject, "Restoration of the gospel_."
Sacrament meeting at 2:30p.m .. in charge of
brethren C. S. Burton and J. E. Holt. During
the closing prayer session the Spirit of revelation declared God's acceptance of the prayers
and labors in this re-union of Saints. Adjourned for preaching at eight p.m. by Elder D. S.
Mills, assisted by S. G. Wright; subject, "Divin·
ity of the Bible."
These sessions have been marked with an unusual degree of liberty and power :on the part of
the speakers, as well as all who participated in
the services. There were no converts made.
The apparent .effect has been to s:trengthen and
build up the Saints, and remove much outside prejudice, and)eft .several thinking minds
investigating. Attendance good, with increasing and interested congregations to the end.
The best of order was observed by all, and we
were treated with the greatest respect, for which
we thank God.
Southern California district met pursuant to
appointment in their tent, pitched in a fine
grove one mile east of railroad station at Azusa,
Los Angeles county, and organized by~choosing
Elder D. S. Mills to preside, Bro. J'. Scott secretary pro tern. Prayer by the president; followed
by an exhortation and an announcement of the
order of meetings; after which, owing to small
attendance, adjourned tl!l 7:30p.m., at which
hour opened with prayer, and preaching by D. S.
Mills, subject: Jesus the Christ, in time and
works fulfille·d in prophets as noqe of the other
sixteen crucified Christ's could do. Congrega·
tion small, but attentive. The 'M. E. Church
South, near by, gave a free social at the same
hour, which succeeded most adm~rably in keeping their flock from the supposed wolf.
May 3d, met at nine a.m. in prayer. The few
present were much blessed by the Spirit, after
which adjourned till 7: 30, Towards night several smiling Saints arrived frotn; Newport and ·
San Bernardino. Met at the appointed hour.
Preaching by Elder H. L. Holt, onL the fulness of
the gospel, to an: appreciative audience.
Sunday, May 4th, met at nine iri prayer and
testimony. An excellent season: was enjoyed.
A Mr. Scott arose an·d said that for the first time
in his life sufficient eviden:ce had been given him
to prove J es~s of Nazareth. the true Mes.siah.
He believed, and demanded baptism. 'His wife
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was OV'erjoyed, she being a member of the church.
Preaching at _Ieven by D. S. Mills; subject, the
apostasy and restoration of the gospel. Attendance was good, notwithstanding a large picnic
was in full blast near by.
At one p.m. Elder Holt baptized Mr. Jeptha
Scott, and at two all met in confirmation, sacrament and testimony meeting, during which the
Infant sons of Brn. A. Carmichael and H. L. Holt
were blessed, oil was consecrated, and the sick
administered to in the power of the Spirit; a
heavenly season was enjoyed; after which our
singing band from San Bernardino had to bid us
a reluctant adieu, returning home by rail. At
· 7: 30 opened with prayer by D. S. Mills; preaching by H. L. Holt; subject, eternal judgment. It
was able and timely, making a good impression
on several strangers, who evidently heard it for
the first time. We shall see more fruits turther
on. Brethren Earle and Eye, with others, did
all possible to make the re-union a success. T)).e
season is backward and farmers unusually busy.
BORN.
CATON.-At Springfield, Missouri, April 7th,
r889, to Mr, George and Sr. Ella Caton, a daughter, blessed at Marion, Iowa, May 2oth, 1890, by
Elder J. S. Roth, and named Nelly Gladdys.
MooRE.-AtMannassa, Conejoes county, Collorado, August 9th, r889, to Mr. T. P. and Sr. S.
J. Moore, a daughter, blessed May 25th, l89o, at
Brownville, Nebraska, by Elder Robt, M. Elvin,
and named Cornelia Belle.
REDFIELD.- At Brownville, Nemaha county,
Nebraska, August rsth, r889, to Bro. G. Z.andSr.
Imogene Redfield, a son, blessed May 25th, r89o,
at Brownville, by Elders Robt. M. Elvin and Geo.
Z. Redfield, and named Carl.
DIED.
NoRwoon.-Sr. Margaret A. Norwood was
born in Fayette county, Arkansas, September 9th,
1835; and was baptized March 9th, r88r, by H.
C. Smith; died February rst, 1~90, at Beaver,
Texas.
NoRWOOD.- Bro. Charles A. Norwood was
born December 5th, r859, at Fayetteville, Arkansas; was baptized July r6th, r885; died March
18th, r89o, at Beaver, Texas.
HENSON.-Margaret L. Henson was born June
21st, r88r; died August 23d, r889, at Oenaville,
Texas. During the short space of seven months
mother, son and grand-daughter, quietly passed
away. Funeral discourses by Amos J. Moore,
Beaver, Texas.
ADDRESSES.
Issac N. Roberts, Cormorant, Otter Tail connty, Minnesota.
Thomas Daley, No. 2,428, J. street, Sacramento, Caltfornia, care G. W. Harlow.
E. C. Brand, Missionary in charge of N. E. and N. W.
Kansas district, 1,114 Walnut street, Atchison, Kansas.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Obio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
. Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

THE PATRIOT.
Intended for a famJiy newspaper: it furnishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reflects with special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which

CHARACTERIZE THE AGE;
furnishes a Home, Scientific, Personal, Religious ,Around
the World, and several other departments. "The
Jews'' and c.rrhe East'' receive their share of attention.

One ye.r $1.00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 cts.
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
,.
bonght and sold.

1890.
. "PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THEA.postaey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No. Bible strrdent can afford to miss
reading it either as CRITIC or INVESTIGAToR. It contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHOlUTY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONlC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURUH BUILDING
In and· since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by·addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD O]'ll'ICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~Money sent by Post Office Order 'to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H. KELLEY.

A

u~T

U M N

LEAVES,

"·Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day' Saints,
Price per year

ll!ll.iiO.

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y THE(-Board of Publication of the Reorganized Qhurch,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

-------------·

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edgllfll •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ............ •.• ........... 2
New Testament, Inspired .•••••• ; • • •• • • •• • • •

110
00
fiO
'!IS

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••••••.•• 1 110
DOCTRINE AND OOVEN ANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 li!S
Imit.ation :Morocco, .gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book· and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•.••••••••.•. 2 !10
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muelin sides .•.•.•••..••.. $1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 110
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .••.••••••. l !10
CONOORDANOE TO DOCTRINE AND
.
COVJ<]NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 31! pages, paper covers....
Old edition • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper coverslOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
BRANOH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blelllling of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'UI
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are ita teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Ohrilltian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a. member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ce11, womhip and practice, with the Church of Christ,
Ill! it Will! left perfected by the. Apostles ofChrist. (3)
' Is the Reorganized Church of Je~ms Christ of Latter
Day Sainte in ·fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"M.A.NUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 211ctll., ten or more, each ••••• ·••••••. 20
In paper Ulcts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • U
This is th., notorioUII "ManusCript Found," writter..
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much hill!
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith. and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write· the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '16
Without covers 5cta. each; per dozen . • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter. in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of :Morm n, 1111d the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
eONCORDANOE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers •• •.
Old editioa . • • • . . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

10
II

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta.; per doz.en •••••••••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
:Made Manifest, dozen 20cta., 100 .•••• 1 !ill
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen lie., 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church ·
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for 50 eta, liOO for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 ~5
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 eta per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
~- Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
B. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •• l ~5
ll. Spirit~lism, Viewed frJm a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 eta., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 eta., 100 ...•.. 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 eta., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 65
14 'Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 eta, 100 ••• 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 6 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Will! it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 eta., 100 ................ 1 40
H. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 '16
20. 'l'he "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 eta., 100 •.......•.•••........ 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnel!lles; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 eta, 100 •.• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 eta., 100 ..•.••.•••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 6 eta., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 eta.,· 100..... 40
26 . .Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 6c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ..• 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 eta., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 16
per hundred ............................ 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 6 eta., 100... 25
260 for 60 eta., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ...•.•.•• 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 6 eta, 100 . • • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 eta., 100 for 2!1 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l ~5
42. Rejection ofthe Ohureh; dozen 111 eta., 100.1 10
43. One Wife, or Many; dozen 26 eta., 100 .••. 1 '75
Trial of the Witnel!lles to the Resurrection of Je.
!lUll Clhrilt; 5 eta. each, per dozen...........
50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
An lll!l!ortment of Tracts. . • • . • • .. • • .. • • .. • • • • !IIi
2
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"HEARKEN To·TnE Wmm OF THE LORD: .FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG 'iOU RAVJI S.A.Vl! lT JIB ONE WlFlli; AND CoNCUliiNBfl
HE SHALL RAVE NONE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONlli HUSBAN]): EXOliPT IN CASE OF DIIATB, W!IliN EITIIEl'!
rs AT LmERTY To MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lambni, Iowa, June I 4, r 890.
COOL.

THE way in which some men undertake
to telL the story of the rise and fall of Mor~
monism is delightfully cool and refreshing!
For instance, take the two stories about
Joseph Smith having planks put on supports .over, or at the surface of the water,
on which he might make good the alleged
claim to be able to walk on the water;
and the mischief wrought by some boys
who saw the movement and sawed the
supports in such a way .that the prophet
was let down in. the water or mud. The
locality of this alleged transaction is vari•
ously given; sometimes at Seneca Lake;
,sometimes, Chagrin Creek; at Kirtland;
Ohio; and sometimes at Nauvoo, Illinois.
We have neyer seen the waters of Seneca
Lake, but we have the Chagrin Creek
a.n.d the Mississippi; The Chagrin Creek
at Kirtland, is a small stream,of reasonably clear
except in timesof l:eavy
rains·
spring freshets, when it is roily
In. its ordin>'.ry stage it is not
and
nor very deep; and were it
oneto putplanks on any
strong enough tobear tbe
a:man of ordinary size, suffithesurface as to give the man
of walking on the water,
and. thei!· supports could be
rods from either side of .the
and h,e .who has ever walked .a
a stream will know how it
up and down with every step;
the plank were. on the water, or
~o the surface, the vibration. would
commotion in the water whenever
·d'""""M on. Besides this if there was any
no matter' how turbid or dark the
otberwis.e hide the plank, the
and the. supports would so. far stop
to cause a very marked
the plank were, and
long before the
the water where
This would

No. 24.

be the undoubted resul.t ha:d the experi- there is only one solutio11, left to deter·
ment been made on Chagrin Creek, at mine why it is not discovered, and that so·
Kirtland. If the waters of Seneca Lake lution is, that when it was done he went
We
are as clear as those of Lakes Erie and in and pulled the ho!e .in after him.
Michigan, any such arrangements of heard a brother say once, that it "made
planks and supports would be seen easily. him tired" to hear the sectarian preachers
The Mississippi river at Nauvoo runs try to preach Christ and leave his gospel
at the rate of from four to seven miles per out. In some such sense as that it makes
·hour; so strong that not so much as .. a a man of ordinary common sense ''tired"
small fishing line can be stretched across to hear the wonderfully nonsensical
the current at any where near t_he surface stories of what J qseph Smith used to do,
without causing a ripple; and a log, or · and had done.
plank, or large rope would cause an obstruction that would be seen rods away.
Besides this, except in high water, when THERE is much inquiry amot;~g the HERthere is much sand and .soil moving with .A,LD readers and some laudable .curiosity
the current, the water is clear enough that to learn how much property and of what
a plank, or support couli:l be seen. for some kind it is that has been in conttoversy befeet under the surface; and in high water .tween the United States and the Utah
could be seen for some inches. 4,ny one Mormon Church under the Edmunds...:..
listening to this walking on the w';ater sto- Tucker Bill, by which the church property was confiscated. The follo/iving from
ry, would do well to think of the forego
the Deseret News of May 27th, will aning before swallowing the yarn.
Another equally strong story to swallow swerin a great measure this inquiry. It
is that of there having been underground is an editorial, and we give it 'entire and
passages constrUJ:;ted from one place to an- without comm¢nt:
THE CHURCH.PROPERT¥ ESother in Nauvoo. .The absurdity of these
CHEATED.
stories ought to. be easily seeri when it is
In our. remarks upon the decisio~ of the Suremembered. that· Joseph Smith was in
Nauvoo, from 1839 to 1844, about five preme Court of the United States i):l the church
property o:;ase, ,we have treated only upon the
• years, and that the underlying stratum on principles
involved._ .These are of ~ar rnore con·
which Nauvoo rests is the limestone, sequence· than .any amo.unt of money or realty~
known in> geology, we helieye, as the Whatever other pegple. may think, the Latter
Keokuk. If any passages were. construct- Day Saints .are m.uch. more concerned over.the
inroad U):ade upon the Cpnstltuticm9f our country
ed they would be very shallow, as in plathan.over the pecuniary losses .tijat m.a:Y occur to.
ces there are not two teet between the sur- the churci:J. When the nationaljy~lciary join~
face an.d the rock; or the work of making with the.)egislative_and executive.d!fp!\rttnen~ of
tunnels in the limestone tedges, with the the government, in e:ndeavoring to :<Jiscrimin~tte
appliances for worldng rocktheri known, against and crush an unpopular religious organthe outlook is ominous, andi no lover of
would have required money, time and an ization,
the liberties to per[>e1:uate which this naHon wa,s
amount of labor. that common sen.se will established can con.template it with ~quitni!llity.
tell anybody the .Mormons did not h:we.
But t_here, have been U)!IIIY inquiries and some
We lived in Nauvoo boyand manfrom misunderstanding in regard to"the ll1_:;tterial effects
1839 to 1866; a~qjf therewas an under- of the decision. Peo[>le wallt to. k110'Y what property is td be.escheated and whatis exe!llpt. How
ground. passage, save from o~e cellar room the
church Itself, as a,n ecclesiastical body is afinto anothe.r .ad joiping t~rough. an.. ordi- .fected. •And .whether the resplt
be. COtn'
nary door, we neitbersaw,norh~ardof it, plete deprivlltion of t.he goods, chattel~, lands and
or knew where it w.as. The story has been heredita!llents held by the organiza~ion which is
.. . . .
._
..
told, and credulo.us people have· believed so!lght to pe destroyed.
to explaii! thisit will be ~ecessary to
that Joseph Smith tad such a. pas!')age !!'?Inorde:r
ba,ck to the decree of the Supretpe Court of
from his house iii Nauvoo acro~sthe Mis- . Utah, which W<fS appealed from to ,the court o~
sissippi river to Iovya. The riv~risafrnost lMt resort, and which has been affirtned by 8, maif not quite a mi.le wide .at Nauvoo, and jority of that jud.icial. bo.dy. ... .· , . . ..
The.court decreedthaton the 3d diiY '?f_ ;Marc):l,
.the bottom is th~ rock, the backbone of the ··1887,
the corpm;ation of the .S.:hur;t:h .of Jesus
earth, an.d an engineer would laugh at any Christo~ l.,atter Day Saints was d~ssol.ved; and
one who would suggest that eveh Joseph ·that since ;that date itha<l. nplegal e?ristence.
That th('l property. known as the T~mple Blo.ck
Smith, smart as he. was, and possesse{lof
.Alla_ddin's lamp, and haying all the dupes beset apart to the voluntary religiop;s worshipers
and unincorporated sec.t and boqy ~n()wn asthe
in .Christendom. to. help him 'could have Church
of Jesus Christ of· Latter !)ay Saints,
tunnelled under .the, bed_ Gf the Father of under the .man;;gement a,nd.directfon of W. B~
Waters \n five years, and leave .no debri~, Preston, ~obert T._ Jl)ilrtpn and John R. Winder,
no heaps. of sa~df c:jirt, gravel. or rock to ti:)ilstees appointed by the Probate Rr.urt, for ti:Je
mark the location; not SO ffiU([b as l'tn ab~ . et;ectjpp and.:u_s!l~ by tha,t boily, of houses o£.wor1i;ct;or0ing tR tpe tenets 6£ s~Id
!"-*d bpdy~
rasion on the lirp~ston£)&.Urfac~ .•of' the ,bot~. ship
'rllat the .l;>!l,laric~. ,of the r~a,jesta~~ &et. out Itt
tom to indi<;ate W'here the Junne\was, If. the findings o:£ fa.ct as:b~!pnging.tq,l!3:Io~orpor!l;
Joseph ~mith eye_r.d1d.q}g.su.cJ.ta ~~nnel tiofl lia\l.;not ever ]:,een,tu!ea __ as j;lujld\pg~. Pt:

will
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ground appurtenant thereto, for the purpose of
the wor.ship of God,. or of parsonages connected
therewith, or for. burial grounds, nor . was it
necessary for ~uch puposes for the said unincorporated religipus sect: .That the legal titles qJ
said real estate, and every .part and parcel thereof, were acqufred by the late church corporation
subsequent tq July Ist, 1862, and that prior to
that date neither the. said corporation rior its
trustees had apy legal title thereto.
That the members of the late corporation who
had petitioneq as 'intervenors, in behalfof themselves and othl:lr members of the church, alleging
a claim to the properties in the hands of the Receiver, had no legal claim or title in and.to said
property or any part thereof, and that their peti·
tion be denied.
That as the)1He corporation of the Church, of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints had been by
law dissolved, there did not exist any trusts or
purposes within the objects and purposes for
which. the personal property was originally acquired, to or for which it could be dedicated that
were and are riot, in whole or in part, opposed to
public policy,good morals, ~nd contrary t0 the
laws of the United States. And that there did
not exist any natural persons or ariy body, association or corporation who. were legally entitled to
any portion of said personalty. as successor~ in
interest to said Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. And that all and entire of said person·
a! property had become esc heated to and the prop·
ty of the United States subject to .the costs and
expenses of these proceedings.
It was ordered that the Receiver. continue and .
keep in his possession all of the property, real
and personal, 'set ouf in the finding of fac:ts, except the really exempted, that is, tht> Temple
Block, until final action and determination con·
cerning the account,, proceedings and transactions of said Receiver.
The real estate thus declared not to belong to
the ChurchofJesus Christo£ Latter Day Saints is:
The Tithing offici:! and grounds, valued $so,ooo,
the Gardo House and grounds, at $5oooo, the
Historian's office and grounds, at $2o,ooo, the
Church Farm at $rso.ooo and the Grass Creek
coal lands at :$wo,ooo. Of course values have
increased since October, r888, when the decree
was rendered, and may change again before the
litigation concerning these properties . is con•
eluded.
The personal property escheated is thus described in the findings of fact: "One large safe,
one medium :sized iron safe, twenty-five arm
chairs,eleven rotary chairs, ten upholstered chairs,
two desks, one letter press Soo shares of $IOO
each of the capital stock of the Salt Lake Gas
Company; 4,732 shares of $roo each of the cap·
!tal stock of the Deseret Telegraph Company,
one promissory note dated March zd, r887, due
and payable .to John Taylor trustee in trust, or
order, two years after date, calling for the sum of
$13,333.32, bearing 6 per cent interest from date,
, signed by Sharp and Litt!e; one promissory note,
dated March 2d, r887, due and payable to John
Taylor, trustee in trust, or order, two years after
date, and calling for $r,666,66, 'Aith 6 per cent interest from date, signed by Le Grande Young;
one promissory note dated March 2d, r887, paya·
ble to the order of John Taylor, trustee in trust,
two years from date, calling for $4.833 33. with
interest at 6 per cent from date, signed James
Jaok: one promissorv note, $s,ooo, with 6 per
cent interest, signed H. B. Clawson; 3o r58 sheep;
$237,666,rs·money, proceeds of sales of miscellaneous property.
Since said personal property
came into the possession of the Receiver heretofore appointed in this cause he has collected as
rent from the said rt>al estate, $2,850; as divl·
dends on said, gas stock, $4.900; as interest on
said money, $2,233 6o "·
It should be und.~rstood that the decree of the
Supreme Court of Utah, which has been affirm·
ed by the Supreme Court of the United States.
forfeits and escheats to the United States all the
personal property above mentioned, but does not
so order in regard to the realty. The disposition
of these parcels of real estate will have to be
severally adjudicated. This involves more litigation and fur~her expense. The end is not yet.
Until the full text of the decision of the highest

legal tribunal is receive<!, the. course needful to
.be pursued can not be determined.
. · ·
However, our readers can now see what pr~
perty~ real and'personal, is .claimed to be forfeited
by virtu~ of the. Edmunds· Tucker act, and thus
correct any mistakes .that may have .been made
in that cormection. Exaggerated ideas concerning this matter have prevailed, the facts are as
we have related.
The Church "of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints is not affected by this decision, and will
not be if.robbed of all the realty mentioned herein, any. more than an individ:ual would be If so
deprived of his property. The disincorporation
of the church does not signify its disorganization
as some persons seem to imagine. No edict of
man can disorganize-the church. That has not
been attempted. The church was incorporated
by act of the Legislature simply to enable it to
transact business under the laws. Its disincorporation by 'the legislative power, whether right
or wrong, does not. affect its existence. as a reli,
gious body. That existence is recognized, even
by the courts which declare its disincorporation.
Its ecclesiastical powers are and will remait] unimpaired.
·
It has been supposed that 'its strength was in
its property and therefore an attack was made
upon it to despoil and weaken it. If stripped of
every ,dollars worth of realty and personalty it
would still be the church ofJesus Chri>;t, em·
bodying the power of God unto salvation to all
who receive and obey its· teachings and ordinances, committed to it by Almighty God through
His Only Bt>gotten Son and administered by the
Holy Priesthood.
If any effect is produced upon it by acts of injustice and wrong, whether on the part of lndi·
viduals or nations, it will be simply to purge out
the unfaithful and fal~e, and strengthen the convictions and dPepen the devotion of the faithful
and true. . All that is done against it will turn
·Out to be for it, and if less wealthy in material
things, it will become richer in spiritual things,
. and thus the well-springs of its abiding and actual power will be enlarged and increased.
, We care very little for the amount of property
involved in this great wrong perpetuated upon
an unorthodox Church, but we do regard with
great concern the violation of simple justice,
property rights and constitutional guarantees
which has been sanctioned by the national judiciary, bf'cause it is a false step which must lead
to more, and .we know that as sure as God lives
such acts can not be done and escape His righteous retribution.
"Owing to numerous protests against the
wholesale expulsion of Hebrews the Czar has issued a ukase ordering the abandonment of the
Russian anti-Jewish policy for one year."

From the above it appears that the
carrying out of the Czar's barbarous antiJewish policy is but held in abeyance, and
that for one year "owing to numerous
protests" against it. Is another Pharaoh
oppressing Israel and forcing him to his
manifest destiny, emigration to the promised land?
OF the confiscation of the property of the
Mormon Church in Utah, the case concerning which has lately been occuovinothe Supreme Court of the United St~te~
which court sustained the decision of the
Utah Court flgainst the Mormons, the
New York Sun in a late issue says:
No detailed discussion of the decision is possible without the text~of the opinions. From the
public abstracts, however, which are veay meagre, we gather that the majority of the court
justify the confiscation proceedings on the ground
that the property taken was used to sustain the
practice of polygamy in defiance of the natural
laws. The dissenting judges concede the power

of congress to suppress polygamy and punish it
as a critne; hut they deny that this can be done
in the manner provided for in the Edm.unds act,
which substaridally adj uilged the Mormon
Church guilty, without giving it a judicial hearing, 'and then proceed to appropriate its property
to government uses. The case is one of the most
important ever decided by the Supreme Court. .

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS ON LIQ~
UOR SELLING.
CLEVELAND, 0., Ma,Y 28th.- At . the meeting .
of the OhiC? Grand Lodge of Knights of Pvthias
held here to·day, the constitution of the. order
was amended in reference to the admiss.ion of
members as follows: "No person shall be.initiated into a lodge who is under twenty· one years of
age, nor unless he be a white male person of good
moral character, sound .in health, mind, limb,
and bod.}', and a b;liever in the Supreme Being,
a?d not engaged In any trafficking in spiritou~,
v:mous, malt, .o1· any intoxicatipg liquors; and
the p~rase :traffic~ing in intoxicating liquors' as
used 1? th1s sectJ.on means the· buying or the
pro~urm~;t and selling of or manufaCturing intoxlcatmg liquor~, u.nless ~uch selling be upon the
reg.ular pres~npt10n of a reputable physician iil
actlve practice, :and for known medicinal me.
chanlcal, pharmaceutical, or sacramental' purposes."

THE above news item records the action
of another society which has joined the
ranks .of tho.se who, in their antipathy to
the dnnk evil are opposirw that dernoralizing traffic. In mar]y respectl'> the ag-e is
morally. and ;>therwise progressive. · In
rnoportwn as Jt m<;ves in right directiom,
ItS. n:ovements bewg based upon correct
pnnCJples, the progress made is sound and
enduring.
·
. It will require constantly increasing
,hght and clear compn·hension to imure the
co;npl~teness of_ the progress de~ired, and
tl11s wlll be reahzed by individmds, the nntion .and the race as such are prepared to
receive and correctly adjust thEm~elves
thereto. The history of th.e past proves it.
It also proves that success in any degree
has resulted from the recognition of and
adaptation to right methods and correct
means. Every failure has resulted from
violation of this rule. Herein are the .force
and power of truth made manifest in the
right, and the negative forces of error on
the side of wrong.
The good and evil exneriences of men
and nations should to us be landmarks ~nd
adm?nitions, .standing as stepping stones
to h1gher thmgs.
How wonderful the
statement of the word that in time the
obedient and faitnful "shall comprehend
even God"! "Truly this is life eternal to
know . . • the only true God and
Jesus Christ whom" He "has sent." How
consistent and applicable the means
through which this incomparable knowlshail come to m<, viz., the education
discipline revealed in the gospel, tbe
truth!
He who comprehend~ Go•l will with
that comprehension possess an understanding of every law, of all princip]eg; and
attain to that perfection of puritv, love and
intelligence which the finite mi;,d can not
grasp n<;r fathom. The apostle truly expressed tt, "Eye hath not seen neither ear
heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of
man what he hath prepared for those that
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love him:" but truly God's faithful people
have had a foretaste of that joy.
While we exist in present condition~,
surrounded by confrcting influences of
evil and good in the world ld us seek for
and obtain that light by which we shall
correctly discern every phase of the premillenia! dawn; and, giving unequivoc:1l
and stalwart support to the right, advance
with God's work, which, under Christ's
divine and perfect leadership presses on to
certain victory and triumph over the f_orces of evil, which under so many guises and
in so many phases and conditions of life are
constantly exerting themselves to degrade
and destroy.
In the foregoing we have mentally risen
from the contemplation of a somewhat
local, yet withal, general question, to one of
thanscendent magnitude and importance;
nevertheless we trust that iri so doing we
have, in S"me degree at least, pre~ented
the thought that our life wOfk here is the
basis upon. which we labor th:1t we mw
be transformed from the old man and his
deeds to the new, which after Chri-.t Tesus
is created unto gooCl works, in which the
Lord has appointed us to walk. A good
deed done is a step towanl God; true re'pentance of an evil does not e!'<cape His
observation. To 'depart from evil is to invite the indwelling presence of the Holy
Spirit, which abides with us as we ahide
:in Christ's words and hring forth fruit.
TheSpiritseeks, dwells in and directs holy
temples, (bodies), as naturally, r.s consequently as the magnetic needle seeks the
pole; one by one law, the other by an,other.
We should each become a habitation of
God through the Spirit.
EDITORIAL lTEMS

Worm. from the Massachusetts district
:conference indicates that the session was
:we,ll attended, and was fraught with iood
~esults. · One writer says: " The Lord
was present and seemingly guided everything.''
Bro. G. L. Redfield, of Brownville,
Nebraska, wrote the 4th inst., giving an
interesting account of the labors of Bro. R.
. M, Elvin at that place and asking that the
well begun "York be continued.
The
!Prc;aching of the truth s.o arvused manv of
>the . ministers and religious leaders, that
; much ~ppdsition was brought to bear
~gaimt the faith, insomuch that the better,
~more liberal element arose. en masse and
.;qemanded .fair play and that Bro. Elvin
given a hearing. Calls for preaching
so .numerous that, according to Bro.
statement, it would keep Bro.
for a year to resp 0pd to tl-10~e
county. Bro. Redfield and
making commendable .efforts
assist in the est a b-.
cau-,e of truth in that

atives of Father Landers and Bro. Norman.Hazelton's folks, who are citizens of
Lamoni.
Bro. R. C. Evans, writing from London, Ontario, a breezy personal letter to
the editor, dated June zd, says at the close
of
"I have baptized ten in London
since conference report." Bro. Lake was
with them on June zd, but would be at
Chatham on the 3d. Bro. Richard reports the mission as in favorable condition
for gospel work.
We acknowledge the receipt of a letter
from Bro. F. Slover, of Aid, Wayne
county, Illinois, giving an account of the
labors of Bro. J. F. Henson and the condition of the work at that place. It is
dated April 7th, but during the press of
c m ference bus;ness was overlooked.
Bro. M. T. Short wrote· the zd inst.,
from Knox, Indiana, where he is m the
conflict·. He is to meet a lawyer of the
Campbellite faith and discuss the character
of Joseph Smith's teachings. He sometime previously held a four evenings' discussion with an Adventist, of which he
may write later.
There is now an excellent opportunity
for some good business man of the church
to change his business location for one in
Lamoni, among one of the best and largest
hranches of the church; a good business,
in a good locality, on an opportunitv that
may not occur again in years. We believe it to be worth the attention of any
one desiring to make such. a change.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. 'vV. · W. Blair writes from Council
Bl nffs,May 29th:
"We had an excellent conference at Crescent
the 24th and 25th insts. Three were added, two
by baptism and one. on his former membership
in the days of Joseph the Seer. Their new church
was packed to overflowing, and all seemed hopeful and happy. Bro. Henry Kemp and I held
mee~ings Monday and Tuesday nights; had full
and Interested congregations, and Tuesday afternoon eight more were baptized. Others signified
their. intention to unite with the church soon.
Pressing calls come from· many quarters and we
will respond so far as pr;1cticab!e."
"INELEGANT" IDIOMS.
Some one writes to the New York Tribune
asking: "Are the expressions •to better serve,'
'to correctly understand,' 'to carefully protect,'
etc, grammatically correct, or, if not ungrammatical, are they elegant?" The Tribune answers
that "the expreEsions cited, and all others of similar construction, are utterly ungrammatic11l and
inelegant, 11nd sho.uld ·l>e scnip~,tlously shunned
by all writers and spe;1kers of the English Ian·
guage."
This is altogether too t;;.weeping-it is the utterance of a martinet .of language. The. genius ot
the English tongue is its freedom fro'm rigid
.grammatical fetters; and it is .now fortunately
escaping from the. artificial restraints the gram.
ni11rians, borrowing from the classical languages,
have imposed upon it. The order of the adverb
and the particle which is the sign of the infinitive
is a matter for the writer to d.ecide. It is as allowabl.e to place the adverb between the sig!l and
the verb in this case as it is to put it between the
auxili11ry and the verb in such.a phrase ll,s "I
could, h~ve better spared a better m11n.'' Lately
another paperpre>umed to pronounce the ending
of a sentence with !!·' preposition inelegant~
whereas it depends entirely ppon the skill of the
write.r of the sentence..,..th(l usage is excellent
idiomatic Eng!ish.--C~icl!go Times.
·
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

A LEGACY.
Friend of my many years I
When the great silence falls, at last on me,
Let me not leave to pain and sadden thee
A memory of tears,
But pleasant thoughts alone
Of one who was my friendship's honored guest
And drank the wine of consolation pressed
From sorrows of thy own.
I leave thee with a sense
Of hands upheld and trials rendered lessThe unselfish joy which is to helpfulness
Its own great recompense;

The knowledge that from thine,
As from the garments of the Master, stole·
Calmness aud strength, the virtue wh1ch makes
whole
And heals without a sign;
Yea, more, the assurance strong
That Jove, which fails of perfect utterance here,
Lives to fill the heavenly atmosphere
With its immortal song.
-John G. Whitti<r in the Independent.

"LET THE BOYS HELP.''.
I WAS reading the Central last evening, and was
interested in the item on "The Family Clr.cle'.'
page in regard to 111lowing the bojs of t.he family
to help the mother in the house. As ~ general
rule "mother" has a difficulttask when she undertakes to make the boys do very difi'erehtly from
"what father does.'' I was very mitch:~urpdsed
when I came west to find that husbands allowed
the wife to carry water, milk the cow,' build the
fire and get all the bre.akfast, while tpey enjoy
their morning sleep. How often do. :we see a
man offer his wife an easy chair, giv~ her the ·
cosiest place in the room, or even assist:herwhen
getting from the carriage? And, .oh, Hear! the
boys have to grow right up into tl)e sil.me kind
of hu•bands, and I h11ve two little girl~!
Yes, '~it is working harm to a boy's moral nature" to allow him to think he can be idle while
~is mother is doing work about Y~:hich he could
help.. At .first the help may not amount to much,
but the effort to help mother is doin~ the boy
good; and after a few times trying, a boy can
sweep a room, mould bread, make a b~d or sew
on a button as well as his mother. It is no small
help to have the floors, the piazzas, walks and
steps and stairs swept. What bette~ work is
there for a boy than cleaning the vegetables for
dinner, building the fire and putting the d~nner ·
on the stove, and then, when cooked,. taking it
up?
. .
Thet:e iS: always more. than enough for "mother" to do, If each child did all he was capable of
doing. I know a mother who h~s fo)lr ~oys. The
father is president of ,a college, and' there are
ways enough for the lnco.me to go even with
economical. management. With only on!! servant, and the mother in fraiL health, she has been
obliged •to require each boy to care for his .own
room and to mend his own clothes.
It is in families where .there is the: most culture and. refinement thatboys ancl gentlemen are
mo.st. ready tq assist in making life e~sy f&r the
wife and mothe:r.. The nearer one is fo the sav-
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age the m'ore;vil!ing he isforthe bt:trcjel)S tq f;tll
bede!Jam;dftorn entering into the marriagesup-'
on,tqe
wowlm;
..
.
.
per of theL~rnb . .But such wilibe .the <;ase, beIt seem's. to .me there ds on!') sign ·Of culture in
loved friends, if we do not not keep the laws .of
this age vvhkh has notbeetil,!Ilentioned and that
God. "Have we been true to the trust he left us?"
is, gentlemen are. acquiring a taste for dotriestic
Th~re may be many things. that serve to ct.raw us
work!· I, do not refer to the. cooks who receive
asid~ from the path of duty, but there is a loving
the same .,salary . that .our ..bishops receive or the
Father above ~ho knows our temptations, who
same givtjn to the President of Harvard College
will not suffer us to be tried above that which we
-but the college professor, the doctor, the
are able to beat:, and whose ear is never deaf to
clergymap, the lawyer and merchant.. Not long the prayers of hisSaints.
''So let our lips and Jives express
ago my ''John" repeated to me a conversa~Ion
The holy· gospel we profess:
held amoJ;~g several men of hisacqaintance. Orre
So let our works and virtues shine,
man was an adept ln making waffles ;vhiCh he often
To l>fQVe the doctrine all divine."
cooked for breakfast. Another comd sweep a
Then, when He comes, we shall be like Him.
room better than any !)ired gjrl and. often did
We profess a greater light than other denominathat worki on •Sunday that his .wife r(light have
tions and if we do not let it so shine before the
less to do. Another dressed and undressed the
world that others, seeing. our good works, may
children~indeed, I believe "John" .said they all . glorify ·our Father who is in heaven, they will
owned up; to doing that. One always churned,
say we are no better than others who do not proand several owned up to helping on the butter
fess as m.uch. Dear Saints pray for me, that I
when "the hired girl" was wanting. .:!):very one
may grow in· grace arid in the knowledge of
built the fire in the morning when there was no
spiritual things. That to my faith may be addservant, apdnearly all helped to get breakfast;
ed all that constitutes a Saint in deed, as well as
one gentleman saying that when his wife was
in word.
I wish to ask. Sr. Mary Hickling, of
sick and they could. get no nurse, he: did the
Manchester, England, to publish her full address
cooking fqr several days.
in the Herald as I desire to write to her.
Is there not a.duty. devolving on ,mothers in
Ever praying for the prosperity of of Zion and
regard to the proper training of their sons as well
the.advance of truth, I am your sister in hope,
as their daughters? A mother said to me not
M. ALICE PINKERTON.
long ago,~with much sorrow in look and tone,
when speaking of a son who had gone astray, "I
THY WAY 1S BEST.
d~ believe if I had only kept him more with me,
Jet him help me about my work and. then have
Thy. way, 0 Lord! Thy way-not mine;
Although, opprest,
helped hii:n in his studies and been interested In
For smoother, sunnier paths I pine,
his play, I might have saved my son. I am tryThy way is best.
ing to h~l\:1 my youager son; I am his friend and
Though
crossing thirsty deserts drear,
confidant,! and he is my helper, and my .little
Or mountain's crest:
friend and confidant." Oh, mothers, keep your
Although I faint with toil and fear,
little boys with you, in the home, as much as you
Thy way .is best.
can. Te~ch· them a new sort of chivalry; Let
Though not one open door befriend
them learn to honor mother and to show their
The passing guest;
love to her by doing all that lies in their power
Though night its darkest terror lend,
to make her life pleasant. Teach them self,de·
Thy way is best.
.nial. Help them to grow up into gentle-men,
So seeming wild .without a plan,
Christian gentle-men. There is only· One wi).o
Now east, now west
can give >'vi~dom and help you is this great work
Joys born and slain, hopes blighted, can
Thy way be best?
before you. The wisdom has to be sought day
by day arid hour by hour.
My soul by grief seems not to be
·
-Central Christian Advocate.
More pure and blest;
Alas! I can not, can not see
Thy way is best.
WARREN, 0:; May 18th .
.Dear Sisters:-This beautiful Sabbath mornI can not see, on every hand
ing as we have no church to attend, I will write
. By anguish prest,
In vain I try to understand
a few words to you. We have had no preaching
Thy way is best.
here for nearly six months, so we are able to

ba¢kof

imagine, in a degree, the loneliness of .the scattered Saints; who so seldom have the privilege of
hearing a gospel serm.on.
As time in its flight rolls steadily onward, and
the sigps of the times so clearly point to the fulfillment of the Savior's promise made eighteen
hundred years ago,-" I go, but I w,m come
again,"-my heart rejoices to know''that God has
called me. put of B:~bylon int~ his niarvelous
light.
..
Truly, we have a hope which the ~orld can
neither give nor take away. Our talent, time
an·d means should be devoted to the upbuilding of
Christ's Church and the furthering of the gospel. This life is short, and we can not say our
work is well done unless we have done our best,
which means sot)lething more than bearing the
name of "Latter Day Saint."
We do not like to think that possibly may we

But l believe-Thy life and death,
Thy love attest,
And every promise clearly saith"Thy way is best."
I can not see-but I believe;
If heayenly rest,
Is reached by roads where'most I grieve,
Thy WIJ.Y is best.

-Newman Hall.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo , March 3oth.

Sisters o/ the Home Column:-I have been reading "Bible Stories for Children," by J. W. Buel.
Finding in it pictures of sixty-nine angels having
large wings, I was reminded of my thoughts
when ten years old.
I saw pictures of winged
angels in my books, and I did not want to be an
angel for I would have wings on my .shoulders,
which thought was horrifying to me; but my
book taught that good children would be angels

when they died: We read in the Bible, ''~an
was made in the image ?f God." To have. then'l'ili'
heave~ deformed with wings, like fowls, a lo~er
order of beings, is beneath the wisdom o~ t~~lr
firstcreation .. I have since the days of my <;hi!d-.,
hood read in the Bible frequently eve.ry year. I
am now seventy years old, I have failed to lcia;n;
in it that angels have wings, H so, why .did t~ey:
have a ladder reaching. to heaven to deso:;erid up.
on when theyvisited Jacob? See Genesis 28: iz ;:
2
read also Joshua 5: 13.
When JoshtHl· was by
Jericho there stood a man over against him with; ..
his sword drawn in his hand. Joshua went to·
hirn and said. "Art thou for us, or .for our adver-':
saries?" He said, "Nay, bet as Captain of
host of the Lord am I now come." The
of' the Lord sent to des try Sodom appef!recL lJke
men to Abraham and Lot just as aU .~hgel~ .i:Jq,l
only more pure as glorified beings are. Of.the'
angel that was caus0d to fly s:w-iftly to
Daniel, Dan. ro:I6> he says: ''One Tikethe
Jitude of the sons .. of men . touchE>d my
Again he says, "There came one Hke the appear-·
ance of a man and toucht?d me and strengthened
me." This proves he was causedtofly by the
power of God, and not by ·wings; for
looked·
like a man when Daniel saw him.
Why ·did;
Paul say, be careful to entertain strangers, for
some have entertained angels unawares? If
had wings this would be impossible, for they
would be known by their wings. Angels arealways co-workers with the Saints of .God in all
~ges. Let us teach our children of Bih'e angels,:
not of the winged and grotesque creatures of a•
wild imagination described in books riot good for•
them to read. Revelations r4: 6, John saw an;
angel flying in the midst of heaven having the:
everlasting gospel tc• preach to them that dwell
on the earth. He came, and Joseph the Ma1'tyr
heard him preach. He looked like a man, only;
a light shown around him. So with the angels
that visited the shepherds. Angels ministe1· to
those of strong mind and faith when the work of
God requires their assistance. This assertion is
made from examples in the Bible of their assisting the ancient Saints, alw modern or Latter·
Day Saints are blessed with their presence some-'
times, for God is unchangeable and is no respec-'
tor of persons. There is no evidence of winged
angels in the Bible.
MARY EATON.
Would it not be well for some w·ho have given
thought to this matter, to give their. views in relation to the different orders of heavenly beings
called angels, for if the order named '•Cherubim"
are classed with angels, what shaJI. we do with
the following? "And thou shalt make two cherubim of gold, of beaten work shalt thou make
them, in the two ends of the mercy seat.
,.
And the cherubim shal! stretch forth their wi11gs
on high, covering the mercy seat with their wings,
and their faces shall look one towards anotheq
toward the mercy seat shall the faces of the
cherubim be.".:..:.Ex. 25: 18, 20.
We saw this question discussed not long since,
but very little light was thrown upon it. That
angels who are ministering spirits, sent forth to
minister to these who shall be heirs of salvation,
have not wings, we know, for we have talked
with those who have seen them, and their testimony corroborates the written testimony of both
former and Latter Day Saints. The passage we
have quoted from Exodus, together with a similar one found, we believe, in Ezekiel, is in a great
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measure responsible for the belief in winged
messengers, we believe; for it is God himself
who is instructing man how to make a representation of a cherub.
Will not some one wko kas
lif{ht upon this matter enlighten us? We are glad
that Sr. Eaton has written and we hope some·
thing will inspire her to write again. God needs
all the slumbering talent of his church to awake
to the defense of his truth.-ED.
PR,A YER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sister A. Goss of New Providence, Indiana,
requests your faith and prayers in behalf of he~
father, John Goss, who has been.for a long time
.affi:icted.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR JULY.

First Thursday-Doctrine and Covenants 56:
5, 6. Second Thursday-Book of Nephi 8: 8.
.Third Thursday-Second Corjnthians 9: 6, 7·
Thllrsday-Psalins 46: I-S·
SARAH CARR,
Allendale Prayer Union.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
31, Amount to date .............. $2,8or 59
Harriet Farmer, Ia .•.. $ 4 oo
M. A. Farley, Neb ...... 1 25
Margaret Hirst, I a . . . . . I oo
Catharine Tasker, I a . . .
so
Lois Gunso!ley, Ia......
10
Myrtle Gunsolley, Ia...
IO
Paul C. Wedlock, Mo :. r oo
Lone Branch prayer Un·
ion, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . ; . I
Mary Pidington, I a .... 2 oo
Ali<;e Harbottle, Neb ... r oo •
IZ 4S
5, Amou.ht received to date .... :$2,814 04

and we feel to thank our Heavenly Father for
the inspiration which brought It into existence,
for we believe it will be a power for good if we
are only prompt and faitl:lful.
There seems to be a little cloud in our midst at
present; pray for us that all may be weU. Our
hearts went out in pity for that poor man and
his family whose companion is insane and we
hope that God will see fit in his great mercy to
restore her to her right mind and her family.
Dear Saints, ho'Y we ought to appreciate those
great blessings which God has bestowed upon us,
though we may be may compassed. abou.t with
temptations al)d opposition, yet when we have
our faculties unimpared we can still look around
us and see much to look forward to. I feel to
thank my Heavenly Father that he has given
me the sense of reason, that I am able to meditate on the blessings in store for the tried. and the
true.
We were much pleased with the reports of the
late conference and also with the success of the
Prayer Union meeting there, and. our prayer. is
that this year will bring a bountiful harvest of
souls into the church. Hoping we may all realize
that we are soldiers in the army of the Lord
and that it is our duty to stand firm at our
post though the eilemies shot may fall fast and
thick around us.
We will close with love to all Saints and
with hope of success for the church in all· its
branches.
SISTERS OF CHELTENHAM.

so

In Herald of April I9th,ir89o, a credit of $5 to
:M:argaret. Tho tria£, Misso.uri ·should have been
;qr~dited to Cheltenham Prayer Union, Missouri.
I!Gilr'Sel,ldall moneys to D. Dancer, L~moni, Iowa.

CHELTENHAM, Mo.,. May 2oth.
lJe'iw Sisters. qf t/te (;olmn:n:- We have hot
for some: time, but thought we would
you know how we are progressing. The
of this branch met .and formed a . Prayer
in pctobel': last, just five in number; and
n;1eet every Thursday .at three: o'clock and
very good meetings. Our membership has
'"''"r'"~''."' tO:nine:which is almost aU of the sisto this branch who are close
meet!qgs, but we hope soon to
every name. The Un.ion is a
and we can always ~ay.at t~e cl()se
have.spent a profitable hour"
is '.that we Shall increase in faith
us. H we can only cast
and vanity a.nd give our
to th.e ad?.lncement of

MAcoN CITY, Mo., May 31st.

Edtfors Hfrald:-Since the 19th of Aprfl I
have been away frorn home on the Master's
business. After holding three meetings at Hickin Mercer county, Y\'ith Bro.M:M: Turpen,
went on to Millgrove, calling on Mn A. R
·
a minister of the Christian. Church. He
that I 'sh~uld do some preaching in the
town. Having obtai.ned the use df the Methodist
Church I held services oh three evenings with
good . audiences and m{)st e~ceflent attention.
Smith and his e.stirriable lady entertained
me very kindly during my stay, and urgently ~e
quested me to return :when a fitting opportun1ty
occurred.
Two or three days subsequently I .fell in with
Bro. John T. Kihn!!.manat the house of Bro. E.
Morrison,.of Butts ville, Grundy county, and for
the succeeding four weeks .welabored together
with the greatest unanimity and succtss, holding
eleven meetings at Fairview, in Grundy county,
eight meetings at Gre.en Ridge, De!(alb county,
six meetings at Pleasl\nt Grove ~aints' Chapel,
besides one service a:t the Stewartsv;ille English
two at the Stewartsville German Churches.
At Fairview adifficlllt_y of mahy years' standing between some of the meq!bers, and .which
had completely interrupted the pro~perit;r of the
work there, was amicably settled, the !Jstranged
ones taking each other by theha:nd !!.tld agreein~
to forgive each other as they hoped to be forgiven o£ the HeavenlfFathe~. Two .r.ersons
(Bro. ~nd Sr. Coffey) were Jlaptized, . wjlo give
promise of ni uch usefuln~ss tq th~ cause.
At Green ~idge sixwe~e b*ptized,tl:lreepft~e~
of famnies, anqin~pei1tf~l ~rnpng the peo·
I·thin~the pre~i.dyntqf the Fa.~.Westdis~
111a.y b\H;<YI1grat~l~~ed
·
qf:tne ·
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favorable condition of the work there, so far .as
it came under my observation; and though there
may be slightly annoying circumstance,s in some
quarters, they are not such as to give any serious
trouble. I am now within the. bounds of the
North-East Missouri district, ready to respond to
any demands for preaching or other wo£k pertaining to my calling. My permanent address is
P\easanton, Decatur county, Iowa.
DUNCAN CAMPBELL.
BROWNVILLE, Neb., June 3d.

Editors Herald:-At the time of last writing,
I expected to continue for a week in the Baptist
church which Bro. Redfield had agreed to pur•
chase, and had made a payment thereon.
For
some time the Colored Baptists have;occupied
the house, without cost or contract. Their preacher, the Rev.(?) Boswell, by the advice of the l<Ycal
preachers and the pious, that is according to his
tell, shut us out by making appointments, and
he.ld the_ fort against the truth, by at\ unofficial
notice from the County Judge, who claims to be
one of. the trustees of the church, granting the
colored people possession. It roused the think·
ing people, and thro.ugh the kindness of Mr. H.
S. Degman we were permitted the free use of the
Opera House, which rents for tht:ee dbllars per
night. This kind act of Mr, Degman 'was more
nol>le than the religions saw fit to besta,w. Dur·
ing the week a delegation waited upon the wife
of the agent of the .Opera House, requesting her
to have the house closed on us.
Wh:ile these
self:righteous were busy in their mas~er's busi·
ness, I preached the gospel with grace and in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
'
In the local paper son;1e one assail~d us and
our cause, 11.nd sought to make the peo,ple believe
that we teach the crime·of polygamy.\ For the
truth and t)1e good of the church, I alP pleased
to report that a large amount ofprejgdice hall
been overcome, and friends had. been: made for
the truth. I was pe~mitted to receive tpe. seal Of
acceptance yesterday by baptizing t~o young
men, and th~ confirmation was a most glorious
waiting before the Lord.
This place should not be neglected, for I most
assuredly believe there is success and triumph
forour cause by faithful gospelwork ..
RoBERT M .. ELVIN.

CANAAN, Indiana, M!!Y 27th.
F. Daniels has been
here holding a series of meeting's with! good· te·
suits. He delive~ed ten discourses. to; attentiv.e
and Interesting audiences. I believe there are
several near' the kingdom. The Spirit of the
Sa~iorwas with us during these. meetings and
we rejoice in his name, for the memlXers of.the
kingdom that attended. were. blessed to a .~reat
extent. Bro. Daniels is an able defenl:ler of the
truth and enj7ys a good· degree of th~ Spirit;.
May (iod bless h.im, and may the churph sustain
him; We need more such me11 to. s~read the

Editors Herald:-Bro. L.

gospel.

.•

. .

.

•

.

:

Ih~li~v~ it will hotbe l~n?'until we; will have

auoth~~largebranchat this place. . . .
I have ..only pr;eached once since I
~rown county, buf as soon as my
· ·· · ··
lin tend to do
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the gospel came not in word only but in demonstration of the Holy Ghost; and that the power
is here that enables us to become the sons· of
God, and prepares us for the future. I ask an interest in the prayers of the faithful.
In bonds,
JAMES D. PORTER.
TuLARE, Cal., May 16th.
Edttm·s Herald:-Last fall Emma and I moved
out from Los Angeles for San Benito, the land
of rest, plenty, climate, mountains and vales, the
home of good and true Saints. Here we expected to remain a few weeks and then move on up
northward. We attended the district conference
at Mulberry, then two weeks after in Watsonville
at the two days' meeting; then down to Long
Valley where as every body knows the Saints
live, especially Sr. Bettie Smith; then on to
Cholame Valley where my sisters live, and back to
San Benito in time to tie the matrimonial knot
for Bro. Nat. Carmichael and his bride, Sr. May
Appleton, an excellent young couple; we hope
she will soon obey the gospel. We also got tied
up for the winter by Jupiter Pluvius ;-how. the
rains did fall,- the rivers overflowing their banks,
bridges washed away, roads gullied out so as to
be almost impassible, and yet the clouds emptied
themselves; and so all winter we were detained
there, for all through the country the roads were
in the same condition. Bro. A. Page, the Bishop's agent for this district, and Sr. Page furnished us a home, and all the winter through and to
our departure never once slackened in their kindness and hospitality; good Saints and true friends
but "they that will live godly shall suffer persecution," and so they suffered it all, bore with us
patiently and kindly to the end; may God bless
them as thev have blessed others. We also had
good home visits at brethren Creamer, Holt,
Davis, Carmichael, Lawn, Root and Range; as
well' as at brethren Davis, Cook, Smith and
Holmes, of Long Valley, Bro. H. Ladd of old
times in Arroyo Grande, and. brethren Hazelrig,
Glines and Hank, of Santa Maria. Bro. Hank
trying, against heavy odds he thinks, to keep the
stone rolling in his vicinity, an excellent family
of Saints who at some self denial keep the law of
tithing and God is blessing him and his temporally and spiritually. How pleasant is communion
of the Saints-how pleasant our visits with Sr.
Carmichael, a mother In Israel Indeed, and her
son, brother John, who is fast moving on into his
father's place and position in the kingdom. It
was prophesied in the reunion that he would receive the high priesthood and be a counsellor to
his brethren, and doubtless it will be so, for he is
a young man of sterling integrity and ;;s honorable
as the day.
The first week in April we were at the conference in Long Valley; two were baptized there,
one being a young man from England who, if he
continues faithful, may do much good in his
native land in gospel work. At this conference
the time for holding a reunion at Tulare was decided.
This meeting had been long talked of,
the Saints of Tulare being anxious thus to open
up the work in their town. May 2d was the day
appointed, so that on April 28th seven vehicles
loaded with about twenty Saints, lunch boxes,
tents, bedding, etc., rolled out past Dry Lake for
a 3Yz days' trip over the mountains to Tulare; to
receive mercies and blessings from ·their God
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while paying their devotions to Hiw, with their
brethren and sisters from Tula~e, Visalia, Alila,
Merced, Nevada, and good Bro. D S Mills from
Orange county. How could we help havlng a
grand time? Our first camp was at Lewis Creek;
here we all met and moved on up the creek till
evening and camped for the night ata Ranch,
sleeping in the barn. The next day we moved
on over a very rough road, up the bed of the
river, over large boulders and up steep banks, till
we got to the long grade that winds over the
mountains into Priest's valley.
Here at one
place the brethren had to let the wagons down,
helping the horses hold the wagons as they slid
down the steep gully made by the heavy rains,
but soon we were all across safely and on board
the wagons rolling on down the valley; then up
the mountain again, winding around peak and
ridge until the summit is reached; then down
the rough. mountain side into Walthon canyon.
Here we camped for the night on a lovely spot,
the creek bending around close to the mountain
side left a large level spot of five acres or so of
good feed for the horses, clover, fitlaree and barley. We pitched the large tent,_ made up our
beds on the ground with.a little of the long grass
under the mattress, then the camp fire. The
blessing asked upon the food, thanks returned to
the giver of all good for preservation and peace,
and soon twentv tired Saints are resting quietly
and peacefully, and embraced by Morpheus they
forget the rough ride of the day, the boulders,
the mountains and valleys and tte running
streams. The moon and stars gave their light,
and the night passed away peacefully until the
sun abolished their welcome light in his g-reater
brightness; he also is welcomed for the morning
air In these mountains Is crisp. Soon the camp
was all astir, again the camp fire was burning
and the sisters were preparing breakfast, while
the brethren got the wagons and horses ready.
Again the seven wagons are moving on down
the canyon and mon come in sight of Alcalde,
the terminus of the railroad line from Goshen on
the Southern Pacific road. We are now over the
mountains and will soon be out upon the plains.
The most part of the day we roll along the level
road of the treeless plain crossing Kings river on
the bridge and on to Lemoore where we camp
for the night in a corral-pasturing the horses.
On the morning of the fourth day out we con·
tinue across the plains and at noon camp for
lunch within a few miles of Tulare; after noon·
ing we move on and soon rein up at Bro. and Sr.
Clark's in Tulare, and there we also met Sr.
Twaddle and her sisters, Srs. Walmsley and
Hart of Nevada.
The brethren from San Bentio rented a house
near the hall we were to occupy, got a cook stove
from Sr. Walker and t.hus took care of themselves visiting the Saints in the vicinity daily, so
all moved on pleasantly during the meeting. Sr.
Walker having a large house and near the town
had the largest number of guests, forty persons
having slept there Saturday night and breakfasted there Sunday morning; some ht'lping with
food etc.
At 10 a.m. on Friday May zd, the reunion met
and for an hour of quiet peace the Saints invul<ed God's blessing upon our efforts to serve him,
and in his loving kindness he told us in tongues
and interpretation that he was pleased with our
gathering, that His Spirit would be with us i.n
our services, and cautioned the Saints, espedally

the young Saints, to be careful and wise in thei.
walk and conversation during these meetings.
At 2: 30 the organization was effected as is usual;
then Bro. Eugene Holt opened the preaching
services with an excellent sermon, but as the
clerk, Bro. S. G. Wright, will send the Herald a
resume of the meeting I will not attempt it, only
adding that there were twenty sermons preached,
twelve prayer and testimony meetings, twelve
tongues and interpretations given, two special
exhortations and blescings by prophecy to individuals, two open vic ·ons received, one child
blessed and many sick administered to. The
sermons were of a high order for purity of language, pure doctrine and the spirit of love shown
by the speakers. Bro. D S Mills' sermons fairly
captivated the hearers.
On Monday the Saints from A lila and Merced
moved on for their homes; and the seven teams
from San Benito with their precious loads of
Saints are wending their way back over the plains,
up the mountain canyons, down the valleys and
so on to their homes, all rejoicing in their God
who is a revealer of secrets and a lover of men.
The apparent result is, one brother has renewed his member&hip, all the Saints are encouraged,
strengthened and blest, much prejudice removed
and many investigating our claims, and seed
sown that will soon bear fruit and "God will give
the increase."
I expect to stay a few weeks in this vicinity.
Your brother in Christ,
JoSEPH F. BURTON.
KNoWLTON. Iowa, May 29th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. 0. B. Thomas and myself are here on our second visit, and are holding
meetings nightly. A good interest is manifested
in the teachings of the Scriptures; which t~ach
ings are so old and yet so new to many people.
The traditions of the past have made the vail
over the people, but the Lord is causing it to be.
removed from the minds and hearts of the honest in those places where the truth is being
preached faithfu II y and in the Spirit.
Last evening we received a request to preach ·
two nights in the town of Diagonal, (which is at
the crossing of the two roads), a hall having been
secured and paid for by citizens interested in our
coming.
Also this morning I received an invitation from Mr. Parr, a gentleman living at Maloy, twelve miles south, to come there, and .-he
said that he would pay my fare and take care of
me if I would come.
There being a Baptist quarterly meeting here
last Sunday, Bro. Thomas and I went on the
train after midr.ight, or on Sunday morning,
north to Lorimer, from which place Bro. 'NilHam Shakespeare had long been writing to me.
Reaching there about daylight we awoke Bro.
Lane and wife, and during the forenoon Brn.
Shakespeare-and Lane circulated appointments,
so that we preached in the hall that aft'"rnoon
and evening. There was a fair attendance at the
first service, and in the evening the hall was filJ.
ed to overflowing, with an attentive audience
composed of many of the leading citizens.
were not only attentive, but were respectful and
courteous. Both there and here we were refused
the use of meeting houses.
We are staying with the friendly people in and
around Knowlton, there being only one brother
ln this neighborhood, B1'o. A. J. Blakesley, who
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lives two miles from town. We preach to-night
at Diagonal, here to-morrow night, and there
again Saturday night. Bro. Thomas goes home .
on Saturday, and I expect to be over Sunday
either at Lorimer or Maloy, and then back here
on IVJ;onday ready for a few evenings oj preaching here. Probably Bro. Thomas will return
during the week and continue with me and also
after I leave. I am engaged to be at Blythe.dale,
Sunday, June 8th.
After an arrangement for that purpose with
Bro. J. R. Lambert, minister in charge,. .I came
to Wirt, Ringgold county, April 29th, and on
May Ist organized a small branch, with Bro. C.
J. Anderson as presiding elder. I preached near
there on May 4th and on the 6th joined Bro.
Wells here and preached two evenings in continuance of the labor of Brn. Thomas and. Wells.
Preached at Grand River twice on Sunday the
nth. On the 13th went to Lucas to fulfill a
promise before made to an aged woman, Mrs.
Mary Fletcher. In a dream she had been converted of the Lord, and in the dream had seen
herself baptized by me. Hence I now went and
baptized her and James Robinson, (formerly of
Kewanee, Illinois), also :Miss Jemim!l Trueman,
and Lizzie, daughter of Bro. J. J. Watkins. Others had been baptized but a short time before by
Bro. E. B. Morgan. The Lucas branch is doing
well, and the same faith and zeal characterize
the Saints there as in tim~s past.
On Ute 17th I went with Bro. J. R. Lambert to
Blythedale, Missouri, to preach and to examine
as to the advisability of organizing a branch in
that region. It was considered best to renew
regular appointments and bring the Saints together for a tii:rie before organizing a church.
During the following week I came to Wirt,
and up to this place where Bro. Thomas and I
ha.ve been laboring as previously stated Tt is expected by him that he and Bro: L. W .. Wells will
keep up the work here and at Diagonal, perhaps
also at Lorimer and Maloy. The Lo!"d is with
his wor)>. and he guides h.is servants.
Yours in Christ,
H. A. STEBBINS.
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schools. There will be able instruction in all the shared the prisoner's cell. Elijah did not
departments; education, inspiration and enthu- receive the victor's crown in a chariot of
siasm on every hand.
Beatrice claims the finest parks in Nebraska, fire before being driven from the haunts
of men~an outcast from among brethren
and we presume none who attended the Assem·
bly last year will dispute the claim. This year -people of God, a barren land for a home,
there will be the added attraction of fine boatangels for his guides-God for his friend
ing which is secured by the completion of the
great dam. The beautiful excursion steam boat, and the fowls of heaven to minister to the
Queen of the Blue, now rapidly approaching necessities of the outer man.
David, the sweet singer of Israel, the
completion, will be the most elegant boat in the
state. On her two decks she will carry over one valiant strippling, chosen and anointetl of
hundred passengers.
.
God to rule his people and .lead their arEvery one who contemplate& attending a Chaumies to victories, felt the rod of affliction
tauqua Assembly this year, should, before deciding where to go, get a copy of the Beatrice pro- when driven from city to city, mountains
gram which may be had by addressing the sec- and valley, compelled to seek shelter outretary, S. S. Green; Beatrice, Nebraska. Rate·s . side the walls of his loved Zion, among
will be reduced on all railroads.
strangers-enemies to all he loved and
held sacred, ere he could fill the mission
designed for him.
Ah, I might swell the list of those illustrious ones who by their works have said
ARTICLES under thls head do not necessarily receive. the
of him who doeth all things well:
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for .
"With the arm of love He'll lead His chosen
~heir own views.
Contributions solicited.
In the darkest hours of night·
'
'
In all scenes of tribulation,
He will be a shining light."
SHOULD WE KISS THE ROD?
When sorely tried I have ofttimes felt
that it were be-tter that I throw down mv
Wake my soul! for inspiration,
armor and quit the strife, :hot that God
List! a solemn sound to thee,
"0, prepare for tribulation,
does not bless me in my labors for him
This thy certain lot shall be."
but that my work seems so unacceptabl~
Though the way be now no rougher,
to my fellow-men-brethren. But when
Than for Jesus long beforeI remember that
·
·
Think of what he had to sufferWhat each faithful follower bore.
"God has promised no exemRtion
All his children must be tiled.'
PAUL says, Heb. 12: 6: "Whom the Lord
All who share the great redemption,
loveth he chasteneth, anrl scourgeth every
Purchased by the Lamb apd Bride,"
son whom he receiveth."
I regard mY. duty :.s requiring me to
And Proverbs 3: 12 represents Aolomon
press on:'l'ard m order to make the prize
as saying: "Whom the Lord Ioveth he of s~nshtp complete, for to endure is the
correcteth;" and one pretended cons.oler; condition. Then brethren,sisters-friends
Job : I 7, assures: "Happy is the man w bile .I. stoop to the burden,;bend the kne~
God correcteth."
.
and bow thy h¢ad;will you,join me;when
Thisis que?"~lpnable doctrine, for it does I pray:
·
not comport with facts from history, for··
"0 Lord do protect me in each:trying hour,
Ephraim is said to mourn under chastiseWhen~eep tribulation and tr~als abound·
ment, Jeremiah sr: r8.
.And Job comFor I am poor and needy, yes; very poor ~nd
needy,
.
'
plained bitted y of his afflictions, Job 6: 4-D(ip't Iea.ve me in. darknes.s to wander alon.e.
w; 7: II.
.
· .
0 clothe me with meekness apd humiliation
Paul also ir1forms us .that the 'blessing
That from thy holy pathway I may nev~r
of acceptance comes ."if we endure chasstray;
tening."
Therefore affliction is the furThat I may rise. above every sinful temptation
And. still persevere in this. pure and holy
nace of purification to fi.t the human vessel
way."
for acceptance. with God, and to prepare
JoHN D. BENNETT.
for the_ instrumentality in accomplishing
the divine purpo~es.
Abraham. received
not the promise 0 ffatherhoodto the faith~
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST IN
ful, .nor the ~e_rritory pf }heir possessions
THE WILDERNESS OF SINAl:
vyithout trials~ ..·'I'.rouble.w:ith Lot and •his
W:Enotice. from the 'many scriptural proofs
herd men, jeopardy with the Egyptian the e:x:istence of the church under the adminKings and, the invadit;~g armies ofthe five istration. of· Moses; and. its. organization
Kings, made~ributor to the King of Salem, with the two priesthoods therein. We
possibly under the horrible cloud of dark- also· notice th(:llesser priesthood before it
nes!>, and even the surrender of his loved W,as,given to Aaron; or, in. other words,
and only heir.
It must have been a trial
before jt assumed his name.• In notidno-'-chastening-to Moses. to b~ ba.nished the ;fact ofthe chth;(:h in thewilderness ~
from the home of his nativi~y, the palace Sinai we first take the • language of
of royalty for a fugitive life in .the wilds Stephen,found in Acts 7: 3~: "This is he,
of the lonely mountain, e)Cchanging the. that was in the church in the wilderness
associations of courtiers for the companionvy-itb thc:J angel which spak~ to him in thc:J
ship of dumb and per<;hance dangerous
mount Sinai\ and with oul' fathers whore.beasts and rej:!tiles.
ceived the lively oracles. t.o give unto us.''
Joseph was not exalted to princely pow"
. We next. take the. hmg*age of. Paul,
er a:'d lordly ~state ur;ti~ he ~ad b~~n mad,e • found in 1 Corinthians lO: I--::4: !(Moreover,
to k1ss the rod of affhctwn 111-the h.ands of 1 brethren,>! would n.ot th::tt ye should bE)

¢nmmunittafinun.

BEATRICE CHAUTAUQUA ASSEMBLy.
.The Beatrice Chautauqua Assembly for189o
proposes to be one of the most notable gather·
ings of the year. ··Among the. speakers already
ahnounced' are·T. DeWitt Talmage; George W.
Bain_, .Frances Williard, J ahu De Witt Miller,
Samuel Dick~y:,Co!. J. P. Stanford, Chas. 0.
Brown, Helen M. Goug~r, I~.r. Creighton and
Thqmas IVJ;, Taylor. Efforts are being made to
secure T.V. Powderly and others. The Young
Men's Christian Association of the state will be
addressed by H. F. Williams; of Chicago, editor
o.f their national organ, the. J:oung Men's Era,
apd,by Mr. Nash,. the state secretary. The state
W. C. T. U. wiii have its headquarters and school
of methods. on the grounds .. • The Knight Templar,s of the state will encamp on the grounds in
gorgeous regalia and .with magnificent music.
The .. Farmers' Alliance . of .·Nebraska ;and
neighboring states .will gather by thousands
to li~ar the .eloquei)t. Harry Tracy, president
of tve Southern .Farmers' Alllance, and John.H,
Po';'ers, president ofthe Nebraska state_ Alliance.
both of whom will speak on the same day, emphasizing .the common interests, tl}e common
needs .and the common demands of American
fanhers north. and south,
The best of.mus.ical instruction will be provideq;ht~~arge of .the eminent teacher; composer 'b. ret_ h_r_e_n..._w_• .h··o.· pl. aye_·_ d. hi.·m
__ ·... ·•.f. _a_ ._lsEl,_·. b.··e-ref.t ·o·.· f. ignorant, bow
home and doting parent, tempted by the ·~IJJler the ..
at:~d•conducto~, ~-.W. ~traub;.of Chi<;ago, w.hose
bog!>'s ~re used in so. man;y' of Qur churches and sibyl. of lustip.. :th~ home (>f w~~lth,,.and.. f:!Elai ~11a vyer~ ..

;I

1 our' fathers
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the cloud and in the sea; and clid all eat
the same spiritual meat; and did all drink
the same spiritual drink; for they drank
of that spiritual rock that followed them;
and that rock wab Christ." Also the
ninth verse: uNeither let us tempt Christ,
as some of them also tempted and were
destroyed of serpents." See also Hebrews
1:6: "Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers' of the heavenly calling, consider the
Apostle and High Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus; who was faithful to
him that appointed him, as also Moses was
faithful in all his house. For he was
counted worthy of more glory than Moses,
inasmuch as he who hath builded the
house hath more honor than the house. For
every house is builded by some man; but
he that built all things is God~ And
Moses verily was faithful in all his house
as a servant "for a testimony of those things
which were to be spoken after.
But
Christ as a son over his own house; whose
house are we,. if ·we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm
unto the end."
Thus, with the above evidences, we observe that when Moses org-anized the
church and served in it as prophet, seer and
revelator, he did so 1,1nder the immediate
directions of Christ; who delivered the
gospel and law according to the will of
God, his Father.
Now the house, or church, was Christ's,
being named after him; and Christ, the
head of the house, was faithful to God,
his Father, . who appointed him; and
Moses, as a servant in the church, or house,
was faithful unto Christ.
We also notice in the above quotation
that God, even the Father of Christ, built
all things; but in connecting the above
with Hebrews I: 2 (in which we read,
·"Hath in these last qays spoken unto us by
his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of
all things, by whom also he made the
worlds"), we thus notice the fact of Christ
not only being with the church in the
wilderness, but also in the previous dispensations; and, therefore, that Christ had
the charge of building all things; but did
his work under the direction of God, his
Father, and according to his Father's will.
For other evidence of Christ being with
the church see Numbers 14: 13, If. "And
Moses said unto the Lord, Then the
Egyptians shall hear it, (for thou broughtest up this people in thy might from
among them); and they will tell it to th~
inhabitants of this land: for they have
heard that thou, Lord, art among this people; that thou, Lord, art seen face to face;
and that thy cloud standeth over them,
and that thou goest before them, by daytime in a pillar of a cloud, and in a pillar
of fire by night."
The above, connecting with I Corinthians IO: 4• proves that the personage here
addressed by Moses, and by him called
the Lord, was Christ.
We also notice that, even at this time,
in the wilderness the church was clothed
with the Holy Ghost. See Numbers 1 I:
24-30: "And Moses went out and told the
people the words of the Lord, and gathered the seventy men of the elders of the

people, and set them around about the tabernacle. And.the Lord came down in a
cloud and spak~ unto him, and took of the
·Spuit that was upon him, and gave it unto
the seventy elders: and it came to pass
that when ·the Spirit re&ted upon them
they prophesied and did. not cease. But
there remained two of the men in the
camp, the name of the one was Eldad,
and the name of the other Medad: and
the Spirit rested upon them, and th1ey
were of them that were written. but went
not out unto the tabernacle: ·and they
prophesied in the camp. And there ran a
young man and told Moses and said, Eldad and Medad do prophesy in the camp.
And· Joshua, the son of Nun, the servant
of Moses, one of his young men, answered
and said, My lord Moses, forbid them.
And Moses said unto him, Enviest thou
for my sake? Would God that all the
Lord's people were prophets, and that the
Lord would put his Spirit upon them!"
We now connect the above with N ehemiah 9: 19, 20: "Yet thou in thy manifold mercies forsookest them not in the
wilderness: the pillar of the cloud departed not from them by day, to lead them in
the way; neither the pillar of fire by
night, to show them light and the way
wherein they should go. Thou gavest
also thy good Spirit to instruct them, and
withheldest not thy manna from their
mouth, and gavest them water for their
thirst." Being thus clothed with the Holy
Ghost they did prophesy.
Having examined the fact of the existence of the church under the administration of Moses, we shall next examine its
organization. We first notice the two
presiding quorums that presided over the
two priesthoods; the greater of which
was already named after Melchisedec,
which priesthood held the keys over the
spiritual blessings of the church. The
other, lesser priesthood, had not 1.s yet received ;my particular name. This lesser
priesthood held the keys over the temporal things of the church, such as receiving
tithes and disbursing them for the benefit
of the poor; and building, and keeping in
proper order the places of worship, and all
the financial affairs of the the church; as
also the offering of the sacrifices.
Now
over this greater priesthood Moses presided as the prophet of God, and the seer
and revelator to the church; while over
the lesser priesthood Aaron presided, as
bishop or high priest to the church. Now
as to Moses and his preeminence among
the people of God, the matter is too plainly recorded in the sacred book to need
comment here. We also notice that his
principal companions in his ministerial labors were Joshua, Hur and Aaron with
his two oldest sons, Nadab and Abihu, until their death. , When the Amelekites
came ag-ainst Israel (see Exodus 1 Moses
sent Joshua at the head of the
army, while himself, in company with
Aaron, and Hur, his brother-in-law, went
to the top of a hill near by. We thus observe, from other evidences, that Moses
put the army in charge of Joshua, who
was his minister or counsellor, and took
with himself Hur, his brother-in-law, and

Aaron who has figured so largely with
Moses in his labors. We next notice, concerning these men, after God's visitation
to the people on mount Sinai, and God had
committed further laws unto Moses for
the people, that He then commanded Moses, saying, "Come up unto the Lord, thou,
and Aaron, N adab and Abihu, and seventy
of the elders of Israel; and worship ye
afar off." (see Ex. 24: r). And in the
ninth verse we read, that after. the performance of certain services, Moses went
up, taking with him Aaron, Nadab, and
Abihu, with the seventy elders, as the
Lord had commanded him; and in the
I 3th and r 4th verses we further notice
that there went with them also Joshua and
and that Joshua went with Moses
into the. mount, while Hur remained behind with Aaron, N adab and Abihu, and
the seventy elders; which was a necessity,
that in company with Aaron, he should
settle whatever matters the people might
bring before them. From this we gather
that, when the Lord designated who
should go with Moses into the mount,
he did not mention Joshua and
who nevertheless went with him;
for the reason that they were in the
same quorum with him, being his ministers or counsellors; and that when Hur
was left with Aaron, he was left that in
case of any serious matters arising in
the absence of Moses, they would have
one out of the highest quorum of the
church to preside in their councils.
As further evidence of Joshua's close
companionship with Moses in his ministry,
see Exodus 32: 17: "And when Joshua
heard the noise of the people as they
shouted, he said unto Moses, There is
noise of war in the camp."
Also Exodus 33: I I: "And the Lnrd
spake unto Moses face to face, as a man
speaketh unto his friend, and he turned
again unto the camp; but his servant,
Joshua, the son of Nun, a young man, denot out of the tabernacle."
Thus we notice the presiding quorum
over the higher, or Melchisedec priesthood,
which quorum presided over the church,
and that quorum consisted of Mqses, the
prophet, seer, and revelator for the church,
with Joshua and Hur as his counselors;
and that the duty of Moses, as the president of that quorum, was to receive the
the word and commandmen.ts of the Lord
for the people.
Having examined the presidency of the
Melchisedec priesthood, we next observe
the presidency of the lesser priesthood.
The command Jor Aaron and his sons,
N adab and Abihu, to go up with Moses
unto the Lord, we have already noticed.
'\lV e next observe (Ex. 28: I) that Aaron
and his sons were set apart to minister before the Lord in this priesthood, and in
Exodus 29: 9i Numbers 18: 7, we
notice that the
wa~ given to
Aaron and his
throughout all
their future generations; and when with
the above evidences we read Leviticus ro;
Numbers 3: 4-i 1 Chronicles 24: 2, we conclude that when Aaron received the presof this
his sons N adab
were made his counselors;
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and when they died before the Lord,
Eleazar and Ithamer, succeeding their
brethren, became their father's counsel~
lors.
Having now examined the fact of the
presidency of this lesser priesthood, we
next examine its particular duties, which
were, first, charge of the finances of the
church. (See Lev. 27: 30; Num. 18: zr;
He b. 7: 5). Second, the charge of the
tabernacle, also the public property of the
church.
We then noticethe Levitical priesthood
as an appendage to the Aaronic, to have
the care of the public sanctuarys; but under
the directions of the presidency of the
Aaronic priesthood. Se.e Exodus 27: 21;
Lev. 24: 3; Num. 3: 38,and 18:5.
We further notice that among the duties
of the Aaronic priesthood was the offering
of the bloody sacrifices. We also notice
that when the president of this priesthood
(who was the high priest) received revelation for the people or otherwise administered in the word of God, he did not do
so in a direct manner, as did the prophets;
but could only do so. by means of the
ephod, or when they went near the. mercy
seat within the vail.
Having noticed the two presiding quorums, we shall next notice their. relationship to each other. First: Moses' superiority itl authority over Aaron is plain
enough without comment. Second: When
Moses and Aaron had gone the way of all
the earth, we notice that Joshua was superior to Eleazar in authority. See Josh.
3: 7• 8, and 8: 30.
We also notice Gideon
the tribe of
Manasseh ministering in s.acred things.
(See Judges 6: 25). We next notice that
Samuel wa,; superior in authonty to the
priesthood of Aaron .. (See I Sam. 9:. 6-rs;
12: r6,..zo; J0:8).
And last, we notice
Elijah ministering in sacred things; and
tbathe was superior in authority to the
Aaronic priesthood. .
·.
Having noticed the two presiding qu:orum&, we note the fu.rther organization of
the church under the administration of
Moses. Ofthi!'l we notice first, the setting
in order of a quorum of twelve.men, who
became princes, apostles, or judges; and
as apostle signiftes '~one chosen," so were.
these ,nen <;hosen by. revelation of God,
eac.h ,one having been called by name.
See ~umbers 1 : ~' 5· .. .· . .
·
Second, a quorum composed of seventy
·men, with officers over them. Se.e N umbers : r6. These men were to be chosen
:frmri among the elde.rs of Israel (the
church).
. . .
..
_
Third, chief. or high priests aside from
the presiding ~ishop. This we. observe
from the Jewish order of things in the
time ()f Christ, which order was ecclesiastical. See Matthew.16: 22; 2o: 17; Mark
10: 33; Lukeg: 22; John 3: r..,..ro; 7:451

5°· 5I.
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Thus· we notice that the various officers
of the ch,~rch were: ISt, the prophet, seer
ana rev:elator1 with. his two counsellors;
.. forming a. presiding qU()rUm over the
· chu~ch. • zd, the pre,;iding bish()p 11nd
qounsellprs, f~rming a presiding quorum
.the· fiminces . qf the .. ch~J,i(;h; · · :;d,
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twelve princes, or apostles. 4th, the quorum of seventy with its officers. 5th, chief,
or high priests. 6th, elders. 7th, priests,
mention of which is made in Exodus 19:
22, 24, and this before the name of Aaron
is applied to the lesser priesthood. 8th,
the Levitical Priesthood (deacons and
teachers) which was an appendage to the
Aaronic.
May the Lord hasten the day of his
coming, when the Saints of each dispensation shall assemble in Zion and rehearse
each the story and circumstances attending
his dispensation. Every heart shall then
be filled with joy, and the glory of Christ
and his kingdom will rest upon all, and no
death to destroy that joy and glory.
FRANCIS EARL.

IN A GREAT SHIP'S LOCKER.

IN the busy season the "City of Paris"
carries about 550 first cabin, 250 second
cabin and 650 steerage passengers, says the
Sun, There are 40q in the ship's company, including doctors, painters, boilermakers, six bakers, three butchers, seven~
teen cooks, hydraulic electrical and othe.r
engineers to the number of 32, 148 stewards
and eight stewardesses. So there may be
about 1,850 ahoard.
.
,
Notwithstanding the fact that many of
the passengers are seasick from the time
they pass Sandy Hook until Fastnet is
sighted, they manage to.consume in one
tr.ip something like 13,000 poumis of fresh
beef, 3000 pounds of corned beef, 4000
pounds of muttoi).,. 10o0 pounds of Iamb,
2000 pounds of yea! . and po~k, I 51000
pounds of bacon, 500 pqunds• of liver,
tripe and sausage$, .260 hams, 300 pounds
of fish, 2o,ooo eg~s; 17 tons of potato.es, 3
tons of other vegetables, 3,6oo pounds of
butter, 6oo pounds of cheese, 6oo pounds
of coffe,, 3')0 pcnmds of tea, 100 p<mnds of
icing sugar, 150 po.unds of powdered
sug'ar, 67opoundsof loaf sugar, 300 pounds
of moist' sugar, 700 pounds of salt, 200
pounds of nuts, 56o.pounds of dried fruit,
20 barrels of apples, 3,6oo lemons, 20 cases
of .oranges-anciother green frui U n season
-300 bottles .of .pickles, 150 .bottles of
ketchup, sauce arid horse radish, and 150
cans of preserves.
There are al~o quanfitie$ of poultry,,
oysters, sardines, canned vegetables, .and
soups, vinegar, pepper, mustard, curry,
rice, tapioca, .sago, hominy, qatmeal, molasses, condensed milk, ."tini).e~" Boston
beans, confectio nary and ice crt;Jam.. Fifty
pounds of ice cream are set.vedat a single
meal in the first cabin.
Thirty tons o{ icea.re required to keep
th~ great store~ rooms cool. Eight barrels
of flour are .used daily.
The bakers are
busy fr(>m dawt1 of day~·· Tl;ley make 4•:
ooo delidou.s Parker House rpllsfor break,
fast every moqling •.. Thirt.y~eight. pound
loaves Of whiteb.read~.and 1 00 . potJnds of
brownbread are baked each day; also pit~s,
PtlddiJ:lgs, 'cakes,. etc.
EigJ;l.t ~arrel~ of com,rn()t1 ~r[t~}ren; at1d
I()Q tins of fan<;:y ¢rac~ers ate stowe<lavvay
> '',
'
1 ~
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in the store-room, together with 100
pounds of wine and plum cake, not a
crumb of which is left when Liverpool is
reached. Six thousand bottles of ale and
porter. · 4,200 bottles of mineral waters,
4,500 bottles of wine, and more or less ardent spirits, are drank inside of six days by
the guests of this huge floating hotel.
About 3,ooo cigars are sold ori board, but
many more are smoked.
Two hundred
pounds of toilet soap are supplied by the
steamship company.
One of the odd sights to be seen on the
double~decked Inman pier soon after the
arrival of the "queen of the ocean greyhounds" is the .great stacks of soiled linen,
which are being assorted by about a dozen
stewards. Here is the wash list for a single trip: Napkins, 8,300t table-'cloths, 180;
sheets, 3,6oo; pillow-cases, 4,4oo; towels,
~6.:Z'oo, !)nd dozens of blankets and counterpanes. Although tbe list is very short,
it requires four large two-horse trucks to
carry the wash to the Inman company's
steam laundry in Jersey City.
In less
than a week it is back in the lockers of the
linen rooms, which are in charge of a regular linen keeper.
There is :no washing
done on board. Many of the ship's company have their waE~hing dqne in New
York, but the greater number have it don:e
in Liverpool.-Boston Globe. i
"THE MYSTERY OF SORROW.''
THE ~~bject of Dr. Thomas; .sermon at
the People's Church, Chicagq, was "The
Mystery of Sorrow;" His text was: "My
soul is exceeding sorrowful,. even unto
death."-Matt. 38:26:
"There is a· strange'· duality," he said,
"in things. That which cond~tions pleas·
ure conditi.ons paitl; that whish c;:on~Htiops
joy conditio~s sorrow; that. wihich. makes
possible' the rig)1t makes possible the
wrong. Man accepts pleasvre a~ a natural right,. but the presence o:f pain occasions ('!Uj-prise. He goes forth to welcpme
joy, but he would hide away ffom sorrow.
"The mystery of sorrow ha~ long hung
over the. most thoughful mind~ and hearts.
Wh.r is the world as it is? Why could
there riot be health witho\}t sickn.ess,
plenty without want, rest without labor,
beauty without deformity, harmony without disconl? Why not life W;ithout death
and heaven without hell? lf ?ature be an
unthir:tking and .unfeeling f~talism; that
ends the question; for reason.and elllotion
can h.ave nothing in common with such an
oroer•. But man is rational and know& the '
sentiments of rig)1t, and, feeliqg that h~ i~
not the source of himself and fbe universe,
he ffi.tlst conclude that. reason and right are
in the S()Urceof. all that .is, a{ld ~hat is. to
believe in God, and hence tp ask for a
rational solutio? of the preseU:ce of suifering and sorr.ow. inth~ wotld. ;
...•..
••The earth isa record of p~in. '}'o t!Je
higpe.r life of man i& added Qare an? sor~
row. P,ain ma.y be a sent~t1el ,to give
warning,. but the. deepest p~ins ·.are npt
curative. There.must b~ a higher .
~n}he.discipli1J.ar.yand epu~atit;>nal ·
~uff~ri;ng to the rni?d;.apd ~eat:t.
of pliin apc;l- de~th ·gives;
to ~the
,,>
,'
'
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nature a.lookof seriousness, of high pur- travail of. souls.
Weeping may endure
pose, of costs paid for values/and it gives for the night, but joy cometh with the
to goodness a needed severity in the. morning! Always in sorrow some aqgel
training of souls for high destiny. And of comfort is neat, and when the storms
when carried out into life .it is found that are past the souls purified through suffersense pleasures are soon forgotten, but the ing shall rise up to peace and joy ineffable,''
memories of toil and sorrow abtde and
their restilts .are never lost. · The great
GLADSTONE ON DIVORCE.
events of history show that progress is not
W. E. Gladstone, in North American
the result of lightness and .the pleasure- Review for December: While divorce of
loving courts ofkings, but of deep earn- any kind impairs the integrity of the famestness.
ily, divorce with re-marriage destroys it
"The Dutch republic fought the battles root and branch.
The parental and the
of liberty for humanity, and Gustavus conjugal relations are "joined togethern by
Adolphus cast himself and his army .into the hand of the Almighty no less than the
the trembling balance of religious liberty persons united by the marriag·e tie to one
in Europe. These great ages had a ser- another. Marriage contemplates not only
ious purpose, and hence their achievements an absolute identity of interests and affeclive.
tions, but also the creation of new, joint
"The Christ lived the larger life that and independent obligations, stretching in·
was above the narrow limitations of his to the future and limited only by the
time and country and religion; he I.ived in stroke of death. These obligations where
the universal, and for the universal; and divorce proper is in force lose an commuhence lived for humanity. He knew
nity, and the obedience reciprocal to them
poverty and temptation j he knew the is dislocated and destroyed .•••
high set1se. of the real and the right, and
I have spent neatly sixty years at the
hence felt deeply the cruelty of man to centre of British life. Both before and
man, and the hollowness of externitl forms from the beginning of that period absolute
in religion. In the moment of temptation divorces were in England abusively
the decision was made and his life cast on tainable, at very heavy cost, by private
the side of the true and the good; and acts of parliament; but they were so rare
after his baptismal consecration he went (perbaps about two in a year) that they
forth to preach the new gospel of the did not affect the public tone, and for the
heart and life; that the only salvation was English people marriage was virtually a
in the law and life of love and duty to God contract indissoluble by law. In the year
and man.
1857 the English divorce act was passed,
"Such teachings rebuked the boastful for England only. Unquestionably since
piety of the scribes and Pharisees, and not that time the standard of conjugal moralbeing ableto answer his great truths they ity has perceptibly declined among the
sought his death. He knew that the end higher classes of this country, and scandals
was near; he wept over the city, he went in respect to it have become more frequent.
to the garden of Gethsemane, and fell The decline as a fact I know to be recogupon his 'face in prayer. His 'soul was nized by persons of social experience and
exceeding sorrowful, even unto death.' "insight who in no way share my abstract
Deserted, alone on the cross, he felt the opinions on divorce. Personally I believe
full measure of the coldness and cruelty of it to be due in part to this great innovation
man; of the power and prejudice and hate; in our marriage laws; but in part only, for
he tasted the full cup of all human sor- other disintergating causes havebeen at
row. He died from a broken heart, and work. The mystery of marriage is, I
beautiful has Renan said: •Rest now in admit, too profound for our comprehension;
thy glory, noble founder. Thy work is and it seems now to be too exacting for
finished; thy divinity established. . . . our faith.
Henceforth beyond the reach of frailty
thou shalt witness from the serene heights
EQUALITY IN CHRIST.
of divine peace the results of thy acts.'
. "Patient, forgiving love had endured "THERE is neither Jew nor Greek, there
the full force of passion, prejudice, and is neither bond nor free, there is neither
hate; the love of God to man had been re- male nor female; for ye are all one in
vealed in its power to save. .The mystery ' Christ J esus.''-Gal. 3: 28.
of sorrow had become the mystery of love.
The idea that there is any constitutional
Oh, strange paradox, he that loves most prerogatives, or superiorities given one
suffers most, enjoys most; to give is to re- branch ot the race over the other is a relic
ceive, to die is to live, and he that loved all of barbarism it is high time was dissipated.
and died for all is drawing all to himself Christiahity has been carrying a load foistby the gentle power that is breaking the ed upon itfrom its early heathen associachains of slavery and discrowning despot- tions from which it should be disburdened.
i!lms and enthroning liberty, justice and There are no differences in constitutional
humanity.
priviliges in Christ. All stand on a com"Sorrow has come to many homes in mon level, and even distinctions which beour city in the last winter, and just as glad fore obtained, when we are incorporated
spring was at the door a sudden great sor- in Christ fade awav, and we become "one
row fell upon many hearts in a near city. in Christ," one in interest, and one in
We weep with those who weep, but 'we standing. · This oneness represents the
will not fear, though the earth be moved perfect manhood.
The feminine and the
and the mountains be carried into the masculine are the two sides of the ideal
midst of the sea,' God is in this world- and true manhood. There is a very pre-

valent notion that the feminine represents
the weaker side of our human .nature,
while the truth is that in many important
respects it represents the stronger. Love,
patience, meekness, tenderness, and kindred qualities are not weak qualities. It
requires greater real strength to love, be
patient, meek, tender; than it does to hate,
be petulant, arrogant and heartless. Many
a man who would be brave enough to face
a cannon's mouth on the field of physical
courage, would prove an arrant coward if
put through a week's contact amid the
petty battle of household contests in .the
tread mill of home guard duty.
Again when a man stands a~ the head
of the household he has no special prerogatives because he is a man. In that order he is the bread-winner and the soldier
of the embryotic nation of the. family.
But this gives no inalienable right. Paul
in giving his council to his son Timothy
(I Tim. 5: 8) says: "If any provide not
for his own, and specially for those of his
own house, he hath denied the faith, and
is worse th:1n an infidel." Here it is seen
that in the absence of the male head of the
house the widow takes the place with precisely the same responsibilities and powers.
There is no room or place in the New
Testament teaching for any of the assumed rights of property by which the wife,
equal in every other respect, should be
made the mere one-third .sharer with other
heirs in the estate. During its accumula-,
tion she is the equally responsible joint
head and owner.
When the husband
fails she is to take up the sceptre, and is
held responsible as the sole head of the
house. This whole idea and all its baleful details of division as a dowerage is
heathenish.
Then as to ecclesiastical prerogatives
there is a whole line of equally unscriptural assumption. Take the one idea of
the ministry. It combines two elements;
government and evangelism. In the first
the idea of office inheres. To this, election and selection elevates.
HOW TO CURE A HEADACHE.
Dyspeptic or bilious headache is very common,
and, it seems to me, it is the headache which is
most easily traceable to its cause and most readily avoided without medicine.
Every one who has ever. suffered from It
knows, as well as I can tell them, the cause and
remedy. It is the old story of appetite, indulgence and punishment.
If you wish to know my advice as to curing
bilious headache, I would say-Don't get it. Eat
such food as agrees with you; be temperate in
all things, and be as regular as clock-work about
your habits. In the case of young people this
headache can always be traced to some error in
diet-as rich food in immoderate quantity, eating
at unreasonable or unusual hours, drinking wine
or beer, etc.; etc.-and it readily gives way to an
emetic and sleep. Almost any emetic will doipecac or sulphate of zinc. In the case of elderly persons, however, the headaches, although less
acute, are apt to be more tedious and more ex·
hausting. Rest in bed, cold applications to
the head, and some purgative medicine taken so
as to operate in the morning, will usually effect
a cure.-DR. MAc HENRY, in Ladies' l-Iome :Journal.
ADDRESSES.
Issac N. Roberts, Cormorant, Boeker Co., Minnesota.
Joseph F. Burton, Hollister, San Benito Co., California,
Willard ,J. Smith, Bo4 63, Galien, Mien.
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at ro :30 a.m. social meeting 2 p.m. in charge of
F. C. Graham and James Drown. Preaching by
C. E. Butterworth at 8 p.m. Adjourned to meet
with the Delano branch on the last Saturday
and Sunday in August.

FAR WEST.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
District conference convened with the DeThe next Decatur district conference will be
Kalb branch on Saturday, May 3rst, J. T. Kinheld in the Greenville branch, in a grove situated
naman in the chair; C. P. Faul, clerk. On moon Bro. Nephi Lovell's place.
It is four and a
tion the chair appointed Brethren J. Burlington,
half miles east of Lamoni and two and a half
A. W. Head and L. L. Babbit committee on cresouth-west of Davis City. The business session
dentials. Branch reports were read from St. Jowill convene at ten o'clock on Saturday, June
seph,Kingston,Pieasant Grove,Stewartsville Gerzrst, r8go. Each one of the ten branches should
man, Stewartsville, Edgerton, Juncton, DeKalb
send a statistical report,.and we hope to see every
and Delano branches. Elders L L. Babbitt, S. Albranch represented by the presence of ministers
cott, (confirmed 3), J. M. Terry, (baptized r), A.
or members or both. Those who come by train
Nesser, T. T. Hinderks, (baptized and confirmed
to Davis City on Friday and Saturday will be
4), J. Snider, J. T. Kinnaman, (baptized n, conmet by local brethren with teams.
We shall be
firmed 13), J. Drown, (baptized and confirmed 4),
glad to see such of the traveling ministry as can
M. H. Forscutt, C. E Butterworth, W. Summerattend.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres~
field (confirmed 2), and F. C. Graham reported.
Priests A. W. Head, (baptized 3), F. Uphoff, C.
The Eastern Maine district conference will be
P. Faul, P. Peterson,]. C Elvert and F. Mauzey
held at Addison, Maine, June 28th and 29th.
reported. Teachers T. McKee, J. Limb, B. Dice
Come, Saints, with the Spirit of God. Pr.esident
and M. Beebe reported.
Deacons J. Wood and
of the mission, W. H.' Kellev, is expected to be
C. Householder reported. Bishop's agent's. represent.
S. 0. Foss, Dist Pres.
port: Balance due church last report, $142,88;
received since. including the $r42,88, up to May
The Northern Illinois district conference will
30th, r89o. $391,9r, expended $II7 40; balance
convene in Chicago, June 14th and rsth, in H,all
due church $r74,57;. Wm. Lewis, agent. After
"C," No 213 West Madison street, at ro: 30 a:m,
considerable discussion in the case of L. Neidorp,
and 2:30 and 7:30p.m. each day.
the following resolution was passed: "Whereas,
a portion of the papers in the case of Bro. Lambertus Neidorp, in which are involved questions
BORN.
affecting the St. Joseph and Nebraska City
branches, and the Far West district of the church,
WEDLOCK.-Paul Chester, son of John R. and
Ethel Wedlock, was born at Sioux City, Iowa,
are in the hands of the First Presidency; and
whereas there has been objections raised thereto,
August 9th, r889, and was blessed at the 1'\!Siit In hereby agreed by all parties to the suit in , dence of Charles A. and Minnie Wickes. near
district conference repre sen ted, and by said disLamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, June 3d, r89o.
trict c9nference, resolved that all papers in this
)3irthday offering for Paul, $I.
ea~e in all its phases be placed in the hands of
MARRIED.
the First President of the church, Bro .. Joseph
BARDS.LEY-WATKrNs.-Thomas R. Bardsley
Smith; and the missionary in charge, Bro. Jo~eph
of Walnut, Iowa, and Estella Evangeline WatR. Lambert; and resolved, further, that all parkins of Neola, Iowa, were united in the sacred
ties do hereby agree to Submit to the decision of
bonds ·of matrimony on the 28th day of May,
this committee by consenting to accept such der89o, at the residence of the bride's parents,; by
cision as final. Bro. J. T. Kinnaman was sustainElder Charles Derry,
ed as president of the district for the coming
May love's sweet influence reign supreme
quarter, W. Summerjield, as vice president; C.
Within these hearts now duly joined,
J:>. Faul, .as secretary; W. E.ewis, as Bishop's
Nor mav the spell of Jove's fond dream
E'er
break, or Jo•e its power divine;
agent. The following resolution was offered
But strqnger grow as years. roll on,
ahd passed: "Whereas, El.der J. T. Kinnaman
Till each the Crown of Life has wou.
c. D.
has faithfully.and satisfactorily served this disDIED.
trictfor several years, and whereas we believe
GRAY ...,-At Lamoni; Iowa, May 3oth, r89o,
him to be worthy arid fully qualified to fill the
Sr. Sylvia Truman Gray, wife of William Gray.
office of High Priest, it is hereby resolved, r,
She. was born Augu~t 27th; 1857, near Pleasantthat we recommend, him to the High Priest's
on, Iowa; and af death was aged 32 year-s, 9
· Q\lorum for ordination to the office of High
months and 3 days; was baptized in her early
Priest. 2, that our district missionary, Bro. C. E.
.years. She leaves a husband, three children and
Butterworth, be asked to present this to the High
,
other
relatives to mourn .their. loss. Funeral
Priest's quorum at its next sitting ... Commitee
from the Saints' Church\ Lllmoni, Iowa, Saturon SU:nday:school wqrk for the Far West district
day, May 31st; services. in charg\! of Elder A. S.
respectfully submit that they have appointed a
Cochran, sermO;h by Elder R: S. Salyards. Inco.mmittee ot one, M. H. Forscutt,
draw up
terment at Rose. Hill Cemetery.
rules and regulations, and to send each branch a
copy of the same, which it is also recommended
PaTTE~ -At. Boothtown, ·:qecatur. county,
that Sunday-school~ be organized wherever . Iowa; May 19th; r89o, of measles, Otto Eugene,
practieable,tl:J.roughout the district. It is further ·child of Charles and. Deiia Potter:, .aged rr
recommended. that at next session (lf conference
months and 7days. The bereayed parents dwell
at least one Sunday·school worker be sent as
in Saint Joseph, Missour.i. The mother waS' visdelegate from each branch, and at. thattlme the
iting in Decatur: county when their three children
rules agreed upon be adop~ed and .a district orwere attacked \Vith this disease.
The funeral
ganization take place. M; H. Forscutt, T. T. ,sermon was preached in Davis City by Elder .H.
Hlnderks, A. W. Head, P.Peterson, M .. F. Bee]?e,
A. Stebbins, and the beloved one was laid to rest
o:.:\)mmittee. "Whereas, Bro. ]. Burlingtqn is atin the cemetery there.
·
toney for L. Neidorp, be it resolved Bro. W.
Lewis be appointed attorney for the.. district."
NOTICES.
Carried. An appeal was . asked for by Bro. T.
To the Saint!\ of Northern Califorhi<l, Orego11
Worral. . On. motlcm. the appeal was not granted.
and Washington, greeting :-:-~s ;I have. been llPThe president and vice president w~re requested
to visit the Stewartsville branch anc:I request.the' pointed by thepresident of thl!! m.ission, to lalior
inthe.field composed of the a\Jbve named places,
branch to rescind their action in the case of Stewartsville branch vs John Egel, to make anapol-' and being unacquainted with a large portion of
th\! same, I will be :very thankfulfor any inforogy to the Elders who sat and heard the case, al·
mation' you may give.cqnqerning the opportuniso if! c;tllin~ up the eviden;cl! a,nd having it read
ties •for work in yo'::ll' ylcinity, ~;o that I may I19t
befqre th~ branch, aP,d to make all illegal actions
spe!lc;l too much.time and mean~ in ne.edless.trav:
x:ig~t, Br(). ¥, l,:l• F()rscuttpreached ()nSu1;1day
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el. Address me at Hollister, San Benito county,
California, from which place my mail will be
forwarded to me.
Your brother and co-laborer in the gospel,·
JosEPH F. BuRTON.
The Massachusetts District Sunday School
convention will meet in the Saints' Chapel in
Fall River, Saturday, July rzth, at seven p.m.
We hope to see a full attendance. Business of
importance to be transacted.
The ministry
especially invited; in fact we want everybody to
come that is interested in Sunday School work.
G. W. RoBLEY, Dlst. Supt.
DECATUR DISTRICT SUNDAYSCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
Sunday-school uelegates to tl:J.e meeting of the
Decatur District Aosociation to be held Ftiday,
June 2oth, coming by train should come Thursday to Lamoni. They will be provided with conveyance at Lamoni to place of meeting.
J. A: GuNSOLLEY. Supt.

FOR SALE.
One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise iri Lamoni. Dwelling, con•i"ting of six rooms, connected with
Store. The best business location in town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office;
r4jun
; Lamoni, Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for ,,my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnac~ in it, and water in the kitch<jn.
Address JOHN. GILLESPIE,
Box 2~, Cleveland, Ohio.

THE P ATRllOT;
Intended for a famJly newspaper: it furnish.es a concise
report of the news of the world botl;l foreign and domestic; reflects with special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
:
CHARACTERIZE THj]l AGE;
furnishes. a Home, Scientific, Personal, Religious,Arounf].
the World, and several other ~epartme\)ts. , "'!'he·
Jews" and "The East" receive thei~ share of attention,
One year $1.00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos./25 cts., 1 mo. 10 eta.
LAMBERT ~ROS., Lamoni, :pecatur county, Ia.
ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F.:NIOHOLSj)N, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OH .lAMONt
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits.· .ReiH Estate
bought and sold..

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.''
-THE-

Apostaey, Reformation and Restoa•a.tion.
This work discusses the i.ssues of theology tbat are
the. fron.t to.day·; · .•No .Bible .studmit can.·afford
reading 1te1ther.as cmTIC or INVESTIGATqB. It
399:pages of plosely written matter;and printed
readable type; with neat binding, ar<d sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $;1:.25 PER .COPY.
Besides the discussion of :ttie questions
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) llY T H E ( - -

Board of Publication of the Remganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW-\.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ...... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.•••.••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ....•.••••• , ............. 2
New Testament, Inspired.....................

50
00
60
'75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•.....•..••••••.•••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••.•••.•••.••• 1 1)0
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. l 21)
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••.••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •.•••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
I.eather back and Muslin sides .••..••••.•... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, comprising about '720
tunes, and f'u!l instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMYTH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•...••••• 1 50
VOICE oF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
[n paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ••••.••. l 00
Limp muslin covers ........... ,............. 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..... . . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • 35
Muslin binding....... . . . . ..... . . . .. .. ... • • 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder WiJ.
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circu.
lated both in the c!mrch and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . .. • . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. •
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ....•... 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, U cts. each, per dozen ........•. 1

00
75
60
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . • • • • • • • . • .
50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for Hie., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .....•..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • . • • . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 1 0 kinds, per l 00. • • • • . . • 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn aftirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. For.scutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of tlul body from th® gr~ve."

D.

BRA DEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, <!96 pages ............... '..... 1 'liS
·Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·,
vine origin, and are its, teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church,
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization,· ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
aa it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with HimY
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 16cts., ten or more, each • • • • . • • • . • • • 13
This is th~ notorioUIIJ "ManUIIJcrlpt Found," writtez.
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which te write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 'Hi
Without covers 5cts. each; per do:rJJn . . . • • . • • . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of .Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morm n, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS;
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . • • •
Old editio~a . • • .. • • .. . . .. . • .. . • .. • • .. .. • • • ..

10
II

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lO cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00
.. TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••. 1
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100 •
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen fie, 100..
250 for 60 cts, 600 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design--and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen lie., 100....
B. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •. 1
9. Spiritualism Viewed frJm a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 11) cts., 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 ets., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 • .. 1
Hi Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 6 cts., 100 . . • . .
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•...•• : • ••• 1
H. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 26 cts., 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ....-................. l
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen ilc., lOil...
22. Faith and Repent.ance; dozen 16 cts, 100 .•. l
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•..••• l
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. fie., 100
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ... l
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100.......
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen......
per hundred.......... . . . ••..•.. , ..•.••• 1
31. What ill Truth ? and True Orthodoxy 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 60 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......••• 1
32. Which is the Chmch; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • •
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; do11:en..
per hundred................
• ......... 1
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100
26 eta., 250
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l
42. Rejectionofthe Chureh; dozen 16
100.1
43. One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts.,
.•.. l
Tilial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je·
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. • • • • • . • • • •
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100..........
An usortment of Tracts. . • .. . • .. . • .. . • . • . • • •

Bou.d

SET OF TRAOTS.
Limp Maim, iil!med iFA • , • .. .. • • .. • •

m

50
40
25
~6

~5

40
75
25

10
25
65
75
40

40

'15
40
15
10
25
40
40
40
40

40
15
10

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by ,Toseph Smith.)
~ We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 ~5
Rexburg Turkey, gilt edge ..••.•..•••.•••.••• 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••. .4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns ln Welsh and 33 in English.
'VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,.
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LIT'fLEF, .LD.
In paper lOets.; per dozen................... 'Ill
This is the "Reply of
Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation
the doctrine of Plural
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for R.ecord of Names, Bless. iug of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
per dozen..........................
and Confirmation Certificate books. • • • •
Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

12
26

40

CERTIFICATl<lS AND REPOR'fS.
Branch Statistical Reports,
dozen. . . . • • • • • . 40
Annual Statistical Reports,
for. . • . . . . . . • • •
5
Certificates.of Baptism and Membership, per doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen . . . . . . . . . • . . 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter
by .A. Wilf'ord Hall, 544 pages, muslin ...•.•• 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by .A. Wilford Hall ... , ................... l
Josephus, complete, library leather .••.....•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, li volumes ..........•...••• .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••••••• 4
Baldwin's .Ancient .America (illustrated) .••••... 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran, library leather ......•.....•...... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ......•..... 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine •.•.•••. 2
VOiillPJete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
........................... !
'"''""·'·vnmu New Testament ................ 1
Luff................
Herald and Hope alme.

50
00
50

00
00
80
00
26
Oil

00
'Hi
00

65
30
!!II

E S,
Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
l!lll.liO.

25
~5

40
20
25
50
75
lO

7·5
50
lli

35

'lll!>

Publisher.

Leaves:
The EvJl Tree-June Song-Woman's Liberty
in the
Land-The Love of God-The True
Hero-L<?cture on Temperance-Testimony of
Sr. Mary Jordan-Let the Flowers Speak-Memories-Observations No. 3-Memorial Sermon to
Grand Army of the Republic-Decoration Day
--Autobiography of Elder R. C. Evans, with a
Portrait-Song of
the Church in
an Earl.J; Day-The
Battle-Pattie, or
Leaves rrom a
of CorresponBoys-Loss
Corner.
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SAINTS' HERALD.

REPORT OF GEORGE A.. BLAKESLEE,
Bishop of the Reorganized Church· of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, of Tithes and Offerings,
Received from .April 1st, 1889, to March 31st, 1890, inclusive.
RECEIPTS.
1889.
Apr 10 To J. F. Min tun, Ia., t .. $ 25 00
5 00

~ con~ra~~· M:··iai:tiioi-

omew, N.Y., t ..........100 00
Apr11 E. Rowland, Mo., t ...... 10 00
Apr 20 C. Randall, Kan., t.... ... 2 75
W. M. Martin, Kan., t .. , 'l 75
·J. Harris, Sr., Pa·, o ..... 2 00
Sr. B; Cook, Pa., o.... •• 1 00
Oath. Herrick, Mo., t .... 10 00
B. Haws, Nev., t ......... 12 00
Maggie Kyte, Mo., o •••• , 1 00
A Sister, Nev.,o ......... 4 50
J. S. Roth, agt., Ia ...... 170 00
Lilly J. Smith, Dak., t.. 2 00
Ellis Short, Mo., t ....... 25 00
G. F. Skank, I a., t ...... 20 00
R. Winning, Mo., t ...... 100 00
H. Grlnn, Mo., t......... 2 80
o, Washb_urne1 Mich., o. 25
V10la Bl~tn·, MiCh., o... .•
25
Lydia Clark, Mich., o...
25
Lydia Blakeslee, Mich., o . 50
Luc.etta Scott, Mich., o..
50
Lucetta Scott, Mich., t.. 3 00
J. W. Walters, Ia., t .... , 5 00
Apr 23 Mrs. W. J. Shafer, 0., o. 10 00
Apr M Home Column F11nd .....870 77
Christmas. Ofi)~rings ..... 347 50
Apr 26 Sr. C. E. Carpenter, 0., t 5 00
Apr 27 P. B. Anderson, Neb., t.200 00
Apr 29 C. 0. Wilson, Cal., t..... 5 70
May 2 J •. T. Harris, Pa., t.... ... 1 50
J. T. Gibbons, lYimn., t .. 10 00
J':Davis, Mich., t ........ 5 00
May 6 Sr. Matthews. Mich., o..
20
J)ora Shook; Mich., o.. ••
25
L .. Washburn, Mich., o..
25
Jessie Pr<:mdo, Mich., o,.
50
H. Hail, Mich., o ....... .,
50
Elmira Hall, Mich., o....
50
Hannah White, Mich., o.
25
C.. Green, Mich., o ...... ,
25
L. Blakeslee, Mich., o .. ,
50
J. Schubach. Mich., o.. ••
30
J. Most, Mich., o.........
13
8~. S.anford,.Mich., o....
25
.A. Jackson, Mich., o. ....
09
Mary Hooper, Ji!ich., o.. 1 00
L. Scott, Mich., o.... ....
25
Sr. J. Davis, Mich., t .... 10 oo
R. Wheaton, Mich., o.... 1 00
May 11 J. Longfteld,Mo., t ...... 10 00
May 13. H .. H. Jasperson, Ore., t. 50 00
May14 A. H. Parsons, Nab., t .. 12 00
Sr. J', Salad en, Neb., t... 2 00
May15 A, Page, agt., Cal ........... 71 oo
May 16 J. Gallup, Ia., t........ .. 5 00
May 17 L Perk1ns, Ind.l
2 00
May 20 R. A. Ballantyne, Ia., t.. 1 00
May 22 Sr. E. Burr, Mich.; t .. : • 5 00
May 27 B. ChapJ;Uan and wife,
Ia., o ................... 2 40
:Mav 28 W. A. Moore, Neb., t.... 5 00
May 29 J .. F. M:intnn, I a.,
3 90
Jun 5 S. E. llnllard, Col.., t ... ,. 5 00
Jnn 7o J. Pett, agt., Ia, .......... 220 00
Jun 11 Sr. A. Walmsley, Nev., t 5 00
Jun 13 Real Estate, Clay co., Ia.600 00
D F. Crane, 1\l:i[jn., t.... 'I 20
W. Lockerby, agt.; Micll. 11'> 50
Jun 15 G. A. :alakeslee, Mich., o 5 0.0
J, Shook, lYlich., o.... .. • 1 00
J. B. Prettyman, Mich., o 1 00
c. Spencer, Mich., o.. ... 50
0. Washburne, Mich., o.
25
J. Tumour, Mich., t ... , 10 oo
E. JY~atthews, Mich., o...
25
White, Mich., 9·.. ..
25
:M. Ravish~ ~ich., o, ... .,
50
W. McMaster, .Mich., o,.
00
H. Smith, Mich~~ o.. ....
70
H. Richardson, m.ich., o. 2 00
J. Britton. Mich., o .... ,.
50
C. Gr;Jen, Mich., o . .. •..
00
C. Trumbull, JYilch.;o....
25
J; Most, JY1ich., o,.......
50
.R. Wheaton, 1\lich., o.... 1 00
J.: Proud, Mich., o.......
25
B. Royce< Mich., o .... :.. 1 00
E. Bols.ter, Mich., o......
75
C. Proud, l'flich., o ..... ; •
25
]\[. Robe, Mich., o.,.....
10
J. Proud, lY!ich., o.......
50
.A. Jackson, Mich., o. ....
25
F. Reese, Mich., o.......
25
A .. Bolster, Mich.,.o .... ,.
50
D. Shook, Mich., o... . ...
25
M. Hooper, Mich., o..... 2 00
L. Clark, Mich., o........
25
0. Alcott, Mich., o..... ...
25
M. Trumbull, Mich., o...
25
M. Shook, Mich., o ... ;..
50
Sr. Prettyman; Mich., o.. 1 00
H. Hall, Mich., o........
50
E, Hall, Mich •., o ..... ;;,
50
C. Shook, Mich , o.. .. . ..
25
Sr. London, l\1ich., o., .. 1 00
L. Scott, Mich., o........
25
J. Payne, Mich., .o.... ...
2:>
B. Thurstm+,.Mich.,o .•... W5
J!lil 1'1 A. ;eag.e,.a.gt.,O&~-. , .•... 113 co

t.......

t......

:a:.

. W. Selu:ide, Oru., t. . .. .

5 OQ

18 J'. Ballantyne, Ia., t ...... 100 00 Oct. 11 Jennie· B. Smith, Mich., t. 1 00
21 Levi Atkinson, Nev., t ... 10 00
21 J. W. Moxon, Mich., t... 3 00
Geo. Potts, agt., N.Y .... 38 63
22 8. L. Dixon, Mo., t...... 5 00
H. B. Hulse, Mich,,.t ..... 75.00
D. W. Thomas, Mo., t... 5 00
Lydia Johnson, Neb, t... 1 70
Jun 26 E. Short, Mo., t ...... , ... 50 00
C. W. Beal, l!'la, t ........ 30 00
July 2 Sr. I. M Manifold, Neb., t .1 00
A. F. Henderson, JYiinn.,t. 2 00
July 3 Ann Davis, Wis., t ...... 50 00
Geo. C. Milgate, Cal. t.... 35 00
Sarah Askin, Wis., t ..... 22 00
Jos. R. Lambert, Ia ...... 10 00
July 8 W. R. Ptckering, Mo., t.lOO oo
July 9 .E. Housman, Ind., t..... 3 00
Galien Branch, Michigan,
A. Jackson, Mich., o.....
25
as Offering.
C. Green, Mich., o.. ... ..
25
Mary Hooper... .. • .. ... • • 1 00
Sr. J.P. Reese, Mich., o.
25
Lydia
Blakeslee..........
1 00
J.P. Reese, Mich., o..... 1 00
Winnie B. Smith ....... ,
50
R. B. Wheaton, Mich., o.
25
Lydia
Clark..............
50
0. Proud, Mich., o.......
25
Lucetta Scott... .. .. .. • .. •
25
L. Scott, M!ch, o.... .....
25
Permelia
Harner.........
50
J. Proud, Mich.,
25
Dora Shook..... .. .. • .. .. •
25
do
do
25
Cyp.t)lia Scott.... .. .. .. ..
25
0. Washburne, Mich., o.
25
Henry E. Smith...........
50
Julylll E. G. Page, Wis., t ...... 50 00
Reuben Wheaton........
50
A. Freeman, Ia., t.. •. .. . 2 00
Catharine Alcott..........
25
T. E. Thompson, Kan., t 10 00
Frank
McMaster....
..
..
•
25
E. Brannan, Col., t. .... . 2 00
Adaline J acks 0n.. .. .. .. •
12
D. F. Crane, Minn., t .... 20 40
Chas.
Green....
.
..
.
..
..
..
25
July20 Sr. M. Boyce, Mo., t.....
SO
Herald Office, for Canada
Herald Office for Canada
MoQey
...................
5100
stamps ................. 2 65
Christmas Offerings ...•.. 150 00
Herald Office for Canada
J. H. Peters, Mich., t ..... 200 00
money ......... ; ........ 57 75
Wm. Emerson, Ia., t..... 1 00
July24 G. W. D. Millikin, Ill., o 1 00
Trumbull Emerson, Ia.; t.
50
July 26 L. Perkins, Ind., t.... . .. 2 00
Sr. J. A. Hamilton, Neb.t 25 00
July29 J. Lui!', money refunded. 20 00
C.
F.
Hayer,
Ia.,
t...
..
..
•
5
00
J. Pett, agt., Ia ......... ;175 00
Ida Hayer, Ia., t. ....... 1 00
Ju!y30 J. F. Mintun, Ia.J; ...... 4 00
Andrew
Hall,
agt.,
Ia
....
50
00
M.A. Seelye, N. x. .. t ... 5 00
Wm; Rumel, agt., Neb ... 300 00
Jessie Seelye, N; Y., t .. 10 00
.Ladies
Aid
Society,
pr
Sr;
A. H. Parsons, Kan., t;,,15 90
C. S. Emerson, Ia,. ; .... 10 00
Aug 2 Ella B. Hayer, Ia., t..... 2 00
.Jane Butts, Ia., t......... 6 25
Aug 3 J. B. Smith, Mich., t.. . 1 00
Sr. Bettie Bardsley, Ia., t. 10 00
Aug 5 R. W. .Abercrombie,
Nancy S. Jordan, Ia., t... 1 00
Mass., t..... .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 00
John Pett, agt., Ia...... . . 83 25
Galien 13ranch, .Michigan, as.
Sr; Jonas Chatburn, Ia.,t. 5 00
OJ!'erlngs.
Mattie Lynch, Ia.,
5 00
Elizabeth Lynch, Ia., t,.. 5 00
Mary Hooper.... .. .... .. 1 00
Lena Outhouse, Ia., t.... 2 50
John Shook............ ; 1 00
Elizabeth Vernon, Ill., t.. 6 ·oo
Flora Shook.............
50
Chas. Vredenburg,Ia., t.129 00
Henry E. Smith .... ;....
50
22
Will· McCord, Ia.; t ...... 15 00
John Britton ...... ;.....
25
]1! •.R Coffman, Ia., t..... 10 00
Cyrenus Washburne.....
25
Sarah
Forges, Ia., t ...... 15 00
Esther Matthews ...... .,
10
L. R: Forges, la., t. .. • .. • 1 50
Mark Maudlin...........
50
E. A: Burman, Mo., t .... 10 00
John Most ......... ,;....
25
Na11c;v: Burdock, Ia., t.... 5 :()o ·
Fannie R.eese............
25
Margaret Houghton, Ia., t 5 00
Lue Scott................
25
23 Amy A. Chase, R. I., t... 5 00
Lydia Clark .. ;.. .. .. .. ... 1 00
Sarah A. Dake, Wis., t ... 14 00
Elmira Hall ............ :.
25
26 Sila,s. N. andO. E. GoreCatharine Alcott •• , .. ;..
25
. ham, lYian., t .......... ; .. 15 00
Charles Green ....... :,.,:,
20
.Henry Garner, Ia., t.. . . . . 2 50
Re.uhi>n Wheaton ....... :
25
28 David Smith, Mich., t.... 5 00
Atlg 6 Bell Bullard, Ool., t.,.... 7 50
'30 John W. Kent, Colo., t... 5 00
.Aug: 8 W. H. Walrath and fam.
Uy, Ill., t ..............·.. 67 66 Nov. 4 Elvira Brayton, Colo., t.:; 30 00
E: L. Brannan, Colo., t .. · 2 00
M-..- .. D-·-,; .Mo., t ... ;:, 20 00
5 Mattie L.Ji!oore, Ala., o.. 1 00
Aug 14 C. 0. Wilson, Utah., t ... 15 00
Sam'l & E. Platt, Mo., t .. 20 00
Aug 15 Levi Phelps, Mich., t.... 6 00
A Sister, Mich., t......... 2 00
Aug 17 L. E. Kelley, Mich., t .. ;. 5 00
A:
L: Benjamin, Ill., t: ... 20 20
Geo. Burnham, Conn., t; ·10 00
Abby J. Freeman, Ia., t.. 5 00
A1lg 19 Sr. L. Webat.er, Mo., t ... 10 00
G.
W. D. Millikin. Ill., t., 1 00
Aug 22 A. S. Guin~tnd, Kan., t .. 100 00
J. E. S,taley, Kan.,.t.. : .... 5 00
Aug 27 To ~; M. Weld, .Ia, t,;... 5 0.0
31 .J. B •. Smith, Mich,, t.. ... 1 00
Galien B!anch, Michigan,
J obn.Shook, Mich., 0.... 1 00
as Offering; ·
Mattha Shook, Mich., o.;
25
11 Lydia Blakeslee.. ...........
50
Ad.:;~line Jackson.........
25
Gall~n Branch, Michigan,
Daisy Jackson...........
02
asOffenng.
PermeliaHarner..
....
...
25
25
Sep. 2 John Britton, ........ , ...
:Mark Maudlin.............
50
Ad~line J~ckson ..... ;;;.
25
Horatio
Richardson
..
~.... 1 00
Chas, Green ............. ,
25
Chas; Green; ... : .. ,......
25
Esther Matthews ..... , , ,,
25
Most................
25
Reuben Wheaton........
25 Nov. 14 John
Chas. Derry for Bible, Ia. 3 57
Sr. H. E. Smith ...... '"'
25
·
'18
Sr.
A,
Wahnsley,
Nev.,o.
20
00
Fannie Reese ......... :;.
25
20 Aniy A. Chase, R, I., t... 4 oo
DoraShook..............
25
22 J:os·. R .• Lambert, Ia., t... 10 00
Cynthia Scott; t ...... ;.. ; ;,,
25
John Pett, agt, Ia .•..•••. 90 QO
Y J. S. Whitney, Minn., t;. 20 00
C. E .. Carpenter, o·., t.... 5 00
J. S, Ho.ward & wife, Ida. ·
E. C. Brand, Kan., t·.....:.. 5, 00
ho, .t ............. : ....... aoo oo
25 Catharine Alcott, Mich., t 5 00
C. J. & F. M. llutler, Ia;. t. 20 00
2.7 Jos. R. Lambert, Ia., t .. , 15 00
AmyA. Chase, R.I., t: ., 1 00
28 M. Hawley, Cal., t ........ 15 25
C. B. & E. M. Harding,
A. Sister, Mich .... : .... ; . 15' oil
Neb., t ... ,....... ; ....... :.133 oo
W. W, Whitin!l, for bible,
R.L. & D,M: Young, Ia., t. 10 00
.
Ia,...... •, .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 3 57
l\1:. J. Williams, Ill., t. ... 1 00
29 ,Jennie B. Smith, Mich., t
60
Ella M. Fuhr, Ia., t .... •.. 2 00
E.
M. & G. BarthoJomew,
Sr. G. Walmsley, Nev., t, 4 79
Mo.,
t
..
:
................
100
00
9 Levi Gam,et, agt.; Neb... 6 00
2 Joseph ')'ro.n:t, Mich.,. t ... 50 00
12 Mary Hawkins, Nev., t.' .• 20 00
C. C. Wilson, Utah, t, .... 5~ 00
JohQ Walker. Nev., t .. ;. 2 50
W. B. Weston, N.eb,,t .... 20 oo
ThomasHawkins,Nev.. t. 10 00
4.
Millersburg Mite Society,
Andrew Hall, agt., Ia: :, .100 00
IIL,t ......... ,.:.......... 100
16 l!llvira Brayton,.Mich, o,. 5 00
Galien
Branch, liH~higan,
Ellallrannon; Col., o.;,; 1 00
a~,, Off~ri~g.
A Sister, t ........ :.;....... .- 59 00
C. E. Hand, Ia;,, t ..... ,,, 70 ..00
Mary Hooper .. ,. .. ' ...... ·.
L1•delia Booker, Ark., t •. 15 00
Cyrenus ·Washb1une ...... .
17 Lydia Supry; Mich., t: . ~·.. 2 00
D. H. Proper ..... '; ......•
20 W. N. Robinson, Mo .. t.:. 38 20
Sr. H. E. Smith ..... "·;,
:l7 Amy A. Chase;. R; I., .t.;. 2 00
.Sr. Lydia Blakeslee. , ... ,
Oet 1 A:H.Parsons, per H.H~,
Permel~a ~~rner.: . ....-..
~Can., t ... : ... ·............ :.:. 'lo so
!
4 .Catharine Alcott ... :
O'hrist.tu,u ,:vveilo:r,/Mi.ti1,1: t·' 15, 00
Oora :&ritton'.,,. ,' ... .
j'
Lydia Qlark ....... ; ... .
)VI. A. ChristYc, Ark;, -~ •:·.· . 2 85

o.......

t......

1

o Warren

Turner, agt., Ia. 40 00
P. W. Premo, Kan., t .. ; .. 40 00
Martha Carrington, Wis. t 30 00
Mary Hoague, Wis., t .. ,.. 15 50
Charlas Spencer, Mich., t.
50
John Shook, Mich., t..... 1 00
Martha Shook, Mich. . . . •
50
6 Herald Office Home Column Fund ........... :.:200 00
Dec. 7 G, & E. M. Barthelomew,
Mo., t ............................100 00
9 .John A. Taylor, Dak., t... 5 00
J. F. McLaughlin, Dak., t 5 00
Charity Bates, Ia., t ......... 10 00
11 D. F. Crane, Minn., t ...... 18 00
14 Adaline Jackson, Mich., t
25
J. F. Mintun, Ia., t........... 1 50
Mrs. Johu Thornton, Mo,t 20 00
Wm. Lockerby, agt., Mich.lOO 00
R. J. Anthony, agt., Utah.200 00
13 G. & E. M. Bartholomew,
Mo., t .............................100 00
G. W. D. Millikin, Ill., t .... 1 00
14 Isabell C. Pickle, Wis.,t... 20 00
18 Alice M. Dempster, Cal;, t 2 30
Alice M. Dempster, Cal., o
50
19 G. W. D. Millikin, Ill, t. 10 00
Elizabeth G. Page, Christmas Offering, Wis ........... lOO 00
Wm. Pooler, Cal., t......... 4 50
Rosy Pooler, Cal., t ..... ,...
17
21 JohnPett, agt., Ia., t ......... 50 80
23 Ormandagus Ballantyne,
Ia., t ......................... (... 5 00
Albert Page, agt., Ca1 ...... 100 00
Geo.& E.M.Bartholomew,
Mo., t ................... :..... ~ ... 100 00
A. H. Parsons, Kan., t,:.... 7 BO
24.W. R Weston, Neb ..... )... 6 00
Sadie E.. Bullard, Col., it... 5 00
Bella Bullard, CoL, t .. ;.... 12 00
··. A Sister, Ill., t ............ :.... 10 00
26 J. M. Leland, Ill., t .....: ... 10 oo
E. B. Hayer, Ia., t ...... i.... 2 00
Ellis Short, Mo., t ....... ;.... 25 00
William Ezzell,. Kan., t... 5. 00
27 J. R. Lambert, Ia., t ......... 16 00
J. H. Peters, Mich., t .. \ ...500 oo
Amy A. Chase, R. I., t ....;.... 1 08
1890.
'
Jan. 2 To L. H. Ezzell, K<\n., ~··· 5 00
3 Bert. McCulloch, Michl., t . 1 25
ifohn Matthews, Ia,.. .. '..... 20 00 .
Galien Branch.
6 Lydia Blakeslee, o.......... ;.
50
D. H. Proper, o ..... ,.:.......
25
J .. L. Bear, ·Mo., t ...... i. .. 5 00
Geo Ross, Int. on note for
tithing .............. : ...; ... :•• ,. 11 25
7. J. A. Gunsolley,, Ia., t.! .... 20 bo
9 F. A .. Rosson, Te11n., t; ..,. 20 20
10 J. F.Mintun, Ia., t .... ,...... 5 00
J,evi Atkinson, Nev., t; .... 1.0 00
11 Dora Shook, Mich .. o .. l....
25
Cynthia Scott, Mich., o\.... . 25
16. W. M. Rumel, agt., N ej, ... 100 00
W. J: Smtih; Mich., t .. ; ..... '25 00
:L7 Ida M. Cooper, Cal., t.i .... 24 00
Jane.S'lladan, Neb., t.;.... 7 50
w.. H. Robertson, Ind,,o... 2 00
Sr. M. LaQhapelle, Dak., t 10 00
E. S. Wilcox, Ia., t ..... ; .."· 10 00
Elizabeth Minter, Ill., t ... · 1 00
21 John L. Bear; Mo., t....... 3 00
William Schade, Cal., ot:,.. 5 00
23 John E: Rogerson, N eb.i t .4 00
NoahN.Cook, agt., J\{o.1,100 00
24 A Sister, Ill., t ............ ;.... 7 00
27 J; Logfteld, Mo., t ....... : .... 10.00
M. L.lYioore, Ala., t: ........ ·· 10
29 A. W. Borbridge, Mo., t: .. 10 00
G. D. Hayes, Wis., t ...; ..... 45 00
Galien Branch. ·
Feb 3M. Hooper, o ............ ,... 1 00
Lydia Clark, o.... • .. .. •
50
Sr. W. B. Smith, o ...... :.
50
Lydia Blakeslee, o.... ...
50
Dora Shook, o.... .. ..... •
25
Sr.H. M.:Weston, o. ;,.. •
25
Martha. Shook, o ......•.. ,
25
Margaret Babcock, o. .•. • •
50
Robert Alcott, o ......'...
25:
D. H. Proper; o ...... :...
25
Feb 5 J. E .. .EJ. Wildermqth,
Ark., t, ..............i...
38
S. Dtxon, Mo., t ... ; ..:..• 15 .00
L. Dixon,.Mo., t, ... ;.:... 15 00
E. Brannan, Col., t .. J;.. 2 00
J ..U. Lambert, Ia.; t.:.:.. l14 00
Herald •• Office, .. Can!lda
money ............... ;.,, 74 75
Sr.. J. A. Hamilto11. per
H. Rannie,Neh.(t,! ... 75 00
A. Ha.ll; agt:,Ia ...... , .• 200 00
6 A.· ·Hendrick.sen ,legacy
· left to the church, .as
tithing ... : ........ ; •q• .. 500 00
S. Allen~ S. D.,t .. ; ,;, .~. 10 uo
7 Ri L. andD, ¥-.. Young, .···• •
' . a., t ....... ; .•. o . . . . . . ; . , • • 5 oo:
Feb. 8. E; Short
d:Ter,,;; : •.;225 00
Fej)10 J; Pet
~.ra ..../, •;,;;:21ll50
.Feb.a B;.An. . . ,:~;n;.~t,; ••.••.,.;;'lroo"

Dec.

.A•.. WoQd, a•• ~ ... ,~.... 5 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

HERALD.
Feb 14 M. A. llougas, Ia., t....... 3 00
H. G. White ............. 3200
Feb 17 C. R. Ward, Mich., t..... 2 80
B. Chapman, Ia.,t.. •• .. 6 2~
.do
do
240
Sr. E. A. Burnham, Mo., t 5 oo
Feb 18 D. E. Hough, Ont., t. .. . 5 Ou
D .. R. Harris, Mont.,t ... 20 00
M. H. Raymond, Mont., t 5 00
M. J. Eukes, Mont., t .. 20 00
Feb 19 S. and G. Simmono, Mo.,t 325 00
A. W. Borbr!dge, Mo . , t .. 10 00
Feb 22 A. ·Hall, agt., Ia ......... 50 00
Sr. G. Albertu•, Ia., t.... 1 00
Feb 24 J. T. Gibbon; Minn., t ... 5 00
Feb 25 A. Cameron, Pa., t ....... 50 00
A Cameron's children,
Pa., o.... .... .... .... .• . 3 00
Sr. H. Royal, Pa., o ...... 2 00
Sr. A. Bean, Mich., t.... 3 20
Feb 27 J. C. Hoxie, N.Y., t ..... 2 50
Mar 3 C. Scott, Mich., t ....... ,
20
D. H. Proper, Mich., o...
25
L. Clark, Mich., o.... .. .
25
Sr. Aleott, Mich.,o.... ..
25
ld11 Hayer, I a., t. .. .. . . . 7 00
J. Kuipschild, Mo., t .... 100 00
E. Brayton, Mich., t..... 5 00
Mar 4 H. M. Wheeler, Mich., t .. 10 00
T. E.Jenkins, agt.,Wales 9 50
Mar 5 W. H. Harrison, Pa., t... 8 75
V. v. Fassett, Ill., t..... 6 00
· M. H. Raymood, Mont., t 10 00
M. T. Short, Ill., t ....... 11 10
Mar 6 J.P. Fowler, Pa., t. ... .. 5 00
Mar 7 E. I. Sargent, Ia, o...... 3 00
Mar 8 W. Leeka, agt., Ia .... : .. 234-88
Student's Society, Lamoni, Ia., t ..... ; .... .. .... 7 86
D. E. Hough, Ont., t .... 10 00
MarlOW. Lewis, agt., Mo ...... 100 00
Mar 11 I. Coffman, agt., Va ..... 20 00
Mar 12 ,T, aud M. Curtis, Mo., t .. 5 00
Mar 13 J. Shook, Mich., t ....... 2 00
M. A. Moon, Mich., t .. . 1 00
J. T. Richards for eale or·
'property in Missouri,part payment. Known
as White property in
Bevier .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 65 00
Sr. R. Huston, Neb., t... 6 20
Sr. S. Agenstein, Neb., t 25 00
Mar 14 J. Pettl agt., I a .......... 77 24
0. Hilureth, Ia .. t.... ... 5 00
Mar 13 Julia Needham, Ia., t.... 3 70
L. Gamet for friends in
Neb., o ................ 3 oo
Sr. S. B. Smith, Mich., t. 7 00
Mar 20 D. Shook, Mich .• o.... .. .
25
W. Waterman, Tex., t ... 50 OU
Mar 21 W. and S. Pett, Ia., t .... 75 00
Oliver Pett, Ia., t ........ 25 00
Alma Hawley, Iowa, t ... 10 00
:Ann Davis, Wis., t ...... 50 00
Eva Hare, W1s., t....... 4 00
Sarah Askin, Wis., t..... 8 00
Jane Askin, (deceased)
Wis., t .................. 30 00
Mar 22 D. Brewster, Ia, t ....... 50 00
:s. Simmons, Mo., t ...... 40 00
Mar 24 C. Scott, Mich., t........
50
'J. T. Richards, agt., Mo. 25 00
R. Ballantyne, Ia, t...... 5 00
M. Ballantyne, Ia., t..... 1 50
M. C. Bass, Wis., t.... ... 5 oo
Mar 26 ;H H. Jasperson, Ore., t. 45 00
E. Forshey, Ore., t ...... 20 OJ
L. J3lakeslee, Mich., t ... 10 00
Mar 27 G. W. and E. H. Neenham, Ia., t . .. . . ....... 40 00
Mar 31 J. M. Leland, Ill., t ...... 50 00
Apr 1 Sr. E. L Brannun, Uol., o 2 00
Apr 2 C. M Ward. Mich., t .... 1 50
Apr 3 C. Shimel, Ia., t ......... 13 00
Sophia Shimel. Ia., t.... 5 00
Apr 4 J. Wilsey, Ill., t .. .. . .. • 5 00
-W. Willets, Wash., t.... 2 00
Sr. E. B. Farmr, Cal., t. 1 UO
Apr 5 D. H. Proper, Mich., t. . 2 00
W. Waterman, Ia., .t ..... 29 67
E. Waterman, Ia, t ..... 3 00
T. Taylor, agt., Eng ..... 84 74
Balance on hand last report ................... $,864 27

Aug 6 C. Haskell, Ore..........
Aug20 B.. P. Temple, Ill........
J. aud C ..Sears, Mont...
Oct 2 E. Cornish, Out ..........
Oct 15 W. H. Hunt, Ont..... ...
Oct 25 Jl{ary.Struthers, Ia .... ; ..
Nov 4 James Cameron, Wis....
Nov18 W. Clark, N.Y ..........
Nov19 Sarah White, 0.: ........
Nov2o w. Franklin, Wis........
Herald Office belting, &c
Nov25 Mark Foxwell, Neb .......
Nov29 Anna Watson, Wash .. : ..
Ira Parrish, Ia.... • .. . .. •
Dec 3 Betty Jett, Col. ........ ,;
Dec 4· W. M. Bohall, Cal.......
Dec 7 C. I. Jackson, Ark..... •
Dec 13 H. B. Root, Cal. ...... ;.
H. M. Richelsou, J)ak ...
Dec 14 Susan Matthews, Wis...
Dec 16 A. S. Lewis, Mo .........•
Dec 24 W. Fligg, Ont........ ....
Dec 26 Victor Gunsolly, Ia.... ••
Dec 28 Thomas Street, Utah....

50
50
00
00
00
2 00
5 00
5 00
100

1
6
2
1
2

2 25

10 55
17
1
2
7

00
25
50
75

5 00
50
00
25
00

8
2
2
1U

00

3 00
1 60
1 00

1890.

,Jan 1
Jan 3
Jan 10
Jan 21
Jan 24
Jan 28
Jan 31
Feb 11

Feb,14
Feb 18
Feb 19
Feb 20
Feb 21
Feb 28
Mar 6
Mar 10

Rebecca Crock, Cal......
E. 0. Robbins, Cal:......
M.. l<'. Smith, Dak........
IL Kelso, Mo ............
Mary Strntllers, Ia. .. ...
H. M. Richelson, Dak....
Louis Darveau, Mich. .. ..
Edward Tucker, Eng .....
Sr. Tucker, Eng... .. . . .
Bro. Wilson, Eng; • .. .. .
Sr. Wilson, Eng.........
Sr. Greenaway, Eng.....
Broadclist branch, Eng..
L. A. Hall, Kan .. . .. .. ..
F. A. Leatherwood, Ala .•
A Sister, Me.............
S. P. Rasmussen, Mo ; . .
W. J. Plain, Ind. Ter....
Mal'y St. John, Mich .•••
Georgie St. John, Mich.
H. B. Gilbert, Cal.... .. ..
H .. B. Root, Cal..........
Lydia Johnson, Neb.....

4 00

5 00
2 75
5 00
2 00
2 00
2 .75
48 70
1 22
4 87
1 22
24
3 16
2 75
2
2
5
5

10
1
5
8
5

00
00
75

00

00

00
00
50
00

$599 17

EXPENDITURES.
1889.
Apr 20 By M. T. Short, Ill.. .... $ 25 00
' A. H. Smith, Mo...... . 20 ()0
Samuel Alcott. Mo...... 5 00
E. C. Brand, Mo .. • .. ; ... 10 00
M. ·H. Bond, Mass .••..•.. 30 00
Board ................... 3 50
E. E. Wheeler ........... 30 00
C. R. Duncan; ........... 10 DO
c. Scott1 Mich........... 5 00
J. H. LaKe, Can ......... 30 00
W.J. Smith, Mich ....... 5 00
Poor .................... 2 00
A. J. Cato, Mo ........... 10 oo
John Thomas ............ 5 00
G. T. Griffiths, 0 ........ 15 00
E. L. Kelley ............. 30 oO
, W. H. Kelley ............ 20 oo
1. N. Roberts, Texas .... 20 00
D. H. Bays .............. 14 00
A. J. Moore, Ia ... , .. . . 2' 110
Frank Sheehy, Me ....... 30 00
Bish(Jp's expenses to
conference .............. 30 85
D. H. Proper's expenses
to conference ........... 19 94
D. H. Proper's expenses
to conference.... .. .. .. . 11 14
Apr 24 D. Dancer, •?t., (Home
Column Fnnd) ....... : .... 870 77
D. Dancer, agt.; (Christmas Offerings) .......... 347 50
R. Coburn, agt., Ont .... _ 4 RO
Postage on deed.... .. .. .
12
Apr 25 C. Scott, Mich ........... 12 00
L. Scott, Mich ........... 10 oo
Poor ..................... 12 05
J. McDowell, Mo ......... 35 05
Apr 26 D. H.. Proper, Mich...... 4 86
Apr 29 W. J. Smith, Mich ....... 10 50
A. H. Parson Ry., N. S .. 15 00
Total collected ....... $1o,:~43 92
Registration.............
10
R. C. Evans, Can........
50
Apl. 30 By C. Scott, Mich ............ 17 00
HERALD OFFICE.
L. Scott, Mich .................. 15 00
1889.
J. C. Clapp, llfont ........... 50 05
Mar lB To bal. dne church ...... $219 76
E. Day Bennett, S.D ....... 10 OS
Mar 21 A. B. Reynold~, Kan ...... 42 50
Peter Anderson, Utah ...... 20 10
Mar 23 J. Nelson, Mo ............ 2 00
D. H. Proper, Mich......... 8 00
Mar 28 A. M. Barnes, R.I.... .. . 4 (iO May 1 D. L. Shinn, for poor
Apr 2 E. R N., Piper City, Ill. 6 00
W.Va ........................... 10 05
Apr 9 Ella Miller, I a......... .
5~
Expenses ...... .................. 5 00
Apr 12 Leonard Covert, Nev. . . . 5 ' 0
2 D. H. Proper, Mich....... 5 00
Apr 15 H. B. Gilbert, Cal........ 5 00
Waste Basket ..... :............
25
Apr ~0 J. F. Patten, Dale.......
10
H. H. Robinson, Mass ...... 25 05
May 25 B. Bergerson, Ill...... . . . 2 75
J. H, Lambert, III. ........... 50 05
Jun 11 A Sister, Nev.... .. .. .. .. 3 00
Express...........................
25
DanielS. Jonee, 0 ...... 40 oo
4 D. Chambers. agt., Ia....... 30 05
Jun 13 T. W. Lewis, Ia .. _... .. .. 2 50
R. J. Anthony, Neb ......... 30 05
Jun 14 S. T. Jones, La ... : ...... 10 00
T. J. Beatty, agt., 0 ......... 50 05
Jun 19 W. Waterman, Tex...... 5 00
D. H. Proper, Mich ....... ;.. 2 00
Jun22 M. M. Patten, Dak.......
15
E. L. Kelley, 0 ............... 40 05
Jul 2 C. E. Sparks, Cal......... 2 25
6 W. J. Smith, Mich............ 3 00
Jul 4 H. B. Gilbert, Cal .. . .. .. 3 50
Registration.....................
20
Jul 23 W. Street, Pa; ... .. . .. . ...
50
Livery............................. 1 50
Jul 25 Flora Abbott, Neb....... 1 lit)
J. M. Scott, agt, Ind ....... 10 05
Jul 31 Kate McK~e, Cal ......... 10 on
Mrs. 0. Curtis. for poor
Ohio ............................. 10 05
A.ug ~W. Franklin, Wis..... .. • 3 10

May 6 W. S. Pender, Kan ........... 25 05
E. L. Kelley, on Griffiths
lot ................................ 150 05
8 D. H. Proper, Mich.......... 1 00
9 Clothing for David Smith, 17 10
Robert Davis, .Mich ......... 15 05
R. H. Davis, agt., Kan ..... 30 05
0. D. Johnson, agt., Tex.. 30 00
Registration ...... ............ •
10
13 Robt. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
D. H. Proper, Mich......... 5 00
14 Warren E. Peak, Kan ...... 25 05
Willard J. Smith ............. 10 75
16 D. L. Shinn, W.Va ......... 25 05
17 Envelopes and stamps.....
42
R. H. Davis, agt., Kan..... 30 05
M. R, Scott, Ind............... 30 05
18 Envelopes ........................ 11 00
20 Andrew Tabbutt, agt.Min. 25 05
21 J. R. Lambert, Ia ......... ; ... 25 05
W. B. Smith, Ia ................ 10 05
22 Thos. E. Jenkins, Wales .. 60 00
C. Scott, for wood............ 1 00
Cost of money order to
Wales.............................
55
Registration.....................
10
24 V. D. Baggerly, Ind ......... 10 00
Registration .. ;.................
10
D. H. Proper, Mich ........... 11 00
28 C. Scott, Mich .................. 15 00
Leonard Scott, ~Iich ........ 15 00
J. C. Clapp, Mont ............ 83 05
-Robt. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
E. L. Kelley, 0 ................ 40 05
Peter Anderson, Utah ...... 16 10
Pens and stamps.............
14
Poor, Mich....................... ll 00
Sr. Jennie Smith, Mich; .. 11 05
29 Alfred White, agt., Mo..... 100 05
David Dancer, agt., Ia ...... 200 05
31 Evan A. Davis, Wales ...... tOO 00
Express money order. .....
90
Postage...........................
10
Jan. 5 T. W. Smith..................... 5 45
W; l\L Sherill, Tex......;.... 25 05
7 T. J. Beatty, agt., o ......... !10 06
Postage............................
06
D. H. Proper .................... 8 25
10 Thos. Wellington, Ia ...... 20 05
W. J. Smith, Mich ............ 10 00
11 p
13
12 D.
.. .................. !> 00
H.
Ia...... ;........ o 00
Exchange........................
60
Samnel Alcott. Mo........... II 00
17 Herald Office....................
80
H. A. Stebbins, Ia ............ 50 05
H. C. Smith, agt., Cal..... 75 05
J. C. Foss, Mo ................. 35 05
.J. M. Scott, agt., Ind ........ 40 05
D. H. Proper, Mich .......... 18 75
21 Sr. T. J.Andrews, agt.Cal. 50 00
Poor, Va .......................... 10 05
.R. L. Ware, Mo; .............. 10 05
Cost of Order........... ....
25
22 H. C. Smith, Cal.............. 100 05
Envelopes, Stamps...........
17
24 E. Day Bennett, Dak ......... 10 00
D. S. Crawley, Kan; ..........loo 05
Jamesllioler, 0 ............. 40 05
L. H. Ezzell, Tex .............. 40 00
2G Express Order...............
13
27 C. Scott, Mich .................. 17 00
L. Scott, " ......... ......... 15 00
J. C. Clapp, Mont ............ 33 05
Robt. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
E. L. Kelley, 0 .............;.. 40 05
Peter Anderson, Utah ...... 15 00
Jennie Smith, Mich ......... 11 05
Express Order .................
10
1 July 2 Sr. D. L. Shinn, for poor.. 10 00
W. B. Smith, Ia............... 15 05
Express Order..................
08
1 Ledger.......................... 9 76
1 Index...........................
82
Express...........................
45
A. H. Smith..................... 4 35
G. A. Blakeslee............... 6 10
3 D. H. Proper, Mich.......... 11 00
5 J. T. Richards for poor ..... 10 05
C. Scott, Mich .................. 13 00
6 J. H. Lambert, agt., Ill ..... 25 05
8 L. Scott, Mich.................. 5 00
Cash for pens·..................
10
M. H. Bond, R. 1.............. 20 05
N. N. Cooke, agt., Mo ...... SO 05
9 A. J. Cato, Mo ................. 25 05
19 T. J. Beatty, agt., 0 ........ 45 05
J. D. Erwin, Ark .............. 15 00
Registration.....................
10
Robt. Oehr-ing, Dak ......... 10 05
D. H. Proper, Mich....... 5 71
20 A. H. Smith, clothes......... 25 20
Recording Deed...............

75

J. Luff, for poor ............... 10 00
Bishop's

2~

expenses

and

taxes on land in Mo ...... 35 61
Richard Coburn, agt........ 2· 65
'1.', J. Beatty, for poor: ...... 50 05
N. N. Cooke, agt., Mo ...... 25 05

C. Scott, Mich ................ ;. 16
L. Scott, " ................. 10
J. C. Clapp,, Mont ............ 33
Robt. Oehring, Dak ......... 25
E. L. Kelley, 0 ................ 40
Peter Anderson, Utah ...... 15
Jennie Smith, Mich ......... 11
.David Chambers, agt.;Ia .. 75
Express Order..................
25 Joseph Luff, Mo ............... l.50
Telegram ...... .. .......... .... ..
26. Disc't, on Canada money..
D. H. Proper, Mich ........... 15

00

00
05

05
05

00
05

05
15
05
56
51

29

Jul. 29 G. W. Shnte, agt., Ran ..... 50 05
M. L. Moore, A_la.... . . • • • 10 05
Draft.....................
10
C. Scott.................. 5 00
Aug 5 Pens.... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
10
M. R. Scott, Ind .......... 15 05
J. Smith, agt., Mass ...... 90 05
Aug 6 C. R. Duncan, Kan ..••••• 30 05
Ang 14 D. H. Proper, M1ch ...... 20 00
Aug 15 Express................. 1 00
Aug 20 C. Scott .................. 17 00
L.Scott .................. 15 00
J. C. Clapp, Mont ........ 33 05
R. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
.E. L. Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
P. Anderson, Utah ...... 15 00
J. B. Smitll, Mich ........ 11 05
Sr. T. J. Andrews, agt.,
Cal. .................... 50 05
0. D. Johnson, agt., Tex, 50 05
J. :11. Scott, agt., Ind ..... 30 05
R Coburn, agt.~ Ont ..... 37 05
M. R. Scott, Ina .. " ...... 15 05
E. Day Bennett, Dak . . , 10 10
Aug 21 D. H. Proper, Mich...... 1 50
Aug 28 Envelopes ............... 11 00
Aug31 .Express Money Order...
10
Sep 5 D. H. Proper, 1\-Hch.... .. • 5 00
Sep 7 J. Smith; agt., Mass ......100 05
L. D. Hllom, for Sr.
Susan Wood's funeral
. expenses, N, Y ......... 89 05
J. H. Lambert, agt., Ill.. 50 05
J. L. Goodrich, 0 ........ 12 05
:A. White, Mo., .......... 100 05
Sap 9 Poor, Va .. ; ............... 1005
W. J, Smith's expenses
for -looking up rates for
Reunion ................ 10 00
Poor, Ill ................. 15 05
Postage..................
12
J. A. Carpenter for poor,
Mich................ ·.. 15 05
D. L. Shinn for poor, w.
Va ........... : .......... 1005
D. L. Shinn for expenses,
W.Va................... ' 5 00
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 19 75
Sep 11 Poor, Ind ....... •••• : •••• 10 05
T. Daley, Cal. ....... ···•· 30 05
Sep 12 Postage .......... ;.......
04
H. C. Smith, agt., Cal ....100 05
Sep 16
do
do
70 oo
I. N. Roberts, Ark ....... 15 00
Sep 17 D. H. Proper, Mich....... 8 75
Sep 20 do
do
15 00
Sep 27 L. Scott. Mich ........... 15 00
C. Scott, Mich ........ ,;. 16 00
J. (). Clapp, Mont........ 33 05
R. Oehring, Dak ...... ; .. 25 05
E. L. Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
P. Anderson, Utah ...... 15 00
J, B. Smith, Mich ........ ll 05
M. R. Scott, Ind ......... 15 05
M. H. Bond1 R.I ......... 15 05
L. Scott, M1ch.... ....... 7 56
Sep 30 R. Davis, Mich ........... 20 05
c. Scott, Mich........... 4 oo
Express Order...........
10
Oct 1 L. Scott, Mich ............ 2 50
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 12 70
O~.t 3 E. C. Briggs, I a.. .. .. .. .. 20 00
Oct 21 Express on books from
New York. . . .. .. ....
75
Money Order and postage
22
H. A. Stebhine, Ia ....... 50 00
Her.did Office to bill ofbelting $8 45, pair of
tongs $2.10 .............. 10 55
D. Dancer, Christmas
Offering~ ............... 150 00
Oct 12 L. Scott, ~Iich......... ... 2 25
L. Scott, Mich., expenses
to Reunion ...... :.. . . .. 10 65
Bishop's expenses to
Reunion and procnr n<
t•a tes. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 30 15
D. H. Proper, Mich. .. .. 3 00
Oct 26 Board for Bishop at Reunion .................. 2 50
Oct 28 D. L. Shinn .............. 10 05
E. D. Bennett ........... 10 00
Mrs. 0. Curtis, for poor. 10 05
J D. Erwin ............. 10 05
T. J. Beatty, agt., o ..... 50 05
N. N. Cooke, sgt., Mo ... 35 05
D ..H. Proper, Mich...... ! 00
W. J. Smith, Mich...... 5 oo
Incidentals..............
38
E. L. Kelley's expenses
in suitofRebbeck Case,
Gill ..................... 200 00
Law books ............. 7 50
S11it of .clothes for E. L.
Kellev ................. 2~ 00
Oct 29 .T. C. Clapp, Mont ....... 33 05
R Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
E. L. Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
P. Ander$on, Utah ...... 15 00
J. B. Smith, Mich ...... 11 05
M. R. Scott, Ind ......... lo 05
Express O"ler..... ......
10
L. Scott, Mich ........... 12 19
C. Scott, Mich ........... 13 00
E. A. Smith, I a.......... 5 00
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 28 30
Oct 30 Poor, W.Va ............. 10 05
I. N. Roberts for poor ... 10 05
W. B. Smith, Ia ......... 10 05
Nov 1 D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 2 50
L. Scott, Mich ........... 10 oo
C. Derry, J:a. ....... ..... 3 57
Poor, Ia ................. 20 05
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SAINTS' HERALD.
Nov 1 Postage..................
OS
B11l for Bibles ........... 16 61
D1scount on
Canada
monev.... ... ..........
3\l
J. A. Davis, Kan ......... 45 05
Nov 5 Poor, Mo ................. 10 05
Nov 11 R. L. Ware, Mo .......... 20 05
Nov 12 Poor. Va........ ..... .... 5 05
Poor, Mo ................. 10 05
Poor ..................... 5 00
Nov 13 J. R. Evans, Ia .......... 25 05
Nov 14 V. D. Baggerly, Ind ...... 26 05
Postage on Bible to W.
W. Whiting. Ia........
25
Nov 15 J. B. Smith, l\1ich ....... 15 00
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 20 00
Nov 18 R. Coburn, agt., Ont ... 15 00
J. Smith, agt., Mass ..... 125 05
Nov 20 W. J. Smith, Mich...... 2 00
Stamped envelopes ..••.• 11 00
Nov 20 Express Order ........ ;...
10
Nov 22 D. H. Proper, Mich .... ;,
81
Nov 25 J. C. Clapp, Mont ....... 33 05
R Oehrmg, Dak ........ 25 05
E. L. Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
P. Anderson, Utah ...... 15 00
J. B. Smith, Mich ....... 11 00
M. R Scott, Ind ........ 15 05
L. Scott, Mich ........... 15 00
C. Scott, Mich ........... 16 0()
D. H. Proper, Mich .. ., •• 2 00
Nov 27 Express Order...........
15
D. H. Proper, Mich .... ,, 2 50
Nov 28 W. H. Griffin, Ky ........ 25 C5
P. B. Seaton, 'l'cnn ...... 25 05
D. Chambers, agt., la ... 50 05
Two cords of wood for
office ... : ................ 2 50
Nov 30 D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 14 69
Dec 2 Cash for pens.. .. .. .. . • ..
10
Dec 4 M.A. Lewis, Ia .... .,,, .. 16 05
D. H. Proper, Mich...... 5 00
Dec 6 D. Dancer, agt., Ia ....... 200 00
Dec 11 Envelopes......... ...... 1 65
Postage..................
29
Dec 18 W. B. Smith, Minn..... 10 05
Dec 23 W. E. Peak, Saints' Harmony ................... 2 50
Postage..................
25
Dec24 J. C. Clapp, Mont ........ 83 05
H. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
E.·L. Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
M. R. Scott, Ind ....•.•.. 15 05
C. Scott, Mich .......... 17 05
J. R. Evans, Ia .......... 20 05
P. Anderson, Utah ....... 15 00
J. B. Smith, Mich ....... 11 00
L. Scott, Mich.,..... . .. 15 00
H. Stebbins, Ia .......... 100 05
J. Luff, draft and fee for
payment on Temple lot
in Independence, Mo ... 780 05
Express Order.... .. . .. ..
10
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 32 50
Dec 26
do
do
2 50
Chairs for Bishop's office 5 50
Dec 27 L. Scott, Mich..... .. .. .. 10 00
.J. Smith, agt., Mass ..... 100 05
L. H. Ezzell, Kan .. , .... 26 05
G. W. l:'ri tchard, for
poor, w. Va ............ 10 05
.L. W. Powell, Pa.;,, .... 20 05
Poor, Mo ................. 10 05
Dec 28 N. N. Cook, agt., Mo.. . . 40 05
J. M. Richards, agt., Kan 50 05
R .. K. Ross, agt., Mo ..... 25 05
T. Matthews, o., ........ 90 05
Dec 30 J. Chisnall, aQt., Ill. .• ; .. 25 05
1890.
Jan 3 Mrs. 0. Curtis, for poor .. 10 05
Jan 4 D. H. Proper, Mich ... ; ... 7 50
L. Scott, wood.... .. . . .. 2 50
L. Scott, man for splitting wood one day ... ,.. 1 25
Jan 6 E. J,. Kelley, (ex) Kirtland, 0 ........... ; ..... 5 00
Judge · J. . D. Bicknell
draft and fee fvr attimding snit in. Reb beck
case; Cal ....... ; .......... 125 05
Jan 7 Tolegram.... .. ........ ;
65
Jan 8 W. E. Pea)l:, Minn ........ 25 05
Jan lO Express Order ...... ; . .. . . 10
D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 10 00
Jan 11 V. D. Baggerly, Ind ...... 10 05
W. · J. Smith (Saints'
Harp), Mich ........... 1 50
Jan 13 C .. R; Duncan (suit of
clothes), Kan ........... 15 00
Jan 16 Poor ...................... 15 00
Two cords ·of wood for
office ...... :.. .. .. . . .. .. .. 2 50
One broom for offine ... , .
3\l
Jan 20 J. G. Scott, agt., Ind ..... 20 05
D. H. Proper, Mich.... .. 2 50
Poor, Va. ... .. .. .. .. . .. . 5P5
Jan 21 D. L. Shinn for Sr. Ream·

er's funeral expenses,-

W. Va ............... ·...
·
J. H. Lambert, agt., Ia ..
Jan 27 J. C. Clapp, Mont ........
R. Oehring, Dak .........
Sr. E. L. Kelley, 0 ......
M, R; Scott, Ind; ........
Sr. C. Scott, Ia ..........
Sr. J. R. Ev!lnS, la; ....
P . . Anderson (Express
Order), '(Jtah ............
Sr. J; B. Smith, Mich .....
L. Sco~t, Mich .. ... . .. ... .
Express Order .... •:. . .. ..
l'ensandstatio~ery:....

8

20 05
30 05
33 05
25 05
40 05
30·05
16 05
20 05
15. m
11 oo
15; QO
10
;3.j

Jan 37 H. G .. White, la., taxes .. 33 71
T. W. Smith, Tahiti. .... 200 05
Jan 28 J. Chisnall, agt., Ill ..•••. 25 05
Postage......
........
25
.Jan29 D. H. Proper, Mich ....... 2 75
Feb !'i do
do
8 54
Stamps..................
38
H. Stc·bbins, Ia .......... 50 00
P. P. Kelley, Neb ........ 20 00
A. Bm-r, agt., Mich ....... 50 05
Feb 6 Envelopes, stamped ..... 11 60
W. J. Smith, Mich ....... 16 50
Feb 11 Cost of draft from H. G.
White..................
10
Feb 13 J. J. Cornish, Mich ...... 10 00
Express Order.... .. ..• .. •
10
Feb 14 C. Scott, Mich............ 5 00
Expenses far collecting
draftfor $500.... .. .. .. ..
40
Incidentals for office....
57
Feb 17 'l'axes on Missouri land.. 4 80
Poor, Mich............... 5 00
Feb 18 Exchange on Canada
money..................
35
Feb 22 Stationery ............... 1 00
Feb 24 One gallon kerosene.....
13
Feb 26 J. C. Clapp. Mont ........ 33 05
R.. Oehring;, Dak ......... 25 05
E. J,, Kelley, 0 .......... 40 05
M. R. Scott, Ind ......... 15 05
c. Scott, Ia .............. 17 05
J'. R. Evans, Ia .......... 20 05
P. Anderson, Utah ...... 15 00
J. B. Smith, Mich ....... 1100
L. Scott, Mich ........ : . 15 oo
0. D. Johnson, agt .. Tex. 11 05
H. A. Stebbins, Iowa... 25 05
Express Order.. .. .. .. .. •
10
Feb 27 D, H. Proper, Mich .......47 21
Mar 3 John Smith, agt., Mass .. 100 05
Wood for office.......... 1 50
Mar 5 J·. Chisna\1, agt., IlL ..... 11 70
Mar 6 Mrs. 0. Curtis for Sr.
Dayton, 0 ............... 10 05
Mar 11 Postage and Pens........
30
Mar 12 J'. Miller, Va.... ......... 3 05
Stationery...............
50
c. Scott, Mich ........... 18 00
Mar 18 E, L. Kelley, 0 ........... 30 05
G. H. Hillard, agt., Ill.. . 35 05
J, C. Clapp, Mont ........ 33 05
R. Oehring, Dak ......... 25 05
E.L. Kolley, 0 ...... ,. .. 40 05
M. R. Scott, Ind. .. .. • . 15 05
Sr. J. R. Evans, Ia ....... 20 05
P. Anderson, Utah ....... 1to·oo
J. M. Scott, agt., Ind .... ; 18 05
H. A. Stebbin.s, Ia ........ 75 o:;
R .. Davls, Mich ... : . ..... 15 05
Taxes on Missouri !.and,.
55
Mar 19 L. Scott, Mich ... ~ ; • . • . .. 2. 00
c. Scott, Mich........... 5 00
Mar 20 Express Order............
10
E. c. Briggs, I a .......... :15 on
Mar 21 J. B. Smith,l\Hch ....... 20 00
L. Scott, Mich ........... 13 00
Mar 22 D. H. Proper, Mich ...... 16 00
Paid to help for maJ,ing
out Bishop's report ....•• 16.00
Mar 24 W. J. Smith, Mich., ... , 3 50
Poor, Ia ..................10 05
Mar 26 E. L. Kelley, Mo .... ... ; 40 05
Mar 28 E. 0. Briggs, :ra .......... 40;00
Mar 31 Madden .................. .10 00
.Cloth to wrap churcl:!,
books ............... : ... 1 00
Apr 1 J. Chisnall, agt;, Ill .... , ·40 00
A. Barr, agt., Mich .... •· 50,00
Telegram ...... , .. . .. ....
. 25
Apr 4 D. H. Proper, Mich...... 6 25
To amount to balance.3,59t 74
$15 343

9~

Apr 5 To bal. due church .... $3,591 74

HERALD OFFICE.
1889.
Apr 3 By .M. H. Forscut, ex.:
pense auditing ......... 13 00
Apr 11 Books for church library. 3 51}
Apr 23 One compendium to J,
Caffal...... ........ .. ...
90
Stumps to Fii:.st Pres .. ·• 50
Apr 30 Church library books.... 115
May16 J. Smith, one month's
salary ...... ;,.; .........104 17
May ~ii B.ible to A; H. Sm1th.... 5 15
Jun 8 Stamps and paper, Pres•
idency and Recorder,, .. 2 20
Jun 15 J. Smith, one month's
salary ...................104 17
Jul 8 Canada money and
stamps to Biehop ...... 60 40
Aug ~ Stamps to Pre8idency ..• · 1 10
Book to J. Caffall.. .. . ..
68
Sep 16 Joseph Smith .. ; ... ; ..... 104 17
Sep 18 G. A. Blakeslee ....... ; .. 3 40
Nov 6 Church library ;, ...... ;. 2 84
Nov15 Joseph Smith ...... ; .....104 17
Dec 31 Church library ... ; •••••• ; 5.00
1890.
. 1
75
Jan 'I Recording deed •. ; ..... •·
Stamps to Presideney
and JWcorder .. , ... ; ... : 1 75
Feb 4 G. A. Blakeslee:... . .. .. 75 Ofr
Stamps· to Preaidei)cy •• .
66
,
1 J ul
Printing Bishop's report.102 6rl
1
J et•er and note heads tor
Bishop ..... ,; ...... ~... 2 75

I

Dec 28 Thomas Wise........ .. . 1 00
John R. Allen ........... 7 00
Mary M. Allen ............7 00
Thomas R. Allen........ 6 00
W. J. Richards.......... 1 00
Parley Batten............
5~
John A. Evans .......... 20 00
Dec 30 Siena Wight ............. 10 00
D. W. Wfght...... . .. .. • a 25
J. H. Hansen, M.D ...... 19 flO
Elizabeth Allen......... 1 00
J. M. Brown.............
25
Mary A. Keown..........
50
D. and L. Campbell..... 1 63
1890.
Jan 1 Henry C. Smith......... 3 30
Jan 6 Alma B. Hanson ......... 17 00
M. B. Nicholson....... . 5 00
Jan 15 John Scott ............... 16 70
Jan 18 Alex Gaulter ............. 20 00
Jan 23 Catharine Herrick ....... 10 00
By balance due this year
A. C. Granger.... .. . .. ... .5 00
$399.74 less $14 20 interAnna Anderson.......... 2 00
est on last year's report.
Jan 25 W. W. Blair .............. 25 00
Jan 29 A Sister .................. 2'> 00
Jan 30 R. H. Dancer ............. 25 00
Feb 5 A. R. Morse .............. '1 00
AGENTS' REPORTS.
Feb 6 Alice P. Dancer .......... 45 00
A
Feb 7 James Allen.............. 3 00
DECATUR DiSTRICT
Feb 11 F. M, Weld............... 5 00
D. Dancer, agent '
F.eb13 Amanda l\1.. Emmons .... 5 00
L.A. Hartwell ........... 5 00
1889.
Receipts·
Feb 15 F. E. Cochran ............ 5 00
Mar 1 To balance due church.$206 06 . Feb 17 L. C. Wrightman........ 5 00
A. M. Chase (error last
Feb 25 B. M. Smith .............. 10 57
port .................. ;..
Ann Boden .............. ·~ ~
5o
Mar 9 D. w. Wight,. .. .... .... 6 00
John J. Watkins ...... ..
G. w. Huntsman.,,.,,., 5 00
~~r;:~di 1~'.i~-~~~:::::·:: 1 ~g
Mar 15 ~VE B~ley ............... 20 ~0
Parley Batten............ · 80
00
· h ochran .......... · 5
A
R. and S. Hendra ....... 25 00
8
Apr 14
6 Eara
Chase............. 3 50
I. and A. Phillips...... 25 00
Apr 20 ~mm" 'rilton ............ 10 00
David T. Evans.......... 1 00
pr
AJic~·l.r00~~,;;,;,:::::::·: ~3
.E. B. Morgan._. .......... 3 oo
Apr 24 William Nichols ......... 1o·oo
John J. Watkms...... . 2 00
Apr 27 IJharlotte Monroe........ 6 on 1
John A. Evans .......... 10 QO
R. s. Salyards ........ ;.. 5 00 . Feb 26 Asa S. Cochran .......... jlO uO
May14 Amy Buliis...............
30
$~
May 31 G. A. Blak~slee .......... 200 no
· ,' Jun 1 Alfred Lovell ............. 10 00
Expenditures.
Jun 6 l<iliza Wight.. . .. ...... • 7 25
Estella Wight........... 5 00
J. W. Gillen for family.$399 96
,Jessie Dancer ........... 33 32
J. R.. Lambert for family.305 no
Jnn 26 R. S. Salyards ........ ;,. 9 oo
A. H. Smith for fam1ly .. 550 00
Thomas France ...... ; .. 20 00
M. M. Turpen for family.290 00
Jun 29 Joseph Bogue ........ , .. 5 00
J. R. Evans for family ... :15 00
July 1 Mary Mader............. 1 ro
D; Campbell for family .. ~75 00
July 10 Lury L·. Lyons.... .. .... 30 00
E. C. Briggs for family .. 283 33
'1'. Wellington foif!lmily.1;'37 50
Catharine Heuick ....... 10 00
Jnly18 ,J.ohnScott ............... 3 00
A .•r. Moore for family ... too oo
July22 William Nichols ......... 10 00
R. M. Elvin for family ...200 00
J. W. Gillen, traveling
July25 R. D. Williams ..·........ 3 00
John J. Wat.kins ......... 3 00
expenses... .. .. .. .. .. . . ' 5 00
A. II Smith, traveling
Joseph '1'. Williams...... 1 00
· expenses .............. · 5 00
A S; Davison:...... .. .. 5 00
.E. C. Briggs, traveling·
John A. Evans: .......... 10 00
July26 R. S: Salyards .......... 13 79
expenses.... . ......... :15 00
Allee and Jessie Dancer. !\fi 00
Duncan Campbell ...... 10 80
Church Secretary to Gen·'
July31 W. Hudson .............. 77 71i
erfl.l Conference ........ ; · 8 20
C .. F. Church............ 1\ ~0
Aug 12 J. W. Dnmbauld ........ 25 00
I. N. Roberts, traveling:
expenses.. .. .. . .. .. . .. • 3 50
Joseph'LaFrannce .... ; .. 5 00
John Shippy; traveling
Aug 14 L. A. Hartwell.... . .. .. .. 5 00
·expenses .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 38 00
Aug19 Anna Stedman .......... 10 oo
S. J. Madden's family ... :25 oo
Aug 20 M. B. Nicholson...... .. 5 00
E. V. Oliver .............. 30 00
Aug 27 Sarah Chase.. . .. .. .. ... 1 50
Thomas Gollop .......... , 53 50
Sep 5 F. M. Weld.............. 5 00
A. Worden .............. 2 85
Sep 6 Anna Johnson ...·........ 23 60
Aildison Truman .... ;... 5 15
Seren·a Anderson ....... ~5 oo
W. G. Harris............ 9 00
Sep 11 A Sister, Minn........ .. . 2 r•O
Amount to balance .... $ 3 38
Sep 13 Christmas Offering Fnnd 150 00
Sep 23 A Sister .................. 200 00
$2.766 79
Sep 27 J.izzie •Edson ............ 20 00
.
. Russell Archibald....... 5 00
Balance
due
agent
....
Catharine Powell........ 1 CO
David:CroW ............... 15 00
~
Thomas Wise............ 5 00
SOUTH-EASTERN OHIO
E. B. Morgan ............ 2 00
DIS'l'RICT.
John A. Evans ........... 10 00
Oct 4 Sarah Waltenbaugh......
25 i
T. J. Beatty, Agent.
S.TM, Jones .......... : ... 20 00 I 1889.
Receipts.
:
Oct 8 F. . Weld............... 5 or> 1
John Scott ... ,. .. . .... 5 on ~
Balance due church ........, 4 35
Victoria Truman ... .... 1 50 : Mar. l.ivfarsluim & Co ................. , 1 00
Oct 11 Amy Bullis ...... ;....... 1 00 I.
E. R Devore ................... 9 35
John Weedmark....... . ~ on
Annie E. Spann ............... 95 10
Oct 1.4 H. E. Banta ................20 00
Wm. Cooper................... , 15 60
Oct· 16 E. M. Tyrrell,. ........ ,., 4 00
J. G. Abbott .............. ;.:..11'9 00
L.A. McHarness.... .... 1 15
Charles Cooper ............... ~ 14 00
Nov 2 F., E. Cochran ........ .,; 5 0(1
G. A. Blakeslee .............. ;302 50
Nov 9 Eva M. Bailey ......... ;. 18 00
Mary E. Beatty............... \ 1 95
Novll A. V. Closson ............... 3 00
Thos. Williams..... ,.........i 2 00
Nov12 l!'. M; Weld............... 5 00
AlviraTucker .................;
35
Nov 16 H. A. Harder ...... .,,.,, 1 20
Eliza Kriebel.. ........ ;....... ,'
75
F. E. Cochran ... .,; ..... 10 01}
S. B. Downard ................ ;. 1 50
Nov 26 William Nichols .... ,'.... 10 00
Mrs. John Vale .... ;......... ;. 2 00
Dec 2 David Dancer: ........... 347 48
Joel Allen ... :,, ............... ;.lO 00
Dec 3 B. E. Bergerson .........• · 6 00
Mary Allen .................... ,. 2 oo
Dec 4 R'ome Column Fund ..... ,200.00
Jacob Irons ................... ;< 1 50
D.ec. 5 Alice France............. 5.00
M. J. J!'isher ....... , .......... ;. 6 35
Dec 6 John Nichols ............ 47 00
CnnarissaLucas ...........,.;. 3 00.
Dec 11 R S. Salyards........... 5 10
E. C. Briggs .. , .............. :T·
80
Dec 12 H. L. Tilton.............. 15 00
W. A, Givens .... , .... ,...... ,•. 4 35
Dec 18M. E. Kearney .and son.: .5 00
Martha J. GiV"ens..........
50
Dec,21 Thomas France .....·..... 20 00
J. W. Givens.... , ............,•. 1 02
DeetS F. M. Weld., ............. 5 00
JamesMoler .................. ,.l5 50
Dec 26 J .. w. Roberts ........... 12 ."0
W.H. Rhoads... ; ..... ,....... 3 83
Dec2S A. K. Anderson .......... 5 00
Tho.mas Smith .... ;..........;.. 90 20
David Crow .............. 8 70
·Eunice McNeal..;;.,.,,;.,,,, 5.00
David Daniels .. ,.,.... .. .. 2 00
Oath~ri1le Duffy.•;•• , ..t""'' 1 50
E,B.Morgan .... ,., ... , .. 5 f•O
R.achel Mattliews.,........,. 1·5o
James.Wilkins.on •..•••• ,.l9 00
Annie.Downard. ....... , ...:..
fli
Feb 17 Stamps to First Pres. ••
80
Feb 24 Heralds and Hopes to
England and Wales ..... 150. 00
Mar 6 Letter hooks and int. to
Recorder.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 45
iliar12 Stamps to First Pres .. '· 100
Mar 13 Stamps and paper to Recorder........ .. ... .. .. 1 90
Mar 15 Tract Fund ............... 129 09
G. A. Blakeelee's account books May 9th,
1888, charged on Bishop's books 1\fav 12th,
18B8, and deducted from
Herald account la't report, but. bas not been
nublished before ..... ;. 14 20
To amount to balance ... 3H9 <'4
$999 51
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:Mar. <1 W. A. Lambert.......... ,..... 1 00 Mar 1 Cashing drafts ........... ,......
95 Sept. 9 ThOIJlaS Dixon.................
61
Dinah Walters:................
25
L, R:Devore.,...... ; ..... ; ..... 19 00 Oct. 8 Thomas Dixon.................
97
A. B. Downard................. 1 25
Thomas:·Matthews............ 20 10 N ov.25 Ann Webster, t ..............,
61
S. J. Jeffers ..................... 11 00
J; T. Beatty ..................... 32 90
Thomas Dixon, ()....... ......
48
Thomas Matthews ........... 12 85
Amount to Balance: ....... $143 78 Dec. 31 Ann W esbter, t; .............,. 2 43
A. B. Kirkendall.: ........... 17 40
Wallserid Branch..
A Friend..... ;...................
52
$998 42 Feb. 24 Thomas Gregory.... ;....... ,
12
W. W. Henry.................. 2 00
.Ann
"
12
Jerinie Evans ... ,..............
25
1890.
24
<John Gabriel................... 2 00 Mar. 1 Balance dne chnrch ..... $143 78 Mar. 10 Thomas
Ann
.............
36
J. & F. Hannah ............... 16 25
George Lewis..................
61
James Barber..................
50
Alice
Gregory
.................
24
Asa Kirkendall.................. 1 00
WESTERN TEXAS .DISTRICT.
A pl. 7 Thomas " ............ ......
24
James Richardson ........... < 5 00
Geo. Lewis .........-.............
48
0. D. Johnson, Agent.
George Bowen.: .............. ;
25
July 15 Thomas .Gregory..............
97
L.<R. Devore. ................. 1 10
1889.
Receipts.
Ann
"
73
Caroline Cooper...............
50
Alice
..............
73
W.<W. Cross....................
25 Mar. 1 Balance on hand .............. 10 60
22 William Ql!trk .............ooo; 4l 86
Virginia WestfalL .......... 5 10. Mar. 9 G .. A. Blakeslee................ 11 00
48
E. S. J e:ffeers................ ... 6 00 May 20 G. A. Blakeslee ................ 30 00 Aug.18 Sr. Marriott.....................
Sarepta Pratt...................
25 May25 0. D. Johnson .................. 25_ 00
$384 06
Emily Torrence...............
40 Aug.l2 Helen Bell ..................... 10 00
Alexander Hay.. . . . ......... 5 00
L. W. Torrence...............
50
20 G. A. Blakeslee ............... 50 00
Exj)enditures.
J. Fitzpatrick and family.. 7 00
D. L. Shinn ...... ;.............
10. Sep.22 Armaziuda Sheppard...... 1 30 Mar. 1 J. W. Wight..................... 9 73
G. T. Griffiths..................
15
~;_t·S~h'~:;,~.~~.::::::::::::: ~
Apl.so ..
..
.................... 19 46
Joanna Cottrill ....;........... 5 50 Oct. 6 W. H. Davenport ............ 1 50 Mayll
............ ;....... 29 l:l
C. A. Hunter... ; ..............,.
20
Helen Bell...................... 2 00 ' ~uf 25
"
.................... ~~ g~
Iva J. Hunter ............. ;....
20
J. A. Currie.....................
50 An ylO
.,.
.................... •
T. J. Beatty..................... 165 .Nov.10
2 Nora and Ettie Wight......
10
ug lS
.................... 1. 5 07
Martha J. Beatty;...........
95
Sr. J. V. Neal..................
75
J. E. Spann....................
50
W. H. Davenport............. 2 00
Wm. L. Gibson................
60
Wm.
Waterman...............
1
00
=
J. M. Butler.....................
25
T. J. Sheppard.................
75
1890.
G. W. M11rrain................. 1 00
18 L. L. Wight ...................;. 5 00 Jan. 1 Balance due church ........$253 ~"
J. >V. Stults ....................
25
Wm. Waterman ............... 5 00
J. L. Goodrich..................
30 Dec. 18 J.
A. Cnrrie, Sen.............. 5 00
J. B .. Kreibel...................
25
.26
Armazinda
Sheppard..... ;..
60
A. W. "
..................
50
Hattie
Minear..................
30
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
V. E.
..................
25
1890.
DISTRICT;
H. E.
.. .. ,............
15 Feb. 1 Hattie Mineer ................. .
l
90
J. L.
..................
10
Sr T. J. Andrews, agent.
Sophia
Wight:
..............
..
40
Elizabeth Braley..............
25
3 J. A. Currie, Sen ............ .. a·oo
1889.
W.A.Erwin....................
10
Sr. N, A. Gifford, Sen .... ..
90
Ed. & Mary Arrington...... 4 25
Mary D. Kuykendall....... . 3 35 Mar. 1 Balance due church ......... 83 82
R. H. Erwin ..................... 10 25
W. 0. Skinner.................. 40 62
Alexander Hay, ............. .. 4 00
Phebe Erwin....................
25
Sr. J. H. Driver............... 3 50
Hannah Howland............
10
Friends of Tithing............ 5o 00
$186 95
Dora V. Beatty...............
45
Chas. Parkins.................. 5 00
Martha E. Moler..............
50
Sr. C. Joyce ..... ,.............. 7 50
1889.
Expenditures.
J. T. Williams................
10
Sr. I•. Driver ....: ............... 7 50
Mary C. Dull....................
20 A pl. 6 J. A. Currie ..................... 10 00
Sr. S.M. Nightengale....... 9 10
Mr. C. M. Evans .............. 15 00
Polly Stringer.................. 1 50
Sr. M. Parks ................... 10 00
J. H. & Mary Hoffman..... 1 00 1 May.:? J·. ,f.-· Uur~ie, Jr .....•.
Jll.Cob
Anthony, ................ 29 30
3? 00
Mary L. Elliott.................
,~ii
2o
............... 2o 00
Edwin Dawson and wife..
65
Frank Oriley .................. 100 ·oo Aug.12
......... :..... 10 00
Arthur Goodwin .............. 11 50
Eliza Leeson .............. ;.....
8
............... 5 00
Sr. M. C. ·Jousney............ 2 00
Jane Davis......................
15
............... 5 00
Mary C. Save .................. 14 15
Sweney Harris ............. ;..
10 'Sep. 2
.............. 5 00
Jane Knight .................... 16 00
David Thomas.................
10 Oct. 1
............... 25 00
'l'homas Daley................. 4 50
David Dull....................... 1 12
............... 2 oo
13
BellHussell..................... 8 50
C. W. Bryant..................
50 Nov. 1
............... 5 00
Nora Gibbs .. :........ ,......... 10 00
J. W. Holland..................
25
............... 15 00
18
C. W. Hawkins ... ,........... 5 00
............... 5 00
George Serres ........ ; .....;... 3 45
51
·Jan. 4
............... 10 00
Richard Ferris ................. 20 00
C. G. Huley..................... 10 15 .
.............. 5 00
25
Sr. Pomrey ....................... 4 00
Lewis Smallwood............ 2 25 Feb 4
............... 4 00
Sr. M. Griswold............... 5 00
A. L. Blanchard............... 2 50
............... 10 00
11
Sophy Milgate ................. ; ll 00
S. D. Hannah .. _................ 6 25 ~Iar. 9
................ 9 oo
Sr. Sarah Calderwood...... 5 00
Thomas Cooper...............
50
Christina Blair.............. .. 5 00
Enos Cooper..............
2 75
$181 50
Sr. !VI. L. Douglas.............. 20 00
John Gabriel ... ..............
25
Roy Douglas.................... 3 25
Amonnt to balance .........$ 5 45
Margaret Gabriel .,..........
25
Rhoda Cooper .................. 30 00
Thomas Ward ................. 4 00
Sr. T. J. Andrews ............ 40 00
$186 95
J annct Farms ................ ,, 2 25
Sylvia Perez ...... .............. 1 00
Jane Abbott..................... 4 00
G. A. B!akeslee ............... IOO 00
1890.
D. J. Hannah .................. 20 00
Lnla E. Morrison, o......... 5 00
Hocking Valley Branch... 2 00 Mar. 1 Balance due church........ $ 5 45
J obn Luckahell, o............ 2 00
Owen West. ..... ...... ......... 2 00
Edwin Dawson.................
50
James Davidson ..•••••. G•ou•
50
Sr. M. Greenwood............
75
D. N. Lawson..................
50
Owen Dinsdale................ 15 00
Thomas Cummings..........
50
FORSTER DISTRICT AUSS. T. Porter......................
25
$589 09
TRALIA.
J.W.Robey.....................
25
John Wright, Agent.
John N. Gall ...................
25
Expenditures.
'1'. J. McKeehan...............
25
4889.
Receipts.
Philip Rhoads .................
25 Jan. 1 Balance due chnrch .........133 51
W. F. Nelson .................. 54 00
David Hopkins.................
25 July 1 Fund transferred from R. ·
Ann Bolton .................. 42 00
Rachel Bemington........... 5 90
Elizabeth Ransom............ 24 50
Ellis' B. A. books. ......... 9°73
Annie Erwin.................... 2 00 Mar.16 Sr. J. W. Wight, t ........... 9 73
Mary Plumtree................. 60 00
J. E. Allen......................
25
JohnRoberts................... 48 00
Forster Branch.
J. A. Perry......................
25
James Steel. .................... 48 00
Thomas Abbott................ 1 00 Mar. 4 Alonzo Colvin,
0. E. Sandbeck ............... 5 00
4 86
May Abbott..................... 1 25
Ben. VanVoorst .............. 5 00
9 Charles Avery, t............ 4 86
Mary A. Blanchard.......... 1. 75 A pl. 27 Abraham Mills, t.............. 9 73
John Eyra White ............. 8 00
Rosanna Smallwood ..... ... 1 50 May 13 John Moodie, o............... 2 43
Sr. Hunt ..................... ; .... 16 00
James and Elizabeth Ver·
>Jossie Bardwell................ 4 00
July20 Alexander Seabery, t...... 1 21
non ................................ 100
30 Andrew DeLore............... 1 94
Missionaries.
Maggie Hannah............... 1 25 Aug 17 Alexander Seabery........... 1 21
Mrs. A. Haws .................. I25 00
Carrie Cooper.................
10 Sop. 4 . "
, "
........... 1 21
Albert
Haws.................... 27 00
John Barston ..................
50
26 Claude McLaren.............. 2 43
Thomas Daley................. 6 00
Leyi Barston.................... 2 00 Oct. 12 Alexander Seabery........... 1 21
SarahBarston.................. 2 00 Nov. 9
"
"
1 21
$472 50
Flora E. Hannah..............
10
20 Wm. G. Carter................ 9 73
Amount to balance........... 116 59
James D. Hannah............
10 Dec. 20 Alexander Seabery. ......... 1 21
Maggie Hannah,-Jr ..•.••
10
Claud McLaren............... 7 29
Unknown ...... ..... ............ 1 00
$589 09
31 John Wright ....................U6 78
Sarah Blanchard.............. 4 00
Nambucca Brarich.
1890.
$998 42 Jan. 1 Emma Argent,o ............. .
~~ Mar. 1 Balance due church ...... $116 59
Mar. 9 "
"'
............ oe.
Jun.25 Alex. McKay ................... . 2 43
Expenditures.
William C. Ballard ......... .
!~
INDEPENDENCE DISTRICT.
Thomas Matthews ........... 270 70
Benjamin Buckman ...... u.
T. J. Beatty..................... 275 00
James McKay ....... :~ ....... ..
%
!~
Alfred White, Agent.
L. R. Devore ....................122 50
William Gore ............... ..
G. T. Griffiths .................. 22 45
1889.
Receipts.
Jane G. McKay .............. . 2 43
T. W. Williams ................ 15 45
Donald McKay.............. .. 2
Uar. 1 Balance due church ......... 277 00
D. L. Shinn .................. .-.. 7 10
Geo. T. Ballard ............... 2
Balance due church from
Limb for sister 0. West ... 57 25 Nov.15 Emma Argent ................. . 9 73
error in last report......... 4 00
Poor ................................ 7 17 June29 Henry Broadway, t ......... . 4 86 Mar. 2 W. 0. Closson, t ............. 15 00
~stage & Expenses......... <1 07 July Hamilton Branch, o ....... .. 4 86 A pl. 18 G. E. Harrington, t ......... 40 00
Johanna Dixon ...............
61 1
19
..
"
......... 20 00

gg

=

H·······

...

~- T?r~~i~~:::::::::::::::::::

~~

....

u

.. ,,

t...............

m

!

;

431
43

...

1890.
.. ......... 15 00
Feb. 9
1889.
Apl. 15 Joseph Luff, t ................;. 27 90
Sep. 1
''
''
................ o .. 46 00
Apl. 15 John A. Kennedy,t ......... 20 00
Oet.9"
"
...... aooo

..

.

1890.

Feh. 3
..••••••• 10 00
1889.
May · 4 Mr. and Mrs. J; B. Farr, t 40 94
Mar 7 F. G. Pitt, t .................... 50 00

..

1890.

Jan. 1
................... 5
1889.
May 9 W. N. Robinson, t ............ 12
15 M. Shaw, t.... ....... ............ 10
29 G. A. Blakeslee ............... 100
Sept. 9
"
·•
.....:...........100
1890.
Jan. 2
.................150

..

1889.

00

00
00
00
00

00

May 19 Joseph Chester,t.............. 3 00
July15
"
..
............ 2 00
Aug 10
"
"
1 00
Oct. 12
............ l 00
Nov. 2
1 oo
Dec. 6"
"
1 00
27
..
..
1 00
31
..
1 00

..

1890.

Jari. 25
l 00
1889.
May 31 H. R. Mills, t ..............._
..... 50 .67
Oct~ 7
"
"
....... ._ .......... 52 :oo
Jurie 1 ,James G. Torrence, t ........ 80 00
1890.
.
46
Jan.18
. . . . . ~ 40 00
1889.
Jnne. 2 Bell B. Robbinson, t........ 10 00
May 30 H. E. Goff, t .......... ,......... 15 00
Junel3 G:W. Frick, t ...........;...... 20 00
Jnly10 . "
"·
......... :........ 35 53
J une28 Martin L. Fl"ick,
29 50
Nov. 6
12 00
1889.
. .
Jnne29 John 0. Foss, t .............. 100 00
July 17 AnnE. Clark, t .. ;.............. 8 00
"
"
................. 8 75
Oct. 31
Nov.23
. . ·•
............... ;. 2 50
June12 M, G. Maudsley,
4 DO
July21 Wm. Lentle, t .................. 10.00
Mar.12 Bro. and Sr. Berg,
3 30
Oct. 18 · "
"
2 00
1890.
Jan. 19
2 00
H

t............

0

"

"

............

t............
t.... ...

1889.

Mar: 2? Alph?.:rizo Mjlott, t ........., 1 00
Apr112o
.
......... 1 00
July14
"
"
100
Aug. 18
1 00
Sept. 29
1 00
Oct. 20
1 00
Nov. 20
"
1 00
Dec. 15
"
1 00
1890.
Feb. 1
2 00
Mar. 24 James Str~,tton, t :·::·:::: 1 98
Ang. 21
"
2 00
Oct. 27
5 00
Dec. 25
6 00
1890,
Feb. 2
5 00

••

23

1 75

1889.
Mar. 20 Frank Billinsky,
5 00
Jnne1S
"
"
............ 15 00
Mar. 25 Sr. Mitchel, o..................
25

t............

June 3

u

,,

0000000060UHUU

00

Aug. 25 "
..................
25
Sep. 1 "
"
..................
25
Oct. 20 "
"
..................
50
Nov. 24
................
50
1890.
Jan. 26 "
50
Feb. 23 "
25
1889.
Mar. 26 Geo. Hepworth, o............ 1 00
A pl. 21 "
"
1 00
May21
1 00
A~U
100
Sep. 29
1 00
Oct. 26
I 00
Jan. 26 "
2 00
Feb. 23
............ 1 oo
Mar. 20 ·E1par Har1?gton.............
50
May 20
............ 1 00
Mar. 28 Henry Gerber, o ...... ...... 1 00
Apl. 30 "
"
............ 1 00

..

June 2

60

"

Aug. 28
1890.
Jan. 26
Feb. 3 "
1889.
Mar. 28 Joseph Emmett, o ............
Aug. 20 u
u
.e•un•u .. .,
1890.
Feb. 28
1889.

Mar. 3 William Williams, o.........
64
Oct.27
u
1890.
Jan. 19
1889.
Mar. 3 Mrs. Geo. Hicklin, o........
June 2
H
"
........
~
Sep. 22
Oct. 20
1890.
,Ta.n. 29 Harriet E. Fesler,
Feb. 22 L. D. and N. Sperry, o.....
u ...

t.........

1 00

2 50

1 00
1 00

50
50

5 00

1 00
100
1 00
25
25

1 00
1 00
8 00
1 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

INTS'
1889.

Dec. 16 Robert Cleveland, o.........
1890.
Jan. 1 August A. Johnson, t .... ,
1889.
Mar. 10 A. A. Gerber,
T. J. Franklin, o..............
16 Geo. B. Slocum, o............
Apl. 14 "
"

o...............

]\fay 19

5 00
2 30

25
20
1 00
1 00
1 00

June 1
·····•·•·•·· 1 on
Mar. 25 George Hicklin, o............ 1 00
May23
June24

u

u

"

"

............

100
1 00
1 00
1 00

July27
Aug 18
1890.
Jan. 1
1 00
1889.
A pl. 14 Henry Toft.......................
35
June16 "
"
.....................
30
Apl. 13 Charlotte Cleveland, o..... 2 00
June 2 Geo. Hawkins,o...............
25
July21 Thomas Newton, o ........... 2 00
Nov.lS

"

H

...........

1 50

July14 Wm. Newton, o ............... 35
Aug.21 Bro. Sands, o................... 5
Oct. 11 "
"
.................. 10
Aug. 21 Alvord Johnson, o........... 2
Oct. 'l
''
H
.........H
1
Nov.27
........... 2
Aug. 25 Wm. Tucker....................
J unelO 'I'. R. White, t .................185
Oet. 2
"
"
· ................. 17
29 W. R. Sellon. t........ ......... 5
Dec. 19 Amanda Hudleson,
3
Nov.28 J. A. Mannering, t ........... 25
Dec. 15 Selemt Chatburn, t........... 2
Nov.24 Sr. Arthur Smith, t...........

t.......

';

3

..

..

00
00
00

00

so

20
25

42
42

UO

'0
00
52
40

1 50
25

Dec. 25
1
Nov.24 John Smith, t.................. 4
1890.
Feb. 2
.................... 3
23
....................
1889.
Dec. 23 Fred Gerber, t ................. 20
30 Sr. Therese Bjeregard,o... 1
Henry & Lucy Etzenhouser, o ............................... 10
" 1890.
Jan. 17 John W. Layton, t ......... 5
I!'eb. 3 Oswin S. Noble, t............. 5
John Justice, t ................ 3
6 E. E. Etzenhouser, t ......... 10
17 Roderick May, t .............. 61
22 Thomas Boyse,
4
23 James Anderson, t .... , .......200
Jan. 23 J. H. Wells, t ................ 100

t.............

40

50
78
00
00
00
00
00
40
00
35

00
00

lllay 1 "
•· ........
Jun 1 "
"
Jnn 29 "
Rep 23 "
.. • • • • • .
May 11 John C. Foss............
May 15 "
" .. .. .. • . . .. .
Jun 19
. .. .. .. ....
Mar 28 W. H. B~wers ............
Apr '38 "
~~
.... , ..
\iay 28
............
Juu 28
............
Jul 28 "
............
Aug28 "
............
Sep 28
.... •.•. ....
Oct 28 "
.. . .. . . .. .. .
Nov28 "
............
Dec 22
............
Dec 29
"
• • .. .. .. .. ..
1890.
Feb 28
............
1889.
May 9
H. Robinson ...•.••
.•
.. .....
May 31
0

••••

20 00
20 00
28 00
3~

gg

u

5 oo
5 00
15 00
15 00

15

oo

lfi 00

15

ro

15 00
3 00

15 00
15

ou

15 00
15 00

15 00
15 00
10 00

Jun 1 u

.. ., ... ~ •• H> 00

Jul 1
Jnl 4
Aug 3
Aug-:22
Nov 1
Dec 14
1890.
Jan 8
Jan31
Feh 28
1889.
May 10

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

"
"
"
u,

"
"
"

"
"

15 00
10 00
15 00
5 00
15 00
•••••.• 15 00

•••••.. 15 00
....... 15 00
~ ••••.• 15 00

C. Ott and son for funeral
for Door.. . .. .. .. ...... .. .. 19 00
Apr 24 B. E. Balenp;er .. .• .. .. • 1 75
Ang16 u.
~'
7 60
Ang20
3 70
Sep 12
3 70
Sep 21
2 75
Oct 1 "
3 55
Oct 11
2 65
Nov 1
.......... 3 95
Feb 3 C. E. Kil!ney............. 5 00
May 9 Emma Johnson.......... 6 50
$1,884 15
Amount to balance ..... $~43 78
$2,227 93

1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $343 78

00

FAR WEST DISTRICT.
Wm. Lewis, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
·1889.
Expenditures.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 79 29
~!Ur26 By.Joseph Luff ........ $ 35 00
Mar 21 A· W. Head.............. 1 00
Apr 25' MrB. Joseph Luff. .. ..... 30 00 Mar 29 '~
" u •••• u .
u
2 00
May10 ".
" ......... 30 00
M. J. Head............... 3 50
J UD 1 "
'· ......... 30 00 Apr 4 W. Clay .................. 1 00
Jul 1 "
" ....... 30 oo Apr 26 C. P. Fnul. ............... 10 00
AU!f''l M
;;
••e" ~H•• 30 00
A. W. Head.............. 1 00
SeJd2 "
.......... 30 00 May 2 W. Clay ...............·... 1 00
Oct 1 ".
" ......... 30 on May11 "
.................. 200
No_v 1 ~'
" .~ •••••.• 30 00 May18
.................. 1 oo
Dec 31 "
" ., ....... 30 oo
· W. M.oultray.:....... ... .
40
1890.
Sr. Mey0rs.. .. . .. . . . . ... 1 00
Jan · 3 "
" ......... 60 00
Sr. N. Niedorp.... •.. .. 5 00
1889.
.
May25 w. Clay ................ 1 00
Mar 6 Mrs. R. Etzenhoueer ..... 17 00 May 26 W. Hawkins......... .. . • 2 00
M.av ··1 H
u
··~·. 34 oo
Juu 1 W. Cl!1y..... ... . . .. .. .... 1 00
Jnn 1 "
..... 17 00
w·. Moultray .......... ...
70
J ul , 1 ''
"
u.. . 17 00 Jun 8 G. Ehlers..... .. .. . .... 8 50
Aug 1 "'
"
u-. .·17 00
Juu 9 An11a Summerfield....... 1 00
Sep .9 u
"
u~·· 1'7 00 Jun 16 W. C]ay ................ 2 00
Oct 5 H
~ ••• 17 oo
Jun 17 C. A. Bacus .............. 2 oo
N·ov 5 '~
... ~ •• 17 00 Jnl 1 W. Hawkins............. 2 00
Der. 14 "
••••• 17 00
W. Clay................. 3 00
1890.
Jul 6 J. W. Peterson, o........
50
Jan 3 "
..... 17 00 Jul 9 M.P .. Bq~arth ............ 14 35
Jau 30 "
..... 17 00 Ju\13 w,cJay ................. 1 oo
]'eb 28 "
•••.• 17 00 Jul 27
" ................... 2 oo
1889.
Ang 2 C. H. Isleib .............. 25 00
Mar' 6 Mrs. Alfred White ....... 25 00 Aug 3 W. Clay ............. : .... 1 00
May 1. '"
"
....... 25 oo
J. W. Peterson, o.. .... ..
50
Mar 22 Poor................ . .... 5 00 Aug 5W.Hawkins ............. 200
Apr 6 Mrs. I. N. White .. , ..... 35 00 Ang 17 W. Clay................... 2 oo
Juu 3 ·''
H
~HH•u• 70 00
Aug ~4
"
.................. 1 00
2 00
Jul 5 "
''
35 00 Aug 25 Ha,nah Hoffman.......
4
50
'
Aug 1 ''
~n· ••••• 35 00 Ang 31 J. W. Peter•on, o .. .. .. .
Sep ..;l" ~'
~qu .. • • . 35 00
Sep ~ M~;ry fl. Hinderks ....... 10 00
Oct: .1 ''
.• o·, ~· ••• 35 00 Sep 6 John Davis ............... 20 00
Nov 4 "
··'· ..... 35 oo Sep 7W. Clay ................. 200
Nov 30 .. "
·'···· •.• 25 oo Sep 9 Laura Morrison. .. .. .... 5 UO
Drc .14 "
. •• • •• •.. JO 00 Sep 20 Anna Ehlers., ........ 1 Oo
1890.
Sep 27 W. Clay.................. 1 Oo
.Jau 3 "~>
........ 35· 00 Sep 28
" '
.. .. . .. .. • • .. . .. • . 1 00
.........
35
00
Feb 10 "
Sep15
"
..........,....... 100
" ......... 39 00 Oct
Feb 28 "
7
.................. 1 00
1889.
Oct 12
.................. 1 on
Mar 5Mrs. Emsley Curtis ...... 25 00 Oct 19
.. . .. .. ..... •••• •• 1 oo
Apl' 3 ,H
"
15 00
G. W. Best......... ·•·· •• 5 OU
May 1 "
25 .00 Oct 22 J. C. Eivert....... • ..... 40 00
May 4 "
"
10 00 Oct 26 W. Clay... . ........... .. 1 00
Jun 2 "
...... 40 00
M. J. Head............... 2 85
Apr:22' U
"
e u e ,;, 35 00
Nov 2 W, Clay .................. 1 00
Sep ;9 ~'
'' ........ 25 00 Nov 4 W. Ht>wkins ............. 2 00
Nov l "
...... 25 oo Nov 9 W. Clay... ·' .... .... •• . .. 1 00
E. Hovenga ......... ~. ••
50
ocetc 10 . ~.
"
• • • • • • 25 oo
1
D
...... 25.00 Nov.18W.Clay ................. 100
Nov23
" ...................... ;. 100
25
Nov 27 Stewartsville branch.... 3 04
Feb,28 ••
"
........ 25 PO Dec 8 C. H. Isleib ................ 50 00
W'. Hawkins ........... ; ·2 00
1889. '
. .
,Apr 12 Mrs. John ().Foes ....... ,liQ 00
An,na Buchanan ......... ,2 32
$2,227 93

0

OOH U

oo o

"
"

j;:!l!fi ..
15

" .......

.

00

••

ERALD.

Dec. 8 L. Hovenga .... ,....... •.
W. Clay ..................
Sr. Burr. . .. . .. • . .. .. .. •
Dec 23 Robert Garlick: ..........
Dec 14 W. Clay..................
Dec 21
"
..................

50
1 00
5 00
10 00

Feb 5 Charles J. Hunt, t ....... 213 50
Margaret Hunt, t ........ 25 00
F. N. Shaw, t......... ... 5 00
John Pett, t ............ 10 00
2 00 Feb 28 Thomas Bell, t .......... 20 00
1 00
Mary A. Jenkins, t.... •• 1 25
1890.
Mar 8 W. McKim, t ............. 20 00
D. MeKim, t .. .. .. . . . .. • 5 00
Jan 1 J. M. Terrv.. ... .. .. ...... 5 00
Mary Hawley, t.... .. .. . . 2 00
Jan s \\/w~'I'fef~&~~::::::.:.::
~~
L. Spurgeon, o. . .. .. .. 1 00
R. D. Head...............
05
Jane Hirons, t...... ..... 1 15
M. E. Head..............
05
T. C. and M. H. DobE. D1ce .................. 10 00
son, t.... .. . .... .. .. .. . 4 00
Jan 6 W. Clay .................. 3 00
Fanny L. Pett ............ 26 00
Jan 7 W. Hawkins ............ 2 00. Feb 26 Jane Hirons........... . 1 00
Jan 8 Sr. G. Simmons .......... 1 50
$1,190 14
w. Hawkins............. 2 oo
J. L. M.eyer. ... .... •. •• •• 1 00
Jan 18 w. Clay ................. 1 00
1889.
Expenditures.
Jan 25
"
.. .. .. • . •. .. ...... 1 00 Mar 16 Ey W E. Peak .......... $ 15 00
Jan 27 J. L. Meyer ............... 20 00 Mar 20 John A. Davis .......... 15 00
Jan 30 E. Dice ................... 65 00 Jnu 4 Bishop .Blakeslee ........ 220 00
Feb 4 C. Constance ............. 7 00 Jnn 12 C. E. Butterworth ....... 30 00
W. Constance........... 3 25 Jun 14 Poor.. .. .. . .. .. . •••• .... 2 00 .
W.Clay .................. 100
W. W. Whiting.......... 9 00.
T. Bacus.................
70 Jun 17 Charles Derry ............ 10 00
E. Dice .............,..... 10 00 Jul 1 C. E. Butterworth ........ 15 00
Feb 8 W. Clay .................. 1 00 Jul 25 Bishop Blakeslee ........ 175 00
Feb 15
"
......... •• •• .. ••• 1 00 Aug 5 C. E. Butterworth ....... 30 00
Feb 16 W. Hawkins............. 2 00 Aug 18 Poor .................... 6 15
Feb 21 Catharine Faul. .•••••••. 10 oo Sep 8 J. F. McDowell ........... 10 00
c. P. Faul. .............. 10 oo
J. A. Mcintosh.......... 3 00
M. J. Head...............
85 Oct 8 lJ. E. Butterworth .••.••• 25 00
Feb 2~ W. Clay.................. 1 00
Bishop Blakeslee ........ 83 25
Feb 25 Mary J. Hinderks ........ 100 00
Nov20
"
"'
90 00
Hartman Nesser.. .. .. . .. 2 00 Dec
20
........ 58 SO
Luppa Hovenga.. .... . . • 1 00
C. E. Butterworth .•.•••• 25 00
Discrepancy ............. 12 00
1890.
Poor...................... 9 2{)
$634 48 Jan26
Feb 7 C. E. Butterworth ...••.. 20 00
EishopElakeslee: . . ; ... 213 50
1889.
Expenditures.
Mar 8 James T. Turner ......... 1 90
Apr 6 Ey coffin for Bro. J. H.
C. E. Butterworth ....... 20 00'
Stone ................. $ 12 50
Bishop Blakeslee ........ 77 34
Apr 12 Sr. W. ~- Bozarth ....... 35 00
H. C. Bronson ....... ., .. 30 00
$1,164 14;
J. F. McDowell .......... 20 00
Amount to balance •.•~
May 26 W. T. Bozarth.... .. • • .. 25 00
Jun 1 Tullison, blind........... 5 00
Balance dne church ...... $26 00
Jun 7 Sr. Taylor................ 1 60
Jnn 11 W. T. Bozarth ........... 25 00
,Jul 9
"
"
........... 25 00
NORTHERN NEBRASKA DISAug23
.......... 25 00
TRICT.
Sep 9 Coftln.for.Ero. Weaver .. ; 16 50
W. M. Rnmel; Agent.
Sep 20 W ..T. Bozarth ........... 25 QO
Nov 8 Sr.
·•
. . . . "..... 25 oo
1889.
Receipts.
Ida E. Blackburn ........ 10 00
Dec 7 Sr. W. T. Bozarth ........ 25 00 Mar 1 Balance due chnrcll.... $ 65 37.
15'
Dec 15 Bro. G. C. Smith ........ 10 00 ]'eb 3 Sr. C. Anderson, o..... •.
Jan 7 Sr. W. T. ·Bozarth ........ 25 00 Feb 27 Sr. E. Beemer, t ......... 10 oo;
Jau 10.Bro. J. T. Kihnama)l ..... 11 00 Mar 3.Sr. c. Anderson, o ...... ~ · 10.
Jan 18 Bro. G. C. Smith......... n 00 Mar 13 Bro.and Sr. C. Anderson,l 10 oo·
Jan30 Sr. W. T. Bozarth...... 25 00 Apr 2 Sr. J. A. Hamilton, o • . • 5 00
Feb 21 Ida E. Blackburn ..•. ~··... 10 00 Apr 4 M. A. Sylvester, t ........ 80 00
25
Feh 27 G. A Blakeslee .......... 100 00 Apr 7 Sr. C. Anderson, o •••• ;. •
Wood ................ ;..
25:
J
•.
P.
Ogard...
.
.
.
..
...
••
50:
$49160
G. M. L. Whitman.......
to:
Rach.el Eo wen...........
10·
Amount to balance .... $142 88
David Beemer.... . . • • • • •
05
$634 48
Alfred Beemer......... ••
05 ·
Jesse Beemer...........
05·
1890.
Sr. Bowen ............ ,..
25'
M. W. Sampson..........
2'\
Mar 1 Amount.due chnrch .... $142 88
James Huff..............
25
Apr 19 G. N. Derry, t ..... ·.• , ... • 2 00
May 5 Sr. C. Anderson,
25
GALLAND'S GROVE DISTRICT.
Elizabeth Peterson......
05
Henry Wood.............
10
John Pett, Agent.
J. P. Ogard. .. .. •. •• •• ..
25
1889.
Receipts.
Rachel Eo wen. . • • •• ...
05Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 30 00
Sr. Bowen...............
25
Apr 14 E. I. Peterson ............ 25 00
M. W. Sampson..........
25
Apr 25 OliverJ. Pett ............ 25 00
E. W. Palmer........ ...
50
May12 H. c. and N. A. HolJames Huff..............
10
.
C0!1lb, t ................. 100 00 Jnn 2.Sr. C. Anderson..........
25'
May 17 David ~1rKim. t.......... 5 00
Henry Wood.............
10,
l\Iay19 John B. Hunt, t .......... 20 00
Sr. Bowen............... ,05
May 23 F. N. Shaw .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2 22
M. W. Sampson ... ,.....
10
Jun 2 H. c. and N. A. HolJames Huff ...... ,.......
10
comn, t .................. 116 .50 Juu 18 Nicholas Rumel, t ....... 10 00··
Mary Hawley, t .......... 10 00 Jnn21 Jr. J. A. Hamilton ....... 50 00.
Jun 14 Abel II. R•1dd. t.... . .. . .. 5 00 Jan 6 Omaha branch ........... 7 40
Charles J. Hunt, t .. ·• ... 25 00 Mar 3
u
'·
,...........
4 50'
W. w. Whitmg . .. : ...... 10 00 Mar 10 G. E. Balehim, t ....... ~. \"! 00
Sarah Hawley, t.. . . . . . . 7 00 Apr 3 '~
"
......... ~ 2 00
Jun 15 Thomns Bell, L. . . . . . . . . 25· 00 Apr .7- Brauch offering, o.. ••• ... 3 00,
C. E. Butterworth, t .... 10 00 Apr 13 G. E. Ealchjm. t.... ••••• 2 00
Jul 21 H. C. and N. A. HolApr30 Sr.J.A. Hamilton ....... 20·00
comb, t ..............,. .. 100 00 May 5 Branch offering .. ; ••••••• 4 os:
Aug 4 CynthiaPerry, t......... 3 00 May 15 Sr. J. A. Hamilton .••••• 20 00
Sep 13 Alma l\1. Newberry, t .... 4<' 80 Juti 1 Branch offering:......... 5 2!!'.
Sep 14 D. and E. H>1ll, t ......... 66 25 Jun 8 Elizabeth Jackson,
3 Ol';'
Thomas Bell, t.. .. .. . . . . 17 00 ,Tun 4 Sr. J. :A. Hamilton ••••••• 20 00
"
,"'
... '.,., .... 1750 Jun.23 Frank Liach .... , .. ; ...... 10 00
Sep 29 Mary Hawley, t .......... :1.00 Jnn 30 Rachel Satterfield, ....... 12 00'
Oct 10 Siby]JVlcCord, t .......... 15 00
Frank Satterfield........ 4 00.
Oct 12 Alice Hall! day, t ........ 5 00 Jul 9 .James M. Mills ..• , ••••••• 1 00
Oct. 27 H; C. and N. A. HolJul 28 Sr. J. A. Hamilton ..... 10 00
comb, t .. , .............. 15 PO Aug 9
''
u
........ 20 00'
Nov 2 F. N. Shaw, t ............ 5 51 Aug 25
u
"
.......... 20 00\
Nov 9 Charles J. Hunt, t: ...... 50 00 Sep 8
"
•••• •• 20 Off
W. Salisbury, t......... • 1 46 Sep 18
::
.... -•• ,20 Oll
James and Jennie Eal<Sep 29
...... 25 oo·
er, t ....... : ............ 11 00 Oct 16_
, "'
••'"••• 50 00
Nov 20 John Tea~dale, t. .. . .. .. ;; 00 Oct 12 W. R. Elston.,. ; ........ '75 00.
Nov 29 Thoma• Bell, t .......... 10 01 Jnl .7 Omaha branch •••••••••., 8 00
D. anrl E. H~ll, t .. , ....... 18 00 Aug 4 "
· " · .... ~...... 4 10
'Qec liE. I. p, terson, t.......... 25 00 Sep 1
•*-• . . uou 8 00
Dec vo J. W. Mcintosh, t.. ... .. . . 2'DO Oct .6 " "
. .... .. . ••• 8 12
Dec 21 Sabina Cross, t........ ... 2 oo Jul .7 Report ])y M, W. $amp.
1890.
son for Fremon,t·br.IIDeb:
Jan '8 A. z. Ri1dd, t ............ 20 oo
·to D. Beemer! o ......... ·

o••·····

.

o.......

t.....
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THE SAINTS'
Aug 1 Alfred Beemer, o. .• . • •••
50
Aug 4 Elizabeth Beemer, t ..... 10 00
H

U

35

Ooooooe

Mary Bowen, o. ~.. .. • ...
85
C. Anderson, o...... ....
50
Ang 1 :M. w. Sampson, o.... ...
85
Sr. C. Anderson.........
25
Eliza PetersoJO.... .... ..
20
H. and R. Wood..........
57
Aug 15 Fremont branch......... 2 15
Sep 1 Woods' family...........
60
James Huff...... .... ...
50
Sep 30 Sr. E. Rannie.. .......... 1 35
Oct 6 J. P. Ogard.... .... ......
50
Rachel Bowen...........
40
A. Beemer,
1 00
E. Beemer ............... 10 00
H. Beemer .............. 2 30
~ov 8 Sr. J. A. Hamilton ...... 25 oo
Woods' family, o.... ... •
50
Rachel Bowen............
10
Elizabeth Beemer.......
10
Mary Bowen . .. .. .. .. .. •
1u
C. Anderson.............
25
Sr. Rannie ... . . .. .. .. ...
55
Jesse Beemer.... .. .. .. ..
05
Dec .1 Eliza Peterson, t.... .. . .. 1 45
David Beemer.... .. .. .. • 1 30
Elizabeth Beemer.......
10
C. Anderson. . . . • . • • . . .. •
25
M. W. Sampson.........
10
Heman Beemer, t ...... u l 65
Peter Nelson, o.... .. .. .. 1 00
B annah Nelson.... .. . . ..
0">
Andrew Nelson..........
10
Jennie Nelson...........
05

t........ .. .....

1890.

t............

Jan 4
Jan 26
Jan 19
Feb 23
Jan 5

Sr. C. Wood,
Alfred Beemer...........
Elizabeth Beemer.......
Henry Wood.............
Sr. J. A. Hamilton .......
Sr. A. Richardson .......
Jan 9 R. A. Satterfield .........
Nov 3 Omaha branch, o.... ....
~'

Dec 1

Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb

"

5
2
.... ;;,
26 Edward Rannie, t........
28 Swen Ahl"t.l'itnd, t........
Edwurd Ahlstrand, t.....
N. Rumel, t ..............

25
2 10
5 00
.25
20 00
10 00
10 00
4 25
4 05

1 50
468
6 05
30 00
5 00
10 00

Mar 18 J. Pitcbard .............. 1 oo
Nov18 H
n
o .....•.• ·~·····
90
Jul 1 W. B. Turnbow, t.. ... . .. 5 00

$ 90 95
1889.
Expendituree.
Mar 12 By John Thomas ....... $
Apr 3
"
''
.... ; .. ..
May 28
"
"
.. .. .. • ..
Mar 12 P. B. Seaton..........
Jul 1 "
"
.............
Sep 16
.............
Oct5
............
Dec 9
.............
Sep 16 W. H. Grifbn..... .. ....
44
Oct 5 H
•••••••••••••
Dec 9
............
Amount to balance ......

$740 48

Mar 1 Balance due church ... $114 48
TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY
DlSTJUC'l\
" P. B. Seaton, Agent.
1889.
Her,eipls.
Mar 1 Balance due cbnrch ... $ 10 00
Eagle Creek Branch.
Mar 9 S. L. Cooper.... . .. .. .. ..
50
V\T. B. King.... . . . . .. . • •••

nee 9

5!1

W. A. Willoughby.......
40
J. F. Roberts.... . . .... ..
50
D. C. Roberts............ 1 oo·
J. M. Cooper, t.. .... .. . . 5 00
"'

"'

0 ...••••• --~

Mar 12 C. W. Roberts, t...... ...
May 28 n
"'
o.. .. ..• •
Foundry Htll Branch.
Mar 12 P. B. Seaton,. t........ ...
W F. Stephens..........
,J. M. Arnn..... ..........
W.J.Seaton ............
Sep 12 Palina Rowe, o.... •. . ...
Tildy Jones.... .. .. .. .. ..
Farmington Branch.
Mar17 J. H.Adair, t .............
B. R. Turnbow....... . . ..
Sep 16 "
"
...........

6

1 50

5 00
1 50

53
00
00
50

oo

$

$91l 95

Expenditures.
Apr 29 By G. R. Scogin ........ $
Oct 5
"
"
.........
Nov13
"
.........
1890.
Jan 26
"
"
.........
Amount to balance.....

75
50
7 95
26 2:i
50
2 95
10 02

1890.
Mar 1 Balance dne church .... ,$ 10 02

:Maud Holder.............
Lnceita Scott ...•
Mat · Corless.... .. .. .. .. .
W. H. Reynolds..........
Edward Whaley .........
Charlotte Whaley........
Sr. Spalf >rd..............
George t:ltroh... . .. .. • ..
Allegan Branch.
Uacbel Seeley...........
Sr. Wnller .......... ;. ...
A Sister.................
A Sister .................
Marcellns Branch.
John W. Kiefer......... .
E. Goodenough ...... : . ..
Heman Goodenough ... ..
0. A. McEuterfer ....... .
Augusta J. Fmch . . . . . .
~J. Hulse ............... ..
v'l. McEnterfer......... ..
Nov 1 Marcellus branch ...... ..
u

74 85
2 00
5 00
2 00
2 00
10 00
1 00
~6

85

5 00
10 00
25 00

I

3~

00
25 85

$ 96 85

90
00
50
00
00
25
00
50
00
51l
80
Oo
85
30
85

$15n 411

Expenditures.
By Bro. L. H. Ezzell ... $ 15 00
Bro. E W. Nunley ....... 44 05
Bro. E. W. Nunley's
omission on report of
1889 ...................... 5 00
$ 64 05

1890
Mar 1 Ba.lance on hand ........ $ 92 35
NOVA SCOTIA DISTRICT.
J. w:·mmmock, Agent.
-1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance clue church .... $ 45 10
Apr 1o J. W. D<moc.k on note... 6 00
May25 ,J. W. Lavton, t .......... 7 00
Sep 14 Matilda Davison.. .. .. • •• 1 00
J. L. Mason..............
50
Jane Mason.... .. .... ..
60
J. C. Robinson........... 1 00
Margaret Rohinson...... 1 00
James Orman............ 3 00
A. Wood on note, t ...... 4 oo·
1890.
Jan 4 S. Lawrence on note..... 5 00
Jan IJ H. J. D~vison on note... 5 00
$ 79 20

1889.
Expenditures.
tdar 1 By A. H. Parsons ....... $
H. H. liobmson ..........
Apr22
"
B
•••••••••
A. H. Pursons ............
Jun 20 H. J. Davison ............
Rep 12 A. H. Parsons ...........
Nov 11 H. J. Davison ............
Amount to balance.... .

30 00
10 00
500
5 00
1 00
15 00
2 00
11 20

$ 79 20

1890.
Mar 11 Balance due church ... $ 11 20
MONTANA DISTHICT.
J. E. Reese. Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
~lar 1 B~tlanr.e due church.
$ 50 00
Apr 20 John E. Reese, t....
. 10 00
Nov 5 Dan R. Harris .......... 20 no
Dec 1 fir. H. Raymond. .. ...... 5 00
1890.
Feb 1 :M. H. Ra.ymond .......... 10 Oil
Feb 9 N.J. Eukes .............. 20 Oil

$11o oo

5 00
50
35
30
50
50

Exnendit.nres.
Mar 9 By Sr. J. C. Clapp ...... $ 30 00

1 00
5 00
45 00

$!Hi 00

1889.

Apr20

1sno.

"

B

30 00

Feb 15 G. A. Blakeslee.. .. .. .. .. 45 oo
Feb 24 "
"
.......... 10 oo

CENTRAL MISSOUIU DISTRICT.
E. W. Cato Sen., Agent.
1889
Receipt.s.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 1 75
Jun 10 J. B. Belcher, t ........ .. 1 00
25
W. L. Boker, o ... ~<>•oo·~"·
30
M.A. Trot.t.er .......... .
25
David Graham ......... ..
35
H. T. Cnrt.is ........... ..
David Graham, t ......... . 1 00
Sep 1 Mary Knipechild ...... .. 1 00 '
H. T. Curtis, t ........ .".. 1 00 '
Oct 25 W. H. Knuckles ....... : .... 5 00
---1

$ 11 90

Expenditurc.s.
Jun 24 By H. H. Robinson ..... $ 3 00
Amount to balance...... 8 90

$ 11 90
1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 8 90
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND
NORTHERN INDIANA
DISTICT
W. Lockerby, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
lVlar 1 .Balance clue agent ...... $ 6 88
Clear Lake Branch.
G. A. Smith.......... • 2 00
Wilson Teeters . .. .. • . ••
20
Eunice P. Smith........
()8
ll'lary A. Emerick ........ 1 25
D. B. Teeters............ 2 70
1\f ary I~. Teeters . .. • • • •
2(1
Elln Houl'1eman ........ ~· 1 50
R·ebecca Housman....... 1 50
Phillip Housman........ 2 60
Bvron J. Lords ..... ~ .. ~&...
55
Daniel Bailey............ 4 00
J. Emeri.ck .• u~c<><> · · • u
"'15
H. Lords.................
80
L. Chandler.... .. . . •• .. •• 2 00
S. Tcetors ... ~·· ····~· .,... 1 00

Peter s·mith.............

Henry A. Lords....... ..
John Lingle ....• ~uu"'""
Anna Lingle·.......... ·~@g
l\1. Campbell .... .,.,.....
I. Campbell...............
H. Buck ...................
Willard Houeman.... ....
Annetta Housman.......
0. M. Stories............
Peppers...................
Noncy Smith .. .,........
A. H. Landis.............
R. Smith.................
S Labarger. .. ...... ....
Alta Stroh...............
Ann Locl\e ............. u
Phoebe Corless..........
J,. Fay ..................
Arthm Dexter...... ....
Laura Dexter............
G. Corl{•ss... ..• .. •• . .•. •.

Dudley Loclre ............
J~lh

StUson ............

·~

Anna rrhmnv.s ...... ~o···

JHenb Tlwmu.s ..•....

~-·

W. Loclu.·rby ...... ., .....

1J. Lockerby ...•.
Hugh StrolL.............
C. ::-;hoemaker ...........
Eleanor Fay.............
•H

.....

Carrie Dexter............
Hirn.m Corless... .. . . .. .

tt Corl<"Fs.... . . . • .. . . . . . •
A.CorleRB ......•• ., ...
Frank Grang<'r.... .. .. ..
S. Stroh.... .. .. . .. ..
Elmy !<'av.............
V\;" csley Sparks ..... _

Elsi.e Lockvthy. . . ..
Floren en Kellog;r....
Lvcha Snpry .... '.. .
Knti(~

35
~rJ

. . . . ••

45

6
1
1
10

20
2'l
(0
00
00

5 00
50
1 00
80 00
2 00
1 75
50
50
1 00
25

50
8 00

$215 08

Mar 1 Balance due church ....
CENTRAL TEXAS DISTRICT.
W. Sherrill, Agent.
1889
Receipts.
Mar 1 Bqlance due church ..... $ 46
Sr. L. F. Carroll, t ....... 10
Sr. F. A. Jenkins and husband, t .................. 5
Bro. C. C. Holcomb, t... 5
Bisloop Bl!>l<eslee ........ 25
Sr T. Veale, t....... .• .
Sr. S. IIav, t...... .. .. ... 3
Sr. J. A. Taylor, t........ 2
Bro. J. W. Bryan, t ...... 20
Bro. C. A. Shuoter. t ..... 2:;
Sr. M. V. Shuster, t.... .•
Sr. L. Jenkins, t. .. .. .. •
Bro. T L. Veale, t.... •. • 1
Sr. E. Waterma11, t.... ••
Bro. W. Waterman, t.. . 9

$740 48

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar 1 By Sr. W. M. Rumel. .... $ 20 00
Mar 31 Sr. A. Knapp .. .. ... ... . 2 00
Apr 1 Sr. W. M. Rumel. ........ 20 00
:May 1
"
"
........ 15 Oil
May 4 Sr. J. B. Henderson..... 5 00
May 13 W. M. R.um<'l.... ... . .. .. 5 00
Jun 1 St!'W. l\1 ·Rnmel .... .' .... 12 50
Jun 4 Sr. J. B. Henderson.....
5 00
Jul 1 W. M. Rumel. ............ 12 50
Jul 7 Sr. J. B. Henderson...... 5 00
Aug 11
"
"
5 00
Sep 1
5 ou
Sep 21 W. Ballinger. .. .. .. .. .. 4 2<1
Sep 29 Sr. J. B. Hnnderson..... 7 00
Oct 14 Pi,bop B!ake•lee ....... 300 00
Nov 2 Sr. A. Knapp ........... 10 00
Nov 4 t-lr. J. B. Henderson..... 5o;
Nov 24 Sr. A Knapp.........
2 50
Nov 15 Sr. W. M. Rnmel ......... 10 00
4
'
Dec 1
~'
• • • • • • • • • 15 00
Dec 6 Sr. J. B. Henderson...... 5 U5
1890.
Jan 1 W;,M. Rn.'P'el. ............ 15 00
............ 2.00
Jan 4 Sr. J. B. Henderson...... 5 05
Jari 5 Sr. A. Knapp.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 00
Jan 13 Bishop Blal<eslee ........ 100 10
Feb 1 Sr. W. M. Humcl ......... 15 WI
Feb 9 Sr. J. B Henderson...... E\ 05
Jan 23 James Caff~tll ........... 6 00
Feb 24 W. M. R.umel ......... , ... 5 00
Amount to balance ...... 114 48

9
7
5
1
5
14

ALABAMA DISTRICT.
J: G. Vickery, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $
Oct 5 G. 0. Sellars.............
Oct 6 J. R. Harper ..............
S. A. Harper..............
J.D. 8e1lars.... .........
Feb 7 J. G. Vichry... .. ....
Elizabeth Vickery.... ..

Thmnas.. .• .... .. .

May 'l'homas.. .. . .. .. . .. .

Expenditures.
By C. Scott ............. $ 28 00
L. Scott.. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 43 00
Willard ,J. Smith ........ 17 00
E. 0. Briggs .. ., .......... 11 40
Bishop Blakeslee ...•.... 115 50
Amount to balance...... 6 70
$221 78
Balance due agent ...... $ 6 70
POTTA.WA'l.'TAMIE DISTRICT.
A. Hall, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance dne church .... $ 23 37
Hannah Jones.... .. .. . . . 5 00
Emmit Beebe, t .......... 120 00
C. Whitmore. t ...... ; .... 12 50
E. A. Shaw, t.... .... .... 6 00
Mary P1t.tington, o ...... 10 00
T. Alt.rop, o ............ 2 00
P. Frederickson, o ....... 10 00
Sr. C. Ryan, o.. ... • . • ... 6 75
H. Hansen, t ............ 10 00
P. Jensen, o ............. 1 00
J Carlisle, t .............. 10 00
Ann Ritter. o, ........... 10 00
Samuel Bateman, .. .. • • • 5 00
G. C. Jenson, t .......... 83 00
C. Christofferson........ 5 00
Sr. A. Beebe, o .......... 10 00
Betsy Ray, t.. .... ....... 5 00
Hans Hansen, t ......... 10 00
J.P. Carlisle, t .......... 100 00
Frederick Hansen, o •••. 10 00
Sr. J. Carlisle, o ........ 5 00
Hans N. Hansen,
5 00
Mary Ward, o.... .... •• •• 1 00
M. A. Lewis, t ........... 16 00
J.D. Haywood, t ........ lOO 00
H. M. Liles, t...... .... . 8 40
Isaac Carlisle Jr ......... 100 00
C. A. Riley, t ........... 25 00
Mary Becroft, o.... .. • . .. 1 00
Isabelle Becroft, o.... ... 1 00
Mary B•'win.
8 50
Sarah Call'all, o.......... 5 uo

t......

t...........

$730 52

75

Expenditures.
By Poor ................ $ 61 00
Sr ...James Caffall ........ 230 00
H. 0. Smith............. 5 00
E. L. Kciley ............. 7 00
G. A. Bluknslee ........ .400 00
Amount to balance .....•. 27 52

50
50
20
10
05
3 00
1 00
'15
1 25

$730 52

O!i

1 00
<lo

1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 27 52

He
111

3 50
2 on
70
4 50
05

FREMONT, IOWA, DISTRICT.
Vl. I,cekn, Agent,
1889.
Receipts.
0:1 Mar 1 Balance clue church .....$ 93 35
H no Mar 3 Sarah Hills, t.... ... .. ... 9 00
3 75
A. R Hills, o ............ 1 00
1 20 Mar 8 Cbarle.s, l<'ry, t.. ......... 2 00
:1 hO Mar IJ ,J. B Cline............... 5 00
4 70: Mar 30 W. Schick .............. 11 50
10 00 i
E. S. I"iston.... ......... 1 00
Isaac Clites.............. 5 00
3 no I
2 00 Apr 17 S. S. Wilcox............. 5 00
1 50
,J. B. Cline ............... 5 00
15 May 17 Thomas Seaters ......... 50 oo
0:1 ,Jnu 11 Samuel J. Roberts ....... 50 00
2 ~-;:, Aug 12 S. S. Wilcox ............. 5 00
nn
Esther Griffith ........... 1 00
2~1\
Roxanna. Griffith ......... 1 00
6 110 Aug 2:1 Ebcr Benedict, o .......
5 00
:i :,n
A11g 2i\ W. Schick, t ............. 40 00
1 IJO •J'l ep 2:1 Caroline Hershey........ 1 60
14- Oct 6 A. R. Htlls, o ............. 1 00
1 i'D Oct i7 A. 'l'. Mortimore, t.... .. . 5 00
2;) Nnv ti Henry Kemp, Sr ......... 25 00
f;O Nov ~4 'l.'homas lleaters ......... 35 00
1

u

2:-)

25

Dec 19

~'

H

~ .......... <UG

70 00

Dec 21 John Leek!!..,, .......... 75 00
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ERALD.

INTS'
1890.
Jan 2 S. S. Wilcox .............
Etta Ray.................
F. B. Knight.............
Jan 4 I. W. and R. Wolsey .•.•
Jan 22 J. B. Cline.... .. . . . . .. .. •
Feb 4 Sr. Ella Oake....... .. ..
Feb 19 Sr. Hannah Ettleman...
Feb 26 Sr. Mary E. Pace........

5 00
25
2 50
53 88
7 90

7 90
4 00
5 00

July 18 John T.
.................
Aug 2
::
u
......... u~•·•u
Sep 8
.................
Oct 27 William Morris...............
June 8 John T. Davis ................
1890.
Jan 17
E. Hughes..............
I!'eb 21
Blakeslee...............

00
00
00
00

uo

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
88

$588 88
WESTERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT.
C. W. Lange, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance dne church .... $ 18
Mar 10 Sr. M. M. Thistle......... 1
Mar 24 Bro. C. E. Closson, t ..... 10
Jun 8 Bro. ,John Quandt. o ..... 5
Oct 22 Sr. Effie Woodstock, o... 1
1890.
Ft•h 24 C. W. Lan~eon tithing, t. 5
F~b 2 Sr. Jane Beebe, o........

30
OG
00
00
00

00
25

18~9.

Expenditures_.
Jun 10 By W~ S. Pender ........ $ 10 00
Aug 81
"
"
10 oo
Oct 22
1 00
Nov 11
10 00
1890.

Regioteriug !ett~rs.' :: .. ·

4

oo

48

$ 35 48
Balance due church .... $

5 07

SWEET HOlliE, OHEGON,
nrs1•mc•r.
J. F. Morris, Agent~
1889.
Receipts.
1\iar 1 Balance due church ......... 102
Carrie Sund ..................... 25
C. Haske! ....................... 10
B. West............................ 25
E. C. Condry.................... l
\Vm.·Rozel! ................. ;... 10
A, P. Morris .. c............ :..... 6
Polly "
..................... 14

45
22

o............

00

2 45
9 55

$

1 04

t.........

Bro. J\.'loneyma.ker ..•.••••• u.

Sr. Ida Holler .............. ,...
23 0. E. Cleveland..............
Dec 18 D.L. Shinn ....................
R. J. Hunter....................
John Moneymaker...........
John Landes..................
28 Isaac Coffman ..................
Mara""
..................

1889.

4 00
8 00
2 00

7 10

50
00
00
UO

00
00
00
00

''

· ·;,Evai):A,.

.·.~~

38
12

33
41

63
9 89
2 23
84 66

Lioyd
.................
Polly Miller.....................
Sr. S. Green.....................
0. E. Green .....................
David Palsgrove.............
Charles V)Tright•..••••• oouo•u

30 .John Doty .......................
.msworth Roush...............
Sarah J. Housh................
1890.
Jan 2 John Heide ....................
10 N e!lie Briggs ........ :..........

1

5
10
1

=

1889.
Expenditures
Mar ll E . .C. Brand ..................... 10 00
JuneH "
"
.................... 5 00
80

Amount to balance ......... $ 27 85

00
50
50

$ 42 85

25
40

1890.

Mar 1 Balance due church........ $ 27 85

50
10
00
00
00
00

SPRING RIVER, KANSAS,
DISTHICT.

J. M. Richa;rds, Agent.

1· flO

10 00.
1889.
Receipts.
2- 20 , Mar 1 Balance due church .........
45
G. A. Blakeslee ...............
G. W. Hobart...................
15 00
Charles Randall ...............
1 00
Alletta
..............

104
1 H
2 82

4 90
2 45
4 10
60 00
13

22
22

67
67.
45
90

28
30
6
15
10

45
00
50
00
00

~~M': ~k,~~~~::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~

John Davis ...... ............... 1 50
Barbara Davis ............... 11 00
1<1ary McColl. ......;..........
25
Ida Hichards....... ............
25
Ira Richards.................... 5 00
Warren E. Peak .............. 5 00
·Oll;t Richards.................. 1 25
Ella Hichards .................. 1 25
Richard Bird ................. 10 00
John McKnight ............... 2 50
Eliza
"
........... 2. 50
David Davis .................... 12 00
Richard Martin ............... 17 00
C. E. Randall..................
50
Ida M. R:.mdall................
25
Sallie E. Rl.lndall ............ 2 65
Curtis Randal!................. 3 65
J. M. Puckett ................ 2 00
Ellen Olesen.................... 5 00
B. H. Davis .................... 10 00
Clara E. Hichards............ 1 50
W. S. Taylor.................... 1 25
D. J. Bradford ...........,, .... 40 00
Warren Cheney.............. 3 80
G. A. Blakeslee ............... 50 00
James L. Hart.................. 10 00
D. W:Davis ..................... 2 00

$111 70

2 45
4 Sli
2 :J2
2 20
2 86
2 45
2 20
2 '10
3 37

1889.

Jup.e6

54
54
24
32
31

189

Balance on hand ............ $ 71 70

1
1
3
3
... ~~······ .. ~· 24
., .............

Expenditures.
Extra Heralds and Hopes.
Conference expenses .......
Printing 30.000 leaJiets ......
'rraveling Expenses .........
Postage and stationery .....
Aid for poor.....................
Money orders & postage...
Bishop Blakeslee .............

CENTRAL KANSAS DISTRICT.
Hiram Parker, Agent.
1889.
R'eceipts. ·
Mar 1 Balance due church ......... 9 25
1888.
Sep 27 Sr. Anna Wise ..................
25
1889.
$ 72 80 May 21 Wm. Cairns .................... .
50
J. B. Jarvis .................... .
50
Expenditures.
James Cairns ................ ..
50
75
Jan
By .Tames Moler ............... 4 00 June14 Hiram Parker ................ ..
June 20
''
,.
.... ,., ·~···· 8 00 Sep 7 Thomns Davis ........... u u . . 2 75
July 12 D.!-',. Sh,i,1m..................... 2 00 Nov 2 William Cairns,t .............. 2 00
50
...... .............. 5 00 Dec 19 James Bailey, o •••••••. ~·--···
50
Oct
~~.~:.~.i.~.~::::::
~g
5~
William Wilson .............. .
26
7
Nov 18
..................
50 Jan 1 William Cairns,t .............. 2 00
23
.................. 1 00
.Tames Michael, ............. .. 5 00
James Moler.................... 1 00
13 William Chapman ..: ...... .. 2 40
25
26 D. L. Shinn ..................... 10 00
19 John Patterson ............. ..
25
Dec 28 .Tnmes .1\loler.................... 1f> 70
20 James B. Jarvis .. :........... .
G. A. Blakeslee ............... 20 00 ' Feb 19 \Villiam Chapman. t ........ 4 70
James B. Jarvis, o ......... .. 1 00
Jane Jarvis ................... ..
50
Amount to balance .........$ 2 00
21 Hiram Parker................~. 2 oo
Sarah· Ann Parker ......... .. 1 25
$ 74 80
18 Elizabeth Weise, o ...... .,, . 1 00
27 J'ames Buckley, t .......... .. 5 oo
1890.
1\far. 1 Balance due agent.......... $ ~ 00
$ 42 85

$Ill 70
1890.
I
E
d't
Mar. 1 Balance due church .... $148 50 I 1889.
xpen ' ures.
= · N o v 28 Il.emitruncetoBisbop ..... 40 00

Expenditures.
Mar 12 John T. D·avis ............... ..
EvanA.
" ................ .
May 9 · "
... ,........... ..
JohnT.
.. ............. .

85
73
48
18

50
2 00
3 00
50
3 00
2 50
15 70
2000

EASTERN IOWA DISTHICT.
Warren Turner. Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
l\far 1 Balance due church, ........ 36
June 2 Wm. Jackson ................... 25
Aug 16 Mary Davis.....................
Polly Mills.......................
Sep 4 Nellie Briggs....................
Oct 29 W m. Maitland ................. 1

May

Agents expenses..............
45
J. Arthur Davis ............... 113 00
D. S. Crawley .................. 142 50
Amount to balance ......... $ 8 65

1 94

1890.
l\far 1 Balance due church .......$147 21

2 00

J~1lia 1\fa~~land................

$ID3 50

$10~

2 43

$293 65

2 50

Expenditures ........ $ 45 00

WELSH MISSION.
·Thomas Jenkins, A:sent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 12 To Aberaman Branch......
May 6 Llansamlet
"'
9 Aberaman
J nne 6 Llansamlet
T. E. Jenkins.................
8 R.obt. Lloyd ..............~....
.fuly18 Llansamlet Branch..........
. T. E. Jenkins ................
.Aug 2 AbeJ;~manB,~anch .........••
SepS
...........
T. E. Jenkins ..................
Oct 27 Aberaman Branch ......... ~.
1890.
.
Jan 17 Thomas Gould. ..............
T. E. Jenkins .......... ;.;'.,,.
29 Aberaman Branch,...........
1889.
June 6 G, A. Blakeslee ..............

33
87
86
43

$334 60

1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church ........ $ 38 65

$440 84

189!l.
Mar 1 Balance due church ........ $ 1 04
NEW HOPE, VIRGINA.
DIS'l'HICT.
Isaac Coffman, Agent~
1889.
Receipts.
Jan
To Isaac Coil'man,
.Tune20
"
"
.........
July 11 0. E. Cleveland..............
Samuel Wine..................
Nov18 D. L. Shinn ......................

24
8
4
2

09 . .

$ 40 55

Jan 6

A. Beatrice D. Merideth,o
Susan Oakman, o. ..••..•.....
Elizabeth Baty, o............
Matilda Newey,
Joanna Jones, o. ..............
Mary J. Caton, o. ............
Susan Boynes, o. ...•.....••..•
Mary J·ane Baty, o...........
Ann Gill, o . .... .................
Eliza Cooper, o ...... •••••.•..

90
37

$101 09

$588 88

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar S ·By Sr. E. C. Brand ...... $ 14
Mar 18 Sr. Henry Kemp ......... 65
Apr 15 Sr. E. C. Brand .......... 15
May 12
"
"
.......... 15
liay13 Sr. Henry Kemp ......... 20
Jun 15 Sr. E. C. Brand .......... 15
Jun 27
"
"
• . .. .. .. 17
Jnl 8
.......... 15
.ful 15 Sr. Henry Kemp .......... 20
Aug 8 Sr. E. C. Brand.......... 8
Sep 14 Sr. Henry Kemp ......... 30
Oct 8 Sr. E. C. Brand .......... 15
Nov 3 ..
u
• . • • • • • • • • 15
Nov 8 Sr. Henry Kemp ......... 25
Dec 1 Sr. E. C. Brand.......... 5
Dec 9 Sr. Henry Kemp ......... 2tl
Dec 18 Sr. E. C Bmnd....... ... 5
1890.
.......... 20
Jan 17
'~
. . . . . . . . 15
Feb 16
"
........... 10
Feb 28
Bishop Blakeslee ........ 234

4
3
2
1
60

1890.
Mar 1 Balance Due church ..... $ 71 70
ENOI.ISH l\H88ION.
Thomas 'raylor, Agent•
1889.
Receipts.
~iar. 1 Balance due chtt~ch ......... 53
Herald !Lnd Hope ............ 193
Joseph llamsay, t ............ 31
Edward Croucll, t ............ 29

01
76
63
19
}-,rank Swann, t ................ 19' ·W
,J. H. Greenwood, t ......... 115 73
Edwa!'d liferedcth, t......... 9 73
Samuel Bennett, t............ 4 87
Wm. Eccleston, t ...... ,...... 4 87
l\I. T. James, t ................ 4.87
Ephraim.We):lb, t ......... , ... 4 87
Thomas •raylor,
4 87
1889.
Jolr'i' AC·utstin,tt.................. 11 29! I May 11 Draft ............................... SO 00
C • l , a on, ••'"•••••••••UUU
~ I
J.oseph Matthews, t. ......... 1
~
A. Downs, t ..................
1 22
John He'aley, (;............... 1 22
E
d't
Henry Hoole, t.................
72
1889.
xpen 1 ures.
Wm. Sharpe, t .......,, .. , ... ,., . 24 Apl
E. E.'. Wbeeler.: ................ , 20 00
Stafford-Branch,~............ 4 62
May
"
" .
.. .............. ., 15,00
SummerJield Branch, t..... 3 48j
D. S. Orawley ................... 6 00

t.............

221

m

!'

WESTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
Wm. G. Pert, Agent
1889.
Receipts.
Balance due church ......... 28
Julia Thomas .................. 40
Mercy E. Perkins............ 6
Martha A. Morrey............. 10
Mary A. Wood ................. 3
T. H. Eaton ..................... 45
Charity Eaton .................. 45
J. H. Eaton..................... 2
Mary A. Harvey .............. 5
JoelPowers ..................... 11
J. H. Hobbins .................. 20
A.M. Snow ..................... 1
S. M. Sullivan .................. 15
D. S. Seavey................... 40
J. B. Knowlton............... 5
Wm. G. Pert ................... 21
Leovina B. Pert............... 25

31
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

$322 81

·Expenditures

====-

F. M. Sheehy .................. 44 00
U. W. Greene ..................
M.H. Bond .....................
Thomas Whiting ..............
A. H. Parsons ..................
H. H. Robinson ...............
Registration and postage.

77 75
5 00
40 00
27 00

16 60
94

Amount to halance ........:$1:ii52
$322 81
===>=
1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church ........$11l 52
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DISTHICT.
Heman C. Smith, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ......... 231 15
Omission J. R. Badham's
report ............................. li 00
17 Sr. E. Davidson, t .... :........ 5 00
1 E. Ridley ........................ 20 00
8 Sr. M. A. Johnson...........
75
E. B. Farrar ..... ; ............. i 00
S. Penfold ...... ,................. 2 50
R. Penfold....................... 2 50
R. M. Dungan .................. 10 00
18 R. R. Da.na...................... 10 00
21 Addie Burton..... ............ 1 51
Apl 19 J. D. Wilson..................... 5 00
7 Sr. M.A. Johnson............ :l 00
1 N. Paulson ..................... 50': 00
7 H. S. Pankey................... 5 00
16 H. Thompson .................. 1 00
G, W. Stevens................. 2 00
M. Stevens....................... 1 00
R. Clapp ...........,...............
50
24 H. W. Patterson ............ 40 00
May 30 S. J. Green........... ;;........ 20 00
June23 S . .r. Littlefield............... I 00
35 G. A. Blakeslee............... 75 00
23 E. Ridley ........................ 20 00
30 E. B. Farrar .................. ., 6 00
S. Penfold........................ 1 00
R. Peitfold....................... 1 00
J. G. Howland ............... _ ·1 00
L. H. St. Clair.................. 1 00
A Brother, o.................... 1 00
Jan 6 0. J. Ames....................... l 00
17 E. Davidson ........:........... 5 00
2 G. A. Blakeslee............... lOO 00
28 J, D. Wilson.................... 4 00
1M; A. Johnson.; ............... 1 00
7 H. S. Pankey..............; ..... 10 00
6 H. Thompson................... 2 00
July 6 Bro. S. Garner.
1 00
H. C. Lad d ........ :........... 1 00
A. M. Starkey.................. 1. 00
7 Emma Burton.................. 5 00
Irvin S. Carter................ 4 00
8 JaneS. Butterfield............ 2 00
21 Eliza Wilson.................... ~, 00
Aug 27 Addie Burton .. ,............... 5 30
Sep 9 Olive M. Ames................ 2 00
G. A. Blakeslee· ..............no; 00
11 Addie Burton ..............;... 1' 35
8 Susan I. Jones................. 1> 00
19 Ida Hendrickson.:............
00
22 M. A. Ames..................... 2, 00
Oct 13 S. B. Harris..................... l 00
50. J. Ames.; ............. .-...... 1 00
6 E, Schnell ....................... 1\ 00
21 Heman C. Smith ...........~ .. 22 15
8 Addie Burton.................. W 65
4 S. H. Eye ...... ;................. 5 00
6 John Morris .....; ................ 10.1_!0
N. W. Best··:~:····· ......... ~.. 1\ 00
6 Hei\_ry Baker.................... 1; 00
Sr. Woolicott................... 1- 110
'1 W. P, Pickering: .. ,; .......: ....II,. 00

t..............

z

8 B. L. Bolt......., .,....,,..;,,.. 4: 211
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THE SAINTS'
Oct 8
28
Nov 20
10

D. L. Harris..................... 3
C. Hendrickson............... 2
N. Paulson ....................... 100
H. Baker .. ...................... 1

70
00
00
00

t! ~~h~ ¥l;.~~:.:·:::::.::.:·:.:·:.~:::: 4~5 20~g

C. H. Luther...................
27 .J. Casteel, two cows ........
Dec 29 Sr. JH. A. Ames................
C. H. Luther...................
24 Harriet Roberts...............

80
1
1
5

00
00
60
00

1890.

Jan 4 A Sister,t ........................
R. R. Dana .....................
C. H. Luther....................
12 Addie Burton..................
16 D. I". II:trris.....................
21 G. h Matthews ...............
Feb 3 S. J. Green ......................
G. L. Matthews................
5 Mary H>twley. ..................
9 Geo. W. Sparks ................
A Sister ...........................
27 H. C. Ladd.......................
28 R. M. Dungan..................
Mary Barr .......................
Olive .ll:!. Ames.................

70 00
20 00
2 00
2 75
3 00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
2 00
1 25

1
15
1
3
50
30
5
2

$l.R72 61

Mar 8 W. H. Bro!liar .................355
Daniel
"
..•••. ...•...•. 5
Joseph D ubieze .....•.••••.... 70
13 ,J. M. Stub bart ............... 15
Apl 21 'l'hos. N utt. ..................... 5
~T ohn

'r. Hilman.. ..•••• .••...

00
00
00
00
00

5 00

E. R.
...... ......... 2
Alice
............... 2
May 23 Anna Nie 1son .................. 15
June 4 C. and K. ~~ yer ............... 30
July 8 Wm. Fields .................... 20
Aug 13 Thankful ....................... 10
E. R. Hilman .. .... ...... ...... 2
Mar 30 Eliza Slocum 1 o. .. ............. 1
April H Alice Rtricldand. .............. 4
22 S. E. Pon~man .................. 2
P. l\L Ba!rer..................... 1
May 18 Eliza Slocum................... 1
July 26 Anna Anderson ............... 1
Sep 1 Anna N<~ilson .................. 10
5 J. P. Clawson.................. 3

00

J!'eb

20
00

00
oq
00

. 20

~!5

00

18.S9.

00

no

,July 2
Aug 2G

00

00
00

i){)
21)

7 'l'hos. Nntt, o .................. 10 00 ; Dec

25

22

30
25

!l

I

200
37 00

:Ui
2{i

Feb

3

.... 10 00
t. 2 00
4 DO

Amount to balance ... '", ... ~·::ZH 45

50

50
2 00
25
OR

1890.
Mar 1 Balance due cbnreh.

50

;'() 00

Span Horse::>
Harness

1 00

'JO 00

25
10

20

NEVADA D!B 1J1H1C'r.
A. B. ,Joh!Jl',

1890

A.geut~

•

25
00
00
00
50
50
51
1 00
25
50
2 00
10 00

Sep 9

Receipts.
BoJauce on ha~td lust re.
port .•••..., •.• ~ ~ ~.
S "37 00
G

1
1
1
1

11
5

•••

Exnm1ditures.
By Tb•'ffillo Dnley...
D. l. Jones........

15 00
9 00

Oct 6

5 20

$ 24 00

1 00
100

Mar 1 Balance due church.:.

tJO
I.

KENT AND ELGIN DIS'J'IHCT.
It Coburn, Agent.

1889.
Heceipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church.
P,•trolia brunch. o....
' Mar 3 B:Iizabeth Hodgkin, t.
Mar 'l George Greenj o ....... , ~·
Kezia Green~ t..... . . . . ..
George lP. Gl'een~ o.... .•
.A sa Vickery, t . .. . . .. . . •
Fems B. Atkms,
Leah Hanson, i....... ...
T,ena Htilnson, o ....... ·~
Mar 8 Sarah A. Atlnnson.... ..
l\Iar 11 Abram James Pcrrltt, t ..
lVlar 17 Jane Leatherdale........
Henry Leatherdale......
Mar 22 Betsey Smart.... . . . . . . . .
IVIar 26 Hiram McDonald, o.. .. ..
· Grace McCloud, t.... . .. .
Henry Atkinson, o.... .. .
Apr 12 Norman L. Blakely, t ....
Apr 17 Mar} Miller, o . . . . . . . . . ..
G. A.. Blakeslee, stamps.
M:ay 16 Mary E. s. Jacklin.. . ..•
OrJew G II. Jacklin.....
'I

Samuel

Brown~

agent of

20
2
J
1

1 IJO

25
05
15
05
25
05

44
00
00
00
25

05

25
50
10
1 20
2 00
10

::!i'>
;?5

11

~ll

10
42
5

(JIJ

3 00

00
00
20
00
80
2il 00
2 00
4 SO
06
03
3
1
1
5

Nov 12

Nov 20

Nov27
Dec 27
Dec 31
1890.
,Jan 2
Jan 8

20 00
50
18

London district ......... 20 00
May14 Ann M. Halsted. t ...... 2 00
Jun 6 George C. ~PomUnson~ o. 1 25
Edward Carlton ..... "..
2D
Ernest W. Miller......... 1 00
Matilda Carlton.........
25

Catharine J. Tomlin.son.

50
35
10

20
10
05
25
10

15

Samuel W. Tomlinson.
10
Asa Vickery, t,. . . ••
7'5
I.eah Hanson........
ol
Lena Hanson, o..... .
10
Jllaria Hanson, t..... . ,
'21
Orren B. Arnold, o .... ·~.
25
FerriR B. Atkins, t.... ...
20
.Amanda Munday ........,
25
Almer Everitt, o... . . •
':;
Sarnh Overtlt.rcoL t......
10
Visitors
at
Lh1d~ay
branch. o.. .. .. . . .. . .. . .
20
George Green. o ....... ~ 3 no
Kezin. Green, t.. . . . . . . ..
·;·.~
George :B1 • Grccn 1 o.... . .
J.JU
Mary l\1. Green, t..... . .
:33
Frank A. Green, o.... .. .
2;3
Emma J. Grr:en, o .. ., ..• 1 ;1!}

rax

t............

50

1 85

l

L. H. Bertz...................... 5 20
10 Thankful. ......................• 16 00
14 James Perrin .............. .... 1 20
Alice Hilmnn. .................. 2 70
21 ~r ames Perrin. .................
85
24 Emma \.V oolsey1 o ............ 10 00

--

10
10
15
05
25
1 00

2:)
2!)

00
00

g~

2?}

20

Ntar G
],'lay ~

16 Anna Nielson .. ;............... 5 00
Oct 4 "
"
................... 10 00

~~~~-"H.·~· p{~;t~·;:::::::::::::::

oo
!50

80

Expenditures.
Nov)O James Perrin, t .............
60
16
"
"
...............
75
Mar 2 Heman C. Smith.............. 5 '0
Dec.
2
V\Tilber
Savage
.................
20
00
1 Emma Burton ............ 20 00
Thankful. ....................... 25 00
Sarah Gibson. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 flO
Anna
Nielson
..................
1()
00
Y. E. Smith ............... 20 00
4 J. Salad en. ........ ............. 5 00
Sarah Mills.. .. .. .. .. .. . . 25 00
1890,
Expense in Reb beck case. 2 30
Nellie Holt ................ 20 O'l .Jan 4 II. C. l~remming ............... 25 00
7 Taxes on Aldridge lot .... :14 8! J!'eb lO W. ~L 'lelf .................... 10 00
24 Daniel Brolliar................. 2 00
12 Attorney's Pees ........•.. 2fl no
Apl 18 Heman C. Smith........... 5 50
Emma Burton ............. 20 00
Jamh Gibson .............. 12 00
lB89.
Expenditures.
V. E. Smith ............... 20 CO
J~xchangeand postnge. ...
05 Mar 8 Sr. R.. ,J. Anthony ............ 55 00
Sarah l\fills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2fi 00
Chas. li. Porter ............... 45 00
Nellie Holt .............. 20 00
lG Postage for agent ........ ...
50
19 Se-werage on Aldridge lot 50 00 April2 Sr. H. J. Anthony ............ 37 [>0
l\iay 31 Hernan C. Smith........... 3 OIJ
Chas. H. Porter ............... 15 00
Emma Bnrton ............. 20 00
Hl Rr. H. tT. Anthony .......... 37 50
May 31 Sarnh Clrihson . . . . . ........ 12 00
Agents H. R. to '\..Vilber.... 5 50
V. E. Smith .......••..... 25 00
22 C. H. Porter .................... 15 00
June Emma Burton ............ 20 00 June 1 Sr. R J. Anthony ............ 37 50
Sarah Gibson.. . . . . . . . . . . . 11 65
H) Sr. Chas. H. Porter .......... 15 00
V. E. Smith............... 25 00
21 Sr. R J. Anthony............ 5 00
Exch£mge and postage.....
20 July 8
"
"
............ 32 50
Sarah Mills .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 00
9 Postage for agent.............
50
July 2 Heman C. Smith .......... 30 on
29 Sr. Chas. H. Porter ......... 15 00
Emma Burton ............. 20 00 Aug 6 Sr. H. J. Anthony ............ 37 :iO
Sara.h Gibson. . . . . ......... ... 11 G5
V. E. Smith ............... 2:J 00
13
15
9 Sarah Jllills ............... 2;) 00 Sep 7 Sr. R. J. Anthony ............ 37 50
Aug
Emma Burton . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 Oct 7 Sr. C. II. Porter .............. 15 00
Sarah Gibson.... . . .. . . ... G 00
8 Sr. R. J. Anthony ............ 37 50
V. E. Smith .............. 12 50
18 Poor.. ..... ... .................. 1 25
Exchange. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
:JO
Sr. C. H. Porter .............. 2 70
Sarah Mills.... .. .. .. .. . 12 50 Nov 20 Sr. R J. Anthony............ 15 00
Sep
Emma Burton ............. 30 00
26
"
"
............ 22 50
Sarah Gibson ............ 17 30
Sr. C. H. Porter ............... 2"1 30
V. iiJ. Smith..... .. . . .. . .. 37 50
30
"
.............. 15 00
Exchange. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
10
Sr. R. J. Anthony ............ 37 50
Sarah Mills ............... 37 50 Dec 2
"
'·
............ 45 00
Oct
5 Postage, agent.................
50
Heman C. Smith ......... H> Oil
Sarah Gibson .............. 11 G5
23 Sr. C. H. Porter ............... 15 00
1890.
V. E. Smith .............. 25 O'l
Sarab .ll:Iills.. . .. . . .. .. .. 25 00 Jan :m Sr. R, J. Anthony ........... 30 oo
17 Expense in Uebbeck case. 2 00 Feb 7 Rr. C. H. Porter ............... 15 00
Nov 30 Heman C, Smith.........
5 00
24 Sr. R. ,J. Anthony ............ 12 00
I)ostage, agent .......... w....
50
1 Sarah Gibson . . . . . . .. . . . . 11 65
V. E. Smith .............. 25 00
Sarah Mills ...................: 25 00
Expense in Rebbeck case. 6 00
$738 20
2 Recei11t Book..................
25
22 T~tes ~~ Al~1~id~e lots .... 26 ?~
1890.
t £tbmn ......... 5 n<>
Dec 30 Heman C. Smith .............. 10 00 1\Iar J. Balance due church ....... $ 26 21
2 Sarah Gibson ................. 11 (}5
V. E. Smith ..................... 25 110
SAL'r LAKE CITY DISTRICT.
Sarah Mills ..................... 2.5 00
19 E. L. Kelley..................... l 50
R. J. Anthony, Agent.
28 Wm. Gibson.................... 0 81
1889.
Receipts.
1890.
Jan
Sarah .Mills.................... . 25 00 Mar 1 Bnlnnce due church ......... 89 55
4 f'ir. W. ,J. Smith, t ........... 1 00
V. E. Smith .................... 25 00
6 S.D. Condit .................... 10 00
Sarah Gibson ........... .... ... 11 65
.Tulia A. Condit ............... 10 00
20 E ..L. Kelley..................... 5 00
10 Ann Smith ..................... 5 00
17
on Pomona lot .........
no
10 Permelia Sterrett ............ 10 00
gents l~xpeuses. ..... .. ....
65
Exchange and postage......
IO Apl Ci Sr. W. J. Smith............... 1 00
8 Andrew Anderson ............ 10 UO
Feb
Sarah :Mills ..................... 25 00
V. E. Smith ................... 2;) oo ;\lay 4- I£than Barrows, o ............ 5 00
5 Sr. W. J. Smith, t............ 1 00
Sarah Gibson ................... 11 G5
20 ,John Hart, t .................... 10 00
12 W m. Gibson..................... 4 00
25 L. l\L Condit .................... 20 00
15 Heman C. Smith......
.. 15 00
28 One cow, estimated value. 40 00 J une20 Hans Lorenson. ........ ..... 5 00
S. D. Condit..................... 5 00
Due on accOunt of J. R.
23 Sr. W. J. Smith.............. 1 00
Badham ......................... 23 80
30
Peter Oleson ................... 10 00
Amount to balance ......... $137 19
July 1 A. P. Larson .................... 40 00
Aug
12
\V. V\r, Hutchins.............. 5 00
$1,372 61
21 Andrew Christoll'erson ..... 25 00
Sep
5
John
Hart, t .................... 50 00
1890.
16 Morgan Jones .................. 40 GO
Mar. 1 Balance due church ...... $137 lB
Sr. ~r. J. s,~~th............... 1 oo
Oct 6
............... 1 00
7 John Ransom. o............... 10 00
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA
E.
E.
Altrop,
t
.................
1 o:J
DISTHIC'l'.
13 Susan White, o ............... l :; 00
J. W. Waldsmith, Agent.
17 H. B. Sterrett, t......... ...... 17 50
Nov 24 John Ransom, o ............... 5 00
1889.
Receipts.
Sr. W. J. Smith,
2 00
Mar 1 Balance due :tgent ........... 13 2·!
29 Astel Thorn..................... 5 00
8 -:ilbur Savage, t .............. 20 00
James Toombs .............. 5 00
1889.

Dec

15
2 00
50

50

10
10
32
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

Jan 10

.Jan 28
F'fb 18

Feb 20

.run 8 Betsey Smart, t...... . .. 1 no

.run 10
Jun12
Jnn 17
.Jun 24

Fred Smart, o...... . . .
Flora McKenzie, t ...... ,
H&rry McKenzie.... . . .. .
Manuel Eaton, o... .... . .
Phelan Shaw............
Agner~ Shaw... . . . . .. .. .
Alice RHy .. . . . . .. .. . .
James Eagles ton..... . .
f'usan J ackGon.... . . . . . .

John Jackson...........

00
00
f>'J
CJ:I

$472 17

51

nu
~:n

18R~.

00

::\hr 19
A1·r 16
Apr22

!-"·1)

25

Expenditmea.
15 00
10 00
10 00
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S' HERALD.
May 9 J. Shields. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . 10 oo
l\'lay23 .Jennette Mcintosh ..... 15 00
May 28 .Martha G. Lake .......... 20 00
Jun 6 Agents expensee to date. 1 10
Jun 8 Arthur Leverton ....... 5 20
Jan 13 J. Shields ................ 15 00
Jun 18 Jennette Mcintosh ...... 10 00
J un 28 Martha Lake ............ 20 00
Jul 8 J·. Slllelds ................ 10 00
Jul 22 Jennette Mcintosh ....... 15 00
Jul 25 Martha G. Lake .......... 20 00
Jul 29 Willard J. Smith ........ 10 00
Aug 22 Carrie Lake ............. 15 00
J. Shields ............... 10 oo
'l'o bank for exchange...
25
Aug 23 Jennette Mcintosh .... 10 00
Sep 5 Martha G. Lake .......... 20 no
Sep 11 J. Shields ............... 10 00
Sep 23 Jennette Mcintosh...... 5 00
Oct 4 Agents expenses to date. 2 45
Oct 6 John H. Lake ............ 5 00
Oct 12 Samuel Brown........... 1 00
Oct 16 Carie .Lake ............... ~0 00
Oct 17 J. Shields ................ 15 00
J em\et.te Me Intosh.. .. .. 15 00
Nov 14 Martha G. Lake ........ 20 00
Nov 21 J. Shields ............ 15 00
Nov 27 Jennette Mcintosh ...... 15 00
Dec 9 J. S!:uelds ................ 10 00
Dec 26 Jennette l\fcintosh ..... 10 00
1890.
Jan 2 Jliioney Order from Zone.
10
Jan 3 Martha G. Lake .......... 20 00
,Jan 4 Carrie Lake............. 10 00
Jan 14 J. Shields........... .. . 15 00
Jan 28 Jennette Mcintosh ...... 15 <>C
Feb 1.5 Samuel Brown........... 2 00
Feb 18 J. Shields ............... 10 00
Feb 22 Sam eel Brown........... 2 00
Feb 28 Agent• expenses to date. 3 10
Amount to balance.... . . 9 97

1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church.

$ 9 WI

NORTHERN MICHIGAN DISTRICT.
A. Barr, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 64 99
Henrietta Kile...... ....
20
Margretta Murthison . ..
50
Matilda J. Flynn.........
25
ElizaJ. Mills............
25
Eliza A. Davis........... 1 00
Amanda Ward...........
25
Lincoln Ward ........... ,
25
A. B. Shire............ .
50
]'ran cis M. Russell .... .'.. 1 03
Leonard J. Russell.... .
50
John Gulembo ......... :.
90
Martial Gulembo.........
07
H. M. Carier. ... .... .....
50
N on"member ............ 15 00
Samuel Voshell, t ....... 40 00
William Codiugton, t.... 1 25
Isabell Wing, t.... . .. . 15 co
C. W. Conat, t ........... 100 00
Edward Weedmark, t.... 4 25
Clara fJairns, t .......... *
85
H. Clark, t........ . ... .. .
25
J osepb, LaFrance.. . . . .. .
36
John Smith, t .......... 40 00
Mlry ~- ;r?hnston.......
50
A rna S)uppy ............ 1 00
E. A. Kenington, t .. ,.... 2 50
J. M. Clerk..............
50
Mary A. Acker ........... 1 00
George Washburn, t ..... 10 00
J. W. Moxon, ·t .......... 40 00
Peter Surbrook.... .... .. 1 00
Amelia Hinds, t ......... 21 00
Sa!'lluel C. Reynolds, t... 2 00
Elizabeth Robison......
50
Catharine Wismer, t..... 1 50
Hiram Avis .............. 1 75
Martha Avis.. .. .. . .. . •
SO
Rachel Armstrong..... .. •
20
Sr. Armstrong...........
10
Lottie Labar........ .. ..
10
Phebe Griswold.........
10
G. Jenkinson,.Jr., t ..... 30 50
Charlotte Jenkinson, t .. 32 10
Grand Creek braj:J.ch. . . . 6 00
R. W. Hugill, t....... .... 2 no
F. P. Rollers.............
25
W. Jenkmson.. .... .. .. . 3 25
George Nixon...........
60
Peter ;Hughill............ 1 30
J. Anable................
30
G. J enkinson;'Sr... .. . .. 1 43
James Wolverton........
95
J. A. Carpenter.... .. .. ..
25
F. W. Hugill..... . .. . ..
'10
Sheldon Armstrong .... ; 5 uo
Wi:lliam Spear...........
30
Martha Wolverton....... 1 10
J. JenkinJ;<on .......... ,,
25
Ella Tedford.............
35
Emma Prestage.... . . . . .
go
Esther L. Anabel........
25
E. Jenkinson.. ..... .... 1 12
Mary C. Tedford ... ,... .
35
A; Woodworth .. :........ 1 10
Josephine Hugill........ 1 40
Mary A. Nixon...........
20
Charles Tedford.........
SO
George .McKenzie ....... 1 60
A. D. Jenkinson... •• ...
05
Q.

01
Mar 1 Dickey Hugill...........
Elizabeth Cole... .... ..
03
Zalon Stocldngs.... .. ..
06
Ella Lahar...............
55
1\iary J·enk.inson.... . . . . •
25
A. Prest.ae:0..
. .. .. . ...
25
1Vlaggie Dt,Gntff .......
25
Charlotte Skinner.......
10
Celinola Lau thers. . . . . ..
05
,John Lanthers.... .... ...
35
Hhoda Spear.............
05
Charh~s Warren..........
50
E. Wolvert0n..... ......
10
G. Glcndining. .... ...• ..
25
A. Barr, t ................ 11 00
C. Bnrrl t........ .. .. .. .. 2 00
E. Hanum 1 t.. .. . . . . ..... 5 80
M.illica Hush ton......... 1 00
A. Smrth ................. 1. 00
C. Hyke ... ..............
10
Bi8hop Blakeslee ........ 50 00
George SylveRter.. ....
20
CUl·tis Lampton.........
10
J. A. Grant, t ............ 8 10
Peter Petty.............. 2 05
L. Andrews, t........... 5 35
Pearl Dutchel', t......... 5 30
.Ellen Dutcher.... . . . • . • .
25
J. Brackenbury..........
25
S. Sylveeter......... .... .
·35
E. Brockenbury.........
15
D. Petty... . .. . .. .. .. ...
10
Rnth S.everu.... .. . .. . .. •
10
W. Dowker, Sr., t. ... .... 5 00
E. Smith.... . .. ........ 1 90
B. T. Smith, t ........... 10 50
Bert Smith...............
10
C. Sylvester.............
30
ll'. Daniels. . .. .........
10
Mary E. H>:rder.... .... .. 1 75
G orgc Q.uick........ .. ..
50
1~. C. Smith, t ............ 43 00
Thfarv l~):er~...
72
C. U. Gwm.... ... .......
.)0
A .. Petty.................
'25
Mary Grant..............
2. j
Mary Sylvester..........
10
W. Dickman.............
25
Frank Sylvester..........
35
Robert Burwell..........
50
Daniel M. Frazer........ 1 110
Mary Schultz... .. .. .. ..
25
K~tre Harder............
25
Annie Harde'P .. .. .. . .. .
50
Ella Adams..............
25
Elizabeth Burwell, t.....
50
James Burwell, t.. ..... ..
50
C. Edwards, t............ 2 50
Mary N. Bnrghes........
30
J. J. Cornish, Jr., t ..... 10 00
Peter Edwards, t.... .... 8 50
Thomas Reed.... .. .. .. ..
25
Matrltla Reed............
25
Rachel Stewart..........
25
Eva J. Stocks............
35
Sarah Hi> we.... .. . .. .. ..
10
Charles Rawson. .. .. .. 1 25
William R. l>!aun.... ....
50
Charles Paul.... .. . .. . ..
10
Lewis Binder......... .. . 1 25
Susannah Rawson .. ,....
85
Eleanor Barss.... .. . .. ..
35
Thomas Rawson, t...... 4 40
Joseph H. Barss... . . . . . 1 20
Margaret E: Trescott....
25
:Mary .E. Rawson.....
1 20
Oscar H. Tr<;)Bcntt .... ~. ••
05
Alexander 'l'rescott... ....
23
Samuel Brown...........
05
Robert Bsrss .......... ;;
40
Hichard Hossor, t.. .. .. .. 9 75
Sylvanus Horton........
25
LaU\'a Rossor; t .......... 11 25
'!'hom as Whitford........
50
Neal Whitney...........
10
1\fary Whitney...........
10
Thompson Haws on... •• 1 60
oO

.... .. .. .. .

~~~gi¥: 1~;~~~~u:_t

..'.'.'....: g~g

'l'homas ~IcGathy .. , ... ..
Tbomas Young .......• ,
John S.cbell.... .... .. ....
Norman Martindale.....
Mathinas Schell. . . .. . . •
Julia Schell.............
John Bailey.............
Sam McGathy.... .... ...
Lnvi Coy] ............... ,
Snsan Kovl... ..... .. .. ..
A. P. DeWolf .......... '..
Maple Valley branch. .. •
Judson Smith, t .... , ....
Loire Lavra..............
Eether Morrison..........
Nathaniel Streetor......
Mnggie Badder.... .... ...
John Burget, t ............
Ellen Burget..... .. .. ...
Cylll~ Smith, t .... ,,,. ...
Isaac McLean, t..........
Maggie McLean..........
David Pettee, t.... .. . ...
Jobn Cook...............
Sarah Cook ............ ;,
Elizabeth Coyle,
Francis Palmeteer, t; ...
John Coyle..............
Henry Randall...........
Henry Badder, t .... ;, , . .
Catharine Smith........
Victoria Peale. . . . .. .. .. •
Celvina Bacon.... .. . . .. •
James Barnes ......

t.:.....

,·>...

25
10
05
·o5
35
35
25
25
10
40
20
55

2 RO
40
1 45
62
48
10 37
1 21
2 7'1
42
33
56
12
15
75
1 00
05
05
8 62
1 02
10
25
25

Mar 1 Thomas Coyle...........
Louisa Lama............
Albert Bailey.. .. .. .. .. ..
:Margaret Palmateer, t...
Ellen Tate...............
William McKenzie......
Victoria Pettee..........
Abe lean Pettee..........
J. W. Parks..............
John Hunt............ ..
Sarah Smith, t... .......
Eliza J. Hunt, t...... ...
Sr. Stone, t . .. . . .. .... ..
Elizabeth Smitb, t. ... ..
Christian Hansen, t.....
Eliza Har:seu, t..... .. .. •
James McCary........ ..
Jane Brintnell...........
Susan McCary.............
James McCary.... .. .. .. .
Hn!(h Campbell, t... ....
Robert Brown...........
Hugh Kidd......... ... ..
'l'homas Melvin.... .. .. ..
Charles E. Sherman.....
J\Iary Brown .. :; .. .. .. ..
A. Stone.,. .... .... .....
J. Morse ................
H. Hough, t...... ... .....
A. Barney..... .. • • • .. .. ..

:lf.l.~i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

20
35
05
50
05

SO
70
90
55
37
45
50
85
85
2 55
5 45
1 95
1 25
1 35
1 00
3 00
55
25
25
1 25
25
05
10
65
05

J. ~~· Ji; 0~~~~~:~:::::::::::::::

OI~~':ce' E."La~;:::.'.'.'.'.".:::·;;

~~

~:::sDi~i)~:.;;~·:::.:·.:·.:·::::.:

Mar

Apl

Fredrick Stoddard ......... ;..
Thomas McGuire..............
Nettie Stoddard, t, ...........
Jacob Kapliuger, t ... ;......
Margaret A. " ..........
John Schrewer, t ..............
John Cornish, Sen., t.......
Lucretia Cornish, t ... ,,......
Thomas Goheen, t...........
Hosetta Gould ............. ...
Isabell Washburn............
Frederick Deim, t............
Eugene· Frisby.................
J. E. Hutchins.. :..............
Elizabeth " .... .... .. .......
Eddie Deim, t.'.................
Elijah Hinds, t........ .........
Lid a Erns ............. •...........
Vassar Saints .....:.............
Enoch Ladsworth, 't.........
.John Breakie, t...............
John .Allan .. ; ....... ·.... ...

1 20
1 20
1 20
1 00
5 00
5.00
10 00
2 50
2 50
5 50
25
25
7 25
5 00
25
25
5 00
.5 00
50
2 00
2. 75
2 .25
1 45

~: ~: g~:::.~~~-

::::::::

May

June
July

~g

55
5 OO
10 30
1 75
85
05
55
7o
14
4 73
3o
30
35
25
45
1 1'
2
1o
30
10
o
5
2 30
10
o5
20
20
50
30
15
10
35
25
o1
15
o105
2 00
JO
05
05
10
25
10

25

1 00
25

33

2

$904.62

~~

John Hartnell.,................
Mrs. James Davis, t .........
]'.H. Brooks, t ................
Richard Hartnell.............
James McKenzie..............
J. E. Hill........................
Francis Davis..................
Thomas Dorchety............
George McKenzie............
Elizabeth Hartnell, t........
Mary Dorchety........ .........
Elizabeth Hartnell...........
Wm. Hartnell..................
Emma McKe ·e
James Lanr ..~~:.. :::::::::::::
Marion Hich t
Orilla Laur..:.::::::::::·:::::::
Montrevelle Laur.............
F. L. Baxter .... :...............
Hobt. Davis....................
Edward Dorchety..... ......
Ada Brooks, t .......... ,.......
Anna Phelps....................
Warren Phelps.................
Charles Shear..................
Jane Davis......................
Lillian Hartnell...............
Agnes Sloat.....................
Mary E. Sharr .................
Levi Phelps.....................
Maila Davis:....................
Anna Laur ......................
Lewis White...................
Caroline Thompson.........
z~ny Bro,,oks................
Pnly
..................
S'arah Hartnell, t. ............
JIIarshall Thompson.........
Rosey
"
.........
Silas Rich........................
))'rank Baxter..................
Polly Hartnell............... ;..
Anable Laur....................
Henry Dell ................ ,.....

1 25
1 10

Minnie

i ~g

25
60
50
15
10
50

65

so

1 00

Jane
50
John
2 00
Celesta
25
Henry
.............. .
50
Sarah Barnum ................ .
25
Oliver Gager ....................
50
Matilda ·• ........... ;....... .
10
Elizabeth Wilson .....•....•..
05
Joseph ttmntham, t ......... 2 00

2

{~~~~s C~f'".::::::::·.:::::::::::

95

1 00

Julia A. Sutton, t ............. 1 00
Frank Cline .................. ..
15
Alma E. Hough ............. ..
13
Joseph Morgan ....... ;...... ..
15
Charles
u
75
Ruth
25
Alice
10

Delaria Bates..................
55
G. A. Crouch ........ ;.........
50
Christopher Warren......... 1 00
2~
John Snary.....................
Jane Carbet....................
"
John Soaper ......... ;..........
20
Permilia MeVaigh.............
M
M c 1
ary c a om .... ·..........
J enet Hinton...................
Cata
"
..................
Jerome Spencer.............
M. A. Grant.....................

1 42

Edward Delong, t ...........•

6~

L. J. Squires....................
50
L. J. Bush....................... 1 00
Peter McDonald.............. 1 50
0

Maa 1 James Marks ............ : ......
Elizabeth Allan ............. ..
Robert Latin ................ ..
Julia Allan ..................... .
Eliz~beth Al!;tn, Sen ....... .
Damel
........ .
George
"
.•.......
Alvira ·watt .....................
:Mary E. Breakie ..............
Rachael Codiugton, .t..... ..
Henry Charters, t .......... ..

Expenditures.
1 J. J. Cornish .................... 20 10
J. A. Carpenter ............... 10 10
Levi Phelps ..................... 15 10
1 1~J~b~r~~:b:::::.::::::::::::::.1~ ~~
J . .A. Carpenter................ 15 10
Levi Phelps ..................... 15 10
Andrew Barr .................... 15 00
1 J. J. Cornish ................... 20 10
J. A. Carpenter ............... 15 10
Levi Phelps ..................... 12 10
E. Delong ....................... 12 10
1 J. J. Cornish.................... 20 10
J. A. Carpenter ......; ....... 15 10
Levi Phelps ............. , ....... 13 00
E. Delong ........................ 13 10
1 J. J. Cornish ........... :........ 20 10
J. A. Carpenter ....... , ....... 15 00

x~d'r~~eif:,;::::::::::::::::::: }~ ~~

Aug

E. Delong ................ ,........ 12 10
1 J. J. Cornish ............ 20 10
J. A. Carpenter .......... 15 00

1~-:-l,.~~"A-r~::::::::::·:::

E. D(i!ong ...........,.. .. .
1 J.'J. Cornish ....... ,'.....
J A C
t
· · arpen er. · ....... .
Levi Phelps ..............
E. Delong ...... , .........
Oct 1 J. J. Cornish .............
J. A. Carpenter.... • • • • ..
X~dir~~eff:r~::::: :::: ::::
E D 1
· e ong .. · .. • .... •• • • ..
Nov 1 J. J. Cornish ....... ,, ....
J. A. Carpenter ..........
Levi Phelps ..............
Andrew Barr .............
~-0 Ddelfngs .. :R .. :tt" ....
Dec
J.
~o~~ish.....~~~.. ::::.::.:
J. A. Carpenter ........'......
L · Ph 1
ev•
e ps ............. , ..... ..
Andrew Barr...................
E. Delong ........................
1890
J
· J J C
· h
an 1 • . . orms ....................
J. A. Carpenter ...............
Levi Phelps ......................
E. Delong .. ;....................
Andrew Barr...................
Feb 1 J. J. Cornish......................
J. A, Carpenter ...............
Levi Phelps .....................
.E.. Delong ........................
Andrew Barr...................
10 Hobert Davis....................
Postage and paper.... ,......
Due from former agent,...

Sep

5

i J.

I

f:13 J810

2010
15 00
12 50
13 10
20 10
15 10

i~

68

!2 1o
20 00
15 10
13 10
15 00
1 ~~

g

20 10
15 10
12 10
15 00
12 10
20 10
15 10
13 10
13 10
15 00
20 10
15 10
12 10
12 10
15 00
2 00
2 38
4 02

Amount to balance ......... $ 56 98
$904 62

~ ;~ [ . 1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church.. ;..... $ 56 98
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT.
A. Cameron, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due. church, ........ 81 63
2 Elizabeth Squier, o............
50
May29 Joseph Squier, Sr.,t ......... 5 00
Ellen Squier, .o~, ........ ;......
25
5 Rebecca Webb; t ....... :...... 10 00
Jnly24 James Potts,t ........... '....... 6 00
Aug 8 Stephon Stone .......... ::........ 5 00
$108 38
Expenditures
W. H. Kelley .................. 65 50
21 Remittanoe to Bishop per
Geo: Potts .............. ;; ..... 38 63
Express. on agents books
sent to Bishop.. ~: ..... , ......

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS' H

390
Oct 21 Money order and postage..

22

$109 10

Balance due Bro. George
Potts, Agent ......•.......... $

72

VICTORIA AUSTRALIA
DISTRICT.
Edward McGurk, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Feb 14 Balance due church .......275
T. G. S. Baxter, t, ............ 14
Annie Graden, t.......... ..... 2
W. Stewart. o.................. 1
G. Cuthbert, o ............ ..... 3
1
E. Missen, o ..................... 14
G. Stewart, o................... 2

..

..

"

..

52
40
40

t.................

08
48
20
28

t ...................

04
3 60

T. Emmerson, o............... 1 20
2 52
Sr.
.. ............... 4 80
J. A. Read, o.................. 2 40

..

..

t................

<~

<I

t,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

4 80

George Eden, t................. 4 80
Robt.
"
o................. 1 68
·-·

t .............. ..

1 20

L. Mcintosh, o ............... •
06
A. Stewart, o. .................. 1 OS

"

t....................

John Gra.yden, t..............

P. ll..,lemming, o ......... u••·•

Mary Jones, t.. .... ...... .....•
E. G. Jones, Jr., t............
E. McGurk, t...................

..

o...................

96
9 60
1 68
4 80

1 80
4 80

4 80
John Craig, o ................. H 40
Ashton Wooley, o ............ 9 60
J. Stewart, o ...................
48
Bro. Jnnor, o.................... 1 92
J. C. F. Rennie, o ............ 1 92
Sr. Wiffin, o..................... 2 40
Sarah Craig, o ......... .........
60

Emma Craig, o............. ..

60

$402 90
1889.
Expenditures.
Jan 22 J. W. \Yight ..................... 4S
25 Discount & duty on Bishhop's Draft..................... 1
31 T. W. Smith ....................168
C. A. Butterworth ............ 33

~runel7

u

"

............

July 5 Postage on mail toT. W.
Smith, Tahiti ....... ~.........
14 C. A. Butterworth ...........
Sep 28 Postage on mail to T. W.
Smith. 'l'ahiti ................
Oct 21 C. A. Butterworth ..........
Hegistered letter to C. A.
Butterworth...................
Nov 5 W. J. Trembath ..............
41
25
u
..............
1S90.
Jan 6
..............

00
44
00

60
29 G4
24
24 00

24
24 00
12

4 SO
14 40

21 36

$369 84
$ 33 06

Difference in reckoning
exchange
............... $ 3 58
1890.
Jan 14 Balance due church ..... $ 29 48
PIT'l'SllURG AND KIRTLAND
DlS'rRICT.
Frank Oriley, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar. 1 Balance due church ......... 920
Ralph G. Smith ............... 303
J. A. Benner.................... 1
Geo. Bnrrett .................... 17
Mrs. V\,.m. George............ 3
Mrs. l\II. E. Hullnes .......... 449
J. B. & M. D. Rogers....... 5
Abraham Morgan............ 6
Frank Oriley.................... 25
Geo. H. Hulmes ............... 2~
p;u~h~'nrBr~mch ..............

37
12
00
00
50

47
00
00
00
10

22 r/6

\\:. C. Ueorge .................. 10 00
Oil

u.,,.........

10

w.

.....................

w......

MaryJamison .................. 10 00
Mrs. M.A. Jolley ............ 50
Frank J. Reese ................ 52
H. L. Benner ....................100
Galus Bu11ll .......
Ephrnim rnwm:lS ............ 13
Mrs. Mary Heese.............. 1
Mary Cady....................... 1
Henry Thomas ................
Jacob Aber .................... 5
Mrs. Julia Uncafer........... 2
Lucy I::hlrrett....................
Mrs. Emmtt Oriley ........... 20
L. P. Caldwell ................ 1
Joseph B. Wayt ............... 2
Susan Treadway ...... .,......
Amanda J. J..~ydick........... 2
Mary E. Wayt...... ......... ... 1
Flora V. " ..................
Caroline " . ..... ...... ...... 5
W. H. Dobbs....... ............ 1
Isaac Richm;Jnd ......... ......
A. E. Dobbs......... ..........
Amos Dohbs .................... 2

Mar. 1 Thomas Wayt.................. 1 50
Sarah A. Carr.................. 1 00
Arbell Redicar.................
10
Annie J.ongsden..............
50
Mary Richmond...............
25
L. E. Dodds..................... 2 25
A Friend........................
10
H. J. Harris .................... 1 00
Mary V. Harris ...... ......... 1 00
Emily Longsdon..............
10
Wheeling City Branch..... 8 37
L. D. Ullom .................... no oo
Mary S. Brewster ............ 37 00
J. I<'. A. Smith ................. 39 00
Annie Smith.................... 1 50
A. M. Teagarden .............. 15 00
A. 1\f. Thomas................. 1 50
Rachel Hughes ......... ...... 2 50
Joseph Eberling ...... ........ 1 00
Mrs. Cramer.................... 1 00
Mrs. M. T. Teagarden...... 3 10
Sarah Liston.................... 1 00
Daniel Jones.................. 3 r15
Robt. Robson .................. 3 22
Margaret Robson ............ 2 llO
James Dawson................. 1 75
Elizabeth A. Dawson........ 1 70
Robert J. Robson ............ 1 SO
George Masters ......... ...... 1 SO
Mary A. Masters .............. 6 25
Eliza Chapman ............... 2 75
Mary·Senior ......... ...... ..•.. 2 50
Mary Hobson....................
25
Edwin " .....................
12
J.
15
Maggie " .....................
10
Mary
" Sr.................. 1 20
M.J.
.....................
05
Hector " ..................... 1 92
Montgomery Kinghorn...
50
Janet ~fcKinley...............
45
John McMillen ......... ......
25
James Young.................. 1 2.)
David Kinghorn...............
45
Isaac J. McMillen............
15
Ruth.A. Ashman.............
50
C. P. Young.................... 1 25
Isabella J. Mc~fillen........
70
A. S. S. Scholen........ ......
03
1\brtha Yates..................
25
Martha Robson ............... 1 00
Jl'largaret Young...............
15
AnnieYoung....................
10
C. E. "\Varner.................. 5 25
Blakes Mills Branch ....... 33 08
James Carlysle ...............
50
John Williams.................
25
Susan
"
25
Charles Beaber.................
10
Mrs. Warner....................
25
Mrs. Lute........................
20
Mrs. Strickmaker............
25
John Cramer..................
25
Mrs. Whitmeyer..............
25
J!vlrs. Cramer .............. u .. ••
25
Mary A. Wilcox...............
90
D.M.Strachan (for bra.nch) 16 50
Wm. Harris ..................... 50 00
Geo. Rosser (for branch).. G 00
Geo. Rosser..................... 1 20
L. S. Holman .................. 105 00
Fannie Holman ............... 10 00
Susan Tyler ................... 12 00
,T. G. Holman.................. 8 00
W. H. Garrett................... 20 00
A. M. & A. C. Pinkerton... 1 00
Jessie Stewart .... .... ......... 1 50
H>tttie Griffiths ...... ... .....
50
E. L. Kelley.................... 26 50
Ellen N. Kelley................ 1 25
Cassie B. Kelley.............. 4 ct9
1\'Iargaret Hichner ..•
35
M. B. Williams...............
21;
Annie Hanna-h.................
10
Lydia Williams...............
1(1
Nellie A. Hale ...... ...... ..... 2 00
0. J. Terry..................... 3 00
Wm. Hichner ..................
25
M. J. Ryerson..................
25
'l'emple Contributions...... I 75
Mary Bently.................... 1 00
Geo. Masters.................... 5 00
T. W. Corey....................
5fl
Vanie Mickle .................. 2 00
Abbie Holman................. 1 UO
Lnlu Griffiths ...... ...... ......
10

00
00
50
B:)
00
00
10
00
00
25
00
50
G5
45
40
25
55
70
50
50
6)

05

n~~vid

0

..................

0'1

Mary Gillespie..................
Nettie "Tilliams...............

5' 1
10

Joseph Squires, Sr...........

50

John Gillespie...... .......... 1 00
10
Arabella VVilliams...........
15
I~aura B. KeHey..............
05
Richie C. Kelley.,............
05
Eddie L. Kelley...............
0,\
Aclella Hale.....................
50
Wm. H. Kelley................
25

Mar. 1 James· Brown .................. 15 00
Frank Sheehy.................. 8 50
T. W. Williams ... , ........ .,. 20 00
M. B. Williams ................ 60 00
L. W. Powell ................... 35 00
1'. ,J. Beatty, agent .......... 100 00
L. R. Devore .................... 30 50
W. J. Smith .................... 10 00
District Record ......... ...... 8 00
$2,073 44

Amount to balance ......... $586 28
1890.
Mar 1 Balance dne chnrch ........ $586 28
ST. LOUIS MISSOURI
DISTRICT.
Noah N. Cooke, Agent.
1889.,
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ........';\155
N. N. Cook, agent,t ......... 35
Chas. J. Peat ................. 12
J. S. Parrish, t ................ 31
Wm. Price, t .................... 52
Sarah Molyneaux............ 2
N.J. C. Olsen.................. 2
Nancy Acker................... 1
Belle Molyneaux, t ......... 2
Catharine Johnson .......... 18
G. A. l<'orbes.................... 6
M·. A. Swfft...... ...............

Oe

u......

o

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar 4 ·R. Ehenhmwer ....•••.•.
Postage stamps . . . . . . . . . .
R.l,. Ware ..............
13 J. W. Gillen .............
20 G. A. Blakeslee. . . . . . . . . .
21 J. W. Gillen ....................
2G R. L. Ware ......................
28 R Etzenlwuser ...............
Apl 6 Poor................................
May 1 R L. Ware .....................
5 I. l\1. Smith......................
10 J. W. Gillen ................ "' ..
June G J. W. Gillen ....................
10 lL L. Ware .....................
18 lt Etzcnhonser ...............
July 9 I. N. Hoberts ...................
R L, Ware .....................
15 R. Htzenlwnsor ...............
22 ,J. W. Gillen. ....................
24 R. Etzenhousor. ...... .........
20 Poor................................
28 Rtationery .......................
Aug \1 R. L. Ware ......................
2 tT. V\T. Gillen ....................
20 Lavina Hoberts ...............
Sep 4
"
"
...............
R. L. Ware .....................
9 I. IVL Smith .......
22 W rn. Smith ................. ....
Oct 7 J. W. Gillen ...................
0 .............

00
00
00
00
nn

78

00

50
50
50
50
50
00

50
00
liO

25
00
50
00
50
15

r)o

00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
15

00
00
25
00
00

JO 00

1
12
30
50
20
l2
10
5
11
5

00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00

GO

H 00
16 00

20 00
20 00
l4 00
15 00

5 00
10 00
~>

R. Etzenhonser...............

5 00

21 PoshL 12;0 Stamps...............

1 00

2'1 V{ m. Smith ...... ..............

0 00

25

H

4 -~.. _;;··"·"·".-:-

ooooo . . . . oo•••

1890.

Mar 1 Balance due churcb........ $162 20
DESMOINES, IOWA, DISTRICT.
JohnS. Roth, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due agent ........... 48 42
9 R. Nelson. t..................... 5 00
Mary E. Marks,
5 00
Ignes Walters .................. 20 00
John Coiner ................... 81 00
John Sayers,t .................. 10 00
S. E. Aides ..................... 3 00
John Clark, t .................. 5 00
Henry Pratt,
5 00
S. E. Bouton,
2 00
J. C, Reams, t ................. 50 00
J. A. Newlin, t.. .............. 15 00
Wm. Johnson .................. 10 00
July 6 John Boyer,
5 00
Ancil Freels,
5 00
Nancy Parks,
5 00
J. E. J,aughlin, t .......: ...... 25 00
Mary Dayis, t.. .... ............ 2 00
Aug 26 Flagler Branch................. 6 00
Sept 5 Wm. Parb,
6 00
Nancy P. Parks ............... 4 00
6 Thos. Roberts ................. 10 00
'1'. H. Hughs .............. :..... 5 00
A. W. Freels..................... 1 00
John Sayers .................... 5 00
15 '('ho"!~s Sha?~ley ............ 20 00
Sr. .
o........... 1 00
James Prosser, o.............. 1 00
19 Flagler Branch ............... 5 00
Dec 28 Nancy P. Parks,
2 25

t..................
t.................

t..................
t.................
t.................

t...................

00

10 00
;~ 00
5 00

2G
H 00
1890.
Jan 3 Lavina. Roberts ............... 20 00
J.l
"
..
20 00
3 R. L. Ware .. ................ ... H I) (I
lS J. W. Gillen .................... 10 00
lD \Vm. Smith..................... i) 00
21 G. A. Blakeslee ............ l.JQO 00
30 R. J..~. \\'"are ........... o••······· 1:t 00
Lavina. Robo:rts ............... 20 00
R. Etzenhouser ............... 10 00

t............

1890.

Jan. 1 W. C. Hidy .....................
6 ,John Walters..................
18 J. T. Roherts ...................
Henry Roberts. ...............
28 .T. P. Knox .......................
Feb 1 Alice Freel .....................
2 Paulie Park.....................
11 John Boyer,
24 ,J. A. Newlin, t .................
Wm. Thompson...............
Thomas Hobinson............

t..................

11 00
5 00
26 30
2 30

10 00
3 25
2 00
2 25
20 00
5 00
2 00

$407 35
1889.
Expenditures.
1¥Iar 9 N. Stomm........................ 1
22 C. E. Butterworth ............ 15
Apl17 W. T.Bozarth .................. 2
18 G. A, Blakeslee ............... 170
May 5 W. T. Bozarth ................. 11
15 C. E. Butterworth ............ 31
July 26 W. 'r. Bozarth ................. 22
Ang 10 .J. S. Roth........................ 3
22 James McKiernan ........... 6

NoY 19

...

25
00
59
15
00
12
50
75
00

........... 5 00

1890.
Jan 15
........... 5 00
13 W. T. Bozarth .................. 10 00
Amount to halance ........~

OQ

10 00
14 00
10 00
SO 00
14 00
2 00
5 00
5 00
3 00

I. )f. Smith ................. .•.

15

$1,835 05

Amount to balance ......... $162 20

10 00

Nov 4 ,J. W. Gillen .................... 10 00
() Lavina 1-{oberts .............. 20 DO
R ..L. 'Varo .................... J,l 00
12 Lavina Hoberts ............... 10 00
Dec

26

50
50

00
00
00

20 J. 'V. Gillen .................... 5 00
R L. Ware ...................... 1.! 00

$2 (;69 7:l

Poor ............................... G8
E. C. _Driggs ..................... 181
E. L. Kelley ..................... 15
Mrs. W. H. Kelley ........... 500
D. L. Shinn ...................... z;;o
~Tames lVIoler.................... 20;)
Postage........................... 4

30

00
00

$1,DG7 25

1\1. B. \Villiams.................

Expenditnres
Hnttie Grifilths ............... 300 00
G. rr. Grifilths ................. SG 60
l\1.rs. James Browu ........... 1Sil 00

••••

10 00
10 00
10 00
20 00
14 00
8 45

t..............

Elhm Cowlisbaw ....•.•• , ..... 2 00
Emma Geason ................ ,
75

Lizzie Cole .................... , 1
~r. G. Smith .................. u. 62
Eliza Stubs ..................... 1
Jos. G. Cole ..................... 20
Ivor Davis...................... 5
JYim·garct Hughes ............. 12
Sarah Hales ................... 1
Geo. Elliot...................... 9
R. D. Cottam.................. 4
G. A. Blakeslee .............. 180
IPnmk Wiley ..................
7
John Spragon ............ .....
]!Iary Pearson................... 1
GrG.ee Hemington ....
2
M. A. Peat ...... ............... 1
Henry Hoberts................. 5
Jus. E. Betts, 8en ....... 20
J. E. 'l'aylor.............. 1
Lizzie Molynennx .. ··~···
Eveline Burg1~ss.......... 2
Leana Dawson........... 1
1\'Iary l\fay. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1
~Mary Groom .......... o. . 3
Sophie Owen . . .. .. .. . ..
1
VVm. 0. rrhomas, t ...... 11 30U
~iargnrct Thomas} t.
24:
Wm. Gimmett .... .. .. . . . 1

Feb 15 J. W. Gillen ...................
9 R. Etzenhouser ...............
B. Matthews ....................
28 Lavina Roberts ...............
R. L. Ware ......................
Exchange........................

$40'1 35
1890.

Mar 1 Balance dne church ........ $ 75 57

KEW ANEEcr.JI<J:J.NOIS, DISJ. Chisnail, Agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church .... $ 36
Polly Atlnnson, t........ 3
John Williams ........... 150
Abigal :M. Hitehcock ..... 25
A. L. Benjumin .......... 5
H. J. Benjamm .......... 5
May26 Maria Grice .............. 3
Jnn 7 John Chisnall........ •. . 5
Jnn 10 I<'. G. Dun gee ......... •H• 3
Jnl 4 M. A. Atkinson.......... 3
Polly Atkinson.... . • .. .. 3
Aug 4 Maria Grice.............. 2
Aug 11 Sarah Snmpsiou ......... 1
Aug 18 Maria Grice . . . . . "'···· 2
Polly Atkinson.... .. .. .. 3
Sr. J. A. Robinson...... 2
Sep 1 ,John Ch'snall . .. . .. ... 5
Sep 8 Samuel l\IL Adams....... 1
Carrie A. Bwckett.. .• ... • 1
R. A. Keel<.... .. .. . ... • .• 1
ll. P. Aid Society........ 2
Elizabeth Minter........ 1
M. T. Short .............. 50
F. G. Dungee...... .... •• 5
Sep 15 Maria Grice... .... ... .. . 1
Willie Norris............ 1
Thomas Palmer.......... 2
Sep 29 Maria Grice . .. . .. . . • .. .. 2
Oct 6 Isaac B. Larew ........... 50
Oct 20 Maria Grice.............. 2
Nov 10 Alma Whitehouse ....... 2
1889.
Mar 1
Apr 21
Apr 29
May 2

01
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
55
00
00
00
00
00
00
.50
00
00
oo
00
25
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D.
~ov 10

Polly Atkinson..........
Marta Grice.... . . • • • • •. ..
Nov 21 Samuel Garland .....•..•
Dec 2 John B. Atkinwn . . .. .
Dec 8 Elizabeth Emanoel.....
Dec 31 G. A. Blakeslee, Bi<hop.
1890.
Jan 8 F. G. Dnngee...... .. . .. .
Jan19 Maria Grice..............
Jan 26 Polly Atkinson..........
Jan 27 John Chisnall ............
Jan 28 T. F. Chisnall..... ... . . . .
Jan 29 G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop ..
Feb 2 1\faria Grice..............
Feb 4 U. A. Atkinson..........
Feb 16 Maria Grice..............
Feb 27 Sr. J. W. 'l'emple.... ... .
l<'eb 28 John Chisnall..... • • • •. .

4 00
2 00
10 00
5 Ou
5 00
25 00
5
2
4
5

00
00

25
:l
3
3

00
00

75
00

5 110

00
00
4 00
5 00

$495 26

1889.
Expenditures.
Apr 1 By Sr. M. T. Short ...... $ 20
04
May 1
H
• • • • • • • 25
Sr E. E. Wheeler ....... Hi
Jnn 1 Sr. M. T. Short .......... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
Jul 1 Sr. M. T. Short........... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 16
Jul 11 Bro. E. E. Wheeler ....... 15
Aug 1 Sr. J\1. T. Short ......... 25
Sr. E. E Wheeler ....... 17
Sep 1 Sr. M. T. Short .......... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
Oct 1 Sr. M. •r. Short ........... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
Oct 4 Bro. E. E. Wheeler ...... 15
Nov 1 Sr. M. T. Short .......... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 16
Dec 1 Sr. M. '.!'. Short ........... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
1890.
Jan 1 Sr. M. T. Short ........... l:5
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
Feb 1 Sr. M T. Short ........... 25
Sr. E. E. Wheeler ....... 17
Amount to balance.... .. 28
$4~5

00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00

00
uO
Oll

00
00
00
CO
00
00
00

00
OIJ

26
26

04
30 00
9 00

•W 00
25 00

6 00
50 00

$JGO

04

Expenditnres.
Mary Shute ..................... 39 00
..
.. ..................... 40 00

April
tTune

Oct
Dec 17
Aug

..................... 24 00
..................... 8 no
..................... 50 00

1890.

Feb 25 Rent ..-............................ 30 00
Amount to balance ......... $ 29 96
$191 00

1890.
:Mar. 1 Balance due agent .......... $ 29 96

EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
J. S. Walker, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 20 30
Mar 15 Susan 111. N ortou, t...... 1 00
Mar 18 Abbie E. Green, t ........ 4 10
Mar 22 Lois W. Mandi.eld, o..... 1 00
Apr 1 Abbie E. Green, t........ 2 50
Sarah H. ;Tohnson·.... ... 1 00
Eliza G. Dobbin... ... .. 1 00
Apr 8 Lucy A. Norton .......... 2 00
F. L. Norton ............. 1 00
Harriet 8. McKeo~n.....
50
Apr 9 Susan iVI. Norton........ 1 00
Apr 30 Lydia B. Kelley....... .. 1 00
May 4 John Richardson........ 5 00
:Mary J. Richardson...... 5 00
May 5 J. B. Norton.............
50
:May 22 Susan M. Norton . .. .. 1 00
May 25 Lillian B Doyle . .. .. • ..
50
J.un 2 Louis W. ManBfield...... 1 00
Jun 24. Susan M. Norton.-........ 1 00
Jun 30 J. B. Norton.............
25
Jul 23 Susan M. Norton .. .'...... 1 00
Jul 24 .Tohn Rwhardson.. • .... 25 00
Jul 27 Eiiza G. Dobbin.......... 1 00
Aug 6 ,J. B Norl,,n.... .........
50
Aug 7 Sarah H. Johnson....... 5 00
Aug 15 F, L. N ortou.... .. . .. .. . . 1 00
Aug 24 Lydia B. Kelley... .. .. .. 2 00
Aug 31 Susan liL Norton. . . •. .. 5 oo

oct 4

~: {t·.~~ii!~:r::::::::::: 1 ~ gg

Oct 6 Ada S. Kelley ............
Oct 11 Susan M. ~ortou. .. . ...
.Oct 13 Lucy. A. Norton . . . . ; ...
_ Lois W. Manofi;,J!'l, o.. ...

:1.1

.•..

. . :.

17 nO
1 00
5 00
1.00

2 00
1 00

1 00
2 75
4 00
50

1 00
1 00
5 00
2
10
1
r;
10

00
25
00
00
00

Nov 20 Thomas Hougas .........
Dec 25 Austin Hayer ............
Ole Erickson ....... ,....
Dec 28 Jane Serine ..............
189U.
Feb 1 Christina Johnson.. ....
Wi:son Gorton..........
William Crum ...........
Samuel Brown....... ...
Marv E. Lowe............
Hulda 0. l<'ogg ...........
Sr. Robert Heavener....
Feb 9 Martin J. Dauielsoo .....
Feb 16 Martha L. Hayer.........

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar12 By F. M. Shcehy ........ $10
Mar 19 U. W. Gre.eue.... .... .. .. 5
Mar 26 H. H. Robinson .. . .. . ... 7
A. H. Parsons:.......... 5
May 4 A. H. Parsons ............ 10
lVIay16 H. II. Robinson .......... 10
Aug 7 .Tohn C. Foss............ 6
Oct 11 1<'. M. Sheehy ............ 10
Oct 19 John C Foss ............. 5
A. fi. Parsons ............ 15

30 00
10 00
1 00
14 00
35
50
2 00

1 00
2 00
1 50
5 00
10 00
5 00

$3n7 97

$177 15

Expenditures.
Mar 17 By J. c. Foss ........... $ 15
James Woollams ........ 10
Apr 14 F. M. Cooper ............ 30
Jul 1 "
"
............. 40
Oct 4 "
"
............. 40
Nov20 "
............. 20
1890.
Feb 1 "
............. 25
1889.
May25 Warren E. Peak ......... 33
Jul 16
''
" ......... 33
Sep 10
" ......... 33
Oct 19
"
"
60
Dec 28
"
"
20
1890.
Feb 21
19
1889.
Aug 3 Richard Woolliscroft .... 10
Amount to balance.... .. 7
1889.

110
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1890.
Feh 4 John C. Foss ............. 25 00
Reg;istracion and postage
72
Amount to balance ..... 68 43

$177 15

oo

Mar 1 Balance due church .... $
NORTH-WEST KANSAS
DIS'l'IUC'l'.
G. W. Shute, Agent.
1889
Roceipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church ........ $
A:pl 14 Clara Woodford, t ...........
Catharine Hawldns, t......
May 4. Agnes L. Dennis, t .........
Oct 7 l\I m·y L. Cook, t ...............
Dec 17 Catharine Jhwkins.........
Aug 17 G. A. Bl"keslee ...............

Oct 21 Sarah H. Johnson, t.....
Nov S Susan l'tl. Nor ton.... .. ..
NovlO Eliza G. Dobbin. .. .... •
Nov 1.1 Lois W. ~lamfield, o .....
Nov ~5 Cordelia II. Cwwley, t ...
Nov 2U :Niary A. Cummings, o...
Dec l\\ Lydia B. Kelley, t........
Dec 22 Susan M. 'i'fnrton.... ...
Dec 29 Lois W. Man~tleld, o.....
1890.
Jan 2 Sarah H. Johnson, t.....
Jan 8 S. 0. Foss and wife ......
Jan 23 l'~lizaG Dobbin .........
l<'eb 24 Mary J. Hichardson ......
Feb 25 L1zzie M. Woodward .....

39I

Thfar- 1 Balance due church

"

.

'' ........... .

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

ro
50
50
50
00
00
00
97

$397 97
STRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVOO
DlS'r.KIO'f.
1890.
J. H. Lambert, Agent.
Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 7 97
1889.
Receipts.
Mm· 1 Balance due church .... $ 20 49
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA DISMar 4 Susan Warnoclc......... 2 10
TinCT.
Collection at Burlington
conference.......... .. . 3 07
A. Page, Agent.
M:1r ~0 Burlington branch.... . .. 5 00
1889.
Receipts.
Jul 20 Bishop Blake•lee ........ 75 00
Sep Hi D. D. Babcock and wife. 5 00 Mnr 1 llalance due church .....$ 85 62
Mar
15
M.A.
Twaddle,
t ......... 9 75
Jul 27 Dorothy Kestner......... 2 50
Aug 27 Hi chard Lambert........ 5 00 Mar 18 . W. M. Dawson........... 1 00
May
14
Daniel
Brown............
5 00
Sep 8 II. G. Pitt ............... 10 00
Julia Wauvaman........ 7 50
Sep !l Bishop Biakeslee ........ 50 0 J
J.
B.
Carmichael.
.......
100
00
Sep Hi D. Salisbury.............. 1 00
W. Richards ... :;........
25 May27 Jeremiah Root ........... 10 00
Jun.21
Sarah
Hedrick...........
3
40
Sep 20 W. ~fcG,lhan............. 1 25
S mmel Seig;freid.... ..
25 Jnn 30 Sr. Jessie Buttel'iield.... 2 00
Aug
22
Harry
Butterfield........
5
00
Sep 27 Margaret Hurst, t ........ 20 00
Oct 30 George P. Lambert, t .... 32 25 Aug 26 J. H. Creamer .......... 20 00
Sep 20 J. B. Carmichael, o...... 3 00
Dec 1 Co!Jr.ction at Keokuk con·
f....:re n.ce.. . . . . . ......•..·• 5 00 Cct 3 J. H. Creamer, t ......... 30 00
J!'ted Johnson ........... 5 00 Oct 4 Mary A. Twaddle........ 5 90
Daniel Brown .. .. .. . .. • 5 00
1890.
Jan 6 Sr. B. F. Durfee, t ........ 10 00 Oct 6 Sr. M. M. Moses.......... 5 00
Oct 8 W. N. Dawson ... ; ....... 5 00
•.
'"
0;... ... 1 00
Jan 10 S•. J. Crees, t ............ 10 00 Nov 11 Harty Butterfield........ 6 00
Jan·20 .Bishop Blakeslee ........ 30 00 Dec 9 J. B. Carmichael. ........ HO 00
E. Carmichael. ......... 100 00
Maggie Cooper, t. .... .. . 5 00
Dec 20 Sarah Hedrick........... 6 10
1890.
$299 16
Jan 1 Alroy Davis, o.... .... .... 5 00
Jan 13 Emma Burton, t. .... . . ... 3 15
1890.
Expenditures.
Mar 1 By James McKiernan
$453 42
from March 4th, 1889, to.
December 1st, 1889 ..... $217 00
1889.
Expenditures.
1889.
Sep 20 Expenses.... .. . .. .. ... .. 1 25 JVIar 9 By Sr. J. H. Lawn ...... $ 25 QO
Sep 2~ A. H. Smith............. 3 00 May 7 Bishop Blakeslee ........ 71 00
Exchange on same......
50
1890.
Jan 2'Z James McKiernan ....... 40 00 May14 J. H. Lawn......... .... ~ 00
Jun 7 G. A. Blakeslee .......... 115 00
Jan27 J. H. Lambert's traveling
Exchange on same... ..
50
expenses.... .. .. . .. . .. .. 2 10
Feb 16 A. H. Smith ......... : ... 5 00 Sep 1 ,J, F. Burton ............. 17 40
Oct
21
Taxes
on
Wat.sonville
1890.
Church last year... .. . .. . 4 25
Mar 1 Amount to balance ..•... 30 81
Oct 31 J. F. Burton ............. 10 00
$299 16 Nov 29 Sr. J. F. Burton ......... 20 00
Dec 6 H
H
, • • • • • • • • 2 \ oo
Mar 1 Balance due church .....$ 30 81 Dec 13 G. A. Blakeslee .......... 100 00
Exchange
on
same......
45
~
Dec 16 Sr. J. F. Burton .......... 20 00
NORTHERN ILLINOIS DIS1890.
TRICT.
Jan 1 "
"
....•••... 20 00
Feb 1 ~'
"
.......... 20 00
T. Hougas, Agent.
Amount to balance.... .. 4 32
1889
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .....$ 49 17
$453 42
Mar 2 Melvina Heavener....... 5 00
Mar 9 Nettie Heavener ...... ;..
20 Mar 1 Balance dne church .....$ 4 32
Oden Jacobs ............. 20 00
Apr 2 Andrew H. Anderson .... 50 00
Sep 1
"
"
.. • 50 00
MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICT.
Apr 21 Christopher Danielson ... 20 00
John Smith, Agent.
Oct 4
"
"
... 20 oo
1889.
Receipts.
Jun 4 Martha L. Hayer ......... 10 00
John and Isabella MidMar 1 Balance due church .....$233 90
gordin .................. 10 00
J. and M.A. Smith, t .... 55 61
Jnn 15 Eric Johnson. .. ....... 10 ·00
William Murray, o. ...... 3 00
Jun 29 Melvina Heavener....... 5 00
James W. Talbot, t ... , .: 3 81
Dec, 28
"
"
....... 10 00
Charles W. Young ....... 15 00
Sep 10!iverHayerJr .......... 10 00
Mary R. Chase........... 3 00
Sep 11 ,John Hong as......... . 5 00
Trcssa T. Sears ........;.. 3 50
Oct n Mary 0. Patridge ..... , .. 5 00
Harpry J. Snow, o.......
35
Oct 8 C. G.'Lamphear..........
50
Elthina F. Joy ...... ; .. :. 1 50
Oct 10 Lorenl<o Hnyer ........... 20 00
George W. Studley...... 2 00
Oct 15 Wi!l!am Cram........... 2 00
.Tohn N. Ames,.t .... , .... 2.00
Samuel Brown ........... 1 00
Hirnm C. Doane ........ 5 50
M"ry E. Lowe ..... ,...... 2 .OU
I.iaiah L. Chase.........
50
Christina Johnson... ,..
25
William Ames .... , . .. .. • 2 00
Wilson Gorton.... . . . . . . .
·50
AJonzoE.Nelson.......
90
Nov 2 Andrew Hilyer ........... 10
Isaiah B. Ames ... : .••.•• 2!)00

Mar. 1 Frank P. Raymond, o... 2 00
Nathan C. Eldridge, t... 1 80
Charles W. Phillips ...... 23 011
Amanda M. Petty, o. ... . 2 50
James Hal&tead... .... •
75
Alice A. Shaw .......... ; 3 05
Fall River br•neh........ 2 04
Henry E. Hemmerly..... 6 00
Nehemiah R. Nickerson. 5 50
Clara. H. Hemmerly...... 2 25
Mads P. Hanson ......... 8 00
Lydia C. Joy ............ 3 50
Hattie N. Nickerson.....
5<J
Frank A. Sampson......
55
Emma B. Leland.........
63
Henry Arnold, t ......... 44 00
Edward 0. Toombs...... 5 00
Thomas H. Moore ....... 12 00
Nellie 111. Bond.......... 8 00
Matthias Goudolf, t ..... 220 65
Eliza Swarts, o.......... 1 00
Mary Suttill, t. ... .. .. . .. 2 00
Ellen Gondolf. .......... 2 00
Phila Nichols............ 5 00
Nellie Gondolf..... .... .. 6 00
George J!'isher, o...... ... 2 00
George Gates, t .......... 12 00
Ferdmand Bratisman, o.
50
Kate Blood,
5 00
WilliamFenner,o ....... 215
Albert G. Waterman ..... 1 50
Lucy Waterman......... 2 50
Kate Vickers.... .. .. .. .. •
20
Ranson Searle, t ......... 35 00
Celia Searle .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2 90
W. Bertelsen, o.. ........
50
Heleaa Bertelsen........
50
F. and U. Steffe, t.... ... 7 00
Elias N. Webster ........ 17 40
Richard Bullard, o.... ... 2 00
Daniel Raynor.. .. .. .. • .. 2 00
J. H. Bradt.... . .. .... ..
25
Joseph B. Pierce, t ...... -50 00
W. and A. Whally ....... SO 00
James F. McKenna ...... 20 oo
Arthur B. Pierce, o......
60
R. A. Burlingame, t ..... 20 00
Helping !:land Society, o. 5 00
Mary C. Rogers ........ ;
50
M. L. Sampson...........
55
J nlia Glover, t..... .. .. .. 30 00
C. L. Glover...... ...... 2 25
A brother, Boston, o.
• 1 00
H. Suttill ................ 10 00
Martha C. Bliss, t ........ 50 00
Sally J. Sears, t ........ : 8 00
Abbie W. Chase. t . . . . ,; 8 00
Charles P. Saunders, o..
50
Clarissa A. Wtlcox, t ..... 77 88
Charlotte R. Wilcox •..... 19 37
Isabella Staples ......... 10 00
I della F. Staples ........... 10 00
Mary A. McGuire, o .... :
25
J,izzie Sweeney, t ....... 10 00
Thomas W. Bearse, t.... 1 03
R. W~ Abercrombie, t .... 10 00
Bridget Smit.h, o ........ ,
50
Elizabeth Dixon, o ...... ·
50
Daniel T. Shaw, t ........ 2 65
A. Granger, o, . • . • .. • .. • 75
A. Leather............... 1 00
Albert Oatley, t..... ... .. 3 00
H. J. Snow, o............ 1 25
Lizzie Lewis, o.......... 1 25
Bishop Blakeslee ........ 415 00
John Spinet, t.... .... ... 1 00
A. Whallev....... .. .. .. 1 50
EstherJ. Bentley ....... 8 00
:Mabel F. J "Y . .. .. .. . • 2 75
Hattie G. Nickerson, o .
50
Sarah J. Mortimer.... .. . 1 00
Avis A. Forfister.... • • ••
50
Sarah A. Prouty......... 1 00
Charles H. Prouty....... 3 00
A. C Prouty. --·.. ...... 2 00
Roscoe Oatley, t.. .. .. .. 4 35
James L. Edwards....... 4 22
Mary Rngere, o.... ......... 4 00
Erwin C. Perthel..... ... 5 00
Litta Pearce ....... ; .. ,..
90
Mary J. Gray, t ......... 13 00
:Mary Whalley, t ......... 1 50
Frank Steffe, t ........... 16 00
Jessie Oates, o. • .... .... 1 00
W .. D. C. Pattison ....... 1 50
Mart.ha.Bowers.. .......
50
J. and H. E. Chester, t .. 10 00
Sadie Crompton, o .... .,; 2 00
Orilla Sneehy, t ......... ; 10 00
Harriet Hacking, o...... 2 80
Plainville Saints......... 2 50
MatildaDavison .........· 1 00
Abr.am F. Ward, t ....... ; 12 oo
Lizzie L. Miller.......... 2 00
Susan Newberry ........ , 10 00
Julia Perthel, o. . . . . . . . .. 2 00
Mary E. Mortimer ...... ; 100
Sylvia Nickerson ......... 1 00
Ada Chase...............
15
S. W. Doane, t .... · .... ·; 3 76
A Shepley, o..... ... .. ..
25
Alice Monks, o ......... .'
50
S. P. Hindley, o ........ ;
50
H. Suow.................
75
J. Wicks ................ 1 50
Sarah Miller ....... ; .. '·· 2 00
Adoloh Leckney, t.... ... 4 26
Charles A Coombs, o....
25
Martha Talbot, o ........ , 1 00
S. Merritt, o.. .... .. .. .. .. .
60

t.............

oo
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1890.
Expenditures.
By Elizabeth Whiting .. $230 77 Jan 1 J. A. Davis .............. 5 00
Jan
2 Sr. E. A. Steadman ..... 5 00
Orlll11 Sheehy ........... 290 00
9 J. A. Davis ............... 22 00
Nellie M. Bond ........ ,.350 03 Jan
1889.
1\I. H. Bond .............. 119 31
agent................
10
John Smith ............ 41l 77 Mar 1 Due
Amount to balance ...... 4'1 40
Thomas Whiting ....... 80 02
Money Orders.. .. .. .. • ..
62
$265 50
U. W. Green ............ 13 88
Mary A. Smith ........... 5 00
1890.
W H. Kelley ............ 25 00 Mar 1 Balance due church .....$ 47 40
A. H. Parsons ........... 85 00
H. H. Hobinson ......... 40 00
LITTLE SIOUX, lOW A, DltlA. E Green .............. 180 oO
TRICT.
Albert Nickerson ........ 45 00
D, Chambers, Agent.
S.D. Stacy.............. 5 00
Martha Parsons .......... 132 00
1889
Receipts.
Mary Best. .. . .. . • . .. • . . . 5 00 Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 3 33
Etta Fnss ............... SO 00
Union Center Branch.
Sr. Cole.... .. . .. .. . .. . .. 3 00
Amount to balance ...... 32 16 ~fay17 James w. Steel. ......... 2 00
Oct 12
'~
H
5 00
$1,768 56 May14 J. M. Putney .. ::::::::·: 50 00
1890.
Mar 1 Balance due church .....$ :32 16 Jan 9
........... 20 00

1889.

1889.

NODAWAY DISTRICT, MISSOURI.
R. K. ROSS, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .....$ 92
Mar 10 Elizabeth Black......... 3
Mar 25 Sarah Know lee........... 1
1890.
]'eb 8 John Smith, t ........... 2

May 17 John Mcintire ........... 16 00
Oct 12 Sarah J. Ross............ 8 5~

00

1889.

Mar 16 M. R. Nelson, t. ...... ... 5 00
Dec 16
H
"'
5 00
Jun 18 Carl C. Nelson, t.
10 Oil
Nov 10

"

"

.....•.. 10 00

Jnl 15 Andrew Jensen, t ....... 10 00

........ 300
Ole Marhson, t .......... 15 00
"
"
.. .. . . . .. . 5 00
Kersten a Anderson, t... 3 00
Martina Nelson, t ........ 5 00
ill. P. JVhdison, t ......... 20 Oil
Draft from Bishop ....... 25 00
M. L. Winters, t. . ...... 5 00

Nov:30
Aug; 10
Oct 14
Aug 2o
Nov 10
Dec 22
Dec 28
Dec 24
1890.
Jan 14

"

"

Andrew JacobsOl;, t . . . .. 5 00
Jan 27 John T. Ford, t ........... 10 00
Feb 2 Kerstena Anderson, t. . .. 2 !50
$2'~7 00

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar 20 By James Thomas ...... $
Apr 24
"
"
......
Jnn 17
"
"
.... : ..
Nov 12
.......

1890.
Feb 10

24 00
;JO 00
10 00
20 00

....... 10 00

1890.

MINNESOTA DIS'rRTC'r.
A. Tab but, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
Mar 1 Balance due church .... $ 50
May 20 Bishop Blakeslee ........ 25
Jun H Sale of church bnilding .. 1~5
May 24 T. J. Martin. t .. .'........ 2
Oct 14 Thomas M. Parr, t ....... 10
Eliza J. Parr, t.... .... .. 5
Oct 5 Ida R Howard. t.. . . . . . . 4
Dec 1 Phoebe W. 'l'abbut, t ..... 1
.

10

00
00
50
50

Jan 27 Henry \V,,tv 1 t ............ 10 00
Grace Tabbnt, o ......... 1 00
Feb 2! P. w. 111artin, t .......... 13 65
$21)!) 50

1888.
Expenditures.
Dec 21 By T. J. ilinrtin ......... $ 15 00

Feb 6
:t!Iar 7

.......... 20 00
.......... 1<1 00
G. A. Blni..-Pslee...... .. .. 5 00

May2"1
Jun 17
Jun 24
Jnn 25
May24

T. J. MarLin ............. 21 Oil
Sr. E. A. Steadman ...... 10 00
u

. . •• .

5 00

A. H. Smith ............ 20 00
W. E. Pcr,k and J. A.
DavtEl-, stage fare . . . . 2 00
Jnn 30 W. E. Peak ............ 10 00
Jnl 21l W. W. Blair for rnilroarl
fare of A. H. Smith ..... 20 00
Sep 12 w. E. Peak .............. z;J no
J.ArthurDavis ........... 20 Oil
Dec 3 W. E. Peak............... 8 00

12

2 25

Jun 9 Bro. G. L. Gunsolly......

5 00
Dec 5
..
"
..••.• 20 00
Oct 7 Sr. Ann Johnson ........ 10 00

1890.
Jan 6
1889.

........

5 00

Oct 6 Sr. Lizzie Stockwell.....
Nov25 Sr. Alice E. Cobb ........
1890.
Jan 6 Sr. Elizo1J ·th Leach .... ..
A. C. Hnlfman ........ ..
W. S. Gamet ........... .
J. S Peasley ........... .
Sr. Amy Beecham .... .
Jan 25 A. C. Chase ............ ..
_ Uniouburg Branch.
1889
Oct 8 T. Thomas and wife.. ..
1890.
Feb 23
i>amuel Digl(be Jr .. :::·.:
Logan Branch.

35
20 00
6
1
6
2

ll5
Sll
50
00
75

5 00
5m
5 00

75 00
00 00

00
DO
00
00

00
00

50
8fi
22

1890.

1889.
Jnn 30 Nancy E. Mefford ........ 11 10

"

1890 ..
l!'eblO

"

5 00

"

500

1889.

Mar 3 J. S. McDonald.......... 5 00
Alice Derry ........ ·...... 10 Oil
lllay17 "
H
• • • • • •, ~ •, ~, , , 10 00
1890.
Feb 10 Alice Ask with (formerly

Derry) .................. 10 00
William Fallon.
H

..........

10 00
20 00
10 00
1 00
4 00
1 00

Sr. Elsie Fyrando...... .•
B. T. Benson............
Sr. Effie Kilts...........
Oct 7 Sr. E. M. Shupe.........
n;
Sr. Maggie Merchant....
25
Oct 11 Sr. Lucian Merchant. . .. 5 OU
Dec 7
"'
'~
•. • • . . 5
Dec 13 Alma Fyrando .......... 10
1890.
Jan 23 Magnolia Ladies' Aid Society.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8
Feb 8 Charles Derry.... .. .. .. .. 7
1889.
Oct 13 Joseph W. Merchant.....

Receipts.
.... $ 22 93

l\'lay :?G

Sen

1 0'1
2 00

~0

1sno.

Feh i4
iVIav 2fi Bar1)ara A.

1 00
2"i

Auf; 25
u
D.:c 15
Feb 1
M 1r f-i Bi.,hop
Mar ;28

50

2'
25
20 ()()
:JO 00

"'

May11
Jnn 17

10 00
40 00
I 0
20 00
25

30

Aug 20

Jan 20
Jun 4 Louisa A.
Sep 4
H
Mny 2fi Altheda
.Tul ::n
~·
Jun 28 Sarah A.
Aug 4 •·
Jan 28 •·

t .........

2i'i
25
1 00
1 00

uo

l

25
25
25

Aug 25 In diann Gibson ........ .
Jnl 14 Thomas F. Wheeler .......
,Jun 2B Hnlomon RohertRnn .. ,.

•0

2;,

."May 6 Hn8annah Robert Bon ...•
Anjr 11 Jcilzabotb Schamel. .... .
Aug 25 Sne Schamel. ......... ..
Sarah Evam ............ .

25
10
10

1890.
Ja 1~ ~~

18

10

Perla HoloweU ........ ..

.Tnn10

50
9.5

,Tul 18
Sep 11 "
Dec 2 n
Mar 17 4'
Jul 21 Lucinda
Oct 6
"

50

12
50
25
25

.Tune10

25
1 00

Nov 13

l 00

Mar

"

2

1889.

1 00

Nov.22
Mar 2

1 00

24

..

1889.

Mar 11 F. W. M. Chapman......
05
Apr 2 D. and M. Chambers ..... 20 00
May 4
~~
~~
... u . 50 00
Jul 26
"
"
..... 30 00

:::::::::::::::

Oct

2 00
25
25

;w

Nov 22

Dec 2
Mar 2
Oct 31
Mar :n

50
2.)

1 00

Nov
llhr

...

r, 00
1() 00
2 '75
2 7 ~)

10
OS

Sop

50

4

3

;,o

no
50

25
25
25

Oct

$228 37
1889.

:!ibr 1 M. R.
Apl ~
"
M
ar 16 V. D.

1

2~8

............... 10 00
............... 10 00

Amount to balance ......":$326
$228 37

Mar 1 Balance due church........ $ 3 26
NORTH-EAS'r J\HSSOURJ
DISTRIC'r.
,John T. Richards, Agent.
1889.
Receipts.
1\'Iar 1 :Balance due agent··········~
46
Apl 27 G. A. Blakeslee ............... 12 00
JulyJ2
..
"
............... 10 no
Aug •t J\fargaret Davis................ 1 00
26 ,John T. Hichards ......... ~.e

57

31 John Taylor ..................... 5 00
Oct 24 j"\fary J. Hiehards....... ......
25
Dec 24 ]'dward Moss....................
50
l-Iarriet
1800.

Jan

••

•.....•••••••••••••

Surr~~ge,

t .............•

19

50
2 00
25

9 Sale of Mary A ...~Vhlt~;~
li,urniture.... .... ...... .. .... ... 39 00
Feb 12 Handy Fhtman for house

l'ent.............................. 2 25
$ 7:J 32

1889.
Expenditures.
Apl 27 l\fary A. White ................
J une28 'rax on house and lot in
Centerv1lle, Mo..............
July 26 Mary A. White .................
Aug 14 1\'L 1\1. 'rurpen .....
H

1890 .

Expenditures.
...................... 10 00
......... ............ 3 00
.......... ·1 00
10 10

••••••••

IO 00

1 81

u. 101 0000

8 Funeral expenses of Mary
A. White, ....................... 29 15
Feb 4 Mary A. White's store bill
to Edwards..................... 5 80
12 Hepa,irs on house in Cenw
terville, Mo.................... 3 28

Jan

188!).

Sep 3 Mary A. White ............... .. 5 00
25
Oct 4 "
"
................. .
18ll0.

Feb 18 Taxes on house and lot in
Centerville, J\IIo ............. .

93

Amount to balance ......... $ 5 64
$ '/3 32

1 Balance due church ........ $ 5 64

LONDON DISTRICT.
Egerton K. Evans. Agent.
1889.
R.eceipts.
1 Balance due church ......... 24 05

1 00

JuneBO

1890.

... 20 00

~~

Postage ...... ............ ...... ... 1 84
Cashing Drafts...... ..........
10
Poor ................••.........••... 3 50
:Envelopes .......................
05
Sep 18 .J. W. Gillen.................... 2 00
Dee 2 Registering letter............
12

12

2i)
2f)

f'O

............... 5 30
............... 2 00
............... 10 00
............... 9 00
............... 10 00
............... 10 00
............... 10 00
............... 10 00
............... 10 00

18ll0.
,Jan 31
Feb 14

1 00

Aug 9 Jacob

vo :

4n
Dec 8
••
''
2 (){)
Oct 9 Isaac Shupe and wif~·.:·.: 2 00
Spring Creek Branch.
Mar 5 W. A. Smith and wife ... 220 00

"

27

2[)

00

00

10 lQ
............... 10 10

July 1
Mar l1 James G. "
Apl 8
"
May 13
Julyl3
Aug !2
Sep 20
Nov l4

1890.

1889.

'"

J. M. Scott, Agent.
1889.
1\l:!r 1

1889.

1889.
Jnn 30 W. R. Davison ......... ..

Jan 8

1 00
30 00

DIS-

60

1889.

1889.
Jun ti
Aug 1
Dec 9
Mar 2
Sep 7
Sep 8

9 00

Mar 1 Balance due church.. ..$ 83 22

Magnnlia Branch.
00
00
00

June 5 Traveling Ex, of agent.... 2 00
Mar 23 James :!ii. Scott ............... 10 00
Apl 20
"
"
............... 5 50

1890.

1889.

M".r 13 Sr. A. E. Thompson .....
1890.
Jan 9

Oct 8

Aug 24
Sep 20

$1 024 58

Oct 7 George Mefford.......... 5 00
Dee 17 Mary R. Mefford .......... 2 00
1890.
Jan 9
1 00

Jan 3 H. R. Tab hut, t.......... 2 00
Jan 12 'l' J. 1\lartin, t............ 1 50
Jan 24 Winfield Gould, t ... ., ... 14 25

~'

10

~&Oooooooouooo

20 00

20 00
15 00
500

Dec

05

1 00

Apl 20 V. D. Baggerly ............. , 9 10
:!ilay 18
"
"
............... 10 10
t.fUne29
U
H
uooooo<>•u•u~ 10 10
July 27
............... l.O 10

$1,024 58

2 00

Jan 7 David Kennedy ......... . 25 00
Woodbine Branch.

Mar 1 Balance due church ..... $ 60 00

1889.

165

...... 11\ 00
...... 20 00
........... 10 00

$ '37 00

20 00

1889.
Expenrliiuree.
Mar 6 By Bishop Blakeslee .. .
Sf. _E. H. Derry ....... ".
Sr. H. 0. Sm1th ....... .
Sr. J. F. McDowelL .. .
~Tohu Thomas ...... ~ •...•
Nellie Thomas ......... .
Poor .................... .
Po8tage and exchange.,
Amount to balance .....

25 00

5 00
J. c.·John~on ......... .. 1 00
25
Henry C. Percell. ....... .
Sep 8 W. ]II. Goreham ...... .. 2 no
Dec 8 Bro. A. A. Baker.....•••. 5 00

A. J. Moore
Amvnut to balauce ...... nO 00

1890.

Jan27
............
\'lay 17 Augusta l\L Steel........
Oct 5 ,J. 0. Ballantyne .........
Jan 28 Floyd Ross...............
Jan 30 J. 0. Ballantyne .. . . . •• •
Feb 7 Sr. F. C. Ballantyne.....
Little Sionx Branch.

. .. . . .. 5 00
....... 10 Oil
....... 18 00
....... 5 Oil

1889.

Jun 18
Jul 15
Ang25
Oct 14
Nov 11
Dec 22

1889.
Jnu 17
Oct 17
1890.
Jan 8 John Chapman ..........
,Jan 20 C. G. D]'kes ..............
Feh10,.
'~
..,. .. HH>•····
188il.
Sep 8 F. Hanson, int. on note..
1890.
Feb 13 Wi!Eam Chambers.
188iJ.
Apr 5 Bishop
....
Jul 2o
..
""'"'"'
........
Nov29

e

1890.

00
00
50

1890.
Jan 6 D. and 1\L Chambers." .• 20 00

4_ London Branch 1 o.............
12 ,John 'l'aylor, t .................
28 Amelia Braden ...........
Apl 10 St. Thomas Branch, o ......
London
H
......
A Friend..........................
18 Leslie Youngson, t ...........
Garafraxa Branch 1 o........
19 Thos. Stuart, t ..................
29 Bowley Arnold.................
Robert Wood ..................
Thos. Wilson ..................
May 10 .r ohn
"
..................
I.~ondon Branch, o .. u••••••••
Margaret Brown, t .........Q~
Alex. Sinclair..................
13 Clara 'l'imbrel! .................
A :H1riend. OB•••••••••oueo•••"~""'
Wm. Hardy .....................
23 'rhos. Johnston ...............
Lizzie J. Brown...............
:Maggie Grimshaw............
Egremont Branch, o.u ouoe
25 Chas. Wood, t .................
Bowley Arnold.................
Sr. Kilpatrick..................
June 7 Jos. Wood .......................
Chas. " .......................
14 James Brow, .................

u..

I

3
40
1
7
1

50
00
10
00
57
50
20 00
1 70
50 22
1 00

1 75
4 25
50 00

2 40
2 50
00
00
00
00
00

5
25
11
15
10
2
1
2
2
2
1
6
1

00

00
00
00
00

00
00

00

10 ()0
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Jun 15 Bowley Arnold ...............
Wm. Taylor ....................
Collection at conference,o
16 Jane ~ampP,ell,
:M:aggw
...............
15 Bowley Arnold, t ............
17 Martha Timbrel!..............
29 Mrs. Clayton ....................
July 6 Interest...........................
Wm. Silk ........................
12 St. Thos. Branch, o.........
17 London Branch...............
28 Martha R. Crake, t .........
Anglll Maggie Grimshaw ............
Lizzie J. Brown...............
Lizzie Morrison, o............
Egremont Branch............
Sep 5 Fred Gregory, t...............

t..............

10 00
9 68
1 00
10

10 00

2 00

10 00

35

10
5
3
2
3
2
1
4
2

00
00

21 James Bannister, t ...........150
Windham Branch, o ........ 10
Oct 11 E. K. Evans, t...... ............ 3
12 London Branch, o............ 2
16 Windham " . . ............ 2
19 Martha Timbrel!, t........... 2
Samuel Pope.................... 5
A. F. Sherman ......... ;....... 10
St. Thomas Branch ......... 8
Wm. Fligg, o................... 2
Levi Judkins ..................
Nov 7 J. A. 1\'Icintosh, t ............ 1
10 Alex. Sinclair .................,. 1
11 Peter Peterson ................ 11
15 A. E. Martin.................... 4
17 Alex. Sinclair.................. 1
18 Martha R. Crake ......... ..:.. 8
19 J. B. Watson .................. 1
28 Joseph Wood.................. 5
Dec 20 Joshua Arnold ................. 10
23 Janet H. Braden.............. 4
Margaret Braden, t ......... 1
24 David Morrison .............. 10
:0~ Hannah J enrow ............. 10

00
00
00
98
00
00
00
00
38
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
47
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

U

18

U

O••••••uooo••~•

11

25
00
00
00
00
50
50

Jan 7
18
21
Feb 10
15
18

Sr. Wm. Silk.................... 5 00
0. E. Martin.................... 2 00
Sr. R. C. Longhurst ......... 10 00
Sr. Proctor....................... 5 00
Bowley Arnold ................. 10 00
Chas. Wood...................... 11 00
Windham Branch, o......... 7 00
Arthur Sherman, t ........... 15 00
19 Martha R. Crake.............. 3 03
21 Egremont Branch, o......... 6 00
Robt. Whitehead, t ......... 4 oo
22 Alex. Sinclair.................. 2 00
25 London Branch, o............ 5 73
A Friend, t ......... ......... ... 10 00
E. K. Evans ...... .............. 2 00
21 M. L. Snell ....................... 10 00
$747'26

1889.
Expenditures.
Mar H Sr. R. C. Evana ............... 27 00
Sr. .Jane Shields............... 12 60
May 13 Sr. R C. Evans ............... 28 00
22 Richard Coburn (B. A., K.
& E. Dist.) ..................... 20 00
June 9 J. H. Lake ....................... 10 00
12 Sr. Emily Brown .............. 56 00
15 Expense to date............... 2 16
S. Brown, ........................ 8 00
16 W . .J..Smith..................... 6 00
18 .Jno. Shields ............ :....... 3 00
Sr. R. C.. Evans ............... 25 00
19 Sr. Brown........................ 9 22
. 25 R. Coburn ....................... 25 00
July 2 Emily Brown ................... 25 00
5 S. Brown ........................
75
Postage, etc............. ,;.......
34
Bank Draft......................
25
23 R. Coburn ....................... 20 00
Aug 20
"
.......... :...... ..... , 10 00
31 Jno. Shields ..... ;.............. 4 00
Sep 1 Sr. S. Brown ..................... 25 00
Sr. R. C. Evans ............. :. 37 50
Oct 11 Richar.d Coburn ............... 50 00
15 .J. A. Mcintosh .................. 3 00
16. Stationery, postage, bank
drafts, etc . ........ .............. 3 18
19 John H. Lake .................. 10 00
Nov 1 Sr. R. C. Evans ............... 25 0(1
Sr. S. Brown .................... 25 00
8 R. Coburn ........ , .............. 10 00
18 A. E. Mortimer .............. ; 2 00
30 Postage, etc..................... 1 92
Dec 9 Sr. A. E. Mortimer........... 8 33
1890.
Jan· 9 Jonn Shields ........... ,........ 5 00
13 .J. A. Mcintosh .............. ;.. 5 00
23 .J. H. Lake ....................... 25 00
27 Richard Coburn.: ............. 10 00
Sr. A; E. Mortimer........... 8 3·1
Feb 15 R. Coburn ....................... 10 00
26 Sr. S. Brown ........ , ........... 25 00
Sr. R C .. Evans ............... 25 00
Sr. A. E. Mortimer........... 8 33
1889.
·l~
Dec 24 Sr. R. C. Evans ............... 25 00
Sr. A .. E. Mortimer ............ · 8 33
Amount to balance ...... ".. $ 99 01
Mar 1 Balance due church .....$99iil

13

ELDERS' REPORTS.

--o--

4 39

393

W. W. BLAIR.
Wheeler's Campmeet!ng..
Buffalo Prairie friends.....
Friends at Reunion .........
Friends at Plum Hollow
and Neb. City.................
Nov 28 Friends at Crescent Dedi·
cation .............................
Sep

JOSEPH SMI~H.
Receipts.
Dec 20 E. Ridley...... .. ...... $ 10 00
Dec 25 On Christmas Tree...... 1 00
A hat, value not known.
Dec 26 .J. Wixom, for gum shoes.
1888.

3
8
Oct 15
26

6 25
6 00

$ 33 25

1889.

Jan 1 Marriage fee, Fuller and
Poole ................... 5 50
Jan 12 S. Penfold, Santa Ana,
Cal. ....................... 4 00
Jan 20 E. Ridley ................ 10 00
l<'eb 24 A. H-kf-(not known),
Lns Angeles, Cal.... • .. 5 00
A Sister •••..• : .......... 5 00
l!'eb 26 Sr. Bossart, Los Angeles,
Cal. ..................... 4 50
Mar 1 Wm. Garner............. 5 oo
W. Garner, fare to Los
Angeles, Cal .. . .. .. .. . 1 75
Mar 10 Sr. R., San Bernardino,
Cal. ..................... 5 00
Mar 19 Sr. R., San Bernardino,
Cal. .................... 10 00
R. Allen ................. 20 00
G. W. Sparks ........... 20 00
Apr 6 Sr. Varley........ .... .. .. 5 00
Apr 21 H. Patterson ............. 10 00
Apr 23 Sr. Lytle ................. 5 00
May 8 G. W. Sparks, fares...... 1 oo
Sr. Sparks...... . ... . .. 2 00
May 9 Mrs. Ferrell.... .. • .... • .. 1 00
MayU Sr. R .................... 5 00
May 14 R. Allen ................. 10 00
Sr. Ann..................
50
A. B. Wise............... 1 50
May 17 Sr. Bossart, Los Angeles,
Cal. ................... 1 00
Sr. Adams, Los Angeles,
Cal. ................... 1 00
Sr. Herman Bossart..... 2 50
Sr. Lilly.................
50
May 19 J. Bossart................ 1 00
May21 Sr. Howland............. 5 00
May 22 St:s. Bossart and Adams. 3 00
May29 T. W. Willey, Oakland,
Cal. ..................... 5 00
G . .J. Waller ............. 2 50
Jun 8 Sr. Kaighan. Sr... .... ..
50
.Tun 9 H. Burgess ............... 5 00
S. Stivers ................ 20 uo
J'nn 10 Joh Hall.................
50
C. N ethercott.. .. .. • .. . .. 1 00
Jun 12 Sr. ' M. Kai!than, San
Francisco, Cal.... . .. . . 5 00
C. Kaighan, San Francisco, Cal. . .. . .. . . . .. . . 5 00
,J. B. Price, Oakland, Cal. 5 00
Jnn 20 W. Hart.................. 2 00
J. Oldfield ............... 1 oo
.Tun 22 Sr·. A. Vernon ............ 20 00
.Jnn 23 Sr. Kaignan, Sr..... . . .. 5 00
J'un 24 G. S. Lincoln, San Francisco, Cal. ... ......
85
J·nn 25. Sr. M. E. Andrews . . • .. • 5 00
Bro. Ruffley . . . .. .. .. .. .. 5 00
Sr. W. Potter.. . . . .. .. . 1 00
Jul 1 Wilson and Robinson,
Utah ..................... 10 oo
Jnl 11 .J. Brown,:Lehi. Utah....
50
Jnl 13 E. Sterret, Utah . . . . . . ..
50
Sr. Sterrett, Utah........ 1 00
Jul 15 Sr. Mahoney, Utah....... 2 00
J. Chatburn, Utah....... 3 00
Jul 16 Sr. R., Utah ...........·... 10 00
.Tul 31 Sr. Toombs ............... 20 00
Aug 2 A. Thorn, Willard....... 5 00
Aug 26 J. Lewis, Malad Saints .. 20 00
Sep 2 .J.Bowman,SodaSprings 2 50
Sr. C. Eliasson, .Blackfoot.. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .... • 3 50
Sep 18 Dr. Morgan, Malad....... 1 50
Sr. Leigh................ 1 00
Sr. Richards.... .. .. .. ... 1 00
H. Evans ............... 1 00
D. Williams .............. 1 00
Oct 3 A. Thorn, Willard........ 5 00
Oct 22 Sr. Iverson..... . .. ... . 1 50
Oct 24 Sr. R..... .. . . .. . .. ..... . 5 00
Oct 27 Sr. Benedict............. 2 60
Nov23 J.Weaver ................ 30 00
Nov 24 S. Smith ................. 10 00
S.H. B .................. 5 00
McKenna........... ....
50
.James Smith............ 1 00
Nov27W.ChaRe.: ............ 1000
Sr. Cooper ............. : 1
Sr. Coy and others. .. ... 5 00
Dec 2 W. S.................... 10 00
Dec 3 Sr. Curtis......... .. ... : 1 00
Dec 7 Sr. Sterrett............... 2 00
J . .T. Richings........ ... 2 00
Dec 8 E. Pettit ,Jr ........... ;.. 1 00
~ro. Curtis.............. 1 00
r. Barrows .............. 5 00
Dec 14 Salt Lake brethren and
friends. .. .............. 42 50
H. Sterrett............... 1 oo
A Friend.......... .. .• .. . 5 00
Dec 15 E. St.errett............ ...
50
.J. Weston... .... . ...... 2 00
E. Barrows. . . . . . . . . .• • .. 5 00
.JameS" Smith,... .. .. • . .. 1 00
' J. Larson, shoes and tie.

6 00
5 00
10 UO

Expenditures ...... ., ......... $ 76 12
Expended more than r-e---ceived ..........................$ 42 87

May
.July
Sep

Dec
l!'eb

ALEX. H. SMITH.
F. G. Dungea ..................
S.C. Good ..................... ..
Sr. Winter..................... ..
Sr. Castner .......................
Bro . .Johnson ................ ..
J.Beaur ..........................
Sr. Ottoe ......................... .
Kewanee District ............
P. Whalen ...................... .
Geo. Lambert ................ ..
Wm. Lambert ..................
Bro.Crum ..................... ..
Geo. Shadacre .................
Sr. Martha L. Hayer ........
Andrew Anderson ............
Mary Weld ......................
Phebe Allen ....................
I. L. Rogers .....................
John Hoyle .................... .
R. Atkins ...................... ..
Sisters of Sandwich, Ill ...
Dr. D. Pomeroy ...............
S.C. Good ..................... ..
Geo. Millikin ................ ..
D. C. Salisbury, .............. .
Sr. Mary Hurst ............... ..
Cassie Haines ................. .
Sr. Meacher .....................
Ohas. Clifford ................ ..
Sr. Maggie Rose.............. ..
Joseph Herbert ...............
Geo.
"

2 00
2 00
1 50
1 00
1 00
300
2 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
2 00
1

oo

2 00
1 00
5 00
50
1 00
2 00
1 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
3 00
1 00

$52 50
Expenditures ................. $ 96 61

J. H. LAKE.
Mar 18 Norman Blakeley ..,.... :$ 5 00
Nephi Liddy ............. 1 00
1
Mar 25 Sr. Meacher .. • . .. .. • .. • 2 00
.Tames Herst ............. 3 00
Mar 27 William Warnock........
50
.Tun 9 Samuel Brown, agent .... 10 00
A Sister.... .. .. . .. . .. . • .. 2 00
.Tun 25 John Taylor............. 1 00
.Jan so .John.Wilson.............
70
Charles Woods.......... 1 00
Humphrey Snell.........
50
.Jnl 2 MRry .J. Silk ............ ,
50
Sr. Wilson...............
33
.ruJ 14 George Braden..... . . .. •
15
.Jnl 16 .Joseph Perrin ..... ;...... 1 00
.Tul 23 Chester Lake..... .. .. .. 2 00
,J.ul 31 Thomas Kennie....... ...
50
Aug 3 Erlwin Burton. .. .. .....
50
Gargaret Reid...........
50
Matthew McRea.........
50
Aug 4 Albert Bnrton...... .... •
25
Aria Burton.. . .. . . .. . .. . •
75
John N. Anderson ....... 2 00
Aug 5 Richard Hale ......... ; .. 1 50
~ug 6 William Elliott..........
50
ug 7 Sr. Walker...............
50
Ang 12 William Garlert.......... 1 00
Aug 13 Charles Lake............ 2 oo
Aug 18 Amelia Braden...... . 1 Oil
Aug 19 .John Braden............. 1 00
J o.seph Perrin .. . .. . .. • 2 00
Elias Hovey.... .. .. .. . • 1 00
Sr. Hovey.. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
25
Oct 2 A. Sides.... .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
70
Oct 6 W'illiam Lively.. . .. . .. . . • 1 00
Oct 7 Samuel Tomlinson......
50
Oct 11 George Green...... . .. .. 1 00
get 6 Richard Coburn, agent .. : 5 oo
ct 11 Henry Lively .. ·.. . .. . .. . . 1 25
Oct 12 Mariah Hensen.......... 1 00
Oct 13 George Walker...........
50
Oct 30 Arthur Sherman.... . . • • •
50
Nov 5 .John Cornish ........ ·.... 1 00
Sr. Bentley..............
25
Nov 6 William Strange ......... 1 00
Sr . .Johnson .. .. • . ....
50
"'ov20 E.K. Evans, agent ...... 10 00
Nov 28 .John W. Smith.......... 1 oo
Sr. Larky.... .... .... ....
25
Sr. B . .Johnson..........
50
. Bro . .Johnson. .. . .. .. . .. .
50
Samuel Johnson; .... ;...
50
Bro. Hanley.............
50
Sr: Small.... ...........
35
Arthur Sherman .... : •
25
William Lynch ........ ·.. 1 00
William Bird.............
50
Sr. Riley ............. :...
25
Sr ..Cornish... .... • .....
25
Dec 8 Sr. Likins,............... 1 00
Dec 12 ,Robert Langherst...... •• 3 00
Dec
:l9 Garafraxa branch........ 2 .00
$489 60
Dec 2~ Anson W. Burton........ 1 00
George A. Burton........ 3 00
;Expenditures ..........$4R9 60
Thomas Dacli;......... ; •• 1 011
00

•

•

•

oa

Jan 22
Jau 26
.Jan 25
Jan 27
Feb 4
Feb 5

Mary Smith..............
Sr. Garvey .. .. .. .. . ...
E. K. Evans, agent .......
Sarah Sails......... . . . ..
Bro. and Sr . .Jenkins .....
JenBie Falkner..........
Sr. Falkner.... .. . .. . .. ..
Feb 7 St. Thomas branch......
Feb 12 Hannah Jenson..........
Feb 15 Sr. Johnson.... ........
Feb 16 Sisters' Prayer Union at
St. Thomas.............
Feb 17 ,John DeCartaret.. .......
Sr. Small................
Sr. Bentley aud daugh·
ter.... .... . .. ... ......
John Cornish............
Wallace .Jenson..........
St. Thomas branch......
Peter Peterson ....... ; ..
Feb 26 Thomas Vince...........
Apr 12 G. A. Blakeslee ...... ...~

1

1 00
1 00
25 00
50
1 00
1 00
2 00
6 50
1 00
1 00

3 40
50
1 00
35
10
10
3 75
2 00
50

~8 Jg

$169 18
Expenditures ........... $154 78
Balance on hand ......... 14 40
$169 18
E. C. BRIGGS.
To Bro. A. S. Cochran.$
Bro. ~·C. Good ........ ..
Sr. S. A. Stawper ...... ..
Sr. H. White ......... ..
Sr. Elizaheth Hartnell ...
Bro. Dowker ............ .
Bro. Andrew Barr ...... .
Bro. Elsey Lockerby .... .

100
1 00
1 00
50
25
50
1 00
2 00

$ 7 25
JAMES CAFFALL.
Balance on hand last re·
port ................... $ 15 00
W. M. Rume!............ 6 00
Donations ............... 139 45
$160 45
Expenditures ...........$143 43
Balance on hand ....... $ 17 02
W. H. KELLEy.
A ng 26 To Thomas Lester ..... $
Oct 13 Nellie Dobbins ... : .... ..
Levi B. Sawyer ... ; .... ..
Lois Mansfield .......... .
Lucy A. Norton .. : .... ..
Celia. Chandtlier ........ ..
Mary J. Richardson .... ..
Jonesport Sewing: Circle
\)ct 25 Ladies' Sewing Ctrcle at
. Dixfield Centre and col·
Jection ........... ; ..... .
Feb 2 Thomas Lester ... , .... ..

1 00
1 00
500
1 00

100

35
25
5 00

620
1 00

$ 21 80
Expenditures ...........$178 62
J. R. LAMBERT,
Mar 4 A. W. ~eese....................
50
Sr.
.....................
50
Apl 1 Sr . .J. C. Early.................
50
1\'Iay 20 Sr. J. R. Lambert............ 3 65
23 G. A. Blakeslee ..... ; ......... 25 00
June 9 Sr. M. E; Benedict;.......... 1 00
10
"
~'
........... 2 00
11 Sr. E. C. Brand .....:......... I 00

12 Wm. Leeka, agent,.......... 5 00
G. F; Benner .................. 1 00
23 Collection . ............. .........
85
July 16 Gomer Wells, cuffbuttons 1 25
21 Collection ............. ,.......... 1 oo
Aug 18 Mr. Haymaker ...... ,..........
l5
24 ·Silas Mabley:...................
50
Sep 2 Sr. Anderson ..........•.......... 1 00
A Sister...........................
25
8 Sr. E. C. Brand...............
50
Com. Wheelers Grove
Camp meeting ............... 15 00
9 Sr. S. E. Fisher...............
50
Oct 4 Wm. Ballinger.................
50
6
Shnff·.......................... 1 00
11 Cbm. at Reunion,GRrners 1
Grove ................ ; ......... 12 00
15 Hannah Jones ...... :..........
50
Crescet City, Ia., Saints... 4 00
Nov 3 Brother Thurman.;..........
50
10 Sr; E. C. Brand .... :....... ...
95
Thos. Seader.. ,................ 5 00
A. D. Gaylord ....... !.......... 1 00
Plum Hollow Branch. Ia.. 1 00
16 Sr. P. W. l!'redericj<son ... 1 50
Samuel Wood ......,............
45
17 T. A. Hougas ..................
50
, Sr. I,. A. Beebe ........... ...
50
Unknown person..............
50
18 .J. M; Kelley ......... ;.......... 5 00
Dec 25 Sr. Anderson ...... .,,,.......... 1 ()0
Feb . ~.. R. J. Harmon ....... ;..........
10
:iJ~?M. V. B. Smith..... :..........
10
$.97 25

www.LatterDayTruth.org

SAINTS' H
T. W. SMITH.
Jan

1g ~~~~n,f:e~t':tthh:.::~~~.".".".". lg ~~
20 John Craig ........ ............. 4 85

31 Bishop Blakeslee ............ 198 85
E. McGurk, agent ............ 169 75
Feb 11 H. Broadway.................... 1 21

:Mar 25 Tehau ................. ..
Mauiota ................... ..
Fatora Vahene .......... .
Kara ................. o • ., • .,
IIiniata ........... o• ....... ..
Kahal~eo .• ........ o....... ..
Poara1 ..................... .

14 H. Broadway ..................

!~

20
20
60

~:~~::..::::::::::::::::::::::::.::
u

o ............... o ••

00 ' ' • •

00000

o.................u

...

o • o •••••••••.•

o ...........

o ........ .

••••o•••·········

o . . . . . . . . . oo•.

]..;&,

20
20
20
50

G

.. ••••

00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

20

o ••

2
3 64

Toetoe ............................
Navatua ..•........••••.•........ 1 00
20
20
Poiateo ...........................
40
Teara ............................. . 1 70
Oti ................................. ..
40
Teruru .....................
40
Teau .. :........................... ..
20
Manea .............................
20
Teupoo .......................... .
20
Tamatahoto ....................
20
Teura ............•....•...•.•....••
20
Tauvava ........................ u
20
Tepanni ..••••..
20
40
PehainO ••••••••••••••••nou•oon
Tufantti ........... o.oo.,,,,,, •• o.,.
60
20
'l,e1narama ·······•••••oo••·· .... ~
Anota ..............................
20
Tauia ....................... o•o•o••
20
Teato ..............................
20
Picuua. ............................ .
20
Taraifa .......................... .
20
:Maita ..............................
20
Tetai ............................ ..
20
Tearo ..................... u . . . . . . .
20
Poikatara .........................
50
Roo .................................
20
Vaihaii ........
20
Fatahau ........................ ..
20
Rio ................................ .
30
50
Maihau ....... oo••••'"''"
Tapuni .............. o . . . . . u•••u 1 00
Tapuuga ......................... .
20
Tarana ....... uooouuoooouoouu
20
Maiuri .............. ,. .............
20
Pai Havateo ....................
50
Memaua ....................... eo.
20
Puia ..........................
10
Mavatua........................ .
20
Papaitau........................ ..
20
Wauau ....
50
Mauna .......................... ..
20
Peri ............................ u~.
10
Marere •o••ooo•uoooouooeooou$u
10
Tueva ................. ..
20
Temhuua ..•.••••••••••••
20
Tehu ................... .
80
20
Tine ········•••o•••••••·•
20
Mainui ...•..••.. ~····~···
Mauvau
................. ..
10
'l1alle ... •o•• ••••••••••••••
50
Gaitua. o•• ............... u
20
Teabi. ................. ..
20
\V airaaiva .
50
Tetua.reri ...••••••••••••
20
Vatuue .................. ..
10
Tahito ................... ..
20
Tua ...... " ............. .
50
50
Tara ... , •. ·······••o•••e•
Tapere ............... ..
10
Roite ................... ..
10
'l"'enunu .................... .
20
Riea ................... o .. ..
10
Heneri ..................... ..
20
Tetuareri ...••••••• a a . . . . .
50
Tuu Vahine............. ..
20
Tufaa .................. ..
60
Tepoii .................. . - 20
Mauui .................... .
20
Maura ..................... .
20
Pupurare ................. .
20
Tapea .................. ..
20
Torn uti ite ..
~.
10
Tapuni. ................ ..
50
Taro ..... ···o•• •••••• oo••
50
Teluarahia .•..•..
50
40
Tun.ai ..
l\ferere ....................
20
Tuarera ................... .
20
Tatahau ................ .
20
30
\Vauaaioa o• ···~·~······
Teluaochia ................ ..
20
Teayiu ........... ~ ..... o•••
40
25 Mairi .................. ..
20
Vahia ......................... .
20
Teahan ................. . 1 40
llua.................... ..
20
Peha11io .........
20
Kapaki ................. .
10
Tufanua. ... ..•..
• •••
20
'l,evava ........................ ..
20
20
Teoui ..• o···········•••a
Hili. ......................
60
Hiti Vahoie ............ ..
50
Huarau .... ••••••·o••<>eoeo
10
Tuita ................... .
20
Fatoro ................. ..
70
Tuhamate ............. .
20
Vahuie .............. •o .. qjeo•o
20

20

Om'ita .................. .
Takiri ...................
Huori ......... ~ .. ~·· ····~·~
Tunania ....••••••••••••••
20
Temere ....................... ~
20
Upoo .................. ..
20
Katupu ................. .
20
Mauru .................... .
20
20
Taatu .................. .
Tauhi .................. .
20
20
Putuama .................. ..
70
Puaiva ......•. •••• •••••a
Puaiva Vahuie ............ .
20
Teeva .................. ..
20
Tupu ................... .
20
Oihi .................... .,
50
Tutea ................... .
20
Hik~t~i ................ ..
10
Tev1v1 ............................ ..
40
:Maturi ................. ..
10
Po.a"?e ....... a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Wrr1ama ...................... ..
20

C. A. Davis...................... 1 21
J. G. Dickenson. .........
73
South Sea Islands.
:Mar 24 Metuaore ........................ 1 00
Pohemiti. ...................... .. 1 00
Paiti .............................. .
Pai Havatea .................... .

20
20

Nomai .............. o••·•·9

Sr. Webster.....................
61
J, G. Dickensen............... 2 42
Hamilton Branch ...... ...... 2 91
13 W allsend ........................ 1 78

~;o~G~:.ef~~~:::::::::::::::

20
20

10
Kamunga .......... "" ...... .
Huri .................... .
10
20
Taiio .......... ~······ ....... ..
Rinagi ................. ..
10
Teuppoo ............... .
20
Teavi ................... . 1 20
Lemooo ................ ..
20
0. Pai ................. ..
50
Mar 30 :Metuaore, agent ........ . 46 90
Harvatea ................. o•
80

Harvatea Vahui9 ..•... o
Harvatea Tamahiui.
9
Apatoi Branch.
Tavi ................... ..
Taruroa ............. o••• ...
Teahi .................. ..
Arahu ................. ·
Tapu .................... .
Tepeka ................ ..
Tepaku ................ ..
Nganahou ............. o.o·~
'.raauta ....•• , .......
Tufairai. o•• ..... •o•• ••o• .. .
Tatahi .................. .
Temohina .................... .
Ruaranga ............... .
Paaata .................. .
P';'taki .. : ............... .
V1orraug1 ..............
Fareia ..••.••• o•• ...... •oe
Teignake ...... : ....... ..
Arai ......................... ..
Huauri ...................... ..
:Mahua ................. ..
Teaviu .......................... o
Tarere .................. e ..... ..
Paiatu ................. ..
0

Apl

20

20

.....

20

20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

Q ..... .

20
2fl
20
20
20
20
20
20

o •••

~:~i~io:::::::::: :::::::::

Tauere.. ......... ....... • ~·
Vaiarea .••• o••· ·~·· ••••••
Tepure ................. ..
Tauipa ........................... .
Hoemata ................ .
16 'l'oofa ..................... .
Tom Coffin .............. .
18 Mah~;t-ate ~aa .. ~ ...... ...
20

......... .

Paitutu ................. .

10
10
10
10
10
10
20
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
60
20
20
20

40
1 60
1 20
60

21 Mahana ................ ..

Tukarva ................ .
Tevaea ...................... .
24 Tetauira ............... ..
lll:ay 10 Ter?}'ia .................. .
Vahmc ....... ..
u
to Helen .......... ..
18 lll:ahaua te lll:aa ......... .
20 lliti. ................... ..
21 Tehopea ................ .
22 Tom Coffin .............. .
24 Mahaua ................. .
25 Harvatea .............. ..
29 Tuaui te :Maa ........... .
June 2 Tauui
u
u .... ..
4 Tuiata ................. ..
12 Metuaoru, agent ......... ..
July 12 Tuireuia te :Maa ......... .
14 Tetauira .............. ..
16 Tehopea ............... ..
u
Helen ............ ..
17 Paiatu te l\iaa .......... ..
18 Tamaru .•••••..
20 Torohia ............... ..
Tall!?'ru .... ,. ... o•o•oo· ••o•
Vab1r1e ..... o•. ••o
Avaturo Rairva.
Aug 8 Hiro .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
10 ':Pnmaui, Hate, Taruia....
20 'J.1ehau, Tahua, 'foriatua.
21 Hiti................ ... .
22 'l'ehau .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
26 Hiro ..... .. .... .. .... .. .. .
Sep 2 Taimaria.... .... .... .....
o .....

40

35
20
2 00

50
50

1

80

1 00
50
60

1 10
50
70
1 00
50

34 10
20
1 00
2 00
2 00

60
8[\

o o ........ .

4
..
..................
5 Tiputa Br. tel\Iaa...... .

20 Taimaua........ ... .. .. ..
Toetoe.... ...............
Paporu ..................
Pihaino ..................
Huoi.. ...................
lll:atoairi .. • .. • • • •• • • • • •• •

oo

20

1

on

1 00

1 oo
4 0)
4 00
GO
60

50
60
60
2 00

60
50
40

10
40

50

Sep 20 Turula............... •• ••
Zeona Branch.
July 5 Dave .............. :....
Faito ....................
Faatau. . ........... - •• •
·Teotahi .. .. .. •• . . .. .. .. ••
Roo Vahine ......
July 5 Teotahi Vahene .. .. .. .. •
Temau............................
:Mere.................................
Mauiui...... uou~ouuoooo,.oo••••o
Varoa..............................
Paupau ...........................
Tutea..............................
Mariua............................
Teroromate ...... ...............
Himauau ........................
Tero................................
Aveia..............................
Taurere............................
Tehono .........................
Toimata........................
'l'amahine........................
Taurua............................
Tiputa Branch.
Sep 20 Tehou..............................
Maave .............................
Teponui ..........................
Temahau..........................
llauata ....................... ,.
Haumata..........................
Moia...............................
Tautuka ..........................
Tuao................................
Tehan.............................
Branch.............................
Oct 1 Korikori.................... .....
Temai. ...............................
2 Hotu, Tane, 'raran, ParEJm
pare, lll:etua.aro .............. 3
Puti Rite ....................... ,.
Pohemit
Hotu te :Maa ......... .......... 1
20 Tupoa ..............................
Manihi Branch ................. 11
22 Tetau...... ...... .................. 1
Panaho ........................... 1
Tetai .............................. 1
24 Tetauira Kaukura............
Tehavine Amaa...............
Tutaa..............................
26 :Manihi Br. Farava........... 3
Nau Branch.
28 D. M. Pohemiti ............. ..
]laa11tc .................
Tangihiariki ••·••uu .. u~••••••
Paenara ......................... .
'l'u ..................................
Hevu ............................. .
Marato ..
oo•••••••
Tehutu ...........................
Poata ............................. .

0>.... ..

U.......................

<>6 . . . . . . . . . .

o ... u ............

rrevaea.oonu••········~ ..........

Tetai ............................ ..

TiriainO.ouuuooeo~oeQo<>"•e<~~•~o"

Marunke ..........................
Temai ................ n••oo•~•o~•·•
Vaea ............ n••~•••••e•••••••M

50
80
20

50

60
20

50

10
50

50
20

50
10
20
10

20
10
10

50
50

10
10
10
50
50
20
20
40
30

00
00
00

50

00
30

40
00
00

00
20

50
50
20

50
50
20
50
40

50
30
50

Mara V...........................

20
40
20
50
40

50
40

50

20
50

50
20
50

50
50

40
40
50
50
20
20
20

50
20
5 00

5 00

uauo

20

20
20
20
20
40
20
10

20

20
10
20

40
20

20
40
40
20
80
20
50
20

20

40

30
10
20
40
20

20
20
20

20
1 00
20
20
1 00
150
2 50
50

30
50
50

30
1 00
40
60
50

40
60
120

50
40
30
50

70
20
10
40

4 80

$702 09

Expenditures ...••••.... $676 70
Balance on hand... . ... $ 26 39

J. W. GILLEN,
Mar 1 Cash on hand.. .. . .. .. .. .
11 Agent, St. Louis Dist . . . .
24
"
..
Mar 14 D. Dancer, agent.........
20 N. N. Cooke, agent ......
June 6
"
'"
""

July25

H

U

U

... .,.,,,

Alma Branch, Ill.... .. .. •
H. Roberts...............
Geo. Mantle . . .. . .. . .. .
A Sister .. . .. . .. .. . .. . ..
Aug 12 N. N. Cooke, agent ......
24 New Trenton }Jranch....
Emma Carmichael ...... o.
Sep 18 J. l\L Scott, agent.-......
Oct
N. N. Cooke " ........
20"
" ........
Nov 4
" ............
Dec 15
"
u ...... o•••••
Jan 20
" ............
Feb 15
" ............
' 28 T. A.
..... ............
Wm.
.. .................

8 00
SO 00
20 00

5 00
10 00

10 00

500
2 50
5 00
1 00
1 00
15 00
3 00
1 00
2 00
10 00
500
10 oo
5 00
10 00

10 00
8 00
B 00

$174 50

Expenditnres ,. ................ $177 55

4 00

2 00
60
60
40
60
20

20

18 ,Joane Aitutakl ................ 3 00
Dec 12 Popatu............................. 1 60
Tevavu........................ ..• 1 40
14 Tara.................................
50
15 Tapuni ...........................
60

Pauaivu ...... o••••••o~·······~·~~·
Mauna.............................
!Ar a iran .. 6$••••••••n~••••u··~·~..
16 Puturua ..........................
17 Fatoro ............................
Aitutu .........................,...
v ainari
OOH~~"~OC&~UQ~~~~U
Tahopeu:.................., •• ,...

uooooUOOUHUUU<>UG;!>Of

60

20
50
20

11
12
14 Tahna,.............................

Roroua
Puturua...........................
Teato..............................
Pai .................................
Hiti.................................
Puaivu............................
Faito ..............................
'l'ufaahu ..........................
Lafaurmi .................. ......
Mauna.............................
Tanenui ..........................
:Maio................................
Vairau .....• Ho~n•••••--••••••••••
:Metuaore ........................
Pai J'llarato........... ...... .. ....
Putoa..............................
Tn ...................................
Leotahl...........................
Tevivi..............................
Tave ........................... :....
Paita................ ............
Faatoro...........................
'.fumau............................
Poti .................................
Toarere...........................
Tora................................
29 Hiti,~vatoru., ............
Vahme ......
Wairaanb lll:aatea.... ....
Hite vahiue.. .. .. .. • .. ••
Taiona Branch.
31 Metuaou...... .... .......
Temere Anaa.............
Jan 2 Mahaua....... ... .. .... ..
4 Taru.....................
5 Pai Havatea . .. . . .. .. . .. •
Hiti Vahine.... ... .. ... ••
12 Pori.....................
Teru ................... .
14 Metuaorl.... .. . . .. . . . .. ..
Pai Tehutu .. .. . .. .. .. ...
Pori .......................
16 Kaheka .. .. .. .. . .. . .. • ..
Teavui............ ......
Hiti Avatoru. ...... .... ..
19 Omita ... - .... •• .•• .... ..
HitiVahine .... ;.........
Teavui.... .... ........ ...
l\latehau .... ........ ....
29Metuaore ................
Taroua Branch . • .

50
50
50
50
60
40
50

Hitiao .............................
Tara . •••••o .••••••••• :.~.u~··~~~n
Rota .............................. .
Branch Puaa ...... u••••Hn•••
Puna Faravu .................... .
Pute .............................. ..
Peue ................................ .
Nau Branch~
Nov 6
Pohemiti................
10
"
te Maa......

Tumatora. •••H•. ••uo ...... uo....
Tatehau..........................

40

20
50

Tefau ..............................

!~~:rii·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Teravu............... ~•••uu•••••
Petero .............................
Tuani..............................
Nui.................................
Tehetu ...........................

50
60

PauahO ••••n•o•••••u••••n•"•n•
· Tehani ....... ooo•••••~uouooeo• .. ••
Fatitirf,,,.,,,.,, .. ,,.uoooooooooo,.

Tepahu .......................... .
Fainau .......................... .
Puiake ..............................
Teurarea.... u•••u•••••••••••Ho<>
Ar0r0 •••oonoouou•••~u•••••••••<>
Teapehu ..........................
Reitere .... u•••••uu•••n••••••M
Oct 28 Tekura ........................... .
Ieremia ............ uoosouo•••••••
Teharanui ••••••n• .. ••••·~uu~••
Teohu .............................
Teupoo ...........................
Ratiti ...............................
Ruarau ••n••••u••••enoono••~•D
Unu .............................. ..
Paora ..............................
Terairahine .. ~••D••••o••u••••D<>
Tareunu .......... ~Q·•·•"••••• .. ··~·

Dec 18 'l'apu ..............................
Mauvatua...... ..................
22 'l'emanavanava ...............
Pofatu ............................

50

80
10
50

SO
40
40
<10

HEMAN C. SMITH,
ilfar 31 Suean J. ,Jones.................
Apl 1 V. H. Goff......................
W. P. Pickering...............
G_ W. Sparks ..................
1g Hanna I,ytle....................
28 H. L. Hemmingway .........
May 11 Mr. Roberts ............... ,.....
Juue19 T . S. Brown.....................
July 6 R. :&I. Dungan ..................
J. Brush..........................
26 S: A. Howland.................
29 H. Adam........... ..............
Sr. Basshardt ..................
Sr. ''TiJlie ............... u .. ~uou
Bro. J. Morriss.................
31 R. G. Livingston..............
Aug 18 Col. at Tehachapa...........
Sep 27 Wm. Waterman ..............
Oct '·5 John Brush.....................
16 A. ll. Wise .....................

5 00

l 50
75

5 00
5 00
2 00
1 50
50

1 00
2 00
1 00

1 00
1 00
50
1 00
5 00
2 35
1 00

2 00
1 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

INTS' HERALD.
Oct 16 N. if. Wixom ••••..•••.. ••••••
:!'1 H. Lytle ..........................
Nov 2 Wm. Waterman...............
Feb 25 H. L. Hemingway ...........
26 Geo. Stevens....................
G. H. Roger.....................
28 C. Salter.........................
Bishop's agent during the
year ..............................
Balance on hand last re·
port ................................

50
75
1 00
5 00

50

2 50

$303 70

88 50

Expenditures.......... $303 70

1 70

Expenditures ................ $132 30
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
To Lucas branch, Iowa.$ 9 20
CHARLES DERRY.
Mar 1 To D. Chambers; b. a •.. $260 00
Jnn 17 John Pett, b. a ........... 10 00
Private donations ....... 54 18
$324 18

Personal expenditures.$ 89 94

=

Aug
Oct
Nov

Deo
Feb

MARK H. FORSCUTT.
Committee in St. Joseph.. 10 00
Geo. Redfield ....... ........... 5 00
Wilber Saints.................. 5 13
St. Joseph Committee ..... 10 00
Davis City
"
...... 5 00
Dr. J. W. Mather ........... 1 00
St. Joseph Committee ..... 55 00
Reunion Committe ......... 10 00
Council Bluffs aud Omaha
Saints ......... , ................... 12 47
• St. Joseph Committee ...... 22 00
J. L. Bear........................ 1 00
St. Joseph Sairits, Christmas presents and Com..
mittee ........................... 55 00
St. Joseph Committee .... 10 00
Sundry Persons and Mar·
riage fees .............;....... . 34 00
$235 60

Expenditures ................ $222 90
Balance on hand ............ $ 12 70
H. H. ROBINSON.
Mar 14 To J. nimock, agt ...... $ 5 00
Bro. Bullard............. 1 00
J. Smith, agt ............ 10 00
~'

H

• •, •

• • • • •,

J. W. Philips............
A. Sister ..................
E, W. Cato, agt ..........
E. Cramen........ .......
Sr. Millugin........... .•
Adam Booker............
Bro. Fain.. . . .. .. .. .. • .. •
A. White, agt ...........
,,

~G

0

••o,

0

0

0

••••

J. W. Layton............
Bro. Depeu........ . • .. ..
Holden B................
G. Wells .................
·sr. Simpson.............
Bro. Cornelisin..... ... ..
Bro. McCarty.... . .. .. . .
J. Johnson...............
Bro. Scarcliff.. ' .... ;. .. ..
Sr. Sweet............ .. ..
H. E. Goff,. .........·.....
Sr. Heniug ..............
AFrind ..................

00
00
00
70

50

$141 05

Jnne
Aug

R. J. ANTHONY.
From Saints ............$104
Bishop Blakeslee ....... 30
H. R. Evans, agt..... .... 5
Salt Lake district ..••••. , 164

30 QO

1 00
5 00
3 00
25
25

10
1 00
10 00
5 UO

1 00
1 10
1 40
1 25
25
25

10
40
25
1 (10
25
1 50
1 oo

$ 81 35
Expenditrnee: .......... $110 51
M.H.BOND.
May 16 To Walter Philips ...... $ 1 oo
Aug 22 Mrs. Powers............. 2 50
Oct4"
"
.............
50
Walter Philips.......... 1 00
No:v 6 East Dennis Saints..... 1 00
Nov 24 Mrs. Powers. .. .. . ... .. . 1 00
Dec 6 Bro. Lester.. . .. .. . .. . .. 1 oo
Dec 9 Brooklyn Saints......... 4 25
Dec 20 .Mrs. Kent.... . .. . . . .. .. 2 00
Jan 24 Sr. Lottie Wilcox........
50
Bishopandandagents .. 119 31
$134 Ofi
Expenditures ........... $117 38
H. N. HANSEN.
To Sr. Anderson ........ $
Sr. Frederickson..... . ..
Sr. Needham...... . ....
Sr.. Briggs.:.. .. .. .. .. ...
Wheeler's Grove C. M...
Bro. Gish.. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
S. Frederickson..........
Sr. Bates................

1 00
1 00
1 00
25
2 50
1 00
1 50
50

$

8 75

M. M. TURPEN.
Mar 22 To G. A. Huntsman .... $
Bro. Jennings...........
Apr 4 Wm. Hopkins ...........
Apr 22 G. A. Huntsman.........
May 1 L. Little.................
May 8 H. A. Stebbins...........
J. Vinnard..... ... .. .. .. .
Aug 1l Bishop's agent N. E.
Missouri district........
W. H. Vincent...........
Margaret Thomas.. . . . • • •
Martha Griffith..........
J.T. Williams...........
Mary Williams...........
J. W. Morgan....... ..•
MaryEvans.......... ....
Aug 17 Sr. Perry.................
Bro. Ridings.............
Margaret Thomas.... .. ..
Ang24J.D.Williams.; .........

1 00

55
7 50

1 00

40
1 00
1 00

1 00
1 00
70
50
50
50
25
25
50
25
15
50

L. M. Lilly. .. . • .. • • • • • ..

50

Thomas Lilly............
Simon Dixon............
Wm. Kelso..............
Margaret Jones..........
Sr. Smith................
Aug 27 Margaret Jones.... . • • ...
A Brother...............
A Sister....................
Sev 2 H. Price........ .... .....
Sep 10 Wm. K"lso....... . •. •• .•
Sep 14 Henry Dixon.............
Simon Dixon............
Sep 15 Joseph Chapman..... ..
Richard Jones. ...... ...
Wm. Kelso..............
Thomas Lilly.... .. • . .. . •
L. Lilly...... ...........
T. D. Williams ..........
Eliza Thomas...... .. .. • •
Lewis Smith.............
Wm. Jenkins............
Sep 17 T. J. Williams...... ....
A Sister.................
Sep 23 Hannibal branch, Mo....
Sep 26 Martha Griffith·~·........
Nov 2 E. Morrison...... . . .. ..
M. Morrison .............
Nov 25 Sr. Campbell, Ia.... •. •••
Dec 12 Bevier branch, Mo ...... ,
Sr. Richards.............
Sr. Mussel..:;...... .. •
Dec 21 Higbee branch...........
Dec 22 Renick branch...........
Dec 31 Martha Griffith..........
Jan 15 Renick branch...........
Richard Jones...........
Genrge Booth ....... ·.•...
Feb 15 D. Dancer, house rent ...
Aug 24 Liza 'fhomas... ... .• . .. .

50
50
50
50
1 00
30

1 00
50
1 00
15
1 00
50
1 00
l 15
50
50
50
1 00
50
1 oo
50
10
1 00
6 ~0

0

"
1 00
1 00
65
1 01

25
25

4 00

3 00
50
3 on
50
10
28 00
50

$ 84 51

Expenditures ..... .
Balance on hand ... .
D.M. RUDD.
T<> Bro. and Sr. M. Reed.$
C. J. Carlson............
Sr. Carlson..............
Little Mary Hanson.....
Sr. J. Teasdale..........
Bro. Robert Ford........
Bro. W. Jordisoh.. ......
A Brother ................
Bro C. Butterworth.: ...
Bro. A. H. Rudd.... .. .. •
Bro. M.atthew Hayes.....
Bro. Samuel J ordison,. .

2 00
1 00
50
10
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 DO

2 50
2 00
50

$ 15 60

395

Sr. James Williams. .. • 1 00
Bro. Hugh Kidd ......... 1 00
Bro. Charles Grice......
50
Bro. c. Shafbower ....... 1 00
$ 25 50
Expenditures ...........$ 25 50

=

JAMES THOMAS.
Lost my memorandum
book, but to the best of
my remembrancli total
receipts ................$ 48 00
E. A. DAVIS.
Saints inN ebraska .......... 37 00
Saints in Spring River dis·
trict ............................... 49 50
$ 86 50

-====

R.L. WARE.
To Bbhop Blakeslee ... $ 10 00
H

"'

••••

2000

Sr Mary White .......... 2 50
Bro. Jacob Knipschild.. 2 00

~i

2 00
50
1 00
50
1 CO
50
80
1 50
1 00
1 00
2 00

$111 70

I. N. ROBERTS.
Nov 22 R. H. Wolf......................
I. S. Stenneth............ ... ...
R. C. Clinton .... . ............
Sam Davis.......................
Deo 7 Ben Case ...... ..................
Short and Pickering.........
L N. ltoberts ..................

5 00
10 00
5 00
3 25
2 00
15 00
20 00

$ 60

25

Expenditures ................ $ 60 25

Expenditures ........... $ 84 50
C. E. BUTTERWORTH.
C. W. Thomoson ....... $
W. A. Carroll............
Harlan branch ..........
C. A. Butterworth .......
Deloit branch, I a........
D. Chambers............
J. Seddon. ... ... .... ....
Sr. Snider................
Sr. Halladay.............
Bro. T. Bell .. . . . • .... ..
Bro. D. Hain......... •. ..
Bro L. H. Brooks.......
Bro. M. B. Skinner......
Friends and brethren of
Sac county, Iowa.......
Bro. T. if. Skinner.......
Mr. H: Moyers...........
Mr. A. J. Woolson.......
Mr. John Wallace .. ....
Bro. Hyrum Castings....
Bro. Joseph Kuox.. .....
Mr. Hiram Glidden......
A. Stapelton.............

8 00
50

4 10
2 00

Expenditures .......... ~

$ 34 50

=

3. C. FOSS.
Lucy A. Norton...............
John W. Burns ...............
Mary A. Mansfield...........
Leonard J. White............
N. W. Crowley.................
Triphena Alley ......... ~····
J. M.
"
...............
D. W. Lakeman...........
Sylvia E. L•mfestey.... .•
Collection at Heart Har·
bour Isle. .. ........... .. ..
Mary Chase.. .. . .. .. • •.. •
A. D. Mattatale ....... , ..
Hattie Gra;x . .. .. . .. . .. . •
G. W. Reynolds..........
Clara Steele .. .. . .. .. . .. .
Ada Kelley ........... , ..

2 00
2 00
2 75
2 00
50
50
1 OQ
50
50
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 45
50
25
35
2 00
1 25
50
15
2 00

$ 25 20

=

Expenditures ........... $ 28 89
COLUMBUS SCOTT;
Apr
To S. P. Bass ........... $
30
Jun
Theodore ................. 1 00
Aug 17 E. Hodgkiss.............
25
Celie Taylor.............
25
Sr. Kouser.... .... ... ....
2:1
Aug 23 Sr. White................ 1 00
Oct 5 John shook.............. 1 00
Oct 10 F. Spafford............... 1 00
.John Hartnell...........
50
Oct 16 R. Hartnell..............
60
Oct 18 Sr. Hartnell..............
25
R. Hartnell.... • • •.. . . • . • 2 00
Juniata branch .......... 13 00
Oct 22 J. A Carpenter..........
50
Apr 5 G. A. Blakeslee .......... 18 00
Apr 12 "
"
.. • . .. . .. 5 00
Apr 24 "
"
.......... 12 00
Jun 4 "
''
.......... 15 00
Jul 5
"
.......... 13,00
Jill 30 ..
5 00
Feb 15
.......... 5 00
Mar 25 W. Lockerby; b. a........ 2 00
Mar 30 "
"
3 00
Jun a u
"
6 00
Nov 4 "
"
10 00
Dec 28 "
"
7 oo
$122 8''
M.T. SHORT.

Mar 30 E. A1';on ............... $ 1 00
Er:c J'Phnson, ........... 1 00
S. U. Good............. . 1 00
L. W. POWELL.
Apr 3 Lucas branch............ 5 45
To Sr. C. Shaffer ....... $ 2 50 Apr 15 Ellis Short............... 50 on
Sr. c. Winnegle... ...... 1 o 1 Apr 17 F. C. Warnky ...... ......
50
Bro. Albert Ward........
50 Apr21 Samuel Ferris............
50
Bro. G. Masters ......... 1 50 May 4 .Jennie Snmp.n... ........
30
Bro. D. Kinghorn........
50 May10 Kate C. Ward............ 2 oo
Bro. E .. L. Kelley........ 1 00 May 15 Edward Ba•s.. .... ...... 1 Oo
Bro. ;J. G. Holman ....... 1 00 Juu 18 Jennie Sum11n...........
30
Bro. James Judd........ 1 oo Jul 1 Eric Johnson............ 1 oo
___
b. c. Good............... 2 on
$ 9 00 ' Jul 7 Charles Ball..............
25
Henry Woodstock. .. .. • 1 Otl
Jul 8 Albert DeLapp........... 1 011
J. J. CORNISH.
,Jul 9 Ann Davis............... 5 0'\
To Bro. R. ilartne!l ..•.. $ 2 00 JuJ 25 Mary Hewit....... .... .. 2 5J
Sr. R. Hartnell ......... .. 1 00 Jul 27 Ann Davis............... 5 00
Bro. 'l'. Hartnell
... ..
50
Isaiah Nichleson........
25
Bro. B. Horton ......... . 5 00 Jul 30 Lovina Hicks............ 2 0•1
Bro. C. W .. Conat ....... . 5 00 AnglO Sarah Askins ........ ; ... 1 25
Friends at Sottth Board- .
Aug27 Ann Davis .. ,............ 2 50
3 50 Oct 6 Frank Crum......... • .. ..
50
, 1 00 Oct 7 Martha Hay~r ....... : .... 1. 5.0
1 00 . Oct 9 Andrew Anderson ....•. '·' 1 0.0
s oo !Oct 1a L~:wis Leiet ............ :. 2 oo
Expenditures .•......•

Oct 15 Ann Davis ............. ,.
Oct 25 Samuel Rose.............
Dec 19 Joseph Lampert.........
Dec 24 Ormond Dutton .. .. .. ...
Jan 25 Sr. S. S. Good .......·.....
Jan 27 T. H. Chambers..........
Phoebe Allen............
Feb 20 Sr. Johnson..............
Feb 6 John Williams...........
Feb 20 D. C. Smith..............
Marion Arnold...........
Feb 26 J. W. Temple............
Ida Cook.. . .. .. .. • .. .. . •
John Cook..............
Marion Arnold.......

2 00
3 00
75

5 00

75

35

1 00

1 00
1 00

1 59
1 00

1 00

75
1 25
50
1 00

$ 21 94

Expenditures ......... : . $ 21 94
W. T. BOZARTH.
Jan 17 Mack Morrison.................
Mar 30 Elisha
"
.......... ;....
James McVay ............. ; ....
May 3 Sisters at Newton ....... ,....
15 Sophia Reams..................
H. A. McCay ..................
Geo. Shimmel ..............·.....
ThomasHughs ............ ;....
Dec 11 Sophia Reams ............ ;....
James Reams ..................
Tilly Reams ............... ;....
28 H. A. McCay....................
Philip ShimmeL.............
James Villars..................
:Moses Houghton..............
Jan
Eunice Bea! ................ ;....
Dexter •· · .....................
5 Celi3.

'' •••.•. .••••• •••••••••
Nana
.....................
6 Charles ShjpPY ...............
Leon
...............
8 Charles Dillon .................
11 Sr. C. Hidy..................... ;.
Sr. Flora Hidy.................
Morr-is Hidy ................. ...
Hidy Brothers..................
A E'rlend.......... ................

1 00
1 00
1 00

1
1
5
1
1

50
10
20
50
00
00
00
25
00
50
35
00
25
25

25
25
1 00
20
3 00
50
05
10
4 62
5 00

$ 29 87

J;I. A. STEBBINS.
Henry Isleib ................... .
James Vinnerd ..........., ...
Mary Burnett..................
MayDeclii. A. Ackley ................. .
Joseph Hammer ......... , ....
J a'fD:eS Ric4ardson ······"····
June Dr. Early ................... , .. .
Aug
Platte and Eureka Sahits.
Eber Hawley .....; ......... ;...
Se:p
Mr. Edgerton .............. , ...
Geo. Huntsman .......•..•.•••
Sr. E. A. S .......... :.. ; ..... , ...;
Sr. C. J. Anderson ...... ; ... .
Oct
0. J. Bailey ................. ;; ..
Nov
Davis City Branch ...... ;....
Lucas
u
•••••• : ••
Dec
C. R. Terrill ...................
Will. Birk ....................~ ...
Sr. Pinkerton ..... ~ ..•. :.•. ;.._..
Feb 28 '£. J. Phillips ..................
Nlar. 1 Mrs. Richard Thomas: ....
Api
:•lay

u

2 00

1 75
1 00
2 00
2 25
l 00
01
5 75

00
00
00
1 00
25

1
1
1

22

25

5 00

50
25
25

5 00
1 00

$ 32 48

Expenditures ......... , . $ 32 48
J. c. CLAPP.
Saints and friends ...,;....... 99 50
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SAINTS'
JOSHUA ARMSTRONG.
Mar 14 Palmyra Branch.............. 2 57
18 J. E. Malcom..................
75
R W. Wilson...... ...........
25
T. Nutt...........................
50
F. L. 'rucker....................
75
$

4 82

Expenditures ................ $ 4 82
E. L. KELLEY.
Sr. Adams........................
Sr. Bosshart.....................
Sr. Willy..........................
A. Carmichael ......... .......
R Hidley ........................
N. Vanfleet.....................
Frank Vanfleet .. .... .........
Sr. S. J. Howland............
Sr. H. P. Brown...............
Sr. Hiram Price...............
Sr. ~iinnie Anderson ......
Bro. Watson...................
Geo. W. Harlow ..............
Saints at Lees Snmmit,J\io.
Sr. W. H. Kelley..............
Bro. Hayward..................
Bro. Handy.....................

Aug 26 Sr. Evans . . . . ... .. .. ... ..
Geo. Turnbull.... .. .. • . . .
Sr. Shaw.................
W m. Cairns.... .. .. • . . . ..
J; B. Jarvis . . .. . .. .. . . ..
Wm. Wilson ...•.•••. ··~~
James Bailey ... o.. o... . .
Mr. Thomas Bell.........
Wm. J,amont .... .... ....
R. Smith.................
Sr. Jarvis. . . . • . .. • .. . . . .
&7 Sr. Bukhart.. .. .... ......
Sr. Cairns. . . . . . . . . . .. o.
28 Sr. Eli Leavenworth. . . . •
Sep 2 Sr. Munns . . . . . . . . .. . . ...
5 Richard Hopkins.... • .. •
8 William Hopkins . . . . . . . .
Oct 9 Bro. Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Sr. Jones ... , . . .. .. . . .. ..
Reunion, Garner's Grove.
25 Peter Mattson. . . . . . . . . . . .
Nov 30 Hattie J. Perry . . . . . . .. ..
Dec 10 Sr. W. Cairns............
15 Saints at Goshen...... ..
17 Sr. Curtis . . . . . . ... . . . . ..
22 Heeb Curtis.... . . . . .. . .. .
24 James Wilson . . . . . . . . . . .
31 Mr. Thomas Martin.. ...
Jan 6 Mr. Albert White.........
Sr. Smith . . ., . . . . .. . . . . .
Sr. Chapman.............
26 W. Lettus ............ ., .
Feb 2 R Winning. . . . ... . . .. ..
17 Mr. Basket...............
Wm. Hayer..............

2 00

50
1 00
5 00
3 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
5 00
2 00
1 00
50
6 30
1 00
5 00
1 00

Expenditures ...... ., ......... $ 38 80
D. S. ORA WLEY.
From different sources ... $ 16 00

W. M. HUMEL.
Andrew Sinamark. . . .
Platte Valhey Branch
Omaha Branch.
H.Rumel. ...
Sr. J. A. Hamilton.... . . .
Sr. A. B. Rumel . . . . . . . . .
Chris. Anderson . . . . . . . . .
Geo. Hodge. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North N ebraskn district..
Nelson Brown . . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. R. A. Satterfield.... ..
Sr. Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. M. H. Ronnie.........
L. C. Sylvester...........

10
00
00
50
00
00
GO
05
;:)2
4 00

2
2
4
3
1
1
6
1

ROBERT OEHRING.
July 4 S. N. Grey........ . ... .. 1 2fl
19 G. A. Blakeslee. . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Dec 17 Sr. Stone .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .
85
Feb H Sr.l\L S. Ode ............. 1 00
Mar 10 Sr. A. M. Oehring. . . .
1 25
"
"
children.
75

JAMES BHOWN.
Mollie Brewster.. . . . . . . . .
Amos Dobbs . . . . . . . . . .. . .
I-Ienry '' ............. G..
'l'homas Wayt. ....... ....
J.B.
" ............
Aile Smith...............
B. I!'. i\fay ................
Edgar lVIurry.............
,John Bright. . . . • • .. . . .. . .
W. W. Hodge............
Geo. }'lasters ...
Sr. M. A. " .. ., . • • • • • . .
Go mary Kinghorn . . . . . • .
.Tames Dawson ..........
Robert Robinson. . . • . . . . .
,J. Richardson. . . . . . . . .. ..

Expenditures ........... $ 28 00

8 40
4 RO
4 so

o o. • •

1 20
4 80
4
4

so

24 00
5 (iQ
1 20

A.

3()

36

"

............

HO
1 20

$173 78

Balance ................ $ 15 59
E. C. BRAND.
Mar 4 Sr. Clark...........
11 Wm. Hopkins............
Sr. Lipicomb.
Sr. J. Berry ............. .
May 12 Henry Jones.....
l4 Sr. Augustine.
25 Willard Sprague.........
June 5 Sarah Price .........• H..
J.D. Price...............
July 1 F. M. Wells..............
6 Alice Sprague.... . . . .. • • •
16 Eli Leavenworth . . . . . .
23 Sr. Bishop . . .. . . . . . • .. .• •
li.ug 8 Sr. Graham.. . . . • • .. .. • ..
15 Janet Menzies •••ou••u•
26 Sr. Telford. . . .. .. . . • • • •
Mrs. Jane Bell...........
Wm. Menzies............
John Patterson .. ... ... ..

16

1 00
1 00
5
5 0
25
50
·5 00
2!)
50
1 00
25
1 00
50
1 50
50
25
50
25
10

og

• • • •

JobnBaldwin. .. . . ... ....
David ,Jones.............
H. J. Harris ........ o....
V. S. McKenzie..........

24 00

Expenditures.. . ........ $158 14

4
1
4
1
1
1

50
1 00
50
50
2 00
5 00
1 00
25

1 00

Mar

June

May

"

Aug
Oct
Nov

1 73
50
50
50

Expenditures ................ $124 90
F. M. COOPER.
]\far 24 Anna Davis.....................
28 Charles Davis .................
A pi l4 Thomas Hougas, agent .....
2'1 Sarah Perry.....................
May 7 I. L. Rogers.....................
8 ] 1 rank Crum ... u•••·••••~······
11 Wm.
" .....................
13 Edwin Allen...................
Erick ~Johnson.................
J une20 'l'homas Hougas, agent .....
Aug 28 :ITfary Alderman...............
Sep 19 Frank Hicks ..................
29 .]'rank Crum ....................

....

10 00
10 00
30 00
5 co
2 00
3 50
4 55
1 50
50
30
1 00
12 35
5 00
2 50

Nov 20

50
4 00

10 00

1 00
50
1 00

1
1
5
1

00
00
00
00

~'5

1 00
50
1 00
2 00
1 00
50
35

2
2
2
1

65
00
00
00
20

26 J. S. Yohe . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .
G 0. S. Goodin ......... ,. ..
22 Springerton Branch ..• ~ • .
Ih·o. Stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Joseph Kennedy.... . .. . ...
Oct 4 A. Burlison.. . . . . .. . . . . . .
8 Grace i\'IcFarlane . . . . . . . .
Nov 14 B. Beadly....... . . . .. .
Daniel Webb . . . . . . . .. . .
Daniel Casey . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wm. Sutton..............
Elisha ~Tebb.............
W. A. Kelley . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sr. Elisha Webb.........
Richard Smith . .
28 John G. Smith............
Dec 11 J. E. Betts, Sen.. . . . . . . . .
13 Samuel Burgess. . . . . . . . . .

3 00
1 00
2 00
50
2 00
2 GO
1 00
50
1 00
1 00
1 00
50

2.)
50
7~

50
1 oO
2 0: i
1

OJ

5
5
80
1

00
00

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
1 00

5
1
1
2
1
40

50
75
.................... 1 50

.. ..................

1 50

2 00.
40 00
20 00
25 00

$183 75

9 50
50
50
50
50
25
50
15 00
50
13 75
15 00

~1:)9

·wm.

"

Jan 25 Wm. Walrath.................
To Wife.
oot
'!'. Hougas .......................
Dec
"
........................
Feb 1
........................

J. AR'l'HUH DAVIS..
,J. T. :Morton.............. ~..... 2 50
'l'abbut ...........................
50
W. Munn ....................... 5 80
H. Hunter .. .....................
50
W. W. 31cl.<>od ............... 2 50
Sr. Keit}l ...... , ........... ~uooo
40
Sr. nla.thewson......... ........ 2 00
Sr. JVlorris........................
50
Bro. W. W. McLeod, W.
l\Iunn 1 J. T. :fiiorton, and
Tabbut .,.... .................... 5 55
Bishop's .Agent ............... 52 00

20

<Expenditures ................ $159 20

$ 72 25

JOSEPH F. BUR'rON.
H. L. Holt, N el!ie Ho!t,
Bro. :Ridley, Sr. Patterson, Bro. Paulson, Bro.
Baldwin

,July

. . . . .. . . . . . .

5 00

S. Walker.
Sr. HmYland~
Sr. Besshart
noll ..........••••

Expenditures ................ $ 85 00

2 00
Nov
Feb
6 ••••••

4 50

Sep

2 A. Page ................. 17 45
tT effersnn R~"anch .... e.... fi 10
Oct ;n A. Pnge.
. ............. 10 00
)Jov
.r. Creamer" boots........ 5 00
f!\:;h 2B A. Page
4 00
i'11arl
"
.............
200

J. F. McDOWELL.
Monthly pay from :ITiay'8D
to March '!Hl .................. 165
tT. M. Putney .................... 5
Sr. Tom ley....................... 2
Joseph Lane .. ,. ................ 1
Cha.rles Blackman............ 2
Bro. I~tn·sun ..... ...... ......... l
E. R. Vansickle ............... 10
~186

00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00

Expenditures ................. H86 00
:;1 55 05

50

Oil

30 Sr. Gunter............ . .

],rank Oriley , suit··
clothes ................... ,. ...... .
Food .. ,.........................
Wm. G. Pert, agent......
,J. S. Walker, ngent ......
Ladies sewing circle, of
Dixfield Center..........
Susan Hall . . . . . . . . .. • ...
E, ]J. Holmes......
C. Kidder.. . . . . . . . . . .. ..
J .•J. l!"'~owle, ~Jun . .
·~
Mrs. ll1ry-... . . ... , . . . . •
Orando Cha.se.... . • . • . . • .
\Vm. Pert, agent ..•••....
~1. \Vhitehouse........ . .
fl.ophroni_a Ganlner .......
Wm. G. Pert, agent ......
D

30

•••• .... .....

Sep

Q

;£

2 00
6 20

Expenditures ................ $ 23

Ethan

$129 90

0

FRANK M. SHEEHY.
J. S. Walker, agent .... ..
V\T. G. Pert, agent ... ~ ... .
G. A. Blakeslee ......... .
J. W. Layton ........... .
Sr. Geo. Bartholomew ...•
Prank CrUey, agent ......
Hyde Park, Pa., Brunell..
l!'rank Evans ............ ,
V\Tatkins J'ones .. H.~··· .u
Sr.
o
• • • "~ .... &<>"'
Thomas Lester ...• ~. ~·
1\I. E. Holmes .......... .
Frar;~ Cr~~ey, ag.~nt ...... .
6.

1 50

$ 23 75

R. E'fZENHOUSER.
Mar 2 J. E. Betts. Sen...... . . . .
3 Sr. Cowlishaw, Sen . . . . ..
29 Grace 1\'Tc11'arln.ne. ... . ...
Apl 1 Wm. Molyne<tux ......•.•
Sr. J. G. Smith . . . . . . . . . .
21 Kansas City Branch..... ..
28
"
u
May 10 J. H. Wells . . . . . . . .... ..
July24 Grace McFarlane........
Aug 6 B. A. Morris . . . . . . . . . .. . •
Sr. " "
...•. ... .••••
Joseph u
••• • •• •• . ••• •

0.

$110 75

1 00

1 00
3 Oil
1 50
25
100
1 00
2 GO
25
00
2ii
50
50
50

Nov 26 Sr. Terry .... .. ..........
50
Sr. Pratt.................
25
Sr. Hough.... .. . . .. .. ....
50
Sr. Adams .. . . • • .. .. • .. •
50
Bro. James Kirtwood . • ..
25
Sr. Lap worth . . . . . . • • . .. •
50
Dec 9 A. Tab but, agent......... 8 00
Jan 2 J. ·F. Gibbons........ . .. 1 25
8 G. A. Blakeslee .......... 25 00
14 Sr. M. l~mpey .•••. -... .•.. 2 00
30 Bro. S. Bell,. .......... ~

Expenditure• ........... $110 75

11 10
1 00
1 00
4 Oil

a

so
so

Bro. Junor ..... .
Collection ................. .
~6
Oct 21 Edward McGurk, agent.. 24 00
Sr. Emmerson ..... .
60
Sr. Wiffm .............. .. 1 20
Bro. Hugh GriflHhs ..••.. 4 80
Bro. Henry
"
8 80
Sr. Jones.... . ........ . 4 40
Jan 31 Ed. McGurk, agent ....•.. 33 60

••• 0

50

25
00
50
35
00
30
00
00
00

1 00
1 00

1 00
1 00
10 00
28
U
H
H
10 00
June21
10 00
July 16
2' 00
24
...... . 5 00
Sep 13 Geo. H. Hilliard, agent ..• 5 00
Oct 7 N. N. Cooke, agent,. ...... 5 00
Dec 4
"
H
3 00
Jan 1
10 00
Feb 9
••••.•. 10 00

..!_ 32 35
Expenditures . . . .. • . . . $ 49 05

$ 15 10

4

10
5 00
1 00

Expenditures ................. ~117 26

$ 25 87

Aug

25
1 00

Dec 80 Sr. B. A. ~orris .... .,. ••••
Bro.
. .. .,.....
Jan 6 James Binney, Sen .. ""6"e~
26 Sr. G. Elliott ..... .,..... .
Mar 4 N. N. Cooke, agent .... ..

$ G2 35

Expenditures ................. $ 58 a4

C. A. BUTTERWORTH.
Feb 12 Bro. and Sr. Griffith ..... .
May VVm. Stewart ...... .
Wm. Clarlr •... u.,, •• ~··-·
Sr. Fleming ............. .
G. Eden ................ .
R. Eden
Geo. Cuthbert ........... .
A. Stewa,rt
... · ..... .
June Edward McGurk, agent ..
Books ......... .
Bro .•Junor ............. .
Collection .............. .
July
Edward McGurk, agent ..
Collection .............. .

25

o

50

$ 38 80

DUNCAN CAJ\iPBELL.
Lyman Little, goods.........
H. B. Hulse ....................
Marriage Fees ······~··········
A. D. Greer, team work...
Bevier Branch . .. .... .........
Sisters at Bevier..............
Renick Branch................
Sisters at Renick.............
John A. Robinson ...•••.....
Higbee Branch.................

25
50
25
25
50
50
50
1 00
50
50
1 00

Al\WS J. MOOHE.
And row .T enson . . . . . . . . . .
Bro. Jacobson .........
Sr .•Jacobson ....... ~ ... , ~
JacobNelson ........ H_..
Amanda A. Haley........
Bro. Arthur
n
......
Christeva Sylvander ... ,.
R. K. Ross .... ,..........
Sr. Anderson .......... ., .
Mr. Banlrs . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .
Ole ~1adison ........... ,..
Jacob Nelson ...... ,......
C. C. Nelson ............
Platte Branch .......... ,..
Marten a. N eJson ...•.•• , •
P. c.
H
, .....
Sr. Stena Hansen . . . . . . . .
Sr. Lettie Nelson .. ,. .. . ..
Robert
"
...... ,..
AlexandeT Gaulter..... .
!;oren
"
.. .. .. .
Bishop' Agent ............
h

00

0

,.

PETER ANDERSON.
J. Nilsen ........................ 3 60

75
1 00
75
150
50
1 50
1 00
1 00
50
l 00
3 00
1 00
2 50
60
2 00
25
50
50
50
1 00
2 00
10 00

A. Thorn ........................
Sr. Robinson....................
A. Anderson....................
J. I..~a.rsor1 ........................
P. A. Sterrett..................
Mrs. N. Oleson.................
Bro. Pandlund.................
J. E. Johnston ................
Sr. Allen..........................
S.r. S1nith ·····-······ ......... u.

H. Mortensen ..................
Sr. l\I. Larson..................
Peter Larson. . . . ..............
S. Simon"on.....................
J.1ucy Barrows .............
F. Nilson........................
Sr. Iversen......................
M. Nilsen.........................
James Jensen ...............
Bro. Toombs,,..................
R J. Anthony, agent ....•.
Hans Lorensen..................
S. Borgguist.....................
M. Coleman.....................
Sr. Hurnpbrey .................
J. 0. ,Johnson..................
Sr. Goff ..........................
J. C. Jensen.....................
J. A. ,Johnsen..................
C. Wicklund....................
Line and Signe Lorensen.
J. C. Christensen ......... •oe
N. P. Clawson................

u...

u.

$ 33 35

ExpPnditul'es ....•..... $ 71 85

WAHHEN E. PI,AK.
Mar 1 Ba.1ance on hand last re~
port..........
. . . ..
Apl 8 A. Hall..
..,. ......
JYiay 22 G. A. Blakeslee. . ..... , .
26 D. K. D0dson..........
27 .B'. Criley.
. ....... "".
July ;~ A. Tab but. ng0nt ......•
22 ~h. C. Cowh.~s... . . .. .. ..
Aug 2G Bro. H. Hunter. .
Sep 11 II. Tabbut
l:l A. 'fabbnt. agent
19 Sr. L. I\-Iatlw1vs 1n.
21 Bro. \Ym. Nunn
Collection
... . .... .. ..
27 T, ,J. -~vl artin
. . . • • • . . ".
Presents io wife

7 00
8 00
25 00
50
1 00
10 00
2 00
50
2 25
20 00
2 00
1 85
3 00
1 05
4 50

2 00
75
7 00
1 50
3 20
50
2 00
3 00
2 50
75
50
2 00
8 00
1 00
1 00
3 00
50
25
50
1 00
48 00
7 00
5 00
50
50
1 00
1 00
50
2 00
1 00
50
2 50
1 00

$115 05

1

R. C. EVANS.
~{ar 2 A Sister in I,ondon........... 5 00
Bro. Bently.....................
25
B. Johnson ..................... 1 00
Samuel Ridley ...............
25
Sr. Bentley .....................
25
Bro. Wood.......................
50
A brother .......................,
1

www.LatterDayTruth.org

SAINTS' HERA
Mar 2 W. Lively........................ 1 00
T. Vince ....... :..................
35
Sr. Mcl!'adden ................. 1 00
27 Wm. Warnick................
50
Apl 1 J. W. Easton ................ ;. 35 00
3 Sr. McCairns ... ...............
50
12 R. May ......... .................. 1 50
21 Wm. McBurney...............
50
Gracie ·Gatdner ...........
5 00
29 G. A. Blakeslee...............
50
:&fay 5 A Friend in Buchanan.....
50
6 J. Shook.........................
25
June 1 J. BelL........................... 4 00
8 H. Leatherdale ............... 1 00
Bro. Trousdale ..... ......... 1 00
24 J. 'Paylor, Sen.................. J 00
T. Taylor........................ 1 00
A. Davis.......................... 1 00
July 1 Sr. Larkey....................... 1 00
4 Lizzie Johnson................. 1 00
Queen Holman................
25
6 A. Sherman ....................
25
6 L. ,J anrow ................. ......
50
11 T. Johnson ..................... 1 00
16 Sr. Small........................
50
17 A. Sherman..................... 1 00
Sr. Wainright.................. 1 00
21 Bro. Bird .. ·...................... 1 00
L. Janrow ....................... 1 00
A. Sher1nan ... ... .......... ....• 1 00
B.- Johnson ..................... 1 00
July 21 Sr. Small .......................
25
John Hanley.................... 2 00
22 Wm. Strange................... 1 00
Aug 20 H. Longhurst ..................
65
28 Squire Mathews............... 5 00
29 Sr. Labar ........ .......... ...... 1 O'J
John Smith..................... 1 00
1 M. McMillian................... 1 00
37 John 1\fcYagart............... 1 00
Sep 2 H. Teeter........................ 4 UO
25 Bro. Sinclair.................... 1 25
29 E. K. Evans..................... 1 00
F. Oliver .... ..................
25
Saint Marys Branch ... ...... 2 00
Oct 6 H. Lively................. ...... 1 00
11
..
........................
25
12 Willie Gmy ..... ...............
25
13 Bro. Walker ................. ...
50
Sr. Dizela........................
50
N. F. Liddy..................... 1 00
21 B. Johnson ..................... 1 00
Bro. Bird ......... ...............
25
Mr. Chant .................. ..... 3 25
Nov 8 P. Peterson.....................
75
16 E. K. l!:vans .................... 1 00
Sr. Gross..........................
50

u..

D. Sinclair ............... ,;,,....

23 Bro. Trusda.Ie..................
30 Sr, CampbelL.................. 1
Dec 5 H. Bird ........ ..................
11 J. Wilson ............... .........
13 R Longhurst................... 3
C. Sovereen ....................
20 James McLean.................
22 Kate Whitehead .;.... ........ 1
Grand Valley Branch..... 2
Masonville Branch .............. 3
Grandpa Taylor............... 1
23 T. Taylor........................ 1
Grandpa T~y:lor...............
Jane
.
...............

W. MorrisOn....................

25

25
00
50
50
00
50
50

n

40

5~

2o

50

$217 05
Expenditures ................. $207 59
Mar 1 Balance on hand ............ $ 9 46

50
75
50
50
10
50
50
50
50
00

00
00

50
1 03
1 00
1 15
20
50
75
75
25
50
1 00
1 UO

$ 45 14

Expenditures ...........$ 53 68
D. L. SHINN.
•ro coilection at Mt. Zion
branch ......................... $
Sep 27 John A. Shinn .......... ,.....
Charles M. Shinn............
Dec 2Z B. Beale ........ ...... ...........
Jan 1 John Carpenter...............
W. W. Cross....................
(L G. Dtltllle ....................
Flora Frnzier..................
Mrs. D. L. Shinn............
May

2 25
1 oo
1 00
1 50
25
1 00
2 00
15
2 00

$ 11 15

E. A. ·STEADMAN.
A Friend .... , ................ $

10

Expendit11res ................ $ 11 76
JOHN R EVANS.
Dec 27 To H. J. Anthony .......... $
Sr Sterrett.....................
W. Bond.........................
James Thomas...............
Owen Thomas.................

20 00
2 00

50
1 00
1 00
24 '0

Expenditures ................ ~ HG 00

Expenditures .......... $ 21l 00
JA)!ES G. SCOTT.
Mar 11 To J. M. Scott, agt ... .' .. $ 10 00
Apr 14
"
"
....... 9 00
.Tnl 13
....... 10 00
Ang 9
....... 10 00
i:iep 20
....... 10 00
Nov14
....... 10 00
Nov 30
....... 10 PO
Dec 25
.. . .. .. 4 00
Jan 30
....... 10 00
Feb 14
...... · 10 00
$ 93 00
J. c ..CHABB.
Received at Log~n ...... $ 2 50
Hcceived at Woodbine.:,. 2 00
$ 4 50

00
00

397

J. Titus..................
H. G. Titus..............
L. Jenkinson............
David Smith.............
W. Grantham............
J. Grantham.............
Jacob btoutenburg.... ••
D. Wismer . .. . .. .. .. ...
Mrs. Stontenburg........
J. A. Carpenter..........
H. Avis ..................
J. Jenkinson . • • .

JOHN 'rHOMAS.
Hcceived in all .......... $ 26 00

Expenditures .......... $ 12 00

Bto: Sincl:Ji:i' ...• *'............... 1 00

.

$

00
24

A. W. Brown ..................
45
Bro. R. Winning ............. 7 50
Sr. R.~ Winning'................ 2 00
Balailce on hand .last report: ............................... 43 20

!'r

1\'landtt \\ oocls .................
50
A. tlmith . ........................ 1 00
J . arrie Shnnk ......... u . . . . . . .
50
W1n. Dchick ....................
50

CO

24'W. W. Ward .................. 1 00
Jan 12 P. Peterson..................... 1 00
18 S. Johnson .......... :........... 1 00
22 A sister iri London ........ , 1 00
S."Johns 0 n ............. .-....... 10 00
Bro. Bird .. . .................. 5 00
Bro. KittleweiJ................. 5 00
B. Johnson ..................... -5 00
31 \V. Loirmer......... ............
40
Feb 4 Rr: W. Bannister...........
50
Bro.
"
1 oo
9 J: Bannister ,...................
50
Bro. McMillon ........... ;......
50
J. w:Smith.:;: ........ ,........ 1 oo
Bro. Bartlett............... ,.... l 00
10 C. R Sinith :....,.............. 1 00
Johil Me l'agart :.............. 2 00
Bro. North ...... ...... ......... 1 00
12 Sr. 'Bugner....................... 1 00
St, ~Janrow ...... ,................
75
22 P~· Peterson ......... .......... 1 00
28 E. K. Evans ......... ........ ... 1 25

HENRY KEMP.
B. 0. Oliue..... .................. 2
Mollie " .....................
Shenandoah Branch ........ 2
Eleanor Gaylord..............
. JamesOalkins ................. 1
Charles Fry.....................
Bro•. McC!enehan ............
Ida"
..................
Geo. Shank..................... 2
A. Badham ...... , .............. ' 1
James Dunsdou .. ;............ 3
Moses Gaylord................. 1

D. Hougas ....................... 2 00
Ben Hershey.................... 1 00 ·
Samuel Oston ........ ~·········
50
Plum Hollow Branch ...... 10 00
Emanuel Mortimer...........
75
Nathan
"
50
Laura Predrickaon........... 2 50
1\I. Gi·h ..........................
50
Sam Woods .... : ............ u. 1 00
Lot Smith........................
75
J. A. Hougas ...................
50
Geo. Needham.................
50
Sr. Davis ........................
25
Simon Dykes .................. 1 75
ll'mnk Knight..................
50
Lillie Phelps.................... 1 75
Sr. Knight.......................
25
S. S. Wilcox .................... 2 00
Sr. Gard ..........................
25
Sam Lyter........................ 1 00
Sr. Adamson................... 1 00
Prank Beckstead ............ 1 00
Wheeler's Grove Camp... 7 00
Milton Hiohards............... 5 00
James Claborn................. 1 00
J, r, llonelwn ............... 1 30
Hrmw: Bead1ield ..•••. .•..•.•• 1 00
M y10n Calkins ......... ........ 1 00
Hnmimrg Saints...............
75
·william Gaylord............. 1 00
Nettie Moore ...... ............
50
Bule Gifl'ord .................... 1 00
Lucy Beeby....................
50
Cynthia Graham.............. 1 00
Root. Hilyard.................. 1 50
Sr. ~chiek .......................
50
Hynun t;mith .................
50
PE:ter Frederickson .........
75

D.

Expenditures .......... $ 5 20
LEVI PHELPS.
'ro Sr. Adams ........... $
50
Sr. Bates ................ : · 25
D. Sh·tar .............. ..
30
~r. Dickerson ...••••••••••
50
H Kiie ................. ..
50
M. C. Fr1sbie ............ . 1 10
'l'. C. Smith ............ .. 3 00
C. Sylvester ............ .
3R
Z. Stockj n_g-,..,. .........••.
50
:Mr. w. W. Hunter ...... .
80
M. Hebner ............. .
50
,T. W. BrQwn ............ ..
2j
RBurw II ............ .. 2 38
w. ,J. Sp1ith ............ . 2 0,1
J. Cox ................. . I 00
D P<•ttce .............. ..
02
J. Bnrget .............. ..
2."•
G W. Parks ........... ..
27
J. Tttte, ............... .
15
E. Morrison .......... .
30
S. Bacon ................ .
o:;
M Bailey .............. ..
05
S. Smith ................ .
25
25
: · :;d~~~i~z.i~:~:·::::::
75
B. McCulloch ........... .
50
J. H. Peters ............ .. 3 00
W. Holtnes ............ .
25
N. Smith .............. ..
25
G.. Washburn ......... ..
50
A, Mcintosh ............ .
50
J. Hartnell Sr .......... ..
20
w, HartnelL .......... :.
50
T. Hartnell ., ........... .
2:>
R. HartnelL. . .. .. ... . 4 50
Ludies' Aid Society, Juniata .............. .
60
H. Hacknell ............ .
50
T"wws City Suints ...... . 3 75
W. Ulmrm ............ .

WILLARD J. SMITH.
Mar 22 To Biehop Blakeslee .... $ 2 00
Mar 25 John Shook ............. 1 00
Mar 29 Rr. L. Scott... .... .... .. 1 00
Bro. John Shook.........
50
Apr 4 Bishop Blakeslee ........ 15 00
Apr 5
"
"
.. .. .. .. 3 00
Apr11
"
"
........ 5 00
Apr 15 Bro. Geor_ge Slocum ...... 1 00
Apr 16' Bro. A Berg ... , .. .. . .. .. 1 Oo
Apr 17 Sr. H. Harrington ....... 1 00
Apr 29 Bishop Blakeslee........
50
'May 6
"
"
.. .. .. .. 3 00
May 12 Bro. W. Lnckerby, a_gt... 7 00
Bi ehop Blakeslee, suit of.
clot!Je•....... . ........ 10 75
Jun 7 Charles, .E. Spencer......
15
,Jun 10 Bishop Blal<eelee ........ 10 00
Jnn 12 Thfary .A: Lawrence....... 7 on
.run 14 Andrew Howtson.... .... 1 00
Jun 16 S. Brown, agt .. ,. ;. .... .. 6 00
Jun 19 A Sister .................. 4 00
Jun 21 John H. Taylor.......... 2 00
Jun29 W.J Rni\)ey ............. 100
James Rainey...........
50
Jul 1 Alex Sirclair ............. 1 00
E. K. Evans.............. 1 00
Jul 3 R. C. EY:ms.... .... .... ..
10
Jul11 Jessie B •rdwell..... ... .. 1 00
James Walton...........
50
Jul 13 Richard Coburn..........
34
Jul 17 M.A. Vince. ............ 1 00
w. Lively ................ 1 no
Jul- 28 H._Leatherdale...... ..... 1 00
·,Tnl 29 Eunice .Shaw. . ..... .. •••
~5
.1 ul :<0 R Cobn rn, agt. .......... 10 no
,Jul 31 W. LiVE''Y
. .. ... .. ....
25
I A•1g ,4 H. Leat herdale.......... 1 00
I Aug 6 ,Jee•ie Bardwell. ......... 1 00
N. F. Liddy .............. 1 05
Ang g "
"
.. .. .. .. . .. .. 1 10
Aug 1R W. Lively,............... 1 OQ
Thoma~ Vmce Jr........
50
H. Leathe:dale .......... 1 00
Aug 25 "
"
.... :... .. 1 00
Bro. Hildreth........ .. .. 1 00
Sep 6 Oscoda Saints........... 5 00
Sep 9. Bishop Blakeslee ........ 10 00
Sep 11 M.A. L~wrence....... ... 5 00
David Smith............. 1 00
Sep 20 G. Good willie.... .. . . .. .. 1 00
Sep 23 Joseph Gran than........ 1 00
David Smith.............
50
Sep 26 Bro. Cooper. . .. .. .. . .. .
50
Sep 30 Whittemore Saints .. ',... 2 00
Oct 2 8. Proper Jr........ .. ..
50
S. Proper Sr ........, .. .. •
25
Nancy Proper...........
50
W. Proprr... .... .......
50
Lan.die Franks.... .. .. . ..
50
George Goorlr,ow. • . .. • ..
50
John Brown.............
50
David Smit)l............. 1 00
Hiram Smith, . . , ....... 1 00
George Sylvester.... .. ..
25
W. Stocks:...............
25
0

~i~, Oct g ~~ m~rii.~~n:::::::::·:: ~~
Sr. Manuel. ....... : ..... .
A. Smith.
.
90 0()1 11 ,J "Jnefi McKe1Jl'!ie, ... .. ... 1 00
P. Liwulette ....... .
11l I Oct2<J,Bro. T 0 rongo.'............
20
J. W. Sl<>at ...... .
, 711
.. ·
Bay Cll' hranch ........ : 1 32
G. Jenkh:g;on
2 20 1oct ~(B1s~o~ Blake&lee .. , .... 5 00
1

Nov iS ,John Shook.... .. .. .. ..
Bishop Blakeslee........
Nov 19 W. Lockerby, agt ........
Dec 6 Frank Oriley, agt .......
Dec 7 Carrie Shafer.. .. .. • .. .. .
Albert Ward.............
Jan 14 Sr. I'\< eston...............
Jan 30 Bishop Blakeslee, overcoat .....................

1 00
2 00

10 00
10 00
1 50
50
25
16 50

$191 51

Expenditures ........... $223 82
J. W. WIGHT.
Feb 13 To Bro. Broadway, New
South Wales ...........$ 2 40
Feb 14 Bro. Ellis, N. S. W ...... 4 80
Feb 27 Bro. ll'lood, North Forster .................... 2 40
Apr 22 H. Calvin, North Forsi.er 2 40
Apr 29 Bro. Flood.. . . . . .. .. .. . 1 20
May 9 ,T. Roilger, New Holm... 9 60
· s ..J. Rodger ....... :.... 4 80
May 19 R. De lore, North Forster 1 20
May 20 'Pro. "'lood. "' orth Forster 2 40
Sr 'l'avlor, North Forster
72
Sr. Wright .............. 2 40
Jun 4 Sr. J. Rodger, New Holm 4 80
J. Rodger, New Holm ... 14 40
Jun 21 Sr. J. Simmons, Nambncca ..................... 4 80
,Jun 22 Bro. J. Simmons, Nambucca...... .. .. ......... 4 80
Sr. M.A. Berckman..... 4 80
Jun 25 Bro. Argent, Argeht's
Hill .................... 4 so
Sr. Argent. Argent's Hill 2 40
Bro. M. J'. Ballard.... .. . 4 80
Jul 9 Sr. Mather, North Forster 2 40
Jul 11 Sr. :McLaren .............. 1 20
Sr. Wright ............... 4 80
Jnl 14 Bro. Anderson........... 1 20
Bro. McLaren ........... 4 SO
Jnl 18 Sr. A. Gregory, Wallsend,
New South Wales...... 1 20
2
Jul :{ BSr~a4~~~t!~W~~'i:;~~ti~' ~- ~g
Aug 24 Sr. Dixon, Cook's Hill... 2 40
Aug 27 Sr. Marriott Waratah....
60
Aug 29 W. Hodger .............. 2 40
Sep 1 Sr. Davis................ 1 68
Sep 2 Bro. Penfold............. 1 20
Sep 3 Rr. Hawarth ... ,......... 4 80
Bro. G. Lewis ............ 2 00
Bro. Clark ............... '14 40
Sr. Web"ter .......... ; .. • 2 40
Sep· 4 Sr. Dread\\ ay, II"milton. 1 ~0
Sep 5 Sr. Brown, Sydney...... 1 30
Bro. Ellis, Sydney....... 9 60
Sep 19 Sr. Emmerson ..... :.....
60
Oct 14 Sr. Wiffen, Dry•dals. .... 1 20
Nov 2 T. Gregory, Wallsend,
New South Wales......
60
George Lewis, Wallsend, ·
New South Wales ..... · 3 00
Nov 3 Sr. Wehster.......... ...
60
Nov 6 Sr. A. Gregory ........... 1 20
Nov 10 Sr. Webster.......... . •
60
Bro. Broadway........... 2 40
Nov15 Bro. Dixon..... .. ....
2 40
Sr. Webster.............. 1 '20
Bro. J. Stewart. ..... ..
96
Nov20 Sr. Carr ........... ; ....... 2 40
Nov 21 Bro. Ellis................ 4 80
Mar 1 John Wright, agt ........ 9 60
Apr 29 •·
"
........ 19 20
May19 "
"
........ 28 81l
Jun 25 Nambucca branch ........ 27 96
Jnl 11 John Wright, agt ........ ,28 80
Sep 2 Wallsend branch.; ...... '10 08
Hamilton branch........ 4 SO
$295 30

=

Expenditures ........... $275' 9S
Balance on hand ........ $ 19 32

=

J, S. ROTH.
Mar 31 To Sr. E. Morrison ..... $ 1 00
Bro. McYey .............. : 1 00
1\lr. J. Coffea .. • • • .. ....
50
Apr 1. S. Simmons.. ,........... 1 00
May 22 J. Bradley...............
20
May 2'2 J. Hardey .. . .. .. • .. ..... 1 15
Jun 1 E. J. Green....... •• .. • 1 oo
L. Myatt ................ 3 00
A. Green.................
65
H. Phue .................
50
M. Phue..................
50
L. Myatt ........ ;........
30
C. Bradley., • .... .......
70
Jun 4 Annie Sutton............
6fi
M. Jackson.............. 2 30
Jun 7 John Heide .............. · 1 00
Jun 10 Misie Heide ............... 1 00
Jun 12 A Sister ... ·................ · 1 00
John Doty ................ 1 00
Ollie Sutton.............. 1 00
G. Jackson..............
27
Sam Heide..... • • .. •• •• .. 1 00
Sep 6 Church fund., ........ : •• 3 '75
Sep 14 C. Bradley........ ; ....... , 57
James Bradley...........
50
P. Hinds .............. ;.
25
Sep 17 Levi Roush..... ..... .. 3 oo
John Heide ...............
50
Ed. Trimbel,............
50
John Sutton ••• ;..........
50
Annie. Sutton: .......... : 50
L. My~tt •._•••, ••:•• .,•~·,·:·• l,.·oo
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f-1ep 20 G Jackson..............
Sep 2~ W. Hardy................
Oct 18 .J. Emerbon.... . . . . . . • • .

W. Follen ....•..•....•..•
A Brother..... .. . . .. .. .. •
A Sister.................
Sr. F,erns.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heunion Committee .....
A Brother, hat and gloves
Nov 1fi Sr. Nicholson............
Nov 19 Bro. Reynolds......... •
Bro. Dungee....... .. .. .
Nov 22 S. Greene ...............
Nov 30 L. Matt..................
John Heide ..............
Dec 6 M. Heide.................
G. Jackson..............
Dec 16 Ella Deiley.... . .. . .. .. . ..
Feb 2 P. Parks.................
Feb 3 E. Parks...... . .. . .. .. ...
]'eb 17 John Park...............
Feb 17 Talitha Mowery..........

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
25
50
7 50
3 00
75

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

00
00
25
00
00

00
00
50

75

Dec 2 J. H. Lambert, agent .. ..
18 Sr. Philip Shimel ...... ..
26 Sr. Ainly .............. ..
Sr. Gars tong ............ ~.
Sr. Lester .............. ..
31 Bro. Hussell ........... ..
Jan G J. S. Roth, agent ........ .
Jan 20 NewtonBruneh ......... .
F'eb 8 Geo. Longden and family
John Barnes.. . . . . . . . .. .
Andrew Love ........... .

$ 94 21

Expenditures ....... uu•••···~ 83 14

$ tiO 29

Balance ................ $ 11 07

7~

92

[)(}

1 no
50

.

$179 50

Expenditures ........... $179 50
JAMES MOLER
3 00

10 on
2 00
4 00
50
John Lander ............ .
1\i. V. Hickman ......... . 1 Oil
50
Wade
"

0. E. Cleveland ........ ..
Noah Bowman .......... .

I .. ottie
M. Jeffers ............... .
J..~ewis Rhodes .......... .
Hiley 'Villinms ......... .
Susan \ViJliams ....••.••.
Amanda VVilJinms ..•....
.T. H. Harper ............ .
IJ.Harper .............. .
John rrhompson .••.•••...

1 00
1 00

50
2G
25
50

25
25
1 00

Nov 16 W. J. Rainey ..................
17 Alex. Sinclair........... ......
E. K. Evans ....................
Dec 13 Mag£ie Campbell ............
Bowley Arnold ...............

Jan 20
Feb 18
22
24
25
1\far 12

Expenditures .......... $ 91 88

35

25
10
10

1

1
1

1
3
1
2

13

u

'"

oo

25
25
75
00
7f.i
50
50
50
25
00
50
00
50
00
30

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

2 00

5 00
25
28
1 00
1 00

50

Lucinda Tfi.,Tilliama ........... .

Charles Cooper ............. ..
James Allbott ................ ..
~Maggie Gabriel ............... .
Flora Hannah ....•.. u••n•••••
Mary Abbott .................. ..

15

31 .James Warner.................

l 00

1 00
1 00

Columbns Neb. Branch ...
i\{ay 1 S. and M. Wight..............
,June 7 .J. C .•Johnson ..... ...... ......
VV. R. Davidson...............
July 17 Crrescent City Saints.......
1\l A. Hall, agt ........ ............
Aug 4 L. V. Fredrickson ..........
Geo. Needham ...... .........
Sr. Sam Wood ..................
Bro.
" ..................
Hyrum Smith..................
S. H. Smith.....................
Carrie Briggs ......... .........
18 Lydia Snyder ..................
Briggs Alden ..................
19 Angelina Chaffa ........ ......
31 Lydia Hobinson...............
Sale of Book....................
Sr. Elswick .................. ...
Sep 8 Bertie Gish.....................
Saints at Wheeler's Grove
Camp-meeting ...............
Committee
"
"

3 00
20
25

2fi
3 7:i
5 00
1 26
50
· 50
50

50

1 oo
50
5 00
06
1 00
1 OG
1 50
25
01
12 75
7 00

15 00

1 50
1 00

on

00

B UO
J 00
1 00
1 0\J
110

50
10
25
25
50

1 00
75
'l:i

f>O
1 00
50
50
25
1 00
1 00

45

:illlqlen<liturem ................. ~ 98 29

U. W. GREENE.
Mar 4 John Burns ..................... '! 00
14 Clara Rteele ....................
00
Noyce Crowley.................. 2 00
31 Lucy A. Norton .............. 1 00
1 00

Billings TCe1ley ................ 1 no
May 13 Bro. Philips..................... 1 lJO
Sr. Butelson ........ .... .. .... ...
50
June25 A. D. Cunningham...........
50
Vinal
u
50
Aug 17 Lillinn Dyer....................
2"
Sep 8 Martinsville Friends .. ..... 1 i).~,
11 D. S. Sca.vey .................... 5 ou
Oct 23 Sewing Circle, Dixfield
Center ...... _................... D :J.O
2.i

Sn~:m H~l!

24 :'vl;·~'L Frr
.T. ,J. Wo~;,'h
Elia;;; Kidder

50
~~~)

fl)

.... , ....

Sr. Ch:1se and husband ...

David Hopkins ................
Henry Kyesa .................._
Jane Davis .................... .
W. H. Henry ....................
Oct 29 Cltas. Cooper ................. .
D. J. Hannah ................ ..
1
11
24
30

Flora Hannah ........ o•••u•••~

50

00

1

oo

100
1 00
2 00
3 00
2 00
75

:Margaret Hannah .......... .. 1 00
Margaret Gabriel ........... . 1 oo
$ 12 75

ROBEHT M. ELVIN.

Mar 1 Balance on hand la•t rept 1 07

4 Ada line Graf......... ...........
David Graf .....................
5 Daniel Brolliar ...............
12 J. W. Waldsmith............
C. A. Lamllson.................
24 Donald :Wiaule ................
Henry Gnrner .........
•oo"
L. Mar<•hant ...................~
Fr2nk Gainer ........
Q.
H. F. Benson ..................
A. M. Fyrando.................
J. S. McDonald ...............
W. T. Fallon ..................
J as. Emmerson...............
Rjchard :B"'larmer ·~ .. G••n~•"n•
Elce Fyra.ndo..................
25 J. F. Mintun....................
'Ym. S. HilL...................
June 9 H. C.1'remming ...............
10 1\'L C. Anderson...............
25 Geo. C. Hedfteld..............
July 7 R S. Con.ts.......................
Wilber Savage.................
Samure Bro11iar·~··••••""u~,G
Robert White..................
F.liL Baker.....................
Henry.............................
15 A daline Graf ..................
cynthia Savage' -~uoo~GUUU
J~evi Anthony..................
18 Robert White..................
Aug 10 Wm. M. Satterfield .••••••••
G. D.
"
.........
Eliza Armstrong...............
David
u
12' C. D. FurguSOTI """"""H•••uo
M ...

75

Nov () Mrs.

THOMAS J. MAT'rHEWS.
Sep

8 !\0

1

24 Wi11inm Un11

EXJ?enditures ................. $ 54 90

25

00

Q.........

$ 22 00

50
50

50

Sr. Dyer ................

50

U600

1 00

1 00
25

Sep 14

oo
50

Q

1 00
50

50
35

25

00
00

ooOoUOO

50
o) 00
2 00
1 Iii

l!. N. WHITE.

---

H. 0. SMITH.
Mar 16 Ella Handall .................. 5 10

00

:llllqlen<liture~ ................. $105

May 1
6

1

50
00

50
Caroline (;ooper ....... ····~.
J. D. Hannah ..................
50
J. G. Abbott .................. ..
50
James Hannah .............. .
25
Sadie Givens .......•.......... 2 00
Geo. Reed ..................... ..
25
]'anny ~1il1er ................. .
05
Hjgh1and Branch ........... .
90
ChTistina \fest """"
25
C. G. Huley .................. .. 1 00
Cllns.
''
.................. .. 1 00
Sarah Williams ............. .
50
'V. 1!1 • \Vigenar ... u., ....... H 1 00
Flora l!,rayer ................. u
15
II. C. Giv·ens ................... .
25
W. F. Kidd .....................
50
J\Ielil:lsa Shinn .............•••.•
25
IJ'. J{ . .l!1 errell ..... , ..........•. ~~
90
8arnh
10
Sarah Saunders ..............
25
:WI. A. Leeson ................ ..
15
A fl'riend ................... u•••
25
J. G. Depue ................... ..
10
20
rrhos. Smith.···············
20
JYlary Hoffman ............... .

50

t

2
1
1
1

:&-faggie Hannah ..............•

50

$ 81 50

fl

25 E. A. Gill........................

July 3 Sr. J. Reorns ........... .. 1 oo
8 Sr. Shimel .............. ..
20
27 Bro. Richards ........... .
111
29 Flagler Branch ........ .. 6 011
Aug 9 Geo. Ems ley ............ . 1 011
Sep 20 J. H. Lam bert, agent .. .. 2 1)0
Oct B C. Merril .. .. . .. ....... .
flO
12
H
,, , , ,, •••,, ,,, .,
50
19 Willis Cllancller ........ ..
5D
22 Des Moines Branch .....•
50
23 Geo. Ems ley .......... ..
5o
25 Sr. Garstong ............. ..
5()
28 Sr. ,J. X. TJnvis ......... .
51)
30 Bro. Iloug·hton ..........• 1 011
31 Newton Bl·anch ......... . 1 711
Sr. Ainly . . .. . . . .... .. 1 00
Nov 20 Flagler Branch ...... , .. . 5 00
29 ~arles Willey ......... . 1 25

•..... ···~·· ............. ,,.

"

't
-;,-~
13 . 5 I. July 112
E xpen d ture"·~·•UQ•··_·'-'-"_'

1 00

Lambert ...........• 1 00
27 A. Priend ............. : . . ;; 00
June12 H. D. Ennis ............ .. 10 OD

3 00

...... $112 89

T. J. BEATTY.
J. W. Givens .................. 2 50

05

H

Ivor Davis ..................... l\ 00

$ 13 55

5 00

...................

D. Hoover.......................
A. Burlison ................... _.
Carrlo Smith ................. ,...
E. Webb ...........................
Agent, St. Louis ..............
Bro. ~T emmet ............... .,.
Sr. Elliot ...................... ,.
.T. G. Smith.....................
Bro. r:rorbs ................... .,.
St. Louis Mitn Aocioty ..••.
Caroline Burklon ............
J'oel Clem........................
A. Downs ........................
N. King ...........................
J. " ...........................
W.Brown........................
James ~' ........... ~~···H"~··~~
Wm. Henson..................
Miles Brown...................
J. T. Henson ...................
J. C. Henson....................
Andy Poraker ·•·••n•••••o~•·•
Eliza Henson ••••••••••n•n~~o
:1\Ialinda "" u•n••••u·~~~~·•
E. Hurley........................
Louis Brown....................
Susan Speigle ... ~~···~··~~··~·a
Joseph Remley""............
Andy Johnson ••u"."""''~"~"""'
John Burklon..................
Ren. Bradley ..................
Wm. Sutton ................... ,
Nancy Webb....................
A. J. J\llann .....................
C. Jarvis..........................
Christmas tree at Tu.nn.el
Hill..... ..........................

1 00

1

u

B. A. Morris....................
Bishop's Agent St. Louis.
Jasper Tousley................
T. Bing ............. "" .......... ,.
Sr.

SO

Gco. Silk ........................
50
Chas. Wood....................
75
John Taylor .. ............ ......
40
Hannah andtTane Taylor..
60
Bro. James IT :ill is............
65
GarafraxaBranch ...... ~··u.
65
,John Wilson ................... 1 25
Elizabeth Cooper ............
25
Anna
~G
25
1'hos. Taylor....................
10
John Taylor, clothing...... 1 15
u
u
u
1 00

JAMES McKIERNAN.
Mar 11 .T. H. Lambert, agent .. ..
23 E1Jen :1\Ieaeher .......... ..
25 John 'ra.ylor ............ .
31·8r. Griffiths ............. .
Sr. E. Morgan ......... ..
Muy 12 Sr. Hirst ............... ..
Jerry 1Jacohs ............. .
14 Alice !T a cobs ............ .
2 9 George Lam bert ........ .
22 ,John Stevenson ......... .

1 50
1 00

A. E. 'MORTIMER.

$ 4f> 00

1

Ethan
1 85
75

5 00
2 75
5 00
20 00
5 00
15 00
3 56

Balance on hand ............ $ 20 04

ISAAC liL S1HTH.

H 50

7 64
50
5 00
20 00
13 88

$132 93
EXJ?enditure~ ..

Hiram Ellis, hat .......... .,,. ~ 00
Cal Surnmers ..... "........... 2 00
W. H. Hill .......................
50
0. M. Pierson ................... ID 00
Jodie Morris.....................
10

ExpenditurM ............... $ 59 70

Sr.

Friends, South Sjde Ten~
ant's Harbour .................
Mr. \Vhitchouso...............
Mar 19 ,J. S. vValker,
Apl 25 W. G. Pert,
};'lay l'i' John Smith,
J'nly
W. G. Pert.
Ang 25
~·
"
,...... •••u•••
Sep 17
...............
Oct 20
...............
Dee 25
".,............
J!'eh 11
...............
On hand at last report.....
Jan

$103 52

$ 23 45

People of Flag Springs .. . 3 Gil
Joanna Cotteril ........ ..
50
]f)
J.H.Erwi11 ............. .
J. c~~ffman,"agt ...•.•.... 15 70

2s
l 10
J 00

ooooo•oooOoOoo••••"•

E. CURTIS.
Apl 15 I. N. White .....................
::\iay 4 H. C. Jnbnson ................
25 Richard Walters ............
26 .r. StPrling ............... ......
lf'. JCcc1r ......... .............. •.•
31 H. E. Goff........................
June17 H. C Johns"n..................
A. Cornelison..................
C. McCarty.....................
S. J<J. White .... ~...........
~T ohny J ohnson'·Ji.r:...........
H. P. Scarcli:ff,,,,,.,,,, ... oo•••
E.
''
...•...••..•••••••
July22 Wm. vYhitlon.......... ... ...
27 ,J. R White.....................
Aug 20 Rich Hill Branch........ ••o•••
Oct 9 Hichard Walters..............
Joseph Sterling...............
20 A Sister...........................
26 Hich Hill Branch ...... ......
Nov 22 Mr. A. N. Evans...............
23 \Yallace T\.eck ............ ••• •
Dec 9 J. Sterling .......................
01ie '' .... o..... , ..... o•••••u
19 Wm. McBride..................
Feb 4 lUch Hill Branch ......... ...

F. Fitzpatrick .......... ..

50

Grace Bates
~);)
W. H. Bridgeman .......... ,. ·J OD
Dec 6 Crescent Saints ............. ,. 1 70
12 John Evans.....................
5c:
A. Sister ............ ""............
2:\
16 SI'. J. Carlisle .. m . . . . . . . . . . . . , .1
Bro.
. •........••...• ,~
'l~hos. Seott ... ,. .............. ,.
22 S. H. Smith .................... .
lvL Gish ......................... ..
23 Chm·ity Bates ................ ..
Feb
David Groff ................... .
20 S. II. Smith ................... ..
Hyrum Smithoo.u~~~h, .. ""'
P. :B'redrickson.....••......•...
Sr. Sa.m Wood ............... ..
: Mar 2 Crescent Saints ............. ,.
Balance on hand last

:n 90

Expenditures . .. .. .. . .

4 00

50

EXJ?enditures ................ $ iO;? 52

~

1 00

Lentz .......................

18 Lydia t:iJJyder ........... , .... "'

Henry Kemp ley.......... 1 00
Ephraim Byrns . . . • . • . • . •
50
G. A. Blakeslee .......... 15 00

50

1 OIJ
2 II(}
50

l~ro.

M. R. SCOTT.

1 00
2 uo

1 1)0
50
Mr. Enoch Gower ........ 1 110
Mar 1 John Dimock, agt ........ 12 OU
May 7 "'
''
• • • • • . •• 5 00
Mav 15 BiAhop Blakeelee ....••.. lo 00
May17 John Sm1tb, agt ......... 15 OD
Jnn 3 W. G. Pert, agt .......... 5 no
Jun 21 ,Tohn Smith, agt ........ 15 00
Aug 2 "
"
10 00
Aug 15 .W. G. Pert, agt ......... 10 00
Sep 2 John Smith, agt ......... 16 00
Sep 4 n
~......... 10 00
Sep 21 John Dimock, agt ....... 15 00
Oct 21 ,J. S. Walker, agt ......... 15 00
Nov 9 John Smith, agt ......... 20 00

~\Tm.

50

50

To James Wason ....... $
C. W. Phillips ........ ..
H. E. Bertleson ......... .
H. Hennerly ............ ..
L. B. Sawyer ......... .
Isabell Foss.. . . . .. .... .
Lizzie l\'1. ~Tnoctward ..•.
Mary A. Dobbins ...... ..
Fanny Clark ............ .
Lucy A. Norvm ........ ..
Rebecca San burn ...... ..
~~,y Tow~seud .....

1 10

2 00
10 Sr. Kreamer ....... , ..• o. 1 00
Bro. Chambers ......• o • • ~
50
13 Wllat Cheer Branch .... .
5 50
18 Philip Shimel. .......... . 1 00
21 J. X. Davis ............ .. 1 00
24 Andrew Meeks .......... . 1 00
28 Ira Parish ..... ..
1 oo

A. H. PAHSONS.
Mar18
MayH
May 14
Jul 15
Oct 13

5 00
2 85

1 00
50

Expenditures ........... $

Sept. 8 Sr. E. C. Brand .............. .
9 Bro. '' eedl:iam ............. u , .
Sr. Chaff3. ........... ,...........

5 00

75
1 00
1 00
50
1 00

H

••••••

1 70
1 00
1 00
80
50
1 00
2 00
50
50
1 00
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
50
50
1 00
2 00
5 00
1 00
1 00
25
50
50
50
40
6~

5 00
70
10 00
2 00
1 00
1 71

50
l 00
7 \ YhcelBr's Grove Camp..
-;:neeting .......... .,.............. 7 00
18 James Drury....................
15
21 Geo. Z. Redfteld............... 1 00
F. W. Bostrom ...............
26
Jan 30 J. W. Mather .................. II ~0
~J nmes

u

............. ~.

Sep
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Feb 9 Eva Denio ...................... .
R. J. Harmon ................. .
16 Da;:is C~~y B~~nch ...... u.oo
23

10
30
25
25
25

.......... .

0. J. Bailey, .................. ..
John Smithburg ............. .

25

Aug 20
Aug 26
Aug 29
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 6

$ 67 58

Expenditures ................ $ 76 6.8
EDWARD DELONG.
W.J. Smith ................... ..
Tawas Branch ................ ..
Wm.Proper .................... .
Chas. Goodwillie ............. .
Geo.
H
.........
Cyrus Smith ................... .
J. Brown and E. HaJJ, .... .
Wrn. Sinclair ................. .
Wm. Ulman ...... :.............
A Friend ...................... ..

1
5
J
1

uuu

A. Frank ························
...................... ..

0.

00
00

50
70

1 25
25
25
33

Wm. Scott .............. $
Andy Scott..............
Genrg0. Case.............
H. R Harder .............
.Johu Ca'rns .............
M. C. Knapp.............
Earl D. Bailey...........
Alma Kent ...............
George Decker...........
Sr. F. A. Curtis ..........
II. P. Cnrtis... ..... .. ....
Arthur Smith.. ..... ....
Margaret"<Ioyer.... ... . .•
Victor Rc·gers ..........
Sr. TranFue........ . . .. ••
Illue Rapids branch srs..
Wm. Scott...............
Sr. Hawkins.............
Thlnn;aret Kelley.........
A. SearR....... ..........
B. D. Warren.............
Al·na KPnt....... . .. •

75

50
90
50
50
50
50

50
20

50
25
50

1 00

50

H

25
01
50
55

50
1 00
25
20

L.~:nmds~·.:·.::::·.:::
Wm. He~itt. :::·. :: :::·. ::

50

H.

20
30
70

1 00
1 00
25

45
25
25
2 00
50

James Coop ................... .

50

'rhos._Greel· ..........

75

..........

N. A. Boy<l.. ................... 1 00

c. H. PORTER.
Mar 14 Ludwig K'.ein ........... $
50
Mar 16 Wilber Snvage....... .... J ~5
Mar 27 E. R. Hillman .. . .. . .. .. . 1 50
M~ty 1 Mnry Cnrter.... .... ......
50
May 4 R. 0. Self.:..............
f'i'l
May15 M· J. Lemon.............
20
Jun 15 R S. Coates ............. 1 01
J:un17 Thankful ................. 2 :l5
Jul 24 Sardian Carter.. .. .• •• •
50
Jul 27 Cora Bertz .. . •• •• ... . .. •
2?
Jnl 30 Sarah Swank.............
25
Samuel Swank...........
2o
Walter S<>lf.. ... . .. .. .. .. 1 00
Aug 1 Cora Bertz...............
iO
Aug 5 E R. Hillman ....... , ... 5 on
Aug 11 Charles Pankonin........ 1 On
Sr. Pankonin.... . • .. .. .. 1 00
Aug 18 James Fnrguson..... .... 1 on
Aug 19 Elder Tyson .............·•· 05
Marone Tvson...... .....
03
Delbert Tyson...........
05
].9

1 00

1 00
25

20
25
50
1 00
1 On
50

25
25
25
1 40
25

50
1 00
2 00
1 50
1 00
1

gg
~~

50
3:";

:rtnna Coole .............

g

A Friend, stamps........

25

20

$ 38 35
Expenditures ...•..

V. D. BAGGERLY.
Apr 15 Isaac Hvde .............. $
~T·~S/?lP

JYfeP' ak ..•........

2'

:21

5r
Wm.HendAie ........... .
May 15 Wm. Cummins ....... ..
5''
R. (i-rt ver ........... ~ .. .
2'
5l
Ju1ia Crimina.~ ... ; ..••..
Mary Glover ............ .
2'
Uriah Hall .............. .
Bishop Blakeslee ....... . 10 ~
Sr. Clarinda Jobe ...... ..
or
Jnn
n·
W. F. Ynrk ............. .
Maggie York ........... ..
fO
Johu Suil ff ............. . 1 0
Moly R.owly ............. .
2."
Charley Barmore ....... .
R. B. ,Jones ............. .
1'heo. Wren ............. .

Aug 15 l•'mnk Ramsey .......... .
Flizaheth \Vren .•••...••
"\Nm. Garmicl~ael. ....... .
Tt>eo. Chapel ow ........ .'
Joseph Chapeiow ...... .
Grandma Cbapelow .....•
P. W. Watkins .......... ,
Sopbrona Watkins ..... .
New Trenton Saints ... oo

Oct

Bessie CnrmichRel ...... .

"Rliz"theth Barmore .•..••
0. "\>Vileou ............... .

L F. Strange .......... ..
S. ll•Jnter .......... : .... .

.T Hnnts ............ ••no

H Hitter .. : ............ .

A Friend ........•·•••.••• ~

1 CO

50
95

1 00
10 00
1 00

3 00
50
2 00
1 00
5 00
2 00
5 00
50

2 00
2 00
2 00
06
23

50
10
50

THOMAS WHITING.
May 3 John Smith, agt ....•... $ 10 00
May12 "
"
........ 11 75
~fay 30

"

~ep

23
'l"ov23

"

'·

......... 10 00

~'

7
1
10
1
18
•• . • . . • • . 5

3 00
50
50
·50

00
00
00

56

0~

00

......... 10 00
ran 12 Wm. G. Pert ............ 20 00

.fan 17 John Smith ............. 10 00
$118 83

John :Marrow ...........$
Martha Snell.............
W. J. Metcalfe •• ; .......
l"'aac·Te.ylor... .... ......
Robert Snell ............ ,
Martonfinell ............ ,
\<!ayn Jacob Taylor.............
>lay 14 John Taylor Sr ...........
Sarah Jnne 1'nylor Sr....
;vJ"ay'31 Bowley A·nold.... .. .. • ..
John Wilson ............
Tnn 6 Bowley Arnoln.... .... ...
.run 18 Samuel Brown, agt.. .• ••
Jun 24 Adali'ne Taylor ...........
Jacob ~'avlor.... ........
John McKenzie Jr.......
John McKenzie Sr.......
Jul 14 Mr. Snowdon
. . . . . . ••
Collection at Innerkip ...
,Jul 26 Thomas Bearss ..... :....
Snl 30 St. Thomas Saints, Cal..
Aug 14 John McKenzie, stamps.
Aug 30 George :McKenzie .. :....
Sep 2E.K.Evans,agt., ......
Oct 11. Collection at M\lrsville...

J •.T. KINNAMAN.
Jerome Middleton ..•.•.. $ 3 00
THOMAS WELLINGTON.
L.(Wight ................ $
75
H. Crabb ................. 1 50
T. Bandy ................ 1 00
John Scott...............
50
C. Wight................. 2 00
Thomas Brinagar.... ....
50
C. Brinagar ............ ~.
70
Wm.Ailim...............
06
Lyman Wight............
65
W. Hnrde ...............
80
Henry Bandy...... • • • • . •
50

=

Expenditures .. (:' •••• , .. $ 30 00
W. H. GRIFFIN.
Individual Coltections .. $ 6 75
Expenses ............... $ 6 75
-;---

SAMUEL BROWN.
Mar 16 Sr. Dezelie, clothing ... $
Mar22 Sr. Henson, Sr ... , ..... ;.
Sr. Henson, Jr...........
Apr 2 Sr. Mary Green ........ ,:
Sr. Green ............. ;.
May 30 ~1ury ThfcCloud ....... ~.
Apr 14 Sarah Overstreet....... ; •
Sr. Monday.... .. ........
Emma Green, hdks .... ;.
Apr 15 Sr. Henson...............
Sr. Green .............. ;.
Apr 16 George Green ........ .,,.
Apr 27 Keziah Green .......... ,.
Jnn 27 Emily Green .......... ,.
.run 30 Sr. Dezelia ............. ;,
Jul 11 Jessie Bardwell ........,.
Jemes Walton ........ ;.
,Jnl 12 Emily Walton...........
Jul 28 Nellie McCloud ........ ;.
Grace Mc1Jloud.. ...... ••
Jnl 29 Arthur McFaden.........
Aug 11 Sr. Marrow............. :.
Aug 13 Wm. Lively ............ ;.
Aug 14 HBnry Lively............
Sep 3 R. Brown .............. :.
Sep 6 George Green............
Fred F. Green .......... ,
Sep 13 Petrolia branch .••.•••. ;,
Sep 14 Henry Lively............
Sep 15 Petrolia branch..........
Bro. Kempshire .... .....:.
A. Miller.................
Sep 17 J;mes Robb........ .....
Sep 19 A Friend..... .. .. • ... • .. .
Sep 20 David Johnston.........
Oct 6 Bro. Peters.... . • .. •• .. ..
Oct 7 Henry Lively ........ ;.
Oct 12 .R. Coburn, agt .......... ~
Jan 15 "
"
...........
Feb 17 Henry Atkinson ........ ,
Feb 22 R. Coburn, agt.

2 25
50
25

1 00
1 00
1 00

1 00
25

50
02
85
1 00

1 00
50
1 00
50
25
50

50
5 00
2 00
50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
50
61
21
40
20
1 00
10

2 00
50

1 00
2 00
50
2 00

$ 38 89

,JOHN SHIELDS.
'Tar 12
\lar 17
.
c\pr 19
.-l.pr 25

.Expended more than received ..................$ 11 02

$ 8 96

25
150
25
2 00

$ 2 50

.Jun 3 Wm. G. Pert, agt...... ...
Juo. 23 Sylvanue Cunningham...
]'ather Cunnii,gham .... ,
.Jun 26 Addison Cunningham ...
,Jul 15 Wm. G. Pert. agt........
Sr. Charity Ea\On. .......
Aug 15 Wm. G. Pert, agt ........
S1·p 1 John Smith, agt.. ...... •
~11p 21
"
~·
..........

25
5 00

1 00
5 00

$ 47 50

F. C. SMITH.
Sr. L. Myers ............. $ 1 00
Sr. McColum...... ... ....
50
Mr. John Hint.on...... ...
nO
Bro. Delinis Shaw.......
50

00
00
2!1

80
50
1 00
50
1 00

Expenditures .......... $ 58 52

$ 80 41

25
00
3'\
50

1 40
1 00
1 00

1 00
10 00
50
50
50
1 00
50
10 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

$ 4·l 45

LEONARD SCOTT.
Apr 12 Henry Smith ............$
~fay19 JennieTurnonr ..........
Snl 25 Molly Prettyman .. .• .. .
J nl 26 Carrie Shaffer. .. .. .. .. ..
J ul 28 Friends at Cedar Lake,
Indiana.. .. .. . .. .. . . .. ..
Aug 18 Albert Ward.............
Aug 23 Mae Cad a.... . • .. . ... . ...
Carrie Shaffer. .. .. . .. • ..
Aug 24 Austin Cady.... ........
Nov 1~ E. C. Briggs ............. ·
Dec 14 Carrie Shaffer............
Albert Ward.............
r>ec 18 Mae Cady.... . • . . .. • ... ...
Dec 22 A. Richardson............
Dec 23 Bro. Harris.... .. . .. .. .. .
Jan 7 Star Corless... .... ......
.ran 10 Hr. c. Wh~lcy: ...........
Feb 4 Bro. E. Whaley..........
Web 18 C. Scott..................
A brother. at Reunion....

Oct 14 Collection at Marsville...
Oct 15 James Taylor..... .. .. . ..
John Taylor Sr ..........
Collection at Garafraxa
. branch..................
Oct 18 Charles In sell............
Oct 21 Wm. Jenkins............
Oct 22 Sr. M. Brooks ..... ~.... ..
Dec 5 Sr. Davis. Stratfore.... ••
Dec 16 George Henley.... .. • • ...
Jan 15 E. K. Evans, agt.... .... •
Feb 9 Wm. White.: ............
On hand last Report.

1 00

Expenditures ........... $ 91 61

2!1

Coop.... . . . . • . .. .

&

T. W. WILLIAMS.
May 2 E. L. Kelley ........... $
Mayl7 Solicitation at Blake's
Mills ....................
May25 Frank Oriley, agt ........
Jul 5 Mrs. Jacob Scott.........
Jul 9 Carrie Shaffer............
Aug 3P Montgomery Kinghorn.
George Masters..........
Sep 6 Albert I'\ ard.. .. .. .. .. .. •
Sep 10 ]'rank Onley, agt ........
Oct 11 W. W. Henry .............
Oct 20 Flora Hannah... .... ....
Bro. Gabri 1.... .. .. .. . •
Donald Hannah ..........
Oct 25 A sa Kirkendall...........
A. B. Kirkendall.........
Oct 80 Annie Sp>nn.............
Dec 10 T. J. Beatty, agt .........
Feb 5 Sr. Benmngton.. .... .. ..

25

2 00
25
1 00
1 00
50

Mnrtha Pa:n~ons ........ ao
50
1\farilln Beebe ............ 3 6:•
Katie Bniley.... .. .. . ...
05
S.C. Andes.......... .. ..
50
A.SenrR .................. 12!\
G. W. 13ccbe.....
... .
25
Sr-. L. z. Oook.r1'1'" •. ••••.
2;')

25

Expenditures ................ $.64 !0

1 00

Wm Hewitt.............
Rli>tkim Kirkbdde ....... 2
Ervin...........
G. W Beebe........... •
J\l. K(l'lle,v, oven:hoes .... ·'ttl
Levi Reynold•. shoes.... 2

50

$ 2(i 75

25
1 50

Earl D. Bailey ..•• ·~.....

1'boma~

$ 47 95

Expenditures ....... , ...$ 47 95

7o

Senn Coop ....••• , •• . • . • •
.Lnnet~~

GP"r\IP O!!.leEtvie ........

Abram Kennison ...••..•• ~ .. 1 00
·Uriah
""
1 00
Edwin
1 00
I.. ewellon
...•.....••. 1 00
Ellma Cook.,................... . 1 00
J\1ina
•• .................... . 1 00
Clara
..................... . 1 (fO
S. 0 ..c\.ndees ................. . 1 00
Abraham .Sears .............. . 1 25
Clara Woodford ........... . 2 00
Catharine Hawktns- ........ . 1 00
Luther Cook ................... . 1 00
]:arl Bailey .................... .
50
Abram Kennjso'J ......... ~ .. 1 00
James Ren·ick ............... .. 5 00

25

H. Scott, handkerchief..
65
Z Decker................ 1 51>
Bro. Berger.... .. . . . . .. .. 1 00
N. A. Bo•d .............. 1 00
Thoma• Greer.. . .. .. .. •
l!'i
Cath"rine Coop..........
15
,Jttm· R Coop.............
50

25
50

Feb

399

D. 0. Stits ............. .. 2 00
T. F. Daniel ............ .. 2 01
George Blakeley ........ . 6 00
10
J. Ferguson ............ .
J. Jesters ............... .
10
05
John Britchfield ....... ..
Charlotte Grover .... ..
10

50

C. R. DUNCAN.

1 00

Nov

1 00

$ 40 98

50
50

50
50

n

31

1 00

G. W. SHUTE.
J: S. Haskell .................. ..
~Tm. Parsonr;; .....
Catharjne Hawklns .......
Blue Rapids Bntnch ....... . 3
H

10
13

1 00
25
15
25

Expenditures ....... .

. $ 31 35

1 ••••••••••••

7

Nov 27 Annie Tilton............
Nov 30 R. S. Coates.............
Feb 2 Wm. Brolliar.......... ...

$ 34 31

Expenditures ...

1

1 00
5 00
5 00

Nov 20 H
H
• ·~ u u ~
50
Nov 23 David Graff..............
10
Nov 24 W. A. Foreman .......... 1 00
Nov 26 Adeline Graff............ 1 00

77

.. ......................

Wm. and Annie Stocks ... ..
John and Libbie Sloat .... ..
Sears Perry .............•...•.••
Hiram Smith .................. ..
John Steward ................ ..
AiLewis .. -. ..................... .
C. M. Goodwin ................ .
Millie Morgan ................. .
David Smith ................. ..
W. M. Grantham ............. .
Silas Coon ...................... .
Bro. Cooper ...•....•..........•.
Bro. Black ..................... ..
Bro. Levulette ............... ..
Sr. Hough ..................... ..
G. W. Parks ................. ..
Frank Terongo ..............•..
Sr. Bacon ...................... ..
Sr. Lowra ...••..•.... u•••••••u•
C. Smith ......................... .
Agnes Smith ..................
A. Barney ...................... .
Ester Morrison .............. .
Albert
"
.............. .
James Davis ................... .
F. C. Smith .....................
Saints in Saginaw .......... .
Henry Charters, ............ ..
Sarah Smith .................. .
Henry Hocknell.. ............ .
Wm. Stocks .................... .
Wm. Jenldnson .............. .
Joseph Murphy ............. ..
Brown City Saints ......... .
Sr. 'J'erengo .................... .
Sr. McLeon ....................
Wm. Stocks .................... .
George Goodron ............ ..

25

00

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

John Holenbeck..... ....
Sr. Pankonin............
Charles Pankonin.......
.James Furgnson.. .• .....
Thomas Nutt. ...........
Ellen Frar,kville. ... .....
George Pa!ver.. •• • • .. ....
Isaac Seddutn.... .... •• •
Janie Mecham...........
W. H. Fender............
W. M. Self...............
Ellen Frankville.........
Casper Sivits...... .... •
John T. Hillman .........

ERALD.

25
50

1 00
1 oo

20

55
25
1 00
1 00
50

1 00
50
3 00
1 05
1 00
1 00
06
1 00
4 00
50
3 75
18
40
400
1 86

Expenditures ...........$ 38 89
A. HAWS.
Apr 12 Charles Kinzie .... , ..... $ 3 00
Bradbery Robinson...... 1 00
Jenme Kinzie .......... ; 20 00
W. M. Bohall............. 6 50
May 14 Sr. T. J. Andrews, agt ...l 10 00
Sr. M. T. Hans .......... ; 5 00
Jul 14 R. Allen ................ 1 00
Jnl 15 Sr. 1'. J. Andrews....... 1 00
Bi•hop'~ agent .......... 12 00
Jul 20 J. B. Pr1ce .............. ; 2 00
Sep 1 Z. P. Thompson and wife. 5 00
Sep 3 John Morris, agt ........ ; 25 00
Sep 14 Caleb Forsbay .......... , 1 00
Nov 15 D. F. Richards ........... 2 00
Nov 20 Gilman branch ......... : 13 00
Nov 2!1 John Morris ............ :. 15 00
$122 50

Expenditures •••••••••.• $109 90
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J. A. MclN'fOCH.

Mar 17 E. K. Evans ............ $
Collection at St. Marys..
Mar 21 J.,B.Watson ............
Mat24,R. Witheron ... .... ...
Mar 27 A., W. Davis..............
Mar2S,Samnel Moore ....... , ...
Robert Witheron.... . . . .
Mar 21
"
"
Apr 5 A. Sinclair.... • . . . . . . . . . .
Apr 6 "
"
.... .... .... .. •
Apr 14 "
.... •••. .... •. .
E K. Evans.............
Apr 17 J. B. Watson ............•
May 26 Sr. Cooper...............
Jnn 2 ,fane Campbell..........
Jnn 3 Wm. McNalty ...........•
Jun 6 Proton branch...........
Jun 15 J. Bnchelo r. ... . .. .... ..
Jun 17 M. L. Snell...............
Jun 21 J. B. Watson.............
Jun 28 H
H
• • • • • • • • . • • • •
Jul 14 Jane Campbell..........
Aug 4 Sr. E. A. Calvert.........
Aug 10 James McLean ........•.•
Aug 16 Garafra.xa branch .•~·.
Aug 26 Wm. Taylor .. ;. ·•/
Sep 3 "
H ·
••• ; ~.
Sep 21 Masonville branc , suit
of clothes ...............
Sep 22 James McLean...........
Sep 24 Wm. Calbert........... .
Oct 1 Egremont braach. ... ....
Oct 6 Collection at Exeter.....
Oct 10
"
"
... •
Oct 11 Sr. Woods;...............
Oct_, Alex. Sinclair ...... ; ...
Oct 17 E. K. Evans, agt . . . ..•..
Oct 28 Mr. Roe.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oct 29 Sr. Johnston ...... ' ...
Oct S1 ~'hom He Thorburn.......
Nov 10 Fred Oliver..............
, Alex. Sinclair. . . . . . . . . . .
Nov 12 Jane Gross..............
E. K. Evans.............
Minnie Powell..... . . •• •
Nov 13 A. W. Davis .............
Nov .14. Robert Witheron.. . . . . .
Nov 17 Collection at Stratford..
Nov 19 A. W. Davis. . .. . . . . ..•
Nov22 Alex. Smith .............
Nov 23 A. W. Davis: . .. . . .. ....•
Dec 19 A. E. Mortimer,... .. . . . .
James McLean..........
John Wilson.............
Wm. McMurde.... ••....•
Job;u Taylor Jr..... • ..•
,Jacob Tavlor ... ,.. .. . . . ..
Dec 23 A. Marchment.. .. •. .. .. .•
Dec 24 Isaac 'fay lor.............
Dec 31 Fred Gregory
.... .....
Jan 1 Sr._Wainwright •..•..... ·~
Jan 4 Fred Gregory ........ , • . .
Jan 7 Cameron branch.........
Jan 15 Monmouth .branch... • . .
Jan 17 E. K. Evans, agent.......
Jan 20 George Braden..... . . .. .
Jan 23 ,Janet Braden............
,Jan 29 John B••tee . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Jl'eb 2 George Braden . . . . . . . . .
Feb 10 Sr Mar.v Miller.... . . . .. .
Feb 13 J. a"d E. P,·rren.... .. .. .
Feb 15 Sr. Mary Miller...........
Feb 18 "
"
. . . . . • . • •. .
Feb 22 "
........ .. .

100

~

66

1 00
75

1 75
100
7n
1 oo
2 50
5 00
1 35
1
1
1
2
2
5
1

00
00
00
00

00

00

oo

85

1 00
50
1 00
2 00
2 25
4 2i\
1 00
30

21 00
25
25

2 71
4~

2
1
3
1
5

80
UO
00
00
50
50

on

25
25

1 35
1 00

Lucas branch............
Bishop Blakeslee ........
C. ·W. Lange, agt ..••....
Bro. J ohuson.... .• . . . . . .
S. C. Good.... . . . . .. . . . . •
Jul 7 Henry Woodstock..... .
A. DeLapp ..............
Jul 9 Annie Davis.............
Jnl 13 MrB. Gil bright...........
Jnl.27 ASister .................
Jnl 29 Hr. M. Hewitt...........
Isaac Nickerson .... ~- • .
Ang 2 Sr. JJ: Hicks,. ...... ,., ..
Aug 2!\ Charles Burr.............
Aug 29 Annie Davis........... .
H

3 50
5 00
40
1 50
5 00

75
05
50
50
50
50
fiO
25
25
1 00
1 .00
1 00

3 00
2 DO
5 00
10
30
l 00
1 00
50

35
35

1

oo

1 50

$122 74

Mar 1 Balance on hand ..... .
W. S. PENDER.

n 04
2 00
1 50

n 110
5 Oil

1 00
1 UO
1 25

5 45
25
10
1
2
1
1

00
00

00
00
00
00

5 00
25
5 00
2 50

25

2 00
25
2 50

~'•••••••••••••lQQ

Sep 5 C. W. Lange. agt ........ 10 00
Sep 14 Henry Woodstock....... 2. 50
Oct 13 Sr. C. C. Hoague ......... 2 00
Marth It Carrington.... . . 2 00
Oct 22 C. W. Lange. agt ... ., .... 1 00
Novll "
"
........• 1000
Albert Hancock.......... 1 00
Dec 15 Mr8. KnHpp.... .. .... .. . . 1 00
Dec 19 Joseph Lampert ......... 14 50
Jan 1 W. S. Montgomery....... 5 00
.Jan 10 C. W. Lange, agt ......... 4 00
Jan 31 A Sister......... . . . . .. .. 2 00
Feb 12 Wm. Crnm.... .. .. .. .....
50
M, T. Short ...... ·........ 1 00
Feb 13 A. Hayer.................
50
:H'eb 25 "
"'
. . . . • • • • •• •• • •• •• 1 00
S arab Hayer. . . . . . . .. . • • •
75
Mar 4 Kewanee branch..... . • 2 00
John ChisMII, agt.. •. . . . 3 00
$149 74

Expenditures ' ....... , . $140 74
ROBERT DAVIS.
Bishop Blake&lee ....... $ iiO 00
Andrew Barr.... • • . . . . . . . 2 00
$52 00

25

Expenditures ..•....... $ 97 61

Mar 10 Courtland branch ....... $
Louis Strack.............
Henry. Strack. . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar 13 A Brother.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar 17 Abner Calhoun...........
Sr. Calhoun..............
Sr. V. V. Short.... .. .. ..
Eliza Vernon............

Apr 3
May 10
Jun 10
Jnn 30

Expenditures ..........$52 00

50
1 00
80
1 50
1 00

Wm. Riley ......•.....•..
E Grim ...........••..•..
Wni. Hiley .............•
Brn. Riley and Emanuel,
f,,,. overcoat .............
Bro. Riley. . . . . . . . . .. •. •
Sr. Lewis Jones.........
Name'!lpknown.... ...• .•
J .•Jones.................
T. F. Stafford.......... .
Wm:•Riley.......... .... .
Mr.JohnJones ....••••.
E. Grim ...,...............

30
1 flO ' Feb

B

U

*~:=~~\~own:::::::::
Sr. Despain..............

L. R. DEVORE.
Oct 1H Emily Torrence ............. .
Mar 9 A Friend .................... ..
11 James Barber ............... .
15 A. B ..Erwin .................... .
18 A. B. Kirkendall ............. .
25 D. J. Hannah ................. .
26 Chas. Cooper ..................
28 J. Abbott .....................•..
M. Gabriel ...•...................
F. Hannah ... ; ................. .
M. Abbott ....................... .
M. Hannah ...••..............•.

.KJnoAbbott
~~}ll=~~~h::::::::::::::::::
.................•••

20 A.sa

1 00
1 00
100

1
1
1
1
1
1

25
25
00
10
00
00
00
00

oo

10
05

1
1
1
1
1
1

25
00
00
00
50
50

2 00
1 00

1 00
1
1
1
7
1

00
50
00
00
00
50
1 25
50
50
25

100
1 40
40

50

1 00
75
1 00
1 00
tiO

"

....... ....

June19 E. Reed ........•.•••••••
Fanny llffiler ........... .
21 J. Irons .•..........••.•.•
24 Highland Branch ..•..•••
July 2 0. West ................ .
6 M.A. Rhoads .., ........•.
9 Mt. Zion Branch ....... ..
E. R. Devore .....•.•..•.
Aug 23 M.A. Agner ......• , .... ..
James Banks .......... ..
24M. Sohnson ..••.••....•••
Ida S~~;' .. ·· .: ......... .
Fann1e ,~ .,G,.G .......... G,~
Lon
................
Flora Frazier... ~ ........ a~~ .. .,
Henry Givens .. ~~<>0 au~""
Sep 3 'I'. K. Terril. .......... ..
16 S.E.
" ........... ..
18 1\f. A. Lesson ........... .
19 S. Saunders........... •
A Friend .............. ..
20 J. G. Depue ............ .
Thomas Smith .......... .
21 M. Hoffman ............ .
Oct 26 R. Mathews • • • • • • ..... .
Nov B C. A. Lucas ............. .
4 Anna Smith ............. .
9 A. Smith ............. ..
M. E. Hulmes ........... .
R. G. Smith ............. .
Ge_orge Hul,~es ~~~000""'""'
Ahce
......... .
F. Reese ................ .
Deo
May Cady ............... .
Lucy Barrett ............ .
Bro.
u
··~G ~~ .. 0 """"G
Lizzie Hulmes .......... .
E. Thomas ................
Wm. George ............ .
F. Oriley ............... .
H. Banne:rG""""""""""""<Il"&
64

Ao

&<110G"""'"0""•'~~*"

.

G. A . BLAKES

'

Jan

25

F. Criley . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ••

26
75
30
25
25
50
56 50

GeorgeHulmes . ... .. . ..•

M. E. Hulmes . . . . . . . . . • •

Esau Biggs ......... , . . . . . •

50

M.

"

.••.••••••••••

A Friend................
Bishops Agents . . . • .. . . . .

13 50
50
50
57
50
2 00
5 oo

b

10

$96 H

Expenditures ........... $ 85 68
Balance on hand ............ $ 10 76

200
1 00
1

~~
1 oo

A. Hulmes.. .... ..........
E. Curry..................
H. L. Brenner . . . . . . . . . . .

i~~r!~~;~~: ~·~ ~ ~ ~:~::~~·~.;uij

1 00
fi5

2 50
1 50

Expenditures. . .•••••.. $ 78 64
Balance on hand ........ $ 5 10

James Hannah ............ .
Apl U A. B. Kirkendall ..•..•••

E .. E. WHEELER.
Sr. Vandeventor ........ $
,John Williams...........
A Friend .. ; .......•••••.•
Sr. Anderson........ . ..
Bro. Glass.... . . • . • • .. •• •
Sr Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••
Rr. Anderson.......... .
,John Williams ...........
Hattie Tryon.............
Sr. Anderson............
Sr: Watson..............
Bro. Dnngee. . . . . . . . . • • . •
Sr. Dungee.... . . . . •• . • • .•
Sr. Sooman.... . . . . . . . ..
Rnck Island branch. . . . •
Bro. Clow......... ... .. ..
Sr. Emanuel.............
Bro. Hale................
Sr. Emanuel.,...........
Lewis .Jones.............
wm·. Rilq ..............
Bro. Emanuel. ...••••• ,..
Lewis Jones.............
Bro. Stafford.............
Bro. Mort.... • . . . . . . . • . . .
Sr. Atkinson ...........
Kewanee branch.........
Bro. Garland .............
Sr. Martin .. ,. • . •. .. . . . •
Sr. Atkinson.............
Bro. Keck.... •• . . . . . . . . ••
llirs. Harsh. . . . ••• ••.. .•
Sr. Anderson............
Sr. Glass ...............••
,John Williams.. . .•.• ..
Sr. John Williams.......
Sr. Vandeven tor.....
.
John,Williams ...........
Sr. Watson ............ $
Hiram Williams. . . . . ..
Sr. Cassen .•••........•••
Mr. Essex................

1\Ir. James. Reed ... , ... .
Mr.· Dean Smith ........ .
Bro Marion Arnold ..... .
Sr. Temple ........... ·'· ..
Sr. Cook ................ .
John Cook ............. ..
Sr. Vandeventor ....... .
Bro. Emanuel. ....•......

J. A. CARPENTEU.
Jun 10
Me.y16
Ang 10
tlep 6

Andrew Barr, agt ...... $180
Benjamin Prestage.... . . 1
P<•ter Hughill .•.• : ....... 1
Io•co branch............. 5
"
"
............. 5

00
00
00
00
00

$192 00

Expenditures ........... $ 19 50
5 00
25
55
25
1 D5

1 00
1 00
1 1)0
1 00

50
50
!iO
!')0

50
25
'10

Z5
25
05
25

97
25
25
5 00
25

05
25
2,5
25
50
1)0

10
25
90
10
15
25
25
20

20
05

1 00
1 00
96

05
1 50
1 00

J. A. CURRIE.
Mar 1 John Barber, Jr.. . . • . • • • •
10
4 0. C. Lyon...............
50
Joseph Southern.... . • • • . 2 00
13 .T. W. Currie.............
25
15 Sr. N. V. Pearson........ 1 00
Apl 15 Geo. Gifford . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1 00
l\:lay27 0. C. Lyon ............... · 2 00
31 Helen Bell . . . . . .. . . . . . . •
50
,June 1 T. J. Sheppard . . . . . . . •• •
30
ll Press Love. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
25
JulylO J. W. Jump .............. 1 00
13 J. A. Currie, Sen........
10
J·. W. Currie. .. . . . . . ... •
05
60
14 Marion ,Tnmp. .. . . ... ....
Saints of Pipe Creek Con·
feronco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 li5
Marion Hodges . . . . .. . . ••
50
Wm. Dorou...... .• •. . . . .
25
Franklin Hodges.... • . . • •
50
15 Sr. Ruth Buell . . . . .. • ...
75
23 W. W. Davenport........ 2 50
Aug 20 0. C. Lyon . ; . . . . . • •• . . • .
10
Frenchie Furgusm1 . . • . • .
10
Wm. Waterman .......... 2 00
29 J. A. Currie, Sen . . . . .. ••
05
Sep 6 0. C. J,yon . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
20
23 Polk Neal.... •• . . • . • • • . . . 1 25
Julia V. Neal............ 1 00
24 0. C. Lyons .. . . .. • .. •• •• 1 50
Oct 1 Helen Bell . . . . . . • . . . . . •
45
7 Sophio Furguson . . . . . . . . 2 00
Saints and Friends at Nov.
Con. for suit of clothes.. 22 50
Nov 18 Wm. Waterman..... .. . 1 00
Sophia Wight.......... . . 1 50
28 G. W. Lyon.............. 2 50
J. V. Neal...............
15
Dee 13 R. D. Bell ................ 1 00
15 J. A. Currie, Sen.........
10
H. L. Thompson . . .. •. ...
15
Jan 20 V. Hay . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. • 1 25
Wm. Waterman .........•. 1 00
Feb 5 Dist. Con. to pay honse
rent............... ...•. 8 00
Dist. Con. for self........ 5 85
John Balantyne.... •• . . . . 10 00

60

~81
08

o5 I
05

10
19
1;'5

05
10
25

iii 79 75

Expenditures ................. $ 79 75

J. H. CONDIT.
Different sources.... . ... $22 00
Expenditures ...........$ 31 50

Bishop,
County, Michigan.
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"HEARKEN TO 'FHllll WoRD oF THE Lmm: FoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVJ: SAVE.1T liB ONIII Wxn- AND CONCUliiNIIIB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagfl 116, Book of Mormon, chap.:!, par. 6.
,
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE ·MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE Hrrs!BAND! E:X:cBPT m CASE OF DEATH, WHliN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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to the Mormon people, that it is time to call a
halt and to make a readjustment on the lines of
civilization.

The fact that the leader of the "] osephite Mormo11s" is. a son of Joseph Smith is
itself a guarantee to the government of the
United States, the Salt Lake Tribune an~
department.
everybody else, that he has already taken
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Or.der, H.cgistered Letter, or Express.
the pains· to "raise a standard" and has
Entered as second class matter at .Lam~mi Post Otllce.
appealed to the people of Utah in the
name of his father's memory, and in the
infinitely superior name of the Savior and
the Father of all, to give up those things
in their practice which have brought them
.EDITOR.
JOSEPH SMITH
into
conditions subjecting them to the
AsSOCIATE EDITOR.
W. W. BLAIIt
charge of lawlessness, and brought
them under the ban of congressional and
Lamoni, Iowa, June 2.I, 1890.
state enactments.
.
.
The Salt Lake Tribune from its plant"THE JOSEPHITE MORMON,VIEW."
ing in the "city of the Saints" amid the
THE foregoing is the caption of an editorRocky Mountain fastnesses, has proceeded
ial commenf of the Salt Lake City Daily upon the hypothesis that Mormonism was
Tribune of May 27th, present year, which bad root, trunk and branch; and ·that Jocontains a part of· one of ours in a late. seph Smith, the father ef the leader of the
issue concemi'r\g the complaint of the peo- "] osephites," was the human source and
ple of U tab of the l:mrshness of the laws of responsible founder of all that was bad in
Idaho, and the attitude of Congress tow- the system; and it now seems partially
ard them as a church:
strange that the paper should admit, even
by remote allusion to a po!)Sibility, that the
THE JOSEPHITE MORMON VIEW.
son of such a father could arre&t the onThe Saitzts' Herald, the organ ·of the Josephlte
ward course of a people whose badness it
Mormons,does not look upon the Cullom bill as
alleges
to be the following of the things
a serious oppression to the Saints. Its concluinstituted by that father, by calling upon.
sion isin the following language:
them in his name to abandon the evil
The laws of Congress and of Idaho are based
things and turn unto the better.
upon the definite command of God, and are but
The "] osephite" leader had occasion ·as
the human amplifications upon that of divine
early as 1876, when be was in Utah call-.
precept. .Whoever transgr.ess~s any of the
sim pier forms of t)-l()se provisions breaks the or
ing on the people to forsake the evils of
!gina! command and comes under the displeasure
which comphlint is so bitterly made, toreof the law.
monstrate with those having the editorial
We can not accept the idea that the laws the
charge of the 7 ribune in regard to this atenforcement of which the Mormons are complaintitude of hostility to. Mormoni!.m as a
ing about are the result. of sectarian bias and
hatred toward thefaith as. it was promulgated by whole; and in the early part ,of 1887 he
Joseph and Hyrum Smith. The long·suffering
called the attention of the present editorial
and forbearance of the American Republic tostaff to the same thing; urging that we
ward the settlers in Utah who taught openly their
were proceeding on the belief that there
freedom from .Gove.rnmental interf~rence, and
made their attitude upon the marriage question a
was some good in Mormonism; that it
virtue, though they knew it to be adverse to the
was not all bad; and that we proposed to
American nation, is too well kno;yn to make the
acknowledge what was good, and ·saye it'
plea that laws were made tO flratify spite against
if we could and help what we could'
the Mormons on account of their faith as a
to put away what was bad. The "Jowh.ole, either .palatable or reasonable.
For these reasoJ;J.s, if for none others, we, can
sephite" leader ·further urged on that ocnot yet agree that the Government is a party to
casion that the policy pursued .· hy the
lawless oppression of an innocent people.
Tribune in thus "holding all of Mor.
The leader of the Jocephite Mormons is a son
monism to be bad was a mistake, and was
of Joseph Smith. If he was a reallygame man
destructive of the infh!ence of tha'fjournal
we think he would come to Utah and raise a
to benefit the people and accomplish the
standard and in the ria me of his father call upon
good it evidently was seeking. It may
this people to give up their lawlessness, and be
take a "game man" to rush into an ur.qual. ·
forever released from the harassment.s which
ified attack of a people and their faith and
come through obeying leaders who are deterpractices upon the assumption that every.mined to be a, law to themselves. The exper~
thing connected therewith is had,.'huf in
our view it.i'l boldness without discretion,
lence of. the last. seven years in this Territory
and not commendable.
ought to be enough tq convince anybody except
The 7 riliune should. know. that. from
the craziest fan~ tics that the longer the old policy
186o to present date the leader of the "] oshall be adhered to the more trouble it will bring
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No. 25.
sephites'' has used every available oppor~
tunity to c.all the people of Utah to the
better things that Mormonism teaches, and
plead with them to abandon that whichis
bad; that he. has been in Utah at different
intervals since 1876; and with others his
. fellow labore'rs, has raised a standard, the
indentical standard of truth under which
all the followers of Christ should rally
and serve.
For six months this last year
he was in Salt Lake City and various
other places in the territory doing all that
he could to show t.he people the, better
way.
There is much that is true and good in
the philosophy of the Mormons of Utah,
and there are some things in the people
and their characteristics that are worthy of
praise. Why should any one hesitate to
.say this if it be true. 'fhat they have
'been faithful to their convictions, however
:erroneous those convictions may appear to
be to others, none can dispute. That they
:have been misunderstood, maligned and
lied about, every well informed man ought
:to know. That they have oeen' as industrious, frugal, hard-working and self-sacrificing as settlers in new' lands, as iany other
people could possibly hope to be, history
'proves. That they have stuck close to'gether in all their real, or supposed pers~
cutioris, none will deny. This very quality of devotion to each other's interests,''a
virtue in other societies and on~aUlzations,
is made bv the Tribune and all that class
,of opposers; a vice, because it is. clannish.
It was only by "sticking together" that
the Liberal element succeeded this la:st
February in carrying the municipal election; arid. it will only be by "sticking together" that the L:beral forces can hope
to carry the county election. in August
next. If it is a virtue in the Liberals to
''stick together," how'can it be a· vice 'in
.the People's party forces to be "clannish,"
for· the same ends, to retain :the':control in
polifics which the Liberals (outside
Gentile) elements seek to obtain: The
quality of the sentiment, feeling, fanaticism, or whatever name· men choose to
give it; by which men handed together for
'a common object stand by their organization is most admirable; 'though they hiay
err widely from the right in tl\le' object designed. The rebellion 'of the colonies
against the rule of Great Britain Was a
revolution because it was successful; had
it been a failure it would hav.e been styled
a ..rebellion, and those engaged in . it a"
leaders would have met the lat~.ofrebels,
and it is said that "rebellion is 'as the sin
of witchcraft;"
.
· The evil in· Mormonism-'-all phases of
it-should be eliminated from it;' but it is
neither good policy, honest, nor;j)Jsttodestroy what is good for the sake of getti~g

or
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rid of what is bad. It is just as true that they affirm their faith toward mankind
the little leaven of good· may and does and their loyalty to the law and the govleaven the whole lump, as it is that "evil ernment, and their reverence for the constitution; but will and does accept the ale
communications corrupt good manners."
We have no sympathy for the evil and most shadowless assertions of the same
wrong, the corrupting and degrading doc-. pebple .as to the guiltiness of Joseph
trines that to our thinking are taught apd Smith, and his complicity with that which
practiced ·by the ·Mormon Church, so- has such bad results in Utah.
called, in Utah, and make no excuse for
The elders, leading men of the Utah
those who practice and teach them;. and church, profess great respect for Joseph
if we could we would have them to cease; Smith. Their sermons, and written screeds
but we dislike to see men crushed as inc abound with eulogies upon his name,
discriminately bad, without proof, and by character and works. To read their paopposers Jmwilling to recognize the good . pers and books and listen to their sermons,
there may. be in the men crushed.
one would be led to think that if anything
The leader of lhe "] osephites" is a suf- from the pen or lips of Joseph Smith
ficiently game man to have told the fol" could be cited in condemnation of what
lowers of Pres. Brigham Young that they were doing, they would listen with
their plural marriage system was wrong, respect and would take instant heed to
and when met by them with the plea that his words; but they do not, as the· 7 ribune
his father was the author of the practice, knows quite .well; for on occasions they
so far as a. man could be, in that he taught have quoted the well authenticated stateand practiced it, he had the courage to tell ments of Joseph Smith, who gave them
them, that while he did not know whether as the revelations of. God to the church
they affirmed the truth in regard to that, through him, which condemned the docsuch practice and teaching were wrong, trine and practice most complained of in
and if Joseph Smith did so teach and so unmistakable terms. Could any man, no
practice he was a wrong-doer both before matter how game or brave he might be, do
better than that?
men and in the sight of God; and this
It was said of theJews thaf"if they bestatement the same man has always been
willing to maintain before any congrega- lieved not Moses and the prophets; neithtion and in any place. This has involved er would they believe though one rose
the leader of the "} osephites" in the con- from the dead."
demnatory charge of being an aposThe Mormons profess to believe that
tate; "a vile apostate," in the esteem the words spoken •by Christ would, and
of the mass of the Utah church, "a rene- will be the basis of judgment upon which.
gade son," "a traducer of his father," "an all men must answer. If they themselves
unworthy son of an illustrious sire," as the will not heed the words of Jesus Christ
taste for invective might leaci the speaker thrice given, no appeal in the name of J oto use to i.ndicate his opinion of the man seph Smith, the dead prophet will reach
who dared to denounce what it was alleged them.
If they will turn away from the
his father had done. ·
clear provisions of the law given of God
The world, including the Tribune, to govern the church, they will not leave
holds Joseph Smith to have been respon- their
thralldom
though the dead
sible for that which has resulted in mak- prophet's son make never so solemn an
ing Utah what it is. If· that position be appeal to them to do so.
true, of what avail would a call to that
The Lord told the people of the church
which is opposed to and denunciatory of scattered and peeled, that they should
the origin and results alike, have upon "gather into the regions round about," as
the people ostensibly following the lead "many in one place" as would be consisof Joseph Smith 'and what he instituted, tent with the feelings of the people. That
though that ·call should be made in his in doing this they were not to talk judgname. The Tribune ought to know that ment, nor "boast of mighty faith" or
so long as the Mormons can take shelworks.
That if they ciid this, he would
terfor their wrong doing under the state- give them "grace and favor in the eyes of
ment that the sustaining sanction for that the people," while they ·raised a standard
which the 7 ribune and the world declares of peace and plead for .redress. The J O··
to be wrong, was a revelation from God sephite leader, under the impression that
through his chosen prophet,} oseph Smith, this command had not been obeyed, its efthus giving their practices divinity of oric ficacy tried and the promise made verified
gin and approval, the appeals of the son by an observance of the conditions named,
of Joseph Smith in the name of his father saw fit to essay a trial of it, and was suffimust fall on deaf ears, and hearts refusing ciently game to take an altogether new
to understand, precisely as the same men view of Mormonism, and with those who
refuse to listen to the logic of legal enact- were associated with him carried the news
ments and prosecutions by which their of a reorganization to both the Mormon
transgressions are punished, as those op- and the Gentile, with regard to law, the
posed to them would say, but which they truth, and respect to the good to be found
say are glorified to them as incipient mar- in both classes, not being willing to adopt
tyrdom, prosecutions in the language of the doctrine and practice of Utah Mormonthe courts, persecutions in the speech o"f ism as a legitimateoutgrowth ofthe primithe people prosecuted.
tive faith; nor to adopt the radical idea of
The Tribune would not and does the 7 ribune that Mormonism was all bad,
not give a moment's credit to the in the concrete and in the abstract.
oft repeated statements of the Mormons
The J osephites have, so far as they could,
in the pulpit and in their press, in which improved every opportunity to call the at-

tention of the errant followers of the Utah
policy of Brigham Young to that policy
as a wrong, and the unfortunate results
that must follow. In doing this we have
pleased neither the extreme Mormon, nor
the Liberal, or Gentile. Our effort has
been regarded by the latter fully as Quixotic and fanatical as the Utah Mor.mon
faith itself; and by the former it has been
considered as the effort of bad men in a
new direction to destroy them and their
work,-the devil in a new form. The
conservative and middle ground would not
answer the purpose of either extreme, and
so "they would none of it."
What the issue will be it is tbO early as
yet to predict; but one thing is sure, the
J osephites are occupying defensible
grounds, both in r~gard to the politics of
the country and the religion's of the day,
Mormonism included; and we shall be
content to wait, while we ar~ watching,
working and praying for the redemption
of all from the thralldom of sin and the
evils resulting from evil counsel.
GENERAL CONFERENCE AND THE
SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

ATTENTION is called to the minutes of the
committee on Sunday-school "ways and
means," which appear in this issue of. the
HERALD.
We might sum up what we
have to say in support of the movement in
the terse phrase, "comment unnecessary,"
because of the general interest which the
work of the conference and committee
should create in the movement and the
united efforts which should everywhere
be made in support of a work so laudable
and so necessary to the welfare of the
church and the salvation of humanity.
The work of the church would never
be complete without the addition or com-.
plement of the Sunday-school.
Not less
than the adult should the child be nurtured with spiritual teaching, be fed with the
bread of heaven and drink of the water of
life.
This is doubly apparent when we
rem em her the truth couched in and the
force ot the adages, "Train up a child in
the way he should go, and when he is old
he will not depart from it." "As the twig
is hent so the tree is inclined."
The work of the committee speaks for
itself, it needs no extended commendation,
no mere wordy or eloquent appeal in its
hehalf.
The important character and
magnitude of the work of providing for
the religious and moral training and education of the children and youth is an appeal in itself so strong, so eloquent that it
should awaken in its behalf an interest so
general, so intense and lasting as to bring
every member of the church to a realizing
sense of the necessity of giving the movement his hearty, earnest support; and to
cause every one who can do so to devote
themselves to aiding in its establishment
and continued growth.
God is working in the world as well as
in the church.
We have but to "discern
the signs of the times" in the dawn and
extension of civil and religious liberty, the
restoration of fertility to Palestine, the
and general increase of knowledge,
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the improved and improving condition of
the masses, and other things too numerous
to mention, to understand that God is not
only working through his church, but in
every possible way to usher in his glorious
government and accomplish his marvelous
purposes.
Our people should not, in the
least degree, be in the rear of this general
advance and noble movement.
\-Vill the sisters of the Prayer Union
and the Sunday-school workers everywhere especially remember and hold up
the hands of the committee on the date
mentioned-Thursday July 3d-that the
needed light and wisdom may be given
them?
Will the Saints everywhere also
make prayer in their behalf.
To us it seems to be fitting, a part of the
general design of the Lord in his work,
that when the church is complete in organization and thus equipped for its divine
work, the Sunday-school work should be
completely provided for.
Would the church be completely or fully organized without it?
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE San Francisco, California, branch, is
making an effort to erect a house of worship. Th~y are few in number, but at a
business meeting held about a year ago,
the branch appointed a committee of which
Sr. Mary A. Saxe, is the active chairman,
who has instituted a system of letters,
which system takes in as wide a field as
they by friends and. friend's friends may
be able to reach.
One of these letters is
sent us under the idea that it may be a
fraud;· to which we answer no it is not a
fraud, but a legitimate affair.
t.he plan
displeases any one receiving a letter, return
it to address of Mary A. Saxe, No.4 Margaret Place, Turk street, San. Francisco,
California. Bro .. GeorgeS. Lincoln, 18or
Polk street, is president of the branch.
Bro. George H. Graves, in a letter dated
June rst, at Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, is
anxious that any of the elders passing
through that region will call on him at
the Hotel Vendome, where they will find
him quite desirous to aid in securing a
place to preach in, and in filling the appointments.
In a letter. dated the 5th inst., Bro. T. H.
Lake reports "very warm weather and a
great deal of rain, hurting- the crops in this
part of Canada-Ontario."
An unsigned letter from some point in
the State of Indiana reaches us containing
references to the commands of the Savior
concerning giving none offense to the
weak, the lesson of the mote and the beam
in the eye, the necessity of forgiving, seeking reconciliation etc., as written in the law;
ending with the expressed wish that some
brethren and sisters would be careful in
choosing their associates, live' in good and
peaceable neighborhoods, and away from
the evil influences of the saloon.
The
writer also expresses his wishes that Bro.
So-and-so wopld not talk so loud, be so
boisterous and act so queerly; stating that
all such things are hurtful to the cause;
that no elder is likely to go there and labor, and that he will prohab1y remove

from it as a result. We do not generally
pay any attention to anonymous communications, nor do we know whether the one
referred to was written in a "growling"
mood or not. We insert its substance that
it may be profitable "to all whom it may
concern," if any. "A word to the wise is
sufficient."
President Joseph Smith went, in company with Bishop Blakeslee, to N auvocr,
Iliinois, the afternoon of the 12th inst. He
will return about the 25th inst.
Bishop
Blakeslee came to Lamoni the 9th inst.,
from a tour in western Iowa and eastern
Nebraska.
He is in excellent health and
full of zeal and hope.
Bro. W. W. Blair returned home the
9th inst., after laboring a season in Nebraska City, Council Bluffs, Crescent City,
Little Sioux and Logan. He reports the
work of the church in good and promising
condition in all those places and their vicinities and says that between twenty and
thirty additions have been made to the
church there in the past few weeks, also
that others have said they will soon unite.
He returned sooner than designed for the
reason that damaging floods there had
swept out many bridges, both railroad and
others, rendering travel difficult, also because Pres. Joseph Smith had arranged to
go with Bishop Blakeslee to Illinois about
the 12th inst.
In a recent card dated at San Francisco,
California, Bro. T, W. Smith asks that the
S:..ints be requested to remember Sr. Helen, his wife, in prayer that she may be
blessed, and it consistent with the Lord's
will, restored to health.
Saints, please
note the request.
By paper. sent from Columbus, Nebraska, we receive nntice, as also by letter
from Bro. Caffall, we learn that Bro. H.
J. Hudson has been chosen as president of
the Northern Nebraska district.
Bro. and Sr. M. P. and S. 0. Dawson
of Ellensburg, Washington, wrote that
they would like an elder to come to that
place and preach the word.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. H. 0. Smith wrote the 3d instant
from Deloit, Iowa:
"I left home May J3th, since which time I
have preached at Dow City, Deloit and Auburn;
nineteen times in all. Have enjoyed fair .liberty,
and find plenty to do with, as a rule, good audiences. Am now on my way to Galland's Grove
to annual quarterly conference of this district.
Do not expect to go home again before the fall
reunion."

Bro. J. C. Clapp wrote from Reese
Creek, Montana, J nne 3d:
.

"Lots of good meetings here; Saints feel well
as a general thing. To-morrow I go to Willow
Creek; from there to Deer Lodge to. conference.
The battle is fierce, but Zion will be victorious."

Bro. W. W. Blai.r wrote from Little
Sioux, Iowa, J nne 3d:
"Severe rains yesterday prevented services last
night. Bro. Derry was to preach. About one
this am. we had driving wind and flooding rain
--said to be the worot storm ev'er known here of
the kind. Weather is clearing to-day, but indications favor more rain. Bro. Derry goes home
this p.m , and I will continue meetings over
three eveninl!"s and then go on to Logan by the
7th instant. Bro. J. C. Crabb thinks to leave for
his field Wednesday or Thursday.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ttes.-Was

the Melchisedec Priesthood be·
stowed upon the Nephites prior to the coming of
Christ in the fl.esl.?
.
· Ans.-Yes; there is an abundant amount of
prop£ for this in ·the following texts.
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, Jid consecrate Jacob and Joseph, that they should be
priests and teachers over the land of my people.
And it came to pass that we lived . after the manner of happiness. And thirty years had passed
away from the time we left Jerusalem. And I,
Nephi, had kept the records upon my plates:
which I had made of my people, thus far."-2
:t-l"ephi 4: 5·
"The words of Jacob, the brother of Nephi,
which he spake unto the people of Nephi; Behold, my beloved brethren, I, Jacob, having been
called of God, and ordained after the manner of
kis koly order, and having. been conse.::rated by
my brother, Nephi, unto whom ye look as a king
or a protector, and on whom ye depend for safety,
behold, ye know that I have spoken unto you exceeding many things; nevertheless, I speak unto
you again : for I am desirous for the welfare of
your souls. Yea, mine anxiety is great for you;
and ye yourselves know that it ever has been.
For I have exhorted you with all diligence; and
I have taught you the words of my father; and
I have. spoken unto you concerning all things
which are written from the creation of the world."
- 2 Nephi 5: r.
"And now my brethren, seeing we know these
things, and they are true, let us repent; and harden not our hearts, that we provoke not the Lord
our God to pull down his wrath upon us in these
his second commandments which he has given
unto us; but let us enter into the rest of God,
which is prepared according to his word.
And
again: my brethren, I would cite your minds forward to the time when the Lord God ;gave these
commandments unto his children; and I would
that ye should remember that the Lord God ordained priests, after kis koly order, which was after Ike o~der if kis Son to teach these things
unto the people;' and those priests were ordained
after the order of his Son, in a manner that thereby the people might know in what manner to
look forward to his Son for redemption.
And
this is the manner after which they were.ordalned: being called and prepared from the foundation of the world, according to the foreknowledge
of God, on account of their exceeding faith and
good works; in the first place being left to choose
good or evil; therefore they having ehosen good,
and exercising exceeding great faith, are called
with a holy calling, yea, with that holy calling
which was prepaHd with, a-nd according to, a
preparatory redemption for such; and thus they
have been· ca-lled to this holy calling on .account
of their faith, ~Nti:le o-t)iers would reject the Spirit of God on ac.coun:t of the hardness of thdr
hearts and blindness of their minds, while, if it
had not been for this, they might had as great
privilege as their brethren.
Or in fine: in the
first place they were on the same standing with
their brethren; thus this holy calling being prepared from the foundation of the world for such
as would not harden their hearts, being in and
.through the atonement of the only begotten Son,
who was prepar-ed; and thus being called by this
holy calling, and ordained unto tke kigk priesthood <if tke. koly o~der of God, to teach,his com-
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mandmepts unto. the children of. men, that they
also might enter into his rest, this high priest,
hood being after the orde1' qf !tis Sott, which order was from the foundation of the world: or in
other words, being without beginning of days or
end of yeats, being prepared from eternity to all
eternity, according to his foreknowledge 0£· all
things. Now they were ordained after thismanner.: Being called with· a I.oly calling, and or~
dained ·with a holy. ordinance, and faking upon
them Ike higk jriestkoOd o£ the holy order, which
calling, aDd ordinance, and high priesthood, Is
without beginning and end; thus they become
high priests forever, after the order of the Son,
the only begotten of the Father, who Is without
beginning of days or end of years, who is full of
grace, equity and truth. And thus it Is. Amen."
-Aima9:6.
"Now as I said concerning the holy order of
this high priesthood: there were manywho were
o.rda!ned and became high priests of God; and if
was on account of their exceeding faith and repentan-ce, and their righteous·ness before God,
they choosing to repent and work· righteousness,
rather· than to perish; therefore they were called
after this holy order, and were sanctified, and
their garments were washed white, through the
blood oft he Lam b. Now they, after being sane- .
tified by the Holy Ghost, having their garments·
made white, being pure and spotless before God,
could not look upon sin, save it were with abhorrence; and there were many, exceeding great
many, who were made pure, and entered into the
. rest of the Lord their God. And now, my brethren, I would that ye should humble yourselves
before God, and bring forth fruit meet for repentence, that ye may also enter into that rest; yea,
humble yo·urselves even as the people in the days
of Melchizedek, who was also a high priest after
this same order which I have spoken, who also
took upon him the li'igh priesthood forever. And
it was this same Melchizedek to whom Abraham
paid tithes: yea, even our father Abraham paid
tithes of one tenth part of all that he possessed.
Now these ordinance<> were given afterthis man-.
ner, that thereby the people might look forward
on the Son of God, it being a type ~f his order, or it
being his order; and this, that they might look
forward to him for a remission of their sins, that
they might enter into the rest of the Lord."Alma ro: x.
"And it came to pass that in this same year,
there was exceeding great prosperity in the church,
insomuch that there were thousands who did join
themselves unto the church, and were baptized
unto repentance; and so great was the prosperity
of the church, and so many the blessings which
were poured out upon the people, that even the
ltiglt priests and the teachers were themselves astonished beyond measure. And it came to pass
that the work of the Lord did prosper unto the
baptizing and uniting to the .:;hurch of God, many
souls; yea, evell. tens of thousands. ·Thus ·we
may see that the Lord is merciful unto all who
will in the sinc<"rity of their hearts, eall upon his'
holy nam<"; yea, thus we see that the gate of
heaven is open unto all, even ·to those who will
believe on the name of Jesus Christ, who is the
Son of God; yea, we see that whosoever will lay
hold upon the word of God which is quick and
powerful, which shall divide asunder all the cunning, and the snares, and the wiles of the devil,
and lead the man of Christ in a straight and narrow course across that everlasting gulf of misery
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which is prepared to engulf the wicked, and·land
their souls, yea, their immortal souls, at the, right
hand of God, in the kitlgdorri of heaven, to sit
down with Abraham, and Isaac, and with Jacob,
and with all otir holy fathers, to go no more out.
And in this· year there was continual rejoicing in
the land of Zarahemla, and in all the regions
round about, even in all the land which was possesse'd bj the Nephites. And it came to pass that·
there was peace and exceeding great joy in the
remainder of the forty and, ninth year; yea, and
also there was continual peace and. great joy in
the fiftieth year of the reign of the Judges. And
in the fifty and first year of. the reign of the Judges,
ther was peace also; save it were the pride which
began to enter into the church; not into the
church of God, but into. the .hearts of the people
who professed to belong to the church of God;
and they were lifted up in pride, even to the persecution of many of their brethren. Now this
was a great evil, which did cause the more humble part of the people to stiffer great persecutions,
and to wade through much afflictions; nevertheless, they did fast and pray oft, and did wax
stronger and stronger in their humility, and firmer and firmer In the faith of Christ, unto the filling their souls with joy and consolation, yea,
even to thej:mrlfying and the sanctification of their
hearts, which sanctification cometh because of
their yjelding their hearts unto God.
And it
came to pass that the fifty and second year ended
in peace also, save it were the exceeding great
pride which had gotten into the hearts of the people; and it was because of their exceeding great
riches, and their prosperity in the land; and it
did grow upon them from day to day."-Helaman 2:6.
"And it came to pass that as many as would
not hearken to the words of Helaman and his·
brethren, were gathered together against their
brethren. . And now behold, they were exceeding wroth, insomuch that they were determined
to slay them. Now the leader of.those who were
wr0th against their brethren, was a large and a
strong man; and his name was Amalickiah. And
Amalickiah was desirous to be a king; and those
people who were wroth, were also desirous that
he should be their king; and they were the
greater part of them the lower judges of the land;
and they were seeking for power.
And they
had been led by the flatteries of Amalickiah, that
if they would support him, and establish him to
be their king, that he would make them rulers
over the people.
Thus they were led away by
Amalicl<iah, to dissensions, notwithstanding the
preaching of Helaman and his brethren; yea, notwithstanding their exceeding great care over the
church, for they were hurh priests over the ckurclz.
And there were many in the church who believed in the flattering words of Amalickiah, therefore they dissented even from the church; and
thus were the affairs of the people of Nephi exceeding precarious and dangerous, notwithstanding their great victory which they had had over
the Lamanites, and their great rejoicings which
they had had because of their deliverance by the
hands of the Lord. Thus we see how quick the
children of men do forget the Lord their God ;
yea, how quick to do iniquity, and to be led away
by the evil one; yea, and we also see the great
wickedness one very wicked man can cause to
take place among the children of men ; yea, we
see that Amalickiah, because he was a man of
cunning devices, and a man of many flattering

words, that he led away the hearts of many people to do wickedly; yea, and to seek to destroy
the Church of God, and to destroy the foundation of liberty which God had granted unto therp,
or which blessing God had sent upon the face of
the land, for the righteous' sake .
"And now it came to pass that when Moroni,
who was the chie( commander of the armies .of
t-he Nephites, had heard of these dissensions, he
was angry with Amalickiah.
And it came to
pass that he rent his coat; and he took a piece
thereof, and wrote upon it, In memory of our
God, our religion, and freedom, and our peace,
our wives, and our children; and he fastened it
upon the end o;f a pole thei·eof. And·he fastened
on his head-plate; and his breast-plate, and his
shields, and girded on his armor about his loins;
and he took the pole, which had on the end thereof his rent coat (and he called it the title of liberty), and he bowed himself to the earth, and he
prayed mightily unto his God for the· blessings
of liberty to rest upon his brethren so long as
there should a band of christians remain to possess the land; for thus were all the trite believers
qJ Ckrist, who belonged to the. church qf God, called, by tho<-e who did not belong to .the church;
and those who did belong to the church, vvere
faithful; yea, all those who were true believers
in Christ, .took upon them, gladly, the ttame qj
Christ, or christians, as they were ca-lled, because
of their belief in Christ, who should come; and
therefore, at this ti.me, Moroni prayed that the
cause of the christians, and the freedom of the
land might be favored."-Alma 2I: 6, 7·
These texts are most cone! usive evidence that
the Nephites who were faithful in their service
to God, had the Melchisedec Priesthood in their
midst from the first. Oliver Cowdery, who was
the second elder in the church and stood second
in authority to Joseph the Seer, stated in an editorial found in Messenger a12d Advocate, p. 9r,
that the priests among the N ephites were· of the
Melchisedec order:
"Now as it is, and very correctly too, Lehi and
his sons were blessed with the high priesthoodthe Melchisedec Priesthood, They never made
any pretense that they were descendants of Aaron, or ever received that priesthood which was
conferred upon him by the hand of Moses, at the
direction of the Lord.
Moses had authority to consecrate Aa"
ron a priest. Where did he get his authority to
aTrange the tabernacle, ark, etc.?. Who laid
hands upon him?
Had he authority to 'come
near' when the Lord was entreated by sacrifice?·
He was Aaron's brother, to be sure, but Aaron
was the high priest.
"* ,.. * Moses received the holy priesthood after the order of Meld isedec, under the hands of
Jethro, his father·in-law.
Clothed with
this authority he set Isratl in order, and by commandment ordained Aaron to a priesthood less
than that."-Messettger attd Advocate, p. 2I.
In this connection it may be well to notice that
priests and high priests are mentioned in the foregoing texts as existing in the Nephite church of
Christ, and that many were in it at the same
time, and that their chief ministrations were in
matters pertaining to the gospel of Christ; and
we may further note that Christ, when he personally visited the Nephites, did not revoke or in
any way change the order of priestly authority
and ministrations, but evidently continued the
same essentially as they had hitherto existed in

"* * *
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the church. Had he designed to make any important change in either, it would no doubt have
been set forth in plain words, for that matter being of such importance lo the integrity of the
church, needed instruction on the point would
have been given. A brief'statement is given us
in respect to some of the officers of the church
after the time Christ appeared a1n'ong and
taught the Nephites. But it must be borne in
mind that we here have but an abridgement, not
even "a hundredth part," of what Jesus taught to
and administered among them. There is no
reason for believing that any of lhe officers belonging to the church of Christ prior to his first
advent on this continent were not continued in the
church afterward.
~--Was the fullness of the gospel obtained
among the Nephites prior to Christ's appearing
among them?
A,-Yes; when that relates to the plan of redemption in Christ Jesus. For that plan was
manifestly made known to Adam and his seed
immediately after the fall. But when the words,
"the fullness of the gospel" refer to the records
in which that plan of redemption is set forth, it
then can not be said that the N ephites had it
prior to Christ's. first advent.
Care should be
taken to .discern what is intended by the words
"the fullness of the gospel," and the contexts therefore should be carefully' examined. In Doctrine
and Covenants 42: 5, it is stated that both and
either the Bible and Book of Mormon contains
the fulness of the gospel.
This is true in the
fact that both and either of them contain the plan
of redemption in Christ ]<':sns: The inspired
translation.of th.e Bible in Genesis sets forth the
plan of redemption in words of great plainness,
and so far as is essential to salvation the teachings there given may be said to be the fullness
of the gospel; and yet there are many things appertaining to gospel~work, the details of which
are not there given.
OH, DEAR!

in a terrible state of fear,
caused by the' efforts of Bro. Robert M ..
Elvin, at Brownville, Nebraska. See what
a state of trepidation he is in as appears
from his article in the Brownville News,
of May goth, from which we clip it:
SoMEBODY is

EDITORS NEws:-The husbands, fathers and
brothers of Brownville request a brief space in
your issue for inquiry on a subject more to them
than even life. In the addres~ at the opera hall
last Sunday night the speakerdeclared and reaffirmed that the, Church of tile Latter Day Saints
he represented is not polygamous, not .even Mormon!
The Book of Mormon is his Bible, revealed to
his progenitor, Joe Smith, or eyes and ears are
worthless things. But, however, that may be I
confront his declaration as to u;e n.on-polygamy
or Latter Day Saints with the Supreme Court of
the United States; and quote from dispatches in
last Saturday's World-Herald: "Ex-Senator McDonald made a motion to-day (May 2.3d) before
the. Supreme Court for a rehearing of the Mormon
case, and to vacate the mandate. The Court refi1sed the rehearing, but allowed the, latter part
of the motion. It is understood that the object
is to ascertain if there be npt some method by
which the money accumulated by the Church
of Latter Pay Saint!! can be returned to

source that will not use the funds for the propa·
gation of polygamy."
Money accumulated by the Church of Latter
Day Saints to propagate polygamy confiscated
by the Government and the Supreme Court seeking some spot in the Church of Latter Day
Saints not debauched by loathsome· treachery!
It is not my purpose to persecute any man or sect,
only to defend to homes of Brownville before
the doom is sealed, and expose attempted mis·
representations. Honest zeal is commendable,
even in a bad caus_, but deceit and fraud with
the public are unpardonable sin. I do not accuse
any one, I merely present undeniable facts. My
authority are the Book of Mormon, and the
United States Supreme Court and common observation for fifty years.
INQUIRER.
SPRINKLING BABIES.
THE

Western Baptist has the following

by one of its writers. It is .well to keep
these facts in view when taking into consideration the great apostasy from primitive Christianity, the "Teaching for doctrine the commandments of men:"
"x. Episcopalians baptize the babies to regenerate them.
"2. Presbyterians because they are children of
the Covenant.
"3· Methodists because as fit for heaven they
should ·be regarded as fit for the church.
"4· Catholics because tke Pope orders it. As
subject to the Pope in all things, they obey his
command, even in the article of death."

THE HYMNS THA.T MOTHER SUNG.
Throughout the changing scenes of life,,
That shadowed vale of smiles and tears,
Where all is lost within the mist
That bides "the by-gone years,
Some strains there are that linger yet,
And many hearts no longer young
Are thrilled with joy, again to hear
The hymns that mother sung.
We used to gather at the hearth
When darknesR overcame the day,
A.nd dreamily, as children will,
We'd watch the shadows play;
And sitting by the glowing fire,
As to and fro the kettle swung,
We learned the songs we've always lovedThe hymns that mother sung.
We seem to hear again her voice,
So long remembered,·cJear and sweet,
When, in days of long ago,
We sat at mother's feet;
And gazing upward on the wall,
Where dearest father's picture hung,
We thought he smiled, for he, too, loved
The hymns -that mother sung.
On many snowy winter nights,
When all witho.ut was cold and drear,
We've clustered close around the chair
In happiness and cheer.
No more. for us the glowing fire,
No more the cricket's chirping tongue,
And nevermore on earth we'll hear
The hymns that mother sung.
To them we owe our happy homes,
Praise be to God who reigns above,
For keeping ever bright and clear
The lessons learned in love.
Outliving sorrow, bearing hope,
The dear old songs have always clung,
And never can the heart forget
The hymns that mother sung.

-New York

Obser-v~;

EDITED BY SISTER "li'RANOES.'"

"WHICH ROAD WOULD YOU TAKE?
"If you could go back to the forks of the road-

Back the long miles you have carried the load;
Back to the place where you had to decide
By this way or that through your life to abide;
Back of the sorrow and back of the care; ·
Back to the place where the future was fair-If you were there now a decision to make,
Oh, pilg~im of sorrow I which road would you take?
Then, after you'd trodden the other long track,
Suppose that again to the forks you went back,
After you found that its promises fair
Were but a delusion that led to a snare.
That the road you first traveled with sighs and unrest,
Though dreary a11d rough was most graciously blest
With balm for each bruise and a charm for each acheOh, pilgrim of sorrow I which road would you take?"
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

The Prayers of the Union are especially requested by the committee on Sunday-school work,
that God will guide and bless their labors in the
important work before them. Thur~day July 3d,
has been set apart by the committ~e as a day of
fasting and prayer, a11d they ask the p1:ayers of
all those interested in the welfare of Zion, upon
that specialday,that wisdom may be given them.
Sr. Isabella]. McMillen, East Greenville, Ohio,
solicits your prayers in behalf of her husband
that he may obey the gospel, and for herself.that
she may have grace to endure tp the end.
Sister Maila Davis, of Juniata, Michigan, asks
your prayers that her eyes may be healed, and
sister Jane Davis that her health may be restored.
Bro. Alfred Guinand, of Havensville, Kansas,
desires your faith and prayers. that God may be
pleased t0 restore him to health.

HOME CoLUJIIN MISSIONARY

FuND.

June 5, Arriount to date ...•..••.•••.. $2,814 04
Christina Johnson, Ills. •
25
Emma L. Little, Ills. . . .
50
F. K Rich!!rdson, 0. . . .
50
Ida Hayer, .Iowa . . . . • . •
24
Mary Lyon, Mo. . • . • . . . 2 oo
A friend; Ills ...••...... 50 oo
M. A. Twaddle, Cal.. . . . I oo
C.G&A L.Randall, Kan. 2 co
M .. A. Matthews, Cal.. . . I oo
S. Ridley, Cal. ......... r oo
Ann: Pool, Cal.. . . . . • . • •
50
S. C. Casteel, Cal. • • • . . .
50
H. Lytle, Cal..... .. .. . •
50
Orissa Lytle, Cal. . • • . • •
50
A. B. Wise, Cal. ...•.• :
5o
H. W. Patterson, Cal. . .
50
R. R. Dana, Cal.. • . . . • • 1 oo
E. A. Mil gate, Cal. . • • . . r oo.
Emma Burton, Cal. . . . .
50
Prayer Unions, Omaha. 7 90
Mary A. Lewis, Iowa .• 75
72 64
June 13, Amount received to date ...... "$2,88668
II:!W"'Se~d

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
GREEN RIDGE, Mo., June rst.

Dear Sisters:-It was not my privilege to be
present at the conference at Lamoni, but I was
at home praying the Lord to be with the assemblies of his people. While reading of the enjoyable times had duri_ng conference my heart cried
o~t, Praise. the, Lord, while tears dimmed my
eyes. I .do rejoice to know this worl~ is onward,
for to my mind it is the grandest worj;: ever mor.tals were engaged in. While reading the letters
from the Saints in the Herald I partake of the
spirit of the writers and feel as though I was at a
.prayer a!ld _testimony meeting. I d.on't know
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how I could do without the Herald. It brings
tidings of great joy to. one .that ls away from the
church and almo&t starving' for the bread of life.
I wish to bear my.testlmony through the Herald,
as that is my only chance now'. 'r have had
many testim<:>njes that this. is the work of God
and have no.doubt of its final .triumph, but have
fears with regard to myself. Shall I be able to
stand? Shall I be counted worthy a white robe
and a cro~n? I am contending for the faith
once delivered to the Saints, try'ing to come up
higher. I arn alone in the. faith and feel my
weakness. I would like to do .these people good.
Will you. pray the Lord to give me wisdom and
the guidance of his Holy Spirit that I may say
and do just the things that will be pleasing unto
him? I ask your faith and prayers in behalf of
my daughter that she and her husband may be
brought into the fold of Christ.
·
In gospel bonds,
HANNAH HUFFMAN.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May 27th.
Sister Fmnces:-On Thursday, May 8th, at
2:30p.m. a number of the sisters of the Independence branch met at Sr. M. Windsor's. and
organized a Prayer Union, electing Sr. M. Eaton
president and A. A. Hortori secretary. Subsequently Sr. Margaret Wi·ndsor was chosen vice·
president. At our meetings which are carried
on, so far as we have learned from the He1·ald, in
harmony with the Pmyer Union establbhed
throughout the different branches, we have enjoyed the peaceful influence ·of the Holy Spirit.
At present we. meet from house to house, as
the number of sisters attending is small. We
trust by conlinut>d faithfulness it will increase,
anrl the Union in this place be a power of good
to the branch, and to all the subjects ot our united
effort.
Dear sisters of the Union, rem~mber us in
your prayers.
ABBIE A. HoRTON,
Secretary.
CLARKDALE, Mo., Tune rst.
Dear Sisters qj the Home Column:-I will try to
write you a few of my thoughts. I have just
heard of my clear mother's death and it makes
me feel very sad. I hope she has gone to rest.
I will try to so live to meet her. If 1 have come
short in the past I will try in the· future to strive
day by day the Lord helping me to. overcome all
the faults that might prevent my entering in at
the straight and narrow way. For one I can say
that my hope in Christ and in the great latter
day work is firm, and I have a desire to press on.
And to the dear mothers who. like myself, have
grown grey in this work, I would say, Let us be
patient, let us try and be faithful a little longer.
We are now in reach of the prize. 0, may we
not falter and grow weary in well-doing now
that we are so near the end of the race. Many
·times my feet havt> very nigh slipped, but have
been upheld by the grace of my Heavenly Father.
0, Father! help us to make straight paths for
our feet, lest at any time we might stumble and
fall.
Sometimes I say to myself, Oh, have I done
any good in this glorious work? I am often answered by a still small voice, "You have been
the means of bringing your husband, your two
daughters and six sons into the kingdom. Pray
the Lord to help you keep them there."
Dear sisters, what a responsibility is resting

on a mother! I feel the weight so much. I have
the responsibility of calling the house to -order
for ptayers. I do the best I can in my weakness.
I do desire your prayers in my behalf, that the
time rnay cotne \vhen my family will join in
leading hi prayer at family worship.
HULDA FLINN.
CRESCENT CITY, Iowa, june 2d.
I thought I would like .to drop a few lines to
the Home Column. I often think I will write
and tell of .God's goodness to me, but my age
prevents me. The Home Column is life to me,
It is my only companion now in this life, and let
me tell you, dear sisters, I love it. When I have
read one Herald I long for the next one. I have
been V'!ith the church over forty years, have followed her through many trials, but it grows dearer to me each day, and as my race is about run
on this earth I look forward with pleasure to the
time when I shall join those gone before.
As ever, your sister in Christ,
MARY PIDDINGTON,
MESA GRANDE, Cal., May zsth.
Dear Sisters f!f Home Colttmn:-The conference
o! r890 was looked fonvard to with much interest and expectation, with regard to its results.
We as a people have been favored with the best
conference recorded in the annals of the Reorganized Church. How cheering to the hearts of
all Saints are the assurances that God owns this
people and that he is very near them.
And
while buoyed up with these assuran~es of God's
love and faithfulness, let us remember that the
adversary is near also, and that when God
moves, he does too, and when evil starts up in
our path from unexpected sources, it is the evil
power operating through human guise, and let
us be careful how we deal with such. "As thy
day may demand so thy succor shall be." If we
go to God in prayer, then we are able to cope
with him and he is baffled.
Sisters, many of you will be tried with evil
speaking. The word d God says, "He that will
live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution,
and if they have called the master of the house
·Beelzebub, how much more will thev call them
of his household."
The Saints of former days rejoiced when called
to suffer for Christ's sake, and we ought to make
a better record than they as we have three sacred
books to guids us and although thev had lhe
Lord to instruct them they did not understand
the meaning of his worrls. Let us be encouraged.
"Think what spirit dwells within thee,
Think what father's smiles are thine;
Think that Jesus died to win thee,
Child of heaven would'st thou repine?"

There seems to be little tirne remaining and
we can not affort to let it go unimproved. Every
act of kindness, every word of love given for
Christ's sake is like new coins added to tho'e
already there. Some through self-denial go
with seedy garments and are perhaps slighted by
others therefor. This should be esteemed an
honor !ike the "spots on a soldier's coat which
arise from a discharge of duty." Others may
seem to have mountains to climb. Be not discouraged.
Once in a night vision I saw myself travelling
on road, and looking up, I saw people walking
away above me on the same road, ~nd I won·
dered how they made their way up there, as

a

there seemed be be so many objects hedging up
the way. I kept on, and as I advanced, every
obstacle moved out of the way. So it will be
with all who.will persevere. God is able and
vvilling to remove all difficulties out of the way
of his people. All glory tp his name.
"Then let us be pure as tlle lilly,
And joyous and glad as the rose;
So when J esns selectetb his jewels,
In Zion we'll find onr repose."

CANDACE.
WABASH, Neb ,June rst.
Dear Sisters of tke Home Column:- I have
often felt a strong desire to write, but always felt
my inability to write anything o{ interest.
I have been reading the Herald this Sabbath
evening, and I thought I must express how
much I enjoy the sisters' letters in the Home
Column. l have been in the church now nearly
five years. Was baptized by Bro. R. M. Elvin,
and have never regretted it, but always rejoice
that I have heard and obeyed the gospel. I have
been in poor health for some time and would
like the sisters of the Prayer Union to remember
me, that if it be the Lord's
I may have my
health restored, that I may be enabled to do my
duty as wife and mother. I 'have three little
children that need my care.
Your sister in the faith,
F. McCAIG.

will

DE.RBY, Ind., June 4th.

Editors Herald:--On the second day of May
I left Lamoni in company with Bro. J. W. Gillen
for the states of Indiana and Kentucky to preach
the gospel and assist in building up the kingdom
of God among men. I felt gratified in having so
congenial a companion as far as St. Loilis, who
introduced me to the church in the city and to
many plac<c's of interest while there. On the
follo~ving Sabbath I preached to the Saints of the
Cheltenham branch over which our worthy
brother W. 0. Thomas presides.
It was designed by the missionary in charge
that I should proceed to the assistance of Bro. I.
M. Smith in Illinois, but not getting word from
him whlle thc:re it was thought best that I proceed to my field of labor; so on the 8th instant I
shipped for Boston, this state, arriving the same
day; and on the nth of last month in company
with Brc. V. D. Baggerly we began operations
at a point on the Ohio river called Beach Grove,
thirty miles south of Boston. We had quite a
good hearing at this point, our congregations increasing with each additional meeting. We went
from there to Marietta, Crawford county, preached twice, to Mentor. Returning to Marietta and
Oak Hill SchooJ.house preached a number of
times, and the 24th back to Beach Grove, held
meetings there and at the Harding School-house.
We then attended the district conference which
convened the 31st with the Hope branch in this
cmmty, and here I was made glad by meeting
brethren that I had not seen for years. We had
a time of rejoicing long to be remembered. The
conference was a success, the business transacted
in harmony and the Spirit's presence in prophecy
was encouraging. The preaching services were
fair and all felt strc:1gthened for the work in
hand.
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On the second of this month we started for
Martin county, fifty miles north-west of this
place, but on arriving here were informed by
parties .sent after us that some that had attended
the conference wanted to be baptized, so we are
preaching this week in this place, and when we
have attended to this work we intend to move
onward.
I never sayv so flattering a prospect for the
spread of the work throughout this entire country. We can not begin to respond to the calls
for preqching, and I begin to believe that the
harvest is great and the laborers few.
l have been treated with courtesy and kindness
at every place thus far, for which I feel thankful
to our Heavenly Father. Our meetings at this
place are increasing i.n interest. We feel encouraged and will try to be humble and do what
we can for the spreading of the cause we love so
well.
bonds,
I. P. BAGGERLY.

In

r6 Palm street, Walkley,
SHEFFIELD, Eng., May 27th.
Dear Herald:-- You are a welcome visitor.
Your pages are laden with the glad tidings of
heaven; reaching the hearts of of many that are
not permitted to hear the Watchman's voice;
bearinh the glad tidings. ot heaven to a dying
race. Your message is so rich and hears some of
charming voice of the Watchman, that il: causes
us to rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. Oh,
may all that continue to write to thee seek words
dictated by inspiration!
In times past it has brought to us the. thoughts
of the noble. men and women of the earth, those
whom God has blessed with power, this power
we. are ·not a.shamed to call the power of the gospel, because lt bears the good tidings of the
love of God in Christ towards all men. "How
beautHul upon the mountains are the feet of
those that bring good tidings of great joy."
The :work in Sh<"ffield keeps moving along.
W,e ·have afew faithful brethren and sisters who
are striving to push the work along, and for the
faith. Almost all the brethren holding office in
the Sheffield branch have taken the blue ribbon
and have nothing to do with tobacco, Much
prejudice. has been remo\,ed from the minds of
the people in this part of the vineyard. We have
scattered very freely of late the "Epitome" and
"What is Truth?" We are striving to save some
by the Master's help.
Yours in the gospel vf Christ,
HENRY HOOLE.

KEMPVILLE, Alabama.
Editors Herald:-I have been trying to carry
the gospel :,bout nine years. I feel satisfied that
I am engaged in a glorious work that will save
the human family if they will Jive and abide by
the l.aw. I have had many seasons of joy and
many hard ups and <lowns, but my blessed Master working with me enables to overcome the
devil, though the missionary is a great stumblingblock in this part of the country. I am ~till try·
ing to let my light shine among the few Saints
and the people, that they ri1ay see rny good
work. Pray for me that I may never faint by
the wayside, but ever strive to walk in the light
of God.
I hope we all will try to live for truth and
overcome. the fiery darts of Satan. The outsiders have been so opposed to this doctrine that

ALD.

I thought it never would do much good here, but
thank God they do open their church doors and
permit me to preach for them, and some of them
love to hear me. Some do not, however. The
doctrine of Christ binds them to the law too
tight; they can not stand it.
There are more calls among the outsiders than
I can fill.
Dear brethren and sisters, I want
you all to pray for me that the Lord may help
me to do all I can among these people down
south. The work is opening slowly.
Ever your brother,
PERRY BooKER.

on coming up from the water I received the testimony that the young man would be called to
the ministry, and if faithful would become a
bright and shining shaft in the hands of the Mas·
ter for good to many souls. At the confirmation
the Spirit again bore witness of his calling. The
next day Bro. S. J. Salisbury, myself and others
repaired to the banks of Crooked Creek, and
Solomon led five others down into the waters of
baptism, all adults. ·The creek was crooked
enough but the baptism was all straight, so was
also the confirmation, right there beneath those
beautiful forest trees, impressive and grand. I
was well pleased with theTemarks of Bro. Salisbury to the people assembled to witness the cereNoRTH CuTTER, Me., June rst.
mony.
·
Bd!tors Heralrl:--I ·wish to say a few words in
He assured them he had not come there to
favor of this great latter day work. I don't exbaptize just for the fun of it, nor to amuse others
pect to add anything to it or say anything new in
who might be curious minded, but to solemnly
favor of it; for I know it is complete In and of it:
keep the commandments of our Lord. It was a
self, and only wish to say with others that I
pleasant time indeed.
know this is the gospel restored to earth again
Bro. Salisburihas not been idle of late, but
with all Hs gifts and blessings.
is working with renewed zeal and is beginning
I am glad to see by the Herald that a good
to reap the results of long continued efforts.
many seem to be getting their eyes opened to
Has reorganized the Pilot Grove branch, which
the truth of the gospel. There is not much of
for some years has been dormant, and has it
anything in the shape of preaching in this place
now in good working order.
I consider my
at the present. time, but we hope Bro. J. C. Foss
visit with my cousins a profitable one. I cerwill come this way before a great while. He
tainly enjoyed· it, though not feeling first-class
seems to be the right man for this part of the
temporally. I continued the effort over the
country. I am willing to do what I can, but as I
following Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
have to work for a living I don't suppose it will
On Wednesday I resumed my journey, havbe much. I came home last night after being away
ing the assurance that there were others near
four 'Neeks in a vessel. I am stopping now at
the door, and some already applying for enBro. E A. Ackley's. I ask you with all the rest
trance into the fold. Visited Aunt Catherine,
of the Saints to pray for me that I may be able • whom I found in moderate health, and all alive in
to live the life of a Saint.
the great and good work, rejoicing in the success
Y om·s in the one faith:
of her son Solomon. Thursday, Cousin Fred
J. J. HUNTLEY.
Salisbury brought me on my way to Colchester,
rejoicing with me in the success of the work and
KEWANEE, Ills., June 9th.
planning for new openings south of his home.
Friday, after a short visit with relatives, T again
Editors Herald:--Feeling interested in the gosmoved on, and arrived here in time to rest nicely
pel work of others, as I read in the Herald, the
ere entering upon the duties of conference and
thought occurs to me that others may be interested in the same kind .of work that I may be do-' dedication.
Saturday at ten a.m. met in the Saints' Chapel
ing; so I pen these lines to give my share of infor conference. Bro. W. J. Smith, E. E. Wheelteresting matter.
er, Wm. Pender, J. W. Terry, Eli Epperly, J. W.
On leaving home my journey lay eastward. ~
Peterson, from abroad, an<:l J. D. Jones and J.
spent a day in visiting Bro. Benj. Arnold, at
Chisnall, and others of the local forces cheered
Hamilton, Illinois, and on the 22d ult. I pulled
and gli:tddened our meeting. The Saints here
up at Burnside, Hancock county, and was fortuhave made sacrifice and I was pleased to see
nate in meeting Bro. W. McGahan at the s!ation,
the neat and tidy appearance of their chapel.
and was made welcome at his c:;osey little cottage
Nicelly painted anq artistically papered, it prehome, a mile or so from the village. Sr. Mcsented a real home-like, comfortable, pleasant
Gahan was just recovering from a serious illness
and cool retreat, to sing and pray and talk of
and was grieving over the loss of a darling baby,
the goodness of God in.
and my visit seemed opportune, in that i tried to
The business of conference passed without a
cheer and comfort the grieved heart.
jar. Bro. Willard Smith discoursed at night to
On the 23d and 24th Bro. McGahan interested
an appreciative congregation, principally of the
himself in trying to obtain the Christian Church
Saints. Sunday morning bright and pleasant.
for services, but was unsuccessful. The reason
Prayer service at nine a.m. in· charge of Bro. J.
assign<'d, they were fixing up for Decoration and
W. Terry. A blessed meeting; the Spirit was
Children's Day. I learned on Saturday that Bro.
with us, sqe peaceful, so calm; and yet so cheerS. J. Salisbury had an appointment for preaching
ing that all seemed filled and satisfied. At ro:
at the Shakerag School· house; so Cousin D. C.
30 dedicatory services began, in charge of your
Salisbury and I went to hear the sermon; but on
humble servant. After singing by the choir,
opening the service I· soon saw that a change
(and by the way, they have a nice choir, all
v1as made and I was· privileged to preach. On
young Saints, and they deserve a good deal of
our return we stopped with Bro. Solomon for
dinner and arranged for meeting at the Cottage . prl1.ise and encouragement) prayer was offered
By Bro. E. E Whe.eler, Bro. Willard J. Smith
School-house, for Monday, Tuesday, and Wedgave out the hymns and introduced the speaker.
nesday nights. On Wednesday afternoon I bapI felt good in the effort, and from the tearful
tized Bro. Herhert Salisbury, a very promising
eye and smiling countenances of the Saints, I
young man, son of Cousin D. C. Salisbury; and
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judged they too were blessed. At the close of
the sermon Bro. W. J. Srrti.th offered very feeling prayer· in dedication of the nice !itt!~
chapel to the service of God. An anthem by.
the choir, benediction by Bro. A. H. Sinit.h, and
the services were over.
In the afternoon Bro. W. ]. Smith gave us a
sp!endld dis.eourse on the principle of tithing,
and at night I was blessed in one of my characteristic efforts, and altogether I a in glad I was
here, though somewhat disappointed in not
meeting Bm. G. A. Blakeslee and E. C. Briggs.
The good work is on the increase and moving
grandly on. May God speed it till Zion shall
arise and shine "bright as the snn, fair as the
moon, ahd terrible as an army with banners" to
the evil-doers, I pray.
One feature of the dedication I must mention.
In .front of the pulpit was a beautiful pyramid of
flowers almost completely hiding it, and o'n each
end was a handsome bouquet, while ~n the organ
stood a most beautiful arrangement offlgwers in
the shape of a lyre; as pretty a thing in flowers
I think, as r' ever saw, and while speakin~
amidst all those flqwers it was. not a hard
thought to think of Paradise and the garden of
Eden, with all the beauty of God's o'Yn planting.
May the Saints long live to enjoy their work,
and live so that the blessed Spirit may alway meet
with them t<r, bless and sancUfy their lives, I
pray.
I go from here to Chicago. May peace, )oy
and happi_ness be the lot of all who love the
Lord and do his will.
Yours for Zion's cause,
ALEX. HALE SMITH.
NORTH HENDERSON, Ill., May 27th.
Editors Herald:- Brn. Wheeler and Pender
have been laboring in the Henderson Grove
branch nearly three weeks and we do feel thank~
ful to God that he directed his servants this way:
It has been a spiritual feast to us indeed. They
preached in the grove in different localities-at
the Saints' chapel, and at the Forest, Flower and
Locust school-houses. They are both very able
presenters and defenders of the faith, and they
do most assuredly contend earnestly for that faith
once delivered to the Saints.
They brought
forth scriptural proofs to sustain their dostrine
such that could not be contradicted, and it seemed they ldt nothing unturned.
But while preaching at Locust the evil one
made his appearence to them in the form of
men, but those brethren were IJJessed with the
Spirit of God so they felt no fear, and acquitted
themselves as Christian gentlemen, and won the
respect and friendship of many.
All their opponents could do was to bring up some floating,
disgraceful stories.
This will no doubt do good for the cause. A
man told me yesterday he believed every word
they preached, and he came very near joining
the church.
Another man said if they came
again and could not get the school-house they
could have his house to preach in.
It might be said of those brethren as of the
stately forest oak, they are deeply rooted and
well grounded in the faith. Although they are
both young in years, but by the help of God's
Holy Spirit they are able to meet the adversary
and his,coworkers and put them to an open shame.
They left here last Monday morning for Peters-

ville. They need the prayers of the Saints that
God in his infinite mercy may restore them to
health so they may be more abundantly able to
labor in the Lord's vineyard.
'
Yours huly,
!SABEL GLASS.
LoRIMOR, Iowa, June rst.
Editors Herald:-Tonight I feel like bearing
testimony to the truthfulness of the latter day
work, and I rejoice that I have been permitted
to embrace so grand a caMe.
I wish to relate a testimony I received some
years ago when I was living at Lucas. I was
troubled with fever and ague, and tried everything I .could get, but could not get anything to
stop it, only for a week at a time; so one night I
dreamed that Brn. Z. H. Gurley and J. Snively
came to Lucas and that I was administered to
for th~ ague by them and was cured. Time rolled O!l but at last they came, but when they came
I was well seemingly, so I began to think that
my dream was not going to be fulfilled; but while
they were still. there I was taken with it again,
so I sent for them to come· and administer to me.
They came, and from that time up to the present
I have not been troubled with it, thus fulfilling
my dream to the very letter, thanks be to God.
Other testimonies' I could give which convince
me that this is indeed the work of God.
Last Sabbath Brn. H. A. Stebbins and 0. B.
Thomas came to this plao:;e, arriving about three
o'clock in the morning; and although we had no
knowledge of them coming up, Bro. Lane and
the writer got a hall, through the kindness of a
'Mr. Delm:;~ge, for them to preach in at three
o'clock, also again at night, but owing to the
short notice iind other services the, congregation
was small in the afternoon, but at night the hall
was crowded, and I think good was done. Some
have asked when they were coming back again
and felt interested in the preaching. I think if
an eider could come and stay a while that much
good could be done. Since they were here the
hall has bee.n burnt down thus preventing us
from getting a place to preach 'in.
Yours in the bonds of truth,
W. T. SHAKESPEARE.
EAST GREENVILLE, 0., June 3d.
Editors Hcrald:-Bro. Devore has been here
for the last two weeks, and the gospel in its fulness and purity was for the first time presented
to the people in this vicinity, who, instead of receiving it with gladness, the greater number
received it with scorn and prejudice; but we have
some good friends still left us. The prejudice is
worse among the church members than any
other class of people in the neighborhood. The
other class will listen to reason and judge honestly. The great "stumbling block" is, their histories and encyclopedias clefame and slander Jo·
seph Smith, and they believe them to be infalli-·
ble.
About February I loaned five Voice of Warning to my neighbors and only one or two (to my
knowledge) read them, but since Bro. Devore has
been preaching they will read the booh, and people who have lived here for years say "they never
knew the scriptures to be searched as they have
been lately."
Bro. and Sr. Biggs drove from Wilmot, Ohio,
with Bro. Devore on Saturday and stayed with us
until Monday. We procured theM. E. church

for service Sunday evening. Th\0 ho.use was well
filled: Bro. Devore took for his text, "If an angel from heaven preach any other doctrine," etc.
He told them he represented the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
After service the superintendent of the Sundayschool talked with Bro. Devore and claimed to be
very much interested. Others stated that they
had never heard so much Bible preached before.
Service was announced for Monday evening, but
the evening being very wet it was postponed until Tuesday night. Wd!, Tuesday evening came,
the first bell had rang and we were ready to start
for the church, when the Rev. Gay (pastor ofM.
E. church and Sunday-school superintendent)
came in a great hurry; somebody had said we
were Mormons and he (Rev. Gay) must close the
church against us until he could investigate the
case.
We gave him a Voice of Warning and
some tracts to help him in his investigation. Bro.
Devore seeing that they would not let him preach
suggested that the Rev. Gaf speak to the congregation, as they ought not to be disappointed;
but he said he would not talk to them that evening.
He then went up to the church and. a
larger congregation greeted his eyes than he had
ever been able to attract, even during protracted
meetings. After giving us to understand that he
would not talk to them, he went into the pulpit
and slandered us shartJefully. My husband who
had gone 'up to see what the Rev. Gay would do,
talked to the people after they were dismissed,
and told them we were condemned before being
heard, and in the presence of Rev. Gay asked for
and obtained consent to use the school-ho.use and
announced preaching for Wednesday evening.
Bro. Devore preached five nights in succession
with good attendance. each night. Friday evening
Rev. Gay came and after service attacked Bro.
Devore and for his trouble received a challenge
to prove his assertions in a debate, but would not
accept. On Saturday evening he came again
and was given the privilege of speaking; he did
not bring one quotation from the Bible to refute
one argument that had been brought forward,
although he had said previously that we believed
in Infidel doctrine.
Bro. Devore answered him, and also read for
the benfit of those present, a slanderous item
(''The Mormon Preacher") that was printed in
the Dalton Gazette, (Dalton is the home of Rev.
Gay), and connted five or six falsehoods in an
itt>m of ten or twelve lines, and said that "If each
He weighed ten pounds and was tied around the
neck of the pe1·wn who told them, and he was
cast into the sea, he would stay there until the
second resurrection. We discovered that the
Rev. Gay was the author of them. One of the
school directors remained true to us. Of the
other two, one was a member of theM. E. Church
aud the other could not stand the storm that gathered around him, so, Sunday evening closed the
services at the school house, with the largest
crowd that had yet been out. Monday evening
we had preaching at our house, but few came,
and we could only ask the Father to bless the
seed that had been sown. The week following
the Dalton Gazette contained two columns of
printed matter about the "Mormons," a letter that
Bro. Devore wrote in answer to the above named
item, an article from the editor consisting of
slander, and a letter from a resident of this place
who attended every sermon, would talk with us
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after service, and endorse the greater part of our
doctrine.
The following is quoted from his remarks OIL
the sermon of Sunday evening, it being on the
restoration of the gospel in the last days: ".Last
night his explanations of the prophecies were so
wild and so far from the truth, that one was al·
most ready to believe that he could prove anything by the Bible.
He mixes enough of the
good and pure gospel with his false doctrines that
it would take one well versed in the Bible to separate them. He tried to prove by the Bible, that
the gospel had not been on the earth for a period
of rz6o years. Now, while we have no ministers,
lawyers or any one of notoriety in our village, we
do think we have some good solid common sense
at least, and that we can read and understand at
least a part of it, therefore we reject the teachings of this Latter Day Saiqt preacher.
We
have nothing to say again;t him personally, but
do most emphatically object to his doctrine."
I am the only Latter Day Saint in this place.
Maythe All-wise Father strengthen us for the
conflict that is growing fiercer as the end approaches.
Bro. Devore, left for Canton, Monday, June zd. He is an earnest, faithful laborer
in the Lord's vineyard.
Your sister in the one faith,
IsABELLA

J.

McMILLEN.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their ·own views. Contributions solicited.
Al\TIOLES

"THE ROCK."
BY I. N. W. COOpER.

IT may seem. to some that no great importance need be attached to the question:
"What constitutes the rock?" as mentioned'in Matthew I6: 18, or to its answer.
The fact, however, that it has been the
them'e of many a lopg and serious debate,
and that H is the foundation, variously
terpreted, of several churches, notably the
Catholic,, Christian and Latter Day Saint
churches: And the further fact that it has
engagedtl:le attentiot;~ of theancientproph"
ets and apostles, and was the subject of
revelation, py the Almighty, to Isaiah,
Samuel, IJ.~vid and Peter, is sufficient
ground for us tu desire to carefully look
into the question by the light of reason
and revelation.
The creed of the Catholic Church
teaches that Peter is the ro.ck upon whil:;h
Christ would build his church.
The
Christian (Campbellite) minister teaches
tha.t confession is the roc.k upon which the
chmch is built, consequently when a candida~e presents himself for admission into
the Christian Church he is met with the
question: "Po .you confess that Jesus is
the Chri11t ?" Answering affirmatively he is'
then. by the "hat;~d of fellowship" admitted
into t.he church according to Romans IO: 9·
10: "That if thou shalt confess with thy
mouth the Lo,rd Jesus, a.nd shalt believe in
thine heart that God hath raised him
from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For,
with the; heart man believe.th unto right-

in-

eousness and with the mouth confession is
made unto salvation." He is then referred
to Matthew r6: 13-19 and is told that
Peter's confession of Christ (16th stanza)
was th~ means of his adoption into the
Church of Christ himself (r7th verse) and
in order to be admitt.ed into his church it
is necessary in like manner to confess
him. At any time after confession the
candidate may be baptized by immersion
for the remission of his sins. Confession, it
is claimed, is not on-ly the means of adoption, but it is also the rock upon which the
church is built, to prove which the r8th
stanza is qoted: "And I say unto thee that
thou art Peter, and upon this rqck {confession) I will build my church: .and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it."
Taking this stanza alone as an argument upon which to establish the belief
that Peter is the rock, the Catholic doctrine has some show of consistency in it.
It is not our province to take into consideration the CathoJic dogma that Peter is the
rock or that the popes are his successors
in the pontifical. office; as the. status of
Peter will be duly considered under
another topic. ,
Since confession is assumed to be. the
rock against which the gates (powers) of
hell shall break themselve~, an investigation of the tenri, together vvith its application in the context, logically pre.sents itself.
In the first place, the term confes~ion is in
no way used .. In the second place, it is in
no way implied in Peter's answer to the
question: "Whom do ye say that I am?"
It is simply a reply to the Lord's question
and does not in. any way carry with it the
sense of an ackpowledgment of any kind,
eithel: of penitence, fault, debt, gui)t or
fear, and therefore in sense it can not be
taken as in Romans IO:ro and Matthe\v
IO: 32, as a means of salvation. Third,
the term confession is used in the Scriptures ~bout seventy times, and in almost
every case carries with ·it the evidence of
penitence or abase.ment.
The Latter Day Saints have generally
held to the idea that revelatiof) is the rock
ref.erred to in Matthew r6: 18, but not
until recently di.d I know that it was a
settled belief or principle of the church
from its early days, and by the heads of
the church considered a question of gravity ~ith its cente.r (thus) defined. Such,
however, seems to be the. case, if we may
judge, by the tone.off!nd the comment on
Oliver Cowdery's letter ·in the .Hera(d of
May 17th, 1890, other articles. on the rock
to the contrary. notwithstanding.
It is not my. design to cdticist) other
articles on the subject, but simply to adVi!nce whatseems to me to be the Scriptural idea concerning the rock, and bear
my testimony to the teachings of the
Spirit.
''The na~e Rock has been given to
God by way .of metaphor, because God is
the r~fuge of his people as the rocb were
in those places whither the people retireq
it;~ the case of an attack of the ene.my ."
And David said when the Lord had de'livered him from all his en~mie~ and from
the h!lnd of Saul: "The Lord is my rock,
and my fortress, .and my deliverer; the. God

of my rock; in him will I trust; he is my
shield and the horn of my salvation, my
high tower and my refuge, my Savior;
thou savest me from violence."-2 Sam.
22: 2, 3· There is no room for doubting
that this song of deliverance was called
forth and the name of God used metaphorically as a rock when God delivered
David from the giants and from the hands
of Saul and other enemies in remembrance of his former refuge and deliverance by means of the rocks and rocky
caves, and the manifestation of God to
him while in those places:
"For who is God save the Lord? and
who is a rock save our God ?"-31st verse.
"The Lord liveth and blessed be my
rock; and exalted be the God of the rock
of my salvation."-47th verse.
"There is none holy as the Lora: for
there is none beside thee; neither is
there any rock like our God."-r Sam.
2:2; Ps. r8:2,31,46; 42:9; 6r:2.
Paul s'lys that Christ is "the rock,"
"For they drank of that Spiritual Rock
that followed them, and that Rock was
Christ."-r Cor. IO: 4· And as the rock
in the wilderness when smitten, gave forth
pure sweet water sufficient for all Israel,
so Christ when smitten in the wilderness
of sin gave forth the water of eternal life
to quench the thirst of a sin-cursed world
and wash away its guilt.
But it is not enough for us to have once
. known that God is our strength, our rock,
our foundation; it must be ever present
with us, not only.as individuals but as a
people, or we shall most assuredly fall, for
we are iQformed that he is a jealous God
and that he will turn into heU all the nations
that forget him. Ancient Israel was not
an exception to this rule, 1for God slew
them until.they remembered that he was
their Rock. (Ps. 78: 35). "When he
slew them then they sought him . . •
and remembered that God W<!S their Rock .l'
-Deut. 32: 15. "And Jeshurun waxed
fat and kicked and lightlv esteemed the
Rock of his salvation.''-1Sth verse. "Of
the Rock that begat thee thou art unmindful and hast forgotten God that formed
thee."-19th verse. "And when the Lord
saw it he abhorred them...• and said: I
will hide my face from them, I will see
what their end shall be." Thus we see
that, according to the word, God wishes
to be remembered as the Rock and the
only God of our salvation, (Isa. I 7.= w, I 1);
and if. not so remembered his jealousy will
be aroused and his anger kindled against
us and we shaH be le~t to our enemies;
tor, "How shall one chase a thousand, and
two put ten thousand to flight, except
their Rock had .sold them, •.• for their
rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies
themselves being [theJ judges."-Deut.
32: 30, 31·
But he is not called the Rock by man
alone, for, if the prophecy of Moses is of
any force, God has named himselt the
Rock. "And he shall say where are their
gods; their rock in whom they trusted? .•.
Let them rise• up and help you and be your
protection. See now that I, even I .am
he."-Deut. 32:37-40. This language is
so artfully used that no one can misapply
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A class of people is here referred to,
who are told to seek protection from their
gods (false gods and therefore no god~ at
all, sham rocks, affording no protection).
But, "see now that I; even I, am He," the
God, the Rock, the Power that can "raise
up and cast down," "can kill and make
alive."
David in his last words said: "The
Spirit of the Lord spake by me and his
word was in my tongue.
The God of
Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to me,
He that ruleth, over men must be just,
ruling in the fear of God."-2 Sam. 23: 2, 3·
Here we have the last words of a dying
prophet of God. David says that the
Spirit of God had control of his tongue
speaking by him and forcing him, in his
last testimony, to declare in language that
could not be mistaken, that God himself
said, "The Rock of Israel spake to me,
(saying), He that ruleth over man must be
JUst, ruling in the fear of God."
And David says, 4th verse: "He [the
Rock, Christ] shall be as the light of the
morning when the sun riseth, even a morning without clouds; as the tender grass
springing out of the earth by clear shining' after rain." Fifth verse: "Although
my [David's] house be not so with God .• "
David had not so ruled over man with
justice and equity, therefore he was to be
removed from his place, but before his removal he was compelled to leave this legacy to the World, that. Christ the Rock of
God, would yet rule over men with justice, "ruling in the fear of God."
One would think that after such testimony as this, little need· be said or written
in extenuation.
Paul, being led by the same Spirit, understood the Rock to be Christ, referred
to in the Scriptures that bad already been
written, (Isa. 8: 14-18), and quotes the
same in Romans 9: 33: "Behold I lay in
Sion a sturn bling stone and rock of offense:
and whosoever believeth on him shall not
be ashamed."
Paul further considered it ignorance not
to know that Christ is the Rock, and that
it was his duty to teach the Corinthian
Saints the true doctrine upon this point:
"Moreover, brethren I would not that ye
should be ignorant how that all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed
through the sea; . . . and did all drink
the same spiritual drink; (for they drank
of that spiritual Rock that followed them;
and that Rock was Christ)."--r Cor. 10:

l-4·
As the thirsty Israelites were supplied
with and refreshed by the water that
gushed from the fountain which lay hidden ui1der the rock, smitten by Moses in
the wilderness; so Christ, as a Rock which
concealed the great fountain of God's
mercy, love and grace, when smitten, sent
forth to a thirsty world the hidden waters
of eternal life. -Christ himself continues
in metaphor while speaking with the woman of Samaria when He says: "Whosoever drinketh of this water [pointing to
Jacob's rock covered well] will thirst
again; but whosoever drinketh of the
water that I shall give him [which comes
from the well which makes glad the city
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of God, hidden now by the person of
Christ the Rock of Ages] shall never
thirst; but the water that I [the Rock]
shall give him, shall be in him a well of
water springing up into everlasting life."
-John 4: 10-14.
The Latter Day Saints claim 'by their
ministry at least, and by the indorsement
of Oliver Cowdery's letter (in He7'ald of
May 17th, 1890), that Revelation is the
Rock and that "revelation is the church."
Allowing that it, the last word of the
r8th stanza, has for its antecedent, church,
and that revelation is the church and the
rock; let us paraphrase the pqssage from
the sixteenth to the eighteenth stanzas inclusize: "And Simon Peter answered
and said: Thou art the Christ [the Rock]
the Son of the living God." "And Jesus
answered and said unto him, Blessed art
thou Simon bar Jon a, for flesh and blood
hath not revealed [the church] unto
thee, but my Father which art in heaven
hath revealed it [the church the revelation] unto thee. And I say unto thee that
thou art Peter [a stone, a part of the
church, for churches are composed of individuals] and upon this [rockl church,
revelation [or Peter] I will build my
church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it l the church]."
The above is a correct rendering of
the passage in question, if .:be statement
of Oliver Cowdery is correct, 'viz: "It is
revelation which constitutes the Church
of Christ;" "for this was the declaration
to Peter that the Father had revealed to
him."
The same writer also affirms that revelation is the rock, and says that Elijah, one
individm:l, may constitute all the church
and if that is the case, then
no
doubt, was the whole church and the
rock, for the revelation was to Peter only,
at that time. This being the case we are
but one remove fr.om the Catholic faith;
and the Catholics are quite right when
they assert that Peter is the Rock upon
which the church
built; the popes are
the vicars of Christ on earth, and we are
reprobates if we withhold our confession,
or fail to obtain absolution through the
proper channel.
But we think enough testimony h11s been
adduced to show clearly that Christ is the
Rock, but in order to bring out more
clearly the meaning of the disputed passage let us again paraphrase it with the
last it, in verse I 8, referring to the Rock
as its antecedents, and not
as has
been done, the church as its antecedent:
and we will have no difficuty in removing
the obstacles and harmonizing the scriptures; and in bringing both Peter and tbe
Pope to their proper level with
faithful men.
"And Simon Pet~::r answered and
Thou art the Christ, [the Rock], the Son
of the living God, and Jesus answered and
said, Blessed art tbou Simon bar Jon a for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it
rock] unto thee, but my Father
in heaven LHe hath revealed it unto
that I am the Christ, the Rock]. And
say also unto thee that thou art
[which is by interpretation a

is

am Christ, the Rock, as thou hast said,
and upon this Rock I will build my church,
and the gates of hell shall not prepail
against it [the Rock], although they shall
prevail against the church and drive her
into the wilderness."--Rev. 12: 6.
The above is what vvould be the correct
rendering of Matthew r6: r6-r8, were
the ambiguity removed. It thus harmonizes with all Scripture even with Revelation 12: which is quoted by Bro. Cowdery.
In order to understand this passage
properly we must take into account that
Christ and Peter are here holding a conversation and when Peter said, "Thou art
the Christ," (the Rock, for it was so understood by Peter, as is evidenced by Christ's
rejoinder to Petl'r I 8th
if Christ
had no~ replied to 'Peter, he would have
either stultified himself by his silence or
given the lie to Peter. But when we see
that he recognized that Peter was aware
of his being the rock, by his pointed reply
in the r8th stanza, which is the real complement of the 16th stanza, we are at once
struck with the force and· beauty of the
logic, which so accords with all other
Scriptures.
The force can better be seen by omitting
the intervening words which are but personal and of little worth, (save to Peter
only), and come directly to the strength of
the argument, the design that Christ had
in asking the question. And Peter said:
"Thou art the Christ.'' And Christ said:
Since thou hast said that I am the Christ.
"I say also unto thee that thou art Pete;
and upon this rock [of which thou hast
testified] I will build my church," and
this Rock, which thou hast here
recognized in me, be assured,
the
gates of hell shall never be able to prevail.
The church which may be built up here
in Asia, may -become lukewarm and corrupt, and may lose her seven candlesticks
and be driven into the wilderness, but the
Rock will remain secure for eternal ages,
and in the latter days I will feel after ~ny
church and bring her up out of the wilderness, and again place her upon the
Rock, and she shall then be "fair as the
moon, bright as the sun and terrible as an
ar.my with banners."
Testimony:
ten years ago I
dreamed that I was walking up the aisle
the Plfmo Church, and two white
stones (about one-fourth inch wide by onehalf inch
and one-eighth inch thick)
fell before me on the floor. I stooped and
picked them up on one of the stones
were two row~
raised diamonds, six in each row. There was nothing in the
other but there small marks or scratches,
which were crosswise on the stone, one
near each end and a shorter one near the
middle.
While I was lookin!! at the
and
what th~y meant,
the Spirit fell upon me in great power,
my
were
(spiritually) and I
that the three marks were three
"Christ the Lord," beautifully
in the stone. The joy and satisI felt at the time is beyond desthe

while
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to a minister who was endeavoring to
prove that confession is the rock, I had a
strong testimony that "Christ is the Rock."
Since that time I have h:1d no concern
whatever about the matter, but I rest satisfied that the "testimony of the Lord is sure,
making wise the simple."
LAn10NI, Iowa, 1\iay 17th, 1890.
(Contmued).

GENERAL CONFERENCE AND THE
SUNDAY-SCI-IOOL.

ON Saturday, April 12th, r89o, the following resolution was adopted by the
General Conference:
"Whereas the Sunday-school movement
in the church, which is becoming an important part of the work of the body of '
Christ,· has now arrived at that period of
its existence that it invites and needs assistance. and encouragement as well as recognition in a more general and definite
way, Therefore, be it
"Resolved, that this conference appoint
a committee whose duty shall be to devise
ways and means towards the further es.
tablishment of the Sundav-school work,
with a view to making it department of
regular church work and care ..

a

F. M. SHEEHY,

E. L.

KELLEY."

This was adopted with an amendment
providir.g. that the committee be composed
of five persons, after which the pre!5ident
of the conference nominated the following
named persons as said committee: Brn.
F. M. Sheehy, S. B. Kibler, R. S. Salvards, .and Srs. Marietta Walker and Belle
Robinson.
This committee met the following Monday (April 14th) at the residence of Sr. M.
vValker, and after prayer by Bro. F. M.
Sheehy he was elected permanent presid1:0nt,
R. S. Salyards secretary. The president
called attention to the necessity of at least
outlining the work, mentioning what the
general conference resolution stated as the
work of the committee, and suggesting
that a day of . fasting and prayer. be appointed, in which "the Prayer Union be
requested to join with"' and assist us, .on
which day we seek for light concerning
the work before us." He also stated that
"we might study the methods of other
churches and yet fail. Vl e want the work
of the Sp~rit in this. We do not know
but what a method which we have not yet
known, and which is not known, may be
suggested and arranged. We should not
be too forward or earnest in urging any
particular method, but depend upon the
Lord who is moving this work."
Sr. Walker called attention to the necessity of a g~neral delegate meeting of
the Sunday-school associations. "They
need assimilation, so we .can have the aid
of all and work in harmony in order to
carry out our plans. We need a general
association."
Bro. Kibler gave an account of the work
and its methods in the section of C()untry
where he resides. He also stated some of
the difficulties and opposition against which
they contend.
Interesting remarks
were also made by Sr. Belle Robinson.
Bro. Salyards spoke of the presence of
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the Spirit which had heretofore markedly young children to him that he should touch
attended the efforts of those in the Decatur them; and his diociples rebuked those that
district who had endeavored to more fully brought them; but when Jesus saw it he
systemize and prosecute the Sunday-school was much displeased and &aid unto them,
work. He also briefly called attention to suffer little children to come unto me, and
And he took them up
the inter-relations of 'the church and the forbid .them not.
school, the need of an enlarged organ of in his arms, put his hands upon them and
blessed them."
the Sunday-school, etc.
"Suffer little children to come unto me"!
The following resolutions were adopted:
Resolved, that we individually fast and As disciples of this same Lord and Christ
pray on the first Thursday in June, at ·are we standing with those partially
which time we seek for light and direction educated disciples a~d against the children?
concerning our work, and on that day es- Have our sympathies and interest been expecially concentrate our minds on the work ercised almost if not altogether toward the
committed unto us; and further, that the adults, the middle aged or the aged alone,
Prayer Union be requested to on that date while the children and the youth have
join with us in prayer in behalf of the been largely unnoticed and uncared for in
Sunday-school.work. (Note.-The day our gospel work? Have we been or are
of prayer was ~ubsequently deferred to we as careful as we ought to be to remember that "the child is father of the man;"
Thursday, July gd.)
Resolved that we earnestly request Sr. and that "an ounce of prevention is worth
L. L. Lyons, in charge of the primary de- a pound of cure"? That to "train up a
partment of the Lamoni Sunday-school, to child in the way he should go" is in the
prepare a paper on primary classes, meth- sight of God not only demanded as a service of love, but of imperative duty, which
ods, lessons, etc.
Resolved that the chairman be and is to neglect is to bring upon us the final
hereby requested to prepare a paper out- condemnation as having been both unwise
lining his views on metbods and the ne- and unfaithful servants?
cessities of the Sunday-school work, to sub"'Tis education forms the common mind;
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
mit the same to each member of the committee, who shall carefully examine the
This tender twig, this budding germ of
paper, adding such items as he shall con- · life, how soon shall we commence to and
sider necessary, and making such sugges- how shall we educate and. direct in the
tions as shall in his judgment be beneficial. earlier, easier ways that lead to the fulness of
The secretary was requested to call at- life that is only known in Jesus Christ our
tention to the work before the committee, Lord? We who are commissioned to hurl
through the Hera1d, and endeavor to so the bolts of the law agninst sin entrenchplace the movement before the entire ed in its stronghold of habit and fortified
church that all interested may give the by long years of indulgence, how shaH we
worthy object their prayers and support.
descend to this work of simplifying the
It was furthet; resolved that we endorse love of God and creating an atmosphere
the Sunday-school text books now publish- of salvation for, or how shall we throw
ed by the Board of Publication, and that around, the children and the youth of our
we request them to publish such library church the influences of an education that
and other books as are necessary for the· shall reach all the forces of their life and
growing demands of the Sunday-schcols. soul? an education such as only the gosAftet; considering the advisability of pel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
issuing a call to the various Sunday-school can furnish? an education that shall serve
associations to send delegates to the Kirt- as a preventive to the ensnarement of the
land conference of 1891 for the purpose of soul 'by the blinding devices of sin in a thou,
perfecting a General Association of the sand forms of appeal to this now easily imschools the committee deferred the matter pressible young life, that constantly reachfor later consideration. The general outc ing out and after exposes the delicate and
lines of the work before the committee susceptible nerve-senses of the soul to all
were considered, after which an adjourn~ the forces that press upon its young life?
ment was h<~d. Benediction by the chair- How shall we prevent, how .shall we shelman.
ter our children from the ruin that sin
We herewith present the address of spreads all around and everywhere? W.hat
Elder M. H. Bond at the General Confer- is that which goes to make up a full and
ence Sunday"school meeting, which meet- complete education for the child? When
ing was noted iTh the conference minutes. shall it commence and where shall it end?
We follow it with the Independent Patr.iIt seems to be . remarkable that in the
ot's account of said meeting, regretting providence of God history repeats itself in
that we are unable to give a full report the fact that few, comparatively, of those
of Elder Luff's able address.
·
whom God has called to membership in
Elder Bond said:
his church to·day arerich in this world's
It is affirmed by the beloved disciple goods. Their wealth is prospective. Acthat "God is love." Jesus said, "My cording to the apostle James they .are
Father worketh hitherto and I work." A
"rich in faith" only, and heirs of an estate
life of loving, self-sacrificing toil; of wis- not as yet possessed or seen by the natural
dom with which this life of all lives has eye. This fact suggests to my mind at
given us a history, may properly furnish once both advantages and disadvantages.
us a text and theme.
·
W eal~th may be made to prove a blessing
"Jesus,Christ, thesame yesterday, today or a curse; an.d the same may be said of
and forever," Yesterday, historically, it is poverty. To my mind, generally speakthus written of him, "And they brought ing, neither should be sought aft~r by
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saints of God in the last days as a heritage
for their children; but the happy mean of
Agur's prayer, "Give me neither poverty
nor riches; feed me with food convenient
for me." It should be our wise endeavor
to aid the Lord in fulfilling this unto us.
For a Latter Dav Saint to "toil in tl>e
affairs of the men of business," and secure
in a just and honorable way· the riches of
this world for the purpose of glorifying
God in ministering to the wants and needs
of those whom God has endowed with
other gifts; gifts intellectual and gifts
spiritual, which they in turn may minister
unto him; in the establishing of schools of
training where the young of our people
may be taught in all that assists in making
up a beautiful and enduring character, is
to lay up for himself eternal riches and
the "more enduring substance." To fail
in this will be to perhaps bring down upon himself the condemnation voiced by the
apostie, we are not our own, but
are bought with a price, even the price of
the precious blood of Jesus Christ; and
we have no business to use our t:;lent or
gifts for purposes of selfish gratification,
or even of localizing them upon m'"mbers
of our own household alone,-"Freely ye
have received, freely give," said the Master to his disciples.
How shriveled must have been their
souls, and how dwar.fed their growth toward God had their service of giving been
smaller than that which thev received!
"The Son of God came into ti-le world not
to beministered to, but to minister, and t0
give his life a ransom [not to the few]
for many."
"Suffer little children to come unto me,
and forbid them not." Shall we forbid
then.?
Nay; can we not simplify the
gospel of salvation and bid them come,
and tenderly and wisely lead them towan,l
the fountain of living waters?
We may and should, as fast as means
permit, build and endow colleges and seminaries of learning· according to the common usages of those terms; but to the soul
that is fully converted to God in the work
pf the redemption of the race, these are
largely supple-mentary,or perhaps local, and
do not include all that belongs to the word
education as reflected by the light of the
gospel of the Son of God. A noted Catho·
lie prelate has recently said that "An education that it1Jproves the mind and memory to the neglect of moral and religious
training is at best but an imperfect system;
and that the religious and secular education of our children can not be divorced
from each other without inflicting a fat~l
wound upon the soul." True as is this
statement, we know that it was mnde for
the benefit of the Catholic Church and
refers to that religious !raining which the
Rom ish church alone teaches, and can have
no bearing- upon liberal minds in the settlement of the question of religion in our
public schools.
Knowledge is the g-oal at which worldly institutions of learning aim. "Knowledge is po'Ner," says the earthly philosopher; but a simple preacher has said,
"Knowledge without the grace of God in
the heart to direct aright may prove no

better than a curse." "Wisdom i~ the
principal thing" said one who had been
privileged to accumulate experiences born
this world's trials, but had reached be"
yond and above to that wisdom which
comes onlv from above; and wisdom is
properly defined to be "the right use ?f
knowledge." How many tho\lsands, bnlliant in what the world calls knowledge,
are going to ruin for the lack of this motive and direction?
"Wisdom is the principal thing;" and it
is that which makes men permanently and
lastingiy great. It is not enough to alone
be called either talented, brilliant or rich;
nay, if possessing all of these, a man may
yet be poor indeed in the sight of God.
Young bas said that

be very largely because of our better understanding of the duties imposed upon us
as parents, teachers, guardi:ms of souls immortal; and the faithful discharge of those
duties.
Are our children ever to grow up without sin unto salvation? Shall the time ever
come when we "shall not labor in vain"
for
"nor bring forth for trouble,"
but, as
chosen of the Lord and" our
"offspring with" us, are we to be thus
blessed, and the great hopes which the
gospel has furnished be realized without
effort upon our part? Is gospel salv:1tion
to be commenced with effort with us and
ended by influences entirely extraneous?
Can we be happy here or hereafter with
the consciousness that our children have
"'ralents angel bright if wanting worth,
been neglected, while the heathen were
Are shining instruments in false ambition's hand
being converted?
Will the Bride, the
To finish faults illustrious
And give to infamy renown."
Lamb's wife, have made a fitting preparaOur eastern Saints are often forced in tion for the reception of her Lord unless
the struggle for bread and shelter to there be beautiful children at the wedding
many tim:es deny their children the educa- feast?
Children born and reared under
tional advantages and opportunities which the influence and surrounded by the attbey furnish that you here, in this west- mosphere of lives intelligent with gospel
ern country, are privileged to give to your's; conceptions and the intense devotion and
yet as some one has wisely said, "That man fervent love which such parentage and inwho does not know the things that are fluences alone can bequeath as the priceless
necessary for him to know is but an igno- legacy of God to such children. Ob, my
nmt man, no matter what else he may brethren and my sisters! what clo~ing
know beside." We say, if we can not word can I say unto you and to myself in
have the advantages of even sometimes behalf of the neglected child! How shall
the full course of instruction gratuitously we make the coming generation better
in our excellent common school system in than ourselves, and worthy citizens and
the east, to say nothing of the hig.her in- officers of the Eternal Government?
stitutes of learning, we are here to now
"Suffer little children to come unto me
say, that there is a curriculum and place of and forbid them not."
How soon mav
learning where the great majority of the we bring them to the Master for his bles;.
children of all Latter Day Saints, whether ing? Let all the pow_ers of your being be
high or low, rich or poor, learned or un- ' brought to bear in answer to this question.
learned, may become possessed of a knowl·· How shall these children's education be
edge of the things necessary
them to continued, and where does our obligation
know in order to attain unto large success toward them end? are questions which
in this life and the possessiOn of a characyou and I shall answer at the bar of God.
ter moulded and preserved after the fash- There rises before me a magnificent
ion of that world's model, Jesus Christ.
of a possible Sunday-school. A
Where is that wonderful place? Is it curriculum of learning for prattling infant
the public school? No. Is it the
and aged father and mother in Israel, in
where ordinary gospel discourse and
which all the
that
to
mony periodically address themselves to those stupendous words, "life and godlit~e matured or developed mind?
No. ness," may be learhed. Shall we have it?
"Where is it then?" you ask; and we reso, let us haste to gather the essentials
ply, It is the Sunday-school of the future. for its accomplishment.
This concPded, the new movement to
Vi/hat is our first want for such a Sun-·
pl2ce our Sunday-school work where and
? I should say, first of
an
in the rank its importance justly entitles it
having
to calls for intelligent energy in
conception of the costliness
the great scheme of salvation through ear- of sin to
human 'soul is willing to enly methods and preventives to sin.
To
himself with all the spiritual forces
my mind, it is not hard to· foresee how
a godly walk and consecration to
the Sunday-school may be made one this service may
to his help and aid.
of and possibly the most valuable institu- F'ertile in inventions of method to legitition in the world in building up the
attract and entertain all classes of
dom of God among and with men.
he may select his aids who are to
is true that "the Sunday-school is the nur- follow him in this line.
Wisdom and
sery of the church," then this true church
to maintain
&c., always
of God can not afford to longer neglect its
in mind the necessary thought
interests in this direction.
or she who would lead -the soul to
The quality of the fruit of the matured
himself or herseH must first themtree is largely determined by the amount selves have trod the
of wisdom and care bestowed upon the
Thus from the
who here comsurroundings and training of the
mences to learn of that letter of the word
plant.
If Zion is ever to become "the which afterward is to be transformed into
perfection of beauty;'' if the millennial
and into life eternal through gospel
dawn shall ever gladden our lives, it will
up
youth and into old

of
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age; are the lessons of God's love to man
to be taught and learned.
The story of
the angel's message to the shepherds upon
the plains of .Bethlehem, of Peace and if
Good vVill to man/ a foretaste of that
peace and an intelligent comprehension
and satisfactory; guarantee of what that
will is.
.
How, when and where it is to be accomplished, and the necess«ry action upon our
part in order to secure the everlasting favor and protection? To Jearn of the particular manifestations of Almighty God
toward us as a people in prophecy fulfilled-the gospel restoration-the absolute
and unimpeachable testimony of the flight
of the angel with a gospel that is subject
to the touch and test of sorrowing, sinstricken and hopeless, helpless men and
women.
Once more we urge as all important in
our mind as necessary to the salvation of
our youth from the pitfalls. of sin, which
modern Babylon spreads everywhere to
entrap the young and the inexperienced-that the superintendent or principal officer
of this Sunday-school should be a man or
woman of spiritual attainment and experience in gospel life.
A godless man or
woman in such a place dispenses over and
through all by infinite subtleties his. or her
own spirit upon this yielding impressible
mass before him, and its power for evil is
not discerned by the novice. The ability
to maintain order may follow next; both
may be necessary to success, but the first
is absolutely indispensible.
Experience has taught us that infinite
wit and ingenuity to attract by simple
teaching-illustration by object lessonthe folly of intemperance, objective chemical experiments with alcohol, picture illustrations-the o'er true tale of sin and
suffering wrought by rum, the folly of ly~.
ing, and the stupidity of cheating; the simple analogies and tefJ.ching of gospel repentance, followed by the more profound
study of God's giori9us will to men; how
much the word salvatiQn means to the human .race; all this and more through earnest love and tender solicitude for the care
of these buds and blossoms of immortality
may receive the aid and support of God
through his Holy Spirit poured out upon
this true Sunday-school teacher of the future; who may possibly thus become more
to the child than either father, mother or
any earthly friend.
M11y there come to it an angel of God
pointing and leading the way, not only to
earthly, local, temporal success; but to the
way of perfect bliss and Eternal Life.
[F'rom the Independent Patriot.]

"Saturday evening was occupied by the
Sunday-school workers. F. M. Sheehy,
of Lisbon, Maine, presiding, and W, Hudson, of Lamoni, Iowa, acting as secretary.
Singing by the Lamoni choir, and. prayer
by Elder E. L. Kelley, of Kirtland, Ohio.
A song, 'Why not to night,' was beautifully rendered by the Lucas Sunday'school
choir•. Eld~r M. H. Bond, of Provid~nce,
Rhode ..Island, the!J addressed the very
large and interested audience, that filled
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the large church to its utmost capacity. philosophers of the age, that they can
Elder Joseph Luff, of Independence, Mis, never answer more wisely. The exercises
souri, then addressed the assembly: 'One of the intermediate class, conducted by
of the reasons why Latter Day Saints Prof. J. A. Gtmsolley came next. These
ought to be deeply ·interested in the Sun- consisted of questions, and answers given
day·school work, is that :first impressions by those who were prepared to answer,
are the most lasting.' Gave his own ex- the subject being Job and the book of Job.
periences in illustration of the truth of the The school then sang'] esus .shall reign.'
above remark.
•W e ought therefore to Compendium class lesson followed, subject,
begin early in life, to hep from learning the attributes of God. In charge of R. S.
the things we ought not to know, and to Salyards. The Superintendent stated that
learn what we ought, that the devil may the Sunday-school of Lamoni consisted of
not get the start in the race for an educa- 8 classes, 18 teachers; Teachers and offition.'
He had a dislike for the Sunday- cers total zs; scholars I75· The officers
school when he :first attended it at Toron- are superintendent, assistant superintendto because the well clad rich contrasted so ent, secretary, treasurer,· chorister, assistgraphically with his poverty. But an as; ant chorister, organist, assistant organist.
sociation with those more congenial in Sm1- Votes of thanks were returned to those
day. school capacity aftenvard brought a who had assisted in the exercises of last
di:fferentfeeling. 'But one of the leading evening; and to the conference for the
questions in this relation is, Is the soul of time granted to the Sunday-school work.''
the child worth as much as that of the
man?
But because first. impressions are
the most lasting,·should not we as a peo- BRo. T. N. WHITE, of the Independence,
ple feel the importance of studying the Missouri, district, gets after a reverend oputmost diligence, in impressing. the voung poser of the truth in the Osceola, Missouri,
mind with gospel truth.
Our Savior Advance in the following very pungent
charged Peter-thrice impressed-to feed and effective style:
his lambs. It is more difficult to teach the
THE RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY.
child mind, in the Sunday-school than it.
Park, your at:ticle of February 27th is
is to go out and declare the"gospel to the before me. Your church should sympaadult mind. It needs discernment of the thize with you in your paroxys!ll of grief
child.'s spirit capable of holding the child's and paralyzed agony over Elder David
attention, adapting ourselves to its capaci- Brand's testimony of God's blessings of
ty.
Christ's . character should be in the healing unto him as promised in God's
mind of the teacher, as a model, and the word to every son and daughterof Adam's
object in the mind of the teacher should race. Had Elder James, of New Testabe to try to model the child's mind after me'nt fame, struck afew of you believing ( ?)
that of Christ. I can repeat nearl v all the Camppellite e]ders he would have been
les.sons that I ever learned in Sunday- puzzled beyond endurance how to have
school. Hqpe that Saints who have been. explained his statements in James 5: !3-16,
directed in this. matter will awake to the so you 'could have observed t~em and kept
importance of this great work to the hon- in harmony with :Your boasting assertion,
or of God.'
"Where the Bible ~peaks we speak, and
"A quartette was sung by four of the where the Bible is silent WJ;': are silent!"
Lamoni choir.
'God be with you- till we
No man of honesty or ordinaryintellimeet again.' Mrs. V. Blair, soprano; Mr. gence :who is not a hypocrit~ in his religChase, tenor; . Miss Audie Smith, alto; ious belief, will distort Elder James' lanProf. Gunsolley, bass. Audience seemed guage to mean anything more or. lessthan
to highly appreciate the efforts of the Asso- that which Elder Bhmd;s festimony is proof
ciation. Song, 'Coronation' and adjourn- of, as a practical test.
·
ed,
Elder Jam.~s says: "Is any sick among
"The exercises Sunday morning illus- you [believers in Chfist?Jiet. him call
trative of Sunday-school methods, were for the elders of tht) church, f!.rid let. them
conducteq by R. S. Salyards. Singing by "'pray over him, anointing him ,with oil
the school, prayer by Elder Heman C. in the name of the Lord: and the prayer
Smith ofSan Bernardino, Cal., and another of faith shall save the sick, a)ld the .Lord
song by the school, opened the ·exercises. shall raise him up:"
'
Responsive reading followed, R. · S. Sal- · Do you speak. here where . the ,Bible
yards reader, W. Hudson leader of class speaks?· Nof you are assilent asa grave.in response. Supt. Salyards stafed. that yatd, and frown down James' statement
in the Sunday school work they had pro- as a "Mormon delusion!" You have the
vision for primary class, intermediate sick and the elders and "lo,ve ~o pray standclasses, Book of Covenants' class; New ing in the synagogues," and make a great
Testament and Bible class, thus making use ado' about being in the faith.. Why~ then,
of topical methods, by studyin~ certain do you not put the word tq a pnictic,al
themes separate from all others; [also by test, if "the prayer of, faith shall s11ve the
general chapter studies of the three books]. sick," and try through .this means, if~•the
The exercises of the large primary class un-· Lord will raise them up."
·. . .
. .·
der the charge of Miss Lucy Lyons followed
·Why make lorig prayers and whitewash
and were witnessed with inteme~ interest. the sepulchers of a people of bygone ages
This class numbers neady<sixty, and rang~ that believed and practiced tpis command
in age we should think from four to ten if it is only a delusion in our day? Faith
years. The teacher asked, 'Why do you is belief in God's word, trusting in His
do right?' .and the answer came like a flash, promises, the exponent' of spiritual devel'Because it is right.' We suggest to the opment, the gauge of loyalty to God.. In ·
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all ages it has been subjected to severe tests.
Abraham was called "the father of the
faithful," because "he staggered not at the
promise of God through unbelief." Men's
faith may fail them, as did Peter's, when
attempting to walk on the water to his
Lord; as did the disciples', when trying to
cast out a devil and made a complete failure, and Jesus had to cast it out, although
He had sent them out with the command:
"Preach and cast out devils!'
Paul lett Trophimus at Miletum sick,
and told Timothy to use a little wine "for
his stomach's sake;" and Christ "could
there do no mighty works, [because of unbelief] save that He laid His hands on a
few sick folks arid healed them." Thus
some of these worthies failed to heal everybody, although it was written without an
"if," that "they shall lay hands upon the .
sick and they shall recover."
And thus Peter and Paul could tell
those whom the Lord did not care to he11l
to "remain in Miletum until well," or "take
a little wine for thy stomach's sake," till
your health returns; or, as the J osephites
would have it, "Bear the burdens of body
of which the spirit of healing from the
Lord in faith, or the use of that which
wi~dom directs does not relieve or remove.'?
Elder· Brand received, the gol'pel in
England and enjoyed its blessings with
the gift of healing to himself, wife and
little boy, just as stated in his testimpny;
and aftt!rwards in r85z was confronted
with the doctrine of polygamy. He says,
"I could not rest," and while imploring
God in prayer, heard a voice say, "Keep
my commandments and all will be well."
He was rebaptized by Penrose, and went
to Salt Lake and learned that the corner
stone bf Brighamism was polygamy. He
rejected it and was cut off from the church
and left Salt Lake disgusted, and said that
he was beaten. In about four years he
met a minister of the Reorganized Church
and told him that he must have something
about which there could be no mistake,
and after a prayerful consideration God
gave him His Spirit and he enjoyed again
the gift of tongues and such blessings as
he had enjoyed in England before getting
into the meshes of Brighamism. And
thus he felt sure that the Reorganized
Church had the true spirit that followed a
belief of the gospel. Park, had you not
garbled Elder Brand's testimony, there
would have been no need of me referring
to it here. You seem to take urn brage
because of my statement about a certain .
class of professional ministers, running to
and fro hunting fat salaries. The statement abounds with truth, and covers just
the class I intended it should. The field
is white, waiting for harvesters; then why
nm around like some organ grinder to see
where it pays the best-waiting for a "call."
Ministers putting themselves upon the
market, the highest bidder gets the article
of traffic! Church papers abounding with
ministers' names, advertising for a job!
My statement will not disturb an honest,
needy minister whose right is to live by
the gospel-one whose whole bent and
object is to save souls. I am proud to say
that the church of the Saints has not a
hireling in its whole body.

D.

The necessary needs and wants of thee [shall I say Cam pbellites ?] he said unto
minister's family (provided he gives his them, Have ye received the Holy Ghost
whole time to the ministry) are supplied since ye believed?" (I wonder if these
from a free-will or tithing fund, just in ac- honest Disciples did not think that a Holy
cord with the absolute needs of that tam- Ghost of miraculous gifts could hot be
ilv; and the minister himself is sent to his transmitted to the "third person.") "And
field of labor and not allowed to drum up they said unto him, We have not so much
every congregation he meets with to as heard whether there be any Holv
"feather his nest," but gives his time fully Ghost." (P-aul perceiving that they had
and wholly to evangelizing the world, received baptism by the hands of an unwithout regard to the "filthy lucre," the authorized minister, hence God had not
love of wh.ich so often contaminates the recognized the man's work by confirming
soul and destroys the spirituality of the it with "signs following;" therefore hereminister. Jesus said: "The hireling :f:leeth fused to recognize the baptism.) When
because he is an hireling and careth not they learned this, they were baptized·in
for the sheep." Thus, Christ manifests 1 the name of (by the authority of) the Lord
that a hireling cares very little for the 'I Jesus.
"And when Paul had laid his
flock after his hired time expires, but · hands upon them, the Holy Ghost came
"fleeth," running to and fro, hunting for a upon them; and they spake with tongues
better paying flock.
and prophesied."- Acts 19: 1-6.
(6)
Here is the testimony of Alexander Timothy was called Paul's son in the gosCampbell, the founder of Campbellism: 1 pel; but he had received the Holy Ghost
"A hireling on<> who prepares himself for I through certain elders that had been orthe office of a 'preacher' or 'minister,' as a dained by some of the ministry before
mechamc learns a trade * * * and agrees them, and was told to "neglect not the gift
1
by the day or sermon, month or year, for a 1 that is in thee, which was given thee by
stipulated reward. * * He intends to make prophecy, with the laying on of hands by
his living in whole or in part by making the presbytery." (A quorum of elders.sermons and prayers, and he sets himself 'Nebster.) (7) Paul in 2 Cor. I: I, addressup to the highest bidder. He a(!rees for so es the saints at Corinth in the name of
much a sermo~, or for fifty-two in a whole- Paul and Timothy; telling them in 3: 6,
that God "also made us able ministers of
sale way, and for a certain sum he undertakes to furnish so many; but if a better the new testament; not of the letter, but of
offer is made him when his first contract the spirit." There is no way that man
is out, (and sometimes before it expires) he can officiate in ministering the Spirit,
will agree to accept a better price. Such only through the laying on of hands.
Thus Timothy is said to be a "minister
a preacher or minister, by all the rules of
grammar, logic and arithmetic, is a hire- of the spirit." Galatians 3: 5, has it: "He
, therefore that ministers to you the spirit .
ling in the full sense of the word."
.. doth he it by the works of the law, or
But these Campbell preachers have "got
there," as hirelings, in good shape, not- by the hearing of faith?" Thus, we have
the Holy Spirit given to Jesus, and from
withr,tanding Jesus and Campbell's logic.
Park, you say, "More than a thousand Him to the Apostles; from them to Anaof the J osephites apostatized last year." nias, from him to Paul; fro in Paul to the
It seems that any and every thing that you Ephesus' disciples, thence on to Timothy,
can misrepresent, where you think the and Timothy to the Corinthian brethren;
reader has no chance of detecting it you and in fact, had I space, down to the third
will do it. How many more of your false and fourth centuries, notwithstanding this
statements must I expose? I have the full debater's egregious blundering about the
report of the general church secretary of pronoun "them" and "they"-the apostles
last year before me, as follows: "Ninety- the Lord spoke to in Mark 16: J5-I8three were expelled for having transgress- "signs following which he never did for
The height of absurdity
ed the law ofthe land or of the church, or any others!"
from departure of the faith." This in- and nonsense for a man claiming to "speak
.
cludes every member who has left the where the Bible speaks," etc.
A boy ten years old knows, if he can
church for any cause during the last year
that Philip, of Acts 8: 6; Stephen, of
in all the world.
.
Here is another one of your blunders: 6: 8; Ananias, 9: 17; Paul, z8: 3-5; the
"The Holy Spirit was never givenby a Ephesus brethren, 19: 6, and the Corinthisecond person to a third person." Let us an Saints that enjoyed the "signs to follow
l'ee. (1) God sent it from heaven upon the believer,'' and scores of others, were
Christ; (2) Christ "breathed on them [the no part of this debater's "them" and "they."
Apostles] and saith unto them, Receive ye Drowning men catch at straws.
LN. WHITE.
the Holy Ghost;" (3) "Then [the Apostles] laid their hands on them, and they
received the Holy Ghost."-Acts 8: I
DoN'T talk too much. Learn how to be silent.
(4) Ananias, who was not an Apostle,
There Is nothing like the man or woman that can
hands on Paul that he "might receive his keep the mouth shut. Not that people should
sight and be filled with the Holy Ghost." always keep the tongue still; it is made for use,
but there are times when silence is the best and
Afterwards, Paul was called to the minis- most effective reply. When a boor speaks roughtry by the Holy Ghost and was ordained ly or uncivilly to you, when. you are asked an
under the hands of Niger, Lucius and impertinent question, when a sneer is conveyed
Manaen.-Acts 13: 2, 3· No Apostles under cover of an inquiry for information, or
here transmitting this authority. (5) Paul when, having appealed to you on a question of
taste, your opinion is met with ridicule, the best
commenced preaching and "came to answer in these or like exigencies is masterful
Ephesus; and finding certain Disciples silence bespeaking reserve power, conscious

I
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S' HERALD.
strength, dignity, self-command; and nothing at
times is so effective as the silence which springs
from contempt. He who can endure reproach
silently, to keep silent under trying circui:nsta,nces, is a man of no common character.

PASTORAL LETTERS.
To the Saints and Friends comprising the Central District of the Pacific Slope Mission, Greeting: Dear Saints :--I see by the Herald that
have been appointed to labor in your part of the
gospel field; and as it is impossible for me to
enter upon my duties immediately; and as ou·r
success depends upon wise and united action,
would like if the Saints would write me a state··
ment of the work and its needs in the different
parts of the district, so that I can enter upon the
work understandingly when I get there.
Let us have a good understanding and work
together in harmony and have a gospel boom.
My address for the present will be Deer Lodge,
Montana.
J. C. CLAPP.

mands, and if anything occurs in the branches
that is likely to require much litigation you
should report it to the president of the district,
but help all the officers of the branches in the
discharge of their duties by good counsel and in
citing to the law. governing the case and ever advising for peace and good will to all.
In conclusion let me say to you, my dear brethren, let all seek to aquit themselves as it becometh the servants of Christ, seeking to come up to
a higher plane of ministerial dignity, (not put on
as a garb of fashion) that a:quired by holy and
righteous living, having a cheerful spirit and a
gladsome heart, speaking of the good things of
earth and heaven, that we may win many souls
to Christ, so that not only our reports to the next
conference may show many souls added to the
church, but when all our labors are reported to the
Lord Jesus Christ of the work done in his name
and by the authority received of him, may he be
pleased and say, "Well done, enter· in and be
crowned and be ruler over many things," is the
desire and prayer of your fellow laborer in the
great conflict for final r.est with the pure and the
good.
JoHN H. LAKE,
Missionary in Charge.

BozEMAN, Montana, June 3d.

Dear Herald:-! come to you again asking
your aid in conveying a short note to my associate laborers in the Canada mission· to which I
have been reappointed, and to all the Saints and
friends that love the truth. The labor and welfare of the mission do ·not depend on the elders
alone. All are concerned and should feel the
responsibility of the .work at their door asking
their aid by their faith and prayers and by
righteous living and with their temporal means.
The conference just past was one that was favored and blessed of the Lord, and I presume to say
that all present left with renewed strength to
battle for the truth in the coming year, and as
the same laborers were sustained in the mission
as last year, with the addition of Elder J. S.
Snively, and as I have had reports from most of
the brethren in the field I have decided that it is
best to continue the labor as I had arranged for
it last year, that is, for Elder James A.· Mcintosh
to have charge of the missionary labor at Alliston and Toronto and east of there to all the
branches and all new places that may be or have
been opened for preaching the word.
Elder John Shields will have charge of the
missionary labor at Garafraxa, Amaranth, :Masonville, River View, Proton and Egremont branches,
and all new places that have been or may be
opened up for preaching.
Elder R. C. Evans to have charge of the missionary work at McKillop, St. :Marys, London,
St. Thomas, Corinth, Waterford and Vanessa
branches, and in all new places open for preach·
ing the word in that portion of the country lying
between the line dividing the labor of himself
and Elder Shields (that to be arranged by themselves), and to extend to the west line of the
London district; Elder 4. E. Mortimer to be associated with Elder R. C. Evans iri the above
labor.
Elder Samuel Brown and Elder Arthur Leverton have charge of the missionary labor in the
Kent and Elgin district, and as Elders Willard J.
Smith and Joseph S. Snively have been as,signed
to this mission, when they come to the mission I
wish them to labor in .the Kent.and Elgin district. And let me ·say I wish all the above
named elders to put forth an extra effort in opening the work in new. places and seek to organize
new branches, and not to preach so much in the
old branches. I expect the branch officers to
seek ·to learn and do their duties and all local
elders to assist when required.
I would recommend while the weather would
permit to hold grove meetings, and in some of
the branches two days' meetings. By consulting
with the Saints such arrangement might be made.
I shall expect to labor in the mission wherever
duty seems to demand and my. labors are likely
to do the most good. Do not misunderstand
wherein I have used the words in charg,e, that
you are expected to interfere with the branches
or the districts in any of their legitimate business
unless you are requested to do so or duty de-

To t!te Saints in Virginia, Greetiug:-This is to
notify you that Elder James Moler is placed in
charge of the work in the State of Virginia All
those who desire preaching will please correspond
with him. Also any other matter relative to the·
work in that territorv must be referred to him as
minister in charge. Elder C. R. Du,ncan will
also labor in your state, and I bespeak for these
brethren your earnest co-operation and support
by your prayers and means.
G. T. GRIFFITHS, Missionary in charge.
NOTICES.
Conference of the London districtwill convene
at Waterford, Ontario, June 28th to 30th. The
Grand Trunk, Canada Pacific and :Michigan CentnJ railways issue return tickets at one-third single fare provided fifty delegates (or members)
pay full fare going and get a certificate with their
ticket from agent at starting point. Certificates
will not be considered good if secured more than
three days before !;ilnference. As Waterford is
on the Michigan Central railroad, those going
by G. T. R. R., or C. P. R. R., will secure tickets
to stations nearest to Waterford on line they
travel on. All branches and officers in district
are requested to rep9rt to conference. Address
all reports to John Shields, Waterford, Ontario,
care of E. C. Likins.
JoHN SHXJ):LDs, Dist. Secy.
·MARRIED.
PARKER-LAKE-At the residence of :Mr. C.
A .. and Sr. Minnie Wickes, near Lamoni, Iowa,
June 3d, 1890, by Pres. Joseph Smith, George
Howard Parker·at:Jd Carrie Pearl Lake, daughter
of Bro. John H. Lake, A few guests graced the
quiet occasion, who with the Lamoni Cornet
Band, were served with cake, ice cream and
lemonade, and wished the contracting parties
happiness and peace.
·
DIED.
WATSON.-George, son of Bro. Charles and
Sr. Cynthia Watsop., was drowned May rst, 1890,
while running logs in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan; aged 20 years, 3 months and 6 days:
The funeral service was held in the Toser
School-house, Deerfield, Lapeer county, Michigan. Sermon by Elder L. PhelpJ.
BALDWIN.-At Portland, Oregon, March 29th,
1890, of Ia grippe, John Baldwin, aged 6o years.
He was a native of England, but for many years
a resident of San Bernardino, California. He
leaves a wife and six children,- two sons and ;four
daughters to mourn his departure from this life.
LEWis.-Mr. David L. Lewis_ came to his death
near his home at Lucas, Lucas Co., Iowa, May
17th, 1890, by being run over by a passenger
train. He saw the train coming but was bewildered and stood as though making ready to jump
when struck: He leaves a wife and fiv'e.children,
three sons and two daughters. He was born

March 14th, r826, in Rhondda Valley, South
Wales. :May r8th, r89o, he was taken to the
church, a funeral discourse preached over him
by Elder E. B. Morgan to a large assembly; text,
••In my Father's house are many mansions."
BIRn.-It is with sorrow we report the death
of sister Jane, beloved wife of Richard Bird of
Pleasant View branch of Spring River district,
Kansas. She was born April 25th. 1848; died
April 17th, 1890. Sister Jane is mibsed in the
family as well as by the Saints of the district,
for her home was a home for all. No matter
how she was crowded at conferences there was
always a smile and a welcome for all. It is a
comforting thought that her reward is sure.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
There will be a two days' meeting held at
Brockton, :Massachusetts, commencing Saturday,
June 28th, at two p.m .. Let all come who can,
and aid us in making it a profitable time.
.:M. H. BoND, Dist. Pres.
CORRECTION.
In my correspondence of April, in the fore part
which reads, "Nauvoo would no'!\' contain one
hundred and fifty souls," it should read:. "Nauvoo would now contain one hundred and fifty
thousand souls."
Truly yours,
SIMON SMITH.

THE PATRIOT.
Intended for afam1ly newspaper: it furnishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reflects with special care. and gathers from a wide
range those events which
CHARACTERIZE THE AGE;
furnishes a Home, Scientific, Personal, Religious ,Around
the World, and severul other departments. "The
Jews'' and "The East" receive their share of attention.
One year $1.00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 eta.
·LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

JV'EW BOOK. ·1890.
"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-

ApOStll.(ly, Ret'oJ.•mation and Restoration.
This work discusses the iss.nes of theology that are to·
the front to-day. No Bible student cari afford to miss
reading it elthe.r as

It

CRITIC Of.lNVESTIGATOR.

Contains

390 pages of closely written matter und printed in good

readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides· the discussion of the questions of.
MINISTERIAL AU'l'J-!ORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The WO!"k largely treats of the subjects of
CRURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can he had by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAIN'fS' HERALD Ol!'.FICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING .AGENTS.

~ Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley

should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H. KELLEY.

.,--..8..-

SYMllOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, .cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDRPENDENCE, Mo.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Price per year

81..50.

lli. Walker, Editor and Pn})lisher.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--.-)BY THE (-.-

Board of Publication of the Heotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, ,DECATUR CO., IOWA,
:And sent: Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ..•••. 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••..••.•.•• 2 00
Moroc(_lo, gilt edges ......................... 2 50
New Testament, Inspired..................... ~5
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............... ; ....... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .....•••.•••.••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND . COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •..••...•..••••• .' .1 25
Imitation 1forocco, gilt edges ..•.. _••..•••••• ~1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••.•••••••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ..•........... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and rull instructions on choir and anthem music.
-JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET :AND
HIS PROGENITOR::l.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ...•..••..••.•••.•.•••••..•. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P0ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ......••..• l 50
VOICE. OF wARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day W ark.
In' paper covers, IOcts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Lim·p muslin covers, ......•.......• ~......... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
·
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .................. :.. 35
Muslin binding. .. .. .. .. . .. • . . .. • • • .. • .. • • 50
1'his is a repiy'by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder wiJ.
liam Sheldon of the Second :Advent Society, and is an
important work to be. in the hands of the ministry of
the church: and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both 'in the. church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS
Compendium uf Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... l
Muslin boards . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. _each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mn8lin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .......... 1

00
75
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Pchool Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
GoodBehavior,Tickets, 100 tor 15c., 1,000 for.. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets. . . . . . ..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . . . . . . . 50
FO_RSCUTT-SH!NN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge,the world is now past." M. H. Forscntt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec·
tion of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .•. .......... : ...... 1 '!IS
Propositions:-'-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled t'o the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith 1 organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with.the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 21icts , ten or more, each . • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each . • • • . • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious"Manuscript Found," written
by H.ev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from· which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 75
Witho•1t covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation· to the Calling
of Joseplt the Seer, the Discovery and 'franslation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOC'l'RINE AND
CO VIm AN!S.
An enlarged edition, 3'.l pages, par,er covers....
Old edition .••••.••.• , • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • •

10
5

f:JONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .............. l 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..••• 1 50
3. Voice of.the Good Silepherd, dozen·5c, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church·
and tJ!Je Kirtland Temple Snit, dozen 5c, 100.. 26
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1;000 ........ 1 ~5
6. The "One Baptis(ll;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall :Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
~-.Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100 •.. , 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., t 00 .. 1 75
9 Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·.
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
'10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cls., .100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... l 75
15 Bri!rbamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . . 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts:, 100 .............••. 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Pr0sidency of the Ohurch; dozen 25 cts , 100 .l 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen20cts., 100 ........... , ......... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........•.. l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Oovenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . . . . 40
30 Orig-in of the Book of Mormon; d0zcn. .. . . . 15
. per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. . . 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000. for ......... 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts 250 50
. 500 for $1,1,000 for .................. '.... ] 75
42 H.ejection of the Chureh; dozen l5 ets., 100. 1 1o
43 -One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 75
~'rial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Hebellion; per 100 ..•• ,..... 15
An assortment of Tracts..................... B5

I

COMPLETE SET OF TRAC'rS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . • . . . . . . . . . • •

~5

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge.~ •• ~ ••.•••.•.•••.. 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge .••.•.•.. 3 '!5
R,oxburg Turkey, gilt edg(3 ................... 3 'HI
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 oo
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SO
This_was published by the (lhurch in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in'English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of ·Ancient American Records' and
Relics, with the statement of a Oonverted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFULD.
In paper lOots.; per dozen.................... 'Ill
This is the. "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refut~tion of the doctrine of Plural
lli[arriage."
BRANCH HECORD8.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for R,ecord of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages .•••••••••. 2 00
DISTRICT RECOHDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records •.• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
per dozen ........... ·. . . . . . . • . . . • • • • 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books..... 21\
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statisticallteports, per dozen. . • • • . • . • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . . . . . . . • . •
Certificates of Baptism and l>Iembership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen ..••......•. ·
Marriage Oertificates, per dozen . . . • • • • • • • • • • •
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hmn'l.n Life Here and Hereafter
by' A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itselr, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ...•......••..•.•...... 1
Josephus, complete, library leather ........... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman J!]mpire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ................. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••.. .4
Baldwin's :Ancient :America (illu~trated) ........l
Rollin's :Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
'L'he Koran, library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical Hbtory, from A.D. 1 till
1854; muslin boards, 5 volnmes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palest-ine ........ 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ....................•••.... 1
.Apocryphal New Testament ......••.•...•.. l
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Emerson's H.eady Binder. Herald and Hope size.
HOBERT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F:

NICHOLSON,
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lAMONI.

FARMERS'

Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposita. Real Estate
bought and sold.

FOR SALE.
One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. DwellIng, consisting of six rooms, connected with
Store. The best business location In town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
.x4jun
Lamoni, Iowa.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellnr with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.

Address JOHN GILLESPIE,

Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"HEARKEN ·~o TRE WoRD oF

THE L<:mn: :!COR THERE Sn.HL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVl! lT liE ONE Wrn.- AND CoNCUJIINEB
HE SnAr,L HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE llfAN SITOUJ,D EAVE ONE ViTIFE, AND ONE w·oMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHBR
rs AT LmERTY TO InARRY AGAIN.'''-Page 330, Book of Covcru:mts and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Every S.atnrUay. Prkt'
Th~ Traveling l~iiniStry, l>i8tdd
and the Bishop 1 s Agents,
acribers, and help build up
departlnent.

Business Letters and

Dancer, by P. 0. Ordor,
Entered as S(~coud class

JOSEPH SMI'l'H.

W. W Br,AIR

Lamoni,

June 28,

1

AID THE MISSIONARY.

round about you to bear you up.
receiveth you rcceivetJt me, and
vviil feed you, and clothe you,
money. And he who feeds
you, or g-ives you money,
no wise lose his reward: and he
doeth not these things is not my disthis you may know my disciC. 83: rs, 16.
the Lord's order in ciclring for
\'ITOrthy missionaries, and no
right to change it, oppose it,
; and whoever docs so will be
to account therefor. vVe repeat
God's chosen and appointed methBy it he wil.l "prove" his ministry
and develop in them that faith and trust
and humility and love so essential in the
minister, he who is called to minin «Christ's stead" in laboring to
"reconcile the world unto God" by bringthem lillillingly and humbly to the law
order ordained in the blessed gospel
Christ.
this order the Lord will
also
world," so that they may
without excuse in time and in eterfor the minister ·who goes forth with
blessed and ennobling and saving
of God's love and peace and lig-ht
and benighted world is far
o-,-,,.,J-pr and better in his mission work than
and nobles of this world, and is
entitled to tbe pittance needed to
wants, especially when
purse or scrip," etc., etc.
apostle Paul, who is a most comauthority, h:Js said of the ministry:

A LETTER just received from a
elder actively engaged in his mission
reminds us of a serious want and a harm-ful mistake made by some, in
to
giving needful aid to the active minister
by those among whom he ministers and at
the very time he is ministering. He says:
"l find the people, as ·a rule, crying hard
times, and I am inclined to the opinion
there is some truth in their
- for
I find little or no demand
papers or books, and I fail to
for my personal expenses."
This state of affairs is
we are. glad it is limited in extent,
in
most branches, in most localities, and generally wherever Saints
of that
name are found, and even among those not
"VIho goeth a warfare any time at his own
·members, the elders, if wise, humble and
charges? who planteth a vineyard, and eateth
faithful, are kindly aided in respect to their
personal needs and
expenses in not of the fruit thereof? or who feedeth a flock,
and eai.eth not of the milk of the flock? Say I
the field, and they
are
these things as a man? or saith not the iaw the
cheered and helped forward in their
The Lord requires his traveling minis· same also? For is 1t not written in the law of
try to rely for their
needs on direct Moses, Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth of the
ox that treadeth out the corn. Doth God take
aid from those among whom
ter, for he says; "the church shall
unto c:; re for oxen? Or saith he it altogether for our
thee in the very hour what thou needest sakes? For our sakes, no doubt, this is written:
for food, and for raiment, and for shoes, that he that ·plougheth shall plough in hope; and
and for money, and for scrio; for thou that he that thresheth in hope should be partaker
art called to. prune my vim:yard with
' of his hope. If we have sown unto you spiritumighty pruning, yea,, even for the last al things, is it a great thing if we shall reap your
time."-D. C. 23: 7·
And the following ca.mal things? If otl}ers be partakers of this
is similar: "Therefore, let no man <imong power over you, are not we rather? N evertheyou (for this commandment is unto r.ll
less we have not used this power; but sufl:"er all
the faithful who are·called of God in the things, lest we should hinder the gospel of Christ.
church unto the
from this hour
Do ye not know that tbey which minister about
take purse or scrip
g-oeth forth to
holy thlngs live of the things of the temple? and
proclaim this gospel of the kingdom. Be- they which wait at tpe altar are partakers with
hold; I send you out to reprove the world the altar? Even so hath the Lord ordained that
of all their unrighteous deeds, and to teach
they which preach the gospel shall live of the
them of a judgment which is to come. gosgel."-cr Cor. 9: 7-14.
And whoso receiveth you, there will I be
he said:
also; for I will go before your face; I' will
"Let
the
elders that rule well be counted worb6' on your right hand and on your left
and my Spirit shall be in your hearts, and thy of double honor, especially they who labor

in the word and doctrine. For the Scripture saith,
Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that i:readeth out
the corn. And, The laborer is worthy of his reward." - I Tim. 5: I 7, 18.

And again he says: "The husbandman
that laboreth must be firstpartakers of the
fruits"-of his labor.
These texts are sound, reasonable and
timelv, and the sentiments thev contain
are m'ost essential to the progres~ and success of gospel work, particularly abroad
an.ong the branches, among scattered
Saints, and in the world, ~md therefore the
Saints and friends should carefully see to
it that the proper needs of the travelling
ministers and missionaries are looked after
and provided for, and this with ready
minds, lest the work of Christ be hindered
and they be found under condemnation.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH, writing from
Montrose, Iowa, June 19th, says: ·'May
stay here some weeks longer than I intended. I was able to speak here twice
Sunday, at eleven a.m. and ei-ght p.m.,
audiences f::::ir. Spoke last night and hold
meetings again to- night. Alexander
reached here Monday afternoon and will
likely talk to-night. ·
"They want me to speak at Nauvoo;
will try to get a house. They also want
me to stay and orate on the Fourth, at
Nauvoo, ;vhicb, if it were practicable, I
should like to do. 'A sort of left-handed
revenge,' Alexander calls it."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IN this issue we begin the publication of
"Memoirs, by W. W. Blair," in which
will be set forth tersely many of his experiences and observations during his connection with the church, and it is hoped
much good will result therefrom to the
reader and the. Lord be glorified.
We learn by recent letter from Bro. E.
L. Kelley, Kirtland, Ohio, that he has
labored some of late at Sharon and Conneautville, Pennsylvania, and Diamond,
Ohio, and that the outlook, with slight exceptior;s, is g()od. He reports well of Bro.
L. \V. Puwell and his w.ork. Bro .. Kellcy
expects to hold a discussion with Rev.
Dung-an at Runndis, Iowa, the 24th inst.
By letter from her husband, Mr. C. S.
Chapman, Hanover, Kansas, we learn
that Sr. E. Chapman departed this life
Tune 24th, ! 889, of heart disease.
Bro. J. D. Booker, of Montour, Iowa,
wrote the 16th inst., expressing his
gratification in meeting with and becoming adopted into the family of God upon
earth, the church. · Hearing the word
preached by Brn. J. ·s~ Roth and J. S.
McKiernan he recognized the truth of the
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gospel and obeyed it. He thinks much
good must result from their preaching.
Bro. J. W. Whitely, Taney, Latah
county, Idaho, wrote the 3oth ult., mentioning the abundant testimony he has received of the divinity of the work and his
interest in, its progress. He thinks a good
work qm be done there. He asks prayers in behalf of his afflicted body.
Bro. J. J. Cornish, Bay Port, Michigan,
June I oth: "Our conference is over and
we had a grand time. There was a large
gathering. On Sunday afternoon all could
not get into the church. Nine were bap·
tized, and all seemed to go home rejoicing
in the Lord."
In this issue will be found supplement
to Doctrine and Covenants as provided for
by last and former General Conferences.
By trimming off blank pages and folding
it carefully, it may be readily pasted, glued
or sewed in the Doctrine and Covenants,
making it a permanent part of the book.
BEWARE!

THE following letter, just to hand from
Bishop Blakeslee, should be read and noted
by the Saints and friends, e~pecially those
in tbe Western States and Territories.
The First Presidency has made no arrangements for any one to collect means to
build the Temple in Independence, Missouri, nor is it the province of the presidency to do nnything of that sort without
due instruction and concurrence of the
church and its ruling authorities, and it is
. the duty and safety of the people to beware of deception and fraud in these matters. "Let no man deceive you."
No.

St., OAKLAND, Cal.,
June 13th, 1890.
Bro. Geo. A. Blakeslee:- We have learned
from those who profess to know, and doubtless
do know, that John Parsons (who has been duly
expelled from the church) has declared that it is
his mission to collect money from both our
church and the Utah people, to help build the
Temple in Independence, Missouri, and to turn
ail that he obtains over to Bro. Joseph Smith,
president of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. It is needless for
us to advise you what course to take, but we
hope that you will see the wisdom of warning
the church against this movement of said Parsons.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
619, 19th

T.

w.

SMITH,

Missionaries in Charge of
Pacific Slope Mission.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
we understand that we are to
make use of the Lord's prayer just as it is written in Matthew 6: 9, or should we take it as a
model whereby to form our prayers? What does
it mean where it says, "After this manner pray
ye"? To always use the prayers as written, or
to follow the pattern to save vain repetion's, &c ?
Ans.-In both ways; we understand that it was
given by the Master as instruction to the disciples
in answer to their questions concerning the correct
manner or spirit of petit\oning the Father. It
teaches in few words the important truths that
reverence for God, unnecessary repetition of his
~ues,-Should

name, and that childlike faith and trust which
lead the true disciple to ask in confidence and sim·,
plicity for his spiritual and temporal wants,are necessary. It also continually reminds him through
praying for the coming kingdom of righteousness.
and peace-that of God-that he must by forgiving trespasses committed against him and repent,.
ing of those sins which he himself commits become purified and compassionate, and possess the
love of God whom he professes to serve, and of
the Master whorri he would follow. In the peti,.
tion for daily bread and for deliverance from
temptation, with the conclusion of the petition
ascribing to God the kingdom, power and
forever, the whole necessities of humanity and
the purposes of the Father are outlined. This
prayer of the Master i~ wonderfully comprehensive and grand in the scope of its significance.
No one can reverently repeat it without realizing
the loftiness of its spirit and becoming conscious
of the divinity of the Son of God who uttered
and taught it. A study of the prayer wll! verify
the correctness of the conclusior: that it outlines
and embraces all the truths connected with the
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
In simple but pure and beautiful language it
breathes the essence divine of pure and lifegiving Christianity. There is no conflict in the
two records of the prayer as written by Matthew
in his fifth and Luke in his sixth chapter.
The
sentiments taught and the connecting facts of
which both write are essentially the same, We
regard the words "after this manner pray ye,"
a pattern of the spirit in which prayer' should be
offered; not that the same identical formula
should be repeated. Other recorded prayers of
J estis, together with the subjects of prayer mentioned by Paul and other servants of God convey the idea of unity of spirit with the Lord's
prayer, but clearly suggerst diversity of language
in expression of the same.
~.-Who was Christ speaking
when he
made use of the words of the sermon on the
mount, his disciples or the multitude?
A.-The Inspired Translation explains it.
Read in connection with Matthew 5th, from the
16th to the closing verses of chapter + where
Jesus addresses the apostles.
Addressing the
disciples in chapter 5 he instructs them concerning hi~ general teachings which are applicable to
all his followers, while other commandments
were for the personal instruetion and direction
of the ministry. In Matthew 5: I-+ we find the
following:
"And Jesus, seeing the multltude, went up
into a mountain; and when he was set down, his
disciples came unto him: and he opened his
mouth; and taught them, saying, Blessed are
they who shall believe on me: and ag:Jin, mo;,e
blessed are they who shall believe on your words,
when ye shall testify that ye have seen me and
that I am, Yea, blessed a;"e they who shall believe on your words, and come down into the
depth of humility, and be baptized in my name;
for they shall be visited with fire and the Holy
Ghost, and shall rt'ceive a remission of their
sins''--Matt 5: I-+
This is followed by lengthy moral, doctrinal
and general teachings, when coming to chapter
6, verses 25 and 26, we read the following:
"And, again, I say unto you, go ye into the
world, and care not for the world; for the wor!d
will hate you, and '<Vill persecute you, and will
turn you out of their synagogues. Nevertheless,

to

ye shall go forth from house fo house, teaching the
people; and l will go before you."--Matt. 6:25,
26.
This is followed by other statements of a similar character until ln the first verse of the
seventh chaplf;r we read:
"Now these are the words which Jesus tanght
hls disciples that they should say unto the people."-Matt. 7: r.
Other verses in the same chapter show plainly
that Jesus was instructing his ministry what
they should personally do and what they should
teach the people to do; hence some of the commnndments recorded in MatthPw fourth, fifth,
sixth and seventh chapters are local for the ob,.
servauce of those specially commissioned with
special ministerial authority, while some are
general, and for the observance of all followers
of Christ. The careful reader of the Inspired
Translation will have no difficulty in understanding and
the distinctions.

"SumlnPr~.s

Bhade and F1UnRhh1e ws.rm,
And rainhows o~er her hill tops bowed,
And voices ln her rifling Btorm,Goii spcaki:n:Q: from hiB cloud!'~

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE.
\Vhile in penouit of my
avocation the other day stepped upon the' porch
of a little cottage. I was impressed to speak to
the inmates upon the subject of the restored gospel, did so, and was noi: surprised tofind a mind
:ripe to receive. I told the lady (a widow of one
year, in middle life and poor) I would put her in
communkr,lion with one whose counsel and
nicssage would give her comfort. She was glad.
Please send her a few tracts and write a word
of cheer and testimony, for the dear Christ's
sake."
We publish the above just as it came to us, not
because requests of this kind are rare, for we believe that he who wlll bend his ear close to the
great throbbing heart of humanity can not help
but hear the steady moan of the never ceasing
waves of trial, want and pain, as they sweep on to
the mighty ocean of eternity. This of itself
should be sufficient evidence to man that the
"mission
pain"
a gr::md and mighty one.
Not for its rarity,
repeat, but because of the
exultant joy v;hich flowed into,our soul, as we
read, "For the dear Christ's sake." Is it possible, we thought, that one trled and tempered,
weary and often cast dovvn as ·we are, have it in
our power to do anything for Him?
For His cake! 0, marvelous thought which
should fill our souls wlth joy unspeakable and
full of glory! For His sake, because so great, so
overflovving is his 1ov'2 for man, that what is
done for man J.s done for Christ. It is this love
·which is to conquer, subdue and break in pieces
everything opposed to ; before which all things
an:: io give v>av-even death and hell to be subdued. It is only as we are baptized with this
lov•o, as we are dead to self and sin, that we become co-laborers with God,
All around us are the opportunities of doing
good, of entering into his labors and giving the
cllp of cold •Hater which shall bring to us the
blessing. 0, how beautiful God has made this,
"SISTER FRANCES:--

of
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S' HERALD.
earth! Beautiful, notwiihstanding the trail of the 1 wllling to go,' I answered in a disappointed tone,
serpent is over all. June pours upon it from her ·1 foi: this sweet invalid had so many wnely hours
overflowing lap a perfect :;hower of brightness .• that coveted for her the delight she had so unwhile the air is heavy with the perfume and
hesitating! y put aside.
1
sweetness of her carnival. But ah! are there '
•He would have stayed,' she answered, ~ently.
not gardens of the soul where no flowers bloom
'He is always willing to stay, but Mrs: Hunt sent
and which exhale no fragrance upon the mornme such a delicious mold of jelly that I wanted
ing or the evening air? For them the sun shines,
old Hetty Grant \O have some of it, so I persuadthe breezes sport about their vine-clad homes and
ed Henry to take it to her.'
a very wealth of beauty ls flung at their feet, but
'Yes~ l unders1-and; '~tw-o birds with one stone."
they hear no call of the great world's need and
Old Hetty Grant and the boy must both be made
know not the joy, the peace of serving.
happy, but how about yourself?
I confess I
Dear sisters, let us fit ourselves to enter into
wanted you to be happy to-day,' and I touched
His rest, by entering into his labors. There is
the pale cheeeks playfully, surprised to see her
indeed no rest which has not been pn,ceded by
eyes slowly filling with tears.
labors. There are none so tried and tempted,
•But you mustn't make me selfish, dear,' she
none so faint or weary to whom this thought
said in a voice that tried to be cheery. •The fact
should not bring consolation. There is work to
is, I know complaints .are hard for any one who
be done for Christ.
is young and strong to hear, and Henry is young
and strong, and I must not complain before him.
"HE KNOWS.
It isn't that he does not feel for me: he feels too
"He knows the bitter, weary way,
much. He feels helpless and perplexed, and, of
rrhe 01)dless striving, day by flt\y,
The souls that weep, the souls that pray.
course, he. does not know one thing to do to help,
He knows.
and sometimes he goes away half vexed and with
He knows bow bard the fight hath been,
a feeling that is anything but submissive to God.
The clouds that come our life between,
When this happens, I fear my illness is becomThe wound the world bath seen.
ing a harm, instead of a blessing to him, as of
He know;.
course I want it to be.'
He knows when faint and worn we drink;
'And so you send him away when you suffer?'
How deep the pain, how near \he brink
Of dark despair we pause and shrink.
'Yes; and partly for that reason I sent him
He knows.
away to-day. My head was so lull of pain that I
He knows! 0 heart, take up thy cross,
could not bear the light, neither could I bear to
And know earth's treasures are but dross,
shut him up here in the shadows. Then I want
And be will prove as gain our loss.
his recollection of me to be sweet after I am
He knows."
gone, not painful, and how can it be so if he sees
all I have to bear?'
PRAYER UNION.
And so the dear soul was bearing her own load
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
of physical distress, and making at the same time
Sr. John Askin desires the faith !ln'd prayers of
the effort to conceal it, that the one dearest to her
the Union that if It be God's will her hearing
might not be saddened by her pain.
And as I
may be restored to her.
looked at her, I could recall many another sufferSr. Sarah Hartnell, Juniata, Michigan, desires
er who doing the same thing day after day, and
your faith and prayers that God will enable her
week after week.
And I wished some of the
to exercise faith to be he:tled.
people who feel so sure that invalidism always
Sr. Leonie Sauer, of Smithville, Texas, remakes people selfish could see this lovely mothquests your' faith and prayers that if it is God's
er quietly putting away the things she cares most
will she may be healed.
for in life, knowing all the time that she is movYour faith and prayers are also requested in
ing surely and swiftly beyond the sight of her
behalf of Bro. C. Fisher, of Newark, Dakota,
boy's beloved face.
that he may be healed.
We little hnow the heroism practiced in many
a sick room. We count the tears, and the moans,
P ATIEl'<T IN SUFFERING.
and the complaints, but it must be God keeps that
The Open Window, a magazine devoted to the
sweeter record of the tears that are suppressed,
interests of the Shut in Society, gives such a
the moans that are checked, the impatient words
lovely picture of the heroism displayed in one
that die unspoken on the lips.
His infinite tensick-room that help and comfort must follow its
derness must >urely supply what human tenderreading:
ness fails to give."-Sel.
"In her shadowy sick-room I found a patient
sufferer lying alone.
It was an hour when her
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
son could be away from his bnsiness and with
her, and all the week she waited for this time of
June 13, Amount to date ...•........ -$2.886 68
C. M. Wilder, Iowa .... $1 oo
enjoyment of his society and for the comfort of
Freddie Fay, Iowa.......
his presence.
G. H. Graves, Wis....... 50
'But where is Henry?' I asked, looking about
E. C. Westland, Col..,... 25
the chamber.
Grete Anderson, Iowa... 52
Peter Anderson, Iowa... . 45
•I sent him away;' said the mother with a
Anton Anderson, Iowa... IS
smile.
Hannah Janrow, Mich ... I QO
'Sent him away, when you have waited all the
Qne.en Holman, Mich .... I oo
week to have him with you?'
Elizabeth Allen, Iowa .... I oo
'Yes,' she answered, gently. Sunday is his onB. A. Greer, Iowa ....... I oo
J. M. Fletcher, Iowa..... 40
.ly free day, you know, and he has so little sun7 So
shine and fresh air that I thought a walk would
June zo, Amount received to date ..•.. $2,8~4 48
do him good.'
'But I am almost surprised that he should be
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
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MAGNOLIA, Iowa, May 3oth.
Dear Coltt1mz:-Enclosed please find my contribution (o the Home Column Missionary Fund
for my natal years ending May 3d, r88g, and
May 3d, 1890. Through the goodness of God I
have been spared to pass beyond my seventysecond year. I have suffered much afrliction in
body for a number of years, yet I have been enabled to retain my faith in God and the hope of
eternal life received at my adoption into the
kingdom of God; and as I draw near to the end
of my journey I feel to cling closer to the "rod
of iron," feeling that it will lead ine to the Tree
of Life. To all human appearance this may be
my last natal contribution to the Home Column
Missionary Fund, but if in the goodness and
wisdom of God my life is prolonged through
other years; l shall always feel an interest in the
missionary work, for I desire to see the gospel
spread throughout the world, and I wish to leave
this testimony to the world, that the gospel of
Jesus Christ as taught in the New Testament
and revealed through Joseph Smith is eternal
truth, and that it is a safe rule to live by, and
that it does and will afford every hope and comfort in the hour of affi!ction, and I have no doubt
it will in the hour of death. My faith and hope
are founded in Jesus Christ, and begotten in me
through obedience to the gospel. I write this by
the hand of another. I remain in the bonds of
the gospel, your sister,
HARRIET FARMER.
SuNoL, Cal., June.
Dem· Sisters oj Ike Home Column:--'-I have been
wishing to write to you for so long and if my letter will only do one hundredth part for some
lonely ?.nd discouraged sister what your's have
done for me I will be well repaid for my time.
I do not take the Herald but borrow it from
a sister and she lives so far away that I do not
get them only once in two or three months. You
will never know in this life what a blessing and
comfort your letters have been to me. I have
believed in this doctrine for twenty years, but my
husband .is not a believer so I have had to fight
my way alone. And not alone either, for I have
had my heaventy Father to watch over me and I
think that is better than any earthly help. I hear
some of the sisters say they are all alone, only
their husband and family belong to the church.
I think that would be a great blessing if I could
say that much. I have only heard two or three
sermons in twenty years. The first elder that I
heard preach was brother Brand--I think E. C.
Brand--and the last one was brother Daley; that
was two months ago. I was baptized by him and
my little boy and seven others. I have two children in the church and four out. I ask you to
remember me in your prayers for I want to live.
if it is God's will to see them all in the church.
I wish to bear my testimony to this work for I believe it is of God. I was healed instantly of a
very severe pain in my head before I was baptized.
I ke.ep the consecrated oil in the hous,e
all the time and use it for everything that medicine is needed for, and it gives instant relief. My
little boy was struck in the head with a limb from
a tree and thrown about twenty feet and was
picked up for dead and carried to the house. I
gave him some oil and rubbed· some on him and
he got right up. It did not even raise a lump
on his head. I see where.some one wrote
the
He.>ald every house ought to keep a bottle of

In
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THE SAINTS' H
from the pulpit, and the teacher's des'K; hence it
and see us came in last evening. , He listened
with much interest and I think will be very
is very essential that these people be rightly informed, that they may have a correct understandlikely to overcome; and so the work is slowly
ing of the position we occupy as a church. 'One
moving on. Pmy for us that we may be able to
man located at Kirtland can do more good in
stand firm, whatever betide; that we may ever
this way, and in preachii1g, selling books anrl
and ~Jways have the Spirit of God to lead us
distributin.g tracts during the summer and fall
day by day; giving us line uron line, precept
months than a dozen elders can do in the field in
upon precept, and that all may be done in righteousness and in order.
the same length of time. I don't mean in bapYour brother and sister in· Christ,
tisms, but in spreading the word of truth, allayJ. C. and V. A. HoxiE.
ing prejudice and opening up .the way for the
preaching of the word, as we often f@Ceive invitations to come to preach where these people 1
,
LAKE GENEVA, Wis., fune 15th.
live. Hence I shall endeavor to supply this
Editors Herald:- The Herald and Autumn
want.
.Leaves are welcome msssengers to me. I should
We leave here to-morrow, Bro. Powell for
feel lonely if .I missed either.
Each contains
Diamond, Ohio; the writer to Pittsburgh, Pennthat which cheers and comforts, yet occasionally
sylvania.
I read that
is not in harmony with my unThe long continued wet weather has kept the
derstanding; but
attribute it to the ignorance
roads in bad condition until lately, but now the
or undue zeal, or perhaps the writer did not get
farmers are so busily eng~tged with their work
his understanding through the proper channel.
that it is impossible to do much in the country
Let that be as it may, I always accept t.hat which
by way of preaching.
is profitable to me, and lay that which is not
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
profitable, aside; believing all men to be at least,
honest in their religious views.
2I3 Clinton Avenue,
I was glad to learn that the chureh was proALBANY, N. Y.,June gth.
gressing onward and up"vard as per report of last
Editors Hm-ald:-V.fe few feeble Saints in
General Conference. My best friends and bitthis great city of Albany ask you to pray for us.
terest enemies are holding membership in its
If ever we needed help from God we need it
body, yet I desire and am determined by the help
now. There is a great work to accomplish here,
of. God to live according to his revealed law. I
and no time to stumble and sleep. We can not
can truly say as did Paul that "it is a continual
fold our arms and take our ease, sny!ng, "The
viarfare v.dth the flesh :J.nd''the devil;" yet I kno~;v
Lord will do the work." No; he has spoken by
that I shall triumph if I faint not.
the power of his Spirit that caused us to awake
I desire the prayers of all humble followers of
and tremble, for the Lord hath
biddh•g
Christ that I may Eve to enjoy my greatest
us to arise and go forth among the people, deheart's desire, that is to see the gospel carried to
claring th.at he had spoken again from the heavthe I .. arnanites by chosen ministers; then there
ens in these the latter days; that we should go
will be an ingathering that will surpass the imand compel them to come in, even from the byagination of man.
ways and hedges, that the poor and hungry ones,
I remain yours, approving every righteous efhungry for the bread of life, should come and
fort to build up God's Kingdom in these last days.
find food for their hmigry souls, He1·e, right in
JoHNS. PAGE.
the midst of many churches crying, "This is the

arnica, but I think you ought to keep a bottle· of
oil instead.
Your sester In the one faith,
LAURA A. FRAKES.
P. s._:If Sister Mina E. Cook will write to me,
I will send her the first vohtmn of Autumn Leaves
if she wishes.
L. F.
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HENDERSON, Iowa, June 12th.

Editors Herald:--Since I left you at the
Bluffs I attended our conference on Farth
Creek. Had a good time and a good representa'
tion from all of the branches. Visited and
preached to the Saints and friends at 'Wheeler's
Grove; also here. Shall leave here for Emerson
next week. The week after I go north to Silver
City to preach by request of Bro. and Sr. Bohn.
The corner stone of a church was laid here the
day after our conference. Had an excellent
time. The framework of the church is begin·
ning to loom up. All seem to rejoice in the
thought of having a place in Vlhich to worship
God, both members of the church and non-members. This faithful band of Saints are straining
every nerve to accomplish this desirable work.
It is much to their credit.
Yours,
HENRY KEMP.
\VARREN, Ohio, June gth.

Editors Herald:-I arrived here on the 3d inst.
and in company with Bro. L. vV. Poweil, have
held meetings every night. On Saturday evenIng, the 7th, after preaching, with the assistance
of W. H. Garrett, we organized the Saints at
this place into a branch, to be known as the Warren branch. Bro. Wilson J. Shafer was ordained
to the office of priest, and placed in charge; Bro.
Albert Ward was ordained a deacon and placed
to assist him. Both these brethren are energetic
and worthy men, alive in the work and zealous
in their labors for the advimcernentof the church
interests in this locality. This is true of all the
Saints here; they are ten in number. Their
hearts ar _ in the Master's cause, and no sacrifice
seems too great for them to make. They are all
kind, generous and hospitable. They are all
alive to the work ahd its needs, so they have concluded to organize a Sunday-school soon, which
will no doubt prove a great help to them.
The present demands of the work at Kirtland,
especially at this season of the year, and for
months to come, will require the constant attention and labor of an able and experienced minister for the reason than there are visitors to the
temple almost daily, numbering from one to
fifty.
It should be borne in mind that those who
visit the temple represent all classes of people
from all parts of the United States and Canada.
The clergyman, the politician, the lawyer,
the doctor, the lecturer and adventure~, all
find their way to the temple, and those who
show t:he:n through are elosel y questioned; hence
it requires a person well informed to answer
satisfactorily all the questions propounded by
these noted persons. We 'can not afford to be
poorly repreRented before these people, because
the impressions made upon their minds are carried into all parts of the country and reflected
in the newspapers, on the lecture platform,

1

way," thousands are lost, groveling in darkness,
faint and weary, crying, "Where shall I find
Him?"
Now the Lord has spoken to me, even
me, the·least, the weakest of his Saints, shown
me in vision, and by the vo!ce of his Spirit hath
said, "Ye have not chosen me, but I have
chosen you." "As ye have freely reedved, so
freely give unto the needy ones oi the bread as I
give it unto thee; and I will be wlth you to bless,
and your work shall not be in vain in this place;
for the honest ones shall come out from among
the people; they shall know that it
I, the
Lord, that calieth them."
We have opened meetings in our house.
Elder U. W. Greene was with us one week,
preaching every evening; and at the close he
baptized two sisters. We are no,,/ seven In
number. A few others are investigating.
On the Sabbath at six o'clock we have Bible
reading, led by Bro. J. C. Hoxie; and at half"
past seven o'clock preaching, when <he Sp)rlt
thi1s lends him.
On Thursday evening we try to have .a meeting whenever we can get together.
Last evening a Utah Mormon elder (I think
he is) came in to hear us. He joined with us in
singing, and seemed interested in the discouroe.
He said he would come again, that he di.d not
believe in polygamy. His wife is a Methodist,
One gentleman who said he would never come

CARBON HILL, 0., June roth.
Editors Eferald :-I left home May 14-th to
visit the branches of the South-East Ohio and

\Nest Virginia district. I stopped two nights
with the M:i!ton branch, They seemed to manHcst a desire to 110 on
the good work.
on the Saints
Creola I found them all well
~-nd strong in the faith of the restored gospel.
The 17th I arrived at Sand Run, Hocking
county, and on the r8th preached the funeral
sermon of Sr. Cooper to a iarge and attentive
congregation. The Hocking Valley Saints are
being sorely tried by the enemy of all good.
The people of Gotl are to be tried as by fi;·e; the
prornise is only to them that endure unto the
end, that they shall be saved. There are many
kind-hearted Saints here that are working for
the Master. Nearly all have manifested a de&ire to continue to the end. From a financial
standpoint the Hocking Valley Saints are taking
the lead- We have been laboring to get peace
and confidence :re$.tored, and a better understanding has been re·ache·d. May peace preva1l.
I have baptized eight since conference,-scven
at Carbon Hlll.. Threats of "hang," "shoot" and
"lar and feather the JVIormon" have been hurled
at. me on the iron track at this said to be civil-'
lzed town by a good brother of the Christin.n
Church, an old brother soldier and member of
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the G. A. R. May he remember his pledge and
repent and be forgiven, is and shal: be my earnest
I will continue here a few da vs, as others are
investigating and near <he kingdom. I go from
here to Vale's l\1ills, Vinton county, Ohio.
In bonds,
T. J. BEATTY.

DENNISPORT, Mass, June 14th.
Editors Herald:-- Since returning from general conference we have been trying to fulfill the
obligations imposed upon us through the knowledge of our calling ancj appointment by "the powers that be" as a general church minister in this
eastern field of labor.
To be allied in sympathy with all that goes to
make up the sum of virtue, intelligence and godliness in the church, or even the world, is our
fond ambition and desire. To avail ourselves of
ail the agencies by which mortals may raise
themselves from the low condition which the
gospel of Christ reveals all flesh to be in in its
natural estate to the exalted conditions of life to
which it points us seems to be the ambition that
possesses our souls, and yet while we feel glad
that this is so, we are often and often made sad
that we are either so weak or the enemy so strong
as to make our progress in the shining and beau·
teous way of life eternal so apparently slow and
tedious.
Our Massachusetts district conference which
convened at Fall River, Mav roth, was, we believe,
a profitable and to the majority a pleasant session;
and the hand of that God who originated and is
still guiding this latter day work was seen by
those who are directed by his Holy Spirit. The
preaching service was generally good, brethren
Kelley and Sheehy being especially blessed.
The attendence was large and accommodation
generous. The spirit of the general conference
.was brought by the missionaries and delegates
with them from the west; that they may be able
to fire their own people among whom they are
commissioned to labor with the same spirit and
unity upon the basis of restored iaw, is our
prayer.
Our two-days' meeting held in Plainville,
Massachusetts, the last and first day of May and
June was an unqualified succe~s, and all that
could be anticipated. The unity seemed perfect
am! the Spirit's presence comforted all.. The
Plainville Saints with their president, Bro.
Coombs, seemed greatly encouraged and strengthened as they ought
have been after the effort
and expense put forth to make the meeting a
success.
The preaching by Ern. Robley and
Parsons Saturday and Sunday evenings was timely and excellent--the prayer and testimony service lasting Sunday forenoon. I felt happy and
glad to know that God was raising up young men
in this district out of our own ranks that were
becoming a power for good and capable, Godfearing, efficient men. The call·is for .workers
and not hinderers, and those who push forward
and keep up with the onward progress of the
church toward its final triumph will have cause
to rejOice; while the wilfully persistent opposers
who persist in opposing law and order and due
respect for those who are trying to magnify the
law of God and make it appear honorable in the
sight of Sa.ints and men will bring down that sorrow uponj themselves which they have made
pthers to unjustly f\')1'!.1.
·

to
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\IV e are passing through a crisis in· the Massachusetts district. When the smoke and dust and
din of battle shall have passed, the clouds have
lifted "and the mists" caused by prejudice or
ignorance or passion "have cleared· away," and
the sunshine of peace and the voice of God as
manifest in the justice of vindicated law is seen
and felt and heard by ears perhaps now deaf
and eyes blinded by selfish interest, may God
grant grace unto us that we may be found with
and among those who have taken the Holy Spirit
for their guide and have not been deceived by
any of the subtle agencies of the everlasting
enemy and opposer to the progress and work of
building up the kingdom of God upon this earth,
is our prayer.
Two·days' meeting at Brockton 28th and 29th
of this month. Matters looking toward the better there as well as in Boston, Providence and
elsewhere in the district; and we shall endeavor
so far as we can to keep them .so.
One was baptized in Providence since conference, and it will be a source of joy to her friends
in Missouri and elsewhere that we expect to lead
into the waters of baptism next Sundav Miss
Minnie Davison-a most excellent and estimable
young woman-niece of Bro. and Sr. Burton of
California.
Others are convinced of the truth
and need only wise and timely labor to induce
them to mov.e forward into the light.
Providence should have a minister who could
devote his time to the building up of the work in
that city. We are making efforts under poverty
and discouragement to supply a long felt want
and much needed and efficient aid to our church
work and interests in that city, and that is a
chapel; and we hope that subscribers will begin
to realize the dilemma we are in and all who can
aid by their gifts small or great this effort to place
our glorious faith under more favorable surroundings and relieve us from the prejudice and
embarrassment our present quarters place us
in.
An entertainment, festival, and sale, is to be
had under the supervision of the sisters! Prayer
Union and Sewing Society connected with the
Union, on the 19th, in aid of the chapel fund,
which we hope and expect will be a success.
The sisters of the Union are an efficient, spiritual
and temporal.;support.
The Prayer Union as an organization is approved of God without a particle of doubt in the
minds of those who make the sacrifice to attend
and support it, and a small volume of evidences
could be written already in support of its efficacy
and endorsement of its points, and as had in
mind by the Spirit and characterized by the language given in the last revelation in Kirtland,
Ohio, as on.e of "the different organizations for
among my people,"
Came from Fall River here Wednesday last;
trying to hold meetings.
Prospect somewhat
discouraging-but shall try to do what I can toward mending matters. Am going to hold meeting in East Dennis to·night and return here
again to·morrow.
·
I trust that the Saints of the district willo strive
to sink self and personal differences out of mind
and sight, especially where duty, principle and
law are not necessarily involved. Avoid not only tale· bearing and tattling, but tale-.bearers and
chronic newsmongers themselves; and make
grievances that can not be borne with a matter
of personal interview with those who offend you.
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Many mountains under this rule will sink to mole
hills, and estrangements planned and, hitherto
with our co-operation, carried on by the father of
all mischief and lies cease; stumbling blocks to
the work and to our peace be removed, angels
rejoice and God glorified indeed in the fruitage
of the Spirit which the disciples of Christ are
called to manifest.
In the faith,
M. H. BoND.
LONDON, England.
Editors Herald:- I feel constrained at this
time to write a few lines. It is nearly two years
since I obeyed the gospel, and I can say of a
truth that the Lord has blessed me in verv deed
but the greatest testimony I have to bea"r, dea;
brethren and sisters, is that the Lord answers my
prayers. I do thank my heavenly Father that he
has opened my eyes and understanding to see
and know such a glorious gospel.
How the
Scriptures and the commands of our Savior Jesus
Christ are being fulfilled day by day! How beautiful and plain does the twenty-fourth chapter of
Matthew's gospel show us how the day is dawning when our blessed Redeemer will appear!
The signs we see around us are tGo plain to
deceive the children of God.
We have a good branch here. Our priesthood
are out night after night after they have done
their day's work preaching the gospel and kingdom of Christ.· Pray for them, dear brethren
and sisters, that God will bestow upon them the
power of the Holy Spirit while out, doing the
will of the Lord. London is a great city, but not
so great but that the Lord can pick out his chosen
ones to do his will.
I am happy to state that our elders hold a
course of lectures every Thursday evening so
that those who may come under the sound of the
preacher from the outside world may come in
and obey.
We; are looking forward to the time
when the Lord will open up a way for us to build
a neat little chapel of our own.
Pray for me that I may be kept humble and
faithful.
Your sister,
HANNAH PHILLIPS.
TRINIDAD, Colo., June rsth.
Editors Herald:- The first knowledge I ever
had of the existence of,a church by the name of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints was a few months ago when
I perchance met a brother Spencer who came to
see me one evening at my house, then at Victor
Coal Mines, now. Hastings, Colorado. After a
few· minutes talk upon different things, Bro.
Spencer, when ready to depart, turned our conversation upon church and religious matters
which we discussed some length of time, he
stating that he was a Latter Day Saint, I being a Methodist. Before he told me his faith I
was telling . him my dislikes of items of the
Methodist faith which were contrary to the Holy
Bible. Bro. Spencer only laughedo at this and
then told me his faith and went on to explain
about it. I gave the matter very little thought
11t that time but finally in a day or so we met
again and he asked me if I had thought any
.more about our .previous conversation. I replied that I had thought over the matter a little,
and he then invited me to call at his house some
evening that we might more fully discuss the
matter which I promised to do and did do. .A
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few nights later, after having suppered with I
him, we repaired to a private room where we 1·
could read and talk without being disturbed by.
the noise on the outside. That night's talk, I
which lasted some three hours, taught me more
about the Bible and its teaching than I have ever
heard during the thirty years of my life.
Bro.
Spencer is a good teacher, and all he says is true,
for he never presents a subject without showing
Scripture to prove all he says. He is in every
sense ot the word a Christian and all the light I
have gained about this church is due to his teaching. No person can be a Christian except he believes fully in the Bible and follows its teachings;
therefore I am converted to be a Latter Day
Saint, for I believe its teachings.
I want to write to Bro. Spencer, but have not
his full name. Can you furnish it to me? In
the meantime please send me a copy of the
Herald and a few tracts if you have any to spare.
I wish it could be fixed so that some of the
elders could come here and try to organize a
branch. I am sure I would be the first to head
the list.
Truly yours,
JoHN F. GRIFFIN.
MELBOURNE, Australia, April 29th.
Editors Herald:--I have tried to dfect an opening in this city of an estimated population of
four hundred thousand, and feel that our effort
in time will bear fruit.
Our discussion here resulted in the warmest reception I· have ever met.
At its close numbers came forward and asked
such questions as: "Who are you?" "Where do
you preach?" "What is your belieP" etc., etc.,
~r.d my h~nd ached from the hearty grasps.
Some .are now wanting me to get a hall and
preach for them, as a minister who has been
preaching to Mr. Dowie's P"ople has gone wrong
and the flock is scattered.
This same man was
very kind to me and had me preach in his pulpit
a number of times. A goodly portion of the people liked the preaching so well that they are now
requesting as above.
The promptings of the
Spirit, wisdom and finances will determine my
action in the matter. It seems an opportune moment.
Bro. Hailey is doing a commendable work in
the city, having distributed thousands of tracts
which he gets printed bv the thousand from a
stereotype, thus laying the foundation for a good
work in the city.
Brn. McGurk, Wooley, Eden
and others of the local brethren are puttir>g forth
their labor to assist in the preaching of !he word,
while in the other district (New South Wales) I
learn that Neely is to be aided.
I have just returned from the country some
two hundred mileti norlh-we:,t, where Neely
opened the work over a year ago and baptized
four during his two vibits.
I succeerled in baptizing one, converted by him during his last visit,
and in removing much prqudice which had
gained by the minister lecturing against us; and
I was glad to learn how Neely·had gained friends
In his answer to the lecture, when they had filled
the school and backed their "traps" (buggies) up
to the window--those who had not room insi<.ie.
If some of our young elders in the States are
anxious to show what they are made of, let them
come out and go up to this place where Bro. and
Sr. Griffith will give them a genuine Irish and
Scotch welcome, and Bro. Harry will take them
ten or twelve miles to a night service and back
the same day; or, let them go to Queen's Wharf

in this city at 3 p.m., on a Sunday and preach in
the open air, among- as motlev an assc mblage of
hundreds as one would ever find, or to the ,;jd,,walk in front of the door of one of the popular
churches at the close of serv.ice for the purpos<e of
handing out tracts, and be aGsaulted by one oftLe
Christians(?).
Yet these are but a commencement of what some have experienced; still if they
did it to "the Master of the house" what better
can the servants expect?
l don't know how it
may affect the other brethren, but as to self it
only creates desires to go deeper into the conflict.
And I have thought of it since, that had it ben1
some three years earlier when the above asc.ault
took place, the martial spirit within (hereditary),
would have impelled the clenched fist to b;we
marked the facial expression of their Christian(?)
pugilist for some time to come. And it becomes
one of the divine evidences of the work that it
could be borne with such meekness; especially
when it becomes known that it required threat
of information to regain the tracts that had been
snatched after this man had come against us with
the force of his body and followed it up by a
blow from the clenched fist.
Our confere.1ce for this district conve;.1es the
3rd proximo.
The Saints as a rule are
well and I think, on the whole, have learned
ex peri~
some important lessons from the
ence.
In the recent death of Sr. Lil.lie Eden we have
lost as true a Saint as I have ever met.
"Our
loss is her gain."
Bro. and
Robert Eden
hav:e lost a babe of recent birth. "0£ such
the
kingdom of heaven."
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.

next conference wlll be held at Amber, Jones
county, some time in September, subject to the
call of the. district president, J. S. Roth. J. R,
Sutton, J. Heide and I m·e doing what little
preaching vve can in near places, so as to pe:rmit
us to go and return on Sunday. We do not expect to do much,
get some places opened
for the -.vinter's campaign. I have been conburdened in spirit of late, but hope soon
see the brighter side. It truly seems that
''man's extremity 1s God's opportunity;" and it
r-eems that Goct wiJ.l h8ve us to understand that
"ways are not our ways." VVhat we can not
do for ourselves God will do for us, if it is according to his will. Tr1en let us take hold of the
work heart and soul, and show to the world that
we mean o,yhat we say when we testify to the
truth of this great work. Yea, Jet ns be valiant
the tes'.imony of Christ; that we may obtain
!:he "crown of his glory and sit on the throne of
his power to reign forever and evcr."
Fraternally,
J. B. RousH.
NoRMAN, Neb, June 9th.
Editors Hecald:-A more peaceful session of
conference than that held at Frc;mont of the
Northern Nebraska district on May 3oth could
scarcely be wished for. To more perfectly observe the pattern Bro. 'vV. NI. Rmnel requested
release and was released from and H. J. Hudson,
of Columbus, Nebraska, appointed to the presidency of the district.
After many years of
anxiety Bro. H. J. Hudson finds himself so situated as to devote a portion of his time in the
Lord's great harvest field. Nor must this be
construed to mean
in the years of anxiety
he had failed to work for the church as circumstances permitted, as such a construction would
do him an injustice. Since the death of Bro.
Brinely Bro. H. J. Hudson and G. Galley have,
l believe, been the only officials of the Columbus
branch; which for peace and unity exists as a
model branch. I was astonished in vising them
a year ago to find their house of worship remodeled and, so to speak, turned from old to
new at a great expense, and so few to do it. Its
exterior io neat and respectable looking; the interior no leF>s so, and scrupulously clean.

FuLTON, Iowa, Jnne roth.
Eddors l:lerald:-My mind often wanders back
over my experiences ''lith the Saints
Fulton
branch. The familiar faces here, grown dear by
mutual joy and suffering, pass before me, anri
heartily pray, God bless them. Though my mission here has been beset with many trials and
privatio~s, yet I recall many scenes of joy, many
times of peaceful, quiet enjoyment spent with
those who love the Master; many wlth whom I
expect to rejr1ice in the kingdom of God. Let
No dnRt is there to ily. Df')u_nrl,
me exhort you, dear Saints, to be faithful to
Or cob-webs in the angles fi)Ulld.
end. Soon the clouds will burst asunder and reso that
angel worshiping there would find
veal him for whom we wait. 0, let us then be
nothing otfeusive.
I look with unalloyed pleasprepared to meet him in peace. Let us renew
ure on my last visit, for evidence was never to
our diligence in serving G0d. We ca!1 not afme more palpable of S:tints drawing· instruction
ford to sleep in a cause vvhere our soul's interest
from an elder by faith prompting earnest worship.
is at stake.
Would this was mm·e general!
But my pen
The Sainli; of the Eastern Iowa di:stdct met in
shall never portray too glowingly or exaggeratconference at Massillon, commencing·
the 6th ' ingly; rather let rne strive to imitate the realism
inst. and closed on the 8th. Elders Roth, Turof the gospel, for overdrawn pictures smack too
ner, Reynolds and Larew were present. There
strongly of sensationalism.
God's work re"
is but one Saint rcsidi•>g there, so we realized the
quires no such bolsterlngs.
hospitality of the friends who proved equ,ll to
Let not i:he reader infer that no objection was
the occasion. None were baptized, hut !here are
urged to the change at the above conference~ fo:r
many there \vho are v~ry near the ldngdon1 of
such was not the case. Oh, no; various causes
God. They seem to and even say they believe, but
exist to call forth objections, however grand the
why they, delay obedience is strang;c. May God
measure, and onr pet theories have great adhelp them to realize that procrastination is a fhief
hesl veness; and yet he who offers objections for
of time, and may they obey ere they be called to
cause, essaying
offer something better than
face that great tribunal unprepared. All went
that considered is to be commended.
home feeling fully repaid; but we (f. Heide and
The law of the Lord imposes efforts on ofliwife, Zonie and Frances Breeden, Ella
cials to instruct each other.
Such efforts are to
J. R. Sutton and I) got the benefit of a sixteenculminate in agreeing upon his (Christ's word)
mile ride in a drenching rain. We were prepared
that we may know how to govern his church
wilh umbrellas, so we did not suffer much. The
and have things right before him. (D. and C.,
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41). ·with this intent "'!!e may attend branch
ot those wide from the house of worship have
standpoint Sunday-school entertainm!;nts would
incur. Would Sunday-school scholars be more
conferenceR and business meetings with pleasure
been and may be for good, yet evil has been thus
apt to be encouraged by a change of exercise
wrought; but we can't deny guaranteed rights
and profit, and the thought that we should allow
because some may abuse them, but may watch
than without it? And could not branch memourselves to be promp~ed by
motives would
and mark them that cause division.
bers be entertained occasionally by having young
be distressing. Evidence of a number in any
Though to my knowledge no provision exists
hopes sing, recite, etc., thuq having their latent
branch, showing but little if any interest in other
for, yet exigencies may arise making a resignapowers aroused and fitted for future usefulness?
than business meetings, and for them evincing
tion of a position justifiable. But I think the
Callous and sad indeed must be the heart that
such an interest that no ordinary dtcumstance
practice that has and is obtainin~J in removing
could not be gladdened at such a scene.
would hinder !heir attendance is gcr;.cra1ly a bad
The necessity fof efficiency to proper! y disomen, as theh- procedure at such ti.mes generally ·branch officers by: "I rise to move that Bro.-be released," to effect which a majority vote may
criminate between the verity of the word which
evinces collusion cnlminating in exhibiting vis··
obtain, by a wink of the eye or a nod of the head,
imposes baptism and refraining from lying, stealible effects, of a party spirit, striving and con·
dangerous to the peace of the church. Would it
ing, etc., is most essential and may be acquired
tending for meanness with a pertinacity evin<!JIIng
not be mor"e in order in the event of a presiding
by studious endeavors to know when, why, to
a determination to carry a point at 8.!1 hnzards;
whom and for what purpose laws have been givoffic<·r's ruling becoming offensive for the teacher
thus rule or ruin.
en,and the subject matter contained therein.
to approach him, and properly present and conSome one has said, "A little learning is
fer with him, and call, if necessary, the deacon
JAMES CAFFALL.
dangerous thing;" o:md to the observer It is pain··
to his aid? And if a barrier should arise to a
fully visible that the liberty granted to memben;
proper understanding, let the matter be quietly
of the church who can't or won't discriminate
BROKEN Bow, Neb., June rst.
referred to the district president, who might aid
between it and license, and govern themselves
Editors Herald:-I have been here a little over
in bringing about a proper adjustment; or if failaccordingly, is productive of very sad results. It
three years, and have made some effort to raise
ing in this and evidence appears that to continue
must be a truism that zeal not according to
the banner of truth, but had rather poor success.
the present incumbent would prove Injurious,
knowledge is worse than no zeal. I study and
This is the hardest field to preach our faith I was
then his release and the appointment of another
compare the roth, IIth and rzth sections; sec. 17,
ever in. We have, however, made some friends.
may be effected. But if the latter is not practipar. ro, Doctrine and Covenants, and think of the
I was up north about a hundred and twenty·five
cable by consent, the branch may be left for the
terribleness of hasty ordination, and am not altomiles in Keyapaha county, and preached some.
time being with a priest, teacher or deacon,
gether surprised that some begin to demand ordiThere seems to be rather a good desire among
is in harmony with the accepted articles
nation to a given po·sition instead of
the people up there. I am going there again in
of incorporation and the latest revelation-a wise
until called. " But I am quite prepared to meet
a few weeks if possible and shall do all I can to
provision.
the result of refusing to accede to such demands
establish the truth there. There are a few scatAll members desiring the welfare of the work
in the absence of other evidence than the detered Saints there.
C. W. PRETTYMAN.
should
be
willing
to
stand
by
and
,sustain
a
command.
A proper conception of ministerial dignity is a
petent presiding officer and not watch for iniquity,
ST. JosEPH, Mo., June 13th.
necessary q'~alification for an official in the
or lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate
Editors Herald:-Ourcity has been, more than
church of the Jiving God, or a\ least a willingor make a man an offender for a word; and so
usually lively for the past few days. The presness to ac.quire it. Partyism may exist through
should a presiding officer care for and bear
ence of the "big circus," and the Democratic
with his flock.
those aspiring for place and position ancl
State convention draw many visitors, political
Having been approached I would offer some
or taking exceptions to the ruling of those pOG··
devotees and seekers after pleasure. Scarcely
thoughts on Sabbath-school entertainments. As
sessing some conception of ministerial dignity;
known to this mass of surging, striving humanito the Sabbath-school, I think it the grandest
and by pouring their tales of woe into the ears
ty is the fact that within them is a little band of
help permissible, under the auspices of. Christ's
of ready listeners enlist their sympathies, and
people who have a aim higher than· the politician,
spiritual ·government; and if superintendents
thus effect under the method of cornmon consent
and who draw their enjoyment from a fountain
and teachers decide on an entertainment for the
what in the light of revealed and recognized law
higher than can possibly be afl:'orded by the cirscholars, to consist of singing, declamatio"ns, etc.,
would not be legitimate. To illustrate: The
cus.
the branch 'should unitedly rally to their aid. I
44th paragraph in Section 104, Doctrine and
To·night will be assembled in a little upper
would that all branches were blessed with willing
Covenants, provides that officials shall stand and
room this band, in social service, where no doubt
and competent brethren and sisters to have such
act in the office appointed, only to be removed
will be present that holy unction from above;
entertainments for the benefit of scholwhen sloth and failure to learn imposed duty is
the weapon which is .and will be used to subject
ars and those of riper years; but anotner grave
visible, and then labor with a view to induce rethe world to the rule of Christ.
matter comes to the serface: the managers of
traction from sloth and return to diligence, er,e a
We have been shifted about 1rom hall to hall
Sunday-schools find their coffers replete with
reward obtains. This is but the simplest justice
and been compelled to accept quarters which were
emptiness and decide to ask an entrance fee of
made imperative by the Master's instruction.
both inadequate and uncomfortable. We have
ten cents, so those coming understand.
They
But disaffected persons· may scheme, band totried to submit to the inevitable' with the grace
give ten cents for the school and during recess
gether, vote, secure the removal of efficient
characteristic of God's people. I am glad to
at the entertainment pass cake and a dish of lee
o!Iidals and elevate the ;1on-efficient to places
state that our prospects at pre~ent are bright for
cream, and so enjoy a social time.
Now what
and positions of trust, thns bringing confuFion
the erection of a house of our own. Since the
reason would there be for opposition to this arinto the house of God and discredit upon his
rangement? "But did not Christ cast out of the · first proposition made the project has met with
cause under the method of common consent by
universal favor, and when the subscription papers
temple those who bought and sold?" Yes, and
ils abuse, not by its legitimate use. Must the
were presented to the members nearly all have
charged them with making his Father's house a
orderly and peace-loving suffer because of the
subscribed liberally, some exceedingly so.
den of thieves. He did, but who would be so inthoughtless, disorderly and ambitious? Such
This is the fourth church I have helped to
considerate or so destitute of reason as to comhas been the case in some ·instances .in the past
build, and I have never before seen the unanimpare the above entertainment with th<:> practice
and may be again. But ought 119t the disorderly
ity that thus far has attended this effort. Difby which God's house was made a den of thieves,
and inconsiderate to be arrested?" Yes; but two
ficulties may arise in the future, but none but
or the fairs and bazars of the Catholic and Protwrongs don't make a right; and to combat wrong
what may be surmounted, provided we continue
estant world? Who? But few, if any, who
with wrong would but increase the evil. All are
as united and determined as at present. Should
would allow reason to have its proper sway. But
innocent until proved guilty,.and proving guilt is
we succeed in this enterprise or rather when we
it is often seen that those who will not do good
an ultimate reached by a legitimate beginning
shall have completed it, the success thereof will
themselves take special pride in hindering and
shown by or in the law. A resolve by all Latte;·
be largely if not entirely due to the good manageannoying those who would, yet in this opposition
Day Saints that their homes should never be
ment coupled with the large liberality of Bro.
would feign great piety; and few if any of such
desecrated by the tongue of the slanderer would
Robt. Winning, who donates the lot valued at
would be willing to go into their pockets
be most effective in preventing evil.
fifty dollars per front foot.
and brh1g something out to save the church
Meetings within the jmi:dlction of a branch
We hope to be able to write agt:~in about this
from such disgrace as from their narrow minded
pther than state~ meetings for the accomodation
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THE SAINTS'
matter soQn when ·we can say, "it is finished."
The Saints here are feeling well; unity and love
seem to prevail, The meetings are well attended; also the Prayer Union prospers. Some are
investigating, but the gospel does not attract
much of the attention of the world. It is too
much absorbed in. the pleasures afforded by itsself; but in Babylon there yet remain many
honest who will sooner or later seek the light.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt has good audiences considering our accomodations, who give good attention to the word spoken. Our social meetings are generally spiritual.
I am filling a monthly appointment near
Wathena, Kansas, where live Bro. and Sr. John
Hancock who are filled with a rich experience in
the work, seasoned with a bit of Utahism.
The late quarterly conference w~s said to be a
good one. I did not attend. The general outlook seems good, and all Reem anxious to make
advancement in the divine life. May this grandest of all works prosper and triumph, as it surely
will if the Saints are faithful, is the prayer of
your brother,
J. M. TERRY.
SPRINGPORT, Michigan.
James 5: q: "Is any sick among you? Let
him call for the elders of the church."
In behalf of my afflicted daughter, who has
lain near two years ·afflicted and helpless, I now
call for the elders and all who can and will, pray
to God for us, that the Lord wiil raise her up, and
if she has committed sin forgive her. She has
been a member of the church forty years and sh~
is fifty-four years old, the mother of eight living
children, and a good woman.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun, of Lansing, and myself
were invited last fall to administer to her, but she
is not any better yet.
I believe God is not only able to raise her up
but also willing; but he suffers Satan to afflict
the best of God's children as in the time of Job,
and I say as Job did, "Pity me, pity me, 0 ye my
friends: for the hand of the Lord has touched
n1e."
"l will that all men pray everywhere, lifting
up holy hands, without wrath or doubting."
Thus spake one of the holy apostles. "All
men" includes both male and female; and I feel
glad of this privilege, for it includes both saints
and sinners. No one is denied or excluded from
this. exalted privilege. It is ever a duty we owe
to God and our fellow men, and especially to our
own soul's best interests, and more so when one
asks it of us in behalf of himself or of his afflicted
friends.
J. S. CoMSTOCK.
SILVER CITY, Iowa, June 9th.
Editor Herald:-The work in the Pottawattamie district is improving, and prospects for the
future seems to me better than before. Our con
• ference at Cresent was a peaceful, spiritual and
edifying time. Brn. Blair and Kemp did the
p1eaching. Two were ba!Jtized during conference by Bro. Kemp and eight more the follow·
ing Tuesday by Bro. Blair. If the Saints will
live as become God's people, doing the work of
righteousness, retaining the unity of the Spirit in
the bonds of peace, what can hinder our spiritual
prosperity?
The Saints at Wheeler's Grove were made sad
by the loss by death of two young sisters called
away just in the bloom of life. Last Tuesday
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we conveyed to the tomb the earthly remains of
Drucv Smith, daughter of Bro. and Sr. S. C.
Smith. Sr. Henry Winegar had preceded her
just one week. They will be missed in the meet ..
ings of the Saints, and in the Sunday school,
where they took r1 prominent part.
God
comfort the bereaved ones.
Our district has procured a tent in which we
intend to preach the word during the summer at
places where no houses are obtainable, and we
hope by this means to reach the ears of the peo··
pie. Some of our elders are doing all they can
for the work, and the Lord stands by thtm in their
efforts. I preached four miles north of here on
Saturday night and twice yesterday to small but
attentive congregations. I am the guest of Bro.
and Sr. D. C. Bohn, who are desirous that the
gospel shall be preached to their neighbors. Bro.
Bohn, though not a member of the Reorganiza ..
tion, is a believer in the latter day 'IVOrk, and
trust the Lord will will help him to discern his
work and to accept it;
Having been appointed by Bro. Lambert in
charge of the Pottawattamie district, I w!sh the
co-operation Of the ministry and all the Saints.
My address is Vl estcm, Potta. Co, Iowa.
H. N. HANSEN.
ARKANSAS CITY, Kansas, June nth.
Edt!ors Herald:-I have been traveling over
the south-west, observing the country,· and I firal
that this is one of the finest regions for a poor
man I have yet seen. The landscape is splendid
as far as the eye can reach, in all directions pros··
perous farmers seem to dwell in peace and plenty.
I have driven in buggy over two hundred miles
and find the best of roads, with fall wheat on
either side-fields from 40 to 6zo acres-the largest wheat belt I was ever ln. The towns are the
best built of any towns :n any state I have been
in, beautiful of design, solid of build, and elegant
of finish, and broad streets. The people seem to
be wide awake. This city is a beauty. I have
been through Barber, Harper, Sumner, and now
am writing from Cowley county, all bordering
on "Cherokee strip." I think they stand equal
with any agricultural counties I wa" ever in.
Now what I want to call attention to is this,-the "Cherokee strip" will be open for settlement
very shortly.
The Saints who are looking forhomes will never get better land than they can
get in the strip. From what I can see and hear
the land south of Chautauqu~., Cowley, and Sumner is the best part of the strip.
That south of
Harper and Barber is a little ~andy. Any of our
young men who are ambitious for a home should
·embrace this opportunity of going and selecting
farms, then when the opening rush comes they
can have the pick without wasting time hunting.
Men are at it now. Had our people been wise
and bought the land in Jackson county, Missouri,
when instructt-d, the church would now ovvn all
the base of KaHsaf· City.
Young men and. middle aged, if you want
home in the garden of the west, keep a sharp
lookout for all legislation regarding the "Chero ..
kee strip."
I am pleased to know, from experience, what a
quiet, earnest life will do as a Saint. Some brother
and sister at Garden City have been quietly mix.ing the gospel leaven.
When at Harper I met
some parties whom they bad talk<"d to on the
gospel theme. Their lives seemed to correspond

with their teaching. How easy it was for me to
instruct the hearer in the gospel. hundreds of
miles away from the scene of action! How our
lives· power for good may spread, and the great
necessity for righteous living! God bless all
such earnest, quiet Saints; their works will follow them.
In bonds,
J. A RoBINSoN.
MENLo, Kansas, June 9th.
Editors Herald:-Since I last wrote to you I
ha~e been keeping an appointment at the nearest
school-house every alternate Lord's day, a
Meihodist minister occnpying the other day. I
have been invited to another school-house to
preach on the Sunday ·when I am not at the
house mentioned above. I accepted the invitation and have spoken there once. From this on
I expect to keep regular appointments at the two
places. My meetings are well attended and
good attention is given. I think there is to be a
good work done in this part of Kansas.
I would like to mention for the consideration
of the ministry and those having charge of the
ministerial labor, that I think the same amount
of :abor and means expended ·in this ·new country would bring results .twice as great as the
same amount of labor in most old settled countries, for the following reasons: First, people who
go to any new country are generally of such·
character that they are not afraid to go and hear
any one preach, nor afraid to obey the gospel if
they believe it. Second, You can hardly find a
community in this country that has any wdl established church, being generally composed of a
few of severn] denominations. For that reason
they are not so independent; and third, there are
not many high salaried ministers who are ready
to "make war if you put not into their mouths."
(Micah 3: 5)· And what few ministers there are
here are either of a more conscientious class, or
their salaries are so small they don't feel like
saying much. We suppose the former is the
reason they are more consistent.
We are looking for Bro. Geo. W. Shute to
come and baptize a lady who lives at Oakley,
Kansas; also to do some labor. A good work
can be done in this part of Kansas.
E. D. BAILEY.
A GOOD METHODIST STORY.
In the
days of Maine Methodism, it was
the custom
young ministers to consult their
presiding elders before taking a wife. Once,
during a camp-meeting in Eastern Maine, a
yonng minister approached the presiding elder,
and said he wished to be married. "Whom do
you propose to marry?" asked the elder. "Well,"
said the young man, "the Lord has made known
to me very clearly that I should marry Sister
lHary Turner." "I know her well," said the elder;
"she is a fine girl. I .wlll see you again before
the meeting· closes."
During the week, four
other young ministers consulted the presiding
elder on lhe subject of marriage. Each of them
gave the name of the young woman to whom he
proposed to offer himself. They had all prayed
over the matter a great deal, and each was certain
that it was the Lor·d's desire that he should marry
the
named.
Neither of the five young
men
that any one else had consulted the
elder on that subject.
On the last day of the
camp meeting-, at noon, the elder called the five
ministers to his tent to receive his opinion.
: "Now,
it mav be the will of
God for
to
it is not his will that
five
should marry little Mary
Turner."-San Francisco Argonaut.
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members and min-·
isters in the church in the times of Joseph
the Seer, and we with a few others resol ved to meet
for religious services
and also have Elders
and Landers preach the
might find opportunity.
efforts in
direction did not meet
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
with desired success, for it seemed the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
needed favor of God through the Holy
their own views. Contributions solicited.
was sadly lacking.
the latter
of November r856,
MEMOIRS.-No. I.
two young men entered
BY W. W. BLAIR,
and at first sight I was impresswere Latter Day Saint minthough in those times we never saw
DuRING the summer and fall of
or heard of anv ministers of that denomsiding near Amboy, Lee
in our vicinity, except the ones beI became interested in the
fore mentioned.
I perceived that they
Christ taught by a
of
watched my movements with manifest inSaints, less than twenty
number,
ed in that vicinity, and on the eighth
and this continuing, I at length conthat they wished to confer with me
October, after thorough conviction of the
truth of that doctrine, I was baptized by on business matters. I therefore stepped
Elder W m. B. Smith, brother of Joseph forward and accosted them,' w ben the
the Seer, and confirmed by him and othof the two, w bo afterward provers; and after four
in answer to siEdmund C. Briggs, called me by
name and
me with "Good evenlent, fervent prayer, was as literally
He explained who he was, and intized with the Holy Spirit as I had preme to his companion, Samuel H.
viously been of water. Radically changIn questioning them I learned
ed by these experiences,
hopes~ desires
and purposes were
decidedly and
just come from Amboy and deto visit with me,
I at once took
deeply into religious channels closely in
harmony with the religion of Christ as set them to my home, and on the way there
forth in the New Testament.
In all this asked them as to what called them intn
new life I was happily joined by my wife that region at that time, and they said they
and my mother the day following my were sent forth of God by prophecy from
own baptism. For weeks and months afWisconsin, to visit the Latter
terward my highest anticipations in re- Day Saints and tell them that the Lord
spect to the peace and love and spiriual was reviving his work, had begun the reblessings of the gospel were more than re- organization of the church in that region,
alized; but in less than a year trials of a that the Spirit of the Lord was teaching
very distracting character came to me
and guiding the Saints in a great degree,
through the doings and teachings of lead- and that it had been revealed to them, at
ing officers in the little branch, and with various times, in various places and through
a determination not to fellowship nor walk different persons, that the time was near
in communion with ministers or members at hand when the Lord would call Joseph,
of that kind,
the closing of a morning the son of Joseph Smith the Seer, to take
service in the branch on a Sunday, Elder the lead of the church.. In this they seemEdwin Cadwell and
stated the lead- ed very sanguine, but it all sounded to me
However, I was glad to
ing features of our grievances, and the as idle tales.
stumbling blocks we had encountered, and meet them, for in those times we seldom
there and then publicly, quietly withdrew. saw anyone who claimed to be a Latter
Saint.
On reaching my home I inIn this we were soon followed, in a quiet
them to my family, had refreshmanner, by a few others.
During the four years that followed, we ments prepared for them, and resolved to
maintained our faith in the doctrine of learn what I could in resnect to their faith
That
Christ and in the latter day work as set and the work they rep~esented.
forth in the Bible, Book of Mormon and
we engaged, in a room by ourselves,
a spirited discussion of the matDoctrine and Covenants.
In 1854, removing from my farm near ters they presented, and continued it until
It
Amboy, I engaged in mercantile pur- the next morning near three o'clock.
suits at East Paw Paw, twenty-five miles was now Sunday, and after our morning
we again repaired to the parlor, and
east of Am boy.
fervent prayer as before, in which
In the latter part of 1855 my mind began to be deeply
in respect to mat- we all joined, we again entered on a criticters of religion, my former experiences in al discussion of the theories advocated by
This continued until near noon,
the church and my future prospects. This them.
continued on over into 1856. At times my and it found us no nearer united than at
meditations and convictions were of such the beginning. . They now seemed to
range and force as to finally lead me to abandon the idea of convincing me of their
resolve that, whatever others might do, it theories by argument, and in order not to
was my duty to honor God and seek to appear opinionated or beyond the reach of
live in harmony with the light I had re- argument,· I . said to them if they knew
their position to be correct on matters unceived of him.
der consideration to go ahead and that I
I became acquainted, personally,
migh(possibly learn it bye and bye. Bro.
Elders John E. Page, John Gaylord

at

Gurley, who had been the chief speaker
hitherto, seemed reluctant to say anything
further,· whereupon Bro. Brigg·s rose to
his feet, tqok the Book of Mormon from
the table, leafed it over rapidly as if seeking to find some particular passage, and
then placing his hand to his mouth and
trembling from head to feet, while the
tears coursed down his cheeks seemed to
read these words, "l, the Lord, will have
mercy upon whom I will have mercy, and
I will forgive whom I will forgive." But
these words are nowhere to be found in
tl~e Book of .1\i[ormon. Just as soon as he
began speaking, the Holy Spirit, such as
had borne witness to me of the doctrine of
Christ at the beginning, seemed to fill the
room and also the persons of all present
with its enlightening, convincing and
heavenly power.
Bro. Briggs raised his
right hand and broke forth with a prophecy directed to me, declaring what had
been my desires and intentions, declaring
aiso that I would soon be released from
my temporal affairs, would be called to the
ministry, would be made "an apostle of
the Lamb of God," be called to preach the
gospel and "thresh the Gentiles by the
power of God's Spirit;" said that the Lord
would soon call Joseph, the son of Joseph
the Seer, to be president of the church,
and that the standard then erected would
never fall, also that the work of the Lord
would go forth in power and triumph until its final completion.
He pronounced
by prophecy the blessing of health upon .
my household, this, no doubt, referring
to my wife and our little daughter Mary
Caroline, both of whom for the sixteen
months preceding had been in very poor
health, but after which they became strong
and vigorous.
When Bro. Brigg-s sat
down, Bro. Gurley arose arrd spoke with
great liberty and. power in the spirit of
prophecy.
·
The manifestation of the Spirit of God
on this occasion was greater, more searching and assuring than anything I had ever
before witnessed.
Relating these expenences to'my wife,
and assuring her that the young men were
indeed the servants of God (a matter she had
doubted), she replied _that she knew they
were such, for the Lord, in answer to her
secret prayer that morning, had given her
witness that they were.
During the brief stay of these two inexperienced young ministers, the Lord
gave abundant evidence through the Holy
Spirit that they were his servants, and
that their mis~ion was indeed ordained of
him.
As the holidays approached, Mrs. Blair
and I went by railway and sleigh to
Blanchardville,· Wisconsin,· near one hundred and fifty miles distant, meeting with
father Zenas H. Gurley and family at
Yellowstone, and then with the branch
called Zarahemla.
Here we witnessed
most interesting and convincing evidences
that they were the Lord's people, for the
love of Christ and the gifts of the Holy
·Spirit were plainly manifest among them.
Here we learned further of the wonderful
manner in which the Lord had blessed and
guided them in respect to the work of te-
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organization and the coming in the near
future of Joseph, the son of Joseph, to be
the pre,ident of the church.
Soon after our return home, I went to
Amboy and there learned of the remarkable healing of Bro. J otham T. Barrett
under the administration of Elders Gurley
and Briggs when on their v"''Y to my place.
I knew he had been a great sufferer from
bronchial consumption for a long time.
He had been pronounced
all help
by his physicians, but when
young
elders called upon him, and
his request
prayed for him and his
it was revealed by the Holy Spirit that
brother
would he fully rest0red;
they
:\dministered to him accordingthe order of the church and he soon recovered
excdlent health, lived manv vears thereand <lied of other caus~s,~ triumphant
in the faith.
In the spring of 18 57 typhoid pneumonia
vvas very prevalent in and around East
Paw Paw,
I had what w~.s
a
severe attack of the
suffered <'xtreme1y for a time, believed
would heal me
by the prayer of f~ith, and therefore, in
the absence of elders,
my wife
to join with me in prayer for my relief.
She sang a verse or two of a familiar
bymn, kneeled in prayer at my bed~ide,
and in a feitiT moments I felt sensibly and
joyfully the presence of God's Spirit in my
heart, from whence it spread wlth its healing power throughout my entire person,
giving instant release from pain and fever,
imparting sweet restfulness of body and
spirit which was immediately followed by
gentle perspiration and quiet sl"ep from
which I awoke next morning completely
relieved of every symptom of disease, and
after a short time entered upon my usual
duties.
.
Not long after this I had a most peculiar llnd instructive vision, whether a night
vision or otherwise it matters little. I saw
myself in a low valley walking alongside
a deep, crooked, filthy stream.
Coming
to the head thereof, I stood on the shore
of a pool of filthy water in the midst of
which I saw a large, powerful, wily serpent. On H:e brink of the pool there stood
a woman clad in garments once rich and
beautiful. In form and feature she seemed
perfect, hnt her counten9nce, her raiment
and her general appearance indicated degradation, dd1lement and sorrow" She
wa~ looking directly into the face of the
serpent, and the serpent seemed to have
enthralled her with his continuous, searching, seductive gaze.
Tear~ fell rapidly
from her eyes, and occasionally she would
heave a deep sigh. My heart was sorely
pained as I contt>mplated her deplorable
condition, and I said to l:er, ''Woman,
what is the cause of vour sorrow?" To
this she replied, "My h-usband has left me."
Instantly it flashed upon my mind that I
knew her husband and knew him to be a
just, a pure and noble man, and I also
knew that he had put her away because of
her unfaithfulness to her marriage vows.
I then said to her, "I know your husband,
and I know that if you will return to him,
confess your wrong doing and assure him
that you will forever be a faithful
he

will forgive
confidence
he full of joy and
seemed touched
from the gaze of
up her countenance, and
face toward the home
the serpent mtan w hiie
glances -toward me, and then
all its fiendish power to the
pool, and,
with
of
turned upon its bEck
then saw the '"':oman
row pathway

demand for more men in the missionHeld ::md more money to sustain them
over every other
does s<:-:ern to us as if the call
the
for the

the glorious conditions to which the
will ultimately come, and my
in the
to my
work as a servant of :he
Christ's sake,
From this time forward to the
1859 the few who constituted
ganized church were
blessed
comforted and
proportion ~:~s they
the Lord, the Spirit
at different
in
the Lord would soon call his servant
seph to lead his church.
(To be con tinned,)

church to care
and it is
condition
should be;
be resolved
now take some action towards
home for the poor such a home
be in accord with the Savior's
"Do unto others as you would
do unto you.''-See conference

(Reprinted. by request),

IN THE TOP AND A HOLE
THE BOTTOM.

of the Book
their construe ..
of this
It ap-
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D.
lack of wisdom in the command to make a
hole in the top,
that there wm; instruction to have it
perhaps both
closed, to prevent water from getting into
the ve~sd-and as a consequence no
could get in to su:.;tain aninul life-and
they look on the whole bpok as a
attempt to impose on the
public, and with all its claims
aside as unworthy the notice of an
gent people.
We are willing to ndmit tlcat to the masses of superficial thinkers, and to these uninitiated in the scientific construction of vesthere may be smne
sels for ocean
;,pparent grounds in
brief account
of the formation of the barges in the
of Mormon for the hasty conclusions
have arrived at; yet we must give expression to our surprise that men claiming to
understand the proper mode of construction for vesseis fitted for ocean navigation
and other purposes, and also claiming, as a
writer in a Peoria paper recently did, that
they have walked the decks of every vessel
that floats, should be found denouncing
the constructioh of the barges on.the same
ground as the ignorant and those who
know nothing of vessels or their construction. We think that this writer betrays an
ignorance that is inexcusable in one making such high claims to knowledge in such
matters; and as it has been my humble lot
in lite to walk the decks of some few of
the vessels that traverse the ocean, and to
become acquainted somewhat with their
constructi0n, it shall be my object in the
following lines to offer the know lege so acquired in defence of the construction of the
ba;rges mentioned in the Book of Mormon.
I first call the attention of the reader
to the brief description of the bai·ges in the
first chapter of the Book of Ether, page
585, first European edition, Book of Mormon, which reads as follows:
"And the Lord said to the brother of
Jared, Behold, thou shalt make a hole in
the top thereof, and also in the bottom
thereof, and .when thou shalt suffer for
thou shalt unstop the hole thereof and receive air, and if it so be that the water
come in upon thee, behold, ye shall stop
the hole thereof, that ye may not perish in
the flood."
It will be seen by the above quotation
that there was a command to make two
holes .. Only one of ~hem was intended
fm: obtaining a supply of air, as is evident
from the fact of its being spoken of by the
Lord in the singular number, when instructing the brother of Tared. Reason
tells us that this would be the hole in the
top; now this is precisely the way ships are
ventilated in our day, i.e. through a hole
or holes in the top: and, furthermore, the
closing of them at times when the SIJ)a is
breaking over the ship, to prevent the
water from going into the hold, and causing those on board to perish, is a modern
practic~, a very wise one, and of course
was as wise and good when given by the
Lord to the brother of Jared. We suppose that all will agree in the above conclusion, so we will say no more· on that
point, but shall pass on to the~ hole in
bottom.

this opening in the bottom of ~requently before it was half removed we
and the use for which it was would receive a fresh supply hy the sea
we are ldt entirely to conjecture, continuing to break over the boHt in her
so far as
Book of Mormon is concerned. endeavors to reach some vessel in distress
Reason tells us that it could not be used and rescue the sufferers on board. To obfor the admis:;ion of air when the vessel viate this and other difficulties that prewas afloat; and coupling with th1s the fact vented these boats from being as useful as
that God commanded that w·hen air was desired in saving life, after repeated trials,
neccessary the hole, (not holes), was to be a boat was invented with a hole in the botis to my mind an evidence that it tom as a means of preventing the boat from
was intended for an entirely different use; swamping when a heavy sea broke over
it may have been for sanitary purposes, as her; and also
obviate the necessity of
the inside as vvell as the outside of vessels bailing the water out. The thing was acnePds cleansing frequently on long voyages, complished on this wise: air chambers
such as the barges were about to undertake. adapted to the form of the boat were conBut the objector may say that the vessel ~truc.ted along the sides from stem to stern
would sink with a hole in her bottom. To being largest in the middle and tapering
this we reply, Yes-and No. If the ves- towards each end, so as not to interfere
sel was built as some of our vessels of the with the free navigation of the boat, and
are, she would fill rapidly and at the same time give her sufficient floatif the
in the bottom was left open; ing power, so that if the bottom had been
no sane person, (the brother of Jared open from stem to stern there would be
not excepted), would be I':Uilty of ~oing, no danger of sinking, while it required a
if they knew that the peculi.nr construction
great weight to force her a few inches
of the vessel would not admit of it; but if down into the water. There was also conthe barges were constructed upon the prin- siderable iron ballast placed along the botciples that other vessels now in use are, tom .to prevent her capsizing in a sea way,
they could hR.ve floated if an opening the and the boat with the hole in the bottom
whole length of the vessel was left for the proved a complete success; for every time
water to enter. This may seem impossible the sea broke over the top of her and filland perhaps ridiculous to some, at first ed her full, her floating powers brought
thought, and they may be led to exclaim,, her up again, aJtd the water inside dis"Can such things be!" Well, read on, and 1 charged itself to the level of the water outperhaps I will convince you that it is not side through·the hole in the bottom, which
impossible. First let me sugg-est a thought thus became a .means of safety instead of
regarding the probable use of the hole in danger.
There have been several imthe bottom of the barges. Suppose that provements made since the first boat was
after the brother of Jared had made the constructed, but still they are all constructholes in the bottom of the barges, as com- ed on the same principle.
manded by the Lord, before launching
I remember while on my mission in
them into the water he had att.ached some- England, in'" the years 1842 and 1843,
thing like our hydrants of the present day, that in company with Bro. Bradshaw, of
on the inside of the vessel, so that water London, I visited a ,boat- builder's shop in
could be obtained for sanitary purposes Commercial Road, London Eugt, and
when necessary, and when not so required there was privileged to examine a life-boat
could be shut off, would he not be acting constructed on the above principle, and she
like a sensible man, and doing just what had five holes in the bottom.
men in our day would do under similar cirI will also describe briefly another class
cum~tances. · The fact that the details of
of vessels with holes in the bottom, that
how this hole in the bottom was utiliz.ed are extensively used in many of the rivers
are n.ot given in the Book of Mormon, is of Europe and America, whenever it beno argument that such precautionary mea- comes necessary to deepen the channel by
sures were not carried out by the voyagers. removing mud or. gravel by dredging rnaLet us suppose again that the Lord in chines; these vessels are the receivers of
giving instructions for the building of the what is brought from the bottom of· the
barges ordered them built on the principle river, and ar~ used to carry it elsewhere to
that lifeboats of the present day are built, . deposit; they are so constructed that the
then it would he perfectly possible for the ends and part of the sides are 11ir chamvoyagers in those barges to leave the hole bers, while the cel}ter of the vessel is used
in the bottom entirely open .without the for carrying purposes, and is in the form
slightest danger of the vessels sinking. of the hopper of a mill on. a large scale;
For the information of those not acquain- the bottom has a large hole or opening,
ted with the construction of life-boats, )et about four feet ~quare, to which is attachlet me state that in the early days of ~my ed a door hung .on one sic]e with heavy
acquaintance with them, they were built hinges~ and on the other is an iron rod
similar to other boats, only stronger, and reaching to the deck, by which it can be
broader across the centre, or, nautically opened or closed at pleasure.; with the
expressed, broader in the beam, which door closed it is capable of carrying all the
gave them greater carrying powers and
hold or hopper can contain.
Althoug-h
made them less liable to be capsized in a the bottom door is not water tight when
heavy sea way; but the difficulty with such closed, yet the ail' chambers give it suffiboats was that if ever the sea broke over cient floating power to carry all that can
they would retain all the water that be got into it.
When a number of .these
fell into them, and we had to work very vessels are loaded, they are usually towed
industriously to remove it with buckets, or by small steamboats into deep water, and
scoops made of wood for that purpose; and there the hole in the bottom is opened by

to
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means of the iron rod mentioned above,
and the carg·o of the dredg·e is discharged
through it instantly, and the vessel instead
of sinking as some would suppose, when
the hole in the bottom is opened it literallv rises out of the water a foot or two, as
it gets released from the weight of its burden, as the result of the floating power
given it by the air chambers.
We might lengthen out this article indefinitely in describing other vessels Similarly constructed, but we presume that
sufficient bas been said to satisfy unprejudiced readers that it is possible for vessels
to be built so as to be of greater use to man
with holes in the top and holes in the bottom than they possibly could be without
them; and we take it for granted that none
will dispute that God knew this when he
ordered the construction of the barges we
read of in the Book of Mormon.
But the objector may say that the vessels described were not intended for ocean
trnffic, and hence are not like the barges.
V'l e believe that we might claim with propriety that the life-boat is for ocean traffic
at the most dangerous times and places,
but we will look for a moment at the regular ocean steamer of the present day.
Have they holes in the top ;md bottom?
Yes, most of them have several holes in
the top as a means of ingress and egress,
and also for ventilation, and they always
close them when necessary in time of
storms, lest they perish; and we think we
are safe in saying that most of them have
a hole or holes in the bottom into which
are inserted steam pumps w1th hose for
the cleansing of the vessel within and without. Now, if the 1-vise men of our day are
constructing their vessels upon the exact
principles that God commanded the brother of Jared to build the barges on, and if
they find that vessels so constructed are
more usiful, safe and convenient, is it not
reasonable for us to claim that men who
have "walked the deck of every vessel that
floats," and know not these things, have
been doing so with their eyes shut; and
may we not claim that the laugh of derision so freely used by them concerning the
construction of the barges belongs to our
side of the house.

peace, love, joy, light, contentment,
ultimately a crown of eternal life
kingdom of
neglect of those
fear, darkness, unrest,
faith and confidence in hoth man and
which will end in
night. Alas, that
the downward path,
ignorance!
That the word of

JOHNS. PATTERSON.
~~
-~------~~--~~-~

NOT A DREAM.

HARK! I hear the tramp of a mighty host.
The Spirit of the Lord is with me, and I
see gathering· under the royal sbndard of
the Prince of Life those who gave
heed and accepted the angel message,
which was "unto them that dwell on the
earth, and to every nation,"~and! kindred,
and tongue, and people;" with a strong
desire to be found obedient to the wholesome instruction of the divine Teacher.
"If ye love me, keep my commandments.';
0, how many of those who have entered into the covenant of the Lord by baptism, in their struggle to do right, when
they read the above injunction cry out in
the agony of their souls, "What shall I do
to inherit eternal life!" so that when he
cometh in that day when he makes up his
ewels for his kingdom, that all who
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judged
One hundred
per cent is ""'"'?,,..,.,
"The
he that
seed into the
is he that hea:reth the
standeth it; which also beareth
bringeth
sixty, some
alike, and the
ference in per
the individual

of the
for all have

he

man according as he purposeth in
so let him give; n11t grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful
"
Dear Saints, God will not suffer
withhold your means.
Please "answer the
What did you bring into
What will you take out of the
What vvould your condition be if God
should withhold his
? No idle
considerations ·are involved
these questions, for they affect us for time and eternity.
Whatever we do ought to be with willingness, for "whatsoever,thy hand findeth
to do, do it with thy might." "All are
called according to the gifts of God unto
them; and to the intent that all may labor
together, let him that laboreth in the min-

and him that toileth in the affairs of the cloud is swept away with a crash-that is
of business and of work labor togeth- when God sees that not brightness but a
with God for the accomplishment of judgment is good for us. Sometimes the
the w·ork entrusted to all." 'i'he above is clouds distill like soft rain on the dry
a call to one and all, of every rank and sta- ground and on the thirsty woods-that is
tion; and
we are in union with Christ, when our tenderness is brought out by our
vve vvlll seek to emulate his life, and be in having compassion upon them that are out
with his mission-"I must work of the way; com passion upon them that sit
of him that sent me, >Nhile it is in darkness and in the shadow of death;
cometh, when no man can for though we have little light yet we
Saints are then sent of God, have compassion, and from the little rent
and will disappoint the Father if they fail in our cloud the light streams through,
to be as a "city set upon a bill," or as the and we see by trying to teach others what
"salt of the earth."
Those who work the truth of God is. VIJhat then is to be
the course of every one of us? A simple
will be crowned !
'We should
cordially and kindly character with reverence and anxious acthe household
faith, and those who are tivity. Reverence, not mocking; mocking
sensitive or bashful, shouid call for will spoil all. Anxious activity, not idleand long-suffering-, that we ness; idleness will prevent acceptance with
Rule." One and all I God. You want the two together. Some
should realize that they are authorized by people are reverent, yet they exert themthe
"And the Spirit and the selves not for others. There are all sorts
Come. And let him that he~r of convictions, but that is the simple, noble
And let him that is athirst ch;nacter that God accepts.
whosoever will, let him take
the vvater of life
" to invite all to
FAITH OF EARLY CHRISTIANS.
come to Christ and be partakers of gospel
grace and
The pure in heart , WHAT kind of Christians were these in
are Zion and upon their lips should be the first century, these who had turned the
ye, and let us go up to the world upside down, had emptied the heathmountain of the Lord, to the house of the [ en temples, shook the very base of society,
God of
; and he will teach us of his and even left their mark on the Roman
we will walk in his paths: for empire? They were men of boundless faith.
Zion shall go forth the law, and the I think their creed was a very short one.
word of the Lord from Jerusalem. And I do not expect they understood much of
he shall
among the natiom, and shall the Athanasian Creed or even of the
rebuke
people: and they shall beat Thirty-nine Articles. But they knew the
into plowshares, and their Lord Jesus, knew that he had come down
pruning hooks; nations shall from heaven for their salvation. He had
up sword against nation, neither lived with them and loved them; had died
learn war any more. 0, house and risen again for them.
They had a
come ve, and let us walk in the living faith in a living personal Savior.
Lord." And many will reply, Religion nowadays among many does not
said unto me, Let seem to have much sinew or muscle. Beinto the bouse
the Lord."
ware of a pointless religion. Be certain
conclusion let me urge upon all Saints who and what you believe. Be able to
to arise and work in their spheres. Do not say with Paul, "I knovv in whom I have
become
l?.zy. Put away from believed." Theories and doctrines about
concerning your duties to the him will not do.
full fruition of the promThey were men of a boundless charity.
in the time of need may be See Stephen, with the stones flying all
not lightly the command- around him and blood streaming down his
God. Avoid the very appear- face, yet praying, "Lay not this sin to their
ance of eviL Be clean in thought, word charge." The world can not understand
and seek for opportunities to do our doctrines and creeds and theories; but
God will surely bless and own it can understand love, and those whose
hearts are most filled with love-a love
In gospel bonds,
that goes out to "'ll, always returning good
RoBERT M. ELVIN,.
for evil-these are they that call from the
world, "We perce1ve God is with you." I
appeal to you, young peopie, to adorn
your religion with love, . to show in the
smallest acts of every-day life and to those
CLOUI)S AND SUNSHINE.
at home with whom we are always comHow SELDOM in this .world does sunlight ing in contact, the greatest thing in the
shine without a cloud, but then how strange- world-love.
the clouds
a.nd in what different
And mark their peace. We read, "He
Sometimes our cloud of !1oubt is fell asleep." I verily believe the Holy
by a great sorrow: one terrible loss, Ghost would have us see in these words
one death vvill dear a man 1s doubts away the deep peace that possessed his heart.
throw him at the feet of Christ. Think of· the suffering through which the
Sometimes a cloud is broken away by sun- early church had to go, and read how they
shine-that is >.vhen God sees that bright~ preached by their fortitude and peace
ness and happiness ar,e good for us, and thrpugh it all. John Wesley-of whom
then, if the heart is at all tender, how the the Church of England was not worthyclouds break and disperse. Sometimes the once s~id: "You may find fault with our
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proceedings and our doctrines, but you
must admit our men know how to die
well." Stand fast in the old truths. Let
us go back r,Soo years and take our stand
with Stephen, with a real, firm, true faith
in a living Savior-a real, firm, true love
going out 'from us to all around, and a
real, deep peace possessing our hearts as
He dwells there.-Bishop of Liverpool.
SWEET-MINDED WOMEN.

So great is the influence of a sweet-minded
woman on those around her that it is almost
boundless.
It is to her that friends come
in seasons of sorrow and sickness for help
and comfort; one soothing touch of he.r
kindly hand works wonders in the feverish child; a few words let fall from her
lips in the ear of a sorrow-stricken sister
do much to raise the load of grief that is
bowing its victim down to the dust in
anguish. The husband comes home worn
out with the pressure of business, and feeling irritable with the world in ge1;1eral;
but when he enters the cosy sitting-room.
and sees the blaze of the bright fire, and
meets his wife's smiling face, he succumbs
in a moment to the soothing influences
which act as a balm of Gilead to his
wounded spirits that are wearied with the
stern realities of life.
The rough &choolboy flies into a rage from the taunts of his
companions to find solace in bis mother's
smile; the litti~ one, full of grief with her
large trouble, finds a haven of rest on its
mother's breast; and so one might go on
with instance after instance of the influence
that a sweet-minded woman has in the
social life with which she is connected.
Beauty is an insignificant power vvhen
compared with her's.-Southern Church-

man.
OVERSEERS.
THERE are some persons who are good to
work. Others are good to oversee. Some
are good for both, and others are good for
neither. The gift of over:;ight is one of
great importance. It goes with care taking, with responsibility, with watchfulness,
and those who have this gift of care-taking
are among the most important persons
society.
The difference between those
who have the gift of ovE<rsight and those
who have it not, is the difference between
the head and the hands, between the com,
mander-in-chief and the subordinate, between the manager and the operative.
In the Church of Christ the gift of oversight is tqually important. There arc men
whom the Holy Ghost has made overseers,
or bishops, to "feed the flock of God which
he has "purchased with his own blood."
They have wisdom, vigilance, prudence,
caution, patience.
They are men who
rule well their own houses, having their
children in subjection with ail gravity;
and having in their own homes tested
their power of training and control,
they are ftble ~o take care of the Church of
God.
And the Church of Christ will
never prosper until this wisdom, this gift
of oversight, be duly recognized, and persons be esteemed and regarded not merely
on account of glibness of their speech, or

in

the rashness of their acts, but on account

of their sobriety and prudence and vigilance, which fits them to care for the flock
of God which he has purchased with his
own blood.-Selected.

FIFTH QUORUM ~OF ELDERS.
Brethren:- We congratulate you upon the
work done as appears in report of Quorum at the
late conference. We feel safe to say that, it exceeds any report of the Elders' Quorums upon
their records, especially in the feature of 22 mem·
bers reported for duty and active work. Thereports were, too, more systematic and complete,
which we trust will still be improved upon this
year by all keeping items in full and reporting
them when the time comes.
The new members admitted who have not
received them should send for license.
"We invite correspondence, seeing that it has
wrought good in the past.
. Every change of permanent address should be
sent in at once, to the president or secretary.
Under a Ruspension of the rule found in Herald
of April 26th, page 268, Bro. A. Haws, a veteran
and first. missionary to foreign field from our
quorum, was presented a Bible; all eligible under that provision will please send in their names,
as the funds will admit of furnishing one more
book now.
The terms of eligibility are: general missionary work of two years or more, in the field now,
and who have not such a book as described.
The furnishing of these Bibles is not to cre.~te a
class favored above others, but to furnish those
who need them most, the best of books, a profitable way to invest money to publish the truth.
We feel proud of the standing of our's, the
youngest of the five Elders Quorums; we earnestly entreat you all to diligence of service.
Every direction your duty points that the standard shall still be increased and the truth forwarded upon its mission.
This would have appeared earlier but for the
crowded columns of the Heraldafter conference.
Your brethren in Christ,
R. ETZENHOUSER, Independence, Mo,,
J. H. WELLS, Knob Noster,
EMSLEY CURTIS, Harrisonville,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
By mutual agreement of presidents of district
and mis8ion and missionary in charge, the conference of tt e Kentucky and Tennessee district
will convene in the Farmington branch on the
rzth of July at ro:3o a.m.
The officers of said
branch are hereby requested to make all necessary arrangements and notify the various branches of the place in said branch where the conf"rence will be held.
G. H. Hilliard, president of
mission and J. W. Gil1en expect to attend.
J. w. GILLEN,
in charge.
The North. east Kansas. district will hold conference at Netawaka, Jackson
28th
and 29~h. We hope af> many d the
and
sisters as can come will then be on hand.
FRANK LoFTY, Dif,t., Pres.
Conference of the Western Wisconsin district
will be held at Willow, Richland
vVlsconsin, June z8th and 29th.
The
are
especially invited to attend.
F. HACKETT, Dist., Pres.
A conference of the South-East Ohio and west
Virginia district, followed by a
will be
held at Sinking Springs, (Highland
Ohio, b<>ginning at ten 3 .. m., August 16th. Those
coming by rail will get off at Bainbridge,
on
the Ohio Southern Rail Road.
will
Bro. Jame>< C. West (Turkey Post
timely notice so they can be met with
ances. All are solicited to come, especially

local ministry. Brethren G. T. Griffiths E. L.
Kelley, L. R. Devore, J- Moler, T. W. Williams,
L. W. Powell, D. L. Shinn, T: Matthews and
J. Brown are expected; and all that can come are
cordially invited. Come and bring the Spirit with
you and let us have a grand time. We want all the
saints to· be present as arrangements will be
made to hold a Reunion each year, at some central place In the district, at a different time from
conference.
T. J. BEATTY, Dist. Pres.
PASTORAL.
To the Saints of the Pacific Slope m1sswn,
greeting: After careful consideration and consultation we have decided to revise our appointrnents so that the list will stand as follows:
rst. Elder J. C. Clapp, in charge of Oregon
and Washington, with the privilege of laboring
in a milder climate during the winter months.
zd. Thomas Daley, in charge of Nevada, with
privilege of laboring in California a part of the
time.

3d. Elder Joseph F. Burton, in charge of Northern and Central California.
4.th. Elder D. S. Mills, in charge of Southern
California.
The missionaries and others will please take
notice and govern themselves accordingly.
HEMAN C. SMITH.
T. w. SMITH,
Presidents of
Pacific Slope Mission.
NOTICES.
Having been Informed that Bro. Thomas E.
my agent for the Welsh Mission, tenderhis resignation as Agent for said mission,
and that at their annual conference held in
Aberdare, May, 25th and 26th, r89o, Bro. Thomas Gould of 38 Carmarthen street, Cardiff
Wales, was recommended to me as agent
of Bro. Jenkins; I, therefore, appoint him
as such and recommend him to all the Saints in
!hat mission to sustain him by their prayers and
means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.
GROVE MEETING.
There will be a Grove Meeting five miles east
of Eldorado Springs, Missouri, commencing Friday evening, July r8th, 1890, and continuing till
Monday, the zrst. The Saints of the Independence district are cordially invited to meet with
us. Our object will be to worship .God in spirit
and in truth and to be instructed in the duties of
eternal life. Our district president is expected
to be with us as well as others of the ministry of
the district.
SECOND QUORUM OF TEACHERS.
Each member of the Second Quorum of Teachers is hereby requested to send to the quorum
secretary (Bro. John Weedmark, Lamoni, Iow11,)
the sum of twenty. five cents, in order to procure
a quorum record and minute book, purchase and
send out llctnses, arid meet other incidental expenses. Please comply with said request without
delay in order that the quorum business may be
completed to date and its record be perfected.
NoRMAN \V. SMITH, Pres.,
JoHN WEEDMARK, Sec'y.
FOURTH OF JULY EXCURSION, r89o.
Between all Bnrlh,gton Route stations east of
the Missouri River, July 3 and 4, one lowest regular first.cJass fare for the round trip, tickets limited for return to July 7· Tickets must be sold
only via routes for which sale of one·way tickets
is authorized.
ADDRESSES.
C. R. Duncan, Homan, AuguPt.a co, Vindnia.
Issac N. Robt>.rtf:', Cormorant'! Boeker Co., Minnesota.
Jo~eph F. Burton, Ho11istcr, Snn Bernto Co. California.
Willard J. Smith, Box 63. Galien. Mich.
· Thomas Daley, No. 2.428, J. street, Sacramento, California, care G. '0l. Harlo~.v.
E. C, Bmnd, l\!iesinnary in charge of N. E. and N. W.
Kansas district, 1,114 Waltmt street, Atchison, Kansas.
G. A. Blakeslee, presiding Bishop, Galien, Michigan.
1
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followiog. May heaven guide and
,vidow and fatherless children. "Death.
of man;" but "eternal life is the
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PoPLE,-At Trinidad, Colorado, May 26th, of
diphtheria,
son of Mr.
\V.
and Sr. Martha H.
He took sick
of April 7th, and although but 5 years, 4
and 27 days old he realized he was going io die,
and told his mother so when he took sick. He
was conscious until the last bre"th left his
and asked for oil, as he
had great faith
its use. Services
the Rev.
He leaves a father,
brothers
many friends to ll1(JUrn their
We pray that
we may be worthy to dwell with him in Christ's
kingdom.
We gave him to the angel's keeping,
And now b:e's sleeping, only sleeping .
. 1\iuy we be worthy, 'Nhcn we die,
To meet him with the just.

is the
gift
BROWN.--At Providence, Rhode Island, March
6th,
Bro. lra S. Brown. He was born at
R. I. August 23d, 1822. His death
was caused by fire while trying to save
effects and money from th<c upper story of
v;rhere he m'ade his home was
great
to the Saints of the district, and of
!he Providence branch espedaHy. He was preto leave for Flori.rJa the following mornand trusted for his sterling worth,
unselfish love of and devotion to the truth as
God had made it known to hi.m through confonnity to gospel law and faithful service in this latter
sincerely mourned by ail, his lifework
spirit rests with hic, brother
Charles in
paradise of God, awaiting the gospel
of the cesurrection morn and the reunion
those of us who are faithful, whom
he loved in this life and whose welfare and interests rather than his own he always sought to.
Funeral services held in Saints' hall,
a crowded house; also at Hopkinton the folat the place of his birth, and among
and neighbors, where the interment
Services conducted by Elders M. H.
and A. H. Parsons.
\'llrNEGAR.-Alice May Winegar died May z6,
age 17 years, 10 months and 7 days. Funsernwn and services conducted by Elder D.
from Saints' church, Wheeler's Grove,
Iowa.
lived a faithful, consistent life since
she was baptized, June, 1888, by Elder H. Kemp.
There was a
assembly in attendance. Her
remains were
in the Latter Day Saints'
at Vi/heeler. Thus passed away an·
of promise for the paradise of God,
behind father, mother, brothers, sisters
of rtlatives and friends to mourn their

NoRTON.-At Jonesport, Maine, May
r89o, of consumption, Sr. Mary E. Norton;
65 years, 8 months and x day. She was
by Elder E. C. Briggs, August, 23rd, r888.
neral services by Elder J. C. Foss.
SKINNER,-D. W. Skinner, was
zyd, r864, in St.
died May 31st, 1890,
els.
He came west
one year old.
He was
knew him, as the large
at his .funeral
attested, there being about five hundred present.
He was sick but a few
and suffered a
deal.
He was not a
of any
though a .firm believer in the latter day gospeL
Funeral services and sermon at Union Church.
near Lake City and
Iowa, Sunday,
SMITH.-Drusie Smith was born June I3lb,
June rst, by Elder Hyrum 0.
r87o, at 'Nheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie county,
"BoWEN.-At his place of business in the Butte
baptized by Elder H. Kemp eight years
. City .hotel, may 3oth, r89o, E. M. Bowen,
50
·summer, and died June zd, 1890, aged 19
years, 9 m(•nths and 9 days. The
was
I I months and and IO days.
Funeral serone of the early settlers of the Smnmit Valley
conducted and sermon preached by Elder
minhlg district and came from Salt Lake to Mon·
D. Hougas text, John 3: 16. The sermon was
tana in 1870, where he was actively employed in
and impressive, to a very large
mining. He was the first to o;tick a pick in the
Saints' chapel, Wheeler's Grove.
ground in w-hat has since been and is known as '
very large. Sister Drusie
the Parrot-property which has produced
of Bro. Lot and Sr. Fanny
much of the .vellow metal for the world's
who with four brothers and two sisters
and thus has made that mille so prominent in
mourn their sad loss. Thus another
history of the camp.
Whcn the
nr·IO''"''« and purest spirits of earth has
was made in the year 1878 to reduce
passed to
resting-place of the pure and the
miners to three
he was one
to await the resurrection of the just. 0,
number who threw dovm
tools and ascended
help those who are left to mourn to preto the surface and
the Butte
pare
meet her in the sweet bye and bye.
Workmen's Union that
resulted in. the
CooPER.--At Sand Run, Ohio, April 5th, r89o,
formation of the Butte Miners' Union. Of the
of
Sr. Caroline Cooper, aged 43 years,, I I
latter organization Mr. E. M. Bowen continued
and 16 dnys. She was born in Wales;
an active member, and for that long space of
came to Amrcrica when nine years of age; joined
time never has he for one
been in arrears for
the Reorganized Church December 4th, 1887,
dues, but at all times was
and was a member until death. The funeral
ranks advocating the
sermon was preached by Bro. T: J. Beatty.
man and miner. The
late Elder A. B. Johns was born
the hotel yesterday afternoon at half-past
in
Henry Parish, Pembrokeshire, Wales,
The cortege was headed by Orton's Cornet band
D6cember 18th, rSr r; was baptized a member of
of twenty pieces. Then followed Fidelity Enthe Church of Je< u~ Chri·<t of Latter Day Saints
campment of Odd Fellows, next the Daughte:·s
December 12th. 1846, at Nanliglo, 1\'{onmouthof Rebecca and next the Butte Miners' Union,
shire, Wales; was baptized into the Reorg-anized
who walked mournfully in adva!'lce of the
Church June 4th, r864, and died in Jack's Valley,
and last came eighty-five carriages. It '!'.'il.S one
Douglas county, Nevada, May zzd, 1890, aged
the largest fun.eral processions that has pased
78 years. 5 months and 4 days. He officiated in
through our stret>ts for some time. The
many church offices during his life and remained
gentlemen who have beenclosely connected
a true and faithful member to the. end.
him both financiaily and socially during his life,
acted as pall bearers: John E. Lloyd, Benjamin
HouGHTON.-At Wilton, Will county, Illinois,
Tibby, ·w. L. Brotherton, J.D. Thomas, Thomas
December zd, 1889, sister Angelina Bouton, aged
York, John Powell. The deceased leaves a wife
70 years, one month and I3 days. She was born
and six children to deplore his loss besides hunin Orange county, New York, in 1819, and
dreds of sorrowing friends."
throughout the allotted three score and ten years
was partaker in many sorrows and trials, and ber
The above is from a Butte City (Mont.) paper.
Bro. Bowen was a man of kind impulses, a true
Hfe was full of toil and care. But she was
and generous-h-earted man, one who will be missremarkable among her neighbors for her patient
ed and mourned by many. He was baptized Feband cheerful spirit under her successive burdens,
ruary 14th, r869, at Malad, Idaho, by Elder }0hn
and for these virtues she was. greatly esteemed.
She was uriited with the Reorganized Church of
Lewis and was confirmed by him and Elder A.
Christ, May rst, 187o, being baptized on that date
B. Moore. He was ordained an elder at Malad,
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by Bro. E. C. Briggs, and confirmed by Br~.John
Landers. And so far as known to the wnter of
this, she remained true to that hope in Christ unto the end of her days. ·By whom the funeral
sermon was preached is not known to me. H. A. S.
RANDALL.-At Johnston, Rhode Island, June
sth, I890, of typhoid pneumonia, sister Eliza R.
Randall, aged 52 years and 19 days; was born in
Johnston, R.I. An excellent woman of good report, living and dying in the faith of the gospel.
Funeral services conducted by Elder M. H. Bond.
HAYWOOD.-At Bevier, Missouri, May 12th,
1890, Nellie Mabel, infant daughter of ;:jr. Fanuie
Haywood; born January 27th, r89o; aged 3
months and 15 days. This little blossom suffered
sevel·ely with. spasms, when death relieved her
ft;om her pain and her young spirit fled to the
arms of Jesus. Little Nellie had already drawn
the attraction of all around her, especially the
mother, who held her ln her arms until she was
called home where no sickness and death will
trouble her more. Services were conducted by
1 Elder J. T. Williams. A short address was de1 lin·red at the Saints' Chapel and the Sundayschool children sang a few appropriate hymns.
"Yes, angels are waiting to p,reet thee,
Escorting the young spirit home."
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street, Lansing, Michigan.
,T H. Pet.ere. Coleman, Midlrmd Co., Michigan.
Warren E. Peak, (;uilford, iHHH:;ourl.
Charles Derry, ~hiugnolia, ~Harrison Cq.,1 Iowa. Mis~
Rionary in Charge of Little Swnx District.
M. H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., Providence, R. I.
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THE PATRIOT.
Intended for a fam>ly newepaper: ·it furnishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reflects with· special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
CHARAC'l'ERIZE THE AGE;
furnishes a Home, Scientific, Personal, Heligious ,Around
the World, and ~:;everHl other departments. '"The
Jews', and "The EusV, receive their share of attention.
One year $1.00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 cts.
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

NEW' BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-

Ap<IN"!i&('y,

!tefo:.::maHon and

Restorat~on.

This work discusses the issues of theqlof!'Y that· are to
the front'to-day. No Bible student can afl'ord to mi•s
tt eli.ln:r !113 cn.rrw or 1NVES'.£1GATon. It cm1tains
~90 pages of closely wntten matter aad printed in good
readable type, witb neat binding, and B(>ld at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
,,·Beside• t.be diec1'"sion of the questions of
r~aiiing

MINIS'11ElUAL A UTHOU.iTY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND TilE AARONW PRIES'l'HOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
[nand since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a. later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addresHing
'
.
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kutland, 0.
SAiNTS' HJ);l~ALD OB'FICE,Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVlTILING AG~NTS;

~Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H, Kelley.
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H. KELLEY.

-..A-

SY£i!!BOLOGICAL

CA'I'ECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of ,the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 3S cents each.
For sale byBRo H. R. MiLLS,
INDBTK~;pENCR. Mo.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly fo~ tlie

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

lll:. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Puli!ishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR. CO., IOWA,
An<l sent Free of Postage at prices name<l.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••.•. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •.••.•••.••.•••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50

BH.ADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
• Mnslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'Ill
Propositions:-(!) Is the Bo.ok of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith,. organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and pmctice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the H.eorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
witll Him?
.

00

50
~5

BOOK OF ·MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 ~5
Imitation :!.{orocco, gilt edges ..•...••.••••••• 1 50
DOC1'RINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•.•..••••••.••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .............. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about '120
tunes, and Cull instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOH.::l.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages . • • • . . • . . • . • . • • • . . . 70
Leather binding ..••..•..••.•••..•••••.•..•. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,) ·
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•..••..•. 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers... . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . . . . . 25
JOSEPH THE SEF}R.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most exceilont .one to be circulated hoth in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather ........•••.•.••..••...... 1 00
Muslin hoards .......
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Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .......... 1 25
• SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School l<~ngineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FOH.SCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judf(e the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each •••• , ••• ,.. 20
In paper 15cts., ton or more, each . • • . . • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by H.ev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney H.igdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTEH.S.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. . • • • • • • • ~ 5
Witi10•1t covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50'
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling·
of J-oseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE 'rO DOCTRINE AND
COVLmAN'I'S.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, pa1>er covers . • • •
Old edition . • • .. . • • • .. .. • • .. • • . . . • .. • • • . • • •

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~ We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .•.••.•.••••••••••. 3 50
'rcrkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••.•..•. 3 ~5
Rexburg Tnrkey, gilt edge ................... 3 ~5
Rexburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper cov~rs, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFI.JJLD.
In paper lOcts.; per doz0n....... •. . . . .. • • •• • ~5
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
JJ. 0. Httlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."

J0
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 1'ruth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., l 00 •..•. l 50
3. Yoice oflile Good Snepherd, dozen 5c 100. 40

4. Epitome of F11ith and Doctrine or the
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, iOO.. 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .•••.•.• 1 "15
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
~. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100....
40
8. Pulness of tlHl Atonement; dozen·25c., 100 .• 1 75
9 Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 cts., 100 ..............•..• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. liJO ...... 1 10
J l. 'l'he Plan of Salvation; dozen 3U cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The B1ble vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., lllO.l 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• l '75
15 Bri;;;bamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • . • 41)
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Clmrch; dozen 20 cts., 100 .........•••.••. l 40
17. Tile Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts. 100 .l 75
20. The "One Body:'' or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Anostasy: dozen 20 cts., l 00 •..••.....•••.. : . .••. 1 40
21: Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and H.epentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •.. 1 10
23. Baptism; por dozen 20 cts., 100 ..........• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozeu 5 cts., 100 . . . • ·10
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ets., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the I.ord's Honse; doz. 5c., 100
40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cls., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection. from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5'
1fl0....... 40
30. Origin of the Bc;ok of M,Jrmon;
. . . . . 15
per hundred ............................. 1 1o
31. What is 'rruth? and True Ortlwdc,xy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen G cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1.,000 for ......... 1 'l5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 crs, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story H.e-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............... : ............ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Clmreh; dozen 15
100 .l l<l
4.3 One Wife, or Many; doznn 25 cts,
.... 1 75
Trial of the \Yituesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . . . . . . 50
Prophecy on the Rehellion; ner 100.......... 15
An assortment ef Tracts .... ~ ............... .
COMPLI~Tl~ SET OF 'r!.lACTS.
Bound in Hmp Muslin, turned iu ..........•.•

D. ]\ Nrcuor..soN, Cn.shier

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. Dwellconsisting of six rooms, connected with
The best business location in town.
Good .reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
Iowa.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, a11d an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
fnrnace in it1
in the kitchen.
JOHN GILLESPI.E,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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" Hl!l.I>.RKEN TO THE WORD Oll' TilE LORD: Jl'OR THERE SHALL NOT ANY· MAN AMONG YOU liAVII SA VI! l.'r llll 0Nll WIFll: AND CONCUBINES
liE SHALL.liAvE NoNE."-Page 116, Book ofJIIormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD nAvE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! E:X:CEPT m CAsE OF DEATH> WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO llfARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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the learning of his times, was aware that
human learning_.::"excellency of speech,"
and "enticing words of man's wisdom"did not characterize the ministrations of
Christ's servants and handmaidens, though
they were greatly enriched in spiritual
graces and "gifts of the Holy Ghost."
Hear him:
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GRAMMAR-BOOK OF MORMON.

THOSE who oppose the claims of the
Book., ofCMormon as an inspired record
seek to make conclusive arguments against
it out of the fact that it;; style is not strictly
grammatical and its language not scholarly
an.d elegant•. They forget (if they ever
khevvit)that the style and the language
of some of the Bible writers and teachers
were not of the classical kinds of their
timef'i; but, to the contrary, they were of
the humble, commonplace and inartistic
sort. The scholarly finish of their language as found in the various translations
of the ~ible, is the work of learned copy'
ists and translator,o;, rather than their own,
as th,e .history of those matters fully
proves. . .
.
It does not follow that because a person
speaks or writes by the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, that therefore, what he .utters is perfectly in harmony with the form~r
and styles of the .wise. and learned, The
Bible narratives themselves. refute this
idea; for though the. apostles .of Christ
were ..richly endowed with the H?ly
Spirit, it is nevertheless a. r;ecorded fact,
in. many instances, . tha.~. they in their
lang~a~e exhib.ited their lack of the. wisdom . of words and the culture of the
learned.
Jesus said to his disciples:
"And.y~ sha~!he brougl)t before goverr:wrs and
kings for ~y sake, for a testh:nony against them
and Hie Qent}les; But when they delivt;r. you
t'ake no thought how or what ye shall speak;
it shP,ll be giv.eil you In that same hour what
shalLspeak. For it is not ye that speak, but
Spirit of your Father whiCh speaketh in you."
-Ma:tVro: 18720.

And.when Peter and John were afterbefore the.. ·. Tewish · rulers
and scribes for the testimo11y
concer11ing Christ an:d spoke to
being' "filled with the Holy
hearers "perceived that they
and ignpr;l]Jt me11.'' (A~Js.
P}iui, though ed.ucatec! in

"For after that in the wisdom of God the world
by wisdom knew not God,. it pleased God by the
foolishness of preaching to save them that believe. For the fews .require a sign, and the
Greeks seek after wisdom; but we preach Chrht
crucified, unto the. Jews a sfumblingblock, and
unto the Greeks foolishness.
But unto them
which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ
the power of God, and. the wisdom of God. Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men;
and the weakness of God is stronger than men.
For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not
many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty,
not many noble, are called; but God hath chosen
the foolish things of the world to confound the
wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of
the world to confound the things which are
mighty; and base things of the world, and things
which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and
things which,,are not, to bring to· nought things
that are; that no flesh should glory in his pres·
ence. But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of
God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness,
and sanctification, and redemption; that according as it is written, He that glorifieth, let him
glory in the Lord."-r Cor. I: 2r~3r.

In harmony with the foregoing we now
give the judicious remarks of Horne in his
"Introduction," a valuable work on '~the
critical study and knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures:"
L Inspiration; in the highest senst!,.is the im·
mediate communicati.on of knovvledge to the hu·
man mind by the Spirit of God: but, as we have
already observed;· it .is commonly used by die
vines., in a less stri<;:t and ·proper sense, to denote
such a degree of diyine influence, assistance, or
guidance, as enableil .the authors of the S.cript·
ures to communicate religious knowledge tooth:
ers, without error or m.istake, whether the subjects of such communicatio1;1 vvere things then
Immediately reve;1led to those who declared
thelri, or things with which they wen'; before acquainted. .
...
. .. . . .
•
"When it is said that Scripture is divinely in,
spired, we are not. h.) understand that God suggested every word, or dictated every .~xpression.
From the different styles in .which th~ books are
written, and from the different manner in which
the same events are,r;elated and pr~dicted bydif·
ferent authors, it appears thatthe sac~t>d penmen
were permitted to wrHe as th.eir several tempers,
understandings, and habits of life; directed£ and
that the knowledge communicated. to them 'by
inspiration on the .svbjeet of· their writings,. :'~'as
applied in the same 1Jlanner as any knowledge acquired byordinary means. . Nor is. it to be supposed that they were even thus inspired in every
fact which they related, orin every preceptwhich
they delivered. They were left to theeommon
use of their faculties; and did not, upon every oc·
casion, stand in ne.eq of. supernatural· communication; but whene~'er, and as far as divine assistance was necessary, it was always afforded.
In
different parts of S.c~ipture wepercejve, that there
were different sorts and, degre!JS. ofrJ!splration,
God enai>1ed M()ses to give an ..acc()unt of the creation of the world;josh~~. to rec;()rd wit~ e.xllqt-.
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ness the settlement of the Israelites in the land
of Canaan; David to mingle prophetic information with the varied effusions of gratitude, con·
trition and piety; Solomon to deliver wise instructions for the regulation of hum.an life; Isaiah to deliver predictions concerning the future
Savior of mankind; and Ezra to collect the sacred
Scriptures into one authentic volume: •But all
these worketh that one and the self-same spirit,
dividing to every man severally as he will.'(r Cor. 12: II) In some cases, inspiration only
produced correctness and accuracy in relating
past occurrences, or in reciting the words of others; in other cases, it communicated .ideas not only new and unknown before, but infinitely beyond
the reach of unassisted human intellect; and,
sometimes, inspired prophets delivered, for the use
of future ages, predictions which they did not
themselves comprehend, and which could not be
fully understood till. they were accomplished.
But whatever distinctions are made with respect
to the sorts, degrees, or modes of inspiration, we
may rest assured that one property belongs to every inspired writing, namely, that it is free from
error, that is, any materia:! error, T;his property
must be considered as extending to 1;he whole of
each. of those writings, of which a part only is inspired; for it is not. to be supposed that God
would suffer any such errors, as might tend to
mislead our faith or pervert our practice, to be
mixed with those truths, which he himself has
mercifully revealed to his rational cr<catures as
the means of their eternal salvation. In this .restricted sense it may be asserted, that the sacred
writers always wrote under .the influence, or
t:;uidance, or care, of the Holy Spiri;t, which suf~
ficiently establishes the truth and divine authority of all Scripture."- Pages 515, 51(\i.
••As to the nature of this influence and guidance, some. thingc may be farther r~marked, . It
was before observed, thatinspiratior\ ~n the high7
est sense, is the immediate comm~nication of
knawledge to the human mind, by the Spirit of
God. In this way the Apostle Pau! was taught
the whole of Chrisianity; and this kind of inspir~
ation the other apostles had, as to ;those things
which they were not. acquainted with, before
they received the gift of the Holy Spirit.
This
is what some have ca·Jled, the inspiration of suggestion. .But as to what they hag heard, or partly known: before, the inflt~ence of the Spirit en,
abled .them properly to understand.'it, and preserved them from error in commpnicating it.
This has peen called the inspiratioQ of superintendency. Under this superintendency or guidance of the Spirit, the Apostles appear to have
been at all times throughout their niinistry, after
Christ's ascension. For Jess than this can not
be concluded,.from our Lord's declaration, that
the Spiilt should abide with them :forever, and
lead them into all truth.
,
"
"When they acted as writers, recording Chris,
tlanity for the. instruction of the ()~lurch in all
succeeding times, I apprehend, that.they were
under the guidance of the Spirit, as to the subjects of .which they treated; that th~y wrote under his influence and direction; th~t they were
preserved .from all error and mistake, in the re~
ligious sentiments they expresed; :.and that, if
anything were inserted in their wridngs, not con-.
tained in that complete knowledge <)f Christianity of which they were previously .uossessed? (as
prophe<;ies for insta,nce). this was )immediately
communicated to them .by revelatj<m fr9m the
Spirit:
But with respect to the. (noice '!f words
in \vhich they .wrote, I know. not bu,t they might'
be left to the fre.e and rational exeticise of their
own ~lnds, to express themselves ,in the manner
that was natural. ang familiar to them, while at
the same tlme they Wt)represegeci, from
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leftbehind inttie churches they v"isited, would
the language if t1te"jeople; t.he epistles, on .the oth'
·have to be prepared for their mission; and, so
er hand, particular1y those. written by Paul.
long as there was no written gospel to put 'in
Greek speaking churches and p!>rsdns in Europe ·
and Asifl, are connected as respects language
to their hands, it might be desirable that the oral
instruction should be as fat as possible one and
with the liter~ry Greek then in use, with .certain
modifications such as some adoption or imitation
the same to alL The guidance of the Holy Spirit
of Semitic ·idioms, or at least a choice .of such
supplied for a time. such .aid. as made a written
Greek idioms as resetrib1ed 'the Semitic most;·.
gospel unnecessary; but the apostles saw .the
while the writings of Luke, especially. the Acts,
dangers and errors which a traditional gospel
arc full of genuine Greek turnJ and construcwould be exposed to in the .course of time; and
tions, although instances of the opposite are not
whilst they were still. preaching the oral gospel
wanting .in them,. The langtiage of the Ar oca~
in the strength of the Holy Ghost; they were
lypse is distinguished from all the rest by great
admonished by the same Divine Person to pre. pare those written records ;{>hich were hereafter
and sometimes very anomalous peculiarities in
word and structure.
to be the daily spiritual food of all the Church of
One great characteri.stic of theN ew. Testament
Christ. Nor is there anything unnatural in the
Greek is that it is an eminently translatable Ian·
supposition that the.apostles inte11tionally uttered
guag-e.
TkPre is 1'C"Y little grammar .compare£~
their witness in the same order, and even, for the
But it is v~ry interesting. to.
most part, in the same form of words. The Jan·· with other. Greel;.
note the conciseness, the exactitude with. which
guage of their first preaching was the Syro-Chalthe rnost subtle s.hatles and gradations of thought
daic, which was a poor 'and scanty lm1guage
are expressed in thls rich and flexible language.
52 I.
and though "Greek was naw widely spread, and
And the more the language is investiga,ted, the
Prof. C, E. Stowe, in his "History of was the language even of. several p:aces in Palmore apparent becomes the \~isdbm of God in
estine, though it prevailed)n Antio~h, whence
the Bible" ,has this .to say on the point:
having selected .so clear and so.adtl1irablea methe first rnissions to Greeks. and Hellenists, or
dium for m~king known to man the.new coveJews who spoke G1'eek, proceeded .(Acts II: 2o;
The Bible; is not a specimen of God's skill as
nant in· Christ Jesus . . The language is at once
13 1-3). the Greek tong-ue; as used by Jews para writer, showing us. God's mode of thought,
vigoroqs and flexible, profound andclear, remar,ktook of the poverty o.f tke s:peec1t \Vhich it re·giving us God's logic, and Gbd'.s rhetori~, and
ably well suited to express every variety of
placed; as, indeed it is impossible to borrow a
God's style of historic narration. How often do
It is. rq ually adapted to the concise,
whole language without borrowing the habib; of · thought.
we see mei:l' seeking out ibOlated passages of
the critical and the common-place. In short, evthought upon which it has built itse_lf."....:Dict.
Scripture, and triumphantly saying that such exery orderof mind can use it appropriately.
pressionsare:unworthy of God,and could not have
Bible PP: 298, 299·
proceeded from Him. They are unskillful, the
We
may
now.conclude
this
article
by
The foregoing facts are a thorough refmode of thotight is faulty, they are illogical, in bad
an article from Biblia for June r89o, utation of the charge that, because the
taste, the reasoning in not conclusive, the narrative is liable ;to exception. God has not put himwhich .With evidences before presented, Book of Mormon is written in commonself on trial: before us in that way in the Bible,
prove conclusively that the language, and
place language <~nd in an unlearned style,
any more than he has in the creation-any more
manner, and phraseology of the Bible it is therefore not inspired of Gon. If such
than He has promised that the Bible shall always
writers and teachers were not immediate- a position
good ag-ainst the Book of
be printed for us on the best of paper, with the
ly anti perfectly inspired of God, but were Mormon, then it were t-qually g-ood against
best of type, and perfect f1·eedom from typograph·
ical errors, and that .after it is printed, it shall
simply their ideas.and sentiments, leaving the inspiration of the Bible. But· ·comnever be torn, nor soiled, nor any leaf lost: or
e:~ch person to give expression to them in
mon sense dictates that God will ever rethat apostles and preachers shall be regularly
such
words
and
forms
of
speech
as
were
veal
himself to men according to their
handsome, men of fine forms and beautiful faces,
common to them and their hearers:
languages and capacities in order to re<~ch
and faultless elocution .. It is always to be retheir understandings and thereby instruct
membered that the writers of the Bible were
The New Testament was written in Greek,
•God's penmen, and not God's pens.'* .
them.
All sensible teachers adopt that
which had since the Macedonian.conquest of AlIt is not the words of the Bible that were inexander the Great, supplanted Hebrew in common
course.
spired, it is not the thoughts Df the Bible that
use among the Jews who dwelt in the Roman
And inasmuch as God wills that .all men
were inspired; it is the men who wrote the Bible
provinces, and was the medium of communicashall he saved; <~nd inasmuch as the gre11t
that were in:spired. Inspiration acts not on the
tion between all parts of the civilized world.
man's words; not on the man's thoughts, bnt on
mi!' s of mankind are "ignorant and unThe Greek of the New Testament differs in
the rrian him's elf; so that he, by his own spontamany r·espectsjr·mn the language as it was written
learncd"-even ''the poor among .men"neity, under ~he impulse of the Holy Ghost, conby Herodotus or Thucydides.
The Greek lanis it not to be expected· that in revealing
ceives certain thoughts and gives utterance to
guage was the one most widely spread over the
himself to them, he will do so in such
thein in certain words, both the words and the
civilized world When our Lord appeared in the
pbin and simple forms of speech as th<~t
thoughts receiving the peculiar impress o.f the
flesh, the Gre~k tongue "w"as current in Paksiine,
mind which conceived and uttered them, ahd
and was the book-language of the Egyptian Jews. .they can undnstand? And if they can
being in fact just as really his own, as they could
Hence the apostles wen~ under the necessity of
understand, the learned and wise ought
have been if there had been no inspiration at all
using it in their preaching and writing, ,,;;hen
not to object to such divinely wise methods.
in the case."-Pages r8 and r9.
they went lorth from Palestine to promulgate
This is confirmed by Sn.ith, Article that new religion with whose propagation they
were interested.
«Gospels," in these words:
Th~ classical Greek, spreading over the Asiat"THE CREATiON STORY" from the pen of
ic kingdoms which arose from the Macedonian
«It is probable that none of the gospels was
the Rt. Hon. William E. Gladstone, which
conquest, and according-ly over Syria, naturally
written untiL many years after the day of Penteappears in this issueof the HERALD, is <~n
became somewhatmodified bv the local and dicost, on which the Holy Spirit descended on the
article that should receive the careful readalectical peculiarities in which it was spoken.
assembled disciples. From that day commenced
The Greek compound varying in some respects in
ing of all interested in the analvsis of some
. at Jerusalem the work of preaching the !!Ospel
the various provinces in Asia and Africa. sub·
and converting the world. Prayer and preachof the main objections to the opening chapjected to the Macedon ian rule, constitutes the specing were the .business of the apostles' lives. Now,
ters of the sacred Scriptures. The article
ial.foundation of the diction qf the New TNiamerd
their preaching must have been, from the nature
is one that should be twice or thrice read
as it does also of the Septua2·int and Apocrypha:
of the case, in great part historical; it must have
to be fairly appreciated; and a complete
The diction ofthe New Testament partakes of
been based upon an account of the life and acts
a Hebrew coloring, arising- from the fact that the
of Jesus of Nazareth. There was no written recomprehemion of it will nquire the study
writers were Hebrews accustomed to speak the
cord to which the hearers mig-ht be referred for
of even the closest reader. The article is
Aramaean or later Hebrew, and in some inst8nhistorical details, and therefore the preachers
one requiring th0ught and consideration,
CE's acquainted with the ancien·t language of the
must furnish not only inferences from the life of
besides which the subject of which it
Scriptures. Lexical HPbraisms are more numerour Lord, but the fa-cts of the life itself. The
ous than grammatical, and consist partly in the
trellts is worthy of more than a passing
preaching then, must have been of such a kind
exten>ion ot the signification of words, Dartly in
as to be to the hearers what the reading of lescontemplation.
the imitation of entire phrases, and partly also in '
sons from the gospels is to us. There is no imThe observant reader of the <~rticle will
the analogous formation of new vmrds to express
possibility in supposing that in the course of
note the excellence of its diction and the
corresponding Hebrew terms
Tke language of
twenty or thirty years' assiduous teaching withRimplicity of the language used by Mr.
the several books o/' Ike New Testament howe11er,
rmt a written gospel, the matter of the apostlic
vary acco;·ding as every individual wrzter has his pe,
Gladstone; a "man vvhose labor and duty
preaching should have taken a settled form. Not
culiar modes of expression..
In part icu Jar the hisonly might the .apostles think it well that their
fur several scores of
has included as
torical books diffe1· from the epistolary in conseown accounts ~hould agree, as in substance so in
their
central
point
study
of the means.
quence of their differing aim and contents; inaRform; but the teachers whom they sent forth, or
of m<~king himself intelligible to the mass
much as the historic, especially the gospels of
of men."
*Reply to Essays and Reviews.
Matthew, Mark and John, approximate more to
in the ideas they conveyed.
If this were the
case, it would sufficiently account for the. very
observable diversity of style a11d manner among
theinspired writers. TheSpirit guided them: to
write nothi.ng but truth .concerning religion, yet
they might qe left to express that truth in their
ow?z language.
.
.
·
may readilyand justly be concluded, that
men who w~re under the perpetual guidance of
the Spirit of truth when they preached the gospel, were thus under his infallible direction and
influence, as to all religious sentiments, when
they committed the things of the gospel to writing, for the .future instruction of the church.
This is the view of the inspiration of the writers
()£the :New Testament, which seems naturally to
arise, from their own account of the way in which
they received the knowledge of Christianity, and
from what is declared in their writings, concerning the constant agency and guidance of the
Spirit, with which they were favored."- Page

"+t
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
and they shall observe the covenants and i him that sent me." "Whoso receiveth a
QuEs.-Will you please explain Sec. 19: church articles to do them." "Thou prophet in the name of a prophet shall
knowest my laws . • • given in my receive a prophet's reward." "There was
2, Doctrine anJ Ct;venants, why Joseph
a man sent from God whose name was
the Seer should have counsellors, and if Scriptures."
In the first section of the Doctrine and 1 John." ''The doctors aHd lawyers rejected
we are to take Joseph's word aml .commandments as if from God's own mouth. Covenants attention is called to the fact j the counsel of God against themselves, not
Now when Moses received the command- that because men had strayed from God's. 1 being baptized with John's baptism."
ments from God's own mouth he took ordinances· and broken the "everlasting i We have but to glance at God's defllings
them as the law and taught them as gos- coven:mt," he had spoken through with ancient Israel and the record of the
pel, knowing that it was God's own word, Joseph Smith and restored and renewrd , New Testament to di<:cover that condemfor he beheld God in his glory. If we that covenant, "that man should not coun- nation and darkness have come to nations
and men because they were "fools and
take a man's word and believe it to be of sel his fellow-man, neither trust in the arm
God without proving it by the Bible and of flesh," etc., and in section 20 we are slow of heart to believe a.Jl that the proBook of Mormon, would we not be put- told, "And this is a new an·l everlasting phets have spoken." These are the words
covenant, eve.n that which was from tke of Jesus. When he sends his servants in
ting our . trust in man?
any age of the world they represent
ANs.- In the revelation given April beginning."
All through the revelations of Joseph and act for him; and a rejection of them
6th; r83o, (Sec. 19), we have but part of
the law of God given through the Seer. Smith reference is made to the Scrip- and their words is a rejection of God
There 1s not one objectionable, unsafe or tures as heing the word of Go.d, and the and Christ.
unscriptural princip1e revealed in the sec- elders are repeatedly commanded to study
In the Book of Mormon, Jacob 4: I, we
tion cited, a.nd it needs but to be interpret- and be governed by them.
read as follows: "Will ve reject.the words
It is impossible to here enumerate .~11 of the pwphets? . . . Know ye. not that if
ed in the light of its own and the statements of other revelations in the Book of the evidences of the divine authenticity of ye will do these things that the power of
Covenants to prove its correctness and to the revelations of Joseph Smith. A study the redemption and the resurrection that
make manifest the harmony existing be- of them will make their truth'l apparent.
is in Christ will bring you to stand with
From Joseph Smith's revelations andre- shame and awful guilt before the bar of
tween it and the Bihle.
The revelation informs us that Joseph corded puhlic ministry, we discover that God?"
Smith is called to do certain work "through the law of "common consent"- the exFor other passages of Fimilar import
the will of God" the Father and the §trace pression of the wi!I of the people-- was read Mosiah 9: 9i Alma 3: 9; 2 Nephi
of your Lord Jesus Christ; beir.g inspired both provided for and had. The .fact that
II: 5, 6, 9; Book of Nephi 9: rfr, 12; 13:
if the Holy Ghost to lay the foundation he himself taught that all revelations 5· All thtse passages are in harmony
thereof, and to build it up unto the most given to the church were to be passed with the ~tatements of the Bible on the
holy faith, . • . Wherefore, meaning the upon by the separate quorums and. the same subject, :olll proving that to reject
church, thou shalt give heed unto all his entire assembly of the church, by whom
the words of the.· prophets is to reject
words and commandments, which he shall said revelations were to be tested by Christ who sent them.
give . urito you as he receiveth them, the word of God already written, is
Concerning Joseph's counsell9rs, .Moses
walking in all holiness before me; for clear evidence that while the church had two counsellors who assisted him; not
his word ye shall receive as if from mine was to receive his words as from God's in receiving the word of the Lord, but in
own mouth in all patience. and faith," etc. own mouth, they were to receive them the work of presiding over Israel and the
intelligently, and as the word of the Lord, church and directing their . aff0irs. See
Let the entire section have a careful readand not as Joseph's words,
ing.
Exodus 17: 10, 12; 24: 14. Tl1ey formed
From the foregoing we learn that. ToJoseph Smithwrote to the church while a quorum of three as. James, qephas and,
seph Smith's work was not to be done in confined in Liberty Jail .as follows: "If John .evidently did iri the days c;>f the aposhis own wisdom nor in his own name, but anything should have been suggested by tles (GaL 2:9). In Hebrews:8: 5, we
by "the grace of your Lord Jesus Christ; us, or any names mentioned except by read that the tabernacle, the type of the
being inspired of the Holy Ghost." It is commandment or "Thus saith the Lord," church, served unto the pa~t,ern and
also clear that the words and command- we do not consider it bindin~r; therefore shadow of heavenly things," as t:his presidments which the chllrch was to receive we shall not feel grieved if you deem it ing qu<)rum in the church is evrdentlya
and by which it was to. be governed were wisdom to make differ~nt arrangement~." representation of the three in • heavennot his own individual views and opinions
These teachings of Joseph, .together " The Father, the Word and the Holv
-the productions of his own mind, unaided. with the pure and exalted ~;haracter of the Ghost (1 John 5: 7), as all quorums
by the Lord; but. were commandments mor:•.l and spir:tua1 precepts of the Book the church are evidently patterneci after
which he should receivt> in his official ca- of Mormon, Doctrine and .Covenants and other things in the heavenly l<ingdom,
pacity as a seer, revelator, translator and the Bible preserve the rights !lnd well beJoseph Smith's inspired word~ and work
prophet; "as he receiveth therni" walking ing of the people, and present such a com- are all in harmony with the Scriptures, and
"in al:l holiness before me,'l etc. Another plete system of gospel ·truth. that it in. addition thereto the Spirit bears record
safeguard to the church is also here given would have been impossible for individuals of his divine calling. Of that fact thouthrough the. Seer in that it is stated· that or the church to have gone astq1y while sands o~ honest and faithful children of
his words shall be received ".walking in all they continued to. regard them. The God bear a true and faithful :testimony.
holiness," etc.
safety of the church v,ras and is in keep- God confirms the work 'established bv the
We .have but to examine some of the ing the written V1ford of the Lord. In S~er u.nto all who obey it out iof a· pure
com¢andments. given through the Seer to so doing there is security from deception. heart.
note the absolute safeguards thrown The condemnation which rested"upon the
It is no more wonderful that God should
around the church to prevent deception children . ot Zion, even all," and which nquire modern Israel to heed ,the words
and darkness.
Sec 42: .1 6, 5 and 7: caused darkness to come upon. them was of his prophet in this. age than that an"Thou. shalt take the things which thou because of their failure to "remeinber the cient l!'rael should be .required. to accept
•hast received, which have been given unto Book of Mormon and the former com- and live by the words delivered them
.thee in :my Scriptures for a law, to be my mandments, not only to say but to do ac. through :rv:J:os:es, . Jesus cond~mned the
law, to govern my church; and he that cording to that wbich is written,"
Jews forcgarnishing the sepulchers of the
doth according to these things shall be
In D~uteronomy 18: 15, 18,19 Mo!'ies dead prophets and killing the living ones
saved, and he that doeth them not shall be declares.that whc;>soever receiveth not the whom ''the .wi,sdom of God"; sent u.nto
(Jamned, if be contines. • . The elders, words of the prophet (Christ) it shbuld
them; and condemnation will also foLlow
priest~ ::tnd teachers of this church shall
"be required of him." J esusJ!;!id down the rejection of thosewho in th,is age pro~
teach the principles of my gospel \vhich this same rule when he declared to his ser- fess_ to re.ceive th~ Old and J:';fe\oV Te~ta~
in the Bible and the. Book of Mormon, V!}nts, "Whoso. re~eiv~th you receiveth ments and .the worthies of i:h~ past, put. .
the which is the fulness(j)fthe gospel; me,. and ·he that recei.Yeth me rece1vetli reject. the messengers . of life and peiJ,ce
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who c.ome in this age, of which the Scrip:
tures bear witness. The individual who
in reality .believes. in the precepts of the
Bible wtll, upon investigation, also accept
the Book of Covenants and the. Book of
Mormon. No one can reject the two latter and intelligently believe and abide in
the former. He who rejects God's servants and God's word in this age would
have rejected Christ and the. words of
Christ and the apostles had he lived in
their day. The same cause will produce
the same effect in every age of the world.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE grove meeting advertised in our last
issue to be held near Eldorado Springs,
Missouri, ;:viii be held on Saturday and
Sunday, August zd and 3d, instead of July
18th, as armounced; so writes Bro. E. W.
Lloyd, from the above named place.
Bro. W. D Clark, Stubblefield, Kentucky' wrote the rsth ultimo, expressing
the sorrow which he feels by reason of
the death of his companion who lately
died, triumphant through faith. He feels
that the hope of eternal life is ,consoling in
his hour of. trial. Bro. John Thomas and
wife are in that vicinity, doing good and
laboring acceptably .to the Saints.
Elder John H. Lake, Blenheim, Ontario,
June r6th: "Conference of this district just
closed. We had a peaceful time.· Five
were baptized. Preaching excellent and
by the power of the Spirit of the Lord."
PUNCTUATION POINTS.

THOSE who think everything in the Bible
inspired ofGod, including its divisions into chapters, verses, and punctuation, should
read the following and profit by it:
''Of the fpur generally used points only the
period(.) dat:es earlier than the fifteenth century.
The colon ( :) is said to have been first introduced
about 1485, the comma(,) some thirty-five years
later, and the semicolon (;)about 1570."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
shall a teacher visit the
Saii1ts in the branch?
Ans.-As often as the wisdom of himself or his
superior officers dictates.
~.-Is section 17, Doctrine and Covenants for
the Saints at present to observe, or was it for the
Saints only before the falling away of the
church?
A.-It was designed for then and now.
Q.-Is there any law justifying members in
staying away from meeting, and is such· conduct
in accordance with the will of God?
A.-There is no such law.
The members
should attend the meetings, regularly, when
practicable.
~.-Is it lawful and proper for a lay member
to take the stanci and preach the go~pel if invited
to do so by the president of a branch, or to making appointments and fill them in other places
where there is no branch, with the consent of the
missionary in charge?
A.-He may TEACH under the circumstances
mentioned.
~ues.-How often

E. Rannie, Jr., No. 3333 Boyd st., Omaha, Neb.
Issac N. Roberts, Cormorant, Boeker Co., Minnesota.

l\'L H. Bond, 46, Waverly St., Providence, R. I.

C. R. Duncan, lloman, Augusta co., Virginia.

lar' The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives th\l date to which your subscriptwn has been
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EDITED BY SIS'rER "FRAi\fOES.''

'l'HE MASTER'S TOUCH ..
"In the still air mu•ic lies unheard;
In the rough marble beauty hides unseen:
To wake the music and the beauty needs
'l'he Master's touch, the sculptor's chisel keen.
Great Master, touch us with thy skillful hand,
Let not the music that is in. us die;
Great Sculptor, hew and polish us, nor let,
Hidden and lost, thy form within us lie.
Spare not the stroke; do with us as thou wilt;
Let there be naught unfurnished, broken, marred;
Complete thy purpose, that we may become
Thy perfect image, 0 our God and Lordi"

WILL YOU?
WE trurt the fathers mothers and teachers engaged in the Sunday. school work, will read with
care the article of Bro. James Caffa!l in last issue
of the paper, because we think a careful reading
of it will cause many of you to ask the question,
«Can I not donate twenty-five cents towards enlarging and illustrating the Hope?'' Our first appeal is to the Elders in the field; not to give money, for we know they have none to spare; but to
give what may prove far 'more effectual than
money, namely: time and energy. Solicit a contribution from each member-just what they can
afford to give to be used by Bro. Dancer for this
purpose.
If any should feel that they . have a
dollar to give, let them give it. If they have not
that much to.give, then the half, the fourth of it,
m;.,even five cents, for to many a penny is more
than a dollar to others. Wonders have been accomplished by unity. A long pull, a strong pull
and a pull altogether, has landed many a boat
safely beyond the reach of angry waves.
Can't
we make this effort? Assuredly we can.
Will
we make it? The editor will for one be responsible that it is made in Lamoni.
Who will assume this responsibility elsewhere?
Independence, Pittsburg, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Galland's Grove, Galien, London, (Canada), and the
hundreds of other branches £cattered all over the
land, who will volunteer to call upon each member-of these various branches and solicit aid for
this purpose? Who will do the Saints the favor
-yes we mean favor-of offering them the chance
to help in this good work.
Next week we will
publish the results, in part at least, of the call
upon Lamoni and as soon as other branches are
heard from we will do the same for them.
We feel confident that there is not an Elder in
the field who will fail to respond to this reasonable request. We do not ask large contributions,
but only what many could give every day in the
year without ever missing it.
But Elders have
many duties and we can not expect them to do
all; next we call upon the district officers and also the officers and teachers of the Sunday-schools.
Is there not in each branch some one or many
who love the work of God well enough to take
up this croso? How often have you felt !hat you
was willing to do all you could for the cause of
Christ? Here is an opportunity to test your willingness. Will you embrace it?
Let us say to our readers that the Board of
Publication has decided to both enlarge and il-.

lustrate the Hope, but as every one on that Board
gives their services free to the church and not On·
ly this but defray their own· expenses coming
and going in the interest of the church, it be·
comes the duty of the church to aid and abet
their efforts by doing what they can to help on
this work.
Just a word to our' friends who we feel sure
will take up th:s work in behalf of the church;
Don't call only on the willing mtes-those whose
hearts and pockets respond to every good work,
but call on those who seldom give, and·let them
know for once tbe blessedness, the luxury" of doing good.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

LAMONI, Iowa, June 24th.

Dear Sisters:--We have set apart

Thm~sday,

July xoth, as a day of fasting and prayer for the
recovery of Sr. T. W. Smith. She is no better at
this writing; having taken fresh cold since her
arrival she has been worse. Please give your
united faith and prayers in her behalf that the
Lord will be gracious to her and raise her up.
ELEANOR.
Dear Sisters:-One having great faith in God
and in the efficacy of prayer, appointed by the
last conference to "labor as circumstances per,
mit" asks your faith and prayers. that he may be
able through proper sacrifice, self. denial and well
directed effort, to do all that is possible for him to
do.
Of himself he writes "My body and mind
are so burdened with labor and care as to very
much hinder my ministerial labor. It is needful
for me to arise in the morning by three o'clock.
I try to rest awhile in the evenings, put a press
of work and circumstances prevent this most of
the time. When the Sabbath arrives I am worn
and weary; the intellectual and spiritual man in
a great measure has been starved, and I can not
think that I am in as good a condition to preach
as I. would have been could body and mind have
had more rest. I know, at least, that great faith
is necessary in order for one under such circumstances to benefit his hearers; and oh, the condition the work is in in this part of the vineyard!"
Oh, that God would hear your prayers and send
forth more laborers!
Sr. L. M. Fletcher, Kellerton, Iowa, asks your
faith and prayers that she may have grace each
day to so walk before God that he will grant to
hear her prayers in behalf of her loved ones. ·
Sr. H. E. Wiiliams, Trinidad, Col., desires your
prayers that if it be God's will she may be restored to health.
. Sr. Amanda J. Lydick, of Glen Easton, West
Virginia, requests your faith and prayers that it
may please the Lord to restore her to health.
The sisters in Kirtland recently organized a
Prayer Union, with seventeen names enrolled as
members.
SMITHVILLE, Texas.
.Dear Sisters and Readc1·s o/ tlze 11ome Column:
~We will, for the first time, try and write a few
words for the Column.
It has been eight years
the first day of this month since we were led into
the waters of baptism by Elder A. J. Cato, and
we have never regretted it. We live away from
any branch and it has been so long since we
heard a sermon preached by one of our elders.
We hope that if any of the elders in Texas read
this, they will come and preach for us. We want
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our little ones blessed as soon as an elder can
come. They will find a home with us any time
they come. We want the Saints to pray for us,
that our faith may be strengthened and that we
may live nearer to God ln the future, than we
ever have done in the past that when Christ
comes we may be ready to meet him in peace.
Your sisters,
M. E. WILSON,
LEVONIE Sawer.
THINGS THAT NEVEl{ DIE.
The pure, the bright, the beautiful,
That stirred our hearts in youth;
The impulse of a wordless prayer,
The dream of love and truth; .
The longings after something lost,
The spirit's yearning cry,
The strivings after better hopesThese thin~~:s shall never die.
The timid hand stretched forth to aid
.A brother in his need;
That kindly word in grief's dark hour
That proves a friend indeed;
'fhe plea of mercy, softly breathed
When justice threatens nigh;
The sorrow of a contrite heartThese things shall never die.
The memory of a clasping hand,
The pressure of a kiss,
And all the kind and loving acts
That form affection's bliss;
If with a firm, unchanging faith,
.And holy trust and high,
Those hands have clasped, those lips have metThese things shall never die.
The cruel a)Jd the bitter word
That wounded as it fell;
The clnlling want of sympathy
We feel bnt never tell;
The hard repulse that chills the heart
·Whose hopes wer.e bounding high;
In an unfading record .keptThese things shall never die.
Letnothing fade; for every hand
Must find some work to do;
Los.e not a chance. to wake!J Jove;
Be firm, and 'just, and true;
So shall a light that can not fade
:Beam on thee from on high,
.And angel voices say to thee,
"These things shall never die."

sons from the Home. Column, and if I can give
one word of encouragement to any I will feel so
thankful. Let us be faithful, and as our feet have
been planted on that ..beautiful highway the sister
saw in vision a few months· back, let us not step
aside for fear of those stumbling blocks on either
side. To ·my mind the greatest of these is the
fashions of the day, especially to the young. Let
us mothers be very careful how we train the
young mind.
I was glad when another sister stepped forward
to write the memory texts.
I think there are
plenty in the church to do this, but I fear they
are like Martha of old, they are "cumbered
with much serving;" while others, like my- "
self, have not the talent. Ever striving to be a
fit subject for the Master's kingdom, I am, as
ever, your sister,
SOPHIA.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

June 20, Amount to date .......•..... $2,894 48
Sr. Deuel, Kan •..•••.. $I oo
S. H. Knowles,. Mo ..... 1 oo
J. W. Temple, Ill ....... 2 7S
W. D. Jett,Colo ........ 2 75
Clara A. Larew; Iowa..
M. A. Allen, Cal ....... IO' oo
Thos. Galley, Neb......
Lelia Judson, Iowa.....
2S
Rosina Bentley, Ont....
2')
S. J. Green, Cal. ....... 2 7S
Alice Shepard, Iowa. . I oo
Lydia A. Johnson, Neb.

so
so

so

23 25

June 27, Amount received to date ..•.. $2,917 73
il@lrSend all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

GoosE CREEK, W. Ya., June roth.
Editors Herald:-The Saints at this point are all
doing well for their chances. Some are a little
on th,e backward rol,!d, but there is prospect that
they will rally .and renew their efforts to endure.
The Saints have organized a fine Sunday school
with our old brother, John Carpenler,as superintendent and Mr.J ames Russel, secretary. Mr. R.
is a. new comer from Pennsylvania. He has taken
up his abode here, and he and wife are both able
workers in the Sunday school 'cauae, also looking
this way in a. gospel sense, Many others are deeply interested and prospects for the work are indeed flattering. Last Sunday at 3 o'clock p:m.
we held prayer and sacrament services, and at
four preaching to a large asse:rnbly with a blessed
liberty. People are very busy on their farms,
but still many come out to hear pr~aching in the
evenings. Rumors are afloat that the dogs of
Ritchie county are suffering from an epidemic of
Hydrophobia and the people are .terror-stricken
attherumorthatthereare mad·dogs about None
however have been seen in this immediate neighborhood but all are carefully watching sheps and
hounds. It is said .that lri a,n adjoining cQj\.mtry
the calamity is so gre!ltthat the peop!ehavecalled
upon
state authorities for protection. This.
great affliction has not yet been .laid on the Mormons by our "Cliri.stian" friends, but perhaps
they h::~ve, not yet thought ?f it, . Last year the
accidental burning of an ~ld barn, was inflated by
"rumor" to be "eight housesinduding twostores" •
and !It by the torch gf the Mormon sytr)path!zers;
I held meetings h~re inthe scho<?l;hoi:JSe which
tlw Chr!sti.ans. kindly per,mi.t
to. use. because

a

-Selecied.
MEDINA CITY, Texas, June 22d.
Dear Home Colttmn:-1 feel it a duty as well as
a ple;J,sure to write you, and as your doors are
always open I will at least step in once a year.
l often .ask myself the qq~stion; have we gained
•any in spiritual things in the past year? We can
not stand still, we must either advance or rein:igrade.
Oh that e::~ch one could say I have at
least. gained one step higher! I have promised
the dea.r loving Father with his help to sfrive to
·go up step by step. We cap not go up at a bound
no more than. we can bear all our burdeps in a.
day. This brings to mind the lesson in our last
Colm:nn, "Hour by Hour.': Grancj; thought! How
than)dul we should be to our merciful .Father
that he does notrequire more of us. Sometimes
our pathway seems so steep and rough we tee!
,we can not take another step; then we think of
'the promises to the faithful und we can put our
>trust in him. , H.e will take us. by the hand a'nd
•:our fears vanish.
"Oh for a faith that will not shrink
Though pressed by .everv.foe;
. Th,at will not tremble on the.brink
.
Of every .earthly woe!?'
.
.Pe~r sisters,IhaV'e receh'ed m~nygn,tnd .les-
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they cant help it, not having the trustees among
their number. I would like the brethren at other
points when labor is needed correspond with me
as to when and how to visit them, and I will do
all I can to answer calls for preach,ing. Let us
ali work together earnestly so tha't in the near
.future we shall be able to offer to the ministers of
truth in the church of God an inviting field for
their precious labors in West Virginia. As the
He•ald said a year ago: "Truth will yet prevail
in West Virginia as well as in other states."
Sister Shinn requests the prayers of the Church
and especially of sisters of the prayer union, that
She may fully regain her health. She is still on
the mend.
D. L. SHINN.
MAINE, Minn., June 16th.
Editors Herald:- We have just closed the conference of the Northern Minnesota district. We
had .a good time all the way through. The
meetings were well attended and everybody enjoyed them. I arrived at Cormorant the first day
ofJune, but too late for meeting that day. Bro.
Davis and I began met.ting at night the 3rd instant and continued until the tenth of June; on the
uth two were baptized. Our meetifjgs were ;;ery
well attended, and much prejudice was removed.
I.am now left alone to continue the work at this
place, .Bro. Davies having to return,home to look
after his family. The saints are scattered very
much here so but few will attend. I'feel well, and
the Lord is with me. The saints ~re very kind
to me, and are anxious to see this work spread.
We expect when done l;!ere to moye the tent to
Fergus Falls, the county seat of thi~ county, arid
then go to Pelican Rapids. ~ ]ike '.this miss_ion
very much so far, my health is still improving;
my weight is 212 Ibs. I realize my work is to
fish for the souls of men.
I. N., RoBERTS.
SAN FRANcisco, Cal.,June 16th.
Editor:s Herald:~Our branch is lJ;J. fine spiritual condition. We are having some additions, and
all seem to. be anxious for the ad~.ancement of
truth. Thank God, there is very little, or I might
say, no .contention. Apostles T. W .. and Heman
C. Smith are with us, but we expect we will haye
to oe deprived of their able counsel and instruction soon;
Bro. H~man delivereq .a discourse
Sunday evening- which sank deep into every
heart, ;J.nd Bro. T. W. Smith also delivered .on~
June 8th which. was one of the ,best I ever heard.
Apostle T. W. Smith apd Elder ,Thomas Daley went , to Irvington on the first Sunday in
June, and chee!'ed and instructed th,e Saints, and
pointed out the way .of life and salv~ttion to some
who do not believe as we do.
1 do rejoice and praise God thl\t he has accounted poor me worthy to bear h~s name;. and
the only question with me is, shall~ prove faithful? . If I can stand where my jqdgment will
not be alone, (John 8~ r6), ther- wil'l be no doubt.
of my ~ltimate success and salvatiqn.
Success
lies with me now.
I must stand qr fall by my
own conduct.
0, i.f I could always haye the
spirit that is with me now I wouia never want,
nor vieldto do an evil thing.
·
I do pray dally, ho)lrly, 'that you with
your
co'labc>n,m may have the Holy Spirit to g')liqe
ycm int() all b:~:qth and keep yqu fr<>!n !ill evil until"that whlcl! is perfect ta con;e."J:

all

.

.
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HE SAINTS' HE
OMAHA, Neb., June 25th.
Editors Herald:-It was with a great degree of
pleasure that I read in your columns a short time
a15o the prospect held out of publishing in book
form •·With the Church in an Early Day," and
"Pattie;" and hope it will be the nucleus of a
good and wholesome literature for our young
people; and it certainly will be if the Saints wi!I
take interest in the matter and exhibit as much
zeal as we do in things of less importance.
"With the Church in an Early Day" has given
a very interesting account of the church, snch as
we have not had in other writings of the past,
and from what appears in the last chapter, we maY
expect a graphic account of scenE.s and incidents
of the "dark and cloud.y day" through which the
church has passed. And in "Pattie" we have
such lessons of patient forbearance that w·e should
c"ase to complain and think our lot a hard one
when we have a few small trials to bear.
The books ought to be in the home of every
Saint and in the library of every Sunday School,
not only for the good contained in them; but
also the great number of a similar kind that we
may expect in the fnture if this first attempt is
appreciated; "We are like the books we read;"
and' while there is an opportunity presented to
advance, let us do so. We have been too long
Jagging in the rear, being afraid to do anything
lest it be "sectarian," and consequently have let
golden opportunities pass by.
I appeal to the o:d and the young in the name
of t.housands of the future &trength of the church;
yes, even the unborn, who will be thankful for
having a knowledge through "good books" of
the church and its early history from those who
were its def~nders to "come up higher" in the
bright sunlight of knowledge, fer the glory of
God is intelligence; and we shall be like him.
Let m do our part nobly in so worthy an enter
prise.
Your brother,
E. RANNIE, JR..
CoLEMAN, Michigan, June 2oth.
Editors Herald:-I know that this work is of
God and no other. We are few in number in
this place, but we are blessed with the Spirit
when we meet together in love and unity, 0,
there is nothing in this world that could .tum
me against it. I have seen the gift of revelation
and healing, by which Ifeel to rejoice that God has
been so merciful as to spare my life to see it and
gave me an honest heart to see, though I am
scoffed and scorned by my young friends wbo
were· my companions. I care not for this. I
take the Apostles' saying, "they that will live
godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution,"
I don't mean to say that l am one of those that
do this perfectly, but I try to live as near to it as
I can. I hope to hear, whEn called before the bar
of God, "Well done thou good and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."
There are seven of our family in the church, five
children and my parents. All have obeyed who
have come to the years of accountability. Four yet
remain. I beg an interer;t in all your prayers,
for l am young and apt to walk into by and forbidden paths. My prayers are for all the Saints
of God and also for the ministering servants,
that there may be means prepared for their financial aid in preaching the beautiful gospPJ of the
kingdom, which has been brought back by the
hand of an angel to his servant Joseph Smith.

May God bless the priesthood from the least to
the greatest. Your humble si~ter,
KATIE McDoNALD

~nmmunittafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fo1
~heir

own views.

Contributions solicited.

MEMOIRS.-No. II.
BY W. W,

BLAIR.

AT the close of a conference held near
Beaverton, Boone county, Illinois, April
, 6th, 1859, on the request of Ern. Williun
Aldrich and T. C. G~ylord, of Burling·ton,
\Visconsin, Bro. Edmund C. Brig-gs and
myself took a mission into their neighborhood, te1ching the things concerning the
kingdom of God and the work of the Reorganization.
The~e brethren h<1d h~:ard
of the r0vival of the work of the
and on attending the conference at Beaverton received such numerous and
evidences that the work was
God and approved by his Spirit, that they
re0dily united with it and sought earnestly to advance its interests. When
from Beaverton to Burlington
countered no little opposition by
once members ot the Str:mgite
but who had abandoned that and cared
little or nothing for any kind of religion.
Some of the~e, however, after mature investigation, j()yfully received m ancl the
work we were representing. The
Spirit wrought mi~}-,tily in many inst~nces
in their conversion, and a prosperou~,
happY branch of the church was organized, its numbers greatly increased and
faith fully confirmed ·bv the
and
graces of the Spirit of God in the verv
place where disgrace and desolation had
befallen Strangism.
After spenrling some weeks in Wisconsin we returned to Illinois, preaching
the wav. Near Wnukesha, Wisconsin, at
the residence of Almon H. White, ~Je
met a peculiar phase of Spiritualism. The
meclium-; chimert to personate the dead, a
Dr. Woorlruff also pretending by the
power of spirits to personate both the
livin!" ano the dead. M 'IDV
were~made bv these mediums ~N"N,~M
our work in the future, the work
church we represented, also
other persons, which time proved
false as we had expected. Some
Spiritualists whom we met in Wiscon~in
had been L'ltter Day Saints, but h~d
reachecl the conclusion that
would finish up what was beg-un in these
latter days
the coming forth
the fulnessof the gospel.
June roth and nth, 1859, a conference
was held at the School-hrmse near Edwin
Cadwell's, Amboy, Illinois, Elder Z. H.
Gurley presiding. This was one of the
most spiritual seasons
chys by the faithful
Marks, prec.ident of the High Council
the church and of the stake at Nauvoo
to the death of Joseph the Seer, met

us for the first time. He came with Ern.
Aldrich and Gaylord at their urgent re·
quest, though doubtingly and reluctantly.
But before the close of the first day's exercises, which were devoted to prayer,
testimony and partaking of the sacrament,
the Lord gave him convincing anJ satisfactory evidence, by his Spirit, that the
work we were then engaged in had his
divine approval.
The gifts abounded
with the little congregation in a very notable manner. The gift of tongues was
given to the little twelve. year. old daughter of Bro. C. G. L1nphear and she arose
and spoke therein as the Spirit gave utterance.
A young married sister, Helen
Pomeroy, a stranger to Bro. M.1rks, arose
under the , power of the Spirit, walked
down the aisle, and coming directly in
front of him, he then sitting in the stand
with Elder Gurley, lifting up her hands
I' he said to him: "Thus saith the Lord; 0
thou man of God! In times past thou
hast snt with my servant Joseph the Seer;
and in times near to come thou shalt sit in
council with his Son. When I called my
servant Joseph he was as a lone tree; but
when I shnll call his son he shall be
as one of a forest."
Upon this Bro. Marks aros!', weeping
with joy and
:md said: "This
manifestation
know
bv the Spirit of
God. It is the s~me Spirit the faithful
Saints ever enjoyed when I first received
the gospel in the St<Jte of New York, and
which we also enjoyed in Kirtland, Missouri, and at Nauvoo. when we lived uprig:htly before the Lord. I know by the
evidences I see nnd feel here to-day that
God loves <Jnd owns •this people and the
work thev have in hand." Ann immedintely wh~n he sat down Elder
explained briefly the former position and
works of Bro. Marks in the church, nnrl
then Bro. Mark~, upon vote, was received
into fellowship in the church with his
former priesthood.
.
This conference provided for the publication of a hymn book "\;lased upon the
hymns published in a former edition
~elected and compiled by Sr. Emma, the
wife ofT oseph the Seer.
Elder E. C. Brigg-s and mvself were
here appointed a ~ission in Illinois and
T0wa, and provision made for us to go as
far west as Council Bluff~. A goodly
number were added to the church bv baptism at this
and the SaintR
were greatly
and confirmed.
2 I st E Jder
and I left home
to prosecute our mission in the south and
west, nnd we continued on to LaSalle and
Chillicothe and then to Bro. Rufus Benthree miles east of Princeville,
county, Illinois. In all these places
we distributed tracts, talked with the peo1,Je, building
the interests of the work
the best we
Near the latter pl<lce
Elder Z. Brooks,
sought to orrzanize a
church basefl chidly on the Bihle and
R0ok of 'lvf ormon. J ehiel and Phineas
Bron~on with l'heir families received us
From thi~
we traveled on,
an 1
untll we reached the
or
Knox
where
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we met Brn. Harvey Strong, T. G. Cook, City, Franklin, and thence on by way of ple that Joseph the Seer taught them in
Joseph Wilder and their families, who re- Prairie City, Hopeville and Afton to years gone by, that when any important
ceiv<Jd us joyfully. After spending a short Fontanelle. Parting with Bro. Hinkle matters are presented to the Saints and
season here we proceeded on to Bur lingwe proceeded on to Lewis and they had no means at hand to determine
ton, Iowa, and _were received cordially hy thence to Wheeler's Grove. Here we learn- as to their correctt:~ess, they should then
Brn. Morton, Webster and others.
ed of a small branch of Cutlerites about humbly seek the Lord in ferv:ent prayer,
July rst we rea-ched Montrose and Nau- ten miles away on Farm Creek, presided asking him for wisdom and knowledge on
voo, from whence we went to String over by Father Calvin Beebe. Leaving which to decide. He said: "These brethPrairie, Iowa, where we met. a goodly Bro. Levi Gray bell's, who lived near ren brought to me statements concerning_
number of former members of the church. Wheeler's Grove, we went on to Bro. the soon coming of Joseph the. son of J odistributed tracts among them and con: J obn Smith's, and thence to Bro. Beebe.'s seph to take the presidency of the church,
versed on church affairs as we had oppor- who received us with Christian kindness and I was unable to decide as to whether
tunity. Here we were in doubt whether and patiently investigated our claims and such were true or not. I therefore have
we o,hould go to Keokuk and tske steamer testimonies concerning the Reorganized sought unto the Lord, as Bro. Joseph infor Council Bluffs, or go directly west Church and the predicted coming of J o- structed us, and the Lord has witnessed
overland, through a wide and sparsely seph, the son of Joseph the Seer, to be its to me by his Spirit that these are his setvants. I therefore pr<'sen t the in to you as
settled country. But making the matter president!
It should be borne in mind that a his servants that we all may ·hear what
a subject of prayer, we soon perceived it
was best to go tbe latter way, and we chief feature of our mission work was to they have to say."
Upon this, by request, Bro. Briggs gave
therefore proceeded on, generally on foot, tell the scattered Saints concerning the
passing through Farmington. Mt. Ster- latter day apostacy, the fact that God had a brief account of the rise of the work of
ling, ;Keosauqua, Pitt~burg, Stringtowl'l, begun to reorganize his church on its the. Reorganization in Northern Illinois
Center.ville and Corydon to G:uden Grove, original foundations and Wf!S approving and Southern Wisconsin, giving many tesmaking the distance between Centervil!e and blessing it with his Spirit, and to tell timonies of the Spirit had concerning the
and Garden Grove on the 5th of Tuly, over them also that the Lord had revealed to coming of young Joseph to preside over
many by his Spirit, at different times and the church.
I then followed with a disforty miles, on foot.
• '
Here we learned that there were some in different places, that the time was. near course on the latter day apostacy, the need
at hand when he would call Joseph the of a revival and reorganization of the
former members of the church living at
Franklin, near by, and also some at what son of Joseph the Seer to stand at the church, treated of the l11w of lineage, a)so
is now known as Pleasanton. Going to head of the church, also teaching and ex- of the promises made in the revelations and
Franklin, we met brethren Jefferson Cop- horting all to faithfully serve God, seek church records concerning the posterity of
his blessings and obtain testimonies for ··Joseph the Seer in connection with the
land and Oliver floqkins. We held a sethemselves that the tiding!': "'-:e bore and presidency of the church and the successor~
rie~ of meetings at this place, and though
sharply opposed by Campbellites, Meth- the word we. preached were both ordain- ship of .the Seer.
At the close of this a young brother,
odists and Dunkards, we nevertheless suc- ed and approved of God.
ceeded in baptizing near twenty members
When Sunday arrived, the 3 H>t of July, James R. Bad ham, a Cutlerite, rose and
and organizing a chur.ch.
·
it
Elder Briggs snff~·ring from the spoke in tongues with much p~wer, bearOn the 12th of July we reached Bro. G.
symptoms of typhoid fever, which ing testimony to our mission, ~rid stating
M. Hinkle's. He wa~ once a noted man in had afflicted him for the past three days, that the Saints under Father Cutler had
the church, bpt .was now. a Rigdonit~:J. and so sorely. at times that be was well enjoyed the same Spirit that ·h~d directed
we also found Ebenezer Robinson, nigh prostrated.
When between Indian the wor.k we were then engaged in. This
a Rigdonite, and president of the project- Town and Wheeler's Grove, on the 29th interpretation was through Father Jqhn
ed Iowa and Missouri Line railroad. VVe inst, he was so overcome that we went Smith, an aged, noble, white haired broth~
remained here until the 2 Ist inst. and aside from the road, and he desired to be er who, likeSimeon of old. hadibeen wait,
.foroied the acquaintance of George permitted to go to sleep.
,
ing for the consolation of Israel. Father
Morey; Austin Cowl1:1s, R .. Booth, A. W.
Af•er prayer . and :1dministr.ation we Smith !urther said by the Spirit, pointing
Moffett, Toseph Gold, John Keown, and were reminded, vividly, of. the experiences to Bro. Briggs and my~elf, "T,hese breththeir families, J os~ph Younger and others, of the disciples in the garden of Gethsem- ren are•on a mission of great i:nlportance.
all professedly interested in the . work we ane, when an unna~ural sleep was thrown The Lord has been with them,iand he will
over them, asrecordecl in.Matthew 26:40- stilJ sustain them; and they will be the
represented. · . •
On the evening of the I 7th in st. we held. 45·
meansin the hands of. the Lord of laying
serv:ice at the house of Bro: Geo. Morey,
We now felt it important that he.should the foundation of a great work in all this
and at the dose w.e were. requested to ad- obtain relief at the hands of the J:-,ord, for upper country."
The Spirit was poured
minister to Helen; his daughter,who was we 'Nere conscious. that we WC>u]il be call- out upon many others, some of whom likeconfine(!. to her bed bv liver. disease. It ed upon to take part in the services at~ the wise bore witness to our mission.
pleasedtbe Lord to give herreliefstraight'- meeting on that <:.lay. We accordingly reWe now began to perceive vyhy it was
way< and on Monday, after pre!!ching to .a paired to a clump of cottonwpodtrees b:OJck that Satan, for the few days previou~, had
goodly number at teno'clock, we proceed- in the corn-field; ar!d sitting down beneath sought to render Bro. Brigg,:, the chief
ed
0·rand river where I baptized teri. the shade we prayerfully deliberated upon witness, powerless to carry fprward his
persons, Miss Helen Morey being one of the best course to pursue, and re~olved that mission work.
the number. Another one o.f the number God would bea1' and answer prayer inour
Leaving the Saints and friends rejoicing
was a Miss Elizabe.th Hartman, who the behalf, and that Bto. Briggs would be re" in the ·experiences had on Sund~y, the next
evening before made light of our adminis- · stored. We united in fer-vehtpleadingsto day, in companywith Bro. Levi Gray bell,
tratiort to Miss Morey, saving she too the Lord for his special aid, and this we we went on to a small l'!ettletnent five
would "he a Mormon if Helen.was be.a] .. did three times, when the Holy Sririt came miles. east of Council,. Bluffs, distributing
ed." · And it pleased. God to heal the lat" with cheering po.wer witne~sing. that our tracts among scattered Saints,1ahd passed
.•. • ·.· ter als() of a. long-standing affliction, this prayers were heard, and in a moment Bro. on to Council Bluf£s the second day of
1; blessing being sealed uponher by Bro. Ed- Briggs exclaimed, weeping, "Thank God August.
On the 5th inst. we ~ent to
. · • mund! Briggs in h.er confirmation· the I'm ,healed. That pow~r of sleepiness has Florence, a point fourmiles no~th of Om aall left me!" . . ·
· ··
ha,.arid visited armmg ·the few Brig-ham•· evening following. These two cases
Retutning to the house;we were soon on ites located at that p()int, also • with some
: hea!itrg were, .for many reasons, very notour way with Fatl:ler .Beebe and his fami~ Saints. .who hJid returne<l fromfSalt La~e
1able, .for both were so.rely afflicted
ly, to tht)residence of Bro. Newton Rich- disgt]sted withmatters of religi()n as they
; were .likewise. but recently ins.tntcted
i,.the gospel of Christ.
·~
ar(ls', where services hadbeen appointed. · foyndJh~m there;
. ; ....·
L~avil)g this happy little hl}nd;Bro.
When Father J3eebe had opened the ser"
()n the s.eventh of August, having
mkle took tiS by can:iage to Decafur vice;; of.the occ:i~i<>.n, l;le !l~ated .t?. the. peo- . turneq to C911ncil Blu~s and h~l~j~g.
>
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ices twice· near Parks' Mills, we were
sharply opposed by some who bad aban~ ·
cloned Mormonism and taken, up with
Spiritualism and Infidelity; and though
young and inexperienced in gospel work,
nevertheless the Lord stood by us and enabled us to both defend and. advocate the
work we had in band with gratifying success.
The ninth inst. found us, in company
with Bro. Arcbib11ld Patten, 11t Union
Grove, the guests of Bro. Samuel Wood.
At this point we held meetings, the Lord
confirming our efforts to the joy of many.
Here we a.dministered to oid Sr. McGahan
and her grandaughter Sabriha, both of
whom were lying ill of fever, 11nd the
Lord rais~d them up. Some here testified
that we had been shown them in dream
and vision: before we came.
On the 14th inst. we held services at
Bigler's Qrove, preaching to many interest~d listeners.
We met with some opposition, though we found some friendly to
our work. On the 16th inst. at Galland's
Grove we called on a number, former
members of the church, among them
William VanAusdall, Uriah Roundy, J.
A: Mcintosh, Alex11nder Hunt, Alexander
McCord and others. After this we ca1led
at Calhoun, Magnolia and some other
points, at all of which places we found former 'members of the church, the most of
whom had been following- the fortunes of
BriEr ham Young, Baneemy-Thompson,
or J. J. E)trang, and seemed like sheep
withcut a shepherd.
On the z8th inst. we held a two days
meeting-, agreeable to previous notice, near
the residence of David Fry, in Bigler's
Grove, atJ,d Eld~rs Jehiel S11vage, J. M.
Adams, Lebbeus T. C()ons, Charles C.
Perrin and others, on invit11tion, took part
in our services. After this·we visited and
preached at various points in Harrison,
Shelby and Pottawatamie countie~; and
on the 3 rst in st. we organized the Union
Grove branch with eighteen members.
On Sunday, the 1 rth of September, at
Farm Creek, Bro. Brigg·s baptized Calvin
A. Beebe and Angeline, his wife, also
Mrs. Submit Beebe, and at our confirmation and testimony meeting the gifts of
prophecy and tongues were manifested in
a large degree.
The rzth inM. we re<'lched Manti, near
where is now Shenandoah.
Here we
found about fortv families under the le:'ldership of Elder ·Alpheus Cutler, the most
of them claiming that he was the successor to Joseph the Seer, though he himself
disclaimed that calling in conversation with
us; indeed, Elders Cutler and Wheeler
Baldwin said to me that the former did not ·
claim to be the prophet, seer and revelator
to the church; nevertheless he cl11imed to
preside over the church and the priesthood.
On the 14th we preached to a small au(lience, the people seeming to be afraid to
investigate our position, or to have their's
investigated. I give these details in order
that the reader may discern the ex1ct state
of affairs 11~ we found them in Western
Iowa and Eastern Nebraska on our first
mission to those places.

Leaving Bro~ Briggs ,to labor in V\T est- was mindful of our needs; and, laying our
ern Iowa, on the. 15th day of SeptembE;r I
hands upon her, she trembled and wept, rewent by way of Clarinda, Hawlerville and joicing in her instantaneous recovery~
Gravity, to Lexington, in Taylor county; Truly the Lord magnified his name on this
thence to Franklin, near Leon, where I occasion, and to God and the Lamb be all
held a.series of meetings .. Bro. Archibald the glory.
Patten had kindly .taken us by carriage to
Ten days after this, Mrs. Austin, with
many points in western Iowa and. had a goodly number more, were baptized in
From this
brought us thus far on our jou.rney east. the name of the Lord Jesus.
Calling at Bro. George Morey's, near time forward to the close of the year 18591
I continued oreaching at various points in
Pleasanton and holding some meetings, on
the 22d inst. we started by the way of Fox River Valley; alsoat Paw Paw and
Amboy, in Lee county, Illinois, a few
Franklin, Garden Grove, going thence to
Montrose and Burlington, where I took uniting with the church by baptism.
train for home on the z8th inst., h1lvingbeen absent from home near four months.
In the Nov~mber following, I went
preaching. down on Fox: river in the vicinity of Sandwich and other points in that reTHE CREATION STORY:.
gion. On the 18th inst. we organized the
Fox River branch.
About this time Sr.
BY THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE M. P.
Mahala Rog-ers, wife of Bro. I. L. Rog-ers
had been suffering for .some days from a IN .recent controversies on the trustworthifelon on her hand. Various remedies had ness of the Scripture record, much has
been used .and but little relief obtained. been thought to turn on the Creaticn Story;
Learning these facts and feeling power- and the special and sepa·rate importance
fully constrained by the Spirit of God I
thus attached to it has given it a separate
went out and in secret prayed to the Lord and prominent position in the public view;
fervently that she might be healed; and
This constitutes in itself a reason for adwhile engaged in prayer the witness of the dressing ourselves at once to .the consider,
Holy Spirit was given, assuring me that ation of it, apart from any more general
she would
be relieved.
Returning investigation touching either the older
straightway to the house, I had been seat- Scriptures at large, or any of the books
ed but a moment when Sr. Roger8 1 coming which collectively ·compose them.
in where Bro. Rogers and .I were,
But there are brof!der and deeper reawent to him, unwrapping hendflicted hand sons for this separate consideration. It is
and said, "Why, Isr~el; my hand which suggested by the form which has been,
has pained me so terribly, now feels so given to the relation itself. The narrastrangely. · The pain is entirely gone and tive given with wonderful succinctness in
it feels so funny." Prompted by the Spir- the first chapter of the Book of Genesis,
it I went at once to them and told her in and in the first three verses of the second
the name of the Lord th11t her hand should chapter, stands distinct in essential points
be entirely healed, and thereupon anoint- from all that follows. It is a solitary and
ed it iri the name of the Lord and prayed Rtriking exrtmple of the detailed exp,osition
for the confirmation oft he blessing. · From of physical facts. For such an example
that time forward she had no further we must suppose a purpose, and we have
trouble from tlie affliction, and her band to inquire what that purpose was. Next,
was made whole, as she testifies unto it seems, as it were, to trespass on the
thisday.
,
ground of science, and to assert a rival
About this time Bro.
M. Wilsev and authority. And further, forming· no part,
myself held a series of meeting"s i't the unless toward its close, of the history of
Rogers' school-house, we staying nights at man, and nowhere touching on human
Bro. L L. Rogers'.
action it severs itself from the rest "of the
About midnight, on one occasion, Bro. Sacred Volume, and appears more as a
Rogers called us ur to sit with the
to the history than as a part of it,
f11mily, s11ying that his wife's sister-Mrs.
And yet there are signs in subsequent
Roxy Amtin-a Methodist widow lady, portions of the volume that this tale of the
was very sick, nigh unto death, and that Creation was regarded by the Hebrews as
.;;he would not probably live until morning. hoth 11uthoritative and important; for it
On arising we learned that she had been g·ave form and shape to portions of their
seriously ill for some days past, that she literature in the central department of its
had been treated therefor in a medic11l wav devotions. Nay, traces ofit may, perhaps,
with no relief. Under constraint of the be found in the Book of Job (Job 38),
Holv Spirit we went to her room where
where the Almighty challenges the patriSr. Rogers was watching and ministering arch on the primordial works of creation.
for her.
Talking to her of the goodness More clearly in Psalm w4, where we have
of God, his willingness and power to help light, the firmament, the waters and their
the needy, assuring her that we had known severance and confinement within bounds,-many instances of healing in answer to a succession the same as in Genesis. Then
prayer, she at length signified her desire follow mixedly the animal and vegetable
to he anointed and prayed for in the name creations, and man as the climax crowns
of the Lord.
Bro. Wilsey proceeded to the series in verse 23. So in .Psalm q8,
anoint her, and in doing so, when he said, we have, first (verses 1-6), the heavens,
"I anoint you in the name of Jesus Christ," the he11venly bodies, and the atmosphere;
-at thHt moment the Holy Spirit came
again mixrdly, the. earth and the
with power, giving assurance that the Lord agents affecting it, with the animate pop-
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ulation (verses 7-w), and lastly man.
There is some variation in the order of the
details, but the idea of consecutive development, or evolution, is clearly impressed
upon the whole. At a later date, and only
known in the Greek tongue, we find a more
nearly exact resemblance in the Song of
the Three Children. The heavenlv bodies
and phenomena occupy the first di~ision of
the Song; then the earth is invoked to
bless the Lord, with its mountains, vegetation, and waters; then the animate population of water, air, and la.nd, in the order
pursued in the first chapter of Genesis,
with the same remarkable omission
of the great kingdom of the R~ptiles
at their proper place. Then follow
the children of men. and these fill the
closing portion of the Song. The most
noteworthv differences seem to be that
there is no mention of the first beginnings
.of vegetation, at;~d no supplemental notice,
as in Genesis I : 24-30, of the reptiles.
But also the sun, moon, and stars, which
are categorically placed later in Genesis
than vegetation, precede it;J the Song any
notice of the. earth. Let not this difference
be hastily called a discrepancy. Each mode
is to be explaif1ed by considering the character apd purpo$e of the composition. In
Genesis, it is a narrative; in the Song, it is
8 paqorama.
Genesis, as a rule, reters
each of the great factors of the visible world
to its due order of origin in time; the Song
enumerates the particulars as they are presen~ed to the eye in a picture, where the
t~;anscendent eminence of the heavenly
bodies as they are, and especially ofthe sun,
gives to this grqup a proper priority.
But this Creation Story may have an
importance for us even greater than it had
for)he Hebrews, or than it could .have in
any of those ages when men believed,
per\'Japs even too freely, in special modes
of co.mmunication from the Deity to p::~an,
and had not a stock of courage or audacity
~mo~gh to . question the possibility of a
Divine revelation. For we .have. now to
bear in mind that the Book of Genesis
generally contains a portion of hm:han history, an.d th?t all human history is a record
of h11mah experience. It. is not so with
the. introductory recital; for, the contents
of it lie .oufi;;ide of .and anterior to the very
earliest huma.n experience. How same
they then into the pos$ession qf a portion
of mankind?
It is conceivable that.a theory .of Creation and of the ordering of the world
~ight be bodied.forth in poetry, or might
qnder given circumstances be, as now,
based on the researches of natural science.
' But, in the first place, this. recital can
not .be due to .the mere imagination of a
poet. It.is in a.high degree, as we shall
see, · methodical · and elaborate.. And
there is nothing either.equalling or within
many degrees approaching it, .which can
be set down to the account of poetry in
.other spheres .of primitive.antiquity, whatever their poetical faculty may have been.
But the Hebrews do riot appear .to have
cultivated or developed any poetical fac.~
~lty atall,,e.xcept that w:hkh wa~ exbi.bit. ed in. strictly religicms wor;k, ~qch as the
devoti()ns of tpe J'salms,.and {pr~ndpaUy)
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the discourses and addresses of the prophets. verses between the first and those on the
As they were not, in. a general sense, creation of man had been omitted."*
But the truth, or trueness, of which I
poetical, so neither were they in any sense
scientific. By tradition and by positive speak, is truth or trueness as conveyed to,
records we know pretty well what kinds and comprehended by, the mind of man,
and further bv the mind of man in a compf knowledge were pursued in very early
ages. They were most strictly practical. paratively un-trained and infant state. r
Take astronomy among the Chaldees, or can not indeed wholly shut out from view
medicine among the Egyptians. We may the possibility that gradual imperfections
say with much confidence that there exist- may have crept into the record. Setting
ed no science like geology, aiming to give aside, however, that possibility, let us cona history of the earth. So there was~ no sider the conditions of the case as they are
cosmogony, professing to convey a history exhibited to us by reasonable likelihood;
of the kosmos as then understood, which for, if the communication were divine, we
may have included, with the earth, the may be certain that it would on that acsun, moon, stars, and atmosphere. When count be. all the more strictly governed by
at ~.1 later date speculation on physical the laws of the reasonable.
origins began, it was rather on the primIn an address t of singular ability on
ary idea that on any systematic·' arrange- "The Discord and Harmony between Sciment or succes~ion; nor had even the ence and the Bible," Dr. Smith, ofthe
Greeks or Romans formulated any scheme Uhiversity of Virginia, has drawn some
in any degree approaching that- of Gen- very important distinctions. In the departesis for order and method, so late as the ment of natural science, and in the departtime when they became acquainted with ment of scriptural record, the question lies
the Hebrew Scriptureg through their "between the present interpretation of
translation into Greek. There~ is not, then, certain parts of the. Hebrew Scriptures,
the smallest ground for treating the and the present interpretation of certain
Mosaic cosmogony as the offspring of parts of nature" (Ibid., p. 3). "We must
scientific inquiry. To speak of it as guess- not too hastily assume that either of these
work would be irrational. There were no interpretations is .a b~ol ute and final."
materials for guessing. There was no "The science of one epoch is; to a large
purpose to be served by guessing. For a extent a help which the science of the
rec()rd of the formation of the world we ·. next uses and abandons." ;Dr. Smith
find no purpose in connection with the or- points out as an example, that down to the
dinary necessities or conveniences of life. early part of the present ceJ).tury NewNot to mention that down. to this day ton's. pr.ojectile theory of ligljt seemed to
there exis.:s no cosmogony which c.an be be firmly fistablished, but that ;it has give!}
cRiled scientific, though there. are theories place to the theory ot undulation, "which
both ingenious and beautiful which ap- has. now for fifty years reigned in its
parently are coming to be more and more stead." Hence, he observes, we should
accepted;, these~ however, being of de- not be too .1:rmch elated by the piscovery ()f
cidedly late origin e:ven in t.he history of harmonies, .nor should we neceive. with
· impatience the assertion of co~tradictiotrs.
modern physics~
But, furti-Jer, as the Tale of Creation is Throughout it is probable, and not demonnot poetry, not is it scienc:e, so neither, ac- strative .evidence, with which yve are dealcording to its own aspect or profession, is ing. There should .always l?e a certain
it the.ory at alL The method here pur- elem.~nt of resfJrve in our judgments .()n
sued is that of historical recital. Tlw per- particulars;. yet probable ev~dence may
son who composes or transmits it seems to come indefinitely near to demonst~ation,
believe, and to intend othersto believe, that and, even as, while .falling short of it, it
he is dealing with matters of fact. But may morally bind us to action., so may it,
these matters of fact were, from the nature on precisely the same principles; bind 1;1st0
of the case, altog-ther inaccessible to. in- belief. What we have to do is to de.al
quiry, and impossible to attain by our or- with the evidence befor('l us according to a
dinary mental ·.faculties of perception· or rational appreciation of its forj::e. It.m:1y
reflection, inasmuch as they date before show, on this or that particular question,
the creation of our race. If it is, as it the concord, or it mav show the disco.r:d,
surely professes to be, a serious convey- between alleged. facts" of nature and alance of truth, it can only. be a communica- leged interpretations of Scripture; or. it
tion from the Most High; a communica- may. leave the qu.estion open for want of
tion to man and for the use of man, there- sufficient evidtmce, either way, on which
fore in a: form adapted •. to his mind and to to ground· a conclusion.
It is by these principles, and underthese
his. use.
thus considered; .it is true,
limitations, that 1 .desire to see. the ques~
th~n it carries stamped upon it the proof
of a Divine revelation.; an assertion which tion tried in the terms in which L think it
can not commonly be asserted, from the ought to be.stated; namely, t;~ot whether
nature of the contents, as to. this or that the recitals in Genesis at each and everv
r,ninuteporti()n of.Scripture at large. If, point have an accurately scientific form,
when ,thus considered,. it lS not true, we but whether the statements :of the Crehave to consider what account of it we are ation Story appear to stand in such a relain a .cQndition to give. I cannot say that tion to the facts of natural sCience,. so [ar
to me this appears an. easy undertaking. as they have been ascertaine!:]! is to war"If," sa:ys Pro;t. Dana, "it be true that th!;l
narration in. Genesis has ·no. support in
By .. }'rof. :O!!,na,
natural science, it W.()Oic! have beep !Jetter
for .its religiotls .• character that .. aU the.
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rant. or require our concluding that the impress?· I venture on supposing that
statements· have proceeded, in a manner second to none among them would be
above the o1·dinary manner, from the these two: first, to teacb man his proper
· place in creation in relation to its sev<:pl
Author of the Creation itself.*
Those who maintain the affi.rmative of orders, and thereby to prepare at least for
this proposition have by opponents been the formation of the idea of relative duty
termed Reconcilers;· and it is convenient 1 as between man an<i other created beings; .
in a controverted matter, to have the secondly, to exhibit to him, and by
power of reference, by a single word, to of detail to make him know and feel,
the proposers of any given opinion .. The was the beautifu 1 and noble home that he
same rule of convenience may, perhaps, mhabited, and with what a fatherly and
justify me in designating those who would tender care Providence had prepared it for
as:;;ert the. negative by the name of Con- him to dwell in. There was a picture beThat picture was fillecl
tradictionists. The recorder of the Cre- fore his eyes.
ation Story in Genesis I may designate by with objects of nature, animate and inan·
have
the name of the Mosaist, or the Mosaic imate. I say, one great aim
bv
writer.
This would not be rea~onahle if heen to make him know and
there were anything extravagant in the means of detail; for wholesale teaching,
supposition that there is a ground work of teaching in the lump, mostly ineffective
·fact for the tradition which treats Moses even now, would have been preposterous
as the nuthor of the Pentateuch. But then. It was needful to use the
such a supposition, in whole or in pr:rt; is phrases, that the primitive man
sustained by many and strong presump- ceive a conception, thoroughly
broad outline, of what his Mnker
tions; and I hear in mind thnt Wellhaubeen about on his behalf.
So the Maker
~en, in his edition of Bleek, gives it as his
opinion that there is a strong Mosaic ele· condescends to partition and set out his
work in making the picture, and evenment in the Pentateuch.
It does not seem too much to say that for this is the climax--to represent himself
the conveyance of scientific instruction, as as resting after it; a declaration which is
such, would not, under the circumstances in no conflict with any scientific
of the case, be a reasonable object for the but which surely implies a license in the
Mosaic writer to pursue; but that, on the use of language never exceeded in
other hand, it would be a reasonable object interpretation, reconciling or other,
to convey to the mind of man, such as he has been applied to any part of the text of
Genesis, and which draws its warrant
actually was, a moral lesson drawn from
and founded on that picture, that assem- wholly from the strong educative lesson
blage of created objects, which was before that is to be learned from it.
It seems also probable that the Creation
his eyes, and with which he lived in perpetual contact. We have, indeed, to con- Story was intended to have a special bearsider both what lesson it would be most ing on the great institution of tbe
of
rational to convey, ;md by what method it rest, or Sahbatb, by exhibiting it in the
would be most rational to stamp it as a manner of an object lesson. Paley, inliving lesson on the mind by which it was deed, has said that God blessed the seventh
to be recei vecl. And the question finally
clay, and sanctified it (Gen. z:
not at
to be decided is not, whether, according to that time, but for that reason.
the present state of knowledge, the recital writer much to be respected, but this
in the Book of Genesis is at each ~everal ion can not, I think, now be followed;
point either precise or complete. It may pecially since we hnve learned from
here be general, there particular; it may ian researches how many and how
here describe a continuous process, and it traced are the vestiges of some
may there make large omissions, if the tution or command which in that
things omitted were eitber absolutely or evidently gave a special sanctity
comparatively immaterial to its pur- number seven, and, in particular,
. pose; it may be careful of the actual suc- seventh day.
cession in time, or may deviate from
Man then, childlike and sinless, had to
it, according ns the one or the other receive a lesson such as this: It has not
best suhservecl the general and principal been by a slight or single effort that the
aim; so that the true question, I must nature in which you are moulded has been
repeat, is this: Do the doctrines of the lifted to its present level; you have reachCreation Story in Genesis appear to ed it hy steps and degrees, nnd
stand in such a relation to the facts of nat- which, stated in rough outline,
ural science, so bras they are ascertained, your faculties, and help them
to
as to warrant or n·quire our concluding
the truth through tbe genial action of
that the first proceeded, in a manner above wonder, delight, and gratitude.
the ordinary mnnner, from the Author of a lesson, as it seems to me, perh11ps
the visible creation?
large enough for the primitive man on the
Vl!hat, then, may we conceive to have facts of creation, and one after
been the moral and spiritual lessons which and digesting which hie too
the Mo~aist had to communicate, and not ably rest for generations.
only to communicate, but to infuse or to to me to have heen vital to the
of this lesson that it should
*Sec the nt.tractive pn.per of Prof. Pritchard in hie
sharply broken up into
!,(Occasional Thoughts,,, Murray, i889. He t<ays, on nage
261, ·~I can not accept. the Proem ns being, or even as inthere might be in nature
tended to h(~, an exact it1H1 8Cientific account of Creation,''
precise points of breakage ,or
but adds that it "cont.aine within it elcmmts of that
same sort-of f!Uperhuman aiel or superintendence which
correspond witb those divisions.
is generally understood by the u udefincd term of inspira·
tion,,,
would become intelligible,

useful on a comparison between the several processes in their developed state, and
of the vast and measureless differences
which in that state they severally present
to contemplation.
when a series of
scenes are "now made to move along before
tbe eye of a spectator, his attention is not
fixed upon the joints which divide ,,them,
but on the scenes themselves, yet the
constitute a framework, as it were,
each, and the idea of each is made
more distinct and
than it would
have been if without any note of division
had run into one another.
order, then, to approach any attempt
at comparison between the record of Scripture and the record of naturfll science, we
must consider
as far as reasonable
presumption carries us, what is the object
of the scientist, and wbat was the object of
the Mosaist or lvlosaic writer in the first
chapter of Genesis.
., The object of the scientist is simply to
state the facts of nnture in the cosmogony
as he find
The object of the Mosaic
distinct; it is, surely, to
spiritual training. This
training was to be conveved to human
beings of childlike temperament and of
unproved understanding.
It was his
business to use those words which would
best convey the lessons he had to teach,
which would carry most truth into the
minds of those taught. In speaking of the
Mosaic
I would, without pi·esumpseek to
any divine impulse
may have prompted him, or· ma'y
have dictated any communication from
God to man, in whatever form it may
have been conveved. With this aim in
words of figure, though litera11y uncarry more truth home than
fact; and words less exact will
now often
more truth than
truth to be conveyed was, indeed, in its basis physical,
but it was to serve moral and spiritual
ends, and accordingly
these ends the
methods of its conveyance behooved to be
and
submit,
that the days of creation
neither the solar days of twenty-four
nor are
the geological periods
the
himself is compelled
and in a manner utterly remote
to describe as millions upon
millions of years. To u~ such language
as this is simply to tell us that we h:we no
means of forming a determinate idea upon
the subject of the geologic periods. I set
aside both these interpret1tions, as I do
not think the Mosaist intended to convey
an idea like the
which was
or
like the second,
would have
.
barren and
Unmeaning, and
in the highest degree; for
statements in
are well known
tor
st:1ge; and I
shown* that, even
myself, I
the Achaian or Homeric Greeks,
of numerical
narrow, and all
*"Studies on Homer and the Homeric Age," Vol. III,
section on Number.
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numbers were used, so to speak, at a venture. It seems to me that the days of the
Mosaist are more properly to be described
as CHAPTERS IN THE HISTORY OF• THE
CREATION.
That is to say, the purpose
of the writer in speaking ot the clays was
the same as the purpose of the historian is
when he divides his work into chapters.
His object is to give clear and sound instruction. So that he can do this, and in
order that he may do it, the periods of
time assigned to each chapter are longer
or shorter according as the one or the
other may minister to better comprehension of his subject by his readers. Further,
in point of chronology, his chapters often
overh.p. He finds it needful, always
keeping his end in view, to pursue some
narrative to its close, and then, stepping
backwards, to take up some other ~eries
of facts, aJthough their exordium dated at
a period of time which he has already
traversed. The resources of the literary
art, aided for the last four centuries by
printing, enable the modern writer to confront more easilv these difficulties of arrangement, and so to present the material
to his reader's eye, in text or margin, as to
place the texture of his chronology in
harmony with the texture of the action he
has to relate.
The- Mosaist, in his
endeavor to expound the orderly development of the visible world, had no such resource~. , His expedient was to lay hold
on that which to the mind,of his time was
the best example of complete and orderly
division. This was the day, an idea at
once simple, definite, and famili~r. As
one day is divided from another not by
any .change visible to the eye at a given
moment, yet effectually by the broad
chas!ll of the intervening night, so were
the ,stages of the creative work several
and distinct, even if, like the lapse of time,
they were without breach of continuity.
Each had its work, each had the, beginning and the completion of that work,
even as the day is begun by its morning,
and completed and concludea by its evening.
And nOVIf to sum up. In o.rder that the
narrative might be intelligible, it was useful_. to subdivide the w?rk.
This could
most. ~ffectively be done by subdividing it
into periods of time, And further, it was
well. to choose that circumscription or
peri9(l of tirnp which is the most definite.
Of these the• day is clearly the best, a~
compared with the month or the year,first, because .of its small amd familiar
compass; and, secondly, because' of the
stro11~ and 111arked division which sep·
arates one day from another.
Hence, we may reasonably argue, it is
that.not here only, but throughout the
Scdpture, and even d,own to the . present
time in familiar human speech, the day is
figurl).tively u~ed. to . d.esc.dbe pedods of
ti~e, perfectly undefined as such, bnt defined; for practical purposps, by the lives or.
events to which reference is made. And
.. if i t be said thpre was !'· dang~r of its
. being misunderstood . in _this particular
case, the answFr is. that such danger of
. misapprehension *aches in v~rious de• _g:rees to all . use of figurative language;
"'
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but figurative language is still used. Anrl
with reason, because the mischiefs arisihg from suc'1 danger are rare and trivial,
in comp~<rison with the force and clearness
which it lends to truth on its passage
through a clouded atmosphere of folly, ind:ffcrence, and prejudice into the mind of
man, In this particular case the danger
and inconvenience are at their minimum,
the benefit at its zenith; for no moral
mischief ensues because some have supposed the days of the creation to be pure
solar days of twenty-four hours, while the
benefit has be~m that the grand conception
oforderly development, and ascent from
chaos to man, became among the Hebrew
pcaple a univers:-<1 and familiar truth, of
which other races appear to haye lost
big-ht.
I may now part from the important and
long-vexed discussion on theM osaic days.
But I shall further examine the ~eneral
question, what is the true method, what
the reasonable spirit, of interpretat;on to
be applied to the words of the Creation
Story? I will state frankly my opinton
that in this important matter too much has
sometimes been conceded in modern days
to the scientist and to the Hebraist, just as
in tormer days too much was allowed to
the unproved assumptions of the theologian. Now it is evident that the proper
ground of the scientist and of the Hebraist
respectively is unassailable as. against those
who are neither scientists nor Hebraists.
Oo the meaning of the words used in the
Creation Story I, as an ignoramu~, have
only to accept the statements of Hebrew
schol;us, with gratitude for the aid received, .and in like inarmer those of men
skilled in natural science on the nature
and succession of the orders of being, and
the transitions ftom one to the other. Not
that their statements are inerncble; Jmt
they constitude the best wbrking material
in our possession. Still they are the statements of men whose title to speak with
authority is confil}ed to their special province; and if we allow them without protest to go beyond it, and still to claim·that
aqthority beyond their own borders, we
are much to blame, and may suffer for our
carelessness.
I will now endeavor to. illustrate and apply what has been said. The Hebraist
says, I will .conduct you safely (as far as
the case allows} to the meaning of the Hebrew words. And the scientist :makes the
same promise in regard to the facts of the
created orders, so far as they are exhibited
by geological investigations into the crust
of the earth. At first sight it may seem as
if these two authoritative witnesses must
cover .the whole ground, each setting out
from his own point ofdepartm;e, the two
then meeting inthe miast, and leaving no
unoccupied space b·etween them., But mv
co.ntention is that there is a' ground which
neither of them is entitled to occupy in his
character as a specialist, '~nd on which he
has no warrant .for entering, except in so
far as. he is a just observer and reasoner in
a' much wider fielrl. And what is the sub-.
ject-matter still. to b~ dispos¢cl of? Not
the meaning or: the I!e.bre\V _words. .The
Hebraist ha& already g:i:Vel.f us their true.
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t>quivalents in English. \Ve know, for example, that the "whales" of Genesis I: 21
are not whales at all, but that they are
aquatic monsters or great creatures; while
we Jearn from the biologist that the whale
is a late mammal. So gf'ology has acquainted us what are the relative dates of
the water and of the land populations, and
has supplied much information as to reptiles, birds and beasts. But there remains
a great uncovered g-round and a- great unsolved question. It is this. Given the
facts as the geologist is led to state thEm,
given the Hebrew tongue as the instrument through which the relator has to
work, what are the terms, and what is the
order and adjustment of term~, through
which he can convey mos.t of truth and
force, with least of encumbrance and of
impediment to the mind of man in the condition in which he had to deal with it?
Let me be permitted to say that the only
specialism that can be of the smallest value
here is that of the close observer of human
nature; of the student of burna~ action,
. and of the methods which divine Providence employs in the circuitofits dealings
with men. Certainly I can lay no claim
to be heard here more than any other person. Yet will I say, that any man whose
labor and duty for several scoi·es of years
has included as their central po(nt the study
of the means of making himself intelligible to the. mass of men, is in far better
position to judge what would be the forms
and methods .of speech proj')er for the
Mosaic writer to adopt, th11n tqemost perfect Hebraist as such, or the most consummate votary of natural sciences as such.
I wi-ll now endeavor to try sqme portions
of-the case ·which turn upon iverbal difficulty. At the outset of the n~rrative, the
relator says that ''the earth vy~ts .without
form and void" (Gen. r: 2), and that "the
Spirit of God moved upon th~ face of the
waters." But how is this? say~ the Hebraist. The Hebrew word for earth means
earth, and the word used for ivvater never
means anything except water. ,But, according to the beautiful theory which has of
late won so largely the .adhesion of the
scientific world, ·and which :seems to be
mainly called the nebular theory, at the
commencement of the proces~ yvhich Genesis describes, and in its early ~tages, there
was no earth, and there were no waters.
Is the relator here really at fault? It
seems to me that it might be as, easy to
cavil at the phrase nebular theory 1though
it be on.e in use amonrr. ~cientific nien, as it
is to find .fault with thefle wordsof Genesis; for we seem to.have for qur pointof
departure a time. when all tpe elements.
.. and an tl:e forces of the visi\:lle u-niverse
were in chaotic mixture, whereas there
_could hardly. be a nebula,. 1\lr :vaporous
cloud, until they had begun,t.o be disen~
gaged fromMone ~nother. Hqrw, then, are
we to judg-e of the use of the worn "earth"
by the Mosaic writer? Is it nl(lt thus? fie
is dealing with .an Adam, or with a primitive race· of men, .who have the earth U[l·
der their eyes. He wants to give thetn an
idea ot its C(lmi?:~ _intoeJdste:n~e. And!Je
say~what we mayfajrly paraphra&e in this
way_: that _which has now .b~ts;oroe ear~}J,
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and was t~en becoming earth, the solid, tradiction with the laws and facts of nature,
well- defined form you see, was as yet with- and that attempts to reconcile them are
out form arid void; epithets which, I am · futile and irrational. 1t is thus sought< to
told, might be 'improved upon, but this is close the question.
My aim is to show
a matter by the way.
that the question is not closed, and that the
. So agai11 with respect to water. The condemnation pronounced upon the MoFor this purpose I
men for whom the relator wrote, knew, saist is premature.
perhaps, of. no. fluid except water, at any offer conjecturally, and in absolute submisrate of none vast and practically measure- sion to all that biology and geology, or
science, have established,
less in volume. What was the idea he had other forms
to ·convey? It was not the special and replies which are strictly provisional, but
distinctive character of the 1iq uid called replies which I consider that the Contrawater; it was the broad separation between dictionist ought, together with other and
solid as such, familiar, firm, immovable weightier replies, to confute' or
under his feet, and fluid as such, movable ly to consider before he can be warranted
and fluctuating at large in space. No in aRserting the contradiction. But I proceed.
doubt the idea conveyed by the word
"waters" is ari imperfect idea, althougp
How hopeless is the cry to reconcile
waters are still watersat times when they Genesis with fact, when, as a fact, the sun
may be holding vast quantities of solid in is the source of light, and yet, in Genesis,
solution.
But it was an idea easy, clear, light is the work of the first day, and vegeand famili?r up to the point of exprhsing tation of the third, while sun,
and
forj:ibly thy contrast between the ancient stars appear only on the fourth!
state of things, with its weltering waste, worse still. Whereas the morning and
and the recent and defined conditions-of the evening depend wholly on the motion of
habitable earth. Could we ask of the relator the earth around the sun, the Mosaist is so
more than that he should employ among ignorant that be gives us not days only,
the words at his disposal, that which would but the morning and the evening of days
best convey a true idea? And had he any before the sun is created. And so his narword so gdod as "water" for his purpose, ration explodes, not ·by blows aimed at it
though it was but an approximation to the from without, but by its own internal selfactual fact P Dr. Driver describes the scene contradictions.
It is hissed, like a blunas that of a "surging chaos." An admira- dering witness, out of court.
ble phrasei I make no doubt, for our modThe first triad of days, says Professor
ern and cultivated minds, but a phrase Dana ("Creation," p. 207), sets forth the
which, in J'nyjud.gment, would have left events connected with the inorg:mic histhe pupils Of the Mosaic writer exactly in tory of the earth. The second triad, from
the condition out of which it was his purthe fourth day to the sixth, is
pose to bring them; namelv, a state of ut- with the events of the organic
ter ignorance and total darkness, with from the creation of the first animal
possibly a little ruflie of bewilderment to man. He finds in the general
boot. Another description claiming high the narrative a considerable
authority is, afi "uncompounded, homoge- elaboration, an arrangement
neous, gaseous condition" of matter,_:_to The passage from verse
to verse
which the same observation will apply. in one sense a qualification
the order
Even now, it is only by rude and bald thinks to have been laid down, inasmuch
approximations that the practiced intellects as the heavenly bodies belong to the inorof our scientists can convey a conception ganic division of the history. From anof the actual process by which chaos pass- _other point of view, however, this arrangeed into kosmos, or, in other words, confu- ment contributes in a marked manner to
sion became order, medley became se- the symmetry of the narrative. The first
quence, seeming anarchy became majestic triad of days begins with the first and
law, and horror softened into beauty. Be- gradual detachment of light from the
fore censuring the Mosaist, who had to "surging chaos;" the second, at the stage
deal with grown chldren, let the adverse in which light had reached its final
critic try his hand up0n a little child. I
distribution. The central mass had assumbelieve he will find that the method and
ed with regularity its spherical
and
languag-e of this relator are not only good, luminous figure, after shedding off from
but superlatively good, for the aim he had itself the minor masses, each to find for
in view if once for all we get rid of stand- itself its own orbit of rotation.
if we
ards of interpretation other than the genu- are to assume that the photosphere or
ine and just one, which test the means light envelop of the earth itself had obemployed by their relation to the end con- structed the vision of the
templated.
further, to assume* that this
I now approach a larger head of objecnow disappeared, and the visibility of the
tion, which is usually handled by the Con; sun was established. So that light, or the
tradictionists in a tone of confidence rising light-power, while diffused, ushers in the
into the pre m of triumph.
But let me, first division of the mighty
; the
before presuming to touch on objections same · light·· power,
to particula~,;s of the Cre.ation Story, guard the operation of the rotary
myself against being supposed to put forple, and· for practical purposes
.ward any portion of what follows as un- such as we now know it, is
conditional assertion, or final comment on the head of the second division, the
the text.
The general situation is this: vision that deals with
life.
Objectors do not hesitate to declare dog'.
matically that the Great Chapteris.in~con·
*Guyot, "Creation," X., p. 92,
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It is r.emarkable that the subject of light
is the only one which is dealt with in two
separate sections of the narrative. The
gradual severance, or disengagement, of
the earth from its vesture, the atmosphere,
and of the solid land from the ocean, are
continuously handled in verses ·6- ro. Each
of the processes is summed up into its grand
result, as if it had been a violent, convulsive,
instantaneous act. The avoidance of' all attempt to explain the process seems to me
only a proof of the wisdom which guided
the formation of the tale. To the primitive man it would have become a barren
puzzle; the wood must have been lost in
the trees. As it now stands, mental confusion is avoided, and definite ideas are
conveyed.
There seems, however, to be a special reason for the introduction of the heavenly
bodies at this particular place. It was evidently needful at some place or other to gJVe
day,or compartment
a specific account
of time, which is employed to mark the
severance of the different stages of creation
from each other. At what point of the
narrative could this account be most propand most accurately introduced? In
to answer this question, let us consider the situation rather more at large.
The supposition is, that we set out with
a seething mass that contains all the elements which are to become the solids and
liquids, the moistand dry, the beat and the
non-heat or cold, the light and the nonlight or darkness, that so largely determine
the external conditions of our present existence. By degrees, as, according to the
rarity or density of parts, the centripetal or
the centrifugal force prevails, the huge bulk
of the sun consolidates itself in the center,
and agnegations of matter (rings, according to Guyot,* which afterward become
spheres), are detached from it to form the
planets, under .the agency of tbe same
mechanical forces; all or some of them, in
their turn, dismissing from their as yet ·illcompacted surfaces other subaltern masses
to revolve around them as satellites, or
otherwise to take their course in space.
Meantime, the great cooling process, which
is still in progress at this day, has begun,
and proceeds at a rate determined for it by
its particular conditions, among which
mass and motion are of essential consequence;
other things being equal, a
small body will cool fa~ter and a large
body will cool slower and a body moving
more
space of a lower
temperature
its own will cool more
rapidly; while one which is stationary, or
which diffuses heat less rapidly from its
surface into the colder space, will retain a
high temperature longer. Owing to these
or other causes, the temperature .of the
earth-surface has been adaoted to the conditions of human
and ~)f tbe more recent animal
for a very long time; to
those of the
animals, and of vegetation in its different orders, for we know
not how much
; while the sun,
though gradually
some part of his
stock of caloric, still remains at a temperature inordinately
*·'Creation," pp. 67,!'13.
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Considering, then, what are the relations
between the conditions of heat anrl those
mo_isture, and how the coatings of vapor
-"the swaddling-band of cloud"t-might
affect the visibility of bodies, may it not be
rash to affirm that the sun is, as a definite
and compact body, older than the earth?
or that the Mosaist might not properly
treat the visibility of the sun, in its present
form, as best marking for man the practical inr.eption of his existence? or that, with
heat, light, soil, ahd moisture ready to its
service, primordial vegetation might not
exist .on the surface of a planet like the
earth, before the sun had fully reached his
matured condition of compact, material,
well-defined figure, and. of visibility to the
'eye? May not, in short, the establishment
of the relation ·of visibilitv between
earth and sun be the rn~st suitable
point for the relator in Genesis to bring
the two into connection? And here again I
would remind the reader that the Mosaic
days may be chapters· in a hi;, tory; and
that not in despite of the law of series, but
with a view to its best practicable application, the chapters of a history may overlap.
The priority of earth to sun, as given in
the narrative, carries us as far as this, that
vegetative work (of what kind I shall presently inquire) was proceeding on the surface of the earth before any relation of
earth with sun is declared. It is then declared in the terms, "And God made two
great lights" (v. r6). Now the making
earth is nowhere declared, but only implied. And who shall say that there is some
one exact point of time in the tontinuous
process which (according to the n.ebular
theory) reaches from thefirst beginning of
rotation down to the present condition of
the solar system, to which point, and to
which .~lone, the term "making" musf belong? But, unless there be such a point,
it seems very difficult to convict the .Mosaic writer of error in the choice he has
mad~ ofanopportunity forintroducing the
heavenly bodieidnto his narrative~ ·
I sl.!.PPose that no apology is ne.eded for
his mentioning the moon and the stars as
accessories in the train of .. the ·sun, and
combining them all without note of time,
althoughtheir several "makings" may have
proceeded at different speeds. But here
again we nnd exhibited that principle of
relativity.to man and h.is uses, by which
the ':"riter in .G.enesis app..:ars so. wisely to
ste.er: his course.
We are told of "two
great lights'' (v. 16); and. one of them .is
the moon,
The formation of the stars is
interjected sqon after, :;~sif comparatively
insignificant. But the stars individually
ar.e in themselves far greater and more
significant than the moon, Whic.h is denomi, nated a ~reat,.Iight~ · In what. sense is the
moon a gr,.at light? Only in virtue of its
relatio.n. to us. So, then, the general
shot is, that the mention of tl1e sun is
~roduced at that ppint in the cosmogenic
' iPtoces$ when, from the condition ofour
·:form. an{i atmosphere, or of his, or of both,
had become s.o definite and visible-as to
finally.eftlcient
. .offiee.ofdividing
from day,and year from year; that

the planets, being of an altogether sec- tracing of vegetation anterior to life in the
ondary i~portance, simply appear as his strata is ambiguous and obscure. In the
attendant company; and that to the moon, age of Protozoa, the earliest living creaa body in itself comparativtly insignificant, tures, the indications of plants are not deis awarded a rather conspicious place which, terminable, according to the high authoriif objectively considered, is out of propor- ty of Sir J. W. Dawson. It is observed
tion, but which .at once falls into line by Canon Driver "that the proof from
when we acknowledge relativity as the &cience of the existence of olants before
basis of the narrative, by rellson of the animals is inferential and · a. priori.''*
great importance of the functions which Guyot holds a directly contrary opinion,
this satellite discharges on behalf of the and says the present remains indicate a
large presence of infusorial protophytes in
inhabibmts of the earth.
·
Next, it i's alleged that we have days the early seas. t. But let the point be conwith an evening and a morning before we ceded. Undoubtedly all a priori assumphave a sun to supply a measure of time for ti6ns ought, in inquiries of this kind, to be
them. Doubtless there could be no ap- watched with the utnwst vigilance and
Still there are limits beyond
proach to anything like an evtming and .a jealousy.
morning, so long as light was· unif,ormly 'Nhich vigilance and jealousy can not push
diffused. But under the nebular theory, their claims. Is there anything strange
the work of the first day implies an initial in the supposition that the comparatively
concentration of light; and, from the time· delicate composition of the firs~ vegetable
when light began to be thus powerfully structures should have given way and beconcentrated; would there not be an eve- come indiscernible to us, amid the shock
and a. morning, though imperfect, for and pressure of firmer and more durable
any revolving solid of the system, accord- material? Tl":e fle&h ofthe mammoth has,
ing as it might be turned toward, or from, indeed, been. preserved to us, and eaten by
clogsin our own time, coming down from
the center of the highest luminosity?
But we have not· yet emerged from the ages which we haye no means of measurnet of the Contradictionist, who lays hold ing; but then it was not exposed to the
on the vegetation verses (vs. II, 12) to im- same pressure, and .subsisted under condithe credit of the Creation Story. tions of temperature which were~arlequate
objection here becomes twofold. First, ly antiseptic. But has all palreozoic life
we have vegetation anterior to the sun; been ascertained by its flesh, 01' do we not
and, secondly, this is not merely an aquatic owe our knoweldge of manv;among the
vegetation for the support of aquatic life, earlier forms of animated lil;e to their
nor merely a rude and primordial vegeta- osseous 'ltructures? ~ And, in cases where
tion such as. that of and before ·the coal- only bone remains, is 1t an extravagant use
measures, but a vegetation complete and of argument a priori to hold) that there·
absolute, including .fern-grass, then the must have been flesh also~ And, if flesh,
·herb· yie~ding seed, and, lastfy, the fruit- why not vegetable matter? 8anon Dri:
yielding fruit after its kind, whose ver, indeed, observe&* that from a very
is in itself. Here is the food of mam- early date animals preyed upon animals.
mals and of manprovided, when neither Still the first animal could not: prey upo~
of them was creatl.'!d, or was about to ex- himself; there must have been ? vegetable
ist, until after many a long antecedent stage pabulum· out of which an animal body was
of! ower life had found its way into creation first constructed. "Before the beasts," says
Sir George Stokes, "came the plants,
undertaj,{en its office there.
as regards vegetation bdor~ the plants which are necessary for their suste·
sun's performance of his present function nance."t
Next, with respect to the objection that
in the heav.ens is announced.. There were
light and heat, atmosphei·e with its condi- the vegetation of the eleventh and twelfth
tions of moist and 'dry, soil prepared to do verses is 'a perfected vegetation, and 'that
its
in nutriti(l!). Can there be ground there exis'ted no such vegetation before
for saying that, with such .provision made, animal life began. But why. are we to
vegetation could not take place? Let us, suppose that the Mosaic writer. intended
.for argument's sake, suppose that the sun • to say such a vegetation did exist before
could now recede into an earEer condition, animal life began? For no other reason
could go back by some few stages· of that than this: having mentioned th~ first intrOprocess through wh1ch he became our suh; duction of vegetable life, he carries it~ on
his material less compact, his forrn less · without breaking his narratiVe!to its comwell defined, his rays more intercepted by pletion. In so proceeding, he does exactly
the "swaddling band" of c:loud and vapor. what the historian does when, for the sake
Vegetation might be modified in character, of dearer comprehension, he :brings one
hut must it therefo.re cease? May we not series of events from ·its inception to .its
say that a more .violent paradox wo.uld close, although in ~rder of time;the be~in
have been exhibited, and a sounder objec- ning only, and not the completion, belongs
tion would have lain, had the Mosaic to the. epoch a:t which he infroduces.it.
writer failed to present to us at least an What I have called the rule of, relativit)i,
initjal vegetation before the era at which the intention, niooely, to be int~lligible f()
the sun . had fully obt<tined the ·definite man, seems to show the reason of. his' arIf his. meaning; was, "the
spherical form, and the conditions for the Fartgement.
transmission of his rays had reached sub-" . beautiful order of trees, plants, ~nd grasses
stantia!Iy their present state?
· .
, *"The Cosmogony of Gehesis," in. T)le Expositor,
But then, it is fairly observed. that the January,
1886, p. 29,
t~'~Creatton," X., p. 90.
·
vegetation as described is not preparatory
t1Th.e Expositor, p. 29. . .
.
and initial, but full~foJ:"med,. and thfit any
Letter to llfr, Elfiein.,.Aug1\st 14,1883.
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which you see aroun!l you had its b~gin~
If it be true that the demarcation of the
nings in th'e era when living creatures order of birds in creation is less sharply
were about to commence their movements drawn than that (for example) of fisll.es
in the wat~:trs and on the earth, and all this and of mammals, may we not be permitwas a part:of the fatherly work ofGod on ted to. trace a singular propriety in the diyour behalf'?-such meaning was surely minution; so to speak, of emphasis with
well expressed, expressed after a sound which the Mosaist givesto their introducand workmanlike fashion, in the text of tion a more.qualified emphasis, by simply
the Creation Story as it stands.
subjoining them (v. 20) to, the aquatic
I will •. nex~ ·notice the . objection creation?
that the Mosaic writer takes. (accordI have now made bold to touch on the
ing to tht? revised ~ersion) no notice principal objections popularly known.
of the great age of reptiles, but passes at They run into detail~ which it has npt been
once from:the creation of marine anim&ls possible fully to notice, but which seem to
(v. 20) to the fowl that may "fly above the have no force, except what they derive
earth in thoe open firmamentof heaven." from the illegitimate process of holding
He thus passes over without notice the down tht;! Mosaic writer in his narration,
amphibians, the reptiles proper ,the insects, so short, (50 simple, so sublime, by restraints
and the mfirsupial or early mammals, on which the ordinary historian, though he
his way td the birds. It is added that he ,has plenty of auxiliary expedients, and is
brackets the birds with the fishes, and thus under no restraint of sp~ce, finds himself
makes them of the same date.
obliged to shakeoff, if he wishes to be unIt isrequisite here to observe, with re- derstood. On the introduction of the great
spect to birds, that 'Professor Dana*writes or recent mammals, and of man; as the obc
of· the narrative in Genesis as follows: jectqr is silent, I remain silent also,
"The accordance is exact with the succesIt would be uncand.!d; however, not to
sion made· out for the earliest species of
these gran:d divisions, if we except the di- notice the "creeping thing" of verses 24,
vision of birds, about which there is doubt." 2 5, and 26. In these verses the "creeping
Owen, However, in his "Palreontolog-y,''t thing" is distinguished from cattle, and
undoubtedly appears upon the scene as if
places animal life in six orders; namely:
it-were
a formation wholly new.
the
1. Invertebrates.
4. Birds
2. Fishes.
5. Mammals.
Mosaist really intended to convey that this
3. Reptiles.
6. Man.
was the first appearance of the creeping
ln the JTIOrt' recPnt "M>~nual" nf Pro- thing in cre·ation, there is, I buppose, no
fessor Pre9twich ( 1886), the order of senior- doubt that he is at war with the firmly
ity stands f!S follows:
estab]jshed witness of natural science.
1. Cryptogamous Plants.
4. Mammals.
Guyot, indeed, says* that these creeoirlg
2. Fi•hes.
5. Man.
3. Birds.
things are not reptiles, but ar.e the sm;ller
In the 'jManual"t of Etheridge we are mammals, rats, mice, and the like.
!'Upplied '117ith the following- series, after however, the common rendering be mainfishes: r.i Fo~sil reptile~. 2. Ornithosau- tained, it may be just worth while to
ria: "Fly~ng animals, which combined the gest a possible explan"!tion. It is as
character'if reptiles with those if b.irds." lows: These creeping things were a very
3· The first birds ofthe secondary rocks, minor fact for creation, ,;o that the purpose
with "feathers in all respects similar to of the relator, and the relative importance
of the facts, may here, as elsewhere, govthose of existing birds." 4· Mammals.
It thus iippears that much turns on the ern his mode of handling them. It is fit
definition .of a bird, and that it is hard, on to be observed that he never mentions inthe evidence thus presented, seriously to sects at all,-:1s if they were too insignifiimpeach .the character of the Creation cant to find a place among the larger items,
Story. Largely viewed, the place of birds, of his account, as if he selected his materials,
as an order in creation, is given us by our and sifted off the less important of them.
scientific teachers, or by many among And there does seem to be some license or
them, between fishes and the hulk of mam- looseness in his method of treating these
mals. It.is a gratuitous assumption that creeping things; for while he severs them
the Mosaist intends to assig·n to them the from fish, fowl, and heast, in the verses I
same date as fishes; he places them in the have named, and, again, in verse go, from
same day, but then we have to bear in fowl and from beas1·, yet in verse z8, when
mind that he more than once gives several the great charter of dominion is
to man, he sums up in three divisions only,
actions to the same day.
I-te sets them
after the fishes; and the fairer construc- and makes man the lord "over the fish of
tion surely is, not that they were contem- the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
poraneous, but that they were subsequent. over every living thing that moveth upon
He forbears, it is true, to notice amphibi- the earth." Reptiles appear to have passous reptiles, insects, and marsupials. And ed out of his view, either w boll v, or so far
why? All these, variously important in as not to deserve separate mention; and it
themselves, fill no large place, some of may seem likely that he did not think their
them no place at all, in the view and in importance such as to call for a particular
the concerns of primitive man; and, hav- and defined place, and did not mean to
ing man for his object, he forbears, on his. give them such a place, in the chronologicguiding principle of relativity, to encum- al order of creation.
ber his narrative with them.
If, on the whole, such be a fair statement of arguments and results, we may
*nCreation,,~ as before, p. 215.
1·Second edition, 1S61, p. 5.
:j:"Phillip'~ Manual of Geology." Part II., by R. EtherF. R. S., Chap. XXV., pp. 511..1520.

! dge,

*"Creation," p. 120.

justly render our thanks to Dana, Guyot,*
Dawson, Stokes, and other scientific au~
tborities, who seem to find no cause for
supporting the broad theory of .contradic:;.i
tion. I am well aware of my inability to
add an atom of weight to their judgments.
Yet I have ventured to attempt applying
to this great case what I hold. to b.e the
just laws of a narrative Intended to instruct
and fo persuade, and thus finding a key to
the true construction of the chapt~r... For
myself, I can not but at present remain
before and above all things impressed with
the profound and marvelous wisdom w hi~h
has guided the human instrument, whether it were pen or tongue, which was first
commissioned from on high, tq hand on•
ward for our admiration and instruction
this wonderful, ~his 1.mparalfeled rel~tion.
And I submit to my read~rs that my words
were not wholly idle words, when, '\Vithout presuming to lay down any. universal
and inflexible proposition, and w:ithout
questioning any single contention of. persons specia-lly qualified, I said that the true
question wa:; whe~her the words of the
Mosuic writer, takenas a whole, do not
stand, according to our present knowledge,
in such a relation to the facts of nature as
to warrant and require thus far the conclusion that the Ordainer of Nature, and
the Giver or Guide of the Creation Story,
are one and the same.~ 7 he Sunday
School 7 imes,,April 26th.

FREMONT.
Conference assembled at Farm Creek school
house at xo a. m., May 31st, r89o. Elder Henry
Kemp in the chair and T. A. Hougas secretary.
Minutes of last conference read and approved. A
resolution pennitting all visiting members. to
take part was apopted. The following branch reports were then read and approved: Farm. Creek,
Union, Plum Creek, Elm Creek, Shenandoah and
K;;ystone. Elders D. Hougas, Henry Kemp. S. S.
Wilcox, W. W. and M. W. Gaylord, George Kemp,
H. N. Hansen and. Henry Hershey reported their
labors in person. Farm Creek branch was reported by D. Hougas, Elm Creek by Henry Hershey, Shenandoah by S. S. Wilcox, Plum Creek
by George Kemp, Keystone by Wm. Schiele.
Priests Wm. Schick, A. Bad ham and T. A. Hougas reported their labors in person. T. A. Hougas, a committee on Sunday school organization,
then reported and report was received, but action
was temporarily deferred. S. S. Wilcox, W. W.
Gaylord and 0. L. Ferguson were continued in
their mission to Franklin Grove, and A. T. Mortimore and M. W. Gaylord to the Richards settlement, associated whh Bro. Geo. Kemp. Bro.
Henry Kemp was sustained president of the
district, Bro. T. A. Hougas secretary, Bro. Wm.
Leeka Bishop's Agent, also all the authorities of
the Church. z·p. m , owing to the rainy weather
business was deferred till 8 p. m., and the ho11rs
were spent in prayer and testimony meeting in
which a goodly degree of spiritual liberty was
enjoyed and the presence of. the Holy.Spirit manifested in the gift of tongues. 8 p. m. Further
reports of spiritual condition of branches, after
which a motion to adjourn prevailed. June r, at
9 a.m., Bro. T. A. Hougas gave a full report on
Sunday school organization and recommenda*In the preface to Gnyot's "Creation" will he found
some account of the re.cent literature on this subject. I
must also mention a valuable pamphlet entitled "The
Higher Criticism," by J\l[r. Rust, Rector of Westerfield,
Suffolk. It sets forth the scope of the negative criticism,
and recommends (p. ~0) to "have patience for a while, and
wait to see the issue."
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tions as to how to effect it, after which Brn. 0.
L Ferguson, S. S. Wilcox, S. Roberts, Wm.
::-)chick and D. Hougas gave reports and recommendations from thdr respective schools. Bro.
T. A. Hougas was elected superintendent of district Sunday school, Bro. 0. L. Ferguson· of
Shenandoah assistant superintendent, and Sr. Ida
Ross. of Tabor, secretary and treasurer. Power
was vested in the superintendent to arrange such
forms as may be needed for reports and general
working of the organization until the constitution could be formed and adopted. At I I a. m.
Bro. H. N. Hansen preached from John rz:rz, a
very eloquent, able, and interesting discourse.
At 2 p: m, social meeting in charge of S. S. Wilcox and D. Hougas. God's Spirit was manifest
through the gift of tongues. Confirmation of
two young men who had been baptized in the intervening hours was attended to, after which
came the blessing of children and administration
' to the dck, all of which received the blessings.
At 8 p.m., Bro. Wilcox delivered a good sermon
on Mal. 3: I, 2. Thus closed another very profit.
able season of prayer and thanksgiving, one. at
which each one received a renewal of spiritual
sirength. Adjournep to meet at Plum Hollow,
October r8th, 1890
SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
Conference was held at Bru•h Creek, June 7th
and 8th. On motion, Bro. J. W. Gillen was
was ,;hosen to preside, I. M .. Smith secretary.
Branche.s: Alma II, r baptiz<:d; North Fork II;
Dry Fork 32; Parish 31, I removed; Brush Creek
r6o, 7 received, 6 removed, r died: Elders I. M.
Smith (ba!'tized 4) and G H. Hilliard of the Seventy; T. P. Green, High Priest; J. F. Henson,
Isaac A. Morris, J. F Thomas and M. R. Brown
reported in person. Joseph Kurtz, priest; J"mes
Slover, teacher; D. Hoover, deacon, reported.
Bishop's Agent: received $r77 _so; paid out
$142.!)0; balance $34 73; G: H. Hilliard. Agent.
Wi:)el'eas the church ln General Conference
has decided that the Jaw of tithing is now binding on all Saints as now being taught by the
Twelye, the Bishop and his Agent~, therefore, resolved, that no officer be Rus;talned in this district
who opposes this principle of the gospel. The
elders were all requested to labor all the next
quarter. Preaching. by J. W. Gillen, G. H. Hilliard an(! I. M. Smith. Adjourned to meet in
Tunnel Hill branch, September 6th, at ro a. m.
WESTERN MAINE.
Confere.nce of the above di,trict convened at
Wes.t Surrey,June nh
W. Greene president,
W .. G. Pert as,istal!t;
G Cunningham cleric
Elders:. W. G Pert, G. W. Eaton, U. W. Greene
(of the Sevenfy, baptized 4)' Priest Daniel Eaton; Teacher S. G. Cunningham; Deacon J. E.
Eaton, }"eported. Branches: Green's. Landing 47,
4 baptized; Brooksville 43 . Bishop's agent reported ()n hand last report $34 62; xecei ve<:J since
$r38 26; paid ()Ul $87 3Ci ;. ba.lance qn hand June
-7th $85 52. V{. G. Pert was su.stained president
of district.: Time .and place of next conference
left 1!Vith- president of district. . Preachingby U.
W. Greene arid .G. W; .Eaton. One baptized
during <:onference.
EASTERN IOWA.
The confereJ:lce:fcir this. distrj,;t met at Massi!:
Ion at r-o :30 am., June 7th, Elder J. S. Roth in
the chair, Warren Turner clerk·pro tem. The
Davenport, Apostolic, Blltte:xnut Grove and Fulton br;anches reported. Elders reports: J.S. Roth
(baptizecl and confirmed 14~ ordained 2_ priests
..and map::ied I couple), w. Turner and J. RubY,
. (ordained r. priest), t. B: Larue. and C. C. Rey.nolds" .Priest~ J. Bradley. Bishop's agent re:Ported :. Qn hand last ,report $53 So, received
· since $6t:so, on hand now $rzr.3o. The Eld~rs'
,Court appointed to try and. investigate. the case
· of.J; P, Hollenbeck have done. so ar;d r~;-porte!l, and
therefore.: this c6nferen<;e declares. the said J. P.
:Hollenbeck .(formerly a member of the Ja.;:kson
"6ranch) expelled for unchri~tian like conduct.
Srs. ;;:> •. J:.. Reyno,lds, May C. Reynolds and
'Amelia Reynolds aoked ..for letters of removal,

D.

which were granted. Bro. J. S. Roth offered his
resignation as district president, but the conference would not release him yet, but sustained
him for another quarter. Bro. John W; Sutton
was sustained as district clerk and W. Turner as
Bishop's Agent. All the church authorities were
sustained. Preaching during conference by I.
B. Larue, C. C. Reynolds, W. Turner and J. S.
Roth. Adjourned to meet at Amber,Jonescounty,
about the rst of September, notice of time to be
given through the Herald.
NODAWAY.
Conference convened at Stanberry, Missouri,
May 3rst, and June rst, r890, James Thomas in
the chair, M.P. Madison, secretary. All visiting members were invited to jake part. ·Elders
W. E. Peak, J. Thomas, W. Powell, J. Hawley,
F. W. Curtis, A. Jensen, M. P. Madison and J.
Smlth. Priest A. Hailey wrote. Teachers R.
F.
C. C. Nelson and J. T. Ford; and Deacon C.
Vandusen reported. Branch reports:
Stanberry, no change; Sweet Home; Ross
Grove, last report 26, present report z8; Piatt:,
last report 6o, present report 71. The revelation
given April 8th at Lamoni General Conference
was endors,ed by vote. lt was resolved to have
two--days' meetings .at the following namrd
places: Eureka Church, June 14th and 15th in
charge of Brn. Peak and Hawley. Sheridan,
August zd and 3d, in charge of Brn. Hawley and
Peak. Union Church, September 27th and z8th,
ln charge of Bro. Ole Madison. It was decided
to hold our next conference at Ross Grove, in
three months from date, when a house can be
had. Preachi11g Saturday at 8 p.m .. by M.
P. Madison, assisted by John Hav.·Jey. Pra,yermeeting at 9 a.m. S11nday in charge of James
Thomas. Preaching at I I am. by John Hawley,
assi8ted by Jas. Thomas. Preaching at 3 n.m.
by W. E. Peak, assisted by Wm. Poweil. Preaching at 8 p.m. by W. E Peak, assisted by James
Thomas. The meetings were well attended,
prayer-meeting was :very interesting, A vote of
thanks was tendered both Saints and friends for
their kindness and hospitality to those pi·esent.
Adjourned.
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Richardson, a daughter. Bles&edJune 22d, r8yo,
by Elders Robert M. Elvin and Wm. Ballanger
and named Mabel.
DIED.
CAYs.-June rrth, r89o, of Bright's disease, at
the residence of her son, T. W. Cays, near Swygert, Livingston county, Illinois, Esther E. Cays,
aged 54 years.
FOURTH OF JULY EXCURSION, 1890.
Between all Burlington Route stations east of
the Miswuri River, July 3 and 4, one lowest reg~
ular first-class fare for the round trip, tickets limited for return to July 7· Tickets must be sold
only via routes for which sale of one-way tickets
is authorized.
NOTICE.
The Saints desiring to obtain pictures of New Church,
at Independence, Mo., can get them by addre•sing Johnson and Boyes, Box 663, Independence, Mo. Size of pictures 10x12; price 50 cents per picture, postage included.
Very respectfully,
JoHNSON & BoYES.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and-BedSprings. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs "at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Fac;ory at lowest
prices.

THE PATRIOT.
Intended for a fam1ly newopaper: it furbishes a concise
report of the news of the world both fore1gn and domestic; reflects with special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
..
:
CHARACTERIZE 'fHE AGE;
furuir:~bes a Home, Scientific, Personol, ReJigi.ons ,Around
the. 'VI'rurld, nr.:d scverll ()ther depar~ments. ~'The
Jews', nnd "rrhe Eas.t'' receive their share of attention.
One year $1.00, 6 mos. 50 cts., 3 mos. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 cts.
. LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatiu county, Ia.

JV'E W' BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-·

Aposta«y, Refm.'m.ation and

NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given that the Rock Island
Branch of the Kewanee district has been disorganized on accourH of the .intended removal of
its president, Bro. F. G. Dun gee, also lack of material to perpetuate sa}d organization. The members. remaining are recommended to unite with
the Davenport branch of the Eastern Iowa district.
E. E. WHEELER, .
Pres. Ke~oanee Dist.
REUNION.
All who intend to be at the Reunion to be held
at Jonesport, Maine; August 2d; r89o;: please notify ElderJ. C. Foss, Jonesport, Maine, at once
by card, so that arrangements .can be made for
lodging. Board is free.
J .. C Foss, oftke Committee,
GROVE MEETING.
There will be a grove meeting five miles east
of Eldorado Springs~ Missot~ri, Aug11st 2d and
3d. The Saintsofindependence distl'ict are cordially .invit~d to meet with us.
:BORN.
GAME-r.-At Cl~arwater, Nebraska, February
17th, r890, to Bro. Levi an.d Sr. Emma Gamet
a son; blessed July2.sth by' Elder W . .M. Rumel
and named Ezra Isaac.
}ToLGAMORE-At' Battle Creek, Nebraska,
March 25th, r889, to Bro. and Sr. Volgamore a
son; blessed.at Ce.dar, Nebraska, June rst, by W.
M. R umel and mn;ned Thomas Ora,
.· . ·
R,rcHARDSON. --c:At. Omaha, Nebraska, April
rzth 1 189o-, to Mr: Thomas and: l)'lts. Mary E.

R~storation.

This work discu•ses the issues of theolO!!Y that are t~
the. front to-dav. No Bthle student can" afford to miss
reading tt enht;r as CRIT10 or lNVESTlG..,\TJlR. It contai~s
}190 pag:es of closely written mRtter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sol& at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER GOP¥.
Be'sidcs the dit5CnEsion of the qtu:iclt,ions of
1\UNISTElUA.L AU'l'HORlTY

From the Bible st~tndpoint of the
MELlJRiflEDEK AND THE AAIWNIC PRIESTHOODfl,
" The work largely treats of th<l subjects of
CHURC.H CREEDS AND CHURUH !BUILDING
In and sincethe days of the Apoi'tles, reviewing and ·critically examining the claims pf the Restoration of the
Gospel .in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can he had by address! ng
WM. H. KE!,LEY, 'femple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAlNTS' HERALD OFFICE, ]i.amoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELH;G AGENTS.

~-Money

should

b~

sent by Post Ollice Order
drawl). on Willoughby, Ohio.
Wr>~:.

to' Wm. H. Kelley

H.

KELLEY.

-..8..-

SYMBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM.:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
104

~ BY A,.J: MAl'Jl:S.
.
pages, clo.th. boun<l. Price 35 'cents each.
For sa,leby BRo H:~ R. MiLLS,

I,~DI<:?E,75Di&'~CK.

AU

UMN

MO .

LEA!VES,

Published monthly for the>

Youth of the 'Reorganized .Church of Jesus
Christ of Latt.er Day Sa:ints,

Price pe1· yesr.

.•
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y THE (--·-·

·Board of Pul:>lication of the Reorganized Church,
at: their Publishing J'Iouse in

·LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW'\.,:
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

----·-----------HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by' Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Lillrary binding, sprinkled edges ..••• ,1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••.••••.••••••. 2
].forocco, gilt edges ............... ; ......... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
'75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .••.... ·................ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••...• , . , •••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
·Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .••••.••••••.• , •• 1 25
Im~tation ·Morocco, gilt edges ..••..••••••.• , .1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges • , ......... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ..•.•.•..•..•. 2 5o
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 120
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMTTH THE ·PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORc-J.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding; 312 pages................... 70
I.eather binding ...••••••.•• : ..•.••••..•.•• ,l 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, !!02 pages, gilt edges .••.•.•.••• 1 50
YO ICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day W ark.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ l 00
Limp muslin covers........................ . 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Ptophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised J:<Jdition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35.
Muslin binding. . . . . . • . ..........••• , • . . . . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among thoRe without,
abounding in proofs never before prPsented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
fiimp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Qnestion Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu~lin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .•......•• 1

00
75

50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Pchool Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .....•..... Same price.
Fancy Card3, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Jud::;e the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms ''The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from. the grave."

BRA DEN-KELLEY. DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'i5
Propositions:-(1). Is the Book of M~rmon of Di·vine origin, and are' its teachings .entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which!, Clark Braden, am a member, .the Church
of Christ, and identical. in ftl.ith 1 orgariizatiou, ordinances, worship and practice, with tpe Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each .•••.•••• , • • 13
" This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which .so mueh has
been said in connection with the. theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the. chief
g-round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. • • • • • • • • '75
Witlwnt covers 5cts. each; per dozen , . • • • . • • . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to tho Calling
of J osoph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COV!<:NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pagfJS, par.er covers....
Old edition .••• , ..................... , • . • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZTON.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, doze(l 20cts., 100 •..•. 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c 1 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith apd Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 .••...••..•• 1 75
~-Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100 ....
40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .. 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; .dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The B1ble vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•. 1 75
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Pr.ophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 75
20. The 1'0ne Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts, 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .•....••.•• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . • • • • 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Oi'thodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•• 1 ~5
32. Which is the Church; dnzen 5 cts, 100 . • • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examin!3d; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ l 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l 75
42 Rejection of Lhe Chureh; doz<cn 15 cts., 100 .l 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... l '15
'l'rial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per lOO • • • • • • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • 35
COMPLETE SET OF TRAO'rS.
:Bound in Limp :Muslin; turned in . .. .. . . . . . .. •

~5

HOLY SORIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
ldr We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................ ; •. 3 50
Tt:rk~y Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ........... ·• ...... 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ....... ; .4 00
WEL$H HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ••••••••••••••• , , • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contain!! 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF J'OSEPH .SMITH,· THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFI.JJLD.
In paper 10cta.; per dozen................... '15
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
:BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin side~; printed
headings, and ruled for Reeord of Names, :Blessing of Children, and for Marriages. , ·•••••••• ,1 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed aud bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
I.IOENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. •
aHd Confirmation Certificate books.. • • •
Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
OERTIFICATl!JS AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen..........
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . . . . • . . • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pe? doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen . , ••..••.. ·'.
Marriage Certificates, per dozen •.• " ••••.••• ; ,'
MISCELLANI<JOUS;
The Problem of Hnm9.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, rn.uslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... l
Josephus. complete, library leather ..••....... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman :BJmpire,
muslin boards, 5.volumes ................. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•....•• 1
Rolli.n's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
Thc; Koran. library leather, .................. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..........•. 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Busebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cmsarea and Palestine ....•... 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ... , .. 1
Bible Text. Book ...............•......•.... 1
Apocryphal New Testament ......••.••..... 1
Imders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
HoBERT WnnifiNG,

Pres't.

D. F.

12
25
40

40
6
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12
25
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50
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NICHOLSON,

lAMONI.
Ample Bel§lponsibllity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposita. Real Estate
bought and sold.

SALE.
One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. Dwelling, consisting of six rooms, connected with
Store. The best business location in town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
fnrnace in it, and water in. the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,

Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WQRD oF THE Lmm: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SA VI! rr BE ONll WIFE: AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Po.gG 116, Book ofl\iormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAH SHOULD HAVE OrDJJ WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: EXCEPT IN CAsE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAn;."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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RAY AND EBENEZER.

REv. RAY has been

his people
late.by a series
in The
America,n Baptist on "Mormonism,'~ and
he finds no little aid in the pages of the
Return. It is amusing, as well as instructive,!? se.e the .effectual manner in which
the Rev. gentleman "raises" this latter
Ebenez.er ·and his .foilowers,
bare
their·
in
following clipping:

12,

1890.

Neither was it the Church of Christ which declared Joseph Smith infallible Neither any pope
nor foseph Smith ever belonged to the Church.
of Christ a day in their lives. It is high time for
men of common sense and love of truth to appeal
to the infallible Word of God concerning his
Church as wei! as other things.
David Whitmer, one of the original witnesses
to the Book of Mormon, says:
I do not consider .that the Church was any:
more organized or established in the eyes of God
on that day than it was previous to that day.. I
consider that on that day the fivst error was introduced into the Church of Christ, and that error
was Brother Joseph Smith being ordained as
"Prophet, Seer and Revelator" to the Church.Whitmer's Address. p. 33
It is absolutely ridiculous and absurd to sup·
pose that God set up his church through Joseph
Smith in 1829 and the11 allowerf. ':fosejlt Smith to
lead it into ajostacy in nme months.

The absurdity of Ray's position that
the
Christian Church did not go
lnto apostasy at all, at any time, is fully
equalled by Ebenezer and his leaders and
co-workers when they say that Joseph
Smith led it into a similar apostasy "in the
short space of nine months."
That , Robinson and his fellows are
"blind guides," misleading Ray and all
In the monthlycal!ed The Retitrn, editor Robothers who trust them, is seen in the fact
inson, a believer Jn the Book of Mormon and the
that the church (what they call an aposoriginal Mormon Church, says:
tate church), hasbeen fulfilling the promThe Church. of Christ has apostatized
ises of God in the Book of Mormon contimes since its establishment on the
cerning organizing an:d carrying forward
Continent on tl}e.day·of Pentecost under the hew
the Lord's "m:uverous work and a wcngospel covenant, namely:
I st. Sin.ce its establ!shmeilt on the day of Pender" mentioned in 2 NFp'1i I r: 3-19, with
tecost on the Eastern Continent.
2 Nephi 2:.2, 3• 4; Jacob 3: 7-28; 4:r,
2nd. Since its ·organization on this 'V estern
Isai.ab 29:9-24 1 etc., etc. We repeat
Continent among the Nephites.
the chun;h organized by Joseph the
3rd .. Since its establishment ln these last days
and his fellows has been f\]lfilling
among the American people, in r829-3o-The
Return, p. 68.
promises. But what has Whitmer~
of God that the ism
There is no hint in the
toward 'accomplishing this "mar' I· Ch.urch.ofGod would apostatize even ope time, velous work ancl a wonder!" Its work
seerns to consist; mainly i in forging. and
·: mueh less thr.ee times.
Savior. said of. his
furnishing !';tun;1bling-blocks, mif.:ql.loting,
,;j,) .Chu!·c~,. "the gates of
shall not prevail
f i)li again\'t iU' Again, on the next page the editor misinterpreting§ind mi~apply1ng Scripture,
and in misstating: <1nd perverting the re· ·of Th~.~e,~ur'fl, says:
')jH The Church on the Eastern Continent was corded facts of history, thereby giving occasion an(! affording "aid .and comfort" to
mor~ t!fan. ?tine hundred years in accomplishing
; ,}
what tlie Church did in the shortspaceof nir(e
the .
. and opposers of G9d's "m.ar·i
month~ on the 6th day oJ ;April, z83o:, upon this
velous work arid a wo11der" begun and
• ;•:
Wester:n Cont\nenh The church received and
carried forward. by Joseph the Seer and
• '.1
accepted this. revelation, and in doing so intro·
his. faithful fellows.
Whitmerism cuts
· ). . duced the dogma, of infallibility. Receiving foa sorry figure when viewed in comparison
seph Smith's words Has if from mine (God's) own
mouth/' is no less than declaring his.words just• and me<'!SUred by the promises of God
as infallible a'l God's words.
No less .than the
concerning his great latter day w.ork.
Chur.ch did when it decl.<tred the pope infalUble.
Again we inquire, what has it donF! ~ince
The Church on .the 6th day of April. r83o, did
th~ Book .of M:ormoneameforth to eitb.er
. , the very identical thing the Church did when it
··>declared· the pope infallible on the Eastern Conplant, organize, or carry forwimlthe great
·... tinent.-;:- Tlte Return, p. 69.
work of God in.theselattertime~! A
This is a sad mistake. .The Church of Christ
specimen of its work i~ seen in the blind
on thii Eastern Continent did not apostatize in
statement of i~s chief, reiterated by his
willing Heutenam, where thyy deny- that
"ninehi)ndred years,"hpr has itever.apostatized.
it was pot the Church of Christ, but thechurch Joseph Smith .was a ''prophet, "eer and
reveratqr to tb~ church/' as ~een in the .
Satan, which "declared the pope infallible."
about

No. 28.
foregoing clipping and elsewhere. These
men profess to understand and correctly
teach the Book of Mormon, asking the
people to accept their theoriesand statements in preference to. those set forth by
) oseph Smith and others, and yet that
same Book of Mormon tells us that Jo. seph was not only a prophet, seer and
revelator, but that he was a translator also,
thereby proving that these Whitmerite
leaders are ''•blind guides" leading their
followers (including poor Mr. Ray and
his like) into the ditch.
.
Joseph Smith had, and used, the interpreters, Urim and Thummim, .and trans.
lated the Book of Mormon. Of those who
do such work the Book of Mormon has
this to say:
"Now Ammon said unto him, I can assuredly
tell the, 0 king, of a man that can translate the
records: for he has wherewith that he can look,
and translate all records that are of ancient date:
and it is a gift from God.
And the things
are called interpreters; and no man! can look in
. them, except he be commanded, le$t he should
look for that he ought not, and he s\1ould perish.
And whosoever is .commanded .to look in them,
the same is called seer. And behol~, the king of
the people who is in the land of Zarahemla, is the
man that is commanded to do these; things, and
who has tbis high gjft from God. A,nd the king
said, that a seer is greater than a prophet. And
Ammon said, that a seer is a revelator, and a
prophet also; and a gift which, is greater, can no
man have-, except he should .possess lt~e power of
God, which no man can: vet a main may have
great power given him from God. • But a seer
can know of things which have past, and also of
things which are to come; and by them,shall all
things be rev~aled, or rather, shall ~ecret things
be made manifest, and hid9en things shall come
to light; and things which ani not known spaH
be made known by t?e!ll; and. also, things shall
be made. known by them, which otherwise could
not be known. Thus God has provtded a means
that man, through faith, might work mighty miracles; therefore, he becometh a great benefit to
his fellow beings."-Mosiah 5: Io.

From this we learn that a man whom
God .calls to have. and use th~ "interpreters" is a translator, "a Seer'' also, and
"that a seer is a revela,tor ::tnd a prophet
also; and a gift whioh is greater can no
man have except he should !possess th.e
power of God."
We repeat it,----' Joseph Srpith was a
translator, and tbereforea seer; and being
a seer. he was "a revelator an<;! a prophr;t
al~o.''
Such is the plain testirj:wny ofthe
Book of Mor!J)On, and that 1s just what
tbe Whitmerites deny and cor}demn, they
thereby perverting and denyipg the testi-.
mony of a. book they profess
believe!.
In view of the above facts,'. what shall
we say .of those would~ be. t?achers apd
leaders who blindly assert th~~ Qod's seer,
revelator, translator and prophet was inflpired by false revelation· aind · led. the
Church of . Christ in}hese ll'!S;f days "into
ap6stacy in n:ine mont!lsF'

tp
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Mormon, as we have seen,
Joseph .Smith as God's
revelator and prophet, '
and Covenants claims
. this for
nothing beyond or. contrary to it.
whenever the Whitmerites denytpesefacts, they thereby deny the
·very book they profess H> believe. • ·
The fact that Joseph Smith was God's
Seer, revehtor.and prophet, is seen in the
divine wisdom manifest in his official,
ministerial teachings, and in the authentic
revelations he publicly gave to the church.
His divinl;l a"gpointment to. these callings
and gifts is unmistakably set f~Hth in the
Book of Mormon, as all may see who
will read 2 Nephi, chapters 2 to 12, with
Mosiah 5: .ro; Book of Nephi 9: I I , 12.;
Book of Mormon 4: 2, and Book of Ether
I : II.

Again we ask, What has \Vhittperism
done toward building up the latt~r day
work since r829-3o? "By their fruits ye
shall know them." "Let every man prove
his own work."
. THE POPE'S FEARS.
Dublin, 'June r3tk.-The Irish Catholic states
that the Pope, in replying to the congratulations
of visitors at the Vntican, expressed himself as
strongly of' the belief that great punishm.~nt was
impendingon society for .its di6regard of and indifference to the church.
"The Lord," he said, "will come no longer
with a sweet and peaceful face, but with an angry
one to strike and purify his'church. I am neither
a prophet nor the son of a prophet, but I feel in
my heart. .sorrowful presentiments. A sea of
evils is abo;ut to beat against the rock on which
·the churchlis tounded, and ,will leave 11othing to
be seen on ;the horizon but the threat of the anger of Goq; prayer will not suffice to appease
the Almighty."

Josephus and other Jews hart "presentiments" of God's coming judgments upori
the the Jewish people and their capital
city. Caiaphas and Pilate and P1late's
wife had "presentiments" of impending
wrong ar)d evil. And all these were in
some wa:y connected with them. "Mys"
tery Babylon the Great, and her numerous daughters are doomed of heaver:..
The fiat has gone forth arid the predicted
downfall· hasteth greatly as revealed to
John on Patmos and .recorded in Revela,
tions, chapter 18. The Saints should do
what is commanded, "Come out of her"
by putting away all manner of evil and
error and perfecting holiness in the sight
of the Lord.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Pres.Joseph Smith wrote from Burnside, Illinois, June 26th:
"We held meetings at Montrose on Sunday,
[zzd], I in the morning and Alexander at night.
Evenings very hot; few out. Came to Rock
Creek Monday, held meetings three nights;
came hert>.last evening, after service, with Bro.
W .. McGahan and wife. Expect to hold ~ervice
in the Park this week and Sundav-Alexander
here Sunday and I at Rock Creek~ One asked
for temperance effort at Rock Creek, by W. C.
T.U."
"Nauvoo, Ill, 'June 3otk--Arrived from Rock
creek this a, m; spoke there twice yesterday, the
evening service being a Temperance effort, by
invitation of the W. C. T. U;· of Rock creek. I
have spoken nine times in the last eight days,
each night last week; and what with the heat and

the talking, am quite worn. 'Am lying by for re·pairs. Bro. Alexander remained at Burnside to
occupy on yesterday in the.Park, He is an exl:ellent co-worlj:er, ready and willing to do what
he can, and without jealou•y~ We have oc<;upied
the past two we~ks at :Montrose, Rock Creek and
Burnside; profitably we hope."

Bro .. J. T. Johnson, Windom,
June 22d:

K~nsas,

"For the encouragement of those of the Saints
wf!ose faith is weak, I would say, Trust in the
Lord; do yo1,1r 0 duty.;, have. c:mfidence. in his
promises. Blessed are all they that do trust in
the Lord; He is able .and willing to fulfill anythin'g he has .promi~ed. He is faithful. Blessed
are they that do. pis coq:;mandments! Pr()ve
me now herewith, saith the Lord of Hosts. I for
one can testify to the trutb of this, in humility."
OPEN AIR MEETING.

NoTWITHSTANDING .the extreme heat of
the day, between fnur and five hundred
attended the meeting . of the
Day
Saints' Church at Eden Park yesterday.
During the interval between the morning
and aft~rnoon services twenty-nine persons were immersed in Eden Park lake.
The meeting was an old-fashioned ba~ket
meeting, and a rich rep'lst of good things
was spread in the shade of the giant forest.
trees. Services were conducted by Elders
Pitt, Luff and Robinson.-Independence,
(Mo;), Sentinel, June 23d.
QUESTION AND ANSWER.

Q,___:Can any one. know that his or her
name is written in the Lamb's bookoflife?
A,_,.. Yes, if the Lord should deem it
wise to reveal it unto an individual whose
name was written iri that book.
The
Seventy knew that their names were written in heaven. (Luke IO: 20). Paul knew
that the names of some were written in
the book of life. (P hit 4: 3). If the recording of the names of any of the ancient
church in the Book of life was made
known, it is not an improbable nor unreasonable conclusion that a similar recording of the names of some in this
should be made known, provided that
dom from above so manifested.
The best assurance we c:.cn have that
our names are written in heaven and that
they will remain .there is that continued
faithfulness by which we are permitted to
receive the indwelling and abiding seal of
our, adoption. "I the Lord am bound
when ye do what I say; otherwise ye have
no promise." "He that overcometh shall
inherit all things." "And being made
perfect he became the author of eternal
~alvation unto all those that obey him."
"And why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do
not the things which! command you?" ,
We are fond of thundering these things
to the world; but we should not forget
that the sword of the Spirit is a two-edged
one and cuts both ways; that it is a discerner of the thoughts and intents if the
heart," and that wh:1t we teach !j.s a church
we must practice as individuals, or become
as salt which has lost its savor.
"As many as are led by the Spirit of God
they are the sons of God." "If childr~n,
then hei:rs ;" "heirs with God and joint
heirs with Jesus Christ." "For both he
that sancti:fieth and they that are sanctified

are all one; for
ashamed to call t:hem brethren!'
names are written in heaven, for, nBecause
ye are sons, therefore G'od hath sent forth
· the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, cry•
ing·, A.bba, Father."
.
..
Read .Doctrine and Covenants :r'IO: 6, 7·
EDITORIAL ITEMS

Wilton, M"ine, Record, June z6th,
contains a good column article advocating
and defending the faith. H was writtefl
by Bro. F. M~ Sheehy.
.
The Daily Bulletin, published atHonolulu, Hawaiian Islands, reaches us. It
was sent by Bro. . J. Wallerofthatcity,
and indicates that some in that latitude are
intetested in properly solving somepf th.,
present agitated religious questions.
THE

"WHEAT RAISED. BY INDIANS.
The Cheyene Indians on the Rosebm:g reset·
vation, Montana, will raise 4o,ooo bushels of
wheat this season."

The Chicago 7 imes qf Sunday, June
29th, presents the above, and we duplicate
it as another indication of the advancement
of the blossoming Lamanite toward civilization enlightenment and prosperity, as dedared of him in the Book of Mormon.
BIBLE RIDDLE, OR WONDERFUL PROPHET.

ONE of ou'r friends has furnished us the
following ri9dle for publication:
"He is not Noah, nor Noah's son, nor a
Levite, nor John the Baptist, nor yet the
wandering Jew, for he was with Noah in
the ark; the Scriptures make mention of
him, particularly in St. John, St... Matk
and St. Luke, so that we may believe he
is no imposter. He kno,ws no parents, he
never lay upon his mother's breast; >his
beard is such as no man ever wore; he
goes bare-footed and bare-legged, like a
grave old friar. He wears no hat in summer or winter, but often appears with a
crown upon his head. His coat is neither
knit nor spun, nor hair, silk, linen, or woolen, bark or sheepskin, yet it abounds
with a varie.ty of colors and fits close .to
the skin. He is wonderfully temperate;
he never drinks anything but cold water;
he would rather take his dinner in a farmers barn than in a king's palace. He·is
very watchful; he sleeps not in bed, but
sits in a singular kind of chair, with his
clothes on. He was alive at the crucifix~
ion. Nearlv all the world hear him. He
once preach~d a short sermon, which con.vinc~d a man of his sin, and caused him to
weep bitterly. He never was married, yet
he has favorites whom he loves dearly,
for if he has but one morsel of meat he
divided it among them.
Though he
never rides on horse-back, he is in some
respects ('quipped as horsemen are. He is
an advocate of early rising though he
never retires to bed. His prophecies are
so true that the moment you bear his voice
you may know what is approaching."
Now who is this prophet, and what did
he foretell ?
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AINTS' HERALD.
INSPIRED TRANSLA TlON-FLEXIBLE
BINDING.

vV E can soon fiil orders for the Insoired
Translation of the Hnly Scripjure;; b'ound
in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to
the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mail, four dollars ($4.00).
CORN PALACE.

Swux CrTY, Iowa, is making strenuous
efforts to make their Corn Palace of 189o,
a huge success. Of it it is said:
"A good start has been made on· the Corn
Palacf: of r89o. Plans have been submitted by
Architect Brown and approved by the commit·
tee. The exterior o£ the Palace will be entirely
different from any of the others and will have
something of a Turkish Mosque appearance. The
Palace will have a street frontage of' 528 feet,
264 feet on both Pierce and Sixth streets. The
tow<Or will rise to a height of 172 feet. The
~round area of the Palace is just half a block,
including both alleys.
A .feature of the 1890 palace will be the large
auditorium on the east, with a seating capacity of
r,2oo. The band stand wiil be between this and
the farge rotunda, covering an entire quarter
block. There will be but one gallery, and that
overlooking the rotunda, and will be reached by
five stairways. This open space will be seventyeight feet across and sixty-six feet to the ceiling.
The plan is to have the Palace illuminated dur-.
ing the day the same as at night. The openings
will be made so as to obstruct the light of day,
and give plenty of ventilation. .
Active building will be commenced in July so
that plenty of time can be had for suitably decorating the structure.
The palace will be opened with appropriate
cerernqny, September 25th, and close October
'nth.

"Ofavor evf>ry "year made nevv I
0 gifts with rain and sunEhine sent!
The bounty overruns our-due,
The fulness sl,ames 011,r discontent''

s:

M. E.

PATTERSON,

San Bernardino, Cal.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Your faith and prayers arerequested in beh~tlf
of brother George Gates of Providence, R, L,
that the 'Lord may be pleased to spare his life
and restore him to health.
.
Bro,C. R. Duncan, now in Virginia, requests
your pray-ers that God may restore his l:Jealth, as
he fee)s that if._ not better·· soon, he will be compelled to leave his field of labor.
June 6th.
am not so blessed as some cf
you, for I. have never lived where I .could go
eachl3unday and hear the gospel pre~ch~d, but I
thank God that I .have eve.r been blessed to hear

Dear

St:~ters:-I
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night.
We were all very thankful when the
word was passed around to drive into the yard,
put the horses in the stables and make our beds
on the hay in the b11rn. The latter being a greater luxury than we had anticipated. A camp-fire
was built at a safe distance from the barn, and
the evening meal prepared, but every ray of twilight had disappeared before our meal was over.
Still the sky was clear, and the pale rays of the
moon gave us light.
The night was too pretty
to go immediately to bed, so we sat for awhile in
the moonlight and sang some of the sweet songs
of Zion.
Deafness is an advantage sometimes; it was to
me that night, for the tramping and chewing of
the horses did not disturb me in the least. I
slept as soundly as a top till five o'clo.ck in the
morning, while others were kept awake much of
the time.
I shall not attempt to give in detail all the incidents of our journey._ Suffice it to say it was,
A SISTER.
as a whole, very enjoyable. Our road for two
THE REUNION.
days wound through a mountainous region of
On the 28th day of April, abo,ut nine a.m., six
country, and the varied scenery was, at times,
w ~11-filled wagons, drawn by two horses each,
perfectly beautiful. If I could >vield the pen
and a single-horse phaeton, left Jefl'ersonville,
with the skill of an artist I might present to
San Benito county, and wended their way up the
your minds a vivid picture of our train of wagons
valley. A stranger sedng them pass might have
as they slowly threaded their way up the steep
thought by the number of men women and
graded side of a mountain, where it seemed that
children, twenty in all, that a large portion of the
mountain rose upon mountain.
inhabitants of that part of the country was taking
In the dells below could be S!len, here. and
a final leave.
Bedding, trunks a_nd boxes also
there among the trees and shrub~ery, smooth,
lumbered up the wagons. But an inquirer would
deep, gree)"l patches of level lanq, only a' few
learn that it was the Saints from Hollister and
acres each, perhaps, but showing tne fruits of inJefferson branches, going to Tulare to attend the
dustry expended by some one wh(), in quest of
reunion. It was.the writer's good fortune to be
some portion of mother earth {*nclaimed by
one of the happy company, and therefore the acanother) on which. to earn an hon~st Jiving had
count is given :from experience.
found it only in the gorge of the lil10untains, reArcording to previous engagement, we campmott> from all the busy thoroughfa-res of life.
ed for noon on Lewis cr:eek where we were to be
Anon as we reach the sumrrtit and wind
met by the Long Valley Saints, and all go over
around the peak, beautiful green .vallies with
the mountain in one company. 'fhe large trees
broad fields, leafy green trees, andl apparentlya
on the side of the road afforded a pleas:mt shade
goodly portion of inhabitants, are \seen away in
for lupching;and,·w!lile the men attended to the
the distance; while both far and near, whether
horses, the women made ready the repast, and
on the mountain or in the valley, the' California
the children scattered over the hill:sides, gatheroaks aoound. But the rocky pass vyasthe granding blue-bells and other little wild .flowers. It is
est of all. The almost smooth adil'mantine sides
scarcely needful say we all ate with real picnic
of those two towering mountai~s pressed so
enjoyment. Lunch over, dishes .and provisions
closely together that only the width of a carriage.
were packed away again; but no Long Valley
road had been blasted between them. And the
Saints arrived.
Still we waited and looked un- high overhanging rocks looked. as ?f they threattil _three o'clock. Then yve thought it advisable
ened the doom of every one who passed beneath
to.move on.
them.
·
I thought of you many times, St. Frances, and
Our way .that afternoon led up through a narwished more than once that you cm1ld have been
row canyon, wall~don either side by high rugwith us and feasted •your soul and your eyes. on
ged rocky mountains, oftenhavlrig to follow the
the beauty and· sublimity of n;ttu,re in some oJ:.
zigzag windings ofibe creek bed which was e~:
her wildest features: Butwe pa$sed on and all
ceedingly stony and rough.
too soon were on the mountaino11s plains of the
There were several halts made between five
San Joaquin Valley. A day and a. half of its
o'clock and seven o'clock and co.nsultaUons were
heat and dust brought us to Tulare City, a pretty
held about camping for the night; but as no
little railroad town nestling ·in{ lovely green
piace was found _altog.ether suitable, we moved
trees, and almost smothered wi~h roses. The
on till the shadow.s of night began to,gather about.
air is made sweet with their fnigrance, while
It was evident that. we . mpst s.oon stop someonly thirtj: miles distant abund;ance of. snow
where, when a large white barn loomed up to our
still remains on the long range of!the Sierra Neview.
With· fresh' courage . we drove on ward,
vada. mountains..
"
On. firstapplication we were told no, they did
It was a tired, dusty and sun!burned crowd
not want us ther'l.
This answer was received
from. a young .man whb appeared to be_ a son of that .passed through a portion of[ the town and
the owner of the ranch; but being reluctimt to drew up at Bro. Cia1·k's. The first one to greet
pass speh a desirable place, a;nd seeing another us wa~ Bro.SidneyWright,our p~omising young
Australian, .Whom some call "the :boy preacher;"
you~g rnan in the farm-yard, one or two of our
c()mpany drove ri~ht in through the big open "then· Bro. .Brown,Bro,, and S(Ciark,and ()ti\¢rs
wh~_had gathered .there:
·
·
gate and·again s()ught pertJ1issionlo.stay for the

to

MEMORY TEX'l'S FOR AUGUST.

xst. Thursday, Rev. 3: 14-16; Prov. 3: 9·
zd; ';I'hursday, Doc. & Cov. 85: 38; James
!6.
3d._ Thm'sday, Book of ~.1ormon, Mosiah 2: 5
I.
· 2 _<:;or. 9:6, 7·
4th. 'i:hursday, lsaiahii: u.
SR.

Day Saints church is the church of the living
God.
I am feeling blessed to-night with the light of
God's Holy Spirit and feel impressed to ask the
prayers of the sister' Prayer Union in behalf of
myself and family. My husband has not been
well since the first day of the new year and my
own health has been poor for a long time and
now one of my daughters is in poor health; hardly able to work. I have been healed in answer
to prayer once but I am so weak in faith I fear I
do not believe I shall receive when I ask.
I think the poem in Herald of June 7th, "Hour
by Hour," so good. I wish we could have more
poetry in th~ Herald, I love it so! and I think it
~akes it ~ore interesting to outsiders. The
piece entitled the "Burden-bearer" is so good.
May we all of us, dear sisters, lay our burdens
at Jesus' feet. 0, the Jove of God manifest in
His son. God help us to leave all to Thee.

.
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Through a misunJerstanding Joseph and I wer.e
conducted to the prayer meeting at Sr. Walker's
before we had beeh permitted to indulge in the
refreshing qualities of a basir;t of cold water.
But though oilr condition was not .so favorable
for enjoying the meeting as at another time, I
hope it was not altogether lost time. Meeting
being over, wt; returned to th~ hall and tried to
assist the Saints a little in getting located. Then
went with Sr: Twaddle to. her home, two miles
out of town, where we stayed all night. A tub
of water, a change of raiment and a good night's
sleep works wonderR towards making a new
creature out of the old dusty one. So with the
aid of these, and the goodness of our Heavenly
Father, we arose early next morning, feeling
fresh and bright. The drive back to town in the
mon1ing air was pleasant also, and we arrived at
the hall at half-past eight o'clock, in good condition and spirits to enjoy the morning meeting.
The Lord was there with us, and did not fail to
perform his office work as our "living head."
But since we ate as yet of the church militant, he
could not take the chair and give his instructions
in person, therefore he signified his wishes
through the agency of the Holy Spirit in the
gift of tongues, by our beloved "mother in Israel,''
Sr. Carmichael, who stood so calm and peaceful·
as she spoke. And when Elder Burton gave the
interpretation yve felt as .if the Lord was strongly
near; and we received the words of kindly counsel as coming directly from 'him, It wa-s most
appropriate as an opening address, and the wording was so like Bro. Joseph's opening addresses
to the Saints, that it is not difficult to tell whence
come Bro. Joseph's words.
The Saints endeavored to heed the instructions
throughout, and a peaceful, blessed time was had,
unmarred by any contending powers. The gifts
of the Spirit in knowledge, prophecy, visions,
tongues and interpretations were richly enjoyed,
and !he summing up of all was, the Saints have
been giving heed to the Spirit's invitation to
"come up higher." For the unknown tongues
spoken were not so much of counsel and admoni~
tion to the Saints as heretofore, but songs of praise
to God and the Lamb in a higher, nobler strain
than the powers of the natural mind could have
formed into' words; but our souls did magnify the
Lord, and the Spirit gave the utterence.
Blessed be the Lord that has permitted the soul
to escape at times from the narrow confines of
its earthly imprisonment and strike a few notes
of praise and adoration to Him who redefmed it
from thraildom and death in its own free limguage, as precious partakers of the joys to come!
The meetings were continued for ten days.
The congregations were not so large as the Saints
would like to have seen them, but some heard,
and doubtless good will result. It was a feast to
the Saints, but the "dessert" was I believe the
richest of all.
The meetings closed Sunday
night, and Monday morning Mr. Burton and I
wen( to the house where the San Benito Saints
were to help them pack and make ready for their
journey home. Presently Bro. Mills came in with
several of the Tulare Saints. Sr. Walker brought
two afflicted children to be administered to. The
Spirit of the Lord was present. Others were ad. ministered to till full one hour the spirit of blessings was poured upon us from the Father, and
by his servants. By the call of the Spirit through
Bro. D. S. Mills, a sister was anointed and set

apart for anointing and administering to
sisters of the church;
The anointing prayer,
or prophecy rather, was full of rich blessings arid
preciomL promises.
Bro. Mills essayed to go more than once, but
wa~ called back to invoke the blessing of health
on yet another. Just before taking his final leave,
he came across the room to where the writer was
standing, and placing his hands upon her ears
renewed the promise given years ago, that the
affliction that held them bound should ere long
be rebuked, bade me to neither doubt not fear;
for the Lord would remember his promise.
Since all were not going to start for. home that
day, a prayer meeting was appointed }or the eve·
ning at Sr. Walker's.
A good time was had
there also. While Sr. Carmichael was speaking
in tongues that evening, she turned and.laid her
hand on the head of the sister who had rec~ived
the anointing, and the interpretation was, "she
should be of great worth to the daughters of
Zion in other lands."
So ended the Central
District Reunion.
SISTER EMMA.
TuLARE, Cal., May 16th.

HoME CoLUMN MrssiONARY FuND

June 27, Amount to 'date, ............ $2 917 73
Martha Molyneaux, Mo.$ 09
Ollie.& Ethel Taylor, Mo. 14
M. P,. Matthews, Mo ..... I oo
J. T. Johnson, Kan ...... ·9 oo
Sewing Circle, Little
Siottx, Iowa ........... r so
Prayer Union, Little
Sioux, Iowa ........... I I7
. Samuel Weldon, Cal.. . . . so
Amanda Weldon, Cal.... 50
Elmer E Weldon, Cal... 25
George E. Weldon, Cal.. zs
John A. Weldon, Cal.... 25
Maude F. Weldon, Cal... 25
Minnie A. Weldon, Cal.. 25
Iowa B. Weldon, Cal..... 25
Leota Bennett, Mo.. . . . . . 20
F. P. Scardiff, Miss...... 75
Chas. Curtis, Utah, ...... 2 50
IS ss
July 3, Amount received to date ..... $2.936 ~58
@'"Send all mcmevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

Dear Sisters o/ tlze Home Column:- Again I
take my pen in hand to write a few lines to add
my mite 'Of encouragement to those who in the
past have written words of help to the scattered
ones, and to let you know we appreciate the
"Column;" also Herald and Autumn Leaves.
What a state we would be in if we could not
hear how the work was progressing! I am
afraid I would lose interest in the work, to a
great extent, anyway. It is so encouraging to
hear of honest-hearted ones obeying God's law
in other places, even when we do not see many
in our own neighborhood. There are a few
Saints in this place, but no branch. We try to
meet together for sacrament and testimony every
month. My husband is a priest, holds services
in the church every two weeks. We hope and
pray for good results. Many are prejudicc:d and
do not come out to hear. Some are members of
other denominations, they don't seem to know
why. They, no doubt, have Bibles, but they
don't seem to know what is written in them-at
least this is so of those I have talked with. Some
have promised to read the Voice of Warning and
Autumn Leaves. I want the book, "With the
Church in an Early Day," to let the people read,

The testimony of Gen. Doniphan and Burr
Joyce, who were not of the faith and of others,
ought to disabuse their minds if anything will.
Hoping I may have good news to write from
this place when I write again, I will now close.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
SR. BELLE SKINNER.

PIERRE, S. D., June I 8th.
Editors Herald:- While meditating on the plan
of redemption the foltowing thoughts present
themselves to me.
The kingdom of God, the
different dispepsations, the bearers of the bariner
of King Emmanuel, and the resti::if the great army; their trials and suffering in the battle; the
victory, the great reunion of all in the resurrection of the j~st, the presence of God and Christ,
and the crown.
Blessed thought, how grent a God:
All-wise is he.
Look up to him; ye Saints of God,
Fight on to victory.

While striving to do right and. live an upright
life after the best pattern ever given in the gift
of the only begotten Son of Him who knoweth
and doeth all things better than ~\re are able to
understand, we fall into temptations, trials and
troubles; and thus the burden of the yoke becomes very heavy. We only can endure it when
in possession of the Spirit of the Meek and Lowly One, who said, "Foilow me." Yea, by
assisting grace, his yoke is easy and the burdens
Rre light.
As Saints of the Most High God we admire
the ·work of God as to all things that are created.
Yea we take pleasure in all of. his handiwork,
whlle many of our fellow n1'en do not care, nor
even as much as think about these things; and
much less do some think we owe anything to
As ambassadors for Christ we proclaim the
news of the risen Redeemer, and the duty of
man toward God; but we meet with opposition
on every hand, and some of us receive deadly
blows from the enemy and fall by the way-side.
Some fall in the enemy's hand, become captives
and then labor for him. Others receive wounds,
but fulf of faith aml determination they go on, a
scar is left, the pain is er1dured, and at last- a
crown.
I fancy that should it be my lot (which I hope
and pray it may), to endure to the end, we in that
great re-union after the resurrection of the Saints,
will talk to one another, asking father Adam and
mother Eve concerning their lives while on earth
in those ear!v days of the creation. We may ask
of Enoch to relate to us his experiences on earth,
or of Noah if it was not a hard job to build that
ark,
We may want to know of Abraham if !t be true
that he had been in a fiery furnace, for so we read
in the book of Jasher.
We may want to know
of Daniel if be was not a little afraid when he
met the lions?
And we may like to be introduced to the different martyrs and find out in
particular what their fate was; and perhaps they
would like to know how the world has treated
us .
Pondering on these things, I expect there will
be great joy when we know that with weights of
tribulation we have walked in the valley and shadow of death, and through the blood of the risen
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D.
Redeemer have been eleansed from all sin, and
come hlther to ever be with him.
Dear Saints, pray for me, that I may hold up
the gospel banner that it may never trail in the
dust on my.account. I obeyed the gospel seventeen years ago.
I have had an open vision in answer to prayer,
while I was. walking in the woods, by which
received the meaning of Romans r: 24-29.
l
have spoken by the spirit ot prophecy, r-have aJ.
so preached by inspiration and have heard
tongues and prophecies and seen the sick healed
and devils cast out through the name of the
Lord.
Your brother,
ROBT. 0EHRING.

SAN BENITO, Cal., June zoth.
.Editors Herald:-Shortly after the reunion
closed at Tulare I visited A lila. My brother and
I visited some of his neighbors and notified tpem
of services to be held at E. S. Burton's house on
Sunday. The Saints all met and one near neighbor, but the others were busy elsewhere. After
our morning service we had an ex.,e!lent Sunday,
school at Sr. Austin's house, after which we had
sacrament and testimony meeting. Although
could not do much in preaching in that neighbor"
hood, I trust our visit with the Saints was not all
unprofitable.
We had excellent visit~ at Sr.
Austin's with whom Emma· and I tarried the
greater part of our time, and also at her son's
place, and Bro. Green's (a son of Bro. Hervey
Green, whose memory is still green among the
Saints of California), and Sr. Hedrick and Br.o.
and Sr. Dawson, and with my brother, E. S. Bnr"
ton, who ought to be in the ministry more actively than now. He is not so argumentive in style
as I ·am, but is more persuasive, emotional, and
therefore a better itinerant preacher.
Addie left us here and went back to Los An·
geles to visit Dora, and Emma and I returned to
Tulate and tarried a few days with the kind
Saints there, Sr. Walker furnishing us a home.
We a,lsb visited Sr. Evans in Visalia, and here
on Sunday I had the pleasure of hearing Eider
Briggs of the Disciple faith. He met me at the
e.ntrance of the church and we chatted of church
matters very friendly, when he asked me if I was
a minister.
I answen:d, "Yes." «Of what
church?" he asked; and when I informed him
thought the weather was hot; and so at once end·
ed the conversation. . He preached a very good
and tO me a profitable discourse from the texts
"Except your righteousness exceed therlghteousnes.~.of the S~ribes. and· Phai'isees;" and "Except
a man 'Qe born again he can not see the kingdorq."
On .our return to Tulare on Tuesday, June roth,
I received a telegram saying, "Bro.
ls
dy~ng,.come at once." The first.train would pass
a little after midnight, so we must wait; it would
be more than twenty-fonr hours before we could
reach San Benfto. ·The Saints of Tulare met at
Bro,Clark's and there, with hearts sad with
words of the mess!lge, we invoked. Him from
whom all our healings come .to spare our brot!•er
and rflise him up.agaln· Sr. Clark prepared a
repast at midr1ight: and Sr. Walker kindly took
us to the station in her carriage.; and at I: 15 fl.
m ..we.:were whirling along towards our afflicted
brother.
At w p. m. that night we entered the room
where J3ro. Lawn, wa$ lying, and although in a

dangerous condition yet he was improving.
Ern, Range, J. E. Holt and D. Brown were with
'the family in attendance, and our voice soon
mingled with their's as he .was agai~ administered to. Eight days have passed since then, and
to-day, the eleventh since the surgical operation,
the doctors pronounce him out of danger.
Last Sunday I preached at Mulberry after Su·nday-schooL
In this school they have a paper
edited by one or two of the scholars which is read
at the opening of the school, and as one of the
articles which I enclose was concerning Bro ..
Lawn's affliction, I obtained permi,sion to copy
it for the Herald, not only as a description of his
affliction, but also as a sample of articles which
may be contributed by any of the members of the
school.
The school is in tne "Stmday· school
Teachers' Union" of this district. The superintendent is not a member of the church, but an
excellent young lady, and teacher of the district
school; and doubtless through her labors the
school has attained its present proficiency, aided
the young brethren, sisters and friends in
Mulberry.
The extract from the Gl~aner, the Sundayschool paper, is anonymous; but it is an open secret that it was written by a young woman not a
member of our church.
On Monday.23d I start for Irvington and San
Francisco, hoping to meet the presidents of the
mission and get counsel about the field of labor,
etc., Am well and hopeful.
My address sti'll is Hollister, San Benito Co.,
Cal. Your brother in Christ,
JosEPH F. BURTON.
from the Gleaner:
"LIVE OAK, San Benito Co., Cal.
"June 15th.
"It is with pleasure that we learn that Mr.
Henry Lawn's state of health .is greatly improved and t~at (although not out of d<~nger) great
hopes are sustained for his recovery. Mr. Lawn
had long been the victim of a painful disease,
but he bore his trouble. with so much courage
and fortitude that but few realized his weak
physical condition. How little we know of the
suffering of our fellow men! Mr. Lawn had been
warned by the physician that his days were numbered unless he desisted entirely from manual
labor; but all forgetful of self, regard less of. his
own peril, and mh1dful only of the comfort of
his family, he took .up the fork and followed the
others into the hay field, and. there. the mischief
was wrought.
<iFrompver exertion he was ta]>en seriously ill.
Hours of untoldagpny followed-agony beyond
the description of pen. Death· seemed inevitable,
and the ·sufferer deemed its· coming a relief.
Amid pains .that darted with the fierceness of
steel· through his ~ystem; he talkec.l of death with
that calmness and composure that is born only. of
faith l.n God and a1nassurance of future bliss. In
a voice free from dread and s'veet in resignation
Mr. Lawn remarked that he regretted death only
because his work on earth was. not completed;
•but if it be God's. will,' so be. it then.'
«What a lesson this teaches us! If we but
trust our he.avenly Father. as a. little child trusts
its. earthly. parent1 and lay our careson him, even
death will be robbed of its victory r .and .the grave
of its sting.
••Ferven't prayers were o~ered up tq
spare the li~e oftl}ll; fatl)er and):lusba,nd.
Ex~ract
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a picture it must have been when the family, from
the eldest to the youngest, manly forms and
childish figures, gathered around the bedside and
upon bended knees entreated the all-merciful
God to spare their loved one! HQw touching it
was when even the voice of little Cora, shaken
with emotion, but clear and sweet as an angel's,
went up in earnest entreaties; and who can doubt
that it was heard on high, though -it came from
but a little child!
"Last Monday Mr. Lawn underwent a painful
surgical operation, displaying the same courage
and fprtitude that marked his earlier suffering.
Kind friends from all over the district anxiously
awaited the result. The doctors said that 'one
chance in a hundred is his;' and now it remains
for time to tell whether it is God'i; will that the
chance be granted him .
"Mr. Lawn is resting easy now, and we prayer·
fully hope the worst is over; but God knows
what is best for his family and himself, and we
abide His decision."
RoDNEY, Iowa, June 17th.
.Editors Herald:-Brother J. F, McDowell was
at Smithland iri Woodbury county, in May of
the present year and did a good work. He delivered seventeen sermons, and by request of the
W. C. T. U., delivered one lecture on temperance. He has done a good work arid by following it up in time will gather some sheaves. He
baptized two while he was here.
Yours,
NATHAN LINDSEY.
GREEN SPRINGs, Mo;.,June 14th.
Bdztors Herald:-I am scattering the church
publications among my neighbots and a great
many are gladly receiving the word, as they see
it is true. I was baptized by Bro.; E. Curtis last
fall. I ha9 beeri a meli!ber of the ~aptist church,
but I see ~ow where I was wrong jn not obeying
the true gospel of Jesus Christ. f · I have. had
more light since I was confirmed than I ev<Jr did
before, and I was a member of the !Baptist church
for fifteen years ; but I see. the rrason now : . I
was not in the church of Christ. ' My wife has
also joined the Reorganized' Chur~h, being baptized in February last. We both ~rijoy ourselves
much better than we ever dJd before.
There are a great many here in; this neighborhoo.d who will fina!Iy come into the church.
Our Union Sunday-school split up on account of
my wife and. I.· W.e have a uniori school at pres·
entand we have a good attendance, and most all
believe as we do.
The Baptists hold theirs in
the evening and we hold at the: regular hour.
They call us M.ormons and all other names. May
God help their unbelief. Yom;s, .
SIMEON SHEARER.
'

,\

SEYMOUR, Texas, June 13th.
.Editors Herald':-I am tha.nMtH for the privilege of writing you of the goodn~ss of God towards me. I have found that 'His promises
ll.ever fail and that he works on c.o!lditions;
I have been blessed wonderful!:)' in health and
strength. It is one year ago to:qay since Iquit
the. use oftobacco. I had usedJt twenty. years,
but by the help of. God I left it off. My weight
was then 135 pounds, and I was +ery weak tem·
porally. and spiritually, but since .I complied with
the word given through Br.o; Jos~ph in a xe.vela,
t!on concerning tp~acco.Ihave gainf:ld poth in
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health, strength and in spirit. My weight is now
170 pounds.
I love to talk with the people on the principles
of the gospel. My home is in Kansas and I belong to the Pleasant View branch. There are
good faithful Saints there, but none where I now
am; but I shall go to the first branch I can find.
I well re.member the good advice that Bro E. L.
Kelley gave me on the tobacco question. I have
other faults that are just as bad, and by the help
of the Lord I 'shall try to overcome them.
May God'sbl~ssings be added and all humanity be eventually saved.
w. H. SMART.
STEELE, Ohio, June r6th.
Bro. C. R. Duncan:- You wanted to know how
we are getting along.
I tell you we are having
it on every side sirice you left. Mr·---gave his
wife a whipping on account of us Mormons, as
they call us. They say we ought to be run out
of the place. I tell you it is a warfare here. Do
you suppose that we ought' to stay in a place
where the prejudice gets so heavy that we can
hardly stand it?
We do everything we can to
enlighten their minds. I can say that we enjoy
the Spirit of the Lord many times, and I .know
if we are faithful we will get our reward. I hope
and pray that you may have liberty in presenting
the gospel to the world, that many may believe
and obey.
THEODORE GIVENS
GRAHAM, Texas, June 26th.
Ed£tors He.rald:-Am having a good time;
baptize some occasionally. The people at Turk
Valley crowded the house so I hardly had standing room, and at night I could see by the light of
the moon the bright eyes shining in at the doors
and windows of those seeking to hear while I
-spoke to them with the b<"st of liberty for an
hour and a quarter on "Seek first the kingdom of
God and its righteousness." At first, it was so
crowded and warm, I thought I would soon
have to stop; but I forgot the heat (and I guess
the people did, too), for the light of God's Spirit
was given. Manv are believing, and some will
obey. Excitement runs high. I am called "The
big preacher." It is easier to preach to outsiders
than to the Saints.
A. J. MooRE.
OMAHA, Neb., June 3oth.
Editors Hendd:- On leaving Brownville
rested under the parental roof and attended the
weekly prayer meeting, and spoke once to a
small but attentive audie''Ce.
Since my arrival here I have labored as best I
could in harmony with the au1horities.
I am
hopeful that some little good has been done.
Preached twice in South Omaha, and done well,
as the first night was rainy, and Rev. Sam Small
was the attraction. I had an audience of eight,
and the next night doubled, and I am of the
opinion that was good in a city of twelve thousand sustaining sixty saloons.
I did better at Florence, a town of only five
hundred with only four saloons, my congregation
for the five evenings averaging about forty. The
best of order and att,ention prevailed.
The heat has been very severe in this city. A
number have been overcome and a number of
deaths have occurred.
I have suffered intense
pain in my head, and at times felt depressed and
a little blue.

This is a great city. Here the two extrem i{j
of wealth and penury are quite visible, with all
·the folly arid evil common to these conditions.
Games of base ball, parks and beer gardens are
much better attended on Sunday than places of
worship.
This coming fall the question of prohibition
will be 'voted on in this State.
I have tried to
carefully study the situation and am led to believe it will fail to carry, for the reason that many
who talk and believe in prohibition will vote
against it. 1 have just completed the reading of
the book, ~·Robert Elsmere." The hero had a
sad ending, but no great amount of good timber
was employed in the plot! , True religion need
not fear from such.
In bonds,
R. M. ELVIN.

NEw HoPE, Va., June 24th.
Editors .He.rald:-I left the gt>neral conference
at Lamoni on April 15th, for Stewartsville,
Kingston and other points in Missouri where I
had the pleasure of meeting friends and relatives
after an absence of nearly eighteen months doing gospel work in north-west Kansas district.
I spoke several times during my visit there, but
was made to realize quite forcibly what our Savior meant when he said, "A prophet is not without honor, save in his own country."
"Is not this he that used to chop wood in our
midst?"
"From whence hath he knowledge to
instruct us?" Human nature seems to be about
the same now as it was In the apostolic age.
During my sojourn at Kingston I had a conversation with Dr. E. Mil!<:>r, author of the book
entitled, "A Messenger of Light, and Index to
Gospel Truth."
On page eleven, he makes the
statement that "Christ has come again," and
"that we now stand before him in judgment." I
told the doctor I thought it impossible for him to
sustain his position from the Scriptures. He replied that he would discuss these propositions
with any man who could speak the English language, a sckolar preferred. After some reflection
I informed him that I would furnish a man to
discuss with him. I immediately retired to write
a letter to Elder M. H. Forscutt of St. Joseph,
asking him to represent the church in the contest; but ere I had it completed, the doctor came
in and informt>d me that he had consulted with
his family and they objocted to his engaging in
the discussion on account of his health. It rather reminds one of the man who said "Hold me
or I'll whip that man."
I suppose the doctor
will withdraw his broad challenge now, as he has
found that the family objects.
I came east via Chicago ,and Cleveland, stopping one week at Kirtland and about three weeks
at Wheeling, W. Va and Steele, Ohio (also called Quincy).
I spoke nine times at the latter
place with much opposition.
Bro. Theodore
Givens and wife are the only Saints there, and
from a letter received from them since f left, and
from personal observation while there, I conclude
that they are having "warm times."
Brn. Devore and Brown had held a series of meetings
there prior to mine.
I baptized two at Wheeling and one at Glen
Easton, West Virginia, the fruit of the labors of
others.
I arrived In my field of labor the roth inst. and
found Bro. James Moler here ready for duty.
Am sorry to say that openings are very scarce,

and prejudice against us very strong. We shall
do the best we can, and, if no one responds to the
warning voice to come out of Babylon, we shall
expect just as much reward for our work as
though all Babylon had given heed.
We read·
with rnu<;h comfort the ;vord of the Lord given
through Bro. Stafford at the general conference,
in. which we are told not to be ·discouraged,
"whether in Maine or California, Tahiti or any
other portion of the earth." That includes Virginia too.
If the Lord be for us, who·can prevail against us.
I start for Page county the 27th inst. to hunt
up the relativeB of Bro. I. N. Roberts. Bro. Moler goes to Roxbury, south-east of Richmond
about eighteen miles.
We surely feel the need
of the prayers of all. the Saints.
In gospel bonds;
C. R. DUNCAN.
CLEARWATER, Neb., June 19th.
Editors Herald:-I have been preaching at
four different points of late and have baptized
two, with a few more investigating. I am greatly blessed in preaching, which is very encouraging.
Crops look good in these parts, but the farmers
are very poor through poor crops and heavy
mortgages which will finally take many of their
farms.
I have obtained a horse and road-cart so that I
can get over the country much better than here·
tofore and with less e:xpense.
Yours in Christ,
W. M. RUME·L.
WEBB CITY, Mo., June 21st.
Editors Hemld:--While reading the cheering
pages of the Herald; a calm, peaceful spirit pervades my whole being. I have often wanted to
write to you; but felt my inability to do so; but
the Spirit says Come up higher, and all fear is
cast aside. Perhaps Bro. A. H. Smith has forgotten ine (for I was quite small when he visited
here), but I remember him; and while perusing
his letter I felt that God was indeed with him in
power and in much assurance in the great work
he has set set apart for him to do. I am made to
rejoice many times in this great work, and often
I am made to feel very weak, and that I can
hardly keep in the narrow way. It always re ..
minds me of theBe few lines.
"When dark clondA of trouble haBg oe'r us
And threaten our peace to destroy,
There is hope "miling brightly before us,
And we know that deliverance is nigh."

A few weeks ago Bro. E. A· Davis left us for
his field of labor. He went to Lamar (this state),
and was welcomed at the home of Bro. and Sr.
Souders. He preached a few times in their
vicinity with good results. On June 2nd in company with Bro. and Sr. Souders and four others we
repaired to a small creek across a pasture not far
from their home, where Bro. Davis administered
the rite of baptism to Bro. Fred, Albert and Zada
Souders,-three noble young people. It seemed
so odd to be there alone, no one to lead In singing but sister Zada; but vvith her assistance we
;;ang "Redeemer of Israel," after which Bro.
Davis led us in prayet. After baptism we
returned to the house for confirmation, the Spirit
was present and 'he same blessings pronounced
on their heads when quite small were again promi.sed, and in the two young men God will find
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willing servants, and sister Zada will not falter in
trying to help push on the· work she has enlisted
in. Bro. Davis is an able and humble servant of
the Lord, and if he continues faithful the Lord
will bless his efforts more abundantly .in the
future than in the past. We were very glad to
hear from Bro. M. T. Short's ministerial labors.
We always remember him; nor do we forget H.
C. Smith I. N. Roberts and others of the. missionaries who have been welcomed to our humble
home. When I saw the names. of the noble
young men who left this district appear with so
much favor it makes me rejoice, although I think
we are forgotten, for we have been left so long
without an active missionary, and we are giving
up those noble laborers to other fields; but God
has heard our cry and we now have a missionary
in South-west Missouri.
Part of our district is in Kansas, and as Bro.
Crawley is there they do not ne_ed any more so
much as we; for miles and miles around us there
are no Saints, but the promise is that there will
be.
You:r sister,
KATIE BRADLEY.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 29th.
Editors Herald:- You will doubtless be pleaRed
to heat: that th.e work in this place is still moving
forward. Our branch is increasing in numbers
and in. spirituality; and the meetings are well attended and spiritual. Our church and Sundayschool hdd services in the grove last Sunday
with excellent results. Although the day was
very warm, over roo0 in the shade, a goodly
number attended, including .stnmgers whose
f;tces we had never seen in our meeting-house.
We had the pleasure lately {)f leading twentynine precious souls into the waters of baptism,
m:ostly !Ilembers of the Sunday-school and the
result of Sunday-school labor. This shows that
our school is alive and itE teachers at work.
I baptized one more Sunday-school· scholar today, which t]1akes the even thirty. We confirm, ed twenty~five this afternoon (five ha,·ing been
confirmed last Wednesday night),and the good
Spirit '\'las present confirming our work:
I never felt better in. the work. I hope for the
time whim I shall be able to devote my entire
labor tothis glorious cause.
Business here is very dull. . There is very lit.tle building hl!re:. I have done but little since
cpnference, and it begins to look as though I
Vl'ould have to leave (as mu~h as I dislike .the
thought\ to seek work elsewh:Jre.
F. G. PITT.
DURANGO, Texas, Juhe 23d.
Editors Herald :-I . set out from. home last
Tuesd~y. for Elmwood, Bel1 county, thps visiting
severalpf tl;le Saints in that. section and preach·
ing three times "to -fair sized congregations, with
good liherty, and I hope with good effect. There
T met ;aro. Bates.. We expect to commence
1
.preaching here to-night arid continue. as long as
we think it prudent. The prospect is good for a
) ""successful meeting at this. time.
T have 'Qaptized .and confirmed two n:"10re .of
Hate, and the prospectis good for more to follow
~oon in Burleson. county. .More places <tre open
to preach it1 than I can occupy at present
.. Bro .. Moqre .will be V<ith me soon. He was in
Jack county when last I heard from him. We
go to An.der~on and.J;:Iouston counties

455

when he comes, there to commence some two
one speech, so that the little boys on the streets
days' meetings at different points in Central. would yell out, "My servant Joseph Smith J-R.''
Texas district. We can not name the places and
The Saints here are all strengthened and endates until we hear from Bro. J. W. Gillen, who
couraged, and some of the outsiders say the
Christian's must send a bigger man to meet the
wants and expects to be with us in our meetings.
Saints the next time.
Bro. Lambert preached
We need all the ministerial help we can get.
two good sermons, and E. L., one, yesterday.
The demands are great, but the preachers are few
Bro. McKiernan and I will hold 1orth at theY eain this section.
Bro. Eiihu Bates, a young elder, is starting off ger school-house next Sunday; then I expect to
go to Eagle Grove, in Wright county, then to
finely. He is a man of good influence in and
Grove Hill, in Bremer county, also to Elkader.
out of the church; therefore the prospect is fair
for him to do well in the work. Brethren, pray .Parties in those localities who desire my labors
will please write me at o·1ce at -Sonora.
for us in Texas.
Yours in bonds,
Calls for preaching are numerous and prosE. W. NuNLEY.
pects encouraging.
So may the good work go
on.
J. S. RoTH.
CABOoL, Mo., June 2oth.

Editors Herald:-I have just returned from a
preaching tour in Howell and Oregon counties,
Missouri. Bro. Bootman in Howell county has
opened up a good work and made friends. I
stayed with Bro. Jones in Oregon county anum·
ber of days and called on a number of Saints
who seemed glad to see me, They have been
without a Shepherd, having no preaching since
Brn. Sprinf!er and Heman C. Smith preached
for them seven years ag'O, except that Bro. Bootman visited them perhaps once a year for the
last two or three years.
Bro. Jones is alive in the work. He has a nice
family of children, a family that is an honor to
him. I baptized one lady.
Bro. Boot man and I expect to visit the Oregon
county Saints the first of August. The people
in that part of the country told me that it would
be a leisure time with th<Jm. There seems to be
some interest in gospel work In that part. They
have quit nailing up School-houses against us.
I. N. White preached herelast night to an attentive audience. He went to Willow Springs
this morning to continue a series of meetings at
that place.
In gospelbonds;
B; A. ATWELL.

MACHIAS, Maine, June 24th.·
Editors Herald:-I am still on deck and on duty.
Since general conference I have preached
in ten different places, in some of which the one
faith was never preached before; and as in all t,he
ages of the past, some like. and others dislike it.
Some say Foss is a good man and others say he
is a devil, while others say "He is the smartest
preacher we ever had in this place;" others say F
"I dont want anything of old Joe Smith.'' I tell
them to "never mind about old Joe or young Joe,
old Paul or St. Peter;" but ask what ,they will .do
with Jesus and what he had to say of his Fatl:ter's
,plan to save a lost woild by!
Some of the Methodists and Adventists got
their heads full; but very little of, our gospel
.touched the' heart; Well did Jesus s~y, "For every one that doeth evil hateth the Itght, neither
cometh to the light, lesf his deeds should be reproved.''-John 3: 20.
·An uncle of mine at Mason's Bay, heard me
preach a. f.uneral sermon last spring-, and as he
left the house he told one of !):is SOJ:ils, "When I
die if John is around I want him to' preach my
sermon."
Last Sunday he walked from his sitting room
to the bed room and laid down, and rin two min.c
utes his spirit left for the spirit worlq._ Yesterday I was called to address a large gathering of
relativesaud friends and pay ourlas't respects to
the remains of my uncle who has gi:me the way
of all the earth.
He always told his children
who ha!l obeyed the gospel, that if tliev only lived as the elders had told them, they would be all
right. We feel to regret that Olj,r good, kind tmcle had notobeyed the heaven-sent gospel before
he departed this life.
Yours truly,
f. C. Foss.

RuNNELs, Io.,vr, June 3oth.
Editors Herald:-The long talked of debate
held at this place clos.ed last Friday night. It
was held by Bro. E. L. Kelley, and Pro!. Dungan
of the Drake (Campbe)lite) University, of Des
Moines, Iowa; and the Christian· (Gampbellite)
Church offered up another sacrifice, .not. a male
goat without a blerrdsh, but the. renowned Prof;
Dungan. For the :un;:~nimo.us .dedsio.n outside
of the Christian memb'ers is .that Elder Kelley
came out ahead on ev~ry point.
The propositions discussed were, first, E. L.
Kelley ·affirmed that the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was the true
SHERIDAN, Mo.,'June 22d.
church. Then Prof. Dunganaffirmed that the
Editors Herald: - l have just returned from
Christian Church. V<as the true church. It was
the south part of Nodaway district,: where Bro.
amusing by times to see the Profeswr work,
Peak anq I held a two-d!lys meeting;
sweat and twist to apply the.newname; bu.t he
Sister King, who resides where ,the Eureka
utter! y failed.
branch ohce was, bore the following; remarkable
Another interesting feature of the debate was
testimony. to ·Bro. Pea\). and I. She said she
that there were about thir:teen. Christian ministers
witnessed .a babe at its mot)1er1s preast, that·
there part of the time,<and sh:. Latter Day Saint
shouted, "Hosannah; and amen," three times,
elders. I know that the cause of truth lost noth- with uplifted. hands, with the whol~ asse!llbly,
ing by thediscussi~n, and ifdontmatter if a man
This t 0 ok place atthe tiine.of the dedication and
has as many D.D.'s a;nd LL D.'s attached to his
enqowment,. in Kirtland Temple~ {)hio. She
naml! as there. itre spikes in. the. Pad fie railwad,
says she was close to the child 5'-Pd heard it
it ls a .hard matter for, him. to .establish false as' · speak. Uhen relatl!d the testimony, of Ebe~ezer
sertions.
Robinson t() the s~me. event, w~ich; h.e g<tve
Tfte Professor used the :words ''Jiil;yser\l~l'lt}o
the prysence ?f many,iq,K;irHand, in. <we .<cum,.,
seph ~mlth J--R"as o.ftenas.tweJ:lt,r,<meHmesin
in I883rSl).~hxg/f\e sa~
· . child
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the same as does Sr. King. This he did in a
"Because,"says the objector, ''we have
prayer meeting·. This is the cap· sheaf of miracles
became subject to sin in this ·world, and
in the church and there could be n..o deception in · that disc;ualifies us."
it.
Yours,
But again, I ask, is not the
God's
JOHN HAWLEY.

NEW MARION,

Ind., June r6th.

Editors He ald:-The good work still goes on.
I have been holding meetings in.the Olive branch
this county, commencing one week ago last Friday evening, and notwithstanding the weather
has been extremely wet every evening since the
middle of the week, we have had good attendance
and good liberty in presenting the truth to the people. The Saints are revived and encouraged and
prejudice isgraduafly giving away, and truth is
beginqing to come to the front.
Yesterday we led one more precious soul into
the kingdom-Sr. Allie Jolly. Bro. Jolly is greatly encouraged and rejoices in the work. The
branch has been in rather a low state, not having
and meetings for some time; but we think they
will go to work now, as they are all feeling better.
1 expected to go from here into Daviess county,
but there has been so much rain and that county
is so ,>Vet that I am not certain that we will go at
this time. This Central Indiana is a new field
and we have to work as we can, and all we can.
We expect to be in the field and at our post.
God blesses us with good interest in every plac(',
We are feeling strong in the faith and are greatly encouraged.
Yours in the faith,
LEONARD

F.

DANIEL.

~nmmunittafinus.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible ·forr
their own views. Contributions solicited.

J 0 H N 3: 13.
true that the Savior is the only person of all our race from Adam to the
present time who has ascended to God's
home, to live there either as a spiritual entity or with a physical body?
We learn by what we read in Genesis
2: 6, that God created all the children of
men in heaven before he placed the fir~t
man on the earth: "And I, the Lord God,
had created all the children of men, and
not yet a man to till the ground; for in
heaven created I them, and there was not
yet flesh upon theear!h!'
This is where God lives. We quote
our Savior's words iri 11>~tthew r8: 10,
where he says the "ang·els [spirits] of little
children do always behold the face of my
Father who is in heaven."
But if it is objected to this quotation
that it refers to little children who have
been in the world, died and gone to heaven, then I answer that in this cnse it helps
to prove the point which I set out to makr~,
to wit, that mnny of the spirits of our race
who have lived in this vvorld now dwell
in the presence of God; and so I refer the
reader to John I: 6, 7i Malachi 2: I5, as
further proof that we lived with trod before we came· here; and 'mch bein§! the
case, I ask why can we not return to God
at death; and I am answ"'red "BecBtJ~e we
are not fit!' But why are we not fit?

Is

IT

power to save us from sin?
Paul says it is: "Moreover,
I
declare unto you the gospel,
[
preached unto you, which also ye have received, and wherein ye stand, by w hicb also ye are saved."-I Cor. rs: r, 2.
We have believed and taught that the
law of repentance if applied to the
will staunch the fountain of sin, and that
the persons so excercised are freed or forgiven all their sins in the waters of
tism; (Mark r: 3; Acts 2: 38 22:
and by those laws we become
Christ to sin. "Now if we be dead with
Christ we believe that we shall also live
with him."-Rom. 6: 7, 8. For Christ so
loved the church that he gave himself for
it, that he might sanctify ;md cleanse it
· with the washing of water by the
that he might present it to himself a
o'us church, not having spot or
any such thing; but that' it should be
and without blemish, (Ephb. 5:
So then because sin has been on our
race from Adam until to-day is no reason
why those who obey the gospel should
not become free from sin, hence
to return to the Father in heaven
this life is past; and this idea, I
su~tained by a great many quotations
Scripture.
The first quotation I would call the
render's attention to is tound in Genegis 7:
63, 64, I. 1': "And be heard a loud voice,
and the heavens were veiled and all the
creations of God mourned, and the earth
groaned and the rocks were rent, and the
Saints arose and were crowned at the
hand of the Son of Man with crowns of
glory. And. as many of the
were in prison came forth and
right hand of God."
The reader will notice that not
did
the Saints ascend with Christ who were
raised at the time
his resurrection
27: 56, 57), but also the spirits who were
in prison that Jesus preached to
Peter
3: 1 8-20) were released from
and
accepted at the right btmd of
faith Enoch was translated that he
not see death and was not found because
God had translated him."
I would like to ask the reader if God
translated Enoch to the
per, or some other corner of
or did he go to heaven to live with the
Father? He says of his tram;lation that
"Zion in process of time was taken up into heaven;" >~nd the Lord said unto
"Behold mine abode forever."-Gen. 7:
28. And in verse 66 he savs: "Thou
made me and given me ~ right to
throne. And it came to pass th~t Zion
was not, for God received
his
own bosom."-verse
Again: If the
who
are translated do not go to heavt'n as some
of the elders teach, what cloes such
ture as the followinQ" mean? "Ancl it
to pa~s as
still went on and tal
thnt behold
fire and horses of

of

both asunder, and Elijah went up by a
whirlwind into heaven."-z Kings .2: I L
The brethren who do not believe that
the
go to heaven when life on
this earth is over
do well to remember the
who would
story, how that Elijah
but went and scoured the
had really
home
live with
God who ·
been a
Father to him in all his troubles.
I am
that the Savior
taught the
would
come to him after death.
I z: 26
he says: "If
m 8n love me
him follow me, and
I am there also shall
my servant be." This quotati0n is so
that it seems useless for me to
to embellish it with
of my own.
Christ dwells
the Father, Acts 7: 55;
Rnd as his servants are to be with him they
r,re all 10gether. The Savior when talkto Peter about this matter at another
said to
"Thou canst not follow
should
but thou

to

I

:36.

this
refer to Christ's mission to
and also to the fact that
follow Jesus there on a like
I believe it refers to both of
and also to the thircl fact that
Peter was to follow Chri§t home to the
Fnther. In Rom. 8: I 7 Paul savs that the
rie·htenuo are heirs of God and
heirs
with Christ. Now if I sav that
a joint heir with
I-wish to
the idea that Brown has an equal
with Jones to the same property. So
dear readers, the
being ioint heirs
with
will
not inhe~it the same
property (heaven)
him? How beautifully this truth harmonizes with Enoch's
words when he
"Thou hast given
me a
to
The
24, when
"I have glorithee on the earth; I have finished the
me to do, and now, oh
thou me with thine own
which I had with thee
I will that

the.world.'-' Christ ln this
the Father to let him come
work on earth was done and
th:1t those who
come home to the same place when
their work on earth was done.
No doubt Paul believed Chri~t'e. prayer
for he
in PhiL r: 23,
tvvo [a
or go home to the
desire to
and be
far better
;
abide in the flesh is more
ne·dful
you.''
N ')W we call on a witnef'S from the Book
:3: "And
We delived to the age of
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wherein thou
man that our
called us may have an end that we may
speedily come unto thee in
And he said unto
cause ye desired this
after that ye are
and two
old ye shall come unto me in
and with me ye shall find .rest.
These scriptures show how Matthew
r z will be fulfilled, which says,
and be exceedingly
for great is your
reward in heaven,"
and if they do not
mean what I
the righteous
dwell with God
between death
and the resurrection, what do the
mean which say,
the
cometh with ten thousands of his saints,"~
Jude 1 : 14? And again, "For behold he
cometh in the clouds with ten thousands
of his saints,"-Rev.I: 7; and again, "For
if we believe that Jesus died and rose again,
even so them who
in
shall God
bring with him."-I
4: 14, 15.
How can -God bring the saints from
heaven with him to
on earth if
are not there to bring?
Yours for the truth,
D. E. HouGH.
PoR~

CARLING, Ontario.

MUST THEY DO IT?
T~xT :-"And

the Church shall lift up
their hands against him or her, that
may be dealt with according to the law
God."-D. C .. 42: 22.
It is argued that the command, 11and
thus shall ye do in all cases which shall
come before you,"
to all cases of
adultery, and does
apply to other offeBces. But i:t reads,
he or she do any
mannerqf iniquity, he or she shall be delivered up to the law, even that of. God."
And again~ ''And if thy brother or sister
offend thee, thou shalt
or
betw,een him or her
thee alone; and
he or she confess,
shalt be recon.ciled.
And if he or she confess not, fhou
deliver him or her·
unto the church,
not to the mem hers,
to the elders. And
it shall b~ done in a meeting, and that not
· berore the wo,rld._
23.
Addressing the
in a "Revelation
g-iyen. Februal,'y, 18g1," the Lord said:
"Ye shall see that my law is kept. He
that receiveth my law and doeth it, the
sam.e is my .disciple,; and
that saith he
re.~eiveth it and doeth it
the
n()t_my discipJe, and shall be cast out
an10ng you."-D. C. 41: 2. Personal or
private -offences are to be settled according
to the teachings of the Great Head of
Church, given to the saints offormer days,
t:hll<; :•. "More.over, if. thy broth~r
agl}inst .thee, go and tell him his
twe'~n him and. thee. alone: if he .shall hear
thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But
if he will' not hear thee, then take with
thee one o.r two nwre, that in the. mouth
oftwo or three witnesses every word may
be .established. And if he shall
to
hear thern, tell it to the church;
neglect to hear the <;burch, let.him be .unto
thee as ?. heathen man and a publican.
Matt. r8: I):;-I7· . The. tr&n~gressor
nqt q~corne ai;i 'aQ :heathen unto the
utiles~. he is cast out
.the. chureh,
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he will be in the same condition that he ing and forsaking the evil he is guilty of),
was in before he became a brother, or a ."shall be cast out."
If the words "the
fellow member of "the household or faith." church shall lift up their hands against him
Who may be cast out of the church? or her" mean that the church may, if it so·
"And
behold, I
unto the church. desires, "lift up their hands," or refuse to
Thou
not kill; and he that kills ~hall do so if they see fit; or if through personin this world, nor in al good will toward the trl}nsgre~.sor, or
the world to come." That is, the church because of family ties,or through fear of
a murderer. Nor will offending him, or for any other reason,
God forgive
If he is in the church, they may if they please refuse to inflict·
must be cast out. If he is in the world, that or any other penalty, then they may,
can not be baptized for remi-;sion of if they please, retain even the habitual
The words
for God would not acknowledge the adulterer in good standing.
act. "Thou shalt not steal; and he that "But if he doeth it again [or the second
stealeth and will not
shall be cast time] he shall not be forgiven, but shall be
Thou shalt not lie; he that lieth and cast out,'' is not a whit more emphatic or
will not
shall be cast out.
Thou express than the words, "The church shall
shnlt love
wife with all thy heart, and lift up their hands against him or her.''The Lord said that his laws concerning
shall cleave unto her and none el~e; and
he that looketh upon a woman to lust after these things are found in his Scriptures.
shall deny the faith, and shall not And in the Scriptures, among other thing~,
have the Spirit and if he repents not he shall we read, "But now I have written unto
be cast out."
a man h"~ not denied the you, not to keep company [have no fellowand has not lost the Spirit, then he ship], if any man that is called a brother
has not looked upon a woman to lust Hfter be a forqjcator, or covetous, or an idolater,
no matter what others may surmise. or a railer, or a drunkard, or an extortiondoes not require impossibilities of er, with such an one, go nofto eat." Modman.
He commands men to love their ify this to the fullest extent that the lan·u!ives, (not their women) with- all their guage will allow, and we would at least
hearts.
They were women before they be forbidden to hold church fellowship,
became wives y'. they may cease to be wives and to. eat the Lord's supperj with any soin the true and full sense of the term. called brother who is l'l fornicator, or covThey might be v,vives to other men as etous man, or an idolater, or a railer, or a
But Paul
well as to their lawful husban.ds. If so, drunkard, or an extortioner.
they could not be, nor would they deserve - may also have meant that we must not asto be, nor have they any right to chim to sndllte with, or even ef!t wit~ ,:uch peo:rle;
be loved with all the heart of their law- but at any rate we must n;ot fellowship
husbands. Again: "Thou shalt not them in the d:ureh;or, in otJ;!er won:ls, we
commit. adultery; and he that commiteth must cast.them out; or if not, "A .little
adultery and repenteth not shalJ be cast leaven, leaveneth the whole lump."-I
out; but
that has committed . adultery Cor. 5: I I.
and repe}Jts with all his heart, and fon<akAgain: if t-he words "shll,lllift up their
eth
and doeth it no more, thou shalt for- hands against him or l::er" mean that the
but if he doeth it again, he shall not church may do so if it sees proper, or has
but shall b.e cast.out. Thou a disppsition or will to do so, so the words
not speak evil of thy neighbor, nor .which say that theadulterer j'shallbe tried
any harm. Thou knowest my laws before two elders. of the church or more"
concerning these. thing& are given in my may mean that they may bei.so tried ifthe
ht; that sinneth and repenteth church chooses to have them tried for the
cast out.""""TD. C. 42:6, 7·
offense, but if they do not so elect they
Now whois to forgive the offences of 'rriay.wink at the iniquity, and let the ofthe rc>pentant transgressor? and who is to fer~der go~ Also the robber or thief may,
cast out, or expel, the unrepentant sinner.? if the church choose~, be dt;Iivered up to
Lord says "I speak unto the chur,ph." theofficers of the law; and the elders rnay,
the commandment reading, "And the if they please, s.ee that the: law is kept.
shall lift up their hands against And, in fact. whenever Gpd commands
or
that. they rpay b(;l denlt with the. church, officers or members, to do. anyaccording to the law of: God," applies only thing, and uses the word "shall," lie only
to cases of adultery, then all the other means. that they may do th~ thing requirclasses of offend,en; named above are to re- ed or not, just as they please. And when
main unmolested intbechurch; butifthey the.Lord says that "He that believeth .and
are to be cast out, as God says they must he(if i.s baptizt:d shall be saved," he only means
they repent not), then the church must lift that they will be saved if, ~be L'1rd sees
uo their hands against all these offenders, proper to save the~; and that "fl:e that.
and thus cast them out.
They have rio believeth not shall be damned," meansthat
1n the case. It will not do to say they may not be, after all.
It will not do to limit the command:
"the ehurch may, if/they choose, lift
up their hands against the offendeL" God "And thus ye shall do in all cases which
says that if the thief, the.liar, the adulterer, shall. come before .you,"· to icast;s.of adulthe man who has lost the Spirit through tery; for the law requires .tltlat whosoever
lust, the slanderer, back biter, the evil sha)ldo ! 1anymnnner of iniguity shall be
speaker, and he that_harms in any way his- deliyered up to the law,.even; that of God;''
'brother or his neighbor, whether. morally, and the word of God is express thatthe
physkaUy, pec~:~niarily, o.r official- eldt:rs "!>hall see that hJY lav,v is kept." As
who transgr~sses apyiaw: of God, they.are. to executet}Je law1 ~o .every transnot repent(which i11clu:de:s confess- gressor l}l.~y (ltld sh()uldb,e pro1,rght~efore
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SAIN.TS~

HERALD,

And so in the church-if a court of elders
a court of elders; for even personal offenses, if not confessed to the offended legally appointed and competent to sit in
ones, are to be brought before the church; judgment on a case, has found charges,
that is, to the elders.
There are :good 1' made in proper form, to have been
:reasons why other offenses than the sin of I by two or more competent witnes~es of
adultery should not .be tried before the en- the church, nnd the transgression is of
tire member$hip ofa branch. The elders that character which requires
act for, and in the name of the church. in as the proper penalty, the branch
investigating the charges preferred against choice of action in the matter, it must
a member and if found guilty, and the of- execute the law; its members must lift
their hands ~gainst the guilty one. ·
fense be one which the law demands ex·
pulsion to be enforced as the penalty there- they do not, such become transgressors
of that law that says the person who .:::om·
for, then the church or branch is to exe~
cute the law.
It is the sheriff or execu~ mits certain sins must "be cast out." The
tioner in the case.
But if the command: law does not say that the elders ~re to
"Thus shall ye do in all cases" &c refers cast them out, but that "the church" shall
·
to cases of adultery only, then there is no cast them out.
court. of elders required in other offenses;
If the branch should refuse to execute
and no requirement exists for the church the law, it ceases to be a branch of the
to lift hands against the offenders in other church, becauqe its members cease to be
matters, therefore the elders are not to see 'disciples of Christ by not keeping the
any other law kept except that against law of Christ. (Doc. Cov., 41: 2).
adultery, and the church is not to lift up should the charg-e or charges made be
hands against or to cast out any hut adula character the law does not
as beterers.
But if the elders are to see that ing punishable by expulsion from the
the law is kept, then they are to try or church, then no court of elders has aujudge every transgression of the law, or thority to demand such a penalty" But
the transgression of any portion of the law. whatever God has commanded the church
And if the church is to "cast o.ut" other to do, or has forbidden the church to
transgressor<;; than adulterers, then they are is law. Whatever the Lord has ~not
to lift up thejr hands against the offenders, we shall or must do, or that we must not
that being the recognized manner of ex- do, can not be called sin or
pressing their condemnation of, and exe- of law. But what is it that we are
cuting the penalty for transgression.
to do, or to leave undone,
The conclusion that seems to be the either directly or impliedly
only leg-itimlite one to be drawn from the or forbidden by the Lord in some one or
premises prfjsented, i~, that for every of- other of the books accepted by the church
as containing his word?
In a court of
fence classed in the catalogue of transgressions, a court of elders should be call- , elders two witnesses of the church are
ed if necessary, that is, when the prelimi- sufficient to prove the guilt of the ""'""''~"
nary steps toward reconciliation, or the "but if there are more than two witnesses
reclamation of the offender· have failed; it is better." Reason would teach us, and
and that when, by two or more witnesses justice would demand, that the accused
of the church, the charg·e is sustained, and should be allowed to prove his or her innocence by at least as many witnesses (if
the offence is of that character for which
expulsion is named as the adequate and, they can be found) to prove his or ber innecessary penalty, then there is no liberty nocence. The employment of
to be allowed the church or branch to elders to conduct the case on either side
which the offender belongs to discharge to my mind, an unwise "course; for frethe ·tran~gressor, because the church or quently these altor.neys are more intent
branch is not the judg-e or jury in the case, on "winning the case" than of either
but the sheriff or executioner or jailor, or proving the -guilt of the accused out of rehangman if you please. And pray, does gard for the honor of the cause of
from unthe law allow the sheriff or jailor, or exe- or oj saving an innocent
concutioner to loose the prisoner who has just punishment. I have seen
been found guilty by a jury, and sentenced ducted by attorney's in the church that
to imprisonment or death, and let him go were a burlesque or travesty on
Elders of known ability, as
as an
free? Nay, be is to execute the law, by
inflicting the penaltv defined by the court acquaintance with th law and order ofthe
which tried him. The sheriff, or jailer, church is concerned, and of known fairor executioner of the law, whatever he ness and justice, should be selected. And
may be called, has no liberty or right to when they have given the accused a fair
decide upon the guilt or innocence of the and impartial trial, and the accused is
party sentenced; but .he is to execnte the proven guilty beyond a reasonable
penalty affixed bv the court. If the ac- by two or more competent witnesses
cused can prove that he had not a fair the church, and the offence is one
and honest trial, he may appeal to a high- ing the expulsion of the
er court; ?.nd if the sentence is sustained transgressor, then the branch has no other
by the higher or highest court of appt!la!, course left it than to expel the offender.
the officer who is to ·execute the :;entence But if the offt·nce is not of the character
the
must inflict the penalty-he has no option that would n:q uire or
in the case. He can not discharge from sion of the accused, the elders would be·custody the prisoner.until the hig-her court tray a lflmentable and an inexcusable
has RO ordered him because it has found I norance of the law and order of
that he has· not merited the punishment church, if l:hey should sentence the acaffixed by the lower or original court. cused to expulsipn from the church. But

I

I

if such an improbable case should

oc~:i{,W,

the branch, if doubtful of the law in the
case, should hesitate to e:kecute the sentence, and .the court should be called upon
to show that the accus11tion was a punishable offence. But the officers, the teachers of the branch, should be sufficiently
with the law of the church as
to not present charges that are not punishable in some clearly defined manner by
the law.
It is not probable that the teachers of
a branch would prepare charges, and the
president of the branch call a court of
Elders to
a member for an offence not
nor is it to be supposed that
or more elders of the church could he
found so
of the law and,order
of the
as to attempt to try a case
of church law and
It is to be presumed, therethat when the teachers prefer
charges, and the president of the branch
convenes a court of impartial and wise elders to
a case, and they sit in solemn
and serious judgment in the case, and .find
a man guilty of the charge or charges
against
and sentence him to
~A<Juw'"" from .the church-I repeat, it is
to
presumed that the sentence is just,
and the branch should lose sig-ht of persona]
for the accused·, and ignore
the demands of family ties and sympathy
for the offender or his familv, and should
so honor
law of God as to vote that
be be
A persi~tent tn;nslaw of God forfeits his
not only of membership in the
but also forfeits salvation and eternal life.
The branch
retain such a person
in membership, or. retain his name upon
the church record, but it could not po!;sibly send him to
nor keep his
name in the Lamb's book of life, nor keep
him out of hell.
try to keep him in the church,
the laws of which he has so little love or
for? You are "winking at iniqwhen you refuse to "lift up" your
against the undeniably guilty transgref.sors of the law of God. Their own
;;cts cut them off from the church; they
are dead
and because by reason
of
transgression, or failure to
the law of God, they cease to be dislose the Spirit, and like a limb
is
of sap, they die;
dead they are utterly useless as
of the living tree or church of

I
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would do it in the name of the church, outsiders· at our conference.
When we
the honor and good name of the church,
be permitted to pass the second or third it would be the act of the branch, by get there
will go right ahead with it.
offence. The laws that govern the church proxy
would be represented in the I have laid awake hours thinking of it.
are divine laws, or the laws of God. The act. But the law expressly states that The Lord has told us that many are pr(:)church did not create them; its duty is to "the elders'' are to try the case, and then paring for deliverance, and he says, 'Orare to "lay the case before the church, ganize, that deliverance may come.'
obey them; or if it disobeys them, it wili
be punished by the judgments of God, if
the church [not the court of elders]
"Well, brother, preach organization;
the entire body is guilty. If the body at shall lift up their hanrls against him or pray organization; talk organization. Our
large is not under condemnation, it will be
that they may be dealt with accord· time is limited to do this work in; and .if
calied upon to execute the law upon the
to the law of God." It does not say we do not do it within the time, the Lord
if the majority favor it, they shall be has told us that we shall perish; but inasindividual transgressor. If it refuses to do
this, it insults the Lawgiver by treating cast out, but the church, i. e., the whole much as we hearken to his counsel and do
his law with indifference and neglect and church (or branch) "shall lift ur their as he bids us, we will do it and just escape,
hands against" the transgressor. If it, as and that is all.
becomes a transgressor.
"I think it would be well 'to have as
If a branch, as a
should refuse to a branch, refuses so to do, it is itself a
expel a member thereof, whom a court of transgressor. If. one,. two, three, or many come from Iowa to conference as
more, refuses to lift up their hands, they possible, and otherw heres.
elders has truly found deserving of
are transgressors; and if they repent not,
It would be well for the brethren in
sion, then the district conference, or
not be cast out? Who will Bro. [Israel] Rogers' settlement to make
elders assembled in conference, have the why may
arrangements to help feed those who will
right, and it is their. duty, to punish the say that they can not be?
T. w. SMITH.
come to conference. Let them furnish as
branch. If the district conference should
IrivrNG'roN, Cal , June 21et, 1890
much as you think necessary and it shall
refuse to do this, then the General Conbe accounted to them as tithing. Call on
ference could punish the di~trict conference
all that are able to furnish and see that it
for its fault. If only the majority of the
MEMOIR S.-No, III.
is done. We must have all together that
branch should refuse to execute the
we can get, for we must organize; and
the majority only should suffer. The
BY W· W. BLA'i'R.
we must stop together until. we get an
minority, who were willing and ready to
We will select; beforehand
execute the law, should not be made to THE church, though expecting Joseph things right.
suffei. In the opinion of the writer, the would be called of God
come to them all we can, as Bro. Marks sugg¢sts, to expe. :
affirmative vote alone should be called on and preside at no distant day,they never· dite.
"How is it about another Herald.t! The
the question of expelling a person de- theless had no thought of his coming unserving of expulsion. It should .not be til the scattered Saints, including the Utah Spirit has commanded that we give a genput in this form, namely: So many of you J\!ormons, would be notified of the prom- eral invitation to all in our churches to
as are in favor of expelling A. B. C., raise ises given thrpug.h prophecy concerning come together on the 6th [of April] to orIs there money eno~gh to pub~
your hands; and so many as are opposed him. But the very first pf February, 186o, lianize.
to .his expulsion, raise your hands. But it I received .a letter dated at Blanchardville, lish another? Plem:e write onireceipt.
should be like this: Inasmuch as Bro. A. V'lisconsin, Jan. 29th, I86o, from E!d,,r Z.
I think you would do welllto write to
B. C. has been found guilty, after due H. Gurley, Sr., from which I nowcopy as each president of the church w~st that vou
labor. and trial, of the siJ:J. of - - ; and in- follows: "I rejoice in God that. the work are acquainted with. We mu~t keep this
asmuch as he refuses to repent of his sin goes on so finely, and I know.. that if we before the church continually )Inti! dope."
and confess the same, you are required by are united and d() what .. th(:) Lord comNot long after receiving thf above.letthe law of.God, to lift your hands against mands us, the year r86o will not pass be- ter, perhaps the first davs of. :M;~rch, it was
him to expel him
church, you fore the prophet is among us.
This the revealed through the Spirit inlan evening
will now, in obedience
the law of God,
has revealed to us ..•• Last even- prayer meeting at Bro. Roy,al Stone's,
and to honor the cause of Christ, so raise
in our prayer meeting 'Ye asked the near Amboy, Illinois, that yoi,tng Joseph
your hands. To refuse tq so do, and to
to instruct us and we were told that Smith . wot1ld come to our ;conference,
hope by silence to retain such an unworthy some years ago!)ecalled and ordained sev- April 6th, in Amboy, to take the presidenperson in the church through misplaced en men apostles, to take the oversight of cy of the church. This was unlooked for
sympathy or unwarranted pity, is to as" this work,telling .U!> that it was his will and startling infcrmation to ~s all.
On
sume more charity. af!d benevolence and
senior . should p~eside, but the the evening of March the 19th, Bro. I. L.
greater wisdom than the Almighty ex·
church appointed another, and .inasmuch Rogers called on me at my ,home near
hi bits. in the case. If he considered it to as he.was upheld by faith ·he acknowledg- Amboy, saying that Bro. Wm. Marks
, .. Bro. Blair, l have got good had just received a letter from! young Jobe w!~e. and beneficent, . ·for the trans- ed
gressors' best good, and for the honor of
to tell you.andyou mav g!)t re<~dy to seph Smith, Nauvoo, Illinois, in which he
this cause, and. for his own glory, to have
the Lord; . . • The Lord told u.s said he intended to come to the Amboy
the offender retained i.n the church,
night we gotthe commandmen-t [to or" conference; ;ilso tbat he desired to coupsel
h~:~ve ever .required the c.hurch to cast
ganize],that m~ny would fall, but some with Bro. Marks .and others of tbe elders
the i.inrepenting transgressor out of -the would remain and they should.b(:) a means and. therefore he requested .him (Bro.
body? Can iLbe les~.than an insult to
of .restoring, &c. . . . As to Edmund Marks) to visit him at once at Nauvoo
Fatper, and the Son, ~nd the Holy Ghost [Briggs], I do n?t think that it is the mind and bring with him such elders ~ll he might
Bro. Marks, in vjew pf this, had
for any mell) bt;:r of the chqrch to r()fuse to of the Spirit that he come to the confer- select;
.lift 8is or .her hand t,o expel those whom ence. You ~ecollect that the testimony of selected. Bro. Rog.ers and myself to accptn- ·
'.i God. has said must be expelled? Is it
the Spirit one year ago. last. June in your p~ny him. I at once arrangedand went
' . less a sin to refuse to ''cast. out" an
house, through Samuel [Gurley] was, that with Bro. Rogers, joining Brp. Marks at
worthy member of the church than
when he comes.back he should come with ~end()ta from whence. we weht via Bur·would be to refuse to receive a worthy
the. prophet.
l am satisfied that he will lington to Nauvoo where w~ had interviews with .Joseph and. his mo,t"\Jer in. re'plicar1t for. membership? Is itany more
it~ I have. written to him as our counof a ~in to lie, or steal, or swear, 9r covet, sel tJ1at from this time hl'O visits the church- spect to the doctrinal views of the Reor:
or b.reak the. Sabbath because.· God has es and let his labor be with thc-m and ganized church, the work of ffo~eph the
,said th~t we shall not do these things, than prea,ch organization to them. . That is Seer and the relationship of tl~e Doctrine
it is
refus(:).to lift up the hand against what thiswo~k i~for, and I would notrec, · .and Goven~nts and the Boo.k (lf.Mormon
the Lord ha.s. said you shall om.mend the addition of anv' more old to that \'York.
To their imv.¥ies we rec
' .
before we o~ganize.~ We have plied tl')<it th~ church held th4t the do~
some
that
enough to do that work, and we have ~rines, priJ1dples arid rulesf?T qh.qrch g9ythelaw, i,
do
timetq instruct•..W<1mu~t i~ter- .. er~ment setforthin them were Sti.pre
the branch doing
cqntrpverl/.f 011 d<;>Ctdt;!aL points by ·th~t ... the. ministryal:ld.l!le.ll)bets~ip

we

to
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bound to honor and obs<orve them, and th;t
these two, with the
constituted the
written basis upon which the church must
ever be builded, and be the authority by
which it should be governed.
With this
they seemed much pleased, and Joseph
then said that himself and mother would
meet with us in conference on the 6th of
April.
Returning- to our
letters were
written to different branches abroad informing- them of the fact that Joseph had
determined to attend the coming- conference and
with the Reorganization.
A council was held on the 4th of
April, over which Elder \Villiam Marks
presided, to consider and
conference business.
Joseph and his mother came on the sth
inst. and attended the prayer meeting in
the evening at Bro. Royal Stone's, where
a very spiritual and interesting seasoh was
enjoyfd,
• In the ~fternoon of the 6th inst., conference having bren org,mized in tbe city of
Amhoy, }mcph sd forth hi~ c>!ll and
claims to the presidency of the church,
stating in his ::Jddress, wl1ich was delivered
most of the time in tears, that he had come
to the conference upon the call and by a
higher power than that of man, and that
without such divine call he would not
come. Upon the close of his address he
was, upon motion, received
the president of the church and was ordained
under the hands of Pres. William Marks
and Apostles z_ H. Gurley, SHmuel Powers and W. W. Blair.
On the evening of the 8th inst Bro. J oseph Smith and SL Emma
his
mother, with Bro. and Sr. I. L. Rogers;
Bro. E. C. Brig-gs, Sr. Helen Pomeroy
and Sr. E. Whitcomb, spent the evening at my house on the farm, two miles
west of Amhoy. During the evening Sr.
Emma related many incidents in respect
to church affairs which were both interesting and instructive. She said Joseph,
her former husband, very reluctantly consented to allow his name pla.:::ed in nomination for the presidency of the United
States, a matter urged upon him by two
or more consecutive councils in Nauvoo,
prominent in which were
Young
and some others of the
She
stated that in those times his attention was
so taken up with
from
ambitious,
like Father
chance to be heard
first pronounced the sche:'me unwise and
uncalled for. In this Sr. Emma concurred, hut their judgment was overruled and
Joseph yielded on the claim set forth
his blind political
that in
ting his name to go
the nation and the
would
work
This still·ement
due the
hoth Joseph and
and is
a correct
of the causes that
led Joseph intn spch unfavorable
politically and which eventuated
causing- his as··;assination.
Receiving an
at this con·

as
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assured that the man
upon the
and the
monishing me that
mine, I slipped out on the
the stand, Bro. Blakeslee movmg
from
the east end at the same· moment, and immediately, at one
the
sprang squarely
Harris, Rich and
and with another
third
fourth and
Melchisedec
Qn reaching
and faced the frightened,
tion, and stripping off his
tearing it in strigs and shreds,
stamped and. hissed and shook
swinging his torn coat
to the
people repeatedly, "Now is come
time of your. trial!" He then
down from one stand to the other
last, and then onto the
the seats in .the body
which he
priesthood
up
the

street in an
which we saw him no
we learned that
spiritual medium,
York, and that
name
--- Van Deusen. In this transacsav,r the
of the promise
at the two days' meeting
barn.
Kirtland the 2oth of August
we went via Detroit to Bro. G. A. BlakeMichigan, reaching there
Here we held a series of
a number,. one of
whom was Ezra Thayer, whose name is
mentioned in the
revelations in the
Doctrine and.
He had been
·for many years without church
"~"uu''"'vu~. but upon attending our meetat once recog·nized the voice of
and rec.dily united
From him we learned
to Toseph the Seer, his
his father's family. Bro.
a bridg·e, dam and mill
section of country where
father's family had resided
and father Smith and his
Joseph, bad been in Bro.
He told me that,
circum~tances in lJfe.
an upright and wor~
said that when J othe
of Morof country
Hvrum .Smith and
{Bro. Thayer) was
brother residing in Auto go and hear them set
vie·w.s in. a .meeting
on a Sunday. He said
the double log house
held, he pressed
congreg.ation and
in front of these
listened
broken remarks
and then Joseph, takin his hand,
manner, to tell
y0ming forth, and exhe received the golden blates
of the angel, how he translatthe gift of God, with other
marv.elous
·connected with its cornforth; and he 'said that im~edwtely
uponJ OBeph's beginning these statements,
a new and he~venly power fell upon him,
his entire b<?ing with unspeakable
assurance of the .truth of· the statements,
him to tears. When Joseph conhis recital, he said he. eagerly
stretched forth hishaud and said, !•Let me
have that book." It was hm;1ded to
and Bro. Thayer kept it; esteeming it
treasure indeed; He said. that
aided tlwm at different times,
in spreading the.knowledge
. to. ()th~rs, but that his f.~mily
preJuchced~ and they opposed him

During this mission Bro. Blakeslee and
myself realized the goodness and guidance
and power of the Lord in many ways, and
proved him to be a present helper in everything of need.
(To be continued.)

A VISION.

I sAw Christ standing behind a small,
plain table or stand, upon which was a leaf
of paper, the upper side of which was
covered with wri:ing. I was standing in
front and at one side, or at that corner of
the t:1ble which was at his right hand, and
so far off that I could not discern what the
writing upon the paper was. He beckoned
me to come nea~er, and gave me to understand that the paper contained the record
of my good deeds, and that my bad deeds
had been pardoned. As I neared the table he looked at the record and then at
me, so pleasantly and so satisfied, apparently, with my record that I felt m.uch
pleased.
I drew nearer the stand and
saw my record, I felt so mortified and
ashamed that I thought I would die; such
a feeling of shame and mortification is seldom endured by mortals, I thirlk. After
suffering this feeling for a few. moments,
I raised my eyes to his for an explanation
of his seeming gratification at my record.
He looked more. pleased, if pos,sible, than
before, and beckoned me to hi~ side. I
went, and viewing the recon;! from his
side, 0, how different; for when I saw it
before, the page was .marred with the exception of three little spots, with evil
thoughts, words and deedc,, fooli;sh jesting,
and almost every hateful thing; but now,
all of this was gone; the record of the
good deeds vvas raised on the page nearly
an i11ch and shone like gold. It;wa~ beautiful.
He then said, "That which m.arred your
record belongs to mortality; I bave blotted
it ·out, :md no intellig·ence shall ;ever see it
ag-ain. That is
work."
. I then felt so
l sang afoud,
"Glory to God in the highest,
Hosannah to.the Lamb."

a

This echoed down
very long hall in
.which I now discovered we were; and the.
words vvere
in beauti~ul, melod"
a thousr,nd voiCes in
ious tones as
harmony, and came swelling in .volume as
it neared me. This ended the,,fl!ision.
The lessons I learn from the vision are:
No mortal can make a record so'dean that
he can pass the pearly .gates with it, until
it is cleansed by Christ. And All men
should 8trive to mal<e their
as clean
as possible,. for. at the best VI'€! probably
will be ashamed.of it. And, as
do not
-!mow
much be will cleanse from
man's record, we may not judg-e harshly
those whom we .may suppose are making
a fi'lthy: record. He Cleansed a 'g.reat deal
from mine.
And a mortal who knows
this,
less than. mortal if it does not cause
. him to love the Redeemer more! and serve
him hetfer.
], F. IjVRTON,

is

Tur.ARE, Cal., :i\!liiy lOth, 1890.
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HE SAIN

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conferenc.e convened with the reorganized
first Chicago branch in Hall C, No. 213 West
Madison street, Chicago, June 14th and rsth; F.
M. Cooper presiding, W. Vickery secretary.
Branches: Plano 206; 4 baptized, r died. First
Chicago 26; r received, I died. Mission, no
change. Braidwood so; 2 received. Courtland
24; I died, r ordination. T. Hougas, Bishop's
Agent, reported: On hand last report $7, received since $3I, paid out $40, leaving the treasury empty. Officials present and reporting were,
Elders A. H. Smith of the Twelve, Bishop G. A.
Blakeslee, I. L. Rogers, F. M. Cooper (baptized
3), T. Hougas, C. D. Carter, W. R. Calhoon, S.
C. Good, C. L. Muetze, W. Vickery (baptized 4).
Priests: J. D. Earl (baptized 2), H. J. Worby.
Teacher: W. Walrath. A letter of removal was
granted Sr. Davis, and licenses to W. R. Calhoon, elder, and S. J. Cook, priest. Bro. H.
Southwick was chosen president of the district
for the next four months and W. Vickery clerk.
Preaching by W. Vickery, A H. Smith, F. M.
Cooper and T. Hougas. Sacrament meeting in
charge of Bishops G. A. Blakeslee and I. L.
Rogers. A two days' meeting was appointed to
be held in Braidwood, Illinois, September 27th
and 29th, in charge of T. Hougas and W. Vickery. Adjourned to Mission, October 25th and
z6th.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference for the year I889 convened at
Lake Eunice, Becker county, June, 1889; Alex
H. Smith in the chair, H. Way secretary, pro.
tem. Branch reports were as follows: Oak Lake
75; I marriage, 4 baptized, 6 received, I expelled;
net gain 9· Silver Lake 28; 3 received. Monitor Falls 24; 3 baptiz·od, I died, I expelled.
Elders: A. Tabbut, G. Gould, H. Way, W. E.
Peak, J. A. Davis. Priests: W. W. McLeod, B.
Mosher. Teachers: L. Matthewson,]. Dinehart.
Deacon: S. Ellsworth. H. 'Way was elected
district president for the. ensuing year.
A Tabbut 'was nominated Bishop's Agent. G. L.
Jones was chosen district secretary. Committees'. reports: G. Gould, committee on sale of
church building, reported building sold for
$I25,oo, and money in hand to be turned over to
proper authorities. Several of the sick were administered to and several children were blessed.
The next conference was made subjeCt to the
call of the president.
CHATHAM DISTRICT-FORMERLY
KENT AND ELGIN.
Conference convened in the Saints' Church,
Blenheim, Ontario, June I4th; J. H. Lake president, S. Brown assistant; R. Coburn secretary
and J. H. Tyrrell assistant. The forenoon was
spent in social meeting. At two p.m. the committee on credentials presented their report, giving the names of the delegates from the branches.
BraRch reports: Blenheim 46; 5 received. Chatham 75; I received, 2 expelled. Petrolia, 3 baptized, 4 removed. Lindsley 44; 5 baptized. Til-·
bury 38; 7 baptized, I received. Zone 47; no
changes. Bishop's Agent's n·port: Due the
church last report 82 cents, received since $+42 73 ..
expended $428.50, balance on hand $r5 os. The
above report was audited and found correct.
Elders: J. H. Lake, A. Leverton (baptized 8,
confirmed 8), S. Brown (baptizea I, confirmed I,
solemnized 2 marriages), G. Green (baptized 4),
E. Carlton (baptize(\ 4• solemnized 2 marriages),
R. Coburn reported. Priests: R. Brown, J. Taylor, S. W. Tomlinson, J. H. Tyrrell. Resolved,
That hereafter all laborers report their labors in
writing, so far as consistent. Resolved, That
hereafter this district be known as the Chatham
district.
Resolved, That hereafter the Bishop's
Agent's report shall not all be read, but that the
auditing committee shall report the amount on
hand at last report, amount received, also amount
expended and balance on hand, audit the Bishop's Agent's books, reports, etc., and so report to

the conference. Bro. J. H. Lake requested the
conference to select some local elder as district
president, and not one of the General Conference's appointees, if possible to get one to act.
El9er G. Green was chosen president, R. Coburn
vice-president and secretary, also sustained as
Bishop's Agent and appointed district treasurer.
The secretary presented a letter from the Bishop
soliciting means for the building of an institution
of learning. Preaching by J. H. Tyrrell, A. Leverton, R. C. Evans and J. H. Lake. Five were
baptized during conference.
Adjourned to
Chatham branch, October uth, r89o.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
Conference was held at Bay Port,
June 7th, J. J. Cornish president, assisted
Davis; E. DeLong and J. A. Grant clerks; F.
C. Smith in charge of singing. Branches: St.
Johns 4r, gain 2; Delaware 31; Free Soil 32,
gain 5; Forester 27, loss I;· Pigeon 31; Bay Port
I02: Lebanon 58, gain 14; Jimiata 57, gain 6;
Iosco 51; Sherman 28, loss I; St. Gideon +4•
gain 8; Reese r8; Gravel Creek 7+ gain 5;
West Bay Citv 29, gain 7· Elders: W.J. Smith,
babtized 14; R. Davi>, baptized II; E DeLone:,
baptized 8, confirmed ro; L. Phelps, baptized 6:
W. Davis, baptized r3; R ·w. Hugill, confirmed
5; J. J. Cornish, baptized 22; A. Barr,
4, confirmed I3· Priests: F. C. Smith,
II; W. Jenkinson, baptized z; J. W. Burget, C.
Smith, G. Parks, E. J. Martindale, baptized 6 G.
Jenkinson. S. Bruce, J. Soper, baptized 2;
Dowker, R. E. Grant, baptized 19; J. A. Grant,
baptized I; P. Surbrooks; T: Whitford,
baptized 3; H. Campbell, C K. Green,
r. Teacher: C. E Grant, \V. H. Smith,
Pe·
ters, J.D. Shaw. Deacons: E. Himes, V>!. McKenzie. !Bishop's Agents report read. Committee appointed to examine books found a difference of seventy cents in favor of
!Paving a balance of $7 +7 instead of $8 17.
to reconsider Cyrus Smith's ordination was lost.
J. J. Cornish was sustained as district president
and E. DeLong secretary. E. C. Briggs and A.
H. Smith were sustained as presidents of the
mission; also all other officers. A committee
consisting of R. Davis, A. Barr and L.
was appointed to investigate the case
Bro.
John Lane. Bro. Lane refused to come into the
Reorganization unless he could receive license
aq an eider. Committee discharged. Preaching
by L. Phelps. Dedication sermon
J. Cornish. Preaching by E.
motion
prevailed to ordain Bro. William
to the
office of an elder. A. Barr was
Bishop's agen~. Adjourned t0
ber roth and 2oth. Nine were
conference.
LITTLE SIOUX.
Quarterly conference of above district convened at Logan, Iowa, June 7th, at ro: 30
Dav·
id Chambers president, Charles Derry
A. M. Fyrando cierk, S. Diggle a'l,Sistant.
op's agent's report: Balance on hand last
$19 3I; received from January rst to
31st,
$353 _so; total expended, $241 39; balance on
hand $I3I 42.
Report audited, found correct.
Branch reports: Woodbine, last report 55, present 57; Magnolia, last report I73, present
Spring Creek, last report 95, present
Center, last report IIZ, present II+;
last report 37, present 38; Little Sioux, last report 241, present 24.2. During the afternoon session Elder C. A; Beebe was ordained an High
Priest as per order of last General Conference,
Elders Blair, Derry and "Crabb
branch reported.
No report from
Sunday-schools reported: Woodbine,
Logan, Persia. Eldrrs' reports: David
bers, Charles Derry, J. C Crabb. A M
W. W. Blair, E. R. Lanphear, J. F.
(baptized 2), A. Johnson, William Chambers.
Lehi Ellison, Henry Garner, D
Thomas, J. H. Hunt. Pri<ests: J. C.
T. Fallon, John Babb.
Teacher:
The delegates appointed to General Conference
reported. The local ministry volunteering to labor to be under the direction of district president

and missionary in charge. Two days' meetings
appointed: Union Grove June z8th, 29th; Little
Sioux July 26th, 27th.
W!llow Valley branch
was officially declared disorganized, Rules and
by-iaws for Sunday-school union were read and
adopted. Elders C. Derry and David Chambers
in charge of district were appointed to labor with
Saints of Six Mile Grove with a view to organization. Upon motion the general authorities of the
church were sustained, also district authorities
and General Conference appointees thereto. A
standing vote was had tendering expression of
appreciation of labors in district by Elder J. C.
Crabb and praying God's blessing upon him in
his new field of labor. Oftlcers in charge were
authorized to appoint two days' meetings where
found practicable, and furnish ministers therefor.
Preaching during conference by Elders Blair,
Crabb and McDowell. Large attendance and
peaceful session.
Adjourned to meet at Magnolia, Iowa, September 6th, at ro a, m., Sundayschool Union's officers and delegates to meet at
same place September 5th, at 3 p. m.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference convened at Maine, Otter Tail Co.,
Minn, June r4th, and was called to order by Pres
Henry Way, W. Barnhard clerk protem. Bro. I.
N. Roberts was chosen president of the meeting.
A short prayer and testimony meeting was held,
after which the meeting was adjourned. Afternoon session: Bro. I. N. Roberts in the chair, G.
L. Jones secretary. Branches: Oak Lake '72, I
marriage, I ordained, 2 baptized, 3 expelled; net
loss 2. Union: This branch was formed by the
union of Monitor Falls and Sllver Lake branches.
It was organizEOd at a meeting called for that purFebruary r6th, 1890, at the town of Maine,
Tail county, Minn., Elder W. E. Peak.
missionary in eharge presiding. At the date of
organization it numbered 54 me:mbers. It has
gained by baptism 7, present number 6r. Elders:
I. N. Roberts, J. A. Davis, H. Way, A. 'rabbut,
G. Gould, W. Barnhard, T. J. Martin. and A.
Whiting. Priests: W. vV. McLeod, B Mosher.
Teachers: J. Dinehart, J. L. Matthewson, G.
Gould. Elder Geo. Gould was elected president
for the ensuing year, G. L. Jones secretary. A.
'l'abbut was sustained as Bishop's agent. Preaching by I. N. Roberts, T. J. Martin, A. Whiting·
and J. A. Davis. Adjourned to Luce, Otter Tail
county, October 25th and 26th.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference covened at the Saints' Church,
Fremont. Nebraska,
3o:h; J. Caffall, missionary in charge,
the chair. Committee appointed on credentials reported.
Report
received and committee continued. Elders reported: W. M. Rumel, J. Caffall, W. Ballinger,
E. Boulson, G M. L. Whitman, J. M. Stubbart,
G. W. Gallev, H.
Huqson, N. Brown,- Farlev. Priest,O.H.
Branches:Union€ir,
I received, I expelled.
Columbus 36.6 received.
Platte Valley 37, 3 died. Omaha 124. I I received; returned for correction. Bro. W. M. Rumel
was released as distric president per his request.
Bro. H. J. Hudson was duly elected in his stead.
Bishop's agent: Receipts $r3o 2+, paid out $so.62, balance $79 62. Accepted. Bishop's agent,
missionary in charge, district president and clerk
were sustained. It was ordered that all elders
and pries's not engaged in their branches should
labor under the direction of the district president.
Adjourned to Platte V a.Uey, Friday, August 29Lh.
Two vvere baptiz·cd and a good spirit prevailed.
STRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVOO.
Conference convened at ro: 30 a. m. John
Lambert president, B. F. Durfee clerk. Opened
IOI: Prayer by Bro. James
we1·e baptized Sunday by
B1o. James McKiernan and five children blessed,
and one branch organized at Pilot Grove, Illinois,
with a full set of officers. The next conference will
be held at Cottage Grove school-house, one and
2 half miles from Burnside, Hancock county,
Illinois, to convene at ro: 30 a. m., September
6th.
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ERALD.

GROVE MEETING.
There will be a camp-meeting at Thompson's
Grove, five miles east of Auburn, Sac
Iowa, near what is called the Union Church,
ginning August Ist, and continuing over the following Sunday; the first service to be held at
zo:3o, a.m., Friday.
·
It is expected that all interested will be on
hand promptly and briog the Spirit of Christ,
that the meeting may be productive of good. It
is also hoped that the ministerial force of the
district, both General Conference appointees and
the local elders will attend as far as practicable.
Those coming by rail from the south and
west will leave the main line of the Chicago and
North,Western Railway at Maple River Junction. Those coming over the Rock Island Railway will change cars at Gowrie., then to Lake
City, which is about four miles from the gounds.
All come who can.
HYRUM 0. SMITH,
Missionary in Charge of
Galland's Grove District.

·it/
'

i.

TWO DAYS' MEETING.

'l_:h~~~: will be a two days' meeting held at Ev-

~rgf'ee'U, Houston county, Texas, comrnendng
Saturday, the I9th of July. Brethren J. w.
Gillen and A. J. Moore ate expected to be with
us. Let all come who can.
There will also be a two days' meeting held at
Elm wood, Bell county, on the 2d and 3d days of
August. Let all that can come. Brethren Gillen and Moore are expected there.
E. W. NuNLEY.

on

CO:r-TFERENCE NOTICES.
The Southern Nebraska district conference
will convene with the Palinyrabranch near Ben"
nett,; Lancast.er county,I·Nebra&ka, July 27th. It
is hoped that the district will be well represent:
ed, and that no branch in this district will fail to
report. All friends are cordially .invited to attend,·
CHAS. H. PoRTER, Sec.
The Western Texas district conference.will be
held at Pipe Creek, Bandera county, Texas, the
22d of. 1\ugu~t. We trust their wlll be a good
attendance.. Bro: J. W. Gillen an.d others.of the
ministry from a distance .are expected to meet
with Us. Let us look forward td that time with
pray~rful hope.
· ·
· L. L WH:iHT, Dist; Vice Pres.
CORNEJ't
The Saints of Farm Creek laid the corner
stone of their n,ew chapel or! the afternoon of
· Mon~ay:,Jtine z ... Short speeches were made bjr
bretl;u:en D . Hougas, H .. N. J:Iansen and Henry
Kenip, after which anutl)ber ofthlng:s, includin~
all.of~he church publications were sealed, up in
the lill.u!t.
.·· · . ·. .. ·
May.~o.d bless all who have so generously
contributt;!d to th7 upbuilding of the good work
an(l may th.e Saints of thjs place keeep In line of
the ''on\vard march."
DIED
MARTIN...-Bro:}oseph Martin was born in
'li.;ngl~nd, April, .1824, and died June 2rst, 1890,
. ·,after .thr.ee months'· suffering, death resulting
.. from a complication of disea,ses; He bore it all
)patieiltjy and saicl his ti,me had come, ancl he
.was ready and willing to go. The day bef0r€! he
died he sent a runner far the writer and Brei.
Tucker ... Wh~n we arrived he.was pasttalldng,
but when ~old we were there he embrace\:! me in
·•· his
and. said, •!Happy, hap.ry, happy.!" The
he pas!!ed away as if.falling asleep,
arJI'"-''"'"" his temporal.a;ffairs . . He leaves
children to mourn their loss. The
his funeraL sermon. was preat;oa large .gatheripg,by Bro. D.
. by the writer •.. Text: Job 14:
was. loved. in the neighborhood

a

knew him, and we feel assured that
in the paradise of God waiting for
morn of the first resurr<ction.
FRANCE.- Ada Louisa France, daughter of
Brother and Sister George Derry, was born in
November 17th, r862; was baptized
Elder
A. Stebbins, in Lamoni, Iowa,
8th, r883; united in marriage with Bro.
France, in Lamoni, April zrst r889, and
died at their residence near Lamoni, June 28th,
1890,
20 minutes past 5 in the afternoon, aged
2,7 years, 7 months and r6 days. Her death was
sudden and very saddening. She gave birth to a
son on the z6th inst. under most unfavorable conditions, and the babe, unable to abide, passed 1'
away without recognition by its mother. The
mother strove faithfullj and patiently to maintain her hold on life, but she was unequal to the
struggle; and so passed away from earth-iife a
most amiable and loving wife, a doting mother,
a dutiful and affectionate daughter. Henceforth
her memory will be tenderly enshrined in the
heart of her devoted and grief-stricken husband,
her sorr'lWing father and brothers, kindred and
friends; and her name will ever be had in honorable and revered remembrance as one whose
virtues won the admiration of the pure and
good in all places where she found an abiding
place.. Her ~ffiictlons, though distressing in the
extreme, were endured with becoming fortitude
and resignation, and withm.:t a murmur to the
last. For a season, during extreme conditions,
she was quite unconscious; but ere her tried,
patient sptrit took its homeward. flight, she recognized her surroundings, and all those about
her, and had full hope and confidepce in the gospel and its ordinances, never faltering in her
trust.in God. She desired to live, for the future
had been full of joyous prospects in the cherished
love of her husband, kin.dred and friends. No
sacrifice was too grea.t for .her to make for their
happiness; and this was. warmly reciprocated by
them all, for no effort :was spared on their part to
promote her welfare and secure her recovery.
An. bour or two before she die('!, she .said to her
husband, "I did not know when my baby was
born; but•I skall know when I go to heaven. In
a short time I shall see him, and know him." Sr;
Ada \vas ·greatly cheered a.nd comforted with the
hope of. meeting loved ones gone l:>efore. That
hope is now realizeq, we trust Ada has gonegone. to be with. Christ the Lord and the r.edeemed:· • Farewell, deflr one.
Thy rest is 'lvith the
pure and the ransomed. No .sorrow nor distress
shall henceforth marthy peace.
The Lord is
thy Shepherd, thou shall not want. For he has
loved thee from everlasting, and has given himself a ransom to save thee and bless' thee and
crown thee. Funeral. services wendn charge of
Elder Aaa S. Cochral:J.~assisted by father Charles
Church. Sermon at 2 p.. m. in Saints' chapel by
Elder W.
.Blair, a large congregation in attendance.
Scripture readings, CoL chapter I
with 2 Cor. 4: II.-J;8 and. 5: 1-ro. Texts, Acts 7:
59 with r Cor .. r.s: 53:.
W.HITE,____,At Ml!son's Bay, Maine, June 22d,
r89o; of heart dise'ase,J ohn White, aged 63 years,
and 21 days. Funel'al sermon by Elder J. C.
Foss.
·
·
·

mother, faintly, "and I will not come back."
"You are going alone, mamma?" asked Katy.
••No," said the mother, in a low, sweet voice,
"I am not going alone. My Phvsician goes
with me. Kiss me good-~ye, my dea1· ones, for
in the morning before you are awake I shall be
gone. You will come to me when you are made
ready, but each must make the journey alone."
In the morning she was gone. When the children awoke their father told them of the beautiful. country at which mother had safely arrived
while she slept.
"How did she go? Who came for her?". they
asked amid their tears.
<>The chariot of Israel and tf]e horsemer.
thereof!" their father told ihem, solemnly.
People wonder at the peace and happiness expressed in the faces of these motherless children.
When asked about their mother they say, •'She
has gone on a journey," and every night and
morning they read in her Guide-book of that
land where she now lives, whose inhabitants shall
no more say, "I am sick,'' and where God shall
wipe all tears from their eyes.- Detroit Free Press.
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c .
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so getprices
and t<;rms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings,Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

THE

PATRIOT~

Intended for a famJly newspaper: it furnishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reflects with special care and gathers from a wide
range those events which
CHARACTERIZE THE AQE;
furnishes a Home, Scieutific, Personal, Religious ,Around
the World, and sevetnl other departments. '"rb,e
Jews'' and "The East" receive their share. of attention.
One year $1.00, fi n:ios. 50 cts:, .3 m 0 s. 25 cts., 1 mo. 10 eta_
LAMBER'l' BROS., Lamoni, Decatjlr county, Ia.

JV'EW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD!'
.

-·'ERE-

\

Apostaey, Refo:o•Jn:ation and R~stora.t:i.~n.
,,

~:'

This wor]r discusses the issues of theol'O!!Y that are to
the front to-day .. No Bible student. can; afford to miss
reading 1t mthel- as CR:IT}C or JNVEBTIG:t..Td-1~. It contain,s
390 paf'ea of closely written matter and printed in good.
readalJ!e typ.c, with.neat biudins;, and eold; at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COP¥.
Besides the disC!Jssion of 'the questions of
MINISTER1"AL 4.UTHOl=tlTY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHI!lEDEK AND THE AAit!)NIC PiiJ;ESTHOODS,
. l'he. work largely treats of the subJects of
·
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH :BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles,.revi:ewiug and critically examining the claims of the Res~oration of the
Gospel.in a. later day thaJ;I the Apostolic age.
Copi~s can be bad by addressing
:
·
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. Q.. Kirtland, 0.
S:AlNTS' HERALD OFJHCE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS. ,

~ Money sent by Post Office Order
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohw.

to"Wm. H. Kelley

HJ. KELLEY.
MOTHER.'S JOURNEY;
-A-'There is. a hint in the following incident of the
way in which childre.rr may be trained so as not
SYl\!~OLOGICAL.
CAlECH!SM
to regard. death as the king of terrors::dR
That night, before. they went to. bed, they were
allO\Ved to go in and kiss their mother.goodnight.
Key. to the Symbology. of the Bible,
This privilege. had been denied them lately,
BY A: J. MAPES.
and their hearts responded with. joy to the invi104
pages,
cloth
bound. ·Price 35 ,cents each;
tation. Mamma ""as, better, or she could not see
.For sale by BRo. H. R. Ml~LS,
them. The doctor hadeured her. They wpuld
love him. for it alltheir lives! She was very
1NDRPEND~NCE. Mo.
pale, but smiling, a!ld her first words to them
were: ui am golng.ort a jour:ney;" .·
L'
Es·
AUTUMN
.
.. . . '
"A joutney!" cried the children. ''Will you
Published
nl.o)lthly
for
the'
..
·
take us with .you?" .. ,
.·
.
••No; itis a long,. long journey.''
Youth of. the Reorganiz~d Ch!lrych of
"Mamma is goiQg. to U1e South," said Katy:;
Chri~t of. Latter Day Sl\ints,
•·tlkdoctor has ordered her to; Spe will get well··
in the orapge groves
}florida;'' ·, ·. ··. ·.
.
"I am going to. :J, far distant coqntry, \DOre
beauti~uUh.an
the lovely ~outh,''s;lid toe
.
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HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or J;iurary binding, sprinkled edges ..•... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••.••.• , •. 2
Morocco, gilt edges .......... • ............. ;2
New Testament, Inspired.,..................

50
00
50
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BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............ , .......... 1 25
Imitation.Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •• ·•....••.••••••. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••..•.•••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••• , , , ,1 50
~'HE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tnne Bookand Hymn Book· combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ........•.•... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Sa·ints'
Harp; also 542' pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:,.
(By Lucy S~ith.)
Muslin bindin,g, 312 pages . . • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. . • 10
Leather binding •.••.•••..••..•..••••..•.•.. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P<'ems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .••.•.•.••. 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instructiori to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 1 0 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
tho church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abonnding in proofs never before prPsented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... l
Ml!slin boards.............................
Question l3ook for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .........• 1
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75
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25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Pchool Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Pmmpt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . . • • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms '·'l'he Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec·
tion of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
. Muslin boards, 396 pages ................. ; •• 1 ~IS
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief ofall Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan,
ces, worship and. practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ.. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter:
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
·
·
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20·
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each . • • • • . • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Fonnd," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from. which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... ~5
Witho•1t covers 5cts. each; per dozen . . • . • . . . • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation r;f
the Book of Morm~;m, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVB:NANJ'S.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . • • •
Old ?dition . • • • • . • .. • • • • • • .. • • .. . • .. • • • . • . •

10
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BONGS o.:P ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozeri .••••••••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., ] 00 ...•• 1
3. voice of the Good Snepherd, dozen 5c ·, 100.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Clnirch
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 10\l..
250 for 50 cts, 500 for$1, 1,000 ........ 1
·6. The "One Baptism;" its Illlode, Subjects Pre-

50
40
25
75

requisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ..••..•••.•• 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., l 00 .• 1 '75
9. Spiritualism· viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., J 00 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 1110 .•.••• 1 10
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The B1ble vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 I-teply to Orson Pratt; d(,zen 25 cts, 100 ... 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . . 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Origin"! Tenet of the
Cburch; dozen 20 cts., 100 .••.......••.••• 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Ch!lrch; )iozen 25 cts 100 .l 75
20. The "One Body:'' or the Church of
under 1he Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts, 100 ..................... l 40
21. Truth by 1'hree Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... r 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ......•. , •. l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 ets., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . • . . 40
30 Origin of the Book of lYiurmon; dozen ..•.. , 1 5
per hundred.: ............................. 1 10
3l.. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxv? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts.,"100.,.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•. 1 15
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . ,10
36. The Spaulding Story Re·Examined; dozen. . 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts. 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l 75
42 Eejection of tbe Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100. l 10
43 One Wife, or Mauy; dozo,n 25 cts, 100 .. , .l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of ,Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; oer 100 . . • • . . . . . • .15
.An assortment of Tracts .... :. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • 35
COMPLETE SET. OF TRAC'rS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in ..•....•..• , •
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HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge, ••••••••••.••••••. 3 50
1'urkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •• ; .••••. 3 ~5
Roxliurg Turkey, gilt edge .•••••..•••••••••• _.3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••••••• 4 00
WELSH HYMN _BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This .was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
Xnd discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Papercovers, 43 pages .••••••••• ..:........... 10.
REPLY TO LITTLEFI.JJLD.
In paper 10cts.; per
.. •• .. .. .. . .. • ... • 'Ui
This is. the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.

:Geather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headiu~s, and r-uled for Record of Names; Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••. 2 00

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch .Records ••• ll 00
:tiCENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • •
Baptism aud Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
CE:&TTFICAT]J}S .AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. , • • . . . • • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for ... •. . . . • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and :Membership, pei' doz:
Certificates of Remo.val1 per dozen ... ~. • • • • . • .
Marriage Certificates, ver dozen . . • . . • . . • • • • • •
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'Otn Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilfotd Hall, 544 pages, mnslin .......1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ..........••........... 1
Josephus, complete, library leather .•.....••.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Fjmpire,
muslin boar'c!s, 5 volumes .................. 4
2 volumes ..••..... 4
Mosheim's Church
Baldwin's Ancient
(illustrated) ........ l
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
Tlw Koran. library lpather ................... 2
,Gieseler's Ecclesiaslical Hi"tory, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin
5 volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical
ol Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and. Palestine ........ 2
Oruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible. 'fext Book ......................•.... 1
Apocryphal New Testament . . . . . . • • . •...... l
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Lnff.. . • . • • . . . . • . . . .
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
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One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni.
Dwellconsisting of slx rooms, connected with
The best business location !n town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
Iowa.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot. well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it~ and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm oF THE LORD: F~R THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVE SAVE 1.'1' Bl!l ONl!l WIFE: AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Boo,k of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
,
"WE B:mLmv:m THAT ONE MAN sHouLD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HasBAND: ExmiPT IN CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
xs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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' the horrible intolerance of a party professing to
serve God and morality. True, his individual
property is not confiscated, but he has been denied the franchise in Idaho merely bec.ause he is
a Mormon, a proposition to which the republican
house assents, and with the full· approval of the
republican majority of the. Supreme court, the
democratic minority vigorously dissenting, the
cruel, the unusual, the unjust, the damnable
plan .of confiscating church property of Mormom; in Utah is approved. Never before in the
history of the United States has a project for the
confiscation of church property received authoritative approval. With reference to the Mormon
the safeguard of the federal constitation, re-enacted in the constitution of more than t!.irty &tates,
is broken down, and all upon the shabby pretense
that the moral sense of the age condemns polygamy.
So indeed it does.
But the laws
against polygamy were sufficient to punish those
Mormons, not roper cent of the entire number,
guilty of the offense. This ample provision does
not content us. Animated by the same craft, the
same iniquitous intolerance which in the fifteenth
century banished the Jew from· Spain and confiscated his goods to the state we pursue the Mormon 'merely as a Mormon and regardless of his
practice or non-practice of polygamy. The constitut.ion decl'ares that congress shall. make no
law respectihg an establishment of rellgion or
prohibiting tl1e free exercise thereof. Tru.e or false
the Mormon religion has ftourished for forty
years.
It claims authority from on high, the
original of all religions.
For a purely secular
purpose it has. taught. polygamy, a practic~ of
David and S0lomon, qut polygamy has been followed by only a stria!]. percentage of its profes 7
sors. Yet cong,ress approves, of their wholesale
disfranchisement in Idaho, and the Supreme
court, with the constitutional provision before
that ·tribunal· that the. free exercise of religiog
shall riot be prohibited, declares as constitutional
·and valid a law of collgress dissolving the-charter
of the Mormon churc):l and. cqnfiscatipg all its
property in Utah save only such as may be used
immediatel)"'·'l!nd to 'a Hmited value .for religious
purposes.
Tbat i~? in t~e nineteen.th. Century
under an enlightened constitution gua'ranteeing
religious freedom \ve .do as to Mormons what we
' "condemn Ferdinand, an absolute monarch, for
having done in \he fiheenth' centtiry re%arding
Jews.

PRESERVE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
The second expedition of Columbus to the
new w.orld was furnished forth in part with funds
gained by the wholesa)e confiscation of property
belonging to Jews who were banished from Castile and Leon. Mankind's sense of justice condemns justly this robbery
a ra':,e whose only
offense was a rigid .adherence to the religious belief al)d practice ,of their fathers. Yet at the close
of the fifteenth century It was thought no great
~rime thus to despoil men. who denied the divinity of Christ and held tenaciously to that ancient
f~ith which is the foundati-on ~~f Christianity•
Thus~ohaverob!:l:d and expatriated the Jew is
ll()W regarded. with aphorrence as both impolitic
, and un)ust. Spainwas then not a constitutional
bnf an absolute, l;IlOnllrchy.
All Christendom
' w~:~s' ba~barously set against the descendants of
tbe chose.h .people; who persisted in denying the
divinity of Christ,· and it was then thought no
crime tq deprive them of their wor!dy possessions. We know now that this, as an anti. Semitic
l<!gislatio,ri l!h'd despoliation, whether practiced in
J:l;l}gland or on thecontine9t, whether drastic. or
merely pr:ohibitory of those civil rights which
Jews h(Jldjncommo!l with in reputable mankind,
' 'WaE a11oh;ible Invasion of personal right. The
clviliz<ttidnofqur oVI'n timereprobates it as cruel,
scandalous, rapacious, unjustifiable, atrocious.
s'o it was.
Butl~t us see how genuine is our
progress ih religio.us lib'erty.
Despit!l the
.
dec laxation of. !eligious
., .
fundamental law, a decwhich has been of incalculable benefit
in building 11P thf.! republic btit also in
""'"'~,;,;;.., peace and order within its 11ugmepting
tl>.ril"'"""· we have solemnly decreed.the spoliation
sect Their property is escheated.
arid in certain territories they. themiUs proposed, with the assent of the· rePJl,Plllcan majority in qongress, shall not possess
franchise common' to all male mankind 'who,
idiots, have r~ached 2I years ofage.
Mor1mr,, in the United .St11tes is. under the
the Je\lT in Spain 490 years ago.
prQgress does not save him ag~inst.

of

T,he above editorial fromthe Chicago
Ti¢,es of the 29th ult .. has .decided merit,
and is •Northy of _tnore than passing noti.ce.
The civil and religious liberties of the )ndividual should be sacredly and effectively
defended and ma;intaiJ:led' by. the .state, iri
so far as they are not found i~ conflict with
statutory and. C()mmon law.
Punishment sho.ufd be inflicted .()n the perverse;
persistent transgressol", his accomplices
and abettors, but' the innocent shourd be
carefully .shielded and nqt cla.ssedin the
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same category nor dealt with after the same
manner as the willful evil doer.
The comparison the editor ·makes between. the Utah Mormon of to-day and
the Jew in captivity under the heel.of his
oppressor, is both apt and juflt, . If he had
said that both suffered from similar causes,.
namely, their disobedience, trampling the
commands of God beneath their feet,
being blindly led by blind and corrupt advisers, he .would have got at the exact
trutb.
The Jew WtJS ever promised of
God, under both covenants, favor and blessing·and. exemption from subjection to, and
·captivity by, their enemies, if obedient to.
God and faithful to his statutes; But, on
the other hand, curses of variou& kinds, including 9aptivity to enemies, being oppressed; disgrat;:ed and degraded by them, were
repeatedly denounced against ,him if refractory, rebellious, or apostate. • And the
same is true of those called to be .Saints in
these latter times. The Lord, in the first
revelation in the Doctrine and Covenants,
warns the Saints in these w<mls: "The
rebellious shall be pierced with !much sor~
row, for their iniquities shall !be spoken
upon the housetops, and their ~ecret acts
.shall be revealed."
Of this. '~f,ebel!ious".
class the Lord s;aid in June, I 83 i : ."Hearken, 0 yt: people .who profess [rpy name,
saith the Lord your God; for behold mine
anger is kindled against the reb~Hious,and
they shall k;now mine arm ·anq .mine indignation in the . day of visit~tion and
of wrath, up.on the gations."-Poc. Cov.
56: r.
'I' his warning was re!Peated the
uth of September foll0wing>; ·in these
words: '~Behold, the Lord requireth the
heart.and a willing mind; and tpe willing;
and obedient shall eat the good <:>f the land
of Zion in these last days; and; the rebel~
lious shall be cut uff out. of tb.e land of
Zion, and· shall be sent away,.· and shall
not inherit the land; for, verily,) say that
the. rebellious are not of the· blood of
Ephraim, wherefo~e they: shatl be plucked
out. Behold, I, the Lord, havemade my
church in these last days like unto a judge
sit'ting on ·a hill, or in a high place, to judge
the . nations; for it shall come t9 pass that
the inhabitants of Zion shalL •judge all .
things pertaining to Zion; and; liars, and
hypocntes shall be pr?ved by ~hem, .and"
they who are not apostles and prophets
shall. be known."-Doc. Cov. 64; 7· This
prophecy displays the corrupt· state to
which sotnein the church woul<J fall, also
the deyelopment and. detectioJt of falFe
"apostleS> and prophets/' No prophecy o(
H,oly \V" rit ever had more direc~ .and liter"
al fulfillment than has this.
• .
To the.above ·we may add t6e rollo\'17ing, given August .zcl,.1833• ~bi,c? reveal~
blessings, and fav?r .to the ob~,d!~!lt, hut
wrath ~lld judgments .upon t}}e \lPgotll.y,
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or sinner.
d.o these things
"seeking diligently
and to find truth,""-par.
I], she
prosper and 'spread herself
and becom:e very glorious, very great, and
very terrib~e; and the ,nations of the earth
·shall honor her, and shall say, surely Zion
is the city of our God; and surely Zion
can not fall, neither be moved out of her
place, for ;God is there, and the hand of
the Lord 1s there, and h.e hath sworn by
the power of his might to be her snlvation,
and her high tower; therefore verily thus
saith the Lord, let Zion rejoice, for this is
Zion, THE PURE IN HEART: therefore Jet
Zion rejoice,. while all the wicked shl!ll
mourn; for behold and lo, vengeance
cometh speedily upon the ungodly, as the
whirlwind~ and who shall escape it: the
Lord's scmtrge shall pass over by nig·ht
and by day; and the report shall vex all
people; yet it shall flot be stayed untH the
Lord come; for the indignation of .the
Lord is kindled against their abominations,
and all their wicked works; nevertheless
Zion shall escape if:She do all things whatsoever I command her; .but if she observe
not to do whatsoever I have commanded
her, I will: visit her according to all her
works, with sore a:ffliction, with pestilence,
with plague, with sword, with vengeance,
with devouring fire."-Doc. Cov. 94: 5·
In perfect keeping- with what we have
heretofore given is this further warning
and instruction, given of the Lord: "But
yeril y I say unto you [Saints], that I have
decreed a decree which my people shall
realize, inasmuch as they hearken from
this very hour unto the counsel which I,
the Lord their God, sball give unto them.
Behold, they shall, for I have decreed ·it,
· begin to prevail against mine enemies from
this very hour, and by hearkening to observe all the words which I. the Lord their
God, shall speak unto them, they shall
never cease to prevail until the kingdoms
of the wor.ld are subdued under my feet,
and the earth is given unto the Saints to
possess it fbrever and ever. But inasmuch
as they keep not my commandments, and
hearken not to observe all my words, the
kingdoms of the world shall prevail
against them, for they were set to be a
light unto the 1!Jorld1 and to be the saviors
of men; and inasmuch as they are not the
saviors of men, they are as salt that has
lost its savor, ancl. her1ceforth good for
nothing but to be cast out and trodden
under feet of men."-Doc. Cov. roo: 2.
Have not the enemies of the .Utah Mormons prevailed against them from N;mvoo
in 1844 to this present t.ime? Have not
"the kingdoms of the world" prevailed
against them until now? Have they not
been, and are they not now "trodden under foot of men"?
Out of their own
mouths
stand condemned, for their
cry has been from r844 to the present that
they have been driven, "cast out," dishonored, oppressed, treated with special disfavor by all classes, especially by "the
kingdoms of the world."
The Lord promised that the faithful,
obedient Saints should "never cease to prevail" against his "enemies" ''until the kingS!liht

is

doms of the world are subdued under" his
feet; but. that "the kingdoms of the world
shall prevail ag~tinst" th~;; disobedient and
unw;orthy, they "to be cast out [of the
land of Zion J and trodden under foot of
men."
In view.of these facts, why will not the
Utah Mormons .see that, instead of their
being the specially favored ones of God,
they are, on the contrary, in disJavor with
him, being undercondemnation and wrath,
"trodden under foot of men," and being
prevailed against by "the kingdomsof the
wodd," just ns denounced of God!
Yes; /the Jews in their blindness .and
captivity may well becited in comparison
with the Utah Mormons.
The causes
leading to the ·. pitiful state of each are
strikingly similar. But .as the enemies of
the Jews were not justified in their measures of qppression, neither are they justified who oppress the Utah Mormons.
Let justice in their case be ministered wisely and mercifully, and let truth and right
prevail.
In so far as th~ Utah Mormons
are wilful transgressors of law, they should
be chastised. And in so far as some of
them transgress ignorantly, or by reason
of fear of their leaders, pity and clemency
should .be shown. But none should suffer
injustice,more especially at thehands of our
nation.
FALLING STONES.

THE following clipping will be of interest
to those of our readers who believe in the
Scriptures and r~flect on those texts that
relate to the falling from heaven of show··
ers of stones. In Joshua ro: 11, it is related that God fought against the Amorites for the deliverance of Israel in the
following' manner: "And it came to pass,
as they fled from before Israel, and were in
the going down to Beth-boron, that the
Lord cast down great stones from heaven
upon them to Azekah, and they died:
they were more which died ·with hailstones than they whom the children of Israel slew with the sword,''
Prophecy declares that, in the last days,
the Lord will fight against the wicked
enemies of his people as "in the instance already quoted. It says: "Then shall the Lord
go forth and fight against those nations, as
when he fought in the day of battle.HZech. 14: 3· This is, without reasonable
question, the s11me event propbe~ied of by
Ezekiel concerning Gog (Russia) and all
her "bands, and many people with"
when she, in the last days, just prior to
the second advent. of our Lord, invades·
the land of Judea and invests the city ot
Jerusalem, when the Lord will ,again miraculously deliver Israel <mel destroy their
enemies, using "great hailstones" as one of
. the means. The text reads:
"Therefore, son of man, prophesy and say
unto. Gog, Thus saith the Lord God; In that
day when my people of Israel dwelleth safely,
shalt· thou not know it? And thou shalt come
from thy place out of the north parts, thou, and
many people with thee, all of them riding upon
horses, a great cowpany,. and a mighty army:
And thou shalt come up against my people of
Israel, as a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in
the latter days, and I will bring thee against my
land, that the heathen may know me, when I

sha!Ibe sanctified in thee, 0 Gog, before theif
eyes .. Thus saith the Lord God: Artthou he of.
whom I have spoken in ol!l time by my servant~
the prophets of Israel, which prophesied in those
days many years, that I would bring thee against
them? And it shall come to pass at the same
time when Gog shall come against the land of
Israel, sa ith the Lord God, that. my fury· shal.l
come up in my face. For in my jealousy ;md in,
the fire of my wrath have I spoken, Surely hi
that day there shall be a great shaking in the
land of Israel; so thatthe fishes. of the, se1,1, anq
the fowls .of the heaven, and the beasts .qf the
field, and all creeping things that creep upon the
earth, and all the men that are upon the face of
the earth, shall shake .at my J1resence, a.nd the
mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep
places shall fall; and every wall shall fall.to the
ground. And I will call for a sword ~gainst
him throughout all. my mountains, saHh the
Lord God: every man's sword shall be against
his brother. And I will plead against hitJ:l with
pestilence and with blood; and I. will rain upon
him, and upon his bands, and upon the many
people that are with him, an,.i;)verflowing rain,
and great hailstOnes, fire, and brimstone. Thus
willlmagnify myself and sai1ttify myself; and
I will be knownJn the eyes of mat)y nations, and
they shall know that.: I am the Lord."-"'-Ezek. 38:
14-23,

The Lord, through the Revelator John,
doubtless foreshows the same event in
these words:
"Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that
watcheth, and keepeth his garments, lest he
walk naked, and they see his shame. And he
gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue Armageddon. And the seventh
angel poured out his vial into the air; and there
came a great' voice out of the temple of heaven,
from the throne, saying, It is done. And .there
were voices, and thunders, and llghtnlngs; and
there was a great earthquake, such as was not
since men were upon the earth; so mighty an
earthquake, and so great. And, the great city
was divided into three p:uts, and the cities of the
nations fell: and great Babylon came in remembrance before God, to give unto her the cup of the
wine of the flerce:!fess of his wrath. And every
island fled away, antl the mountains were not
found. And there fell upon men a great hail
out of heaven, every st·one about the weight
of a talent: and men blaRphemed God because
of the plague of the hail; for the plague thereof
was exceeding great."-Rev. r6: ~~-21.
,

With these Scriptural facts before us, we
should not be at all surprised to read of
showers of stones failing· in our times, for
we are living in ''the days of the coming
of the Son of. Man" when the Saints will
be looking tor and will "see signs and
wonders, for they shall be shown forth in
the heavens above, and in the earth beneath" (D. C. 45: 6), all giving assurance
that "the coming of the Lord draweth
nigh," and ndmonishing all to be ready:
THE GREAT IOWA METEOR.
On Friday evening, May zd, r89o, at 5:3op.m.,
standard Western time, a meteor was observed
over a good part of the State of Iowa, and is described as a bright ball of fire, ev.en in the sunlight, moving from west to east, leaving a trail
of smoke which was visible for some minutes. It
was accompanied by a noise likened to that of a
heavy cannonading or thunder, and many people rushed to their doors, thinking it was the
rumbling of an earthquake. Substantiated reports have been received fwm Des Moines, Mason. City, Fort Dodge, Emmetsburg, Algona,
Ruthven, Britt, and Forest City. The noise was
also heard at Sioux City. Some of these places
were at a distance of over a hundred miles from
the point where the meteor fell. It exploded at
Leland, about eleven miles north·west of ForE'st
City, Winnebago county, in the center of the
northern part of Iowa, latitude 43° 15', longitude
93° 45 1 west of Greenwich, near the Minnesota
State line. The fragments were scattered over
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a considerable surface of ground. Up to the
present time there have been found a sixty-six
pound mass, a ten pound mass, two four pound
masses and five hundred fragments weighing
from one-twentieth to twenty ounces each, one
lot of twenty masses weighing only twelve pennyweights. A part of the main mass of the meteor is believed to have passed over into Minnesota. The pieces are all angular with rounded
edges.
This meteorite is a typical chrondite apparently of the type of the Parnalle g-roup of Mennier,
which fell February 28th, 1857, at Parnalle, India.
The stone is porus, and when it is placed in
the water to ascertain its specific gravity, there
is considerable ebullition of air. The specific
gravity of a fifteen gramme piece was found to
be 3 638. The crust is rather thin, op~que black,
not shining, and under microscope, is very scorious, resembling the Knyahinya (Hungary) and
the West Liberty (Iowa) meteoric stones.
A broken surface shows the interior color to be
grey, spotted with brown, black and white, the latter showing the e:xoistence of small specks of meteoric iron fron1 one-tenth to four tenths of a
millimeter across. Troilite is also prese~t in
small rounded masses of about the same &ize.
On one broken surface was a. very thin seam of a
soft black substance, evidently graphite(?) and
soft enough to mark white paper. A feldspar
(anorthite?) was also observed; and enstatite was
also present.
Professor H. A. Newton says: •·The path tl•at
satisfies .best the accounts that appear to be reliable was directed from a point a little north of
west and somewhat higher than the sun, the sun
being then about 20° high and due west. The
velocity of the !Detorite may be safely assumed to
have been greater than that of Encke's comet at
distance unity, and kss than that belonging to a
parabolic orbit. With this assumption the orbit
would be inclined to .the ecliptiC between ro0 and
zo0 with direct motion. The ascending node is
in longitude 42° ·5· The body had passed perihelion several weeks, how long depends mainly
upon the inclination to the horizon of the path
through the air. The perihelion distance was
probably betwj')en o.so an9 o 7o, this elementalso being largely dependent upon the same in•
clination. Better observations of thin inclina. tion than .are now in hand are hoped for."
This Is the fourth metorite that has been seeri
to faU in Iowa. The other three falls were as
follows: At Hartford, Linn county, February
25th, 1847; at West Liberty, Iowa county, Fe(>•
ruary r:ith, 1875, and the great.fall of slderolites
at Estherville, Emmet county, Mav 1oth, 1879,
which fall compri'sed over two thousand pieces
weighing from a tenth of an ounce to four hunpred pounds.

secretaries and all concerned are
again reminded of our standing- request
that aH confer~nce m}nutes and general
commu.nicatiotis be abbrcviatad as much
as possftble without omitting essential details. We mean to offend none when we
state that repeated stereotyped phrases republished and restated become '"vain re, peti~ions ;'' pass, as it were, .into one ear
and outof the other (or else around both)>
:and l)ave little or no weight with those
who read and hear them. "It is a day of
warning and notqf many words~" . There. fore let the space of the HERAL.D be de. voted to the prodnction of that which is
.substantial, profitable and edifying. Our
. church·. organ will then he more useful
. and more interesting. The time of .busy
people (and certainly .all Saints are or
ought to be such) is very limited; and
. they can not afford to waste it in speaking,
..writing or reading unprofitable- .words.
l,.ife is short, ti!ne is rapid in its. passage,
,and we. are admonished th11t for. the use"
DISTRtCT

we make of it we shall be called to account. To unwisely consume it is but to
waste it, or to do worse. Let it be economized and we will be better, happier, become more direct and business-l1ke in our
methods, have better success, and accomplish much more for God, humanity and
ourselves.
ELOQUENCE.

says of this: "It .ordinarily implies elevated and forcible thought, well
chosen language, an easy and effective utterance, an impassioned manner."
Whoever possesses the gift or grace of
eloquence, has a mighty power for either
good or evil. The fruits of its use alone
can reveal its quality. It is a powerful
force, wielded by both orator and writer,
and yet, in the wisdom of. God, its use is
neither of first, second or third importance,
in preaching and teaching life and salvation to fallen man. Moses was "slow of
speech," and yet he was one of the very
greatest teachers the race ever bad. The
apostles ofJ esus were mig-hty in the conversion of sinners, yet their teaching, even
when full of the Holy Ghost was wanting in
some of the essentials of eloquence as commonly understood, for their learned hearer~'>
"perceived that they were unlearned and
ignorant men" (Acts 4: 13). TheRe, like
Paul after them, were sent of Christ to
pre~ch the word of. life in all plainness,
directness and fitness, "not with the wisdom of words, lest the cross of Chl;'ist
shot!ld be made of none effect" ('I Cor. I:
17), but "in power, and in the Holy Gho~t,
and in much assurance," as Paul and his
fellows preached to the Thessalonians {I
Thess. I: 5). Wherever this kind of
preaching is had there is salvation; for
God and Christ are there, they being
"one" with the H(>ly Ghot;t.
The Holy Spirit .guides into all truth,
bears witness to the truth, and cayries conviction to the understanding and conversion
to the souls of men bv "the word of truth"
-the gospel.
•
Truth-gospel truth-:-though taught in
simple forms of speech, is. the mighty
means ordained of God by which to enlighten the. understanding, inform the
judgment, rightly . mould the conscience,
and beget in man; "thehope of life and
immortalitY," act:io"rfling to the will of God,
"The truth shall rnake you free," and this
divine force is not dependent upon "the
wisdom of words," but may be .manifest,
and usually is, in plain, hurnblet .but always pure speech~ .• Nephi, agreat prophet
of the Lord, says:
WEBSTER

lack the eloquence of the cultured in worldly wisdom, are such as the Holy Spirit approves, blesses and ac;companies in the
Lord's gospel work.
Occasionally one sees a minister use
"great swellin"g words of vanity," when he
needs rather to use "the sincere' milk of the
word," such as is adapted to the capacity
and the wants of his hearers or readers.
Such a teacher is weak and unprofitable,
notwithstanding "the words of his mouth
be like a strong wind."
The eloquence of truth borne in upon
the soul by the power of the Holy Spirit,
even though it be in plain, simple speech
- "words easy to be understood"- such
eloquence should be diligently sought and
faithfully used for the edification of man
and the -glory of God.
He who uses grandiloquent, lofty words
and forms of speech which his hearen:, or
readers do not understand (and which,
probably, he himself is not certain about),
should read the judicious words of Paul,
I Cor. I4: 9-19, as to the need of speaking with and to "the understanding" that
the hearer be "edified," and lest he be
found a "barbarian" to those he addresses.
The Lord always speaks to ll).en according to their language so as to teach them
as they 11eed; and the best speakers and
writers of all times do the same sensible
thing. Eloquence of this kind;pays.
. Teachers of this kind are needed. everywhere, and nowhere more tl)an in the
church of God, Blessings an<;l favor and
success wiJI follow them, and; the Lprd
will make. them abundant in g-O:d,d fruits as
hitherto. Plain, meek, hum b{e spiritual
men-they are a power for go¢d, and the
Lord and good people will Jove and honor
them.
·
LOOKING BACKWARD.
At the recent Buffalo general ass~mbly of the
United Presbyterians it was. annoulilc;ed thatthj')
''overture" to make· the use of toba:cco by. theo"
logical students a di~qualificationfor license had
failed to C•btain the approval of· the 'presbyteries,
the v.ote standing 435 to srs.
It is .announced on the authority of a stated
clerk of the Presbyterian general assembly that
the number of presbyte~;ies voting'for revision,
but•at the same time express·ly d~claring that
they do not wish .to impair the system of doctrine
of the Westminster. confession, wa~ ninety-two.
This, added to the siJttv-eight presbyteries opposing revision, makes16o pres]Jyteries; which have
declared in express terms their devotion to the
Calvinistic system of doctrine.
·

The above are from the relh!'ious column of the Chicago Sunday; Times, of
July 6th, and from. these iterrjs it seems
plain that. our U. P. brethren 11re not yet
ready tb advance to the position they should
'For my soul delig:hteth in plainness; for after
occupy. He who would work in entire
this manner does the Lord God work among the
harmony .with the tru~ spirit of the ag-e
children of men. F'or the Lord God givetk ligkt
to tke understandi?ig/ for he speilkethunto men. will not only cast his infl.ueiJce,against the
according to tkeir language, unto tkeir understandliquor traffic, bt1t will alsogiyestalvvart
ing."---"-2 Nephi. 13: 1.
aid to every move.merit whiqh tends to
How 8ensible; how. wise! How like a purify and ennoble his fe1Iows.; ·
loving, .Allwise Father! The soul. that
Thetobacco evil ought to gp, arid (oreneeds teachiGg ileeds it in words and most.in the ranks of those who marshal
forms of speech it Cfln understand, the . them~elves againstif should
the minis"
sense and me.aning ofwb.ich itcan readily ter .who teaches. that "man is the t~tnple of
perceive and. know and. meJ;Jtally. feel. God." It lopks as if our u:~f.brethren
Plain, pqre, .easily understood. wonls l'lnd will Qaye,to g:et tbeC~lvi1listic.artiCles.out
forms, though they .be . "unlearned" arid ofthe way, before. they can st)ei clearly ~n.o
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step up into and freely breathe the air and
comprehend the broad scop~ of the law. of
liberty, which regulates the spiritual, mpral,
intellectual and physiological conditions of
the race.
BRADEN WRITES.

THE Christian Leader, of May 6th, published in Cincinnati, Ohio, devotes its entire first page to a six:column account of
the last Btaden-Kelley debate, held near
Bell Air, Clark county, Illinois.
It is from the pen of Clark Br.aden, and
is written in his usual bombastic style; reminding one of the instructions of the
chairman of a political association to his
subordinate, after an election defeat, "Deny
.all returns and claim everything-."
We extract some statements from Bra•
den's account of the discussion.
They
were evidently written as "pointers" for
his Campbellite brethren, but will prove
as disastrous to them as they have to him:
"It was agreed by both parties that there ate
only two influences of the Holy Spirit--:-a miraculous influence and the ordinarv moral influence
of the word revealed by the Splrit; that baptism
in the Holy Spirit, the promise of the Comforter,
the signs of Mark r6., the gift of the Holy Spirit
in Acts 2: 39; 8: r8; II : 17, .etc., the spiritual
gilts of I Cor. 12; Eph. 4, etc., were all miraculous; that iri all places where the Spirit.is spoken
of as a gift, is given, received, persons were full
of the Spirit, it was miraculous.
Mormons are
consistent and logical; mysticism and sectarianism are not.
They claim the direct, immediate
influence of the Spirit a personal, literal indwelling of the Spirit, and fail to give the signs of such
ministration of the Spirit.
Mormonism only
claims the same ministration of the Spirit, and it
consistently claims the signs, miraculous powers.
Mysticism and sectarianism hand themselves,
tied hand and foot, into the hands of Mormonism.
There are mystics among us who prate,
about the Spirit in the word, a literal personal indwelling of the Spirit, that would be in the same
condition in a debate with a Mormon.
They
need such a lesson to drive them out of fog and
inconsistency."
"The lessons of the debate are these. No one
who admits a personal, literal indwelling of the
Holy Spirit, a direct, immediate influence of the
Spirit, any influence aside from the moral power·
exerted by truth revealed by the Spirit, has any
business debating with a Mormon; the Mormon
will beat out the brains of all such with their own
club.
That Mormonism is merely mysficism,
sectarianism gone to seed. That mysticism and
sectarianism will a~cept ·and sympathize with any
one who feeds them Holy Ghosttaffy,regardless
of the clearest teachings of God's word.
H the
devil were to come to such persons, with his
mouth full of Holy Ghost gabble . . .
The debate will be a death-blow to Mormonism with all who regard argument and who are
110t caught by dudish gabble of Holy Ghost taffy.

Mr. Braden in his account of the discussion omits any mention of the deserved rebuke admini~tered to him by the ladies of
the Campbellite church, who to manifest
their approval of Bro. Kelley's and their
disapproval of Braden's methods in discussion filed up in a body and heartily greeted the former; while they purposely paid
no attention to Mr. Braden,
He also fails to mention a statement
made by him to Bro. Kelley after the discussion, in effect, that if he found, upon investigation, that l\,1ormonism was true, he
would join the church.
Mr. Braden has
again annihilated the faith of the Latter
Day Saints (on paper); but,like Banquo's
ghost, it will not down. Perhaps another

published list of "ministerial indorsements"
of his clerical character and standing
may finally accomplish the desired res\llt,
However, we have but little hope that such
will be the result, but are rather inclined
to fear that this modern exorcist, who does
not believe in miraculous power, will fail
in his attempts; that this Dr. Braden will
die from the absorption of his own medicine-unless he concludes to abandon his
covert attacks upon "Mormonism"-prim··
itive Christianity.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE HERALD Office acknowledg-es the
receipt of two volumes of the Millenia!
Star, the gift of Sr. Mary Hiatt, of Iowa
City, Iowa. We do. not remember the
num hers, as they were sent some time ago.
Sr. Hiatt brought two more volumes of
of the Star. at conference time to be sold,
the amount received to be credited to her
on Home Column fund.
.
The Chase county Chronicle of June
28th, published at Imperial, Nebraska,
contains a half-column article written by
Bro. J. Ca:ffall. It explains the position
of the Reorganization.
A worthy young brother, rather feeble
in health, who ha!;\ a fair education, is a
good penman, also a typewriter, desires
to obtain a home among the Saints where
he can earn bis living and have the associations of friends; amount of salary not a
matter of first importance. For particulars address W. W. Springer, care
Watson, Saxton Heights, St. Joseph,
Missouri.
A· Short Sermon.-"There are
thousand idiots in this country and three
fourths of them are the children of drunk·
en par~nts."-Independent Patriot,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
If the Lord's prayer where it reads,
"And lead tis not into temptation," is right in the
Book of Mormon, why was it changed to, "And
suffer us not to be led into temptation," ln the
Inspired Translation, from the King James'?
Ans-The sense is the same. Even Jesus and
his apostles did not always quote texts of Scripture exact in word. See Matt. II: I4i r7: IO,
withMa!.4:5. Mark 1:44; Lev. 14:3; Iz:·r;
Isaiah 5: r. Also Matt. 13: I2-I5; Mark 4: 25;
Luke 8: r8; 19: 26, etc.
~.-If Joseph Smith was a true prophet and
the Book of Mormon is God's last revealed word
to man, why do you not teach it?
A -The church does teach it. It is not "God's
last revealed word to man," ho,rever; but it is in
accord with the last "word" given to the church.
~.-On the day of Pentecost those blessed
with the gift of tongues spake and ever nationality heard in his own tongue in which he was
born. Js it so now?
A.- Yes, essentially the same. Persons have
testified, after hearing some of God's people
speak in tongues and interpret, that it was correct In declaration and interpretation; they having an understanding of the language spoken in
tongues. Under circumstances similar to those
on Pentecost the elders will address nations in
their own tongues. Joseph Smith so instructed
the elders at Kirtland, in r835.
~ttes.-

~·7"Is one of the Aaronic priesthood a legal
representative from district to General Conference?
A.-Yes, if chosen by the district, but he is
not an ex o!Jicio member.
~.-Paul says, "The gift of God is eternal life
through Christ. What is
gift?
A.-Eternal life.
~.-Paul ·says, "Let your women keep silent .
in the churches." What are the churches?
A.-What we call the branches. He had re·
ference to their seekin1; to rule officially.
~.-Is wine, made exclusively from the grape,
or water the only elements that can lawfully be
used in sacrament service? lo it proper to use
wine in a fermented condition? Is it proper to
make wine from the pure juice of the grape in
autumn in sufficient quantity to supply sacrament purposes until the next autumn? Is wine
made from the juice
the grape either in an
unferin.ented or fermented state proper elements
and most lawful for sacrament service?
A.-"Listen to the voice of Jesus Chri~t,your
Lord, your God, and your Redeemer, whose
word is quick and powerful. For behold, I say
unto you, that it mattereth not what ye shall eat,
or what ye shall drink, when ye partake of the
sacrament, if it so be that you do it with an eye
single to my glory; remembering unto the Fath·
er my body which was laid down for you, and
my blood which was shed for the remission of
your sins; wherefore a commandment I give
unto you, that ye shall not purchase wine, neither
strong drink of your enemies; wherefore you
shall partake-of none, except it is made new
among you; yea, in this my Father's kingdom
which shall be built up on the. earth. Behold,
this is wisdom in me; wherefore marvel not for
the hour cometh that l will drink of the fruit of
the vine with you on the earth, and with Moroni,
whom I have sent unto you to reveal the Book
of Mormon, containing the fulness of my ever ..
lasting gospei."--D. C. 26: I, 2.
Wine, the juice of the grape is the Scriptural
type of the blood of Christ; but the revelation
quoted permits the use of other elements. It is
lawful to make and use fermented wine for
sacramental purposes. The unfermented juice
of the grape is, strictly speaking, not wine; but
according to the revelation quoted, the use of
the unfermented juice of the grape is permissible.
Q.-John I3: 8; xz: r4; D. C. 85: zo; 45; 46the washing of feet. Was it only intended for
the school of the prophets or the priesthood in
general?
A.~It was intended for all officers of the priesthood. The washing of feet preceded the endowment both in ancient and modern times.
Q.-John r6: II. Who was Christ speaking of
when he mentioned the "prince of this world?"
Some say he referred to Satan.
A.-- We understand it to refer to Satan who
ls also called "the god of this world;" "the
prince of the power of the air," etc.
Q.-(r). How shall Zion "be redeemed with
judgment." I sa. I: 27?
(2) To what people and at what time does the
prophecy in Isaiah 3: r6-26, relate concerning
the "daughters of Zion"?
(3) What is the "holy seed" spoken of in
Isaiah 6: I3?
(4) To whom does "I and the children whom
the Lord hath given me" relate in Isaiah 8: r8.?
(5) Does "These are they who are not valiant
in the testimony of Jesus" relate to Saints who
are careless and do not overcome in all things,
but never sin against the Spirit; or does it relate
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to the honest who did not obey tl;e gospel on
earth?
(6) Will baptism remit the sin of murder?
(7) If a man be tithed and then leave his property to his son, must the son tithe it over again?
A.-(r) By judgment we understand that
equity is meant, that by the discernment and
knowledge exercised by the Lord all things pertaining to Zion will be wisely regulated and perfectly adjusted. He who judges not .after the
sight of the eye or the hearing of the ear will reprove with equity and reward in justice and impartiality. Consult Webster on the word judgment.
(2) We think this refers to the ancient Jews
before the· Babylonish captivity, and the pride.
and evil peculiar to themselves.
(3) It refers to the scattering of Israel and the
holy seed that should finally return and be obedient.. See Book of Mormon, Mosiah 8: 4, S·
(4) Read Hebrews 2: 13. We understand it to
refer to the faithful, obedient children of God.
See also John 10: 29; 17: 6, 9, II, I2.
(5) We think it refers to those who made covenant with God and received testimony, but were
not valiant therein.
(6) We do not know what kind you allude to.
Murder is of different degrees.
(7) Ask the bishopric.

following is from the San Francisco
Citronz'cle, of June 29th:

THE

"Rev. T. W. Smith, who recently landed in
San F1'ancisco from Tahiti, and who is a missionary of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, reports that during
the last six. years that he has labored In the
South.Sea islands he has baptized 720 converts
and has organized thirty· two churches on twentyeight .different islands.
EXTRACTS FROM

LETTER~.

. Bro.J oseph F. :Burton wrote lately from
· Irvington, California:
"It now looks as though the waste places of
Zion in Irvington or old Washington Corners is
to be built up again. . Brethren Lincoln and
Parkin of San Francisco have done a good work
here, assisted by Br.o. and Sr. Steven Joyce and.
Davis."
WE are commanded to pray, but we are also
told that \\'e mustworkit;~the lit;~~ of our prayers.
' "God neve.r doe!! for tiS what we c.:an do for ou-rselves.
God will not feed the man that is too
Iazy to earn his food. Gdd helps where. man's
wisdo.rn a_nd strength fails, A ship once sprang
a leak in .l! dreadful storrn. The captain and first
mate,' both of whom had been very profanedurlng the voyage, hurried belo.w and began to pray.
The ~e,:ono. mat~, who o_rdered the .men to the
pumps, soon missed them. Being told. that they
were praying ln: the cabin, .he hf~stened. tliither.
~·See here,'' he exclaimed, ''this ship needs every
!llfln's h<"!p. Do you help work the_pumps. You
can pr~yall you want to, but you must pray with
..your hands working thos~ pumps." So should
Christian work _be prosecuted.
We must continue to pray, but we must not cease to ¥.cork._;_
Sel.

.. The freema1z'sJournal (R. C.) says: "There is
11othing :we appreciate so much asa good.joke,
_l!nd the acUon of the Pr.esbyterians in assailing
the Catholic church. as the enerny of the republiC
!ndemani!ing that religir>n aod education go hand
In hand together, and yet •demandiqg bible lessons as a neces~ary part of the pubJic,school ·
tern, iO> 1:o s.av the least, ludicrous."

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on tJie Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of person5 desiring a change in P.O. uddrcss.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Gathered from many sects, the Quaker brought
His old beliefe, adjusting to the thought
That moved his soul the creed his fathers taught:
One faith alone; so broad that all ma,kind ·
Within themselves its secret witness find,
The soul's communion with the Eternal Mind."

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr.
Batten of What Cheer, Iowa, who has
long been afflicted desires your faith and prayers
that God may restore her to health.
·
Sr. M. E. Goodenough of Prairie Rond, Mich.,
asks your prayers for herself and daughter. The
latter that she may have her eyes healed. They
have long been sore, but the faith of both is
strong in the Great Physicia.~"L She also requests
your prayers in behalf of Sr. Augusta Finch, who
despairs of help from any somce but God.
Bro. L. D. McWethy, Coldwater, Michigan,
desires your faith and prayers that if it is God's
will he may be healed.
HoME CoLUMN MisSIONARY FuND.

July 3, Amount to d,ate ...••...•... ,$2,936 58
Eunice Lanphere, Wis.$ S oo
Mary A. Livsey, Utah. r oo
Mary Hiatt, I a.~ ....... 2 oo
Melissa Woods, Neb....
Elect:i Woods, Neb....
25
Ellen Albertson, Minn..
29
Christina Edwards, Mich
Ruth K. Dennis, Ill .... 2 oo
Annie Lacy, Neb . . . . . .
so
A Friend, Ill ... ·....... ro oo
Sibyl McCord, Ia ...... ro oo
Dora McWilliams, I a .... r oo
Nora B. Short, Mo ...... r oo
Eliza Stein, Ia ......... , 5 oo
A Sister, la ....... ; .... r r3
39 92
July n, Amonnt received to date ..... $2,976

zs

so

so

~Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, lowa.

HOW TO. MAKE CHILDREN HAPPY.
"Little things, on little wings,
Bear little souls to heaven."
It is very usual with us, who have advanced to
the time of "the sef,e l!nd yellow leaf;" who are
burdened with the inC"r,rasing weight of years and
responsibilities, and who realize to the full ·the
poet's assertions that this is a
"Changeful life;
So manifold .in cares that every day
Brings its ow:n burden with .it"I say, it is a very common thing for us .to say
to our children, "Ah, now js your ~h~P!>Y time,
now is y.our season'?£ enjoy1n~nt, now you have.
nothing to trouble and notaing _to annoy you,
only to sing, dance, and play; oli, if I could but
be young again!'' ~tc,, etc.
To a great extent
th:s is true.__ God in_: his infinite. mercy has constituted childhpod with a capacity for receiving
pleasure from everytrifle; and who,can doubt
this as he watch~s its free, dancing; j9yous ~nov;e
men.ts, hcar~}ts m<))odious laughte;,o.r gaze~ on
its sunny face? _ The cunning \jttle rogues seem
to have found out
lbng desired secre~ of ."set-

ting a trap to catch sunbeams." Still, it has often
struck us that the dailx life of a child is not so
happy as it might be. It stabs us to the very
heart to see a little heedless offender roughly
chidden, or even personaily chastised, for an
accident caused it may be by the superabundance
of its joyous activity.
Perhaps a curly-pated
urchin, goaded on by the excess of his infan.tile
curiosity, makes a tiny stab in his drum to find
out where the "music comes from," or surreptitiously gives a prick to his elastic ball "to see
what makes it jump." The toys are spoiled, it is
true, which is a great pity; but still worse is it to
hear the upbraidings which a1;e showered upon
his defenseless head by mother or nurse. How
much better would it be to reprove him gently
for what can hardly be called a punishable act, or
to take advantage of the same opportunity to give
him a simple lesson in natural philosophy, which
would never be forgotten. Or again, we have
known severe correction to have followed the
spontaneous confession of a fault, when the little
culprit, at the expense of a vast amount of sensibility and timidity; has stammered fbrth the burden that has _been lying on his mind for hours,
only to be met by harsh and injudicious severity.
What can such a parent expect as the result of
his. discipline but future falsehoods,· or sly attempts at concealment?
This reminds us of an incident that happened
to us the other day. While walking in the street
we passed two or three children in _earnest conversation. Their looks and tones attracted our
attention, more especially the sent~nce uttered
by .one as we passed, "My. mother n~ver spoke a
rough word to me." We involuntarily turned
and looked at the boy. There he stood, a sturdy
looking little fellow, in fustian jacket and corduroy trowsers, but with such a beaming, happy
face as is not• often to be seen in a; poor man's
child, and who c,an wonder atthe:look of care
and depression that is pften visib!~i in children
who are snubbed and twitted and~ snapped at
from Monday morning tO" Saturday.night, and
from Saturday night tili.Monday mbrning? Of
course we do not wish to imply that'children: are
frequt)ntly.placed!n such unhappy circumstances;
yet, how few parents can claim the ·compliment
that Cowper pays to his mother, :when he speaks
of her
"Consta_nt flow of love that !mew no fall,
Ne'er ~ougheried by those cataracts and breaks
That humor Interposed too often .!llakes."
When we think of the trifles, the :Vl'!rY nothings
that will make a ch.ild happy for days and weeks,
it makes .one sigh to think how seldom they are
bestowed on, them. ~·Little things ;please little
minds,'; we sometimes hear uttered with a half
contemptous . smile:· Fathers and mothers, be
thankful that it is so! Be thankful .that a handful of wild flowers, a ripe and ruddy :apple, a few
·blocks of wood, or a peacock's feath<;r, will make
your chiidshoitt for joy _and cause. his dancing
limbs tq be;1r witness to the lightness·of his heart
We have known. a child amused. for: a long .:Winter's day, when cold and sle_et have confined. him
to the ji~eside,by half an hour's pat!ent instruc,
tion, s_ome paper and a pair of scissors; while his
bright, intelligept eyes have .born testimonr .to
~his triumph over the miniature boa:ts and ships
that he has .con.stru.cted. An addition of one .or
two colorsand a paint b~~sh haye ~adehitl,l as
Jlappy!ts ~kipg? and sent, hh::il
bed
I*
head crdw:ded ;vvith visions o.f.
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pillars (always, however, being most scrupulous
and naval engagements. We repeat that no work
as to the kindness with which they were treated)
is easier or so well paid as the amusement of
children. "Their's is the sunshine of the breast; . and no words could describe our delight as
watched the wondrous change into chrysalis and
and many a gentle word, or encouraging caress,
is treasured in their hearts to be repaid at some
butterfly, while she would take advantage of it
future time by simple attentions in illness."
to lead om· thoughts to the still more wondrous
Never allow your children to be idle. Idletransformation of the human body. The "=VE'nness is the root of all evil, and a child who is aling hours of an intelligent child might be profitlowed to hang listlessly over the fixe, and lounge
ably employed in arranging the shells, grasses,
about on easy chair or sofa, will assuredly be
flowers, etc., collected during the summer, placa burden in time to come. If he appears wearied
ing them caretully on paper or card, and writing
of his toys, draw him kindly to you and tell or
the description of their classes, orders, or parts
read some simple story; if possible get him to
beneath. Five pets also deserve notice here,
copy some animal or bird mentioned in it; show
since tending, feeding and nursing them affords
him how to fabricate a walnut-shell boat, or a
great delight to children, and fosters their kindly
fly catcher, or an ornament for the bed-room
feelings.
candlestick, or spills for lighting candles, and
By all means encourage brothers and sisters to
let him see that you value his work, by using it.
love these amusements. Of course those of an
Nothing damps a child's pleasure more, after he
intellectual kind are meant, since we have no
has completed some wonderful fabrication which
desire to transform our boys into women, or to
is to accomplish marvels in the domestic demake our girls romps. But in the study ot botpartment, than to see it laid aside as useless or
any or natural history, one may materially aid the
smiled at supercilliously. Use it if it be possiother. The boy will exhibit more courage and
ble; or still b~tter, assist him in making a more
dexterity in securing the prizes which the "neatperfect one. It always seems more difficult to
handed Phillis" can more delicately manipulate
amuse boys than girls, because it is thought
and examine; or the girl may make a very preteffeminate to instruct them in many things with
ty drawing of the various butterflies, beetles, etc.,
which girls are acquainted. This we believe to
which the boy may color; while the neatest
be a great mistake. We knew a family where
writer may add the description. A charming
ali the children, both boys and girls, were taught
Httle volume might thus be commenced at a
knitting and netting. No one was allowed to
comparatively early age, which both would enjoy
make their marble bags for them, and certainly
to review as they progress, and mark tbe immarvelous and gorgeous in the extreme were the
provement they have made.
colors thev selected; still, they were more prized
Or again, a boy who was clever as a carpenter
by them than any fabrications that could be purmight be directed h0w to form very
baschased, besides encouraging a taste for industry
kets and vases for holding the flower-pots in the
and a love for domestic life. Our readers may
drawing room or garden, while the girl could
smile, but this is a fact. T'he boys hailed the
cleverly decorate them with pine cones (<plit
winter evenings with plea&ure, when they kept
down the center in order to be more easily glu·
time with their busy fingers to the narration of
ed) which if wished, <;ould afterwards be varsome startling adventure, or schoo: exploit, and,
nished: or bcquets of flowers might be skeletonfar from becoming "feminized," grew up doized and bleached at the sole expense of time
mesticated in their tastes, and unlike the shiftless
and trouble, and thus a charming ornament for
creatures men usually are in the items of butthe parior would be produced.
tons and strings. Always accept the home
Hundreds of these little trifling employment•.
manufactures of your boys, if urged upon you.
will suggest them~elves to the mind of any inThere is inherent in ali boy nature a certain
telligent mother, and she wili then be spared the
chivalrous and knightly feeling, which they love
annoyance of a listless, "What shall I do? I have
to gratify, and by all means encourage this when
nothing to do!" that too oft<. n degenerates into
possible. Many a happy hour will be passed by
ill-humor and peevishness. Never mind how
your little son, if he knows that the rough piece
trivial the occupation so that it be but useful, and
of wood which he is so elaborately carving into
trains your child to an abhorrence of idleness.
some mythical and extinct animal will be acNever think it too much trouble to answer
cepted with a smile and treasured with love.
your children's questions.
How often do we
Give your children a love for nature. It was
hear the tart reply, "I'm sure I don't know,
our favored lot to be brought up by a loving, inchild; pray d:m't tease me when you see I'm
telligent, Christian mother, and never shall vo.e
busy!" This is the surest way to stunt the
cease to feel gratitude for ht>r memory for the
growth of your child's mind. It is the most
manv pleasant hours her ear.ly lessons have incruel and ruthless conduct possible thus to desured us. From childhofld we were trained to
ny a child the information for which he craves,
admire and love natural objects. What an ovaand to allow him to feel all the awkwardness and
tion was performed in honor of thefirst violet,
pain to whic_h ignorance exposes him
Rather
and what a joyous discovery it was to espy the
hail with joy these indications of a growing
first pale primrose of the season 1 Even after
mind, and make the little er-qnirer happy by
long years of sorrow and trial a thrill of happidrawing him to ynu with a kiss and as full and
ness returns at the recollection of those innocent
patient elucidation us he mav require. And if
pleasures; ot the approval she never omitted to
you wish his little cup of happiness io overflow
manifest at indications of a desire to solve any of
for one day at least, when the enquiring fit is
the many wonders of leaf and bud and flower; of
over, give yourself up to a game of romps wl!h
the pleasure with which she would survey our ·him; or let him bring his stool to that snug corcollections of variegated snail-shells, or the arner where you sit, and get his tea quite under
rangement of all the varieties of grasses we
your wing; or give him a baked apple for his
could collect. She also allowed us to feed catersupper; or best of all in his eyes, let him sit up

half an hour over his bed time, with a book of
colored pictures in his hand, and his little rosy
face in your bosom. If you give your child a
present make it doubly precious by the way you
do it. Hide it in some snug corner where he
will be sure to find it out; in his little shoe or in
the pocket of his frock; or let it come by post
directed to him; or let it be that same wonderful secret by which you have been mystifying
him for a day or two past, till he is in a perfect
agony of curiosity; or let the servant bring it to
the door with a flourlshlngri.ng, and st·nd him to
open it; any of these plans will send him to bed
as happy as a prince, and fill his heart with fresh
joy each tlme he thinks of it.
Make your children happy in each other, encouraging them to f,cel that a pleasure enjoyed
alone is only half enjoyed. If one of them buy
a farthing sugar .. stick, teach him to feel a delight
in offering a taste to all the rest. As far as possible let their presents to each other be of their
own manufacture-not purchases. Let the boys
carve silkwincers, or make bone crocket hooks,
or copy in their best style some favorite poem
(such as "Johnhy Gilpin" or the "Babes in the
'Wood") transcribing it into a manuscript volume,
perhaps adorned with original illustrations. Let
the g·irls make book marks, satchels, for schoolbooks, or leathern cover for some favorite volume. Cherish the little outbursts of affection
natural to them. Do not chide your boys for a
few irrepressible tears at leaving home for boarding-school, nor encourage manliness at the expense of brotherly affection, and do not grudge
an hour bestowed upon a little pains taking
writer or juvenHe cotnposer who is anxious to
give an account of various home details to the
absent one. Let him write two or three sentences of his epistle each night, overlooked by an
elder sister; the one will feel hapyy at being able
to instruct, the other will be grateful at the sight
of the letters that grow beneath his pen. By
any means, at any expense or trouble to yourself, make home happy to your children, let it always remain in their memories as a type of all
that is peaceful, loving, and attractive; let them
constantly revert to it as a soothing remembrance _in the hours of pain, sorrow or privation,
and I et its associations be so hallowed; and predo us as to restrain them in temptation and
"strengthen them in trial.
Yours is a noble mission, oh, parents! see that
ye fulfill it with that wisdom and gentleness
which shall prove you worthy of the dignity and
honor it confers.
-Selected by E. Colvin, North Forster, AnB.

GLEN EASTON, W.Va., June 22d.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-As I am so
often comforted by reading your many encouraging !Atters I will try to add my testimony, as I
know this is the true work of God that I have
embraced. It will be twelve years the second
day of Angust since I was baptized, and I have
never yet doubted the work, as I had an evidence
its truthfulness when I was confirmed, and I
have received many ble3Sings since. I have
been healed by the power of God and have seen
others healed also. Have passed through some
very severe trials, but always found God ready
to help me; and at this time I still feel to trust
him. My daughater Is very sick at this time.
Has been sick for quite :a while with seemingly
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D.
inward weakness, and now she is threatened
with that dreaded disease, typhoid fever; and if
she don't get help from a power beyond the skill
of man she can't endure, for she is reduced DOW
to a mere skeleton. She has not lost her faith,
and desires to put her trust ·in God. We have
DO elder near our place, but I beg a special
prayer for her, that her life may be spared and
that she may bring her little babe up in the fear of
God and give him all the praise, for he is worthy.
Yoursister in the faith,
CAROLINE W AYT.
MAINE, Minn., June 16th.
Dear Home Colunm:-Will it not be a.glorious
time when the faithful ones, the belo\·ed of the
Father, shail be gathered to inherit the kingdom
prepared for them? Oh, that we may all keep
qur lamps trimmed and burning, that when Jesus
comes in the clouds with power and great glory
we may have on the wedding robe of righteousness and be permitted to enter into the marriage
supper of, the Lamb!
May we let our light so
shine before the world that others may see our
good works and glorify our Father who is in
heaven. With the same hand to guide and the
same Spirit to direct and counsel which has been
with us in days gone by, we shall be able to staQp
and endure to the end. We must pray in faith
and pray unceasing.
A life of prayer is a life
near heaven. Although young in this cause, it
is ·very dear, and iny.daily prayer is that this gospel may spread until every nation, kindred, tongue
and people shall· be fed with the bread of. life. I
can truly say that this gospel Is the pown of
God unto. salvation to all them that believe and
for the !Jeacon light of his love to guide me, I
daily, though in weaknes.s, give thanks .. By our
united faith and prayers we can make the way
much easier for our brethren who have sacrificed
home anp the compa,nionship of dear ones to
.battle fo~ the work of the Master, for though we
· may no tenter into the thick of the fray, we cap
bind up the w.ounds ~nd minister to the wants of
the soldiers. Our conference has been the order
for two days, Saturday and Sunday th.e 14th and
rsth:
We have aU been blessed.
Testimony
meetfpg the first forenoon.
God was with us
and there were testimonies given that will be rementbered by the Saints during their short sojourn here.
Yours in gospel qonds,
SR:E: D. MARTIN.

read when he has a chance, and then by this plan
yve can talk over any point that may be noted,
and a great many times will enlarge our understanding of a certain line of thought by so comparing our ideas of the meaning of the writer.
'\Vel!, a shower of rain came that very forenoon
and gave us the opportunity of reading it.
I
started my dinner and while it cooked I read and
then having begun I did not like to leave off, so
while he ate his dinner I read and felt sorry when
I came to .the "To be continued."
Now, dear sisters, I could write a great deal
more about how this affected us from the description of the sermon which he through curiosity
went to hear to his final request f·?r baptism, but
all who read it can see how the hand of the Lord
was leading him when he knew it not. It all
seems so real to me whep I read any of the
pieces in the magazine and when I think why it
does, I believe it is because it is truth that is
told, and not imagination created in the mind of
some writer. The first two years the magazine
was published I thought I could not afford to
take it, but now I realize what I have lost and
would deny myself many things which I have
considered necessary rather than not· have it of
my own.
Ever rejoicing in the. welfare. of the Saints I
am your sister in the gospel ot Christ,
ELLA J. G.REEN.

]:>ARRISH, His, July 8th ..
Editors !ferald:~Dear brethren, I am here in
the line of duty. I have been laboring he:e the
past week; was here once before this spring; six
were added .to the. church by baptism this time.
This is the place where Bro. I. M. Smith held
the debate with Elder Throgmorton of the Bap·
tist Church~. Those uniting with~ us. here are
from the Baptist and Methodist Churcl:les, mostly.
There are many others believing, and some will
obey, I think, at no distant day.
I was enabled to ()pen a new place ;for preaching by the help of Bro. and Sr. Burlison six
miles from here at Akin, while labe>ring in this
vicinity in May. We. occppied .the Christian
Church at_ Aki.n and can h~ve it again, so I am
informed. We occupy thft M. E Church here.
The truth. is gaining ground in this place, and
those that opght to know s~y the .Baptist and
Methodisf.Church<')s_!tre going down. The Lord
0Nf'!Luw, Iowa, June 17th.
is blessing me in my efforts. My he~lth is imDear Sister;:-For some time I have wanted
proving according(tq ,the proq1ise rece.ived by the
to express my feelinKs in regard tq the eftorts of
Spirit. I have nQt failed to. filL every appoint!;llany of our brothers and sisters to provide good
men\ made since General Conference, Am
and ~easpnable, and at the same time, reasonable
preaching generally every nigl;J.t and twice on
.food for our minds, not. only ip the Her.ald bu,t
also h) our. church magazine. Ithink, and I have
Sundays. .Am trying to make my teachings
often .heard others say, that one single article is
"effectual'' by my ~xamp)e. I beli.eve this to be
the only .true mod~ for the minister.of Christ. I
often worth the price qf the magazine for a
believe the. word of .wisdom, tht; law of tithing
year.,
and every otherthlng th~t the Lord says is
I believe the June number of Autumn Lea11es
really the best yet 1 or so it seems to me .. The
pleasing to him, ought to )Je ?bserved by the
\article "QurBoys" in Domestic. Departt!)ent is
elders, and i(l .a short time it would . have. its
·especially good; .also Autobiography. of Elder. R.
effect on the members a.nd. .there .would be no
Eva.ps, I glanced. over this the day after I got
need of passingresolutionsinconfe1·ence enjoinmagazine and seeing that it was w.orth c;are·
ing any of these things .. This. to my 1nind is
reading, I lajd thebook down until iny busthe qnly true course for the eldersto pursu~,.and
could. havea'cl;lanceto hear it,.a~>he likes
the. only thing thatwill make us what we m.1ghf
haye me read alqud to hi!D, and .his work . to be, the true light of the world 1. Christ in .us. I
believe the time q:rs come when we <jhould seek
that.h<') is. ()~ten .tog tired to
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health and wealth and every other blessing
through full obedience to the laws thr011gh
which God has promised them. When we come
to him in this way he can not withhold any good
thing from us. I pray Goq to speed the time
when all can see the necessity and fathom the
depth of the injunction ·to "live by every word
that proceedeth from God." Our mission is doing fairly.well, so far as I know: We had the
able assistance and wise counsel· of the missionary in chzrge at our district conference in June.
We also expect him at the conference in Kentucky the 12th and r3th of this month. I hope
by God's help to perform the duties incumbent
upon me in a proper manner. Praying that we
as a church may take the admonition. of the
Spirit, and come up higher, I hope to continue
your co-laborer.
G. H. HILLIARD.

GARDEN GROVE, Iowa, July sth.
Editors Herald:-I take. pleasure in speaking
of the goodness of God to us. There are only
three of us in this part. Our little girl was very
sick, and I wrote asking the Saints of our branch
at Lamoni on Friday, two weeks ag;o, to pray for
her, and on the Monday following she was ·very
much better and is now well. Thanks he to God.
I know that God liveth for he always answers, if
not directly he does indirectly. I have proved it
now for twenty.three years, and do not let us
ever once doubt, for whatever is good for us in
His sight that is what we may expept.
Dear Saints, I know not why I write like this,
hut I do know I am prompted to; do so.
Be
prompt in your payment f0r churcrlreading matter, for Hm·ald and ..!lutunm Leave~ are doing a
great and grand work outside .. Tqere is a great
amount of expense and labor attach~d to those in
charge. They have to meet Jheir dt:es on time,
and we ought to do the same.· We l;>ear.the name
of Latter Day Saint~.
We must tr)' and c~aiin
the fame also,. When I think of th\e noble reading in the Autumn Eeat1es and think of the brain
;.,ork it must take, Ifeel they sha\1 never .have
trouble in .that direction fr.om !;lle; ~or when I se'e
no prospect of paying then I vvill nbt take it.
I did not take my pen with th~ intention of
writing this way, hut have no excuse to make,
prayingGod to bless .this people that they may
s.ee the necessity of c;loing righf because it is right.
Bw: Lain bert preached' in the opera hall at this
place on Sunday, June 22d, subject; plan of salvation, to a fair congregation and with good attention.
Several say, '•What a gdod speaker;"
so we feel encouraged} considering th.~ circumstances he labored under.
Your sister,
E. RAY.
GARLAND,
July 7th.
EditoH. Herald:-· .Since coming here I have
bee.n l:tboring in Pleasant Hill, Ne~ Hope, Lone
Stat' and B~tler branches. Have •been kiildly
rt'!ceive<,l by Saints and friends, an,d blessed by
the lfo.ly:.Spirit in !;lly ministry. Ij am hopeful
and shall do all I can. to build up the church in
~his TJ:lisston. I had t~e pleasure !_yesterday of
baptizing four near Pleasant Bill. j
Having. been placed in. charge 'of Alab:tma;
Florida and adjoining states, I desire the C(),91'eration of alLSaints and friends, Those delabor will }'>leac~
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THE SAINTS
ANTWERP, Ohio, June 27th.
To all that h,a ve a filial fear for our Heavenly
Parent, and that revere His high and holy name
and think ki:ndly on the rising Jerusalem, and
note the bursting bud and unfolding flower . of
fair Zion's redemption and glory, saluting:
"Forty and six years was this temple building,
but he spakerof the temple of his body."
The above; length of time, to a day, chronicles
the years and days since the double tragedy at
Carthage, Hancock county 1 Illinois.
T,he fiery
king had reached the summer solstice; the ponderous orb had passed vertical over the tropic of
capricorn; the earth was rocking back upon her
imaginary axis, and with. the motion of the heav·
enly bodies two bright sta~s fell from ·out the
spiritual firmament into the iron jaws and inky
sea of death;
The crimson tide of the prophet
and patriarch had freely flowed and eJ:>b~d away
ere the summer day ha<j sank into the bosom of
night. Injustice and cruelty, rapine and murder
have swayeq sceptel' over this old sifl·loving,
sick world for a long while; but, sure it is a
lengthy lane that has no crook, turn nor. end.
In the evening there shall be light, and oftentimes the darkest hour harbingers the brilliant
morn and an illustrious day.
It is not only a duty, but should be esteemed
a privilege tq work for and pray in behalf of the
calumniator,'the persecutor and the vicious; but
I must confess it is a thankless task, and appears
almost labor in vain.
The meek follower of the lowly Lamb can not
afford, on his own account, to treasure hate, do
violence or .e:ven take an eye for a life, or a tooth
for a limb.
All true happiness is found alone
in the bright straight path of daily d~ty.
An avaricious individual, scheming for pelf
and working.for aggrandizement and power is as
restless as the tempest-tossed, turbulent sea that
foams forth sh:~me and casts ~p mire and dirt.
How the heart would expand, the· purse strings
relax, and the hand would open wide if we could
but fully realize that "it is more blessed to give
than to receive." The rich would step down, the
poor would step up, the angels would weep for
joy, the glory of the Lord would appear and all
flesh would see It together, I sincerely believe.
On the evening of the sth ultimo I met in debate Elder f. M. Rees 1 of Kokoma, Indiana. He
affirmed two nights that "The Sabbath of the
decalogue was instituted in Eden and binding on
all the race."
This experienced, shrewd debater attempted to
maintain that "the Sabbath was made for man,"
immediately after the six creative days of first
Genesis, even on the seventh day, as a memorial
of creation; "and can no more be changed than
we can alter our anniversary or national day."
He argued that it was sanctified when the work
was completed, would run through all tim~, and
would· be observed faithfully when Paradise
would be regained and the earth would be full of
the glory of God. ,
Of the accompanying slavery and the capital
punishment for its violation, he could not vouch
fo.r even here and now, much less in the glad new
earth. He thought, however, that "the ministration of death,'' or executing by stoning, was
changed or deferred till the judgment, when the
unfortunate that had "the mark of the beast,"
wo.uld .be condemned to annihilation by the august judge. He tried to make the whole law of
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God center; hinge and hang on the fourth commandment, claiming that it was moral not cere·
mania!.
These last terms are definitions of their own
coinage, and are the lingo of Ash dod and not the
pure speech of Caanan.
He.had been to Utah, stol~ the Brighamite idea
of. a special law for the priesthood, (?) which he
averred had b.een changed! Because his moral ( ?)
law could not take.11way sin he concluded that
any and all law simply condemned, not saved;
how belt Paul taught that the law of
spirit of
life in Christ Jesus made free from tQ.e law of sin
and death; also that the gospel is the.power by
which God saves as well as condemns.
By
abiding in the doctrine of Christ, the perfect law
of liberty, salvation is wrought out.
My opponent adhered to the view that because
God spake the decalogue, and afterwards wrote
the precepts thereof on two tables of stone, Moses was not the mediator of the covenant, nor any
one else; neither was Jesus Christ a lawgiver, lest
"grace and truth" would supplant "the law of
Moses."
The third evening I affirmed, "The Scriptures
teach.that the first day of the week is the Christian Sabbath, and is binding on Christians." I
advocated that the ten commandmen.ts were the
covenant which God made with Israel by the
hand.of·Moses, the great Hebrew lawgiver; and
·that, too, after the Israelites had been delivered
from Egyptian servitude. Inasmuch as the
Sabbath was in controversy I showed the first
reaching Jrom Sinai to Calvary J.o oe a local and
limited affair, where fire could be dispensed
with at intervals. I agreed with Peter that it
was a part at least of the "yoke which neither
our fathers nor we were able to bear."
Jeremiah the. Metropolitan Prophet, and Paul
the Apostle to the Gmtiles allowed that it was a
factor in the old, faulty, weak and unprofitable covenant; and it would get distanced
in· the race for progress and become a dead
school-master when the Great Teacher would
bring life and immortality to light. No use in
trying to get back of the returning board, hence
God proclaimed from Horeb to Israel, through
Moses, "Remember that thou wast a servant in
the land of E!;ypt, and that the Lord thv God
brought thee out thence, through a mighty hand
and by a stretched out arm; .therefore the Lord
thy God commanded thee to keep the Sabbath
day."
It is further advertised as a "sign" to the
chosen and elect nation, that they are thus sanctified throughout their generations; and Jesus
said, "Your house is left desolate;" since which
their genealogies have not been kept or their nation preserved.
'
It does not prove the reinauguratlon of the
rest day because Jesus said, "Pray ye that your
flight he not in the winter, neither on the Sabbath day;" for both provisions were looking for
, the temporal welfare of the faithful, as more
fully shown in Mark 13 and Luke zr.
It scores nothing either in favor of or against
the Sabbath, because St. Paul addressed some
praying women by a stream on that
or
chanced to drop into a Jewish synagogue now
and then on that day, because he was at work
night and day, and every day with tearful solic··
itude.
Our gracious Savior rose on .the first day of
the week, very early in the morning, and Peter
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s.poke of the third hour of the day; the~efore, in
those palmy days the day began at six o'clock in
the morning, instead of from evening to evening,
as was tne Hebrew custom with some of their
movable feasts, and: as Advent sticklers do now
hold. When the ·people ·were converted from
heathenism or Judaism to Christianity they met
on the first day of the week for .religious pur•
poses. (see A,cts 20:7; r Cor. r6:r, 2; Rev.r:
ro, etc.) These evidently continued steadfastly
in the apostle's doctrine and fellowship,. and in
breaking of bread, and in prayers." "And the
Lord added to the church d[!.i~y such
.should
be saved." Thus. we celebrate .the great resurrection day of the world's gteat Redeemer,
with suitable service, by repairing to places of
solemn and divine worship, where we pay our
devotions and oblations to the Supreme Ruler of
the universe. Creation, of course, was a wondrou!' word; but we are more directly and personally interested in the redemption of the race,
Christ .brought life and Jmmortality to light,
when lie burst the bars of the tomb; hence we
will follow our "leader and commander''
whithersoever he marks out the way.
Of the evidences and scriptqral texts cited as
proof, time or space would not allow me to give
ig detail; but the.in!erest rim almost t()O high,
and the audience was orderly,' attentive and
somewhat immense.
}\_s the manna' fell six sl!ccessive days and on,
.MJe seventh was not to be found in the fields, the
children of Israel were forewarned of the Sabbath law, and prepared to adopt it when authoritatively proclaimed. Christ, as "Lord of the
Sabbath," assailed the venerated day, pnformed
acts of mercy,"healed," worked, and broke it, as
also his disciples gathered corn, bore burdens,
etc., etc. When the gospel was introduced, even
before the crucifixion, "Christ is the end of the
law." Whim he expired, the law of Moses died;
when the old dispensation was nullified, abrogated, abolished, the new and everlasting covenant came to the front to stay.
The fourth and last evening, "Resolved, That
the spirit of man survives the death of the body,
as an intelligent, individuality between death
and !he resurrection," was canvassed for two
hours, alternating every thirty minutes. Inasmuch as the immortality of the soul, or the
deathless nature of the spirit has been frequently
written up we will not state the pros and cons.
On the eves of the 7th and 9th instantR I also
crossed theological swords .with a Campbellite
lawyer ln Knox, Indiana. The questions were
in regard to the doctrine taught by Joseph
Smith. My opponent threw mud from the word
go; belched forth scandal for all that was out;
spread himself over polygamy; the Mountain
Meadow massacre;. the perfidity of the Pratts;
the disloyalty, intemperance and licentiousness
of the martyr, and the sheep thieving proclivities of the co-workers with the Seer. He never
analyzed an item of our faith or answered a solitary argument, save it be -.Vith his dogmatic assertions, traducing epithets, gross perversions
and heartless lies.
It seems to be difficult to awaken a hearty
Interest in Knox, but we are hopeful of the adjacent country, and more so of the community ten
miles east, where I met Mr. l,{ees. The people
ln that region are thoroughly aroused and are
clever and kind almost to a fault, hence we confidently expect to reap there ere long.

as
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It was my good fortune to attend a large,
spiritual conference at Cl~ar Lake, Indiana, the
21st and 22d insts., and from thence I came here
the fore part of this we.ek. Bro. Rathburn, of
Lansing, Michigan, presided in a cheerful, positive, dignified manner. Bro. Leonard Scott,
myself,. Willard Smith and Elder James W.
Watson, of St. Mary's, Canada, preached in the
order as above, and Bradford Corless, the president of the Coldwater branch, had the prayer
service in charge. Bro. Watson is of ScotchIrish extraction, isyoung in the cause and min·
istry. He has'a generous heart, surcl_:targed with
love; has traveled considerably; thinks vigorously, and is eloquent, 'pointed, energetic and
powerful He is not aged enough to' be in his
literary prime, consequently Jet us hope that he
may continue to expand, and that his heroic, Indomitable energies may flow in heaven-ordained
channels.
May wholesome discipline crown his life and
Inspiration clothe him as with a mantle, I do
feryently pray.
M. T. SHORT.
RoxBURY, Va.,July rst.
Pditors Her.ald:-The latter part of May I left
home for my field of labor in this State. I found
the way greatly hedged up,as to preachi<lg, but
the Saints arefirm in the work; still they need
much. instruction and encouragement. . Bro .. S.
Andes of Kansas arrived In the valley (his former home) a few days after my arrival. He is a
live Saint, and among his relatives and former
friend.s l;le wielded an influence for good, and to
the S:dnts. he gave. much .encouragement.
He
has be~n in the work more than.sixteen years.
Early inJune Bro. C. R: Dunc.an arri:ved. .We
heli;l a few preaching and. saints meetings in the
church at Roman, but not much desire was manIfested ori .tljie par:t of .those not .of us. to hear
preacl:ling; .. We made one eftort in a grove. in
Augusta county, and had a fair hearing, and had
It not been £or; the rain we could no doubt hail a:
m~ch farger.crowd. . We next made an effort
near Nfl~ Hope, but there was no desire there· to
hear: ·• We then sepat'ated, l to come here and
Bro.J)uncan to· go to Pope county. I learn. by
letter from ,hitl1 that ~e had got an opening at
Sands,btit what• !.he .~'esults w\11 be he did not
kn()\i;'·:He bas poor heaW1 at this timfl. Saints,
pra;y traH1od ~ay give him the .needed he<1lth
to prea~h the gospel. • He is a noble worker and
hi~ la~or mw;h needed in this 111ission. H~ is
~~e~~~:n~.ye~ bold . enoug~ to go apywhereand
mak:e. his missi~n.know~ .. He is one ot the right
men in the right place i!J this.fie!d. Let us older
ones In the ministry tr.v to support the young
minist~rs. .Let us pray and be. glad to set! them
soqll wexcel us in prt(achiri.g.
They .are the
hopc;l.qJthe chu,rch1 · . · ·
I came here the. 27th of M;ay and preached two
nigl:\tsin a private house, withonly a few to
Thr()qgh tqelnfiuence q;f Sr. Taylor, late of I!li·
nois,Ja!\t S_unday.Ihaq.·~he privilege of preaching in a, Baptist c11urch .in New,. Ke~t county, to
a fllir sized. congregation of_veryatt~ntivelist~n
e,rs,
They were ap:xi<>Us to hear mor~ and said
. I could use the hpuse, but it being a very busy
time: and. the .nights shor.t fhey' proposed to po~t,
pone It until fall.
I think a workjcan ·""·'·u'"'"
there hi' the rtearifu,tuhJ.
Iwll.s,requestedto preach in the d~pot itt Rox• buryyso last night I spoke to a :very .respectable
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congregation of good listeners. At the close of
the service the agent said I could preach there
any time I wished. The Lord willing, will speak
th.ere to·night.
i think the work will finally open up in differ~
ent places in this mission, but there c£:n not be
much done here until fall, only to prepare theway. There is much discouragement in this field
·-a ha:d place to make converts; so if the mis,
sionaries here dont baptize numbers dont think
that they are not Industrious and zealous. I feel
greatly encouraged in the work lately, and hope
to continue to the end. Saints, pray for the sue~
cess of the work in Virginia.
May God bless his people. Your brother,
JAMES MoLER.
SAN FRANCISCO, CaL, July 5th.
Editors Herald:-We have been having fine
meetings here of late. Apostle T. W. Smith
did some very able preaching for several Sun'
days to interested listeners; then came A post!~
Heman C. Smith and spoke three different Sun;
days, delivering discourses with which aU were
well pleased. Some good has been done by the
labor and"conduct of the brethren while here,
and they by their wisdom. have made friends fot
the cause. Heman has left .us again for the
south. He leaves many friends who woul4
gladly ha:ve listened to his words of wisqom and
encouragement. T. W . .is at Irvington. We
learn that he may settle there for the time and
help us in this distr:lct .. We need him, and there
is enough forhim .to do; so we hope to hear his
voice. often in our hall.
We were also favored by a visit from Joseph
Burton and Thomas DaleJof th~ Seventy, who.
mad~ flying visits only; not stopping to preach.
this time.
·
We have. been compelled .to •onee more prune
thi.s. part of th~ vineya,rd a little, in .order to
thwart the plansof.·the devil and rid our branch
of his seductive work-Spiritt.~alisrn. After due
labor and' trial we.have severed from our midst
B. M. Barney, Richard Smith and Mrs. R H.
They are.all three entirely enwrapped
in
delusion.
Our meetings are well attended; and a, good
spirit prevails inour ;tssernblies. .we are .unite(}
in the good work, strong .in the .fa: it b. and determined t~ hold the fort. We were never i~ a
better. spiritual condition than now, al1d we hope
and pray that we may continue to improve.
P.ossibly the peace ().£ yo:ur .late .conference has
extended to us. A:ll well.
Yours in bonds,
GEo.: S. LINCOLN,
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a grand one, the Spirit was with us in both social
and preaching meetings to gladden and cheer us
on in the good work.
Monday night following we listened to a very
interesting lecture delivered by Bro. J. B. Watson,. of Canada. Subject, "Wine, Women, Wit
and Wisdom."
Bro. M. T. Short has been with us some time,
preaching and debating. He has, made many
friends to the cause. May the Lord bless the
labors of all chosen to work in the vineyard.
Your sister,
MoLLY PRETTYMAN.
GUILFORD, Mo., July 7th.
Editors Herald:- We have not heard anything
fromhere for a long time, but we are all alive
yet. Bro. Peak is doing a good work here. He
spoke on the fourth of July; and many said it
was the best they had heard for a long time. He
made.many friends to the cause apd himself. He
is weli liked. May the Lord bless him and
family~
,
I saw Bro. Thomas Keen who lives in Barnard.
He was very much affiicted and in great pain,
both night and day, and he anointed himself and
prayed to the Lord, and was i~stantly h'ealed,
He told
with tears in his eyes that he knew
now that the same God that·hea~d him in Eng~
land also heard and answere.d ;him here, for
which we thank the Lord.
Yours in bonds,
RoBERT NELSON.

me

LISBON, N e~., June z6th.
Editors Herald: -:-To date fror;r} the early part
of June, my time has been spent ~n kearney and
Chase counties, Nebraska. I c~me to Lisbon
to-day to fill appointments to-"night and to-mor.row. Through parts of Chase cqunty Bro). B.
Lytle .has whirled • me around ati, a liyely rate, .
neither sparing time, buggy nor h?rseftesh. The
weather has be<.>n hoi, wind fierce,· and d'ustplenteous, entering eyes, ears, mouth and nost~ils, as
if entitled to occupancy. Thinkin;g protestations
useless, we submitted with Christian fortitude,
After sharing the benefits of faircxops the
past four or five years, the farrpers, ma~y of
whom are homesteaders, are doojned to a shortage this year, t~rough it lack of r~in. Thousands
of acres of wheat and oats will fail to.yield their,.
seed, and unless rain is soon sent,' .and in liberal
supplies, th~ corn crop will be cu;t ·short. This
i~ the case in qiany parts of KearJiley, Chas{l and
Perkins counties. So with nothin,g left of last
year's Ct:OP a.rid prospects for a new crop not flattering, there appear-s to. be mucJ:t apprehension
conce~,"ning the future, .and men's hearts are fail:
KNox, Ind,June 29th.
fng the~ for fear, looki~g after the;things that.are
Editors Herald:- This glorious latter day work
coming.
.
.
.
is all ill all t.o me. Outside of it l would not
Ari .honest homest~ader richly deserves the
know wher.e.togo: I ea.h S!\y with the many
possession of one hundredand si~ty acres, whe~
oth~rs, I .know it is of God, and he blesses his faithfully observing the ~equire~ents 'of law..
children inasmuch liS they. live up to his/comTheir inconveniences are not f~w, while their
mtmuments.
·
·
hardshlpsare many. .
. . . ·
.·.·
One week ago to"day.I was permitted to rtleet
{.)';lr,m<.>mbers are few and wii:lely scattered,.
with the Cl~ar Lake . bran?h in. a so?ference,
Brethren Lytle, .Madden and Paype, as localpfw~ere I!Jlet many Saints whom· I had seen before, .fidals have in their drcuinsta~cesl ~.?een very dH; ·
and .some I .had nev~r met. · l was very glad to
ligent; but, as·in other places, riJti<;,h prejudice .
meet so many 1 and to hl!-ves~ch a pleasant time; exists~
.
.·
.· · .•. . . _
May the good .Lo.rd bless the dear good Saints .. _But·. for financial embarassrne~t th~.
of Clear L~ke fo.t their kindness shown toward··. n,ope,. Azdumn . Leaves and Iiute}enilent
rne while in: the!r'mii:l~t: The conference wits , w~ul~'be nidrf:liber!llly p~tro~'ize4. . ..
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In my letter in Herpl<l for June z~th, in fourth
paragraph, the .tenth line .from the top .read
"measures" for "meanness." The last paragraph
should read thus: "The necessity for efficiency
to .properly di~criminate between the verity· of
the word, whic'h imposes baptism and refraining
from lying, stealing, etc., and provisions for
officials to govern or act Is. most essential and
may be acquired by studious endeavors to know
when, why, to whom an~ for what purpose laws
have been given and the subject matter contained
therein." In the nineteenth line from the top of
the sixth paragraph read "removal" for ''reward;" for "w<;>uld" in fourth line from top of
the seventh paragraph read "would not."
JAMES CAFF ALI..
VAssAR, Mich., July I st.
Editors Herald:-I am at home this summer.
My crops are looking splendid and we are having lots of rain and the weather is very warm.
I manage to preach somewhere almost >every
Sunday. A week ago last Sunday I was at
Juniata branch, and in the morning we had an
excellent Sabbath-school and testimony meeting,
at 3 p.m. meeting for the children, and in the
evening I preached to a good congregation with
good order and interest. Truly this good work
is rolling on, and for that we ought to be thank,
ful. I expect to meet there again next Sunday.
I hope to be able to take the field as a constant
laborer this fall, or by the next General Conference.
Yours in bonds,
E. DELONG.
SHERIDAN, Nev., July sth.
Editors Herald:- Your weekly visits bring
joy to us here, and we at times wonder how the
editors gather so much comforting news from
various parts of the world, and also new proofs
of the latter day work, while confusion increases
more and more and hinders the gospel restored.
The word is progressing some in Nevada, and
we have had regular branch meetings for over a
year, and the laithful ones meet and enjoy the
Spirit, and are gaining strength and confidence
in the church.
Last Saturday and Sunday we had our conference. It passed off well-Bro. 'I'. R. Hawkins
president and secretary. Since our last conference Bro. and Sr. Jones of Jack's Valley were removed by death. We miss them, and the traveling ministry will miss them more. Their house
was a home for the elders in cold or heat. A
welcome was extended by them at all times and
in all weather. They were much respected by
their neighbors and will be remembered by many
who received· their hospitalities.
We are looking for some one to come and.
sound the gospe! trump. We believe a good
work can be done yet in Nevada. Elder T.
Daley left us last winter amidst the snow drifts,
and his last work was done shoveling about four
feet of snow to find water to baptize, the record
of which we hope is in heaven, never to be blotted out. We hope that next time he may gather
more sheep than ever. May God protect him .in
his field of labor, with wisdom to build the
church and convince the unbeliever and make
. new openings in other valleys, for we understand
some are waiting to hear the gospel some thirty
or forty miles distant.
Those that worked so hard to overthrow the
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work here have been in a measure confounded
and have lost their popularity and have had to
go to other parts to make a living. We can see
that God is moving the obstacles out of the way
and preparing the minds of the people tor the
gospel of Christ.
It appears by the Bishop's report that the
Saints of Nevada have done nothing for the
work the past year; but what has been done has
not been reported. Quite a large sum. has been
paid to the church and to the ministry. The
Saints here haye always been liberal, and sometimes the the traveling elders have staid only a
short time, and thereby have not done much
good;- but have received a liberal reward. We
hope better for the future, and that the God of
heaven will help us to open the way for gospel
labors
D. R. JoNEs.
FuLTON', Iowa, June 28th.
Editors Herald:-It has been about two years
since I joined the church, and though I have
seen some dark days, yet I have 'never been discouraged, but am still trying to press onward to
my high calling in Christ Jesus. We have a
branch here which numbers thirty-nine members, every one of whom is striving with indefatigable activity to win the prize.
The Saints in this part .of the Lord's vineyard
have had to face much opposition, but glory be
to God,he has not suffered one of his lambs to
be overcome. Yes, my soul has gone out in
agony at times and has been made to cry, How
long, 0 Lord, how long! WUt thou not avenge
the blood of thy Saints! Time is fast flying, and
as we look at the little rivulet and hear the low
murmuring of the water we know that the hours,
minutes and seconds will soon speed their way
to the greater body of water and there will be
swallowed in the whole. So also is our course.
We are walking down time's vista; we are
very near the end, and soon God's trump will be
heard in the four winds of the earth calling together his elect, that they may labor with united
efforts and join the everlasting song to Jesus
Christ our Lord.
'
The late conference which convened at Massillon, Cedar county, Iowa, was very encouraging. Jesus sent his Spirit for a testimony to the
Saints that he was still their benefactor, and
they felt to lift up their voices and rejoice. We
found such generous-hearted people there, only
one Saint residing in that place; but we think
some there will obey before long. The good
seed has been sown. May God give the increase!
My labor for the past six months has not been
very extensive, but I am trying by the aid of
God's Spirit to sow the good seed where opportunity offers.
The He;·ald is an ever welcome visitor. It
brings news of joy and consolation when we
read how Christ's children are being blessed.
The sick of our branch are recovering.
Your brother,
JAMES RussELL SUTTON.
A rich Spiritualist of Rhode Island is about to
erect in honor of Spiritualism a lofty tower near
Narragansett Pier. By means of it faint-hearted
believers in the religion of the Fox sisters will
be enabled, when mediums fail, to raise their
spirits.
E. Rannie, Jr., No. 3333 Boyd st., Omaha, Neb.
Issac N. Roberts, Cormorant, Boeker Co., Minnesota,
C. R. Duncan, Roman, Augusta co., Virginia.
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EDITORS HERALD
began my labors
for the new conference early in April, and
with a feeling of spiritual interest to a
great and unprecedented degree. I have
preached at Little Sioux, Logan, Woodbine, Smithland; and am. now at Castana.
Was in Smithland about three weeks and
had good audiences all the time; good interest, and very good liberty in declaring. the
· word. I can not avoid mentioning the
fact that the gospel truth grows plainer,
brighter and more fascinating to me all the
time.
While at Smithland I baptized two;
one a lady who came to visit relatives, and
had intended coming May rst and remaining a week; but a voice told her not to
leave home till the roth, which she heeded;
it being the date I was to commence
meetings at Smithland, and the ninth day
thereafter she was baptized,· having attended the preaching, and then remained
throughout the series.
I have been requested to. give in the
columns of the Herald my. proof for the
saying of David Hume relating to "the
forlorn condition" in which he found himself placed by reason of his philosophy, as
found in second lecture on "Eternity of
Mind" in Autumn Leaves. The quotation may or may not be found in Mr.
Hume's own writings, but in a work
entitled "Treatise on Human Nature, volume I, page 458. The author there gives
it as Hume's own words.
It may be objected to by friends of Mr.
as in the case of Thomas Paine's
cry for mercy in his expiring moments.
In his theological works the compiler labors hard to prove to the contrary, while
others give statements as having been
made by Dr. Manly, of New York, who
attended Mr. Paine during his last illness.
Prof. Wilcox presented it as the result of
an interview with the doctor, and the
statement of Bishop Fenwick. We mention this because skepticism of later years
has been trying to get out of existence
some peculiar things relating to these
men, the apostles of the various shades of
infidelity, such as B?lingbroke, Voltaire,
Rosseau, Hobbes, Renan, etc., just as the
Protestants endeavor to conceal what are
conceded by others as historical facts relative to Wesley, Calvin, Luther, Augustine, M elancthon, etc.
Concerning Mr. Hume, Adam Smith
wrote of him as "a model mari, as nearly
perfect as the nature of human frailty will
permit;" and yet Dr. Goodwin, a learned
man now living, claiming to quote Hume's
own words, gives something of the foliowing caste: "The lack of honeRty .is of
a piece with lack of strength of body." .
"Suicide is lawful· and commendable."
"Female infidelity when known is a small
when unknown nothing." "Adul.
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tery must be practiced, if men would ob- picture making, in which no attempt was icism. If fathers and mothers in the
tain all the advantages of this life; and .made to delineate form in three dimen- church truly care for the eternal good of
that if generally practiced it would, in sions, and in which hieroglyphs never ap- their children, put this "Presidency and
time, cease to be scandalous; and if prac- pear."
Then he peculiarly observes: Priesthood" work in their hands. It will
ticed frequently anJ secretly would. come "The state of culture to which hieroglyphs make also a good birth-day pre~ent, and
to be thought no crime at all;" and akin helong is well known. Should they be Christmas gift to some friend. Sectarianto this Lord Herbert taught: "Indulgence found, other things of the same grade ism has its 'Winsome ways, unwary, intruof lust and anger is no more to be blamed should appear-tools of metal, cities of sive, full of pretended Christian blandishthan thirst or drowsiness." Is it any won- masonry, great temples, and many other ments, popular niceties, cunning drawings
·
on; but what of the great underlying prinder Hume was in a forlorn condition works of coeval art.
. We, as a church declare that actual an- ciples of divine right as attaching to their
placed by such philosophy of life?
· A person can find things in the "His- cient form and style of "character" writ- institutions? Humanity don't run heaven,
tory of the Reformation," as issued· by ing has been found, and as coeval there- nor manipulate at will the kingdom of AlCatholics, that are not always found in the with "cities of masonry, great temples" mighty God. Its gates can not be pushwritings of Protestants. One thing is ob- were built and ruins of an unmistakable ed ajar by human hands, and. so surely
vious; infidelity in its various phases has character exist. Spurious findings by no as this is true, then the Holy One must
not and can not have the tendency to the means exclude the possibility and proba- of necessity have the controlling power,
producing of moral living, whatever may bility of genuine findings; I have in my governing by the revelations of His will
be said of alleged sayings of any of its possession a stone found by my father in through the Holy Spirit and angelic
northern Ohio that contains genuine Egyp- ministrations the affairs of His own
past champions.
I read a letter of recent date written by tian and Hebraic characters- no Indian kingdom or church. It is of such .vast
one E. Day Bennett, assigning his reasons relic either. To the mind of the writer and immeasurable consequence that every
individual member of the church old
for leaving the Latter Day Saints church. Major Powell is decidedly mixed.
In the archeologic remains found in the enough to re11d should, if they properly
One is: "Upon having further examined
the Book of Mormon, in connection with United States, there is no evidence that care for the maintanence of citizenship
its so-called evidences of its divinity, I was man had learned to use bronze or iron." in' God's kingdom, read, and read tho"There is no culture found higher than roughly such writings as referred to, and
led to.reject the whole of it."
~
I was wondering what kind of evidence that of the Ston~ Age~" All this lacks what the church has to offer.
I have often thaught the church lacked
the "boy" had been readin!!'; but I note proof. The Major practically attempts to
in the January number of the Forum an cast discredit upon allprevious claims that wholesome literature. Of course she has
essay by Major John W. Powell, on Pre" have been made for an ancient civilization not been wealthy financially; but "hath
historic man in America. I quote of his made up of intelligent· forms of govern- done what she could," possibly. We live
words verbatim et literatim; and it may ment, commercial interests, mechanics and in a:n era of intellectuality, and; as we claim
be some of this class. After writing of arts and sciences, as presentened by pre- to be a reasoning people, and a reading
the careful .examination of hundreds and decessors. I presume we'll have .to dis- class, we need more church works written
thousands of mounds, and the collection pose of Baldwin, Priest, Catherwood, in good, attr<~ctive style.
I hope we will h!!ve two n;ew bo.oksas
of works of art gathered the:~;efrdm; the Stephens, Delafield, Short, aml others for
assortment of them into two classes in Powell! To view the matter from a suggested by the editor of Autumn Leaves.
museums; one of mound-builders, the "fanatical Latter Day Saint point of view," The· enemy is ever ready t(j cast a slur
other of Indians, he says: 1'N o fragment it would seem .that "the enemy of all upon all such efforts, and say,;"Too much
of evidence remains to support the figment righteousness" has found out that the money asked for; too many pew fangled
of tqeory that there was.an ancient race church was using advantageously the find- notions;" but he well knows ~hat the betof mound-builders sunerior in culture to ings of archeological researches for Book ter fortified the church becot&:l.es bysuch
of Mormon divinity claims, so he seeks to class of writings the Jess opj:>0rtu11ity he
"" the North American· indians."
He further·· says ther.e is proof that cast discredit upo.n all we've used to that will have for his pernicious work 'of evil
"some of t}1ese mmmds were built ·and end; so, E. Day.Bennett and thousands .of insinuations, and power to lead astray the
·
used in modern times," because "they con- his inclination will say, "You nave no youth of the church.
Young brethren and sis teas, let me adtain artides made by white men., such as evidences to tpe divinity of .your book.
Your evidences are being exploded by moni"lh you to firmness in the gospel faith;
gla~s beads and copper ornaments.n
there is nothing in or about itto be ashamsays the early tnlders brought "stone pipes Major Powell and others!"
Well, let .the work go. on; God is at ed of. It is grand, sublime,' energ-izing,
more beautifully made than the art of the
beautiful, true; and Jesus is' its Master;
Indian could compass, and stone toma- the helm and can take care... of I;Iis own.
kind, loving and tender!
haw,ks, stone knives, anclf:lhell beads; and
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD
There are legitimate pleaspres· in life,
these were traded to ..the .Indians for the
peltries which they brought fromthe for- Is a .good work and worthy of. .careful but don't be led to neglect any spiritual
est a:p:d the prairie•••. So it chances to- study. As a b(lok for reference .it is ex- duty oq their account. Duty t'o God is the
darunsldlled (?) arcne@logi:sts are collectc cellent. I t is ~~up to the . times" and a perfoimanc;e of the highest duty to self
ing many beautiful things in copper, stone m<Ich needed production. Every family and the eternal interest of seW We should
and sh~H which were made. by white men of Saints ought to hitve a copy.:......and loan not .be enticed after fleeting,[.unend.urif)g
to friends. Young .members of the church things of the world, to the Jorgetfulness
and traded to the Indians."
';J:'hen again he says: "They have all especial1y should read it, as an unbiased of the enduring and eternal. Satan tries
writing of important'historical facts of a to make us think ·we are boun{l down, and
be~n carefully ex;amined (one hundred undetg.round dwellings} and the. stone knives, wide range of ecclesiastical matters, de- denied of so much that is nice, and flipmortars, and hammers, .the .tools of bone void of theologtcal dryness, but pithy and pant, '"have tobe too sober;'" "religion is
and horn, fragments of baskets, and pieces forceful. The ~tyle is clear and compte- a melancholy aff.,ir;" b).!~ it:isall false.
of co?rs~ cloth, all prove that these people . hensive, I h:;~ve found young, members, No .. enjoyment, no pleasurable feeling can
had.?rts quitelike those of the pueblo- while comparatively ';'ell posted in the anything the world has to give possibly
builders and cliff-dwellers. Their pottery doctrinal tenets of the faith, are l11cking in be cm:npared to that~enjoymejlt found unre.search and understar1ding upon the all- der the Holy Spirit's influenqe; God lias
was the same; . and they. raised corn," etc.
vital
point of divine right as. attaching to no two laws or two sets of rules in His
Concerning •spurious findings he says:
kingdotn, on.e for the "old Jqlk," one for
.
uThere are the inscribed .tablets said to be churchpolity. .
This book ·examines that and shows the young. Paul said: "We are· all one
found, now here, now there. One of the
safest conclusions reached in the study of i~ kind yet ungJistakable language the in Christ Jesus."
May God. bless us
·North .. American archeology, ..·is that true . yet ~nenyiable position occupied
cheerfully.
.· graphic art. on b;uk, bone, shell, or stone by the sects of Protestat\tism as well .a.s the J:Iis
crude and distasteful platform of Gatholne.v~r.reached a,.l:ligher stage tharr simple
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THE SAINTS' H
MEMOIRS.-No. IV.
BY W. W. BLAIR.

THE semi-annual conference-October 6th
to gth-yvas held at Bro. L. L. Rogers' and
was a profitable season. Bro. Isaac Sheen,
the secretary, in concluding his report of
it had this to say: "There were twentytwo persons baptized and confirmed during the conference, some of them for a renewal of their faith; nine members of the
old organi?ation united with the .church
without re-baptism.
Prayer meetings
were held every evening during conference and the Spirit of God was poured out
upon the Saints in an extraordinary degree. The gifts of tongues, interpretation
of tongues, the gift of prophecy and other
gifts were graciously bestowed 'by the
self same Spirit, dividing to every man
seve.rally as he will,' as in ancient times.
"Thousands more of the old Saints would
attend these conferences if they could only
realize what unspeakable joy and what inestimable blessings the Lord does there
pour out upon .his Saints. The world at
large would abandon their follies and
wickednes~ and obey the gospel if they
could realize the facts concerning the bliss
of the Saints when they worship God in
spirit and in truth.''
At this conference Elder E. C. Briggs
and myself were appointed to labor in
Western Iowa on missions; and on the 6th
of November, taking with me Bro. J, Harvey Blakeslee, we started for the west, going by railway to Ottumwa, Iowa, from
whence we proceeded on foot and otherwise to the Franklin branch, near Garden
Grove; reaching there late the night of
the 9th in st.
We at once proceeded to
hold meetings, and on the afternoon of the
12th inst. baptized and confirmed Mr. Riley Moss and his wife, Mary Ann. Four
days prior to this I was warned in a dream
that I would have trouble in baptizing.
In it I was requested to catch some fish,
one of which had baffled the efforts of some
who had sought to catch it.
Proceeding
I at once caught the first one, but knew it
was not the one that had given so much
trouble; but with my second effort I found
the second one on my line, and immediately a tall, black personage, stepped direCtly
in front of me and resisted me, upon which
I sought with all my powers to put him
out of the way, and in doing so awoke to
consciousness.
When going to the water near by to
baptize, the people came excitedly from all
quarters; and seeing this, my peculiar
dream was recalled to mind, and I remarked to a brother (Elijah Hale) that I feared
we would have trouble in baptizing, and
related to him my strange dream. Noting
the peculiar expression of his countenance
and his answer, I asked him why he
thought I might have trouble, and he replied: "The Dunkards tried to baptize
Mrs. Moss, but could not; then the Campbellites tried at two different times and
they could not; and after that George M.
Hinkle undertook to baptize her hut failed, remarking that he had seen .the time
when he could have accomplished it."

Inquiring as to why these parties had
f&iled in their efforts, Bro. Hale stated that
when they sought to immerse her &he
seemed to be seized with a supernatural
power and would break away from them
and rush out of the water,
Upon this I
was impressed that she at those times was
under Satanic control, and being extremely desirous she should be baptized if it was
the will of God, I stepped aside, out
sight, into the hazel-brush, laid the matter
before the Lord in humble prayer pleading with him that if it were his will that
she should receive baptism he would interpose his power and overrule that she
might receive that ordinance; and while
engaged in. prayer the Holy Spirit witnessed to me that all was well; to go forward and fear not.
On reaching. the place of baptism both
sides of the little creek were crowded with
an· excited, wondering and expectant people. After prayer and singing I proceeded to baptize Mr. Moss. Then, requesting
him to accompany his wife into the water,
I thereupon repeated the usual baptismal
form of words and was just about to immerse her, when she, seized with trembling and uttering a fearful scream seemed
just ready to spring away, and I at once
dropped my right hand upon her head and
in the name of Jesus Christ rebuked the
evil spirit. Upon this she straightened up
in her place, I repeated anew the form of
words and then immersed her as effectively and as orderly as could be desired. On
rising from the water she sprang to the
shore, grasped the hands of friends and ex··
claimed, "Thank God, I now shall have
my little children!''
The people seemed dumbfounded and
disappointed, for they had evidently expected a re~enactment of the scenes attendant upon efforts made to baptize her on
former occasions.
We continued to hold meetings here until the 2oth inst., baptized a few more, when
the spirit of .mobocracy began to manifest
ifself in inany ways, and on that
went
on to Bro. George Morey's, near
anton and found the branch there
somewhat distracted condition,
mainly to opposing and. dividing
made by some of the Rigdonites, chief
among whom, it was said, was Ebenezer
Robinson and Austin Cowles,
On the 22d instant we proceeded on
horse and buggy kindly furnished us
Brn. David Hall, Elijah Hale and others
to use during the winter, reaching Mt.
where we were storm bound until the
While here we discussed, among
things, the political condition of our
with our zealous and rather
host of the American hotel, and
the time was at our doors for the
out of a rebellion in the southern states
that would be the most appalling in results
of any thing known to history. He derided the idea and said if it was attempted the
President, with an army of
soon compel submission to the government.
His views were those
throughout the northern states
that
time. But many of the Saints in the Reorg-anized church had learned by the reve-

lations and teachings given through the
Seer that a fearful rebellion would occur,
and some of these had learned by prophecy and vision given since 1853 that that
event was nigh at hand.
On the 24th we visited a Cutlerite
branch on Platte river, and wjent thence
to Bedford and Manti, reaching the latter
place on the evening of the 2 sth, where
were the guests of Bro. Edwin Fisher,
earnestly hoped the Cutlerite andReflrganized churches would soon be one.
When at Bro. Calvin Beebe's, the goth
inst., we found the news papers full of exciting news in respect to the prospective
secession of the Southern States, and yet
the masses did not seem to seriously"believe
it would take .place; but the Saints did.
Dec. the 3rd, went to the Nephi branch,
ten miles southwest of Glenwood, and
found that Orson Pratt, of Utah, had fired
the minds of. sotne of its members with
fears of the approaching rebellion, and
polluted the minds of others with the
heresy of polygamy, and in this manner
caused a division resulting in a few selling
out their possessions cheaply and emigrating to Utah soon thereafter.
By constraint of the Spirit we proceeded
on to Council Bluffs, Crescent City, and to
the North Star branch, preaching, visiting
inquirers, and seeking "in every proper
way to seek and save the erring ones,
Prea.ching services were well .attended,
and our prayer and social meetings were
blessed with a larg·e measure of the· gifts
and blessings of the Holy Spirit.
Met Bro. E. C. Briggs the 9th inst., and
we labored together in word and ordinance
at the afore mentioned places and their vicinities till the 20th, when we held ari investigation of the requests of one John N.
Burton for membership and ordination,
at Union Grove. After patient examination of the case, w'e decided that he desired
to unite with and labor in the church for
the purpose of building up a badly damaged reputation more than for the glory of
God, and so rejected him.
Tanuary wth, x86x, when preaching in
the hall in Crescent City, I was opposed
- - - Brown, who was in sympathy
Brighamism, :and I received testimony
the Spirit that some of the Utah "Danites" would become mountain robbers. I
continued preaching here and at various
on North Pigeon and Mosquito
also in Council Bluffs, and Galland's
Grove, and on Boyer river, assisted by
Brn. C. G. Mcintosh, J. H. Blakeslee and
A. Mcintosh, having full and attentive
congregations, was blessed very greatly,
and the Lord added to the church many
we hope to meet in the world to come.
In the latter
of January met for the
first time some of Elder Lyman Wight's
company who had been with him in Tex:as, and from them I learned that he always
them "young Joseph" would be
of God to lead the church, also that
about 1858 he said to them that the time
was near for the coming of Joseph, that a
work in that connection would be
in western Iowa, and that it was
time to leave Texas for that region. 'Phese
brethren and sisters were zealous, humble
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and worthy, and at an early time many of j nth instant parted with Bro. Briggs, he
them and their children united with the pecoming satisfied that it was the will of
Reorganization.
God that he should .remain in Western ·
February 8th found us at Bro. ]. M. Iowa for the present to prosecute his misAdams' near Magnolia, and on Sunday sionary labors, the wisdom of which was
the 10th we held two interesting meetings fully confirmed to us by subsequent events
near Bro. Hosea Pierce's in Raglan town- with which John N. Burton and some
ship.
The next day we went to Little others were connected.
Passing on to
Sioux and at orice began a series of meet- Fisher's Grove, I continued my journey
ings, all of which, as Well as those at alone to Bro. George Morey's, the evening
Raglan, were attended chi eft y by former of the 14th, and preached in the neighborLatter Day Saints and their children, the hood till the 19th, baptized four and remost of whom received us very cordially ceived in fellowship three on their former ·
and in time united with the church.
membership. Among the number bapDuring a prayer meeting the evening of tized was Miss Amanda Perdun, who had
the 14th, at Bro. Skinner's, near Crescent been healed of a chronic disease a few
City, the Spirit testified that .the Lord days .before under the administration of
would ere long feed the oppressing leaders Elder George Morey through anointing
of the Utah ·Saints with judgment.
and the prayer of faith.
On the 15th instant met . Bro. E. C.
The 19th inst. found me at Franklin:,
Briggs in Council Bluffs, and we contmu- between Leon and Garden Grove, where
ed together preaching the word there, at I tarried and preached till the 2 rst., many
Crescent City, and in their vicinities, also believing. My diary for that date reads:
visiting the. scattered Saints and others "There are now between twenty and thirwhere we could find or make opportuni- ty who are sufficiently convinced of the
ties, baptized a goodly number, and re- doctrine we preach to be baptized, but tha
joiced greatly in the cheering and comfort- threa:tnmgs of some old Missouri mobbers
ing power of the Holy Spirit.
and others intimidates them. I look howMarch rst found us at Bro. Jairus M. ever to see a large number of the people
Putney's, ten mil;es east.of Council Bluffs, here and in this vicinity eventually join
This impression was fully
where we heH meetings, and where for the church."
the :first time we met Bro. Charles Derry. justified afterward, for, altogether, nearly
My diary not.e made then reads as follows: one. hundred from there and that vicinity
••At this place found Charles Derry, form- embraced the faith, themost of.them :>~fter
erlya Brighamite, but who until of late moving to the western border counties of
had abandoned· alL religions. He seems to Iowa and to California.
be a good man and claims to be seeking
When at LrtGrange the night of the
after truth." From him we learned .that 21st inst., we found the papers teeming
theerrrors.and evils of Brighamism as he with threatning war news, though it was
found . them in Utah saddened and disap- the general hope that an open rebellion
pointed him to .such a degree that he lost would be averted apd the. peace and unity
faith in all forms ofreligionand continued of our nation .be maintained.
But the
in that condition until he received some of Saints in Wisconsin and northern Illinois
the publications ofthe Reorganized church~ · had been warned from 1856, or before,
when jt pleased (iod to give him the through the Spirit, in prophecy and vision,
Spiritin power testifyingto the truth of that .a great rebellion was ve~;y near at
the work being done l:w the church, and hand, and I felt .conscious that now it
he therettpon left hishome near Columbus, would soon occur.
This view was here
on foot, and came toTowa to find Bro. confirmed by a re.markable night vision in
Briggs and myself, he hearing that We which was presented t? .·me a time of exwere at or near. Council Bluffs.
Bro. treme gloominess and ,evil forebodings: I
Briggs, baptized . three at this. place, and saw and heard uniformed men playing
having an appointment for .Farm Creek martial music to :;~. great body of. waters
the :?d inst., we proceeded there, accom- like the sea, andi saw a man in citizen's.
pan~~d by our inquiring fdend whom we
dress, whom I perceived was . President
persuaded to accompany us. On Sunday, Abraham Lincqln,step forth upon the watthe 3d instant, we held preaching 13ervices ers, bearing a long, large staff in his right
and I baptized Bro. Charles Derry, and in hand, balancing it equally .and with great
the . evening prayer meeting at Bro. C. care, seemingl_y- aware that .therein lay .his
Beebe's, Brn. Briggs, Beebe and I ordain- security and success; and as he went forth
ed him to the office of an elder. We con· to the south and west the winds arid the
tim;tt?<:J·nere. af!d at Wheeler's Grove
waves.b~at about him.with increasing ftlMud Creek,. preacHing, for five days,
ry,he walking triu!I)phantly till he reachthen_Bro. Briggs and self went on by bug- ed a point near the southern shore. when
gy to the Nephi branch, below Glenwood, I discoveted he had dropped the staff. and
Iowa:,. On o1,1r way there I told Bro; Briggs was rapidly si!lking, and immediately I
he would not return with me to Illinois, ~aw him draw11 into a .terrible whirlpool
as he then intended, for the night before. I and go down into its depths with his hands
saw myself returning alone in the buggy. lifted imploringly and calling for )1elpTo this. he replied, tartly; "Well, I will." butin vain, Thewar thatbeg~n the J2th
.I as~;ured him he 'would not rel:urn i and of April followillg,. verified, .sadly., what
he :with much persistence declared he w,as thu!l portrayed in C!utlin~ by ''the in:would. On thei9th instant he was taken spiration of the Almighty." . . . , . . . ·
suddenly.. sick. W e.relllained over. Sunday,
The evening of th~ 23d found me. at
the I"Qth, holding services, but Bto. Briggs Bro .. Wm; Hall's on . String Prairie, near . .
so
ill. as
not to ..render
any' aid. On the Montros.e. Here I remained 'and assisted
0
.
. .
. '
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Elder} ohn Shippy in preaching the word
and administering the ordinances; a few
were baptized and we organized the String
Prairie branch.
After this we labored
some in Montrose and Nashville, and then
I proceeded home, to Amboy, reaching
there the 3oth instant, after an absence of
nearly five months.
HERALD AS A SCHOOL-MASTER.

WHY not? Giving does not impoverish,
or withholding enrich the store of acquired
intelligence. So far from this that due
efforts by the more intelligent to teach the
less intelligent detracts nothing from the
former, while it greatly assists the latter;
unless so fixed and settled in his own conceit as to decide what he does not know
is useless. · Natural and acquired ability
are varied in effect. Some thereby may
be puffed up, yet may desire to benefit
others on a lower grade of intelligenc?;
but in the effort so vividly evince a desire
to berate those they seemingly essay to
benefit as to· make them feel .their inferiority, V:.hich being done, they might just
as weH cease their efforts; w bile others
secure the good will of those l~ss fortunate
than themselves, pointing tp a higher
plane, encouraging them. as to the practi-· .
cability of aspiring to and teaching. it,
which may be termed goodnel's, and may
be construed so as to mean gr¢atness.
It is possible that among the representatives of the church there ar~ ,those y.rho
in their boyhood days knew little o:r noth-.
ing of the interior of a SchooFhouse, and
are therefore destitute of polish, culture
and refinement, which the school-masters'
les<Jons or instructions might h~ye effected.
And it y.rould seem, though s;uch may be
ripe in yeats almost, that evejn now they
would be glad to listen to and [correspondingly strive to benefit by proff~red lessons,
though corning afh~r the order of a schoolmaster. If failing to acquire, the power
of discrimination between. order and disorder, justice and injustice" right . and
wrong, feigned and unfeigned piety, loyalty and disloyalty, policy and. pri~ciple, I
live beneath my privilege as a member of
the churcl1 of the living God. And I believe this proficiency may. be *quired and
used .without ~itting in judgm~IJt on mens'
motiv~s or being an accuser of the brethren. :F.or between deciding a$ to the sourness or .sweetness of the fruit ;of trees and
watching for iniquity, making- a- marr an
offender for a. word, and laying .a snare
for h~m that reproveth in the gate, there
is a v:ast difference, and a fai)ure on. my
part ,te: . th!Js discriminate .will militate
a~ainst tlly usefulness and render me correspol)d.ingly troublesome to ;the church.
Andforthe latter from God's divine economy I have no guarapty.
·,
·
I hate flattery, b.ut Jove consistency (or
so I think). . I deprecate i assumption
and offiCiousness whenever anp by whomsoever evinced, espe~ially wryen resorted
''t() by one t() reprov~ the glaripginconsistency ip anothex~ .But ,I think I should revere, ~Pd ad!I)ire these injunctions,,namel;Y:
"Honor to whom honor.jsidue." "In
honor pe"rferring one al1oth~t.',. • ''Hetlmi
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rece(veth you .receiveth me, .and he. that
rejecteth yop rejecteth me," and never for-.
g.eting the fa~t that a :kingdot!) o~ house
divided agajnst itself is brought to desolation.
I think I may say I am proud of the
facilities for: and the benefits of the printed
word, and wish .it was and think it ought
to be more'Iiberally sustained; and think
that thle greatest economy should be used
in sending it forth, all of which may be
done.
Icertainly think the Board ofPublication reflected credit on itself in reducing
that valuable little book, the Voice of
Warning, to a nominal price. The very
genius and spirit of the latter day work
leads me to believe that all may .and should
be powerful in their appoined and accepted
positions. And it is quite apparent that
the editors 'are entitled ·to arid need the
sympathy of all. Nor does this involve
the thought of their infalibility, and when
by them an anxiety is evinced to maintain
a dignity for the Herald compatible with
the sacredness of the cause it represents; a
due appreciation of such efforts should be
shown. Beside themselves and God few
if any can know the anxiety and strugg-les
of those disqualified by natural or acquired
auility when called into the Lord's g-reat
·harvest field; nor does it n.atter, since the
fact is apparent that the Lord has a book
of remembr;mce accurately kept. But it
can not be that these will be excusable for
failing to avail themselves of every facility
for improvement. ·For God has given no
guaranty fdr a premium for ignorance.
He whom God called to usher in the latter
day work was found in the humble walks
of life, but his studiousness and the evidence he gave of advancing should bringa tinge of shame to those careless in self~
improvemen't, etc.
All success to the Herald in essaying to
act as a schooJ.master when necessary;
and may the unerring wisdom of God
guide in such work, whether for reproof
or instruction; and the same wisdom guide
and benefit the great army of the Lord.
In gospel bonds,
JAS. CAFFALL.
CHA~IPION,

Neb., .Jnne 19th, 1890.

WHERE ARE THE BABIES?

THE Rev. Dr. John Hall, of the Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York,
will soon be out of a job in the way of
baptizing babies. Last year, out of a membership of 2,312 of his church, he had only
I 2 babies to baptize.
"This is not due to
any sentiment on the subject of infant
baptism or neglect in the observance, but
simply to the fact that there were but 12
children born to the congreg-ation last
year."
Never mind little trifles like that, doct<~r.
What our modern society church going women are most particularly interested in just now are poodle dogs; they substitute them for babies. The little darlingpugs, you know, must have maids to wait
upon them; beautiful ribbons to decorate

their .pugship, perfumed baths, and satin
or. down pillows to test their limbs upon,
while the babies, bless your innocent a.nd
reveren<;l heart, are found .in the polluted
tenement houses owned by your wealthy
congregation; where the sewing women
are hou.~ed like swine with their little
babies that are fed upon adulterated foods,
adulterated .and poisonous milk; women
working sixteen hours per day at $4 and
$5 per week to help feed the little waifs
God has sent them. Wowonder you ask
in alarm, "Where are the babies of my
congregation? The richest Presbyterian
communicants in. America, and no babies
to baptize."
Dr. Hall, would it not .be well for you
to turn your attention to the real cause of
there being no babies? the selfishness of
your w·omen; the rottenness of modern
church society, eng-rossed in pleasure and
dissipation; of your poodle dog 'women;
the decayed morality; the moral depravity
of the society of the day?---'-'7 he Working
Woman.
GOOD ADVICE.

[THE following communication of Joseph
the Seer irt the 7 imes and Seasons for
November Ist, 1843, advising the Saints to
encourage and support their church organ,
to uphold the active agents and servants of
the church, and to do good to each other
as members of the household of faith, may
he read with profit now by a class. called
to be Saints.
The sentiment is g.ood
throughout. Read it.]
TO THE SAINTS,
MESSRS TAYLOR

& WooDRUFF:-

It has been so long since I addressed

1

its own testimony, whether they love the
brethren.
In all the world, the Times and Seasons
is the only paper that virtually sustains,
according to the forms of Scripture and
prophecy, "apostles, prophets, evangelists
and revelations"-and what shall be said
of him .that like .the "Levite" pas51es on
the other side of the way, when we behold men who "have borne the heat and
burden of the day," strug.gled against.the
popula~ opinions of a vain world, th!;! burlesque of a giddy throng, the vulgarity
of a self-wise multitude, and the falsehoods
of what may justly be termed the ''civilized
meanness of the age," and not.lend a helping hand? The 25th chapter of Matthew
contains the simple answer.
Now . let me . say· once for all, like. the
psalmist of old: "How good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity."
As the precious ointment upon the head,
that run down upon Aaron's beard, that
went down to the skirts of his garments;
as the dew of Hermon, that d!;!scended upon the mountains of Zion, is such unity.::._
for there the Lord commanded the blessing-life forevermore!
Unity is power,
and when the brethren, as one man, sustain
the Times and Seasons, they sustain me
by giving a spread to the revelations, faith,
works, history, and progress of the church.
The brethren who conduct the paper have
been appointed to that important station
because they :;;re worthy and well qualified, and what a.blessed sign of a faithful
friend to God and man is it, to see the
charity of a brother support his brethren
as .an evidence that he means to pass from
death into life?
Many of the articles which appear in
the Times and Seasons, are extracts of
revelations, translations, or are the united
voice of conferences, whiCh like "apples
of gold in baskets of silver," are treasures
more than meet for the called, chosen, and
faithful amoqg th'e saints; and should be
more ~han drink to those that hunger and
thirst after righteousness. As Nauvoo is
rising in glory and greatness, so shall I
expect to see the Times and Seas()ns increase in circulation by the vigilance of
the elders and saints-so as to be a herald
of truth, and a standard of pure and undefiled religion. Finally, men and brethren,
when you support my friends, you support
me.

the saints through the Times and Seasons,
that I feel confident that a few words from
my pen, by way of advice, will be well
received, as well as [be] a"way mark"to
guide the "faithful" in future. I was sorry to
Jearn, by your remarks upon the resolutions of the "Twelve" concerning your
papers, which appeared not long since,
that any of the saints abroad were more
apt to patronize the common newspapers
of the day, than yours: For the important
reason, that the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints has the words of eternal life, and your paper, as it has hitherto
done, must continue to publish such portions of them for the benefit of the saints,
and the salvation of mankind, as wisdom
In the bonds of the
shall, from time to time, direct.
new and everlasting
Freedom is a sweet blessing; men have
covenant, I am your
a right to take and read what papers they
humble servant,
please: but do men gather grapes of
JosEPH SMITH.
thorns, or figs of thistles? It certainly is
no more than just to suppose that "charity
TERRIBLE FAMINE IN GALICIA.
begins at home," and if so, what must such
as profess to be saints think, when they TERRIBLE distress prevails in Galicia
patronize the splendor of Babylon, and owing to the failure of last year's crops,
leave the virtue of Zion to linger for want says a Vienna letter. There is a famine
of bread?
of food both for man and for beast, and
Beside which, if virtue is justified rather the governor of the province has appealed
than vanity: the best of every thing cal- to the authorities here for a special grant
culated to happify man, and dignify society, of ro,ooo,ooo florins for the purpose of
will, yea, must be in Nauvoo: and as the . purchasing supplies. for the starving peonew commandment, given anciently, was ple.
to love one another; even so, the works
More than roo,ooo horses have perished
of the saints, at home and abroad, will bear during the last few weeks from want of
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food. In the little district of Nisco alone to Minersville, Ohio, in r86o, and died June 25th,,
over 2,500 have died.·· On a meadow just 1890. Funeral sermon preached at the congreChurch, by Elder Thomas Matthews,
outside the town of Dumbrowa there are . gational
assisted by James Brown.
lying the bodies of 400 horses which ·have
FARMER.-Sr. Harriet Farmer, wife of Bro.
starved to death. The other day a spec- Richard Farmer, was born May 3d, I8r8, at Dorulator from Pesth took advantage of the mington, Hereford shire, England; baptized into
state of affairs in Galicia to purchase a the ch11rch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
batch of 525 half-starved horses at the in- at an early day; married to Richard Farmer, September· 14th, r85r.
She and her husband emicredibly cheap price of 30 kreutzers, or grated
to the United States May 28th, rSs6, was
abo.ut r6 cents apiece, and 1,5oo more baptized into the Reorganized Churcn of Jesus·
were offered him at the same figure. Christ by Elder John A. Mcintosh September
Bread has vanished from the land, and the 14th, 1873, in Union township, Crawford county,
Iowa, and confirmed by. the same. .Throughout
people are living almost exclusively on her
life she loved the cause of truth, and always
potatoes, and deem themselves fortunate stood ready to aid the gospel plan by her means
when they can get even them. The horn- as well as by her prayers. Her doors were ever
ed cattle have likewise all perished, and open to recive th,e minist~vs and handmaids of
the Lod, and her hand ready to comfort and aid
milk and butter are not to be obtained
them. In death her faith .stood the test and she
love or money. Under the circumstances fell
asleep in Jesus with all the confidence of a
it is not astonishing that the inhabitants little wearied child, and her face wore a smile of
are leaving the country in shoals and are peace and rest while her husband was weeping
and praying by her side that death might be sweet
emigrating to the United States·.-Ex.
unto her. She died about I I : 45 p m. June r2th,
189o. Her funeral sermon was preached by Elder
Charles Derry in the Saints' church at Magnolia,
and she was laid to rest in the cemetery at Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa.

RE-UNION.
The New England Re-union will oe held at
Jonesport, Maine, commencing August zd .. Halffare rates on the ~teamer '~City of Richmond;'
have been obtained. She leftves Portland Friday
rst, at eleven p.m. The fare from Portland to
Jonesport and return will be $4. Those going
from Boston can take the day boat of the International line, Commercial wharf, at 8.: 30, a.. m.,
arriving at Portland at five p.m., and there con,.
nect with steamer ••City of Richmor1d."
. ·
B.rn. Josepn Smith, Bishop Blakeslee, W. H.
Kelley .and J. Luff, as also the missionary staff of
the E~stern Mission are expected to be present.
BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
BISHOP'S NOTICE.
Owing to the vacancy of. Bishop's agent 1or
the Nevada District, caused by .the d.eath of Bro.
A .. B. Johns, and at the disirict conference, held
June 29th,, r89o, Bro. David I, Jones was recommended. to me for appointment as Bishop's
agept for said district .in place of Bro. A. R
Johns, deceased.
.
.
+~herefore. appoint Bro.Dav:id I. Jones as my
agent •for said district, ana reccommend him to
all the Saints in that district to unite. and sustain .. him by .their prayers and contribute of
their means thftt the work of the ministry may
be faithfully carried out.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding cBishop,

--...,.....;,.;.-

NOTICES ..
'J?httfollowiqg merril;>ers. of. the Blue Rapids,
Kansas, bran.ch .are re.qm:&ted to report at once
else tney will b<; i:t;porte.d as scattered members:
G.,W.:Vaii,Al:lraham McKay,J. N. Carlisle, :J;i:d.
Fergusm1, Sophia Ferguson, Jane McKay, P.
P. Doty, Cynthia McKay.
J. S. HASKELL, Branc.h .clerk.
BORN";
WILSON.-At Clear Water, Nebraska, March
IIfh, ,r8~9, to Bro. and .Sr. ~evi Wilson, a son,
blessed July 6th, r89o, by Elder W, M. · Rumel
and .Levi Gamet; ;tn~ named .Hyrum Wilber.
D.! ED.
EVANS,-Jason Eva,ns was .born at. Llangan,
South Wales, Aug,ust 12th, I82"3. He was united
in marriage to Martha Evans, April, t846 There
were bqrn to them twelvechildren, only five of
whom ,11re.living. . He .was a loving ;tnd · tender
husbal/d and father: .Both he and his .wife were
memb~rsof th~ ol<l church in Wales.
lqu(ty aboun.deo he was i.n full. faith
doctrine of the Latter pay Saint's
would cont~mdfor it all times; bJlt he
ren~.wed .his covenat. f!e emigrated' from

Poor tired soul, she rests in peace,
HerS' ruggles o'er, the victory won.
Her Savior gave her sweet release;
And He w1ll give the glad "Well done."

GRAY.- At St. Joseph, Missouri, Sunday;
July 6th, Katie, infant daughter of Mr. William
and Sr. Sylvia Gray, aged 6 months. Funeral.
service9 at Lamoni, Iowa, in the Saints' church
in"charge of Elders A. S. Cochran and R. S.
Salyards; sermon by the latter; interment in
Rose Hill cemetery. Little Katie soon followed
her mother, who died May 3oth.
DoTsoN.--,-Susan Priscilla Dotson, daughter of
Sr. Martha Ann I)otson, of the Texas Central
branch, died June, 2~d, 189o, aged 7 years and 6
months. Religious services were conducted by
W. W. Squires assisted by S. R. Hay; funeral at
the church, July 6th.· The hou6e was well filled
with 'relatives, friends and acquai11tances; text
Mark !0: 13, r4, by W, W. Squires assisted by S;
R. Hay.
AHLQUIST.-Onthe. morning of June 17th, at
her home In Omaha, Nebraska; Johannah Carolina, wife of Bro. Charles Ahlq4ist, aged 66
years, 5 .months.· and 15 days" Fu:neral on the
zoth; services conducted by Elder R. M. Elvin,
preaching by Elder R~C. Elvin.
TWO DAYS' l\:lEETING.
There will be a Two PayJ' Meeting in the
Tilbury Center branch, Ontario, the Ninth and
Tenth of Augu~t. All Saints imd friends are
invited to attend .hoping that we •may have a
pleasant time. Th.e first mee.ting will co.mmence
at ten o'clock on Saturday morning. Bro. Lake
and several of his co-laborers are expeCted.
ARTHUR LEVERTONi
SAMUEL BROWN,
In charge.
KEEPING EVERLASTINGLY AT IT.
IT is a great mi.stake tci suppose that the best
work of the world is done by people of gr:eat
strength and gr~at opportunities. Itis u11ques
tionably. an ad vantage .to have both th.ese things
but neither of tJ:rem, quoting .. from· the Manu•
facturer and. Builder is a. nec.essity. .to. the .man
wJ:ro has the spirit.and the,pluckto ach.ieve the
results. Some of tne greate~t worJ.< of our time
has been done by rn,en of physical feebleness. No
man, has left a more .distinct imp.ression of himself on this generation than Charles Darwin, and
there have been .few .men who have had tostruggle against such prostrating ill health. J)arwin
was rarely able to work long at a time. He,accromplished his great work by ~aving a single
aim, and putting every ounc.e of his force and
every hourpf his time into the tas:K which he.
hac! set be.fore him. ·
He never sc~tteted • his. energ_y, .henever
wasted an hour,and by steadily .lteepingat it, in.
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spite of continual ill health and of long intervals
of semi-invalidism, he did a great work, and has
left the impression upon the world of a man of _
extraordinary energy and working capacity.
Success is rarely a matter of accident; always
a matter of character.
The reason why so
many men fail is that so few men. are willing to
pay the_ price of self. denial and hard work
which success exacts.-Sel.
In New Zealan<j a Mormon convention has
just closed its sittings, at which it was officially
reported that there are 3,000 Mormons in that
colony and that soo converts were made during the last year.-Sel
"Let it be constantly beirne. in mind in the investigation of the whole subject, that, according
to divine arrangement, the advent precedes the
millennium, and that the beginning of the mil-.
lennium rapidly succeeds the end of this age,
and the terrific judgments that accompany and
succeed the .advent."-Dr. J. T. Barclay.
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-:-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

THE

PATRIO~.

Intended for a fam1ly newspaper: it f~rnishes a concise
report of the news of the world both foreign and domestic; reflects with special .care and gathers from wide '
range those events which
r
CHARACTERIZE THE AGE;
furnishes a Home, Scientific, Personal, ~eligioua ,Around
the World, and severHl other depal'tments .. "The
Jews'' and '"The East" receive .their share of attention.
One year $1.00, 6 mos. ;;o eta., 3 mos. 25 'eta., 1 mo. 10 cts.
LAMBERT BROS., Lamoni, Decatur county, Ia.

a

NEW BOOK.

l890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD,~~
-THE-

,

Apostaey, Reformation and :Restoratiorn.
This. work discusses the issues of theoloi!Y that' are to
the front to-day. No .Bible student c~n afford to miss
reading 1t etther· as CRITIC or INVESTIGAToR. ·rt contains
390 pages of closely written matter an<) printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and A(!ld at .the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PERi COPY.
Besides. the discussion of the IJ.nestions ot
liiiNISTERIAL AUTHORITY
From the Bible standpoint of the
Ml!lLCHISEDEKAND THill AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats. of the subjects of
CHUJW.H CREE})S AND .CHURCH BUILDING
I:u and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and erit·
ically. examinil)g tj).e claims. of the Restor.ation of the
Gospel in a later day than the ApostoliQ age.
Copies can be had by addressing
WK. H. KELLEY, Temple P.' 0., Kirtland, 0.
8AlNTS; HERALD OFFICE,, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
W" Money sent by Post Office Order~to Wm.·Ii. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby; Ohio.,;

WM .. H.

KELI,EY~

. .:r....,A.-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to. the.. SymboiQgy. o~ the Bible,
. .

BYA.J. MAPES.'

104 p11ges, cloth bound; Price 35 cents eacb'.
For sale by BRo. K. R. ~JLLS,
lNDEPE~DENCE,
Mo.
:

·Published monthly for tihe

of .. the . Reor~anized C~urch. of
· Chrl~t .of Latter Day.· Sain~s,
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PUBL1CATIONS ISSUED A-ND FOR. SALE

1

- - ) B Y THE(-.- .

Board of Publication of. the Reorganized CJmrch,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, .DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And ·sent ,Free of Postage at p~ices named.
c

HOLY SCR,IPTURES.
(InsJ:lired ,Translation. by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Librar;v binding, sprinkled edges •••••. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •• , •••••••••• , •• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ...•...................... 2
New Testament> Inspired. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • •

50
00
50
'75.

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................... ; ••• 1 25
Imitation MorOC\lO, gilt edges .••..••••••••• • .1 60
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Shee!), or Library ••••••••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE: SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ·..•••.•.•• ; ••. 2 50
~he Harmony contains all the hymns in the S.aints'
Harp; also 542 pages of. music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
. (By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, ?12 pages . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • 70
Leather binding; ........................... 1
HESPERIS.
{P0~ms by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 50

YO ICE· OF WARNING.
"Instruction to all people on .the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
•
!n paper covers,' 10 cts. each, per dozen .••••••• l 00
Limp muslin covers ................ :·....... 25
J'OSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended .and Maintained. ·
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . ..•••••..••. , •• , • • . 50
1'his is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Seeond Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... l
Mnslin boards . . • • . • • • . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • • • •
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin; 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15.cts. each, per dozen .......... 1

00
~5
50

25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
flchool Engineer and Record Book . • . • • . . • . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • . • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, liJ kinds, per 100. . . . • . • . 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 39.6 pages ............. ~ ••••• ;1 'Ill
.· Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a. member, the Church
of Christ, and· identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of' Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of .Jesus Christ or Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
· .
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each •••••• , • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each . • • .. • • •• • • • 13
This is the qotorious "'Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about. which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material fromwhieh to write the
Book of Mormon.

COWDERY LETTERS.
,In paper covers ·sets. each; per dozen.·........ 'Ill
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen ••••••• , . 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
CO.Vli:N ANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pagoo, pa[Jer covers....
Old edition • • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • • .. • • • • • •

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Q1;W" We have a limited quantity of theae on hand.
Tmkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge, •••••••• ll 'll>
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge •••••••• , .......... !I '76
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •• • •••••• 4 Oil
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ••••• o• o• .- •• , o• • • • 1110
This was published by the church in Walef!l,. and
contaiua 393 hymns i!'l Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF. JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Recoriis<and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ••••• o, • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFiillLDo
In paper lOcts.; per dozen. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • • •

'liS .

This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
t. 0. Littlefield in refut~>tioll. of' the doctrine of Plural ·
Marriage."
·
·

IO
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ...•. .1 50
3. Voice of the Good Suepherd, dozen 5c, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
, and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen lie, 100. . 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ l '15
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .. 1 ~5
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 100 ...... l 10
, 11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . . 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 ct.~., 100 ................1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 ~5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... o......... l 40
. 21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 .•. 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ets., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 •.• 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . • . . 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. .. . . . 15
per hundred ......•...................... 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., I 00. . . 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•. 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
, per hundred ............................ 1 25
,.,41. The Gospel; dozen.5 cts., 100 for 25 cts 250 50
·
500 for $1,1,000 for .................. '.... 1 '75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l 11)
43 One Wife, or Many; dozP-n 25 cts, 100 ..•. 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection· of J esus Ol)rist; 6 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . . • . . . 50
PropHecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . • • • • • • • • • 15
.An assortment of Tracts..................... 35
·2

SET OF TitACTS.
:Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • . . . . . • . . . • • •

~!i

RoBERT WIN~UNG, Pres't.

BANK OF lAMONI.
Ample BesponsibUUy.

Loans money on a proved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Est~J,te
bought arid sold.

FOR SALE.
One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. Dwellconsisting o£ six rooms, connected with
The best business location In town.
reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
fot· sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
ftn·mtce in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD o:il' THE Lmm: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE eAVJ!I !T :Bll ONE WlFll- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE RlJSBAND: EXCIIPT IN CASE OF DIIATH, WHEN EITHER
rs A1' LIBERTY TO MARRY AoArN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, July 26, I8go.
HERALD:
Official Paper of the Heorgunlzed Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Sa-ints
PunLn~rEIED AT LAlliONI, D.E:'CATU.R CouNTY, IowA~
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 p~r year.
The Traveling ':1\'Iinistry, District and Branch Presidents~
and the Bishop's Agents) are requested to solicit n-ew sub~
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
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department.

Business Letters and Subscriptions Inust be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Hegistered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

EDITOR.
ASSOCIA'J'E EDITOR.

JOSl1:PR SMIT.li
W. W. BLAIR

Lamoni, Iowa, Jnly 26, I 890.
VISIT TO NAUVOO.

NAuvoo, the one time "City of the
Saints" is tl'uly named the "beautiful resting place." Just at present, however, the
impression made upon a former inhabitant who was a witness and a participant
in the scenes of its palmy days, is by no
means pleasant.
On June 12th the editor left the office in
company with Bishop George A. Blakeslee for a business visit to the old town.
After a night spent at Burlington, we
reached Montp)se, Friday the 13th in time
for a run over the river.
On Saturday the 14th we secured a
horse
buggy and rode. round the town
visiting ,the principal points of vantage to
see what the lapse of .time has done, and
left undone, to remind one of the past, and
keep. the present in view.
That which first strikes the attention is
the stillness, almost Sabbath day silence,
resting overthe city. From the time the
traveler reaches the sho.re on ferryboat, City
of Nauvoo, until he leaves, as he may, he
is impressed wi:th the air of restfulness and
undisturbed repose which pervades everywhe.re:
Except for a singlt'; track. traced like a
thin grey ribbon along the streets near the
centel', the white clover and . bluegrass
grow a green sward from fence to fence,
the sidewalks being especiaHy .smooth as
if clipped by a lawn-mower. In all the
lower part of the city, known as t.he flat,
there. is' not a business house of any. sort,
except a small steam flouring mill, which
standsquite near the river at the foot of
Bain ·Street~. This mill runs 'on stated
days of the week; so that on the days
when its rolls are still this token of business lif~ is missing also. This at one tim.e
lively spot is an area of over .it .mile in
hmgth and nearly three-fourths of a mile
in width from the river back to the
bluffs, is but .a rural. suburb to ·a small
¢ountrytown, having the shelter of a city
0

government to give sonorousness to its
title of city. It is said that there are fourteen hundred inhabitants in the city, but
we fear the census gatherers will show
less. Of the part of the city called the
"Flat," the miller, M. P. \N elter, feelingly said: "The Flat go constantly to pieces.
Plenty houses be torn down but no body
builds any houses up. Nothing builds up
any more on the flat."
Building after building has been torn
down, the bricks and stone being hauled
elsewhere and used for various purposes,
some going. to make some of the few bet·
ter houses and business places which have
been built on the hill, along .Mulholland
street, the main l:msiness street now, in
fact the only one worthy of .the name.
There is no livery stable in the place,
where a man can secure team·s and carriages for hire; one or two persons permitting their private. equipages to do service
now and then in case one is urgent as an
accommodation.
To him who knew the city in its palmy
days the transition from the thronged,
busy streets, the sounds of life and bustle,
to the stillness of the untrodden streets,
and the total absence of the sounds and
stir of bus.iness life is depre~sing, almost
appalling.
For many years the chief industry of
the. place was grape growing .and wine
making, and the raising qf vegetables,
whith were drawn on wagons to Keokuk, twelve miles below, on the west
bank of the river. Of late vegetable
growing has peen largely abandoned,
disease has developed in the yineyards,
crippling the wine-making industry, and
so under the fostering care of a Mr. Stahl,
from Quincy, Illinois, the vacated lots and
blocks are turned into berry fields where
blackcaps and s.trawberries are grown to
feedthe early n,orther markets. At our
arrival hundreds of women and children
were in .the dewy fields gathering the
lusciou6 fruit, which was taken in crates
on wagons across the river and . thence
by rail-where-away to the north somewhere.
There used to be, now and again, a sort
of railroad agitation; and we were noot
surprised to find the old town in .the midst
of a .railway exciteme.nt. There is some
talk and some prospect of a road running
from Niota, ne~t. Ft. Madiwri, on the
river at the cro~singof the Santa ~e, to
Quincy below N auvo.o s.ome fifty mlles,
through Nauvoo, which, if.it should be
secured will greatly aid the city, wethink.
Bro. Blakeslee much enjoyed the ride·
over and about the "beloved city," once
his home as well as ~'!lrS, an<:{ w·hence he,
with other sojourners and: pilgrims; was
obliged to leave. "From <:ity to city;

0

No. 30.
from synagogue to synagogue;" was verified, in our experience.
We returned to Montrose in the late
afternoon, Bro. Blakesle intending to take
the evenmg train for Chicago; but a sud·
den storm struck the river when the ferry
was ·half way over, and so strong was the
wind that the boat was driven out of her
course and beaten against the island, where
we were compelled to remain long enough
to let the train time pass. So Bro. Blakeslee missed the evening train, but rose
early and reached Chicago in time for the
meeting with the Saints in the afternoon
of Sunday the I 5th. We held meeting
that day in the little church, where a few
interested listeners came to hear the word,
morning and evening. The we?tther was
hot and the air stifling, so the. many preferred the "sweet rest of idleness,'; to the
heated air inside the church, the . hum
of dream life in'dream and drowsy land,
to the monotony of the preacher's voice.
Who blames them?
Bro. Alexander Smith came on Monday, and. together we revisited the scene'S
of our boy and manhood days, long gone,
and met and passed reminiscences with the
comrades and friends of the time past. The
many are gone, the few rema~ri. In the
bowed forms, the faltering •steps, the
wrinkled faces and whitening. heard and
hair of many whom we met, we could see
how rapidly we too were appr0aching the
thither shore of time.
·
Our aged stepfather, M<1jor Lewis C.
Bidamon, now in hiseighty-fif~h year, i~ a
heipless iniralid from the infirn)lties of old
age. He.sits in. his chair dozing and waiting .for the pale reaper, before whos(:l
sickle "all flesh is as grass." His life has
been spent, and while manhood's strength
was his, he scoffed at religion, and made
the Bible a butt of ridicule. T,he slow approach of death, the sure march toward
the open grave, the steady looking into
the face of the unwelcome messenger have
shaken the stroqg . man into a condition to
recognize the kindly ministration ot the
Savior. of mankind, and has produced a
willingness.· to admit that Jesus died for
man. Though late, it has done the suffering (for he has suffered greatly) .old man
much good,. in causing his min(l to tum to
God, and .in dis(lbusing his mind of long
cherished prejudice against the word of
God. He states that )le now believes in ·
O:od ar1d in Jesus Christ as his Son. May
God give peace to every sorrq~ving soul;
and. turn this prodigal heart ~() the good
there is in thi:tFather's .house.
Bro. Alex Smith and the.:editor held
serviFes atMqntrose, Burnsides and R9ck
Creek, untilthe .week o~ the fottrth of
July, the ever-glorious annivei:sary of the
most remarkable event in American .his-
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torv. That week was a week of i~est; a! things alone, but in temporal things as well. vidual are the· guide to his .stewardship;"
If.we will not unite in our-prosperity we will be
Stewardship usually means care of the
on~ in which the editor "sunk the shop,"
brought to a condition where all that we have is
If the apostle
and indulged himself. in the "dreamy, .far His. This does not mean that we are to livt) in properties of another.
away feeling," incident to the atmosphere houses that are all !!.like, or wear clothing exactly means it in this sense, then may his hearprevalent in the old, old town.
Bro. similar to each other. There is a difference in ers infer that the things which he has,
Alexander· had remained at Burnside to . spiritual things, and a necessary difference in that stock in the State Bank of Utah, for inwhich is b0mporaL The capabilities.of the indi- stance, are the properties of. those vvho
occupy Sunday, while ye editor came back .vidual
are-the guide to his stewardship."
have consecrated to the poor, ancl he .with
to Rock Creek by kindness of Bro, WilIn
this
the apostle knew that he was his fellow bank directors are· using the ·
liam Lambert, for a preaching service in
the morning and a talk .on temperance in treading on peculiar groQnd. He is him- funds. in stewardship for the poor to whom
the evening at the .request ofthe.W. C. self by no means a poor man. Placed in it belongs?
Mr. Cannon admits that there is "divi~
T. U., of Rock Creek township; in which a position where he has been liberally
last effort .we hope we ·gave satisfaction, aided by the funds of the people, he has sion among the people," no matter though
those who were listening to him and himand for which the president of the:: associ- improved upon his stewardship; and
·
ation expressed thanks in a substantial way. through the advance of prices in the real es- self should shut their eyes toit.
Division exists among those whom the
On the Fourth Bro•. Alexander and the tate boom of his Gentile neighbors, hehas
writer went to the grove in the procession, been much benefitted. It is well that he apostle was representing on that day.
one riding after the band with the orator was reminded in his discourse that there And, judging from what he stated near
of the day, Rev. Trickett, and we think was a striking difference, a very striking the opening of his remarks, one: might
the reader of the Declaration, a. young difference between his own condition and conclude that this division was. resulting
man of the city, Bro. Alexander with an the larger number of those listening to from the agitation of the plural marriage
system practiced by the Utah church •. The
old time friend, Abram.Saunders by name. him.
Query.-...Has any of the spirit to which principle to which he refers, and which
At the grove (Smith's Grove), the exercises were in charge of Mr. W. D. Hib- he refers in the following pithy sentence he represents as being attacked is that pebard, president Of the day, and Mr. Joseph fallen upon his heart, affecting his inter- culiar belief and practice beyond a doubt;
for it is usually spoken of in just that amNelson, chief of the Nauvoo fire depart- course with his fellows; he says:
"I am reminded today of a spirit that is in our biguous way. "This principle" does duty
ment and marshal of the day.
Mr. Hibmidst to aggrandise ourselves at the expense of for the entire philosophy.· He says that
bard introduced the exercises and the others.
Are we forgetting the covenants we
orator plunged at once .into the pith of his have made wlth God? If we are, He will permit the purpose of the attack being made is
Division exists;
subject. He occupied the time pr~tty us to go unto the fiery trials until we turn to to "cause division."
hence the attack is being· successful, and
well, leaving a few moments to the edttor Him?"
who was expected to follow him-which
How and by what signs does the. apostle the cause is equal to the effect desired, in
he did. After dinner the editor was again recognize this spirit of aggrandisement? part at least.
called on a:.nd spoke for an hour to ..q uite In what circles is it manifest? In the same
It is quite peculiar that whenever these
a crowd o~ listeners, many of whom were issue of the News in which the apostle's apostles begin to talk about the people bethe friends and acquaintances of our long discourse appears there may be f~:mnd the coming one, and their suffering from not
residence in Nauvoo.
·
following advertisement:
being obedient to the law of God, etc.,
On the §fth we reached home refreshed
"The State Bank of Vtah, Salt Lake City. they get after the people in regard to their
by our visit to the home of our childhood. Capital $5oo,ooo. Heber J. Grant, president; negligence in temporal things, and urge
Wll).13· Preston, vice president; Heber M. Wells,
cashier. Directors: Joseph F. Smith, Chas. S. this upon them as the reason why God
Burton, Wm. H. Rowr, Nephi W. Clayton, does not deliver them from the Gentile
A. H. CANNON ON DISUNION.
Abram H. Cannon, Frank Y. Taylor, Spencer yoke. Why do not these apostles tell the
THE following extracts are from a dis- Clawson, Philo F. Farnsworth, Elias Morris, people that one of 'the reasons why they
course deli.vered by Apostle Abraham H. Richard W. Young, Henry A. Wooley."
are being scourged is because their leaders
Cannon, of the Utah Church, in the TabIn this list of officers there are the names have caused them to err? Apostle Canernacle in Salt Lake City, Sunday, July of one of the Ffst Presidency of the Utah non says:
6th, present year:
church, Joseph F. Smith; two of the Apos
"The faith of one rrian, or a quorum, will not
"Here in these valleys we have not been free ties, Heber J. Grant and Abram H. Con- save the people .. The Saints must be united to a
from· disunion. Various. things have risen to. non, and the BiB hop of the church, W m. man to bring this about, There must not be sin
in the midst of Israel. The people must humble
create a disruption. It is said that we have suffered of late years because of a certain principle. B. Preston. Of the rest, Clawson, Burton, themselves, every one, and unite their faith for
This is not so. A principle has been attacked to Clayton, Taylor, Young-, Wells, and their triumph in the service of God .. Those who
bring it into ridicule among a certain class. But \V ooley, are sons of some of the heretofore will not repent will lose their faith, for the church
the purpose of this attack, like that of the others, leading men of the church in Utah. It will be purified."
is to cause division. If disunion can be made the speaks well of both the thrift and opporFrom this one must gather that the
rule, then the •Mormons' are doomed; ·but if we tunities of these men that they are able
Utah
people are in worse ciise than the
are united, there is no power, as the Lord lives,
city for which Abraham pleaded. Five
that can destroy us or stay this work. I warn out of their other business, to furnish a
you, Latter Day Saints, against allowing dis- capital sufficiently large to engage in so righteous would have saved that city, but
union to come into your midst, for therein is de- profitable a business venture as a bank, to in this case it requires the unity of all,
struction. With contention comes the spirit of do banking business. We are not inclined every one; if one is lacking the people
apostacy, as we know by the history of the church.
We should think that
"To-day there is. division among the people, to believe that men may not engage in can not be saved.
shut our eyes as we will to the fact. It seems to busine~s if they so choose; but it is sug- this everlasting pounding of the people
me that ·we are drawing farther apart, and forget- ge~tive, at least, to notice a man teaching about imaginary unworthiness, of which
ting that if we are not one we are not the people the abandonment of self aggrandisement the preacher accuses them, would cause
of God. Will we turn before It is too late, and
to a people whose leading men are models some honest souls to demand either specibefore the judgments are poured out upon us?"
of business building up as some of these fic charges against individuals that trial and
The drift of the apostle's discourse was men are. The apostle's name is among eviction might take place, or a declaration
to show that there was danger to be fear- the directors' names of this State Bank of be .demanded that no one is meant and .it is
ed from the aggregation of wealth in the Utah-·it is well that heshould have said, only "for effect."
.
hands of the few, who mjght be unscrupureferi·ing to the "oneness in temporal
We of the Reorganization charge the
lous, and suggested as a remedy the sacri- things," "this does not mean that we are leaders of the Utah Church with having
ficing of their extra properties for the bene- to live in houses that are alike, or wear led the people astray. We cite specific
fit of the poor. He says that God
clothing exactly similar to each other." charges and offer proofs strong as holy
"Has called upon them to consecrate of their And qualify this by the further saying: w·rit. We attack the spiritual structure in
substance for the poor bf the people. Those who
do it not are under great condemnation. The "There is a difference in spiritual things, specific terms, and expect division to
union which God requires is the union of the and a necessary difference in that which ensue; for 1he reason that there will be an
celestial Kingdom. It iE not a oneness in spiritu- is temporal. The capauilities of the indi- answering for w:rong doing by and by.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

From Cameron, Id<1ho, Bro. James
Cazier lately wrote in the following
earnest spirit:
"Think of selling out soon, then we are coming back to the church in the states, among the
Saints, when the Lord will. Thanks be to our
heavenly. F.ather's holy name for the many blessings we are receiving."

Bro. Henry Kemp wrote from Tabor,
Iowa, July nth:
"The weather is hot and very dry; still we are
hopeful for the best.
I came here a week ago
last Wednesday, shall leave again next week for
Keystone and Shenandoah. I visited the Huffacre Saints of Silver. City, held meetings, had
fair audiences, and was treated well; preached in
a school house four miles north of the city.
I
was in Emerson for one week, preached in the
school house and baptized two, one was father
Huntsman that passed through all the troubles
in Missowi when a boy, but never united with
the church until now; I had good meetings there
and a splendid confirmation meeting at his house.
Bro. Huntsman was at the scene of Hawn's Mill
massacre; was with the church at Nauvoo, came
winter quarters with his folks, and drifted away
down to Indian Creek, where Emerson now is.
The Saints generally feel well in the district. I
am doing the best I can, held twenty-two meetings in June. The people want preaching everywhere: I pray for more laborers."

ro

ElderJ. W. Gillen, St. Louis Missouri,
July 9th:
"l leave on the 9th for Kentucky and Tennesee to attend the conference that convenes on the
I zth.
Then if all is well I shall go to Texas, attend Central Texas conference which convenes
on the 25th !nst., and the Western Texas district
conference August 22d. The work in the city is
in fair working condition, but the prospects for
an increase in number are not at all flattering."

E!Jer C. G. Lanphear, Greenwood,
Steuben Co., New York, July 7th:
"Yesterday, Sabbath, afternoon we had a good
time here. Bro. Scott preached to a large audi~
ence of the people under the shade of a few trees
in front of Bro. Joseph Deremer's house. where
seats had been previously prepared for the occasion. After meeti11g Bro. Sc;ott led six precious
souls intdthe waters of baptism, and there was a
general time of rejqi<;iug. •The Spirit of. the Lord
was present. both at the water aud the confirmation which took priice soon after. Thus the good
work goes on. God giveth the increase."

Elder. W m; Strange, St. Thomas, Onfario, July 5th:
"I expect to furnish ari order for books .some
time this mdnth if nothing happens. The work
qf the Lord is prosperin~ arnongst.us here. We
are having muchofthe blessingsdf God with us,
and occasionally the gifts of the gospel are mani~
· fested: .. We havehad a blessed time, long to be
remembered, at our June conference in: Waterford, ()ntat;lo, of which you v:'ill doubtless hear
JYlore from.the district secretary. Have baptized
two lately with prospect of Ill ore soon, as they
;lre now much interested in investigation. I beg
an tnterest in the prayers of all the. Saint$ every
where, especially. th.ose of the London (Canada)
district, to whichour conference _has just eleeted
111:e pi·esident. I desire t.o prosecute and propagate the. work of the· Lord in righteousness. Pray
that He may give me wisdom, and the spirit of
my calling to this end."
·

Elder R.. M. Elv1n, Wilbur, Nebra!)ka,
July gth:
News items: ..It has b.een very dry and hot here.
'frees in ·Bro. Wl1ite's lot have died and ·the
.leaves ~~:e falling. Corn is badly damaged; a
p.alf crop will be a good yield for this. vJ!'inity;
~1ay a failure and the past\.n·es dried up. Small
/.~rain good,-wheat from. thirty to forty bnshels
.. per acre. A light rain this morning, with a
p~ospect for ntore.
Exc!temeptruns high on the
Issue .o~ • prohibition in thi.s State, as. also
F.armets'· Alliance is causing much .trouble

ERALD.

the election of this fall. Gospel work is hindered by these worldly things as well as the heat.
Still I keep it before the peor le as best I can.
Added two by baptism last Sunday. I find that
Saints need instruction and feeding- with the
gospel truths.

Bro. E. C. Brand wrote from Atchison,
Kansas, July uth:
"Am preaching in Skatiilg Rink,· Osage City;
go back to Scranton on the 16th; and from there
to Wellsville. Weather hot,-boiling--corn suffering--but thank the Lord I am able to preach
every night so far."

A GOOD brother has written us that it was
his letters to the HERALD, and manner of
writing, that we were alluding to in a late
issue, in which we tried to give some
advice to those writing for the HERALD.
We desire to assure this brother that we
did not so much as think of him at the
time we were penning our article.
We
desire to assure him, and all other writers
for the HERALD that we have not, and
had never a desire to make light of a
brother's deficiencies, or want of education, and certainly would not point out
the defects of a brother to his shame, or
confusion.
If he found .anything in our
article that he applied to himself, and fancied that we so intended,.he will please remember that we are not acquainted with
h m,- and that he has not written much
for the HERALD; and, so far as we can
now remember, not at all near the time
when we wrote as· we did; and that we
had no thought of him, or of what he had
written at the time we were writing. We
are sorry tHat any were offended, as it was
our desire to do good.
''Open rebuke is
better than secret love.. Faithful are the
wounds of a friend; but the kisses of an
enemy are deceitful."--Prov. 27:5,6.
From a copy of the American Standard
r89o, sent us by T. W.
Smith, froin San··· Francisco, California,
we take the following information:
for May roth,

"The States, cities.and tow:ns thatlicense liquor
selling have a provisothat license shag oply is:
sue to men of good moral char<[cter. It is. probable that the man •.of good moral character who
applies for !llicense to sell liquor is an exception
to a rule. However t\1e proviso does not count
for much. For how •Httle it does count, New
York city furnishesan;illustration. Of the whole
number of retail liquor sellers jn the city, 2,004
have served asente~ce in different State prisons;
z,6r Shave been confined in. county prisons and
I ,769 have spent one or more nights in the station.
hou~e, leaving only I,6r6 out of the .8,034 who
have managed.to d.efeat justice; Of the hJ.tal only
502 are American; 3,0.41 are Irish; 2,179· are
German and 26.5 .are negroes. Of these 8 034
meri of "good m.oral character!' nearly _s,ooo ha.ve
b.een inmates of prisons or jails. Of the whole
number only one-sixteenth is native. born."

TH;E Pen and Platform, publisl1ed at St.
Marys, Ontario, comas to us wi,th ''Please
e:-:chang~" on. it. This we will do with
pleasure, fqr this .reason among othersi its
bast_'s of .P. roced. u_re
is_ :
·
/ '

"This journal is not the orga~ of. any sect, de~
nomination .. br party,but is p,1:1blisbed s.olely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity,
Temperance, Sodala,nd Moral Reforms, and its
cCJlumps are open to all ";"howish to sp!'lak pointedly, pithily and practically upon these que.stions;
who believe that the word of GoU.andreason are

·the on:y rules of faith and practice for Christians
as well as Moralists."

This to us means much; and if the publishers continue to act upon the prineiple
here stated, they will be entkd to a good
support, which we hope the journal will
get, but fear it will not--'-the world is hardly
ripe for the truth in fairness to all. T. B.
Watson is editor and Mrs. Mary A. Watson is business manager, drawer F, St.
Marys, Ontario. The journal is monthly
and the price if fifty cents per year; an
eight page quarto; spicy and good.
THE CREEDS.-No. II.

IN pursuance of the object of article number one in HERALD for May 17th we here
give the celebrated Thirty-nine Articles
of Faith, the basis of belief of the Episcopal, 'or Church of England, of which
King Henry VIII was declared to be the
Supreme Head by statute in I534·
THE THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES.

I.-Of Faith in the Holy T1·inity.
There is but one living ~nd true God, everlasting, without body, parts, or passions; of infinite
power, wisdom, and goodness; the Maker and
preserver of all things, both visible aild invisible.
And in unity of this ·Godhead there be three
Persons of one substance, power, apd eternity;
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.

I I.-Of the Word, or Son of God, which was

made very Man.

·

The Son, which is the Word of , the Father,
beg-otten from everlasting of the Fatper,the very
and eternal God, of one substance witi'! the Father,
took man's nature in the womb. of ithe Blessed
Virgin, of her substance: so that two whole and
·perfect natures-that is to.say, the Godhead and
Manhood-were joined together inbne Person,
never to be divided; whereof is one :christ very
God and very Man; who truly suffer'ed, was cru~
cified, dead arid buried, to reconcile ;his fatherto
us, and to be a sacrifice, not only :£or original
guilt,. but also. for actual. sins of n:ien~

Il I.-Of the going down of Olvrist fnto Hell.
As .Christ died for us, and was buried, so also
it is to be believed, that he went down into Hell.
IV.- Of tlte Resurrection of Olwist.
Christ did truly rise again from death, and took
again his body, with flesh, bones, atid all things
appertaining to the perfection of Man's nature,
wherewith he ascencled into Heaven, and there
·sitteth, until he return to judge all' men at. the
last day.
V .-Of the Holy Ghost.
The Holy Ghost, proceeding fr<;>m the Father
and , the Son, is of one subs~ance, rnajest.x, and
glory, with the Father and the Son, very and
eternal God.

. VI.-Ofthe Sufficiency ojthe Holy~Scriptu1·es
·
for Salvation.
·
Holy Scripture containeth all thidgs necessary
to. salvation: So.that whatsoeveris not read there.in, nor··may be proved .thereby, is~not to be re"
quired .of an yin an thaUt should be believed as lin
article .of faith, or be th.ought requi.;;ite or neces- ·
ess~ry to salvation,
I~ the. name iof. the Holy
Scriptu~e, we do understand tho~e canonical
Books ofthe Otd arid New Testamer1t of whose
authority .was !l~ver a~y clriubt iq tlte. (~burch.
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X.-'-:-Of Free Will •..

ONICAL BOOKS,

Genesis;; Exodus; Leviticus; Numbers; Deuteronomy;; Joshua; Judges; Ruth; The First
Book of Samuel; The Second Book of Samuel;
The First :)3ook of Kings; The Second Book co£
Kings; The First Book of Chronicles; The Sec'
ond Book cof Chronicles; Thee First Book of Esdras; The Second B?ok of Esdras; The Book of
Esther; The Book of Job; '!'he Psalms; The
Proverbs; CEcclesiastes, or Preacher; Cantica, or
Songs of Solomon; Four Prophets the greater;
Twelve Prophets the less.
And the other Books,,as Hierome saith, the
Ch'!rch doth read for example of life and instruc•
tioncof manners, but yet doth it not apply them
to establish any doctrine: such are these following:The Third Book of Esdras; The Fourth Book
of Esdras; Thee Book of Tobias; The'. Book of
Judith; CThe rest of the Book of Esther; The
Book of Wisdom; Jesus the Son of Sirach; Bar~
uch the Pfophet; The Song of the Three Children; The Story of Susanna; Of Bel and the
Dragon; The Prayer of Manasses; The First
Book of Maccabees; The Second Book. of Maccabees.
All the Books of the New Testament, as they
are comm 0 nlv received, we do receive, and account thedJ Canonical.
c

c

VII.- OJ the Old Testament.

The Old; Testament is not contrary to the New;
for both in the New and Old Testament everlasting life is 'offered to mankind by Christ, who is
the only Mediator between God and Man, being
both God and Man. Wherefore they are not to
be heard, which feign that the old Fathers did
look only for transitory promises. Although the
law given .from God to Moses, as touching ceremonies and rites, do not bind Christian men, nor
the civil precepts thereof ought of necessity to tie
received in any Commonwealth: yet notwithstanding, no Christian man whatsoeverc is free
from the obedience of the Commandments which
are called moral.

VIIL-Of the Three 01·eeds.
The three Creeds, Nicene Creed, Athamisius's
Creed, and that which is commonly called the
Apostles' Creed, ought thoroughly to be received
and believed: for they may be proved by most
certain warrants of Holy Scripture.

IX.-OJ Original, or Birth Sin.
Original sin standeth not in the following of
Adam-as the Pelaglans do vainly talk-but it is
the fault and· corruption of the nature of evety
man, that naturally is engendered of the offspring
of Adam; whereby man is very far gone from
original righteousness, and is of his own nature
inclined to evil, so that the Flesh lusteth always
contrary to the Spirit; and therefore, in every
person born into this world, it deserveth God's
wrath and damnation. And this infection of
nature doth remain- yea, in them that are regenerated; whereby the lust of the flesh, called
in Greek pkrouema sarkos, which some do expound
the wisdom, some sensuality, some the affection,
some the desire of the flesh, is not subject
the
Law of God. And although there is no condemnation for them that believe and are baptized, yet
the Apostle doth confess that concupiscence and
lust hath of itself the nature of sin.

to

XVII.- Of Predestiruition and JiJ!ection.
Predestination to
is the everlasting purpd11e ··
of God, whereby, before the foundations of the.
world were laid, he hath constantly decreed by
his counsel, .secret to us, to deliver from curse
and. damnation those whom he hath chosen i;n
Christ out of mankind, and to bring' them
Christ to everlasting salvation, as vessels made:
to honor.
Wherefore, they which be. endued'
with so excellent a benefit of. God, be called, ac:•• ,
XI.-Ojthe Justification ojMan
cording to God's purpose, by his Spidtcworkillg'
We are accounted righteous before God, only
in due season: They through grace ob.e;y .the call", i
for the merit
our Lord and Saviour Jesus
!ng: They be.justified freely: They be mafie '{ ·
Christ, by faith, and not for our own works or
sons of God by adoption: They be made like the .
deservings. Wherefore, that we are justified by
image of his only begotten Son Jesqs Christ:
faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and
They walk religiously in good works: and, .at
very full of com fort: as more largely is expresslength, by God's mercy, they attain to everlasted in the Homi1y of Justification.
ing felicity. .
. .
.
XII.-OfGood.Works.
As the godly consideration of Pre'(lestination
Albeit that good works, which are the fruits of
and our Election in Christ, is full. of sweet, pleasfaith, and follow aftet justification, cannot put
ant, and unspeakable comfort to godly persons,
away our sins, and endur.e the severity of God's, and such as feel
themselves the working of the
Judgment; yet are they pleasing and acceptable
Spirit of Christ, mortifying the works of the flesh
to God in Christ, and do spring out, necessarily,
and their earthly members, and drawing up their
of a true and lively faith; insomuch that by them
mind to high and heavenly things; as well be·
a lively faith may be as evidently known, as a
cause it doth greatly establish and confirm their
tree discerned by the fruit.
faith of eternal salvation to be enj6yed through
Christ, as because it doth fervently kindle their
XIII.-OjWorks bifore Justification.
love towards God: so, for curious and carnal
Works dqne before the.graceo:f Christ, and the
persons, Jacking the Spirit of Christ, to have coninspiration of the Spirit, are not pleasant to God,
tinually before their eyes the sentence of God's
forasmuch as they spring not of faith in Jesus
Predestination,. is a most dangerous downfall,
Christ: neither do they make men meet to rewhereby the devil doth thrust them either into
ceive gtace, or, as the School Authors say, dedesperation, or into wretchlessness of f¥lOSt unserve grace of congruity; yea rather, for that
clean living, no less perilous than desperation.
they are not done as God hath willed and com·
Furthermore, we must receive God's promises
mahded them to be done, we doubt not but they
in such wise as they be generally set forth to us
have the nature of sin.
in Holy Scripture: And in ourdolngs, that will
XIV.-,-Of Works of Supererogation.
of God is to be followed, which we have expressVoluntary works besides, over and above God's
ly declared unto us in the word of God.
Commandments, which they call works of super·
XVII I.-Of Obtaining Eternal Salr;ation only
erogation, cannot be taught without arrogancy
by the N arne of Ohrist.
and impiety. For by them men do declare, that
They
also
are
to be had accursed, that presmi1e
they do not only rende'r unto Gop as much as
to say, that every man shall be saved by the law
they are bound to do, but that they do more for
or sect which he professeth, so that he be diligent
his sake, than of bounden duty is required: where:
to frame his life according to that law, and the
as Christ saith plainly, When ye hath done all
light o£ nature. For Holy Scripture doth set out
that are commanded to you, say, We ~re unprofit.
unto us only the name of Jesus Christ, whereby
able servants.
men must be saved.

life

The condition 'of man after the fall of Adam
is such, that he cannot turn and .prepare himself,
by his own natural ·strength and good works, to
faith and calling upcm God: Wherefore. we have
ncY power to do good works, pleasant and accep*'
tab1e to God,. without the grace of God, by Christ,
preventing us, that we may have a good will, and
working with us, when we have thaJ good will.

of

in

XV.-Of (Jh'J'ist alone without Sin.

XIX.-Of the

Ol~urch.

Christ, in the truth of. our nature, was made
like unto us in all things, sin only except; from
which he was clearly void, both in his flesh and
in his spirit. He came to be the Lamb without.
spot, who, by sacrifice of himself once made,
should take away the sins of the world: and sin,
as St. John saith, was not in him. But all we the
rest,'although baptized and born again in Christ,
yet offend in many things; and, if we say we
have no sin, we deceive. ourselves, and the truth
is not in us.

The visible Church of Christ is a Congregation
of faithful men, in the which the true word of
God is preached, and the Sacraments be duly
ministered according to Ch!·ist's ordinance, in all
those things that of necessity are requisite to the
same.
As the Church of Jerusalem, Alexandria, and
Antioch, have erred, so also the Church of Rome
hath erred, not only in their living and manner
of ceremonies, but also in matters of faith.

XV I.-OJ Sin after Baptism.
Not every deadly sin, willingly committed after
Baptism, is sin against 'the Holy Ghost and un·
pardonable; Wherefore the grant of repentance
is not to be denied to such as fall into sin after
Baptism.· After we have received the Holy Ghost,
we may depart from grace given, and fall into
sin; and by the grace of God we may arise again,
and amend our lives. And therefore they are to
be condemned, which say, they can no more sin
as long as they live here, or deny the place of
forgiveness to such as truly repent.

The Church hath power to decree Rites or
Ceremonies, and authority in controversies of
faith: And yet it is not lawful for the Church to
ordain anything that is contrary to God's Word
written; neither may it so expound one place of
Scripture, that it be repugnant to another. Wherefore, although the Church be a witness and a
keeper ot Holy Writ, yet as it ought not to decree
any thing against the same, so besides the same
ought it not to enforce any thing to be believed
for necessity of salvation.

XX.-OJ the Authority of the Ohurch.
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XXI.- OJ the Authority of General Oouncils.
General Councils may not be gathered together without the commandment and will of
Princes: and when they be gathered togetherforasmuch ae they be an assembly of men, whereof all be not governed with the Spirit and Word
of God--they mayen',and sometimes have erred,
even in things pertaining unto God. Wherefore,
things ordained by them as necessary to salvation have neither strength nor authority, unless
it rna y be declared that they he taken out of Hoi y
Scripture.
XXII.- Of Purgatory.
The Romish doctrine concerning Purgatory,
Pardons, Worshipping, and Adoration, as well
of Images as of Reliques, and also Invocation of
Saints, is a fond thing, vainly invented, and
grounded upon no warranty of Scripture, but
rather repugnant to the Word of God.
XXII I.-Of Ministering in the Congregation.
It is not lawful for any man to take upon him
the office of public preaching, or ministering the
Sacraments in the Congregation, before he be
lawfully called and sent to execute the same.
And those we ought to judge lawfully called and.
sent, which be chosen and called to this work by
men who have public authority -given unto .them
in the Congregation, to call and send Ministers
in'o the Lord's vineyard.
XXIV.-Of Speaking in the Congregation in
such(), Tongue as the People Understandeth.
It is a thing plainly repugnantto the Word of
God, and the cu~tom of the primitive Church, to
have public prayer in the Church, or to minister
the Sacraments,.in a tongue not understanded of
the p~op1e.
.
'

·

they do not the same in their own n:·ame, but in
Christ's, and do minister by his commission and
authority, we may use their ministry, both in
hearing the Word of God, and in the receiving of
the Sacra men Is. Neither is the effect of Christ's
ordinance taken away by their wickedness, nor
the grace of God's gifts diminished from such as,
by faith, and rightly, do receive the Sacraments
ministered unto them; which be effectual, be·
cause of Christ's institution and promise, although they be ministered by evil men.
Nevertheless, it appertaineth to the discipline
of· the Church, that inquiry be made of evil
Ministers, and that they be accused by those that
have knowledge of their offences; and finally,
being found guilty, by just judgment be deposed.

XXVII.-Of Ba;ptisrn.
Baptism is not only a sign of profession, and
mark of difference, whereby Christian men are
discerned from others that be not christened j
but It is also a sign pf :Regeneration, or New
Birth; ·whereby, as by an instrument, they that
receive baptism rightly, are grafted into the
Church; the promises of the forgiveness of sin,
and of our adoption to be the sons of God by the
Holy Ghost, are visibly signed and sealed; faith
is confirmed, arid grace increased, by virtue of
prayer unto God. The Baptism of young children is in any :wise to be retained in the.'Church,
as most agreeable with the institution of Christ.

XXVII I.-Of the Lord! a Supper
The Supper of the Lord i& not only a sign of
the love that Christians ought. to have among
themselves one to another; but rather it is a Sac'
rament of our Redemption by Christ's death: insomuch that to.such as rightly, worthily, and
with faith, receive the same, the bread which we
break is a pf!rtaking of the body of Christ; .and
XXV.-'Ofthe Sacrarnents.
. ' likewise, the cup of blessing is a partakil:Jg of the
Sacraments ordained of Christ, be not only
blood of Christ.
badgen>r tokens.of Christian .men's profession;
Transubstantiation-or the change of the subbqt rather they be certain sure'witnesses, and efstance of bread and wine in the Supper of the
fectual signs of grace, and God's good-will toLord-cannot be proved by Holy Writ; but is rewards us, by the which he. doth Work invisibly
pugnant to the plain words of S::ripture, overin us, and. doth .not only quicken; but also
throweth the nature of.a Sacrament, and hath
,strengthen and. confirm our faith in him.
·
given occasion to many superstitions.
There are two Sacra merits ordained of Christ
The body of Christ is given,taken, and. eaten in
our Lord· in the Go.· spel, that is to say, Bap' tism,
the Supper, only after an heavenly and spiritual
and the Supper ofthe Lord.
manner .. And the mean, whereby the Body of
Those five, cotnmonly called Sacraments, that
Christ is ;eceived and eaten in the Supper, is
is ~o say, Confir!nation, Penance, Orders, Matri- Faith.
mony, and E;ctreme Unction, are not to he countThe Sacr:ament of.. the Lord's Supper. was not
..ed for l3acr:aments 9£. the Gospel; being such as
by Christ's ordinance r:eserved, clurfed about,
hlwe grown. pattly of the corrupt followihg of liftecj up, or worshipped.
the Apostles, partly a~e states of life allowed in
XX IX.-::-O.'~" the Wick.ed which Ea..t not the
i the Scriptures; but yet have not like nature of
·
:.r
··
·
Body of OM·ist in. the Use. ofthe
Sacraments with Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
Lord'8Supper.
,, for that they have riot lmy visible sign or cereThe
wick~d,
and
s.uch as qe void of a lively
i<mony ordained of God ..
The S!itraments 'were not ordained of Christ faith, although they do<carnal~y and visibly press
with their teeth, as St Augustine S<!ith, the Saci :to be gazed upon, or to be carried about, .but that
r<tment of the Body and ;Blo.od ofChrist; yet ln
i .we shoul<J duly use them.
And In such only l\S
i ."1'9rthily receive the same, they~ have a whole- no wise are. they partf!kers of Christ, but rf!ther,
to .their conden;wation, dp eat and dririk th~ sign
.i 'li;Ome effect or operation; but they that receive
orsacrame.nt
of so gr~at.a tfiing. ·
J]jem Huw'<:>rthily, purchase to themselves damna. tion, as St. Pau1 saith ..
:?~-XV~.-Ofthl! Un'li!orthiness oft1wll:finisters,

which Hinders not the lilffeet ojthe
Saeva1nents.
Although in the visible .Clmrch the evil be
the good, and sometim~s lhe
eyil hare.c;Q.ief authority in tb.e ministrat\on. of
'Jf!<:,Word ~l:Jd S1J,craiiJents; yet forasiiJ~tcP, as
~~er mingle~ with

XXX.-Ofboth Kinds .
The Cup of the Lord is not.to be <Jenied to the
Lay~people; for both th~ parts of the Lord's Sacrament, by Christ's ordinanc~ arid comlllandment,
ougqt to be ministered..to aUCnristian men alike.

. XXXI.-::Ofthe OneOblationof Christ finished
'I!![JQn the Oro.ss.
The offering

of

Chris~ once. made,, is that p~r~

feet ~edemption,Propitiation,and Satisfaction for
all the sins of the whole world, both original and
actual: and there is none other satisfaction for
sin but that alone. Wherefore the sacrifices of
Masses, in the which it was commonly said, that
the Priest did offer Christ for the quick and the
dead, to have remission of pain or guilt, were
blasphemous fables, and dangerous deceits.

XXXII.-Ofthe Marriage of Priests.
Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, are not commanded .by God's Law, either to vow the estate
of single life, or to abstain from marriage: Therefore it is lawful for them, as for all other Christian men, to marry at their own discretion, as
they shall judge the same to serve better to godliness.

XXXIII.-Of excornrnunieated Persons, How
they are to be Avoided.
That person, which by open denunciation of
Church is rightly cut off from the unity of
the Church, and excommunicated, ought to be
taken of the wtJOle multitude of the faithful, as
an Heathen or Publican, until he be openly reconciled by penance, and received into the Church
by a Judge that hath authority thereunto.
~he

XXXIV.- Of the_ Traditions of the Ohureh.
It is not necessary that Traditions,and Ceremonies be in all places one, orutterly 1like, for at
all times they have been diverse, and may be
changed according to the diversity of: Countries,
Times, and Men's Manners, so that nothing be
~rdained against God's Word. Whosoever,
through his private judgment, willingly and pu"rposely doth openly break the tradition;s and ceremonies of the Church, which be not~repugnant
to the Word of God, and be ordained apd approved by common authority, o~ught ·to be rebuked
openly-that others may fear to do the like-as
he that C!ffendeth against the common order of
the Church; and hurteth tre authority of the
Magistrate, and woundeth the consciehces of the
weak brethren.
Every particular or national Churc~ hath authority to ordain, chang~, and abolish 6eremonies
or rites of the Church, ordained only by man's
authority, so that all things be done
edifying.

to

XXXV.-Of Horniliea.
The·· Second Book of Homilies, ~he several
titles. whereof we have joined under this Article,
doth con.tain a godly and whol~som!l. doctrine,
and necessaryfor these times; as dotli the form:
er Book of Homilies, which were set forth in the
time of Edward the Sixth; and theref~re we judge
them to be read. in Churches. by the. Ministers
diligently and distinctly, that they may be U!lderstarided ofthe people.
OF NAMES· 9F THE HOMIL.IE$.

r. Of the right Use of the Church; ;2. Against
Peril of Iqolatry; 3· Of Repairing and Keeping
cleari of Churches; 4· Of Good Works; first ()f
Fasting; 5· Against Gluttony and Dr\lnkenness;
6. Against Excess of Apparel; 7; Of \Pr.ayer; 8:
Ofi:he Place and Time of Prayer; 9· That Com~
mon Praye~ and Sacraments ought to be adminis.tered i)la known Tongue; w .. Ofth~Rev~rent
I):stim.a.tion of God's Wonl; u. Of A!lms-doing;
iz. Of the Nativity of Christ; 13. Of the Passion
of Ghrist; i4. OftheResurrection of !Christ; 15.
Ot .the :W?rthy Receiving of •· the, Sa~ramimt of
t!J.e Body' and Bl<)od.of.C!lrist; r6; ()fthe Gif.ts
of tl:le Holy ,Ghost; 17. For the Rqga,ti911 Days;
" .r.S. Of the State of M:atrinl<)ny; ;I9, ().£ ~epent·
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EDITOR1 AL ITEMS.
RoTTEN eggs were used as argum~nts
XXXVI.- Of Consecration of Bishops and
· agaimt brethren
Cornish and F. C.
·
Ministers
Smith at a school house near Applegate,
The book of Consecration of Archbishops and
Michigan.
The argument was strong
Bishops, and Ordering of Priests and Deacons,
enough to drive the brethren from their
lately set forth in the time of Edward the Sixth,
position. A melee occur.ed at the door,
when the folks were crowding out, some
and confirmed at the same time by authority of
for the preachers, some ag.1inst. So we
Parliament, doth contain all things necessary to
learn by letter from Bro. Cornish, dated·
such consecration and ordering; neither hath it
any thing that of itself .is superstitious and un- July 7th.
Bro. Q. S. Sparks was at Salt La)<e
godly. And therefore, whosoever are consecraCity, July 14th, and spoke in the Chapel
ted or ordered according to the rites of that book
there on the evening of the 13th, so wrote
since the second year of the fore-named King
Bro. R.
Anthony under date of July
Edward, ur.to this time, or hereafter shall be con14th, 1890secrated or ordered according to the same rites,
Bro. Truman B. VI[ ood, writing from
we decree all such to be rightly, orderly, and
Sant-a Monic:~, California, desire to know
lawfully consecrated and ordered.
of the whereabouts of Bro. Q. S. Sparks,
XXXVII.-Ofthe Civil Magist1·ates.
who has been absent from his home at
The King's Majesty hath the chief power in
Los Angeles for some three months, leavthis realm of England and other his dominions,
ing his friends uninformed of his moveunto whom the chief government of all estates of
ments. All are somewhat uneasy about
him, as he is somewhat aged and infirm.
this Refilm, whether they be ecclesiastical or
From Bro. \Voods we also learn of the
civil, in fill causes doth appertain, and is not, nor
death of Bro. Frederick P. Schnell, of Los
ought to be, subject to any foreign jurisdiction.
Angeles.
A good man g-one to his reWhere we attribute to the King's Majesty the
ward.
We have no particulars of Bro.
chief government, by which titles we understand
Schnell's demise.
the minds of some slanderous folks to be offendBro. C. Guinand, of Atchison, Kansas,
ed, We give not t~ our Prince the ministering eithhas solved the Bible riddle.
er of God's Word or of the Sacraments, the which
By the kindness of Bro. G.
Waller,
thing the Injunctions also, lately set by Elizabeth
Honolulu, Hawaian Islands, we are favorour Queen, do most plainly testify; but that only
ed with several copies of the Ka Nupepa
prerogative which we see to have been given alElele, published at Honolulu, Poaono.
ways to all godly Princes in Holy Scriptures by
In the issue for Mav roth is a letter from
God himself; that is, that they should rule all
Robert Louis Stephenson, who defends
estates and degrees committed to their charge by
Father Damiens, the priest who dared the
God, whether they be ecclesiastical or temporal,
horrors of leprosy to do the lepers at Kaland restrain with the civil sword the stubborn
awao good, and died at his post, and who
and evil· doers.
was attacked after his death by Dr. H vde.
The Bishop of Rome hath no jurisdiction in
Tbe letter is a manly one, and rebukes Dr.
this Realm of England.
Hyde roundly for inhumanity.
The laws of the Realm may punish Christian
Sr. Zruiah Vales, of Mt. Carmel, Indimen with death for heinous and grevious offences.
ana, requests the prayers of the Saints that
It is lawful for Christian men, at the commandshe mav be healed.
ment of the Magistrate, to wear weapons and
· The ·Lord favored our land on the
serve in the wars.
of the 14th insL with a quiet, abundant,
and mucb needed rain, sending moisture
XXXVII I.-Of Christian Men's Goods, which
to tbe roots of vegetation, and making
a1·e not Common
glad the hearts of man and beast.
The riches and goods of Christians are not
common, as touching the right, title, and possession of the same, as certain Anabaptists do false·
THE CITY OF THE JEWS.
ly boast. Notwithstanding, every man ought,
of such things as he possesseth, liberally to give
A Jerusalem correspondent writes that the
alms to the poor, according to his ability.
,,
Holy City is fast becoming again the city of the
20.

Against Idleness;

2 I.

Against Rebel-

J. ].

J.

J.

XXXIX.-OfaO!wistian Man's Oath.
As we confess that vain and. rash swearing is
forbidden Christian men by our Lord J e~us Christ,
and James his.Apostle; so we judge that Christian religion doth not prohibit but that a man
may swear when the Magistrate requireth, in a
cause of faith and charity; so it be done, according to the Prophet's teaching, in justice, judgment, arid truth.
"I am afraid we cannot hope for much better
times until the Lord Jesus Christ comes a second
lime. Often do I cheer myself with the thought
of his coming. Toe shout shall be heard, Allelujah! Allelujah! the Lord God omnipotent reigneth! For that day do I look; it is to the bright
horrizon of that second coming that I turn my

eyes."-Rev Clzarles Spurgeon.

Jews. In r88o there were not more than 5,ooo
Jews there; now there are more than 3o,ooo.
Recent Rusian persecutions have led thousands
to make their homes there and although the
Turkish government forbids all Jews who are
not residents of Jerusalem to remain longer than
thirty days, yet a judicious application of bribes
enables them to stay there as long as they please
without molestation ... Wealthy Jews have built
hospitals and founded homes, and many of the
refugees wno are poor live from the charity of
their brethren.
Things are ours that we may use them all;
sometimes that we may sacrifice them.
There can not be a more worthy improvement
of friendship than in a fervent opposition to the
sins of those we profess to love.

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of persons desiring a change in P .0. uddress.

!J:!JITED BY SHl'l'ER. "FRANCES."

"I call 1<0 mind the summer day,
The early harvest mowing,
The sky with snn and clouds at play,
And flowers with hreezes blowing.
I hear the blackbird in the corn,
The locust in the haying;
And like the fabled hunter's horn,
OW tunes my hPart is playing.'''

Dear Sisters of tl1e Prayer Union:-I take this
way of letting you know how much I appreciate
all your dear, kind letters and encouraging
words; but as I receive several every week, you
will understand that I can not undertake to answer many of them personally, but they are all
marked and filed away; those containing
memory texts will be used,_ each in its turn, according to the order of date.
Many have also sent notice of organization
with list of members. These are carefully preserved, and a list of them will sometime be made
and will be of use should any step be taken for a
more complete organization.
All speak cheeringly of the blessing;: received,
though most of them are few in numbers, and
some have met opposition from those who think
"that it is wrong for women to have an organization of any kind, as the Scriptures forbid that
women shall rule in the church, and therefore
that it is not right to have a president, etc."
It is not stated in what way our organization
is supposed to rule in the church, or that the
p:·esidents exercise any authority other than to
preside at the prayer-meetings of the Union.
It is true that the idea of organization was not
at first presented, but as many desired it, it was
acquiesced in.
We find our authority for it in the following
from Doctrine and Covenants, section r 17: 12,
I3, I4·
"Behold, if my servants and my handmaidens,
of the different organizations for good among my
people, shall continue in righteousness, they
shall be blessed, even as they bless others of the
household of faith.
"Let contentions and quarrelings among you
cease. "Sustain each other in peace, and ye shall
be blessed with my Spirit, in comforting and
strengthening you for my work.
"It is not expedient that I command you further at this time; but be ye diligent, wise and
faithful, doing all things with an eye single for
the glory of God, aJJd the good of his people.
Thus saith the Lord. Amen."
If our Lord •owns the different organizations
for good among his handmaidens, as well as
among his elders, and blesses us with His
Spirit, com torts and strengthens us, and acknowledges our work as his work, when we do it for
His glory and the good of His people; what
more authority do we need? That he has fulfilled all this to us, 1 here are many to testify;
and the work itself testifies for us.
For my own part, I am willing .to let onr
brothers go out into !he field, (which our Lord
said was the world) and harvest the grain, and if
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I choose to prepare food and drink, and even
be a lay man, go on with your meeting, in your
carry it to them that they may be strengthened
()Wn way. The mere fact of being a man gives
for their labor, who shall say that it is not my
him no authority.
ELEANOR.
right and my duty to do this. Is it not our
work to minister to the sick, the poor, the desoSr. Lillie E. Kelley, Dimondale, Michigan,
late? Shall we have care for our .children; may
calls
attention to the fact that there is no memwe not show solicitude for the body-the church
ory text furnished for the fifth Thursday of this
-of which we are a part?
month, and she sends the following for that day:
Dear sisters, I do not present these things beIsaiah 20: 2r. ·
cause there is the slighte~t doubt of the righteousness of our cause; but there be some that
LAMONI, Iowa.
troubl.e you, instead of trying to sustain and
Beloved
Sisters:Weeks,
months
and years
build you up in the peace and comfort of the
are rolling swiftly by; time flies as on eagles'
Holy Spirit. So whether you observe your covwings through the summer heat and the cold
enant at home, in the privacy of your closet, or
wintry blast-nothing· can stay its onward
in the company of your assembled family, or
course. Youth with all its beauty soon fades
meet with each other, the good we seek to do
under its powerful hand, the infirm and aged
and the blessing we hope to have, both depend
grow
weary as they watch the days and sleepless
upon this, that it is done for the glory of God
nights come and go, leaving them lingering on
and the good of his people. Our aim is to bnild
time's shores. But there comes a ray of hope as
each other up in the faith and thus glorify God
the feeble frame grows weaker, the pulse fainter
and benefit his church. We have no promise
and
eyes dimmer with the solemn change of
that the church as a body will be saved in the
death. Precious moments as they vanish from
lump; but every individual member must stand
view of the humble. followers of the Ll).mb.
or fall on his own work, the sisters as well as
Peace, which the world can not give, fills the
the brethren. Our being in the church will not
waiting soul as it passes into a fairer and happier
save us, if we keep not the commandments, one
clime, where sorrow and anguish are not known.
of which is that we shall bring to pass much
Time has wrought marvelous changes since
righteousness. That surely can not mean the
our first parents were drivef! from the Garden of
elders alone, but to every one of us in ourselves,
ln Otlr ,individual capacity and influence. It. . Eden, that bread might be obtained.by the sweat
of the brow. Through these many generations
seems incomprehensible that our work should he
disobedience. has brought curses, plagues, wars,
regarded as an innovation on the established
tribulation and suffering of almost every kind.
order of the gospel, and yet we are bound by the
samelaws that bind our brethren in regard to the Enmity and strife, father against son and son
against father, until the earth groans with pollucommandments of Christ, to keep them and to
tion, her cup alinost full to the brim, her sorrowfulfill them.
Dear sisters, I must not close until I have ing chi1dren surrounded with darkness and error.
Fear ,and doubt have clothed with superstition
thanked you for your aid in the selection of the
texts. I have filled all the orders for the subject and bigotry the light that shone forth in the meridian. of time, which has been extinguished through
leaflets that were received, and have yet one or
two hundred .of the leaflets on hand that those changing the ordinances, leaving undone things
of :worth and doing that which profiteth nothing.
sending postage can have.
Let us gaze for a .moment and behold the beautiIn gospellove,
ful picture of obedience that was manifested by
ELEANOR.
Him who was sent to be a light to the world, a
pattern for the hu!:Jlan family. "Lo, I come to
Since writing the above the question has been
do thy will, 0 Lor~;!!" That blessed tune. that
presented as to whether it is proper to invite tne
made Angles rejoice and .sing anthems of praise
brethren to take part in the meetings of the
to Him who rules on high fort he dawn of salvaPrayer. Union? and I am requested to reply
through the Herald.· .This question was answered
tion to the children of men. The brightest page
over a· year ago, and a little thought ought to
in the wor.ld's history, giving hope of eternal life
demon~trate to any one that it can not be done
which car:~ never. be blighted if we are faithful
without giving o.ver th.e meeting to them, and, in
and obedient to the divine .commands. It was
that case, the sisters would !ose the benefit that
truly a tirpe of. rejoicing to those who. heard. the
the workof the Union is designed to. do for them.
voice and 'listened to the call .to be under the
It has been decided that a lay member should
direct teachings of the Son Of G:od; seeing the
not preside or conduct a meeting when an elder
mighty works hedid,.his wisdom and love. How
is present. They would therefore be t>xpected to
his bosom was filled with compassion towards
take charge of tire sisters' ·meetings and would
the afflicted, particularly those who exercised
act 'as a hindrance to many in the prayers that faith in him. His .very soul was ~tirred as he
they w:ou.ld want to offer. The brethren have
said, "Truly faith hath mac;le thee. whole."
their wo~k, alld when engaged in it they are not
B.ehold how in the latter time; ~ven. to-day;
suppose:d to have. the time for that in which. they
He Is calling with the same gentle V'oice and
have no. call; It is a sisters' prayer meeting.
loving words, "Come unto. me all ye that labor
Some <me. also wishes to know· what we should
and are heavy laden and f will give you rest;''
do in cases .where the brethren desire t~ go?
.Not only the rich~nd great, but the poor and
is possible that some .one liK-e Paul may be l!i!d to
sinful, to all thaf are heavy laden', Gentile and
go to tlw place where the women resort fpr
Jew, the invitation is g-iven. ·· Not~ithstanding
prayer (see Acts r6:,r3), and, if such a one comes,
the unbelief that ha& filled the minds of some in
to teach, acl as those other sisthe past and present ages, the word of .the Lord
mrer the meeting to, him, and
must be fuffilled. ,Isra~l will be gathered home.
bec(Jmes awomll;n".(qr anybddy
His Spirit has again r!iJvealed t~e truth of the
towhathe hasto.say, .. .But if he
former (;ommandments. His po)Ver. has been:

and is being felt through the restoration of the
fulness of the gospel which will be preached to
all nations.
,
Rejoice, ye Saints, for the time has come
when according to men's faith it shall be done
unto them (D. C.) Obedience is better than sacrifice. Giving heed to every word revealed from
above to the chureh though it may appear small,
it matterllth not, it is the only way by which we
can become great. If we wish to obtain admittance into everlasting life we must. rise step by
step from all the sinful desires of the flesh that
war against the soul. Pride with its attending
evils which may overcome everything that is
noble and good within if permitted to take root
and grow we must subdue. May we heed the
whisperings of the Spirit that we may be able to
abide when the angel shall declare that "time
shall be no longer."
Yours in the covenant of peace,
C. AcKERLEY.
HIGBEE, Mo., June 6th.
Sr. Walkm' :-Dear sister, I write a few lines
to let you know that we have a small branch of
Saints here in our little town called Higbee, and
like many other places we are striving to keep
the hour that we have promised to keep for the
purpose of helping to roll the work onward. I
can say that we rejoice in this glorious work of
the Lord in which we have started out. I feel
also that I am weak and feel an interest in the
work, and am willing to learn that .I may be able
to be of some little use in the fu~ure, however
little it may be. I had wished many times before
the last memory texts came out that some one
would see that it was their duty to look into these
things so that the "Union" would be kept up;
then the thought come, "Is it not your duty to
try?" Then another thought,
:
"If you find your tas'k is hard,
Try, try agaJn.
"
Time w:m bring you your re'ward,
Try, try again."

Then I said, "I will try and look for some
texts." Now if they will not 9o I ~ill not be offended in any way over it. I ha'l(e three little
ones to bring up in the work, and lit the last general. conference my oldest child wa~ baptized, and
I felt ver.y thankful that he aske9 .for baptism;
and that I had been striving so far' to bring them
up in the fear of the Lord by the. help of his
Spirit, and J hope that I may continue faithful
unto the end. This is my hearfs desire and
prayer.
Your sister in gospel bopds,
LIZZIE WILLIAMS.
LE];:DS1 Eng;.,J une ro,th.
Dear Sisters of tke Home Colun~n :-It is with
pleasure I take up my. pen, asking the privilege
of a small space in yo11r column.~ I tha.nk my
Heavenly Father that he has put it in the hearts
of our dear sfstersin this branch tp commence a
prayer.meeting.
We have onl:Jl had them a
short time but I can truly testify ~hat the Spirit
of the Lord has .been felt among. us when we
hav.e met togeth.er. I am onlyyo.uiig in the faith,
but I pray that the Lord will give;methe helpof
his Holy Spirit, and lllso give me)tnowledge and
und~rstanding of his glorious gosneL ,
. bear sisters,. I a'!ll>. yo:u t6 remerpber me before
the.throne of grace •. thatJ may p~ove faithfultQ
the end,;,an.!l that
I .inaJdischarge
.in)• office
lind
,,·
. ' ,' ,,
', ' < ','
,,·':''
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calling with an eye single to his honor and
glory,
I feel it great responsibility to have charge
of the sisters prayer- meeting. I often feel my
weakness, but I ask my Heavenly Father that he
will give me grace and strength for my duties.
I often think seriously of this latter day work,
and think that it is not a work to be trifled with,
but I do thank God that he has shown me the
true light of the gospel 'of Jesus Christ in its
pur_ity. I feel sorry at many times that I did
not know this gospel in my youth, although I
was always brought up in the .church and by
pious parents, but ·when I heard of this gospel it
was some time before I could be thoroughly convinced that it was the only true go, pel although I
had two of my children in the church-one a
priest and one a sister. But I can now rejoice to
say that I have all my family in except two and
I still pray that they may also belong to the fold
of -Christ, but I thank God for what he has done
{or me and !flY family. I often feel within my·
self that I am not worthy of the name that I
bear. I pray that I may he not only a Saint in
word, but in deed and in truth. 1 ask God at
many times that he will give me grace and wisdom to bring my children up in the fear of the
Lord.
Pardon me, dear sisters, for taking up so much
space, asking at the time an interest in your
faith and prayers on behalf of the sister's prayermeeting.
Your sister in the gospel,
ELIZABETH~ RoBERTs.

a

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Brother W. C. Lanyon, of Lainoni, Iowa, who
is now fifty years old and has nearly all his life
been addicted to the use of tobacco, earnestly asks
your faith and prayer~ that God will help him to
abstain from its use.· He will begin on August
3d, and wants to be a free man. [May God help
him, and He will help every ·one who strives
earnestly to keep his commands.-En].
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Martha Avis writes from Five Lakes, Mich.,
informing us of the organization of a Prayer
Union at that place and the letter breathes of the
spirit of the work.
We are also in receipt of a letter from Sr. J. H.
Holt, of Kirtland, Ohio, notifying us of the organization of a "Union" at Kirtland.
This letter encloses the names of the members for recording hy the editor of this department. This
should be observed by all forming organizations
in order that all may be enrolled in the same
record.
By reference to instructions in former
I£eralds it will be seen that this request was made
at an early day, and as we wish shortly to publish the number now engaged in this good work,
it will be well for those who have failed to report
names of members to do so soon.
Sr. Eliza A. Harding, Crescent City, Iowa,
writes: ''It does me much good to read the sisters' letters in the Herald and I know from them
that others have their troubles and trials also.
am thankful that the Prayer Union was organized in this branch, for it has been a great blessing to us. Sr. Francis, will you please correct a
mistake made in my former letter. The amount
collected by our Prayer Union was reported as
$r:4o when it should have been $r4o.oo. The

Sunday-school had an ice cream party on the
evening of the fourth, for the benefit of the
school.
It proved a success.
The Lord has
blessed us in our pockets and in our store so that
we are able to lend a helping hand to those who
need.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

July

II,

Amount to date ............. $2,976 50
Tex .. $ 75
~Eliza A. Shaw, Mo.....
40
Lillie M. Bentley, Mo..
13
Lizzie Hutchins, Neb...
70
A Sister, Cal.. . . . . . . . . . I oo
J. A. Kennicutt, Neb .... z oo
Cassa A. Johnson, Ill...
oo
Janet Strang, Cal......
oo
A. Walmsley, Nev ..... I oo

July

II,

Amount received to date .... ·!2·~L4-~

J. M. Teagarden,

7 98
m""Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, July 9th
Edito1·s Herald:-I wish you would give this
letter a place in the Herald that the members in
the Rocky mountain Mission may know why I
have not been seen or heard from in the different
parts of my field. It is always in order to ofi'er
excuses or apologies when we fail to do our duties. I thought if I could get my family l0cated
here it might be advantgeous to us as here the boys
could get work, and besides all that I could be
with them sometimes which would be both pleasant and profitable. Last December Brother
Frederick Smith gave one of my boF, David, work
in the mill; and in April the other boy and one
daughter came on, and he too was given employment in the mill; and in the early part of Tnne my
wife with the two youngest children came on, and
in one week after their arrival David took down
with typhoid fever and was confined to the bed
over three weeks. He is just able to totter
around a little now. During his- sickness my
oldest son Leon had to quit work because of sickness for one week; and now my wife from anxiety watching and extra work is prostrated and
unable to do the least thin![. I had started south
and got as far as Spanish Fork when my wife
wrote me that David wanted me to return. I
have been confined at home, and from the present outlook there is no telling when I will be able
to get out; but just as soon as I feel I can leave
the folks I shall take the field. Because of the
sickness we have been greatly troubled, and
through all the care and anxiety we have tried
to be resigned and patient, believing that the
Lord will sanctify to us the afllict!on in some way.
The Saints have been good to us, for which we
feel greatful to them and thankful to the Lord
for his tender mercy; but withal it has almost unfitted me for the' work that is so pressing upon
me. During the time there has not one day
passed but what part of the time has been devoted
to important work, in some way directly connected with mission work. In my joy and thankfulness
over the returning health of David I forgot one
business meeting last Monday night after making
every necessary arrangement to be present. I
confess my negligence and humbly apo1ogize to
them. -I dont remember of any thing of late that
caused me the anguish that did. I
prayed the Lord's forgiveness. That night my

wife was sick nigh unto death, but the Lord has
dealt kindly with her so that to-day she is feeling
better and in a fair way to recover. I hope the
Saints will not charge me with undue negligence
but accept this explanation in justification for the
Jack of ministerial labor. The letters in the
Herald from the Elders inspire hope that possibly by and by a good spiritual wave may be turned
this way that may quicken a people that will
turn to the Lord with .pure hearts to serve him.
So far as I am able to discern there is no disposition on the part of the people in Utah to ab:mdon
Polygamy, although the leaders have ad vised the
elders not to teach the doctrine, and a claim is
made that the practice is being abandoned, observation proves to the contrary. Unfortunately
for this people they have from the days that
Spiritual wifery was introduced into the church
used deception and hypocrisy, denying the doctrine while secretly prl:tcticing the same. There
never has been a time in the history of the church
when a more determined effort was put forth by
the leaders to continue the doctrine of polygamy.
·whatever thejudgment of some, I am sure
they feel as securely entrenched in the theory to
day as ever. When will "the refuge ot lies" be
swept away? For Zion's weal, still desire to labor.
Yours in Christ,
R . J. ANTHONY.
APPLEGATE, Mich., July 7th,
Brn. Joseph and William. Bros R. Davis, L.
Phelps, F. C. Smith and myself have been busy
around this part of Sanilac county ever sine!" the
conference at Bay Port. The people are stilTed
'lP wonderfully; some are believing, and a few
have obeyed; others are opposing and fighting
against us and this beautiful gospel of Christ.
Poor old Bro. Davis has not missed the abuse of
the people either. One minister after he had given vent to his feelings and was exhausted, turned
around and accused him of stealing, and he said
"I'll prove it, he stole my sheep; he stole my
sheep!-He stole my lambs" &c. You see, Bro.
R. Davis had baptized the mc;>st of his old members and young converts,
Bro. L. Phelps is busy further north and along
the Lake Huron shore. Prospects are bright
ahead.
J. J. CoRNISH.
VALVERDE, DENVER, Colo., July IOlh
Editors Herald:- We are stiil striving to build
up the work of the Lord in this city. Sometimes it seems an uphlll business, but we hope to
be able to establish the work on a firm footing
time. We have taken one more step forward,
we have organized a Sunday-schooL We have
felt the need of it for some time, Gut circumstances have ordered otherwise. We have rented a large and more convenient place of meeting,
but are sadly in need of a church building of our
own; but real estate is so high that the question
of getting a building of our own is beyond our
reach at present. I£ we had a rich brother or
friend to give us a lot I think we could carry the
rest, but to buy a lot and build too is too much
at present.
Our numbers are increasing by Saints coming
from other places until we have quite a good
sized congregation. One of the things we need
ls a good preacher that can spend quite a time
with us. I see accounts of your vir;iting and
preaching in different localities. Could you not
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arrange matters so as to make us a visit? We
would be very glad to receive a visit from you,
and think good could be done. We expect Bro
Caffall in a few days. We also look for Bro. T.
W. Smith as he goes east.
At our services Sunday last a reporter for the
Times paid us a visit, but in Monday's paper he
got things considerably mixed. I wrote a
but they did not publish all of it.
Will you please publish in the Herald a notice
of our meetings, that Saints coming her.e may
know where to find us.
Your brother,
E.. F. SHUPE.
KINGMAN, Ariz., July 9th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:- Your esteemed
the 13th ult. w.as received by Sr. Warnock; she
read it with pleasure and profit and forwarded it
to me. Like the goodness of God, which endures
forever, the friendship of his true servants knows
no end. I sincerely thank you for your good
wishes for our family in spiritual and. temporal
matters so feelingly expressed.
No doubt you will be snrprised when you see
iny present address. We were compelled
leave Marysvale last wlnter to earn some money
that we<·might return and resume our work there.
My sons William and Robert came with me the
last days of December. Wt' have had almost
constant work,though times have been extreme,.
Jy dull and labor scarce. The greater part of the
time vv:e have been working a mine on 1:r lease
and have made a little money. By the time this
letter reaches you we may be on our way to our
mines in Utah. My boys are stout,
young men, and they ~tay with me and help me
nobly.
Tr-uly, as you say, I have passed through
heavy trials during· the past six years, but they
were only calculated to draw me nearer to
Heavenly Father and cause.me to trust him
more hnplicitly. I have leamed by happy experience that God is the source.of all goodness
and delights to bless those who try to serve him.
Thank God, I .know that my Redeemer liveth!
All his promises are sure. Not one of them
will ever show ashadow of failure.
I suppose you have learned that durhig the
years 1883 and i884 l had been, through .the gift
of the. •Holy Spirit, exercised by the S;:tlnts in
worshiping assemblies, told that trials awaited
me, but that in righteousness I should overcome
arid eventually succeed. I would like to tell all
who rememember those tnanifestatioh:s and reveal~ents, that every word, so
has been fulfilhld to the Jetter; and I firmly believe, if I cdn·
tinu.e .in the service of God, my succeess will
yet, exceed my reverses, and all through his
goodness!
1' a,m sure some of the. Saints are tried because
o.f iny Inability to pay them what lowe. I am
doing all I can with that object in view, l).nd I
believe with God's blessing I shall yet pay every
cent!' owe. It is this hope that has caused me
to leave my home and labor as I have. in
mines. I could have made a more comfortable
living for myself and f'1mily in ma,ny other
ways. I have never yet Jeff aplacewith a debt
unpaid, and I do not p,rbpose to this time;
althbu!;!'h I am anxious to return to my native
state-,Mlssouri; .
I luiowiamweakati'd prone to err, and I
to watd:i .m,-self everyday. I also

God has a church-His church-on earth, and
that his servants are "marching onward" as he
leads the way, and that no power can stay their
onward march!
Commencing with the October General Conference held at Union Grove, Iowa, in 1867, almost twenty-three years ago, I have had an·
abimdance of, to me, most glorious evidences, in
the form of spiritual manifestations, revelations
and ministrations, satisfying me beyond a doubt
that Jos:oph the Seer and his Son Joseph, therestorer, with those associated with them in righteousness, were arid are called of God to do His
and still further that the "Cpoice Seer"
not die because of his own sins as some have
supposed, but because of "the sickly of the .flock,"
and that "he ls resting in the Paradise of God,
waiting the reward of the righteous." During
some of those years I have been unfaithful and
wicked; and Oh, how dark and dreary and aimless those moments were! But when I commenced to return, He met me afar off .and gave me a
father's welcome, and now I rejoice. I have
tasted the bitter, and I should appreciate the
sweet.
heart was made glad to see the name of
Bro. John S. Patterson in the Herald of June
28th. I have he~rd nothing of him for so many
years. I hope he will not Jose his crown.
I enjoy reading and re-reading your "Memoirs"
very much. It is good for the Saints to "speak
often one to another" of the goodness of God· to·
them.
Now, Brp. Blair, my letter is too long I fear.
I know something of the work you have to do,
but I want to add iri conclusion that! am thankful to the church, to Bishop Blakeslee, and to my
quorum for their.forbearance toward me, and I·
hope ve.t to be of some little benefit ln the Reorgani~~d Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
My address will be Marysvale, Piute county,
Utah.
Yours,
R· WARNOCK.
BIRMINGHAM, England, June 3oth.
Editors Herald :...:.I feel thankful to God that
he has blessed me with a safe passage across the
sea to my native cpuntry.
We had a. splendid
captain; I ask:ed.·hlril if I could hold a meeting;
this was Sunday morning and he said that he
had to hold services himself, but I could havea
me~ting hi the .afternoon in the salo01~, and he
gave it out and invited aU to come. At 3, we
assembled, the captainwlth us, I opened with
singlng and prayer and then read the Scriptures,
then spokeJor thirty .minutes, when r had t.o give
up, for I was so full of thankfulness to God for
his kind.ness to me; I prayed for the captain and
all on board.
When it was· over, the captain
came to me and shook hands arid said ''God bless
you."
After that. he was like a brother to me.
It will take.too long to tel!"all. While walking
on declueveral came to. me and said that they
were very much pleased with my sermon. There
a Q.uaker minister with his Bible, he asked
what my persuasion :Was. I told him and we
reasoned from the Scriptures, and held a discus~
sion .in the saloon, he to s.how that water bap'
tis111. was not neces~ary for. salvation, I to prove
it was. I can not go through 1).11 the details, .as
it will take too. long. .. He· closed his Bible and
said . it' was nO use tb falk to me; for he could
convince me,and w:alked away; .·

reached my native place and put myself in care
of Elder Thomas Taylor. On Sunday .I attend.ed meeting and in the evening preached to the
Saints and friends with freedom:
We had a
good time and the Saints came 'to me with a
godly feeiing and was glad to hear from me.
Bro. Taylor will send me to Ladywood branch
next Sunday, if God is willing. What little time
I may stay I want to work for the cause of my
Father: and do what little good I can for His work
and for the encouragement of my brethren and
sisters.
Pray for me that I may return safe to my family and to the Saints.
'l'; H. MooRE.
HILLHAM, lnd.,July uth.
Editors Herald:- We got to this place the 9th
and commenced meetings last night. Bro. Isaac
is feeling well and is very energetic in the work.
Nine have been baptized this conference year by
him and myself. The calls are many and the
work is widening. We go from here to Newton
Shore, in Orange county. These are new places.
Hillman is where the Utah elders have been
preaching in the past. They claimed that the
Byrnvi!le branch of Indiana district was of their
order; so I am informed by good men in this
vicinity. If we had to tell falsehoods to get a
stopping place or from any other motive I would
go home and stay there. I think their system is
hardpressed when they will resort to this; but
the people know the difference, I think.
We are treated kindly by the people here.
v. D.' BAGGERLV.
ATCHISON, Kan., July rrth~
Editors Herald:- Will you allgw me space td
say thai I take exception to two points In the
article in the Herald of July 12th 11;'nder the heading "Must they do it:" In second column, rrth
line; "If he [a man who has comm~tted a murder]
is in the world he can not be ba:pt!zed for the remission of sins, for God would nqt acknowledge
the act." This certainly is strong' anti· Christian
doctrine and shutting up the kh)gdom of· God
·against men .that Christ died to Jave, and In direct opposition to the Bible and Bobk of Mormon.
In Acts2d, the Jews, whom Peter charged with
murdering Christ, were pricked in their hearts
and asked what tkey should do, he told tkem, "re. pent and be baptized every one tif)'ou .
. for
the remission of siris and YE shall receiv.e the gift
of the. Holy Ghost."
And in 3d Nephi 14th
chapter, Christ through Nephi says: "· .. Turn
.all ye gentiles from . your 'Yicked ways and repent,!)£ . . . your murders . . . flnd come unto
me that ye m;;~y receive a remisslo? ol your .sins
and be filled. with the Holy Ghost1" etc. . With
these wordsof God before me, 1' would to, morrow
baptize a gentile who had committed ~urder, if
he manifested that he had the Spirit .of Christ
unto. the remission of his sins; m;td if that is not
the doctrine ofChrist I do not knbw Him.
A.gah:l, the whole tenor of the atticleisto show
tj)at th~ language of the law D.; C. sec: 42, par.
22, line. 8, "and the church shaH .lift up their
ha.nd.l' againsthimor her," is manfatory, that the
church have no option to do it if they like, 9r if
they do nofthat tj)ey can lift u!l theil' hands in
the negative vote. Now while tile argument is
goo.d, .and while my individual priv:ate opinion,.
~asbeenfpr thirty-nine yea~s .vyith ~hew!~ter, ·
yet I understand that the church a;~ a body has
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spoken azdkoritatively in this matter and decided
against my view, hence, I have no right nor any
one else to teach, or preach contrary to the view
of the church; and all such teaching- must be
permcwus. We stultify ourselves in the eyes of
the world when we write articles and publish
them in the Herald contrary to the rulings of the
body and standard books.
E. c. BRAND.
PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, July r3th.
Editors Herald:-I am a young man, but still
I wi;;h to make known to you that I feel well in
the work. I was born here in Utah and have
been to no other place until this year. I once
thought there was no other land but Utah. I
was in Missouri and Iowa this year and saw a
very nice country in some places. I was south
as far as Rieh Hill, Missouri. I was with the
Saints to several meetings, and I had a very nice
time. I was in Independence and at one meeting. I once thought Salt Lake City was the
largest city to be found, and lots of the young
men here seem to think the same now.
The people here have represented themselves
to be the most respectable people before God and
man, but I will say that in Missouri and Iowa
where I have traveled the people are more honest in heart before God and man than they are
here.
I saw a wonderful.country when I went home
to Utah on the Denver and Rio Grande. There
were some wonderful sights which I had never
seen before. lt made me wonder and it made
me think. I desire to be faithful.
Your brother,
JAMES C. JENSEN.
LucAs, Iowa, June 2oth.
Editors Herald:·- I am pleased with your
leader, "Aid the Missionary," for June 28th, and
think it timely. In fact I am surprised that the
subject has not been brought up before. I am
of the opinion that there is a misunderstanding,
or else there is something wrong. Ever since
the Bishopric or General Conference took a ·stand
against district funds, and further, that all monies
to support the ministry should be paid either to
the Bishop or his agents.
Some have argued that it is wrong to give anything direct to the ministry for their support,
other than their bed and board, and thought our
elders to blame for taking money. In proof of
this some of our best brethren in this branch
have been in favor of passing a motion to put a
stop to making collections for the visiting ministry, or missionaries, and that all monies be sent
direct to the Bishop or his agent.
If the traveling ministry were getting all their
traveling expenses from the Bishop this kind of
a motion might do; but as it is, some times the
poor fellows are not the possessors of enough
money to carry them to their next stopping place.
Hence I am not surprised with this understanding or misunderstanding, the missionaries are
not better supported.
It is discouraging to some to give to traveling
elders and district presidents, for the reason that
they (the givers) receive no credit upon the annual financial reports for monies so given to help
the general church work; said monies being used
virtually in com rnon with monies paid as tithing,
or free·will offering.
In di&tricts where hundreds, yes, thousands of
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dollars are paid to the Bishop, the elder traveling in those districts ary very poorly assisted, as
·we see by their reports. Some of those men el'pended far more than they received, some
amounting to nearly one hundred dollars, and
but very few that had any surplus over their expenses.
What I would like is, if the Bishopric would
inaugurate some system by which all parties
giving to the general church work would get
full credit for what they give to support either
district presidents or traveling elders laboring
under appointments; and more especially being
that the elders have to report all money they receive in this way to the Bishop, then both reports
would correspond.
Our branch has paid hundreds of doliars to the
missionaries and have received no credit for it,
in just the way we would like.
Publishing the givers names as persons or as
a branch is a great incentive to all concerned.
Under the present system, as I am informed, the
Bishop pays an elder's traveling expenses to his
field of labor, then he is supposed to get along
with just what is given him [IS far as his individual expenses go. If this l:le true, then surely
there is a great inequality iti missions and a premium to those that succeed in getting into a good ·
field.
It is thought that it would be a good thing if
some system could be adopted that would afford
support to all alike, according to their nee_ds. To
them that labor in districts where there are numbers of Saints and them that may labor in places
or countries where there are but few
peo·
pie, and thus allay jealousy and keep our elders
from the beggarly conditions that some of them
have had to undergo.
Of course, I may have
been misinformed in regard to those matters and
what I have written may appear aggressive, but
it is not so intended,.
Some have taken the position that those passages quoted by you in "Aid the Missionary"
were given when the church had a very poor, or
no fi·1ancial system, and are not in force in the
Reorganization: so that you can see, Mr. Editor,
it is necessary for. either you or the Bishop to
take up those questions and discuss them so that
a better understanding may be had.
Will you or the Bishop please answer the following? When elders have justly expended in
travellng and incidental expenses more money
than .they have received while traveling, is the
amount refunded them by the bishop from the
church treasury? Or does he receive credit for
the amount as tithing or free-will offering?
E. B. MORGAN.
BEETOWN, Wis., July I4th.
Dear Herald:--Arrived in Southern Wisconsin mission June r3th, after a months' delay at
Stewartsville, Missouri, and about two weeks at
Kewanee, Iilinois. Have, in company v:ith Bro.
Pender, held two weeks' meetings at North
Andover. Was refused a place and hearing at
Glen Haven. H;eld forth here last week and expect to continue this week.
Prejudice runs high. A man who offered
twenty dollars to any man that would pelt Bro.
Short with spoiled eggs last year makes a similar offer this year, and another oflers his services
with a rope to a mob that will hoist us to the
topmost limb of the loftiest tree in the community. Still another look it upon himself to warn

the neighborhood against us, saying that ere we
left it was his opinion that a carload of women
would be shipped to Utah. If gossip or popular
opinion is correct then we have done exceedingly well since coming here to the extent that we
now have three wives each, and what everybody
says m).lst -b~ true. But some statements are
and _popular opinion certainly is in this
are requested to labor in Flora Fountain,
which we will do, the Lord willing, next week
and the week following; thence we go to Bloomington, thence to Boscobel, at which place we
expect to be sometime in August. We visited a
lady near this place last week who was baptized
England by Brigham Young and came to tllis
eountry about the time of Joseph's assassination.
She had not neard of the Reorganization, nor
would she believe the reports tliat "Brigham
Young had led the church into polygamy," for
she said, "that was not his teaching in England."
But when we tolcl her that those reports were
true and that the Reorganization was on the
"old track" she questioned us severely, arid when
we had proven our positbn her eyes began to
liven· up and her voice grew stronger as she
mentioned the blessings attending the gospel.
Her husband was the only Latter Day Sacint she
has seen since coming here, and as he has been
dead three years you may imagine her joy on
seeing us. My prayer is and labor shall be that
the Reorganization may continue to grow and
that llrighamism may see its apostasy and return. To this end let us labor that they may see
their wrong, not by persecuting or reviling them,
but let us remember that they are our brethren
gone astray.
Your co-laborer,
JOHN w·. PETERSON.
OLio, New Mexico, July 4th.
Editors Herald:-While the whizz, fizz, boom
and hurrah, floating flags, eager faces and flying
feet all tell that the "glorious Fourth" is here-and a glorious Fourth it is indeed-the deep blue
vault of the heaven smiling and serene without
so much as a speck on its azure-tinted features,
while a gentle breeze makes music in the leaves,
I wish to tell you of the thoughts these things
impress.
One hundred and fourteen years ago to-day
the rosy blush of dewy morn was not more auspicious than that of the previous mom, but,
v;hen in solemn council with thoughtful brow
our fathers dared to inform the then empire world
that on that day a nation had been born around
whose brow the wreath of equal rights entwined,
lt did become auspicious, hallowed and grand;
dedicated to thought, devotion, gratitude and
love; a day in which these emotions should reach
the zenith of their flight ar.d in a sense commune
with Him who rules the destiny of men, making
and unmaking nations in beautiful comport w!th
their rule of action.
On that memorable day he took our young nation in his arms and blessed it; christened it
"Liberty," and consigned it to the care of those illustrious men who recognizing their sacred trust,
pledged fidelity in language that shows how well
they realized the importance of that charge.
What a truly "glorious" nation we would be if
each one of our many millions could feel to-day
did those noble sires when in solemnity they
wrote, "And for the support of this declaration,
with a firm re!i<mce on the protection ot divine
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er ;" and it seemed to me that while reading that
Prov,idence, we mutually pledge to each other
a more earnest desire to be faithful entered my
our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor."
soul, and I thank God that Bro. Blair is still numThus honor, life and fortune hung on the turn of
the scale.
bered with the Saints to inspire them by his
Responsibility, integrity and determ !nation
tongue and pen to nobler aims in life.
May his
still shine in undiminished lustre from that imlife never cease in its mission of love.
mortal pledge; but oh! how meagre is our conIviay all God's children prove true to their
ception of their worth and meaning! Faintly, as
trust and faithfully battle to the end of life, ~e
from afar, we catch the patriotic flash that shoots
near or far.
athwart our horizon and go with feelings blunt
Ask your readers in every clime to remember
and soul unfired to celebrate the day by hurrahin their supplications the isolated ones that in
ing t111 we are hoarse over "flying horses, fleetweakness and suffering still struggle to retain
footed chasing and active catching of the swiftly
hold upon the "rod of iron."
arching ball;" and then flatter ourselves that we
Yours for truth,
are "patriotic.'' Is this patriotism? Is this the
R. H. \VIGHT.
inspiration that characterized the pen that wrote:
"All men ate born free and equal"? If not, are
PoRTLAND, Jamaica, July rst.
we patriotic on this grand historic day?
Editors Hevald:-I have to acknowledge reThese thoughts, dear Herald, lead on to others
ceipt of yours dated on the 14th ult., and parcel
more momentous still. From examination of
containing three pamphlets of the Voice of Warncountry allegiance it leads to reverence for God.
ing, came safe to hand.. Will thank you much
How shall I show my devotion to Him? Through
for religious tracts for distribution. We can
neglect of duty, or by obedience to law? Are
with pleasure distribute any good interesting
laws right because they were given, or given betracts among our people. They generally manicause they were right? Were they given to show
fest eagerness for receiving. I shall feel thankGod's power, or to lead us to greater heights? If
ful for a few on the subject of believers' immerfor the latter purpose how shall they become efsion.
fective? Through operation, or inactivity? If
I felt it a blessing and privilege of falling in
keeping the commandments of God is the testhy
with you by correspondence. lt gives me some
which our love is known, do we possess that love?
idea of the principles of. the Latter Day Saints
"They which preach the gospel shall live of
Church, which I long ago he.ard of. I am Jed to
the gospel.'' Does thi& sentence simply Jmply
believe you are a church after the mode and prin:
fopd and clothing or water and air? If food and
ciple of the primitive christian, which I admire
clothing, from whence shall they come?
very. much.
Is the «Herald staff" included in the list· of
Please accept my christil!.n regards. Wishing
«they which preach the gospel" and consequentyou and yours every needful blessing, I am yours
ly entitled to the promise? Yes, many tongued
truly in the bond of christian affection,
Hf(rald, you are the only preacher I get, hear or
I. T; PoRTER.
have heard for a long time-ages it seems tome.
Yowfurnish food to my soul and solace to my
CouNciL BLUFFS, Iowa, July 14th.
heart, lj.nd I realy feel that I m.ust starve should
Editors Herald:"-: The work in this district is
you with hold your bounties. your generosity
in a prospering condition; Bro. H. N. Hansen
is great, grand and superb. In exchange for perhas set. up a tent in the south part of the city ani!
ishable things you give rrie the bread of life;
is holding meetings every evening. He speaks
that which can never die.
to the people in theDanish language. Brethren
,Y ~t upon ex!tminatiol} I find. that I am de linBronson, Butler, and I, have ,each occupied the
. quentin the stipulated exchange; stlll; without
stand a few times speaking English. The atcomplaint .you falter notbut feed me as before.
tendance is fair a.nd the interest seems good.
The burning blush of shame mantles my cheek
The meetings have been gping on for two weeks.
and!: wonder!£ lamtheonly one that treats you
I spoke at Crescent yesterday; have held some
so shabbily. Ihope so,
meetings at Gidligher's school house, and have
Forgive me, please, dear· Herald,· and I'll try
had an urgent invitation from a prominent citinot to be. caught napping.any more:
I enclose
.zen of Washingto.n townsJ;ip to hold meetings
substantial tok,ens of regret, which I trust will althere, about fifteen miles from Council Bluffs.
s(j'be satisfactory evidence of my appreciation.
I expect to speak there next Sunday ifaJL.is we! I.
Pear friend, I do est<;em you highly, although
We
are bavingextremely bot weather.
my past actions show that my· chh:kens have
Fraternally,
D .. K. DonsoN.
been more generously treated than you have. I
kriew that I had to feed them in order to get an
ej5gora "broi~~r," and here I've let you go for
BEViER, Missouri, July rsth.
weeks, months,, a year or more without one little
Editors Herald:-A gentle shower last night
crumb; and that too when you were furnishing
broke a drouth of several ":'eeks' duration. Some
me with the choicestfood, and if ever
a
of the fields and gardens are a!rnqst beyond re~
m.eaf it wasn't your fault; lmd then; just think of
covery. Bro. '\\]"ellington and. I conducteda
grove meeting .at whichthere was.a good attendIt, chickens get le.ss care than anything else on
ance and excellent attention. During the day
the farm, imd yet, you received less attention
three persol;ls were baptized, tw? of them heads
thanithey did~
Well; well, it's positively awful
to .think of, and I must stop this cogitating befqre
of families. I also baptized a.l~<;ly~hile at Higbee. .At the last named place a strike amqrlg
I get the horrors. . Don't stop coming and I'll
try to think of. myagre~ment before the editor \ tbe miners threatens the ~cattering of the bran<;h;
We, however, h9pe for the best. A few d~ys
jogs rny memory 'in the. future.
a:go we were a<Jvis~d by Iet~er that Bro. Jotm
Yo~r contents are excellent, but "Memoirs"
Taylor of Hanhiba,l, president ?£ the North-east
a:re .~il1Jply grand; and while I readthetn I could
but. wish that I,migh:t be able to "come up high- , M!ssou:ri district, was very low.~ · We do not

know at this writing whether he is alive or not.
There. are good prospects that we shall be able
to open up two or three new places near this
place and aloo near Higbee.
In bonds,
DuNCAN CAMPBELL.

~nmmunittafinus.
AI\TIOLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foK
their own views. Contributions solicited,

''I WANT THE HOPE MADE BIGGER."
BROTHER EDITORS:-We want a bit of
space in your valuable paper, and .as we
want it in a prominent place, we promise
to be brief.
"] oe wants to speak to you," said a sister to us, just at the close of the aftemoon
meeting yesterday. "What.can Joe possibly want with us," we said, as though we
had not the least idea what it was the little
bov wanted. But the truth was we could
have made a very shrewd guess, for we
saw the little.fellow fumbling in his pocket
and we remembered that we had nt.!ver
yet made a call for help either on th(l Hope
or at Christmas time, when that same little
hand had not fumbled in the diminutive
pocket and brought out the "wi.dow's
mite."
''He has been driving the. horses on the
reaper and [las, earned som¢ money, and
he wants to subscribe for .the Hope and
have it come in his own niame," said his
mother.
·
"But how is this, Joe, the. Hope is. only
thirty-five cents a year* and you have given us sixty cents?" we said as we looked at
the .p1oney the shy little felhw put in. our
hand.
. .
:.
"I want the Hope made bigger," said
Joe. .
.
•
Yes, God bless this little fatherless boy,
he wanted the paper "biggei·," and he was
willing. to help make it bigger; . Out of
his scanty earnings he ga;te twenty-five
dints to help enlarge it, besiaes paying his
subscription in advance, and he is only of
an age when most boys thin!<: of marbles
and candy as ways of speni:ling rnoney.
We predict that that boy :will make his
mark in the world and the church, and
one thing is ce.rtain, he wilL pay his way
as .he goes. Are we all doing this? H
we were, not another word would have to
be written to remind the Sa}nts that jt!st a
little help from each one is all we are ask~
in~Jor,is all that is needed, in order to
makc;l our Sunday School paper all tl:lat
it ought to be.
•
..
"Lfttle Toe" does not wear fine raiment
now, neither does he fi'mi sumptuously
t•very day; but he is the. son.of a King,
and if he remains. the sa.!lle ;truthful, earnest,. industrious. bov' he .now is, we. want
him to re.member thatof j\lst such a13 he
is Christ has .said, "l will cohfess his name
before my Father and befof;e his angels!'
. .

Er:nTGR)ZroN's I'I'oPE.

*Note.-.frice jijty centsf7:yearjorsingle copies/ forty c.etds a yeq.r per cop:y in
package~ .offourana under; ten•to o.ne adtires~/ ·.(l.nd thirty :five ~e'}~t~ a
in•
:packages o.ftett Oii moreto one·ar,uz.'"·'"-
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MEMOIRS.-No. V.
BY W. W. BLAIR.

THE

annual conference, April, 6th. to 8th,

I861, convened in Amboy; attendance fair;
much important busines~ was transacted;
a goodly number were added to the church,
and much of the Holy Spirit was given
the Saints during the session.
Of this,
Bro. I Sheen, clerk, had this to say in the
published t'ninutes: "The prayer meetings
afforded the Saints an opportunity to 'sit
together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus,' and by the out-pouring of the Holy
Spirit they received much instruction, edifi:ation, and joy unspeakable. By the enjoyment of the diversity of the gifts ofthe
Iioly Ghost we know that these blessings
are for 'all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall call,' as Peter
declared on the day of Pentecost.
We
thereby know that we are building on the
same foundation."
On the 9th of April, started out on a
mission to Dekalb, Kendall and La Salle
counties, Illinois, preaching the word as
we could find or make opportunities. The
afternoon of the I sth, by request, I reacl::.ed the bedside of Charles Lewis, in Mission, La Salle county, who was dying
with quick consumption; prayed with him
and administered to him, hoping the Lord
wou1d raise him up to health,. but in this
was disappointed, for a few nights before,
in a night vision, I was called to rescue a
drowning man, and in an instant I was
standing· on tl:.e brink of a broad, dark,
deep-flowing river, in which, and near me,
I saw a flaxen haired man floating by,
helpless, just underneath the surface, when
hastily I reached and touched his head,
and, immediately I looked across the river
and saw the same person, clothed in a
white robe, walking up its beautiful green
bank toward a gentle eminence on which
was a company of people dressed in white
robes, singing, and playing upon instruments of music, welcoming his coming.
The scene was most enchanting.
Not
long after this I preached his funeral sermon, and from his friends learned he had
been baptized when near ten years of age
into the church.
He, in "the cloudy and
dark d:o1y" had grown neglectful of his covenant duties, but in his hour of need his
heart turned to the Lord and he honored
his ordinances, for he sent for the elders
of the church as commanded in Doctrine
and Covenants 42: I z, and James 5: r4, and
he received the promise of the Lord, "and
if they die, they shall die unto me."
My misunderstanding of this instructive
manifestation, as with some others, caused
me to appreciate keenly the wise instruction of Joseph the Seer where he says,
"\Vhen you see a vision, pray for the in•
terpretation if you get not this, shu tit up;
there must
certainty in this matter."iviill. Star, I 7: 3 1 z
On the zoth instant, Brn. George Rarick, Asa l\1 anchester and myself, went
from Newark to Norway, La Salle county, held meetings for two days and nights,
and baptized four. Here a Methodist minister-Ole Oleson-and a Baptist minister

(once a talented Latter Day Saint
Ole Hayer, attacked me and my
with all the craft and cunning and force
they could master, and continued it from
9, p.m., till near 2 o'clock the next morning, at the house of Bro. Hans
But the Lord gave victory to his cause and
his servants and turned the attack to the
furtherance of his work and the confirma-tion of his Saints.
From about this time
the opposing apostate elder began a do,;vnward course that terminated in
and ruin.
The rebellion predicted
Seer in 1832, and of which
the Reorganized Church had been warned by vision and prophecy, had now
its terrible work; for on the I zth of
month (April) the rebels attacked Fort
Sumpter. The nation was filled. with excitement, north and south, and
was afoot in all the land.
Nor
the Saints free from these
thoug-h most of them, being
were fairly prepared to await the final issue, confident that the Union would be
maintained.
Continued in ministerial work
Salle, Dekalb, Kendall and Lee
with fair success till May 14th, when
started for Iowa and Nebraska,
Burlington, 1vfontrose and String
At the latter place, on the x8th inst. I
tized and ordained to the
aged, noble men, Duty Griffith and
as Dung-an.
Remained over
preached twice, and on the zoth on:>cE~eded
by train and stage to
and the z 1st
walked, carrying satchel, to
between Garden Grove and Leon in
tur county.
The 24th inst. found me at Bro.
Morey's near Pleasanton, where I
that many citizens were being mobbed and
robbed and driven out of Missouri,
that these things were
where
the Saints in 1833 to 1839 had suffered
similar treatment. "l will repay saith the
Lord."
Continued preaching here and at Franklin until the 3oth instant,
ly number, among them a
a Disciple minister-named
land.
June Ist, the company with
was traveling passed through
small colony of Communists being
citizens of the place. These were a
·that colony that settled in Nauvoo in
after the expulsion of the Saints. ~~·~"c,u~u
Council Bluffs the 3d, and at once PntN"Prl
upon mission work there and at
City and the regions
Brn.
Briggs, C. Derry
with hearty good will.
On
and 9th we held a very
profitable conference in the
Council Bluff~. Here we found it
to define the position the Saints
take and maintain in
to
affairs, and we were
all our membership,
tions, were thoroughly
to the
ernment and had abiding confidence
God would bring the nation
perils to the high destiny to which

ordained from before it was founded,
elders in talking and preaching
on these matters quoted freely from the
of Joseph the Seer, including the
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants.
The session was a great :>uccess,
the Saints were united and hopeful, and
the citizens, generally, were well satisfied
as to their loyalty.
Two days' meetings
vvere appointed at
available points,
and the elders went to
work diligently and with fervent zeal.
During the
summer and fall a largenumberwereadded to the
and the Lord gave· the
Saints much favor with their neighbors
and the
generally. This year the
gathered-chiefly from Eu4ooo and 5000 persons to
use of our nation's troubles
mislead them.
In these
'-u'""'"'~ craftiness and the boastpromises of Brighamism were shown forth with but little disfor their priests and people, many
were openly and offensively exultant over present and impending evils in
our nation.
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wife aiJ.d our three children with me,
ing by carriage furnished by the
Saints and friends; and after journeying
eighteen days we reached Galland's
November 3d.
Soon after we had crossed the Mississippi river I lost my Book of Mormon, which
I had been reading at intervals, as opportunity offered, and I felt keenly my loss,
because I had prepared in it a copious index of subjects and made many
notes.and references also.
All the way
across the :;tate of Iowa, a distance of nearly 300 miles, I had mourned my book as
lost forever. But, on Sunday, at our meeting in Galland's Grove, father Holcomb
came to me and said, "Is this your
Bro. Blair?"
"Yes," said I, "that is
Book of Mormon.
Where did you
it?" . "My son Zach found it in the road
between here and Harlan," he
Here vvas a mystery indeed; for w:e had
searcped every nook and corner in and
about our carriage, time and time
;
but all in vain. At the close of the meetingfather Wm. Jordan came forward and
urgently requested me to visit his
borhood and preach,. for a family from
linois had just settled there, and the man,
an Infidel, had found a Book of Mormon
soon after crossing the Mississippi at Daven port, had read it by the way coming across
the State and saiCI he found it the best religious .book he ever read, one he could
his familywithout fear of their being
bvits contents, but that he had lost it
leaving Harlan, and he. now desired to
learn more about it and the people
believed in and taught it.
Now the _mystery was solved,
My
Book of Mormon, by the providence of
heaven, had been· doing mission
w.hen and where .I least suspected j
good. work it did, for this gentleman
his family were n:o little profited by
the Saints 6nding hi him and his family
goodfriends.and neighbors, .some of them
uniting with the dplrch-,I believe.
Bro. John> A. Mcintosh went with
November 7th, to Boyer Valley,.
where is noW Dow City, and we
m:e~tings and baptized some.
The evening of the 9th we held services in Mason's
Grove, distant near twenty miles. . We
continued our.Iaborsthere until the. nth,
preaching at· times, both in the daytime
an~ eyenings pf week days as w~ll as of
Sundays.
Indeed, thi1> was somewhat
common witp ~ll the traveling ministry in
Iowa .and Illinois in those times.
And
when not .preaching or holding business
meetings in th,e day-time, they were visit~
ing. and teaching from house to house as
t hey could find opportunity, so· great was
the demand and the need of ministerial labor.. At Mason's Grov.e we pla~ted the
w.ork .and added some to tbe church. We
·
also il1Denison Court•h.ouse, had
interested congregations, and by
uest .administered to a Mrs. Coanointing and prayers, for
painful female disease,. from
soon. recoyered, but, like the
of Luke I7: II-:r8, she
''to give glory. to Go.d."
...r8th inst,.found myself ~nd family

located on the Ellisdale. farm, midway between Crescent and Council Bluffs, and at
·once arranged to systemize and. extend the
labors of all the ministry in the mission, as
far eas~ as Adel and Des Moines, south as
as the Missouri state line, also over in
eastern Nebrask, in all of which we were
cordially sustained by the ministry.
In
various
of this field were many Brigand their sympathizers whom our
national troubles made bold and aggressive, and who loudly proclaimed that only
in. Utah would there be found safety and
deliverance for the Saints, for there were
"the secret chambers of the Lord," where
he would "hide" them while his wrath
through the nations.
Many were
and deceived. by these alarming
statements and not a few fled to Utah the
spring through fear. The winter was spent in preaching throughout
western Iowa, and the Lord added a gooanumber to the church through the joint
of· the ministry, prominent among
whom were Elders C. Derry, J. A. Mcintosh and Silas W. Condit. The Spirit of
the Lord abounded among the Saints;
and love prevailed, and though times
were hard and trials many, the church as
a whole were a happy, prosperous peopl.e~
The gifts of the Spirit were richly enjoyc
ed and the power of God at times was
very notably manifest.
During this winter Thomas E. Jenkins,
Daniel Williams, William Williams and
some. others recently returned from Utaq
in sorrow and disgust, who had united
with the Reorganized Church, proved active and efficient helpers in gospel work,
and were very happy therein.
9th, at Galland's (;}rove, I intended to preach at IO a.m., on. the necessity for and the operations of. unchangeable
law. But when the moment c<,!me for be:
ginning service . my mind was. an utter
blank on that subject, and. in almost des~
pair I turned to the Bible ann .without
aforethought read the sixteenth chapter of
Revelations. Thisdon:e,Iwasledtopreach
on verses 13 and 14, thegrace and power
of. the Spirit being giveri m~ in power
the first.
The packed and deeply
. interested congregation listened patiently
near two hours,. and at t.he close I was
assured by Brn. J. A. McinWsh, A; Meand otb~rs, that the sermon was just
was needed, for a Spiritualist lecturer, in qisguise; W'as then giving lessons, at
five dollars a scholar, on "Mental Alche"
my"
etc. In this .sermon we held that
Satan was "the prince qf the power oftqe
air," and thatthat po\-ver 'Was .ar,td is electrQ·· magnetism, t;lnd that Satan and his fellows could an:d did use that force fof·evil
purposes, even as skillful, bad .men use
many things, in themselves good, for bacf
purposes. "Mentalalc):u)my" and its like
were soon at.a great discontent in and
about Galland's Grove.
. · .. .
About the fin;t of .March I .saw myself
and others, among them Bro. E/q. Briggs,
engaged in threshing and puttin·g wheat
... 'into granariei'\, ang .also putting some ln
on the, threshing .floor that· wl:ls
scattere.d.. P~esently a fi,re swept by, a9d
wherever there was chaff or )>traw among
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the wheat, the fire went, and that wheat
suffered from the fire, more or less. From
this I learned the importance of having .
iniquity, and evil persons, purged from
among the Saints; and experience has fully approved this.
"AID THE MISSIONARY.

EDITORS HERALD :-At the risk of being
accused of selfishness or "looking out for
number one," I wish to say that I endorse
heartily the editorial in the Herald of June
z8th, under the above caption. But I have
had as yet no need to complain of want,
or of not receiving sufficient aid to meetmy personal and necessary expenses. Nor
do I fear that I shall want in the future;
for Irely upon the express word of the
Lord given to me in my first or earliest
ministerial experience in the church, that
while I sought to magnify my calling and
to discharge my duties as an ambassador
of Christ, that . I "should not lack
food, or shelter or raiment or any needed
thing."
And after twenty-four years' experience
in the active ministry, I can truly· say and
to the glory of God, and to the genet'os.ity
of the children of God I. say it, that I have
never seen the day wherein I have suffered for any necessary thing, qor can I say
thafi have ever.been positively penniless.
But there are others whom I know of, faithful elders, and excellent men; who have
been hard pushed for means, and it has
not been because the Saints were not able
to help them, or unwilling eillher, perhaps,
but because an idea has got abroad somehow,.that it is unlawful for aJJy one. to give
directly into the hands of the traveling
ministry, money, or its equiv&lent, but that
all such things should pass into the hands
of the ministry, through thei mediumship
of the Bishop or his agents.
I do not
think that this idea has obtained, by any
teachings of the Bishopric, !for they are
men of too much wisdom, anoll are too well
acquainted with the teaching of the worJ
of. God, to take such ground as that. -And
if they did, I should beg leave to differ
from them. Such a portion .of a man's or
woman.'s property, whether tnoney, lands,
cattle,. horses, sheep, pigs &c:, which is not
subject to the claim of the Bishop or his
agents, as tithing or offerings; is clearly the
personal property of one who. has answered the ends ofthe law, by havjng paid his
or her(tithing. It is, as the:Lotd calls it,
"his own property." He can give as much
of it .as he pleas.es to "aid the. missionary,"
or. other poor and needy of. tpe Lord's servap:ts.
·
This matter of giving directly into the
hands of the needy missionaries, is an evidence or proof .of discipleship. Addressing th~ traveling ministry, the Lord says
plainly and directly, '.'Whoso receive.th
you, receiveth me: and the s;amewill feed
yot1, and clothe you, and give. you money.
And J1e who feeds you, oi clothes you, or
gives you mon'ey, &hall in no; wise lose his
.rewZ~rd: and he that doeth nqt these things,.
[that .is when you need th¢m, and they
h~ve. it in their power to. atd yow----Writer]
is notmy disciple: by this [feeding, cloth-
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ing, and giving you money-Writer] you
. may know my disciples." This same doctrine wa.s taughtby the Lord Jesus to the
ministry eighteen hundred years ago.
Thedistinguishing mark of true or real
(and not merely professed) discipleship,
was that of feeding, clothing, and assisting
in other ways the Lord's brethren, the
ministry; such helpers of the ministry
were distinguished as '~heep," while the
penurious, the close-fisted, stingy and indifferent members of the church were to
be labeled "goats."
Neither in the revelation given through
Joseph the S.eer, to the ministry, September, 1832; n0r that given to the ministry
of former days by the Lord, as recorded
in Matt. 25, does the language apply to
the outside world, for it c;m not be supposed that "discipleship" is proven by doing
good deeds merely: that is, that the tnere
fact of doing: good to the ministry of the
Church of Christ, is not an evidence that
the doer of the good, is a baptized believer of the gospel, or a member. of the body
or Church o~ Christ, for many who make
no claim to membership in the church or
of being: baptized believers in Christ, do
all the above named good deeds. But to
my mind.it means in both cases, that the
proof of genrine or bona fide membership
in the church, or of true, and not supposed
or professed discipleship merely,is the hearty,cheerful,and liberal support ofthe ministry, by those· who claim to be members of
the church. In other words, sucb.:md such
only, of the lliembership of the church, i.e.,
ot of those/who are enroJ.led as such, are
the true "sheep" of Christ: or who are
the true "disciples" of Christ, who, when
able to do so, assist the missionaries, or
the active ministry.
Of course this assistance can be render. ed either by giving as "tithes and offer. ing," into the hands of the Bishop or his
agents, food, clothing or money; or it can
be given directly into the hands of the ministry, from that which is the giver's "own
property." Now for one, I am prepared
to take the ground and . to defend it, that
any man or woman. in the church, who
has the ability to aid the ministry, with
food, clothing, or money, and who does
not do it either in tithing, free will offerings, ·or by direct or personal giving, will
not be saved. Further, I take the ground
that they can be expelled from the church
for their persistent refusal, or neglect in
the matter.
No man or woman in the church can
assume the po~ition and ;;ustain it, tbathe
or !';he who feeds or clothes or gives money
to the traveling ministry, and w.ho has not
believed and obeyed the gospel, is a disciple of Christ. If not, then he or she who
has become a member of the church bv
the belief and obedience of the "one faith,''
is a disciple in fact, unless be or she does
also feed or clothe or give money to the
ministry, when they are able to do so. Of
course every one should attend to his own
necessities and those of his own household
first. But they who have made all needful provision for their own families, and
then have the ability to feed or clothe or
give money to the traveling ministry, and
1

do not do it, (knowing the necessityof said
ministry), are not the disciples of Christ,
and according to the revelation of February, 1831, section fi, paragraph z, can pe
(and should be) cast out· of the church.
And being "goats" they will be cast "into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels." If a man can be a "disciple"
of Christ by only feeding, or clothing, or
by giving money to the servants of Christ
or his "brethren," then be may be unrightegus, or a fornicator, or an
or athief, or a covetous person, ora drunkark, or a reviler, or an extortioner, and
after· all be saved; while the scriptures declare that such characters can not "inherit
the kingdom of God.'' And again, it affirms that "he that believeth not shall be
damned;" yet men. who are avowed Infidels and Atheists, have fed, clothed and
have given money to sorne of the brethren
of the Lord, to our knowledge, and as we
have heard also.
Paul believed that he might give !'all"
his "goods to feed the poor," and yet not
have "charity"--:that is the "love of God
which is shed abroad in the heart by the
Holy Ghost," . and . yet his good deeds
would profit him nothing. That Holy
Ghost he well knew could not be obtained
except he had believed and obeyed the
gospel. And if giving all of his goods to
feed the poor would not have ·profited
him anything, except it was prompted hy
the love ofGod through the Holy Ghost,
and as the Holy Ghost is not g·iven to the
sinner, or the man out of Christ, so we
may safely conclude, that the giving of
food, or clothing, or money, by an unconverted man or woman, will not
him or her a disciple of Christ. And if a
man or a woman who is registered as a
member of the church upon the church
books, gives his or her goods to feed the
poor, and does not do it for the love of
God, or through love for the cause of
Christ, he will not be profited or rewarded
for ~ucb giving; then those who do not
!:!"ive at all, and can do so, can not have the
love of God in them at all. That
if a
person can give all of his goods to
the poor, and do it without charity, then
sur~ly those who do not give at all, when
they are able, are without charity, or in
other words are not in possession of the
love of God, which is charity. Are such
people disciples of Christ? Impossible.
They are not Christians, they are not
Saints, they are goats, and are are cursed,
just as all those are who will not
all their tithes and offerings into the storehouse of the Lord. God bas said that
such should be "burned." And they will,
for they wil go into the "fire prepared for
the devil and his angels." What use is it
to be mealy mouthed and tender-footed
about this thing? God has said that those
who do not feed, or clothe, or give money
to his ministerial brethren, are not his disciples, and.if they are not, they can not be
saved.
It is only those who do the will of God
who can he saved .. That will is revealed
in the declaration that all the tithes and
offerings shall be brought into the storehouse, and that they who shall preach the

gospel, shall live of it, (not on it), hut by
or through it. They are doing the Lord's
work, and the Lord's work is the work of
the church-his bride-and the church
employs certain men to do the Lord's
work, and they are to see. to it, tlpt they
receive their hire. If the pay-masters are
the Bishopric and their agents, then the
church must furnish the funds. If individuals give food, clothing and money,
then that much will be saved to th.e general.
. If any receive more than is
needful for. their support and that oftheir
families, they are required to forWat"d.,fhe
balance to the Bishop or Agents, so .there
need be no fear that any man will get rich,
or even lay by any funds. The missionary
what he needs, and the church is
bound to see that be does not lack.
It may be said that times are hard; and
the s~ints have not got any money. If
so, then the Lord has faileJ to keep his
word. I mean, that if the church bas faithobserved the law of tithing, and the
bas not given them returns .to the
extent of overflowing barns, and unfailing
etc., then. he has not done as he said
would do. But if the church .has
not done her duty in the matter, then there
may be shortness of crops, and lacking of
meansj
3:8-12. Nowiarr~in
favm· of encouraging the church to t;ive
and to give liberally of. their substance,
shelter, raiment, money,cattle, goods,
etc., as they may be needed by the
after they have fulfilled the .reof the law of tithing; and I
advocate the principle upon the ground,
that it will result in a blessing to the giver,
that is, upon the express and repeated assurances of God, "the liberal soul shall be
made fat," and be that bestows or "sows
bountifully shall reap bountifully," etc.
It is not selfishness in the least degree that
moves us to urge a liberal support of the
ministry (through charity or the love of
God), but it is a desire to see the giver (the
cheerful giver) blessed and benefitted, and
increased in goods, or made richer and not
by his well-meant liberality. I
as truly and as firmly as I believe
that there is a God above that every man
and woman who gives to a minister of
·a dollar or an eagle, or a pair of
socks, or a whole suit, a board, or a whole
or anything else, according as the
minister needs, and as the giver is able to
and who gives it cheerfully, unand through love to God and
cause, that such a person will receive
it h'lck qgain, and more, eithPr in the same
kind of things that were given, or in their
do not believe that there is a case on
earth where a cheerful giver to a good
cause ever was out of pocket a single peng·iving to. that cause. And in view
assurance of Christ that in giving
it shall he given to us again (Luke 7:38,
which
see), how can any one who
to believe his vvord, hesitate in
freely, and frequently? Is it not
we do not in fact believe the
of God that we do not put them
the test.
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HERALD.
at Beaver, Wichita county, Texas, and I will try
to answer your calls.
A. J. MooREThe Saints in Denver, Colorado, meet every
Sunday for services at I I a.m. and 7:45 p,m. in
Euclid Hall, 14th street, opposite City Hall.
Sunday-school at w a.m.

NEVADA.
Conference met at Fair View, Carson Valley,
June 29th. Elder T. R. Hawkins president, Elder D. R.Jones clerk. Branches: Diamond Valley
35, Mottsville 21. No report from Carson, Elko
or Franktown. As the latter branch has no one
to preside over it, after some discussion it was
decided to let it remain so until next conference.
Elder D. R. Jones, D. l. Jones and T. R. Hawkins reported. ·Whereas, the Lord has removed
our beloved brother, A. B. Johns, Bishop's Agent,
from our midst, Elder David I. Jones was selected by a unanimous vote to fill that position,
and be recommended to the Bishop for the appointment. It was agreed upon that each branch
raise funds known as branch funds for the use of
the local ministry. Elder T. R. Hawkins was
selected as oresident and clerk until next conference ... The. Saints then met in sacrament and
testimony meeting. There was quite a large attendance, and tlie Spirit of God was with his
Saints in that. meeting. The authoritie~ of the
church were sustained, also Bro. T. Daley, presi:
dent of the Nevada mission. Adjourned to meet
in Penoa, October 5th.
''

BORN.
MENZIES.-At Denver, Colorado, June 3rd,
r89o, !o Bro. and Sr. Walter M.enzies, a son;
blessed July 6th, 1890, by Elders E. F. Shupe and
James Kemp, and named Griffith George.
SHUPE.-At Valverde, Colorado, April 25th,
r89o, to Bro. E. F. and Sr. E. C. Shupe, a son;
blessed July 6th, r89b, by Elders James Kemp
and E. F. Shupe, and named Arthur Caffall.
DIED.
FRYMAN.-At Ross Gr~ve, Holt county, Missouri, J nne 24th, r89o, Sr. Frances Fryman; aged
35 yenrs, 5 months and 7 days. She was baptized December, 7th, 1875, by Elder T. W. Smith·
she left an infant daughter only a few hours old;
also a husband, an aged mother, one sister and
three brothers to mourn her departure. Funeral
sermon by Elder Joseph Flory; from the words,
"Fr:r here have we no continuing city, but we
seeK one to come."-Heb. 13: 14.
CRAIN.-Near Plattsburg, Missouri, William
D. son of Mr. Horace and Sr. Frances M.
Crain:. bo;n March rst, r887; died May 8th, 1890,
of conJesllon, aged 3 years, 2 months an<l 7 days.
MoRGAN.-At Bevier, Missouri, July 9th, r89o
after an illness of less than three days, Handel:
son of Bro. J. J. and Sr. Eliza Morgan, aged 5
mont?s ~nd 13 days: Interred July nth, prayer
and smgmg conducted at the house and cemetery by Elder John T .. Williams. Memorial services July 13th by Elders Duncan Campbell and
Thomas Wellington.

MONTANA.
District conference convened at Deer Lodge,
June 14th, at 2 p.m.; President J. C. Clapp in the
chair. Object of the meeting was stated by the
president. The following officers reported: J. C.
Clapp, of the seventy, Elders G. Reese. and A.
Christofferson; Priest A. Hansen, and Teacher J.
Eliason. The Gallatin branch reported; number
at las.t report 53; present number 54, including 4
elders, 4 priests, I teacher, 2 deacons; r received
by certificate of. baptism; received by vote from
other brapches 6; I ordination; I marriage D.
R. Harris presiding priest,] .. J. Reese,clerk.
report was returned to the branch for correction.
Deer Lodge, 57; including i seventy, r elder, 2
priests, r teacher; 3 de.aths; · 2 added by vote. A.
Christofferson; president; Frank Christofferson,
clerk; President J.C. Clapp tendered his resignation as president of the district, which was accepted, ai1d a vote of thanks tendered him for
his servie~s. .· J. E. Reese was then chosen to
preside, and G. Rt;ese sustained as clerk.
The
authorities of the .church were sustah1ed by .faith
and prayers. . R ..J. Anthony was sustained a.s
president of the Rocky Mountain mission, and J.
E. Reese .al\ !lishop's agent for Montana. . At
7:30p.m., preaching by G. Ree.se assisted by J.
C. Clapp. ,Sabbath morning, June 15th,· u a.m.,
preaching by Elder J. C. Clapp; at 3:.2o, Saints
meeting, during which all enjoyed themselves.
At 6: 30, p.m., preaching by G. Reese: The spit·
it oflo:ve an.d peace prevailed througlwut the
confe~erice. A.djourned to: met;t at Reese Creek
the last;,Satur:day and Sunday in November, 189o,
as per.r¢solution.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The -Texas . Central district conference will
meet at Elmwood, Bell cou,nty, Friday evening,
Augl.lst I st. .• Come all tha.t can, and those who
can will come prepared to .camp at the, church.
All that come by railroad will be met.atTemp!e
with. conveyance to the church. We. expect Bro.
J. W:G:illeri, oftheTwe!v!'J,and Br.o. A). Moore,
of the seventy, to )>e with.~Js .. This notice super·
cedesa,ll nf!ti~es that mav: have been ..published
conce:rning themet>ting ot saidconference; 'I'he
members and peqple generally will govern themselves accordingly.
E. W. NuNLEY, Dist. ,Pres.
NOTICES.
To the S~ints in Texas :-As I hav:e b~en placed in chargeof this State will all that desire
prea~hing where openings can b~ had write me

Dear Handel, while here in the home of thy birth,
Sweet music enlivened thy stay on the earth,
And since thou hast gone to ~he evergreen shore,
Its notes, ev< rmore sball resound on thine ear.

McMuLLEN.- At Independence, Missouri,
Sunday, ]une.22d, 1890, Sr. :Lavinia Mc::Mullen
in her zoth year. She.was born at Cheltenham'
near St. Louis, and there baptized when about I~
years of age. Later. she removed with her
mother, Sr. Flower, to Independence, Missouri,
where about a pear and a half ago she was united
in marriage to Mr.J. H. McMullen ... As theresult of their union .there was born to them a son
abo:ut six months ago, since which time Sr. McMullen's health has g~adually failed, and she has
been a cons.tant su.fferer .. All that loving friends
and devoted husbanq and mother: could do failed
to restore the hea.!th that was once her's and
aftel' lingering till the above date she passed' willingly anq peacefully away to rest in the paradise
of Hod. Husband, mother, ~ister and a host of
others mourn their loss, but . their. grief is
tempered by theassurance of Lavinia's gain.
May the Master's blessing sanctify the bereavements to his childrens' good.
· ·

~

. "Prophetic stud.entSin England; now wake up
and cry al(lud, Tb~ Lord is at hand. • Pamphlets
are issuing. forth fr(lm the. press, ser.mons are
being preached, lectures delivered; all declaring
that Jesus is near .at hand. Never in all our experience did we see so mucb stir, so m11ch looking out, suchageneral convictimr that the day
of salvation Is notfa; off. . One pamphlet on the
"Eastern Question.viewed in the jigqt•of Prophecy.~' has reached a; sale of one hun;ired thousand
copies in !1. few weeks."-Rev. Wm.>Kellaway, ~
"Some people :;tre greatly> frightened when the
second coming of Christ is t:nentiqn.ed, or when
it is deduced .from.propJ:!ecy that the great event
will soon occ.ur .. ,A Christian should l)i;l ~uspi·
cious of him,self if he. fee~s afraid of that glorious

day."-Rev. Dr. Ro{:dnson: ·
,"No man can be blind to thetruthfhatthe re"
turn oHhe Lord is the great hope of his chitrch- ·
that, towards this glorious fact our minds· are to
be continually turned; . In the thought of it ,is
om: highest joy."-Rev.W. H;Aitkin.
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HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. 1 60
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••.••.••••••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 50
New Testament, Inspired........ • • •• • • •• • • •
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FREE

L."-NCE.

Among the cherished rights of man is the freedom of
opinion,

a~

well as the right, when opportunity offers, to

express opinion. ·To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
good, the PATRIOT has decided to start a "Free J,ance"
department, in which all have equal opportunity for the
expression of their convictions upon any subject of general Lnterest. We have had this department in view for
years; but not until now, did we feel that we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of general interest, and
profit to all. Regular price of PATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increase our cn•culatlon, will sendit six months
on trial for forty cents. Can you in justice do less than
appropriate forty cents to

provi~>g

the PATRI')T?

Address LAMBERT BRos., Pablishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If soget prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings,. Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
ard Organs ~hipped direct from Fac}ory at lowest
prices.
'

JV'EW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-

Apostaey, ReforJn>>tion IUHl ~estoration.
This work discusses the is~iHJS of theolop:y that are to
the front to-day; No Bible student can: a:fibrd to in iss

reading lt either a~ CIUTIC or 1NVESTIGAT0R. lt COntains
390 pages of closely writte!l. matte.r and printed in goo<!

readable type, with neat .binding, and ~old at the
LOW PHICE OF $1.25 PEH COPY.
Besides ihe discussion of the qudations of
¥~INIST~~IAL AUTHORI~Y:

From the Bible ~tandpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AAIWNIC PHIESTHOODS,
The work largelytreats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS. AND CHURlJR BU.l,LDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, rev)ewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
G9spel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can he bad by addressing . '
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFJl'!CE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVl!lLING AGlilNTS.,
~ Money sent by Post Offi.ce Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn ,on Willoughby, Ohio.
·

WM. H. KELLEY.
-.A.-

SYMBOL()GICAL CATECHISM:
OR

K~y· to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A.

J.

M~.PE~.

I<J4 pages, c!ot!l bound. Price 35, c.ents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENJ?I'NCE, l\fo.

AU.TtJ M N
Pnbli~hed

LEAVES,
monthly for the

.

of. the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Chi:ist of Latter Day Saints,

H. Walker, Rditor and Pul!l!sher.
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at their Ptiblis)J.ing Honse in
. ·.
.

LAMONI; DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And aim~ Free of Postage a:t prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES;
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Lillra'ry binding, sprinkled edges •••••. 1
Imitation Moro~co, gilt edges .••• , ••••••••••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges .... , ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
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BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled' edges ....................... 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•• , •.•••••• 1 110
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinlded Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation -Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco,. sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••• ·• •••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Mnslin sides ••••..••••••.. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and.anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:'>.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages .•••••••• ••'•....... 70
Leather binding ...................... ·••.••. 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Ppems by David H. Smith,) ,
]'ancy Jl,{uslin, 202 pages,· gilt edges .••.••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper coverl!l,·lO cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin cdvers......................... 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin .of the Book of Mormon
Defended ~>nd Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding .... , . . . ..•••••..•••• , • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circn·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • ~5
Qnestion Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . • . . . . . 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .......... 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Pchool Engineer and Record Book . . • . . . • • . • • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .••..•..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . • . • • • • 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ....•••.•. , . . . . . . • . • • 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

:BRA DEN-KELLEY· .DEBATE.
Muslin boards, .396 pages ..... , ............ , ••1 'i'IS
Propositions:;'""(l) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is .the Church
·of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organizatiop, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice; with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the. Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Chmch of Jesus Christ ()f Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
withUim?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, "21icts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • .. • 20
In .paper 15cts., ten or more, each ••••.•• , • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding', about which so much has
been said in connection with Hie theory that it furnished Joseph .Smith ai\.d Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write. the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper cov,ers Sets. each; per dozen •• , • , • • • • ~I)
Without covers 5cts. eac~; per dozen • • • • • . . . . 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the
of J osejJh the .Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDAN.CE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVl!:NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covel"s....
Old.edition. .... . • • . •••••••••...•• •• • • .. • • •

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per doz~!l· , •••• , ••••••. 1

oo

TRAC'l'S.
2: Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts.,. 100 ..... 1
3. Voice of the Good Silepberd, dozen 5c , 100 •
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine .of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5e, 100..
.
250 for 50c.ts, 500 for.$1, 1,000 ........ i.
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin'
ister;. 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ......••..•. 1
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100....
8. Fulness of the Atomiment; dozen 25c., I 00 .. 1
9. Spiritualism. Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 ct.s., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • . .
16. Polygamy: Was it· an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ...........•.... 1
l'l. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and.
Presidency ofthe Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... l
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ..•.•••.•.• 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100
2'1. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25cts., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . .. . • . •
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen,.....
per hundred ............................. 1
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, l ,000 for ......... 1
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • .
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozon...
per hundred ........................... l
41.. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1
42 Rejection of the Chur·eh; dozen 15 cts., 100. l
4.! One Wife, or Many; dozfm 2 5 cts , 100 .... l
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je.
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen ....•..•.•.
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 .••• : • ••••
An assortment of 'l'racts .................... .
SET OF TRACTS.
:Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in •.•.•••••••••
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75
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75
25
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25
65
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40
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75
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25
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75

50
15
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HOLY !!lORIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W We have a limited quantity of theseoa hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge., ................. s l'iO
'l'urkey Superior, with. clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 76
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge..................
~5
Roxburg .Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge.......
00
WELSH HYMN BOOX.
Full leather, marbled edges •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by .the church in Wal~~~ and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and.33 in E!iglish.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SE$R,
And discoveries. of Ancient American. Rec9Pils . and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages .•••• , •••• ; ...... •.• •••.• UJ
REPLY TO LITTLEFI&LD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen...............
'i5
This is the ''Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in retutation of the doctrine. of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·
ing of Children, and for Marriages •••••••••• ; 2 00
DISTRICT. RECORDS.
:Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Priests, Teachers, and Deacollii Licences,
per dozen . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • • • • •
and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
CERTIFIOATl!~S AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen..........
Annual Statistical Reports, two for .....••. , • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •••••• , •...•:
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . . • • • • • • . • • . • •

MISCELLANEOUS.
·Tho Problem of Hurn>J.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ..•••.. l
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ...•.......•....•...... l
Josephus, complete, library leather .••...•.•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ...•..........••. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••.. ,4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..••.... l
R.ollin's Ancient History, two volumes in. one .. .4
Koran, library leather ............. , ..... 2
Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ......... , .. 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .•.....• 2
Oruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ..............••....•••...• 1
Apocryphal New Testament . . . • . . • • • .•..•.. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph J.. utf. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .
Eme1·son's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
Pres't.

D.P.
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NICHOLSON,

OF lAMONI.
Ample B<Bi!!:plil>n®!biUty.,

Loans money on aproved secnrity. Six per cent Interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. Dwellconsisting of six rooms, connected with
The best business location in town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
14jnn
Lamoni, Iowa.

HOUSE F.OR SALE.

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, i offer
sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
t.o ftnit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
'·
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"HJJ:AI\KEN TO TIIlll WORD OF THE Lmm: FOR THERE SHALL NoT J..NY MAN .Al!!ONG YOU HAVE SAVE 11r Jlll ONJI Will'lli.· AND CONCUJliNEB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOUlD HAVE ONE VfiFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT RNE. HusBAND: EXCEl'T IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN JJ)ITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book ofCovenants and Commanliments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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HERALD:

·Official Paper of the Reorganized Chnrch of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED AT LAMo:Nr, Dl'lCATUR CouNTY, IowA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.

'The Traveling :Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
'and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new subw
·scribers,: and help build up the paper and the publication
·department.
Business J"etters.and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, negistered Letter, or Express.
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EDITOR •
EDITOR,

1890.

WE greatly approve of prayer. Indeed;
no man professing a trust in God should
undertake any .work, general or special,
upon which he can not honestly and sincerely, as well
eamestly invoke. the
bles;sing of God. The Book of Mormon
'teaches .that Saints should pray over all
that is theirs, families, lands, flocks, herds
.and labors of all kinds.
Man needs help, strong and unfai.ling
help,. from the good power that watches
over the fortunes of those who are striving to. be good, ih order to successfully
meet and cope with the unseen forces
ettil by which be is ever f'il,lrrounded; and
without this •help he will often wage un,
equal warfare, and be pvercome.
While this is true, God, who hm;. ento. think, to
dow:ed .• man with the
will. and .to .do, within
limited sphere,
ought not to be asked or be expected to
do for m,an what he clearly has the power
to dq for himself.
The Creator .has granted to man
use of:~the sky, sun, air, .wate.r ami
:eart~ ,from. which; .to win the bre~d that'!
.. perishes. Can ma11 justly ?lSk God to
plant andtencl .. t,he. garden,. .cultivate the
food plants, and thosethat delight the senses·, and keep the weeds fr()ru overrunning
the gr9upd and killing out the· us.eful
vegetatiqn. · . .
·
• W?a:t would be the
of the garde!f
desig.!'led for. the good and the beautiful,
o.n which nolabor but. prayer .was expend. ·ed •. \i\(hat harvest would follo:wthe plowc
·· ing, where no care, no tpil, nq patient
workjpg. a.s w:eil as watching ha<!l been
:had for the
that would be wan.ted at

as

of

erid.of

All

go to with y._our might
of your lips to .be tl;te
and yo.urhands.
will. be done, as in
kne.es
vyohaf

2, I 890.

We have always been a little hesitant to
believe that God will help those who are
blessed with power to help themselves
and do not. Those who can and will not
do, or at least put forth an earnest and
long continued effort to do, ought to be
ashamed to ask God or any other being to
do for them what they are able to do for
themselves.
·
THE following- scrap is from the Burlington, Iowa 1 Evening Post and has been
going the rounds of the press in different
localities. It so happens that Bro. Alexander H. Smith and the Editor were at
Nauvoo when the said skeleton was found.
Br(). Alexander was informed of the finding of the skeleton, which consisted of
two or three small pieces of bones, detached from each other; Two of these pieces
looked like they may have been the ribs
of a child, or some small animal; the other
wat; like a part of the breast bone of a
chicken, or a pieceof .the hip plate.of a
pig or a child; no: one unacq~Jainted. w1th
anatomy would be able to tell what the
of bones were. The persons who
them left the.ttL whe,re they were
without further inquiry.
The west wing of fhe old m~msion house
erected by the Mormon prophet, Joseph Smith,
in Nauvoo, has be<;omeso insecure and dilapitated that the. authofities deem lt best to tear it
down. Accordingly workmen are engaged in
razing that portion of an historical'edlfice. Under
one oft he .btick floors of the building there was
found the skeletori.. (>f a child, no doubt a silent
evidence of a crime committed in •former days.
It is feared that the Nauvoo• authorities are not
appreciative enough of the yalue,.in a historical
view, of these old Mormon buildings an() other
objects. Visitors to N.auvoo a~ ways . ~eek, with
curiosity, the old Sn:lith mansion house first thing.
Steps should have been taken for its preservation.
Those who are anxious to fas~en crime

on the. Mormons, in so trival a find as the
fnregoing repr~sel;\ts, wot;llcl do. well t.o
remember that .some forty-six years.hav.e
passed since J os~ph Smith died, and forty,
four since the Mormons were driven from
Nauvoo,· the e.~odus having occurred in
1846.
. . • ·.
.
. .
It is the east wing arid not the west
front of thebuilc'Gn~ that is beingremoved.
The Nauvoo Jritlependent, noticing the
.find as going the rounds states that a few
bones some of which ··resemble the bones
of a child were · found .among the .debris
under. th~ >cell11r .stairW'ay, "ompposed to
haye been carriedthere fr?in a neighboring slaughter house by rats;"
Of the
ri the Nauv9o

jJe?Jdentin

No. 31.
ing destroyed It is one of the first objects visitors seek on their arrival in this historic city. An
effort should have been made to preserve it."

Nothing is said of a skeleton. under the
brick floors.
This Mormon bugaboo is
a huge "skeleton" in Dame Columbia's
closet.
NOTES AND EXTRACTS.

at

AN ab"undance or a scarcity is
times the
gauge of the supply of letters for our cor"
respondence column. This time it is. the
abundance, and we therefore summar.ize
~ the contents of some interesting letters:
Bro. R. May, of Independence, Missouri, appointed with Bro. J. And~rson to Jo~
cal labor. in the north-western part of that
district, is earnestly endeavoring- to be,up
and doing, and has. liberty in declaring the
word. The people seem glad to hear, but
for some. reason are slow to ol;>ey, "being
apparently lulled to a deep sleef, or blinded by the cunning craftiness o · sectarian~
ism. Although we are not all called. to
go intoall the world topreach(the gospel,
we all have a work to do. It iis as neces~
sary for some men to be in bbsiness and
accumulating wealth in order to help the
church in· sending men into all; the world,
as it is necessary for.those who: are sent to
. go. Let us all work together to the same
end."
'
Bro. I. P. Baggerly, Hill haw, Indiana,
is "having success" in his miJilisterial labors, for which he expresses ~ratitude to
the Master.
·
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, Lexington, Tennes~
see, is "hard at work," trying to speed the
gospel plow.
Sr.. E~. Morton, of Maine, Minnesota, in
aletferdated July 12th, requdts that her
husband, Bro. Edward Morton', be pi·ayed
for, thathe may be healed.
~·He is now
worse than he ever has been/' and can
perform little .or no labor.
E;isters and
brethren •please nqte the r!;)que~t~
Bro. W. S. Montgomery; Oshkqsh,
Wis£onsin, July 19th:
.. .
·
·
"I am battling some for the cause of Christ, but
people are very much opposedtp the truth;
very, very. blind.
My prayer is that God may
open their eyes that ~hey may see. , . The.Saints
here in Wisccmsin are trying to hoqor the ca)lse,
put:we are few and scattered."
·
th~

ANSWER TO BIBLE RIDDLE.

BR.o. c; H. PoRTEi .has an~\ver~d this
dd(Jle in the/lope in a very p,Jeasant at?d
comprehensive manner.
111 , . . .
... ·
Bro ..A •. E., Mortimer and severaJ othe.rs
have .also answered the same: dgcile. • . It
y;as ins~rtec:},to .shp\Vboyr in~eniol]s,ly a
·1i~t 9~ p.e.c:uliarities of. an il1di;vi~1Jal ~f!l
species ¢o~tldbe arranged.,
· .· .....·· ·
·J c '-':

,' , " ' ' ' ,

'
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the territory,
so .f::tr.as weareinfQtJ:l'Jed
wrote fr~m .·Am- has acted fairy. and honOrabf y with all in
and reporteCI hisdealings with those. formerly his assobaptized six., amopg. ciates •. w.~ believe that so far af! any D:lan
and· a granddaughter can rightfrilly do, Mr•. Lawrence will see
of our
Bro. and Sr~ Edwin to it that in the administration of his duties
Cadwell, yv ho have gone on before, We as receiver, the Mormon'phall.not be unwell remetnber bearing.father, Gurley, in. necessarily . annoyed, aq.d .will not be
an eyening prayer meeting at his house on wtonged, in a~yotherway than the law
theYellowstone, in Wisconsin, tl~espring itself may be construed to be a wrong;
We think it quit~ a fitting appointment;
pf I85'b t~U Bro. Cadwell by the spirit of
for while we .can. say .nothing knowingly
prophecy~;thathis wife had beert 3:. means
of his sarvation, (probably keepipg him against Mr. Dyer and his administration,
from Brighamism at Nauvoo), and .• that we believe that Mr .. Lawrence will show
the time would come when some of his that he is a: friend to the people of Utah,
children would unite with the church and though not ir1 sympathy with the mistaken
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit Two policy, through which ;the rigorous mt~asof his daughters were baptized a few years . ure by which the receivership was creafterward and both receivedthe gifts of the ated was made necessary.
Spirit.
-<j\.nd now two moreof his .children and<a grandchild "follow on to know
SCIENCE AND THE BIBLE.
the Lordt and who can im11gine the "joy
THE
following
clipping· taken from the
1
in heaven' as these loved ones t.urn their
steps towa;rd that "great company clothed Burlington (Iowa) Post,one of our
in white rqbes."
May heaven bless and and newsiest exchanges, will be read· with
keep thes~new converts tiil they in the intere.st by Bible believerfl. We have ever
triumphs bf the faith strike glad hands believed that Science and the Bible, rightly
with the r~deemed in Christ Jesus. Bro. understood, are always. found to be in
harmony;
Robinson !lays further:
"My w!fe;is with me here and we are visiting
and talking during the week with those interested in the gospel, and .on Sabbath morning and
evenings hold meetings at Walton in the, Union
church,
We intend to go down to Sr. Conderma,n's, to hold meetings in the Union church at
that place,. near. Ohio station, about ten miles
from here;. 'There has bee.n no preaching InJhe
church as y¢t.
Bro. S. J.:Stone'ishelping what
he can, as lt'is busy times now.
He expects to
take the fie!~ again soon~ . So the good work is
moving for~ard in this historic place. We had
a pleasant visit with your orother :tnd family last
week, I think you could help the work by coming. out here) as you are often spoken of. We are
treated kindly by all, the pro!j.pects look encour- ·:
aging; and I 'intend to continue here for sometime
Tf the Lord wills."

''Prof. Alexander Wint;hell, of the University
ofMichigari, who wrote"Preadarriites,". is one
the most: vigorous and sc;:ientific of Western
thinkers. In a recent pamphlet he holds that the
explanation of organic <Jevelopment .given by
Darwin. is insuffident, and .that some agency in
the organism itse!£ has more influence on such
development than the e~vironment has. He also
argues, in an essay on Geology arid the ~le,·
that the Mosaic account of the process of creation is at. bottom .. strictly in harmony with the
geological' accoun:t."

Met Elder John H. Lake, at St. Thomas, from
where I am now wl'iting. A spirit of inquiry is
abroad and many are the demands for preaching.
Our district conference was a success; the Spirit
of the Master being present at all of our services
in great pow~r. ,l'he whole missionary staff were,
and are impressed with the necessity of earnestly
and zeal61.tsl}' presenting the truth."
.,

"The Latter Day Saints of St. Joseph, have
secured a plot of ground for building purposes
on Seventeenth street, near Farson, that will give
their church edifice a very commanding view.
They have l:low subscribed About six thou.sand
dollars among their own members, in cash· and
land, and are preparing to call upon their friends
for substantial aid. Their board of trustees, con
sh,ting of the Rev. Ma1·k H, Forscutt, Messrs.
Robert Winning and William Lewis, is supplemented by a building committe<:: of three, Messrs.
Krahl, Burlington and Best, all eminently practical men, and intends to prosecute the work as
speedily as possible, anq if possible have a church
edifice completed befoi·e r89o shall have completed its work.
Leading men of this church have helped in
every pu_blic enterprise that has contributed to
to give the Electric City her high name and wide
prestige, and they should be encomaged."

of

A SAINT'S CHURCH ATST· JOSEPH
MISSOURI.

THE .St. Joseph Herq]d. of the I9th has
the
Bro. A. E. M01'timer, wrote from St.·. the following notice of the effort
branch there to build a chapel this year.
Thomas, Ontario:
A NEW CHURCH EDIFICE.
•1Left Lonaon yesterday, (15th), for Waterford.

Bro. C. Scott, wrote from Galien, Michigan, July 16th:
"Have just arrived home from New York
State.
Baptized six at Greenwood, on the 6th
inst.
The field for labor there is widening and
urgent."
RECEIVER FOR UTAH.

MR. FRANK H. DYER,·heretofore thereceiver appointed to look after the Mormon
property e.scbeated to the government
under the Edmunds- Tucker Bill has resigned, and Mr. Henry W. Lawrence has
been appointed in his place.
We are not much acquainted with Mr. ·
Dyer, though we have met him in Salt
Lake City; '!'Jut we are acquainted with
Mr. Lawrence. He was raised in the
Mormon Church, but took himself out of
it at the time of the Godbe movement in
r86r, and has remained aloof from chur~h
connection ·Since. He has been,marshal of

The Saint's have indeed helped the en-terprise of the city of St. Joseph, to the
extent of their abilities, as the saints have
in all places where they have dwelt, and
now they who are striving to build a
house oj worship may with fairness and
consistent confidence ask their Gentile
neighbors to aid them. What is it that
the prophets say about Kings being nursing fathers, a11d quenes nursing mothers,
and strangers and gentiles helping to
build the waste places.

''Here is what Mr. Benson, .the acknd~!edge<f
standard orthodox writer .~f Methodhism,. says : i
upon this .subje<;t.: 'God is present in eH in his

lnfi~bitle justicfe 1~nd .~lmfi

wrat~h a,~

ighthy
.ank,ud•hfatht· . ·
.oma . e sea o ..H}U\u r~
V;( !:ll'e ue wtc e ·. mus.
drinkln evedasting tortiire, .'rhe presenc:eqf G:o~
· :•
in his vengel!nce scatters darkness •an(j wqe :f:) '!,if:

~~~~~~:t7~n~;·;a::::~~~;.~s of misery.'

·.::.1.•. . ..
: ·.·.·.·.·.'.•.. ·.'.·....··.•

$ee ~Bible :

WEare requested to say that tll~pilrticu:
lars concet;.ning the Plum Hollow. camp
meeting, to be held Augu{'t ~~d, n~ar Bro.
W m.. Leeka's residence., Freniontcounty,
Iowa, will b~ published in due time... The
grounds and surroundings where the
meeting will be held are exceJJ~pt and a
good time is expected.
. Pt·esident Joseph Smith started the 25th
ult. for the Reuni<;m at]onespoit,. Maine,
August zd, and designed making calls
Chicf-,go, Galien and other points enrout~~
He is in .excellent health and spirits ami
doubtless the Saints and friends· will be
largely benefitted· by his labors.
Brei. Joseph C. Clapp; was at Spokane
Falls, Washington Territory, Sunday,
July IJth, and spol<:e there.the evening of
the 12th and the morning and even!rig of
the. I 3th, in the "American Resort," .some
public hall, or pbce of holding general
meetings.
Some letters reach us asking that requests for prayer be published, some of
which, we suppose., were designed for the
action of the Praye.r Union.
When specially designed for the Union such requests
should be addressed to Sr. Frances, editor
of the Home Column.
Elder I. N. Roberts concluded a series
meetings near Fergus Falls, Minn., the
evening of the 14-th inst., had baptized
some, and others were near at hand to receive the gospeL
He had been in the
mission 4-4- days and preache!] 38 sermons
and was hopeful and happy. ·
We received the Wathena, Kansas,
Gazette for July 3d and find in it a two
column defehce of the faith from the pen
of Bro~ J. M. Terry, of St. Joseph, Missouri. Good.
Mrs. Mary Hickling, 37 Emmett Street,
Queen's Road, Manchester, England, will
he pleased to hear from the sister who
xequested this address.
Brn. F. M. Cooper and Henry Southwick were at Marengo, Illinois, the I 7th
inst. holding evening ·meetings in the
Lutheran church.
Correction. In HERALD for the 5th
ult., on page 4-34-, middle column, the
word "were" in the fortieth line should be
placed after the word "sentiments" in. the
next line below. .Turn to it and correct
with pen or penciL
Bro. Robert Winning, of St. Joseph,
Missouri, branch, was at Lamoni, on business connected with the Herald ·Office,
some two or three days this week·
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Sr. Minnie E. Anderson, of Oakland,
California, arrived at Lamoni, July 14th,
intending if suited with country, climate
and people to make a home in the east. that is-the west<:rn states, Iowa or Mis. . souri.
.. Sr. Dollie Matthews, of Not:ingham,
Chester county, Pennsylvania, desires the
prayers of the Saints for her recovery
from lameness, with which she has been
hmg afflicted.
We can not fill orders for "Rules of Order" until after next general conference.
The new edition will not be issued .until
the committee appointed at last conference
to revise it reports.
; . Our patrons must pardon delay of this
issue ofHERALD, as it has been quite unavoidable, owing to paper going astray
en route from Chicago here.

gree of respeCt for himself will be shown hirn by
thqse over whom he presides, or who hold less
authority than he does. As to the right to do
certain things, Paul urged, "all things are lawful,
but all things are not expedient." It might be
tight and lawful for the president of a district to
do many things which courtesy and regard for
others would prevent his doing; the· correctness
of the act must be determined by a considera~ion
of all the conditions and citcumstances attendant
upon the act when done: For this reason we
can not say whether the act referred to in the
question, if such act has been done, is right, or
improper; as we know nothing only what appears in the query itself.

In answering questions of this sort~ behind which there may be persons to be
judged as having done what is named in
the question, we wish it understood that
the HERALD gives Oj]ly the opinioJ] of the
editor, or editors, as the ~case may be, and
does not decide, in any sense .as to the
QUES'fiONS AND ANSWERS.
action of any one had in view by the questioner, whether such action be be right or
~ues,-What arethe herbs spoken of in Docwrong-. Such action m.ust be left for
trine and Covenants. Please name a few herbs?.
Ans.--.All medicinal herbs, especially of the judicial inquiry in proper manner. It is
mamfestly as improper for the editors of
'milder sort. C;ttnip, pennyroyal, rnlot, waterthe HERALD to sit injudgrnent on their felpeppef> (smart weed), sage, golden seal, (yellowlows as it would be for any others. Those
root), boneset, lobelia, etc.
who ask the HERALD to decide .whether
~-~Where a branch is fully organized with a
such and such .things and acts are dght or
presiding elder, priest, teacher and deacon, and
wrong
would do well to remember that
all the office~s in good standing, whose place is it
an answer given to any question in which
to preside in the absence of th.e elder?
some person is involved is given on one
A.~The firs r officer in charge of a branch
sided (exparte) testiuwny, and can appiy
fully organh:ed; as implied in the above quota- .
only in a general way; and only.then as
tion, is the presiding elder; the second the prethe opinion of the editor, or editors.

siding priest; after .this the _teacher and deacon
;n their order. ':['he elder being absent, the priest
preside.~; th<;) elderartc! priest absent, the teacher;
. the elder, pries~ f(nd teacher absent, the deacon.
We hav-e answ~red these q.uestions so often that
i~ seems· to. be u~eless to do so any more. The
Book ,of, R11les: states .the rule obtaining in the
organ1z;aHon an.d government of. branches, page
!03, se.ctlons r6j~ !64. .
. . . .
~---;.J:las the· president .of a district being a
high prie;~t the right to go into a regula~ly organized b.rlJ.Uch, and appoint the officers for said
~rancJ::; 9f. is it; his duty qr prh:iJege to nominll.te
.a:ll offi~~ts ').nd is the branch und<Or obligation to
honor~~ch .n.omination?
A.~Thip miJ!Qer of choosing officers .for. a
~ranch srould J>e determined by the voi~e of the
brancl;J. propedy obtained. A .. district.presid.ent
may assl~t the branch wl}err present withithe
_}?ranch; .
or nomi~ating s.uitab!e
to be filled; the branch

~.-In a place wherethere are a feW members
of the church who holg regular pray~r meetings,
but are not organized into a bran~h, is it lawful
and rlght for t[l~m t() partake of the sllcrament?
A -Yes, U there be an elder orpries~ to administer, as provided for in Doctrine and Covenants 17 ;8-rp.

KEEPING AT lT.

"It is a great mi~tal;-e to suppose that the best
wbrk of the world i~ done bJ people. of great
strength and. g~_eat ppportunities. It .is unquestionably an adyll(l.tage to have both these
things, .but n.either. of. them, quoting from the
Martufacturerand Bui)der, is necessary to the
man who has t[je spif:it ~rtd th~. pluck·, to achieve
great res)llts. Some o.fthe greatest work of our
time has_bee.n done by. men of.physl<,ja:l feebleness.
No man has· left a more distinct impression of. himself on this genJ:!ratlon .tfl.an Charles
Dari.\ri~; aprlthere ~ave beenfew ~en whohav:e
had to struggle :;;gai~~! such prm;tratitrgi!l,health.
Dar;vin wasrarely<,ab~e to wprklongrat a. time.
He accomplished hrs~reai: work by haying a sin'
gleaim, and putting every .oymceof hisf~rce and
every hour of his' time_ into. tqetask.which he had
set before h\m.
He.never s.c::attered his energy,
he never :wasted an..hour, and by steadily. keepc
ing ~t lt,
spite ofcontinued ill heidth, and of
·tong !rtterv:J.ls of semi-invaHqism, he did a great
wo.rk, and bas left the-impressiq:n upofl t~e world
of a man of extrao~·dinary energy. a'nd. working
cap~city. Succes~is rarely~ ma.tterof accident;
always f\ rp.atter of cbaraeter.
Ther~a§O(l why
so m~tl1y menfa1J i~ that so kw me.n are :wil)ing
to pay tl)e price pf• s.e!f·deni.a! and'harc!.work
whic;.h success ex;a«ts •.

in

brartc~h have corrfi.9''·n~:e,ln :>mu cm~;::""Hl"''"'"' of presiding?

that. the higher pfficers
holding office
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"Thy sweet thought• and n0rtbern fancies
Meet and mingle with our mirth.
And o'er weary spirits keeping
Sorrow's night-watch, long and chill,
Shine they like the sun-of summer
Over midnight vale and hill."
EQUINOCTIAL.
(MRS. A, D. T. WHITNEY,)

"'rhe sun of life has crossed the line,
The summer shine of lengthened light·
Faded and failed, till where I stand
'Tis equal day and equal night.
One after one, as dwindling hours,
Youth's glowing hopes have dropped away,
And soon may barely leave the gleam
That coldly scores a winter's day. · "

* summer
* *fields, *
"One *side I*see the
Not yet diHobed of all their green,
While westerly, along the hills,
Flame t.he first tints of frosty sheen.
Ah, middle point, where cloud and storm
Make battle ground of this my life;Where, even matched, the night and•day
Wage rpund me their September strife!
I bow me to·the threatening gale;
I know, when that is over, past,
Among the. peaceful harvest days
An indian s~mmer comes at last.,~
PRAYER UNION,

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,
Sr. Helen Ackley, of Allendale, 1\'l;o., nquests
your faith and prayers iri behalf of Si. Saunders,
who has long been afflicted.
. i ..
'·
Also John Barnard of Mancheste;\ Te,xas, desi;es the faithful prayers of the Sa~n:ts that he
may be relieved or healed; if God wi~L

MEMORY TEXTS FOR SEPTEMBER.
rst Thut~day,Alma r6: r8; Matt. h: 5; Lu'ke
6: z~; Jarp.es z: s; Doe &Cov. 56: 6:'
2nd Thilrsday, Doc & Cov. 95: 3; Prov: 20: 7.·
3rd Tl1ursday, Moroni 7:1; Matt.
r6; Prov .
4: r8. ·
·
·.·
·
4th Thursday, Nephi 7:4; IRa. 33:!+·
5th Thursday, Jeremiah z'3: 5-8; so: 4, 5·
LrzzrE WILLiAMs, Higbee, Mo.

5:

HoM:E CoLUMN MissiONARY FuND
July r,7, Amount to date.,., ..... , .. j.. $2.984 48
M. E Tucker, Mo ...... $r 55
Mary (7. Chapman, Neb,r oo
LydiliDIJwn,Mo, .•..•.. r po
1E. y; Oliver, Iowa ... ,.,. r b0
L, A. Cloyd, Iowa .... , .. : i3S.
Mira Carter, Iowa. . . . . . . 25
M: T. Cloyd.;. ~ ..... , - . , to
Emily Cloyd; Iowa.... . . 15
Louisf\ Clojd; Iowa ...••• , ;ro
Milton Olivei, Iowa ..... · ; . 110
J. M:. O]iver, Tow~: .. ;,:. 10
T H. Oliv<'r, iowa........
l\larcy A Light,. Neb. . . . . iSO
Clair.B.utterworth, Iowa ,:r 'OO
M.C.Knapp; l{.an.,:, .. , 2o
Bertlia N Knapp, Kan .•. r :30
AUce Shephard, low~ .••. 1 ico
J,l.:. Croshaw, Ida[)o.;; .. .. z. ]75
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THE SAINTS'
FROM AUNT PATIENCE.
AH! Dear "Home Column," how do you· do?
It is 0, so'Iong since I made you a visit, that I
am surprised at the flight of time.
I have not
absented myself through indifference, nor have I
grown inappreciative of good received from those
who are "up and doing;" I have cherished it and
hold dear to my heart-as I do all that is good,
noble and true. How like God's bounteous love
have those precious letters been to tiie, but I con·
fess, how meagre fias been. my return.
It is as
but a dew-drop, and that stained with sin! Shan·
I sit idly by (alas, not idle), while the feast is pre·
. paring and not lift my hand to even help "set
the table?"
It is not like me to do· so, as many
could testify, and having "caught the inspiration," will hasten ,to improve.
Already I feel
the burden lifted, though I have to leave other
duties undone while I visit you. Here are these
garments to make, a pile of others to mend, and
this basket of stockings to darn, but r will just
shut my eyes to it all, and play I have been suddenly sentfor.
"0h Sr. - - ma or the children are sick, will
you come over a while?"
"Yes, I will be there directly," when down
goes the work and off we go.
Now why not
make up our minds that we can leave our work
awhile, as·we most assuredly would do, if we had
just such a call, and visit the "H. C ?"
Who
knows what weary travel-stained soul is drooping
by the wa:y, for want of that help, which we,
through God's grace, are able to give. ·Perchance
we may cheer and encourage some, for do we
not come ln contact with many on the crowded
pathway of life who have seemingly ''lost their
way," who struggle with the world's unfriendH
ness and confront its frowns, whom a little effort
on our part, a kind word, a gentle touch, with
the golden cord of love thrown around would
help them: out of some difficulty, or gently diminish the distance between them and some dan·
gerous pitfall, or draw them safely out of a deep
and tangled labyrinth where false echoes and
winding paths have conspired to make them lose
their way. But the head is not always in a mood
to be wise, because the heart is not 'sufficiently
humble and obedient, and we do not give heed
to the whisperings oj t.he"Spirit, when it prompts
us to action and duty, as many of my sisters s;;;y
"1 have been prompted many times to write but
have refrained, feeling I was not capable." Have
I not felt the same way?
Hence the duty that
might have been performed is left undone, and
the help we might have received has left us, and
we have felt the burden of it.
We may not
claim any superior intellectual gifts, and have
had, perhaps, very little ad vantage of an educa·
tion, but we can by the help which God has
promised, wield an influence for good to others.
Let not the adversary beguile us into the thought
that we can do no good, nor say anything edifying, because in this he gains a point; he is fearful lest something should be said or done that
would conflict with his plans and intentions, and
make a flaw in his program me. Then, sisters, let
us be up and doing, for there are grave responsibilities resting upon us, and I feel that we shall
be in a measure, accountable for some th'ings left
unsaid.
The sentiments of a sister, in Herald for May
24th, finds an echo down in my heart.
I feel that the blessings of motherhood are

it

great; how few there are who look upon it as a
blessing in our day, but rather as a curse and a
disgrace.
Oh! shall we sit with our hands folded and
eyes sl).ut and dodge theresponsibilities with fa.cts
staring us boldly .in the face. while the fair name
of the church, "Christ's church," and of "Zion's
daughters" are at stake? I would fain not busy mysdf.,stirring polluted waters, but who will shouJ.
der this burden?
I had thought when I touched upon this same
subject i:n a former letter, that some one more
able and better qualified, having a better command of suitable language than I, would have
taken it up and carried the matter on.
I am seriously impressed that something should
be done; if we can not give it place in the columns of the Herald, it should be written in pamphlet form and sent out as a supplement to the
Herald and scattered far and wide. Oh can we
talk too plainly, or why be ashamed to call things
by their right and proper names, when so much
depends upon it?
The world may do as it wili,
but something better is expected of Latter Day
Safnts, 'li\•e who profess to be of God, to have the
crime of extinguishing the lives of unborn babes,
fastened upon us.
Is it not expected of us that
we will be God-like? Then let us be so in moral beauties of character and excellence.
They
should shine like the sun,and our non-conform·
ities to this world's allurements and sin should be
dazzling, and our lives should be such as would
bear investigation.
Then would we be coming
up higher, and going on unto perfection.
Yes, my sister, we shall all be judged, qat with
man's, but God's judgment, and it will be 'just,
according to his word and decree, and those who
practice this crime, will receive a murderer's
doom. Think ofit, oh mothers and daughters of
Zion! Will you not pause and consider what the
result of your recklessness will bring you?
Granting there are some who do not rightly
understand the marriage relation, there are many
who do, who should be a better example to those
who do not, and exhibit a willingness to pass
thwugh the crucible,whlle it was thus decreed
"in sorrow thou shalt bring forth." The servant
is npt greater than his Lord. What pangs did he
suJI"er? Yea, even unto death. And for whose
sake? Yours and mine. What prompted the
action?
Pure love, ( Ah heavenly arcana!)
would we shut thee out from our hearts-th<;
very essence of life-the propeller of all that is
good, lovely and beautiful? Oh if God had with·
drawn this boon, this blessing from his erring
children, our first parents, when they were driven
from the Garden of Eden what would have been
left to draw the human heart towards its Creator
or his ,creatures?
Oh love! what do we owe thee? what wotlld
have been done or left undone without thee?
Those who deprive themselves of becoming
mothers, little know what or how much they
loose by it. Who but a true mother knows the
love that is begotten in the soul, with her oft.
spring? As it developes, so does her love develope with it, and every little labor, and duty
performed, and every stitch set in the preparation
of the wardrobe for the little stranger is conse·
crated with a love divine.
Oh love! we could not, would not do without
thee! Yet how has the human race sought to
degrade thee. Husbands, will you draw a little
nearer? Now bend your ear low· while I whts·

per. Are not some of you in a measure to blame
for this evil that exists, (I could rehearse many
things that have eome under my observation,
but a few will suffice). Are you not acccomplices in the crime af0rementioned in aiding and ad·.
vising and purchasing drugs and nostrums that·
your wives may bear no offspring, an~
frustrating the designs of God? Think you
you will escape the reward of your deeds?
not deceive yourselves. The punishment will
jt::st as great, a.nd .in many cases the
tion will be just as great, if it were
cause they have used their influences to n<>r~lltade
their wives to use these destructive age.pts,
in more ways than one does he assist ,Qr
her to commit the crime.
The wife has perhaps .borne some <¥ildren.~
and the more she has, the less attentive does her
husband become, and the wife has become as an
old song, or a piece of machinery, the· love that
he had (if he had
in the bep;inriing has waxed colder, he goes out in the morning without
the former good-bye, far less a caress. All day
long the weary wife is battling with and trying ·
hard to overcome the disheartening influences of
her domestic routine.
••Oh! if he had only given me a pleasant and
encouraging word before he left this morning, or
even a smile, io say nothing of the kiss that he
was wont to give me in our. earlier days, how
much stronger I would feel."
Had he not forgotten these; with what pleasant
memories she could ply her daily task. She has
nothing pleasant however, to remember, and ,
nothing to expect. At the close of the day .he
returns in much the same mood, only a little
worse perhaps. His wife ready to give him the
smile of welcome, but alas for human expecta~
tions, with what disappointment does she meet!
Only a look that repels her, while faultfindings
and comp.laints fall thick and fast as, "Why has
this thing been dorie, or the other left undone?''
and with a sharp and cutting remark which
pierces like a dagger to the very core, her heart
sinks within her and she is ready to cry out,
"0h! what am I living for?" And straightway
she vows a vow, she will bear him no more children. And she keeps it.
Now who is to blame? This is only one of
many instances I could relate, and they are
truths. The field is broad, and much, yes very
much more could be written, but I am already
too lengthy.
Husbands, be kind to your wives; their hurdens are already weighty enough. Wives, be
true and loyal to, and considerate of your husbands. As you have each longed for and sought
out an object upon which to lavish your affec·
tions, reciprocate that love, and in so doing you
will find perfect peace, and your combined aspirations wiil tend to be pure and holy. Older
wives, set an example of endurance,, that the·
younger ones will naturally fall into line when
the time comes.
AUNT PATIENCE.
ST. JosEPH, Missouri.
Dear Sisters:-I wish to relate to you a dream
I had about two weeks ago. In my dream .I was
looking towards the east. The whole earth was
wrapped in the darkness of night when suddenly
a great iight (much larger than the sun and exceeding it in glory) shone in the east. It was
not at all like either sun or moon, being of a
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clear whitish brightness. It descended to the
earth something in the same manner as the sun
sets. It sent forth its glowing rays, which tinged
the sky. with brightness. While contemplating
· what it could mean it again arose .in all its splim··
dor and beg-an to travel northward, and when
immediately north it set in like manner as it had
doi)e in the east. Then I was given to understand it was the gospel going to the Jews and
to the lost tribes of th3 house of Israel.
ANNA BROOKS.
99 Darley St., FARNSWORTH,
England, June r8th.
Dear: Szster Fr:ances:-It is with pleasure that
I write to you of the Saints in this part of the
vineyan:!. We are few compared with
other chmches, but few as we are, we are striving to be good soldiers in the cause of Christ.
We have been blessed with the labors of brother
J. Ramsey, who is firm, true and faithful to his
flock, and he bore a true testimony for Christ
and his laws. Elder Joseph Ramsey when met
by Elder C. H. Hassall was preaching against
all hired shepherds, and when the Scripture was
explained to him and he was shown what was
the truth of Christ and his doctrine he cheerfully.received it and proved true and faithful to
the work of the Lord. But the Lord thought it
best to take him home to himself. We all felt
it hard to. part '¥lth him, but our father knows
best. We cgnsole. ourselves that our loss is his
gain.
The Lord has sent us another brother, C. H,
Hassall, and our hearts rejoice in the onward
march of the work under his care. Our branch
is in a good condition. We have service every
Sunday. and several were baptized of ·late, Our
faith is strong and our hopes are bright and· we
are determined to hold on to the end. We have
seen the ~ick healed by the power of God; with;
out medicine or medical skill of man.
We have been. greatly encouraged by the Holy
Spirit~£ late. Afa:ithful friend is a strong defense
and he that .hath found such a one hath found a
Your sister in love,.
ELIZABETH SPRAGUE.
RICHFIELp, MiCh.,June ~8th.
Decu; Sisters'!/ tke Home Colum1t:,-I have just
r.eceiv;ed, my Herald and pondering over itS:JJ,ages
I am . impressed to write a few lines. While
readin~. Bro. R,o.bert M. Elvin's letter in regard.
·to Saints. using elders coolly ar.d the unkind treatment they receive<lfrom the hancjs of those calling themselves Saints, my heart went out in
sorrow· and sympathy iq behalf of those who
have left hom.e and friends for the sake of the
gospel and theweUare o.f God~$ children. Oh
how rrl!lch we ought to help carry their burdens
and cros~es. in their hours of loneliness 1 Would
:toGoq.that I had more opportunity ofcaring for
his servants!
They do not visit this part .of
·God's. vineyarq much as yet, btit. we are ever
praying ~or their return to this place, and when
· ' the time.comes for the'm to return I am r.;oady to
~o all in my power to care for their wants and to
help aciv.ance the work here. May God help all
his Saints to help roll on. this good cause _and for
tl-)osewho preach.the gospel tomaketheir lives
l;tappier al)d to m;lke their burdens easier.
I
rte-yer J:ea.Iized this asmuch as of late, since my
~o~npanion. was called to !?reach the go.spel to th.e

nations of the earth. Although he has not gone
as yet, being lately called, but I realize the
lonely hours awaiting me when the time comes
for him to obey his calling. But by God's help
l am willing to suffer whatever the Lord sees fit
for the advancement of the restored gospel. I
know lhe work is of God by the many evidences
I have had in our family of· healing and also
other gifts of his church. Therefore I am strong
in this latter day work and rejoice to see it roll
on and. become a mighty power. There is no
branch here but we have prayer meetings every
Sunday. There are only five Saints here and because of distam;e only three of us meet; usually
my husband, his mother and myself. But God
does own us as his children.
We have great
promises here if we continue faithful. Brethren
and sisters, pray for us.
Your sister in Ch;ist,
LIZZIE A. HUTCHINS.

"WE H.A VE BEEN WARNED."
July 8th, r89o.

Editors Herald:-How many times words fall

I will not be able to visit Higbee until September, as the men are on a strike. I expect to
.work along the line where the greatest demand
is, for there are so many places in which good
can be done that we have no time nor talent to
spare where our testimony will hot be received.
I have labored some since conference in Harrison county, and there can be a great deal of
good done there. I feel well in the work of the
Master. I expect to help roll on this latter day
word until Father says, "Thy work on earth is
done."
With Jove to God's.people, your brother,
THOMAS WELLINGTON.
RICHMOND, Mo., July 18th.
Edtor:s Her:ald.'-I. am still battling for the
truth, though a little slow. &~have been in Car_roll county, in connection with E, W. Cato;
preached .at two different places;. but few out
owing partly to warm weather and short nights.
The work is at rather a low stage in this country.
I have a great many obstacles to work against
here.
l have an appointment five miles north of
Richmond, at Bro. G. W. Carters, ai)d at a private house in Richmond, on this Sunday, the
zoth. I think there is some interest.
The private house man is not a member of our church,
;but is liberal and fair; more so than :Some,of our
members in this district. I shall work ahead by
God'shelp.
Yours,
R. L. WARE.

from the lips of professed· foliowers of our Lord
and Savior, and of the household of faith. When
we receive the Spirit that shall guide us into all
truth; it will not teachus to speak lightly of our
brother officers, make light of their calling, and
warn others to beware of them as riot being
peace-makers.
Are we peace-makers and true
SPOKANE FALLS, Wash., July 17th.
servants of GOd, when we try to bripg strife in·
Editors Herald:-I feel it a duty 'as well as a
stead of unity? The writer has been a servant of
this latter day work for .several years; and. not- · pleasure to write you from this city of the far
we.st. I ,came last year to work in this wonderwithstanding all the poisonous breath of slander
ful city. I have se.en big booms inithe west in
and the works of the enemy, I have striven to
early days, but never before like Sp<;>kane Falls.
stand in defense of the gospel.
They built four, five and six story palaces and
I know that this work is of God; and as P;ml
fine ,stores and residences, but never heard an
said, "the power of God unto salvation, to every
elder preach. I wrot.e to Bro. J. <p. Clapp at
one that believeth., Paul also said, "])is words
Deer Lodge, Montana, to come f}nd. preach.
were ·not of enticing .words of man's wisdom; but
Myself and Brn. Phare and Farren rented the
in demosttation of th~Holy Spirit." I never have
best hall, the America; Resort, for Bro. Clapp to
sought after that honor that cometh from one
preach in. He did wefl, and. I send you the
anot]ier, but I seek that honor that corheth from
Spokane Falls Review that you may see what
God, trusting in his hand that he will never.lead
they have to say about ~he Latter Day Saints'
me i~to !elllptation, and ever prayln&' he may
doctrine:
'
deliver us from evil. and that I may ever be able
Bro. Clapp went to··Latah, to. some old ac~
to cast out the beam.In myown eye, then we
quaintances of mine, and formed tihern into a
shall see clearly to cast the mpte out of our brothbranch. They have some others there believing
er's eye. Yours in gospel bonds,
H.F.V.
the doCtrine.
I intend to stay here. till fall be~ote I move
eastward again. Business here is gqod. There
. BEVIER, Mo' July r8th:
are lots of fine buildings here. Sotrie cost from
Editors Herald:-! came into this. field the
$2oo ooo to $6oo,ooo. Bro. Farren did well
fore part o.f June. I find the Saitits, many of
here 1 also Bro. :Ph are'from Minnesota:
theJV, trying .to Jive a godly life.. 'I.'he ·work.. at
Crops }ook good and we will ha~e one of the
is gaining gtound. Si'x have been hapbest harvests ever known in Washington.
within the last i;nOnth, and yet the prospects
Your brother,
could be better. Brp. Du~can Campbell ~as
CHARLES A. BI,SHOP.
been with· me, but he has been called home. The

weather was.so hoHhat.. his afflicted limb gave
PARIS, Tenn:,July.rsth..
him trouble. I hope the Saints will remember
him before the throne of grace.
Editors Herald:-:Qur .district conf.erence closI have preached in Bevier and out in the counorr the 13th. We hada.fair repre~eiJtati9n, es•
try at a grove:meetipg. Had good liberty and
pecially. of .the elaers, and 'we. realized that our
will surely come out of. it. ·
coming·t(j>gether wa; not in vain 01; ~nprofitable.
spoke five nights in Ardmore, and. will com- · .The Sail)ts were comforted by the kl_nd hospital!:
mence next Sunday, July zoth,.andwill carry on
ties of those who entertained. tne:n during the
the meetings as long . as the Spirit may direct.
session; wer~ .cheered al)d made. glad by)he
Therejs quite an il~tefestin that.place.
~ongs,<pr;ayer.s and testimdn.ie.s, a11d rwer~. greatly
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instructed •py the timely counsel of Bi·n. (iiflen
and Hilliard, whose preaching was of that.
nature· that ·caused us to realize that God was
truly perfo~n:!ing the. tnarvelous work, and a \\'onder that lias be~n so clear! y set forth in thedivipe records. Thus w~ parted with our spiritual
strength milch renewed, hoping to CO(Jtinue faithful to the end.
Yoursin bonds,
p, B. SEATON.
ELKHART, Texas, July r8th ..

Editors Herald:-At the conference of the
West Ten~essee and Kentucy district there was
a good representation of the dders, good attention, an ·excellent spirit manifested, and one baptized. Tfu:i faith of the SaJnts was strengthened,
and all rejoiced ~ogether: I preached on Monday and Tuesday6enings, after the conference,
to fair and Very ~tfentive congregations.
On Monday the 14th Bro. Hilliard accompanied some
the brethren to Henderson county,
T<mnessee, where he will remain for a time
preaching the word.
I left K~ntucky on the morning of the r6th
and arrived this morning at this place, sleepy,
tired and covered with dust. I leave here in the
morning for a fifteen mile ride in a wagon
through the dust to begin our two days' meeting
at IO a.m., at Evergreen, Houston county.
In bonds,
J.
GILLEN.

w.

BosToN, Mass., July r6th.

Editors Her:ald:-During the latter part of
winter ~;~nd iunfil the last of May .my health was
very poor. i I had almost made up my mind that
I woul:d have to leave this eastern clime, huttoday my health is fast returning. I was advised'
by some of my brethren to call on.a physician,
one kindly ~fiering to pay the bill for an examination, but the time had riot come for my wants
to run in that direction. How soon it may I am
uot prepared to say, but my faith in healing was
in following the advice of James, "Simd for the
elders." It' was a fact God healed the sick then,
in keeping with his word, and I know it is so
now. When administered to the last time by
Bro. Coombs, of Plainville, while his hands were
on my head, he in prophecy told me things no
one on earth knew but m,yself. How careful we
ought to be in what we think as well as in that
we do. It. came to me so forcibly that I never
shall forget it, with the promise I should be
made well, for the Lord had a work here for rrie
to do.
If my testimony is worth anything in proof of
James', I submit it, that God will hear and bless
with satisfactory evidcnce·of his healing power
all who will call upon his name. It is not
always his will to heal, but he never fails to give
information concerning the sick if we are just as
persistent in calling on him as we are on a··
physician when we employ one. When in health
we should try to grow in faith in these things, so
that when needed we are prepared to trust in
God. This is my prayer and desire, yet some
who call themselves Saints say that myself and
such elders as advocate such doctrine are fanatlcal. All I have to say to such is, I wish I was
more fanatical, if that is what they caiJ a person
for believing God's word.
Bro. \Vebster, who was assigned a mission
from last conference to Iaber in this district, Is

very ill. About the time he was ready to enter the
field, having just Closed up the business he had
been attending to for another, he was taken 'with.
what is called.paralysis of the brain.. By the ordinance of anointing and prayer he has recovered
so that he can read some. He is in hopes of yet
doing work for the Master. Will the Prayer
Union remember him at the throne of grace? I
should h~;~ve written about it before, but thought
others would. He lovesthis work dearly, as all
who know him can teBtify.
I have made some n'ew openings; one at
Saletb Willows. Salem is the· town of witches
of years gone by, and it~is evident by late man·
ifestations that if the witches are all >lead, their
posterity still live. After the liberty of delivering three discourses· in a free hall and permission to leaye another appointment, during the
following w~ek,;ii was informe.d that the hall
would not be opened for me as per appointment;
but one gehtletrian of the place through whom
the hall was obtained. informed me his cottage
was open for meetings ,;,:tie"b.ever wanted. He is
near the kintdom. His wife has given her
name for baptism, which :Will be attended to just
as soon a,s she gets a little stronger. This lady
had the dropsy so bad her physician gave her up.
Her limbs were so bad that.the flesh was coming
off, and she was in a terrible condition. Bro. A.
N. Hoxie called in to administer to her and she
was blessed. The old fl~sh came off, new came,
and when I first visited her she was just getting
so she could stand on her feet. Now she can
walk around the house.
Being a .·very large
woman, itis difficult forlier to get around when
at her best. 1iNo miracles t~-d-ay;" Fanatical
or not I know God is with this cburch and is a
God of miracles.
At North Weymouth where I have been
preaching, assisted by Brn. Hoxie and Bullard
almost every Tuesday evening since last fall,
the .Rev. Leal and of the Congregational faith of
that place gave a lecture on the Josephite Mormons. I was informed and made it my busi·
ness to be there. He followed the same old path
of a.Jl our opposers. I asked the privilege to
speak, but "No, sir.; no Mormonism can be
taught here." I went up to the pulpit and asked
him if he would affirm his statements in a public
debate, and after pressing him he said he would.
I called on him the following Tuesday' at h\s
house and after a long chat could not pursuade
him to stand by his statements. He had said it
once and did not propose to repeat it. I hope he
won't; and besides, some of his denomination
advised him not to meet me in discussion. I in·
formed him I should review him, and asked him
out; but he was careful not to come. I had the town
billed and a hall hired. The first night the
largest audience that ever gathered to hear our
side of the story in that place, not so many the
next night; but it was evident the·people did not
adhere to the Reverend's advice, "Don't go out
to hear them. Have nothing to to do with
them; they are bad." After reading Titus 3:
"speak evil of no man.-" \Vhat the results of the
results of the effort wiil he time will tell. I am
expected to be in Fall River next Sabbath and
in Franklin on Monday evet1ing.
The Reunion in Jonesport August zd is expected to manifest great results for this eastern mission.
The memoirs of Bro. Blair in Herald did my
soul good. I wish other's of long experience in

this work· would do likewise. · If this one has
done other readers of the Herald as .til ueh gbpd
as me, and I am .quite certain it did, they will
say, ''Come, brethren, give us yout early experience in the work we love."
·
Auttimn Leaves are .excellent. The acltObiCI!!'·
raphies of the brethren in Leaves ai'e
What' noble workers have gone to
we all thus prove when Hfe?s jou;ney is
Hopeful of finaltriumph,
A. H. pARSONS.

Editors
perusingyour col~tnns as. yop ~?ntairl
cellent articles on different s~bje.<:ts. '''l''l.'e:t'n(>!r:&.
by Bro. Blair is excellent, it gives a
useful information. showing the
done by those noble soldiers in
the
Reorganization; the benefit of which we feel today.
I believe the work in our districl:isina very
good shape. Brethren A. Leverton and S. Brown
are holding grove meetings in a number of places
throughout the district, and·I believe are doing
good. We expect them here on the 3d of August
to hold meetings in the Park.
The world is full of religion, so-called; but
formality and pride crowd out the true religion
of Jesus Christ.
RI9HARD COBURN.
WILLoW SPRINGS, Mo., June .I3lh.

Editors Herald :-I want tp tell you what a
feast w~ have had down here among the l1ills and
rocks of South-west Missouri. Bro. I. N. White
came here in Tune and preached four sermons
and organized a branch of about twenty members; Bro. Atwell.preside11t; Bro. Sparling ordained to the office of priest; Bro. George Edwards ordained to the office of teacher; Bro.
John Butler, deacon, ah·eady ordained; Sr. M. E.
Tucker, clerk. Bro. White is an humble servant of the Lord and a fine speaker, and :we were
sad indeed when the time came to bid him goodbye; but he promised to return the first of Sep:
tember, and we are counting the days until he
comes. May the Lord bless him and co~fort
his beloved family \vhile he works in the har·
vest field; for the harvest is white, the laborers
are few, and the time to gather in the golden
grain is drawing nigh. 0 Saints, pray for me
that I may be one that will be ready when the
Master comes.
I believe this to be the work of the Lord, for
the word is confirmed with the signs following.
Then let us walk close to :Jesus that Satan may
not tempt us to doubt.
Bro. Sparling baptized two persons a few days
aftet· his ordination, and I believe there are others near the kingdom. 0, that the Saints would
all so live that there would be no stumblingblocks in the way of sinners.
We had a fine rain yesterday -- the first we
have had for some time. Crops in general are
not looking well. Oats were almost a failure,
wheat was nothing extra, and corn will not be as
good as it was last year. Times are very dull
here now and not much prospect for better.
Enclosed you will find one dollar and fifty-five
cents for the Home Column Missionary Fund. l
raised a pet pig, and promised the Lord when it
was very small, if He wouuld bless me in raising
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it, when it was grown I would sdl it. and send
half the money to the missionary fund; so here
it is.· We want Jo pay our tithing just as soon
ils
can, for I believe that is just as binding on
u~ as .
gospel ordinances. The Lord piE·ads
with us.so earnestly and says: "Prove me and
see if I will not open the windo\':s of heavtn and
pour you out a blessing." Now, if Bro. A. would
come along and say, "Bro. B, give me. ten dollars of that one hundred you have, and see if I
will not double it to you again in a short time,"
we would say, «Y~s, Bro. A., I will do it, for I
believe you will do just what you say you will."
Then can we not trust our Heavenly Father
from whom we have our being and all we have
when he pleads so earnestly for •ss toprove him?
Your sister,
MRS.

E.

TUCKER.

SHAYTOWN, Mich., July qth.
Editors Heaald:-Through the blessing of our
covenant-keeping God I am able to at last send
to the Herald. Office the sum so long due on Her·
ald s.ubscribed for by my son, G. F. Weston.
When he first embraced. the faith his father
and I, and itideed all the family and a large drcle
of friends, were bitterly opposed arid full of
prejudice.
As he was about to leave home he
asked me if I would read the. papers if he would
send them to me, and I rather reluctantly prom·
ised hi.m to do so; which promise I kept, although
no other member of the family would do ·so at
first. Well,_ thef, together with George's faithfuln.ess in presenting the truth "to us, were the
means in God's . hands.·of my husband and I
finally uniting with the church:
We were In adverse circumstances by reason
of sickness and deaths .in the family, and were
una'9le ~o pay the subscription until. the ·present
time~. . A part of thir I had in tended to send to
the Bishop as a free will offering~ but the words,
"pay \hat thouowest," was pres_ented to me as it
has often been before, under like circumstances,
and.i ~l)l very thankf11l. to my heavenly Father
for: his· merefes to the widow and the fatherless.
I am the only Latter Day Saint in this vicini·
ty except Aunt Esth~ r. She will be ninety years
old if. ~?he lives until the first day ofAugu,st next.
She ~ll.s baptized by Elder Rathbun at Diamoh·
dale w~en in her; eighty-elghth year. l w!shan
· eldev Gould come here. I believe so!De good
. . George has. preached a: few ~er
mons ~ere,. and I have tried to do what I could.
We a~eratber out.of the line. ~f the elders' travel;
still I .•.am hopingand ptaying that God will open
a w;:tyfo~ hfs truth to be preached here.. The.re
are s0m:e l:lor,ws[. hearted ones, among whom is
m.Y youngest .son and his wife. My home is
wlt.h th.em. They.are Methodists, \)uto:ire not so
preimHced. agal:n;st the. :"iai:nts .as many .are.
~am twen~y miles fro!l'l the Diamondale
bra~ch•
I hope to get out tl:lere this sumtner,
b\Xt c,an not go s·o long as Aunt Esther,; remains
in h~r present feeble state. Prayer was request:
ed itl. h~r behalf, asher mind seemed rather cloud.
ed: She ha.s pe'c111iar trials o!l account' of her unbelie:f, but I believe she .will come ot'fvictorlous
at last.
I still ask in, her behalf th~ prayer~ of those
Saints who kt!OW her, Ingospel bonds,
R· M. WESTON.
0

~ The printed name on the colored label on your pa-

per gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
';laid. If it shows you ar~ in arrears, please renew.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foF
!heir own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLEs

MEMOIRS.-No. VI.
BY W. W .. BLAIR.

OuR conference for the mission convened
April 6th and 7th, 1862, in. Galland's
Grove, and owing to.extremely had we~th
er it was quite small and uninteresting. ~e
turning home, April 16th, we found our
house had been robbed during our absence,
and concluded if any were in such straits
as to rob an unsalaried missionary and his
family, they possibly needes:l what they
obtained even though they got it by crinw;
and so we ''let the dead bury the dead"
and went about O!lr Master's business.
The 3oth of April I located my family
in Little Sioux .bn prop.erty ~ro. S. W ..
Condit proposed to give me for the work's
sake, but:which we declined for. the reason
that we had fa,rm properties both at East'
Paw Paw and Am boyand for otn{lrreasons ..
The Saints and fr:iends were very kind,
and were generous in proporti()n to their
means. This was generally the case all
through the mission; but.many were poor,•
and . the country w-as new and, afforded a:
common livelihood only by hard work and
close economy. But love and unity prevailed.
Little SioJJxhad been Of.!e of the rough"
est, wickede.st towf.!s on the Missouri river:
its si:;:;e; but after the branch was or:
ganized there it became not.ed .for its temperance, orderliness apd .thtift.. I11 the
month. of May .preached the word with
g.ood results in Ltttle Sioux, . Galland's
Grove,Prepara.tion and Belvidere,assisted.
by. Elders S. W .. Cond~t and }I·A Mcintosh, and the Lord added to the church a
few in aU these. places.
June '7th to 9th a ~onference was held
near Council . Bluffs, in the North Star
branch. .· There were about I ooo. perso11!l
in attendance on Sunday, and fro11;1 first to
last unity and lbve ruled, an~ the Lord
bless?d. the sex:vices by his Spirit.
The
conference a:t;rang.ed for two~days' m{letings at many points, gooJ re~ults having
followed similar meetings the previous
year.
An ;excttlle~t two-~ays' meeting was
qeld .a~ .Raglan, northwest of Magnolia,
June 28th and ~(jth, Elders Ebenezer Page,
J ebiel Sa vag~; J .A. Mcintosh and Silas
W, Condit a!'lsisting. in the se;vices. . At
this meeting Elders Copdit and Mcintosh
bore testir.nony .in the Spiri.t, with much
assurance,. to the propbetk mission. of
Josepp the Seer, also that his son Joseph
was his successor.
•· · · ·
On the Fourth ofJul:Y, on invitation, I
took p!lrt in: the,ce!ebratiop. exercises at
'Calhoun and m;ed the opportunity in setforth then~ed !lnd the duty o£ loyalty
n.atioh py jl-'11. its citizeps.
These

were critical times, for the land was full
of contention.
The population of tne
"Missouri slope," on either side of the
river, was made up largely of people from
the southern and middle states, many of
whom sympathized with those in rebellion
to our .national government, and not a few
of our church members were tinctured
with similar. sentiments, thereby making
our duties both onerous and trying, however clearly we saw them. But by patient,
forbearing, persuaRive efforts, and by thorough and timely appeals to the teachings
of the standard oooks of ihe church, and
especially to the revelations artd miscellaneous teachings of Joseph the Seer having
a bearing upon the need of loyalty to civil
governments and the evils of rebellion, in
all of which we were ably assisted by
some of the ministry, prominent among
whom were Elders Charles Derry and E.
C. Briggs, unity and ardent fellow~hip
were maintained among the Saints, and
the fiery ordeal of our national tribulations
was passed without any rupture in the
church, and with but little or no bitterness,
proving that to be a good Saint one must
be a good citizen.
The leading features of the preaching
in these times, as ever before-, were, therighteousness of Christ as set; forth in his
personal 11;1inistry and in that: of the apostles, as recorded in sacred wdt, and that a
dutiful, spiritual life, was of first import·
ance.
·
The two-days' meetings wdre seasons of
edification and refreshing, as' were others
also. In one that we held ib the Boyer
branch, August 16th; ~7th ]and 18th, a
large number were baptized~ and of the
prayer meeting on Sunday I made followi~g note in my diary: "Ha9 a glorious
prayer-meetin~; the presenc;E\ of the Lo.rd
by the power ofhis Spirit was sen$ibly
felt by many. The gift of prophecy,
tongues and interpretation, were manifest
in a good degree, edifying ::l,.nd cheering
the. Saints;"
.
In the l?tterpart of. August, a brother
W, m• Lewis, lately returned from Utah;
had. baptized some .in N qrth Pigeon
branch and failed to. use the form of words
prescribed in the. church staqdards, thereby causing doubts and cor.trqversy. This
coming to mY attention, I c<\qnselled t)lat
the form of words provid~d should be
strictly observed :both in· baptisrl;l and partaking the sacrament. Thi~ gave .satisfaction to .all but the erring ~lder, he persisting in his error and refusing .my advk~
.. ..
..
.
•
How natural (and harmtul) for. ~elf~
wifled mortals· to stiffi y f'n'aintain erroneous ideas and reject the counsels pla~nly
;"'rittet1 and given of God! 'fhis brother's
· mis~:tep led him to another wherein he
· statt;d, that. I pre!l,chtd that, elect~o~mag
neti$11;1 w-as of the .devil, w1h.enJn .. fa<;;t I
had saifi that Satan was "th1 pnhce of th~
pow{lr of the air,, using elecf!:o.magnetism
(!l forct! of nature)for.bad.pprposes, as do.
wicked men also~
·. •·. !
September 1st found •Bro~· C. Derry !lnd .
I at Wheeler's Grove, he ~o }lave a di:.~
cussion. with a l;tt'lv~ l~ooerts 1 . a Ga!llpbell-.
it~, qut the latterilc>Ubtle~~ .~stee[Uing pru~ •
,·
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part of valor, failed to hers were. insfalled in .re;;ponsible offices,
appear. p;aithful.tfforts resulted in plant- Showing my faith. by !llY works, I ch~fr·
ing the work at this point in a good wav. fully gave my saddle- horse for service to
On the_cjtn 6thand 7th we held a series Bro. Park~r Condit and.took my chances
of meetings in Crescent City, assisted by to get around my mission field. as best I
Bro. C. G: Mcintosh~ The prayer and could until the "guards" returned in the
testimony meetings.were largely atten~h:d .spring o£.1863, they, in the meantime, durand very ~piritual, the Lord confirming ing their service, having- neither seen an
the word with ~igns following. . Five Indian nor everi a moccasin track! The
were added. to the church by .baptism.
health of the volunteers was good, and
. The Indian Massacre in Minnesota, one they received ample pay for their service.
of the mosfheartrending known to history,
On the 27th of September Pres;
occurred ih August previous, and now Srrlith, Btsbop I. L. Rogers, Elders
(September 8th) rumors came that the In- Blakeslee, J. Harvey Blakeslee,
dians had proken out along the Missouri Rarick and C.(}. Lanphear came to
Valley, in Minnesota, directly north of us, Sioux .from Illinois,. via Council Bltiffs,
and the excitement and confusion arising enroute to the fall conference at Galland's
from this was most intense. We counselled Grove, leaving Elder J: Shippy at the
prudence and quietnes'l, with watching North Star branch. These continued
and prayer, and my diary notes say: "I their visit, preaching· the word, till Octoinstructed the Saints, in view of Indian ber 4th (this being their first call at Little
difficulties, that it was right and proper to Siou;x), and on tbat day We all started for
defend thpmselves and their neighbOrs ahd conference and tbat night held services at
promptly aid in maintaining law and or- ·Bigler's Grove.
der."
Passing on to Galland's Grove the 5th,
It was rpmored, and some believed it, conference was organized the 6th, choosthat the Confederates had incited the ing Joseph Smith president and J .. W.
Minnesota massacre and were also insti- Gillen and C. Derry clerks. The attengating the 'northern and. western tnbes of danc~. was large, the ministerial reports
Indians to ,ravage the unprotected borders very encouraging, showing la-rge accesof the west so as to draw away the Union sions to the church and that the Lord aidarmies fro'm the South. Happily this ed and sustained the ministry most satisproved untrue, but not until the whole factorily, and that "the gifts and graces of
western country had been thrown bto a the Spirit attended their ministrations in a
state of intense fear·and excitement. On great measure, proving the work .to be of
the 9th I reached home, Little Sio1Jx, and God." Conference decided it proper that
found tbe:people, with the exception .of "the precise form of wo.rds given in the
the Saints, greatly troubled and full of law" should be used in: baptism, and that
evil forbod}ngs. But the latter, under the other words should not be used "in place
wise counsels of Elders Condit, Gamet of the words of God."
Elder J. W. Briggs said to this conferand others, haJ been called "together to
have prayer and consult as to the best ence: "It has been my fortune to be a
methods to pursue. In .answer to fervent witness of the renewal of this latter day
prayer, the Spirit testified, in power, that work, and I am prepared to testify that it
tbe rumors of an Indian outbreak up north is, and will be, the church and kingdom
were not true, and instructed the Saints to of God; and I am willing to preach the
be faithful and fear not, promising therein gospel in ,any place where I may be called.
safety and guidance. I advised the Saints This work is all beneath the heavens that
to assist by all proper means in maintain- can engross my attention. My all is idenI am the
ing law and order and to protect them- tified with and wrapt tip in it.
selves and neighbors if occasion should re- church's servant, and if it says to me go
here or go there, I am ready." (See
quire.
At this juncture the state authorities is- Herald, vol. 3· p. r r8.)
As a specimen of the spirit and wisdom
sued a call for volunteers to protect the
frontiers, and I. advised our young men of teachings of the church in these
and middle-aged to enroll in tbe mounted I present the following:
"home guards" for military duty under the · "The president [Joseph Smith] then occupied
requisition of the governor. To this there the stand, and said: There are some sug!!estions
was a fair response; though some were so I wish to bring before the people; one i~,"'to practhe golden rule. As a body we are poor, yet
stronglv opposed to bearing arms that it tice
there are none really indigent, I trust, nor
required patient dfort to overcome their very rir.h: . It behooves every one to see
~ru~~

•

On the rzth we held a fast meeting',
and during the exercises the Holy Spirit,
through prtJphecy, tongues and interpretatiun, said tbat God bad given and would
give the president of the mission wi,.dom
to counsel aright with regard to the course
best to pur~ue in relation to the enlistment
ot our young men, and that as many
as would go forth and be faithful he
would preserve and bles~. The work
of enlistment went on ri!pid!y at Little
Sioux, Bigler'~ Grove, Galland's Grove,
and about Denison, so that in a short tirne
the quota was filled and some of our mem-

there are none suffering for the comforls of life
in the branches where they residE', neither should
we confine ourselves to the church, but <'xte,nd
aid to all that need, as far as we can. \;!{e
also, to avoid every appearance of evil,
dancing has that appearance and ~hould be avoided It may be a recreation if rightlv usE·d; but it
is not accordtng to the spirit of the work, and
should be avoided. We must lf'arn to deny ourselves of useless pleasures. Remember, he that
conq uereth bims<C!f is as he that taketh a city.
True charity is to avoid everything that would
b(> a snare, or cause our brother to offend.
abovf' all, whiskey drinking.
was folh for a man to take that
that whi~h would steal away his brains.
use of LJollsh, useless by-words.
When a man
takes an oath in conversation he only shows his

want of confidence in his o':'l'n veraCity. The man
that will give way to oaths will giv:e·. way to
anger, and :who can estimate tl:le.amount of evil
donelJy angry words? Endeavor t~ go.~er\1 Y9lJI' ·
temper, or you .never can rule successfifiJ.:r. at
home or abroad. The man that is the sttbjecJa-folf
his passions is the weakest •ot tnen:: !Apother'
· evil is the circulation· of scartdalll:boutourheigh,
· bors. Every time.!! supposition is told,: it is added>
upon until it assumes such a form that the man,
who first ·started it does not know iL We may
enjoy it for the time, but as fhe frog in th? fable'
said, ·What is fun to you is de11th tome;' so.
what may be mere pastime to us is. death, yea;.
worse than death to our neighbors, It ma;y take'
them years of arduous, honest toil, to outlive our
scandal, yea, a lifetime may not suffice to wipe
out the stain. Then Jet us keep our
as.
with a bridle . . Again, Jesus taught
i ciple of forgiveness. . Can we ask our
forgive us when we will riot forgive
that has trespas~ed against us? It
had been in· !he position ot ·our ne.wrmu•r.
I
should have done as he did. Then
exercise that true charity which is the pure spirit of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and be assured 'that
the measure we i:nete unto others shall be meted
unto us again. Now, in regard tQ the establish·
ment of a press. Where are the means to·
come from? The law of tithing has been adverted to. That law .has been abused more than
any other law in the church. 'There isnoexaction in Jhe Chmoch of God. It must all be a freewill offering, as much so as when youpresented
yourselves at the waters of baptism. It was of
your own free-will and choice; God a~cepts no·
other offering. There is no power in the church
to exact a dime from any man. The idea that
there was this power has led the shepherds to
fleece the flock,
But just so far as you will voluntarily loose the hands of those that are tied,
and do all you can for the rolling forth of the
work of God, so will be your reward. There is
no inconsisten<:;y in the gospel; every principle
harmonizE's with every other principle in the
same, Then let us try to understand our stewardship. God has promised to open the windows of heaven and pour out more blessings
upon us than we are able to contain. His promises are the security given for our sery.ice and
our offerings unto him then, as Dean .. Swift
once J'emarked, 'With
liberal man, God wili
deal .!ibeJ·sJly. . Noiv. if you like the security,
dow1z witlz tke dust.' Bring forth your offerings
that the word of the Lord may go forth to the
ends of the earth, and Israel be gathered home."
-Saints' Herald, vol. 3, pps I I8, I z9.

I

I

To .this we add the lollowing:
"Elder Baldwin said: 'I came here for good
and not evil, and am grateful for the present opportunity. If I am possessed of errors, small or
great, I will give two errors for one truth. I have
been a witness of !he work of the last days
thirty-two years; on the 8th of Janu~ry next. I
aUended the first June conference, and was ordained by the special directicm of Joseph to the
Prie<thood. I attended the second GenConference, held at Orange, and at the third
conference held at Amherst, It did me good to
hear Elder Briggs relate the facts of Joseph being ordained .to the presidency of the High
Priesthood, as plainly as I could state them. I
saw the doings of tht church, and the mob in
Jackson and Caldwell counties, Missouri, and in
Nauvoo, until the prophet was taken away.
With the books in my hand, I could not follow
the Twelve. I could not get testimony to follow
them to Salt Lake. What could I do? I could
not practice their doctdnes. I felt that we needed all the light we could obtain to guide us in·
this darkness.
I tried to take the things in this
book (Book of Covenants) for my guide, and
studied the Revelations that I might not miss
the grand pole §Jar. It has done me good to
hear our present beloved Joseph state the course
we should have taken. He calls upon all scattered rsrael to return to the words of the Lord;
and I feel that this doctrine will lead us on to
eternal life.
'"I found an
under Alpheus Cut ..
ler, on Silver
I then removed to Manti
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where the present organizaiion was established.
human record is covered and botind toHe (Cutler) was ordained president of the High
O'ether in that same unwearied and in violaPriesthood. I baptiz"d some forty members, on
ble continuity, which weaves into a tissue
the Botany, into the oame. Some of them went
the six Mosaic days oP gradually advancto Salt Lake; but, thank God! there is a good
THE OFFICE AND WORK OF THE
ing creations, and fastens them on at the
sprinkling oft hem in this reorganization; Well,
we took the Bible, Book of Mormon and Dochither end to the advancing st:1ges of.
OLD TESTAMENT .IN .OUTLINE.
trine and Covenants for our guide; those, toAdamic, and, in due course, of subsequent
BY
THE
RIGHT
HON.
W.
E.
GLADSTONE,
M.P.
gether with the Constitution, are the foundation
history.
upon which we built. With respect to our presWe find, then, that, apartfrom the quesident here (meaning Joseph), I have hear? father WE may often hear it said that the Old
Cutler say that when he (Joseph) took hrs place, Testament is an intr,oduction to the New. tion of moral purity and elevation, the
he would sweep the world. Our people have Much more is contained in these words Scriptures of the Old Testament appear
always held that Joseph's family had rights, and than an irreflective recital may permit us to be distinguished from the sacred books
that they would possess those rights sometime. I
have been .highly gratified with the spirit and to grasp. Yet they do not seem tocover · possessed by various nations in several
It seems necessary to vital particulars. They deal with the Adteachings of the brethren and conference. If we the whole case.
They begin with
(the Cutlerites), as a people, have missed the pole glance first at the conjoint function of the amic race as a whole.
star, I think. we are ho1;1est enough t_o return and two Testaments, in order to measure fully the preparation of the earth for the habilivo;:; and I can say sincerely, Lord, send by the , the exalted mis~ion of the earlier, As the tation and use of man. They then, from
hand of him :whom thou wflt send. When the heavens cover the earth from east to west, his first origin, draw downwards a thread
first Joseph came, he had to make many amendThis thread is enments until he had set the whole in proper order.' so the Scripture covers and com-prehends· of. personal history.
Elder W. W. Blair said: "I and Elder E. C. the whole field of the destiny of man. larged into a web, as from being personal,
Brigg.s visited that people on Farm Creek. Calvin The whole field is reached by its moral the narrative becomes national, and eventuBee\)e was pre~ident of the branch. Bro.. Beebe and potential energy, as a provision endur- ally includes the whole race of man. They
went .and inquired of the Lord, and obtained a
testimony, and on the next day he told the peo- ing to the end of time. But it is marvel- are not given once for all, as by Confucius
ple: .he knew we were servants of God. Bro. ous to consider how. large a portion of it, or Z0roaster in their respective spheres;
James Badham spoke in tongues, and the inter- lies directly within the domain of the Old they do not deliver a mere code of morals,
pretations were that this work was true; and that Testament.
The interval to be bridged or of legislation, but they purport t(> disthe Cutlerite branch would unite with us in over between the prophet Malachi and the close a close and continuing superintentime, <tnd that a great work would be accomplished in this region. We went to M.antl and Advent is not one of such breadth as dence from on high over h,uman affairs.
tried to learn the nature of their organization, wholly to abolish a continuity, which was And the whole is doubly wqven into one:
but failed. We inquired of the Lord and obtain- also upheld by visible institutions divinely first, by a chain of Divine action, and of
ed that knowledge, and also a testimony that in ordained, and by the production of certain human instructors acting tinder Divine
time they would unite with us."-Saints' Herald, of the Psalms themselves. It is further .authority, which is never. br6ken until the,
·
vol 3, pps. I33• I34·
narrowed in so far as something. of a di- time w-hen political servitdde, like anOf this conference the clerk had this to vine ctjflatus is to be found in the bookS other Egyptian captivity, bas become the
sav:
which form the Apocrypha, which are appointed destiny of the nat~on; secondly,
~'I mtist here say that we had a glorious t:me, esteemed by a large division of. Christen- by the Messianic bond, hy' the light of
A great many. people were present, eager to
catch the wordl;of life. The words of Jesus dom to. be actually a part of the Sacred prophecy shiniqg in a dark place, and. diChrist were fully exemplified: 'My sheep hear Canon, and which in the Church of Eng- recting onward the minds dtdevout men
my voice, and they follow me.' Hearts that had land have a place of special though sec- to the ''fulness of time" and the birth of
for the last seventeen years beat with .anxious ondary honor. At the more .remote end the .wondrous Child, so as, effectually to
desire~, and .offered up many fervent prayers that
of the scale, it is difficult to.name a elate for link the older sacred books tc) the dispensathe rightful 'heir' to the holy priesthood might
stan.d in his place as the shepherd of the flock pf the beginning of the Sacred Scripture&. tion of the Advent, and to carry forward
God, were now amply repaid, They forgot their The corroborative legends of Assyria,* , tlleir. office until the final j:lay of do()m.
to.ils and their wanderings, and raised their son15s ascertained by modern research, concern- May it not boldly be asked, what pl\rallel
of praise a.nd ador.ation to the Most High. Many ing the Creation mid the Flood, to which to such an outline as this can be supplied
to,ngue~ were inspired with the JJentecostal
power to utter precious promises frotn· the God _ w.e know not what further ,additions may by any of the sacred boO:ks pre~erved
Of hr;1eJ COncerning the WOrk Of the last daj'S 1 .I'! till progressively be made, .carry us up;f among. any other of the races of the world?
So far, then; the office and! work of .the
and also concerning our brethren and sisters in it may he finally said,
·utah· that. their bands should soon be broken,
"To the flrst'syllable of recorded time."
Old Te~tament; as presente{i to us by its
and that they should .return to the. true fold and
Historic evidence. does not warrant our own contents, is.without a co'mpeer among
the true shepherd. :t'arents that had children
there,and child.ren that had parents, etc., were carrying backwat'i:ls the probal;>le existenc~ the old religions. · It deals iwith the case·
:comforted with the blest assurance that th!lir of the Adam'ic<race for. more than some of man as a whole. It is alike adapted to
pr;~yers should .be Jlns1vered a);Jd thatitheir .tears
such epoch a~ from 4;ooo .to lS,ooo years every race and region of th~ earth .. And
·
had, not flown ·fOr them, in. vain.
anterior to thl'! advent of· Christ. And if, how, according to the purp<.!rtof the Old
'<If was a rfch,~reat to see, those whose he:ads
as appears likely, the Creation. Story has Testamen~, may that case best be summed
blos~om.ed with age, and w(!qhad stood shoulder
to the wheel ih the d~tys ofJoseph the first, ready come down froin the beginning, the Chris- up?· In these words: it is a:history ofsin
a&"ain .~ith t~eir influence and 'their. all to roll on tian may feel a lively interest in observing and rE:~demption.
thi~ :work, which w·as fiHy compared by J. W.
that, fot" by farthelarger porti()n of human· · .. Our Lord. has emphatically said, '!They
Bi'jggs• as 'a. wheel within a· wheel/. to. bring history, the refreshing; rainot Divine in- that be whole .need not a physician, but
about the final· restitution of all things ..· Near
thirty persons were receiv.ed into the church spiration has descended, withc.ompar~tive- they that are sick" (Matt. 9: I2); and this
during conference, and many returned to their ly short inJerval~,fromheayen upon earth, · 'saying goes to the rpot of tl).e whole .mathomes :with. a determination to It;ad their fam- ai)d the records of .it have beim collected ter.
Is there, or is therenot, a deep disilie.s and fdend>:> into 'the good old paths,' that and preserved in the Sac,red Volu.rn:e. easein the world which overflows· it 1ike a
they might ;find. res~ to their souls.
Apart.from every question ofliterary form deluge, and submerges in 1\ great degree
"f'res; Smith and Elder Blakeslee preached on
detail, w.e now .trace the probable the fruit-bearing capacities df c;mr nature(
Sund:;ty befOre the conference opened; but I w.as and
sick and could not get any report of the.same. origins of our.Sacred B.ooks' far back be- Are. we as a race whole, ori are we proPra~er meetings wer;e held every ~ven.ing during yond.Moses and histime~ .. And so we fo~ndlyskk? ·...
.
.: . .
. ·
the conference, anJ gro;:\).t were the blessings'enhave a marvelous picture presented to us,
I
thiqk.
that to an impartial eye and to a
joyed. 'l;'he giftsof the Hol,Y Spirit were enjoyed to .such a degree ~hat many alP .Saints said not only all- prevailing forth~ imagination thoughtful mind it mustseerpstrangethat
that they ha.d .never seen sych great manlfiosta: and the heart of man, but, as I suppose, there. should be a doubt as to the ~nswer
tions .before."'-'-Safnts' Heral'tl, vol. 3, P: I34·.
. • quite unexampl'ed in its histotical.appeal
to De ~iven> to this questibn. It· seeiUs
The whole more easy foco.mprehend l·he meqtal ac.
At this. conference !;teps were taken to to. the hu.man inteHigence;
proc~re: the first . press· owned by
ti()n of those whom the pictu~e of the actur:--..-. '
'
' ,'
·' .·.
'
',
* The;!e. legends.: will
be separately treated later in the
chu,rch. The ministry went .to thejr var- present
aL world, as it is .unr()lled j)efore
series.
.
, ..
.
.
..
·.t.See No.·vr. of this seriesfortb,e (\l~<tund<;Jf .,t.he arguious .fields res~Iut~) cheered and ,Strength- ment,
tempts,
by its misery, guil~ and
which, as here. preseP.ted, has in a certain )Jieasnre
ened, firmly. united in thelove:ofCluist.
into c1oubf oftlie' being of G:o<:l,
the cbaracter of an}aBBlJ,mption,.'
, · ·· · · ,
To. be CO!ltip,ued.
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persons wh<l can vi~w that picture, and
who can no~ but observe the dominant
part borne by man in determining its, character, and yet cma make it .a subje.ct of
. question wh~ther man is.morally diseased;
. ,.Veils may.have been cast between. our
vision and the truth of. the case hy the .relative exce!ll:mce of some select .human
spirits; by the infinitely varied degrees of
the univers.al malady; by the exaggerations and the narrowness of .outlying
schools of theology; and lastly by therem 1rkable circumstance that races--above all
. the extraordinarily gifted . race of the ancient Greeks:-have lived on into large developments qf art, of intellect, and. of rna~
terial power,, without creating or retaining
any strong conception of moral evil under
the only aspect which reveals its deeper
fel-.tures; that aspect, namely, which presents it to thy mind as.adeparture from the
will of God.
But. these disg1,1ises are
pierced through and through by ever so
little. of calm rdlt;ction, We can conceive
how generations, blinded by long abuse to
the character of moral evil,. could well
contrive to blink and pas~ by the question.
But we, who inherit the Christian tradition,. ethical as well.as dogmatic, can not,
I think, denY, the prevalence, perhaps not
even the preponderanc~, of moral evil in
the world, without a preliminary process
of degeneracyin our own habit of mind.
In renouncing that tradition, we shall find
that we return to a conception .which admitted to be evil only that which was so
violently i11 ;conflict with the comfort of
human socie~y as torequire condemnation
and repressi<;Jn by its laws. The gap between these • two conceptions,.-the one of
disordered 11ature, the other of Divine
grace-is imtneamrable.
It seems, then, that, in describing vividly .the fact of sin in the world, the Scriptures of the Old Testament proceed upon
lines which have also been drawn in the
general consciousness at least of the Christian ages. Nor can we wonder that sin is
described as a deviation from the order of
nature, as a foreign element, not ·belonging to the original creation of Divine design, but introduced into it by special causes. And here we come to what is known
as the f.tll of man, and to the narration of
that fall as it is given in the Book of Genesis, Against this narration the negative
criticism has been actively employed. The
action ascribed to the serpent is declared
to be incredible; the punishment of Adam,
disproportioned to the offense, which consisted only in an action not essentially immoral; the punishment of all mankind, for
the fault of one, intolerably unjust.
Now let us set entirely aside, for the
moment, the form of this narrative, and
consider only its substance. Let us deal
with it as if it W€re a parable, in which
the severance between the form and the
substance is acknowledged and familiar.
In proposing this, I do not mean to make
on my own part any definitive surrender
of the form as it stands, or any admission
· ~dverse to it. There is, it may be, high
and early Christian authority even for surrendering the form. I only seek to pass
within it, and to put the meaning and sub·

stance of it upon their tri~l. In. this rela.tion, we find a cert11in · agg-regate .of objects, which we are now t<;> treat as if they
were simply, significant figures.
There
are presenteclto us the m~n. with the woman in a garden; ·the ~erpent with its
speech; .the two trees of knowkdge and
pf life respectively; a fruit forbidden by
Diyine command, but eaten in defiance of
it; and ejectment from the garden in consequence.
In this ejectment is involved. a
great deterioration 0f outward state. And
a deterioration of invvard qature is also exhibited in the derangement of its functions.
A new sense of shame bears witness to the
revolt of its lower against.its higher elements, and for the first time exhibits it to
us as a disordered, and. 'therefore dishonored, thing. Together with all this, there
is the outline of a promisethat from among
the progeny of the fallen pair a Deliverer
shall arise, who, at the cost of personal
suffering shaH strike at the very seat of
life in the eml::.lem of evil, and so destroy
its power. In this relation many modern
objectors have discovered an intolerable
folly, and the Christian tradition of eighteen centuries has acknowledged a profound philosophy and a painful and faith.ful delineation of an indisputable truth.
Now what is the substance conveyed
. under this form?
The Almighty has
brought into existence a pair of human
·beings. ·He has laid upon them a law of
.obedience, not to a Decalogue setting forth
things essentially good, and the reverse of
them, but simply to a rule offeeding and
not feeding. The point at which this brings
into view an independent or objective Jaw
lies in the prohibition to feed upon a. tree
which imparts the knowledge of good and
evil. That is to say, the pair, as they then
were, were forbidden to aspire to the possession of that knowledge. It was a dispensation of pure obedience.
The question whether this was reasonable or unreasonable can not be answered
upon abstract grounds, but resolves itself
into another question, whether it was appropriate or inappropriate to the state of
the beings thus addressed. Some may assume that Adam was what so great a writer
as Milton has represented him to be,"For con~emp!ation and for valor born;"*

.

and not for contemplation only, but for
intricate inquiry and debate on
"Fixed fate, free-will, foreknowledge absolute. "1·

If we take the developed man, such as we
know him in Christian and civilized society, it seems plain that to lay down for him
a law of life which did not include the
consideration of essential good and evil,
would not only stunt and starve his faculties, but would shock his moral sense.
It may be said that a single act of disoc
bedience, even after full warning, could
not so deprave a character as reasonably
to entail upon the offender a total change
of condition.
But I would observe that
the school of critics which would take this
objection is the very school which, utterly
rejecting the literal form of the narrative,
is bound to look at it as parable. When
so contemplated; its lesson is that rebellion,

* "Paradise Lost."
t Ibid.

deliberate and wilful (and this is nothing
less), fundamentally changes for the worse
the character of the rebel. It places him
in a new categoryof motive and aCtion,
in which the repetition of the ternptation
ordinarily begets the repetition of the sin;
and it is mercp, not cruelty, which tr~eets
this deterioration of ·character, not yvith a
final and JUdical abandonment, but with a
deterioration of state, which teaches the
lesson of retribution, and serves as. an
phatic warning against fortl;ler silJ•< r
Scripture lies before us in a true .per~
spective when we come to upderstan,dthat
everywhere the wm of God is. i11 ac~ord
with the .righteousness of God, and ~hat·
what is promised or inflicted by cptr~
mand ·is also promised or inmctt)d .l:JY
acting consequence, according toJI;le con•
stitution of the nature we have received.
Religion and philosophy thus join hands,
and never part them. When, ther~:Jfore,
we are told that Adam after his sin was
shut out from Eden, we are not .entitled to
say, how hard that he could not be allowed to return, and perhaps amend. What
is inflicted as penalty frotn without is acted
in .character within.
Repenfance.is not
innocence; there must be a remedial process, and, until that process has been faithfully accomplished, the anterior state and
habit of mind can not be resumed. '
I do not argue with those who say this
is a bad constitution of things, under which
sin engenders sinfulness; some better one
might surely haveheen devised. It is'.for
us not merely. as Christians,bttt asmen of
sense, to eschew speculations whJCh even
their authors must see to be whoHydevoid
of practical effect, and to assume the great
moral laws and constitution of our nature
as ultimate facts, as boundaries which it is
futile to overstep.
To my mind, then, the narrative of the
Fall is in accordance with the laws of a
grand and comprehensive philosophy, and
the objections taken to it are the product
of narrower and shallower modes of
thought.
Introducing us to man in hi.s
first stage of existence,-a stage not of
savagery, but of childhood,-it exhibits to
the gigantic drama of his evolution in
opening. In the Paradise of the Book
of Genesis, it reduces to a practical form
the noble legend of the Golden Age, cherished especially in pre-historic Greece. It
wisely teaches us to look to misused freewill as the source of all the sin, and of all
the accompanying misery, which still overflow the world, and environ human life
like a moral deluge. It shows us man in
his childhood, no less responsible for disobedience to simple command, than man in
his manhood fQr contravention of those
laws of essential right and wrong, which
remain now and forever clothed with the
majesty of Divine command. It teaches
us how sin begets sin, how the rebellion
of the creature again§t the Creator was at
once followed by the rebellion of the crealower appetites against his higher
mind and will. It impresse<; upon us that
is not like the bird lightly flying past
in the air, which dose<> as it g-oes, and
leiwes no trace behind. It alters for the
worse the very being of the man that acts

sm-
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it, and leaves to him a deteriorated nature, I
which he in turn, by. the inexorable laws
of his constitution, transmits to his descendants; and which again in them exhibits,
variably, yet, on the whole, with clear and
even glaring demonstration, the evil bias
it has received, until it shall be happily corrected and renewed by those remedial
means which it was the office of the Old
Testament to foreshadow and of the New
establish. Everywhere, then, in this
narrative, we find that it is instinct with
the. principles of the highest moral and
judical order.
For. the present I pass hy the. Flood
(Gen; 6-8) and the Dispersion (Gen. w),
which may be most conveniently considered in connectien with what is termed profane historv, and I touch next uoon the
call of Abr~ham, which imports the sefection of a peculiar and separate people to
be in a special degree the subjects of God's
care, the guardians of his Word, and the
vehicles of his promises. Of all great and
distinctive chapters in the history of the
human race we have here perhaps the
greatest and the most distinctive.
This <;election of Abraham and his race,
if we speak after the manner of men, we·
might perhaps describe as follows. The
original attempt to plant arace upon oor
planet, which should be endowed with the
faculty of free-will, but should always direct that will to good, had been frustrated
throu~h sin; and the tainted progeny had,
after a .trial of many ~enerations,. been de~
stroyed by the Deluge. In t.he descendants. of Noah, man . was • renewed upon a
far larger scale.
Different branches of
the race (Gen. w) were sent, or were allowed to go forth, and to people different
parts of tbe earth, each carrying with them
different gift!'\, and different vocations according to those gifts, the notes of which,
in yarious pr<;>min~nt cases, we can not fail
to discern written large upon the page of ·
history.
After a.time, choice was made
·not of a. nation, but of a person,---'namely,
Abraham,---' who, with his descendants,
became subject to a sp('!cial training-. Tbey
lived, acc?rding to the record .in the Bible,
not like. other . men, gel)erally, dependent
up()J1 the exercise o:l; the.ir natural faculties
al<:m:e, butwith. the advantage from time
to time, and with the contin~ing responsi
biljty, of supernatur~J c0mmand and Visitation. But this remarkable prom.otion to
a higher form of life did not inyest them
with any arbitrary .or selfish prerogative,
On the contrary, as the le~islatienof Moses
was aistinguished from other ancient codes
by its liberal and. likewise' elaborate c.are
fqr the stranger; so. also,. from the. "17ery
Otttset, andbefore the family could blossom
int0 the nation,'-nay, even in the very
person of Abraham,-the gift imparted to
hit;n w.as shown to. be given for the behoof
ofiil,lUikind atJarge~ "ln thee a.mlin thy
seed shalL aU. the families of the earth be
blessed". (Gen'. 28: :i4)•..·The pr.erogative
of the Jew was from its verydnception
bound. up with the future elevation· of. the
Gentile.·
This.. elev11tion doubtless carried. with it
th~ du~y and .means of reachin~ a higher
level ()f rr!Orl!l··}jfe . . than rrevailed. among

to

the surrounding Asiatic nations, who, erful enough to regenerate the world.
sharing with the chosen race the infirmitv Without asserting that the early Stoics
and deterioration of nature, differed in thfs derived their inspiration through the Greek
that they carried the · reflection of their version, called the Septuagint, from the
own sinfulness into their creed respecting Hebrew Scriptures, it may be observed
the unseen, and made religion itself a di- that, as a mfltter of fact, philosophy rose
rect instrument of corruption. Bnt those to a higher level through the Stoics while
whom we call the patriarchs were not ex- the Greek mind was declining, and that
empted from the general degeneracy ;and Stoicism made its first appearance at the
even Abraham, the general strain of whose epoch when those Scriptures had become
Also it arose and flourished
life appears to have been simple and de- accessible.
vout, on going down into Egypt to escape not in Greece, byt at points such as Citium,
from famine, exposed his wife to the risk in countries such as Pontus, in schools of
of an adulterous connection. with the king learning such as Alexandria, which were
seats ofJ ewish resort and influence.*
of the country, Jest, if she were known t6
It was an advance of a different order
be his wife, his personal safety should be
compromised, On the moral standing of towards the fulfilment of the Abrahamic
the race of Abraham, as compared with promises, when the apostles, charged with
that of contemporary .races, there will be the commission of our Lord, went forth
more to say hereafter. Meantime it may into all the world, and preached the gosbe observed that the sins and follies of the pel to every creature (Mark r6: r6). Then,
favored race are told ·in the narrative indeed, an enginery was set at work, capafrankly, and without attempting to excus~ ble of coping with the whole range ofthe
them. This frankness of relation extends mischiefs brought into the world by sin,
also to the calamities which befel the Israel- and of completely redeeming the human
ites; and as an evidence of the integrity of being from .its effects, and consecrating
the Hebrew penmen, it suggests a pre- our nature to duty and to God. It is im.
sumption that such plain speaking:, in the possible here to do so much as even to
foce of national and ancestral; self-love, is, skirt this vast subject. Bu~ at once these
to say the least, highly in accordance with three things may be said as to the developthe belief that the record was framed under ment through the gospelof the Abrahamic promise. First, that in tf{e vast ag:gre.
special guidance from above.
The selection of Abraham <and his po~ gate of genuine believers, the recovery of ·
terity in its immediate effect withdrew the Divine image has been effectual, and
nothing from the nations outside the He- the mainspring ?f their bein~ has been set
brew pale. It bestowed indeed upon the right before their quitting the world, by
God ..... Secline of Ishmael a preferential but inferior the .dedication ()f. the. will
blessing, which, ho\'Vever, it is rio part df ondly, that the social results ~f the change
the present purpose to examine, further have been beneficial and itpmense in the
than to say thatthe Mohammedan religion restriction ofwars, in the ab~lition of hormay be regarded, in its conflict with the rible practices publicly sanctiened, in the
idolatry which it first cenfronted, and in recognition of .. rights, in th~ elevatio~ of
the presentday among the. tripes of Wes- woman (whose case most and best of. all·
fern Africa,. as the corninunicaition of a n~· represents the ca.se of right asiagai!Jst force),
in the mitigation of laws, in the refinement
lative good. .• . .
.· . · ... ·
The object which demands our attention of manners, and in the publifackriowled~
is the premis!l of .a blessingiri a.nd by the ment of higher standards of !lction. Thirdseed .of Abraham to all the nations of the . ly, that <;;htistendom is at.! this moment.
earth •... The fi . rst-fruits of this blessing may · undeniably the. prime and ~entral· power
be said to haveb~en perceived in the trans- of the world, and still bears,: written upon
lation ofthe boqks of the Old Test;1ment its front, the mission to subd:u.e it .. In point
into Greek during the thirdcentury h~fore of force and onward impulsion, it stands
the. Advent. At the time when the Greek without a. rival, while every other wioely
languag'ewas;maturingitssupremacy in the sp1;ead religion ,is in decline.(. Criticalf.in~
East through tl}e conquests of Alexander. deed, are. the. movements which affect
fhe Great, ar1~ in the West through ap- from within. , Vast are the. deductions
preciation by·.the Italian genjus, in some which on every side are to be made. .from
respects allied to it, the ra<;~vv;as on its·d~ the fulnes.s of the Divine. Rromises.when
dine, both as. to its intellect and asto its •w:e try to ineas\lre their results in the
practic?I. ener~y; ·.This. de5line may, g~~ world·of facts~ Indefinitely slow, and q.ard
to frace in detail, as may be, like a glacier
h~ps, have r~.pderedthe wodd more receptive of the itl'fluepces, whi\:h the sub- Ji.n descent, the. march of ,the times, the
stance of the Hebrew books was calculated Christianity of, to-day has, ~in relation to
the yvorld non-Christi.an, an an:1ount of a.s~
to exercise.
·
":
There can >hardly be a doubt that,, cen9ency such as it. hasnev<lr< beforepos~
among allthe.forms of Greek' thought ex~ · sesst)d; and, if it retain its ipward ~onsis
hibited in the~d1fferent. school~ of phil<?sd- tency,.the only question se~ms to b(') ;1.s to
phy, that of the Stoics was tqe hlg:.hest in the ti)l"ie, the circumstanoes,:and the rate
respect to .its conceptic:m of the Deity, of .of its. fvrther, perhaps of ~.ts finaJ, •com
. . . ,
i
its e111ancipation from idol):ttry; and of its quests.
capacity of mor;1.l elevation. . In the. hands .. I know: that it is far bey oM t]:le scope of
of Seneca, of Epictetus, and of Marcus a .few pa.g:es sucl;l as ~hese tol make good .in ••····.
'Aurelius, Stoic ideas attained so high,a detail.the Claims of the A braham!c prom; .; ·
level as t.o have been used by some in dis" i&e. ,. Still I think:,tha.t eye;n i~Yhat h;its
p;l,nigement. of ~?e exclusive clait;n of. the -·-·-·
gospel to .the promulgation·oftruths pow"

to
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said may in some measure suffice for the 1.
purpose which I have immediately in yiew.
That purpose is to establish in outline,.the
exceptional character of the books of the
Old Testament; and with this aim to show
that they bea;r upon them the stamp of a
comprehensiveness which embraces,:which
penetrates, wl:)ich covers. the history of the
work as a whole. The promise, given to
Abraham ne_!lrly two thousand years before
the Advent, finds its correlative marks in
the train of :subsequent b,istory.
These
· m".tks demGJ!!stn\.te that. it. was given by
a Diyine foreknowledge. And if so, then
the. venerable tecord in which it is en"
shtined surely seems here, at least, to carry the seal aqd signature .of a Divine authorship.
·
..
Now let u~ consider fi·om another point
of view the selection of the·Hebrew race,
and the peculiar standing of the Mosaic
legislation so intimately· allied with the
whole of its singularly checkered fortunes.
.And in orde.r to do something .toward ascertaining what .was probably the cause
determining . the Divine selection and
procedure, we tnay do well first tE:f refer
to .some aim~ which might at first sight
have .been t!iought probable, such as to
provide a cobllplete theology,ors.uch as to
reward with honor, wealth, and power, a
peculiarly virtuous people, whose moral
conduct was' of a nature likely to make
them an edifying and attractive example
to the nations of the earth. Human speculatio.n might: have been forward to anticipate t[Jat i:m~ or !:>oth ofthese aims might
have been cohtemplated by a plan so exceptional as the selection and isolation of
one particulat; line and people.
But the
facts appear ;to show that any such anticipation would have been entirely mistaken.
By a complete theology I mean simply
such a theology as would confront and
make provision tor all the leading facts of
the moral situation. Among these a prominent place had already been given to the ·
entrance of sin into the world, and to the
promise of redemption .from its power.
Now, it is evident that there was no attempt in the legislation of the Pentateuch
at this theological completeness. Its theology is summed up in clear declarations
of the being of God and of duty and love
to him, with which are directly associated
in the Decalogue the main items of man's ·
duty to his neighbor, and, both there and
elsewhere, the doctrines of rewards and
punishments. The race also inherited the
narrative of what is termed in Christian
theology the Fall of Man.
This, however, was part of the anterior tradition,
and, though implied in the Mosaic system, was not directly set forth in its
terms.
But these rewards and punishments are
of a temporal nature, and the Mosaic legislation gives no indication of a future
state or of an underworld.
This is the
more remarkable, because the early chapter~ of Genesis, although they ·usually
contain but the merest outline of history,
are not without such indication (Gen. 5:
24). Enoch, at the end of his three hundred and sixty-five years, "was not, for

God tqok him." These remarkable words
are substituted for the formula giver1 in
the cases of the other patriarchs; whose
record,, closes with the phrase, "and he
died" (Gen.'S: 5, and passim). This seems
to be a clear manifestation of the state into which Enoch entered without passing
through the gate cf death.
.Again, we rtow know,.from the Egyptian Book of the Dead and otherwise, that
the religious system of that country not
only included, but .was g-reatly based
the coRception of a future.Jife,
It
absolutely impossible that . the
even had they not been aw.are of it
ready, could have dwelt for many generations in the land of Egypt without
ing to know of it.. Our Lord himself affirms that they knew it (Matt. 22: 32.;
Mark I 2: 2'7). And we. have it exhibited
to us.in thePsalrns(Psalrn ~6:10;49: 15),
which exhibit the interior and . spiritual
life. of chosen souls~ It h~ui;perhaps, beim
too much the practicet? as~ume fhat the
Mosaic law is to be regarded as an
ment of .the patriarchal religion.
out doubt, it is at least a very
important supplement to. that
But a.supplem:ent is less as well
It need not contain everything
in that to which itis a supplement.
is a great and vital particular in which the
Mosaic law can not be said even to have
republished the patriarchal religion, and
which both preceded and &urvived the
but did not find a place in it. Accordingly, among the.JeVITs>of the Advent the
school which rigidly adhered to the letter
of the law, namely, the Sdducees (Acts 23:
8), denied the future state, and held "that
there is no resurrection, neither angel nor
spirit."
We are not, therefore, to suppose that
lsrael was without the hope of a future
life, which St. Peter on the Day of Pentecost himself demonstrated from the sixteenth Psalm (Acts z: 25), but only to
perceive that the Mosaic legislation was
limited to its proper purpose-that, namely, of setting apart a nation from the rest
of mankind, and providing it with peculiar means and guarantees for the fulfillment of its mission as a nation. It erected
a walled precin~t, within which the ancient belief of the fathers was to find shelter and to thrive, while it was wofully
perishing away from all the kindred na.
tions of the world.
It supplied an impregnable home for personal religion.
But personal religion, taken by itself, is
sadlv weak in the means of transmission
from· age to age.
The sons of Eli were
wicked persons, and the evil Manasseh
succeeds the .. pious Hezekiah.
It is not
without the aid of institutions that the sacred fire is· kept alive among- men. Hence
our Lord did not merely teach his
precepts, and fulfill his Divine career,
founded his church on earth, to carrv his
work onward, even to the day of doom.
And hence, under the guidance of the
Most High, Moses was commissioned to
establish a system which, without being- in
itself complete, provided for the double
purpose, first, of building up a fastness
fortress within whose walls true

religion in singular fulness might flourish
and abound; and, secondly, of establishing
a firmly,knit national system of .doctrine
and worship, intended to secure the. permanent purity ot belief in the one self-existent God, and the co11tinuing practice of
a ritual which set forth in act: the e;Kistence
of sin, and made intelligible and familiar
to. the people at large the need pf deliver~
a nee from it by reconciliation.
And ~o,
throl!gh the long ages from the Exodtl~ to
th6 Advent,. there lived. o~. the. tw<};systems·togl:lther; di~tinct;but;~c~o~oan,tJ.~h~'.
one was the religion of irit~t:iol:. der~tjpn, .
powerfully upheld and stimulated, !!S oc~
casion offered, by the Prophets, an.d C(JDtinually exercised and develOjJ\')d.J!l<,fhe
Psalms.
other was the religion, (Jf
exterior worship, f·.lll of significance, at;td
bv its command ove.i· the entire people, its
incorporation in. Pt1blic laws a11d instituand its ~c~ssociatiqrn at eyery <po.ipt
the national · life, e}{i:impting that
higher and interior tteasu~e from th~.risks
of dependence
short-Hved .individual
fervor, and pr.oviding secure means for its
transmission from age to age.
We have in the institution of the 'proschool the setting forth of a prolesson, which reminds us that the
Mosaic system was .alike in itself necessary, and of itself insuffi.cient.
From another, and possibly even more
cqmmanding, point of.view, we perceive
the insufficic:>ncy of Mosaism to fill up fplly the outlines. of Divine dispensations.
Sin
of disobedience to the Divine command had entered into the world,
and had utterly marred the fair order
which at the outset the Almighty had noThe. mischief was
ted in his Creation.
not left to stand alone, and the promise of
a Redeemer from it was immediately delivered.
Thus far the Mosaic system
helps us, but in helping us tells us to look
_beyond itself. By its system of sacrifice it
threw into distinct relief the idea of the
offense which had been committed.
But
with this were associated the further ideas
that from this offense there would be a
of reconciliation and recovery, and
this way would be found in a member
of the human race, a portion of the seed
of the woman.
On these further ideas
Mosaism so far threw light that it pointed
through sacrifice to pardon, but it added
nothing of force or clearness to the promise that this recovery should be wrought
out in and through a Redeemer having
the form and the nature of man. This vital portion of the ancient tradition of the
patriarchs did not derive any supplement
or enforcement from the construction of
the Hebrew laws and institutions. It reand it propagated itself mainly in
the
and in the :Prophets. But its
root was pre-Mosaic.
Some rays of the
of that promise may, perhaps, be
traced outside the Hebrew precinct, in that
close vital association between Deity and
which marked the Greek or
religion, but which, as the funconception of sin faded away,
lost all its moral force.
Mosaism did essential and infinite service in deeply sculp(so to speak) the idea of sin in the
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human ~onsciousness, but it was not favor- served and enshrined within it. Speaking
While incest is thus regarded as a monable to that theanthropy, or union of the of these, we may consider that the Old strous perversion of pature among the
divine and human, of which the human Testament gives us more than a sketch, if Greeks, there are in the Homeric poems,
side had been so strongly foreshadowed in less than a picture, of their social and mor" as I think, sufficiently clear indications that
the original charter. Perhaps by the
al state.
I am aware of only one other it was practiced without shame among the
id prohibition of images, which was so race, with respect to which we have any Phrenicians, t the coast-neighbors of Syria,
necessary for its direct purpose, it rather ' account possessing .a tolerable fulness·. and their partners in manners, if not also
tended to widen the distance at which man That is the race of the Achaian Greeks, probably in race.
stood. as a being worshipping his Maker. painted with marvelous force as well as ful,
Let us now turn to two others among
Already idolatry, such as prevailed in the ness
Homer, The poet describes the the great moral constituents of human
East, was associated .with the human
manners of one generation; the books of character, and consider the case of humanand the necessity of shutting out that idol- the Old Testament, say from Abraham to ity as against cruelty, and of truth as
atry carried with it, in this respect, a cer- the Captivity, range over many; but, nu 7 against fraud.
tain religious incompleteness as a conse- merous as these are they present a considLet us take the two cases first of the dequence.
erable unity of color. I carefully reserve ceit practiced by Jacob upon his brother
I now come to the second supposition; the case of that inner and elect circle Esau and his father Isaac; secondly, of the
and I ask whether the selection of the He- among the Hebrews, to whom we owe the base and unnatural conduct of the sons of
brew. race was grounded on their moral possession down to this day of inestimable Jacob towards their brother Joseph.
As
superiority •. Within narrow limits, the an- spiritual treasures. But comparing, as well there is nothing recorded in favor of tl:e
as
I
am
able,
ordinary
or
average
life
swer would be aflirmative.
They were
Homeric or Achaian Greeks which apappointed to purge and to possess the land among them on the one side, and among proaches in moral beauty to the forgiveof Canaan on account of the terrible and the Greeks of Homer (whom I take to ness freely accorded by Joseph, so there is
loathsome iniquities ofits inhabitunts. The have lived long after Moses, but before nothing recorded against them whiCh so
nations whom they were to subdue ha"' the age of David) on the other, I can not wickedly tramples down the laws of nareached that latest stage of sensual iniqui- discern that these last were in a moral. ture as tl::e flagrant iniquities to which atty Vl'hich respects neither God nor nature. sense inferior.
tention has just been called. The conduct
I am sensible, however, that in such a of the suitors of Pen elope in tho Odyssey,
The sensual power within man, which rebelled .against him when he had rebelled propositi()n as has just been. uttered there and theactions of Paris, form the wcrst
against God, had in Canaan enthroned its must be, to the general reader,some appear- exhibitions of human nature which come
lawlessness as law, and its bestial indul- ance of paradox; and likewisethat such an .before us in the Poems. Both there and
gences had become recognized, normal, appearance will not be effectually removed in the Old Testament retribution follows
nay more, .even pious and obligatory.. by reference to the scriptural com plaints of guilt, but what I now. sp";ak of is the·
Apd there are those in the present day the stiff neck or the hard heart of the Isra~ depths of guilt, not its treat111ent. There
who, admitting the facts, find iJ1 them a elites. I must therefore make further em is nowhere in Homer a case, between relsubject of pleasurable contemplation as ex' deavors to get at the truth of the. case be~ · atives, of deceit, like .that of lJacob, or of
fore us.
hibiting. the free exercise of natt1ral
cruelty like that·of his sons. ;
pensities. The propensities were due,
I do not feel that even the patriarchal
When we come to the Palestinian pf)riod,
deed, to nature, but only to nature in a con- history is desig-n'ed to convey to us the idea it would appear that the Israelites were
dition of disorder and disease.
that the privileged race ~tood uniformly subjectedto a.force and diversity ot tempThevicious practices of these nations,. at a great moral eleyation a~ compared tation~, such as, perhaps, nq people ever
indicated rather than described in the Old with other and ordinary portions of man- had to encounter.
War stimulated their
Testan:lent, arid veiled apparent!~. for de- kind.
vindictive passipns.
Tril.lmph · ev~ryc
cency's sake in the translations, are sadly
The subject is. a paii)ful one, .and I slJalJ where waited on their arms. •· They were
attested by the character of the remains, not dilate upon: its details~ . But it seems to .esteem themselves the dii·ectly chosen
whic!J, inlater times,.archreoiogy. has re- undeniable that in the history. of the se;- ministers ot God.
They w;ere -likely to
covered frc;np their hiding-places.
They lected line we. find, from time to time, the regard the. heathen, among whom they
awe . also attested by the poems of Homer, cjeveloprpent of wkkedness in its extreme came, with hatred and contempt.
They
whlde the Pbrenicitms represent. Syrian form.
Such a;re thesin of Onan (Gen. passed from a life, wanderihg, uncertain,
religion, and where we fipd the goddess 38: 8, 9), the incest of the daughters of and ill supplied, to settlement . and abundAphrodite, whose debased worship it see.ms Lot (Gen. 19:~~), and the brutal ins~nsi al\Ce. The temples of seductive lust everyplain that they were gr~dually importing bility of Ham, the son of Noah, to the where met their eyes, an (I the. evil exam- ·
into Greece, to have. stood for little more claims of nat~\al decency (Gen. 9.: 22). pie, by which they were. solicited in the
than.a symbol of lawless lust.
This is. Nor. are. the 'o/OnJen exempt, as we learn mas!; and ip detail, pretended to hallow it.'' As.l;Jtorefh, the ~oddess o:f the SidMians" from the. incest .devised ··and effected by self by close association with . religion.
( 1 ~ipgs. I 1: 5-33).
·.,
.
Tamar (Gen; 38: 6_._30): And the wife of Ther": is. scarce! y an evil. passion that finds
· I find 1t .much more dlfficult to answer Lot cast a yearning h>ok ?n S9dom (Gen. entrance into the human breast which was
the question,. whether the Hebrew race
r9: :z6). The first thre(l case~, and. the not powerfully stirred by. the circun;tstan~
were planted in the rand of promise, which last, are not in the line of the ultimate .sue~ ces of the Israelitish conquest. We find in
flowed with milk and honey, by reason of, cession, but P)iarez, the son ·of Tamar, is the .sa(;red text indications of the severity
or in: connection with, their moral· superi- the recorded ~ncestor>9f King David ~nd ofs~me of their temptations.; Take, for
ority to the n-ations of thEJ W?r~d taken uni- his. descendaqts; (Matt•. r: 3~5)•... Now:. instance, Deuteronomy 6: 'w~r6; • and,
versally. It is at the present day .extreme- a.mong the Ac~11ian Greeks of Homer we again, in Deuteronomy 31: :zo,,. it is writ- .
lv difficult to make any trustworthy esti- find a sensitive delic[!cy,, altogether pecu,. ten:·
mat~ of the comparativ": moral. standing liar, as to all ·exposure of the person. • . 'For, when I shall have brought them itl'to tlie
ol: any two•contemporary peoples.
It There is nowhere a;ny extreme form of land which I sware .unto their fat hers, that flow1
shall have
may b:e ad;mitted that the torm oLhuman sensualindulgence, Am<mg tbe •.Breotian eth wit!i.milk arid honey; and they
eaten
<tnd
filled
themselves,
and
waxe11 . fat;
nat~:re has V\l'ith the modern conditions
ipnnigrants fro Ill the E1.1st, that is from th()
growrr more•n:wnifo!dand complex. But, Syrian coast,.there occun:ed ,at an. early then will th.ey t.urn .unto other gods and serve
thetir, and provoke. .. me, an¢ b~eak my coveon the .other· qand, i.n ~nsweri:og theques- s.tage of their. history in the Peninsula, a nanf.'' ·
· ,.
. ·•
.. · .. r·
tioni pave just put, we .have the difficul- case of incesti*but it was always reg11rd"
Tht:> general indication.. seem~ to qe a
ties not only . .Qf. remoteness in time, but .ed by traditiorps involuntary:, and, wh.at very great ethical superiority of the .lie~
of extreme sca.n.tiHess ofJnforrnation.
7s more, a curs~ claye 1 ()n .this .account t? breW line oyer the Asiatic nations intheir
!'shallassume that the r:p~ss ()fthe chii- the race; and brought. aboutits early eX:- neighborhood; asindeedit. .vy,as from 4;sia
dren:ofl.!lJ'ael at largew~r~ trained mainly tinction. ·
that the e*trernes of corr.uptt.on fl..owe!i mby ~qsaism 1. and .little. i:o. qqr:ppar.ison .by
th~ aaow highly. ~piritua:I ·. ~raditiorr con-
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·to the Greek i>t:lninst;tla .in the l;)arliest his- receiv{) the promises, to guard the oracles,
toric times. ·Yet the loveliest picture of and to fulfill. the hopes, of the great Rewolnanbood i~ all the. earl¥ sacred books
d~mption.
The answer may, I believe, be conveyis. that of Ruth; .and Ruth was of the chij.~·
dren of Moab) who was the incestuous qf~ e<i in moder::~te compass.
The design of
spring of one of the daughters of :QPt the Almighty, .as weeverywherefind,was
(Gen. 19: g6, 37).
.,.,, to prepare the human race, by a varied
. Humanity, brmercy,is certainly not the and a prolonged t:lducation, .for.the arrival
strong point of the Achaian. Greeks. of the great Redemption. '!'he immediate
With them, not only no sacredness, .but purposes of the Abrahamic selection may
little vaiue, a,ttached to human life; and have been to. appoint, for the task of pretheloss of it stirs no syn;pathy unless it serving in th{) world the. fundamental basbe as~ociated with beauty, valor; patriot~ . ,es of religion, a race which po&sessed qualism, or oth~r esteemed · charactHisti.cs. ifications for that end decisively surpassing
Yet here, again, the forms of evil are less those of all other races. . We may easily
extreme.
vV e do not find, even in. the indicate two of these fundamental bases.
stetn, relentless vengeance of Odysseus on The nrst was the belief in one God. The
his enemies, .or in the passionate wish of second was the knowledge that the race
Achilles that nature would permit what , had departed from his laws; without
it forbade, namely, to devour his hated foe, which knowledge how should they wela form of cruelty and brutality so savage come a Deliverer whose object it was to
as is recorded in the cas~ of the Levite bring .them bac!t? It may be stated with
with his wife and concubine at Gibeah, confidence, that among the dominant races
and of the war which followed i:t (Judges of the world the belief in one God was
speedily destroyed by polytheism, and the
20, 21). .
·.
The temptations of lust were even more idea of sin faded gradually but utterly
It is audacious to say that what
formidable than those of .crueltv and re- away.
venge. According to the sa,cred text, this was wanted was a· race so endowed with
danger was foreseen from the first; and the qualities of masculinetenadty and per~
the very earliest Mm:aic legislation (Exod. sistency, as to hold over these aU.important truths until.that fulness of time, when,
22: ro), after that of the Commandments,
begins to denounce a portion of tbe inde- by and with them, the complete design of
scribable practices which were rife among .the Almighty would be revealed .to the
the occupiers of the promised land. It was world? A long experience of trials beyond
subsequently carried into further particu- all example has proved since the Advent
lars, and we know that down the whole how theJ ews, in this one essential:qtiillity,
have< surpassed every other pe.ople upon
course of th¢ historic period before the
Captivity, th€) filthy idolatry not only en- earth. A marvelous and,glorious expericircled the chosen people, but at times so ence has shown how among- their ancesinvaded it as to reduce to a remnant the tors before the Advent were kept alive and
true worshipe:rs of God. Even pious mon- in full vigor .the doctrine of belief in one
archs were sometimes afraid to destroy its God, and the true idea of sin. These our
constituted and, in a perverse sense, con- Lord found ready to his hand, essential
preconditions Of his teaching·: And in the
secrated emblems.
On the other hand, we must not view the. exhibition of this great and unparalleled
case of the early Greeks in the spirit of result of a most elaborate and peculiar disoptimism .. War and its devastations were cipline, we may perhaps recognize, suffiwith them habitual and almost normal; ciently for the present purpose, the office
property was little respected; cunning as and work of the Old Testament.
LONDON, England.
well as skill was sometimes held in honor.
Yet it remains a broad and indisputable
BLINDED.
truth that honor and truth, as well as val"None are so blind as those who will not see,"·
or, were prevailingly regarded, that family ties wer~ very sacred, that the law of and a very large number of young men in Amerbelong to this class. They are blinded by
nature was simply and profoundly revered, ica
self-conceit; thinking "they know it all," thev
and that the extreme forms of vice and care not to learn either of men or God. Not
sin, the widest and most hopeless depart- was it with this young king of. Israel; he felt his.
ures from the. law of God, are nowhere to need and acknowledged it, and as a result was
made wise indeed .. How strange it would be to
be found in any of their forms.
hear a young man of our day saying, "I am but a
Enough has perhaps been said to show little
child; I know not how to go out or come
that we can not claim as a thing demon- in." We would rather expect him to say, "I am
strable a great moral superiority for the as wise as my father; what Jack I yet?" Few
Hebrew iine generally over the whole of are willing to humble themselves as a little child,
the historically-known
contemporary Matt. xviii, 4• and therefore few become really
in the kingdom of God.
It is fair to
races. I nevertheless can not but believe great
say that Solomon was made the wisest man in
that there was an interior circle, known to the world because he took the lowest place before
us by its fruits in the Psalter and the pro- God. God is always willing to give all we are
phetic books, of morality and sanctity al- prepared to receive; there is no favored class
together superior to vvhat was to be found with Him, Acts x, 34; the trouble is all with us.
We are not prepared to receive great blessings,
elsewhere, and due rather to the pre-Mo- therefore He does not bestow them upon us SoJ:
saic, than to the Mosaic, religion of the oman's humility is also manifest in this, his desire
race. But it remains to answer with rev- for wisdom was entirely unselfish; not that he
erence the question, Why, if not for a dis- might be "accounted greatest", Luke xxii, 24, but
he might be able to rightly judge the Lord's
tinctly superior morality, nor as a full re- that
people, vs. 9· We "ask and receive not," because
ligious provision for tht: whole wants of we desire to use the gifts of.God for our own glory
man, why yvas the race chosen as a race to or benefit, Jas. iv, 3· We .i~·et small blessings be-

so

caus(:;. God can'hot trust• us wi~h great ones! He
gave the Spirit without measure to Him 'who waS
"greater than So!omi;ln," because He always
sought His Father's glory and never. sought His
own comfort or advantage.
Because "He
humbled himself;" "God also hath pigbly(:;xalted
Him," Phil. ii, 8, 9• .Shall we. learn .this fesson,
and put our~el':es in such a .position before .God
that He can safely give us "a great blessi):lg?"-

Watckman:

GALLAND'S
Distri<::t conference convened at Gallarld's
Grove, Iowa, June 6th ap.d 7th, T890i w.;w.
Whiting president, J. Pett secvetarv. <Braurih
r~ports: Galland'~ Grove z63; 8 remoyed. :So,Y~r
Valley 78; I r:ece!Ved by letter, ~ by vote. c.an1p
Creek 26. North C9onc3o. Elders.H.p. Smith,
D. M. Rudd, J: Seddon, J., R. Rudtl, J':'"A; McIntosh, J. M. Simmons, W. H.CarroU, J. Pett, J.
T. Turner, C. E. Butterw.orth, G: Hawley; M.
Lynch, W. W. Whiting, B. Salisbury and
W.
Smith; Priests C. Williamson, J. Pearsall and C.
J. Carlson; Teachers C. J. Hunt, J. Cross, L.
Butterworth and G. Salisbury, and Deacons R.
Peterson, H. C. Holcomb and J. M. Baker reported. All had labored a"s circumstances and
opportunity offered; and expressect a desire and
willingness to continue .. Bishop's Agent's report: Cash on hand at last report March .8th
$7o 84, received since $575 85, total $646.69; paid
out $455 9, balance on hand $r91.6o; J. Pett,
agent. Resolved, That we ratify the appointment made by Bro. Lambert of Brh. H. 0 .
Smith and D. M. Rudd to labor in the district
and to sustain them by our faith. and prayers:
Brn. W. W. Whiting and J. Seddon w.ere sustained
as president and assistant president of the distt!ct.
Preaching during conference by Ern. J. T: Turtier
H. 0. Smith,]. M. Simmons and D. M. Rudd. Th~
services were largely attended and a: quiet, peaceful spirit prevailed throughout. ·Adjourned to
meet at Dow City, notice to be given through
the Herald.

r

WEST TENNESSE AND KENTUCKY.
The West Tennesse and Kentucky conference
convened at the French School-house, Graves
county, Kentucky, Julv rzth, IO: 30 a.m., J. W.
Gillen chosen to preside, G. H. Hilliard assistant,
P. B. Seaton clerk jn:o. tem. Branches: Farmington referred back. Foundry Hill, received by
vote, the president of branch to mnke the proper
corrections; number z6, 5 baptized, r died. Hawley Creek, received as reported by its clerk and
president; no change; number II. Eagle Creek
not reported. Elders: J. Thomas (baptized 4),
P . B. Seaton (baptized I, married r couple). J. H.
Ada!r (baptized r), B. R. Turnbow, J. H. Scott,
G. H. Hilliard, J. W. Gillen, S Reed, W. H.
Griffin (baptized I) The Bishop's Agent's book
audited and found correct. Received since last
report $39 75, from· the Bishop $5o oo. total
$89 75, paid out $89·75· Preaching by Brn.
G!llen and Hilliard. Adjoun1ed to meet at
Foundry Hill on Saturday bt'fore the second
Sunday in March, r89r, at ro: 30 a.m.
SPRING RIVER.
Spring River district conference was held at
Angola, Kansas, May 2d, !890. J. :M. Richards
chosen clerk protem Pleasant View, Columbus,
Angola and Webb City reported. Elders D. S.
Crawley (baptized 9), J. M. Richards, B. H.
Davi>, Ole Olson, R,. H. Davis, W. E. Peak, J.
A. Davis, E A Davis, M. Turpen (baptized .I),
Vl. France, A. Hart, Jas. Hart, A. H. Herke,
and Vv". F. Clark (baptized r) reported. Priests
Richard Bird, Bro. Simpson, Richard Davis, Jr.,
and J. J. Davis; and Deacon Benjamin. Davis,
Jr., reported. Committee on jurisdiction over
Echo branch was continued, and ordered toreport at next conference. Bro. Crawley had re·
ported the matter of an elder under censure to
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SAINTS' HERALD'.
the president of the Honey Lake branch, and the
following resolution was passed. "Resolved
that this district take no action against a member or· officer as far as censuring him till he has
been dealt with by his branch, or his case referred to the district by his branch officers. A committee was appointed to audit :Bishop's agent's
books, consisting of W. E. Peak, Oie Olson and
Alex. Hart. The request of Webb City in reference to Bro. Gus. Smith's ordination referred to
officersof Webb City branch for solution. Bro.
Herke'.s question in regard to sustaining view of
first question in Herald of April 26th, 1890, referred to a committee of brethren E. A. Davis and
Bradley to visit him and g;:tin a proper understanding from him. Resolved that we have the
next conterence at Columbus branch,. August
22d, 1890. Preaching by J.A. Davis, E. A. Davis and W. E. Peak, Saturday evening, Sunday
at 11 o'clock and Sunday evening.
EASTERN MAINE.
Con·ference convened at Addison, June 28th,
r89o; J. C. Foss president, J. N. Adamssecretary.
Officials present and reported: Elders. J. D.
Steel, A. w: Kelley, J. C. Foss. Priest:. J.
Huntley. Teacher: W. Look. The committee
to examine and correct branch records reported
and committee continued ... Bro. J. ,C. Foss was
chosen president of ths district. Preaching Sunday forenoon by Joseph Lakeman, at two p.m by
J. C . .Foss. Adjourneu subject to call of president of district.

GROVE MEETING.
The Reorganized. Chur.ch of Jesus. Christ of
Latter Day Saints will hold. a meeting in the
grove of •Franklin Spaff?rd, at Dimondal~; Eaton
county, Michigan, on the 22d, 23d,.24th and 25th
da)'s of August. All respectable, well dispost:d
persons, and peaceable, law abiding citizens are
respectfully invited and earnestly solicited to attelld, Elders M. T. Short, Willard Smith arid
Leonard Sc.ott are expected to be present.
Alexander H.>Srni,th and E .. C, .Briggs, missipn.aries in charge, are earnestly solicited also. All
elders. of the district, please come.
.
HIRAM RAT:a.suN, Dist.. Pres.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Notice is. hereby given that the Nodaway district conferenc.e wiH convene at Ross Grove,
August 30th arid. 31st. Branches should t.ake
notice' and send in reports. on time. Everybody
invited to attepd:
M; P. MADISON, Sec.
By reJolution. at last conference. the Sprit1g
River district conference was to be 'held next
with the. Colum.bus bninch 1
Sherwin, the first
Friday bef()re the full mpon jn August, which
will be Aug11st ;29th
D. S. (;RAWLEY,
·
IYist: P1-es.

at

ANNUAL·REUNION.
Arrangements havebeen fully completed for
the G!!~eral Anl\4al Reunion. to be held at . Logan; Harrison county, Iowa, beginning September :z6th, r8go, at 10 a. in, . Afl coming who <:lo
not wish to }Jring tentsand camp on the grou~ds
can procure board and lodghrg ~t fro1J1 $3~5? to
$4 ()()per week.
Good accommodlltiops can be
had for qne t~(}usand peopl~ if desired.
Hay
wit!, be furnish~d at $400 per ton and wood at
$:i:oo per c()rd on the ground.s. 'l'he gr()unds a.re
belfU~ifuUy situated on t.he hill just. at the west
side. of the .town and about one .fourth of a mile
from hotels and th.e business part of town, and
one half-.mile from depot.
An ah!lndance of
good,p)ire water will be furqj~hed bh grO)inds
for u~~.of th~ peopl~. .Stock .will be sec1,1rely pastur~din a ~ract of land i1,1closed by gopd fence
and w~H sheltered l:>y heavy• tim.be!', ;with a:ri
ab:Undfl-pCe Of go(jd Wl!ter nea.J'i and aJt Will be

n eiJ.r t() ca;t\lP: . ;. ; • · ·. .·• . .. . ••...· .
'l.'~e.ce()m!:p.ttt~e. a.p.d .. cit.izen11

.•. . ·· . .

.of. . :I.,ogan J.>rDpose

to do all within their power to make our gather·'
ing a success, and we feel confident that one of
the largest gatherings that has ever been at any
of our reunions will be there.
Any of the Saints intending" tp come that wish
to board during the meeting w.~(rt,~·we'll to write
to the undersigned as soon as tfitfy can, stating
how many are coming, and arrangements will be
made to locate them In good quarters so that
they will feel at home on getting there.
We now most cordially invite all to come, feel·
ing assured that all possible means will be used
by the good people of Logan to make your visit
both pleasant and profitable.
Further notice of meeting will be given later.
Jos. SEDDON, Sec. Com.
PEnsu., Iowa, June 24th.

SII
FARM FOR SALE.
Two and one-half miles south-west of Lamoni,
consisting of r6o acres; thirty acres, mostly seeded
to timothy and clover. House, stable, nice grove
and orchard. All good tilable land. For terms
enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
FREE

LANCE.

Among the cherished rights of man is the freedom of
opinion, as

well as the right, when

opportunity offers, to

express opinion. To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is coJ;Jsistent with the accomplishment of
good, the PATRIOT has !lecided to start a "Free Lance"
department, in which all have equal opportunity for the

DIED.
WALTER.-Mary J. Walter, daughter-in-law o£
Bro. and Sr. John Earnshaw, was born in Independence, Indiana, Februarv sth, r863; moved
with her parents to Peoria, Illinois, in the fall of
r865, and from there to W.hite Cloud, Kansas, iri
r&7o, and to Coffey county, Kansas, in the spring
of r87r. Shecomme1,1ced teaching when twenty
years of age, and wa13 married to Isaac Earnshaw;
March 17th, r886, .and died. January 9th, 189o;
aged 27 years, !I months and 9 days: She was
a most devoted and affectionate wife and mother;
and her excellent qualities of mino ;:tnd heart j!n:
deared her to her family and friends and to all
who enjoyed her. acquaintance.
She passed
caimly away, leaving, be.side her sorrowing hus•
band, three brothers and two sisters to mourn
their loss.
By her .sad death, .three little ones,
Johnnie, Ruth and May, were ·left mo.therfess,
but through the tender care and solicitude of
their grandparents their little needs hav'e been
thus far supplied. The youngest, .a: sweet baby
girl of about six months, .died in Independence,
Missouri, June 14th, 1896, and.lts remains were
taken to Kansas and, laid by the,side o~ her moth·
er.
The tender b1Jd that softly
Lay on its.m()ther's brea.st,
So soon is sweetly steeping,
So soon has gone to rest. . .
'£hey both have been transplanted
Like fiq.~ers of earth. and time,
By His own kindly providence
· In more congenial clime.
With !)los soma briglltthey wreathed thee,
Her darling· ba,by, May; .·.•
:
And snowy, sweet and fragrant,.
They in rare beauty lay;. · •
And now; whe)l we reme.mber
Thy brow im!l form so fair,
They tell, us .<:>f.thelOV!l ·
l'J ade p'erfect over there:
A. A. II·

CARLSON.-Josep)1 Edward, son of Bro. A. E.
!]nd. Sr. Martha Carlson; .born October rst, 1888;
blessed by Eld;.,r Samuel Acketl!JlYi died July
14th, x89o 1.at seven o'clocka:m.; bririeqin the Allendale cemetery,July I 9th; at eleY'ena.m.; burial servioes conducted by .Elder H.
Harder.
W:aq::MAN.-M Omaha; Nebraska, July 9th,
189o, of .scarlet lev:er, Ro,ral Monh:;ose, son of G.
M. L. and G. A• Whitman, aged two )'ears and
three months.
TRolJT.:..:...At De~roit; Michigan, Friday, July
uth,r~9?• Sr. IJ:Hzaf>eth A./Tr;i>ut, ~g'ed6r years,
4 months and 13 days. She leavesafamily consisting of two sons and four daughters to' mourn
their loss .. Sh;., hap been a member of t!)e church
for the past thirty'five or forty. y~ars. .. F,or two
years precedi.ng her dea,th she. was. a constant
Sl,lffen)r, but sufferep nOJ!ethe day.of her,.death,
passing away. peacefully ;:tnd happy .. She was
laid to rest beside: her d{!ceas~d h(usband at Big
Rapids, Michigan.. Pt:ayer at t!)e grave by Elder
J. J. Cornish:.
... ·
, .·.•
.

;a..

·

precioq~ on·e from .us has gone,
Avo ice we love a is s.tilled;
A place ia vacant in our ho!nil,.
Which Jiever can. be filled.
Godin his wisdom !J.as re.call~d,
'l'he .boon his loye had lih~·eJ;l, ·
And tboug!J. the body monlil,ers here,
'£he sonHs safe in heayen. • . .·· .
Farewell,• dear mother, sweet thY rest,
Weal'y .with years.aJ;~<'!,worn with IHtin;
Farewell till in.·senie happy place, ·
We shall.behold thy ;face again.
·•Tis ours,to miss•thee, all'our ye~tr8,
And timder I~J,!imori~.s of th.ee keep;
Thine in tlie Lim'!to.r!lst;;for·so: · ·;.
IJ:e gh;e~h his ~ll!<n;lj!l ones sleep.

A

expression of their convictions upon any subject of gen·
era! interest. We have had this department in view for
years; but not until now, did we feel thllt we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of

ge~eral

interest, and

profit to all. Regular price of P .ATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increase ou~ crrculation, will send it, six montlls
on trial for forty cents. Can you in justice do less than
appropriate forty cents to proviug the PATRIOT?
Address LAMBERT Buos , Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

ORGANS, SEWING MACI;IINES, &c.
Do yo\1 want to save mopey on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Sprin~s. !If so get prices,
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, In·
depepce, Mo.
"
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholes.ale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from F~ctory at lowest
prices. '

NEW BOOK'.

1890.

''PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-TREApO!!I~Rcy,

Reformation and

;~estoration.

Thill' work !liscusses the issues of theology that are to
tbe front to-day. No. Bible· student can afford to miss
reading it erther.as oRITIO or <NVES~'lofi.Ton. lt·contams
390 pages of c.losely. w. ritten m.. atter auf! prin. ted in good
readal\le type; with neat binding, and •pld at the
·
LOW'. PRICE OF $1.25 PEr~ COPY.
Besides tbe di~cussion of the queotions of
lllNISTERU.L AUTliORl~Y
From the Bible standpoint• of the
JIU!lLCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC, PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the ~ubjects of
·
CIJ:URCH: CREEDS AND CHURljH BUILDING
In
s.inc·e . th.e days of the Apo. stle. s, ~.·.,eviewing a.nd. crit.ically examining tb:e, claims ·of the Restqrat.ion of tb:e
Gospel .in a later day thaJ;J the Apostolic .a~e.
popiea can be bad )>y addressing •
. Wx. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland,.O.
SAINTS' HE:RALD OFFICJll, Lamoni, Iowa.
AN~ TRA'fELING .AG.ENTS..
. .
~ :Money sent b.:r. Post Offi.ce Orde~ to Wm. R, Kelley
should l)e drawn on Willoughby; Ohio.r
WM.i H; KELLEY.

and.

-...A.-

SYfi,I:BOLOGJO:AL C:AWECHISM :
OR

Key to the Symbology qf t~e Bible,
By' A. J: MAPES.\
104 p;:tges, cloth bo1,1pd. frice\3$ cents each.
For sale by BR.o. H. R. ~11LLS, .
·
·· INm:.p.E\NDENCE. Mo.
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i ~·-·-.).BYTRE (-.- - .
·Musliu. ~?~rds 1 396 pages •••.•• , •••••• ~ •••••• 1
. Board of Pul)Hcation of the Reorganized Church,
Prop~~itions:'-(1) Is the Book of Morni?n of Di~
·.
at~heir Publishing House in
. . . . < >\7i;ne origiu, and ~r.e it~ teachings entjtled'to the respect
LAMONI,·· DECATUR CO.·;""IOWi~~. ,;a·n·d b.~.lief.qfa~.~.t\~~~~~¥People.'.....(2.. ).. th.eO.hu.r.ch.
()f Postage at prices naJ1.led.
of wh1c)i I, Olag!;!i!Jr:tuen, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and. i'dentical faith, organization, ordinandes, worship anu<practi\le, with'th\'l Church of Christ,
as. it .was left perfected oy .the Apostles of Christ. (3)
HO'LY SCRIPTURES,
Is .the Reorgl).nf:;;ed Chm;ch of Jest:ls Christ of.Latter
(Inspired' Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Day Saints in· fact, the .Church of God, aud. accepteu
with Him.?
·
'··
·· ·· ·
Sheep of LilJrar;?' binding, sprinkled edges •• ; • , .1
Imitation Moroc;:Jo, gilt edge~ .• •• ., .•• , ~ ~ ..... ~
Morocco;.gilt tld);:e·s:: ....... ·..••••••• ; ••• • : •• ;,2
New fes~ameri~€Inspired .• ,. ··>'•.

rs

in

·

WELSH. HYMN •'Bb()Ji:
~ul! leatMr, marbled e,dges •••• ~ : ,· •;. • • ·
This wag. published, by the 'church .
con.tainli 393 h;v:mns,~n,::WeJSh and .33
..,ugu1,u .. ,,

~~o0It~~.dJ!''.•:!IiottM~.

Roan,'spfinkled.jedgii:'l:;(•. ;;}• ••.~ •. ; ~ ;•• ;, ;. ~.1.25
Imitation lifor.o<;~<:>, gilt ()dges , , •.•• , ••.•• , • , .;1 ll~
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Spr;inkled Sheep;, or Library •••• , . ; -, •••••••.. 1
Imi,~ation .Moroepo, gilt edges .. : •.••••• ; •••• ;!
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)

Imif.atio~ Morilc!.lo; ·sptinkl()d· ~Q~Illl:,· •· ·•'·';,; ~' ~ ,J~~~
Imi:tatiffi:l; Moi•()c~o, gilt edges:. J ••• ~; ••~;,c~;:;•: :31.,61)'
THE\ SAINTS' HARMONY.
.·. (Tune Bobk and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back .anll M:uslin. Elides ·..•...••..•.•. 2 50
'the: J;Iartl)t>ny!eon~ains ,all. the ~ymn~in .the Saints'
Harp;,also.'5512, pag?s. of musi(),:!JOmprisipg about '120,
tunes, ;>nd full in~tructions on.choir and anthem music,
• J03EPH

~JT:R5N:N'Vr~~~ET

·. ....·. ·i

.,,;~Fi~f«~1tE'~'PE::Ris\·····:· +
·cr'o~iu~ l:i:v:Davi<l s:UitliS
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::·
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JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Otip:in of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding, . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . • • • • . • • • 60
This is a reply. by .Bllder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of.the Second Advent Society, and is an
important wo;;k to be in the ha.nds of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be Circu•
lated both in the church and among those without,
abonnding in proofs never before presented in defense
of .Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher '.Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Musliu boards . . . .. . • • . . . . .. . .. . . . .. ... .. . • .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Lim'p muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen
2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ........•. 1
•

••

0

•

•

00
~5

50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
8chool Engineer and Record Book . . • . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behaviol' Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets. . . . . . ..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • . . . . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50

'
FORSCUTT-S!fiNN

10
5

OF ZION;

Epi~qrli(i ofrF~I

...

and t. h~.~~i~~JI/'1

VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction ~o all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp mnsliu covers .......... ;.............. 25

•

~ONG;S

Printed

TRACTS ..
.~· · Truth A{ade Manifest, dozen ~Octs.,
~. Voice q~~ll.(!•G;ood .Suepirt)rlf O()llilll

Fancy:Mnslin, 2Q2 pages, gilt edges ....... , ••. 1 50

0

.

'

CONbOlW'ANCE TO DOGTRINE AND
. . COVJ!]NANTS.
.An enlarged edition, .32 pages, paper covers:.,,
Old edition ............. ~ ..... ~· ... ~ ••. , .... ,.

AND

(By Lucy Smith:)
1l1tJ~liJ! hindingi. ~12 pages ••••••.• ~ •••••••••\ : •
Leatgel,'.):iinding~ •• •; •••...•. , ....•;, ......... ;·.i

. <.·~:

:cdWDERY·· ·. LETT.lli:Rs.
In ·paper :covets BGts. ea!Jh; 'per dozen .• ; : .J ••
Withont c:ov~ts 5cts. each; pel' ~ozeu .• ••· ·~; ••
·• , . q?ntaiJJs.v-:Uuab!e matter in rf3l~tion to the (Jalll.*g·
·. ~f"(Jo~Mll' ~M S!3e'l .the pisco-v:ery &n.d Tra,nfilation of
·.th'e Boo~'of ·l\formon, and the A~geJic besto;W;al of the
Priesthood. •
·
·· ·
·

D1SCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages·.·......... . • . . . . . . • • . 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fors·
· ,. cutt ·affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrectibn ·of tlie body from the grave."

'250fo~5
,
or$1,1,000 . . . . . . l
6. The,"One Baptism;" its M()dtj,Subjects, Prerequisites and.Design-'-and Who ShaJl Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ !
'!. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100....
8. Fulness of the Atonement; uozen 25c., 100 .. 1
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .................. 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozenl5 cts .. 100 ...... 1
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• 1
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . • .
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 'l'enet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100., .............. l
17. Tile Successor in the Prophetic Office and ·
· Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1
20. The ''One Body:" or the Church of Christ
· under t.he Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... l
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1
23. Baptism;. per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....••.... 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100....
25. Laying on of E:ands;, dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5e,, 100
27. 1'he .Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100.· .. l
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., HJO. • • • • • •
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . . . . .
. per hundred ............................. 1
31. What is Truth?· and True Orthodoxy? and
an .Blvangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... l
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . .
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
per hundred. . . . . . . . . ................... 1
41. ·The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozcm 15 cts., 100.1
43 One Wife, or Many; dozp,n 25 cts, 100 .... 1
Trial of the Witnesses to the ltesurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • . • . • • . . .
Prophecy on the Rebellion; ner 100..........
An assortment of Tracts .... ~ .....•...•• ~....
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:MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'1n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .....•. 1
Universalism Against ltself, 336 pages, muslin,
by A. Wilford Hall ... , .................... 1
Josephus. complete, library leather ...• , ...... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ...•...... , ....•. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••..•. .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illn~trated) ........ 1
R"llin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
The Koran, library leather ............. , ..... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebius Pamphilus. Bishop of Cresarea ami Palestine ..•..... 2
Crnden's Complete Coucordance of Bible ...... l
Bible Text Book ........................... l
Apocryphal New 'restament ................. l
.Elders' Diary, by Joseph Lull ..•.... ,........
.Blmerson's Ready Bind P.r. Herald and Hope size.
HuBERT WINNING,

Pres't.
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AJW(pie BeliiJJI)Olili!!ibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate

bought and sold.

One of the best Business Houses and Stock
of General Merchandise in Lamoni. Dwelling, consisting of six rooms, connected wHh
Store. The best business location in town.
Good reasons given for selling.
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and. an acre lot well set

to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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HERAL
~ONG. YOU li.A.Vlll S.A.Vl!' 1.T Bli 0Jir:ill WD!':ill: J.Nl> CiiNOU:iliNlll$
HAVE NoNE."-Pag" 116, Book ofMorm.on, chap. 2, par. 6.
BELIEVE Tl'{AT On: MAN. SHOULD HAYE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Woli!AN BU.T ONE HIJSB.A.ND! ])XOliPT IN CASE Oll' D:ii.A.Tir, WHBN EiTiiEi'l
IS AT LIBERTY TO Jl;fARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. lOll,: par. 4.

"HEARKEN TO ·THE WORD OF THJI LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY

HE

"WE

SHALL

Iowa, August 9,
SAINTS'

ERALD:

Official P3,per of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PuBusmm AT LAM(JNr, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Tra'veling ~Iinistry, District and Branch Presidenb:P
and the Bi~hop's Agents, axe requested to so1i~~lt new sub~
scribers; and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Busihes~ Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer,hl[ P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
· Entered·as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

BRo~ E .. SHUPE
·Denv~r News for

sends us copies of
and IOth,
·which we give the extracts below,.
will be:easily understood:
Tl;le Reorganized Church ofJ esus Christ
Day Saints is represented in Den~
a n17mbership of forty .. Tbev
state a folloVV"ing of abou.t one
Their belief is simple, although
Thev claim to be
which Jesus started
on earth. Theyhave twelve
all the rights, privileges
preachers. Anv
seems to be empov</;
the sacrament and lead

I

890.

church should be continued as it was
not be cumbered with unauthorized
innovations." He somehow wandered off
to the subject of divorce, and held that "according to Christ's law infidelity is the
only ground for.the severance. of the marbond."
the apostle had finished, Apostle
Shupe announced that, following the exam. pie of Jesus, h.e would tak
.. e. tlte ~ittle
children of the congregation in , . arms
and bless them. This ceremony appears
to be a sort of V!lriation of the orthodox
christening.
The apostle went out into
the midst of bisfiock and gathered up. two
babies, one of whom he interrupted in the
act of taking nourishment, and. brought
them solemnly to the front. Tperi he
blessed them, kissed them arid gave them
which they are to. lug through
After another hymn and the. benethe congregation depa!ted.
singular people have a regular
organization and.are said to number some
thousands in. the United States.
Their
headquarters nre at La.moni, ,Iowa, where
all their .. printing ,is done and whence .are
issued all the edicts by which their local
assemblies are guided.
·

No. 32,

them in the church until He. shall give
orders for them to be taken out of .the
church, they should remain, and a church
without the above named officers is not after
the pattern that Christ laid down for all
mankind to follow ..With these corrections,
hoping that you will give us space for
them that we may be set right before the
people, I remain, respectfully yours,
E. F. SHUPE,
Presiding Elder of Denver branch of Latter Day
Saints'. Church.

MR. J; A. DowiE, said to be a graduate
of Edinburg, Scotland, and later a pastor
of a church at . Melbourne, Australia, and
who the World- Herald, of O:maha, N ehraska, calls a faith-healer, has reached
Omaha, Nebraska, after something over a
year's labor OJ:'! the. Pacific coasF
Something ofthe character of Mr. Dowie's philosophy may be gathenjd from the
follo'JV'ing- e.xtracts from the reports made
in the World-Herald, if he ~~ correctly
reported, of faith as a curative ~gent. He
s.aid:.. . . . . . .
;
He prot.ested against the 1,1se of t~e term faithhealing as misleading.
It was t,~ot the faith
""hich cured. It was simply the m~ans through
which the gift. came. It was simiply the wire
leading from the dynamo. Christ,; through the
APOSTLES NOT HERE.
Holy Spirit, did the healing.. Faitij ~as sirriply
To the Rocky Mountain News.
.
the channel through> w}1ich it;cam,e. But how
bENVER, July 8th.-In youraccou. nt of could one get tnis needed .faith? Sj:>me thought
they could get it by praying fo~: it. JN'ot so ..Patrl
the m'eeting of the Reo~ga.ni.:ied Ghurch of said: ''So thenfil,lth col]'leth by hearing, and hearChri&t of.· Latter pay S!!~l'lts. there ·ing- by the word of God!' Study th;e wqrd.
were .som.e er. ro.rs•. ·.. There.· are: not two
The .speaker scoljrged the so-calb,ep Christian
h
h
science.with a lash of many cords. .!He dehounctl · D
apos es 111 . env.er W • t)fe vve ave a rpem- e.d the system as befng .not on'Iy qn-~hrlstian but
hership of about for.ty: This. would only anti-Christian.. .It was pot science. It was a
leave ten apostle&fot; the r.est of the <;burch mere mixture of inu<). Theosophy; was also, in
throughout, the> '?Vorld, which , numbers his opinion, anotherdial::\olical sclwQ1e. Spjrituabout twenty-fiv.e .n.wusimd. . The subject alism was put in the same catego.ryi
of Il)arriage as hr~ught out .in the 9isIn areport of a' meetmg' bet\lVeen Mr.
course I th;ink yvas plainly. set· forth tq Dowie and. several preachers, ;heJd in the
show that the rel~t~on that. (;hri~t sustains·. Fir.st Baptist church,.Omaha, olil.the mornclwrcli is ~he same as the marriag<i • ing of July 14th at. which some seventyand we have thehutl:writy ofthct fi"\'e persons, including
;
Paul fo:r the comparison, l1 8 . h~
.Rev. :Messrs; Savidge, Dawson, House, Roe;
comp~res the, .cbur~h to: a bride, th~
f!endoercsqn, R.oe, .Detwih;r,. Willard, Scott and
wife, and how anyone could. mis7 Drs ..Th0lin, Cooley qf:Councjl Bluffs, McMichael
take the word fon1ication for i{l;fidelity I ofMon111outh College,l!l.,and P, S~ Henson of
see; • ~r. Kemp plai~lystate4 Clilcag.o,
.·. .
•.. ·
··.····• •
that
. only cause for which (;hrisf were preserit,andpublished in the Worldwould ail ow. a bill of.di vorce Wl\S for forn~ Herald for that date, the fqllowin~ is
ication.
As to the bles~ing. oflittle chil; given:
·
·
dren we qmfind no~hing, to pisprov~the
•+Theosophy is a form qf spiritfialism," said
practice.. We filld n.o. guarat)tee in th¢ Mr. Dowie.. "It contends for the:dual form of
Scdptu res for the baptizing of inf~nts, but man; but I lay speCial stress on the tripartite na,we do fi.nd thaLJhe Master took them iQ. ture afman, body, soul <~-rd spirit. lWe contoend
·
··
h
d
d
thaHhoe soul is rnqrtal, U1e spirit,' ~mmorta!. I
His. arms and bles~ed t ern, H!1. sai "of dim'tlielievein the conditionalimtnovtalit,r of the
such is the kin gdorn of he!\ven~." We also ·· sqlrt .. It must Jhre ln ~eaven or in ;hell: .I hold
believe in. a ch'u~<;:h o:rganizatioflaS it ex; riot only the impute~>righteo~sness fq£ Christ but
iE;.te..4. in 'tn.·e:. time.'of c. ·. h. ri.st;. nat·IJ..~.l·y'·.. •'l'f.it.li.. In the imparted ri~hteousness of qJ:ist.. We in,
d
h ·
·
]' ·
. sist On separa!io!l from sin. .We Y:lold that salprC}P. ets; e:v.an~~ l~t~>rPastrr~ vatiol,"lm~st corae before. healing; .!\Ye hold that
apostles
and•. teac~e.rs; as Paul s~:rs !p F;Irst Qo; . faith wl!s always implied ip ~lhCh'rii~t's healing.
1
rin.thialls, .. tW:eUt,h./ ch~p~er 1 tnat ~2~. se~
·''~Now ~bout>the prl!o~tjc~lworki?~s,):ie~ling •hy

ar·.
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prayer. I.;beli~:ve I \Vas bornto this work. f.
know that,Godhas led me ot:lto.it. ldo,not
rtiean to s;:w I am .free from·sin,.hut I believein
sanctificatipn as a, co.~tirmous act of continual
cbnsecratic{n. I am no perfectionist. A.fterthe
first healing in 1876 I often healed peoplethrough
Christ; bU•Ut.wis n<Jf uniil 1882 .that I e.ntered
into the sriecial ministry of healing:. Then the
sick: came to my; wlfe and me by hundreds."
In speak'ing of his fortnight's work in Omaha
Mr. Dowi.e' mentioned a yo)lng,g,ir!, :MiM Hotttnc
ger of Linqoln, who was last week cur7d of deaf•
ness. He asked those who were personally cog,
nizant of the case to hold up their hands and
ab0 ut twenty people testifiecl to having .seen .the

girl.
· •·
.
,
.. · ·· ...• ..··. •.
A woman who. had suffered twenty 1five years

trom rheu~atism was. cured. Rev. Mr. Lamar's
daughter, Mary, 9 years old; had been ill, so. ill
her.parents were inclined to·send for a physician;
She was a ;christilin, and "he .prayed with her."
She was immediately restored to health, and Dr.
o. s~ Warp, the family physician, who ':'VaS pres·
ent, coul<;! testify .that she was perfecpy .we!:.
Dr. Ward admitted the fact meekly. ·There. were
others, Mr; Dowie went on to say. He could not
name them all. In his work of ei~ht years he
had laid hands qn 13.ooopeople~ As near as he
could tell 12,500 ofthem had retained·.their health.
I none pla;ce where hundreds had been healed,
only a feW; had gone bac,k to illness and disease .
Mr, Dowie did not. believe that the body was
incapable qJf dissolution, but he did believe that a
Christian <;ould so live that he would be delivered from disease and the pains •of .death.
He
referred tne audience to Romans 8: I - I I . The
whole of. the teachings of the scriptures set forth
that the bcjdy should be the purified temple ofthe
Holy Spirit. There was a difference between
dissolution and corruption.
•
Dr. Henson .wanted to know. if a Christian's
body woujd not putrefy like a wicl,;.ed person',!;
body.
.
· l'){r. Dowie thanked Dr. Henson for the question and tHought it might. But a Christian could
keep his body pure frorri disease until he was
through with it.
Rev. Die. Thain wanted to know if. we were not
just as much under the laws of disease as under.
the laws of health.
.
Mr. DO\trie went back to Romans 8 and furthermore stated that those who sowed of sin reaped
corruption.
Dr. Henson inquired whether there was any
pneuma in the natural man.
Dr. Dowie went
back to Genesis and read marginal notes, and said
some Hebrew words which showed that birds and
beasts had spirits or -living souls. The pneuma
and psyche were separate. Great confusion arises from not separating these.
Dr. Henson thought that when man sinned he
died. The pneuma went out.·
The audience scanned the chart and became
all mixed up about the pneuma and psyche, but
there was a glimmering idea that the fowls o.f
the air and beasts of the field must have psyches
or mortal souls. The psyche circle was farthest off
from the middle spot and nearest the soma, bt\t
no one but Mr. Dowie was very clear on the distinction.
Dr. Hetjson, however, seemed to know something aboilt it. He said he thought when man
sinned he died. The pneuma went out of him
and staid out pretty generally. It was only re.stored to him by the grace of Crrist.
Rev. Dr. Cooley said he had been taught tha:t
Christ's miracles of healing were only signs,
miracles worked as evidence of truth. Paul became aged. The apostles suffered. How was
that?
·
Mr. Dowie was not aware that the apostles had
any disease. Paul •aid he lived by faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ. The thorn in the flesh, trans
Jated from the original, meant a messenger sent
by God from the devil.. Mr. Dowie believed
Satan sent his own messengers.
When Paul
prayed, "Take thi~ away," God &akl, "My grace
is sufficient for thee," and so Paul said he would
glory in his weakness and rejoice in the power of
Christ. The thorn wasn't necessarily physical.
It could have been the Jerusalem bee or gossip
or something externaL

Dr. Henson .asked if the. thorn· were not a be.. n{lflcel}t provision todisciJ?Iine·Paul. ·
'
Mr. Dowie sai<l no, it c.ome ±rom.thedevil. He
Seemed Very sure of this poinf, too, and emphasized i~ witlr hisp;tlm lea Han.
...
.
Dr .. Henson wapted to know why .. God took
away dise\\,se and }eft so many other things to
troubl~ h,is children.
Mr . 'Dowie thought .all the cares of mortals
should be cast on the Lord.
pr, Cooley st0,o9 ··up ;tnd. again brought the
miracles. to the attention qf the. faith healel'.
Wetetheynot fora specific purpose? Was not
the need . of them past?
Mr. Dowie went back to .Romans and preached
a sermon to show tgat tbete was more neeess!ty
for miraclt>S. now than ever before, and Dr. Cooley fanned him. self with his hat while !here was a
·whole procession of examples paraded !Jefore.hiin
in Mr: Do" h,'s recital. Cancers w~re healed in a
few. moments, the lame and halt skipped, the
blind saw.. .
.
. .
··
Dr. Henson .wanted to know what "Greater
thing~ than these shall ye do" ref.:;rred to,.
Did
~not the apostolic power of healing cease with the
early church?
Dr. D.owie delivered another lqng discourse
empasizing his remarks with a fan, and J)r. Henson sat down, bu,t he was up again with a po~er.
When Piml was pleading his right to beeorne an
apostle he said he had seen' Christ. That was one
of his claims to be appoil}ted.
Mr. Dowie thought people nowaclays had seen
Christ just as~Paul had seen him, in a vision, but
Dr. He!lson disputed this point.
The session lasted hours, Mr. Dowie having
an· an·svrer ·. ,ready for every doubting Thomas.
Then Rev. Mr. Lamar made a short speech expressing his awe at wllat he had seen in his church,
and delivering the opini()n that eyery last one of
them would J>e act~,m1ly frightened if they could
see what he had seen.

In regard to faith being a curative agent,
it would appear that Rev. Dowie had
overlooked, "G.o th:yway, thy faith hath
made thee whole," as stated by the Great
Healer himself, in Matt. 9: 22; Mark 5:
34, and w: 52 and Luke 8: 48, and 17: 19,
all the way from the. woman with an issue
of blood to the lepers who were cleansed.
Rev. Dowie says it is not; the Savior said
it was;. who is the best authority? "Then
touched he their eyes, saying, according to
thy faith be it unto you."-Matt. 9: 29.
The apostle Peter was an instrument in
assisting at the healing of a man lame from
his birth; and in explaining the circumstance to those looking on, he said of it, referring to the Prince of Life, Jesus the
Christ,."And his name, through faith in his
name, hath made this man strong, whom ye
see and know; yea,the faith which is by him
hath given "him this perfect soundness in
the presence of you ali."-Acts 3: 16.
The apostle Tames affirmed that the
"prayer of faith shall save the sick."-

-s: ts.

In reference to the assertion that the
d:ay of healing :1s one of the miraculous
gifts was past, Rev. Dowie said:

«God was unchangeable. The day of healing
had not passed. . Those who so taught taught
error. There was no record in the book, Rhowing
when, or how. or why the gift of healing had
been taken back.
"This ~lift was surely made, and it had never
been recalled
This with other gifts were 'in the
Holy Spirit,' These gifts were often spoken of
as being given to the churches. God knew bet·
ter than to place these gifts in the hands of the
churches
He placed them 'in the Holy Spirit.'
The church could only secure the gift by having
the Holy Spirit in the churches. That was why
the gift of healing. did not seem to be ln the
churcht>s.
'.Dhey had not the Holy Spirit in
them."

In this Rev. Dowie argues. correctly~,
that the gif't of he~tling; as. a gift \iv:as in. ~r.
the Holy Spirit, 0r if we may be alloW;~\'
toerilarge upon this statement, the Hofy r;;,
Sphit was the means through which by;;
faith men w.ere healed; was the chann«?l'
througp wh1ch healing was wrought byi(
faith.
.
. '.·· .
~· .
We are not averse to the.good wrought! i~
any man in alleviating distress ari:~
among the suffering o;nes . i:Jf the
earth; but for Rev. Dowie tos.c0urge th'~
health cures of. Christian science,_ll.nd ran~·
it with Diabolism, smacks too strongly.~:f!
self-will and an arrogating to himself: 1
belongs.toGod. ·.. .•.•
• t)•
<r
same Rev. Dowk.. ~a~'.<at L<;>.s·
Angeies lastyear,when we w.erein.Southern California; an;d there as at Omaha, he.
created quite a
Bro. D; S. Mills
and some othen:; of our br¢thr~n d,iiemed
it pleasant .to visit his· meetings,•:u1d avail
thet'I).selves of the liberty ostet~siply held
out to t11lk of the methods~ of God's dealings with man, as presented in the New
Testament. .But soon they were given to
understand that they were welcome to listen, but the thi11gs held by them must not
have place. Such a thing as a: church,
and elders whose privilege it was, by reason of a call from. Christ, to lay on hands
for the healing of the sick; the idea of an
organized body of Christ, Was not to be
thought of.
In such an order Rev. J.
Alexander Dowie would be but one
among many, while by denying- all organization he is first and all.
We a:re afraid
there is too much spleen in his attack on
the churches, and in the cavalier way that
he disposes. of Paul's thorn in the flesh:
We are not fond of predicting unfortunate
things of any one, but we think we are
safe in stating that whenever Rev. J. A.
Dowie shall be approached by the gospel
plnn of salvation, as stated in the New
Testament, as a whole, rather than his
healing philosophy as a hobby, he will
deny it and denounce it as a part of diabolism, or theosophy.

j

r ;;.
j

THE following from the Council Blu:ff's,
Iowa, Globe of the 23d and 24th ult., indicate that the brethren there are busy in
the good work of declaring the word:
"Every evening this week meetings for religious worship by the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints will be held in a tent at tbe
corner of Avenue B and twenty-fourth street.
Elders Hansen, Butler and Dodson will conduct
services. They hope to accomplish great results."
"The Saints held the second of their tent
meetings last night, in a tent in Streetsville, near
the School-house, and there was a fair sized audience present. The tent ~tands on a beautiful
patch of prairie. Elders Hansen and Dodson
conducted the services, the former delivering the
discourse. Elder Dodson spoke for an hour, and
was listened to with close attention. His even
and ha,rmonious voice, tog~ther with a ready de-.
livery and a living interest in what he was saying, combined to render his address pleasant as
well as entertalning and instructive. Being free
from the vindictiveness and censorious rancor
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whiCh too often mar the i1tterances of the pulpit
at the present day the elder made a good im·
pression, and may soon gather recruits into the
army of eternal truth. He discountenanced the
doctrines of total depravity and endless punish·
ment, and enlarged on ~he more inviting themes
of immortality for poor humanity and a glad re·
lease from hardship and misery beneath the sun.
He explained that the horrors of the Spanish in•
quisit.ion were not caused by Christianity, but by
a lack of Christiar.ity. The meetings will con·
tinue nightly."

~

LAMB-IN NAME ONLY.
"Rev. M. T. Lamb of Utah addre~;sed the Con·
gregational Club last week, giving an interesting
account of his work in Utah in opposition to
'Mormonism.
He said there were more than
r,ooo Mormons in California, Josephites, persistently spreading theil· doctrines, which were ruin·
ous to real.religion."
·

The above item will serve to show our
readers what the Rev. La·mb, a representative of t[1e B<~plist Church, is saying of
them in California.
It is a weU known f~ct that the" Joseph·
'ites"in California, and elsewhere, have the
·reputation of possessing and practicing as
much "real religion" of the New Testamen~ sort-that taught by our Savior and
his disciples-as any oth~r society, and no
one who knows them questions this except
sectarian cranks, superstitious bigots, po~
litical hacks, or persecutors of "the baser
sort."
The trouble with Mr. Lamb and his
kimUies in the fact tpat their craft is in
danger.
, !i'RPJ\1 1the Desert Semi-weekly News,
;"Utal:i, for June 8th, we publish the follow'ing ta.ken from the Press despatches.:
THE INDIAN CLAIM
OJ? HA.Yll!<G SEEN THE MESSIAH AND· RECEIVED
HIS TEACHINGS.

"Thf'l following have appeared in the public
the form of pr~ss dispatches:
Fort Cu13ter, Mont, July 3 -·.Early this morning a slllall squad of' Cheyenne Indians appeared
, ··
•on thehill baclt.of Fort Custer. and sent word the.Y
; •~. ) , . •wanted.to .come ~n. It was Porcllpine, the apostle
. ·.. of}he• ne~ Chdst, anq a few followers 11nd believers in the new Messiah .
. . Por<;upine's arrest had been ordered by General
i Brisbin,. l:m t a respite had. beep. obtained for him
by Major Carroll and he now came to explain his
religion and personal condu~~·. ... .
· .
Al;~.tJje officers in the'·field, including. Major
. CartroU, .had .gi:ven Porcupine letters ol: recom~
lllendJ!tion. t..t 6 <?'clock Porcupine and his followers .went to the headquarter~ building for a
conf~r.ence with the white chief, Jules, a Semi·
nQle, ai:tin:g as interpreter.
T!ieApostle arose. and, stretching .forth his.
. hand!>, pra.y.ed in silence. for. nea,rly five mJnutes.
Suddenly .his face lit•up and he see~ed filled
with the Hol.r'Spirit. He began speaking in low,
modulated tones, which grew louder· and .faster
· • as he pr9ceeded unti) they reached a tempest of
··Indian ~loquence.
c.lai.medChrist was on the earth arid in the
\Yalker Lake, Nevada, and that he .had
se<,llnl·1m a.nd .talked with him face to face, anq
· had .sent him. abroad topreach.His
whp w91,lld, hear.
h~dseentold.him hehadbeenort
·.hundreds of years ago, When. the
him badlv,atid .km~.d hltn,
on, !"lis .hands an~feet. vvhere he
tn,e·n,eome had driVj:ln spik,e~, naj!ing him to
journal~ .in:

a cross. He also had a bad wound in his side,
where he said the spear had pierced his flesh.
He said he lived in heaven with his Father and
had a mother who was a holy spirit. His Father
had made the earth and everything that was
upon it.
Porcupine is a splendid specimen of the Indian,
over six feet tall, straight as an arrow, with a fine
face and head. He is about 35 years old, and his
large black eyes glow with the earnestness of his
convictions.
He is modest and graceful as ·an orator. He
refuses to bring the new Christ where the soldiers
can capture him. This new relig{on is breeding
trouble among the Cheyennes and gives the military much uneasiness.
Fort Custer, Mont., July 5 -The indians on all
the res.ervations In this section are in a state of
excitement bordering on frenzy O\;er the alleged
coming of the Messish. A few days ago Porcu·
pine, the apostle of the new Christ, gave to an
army officer lhe story of his meeting with the
Messiah. Last evening; he arrived here with a
few .followers and related his .story with additional details. He spoke to the officers and ladies of
the post for over an hour, and fully explained
his religion, which closely resembles the Christian religion of the whites, except that Porcupine
claims positively that Christ has come back to
earth and was seen in the flesh near Walker
Lake, Nevada. Porcupine did not know anything
about the first Christ, but he says this Christ told
him he had been on the earth hundreds of years
ago, when he appeared to the white people, who
used him roughly, and even killed him. Porcupine· says he saw. marks on the hands of. the
Christ, who said he had been nailed to a tree by
t'he hands, and that spikes had als0 been driven
through his .feet arid his side had been cut open.
The Christ did riot show the scars on his feet
as he did on his hands, nor did he show the
woul)d in his side, but all knew what he told
them was true.. Porcupine said .he did not believe
in the Christ when he. first heard of h!m, but no
sooner di<l. he se.e him. thall all doubt vanished
from his mind and he kJ;lewthat he was looking
at God. He had never seen such a tnan before
and never would unle~s he saw this man again,
which, he mea11t ~o do .. It was evening when
Chri~t camcwalking into the camp, and they all
knew who he was w.ith 0ut bein&" t<;>ld,
He describ.ed Christ as a large man with a noble
carriage and face, Christ did n9t speak the first
day Porcupine. saw him, b.ut commenced talking
the. next day soon after sunrise a11d did not cease
until thesun was near th": .we~ tern horizm1.
H udr.eds. of Indians, repres'en tati ves from scores
of tribes, heard hill}::, He did n.ot spe~k in Chey·
enne, but Porcupi!}eUJlderstood. him perfectly, as
did tpe other .Cheyf:ln;nes pres.ell:t· . . ·. .·
He then repeated,mpch oft~e Ch;rist~s s.ermons
to .the in.dians, and their simitari.ty ~o the .. first
Christ'S: teachings; ~j!S at times astounding,
Christ said wh~~;t g~ewon earth.gre.w for.all; .. and
all were equall.y entiHe.d to, tbeearth1s. products.
He .said he could n 0 t repeat In a. 4ay fill Christ
said, but th~se we~e.fome of the thi~g~ he taught,
and·he believed in th~m; a.nd the man•pe saw was
the Son af Go~; and none.other. <Ch~;ist.told the
white people Vl"he:'rr tlwy put hh:n td death. He
would come again; b11t not. tg :,theU?. first, but .to
the. Indian nations; \\>"hose red. c~lldren being
poor and simple minded, W01,lld heaf.l;lnd believe
Him. He .c0mmaqded them to go• forth and
preach His doctr.i11.e; hut to add 1J..OI!liqg to.it, 11nd
to hold nothing b~ck. Be ~.ajdHecould hear ~11
theysald wherever they were; "and/' sald.Porcuc
pine; "Christ is hear\ng me now and is here in
the room" .
; . c..
.
, . ,
The apostle stood V~"ith outstr~tdu"d. hands In
silence for. several.!'Ilinutesbefore he bega~ speak,
ing-, and having qecome filled with· the Holy:
Ghost broke forth like one' inspired'• There were
comrnandrpen.ts. to.o., such ;ts "Tho1l shalt not
steal," "Th<;lU .shalt .!;lot kill,'' ·~Tho:tJ shalt not, bear
false witness."
. '
· . . .. . . .... ·. . ·
Pgrc11j)ine saict:Ch~ist told them.?all wars were
wrong. and they m.ust not killl!.n)' ()ne; .. He ansi
wered clj.eerfully aJl que~t~o~s an,d said li":tol~.
only whathesa:'JYC.,:,>.o;·:. :i · .. ·, ,, •':•. .. ···:.
,
Two. of the IndlatJ.s,w~tll.Porcupin~. hadl>ef'lll:
toW alker Lak":,·ana,whet! q~:~e~tiori.ed byG~neral,

Brisbin, said what Porcupine had told was rrue;
and that they had seen and heard the same them~elves.

Purcupine is a fine looking indian, with large,
black. expreEsive eyes, and an abundance of silky,
bll!.ck hair. He is over biX feet talL He also
preached to the Crow Indians on the ••New
Messiah."

Our brethren of the Whitmerite filith ·
will do well to look this Indi11n Christ up.
It mily be he is the one Elder David
Whitmer refers to in the Appeal, who is
to be fhe Choice Seer. He is in the desert,
but what of that. Many are to come, and
we are prepared for any whom God may
~end.
The Lamanites are to become a
"ddightsome people," and if this new
Messiah is the one to aid them to this con•
clition who will say them nay.
THE

following

is

from the Chicago

7imes:
Carthage, Ill, 'July 2.5th.- Numerous. counterfeit goldan:d silver coins are in circulation in this
city and Hancock county. The report of spurious
money is also general in the surrounding counties.

It is well that rascally preachers and a
corrupt press can't saddle such. scoundrel. isms any longer on. the Mormpns as they
did in 1842 and after. The history of
those counties, both. before thtj Mormons
settled there, and since they !left, show
them to have been sorely cursed.with that
kind of cattle. The facts, are, Hancock
·county was .never as free from. criminals
in proportion to its population, as from
1839 to. J844, the period w\'Jen; the Latter
Day $aints were a leading fa~tor among
its inhabitants. But after tl~e Religiopolitical "Anti-Mormon" orgab,ization began to get in its W()rk, . prejudice and
malice·. and hate and crim~ . increased
greatly, but when the Mormonl:s scattered,
()T were driven away, that reg~on was not
tid of crimnals, nor were their numbers
largely diminished if we are to judge from
the rrcords, Those. counties Have made
and are making history, and tp.eir history
is profitable just . now in studying the
moral·status and influence of I the Saints
when dwelling in the.m. Time. hath her
tev.enge~.

EPITO~U..L. IT;EMS.
THE church at Lamoni conUI).ues to increase in. number. . Five were. adde.d by
baptism Sunday the 27th ult.,Jhe rite .be·
ing adll}inistered by .Bro. A. $.Cochran,
the presiding elder.
. · ...
..
Bro. J .. W. Ei!ston, of Brogklyn, New
Y:prk., Ylfhoha& been we$t •. o.n. a. business
trip, mlHie us a pleasant call. af'the H:ERALD .office.
He remained a~ Lamoni a
few d!iys, attendi~g the Sunday services
of .the 27th, . .... ·
.
.
.. ·
Bro .. W. A. "\Vibberley, $f Ironton,
·Ohio, wrote the 13th ult .., stut~ng that he
was. b!e~>sed with: . g?od a.ttend~nce and
good ·Jiq~rty in· preat:IJing .servJiles.
··From Mare11gp, Illinois, •the •26th uh.,
Bio, :F. M. Cooper w;rote: "~ro.· Henry
S~ufhwick. and. I are holding forth e:verv
nighti!J . the newG.erman·charch. .We
held three se.rvices last Sunday and ha:ve
.·,at~t'oil}tq:fen.ts.··(or:~or.(u>t"t:()vh'' ·
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''Coleman, Michigan, Julf 28th: Big

excitemen~ here-M. E. Rev. lecturing
against us ... I am replying to him.. .i\bout

three hundred .people outto hear last riight

_;.], J. Co!tnish.
BRo.

TH~ ANNUA,L ~UNION.
W. ;R. DAVISON, 'one o f the com-

mittee on locating ~nd arranging fpr the
coming AnpuaJ Re-union wrote us from
Logan the 25th ult., saying:
.
..
"The Logan to.wn committee .has. ,had
a meeting lately and ismaking all the ~r
rangements it,can for a grand time and a
big crowil, . and everything is working
nicely for the success ~f the mee~iJ:lg."
Bro. Joseph Seddon, of Persia, Iowa,
another one of the committee on arrangements, writes us similarly.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-U a person duly baptized in the Latter

Day Saints' Church was taken away where she
could not rpeet with the Saints but about once
in four or five years, would it be committing a
sin to give her name into the Christian Church
just for Christian fellowship, not being baptized
butJl si~plj giving her name to the church,
as she did riot intend to for.sake the LatteF·Day,
Saints' Chu:rch? If it be a sin please tell me how
to right the'wrong?
A1zs.-It is evident. that,· having been baptized
into the CHurch of Christ, ":which is his body,":
the fold ana family of God on ~arth, it would be;
wrong for ~ne to give hlsor her rta~e into another churdh: One may with propriety have'
friendly fellowship with meml!ers of other:
churches, ~9 far as scch friendship goe~, without
in any sense surrendering any principle of right;
c~md truth; J:>ut jf su.ch surrender )>e required as:
the price of: such fellowship, 110 true disciple will;
be willing f!Or can he afford to pay it, nor. would'
a sincere and intelligent ,fri~pdsrlip demand it,
It is taught in thew:otd that itis given· unto:
God's people to be the salt of the earth; that the}":
are by their life and teachings to leaven the mass
of mankind among whom thefr influence is cast;'
in other words, that the effect of .their lives,:
seasoned by the Holy Spirit, is to be .. positive\:,
that they are to lead men and women to the'
truth of Christ, and not be negative forces in the
world, against whom it sha!l prevail and lead
away from the gospel.· The life of the member
of the Lord's "l:JOusehold'' who livesaccording
so the pattern given in ~Peter r: r-12, will not
be passed um10ted by, or' be witho1:1t influence
among all who ih their hearts love truth and
righteousness, but will surely be a. power for
good among them. One can be frlendly and'
sociable to an extent with all good people ofother
denominatioms, but we doubt if any Safrit can
find satisfactory, restful fellowship in sectarianism. We believe the sister can best undo the
unwise act, rectify her e~'ror and feei at eai;e by
withdrawing her name from the said church.
~.--,What does John mean wh!'!n he says, "If
we. say we have no sin we deceive ourselves and
the truth is not in us." (r John r: 8}? Js it possible to live without sin?
.
Was Judas ever a believer in Christ or not?
A.-John but stated the general condition of
sin which all, in greater or less degree, ~ere in.
. He did not deny the pssibility of one, ·by the

gra.ce of. God, finally Jiving so as to. be free from
sin. : Re~~;d the. succeeding verses and chapters.
See Inspired Translation.
We tl1ink Judas was a believer in Christ, but
to what extent he believed or to what degree (H
any) received testimony of Christ we can not
say. In the New Tesfatrient he is c~lle<;l "a
devil,?' "the son of perdition," and it is also said
that "Satan entered. into him." In Section '76:
4, Doctrine and Cov·ena~fs, the sons 'b~p,:rdl,
tion are described· as those who receive of and
deny the power of God, etc. Read the sections
cited.
Q.- What was fhe mystery kept secret from
the foundation of the world?. (See Romans x6:

2.5·

.

Who does the calling aliJJQe to? (Seer Cor. r:.
26.)

A.- What was known only to the .initiated, the
baptized art<;l enlightened people of God is termed a ,;mystery'' by the'aJ)Ostle. (See LukeS: 10;
Rom. II.: 2.5; r6: 25i I Cor. rs: sr.etc.· The
gospel, tije life, mission and work.ofJesus Christ,
and the revelation of the same, were 111ysteries
to the heathen world-to all who were ignorant
concerning them.
In I Tim .. 3 :r6, I. T., it is
stated that "The.pillar and ground of the truth
is, (and without controversy, great is the mystery
of godliness,) God was manifest in the fie~h, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto
the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received
up into glory." We understand from this that all
known and u11known, all rev~a!ed and unrevealed.facts of the gospel concerning this and the future life are comprehended in the above. What
the people o£ God obtain'ed knowledge of were
once mysteries to them.
What they do not yet
understand are to them still mysteries. In Rom.
r6: z_s. we do not 'understand the apostle to state
thih none of the ancient worthies understood the
red emptio~ a11d w~rk
Christ, but that it was
but:partly known.and partly preached until the
commission to the apos"tles was, "Go ye Tnto all
the world and preach the gospel to every creature;" after which the world, could if if would,
understand the first .principles .of the gospel and
continue to grow in grace and in the knowledge
of the truth, until ih. this life they "find wisdom
and great treasures of know ledge, even l)ldden
treasures,'' and.irtthe life.to come obtain a perfect
knowledge. "The Spirit searcheth all things, yea
the deep. th.ings of God."
Verse 2 of the same chapter explains.
All
God's people are called to be saints, and from
among them some are called to be servants-minister~. Paul addresses the Salnts; but someportions of his epistle are more particular! y addressed to the official members of the church.
Q-Should the sacrament be administered to
non-members?
A.-It should not.
Q.- W.ould it not be better for officers to withhold administering it to persons "vhom they do
not know to be members?
A.- The officer: administering (passing) the
bread and wine should know who are members.
The priest 6£ the branch shotild know all its
members. H~ should ~~t administer it when he
does not so }mow, but he or the officer presiding
should afterwards ask if any members have
missed their portion.
Q.-Is a member justified in refusing the sac.
rament from an officer in transgression?
A.-Yes; No. Circumstances mu~t detefmine .

of.

Q.~What should be done when
clines to correct a wrong course?·
A.-The officer presiding should be nqtified.

"The same rose blows, and the same sun glows,
And the same hJ'ooj< sings of a. year ugo.
There's tho samo sweet clover'smell
And the ,June sun warm
his wings of fire, in the. t.rees." .

in

In doubt, I journey; Lord, forgive;
Forgive my way'ring :ways
Help me toj;)urney, that I live
In honor all my dayS'.

I~ grief I journey; Lord, be kind;
Thy mercy still befriend;
Bind up the. weakness of my mind,
Watch o'er me to the end.
Keep me, I pray thee, true to tli'ee.
Much hope in kindness send;
Thine angelg' wat.chcare keep o'er me,
And guard me to the end.
My home with thee Hong to see,
To thee my .thoughts ascend;
If thou would'st pity show to me,
Still guard me to the end.
If thou would'st help me on my way,.
Thy Spirit to me send;
The cloudy pillar, fiery ray,
Still guard me to the end.
My home is far, I journey still
To it my footsteps tend;
One boon: I crave, thy Spirit will
Still guard me to the end.
J OSEP Fl SMITH.
From a book of manuscript! belonging to. brother
Cochran, we have been permitted to copy the above
poem, which we do not remember ever to have seen
in print In many a heart we feel· sure it will touch
a responsive chord. In doubt and grief and ·weariness, we sojourn here. Pilgrims and strangers I Who
. has not need !n faith to oll:'er the prayer, ''Still guard
me to the end?"
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Bro. John Barnard, of Manchester, Texas, asks
forprayers for his healing·. Also, Sr, Wood, of
the same place asks prayers that her littlegirl
may be restored to her right mind, the soundness
of which has been impaired.
The wife of an elder earnestly requests your
faith and prayer in behalf of her husband, who
is sick nigh unto death, that God may spare his
life to the church and to his family.
Sr. Atriy Dempster, Plano, Illinois, asks your
failh and prayers in behalfof her husband, suffering from disea;;e brol!,ght on by the Ia grippe.
Sr. B. Calhoon, Goodell, Iowa, requests the
prayers of .the Union and also of the elders in
behalf of her husband, that in may please God
to restore him to health.
Sr. Caroline Shearer, New Springfield, asks
your faith and prayers in behalf of her daugh:.
ter, Edna, who is very sick with typhpid fever,
NoTICE.-If Bro. C. R. Duncan will write
Bro D. F.
·Lake Crystal, Minnesota,
gi\'iug him the name of any party to whonr
he wishes the Heralds sent, they will be £01<
warded.
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INTS' HERALD.
~

HOMJJi. COLUMN l'lfiSSIONAIW FUND.

July 17, Amount to date ............. $2,996 98
Prayer Union, Cheltenham, Mo ............. $6 25
Wallace Johnson, Mont. . z_s
Sarah A. Hopkins, N.J.. 25
M. E. Gunsolley, Iowa . . so
N. M. Gunsolley, Iowa . . so
Stella Gunsolley, Iowa . . 25
C M. Wilder, Iowa ..... I oo
Mite and S~wing Society, Lucas, Iowa ....... 20 oo
Dora Cann, 111. • • • • • • • • • 75
E. B. Edson and children,
Iowa ...........•...... soo
W. and S. F. Blanchard,
Mass ................ I oo
Sisters' Aid Society, Plano, 111. ••••••.••••.••• 12
Wm. Johnson, Iowa..... 25
John D. Gulembo, Mich. I oo
Sr. Duckworth, Kan. . . . . 25

so

49 75
July u, Amount received to date ..... $3 o4_{i_j_J
W""Serid all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

WILLow SPRINGs, Mo'·, July uth.
Dear Home Columu :-I thought it woul;f be
vrell to write a little of our country amongst the
Qzark hills. I can truly say the Lord is with his
people in this part of the land both in spiritual
and temporal blessings. Bro. I. N. White was
here and organized a branch at Willow Springs
apd we :also have two Prayer l)'nions, one at
Wlllow.Springs and one on Indian Creek eight
miles fro~ Willow Springs. We have Sunday·
:school on Indian Creek at 9-30 a.m., preaching
at I r a.m., prayer and testimony. meeting 2: 30 p.
m., and the Lord meets with u.s on every occa.s!on. Bro.Atw~ll is our preside~t. Bro. Henry
Sparling has been ordained to the office of priest
myhushand.was ordained a teacher ... They
are the· c;fficers of the Wi\low Spring~ branch.
They hold meetings at .Willow Springs and
Indian (3r!Jek ;al&o. Sacr;unent meeting at
Creek e:very second. Sunday. Willow
tljird Sunday.
you do not know what great
It brings to my soul when I sit down
read .the letters in, the . Home Column~ I
to pray for me,.that I may bring my
the true. light. I' have four chilar·en-lmreE girl;> aqd o:ne boy-all ypung; but I
they will see the necessity ofe~
old enough. My prayer
throughout the .broad
in gospel bonds,
AGN;<.:S EnwARDS.

takes Autumn Leaves and we all enjoy Jt very
m1Jch and have found it very instructive to both
old and young, and we are glad "our Father" put
H in your heart to publish it. How we are caused
to rejoice as we read the many testimonies contained therein and the letters of the sisters in the
Home Column. How often I think as I read
them and find how well our thoughts and experiences correspond: Surely it is the same Spirit
of our God and Father that operates in the
hearts of all his children, and I feel that we are
brothers and sisters indeed, and I am drawn to
all Saints as such.
Your sister in the one faith,
M. E. GooDENOUGH.
BE NOT WEARY.
As I sat alone this evening,
Cares and fears all gathered r01md,
Hedging in my path so closely,
Not one ray of light I found.
And I murmured at God's dealings,
Had he ceased my friend to .be;
Said a voice then low 'and tender,
"'vVeary one, oh, come·to me!"
Why so doubting? Why' so fearing?
Trust unto m!),-:I am strong;
Bear up bravely with thy burden,
Child, it will not be for long.
"Soon I'll come in,clouds; of glory,
Crown each waiting, weary head ;
Blest· rewards for all· th'e faithful,"
This ls what the Spirit said .
. Be not vy:eary in. well doing,
Do not shrink when trials come,
As thciugh strange thing haP,pened to you,
Others oft the cross have borne.
Come to me when cares oppress you,
Cast on me your heavy lmtd, ·
Do not tarry, do not falter;
True to promise' is. your• God.
N.ow ·I'll. try to he. ~ore .faithful
Though my heart grow faint w~th fear,
Gaining strength, and faith, and c(:)urage,
As the time goe~'year by year.
Sisters, will .you. t~o strive with·.me,
Joining hands f()r. Zion's g()od,
.That whtm Jesus . qomes i.n glory,
We'll. be. one, in Christ. our Lord.
C.. E. 'f'I>ARsoNi
If we only preach about Hi)U, teach,hear, talk,
discuss and dispute about Him; take His name
into our mouth, but. ;wiJl not let Him work or
:Show his po.wer in us, He will: no more help us
than the ark helped the Israelites.-.:.Biskoj Hun:
ti11gton.
·.
.
"Every man shalt· beat his own burdim".,-"this
is the law of necessity.. "Bear ye one another's.
burdens''-is theiaw of Christ. Let a man. lighten his own load· by sharing his neighbor's:-T.

T .. Lyuclt.
Bum RAPIDS, Kan., Jrily r!th.
Dear Sisters oftke.,Home C()ltmz~:~Ihave of:
ten thought I would vydte a Jew liqes •. I. ha':'e
been,inthe chprch only eighteen months and I
do thank G0<ifor the day t.hat my husbanc\llnd
n:tyselfwere ~~ptiz~d i11to ~hrist. . .It was the
hapj'i~st \lay ()f my Jife.and I hfl,ve n~':'er re~et:

ted it for one moment. I have trials, but I
know when I take them to God in prayer that
he gives me strength to overcome them. The
sisters of the church organized a Prayer Union
the fifteenth of last April and as I was elected
secretary I thought I would pen you a few Jines.
We are few in number, but we feel that God's
Spirit is with us and if we put our trust in him I
know he will bless us.
We are trying to live so as to be worthy of his
blessings. I love to read the Herald, there are so
many words of cheer from different ones. Let
us pray for one another that we may all gain
strength and faith in this glorious work. T feel
like saying with .the poet, «How firm a foundation, ye Saints of the Lord."
We are looking for Elder Kent to preach for
us next Sabbath and I do hope he will come, as
we have not had any preaching in a long time.
We have our Sabbath·school at ten o'clock
and our regular prayer-meeting at three o'clock;
but those do not fill the place of a good gospel
sermon. I am sorry to hear that some of our
elders are having poor h'ealth, and I hope that
God will give them strength and health to go on
and preach the gospel to those who will listen
and beUeve in the. only means by which to gain
eternal life.
CARRIE HASKELL.
LI'I'TLE Swux, Jpwa, ]TJne 27th.
Dear Sistersoj the P;ayer Union:-;f am glad
I have the opportunity .of informing you that we
have rev·ived our Prayer Union, in th~s branch of
the church. I send with this letter three more·
names to pe enrolled on the general Jist.
Qqr
membership is only six; though ther~ are sever(!.!
who attend occasionally who do not vyish to join
just yet, and some do not even atterld because,
they say they can. not speak or pray, b:ut we pr~y
and. hope they will overcotne that ma.n-fearing
spirit and come and visit us, that we, may in a
short time; have their voices mingled. with ours,
that they,.,too, may realize that God ,has heard
and answered their prayers in behalf of those who
~end in their req'uests for .us to pray' for them.
In ourfi~st>meet!ng there wen:: thr~e requests
sent in from members: of this brand,h and the
Lord .. heard'our ·petitions·. and. answered them.
One was a sister .who was afflicted w/th dropsy
an.d. they called their famil.y physician and he
sf!.id ·he could do. nothing for her and tnat she
could not live but five.Qr ~ix days at rhost. She
.could not. lie down. night .or day, but had to be
S\lP)JOrted with pillows all around her, even for
her arms and feet to rest upon.
Wei.called our
Prayer Union together and each one ;-emembel"ed her, and that night she went to bed and slept
unti! fouro'clockin the. morning, wit~out arousing, andwas sgon .moved to her. hom~; (forshe
had been taken to her father·in-la.,Y's house).
When Brq. Blair was here he administered to
her arid she has bee.n gaining rapidly eversince,
and two weeks ago she ~as out to church for the
first time for n~arlyayear, having ,l:>eell' kept
a,way on account. of her he;tlth; ~he .p~ople were
astonished, and inde~d, it is marvelous i!¢ our ow~
eyes .. ·I a~ told, .that the doctor tal{e~ .the honot'
t~ .hitl1self; that is natural as he Js an 11nbe1iever:
Herfather·in·law says it,~as notthe ~dtl)inistra
Uon becan.se she .'Yas better J:>efore s)le left his
h()u~e~Ue .did Mt and, p<>e~ not yet kilo'N,} pre7
st~me;>tJ:ial sp,ecia) pr~y,ers were
· f()r. h~r,
aitd th.e beg-inning of her
J>ack Jo
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tbat very afternoon.
She walked down to the
church this week, a distance of nearly a quarter
of a mile. Such a blessing is encouraging! . To
Go? be all the honor and glory given.
.
We pay ina mite when we have it and have
concluded to s,,nd it to the Home Column Missionary Fund every ·three or four months. . As
there were some who intended to send an offering, anyway, they handed it to me to send as an
offering fl'om our prayer union, and "'e will send
it now so ygu may have the benefit of it.
In the last meeting of our Sewing Circle we
agreed to send an offering to the Missionary
Fund, and that offering should be a tenth of
what we have now on hand, and that we shall
send an ofter!ng occasionally a~ the Lord prospers us. We are making an effo.rt to get a bell
for the church house.
Bro. J. F.:Mintun· came over from Magnolia
last Sunday and assisted in organizing a. Sunday
school in this· branch. Ye Sunday-school workers, pray for us; and Prayer Union, too, remember us upon the day for . the subject of the Sullday-school work.
Yours in the one faith,
ELLA MILLER.
TEMPLE, Mo, June 28th.·
Beloved Siste1·s of Zion:- What a grand work
we are engaged l;~. Soon after I came into ·the
church I began to doubt whether the work was
true or not. I first became discouraged and then
began to doubt. But as soon as I began to doubt
I prayed to.the Lord that if this was his church
to remove Jall doubts from my mind and to
strengthen me that I might not be discouraged
again. Next day I commenced reading the Bible
with greater light and understanding than I ever
had before,'and I have never been discouraged
so since that time. Neither have I doubted the
truthfulness of the work since. But I have received evidence enough to satisfy my mind that
it is true. My prayers have been answered many
times.
I never have since I can remember had as
good health as I now have. The promise of the
Lord is sure. He w111 answer prayers, and does
comfort his Saints. We do not belong to any
branch, nor do not live close enough to one to
join, nor do not have a chance to hear any
preaching very often. We had not heard any
preaching since February, if I mistake not, until
lately. Bro. Curtis and Bro. Gomer Wells have
been laboring' in this part of the Lord's vineyard
(the last two weeks), and meetings closed last
night. They are going too far away for us to
attend now; but hope to see them back again
soon.
0! it fills my soul with joy to see the young
i? the church and in years so willing and ready
to defend the cause they love so well. Truly the
Lc)rd has called and is "calling now to battle
both the aged and the youth."
Since I last wrote to the sisters of the Prayer
Union I received a letter from Sr. Maggie
Campbell. who lives in Hopeville, Ontario. I
am not personally acquainted with her, but she
seeing my letter in the Herald had a desire to
correspond with me: She writes me good and
encouraging letters, and I feel by the Spirit to
s1y her works are accepted of God. She writes:
«I am also a young gh·l desiring to live in righteousness before my Master and aid all I can to
roll on the good work."

THE SAINTS' HERALD ..
We, though young, can do a great deal to help
roll on this grand work; we must put our trust
in God and He will ever be with us in defend'ing
the cause. I love to tell the truth of the i.vork to
otliers, and I love to do all I can in helping to
spread the gospel.
l desire to see the hon·
est hearted gathered into the one fold.
Perhaps by so doing I may be the means in the hand
of God of some obeying the truth. Then they
would thank our God for sending us in their
midst.
There has none obeyed the gospel that
I have conversed with, but I think of •'casting
the bread upon the waters and it shall be gathered many days hence." Some whom I have talked to and who have attended preaching say they
believe it is true.
May the Lord grant them
courage to obey the truth is my prayer for-them.
Dear Saints, remember them in your prayers,
and pray for me that I may endure faithful to the
keeping of thecommandments ot the Lord that
when he comes to make up his jewels, I may be
remembered with them and be worthy of entering into the joys of our Lord.
Your sister in the one faith,
VIOLET JoRDAN.
P. S.-When I was confirmed a member of the
church it was told to me by prophecy that I
would be the means of helping spread the gospel,
and so it is being fulfilled, as I have a chance to
those whom I associate with. I am young and
by the help of God I am determined to fill my
mission here on earth according to his will. It
is not my desire to fall by the wayside but to
preos onward till the race is run, then I can expect a reward for so doing.
V. J.

Editors Herald:-On the morning of June zoth,
shortly after breakfast, I took up my books with
the intention of studying, but found myself op ..
pressed by a spirit of sleepiness which I vainly
starve to overcome. Finding myself unable to accomplish this, I went into a room apart from the
family and laid down on a lounge, and soon fell
asleep. During my sleep I dreamed that I was
in company with a young brother, who, like the
prodigal son of scriptural record had strayed away
from his Father's house (the church), and whom
I had been instructecl by the missionary in charge
to see, that if pos,;ible he might be reclaimed.
He seemed
be in the vicinity ~here I then
was, but away from his home. I spoke to him
and he answered me very kindly, but did not
seemed inclined to stop with me. I again addressed him and requested him to favor me with
his attention for a short time, as I wished particularly to talk with him in regard to his future
prospects. He replied, "I can not stop with you,
but if you will walk my way I will show you
where I live."
I walked with him and at once asked him why
he had taken the course he had He ·answered
very kindly and very quietly, ''Whv, father is
to blame for the step I have taken." .
This surprised me very much, as I knew that
his father was in the church and was anxious in regard to the step taken by his son. I did not comment on this as other things attracted my attention. I noticed that as we walked, his attention
seemed to be absorbed in watching the side of
the path along which he was walking. Occa-

to

sionally he picked up something which he care·
fully deposited in his pocket. We were traveling
toward the north and had journeyed but a short
distance before I noticed the clouds in: the west
assume a very threatening aspect, a·nd called his
attention to them; but he was so pre-occupied
with watching along the path that he gave no
heed to the clouds that looked so ominous. I
perceived also that something wits wrong with
myself. My sight was either failing me, or. it
was growing dark very rapidly. I took him by
the arm and said, "Bro. J -, I can not set! along
this road." He repled; "Something must be wrong
with your eyes." I .tried t:J overcome my feelings,
but darkness was gradually gath~ring around us,
when Bro. J- stooped once again; and the darkness at that moment seemed. to roll back from
my vision, and once more I beheld the light.
I saw him pick up a bright silver dollar and
deposit it in his pocket. The thought came to
my mind like inspiration, Every dollar gathered
is one saved, ~pt nothing for the Lord. Traveling a road with clouds of dark omen gathering
around, totally oblivious of danger, watching
carefully for the things that perish. I told him
I could travel with him no further .. He did not
seek to detain me. We separated and I awoke.
As I pondered the above dre.am in my mind
my thoughts reverted to the teachings o1 the
scriptures: "Love not the world, neither the
things that in the world. If any man love the
world, the love of the Father is not in him.":_r
John 2: 15. ''Lav not up for yourselves treasures
upon earth." "Lay up for yourselves treasures
in heaven.'' "Where your treasure is, there will
your heart be rllso." "The light of the body is
the eye; if therefore thine eye be ~ingle, thy
whole body shall be full of light; but if thine eye
be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness.
If therefore the :ight that is in thee be darkness,
how great is that darknessn "Ye can not serve
God and mammon."o-Matt. 6:19, 24.
In the parable of the sower it is said: "And
some fell among thorns; and the thorns sprung
up, and choked them."-Matt. 13: 7· In the 22d
verse of same chapter Christ makes this plainer
by saying, "He also that received seed among
the thorns is he that heareth the word; and the
cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches·
choke the word, and he becometh unfruitful."
Thus we see how imrossible it is for us to live as
the children of light and fail to separate ourselves
from the world.
It is possible for us to receive the good seed of
the word, and yet to fail of bringing forth fruit to
perfection because of the cares of this world, and
the deceitfulness of riches. 0. if we were wise
and could remember that, "the kingdom ·Of God
is not meat and drink; but righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."-Rom. r4: r7.
When I think of the responsibility of parents,
I ask myseif the question, If we fall in our duty
and our children in consequence become luk~
warm and Indifferent; or if we devote our time
and our talents striving to accumulate the things
that pertain to this life, and are careless of providing for the spiritual nece!'sities of ourselves
and families, so that we not only fail ourselves
of entering that rest that is prepared for the children of God, but our children also fail in the
battle of life, how much greater will be our condemnation, and how can we answer before the
throne of eternalcjustice?
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0, fathers and mothers, are we doing our whole
duty by our. children? Are we watching carefully their interests as those who will be accountable to God for our stewardship, or are watching
more carefully their temporal needs than their
spiritual ? It is right that we should care for the
t~mporal interests of our households, but it is
neither right nor wise to devote our lives to our
temporal interests to the neglect of our spiritual
duties; and if we do, the result must be that the
light of God's Holy Spirit will be darkened, and
then how great will be that darkness. "What
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole
world and lose his own soul ?"-'Mark 8: 36.
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The fifth of next month I start for Courtland,
the Lord willing; but I am under a promise to
·come back here In the fall, perhaps in October,
if I can do them any good; if not I mrst go somewhere else; for I love this great and glorious
cause, and feel that woe is me if I do not help
roli on the same.

places where I have been. Some join with us
and many are believing.
While in Young county Bro. W. A. Bennett
assisted me by taking me to many places. I will
riot forget them there, hut will return as soon as
practicable, Space will not permit me to give
details.
I stopped at Bro. E. D. Thompson's, near·RogYes, though I know that I am weak,
And feel the cross is hard to bear,
ers, the family that stood by me during the dis·
I know this is the Master's cause,
cussion held there two years ago,.. now at Cook's
That he will for his servants care.
poir.t feeling well with the Saints. Brn. Nunley
I know I'm called to preach the word,
and Sherrill met me at the station. From h.ere
To labor in the gospel Ji,eld;
I go to Houston county, and will probably meet
1 know in whom to put my trust,
Brg. ], W. Gillen there.
·
And to His service gladly yield.
Some things have occurred in Texas which I
C. H.P.
Did I not know that I was acting in the line of.
regret, and will probably cause many of the
my duty I should not be here. There are some
Saints in Texas hours of sorrow. Nevertheless
HIGHMORE, Dakota.
good, pious and noble Saints in this Braidwood
the work is of God and it will stand; and while
Editors llerald:-Our Elder,. Mr. Sheen, has branch, Saints that God loves or so I firmly besome may differ from us, let us treat them welL
been holding Sabbath-school all spring and sumlieve; and I pray Him to revive His work
If we have loved them in the past, can we not
trier, and had been presenting the truth to us in
among them, and to give me or whoever may
have sympathy still? Oh, may the Lord give us
a different light than I had ever heard before; so
labor here great wisdom, godly zeal and humiLity,
strength to stand and do our part, though little
I became interested in the doctrine as he presentthat when the day of reckoning shalt come we
In bonds,
ed it to us.
He loaned
what books he had,
may not be ashamed of our wor.k in Braidwood. : it may be!
AMos ]. MooRE.
which I read; and the more I read the more J
I do believe there·is a brighter day in the near
became ctmvinced they were right.
Then Mr.• future for Bvaidwood. For this I am laboring;
QuANACCEE, Mich., July xoth.
Oehring came and threw still more light on the
for this I shall contirlUe to pray, and for the
Editors Herald:.c_Since our conference at Baysubject; and as Elders Sheen and Oehring agreed,
prosperity of the Israel of God throughout the
. port I ·have been laboring in a new:• field where
and)t was exactly what I had' formed an idea
earth.
this gospel never .before has been preachedwas right, I could not help but become one of
The case of healing was that of Sr. Walrath,
your number.
It was hard to overcome that who got some .of the. slobberings or foam of a · about five miles from my home, at a.place known
as the Half-way House. I have had )arge crowds
prejudice against the church, but l praise God
mad cow which had been bit by a mad dog on a
of people attending, and have had ;consider!!ble
that he has taken the fear of men out of my
sore that she had on the bact of one of her hands,
opposition, but it has •had a tendency to forward
l::leart.
Yours in Zion,
in trying to protect he:r children and cows from
NELSON RASMUSSEN.
the same. In about nine days afterwards on the. work. Two preachers and one dass-leader
attended some of our meetings.
~ gave them ·
TILLIE RAs"&&USSEN.
she was taken with fits, and greatly di~tressed.
The good Lord was ~~rdful to usalldheard our •• opportunity to d.efend their part. T~~ class-lead~
. er made some. desperate,efforts topersuadethe
prayers. .
W .. R. CALHOO~.
WILMING:roN, Ills., July 17th.
··people. contrary to our views;but a~Lto n(l avail.
Br:otker ".foseflt Smitk:-I am out on
One of those preachers after preaching in the
CooK's PoiNT, Tex, July 9th.
my fitst mlssion,or preaching tour. . It is no
Methodist .and ·Baptist churches tot thirty years
Editors Herald:-;S!Jme ask me wily I do not stated publicly that the ·gospel. we preached was
· easy ta~ki can assure you for a man of my age,
write to the Herald oftener than I d.o, and. I tell
:(near/)' ~~v:enty), to start out among strangers
the true gospel of Christ. The reason wby h.e
them there are so. many writing th~re is not · had not preached it was his congregation woul<;l
• a.nd trayers<; th~ same grounds that some of the
room for all to write . often; however I drop a
bright~st lights of the church have labored on
not accept of it.
line to its columns.
.
• · years ago, als<,J to try and encourage. some who
I have been threatened both by the people and
I left home in Apr;ilicalllng a,t Lqng Branch, the press, but those things .only fotward on the
are s?rely tried, and as it were, faltering by the
and preachlt1g my fa,rewell discou~se to the
w~y, :p,ut} feel to t~ank Godthat I have taken
work in that pla<,:e.. I baptized one lady tl)ere on
. tli1s ~nissi~n, for I believ~,· yea, I know that it Sain.ts where I h~ye sp~nt so many pleasant the .fourth of ~July. On the 13th fiive more will
hours; and all see!I}e4 to regret my departur<>.
1{as Been a blessing to some... I .have been called
be baptized, and riumbersof o~her~ have born
Bro: Currie spoke tp the pe()ple .and left a good
on several. times to administer to the sick, and in
testlm.ony that they _pelieve it to be the work.of
impression. ·
claim.ed to have. received reGod; W..e expect their preacher will go with
We soon]ound 011fselvesin Tex3.s, apd we '~them in the near future.
!nstarlce very .marked. In this I
mustnow separate, Bro. Currie goi~ghome, and
Father, not. so much that. he
] AMEs BuRTcH.
I went to Wichita county w~~re we have some
I do that he had respect to
noble Saints. HovveV:er misundertandlng and
GALIJl:N, Mich.,July 23d.
the enemy of our soulstryipgto tear flov;n; and
Edito(~ Herald:--Our section of; the mission,
after. many. pn1yer!) ii~Jd the little .wisfl()m God : (South:.weste~n New York), is opening up grandhas given me, after bhoring for weeks alld when • ly, and ~e 11eed more: htborers. . Br~· Lanphear
about to give up all ~opes,• the l.,<;Jrd in one ho.ur
and I are notable to respond to the !calls already
accomplished the W()rk. S.(lme wel'e :presen~ on
b~lng m.!lde.
A goodly number !l'ie greatly inthat occasion from .Latnoni, .and witnessed the
terestedan~ ~om~ are n~ar. the dporof the fold,
pciV'm of God's Spirit .pour~d.out orrthaf·.mtJe
~specia~ly.in Greenwood townsh,1p, Steuben coun·
band: of Saints.; and such prayers. frorn sisters. I
ty, anti Qb.i! A.llegany co~rity .. I )~ft Bro. r_annever heard before. Then the ?~(!mise :made ~'that
pheat at thelatt~r pl.ace. the 14th .l•st~, wh~~ I
the Lord would ble~shis peoplein Texas,'' spoleft for home. Cheese making andl:layingmakes
ken by Bro. Stafto.rd was ,brought to our minds.
th,e season excessively busy, and the short nights,
Our heavy he~rts wer~ gla,~d.ened, arid· the next .with time an hour faster thanotirs:
.. ·
daY> in company wi.rh • Br(l. C. C.!!olcoll:lqe, we
Br~.W;J. Sm.lth.andJ. RWatsqn,of St. Ml).cheerfully went Ot1,arrivi~.g in Yo11ng county in
ry's,,Canaqa, arehqldi~g meetings ~t Troy,.nea;
timeto meet our appointme11ts,and fgund m!lny
herE!. .Goof! interest, s~m~ to be q!lptjzedthere
anf'iously vvatchingf?r fear we wottld ~ot come;
soon .• :
.:
•.. · >;
.•
:
an'd no wonder; foJ'. they had heard b)lt .ope dis' . .• Sh!ltl wturn <;ast jus.tas ~00!1. !IS 9ircumstances
course
fiyeyears:
•
vvU.i relieve ,and pe~Tit me. ·
·
The Mopie
yery kl!ld to'U!e/i~ m.:any

we

in
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CHATHAJYI; Ont.,July 22d.
JU{tors Hm;ald:.......:r will write you l}o."' l be·
came a Latte1 .Pay Saint. ·.Bro. Bardw~;lcame
along one Sabbath afterl)oon inthe.fal.I of .'89
and said, "Bro. Hildreth, <;:orne; go along.and
hear a Latter'Day Saint e1der."
J ~aid Iwot;ld. The meeting was held)!) Victoria park, Chatham. I walked up wit!} the
Saints in the stand, not knowing what sm:Lqf
peo.ple they we;e, put L.found them to, be the.
people of the living God, according to the Scriptures of divi.ne. truth.
Elder A. Lev~rton was ou.r speaker,: 11nd it:
seemed to me, every word he spoke was for me.
Sr. Hildreth and I were.both Methodists, but we
thought every professor of Christianity should
be buried in the water. Sr. Hildr~th said to me,
"Why not be;baptized by. your .minister?"
I said that th.e M. E; minister had no al!thority, and that the first minister that proved to be
a •man of God should be the man to baptize me,
andiBro. A. Leverton was the man.
I know the;work is from God, for I have en·
joyed gifts of. healing, and the Lord has given
me strength
lay down tobacc::o after using it
nearly fifty years.
Your brother,
M. HILDRETH.

to

plain to methat .Brigham :Young
· suG<:!'!ssor. of Joseph the Seer. I· read their ~o
caH~d r,evelaUqn on plural maxriage, and for a
time. thought. their daims were probably .well
founded; but I soon 9>btained some of the read·
ing matter published by our church which I .read
carefully. This, tog!'!tner with m.Y dream and
observing the a<;ts of the members of the Utah
Church, convinced me that the Reorganized
Church.was the only true ~burch on earth. 0,
how I want, to see th.is work c<mtinue to prosper!
I am in this work ahd expect to remain in it
through life. I wa~t each and every one of us
to pay our tithing that this glorious truth may
carried to all people, that they mayreceive the
glad "tiding~ of great joy.
Most of my relatives and friends live in Sharp
county, Arkansas, and I much desire that they
hear this gospel irt its fulness, for I lJelieve many
of th~m wouldreceive it ifthey had opportunity
to do so. Ihave sent them the Voice of
ing which I think will have a good effect. When
my relatives in ~rk~nsas are ready to hear I
want to inform the authorities of the charch,
that an elder may be sent to them.
Judging from my knowledge of the work some
might think I had attended many of our meetings and heard many sermons by our elders, but
such is not'the case; I have never attended one
of our meeJ;ings, and yet I heartily believe that
· the si~ns wl1ich ChJ;;ist. said should follow l)e.Jievers do exist in the church.
Your brother,
CHARLES J. SPURLOCK.

.: MoNTPELIER, Idaho, July 13th.
Editors He~ald:-If space will permit pleas!'!
allow me to contribute through your columns a
mite to this ·latter day work; which to me is so
new and yet grand. Having had poor health in
Fresno courity, California, I came.to Idaho last
fall, thinkingi such change would ·improve the
condition of •my health. Here I became ac·
BAY Cr:rv,·Mich,July 25th.
quainted with Elder A: J. Layland, who spoke
Editors Herald:-I am still laboring for the
often and freely to me in regard to this ·latter
spread of the gospeL . Since conference I have
day work. 'there was much prejudice to be relabored some in Sanilac county with Bro. Cornmoved from my mind before I could accept the
ish.
We had some good times preaching the
doctrine, as. I had thought the church in Utah
word.
Some beiieved and some believed not,
t'he only Latte·r.Day Saint Church In existence;
and it is amusing to s.ee wme of the so.ca!led
I also thought them to be a worse dass of people
Christians tremble and rage when the glorious
than I find they really are. However, by the
gospel is preached among them; and amidst all
untiring efforts of Elder A. J. Layland prejudice
the persecution heaped on the upright in heart,
was soon rem'oved, and on the r6th of last Feb·
they are standing for the right.
ruary myself and Mr. Jaspet Jennings were bap·
One minister said to Elder R. Davis, ''You are
tized by Elder Layland.
a' robber and a thief, and I can prove it: you stole
my sheep and my lambs." That is not all; findAt the time of my confirmation I did ~:wtre
ing they could not drive us out by calling names
ceive the Holy Ghost in any pPrceivable degree;
when Brn. Cornish, Davis and myself were down
but afterward it came on me in an exceedingly
there we got some rotten eggs, thrown to try to
pleasant dream. I dreamed that the Savior came
overthrow the work, btit all to no avail; the work
to judge the world, and I seemed to behold his
still rolls along.
face and note his actions, which filled me with
We were called to Bay City to meet the Sevjoy. I awoke and found .his peace remaining
with me. 0, I was so happy! It seemed as : enth. Day Adventists. They challenged the
though some invisible, heavenly messenger was : world to come out and debate on the Sabbath.
in the room. 'Since that time I often feel this 1 T.he brethrentold them they would get a man to
debate with them, and when they came r~o Adblessed influence comforting me both day. and
vent minister appeared on the stand. Before
night. Now I do not need to have .some one tell
they left they said they meant all who were in
me that Joseph Smith was a prophet of Goq, and
town, not knowing, I suppose, there were Saints
the Book of Mormon is true, for I feel that such
here; and when Bro. Terongo told him we had a
knowledge has been revealed to me by the Holy
. branch herehe then said, '•Well, we meant every
Ghost.
one but· Latter Day Saints." So the Scripture is
Many perhaps of the Reorganized Church
fulfilled.
If we were of the world the world
know that Montpelier, where I Hve, contains
would love its own, but because we are not of the
m.any of the followers of Brigham Young.
world they do not want anything to do with us.
When I came to this place, a short time after my
The work is moving along also in
conversion, I was somewhat weak in the faith,
where Bro. Burtch has been laboring.
Some
and the Brighamites of course told me I had
been deceived. I told them that I was honest. have been baptized and others are believing.
There is a baptism in Bay City to-day, and the
and was seeking the whole truth. They Jet me
work seems to be advancing here now; and it
h we books to read and of course tried to (X·

so

depends a good deal on how theSaints Jive.
am pleased to say they aredoing quite well here
now, and are expecting a good time at their.next'.
conference to be held. in this place.
Bro. C9rnish is laboring with all his mig[lt and
strength to uphold the truth, a.nd truth.eternal
shall· remain. 0, dear brethren, Jet u.s all stand
finn and boldly declare the. truth and helpr0 ll on
the little stone until it fills the whole earth.
F.
SMITH.

c.

THACKJ£RAY, Ill., July
Editors Herald:--I am well pleased with.yout
teachings. I feel
in the' faith. having had
many testimonies; too many to mention all the
Spirit has spoken to me.
I have enjbyed the
gift to be healed.
Hilliard was here and preached a ~eek
for us, before he went .to Parrish, and did us
much good. We want him to still remember us
and come again or send s01i1e one. The Saints
number nine in .this settlement. We are, members of the Springert0l1 branch seven or· eig.ht
miles away, and are very anxious that the cause
should be built up here; and \Ve in our, weak
way expect.to labor to this end. We have full
faith in the V'lord of.Wisdom and law of tithing.
I expect to begin to arrange JTlY afl:'airs so I can
pay my tithing. I do not believe an elde;r's work
would be in vain in this settlement. We need
the bread of life burselves. Some that have not
obeyed the gospel might obey, so we insist that
the elders of this district remember us in their
missions. We h~ve prayermeeting once a 'week
and enjoy the Spirit.
In bonds of love,
DANIEL A. HUJ?IUNES.
Goosi CREEK, \V. Va., July 23rd.
Editors Herald:-I have been a member of the
M. E. church the most of the time for forty
years, but often remarked that I was not a good
Methodist. I haveoften been led to wonder why
there was no church on earth that enjoyed the
blessings promised In the gospel, and I have been
looking for the church that taught the whole
gospel for a number of years, but did not find it
until about two years ago, when Bro. L. R. Devore came in our vi.cinity preaching. .They
called him "Mormon," and I thought that was
enough for me; but I concluded to go and hear
him once, and I thought I never heard so much
gospel before in all my life.
But to accept the
Book of Mormon and the divine calling of Joseph
Smith seemed to be too much for me; but I
could not stay away from the meetings, and now
I would say that I believe if the .Lord ever drew
any man that I am one. I was baptized by Bro.
Griffiths two weeks afterward.
I was praying one evening that I might be
fully confirmed in the Lord's own way. I dreamed that I was passing along by a fence; it was a
pane! fence, and I saw there was a great number
of swarms of bees on the corner, and I seerr~ed to
stop to look, and made choice of one swarm.
They seem en to all be working very' busHy, but
I saw that the one I had chosen was the only one
that had any honey.
I have had many confirming dreams since that,
and our prayers have been almost instantly answered when praying for the sick.
We ·have
meetings every Sund11 y at this place. They are
not well attended owing to the scattered condi·
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;development of all the moral and spiritual
powers in man, that transcendent purpose
would be defeated if ther~ is no life beyond
death. Why the existence of Jatent powers
in the human mind, placed there by a
divine Creator, if those powers are to be
destroyed before development by a con·ting:ency for which God only is responsible r Such destruction in death would
evidence a change in the divine purpose
by the destruction of conditions which
God had created, the results of which
were as well known at the time of their
creation as at the time of their destruction.
If inquiry should be made as to whv the
sun sends its luminous rays of :lig-ht and
heat millions of miles to lighten and warm
other worlds, answer must come from the
realm of mind, for the reasbn that inanThe proposition is both pertinent ahd imate bodies, ho~ever vast, not possessing
logical when we assert that, all material inherent pbwers of mind, are not conMind can
formations evidencing desig-n points to scious of their own existence.
mind .as the reason of their existence. trace cause and effect in their relationship
This is true of human art. Can it be less to existence, step by step, until they are
true of the· divine art which paints the lost in the infinite beyond; but matter, bebeauties of the rose and fills the universe· ing devoid of mind, has no existence so
with the productions of an immortal mind? far ·as its own consciousness .is concerned,
To us this is the. key that unlocks the pur" for it is devoid of consciousne~s; The
poses of material organization and proves .movements of inanimate Lodies are to be
the relative existence between matter and ascribed to independent and' not inherent
mind; but, in point of significance, mind forces. This chain of thought evidences
comes first. What could be the object of that the formation of all wodds, with all.
material e:xistence independent of mind? of their materJal production, evince the
Destroy life and mind, the light of the one fact, a relative existende to life and
sun, moon and stars would go. out; all df mind. That within utilizes that without;
nature's productions would _lose their that without has no inherent utility; thereutility; and though material e}(:istence fore its purpqse ·of e~Cistence~its t1tilitywere continued, itwouhl be as meaning:: · relates to that· within. The ~ithin is mind;
less as if annihilation had blotted from ex- the without is matter; henc;;J mattersupistence the entire universe. Without mind plfes the inherent demands of mind. We
material existence would be equivalent to can not conceive of any oth~r rational ,sonon-existence; . the former would belong lution to ~he problem of material formato the realm of the unknown and unknow~ tion or production; From, . the evident
able no. less that} the ratter. Everything facts. presented; if matter is ietenwl mind
that hasbeing)s relate<! to so.me otherbe- m~st be eternal; and we are !willing: to acing, from the frailest form of lifeup to the. cept the logical deductions which necessarmind of the infinite; ~nd while the lower ily flow from this impregnab~e proposition.
typescan not. comprehend the highest type, If death means the · destruction of the
the latter, po~s~ssing i11finit~ .C!)pabilities; human mind,what could be the purpose
of material existence after n:iind is annihicompr~hends .all forms .of exil>tence. with
a perfect unders!ancling of th~ir purpose~ lated? The demands for material exisand d.estiny. This is the glorious relatio1;1 tence would· ha~e all been fulfilled; the
existing betwe.el1 God and the entire .cre- supply no longer needed, and the law of .
ation. "All .things '¥ere made by him limitation puts an end to matter where
~nd forhim,Phtmce infi.nite wis~om, power filind .cease~ its operations .• · To say that
and majesty ·• a~e manifeste~ throughout .riiind ~ea!;eS with death, aqd. that. matter
the divine cr~!jJion. . . As God is the high~ continues its existence, is fo extend the
esttype . ofmi.n<;I •. which ex:ist.;, .so man is latter into the realm of eternal dm,ation
the highest. manifestation .0 £ . mind as seen where cause antl effect no 'longer exist; ·
in the visible creation. And.. we know _he where' law based upon i~telfigerice is. unoccupies this· positiotl, by virtue. of the known; . where the empire .of a chance
superior productions of· his mind over all yvorlc,l_ revels in the chaotic abyss of the
other forms of Iite a'ssoeiated -vyith h.is ter~ unknown.and u.nknowable; Such a conrestdal existen<;e~. In the higher depart- cltision is to denythe ex1stbnce of God,
. tnents of conscious being, ma'n lives. an<} and it nullifies. the demonstrated. facts of
moves alone.; fiis moral na.ture OPc;!nS to human _life and stulti.fies thf ·mind in .its
hima world fHl?d wlt~ wonderfui possi~ eftods to grasp the self~evident facts of a
•..
.
bilities and pqw-ers, ·pregnant with re~11lts rel11tive existence;.
he can. attain,.whicb enlarges the . utility pt ·. ~e supplement the~e co~clusions by
his life and broadens. qis hold;. upon exis- th~following propositions: r .. That which,
tence. Af!, moral PO'i'\Tfircreates woralre- ca!l ~ot by any process of; deyeloptnent
sponsibility, w:~ must answ~r tqthat Being kn.o\1\Tn tq nature. (ill this 'present 1i.fe)
'who gave us ~nherent ~orar ability as t9 reiH.;h the end of possible· attainment must,
hqw we use tpatabilit.y in.our .relatipriship by the logic ~\');~s ()W'Q existence, continue
to both the ~isible<and invisible worlds_, •tq .ef:~!lt ur1til ~he· e.11d of. possible att<~in~
. .
If th~ .uJtimate <fesign of God is the. full rh.en.t lS reached,

tion of the branch.
We have a good Sundaywe cautiously interrogate nature relative
school.
to her manifold productions, and anxiously
Bro. D. L. Shinn was here in June and did · inquire the purposes of existence, an:
some good preaching.
imate and inanimate. And, as we stand
in the wonderful workshop of creation
I have been a tobacco user for near fifty years,
and behold design, purpose and unity, and
and thought many times, it was agreat evil, but
see the evidences of an intelligence infi,
loved to use it and thought like a good many
nitely greater than our own, we are led tO
others, that I could not give up the habit; but
believe that, in the solution of the pr.oblem
when I concluqed that I really wanted to give it
of our world, the present processes are but
up enough to ask the Lord to help me, it WllS
manifestations leading up to. the attain~
not much trouble to get rid of it.
I have ·not
used any for three months, and have no desire to. ment of the primary purposes 9f the Cre:
ator. The fact is a.xiomatic that, in the
use .it
relative existence of all ~things known t()
I delight in the latter
work, and can say I
us in nature, man does not only occupy
know it is the truth. I am seventy years old and
the hig-her position in mental and moral
may not stay here long, but what time I do &tay
endowment, b!Jt many things in their ex~
waJ;it to be found at the post of duty, and whenistence are related to man, and without his
ever occasion requires to raise my voice in favor
existence th:irs would be meaningless. ·
of the Master. I ask the prayers of ali Saints.
JciHN CARPENTER.

{tnmmunittafinns.
'

A:&TICL'!"B under this head do not necessarily receive· the
endorsement of the Editor: write_rs are responsible for
own views. Contributions solicited.

MATTER; LIFE; MIND.

THE phenomenon of human life is compl?x, and to minds as r~stricted as our. own
it presents many passages which we can
not explain, which clothes its existence in
mystery so profound that it requires more
th11n human knowledge to follow all the
dark avenues of the soul's existence.
Tb()t,lgh we fail to comprehend its com:
. plexity in its entirety, yet no fact is more evi~
dent in the realm of existence than that life
as applied to man, is. of primary and ess~n
tiai jmportance, and .occupiesthe highest
plane in the scale of creation as relatingto
this .world. . Being endowed with consciousness.· it. gives to man individuality,
with ~ realization of a personal existenpe;
with. a far-reaching: concc;ption that, in. tlw
,. natu.re of things, he is one of the. essel}tiai
factors in. the creation of God •.. As an animal
of physical proportions and strength he is
inf~riorto many other animals; put <IS an •intelle<;tual being, rising: Godward, man constr;uct.s an. impreg11able ,barrier b.etween
himself and allot her forms ofearth life, over
wh\G}j none can eve~ pass .. 'The.skeptical
m!~q may faJito see rinityiand divi\:!e pur~
p~~einth.e asqtmding sc~le of creation,.and
thet~ougl;lt.JQay obtain that each creature
or thing exists for its.own sa:ke without ref€;lrence tp a relative e"istence. Such a
thought, if frue, -would . indicate, if not
positjvelydemonstrate, that all of the purpOl>t}S of e"istence may be fulfilled in tqe
pr~;>ent, without reference to a future life.
ln .the con1>truction of all things it is
evidenc~d that _ different existences are
interlocked and correlated, anc,l. though .we.
fail.to see the primary ca11ses and purposes
involved. th~rein, yet .Q'ehind it all is a
divi:n.e purpose and a 9ivine mind~ In .the
visible. world all 0~ its material parts are
essentials in the constitJJtion of the whole,
while the h~rmony and symmetry chara.::ter~st~c o~ . the ~a me .evidences .a design
po1~tJn,g t~ ~· destgner.- Int((~sely interest,
ed as we move along this line of th:ought,
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:L All art
an artificer
outth~ entir"t realmof pr<Jdudiof1.
rela,~ions to conscious. life .. hold true
first proposition, a!\ evidenced iJ? his. march
froRJ .the cradle to the grave~ While the.·
law. of degeperacy marks the history of
human voliti;9n, the law of growth and
deyelopment points unerringly to the un.fulfilled poss~bilities of human life as it
passes the . l;loundary o( an evanescent
world. The cradle home of the infant
man, where first he exhibits the smile of
intelljgence, the firstloving.look of recognition constitutes his little world where
parental car~ ,s)lrrounds him with. loving
envinmments. . But edu~ation prod)1ces a
develoomeht that soon leads him outside
this natrow ·sphere; new revelations burst
in upon his s~ml; he grasps more intricate
though•s; the inexhaustible resources of
mental, moral ·and mat~rial things are
opening to his immortal mind at each'.advancing step,. proving beyond a reasonable
doubt his rel;~tionship to higher Fesponding conditions that supplies his growth
"vithin. In each department of tr11th where
man has wrbught he dies at last at his
post, with hi$ mind grasping fhe unsolved
and half sol~ed problems that press upon
his .men tat. vision; be passes beyond our
sight, with His. work unfinished, with the
prophecies of his life unfulfilled.
Man's relationship to truth as.evidenced.
by growth, presents reasoris a thousandfold more cogent for his continued existence .in the M.ur of his physical dissolution
than when ~1e first began life upon the
boflOill of a loying mother. Iftruthmeans
"conformity to reality or fact,'' who .can
doubt the existence of numberless lines of
truth which ithe brightest and best minds
our race bas produced have never touched
on· their passage through this world.?
Wben man reaches the apex of human attahJment in this life, and can go no further
on account of physical weakness and decay, the. golden lines of truth, stretching
out into-the infinite beyond, would have a
meaningless existence if mind did not continue its progressive march when freed
from its earthly house.
The inexhaustible mines of truth would never have formed if they were not to be developed. While
slight excavations have .been made, and
sufficient disclosed to show the importance·
of the find, the main developments remain
for another and more enduring lifeextending to the utmost limit of supply, or we
have a supply without a demand. Because
the immortality of mind is not a fixture in
every man's consciousness, is no argument
that mind is not immortal. Gravitation is
a fact, vet that fact was once further removed from. human consciousness than. the
grand proposition of the soul'" immortality. And even now, the presence of gravitation can only be known through its effects. The mind's immortality is seen in
its elastic movements; in its relationship to
truth; in the ascending scale of g-rowth;
and e~ch movement in that direction but
enlar?:e::;; the reasons for its continued ex. i~tence until it passes, on its enrlless voyage, beyonrl our restricted sight.
The normal powers of mind were given
it at creation; its powers of apprehension

universal race...::..have
departed races of men
i:rerid, iC that trend was not ter oftheir civilization, the
.perfect.
inherent. Whence comes the their. arts the highe: are the developments·
irnm<Jrtality so . universal t~ of mind behind them, until science~ delvThe power)n mantothl]S think ing among the tombs andtemples of dead
hope Vl"as de~ived from the Sour,ce nations, cantell tis what races reached the
which gave to him .his thin~ingand reas- highest altitude·in civilized life.
In the
oning faculties; and we must belie:ve .this analytical realm where the human mind
universal hopt; of immortality either guides holds sway, no structures have ever arisen
i.ts subjects to'enjoy its everbsting realities, independent of mind.• It is a mental law
or is one of nature's monstrosities. Pass- ·interlocked with human consciousness,
ing to the second proposition; w.e discover and. inseparable frotn it, that every m~ni~
the. world in whish we live is throbbing festation of art suggests an artifice!"", and
with life, with its Jnfinite manifestations this suggestion can not be eliminatid: .from
and produc:tions. At the basis of all. or- the mind by mental volition; It may be
ganic existence is the pertinent truth, that asserted that. this mode of thinking is. arbiin a11 the wonderful pr<;>ductihns we see trary and is the result of educative forces
resultant from the operations of the pon- surrounding life which are not authoritaderous. machinery that .. !Ilanipulates · and tive and which give to mind false imprescontrols the elements of the animal slom;.
This proposition is self.evklently
arid vegetai;lle realms, intelHgerrt causation ft1lse from what follows: The mind is.e'd~
is behindit.all .. Doubt may seek a footing ucated by comirig in.. contact. W:ith existin the manifestation of phenomena that is ences from without; all material fbrma"
hard to explain according to· the imperfect, tions within the range of mental ima'1ysis
changing theories. of human philosophy; have had builders, therefore this mode of
but doubt can not exist where knowledge thinking is based .upon the demonstrated
holds sway' and demonstration has left its consciousnefls of a ·builder as well as the
imperishable impress. "Spontaneous gen- thing builded. The facts of i:nental develeration,'' and "chance", find their equiva- opment as applied to man's inventive gen.
lent in "nothing," and as applied to crea- ius marks the present age as possessing
tion or existence never have had, and phenomenal power, eclipsing- the past .in
never can have,.any practical utility, and the wonderful advance made in· mechanic- ..
do now exist only as theoretical negatives al attainment.
Who would dare violate
to fixed, demonstrated truth. In the pro- aU past precedents by saying that invenficiet1t art of the bee in the construction of tion had reached the summit of probabilihoney cells, in the manipulation of pol- ty or possibility?
If the inventions .and
len, in it.s mode· of extracting honey from fliscoveries of a Franklin, a Morse or an
the flowers, it e:vidences its intelligence Edison, prove the attainment of a knowland mechanical skill. But.the hitelligent edge superior to the stone age, what will
energy manifested in the skill of this in- we say relative to the knowledge and pow-·
dustrious insect is infinitely inferior to the er that built the universe?
If an intellidivine art that formed the bee. If the gent cause is behind all structures evincing
construction of bee comb proves the ex- design within the sphere of human expeistence of an artificer, does not the mar- rience and demonstration, does it not fol~
velous mechanism seen in the construction low that infinite causation is behind all
of the beedemand an artificer many fold systems and worlds, where evidences of
more than the mechanical work of the bee? <Iesign are infinitely greater than in the
Classifying the different types of life and highest achievements of human art? The
mind, each class moves in its sphere ac- assumption that all material structures
cording to the laws of adaptation suited to within range of mental cognizance exhibits 'nature and powers; while all of their iting evidences of intelligence, have an arwork in the material world demonstrates tificer; while all of the grander works outtheir existence, whether the opef'ator is side of human experience are the results
present 0r absent, dead or alive. We may of chance, is to attribute to the non-intellitrace mechanical production from its low- gent greater power and knowledge than
est to its highest manifestation known to to the. intelligent, and it clothes chance
human experience and investigation, and with power
form worlds, to enact wise
the infrangible fact everywhere met is, and immutable laws, and to stamp the imthat wherever art exists life and mind are perishable evidences of an infinite design
behind it. Without the latter the former upon every department of creation. Such
could not exist is. an axiom located in hu- a conclusion is contrary to every fact
man consciousness, as self. evident as con- known to man, and annihilates all preCe-·
sciousness ib;elf.
dents resultant from demonstrated truth
The architectural remains found in the and it transforms the world into a madruins of Egypt or Greece bespeak the house, proving that experience and demonpristine glory of the Egyptian and Grecian stration is insanity. To this point all rnamust come in their denial of
art, and it uncovers the civilized plain
on which those races moved in the
quated past.
But chiseled art upon the
The remaining thread to which they
imperishable monuments of departed nais the preposterous assumption that
tions is an immortal witness to the fact that all
can not he known to the senses,
those nations once flourished, and, to a and understood hy them is unworthy of
great extent reveah their civilized status,
belief. But even this proposition destroys
and demonstrates that the empire of mind the argument in favor of annihilation, beruled in the hoary past, as well as in the cause it is the admission of entire ignorance
present.
If the monumental remains of in the promises, and . ignorance is like an

to
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E SAINTS' HERALD.
idiot, it dont know much; and we would
MEMOIRS.-No. VII.
be I ike an idiot too if we followed a blind,
brainless ignorance.
Facts answer the
BY W, W. BLAIR •.
ultimatum of atheism and utterly refute
its last proposition. All that we can know AGREEABLE to conference appointment
by Ot!r five senses is what comes in contact (Oct. 6-9, 186z), I called the attention of
with them, or can be understood by them; the western Saints to the need of funds to
all else is in the realm of faith based upon purchase printing press and office fixtures,
evidence.
All historical facts, combined and a hearty, prompt response was made.
Calls for ministerial services were so
with the assertions of science relating to
agencies long since passed away, if those numerous and pressing that it was no un"
agencies can not be brought in contact with usual thing for the missionaries, many of.
them, to hold meetings five or ten time~
om: senses,atheistical consistency denies that
theyever existed. To our senses gravity each week during the fall, winter, and
does not exist in the abstract, and but for early spring months, besides visiting in~
its relations to matter its existence would vestigators wherever opportunity could be
·
be unknown. In cause and effect as seen found.
Prior to. the last conference a short time,
in the animal and vegetable worlds, the
former eludes the analytical powers of our a Mrs. Dow, a Baptist lady, living on the
senses, and the evidence of its existence is Boyer river, related to Bro~ and Sr. Uriah
only relative; therefore the atheist must Rounqy, and . probably others, that she
deny all of the potential forces essential dreamed of seeing Bro. Joseph Smith in a
to all organic development and move- meeting, hearing him read a portion of
Isaiah, and seeing him a~sist in administerment.
Hurnanlife is one of the most intricate ing the ·sacrament, and she felt confident
and ·inexplicable problems creation has she would know him when she met him.
suggested, and mind isconfounded by i.ts She attended the· conference on a Sunday,
ow:n manifestations, hence the atheist qe- and claimed she there saw and heard just
nies the exi.stence of the very power by as shown her in the dream.
which he makes the denial.
Bro. Charles Derry 'having been apThe moment we refuse to believe pointed a mission to England,a successful
that which exists outside of our senses, or effort was made to get his fa!llily -satisfacoutside of our.· experience, we deny the torily located in the Glenwood branch and
e:l!;istence of all truth, only so far as it is procure some means to. aid him on his way.
demonstrable to our senses; we impeach Passing through Raglan, Boomer, Crestheyeraci.ty of all history; we peny allof cent, I\jorth Star, Council Bluffs, Glenthe teac;hmgs of science relating to. the wood and Nep{l.i branches, l joined him
past; we drive faith from the realm of ex- at Manti., December Iith, ass.i;.te~l him in
istence and thus demolish all of the pur- holding· meetings .until the 16th, and on
poses of .life as. based upon the anticipa- that morning, at Bro. S. S. Wilcox's, after
tions of h9pe. Atheism assumes that life a season of fervent prayer, we gave him
is the result of organization, and when or- the parting J-tand, assured by the Spirit's
ganization ceases, life ceases.
But W;hat presence that all was well and would reproduces. orgiuiization? Life is at the bot- suit well for Bro; Derry and the work
tom
all vegetable and animal organiza- entrusted to him,
·
tion, and coupled with mind it is manipuFrom. M~nti l went to abranch the~
latin,g and utilizing the elements found in recently orga!li~ed by Bro; Derry on Plum
a. ~otld of matter. ' It is true the struct- Creek, seven mHes nqrth~ of Sidney, and
ures builded tiere perish, and give place to tarried with. Brb'. J qhn Leeka •. · This
those that f()llow; but the. potentiarforces .brother and his family ·united with t~e'
of life and mind move on, disputing the su~ church·in. eastern Iowa .and•moved into
prer,nacy of death ~evealirlg the' purposes N auvo.o prio.rto the death o~ Joseph the
of ~h}l rnind's. existence in its relatiQt~ to Seer, '!Jecame fairly well acq:uainted with
q:l,atter, until the light of_ its immortality, the Seer and;~is,wife,and continued tore\)ursting fron:1 the tomb of physical disso- side there till~~the exodus in 1846 when he
l~tion, reyea:ls to Q\:!r c9n~ciousness the exand hi!;l family went Wellt with the Saints·
i~t.eJ.lce of (jod, and sets in tnOtion those
undertheleadershipofBrighar,nYoung~fnd
tiltghtyinct;ntives .that fill t:he soul flth the Twelve tq the Missouri river (though
divine aspirations, while voyaging in a life advised. by Sr. Emma >Smith to not do so);
th;lt will permeate an inte:t:minable dura- remained there a short season,· and seeing
tion.
. F. M. COOPER.
and bearing so. ,much of ~vil in both doctrine and practice, and the chief men of
• Don't lose a.minute .. Keep busy. The man
the church being foren;10st in these matters,
who has. nothing to do is tl)e most miserable· of
his confidence was shaken, his fahh waver·
b~ings. H you have no regular work, do chores,
ed and he quietly folded his tent, gathered
as farmers do vv:hen it rains too hard to work In
his family and qeparted away, sad, sorrOW"
the field .. In occtJpation we forget o'ur troubles,
arid get respite from sorrow.. The •man whose ful, and with but little or f10 hope. Turn,•
mind and .hands are busy, finds no tfme to wee1} his attention to business, and having fair
and wail. .If work Is slack~ spend the time in
success, he hy and by became the owner
r,eading. No man ever knew. too .much,.. The
of fine mill 11rrq farm. properties where he
hardest students. in the world are the old .men
who.know- the most.. If ypu .lac)!; .books, there . now res1des; But he abjured. and rejected
a.rdree and very cheap librarle~, at le.ast in cities, , all forms of religiop, though treating all
at your command. The man who does not acpeople. with respect .and kindn'ess, He
qu.fre .some item-of useful .information between
continued this: way till in I861~2; w heni
day•grea,k and, b~d-time, must mournfully say,
on. hearing tgata x.o11ng p.i;;t~r .Hendriqkwltf1.tl)~ Romat1<emp.~ror: "I h.av<;!.lost .a da,y."
...;;.Eia•.
son }).ad a, copy of the Sa/~ts' Etera,ld cqn-'
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taining the Revelation on the Rebellion,
given through Joseph the Seer in December, 1832, he sent and borrowed it with.
others. He had h'eard Joseph the Seer, in
Nauvoo, say the Lord had revealed to him
that there would be a rebellion of the
Southern States. After reading the revelafion he also read other inatter in the
Heralds sent him, some of which set forth
the latter day apostacy and the remedy for
it, whil.e others set forth the true doctrine
of the church and the history of the rise
and progress of the Reorganization. Presently he took steps .to investigate still further, ani! on reading in the Book of Mormon that the Spirit of God leads to prayer,
and t.o do good, he felt much encoul'aged,
for ~e knew he now desired to pray to God
and to do good to all. But he had feared
that his iormer unbelief and rejection of
all forms of religion would forever debar
him from the blessings of God and the
privileges of his church. These texts-fitted his caFe and inspired him ~ith hope,
and not long afterwards Bro. Charles
Derry, by request, preached a series of
sermons there and finally org-anized a
branch, Bro. Leeka and his wife being
among the first to receive th~ work. The
Lord greatly blessed the branch, and Bro.
Leeka was among the firstto receive the
gifts of the Spirit, and at this writing he
is W'atching and waiting fot the Master's ·
sutnmons. to join his depart~d companion
and {losts of loved ones gone; before. Since
thos<• times a lar;!·e number have qeen
obedient to the faitlA in that I branch, men
and women of excellent rep'(lte, influential
for goo<), a large proportion; of them born
and reared there or in that viduity; "Truly
Gqd is good. to Israel, even:to such as are
of 'a clean heart," for he has said, "Ye
shall s.eek rne, a:nd -find me, ~hen ye shall
search for me with aU your J~eart."
From December 2oth toi Tanuary 19th
my time was devoted to preaching anrl
counseling in the Nephi, Ghmwood, and
Crescent City branches, all tf)f them dwelling in unity and enjoying .i both th'e gifts
a.nd fruits .of the Spirit. During this time
{]art. i7, .1863)I organizcda branch in
Magnolia of 9 members.
Owing .to extreme views held by a. few
ov.er zealou<; members in respect to: the
gift qf healing by the prayer of faith; we
found it needful to teach the Saints that
God requires his people to neglect no
means he has ordaitwrl bv vyhich to alleviate and restore the afflicted, andibat, therefore, they !'>hould be diligent in u~ing wisely ~nd ~kill fully the. m€rans the Lord bas
furnisht>d in nature, for the•God of.nature
is the God of revelation; anili
both revelation and history\ as we 11 as to
personal observation, in support .of this
position; meeting with some opposition Orl
; the part of a few..... ·•
,
. About this time a very tlecided 'effort
was made hy some to pt;omulgate and
practically introduce ' 1all thing" common"
in respect to property matter§, thefdting
the praptice of the primttiV;e Saint~ (Ac:ts
2:44; 4:132>_.also. Book ofMormon).a!<
. prqof tha,t i_t Vl(lls good afld ordained~of
. God. ·... Others •with ... f!ly~elf. taught
.that there · was •nq c~mmandment. au,
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thorizing sudr an order of things;. that
the tendency of it Wl'IS in the direction of
idleness, carelessness and general disorder,
<and that it was in confEct with the fact of
man's personal agency, personal responsi'
bility and ac,countability, also that Jesus
plainly taught the principle~J separate
stewardships jn the kingdom of heaven,
making each person, severally, accountable
for· the number of"talents" committed to
him as set f6rth in Matthew 25: 14-30;
and further, that Joseph tht< Seer, whom
God called a;nd qualified to organize.and
set in order his church in these last days,
rejected the "all things common" theory,
in Kirtland, and proclaimed the principle
of separate stewardships, including personal accountability to God and the church.
After due investigation and reflection,
general unity prevailed in. this matter, ~>nd
thus a theory tending to division and discord gave place to order and the love of
the.Lord.
Spirituali~in, under the guise and name
of "Mental Alchemv," was introduced in
western Iowa by cr~fty men and women,
lecturers and mediums, and attracted much
attention, a fe:W of the Saints getting bewildered and i deceived by it for a season.
A brother J o'hn Johnson had a daughter
(not a member of the church) who became
a highly developed medium, claimedto
practice medicine by direction of the spirits
of the dead, ~nd under the nervous and
mental strain incident to that system she became complet~ly prostrated, and her father
and mother visited her. when in that condition;
U pdn one occasion when her
moth~r was af her bedside, the daughter
went into a so~called clairvoyant state, and,
addressing her mother by what purported
to be the spirit of .her mot her's sister left
in England, she imitated her speech and
manners quite perfectly, talking of things
known to.the mother but not to the daughter, and thereby led the mother to believe
that the said sister was indeed dead, but.
present in spirit form. Bro. Johnson, as if
enlightened specially by the Spirit of
God for the occasion, said to his weeping
companion, "This is a cunning device of
Satan. I don't believe your sister is dead.
I will write at once and learn," But the
transformation in respect to voice, and
manner, and style of speech, coupled with
statements about which the mother knew
but the daughter did not know, quite deluded the mother for the time being. Bnt
Bro. Johnson, true to his promise, wrote
at once for information about the sister
whose spirit, it was claimed, possessed and
communicated through the daughter, and
i;) due time received a letter written by the
hand of the very sister said to be dead!
This occurrence, of a piece with many
others which blinded and misled some in
those times, was wrought as we then believed and taught, by lying, familiar spirits, such as are described in holy writ, and
such as the word of God declares · will
abound in the last days and deceive and
ruin many.
We devoted needed time, as wisdom
dir~cted, during these trying times, in explaming spiritual things, of different kinds,
as set forth in Scripture and authentic his- .

tory and as .wa:s being currently observed;
for "They also that erred in' spirit shall
come to .understanding, and they that mut-'
mured shall Jearn doctrine,"-:-Isa. 29: 24.
The Wed nesda:y evening prayer meeting of Feb. r8xq, 1~63, at Little Sioux~
was a .season of notable interest, the Spirit
of the Lord being present to comfort
instruct; also "revealing hidden things
which no man knew."
We were told
with much assurance that, "elders shall be
sent to Europe from the spring confer~
ence." .And elders J. w .. Briggs and J.
Jeremiah were .·sent, as the conference
minutes for.that date show.
The first days of March I labored in the
Plum Hollow branch and at Fisher's
and on the I I th we organized a branch
the latter place, Wheeler Baldwin presiding elder,.S. $. \Vilcox Priest and clerk, and
George.Reals Teacher.
The latter told. me, at that time, th11t he
heard Joseph the Seer say, at Bro. Anson
Matthew's, ·near Table· Grove, McDonoug.h Co., Illinois, in June, 1839, that "he
sometimes thought he would be killed by
his enemies, and that if he should be, his
son Joseph would carry on the work of
the church in his place."
On the 12th of March, Brn. S. S.
cox and George Redfield assisted me
administering to a woman, Mrs. Harriet
W each, not yet a member of the church, .
who had been sorely afflicted by a complication of diseases (prominent among
which was chronic dyspepsia) and it
ed God to heal her straightway, so
with others sl'!e was baptized four
later, and soon regained her flesh
strength in full:
On the-13th instant Bro. Wm. Redfield
and I called on old father Alpheus Cutler.
During this call he reiterated what he
sl'tid to me and others on a former occasion, viz: that he never claimed to be the
successor of Joseph the Seer. He also
said that a certain quorum of seven, arranged and set apart by Joseph the Seer.
in Nauv:oo, ofwhich he and Bro. Wm;
¥arks were. members, had no control over
spiritual affairs, hut related to temporal
concerns, chiefly of a local nature ..
On investigation then and since, I learned that Father Cutler (and some of his adherents) claimed that "Yoff'Og Joseph"
ought to have come to him, consulted him
and .have been ordained by him. Claims
of a similar sort have been rather common
with all or nearly all the factions.
A
noted character among the Brighamites
said to rrie .in r869 that "Little Joseph
should have come to Bro. Brigham and
had him put his hands upon him and
him the keys."
On Sunday the 15th instant, I attended
the Cutlerite meeting at r r a. m., and at
2 p. m., in our own meeting, proceeded to
examine and refute claims and statements
in respect to church affairs made in the
Cutlerite meeting, and was
blessed
of God by the power
of the
Spirit, many believing, and the next
I, baptized seven, which with .nine I
tized two days before, and others who
united previously, a strong and effective
branch was established,

the 17th instant Bro .. Willie Redaccompanying me, we took stage for
Iowa, reached Decatur City at 4:30
p.m. the 18th, from whence we walkedto
Bro. Gt>orge Morey's, fifteen miles, reachtf}ere the n;torning of the 19th, and
found that Bro. Morey, who had waited
for me. till he concluded I would not call
on him going east, had gone east the day
before. This. was well, as subsequent
events proved; for sometimes, it is evider~t,
"There's a destiny that shapes 011r ends,
rough hew them as we will."
Politics and sectionalism had riow
reached a condition of great bitterness.
The border counties of Iowa had ··ma,ny
"rebel sympathizers" within them, and.lt
is. proper to say, not a few of these were
formerly mobbers
the Mormons in
Missouri, or
of the mobbers,
and these fa<;ts were known and talked.of
hv the Saints, ~heir children and friends.
On the 2oth I preached on the need of
cultivating a spirit of toleration tow.ard
political opponents, to honor and pray for
those in authority, and to do good to and
pray for such as were enemies of the
Saints, and in this the Saints generally, if
not universally acquiesced heartily.
I was the guest of. Ebenezer Robinson
the nig-ht of th~ zoth, also the dav of the
2
He told me he very recently had a
concerning me and. my coming,
knew 1 would soon
there with the
Saints; and told Sr. George Morey and
others so. This had previously been told
me
Sr. Morey, on my arrival .the 19th
instant. I now copy from my diary:
"Saturday, March 21st, 1863.-To-dav
am at Bro. E. Robinson's. Stayed with
them last night. Bro. Robinson tells me
that he is with us heart and hand. I explflined to himself and wife the 1st and
paragraphs of section 14 [43] in Doctrine and Covenants. In the afternoon,
while at orayer previous to administering
to sister RobiJ1S0n, and while administerBro. Robinson received testimony
Joseph is his father's successor and
said he was perfectly satisfied." To this
he added, that the testimony he received
was the same (or similar) to that he received concerning the truth of the Book
of Mormon.
He1d services the 22d and 23d, a number united with the church, and the 24th
went with Bro. David Morey to Corydon,
and on the 25th Bro. Redfield and I
walked twenty-five miles to Centerville.
On the 26th w.e took stage for Eddyville,
via Moravia and Albia, arriving the 27th,
whence we went by railroad to Belfast,
Prairie and Montrose, preaching
the two latter places, and then calling at
Nauvoo and Colchester, Illinois. In all
these places we found church interests
fairly. While at the latter place
Millikin, the husband of
sister of Joseph the
Young in a
bouse in N ausoon after the
of the Seer,
knew that "LitHe Joseph"
be the president of the
counselled
matter

at
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HERALDo
Conference convened in Gold man's
Hall, Amboy, Illinois, April 6th, Joseph
Smith presiding. On that day President
Joseph Smith prophesied that those who
taught polygamy, or its like, should
with stammering tongue, and not have
blessings of the faithful elders. We have
since seen this fulfilled in some who
. once prominent ministers, but
names we need not mention.
On the 8th instant the revelatio~ given
in March, I863, calling vVilliam Marks to
be a counselor to Joseph S.mith the
president of the church, was
and
read to the Conference, and
due deliberation it was accepted by unanimous
vote.
Conference gave the conduct of
press, including Herald and printing
business, into the hands
Pres. Joseph
Smith and Bishop I.
Rogers.
In his report, Bro. E. C. Briggs said:
"Since I last reported . . . I went around
alntmg the branches in Western
and found that great progress had
made there. In Raglan branch I
tized ten, and I believe that more than one
thousand have been added. within a year."
President Joseph said: "Some say that
polygamy will be a doctrine of this church;
but I take this opportunity to say that
I utterly discard the doctrine .in every
shape and form, and under all circumstances whatever. . . . Some have said that
James J. Strang laid his hands on my
head . and ordained me as. his ·successpr
while' I wa·s in bed. I say that the state~
ment is not true."
.On the 7th instant Elders E. C. Briggs
a11d G, G, Mcintosh were appointed missions to Utah, Nevada and California;
On. the Sth instant Bro. 'William Marks
was ordained a counselor to President
Jos~ph Smith.. The ordination was 1md~r the h~nds of
J osph Smith, J. W.
ant:J.K C .. Briggs.
The entire session was marked by \)!1ity; ~arnestn.ess, and an ~ardent desire to
for:watd .the work of the Lord.
: (Tq he .continued).

HEA;-R THE. OTHER SIDE.

play is a jewel,'' and noon~
be.condemned for maintaining truth until
they have had a hearing; We have heard
milch and read more within the past
mon.ths in regard to the Utah Mormons
and ''Thl;l Reorganized Church gf
Ch~ist" beifr~ bne · and the sanl'e
action: and conduct, and
think some
st¢ps should be . .
t'o remove this foul
·cflarge. 8() vr:e.sball inst!rt tljeJ0lloliV5~1go
j.g~~; to11 a(.Id ..0 u,r quot.a iiJ, a humble way:
2
}i'in;t, what the fo]lnder of the church
wished t 0 inipart and did effectually esc
tablish. prior .. to his death, arvl·. what his
son, ~he present president of .the Church
is. rni;lst effectually e~tablishingarl(l push• ~ing hotne to the h~arts ?f; thousands not
onl,y•in Utah hut t~:ro1.~gh?ut the vv~rld.
TlJ:e sah~nt points to :wl"ich Joseph ~mifh

wished to give prominence are summed
in the following:
THE CATEGORY.

-

The ministering of an angel; the restoration of the gospel; the conferring of the
apostleship; the setting up of the King~
dom of God; the gathering of the Saints;
the revelation of the record of Joseph and
its union with the Jewish record,and the
restoration of all the house of Israel to
their own lands, are the wonderful ·events
to be fulfilled in the great "dispensation
of the fulness of time."
·
Who can read their Bible and object
to each clause in this Jist? Nay, does it
not commend itself· to our reason and
common sense and is corroberated in
every particular with and by Scripture?
Did John predict .the re.storation of the
gospel by an angel? It is included in this
system. Did John predict that the Saints
should receive a message from heaven,
commanding them to come out· of Babylon? That is included in this system also.
Did Ezekiel predictthe finalgathering of
Israel as an immediate result of the union
of the two records of J oseJ?h and Judah?
This is al~o found in this svstem and today is being- brought about.And while tarrying here to allow the
time to cool let us ask a few queries.
there any of the inspired prophets or
of ancie~t times who have pointed
out some other way for the latter-day dispensation to be bto)lgbt abou_t? Canany
man show that the gospel will not be restored by an angel, or that the Saints will
not by called out of Babylon by a messag.e
from heaven? Or that the record of the
tribe of Joseph will not be joined with th'e ·
Jewish record_.:_,the Bible? Or;that Isr.ael
will not be gathered to their own lands
throug-h the i~strumentality of more reve-.
lation? Or .that the Kingdom of God
will not be set up in the latter days to
breakin .pieces all other kingdoms? Or
that prophets m;d apostles will not be restored .to the earth .as in. ancient times. If
all these. things are possible, probable and
scriptural, whyattemptto de~yit?
Second.'--H we khow .that the city of
Pompeii once e~isted :md was en tom bed
by the 1a~a. from tbeeruption from a vol~
cano, many relics bei~g found in ancient
as well as "modern excavatiops~ ha:s proved
beyond a de!llo;n.stration that. ~u<;h city did
exist, how is it that :Baldwin~s American
antiquities are excel?ted? The moundc
builders proved to have been masters of
their art1 and <;it.ieslocated and relics found
which. proves;P,ey.ond.a d6ubt.that A merle
ca had. a previous·. civilization; long, long
before Christopher C()lumbes discovered
it and found theabor~ginal,lndian. Where
or. QV whom <;an you ~nd a m,ore safisfac~
tgry account of, these .. {:)eople .··than. can•be
found in the·:)Jook of J'vto~rrion, writfei'l
long, long befqr.e Baldwinwa~ ever dreamed of? Friend~ 1 .the.r,eissomethingwtong.
Only for the fact th~t Joseph Smith had
, aimetl a direct and t~llip.g blow at esta:bHshed custom~ and religiou.s priestcraft he
~otdd have been. l:leralde\1 a:s one ()f . tl'\,e
greatj:lst. of men)ong ere this ... B~t)et us
probe this siill'ftirther; In 'looki;n~ over

our exchanges we observe a clipping going
the rounds of the press and we have seen
fit to republisj1 it, as the lVIail and Globe
are saying much on one side, but fail in
citing the other side of the question. So,
without comment, we call your attention
to the following:
THE MORMONS IN BOSTON •

Boston has a genuine Mormon church;
not Brighamite, but established and founded upon the principles of the Book of
Mormon as written by the prophet, Joseph
Smith. It is known as "The Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints," and its attendance has increased
from its organization with six members in
June, 1866, to a present roll of roo in act- ·
ive service, while the converts who have
been baptized within its precincts during
this interval, . have been counted bv: hundreds, and are now scattered through every
section of the country for the conversion
of still others to .their faith.
This church· dates its 0rigin back to the
time of the first prophet, Joseph Smith, sr.,
"who," so says its records, "instituted the
church because of instruction he had received from a heavenly visi,tant." He is
the first president, and to him the whole
body, including the branch at Boston,looks
for its primary instruction. • The church .
in Boston belongs 'to the e~stern ·mission
which embraces the New England States,
New York, Eec.stern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Nova S<;:otia and Ne~v Brunswick,
.with adjacent .islands.
It}, many.of its
articles, the "Epitome of the Faith ;md
Doctrines" of the Boston bn~nch, as.of the
others, is quite similar to tlje creeds and
confessions of faith in the other churches,
while ii;l s.ome it differswide,Jy, asfollows:
Confirmation, following ~liptism, is .administered by the elden~.
!]'here will be
two resurrections; the first is:for "the just,"
who, with Christ, will inhaqit and con.trol
the earth for a thousand ye!irs, The second resurrection is the fi11al judgment
which will condemn all thqse who have
")mowingly" done evil.
The article relating to marriage proves quite conclusively that there is a great difference betw.een
the Brighmite faith, as regarded polygamy,
an their own beliefs. It reads: uw e believe that marriage is ordained of God;
and. that tlje,law of God provide>: for.but
on!'! companionjn wedlock for either man
or wom~n, except .in ca.ses where. the contract of marri~ge is brokel'J. qy death or
transgression;" The churqh is said to be
reorganized _because ·it beHeves that . aH
other religions are sqhi.stps . frofl). the
original body and that it alone is founcled
.on the Word of God.
Lastly, .Mr. W .. N. Wittson has had
mtiqh tq say .and cited in the: Seaforth Sun
::t.nt!mber.,.()f quotations .. fro[n Appleton's
·• Encyclop~dia. to StllJstantiate. his assertions.
I.n perusin.g a. superior workl we found the
following: ~nd shall apJ)end it in full:
THE ENCYCLOP.A;:DIA BR;ITANNICA.

yoi.r6, pa·ge 828; Already the}'e are
~ot wanting sig.ns of approa,~hing dissolu-.
tion, of w. hichfperhaps,th~ tl)ostsignifkant
i$ the' C()!lfe,rence ot t~e)'Reor&:~nized
Church .. of ·Jesus .Christ of .Latter ]_)ay
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Saints," held on the 6th .of April, 'r8t;g, at
Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio.
This sect
originated in I85r, seven years after the
death of J os~ph Smith, when several officers of the church met and claimed to.have
received a. revelation from God, dtrecting
them to repudiate Brigham Young .as not
being the divinely appointed and legitimate successor of Joseph Smith, and a~ being the promulgator of such false doctrines
as polygamy, Adam-God worship and the
.right to shed the blood .of apostates.
Nothing of special importance occurred,
nowever, until r86o, when Joseph Smith,
jr., the eldest. son of the founder of the
faith, became identified with the Reorganized Church as its president.
Since
then the receders have prosecuted missionary work .throughout the United States,
Great Britain, Canada, Scandinavia,
Switzerland, Australia and the Society
Islands, untif their communicants are said
to number over 27.ooo. Their headquarters are at Lamoni, Iowa, to which place
they removed from Plano, Ill., r88r.
The Reorganized Church holds that
the legitimate successor of Joseph Smith
was his eldest son; that the allegation that
Smith introduced polygamy on the
strength of ,divine revelation was an invention of Brigham Young; that the Utah
Church has. departed from the faith and
practices laid down 'in the Book of Mormon and subsequent revelations of Joseph
Smith, and that the Reorganized Church
is the only .true and lawful contiuation of
and successor to the original church and l'!S
such is legally entitled to all that church's
property and rights; and it was to celebrate
the decision of the United States' Court of
Ohio, confirming this last claim, and vesting in them the right to the temple consecrated in Kirtland, Ohio, in 1836, and for
nearly forty years disused ow ir,g to litigation, that the Reorganized Church met in
that temple on the 6th of Apnl, 1883.
With this we rest our case and- say,
without fear of successful contradiction,
that to those who believe in proving for
themselves and, with Paul, exclaim:"Prove all things and hold fast that which
·is true." Fbr
·
"Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow,
He who would search for pearls must dive below."

In this age of searching, penetrating
into all forms of information, theological
and otherwise, we respect and admtre
such men as John Knox for diving into
and probing after truth until he sounded
the clarion note, "Tear down the reeks
and the craws will fly away," his countrymen seeing tbe force of this truth, trampled
on establil'>hed rottenness and enjoyed parish schools and religious liberty. The
German Baron who educated the poor
lad, Martin Luther, because he (the Baron)
believed in education, never dreamed that
he was assisting in moulding- and developing an instrument in God's hand who was
destined to revolutionize all Europe.
And again, observe the penetration required to pierce the mist of spiritual pride
which had e:athered like a shroud and
finding vent 'in the cold formalism in the
Anglican Church. developes within the
breast of John Wesley until, with his

powerf.ule:x~ecutive

mind, he has formeda
belt thatto-day girts the prostetant world
witb Methodism. Might we not say, after
a perusal· of ·his notes on Jhe New Testa~
mimt and reading between the lines the
spirituality . of his soul, manifesting and
showing outthat all that is methodicalor
grand in the system, worthy of note, is the
simplicity of the gospel partially restored
and left on rec.ord ·for our emulation.
Would to God that his ninety-four sermons might go thundering down the ages,
accompanied by the song which his
brother Charles, the sweet minstel of
modern Israel, composed.
·
Liberty herself .must blush to find that
this, fhe grandest of hymns, can no longer
be found iri Methodist :Hymnals of recent
compilation.
"Almighty. God of love
Set up the attracting eigu,
And summon whom thou dost approve,
As messengers Divine."

In the face of such facts in regard tothe
history of reformers, what might we not
expect would be the persecution that
would be heaped upon one who would
contend for a restoration of God's laws
and plans in them.
But so it goes. . The prejudice and
bigotry that tried Luther at Worms, ridiculed Knox and persecuted Wesley,
laughed and scoffed at every advanced
thinker who has striven for truth and contended that God and man were not so far
apart, which prompted Paul in his address
on Mar's hill in Athens, in presence. of the
most distinguished Judges and Philosophers to exclaim: "He has made of one
blood every nation of men, that they
might dwell on all the face of the earth,
having marked out their appointed times,
,and the pounds. of their. dwelling. That
they might seek for God, if perhaps they
would feel after him, and find him,
although, indeed, he is -not far from every
one of us."-Acts 17:26, 27.
Is it not strange that Stephen was
.stoned? Paul whipped, imprisoned and beheaded, and Christ crucified for enunciating just such truths? Let us, therefore,
take courage, that as they were sustained
by His visible hand to them, which was
invisible to their persecutors, "That He
who is the same yesterday> to-day and for, ever," the rewarder of every reformer,
and the restorer of everyprinciplt<, defiled
and defaced as it may be by men imd prejudiced times, will bring to light in his
own good way the truths enunciated by
the martyr at Carthage Jail in June, 1844·
Let us, therefore, never ~sk how long, Oh,
Lord, before vengeance is taken? but let
us be up and doing, laboring for the right.
We will then prove by our lives that God
reigns, and ringing down the ages is
James I : 5, "If any of· you lack wisdom,
let him ask of God, that giveth to all men
liberally, and upbraideth not: and it shall
be given him." It was in answer to that
promise which gave to Joseph Smith in
answer to prayer, the telephonic connection with God, which is soon to give to
him the proud positionin the face of every
. suspicion and calumny that can, or could,
be laid at his door. The secret key to unlock certain mysteries that when the mists

t

of prejudice have cleared away, the
seventy·second Psalm becqming as it .is a
subject of history instead ot revelation.
All men of minds and liberality of soul will
have to ask themselves the question,
"From whence did this man obtain his
answer ·to our queries?" Who .was he?
For verily hehas spoken of things con~
cerning · the future kingdom and made
them so plain that the Bible is made a
new book, and that wbich was a chaotic
muddle before to us, we now see b~eat1ty in
arrangement and a lovi!)g hand guiding
the helm. Let us just add, in concl~1sion,
that there is much that yye can not say
amen to in the .. actions m1d teachini!s. of
many of his . would- be propagandist~ but
for his system we have. profound respect
and can never. thank him sufficiently· .for
tbe clearness of light given to us after a
prayerful and careful perusal of his .writings, and .we wish to exp~ess our thl!tnks
here and now to R. Howlett, of London,
and J. H. Lake, of Kirtland. The former
for making up a present of them and the
latter for his all-night talks and letters in
explaining many knots, and to one of
nature's noblemen, J. A. Mcintosh, of
Alliston, whose noble figl:t against preJudice when his ability would at once give
him a commanding position if he would
bend to the popular.cry.
The stand he has taken giving a double
force to hi.s teachings, for all know who
are acquainted with him that he has the
moral courage to stand by his convicti.ons
as well as able to give a reason for·"the
faith that is in him.
And lastly, in an age which is ever
ready to· put .. all thing-s to 'the test; to
search into the heights and depths, eager
to get at the real facts, the ultimate folmdatiims; ready for all experiments; tolerant of all vital forces, and boasting of being responsive to all the varied impulses of
humanity; why is it that it does- not ask
itself the question: Am I judging by the
facts or by hearsay? Can these people be
so bad and have so much truth and, hundreds of them scattered throughout the
province, testifying with their lives of
honest endeavor, worth and civilization.
Again, we ask, can persecution and ostracization aid in promulgating truth?
And as we listen to the answe;r coming,
ringing down the centuries of the past,
replying: It never has, nor it never will.
Therefore, we shall button-.hole you no
longer,- but leave the subject with -thee.Pen and Plaiform.
OuR idea is that all young men who are ambitious to do something meritorious in the world,
and establish themselves as an integral part of
the affairs of their generation, should create and
successfully conduct for· a long period of years a
business of their own The ambitious man who
fails to start out on this line of labor in his earlv
youth will usually regret it. The time. when -a
business is most easily created is during those
wholesome years from eighteen and twenty-five,
when all·normall natures have an excess of vital,
mental and physical energy. After that it is not
so easy. Then there is great solace in middle
and old age from a prosperous business and a
and a comfortable property and income. Men
who work all their lives on salaries miss this
gratification in the evening of their existence.
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SAINTS' HERALD.
The work has been their own, and that is sweet,
but the reward for their toil goes to some one else.
This is the Jaw of the business world. Young'
men who are encouraged by their parents and
teachers to take almost any situation that offers
fair pay and short hours of labor should be more
thoroughly enlightened on this to them very important matter.-Burlington Post.

ALABAMA.
Conference convened at New Hope branch,
Monroe county, Alabama, July 19th, Eider M.
M:- Turpen was appointed president pro tem.
Bninc(1es :, Butler, no change ; Pleasant Hill 76,
4 baptized, 2 died; Flat Rock no change. Elders:
·G. T. Chute, J. G. Vickery, W. J. Booker, M. K.
Harp, W. S. Booker, W. S. McPherson, M. M.
Turpen, baptized 4; Prit;sts, J. -M. Patrick, P. W.
Booker; Teacher, John Booker. Bishop's agent
reported: On hand lastreport $r9·35· received
$6, paid out $5, balance ~20-35· W. J. Booker
was appointed president; the general authorities
were, sustained. L. G. Parker was sustain:ed as
secretary of the district; J: G Vickery as Blsh·
op's agent. Elder M. M. Turpen was sustair)ed
in th.e South-east?rn .mission, Preaching by M.
M. Turpen and G. T. Chute. Adjourned to
meet at Pleasant Hill branch, Butler county, .Alabama, Friday evening, October 24th.
ST. LOt:TIS.
.. Conference convened .in the Saints' Meetihgh.ou~e, No. 2518 Elliott avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, June z8tl:t; Eld.er· J. W. Gillen choseu to
preside. Branches: St.. Louis zo7; 9 baptize<), I
receive.d. Cheltenham. 36; _2 receive.d. Whearso
40; I IJaptized. Elders: w:: 0. Thomas, J. G.
Sp1ith, J. Beaird, W: H. Jemmett, W. Jl:lliott, N.
N. Cooke• and J. W. Gillen reported .. Priests.: J.
S ..Parrish and J. G. Cole, and Teachers G.
El)iqtt and G. A. Forbes reported. W. 0. Tl:)omas
w!ls elected president.and J. G. Smith clerk, to
se.rve. the ensuing term of one year. Prea.ching
by Jl)l<:ler ..Qillen.. Bishop7s Agent's report from
March Is,t to June 28th, r8go: March first balance _on :hand $r62.2o, received $7r 6o, total
$Z33-8o; paid.ou~ .to date $209 7.5, balance $24 05;
N: N: Cooke. agent. ·Audited and endorsed as
corn:ct. J\.djou~neq to St. Louis, Missouri, Sat·
urday ev13riing, October 4th, at 7: go. p. m.
INDEPENDENCE.
conference met in Sain.t's chapel, Independence Missouri, at IQ a.m., May 31St, pref,ident I.
N~ ,White in the cl)air.
Opened in usual form.
Thep~esll:lent called attenti<?n to theaprointment
of a committee on permanent:organization.1 Ob·
ject~dto by several_who helq that. the president
w.e. had _elected by our votes was .the. permanent,
pre,siding oflicer during 111~ term <:Jf officej and
th;l:tthe appointment of saH!. committee was supedl.u<)US.1 After ar~15uments pro and. cof1, comn1itteewasappointed and reported as follows: rst,
tha.t Elder Joseph Luff,preside, assisted by T. N.
White. Amended at the suggestion of Bro. Lbff
to.read that Elders J Luff and I. N. White;presid~. . 2d, that Bro, E. L:}'age act as s~cr<jtary,
assiSted j;)y Bro. E. ]jjtzerhouser; 3d, that the
president appoint all meetings, speakers, times of ·. ·
meetings; that Bro. Luff speak once, and that no
meetings be appointed during· Sunday-school
hqurs. 4th, that Elder H. K Mills be chqrister.
J .. A' Robin soil'· W .. Clow, F. W. Barbee. cornmjttee~ .. Adjourned until 3o'elock thatafui1eral
sen>i~e _mi!Jht be held in memory of Sr .. Kate
Zimmerman: · Discourse by Bro. Joseph .l.uff.
Branc;hes: Armstrong, 136, 3, receivti;d; 2.remov.
ed, .net gain r. . Clinton, 36, I re~_eived. Independence,_66?, 2 baptizep, 5. re~e!ved 1 I renwved?
l: di~d; total loss.z. n<it ',gain 5; new:o~d!nations
2; •marriages 3· . lj:nob Noster, 24, l ordil]atioh.
I,.o~ry Ci~yf45, ~ bap~ized.
~irst Kans:js City,
44: ~ bapt1zed, 4, r~c.erv.t)d, tot;tl gai,n 6; ·Jo.ss. by
deathr; netgaJr5•.' . Holden',_39:.' Rich.Hill,8o,
15 baptized; E!'ders_: 'l'. K, L)q,rJi; confirll:l.ed 2,

Emsley Curtis, baptized ?>•1· A. RoJ:>inson, Swen
Swenson, baptized and confirmed r, J. H. Wells,
R. Etzenhouser, F. G. Pitt, baptized. i, J. C.
Chrestensen.
I. N. White of the seventy, who
has labored continuous in the district as presiding officer, tendered his resignation, which was
reluctantly received.
Priests reporting: D. C.
White, D. F. Wlnn, baptized 2, J. Kaler, baptized
I, R. May, G. Wells. Report of Sunday-schopl
committee adopted and committee continued. A
resolution to discontinue the present form of temporary organization in this district was carried.
High Priest J. A. Robinson ·was elected district
president, Bro. E. Etzenhouser was elected district treasurer. A vote of thanks was passed to,
the retiring president. Adjourned to.September
27th, at Independence, Missouri.
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened with the Saints of the
Hope branch, May 3rst; I. P. Baggerly president, S. C. Gruver clerk pro. tem. Branches:
Union 38; I baptized, _2 received. Byrnville 21;
4 baptized. West Fork r6; I died, I r removed.
Pleasant Ridge 32; 4 baptized. Hope, no change.
~lders: I. P. Bagger ley, D. Scott, V. I). Baggerley, G. Jenkins. Priests: S.C. Gruver,R Eyres.
Deacons:. W. Cummings, J. F'ewell. 1. P. Bagger ley was chosen president, S ..C. Gruv.er clerk,
each for one year. Preaching by D. Scott· and I.
P. Baggerly. Thank.s to Saints and friends for
hospitalities were voted. Church authorities were
sustained. Adjourned to Union Chapel, Jefferson·county, September 27th, at ro: 30. a.m.
NORTH-EAST KANSAS.
Conference convened at Netaw11ka; June 28th,
E ..C. Brand., chairman, pro te1~,I·I. Green, cle~k.
Every branch in the district w.as reported. . Elders rep<;>rted: J. B. Jarvis, C. Williams, W. GurW<ill, E. C. Brand, D. Williams, W. Hopkins, H.
Parker, D. MuJlns;J, f31ickley:;.H, ~reen. Priests:
E.F. Guinand, W. Cairns, J.. McDougal. Teacher, W. B. Thatcher. Deacons: W. Chapman, J.
Patterson, J. Bailey, C. Guinand. ~is hop's agent
reported: on hand' last report, $z7 85, received
since, $27 oo, paid to E. C. Brandi $zo oo, sent to
the bishop, $29 85, p.n hand, $5 oo.
Preaching
during confere,nee by C. Williams, J. Buckley,
H. Gre.en, R .Parker and I): Williams.
The
general church a'~t~orities, also the district were
sustained. Adj0urned to. Fanning, Kansas, Sep.ternher 27th.
_
· . . ' .
.

NOTICES:.
> ,', ,'',
' ' ,,
To the. Saints of the. SoutllerQ}ndianadistrict:
At a previousqol!ference o.f the ,above named
districta resolution was passed requesting branch
officers t() .procure bJ an k branch ·repprts, as .furn;
is bed by .. the _1-Ierald.:Offiee, whic.Q cost 'but
twenty centspercctozen. Now; dear .Saints, .it is
really necessary_ :that youg<!,t said blanks to reJ?Ort your bral'lches to conferences, so that your
reports may l:j~, f()Hect, ai1d notas -three of .the
five branches 'reported 'to the last conference, a
rnungle of business, ne<;essary '!ferns in chan~es
of mernb<"rshlp .~eing omitted, should have been
s.;;nt ·l?ack to Jh~ branc!Jes .· .f~:r correction; .am;!
should the lik~ happen aga:in' will be;
·
·
.
· Yours ih bands,
S.
GRUVER, Dist. Clerk,

grounds with all other things necessary, prepar'
ed for the comfort and convenience of the Saints
and friends, and we hope all who can poosibly
make . arrangements will be present. Let us
show to the world that we love the truth, and are
willing to make sacrifice in order that others may
know of its saving power and rejoice with us in
hope of the glory of God.
The Saints at Wheeler's Grove and Farm Creek
have done nobly in the past to make these meetings a success,~and in addition to this haxe built
churches in which fo worship God and dispense
the word of life to others.
The Plum Creek
branch has labored assiduously and strained
every nerve for the advancement of the good
work in building a new church and keeping up
thei,r meetings, and we feel to say from the heart,
God bless the noble efforts put forth! And are
as•ured, He will blese and prosper all who willingly and cheerfully labor irr His cause. Now,
Saints; we want to make this meeting one of the
very best, and to this end shall endeavor to have
some-of the best talent the church can afford to
do the preaching.
In gospel bonds,
HENRY KEMP.
EMJIRSONi Iowa, July 24th.

TWO DAYS' MEETING.
Two days' meeting will be held at Forest
Flower School-house in the Henderson Groye
branch of the Kewanee district, on the 23d and
24th of August, 1890. The Saints are cordially,
yes, earnestly invited to attend .. It is expected
that a goodly number of the /tlinistry will be
present. Come all and let us Have a time of rejoicing long to be remembered.' ·
E. 'E. WHEELER.
CONFERENCE NOfi'ICES.
The Saints in Independenc~ (Mibsouri) district are hereby nptified th'at the;next district conference will convene in Jndependence, at ro
o'clock a. m., September 27th, i8go. A full attendance is desired.
EDWARD L. PAGE, Dist. Clerk.
BORN;
PETERSON.-At Brownville,! Nebraska, •June
roth, r89o, to Jol)n G. and Petindi.a Peterson,. a
daughter .. ·Blessf!d July 24th, rS9o, by Elders R.
M. Elvin and G. Z.'Redfield, and named B.ertha
Elizabeth.
DAVIS.'--Near. Palmyra. Otoe county, Nebraoka, September 29th, r889, lp' Bro. F. M. and
Sr. Ida Da~is, a daughter. _Blessed at f\'. L,
Tucker's grove,. Otoe countv,: Nebraska, July.
27th, 1890, by Elders R. M. Elvin and Joshua
Armstrong, :md named Carrie Tsabella.
MARRIED.
~ONG-CAuL-On Sunday, July r3th, I89o, by
Elder W. A. Wibberly, at thl1 house of Sr. Mary
Anderton, Lagrange, Ironton, Ohio, John HighJa,nd Long to Miss Annis Florence Caul.
DIED,
Sc:HNKLL'-;-At Los Angeles\ Califorl}ia, July
3d, r89o, Bro. Frederick. Philip Schnell. He was
born in Robdern Walde!:k, Ger'n1any,. or! the 6th
day of Ma,y, 1835! emigrated to: America when a
boy; united with. th~ .church many years a~o and
was a consistent, zealous rnernper, and a man of
honor among men. He. rernov.ed from
to a; Iowa, to Los Angeles· in . r88o, · where
has sin.ce resideg .... He ·leaves ,!a wife and· three
children. Many, and especi!llly the ministry
who have 1 visU~d Los Al}gel~s, will remember~
the' generosity of Bro. Schnell, whp•e h~u~e was
a. home for them.. Funeral fervice {roll:l. the
house July· 6th. Sermon. by ,Elder H.ernan C.
Smith.
'.
·
GRAY-',--At
Sr. ·K~eu"'"""'··v•
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WHJTMAN.-At Omaha, Nebraska, of scarlet
fever, July I.Jth, 1890, Grace lsabell, only daughter of G. M. L. and G.- A. Whitman, aged eight
months and two weeks.

·FREE LANCE •.
4~ong tJJ.e cherished ~ights of man is the freedom of
. opmwn, a~ 'Yell .as the _nght, when opportunity ofiers, to
express opmwn. To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
good, the PATI\IOT has d;>cidi>d to. start a "Free Lance"
department, in whic.h all have-equal opportunity for the
SALT .AS A DISSIPATION.
expr~ssion of their conviction~· upon any subject of general mterest .. ·We have had this department in view for
Salt, the le~st harmful of condiments, if such a
years; but not. un.til now, did we. feel that we could make
necessary article of diet. can be ter:ned !l condiroom for it. We hope to make it of general interest, and
profit to all. • Regular price of PATRIOT$1 per year; but
ment, i£ by the medical profession recognized as a
to rapidly increase our Circulation; will send it six months
species of dissipation in its excessive use ·among
ou trial for forty cents. Can you in justice do less than
mari{women. · Every one knows how flat and
appropriate forty cents to provihg the PATRIOT?
Address LAMBERT BRos., Publishers,
flavorless all :_food becomes when the system is a
·
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
trifle deranged. It is j11st then wheri men resort'
to bitters and burning sauces to tone up their
jaded ;tppetites, that women find their sole rePUBLICATIONS ISSUED A~l) FOR SALE
course in the apparently innocent salt cruet.
--)BY THE(-It is the old story of giving an inch to yielp an
Board of Publfcation of the ReOtganized Church,
ell, and before the victim knows it, her palate deat theirPublishing House in
mands a double or triple qqantity of the ~ineral
to savor every morsel she eats .. Some go so far
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
as to salt not only the substantial dishes, but tea,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
coffee, fruit, nuts, sweat-meats and wine. They
begin by taking a pinch extra now and •then to
pique their tastes and before long steal a bit to
keep in the pocket, or buy a crystal.to nibble on
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
the sly. Nature's revenge on her weak daughter
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
is as insidious as the insult her immutable Jaws
dr We have a limited quantity of these OH hand.
have suffered. She flies her first signals of disTurkey Superior, gilt edge •• ~ •••••••••••••••• 3 50
tress in a deadening of the skin replacing the
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••. 3 ~6
pink glow of health by a dim, yellowish pallor.
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge................... 3 'i!S
Lips and .cheeks blanch alike, this change
Roxburg
Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••••••• 4 00
being acCOYJ?panied by a deepening of every
shadow on the face. This is as nothing, however.,
.WELSH HYMN. BOOK.
to the destruction this morbid habit works on a
Full le~~cther, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • llO
woman's crowning glory, her hair. And it is
This was published by the church in Wales, and
astonishing how sensitive the hair is to every
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
fluctuation of one's health. Soon, each time the
-comb passes through it brings great handfuls of
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
long, shining strands.
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
No lotion or tonic is effective In checking the
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
loss, and, unless corrected, the abnormal amount
of salt in the system will produce partial baldness.
P(!.per oov:ers, 43 pages ••••••• T ........ ~ . . . . 10
Even now quite a number of women are under
REPLY TO LIT~'EFLTIW,
treatment, some avowedly and others secretly,
for this form of excess.-Sel.
InpaperlOcts.; perdozen •• ;.~ .............. '15
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
FARM FOR SALE.
Marriage."
"Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
BRANCH RECORDS.
,of r6o acres, ,thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeoed to timothy and clover. House, stable,
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
nice grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
heading-s, and ruled for Record of Names, BlessFor terms enquire of
ing .of Children,. and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ..• 3 00
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you w:;tnt to save money on Organs, Sew, LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
'ing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Ineach per dozen.......................... 12
,depence, Mo;
Baptism and Confirmation C!)rtificate books..... 25
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
and Organs shipped direct from Factory atlowest
prices.
CERTIFICATES _AND REPORTS,
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . • • . . . . . • • •
6
FOR SALE.
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pel' doz. 12
One of the best Business Houses and Stock
Certificates of Removal, per dozen . • • • • • • • . . • . 12
of Ge.neral Merchandise in Lamoni. DwellMarriage Certificates, per dozen . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
ing, consisting of six rooms, connected with
Store. The best business location in town.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Good reasons given for selling.
The Problem of Hum<&n Life Here and Hereafter
Address X Y Z Herald Office,
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin ....... l llll
14jun
Lamoni, Iowa.
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... l llO
D. F. Nwnor.soN, Cashier
Josephus. complete, library leather •.•........ 3 50
RoBEBT WINNING, Pres't.
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 6 volumes .•.•..•.••••...•.. 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .••••••. .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient .A.merica (illustrated) .•••...• l 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4. 00
f,oans monty on aproved security. Six per cent interest
The Koran, library leather ...•........•...•.. 2 25
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10 00
'!'vm:zht ?tnrl FOld.
The Ecclesiastical History of' Eusebius Pamphi·
Ius,. Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .••..••. 2 00
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1 ~5
Having to move to Clevelimd for my business, I offer
Bible Text Book .............•••..•.•••..•. l 00
for sale my Ho.nse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
Apocryphal New Testament . . • • . . • • • ••••••• 1 65
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio.' Good cellar with hot air
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size. 35
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

FARMERS' BAriK OF LAMONI.

BRADEN-KELLEY. DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .•••••••••••• , •••••• 1 'IIi
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di.
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the" Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical .in faith, organization, ()rdinances, worship and practice, with the Chrtrch of(jhrist,
as it was)!lft perfected by the Avosthls of Christ.. (3)
Is the Reorganized .Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of.God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or ·more, eooh • • • • • • • • • •.• llO
In paper15cts., ten or more, each •• ~ ~ ••• ~.... HI
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigd<>n tM. chief
p,:round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers 8cts. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per Clozen . • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to tlie Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDA:NCE TO DOCTR1NE AND
COVENANTS,
An enlarged edition, 3:! p~~ges, paper covers ••• ,
Old edition •••••.•••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • •

10
li

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 .•••. 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4. Epitome· of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c; 100.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000., ...• :1 ~5
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozon, per 100 ......• ·' •.• l 76
7. Who Tben Can be Saved; dozm:~ lie., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .• 1 ~I)
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 ..... , .....•....•. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. lilO ...... 1 lO
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 ms., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen _25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 , .. l 75
15 Brig!Jamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 ... , . 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 'fenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ l 4.0
17. Tlle Successor in the Prophet,ic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... l 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 eta, 100 ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....••.•.. l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.. •• 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House;."doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ... 1· 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30 Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • • . . 15
per hundred .....•.........•............. 1 10
31. What is Truth 1 and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 tor$!, 1,000 for .......•. 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 ... , 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen., 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ....................•. 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chu,·eh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 lO
43 One Wife, or Many; dozAn 25 cts, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen ......• , • . • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . , • • • • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts. . • • . . • • . • • .. • • • • • • • • 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . • • • . . . • •. • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN .A.M:o:NG YOP HAVIll BAVll J.T Bill ONB Wli'll, AND CONQUliiNBB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag€ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
. ..
"WE BELIBVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCJil'T IN CASIII 011' DIIATH, WllBN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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Iowa, August r6, 1890.
REV. M. T. LAMB.

following item from the San Fran,
cisco (California) Report is a confession on
the part of Rev. M. T. Lamb of the barrenness· of sectarian dfort to convert the
Mormons to the various conflicting sectadan theories extant.
It is likewise a
merited tribute to the sincerity of the Mormon people.
Mr. Lamb has had a little lively experience 'with some of the ministers and members of the Reorganized church, and is
therefore qualified to assert that it is "really
a greater menace to other churches than
the old Mormon church of Brigham
Young had ever been." He knows that
its position is simply impregnable, and that
other churches stand no chance with it in
discussion, when doctrine and principle
and the facts of history are taken into consideration. He knows fmther, by his own
experiences and observations, that the
ministry of the Reorganized church are
"dangerous persons to meet in debate:''
This gentleman stated in Council Bluffs
that "some of the reasons which make the
Reorganized church so -:langerous to society lay in the fact that they are a very
sincere people, a very orderly and upright
people, devoted unyieldingly to their religious convictions, and also that they are
so thoroughly posted in the Scri.ptures."
These truthful admissions, in a city where
our people and their work is pretty well
understood, is added evidence of the excellence of the doctrine nf the Reorganized church;for societies, like individuals,
are to be judged by the fruits they bear.
THE

Rev. M. T. Lamb of Salt Lake City, addressed
the Presbyterian Ministers' Union this morning,
in Calvary Church,'on the subject of "Mormonism."
Dr. Lamb laid before his auditors in a
general way the doctrines and beliefs of the Mormon Church. He said there was no sect so sincere in its belief as the Mormons, and to convert
a member of it to any other doctrine was almost
impossible .. The Mormons laugh at the idea of
missionaries from other churches coming among

I
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I

890.

them. They considered the missionaries them-.
selves most in need of spiritual guidance.
He
said, howf'ver, that a great many converts were
made from apostates of the church who had, on
their own account, become weak in the faith of
the Latter Day Saints, and among the children
and young men who attended the Gentile schools.
Mr. Lamb then spoke of the "Reorganized
Mormon Church," which discards polygamy.
This church was rapidly increasing in all parts
of the world, and was really a greater menace to
other churches than the old Mormon Church of
Brigham Young had ever been. The members
of this church, though generally uneducated,
understood their own system of religion thorough·
ly and were dangerous persons to meet in debate,
unless the:r opponents had made special prepara'
tion for their arguments. Mr. Lamb recited an
instance of a Methodist minister in Michigan
who challenged one of the emissaries of the reorganized church to a public discussion of their
resptctive doctrines. The result was that the
Mormon baptized half of the Methodist congregation.
The enforcement of the Government
laws was rapidly wiping out the old Mormonism,
and this, taken in connection with the work being done in the Gentile schools, Rev. Lamb
thought, would result iri Utah being reclaimed
in a few years.

ANOTHER INDICATION.
"THE children of Israel ('church in the wilderness') started out all right; they started out cir·
cumcised', but afterwards neglected it and God
commanded Joshua to 'make sharp knives and
circumcise again th.e children of Israel the second time.' The ch.urch of God started out all
right on the day of pentecost-sanctified-'they
were all filled with the Holy Ghost;' but did
they keep that v;·ay? Read Revelations second
and third chapters and see. What is the state of
the existing denominations to. day? 'Yes,' says
one, 'I see; but what is to be done about It?'
One of two things sh()uld be done: either 'purge
out the old leaven,' or else if you can't do that
'come out from among them and be ye separate.''
-Pentecost.

No. 33·

the righteousness of God. In so doing
they but establish their own righteousness,
every man doing that which is right in his
own eyes.
While the advice of Pentecost is good,
we doubt if it comprehends the scope of
its quoted remedy, or means more than
the coming out of some sect and entering
another form of sectarianism-or the following- in the wake of some so·called
evangelistic movement, which is itself but
another phase of the many sided and complex anomaly-modern theology. When
will men learn and be willinf! to acceot
the gospel as fully and divin~ly restor~d
according to the sacred word (Rev. 14: 6)?
When will they rally 'under the "ensign"
which God has lifted up in the latter
days? Their own acts demonstrate the
statements of Scripture concerning the
religious condition of the modern world;
the blind lead the blind further away from
the truth. LiRht is breaking in some directions, but it'l general the situation is
decidedly painful to contemplate.
DATE OF THE CRUCIFIXION.

THE clipping below will be read with interest by the HERALD readers, coming ag
it does from one of the briRhtest minds of
the Supreme Bench of the United States.
It is a well demonstrated fact that, as is
set forth in the Doctrine and Covenants,
17: r, Christ was born ·on the 6th day of
April, instead of the 25th of December, as
has been popularly held until of late. .
Perry in his work "Sixteen Saviours or
One" says, "All evidence points to early
April as the true date of the Saviours
birth."
The above is but another evidence of
The coincidence in the fact that both
the widespread dissatisfaction existing the birth and the crucifixion of Christ fall
among religious professors. The purging on or near the same date in April, is very
process has been at work since the days
noteworthy.
·
of Luther, and while those who from his
Smith in his Diet. Bible, art. Jesus
time, including Calvin, Wesley, Campbell
Christ, is in harmony with Judge Bradand the numerous other reformers have·
ley.
failed to accomplish the desired results,
"That the time of Christ's crucifixion ·may be
they have unwittingly, except in possibly approximately
demonstrated by astronomical
one instance, demonstrated beyond ques- calculation, after paying due regard to the histor·
tion that the apostasy from primitive ical data in our possession, is asserted by Judge
Christianity was so comple that a divine Joseph P. Bradley of the Supreme Court of the
restoration became a necessity. As the United S,tates. The cardinal conditions required
are: First, that the time must be brought within
position .assumed by the reformers has the procurators hip of Pontius Pilate; secondly,
proved the apostasy, so have the results of it mu~t be after the fifteenth year of the reign of
their work in the past four centuries the Emperor Tiberiu~, and after the thirtieth
proven that men uninspired can not build year of Christ's age: thirdly, it must occur on
the rsth of the Jewish month Nisan (of Abib),
up. or establish the J<Tngdom of God. and
on the sixth day of the week, or Friday.
Moses could not perform his work with- After a great deal .of laborious research, Mr.
out the direction and aid of heaven, and Bradley deduced the following conciusions:
even Je.sus confessed that by communion •There was only three years from A D 27 to A.
with and power received from the Father . D. 25, inclusiv(:, in whi.ch the rst of Nisan, and
the 15th of Ni~an, happened on a
he performed his divine work. .This be- consequentlv
Friday.
These were A. D. 27, 30 and 33. the
ing true it is folly for men denying the last being very doubtful. But the crucifixion
power of God to make efforts to establish could not have happened· before A. D. z8, and
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probably not later that A. D. 3L Therefore the
year 30 is the only one which satisfies all the conditions of the problem. It satisfies them, be- .
cause it gives opportunity for Jesus to teach publicly for about three years and to attend three
passovers during his ministry, or four, according
as it commenced on or before April 3, A. D. 27.
Now since in A. D. 30, the 1st of Nisan fell on
Friday, the 24th of March, the 15th fell on Friday, the 7th of April, which was the day of the
crucifixion.' "-St. Louis Republic.
EDUCATION AND CIVILIZATION.

"DR. SHELDON JACKSON has sailed in the
steamer Bear for the Arctic regions for the
purpose of establishing three schools for
the E,quimaux.'"
·
The above from the recent news items
of the associated press is another evidence
of the general enlightening progress of the
world.
While the hitherto buried and
unpenetrated tropical regions of the dark
continent are being opened to trade, traffic
and civilization, preparatory to its transformation from barbarism to a condition of
intelligence and civilization, the frigid
regions of_ the Arctic circle are also to be
nourished by the divinity which in this
enlightened age is shaping the end of the
race to the central pomt, that "God hath
made of one blood all nations of men;"
that all are capable of better and more exalted conditions than the ignorance, despotism and strife'of the past have permitted.
THE Chicago 7 ribune lately had this to
say of the havoc and loss of life caused
this year by "winds, cloud-burst~?, floods,
hail and lightning" which "seem to have
been let loose upon the suffering country.
"The total list of deaths by cyclones,
lightning _and wind storms alone since
January rst will figure up over r,roo, as
compared with only r6g deaths by the
same causes all last year. Though the
year is but half gone it already promises
to be memorable for its dreadful catastrophes."
The above is compiled from some of
the disasters occurring only in the United
States. If all were included together with
those which have occurred this year
throughout the world the list would be
much more appalling.
A BROTHER in Nebraska writes that he
scarcely knows what to think of his own
spiritual condition and that of the branch
there. He says they have not the gifts of
the gospel, but are blessed with spiritual
dreams; the sick have been healed when
admini~tered, to and adds: "We receive
sufficient of the Spirit to melt us to tears,
but no tongue or prophecy; and there
seems to be peace and love among the
Saints."
We think the hrother has reason to be
encouraged and thankful. It is not always
necessary that the outward manifestations
of the Spirit, such as tongues and prophecy, be given.
Unity, wisdom and
love among the Saints are fruits of the
Holy Spirit. If these be wanting tongues
and prophecy can not supply their place;
nor is it likely that they would be given

under such a condition except to reprove,
direct or encourage to unity and peace.
They will be bestowed whenever the
Lord sees fit if the Saints faithfully live
their religion. The fruits of the Spirit,
the inward and outward fruits of love, joy
and ,peace, are as necessary as the manifestations of it ir, gifts. Let· the brother and
those with him in faith continue in the
unity of the Spirit which is the bond of
peace, and they will have no cause to complain oflack of blessing and confirmation.
Let thern grow surely and steadily, even
though their growth be not as rapid as
they might desire. Trusting faithfully in
·the Lord, continuing in prayer and service
to Him, no sincere disciple will ever find
himself unacknowledged of or forsaken by
the Master.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

1

some elder could come this way and re·main a while, encouraging and instructing
us? I would love a reunion here, but the
drouth has caused a shrinkage in crops;
but we have rain now."
Bro. J. A. Robinson .of the Independence district goes at his work with characteristic energy and promptness. in the
way of organizing two days' meetings
and rallying his workers._ This is most·
commendable, and is very essential to the
prosperity of the church. This policy
should be carried out vigorously at all
points practicable in all parts of the gaspel field.
Bro. and Sr. Bohn, of Silver City, Iowa,
wrote us the 23d ult. that Brn. H. N. Hansen and Henry Xemp had preached some
of late in their town, and that some were
thinking qu~te earnestly in regard to the
doctrine presented, yet the most of the
people were heedless.

BRo. J. W. PETERSON writing from
·Beetown, Wisconsin, znd inst, says: "Have
THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY
been here two weeks and expect to stay
ATTACKED. EDUCATION.
another. See no use in running away and
Quite a large number of Methodist ministers
leaving a large, attentive audience. Am assembled yesterday morning in weekly session
in the parlors of Central M. E. Church.
to baptize some tomorrow."
Rev. D. Simons read a paper on "The MethBro. T. W. Smith writes of late that
odist Doctrine of the Trinity." He attacked the
until further notice his address will be San doctrine with much determination. He said that
Bernardino, California, care H. W. Pat- wisdom, love and power were personified in the
names Father, Son and Holy Ghost. Christian
terson, 5th street.
This region of country has been highly baptism is in the name of Jesus Christ alone.
use of the three names would be polytheism.
favored with seasonable rain during the The
Some clergymen make three applications of
summer thus far, and as a result crops are water-which is not Christian baptism. The
excellent in the main.
great reformation of !he age is in theology. There
Bro. F. M. Sheehy is having a contro- is a special demand for preaching the one God,
versy with the editor of the Wilton, Maine, Jesus Christ. Some people pray to the Father
the name of Jesus Christ, but Jesus is "!he
Record, in the columns of that paper. T.he in
name high over all, in hell, or earth, or sky"issue for July grst contains a good article the one object of worship in heaven, and should
from Bro. Sheehy's pen in which here- be on earth. To speak of three persons creates
futes statements to the effect that before confusion. It is. not mystery, but absurdity. If
the translation of the Book of Mormon the Father and Holy Ghost are persons in the
same sense as Jesus, then there are three Gods.
American an;hreology was so generally
Dr. Daniel Dorchester, superintendent of Inknown that leading outlines of the ancient dian Schools in the United States, was introcivilization of this continent could have duced. He gave a full account of his visits to
been written by Joseph Smith or any the various schools, which he thinks are improving and show flattering results. No more conother. Bro. Frank buries the editor under tract
schools will be established by the departa mass of quotations from Bancroft, Bald- ment.
win, _Stevens, Charney, etc., etc., success- ,
There are two points in the abo·ve item
fully defending the work against errone- that are full of promise--that which relates
ous statements.
to the effort to reform the theology of the
Bro. W. C. Cummings wishes us to call M. E. Church indicates determination to
attention to his advertisement in HERALD, seek for light if it be even at the Expense
Bro. C. Guinand, of Atchison, Kansa~, of creeds and traditions; and •he other
requests that the elders passing that way gives evidence that the Gentiles are perstop and preach for the Saints; and he forming the work of "nursing fathers
further says that they will pay the expenses and nursing mothers" to the descendants
of elders living near them when they come of Israel-Lamanites--in America as preand preach for them.
diicted by the Book of Mormon. The
Bro. and Sr. D. C. Bohn, Silver City, signs of the times are very propitious for
Iowa, wrote of the labors of Brn. Hansen the Lord's work.
and Kemp at that place. The brethren
preached to their neighbors, a few of
whom manifested some interest, while
PROOFS FUR IMMERSION.
many seemed indifferent to the voice of THE following clipping from the Ameritruth. The injunction, "In the morning can Baptist may be of interest to some of
sow thy seed nnd in the evening withhold -our readers:
not thy hand, for thou knowest not which
"We quote from the •Story of Baptists,' p. 72,
shall prosper, this or thJt," proves that the as follows:
people of God should not grow weary in
. ·"'Augustine baptized l,ooo converts in the
well doing, although immediate fruits are river Swale, in Kent, A. D. 397, in one day,
not apparent. "He shall not fail nor be among- whom was King Ethelbert. At Easter,
627, Paulinus baptized in England 3.000 souls.
discouraged," was written of Jesus.
Some Pede-baptists deny the possibility of imBro. D. W. Shirk, Belmont, Nebraska, mersing even the three-thousand; converted at
the 2oth ult., asks: ••Is it not possible that Pentecost in one day. Yet, there are several un-
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doubted instances of the immersion of a large
number, within the same period of time.
The
celebrated Chrysostom, Bishop of Constantinople, immersed in one day, in 404 with the assistance of his presbyters, about 3,000 peroons; and
in July, 1878, J. G. Clough, D. D, Baptist missionary in India, with five assistants, two baptizing at ~he time, immersed 2,222 believing Telugus, converts from heathenism, in six hours.'
'·From this it appears that two thousand two
hundred and twenty-two were baptized by six
ministers, two baptizing at a time, in six hours.
According to this the eighty-two ministers on the
day of Pentecost could have baptized at the same
rate in six hours more than thirty thousand converts.
The twelve apostles with the seventy
elders on the day of Pentecost could have easily,
had it been necessary, baptized thirty thousand
converts.
Surely our Pedo- baptist friends are
hard pressed when they contend that three thousand could not have been immersed on the day
of Pentecost."

THE TEN VIRGINS.
QUESTIONS

~ues.-Are

AND ANSWERS.

deClared, "But of that day and hour no
one knoweth; no, not the angels of God
in heaven, but my Father only."-Matt.
2

4: 43·

In harmony with the last quotation and
those already given from Doctrine and
Covenants we quote some other revelations
given through the young Seer. They
present a striking and consistent contrast
to tl<le vagaries of those uninspired t~::achers
to whom we have referred.
"Send forth the elders of my church unto the nations which are afar off; unto the
islands of the sea; send forth unto foreign
lands; call upon all nations; firstly, t!pon
the Gentiles, and then upon the Jews.
And behold and lo, this shall be their cry,
and the voice of the Lord unto all peopl.e:
Go ye forth unto the land of Zion, that
the borders of my people may be enlarged,
and that her stakes may be strengthened,
and that Zion may go forth unto the regions round about; yea, let the cry go
forth among all people; awake and arise
and go forth to meet the Bridegroom.
Behold, and lo, the Brideg-room cometh,
go ye out to meet him. Prepare yourselves for the great day of the Lord.
"Watch, therefore, for ye know neither
the day nor the hour. Let them, therefore, who are among the Gentiles, flee unto Zion. And let them who be of Judah,
flee unto Jerusalem, unto the mountains of
the Lord's house. Go ye out from among
the nations, even from Babylon, from the
midst of wickedness, which is spiritual
Babylon. But verily thus saith the Lord,
ler not your flight be in haste, but let all
things be prepared before you; and he
that goeth, let him not look back, lest
sudden destruction shall come upon. him."

Prepare ye, prepare ye, 0 inhabitants of
the earth, for the judgment of our God is
come: bd10ld, and lo, the Bridegroom
cometh, go ye out to meet him."
It will be noticed that when the midnight cry was m11de no time was left to
purchase oil-obtain the Holy Spirit. The
virgins must then be prepared or he denied
entrance to the marriage. So in D. & C.
85: 25 it will be seen that after the testimony (preaching of God's servants), and
the events which follow, the cry of the
ang·els to prepare to meet the Bridegroom
is made, "and immediately there shall appear a great sign in heaven, and all people
shall see it together." See paragraphs 26,
to 35 of section 85. No ten or twenty or
fifty or more years remain for preparation
after the "midnight cry." Our Adventist
friends have been sounding a false alarm;
have been crying "wolf!" "wolf!" so often, that like the shepherd boy of ..I.Esop's
fable, discredit has been cast upon the
true doctrine of Christ's second coming
because of their errors concerning it.
To repeat in brief what we have written more at length :-In Matthew 24:32
the first call is made, after which abundant time is given for the preaching of the
gospel, and, for those obe) ing it to obtain
the oil, the Holy Spirit, "whom God hath
. given to them that obey him" (Acts 5).
The cry at midnight (Matt. 25: 5) is followed by the almost immediate coming of
the bridegroom. The revelations of J oseph Smith are in strict harmony with
the above.
"But the hour and the day no man
knoweth, neither the angels in heaven,
nor shall they know until· he comes."-D.
& c. 49= 2.
"Watch therefore; for you know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son
of Man cometh."-Matt. 25: 12.

the virgins spoken of in
Matthew 25th, the Saints?
Has the
:;;leeping time past, or is it yet in the
future? What are we to understand by
the foolish virgins going to buy oil and
coming and wanting admittance into the
kingdom?
Ans.- The virgins are the Saints; see
first verse of Matthew 25th, Inspired
Translation, where "the kingdom of
heaven," the church (Col, I: r3), is referred to. The sleeping time is not past; it
includes the present dispensation from beginning to end. The following quotations
and statements will throw some light on
the parable and answer the questions
asked:
"These things are the things that ye
must look for, and speaking after the manner of the Lord, they are now nigh at -D. C. w8: 3, 4·
This sending forth of the elders is the
hand; and in a time to come,· even in
the day of the coming of the Son of Man, first call-the preaching of the gospel bv
and until that hour there will be foolish which the people of_God are called out of
virgins among the wise, and at that hour Babylon, according to Rev. 18: 4: "And
~.-Is an act of a late confereflce in
con1eth an entire separation of the right- I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
eous and the wicked; and in that day will Come out of her, my people, that ye be California in keeping with the laws of the
I send mine angels, to pluck out the wick- not partakers of her sins, and that ye re- church, wherein a sister· was set apart to
anoint and administer to other sisters? If
ed, and cast them into unquenchable fire." ceive not of her plagues."
This is in harmony with the statement so, please cite the law.
-D. C. 63: 13.
A.--We know of no law recognized by
''And at that day when I shall come in of Matt. 24: 32: "And again, this gospel
my glory, shall H:e parable be fulfilled of the kingdom shall be preached in all the the church which authorizes such ordinawhich I spake concerning the ten virgins; world, for a witness unto all nations,· and tion·, if the sister was ordained to so minisfor they that are wise and have received then shall the end come, or the destruc- ter in an official capacity. The law provides that said ordinance shall be performthe truth, and have t:lken the Holy tion of the wicked."
This is the first call, which was to pre- ed by the elders (D. C. 8: 2; 17:8, r8; 42:
Spirit for their guide, and have not been
I 2; Jas. 5: 14, etc).
It also prohibits
deceived, verily I say unto you, they shall cede the "midnight cry."
The cry made at midnight is given us teachers and ·deacons from laying on
not be hewn down and cast into the fire,
but shall abide the day, and the earth shall in D. & C. 85: 25: "And after your testi- hands, while it provides that a priest can
be given .unto them for an inheritance; mony, cometh wrath and indignation up- only lay on hands to ordain a priest, teachand they shall multiply and wax strong, on the people; for after your testimony er or deacon. (See D. C. 17: w, II). We
and their children shall grow up without cometh the testimony of earthquakes, that do not doubt the propriety of sisters apsin unto salvation, for the Lvrd shall be in shall cause groanings in the midst of her, plying oil and praying for other sisters,
their midst, and his glory shall be upon and men shall f~ll upon the ground, and and even others, in certain times of necesthem, and he will be their king· and their shall not be able to stand.' And also com-· sity, believing that God has heard and
. eth the testimony of the voice of thunder- answered and will .continue to hear and
lawgiver."-D. C. 45: 10.
The Adventists professed that the "mid- ings, and the voice of lightnings, and the answer the prayer of faith; but the law
night cry" was made by them in 1832-3, voice of tempests, and the voice of the provides that the elders shall be sent for
that the tarrying- time was the period from waves of the sea, heaving themselves be- to anoint and lay hands upon the sick. If
1832-3 until r843, when Christ would yond their bounds. And all things shall the ordination of the sister be by direction
be)n commotion; and surely men's hearts of the Spirit, said ordination is beyond any
come. Their predictions failing, they re·
c·ounted and set another time. They con- shall fail them; for fear shall come upon provision or command of the written law.
tinued to set various dates up to as late as all people; and angels shall fly through We ha:ve later information that no such
1889, all of which evidences that they ran the midst of heaven, crying with a loud ordination took place.
Je.-Is the injunction given to the elders
without tidings from the Lord, whoonce voice,sounding the trump of God, saying,
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in the commencement of the church to you may know my disciples."-Doc. Cov.
"prove the world" in force to-day?"
83:I3, 14, IS, !6.
A.-Yes.
See also Doctrine and Covenants ~4: 7,
~.-Are missionaries in the field to
and Epistle of Twelve and Bishopric,
have their personal and traveling expenses Herald, May 19th, 1888, page 318.
defrayed by the church?
~.--Is it the will of the church that the
A.--By the members where they labor, missionaries sent out by General Conference appointment are to devote their time
and by others whom they serve.
in opening up new localities?
~.-If not, should they not be confined
A.-That is their principal work, for
to as narrow a territory as can be
thoroughly canvassed during the year so the Lord will raise up elders to take care
of the branches.
(See D. C. 85: 19.)
as to curtail expenses?
However, there are circumstances when
A.-They should not have too wide ter- ne~essity demands that the traveling minritory in any case.
istry feed and care for the flock-the sheep
~.--If elders in the field are dependent
in the branches.
Wisdom and circumupon the world for support, should they stances must govern.
refuse proffered aid even in the way of
Q.-Should not local officers attend to
collections?
all branch work-thus liberating the misA.- They should accept such aid as sionaries that their labors may be exclufrom God and in fulfillment of the prom- sively in the world?
A.-Yes; that is the nature of their
ises which say:
"And again I say unto you my friends calling, and such is the command. ·
Q.-- W oulJ not the work be facilitated
(for from henceforth I shall call you
friends), it is expedient that I give unto were elders sent out two by two, preachyou this commandment, that ye become ing where opportunity afforded in every
town, city or village?
even as my friends in days when I
A.-:-Yes, where it is practicable. (See
was with them traveling to preach this
gospel in my power; for I suffered them D. C. 52:9; 42:2; n5:r, etc.)
Q.--Is it not God's plan that when·a travnot to have purse or scrip, neither two
coats; behold, I send you out to prove the eling elder opens the work and appoints
world, and the laborer is worthy of his local officers the latter should attend to
hire. And- any man that shall go and their duties in all departments, preaching
preach this gospel of the kingdom, and as well as presiding?
A.-Yes; if they have the gifts and
fail not to continue 'faithful in all things,
shall not be weary in mind, neither dark- calling.
~.-If an elder is in a locality where
ened, neither in body, limb or joint; and
an hair ot his head shall not fall to the an intense interest is manifested, is it right
ground unnoticed. And they shall not go for him to leave until he has thoroughly
hungry, .neither athirst. Therefore, take warned them?
A.-He should continue and do his
no thought for the morrow, for what ye
shall eat, or what ye shall drink, or where- work thoroughly and diligently.
withal ye shall be clothed; for consider
Q.-Do Saints do right in imploring
the lilies of the field, how they grow, they the missionary in charge to send them
toil not, neither do they spin; and the some of the traveling ministry, urging
kingdoms of the world, in all their glory, that they pay tithing and hence should
are nllt arrayed like O!i>e of these; for your have a part of the labor, when more inFather who art in heaven, knoweth that viting fields of labor can be secured in new
·
you have need of all these things. There- localities?
A.- The ministry should seek to labor
fore, let the morrow take thought for the
things of itself. Neither take ye thought where most needed-and best ooportunities
beforehand what ye shall Ray, but treasure offer, and when and where directed by
up in your minds continually the words of those having presidency over them.
life, and it shall be given unto you in the
~.-If some of the leading officials of
very hour that portion that shall be meted the church ignore the" Word of Wisdom,"
unto every man. Therefore, let no man how can they expect the mem hers to
among you (for this commandment is the commandments of God? _
unto all the faithful who are called of
A.-God expects each member to stand,
God in the church, unto the ministry), Elijah· like, though all others fail.
from this hour, take purse or scrip, that
"Therefore, let every man stand or
goeth forth to proclaim this gospel of the by himself, and not for anoth~r; or
kingdom. Behold 1 I send you out to re- trusting another . . . .
"And if thine eyes which seeth for
prove the world of all their unrighteous
deeds, and to teach them of a judgment him that is appointed to watch over thee
which is to come. And whoso receiveth I to show thee light, become a transgressor
you, there will I be ai~o; for I will go be- . and offend thee, pluck him out. It is betfore your f,ace: I will be on your right ter for thee to enter into the
hand and on your lefc, and my Spirit shall I of God with one eye, than having two
be in your hearts, and my angels round j eyes to be cast into hell fire. For it is
about you, to bear you up. Whoso re- ' better that thyself should be saved, than
ceiveth you receiveth me, and the same to be cast into hell with thy brother,
will feed you, and clothe you, and give where their worm dieth not, and where
you money. And he who feeds you, or the fire is not quenched."-Mark · 9: 44,
clothes you, or gives you money, shall in 46-48.
no wise lose his reward: and he that doeth
~.-When God's will is given does it
not these things is not my disciple: by this not become a commandment?

A.- The heading to the "Word of Wisdom reads as follows:
"A word of wisdom for the benefit of
the high council of high priests, assembled
in Kirtland and church; and also the
Saints in Zion. To be sent greeting, not
by commandment or constraint, but by
revelation and the word of wisdom; showing forth the order and will of God in the
temporal salvation of all Saints in the last
day'l. Given for a principle, with promise;
adapted to the capacity of the weak, and
the weakest of all Saints who are or can
be called Saints."--D. C. p. 244·
Without intending to call it in question,
without intimating that there is any conflict between it and any other scripture,
without accepting as true the statement of
some who held that that heading was not
originally given, or that because of the
hardness of heart (unwillingness) of God's
people it was so written, or without concluding that the Lord foresaw that many
would fail to observe the word of wisdom
in full if enjoined as a strict command, and
therefore s-imply expn:ssed it as His will
in the matter, foreseeing that His people
would in time learn to fully observe it,-we
quote the words of Jesus: "Man i;ihall not
live by bread alone, but by every•word .
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
-Matt. 4: 4· This statement of the Savior
is a command-one that was written-and
in it we are told that all God's wilf concerning his people is binding upon them.
We do not understand the heading to the
Word of Wisdom to state that in no sense
is that word a command.
In D. C. 58: 6 it is written: "Verily I
say, men should be anxiously engaged in
a good cause, and do many things of their
own fre~ will, and bring to pass much
righteopsness; for the power is in
wherein they are agents unto themselves.
And inasmuch as men do good, they shall
in nowise loose their reward. But he that
doeth not anything until he is commanded,
and receiveth a commandment with doubtlui heart, and keepel h it with slothfulness,
the same is damned."
We do not believe that any member of
the church can disregard the Word of
Wisdom and feel satisfied that they are
fully living up to the standard set before
God's people.
Q.- Was the Melchisedec priesthood on
the Eastern Continent among the Jewish
people from the "taking away" of Moses
until the coming of Christ?
A.-We understand that it was taken
away in the sense that the fulness of the
gospel und the powers and privileges of
its ministration did not continue with all
Israel; but it is evident that at times faithful men in Israel attained unto the reception of it. God took it from national Israel for their general unfaithfulness, but
he at times gave it to individuals because
of individual faithfulness; a consistent and
just procedure.
Q.- When there is a branch organized
with an elder, priest and teacher, and the
branch appoints the priest president of the
branch, has that priest a right to conduct a
prayer meeting or preaching meeting if he
feels so directed by the Spirit without con-
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suiting the elder? If he has, what does it
mean in D. C. 17: ro, where it says, "when
there is an elder present he is only to
preach," etc.?
A.- The priest being president of the
branch should conduct such meetings. It
is his duty to do so, calling upon other officers as wisdom and courtesy direct. Read
"Duty of Priest," HERALD July zoth, 1889.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Falsehoods which we spurn to-day
Were the truths of long ago;
Let the dead boughs fall away
Fresher shall the living grow."

A MOTHER'S TEARS.
IT is all over! How sweet my little girl
looked in her bridal robes with her golden hair
crowning her stately beauty, her blue eyes filled
with happy tears as she gazed so trustingly up
into the face of the noble man at her side! Their
hands clasped so firmly gave promise of neverfailing Jove; their hearts beating in tuneful
_ unison--pulsating with love-the melody being
the divine will of their Creator!
Yes, I know my darling will have a happy
life. \Vl!en sorrows avail she will find her
strength in her loving husband and her God.
The guests have gone. The rooms present the
delightful disorder usual to the hasty departure
of a gay throng. Not long ago my daughter
came to me throwing herself at my feet and resting her golden head in my lap in the old childish
way. There she has poured out her little troubles
and joys-as child as maiden-into my sympathetic ears. Now she strokes my hand, we sit in
silence, the poor gray head above the happy
golden one. She takes my head in her loving
arms murmuring, "There, there, don't cry, mamma. I'll come back to you often, Indeed I shall!
You have been so good to me, and I love you so,
and I am so happy! Oh, mamma!" and she
passionately kissed my trembling hands.
They come-Jhey lead her away. She becomes
the wife of her love. She says good-bye and
goes. Gone! We sit alone-all alone! Once
our home rang with joyousness from dawn till
dark; bright faces, happy voices, loving caresses
seemed necessities of existence. But they have
all gone one by one, until now my bright-haired
baby has left me. I could cry aloud in my grief.
Across the room lies her hat. I turn restlessly
and pick up a book from the table-out drops a
withered flower, a perfumed note. Everything
speaks of her. I rise and go to her old pianoher music on the rack. How often her fingers
have danced o'er those yellowed keys. How
often has it rung a sweet accompaniment to her
childish treble! What melodies has she awakened from those old sweet-tuned strings! I close
it softly; all my heart goes out in a despairing
cry, "0, where is my sweet baby? Shall I never
feel the pressure of her soft arms about my neck?
Never again push back the dan;1p ringlets and
kiss the fair brow of my little girl? Never hear
her rosy lips entreat «Does 'oo love ittle Rosie,
mamma." My darling! She has left me, alone.
No-not alone. I am selfish in my grief. My
husdand stands beside me; his once manly form
is now bent slightly, his once bonny brown hair
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is as white as my own. He reaches out one
trembling hand and tenderly says, "Dear wife!"
A flood of tears comes to my relief-the hot
burning tears of old age. I grasp the toil-hardened hand extended, and thank God for the
love and' happiness still spared to me. How
could I have been so selfish? I imagined the
sorrow all my own! We bow with clasped hands
and plead for comfort and peace from above. We
thank Him for the priceless possession of each
other's love; we implore that He will watch over
and guard the pure. young life that has just gone
from us. We arise, and with a deep glance into
tender eyes, realize once more how blest we are.
Even though the home, once thronged with
happy faces, contains now but two old people,
we know that we are ten fold dearer to each
other than on the blissful day we left our childhood hom_es as to-night our loved daughter left
her's.
Years shall pass; we shall often see them in
their homes; they will often return to ours and
touch again the old instrument--sing again the
songs of happy childhood--tell again to us the
sweet stories of long ago, and we shall be happy
still.
May each separate home contain in as full and
deep a measure the perfect peace--perfect harmony--that prevail and reign supreme in the
quiet, deserted home-nest?
MAY JUNE.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Abbie Robbins, of Green's Landing,
Maine, requests your faith and prayers in her behalf, that if it be God's will she may be restored
to health.
·
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY

FUND.

July 31, Amount to date ..•••...•.... $3046 73
Thos. Sheppard, Iowa . . . 25
W. E. Evans, Iowa...... 20
M. C. Despain, Iii.... . . . 50
A sister, Ills............. 5 oo
Mary Fisher, Utah . . . . . . 50
· A brother, Iowa... . . . . . 75
L. A. Lyon, Mo ......... I oo
May Butterworth, Iowa .. I oo
M. B. Nicholson, Iowa .. r oo
A worker............... ro
Mary Chatburn, Iowa ... I oo
Wrn. Willetts, Wash ..... I oo
Jennie Knight, Iowa..... so
W. C. Bentham, Iowa .• ·5 oo
Wade Morrison......... ro
I7 90
Aug. 7, Amount received to date ..... $3,06463
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

· ln Herald of May 31st A. W. Minthorn, Michigan, is credited with $r, which should have read
. Melvina Heavener, Illinois, $r.
July roth.
Dear Home Columni--I feel it a duty as well as
a pleasure to write you. Having had twenty-two
years experience in this work of God I have seen
many changes in times past. I am far advanced
in age, but this is my first letter to the Herald
and I expect it will be my last, but before I depart this life 1 am impressed to give a word of
warning to mothers on the training of their children,, Let us be faithful· iri doing our duty to
God and our children that we may not come under condemnation at the bar of God.
Let us
walk in the way that leads to happiness and riot
step .aside from the narrow path for fear of stum-
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bling blocks that are on either side.
The fash
ions of the day is a great one.
Beware of it,
young daughters of Zion, and it will prove to
you a blessing: You are here for a short time
and then return.
So think of this, and at the
end of your journey it will bring peace.
Mothers in Zion, see to it who your daughters
accompany. If you see a desire in them to
choose one of the world, take her by the hand to
your closet and pray God in her behalf and
counsel her to be wise before it is too late. I
have seen too much of this bitterness to let it
pass without warning. 0, mothers! the responsibility that rests on you! Do your part faithsully towards them, so that you will not be to
blame. See what Paul says on this point: "Be
ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers; for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness, and what communion hath
light with darkness?" I have heard sisters
speak of this bitterness and warn others not to
do as they had done. I hope the faithful will
take warning and profit thereby, and we at last
be saved in God's kingdom.
A SISTER IN THE. FAITH.
GREEN's LANDING, Me., July rzth.
Dear Edito• :--We as a branch are prospering
well, generally. The branch is in good working
order, under the supervision of Bro. George Eaton, elder, Bro. J. B Knowlton, priest, H. Robins,
teacher, J. H. E<tton, deacon, who each are tr}ing to faithfully perform their individual duties.
It is a small branch, only forty-seven members,
but we have the encouraging thought that victory
does not wholly depend upon the numbers.
We have built a nice little chapel--the effects
of the labors of ·the Mite Society and the contributions of benevolent members and kind
friends. God will prosper all efforts for good, or
for the upbuilding of his cause; so no need hesitate to undertake such an enterprise provided for
·the good of our fellow-beings and the glory of
God is the object .in view. All such efforts must
be honorable and persevering.
The chapel is situated in a retired little spot a
half mi.le .out of the village, very near the cemetery, where rests the dust of many beloved ones.
The walls are ornamented with the appropriate
texts of scripture painted very artistically by Bro.
Benjamit;~ Knowlton.
Over the sofa in nicely
carpeted desk is, "Let no man take this honor,"
etc. A little to the left, "I saw another angel
flying," etc., between which hangs a lovely
wreath, made of colored mosses and beautiful
paper flowers, made and presented by a dear
lame girl. May she have a crown in glory, radiant with as many stars as there are roses in
her wreath. A nice organ adds a charm to the
meetings as well as the Sabbath-school.
·
May God bless Bro. George and his companion, is the unanimous prayer of every member.
He has labored twenty-four years in the work,
(about eleven of them here).
A Prayer Union has been organized here recently. Ten active members and others intend
to join.
Much interest is manifested and a great desire that good may follow. We are all praying
for the prosperity of Zion, from the prophet
down ~o the smallest, which is ourself. May the
Reunion so near at hand be a grand success. We
desire to be present in body, b~1t if not will try t9
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be in spirit, for our prayers shall rise in unison
with theirs. Our coming conference is to be_
soon after the Reunion. Hope and pray that we
may be privileged to have the presence of the
prophet, bishop and others. We all feel to say,
God bless dear old father Landers and the
brother who with him brought the gospel here,
and also every one who has watered the seed
they sowed. May we with them ever be faithful,
enduring to the end, and then receive a crown of
righteousness is the prayer of your sister in
Christ.
A M.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., June 29th.
Dear Sisters qj the Home Columu:--It is Sunday and I have not been to church as I feel I
should. Our church is only in the evening, and
the more I hear our own doctrine I feel to lose
my interest in all others. This I feel a little
condemned in, as I think we should go out to
hear others in order to have them come to hear
us. I have often looked over the Heralds in hope
of seeing a word from some of the sisters near
home; but the thought came to me to day as I
was doing so, Why not you? and as I believe in
that judgment, I thought I best put it in action,
for I love to read the sisters' good letters.
Sr. Knight proposed for us to organize a
Prayer Union hl"re, which we did one year ago
the 27th of this month. We have twenty-three
names enrolled now; have collected thirteen dollars and sixty cents. Six doliars we sent for
Christmas Offering, three dollars we used to
help in paying hall rent, and now we are laying
up for our reunion, when we hope to pay the
hall rent. The good Lord has heard our prayers and answered us on a great many occasions
to the letter. My daughter was very poorly
under the doctor's care, also niy husband, and
my little boy had enlargement of the liver and a
terrible cough. Through prayer and obedience
to the commandments, thanks to our Heavenly
Father, they are all healed by his powet:. I know
for myself and not another the blessings are following the believers. Bro. Daly is with us and
he is laboring hard. Brn. Lincoln and Parkins
are our ministers here, and they hold to the faith
firmly. The branch is in good condition and
the Spirit of God is at work here. I would ask
an interest in all your prayers for us that we may
prosper and hold out faithful to the end. I fear
I am wearying you, so remain your sister in Christ,
•
M. L. DouGLAs.
LucAs, Iowa, July I st.
To the Sisters of the Home Column-Quite a
time has elapsed since anything has been reported from our Mite and Sewing Society, and thinking many who have formerly belonged to it, as
well as many others also would like to hear from
us we concluded to report to the columns of
the Herald our work for the last year and a
half.
Many who formerly belonged have moved
away, yet we have collected $r64 92 This we
have done mostly by working at quilts and a weekly due of five cents a week from each member. We have about twenty-five members who
are active in ket>ping their dues paid and doing
what they can. We "have paid out for the last
eighteen months $rs8 65; $r5 was given to our
Sunday-school to buy Hopes; $ro to our choir to
buy Tune Books; $6o was given to missionaries
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who went from our branch; $5 to sustain mis·
sionaries at home, and $47 to those in our branch
who need assistance, and some for repairing done
on our church building. We have on hand
$44 26 Some of this was from the year previ·
ous. Our present outlook is not very_promising,
owing to the work going down and a prospect of
a final closing of the mines. Many arc going
away and many have gone. Those who have
gone are doing good in other places, and those of
us who will have to leave can do good somewhere else and thus continue to help on the good
cause no matter where we are. Some will remain here for awhile yet. There has been a good
feeling most of the time among us and we feel
sad to see the sisters go away. Death has removed one from us whose voice was seldom
heard, but whose willing hands have relieved
many and were ever open to those in distress,
and in her quiet, unobtrusive way has done a
great amount of good, Sr. Isabella Phillips. Our
loss is her gain, and may we live as exemplary a
life as she has done, and our works follow us, is
our desire as a Society.
C. PHILLIPS, Pres.
H. E. BIRCHELL. Sec.

FAIRBURY, Neb., August Ist.
Editors Herald:-P!ease allow me a small
space in your columns to express my appreciation of your church publications. We take the
Herald, l'Iope and Autumn Leaves imd find in
them a variety of matter that is profitable for our
advancement, and is the means whereby vve are
assisted and encouraged to come up higher.
My husband and I take this opportunity to ex·
press our thanks for your unceasing effort to assist us in our very weakness to come up higher.
0 what grand opportunities are ours! There are
so many ways in which we can a,;sist, that none
can find a reasonable excuse for withholding
their means to assist in some way.
"Cheer up, dear Saint•, and labor on
While it is called to-day,
Our chance to work will soon be gone,
Let's labor while we may.

We want the Hope larger and send twenty-five
cents each to help make it so. How many·more
will give as much? We have a large family and
are trying to have Sundav-school at home, as we
have no branch here. We are trying to u'e our
privileges and are blessed in many ways for which
we are thankful.
A sister,
MRs. ELLA MYERS.
IRVINGTON, Cal., July 3oth.
Editors Herald:-I learn by some of my correspondents that l have made a grave mistake by
using the word "administering" in my communication to the Home Column of July rzth, for
thereby I have led some to regard the "ble~sing"
conferred upon the sister as an ordination, which
it was not; neither was it regarded as such by
the sister nor the elders.
Again; I used the words "a sister was anointed
and set apart." This also was a misunderstanding.
I should have said "blessed and set apart." The
sister was apointed before the prayer of blessing,
and since she did not ask to be administed to, I,
and doubtless many others also, thought the oU

poured on her head pertained to the blessing and
setting apart. But I have recently been told
tiYat they administered to her aJ well for her affliction; and the anointing was for that purpose.
If by my blunder I have hurt any or caused
them to be called in question, I am very sorry,
and most humbly ask their forgiveness.
SISTER EMMA.

1

GRAFLIN, Texas, Aug. rst.
Editors Herald:-I am one of your readers,
but not one of your sub,cribers. I am now in
Anderson county, attending some good meeti-ngs
held here bj Ern. J. W. Gillen, A. J Moore and
E. W. Nunley. The two-days' meeting held at
Evergreen branch had good attendance and good
order, and some seem much interested. Bro. A.
J. Moore is callerl for from every direction. He
has built the cause up considerably here and he
has made friends to it and for hims·elf. We could
not get a better representative of God's grand and
glorious
My prayers are for all the servants of God. I
see from the Herald that some are yet striving to
keep the commandments of God. May God
bless them! May the work prosper day by
until the day of judgment comes.
Your brother,
W. H. SMART.
THURMAN. Iowa, July 28th.
Editors Herald:- While reading Auflltn1Z
Leaves in Correspondence Department a thought
struck me very forcibly that there were some
who would like to take the Herald and were too
poor to pay for it, or from some of her cause do
not. I have thought probably you would know
if there is and would be glad to send it to them
if there was some assistance given.
Though
poor in this world's goods yet wishing to do
something r send you a little mite and you can
send the Herald to some hungering souls as you
deem best, and the Spirit may direct.
I Jove this work and would like to do some
good in some way for my Master. I suppose my
love is increased greatly on account of my sufferings, both mentally and physically; yet through
the same I have been made to r~ioice greatly on
account of the Holy Spirit, the Comforter, so my
suffering sinks into insignificance and my heart
leaps with joy almost unspeakable, The disciples rt>joiced greatly on account of God's blessings and that the devils were subject unto them;
but were told not to rejoice in that, but rather
that their names were written in heaven. So in
order that I may have my name recorded in
heaven I want to do all the good I can, both
spiritually and temporally, striving, as Paul has
said, to keep the body i.n subjection, for the flesh
is at enmity against God, etc. This I think must
be done before we will be able to keep the law
and testimony which is the only thing that will
gain for us a home ·in heaven.
I believe the commandments in the covenants
are sacrPd and should be lived up to. I wish to
refer to tithining, for it is not accepted by but
few, judging from experience and bishop's report; yet some say it is all right, but do not pay,
questioning from various standpoints. As I have
been one of this class for some five years I think
it best to give my reasons: First, I was not in
full faith, not believing in tithing and in many of
the revelations; thinking they were unscriptural
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so really my only reason was. I did not believe.
I fear many others are in the same condition or
the ministry would not be so badly neglected
financially. My idea is this: One tenth is the
Lord's and we have no right to use it, so I give
the Lord his in this way: Not only one tenth of
what I now have, but also one tenth of what I
foolish! y spend or let slip" through carelessness;
for I feel one tenth of what we spend foolishly
for things not needed should be paid, let others
think as they may. All must give an account
of their stewardship.
I feel assured this work is true, and take great
delight in reading the testimonies of my brethren arid sisters.
SAMUEL J ROBERTS.

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Aug. sth.
Editors Herald:- The radiated heat from
paved streets and high buildings, together with
the incentive to husband my physical and mental powers for gospel work, induced me to quit
Omaha the early part of last month. I went to
Wilber and spent two weeks, preaching almost
every night. The attendance was small, but
order and attention good. There is a necessity,
in my judgment, that the branches should be
visited and cared for occasionally by the missionaries, for there evidently is a class of Saints
that become careless and lukewarm under the
ministration of local laborers; and I have seen
those whom it took an apostle or one of the first
presidency to get them to the place of meeting;
and a few are so cold that e.ven these high offi.
cials do not attract or arouse them to duty.
If the watchman on the high towers of Zion
would visit branches and their meetings without
notice or intimation of said visit, the faithfulness
and carelessness would be seen, and the Saints
would not appear upon "dress parade," and ob"
taih a flattering mentlon in the Herald.
The trial of faith will come to every one who
names Christ as their Lord, and the allurements ·
of pleasure ana the hope of wealth are the most
seductive devices of the arch enemy of the soul.
Spent a week at Brownville; the attendance upon the average was the best had, and it is clear
that the clouds of prejudice are yielding to the
sunshine of truth. Bro. George,z. Redfield has
purchased the Baptist Church, and when it is repaired there will be an eftort to have it dedicated.
Already the people are talking of a visit to their
old town by the prophet, and I promised to do
my best to have him come, It would help the
cause I am sure. It is also hoped he will visit
a grove meeting at Wilber; and the Saints of
Palmyra are very anxious that he should give
them a call. It is one of the oldest branches
in this district, and many of its members have
never seen the president of the church. · I have
just spent a week there preaching the word in a
grove and in a hall at Bennett. There is great
need of wise and active labor there at the present time, otherwise the good work of the past
will be lost, as the cause has been reproached
by the report of evil doing of some. This
the weak and timid can not face before the
worfd. Our motto should be, the lustful action
of no man or woman shall prevent me from
winning the crown of eternal life.
.
The lack of rain will cut the corn crop of
Nebraska short this year. What e'ffect it will
have upon the gosp.el work remains to be seen.
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One thing is clear, that until after the Novem·
ber election our work will be hindered in this
state on account of the intense excitement and
interest the people are taking in the issues involved, even Saints are riding upon the crest
of the wave of fiery excitement, but that is no marvel, for when some Free Methodist comes along
with emotional frenzy, a mere travesty uppn
the true religion of Christ, some who call themselves Saints will neglect the vow of duty and
pass by the house of worship while service is
goin·g on, to be with the noise of confusion.
In my very soul I cry out, 0 Lord, when will
thy people be wise and stand united as a true
example of gospel light! Notwithstanding the
wiles of the evil one, God's Spirit comes in increased po~er to those who are true to their
covenants.
In gospel bonds,
ROBERT M. ELVIN.

VINCENNES, Iowa, July 3Ist.
Editors Herald:-Held meetings at this place
Sunday la.st, morning and evening, school-house
full and good attention. Was requested by Mr.
Navy, the one that took the lead in building the
new church in String Prairie, a Methodist brother, to preach in said church, which of course I
will be more than anxious to do. Will preach
in the school-home here next Sunday, and perhaps for a week or longer, as wisdom may direct.
Feel well in the work; been kindly treated by
the brotherhood generally; am in good health;
weigh six pounds more than ever before; ready
for anythirig that is calculated, in my judgment,
to advance the work, and would ask the aid of
all the faithful in so doing.
It is very dry and hot in all this region. Corn
will be short, and potatoes very poor indeed.
J. c. CRABB.

ST. Lours, Mo., July 29th.
Editors Herald:-In our Sunday-school class
last Sunday we discovered a marked difference
between the King James translation and the Inspired version, in Matthew I3: rz, viz:

MAINE, Minn., July 28th.
Editors Herald:- Since writing you last I
have been continually proclaiming aloud thegos··
pel in this north country. Some have heard and
are now rejoicing in the spirit of our Master, and
more are near the kingdom.
Will organize a
branch at Friberg, Ottertail county, Minnesota,
August 23d, at two o'clock p.m. All the Saints
that can are requested to meet with us at that
time. Come all and let us have a joyful time.
Our effort at Fergus Fails was very poorly attended, hence did not tarry long with. them.
Have got the different religionists pretty well
stirred up. All kinds of reports are in circulation. I have challenged the whole outfit of them,
but none seem to be willing to come to the front;
but they warn the people not to hear. Some say,
"He is to smart a man to be a Mormon;" some
one thing and some another; but I say the
sick are healed and the gospel is preached
unto them, and the honest in heart obey it, and
to God be the glory.
I hear Br:>. Davis is doing some good pre;;J.ching in Becker county. God bless him, I pray. I
};lave been in the mission fif\y-eight days and
have preached fifty-one discourses. The Lord
is with us here. · Hay-making and harvest are
now going on. Crops are good, but we need
rain In some places.
Ever praying for the advancement of truth,
Yours in bonds.
J. N. ROBERTS.

KING JAMES.
"For whosoever hath,
to him shall be given, and
he shall have more abun.
dance; but whosoever
hath not, from him shall
be taken away even that
he hath."

INSPHlED TRANSLATION.

"For whosoever receiveth, to him shall be
given, and he shall have
more abundance; but
whosoever
continueth
not to receive, from him
shall be taken away even
that he hath."
That verse "whosoever hath not, from him
shall be taken away even that he hath," we could
never understand, as it appeared contradictory.
The idea would present itself, how can you take
anything away from him who hath not anything.
Notice, h.owever, how clear the sense in the Inspired Translation: "Whosoever continueth not
to reC"eive," etc'.
You have probably noticed this difference be·
fore and called attention to it in the Herald, and
I may be in a sense "carrying coals to New Cas·
tle;" but I thought I would send it to you, so
here it is.
Yours in the hope of eternal life, where forever we shall "continue to receive."
SAMUEL R. BuRGEss.

DETROIT, Minn., July 29th.
Editors Herald:-I had the pleasure of leading
Bro. and Sr. Hawkes into the water last S~nday.
They are able to be of use to the work if they
BAY CITY, Mich., July 26th.
continue faithful. There are quite a number
more that should do the same if they were obediEditors Herald:-The Seventh Day Advent·
ent to the promptings of the Spirit.
ists have made quite a stir in this city; had their
The Lord is moving some of the obstacles out
tent here for some time and challenged the world
of the. way and the greater part of the people
to meet them in discussion upon "the Sabbath."
seem to look with more favor on the noble work.
Brn. F. W. Terongo and H. J. Badder battled
I trust and pray it will continue to take an· onthem a little and finally accepted their challenge
ward move.
·
for one of the elders, after none of the ministers
We have a great many good and faithful
of other faiths would accept; but when we came
Saints that do all they ca~ under present cirthey pulled up and left town, but before that·
cumstances, to build up the kingdom of God, but
they state_d in public that they were going to
like all the children of God have things not pleasstay until the cold weather drove them away.
ant to deal with; but when through with them and
However, we delivered two lectures on the Sablife is ended they will be pure as gold seven times ·bath, preached some and baptized two more, etc.
refined. The local ministry, Brn. Mark Tabbut
Bro. James Burtch has also been doing some
and Henry Way, are doing good work. The
preaching abou.t twelve miles east of this place.
good Spirit is attending us in all our labors, and . , I confirmed five baptized by him there. Several
we hope we can get those of the honest hearted ' others are believjng the gospel i!1 that part. I
to see the truth that they may rejoice with us.
would suggest that all the officers teach the mis·
}- ARTHUR DAVIS.
' sion of Joseph Srnith, ~how the coming forth of
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the Book of Mormon, tell them about tithing,
etc., before they baptize them. It will save much
trouble and confusion. Give them a good under·
standing that they may come in in good faith;
then they will rec.eive the blessing•, they will be
ready to defend it and stand up boldly for it, and
thus help on the great work.
J. J. CORNISH.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Aug. xst.
Edt'ton Herald:--I have read nearly all your
publications since last January and feel that after
5earching and reading everything that I could
get hold of, especially amongst all the different
classes of adventists, etc., for the past thirty-five
years, that you have the truth as "once delivered
to the Saints;" and I intend soon to join this little
despised company and share their reproach and
wait patiently for the overcomer's reward.
When I look at the unbelief and darkness that
there is in the churches and contrast it with
what the Lord has done and is doing for this
people, it is certainly a marvel and a wonder, as
the prophet said. May God bless you all in this
glorious work and hasten the glad day when his
people shall be gathered home, and sighing and
sorrow will flee away, is the prayer of your humble servant.
S. B. GowELL.
LOGAN, Utah, July 28th.
Editors Herald:--Seeing that C. E. Malmstrom, of Springville, Utah, feels aggrieved because he imagines that he is being compelled to
remain a member of our church, I write these
lines hoping that they may console him.
On March 5th, r889, he wrote to Brn. Phillips
and Hallett, of Provo (these brethren having
been appointed by the president of the mission to hear and try his case) as follows: "As
you desired me to make a statement in writing
so that a trial may be avoided, I shall do so. The
reason I wrote you I preferred a trial is because
Elder Peter Anderson published in Sandheden's
Banner an· article stating that because of my
conduct my license had been taken from me. r
challenge him or anyone else ta prove or truthfully assert that my conduct has been unchristian."
Now this challenge is altogether unnecessary,
as the notice (not article) did not charge him
with "unchristian" conduct. The cause of the
notice (which by the way appears in Herald for
September r7th, r887), was as follows: Elder
Peter Anderson was told that C. E. Malmstrom
had visited members of the church, trying to destroy their faith in the Book of Mormon and the
latter day work, saying that it was all a fraud
gotten up by S. Rigdon and J. Smith. To ascertain whether or not there was any truth in this,
Elder Anderwn went to see Malmstrom, who
confessed that it was true and said that he was
willing to give up his license. He afterwards
went about lecturing publicly on the "fraud."
He also makes the same confession in his letter
to Brn. Phillips and Hallett when he says: "A 11
I had done was, that I had told members of the
church what I sincerely believed, with all IllY
heart, and can prove, namely, that Sidney Rigdo'l was the person who appeared as U{e fictitious
angel Moroni to the witnesses of the Book of
Mormon," etc.
The church does not aliow such conduct on
thl~ part of any of its elders, and this should rot

appear strange to C. E Malmstrom or an:yone
else. Nor do we wish to keep a man in the
church against his will. After a man leaves the
church he may do as he pleases-he may disbelieve and teach against everything-bt1t he can
not do so and yet be recognized and sustained as
a representative of the church. The following
are> the findings of the court:
"PRovo, March 26th, r889.
"Elder R. 'J. Anthony, President oj Rocky Mountain Mission, Dear Sir:--We, your court appointed to hear and try the case of C. E. Malmstrom for apostasy and misrepresenting the history of the church, befl' leave to report that, on
the rsth day of January, x888, we notified the
said C. E. Malmstrom of the nature of charges
and specifications, and that the said C. E. Malmstrom on the 5th day of March, r889. wrote us a
letter stating his case and position. Therefore,
it is the opinion ot said court that by his own
confession the charges are fully sustained. We
therefore recommend that the said C. E. Malmstrom be expelled from the church.
"Signed,
W. G. D. PHILLIPS,
"T. C. HALLETT."
Here again Malmstrom enters an objection;
this time in regard to the charge of apostasy, as
follows: "Well, if the Reorganized Church will
acknowledge that it is not the Church of Christ,
then I plead guilty. I do believe in Christ and
his gospel," etc.
Why he should demand of the Reorganized
Church such an acknowledgment because he
apostatized from it, is difficult to see. , To apostatize, according to Webster, is to abandon one's
faith or party.
I know of no one except Malmstrom himself
who considers him a member of the church, nor
do I know of any who want to retain his name in
the book. If it has not been taken off yet it has
been because of negligence, therefore he need
not feel "aggrieved" nor consider himself "disgraced" by belonging to the church when he
really does not belong.
Concluding, let me say to him that, we are
perfectly willing he should say and write aJ! that
he possibly can to prove his assertions--that
Rigdon is the ·real author of the Book of· Mormon; that the church is built on an accursed
fraud; that the work is carried on by sharpers
and frauds; that the church believes in devilish
revelations, etc., etc.
Respectfully,
PETER ANDERSON.
SHE WAS RTGHT.
A WOMAN gifted at running "grab bag" socials
called on a mother, saying: "We have many
useless articles that must be disposed of somehow. We've concluded to place them all on one
table, .under the charge of our most fascinating
young ladies. Gentlemen will chat with them,
then can not go away without buying something;
and they can put their own prices oil the articles. We really want your daughter, she has
such winning ways." Seeing indignation gathering in this noble mother's face, and knowing
how carefully she had guarded her children
from social contamination, she added: "Of course
she will have to play the agreeable to a good
many you might not approve; still she need not
recognize them afterward."
"What!" exclaimed the mother, "allow my
daughter to become a decoy to lure money out
of men's pockets in return for shams and false
smiles? Never! I hold my child's moral nature
too sacred for that."- Wesleya11 Chri.1tia11 Advo·
cate.

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of persono desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

---------·---------·
under this head do not necessarily receive the
2mlorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
\heir own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

THE LAW OF OFFENCES.
EDITORS HERALD :-Upon the suggestion
of brethren who desire to hear further of
my views on the question of the duty of
the church in regard to those whn are in
transgression, I write a few additional
thoughts.
In regard to what I wrote about murderers not being forgiven, I perhaps did not
express my mind sufficiently clear upon
that point. I supposed thai: the church
well understood that all killine- of human
beings is not necessarily murder in the
sense I intended.
I referred to
in
the sense of cold-blooded, deliberate, premeditated and malicious murder, committed in revenge or for the purpose of robbery, or to cover
some other crime.
The act of Nephi
the case of Laban,
and the. act of Moses with the
were excusable (under the circumstances)
in the sight of God. And the law of God
to us justifies us in certain cases to. take
life, as to defend our own lives or the lives
·of ourJamilies. I referred to those who
with their own hand deliberately and in
cold-blood, without justifiHble cause, murdered their fellow-man. I repeat, therefore, th[;t I do not believe that such persons as the latter can be forgiven, whether
in the church or out of it;- but that they
must be punished for their crime.
when a man is punished for any
whether the punishment is inflicted by the
Lord or by man, he is not forgiven,
although the punishment may come to an
end ·sometime. Those whose sins are forgiven are not punished, and <:an not
for
if they are their offence is not
but must be atoned for by their chastisement.
I wish now to say a little more
the
subject of offt•nces In the church,
their
punishment. I believe that there are two
classes of offences which may be committed by members of
and that
the course to be
with
offend·ers is nearly but not
alike. One
class of offences are comm'itted
divid uals; another class is
against the body, that
church. To illustrate: Bro.
insults or in some vvay
The law reqnires (sec. 4z,
to take Bro.
alone, or
endeavor to effect a
B. is to go and tell him his fault
himself 'iind A. i!lone.
H A. will not listen, if he will not confess or
of his
error or wrong
then one or two
others should be taken as witnessef;
cording to Jesus'
Matt.
and if he will not hear
he is to he
delivered up to the church,
the Lord
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explains in Doctrine and Covenants
that the church means "the
"not the members." Now the reason for
this course is
the
elders are
law, and are
God (D. C. 41: r,
law and to execute
it is kept. We read:
elders of
hehold, I
that ye
to
oi
ye shall receive my
may know how to
have all
will be your
hold, I come
that my law is
It is not to be
that the entire
mernbership of the
are to understand the lav,r for there
while capable
are too young to
the government of the church.
others who, by
surrounding
are not qualified to "regulate the affairs of the church,"
to "govern" it, and to execute its laws, or
to "see that the law is kept." This work
is, therefore, in the wisdom of God, committed to the
to the
eldership or
The elders are to meet in conference,
"to do whatever church business is necessary to be done at the
The elders
are chosen by the
or by the
church, and are ordained by
authority
of their vote, so that they become the representatives of the church, and are ernpowered to do certain work by virtue of
their calling and ordination, such as
preaching, baptizing, confirming, ordaining, administering the sacrament, and
among other things to sit in judgment
upon transgressors and judge of their guilt
or innocence, and to determine the nature
and degree of punishment
any) that is
proper in
case. And
they have
found that
has truly wronged B. and
has refused to make due restitution-or at
least confession of his fault-either to R
privately, or before the
and will
not repe1,1t of and confess his wrong to
before the elders, then if the offence be of
that character for which expulsion from
the church is proper or adequate punish··
ment, then, in our view of the law, the
church is to "lift up their hands against"
them.
This lifting up of hands is an act
of rejection.
The word "against" shows
it to be in opposition to. It means some·
times to confirm, or to establish. "Lift up
the heel" is similarly used. (See Ps. 41:
9, with John r.z:.r8, etc.)
To my mind it would be folly to per-·
mit the branch to vote negatively on a
question involving the expulsion of an individual who has been found guilty of positive violation
the law of God, ~hich if
he does violate and does not repent, the
law expressly
"he shall be cast ou~."
Sympathy arising
social grounds or
family. ti~s or that caused by a compassionate and rnerciful
may and has led
to a retention in the church of those whom
the Lord says "shall be cast out."

HERALD.

They <lre not our personal laws that the
transgressor violates. The laws that are
broken are the laws of God; and He who
the law says that he or she who vioit and will not repent, "shall be cast
out."
The elders have no liberty in the
case so as to say, "You can cast the unrepentant, irreconcilable, persistent transgressor out; or you can retain him in
membership, just as the majority may decide.'' There is no option left us in the
I can not conceive of a case where a
duly convicted of stealing, lying,
or any other sin, which the Lord
has
"Thou shalt not" do; and which
he has said if a man does and will not repent of it, he "shall be cast out," where
the church has. any liberty given it to
either refuse to lift up their hands against
the offender, or to vote negatively on a
question, "Shall A. be cast out or not for
persistent lying or stealing or blasphemy
or other forbidden words or acts?" to give
liberty for a negative vote, or even to a
refusal to vote, means liberty to nullify or
make void the law, of God. The very
fact that God has said that the elders "shall
see that my law is kept," forbids the idea
even, that they shall by vote of General
Conference, or by decision of any quorum,
or court, or council, say to the church,
"you may if you see proper nullify the
law;" or, in other words, say to a branch,
"You may negative ~vote to cut off or
cast out an unrepentant transgressor of
plain and po~itive law."
Since I wrote my article, "Must the~· do
it?" I am informed that I am running
counter to a ruling of.General Conference.
Well, I was not aware of that fact; but if
I am I am sorry for-the ruling; but I
can not stifle my reasoning powers if I
have run contrary to it. If this be treason, why so be it; it is not treason to reason and the law. I can conceive of a case
wherein the branch can be allowed a negative-or an affirmative and negative vote;
it is like this, namely: If a court of
elders should possibly hear a case, wherein
a person is accused of doing something
that is not clearly a violation of positive
law, yet may be injudicious or unwise or
imprudent, and is used by the enemy as a
weapon for harm to the church, the elders
may suggest a punishment of some sort,
but not expulsion; or they may recommend that the accused (when proven
guilty) should be deprived of or suspended
from office or refused the sacrament or
openly censured or in some way condemned for his fr,ult, then the branch may be
permitted to vote eith11r to punish as the
church recommended, or 1n some other
lawful way, or to not punish at all. And
in that case the branch can, not be punished or condemned for voting in. harmony
with the liberty granted them by the court
or by other authorities who might grant
that privilege.
But if the case be one of
violation of plain and positive law like that
of lying, stealing, adultery, slander, or any
other thing that God has said in clear and
pointed language "Thou shalt n0t" do, I
maintain that when a court of elders, appointed with the knowledge, consent, or
perhaps by the direct vote of the branch
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has found guilty a man who has been accused of vtolation of clearly defined law,
and who has been labored with by the offended party and his witnesses, as provided
for by the law, then if the elders say that
he is not worthy of membership any longer, and "shall he cast out," I huld that a
negative vote is positively sinful. It is an
an insult to God; for it flatly contradicts
the Almighty inasmuch as He savs "He
shall be cast out," while those who" vote in
the negative say to the face of the Almighty "He shall not be cast out." I thank
God that I did not vote to give any branch
liberty to commit this crime; for if I did,
I did it ignorantly; and may God forgive
me for my lack of thought <md judgment.
If I did, I now publicly recant and repent
my folly.
But I was going to say that there was,
beside the class who offend individuals,
another who offend the "body," who offen,i openly, or who transgress some law,
but who do not sin against any individual
member of the church. Now in such a
case I do not see that any individual, as an
individual, is required by the law to go to
the offender and seek reconciliation; but as
the bo9y (represented by a branch in most
all cases) is the offended party, then the
representatives of the church (or branch)
whose declared duties are to "see that
there is no iniquity in the church," as well
as to see that there is no "hardness with
each other; neither lying, backbiting, nor
evil speaking;" in other words, the teachers (or if there be but one, then the deacon
can assist) are to labor with the offender.
But if the offender will not hear the teacher and make due confession an(.! restitution,
then he is to be brought before the elders,
that is, "delivered up to the law of. God;"
that is, to those who are to teach and enforce the law, namely, the elders. The
teachers are in this case the "witnesses of
· the church," who appear against the offender.
The offence may be an open or
public one, all the branch may know it;
but the elder<> (who in this case may be
called from ,outside the branch) are to
meet, nevertheless, to give the accused a
final chance, or at least another chance,
to repent and confess his wrong; and
also they are to meet in order to decide what the law requires them and
the church to do in the case; to determine
the case and sit in judgment upon the
transgressor. If the transgression be violation of positive law and the offender
will not repent, the elders have but one
course to take, and that is to say to the
church that they shall "lift up their hands
against him or her;'' and what for? "That
they may be dealt with according to the
law of God." What law of God? This,
"He that sinneth and repe~th not, shall be
cast out."-D. C. 42: 7·
If it be a case of ~tealing, the law says:
"He that stealeth, and will not repent,
shall be cast out." If it is ly.ing, the law
says, "He that lieth, and will not repent
shall be cast out." If it be lust or covetousness; if it be false witnessing, or speaking evil of our neighbors, etc., it is the
same law, "He that sinneth and repenteth
not shall be cast out.'' Dare we say \to a
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branch, "If the majority of you do not
favor the casting out of those whom God
· says you shall cast out, that, by voting in
the negative, you need not cast them out?"
I am again reminded that the General
Conference has said, in €£feet, "·you may
cast a negative vote, and so not cast them
them out." But the God of the General
Conference has said, "You shall cast them
out," and of course such can not cast a
a negative vote.
"0," says one, "that is not what is meant.
It only means that if Jhere be a few who
do not favor the casting out they can have
the liberty of voting in the negative."
But have a "few"-has even one single
soul in the church-a right to say by voice
or vote "No," when God says Aye? And,
besides, who knows that the "Ayes" will
always be in the majority? Has the conference the right to permit even the risk
of a conflict between the church and the
church's God?.
The phrase "vox populi vox dei," is a
human and a specious axiom, or saying.
The rule that God gave Israel was, "Let
all the people say Amen" to the laws of
God. It was then and must be now, vox
dei Supremis.
The people must say
''Amen" when God speaks.
Here is the qnestion in another shape:
"All those who humble themselves before
God, and desire to be baptized; and come
forth with broken hearts and contrite
spirits, and witness before the church that
they have truly repented of all their sins,
. and are willing- to take upon them the
name ot Jesus Christ, having a determination to serve him to the end, and truly
manifest by their works that they have
received of the Spirit of Christ unto remission of their sins, shall be received by baptism into his church."
Now, has any man, or any number of
men or women in the church, by voice or
vote, the rie-ht before heaven to refuse baptism to any truly humble, penitent believer
in the gospel? Would any one dare to object to those who come forth for baptism
who has fulfilled the conditions prerequisite to baptism?
Would· it not be a
crime, or at least an offense against God,
to hinder such penon~ from co111ing into
the Church of Christ? The great head
of the church has l:1id down the conditions
of membership in his church, which is his
"body," and no man has the least right to
change these conditions in any degree, nor
to debar a single soul who has complied
with them from coming- into his church.
This same g-reat head of the church has ·
also revealed the conditions 11pon which
membership in his church shall be retaineel~ And he has also declared that those
who do not comply with these conditions
shall be cast out of his church.
The elder<; are to baptize all who have
complied with the conditions essential to
membership-or who are entitled to baptism. They have no right to refuse. If
the law required a vote taken by the
branch before a person could be baptized,
suppose ye that a negative vote could he
allowed in the case of those undoubtedly
worthy of baptism? I say no; because
the church has no right to object to those

THE SAI
are incompetent
If I say that

was guilty.
if the memof original
when
that the

Again, it must be evident that to
the membership the right to reverse or
nullify the finding of a court of elders
(their own servants and
are made virtually (and act as) a court
appeal. To act intelligently, and
eously, they must hear the whole evidence
in the case, and not
but
must be fully instructed
the
this being the case, of what useful .,...,,,.,,,.,"""
is a court of elders?
But the
that God has said that the matter must be
laid before the church, "not the members, but the elders," shows that the
members are not to judge the case; and
therefore how can they know of the
or innocence of the accused
in case
of open or public
and then
ever one may not have
heard the offense), unless
de nee?
They are
statement of the
truth and in the fear
that "Bro. A. or B. or
of a certain crime and
due and legal l:J hor and trial;
he will not
nor confess
law requires
you lift
>~gainst him."
then are
it. For
any one to say, "I
hot know that
is
guilty, and to do that I must hear the evidence of his
" is to
that he does
not believe
word of

he
to the law of
and the church
him or her.

andesone,
say to the
"You can have the right and
to declare that the accused is not
and therefore is not deserving of
; and that the elders were in·
to judge the case, either as to
of the accused or the
of
and
who have not

are so
in more or less ignorance
the case in question, and you
c;m reverse the decision o-f the elders; ~nd
you can nullify the law of
to cast out those whom
cast out.
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The church
the acts of the them in the place of judges upon the wiselders by saying
or by
up dom, understanding, and integrity of the
their hands, when those acts are m
I elders. But if they are more competent,
mony with the law of God; but
can j more wise, have better understanding of
not reverse or
their acts
in 1 the
and are more righteous and just
harmony with the
of God, for this I than
ministers, they should not call
reason, :,iz: "It
seem to some to be upon the latter to sit in judgment on any
a very bold
that we talk of case, but try them all themselves. But if
-a power which records or binds on :
believe and know that the elders whom
earth, and binds in heaven---nevertheless 'I they select to sit as a court are wise men,
in all
of the
whenever
· and righteous men, and capable men, and
Lord
of
I men who know the law of God and depriesthood
any man by actual
sire to keep it, it seems to me that wl~en
or any set of
they as a court have fully and fairly tried
been given.
an offender and found him guilty of wildid in
1 ful transgression of known law, and have
and did it
' found hirn rebellion> and unrepentant, and
and
record
the same, it in honor of God's posi•ive commandment
a law on earth and in heaven, and request the church to lift up their hands
could not be
according to the to cast out the offender, that there should
decrees of the
"-D. C.l be no hesitation on the part of the church
I w: 10.
to so lift up their hands, and not insult
Now, in view of this doctrine, suppoFe God's servants by even offc-ring to vote that
a court of elders whom we all admit have the offender is not guilty, or shall not be
this binding (and
punished in the way and manner that God
grave and
says they shall be. I can not see how that
accused person in
any member of the church can consistenthim guilty of
the positive laws ly and in safety to his soul ask for the
of God; and because he wili not repent of dangerous privilege of voting and reversand confess his
he is therefore sen- ing the judgment of the ministry and
tenced to be
from the
nullifying God's positive law.
does .the
that is, the memI have done. I have sought to honor
have the
or privilege of vot- God and his law. I have not sought coning to set aside this
or decision troversy, nor have I aimed to criticise any
of the elders? To
it looks not act of General Conference. When I wrote
only preposterous,
if done would be the former article I was not aware of a~y
dangerous to the souls of those who did H. ruling thereof that my arguments would
There is only one point i::1 this subject antagonize. If I had ever knew of such
that the writer is at all in doubt upon, and rulings I had forgotten them. Circumthat is this, viz, that if the commandment, stance.s in this country led me to write as
"and the elders shall lay the case before I did. But I have no apology to make to
the church," applies only to cases ofadulman, in my defence of right, of reason,
tery, then it may be that in such cases and of revelation.
only the "church shall lift up their
"
For truth and right,
· ot h er cases t h e castT. W. SMITH.
•
etc., an d 1"f so, t ]:wn m
1
ing out must be done by the elders only,
that is, without
the case before the
ME M 0 I R S.-No. VIII.
church. But if
of laying the case
before the church applies to all other cases
BY W. W. BLAIR. ·
of transgression, then there is no dodging
the issue, and that is·, "the church shall AFTER spring conference, .on request, I
hft up their hands." and that does not re- visited and labored in the branch in Fox
quire a vote, but forbids at any rate a river valley, including Mission, reorgannegative vote. But, sav what be will, the izing the latter, by vote, April 14th, and
law of God expressly ·says that the con- on the 23d started for my home in Little
victed, m::;repentant transgressor must be Sioux, going by way of Ottumwa, and
cast out; and this being the fact, no
then by stage and on foot via the branch
or privilege can be given by any General ten miles south of Leon, Iowa. Tarried
Conference, High Council, or any quorum, there preaching till the 27th when by vote
or by any member of a quorum, or by any we reorganized the {Little River) branch,
court of elders, or by any man or set of Eldet George Morey was chosen presmen in the church, to any branch, to cast ident, Eli Steele priest, D. B. Morey
negative vote in case. of any person found
teacher and William Alden clerk.
by a court of elders to have forfeited
On the z8th I baptized EbenezerRobmembership because of transgression un·
inson and his wife, Angeline E.; A. W.
repented of. For if that right or privi- Moffett and wife, Lydia Ann; Robert
lege be granted the membership, they Booth, Elizabeth Jordan and Miss Sarah
have power to remit the sins of those L. Alden. I had baptized three on the
whom those in authority have retained; 26th, one on the 27th, and .on the 29th I
or to bind again those whom the ministry baptized eleven--twenty-two in all--and the
have loosed; or to loose those whom
Saints seemed. united and spiritual. We give
have bound, or, in other words, have the above details for reasons that may appower to nullify their official acts and to ·pear later on. May Ist found me in Bedmake their ministerial work a farce. To ford, Iowa, travelling by coach with a Rev.
give the membership the privilege to vote -·-, a Campbellite. On entering the
yea or nay upon this question, is to put coach the night before at Leon this gentle-
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man learned I was a minister of the LatI ter
Dry Saints' denomination, and he at
once set al:.out correcting the doctrinal errors by which, he said, I had been deluded. ·
All nig:ht long he belabored me with
Scripture texts and Campbellite log:ic, as
opportunity offered, and I patiently listened and mentally look notes. It then carne
my time, and during that May-day the
reverend heard so much of the doctrine
and history of the Saints that, when I
parted with him in the evening at Bro.
William Matthew's hotel, in Fisher's
Grove, he bade me an affectionate good
bye, also bade me God-speed, and expressed a hearty desire to investigate the faith
still further, for he found his system of
faith weak and faulty and perceived that
there was vastly more primitive Christianity, more harmony with Scriptural truth,
and more sound, practical sense in what
the world calls Mormonism than he and
many others thought possible. Giving this
man a patient, respectful hearing secured
the same from him and resulted in making
him a friend at least, and probably a defender, if not an advocate of the faith of
the Saints.
While at Fisher's Grove, on May 6th,
I baptized a number of those once prominen~ Cutlerite~, namely: William Redfield and wife, Thaddeus Cutler, Sen., and
wife, Nicholas Taylor and wife, B. B.
Anderson, and Miss Maria Cutler.
On the 9th, enroute home, I called on
the branch in Council Bluffs and found it
in a divided state, owing to intermeddling
and officiousness on the part of ministers
who claimed that, by virtue of their high
grade of office, they had the right to set in
order the branch and its officers, not only
without, but contrary to, the wishes of the
branch and its officers.
This, we taught,
was both impolitic and unlawful, for that
none but those chosen and appointed to
that work had authority to interfere with
branch affairs, and, that they must do ~o
only as requested or permitted by the majoritv of the branch, or its officers.
· On Tuesday, the 12th, reached home,
and about one o'clock, Saturday morning,
the 16th, Bro. S. W. Condit and I were
called to administer to a voung man whose
parents and family had recently moved
into Little Sioux.
The case was a peculiar one.
He seemed to be suffering the
agonies of an extreme attack of bilious
colic, his family thinking that to be his affliction.
Immediately on entering the
room, where his father and brother. w.ere
supporting him in their arms, the family
all being present, we laid our hands on
him and fervently prayed for his healing.
In a moment he quieted down, was laid on
a trundle-bed, and apparently went to
sleep. The parents said he had been afflicted with spells of that kind during the
past fourteen years and physicians differed as to what the affliction really was, but
all, or nearly all, said it would terminate
fatally at no distant time. On reaching
the street Bro. Condit and myself concluded the case was a most unusual one,
and 'that the trouble was not at an end.
About four hours afterwards,, we were
called again, and on reaching the house
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met Bro. David Gamet, who bad been
called to assist. It was now fairly light,
and the appearance of the young man,
with what we had heard of the case, led
us to each engage in prayer before administering to him, and while engaged in
prayer the Holy Spirit testified that an
evil spirit vexed the young man.
When
we stated that fact to the family, just half
of them believed with us, and the others
disbelieved.
After anointing and sealing
with pn.yer, he, as before, quieted down,
and apparently went to sleep, and was at
least heedless of his surroundings until
near noon on Sunday the 17th, when we
prayed for him again with results similar
to what had occurred before. In the evening, growing worse, he was administered
to again, Brn. Condit, Gamet and Mitchell
assisting.
On this occasion we requested
every person not fully in faith with us
who believed him vexed with Satanic
power, to please withdraw from the room,
that no unbeli<>f might be present to hinder, citing the f<ict that Jcsus and the apostles taught that unity of hith was essential
in such cases, and that unbelief hindered,
asinMark5:4o; LukeS:sr; Acts9::4o;
Matthew 13:58; r7:2o; Hebrews rr:6,
etc.
After a seascn of united, fervent
prayer, we administered to him; the Spirit
of the Lord was present in manifest power,
and in a moment be was fully released
and restored, his speech came to him all
right, and, arising to his feet he said, "lam
all right now." Since that time, when
annoyed and perplexed, at times he has
been afflicted somewhat similarly.
But
always faithful administration by elders
who understand the case has brought relief-all in the name of Jesus Christ, to
whom, with the Father and the Holy Spirit,
be all the honor and tbe glory.
On the 23d attended a regularlv appointed business meeting in Galland's Grove.
Certain ministers had interfered with the
rights and duties of the presiding elder,
and I instructed those present that the
high priests, seventies and elders, residing
in a branch, were simply members of that
branch, but were not branch officers and
therefore had no authority to dictate in respect to branch affairs nor attempt to set it
in order, for that was placed in the bands
of the legally chosen branch officers selected by vote-"comn1on consent"-of those
constituting the branch, and that if they
needed aid they should look to their next
presiding officer, the president of the district.
To sustain this position the law of
the church and r,precedents touching the
case from church history were presented,
and what threatened to be a bitter cause
of controversy and division gave place to
the order-"let everv man stand in his
own office and labor i"n his own calling"and unity and fellowship were both restored and: strengthened, and the branch
grew apace in numbers and in spiritual
gifts and graces.
From the z8th till June 6th Bro. E. C.
Briggs and I were eng·aged in procuring
team and wagon and fitting out the missionaries for the U tab and California mission. On this last date a special conference
met near Council Bluffs, with large atten-

E SAINTS'
dance.
There were
J
and everything else that affects
nan
his work, must enter into the acmeetings appcinted in
Iowa
district.
count and be considered, for these are the
After some discussion conference deupon which "equalitv" was and
1
"
cided that district presidents were the 1 to be established.
proper officers for branches or their officers
On mature thought and careful investito ilpply to for counsel and aid in
as to what
was and is in
branch affairs in order:
I
sight of the
some concluded
had erred in
to it and so let
"After singing and prayer it was decided that
transient high priests, seventies and elders had
"zeal
knowledge" cool

I

no right to go into branches and attempt to set
them in order, that that business belonged to
those who were set apart and oent by conferences
for thai; purpose. The decisions of a high council
in Zion and a solemn assembly in Kirtland, were
cited as precedents governing the case. Said decisions are found in Times and Seasons, volume 5,
page 738. The elders were exhorted to preach
the gospel and let mysteries alone."-Saints'
Herald, vol. 4, }al[P 28.

I

The decision was generally thought to
be correct, and all heartily acquiesced in it.
Elder Wheeler Baldwin "bore a
testimony to the truth of the
tion and said he had not enjoyed
and power of God so much for the
thirty years as he had since he united
this work last March. The power of the
Spirit was with the branch at Manti
(Fisher's Grove), and he hoped to see
many more unite with them soon."
This conference and the Western Iowa
district aided promptly and
fitting out the missionaries going to
and C")lifornia, Brn. E. C. Briggs and
Alexander McCord, who proceeded at
once to their field of labor,
with a
team of mules and light
over the inhospitable
hundred miles to Salt

At a prayeromeeting in Little
I zth, the Spirit of the Lord tesin power that wisdom would be
those called to lead his people.
The
meetings held during
the summer
fall re~ulted '\Nell, many
souls were added to the church, the labors
the ministry were harmonized, the
Saints increased in unity an(! in spiritual
and the
prejudices of
their neighbors were
overcome.
On the zd of October
Bro. JonaI met
Joe.epr, A.
H. Smith, also a Bro. \V m.
just in from Nauvoo, Illinois.
Conference convened on the 6th instant
about five miles east of Council
Smith was chosen to
showed large increase in memand excellent conditions
it was decided that a
has no right to delegate his
to
one, but that
he 's absent
next
branch authority
; nevertheless that a branch presihas the
to call others to his asin vvord and ordi-

President Smith said the elders should
the gospel, and not tear down oth; that they should build upon the sure
foundation and teach
example-be sure
to
the gospel
not politics, for
the latter was no
of their business as
ministers.
Bro, A. H. Smith was
to
travel and preach with me the ensuing fall
and winter.
"Lewd fellows of the baser sort," because the conference would not suffer them
drinks near by, threatened
at night.

1

to
was
at hand,
that therefore it was not wise and
to invest to much extent in realestate. President Smith and his
advi.sed the Saints to secure all the
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vert the world by apolog,izing for what it
they could, practicably, and then "make for a season Pres. Smith rose, his eyes fillthereon convenient, attractive homes, and ed with tears, and be said: "I feel like believes. Admit the difficulties and face
" He then declared that God them. . The resurrection is a provision of .
settle down as if to remain a thousand
a work in that place which redemption and therefore above our knowl"
years." But some thought he was inexperienced and not yet well instructed in would save or condemn many, and said edge of nature and her laws, but yet not
relation to the gathering ofthe Saints, and the time was at hand when trials would contradictory to either. Look at the diffiso did not profit by the advice, but others come upon that people, and that those who culties.
"The resurrection of the dead is condid.
The following I wrote to the accepted the Lord's work, and were faithwould be blessed and prospered, and trary to our experience; we have never
Herald:
But our experience is
"On Friday, October 16th, I was with the that tho!>e who would not would fear and seen such a thing.
brethren at Galland's Grove. We stopped at the be scattered; and he called on all to be- short. One with an experience as wide as
house of Bro. Alexander McCord. That night ware lest the diverging currents of trib- the human race may have seen it; yea,
Joseph had a remarkable night vision, which he ulation sweep them out and dash them and we m3y yet see it.
Who can tell us
told me in the morning. He said: •I saw in my
the rocks of misfortune. Immediately what we shall know to-morrow? It is
dream a woman, whom I was to receive into my
David H. Smith arose in the Spirit contrary to nature's changeless laws.
charge, and under my watchcare and counsel,
·and she was almost wild, having been held cap- and sang the first two verses of hymn Well, as we have seen, it is above nature.
tive a long season by barbarians, wbo had de- number 75 in the Saints' Harmony (he It is impossible, because our bodies are
graded and dishonored her. She was nearly
naked. The clothes that were upon her were wrote the third verse the next day), which · continually changing, and the bodies that
tattered and torn, and very filthy withal, and her in a poetic way embraces some of the fea- are placed in the grave are not the same
bodies we had when we performed either
whole appearance was that of extreme wretched- tures of the prophecy.,
ness. In her pitiable condition, she looked with
Had the people, thus warned, heeded
our best or our worst deeds. Well, the
distrust upon all around her, especially on
this admonition of the Spirit, it would have most tender-hearted infidel will not liberapparently fearing lest I, too, would abuse
disgrace her. My heart was deeply moved with saved many from being driven far away.· ate the men who has been sentenced for
her deplorable condition. I ordered that she be by their fears of threatened calamities, pre-'/" life simply because at the end of seven
washed, her hair combed and suitable apparel be vented their large losses in the hurried years his body is not the same body that
given her, including clean underclothes. My re- sales of land and other effects, at ruinous was sentenced. The resurrection lS conquest having been complied with, I now saw her
again. But how changed, how entirely different rates, and they also might have secured tradicted by all the great discoveries of
from what I saw her last. Her garments now the ownership of Fisher's Grove and the science. Where? By whom? In what
were of spotless purity, her eye beamed with joy best lands adjacent to it and now consti- volume? I appeal to all scientific learnand delight, her fears and misgivings were en- tute one of the most wealthy and impor- ing, to the wisest, to the best, for an
tirely banished, and she expressed her unbound- tant settlements in western Iowa. But answer, and no answer is returned, nor can
ed gratitude to me as her friend and benefactor, some refused to be counselled for their , be returned, for science has nowhere found
while she clasped her arms around my neck and
imprinted upon my cheek a multitude of kisses own good, and they suffered accordingly. nr taught any lesson conflicting with
President Smith, Bishop I. L. Rogers, this doctrine. It is not in the province of
with all the tender afl:'ection of a mother'
••I said, when I heard it, that the dreasn or
myself and others, had advised the pur- science to make such discoveries, and if it
vision was of the Lord, and that the woman was chase, from CoL Cochran of Council were science is as yet but a swaddled
the church, her captors a corrupt ministry, her
wild, ragged, dirty condition, represented her sin- Bluffs, of a large body of excellent timber babe; growing, yes, growing, so that the
ful, demoralized state, her distrust represents in Galland's Grove, which he offered garments he wore yesterday will be all
what is being said by many of the Saints In Eu- chiefly on time at easy prices, and also ad- too small for him to-morrow. Whatever
rope and America, that is, that by and by Joseph vised the securing of lands on the Boyer, he may know to-day--and he is a promiswlll lead into the same corrupt doctrines and the Mosquitoes, and the Nishnabotany ing lad-~he Will know vastly more when
practices as Brigham Young, Strang and others.
The clothing in clean apparel represents there- rivers, all of which could have been ac- he reaches his manhood if he be permitdeeming of the Saints by righteousne8s; the bal- complished cheaply and safely had there ted to live so long.
ance is easily undentood. How plain this points been united faith in and compliance with
"Nor are there to be found any full
out Joseph's missiOJ;l and what will be done! On the advice of those called to counsel and analogies in nature to support the ScripSaturday, the 17th, Joseph preached from Psalms
lead the church in those times.
ture doctrine of the resurrection. Nature
84: ro: 'I had rather be a doorkeeper in the
(To be Continued).
has been pleased to'spread phenomena all
house of my God, than to dwell in the tents of
wickedness;• In his explication of the text, he
about us with which we may compare
showed that the term 'house,' here used, was a
death . m~d the resurrection, but presents
figure expressive of the Church of Christ, and
us nb,thin~,on which it is safe to found an
that the term •doorkeeper' was 'likewise a figure,
at:g;!J~'Ylent.
Sleeping apd waking, it has
meaning the gospel ministry. His remarks upon
RESURRECTION THEORIES.
the qualifications essential for the ministry were
beer! said, present the analogy of death
highly instructive and edifying. The latter part "RESURRECTI~.";.THEORIES" was the and the resurrection. A beautiful figure,
of his di>course was upon the righteousness of topic of converiation by the Rev. Dr. I .grant you, but far from perfect, since my
the individual. He showed by a correct, cogent
line of reasoning, lhat men's professions of right- William Fawcett of Park Avenue Meth- sleeping loved one still lives. It has been
eousness were valueless, except they, in their odist Episcopal Church, Chicago. His said that the chrysalis presents a type of
manner of life, were conformable to the law of text was: "Why should it be thought a man in death and the resurrection. BeauGod, and that we arise ln t!:te scale of righteous- thing incredible with you that God should tiful simile, but is it perfect so long as
ness by our righteous deeds. His sermon proved raise the dead?" Dr. Fawcett said:
there is acknowledged life in the chrysahim fully equal to the imp,ortant and hallowed
"Christian structure-the truth of the lis? The planted corn is said to present
duty of pointing the Saints to the •old paths,
where is the good way,' fmm which they hav~ Bible, the integrity of its writings and a true type of death and the resurrection.
strayed in the cloudy and dark day, and it will doctrines, the divinity of Jesus, and the But does not the corn contain a life germ,
long be remembered by those who heard it."- hope of the world to hang on the resur- that always remains until the decaying orSaints' Herald, vol. 5, pages 55, 56.
rection of the dead. If the read rise not, . ganization becomes the food out of which
When we were at Manti, October 23d then is not Christ risen, and if Christ is it builds itself up again?
'But where is
to' 26th, we had large attendance at our not risen then is you.r faith vain.
the life germ in a putrid corpse?'
No,
services.
"This doctrine, so clearly set forth in the nature does not help us remove the diffiOn Sunday night, the 25th, Joseph was Scriptures and so earnestly defended by culty, or make more credible the resurrecexpected to preach, but after the opening Paul, is surrounded by dJfficultie~, and to tion.
Nor has human reason, learning,
exercises rose and said: "The Spirit testi- human reason and learning is incredible. or philosophy more than nature been able
fies that we ought to hold a prayer and For our better understanding let us group to clear away these difficulties. ·
testimony meetin,g." The presiding elder and face these difficulties. Do not attempt
"Bawn Swedenborg, a man of great
of the branch so instructed and a most to tone down and explain away this great thought, and heart, and intellect, thought
profiiable time was had in prayer, song, doctrine of the Scriptures for the sake of he had cleared away all the difficulties
testimony and the exercise of spiritual gifts. attracting skept1c~l or philosophical minds. when he taught the soul's house is to be
After the meeting had been in progress Christianity will never convince or con- spiritual and will be evolved in the hour
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of death. Beautiful, fascinating thought
-one that would charm us and hold us
forever, were it not the Jesm had died upon the cross, and after he had slept in the
tomb for three days he came forth, not
with a bodv evolved at the moment of his
deafh, but with the same body that hung
upon the cross. Then here comes another
wise man with what he is pleased to call
the germ theory of the resurrection, which
is to the effect that in every man there is
an inappreciably minute germ not subject to
the laws of matter, but that maintains its
integrity amid all the changes of matter,
and when time has finished its work this
germ will be the nucleus around which
common ma~ter will gather and form a
new physical structure, saying nQthing
about the omnipotent power and infinite
wisdom that must guard and protect and
stamp this germ and thus preserve its integrity amid- matter's. changeful ways.
Could that be called a resurrectian that is
the pr~duct of a germ?
"Is the hill of corn a resurrection? Is it
not rather a vegetation?
Then here is
another wise m-an who seeks to brush
away all difficulties by teaching that the
resurredion body will be a body of identity of substance of matter, but not an
identity of particles.
Very wise, no
. doubt, and very clear, but still an identity
of matter, that is of material and not of
particles, would be a creation or a substitution, and not a resurrection.
No, none
of these wise men,-none of their theories,
can make more credible the Scripture
teaching of the resurrection.
"Paul's reason for his faith makes at
once easy and credible our faith in the resurrection of the dead. 'VVhy should it be
thought a thing incredible with you that
God should raise the dead?' Ah! grant a
God and all difficulties are brushed aw:.1y
like cobwebs before a storm, or like man's
most mighty works before the earthquake.
Impossibility and incredibility alike vanish
when God <~ppears. Difficulty is not in
the vocabulary of Deity.
I need not
argue longer. Grant God, the omnipotent and true, and though mysteries have
not fled, yet all your doubts are gone, and
you will freely confess •I believe in the
resurrection of the dead and in life everlasting.'"
THE LAST DAYS.

I:N Genesis 49: I, Isaiah 2: 2, and Malachi
4: I, this expression occurs. In Numbers
24: 14, Deuteronomy 4: 30; 3I: 29; Jeremiah 23:2o; 30:24; 48:47; 49:39;
Eukiel 38: 16; Danit•l 2: 28; ro: 14, and
in Hosea 3: 5, we read "latter days." The
R. V., with its usual consistency, gives us
"latter days" in each of these fourteen
texts: and with similar consistency Young
renders "the latter end of the days"
uniformly. In all these places the Hebrew text is the same, and hence the argument is for uniformity of rendering.
Whatever translation be adopted, the
translation of one should be strictly literal
and correct. Happily there is not the least
question concerning the exact literal translation. The slightest knowledge of Hebrew construction is sufficient to enable

one to translate correCtly. It is "in
Thus all things will finally be set right,
end of the days." So says Lange's Com.
even in this lowest
But it will
on Genesis 49:~1, and Micah 4: x.
not he till Christ comes, introduces his perso says Pusey on the latter passage.
sonal reign, brings all nations into willing
"in the end of the
Then why-can anybody tell-should subservience to his
it not be so rendered? The definition of days."-Episcopal Recorder.
the words is very particular. The Hebrew word which is rendered ''end" is defined, by Gesenius, as "the last or extreme
p:1rt, utmost part." That is to say, reference is made to the very end of those days
LONDON.
which are in the mind of the writer. It
Conference
was
held at \Vaterford, Ontario,
can not refer to an indefinite time. It is
neither Faber's "after hood of days," wh>Jt- June 28th-3oth; J. H. Lake president, R. C.
Evans vice-president, J. Shields secretary, Wm.
ever that may mean, nor Bush's "indefi- Strange assistant secretary._ Minutes of last sesnite tract of subsequent time," but rather, sion read and approved. Report of committee
as in Lange on Micah 4: I, the end which on credentials received. The committee on audit
is the opposite to "the beginning" of Gene- of Bishop's Agent's books report books and acsis I: I. "The very end in contrast with counts correct. Report: Last report $146.03, receipts October 19th, r889. to June 21st, r89o,
the very beginning of days, the very last $335 6r, expended $441 83, balance $39.81
times, the closing period, era, or dispensa- Branches: Corinth 36; r died . Cameron 50. Egtion of time, beyond which no other dis- remont 65; 3 baptized. Garafraxa 69; 6 bappensation of time will supervene." "The tized. London 191; 16 baptized, 4 received, 2
Masonville 95; r died. St. Marys 41;
expression is issued in reference to the expelled.
3 baptized, 2 received. r died, 5 removed_ St.
world time as a whole, and denotes espe- Thomas 74; ro baptized, 2 removed. Usborne
cially the Messianic time of the comple- 32; 6 baptized, 2 removed, 5 died. Windtion." Lange on Genesis 49: r. This will ham 32. Waterford 55; 8 baptized. Report
o£ district from June 15th, r889, to October
be the "dispensation of the fulness
19~h, r89o: 37 receiv-ed, 7 removed, r died; prestimes," (Eph. I: 10). This the time
ent number 849, with 48 scattered (not in branch"restitution of all things, which God hath es); total 897, including r seventy, r8 elders, 26
spoken by the mouth of all his holy pro- priests, r 7 teachers, 13 deacons. Elders reports:
R. C. Evans (baptized
phets since the world began."-Acts : 21. l H. Lake (baptized
4), R. R Howlett
This the era of fulfillment and not
pro- 22), T. A. Phillips
(baptized 6), J. L Mortimer (r
J.
phecy. Then the promises "made unto Shields (baptized 7), WilHam Strange
the fathers" will be fulfilled. Those will Uzed 8). A. E. Mortimer (baptized 3),
H.
he the days of the "new covenant with the Kenzie, C. Pearson, W. Jenkins. Priests:
W. Fligg, C. Insel (baptized
house of Israel and with the house of Henley (baptized
H. Taylor
r), E K- Evans, J. W.
Judah," (Jer. 31: 31); days when none
G. C.
Teachers: W_ Corshall say "know the Lord, for they shall bett, W. A.
W. f.
H.
all know me, from the least of them unto Wyatt.
the greatest of them," (33, 34). "In those to the action taken
days and in that time, saith the Lord, the the London
iniquity of Israel shall be sought for, and non-performance
this conference sustain
action of Elder Evans,
there shall be none; and the sins of Judah, according to resolution of St. Thomas conferand they shall not be found," (Jer. 50: 20). ence, October
McKenzie, Shields,
vote.
In those days, "the mountain of the C. Pearson
Moved and carried that Bro.
exLord's house shall be established in the
pelled from the church. Moved and carried
of the mountains and shaH be
that resolution on minute book concerning Srabove the hills." Isa. 2: 2. Idolatrv shall ' Grooms be erased. R. C. Evans, district presthen be swept from the "high p1ac~s," and ident, and J. Shields, district seeretary, retiring
the "mountain of holiness," J er. 31:
the from their respective offices by limitation, in
order to devote more of their time and energy to
"hill of the Lord," Ps. 24: 3, the
the extension of the work in the dominion, Bro.
hill of Zion," Ps. 2: 6, shall be
Vv. Strange and J. H.
were chosen presabove all mountains in that day.
ident and secretary of
district respectively_
And then shall he peace: swords beat- Bro. E- K. Evans ·was sustained as Bishop's
en into ploughshares, spears into pruning- Agent. Resolved that we sustain the authorof the church.
by Elders R. B.
hooks, nations forgetting the art of war, ities
Howlett, A. E. Mortimer, R.
Evans and J. H.
Micah 1.: 3, and "abundance of peace so Lake. J. H.
called to the office of
long as the moon endureth," Ps. 72: 7·
an elder was
vote of conference.
to VI[ a terford
All this is earthly, and refers to the Votes of thanks were
and friends for service at the
Adearth and to "the end of the days" of time.
subject to call
president
mission
Swords and spears, plowshares and
and district.
ing-hooks, and the "holy hUl of
have nothing to do with heaven.
Dr. Horatius Bonar, in the last sermon he is
belong to the earth.
They point
believed to have preached to his own congregatime when the Lonlshall set his
tion in Edinburgh, and when near seventy-nine
on his holy hill of Zion. Ps. 2: 6,
years of age, said, "Men are willing enough to
the "man to sit upon the throne of the
receive the conjectures,
and senhouse of Israel," J er. 33: r 7, the man to
timents of human device:
a message
Christ Jesus. Then shall the kingdom be from the lips of him that made
finally established, and "the Lord shall shall be their
they will not
This
the world's
The present is a
reign . . . in Mt. Zion from henceforth,
age, the
of this
is lying, the
even forever." The "first dominion" shall
of
will rebe restored, "the kingdom shall come to
the daughter of Jerusalem," Micah 4: 7,
~~
-----~~---·-------
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m"" The printed name on the colored label on your
per gives the date to which .your subscriptiOn has
'Oaid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

PASTORAL.
To the Saints of Washington and Oregon,
Greeting: Dear Saints:-You will see by the
Herald that my mission was changed from Central California to Oregon and Washington; and
as the Saints are few and far apart in this country, will you, all that feel in teres ted in the matter, correspond with me and give such information as will enable me to lay plans for the pros.
ecution of the work to the best advantage ln
your various localities, and I will get around
among you as fast as I can and do all I can. I am
now perhaps in the extreme northern part of the
field and will work south and east as the way
opens.
I am happy to say that my health is better
than for sometime and my love for the work was
never greater.
Dear Saints, let me hear from you. Address,
Olney, King county, Washington.
J. c. CLAPP.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
There will be a two days' meeting at Five
Lakes, Grand Creek branch, September r3th and
14th. We invite all to come that can. We expect the president of the district and also other
elders, anc hope all the priesthood will come
that can. Good accoJr,odations for all that may
be present.
Yours in bonds,
WM. JENKINSON, Pres.
There will be held a two days' meeting in the
Oak Grove, four miles east of Rich Hill, by the
Rich Hill branch, on August 30th and 31st and
longer if interest warrants. The grove is a beauty;
plenty of water for teams and people. Arrangements will be made for hacks to run from Rich
Hill depot to the grove. A number of elders
will be present to preach the word. Come and
have a good time and bring your basket filled.
J. A. RoBINSON, Dist. Pres.
NOTICES.
To the Saints of Independence district, greeting: The Rich Hill branch, desirous of having
a pleasant house of their own to worship in, a&
the branch has grown eo that private houses are
too small, resolved to build a church and ask you
who feel willing and desirous of furthering the
work of the Lord, to give a helping, hand.
Send to J. C. Christensen, Rich Hill, who will
acknowledge receipt of same and report to the
committee. I heartily endorse thP above effort.
J. A. RoBINSON, Pres. cj Dist.
RICH HILL, Mo., August 6th, 1890.

CAMP MEETING.
There will be held at Taborvi!Je, St. Clair
county, Missouri, August 16th to 25th a camp
me<>ting, on the old grounds of theM. E. Church,
to which all are cordially invited. Provision will
be made by the 'brethren there for hay and corn
at actual cost.
Provision will also be made to
convey those coming by railway from Rockville,
on the M. K. & T. road, to the camp grounds.
The eldership will please report to me who are
coming, so we can arrange for speakers. Come
every one and enjoy a good time.
J. A. RoBINSON, Pres. qj Dist.
'THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q R. R, will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th,
Harvest Excursion .Tickets at Half Rates· to
points in the Farming Regions of the West,
South-west and North-west. For tickets and
further information concerning these excursions,
call on your nearest C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. Eustis, Gen'l. Pa.ss. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Des Moines district conference will meet
at the Vailey branch, at or near Runnels, Iowa,
Saturday, August 30' h, Io a.m. The branches are
requested to send reports and delegates, that a full
representation be had, as it will be necessary to
elect a district president.
·
JAMES McKIERNAN, Dist. Pres.
The Northern Nebraska district conference
will meet
Valley, Nebraska, August zyth, at
7: 30 p.m. Members of the district and all others·
interested will please take notice of the time and
place, and govern themselves accordingly.
JAMES HUFF, Dist. Clerk.

at

-··--

The Central California district conference will
be held with the Jefferson branch, San Benito,
San Benito county, at w a.m, September 26th to
28th. Come all!
DANIEL BROWN,. Dist. Pres.
BORN.
RHODES.- Born February 17th, r8yo, to Sr.
Mina and Mr. Joseph Rhodes, a son named
James Calvin.
SHRINER.- Born Juue 28th, r8yo, Jo Bro. and
Sr. Henry and Minnie Shriner, a daughter, named Carrie Elizabeth.
DIED.
SEICHRIEST.--Near Jeffersonville, Illinois,July
IIth, r8yo, Christian Seichriest, aged yo years, 2
months and 26 days. He was baptized, confirmed and ordained an elder by John E. Page in
1843. He leaves as aged companion and some
children to mourn their loss. He became unconscious on the fourth day of July, remaining so
until the nth instant,· when he passed away
peacefully without any apparent pain. His remains were interred in the Oak Valley cemetery.
Funeral services in Oak Valley Baptist Church,
conducted by Elders T. P. Green and John F.
Thomas to a large and sympathizing audience.
PARRY.-On Wednesday, July 3oth, Bro. John
Parry, aged 72 years. He was a native of Wales.
He die<;! strong in the faith of an everlasting life.
For several years he and his aged wife, who have
braved the storm of life for forty-four years,
have been well provided for by his two sons,
who are left with a mother and two marrried sisters to mourn the loss of the one that is gone before. May they unite on the other shore where
separation is no more.
,
GoLLUP.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August rst, r8yo,
Bro. Thomas Gallup, aged 73 years, 4 months and
r8 da:ys. He was born in Homston, Devonshire,
England; was baptized into the Utah church in
his native land and emigrated to Utah; was baptized by Elder H. N. Hansen of the Reorganized
Church, March r6th r884, in Scipio, Utah. He
has resided in Lamon! a number of years and has
ever been a zealous, faithful Christian, was well
respected by all who knew him, and during his
prolonged illness always e?Chibited great patience,
resignation and good hope, and his last words to
his wife were, "I am happy." He was· burled
from the brick church at ro: 30 a.m, the 2d inst.,
Elder A. S .. Cochran in charge. Sermon be Elder W. W. Blair, assisted by Elder James Whitehead, to a large and sympathizing congregation.
WELCH.- Bro. Moses Welch was born at Pilsden, Dorsetshire, England, December 31st, 1812,
and died at his daughter's home in Colfax county,
Nebraska, July 13th, r8yo, iri his 78th year. He
was united in marriage with Miss Harriet Rawlins in r835; united with the old church in England, emigrated to America in r849, staying at
St. Louis, Missouri, and Alton, Illinois, until
r857, when he started for Utah; but.on reaching
the hand-cart settlement a.t Genoa, Nebraska, he
became dissatisfied with both the teachings and
practices of some of the Utah elders, who were
among the heads of the church ("none of your
small fry, the grumbling English"), he declined
to follow the polygamous leaders in their arroglmt demands, and following his tr-ade as a black-·
smith soon surrounded .himself with the necessary comforts of life, being industrious and an
excellent mechanic. In 1865 he cast his lot with .
the Reorganized Church, and remained our
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branch priest until his decease, which he hailed
with welcome and triumph. In the years of his
activity few men were better known in Platte.
county than Bro. Moses Welch, and none were
more highly respected. He lived a blameless
life, and died when his work was done, his days
full of integrity-died triumphant ln his.Redeemer's love. Elder H. J. Hudson, his JOnr.<-time
friend, preached the funeral sermon in the German Lutberab Church. His remains were followed to the cemetery by a large concourse of
friends and neighbors and laid to rest by the side
of his beloved wife and his dear friends (Bro.
and Sr. Shackleton), who were in life ever true to
the r.ause of righteousness and truth. The writer
was permitted, and at their request (after an unbroked friendship in Christ for forty years) to
commit all their bodies to the grave to await
their resurrection. .
H.
AUTHORITY.
It is said of Christ that he spake as one having
authority, and not as the Scribes and Pharisees.
Authority is the righl to exercise power. His
enemies felt his authority, but questioned its
grounds. There is an elevation, a directness, a
force about authority. Timothy was charged to
speak with authority, an authority that was
neither to be questioned because of his youth.
Authority is the channel through which the
preacher delivers his message. His divine call
to the work, his realization in profound conviction of the truth he utters, his faith in God's
word, the conscious evidence of God's presence
and favor; the fulness of God's Spirit gave him
authority. Authority is not timid, but bold, independent, fearless. The preacher must be
clothed with authority from God to act for God.
He has authority to declare God's word, to appeal to men's consciences. The Pharisees disputed, controverted, they dealt in distinctions
and hair-splitting criticism, felt their way into
mazy and labyrinths of reasonings. Christ delivered himself directly to their consciences, and
declare'd without dubiety God's will and demands
on them.-Evening Messenger;
A MODERN NEED FOR SLEEP.
There is not one man or woman in ten thousand who can afford to do without seven or eight
hours' sleep.
All those stories written about
great men and women who slept only three or
four hours a night make very interesting reading;
but I tell you, my readers, no man or woman ever yet kept healthy in body and mind for anumber of years with less than seven hours' sleep.
Americans need more sleep than they are getting. This lack makes them so nervous and the
insane asylums so populous.
If you can get to
bed early, then rise early. If you can not get to
bed till late, then rise late. It may be as Christian for one man to rise at eight as it is for another to rise at five.
I counsel my readers to
get up v:•hen they are rested.
But let the rousing-bell be rung at least thirty minutes before
your public appearance. Physicians say that a
sudden jump out of bed gives irregular motion
to the pulse.
It takes hours to get over a too
sudden rising.
Give us time, after you call us,
to roll over, gaze at the world full in the face,
and look before we leap~-S~l.
Do you know bow the pearl is formed? A
grain of sand, or some foreign substance, getting
entrance wit!Jin the shell of an oyster, hurts its
sensitive body, which, having no power to expel the cause of pain, covers it with a secretion
and by degrees rounds off &II sharp angles, moulds
it into a sphere, and finishes it with a polished
surface. Thus it accepts·tbe inevitable presence
as part of its life, and when it dies yields up,
shaped and perfected, a perfect gem, lovely with
the tints of the skies, a jewel whose worth is far
beyond the pain that gave it existence.
God often introduces into human lives some
element of discomfort, -unres,t or suffering-a
thorn in the flesh that can nof be plucked out, a
burden that must be ~orne, a daily .cross not t()
be laid down. Some souls. thus dealt with chafe
against the trial; they contend with it tlll their
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semibilities are lacerated by its cruel edges, and
their hearts become morbid and bitter.
They
make its presence one long perpetual pain and
poison. O~hers, recognizing the trial as heavensent, and, therefore, not to be escaped, accept itnot with joy, indeed, but with meekness; !lnd
though it press hard and sharply, they wear it
with a sweet patience that day by day enables
the1n to carry it more easily.
It even becomes
the source of an inwa1·d development, the growth
of a grace which at the last proves to be the
crowning, adorning attribute of their characterthe especial quality, which, rounded out to perfect symmetry, reflects the beauty of heaven.Sel.

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
IIU.• I'OO.

lll:. Wlllker. Editor and

Publlsll.~r.

The following is the Table of Con'tents of the
August Leaves:-The Christ in America-A
Broken Heart-Faith, Hope and CharityLeaves From Palestine--With the Church in an
Early Day--Incidents in the Life of one of
Earth's Pilgrims-Pattie; or, Leaves From a
Life-Reflections--Holy Unity--Autobiography
of Elder Glaud Rodger, No. XIV-Pan's Re·
venge--Autobiography of Elder R, C. EvansRevelations- to the Church-The Day we Celebrate-To Girls in the Outer World-Department of Correspondence-Domestic Department
-Editor's Corner-Round Table.
FREE LANCE.
Among the cherished rights of man is the freedom of
opinion, as well as the right, when opportunity oiiers, to
express opinion. To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
,goOd, the P.aTRIOT has decided to start a HFree Lance 11
department, in which all have eq•1al opportunity for the
expresmon of their convictions upon any subject of general interest. We have had this department m view for
years; but not until now, d·d we feel that we could make
room for it. W~ hope to make it of general interest, and
profit to all. Regular price of PATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increase our cuculation, will send it six months
on trial for forty cents. Can you in juetice do less than
appropriate forty cents to provihg the PATRIOT?
Address LAMBERT BRos , Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of r6o acres, thirty ncres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House, stable,
nice grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
For terms enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

----------------------------D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS' BANK Of lAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent h:':terest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

-...8...-

SYMBOLOG ICAL

CATECHISM :

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A.
104

J.

MAPES.

pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MlLLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre Jot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot l!ir
furnace in it, and water in tbe kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

JV'EW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-TliE-

Apostaey, Reformation and RestorJlll.t:i.on.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-dav. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading it <nthe'r as CRITIC or INVES'l'IGATOR. It contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PIUCE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
l'.IELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and eince the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressii1g
W:n. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AG:tnNTS.

I!2W'" Money sent by PoEt Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM.

H.

KELLEY.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BYmE(--

Board of Publication of the Remganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOW
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
d"" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ........••....•.••. 3 5C
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••... 3 ~ !l
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... a 75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 115
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•...••..••..•• l 50
DOCTRINE .A.ND COVENANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library .•••••.•••••••••• 1 25
Imit.ation Morocco, ¥;ilt edf!:eS .••••••••••• , ••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•..•••••••... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
'
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides .....•.•...••. $1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 ets. each, per dozen •••••••. l 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edg611 ••••••••••. 1 25
Imitstion Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 50
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper lOc!;l!.; per dozen. . • .. • • . . • . . • . • • . • • ~ 1\
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marrirure.."
CONCORDANCE TO DOC'rRINE AND
COV]!jNANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers . • • • 10
Old edition • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
5
SONGS OF ZION.
• Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen ••••• ,. ••••••• 1 00

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'IS
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
i of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
· of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinanworship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper J 5cts., ten or more, each ••••••• , • • • • 13
This is the notorious
Found," written
by Rev. Solomon
about
so much has
been said in connection
the theory that it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of .Mormon.
COWDERY IJETTERS.
In pap~r covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 'Hi
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen .••••..• , 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Callin~;
of ,rosepb the Seer, the Discovery and Translation o-f
"i.he Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
l'riesthood.
CONCOIWANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENA.NTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pag1m, paper covers . • • •
Old edition . • • • • . .. . .. u . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • •

10
l>

HONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ....• 1 50

3. Voiee of the Good
4. Epitome of Faith B,nd
and the Kirtland
250 for 50 cts,

dozen 5c 100. 40
of the
dozen 5c, 100 . ." 25
...• 1 'l5
Pre-

6. 'fhe "One
requisites
istcr; 25 cts
7. Who Then
8. Fulness of the
dozen
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Sm·inl·.nr:ll.l
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2
10. The Narrow
dozen Hi cts .. 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan of
dozen 30 Cls., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs
dozen 25
1\lO .1
14 Reply to Orson
25 cts
... l
15 Brighamite

5

cts.~

16. Polygamy: Was
Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20
.......... , ..... 1
Office and
17. Tne t\uccessor in
Presidency of tlw
25 cts , l 00.1
20. The "One
Church of Christ
under •;he
under the Aposta...........•......... l
sy; dozen
cts.,
2L Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen
100...
22. Faith and
dozen 15 cts,
... l
23.
20 cts., 100 ........... l
24.
dvzen 5 cts., 100 . . • .
25.
5 cts., 100.....
26.
House; doz. 5c., l 00
27.
dozen ~5 cts., l 00 ... l
29.
from Lhe Docdozen cts., 1()0. . . . . .
Origin of the
of Mormon; dozen. . . . . .
hundred ........... , ................. 1
What is Truth? and 'I'rue Orthodoxy? and
an l<Jvangelical
? dozen 5 cts., l 00. . .
250 for 50 cts., 500 for
1,000 f{lr •..•••••• l
32. Which is the
5
100 . . . .
36. The Spaulding Story
dozen..
hundred ............................ 1
The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ..................... : l
42 Reject.ion of tlie Chu•·eh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l
43 One Wife, or
; doz<'n 25 cts, 100 .... l
~erial of the Witnesses
the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen.. . . . • • • • . •
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100..... •. • . •
.A.n assortment of Tracts ... , . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . •
SJ~T OF TRACT'S.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . . . • . . • • . . • • •
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"HE.U.tKEN TO THE WOim OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN A.JI!ONG YOU HAVE SAVE rr Bll ONE WIFB, AND CoNCUliiNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

f:Zues.-As John only taught one baptism, namely, for "remission of sins," was
Christ baptized for the remission of sins?
Ans.-"Surely he hath borne our griefs,
and carried our sorrows; yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted.
But he was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was
upon him; artd with his stripes we are
healed. All we like sheep have gone
astray; we have tyrned every one to his
own way; and the Lord hath laid on him
the iniquities elf us all. , ..
"He shall see of the travail of his soul,
and shall be satisfied: by his knowledge
shall my righteous servant justify many;·
for he shall bear their iniquities."-Isaiah
53: 4-6, II.
"For he hath made him to be sin for us,
who knew no sin; that we might be made
the righteousness of God in h1m."-2 Cor.

T:rm details of the laying of the corner
stone of "The Utah University" by the
M. E. Church in Ogden, Utah, the 5th
instant we find in the Ogden Daily Com- 5: 2I.
Sin was imputed unto Christ, but he
mercial of the 6th, kindly sent us by some
friend.
Addresses pertinent to the occa- was personally free from it. He took up·
sion were delivered by Bishop Vincent, on him the nature of man (Hebrews 2:
14-16). He fulfilled "all righteousness,"
Governor Thomas and President Samuel obeying the law by which the body and
W. Small. A notable time was had.
the spirit, the whole, the complete man is
How rapidly passing events are dispnw- brought into subjection to the law of the·
ing the pretensions, promises, and boastful Sphit of life. in Christ Jesus and redeemed
and exalted~ • Could he have refused bappredictions of Brigham Young and his tism without ~inning? After agreeing to
fellows! From 1848 forward he flattered become the Savior could he have been a
his followers with the idea that Utah and 'qeader and
commander to the people"
contiguous regions were "the secret if declining to lead the wav by obeying
chambers of the Lord'' where the Saints the commandments of the Father (John
would be secure from Gentile intrusion g:g,5; 12:49,5o; Luke 1:6)? While
and control and from whence their church John taught one baptism, that bapwould go forth in due time as "the stone tism was not and is not administered for
cut out of the mountain without hands," the sole purpose of remitting sin.
It
and break in pieces and subdue all other is the new birth of element, the door into
kingdoms. But, alas, how different are the sheepfold-~he kingdom, the type of
the facts. The nation haE· swept away Christ's death and likeness of his resurrectheir distinguishing doctrine, deprived tion, the burial of the old man with his
them by law of their corporate power and deeds and the birth of the new man: to
large amounts of church property; the newness of life, the means by which we
Gentiles and dissenters have in political keep the commandment and put on Christ,
and in business matters, captured their chief etc., etc. The scope and the significance of
strongholds; the sectarian churches are this ordinance is wide and high and deep,
-filling their cities, towns, and hamlets and he that obeys it should remember
with chapels, and also with institutions of ·that it not only grants him remission of
learning from the little school-room up to sins and entrance into the kingdom, but
the stately university; the hand of the is also a solemn covenant in which he
nation is stretched out still in restraining pledges himself "to walk even as He
and smiting them when and where it will, [Chnst] walked." The faithful disciple's
and the Utah Mormons are down and future life will never be severed from
powerless; their wealth and influence and the first pnnciples of the gospeL
prestige and unity and energy and spirit
Q.-Has the prediction made i11r Ezek.
passing rapidly away, their enemies g6: ~4-36 been fulfilled? If so, wnen did
triumphing over them at every tum. God sprinkle clean water upon Israel?
A.-No. . Read the three books conWhy will not that people see how delusive a1:1d harmful was the leadership of cerning Israel's purification and redempBrigham apd. his co-workers.
tion to which Ezekiel refers. They give
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many details concerning that work which
has but fairly begun.
Q.-Does not the Inspired Translation
sustain the claim that the three personages
that appeared unto Abraham (Gen. IS: 223) were angels and neither of them God?
A.--Yes. Those teaching the godhead
should note those corrections and thus
avoid the charge made against the Bible
because of the errors in King James translation, which represent God as limited in
power, wisdom, knowledge, and in other
ways present erroneous ideas concerning
Him.
The angels mentioned were servants of God.
Q.--Are our sins remitted before thereception of the Holy Ghost? lf so, what
of the expression in Matt. 5:4, (I. T.) also
in Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi, chapter 13,
where it says, "and then cometh a remission of -your sins by fire and the Holy
Ghost?"
A.- They may be in some instances, but
evidently only where it is foreseen that
the individual so remitted of his sins is from
the heart devoted to do the will of God,
has truly repented and will obey the. ordinance of baptism. There is no inharmony between D. & C. 17: 7 and the texts
. cited.
We understand that the Spirit
leads men to humble themselves and forsake-repent .of--their sins; that the work
of the Spirit is through repentance, obedience and baptism combining to the remission of sins. However we do not believe
sins would stand remitted did the one pardoned fail to obey the commandment. "By
Wftter ye keep the commandment."
"l
know that His commandment is life everlasting."
~.-If a man who had committed murder and had served his sentence in the penitentiary should apply for baptism, would
we be justified in baptizing him?
A.-Read Book' of NepH 14: I; Rev.
9: 2 I. If it became evident that the man:
had been moved upon by the Spirit of the
Lord unto repentance, no authority is given the church to reject. him or refuse him
baptism.
Q.-Does the expression in Luke IO: I
mean that Christ chose a second "Seventy"?
A.-We so understand.
Q.- Was the gospel preached to every
civilized nation in the days of Joseph the
Seer?

A.-No.
Q.--Does the term "a special witness,"
as used in D. C., imply tbat one should be
an eyewitness of Ghrist?
A.-No. It does not follow that one
must see Jesus to be a special witness.
The Book of Covenants declares that "to
some it is given by the Holy Ghost to know
that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, aQd
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that he was crucified for the sins of the
world."
Many who were eyewitnesses
had no knowledge that he was the Christ.
Peter obtained that knowledge by revelation. To Thomas, an eyewitness and colaborer with Jesus, he declared, "Because
thou hast seen me [after the resurrection],
thou hast believed: blessed are they that
have riot seen, and yet have believed."
Jesus himself declared, "If I bear witness
of myself yet my witness is true: my
Father which sent me, He also beareth
witness of me." That witness is evidently
what Jesus referred to when he said: "This
is life eternal, to know Thee the only living and true God, and Jesus Christ whom
Thou hast sent." We repeat that to simply
be an eyewitness of Jesus did not qualify
one to be an especial witness. They were
to be qualified so to witness by the reception of divine knowledge in the matter.
We should rem em her that the q ualifications for the office of an especial witness
may have been necessarily different in the
apostolic age than in the present one, in
this: Jesus came and in his birth, life and
death was to fulfill the details of prophetic
description.
He also came in an age
when his own people resorted to every
ruse to throw discredit upon all these facts,
such as the report that the disciples stole
his body, etc., that the resurrection might
be doubted.
He also came in a period
when almost every people bad its deities
and superstitions- when pantheism was
prevalent among the leading nations.
Hence it became necessary that the disciples should be eyewitnesses of the leading details of his life and ministry as well
as the recipients of the divine knowledge
of his Messiahship. · With the former
their human testimony was unassailable,
was known as a natural fact beyond the
power of being explained away by the
ordinarv features of human cross. examination and cavil. By the latter they were
assured of, confirmed in and made able to
boldly declare the great facts of his atonement arid resurrection with such power as
to leaven and transform the religious contour of the ancient world.
~.-Did Joseph Smith have any of the
original manuscripts in his compilation of
the Holy Scriptures? If not, why call it
the "Inspired Translation?"
A.-No. We understand that he used
King James translation, the Holy Spirit
inspiring him to correct its errors and
supply much missing matter. A translation in this sense is equivalent to a change.
The word has several definitions, according to its use.
Q.-If man is to be rewarded according
to his works, will there not be differen.t
rewards in the celestial kingdom.
If so,
what of the expression in D. and C. 76: 7,
p. zr5, where it says, "and he makes them
equal in power and in might and in dominion?"
A.- There will be difference in work
and administration, hence difference in
position; but all such work performed
and the positions held will be for the good
of all inheritors of that kingdom; for in
the "Vision" we are told of those who inherit the celestial kingdom that "they haYe

received of His fulness;" are ':made perfect;" and are made equal m power,
might, and dominion~ Jesus enunciated
the true status of position held by his servants when he declared that he came as
the servant of all, to minister for the good
of his fellowmen.
Q.-Please explain I Tim. z: 14?
A.-Eve was deceived by Satan, but
Adam was not. ·Having- transgressed she
was compelled to leave Eden, be separated from her husband.
Adam preferred
to accompany his wife and share her sorrows; .otherwise he would have been sep"
arated 'from her. He therefore ate the
forbidden fruit, being aware of the consequences.
~.--Will all men (save the sons of perdition) be "redeemed in the due time of
the Lord" and eventually be saved in the
celestial kingdom of God?
A.-We have no "Thus saith the Lord"
to that effect. The word declares of some,
"Where God and Christ are they can not
come, worlds without end."-D. C. 76: 7·
~.-As the gospel is the law of the celestial kingdom, will not men be eligible to
entrance into that kingdom when they
obey that law either in time or eternity?
A.- The presumption following the
above is that they would not obey it.
~.-Is the woman referred to in Rev.
12th and 17th chapters the same?
A.--No. One represents the church of
God and Christ; the other, "that great and
abominable church," "the mystery of iniquity."
~.-Who can sin against the Holy
Ghost?
Is denying the testimony of
sus sinning against the Holy Ghost?
A.-Read D. & C. 76: 4; Heb. 6: 4-6;
Matt. 12: z6, z7, (I. T).
~.-Did Peter s:n against the Holy
Ghost or did God only use him as an
instrume.nt through whom to speak when
he said, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God."-Matt. 16: 16?
A.-While Peter, during his early ministry, received testimony that Jesus was
the Christ, it is a question whether he
had received "the gift of the Holy
"
for we read that "the Spirit was not yet
given [as an abiding gift evidently] for
Jesus was not yet glorified." Peter's
entire demeanor changed after Pentecost,
when he received "power from on high."
It is claimed by some that in the time of
Christ's severest trial he was to be left entirely alone, unsupported; and in proof of
this they cite the action of Peter and
unaided, and the cry of Jesus, "My
my God, why hast thou forsaken me
Peter evidently did not sin
the
Holv Ghost.
~.--Should the Book of Mormon and
Doctrine and Covenants be preached to
the world? If not, why will the Lord
judge them bv what is recorded therein.

b.C.r:r,z?
A.--,-Ye.s, certainly; hut in proper times
and under proper circumstances, using the
truth in wisdom. See 1 Nephi 3: 4I,
43; Book ofNephi 13:6; D. C.
r, etc.
Q.- W a<; the ordinance of "feet washwashing" only for the apostles or for all
the ministry?

A.-For all the ministry.

Q.- Will Judas be one of those who
shall judge the twelve tribes of Israel?
If not what of Christ's language in Matt.
19: z8 (I. T.)? Who was bespeaking to?
A.-No. Judas did not truly follow
Jesus, for in John 6: 7-early in Christ's
ministry-he refers to Judas as a "devil."
Christ's statement here must be interpreted harmoniously with all his teachings
which demand a full obedience in order to
really "follow" him. Judas did not do his
will. The promise was to those faithful
in their apostleship.
Q.-Do the spirits of those who die
without law go to the "prision house?"
Cite proof.
A.--We think some do and some do
not. Some spirits, even ot those who
die without law, are inherently noble and
good, while .others are vicious and bad;
and we think the latter must be disciplined,
educated to enter. the abode of the good.
Do not littie children enter paradise at
death? The Seer mentions the seeing of
his deceased brother Alvin among the
blessed; and in answer to his inquiry was
given to understand that he (Alvin) was
received there as one worthy-as one who
would have obeyed the g-ospel had oppor"
tunity offered.
~.--Will those who come forth in the
terrestrial kingdom ever have the privilege of advancing into the celestial king·
dom. If not, how will they be judged
according to men in the flesh, D. and C.
76.
A.--See answers to 14 and IS· vVe
know of no scripture teaching that those
of the terrestrial will advance into
the celestial; We think thev could be
judged according men in the flesh if
preached to in the flesh.
The disobedient in the days of Noah may or may
not have have had such .full opportunity.
. They were disobedient; and that may be
said of men who disobey the moral law
and
never hear the gospel.
"SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS"

Is the title of a neat work of I03 pages,
written by Elder M. H. Bond, Providence,
Rhode Island, and on sale at this office,.
price twenty-five cents. Not having yet
read the work we can not speak of its
merits further than to say, we feel assured
that the name of the author is sufficient
guarantee of its worth. May it prove another valuable addition to our increasing
literature, written and being written in advocation and defense of the truth as it is
in Christ.
THE NAUVOO TEMPPLE.
BRos. of Nauvoo, Illinois,
sends us a nice picture of the temple built
(but never completed) by the Saints at
that place. We are pleased with the enterprise of these gentlemen in this direction
for it preserves for the fuh1re an interest-·
ing memento of the zeal, industry, and, in
part, the theological views of Joseph the
prophet and his fellow Saints in respect
BAUMERT
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to Christian worship, coupled with tem·
ple building.
. There are two sizes of the picture, one
at fifteen cents and the other_ :;tone dollar,
the latter a lithograph 2 I by z8 inches.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Now THAT the evenings are growing
longer and the press of summer work is
lessening, it is to be hoped, and the church
will expect, that every man who is capa·ble and qualified and authorized will labor
in the ministry, local and otherwise, to the
very best of his ability.
The members
should also strive to aid in every way they
can, and extend t!-::e circulation of our
church papers and publications.
Bro. J. H. Helsor, Shiocton, Wisconsin,
wrote the 6th inst. He would like. a minister of the faith to go to Appleton, that
State, and preach and baptize. Some who
have read his HERALDS believe the word
and are ready to enter the sheepfold.
Bro.]. B. Van Meter, Kearney, Nebraska, wrote the 5th inst. of the death of
his daughter-in-law at that place. He also mentions the needs of that section of
country which is suffering for want of
ra,in and also for the word of God, both
of which he hopes will be abunduntly sup·
plied.
Sr. Mary E. Bozarth, Ruskin, Nebraska·; wrote the 5th inst. Her family have
residecl there the past seven years, having
during that time good crops at times, at
others partial ones; but this season frost
and hot winds have t:J.ken garden stuff,
hay, small grain and potatoes; leaving
nothip.g but dry corn fodder, but no corn,
for the cattle. She expresses anxiety concerning their needs for food and raiment,
but also manifests a desire and intent to
trust in God whom she strives to serve.
Denied the privileges of branch meetings
and fellowship with God's people she asks
prayers in behalt of her family and herself.
"I have never seen the righteous forsaken,
nor his seed begging bread" wrote David,
May the future experiences of Sr. Bozarth
confirm to her the truth that the Lord is
indeed an ever present help in time of
need.

By letter from Bro. T. W. Smith, dated
San Francisco, California, the 8th inst.,
we learn that the health of Sr. Smith has
improved.
The Commercial Advertizer, and Dai~y Bulletin, of the 8th inst. published at
Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, were sent us
by Bro. G, J. Waller.
The former contains certain minutes of the national legislative assembly, in which we see the distressed condition of certain Hawaiians who
accepted the gospel of the Brighamites
and emigrated to Utah, but who are evi"
dently 1'\Urfeited with the milk and honey
of the salt land. A bill or resolution appropriating money for their return was referred to a special committee. In the Bulletin we see an account of the establishment of a line of steamers between Hawaii and Tahiti. Let us hope that the agitation referred to will open the way for the
true faith to be preached in the domains
of Kin&' Kalakaukau, and that they may

be among the isles which shall wait for
the coming of the Lord. The prospect of
additional traffic and travel facilities with
Tahiti will doubtless prove beneficial to
our brethren there.
CoRRECTION.-A credit in the Bishop's
Supplement, HERALD, p. g8z, znd column,
under date of January 3d, r89o, should
read Mrs. J as. Allen instead of E. 0. Robbins, California.
E. 0. Rollins (instead
of Robbins) sent the amount, and the error
was made both in misspelling the name
and crediting to the wrong party.
The third Reunion of the thirty-fourth
Iowa Regiment will be held at Garden
Grove, Iowa, September 24th and 25th,
and the members of the thirty-eighth Iowa,
and all old soldiers are solicited to meet
with them.
Under date of the I zth inst., Pres. Joseph Smith writes that there had been
eight baptisms thus far at the Jones port
(Maine) Reunion.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. M. H. Forscutt wrote us the 4th
inst. as follows:
·
"l wrote an obituary notice the week following Sister Holden's death. Not receiving the
Herald till within the last three weeks, I knew
not of its non-appearance. It must either have
been unmailed by my carrier, miscarried, or mislaid. I have .been very sick, bedfast, but by the
grace of God am recovering."

Bro. R. Coburn, Chatham, Ontario,
August I I th:
"We had a meeting in Victoria Park last Sunday. Brn. Lake and Brown were present, and
we had a pleasant time."
DRUNKENNESS HAS BECOME
UNFASHIONABLE.
The day of deliverance from rum may seem
still far away to those who are working for prohibition; but if they will cast their eyes backward,
and recall the great change that has come over
the American people re.garding the drink habit,
they will find much cause for encouragment.
Fifty years ago drinking was respectable, because
everybody indulged more or Jess. Drunkeness
was regarded as a sign of weakness in a man,
but no graver consequences res.ulted. -The drinking man was riot barred out of decent society, as
he is to-day; nor was his vice made an obstacle to
his advance In life, especially in the political field.
Look at the changed conditions to-day. A very
large class of people do not drink at all; another
class drink on occasion, but not to the degree of
becon,ing intoxicated; and the drinking habit is
largely confined to the less cultivated and uneducated classes. There is a vatf: body ot opposition
to drinking, and the man who is known as a
drinking man finds many of the avenues of
lucrative occupation closed to him,; and especially is this true of positions of trust or financial
responsibility. Nobody wants man who is addicted to rum in such a place. The tremenduous
crusade against rum which began with the passage of the Maine law is to be credited with the
most of this great change in public sentiment.Toledo Blade.
/

a'

To do as well as one knows how, is a fair attainment in morals. But to know what one ought to
do, and then to db it, is more than a fair attainment. Many a conscientious person is so sadly
deficient in moral perfection as to fall very far
short of well doing, even while doing,. his best
In order to do what is right, it is as essential to
know what right is. It is not enough to keep up
to one's own highest stand!!rd; but one·s own
highest standard should be a correct standard.
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.EDITED BY SISTER "'FUANCES."

"No angel comes to us to tell
Glad news of our beloved dead;
Nor at the old familiar board
They sit among ns, breaking bread.
Three days we wait before the tomb,
Nay, life-long years; and yet no more,
For &II our passionate tears we find
The stone rolled backward from the door.
Yet are they risen as he is risen;
For no eternal loss we grieve;
Blessed are they who ask no sign,
And, never having seen, believe."

HOME RELIGION.
IF the first testimony of every disciple were
the exhibition of a transformed life in the home;
if the nearest friends were dai!y impressed by
the sanctified character, the sweetend temper, the
Christ-like spirit, the earnest purpose, the loving
forbearance, of the new convert, all formal exhortations would be unnecessary. But when
there is no such transformation; when, despite
the profession of a new life, the glowing public
testimonies, the overflowing expressions of love
to God, the eloquent appeals and fervent prayers in the prayer-meeting, the home life remains
unchanged. there are the same exhibitions of anger and of fretfulness, the same petty sins, the
same selfishness, the same indifference or frivolity, all exhortations are uselese.
In the home life the power of the Christian religion is most needed. The relations of the
home are the closest of all human relations; its
harmony is most sensitive. In the home, too, we
are under less :testraint than elsewhere. In public we are often inspired and sustained by the
sympathy of numbers. Not seldom are we kept
from evil by the consciousness tha~ many eyes
are watching us. The desire to stand well in the
public esteem is a strong safeguard against
wrong-doing. But when we are in the home,
and the door is shut betwsen us and the outer
world, all these supports and restraints are taken
away, and we feel free to act ourselves.
In the home, character is tried by a.multitude
of trifles, and trifles often require more grace
than great difficulties or temptations. Peter
could face a whole company of Roman soldiers
without flinching, but he was completely vanquished by the thoughtless gibes of a servingmaid. 'So many a man to-day can face great
misfortunes calmly, and stand unmoved in the
face of monster temptations, who is vexed and
perhaps wholly upset by some trifling annoyance
in the home. Great trials usually give warning
of their approach, and we 1mmmon all our
strength to meet them; but liile things come
unexpected in moments when we are oft" our
guard and our armor is laid aside. To meet
them succes~fully, we need the Spirit of Christ
dwelling -in us richly and constantly.
.
Says Bushnell, '-If you will put a character to
the severest of all tests, see whether it can bear
without faltering the little common ills and hin·
drances of life. Many a man will go to his
martyrdom with a spirit of finnne~s and heroic
composure, whom a little· weariness or nervous
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exhaustion, some silly prejudice or capnc1ous
opposition, would, for the moment, throw into a.
fit of vexation and ill-nature."
Again, it is in the home life that the value of
. religion is most perfectly tested. Here we can
measure our growth. in grace, and le~rn what
Christ is able to do for us. If we find it easy to
·exhibit a Christian spirit in public, and to serve
Christ in the church, but not so easy in the
home, we have good reason to question the genuiness of our Christian experience. We may
well ask if it is not the power of public opinion
rather than the power of Christ that we depend
upon for strength and inspiration. The power
of Christ is the same at all times and in all
places. It is just as potent in the home as in the
church, as effccti~e for the solitary disciple as
for the largest gathering of worshipers. Filled
with that power, we should be "in the Spirit" at
all times.
In the home and among our friends our influence should have the greatest·power for good.
Here, too, our words should be most readily received. .And this will surely be the case if our
words are sincere, and are borne out by our conduct. Something must be wrong in the life of
the man or the woman whose words have more
weight with strangers than with their own familiar friends.
There is inconsistency somewhere. The words spoken do not harmonize
with the life, and so their power is paralyzed.
He who Hves his Christianity every day need not
go far to find an audience when he speaks of it.
-Geort;e H. Hubba"d, in Ne7v York Observer.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Eva Baber, of Dow City, asks your faith
and prayers that she may be healed of three bone
cancers. She has already lost one hand. It was
amputated about four years ago. • She was nor
a member of our church until after she lost her
hand. The doctors say there is no help for her.
She is a great sufferer.
She asks the sisters all
to have special prayer that if it is the Lord's
will she may be healed.
Sr. Lula Baber, of Dow City, requests an interest in your prayers that sh~ may be restored to
health and strength, if it is the will of our Heavenly Father:
Bro. C. H. Raven, requests your faith and prayers for his daughter, Marie Watson, who is sorely affiicted.
Sr. Mary Furrow, Burnside, Illinois, request
your prayers, that if it is God's will the life of
her child may be spared.
The only daughter of Bro. and Sr. Samuel
Eaton, of Jonesport, Maine, has been given up
by the physicians to die.
The heart-broken
parents request your prayers that God may
spare her, if it is his will, but if not, that he may
strengthen her sufficiently to enable her to obey
the gospel.
Sr. C. Cyres, Derby, Indiana, requests your
prayers in her behalf. She is afflicted both in
mind and body.
.•
Sr. Lucy Lyons and Sr. Deuel, of Garden
City, Kansas, asks for your prayers, the first in
behalf of herse:lf, the second that her husband
may receive the use of his foot and ankle.
Sr. Emma Lawn, of Mulberry, California requests your faith and prayers in behalf of her
father, who is a very great' sufferer from disease

which physicians pronounce incurable. He desires, if it is God's will, to live to preach the,gospel and win souls to Christ.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Aug. 7, Amount to date .....•........ $3 o64 63
Mary Burnett, Iowa .... $3 oo ·
J. T. Johnson, Kan ....... 5 So
Mary H. Raymond, Mon.3 oo
May Nelson, Neb........ 25
A. Danielson and daughter, Illinois ............ 2 oo
Kate Cunningham, Kan..
A sister, Mich ........... r oo

so

IS 55
Aug. 14, Amount received to date ...•. $3,o8o r8
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

RrcH HILL, Mo., July 28th.
Dear Sisters sf the Prayer U1zion:-It is with
pleasure I hike up my pen asking the privilege
of space in your columns. I thank my heavenly
Father that he has put it in the hearts of our sisters of this branch to have a Prayer Union. We
organized in April with twenty members and I
can truly testify that the. Spirit of the Lord has
been felt among us when we have met together.
I am young in this work and most of the sisters
are the same, but I pray that the Lord will give
me his Holy ~pirit and also give me knowledge
and understanding of his gospel.
Dear Sisters, I ask you to remember me before
the throne of grace, that I may prove faithful in
my office. We are out of a place to worship at
present, but yesterday we had Sabbath-school
and prayer meeting at the house of brother J. C.
Christensen, and to-night we will meet at the
house of Sr. Duffield to make arrangements to
buy a lot and build a church.. We are most of
us poor in this world's goods, but I hope and pray
that by the help of the Lord we mav be able to
build in a very short time. I am made to rejoice
many times when I read so many good and welcome letters in the Herald.
Yours in ,the gospel,
SARAH A. LONG.
TuLARE, Cal., June zzd.
Home Column:-I would like to
have a chat with yc;u this beautiful Sabbath afternoon, while I am sitting ln the orchard under
this nectarine tree. Your letters and instructions
have been a comfort to me. How can I sit idly
by without trying to thank and encourage you
for all the advice and instruction I have received
from your pens? I feel like saying to the sisters
who are isolated a~d have not the privilege of
meeting with the Prayer Unions to observe the
hour of prayer and they will feel that they are
not alone and will be strengthened and blest.
Four Sisters of us meet every Thursday afternoon. I can say that I feel blest in keeping this
"sweet hour of prayer."
Sr. Emma Burton was here and met with us a
few times. Her advice to us in regard to our
union was timely and thankfully received. The
Saints of the Central California district met at
Tulare to hold a Reunion, comencing May 2d
las'ting ten days. Such good meetings as we had!
The Spirit was made manifest in all of the prayermeetings to own, bless and encourage us. Grand
testimonies were borne to the truth of this work.
The peace and harmony that prevailed, none but
the Saints of God could enjoy. The next mornSt~<ters

of the

ing after the meetings were ended we went to
the house where most of the Saints were camping (they were preparing to start on their journey home) to say good bye. Some of the afflicted
ones desired to be administered to again before
the elders separated. The Holy Spirit was made
manifest and grand blessings bestowed on their
heads. Sr. Emma Burton was called by the
Spirit, anointed with oil and set apart to an0int
and administer to the sick and afflicted ·sisters of
the church, and the promise was that the sisters should receive great blessings under her
hands, and also the dark skinned sisters of other
nations would be made to rejoice through her administration that she should minister and converse with them in their own language (not having to learn it). Other blessings were also bestowed upon her. Most of the blessings were
given under the hands of Elder D. S. Mills, good
old man that he is. He reminds me of one of
the ancient prophets, especially Elijah.
MARY A. TWADDLE.
Dow CITY, Iowa, Aug. 3d.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column, and all
who are called to be Saints:-While I was meditating my thoughts were: Do we realize how
much hurt one word can do if it is a word of
slander? 1 think we who profess to be Saints
should realize that it is a disgrace to the church.
Just think for once if you have not known where
a word has been said which has caused trouble
and disgrace and there has been no cause for'the
same. I hope we will watch our lives and not
bring a disgrace upon any one. Let us try to be
faithful.
Your sister,
SERELDA Runn.
CoALHILL, Ark., August 2d.
Dear Sz:<ters :-I will say that I have not always
lived so far from the Saints as now. I once lived
in. a branch at Blue Rapids, Kansas. There I was
baptized and married. I do not understand the
providence whiCh has led me so far south, but
trust it may be for some wise purpose. I like the
south very much better than windy Kansas. It
does me good
read the Herald, especially the
letters from the sisters. We have no regular
preaching here. Bro. Roberts came here last fall
and preached a number of sermons and he was
followed by Bro. Gillen and they removed a
great amount of prejudice.
Pray for me that I may have grace and patience
to raise my three little children in a way pleasing
to my heavenly Father.
Your sister,
MINNIE SHRINER.

to

CHARTER OAK, Iowa, July 27th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Colum1z :-This afternoon my heart overflows with joy; for through
the kindness of our Methodist friends we have
been granted the use of their church to hold
meetings in, for which we are very thankful.
Bro. James Simmons, late from Michigan,
preaches for us. We love to hear him, but like
the rest of us he has many trials. Tongue can
not express the joy I feel. Oh, that I could proclaim to all the world how good the Savior has
been to me. He has raised me up from a bed of
affliction to which I was confined ten weeks, although being administered to several times. Still
I did not doubt. I knew that the Lord, and he
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alone, could heal me of my affliction; so on the
3d day of July I was administered to by three of
God's humble servants, and· have been improving ever since. To God be all the praise! I will
forever thank my Redeemer for the great blessing.
Sisters and all Saints, I ask an interest in your
prayers that we may, with the help of God's
Holy Spirit, be able to raise our four little ones
that hehas intrusted to our care in the way that
wlll be pleasing to Him
Praying for all that have taken upon them the
name of Christ, I remain your sister,
MAY BuTTERWORTH.
FREMONT, Neb., July 28th.

Dear Sisters

o/

tke Home Column:- I have

had many conflicts going on in my mind this
morning, the spirits of darkness and light striving for mastery. I arose from a bed of weariness, pain and disease of long standing, and started for the doctor's, feeling that I must have
some medicine; for I could not endure it any
longer. But the good spirit has prevailed and I
am writing to the Home Column instead, a long
neglected duty to the Column I love so well.
I have enjoyed the influence of the Holy Spirit
so many times when meeting with the Prayer
Union. Three of us sisters try to keep it together
at some sacrifice, as we live one and two miles
apart; but it is a blessing to us. When we can
all meet together, the best hour of the whole
week, how we love to pray for each other and all
that ask for our prayers. And still that feeling
of fear will come up in my heart to ask their
prayers in my behalf for fear I shall weary
them.
While I am writing the Spirit constrains me
to ask an interest in your prayers in behalf of
Sister Elizabeth Beemer, one of our most faithful sisters in the church here, and of the Prayer
Union. She is a widow with the care of eight
children on !l.er hands and all of her support is
$24- a month pension, and what her three boys
can earn. "Her eyes have been sorely afflicted
now for nearly two years and I can testify most
truly that she has kept the Prayer Union up
faithfully from the beginning, ~nd when there
has been fasting and prayer spoken of, she has
kept that also and relies on the promises of God
most faithfully for all things.
No one but God and myself know what enjoyment I have in the Herald; Hope, Autumn Leaves,
Doctri.ne and Covenants, the Bible and Book of
Mormon. As I am bed-fast part of the time,
they are a great comfort to me.
My oldest son, LeRoy, the lame one, what a
comfort he is to me in regard to the things of
God! He understands the things. of God better
than I do and is only fourteen years old. He is
learning shorthand and typewriting, and to play
on the organ.
We have a beautiful church here but with only
a few members. The Spirit is ready to meet
with. us always when we go there in an acceptable way. I have been here over two years and
have never missed more than half a dozen times
and can truly testify that God has always given
me a special blessing while there. Many a time
I have been so sick it seemed I could not live,
but when it was church-time I have dressed and
ate a little piece of bread and butter and started
for church getting stronger every.step of the

way, and would enjoy much of the Spirit on
that occasion.
I must say one word in thankfulness to Bro.
William Street for his untiring zeal and energy
in behalf of our Zion's Hope. I have enjoyed
them as well as the younger Hopes. May God
bless him in basket and in store.
We have a good Sunday-school here also. The
church is seven blocks from us, but we are trying to hold the fort till Christ comes. May God
bless all the workers for Zion is my prayer in the
name of Jesus.
Your sister in the one gospel,
JosEPHINE Woon.
P. S.- It is evening and my letter is not
sent off yet, for I want LeRoy to write it off for
me on the typewriter, and my heart is_ so full of
thanksgiving and praise to our heavely Father
for the blessing he bas bestowed upon us. Today L2Roy was presented with a scholarship of
$35 for three months and a half day school for
shorthand and typewriting by a doctor here. He
sent for him and told him he had watched him
going back and forth to his school and that he
would like to make him a present. None of us
have ever spoken to him. Vve have seen him on
the streets several times. How thankful I am
that I obeyed the spirit of light this morning. To
God be all the glory!
J. W.
WILBER, Neb., July 27th.

Dear Sisters

o/

tke Home Column :-As this is

the first time I have ever written to you I do not
know whether my letter w!ll be very interesting
or not. I am a member of the church. I was
baptized in r881 by elder R. C. Elvin, and I can
truly say I never regretted the step taken, although I do many things through my weakness
that I ought not to do. I desire the prayers of
the Saints that I may live as becometh one of
His children to live, and at last meet you all in
heaven.
I remain your sister in the gospel,
ANNA M. SAVAGE.

TUNNELL HILL Ill., Aug., 4-th.

Editors Herald:-At the request of Brn. J. W.
Gillen and G. H. Hilliard I reached this place to
act as moderator for Bro. T. C. Kelley in discussion with W. W. Woodsldes of the Missionary
Baptist Church, on July 28th; the discussion beginning on 29th; and lasting four days; two
sessions of t:wo hours each day. "The questions
discussed were, Is the Missionary Baptist Church
a scriptural church?" "Is the church founded
in I830 through the instrumentality of Joseph
Smith a scriptural church?"
W. W Woodsides who affirmed the first would
not accept any other statement, as if he thought
himself guilty of acknowledging Christ's name
associated where it did not belong. How wonderfully conscientious! After seeing his manner in
discussion one would think he could sign any proposition without any detriment to conscientious
scrupl,A's. He was spoken of as a poor debater by
many, which he certainly is, but the best dodger
the;r had ever seen. We say as much. ~ro. T.
C. furnished Baptist history from ''Presidency
and Priesthood" far beyond his hearts content,
and his disposal of it was that, matter issuing
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from theological seminary faculties was not hisc
tory, therefore he would not notice it; but the
audience did. He treated in the same manner
the nine standard historians whom Bro. T. C.
introduced on the continuance of the primitive
Gospel down into the second third and fourth
centuries. The commission of Mark r6, Matt.28:
28; neither Galatians I : r I, I 2, nor the practice of
Peter, John and Paul, of Acts 8 and 19 , were a
warrant that Jesus Authorized the laying on of
hands for the reception of the" Holy Ghost,
therefore this philosopher passed the nine historians as he did that of the six ablest representative l'acuities that denied his' claims, who were of
his own faith. It was hard to fit the gentleman
with evidence, but not the audience. Those
who have read "Ray's Succession" will know
the line of argument of the Baptist side.
Bro. Kelley used the standard texts in gospel
work and acquitted himself most nobly. We
were p~;oud of him. He carried the sympathy
of nearly all not of the Baptist faith; and most
of therii realized that Latter Day Saint logic was
too strong, which a number of them admitted.
I never saw so fine an influence through .and
after a discussion.
Bro. Kelley's ability was far beyond my most
sanguine hopes, and his manner could be found
fault with by none, unless it were too easy at
times.
My associate moderator was ex-editor (don't
remember name of paper) H. B. Wester, of Metropolis, Illinois. Our work, after being- introduced, was to find a third man. Some refused,
others siz~d up by one or the other of us were
excluded till we were out of timber. We then
went it alone. He exhibited his makeupby suggesting that the Baptist brethren preach evenings, to which I added that I would "do half of
the rreaching" if there was any, when he agreed
with me that there better not be any. Later he
tried to inaugurate it and throw me in the lead.
I then refused to begin what I had opposed and
in which he had agreed. Then awaiting" announcement so that my turn would fall on evening after close of debate when I would be ruled
out, he was going to preach. Mr. T. J. McCormack our genial and generous landlord offereP.
his door-yard and seats. I notified my friend
Wester of this, and he called in his service without giving.any reason. I then announced service in Mr. McCormack's yard for the evening
of the closing day, and for reasons sufficient to
themselves they held no opposition service, but
gaYe out one tor the next Saturday evening with
which we did not interfere, having maintained
our rights and got in enough work for then.
We announced baptism for Saturday ere the
debate closed, and expressed hope that Brn.
Woods!des and Wester would be ready, but of
which we had some doubt, at which the audience
took occasion to laugh heartily. T. H. McCormack, a very promising young. m~n and his wife
were baptized.
Mr. Thomas J. McCormack and his estimable
wife entertained Bro. Kelley and myself, furnished chairs and stands for disputants and moderators, and teemed the principal supporters in
the way of outfitting.
May they be blessed
richly ot God, enter the true fold and receive life
everlasting.
The interest in the discussion could hardly have
been more intense; not much more than half
found room in the house, one of fair size. Seats
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were consolidated yesterday, in a conference of
were at a wonderfu: premium. The one preachthe Saints of each branch, and Bro. Charles
ing service on the Utah apostacy and the baptism were fraug~t with like favorable conditions:
Moore was ordained priest, Bro. Marten Hickman teacher, and· Bro. Myron Jeffers deacon.
Several Baptists denied our texts on the aposBro. Moore has been preaching considerably, and
tacy being in their bibles, but tLo~e who took
notes at our request humiliated them by a read- . promises to continue laboring as circumstances
permit. The Saints here are firm and strong in
ing. We look for good results in that locality;
the faith and joys of the latter day work.
were never satisfied quite so well with any other
discussion as to the feeling left in the commuI must leave soon for home, as Sr. Shinn Is
nity. Am now doing service in Tunnel Hill
poorly, but has not sent for me, yef I feel distressed and uneasy. I had intended to travel on
branch.
toward Sinking Springs, Hiland county, Ohio, to
Not many days since Bro. J. H. Wells and
be with the brethren in our district conference,
myself awarded the bible, mentioned in the rebut I am disposed to return home for a few days
port of the Fifth Quorum of Elders. The appliand then go to Ritchie, where I now have a
cations were numbered and as many correspondpressing call to come and defend the cause
ing numbered slips of paper. A little child,
Chloe Wells, did the drawin'g; the first number
against the boasting "Campbelites."
I have also to go to Calhoun and return to this
drawn to be the lucky one, and which chanced
place, as I am to hold a discussion with the Adto bear the name of Bro. Samuel Brown of Canvents. So you see I have more than I can do.
ada. The slips were arranged in a row, the numI am thinking that some other elder ought to be
ber being small, Chloe was told to choose one of
them., ·Brethren of the fifth quorum, please take
in here to help me, as this is a vast field for gospel labor. "One horse" preachers are as numernotice. The first bible going to the Sandwich Isous as the "hounds," and almost as noisy, quite
lands and the second to Canada is a wide range.
The bible will be sent Bro. Brown about Septemas sneaking; and let me assure you all. my brother
ministers; (especially Brn: L. R. Devore and
In bonds,
ber first.
R. ETZENHOUSER.
James Moler) that eggs and "mud'' are no scarcity, although I have not so far been troubled,
nor do I expect to be harmed. I hope the breth"FROZEN CAMP," W.Va., Aug. 7th.
ren in conference will remember me, and not
Editors Herald:-I left home July 15th, and
leave me out- here alone; not that I fear to be
went to Parkersburg, and from there to Ravensalone, (for I am not alone indeed), but more lawood at solicitation of Bro. J. W. Moore, who
borers are needed here.
lives there. His wife, her brother and himself
D. L. SHINN.
are the only Saints in that place, and they seem
to love the work and are striving to live faithfulUBLEY, Michigan, Aug. 2d.
ly. I pr~ached once in the houJe of Bro. Keyes
and administered to him once; for he is an inEdt'tors Herald:-It is over five years since I
valid from the effects of army service during the
obeyed .this beautiful gospel, and I have never
war of the great rebellion. He gets a pension.
regretted the step I have taken. for I have reFrom there I went in company with Bro.
ceived many plessings since. I had been a great
Moore to Sand Hill, about thirty miles, by way
sufferer from consumption, having a dreadful
of Ripley or Jackson court· house. I held !l weeks
cough and spitting blood at times. I was about
meeting at Sand Hill, the Christians kindly pera month in the church when I was administered
mitting us to use the school-house because they
to by the laying on of hands and was healed of
could not help it. Here is where Bro. Charles
it, and since that time I have only had a light
Moore lives, whom Brn. Moler and Mathews orcough at times, aed I know if I am faithful I
dained a teacher
Sr. Mary and Bro. Moore
will not have it any more, and to God be all the
gave us the kindness and love, only to be met
praise.
with among the people of God. This!;; oue of
When I came into the work my husband was
the Marys of the church, who like the Mary
an opposer and It troubled me very much, but
of old never tire of loving ~tnd serving Christ
about a month after I w!ls baptized it pleased
and his people. There live here also Bro. and
the Lord to show me in a vision that if I was
Sr. Lewis Rhodes, excellent Saints In every refaithful I might be the means of bringing him in
the church; and thanks be to God he was bapspect, and Bro. and Sr. Jeffers, both earnestly
striving to "go on unto perfection." The work
tized June I 5th by elder Robert Davis. vVe oris in splendid condition here. I baptized and
ganized a prayer union about a year ago with
confirmed Bro. Gordon H. Godbey, who withnine members, and the Lord does bless us abundrew from the Methodist church, and joined with
dently by his Spirit, and we have had the gift of
us. He is a man of much reading and natural
revelation in our little meeting; also we have
ability. Will probably turn out to be a preacher;
meeting every Sunday and prayer meeting· every
at l<~ast that was my impression at the confirm!lWednesday night.
tion. Many 0thers are looking this way, and
I am happy to say that we enjoy ourselves in
this great latter day work, it has been the best
when I return, which I hope to do in September,
if nothing happens to prevent, will gather in the
five years of my life. 0, may the God of heaven
ever keep me humble !lt the foot of the cross.
sheaves.
I desire your faith and prayers that my husband
There is a debate contemplated with an Admay be ever kept humble, and that we may
vent minister, as I have accepted his challenge
show a goodly example before our children, that
and am awaiting his movements. Here at Frozwe may teach them the ways of the Lord, that
en Camp we have a grand opening, but there is
when they come to the years of understanding
strong talk of opposition and persecution. So
they may come into the fold of Christ.
far, however, I have found no trouble, but have
Your sister,
good ~tttention to preaching and great liberty.
ELIZABETH WRATHELL.
The two branches Sand Hiil andLValley Star

ELM CITY, Kan. August 7th.
Editors Herald:-! am thankful for the good
things I read in the columns of your blessed paper; I hepe and pray God will help you to continue to publish such things as will edify and instruct the Saints in righteousness. Although I
have not been a member of this church very
long, I am greatly interested in the welfare of
Zion, and I know this is the work of God. I
have belonged to three churches in my life, and
it has been said of me, "He is right out of one
church and into another;" but l was seeking for
better, and I foupd it. Before, I "murmured;"
but now I "learn doctrine" and am content, for I
have found the true church of God in which are
enjoyed the gifts !lnd blessings of the gospel. I
always believed that God was ju·st, and because
of the te~.chings of principles which picture Him
to the contra1·y In sectarian churches I was fast
going into infidelity, for I· would not believe
some of their inconsistent teachings.
About sixteen months ago I was living near
Caney, with my uncle, and there I first heard
the true gospel of ,Christ taught. Bro. Vl. F.
Clark came into the vicinity and held a series of
meetings, and the first two or three sermons I
liked very well; but by and by .he said -so many
strange things that I knew not what to think. I
then began to read his books and tracts for the
purpose of finding flaws in them and then "doing him up;" for they said he was a Mormon.
But as I read I found just the things I believed,
but had never heard taught, and I saw that according the the Scriptures this was indeed the
true church of Christ; "so in April, r889, I was
baptized by Bro. Cl~trk, and confirmed the same
day by Elders Richard and Benj. Davis. I was
the first to unite in that part of the country, and
at that time the doctrine was a biss and a byword, for Bro. Clark's preaching had made considerable disturbance in the religious community,
and he had encountered some pretty sharp persecution. It leaked out that some girls brought a
bucket of tar, and were going to transform him
into the feathered tribe, but they could only get
one young man to help them, and that was a
young Campbellite minister who opposed Bro.
Clark to the extent of his misunderstanding.
Since I united with the church, some seven or
eight others have followed. We are all recorded
with the Angola branch. I am loth to attack
the position of an apostle, but Bro. T. W. Smith,
in Herald of July rzth says: "The church can
not forgive a murderer. Nor will God forgive
him. If he is in the church he must be cast out.
If he is in the world, he can not be baptized for
the remission of sins, for God would not acknowledge the act."
To the firs~ sentence I do not object, nor the
third. The second I do not object to if applied
to one in the church; but the last sentence in
the quotation I can not believe as yet, as I now
understand it, for I read in Matt. I2: 3I that "All
manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven
unto men; but the bl~tsphemy ·against the Holy
Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men." If one
must receive the Holy Ghost before he can sin
against it, then a murderer in the world has not
sinned agai.nst the Holy Ghost, then he would
come in with those who could be forgiven" If
"God would not acknowledge the act," Christ
wouid not have said that "all manner of sin
should be forgiven unto men except against the
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Holy Ghost." There are many places in God's
word, where it is implied and commanded for
people to repent of their murders; then if God
desires people to repent of their murders, He will
surely' acknowledge the act if they do repent.
This is my view of the question. If I am wrong
I hope to get right, for that is the aim of my life,
and to do all I can in this great work of the latter days.
I can say with many others, that I have had
many testimonies that this is the work of God.
It seems to me there is nothing more manifest
than the truth of this being the work of God.
May God bless the Saints in Zion everywhere,
and speed his "marvelous work and a wonder,"
until "the knowledge of the Lord shall cover the
earth as the waters cover the sea," is my prayer
through Christ.
J. W. GILBERT.

CLEAR WATER, Neb., Aug zd.
Editors Herald :-I went to Meadow Grove
last Saturday just as a large crowd was returning
from an M. E. baptizing. I learned that twenty
had been immersed in the Elkhorn river, then
eight were sprinkled in the church, and some
were received without either; so each had their
choice. Well did Jesus say: "Ye shut up the
kingdom of God against men, for ye neither go
in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering 'to go in." They soon find that they have
been deceived, they become disgusted, their faith
is dashed against the rocks, and away they go to
swell the ranks of ir.fidelity.
There is a small branch there which is trying
to hold up the banner of Christ both by precept
and example. The branch is in charge of Bro. C.
N. Hutchins, who is zealous in the cause. He is
in the lumber, grain and hay business. He is
building up a good trade. Some have tried to
,crush him but have failed. Honesty is bound to
win. I preached near there twice on Sunday and
felt well.
We expect to hold forth in a grove two miles
from Meadow Grove in two weeks. We can
not get the people out this time of year only on
Sundays.
I called upon the editor of the Leader, published at Neligh. It is the leading weekly is these
parts. I found him to be a liberal minded man
and favorable towards our people. I submitted
an article to him which appeared in this week's
issue. It will do some good, I think. I hope
the Saints will support that paper.
The hot, dry weather has struck this part of
the land. Many corn fields are ruined; they are
cutting them down and feeding the cattle.
Spiritualism is at work in this neighborhood,
which is affecting some of the Saints by its heal·
ing power, etc. I am glad that God permits evil
to exist, that man can use his agency and develop his character. If it was not so man would
be compelled to be good. He would have no
choice in the matter, or be entitled to a reward
for being good when he would be bad if he had
,a chance? If so, then if good was taken away
man would be compelled to be bad, when he
would be good if he was permitted; and he
would be punished simply because he had no
chance to be good. Would that be justice? Both
good and evil must exist that man may' be free
to choose for himself so that a just judgment
might be rendered. God does not in this sense
prohibit evil. H be did he would not ba ve ca us·
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ed the tree of good and evil to be planted in the
garden so that man might eat thereof if he
wished. Notwithstanding he was forbidden so
to do, yet he did eat of it, which brought pain
and trouble upon himself and the whole race.
Prohibition of evil does not exist fully only in
the penitentiary. This may be putting it strong,
but I believe they are the facts in the case. I
believe it is much easier to show the evils of sin
by the plan of redemption than it is to remove
sin from the land. It is our mission to do the
former, and Christ will do the latter when he
comes. So have I been taught.
Yours in hope,
·w. M. RuMEL.
LEE's SuMMIT, Mo,, Aug. 4th.
Editors Herald:-As this place has been a
place where a contest for the faith has been held,
it would be wei! perhaps to say that we have had
the pleasure of leading two more into the waters
of baptism lately.
We hold regular services
from house to house. We now number fifteen,
so you will discover that we lost nothing by the
Ray-Kelley discussion. We hope to be organ-.
!zed sometime in the near future.
Since the debate Dr. Rafferty (Baptist) opened
his guns Hpon the Book of Mormon, which terminated in a clear case of intellectual suicide.
Bro. R. Etzenhouser ably ,replied to him in the
Opera house, and indeed we all were agreeably
surprised by his efforts. He has done some good
·work here.
Yours in hope,
WILL KELLEY.
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and preach upon the resurrection of the dead!
I have also preached at Hillsvale, Ashdale,
Lockhartville, and Lower Pereaux with fair liberty, and at Upper Pereau]: with liberty such as I
had only dreamed of l}efore.
The Saints and friends have been very kind to
me in most all cases. And although I can not
see any thing of a flattering nature, yet I am not
without hope that a good work will yet be done
h:re.
Sr. Page, next month I propose going over
among your friends in Cumberland county. Pray
for us and them. In the faith,
HOLMES J. DAVISON.

BELL AIR, Illinois, Aug. sth.

Editors Herald:- I don't intrude upon ·the,
readers of the Herald very often as we are advis-

ed through its columns, correctly too, to wait until we have something important before writing;
and, as I have not been the observer of any particularly important events, I have thought best
to keep quiet.
I have nothing importa~t of itself even now, but I see in the writings of Paul
that he sometimes tried to spur up the Saints of.
certain churches to a sense of their duty by referring to the zeal and energy of the Saints of
other places, and thinking this might possibly do
some good now, I wish to sperlk of the Saints
here.
There is a branch of eleven members here, one
of whom is away most all the time, leaving only
ten. These are all poor in this worlds goods, but
they manage to take five copies of the Herald,
six copies of Autumn Leaves, five copies of the
DELHAVEN', N. S., July 3oth.
Hope, and will take eight copies of the new stories
Editors Herald:-Just a few words from Nova
in book form if published. They are also at this
Scotia. I am in the field laboring as I can. Am
time renting a hall for me to preach in at $5.oo
now upon the ground so hotly contested in the
per week.
If every branch would sustain the
first days of Bro. Burton's ministry in this counchurch publications according to number and
try, and though there is any amount of opposiability as this one does, it would be.a great help
tion, yet there is a great change. Sixty-fi~e came
to the church both spiritually and financially.
out to hear me Sunday night. This is my old
Some one may smile and think "there is nothhome, too.
I realize that men do really give
ing extra in that" but I can assure you that it is
themselves to the cause, or for the cause, when
extra for southern Illinois.
I can point you to
they enter the ministry, and it seems strange now
other branches of fifty or seventy-five members
to hear men talking favorably of the cause that
that don't take as many of the church publicaBroi Burton labored and suffered for; still they
tions as this one. There js one brother here that
can not g'"t over the antipathy they indulged in
takes his ax, goes into the woods and makes railtheir hearts at the time of his doing so.
road ties and gets out other timbers for money
I spent a few weeks preaching and talking and
to buy bread and clothing for himself, his wife
sowing seed in the vicinity of South Rawdon
and children; and yet they take the Herald, Hope
branch. Pray for that branch, for the enemy has
and Autumn Leaves.
I know other families of
sown seed there which, if not rooted out, will
Saints in other branches that have good farms,
cause it to be choked and die.
God forbid! for
good teams, and a year's provision perhaps, and
they are good, kind, and in many ways, worthy
yet they are not able(?) to take a single one of
brothers and sisters. One was added by baptism
the church papers (don't ask me if'they buy toa few weeks ago, Bro. Kenneth Miller.
The
bacco for I should feel ashamed to .answer), nor
Sunday-school is doing well this summer. A
to supply themselves with the books of the
promising young sister, Elia Laird, died and was
church.
buried at Upper Rawdon.
Funeral sermon
Now what makes this difference!
One, no
preached in the gra \'e yard (a scene I shall not
doubt, believes in feeding the soul even though
soon forget)-an open grave with two supports
the body has to be stinted, while the other beacross it; coffin strewn with flowers resting upon
lieves in looking out for the body even though
them; quite a gathering of Saints and strangers
the •oul should dwarf and starve. There is some
all seated around upon the graves on the green
encouragement in preaching to the former class
grass; the white marble slabs riBing here and
as you can see the word is taking effect, that it is
there among them on a sloping piece of ground;
going down into the heart and entering into the
the birds singing, the bees humming, and the ' lives of those who are called Saints; but in
beautiful sun shining, which, but for the fleecy
preaching to the latter class it is like casting
clouds that passed over it for only that one hour
pearls before-.-.those who do not appreciate
llll the day, would have caused us to suffer. 0!
them. They hear the word with joy but for lack
what a place to read the 37th chapter of Ezekiel
of proper nourishment grow cold,. become en·
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feebled, and either die or grope their way from
I also visited quite a large number who claimed
to know that Joseph Smith was in polygamy, but
year to year in darkness, complaining that the
· without exception their evidence fell to the
church publications are too high.
ground under careful cross questi6ning and comIn soliciti.hg subscription for our papers-y.es,
parison of time and place, and with all my searchI mean our papers-! ha.ve so often been met
ing I developed but very little that was new, but
with "Well, I would like to take them, but I am
found many very willing witnesses.
not able," that I have concluded they were actuI met Governor Thomas three times.
He
ally poor, but the conduct of the Saints of Bell
thinks we should push matters in Utah. I gave
Air in this matter has about converted me to the
him quite a lot of tracts and other information
doctrine of "where there is a will there is a way;"
that he asked for. I would have stayed in Utah
and I shall be more persistent in my soliCitations
some time longer if circumstances had permitted.
hereafter.
On the 24th I went to Ogden and stayed three
I am well pleased'' with the church papers.
days visiting old friends and relatives, giving out
Don't see now how the church ever got along
tracts, and on the 27th started for California,
without Autumn I.,eaves.
I fully endorse the
stopping at Colfax to visit my brother and others,
idea of publishing those two stories in book form.
and went to see an old mine that I worked in
If I could have· had such literature when a boy I
thirty-two years before.
feel sure it would have been a great blessing to
I arrived home on the 3oth, after an absence of
me, and I shall therefore labor for the distribua year, lacking twenty days. I stayed at home
tion of such works among· the young of the
twenty days preparing for my mission to the
church, and the world too; hoping that with its
Islands, then went to Contra Costa county eight
help they will grow up both wiser and better than
days, preaching once and talking to several on
those now upon the active stage of life.
the gospel, when I returned home and am now
My experiences ir. the field are similar to those
trying to get my family permanently located and
of other missionaries and, for this reason, I shall
comfortable before I start on my long journey
not burden your readers with my personal labors
and absence; and if the means is forthcoming I
only to say I am iri the field at work.
shall be off about September rst, no preventing
Hoping praying and laboring for the dissemprovidence.
Ination of light and truth, I subscribe myself,
My visit to General Conference and then to
Your co-laborer in the gospel,
several stake conferences in Utah has confirmed
IsAAc M. SMITH.
me in our position and in the truth of the latter
day work more than anything that I could have
OAKLAND, Cal., August 6th.
found. The contrast between our position and
Editors Herald:--1 left Lamoni April 23d for
theirs is a lesson of great value to the observer,
Council Bluffs, whete I was under the brotherly
and should be carefully read by all interested, for
and sisterly care of Bro. and Sr. Beebe and others,
its solution knot far off; but it will be in very
visiting some old friends and taking in some old
troublous times, and who will be prepared for it?
landmarks. I preached twice, and on the 28th
"Come up higher," is the watchword of all Saints
started for Salt Lake where I arrived on the 3oth,
at the present. Your brother in Christ,
sharing the hospitality of Bro. and Sr. Barrows.
A. HAWS.
I went to see some of my old playfellows, the
patriarch John Smith, Henry Lawrence and
KNox, Ind., August 7th.
othe1·s who b:;eated me with kindness.
I also
visited the temple, the tabernacle, the co-op. store
Editors Hemld:-Prcgress at this place quite
slow. Converts to "Mother Grundy" more nuin all of its departments, with other places. On
the fourth attended sacrament meeting and
merous than to Christ. A more liberal spirit
reigns in the rural districts. The few Saints
preached in the evening; ana on the 6th went to
here including Bro. Prettyman and family are
Provo in company with Bro. Anthony, where
zealous for the work and realize what it is to be
we were kindly treated by the Saints and others.
entire strangers among their own. The town of
We held three meetings here; I preached twice
Knox is priestridden to death. We have been
with fair liberty and small attendance. I then
and are laboring at Tucker school-house, and a
went to Manti to visit a sister and brother-inpleasant resort-Cedar Lake-where nice audilaw, whom I had not seen for over thirty-eight
years, and was treated with great kindness by
ences hitherto have welcomed us; and indeed it
is quite pleasant .to so convene in a beautiful
my nieces and nephews and their wives and husbands, whom I never had seen before. Here I tried
grove on verge of lake, where praise and psalm
to get a place to preach and an opportunity to visit
blend with the roar of the inflowing billow, but
far more genuine pleasure would lt all:'ord if a
their beautiful temple, but could not obtain either.
number of good hearted people would be led
I visited several old acquaintances, among them
down into its bosom and be buried with Christ
Squire Wells, the Bishop and his counsellor. I
also visited their stake conference, talked on the
beneath the placid wave, rejoicing in the kingdom of heaven.
street and in their homes, distributed tracts and
Bro. Short is continuously battling about ten
done all I could up to the 29th, when I returnmiles south.
A number are persuaded of the
ed to Salt Lake City and there met· Brn. H. C.
truth, on the very ground of battle in which he
Smith and R. J. Anthony in council. I assistmet and vanquished the Seventh Day Advent
ed in meetings, preached three times, visited old
champion, Elder Reese.
friends, distributed over a thousand tracts and
It is very hot and dry now. No rain here for
old Advocates that I found there on the shelves.
three .weeks, and that means a great deal in this
I also visited the penitentiary and gave out over
sandy country. The early crops, however, are
one hundred tracts. I visited President Woodall stowed away nlcely matured, but corn will
ruff and several other high dignitaries who wet:e
suffer if rain does not come soon.
all too busy to talk to me, so I gave them as
others that excellent tract, "One Wife or Many."
L. SCOTT.

RICH HILL, Mo., Aug 6th.
Editors Herald:-I am on my way home from
a two days' meeting at Eldorado Springs. A
good time was .had; all the preaching was good,
and the social l'neeting Sunday afternoon was .
splendid. Eight were baptized and con.firmed
and two children blessed.
The preaching was by Elders Altred White,
Emsley Curtis, Evan Davis, I. N. White and
your humble servant. Bro. Daniel Tucker was
ordained an elder and started off on a mission to
Howell county to preach. There is a nice company of Saints in this region. They came frotn
Nevada, Lamar, Taberville, Clinton, Osceola,
Lowry City, Harrisonville, Independence, and
the country adjoining those places.
The Spirit was richly poured out on the, Saints;
provisions in abundance were provided by the
Saints in the neighoorhood of the grove. All
went awaay feeling it was good to have met.
The local brethren and sisters, more especially the
latter, did nobly in entertaining visitors. Good
was done.
At this point, eight years ago, two brethren
moved in, Elder Abner Lloyd and Bro. Schroder.
Now a branch of ninety members is located
there.
J. A. RoBINSON.
CooK's PoiNT, .Tex., Aug. 6th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. A. J. Moore and I left
my place on the r8th of July, stopping at the
Texas Central branch and preached some half
dozen times, baptizing ·and confirming three
members. We then made Our way by train to
Elkhart, Anderson county. After stoppi.ng a
short time Bro.J. W. Gillen joined us and we all
proceeded to Evergreen Church in Houston
county, where we held several meetings with,
we hope, good results. We then came back to
Elkhart and held some meetings, but few attended; but we hope some good was done. I then·
left Brn. Gillen and Moore at Elkhart and made
my wav home before district conference which
met at Elmwood, Bell county. I met the said
brethren near Temple, Texas, on their .way to
Elmwood, in charge of E. D. Thompson, in a
hack. We had a peaceful time at the conference
and we trust much good was done; but at the
end of it while reading the minutes of the last
session of conference there came a shower of
eggs and some said they were rotten, and soon
after that several shots were fired near the church
and then all moved off that took a part in that
business, while the congregation sang the good
hymn, "Let us pray for one another," and was
dismissed in good order. It seemed that they
who did the mischief missed their object They
also did some other mischief during the meeting.
May God have mercy upon such sinners.
I left the brethren in said community and came
home, they intending to be present at the Western Texas district conference which meets August zzd, and then come to our branch at Cook's
Point to commence a series of meetings at our
branch. All are invited to attend this meeting
at the Point. It commences on August 29th.
All who come by railroad will be met at Caldwell if they will notify us when they will ~n-ive.
Address E. W . Nunley, Cook's Point, Texas; or
Wm. Sherrill, at same place.
Yours in bonds,
E. W. NUNLEY.
lliirs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Francisco,: Cal.
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MISTAKES.

WE may read in the published statements
of Mr. Ingersoll, of the "mistakes of
Moses." We may read in other publications of the mistakes of Mr. Ingersoll; but
I think it might be well to inquire if there
has not been some mistakes made by, at
least a few Latter Day Saints. I don't
say it by way of fault-finding, but for the
purpose, if the mi&takes aimed to be pointed out are mistakes indeed, that some one
in the future, may be benefited thereby.
Some people,judging from some of the
letters we read in the .Herald from time
to dme, don't seem to see anything but the
bright side, or if they see anything else it
is lost sight of, and only the bright or favorable side is presented. And while I
will admit that such style is commendable,
so far at least as it is allowable, yet tacts
are what will prove the most beneficial in
the end.
And while I try to see the best side of
everything which comes within the scope
of my vision, yet I can not help but keep
one eye open to that which seems to impress the mind with less favorableness.
I have been in this district (Nauvoo and
Strii]g Prarie) since the beginnin·g of June,
and have visited three branches and one
place where a branch used to exist, in all
of which places, I learn that the work at
one time was in a flourishing condition,
but now is not nearly so good: Now if I
can present some of the, what I think to
be, leading causes for this going backwards-so to speak, so as to prevent a
repetition of the same thing elsewhere,
then I shall have accomplished all that
was first intended by this paper.
In all of these branches the greatest
drawback has arisen from the Saints getting hold of that restless spirit that leads
people to move to and fro-never satisfied
-always expecting to find something just
over yonder; and up they start-maybe
read of the brethren in some branch just
over yonder, enjoying the Spirit of 'the
work wonderfully-and they hurry to get
there, lest the Spirit be gone before they
succeed in reaching the place, and to accomplish which, they sell at a sacrifice;
and the same old story is repeated, "The
man that sells a farm, never gets able to
buy it back again," so that the party moving is necessarily financially perplexed;
and if financially disturbed, he is likewise
disturbed spiritually; so that, by the time
he gets settled, (if he ever. does) or I
should have perhaps said, located in his
new home, while the brotherhood to
where he goes, still enjoy the Spirit that
he read about, he is disturbed, and perplexed, because of his new surroundings,
so that he don't seem to drink into the
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same spirit-result, dissatisfaction-and as children, the church would have stood
a further rfsult, loses all ability for useful- much higher than she does to-day. I
guarantee to say, that there is not a reliness in the church.
Or if not through a lack of enjoying the gious people on the earth that has moved
Spirit on his part, he. fails to be useful to around like the Saints have. I speak now
the branch to which he goes, because there independent of the times in which they
were driven by their enemies.
is 'ufficient talent already in the branch to
I thought to point out other causes, but
keep it in good running order, so that his
services are not needed; and if he be an what I have said is sufficient; and all I
elder, he simply rusts out, like some old can say to the few remaining Saints in
machine that is thrown in the fence cor- these branches is, not to break up housener; while if he had remained where he keeping because some of the children have
was he could have been of use, both to left home, but try anti quit grieving over
help keep the branch moving, as well as the past loss and take courage, and live
for the present and hope for the future.
to preach in the regions round about.
I have met with noble-hearted Saints
If I had all the monev that has been
sRcrificed by the Latter" Day Saints, in in this district, who are striving with a
their useless moving around, and I did not zeal which is commendable. Then strive
get too covetous, I could soon move the on, "work while the day lasts," and if God
cause of Zion, so far as money would be with us, no power can prevail against
US.
]. C. CRABB.
move it.
Of course there are times when Saints,
as well as anybody else, have the ng·ht to
DEAL GENTLY, PLEASE!
move, and are benefited thereby; but how
often has it been the ca~e that elders have SINCE reading an article in June 7th Herfound single families living and who have ald, "Don't Bear Down too Hard," I have
lived for years in far off neighborhoods felt a degree of courage to try once more
from other Saints, until finally an elder to quit using tobacco.
cernes along, finds that the man and wife
I have been addicted to it most of my
have belonged to the church for years- .life, and have quit it a good many times
members of the first organization perhaps, before and since I united with the Reorlived in the neighborhood, built up a rep- ganized Church; and Jhough I have been
utation amongst their neighbors for good, enabled to keep it up, or do. without it
and how easy it was to raise up a branch longer since I became a church member
right there. Of course it would make a than before, yet I never succeeded in constir in the community and raise the cry quering the habit. I have been. doubtful at
from some religious ( ?) bigots, "Mormon," times, of late, whether I would ever try
and all that; but how much better would again to withstand that which has
it be for the Saints to stay right there, and seemed to become a nature with me, the
by righteous lives live down all opposition. same as it is natural to eat to sustain life.
It has been done; it can be done again.
For what would life be to any one withAnd thus comply with the requirement, out energy and ambition? It requires
"Let your lig-ht so shine." And further more courage and faith, and ability to exerstill, "Gain favor in the eyes of the peo- cise courage and faith to abandon and
ple,"-things that we can not do, by leav- overcome a vice indulged in a long time,
ing the neighborhood almost as soon as and especially the use of an intoxicating
join the church. The fact is, a person poison that has affected the entire physiwho has lived in one place long enough, cal and mental system, than some seem to
and by living a consistent life has succeed- imagine.
ed in building up a reputation for honesty,
I think the one who wrote "Don't Bear
and uprightness will have comparatively Down too Hard," manifested a less accuseasy sailing, if he or she continues to liv,e ing spirit than some who have written on
in the same place; whereas, if they move the subject, ·and more rational in some
to some other locality, a reputation has to points. ·
I believe Bro. T. W. Smith reasoned
be built up, both as a citizen, and as a
well about the Word of Wisdom, it being
Saint.
Satan, and hil'\ emissaries, to my mind, a word from the mouth of God, and we are
want no better clue against the work of required to live by every word, etc. I have
God, than to have the Saints to leave the proved myself to be one of those not capbranches in such numbers as to leave the able to have the desire or taste taken away
branches thus left in such a state of demor- through faith; yet think it not amiss to
alization as to destroy the branch,-if not ask for any desire or cause of injury to be
entirely, it might be said virtually. The removed, and believe that some have had
work in such places is scarcely. ever re- such faith to so please the Lord, for he
vived, for at least two reasons: the Saints has promised if we ask anything in his
are always thinking of what they were name in faith, qualified by an "if
once, to their own discouragement; while not amiss," it shall be given.
the outsiders will look on and say, "I told
It is easy for me to believe that some.
you so." "I knew they would not last have received great blessings by being
thus capable and they should never cease
long." "Just as I expected," etc.
I often think that if the Saints had taken to be thankful for it.
I am very desirous to be able to conthe advice (but not always strictly adherea
to 'by himself), of our worthy president, tinue to obtain and to attain to a good dethat was, for those that had homes to sta'y gree of temperance that leads on to the
on them, improve them, build up a repu- next gospel grace, which is pa,tience. The
tation, and a home for themselves and sacrificing efforts of temperance we might
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say in harmony with the apostle's words,
"Experience worketh patience, and patience hope, and hope maketh not ashamed," for (in harmony with others) love is
given for the exercise of patience and willingness to suffer for righteousness sake,
and "love·casteth out fear."
I reque~t that some brother or sister
that is capable to please the Lord, by
faith, will ask that the writer of this may
be enabled to keep from using what has
been such an hindrance to him. And as I
have a desire to learn and teach to encourage and help, am willing to lend the
spiritual strength or blessing to aid others.
I don't believe any too small, and none
but what is worth saving.
w. L.

THE

SAINTS~

HE

man passes into many mortal bodies by
transmigration ere it attains celestial glory
and perfection, was patiently heard for
BY W. W. BLAIR.
near two hours in defense and advocacy
PARTING with Brn. Joseph Smith, D. H. of that theory, after which scriptural and
Smith and W m. Davis, Bro. A. H. Smith doctrinal facts were presented in opposiand I went with Bro.JohnJamieson to. his tion to it proving that man has but one
home below Nebraska City, crossing the earthly probation. He promised to no
Missouri river in a skiff at Otoe Landing. longer preach or teach that theory.
Bro. J ehiel Savage had been advocating
Sunday morning, November rst, at about
three o'clock, the residence of Bio.Jamie- Southern California as the safe, suitable
son was surrounded by a body of armed and appointed place of gathering, held
men in search of five Missouri guerrillas thf.t there was "the land Bountiful" menwho had raided Sidney, Iowa, not far tioned in the Book of Mormon, and by
from Fisher's Grove, and in doing so had fbis had created unrest and dissension wrth
killed a Provost Marshal and wounded some, and for that reason he had been
others, causing great fear and consterna- sil.eneed. He, too, was patiently heard by
tion in ;~11 that region. For a few mo- the conference, his position was disproved,
ments there was no little excitement, for and he too resolved to abandon his ''priWHEN TRUE?
we did not know but these armed vate interpretation" of Scripture, abide by
I AM constrained to ask these questions by men were Missouri raiders come to roh and the doctrinal teachings of the church, and
reason of contradictory statements of Clark lay waste as was their wont in many await the word of the Lord on doctrine
Braden:
places in those times. But after an inter- and church government when necessity
Ist. During the debate at Wilber, Ne- change of questions and answers the cap- called for it. Satan strove hard to effect
braska, in 1883, he repeatedly informed tain was assured by Bro.J amieson that Bro. division, but the Lord gave victory to his
the audience that ".Mormonism was Meth- Alexander and myself were harmless cause and confirmed the ministrations of
odism GONE TO SEED."
preachers instead of Missouri guerillas. the presiding officers.
2d. Subsequently to that he stated in L. This little episode served to remind us
About this time we had occasion to reL. Luse's printing office that "Mormonism keenly of the horrors of the rebellion prove some of the ministry for unministewas Campbelliteism GONE TO SEED," at then cursing . and ravaging our nation. We rial antics, attitudes, gestures and speeches
which I retorte.d that the seed was a great· remained preaching here till November in the pulpit, by which offenses came to
improvement over the original stock.
6th, baptized a few, and then went to Bro. sober, spiritually minded persons, hinder3d. And now in the year of grace, 1 89o, Tohn Leeka's in Iowa, on foot, and attend- ing- and harming the work of the gospeL
he tells us that ••Mormonism is Mysticism, ed district conference. After this we laFebruary 29th we administered to father
sectarianism GONE TO SEED."
bored in and adjacent to the branches in John F. Roberts for bodily infirmiThis disproves the old adage, that the western Iowa and eastern Nebraska; dur- ties, and was constrained by the Spirit to
third time is the charm; for Clark Braden ing the winter, the weather very cold (at tell him his life would be lengthened out
has tried three times to tell what Mormon- times 32 degrees below zero) and snow and that he would overcome and attain
. ism is, and made a failure each time. deep much of the time. Fair success at- eternal life. (He lived in health for many
Should he attempt once more to shed light tended our efforts.
&
years afterwards).
upon this all important question and by
December 6th Bro. A. H. Smith and
On reading the "History of Joseph
accident (and that is about the only hope the writer administered to Sr. Priscilla Smith" in Times and Seasons and comfor him confessing God's restored gospel) Conyers, who had· been for days previous paring it with the same in the jl£illetzrzial
tell the truth about a people and gospel he suffering great pain, and blindness, from Star, published by the Brighamites, found
has vowed to destroy, who could believe diseased eyes, and though we hesitated it somewhat changed in the latter.
him? Should he ever unite with us, I and doubted, when we saw her pitiable
April 6th our mission conference conwould ever be thinking the gospel was condition and the Spirit was given us in vened in Little Sioux. Attendance fair.
like a "NET" and caught "EVERY KIND" answer to fervent prayers, the Lord heal- H. S. Smith, on vote, was silenced as an
of fish. · Lord save us, and grant patience ed her instantly and she exclaimed to her elder and cited to apoear at next conferand grace to abide in the Truth.
husband at once, "] ack, thank God I am ence and answer to 'charges for teaching
RoB'T. M. ELVIN.
healed. The pain has all left my eyes and heretical doctrine.
my head."
Sr. G. Washington Conyers, being adLETTERS OF REMOVAL AND BAPOn the 19th of January, r864, Brn. A. ministered to for chronic liver disease, reTISMAL CERTIFICATES. ·
H. Smith, Thomas Revell and the writer ceived speedy relief.
Aprif z6th, learned by letter from Bro.
EDITORS HERALD:- Both of the above administered to Sr. Prior Stephenson, of
Council
Bluffs,
for
cancer
on
the
under
A.
H. Smith that conference had assigned
documents are requisite, but when one
holding a certificate of baptism is enrolled side of socket-arch over her right eye, me a mission in the east. About this date
in a regularly organized branch, the certi- and by the blessing- of God she was soon received a copy direct from Elder J. W.
ficate should be given to the secretary, for relieved of the affliction entirely and per, Briggs of the revelation he received in
Wisconsin, November r8th, r85r, in rein the event of expulsion and holding a manently.
Leaving Bro. A. H. Smith to labor in
to the latter day apostasy and procertificate, imposition may he practiced on
calling of Joseph, the son of Joseph
some other than the branch from which Council Bluffs and vicinity, I proceeded
on to Crescent City, North Pigeon, the Seer, to the presidency of the church,
he was expelled.
May rst, 1864.
Though no immediate prospect exists of Boomer, Raglan and Little Sioux, preach- and wrote it in
Elders D. B.
and C. G. Mca nation being born in a day, the Denver ing by the way. On the r2th of Februa mission to
branch has proved a resting place for the ary Bro. John Johnson went with me to Intosh had been
of r863, and
soles of the feet of many who have bent Preparation where we tarried, preaching Utah by the fall
their steps 'fJither who possibly might, if three sermons and baptizing Orrin Butts, the Saints in the branches in the Missouri
cheerfully aided in fitting them out.
no branch bad been found here, have di- George M. Seott and wife, Elijah Cobb
were directed to this matter,
verged from the narrow path and been and wife, and on vote of members presas needful, that they should start the
lost in Babylon's maze.
However non- ent we ordained Bro. Butts to the office of so
last of
visible to the many, no Latter Day Saints an elder.
February 2oth and zrst attended and
Worn
with incessant
travcan, with a god.ly persistency, pursue
presided over a special conference in Litand
and having been exduty's path withont effecting good.
tle Sioux. Bro. R. Cobb, who had been
extreme rigors of the
In bonds,
silenced for preaching that the soul of winter and
JAMES CAFFALL.
and heavy rains
MEMOIRS.-No. IX.
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of spring, my bodily powers became near Fox /river, five miles south of Plano. of the people he presided over with the
weakened and diseased to such an extent About this time I wrote Elder J. W. Reorganized church. Therefore in r864-5,
that on the 5th of May I was prostrated Briggs in England, stating my objec- though most strenerous efforts were made
with sickness which threatened to be fatal. tions to his article on "Immortality," in by its leaders, I was conscious that HedBut on the zoth inst;;~nt, having partially which he assumed that men who become rickism was short-lived and doomed to
recovered, I started with my family to the the sons of perdition will never be re- defeat and dissolution.
But that faction
special conference in North Star branch, surrected.
caused some annoyance among- "the ignofive miles east of Council Bluff:-, to go
Hedrickism at this time was near its rant and unlearned," chiefly, however, by
thence to my home in Illinois. I mention zenith; predictions had been made by its its misstatements and misrepresentations in
this illness only to say that it resulted leader, Granville Hedrick, that infused respect to Joseph the Seer and the church
from persistently violating God's laws- zeal, if not fanaticism, into the hearts of untier his presidency and the Reorganized
the laws of life and health-and thus ad- many of its small membership, and a large church under the presidency of his son.
monish others to shun like evils.
proportion of that few were anxiously ex- Mr. Hedrick's predictions, especially in reAt this conference, on Monday, May pecting to soon gather to and possess the spect to our nation and the gathering of the
23d, we witnessed an exhibition of faith lands set apart and dedicated in and about Saints, proveJ that God never called and
towards God such as was had in ancient Independence, Missouri, by the first elders sent him tq lead the Saints, for they failed
mi8erably.
times, but such as, in these degenerate of the church in 1831.
times, is reckoned to be rank fanaticism.
I formed the acquaintance of Mr. HedJuly I6th, Elder George Rarick and I
Some important matters had been laid rick in June, r857, at Washburn, Illinois, started for the east on mission work, going
over from Saturday the 21st, but the cold and at other times and places up to r86r-2. by the way of Mission branch, Illinois,
rain was falling, the wind from the east From him I learned that he was broug-ht thence to Galien, Michigan, and from
filled the grove with whistling, rustling into the church under the litbors of Elder there to Whitestown, Franklin, and then
sounds of warning, foretelling a heavy Hervey Green, at New Diggings, near to Bro. H. N. Kent's, near Summitsville,
and protracted storm at hand, and outward Galena, Illinois, then apostatized, and, soon Indiana, preaching at an these places and
appearance's forbade any attempt to hold after the death of Joseph the Seer, hearing baptizing. I left Bro. Rarick to continue
further services. After waiting in tents Elder William 0. Clark, he reunited with his ministry in that and adjoining fields
and covered wagons a short season beyond the church, after that became an adherent and went to Hagerstown, and thence in
the time appointed for beginning service, of Gladden Bishop, then became engaged company with Elder Frank Reynolds to
Elders Wheeler Baldwin,J. A. Mcintosh, to some extent with spirit rappings, then ' Dalton, Indiana, preaching there to large
Hugh Lytle, S. W. Condit and others, wrote a little book against polygamy and cong-regations, and, leaving Bro. Reynolds
gathered into a tent and in faithful, fervent in favor of the Saints voting in a president in charge there proceeded on to Cincinprayer and supplication laid the wants of over the whole church. On invitation, in natti and Syracuse, Ohio, and began a
the occasion before the Lord, humbly be- r857, I attended a little conference over series of fruitful me~tings there the z8th of
seeching Him to stay the winds and abate which he presided near Mackinaw, Illinois; August, preaching daily and visiting inthe storm that the business deferred might and in 1858 he and a Bro. Owens attended quirers from hous"' to house as opportunibe disposed of in a proper manner. The a conference of the Reorganized church ty offered, held frequent social and prayer
winds soon abated, the rain ceased to fall, at Zarahemla, Wisconsin, after which he meeting·s, in which the gifts of the Spirit
the business of conference was resumed gave me and father Gurley a pressing in- cheered and edified the Saints and those
and finished, and when there began to be vitation to attend a conference of the Hed- earnestly seeking the way of the Lord.
disputations and wordy strife about mat- riokites at Bloomington, Illinois, profess- Here I baptized David Griffiths and wife
ters foreign to conference affairs, the winds edly to effect unity and fellowship with and John Thomas and wife-- father, mothraist;d, the rain began falling and the ses- the Reorganized church.
Bro. E. C. er, sister and brother-in-law; of Gomer T.
sion closed while the storm was on. Such Briggs and I attended it; but before we Griffiths of the Twelve. The latter then
was the faith of the Saints in those times. started we had a season of prayer, dedica- was a little boy whom, if I remember
After thi~ conference we passed on ting ourselves and our mission to the Lord aright, I then blessed.
through the Glenwood and Plum Hollow and seeking his favor and guidance. While
September 13th found me in Wheeling,
branches to Manti, assisting what ,,ve at prayer the Holy Spirit fell upon Bro. West Virginia, where I met with Arthur
could in meetings, gaining in health and Brigvs in power and he predicted that the and Alexander Bickerton, Frederick Ebehope daily. · At Manti eight were bap- people to whom we were going.would yet ling and others, all of whom treated me
tized, among them our daughter, Mary "be brought down and be humbled in the with kindness, and on the r6th ihst. met
very dust." Our astonishment at this tes- with Elder James Brown, and others, all
Caroline.
From this point we went on to Pleas- timony was very great, for we had sup- of whom were Bickertonites. In the
anton, Ottumwa, String Prairie, and Mon- posed, from what Granville Hedrick and evening I attended their council meeting,
trose, to Nauvoo, where we attended an others had written us, that the Hedrickites ~and, on invitation, I addressed them, urgexcellent district conference, meeting with were about to unite with the Reorganized ing the necessity of accepting the authentElders Joseph, A. H. and D. H. Smith,J. church. This we ardently desired, and ic revelations of Joseph the Seer as en~
W. Gillen and E. Robinson, All the ex- we therefore interpreted th-e prediction in · dorsed officially by the church. On the
ercises were spiritual and edifying. Chari- the light of our wishes, for we thought 17th inst. visited J. Gillespie, Mrs. Elizaty and unity abounded ..
that when they learned the doctrine and beth Allen and others, some of whom said
We reached Am boy, Illinois, the I 7th history of the church they would feel self- they had seen me in night vision just prior'
of June, having been away in western condemned and humbled because they had to my coming. I held three meetings in
Iowa about two years and eight months.
not learned and understood the truth be- Wheeling, Elder James Brown, of the
June zsth and z6th attended a district fore.
And so we went on, still hoping B~kertonites, taking part in the services
conference near Amboy, father Zenas H. they would soon unite with us. But
by my request. Seeking opportuities, I
·Gurley presiding, and had a season of this we were doomed to bitter disappoint- hunted up and visited with many who begreat joy and gladness. In the social ment, for Mr. Hedrick, in his opening came interested in the doctrine and church
meeting Sunday morning, Sister Mahala speech in conference, occupying between I represented, many of whom afterwards
Cadwell-Conderm~:m, moved mightily by
two and three hours, did little else than united with us, and prominent among
the Spirit, her face radiant with its power scandalize and berate the character and these latter was this Elder Brown. On
and grace, spoke in prophecy, saying, . work of Joseph the Seer, a man he never the zzd of September he went with me to
· among other things: "Comfort ye, com- saw, and so wretched was this tirade that Kate's Rock, a few miles below Wheeling,
fort ye my people, saith the Lord, for I withdrew and strolled up into town till where we tarried five days, preaching, and
my coming is nigh; and if they are faith- 'I supposed he haci exhausted both himself on the z6th I org-anized ·a branch of nine
ful they shall meet me and see my face." and his subject. This ended my confidence members, James McDiffitt Presiding EJ;
The 9th of July found myself and as to the christian fairness and wisdom of der, George L. Spencer Teacher, and
familylocated in the Roger's Settlement, Mr. Hedrick and my hopes for a coalition I Samuel Davenport Deacon. At this meet-
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ing Elder James Brown and Mrs. Melvina out money or w.itho. ut price. Here is the
Davis also gave their names for member- grand proof of love that a man lay down
,
ship. · He was one of William Bickerton's ·hi!> life for his triends.
There can be no greater proof than this,
apostles.
October 1st I was at Wheeling had it been possible that Jesus Christ had
and attended a meeting in which Elder not come in the flesh, in what condition
William Bickerton and I presented our would we be in to-day? Blot out the sun
views _on church
government.
He of the natural world we might get an idea~
finally argued that all the law needful was but perhaps I must hasten to a close.
that written in the heart of the disciple. Have we an interest in the great atoneI replied that if this were true there was ment made? . If we have we should be
no need for the written instruCtions given happy; if not we should secure an interest
by our Lord and his apostles-"the law in the great plan of salvation.
and the testimony"-and that it were vain
"0 for this love; let rock and rills
to expect man to be judged according to
Their lasting silence break;
And all harmonious human tongues
that "written." Finding his position faulThe Savior's praises speak.
ty, he at length concluded that the Doctrine and Covenants was given to the
«Angels assist our mighty joys,
Strike-all your harps of gold;
church under Joseph the Seer, but that it
But when you raise your highest notes,
was not needed now, and that some of its
His love can· ne'er be told."
revelations were not true. .After holding
N. RUMEL.
a few more services and baptizing a number, I proceeded on to Pittsburg, PennsylRELIGIOUS CONDITION OF
vania, the 4th of October, where I met Brn.
EUROPE.
Josiah Ells, A. Falconer, Joseph Parsons,
Jesse Price, Matthew Smith, and others; I suPPOSE St. Paul, the apostle of the
and at once began preaching and looking Gentiles, opened the door and began the
up the scattered sheep throughout the city, evangelization of Europe. Three fourths
and also in Allegheny City where I met of the inhabitants and perhaps more worBro. James McDowell and family, Sr. shiped false gods and pagan rites at that
Mary Hulmes and family, and others who time. The special office of the Lutheran
were interested in our efforts.
. church is to protest against the Roman
October 19th went by steamer to Mingo Catholics.
Some of the hindrances to
coal works and was the guest of Bro. Protestant evangelization in Europe today
. James Brown and family. Continued here i':l the Roman power over the Germans and
till the 26th·, preaching, visiting and bap- Irish. The bad literature in France and
tizing, and then returned to Pittsburg Germany and the system of false philosowhere I continued five days.
phy are doing more to injure Europe today
As I write of these experiences, my than anything else.
The laws of primoheart is filled with gratitude to God for geniture and heteditary titles ought to be
his guidance and grace and for the Chris- done away with; but if it were not for the
tian love and fellowship of the Saints dur- absolute law at the present time of church
ing my labors among them. A goodly and state in England, Romanism would
number were baptized by Bro. Josiah Ells totter and fall.
The Protestant religion
and myself, and the Spirit of the Lord has made greater strides in the United
comforted and confirmed the souls of the
States in the last decade, than in all Eurodisciples.
pean nations put together, over the Catholic church. The power of the Pope and
his infallibility -and the (doctrines) conTHE LOVE OF CHRIST.
IT IS often spoken of a "mother's love" ception of the Blessed Virgin Mary will
how strong it is for her offspring; there is soon be a laughing stock to the nations of
Sixty-five cardinals have died
no sacrifice she would not be willing to Europe.
make in order to bless her children. It is since the present pope became the head of
the Catholic church, and the sacred college
written by the poet,
is now composed almost entirely of new
Can a mother's tender care
men. Only sixteen of the present cardiCease toward the chile.! she bare;
Yes, she may forgetful be,
nals were there under the late pope. SevYet will I remember thee.
eral are now over eighty years of
But the love of Christ reaches to a great- The pope himself said in an audience
er length than this. There is no possibil- a reporter of the Philadelphia 7 imes in
ity of h1s love ever changing-, it is always Europe that· we were living in an age
the same in every age.
His love for us unrest. In Sweden, according to the rules
was so great that he laid aside his glory of the established church, no person can
that he might come to this evil world and become a Protestant. Belgium is one of
take upon him the form of man in order the most densely populated Catholic counto carry out the purposes of God the Fath- tries in Europe. Holland has been brave
er, to bring salvation to a lost race.
in the doctrine of Protestantism. Spain is
Man by transgressing the law of God full of superstition, evil and wicked designs.
brought sin and death into the world. He Had she more men like Castelar she would
could not redeem himself nor bring a ran- not have to send to Rome for her insignia.
som; he would have remained in that The most powerful foreign missionary sostate; but help was laid upon one who was ciety of the Roman Catholic church is the
mighty and strong, who bore no prejudice Jesuits. Through their dark colleges and
to mankind, but loved all alike; that who- schools they are crushing Protestantism in
soever would comply with the condition several countries in Europe. I wonder if
of his gospel, might have access to it with- Bulgaria, Servia, and all those other little

1

nations in Europe wili start the conflict
the great powers?
WILLIAM STREET.
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THE BIBLE OR THEOLOGY,
WHICH?

the Bible mean what it says? Or
must it be understood differently from
what the language used would naturally
indicate? If we look for an answer to
these questions in much of the teaching,
or in many of the theories which have
generally been adopted by the acknowleged standard writers of the church, we
shall find them answered in the negative.
It is represented th:~t in many of the plain
and positive declarations of the Scriptures,
the language employed can not have a
literal signification.
Such a theory has been made prominent in the teaching by which the church
has thoroughly trained her people until
they have become so perfectly biased in that
direction that it is almost impossible to persuade them to accept many of the plainest
revelations contained in the word of God.
It is generally believed that somehow, the
statements of the Bible must mean something entirely different from what is clearly expressed. But the question very naturally arises, "Were not the men who
formulated such theories human, and like
other men liable to mistakes? If so, why
should their works be received as standards? And why should men become so
much biased in favor of their interpretations, as to regard those who understand
the Scriptures literally, as being cranky if
not skeptical?
Is there any good reason why the language of the Bible should not receive a
literal interpretation, the same as though
it was found in another book? It is undoubtedly true that the practice of allegorizing, or as it is called, spiritualizing the
scriptures, is the source of almost endless
variety of opinions concerning what is
taught therein.
If God has made any
communication to us in language, is it not
reasonable that it should be understood
according to its literal meaning? If not,
the fact that He has given us one revelation, makes it necessary for Him to give
us another to define the meaning of the
language used in the first.
Now, as it is
not claimed for the writers of the books
of theology, which have been so largely
adopted by the church as standard works,
that they had any such revelation, it must
obvious to any thinking mind that
opinions can be nothing more than
and therefore without any authorDoEs

practice of placing too much confidence in merely human opinions concernBible teaching, has become alarmingprevalent in the church, not oniy
among the laity, but also among the
ministry. Many whose solemn duty it is
to teach the word of God are like parrots,
who simply repeat what other men have
said. It is often the case when information is wanted about some important doc-
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trine of the Bible, the favorite treatise on
theology is examined, and the question is
settled in the mind of the inquirer as readily as though it was the source of all authority. Such persons have a much gre:?Jer knowledge of theology than of the
Bible.
· From the diversified opinions which
have grown out of the different methods
of spiritualizing the scriptures, the various
systems of theology that are being taught
by the different denominations have been
formulated. And thus the theologian, and
not the Bible, shapes the faith of his followers.
It may be inquired, is it wrong to talk
and write about the important truths of the
Bible? This question we answer very decidedly in the negative. Our objection to
the popular theology or the present time
does not rest upon the assumption that it
is wrong to write upon Bible subjects; but
upon the fact that it is so largely based upon
the theory that the Bible does not mean
what it says-that it must be spiritualized
and understood so differently from what
the language employed would indicate.
This turns very much of God's message to
the people into an allegory and covers it
with mystery.
Another objection is that, the importance generally attached to those writers
which are regarded by the church as having so much authority, largely detracts attention from the sure word of God. I can
not think it right to make their works
standards by which to test the faith of
other men. The Bible is the only true
standard. To regard human productions
as· standards of authority on Bible questions, is a kind of substitution by which
the word of· God has been crowded into
the background, where, so far as the people are concerned, it has lost much of its
significence.
Now, de'ar reader, let me say that, in my
experience in Bible study, I have found
the plainest and most literal interpretation of which the language, taken in connection with its contexts is susceptible,
is the one that best brings out the harmony of the whole, and gives the Bible
truth. It also gives an answer to many
questions which theologians have left
shrouded in mystery.
w. A. BOYER.
THE PLACE OF. PUNISHMENT.

Now that the weather has cooled off a
little the readers of the religious column
may be able to dwell upon some thoughts
of hell without any marked degree of
provocation.
There is no word in the
original languages of the Bible that means
hell as that word is now understood.
There are four words translated hell in
our common ver~ion.
They are Sheol,
hades, tartarus and gehenna.
Sheol in
Hebrew and hades in Greek mean the
same thing. They mean "under-world,"
or unseen state of the dead without any
regard to their moral condition. Tartarus
means the place of punishment in the
heathen hades.
It occurrs but once, and
no one thinks of insisting very strongly
that it has the same meaning as our word

though it comes nearer to it than any
other word in the Bible, for our popular
doctrine of hell is of heathen origin.
Gehenna is the word that is claimed to
exactly set forth our hell. But gehenna
literally means the valley of Hinnom. It
was the name of a valley near Jerusalem,
which was the common sewer of tbe city.
All the filth and garbage of the city was
carted into this valley and fires were kept
continually burning to consume it, and as
this filth would naturally breed worms, we
have the expression: "Where the worm
dieth not and .the fire is not quenched."
Such is the literal meaning of the word, as
all admit. But this valley was a place of
great abomination to the Jews; and hence
the word came to be used figuratively to
denote any great affliction or temporal
punishment, as we now use Andersonville
or the "Black Hole of Calcutta."
THE BEAUTY OF FAITH IN
THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.

"META-GNOSTICISM" was the subject of
the sermon by Dr. Thomas at the People's
church, Chicago. His text was:
"Eye hath not seen nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man the
things that God hath prepared for them
that love him."
He said that in the early Christian centuries a class of speculative thinkers who
claimed an esoteric knowledge of God and
the universe were called gnostics, from
the Greek word gnosis, or knowledge.
And while the church condemned the
gnostics as heretics, it fell more and more
into the mistake of making authority the
source of truth, instead of truth the source
of authority.
Over against this domineering dogmatism arose the hardly less dogmatic denials
of the eighteenth century. In the reaction from both of these extremes there
has ari~en in our time the agnostics, or
those who neither affirm nor deny, but
simply say, "We do not know."
But
such a negative position is difficult to
maintain; it leaves no place for philosophy
and is hardly free from: self-contradiction,
for one must at least know something to
know that he does not know. And hence
as a reaction from this again a late writer
seeks to emphasize the affirmative side of
agnosticism by the word "metagnosticism,"
or meta-gnosis, from meta (beyond), by
which he means a knowledge beyond that
derived through the' ~enses, or that there
is "a know ledge byond knowledge."
And this is the thought of Paul in the
text. Sense-know'ledge is limited; there
i~ somethina beyond what the "eye hath
seen or the ea,r heard."
The five senses are the media through
which the mind holds communication with
the external world, and of these sight and
hearing are the· most used and the most
important. One is only occasionally conscious of taste, or .smell, or feeling; but
l'ight and hearing,are in constant use; they
make possible to man the worJd of the
beautiful, of sound, of music, and speech.
What the world is to man depends upon
what he is in himself-if he had no eyes,
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no ears, there would be to him only darkness and silence. Man does not create
the objective world by the projection of
his subjective consciousness; the earth and
the stars and this summer-time of life and
song are facts apart from man, but by
these sense-perceptions he comes to know
them.
It is a fruitful source of error to make
ourselves, and particularly our poor senseknowledge, or the knowledge of any age,
the limit of all this, even of the physical
and much more so of the spiritual. When
Paul lived it was literally true that "eye
had not seen, nor ear heard, nor had entered into the heart of man the things that
God had prepared." Columbus had not
discovered this new world, nor was there
even the sixteen-inch telescope of Galilco
to reveal the moons of Jupiter; and there
was not the remotest conception of the
universe. The earth was supposed to be
flat and stationary, and the sun to move
around it, and many centuries had to pass
before the geocentric gave place to the
heliocentric theory of astronomy. Reason
had to come along and correct the errors
of sense impressions and make possible
that larger vision in which our world is
but one among millions, and is sweeping
through space at the rate of r,ooo miles a
minute. And thus have we come to see a
little more of "the things that God has
prepared."
Nor had that age seen,. or heard, or conceived of the powers and possibilities of
man in such a world as this. Man had
not yet risen to the mastery of nature, but
crouched in fear before the very forces
that are now his servants. What would the
Cresars, or even Paul or Joshua, have
thought of a steamship, or the Atlantic
cable, or the printing press, or of talking
from Rome to Jerusalem, or speaking into a phonograph and having every word
and intonation repeated xoo years afterward?
Nor had man conceived of the things
prepared in the social, moral and religious
world. Authority was with kings; the
power and rights of the people were hardly dreamed of; slavery was the normal
condition of society, and masters had the
right to take the lives of slaves. Our age
is just beginning to see what universal justice means.
The emperor of. Germany
and the lords of England are realizing the
meaning of the great industrial revolution
of our time, and the necessity of conceding
the just claims of the ma·sses, though they
may be urged in the name of socialism.
Slowest of all has our world been in
seeing the things prepared in the nature of
spiritual possibilities. Jesus emphasized
the empire of the soul. Paul saw religion
burdened with formalisrp, and sought to
make men free in the land of love.
He
saw the coming dangers; said that "the
mystery of iniquity doth alr~ady work,"
and tried to avert the calamity of ecclesiasticism that has for ages held mankind in
ignorance and superstition, but could not.
Hardly yet has the world a conception ·of
what Christianity means. What a limited
vision had the Westminister divines when
they'formulated the "Confession of Faith;"
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what low views of the greatness and goodness of God! Not till Copernicus stood in
thought upon the sun could he see the
planets revolving in their real order, and
hot till the soul rises from the Godward
side of its being, stands with God, and
sees itself divine--itself as the expression,
the image of God-can man realize his own
greatness and power.
And that is the revelation Christianity;
it is God in man, as God was in Christ.
And this is the great turning point in our
history to which our age is now approaching. It is the revelation of man to himself
as a spirit and already immortal, and in
eternity now.
And why prepared for
them that love God? Because God is love;
life is love, and only to love are they possible.
The soul ml'\y exist without love,
but it is not in the blindness of being; it is
only as one lives in the larger loves of family, and friends, and country, and the world,
and all that is true, and beautiful, and good
that he can live a large life.
The heart
without love is dead; the home without
love is dead; but with love, life is sweet in
hovel or palace, on ocean or land, in youth,
in age, in deoth, for love is immortal.
SOMETHING TO DO.

A LITTLE personal pique, a bit of wounded vanity, a sudden flame of anger, often
undoes the most substantial and faithful
work, and nullifies the most intelligent and
wise action. It is one of the painful things
in experience that effort is often defeated
by these small purely personal, and often
momentary feelings, which are generally
unintelligent and unwise. Life would be
freed from some of its most painful features if men always acted to each other on
a basis of real justice and intelligence, and
left their small personal feelmgs and prejudices out of sight. A man's work ought
to be judged by itself and for itself alone,
and the strength of a man's position ought
to rest solely upon what he is able to do.
And yet most of us are constant! y neutralizing the best work of others because it is
not done in our way, and are constantly
failing to do justice to others because of
some small, personal prejudice against
them.
The really strong, clear-sighted
man is the man who is able to put himself
out of the question and to judge others by
what they really are and do, not by their
relations to him.
In this working world
there is neither time nor strength to be
ways coddling our small vanities and still
smaller prejudices.
The world does not
stand in order that we may be pleased. It
stands as a place for the doing of honest
work in the best way, and if that work can
be better done in some other way than the
one we prefer, our business is to let it be
done and rejoice·in it. It you wish to see
things clearly, and to be _iust with your
fellow-men, keep clear of the fumes of
vanity and the thick atmosphere of mere
personal feeling.
Make it a rule to see
what a man is and does, and to value him
by these things.
A person may be very
distasteful to us and yet be eminently useful and successful in the world.- Christian

al-

Union.

THE RABBI'S WIFE.

a Campanian lady on one occasion
visited Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi,
she displayed her jewels ostentatiously and'
asked Cornelia to favor her with a sig-ht
of her own. Cornelia thereupon produced her two sons, remarking: "These are '
the only jewels of which I can make my
boast." Nobly said, indeed, and worthy
of the immortality which is Cornelia's portion. But a storv in the Talmud has a
tendency in it which might have wooed
Boccaccio's pen. During the absence from
his home of Rabbi Meir, n,~med the Light
of the Law, two of his sons departed to
the spiritual world. On the return of the
rabbi his wife greeted him with a pleasant
countenance, and then said: "My husband,
some time since there were two
placed in my keeping- jewels beautiful,
and costly beyond all price. And
in your absence, the owner of the
came to me, and I have returned
to his possession." To which the rabbi
replied that his wife had done well, adding that "we must always give back with
faithfulness and cheerfulness whatever is
placed in our charge."
After a little time the Light 0f the Law
asked for his sons, whereupon the mother
took him by the hand and gently led him
into the chamber of silence, wherein his
sons lay dead.
The rabbi gazed upon
them, and his great heart gave way for he
loved his sons better than his own life, and
in. Isorael sons are a treasure beyond all
other treasures-indeed a treasure recognized as given by a benignant heavenand the light of his hopes was
ed in the darkness of despair, and he
up his voice and wept bitterly.
this his wife meekly said: "VV eep not
my beloved husband. Didst thou not say
to~ me, even JUSt now, that we must return
with cheerfulness whatever is placed in
our charge-when it is called for? These
jewels were given us of God.
He left
them with us for a time, and we have rejoiced and glorified in the possession ; but
now, beloved husband, He has called for
His own, and we should not
"
WHEN

ADVANTAGE OF THINKING.
To have learned to think, whether in schools or
or out of them, is to have attained the most valuable of all requirments. Any system of instruction which does not teach a man to think falls
short of the best results. A man who has learned
to think continually separates and combines, 1nd
from the scraps which he gathers as he goes he
constructs. Material is ever at hand, and whether
he is on a journey, in the shop, or the factory,
his eye is ever observant and his senses alert.
Having learned how to acqure knowledge, he
never finds himself anywhere that something
does not appear which he wants to see, and having seen, will not sooner or later put to practical
use. Having learned to think, he sends forth
every moment freighted with some sort of effort.
He has learned the "value of work as the means
of happines, and a change of work as the means
of rest,'' and idleness as neither necessary nor
recreative. He can catch an idea on the wing,
and an idea gained is a source of true happiness_
Such a man does not easily weary, and it is late
in life before he grows old.-Ex_

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
coJ.ored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. \'Then payments are made
the elate is changed, which answers for a receipt.

FAME.
Are yon seeking for fame 1 a magnified nafue,
That prompts you still higher and on:
Reaching for, grasping s,t, sighing and praying,
For something more brilliant to come?
Yes, yes I I must win it! before me see it!
As I struggle life's weary way through.
Have I hit on a.~ to bring about fame!
H not, what on earth shall I do?
I'm in a dilemma, I strive hard for fame,
Or something akin, it is true;
That will take the place of poverty's vale
And let me pass worthily through.
I've heard the sweet maiden thus long and repine
And the lad, youth and manhood between;
Sit looking and watching for fame at a shrine;
As the gift of some fairy queen.
This queen hath her bower with laurels so green;
They fiQnrish for good, bail, and great:
But see, ~t tho entrance a bush filled with thorns,
And with care you must enter the .gate.
Can she conjure the roses to grow on the bush,
As she lifts up her magical wand?
Will she fill up our coffers with glittering gold,
Or lengthen our lives at command?
Why child, she is transfiguration and pride;
A spider, a snake, and a lamb:
She often allures ambition with smiles
And ruins the goo~, noble man.
Don't Jive in her castle too long;
It swings too and fro with the breeze;
Ere long it may fall in the breakers below,
Leaving fame and romance in the seas.
A recluse, ~or a hermit. think not I would make,
Where there's friends, love~ music and fiowm·s;
But only right metal can the mind puss through
For fame and the love of the powers_
Go steadily onward, if fame your forte,
Make wisdom and honor your net;
For worthless your fame without them dear youth,
The end would be shame and regret.
If of fame you desire, it may come at your earning.
Changing peasants to rulers of state;But chrld of misfortune, this is only a warning;
wrake luck as it comes;''. ,tis our fate.
v

A name well endued, is fame well secured;
And bears in its laurels no sting;
If gained by hard study or labors endured,
The wearer is the peer of a King.
Forsake not for' fame the great work of your soul;
With this ever cometh your gain;
Then burnish thy lamp, and replenish with oil;
God will light it and make thy way plain.
Sr. EsTHER 1-toHRE.R..

THE VIRTUE OF HOT MILKIt is worthy of reiteration that milk heated to
as high a temperature as it can be drank or sipped,

above 0 100 but not to the boiling point, is of great
value as a refreshing stimulant in cases of of overexertion, bodily or mental. To most people
who like milk, it does not taste so good hot, but
that is a small matter compared with the benefit
to be gotten from lt. Its action is exceedingly
prompt and grateful, and the effects much more
satisfactory and far more lasting than those of any
alcoholic drink whatever. It supplies real
strength as well as exhiliration, which alcohol
never does.
E. K. Evans, Bishop's Agent London District, Clifford,
Ontario.
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street., Lansing, Michigan_
Warren E. Peak, (-1uilford. Missouri.
'
Charles Derry, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa- Misswnary in Charge of Little Swux District,
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DECATUR.
A conference of the above district was held in
the Greenville branch, Decatur county, Iowa,
June zrst and 22d; H. A. Stebbins. presiding, 0.
B. Thomas, clerk pro tem. Branch reports: Lamoni 714; 46 baptized, 6 received, 9 removed, I
died, 5 loss by error in previous reports, 3 ordinations.
Lucas 207; 8 baptized, 6 removed, r
died, 2 ordinations. Pleasanton I04; I received,
4 removed. Davis City 78; I marriage. Greenville 34; 2 removed, r died. Wirt 28; 2 baptized,
5 received; branch re-organized May rst. Centerville 19; 2 removed. Burrell 12; 8 baptized,
4 received; branch organized April rst. Lone
Rock, Missouri, 6r; I baptized, I died. Allendale 88; 5 baptized. The condition of branches
was reported as follows: Greenville by J. McDiffett and N. Lovell; Pleasanton by A. W.
Reese; Davis City by E. Sparks; Burrell by S.
M. Campbell; Wirt by 0. B. Thomas; Centerville by R. Archibald. H. A. Stebbins as district
president gave account of the situation of the
branches, and the progress in new fields. Elders
Wm. Anderson, James Whitehead, 0. B. Thomas, J. McDiffitt, C. H. Jones, D. Campbell, A.
W. Reese, M. Pruyn, A. vV. Moffet, J.P. Dillen,
John Shippy, E. Stdford, H. Church, S. Ackerley,
and H. Bartlett, reported; also R. S. Salyards
and R. M. Elvin, and priest E. E. Marshall by
letter. On demand from the Burrell branch the
conference authorized the appointment of a
court of elders to settle difficulties there. The
request of the Ailendale branch for the ordination of James Vinnerd a priest was granted
and he was ordained by H.}!... Stebbins, assisted
by C. H. Jones and A. W. Moffet. Saturday
evening preaching by D. Campbell, assisted by
John Shippy. On Sunday morning prayer service in charge of Brn. Staftord and Dillen.
Preaching by C. H. fones, assisted by T. V,:'ellington. At 2 p.m. by J. Whitehead, assMed
by A. W. Moffet. At 8 p.m. by H. A. Stebbins
assisted by J. McDiffett. Adjourned to meet in
Davis City in October.

HERALD.

that all our services throughout meted to each
and all a feast of grand things, especially in the
dedication service; and the great and grand discourse upon tithing by W. J. Smith. In closing
all agreed to uphold in righteousness the spiritual and temporal authorities of the church.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Central Nebraska district
wiil be held at Clearwater, August 3oth, at I I
a.m.
J. H. JACKSON, Clerk.
The Eastern Iowa district conference will
meet with the Jackson branch at Amber, Jones
county, Iowa, on the 12th of September, at 7 30
p. m. All the trains will be met on the 12th at
Amber. All branches of the district, send in full
report in good time.
J. S. RoTH, Dist. Pres.
A conference of the Pottawattamie district
will be held at Crescent, commencing Saturday,
September 6th, at ro: 30 a.m. Branch officers
are requested to prepare and send reports in
time. All of the ministry and Saints who can,
are requested to attend.
H. N. HANSEN, Pres. of Dist.
REUNION.
There will be a reunion of the Alabama distdct at the Brown School-house, near D.
McCall's, the first Saturday and Sunday in September. All are invited to attend.
M. M. TURPEN,
Missionary in Charge.
NOTICES.
To the Saints of the Chatham district; dear
brethren and sisters: 1 have not sufficient means
in my hands to supply the families of the elders
in the field under my care at present. I appeal
to all the Saints of the district, hoping that when
they see this notice, that as God has blessed
them; so they will strive to help his cause.
Hoping to hear from some by the first of September, I subscribe myself,
Yours in Christ,
RICHARD CoBURN, Bishop's Agent.

KEWANEE.
Conference convened at the Saints' chapel,
Kewanee, Illinois, June 7th and 8th, E. E. WheelCHATHAM, Ontario.
er, president, J.D. Jones, secretary.
Kewanee,
Millersburg, Buffalo Prairie, White Eagle and
Rock Island branches reported. Bishop's agent
BORN.
reported : On hand and received since last report
HouGHTON.~At
Davenport, Iowa, March
$r83 96. Disbursements itemized $r76 oo, leavrsth, I890, to Bro. James and Sr. Bdle Houghing a balance on hand of $7 96.
Found correct
ton, a son, blessed July 27th, by elder J. S. Roth
by the auditing committee. A. H. Smith, W. J.
and named Harry LaRue.
Smith, W. S. Pender, J. Chisnail, J. W. Terry, J.
Lord, D. S. Holmes per J. VI!. Terry, J.D. Jones,
LARuE.-At Bluegrass, Iowa, October 25th,
E. E. Wheeler, J. W. Peterson, E. Epperly and J.
r888, to Bro. I. B. and sister Clara LaRue a son,
Charles all reported active in duty as far as able.
blessed July 3rst, r89o, by elder J. S. Roth and
named Glen Lowry.
Bro. J. Chisnall said the sisters in the Kewanee
branch had recommenced their mite society, so
SuTTON.-At Fulton, Iowa, June rst r8go, to
were the youths meeting 0ft for prayer, testimoBro. J. W. and sister Tella Sutton, a daughter,
ny etc., encouraging each other as new beginblessed August 3d, by elder J. S. Roth and
ners in Christ's cause. A letter of removal was
named Frances Alethea.
granted to F. G. Dungee and family.
ResoluDIED.
tion passed, that the presiding elder of this disLEwis -At her sister's home, in Livingston
trict be requested at an early date to visit the
countv, Illinois, oh August 8th, 1890, Sister ElizaRock Island branch, and if he finds circumstancbeth Lewis; borh March roth, 1827, in Orleans
es unfavorable to the continuing an organizati.on,
county, New York; moved with her parents,
that he be authorized to recommend the remainGoodman and Julla Hougas, to Illinois in r834.
ing members to unite with the Davenport Saints.
She was married to Charles Lewis December
That he appoint a two-day's meeting at Hender2oth, 1845; was the mother of 7 children, only 2
son Grove. That our next conference be held. at
of whom survive her, the others have gone to
Buffalo Prairie the first Saturday in September.
rest, as also her husband, who died April 22d,
That this conference recommend to the several
r86r. Sister Lewis unifed with the church in
branches a more earnest effort in the Sabbath ..
the days of Joseph the Seer, and with the Reorschool work, and that quarterly reports of the
ganized church in June, r86r; was a faithful
same be made to each succeeding quarterly conmember and highly respected by all who knew
ference, and such reports shall be recognized as
her. She leaves 3 brothers, I sister and r halfother ministerial labor.
Devotional services
sister to mourn her death, besides the 2 sons
were arranged by an appointed committee as follows: W. J. Smith and A. H. Smith to be our ' above referred to. Funeral service was held .in
Saints' ,meeting house at Mission, August 10th,
chief speakers this evening and upon the mor ..
row, the dedicatory discourse to be given by the , 1890, W.: Vickery, of Plano, preaching the serlatter.
J. W. Terry to conduct the prayer and , mon, and she was laid to rest on the hill beside
her husband and child. Near one hundred carri:testimony meeting.
Suffice it to say in brief

559
ages came to the service and not more than two·
thirds of the people could gain admittance to the
church. All seemed to feel the loss of a friend,
neighbor and sister. But we know their loss is
her gain, having no doubt that her rest is glori·
ous. So they are gatl.ered "one by one."
HoLDEN.--At the residence of brother R.
Winning, St. Joseph, Missouri, on May 24th,
r89o, sister Dorothea Holden. Born at Liver·
pool, England, May z6th, r8w, she heard, believed, and obeyed the gospel in 1840. In 1849
she left for "the land of promise," and after her
full share of the griefs and sorrows incident to
the loss of husband and children, the strivings
after food and home in a strange land and
among strangers, the agonies of disappointed
hopes, betrayal of confidence, and almost absolute loss of trust in all save in the Infinite Oneand faith in him even clouded by an occasional
doubt-she heard the claims of the Reorganized
church from the writer and from others abler
than he, and on April 7th, r865, was baptized by
elder (now apostle) James Caffall, at Salt Lake
City, Utah. She then left Utah, dwelt theremainder of her life in Nebraska City and St.
Joseph. She bore the pleasant soubriquet of
••Grandma Holden" for many years. Very widely
known, and very earnestly beloved, she has
gone to her rest add awaits her record. Funeral
services were conducted by M. H. Forscutt. Her
own thoughts, taken from her diary. as penned
by her on learning by telegram of the death of
her beloved friend, Mrs, Senator Morton, of Nebraska City, well express her view.
WE NEVER DIE.
We do not die, we can not die:
We only change our state of life,
When these earth-temples fall, and lie
Unmoving 'mid the world of strife.
There 1s no "death" in God's wide world,
But one eternal scene of change;
The flag of life is never furledIt only takes a wider range.
And .when the spirit leaves its frame.Its home in which it loBg hath dwelt,
It gams a life that's real to claim
As if in this it had but slept.
Then let us speak not of the dead,
For none are dead. All live, all love.
Our friends have only changed, have gone
From lower homes to homes above.

WILLIAMS.-E!izabeth, daughter of Sr. Mary
and Bro. Thomas Williams, died July 6th, 1890.
She was born January 2d, r89o, at Cheltenham,
Missouri. Funeral from family residence; services at the house by Bro. Richard Hughes; interment at St. Paul's cemetry.
A bud the gardener gave us,
A fair and lovely child;
He gave it to our keeping,
To cherish·undefi.led.
But just as it was opening
To the glory of the day,
Down came the heavenly gardener
And took our bud away.

0LIPHANT.---,Charles Melvin Oliphant, the
sweet and promising two year old boy of Mr. and
sister Oliphant of Schell City, Missouri, died
May 26th, 1890, of pneumonia. Another loving
trophy gone before to welcome its parents to the
haven of rest in the "sweet bye and bye."
HowELL.-At Independence, Missouri, on
Friday, August rst, r89o, of consumption, sister
Annit>, beloved wife of Mr. (now brother) H. C.
Howell. She was the daughter of Bro. and Sr.
John Justice, formerly of Texas, with whorn she
came to Independence some years ago.
She
leaves an infant a little over a year old, besides
husband, mothtr, father, three brothers, and
many others as mourners. Her husband was
·not a member of the church, but has been baptized since her death. He has b.een a t·esident of
Independence for about three years, having
moved there with his parents, Bro. and Sr. H. S.
Howell, from Genesee county, Michigan.
Though but a young man, Bro. Howell is now a·
widower for the &econd time, and in his bereavement has the sympathy and prayers of all Saints
who know of his sadness.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
t.o fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
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THE SAINTS' HERA
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BINDING.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
By M. H. Bond, 103 pages, paper covers, for sale at this
office, price Twenty-five Cents.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F, Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
·
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

·AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

D.

The letter of Bro. William Kelley, of
Lee's Summit, Missouri, in this issue, indicates that the cause is g11.ining ground 11t
that place and prospects for its continuance are fair.
~THREE

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.

Tbe Burlington Route, C.· B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th.
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
points in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South west and North-west. For tickets and
further information concerning the excursions,
call on your nearest C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. Eustis, General! Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.
RoBEBT WINNING,

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

Pres,t.

FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on e.proved security. Six per cent Interest
ps.l.d on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

-..A-

SYMBOLOG ICAL

M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

CATECHISM :

OR

FREE LANCE.
Among the cherished rights of man is the freedom of
opinion, as well as the right, when opportunity oll:'ers, to
express opinion. •ro give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
good, the PATRIOT has decided to start a "Free Lance"
department, in which all have equal opportunity for the

Key to the Symbology of the
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo H. R. MILLS,
INDRPENDENCE.

expression of their convictions upon any subject of gen-

eral interest. We have had this department in view for
years; but not until now, did we feel that we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of gcnerHl interest, and
profit to all. Uegular price of PATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increa~e our cnculatioti, will send it six months

on trial for forty cents. Can you in justice do less than
appropriate forty cents to provi~>g the PATRioT?
Address LA>IBERT Bnos , Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House, stable,
niCe grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
For terms enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

:NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-TflE-

ApoStacy, Ueformation and Restoration.

This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can afl"ord to miss

reading

It

either as

CRITIC Of INVESTIGATOR.

lt contains

390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
·
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL .AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The v:-ork largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CimEDS AND CHURUH BUILDING
In and since the daya of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.

Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. IL Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
~

WM. H. KELLEY.

Mo.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) RY THE ( - Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at 'cheir Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW 1\.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
leF' We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••••••••••••••. 3 5~
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 9 ~~~
Roxbnrg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••• , ••• 4 Oil
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•••.•••••••••••••••••• 1 l&!!
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 110
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library •••••••••••••• , •• 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••• , ••• l 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides •••••••••••••• 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides .••.••••..•••. $1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on .the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, lOcts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• I 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
REPJ,Y TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper lOets.; per dozen................... 'IIi
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATK
Mustin boards, 396 pages .................... ll 'UI
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origi~, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people 1 (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of -Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."

In muslin, 25cts, ·ten or more, each •••••• , • • • • 20
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each , ..... , .. • • • 13
This is the notorious. "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
g-round work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In ~a~er covers Sets. each; per dozen.. • • • • • • • 'l'li
Without covers 5ets. each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable !hatter in relation to the Calling
of Josepil the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
.An enlarged edition, 32 p~~ges, paper covers • • • •
Old editio!l • • • •• . • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • •

10
1\

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen ...... , ••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Si1epherd, dozen 5o, 100. 40
4. Bpitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church·
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5o, 100. • 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .•••.••• l 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 ots per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5o., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25e., 100 •• l ~IS
9. Spiritnalism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...••• l 10
lL The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 ct.s., !00.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• 1 75
15 Brighamit.a Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it au Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Chnrch; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
nnder t.he Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... l 40
21. Trnth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •.• l 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....••••••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ets., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Qnestion; dozen ~5cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Co-venants; dozen 5 cts,, 100. . . • • . . 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred .....•.•.......•.........•••• 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Chun;h? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for, 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... l 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1.25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75

42 Hejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .l
43 One Wife, or JI;Iany; dozon 25 cts, 100 ..•. 1
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • • • • • • • • •
Prophecy on the Rebeilion; per l 00 . . • • • • • • • •
An assortment of Tracts ..•... , . . . • • . • • • • • • • •
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in !..imp Muslin, turned in . . • . • . . • • • • • •

Ma.rria&ra"
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10
75
50
15
35
~Iii

L
"HEARKEN To 'ERE Wmm OF THE Lonn: FOlt ~'HERE SRUI. NoT ANY MAN All!ON!! YOU IIAVIII BAVJ!! rr Bll ONlll WIFll, AND CONCUliiJ!<l!lS
IIE SHALL IIAVE NoNE."-PagQ 116, Book ofJ\formon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELnwE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD nAvE ONE WlFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONl!l HusBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE ol!' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IB AT LIBEitTY TO MAmtY Ao.AIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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The Plum Hollow (Iowa) camp meetconvenes the 22d inst.
All attend,

J OSF.Pll

EnrroH.

8MI'I'!I

W, W. BLAm

AssOCU.T.E EDITO"L

August 30,

I

GILBERT WATSON'S TESTIMONY.

IN this issue will be
the late Bro. Gilbert
m:mt Strangite
editor of their
minded,
ly honest, sincere Latter Day
ardent lover of truth.
ter for the beriefit of
by well-wishers to the
His testimony is
the word of God,
error and advance truth.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE re.ceived a
card from an Illinois
who
administered to by an elder for some ailment he could
not exercise faith nor receive
because of the pollution of the air by the administering, tobacco
elder. We note
the circumstance for
benefit of "all
whom it may concern." How
the elders use tobacco which the
is "not good," but is for the use of
cattle"? How many such are blessed with
desired liberty in
and success in
ad ministering?
their
to be
temperate made effectual"
their "example"? If the body
is
tern ple of
the living God, does His Spirit delight to
dwell amid tobacco smoke and nicotine?
Elder W. W. Blair now intends holding a series of
in Persia and U nionburg, Iowa; and to assist in dedicating
the Saints' church in Brownville, N ebraska, and then attend the vVilber grove
meeting and the Annual Reunion at Logan. These are
and the
pel ministry should
sickles as best thev can.
work, is the watchword.
The Annual
convenes at
gan the 26th of September, and ,...,.,,.,Q,-v,,.,l·Q
indicate a very
attendance
excellent session.

meeting will be held at Wilcounty, Nebraska, September
a "good time" is anticipated,
from all quarters assure us
from this time onward
this fall and
will prosecute their
labors in word and doctrine with renewed
zeal. This is as it should be. No proper
effort should be
to have the gospel
wherever opportunity can be
All Saints should ~trive to this
end with' prayers and means.
Bro.
C. Clapp, Oiney, vVashington,
late
: "The work is decidedlv onward
here. The Master stands by us~ Praise
the Lord for the latter day work." In a
former letter he wrote: "Have spoken
here fifteen times to good cangregations.
I baptized
yesterday, and more are com,
H. 0. Smith, Lake City, Iowa,
15th: '.'Am holding a series of
here and tracts are in great demand. I think prejudice is giving way.
Have fine congregations and hope to see
the
improveo"
Cornish, Coleman, Michigan,
I
says: "We are baptizing
a few now and again."
The foundation and basement is being
laid novv for the new bindery, and the
work of building will be pushed to comThis building is much
needed for the increasing business of the
Herald Office and other kindred purposes.
All who are interested in the progress of
our church work should aid this department promptly by paying arrears, aiding
subscriptions and sustaining the publication interests of the church.
Bro. William Jenkinson, of Five Lakes,
Michigan, reque,ts us to state that a notice
published concerning some business or
meeting referring to that branch should
state that the name of the branch is the
Gravel Creek branch, of Five Lakes,
Michigan,
The Wilton, Maine, Record for August
14th contains another of the series of articles written by Elder -F. M. Sheehy, in
vvhich the claims of the latter day work,
especially the Book of M9rmon, are defended and maintained.
Bro. F. C. Warnky wrote. from Independence, Missouri, the 15th inst., saying:
'~An well and · everything moving on
about right. Our meetings are good and
there are many calls for preaching."
A cyclone and damaging flood in France
which destroyed crops ot great value, to•
gether with the appearance of the cholera
in Madrid, Spain, and its prevalence in
Mecca and in other parts of the dominions
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of the Mohammedan empire, are among
the latest items of secular news.
''Antiquity of gospel doctrines," an excellent and able article from the pen of Elder James McKiernan, appears in this issue of the HERALD. We commend it as
worthy of more than a casual reading, and
such as will substantiate the teachings of
the Inspired Translation, the Book of Mormon ahd Doctrine and Covenants concerning the knowledge of the doctrines of the
gospel being declared to the antediluvians.
Mr. Gladstone in one of his late articles on
the divine authenticity of the Scriptures
expresses the probability that divine communication, of which we have no other
account' than a scriptural hint, was probably enjoyed by the men of the antediluvian, pre-historic age.
Schweinfurth, the false Christ, of Rockford, Illinoi~, has roused the antipathy of
the citizens of that place, some of whom
threaten him with very positive permission
to leave, if a certain newspaper account be
true.
HORRIBLE DEATH.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 12.-Mrs. Anna Beatty
died in great agony this afternoon, at her home in
the Seventeenth ward. Her case probably has
no parallel in medical practice. Her throat, nose
palate and roof of her mouth were eaten into and
nearly destroyed by maggots, caused by the
lodgment of a fly in her nostril two weeks ago.
The attending physican at first thought her trouble
to be merely an aggravated case of catarrh, and
treated her accordingly; but .the swelling increased, and to his horror he discovered her !rue
condition. By making inclsions in the throat he
was able to remove the clustering maggots, but
'it is believed they could not all be reached by the
instruments. The pain increased until the
woman's sufferings became terrible, and finally
resulted in her death. The case created no little
excitement in her neighborhood where the facts
are known. Mrs. Beatty was a widow with three
grown children.
·

The above clipping from the Denver,
Colorado, News, of August 18th, sent us
by Bro. G. E. McConley, of Sterling Colorado, reminds one that what was declared
by the Seer (D. C. 28 :5) is not only among
the possibilities, but that being fulfilled in
part, its complete fulfillment is probable
and to be anticipated in due time. Let us
live and pray that we "may be accounted
worthy to escape those things that are
coming upon the earth". We quote the
paragraph referred to:
"Wherefore, I, the Lord God, will send forth
flies upon the face of the earth, which shall take
hold of the inhabitants thereof, and shall eat their
flesh, and shall cause maggots to come in upon
them, and their tongue~ shall be stayed that. they
shall not utter against me, and their flesh shall
fall from off their bones, and their eyes from their
sockets; and it shall come to pass that thebeasts
of the forests and the fowls Qf the alr shall devour
them up; and that greatand abominable church,
which Is the whore of all the earth, shall be cast
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down by devouring fire, according as it is spoken
by the mouth of Ezekiel the prophet, which
spoke of these things, which have not come to
pass, but surely must, as I live, for abomination
shall not reign/'
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ques.-If a member removes from a
branch and it afterwards becomes disorganized, later is reorganized with new officers, to whom should such member apply for letter of removal? Should another
branch accept said member without a letter
of removal, if it be known that he belonged to the branch first mentioned?
Ans.-He should apply to the branch
so reorganized. If its records are missing,
to the district conference.
The branch
accepting him should request that he obtain a letter of removal, in order tbat the
records of both branches, also the district and general records, be kept correct.
The branch may accept the member if
known by its members to be in good standing, with the proviso that he obtain a removal letter, as the rules and regulations
of the church require. Officers al]d members should not disregard the law referring
to records; nor should they burden those
keeping said records by violating the rules
concerning them.~
~.-Is it wrong for a sister to save onetenth of all the money her husband gives
her for herself and household expenses,
and pay tithing with it without his knowledge; he not a member of the church?
A.-If the one-tenth so paid as tithing
given her for "herself" was from money
which was her own, we would not hesitate
to answer, No; but under other circumstances we cannot advise a wife to pay
tithing from a husband's means without
his knowledge and consent.
She must
herself judge as to the propriety of such a
procedure. She has the undoubted right
to expend funds which are her own.
Q.--What is meant by Acts r 3: 2, 3·
A.- The text means that "prophets and
teachers" were commanded oi God,
through the Holy Ghost, to "separate"
(set apart by ordination) Barnabas and
Saul for the work of the ministry to
which the Lord had called them, which
was, probably, to the apostleship, for soon
after they went forth they are, for the
first time, called "the apostles Barnabas
and Saul."-Acts 14: 14.
~.-Is it right for a member to go forth
and preach the gospel without being ordained to any office in the church?
A.-Paul said to the Saints, "Greet
Priscilla and Aquila, my helpers in Christ
Jesus;" and, "Salute Tryphena and Tryphosa, who labor in the Lord. Salute the
beloved Parsis, which labored much in the
Lord."-Rom. 16: 3, 12.
Priscilla and Aquila-wife and husband
-were members of the church and Paul's
"helpers in Christ Jesus."
,
They met Apollos, the "eloquent man,
and mighty in the Scriptures, . . . . and
expounded unto him the way of God more
perfectly" than he knew.
And while
they-at least the wife-did not preach to
him by the authority of the priesthood,
they certainly did "preach" to him in the

sense of expounding. "the way
thus teaching and instructing him.
phena, Tryphosa, and Persis
were ~vidently the same kind
ers," and thus "labored much in the
This view is sustained by the revelations of the Seer where the Lord
"And it becometh every man who
been warned to warn his neighbor!'-D.
C. 85: 22. All this can be done without
interfering with the authority and
of the ordained ministry.
Q.-What is meant by Hebrews 5:4.
A.-It means that no man shall take on
himself the authority, rights and power of
the priesthood unless he is called of God
to do so. John I 5: 16 teaches the same
principle. Members-men or womenmay "preach" by way of
scripture, may quote and
of history and :personal
thus instruct and warn the sons of men.
But they should not encroach upon the
reserved and !•xclusive rights and authority of the called and ordained
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS,

ElderE. F. Shupe, Valverde, Colorado,
August 17th:
"The work in Denver is onward, A number
of Saints are coming in from other places. Five
were added by baptism Augqst 3d."

Elder R. J. Anthony, Soda
Idaho, August 15th:
"Fred Smith occupied the stand last 'Sunday
night. He had a good audience and did well, so
I am informed. Fred is coming to the front. I
am anxious to do some good, and
be able to send you a good
Evans is now in Bear Lake,
Bro, Anderson
is with nie. He will go south soon, We shall
both go to Bear Lake, and thence over the mountain to Logan. I will work in that
until
October conference, if all goes well.
be able to come out this fall? We would
glad to see you."

From Mnnchester,
Elder Joseph
the following spirit
hope:
"We held our reunion, of the Manchester district at Farnworth branch, on
The services were well attended,
encouraged and strengthened, and some outside the
kingdom drawn into closer sympathy therewith.
Elder C. H. Hassall, president of the Farnworth
branch, wrote me yesterday
that three
adults were ready for baptism, and
condltion
of the work very encouraging. The English
mission conference convenes
at
Birmingham, We are looking forward in
for results commensurate with the importance
of the work represented. More anon!'

Bro. David Chambers
Persia, Iowa,
15th,
"If found wisdom trust
days with the Saints in
night. I also believe you
good at Unionburg if
nights wlth them.
have held
meetings in connection with Bro.
burg, Little Sioux and Moorhead,
have also
held two days· meetings in the Willow and Six
Mile Grove; and to-day we
to hold a two
days' meeting al: Twelve Mile
to-morrow
and next day. At nearly
have had
large attendance and good
,;-We look for good results at the Iteunion,
Some have said they expect to unite with the
church then.
Bro. Joseph Seddon has assisted
us much in this district by his labors for which
we are thankful. For since last quarterly cou··

ference you can see that as far as two days' meetl.ngs are concerned, this district has done some
work. We hope that labor is not in vain.
Our next quarterly conference will be held at
Magnolia, September 6th and 7th. There may
be other .two days' meetings appointed soon. As
far as our Reunion at Logan is concerned everything ~eems to be working nicely with the committee. There is a splendid feeling with the citizen's committee of Logan. They are gentlemanly and courteous and seem determined to do
all they can to make it a success. I hope the
church will, as far as possible, come and make
1his the grandest gathering that ever met on the
1
Nestern Slope, I understand this reunion ls for
the entire church all that can come. I hope Lamon! will swell our number by at least two car
loads, and also that Independence and other
branches will charter cars and come by the car
loads and let the world see we mean what we
that it truly is the Annual Reunion of the
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints."

Sr. Hannah Groom, Fairport, Muscatine
county, Iowa, wrote August 18th:
"I am seventy-nine years of age. There is
no branch of the church where I live, and the
Herald is a great comfort to me, I will just sav
that myself and husband were members of the
old organization, and joined the Reorganization
in 186r. I am a lone
but I claim to have
a knowledge that the work
true!'
PRODUCE MARKETS.

"Damaging rumors to the crops both
here and ahroad." Some "predict $1.50 a
bushel for this crop" of wheat. "Potato
famine in Irehmd.;,
"Crops in France
·and Central
badly
''Wheat greatly decreased." These
ments and others of similar import as to
shortnes& in
of grain, grass and fruit
this
cause sellersgreat care in disposing of their
All markets are moving up-

we take from the
T1-ibune, of
. "We had the pleasure last Sunday of attending
basket meeting under the auspices of the
Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints, at Coal
Hill, about four miles east of town,
We found
on reaching the ground, a large congregation assembled in a beautiful grove with plenty of seats,
good water etc. Twelve ministers were present,
among them J. A. Robinson, of Independence,
president of the district, a very pleasant, intelligent gentleman whom it is a pleasure to meet.
E. A. Davis, of Lamar, E. Curtis, of Harrisonville, Alfred White, of Clinton, I. N. vVhite, of
Clinton, Gomer Wells, of Knob Noster; we failed to le~rn the names of the others, The church
this place is known as the Eldorado branch of
Latter Day Saints, and numbers a hundred souls,
eight of whom were baptized and joined Sunday,
J, Anderson, is the minister, or, ac they call them,
the president of the branch, which also has eight
elders. It is well organized and working harrnoniously.
They hold services every Sabbath at
the school-house on Coal Hill. A novel but truchristian feature of this meeting was the provisions made by the members for the entertainment of man and beast,
More good things to
eat were spread before the people than we ever
on one table in our life. Every one was not
only invited, but urged to partake,
There was
plenty of feed for teams also, and all as free as
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the air we breathe.
We listened to a fine discourse in the morning, by I. N. White. The afternoon services were the admis&ion of new members and the giving of experience.
It was ail
very entertaining and we felt that it was good to

CENTRAL CITY, Iowa, July 3rst,
Dear Sisters in the same jaith:-I can bear my
testimony to the truth of this work I have been
blessed many times, and have been shown many
things for which I thank my heavenly father.
I have be(in thinking much about going to shows,
whether it was the proper thing to do. Our
children like to go, and we all went, but I could
not get it out of my mind that it was wrong, and
thought I would write and ask. But one night I
EDITED BY SISTEh "FRANCES."
dreamed that a person came to me and said,
"Don't you know that It is :n abomination unto
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
the Lord," and also asked me why we did not
read the books more, and then we would know
more. Then he asked me if I was not a Saint,
M. J. Head, who Is lying very sick with erysipeand I felt so ashamed, and turned to my little
las of the right hand and arm.
girl thinking she went too. Then .r thought we
Bro. J. S. Brown requests your faith and prayare to teach the little ones, and I must say it
ers that Sr. Crain, of Pomona, California, may
again, I was so ashamed of myself. And, dear
hBavehthe sigdht of heCr ri ghtheye rbestored to fihfer. , sisters, I feel like saying, don't go to them any
rot er an s1ster ra 1n ave een over
ty
more, for I feel sure it is not pleasing to the Lord.
years engaged in the work, much of this time
I ask for your prayers that I may live more faithbeing given by him to the ministry. She has
ful and for my family. Do you think it better
lost the use of one eye, but prays that God may
to go to other meetings, or to stay at home? I
give her the use of the remaining one while she
thought these few lines might do some good. I
remains on earth.
wish an elder would come. There are some who
Sr. D. C. Spence, of Nebraska, asks your· faith
I think would obey. Come and try.
and prayers in her behalf, that if it Is God's will
LETTIE A. DUNN.
she may be restored to health.
As SAINTS of God we are commanded to let
Sr. Margaret.T. Rogers, of Pittsburg, Kansas,
our light shine, and if there is a purifying and rerequests your faith and prayers In her behalf.
fining agency in' the world, that agency is the
Sr. Cynthia Perry, of Manteno, Iowa, asks
gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
your prayers that if it be God's will she may be
That those who profess it are not lifted above all
healed, and If not, that she may be resigned.
low associations and withheld from joining in all
She Is aged and feeble, and has been a great sufzhubtful amusements, is simply because it has
ferer.
not in us its perfect work. We have hindered
Bro. Benjamin Bowman, Dayton, Va., also reit.
quests your faith and prayers in behalf of himself
"Is it better to attend other churches than to
and wife, that if it is the Lord's will they may be
remain away from any place of worship?" What
healed.
'
says the word of God? "All things whatsoever
Sr. Isabella J. McMillen, East Greenville,
ye would that men should do unto you, do,ye
Ohio, requests your prayers in behalf of Sr. Cathalso unto them." If an elder of our faith should
arine Betz, of Canton, Ohio, who is a great sufvisit Central City, would you like to have the
people come out to hear him, or would you wish
ferer.
Br. Christopher Ode, of Newark, South Dathem to remain at home, because he was not of
kota, requests your faith and prayers, that if it is
their faith? Again, we are exhorted to "Prove
,God's will he may be healed of his long conall things, and hold fast to that which is good."
How shall we prove all things by remaining in
tinued illness.
ignorance of all things except our own. The
HOllm CoLUMN MISSIONARY FuND.
genius of the gospel of Christ is liberty, and that
Aug. 14, Amount to date ....•..
$3 oSo rS
man or woman who wraps himself on herself in
Ann Hayer, Ill. ...... o. $r oo
the narrow mantle of bigotry and prejudice, needs
Elmira Wood, N. S...... 2S
to learn again what the first principles of the
M.A. A. Ashford, Eng .. 2 40
gospel are. "Ye shall know the truth and the
Mrs. J. McRea, Iowa ..
I oo
Jos. Tankard, Mo ........ r oo
truth shall make you free," said he who entered
Nancy Caverly, Mo ...... I 6o
into the synagogues, mingled freely with the
Maggie Waddil, Mo ...... 3 40
people and taught them as one having authority.
Marg't Davies, Mo .. oo.,.
We are thankful to God for the liberality of the
Nydia Davies, Mo.......
Elizabeth J. Bath, Kan... 7S
following statement enunciated by brother Joseph
Elea.nor Gould, M!nn .... r oo
during our late conference at Lamoni.
L. A. Hartwell, Iowa ... r oo
"We believe that Christ is building his church.
Louisa Myatt, Iowa .... o. r oo
We differ from others with reference to organiFriend to the cause, Mich.
M.A. Bean, Mich.......
zation and doctrine, but all who believe the Bible
r6 rs
are concluded by the statement, that Christ is
Aug. 21, Amount received to date. o • • •$3,09633
building. Therefore, the individual who builds
most nearly like Christ is the more near to the
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
kingdom."
_Would God thatwe, with all who are called to
CoLUMBus, Aug. 12th.
be Saints, might ever bear in mind, that the
Dear Sister Frances:-I thought I would write
building which Christ did while here upon earth,
a few lines to bear my testimony to the truth of
the pathway upon which his bleeding feet trod
the work In which we are engaged. I know for
and of which he said "follow me," was only en·
myself it is the work of God as I have had many
tered upon when the I"ather said of him, "This
testimonies of its truths, but am not able to
is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased."
write more at this time.
CLARA CRAIG.
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God help each one of us to so live from day to
day that we may retain a remission of our sins,
for 1f we do this we will be taught by the Spirit
of Truth and will be free, because the truth has
made us free. There will be no longer the bondage of bigotry or prejudice, or none because
of such fetters will say to his fellow-traveler to
eternity, "Stand aside, I am holier than thou
art.n
God is altke, the Creator and Father of all and
the Savior of all men. It is said, "especially of
those who believe," but as Saints we must not
forget that the test of believing-of loving, is
obeying; and this obedience is demanded, not at
the entrance of the path only, but even to the
end of life's journey.
TUNNEL HILL, Ill., Aug. 9th.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Column:-I have
often felt a desire to write to you to express
my gratitude for the strength and consolation
1 have received from reading the Home
Column. I highly appreciate the Herald, (especially the Home Column), Autumn Leaves,
and Zimz's Hope.
My whole heart and soul Is in this great
work. I know it is the work of God, for it
has been made manifest to me by the divine
Spirit from on high. I have been made to rejoice many times under the influenc of the Holy
Spirit of God.
''One evening while at prayer I received the
testimony that Jesus Christ is the Son of God,
the power of the Holy Spirit making it known to
me. I have had many spiritual manifestations,
for which I am thankful to the Giver of all
good.
I have four buds of promise, two boys and
two girls, entrusted to my care, and I ask an interest in your prayers, that I may be able to
bring them up in the way they should go. My
husband thinks some of going into the ministry;
if so it will fall to my lot to teach them the ways
of the Lord. But I will trust in my heavenly
Father for help.
Your sister in Christ,
M. J. KELLEY.
FoUNTAIN GREEN, Ill., August 2d.
Dear Sisters C!£.the Home Column:-It has been
a long time since I penned a few lines for your
perusal and I thought perhaps you would like to
hear from your aged sister in this part of the
Lord's vineyard. Our branch has been reorganized and we have preaching one Sunday and
prayer and testimony meeting the next Sunday,
and we have been greatly blessed both in prayer
and testimc:my. The Spirit of the Lord has filled
our hearts to overflowing and to the convincing
of some of our neighbors of the truth of the gospel. There has been ten added to our branch.
Bro. ':::'homas Wellington came over and preachfor nearly a week and baptized two. Thus this
glorious work is rolling on and it fills my heart
with joy and gladness to read the letters from the
elders and learn of the success tl:;iey have in declaring the good news of the restored gospel in
these last days, and how the truth wins its way.
It is a great and glorious cause we have enlisted
in, and dear sisters let us each one put in our testimony of works and help to roll this work along,
for we do know that this is truth and if we are
faithful we will receive that crown that is laid up
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THE SAIN
for the faithful.. I am pleased to read the letters
from the sisters and also to hear from the Prayer
Unions. I think it is a great blessing to those
who have the privilege of meeting together. It
strengthens you and gives you new life to go on
!n this good cause in which you have enlisted.
Pray for me, that I may meet you all In that
land where all our trials w!ll be over. I was
seventy-seven the 28th of July.
From your sister in the gospel,
KATHARINE SALISBURY.
IF WE KNEW.
If we knew the cares and crosses
Crowded round our neighbor's way;
H we knew the little losses
Sorely grievous day by day,
Would we then so often chide him
For the lack of thrift and gainLeaving on his heart a shadow,
Leaving on our hearts a stain?

H we knew that clouds above us,
Held by gentle, blessings there,
Would we turn away all trembling,
In our blind and weak despair?
Would we shrink from litHe shadows
Lying on the dewy grass,
While 'tis only birds oi Eden,
Just in mercy flying past?
If we knew the silent story
Quivering through the heart of pain,
Would our womanhood dare doom them
Back to haunts of vice and shame?
Life has many a tangled crossing,
Joy has many a break of woe,
And the cheeks tear-washed are whitest,
This the blessed angels know.
Let us reach within our bosoms
For the key to other lives,
And with love to erring Nature,
Cherish good that still survives;
So that when our disrobed spirits
Soar to realms of light again,
We may say, Dear Father, judge us
As we judge our fellow-men.-Sel.
BRAIDWOoD, Ill., August 15th.
Dear Sisters:-Whiie r'eading the many good
and spiritual letters in the Herald I often feel
prompted to send in my testimony; but then
cmnes the promptings on the other side, saying,
"You can not write any thing that would be of
any good." No doubt some of you have had these
same experiences. It is true we can do but little
of ourselves, but God has promised to be a helper,
and if we improve the talents he has given us
we
receive more, for according to our J'aith
so shall our strength be. While reading the testimonies of others I have felt to rejoice and tears
have flowed down my cheeks with thankfulness
to my heavenly Father for the blessings he Is
bestowing upon thme who put their trust in him.
I feel glad that I ever heard the gospel and that
I have been brought to a knowledge of God's
saving grace, but I realize a knowledge without
faithfulness will never save me. It Is only the
faithful ones who will inherit the kingdom of
God. The question often arises in my mind, wlll
I be faithful to the covenant I have made with
God? There is a great responsibility resting upon the Saints and there are a great many things

will

that characterize a Saint. They must be meek
and lowly, long sufferinl{ and forbearing, gentle
·and kind, speaking no evil of any one. Do good
not only to those who love us but to those who
despitefully use us. Dear sisters, let us ask ourselves the question, Have we these qualifications
implanted in our souls? May God through his
divine grace help his covenant people to come up
~igher and be shining lights, put on the robe
of righteousness and live so we will be worthy of
God's protection in this evll world and have oil
in our lamps ready to meet our Savior when he
comes to gather those who have fought the good
fight and kept the faith, Is the prayer of your sister in Christ,
JENNIE CooPER.
FLAGLER, Iowa, July 24th.
Dear Home Colunzn:-I come again to call on
you with my mite to help carry the good news of
the gospel to other homes. This good news has
been such a consolation to me and mine in all
times of sorrow and distress that I would be
if it could reach every other home, and except
we who know of the joys of salvation show our
confidence in . this covenant by sacrifice, that it
may be carried to others; we will be deprived of
much that we might enjoy. It is written, "It is
more blessed to give than it ls to receive;" and
this blessing we have realizt:d, and thank the
Lord he has given the disposition and the means,
though it be at a sacrifice, to thus help along the
cause of truth. ·we are few in number at this
place and work ln the mines has been very slack
tor two years, so we have hot been able, to do as
much as we would have liked; but work Is better
now and likely to continue so this .sea.;on, and
we hore to be able to call on you often.
Ybtir sister,
ALICE SHEPARD.

KIRTLAND, Ohio, August
Editors Herald:-T!ie work in Kirtland and
northern Ohio is moving forward, although slowly. Two additions to our branch by baptism
this week, and two others two weeks ago by Bro.
Griffiths. Meetings have been held on Mentor
plains during summer by Bm. W. H.
and
G. T. Grlffiths, as they have had convenience
when here, from which place good words and
wishes are received. I fill an engagement for
them there next Sabbath, both at present being
distant In their respective missions. Bro. Lake
has just dropped down on us from Canada, and
will fit In first rate now as there is ample work
for all.
Oh t yes; we have a new bell. in Temple,
which pealed forth to-day for the first time. The
sound is up to the standard. Vveight IOI3 lbs
net; with trlmnHngs, 1350. The people all about
Kirtland subscribed liberally, and then urged us
to hold a "lawn fete," promising to help us more.
We did so on Temple grounds a.nd had large
turnout, and the gathering ·was m.ost
and orderly. Receipts $92 40; net
have a $250 bell !n place, and only $zo lacking
to pay for It, and this we expect in by the rst of
September.
To-day, also, the bell chimed out the annonncement of the wedding of one of our young sisters,
Miss Nellie A. Hale to Mr. '111m, Allen
of South Kirtland.
We
how

more propitious, to start with the announcement
of a wedding than a funeral. This is not intended as an incentive to the young Saints to begin
to arrange marriage lists when they are expectIng a new church bell.
Dry weather of late has cut short the potatoe,
oat, and corn crops, but the prospect is there
will be plenty and to spare.
Ever hopeful for the truth,
E L. KELLEY.
LAKE CITY, Iowa, A:ugust r.')th.
Editors Herald:-Our grove meeting held the
xst, zd, and 3d of this month passed off very
pleasantly, and all seemed to enjoy themselves.
The weather was fair, but a little too'warm for
comfort. Meeting began promptly at ro: 30
Friday morning, :;.nd
must say that the
Saints were very prompt in their attendance
!:hroughout. Your humble servant was chosen
act as president, Sr. D. M. Rudd as secretary,
and Sr. Fannie Pett as organist. The ministers
present were Elders W. W. Whiting, J. T. Turner, D. lVL Rudd, B. Salisbury, Joseph Seddon,
·w. A. Carroll, and
There were eight
preaching and three prayer services held, and in
all the Good Spirit seemed to prevail in a markdegree, and rnany "outsiders" heard the word
preaehed, and I think much prejudice was removed; but none were baptized. However there
!leems to be
near the kingdom. I am
highly in fa.vor
grove meetings, and think
they are the best means of reachlng the
the greatest number of people, at least.
Am now preaching
Lake City, to medlnm
sized congregations. There are so many things
to a.ttract the people now, that the preacher of
the gospel stands a poor show. I have spoken
three times here, and every night there has been
wmeth!ng going on; and to-night and to-morrow
nlght it wm be the same. I hope to continue
over the coming week, bnt can not tell yet what
will do. I am still alive in the work, although
Hilent as far as a report of my !abo:r is concerned.
Yours,
HYRUM 0. SMITH.

LANCASTER, '\!Visconsin, Aug. r4th.
Editors
after the annual conference l went to Millersburg, Illinois.
HeTe I joined Bro. E. E. Wheeler, assisting hlm
the Kewanee district for a month. JI!Iy brief
Gtay in the district 'vvas, to rne~ inte:resting and
profitable: hope it may prove such to others.
By careful and persistent work Bro. Wheeler is
doing much to reinstate confidence and build up
the cause of Christ.
June r6th, Bro. J. W. Peterson and myself
started from Kewanee
Glen Haven, Grant
county, vViscons!n. Since arriving in this county
·we have held fifty-six meetings. We have had
large audiences, as a rule, and open doors all the
vvhHe,

We preached in the Congregational church at
Beetown for t,vo weeks and left. Thls house is
occupied by the Methodist people. bnt is, or
has been, "free to all." Lest we should return
agaln, a certain "business" man of the town corr,3sponded with the authorities of said church,
tdling them the Mormom were occupying it,
and "tearing things all to pieces." As a result,
was purchased by and deeded to the M. E.
church. Other parties in the village offered
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wave to rise to newness of life we trust.
dollars more for the building than the
Four of them were adults, the others being childM. E. people gave, but it was refused. The obnm of proper age; sweet buds of promise. We
ject was to close the door against the truth. This
hope it was a time to be long remembered with
they dld, and disgusted the fair minded people
pleasurrc: by all, and to be repeated in proper ocof the town. On the 7th, inst., Bro. Peterson
casions, and that all learned useful lessons not to
baptized four, and others will probably follow.
be forgotten. May we all strive to obtain and
On the 9th, we held two servlces in the park
keep more and m.ore of the Spirit of God to help
at Lancaster, the county seat. At the close of
to battle for the right faithful to the end; and
the afternoon session, Rev. E. F. Marcellus took
may the mini,;try and laity be able to win many
occasion to correct the "young brethren," and
souls from darkness to the light and liberty of
give them something to think about. When
the gospel.
Your si&ter,
asked to debate the mooted questions, he said he
C. LLOYD.
did not wish to be rash. In private conversation,
'·he positively declined to debate, but said he
would attend our services in the park Satunhty,
ScRANToN, Miss., Aug. uth.
the 16th; 1.nst., and if we taught heresies he would
Editors HeNdd:-We are st!ll trying to keep
reply. So we are watched, and their ls no .dan- ~·
I have appointments most every Sunger of heresy in Wisconsin. We have had quit~)
day from. one to ten miles from my home. Last
a pleasant time so far, and the Lord ha;; blessed
Sabbath I baptized three and the Sabbath
us.
Your brother
Christ,
before two, all grown, and three of them heads of
VV. S. PENDER.
i
Labor is very much needed in this district. If It could be had, with God's blessing, good
would result. My hands are tied and I can do
UNION CITY, Tennessee, Aug. 14th.
but little. We look for Bro. Turpen next month
Editors He,-ald:-I am here, prosecuting my
trust the Lord will bless his labors whilst
mission work as best I can.
is strong
Yo'ur brother in Christ,
in Tennessee generally ·;vherever I have been.
FRANK P. ScARCLIFF.
We got leave to hold meeting in the court house

I
i

I

here. Held one meeting, and next evening the
door was locked. I held meeting in a grove
near Kenton, fifteen miles from. here, several
days, and baptized Mlchael Rosson and wife.
They are excellent people. Peached In the court
house in Henderson county, and can get lt again.
Left a good impression I think. Leave here tomorrow for Kentucky. Will stay there until our
September conference in ·rmnois.
In bonds,
(}. H. HILLIARD.
ELDORADO SPRINGS, Mo., Aug. I rth.
Editors Herald:-I feel as though it is the duty
of some one of our branch
write something
concerning the two-days
held here August 2d and 3d. On the afternoon of the first of
August, the Saints and 'brethren of the ,.,.,,;"'"'.'"
arrived from several different points and preach·
ing was commenced that night. Bro. J. A. Robinson of Independence, our district president,
and wife were with us for the first time. We
were pleased to form their acquaintance, and belleve them to be a worthy brother and sister, and
hope
meet them again. Elder E. A. Davis of
Kansas, in connection with two young brethren
and their sister from Lamar attended this meeting.
Together with those already mentioned
were our old stand bys, Brn. Alfred and I. N.
'White, E.· Curtis, and hls young and hopeful colaborer, Bro. Gomer Wells.
Now you will see at once that when thirty-five
or forty Saints come by wagons and buggies
through the heat and dust, with the Intention to
have a good time, their hearts were In it, and we
earnestly hope they vi-ere not disappdlnted. I
am glad to say the Lord recognized our meeting
by bestowing His Spirit upon his servants in delivering the word and counsel of God, so that I
trust I may safely say all were edified; and more
than that, from what we learn several were enlightened with regard to what they must do to be
saved. Ho,;, many were thus benefitted time
alone will tel!.
On Sunday nfternoon Bro. Curtis led eight into the waters of baptism, burying them beneath

to

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo:, Aug. I4th.
Editors Heratd:-It is well know to the Herald
r·eaders that Gallatin, the county seat of Davis
county, Missouri, is a point of interest in the history of the church; and so it is that statements
of old citizens who have lived there for sixty
years are listened to with unusual interest by the
Saints. During the last weeks in June the writer
in company with Brn. Flanders, Holmes and
Housholder visited and pretty thoroughly canvassed Gallatin .and the surrounding country, and
we naturally heard much that was new and novel
to us; yet the harmony ( ?) between these statements and those published from time to time is
worthy of more than a passing. notice.
I will give a specimen of two classes of statements. One day I was caught in.a shower some
four or six miles east of Jamison, and was invited to partake of the . hospitalities and share the
of one Christopher Nation, an old
charm
who treats warts and cancers by
some secret ceremony performed at a fruit tree.
He said, "I am also sellin a medicine for cat-tarrah
in the head!' He gave the name of one patient
who called on him and, "I knowed as soon as I
seed it that it was a regler old eaten cancer
and I tried on h!m, and he got well In jist a short
time." He also told of numerous unfortunates
who had written to him from a dlstance giving
their full name, and the stage, location and kind
of cancer; "and," said he, "!-tried on them, and
as soon after as I'd git word from urn they was
sound and hull, or gitten that'r way. 'fhe bible
says God usedter give that kinder power to some."
Said I, «You must be some kln to the Mormons. Folks
they claim to have the gift of

* **

I'm the wust old Mormon eater you
I helped· drive urn outer here once
and I'd do it agin."
"Do you know anything about the Haun's

?"

* *·

«Yes, sir, I'll tell ye jist how it was.
*
Captin
[I believe he called his name]
had'bout fifty men organized to protect themselves

agin the Mormons, as theys'er tryin ter drive u 8
all out'er the country and burning our houses un
stealen everything we had; so yer see we had ter
protect our stuff some how; and these men ers
organized fur that'r purpose, *
so he's [the
captain] up ter mlltone day, and the Mormons
captured him un wouldn't let him go unless he'd
agree ter come up un fight urn. So arter he seed
he couldn't g!t away he told urn ter jist write up
a challenge that ud clur him from the law un
he'd be thar.
So when the day come jist
ur 'bout fifty Mormons got thar fust un went
inter the shop ter git the drap on us.
When
we marched up in gunshot thar was a crack jist
ur 'bout waist high, un we ail shot at it at once;
un outer the one hundred un twelve that shot,
only thirty hit the side uv the shop, all the rest
went inter that'r crack. *
·* There warn't only
one man out'er that fifty that I ever seed alive.
He run fur the brush, but we mighty soon downed him too."
The above Is a fair specimen of inconsistent
yarns he spun relative to their expert gunmen and
general<;hip and the bad conduct of the Mormons.
His father was a Baptist' preacher. Old Dame
Natlon on one occasion "seed the whole twelve
apostles lay hands sm" a woman while she had a
chill ''and she never did stop shaking."
As I related the day's adventure to the brethren in camp, it so happened that old Captain
William McGee, who lived just across the way
from our tent, was present, and said, "The old
man kno~s better. There was no fifty men in
the shop. It was generally considered by all the
citizens at that time that It 'Nils nothing short of
a massacre. I wonder if Nation doesn't remember a remark Charley Blakley made in a political
speech in Gallatin. I think it wa~ in r834· Charley was nl)m!nee for representative in the third
congressional district, and had been accused of
stealing cattle and doing other mean things and
laying !t to the Mormons; and in making his
defense he said: •I don't deny the charge; but
who is there present that did not do the same
thing? I thought it was a mutual understanding
between us.' "
Mr. McGee said again: "!read in a book purporting to be a history of Davis county, that the
Mormons drove the family of Milford Donohoe
from their home in the winter, and that his wife,
Matilda Donohoe, gave birth to a child in the
woods, and that both her and the child died of
exposure. Now Mrs. Matilda Donohoe was my
wife's mother, and when they left Davis county
the Mormons were their intimate friends and
tried hard to persuade the family to locate at Far
West; and she died only a few years ago."
Mr. McGee is now sixty-five years old, has a
strong retentive memory, and ls,a man of more
than ordinary intelligenc~:. He stands erect,
with movement as agile as a man at twenty. He
must have been quite intimate with the work In
those days, for he related a number of prophecies
given by your father [Joseph Smith) that were
literally fulfilled. The old man seems deeply Interested !n the work.
Bro. and Sr. Bradley live in Gallatin; and by
ther urgent request I pr~ached in their hou~e on
the night of the 13th. It was probably the first
gospel discourse preached h) Gallatin for years.
Bro. Summerfield, vice president of district, came
next day and took the work in charge, .and
preached to small congr.egations and baptized

**

***

***

*
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two of Bro. Bradley's children. An opening
some three or four miles south of town· was
worked up for him, at which place he preached
once.
The work in Stewartsville from a combination
of causes, is sadly on the background.
It is a
hard matter to get a decent representation of
Saints out to a preaching meeting.
I hope and
pray that these causes may be lost sight of and
the interest that was once characteristic of the
place may be taken by the many good Salnts who
live here.
Brn. Kinnaman and Butterworth are doing
good work in different localities.
God's servants are recognized in their administrations and
his Spirit given in our social services. May the
good work roll on and all the Saints see the folly
of losing interest and appreciation because others do not reason by the same methods, from the
same hypothesis and reach the ~arne conclusions
in all things as they.
D. R. BALDWIN.
NEW LoNDON, Iowa, August IIth.

Editors Herald:-Although we feel the grip
of poverty in temporal things, we are abundantly
blessed in spiritual things.
Bro. F. Johnson of
Burlington comes out occasionally to preach in
this place, and since last October has baptized
thirteen. We now number fifteen, and many
more are persuaded and I think will soon obey.
Yours in Christ,
ALBERT P. BROWN.
CASSADAGA, N. Y., Aug. I3th.

Editors Herald:-It may be a matter of surprise to many, but to none more than myself, to
find myself writing from this point and at this
time.
Two weeks ago Sunday evening, after returnIng from church in Providence, Rhode Island, I
found a telegram announcing the death of my
sister, Mrs. Whiting, widow of Baxter Whiting,
a brother of Judge Whiting of Iowa, whom
many of the Saints know. Wednesday following all that remained of my father's familyfour brothers and one sister-met, after long
years of separation in a sad reunion, at ,Willoughby, Ohio, where funeral services were held at the
home of my brother, E. W. Bond, the remains
being taken to Kirtland and laid beside the ashes
of all her own family who had preceded her--a
husband and two daughters, Mary and Martha.
Sunday following I spoke forenoon and evening in the temple at Kirtland. Wednesday following, one week from arrival we started back
for the east, stopping here to finish our visit
with my brothers and sisters who came here to
attend these meetings.
How sad and' hungry both my wife and myself are and have been as we have thought of the
feast at the Maim' reunion which the ways of an
inscrutable Providence had prevented us from
sharing, but which the events of th~e past few
days have in a measure at least satisfied us that
the hand of our heavenly Father is in it all, and
that his constant watchcare is over all his children and especially for good to those who fear
his great name, and love his law and are striving
to keep his holy and pure commandments.
Time would fail to tell all that we have seen,
felt, heard and experienced. There may be a
few of th.e older and experienced in the church
that may have a faint idea of something of our

past week's experience when we say 'that we are
ln the midst of probably the largest camp qf
Spiritualists in America, or perhaps the world.
Beautiful grounds, lake surroundings, fin eo auditorium, excellent music, cornet and string bands,
trained vocalists, and the finest speakers in their
ranks; a daily "round of intellectual and social
entertainment; and so far as theory is concerned,
in teaching largely moral as well as spiritual or
to use my own word-·-spirit entertainment.
The story of the frogs and lice in Egypt; the
rods that were turned to serpents, etc., etc., need
no longer stagger the skeptic.
The advent of
Him whose coming is after the working of Satan
with all power and signs and lying wonders rs
HERE! and I hope that our elders will not handicap themselver; in an argument with intelligent
and posted Spiritualists, or others, by saying that
it is all human humbug and art of legerdemain.
There is that kind of work, I believe, even here,
upon these grounds; but it has been largely
weeded out by Spiritualists themselves.
But
there is enough astounding phenomena that I
have witnessed to produce credulity and make
human deception possible.
l desire to not only reaffirm all that I have
said in the book lately publ!shed "Spiritual
Gifts" concerning these things; but would like
to, and in the future may, publish a revised or
enlarged edition of evidences that we are not
mistaken, as the apostle John evidently was when
he says, "We know it is the last time." I am satisfied that the signs of the times portend the near
approach of that great and terrible day of the
Lord Jesus Christ; a~?d that the fulfillment of
the prophecies will be hastened and the heavens
will no longer retain him.
I had expected to have left here Tuesday last
and had made preparations to go, when events
which I need not detail transpired, by which I
found myself upon their platform and in defense
of assault against the Bible. Day before yesterday I was again before an intelligent and critical
audience in defense of my own faith and of the
the unchangeabl!ity of God's methods of salvation for the human race.
After a speech upon electricity and its connection with mcdern spiritual phenomena, bv
Judge Richmond of Meadville, Pennsylvania, "r
was introduced in a very courteous and flattering
manner, gave them the gist of our position in
answer to questions as regarding the practical
difference between spiritual gifts and spirit manifestations in the church or among Spiritualists.
The replies and discussion and side-talk all together have raised Jots oftalk and inquiry. Onr
defense of the Bible as arainst the assaults of
iconoclastic Spiritualism bas brought out a great
deal of friendly criticism by" Bible Spiritualists,"
as making friends all arour.d and
a
large number of people of the idea of our connection with the Utah people.
The thar;ks not only of myself but of the
church are due to the chairman
the association for the courteous treatment which himself
and the body of Spiritualists here as"embled
have extended tO\Y:J.l'd the 1nisslonary of Christ.
Prayh: g and anxious to be in n1~y eastern ft::ld
of labor, I again
prep:lring to leave to- da."),
when l "vas rnet and soHcited
stay
and secure 3n cppnrtunit-y for
A Mr. Phillips,

tbe singer, learning of the fact that I had bearded the lion in his own lair, sought me out and
the result is an appointment to preach next
Sunday evening in the Baptist Church at Cassadaga, across the lake, a mile or two away.
'Ne expect a full house and the presence of
many Spiritualists.
The Lord has been and is still with us.
Greater is he that is for than all that be or can
prevail against us, when we have the courage
and wisdom to be led by his Holy Spirit.
I desire to be remembered by the Saints in
rny bodily infirmities, that I may be enabled
to prosecute my mission and fulfill my calling.
With added assurance of the truth of the
gospel and its ability to cope with error in
every and all forms or manifestation, I remain
Your brother in Christ,
M. H. BoNn.
LooKouT, Cal., August 4th.
EditOrs He1'ald:-I have been reading some of
the editoriBI works, which has strengthened me
more than all the personal preaching I have ever
heard. The greatest of all is the new book,
"Presidency and Priesthood." It seems to me it
·would convince the stony heart of the gospel
truths. I have sent for some reading matter
through the elders, and wiil send for more when
get able; but as I am poor and have to work
hard for my living, I have to 'do the best I can.
I was baptized at San Bernardino by Elder G.
W. Gibson about three years ago, was ordained
a priest in October, 1889. I have been blessed
many times since I obeyed the gospel. I have
been preaching whenever I have the chance. The
Spirit of the Lord is working among the people
at this place. Some have obeyed and others are
seeking, while many are repeating the old stories.
Let us pray that the power of God will overcome
all such reports.
Myself and Elder Lewis Turnbull have a call
preach at Round Valley, ten miles east of this
place. We will try and start the meetings the
.first Sunday in September. Will hold a week
meeting if the Lord will. Saints pray for us
young and .weak servants that the truth may be
made mamfest, that the glory of the Lord may
he revealed.
B. W. PACK.
AGES OF MAN AND WIFE.

"It is always better for a man to be several
years the senior of his wife. And I'll tell you
why. The average girl who marries-God bless
her-stays at home, and makes a home a blissful
abiding place for her husband and her children.
The man goes out into the world and has thereGponsibility of caring for those who are at home;
and yet, time does not seem to set its seal on him
as it does on a woman. The little cares of life
ruffle her, and too often make her look, as we say
''old before her time." Now, even when thi~
does not happen, she does proportionately grow
old in appearance sooner than a man, and for
i·hat reason she wants to take the benefit of the
doubt and let him have the added years to start
with. Then, too, you should desire to keep your
heart and mind young; to be his intellectual
and this is much easier when your
is old enough to be "the guide, philosopher and friend." The love of a woman to her
husband always has a little of the maternal in it
---that is right and tender--but she does not wish
to be mistaken for his mother.
Be
and mr~rry_ a ;nan older than yourself;
seen l!fe Ul!ls many phases and who
over the rc·cky olace; one who has
it is not
wise to obey impulse,
should be well
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REUNION AT JONESPORT.

Saints of New
chusetts and Maine
third annual
Sunday,
tinuing until the
The committee of
sisting of Brn.
ford, Massachusetts,
chias and U. W. Greene, of
Maine, had given
notice, and arranged with the
and friends of the
village to care for the comers from
and to hold the services in the church now
made historic
association with the
movement of
J.
who succeeded
here a
knowh as «The Church
the
about one hundred and fifty of
eluding Elder Adams, emigrated to
Holy Land in r866, in furtherance of the
idea of the gathering of God's covenant peoto that land, as a sort of advance
what now almost seems to be an
ed
but which proved to be an
tunate venture through mismanagement
and lack of proper and due preparation.
The meeting was called to order
Bro.
C. Foss, of the committee, the
John
not
present,
an organization was
by ct1oosmt!!
Bro. Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa,
preside, to be assisted by Bro. W. H. Kelley, of Kirtland,
minister it*,
of the mission.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy,
Lisbon Falls,
was chosen secreta; U. W. Greene,
Lisbon Falls,
; J. N. Ames,
chorister; Sr. Julia A. Glover, of
R. I., organist and C. H. Hinckley, as
usher, with assistants whom he might select.
The services were arranged for the
and the morning sermon, the opening one
of the session, was delivered by President
Joseph Smith, from the text: "By what
authority doest thou these things;"
There were in attendance Saints from
Boston, Brockton, Fall River, Mass; Providence, R.I.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Green's
Landing·, Deer
Dixfield, Addison
Point, Mason's Bay,
River, Maine;
and from the regions round about.
interest was good, the preaching fair, and
the spiritual enjoyment excellent; though
it is said that the prayer and testimony
meetings were hardly up to the mark of
last year.
The preaching- was done
Smith, W. H. Kelley, A.
Boston; George W. Eaton of
Landing; F. M. Sheehy; W. H.
of Greenville, Pa.; George W. Roblev of
Boston, Mass. and U. W. Greene.
The
subjects were well chosen,
THE

was enjoyed by the
the efforts of the older and tried elders it is not needful to write; but of othBro. G. 'vV. Robley, a teacher
the Boston
who gave a good
discourse on the gospel theme that was
weH received
both the Saints and those
Bro. W. H. Garrett, of Greenwas assisted in the stand by Bro.
of Fall River, Mas~., and
the metal of a tried preacher,
the lack of the -Spirit to
he so~
to his audience and gave
way; from which
failure, he upon another occasion made good his claim
to attention
an excellent disthe people. to
pray. Bro. Ashton i:; a young
:and
man, and presided well on this
occasion. Bro. George W. Eaton gave a
and feeling discourse upon the
text:
treasureth up my words
shall not be deceived."
On the afternoon of Wednesday the 6th
the rite of
was administered .to
Mrs.
by Bro. F.M. Sheehy,
taking place in the prayer.
service on the following afternoon, Brn.
W. H. Kelley and F. M. Sheehy admin.
On Sunday afternoon Bro. J obaptized Capt: Daniel S. Hall,
Lizzie Jenkins, and JYiisses Laura G.
!della L. Kelley, Eva L. Bryant,
Knowlton and Ruthie M. Sheehy.
these the last five are young people,
of whom were blessed bv Pres.
fifteen years ago. The ceremony
was witnessed by a great conwho assembled at the
witness the rite, and were
"""'"'""t~-n and orderly.
One was
at the evening services, but the
were confirmed on Monday morning
service held at the church for
were held in Central Hall
of §unday the 3d and all
on the roth, the church being too
for the crowds who gathered to hear
the word.
A business meeting was held on the
afternoon of Saturday the 9th, at which
the committee and treasurer reported. It
was decided to hold a reunion next year,
and Brn. U. W. Greene, M. H. Bond and
F. M. Sheehy were appointed <.;,ommittee
of arrangements, "and authori·zed to ap·
time and place of holding, invite
and make all necessary provisions
making sqch reunion a pleasant and
successful one; the meeting by vote giving
the committee all the power necessary to
do this. Bro. Sheehy was chosen secretary and Bro. Greene treasurer; and the
was instructed to procure the
minutes of the former reunions and transcribe them into a book to be procured by
him for that purpose. Thanks were voted
to the citizens of Jones port for their hosto the owners of the Hall for its
to ML George Smith for the use
used in the hall, and to the Maine
Central R. R. for reduction in fares for
those attending the meetings.
A confirmation and prayer service held

on Monday morning at the church closed
the session.
At this meeting those baptized the afternoon before were confirmed,·
and the Spirit bore witness that what was
done was pleasing in the Lord's sight.
The Saints separated in the spirit of peace
and love.
By order of the Reunion Bu&iness Session.
JONESPORT,

Maine, August 15th, 1890.

ANTIQUITY OF GOSPEL
DOCTRINES.-No. r.
BY ELDER JAMES MCKIERNAN.

I AM well aware of the fact that I am not
introducing a new theme to the reader by
the above heading; but in all writings examined on this subject I fail to see mention made of some strong evidences that
appear on the pages of history which I
believe point unmistakably to the fact that
Christ-his mission and doctrines-were
better understood by the ancients than the
meagre outline portrayed in profane and
sacred writings leads us to see at first
glance. We should give both a close and
critical study; and this course has been
pursued by some in order to prove that
the religion of Jehovah was derived from
the myths and superstitions of the past,
because both held many things in common; and all of these similarities in doctrine, history, tradition, and myth, have
been joyfully seized and skillfully used
with a great flourish of trumpets, by the
rank and file of skepticism as artillery
with which to batter down the walls of
the Christian religion.·
The time has now come to make a grand
rally, "about face," charge, and capture
those guns; and turn them directly on their
own ranks, or spike them and leave them
useless on the field; yet I do not think
myself competent to lead in a campaign of
this kind, but hope I may be allowed to
snggest how I believe it could be made a
success by properly handling the forces
that can be enlisted on our side.
Theologians have. been contending that
nothing was known of the gospel doctrine
until the Christian era, and they have been·
ignoring these mighty weapons long
enough, all the time sad havoc was being
made in their own ranks at each shot fired,
their companions falling here and there,
they scarcely realizing what hit them.
Now by this we give notice that we
shall demand the surrender of Odin and
Zeus to the Christian religion; will scale
Mt. Olympus, capture Jupiter's thunder
cannon, secure Pegassus, the poets flying
steed, and harness him to the gospel chariot to bear away the "glad tidings of gre!).t
joy which shall be unto all people."
While there is ample proof of the gospel's antiquity recorded in the Scriptures,
and has been furnished from time to time
to the studious reader, the thinking mind
reaches out to find if there are other facts
recorded outside of the Bible, that, by fair
explication or explanation, will lead to the
same conclusions. I think that such facts
exist all through the pages of profane history, and in the mythology and traditions
of the remote past. So for the present
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we shall leave the scriptural proof right
where it is, and when needed use it to supplement the proofs drawn from other
sources.
It is an admitted fact that the hypothesis which comes the nearest accounting for
all of the observed facts in any given case,
is nearest the truth. Ali writers who
have
to account for the origin of
religion have pursued this course, it is true,
but they have gone in the wrong channel
by
in the start that, as some religions were of human invention, therefore all religions were of human origin.
Now as we proceed in reviewing this
8ubject, let us account for some of the tra
ditions a.nd myths as we find them intermixed with the annal;; of the past: The
earliest account, sacred or profane that we
have of man, reveals him as a worshiping
creature, "for now here has there been
found an altogether Godless race."
There are two ways to account for this
fact: the first is, that man's Creator revealed to him the method of worship that
was nearest in accord with divine ·ideas,
and best suited to man's condition. The
second is: that man himself, without any
previous knowledge of Deity, invented a
way of his own for worship, and that,
therefore, religion is altogether of human
origin.
The first proposition fully accounts for
all the observed facts in the case, viz.,
the innate desire of all mankind to worship; the universal he lief in a Supreme
Being, and the similarity of methods in
worship.
The seconJ proposition may account for
the similarity of religions and worship,
but it gives no satisfactory reason for the
desire or origin of worship; hence we
shall take the first as the most probable
and nearest the truth, and follow to a conclusion,
Reli!?ion was -revealed to the primal
parent~' of the human race; offspring was
born to tljem; they were taught the principles and ordinances of the parental religion, and in turn taug·ht it to their children;
but as it is human nature to want to introduce the new and novel into all the vocations of lite, they early manifested a desire
for variety in their methods of worship,
and so changed,-it may be by almost imperceptible degrees,-the form of that
worship, until it assumed the form of idolatry, Thus we account for the heathenism of the world, by an apostasy from the
true, revealed, primitive religion.
From the standpoint that our primal
parents' had revealed to them, by a loving
Father, a true religion and more knowof it than the epitomized history in
leads us at a first g·lance to heus look for evidences of that
in some of the traditions of the
various
of their descendants; let
w; tn1ce them to their homes, or places of
settlc:ment, and see if we do not nuLl abundance of evidence in their mythology and
that will convince us that religion
had a common origin in the truths of~ the
but thaHt became perverted, transuntil ;,;,e fail to recogby its birth-marks.

TH
into

of
The

he soon came to
ant of the sun, and
in the true
of
tive age the fire on the alt~r was one
the elements, and necessary to
the offering.
Thus we can see ths:t
humanity "perverted the rig·ht way
Lord," the transition to the
svmbol instead
the
was natural rmd
adoration of the
the
When man once,
perversion, h?.d
~nd as a
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These tell

which Satan delie,-:md
that suggested the
in connection with the
And what more probable
to know what
was employinquiry? The
outline of these traditions with
account in Genesis that
tells how woe befel Adam and Eve when,
a talking ~erpent, they partook
fruit, is very striking.
Now which is the most probable, that
the account
in the myths and tradi"""r''"""h"" or variation of the
Genesis-,
that Geneor a revision of myths
and tradition
It seems to me that the
honest, candid searcher after truth, without he is blinded
prejudice, must admit
that the
are all on the side of
Genesis
the true and the others the
NVrnonJ··prl aCCOUnt.
Egyptians believe the first man to
have been formed from the slime of the
river Nile; the Chinese that he was shap-ed from yellow
the Peruvians of
a
guarded
was created by
also have South America
the
which tells us that "the divine power as 'animated earth;' one of
first men were happy and ·without work, the North American tribes that the Great
but ·with a desire to assel"i: their powers Spirit formed two figures from clay, who
were named 'first man and companion.'"
and withal
and mock the gods."
"Vi! e are
Prometheus shaped a hu- How did these American tribes come to
man form out of clay and stole ·forbidden have traditions that tally so exactly with
fire from heaven wherewith to give it llfe. those of their eastern brethrt:n? To the
This made Zeus angrv and he laid a plan believer in the Book of Mormon the
which the evils that mankind dreaded, question is easily answered; but to disbeand which were sealed up within a box lievers a long.drawn-out, far-reaching hyEpimethius, the brother of pothesis, that taxes to the utmost the credshould be let loose, He or- ulity of its own inventor, is necessary but
dered the Lord of fire to fashion the first unsatisfactory.
The origin of the Greek's is said by le~
woman, who by her charms should
to have been from their ancestral
to man. . . . . Then the gods enHellen, a son of Deucalion and Pyrwith beauty, cunning and i'air
her Pandora (All gifted) rah, the pair saved from the great flood.
to Epimetheus- who Hellen had three sons, Dorus, Xusthus
advice of his brother, 'to and .tEolus" (Manual of Ancient History,
from the gods'-made her p. rzi), corresponding to Shem, Ham and
his
so
was he with her beau· J aphet, Noah's sons, There seems to
tl.ful face and so beguiled by her smooth have been a slight confounding of names
words, She had.not been long with him and overlapping or intermixing of occurbefore she opened the box, from whence rence_s in this when compared with the
came forth strife and sickness and all oth- Babylonian tradition; but it is evident both
that affiict mankind, and then hastily are giving account of the same event, but
it she shut up hope within so that slightly differing in detail.
(To be Continued).
no rn1mton was given to men.''
"In Persian tradition Onnuzd is said to
the first man and woman
MEMOIRS.-No. X.
bliss if they would remain
a demon in the form of a serBY W. W. BLAIR.
was sent by Ahriman and they bethe lie he told them, that the good OcTOBER 31st I reached New Brighton
came from Ahriman whom they near Beaver, Pennsylvania, and hunted up
worshiped. The demon then a goodly number ~fold members in those
them fru!ts which they ate and two towns and their vicinities. A sister
lost their
state.
Driven Carter, widow. of a one-time presiding
killed
food and wore elder of a branch at that place, related how
the
and
the hearts of these unhap- Brigham Young, in an evening conversacreatures there raged hatred and envy tion with her husband and others, in 1844,
cursed them and their children. It stated that he no longer needed the Bible
Chetiya who told the first lie, as a guide because he had in his breast a
who heard of it, not know- surer guide than that.
a
was, asked if it were white
Returning to Pittsburg I proceeded by
or
or blue ?"-Persian Traditions,
. train to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, where
Do we
get a hint in this last tale of ! I found Elder WiUiam Small and family,

or

under the
who watched him
endeavored to draw him
the reof darkness,
But Ormuzd had revealed to man his law of
; under the
of this law man was able to esfrom the
of Ahriman and his
arfd to arrive at a state of bliss
which was the
of Ormuzd in revealhis law." ••.. "The sum and subof this law is that man must be pure
in his
and actions; and
the pure man must shun contact of everyfrom Ahriman."--Manual
p. 6ro .
There is a Chaldean account of the flood
;~s the
and the Hebrews
same race, accounts
tradition and shows
drew
information from the
same source: "This account
series of
written
found arm)ng the ruins of
said the god Ilu warned Xisuthrus
flood
whk:h mankind would be
commanded him to write a
and
it in the
to build a
and
all his relatives and
kind of beast and
bird
needful
for all.
This be
and when the flood came, sailed a:;; be
was bidden to
the
That he
know
the waters had ahahe sent
birds three
time
that

tets.

true
hood of
Let the
Bible in hand
and read the account of the
and see
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at one time worthy and helpful members
of the church, but who became bewildered by Rigdonism.
They received me
kindly.
On the wth I reached Hyde
Park and was cordially received by Randolph Jones and others interested in our
work. Here and at Provid~nce and Hamp·
ton I hunted out a few who in due time
united with the church. Bro. James J enkins had previously written me to know
whether it was advisable for him to flee to
Canada to escape being drafted, (money
being offered him by those opposed to the
draft), or to enlist, get bounty and thus enter the service ·of the Union. I had replied to him prpmptly to stand by his adopted
country and its laws, enlist for its defense,
arrange as well as he could for the comfort
of his family and go into the service of
his country trusting in God for guidance
and preservation, and that doing so he
would be blessed and prospered. I now
found he had accepted my counsel and
with the liberal aid he had received from
from the city ::md nation and other sources
had settled his family in a comfortable way
and had gone to the army. It was my
priviles:e to meet him a year afterward
and learn that he never had occasion to go
into battle, enjoyed perfect health and returned home with an honorable discharge
and received the blessings of his household
and substantial tokens of respect from his
fellow citizens.
On the zzd visited Pittston and there
found some old members of the church,
and on the 24th reached St. Clair where I
remained preaching for a short time. I
labored also at Shenandoah, Minersville
and Pottsville, baptizing some at some of
the foregoing places.
The 3oth inst. found me in the city of
Philadelphia, the guest of N. H. Ditterline, a member of the church in the days
of the Seer. On answering my call at the
door, he exhibited amazement and surprise,
but invited me in and greeted me very
warmly and a short time afterwards told
me he ~aw me in a night vision, the night
before I came, with satchel in hand just as
I came to him. Of course, the Lord went
before me as he promises to do for his
servants, and prepared the hearts of ihe
family so that I mwer/wilnted for a home
and christian helpers in Philadelphia so
long as Bro. Ditterline and family were
living.
I was shown before reaching the citv a
vast threshing floor where I gathered
eighteen large, beautiful
of wheat
from among the straw
chdf. In due
time, after patient labor, I gathered out
eighteen worthy members, and after that
others were added to their number.
Here I first met and was kindlv receivefl by Bro. and Sr. John Chisnall: now of
Kewanee, lHinois.
In this city I found
the remains of a Rigdonite branch, Joseph
Newton, the leader of one part of it, and
James Logan the leader of another part.
These would not ?.gree, except in opposing my efforts.
Pilate and Herod now
became friends.
A.s I hstd done many
times before, I took up collections at my
meetings to defray contingent expenses of
hall hire, advertising, car fare,and

THE S
was liberally sustained in this
til I effected a branch
The branch ever afterwards carried out
similar methods in their financial matters,
While in this city I called on the officers
of the Brighamite branch,
the
privilege of speaking to their
or
the use of their hall at a convenient season
for that purpose, but was denied
posed.
December 21st I returned
and labored there and in
until the 26th when I took
home at Sandwich.
During all this trip
strangers chiefly,
health, I was greatly
ened and prospered of the
the work of Christ in
winning many souls to the
of the Lord.

but
and
so affirmed now
and ruled that
the instruction
committee of three

what was written in the
for financial
he
and when called to
tours would l.eave his
and
his
if he had one,
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S' HERALD.
Seer" of 2 Nephi, chapter 2 is Joseph
Smith the martyr; also that in case a president of a branch refuses to act in ace or-·
dance w1th the will of the majority of said
branch; the other officers of the branch
should report him to the next higher in
authority over such president. It was also resolved that "the gospel makes pro. visions for the ordination of me"n of the
negro race who were received into the
church by obedience to its ordinances."
This latter question was discussed, pro
and con, with great warmth and persistency, and when put to a vote none would
vote for it nor against it.
\Vhereupon,
father Zenos H. Gurley said: "It is evident that we feel we lack wisdom in respect to this question, and I therefore move
that we now refer it to the First Presi··
dent of the church, that he may lay it before the Lord and ask for needed instruc-·
tion." Pres. Smith arose and said: "If it
be your ju<lgment that this motion obtain,
please raise your right. hands;" and all
hands were raised.
The hour was novv
late, the council therefore adjourned; and
on as;;embling the morning of the sth inst.,
Pres. Joseph Smith presented and had
read the revelation found in section I I 6,

D.& C.
Many of the council bore testimony that
the Lord witnessed by his Spirit to them
that the revelation was divine; and all, on
motion, accepted it as of the Lord.
But
though I, with Bishop Rogers, accepted
it heartily, and had previously advocated
its sentiments, yet neither of us then received any special evidence of its divinity.
But on the next day after, Bro. Rogers
called at my house and requested to hear
the revelation (a copy of which I had) read
again, "for" said he, "I received no testimony by the Spirit when it was read in
council, nor since." I then took the revelation, sat down in the doorway, and read
it aloud, Bro. Rogers and my wife being
near; and just. as soon as I began reading·,
the Holy Spirit was poured out upon each
of us in great assurance, witnessing the
truth of the revelation and melting us to
joyful tears.
Some months after this,
when in Pennsylvania and reading the
Book of Mormon, Alma I 5: II, 12, the
Lord opened my understanding and enabled me to see, in the paragraphs here cited1 that His word then.: given taught the
same sentiments as those contained in the
revelation. In after times I inquired of
many if they had ever fully understood
the sentiments set forth in those paragragraphs and was universally answered that
they had not. This occurrence, like many
others of a similar character, shows how
perfectly the teachings of the Spirit of
God agree, though given to different persons, in different ages, and in different
parts of the world.
May 9th, r865, after prayer and committing myself and family to God, I parted with them to prosecute a mission to St.
Louis, Missouri, as requested by the late
conference. I proceeded on to Davenport
and New Buffalo, Iowa, looking after the
interests of the branches in these places,
and then went to Burlington, and to N auvoo, Illinois, the I sth inst. While there I

had an interview with Sr. Emma, the
widow of Joseph the Seer, and her son
Alexander. She stated that in the spring
of 1844 a council, composed of a number
of the leading authorities of the church
was held in Nauvoo, and at its close Elder
G. J. Adams came and said to her, rejoicing greatly, that one matter was now settled; they now knew who Joseph's successor would be,-it was little Joseph, for
he had just seem him set apart under the
hands of his father and others.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith then related
that Elder James Whitehead, a one-time
secretary of Joseph the Seer, said to him
not long before, that in the spring of 1844,
just prior to the death of the Seer, "young
Joseph" was set apart in a .council by his
father and others to be his successor, and
that Bishop Whitney, Dr. Bernhisel, W.
W. Phelps, Alpheus Cutler, Willard
Richards, and, he thought, John Taylor,
were present on that occasion; also that
Bishop Whitney held the horn of oil; and
that Joseph the Seer afterward
stated to the Saints from the public stand
that he was no longer their prophet, and,
putting his hand on young Joseph's head,
he said, "This is your prophet. I am going to rest."
"i reached St. Louis the 19th 1nst. and
soon became acquainted with many warm.
hearted Saints residing there. Here I met
Bro. Gillen, and we proceeded to regulate
and set in order what was needed in that
branch, and in the one at Gravois, a few
miles away. Some of the elders residing
in the St. Louis branch assumed the right
to hold branch councils and pass rules for
the government of the branch. We. held,
in councils regularly called, that they had
no authority for such acts, for the reason
that they had not been appointed to it by
either the "branch or the district. Thereupon the council, on motion, resolved: "I.
That only those chosen by the branch in a
regular way are its authorities. 2. That
all branch councils must be called by the
branch or its presiding authorities."
On mature reflection the ministry and
the membership heartily accepted our ministration, and peace, unity and good fellowship were restored.
May goth we wrote a notice to Elder
George Hall, president of the St. Louis
branch, silencing him as a minister and
demanding- his license to be given to Elder
\Vil!iam Hazzledine, president of the St.
Louis district, and requesting him to await
final action on his case.
We continued to preach in St. Louis
and vicinity until the 8th of June, when
Bro. Gillen parted with me, he going to
Cincinnatti and the east•.
During the time I remained in St. Louis
a Sr. Robert Smith and another sister,
moved by a spirit to deceive and mislead,
visited me at Bro. James Anderson's. On
entering the room and speaking to me, I
discerned at once the spirit she was actuated by, and I reproved her for her ,unchristian course. About these times it
seemed that a great variety of spirit influ·ences were at work to blind, mislead and
destroy the branch; but in due time all was
set in order, a goodly number were hap-
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tized, and the Spirit of the Lord gave
much light and edification to the members.
July znd, conference of the St. Louis
district convened. ElJer William Razzledine was chosen president, and by suitable
effort, aided by the counsel we gave, district affairs were placed in a very satisfactory and promising condition.
On the 4th inst. the Saints and some of
their friends celebrated the day at a point
in the forest west of the city. The Declaration was read by Elder George Thorp,
addresses made by myself and others,
recitations by the children and young people followed, interspersed with songs and
hymns, and a most enjoyable season was
had. After these exercises closed, I baptized four persons.
I remained in St. Louis and vicinity up
to the 5th inst. and was much blessed by
the Lord and liberally aided by the Saints
and friends. From here I went to Hannible, Mo., remained three days, held
three services, and then passed on to Quihcy and home.
On the 27th of July I went, in company
with my family, father Z. H. Gurley,
Elijah Banta and Mrs.M.Faulkner, to East
Paw Paw where I had, at one time, been
engaged in merchandising for years, and
we held services in the Seminary hall in
the evening, replying to an attack upon
our church, made by Elder Sheldon of the
Methodist church. The hall was filled to
overflowing by my old neigh[Jors, anxious
to learn the facts of our faith as assaulted
by Rev. Sheldon. The Lord stood by
me in power and the services resulted well,
some being converted to the faith by the
presentation made.
We all passed on to
conference the next day which convened
the 29th inst., and though the attendance
was not large, we were greatly blessed of
the Lord. On the 3oth Mrs. Faulkner
[now Sr. M. Walker] was baptized by
father Z. H. Gurley, and at her -confirmation in the afternoon it oleased God to bestow on her the baptism' of his Holy Spirit,
fully confirming her in the faith of the
gospel of Christ.
To be continued.

[Saints' Herald, Feb. 15th, 1864.]

LETTER FROM GILBERT WATSON.

BRo. SHEEN :--At the request of Brother
Blair, and several other brethren, I send
you for publication ip. the Herald, (if you
,•hink it wisdom to do so) an account of
the wondrous hand-dealing of God, in
opening my eyes in regard to the new organization of the church, and my true condition before Him, and my duty in the
premises. It is known to you, and to many
of the readers of the Herald, that I was a
bitter opposer of the Reorganized Church,
as it exists under the presidency of Joseph,
the son of the martyred prophet.
I was
a believer in most of the principles, or doctrines, taught on Beaver Island, under the
administration of James J. Strang, and because the leaders of the new. organization
discarded him and denounced them, I opposed what I am now confident is the true
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church of God; but I did it thinking that
I was doing God's service.
I attended the Annual conference last
April at Amboy, Illinois, and was favorably impressed at the time with the spirit
which was manifested, but I returned
home far from being convinced that the
position I had taken was wrong.
Soon
after I got home I found the spirit of opposition growing on me, and I set about
opposing the Reorganized Church, if possible more bitterly than ever. I wrote to
several brethren of my acquaintance, stating my objections in the form of questions,
hoping to use the different answers that
might be given by the different individuals to the same questions as weapons
against the church. Among those to whom
I wrote was Bro. Ebenezer Page, an old
acquaintance, and one in whom I had
much confidence. Bro. Page wrote me a
very friendly letter in return, and gave me
his views on various points, and finished
up by giving unto me an account of the
strong testimony which God had given
him of the truth of the divine calling of
Joseph Smith, the son of the founder of
this last
Bro. Page's testimony made a strong impression on my
mind. I had known him for many years,
and knew him to be an honest man, and
one whom God had blessed with many
great blessings, therefore I had confid~nce
in his testimony. The idea had frequentlv flashed across my mind while opposing
the Reorganized Church, that possibly,
after all, I was opposing the true church
of God; but after reading Bro. Page's
strong testimony the idea was no longer a
jlash, it became almost a settled conviction.
I was in deep trouble.
"Sleep departed
from mine
and slumber from mine
eye-lids."
thought and reasoned the
matter .over in my ovvn mind, over and
over again, but could come to no satisfactory conclusion.
I found that I lacked
wisdom, and that I needed a witness for
myself, so I fasted and prayed to our
Father in heaven, in the name of His Son,
that He would show unto me
true
condition before
and also
He
required of me, at
same time covemmting before Him that I would do His
will if He would onlv make it known unto me.
After pourlng- out my soul unto
God in the forest, I felt an assurance that
my prayer would be answered.
I went
home, and at my usual time retired to rest,
and in a short time dropped to sleep and
dreamed that I was in a house in a large
city, seemingly in an old bar-room.
A
man behind the counter had hold of the
end of a rail, and I had hold of the other
end. We parried with the rai1 till I jerked it out of his hands and let it drop on
the floor.
I then ran out of doors to. get
out of the way of the man I was parrying
with, for I thought that he started to get
hold of me. When I got out of the house
it was dark, but I got to one side of the
house, and close to that side of the house
where I wa~, was a little child which
seemed to be under the care of this man.
The child was crying piteously to be taken care of, hut I was so much in dread of
thill man that I scarcely took any notice of

the child.
I wandered
flattering myself that I had
man that I so much dreaded.
I would come across the child
found it at first, but I
it altogether.
After
through the city I ~u'-"c!'"'u
that I was trying to
careworn.
When I met
that it would not do to show
fear, so I met him boldly and
he had found the lost child?
said, I found it dead in
then desired me to go
for the night, tor it -was
So
went with him to an obscure room of
city, and when I went in I was <lstonlshed to find the most abominable and
place that I ever sawl instend
forts of a good
room as I
pected to find it.
floor of the
was covered with human filth and
There were no bedclothes or
any kind, and the man whom I
panied and the
of
laid down together
and
all manner of abominable and
practices.
I vvas desired to
likewise, but I said
abomination. But I
on the floor by
I at having to do so
After I awoke, I
the dream.. The first
my mind was the little
What could
it represent? The idea came to m v mind
that it represefftedthe
and
soon
as the thought came, to my great astonish"
ment the Spirit came upon me in
and witnessed that it was so.
thought what could the
came to me that it

us.
in Christ,
GILBJ<~RT '.VATSON.

SussEx, Wis., December 14th, 1863.

.HEREDITY.
"LIKE Produces Like" is a well established
of nature. VVe look
the
and animal life

as

I

room
were nracticed in that
I had not been
practices
among filth and and was
I must go and wash and be clean.
also made plain to me that Bro.
was truly called o£ God.
Vl!hen
my true condition before
a child, and
before
would do as
commanded
the Spirit came upon me
praised God and thanked him
goodness in
me my
tion before him.
The next
I
a conveyance
place to us where
the Reorganized
twenty.eight miles from here.
lowing·
and self

he wants to
command
of
shall blossom as he diand the animal be made
of such
He
his de-

fertilizes
other flowers
in the direction
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which he

1s

the ancestral line that it
be.
comes extinct. He must take other choice
them up to the same
of
and so
on, with
know ledge that his
ever to be gone
over again.
Or, he turns his creative
direction of domestic animals.
and thorough breeds;
the most desirable
to the make uo of
If it is to be a' race
slender

animal
almost
has it
: but
its wild animal nature.
The

restrained
in
directions, while
her's has been confined to its very narrowest limits.
The talked of ~'silent home influence of
woman" has
a little in
or
the paterbut it never can exceed, or
"'u""""" of the man upon
until she too be aluntrammelled in the

in other directions;

to endure
of climate and
and
ty to contract diseases common to nun,
until it has become a question of vital im·portance to both scientist and sanitarian
how to
protection to the race frorn
the consumption of diseased meat and miik.
The
of the
of the

have been so strong,
has she been able
of tradition, and
prophecy of her birth, in her
life.
How often do we hear it said, "lt runs
in the family" to lie or to steal, or to be
dishonest, intemperate or profligate. This
is very
illustrated in the history
the
where crime held
each succeeding generation
It ,does run in the family,
and
the most careful training and
Christian living can hope in time to eradi~

because
but it is too
by the father's
disturbing fruit.
The question of"whom the
bles ?" is about as exhaustless as
mooted question of the weather.
easily different families are
some distinguishing·
of the
the
form of tht' nose,
the formation of the
istic chin. Again there
which there is some
al y, such as a sixth
in re-appearing in """c<;c:,;u
even if the offending
amputated soon after birth.
The impress of the force of transmission
is. also to be observed in the intellectual

"to sow their wild oats"
a harvest for somebody's
will prove more difficult in
than acres of Canada thiscould only be gathered
one
that by the sower, it
would
so
But the seeds
are scattered to the
winds of the heavens and can never be gathered in.
Let
the young woman with a good il)heritance
and a life as
as a spring blossom, beherself with a reformed
or worse, think of reforming

It is children of such a father, who, after the most careful trai11ing, yield in an
moment to the inherent tendenwalk in forbidden. paths, leaving
mother broken-hearted
the father
silent in his
Lookers-on
exclaim ~'I-Iow can children, brought up as
h.ave
turn out so badly!"
the not least interesting of all
tendencies are those which
come through the phy~ical nature. we·
hear so much about predisposition to certain diseases among certain classes of peastrumous, tuberculous,

gout, rheumatism, etc. What does it mean?
Simply this.
The parents have suffered
from one or more of these diseases at one
time, and the children have inherited the
latent gen::hs of the same, which require
only time and opportunity to develop in
the original form.
If the mother is consumptive, the children that resemble her
will not live beyond the 25th year.
The
usual age of development of this disease
being from 15 to zo; the disease manifesting itself when the bloom of youth rests
fairest on the cheek. If the child matures,
he transmits the diathesis, with its accompaniments, to his children and they to
theirs.
As the branches of the family increase,
this disease becomes more common.
Sometimes it skips one or two generations, only to re-appear in the next. Then
again the form of the disease may vary in
passing from parents to children.
The
tuberculous diathesis fathering the scrofulous, rachitic or rheumatic.
Children of
epileptics are apt to have chcrea, nervous
disorders, or weak minds; those of inebriates, insanity, epilepsy, catalep~y and the
like. The offspring of leprous or syphilitic parents have a physical inheritance
worse than death; in the former there is
no commutation; in the latter we see a
long tridn of brain and nerve diseases,
such as insanity, paralysis, and imbecility.
There are many minor hereditary traits
from which we all suffer more or less.
These include the family headache, neuralgia, bil.ious attacks, nervousness, hysteria, dyspepsia, or malaria, all of which can
(more or less) be gotten rid of or alleviated
by careful hygienic living.
In studying up these inflections on the
human family, it appears that the hereditary forces are cumulative. As the occasional use of stimulants or narcotics in the
grandfather begets a desire for the continued use of them in the father and a
craving in the son; so an idiosyncrasy in
one generation induces a diathesis in the
next, which is culminative in the third,
We observe here, as among the lower order of beings, the law of the survival of
the fittest, but in a modified form, as the
will to live and propagate ti::e name is so
strong that every human device is used to
patch up the broken hulk, an.d to bequeath
its hereditary taints to a posterity.
With the knowledge that we have on
heredity, what is the. duty of the present
generation, in order that those who come
after us may enter into a good inheritance?
In this instance the work of reform should
begin at home with the fathers and mothers, The laws of health and right living
should be practiced and taught to the children.
Lessons in heredity should enter
into each day's work.
Children can be
taught first from plants, and then pass on
to animals. How quickly the child notices
the resemblance between the young of the
domestic animal and their parents. They
understand that seeds from the pin.k flowers always bring "pink blossoms, and from
white flowers, white blossoms.
When
they areold enough to "comprehend, take
these facts from nature and use them as
object lessons in the heredity of mankind.
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THE SAINTS' HER

Why should as important laws in our na- over the hearts of the people; and, upon '
ture as those of heredity be so ignored as the other hand, beholding the judgments of
they are in the choice of a husband or wife, . God that have swept, and are still swee,pwhen upon that alone depend the future ing hundreds of thousands of our race (and
welfare of the children that are to be? I fear unprepared) down to the shades of
With this solemn and alarming
Surely love is blind, or very wilful, when death.
he brings together ill-assorted, deformed, fact 1efore me, I am led to exclaim, ''0
or sickly men and women. However he that my head were waters, and mine eyes
has to answer for a great deal for which a fountain of tears, that I might weep day
he is not at all to blame. Usually the im- and night," &c.
pelling force is desire, for wealth, or for a
I think it is high time for a Christian
higher social or political standing. Teach world to awake out of s1eep, and cry
the young men and women to avoid enter- mightily to that God, day and night, whose
ing into such a relation, where one of the anger we have justly incurred.
Are not
contracting parties has not always lived a these things a sufficient stimulant to arouse
temperate and pure life.
the faculties, and call forth the energies of
When it is realized what one misstep every man, woman, and child that possesses
may lead to in the blasting of life, to wife feelings of sympathy for their fellows, or
and children, then the past history will be- that is in any degree endeared to the bud<:;ome a matter of importance.
ding cause of our glorious Lord? I leave
. If young people were to understand that an intelligent community to answer this
the leading of impure or intemperate lives important question, with a confession, that
would debar them forever from entering this is what has caused me to overlook mv
into the married state, and the chance of own inability, and expose my weakness
enjoying a home of their own, I think they a learned world: but, trusting in thst God
would be vastly more careful than they who has said that these things are bid from
are now about keeping themselves pure. the wise and prudent and revealed unto
A young man of today, if he even pre- babes, I step forth into the field to tell you
tends to reform, can, if he chooses, marry what the Lord is doing-, and what you
a girl of culture and refinement, and of must do, to enjoy the smiles of your Savior
pure inheritance- provided he has the in these last days.
money. What can be said of such a state
The time has at last arrived when the
of affairs? What is the prophecy of the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob,
future of our race if this thing contiues? has set His hand again the second time to
Education in the right direction will do recover the remnants of His people, which
much for the bettering, but we need some- have been left from Assyria, and from
thing more forceful. It does not seem Egypt, and from Pathros, &c., and from
that it would be abrogating too much for the islands of the sea, and with them to
the state to regulate the granting of marri- bring in the fulness of the Gentiles, and
age certificates, by proper laws. Before establish that covenant with them, which
issuing such certificates, a guarantee from was promised when their sins should be
a competent physician should be required, taken away. See Romans I I : 25, 26 and
certifying to the good physical condition 27, and also Jeremiah 30: 3 r, 32 and 33·
of the applicants. Above all do what you This covenant has neither been established
can for the bettering of the race in your with the house of Israel, nor with the
own homes and among your own friends. house of Judah, for it requires two to m~ke
Do not let any false sense of the becoming a covenant, and those two parties must be
deter you from giving a helpful word in agreed, 'or no covenant can be made,
season, for thereby you may save years of
Christ, in the days of his flesh, proposed
suffering to some dear one, though it may to make a covenant with them, but they
bring hours of heartache now.
rejected him and his proposals, and in conFRANCIS S. CAROTHERS, M. D.
sequence thereof, they were broken
From Woman's Standard.
and no covenant was made with them at
that time. But their unbelief has not rendered the promise of God of none effect:
LETTER of Joseph Smith, Jun., toN. E.
no, for there was another
limited in
Seaton, Esq., editor of a Rochester, N.Y., David, which was the day of
power;
paper:
and then his people, Israel, should be a
Km TLAND, January 4th, 1833·
willing people ;-and He would write His
Mr. Editor :-Sir, considering the lib- law in their hearts, and print it in their
eral principles upon which your interesting thoughts; their sins and their iniquites he
and valuable paper is published, myself would remember no more.
being a subscriber, and feeling a deep inThus after this chosen family had rejectteres-t in the cause of Zion, and in the hap- ed Christ and his proposals, the heralds of
piness of my brethren of mankind, I cheer- salvation said unto them, "Lowe turn unto
fully take up my pen to contribute my the Gentiles;" and the Gentiles received
mite at this very interesting and important the covenant, and were grafted in from
period.
whence the chosen family were broken off,:
For some length of time I have been but the Gentiles have not continued in the
carefully viewing the state of things, as goodness of God, but have
from
they now appear, throughout our Chris- the faith that was once delivered to the
tian land; and have looked at it with feel- Saints, and have broken the covenant in
ings of the most painful anxiety, while which their fathers were established; (see
upon the one hand beholding the manifest Isaiah 24: 5) and have become high"mindwithdrawal of God's Holy Spirit, and the ed, and have not feared; therefore, but few
veil of stupidity which seems to be drawn of them will be gathered with the chosen

to

family. Have not the pride, high-mindedness, and unbelief of the Gentiles, provoked the Holy One of Israel to withdraw His
Holy Spirit from them, and send forth
His judgments to scourge them for their
wickedness? This is certainty the case.
Christ said to his disciples (Mark x6: 17
and r8), that these signs should follow
them that believe:-"In my name shall
thev cast out devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serpents,
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall
not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick and they shall recover;" , and also, in
connection with this, read rst Corinthians,
I 2th chapter.
By the foregoing testimonies, we may look at the Christian world
and see the apostacy there has been from
the apostolic platform; and who can look
at this and not exclaim, in the language of
Isaiah, "The earth is defiled under the inhabitants thereof, because they have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinances,
and broken the everlasting covenant."
The plain fact is this, the power of God
beg-ins to fall upon the nations, and the
light of the latter-day glory begins to
break forth through the dark atmosphere
of sectarian wickedness, and their iniquity
rolls up into view, and the nations of the
Gentiles are like the waves of the sea, casting up mire and dirt, or all in commotion,
and they are hastily preparing to act the
allotted them, when the Lord rebukes
nations, when He shall rule them with
a rod of iron, and break them in pieces· like
a potter's vessel.
The Lord declared to
His servants, some eighteen months since,
that He was then withdrawing His Spirit
from the earth; and we can see that such
is the fact, for not only the Churches are
dwindling- away, but there are no conversions, or but verv few: and this is not all,
ihe governments of the earth are thrown
into confusion and division; and DESTRUCTION, to the eye of the spiritual
beholder, seems to be written by the finger
of an invisible hand, in large capitals, upon
almost everything we behold.
And now what remains to be done, under circumstances like these? I will proceed to tell you what the Lord requires of
all people, high and low, rich and poor,
male and female, ministers and people,
professors of religion and non-professors,
in order that they may enjoy the Holy
Spirit of God to a fulness, and escape the
judgments of God, which are almost ready
to burst upon the nations of the earth.
of all your sins, and be baptized in
for the remission of them, in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost, and receive the ordinance of the laying on of the hands of him
who is ordained and sealed unto this power, that you may receive the Holy Spirit
of God; and this is according- to the Holy
Scriptures and Book of Mormon; and
the
way that man can enter into the
kingdom. These are the requisitions of the new covenant, or first princiof the Gospel of Christ: then "Add
your faith, virtue; and to virtue, knowledge; and to knowledge, temperance; and
to temperance, patience; and to patience,
brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kind-
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of our
The
of Mormon is a record of the
forefathers of our western tribes of Indians;
having been found
the ministration of an holv
our own language
of God, after
been hid
earth for the last fourteen
containing the word of God
delivered unto them.
our western tribes of
ants from that of
to Egypt, and
the
of America is
a promised land unto them, and unto it all
the tribes of Israel will come, with as
many of the Gentiles as shall
with
the
of the new
But
the
of Judah will return to old
salem. The
of Zion

mit he will preach and administer gospel ordinances, in which work it is hoped he may be
blessed and become an instrument of good to
many.
JAMES CAFFALL,
Missionary in Charge.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIAN A.
Conference convened in the Saints' chapel,
Ciear Lake,
zrst, H. Rathbun president. Branches:
Galien. Clear Lake,
midJLcHu~. Maumee.
Elders: M. T. Short, W.
. Smith,
Scott, H. Rathbun, T. Horton, A. J.
R. Corless.
Priests: J. Erter, J. W.
Emerick. Teacher: D. B. Teeters. H.
was sustained president of the district,
Bro. W. Lockerby Bishop's agent and Starr Corless
also the authorities of the church.
Scott, M. T. Short, W. J. Smith
and. A. J.
One baptized. Adjourned
to Gallen at call of president.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at the Palmyra branch,
Otoe
Nebraska, July 28th, J. W. Waldsmith
C. H. Porter secretary. Branch·
2 received. Platte River 27;
City r3o; 6 removed by
letter. Blue River I37; I baptized, r removed
letter. Elders :-James Caffall, of the Twelve,
C Elvin, high priest, and P. C. Peterson and
Ezra T. Bryant, reported by letter. R. M. Elvin,
4) and J. W. Waldsmlth, high priests;
Anthony, H. Fields, Sen., W. M. Self,
J. E. Malcom,
Armstrong, and C. H. Porter,
(baptized zr),
priest Fred Tucker, and deacon
H. Fields, Jun., reported in person. Btshop's
:-Money on bond April rst, $83.21, reincluding money on h~nd April rst,
Paid out $rr8.ro. Balance, 74.rr. J.
Waldsmith, agent. Audited and reported
correct. On motion it was decided to hold a
district grove meeting' at Wilber, during September or early in October. A committee was apconsisting of the presiding officer of each
the district, with J. W. Waldsm!th as
chairman, to coilect means and to report to the
chairman; said committee to have charge of
grove meeting, and settle the expense thereof,
and
the speakers.
Recommendation
from
Palmyra branch that R. 0. Self be ordained to the office of teacher, So ordered, and
Lev! Anthony and R. M. Elvin requested to so
ordain.
W. Waldsmith was sustained as
Bishop's
also' as president, and C. H. Porter as
Preaching by J. Armstrong,
C. H. Porter, and R. M. Elvin.

sweep the wicked
generation from off the face of the
open and
the
for the
the lost
of
from the
country. The people of the
who have complied with the
of the new covenant, have
commenced g-athering
to Zion, which
There will be a grove meeting near Wilber,
is in the State of Missouri; therefore I de- Saline county, Nebraska, September 13th to zrst,
clare unto you the warning which the ln a beautiful grove, with plenty of .water, hay
Lord has commanded me to declare unto and fuel at hand. All are cordially invited to
come. President Joseph Smith or Elder W. W.
this
that the
and some others of the leading officials of
eyes
are upon me, and that
are to be present and preach the word.
to Him I am accountable for every word The ~r,nr,ore•n members of the western part of the
I say, wishing nothing worse to
fel- district are specially invited to attend.
J. W. WALDSMITH,
low-men than their eternal
;
Chairtna1Z oj Committee.
therefore, "Fear
and give glory to ·
Him, for the hour
His judgment is
NOTICES.
come." Repent ye,
ye, and embrace the everlasting. covenant, and flee to
To whom it may concern :-This is to certify
Zion, before the overflowing scourge over- that Elder George Motteshed of the London,
Ontario, has been silenced for just cause by El·
takes you, for there are those now
der R. C. Evans then acting district president,
upon the earth whose eyes shall not
and has refused to give up his license. We hereclosed in death until they see all these by notify the church. that he is not to act in
things, which I have spoken, fulfilled.
office as an elder in the church of Jesus
of Latter Day Saints.
Remember these
call upon the
WM. STRANGE, Dist. Pres.,
Lord while He is
.and seek Him
J. H. LAKE, Mission Pres.
while He may be
the
of your unworthy servant,
Jo5EPH SMITH, Jun.
KIRTLAND, 0., Jan. 4, I833·

To whom it may concern: In the event of 13ro.
Hiranr L. Holt, of California, going to any part
of New Mexico, so far as circumsta~ces will per-

GROVE MEETING.
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints will hold a grove meeting
near Marcellus, on the Chicago and Grand Trunk
Railroad, Michigan, from the 5th to the 8th of
September r89o, All respectable, well disposed
persons, and peaceable, law abiding citizens, are
respectfully invited and earnestly solicited to attend.
Our missionaries appointed for this district are expected to attend.
All elders of the
district please come.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dist. Pres.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux dis_trict convenes at Magnolia, Iowa, September 6th
and 7th. Branches of above district take notice,
and report accordingly. All who can are cordially invited to. attend. It is expected that Bro.
W. W. Blair will be with us.
A. M. FYRANno, Dist. Sec.
BORN.
HuRLBURT.-At Argentine, Kansas, July 8th,
r89o, to Bro. Charles and Sr. Sarah Hurlburt a
daughter; blessed by Elders Newton, Hicklin
and Williams, on August 17th, and named Maud.
MARRIED.
SMITH.- PINKERTON.- At Warren, Ohio,
August nth, I89o, Bro. F. C. Smith, of Michigan, to Sr. Alice M. Pinkerton, of Warren, Ohio;
Elder G. T. Griffiths officiating. We pray that
their future life may be one of joy and continual
happiness.
TrLTON.-BARR.-On the evening of August
I4th, r89o, brother Mayhew P., son of brother H.
L. Tilton, and sister Letha M., daughter of brother and sister Charles Barr, were united in marriage by Elder H. A. Stebbins.
Over one hundred friends were present to bid the young couple
Godspeed and a happy journey on lHe's road.
The gathering was a bright and cheerful one, and
the entertainment preparations were such as tq
make it altogether an enjoyable occasion socially.
DIED.
WILDERMUTH.-Cynthia Perme!ia Wildermuth, was born November 23d, r84r, at Macedonia, Hancock county, Illinois, and died August
rzth, r89o, aged 48 years, 7 months and r3 days.
She was the daughter of the late Otis and Sally
Shumway, and the wife of Elder Eii M. Wildermuth.
She was born, matured and brought up
in the Church; was baptized into the Reorganized Church of Christ at Amboy, Illinois, in I86z,
by Elder James Blakeslee.
She is no doubt
known and remembered by all the Saints, especially the yodnger ones, and the children of the
Saints-the little Hopes, for she was "Perla
Wild," who wrqte so many pleasing stories for
Zion's Hope, and that the little ones loved to read
so well.
She it was, if I mistake not, who first
suggested the idea of a children's paper for Zion's Hopes.
She first begged a column in the
Saint's lferald for the children, and wrote many
pieces for that. She originated the Roll of Honor that used to be in the Hope in order to stimulate the dear little Hopes to assist in supporting
the Hope in its infancy, and sent the first twentyfive cents ever sent to that column. And when
our paper, the Sai1Zts' Herald was struggling in
its infancy and not self-supporting, she told the
Lord that if he would bless her efforts she would
give half the earnings of her pen to the Herald
Office fund.
The Lord did bless her, and she
sent a good many dollars there to help it on in its
struggles in the mission of love and truth to the
scattered Saints. Her whole heart seemed to be
wrapped up in the success of our church papers.
Her mind and faith were strong,; but her poor,
frail body was weak; she had very poor health ..
Seven children survives her and mourn the loss
of their loved mother. Four of the children be-
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long . to the church.
She was attacked by la
grippe about February rst, which settled In the
right side of her head and ea:r.
She suffered
much, but pa.tiently, without a murmur until the
Master called her horne.' She was married September rzth, r86:;:,.;H':'f;.. H9pes were entertained for
her recovery, as she~'felt so much better that she·
wrote several articles of manuscript for the press;
but was taken worse Saturday morning, the disease' settling on the inner brain. She was unconscious for some twelve or fm;~rteen hours before
passing away.
KAY.-At Nauvoo, Illinois, August roth, r890,
Sister Mary Kay, aged 8o years, I month and 26
days. She was born in England and was a member of the first organization. She also united
with the Reorganized Church at an early date
and remained faithful to Christ and the latter day
work unto the end . .Elder John H~Lambert held
funeral services at her son's house on the IIth
instant.
MARRIOTT.-Sr. Esthe; Marriott ,.vas born at
Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, England, March 22d,
1817; united with the Reorganized Church October rSth, r876, atUriion, Utah, and died Jnlv
18th, 1890, aged 73 years.
Funeral se!"vices at
her residence in Sandy, Utah.
She is not dead, but sleepeth;
A sleep how calm! how blest I
When Christ the spirit keepeth,
'£he weary frame hath rest.

JoHNSON.-John, son of Mr. Isaac and Sr.
Amanda I. Johnson, was born June wth, r889,
blessed by B. A. Atwell and died August 6th.
He was buried i.n the Saints' new cemetery, on
Indian Creek, Douglass county,
August 7th. Services conducted by Bro.
We miss him,
Because his smiles were fair,
His lips and eyes so bright,
Because his loving cradle care
Was such a fond delight.

SEARS.- At South Dennis, Massachusetts,
August r6th, 1890, of dropsy, Sr. Marietta
aged 77 yeqrs. She passed away in full faith
the gospel, beloved, honored and respected by all
who knevv her. Funeral August r8th; ·sermon
by Elder John Smith.
CRAWLEY.-In the town of Addison, Maine,
August roth, 1890, of heart disease and dropsy,
our noble sister Sophia Crawley. She was born
in Addison, Washington county, Mai.ne, November 19th, r823; and was baptized and confirmed
by Elder J. C. Foss, at Indian River, Maine,
March zd, r873, and died strong in the gospel
faith. She said to her husband: "You have been
a good and faithful husband to me, and I have
proved true to you, and now we must part; but
trust i.n God. I have s<een enough of this world;
I want to go and see the other." She took her
children by the hand and bid them good-bye,
and told them to trust in God. Our brother has
lost a noble companion.
God comfort his
heart, and also the children.
service by
Elder J. C. Foss; text Eecl. rz: 7·
JoHNSON.--Alexandria Johnson,. husband of
Sr. Lydia Johnson, of Mondamin, ;Harrison Co.,
Iowa, of rheumatism of the heart. He was an
old resident of Harrison county, locating !here ln
1847· He was 54· years, 7 months, and 22 days
old. He was respected by all his neighbors, and
beloved by near friends. He served his country
during our late rebellion, proving himself a brave
and true soldier. Funeral services at the house,
conducted by Elder J. F. Mintum. He leaves a
wife and eight child:·en to mourn his departure.
He sleeps the sleep of an honorable man of the
earth.
"A beautiful statue stands in the mrxket-place.
It ls that of a Greek slave-girl, but she is well
dressed, tidy, and handsome. A dirty, forlorn,
ragged slave-girl passes by. She sees the statue,
stops and gazes at lt in rapt admiration. She
goes home, washes her fac<e, and combs her ha.lr.
Another day she stops ln passing, to look at the
statue. Next day her tattered clothes are washed
and mended. Each day she
to look at the
statue, and each day she has
some of its
beauties, until· the dirty, ragged slave becomes
completely transformed; She becomes another
girl. This is the way Christ teaches. He does
not hurl his own individuality upon others;

simply lives and works an(1 loves before men,
not to be seen of them but to inspire to a holy
emulation."
THREE
The Burlington Route,
B. &
sell from principal stations on its
days, September 9th and zjd,, and
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half
points in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South·west and North-west. For tickets and
further information concerning the excursions,
call on your nearest C. B. & Q. ticket
or
address P. S. Eustis, Generall Pass.
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.
FB.EE LA.NCE.
·Among the cherished rights of man is the .freedom of
opinion, as well as the right, ·when ··opportn:rlityoffer"' to
express opinion. To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
good, the PATRIOT has declded to start a nF~ree Lance~~
department, in which all have equal opportunity for the
expression of their convictions upon any subject of gen·
era! interest. We have had this department in view for
years; hut not until now, did we feel that we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of general interest, and
profit to all. Regular price of PATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increase our Circulation! will send it six monthe
on trial for forty cents. Can yon in justice do less than
appropriate forty cents to provil>g the PATRIOT?
Address LAMBERT BROS., Publishel'S 1
Lamoni, Decatur Co.~ Iowa.

HUT

F A]l.M FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House,
nice grove and orchard. All good tilable
For terms enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
to Cleveland for my hnsiness, I offer
acre lot well set
cellar with hot air

"PRESIDENCY AND PR·IESTHOOD."
-Tf!Jll-

.il\.]lllil!>taey, :R<e>f®rmatii.on and Re!!lt®ratll®llll.

LOW PHICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
J!ilU:UiJTERIAL AUTIIORITY.

From the Bible standpoint of the
J\IELCHISEDEK AND THE AAIWNIC PRIESTHOODS,
'rhc worir largely trov,ts of the snhjecta of
CRUROI! CREEDS AND CHURcH BUILDING

By M. H. Bond, 103 pages, paper covers, for sale at this
office, prkc Twenty-five Cents.

P.HING WORK FOR
Bro. B. F. Ordway of
for his

Illinois,
agents
known
PORTABI.,E BED SPHINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

ES;?
Published monthly for tho

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latte:r
Saints,

KELLEY.

ISSUED AND

SALE

- - - - ) BY TITE ( - - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prir,es named.

HOiiY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph
i[.;Jl\r We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Tmkev
gilt
.•••.•.•...••••••. !l 50
Turkey
with
gilt edge ......... 3 '15
Roxburg
gilt
.................. 3 'Ill
Roxburg Turkey, with
gilt edge .•••••••. 4 00

.Ho:BER'l'

BOOK OJ!' MORMON.
sprinkled edges ....................... 1 2~
Moroeeo, gilt edges , ••••• , ......... 1 !10

Wnr:rn:ma, Pres't.

DOCTRINE AND COVENA!:<TTS.
c~nrin,!d!ld

Ample R~l!lJl>®lllil!lifu>l!J!l!ty,
Loau~

money on a proved semuity. Six per cent. !ntexest
p!l.id on time deposits. Real Estate
bought "'nd sold.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.

Do
wholesale. Machines
from Factory at lowest

Sheep, or Library ................ • 1 li!l
Morocco, gilt edges ......... , • "..
!lO

THE SAIN'r8' HARMONY.
('!'nne Book aud Hymn Book combined..)
l'..eather baelr. and Muslin sides , •••••••••••• 2 50
The
the hymns
S3.ints'
Harp;
about 720
iunes, and
mugic.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
only,)
Leather back and
sldos .....•••..••.. $1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all
on the Doctrine and
History of
Day W oik.
In paper covers, 10 ctfl. each, per dozen •••• , •• ,l !JO
Limp muslin covers ..••........ , ..•••• , , • • • . 25

':!'HE SAINTS' HAR.P.
Book.)

to the
BY A. J. MAPES,
I04 pager., cloth bound. Prke 3.5 cents
.For sale by BRo. H. R.
INDJLPRN DEN CIT 1

Imitation Morocco,
Imitation Morocco,
HESPERIS.

H.

edges..........
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"HEARKEN TO TilE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE !T Bll ONll WIFll, AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE. "-Pagc> 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
•
"·WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HuSBAND: EXC!IPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHBN EITHBR
IS AT LmBRTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
·
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lOW.A,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents'

and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order~ Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 6, 1890.
.NAUVOO.

The Quincy (Illinois) Journal, Tues-.
day, August i9th, sent us by Bro. J. T.
Williams, Bevier, Missouri, has the following to say of Nauvoo, which we reprint as a contrast to many erroneous statements which still continue to float from
the pens of uninformed and prejudiced
writers. The article contains minor errors,
but also makes fair statements, good points
and some significant and truthful admissions.
THE SITE OF NAUVOO.

. In the afternoon the Jou~nal party repaired to
the Bluff Park boathouse and hired two lightbuilt, shapely model boats. The distance by
water to the old French saw mill near Nauvoo is
about one mile. Following the river road to the
right the visitor -comes to a broad avenue that
ends at the river's edge. On the left side of this
avenue, facing the beautiful bay before referred
to, is the Joseph Smith mansion. This building
was not yet completed when Joseph Smith was
murdered at Carthage, On a cross-street in the
rear of this mansion is a weather· beaten frame
building of ante-bellum architecture. In this
building Joseph Smith kept his first hotel in
Nauvoo. In this old building ls a secret closet,
a clever' affair, leading into a roomy attic. On a
diagonal· corner of the street is a tumble down
frame building. In the cellar of this dilapidated
residence is ·an arched under-ground passageway
that leads in the dJrection of the old hotel. Alexander Smith and Joseph Smith, Jr., sons of the
Mormon prophet, are the owners of this hotel
property, and it is not for sale.
The Mormon city of Nauvoo was int'elligently
laid out. The avenues are broad and.. the heavy
curbing stones still protrude in straight lines
sorpe ten feet from the fences. Stumps indic~te
where trees were planted at regular intervals
along the avenue leading to Smith's mansion.
Inside the fences, scooped out places mark the
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cellars of Mormon buildings that were torn down
by the people who succeeded the routed Mormons.
In Joseph Smith's time this entire peninsu:a
was covered with buildings. As the visitor
pauses upon the incline leading to the present
village of Nauvoo and looks riverward a scene of
commanding beauty stretches bdore him. If he
be city-bred, the thought that undoubtedly came
to Joseph Smith when he first gazed upon this
scene, will possess his mind: What a magnificent site for a great city, for a commercial metropolis!
The Mormons knew how to pick a site for a
city. Not on the Father of Waters is there a site
equal to the one chosen by Joseph Smith for the
city of the Latter Day Saints. Dubuque, Davenport, Burlington, Ft. Madison, Keokuk, Quincy,
Hannibal, Alton cannot .compare with Nauvoo
in the natural advantages that enhance the value
of a site.
And as the meditative observer feasts his eyes
upon the grand scenery, the mind is bewildered
with thoughts that gallop through the brain.
Had the Mormons been let alone what would
have. been the history of this magnificent site.
Here would have been a city of zoo ooo people.
This wide peninsula would be trembling beneath
a million iron wheels. Here would have been
the manufacturing quarter of the city of Nauvoo.
On the highlands, yonder, would have been long
streets and avenues lined with superb residences.
Salt Lake City would have stood upon the
Illlnois bank of the Mississippi river, where only
a sleepy village and silent evidences of a deserted
city now exist!
This is the fact. Had the followers of Joseph
Smith been let alone Salt Lake City, Utah, would
never have been founded by them. Nauvoo
would have had a different and less regretful history.
It is quite certain that the inside history of the
Mormon's stay in Nauvoo will never be written.
It ought to be, however, and by a dispassionate
mind. The site of Nauvoo is to many, one of
the most interesting points in the Great Valley,
made so by the tragic events of the Mormons' sojourn in Illinois. Whether the Mor.mons did or
did not merit the treatment they received at the
time and the malignity that .;.,as heaped upon
them afterwards, will never be known. Nor will
the line where the crimes of the Gentile blacklegs end and those of the persecuted Mormons
begin, ever be traced. That the Mormons were
a makeshift for the crimes committed by all the
thieves, vagabonds and cut· throats of the country
adjacent to Nauvoo, is a well known fact. Barring their polygamy there are whiteha!red men
and women in Nauvoo to-day who will tell you
that the Mormons were not so black as they
were painted. And these people are not believers in Mormonism. After all else has been
said, Joseph Smith was a wonderful man and
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the energy and zeal of his followers was and
is something marvelous.
Pictures of the Mormon temple are for sale
at Nauvoo. The postoffiice building is made of
the stones that were taken from the ruins of
this house of Mormon worship. On the pic:
tures the following is printed: "The Nauvoo
Mormon Temple. The temple was built of light
gray limestone; it was 128 feet long, 88 feet
broad, 6o feet high and the top of the tower 200
feet. It had ,30 hewn pilasters which cost $,3,oco
each. The whole cost of the building was $Iooo,ooo. The baptismal fount, supported by
twelve carved oxen, was in the basement story,
and with the oxen, was intended to be gilded.
Corner stone laid April 6th, I84r.
Burned October 8-gth, 1848. Joseph Smith killed at
Carthage, June 27th, 1844."
In the burning of this temple the Mississippi
Valley lost a valuable relic. Some senseless
vandal climbed into the tower and set it on
fire. A "senseless vantlal"-he may have been
a religious fanatic.

THE JEWS AND PALES TINE.

SHOULD the Russian government enforce
the edict against the Jews issued in 1882,
it will so circumscribe the privileges of
that people in Russia that they will be per;
mitted to occupy certain towns and can
not own or rent land for agriculture; they
can not hold shares in or work mines, nor
hold offices under the government. So
rigid indeed will be the rule that perhaps
a solid million of this persecuted folk will
leave the confines of the Czar's despotic
realm. Where will they go? It is believed that they will go tq Palestine as a
body. What this may mean to the Holy
City and Land may be seen from the following.· There are a! ready about five thousand Jews from Morocco at Jerusalem,
speaking Spatiish, not under the care of
any government, and claiming to have
been in Soain at the time of the crucifixion
of Jesus. •
There is a tribe of the Goddites, Jews
from southern Arabia, isolated from the
world until lately. They claim to have
left Jerusalem before the birth of Christ,
and knew nothing in regard to the New
Testament, but claim to be at. Jerusalem
because warned in prophecy to them~elves
to get back to the land. They are tillers
of the soil.
·
There is a close relationship between
the major part of the Jews at Jerusalem
and their Russian brethren, as they are
from Poland, and thus by sympathy. allied to their expatriated brethren. There
are forty thousand Jews at Jerusalem, one
hundred and fifty synagogues. Fifty
years ago there were only three, thousand
in all Palestine, and but thirty-two Jewish
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families in Jerusalem . . From an article
"·from the pen of Frank G. Carpenter, published in the National Tribune, Washington, we extract the following, which, to
the readers of the HERALD, with their intense regard for all that attaches to the
Jews and their history and destmy
be
very interesting.

will

"The Jews themselves believe that Palestine
will again come into their hands. They thus
read the promises of the Bible; and there are
thou~ands of these Jews of ferusalem who
have come here to wait the ·day when the Lord
will descend to earth and take his chosen people
out of the hands of the Turks and again build up
their city. Upon the ruins of Solomon's Temple
now stands the great Mosque of Omar, which is
to the Mohometans the holiest place outside of
Mecca. A great wall of stone surrounds this
temple plateau, and this wall is believed by
antiquarians to have been a part of the old temple
wall. Inside of this wall a Jew can never come,
and though it be the holiest of holy places to him,
he can never look upon it. Turks in uniform
guard the gates, and I only secured admission
through a letter to the Sultan's Governor of Jerusalem, who sent me with a guard of Turkish soldiers to go through. It is the custom of the Jews,
however, to go on certain days of every week to
a place outside this wall, and there, leaning with
their heads against the stone, they wail over the
loss of Jerusalem, and pray God to give back the
land to His chosen people. This is known as the
Jew's_wailing place, and when I visited it I found
about fifty men in long gowns, and a like number of Jewish women with shawls over their
heads, weeping and praying. Many of the men
had white beards, and the curly locks in front of
their ears were of spun silver. Others had boys
with them. Some were in their prime, ·and the
tears-genuine tears-ran down the faces of all,
and some of them were convulsed with sobbing
as they leaned there and prayed. The wailing
of one old Jewish woman rings in my ears to this
day, and the ·whole cut an impression into my
memory that can never be effaced. Each of
these persons had a well-thumbed Hebrew Bible
in his hand, and from time to time the party
broke out into a sort of chant in which an old
patriarch led, and in which the others joined,
This chant !s one of mourning over Jerusalem.
It wailed over the great Jews who were dead,
and for the temple that was in the hands of the
heathen. As it reached its end the feeling of the
mourners seemed to be more intense. The tears
flowed faster. The women kissed the stones of
Solomon's Temple, and the men threw their
hands against them in a frenzy of feeling. I
took a seat on a stone at one end of the wailing
place and watched with wonder these people
wailing for their nation. I asked for the translation of one of the· chants, and from it I take the following, which shows better than anything else
the feeling that these Russian Jews have in going
to Jerusalem, and which might be called the
prayer which is uppermost in every Jewish heart
the world over. It is:
"We pray Thee have mercy on Zion. 0 Lord,
gather the children of Jerusalem together. May
the Kingdom soon return to Zion. Comfort
those who mourn over Jerusalem, and may the
branch of Jesse spring up in it, and peace and joy
abide with Zion."

This wailing has been going on by the Jews at
tl1is place for more than 500 years. When I saw
saw it I observed a number of Americans and
English looking on. The instantaneous camera
fiend was there. He was an American, and I
was surprised to see him fix his tripod and take a
picture of these weeping people. I heard some
of the other American's laughing· at them, and I
felt indignant as the sound reached my ears. I
could not laugh myself. It was one of the saddest sights that man has ever seen.
There is a colony of Americans in Jerusalem
who will look upon this action of Russia as a
dispensation of God's providence. These people
believe that the Lord is going to give Palestine
back to the Jews, and they have settled at Jenisalem to see him carry out His plans. They
have rented a fine house on the very top of the
wall of Jerusalem, a.nd they tell me that they see
on every hand the evidence that Jerusalem will
soon be again in the hands of the Jews. They
spend their time here in reading the Bible and
praying. They do i:10t do much missionary work,
though they care for the sick and are ready to go
out on errands of charity when the ,objects are
thrust in their way. They are well-educated
people, and are thoroughly in earnest. They
came from Chicago, though they have ene or two
disciples from England."

THE following circular of the Reunion
Committee speaks for itself, and the names
attached to it furnish sufficient guarantee
that all promised arrangements for the
comfort and entertainment of visitors will
be carefully and successfully executed.
Let all go that can.
The reunion meetings furnish excellent opportunity for
spending a profitable and pleasant season
of rest and recreation.
LOGAN REUNION.
COME, SEE AND HEAR.
The Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints
will hold their Annual Reunion in Reel's grove
at Logan, Iowa, commencing Friday, September
26th, and closing October 6th, r89o.
These annual gatherings, like the appointed
feasts of Israel and the early Christians, are designed to bless and benefit in a moral, spiritual,
intellectual and social way those who attend,
and should be well sustained by the church and
all well wishers of good things.
Eminent speakers from abroad, including
President Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair, J. R. Lambert, A. H. Smith, M. H. Forscutt and W. E.
Peak, who will be ably assisted by other' ministers from various points in western Iowa and
eastern Nebraska, will minister in word and ordinance.
The grounds are fine, beautifully and conveniently located adjoining the western side of the
city and are well shaded by ample forest trees,
making it a pleasant and attractive retreat.
Facilities for reaching Logan and the camp
grounds by railway and carriage are good. Reduced rates over western railroads are confidently expected.
Excellent provisions will be made for tenting
on the grounds, also for those desiring board at
hotels or at the homes of citizens.
vVater, fuel
and hay will be supplied abundantly - hay at

four,dollars per ton and wood at two dollars per
cord.
No effort will be spared by the Reunion Committee, and the Committee appointed by the clti- .
zens of Logan, to make the occasion interesting
and satisfying to all who attend.
To our fellow members, we say, don't fail to
come, and come to abide till the close.
To our fellow citizens, we ,say, come and see
and hear, and then judge.
All come, and welcome.
Reunion Com.~ DAVID CHAMBERS, Pres.
1Jos. SEDDON, Secretary.
L
C
SA. L. HARVEY, Pres.
ogan om. 1 C. F. LucE, Secretary.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ques.-What class of murderers did
Peter refer to in Acts gd chapter, when
he spoke of their sins being blotted out
when the times of refreshing shall come,
when he shall send Jesus, etc?
Ans.-Peter then addressed the whole
Jewish nation. "Ye men of Israel," was
his languag·e. (See verse I 2 of the chapter). The Jews had, "through ignorance"
(v. 17) and fanaticism caused the death of
the Savior. Jacob said: "W o unto the
murderer, who deliberately killeth; for
he shall die." (z Nephi 6: 12). These
statements in connection witn those already
quoted (D. C. 42: 6; John g: 15; Book of
Nephi 14: I; Rev. 9: 21) indicate that
God's word recognizes degrees of murder,
as does also the common law of the land.
We do not know what class of murderers
Peter referred to. The reader must draw
his own inference from a comparison of
the word given. We are not aware that
the church has ever specially considered
the question or decided upon it.
Q.-Can an elder officiate in any of the
lower offices by provision in the law?
Some admit that it can be done by virtue
of custom, but that the Melchisedek priest..
hood has no right in the work of the
Aaronic.
A.-We understand that he may do so;
that the right is a permissive right, and
that circumstances must determine. For
instance an elder may act in the office of
branch priest, if elected so to do by a
branch ; but if a competent priest is
available the branch should select him, according to the commandment that every
man shall labor in the office in which he
is appointed, and stand in his own office
and labor in his own calling. We repeat
it that the spirit of the entire law provides
that every man· in the priesthood should
labor in his own office and calling, but
that under some certain circumstances the
~luties of lesser officers can be performed
by those holding superior authority.
Neither the g·eneral church nor its branches are bound by any rigid statute to appoint a mtm to do certain work simply because he holds the authority to do it. His
gifts (qualifications), circumstances; his
faithfulness, etc .. must all be considered.
However; g-re'at care should be exercised that no one be deprived the right to
perform the specific labor pertaining to
his calling. We honor God when we
honor his law; and we should be as anx-
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ious that the rights of all be sacredly and
fully respected and honored, whether they
be those of the deacon, teacher, priest, elder, apostle, high priest or any other officer. Read D. C. 104: 2, 7, (note the last
clause in par, 7), 44; and others too numerous to mention. It should be remembered that, strictly speaking, there is but
one priesthood. There are two divisions
or grand heads of it. s~e p:lr. z, Ibiil.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IN this issue will be found an obituary
notice of the death of Bro. Thomas E.
Jenkins, of Dowlais, Wales. Our deceased brother was for a number of years
placed in charge of the \¥ elsh Mission by
the church, and although in feeble health
and confronted by much prejudice and opposition by reason of the Brighamite apostasy which made the faith Vt!ry unpopular
in that country, he continued to battle
manfully and indefatigably for the right,
and ever strove to build up the church and
strengthen its membership in his native
land.
He has gone to his rest to enjoy
the reward of one who reaped because he
fainted net; who, trusting in the Master,
like him failed not nor became discouraged. May the arduous labors performed
by him be abundantly fruitful and the
place he occupied be filled by one who
shall have the interests of the church and
the Welsh Mission as much at heart.
Jonesport, Maine, 18th ult: "Brn. Kelley and ·Sheehy had good hearing here
yesterday.
Our.work is being received
by some of the bes't citizens here." Thus
wrote Prest. Joseph Smith in his last communication.
Bro. H. H. Robinson is laboring at and
in the vicinity of Capon, Boone county,
Illinois, to which place he orders tracts
sent. He is preaching in new places, and
the people are interested.

Pres. Blair wrote from Persia, Iowa,
the 2 sth ult:
"l am to hold meetings here nightly till Sun·
day, and then begin services in Union burg, Sun·
day at I I am., and remain perhaps till September 4th or 5th, and then go to Nebraska City and
Brownville. Prospects are good for large and
first class reunion at Logan Sepeember 26th to
October 6th."

CHOLERA IN JAPAN.

AccoRDING to late telegraphic news cholera has raged to such an extent in Japan
that latest reports of the scourge's ravages
approximate the number of cases throughout the empire at six thousand, about three
thousand of which were fatal. The failure of the rice crops, poor sanitary laws
and carelessness of the native'l add horrors
to the situation. It is said that the disease
is remarkable for the swiftness with which
its victims are carried off; in many instances but a few hours elapsing between
the breaking out of the plague and death.
Another forgotten Toltec or Aztec city has
been discovered in Mexico. It Is located among
the mountains of the State of Vera Cruz, and
does not seem to have ever been visited in
modern times except by Indians. Some of the
buildings are four and five stories high, and
and the cornices and windows are skillfully
worked out. The buildings are frescoed In
colors that appear as bright as just put on.
Many inscribed slabs of stone are found.

THE above from the San Francisco Examiner, sent us by Bro. E. C. Brown, isinteresting, containing as it does news of
what may prove to be a very important
discovery. It is not improbable that more
than one ancient city remains undiscovered
and unexplored in Mexico and in the dense
tropical forests of Central America. John
L. Stephens in the second volume of his
"Travels in Central America," mentions
the statements of an intelligent padre who
recited to him the exciting story of a city
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
in the unconquerable district of the Tierra
Elder D. S. Mills, Los Angeles, Cali- de Guerra, whose warlike inhabitants
were still unbaptized Indians. It was a
fornia, August r6th:
"Am b.usy; all well, enjoying the blessings of
large and populous city, occupied by InGod. Feel proud of our cJ:lurch publications.
dians, precisely in the_ same condition as
Shall try, am trying to increase their circulation.
before the discovery of America. "He
They are Saints food from heaven and a true
had heard of it many years before at the
light to the wavering Gentiles. All success to
village of Chajul, and was told by the vilZion's bright galaxy of noble workers. God is
at the helm. Onward and higher is the watchlagers that from the topmost ridge of the
word till Eden is restored and eyery foe is driven
sierra this city was distinct! y visible."
from the field. Love to you all."
From "the naked summit of the sierra. , •
Bro. A. E. Mortimer, of Waterford, he saw at a great distance a la_rge city
Ontario, wrote the zoth ult:
spread over a great space, and with tur"I am preaching in this place. Have been
rets white and gittering in the sun. The
holding four preaching services and one prayer
traditionary account of the Indians is that
meeting each week for one month. The branch
here is not in a very good condition spiritually,
no white man has ever reached this city."
and will require considerable attention, especiTraditional and imaginative as the acally as they only have one officer pretending to
count may be, it was generally believed
.atte-.1d to duty.
While Bro. Jas. W. Easton
where reporte,1; and Mr. Stephens credited
(priest) was here, the branch had a good and
it and was anxious to visit the city' but was
effective president. I pr~y that the God of latter
day Israel will use me, while here, for the good
unable. Whether more recent travelers
of this. people."
have explored that region thoroughly we
Bro. E. C. Brand wrote the 21st ult., cannot say; but when we consider that past
from Atchison, Kansas:
conditions of disquietude have prevented
"J am giving a course of ten lectures here. · thorough access to the politically disturbed
Baptized two, and one more goes to-morrow. I
countries of Mexico and Central America,
am in dreadful health; got a tubular swelling;
and also that even portions of Washington
cannot get my collar together by two inches.
Territory yet remain unexplored, we may
Am going home on Monday. Love to all."
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with good reason expecfthat rich and confirming monuments of the past, as historically recordeJ in the Book of Mormon,
yet remain to he brought forth from the
unpenetrated or little known regions of
those countries.
In the providence of God the record of
the ] ews-the Bible will be evidenced by
explorations in Egypt, Assyria, Babylon,
Palestine, etc., while American archaeology yields up her treasures in irrefutable
attestation of the truth of the Record of
the Nephites-the Book of Mormon.
THE Wilton, Maine, Record, of the 21st
ult. contains another of a series of articles
written by some one with whom Bro. F.
M. Sheehy has been having a controversy
concerning prominent features of the faith
in the columns of that journal. The article
is weak and its assertions entirely unsubstantiated by evidence;-probabl.Y. the best
the writer could present under the circumstances. Newspaper articles in advocation
of the faith we follow are of great value
to the cause. if wisely written. This channel to t~e public mind, more generally
closed against us in the early years of the
Reorganization, is now opening with the
widening process and progress of the increasing liberality of spirit peculiar to the
age. Let us with temperate zeal use such
opportunities as they present themselves,
and also seek for the many openings
through which the truth may be presented
by pen as well as word; remembering that
the word of God whether spoken or
written is the sword of the Spirit. There is
more than one way of presenting the truth
to the minds and hearts of men and women
for which the good and true among them
are so eagerly longing.
Considerate
thought upon and use of every proper
means will assist in so shaping events that
the thinking portion of the various communities will demand that the claims of the
Saints be granted a fair presentation and
hearing; and faith which cometh by hearing will make men free indeed, in proportion as we diligently present the word
TALMAGE ON CHURCH CHOIRS.
MY chief objection to church choir singing is
that I am a firm believer in a congregation doing
the singing. To me a singing church Is always
a triumphant chur-::p. If a congregation is silent
during the exercise, or partially silent, it is the
silence of death. If when the hymn is given out
you hear the faint hum of here and there a father
and mother in Israel, while the vast majority are
silent, that minister of Christ who is presiding
needs to have a very strong constitution If he
does not get the chills. He needs not only the
grace of God, but nerv<"s like whalebones. It is
a constant source of amazement tp me how some
people with voice enough to discharge all their
duties in the world, when they come into the
house of God have no voice to discharge their
duty of singing. I really believe that if all our
churches would rise up and sing as they ought
to sing, that where we have a hundred souls
brought into the kingdom of.,Christ there would
be a thousand.-Sel.
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lllDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

Still waits kind nature to impart
Her choicest gifts to such as gain
An en trance to her loving heart
Through the sharp discipline of pain."

IN MEMORIAM.
DEAR HOPES :-Not the smaller ones for
whom the Hope is now published, but you who
during the years of its existence have grown to
manhood's and womanhood's estate. You who
remember the time when scarcely a copy of the
paper came to you which did not contain a contribution from the pen of Sr. Wild, whose
·death you vyill find spoken of in a letter of this
issue from Sr. Christy. Her bereaved family
now mourn her loss, and her sweet strains of
song and cheerful articles will no more guide or
cheer you. We know that hundreds who read
this will remember her and wipe away the unbidden tear. We want you toremember her and
after you have read Sr. Christy's letter, we want
to tell you that in the home where she died, her
boy is now lying sick, and the kindness it is not
now possible for you to show her, you can show
to her family. Words of comfort and sympathy
all of you can send, and it will do much to cheer
and alleviate the pain of those bereaved ones.
But this is not all. You owe her a debt of gratitude for the many, many hours, days and months
of her life, given so cheerfully in your interest.
Will there ever come a time more opportune for
you, in a measure, to repay that debt than now?
Read the 14th and 15th verses of the second
chapter of James and you will understand what
we mean. Letters addressed to her daughter,
Mrs. Rillie Moore, Springdale, Arkansas, will
reach the family.
THE LIFTED HEART.
Day by day I look above,
Craving guidance, needing love.
Day by day there comes to me
Love and guiding, Lord, from thee.
Night by night my lips repeat
Praises for the moments sweet,
When, for all the toil and strife,
Heaven itself enfolds my life.
Let me lose earth's dearest thing,
Let my fairest hope take wing,
I shall yet most blessed be,
Savior, clinging close to thee.
Jesus, better than the best,
Heart's desire and royal guest,
Make me more and more thy own,
In my spirit raise thy throne.
Day and night I lift above
Prayer for guidance, prayer for love.
Night and day there comes to me
Love and guiding, Lord, from thee.
So I tread the mortal way,
Grace divine my strength and stay.
So already in:l-ny heart
Glows the hidden name apart.-Sel,

NOTHING BUT LEAVES.
THE angel of consolation wended his way
down to earth one night, and bent his ear to
catch the murmur of God's chosen ones.
The faithful pastor was kneeling in prayer for
the members of his flock. "Of what avail are
my tears and pleadings," he cried; "my people
are cold and indifferent; my most earnest efforts
seem to fall unheeded upon them, and when the
time of reaping shall come, how can I say, 'Master, I've nothing but leaves' ? "
The voice of the angel fell soothingly upon
his ear: "He that goeth forth weeping, bearing
precious seed, shall come again with rejoicing,
bringing his sheaves with him."
An aged mother wept for her wayward son.
"He was the delight of my eyes," she mourned,
"! consecrated him to heaven in his infancy, but
he has forsaken his mother's God. Long nights
have I plead for him; my pillow has been wet
with tears; in the harvest I hoped to bring him
with me, and how can I bear to say, •Master,
I've nothing but leaves'?" In silvery notes the
angel's voice was heard, "A mother's prayers are
not forgotten; thy tears are in my bottle; thy
faith shall save thy son."
A weary invalid tossed upon a bed of pain.
"How useless is my life," she sighed. "Exempt
from active labor, the days pass slowly by, only
to be followed by more weary nights; and while
others are strong, and busily engaged in bringing
In the golden grain, in sorrow must I fall at the
reaper's feet, saying, 'Lord, I've nothing but
leaves.'" Again the angel answered: "He knoweth our frame. He remembereth that we are
dust.''
A teacher sought her pillow wearied with the
fatigues and discouragements of the day. "Long
years havP. I labored to sow good seed in the
hearts of my pupils," she said; "by precept and
example have I endeavored to mold their characters aright, but the lesson of to-day seems forgotten to-morrow. My brain reels with the longrepeated efforts to guide them, while my heart
aches as I think of the harvest, when sadly I
must sav, 'Father, I've nothinrr but leaves.'"
But the angel whispered, "Blessed are ye that
sow beside all waters. Feed my lambs."
A mother hung over the casket of her darling
child.
Her greatest joy, her fondest hope was
centered in that infant boy. With aching heart
and tearful eyes she cried, '.'My hopes are blasted.
I had hoped to see him grow to manhood.
vVith delight would I l:!ave trained his young
feet to walk in wisdom's ways, so· when the end
had come, I would appear before the Reaper
with the glad refrain, 'Behold, here is the child
whom thou didst give me.' But now I will have
nothing but leaves."
But her tears were dried
as the angel said, "Suffer little children to come
unto me, for of such is the Kingdom of heaven."
The midnight oil burns low as a lonely watcher sits beside the couch of a sick one.
For
months has disease in blighting form been suffered to rest upon the household, and tired nature almost succumbs to the weight of care and
anxiety.
"My life is blighted," the watcher
cried. ••My years are wasting away in a darkened room; my usefulness in the world is at an end,
and while others are bringing in their sheaves
to lay at the Master's feet, I can only say, •Here
are my leaves.'" But the message from the an-

gel was, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these, ye have done it unto me."
So the hearts of God's chosen ones were cheered and comforted, and as the angel of consolation took his flight heavenward, each weary, discouraged one was softly saying:
"Now do I gather strengtl>. _and hope anew,
For well I know thy patient love perceives
Not what I did, but what I strove to do;
And though the full ripe ears are sadly few,
Thon wilt accept my •heaves."
-Aunt Betsey, in Christian at Work.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Sr. L. H. Campbell, of Pleasanton, Iowa, requests your faith and prayers that God may be
pleased to restore her to health.
Sr. A. B. requests your prayers that, if it be
His holy will, God may grant her the desire of
her heart.
Sr. Annie Webberly, Ironton, Ohio, asks your
prayers that if it be God's will her health may be
restored to her.
Sr. Margaret T. Rogers, of Pittsburg, Pa., asks
your faith and prayers in her behalf that God
may be pleased to restore her to health.
Sr. Huldah Blackleach, of Sacramento, California, earnestly desires your faith and prayers
in her behalf, that it may please God to restore
her to health.
She, as well as Sr. Mattie Howell, who also asks your prayers, has long been afflicted, but both have had the promise ~£ being
healed. The latter has a large family who greatly need her care.
Sister Frances:-I request the prayers of the
Union that my health may be restored to me and
that my husband be brought into this marvelous
light.
RuTH A. AsHMAN.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Aug.

21,

Amount to date ............. $3.096 33
S. E Bouton, Ia ...... $
50
I. S. & C. M. Wilder, Ia. r oo
Sarah Littlewood, Utah.
6o
Margt. Kelley, Kan.....
oo
Sr. Moldrup, Neb . . . . . .
oo
Ina M. Myers, Mo ...... I oo
Hannah Bardsley, Cal .. 5 oo
Martha J. Page, Wis....
6o
Mary Allen, 0 ......... 2 oo
M. La Chapelie, S. D . . 2 45

I5 I5
Aug. 28, Amount received to date ..••._!g_,_r_::_~
9'"'Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

RoGERs, Ark., August 17th.
Dear Home Column:-Another of earth's pllgrims, Sister "Perla Wild," has gone to rest. I
attended her funeral last Wednesday at one p.m.
I did not get to see her before she died as I did
not know she was worse until I was summoned
to her funeral. She was a great sufferer for near
six months, but was a model of patience, although she did not have the necessaries of life to
make a well person comfortable, much "less a sick
one; but her desire and a.im to the very last was
that she might devote her time and talent to the
Lord's work, and she died with her lamp trimmed and burning. She kept up her writings even
through her st)fferlng when she had to be propped
up in bed. But her pen is still, her voice is silent,
to be heard no more until the trump shall sound
and the dead awake, and she will come forth in
the first resurrection. Oh! what a comforting
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thought to the dear ones left to m::mrn their loss
which surely will be her gain.
I ask an interest in the Prayer Union, and also
in the prayers of my brothers and sisters, that
the desires of my heart may be heard and answel·ed in behalf of my own family, and that I
may fully recover my health.
I am your sister in the everlasting covenant,
M. A. CHRISTY.
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., Aug. roth.
Dear Sister Frances:-I thought a few lines
from this part of the vineyard might be of iriterest. You will readily see by our quarterly report accompanying this, that our Sunday-school
is small but we are trying to do the best we can.
We have only been organized three months.
Our attendance has been good and the interest
all that could be besired. The Intermediate and
Primary Question Books are just what is needed
and I don't know how we could get along without them, they are such a great help to the
teacher.
We noticed the call for help to enlarge the
!Ioje and we felt anxious to respond and do what
we could. Last Sunday we passed a resolution
that a special collection be taken up to-day for
that purpose, and seventy-six cents is the result
which the school cheerfully gave for that purpose, and hope there will soon be enough to commence the work.
·
The Hope is a valuable paper already, and it is
eagerly looked for every week, and read with interest in our family.
The Autumn Leaves can't be excelled in the
world for its good literature. It is the best magazine I have ever read (and I have read quite a
number). We have taken it from the first and
I don't think we could do without it.
For the benefit of those who want to pay tithing I will tell what I am doing (not to boast,
however-God forbid) I made a resolution the
first of this year that I would keep strict account
of all the butter and eggs and chickens that I
sold, and would give a tenth of it to the Lord. I
am surprised alrea,dy with the result, and think
if all the sisters would do something of the kind,
there would be a large increase in the tithing
fund. Who will. try it?
Sisters let us do all we can to help roll on this
glorious cause by sending more servants into
the vineyard.
Ever praying for the welfare of God's people
and the cause all Saints love, I am your sister in
the one covenant,
AuNT MAGGIE.

meeting with the Spirit to lead us in all paths of
truth and righteousness. We are also blessed
with the privilege of going to union meeting and
I love to go. Often I go with a heavy heart and
come home with a light one. I think we ought
to improve our time while we have the priv!lege
of working for our Lord. Work for the night is
coming. Let us work. Let us not hang back
and shirk from our duty, but let us look .above to
the author of every good and perfect gift and I
am sure He will not lead us astray. I am young
in this work and feel weak at many times and
feel the burdens of this world, but I go to God
in prayer many times to watch over me and help
me to overcome the evil" of this world and ponder
on the things of heaven. We were intending to
pay our tithes this year, but our crops are almost
a failure, and we wont be able to meet our expenses. This has been three or four years of
failure in succession.
I remain your sister,
ANNA B. FISHER.
IRONToN, Aug. 19th.
Dear Sz''ster Frances:-! have bee.n a Latter
Day Saint about six months and am quite satisfied that this is the true church. I desire to be a
true Saint that I may enjoy the blessings promised to all of God's children who serve Him faithfully to the end. We have no organized branch
here, but hope to have in the near future. There
are only eight Saints here, but we can claim the
promise if we are only faithful. We ask an interest in the prayers of all the Saints that we
may be found worthy to be counted with those
who have washed their robes in the blood of the
Lamb. I will not write more this time as it is
my first attempt.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
NELLIE HAGGERTY.

.ILLINOIS, Aug. r7th.
Dear Sisters oj the .Hom,e Column:- I have
thought for some time I would write to you, but
for lack of confidence in myself, I have neglected to do so; but if we should all wait for some
one else to do the writing I fear th~ letters would
be few. I·enjoy reading the letters very. much;
they are a great comfort to me. I have been a
member of this church fifteen years and 'not once
iii that time have I ever doubt~d the truth of this
work. Well do I remember the ble8sed assurance
I received after I was confirmed. I felt at peace
with God and all mankind. I did not look for
some great manifestation of God's pow~r, but beIt wlll be well for "Aunt Maggie" at the end
lieved firmly that God was the same now as anof the year to report the exact amount of her. ciently, and I do know that the signs follow the
tithes from things mentioned.-ED.
believer. I have been healed and sustained
through affliction by the power of God, when I
had giv.en up hopes of recovery. I have seen my
NEWARK, S.D., Aug. r8th.
family healed at different times through the
Dear Sisters oj the Home Colum1z:-I have
learned many useful things through the Home . prayer of faith. I have seen prophecies literally
fulfilled and have heard the gift of unknown
Column. It seems to strengthen and to help me
tongues; therefore I do know by these evidences
to strive onward to do my Master's will. I re•
that what I believe is true. One thing, sisters,
joice in this glorious latter day work for I know
we should be very thankful for, that is to know
it is the work of our .Lord. I am glad to think
that our Heavenly Father is ever willing to hear
He ha8 called me through his gospel to obey His
our feeble petitions and to lighte-n our burdens.
woril and come and work for Him, for He has
He has never failed me. once when in need. I
promised me if I would be faithful unto Him He
has a work here for me to do in this cause.· desire to be one that will help sing the songs of
Zion, with the redeemed of earth.
Dear sisters we all have a. work to do for our
Savior. We have branch here of about forty'
Not long ago I had a beautiful dream. I was
told to come to the door quickly. I went and be.
five members, and we have had many a joyful
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held what seemeci to be an elevated railway, and
and there was a beautiful chariot resembling the
cars now in use. It seemed as though the engine
and all was burni8hed gold. It was running with
great speed toward the east; the noise was like a
rushing wind, and it looked as though it was going through the air. The car was full of people
and I exclaimed, "Surely it is the Lord's chariot!"
The night before I was wondering what the
high way that that is to be cast up would be like.
It was a lovely sight and was impelled by the
power of God.
I will close my letter. That all the hqnest in
heart may be blessed, is my prayer.
MARY SALISBURY.
GoRDON, Neb.; Aug. 9th.
Dear Sisters oj the Home Column:-I have been
in the church about four years, and never regretted the step I took.
We have no church to go
to and the Herald is our only preacher.
Any
elder coming this way, we would be glad to have
them come to see us.
I ask an interest in your
prayers that I may be restored to health, if it is
God's will.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I remain
your sister,
D. C. SPENSE.

CANBORO, Mich., Aug. 19th.
Editors Herald:-Since last March I have been
preaching in and around my own branch. Bro;
F. C. Smith and myself have made two new
openings this summer; one in Owendale, and the
other in what i~ called the Baker school house.
The people seem to be greatly interested, but Satan has began to rage; so much so that we find
the Owendale hall closed against us. The people
are trying to get another hall, and I think the
way will soon be opened again for us.
I wish to say that I feel thankful to the editors
of the Herald fov the. good instruction given
through its columns to the Saints, in regard to
vain repetitions when at prayer and idle sayings
while in the pulpit preaching. Paul says apostles and prophets were given to perfect the Saints.
-Eph. 4: 12; and how can we· be perfected except we hear them and receive their instruction.
There is an article written by Bro. T. W.
Smith, and published in the Herald dated July
r2th, all of which I feel well pleased with; but
there is one statement contained in it that I do
not understand; that is in regard to the murderer.
It reads thus: '' •And now, behold, I 'speak unto
the church. Thou shalt not kill; and he that
kills shall not have forgiveness in this world, nor
in the world to come.' . . . If he is in the church,
he must be cast out. If he is in the world, he
can not be baptized for remission of sins, for God
would not acknowledge the act." Now, brethren, I do not write to oppose, but for further
light, as I am a representative of the gospel and
may have this very thing to meet. If murder is
to be imputed to the worldly man as the unpardonable sin, why did Jesus say, "All manner
of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto man:
but the blasph~my against the Holy Ghost shall
not be forgiven unto men,"- Matt. 12: 3I?
Again: «Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest."~Matt,
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28. Who is heavy laden but the murderer?
Again: We read that Jesus asked his Father to
forgive his murderers while they were in the
very act of taking his life.-Luke 23: 34· He
said they knew not what thev did. Now I think
. Jesus w~uld not ask anythln~ of his Father that
was vain; and yet these same characters were
murderers in their hearts, and immediately after
committed the crime by putting him to death.
Again: We read in the old testament that Moses
was a-murderer, for he slew an Egyptian- and
buried him in the sand; yet God forgave him,
for in after years he became choice prophet to
lead the children of Israel from the land of
Egypt. True, God said to the church that no
murderer could be forgiven in this world nor in
the world to come, (D. C. 42: 6); but the question
is, has that reference to any except those who
have obeyed the gospel?
I would like to rec~ive further light upon this
matter, and to know the position the church
takes in regard to it, as I believe it to be a thing
of importance.
Your brother,
R.E. GRANT.

the zd, I baptized and confirmed him. He was
too low to be taken to the creek. I baptized him
in a large box. He died the 7th. Bro Henry L.
Young w·as born in the state of Louisiana, Calcasieu parish. He lived on the place where he
died thirty-eight vears, six months and twenty·
seven days. He was a public man, and stood
high in his county, and w!ll be missed by many.
He left a wife, three sons and three daughters to
grieve after him. His body lies in the church
yard by the side of some of his little ones who
went before him. Now his spirit rests with them
in Paradise, waiting the coming of Christ. His
wife, two daughters and one son are members of
the latter day work, which was a great satisfaction to·Bro. Young's hours of suffering great pain.
The ~econd Sunday In July I preached his funeral sermon. Just before service was closed I
wa!l' called on to administer to Bro. Zechariah
Landrum, who was down with fever. He was
near by and a good many of the audience went
in with me, and God healed the brother while
prayer was offered for him. In the evening this
caused a great excitement. There were two men
there who lived about thirty miles from there,
which caused the excitement. They said I was
a Utah Mormon and ought to be run out of the
country. I staid with Bro. Landrum that night,
and we heard they were coming to take me out
and use me very roughly: Bro. Landrum sent '
them word if they came and· interrupted me he
would give them lead. They took care not to
come. It reminds me of how the unbelievers
wanted to treat Peter and John, which is spoken
of in Acts 4: I6, 17. Why is it that a civilized
govenltment will suffer such things to exist? I
think the time has come that the people have departed from the faith, have only a form of dead
works, and will not endure sound doctrine.
I have preached sevetl<l:y-one sermons and
baptized and confirmed eleven. Prospects are
fair for more. Also administered to eighteen
and blessed eleven children. May the latter day
work roll on is my humble prayer. Dear Saints,
pray for me that my hE'alth may keep improving,
so that I can work for the cause of my Father,
and that He will bless my labors in the gospel.
My address from now will be Lufkin, Angelina
county, Texas. In gospel bonds,
HENRY GRIM.
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LUFKIN, Tex., Aug. I8th.
Editors Herald:-! feel that It is my duty to
take up my pencil and let you know what I have
been doing since I became able to travel and
labor for. the Master, which was December 12th,
r889. I thank God that I have been improving
ever since, both spiritually and physically. On
October zo'.h I preached in Cherokee county,
near Wells station; the zrst I baptized Bro.
Stephen Sowell and his wife, and November 15th
I united in matrimony Mr. Frank Conner and
Lucy Ross. I did this labor while I was having
slow fevers. I do not know whether conference
sustained my labors in Eastern Texas or not; but
I have been trying to roll on the latter day work.
I know it is the only work that ""ill stand the test
when Christ comes. I try to do my labor in the
way that I know God will receive it. I labor in
Houston, Cherokee, Angelenia and Nacogdoches
counties. On February roth I made my way
into Nacogdoches county and made openings at
the Lolar, Harmony, and Vernalder communities. The people were well pleased with the
doctrine, and on March 25th I baptized five and
confirmed them, and on the 28th two more.
Then prejudice commenced. This was at the
Vernalder community. One of the sisters I
baptised was Mary C. Young. She was born in
Germany. Her husband was afflicted in his left
hip with something like a white swelling and
bone erysipelas on his right leg. He was taken
last fall. His knees were stiffened, his feet drawn
back. Sr. Young labored hard with him to get
him to have faith that God would heal him
through prayer. One night he had the little band
of Saints to meet around his bedside and pray
God to heal him. I administered to him, and
while prayer was being offered his legs became
all right; and when we arose from prayer he said:
"My legs are straight. Get my medicine and bathe
them so they will stay straight;" which was done,
and when done his legs went right back. It puts
me in mind of Peter walking to Christ on the
water.
The first day of June I preached at the Vernalder school house at eleven o'clock, and at three
at Mr. Young's house. At the close of services
he called f0r baptism. The next day, which was

!

LUFKIN, Texas.
Editors Herald:- Since writing before the
Spirit bids me write more of my labors. I will
mention some incidents occurring in Houston
county. December 31st, r889, I made an opening five miles north of Tad more, wh<;re prospects
were bright for much good at that time. Although there did exist some prejudice in that vicinity caused by a man who stood high in the estimation of his neighbors. He said he was living by Bro. Joseph when he was killed, and that
Bro. Joseph stole two men's wivf's which caused
the excitement. I beat this by proving that (he
man came to Houston county in I838, six years
before the brother was assassinated. It is queer
that men who profess to be Christians will let
prejudice run~ away with their reiigion. They
only seek to enter in at the strait gate, and shall
not be able.
The next prejudice rose from twelve books of
the Voice of Warning, which I sold to Mr. Allen
Rodgers. When they came, he distributed them

also one

to a Methodist

Since leaving there I have learned from a
friend why the Voice of Warning makes us Utah
Mormons. It is because it was written by Parley P. Pratt. I do not know whether he is a Utah
Mormon or not. If he is, and his departing from
the faith has condemned the doctrine, then the
doctrine of Christ has been condemned years ago:
But thank God this is a sad mistake. It condemns
them that depart from the faith, unless they will
repent and come to God's plan. If we teach
such a horrible doctrine, why will they come to
our face and say, "It is the word of God; we can
not deny it;" and as soon as as we are out of
their sigh.t say, "Do not go to hear those people
preach their damnable doctrine." If Christ's
servants they would do their duty-bring their
Bibles and show us our error. We are willing to
exchange error for truth. But many of them in
place of doing this, will resort to the doctrines of
rotten eggs and "black jack" as they call it., If
this is the best doctrine that some people can
resort to, it never can purchase them a seat in
heaven; but it will most assuredly lead them into eternal damnation. We advise all who believe
in such a doctrine to forsake it, for it is the doctrine of devils. "The devils also believe and
tremble;"· but be like Paul, and say: "I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the
power of God unto salvation to every one .that
believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek."
This is the gospel in which the signs foil ow them
that believe. They will not follow those who
believe a different gospel.
HENRY GRIM.
DELOIT, Iowa, Aug. 20.
Editors Herald :-I desire to bear my testimony
to this latter day work, because I do love this
work and I know it is of God. I have been made
to rejoice many times through the poV>er of God's
Spirit, and I also have the promise of being
called to preach the gospel if I live faithful in
keeping the commandments of God. I do thank
God for all the promises and blessings
has given unto me. I rejoice in them,
that they will come to pass if I continue
in this great work which God has esta
these the latter days. I came into this
of Christ a little over two years ago, and I was
badly afflicted in my body and I did not seem to
get any better.
About two weeks ago my wife was very sick
and I sent after Bro. Wix to come and administer to her; so he come and anointed her with oil
in the name of the Lord and prayed over her, and
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she was healed. Then I called on him to administer to me for the disease that I had. He
anointed me, and the promise was to me by the
Spirit of God that I sllould be healed or should
be made whole, and that God would be with me
in my troubles and hear my prayers; that I
should be bless~d and yet rejoice in the Lord
God of Israel. I thank God that I am getting
better and gaining strength. I intend to ever
strive to serve that God who created me, and all
the praise, glory, honor and power be to Him for
the gospel, for it is the power of God unto sal vation to every one that believes.
Yours in Christ,
HENRY M .. DANIEL.
CLINTON, Mo., Aug. 25th.
Editors Herald:-Last May the Clinton Saints
rented a nice little church building in this place
for one year, in which we now hold Sabbathschool every Sunday morning and preaching in
the evening, with what success we shall have
time will tell.
I have preached a number of times here; once
at Lewis Station, once at Taberville, and have
held regular appointments for near a year's time
at. the lndept;;ndent school-house, three ~and a
half miles south west of here, in which there is
quite an interest.
If I could so arrange my business affairs I
would love to give my whole time to the ministry. How to make such arrangements the Lord
only knows.
The Lord has warned me more
than once, through tl1e Spirit and by dreams of
the night, that He required my time in the ministry; but I cannot see how I can provide for my
family and give much of my time to preaching .
the word. · I rest the matter with the Lord and
his servants, trusting the way may open up.
This part of Missouri has been rnuch favored
the last two years with good crops of most everything.
Our winters are very mild, and with
plenty of water, wood, coal and a "bounteous
harvest" everybody should feel happy.
A few days ago I made a trip into Bates and
St. Clair counties, also In the south part of Henry county. Much of this section of country is
very fine for farming, and an industrious farmer,
one who is habitually diligent, will have plenty
and ~orne to spare; but I find the people;like
Bro. J. C. Crabb said in late Herald, wanting to
"move to and fro; never satisfied. Men are not
satisfied with enough land to make a home and
a good living on, say forty or eighty acres, but
will go in debt for one hundred and sixty or three
hundred and twenty acres, and try to farm the
whole amount, trying to do ten men's work; and
nine times out of ten they "burst up," curse the
country and pull for the west. I know men who
came here a few years ago with but little, and
now have a nice farm and a pleasant and comfortable home; but they are the class who have
ambition enough to be up on the Sabbath, washed
and dressed, ready for Sunday-school and church.
Nor do they need to be awakened on the work
day morning by the whistling of the mill or ring~
of the hammer.
Should any of the .Saints want to buy a small
or large farm and pay part cash down and the
balance on time, or should they want to trade
stock and exchange land, in many cases such a
trade could be made.with but little expense. I
am quite well acquainted with this country and
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shall be glad to.assist any one wanting to locate
here. If any write to me for information, let
them tell what they have to trade or how much
cash they J:ave to put into land, and the amount
of land wanted.
The work is opening up all over this country,
and I think the Saints, would do well to seek
homes here, unless they have good homes where
they are; and if they have, my advice would be
to stay there. "Let good enough alone" is a
good motto.
Twenty years of my life have been spent in the
latter day work, and it looks nobler and grander
every day of my life. I have been a constant
reader of the Herald and Hope, and now the Autumn Leaves_- and I am thankful to my God for
the noble sentiments. and truths their pages are
laden with.
I desire to ever work and pray for the advancement of truth, and the upbuilding of God's kingdom on earth.
D. C. WHITE.

wanted to debate, and we would forward it to
Bro. Hilliard, and if he v;ould nofcoine.backa~d
debate with any of his preachers \Oil the above
proposition, I would give it up. We sent···it''to
Bro Hilliard and he accepted it. The proposition was then sent to the other party, and up to
the present time he has failed to get any one to
accept it. A month has passed and no Camp. bellite will come to the front.
Bro. Hilliard has done a good work here.
Many that heard him say he is the smartest man
they ever heard, and they believe that he believes:;what he preaches, being so firm in his convictions. May the Lord bless the good seed
sown that it may yield fruit.
Yours in gospel truth,
J. H. SCOTT,

AUBURN, Iowa, August 25th.
Editors Herald:-I have just closed a series of
meetings at Lake City, with varying fortune as
far as attendance is concerned. I was opposed
LEXINGTON, Tenn., Aug. 20th.
by a United Brethren minister, and as long as
Editors Herald:-As your weekly visits bring
the opposition continued and for several nights
good tidings of great joy to our home fire-sides,
after, I had good congregations.
of God's work amongst His children, I will say
I discover that the world is not wild to hear the
that I have been strengthened in the work, and
gospel of Christ and I am sorely puzzled over
do rejoice that I have lived to see this day and
the matter-how to make the gospel attractive to
age·of the world, tqat we can know for ourselves· the people without compromising it. Some say
that God is true and His laws unchangeable.
"Do not feed the people such strong meat."
Myself and Brn. S. Reed and R. T. Jones atwish some of the older heads than mine would
tended conference at Bro. Snow's, In Graves
tell me just how to avoid it. I go into a neighcounty, Kentucky, the 12th and 13th of July.
borhood with a determination that I will exhort
Got acquainted wlth the Saints and friends, and
men to come to Christ, and I speak to them of
can say that I never met better or kinder people
faith and repentance, and I am all right with
anywhere. Brn. J. W. Gillen and G. H. Hilliard
every one. Then I mention baptism, and try to
preached tile gospel in its fulness to both Saint
argue the necessity for it. Some good old Methand sinner, giving to each his portion in due seaodist brother or sister drops out, but the Christson, so that none were left without excuse.
ians (Campbellites) and others still stay by me
Bro. G. H. Hilliard came back with we, a disuntil I mention that I believe in the Holy Ghost
tance of seventy-five miles, to Henderson counand its office work, also the laying on of hands,
ty, Tennessee; preached for two weeks to very
then they drop out, and I see my congregation
good congregations, but the howling priests
gradually diminishing and the ground narrowing
would not hear themselves, and hind red all others
down. In fact the case is about this: When I
that they could. He preached two discourses in
preach what other people already believe they
the court-house at Lexington, where Bro. John
are anxious to hear me, and it only confirms them
Thomas was shut out last year, and made some
in the course they have already taken, with no
friends.
inducement to change their church for mine, beSince he has left here these· so-called orthodox
cause they can not see the difference; and if I unpreachers have come from their hiding places,
dertake to tread on their theological toes by showmaking great pretensions that they (that is their
lag the difference betwe~n us, though I do it
followers) must go to work to crush out that
ever so gently, I come in contact with their prepolygamous doctrine from this country. One
judices and they stay away. Again: Supposing
leading man said to me after hearing ~ro. Hilthat I convince them of the truthfulness of my
liard preach, that it was the truth; but that we
position on the first four principles of the gospel,
would never do any good because of polygamy
such as faith, repentance, baptism, and laying on
in our church. So you see the blind leaders will
of hands 1 the cry of the over careful will be,
not try to le.arn anything but a lie, that they may
"Just wait till you hear it all. You will hear
all be damned that obey not the truth.
something about Joe Smith p~etty soon;" and ·
The postmaster at Lexington, Tennesee, a
"~e can believe in your doctrine, but we can not
member of the Christian faith, heard him preach,
swallow Joe Smith and the Book of Mormon."
affirming that the Church of Jesus Christ of LatAnd if you try to let them' down easy they will
ter Day Saints was the same in organization,
tell you that you are keeping something back.
faith and practice as that set up by Christ and
The facts in the case are that our doctrine is
the apostles. He· said ·to me, "Your preacher· tainted with strong meat from the beginning to
has made an assertion that he would not debate."
the end, or it is at least so considered by the secI replied, "Have you got a m·an who will take
tarian world; for truth was always too strong for
him up."
error to swallow.
I have endeavored to place '
"Yes, sir, plenty of them," he answered.
myself in God's hands, and I can say if I know
"Bring him up," I said.
my own heart that I am willing to have my very
"Well, your preacher is gone and wont come
nature, convictions and inclinations changed, .if
back," says .he.
by so doing I may· become more useful in the
I told him to write out the proposition he
w.:>rk, fbr it is dearer to me than any thing else.
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The last night but one that I spent in Lake
City when I went into the stand I found lying on
the pulpit a bottle labeled "poison,". with this
terse and suggestive note wrapped around it:
"Re.v. Smith, we wish you, this evening, to test
the doctrine you advocateo last evening; also
give us a little explanation of cause and effect;"signed, "Clo~e Observers."
I showed the congregation the bottle and read
them the note; also read them of the temptation
of Christ and his answer, and told them that it
was not an insult to me, but to the gospel of
Christ; as it was the words of Christ and not
mine that I had quoted the night before.
The
way of a minister of the gospel "is not all sunshine .neither )s it all showers;" but there are
thornS' all the way long.
But I am content to
labor on, God giving me strength.
I expect to go to Wall Lake in the morning
and see what the prospect is for opening up the
work there, and soon expect to turn my face
homeward to the reunion.
Yours in bonds,
HYRUM 0. SMITH.

KNox, Ind., Aug. 2oth.
Editors Herald:-Fifteen years ago the 15th
instant I was set apart to the ministry and eldership by James Caffall and John Alfred Davis,
who was then the president of Spring River district. This ordination transpired at a quarterly
conference held at my own home in Joplin, Missouri. I have been actively eng-aged in my calling all these changing years, and cheerfully published salvation abroad. I have roamed far and
wide, traversed the wide plains and crossed over
mountain ranges. I have lifted up my voice in
strange cities afar, as also in towns, villages and:
rural districts almost without number. I have
been in many states and territories, and acted the
part of a wanderer so much, so continuously and
so long, that I feel like a pilgrim and stranger
seeking out a heavenly country.
I am of a domestic turn of mind, and love
home, sweet home, more thitn tongue or pen can
tell; or, in truth, my poor brain would not reel so,
or the blinding tears start as I trace these lines.
My good neighbors think me cruel to see me
leave my weeping wife and walling children so
often and so long. To add still further, wouldbe Saints say before me and to Sr. Viola: "I
would not have such ·a man;" and thus we have
to bear the load of lonely separation largely all
alone. The roaring, blazing fire of the hearth is
more than duplicated by the passionate flame of
the good housewife's glowing heart. The lamplight's fitful glow is not to be compared to the
mellow melting light and warmth and life of an
ardent juvenile band. Why dwell upon, or seek
to paint the tranquil felicity of a well ordered
home when duties call to hie away?
My ministerial fate has been with this church
one-fourth of its earth life, and my life, my all,
and my eternal·destiny is linked inseparably, I
trust, with this "marvelous work." l am glad to
have a membership in this kingdom of God's
dear Son; and hope to ever advance the cause of
' redemption and glory. I am not baptizing as
many as I have in former years, owing, I presume, to the fact that of late I am kept out in the
front opening up new fields, and scattering broadcast the seed. I find for the one hundred and
eighty months I have served the church I have

average? one and three-twentieth immersions per
month.
I had the glorious privilege of leading two
precious souls into the Maumee river, Paulding
county, Ohio, on our last national· ~nniversary,
as well as two more in Tippecanoe the 13th of
this month. The latter was in the neighborhood
where I recently met Elder Rees, the Seventh
Day Advent, in debate. A goodly number, in
that section, are friendly to us and the cause we
represent. Bro. Leonard Scott has worked here
quite acceptably a few years ago, as also recently.
If I was not fearful that he would become inflated, and get something. like my immense dimensions, I would say he has many warm admiring friends that would hail his return with
delight. The good leaven seems to be at work
more or less in all this section. Sectarian hedging and duplicity is alarming, while prejudice#'!s
blinding, and stupefying heart and brain. The
honest are beginning to see the fallacy and ruin
of the hateful creeds of mother church and her
swarm of estranged children. If we can only
walk right up to the law, and get the Saints to
do the same, the power for good is perfectly infinite. It pains me much to behold the vast
amount of evil, and more so, that I am powerless
to counteract so little.
I am often led to wonder why it is so very difficult for me to do comparatively right, and approximate good; and the giddy throng coldly
pass by in pursuit of only pleasure. They are
'fat, and full, and unconcerned, and reckless, and
apparently happy, while in the maddening whirl
of money-making, the intoxicating stream of
popularity, or the vile cesspools of licentious
revelry. The greatest, most heartless, dark, insidious, lurking foe I have to cope with Is under
the guise arid mask of religion. When priestcraft relaxes her fiend-like fangs it is only because she is forced, conquered, and vanquished,
with the truth as it is in Jesus Christ. The conflict will go on in the battle-field of the human
heart. The trophies of the cross are many, and
the laurels of victory will crown the scar-worn
warriors. Hell is enlarged, the devil is vigilant,
his angels are on the alert, and his incarnate subjects are doing campaign work. God is not idle,
the heavenly hosts are solicitous, and, forsooth,
all Saints ought to be united, and exerting their
utmost endeavors. Salvation is free, but it takes
money to preach the go"pel, and the power of
God to convert the poor sinner. The Lord of
mercy and might prosper His cause and save the
people.
M. T. SHORT.
DETROIT, Mich., Aug. 12th.
Editors Herald:-! desire to give my testimony to the truth of this work. I know it is of God,
and that the signs follow 1hem that obey.
I
have sPen them made manifest in my 9wn house,
for I have been healed. The doctor said I could
not live only a few hours. I was instantly healed through the administration of Bro. Rathbun.
My little girl was very low with scarlet fever and
sore throat. She was so far gone that we lifted
her eye-JidR, and there was not one twitch of the
eye. About one hour after she was administered
to she began to move and she got well. I could
say many things but will m>t take room in the
Herald.
Dear Saints, I can truthfully say I love this

work. My whole' heart is in it; the way is growing brighter all the time; the nearer we live to
God the greater blessings we enjoy; the more
we wish to enjoy. Dear sisters, my heart is too
full to find words to express my feelings.
I would like to say for the benefit of those dear
ones that have a bad temper to contend with,
that God can take it away; for about six years
after I came into the church I was strugglingwith bad temper every day. Itkept me crushed
down; but each day I .would ask God to give me
grace to control my temper.
I found I was
making no progress, that I would never enter the
celestial glory, and I became very much troubled.
I said to myself, if God can take it away from
others, he will from me. I prayed and struggled
with God for about three weeks, when one night
I was on my knees with my heart uplifted to
God.
There came a light that seemed to illuminate all around me.
I was filled with the
Spirit of God. I had such a sweet, calm feeling.
I knew my prayers were answered. Praise God
from whom all blessings flow!
From that day
to this I have never been troubled with my ternher.
Dear sisters, .God will do the same for
you.
We have no branch organized here. We number about fifteen.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun has
preached five sermons, baptized one, blessed three
children and then returned home. Bro. Willard
Smith is laboring here now for two weeks. I believe some more are near the kingdom.
Pray for us.
Your sister,
,.
JANE CousER.
VICTORIA, Ill., Aug. 21st.
Dear Herald:-I left the General Conference
feeling more keenly than ever before the great
responsibility God has placed upon latter day
Israel, and with a better idea of the vast proportions this work is assuming. I renewed my
covenants, and with ;-earning in my heart to become nobler, wiser, and better fitted and qualified
for the work that God has called me to perform.
My record since has been about the same as before. I have resolved and failed, resolved and
failed again; at times been filled with the spirit
of love and light, and at others surrounded with
the power of darkness; but I have the blessed
assurance that my Redeemer liveth and does accept me notwithstanding all my failures and mistakes, and that He will lead me by His hand of
love and mercy if I will only trust Him.
In company with one of God's noblest servants, Bro. W. s, Pender, I began labor at Petersville, where we have many friends. We enjoyed
the good Spirit, good was done, and bread was
cast upon the waters that will return in the due
time of the Lord. We then came back to Millersburg, Bro. Pender speaking a few times there
acceptably, and then we went on to Henderson
Grove, preaching nearly four weeks in the Forest Flower school house, also at the Locust
school house and at the Henderson Grove
church. We were attacked here by two of the
baser sort; one a Methodist, the other a U niversalist. The Universalist could prove that Joseph
taught polygamy in two public sermons in Navoo late in '43 or early in '44· Said we were
humbugs, frauds, liars. impostors and other like
genteel names. The Methodist could prove by
Gov. Ford's History of Illinois that the leaders
of the church were rascally knaves, counterfeit-
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The ministry are pushing onward throughout
ers, thieves and murderers> I borrowed the
the entire church. Their labors will be blessed
history, and in my reply of one hour and forty
with many sheaves and when we assemble at
minutes proved, first, That the History is unKirtland, Ohio, the God before whom our Fathreliable; second, That if authentic it was in our
ers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob did walk, will be
favor. After I was through the Methodist came
there. May I be present, pure in spirit and
up to get his book. I asked him where I could
ready to receive the good that is in store for all.
buy one of those books. He said he did not
God be with you till we meet again at Kirtland,
know. I told him I wanted one to carry around
Lake County, Ohio, April 6th, 1891.
with me.
Yours in Christ,
We wentfrom there to Eliza Township, MerE. E. WHEELER.
cer County, where we had been invited by committee on arrangements, to assist in dedicating a:
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Aug. 22d.
Union church. A large crowd was out, day very
Editors Herald:- Will you allow space for a
warm. The prayer was offered by a Baptist
tribute to the memory of a good man. Elder
minister; the speakers were one Baptist minister,
John Taylor who died in Hannibal, Mo., on the
one LatteF Day Saint, one Methodist, and one
2oth of August, was one of those of whom it
Spiritualist. Who can say that church was not
may be truly said: "Blessed are the dead who
dedicated? We ate our sumptuous dinners
die in the Lord." Having known him long and
under the large spreading oaks; and, take it all in
intimately I can bear testimony to his sterling
all, had a very pleasant time; and all seemed
worth. In business circles his word was considsatisfied who went with the intention of. having
ered as good as gold. For more than twenty
a good tinte and not to criticise and find fault.
years he held aloft the ensign of the gospel, his
At our spring conference at Kewanee our lithouse being a place for worship during the time.
tle chapel was dedicated to the service of God.
Himself an earnest advocate of the gospel and an
Brn. A. H. and W. J. Smith were present. The
exemplar of the Christian virtues, he secured the
dedicatory sermon and prayer were spiritual and
esteem of the communit,v in which he lived, and
grand. Sunday afternoon the Saints were adrallied around him those who held an interest in
dressed on the financial law. It was presented
the latter day work, while keeping it alive by his
In a very forcible manner, and so clear and plain
counsel and example.
that there was left no room for doubt; and more· He has been gathered as a shock of grain fully
over the Spirit of God was upon His servant and
ripe; and sad as the event is to the bereaved ones,
sustained him greatly in the effort. Bro. Willto whom we tender our heartfelt sympathies, yet'
ard come again.
for him the change has been glorious. The mem- ·
Since that time have spent the most of my
ory of such Saints is precious, and affords ample
time in opening new places. On June 4th
testimony to the divine character of the latter
baptised one precious soul at Millersburg; Sr.
day work.
EDWARD L.·PAGE.
Hurst by name. She desires to receive full
satisfaction that the work is true and be an honor
to the cause.
On July 27th preached in Breeds at I I a.m.,
and baptiz~d three at the close of the meeting.
It was a blessed time. The Coppers creek runs
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
right through the town, and the place selected
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
for the baptism was only a few hundred yards
their own views. Contributions solicited.
from the center of the village. It was a beautiful day; the sun shone clear and bright, there
ANTIQUITY OF GOSPEL •
was a cool, refreshing breeze, and all was favorDOCTRINES.-No. 2.
able for the entrance of these precious ones into
BY ELDER JAMES MCKIERNAN.
the Kingdom of the Mesiah. A large crowd of
well-dressed, respectful people lined the banks of
ALL readers meet with the fact in the trathe little stream, the spirit of unutterable joy was
ditions and writings of the ancients, that
upon us, the magic words were spoken and the
there is a common desire manifested by
dear young people were buried with Chris.t by
each nation of antiquity to pose as the
baptism into death. Two were Bro. Wm, Riley's
most ancient- people of the earth. This
daughters, Srs. Hester and Maggie; the other
accounts 1 for many of the discrepancies
Bro. Emanuel's son.. May the Spirit of God atfound when comparing the historv of one
tend them and guide their young feet in the path
people with that of another when both
of duty.
narrating the same events.
Now reason
The work is not prospering in some of the old
teaches us that the narrative that contains
places in the district ott account of the evil con~
the least amount of known exaggeration, in
duct of those who should be Saints at least. For
all probability contains the most truth.
this reason I go to the new places because the
The Chaldean history speaks of ten
work has been killed by the Saints themselves,
kings whose reigns added together amount
and even they will not receive the servants of
to 432,000 years, an average of 43,000
God nor their testimony. Brethren of the
years for each reign-manifestly an exagKewanee District, I write to you in the Spirit togeration. The Arab, Chinese, Hindu and
day, and say unto you that, the time is near at
German legends also tell of ten mythical
hand when there wm be a separation between
personages said to have lived before the
the wheat and tares in the district. It is inevitdawn of history and to have lived to an
l!ble; it must come; so prepare ye, prepare' ye by
incredible age. We can see by the-se acconsecration, faith and prayer to God that you
counts how national vanity has led the aumay not be led astray, but be among the wheat
thors of ancient legends to claim a spurious antiquity for their individual race. As
at that time. 0, may we be ·faithful, that our
, an instance, "The Chinese record tells the
· ministrations be approved of God.

Qtnmmunittafinns.

name of their first king, which corresponds
in sound and me:ming to our word Noah.
The events said to have occurred in his
reign correspond to the age of Noah. It ··
speaks of this king as being without father;
of his mother being encircled with the
rain bow; of his preserving seven clean
animals to sacrifice to the Great Spirit;
that in his day the sky fell on the earth
and.destroyed the human race. When we
remember that the waters of the skv did
fall in the days of Noah; that he was the
first of the post-diluvian race and was thus
without father; that the rain bow is interestingly connected with his history; that
he took into the ark clean animals by
sevens, part of which were offered in sacrifice, we begin to discern that the Chinese
account is nothing more or less than a distorted copy of the truth."-Stackhouse's

History of the Bible.
"From the Bible we learn that between
the creation and the deluge there were ten
generations of men surpassing us greatly
in length of life. It would be no tortured
interence to suppose them vastly superior
both in strength and stature."
After the death of men of this kind the
heathens were in the habit of deifying
them and calling them gods: "This Chinese
account tells of ten dynasties of superior
beings who ruled their race a thousand
years before the sky fell to the earth. It
is not difficult to see that this is only a different manner of relating the <;arne facts,
but that national vanity, a particular trait
of Chinese character, shows itself by their
ascribing a thousand years reign to each
of these dynasties. Moses informs us that
each of these ten generations extended
near a thousand years, but that father and
and son traveled much of their earth life
in company,"* thus shortening the period
of time and making it correspond with
probabilities and accredited to history.
The balance of proof, then, is in favor of
scriptural veracity.
We might pursue this course of investi-·
gation much further with profit to ourselves and interest to the readers, but will
not do so· now. We introduce this quotation to show that there is cont1:ined in
these ancient traditions and legends much
of truth, but told in such strange and grotesque manner that we are liable to overlook it as corroborative testimony of the
the truthfulness of scriptural history, without our attention is called to their agreement.
Now, are we willing to apply the same
general rule to our investigation of gospel
antiquity? That is, that while the writings of the ancients are fragmentary, they
contain the elements of truth? If so, let
us proceed on the thecry that, in the prom-<
ise made in Genesis 3: I 5, "And I will put
enmity between thy >:eed and her seed; it
shall bruise thy head and thou shalt bruise
his heel," was 'contained the gospel in embryo, and that in God's future revelations
of himself to our primal parents he taught
them to offer sacrifice, and that it was typical of that "seed," the "Lamb of God that
taketh away the sins of the world."
*Nelson on Infidelity.
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Enoch was so well informed on this
point that he spoke of the second coming
of the Lord and the Judgment.-Jude 14,
15. Shall we suppose he was ignorant of
his first coming and mission!
The promise was reiterated to ·Abraham, and confinried to Jacob; and he and
his sons were so well informed of the coming of "Shiloh," that when the latter patriarch blessed Judah, and said, "the scepter shall not depart from Judah nor a law-_
giver from between his feet until Shiloh
come," it did not excite their wonder in
the least, but settled the question with
them as to the tribe from whence he was
to come;
Then we are given to understand that
Moses knew more of Christ than is generally supposed, for he esteemed "the reproaches of Christ greater riches than the
treasures of Egypt, for he had respect unto the recompense of the reward."- Heb.
1 1: 26.
He -knew not only of Christ, but
of a "reward" for serving him.
The prophets after Mo~es knew of
Christ, they searching what time "the
Spirit of Christ which was in them did
signify when it testified beforehand the
sufferings of Christ and the glory that
should follow."-1 Peter, I : I 1.
Paul says the gospel had been preached
to every creature under heaven.-Col. I:

23•

The gospel was preached to the children of Israel in the wilderness-as is related in Heb. 4: 2.
With these statements in mind, need we
be astonished if we find evidences of "this
gospel" cropping out here and there in ancient writings, traditions, heathen signs and
ceremonies, though surrounded with much
of error and mvth? N 0w let us scan carefully some of fbese and we will discover
that many heathen traditions are simply
the trut!-: preserved in a garb more or less
awkward in consequence of its use and
meaning having been perverted: Mr.
Addison's translation and versification of
the prophecies of ancient mythology foretelling the life and actions of LEsculapius
from the Metamorphosis of Qvid, is as
follows:
"Once, as the sacred infant she surveyed,
The god was kindled in the ravmg maid;
And thus she uttered her prophetic tale,
Hail great physician of the world! all hail.
Hail, -mighty infant, who in years to come
Shall hettl the nation• and defraud the tomb.
Swift be thy growth, thy triumph unconfined;
Make kingdoms thicker and increase mankind.
Thy daring art shnll animate the dead
And draw the thunrter on thy guilty head.
Then shalt thou die. but from the dark abode
Shalt rise victorious and be twice a god."

There must have existed somewhere in
tradition, or prophecy, previous to this, an
account of such an infant to be born in
order for the poet to expre~s such a future
for this son.
LE-culapius was a great
physician of antiquity; after his death his
disciples deified him as the god of the art
of healing; applied to him all the prophecies relating to Christ, because Christ was
to be virgin-born; be a healer of the people; die as though guilty and rise victorious from the "dark abode" of death.
What this eminent ancient physician lacked of fulfilling the predictions made concerning the Christ, the prolific fancy of
succeeding myth-makers readily supplied.
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That there were prophecies of Christ, the people.
I~ is not probable Moses
describing His life and sufferings, that would have done these things had Jethro
have not come down to us (only as frag- been a heathen priest.
ments of them are quoted in the Bible), is
That the ancients knew much of the reevident to those who read it carefully. ligion that would be more perfectly introFor where will we find the prophecy say- duced at the coming of Christ, a_nd had
ing: "He shall be called a Nazarene" many prophecies of Him that are not now
(Matt. 2: 22), and the prophecy of Enoch extant, except in fragmentary quotations
quoted by Jude, already referred to.
used in other writings or mention is made
For ages before the Augustan era the of them by way of reference by the .sasign of the cross was in common use cred writers, is well known. A few of
among the Gentiles. It was the most sa- these references will answer for the prescred symbol of Egyptian idolatry. It is . ent purpose: In Luke, I I: 49, Jesus
on most of their obelisks, and was believed quotes from a work called the "Wisdom
to possess supernatural virtues. Jesus fre- of God," as follows: "I will send them
quently speaks of the "cross" in His teach- prophets and apostles, and some of them
ings to the disciples as a commonly known they shall slay and persecute; that the blood
symbol. "The monogram, or symbol of of the prophets which was shed from the
the god Saturn, was the sign of the cross foundation of the world may be required
together with a rams horn in indication of of this generation."
the Lamb of God. Jupiter also bore a
The Book of J asher is mentioned in
cross with a circle. The most celebrated Joshua 10: I 3; the Book of Gad the Seer
temples of the idol Chrisna in India were, and Nat han the prophet in r Chron. 29:
like Gothic cathedrals, built in the form of 29; the prophecy of Ahijak and Vision of
a cross. On a medal found in the ruins Iddo, the Seer, in 2 Chron. 9: 29, and
of Citium and engraved in 'Dr. Clark's many others not necessary now to name.
Travels' and proved by him to be PhoneAs the Jews had only preserved some
dan and very ancient, is inscribed the cross, of their sacred writings, but not all of
with 'The Lamb of God which taketh them, need we be astonished if we find
away the sins of the world."'-7 aylor's some of the sayings of these lost records
Diagesis.
preserved in fragmentary form in the tra"How it came to pass that the Egyptians, ditions, rites and symbols of the Gentile
Arabians and Indians, before Christ came nations to which the Jews, with their recamong us, paid a remarkable veneration to ords, were frequently carried captive, and
the sign of the cross, is . to me un- that Jew and Gentile should have much in
known; but the fact itself is known. common? I think not.
* * * In Egypt it stood for the significaThe universal tradition was that a virgintion of eternal life."-Skelton's Appeal to born savior would come, and indeed he
Common Sense, p. 45·
was prophesied of as "the desire of all naThere was an eminent personage of
tions." Hag.gai 2: 7· This is further
Egypt deified under the name of the god proven by the fact that the mythical deiSerapis to whose memory a temple was ties of all nations were supposed to be
built; in this temple was the sign of the clothed with the characteristics and powers
cross and hieroglyphic inscriptions signi- that the Hebrew prophets ascribed t6 Jesus
fying the life to come. Jewish tradition Christ. And so nearly has the fancy of
took Sera pis to be identical with Joseph mythology clothed their deities with the
the s9n of Rachel. To the devout reader attributes of Christ that skeptics think that
of Gen. 4 7: 22, it is easy to see how, after in these traditional deities they have disa lapse of time Joseph might come to be covered sixteen (or more) crucified saviors.
regarded as the savior and preserver of the
If, as the above quotation shows and
people, and, as was customary in those tradition proves, He was the "desire of all
times, become deified in after times. J o- nations," we must presume these "all naseph favored the priests by not taking their tions" had some knowledge of Him. For
land. This shows that he had respect for surely they would not "desire" that of
their authority. As he had been taught in which they knew nothing. Hence, when
the true religion of his fathers and was in- a hero was developed in any of these naspired by the spirit of prophecy, it is not tions, they thought it was "he that was to
probable he would have thus favored them come;" and if he lacked anything of fulif they, at that time, were wholly given filling the prophecies concerning the Savup to idolatry. So it is not strange that ior, their national vanity, assisted by fancy,
by their association withJacob,Joseph and readily supplied all deficiencies and after
his brethren, the Egyptians, would obtain the death of the hero he was deified and
some knowledge of a Savior--a "Shiloh" adored!
--who would die on a cross and bring
As another instance, we refer to Hereternal life; and thus they adopted that cules, or Alcides, who was the reputed
sign as indicative of the "life to come."
Son of God by Alcema, wife of AmphyThat the priests of those ages were not trion, King of Thebes, and said to have
all idolatrous is proven by the fact that been born in that city 1280 years B. C.
Moses' father-in-law was one of them and (After Joshua's time). He began his labors
Moses recognized him as a priest of the by strangling two serpents. It had been
true God, permitted him to offer sacrifice promised soon after the creation that the
in the camp of Israel and approved it by seed of the woman should bruise the sercalling Aaron to assist and all the Elders pent'~ head. The nation that deified Herof Israel. Exod. 18: I2. Moses also ac- cules knew of this and ascribed to him this
knowledged him hy receiving and heeding work in order that he might fill the re.
, his advice in regard to the government of quirements of the prophecy.
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We next call attention to Adonis whom
an eminent infidel writer declares to be
"identical with the idol Tammuz denounced in Ezek. 8: 14." "On a certain
night while the ceremony of the Adonia
or religious rites in honor of Adonis lasted,
an image was laid out on a bed and bewailed as dead, in doleful ditties. After
they had satiated themselves with fictitious
lamentations, light was brought in; then
the mouths of all the mourners were
anointed by the priest; after which the
priest repeated with a gentle murmur:
•Trust ye communicants the God having
been saved there shall be to us out of pains
salvation.' Goodwin translates the saying
of the priest thus: 'Trust ye in God, for
out of pains salvation is come to us.' After
which their sorrow is turned into joy, and
the image was taken as it were out of a
sepulcher.''-7 aylor's Diagesis.
The name Adoni is literally "our Lord;"
and the above rite was no doubt a theatrical personation of the resurrection of
Christ as learned from the prophets, that
was in this manner symbolized, on the
principle that the "Passion Play" was instituted later and was for so many years
popular in Catholic countries and is yet
observed by some.
See Passion Play,
Buck's Theo. Diet.
Chrisna (or Krishna) when a boy is
said to have "slain the terrible serpent
Caliya. He raised the dead by descending for that purpose to the lowest regions.''
-Asiatic Researches, vol. I, p. 273.
Mr. Taylor says: "It" has been more- over satisfactorily proved on the authority
of a passage of Adrian that the worship of
Krishna was practiced in the time of
Alexander the Great (B. C. 330 years), at
what still remains one of the most famous
temples of India, the temple of Mathura
on the Juma, the Mathura Deorum of
Ptolemy.''--Taylor's Diegesis, p. I77·
"Gowgales writes that among the Indians he found a temple named Paritura
Virginis, (Virgin about to bring forth).''
- Taylor's Diegesis, p. 185.
"The Christian Father Epiphanias
glories in the fact that the prophecy 'Behold a virgin shall conceive. and bring forth
a son' had been revealed [known] to the
Egyptians.''--Celtic Druids, p. 163.
The fir;,t mention we have of ad ministering bread and wine as a sacred or religious rite was in the time ofMelchizedek,
priest of the Most High God, when he
met Abraham returning from the slaug-hter of the kings--Genesis 14: 18, '9· This
shows that it was an ordinance observed
in that early day. From a degeneracy of
this custom we have the ancient Bacchanalia, or religious feast in· honor of Bacchus.
"The intention of his imagined presence
at the festal board, at first was to restrain
and prevent, not to authorize excess. His
discipline prescribed the most strict sobriety and the most rational-and guarded ternperimce.'' His religion was perverted and
he became a deity of wine or revelry,
sensuality and war, and now stands· for all
that is groso;; or obscene,
Orpheus states
that Bacchus was a "law-giver," calls him
"Moses" and attributes to him the two 1·
tables of the law. This Orpl).eus was the,

great i!::troducer of the rites of heathen
worship among the Greeks. This gives
us a key to the origin of this myth of Bacchus. Skeptics of the nineteenth century
say that the Jews and Christians plagiarized their religion and their ideas of God
from the Greeks.
"But a Greek, Plato, says what he (and
the Greeks in general) knew of God they
learned of the J ews."--Nelson on Infideli~
ty. Hence it is not difficult to see where
they got their ideas of two tables of the
law to ascribe to Bacchus, and at the same
time adopted some of the religious rites in
connection with it that was known to the
ancient Hebrew race.
According to "The Manual of Ancient
History," by Dr. Leonard Schmitz, rector
of the High School of Edinburg, the time
of the orig-in of these mythical heroes of
Greece was B. C. 1400, or about the time
of Joshua's administration. So there was
ample time for the Greeks to take up and
apply to their own deities the acts that
were done by Moses and add to them by
such things as their fancy and national
vanity would suggest. And as we are in
the fields of antiquity, let us take a brief
survey of some of the ancient landmarks
that stand as witness-trees in the world's
history; let us place side by side some of
the principle events and compare dates to
see that there was opportunity for a commingling of tradition and history: Chinese
tradition begins with the dynasty of Han,
2207 years B. C.
Confucius lived 500
years B. C. The time of the deluge was
2400 years B. C.
Abraham Jived 1500
years before Confucius. So there is nothing strange in the fact that the traditions
of these two branches of the one family
should have a common belief of the flood
and of a divine, heaven-sent law.
As will be seen above, Abraham lived
long enouvh before Confucius for the
righteous principles that he taught and
"commanded" his children to be communicated in writing or otherwise to the progenitors of Confucius and be adopted by
him, for he was an eclectic sage. This
great lawgiver was not a revealer, but a
transcriber and editor of the sacred books
and traditions of his people and compiled
the history and ancient laws and rites and
left them in permanent form for after generations. He would in all probability get
with the traditions of the flood some of the
"righteousness" preached by Noah and
taught to his descendants.
It would be
very strange indeed if there did not appear here and there statements that agree
as to fact and doctrine such as is found in
the "Golden Rule,"-"As ye would that
men should do unto you, do ye also unto
them likewise.''-Luke 6: 31. (See quotations from Confucius further on.)
Now that Abraham knew something of
a rule of this character is evinced in his
manner Q.f life and dealings, though that
rule is not handed Clown to us in so many
words.
He, too, had "statutes and com~
mandments" that do not appear on the sacred page; to-day, except by inference, as
all may know by reading Genesis z6: 5·
The laws and statutes of Moses had not
yet been given, but were added afterward

-four hundred and thirty years.-Gal. 3:
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Moses and the children of Israel must
have had the same law and statutes before
the ten commandments were given; for
we read, "And I [Moses] do make them
know the statutes of God and his law.''-Ex. 18: 16. This was before the Siniatic
code was revealed.
Paul says, "The law was added because
of transgression.''-Gal. 3: 19.
Transgression of what?
For "where there is
no law there is no transgression.''-Rom.
4: I 5· What was it then that Israel transgressed?
Evidently "the statutes and
commandme-nts of God known to Abraham and afterward taught by Moses before the law was added.'' If we have the
sum of two numbers added together, and
know what one of those numbers is, we
can determine the other by subtraction;
the remainder being the other number.
The law of Moses is the known number;
it "was added because of transgression.''
What remains when the law is taken
away-"fulfilled"?
Certainly that to
which it had been added, the "statutes,"
"the commandments;" the gospel.-Ps.
19: 7; 199: 142; John 12: 48; Col. I: 5·
To this agrees Paul's saying-"preached
the gospel before unto Abraham" (Gal. 3:
8), and, speaking of Israel in the wilderness, "For unto us was the gospel preached as well as unto them; but the word
preached did not profit them, not being
mixed with faith in them that heard it.''Heb. 4: 2.
We now give a few quotations from the
writings of Confucious so that the reader
may see how exactly they tally with the
spirit of the gospel. "To see what is right
and not do it is want of courage.'' "W orship as though Deity were present.'' "He
who offends against heaven, has none to
whom he can pray.'' "If my mind is not
engaged in my worship, it is as though I
pray not.'' "A good man is serene; a bad
is always in fear.'' "If a man in the morning hear the right way, he may die in the
evening without regret.''
"Tsze-kung
said, 'what I do not wish men to do to me,
I also wi~h not to do unto men.'"~ Child"
hood qj Religion, p. 40.
The beginning of the historical period
of the Vedas was after the death of Moses
fifty.-one years, so there was opportunity
for the transference and adaptation of the
Mosaical account of creation and the fall
of man to the ancient traditions of the
Hindus.
Zoroaster, the founder of "The Religion
of Light," lived about 1200 years B. C.,
and it has been presume.d, from the strong
resemblance between Jewish and Persian
legends, that he was a neighbor of Abraham. He was very devout and had ideas
of God far in advance of· others of his nation that either came of intercourse1 with
those who were inspired, or by inspiration
to himself, as is shown by his language:
"Blessed is he, blessed are all men to whom
the living wise God of His own command
should grant these two everlasting powers,
(immortality and purity.)" * * "I ask
thee, tell me right, thou living God!"
*
"Who was from beginning the Father. of

*
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the pure world!" * * "Who has made
a path for the sun and for the stars!" * *
· "Who (but thou) makes the moon to increase?"-Childhood if Religion, p. 32.
·Zoroaster also taught a belief in two
abodes for the departed; heaven, the "house
of the angel's hymns;" and hell, where the
wicked were punished. Between the two
was a narrow passag{!, or bridge, which
the righteous would pass over in safety,
but the wicked would fall into the abyss
below. He believed in a re~urrection and
a judgment-day which would be foretold
by Sosiosh, who would come as the Messiah or prophet of Ormuzd to convert the
world and slay the evil power, Ahriman;
or as the Scriptures relates cleanse the
earth from all evil, purify it by fire and
make a new heaven and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness.
Another account places Zoroaster about
woo B. C. Solomon began the building
of the temple about ror2 B. C., therefore
we may place the origin of Iranism at
either date and need not wonder that we
find much of the religion of Jehovah mixed
up with their traditions.
"Ninus, the founder of Nineveh, was
succeeded by Semiramis, 1230 B._ C.," or
at a time between the death of Toshua and
the time of Samuel, so it is to be expected
that the rnins of Nineveh will reveal much
that corresponds with the Mosaic record.
"The earliest date to which Babylonian
native tradition ascends is the year 1903
B. C.,"-about the time Joseph was in
Egypt. Nothing incredulous, then, in the
fact that their tablet-writings of the flood
should have much in common with the
Hebrew account. (The dates from ilfan-

fact: "We have in the Veda the invoca- from my wife stating nearly if not exactly
tion Dyaus-pitar, the Greek Zeu-pater, the the very words used by my son in the
Latin Jupiter :-and that means in all three night vision.
languages what it meant before these lan- ·
W,e mention these incidents in detail
guages were torn asunder-it means that the reader may.see how the tender
Heaven-Father! These two words are watchcare of the Lord through the Spirit
not mere wotds; they are, to my mind, the is near them who s«<rve him, and that too,
oldest poem, the oldest prayer of man- is some of the humbler matters of life.
I remained in New Brighton, Beaver
kind."--Childhood if Religion,p. I9.
Thus we see that, while the worship of and vicinities till the I I th instant, Bro.
the true God was perverted by Paganism, Joseph Parsons and myself, in the meanHis name was retained by these various time, baptizing ten persons and confirming
·
nations, and restored in its primitive sim- them.
plicity by Jesus Christ.
I spent the time from September 1 rth
As we have glanced backward over the to the27th in Pittsburg, Allegheny City,
history of the past we find dotted all over Mingo Coal Works, Brighton, and Forksits pages evidences of the antiquity of burg, baptized some at all of these places,
gospel doctrine that should confirm our and on the 24th organized a branch in
faith in its divinity and give us a greater New Brighton, Pennsylvania, where there
interest in the traditions of the past in con- were about thirty members. On the 28th
sequence of the truths that they hold.
I reached St. Clair, Pennsylvania, remainMany other arguments and facts might ed there a few days and baptized four
be brought forward to prove this question, persons. Also baptized some at Shenanfor the field of evidence is large, and I have doah City.
but barely entered its boundary. ThereOctober roth found me in the city of
fore I hope the reader will take up the Philadelphia, the guest of John Chisnall,
clue given and search further and wider where I met Elder James W. Gillen. We
than I have been able to lead, and if he labored together till the r8th in the city,
finds as much pleasure in searching further when I went to Hyde Park and he to
as I have found in going thus far, he will Fall River, Mass. During the next fifbe amply rewarded for his toil. I only teen days I labored in Hyde Park, Scranessay to be a finger-board to point out ton, Pittston, Plymouth and Danville, and
what I think is the right road on which in the latter place baptized four persons
sound knowledge of the history of true and confirmed them at the house of Bro.
religion may be gained, that the traveler Wm. Crum.
may explore further. He need not think
The latter part of October and the chief
the journey will be short, nor its lessons part of November I devoted my time in
easily or quickly learned, nor will the the ministry in Pittsburg and vicinity and
knowledge of it be complete until we"see in New Brighton, from whence I proas we are seen and know as we are known." ceeded home, reaching there November
Research can not tell us all we should like 25th.. The balance of the winter I spent
ual if Ancient History.)
Titan, one of the Greek fathers, tells to know, or lead us beyond the veil. But in teaching the district school, near where
us that "Moses was more ancient than the Master has said: "He that doeth the I resided, and preaching when I could
Homer himself," and Tertullian speaks to will of the Father shall know of the doc- take leisure from school service.
JAMES McKIERNAN.
March r8th found me at St. David's,
the same effect: "The Pagans themselves trine."
near Canton, Illinois, worn down with
have not denied that the books of Moses
school and. ,rulpit labors and exposures,
were extant many ages before the states
ME M 0 I R S ..,-No. XI.
and suffering from bronchial affections
and cities of Greece, before their temples
which had afflicted me for the pa~t two
and gods; and also before the beginning of
BY W. W. BLAIR.
years. I reached home the 2 rst inst. acGreek letters." * * * * "Moses lived
five hundred years before Homer's time, AuGUST 8th found me at Bro. George A. companied by Bro. Elijah Banta. Before
and the other- prophets who came a long Blakeslee's, Galien, Michigan, and on the reaching my house I told him I should be
time after Moses were yet more ancient
15th instant I reached Kirtland, Ohio. sick nigh unto death, and requested him
than the wise men, law. givers and philos- Preached here till the 22d, and then went to mention the matter to no one, for the
ophers of Greece." * * * "And· as the on, via Erie, Pa., to Brookfield, Ohio, fact had been shown to me some days bewritings ofHomer were a pattern for them, where I remained preaching and baptiz- fore, and that I would recover.
Under date of April rrth, 1866, my
so in like manner he followed the writings ing as opportunity offered till August 29th,
of the prophets, as they were then known when I was joined by brothers Stephen]. diary notes read as follows: "l have been
and spread abroad in the world."-Muse- Stone and C. G. Lanphear on their way sick with acute bronchitis for the past
west from New York.
I proceeded twenty-three days, but am now recovering
um qf Antiquity, p. 920.
In the old Scandinavian and German thence to New Brighton, Pennsylvania, fast and am able to ride to Plano in carriage and attend the last day of conferreligion their god, Odin, is named Alfadir, the 3oth.
The 2d of September I received a letter ence."
because he is father of all the gods, and
Bro. Joseph Smith, at the opening of
also Valfadir--(choosing father)-All- from my wife stating that our son Charles,
father, or father of all. In the manner of had his arm broken. That night I made ference, April 6th, in an inspirational
prayer that Jesus taught his disciples we his case one of special prayer, and I saw prayer, pleaded with the Lord for my rehave a going back to the earliest form of him in a night vision, looking ruddy and covery, also that my voice be heard in the
religious supplication known to man, as is. well, the afflicted arm swinging leisurely conference ere its close. That prayer was
-proven by the appellations to Deity that at his side, and I said to him, "Charley, granted, though all outward indications
were against it, ·until the evening of _the
late discoveries have enabled our wise men how is your arm?"
wth instant.
From that time forth I
He replied, "0, it is all right now."
to translate from ancient records.
I said to him further, "Does it not pain gained in health rapidly, and on May 2d
Take the name "Jupiter; this word
went with Brn. Marks and Rogers to
_
,
means what in the Veda Dyaus-pitar, and you any?"
"No," he replied, "it has pained me Nauvoo to procure the manuscript of the
in the Greek Zeu-pater, mean, HeavenInspired Translation by Joseph the Seer.
none since I had it administered to:"
Father!"
A few days after this I received a letter On the morning of the 3d instant we callProf. Max Muller writes thus about this
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ed on Sr. Emma, the widow of the Seer,
stating that we had come by direction of
the church to procure th.e manuscript that
it might be prepared for the printer and
be published at an early. time. She very
readily placed it in our hands, and in reply
to our inquiry as to what remuneration
she asked for taking care of it in the past,
she replied that she would make no charge, ·
but said if we would furnish her a copy
of the book when published she would
be pleased. We said to her that the church
was quite willing to pay her well for· the
manuscript, either a stated amount or a
percentage on sales, as she might choose.
She replied promptly that if she had desired to sell the manuscript she could have
done so long ago at a large price, for the
Brighamites and others had importuned
her for it and some had attempted to steal
it. She said that she had entertained no
fears of any one getting it in any improper way from her possession, for she
was conscious that the watch care ·of the
Lord was over it.
·
Returning home on the 5th inst. contrary to previous arrangements and by admonition of the Holy Spirit, I speedily arranged and went to Michigan and labored
a short season and then proceeded on to
Kirtland, reaching there the 5th of June,
where I spent fifteen days, preaching there
and at other points in that region with
good results. Here I was joined on the
18th inst. by Pres. Joseph Smith and Elder
Elijah Banta, on their return from a trip
toW ashington, Joseph having been called
there by the chairman of the committee on
territories. On the 2oth inst. Elder Banta
and I went to Mineral Ridge, Ohio, where
we preached a short season, baptized some,
and went thence to Brookfield, Ohio. We
held a series of meetings at this place, attended ·district conference July 7th and 8th,
were greatly blessed in our administration
by the Spirit of the Lord, though Elder
Banta passed through a season of great
trial, Satan and his emissaries seeking in a
most subtle manner to destroy his confidence in his ordination to the ministry.
The Lord had graciously foreshown to
him these assaults of the enemy, an,d being
thus. prepared he was thereby fortified
against them,
July 9th found us at Bro. E. Tyler's,
near Conneautville, Pennsylvania. Here
we tarried until the rgth inst. preaching
nightly, and daily visiting among the few
me~bers and friends residing there.
On
the 15th we reached Greenwood, New
York, where we remained preaching and
reasoning with the people as we had op·
portunity until the 22d inst. While here
Bro.Bartta was great! y blessed of the Lord,
the Holy Spirit was given him in large
measure the evening of the 22d inst. when
preaching. From that time forward he
probably never questioned his call to the
ministry, for whereas he had a great impediment in his speech and had been sorely
annoyed with it when trying to preach or
speak in public, he now spoke in the pulpit with ease, fluency, grace and spiritual
power.
We planted a good work in
Greenwood and its vicinity, and we trust

to yet see greater fruits resulting there for the Lord aided us greatly and made
happy the hearts of those who received
than in the past.
the gospel in love.
July 24th we reached Hyde Park, PennOn the 29th inst. I visited Cohassett
sylvania. We labored here and at Providence and other points near by with fair and called upon the family of Capt. Cyrus
success. Here again Bro. Banta was great- Gammon. He with his wife had formerly blessed of the Lord in preaching the ly been members of the church; had stumword, especially at Continental Coal bled over the heretical doings of Brigham
Works, for he there preached one of the Young and others, but still retained a love
most suitable and interesting discourses we for the gospel. I learned that there were
ever listened to. His hearers were both about thirty former members there, but
surprised and delighted with his sermon. many of the male members, like Capt.
Bro. Banta now proceeded to Pittsburg Gammon, were out at sea, for they were
and the west, and I remained preaching at seamen by occupation.
Hyde Park, Pittston and Plymouth.
Between the 4th and 10th of October I
While laboring at the latter place I visited made the tour of Millbury, Pawtucket,.
some Brighamite families, among them Cranston and Providence, seeking out
those of Joseph E. Betts and his father. those who once had been members of the
Immediately upon entering their house the church, and others who were interested in
wife of Joseph E. Betts recognized me, the faith, reasoning with and distributing
for she, the very night before, had seen tracts among those who would receive us.
me in a night vision and heard me teach
On the 13th and 14th inst. we held the
from the Doctrine and Covenants. I left first conference of the Massachusetts disthem some tracts and papers, they promis" trict, Bro. William Cottam being chosen
ing to investigate the claims of the Re- . to preside. The attendance of the memorganized church, which they did do, and bership was not large, but the Spirit of the
bye and bye they united with the church
Lord blessed the people mightily.
The
and became, in West Belleville, Illinois, gifts were bestowed abundantly in the
and elsewhere, intelligent advocates and meeting the forenoon of the 14th inst.
active members. Bro. Betts resides there Among those who were so blessed was a
at this writing, and his wife in Paradise.
little daughter of Bro. William Cottam.
I baptized seven persons while in Ply- She arose in the assembly and in a meek,
mouth and organized a branch there, W. hu.mble way bore her testimony, saying
W. Jones presiding elder, and Thomas that God had greatly blessed her with his
0. Davis priest.
I· spent the time Spirit in answer to prayer; that her teachfrom the I gth to the 29th of August ers and parents had taught her to pray,
at Danville, St. Clair and Shenandoah and she knew that the gospel she had reCity preaching and visiting. On the 27th ceived was of the Lord. At this she stopinst. baptized Jonathan D. E;llis, post mas- ped speaking, stood and trembled, her
ter at Shenandoah City, and ordained him face bathed in tears and shining like light,
to the office of an elder,· he to have the and then, with clasped hands and face upwatchcare of the church in that city and lifted, she broke. forth praying in another
vicinity.
Here we were crowded out of tongue. The Holy Spirit rested upon the
both church and school house, and on inentire assembly in great power, and all
vitation of the proprietor, Mr. Williams, were melted to tears.
The president of
I preached in his saloon and restaurant, the meeting gave the interpretation, which
having the best of order and attention. I was a prayer to God that he would bless,
baptized a goodly number in that region preserve and finally save her in his everwhile on this trip, and we had great joy lasting kingdom. Time can never efface
and gladness in the society of these Saints. from my memory the experience of my
On the 3oth inst. proceeded to Fall first trip in · gospel work to the eastern
River, Massachusetts, via New York city, states.
and on the 31st began ministerial labors
On the 16th inst. I started for the west,
there in connection with Elder William calling at Hyde Park, Dunmore, Pittsburg
Cottam, president of the little branch and New Brighton, Pa., preaching and
planted by Elder J. W. Gillen. I con- teaching as opportunity could be found.
tinued my labors here, holding meetings A goodly number were baptized.
Then
at night and visiting among the people by went on to Brookfield and Syracuse, Ohio,
day, until the 1Ith inst., during which time at each of which places some were baptizfive were baptized and the Holy Spirit ed. From the latter place I proceeded on
confirmed the word with signs following. by the way of Cincinnati to New Albany,
. The 12th inst. found Bro. and Sr. Thos. where I met Bro. Elijah Banta, agreeable
Gilbert and myself in Dennisport.
We to previous appointment, and from whence
remained thete and at Middletown, near we went by carriage to Scottsville on the
by, until the I 7th inst. Bro. Gilbert ad- 12th of December and w~re kindly receivministered baptism to a few. On the 17th ed by Mr. David Scott. On that evening
I went to Boston, where I tarried, the we began a series of meetings at the schoolguest of Bro. E. N. Webster, visiting house.
The people seemed very shy.
Charleston, Chelsea, Somerville, Law- The evening of the 14th we preached in
rence and Salem. Hunted. out a goodly Mt. Eden chapel, and had, for one ofour
number who became interested in our la- hearers, Rev. Henry, of New Albany,
bors, and on the 25th inst. I baptized Bro. who had been imported into Scottsville to
E. N. Webster and his daughter En on ora refute us and frighten us away. The conin Boston bay. Here was my first admin- gregation was very large and much exciteistration of baptism in the sea.
ment prevailed.
At the close of the serThese were days never to be forgotten, vice Rev. Henry requested the use of the
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housei:he next day at IO a.m., in order to
discuss the doctrine we taught.
It was
granted to him by the presiding elder of
the Campbellite Church located there, Elder Vardaman Scott, who requested that
I be permitted to reply to Mr. Henry if I
desired to. On approaching Mr. Henry,
in the midst of his fellow-ministers and
admirers, he said to me, very curtly, "Mr.
Blair, I am going to skin you to-morrow!"
To this I replied that I hoped if we had
a discussion it would be conducted in a
Christian spirit arid for the purpose of promoting truth and righteousness. Excitement was now at fever heat. The Campbellites, Methodists and Adventists, many
of them were fairly mad at me, though
there were some already who were believing the principles we advocated, but
Mr. Henry was a theological champion,
and Campbellite, Advent and other ministers joined together in bringing him there.
The next day, the 15th instant, at ten a.m.,
the church was packed with an eager and
excited cong-regation, among whom were
probably no less than a score of ministers.
Rev. Henry spoke for two hours, claimed
that Christ never bad but twelve apostles;
that Paul and Matthias and Barnabas, and
some others, were simply and only the
apostles of the church; also that the gift
of the Holy Ghost in its spiritual signs and
manifestations, was promised to and enjoyed by none except the apostles and some
few Jewish disciples; and were never intended to be bestowed, generally, upon
the church. He also claimed that the
Bible, that used by the Protestants, contained all the word of God ever given to
man or that ever would be; and further,
that the Latter Day Saints proved themselves heretics when they taught a church
organization, similar to that of the Christians in the times of Christ and his apostles and that the promise of the Holy
Spirit should be enjoyed by the membership of Christ's church in these latter
days.
'
We took notes, carefully, and after a
ten minutes recess took up his principal
points in order and replied for two hours,
not a soul of the large congregation leaving their seats.
Rev. Henry then, for half an hour,
tried to amend and explain and fix up his
flimsy, shattered theories, and to this I replied an equal length ot time. This was
the beginning of a goodly work in that region of country, and we followed it up
with five more discourses and then went
on to Franklin, Indiana, where I again
joined Bro. Banta and from whence we
proceeded home.
(To be Continued).
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REV. DR. SWEENEY, AT THE SEA
OF GALILEE.

An Oakland,California Gentleman, who
has received the following letter from Rev.
Dr. Sweeney, permits the Enquirer to
publish it:
DAMAScus, Syria April 8, 1890.

Dear

Ero.

Hart :-Owing to the

terrible snow storms the past few months
in America and the consequent delay
of trains, we have failed to receive answers
to the many letters which we have written to our California friends. while we
were in Africa the weather was delightfully pleasant.
It was much like our
glorious California attired in her fairest
rotes. We have spent several weeks in
Palestine. Have visited- from "Beersheba
to Dan" with zig-zags to the right and
left of the line, so that we have seen about
all of the Holy Land.
The mountains and valleys and cities-in
fact the whole geography and topography
of the Bible, I have fixed in my mind as
clearly, now, as I have the "ins and outs"
of my own beloved city of Oakland. As I
read the Old and New Testament they
seem like new books to me. I wrote you
the last letter from Jerusalem. We spent
several days there and in the immediate
environs. I walked all over it and around
it with geography, history and Bible in
my hands. Of course the dragomen point
out a great many traditional things of interest which I believe (?), such as the
graves of Adam and Eve and Melcbizidec.
But, not in the least, do these Mohammedan
superstitions affect the historic values of
the Holy Scriptures. The skeptics who
travel in our party fasten on all such statements and seek to throw uncertainty over
all. I have seen nothing in ali my observations to shake my faith in the grand old
Book of books. Its references to physical facts in this country are as correct and
true as the gravitations of the needle to the
pole. A great infidel once traveled all
over shis land to find the facts to the contrary. The result of his observations was
a confirmation of history and prophecy.
He found it hard to "kick against the
goads!" I found many things in Jerusalem
and the communitv that called afresh what
I had read long sii1ce in the "City of the
Great King," by our own beloved brother
and missionary,
]. T. BARCLEY.

The Bible takes the form now of annals, now
of philosophic meditation, now of a sermon, nov;:
of an idyl, now of a lyric song. Sometimes it expands, through chapter after chapter, the details
of a single day in an individual life; sometimes
it crushes into one single clause the sweeping summary of the records of twenty generations. At
one time it will give the minutest incidents of one
event in a single reign; at another it will heap
the dust of oblivion over dynasties of a hundred
kings.

I talked with men who knew him intimately, and with one who was with him
when he discovered the marvelous quarries of Solomon. The work which he accomplished i!lustrates anew the language
of the prophet, "Despise not the day of
small things."
Out of them have come
the world's great things.
We spent a
week on the way from Jerusalem to N azareth.
Doubtless, you are familiar with
the sights which we saw along the route.

Jacob's well is one ofthe many things we
saw. Leaning on the curbing of this well,
our Lord taught the Samaritan woman
the doctrine of the spiritual brotherhood
of the world. I came near losing my life
while I sat near the well listening to a Samaritan read the account of it from the
New Testament.
A Baptist preacher
broke through the stone archway above
the mouth of the well and precipitated the
stones which fell down and around me, but
without serious injury to myself and those
who .were with me.
We spent a Lord's day at Nazareth and
walked over the city and the several hills
which surround it. It seems to be located
in the mouth of an old volcano. It is now
filled with green grass, beautiful flowers
and eight thousand inhabitants, including
many sweet-faced and happy children.
We attended church, heard the sweet
songs of Jesus and listened to a good sermon from a dear old preacher, who had
outlived his "three score and ten" by fifteen years. During the two days' sojourn
we walked and talked with New Testament in hand, and "Jesus of Nazareth"
was the sublime topic of conversation.
We thought of Him simply as a man, and,
also, as "God manifest in the flesh." The
"skeptics" in our company were free to admit that He was the grandest man the ages
have produced. That heredity, education,
government, philosophy and previous religions fail to account for him. Well may
they agree with Richter that He was the
"mightiest among the holy and the holiest
among the mighty-that He bas lifted
heathenism off its binges and turned the
world's currents into new channels."
THE SEA OF GALILEE.

We went from Nazareth to the Sea of
Galilee, along whose shores Jesus taught
the greater part of His parables, preached
His great sermons and spent His ministerial years. I stood on the foundation
stones ot the synagogue at Capernaum,
the home of Jesus, and with wondrous interest read the New Testament accounts
of what he said and did in the corrupt villages and on the coasts that were in full
view before me. We spent one of the
stormiest days that has been there for years,
the sailors told us, sailing in a little ship,
as did Jesus and His disciples of old. I
spent an afternoon in company with two
American ministers fishing, doubtless, in
the identical places where Peter and Andrew threw their hooks and cast their nets,
bdore Jesus Christ "called" them to "fish
for men." But of all that we saw and
said and were made to think and sing and
pray and promise, I have not time to speak
now, but will defer till my return home.
On the way from Galilee to Damascus
we made a lovely visit at Cesarea Phillippi
at the base of Mount Hermon. It was
there that Jesus asked His disciples, saying: "Whom do men say that I the Son
of Man am?" On the answer to which
the Roman Catholics hf!ve affirmed so
much and over which you will remember
there has been so much religious war.
After several days traveling along the
same road, doubtless, that Saul of Tarsus
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traveled and seeing the spot where he saw
his "vision," we arrived at Damascus,
which you know is the oldest city in the
world, and is the eye of all Syria. My
history tells me it has a population of I so,000 souls.
It is built in the shape of a
spoon in a green spot in the great desert.
The oasis is some thirty miles in circumference. It takes camel caravans fortyfive days to go from here to Bagdad in
Babylonia, and about the same time to
Mecca. I shall probably go on to Palmyra
by camel conveyance, leaving my wife in
Damascus. It will require some two
weeks to make the trip. If time and space
allowed I should like to write you of all I
have seen in Damascus, both historical and
traditional. Tradition says Abel was mur"
dered here and hence Shakespeare's well
known lines:
"Nay, stand thou back, I will not budge a foot;
This be Damascus, be thou cursed Cain,
To slay thy brother Abel, if thou wilt."
THE CITY OF DAMASCUS.

wonder of the world! Temples and king- roth, 1890, to Bro. John and Sr. Mary Waltens
daughter; blessed August I 7th, by J. B. Larue
doms and mighty nations and the very aand
named Anna Maria.
earth itself will pass away. But against
DIED.
the church of the living God, founded on
JENKINs.-Elder Thomas E. Jenkins, at his
the Christhood of Jesus of Nazareth, of residence,
No. 15 Broad street, Dowlai·s, Wales,
which you and I are members, the savage Tuly sth, r89o, of acute bronchitis. Interred
tooth of chemistry and the gates of hell July 9th, at Pant cemetery, Dowlais. Funeral
shall not prevail. If faithful till death, services conducted by Elders T. Gould and J. R.
dear brother, we shall wear crowns that Gibbs, and Rev. T. Morgan. He was born Janu2rst at Fish guard, Pembrokeshire; baptized
time will not dim and enjoy a life that ary
September r86r, at North Star branch, near
shall always endure while the ages of God Council Bluffs, Iowa, (when on his way bac,k
endure. We shall leave Asia for Europe. from Salt Lake City) by Elder Jairus M. Putney
After sight seeing for a few weeks on the and confirmed by the same. He was ordained to
office of an elder at the above place by Elder
continent will sail for America and our the
Heywood, September r862, and was further orOakland home.
dained to the office of Seventy, April 8th, r864,
We have received several letters from at Amboy, Illinois, by Elders Henry Cuerdon
home informing us of many good things and C. G. Lanphear. He came on a mission to
accomplisht•d by brother Early and the Wales in r866. He had the work of God always
at heart, and the special subject of his prayers
brethren of Oakland. Also, of the grand was
its success. His ways and dealings were
work that is being done by our evangel- just and punctual and he was warmly beloved of
ists during the present year throughout the all. May his ashes rest in peace.
whole state. You and I, let us hope, will
TAYLOR-At Hannibal, Missouri, August
live to see California in the front-ranks of 2oth, r8S)o, Elder John Taylor ceased his earthly
the brotherhood, contending for the faith toils and mortal pilgrimage, aged 67 years, 4
months and 21 days. He was born in Greenock,
once delivered to the Saints.
Scotland, in 1823, and ln. l84o, at the age of
I will write you my next letter from seventeen, he obeyed the gospel. Continuing in
Constantinople, Turkey, or St Petersburg, the faith he came to America in 1857, but seeing
Russia. The health of myself and wife and rejecting the errors of Utah, he saved himis almost perfect. I attribute the fact to self and family from going to that land. In
1859 he engaged with the Hannibal & St. Joseph
horse-back riding and tenting and general railway,
then just built, and remained a trusted
"roughing" it over the hills and plains of 'workman in their employ for nearly thirty·one
Palestine. I feel that I shall be able to years, never being laid oft for a day nor joining
·strike some strong blows in the service of his fellows in any strike, but continuing faithonward. He was at the head of his profesmy Master when I return and take up fully
sion as a fine workman in steel, making choice
again my work in Oakland.
tools and implements, even to razors and other

Abraham'ssteward was''EliezerofDamascus," and to this city Abraham came when
out on a warlike expedition to rescue Lot.
David placed garrisons here, and Solomon
was troubled not a little by the insurrectionists of this old city in which Naaman
lived and whose "rivers" he preferred to
all the "waters of Israel."
Yesterday
afternoon I visited the home of this famous old leprous Bible character, also the
home of Ananias, who commanded Paul
to ttrise and be baptized. The ninth chapYours sincerely,
GEo. W. SWEENEY.
ter of Acts of Apostles gives an interest~
ing account of Ananias and Judas at whose
house Saul was stopping and from which
place Paul went forth to pr<'ach the gospel in Demascus, Jerusalem, Antioch, CorTWO DAYS' MEETING AND
inth, Athens, Alexandria, Rome and the
great cities of the civilized world. It was
DEDICATION.
here that Paul was persecuted and pursued
A two days' meeting will be held at Allendale,
and made to escape through a w,indow, Worth county, Missouri, on September 2oth and
being let down in a basket outside the city 21st, 1890. Preaching at 2:30 and 7: 30 on Saturday, and three sermons on Sunday, one of
wall. He was hated and hounded because which
will be for the dedication of the chapel
"he preached Christ in the synagogues there. Both ministry and members are cordially
that he is the son of God, and confounded invited to attend, and it is hoped that many will
the Jews which dwelt at Damascus, prov- drive across the country from the Decatur
ing that this is very Christ." The history branches and also from points in the Nodaway
district. ·The resident Saints will welcome and
of Damascus is Phenician, Jewish, Greek, entertain
you.
Roman, Christian and Mohammedan.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dis. Pres.
The French, it is generally believed, will
soon take it from the Turks and it will
<;;ONFERENCE NOTICES.
soon enter a new epoch of evolution as has
The fall conference of the Kewanee district
Egypt under English rule. The bazaars,
convene at Buffalo Prairie, Mercer county,
mosques, mausoleums, castles, Christian will
Illinois, Saturday, September 6th, at 9 :3o a. m.
and Jewish quarters, strange customs and It is hoped and· expected that as many of the
peoples and scores of interesting incidents ministry and members as possible will be present,
and experiences·! will leave unchronicled · and that the Spirit of God will be with us to
our hearts, renew our strength and di--they rise. and fall before my remem- gladden
rect us in discharging the business of the conbrance like humps on the backs of camels ference. Dear Saints, come; even if you have to
in a caravan of the desert. All these sights make sacrifice to do so, and God will bless you
E. E. WHEELER, Dist. Pres.
I will, at a future day, bring out of chaos for the effort.
into order and present them in detail for
Our conference [Central Missouri district?your edification and amusement.
Ed.] will convef!e on Saturday, September 13th,
FOR BAALBEC.

If I fail to go to Palmyra, I shall leave
Damascus in a few days for Baalbec. I
saw a fortress at Cesarea Phillippi on the
hill back of the old town, 8oo feet Iong
300 feet wide and which when complete
stood twelve stories high. But its massive
stones and towers are falling into ruins as
have the great temples at Baalbec-the
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1890, at 10 a. m., at the Alma branch, two and a
half miles south of Richmond, Missouri.
R. L. WARE.
BORN.
HAND.-At Richland, Iowa, December 2d,
r889, to Bro. C. E. and Sr. Frances Hand a
daughter; blessed August 17th, by Elder J. S.
Roth, and named Lena Lois.
,
W ALTENs.-At Richland, Tama Co., Ia., May

fine goods. Although he did not belong to any
order or secret society, yet seventy·six of his fellow-workmen formed voluntarily at the head of
the procession to the cemetery, two departments
of the shop being closed for the occasion.
Among other things said in the Post to his honor
were the words that John Taylor was a man
"who could be relied upon at any and all times,"
of whom one of the citizens said to the reporter
as foliows:
"If anybody in our city , goes to
heaven they will surely meet John Taylor there."
Mention was made' in the Post that he was a
Latter Day Saint, and that he had at many times
preached that faith in Hannibal and surrounding
cities. And he did indeed let his light shine, and
in a gentle and kindly spirit present the doc·
trine of Christ on all suitable occasions. He
united with the Reorganized church in r864 and
many of the leading elders have enjoyed the hospitality of himself and family in times past. His
wife, one son and five daughters survive him.
To them he preached as well as spoke In tongues
and gave the interpretation thereof the night he
died. He also· sang hymns of praise unto the
Lord and passed away strong in spirit and glorious in his triumph of faith. The funeral sermon
was preached by Elder H. A. Stebbins on August
22d to a large gathering.
BREWER.-At Kinmundy, Illinois, August 8th,
1890, Bro. Archibald Brewer, aged 22 years, 8
months and 30 days. He leaves a young wife
and numerous friends to mourn his loss, for he
was a good boy and loved by every one. He
died firm in the faith and was willing to go. The
funeral sermon will be preached by·Eider I. M. ·
Smith, October rzth.
ELr.-On August 16th, r89o, Sr. Elizabeth Ell.
She 'was born August 24th, r822, at Wlstarten,
Cheshire, England; joined the church in an e11rly
day-about r84o-and emigrated at that time;
joined the Reorganization by baptism by Elder
George Chaptnan, at Leavenworth, Kansas,
December 13th; r875·
She fell asleep lamented and respected by all, having, in spite of
great bodily affliction, led a meek, christian life.
Funeral services by Elder E. C. Brand.

E. K. Evans, Bishop's Agent London District, Clifford,
Ontario.
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THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Tbe Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th.
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
poi.nts in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South·west and North-west. For tickets and
further information concerning the excursions;
call on your nearest C. B. & Q. ticket agent, or
.address P. S. Eustis, Generall Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.
THE YOUNG WOMEN OF TO-DAY.
It is not enough that the young women of today shall be what theinc:mothers are, or were.
They must be more. The spirit of the times
calls on women for a higher order of things, and
the requirements of the woman of the future will
be great. I must not be misconstrued into saying that the future woman will be one of mind
rather than of heart. Power of mind in itself no
more makes a true woman than does wealth, beauty of person or social station. But in clear intellect,
a well trained mind adorns a woman, just as an ivy
will adorn a splendid oak; a true woman has a
power. something peculiarly her own, in her moral influence, which, when duly developed, makes
her queen over a wide realm of spirit. But this
she can possess only as her powers are cultivated.
Cultivated women yield the scepter of authority over the world at large. Wherever a cultivated woman dwells, be sure that there you will
find refinement, nior.al power and life in its high·
est form. For a woman to be cultivated she
must begin early; the days of girlhood are transitory and fast-fleeting, and girls are women
before we know it, in these rapid times. Every
girl has a certain station to occupy in this life,
someone place to fill, and often she makes her own
station by her capacity to create and fill it. The
beginning influences the en d.-Ladies Home ':Jour-

nal.
Josephus says that the district of Galilee alone
contained 204 places, each with an average of
15,ooo inhabitants. That would give the 2,000
square miles of Galilee a population of quite
3,ooo,ooo What a number of people Jesus must
have reached then, in his short ministry, aided
by "the twelve," and the chosen "seventy;" for
Luke declares ''that he went throughout every city
and village, preaching and shewing the glad
tidings of the kingdom of God."
FREE

PATRIOT

has decided to start a

l![,

Lance,

department, in which all have equal opportunity ror the
expression of their convictions upon any subject of general interest. We have had this department in view for
years; but not until now, did we feel that we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of gener"l interest, and
profit to all. Regular price of PATRIOO' $1 per year; but
to rapidly increase our Clrculation, will send it six months
on trial for forty cents. Can you in justice do less than
appropriate forty cents to provihg the PATRIOT?
Address LAMBERT BROS, Publishers,
Lamoni~

Decatur Co., Iowa.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
By M. H. Bond, 103 pages, paper covers, for sale at this
office, price Twenty-five Cents.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. 'l'hirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.
ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

~

9:1.1'00,

Priee per year

Walker, Editor and Publisher.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent Interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

-..A.--

SYMBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDRPENDENCE, Mo.

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of ·r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House, stable,
nice grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
For terms enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa,
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

JV'E W BOOK.

BFree

BRADEN-KELLEY'DEBAT~

:Muslin boards, 396 pages .••••••••••••••••••• 1 'II
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
The Inspired Translation· of the Holy Scripvine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school ·J. and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
LEAVES,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
AUTUMN
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Published monthly for the
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
with Him?
Christ of Latter Day Satnts,
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
ll8!r' FLEXIBLE BINDING.

LA.NCE.

Among the cherished rights of man is the freedom of
opinion, as well as the right, when opportunity oJi'ers, to
express opinion. To give as full an opportunity for such
expression as is consistent with the accomplishment of
good, the

lNSPIRED TRANSLATION.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.''
-THE-

ApOStaey, Reformation and :Restoration.

This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible 'tudent can afford to miss

reading

It

either as

CRITIC Or INVESTIGATOR.

Jt COntainS

390 pages of closely written matter and printed ln good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AAIWNIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURUH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewi~g and critically examining the claims of the RestoratiOn of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be bad by addressing
W111. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM. H. KELLEY.

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library .••••••••.••••••• 1 25
Imit.ation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••• ; •• •, ••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .••..•••••••.. 2 150
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructioll!l on choir and anthem music.

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVJ:<;NA.NTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pagl:lll, paper covers • • • •
Old editiolil ............ o.. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• l 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••. 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Silepherd, dozen 5c, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ......••.••• 1 ~5
~. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100. . • . 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .. 1 ~~~
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10{) ................•• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 16 cts., 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• 1 ~5
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 ~5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ......•.... 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; doz()n 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozenUicts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . • . . 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... Hi
per hundred ...........................•. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .......•• 1 ~IS
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . • • • . . 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . . • • . • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts..................... 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • • • • . . • • . • • • •
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"liBABKBN TO TRB WoRD oil' THE LoRD: FOB THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU RAVJI SAVE rr 1111 01'111 WIF:B- Al'II> CoNCUIIINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: Exc:eFT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHBN EITHBB
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec, 109, par, 4.
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HERALD:

Ollicial Paper of the Reorganized Church of J esns Christ of
Latter Day Saints
Pu:BLISHBD AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The ~raveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub·
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
· Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at -Lamoni Post Ollice.
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about the early "saints of Kirtland.or their reliThe yarns spun and tales told ab:JUt the Kirtgion than he does of those now residing here.
land bank may do for those who know nothing
But he seeks to discredit them. Has he been
of bminess or banking, or the care and custody
newly converted by the blood and thunder story
of funds, or those who care not for justice so
of John D . Lee, and hence began this tirade uptheir little theories are promoted, but to none
on a people whose acquaintance he has never
others. The facts are:
·made, and whose faith he has never examined,
I. That Joseph Smith was not in the mercan·
except through the corrupt stories of our bitter·
tile business at Kirtland, and did not bring on the
est foes, although living for a number of years
stoc;ks of goods as asserted.
within a'few miles?
.
2. That he neither gave the money of the.
In the Issues of May 3oth, July uth and 25th,
bank ot'tt to pay his own. debts or the debts
and August 2d a wonderful attempt is made to
any othe_rs, "high dignitaries" of the. church.
discredit the honesty and honor of Joseph Smith
3- TMi reliance of the Kirtland bank was. not
by story and insinuation about things in general
held out by its officers and friends to be in the
and the matter of the Kirtland bank in partieular..
coin in its vaults, but in the real estate thatback·
01 this last he says:
ed it; and hence the absurdity of the stories of
"The bank soon collapsed and shut down, and
tne "strips of newspapers" and "boxes of sand'' to
the boxes that purported to cqntain specie were
any one who will but use his thinki~g powers a
found to be filled with lead, pot metal, or -sand,
little. There was about one hundred and seven·
and the packages of bank hills were fomid to be
ty-five stockholders in this institution who
strips of newspapers carefully done up-so said
pledged their real estate as.the reserve to holders
by .those who examined-at any rate the money
of the paper.
was gorie, and supposed to have been sent to PhilMr. Lyon, a general --merchant of Cleveland,
adelphia and New York to buy goods.:_Smith
who was theri in fhe country, and had no sym"
having brought ·on a large stock of goods, and an·
pathy so far as believing with the Saints is conother large stock owried by some of the dignitacerned, says: "The Kirtland money was the best
ries of the church."
we had, because· it was based upon real estate!'
Had C. G. C. been an investigator, but a few
This is the tnith; the bank was compelled to
queries in his own mind upcm the foregoing
close its doors in common with all other banks
would have dispelled his suspicions, had nothing
of Ohio then, with this· difference-the Kirtland
else. been at hand.
bank had·for its primary causes in the failure tile
I. If the money was sent oh to the east, it was
underhanded and dishonest work of its enemies,
to begin wi_th in the bank, and why infer that the
while the hard times was the secondary or· con·
institution was founded without capit!J-l to detributing cause; whereas, other banks, as a rule,
fraud?
fell simply from the condition of the times. The
z. U the money was sent east to pay debts, ~eal estate of the Kirtland bank, however, was
\''here is the dishonesty, so insinuatingly urged?
the pledge, and .except for the great deprecia3· If these- men believed in despoiling the Gen·
tion in values every dollar would have been retiles, as C .. G. C. states, whj did they take the
deemed at par. As it was, there was a loss to
bank money and send to. pay their debts to the
many of the last holders, but nothing in properGentile merchants of Philadelphia and New
tionto what the people suffered from other bariks,
York and leave their paper in the hands of their
And but for the assistant cashier's violation of
brethren at home with whom they must live? .
his instructions during the absence of the cash·
4· H this was a:n anti-banking company, as he ier, Joseph .Smith, to the New England states; it
says the bills showed, how do we find a. bank exis quite probable that the :{Cirtland bank would
aminer taking charge to examine its vaults?
have survived the terrible hard times of 183&-.7:
_5. 1£ no bank examiner took charge, how did
Benjamin Markell, a resident of Kirtland at
C. G. C find out that they ha:d nothing but"pot
the time-not a Latter Day Saint-a man of
metal and sand and strips of newspaper?"
means and business, gave his evidence on NoIt was with this,' as most any other incident of
vember- 29th, I884, upon this as follows:
«I was acquainted with old Father Smith's.
Us kind that has takenplace iri the country,
when the bank failed there were certain true rea'
whole family. Knew Joseph, Hyrum, Carlos,
sons for it, and any amount of fals.e ones assign·
.Williai:n, and all the rest who came hl!re.. There
ed by its enemies, although they may never have
were two young women in the family. I was
had a dollar's interest in the concern; and it is
well acquainted with them. They were nice
thes.e false theories that our friend' his taken as
girls. H yriim ..vas, Teal ~ays thought, a vety·,exi
correcf, which the examination 6f his 0 wn stateemplary man. William was more fond of fun
ments fully shows. Does he or any one else de:
and sport. 1 dealt with Joseph Smith when he
sire to go into;m examination of the question of · · lived here.. At o_ne time I loaned him about
the hon~sty and trutMulness ~fthe early Latter
hundred dollars in. money. He paid me
Day Saints in Kirtland, pr<;>minent among whom
agreed. A.t different other thpes I .loi~ed•
was Jos~ph Smith, we' are quite s'atlsfied ·toun"
small sums; he always paid rile and
dertake ~0 .meet the isst:e ana !\S-k only an equal
honorably; I believe the Smjih
hea:~ingw!ih <!PP<!t!erits:
d~ right and dea:t ·h~llO.t!\bly i,f t~ey'

of

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W.

BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 13, 1890.
KELLEY REFUTES "C. G. C."

will be· found an instructive and
interesting communication from Elder E.
L. Kelley refuting the unfounded assertions of a writer in the Willoughby (Ohio)
Independent; Lovers of the right will
fipd ~it good reading, for many of the
facts set forth by Elder Kelley will be
new to some, of them.
Speaking of the bank movement on the
part o(the ~aints at Kirtl~nd, in the times
of Joseph the Seer, we have to add that
the.late. Bro.; W m~ Mark~ stated repeatedly that whet( Joseph and others having
.control of the matter learned that their
en~thieshad succeeded in preventing their
obtaining a c,harter by act of the Ohio leg.islature,they•promptly took steps to close.
u'p the conct1rn, pay off or secure all its
liabilities and would have succeeded per 7
fectly had it• not been for the villainy of
Warren Parrish, the assistant f:ashier, and
· a.few others, connected with him. Bro.
.Marks advanced in specie eight thousand
dollars (as we now remember it). towards liquidating tbe·.debts of. the con·
c~rt;l.
And thopgh himself was a loser
~() SOlVe extt;>nt by tht; b<tnk failure, he
n~:ver questioned the honesty ,of J 0 s~ph
in .that a£fair, fi:()m fir.st to last.
.
BELOW

PIONE:ER. REMINISCENCES. EXAMINED,

Edii~rs Wiflou}rMy ·Inde:Pet~de?zt:
THearticles appearing of late in the columns
your, paper; as Pioneer R.ediniscences and
signed C; G. Cl., contain so many false and rid!~
culous sta:tem~nts. concerning. the ·Latter Day
Saints, ~s. torequirea reply, lest the unsusped
andc;tsuaLreader be deceived thereby. Just
this C. G.' C. shpuld s~ek to reflect against
of Lake county by sowing thesetal~s
v • . . -·v~''t' ana slander, fs more surprising when
coJnsio:ler the confession made in his introducthe Kirtland parf .of the so-called reinlni----'-'-'-·----'he
il6thing against
thei-r reli-

of
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They were pitched into . by nthers on.
acco11nt of their religion. The Kirt~and ba.nk, .
in my judgment, fai1ed on account of misman•
agem~nt, trusting of incompetent men to do the
busi~ess, together with the hard times coming
on. I did not attribute it to the dishonesty of
the parties."
As before stated, in the absence of the cashier;
one Grandison Newell and his set of the baser·
s_ort got around the assistant cashier and pretended they would stand by him~ _and for him to
send out the bank notes 'that he had been. ordered to hold. Newell was a man of means but hated the Saints. The assistant believed him and
·put out the money, and Newell worked to break
down instead of sustain. Mr. Smith returned
and took in the situation, and to prevent fraud
upon the people at a distance at once gave notice
to_the press of the country in August, 1837, of
this work and of the effort to send men by these
parties to different parts of the country to enrich
themselves, and bring in its train odium against
the people, and th·ereby nipped the greater fraud
of these enemies in its first stage. The act of the
cashier in thus sending over the country §O
promptly the facts, shows him to have been honorable throughout.
Some of the best and cleanest men of the nation, from General Grant to the citizen of no rank
and pretention, have, through over-confidence in
friends and the times, been thus made to feel the
unrelenting grasp of business evolution; yet no
honorable man tries to belittle their liv.es .and
usefulness by reason of this. The charge he
makes against the early Saints of- Kirtland be;
ing "ignorant, fanatical," and "ready to do anything, even to the taking of life," is so well answered by Mr. Bancroft, the historian, in his estimate of this same people, that I but insert his
own statement: "There was some thieving
among them, but they were no more immoral or
dishonest than their persecutors who made war
on them, and as they thought without a shadow
of right."
Again: "But when the testimony on both
sides is carefully weighed, it must be admitted
that the Mormons in Missouri l\nd Illinois were,
as a Class, a more moral,• honest, temperate, hardworking, self-denying and thrifty people than
the Gentiles by whom they were surrounded."
The assertions of C. G. C. "that they should not
hesitate to take life if the Lord commanded
them," and "that they should suck the milk of
the Gentiles," are pure fabrications, gotten up by
the enemies of the Saints and directly contrary
to their belief and teaching. The Lord did say
to them: "Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt notspeak evil of thy neighbor, nor do him any harm.
Thou knowest my laws concerning these things
are given in my Scrir tures; he that sinneth and
repenteth not shall be cast out." B. of C., sec.
42. Again: "Let no man bnak the Jaws of the
land, for he that keepeth the laws of God hath
no need to break the laws of the land." Ibid,
sec. 58. Instead of teaching· the taking of the
property of others, as c!aim<"d by C. G. C, and
their enemies, the paragraph reads as follows:
"For it shall come to pass that which I s..rake by
the mouths of my prophets shall be fulfilled; for
I will consecrate of the riches of those who embrace my gospel among the Gentiles unto the
poor of my people who are of the house of Israel."
Ibid, sec. 32, par. I r. The instruction is upon

rightfulness of those who are !lf>le to
do to-day. The Temple property was adjudgeg
voluptaq contributions, for the poor and the
as be)onging to the. Sai11ts ~f to-day, "The Re;
needy, and must be commended by any Christian
orgapized church," for the reason that they were
people; but to find fault with the teaching of Mr.
in the faith of their brethren who sacrificed for
Smith his enemies deliberatel'y and corruptly
and builded it; arid all the talk about the Saints
take out the words of . the passage-'-"those who
living here now being all right so ~ar as .citizens
embrace my gospel 1;-and send forth this mutiare concerned, and having a faith which none
lated thing as proving their positions.
And
can successfully assail, but that th~ early Saints
singular enough, men are found .. who see.m de,
believed in and taught. hideous al;ld.ridic)llo.us
lighted to dwell upon and repeat'this lie. 'They
things, is sheer nonsense. Nei.ther party has
should remember that John's Revelations conever believed in, practiced, or taught any .prin,
demn alike .those "who Jove" and those "who
ciple of faith and doctrine but wqat was taught
make a lie."
and believed byJesus and the Apostles; and if
The early Saints taught the doctrine that the
our friends think differently, let them come for"meek shall inherit the earth." So did Jesus.
ward. with_ the proof:
·
They taught that "the kingdom and dominion
What authority has C. G. C. for the assertion
under the whole heaven should be given to the
that the doctrines ofthe early Saints of Kirtland
Saints of the Most High." So did Daniel and
were~"That_the Gentiles h'ad no rights thatthey
Jesus. The Saints taught that this would not
were bound to respect?" "That· it was doing
take place till Jesus should come in person to
God service to despoil th~m of property and eve~
reign over them. So did David, Daniel, Paul
life when it was thought necessary for the advancement ofth_e. Mc;rmon church?" "That the
and John. Did their foes make war upon them
because they feared they might be the chosen
doctrine of celestial marriage was carefully· and
ones when the Lord should co11:1e? The unjust
rather secretly advocated in Kirtland?'' That
and cruel manner of the warfare against them at
Oliver Cowdery ever either in private or public
the time and the spirit of falsifying their doctrine
"renounced the whole thing privately?' or, any
and teaching since, fully justifies such conclu"
part of his testimony to the Book of Mormon?
sion.
These are all on a par with the statement that "a.
The way the. tales and stories start and are enjudgment was pending against Smith on which
larged upon is well illustrated in the st~tement
the Temple was _sold at sheriff's sale sometfme
told by our enemies and published over the counafter the) left." The records of ,the county, of
try of what Rev. Z. Rudolph, father of Mrs.
easy access to all, will show just how much truth
Garfield, had said about his knowledge of Sidney
there is in the statement, and if he wishes to be
Rigdon and the Book of Mormon. On the 24th
fair why does he not inform himself and give
of July, r885; I called upon Mr. Rudolph at his
the facts?
home in Mentor, with the statement, and he at
So with the other assertions; men stand ready
once said that he had made no such statement.
right in Kirtland, and have for years, with evi"I know nothing myself of Rigdon's whereabouts dence that none <;an gainsay, and are_ willing to
fn r827; all I got is second hand. I knew he was
compare in private interview or go before the
away from home in March, r828, longer than we
justices or common pleas courts of the county
expected when he went away. He went to Manand honorably and justly attest these stor!es;but
tua to hold a meeting and was to have been back only one effort has been attempted to meet the
in about a week, but did not come for a longer
facts, vlz : that before Justice Carpenter in
time, and we found out that he heard that Walter
March, r884, when Rev.(?) Clark Braden raked
Scott was to be at Warren, and he went down
the town an'd country to try to prove a dishonest
there to see and hear him. That was the time
and mean act against Joseph Smith, when not
that Scott was stirring up such an excitement by
one, even of his own selection of biased and pre'
his preaching.'' Well, we queried, what did you
judiced witnesses, was able to make out a single
say to Clark Braden or any one else that made
instance.. Tl)e evidence duly certified, sworn to
them publish you as one of the witnesses to their and subscribed, is published and of easy access,
assertion that Rigdon and Smith were acquaintand yet C. G. G. seems never to have heard of it.
ed before the publica_tion of the Book of Mormon?
But he has the purported confession of John D.
Ans.: "I said that Deacon Blish told me-(he
Lee; and now, if he will get the publications of
was a deacon in the Baptist church, that Rigdon Jesse and Frank James; and the Cleveland Fur
left)-after Smith and Rigdon got acquainted,
Robbers, they may prove another valuable addithat he was apprehenoive that Smith and Rigdon
tion to his theological library.
were colloguing together."
This John D. Lee book, so explicitly relied
This Is a duplicate of the story of the "three
upon by C. G. C., does not sustain him in. the
black crows ;"~and yet thousands read the pubassertions abont the early .Saints of Kirtland;
lished lie and drink it down without question,
why he suppressed the truth spoken in that to
because it suit8 them. Had not the Saints of take up and publish the story of Lee with BrigKirtland from r83r to 1838, as now, ever been
ham Young, we ieave for his own explanation.
ready to compare their views with q.thers, and all
Lee expressly states, j;' that book is to be acwith the Bible, holding forth a readiness to abide ·cepted, that his acts done under Young were not
its teachings and as it read, there might be left
according to the teaching of Joseph Smith. He
some excuse for calling them ignorant and
says: "Joseph Smith taught the pure gospel of
fanatical. Do fanatics reason? or does the ignorChrist." Not so with Young. Why not C. G.
ant abide in the principles of the doctrine of
C. stand by the statement of his own witness?•
Christ? In our warfare upon others let us be
It would be just as reasonable to charge the
·men, if we cannot be Christian men, and do jusbloody massacre of "Hauns' Mill," Mo.,-the
tice to our fellow men, although our cherished
darkest and most heartless in the annals .of the
Idols be thereby demolished.
United States-not even the hellish work of the
The early Latter Day Saints of Kirtland be"Mountain Meadow" equaling it in the perfidy
lieved in and taught what the Saints of K:irtland • and betrayal of the confiding trust of women and
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I leave here for Bo~ton in the morning, expect- I
ir;g to arrive there Friday. Two were baptized
here Sunda.v; one a rather promising colored
man, Peter Scott by hame, a slave liberated by .
Lincoln's proclamation."

claiming to be the true and original church, and
located in different states and places. One of
these fragments removed to Uiah under the
leadership of Brigham Young. In t851, at Nauvoo, Illinois, a large number of the officials and
Bro. D. Chambers recently wrote from
members of the original church became again
Persia, Iowa:
.
consolidated under the name of the Reorganized
"Bro. William Blair closed his series of meetChurch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. All
ings to-night at Unionburg, having delivered
eleven sermons-eight at Persia and three other fragments, resulting from the dissolution
at Unionburg.
He has done great good.
of 1844, have since lost their identity, and, for
There has been large attendance and much inthe most part, have become incorporated with
terest, and truly he has been wonderfully blessed
the Reorganized Church."
of God in presenting the word. The people here
"Who was responsible for the introduction of
have great respect for him."
polygamy into the church?"
"Brigham Young, so we claim. Many perTHE Boston Herald and Globe, of Sunsons consider my father the author of it, but I
day the 31st ult. both publish interesting never saw any evidence to support that view.
and lengthy interviews with Pres. Joseph The doctrine of polygamy was certainly not pubSmith in that city. We publish the licly taught until 1852, eight years after my father's death and one year after· our reorganization,
Herald's account:
although it may have been secretly practiced at
Joseph Smith, president of the Reorganized
an earlier time by the followers of Brigham
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is
Young."
visiting in Boston. During the early part of this
Then the Reorganized church is openly opposed to polygamy?'.'
month he attended a reunion at Jonesport, Maine,
of the Saints of New England, and since that
"Decidedly. We believe that marriage is ordained of God and that his law provides for but
time he has been going about strengthening the
faith of the brethren in these parts and helping one companion in wedlock, for either man or
them to gain new converts. Bro. Smith is a son
woman, except in cases where the contract of
marriage is broken by death or transgression.
of that Joseph Smith, the prophet and martyr,
v.ho founded the Church of Jesus Christ of LatWe believe, further, that the doctrines of a
ter Day Saints, of which the Mormon Church is
plurality and a community of wives are heresies.
the most notorious offshoot to-day. The only
For these· articles of our faith we have abundant .
other branch that amounts to anything is the
foundation in the Bible, and, in addition, we have
church of which Bro. Smith is the president It what the Book of Mormon says: •Wherefore,
lo so seldom that a real prophet and son of a
my brethren, hear me and hearken to the word
prophet appears in this r~tl]er prosaic and inof the Lord, for there shall not any man among
tensely modern city, that Bro. Smith was inter- you have save it be one wife.'"
viewed last evening by a Herald young man. He
"In" what respects does your church differfrom
had some quite interesting things to say, both
many Christian sects?"
about his own organization of Saints and about
"Chiefly in the definition of the G:odhead,.in
those we adhere to Mormonism and polygamy.
the doctrine ofeternaljudgment, and in the con~
JriRTLAND, 0., Adgust 9th, 1890.
The prophet was found to be a patriarchal look:
tinued .and I}Cver. ending revelations of God .to
lng person .. His long, white heard, strongly acman. We think that men should worship God
centuated features and dignified demeanor were
In spirit and intruth,and that such worshipdoes
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Pres. W. WI" Blair wrote from Persia, exactly what might have' been expected itl a· man not require a violation of the constitutional Ia:w
>lo)Va, th(;l I.st inst. giving the fqllowingac- of his position and pedigree. With him., in the of the land.''
modest sitting room of a Saint on Sarsfield street,
"What is the .extent of the church to-day?"
C9U.!It of his l~bors and the condition of
were several other Saints, among whom was Bro.
"In territory, the whole United States; in
the work in thatregion:
.
W. H. Keliey, apostle of the church in Oqio.
membership, about 30,000 Saints.
The head-·
uHaf.i hundreds out to our meetings In Union
.Grove yesterday.. Excellent feeling and encour"I am always ready," the prophet said, "to quarters of the church Is at Lamoni,Iowa, and
aging prospects trere.. I preach to. night and to·
talk ofour church in order t~ present it in the
the ne~t most powerful stronghold is at Kirtland,
• tl!orrow night in thehall in Union burg, and then
proper light before the public. Utah is not my
Ohio.· My home is in the former place. We are
·go toyouncU Bluffs and. Nebraska City, and on
home. I have been asked more than once how
by no means weak iri New England, and the con·
tO Brownsville by the 6th in st. to help dedicate a
e!ii!rch the 7th. Last nigqt ~I preached the last
m11,ny wives I have, but I assure ,you I have no
gregation of Saints worshiping on Howard aveof a :seri~.s of eight sermons here to steadily .in·
affiliations with the ....church.of Brigham Young
nue, Roxbury, is in a flourishing condition. '!'he
· creasing congrega,tiot1s . with corresponding inJonesport reunion, lasting from Augu~t 3d to
and respect for polygamy.
terefit, The Saints are cheered vyith the prosAugust toth, was attended by• Saints from Bos~
"My father was not applygamist. .The Morpect of consideraple accessions to the church in
this region/at a'} par!y time, an<} .<~II seem. zealous
ton, Brockton and Fa: II River, Mass~; l?rovidehce,
m~ns clai!I1 that he was, ll.nd J do not under~or the Lord's work!'
.. ·. •.
·.· ·
R.I.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Green's Landing, Deer
take to prove that he had not several wives. But
...·.·;Bro. M. M. Turpen wrote from Shack- thi~ I do know, that if h.e had this plurality of Isle, Dixfield, Addison Point, Mason's Bay and
leville, Alaba~a, the 27th ult:
Indian River:, Maine. A goodlv number of conwives, .he had children by only one of them, arid
•.'I .am well a11d actively engaged in the good
verts, including young people, were baptized and
she "\Vasmymother. Our church mairttairis, in
cause; Never was.• so hlessed in my labors as I
confirmed."
.
short,. that my fatqer n~ither preached. nor p~ac
have been this conference year."
"Have you visited Utah hitely ?"
We. are pleased to learn. of his success; ticed poiyg~my, and we follow in J:lis footsteps as
"Yes, I was there for six months durlpgtS89:
wept~derstand them." . . . . . . . . . . .·
'~.~tus not for~et the brethrenlaboring.iQ.
••When was the Reorganized Church estab: We. have a place. of worship in Salt Lake City,·
distant .fields.
lished?;;
·· •· ··········. · •
and continue our work of proselyting fr~m the .
?',res. Joseph $mith wrote the 27th ult~
Mormon church ':"ith ever increasing succ.ess.
•iJn
t85t,
My
f.ather
founded
. th~ origin~!
~:• ·:·/ · '"· ·
Gr~en~s J;_.al)ding, Mame:
churchint83o atPalmyra, NewYork, During It was ort a mission with ~his purpose that I
au<lience.greeted us on. Sut?day all
morn in~ and eve11ing, Bro. Sheehy the same year the Saints, r~m~vej:l in a bodyto
In the territ~ry last year." . ,
·
·
auerrwo·n· service; .... Our meetings
situation,
· .regiJ.rd
l{irtbndi Ohiq. At the death of my father h\:
closing effo~t being
ill
"•
1844t~e .ch ~rch beca~fdlsqJC~~~ized;,Th~ ~etp- ·
quite all able effort,
xu:1n••m•"11'u' orciol1ecv ·~r.o,Kelfe!and b~rship':"as ~c~ttereliillto..•!>~!lJl.~r~g;IU~tlts,e~c:h ...
children-to the teaching of the president of the
United States, and John Knox and Alexander
Campbell, as that of Mountain Meadow to Jo·
seph Smith. At Hauns' Mill the pkdge of protection was made by an officer of the U.S. army
and bearer of the flag of" the nation, to which
these parties had a right to look for protection in
the persons of Col. Ashley and Capt. Nehemiah
Compstock; and on the following day they returned and massacred the entire party of emi·
grants. The men who did it were zealots in the
faith of their churches, and not one was ever
brought" to justice for the crime. Where does
C. G. C. attach the blame?
The charge brought against Martin Harris,
that he was poor and thought crazy on the subject of Mormonism, is about as good an objection
as any of the others. It ts very handy to call a
man crazy when he lets his mind dwell upon a
special theme that his neighbors do not see as he
himself does.
Robt>rt Fulton was thoughtcrazy by his friends
and neighbors when he wrought at steamboat
construction. And so, Prof. Morse, the inventor
of telegraphy. The king thought Paul was
"mad" on the subject of· religion; and now Martin Harris is crazy because his soul is enwrapped
In the Bible question.
But what did Harris
teach that was so bad and foolish? Oh, well,
that Is. not remembered; but he applied some·
thing in the Bible to himself. How dreadful! ,
If our friend has anything said or done by Jo·
seph Smith that will justify his assertions, iet
him quote and give chapter and verse. We shall
'be in.terested In evidence, but have nothing in
comrpon with gossip and slander.. In the spirit
of "charity for all and malice toward none," we
are ready afall times .to seek the truth and pursue it; b11t in our investigation and strife for the
right we. demand; justice to the dead. as well as
the living. Respectfully,
E. L. K:ELLEY.
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ment has undertaken to enforce the Jaw, but
polygamy is by no means stamped out. Like all
other crime, it flourishes in secret. I would atmost say that the efforts made to suppress the
crimes of. Mormonism arestrengthening and still
more solidly unifying the perpetrators of those
crimes. There are only three temples in Utah
in which marriages are performed. Another
temple is being erected in Salt Lake City. Admission to these places is confined by the rriost
rigorous safeguards, to the sworn adherents of
the church.
No man or woman can enter a
temple without a ticket signed and ·sealed by a
high official, whence it is clear that the agents of
the government are at a disadvantage, at .the
very start, in ferreting out examples of polygamy.
The government is doing good, but it can not
entirely cleanse the church 6£ the influence left
by Brigham Young. Some other means of reformation must be found, and not the least hopeful is that of our Reorganized church, which,
holding to the true line of succession and consequently wielding great ·power, maintains the
purity of the original faith."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
THE Council Bluffs, Iowa, Globe, of the
27th ult. advertises the Plum Hollow
campdneeting in a courteous telegraphic
item.
Bro. M. H. Bond wishes us to state that
the authorized ministry are requested to
act as agents for his new book "Spiritual
Gifts." Copies can also be ordered from
him direct. His address is No. 46 Waverly Street, Providence, Rhode Island.
Sr. Katie Mcintosh, Coleman, Michigan, writes that she is grateful for the
latter day work and loves to read of its
progress.
Bro. Francis A. Evans writes from
Bevier, Missouri: The HERALD i~ a welcome visitor at the home of himself and
parents and has been since 1865. The
hearts of the parents and children in his
home are united in the cause of truth.
Bro. W. M. Rumel tersely and clearly
advocates and defends the truth in a late
issue of the Neligh (Neb.) Neu•s. The
rays of light and truth are being reflected
by many whose minds and hearts have
been enlightened by the Spirit which has
shown and is showing unto them the things
of the Father.
Pres. Joseph Smith arrived in from
Boston, Massachusetts, the 3d inst.
He
reports the brethren ably and actively at
work and the cause prospering throughout the New England states and the east.
According to a telegraphic statement
the Rev. E. H. Baker, Springfield, Illinois, having had trouble with _his congregation, because of dissensions, starts another church. Lo here, and Jo there! So
runs the world away.
.
We greet the Pen and Plaiform, published at St. Mary's, Ontario, with pleasure, and ardently desire the blessing of
success to it, under the management of
Bro. anJ Sr. Watson; long life to the Pen

and Plaijorm.

. .

The Palestine, Texas, Advocate, August
z8th, makes complimentary menti0n of the
preaching of Elder J. W. Bryan, and also
l'efers to the genenal tenets of the church.

Bro. R. Etzenhouser, 'St; Louis, Missouri, rst inst: "Six were added by bap·tism yesterday."

EDITED BY SIS1'ER "FRANCES.''

"What matter how the winds may blow,
Or blo·w they east; or biow they west;
What reck I how the tides may flow,
Since ebb or flow allke is best.
No summer calm, no winter gille,
Impedes or drives me from my way;
I steadfast towards the Haven sail,
That lies; perhaps, not fa; away.
"What matter how the winds may blow
Sinc.e fair or foul a' ike is best;
God holds them in his hand, I know,
And I may leave to him the rest;
Assured that neither calm nor gale
Can bring me danger or delay,
As I towards the haven sail,
That lies, I know, not far away."

IN preference to any editorial of our own we present our readers this week with a short editorial
by B. 0. Flower in the Arena, and in doing so
wish to call special attention thereto.

ETHICAL TRAINING AT THE
FIRESIDE.
It is difficult to form an adequate conception_
of the amount of misery, disease which emphasize the short-comings of our present generation,
that is directly traceable to the careless, but unintentional neglect of parents, comparatively fe;w
of whom properly comprehend the infinite possibilities for good or evil, which tremble in the
balance of those Jives that through them have
come to bless or curse the world, and which ate
day by day unfolding into fragrant flowe:t;s of
moral, intellectual or physical beauty, or stunted
growths, dwarfed largely by their immediate surroundings, and in many instances transformed
into objects at once revolting, poisonous and repulsive.
It is not enough, as many parents imagine, to
feed and clothe their offspring, and when they
arrive at a proper age to place them in school.
There is a duty quite as vital as ministering to
their physical sustenance that devolves on the
parents, though unrecognized by the many, the
duty of developing the moral nature. The indifference of parents in this respect is as unexplicable as it is disastrous to the individual and to
society. A child whose ethical training begins
at the cradle, and is systematically impressed
during early years by parents, who themselves
in life emphasize the truths they enunciate, will
rarely dishonor their name, or prove other than
a blessing to society. So serious is this problem,
so intimate is its relation to the progress of humanity, so far reaching and vital its influence,
that no thoughtful student of human life can afford to ignore what our widening vision has demonstrated is not impractical or visionary, Much
as the ancient Stoics impressed the loftiest ethics
on the minds of the young who sought them,
would I have the cardinal virtues impressed. on
the plastic mind of every child, varying the methods to suit the child, beginning with object l~s
sons, pictures and stories which illustrate important moral truths and lessons in virtue. All
children love pictures and stories, and these in
the hands of parents who appreciate the solemn

responsibilities of parenthood, can be .made won,
derfully effective.
As the child grows older
te~ch him to value above price, truth, honor and
integrity. Repress all selfish tendencies. Make
him dwell in the·harmonious.and radiant atmos:
phereof love. Above all teach him tpleration;
Show him that all laws or religions that would
persecute another for honest thought,emanate
from other than a Divine source, are not beneficial nor do they point upward. History is rich
in striking illustrations which, told as stories, or
in after years read to the children, will em ph a:
size each important lesson to be taught. In this
manner the moral perceptions will be quickened,
and a broad ethical foundation will be laid that
will go far toward insuring a noble life. .A leading Roman prelate once*said: "Give me the first
ten years of a child's life and you may have him
afterward." This thought is worthy the consjderation of parents. Nor is it enough to impress
virtue; vice must be painted in its true hideousness, pictured without the mask. Show the child
, the sting that is hidden from view; the end which
is filled with bitterness. The wise parent wilt instruct his child fully, and make him thoroughly
acquainted with the dangers that will beset him.
He will clothe him with the armor of knowledge,
while warning him of the fatal results of yielding even to evil thoughts. He will impress the
great truth on his mind, which Christ insisted
on, namely, that in the thought not the deed lay
the first sin.
He will show him that he who harbors- evil
thoughts is fostering in his soul poisonous weeds
and choking to death the flowers of spiritual
growth.
In this manner parents should· teach
their children almost from the cradle. Soul culture must be the key note of education of the future, both in home life and in schools, even as
inteilectual training has been the great end of
the imperfect system which has so far fallen
short of accomplishing the .ideal of a true civilization. Not that intellectual, industrial, or physical training should be ignored; each has its
proper place; but the pressing demand of civilization to-day calls for a radica( change in our
system-a change which shall recognize the
moral elements in a man's being as paramount, in
order to secure for mankind a reasonable measure of the blessings, which alone can spring from
a society in which self is subordinate to unselfish
impulses, in which the brotherhood of man is
more than a vague dream,· and where liberty,
justice, and fraternity shall be the .watchword of
humanity.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRJ\. YER.
Bro. T. W. Wiliams, now laboring in the mission field in Ohio, asks your faith and prayers that
God. may restore him to health in order that lie
may not be compelleed to give up his mission
work.
Sr. Alice Strickland, requests your faith and
prayers in behalf of her mother. Pray that if
not healed she may have patience to bear her
affliction.
Sr. Hoagland, of Marathon, Iowa, requests
your faith and prayers in behalf of her husband,
Bro. Frank Hoagland, who is very ill.
NoTE.- Will the party who wrote us from
Evansviile, vVis., pleas-e give us a number or
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name by which aletter may reach them? We
have not and do not wish to have, the slightest
clue to their identity; only wish to write to them.
-ED.
HoME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FuN:p.

Aug. 28, Amount to date ....•.•...... $3,1 r I 48
Carrie N. Gregson, Ill.$ I oo
Clara McClellan, Minn. I oo
E. & L. Feawell,.Wis...
26
Bro. & Sr. Wm. Dailey,
Wash .................. 3 oo
D. F. Richards, Wash .. 2 co
M. A, Willetts, Wash ... I oo
Mary Hiatt, Ia ......... I so
Elizabeth Robinson, I a..
oo
Stella Newberry, I a.....
oo
L. Condit, Idaho. • . . . . .
so
Mamie Mills, Cal.......
2S
Sarah Bald win; Cal.... .
2S
Mary J. Page, Cal......
75
Zena C. Page, Cal. . . . . .
3o
Sarah A. Lamb, Kan.. . I oo
14 81
Sep. 5, Amount received to date ..... $3,I26 29
W"'Send all moneys to D; Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
There is scarcely a week ·passes but requests
are sent in to the Home Column to pray for some
one whose disease is the terrible one of cancer.
This morning while in conversation with Bro.
Evan Morgan, of Cleveland, Iowa, he told us of
a sister in the branch where he Jives who was entirely cured of a very large cancer by following
closely the recipe contained in the Herald of
May 25th, 1889, which we here reproduce. Sr.
Williams, mothe~ of Bro. Thomas W. Williams,
now labori11g. as, a missionary in . Ohio, was the
party healed. After the application of the cancer
plaster, be very careful to keep the healing salve
renewed as often' as ·needful, but dp not handle
.or. press the parts; as the cancer will fall out without pressure. Bro. Morgan saw the one referred·
·to above, after it had fallen out, and it was a large
ugly looking thtng, and you will notice. Bro.
Cheney says, ''The remedy has proven success.ful in my; hands in every case th11t 1 have appli-ed it to cancers.", Try it.
CURE FOR CANCER,

Dear Herald:--"-I have often noticed in your
columns deaths. from cancers, and I hav,e often
't~ought to send 1you a re~edy that haJ proven
successful in my. hands in ev,ery case that I have
applied it to cancers. The remedy is this: Spread
a.plaster of co!Dmon sticking plaster, .cut a hole
in the plaster a trifle larger than the. cancer so
:that there will be ;a small margin of good flesh,
abol,'lt the sixteenth of an inch, all around the
ca!lcer.· App(y tbe plaster over the cancer, Jeav. i!lg the cancer a~d this small margin exposed;
then .apply over Jhe cancer an~ resting 0 n the
. ;;pia~ter the ,cancer plaster. composed of one part
""'heatfl.ou~; one part Blood Root (Sanguinaria)
. g~9pnd fine, one part Chloride of Zinc. Mix the
Sapguinaria and flour .with water, then the
'C,:::hl(ltide of Zinc .•.Mix well and apply overthe
cancel', .letting. if remain from twenty-four to
forty-eight hours ~ccording to the time !:he earicer
· been ;standipg .. _Then take off the cancer
.and dress, with any good healing salve.
a week to ten days the cancer will·drop
't try to press it out) . Then heal'with
14 vuu.~<uv.e. Probably the best healing salve
or Black salve; itisthe best
I will furnish the. recipe of
writing- for .it, enclosing a two cen't
-.,po,s1ta,g:e ..>lt.a·mp to pay postage.

BELDING, Mich., Aug. uth.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Column:- While alone
this afternoon and meditating on the work of
God lhe Spirit came in a whisper to me to write
to the Herald. Many times before I have heard
this 8ame whisper, but I would a! ways say, No,
I can not find words to express my feelings and
desires and for that reason I have ne:ver made an
attempt to write. But I' can say with many others
I thank God_ for the gospel. I love this latter
day work and the people of God. My heart has
been made to rejoice many times when reading
the letters in the Herald written by our sisters in
the gospel.
I have been separated from the
Saints now nearly six months and I can not tell ·
you how much I miss the prayer meetings which "
I so much enjoyed: for I love to meet with the
Saints in a good prayer meeting. It is food to a
hungry soul and we ofttimes get hungry for
spiritual food. Thank God I have proved this
work to be true in many ways" I have been heal·
ed by the power of God's Spirit when to all appearances my time here was not long.
I have
seen those that are near and dear to me put on
the gospel armor and to-day stand as living wit·
nesses for the truth. We expect Bro. Willard
Smith with us soon. My prayer to God is that
he may bring the Spirit of the Master with him
that many honest souls may be brought out of
Babylon and made to rejoice in this !alter day
work. My husband and myself and our two boys
and one young 8ister are all the Saints there are
here. We have scatte~ed tracts and the Voice of
Warning until the people are beginning to say
the Mormons have come to town. May God
bless us with his Spirit that we may ever be ready
to give a reason for the hope that is within us.
Desiring an interest in the prayers of God's peo·
ple, tbat I may prove faithful.
Your sister in the love of Christ,
H,JANROW.
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more close with God, for we should walk even
as Jesus walked. Let us try to prove faithful to
the end. And according to our faith the time is
drawing nigh when we shall see our Savior come
with Saints amid the sky.
Mother, little sister, baby and I have· been
visiting the Saints on Indian Creek: the past
two weeks, during which time we had the pleasure of seeing sister baptized in.to Christ. She is
only twelve years old, but she is not blind, and
knows what she is doing. She is trying earnestly to serve God. But alas! my dear baby
did not ret].lrn with us. The blessed Savior
thought best to take him home to glory. Our
loss is his gain; blessed be our Savior's name.
We are now reconciled to his will, knowing that
our darling is safe in the Savior's care and keeping. The Saints and friends were good and kind
in sickness and death, and consoled us with many
comforting words, for which we feel under many
obligations to them, and thank God for providing such benevolent friends. We thank the
Lord for all that he has given us. We do all we
can to spread the glad tidings of joy to come.
Pray that we may all live faithful. Our prayers are ever for all, especially for the household
of faith.
Your sister in Christ,
AMANDA I. }OHNSQN.

CLEARWATER, Neb., Sep. 1st.•
Editors Herald:-Two were baptized at Meadow Grove a.short time ago, and some others say
they will be soon. The conference of the Central Nebraska district just closed passed off in
good feeling. A very good time was had· and
five were baptized. The writer was chosen to
preside over the district, it !>eing the. unani~ous
wish of the conference.
The ·prospects for the work in this part are
growing brighter; some of the. Saints are becom·
ing more interested in the law of tithing .. A
great interest is being taken iq the Sabbathschool at Clearwater, which is infusing mol!e life
in the branch, which is encouraging..
By reason of the crops failing in some parts of
the district some of the Saints are Jed to complain
against.God,.soLhave learned, which is sad, but
so it was in olden times, and this because of lin~
faithfulness in keeping all the law. Trying times
are athand; and I believe that those only who
are built firmly upon the ro~;k .will be able to
stand; and even they must take heed lest they
fall. I hope to thu~ stand in Christ.
W.M.RUMEL.

WILLOW SPRINGS, Mo.,.Aug.·r7th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Coltmzn:-This beau· .
tiful morning brings to my heart a great desire
to tell you of the many blessings the Lor.& has
bestowed upon me and .mine. There are< eight
in our family and only three qyt of this number
are in .the true Church of Jesus Christ. But we
have great hopes of. them all before long. We
live four· mi)es from any .of the Saints, but ha;ve
been blessed with the opportunity .of meeting
with thernquiteoften. We have heard prophecies deliveredand have seen them fulfilled. We
]mow th,isto be the work o.f God; We ,have.
been in this light but a short time, and oh how
thankful we are to our blessed Redeemer thathe
has brought us .safe thus far. When, we look
HIGBEE;, Mo;, Aug . 17th .
back o:v.er qur past like it seems that we ha.ve
Editors. Herald:- There is .a little branch startbeen. traveli!Jg il1 utter darkness where no.sound
ed. in this. place composed of those who. are striyof glad tidipgs c;ould reach us. Wheha.ve now
ing to live.by the commandment~ of Qod. We
seen the true wa.y in .which t() walk, which .if
we prove faithful, will lead us to everlasting also can testif,Y that we. know this. great latter
day work is of G;od. We have only ope priest,
light and glory. What a. sweet thought it is
to know we are right. We· glory in our Sav·; 0 ne teacher and one deacon, and meet ~:very
Thur~day evening for prayer and testimony. On
lor's name to know that .he will come again.
the Sabbath we h,ave Sunday:schoolat ten,.ang
Mother and !were baptized .tpe 3d of March,
prayer and testi!Il()n'y >meeting at two. o'clock,
I89o"; .have l;)een striving to live. acceptable ..bewhen we can feel the gentle ~oothing of the
fore our dear Savior since. W~know we can do
Spirito£ }Hm .who says,"Co(Ue' up high,er:.'~. .
nothing without the help of.cmr Heavenly Father,
Each pne, LbeUeve, is strivlrig t() so Jive• and
and we .are striving every day that we may walk.
set ;such an exatn.pl<;.that. t hp~e yet. in the dark
. closely to Him.
.!IlayJ:>e ~Jblt;:Jo see,:.by 9\lt
.•·,f,u,,,v,or~l~,\.II:J.
·.J)e~r siste~s,let J.lsalltry .to
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our every day life; and that we may not be a
&tumblingblock in any one's way from coming
into this church. It seemed for a while that our
little branch was to be scattered, but He who
watches over even the sparrows, and sees that
nothing is lost has been watching over us. There
has been a dark cloud on this place in temporal
affairs that looked as if it would scatter the
Saints, but it has disappeared and the miners
have gone to work.
This is a mining camp, and all the brethren
work at mining. We are in great need of a good,
able elder to locate in this place, and we will
strive to get employment for any such who may
desire to come. There could be a good opening
for a bakery in this place.
The Saints are looking forth to the coming of
Bro. H. A. Stebbins. Vle have had the privilege of the Christian Church when they don't
occupy it, and that is about twice a month.
Any elders traveling through here will be
gladly received by calling on us. Bro. J. A.
Robinson has done much good by dropping in on
us, and we will say to him that he will still find
the handful of Saints here when he calls again.
This place is situated at the junction of the C. &
A. and M. K. & T. R. Rs. We hold meetings
in Bro. Joseph T. Williams' house. It is hard to
get people to hear and believe the gospel that
was preached by the the apostles of old, and that
the same gospel should he preached to-day as
the laws of God aud the plan of .salvation never
change.
I feel to rejoice that I have been brought into
this church, and to know that if I am faithful I
shall be amongst those who shall be saved.
My prayer is that God will bless his covenant
children.
Your brother,
JACOB WALTENBAUGH.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Aug. 23d.
Editors Herald:-Grateful for the kind letters
recently received I now desire to report the condition of the work in the Little Sioux district.
It ~ill be un'derstood that Bro. McDowell and
myself are the only general missionaries in this
distdct, but Elder David Chambers, president of
the district, has done a good deal of general missionary work, and that too, acceptable to the people. Elder Joseph Seddon, of Persia, has also
r<!ndered valuable services in that department.
We have held two-days' meetings at Unionburgh, Li1tle Sioux, Six Mile Grove, Twelve
Mile Grove, Willow Valley and Moorhead. At
the latter place Elder McDowell did the preaching and I ''held his hat." The two meetings on
the Willow were conducted by Elder Chambers,
myself being absent, realizing that he and Bro.
Seddon were equal to the emergency. I learn
they were assisted by local elders. I was present at the other places. There was good attendance at all the places, and good attention. The
fruits do not yet appear. Besides these meetings
I have preached in Magnolia, Logan and Woodbine, but I find the best attendance in the country.
Last Thursday I attended a Sunday-school picnic, compo~ed of the Woedbine, Six Mile Grove,
Persia and Logan Sunday-schools. There was
a very large attendance and a very creditable
presentation of talent and interest by the welltrainerl scholars. They gave evidence of good
interest in the work being done for them by their
several officers and teachers: The writer ad-

dressed the large audience on the subject of
Sabbath-schools, giving a brief sketch of the
origin of that useful and blessed institution, also
its relation to the church, and the duty of officef',
teachers and scholars. Good music was rendered
by the schools, many appropriate recitations
were delivered, and we had a pleasant and enjoyable time. There is a jealousy manifest on
the part of the American Sabbath-School union
that has to be encountered, but I believe every
officer of our Sabbath-School association is determined to do his duty, and trust God for success. The exercises were conducted by Bro. S.
B. Kibler. The county superintendent of the
American Sunday-School Union has taken pains
to warn the people that ours "is denominational
while their's is not," but if the superintendent had
not been ''denominational" in his views and feelings he would not have given that warning.
I am not prepared to give a glowing report of
the prospects of the work in this district, but can
s:iy that it might be in a worse condition, and I
am sure it could be much improved. Jealousies
and bickerings, office-seeking and backbitings
are too prevalent; and these cause lack of faith,
hence a lack of spiritual power and zeal. Bro.
McDowell has labored some in Monona and
Woodbury counties, as well as in parts of this
county, and from his report I learn he had fair
audiences and good attention. Early in this
year the editor of the Loga1l Observer, of this
county, kindly informed me that if I desired to
write anything for publication, its columns were
free for that purpose. With a full realization of
my lack of ability to do justice to the cause, yet
trusting in God tor strength, I ventured to write
a series of articles entitled: "God's Promises
Considered." They were published, and soon
aroused antagonism from a "Christian," or as
some call it a "Campbellite" pen. Of course, I
defended our teaching as best I could, not seeking for the mastery, but feeling it my duty to
defend the trutn. He professed "candor, fairness, and courtesy, with a desire to know the
truth," but his "courtesy, fairness and candor"
soon evaporated before the light of truth, and he
began throwing dirt, comparing the gifts of the
Spirit to "cataleptic fits, or gabbling some language heard nowhere on earth outside of poultry
yards," ••Greatest of modern frauds;'' and then
demanding a miracle, and "if he could see one
he would believe." Bro. Blair, if I had no other
evidence of the divinity of this work, the ease
with which a person of only ordinary intelligence can defend it with and by the Sacred Record would be sufficient to bind me to it as its devotee through life. I thank God for His revealed truth, His restored g·ospel, and His church
reorganized again in these last days. Well may
the devotees of error tremble before the eternal
truth of God. It is utterly impossible for them
to oppose it by any other weapons than slanderous falsehood. Truly, has God said, speaking to
His church: "No weapon formed against thee
shall prosper." Well, the war continues. If we
who are called upon to defend the truth can keep
the Spirit of the Master, all is well. With the
Spirit of God for our guide, all that Is necessary
in ·defending His cause is to tell the truth in
plainness and in love.
Mr. John McCabe, the editor of the Obse;·ver,
is not one of us, and there is no likelihood of his
becoming one with us, but he is known as a fair-

m 'nded gentleman, of liberaJ sentiments, and his
paper is worthy of a generous patronage.
My .desire to be found doing God's will increases with my years, but I feel that I more and
more need divine aid daily. I ask an interest in
the prayers of all God's children, for whom I
continually pray.
Two baptized to-day. I
preached twice in Magnolia to-day.
Yours in gospel bonds,
CHARLES DERRY.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

MEMOIRS.-No. XII.
BY

W. W.

BLAIR.

ON THE z8th of December, r866, I eng-aged with Brn. Joseph Smith, E. Robinson and I. L. Rogers in preparing the
manuscript of the Inspired Translation of
the Bible and continued to assist in that
work, preaching in the meantime. when
leisure offered, until the 1st of July, r867.
In the preparation of this manuscript we
were greatly blessed and enlighted of the
Lord.
Conference convened April 6th to 9th,
at Keokuk, Iowa, and held an important
session. As we were waiting at its close
to take train at Keokuk for Montrose and
Nauvoo, Bro. W m. Redfield was seized
suddenly in the depot, with cramping and
convulsions in a most peculiar and distressing manner, an 3ffiiction he has suffered with for many 1years past.
Bro.
Derry coming in at that moment, I silently signified to him, though in the midst of
a crowd of strangers, that we should administer for Bro. Redfield's relief, and
upon this we quietly placed our hands
upon his head, praying fervently, but
silently, and almost instantly he was completely recovered.
Vlfe mention, occasionRlly, numerous instances of divine interposition that God
may be glorified and His believing children confirmed in present truth.
July 5th, accompanied by Bro. Ebenezer
Robinson, started out to visit St. Louis,
Cincinnati and Philadelphia to g-et the
Inspired Translation stereotyped and published. Remained in St. Louis until the
Io'h inst., but could not arrange to get our
work done in the manner we desired. We
then visited Cincinnati the I Ith and 12th,
hut could effect no suitable arrangements
for our work in that city. On the 15th
and 16th we visited various offices in
Philadelphia without success, but on the
I 7th we called on Wescott & Thomson
and readily secured satisfactory terms, and
on the 19th in st. concluded our contract in
writing. When I told him that the book
was a revision, correction and tramlation
of the Scriptures by Joseph Smith. the
prophet, th-e Spirit of the Lord rested both
on him and us, and he exclaimed with
tearful eyes: "All right! I want to do
your work, and it shall be done well and
in good time." Up to this time we had
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not explained to him the nature of the
book, nor our religious associations. From
this time forward Mr. Wescott and his
associates were our helpers and warm
friends. Bro. Robinson stated afterward
to myself and others that his experiences
and testimonies of the Spirit in procuring
the stereotyping of the Inspired Transla
tion were quite similar to those attending
him in Cincinnati when he procured the
stereotyping and publication of the Book
of Mormon.
Thursday evening, July 25th, attended
an interesting prayer meeting at Bro. N.
H. Ditterline's. An elder James Logan, a
Rigdonite, created some excitement by his
boisterous speech.
A sister spoke in
tongues and Elder Logan attempted to
interpret it, saying that the sister would
not change her faith and unite with the
Reorganized church. The sister stopped
him and said she had already changed her
, faith, was how in favor of the Reorganized church and that God had given her
testimony leading to this change. Of this
meeting my diary notes say: "The Lord
wrought gloriously and many are coming
over to the Lord's work." And later I
wrote as follows to the HERALD:
"On coming to this city in July last,
with Bro. E. Robinson, to attend to the
stereotyping of the New Translation, we
found a branch .of the Saints organized
under the presidency of Elder N. H. Ditterline.
They had been organized for some six
years,holdipg the view that Sidney Rig.
don was the only legal representative of
the presidency of the church; and while
they had . no confidence in the effort that
Elder Rigdon and his associates are now
making, they nevertheless looked for hi in
to ordain his successor at an early day~
Thus they have been looking, and waiting' watching and praying, until of late.
Soon after the arrival of Bro. Robinson
and myself in the city, we attended some
of their me;etings,and a privilege being
offered us to speak, we bore a· few words
oftestimony to them in regard to the Re-organization. We asked. the privilege of
holding a meeting among them, to explain
our views and position at length. It was
granted, and we proceeded to explain the
teachings of. the Scriptures in regard to
lineal priesthood, and to cite the promises
to the. "seed" and" posterity" ofthe Martyr.
~ro. Robinson then gave. an outlin.e of
Elder Rigdon's claims and .leadership,
.from the tir?e he professed, in Nauvoo, to
bethe 'guardian' for the church, tintithis
final 'hegira' from Green .(;astle, .Pa.,
-.more familiarly known by some as "the
valley."
He told them how that, at Pittsburg,
Pa., .Elder Rigdon professed to set up the
'little stone,' . kingdom of Dan. 2: 35• 45,
which . the revelation of October, 183 i,
(s~c. 65,) and r;nany others in the D ..& C:,
says ~as set up fourteen years before. He
alS'o told th~m ofElder Rigdon baptizing

don and. his counselors, and that in this
We have taken a nice and commodious
council thev cut off offending members hall, and are having some plesant and inwithout reference. to the order appointed teresting meetings. We have increasing
in the law of God, and in direct violation congregations of attentive listeners. At
of that law. He also told them of Elder times the word is declared in power, and
Rigdon's revelations and prophecies that in the demonstration of the Spirit, and at
proved L!lse, as for instance, his prophecy , all times we have the liberty of the Spirit.
that Christ would come in person to the
We ask the Saints to remember in their
'barn' where they were holding their pro- prayers the work of God in Philadelphia.
tracted conference.
The work of stereotyping the New
By this time the people began to think Translation is progressing finely, and the
that Elder Rigdon might not be the man plates will probably be ready in about six
ot God they thought him to have been, weeks.
and they undertook a thorough investigaThe Lord seems to have the work ention of the matter. We told them to read tirely in His own hands; for He has raised
for themselves, the law and the promises, up to us kind friends in the stereotypers,
and ask the Lord, in faithful prayer for and printers and book-binders, men who
wisdom and a correct understanding; and seem to take a deep interest in the book
also for a testimony through the Spirit as and in the church.
to whether young Joseph was his father's
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 27th, 1867."
rightful successor.
On the 29th of July paid Wescott &
A few nights afterward we attended one Thomson $r,ooo on our contract.
On the grst inst. Bro. Robinson started·
of their prayer meetings, and Bro. R. and
myself took part in the exercises. Two for Pittsburg and the west.
September 9th wrote to Sidney Rigdon,
of the branch opposed our position, and
one of them [James Logan] seemed quite Sen., and sent him some proof sheets of
harsh and bitter, advocating the idea that the· Inspired Translation. On the r6th
Elder Rigdon, and he only, was the sue- sent sample of paper, also estimates for
cessor of the Martyr.
printing, paper and binding of the InHitherto this man had exercised an al- spired Translation to Ebenezer Robinson,
most unlimit«d control in the minds of the as I had done to Joseph Smith.· On the
memb<:rs, but he was doomed to see his 17th received letter from Pres. Joseph
counsel and advice fall harmless to the Smith requesting me to go west to labor
ground. Many of the members had as soon 'as I could g~t released from pressought unto God by prayer for the needed ent duties. On the 24th I ordered the
wisdor,n and the desired testir;nony, and the printing lind binding of 5,ooo copies of the
Lor<:} had he.ard and answered thetn; and Inspired Trar~slation of the .firm of J. P~
they believed. God rather than man, not- Lippincott & Co., Wescott & Thomson
withstanding the map was one whom they guaranteeing. the payment of $1,500 to
loved and honored. One after another of $2,500 on the contract in ten or twelve
the .members• ar()se and bore their testi- days, such confidence did he and his firm
mony, and expressed their faith in the Re- have in our reliability, October 4th, at
organization, until at length one arose and ti:Je urgent request of the Sai11ts at.St.
spoke in tongues. The opposing elder Clair, Pottsville and Shenendo11.h City;
professed to interpret it, when he was made them a visit, labori!}g among them
straightway rebuked by the Spirit through in word and doctrine. On the 16th inst.
the one .who spoke the tongue, and told settled with Wescott & Thomson, pa,ying
that, if he spoke, (tp interpret,) to speak by them in full on stereotyping contract.
the Spirit o.r not at all. He turned to the Labored in Pittsburg and vi.cinity from
person who spoke the tongue, and asked the 18th to the 24th inst., and in Brookif what he had ·said (interpreted) was true field, Ohio, from the 24th to the grst, and
or false; and the reply was, that it was then "proceeded on home.
false. The person. then declared to the
On the 7th of November I made my re~
congregation how that she had sought .by port on the Inspired Translation to the
prayer to God for the testimony of His publishing committee. From this time
Holy Spirit, as. to whether young Joseph until December 25th my time .was devoted
was his. father's successor, and the Lord to preaching in Sandwich, Rochelle, Am~
had now given her testimony that he was. boy, ·Kewanee,. Mission, Millersburg a~d
And thus it wasthat in their hour of need, vicinities, some of the. time in compl:m:y
when they had faithfully sought unto God with Pres~ Joseph Smith. At. the latter
by prayer, He proved to them 'a present place and. at Buffalo Prairie, near by, the
help.' ..
. .
.
.
.·.
Lord added to the church, and the hea,rts
Onthe 21st of Augu~S !.rebaptized Bro. of the people were greatly blessed. and.
N.H. Ditterline, and. on t'be evening of comforted .. December goth found me at
the 22d we pr6c(;!eded-after cm1firrrting Galland's Grove, Iowa. . I continued
Bro. Ditterline, and ordaining him by vote preaching here and at Dennison, Deloit,
of .the m.em hers present, fo the office of an Dunlap, Little Sioux, .Preparatiorr, Cou~
elder-to org;mize the 'Philadelphia .cil Bluffs; Omaha, Crescent .City, Plum
~ranch,' consisting of. ten tr!embers, in~
Hollow, Manti, arid other western.points.
eluding five elders; :N. H. Ditferline, pre- At all of these places I found it well to set
siding elder. Some more ,have expressed· forth the claims of the Inspired Translaa desir~ to unite with. us, and we hope to ., tion and show its superiority in morals, in
~hem out of. all former organizatiens,
have ~ui addition of eight or ten more iri a doctrine apd in historical fact over
t~us rejecting and abandoning the church
9rganize(l under t:he Martyr. He fu~ther ~";hO:rt time? and tha~ finally. a grea~. work, versi;:>ns .. I~ this effort I wa~ ..
m9r~ told . them of the 'gr(lnd coupcil' .of
may be··· done, and. a large church rmsed ur l·.·ly.. w
.. 1th. .th. e.. t·b·.·.·e. r.t·. y. ·.of the..·. S
...pl..n. ·t.•.
· ·.
Tl}e following are some items.M
at the head of· Y\'h~ch was.Eider Ri~- in this city.

I.

1.

h

·.••••
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P9rt of. this western trip to the HERALD.: •h.yi<;e in Bluff City. .A gentleman in
, ''DEAR HERALD :-Knowing that the . B'luff City learning that the Saints were
Saints are anxious to hear of . the welfare in. want ot a commodious hall, offered
of the church, and of the labors of the them, gratuitously, his newly finished store
Our
elders, from time to time; I now under- room for our services on Sunday;
take ·to give a brief sketch of my labors congregations here were large and respectfor the past few Weeks in Illinois .and ful, listening with marked attention to our
discourses on "The Holy Scriptures,'' and
Iowa.
()nthe 7th and 8th of December I at- "Are. the Scriptures Inspired of God''
I preached once in Florence, and once·
tended conference at Kewanee, Ill. The
work is prospero)JS in that district. From in Omaha; found the Saints generally in
there went to Millersburg, Ill., where I good spirits.
In company with Brn. S. W. Condit
pre~<:;hed to larg'e congregations on Sunday the 15th. The Methodists ~nd Pres- and D.P. Hartwell, went to Manti, Frebyterians began protracted meetings, and , mont county, and. attended quarterly conour congregations were, for the four even- ference; had a very good time; the Lord
ings following, much smaller than before. was in our midst with some degree of
I held ·meetings at . four other places, and power. A great change has occurred at
the attendance was generally large, and this place within the last few years.-J omuch interest was manifest. There is a seph Smith, our president, prophesied in
noble barid of Saints in that region. The an evening meeting at this place in r86z,
gifts of the Holy Spirit are enjoyed by thatG;od had begunhis work in this place,
many, and there are excellent prospects and, that as many as em braced· it and adfor large additions to their branches. They hered to it would be blest, and them that
intend having a meeting-house built by did not, would be broken and scattered.
·September next, and have made already a This has, to a great extent, been fulfilled
vigorous effort toward getting the materials already, as· many of the Saints here can
for it. A sister, the wife of Bro. J. B. testify.
Larew, living in this branch, was healed
While in western Iowa I learned that
··at the Truro conference, in September certain ones stated that the Committee
last, of ulcers in the head, a complaint publishing the New Translation had alwith which she has been troubled since tered it, and that as it is now published, It
she was three years old, and from which does not agree with the MSS. Inasmuch
she has suffered greatly for the past few as I have had more or less to do with the
years, and es~ecially for the last year. MSS. from the time they were delivered,
Some time before the conference, she by Sister Emma Bidamon, in May, r866,
i:li-eamed of going to conference, of there into the hands of Pres. Wm. Marks, Bishseeing Pres. Joseph Smith, of being ad- op I. L. Rogers and myself, until they
ministered to by him, and of being healed. were stereotyped, under my supervision,
'This she, told to many. When the time in the fall of r867, I will say, that the comfor conference came, her ill health forbade
mitte were careful in copying to follow the
her attending it, but she finally yielded to MSS. as they found it, as near as chapterthe importunities of friends, and went. ing, versifying, punctuation,_ &c., would
She there for the first time saw Joseph, permit. But to put to silence all caviling
was administered to by him, and healed, in regard to that matter, we will quote a
justas she dreamed.
prophecy touching the New Translation,
From there I went to Galland's Grove, found in D. &
Sec. 13: rs, (42: I5).
found the Saints in rather a backward "Thou shalt ask and my Scriptures shall
state, but with a fair prospect for improve- be given as I have appointed, and they
ment. Preached a few times to large con- SHALL be preserved in safety." If the
MSS. have been altered, and made to read
gregations.
At Deloit, Crawford county, I held four differently from what the Lord designed,
meetings, congregations large, attentive, then they have not been "preserved in
and deeply interested.-There is a fine safety," and this prophecy is false.
One of the strongest proofs that theRebranch here, and it is in a healthy, prosperous condition. At this place met pack- ·organized church is the church of Christ,
ages of Geo. P. Dykes' papers, and found is found in the fact that God bas honored
them to contain many untrue statements it in causing the New. Translation to be
in regard to the Reorganized Church, its brought forth by it. Bv doing so He has
ministry, etc., to say nothing of their faulty declared essentially, th lt they are the believers.
argumentation.
"l'hou shalt write these things which I shall
I next called at Little Sioux, where I
preached a few times to large and atten- speak, and in a day when .the children of men
shall esteem my words as nought and take many
ti~e congregations. While here I dreamed
of them from the book which 1hou shalt write,
that !'heard a wolf howl, and, going out, behold I will raise up another like unto thee, and
I looked in a westerly direction, and saw, they shall be had again among the children of
at a short distance from me, a prairie wolf. men: among as many as shall believe."-D. & C.
I turned and looked near by, to the north- 22:9
And that its ministry are the Lord's
east, and saw a flock of sheep, one of
which had been badly mangled by this ministry and the Lord's elders.
When I awoke, I understood this
wolf.
••Thou shalt ask, and my scriptures shall be
dream as relating to spiritual affairs at given as I have appointed, and they shall be preLittle Sioux.
The sheep are Saints, but served in safety; and it is expedient that thou
hold thy peace concerning them, and
the wolf is not, though he may profess to shouldst
not teach them until ye have received them in
b~
.
.
full. And I give unto you a commandment,
I preached once in Crescent City, and that then ye shall teach them unto all men; for

c.

they .shall .be taught unto all nations, k.indreds
tongues and people."-D & C.13 :.rs, (42: r ~) '

By referring to the first. paragraph of
section 13, .it w:ill be seen that .the revelation was given directly to the elders of the
Lord's church. In paragraph 15 we learn
that they were to "ask," an~ fhe "scriptures" should "be given," and in the ne:xt
place they should be "preserved in safety."
- Thi&,promise is full of meaning, implying great danger through which they
would pass before publication, and .anticipating the base charge of alteration, or
corruption, that would be made by .some; ·
:md testifying that the Martyr's widow,
and the Reorganization were safe places
of deposit for, ahd trusty, and chosen
guardians of those sacn~d records.
It further testifies that they, (the elders
of Christ's chur<::h), should "receive thein
in full," or in. their completeness, arid commands them "then ye shall teach them un.
to all men," so that when We find what
church has the honor of bringing forth
the scriptures in their fulness, and teaching them to all others, we find the Church
of Christ.
The Brighamite, Rigdonite, Hedrickite,
and all other churches, are dependent on
the Reorganized church for the New
Translation.-· God has chosen that it should
be the source, and its elders the ministry
from whence the fulness of the scriptures
should go forth to all men, hence it is .the
Lord's church, and its elders are the Lord's
elders.
March I st, 1868, found me at home· near
Sandwich. Illinois. I had now been engaged for 'nine years continuously, in the
missionary field, and I concluded to engage in secular busiaess pursuits in order
to the better look after the interest of my
fJmily, which now consisted of seven persons, and also to repair my temporal concerns, and I b50gan making arrangements
in that direction. But, as will be seen
later on, the adage, "Man proposes, but
God disposes," was found true in my case.
During march I preached the word in the
branch at Amboy; also at Earlville, Sandwich, and Batavia. By request of the
cit;izens of Earlville, where I had formerly
been engaged in produce dealing, I gave
mv reasons in a public address, for being
a Latter Dav Saint. Other ministers had
been invited to give in this manner their
l'ea~on for the n!ligious hopes they respectively entertained. The Opera Hall, in
which the addresses were delivered, wa<;
filled upon these different occasions with
eager listeners, many of whom were critics on doctrine, thus making these occasions both instructive an<.l entertaining.
The results of this effort proved excellent
as we afterward learned.
General conference convened April 6th,
at Plano. In a council of the first presidency and twelve during this conference,
it was appointed that "Elders W. W.
Blair and A. H. Smith take charge of and
labor in the Utah and California missions."
This appointment was confirmed by the
conference. A few days prior to this I saw
myself in a distant land, laboring where
there were peoples of all colors and nationalities, notably Chinese, Mexicans and Is-
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landers, and I was given to understand
that that there was my mission field. Being thus prepared in a measure, I accepted
the mission, and after arranging my home
affairs as best I could· with the limited
means at my command, (here came a sharp
trial of faith), the church treasury being so low that I could receive from the
bishop for both myself and family but
fifty dollars. I set out the first part of
May to make my way to San Francisco,
California, by the way of New York and
thence by steamer via the Isthmus of
Panama to the "Golden gate." This was
largely a work of faith, for to make the
trip it then required, as was supposed, be- .
tween $250 and $300 to reach San Francisco. Just how 1 was to succeed I did
not know, but I had confidence that under
the overruling hand of God I would reach
mY destination in due time, and so I went,
Bro. Elijah Banta accompzmying me,
preaching by the way, We called and
labored at Brookfit<ld, Ohio, Pittsburg,
Philadelphia and a few other points in
Pennsylvania; and on June 5th, at 12:30
p.m., we took the iron steamer Santiago
De Cuba at pier number forty-six, New
York, and started out to sea at once. Before. we bought our tickets a new line of
steamers had been put upon the route between New York and San Francisco and
and rates were rednced so that we secured
passage for $85 each.
The Saints and friends had aided me
liberally at the points before mentioned,
so that after. I had purchased my ticket
and made. numerous purchases of things
likely to be needed in a month's trip at
sea, I had more money remaining than I
re.ceived from the bishop.
The trip between New York imd Aspinwall was stormy and rough in the marn.
Bro. Banta: was taken with sea sickness
immediatelv we struck the sea outside of
New York and continued so until the
morning of the third day out. On the
night of thei8th instant we passed the island of San Salvador, the first land discovered by Columbus in 1492. Rockets
were exchanged by our steamer and the
light house on the island; giving an interest .to the sc:enery on that beautiful starry
night. On the morning of the roth instant
we passed the eastern point of Cuba; That
part of the. island had a wild, desolate appearance.. The !;lea was as smooth as a
mirror,and ~nd as beaptiful as a. quiet day,
a cloudless sky and the blazmg sunlight
could make it. Just at night-fall we passed the western extremities of San Domingo and s<>onlafter .encountered rough seas ·
which continued· until long after we passed the island .of Jamaica on the right,
whose mountains lifted .• their peaks, in
pia ces, .far a!bove ·the lowering douds.
. On the rzth instant .a strong eas,terly
yvil}d pr~vailed •and the ship •rolled and
pitched heavily. The storm increased untiFthe sea was wild and tumultuous, toss•
il)goits waves at timescJear acrOSS OUf VeS·
sel, and before night came on not a person
~~c.ept tlte ()flicers •or the . crew .w:ere• ~e.~n .
,on deck save Bro. Banta and myself. We
felt desirous.of .witnessing a storm afsea,
tH6ugh the niglit Was·on, *e sought

permission of the officers and obtained the
privilege of g-oing onto the upper deck,
which we did by clinging to the ropes until we reached the leeward side of the
pilot-house, where we remained for an
hour or more, wet by the dashing spray,
and witnessed the wild furious tossing of
the waves, the blinding flashes of lightning
accompanied by deafening peals of thunder, until our curiosity and love of the
sublime and the awful were thoroughly
satisfied.

When the storm was at its worst it was
rumored that the vessel was heavily loaded
with iron rails in the hold and that the extreme tossings of the vessel had displaced
them, throwing them toward the bo'.'V and
leeward side ofthe ship and that we were
momentarily in danger of going to the
bottom of the sea. These tidings, with
the howling of the storm and the almost
death-like quiet that reigned, aside from
the calls and answers of the seamen, filled
man): a heart with doubtings and dismay,
and. had I not, before leaving home, seen
myself engaged in mission work in what
I understood to be California, doubtless I,
too, would have feared greatly. But as it
was, our trust was in God, and we at least
exhibited no fear, and therebv attracted
the attention of some, and among them a
Canadian Methodist man who sought our
acquaintance and company soon after we
went on shipboard, but who soon afterward was found drinking,and .gambling
with great abandon. When the evil rumors were rife, he sought us out and pro~
fessed to be very religious again andforced a talk on religious matters. Wefeared
his repentance was not genuine; and a few
days afterward he "returned like. a dog to
his vomit" and we had no inore of his
company. Such is one of the dark pitiable
sides of life.

On Sunday the qth, we reached As pin~
wall, a small .place inhabited chiefly by
blacks with a few French, Dutch ·and
English; glad to place our feet again on
solid ground. Here we saw the rain literally come down in streams, not a breath
ofair stirring; and the atmosphere as warm
as that of a hot• house; We crossed over
to.Panatna by railway, forty-seven miles;
through settlements principally of Jamaica
negroes, dwelling together in a. state of
semi"nudity which put to blush the most
callous hearted. At abOut n: 30 proceeded by small steamer to the splendid ship
Oregonian ancJiofed out in the bay. At
that time Panama seemed an old town;
its streets were narrow. and its population
numbered about two thousand. Just at
dar:k weweiglied ·anchor and stood out into the great Pacific sea. The night was
beautiful; the stars shone out billiantly
andseemed'twice as numero.us·as:wehad
ever seet1 before: The days passed rapidly away as we~.steamed along the coast,
touching at AcapJJlco, at 8 a. Ill •. on the
2oth instant. On Sunday .the 2 I st, at
about ro a.m. our attention was called by
the captain to .a. lofty range of. mountains,
said to be about onehundred miles distant,
one peak of whi~h towered high above
the douds that seemed resting quietly in
hug.e masses below. .A9out ,·noon we
re~~hed Manzanilla, a. small Mexican port,

said to be I 550 miles from San Francisco.
Here we saw ,the very finest pine apples
and bananas. Before entering the harbor
the captain had requested Bro. Banta or
myself to read Episcopal service at 10:30.
T·his we respectfully declined to do, for
we were not acquainted with that style of
service, and then we did not propose to
number ourselves with that class who
"draw near to God with their lips, while
their hearts are removed far from him."
The captain, nevertheless, read the appointed service. for that day as was required by the rules of his company, and after
·going on deck it was but a short time before we heard him cursing and swearing
in a furious manner, threatening to put
certain disorderly parties in chains until
they reached San Francisco.
The night of the 22d we struck the
trade wbd, damp and chilling, from the
northwest. At about seven on the morn•
ing on the 23d we passed the point of land
lying west of the Gulf of California. The
coast at this point is rocky, sandy and barren, with no traces of timber visible.
On the morning of the 25th the sky was
clear, the atmosphere very bracing, the
sea smooth and clear as glass, so that we
could see hosts of porpoise and other species of the finny tribe, and occasionally a
whale would lift. itself near us plainly into
sight and spout streams of water high up
in the air. At six p.m. we were off the
Island of Clementina. Here we saw six
or eight whale; two of them quite· near
the ship.....::riot over sixty or. eighty feet
away. Just at nightfall we passed the
Island .of St. Catalina.
'
The morning of the 27th instant we
passed Point Concepcion, about two hundred and twenty miles from San Francis.;:o,
and on the morning of the 28th,. after a
splendid passage of ·twelve days. from
Panama, our stately vessel, like a thing of
life, rounded in at the "golden gate" and
steamed up the bay, reaching San Fr<~n•
cisco at nine ip the morning, when with
hearts filled with gratitude to God for our
safe and enjoyable passage from our home
in Sandwich round about by ,sea to .the
western metropolis of our nation, we quit
the steamer , and with hopeful hearts
sought the hospitable home of Bro. and
Sr. Thomas J. Andrews, where .we were
received with most Christian cordiality by
our brother and sister and a. few fri~nds
who were in ,waiting for us, they having
learned .by letters overland that we would
reach the city about that date.
Immediately we set about. our Master's
work, for we attended sacrament and: so"
cial.service at 3 p.m. and in the evening'
preached .to an attentive .and appreciative
congregation. The kindness of the Saints
and.friends we here. met on the western
shores of our. continent, in afar away:.and
strange land, gave us keener relish for
those courtesies and manifestations of
Christian love ·which bind together the
hearts of God's faithful people.
Here I began to see the fulfilltherit of
the vision given me at home just
con.ference.coricerning our mission field
the midst pf a peopl~ apparently
amo.ngall nations. . ·..• ·. ·
.

To be continued.
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the Fall involvesinfull .the idea of our
restoration in character as well as condi, tion, which is nowhere enunciated in the
Law; and further. inasmuch as it sets
·forth, at least down to the time of Abraham, a personal intercourse, habitual and
direct, \vith the Deity, and one pointing
THE PSALMS.
onward to the great redemption;
In a preceding paper I have representBY THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, 11!!. P.
ed that the Mosaic law was not. the proFrom The Sunday-School Times, Philadelpb,ia, June 28, 1890.
1,.,-THEIR HISTORIC PLACE I~THE DEVO· mulgation of a new and complete religion,
but a code of provisions intended for the
TION OF ALL AGES.
particular purpose (I) of bt~ilding up a wall
JoHN BRIGHT has tolo .me that h,e of effectual separation between the Jewish
would be content to stake upon the Book community and the corruption of the naof Psalms, as it stands, the great question tions whose larid they were to conquer and
whether there is or is not a Divine revela- to possess, and (z) of preserving in vitality
tion. It was not to him con):eivable how and freshness, within that precinct, the
a work so widely severed from all the fundamental conceptions of the Divine
known productions ofantiquity, and stand- unity aud righteousness, and of the duty
ing upon 11: level so much higher, could be and the sinfulness of man. These all-imaccounted for except by it special and ex- portant propositions were the necessary
traordinary aid calculated to produce spe- preconditions of any plan for the restq,racial and extraordinary results; for it is tion of peace in a disordered world. But
reasonable-nay, needful-to presume a they .were in process of extirpation from
due correspondence between the cause and the general and public religion of all those
the effect. Nor does this opinion appear Gentile races, whose history is given us in
to be unreasonable. If Bright did not pos- Scripture, or in the classical books of prosess the special qualifications of the scholar fane antiquity.
or the critic, he was, I conceive, a very caThus the Mosaic system, while It was
pable judge of the moral and religious ele- defensive against the surrounding iniquity,
ments in any case that had been brought was also something more, aud something
before him by his personal experience.
higher.
That system, both institutional
Upon the tnost superficial survey of the and doctrinal, fenced in, as it were, a clear
Psalms in their general aspect, it seems space, a free and secure domain, for the
difficult or impossible to regard them as fuller development of a religion, inward
simply owing their parentage to the Mo- and personal, devotional and spiritual, the
saic system.· Some, indeed, of their fea~ materials for which it could hardlv have
tures, may well be referred to it; especial- supplied by presenting, as it did, God as
ly 'the strong sense of national unity which ruler and judge, and man as a servant who
they display, and the concentration ofthat continually either sinned, or was on the
sense upon a single center, the city of J e- brink of falling into sin.
rusalem and the temple.
.
In the inn~r sanctuary, thus provided
It may also be noted that the Mosaic
law inculcated in its utmost breadth the for the most capable human souls, was
principle of love to God.
"Thou shalt reared the strong spiritual life which aplove the Lord thy God with all thine pears to have developed itself pre-eminentheart, and with all thy soul, and with all ly in the depth, richness, tenderness, and
thy mind."*
Yet may it not be said, comprehensiveness of the Psalms. To the
from the place in which it occurs, that this work they have here accomplished there
For the presis rather exhortation than statute?
Fur- is no parallel upon earth.
ther, it is q.ot unfoiJed in the detail of the ent I put aside all details, and am content
legislative Torah; and even in the Deca- to stand upon this fact,-:-that a compilalogue service is enjoined without .:he men- tion, which began (at the latest) with a
tion of love. The early books do not ex- ' shepherd of Palestine, three thousand
hibit, like the Psalter, the close, inner con- years ago, has been_ the prime and paratact of the individual soul with the Deity; mount book of devotion from that day to
and, as water does not rise above the. this; first for the Hebrew race, both in its
source, it is hard to ascrib~ to them the isolation and after it was brought by_ the
wonderful development of that principle translation of its sacred books into relawhich pervades the body of the Psalter. tions with the Gentile world; and then for
We seem compelled to assume for them all the Christian races, in all their diversisome loftier fountain-head of instruction. ties of character and circumstance. FurThis, I would submit, is in part supplied, ther, that there is now, if possible, less
and in part suggested, by the Book of chance than ever of the displacement of
Genesis.
I say suggested, inasmuch as these marvelous compositions from their
.the outlines of a primeval religion drawn supremacy in the worship of the Christian
And beyond doubt it may be
in that book are not less slight than they Church.
also
said
that
their function has not been
are significant. So slight, indeed, that I
one
of
ritual
pomp and outward power
cannot resist the impression that there were
supplementary communications of Divine alone. They have dwelt in the Christian
truth, over and above those contained in heart, and at the very center of that heart;
Holy Writ, and perhaps traceabl~ in later and wherever the pursuits of the innerlife
portions of the Old Testament.
And I have been most largely conceived and cultivated, there, flnd in the same proportion,
~ay supplied, inasmuch as the story of
the Psalms have towered over every oth-

per gives. the date to which ;v:our subscript10n b.as been
'ii!lid. If it shows ;v-ou are. ill arrears, please renew.
....

I

* Deuteronomy 6: 4, 5.

.

er vehicle of general devotion.

We have

a conspicuous illustration oftheir gffice in
the fact that of two hundred and fortythree citations from the Old· Testament
found in the pages of the New, no less
than one hundred and sixteen are from
the single Book of Psalms, and that 'similar proportion holds with most ofthe early Fathers.* Bishop Alexander has published the result of a careful examination
made by himself.
It is that rderence is
made to the Psalms, either by quotation
or otherwise, in no fewer than two hundred and eighty-sixpassages of the New
Testament. t ·
·
We have thus before us the fact. that
the Psalms, composed for fhedevotions of
the Hebrews from two to three thousand
years ago, constitute down to the. present
day for Christians the best and highest
book of devotion.
A noteworthy fact
even on the surface of it; more noteworthy
still when we go below the surface into.
the meaning. The Hebrews 'were Semitic, Christendom is Aryan; the Hebrews
were local, Christendom is world:wide;
the Hebrews were often tributary, and
finally lost their liberties and place; Christianity has risen over every obstacle; and
has long been the dominating power of
the world. The Hebrews had no literature outside their religion, nor any fine art;
Christendom has appropriated, and even
rivaled, both the literature and the art of
the greatest among the ancients. This
strange book of Hebrew devotions had no
attractions outside Hebrewism except
for Christians; and. Christians have found
nothing to gather, in the same kind, from
any o£ the other religions in the world.
The stamp of continuity and identity has
beenset upon one, and one only, historic
series; one, and one only, thread runs
down through the whole succession of the
ages; and, among many witnesses to this
contin1,1ity, the Psalms are probably among
the most conspicuous. This stamp purports to be, and to have been all along, divine, and the unparalleled evidence of results all goes to show that it is not a
forgery.
The wonderful phenomenon thus presented to us can hardly be said to admit of
enhancement; and yet it is, perhaps, enhanced when we bear in mind that the
long period of this perpetual youth, exhibited by the Psalms, has been broken by the
promulgation of a new religion, together
with all the changes of fact and developments of principle which transformed the
heathen world.
Moreover, we should remember that the
shapings of all language merely human
are essentially short-lived, and forms of
speech succeed one another as wave follows upon wave. But herein seems probably to lie one of the ways in which the
Divine revelation asserts itself. . It seems
.. -

a

-* Canon
- Cook, in the Speaker's Commentary, vol. 4, p.

146. There is a minor, but still not unmeaning, indication to the same effect, which it would be unseemly to
couple with that given in the text, but which I venture
to name .for its recency and because it is eminently a•sociatecl with the general course of modern life. In a manual, not of h; mns, but of devotions prepared for public
use in the mixed congregations on board a great line of
packet ships to North America, I. find that out. of 254
pages 137 are occupied by selections from the Psalms;
th~ chief part of the rem,ainder being a collection of
hymns.
t '·The Witnees of the Psalms," Note A, p. 2il1.
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to have the faculty of gtvmg to things
mutable the privilege and the power of.
the immutable, and to endow fashions
ot speech, when they belong to the heart's
core of human nature, with ·a charter
that is to endure throughout all time.
I submit, then, that the fact of so wonderful a power as was thus exercised by
the Psalms, in such diversities of time, race,
and circumstances, is not only without parallel, but is removed by such a breadth of
space from all other facts of human experie.nc.e in the same province, ~s to consti- .
0

1

age are sustained by various advanced German writers, and Bleek holds that no Psalm
can be shown to be later than Nehemiah.
But the master idea of the whole argu·
ment is not so much that such and such
Psalms were produced at such an era, as
that the Book at large is the product of
that influence which stamps it, like the
other books of Holy Scripture, as embodying a Divine revelation.
On this point of antiquity it is more than
enough if a large portion of the Psalms
are ascribable to King David. I venture,

~~~es~n ;1~~\fs ~~~ l;Ynr;_eb~~~~ ~h~· :~~~= ·~~~ew~:~r:nt~ ~~: ~~~=~~;~~~~n!. ch~~~:j
0

of ordmary human act10n, and ll!a.f mo.st
reasonably be set down as cons1stmg m
th~t specialtJ: of Divine sugge~tion and
gutdance, wh1ch we term revelatiOn.

supplied by the kingdom of Judah, not the
kingdom of Israel. If thev had been
largely composed after the ~everance of
the ten tribes from the two, would they
n.-THEIR ANTIQUITY.
not have presented some more definite
indication of that severance? The name
The antiquity of the Book of Psalms, of Israel is the name under which in the
like that of the other books of Scripture, Psalms the chosen people are described.
does riot directly or universally involve tbe We have this name repeated twenty-six
·essence of the case concerning them, which times. The name of Judah was likely, it
I apprehend is more dependent upon their may be supposed, after the schism to becharacter and their results. Yet it counts, come the prevailing and distinctive name,
for importance, in the next order of con- still more so after the captivity and dissiderations, since the form and substance persion of the ten tribes, and as long as
are here most intimately .allied than in the their remnants continued to maintain any
terms used for the recital of events in an serious and systematic rivalry with the
historical book.
Jews. Yet throughout the Psalter we
It is also to be assumed that the inces- never find the name Judah mentioned in
sant use of the Psalms in the service of the tl:is paramount sense. Jerusalem is men·
temple, and the comparatively wide tioned seventeen times, and Sion thirtyknowledge of them thus conveyed to the eight, together fifty· five times. But the
. people, were in the nature of special se- name Judah only occures ten times, and
curities for their faithful and exact trans- never with this paramount significance. It
mission.
is mentioned either together with Israel
When we speak of the Psalms of David, (Psa. 76: I ; I 14: 2), or in conjunction with
we use a ,popular and general· form of ex- other tribes, as with Ephraim and Manaspression, ,which names the whole from the seh in Psalms .6o: 7 and 108: 8, or with
largest or most weighty and most con- Sion, but always locally or tribally: Could
spicuous of the parts. The phrase is sufc this have been so if the Psalms had mainficiently shown not to be absolute and pre- ly been composed when Judah was the
cise by the beautiful rg7th Psalm, which only acknowledged name for the elect
describes the condition of the Hebrews in people, and Israel was a stranger, often an
Baby loll five. centuri'es after the death of enemy, always the symbol of a·rival and
the minstrel king .. Seventy-three Psalms* proscribed worship?
in all are ascribed to him.. This is not the
Sec~mdly, the one great deliverance
assumption or the opinion of conservative commemorated in the Psalms (as also, I
writers only. Bleek, whose work is re- understand, iri the later Jewish Liturgies),
vised and sanctioned by Well hansen, ad- is the deliverance from Egypt (Psa. 68, 72,
mits if to be a tnatter of the' highest prob- 8o, 8r, 105, w6, I r4, rg5, rg6). Could
ability that no inconsiderable number of this have been the case if the book was
the Psalms are d1<1e to his authorship.t unknown until the time when, between
He also, with ()thers, largely accepts the the people and their earlier past, there
iriscriptiQns which. are pr~fixed to them. arose up a frightful specter? I refer to
According to Canon Cook, a judiCious and t'he terrible experience of the Captivity in
able writ,er, it was never held that the en- Babylon.
And yet, surely, there were
tire Psalter was the work of th<)king, and . circumstances attendant upon that Cantivihe says that in the time of the Maccabees ty which might have. carved upon the
the com ph'ltion of the book was ascribed ·Jewish mind yet deeper recollections than
to Nehemiah. He thinks that a large pro- those of Egypt; where, ·if their treatment
portion of the. two closing books (out of had been cruel and degrading, yet they
the five books composing the Psalter) be~ must upon the whole have flourished, inlong to ~he period- of or following the asmuch as they grew there from a family
Exile.t , But of the three Psalms most into a people. But the Babylon ish cappointedly referable to the Messiah, two tivity entailed, firstly, the loss ofwhat was
(Psa:. 22, I IO}are Davidic.. He shows h()w not only an ancestral home, but the. local
the conclusive objections . to the theory seat of the Divine promise to the.ir race;
which refers the Psalms to the.Maccabean secondly, the)oss of the worship divinely
ordained, and attached to the temple: of
*Cook's Introduction. ibid.; p. 150.
,
.
.
Jen1salem; · thirdly, the loss of that priz;ed
;t- "Einleitung in das alt~Testament ••. besorgtvon J.
Wellhausen." Sect• 221. Berlin, 1S86.... ' . . . . · . :
nationality, in..and by which.they were
. ±Cook'S Introduction, p: ~56. · The books are Psal.ms
·.preferred before. all the.· nations ofdhe
l-41,;~72, 73-89~ 90-106, 107';150.
. ... ·. ,•.
.. ··.

earth. Is it then conceivable, if the Psa ...
in general owed their origin to the time of
the Captivity, that the composers of them
should, in numerous and conspicuous cases,
have dwelt so long and so often on the
details of the Egyptian bondage, and
should never but once, and britfly, have
made a specific reference to the one recent
catastrophe, choosing rather to go back to
the centuries dimmed, in. comparison, by
the interval of a thousand years?
The arguments, drawn from general
features and from historical probability,
respecting the antiquity of the hooks of the
Old Testament, are in so~e degree com~
mon to the Torah, or Books of Moses,
and the Psalms. The Psalms have, however, the benefit of the admission by .the
leader of the negative school in .our own
day, that a considerable number are probably from the pen of David. And there
are also points in which reasoning, available to show the antiquity of the Torah,
has an enhanced force for the Psalms.
We see, for example, that the history of
the Israelites, from the conquest of Canaan
to the Captivity, is upon the whole a history of decaying faith. This is exhibited in the original demand for the change
to a monarcny · from that .earlier form of
government by juclges, which powerfully
suggested the presence and providence of
the Almighty by le~wing unoccupied the
place upon earth moc;t symbolical of him.
It was shown by the increased wickedness
of the kings, ~nd by the enlarged and de-.
veloped office of the Prophets, an at;my of
reserve in supoort of the Divine dispensation, which takes its position on the field
of battle in the•hou.r of need. It is observ- ·
ed by Sack,* that in the period
the exile the original creative force of
.
Hebrew .spirit .died out, and that, as formalism advanced, the sectarian lines ofparty
were sharpened and deepened. In both ·
these periods the spirit and voice of the
Book of Psalms throw us back upon antiquity, and even upon a distant antiquity.
They seem to be manifestly the product of
an age ofliving,energetic faith. And they:
are not less eminently notable for the ha.r.
mony which pervades the religious community. "Jerusalem is built as a city,.which
is at unity in itself." t
·
·.
·
HI.-THEIR CONTENTS;

Let us now loqk for a moment .at the
cont.entsof this book,which aresuch asfo
fasten our. wonder upon them, and .to leav;e
little room for any .surprise th~t .. th~y .··
should ha:ve e.stablished for themselves, jn
collectivt> worsl:lipand in personal ne·vn1r1n1rrc.
the place to which no parallel
to be found in the experienceof the
race. And, on the other hand, I shall
fail to notice in their proper place the
jections which some. ha';'e. urged
the Boo:k of Psalms.
· .
The multiplication of divinititis
thesystemwhich we term polyth~ism
ed fo establish everywhere a systetl1
whatare termed national gods .. Th~se
witpin ·the sphere of a particular .race

* "Die altjU:dische Religion im ubergS:l;l!!e voill
thume zum Talm.ud.ismus, "on Israel SacJr,'1 ;
· ·
·

.1889. Einleitun!!. pp·,.:ta, seqq.
t Psalms~~~: 3. • •
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_,<.~nft'y: . they are open to the com petition
.of other deities when through migration
qr c0 nquest these spheres happen to .overlap~ They .do not claim the allegiance of ·
o,ther races~ or show· care, or, so to speak,
responsibility, for their Welfare ..
r do .not indeed deny, but should be for'wardto assert, that while, in the early stages
()f historic antiquity, this naturalizing pro<:ess seems to harden more and more with
the. gradual accretions of legendary tradition,; w,:e can trace among the mytholo~ies,
'inyarious degrees of faintness or clearness,
the older idea ,Qf a supreme God; of a belief in-on~ Rufer .Of the universe, anterior
and superior to· these multiform powers.
We find in many cases disguised resemblances of that original belief; but it is
with such dislocation of its elements, such
··exaggerations, such intrusion of ideas foreign to it, as to defy all attempts, at least
in the present state ot knowledge, to ascend the channel upwards to the source.
The schemes become so complex as to defy any rational account of their origin;
even when. their basis is found to lie in the
several powers of external nature, which
were not known to be connected by anv
·common tie, but which received the names
·of gods, and were combined int@ religious
systems.
These popular ·gods become
realities in two senses: first, subjectively,
because as they were accepted in the minds
of men; the associations connected with
them became a source and spring of
human acfion; secondly, because the images
under which they came to be represented
gave then1 a real existence at least in the
material sphere. It is, therefore natural
that the Psalms, in flhr;_ses concetning
deity, should not be confined to the One
God, but should say, for example, that
among the gods there is none like him, or
should exhort the worshipers to give
thanks unto the God of gods.* ·
' Yet no reader of the Psalms can fail to
see thaf they are strictly, unconditionally,
and exclusively monotheistic. God is undoubtedly the God of Israel, and the worshipers properly described him in the
terms which most closely correspond with
his relation to themselves. There seems
to be a great mixture of the terms ''Elohim"
and "} ehovah," and in none of the five
books is the use of the properlyHebrew
name exclusive. t But, without drawing
any argument from this intermixture, the
Psalms make it plain that the God whom
they adore is from everlasting, an:d is the
God, not of Palestine, but of the whole
world: "Sing unto .God, 0 ye kingdoms
of the earth; 0 sing praises unto the Lord;
who sitteth in the heavens over all from
the beginning."t And his eye and care
are over all men. "0 praise the Lord, all
ye heathen: praise him, all ye nations.
For his merciful kindness is ever more and
more towards us; and the truth of the
Lord endureth for ever."ll
No doubt the "Lord" is represented as
having special relations with and special
care for Israel. But these are relations of

* Psalms.86: 8;

136:2. See Exodus15: 11.
HJntt:od.," p. 149.
:j: Psalms 68:32, 33.
·
II Psalms 117.

t

C~ok's

affection, not of exclusion.
clares indeed:

A Psalm de-

"He shall choose out an heritage for us, even
the. worship of Jacob, whom he loved."·
.

But the very same Psalm had already
sounded the trumpet note:
••O·cJapyour hands together, all ye peop~e; 0
sing unto God with the voice of melody; for the
Lord is high, and to be feared; he Is the great
king upon aiL the earth:''*

Among the notes, then, of the supreme
position of the Psalms, and of the religion
to. which they belonged, we find this idea
of the one God, who is also the universal
God, and the ·universal Governor of men:"'
and who .thereby stands broadly distinguished from what we find to be the character oft he polytheistic systems and of their.
heads; namely, divinity restr.ained by limits of the races or countries of antiquity.
But the form of the Almighty, thus divested of the limitations of mere nationality, and exhibited in the majesty of perfect
Oneness and Omnipotence, revealed itsel±
through the Psalms in other and more
tender aspects. His care for the poor and
for the stranger might be learned from the
books of the Law, and may be traced in
other religions among the remnants of
true Theis~n.
Still, that is a function of
government only; though of benevolent
government, and is compatible with the
idea of immeasurable remoteness. But in
the Psalms is developed with singular
force and beauty the idea of Omnipotence
in the attitude of nearness to man.
In
Heaven, and in the underworld, and at the
extremities of earth, "even there also shall
thy hand lead me, and thy right hand shall
hold me."t The presence thus brought
near is not, as in Exodus,t a consuming,
but a soothing ~tnd sustaining presence.JI
Thus brought near, the Almighty is invested in relation to us with all those capacities of action and of sympathy, which
fill in human nature the department of the
affections. In the mouth of the objector
this is termed anthropomorphism. I do
not presume to say that there is not in it
some prefiguration of the Messiah, made
in all such things like as we ere. But that
there is no deflection from the loftiness of
the monotheistic idea we know from this,
that the same people who gave utterance
to the Psalms have been the most rigid
and lofty in their definitions of the Godhead. As when it is said by Maimomides
that with God "there is neither folly nor
wisdom, like the wisdom of a wise man;
neither sleep nor waking; neither anger
nor laughter; neither joy nor sorrow;
neither silence nor speech; like the speech
of the sons of men."§ Yet it is he that is
not only the guardian of his people, but,
as it were, their sentinel; and not of his
people only, but of every one among them,
as truly and as much as of the whole. In
truth, the two threads of national and of
personal Providence are so intertwined in
the Psalms that they scarcelycan be sev• Psalm 47: 4, 1, 2;
t Psalm 139: 6-10.

:j: Chapter 19: 12, 13, 21.

I PRalm 23.
§ i\iaimomides, "Yad Hachazakah." Trans!. Bernard,
Cambridge, 1832, p. 39. Declaratipns not less remarkable
are to be found in the More Nebuchirn, or "Guide of the
Perplexed."
..
.

ered. "He will not suffer thy foot to be
moved, .and he that keepeth thee _will not
sleep;" and then in the. very next verse,
by .a transition not less gentle than. complete, "Behold, he thatkeepeth Israel shall
neither slumber nor sleep." There is no
detail too minute for describing the closeness of this protection: ''He is thy defeffce
upon thy right hand;" "The Lord shall
preserve thy going out and thy coming in:
from this time forth for evermore."* But
n? m~re selection can rightlY; convey a
picture of the close and intimate care which
this and. so many others of the Psalms describe in setting forth the attitude of the
Almighty towards his worshiper.
· ,
I must. not quit this portion of the subject without quoting a remarkable testimony to the elevation of .the Psalter from a
critic generally negative, but one who
makes his affitmative declarations with an
exemplary sincerity and fervor. He says
of the Psalter: "It is as a whole the expression and fruit of the principles .of the
Jewish •religion, as they existed in the
minds of pious Israelites.
Its one .great
theme is the clinging of the human spirit
to God. In joy and sorrow, in victory and
defeat, in moods of saintliness or sin, the
spirit of the poor earthly wayfarer here
pours out its plaint and prayer to the God
of its life. . . .. What exultation is here,
for hi_gh days of victory and joy! .What
touchmg moans of penitence!
What
child-like cries for help! What entreaties
from the soul that can only say, 10ut of
the depths I have cried unto thee!' What
delightful confidences between the trustful
spirit and the Shepherd who leadeth by
the green pastures and the still waters!" l
I must not altogether pass bv the Messianic Psalms. These are the songs which
show, by the adaptation of their language
to him and to his office, either that their
composers had a prevision of his coming,
. or that such prevision was conveyed into
their 5train by the higher influence which
prompted it.
It is not necessary here to
debate their number. Suffice it to specify
Psalms 2, 21, 22, 45, 72, I To.
And it is
sufficiently plain that the principle of
prophecy which is involved in them,
whether conscious or unconscious to the
composer, is the same which belongs to the
other predictions and prefigurations in the
books of the Old Te~tament.
But they
differ from and go beyond the rest in this
important particular. The great and cardinal facts of the lapse of- man from righteommess, and of the need and promise of
a Redeemer, were thus embodied in the
perpetual public worship of the temple,
and were systematically forced, so- t.o
speak, upon the attention of the people,
that they might come into personal and
conscious possession of this most precious
and absolutely central part of their inheritance.·
When the foot of the Greek first, and
afterwards of the Roman, trod the streets
of Jerusalem, when the treasures of the
Hebrew books were unlocked to the Gentile world through the Septuagint, then
there happened, we may justly assume,
*Psalm 121: 3, 4; 5,'8.
.
t Seven Lectures by the Rev. J, P. Hopps, vii, p. 33.
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one of two things.
There was, as we the penitentinal Psalms, and most of all to thee, 0 God. My soul is athirst for God,
know upon strong heathen testimony, bethe fifty-first, in which King David* yea, even for the living God: oh, when
:fore the advent of our Lord, an universal sounds the lowest depths of sorrow and shall I come to appear before the presence
and traditional expectation in the East shame for sin, and has provided for the of God."
Even the doctrine of forgivethat a great power was to arise in J udrea penitent of every age and every character ness, of doing good to enemies, to the
and to subdue the world.
How came it the medicine that his case required.
On growth of which the conditions of Hebrew
that so remarkable a conception, foreign these Psalms as awhole,'on this Psalm in life were less favorable, finds expression
to the cultivated communities of the Greek particular, and again on the thirty-eighth in the Psalms. Take Psalm 35: 12,.13,a:nd the Italian peninsulas, and apparently Psalm, most of all in its first moiety, let us "They reward me evil for good. Nevermenacing the continuance of the Roman fasten our attention for a moment. Have theless, when they were sick I put on
dominion, should have been prevalent, in modern learning and re&earch succeed,ed sackcloth, and humbled my soul with fastthe East? The East had, indeed, at cer- in extracting from all the sacred books of ing." And, again, "If I have rewarded .
tain epochs supposed itself entitled to the all the ancient religions of the woFld any- evil unto him that dealt friendlY with me:
mastery of the world: hence the wild ex- thing like, I do not say a parallel; but, an yea, I have delivered him that ~ithout any
pedition of Darius into Scythia, and there- ever so remote approach to them?
The cause is mine enemy" (Psa. 7: 4)~ It i~, I
peated conflicts of Persil< with the Greeks. great discourse of our Lord to Nicodemus, submit, the general strain of the Psalms
It is not strange that this heritage should
in the third chapter of St. John, finds in to which we should look. And who will
be reclaimed; for ideas of this kind are these compositions a basis. broad enough deny that they habitually abound in hu"
tenacious of life, and easy of revival. But to sustain the whole of his startling doc- mility, in penitential abasement, in the
what is at first sight most strange is. the trine, "Except a man be born again, he !'trong faith which is the evidence of things
choice of the spot from which deliverance cannot see the kingdorl;l of God." t
not seen, in fervor, self-mistrust, filial conwas to proceed. It was not from any of
Penitence thus lying at the door of the fidence towards God? These and all.kinthe seats of ancient power, the fame of process by which man is appointed to as- dred qualities they develop in what for
which was still on record, but from among cend to holiness, this golden booksupplies, want of a better word I wi.ll term their
Their tones come from the
the small, isolated, and undistinguished beyond all others, the types and aids for innerness.
people who inhabited. Palestine, and whose attaining it in all its stages. All that spe- inmost heart, andf not with familiarity, yet
brief appearance on the stage of hurr.an af- cial class of virtues, which were unknown with a wonderful nearness, they seem to
fairs, as conquerors in the time of King to the civilized world at t11 e time when the seek the response, if the phrase may be
Da.vid, was so. slight in limit and in duraApostles preached them, had been her.e used without irreverence, from the in.ner
·
·
tion as to have inscribed no mark upon the set forth in act a thousand years before, heart of God himself.
All this i~ sever.ed by an iJ:l1measu~:;able
page o.f general history.
It had passed and stored up for use, first within the. nar~
away, like the old empire of the Hittites; row circle of the Jewish worship, and then distan<;e from the langtlage, ideas, and
they were also a people, whose manners in the Church, which claims, and may yet mental habits of pagan antiquity~ What
and institutions repelled rather than at- possess, the wide world for its inheritance. we . find there of religion associated with
tracted the sympathy of the world. One Another standard of virtue, indeed, and in intellectual culture turns,upon the-ex,te~n:;J.1
supposition explanatory of this remarkable itself ,a glorious one,. the Greek and the rela.tions between God arid man, as b~~
expectation, might be that it had lived on Roman world possessed. They had their tween sovereign and subject, or mal3fer
from prehistoric times in feebleness and code of Justice, Fortitude, Temperance, and dependant~ The prehistoric verse. of
obscurity, but had .come to the front. when and Wisdom. But this list of virtues cou: Homer abounds in prayers. They are not
the East felt pressing on it from Rome tained no recognitiqn of the terrible. and ·such commonly as we sho.uld. use, yet they
the hard ha:nd ofpower, welding it for the world-wide fact of sin, and opened no road indicate fully these exterl')al relattons; iju,t
first time by a permanent system into uni- to the acquisition of powers capable of in the life of lat~:>r, of classical, Gree.<;e,
formity of servitude or inferiority, ffom contending _against it, a 11 d of casting down prayer seems wholly to have losXits' for<;e
which it panted for deliverance.
But it its strongholds to the ground. Tha:t road and place as a factor in .h11man life~ · .
seems more. probable that the, Jewish was to be opened by the Beatitude~ of
A,.gain, in the "0dyss.ey" of Homer we
Scriptures,<which had for two centuries the Sermon on the Mount, and by the have remaining traces 9f the. personal r!'l~
become known by translation into Greek, Faith, Hop(;, and (:harity of Sf.. PauL Is lation between man and God. In the inwerecthemselves the fountain-head of this there one of. tlwse Beatitudes which has tercourse of Athene with Odysseus, and
most remarkable anticipation; and .in that not been, in its blossom .Or it'l germ, ahtk- reversely .. m her action on .the minds
case.it probably. proceeded in an emj,nent ipated by the. J>salms? ·Take the sanctifi- of · the- guilty. suitors, there are ¥sdegree from the Messianic Psalms,.which cation ()f sorrow in verse 4 : so the Ps&lm tinct traces of the working of a Pivin!'l
were of aU the available evidence the instructs us, ''Thy loving_ correction shall force ..in the soul of man. .I .do not r.epart most in the eye and mind of the plio- make me great" (Psa. 1 8: 35). Take the member to have found it
the later cli1s:
ple.
blessing of the meek(v. 5)..• So says the sical literature. But ~he developm!'lnf <if
Su<;h being, in outline, the presentation Psalmist: "Lo~d, I am not high-minde~. the principle and ide.a ofa . corpm~nioll
. of God to man in the Book of Psalms, let I haV,e no proud looks. I refrain mysoul with God, operative on hum.an ~eeling,
us cotisideriri its turnthe mannerin which and keepit lo~., My. soul is e:ven a:s a thought, and action, is the standjng ~lld,
they present •man to God. Now this may weaned thild" (Psa. I 31 : r, 3, 4), Prin.ci- central tboug}1t of the Psalm!>,
be setforth in a multitude of particulars, ples. these n(>t only which the ancient philI will only note, in pas~~ng, 1J.ef0;re quit~
t>ut they are.. all capabl~ of heing summed osophiesdid not contain, but which they ting this subject, two remaining character;
intd'ohe. ~he Psalms are a book of spir- 1'\'o~ld. have repudiated and conterrnred. istics: the. sacredness which the P~~lm,s
itual cdmrrluriion,. not only between God Take, again, that blessing of satiety which atta<;h to the claims of th!'l poor, andthc:)ir
l'Jtld .man, ribt only between God and his is promised to "hunger and thirst" after sel)se of the. utter worthlessne~s of all.cere.:Church,or espeei<~Uy cho~enpeople, but righteousnes~·; \lll'o'ras which. ingicatesuch rl;lOnial observan<;es, thol,lgh comn1a11d,ed,
between God and the individual man.
an adult l;l.ge, such a fulness of growth and · ex,<:ept in conn..ection wit? the servi~e qf
Not that this is the . case with every · stl:lture in ·the new man·· of the . Christi4n the. will, and purific:;J.tipn of the he~rt. ·
.Psalm.. Take the nohlefirstPs<J.lm, which · systen1, that what was at first les~onfrom
IV.-THE OBJECTIONS TAKEN' TO
opens the book; ltsetsforth in one patt without has come to beappetitefrom withTHEM,
(vs;·3~ 4) with a tender beauty,. in. another
i~,and part of the untaugpt spontaneous ·
Refer~ing to what has been 811id. el!le~
:with strong and stern d.enuciation, the.po- working .ofrenewedhuman nature; But
sitions ofthe r:i~hteo:us and of the wicked this idea is fully developed in the PsalrrH; where on the pt:esence of ahumaneletiient
before:God~ ·But.it setsthem forthas.it (Psa.4~; 1,2): "Like as the hartdesireth in Holy Scripture, TWill now say>a)e.w
'•Were from the outside.
So, again, {uany the waterbrooks,
long~th my· soul after words on the special objection which is
of' th(il PsalJl1S> d~a:ling with .the Israelites ·
lodged against the Psalms~
have for their theme national
* Some critics ~rgue that the two last verses are an ex- · Let me. first endeavor to r., ...t.,r•···th'P.
deliv'er~tnce'andglory~ , :SutJetusturn to ilitjgg~~~ll3. · · · · ··
·
·, • · ·
questiontoits true dime11sions.
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other places) to Psalms 5: 8; . 6: 7; 7: 5i
6:27,passim;' 56:9; 59: lj 69:4; !8:71,
12; 138: 7i 143: 9• ·
But undoubtedly a certain number of
passages are not defensive, they are denun~
cia tory; such as 54: 5, 7; 59: 10; 92: I I ;
143: 12. I will recite this last verse in: full,
for it brings into view the sentiment which
forms the base of all these passages: "And
of thy goodness slay mine enemies, and
destroy all them that vex my soul, for I
am· thy servant." If we put these words
into paraphrase, the Psalmist pleads that
he i'l engaged in the service of God; that
in this serviee he is assailed and· hindered;
that, powerless in himself, he appeals to
the source of power; and that he invokes
upon the assailants and hinderers of the
Divine work the Divine vengeance, even
to their extinction.
We have, then 1 t9 consider these denunciatory passages, first, as they were employed by their authors; secondly, as they
are now presented to us for our own use
in the services of the Church or in private
devotion.
"Do not I hate them, 0 Lord, that hate· thee,
Under the firsi: head, let me observe as
and am not I grieved with those that rise up
follows.
Then~ is not one of these pasagainst thee?
sages which tampers with truth or justice;
"Yea, I hate them right sore, even as though
they are aimed at sin, to blast and
they were mine enemies."
·
"Lead me, 0 Lord, in thy
Which seems to say, "l have a reserve wither it.
stock .of special and superlative hatred for righteousness, because of mine enemies"
This is the universal strain.
those who have not only sinned in general, (Psa. 5: 8).
but have sinned against me in particular." All these pas<>ages are strokes delivered
But this notion is completely put aside in with the sword of righteousness, in its
the translation direct from the Hebrew as unending warfare with iniquity.. Nor is
it stands in the Authorized, and also in the there one among them of which it can be
Revised Version, where the second of the shown that they refer to personal feuds,
passions, or desires.
Everywhere the
two verses runs:
Psalmist speaks in the name of God, on
"I hate them with a perfect hatred; I count
behalf of his word and will.
them mine enemies."
But it may be said that such denunciaThis does not set up the selfish feeling, tions are. excessive in degree, that they are
about offense per?onally received, about too severe and savage, and that they are
the ~entiment of indignation and resent- not suitable for the mouth of man.
.
ment against wickedness, but says only,
With respect to their severity, I suggest,
"All that I might feel against a personal and, if need he, contend, that we, in our
enemy, all that natural exasperation would Ignorance and weakness, are no fit judges
suggest, I discharge upon the enemies of of the extent to which the wisdom of the
God." But the sentiment concerning Almighty may justly carry th~ denunciathem has already been expressed in terms tion and the punishment of gmlt.
not admitting of enlargement: "I hate
Man, and even civilized man, contemthem with a perfect hatred." And this plates with much equanimity the taking
brings the objection to a point. It is that of human life for the occasions which he
this unmeasured detestation and invocation deems sufficient. He knows that in all
of wrath even upon God's enemies can not wars one party must be guilty, and that in
be justified, and is not to be referred to most or many wars neither have hr:d a
Divine inspiration.
justification for the wholesale bloodsl}ed,
Now let us notice, in the first place, that which floods the path of destruction that
the general tone ot the Psalms concerning they necessarily follow. Life, which he
enemies is not aggressive, but defensive. did not give, and can not restore, he takes
A sense of trouble and danger from the away, for the repression of crime, with
might of experienced or impending assault, general, though not unanimous, approval.
and an appeal to God for protection, form It is also taken, even now, in most Christthe staple sentiment of the book. I quote ian countries, through duels for private
a single instance, which is a fair sample injury or insult; and it is but recently
of the whole of this class of passages, from among ourselves that public opinion has
Psalm 56: I, 2:
become repugnant to the practice. But the
"Be merciful unto me, 0 God, for man goeth
scruples, which for ourselves we so easily
about to devour me: he is daily fighting and
thrust aside, become active, feverish, and
troubling me.
"Mine enemies are daily in hand to swallow even violent, when, in a world to the
me up: for they be many that fight against me,
abundant wickedness of which our own
0 thou Most Highest."
practice witnesses, the Ruler of that wcrld,
Let those who question the assertion I who gave life for use, and who sees and
have made, that this passage has a charac- judges its abuse, is to be arraigned before
ter typical of the whole, refer (among our mock tribunal; and we, who can not

cism ·is. not here, as .it might be in some
cases of ,books claiming to be sacred, that
th~y are feeble, or fancif~l, . or rem?te
·from human interests, or that la~ge vems
of clay run through such true metal as
they contain. The Psalms, in their sublimity and in their sympathy, so immeas. urabl,Y. divine and so intensely human, are
prooC against all such criticism, which
would be only cavil. The only dart which
really rings upon their coat .of mail, is the
dart which carries the reproach of their
severe and unmeasured denudation of
enemies.
.1\nd first, in order to disembarrass the
question of matter which appears to be ex·
treme and exceptional, I will refer to the
verse which represents the .ne plus ultra
of the. difficulty, as it stands in the. Prayerbook Version of the Psalms; in respect to
which, we pay a certain price• for. its incomparable majesty and beauty, m the
shape of occasional, though rare, shortcomings as to accuracy. The Prayerbook g-ives verses 21 and 22 of Psalm 139
as follows:

and do not rightly guide each our own
action, are to undertake to determine his.
And this when we have not fully learned
and can not measure either the deep and
frightful depravity of the Canaanitish na-.
tions, or the purposes with which Penalty
descends. We know not whether it comes
in mercy to correct the growth of evil before it shall become incurable, and whether, or how far, when opportunity had been
exhausted here, resources may still have
been held in reserve to be expended for good
in the great elsewhere. To pronounce verdict'S upon these terrible denunciations may
be impious; and }s surely at the least unreasonable.
"And who art thou, that on the bench would sit
To judge what is a thousand milesremoved,
With the brief vision of a single span?"*

There is certainly more claim to substance in the objection which urges that
these denunciations are unsuitable for man.
But here I should interpose the question,
To what man·? The wonderful nature, in·
which we have been created, is in nothing
more wonderful than in the diversity of
the ·conditions under which it can subsist
and work, on its r()ad from embryo to perfection. As those stages accumulate, the
moral code becomes multiform and involved. In simple .forms of life, and in early
stages of society, the roads between right
and wrong were short, broad, and clear,
like as were the spaces of the battle-field,
whereas contending hosts are now divided
· by miles and leagues from one another:
But, further, the Psalmists, and the nation to which they belonged, lived under a
different dispensation from ours. If we
accept the Sct:iptures, that nation held a
divine commission to establish the right
and to put down the wrong, in a sense in
which no such commission is now given.
For us it is enough to hope that at any
given juncture we may be doing the will
of God; but what we hope, they knew;
and sight for them was mixed with faith,
in a degree and mode remote from the
spirit of our later, and in this respect, perhaps, higher, training.
They were accustomed to short accounts with the Divine
Justice, and to reward or suffering as the
immediate consequences, and, therefore,
as the direct attestations of the judgment
of God upon the moral conduct of man.
The responsibility, which is for us diffused
and indefinite, was for them concentrated
and palpable. But, besides this, they had
the great standing institution of prophecy; and the king in whose ears Nathan's
words had thundered, "Thou art the man,"
might well feel that his contact was a close
one with the mind of the Almighty, and
that he might, upon occasion, speak his
strongest words under guidance from on
high.
I do not pursue farther these remarks,
which are no more than tentative and approximate. But I d_o not find myself justified in the assumption that we are m all
cases to haye complete cognizance of the
conditions under which the Psalms give
judgment upon the tmrighteous, or are intended to arrive at final judgments on the

* Dante, Parad., XIX., 81.

Pollock's translation.
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question what the Jews might, and what .
they might not, suitably be commissioned
by the Almighty to denounce.
More immediately are we concerned in the question as to the place held ·in
Christian devotion, and especially in public ritual, by the denunciatory passages of
the Psalms. But the answer to this objection, I apprehend, lies near at hand. All
scruple, at least all tolerable scruple in this
matter, seems to rest upon the supposition
that the passages are aimed at creatures who
have chara.cters mixed with good and evil,
and who, therefore, are not presumptively fit subjects for our unmixed, undiscriminatingdenunciation. But can any one reasonably suppose that these declarations are in
the mind and sense of the Church directed
against anyhuman enemy? Our humai'i
enemies, if we are so unhappy as to have
any, are not the most watchful, the most
subtile, the most destructive of our foes.
"For we wrestle not against flesh'and blood,
but against. . . . the rulers of the darkness
.of thisworld."* But the Holy Scripture
and· the Christian religion teach, and our
human experience largely testifies, that
there are spirits whose meat and drink, so
to speak, if is to extend·the domain of evil,
to deepen corruption, to destroy happiness
by destroying innocence, which is its base,
to add both in range and in intensity to
the misery and the sin which .have made
the world so sad. If this be so, then I
contend that to pray for the abolition or
paralysis of their work and of its agents,
and this especially when we meet as
Christians to set forth solemnly the collective needs and aspirations of mankind,
is a practice! which requires neither justification. nor apology.
Apa~t altogether from the question,
wha~ may Be the hlue or completeness of
the. foregoi:ng defensive suggestions,. I
would t.emipd my reader;s that they relate
not to the main body of the question respecting·the Psalms, but to lot portion of it,
:which is limited a!ld exceptional. Nor d.o
. I perceive no:w,if we approach this question on the grounds and in the spirit of
re;1son, it is, possible for a person so appro,achin!i§ it to set .aside the mass of evi,
deuce which establishes the unparafleled
a11d. unapproached position gf the Psalter
iri its antiqtdty and use, in its pure and noble. theology, and in a moral and spiritual
charact~r ... ')'it!lessed. afresh in the judgment and practice of each succeeding age.
And, if the .several parts of this evidence
link thew~e~ves into a C()mpactand harm()!lious ~twle, it is. not.reason, but .unreasoninthe mask of re.ason, which de.clines or omits to 11cknowledge the presumption thencearising, that the Book is
at a level indefinitely higher than has been
reached by the .unassisted faculties of man,
and thatthe power which raised it to th.at
level ~;:an only be. Divine. Such a conclusiori will s~rvive eyen the approving ref.
erericein Psalm 137: 9 toapractice of savagtl warfare. Were if true that the irpage
qf gold had feet of day, We might indeed
be perplexed by the combination; but
V\'QUld n.()t this b~ jilst;.aswe often dr~per~

plexed by other combinations presented to
us in the providential government of the
world? And not only in the providential
government of the world, but in thefulfillment of our personal relations with other men.
Yet we do· not put an end on
that account to such relations; nor do we
cease to believe in God because we, such
as we are-God save the mark-cannot
com prebend the reason, or even discern
the rightfulness of all he does.
In like
manner, so neither can we refuse to admit
sufficient evidence of an origin more than
human for the Psalms, on the ground that
we see only through a glass darkly, and
that they present incidental features analogous in principle to those which in other
departments our experience brings before
us.
.
LONDoN, England.

may be elected at the same meeting as the dele·
gates.
Fourth, that members of branches in good
standing or the traveling ministry only shall be
eligible as delegates of representation; provided
that no such delegate shall be accredited as the
representative of more than one branch.
Fifth, that the president of each branch shall
be ex o.fficio the delegate at large for that branch,
and the. presiding priest of the branch the alternate ex dficio.
Sixth, that each delegate be allowed mileage
to and from district conference at the rate of
three cents per mile, to be paid from the branch
funds.
Seventh, the traveling ministry shall be accepted (when present) by vote as delegates at large
without specific representati<m, unless having
credentials from some branch.
Eighth, each elder of the district in good stand·
ing shall be a member ex dficio of the conference
without specific representation, unless having
credentials from some branch as delegate of representation.
T. W. WILLIAMS, ~
F. CRILEY,
Committee.
w. c. H. NOBLE,
.

CONFERENCE NOTICES .
The quarterly conference of the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin District will convene October 25th ;md 26th at Mission, LaSalle
county, Illinois, and we cordially invite all who
can to attend.
The Sabbath-school covention
for the district meets on Friday, October 24th, at
ro: 30 a.m., at the same place.
It is expected
that all Sabbath· schools in the district will report
in detail to the convention, and that all parties
interested in Sabbath-school work will be present
if possible. ·
HENRY SOUTHWICK, Dist. Pres.

FOUR DAYS' MEETING.
The Reorl{anized Church·of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints will hold four days' meetings
as follows: Knox, Indiana, September 12th to
rsth; Clear Lake, September 19th to 22d; Cold
Water, 26th to 29th.
The missionaries of the
district are expected to be present. All respectable, well-disposed persons, and peaceable, lawabiding citizens are respectfully solicited to attend.
·
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dist. Pres.

·The North Michigan district conference will
be held in Bay City, October nth and 12th.
Presidents and clerks of brimches please get
your reports as correct as possible. Let all' at·
tend who can. Bring the Spirit of the Lord
with you.
We expect Bro. E. C. Briggs. and
others with us, and we also expect to have a
good conference.
J- J. CoRNISH ..

COME, SEE. AND HEAR.

Quarterly conference of Nevada convenes at
Genoa, October 5th. Presidents of. .branches
please take notice and send reports in .time.
T, R. HAWKINS, Dist. Pres.
NOTICES.
To tke Presldent and Members of tke Pittsburl{
and Kirtland D~stnct Conference:-The under·
signed committee having been appointed at your
last meeting;helq at Wheeling, W.Va., March
last iof the purpose of reporting a basis of repre·
sentation for ~aid district, hereby submit the following: Resolyed; t~at from and after the passage of .this re.soiution that the basis of representation .and therules governing the same shall be
as follows:
. ·
_
First; that each branchof the district shall be
entitled fo two classes ofdelegates, yiz: delegates
at large for the. organization, and.· delegates of
representation, based upon the number of members. in good standing. .
. ·
·
Second, that the numllerof dele~ates shall be
one delegate at large for each branch organization; also that each branch shall be entitled to
one delegate tor representation for each twenty·
five . members in good ·standing,. provided that
where a branch has less than twenty. five members, it shall be entitled to one delegate for representation; but where the membership exceeds
twent)'·five, there shall be but ope delegate .for
each full. quota of twenty-five members.
Third, that delegates of representation shallbe
elected. at the branch business trieetiilg at wl)ich
the brai1ch report to conference. is adopted; and
further, that both delegates atlarge and delegates
of representation s~allbe provit:Jed wit.h creden·
tlals attested by the branch cl'erk; and. also that
said ~:redentil!h; shall only be. transferable to
properly elected substitutes qr ·alternates, that

LOGAN REUNION.

The Reorganized Church of.Latter Day Saints
will hold their Annual Reunion in Reel's grove
at Logan, Iowa, commencing- Friday, September
z6·h, and closing October 6th, r89o.
These. annual gatherings, like the ai>poidted
feasts of· Israel and the early Chri§tiaps,oate de~
signed to bless and benefitin amoral, spiritual,
intellectual and social way those who attend;
and should be well sustained by the church and
all well wishers of good things.
Eminent ·speakers from abroad, including
President Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair, J. R. Lambert, A. H •. Smith, M. H. Forscutt and W. E.
Peak, who will be ably assisted by other minis~
ters from various points in western· Iowa. and
eastern Nebraska, will minister in word and: ordinance.
The grounds are fine, beautifully and conveniently located adjoining the western side .of the
city and are well shaded· by ample forest trees,
making it a pleasant and attracti.ve retreat.
Facilitiesfor reaching Logan and the camp
grounds by railway and carriage are good . . Reduced rates over western railroads are confident"··
ly expected.
Excellent provisions will be made for tenting
on the grounds, also for those desiring board :at
hotels or at .the homes. of citizens.
W atl~r,... fuel
add hay will be supplied ..abundantly"-- hl!y at
four 9oi1ars per ton and wood at two dollars per
cord.
No effl;)rt
be spared by the Reunion .Com·
mittee, and the Committee appointed bythe citiz<::ns of Logan, to make the 9cca.sion. interesting
and satisfying to all who attend.
· . . .. •
To our feHo~ members., we say, don't fail to
come, and come t9 abide till the close.
.
To our fellow citizens; we say, come and see
and hear, and then judge.
·
All eo me, and welcome..
.. . .·

will

~D.

R.eun. 1.'..on·C·o.m
AVID.
CH·A··:.·M;BE.RS·'
..pr¢.s,
····. ···. Jos.
SEDDON,
Secretary.
Logiu}Com. S ~- • HARVE?'• Pres.
? C. F ..Luc.e;, Secretary..
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THE
. TWO DAYS' MEETING
There will be a two-days' meeting held at
~raidwood, Illinois, September 27\h and 28th, in
<;harge.of W. Vickery and Thomas Hougas. Let
!If!. come who can and aid us in making it aprofitable time.
Hoping the Lord. will meet with
us.
HEN!tY SoUTHWICK, Dfst. Pres.
BORN.
DrKE.-,-At Farragut, Iowa, May rsth, I890, the
ad&pted daughter of Bro. Simon, Jr., and Sr. Martha E. Dike; blessed at Plum Hollow camp-·
meeting, August 25th, I890, by Elders Robt. M.
Elvin and Henry Kemp, and named Laura Mabel.
RoBERTs.__:At Kansas City, Missouri, December 2oth, r889, to Bro. James V. and Sr. Clara 0.
Roberts, a son; blessed at Plum Hollow camp.·
rrieetfng, August 26tj1, 1890, by Elders Robt. M.
Elvin and Warren E. Peak,·and named Myron
James.

STEPHENSON.-At Red Oak, Iowa, March
24th, r889, to Mr. Charles N. and Sr. Jennie
Stephenson, a daughter; blessed at Plum Hollow
camp-meeting, August 29th, I89o,by Elders R.
M: Elvin and H. N. Hansen, and named Noel
Isadore.
ERVIN.-At Liberty, N.ebraska, December
14th, 1888, to Bro. }limes and Sr. Anna Ervin, a
daughter; bles.sed at Plum Hollow camp·meeting, Septe~ber, rst, 1890, by Elder Robt. M. Elvin, and named Revina Etta.
.
DIED.
CoLE.-At Brookline, nzar Boston. Mass., July 21st, 1890, at 10 30 a.m., Sr. Eliza Gertrude, beloved wife of Bro. Harry G. Cole.
Sr. Cole,
whose maiden name was Floyd, was born at St.
Martins, New· Brunswick, February 9th, r86o.
Her departure, unexpected, was a shock to her
frit>nds and to the Saints. To us who knew her
and her christian worth it was and is still a trial
that death ordinarily does not always impose;
and as we saw her lying in that sleep so still and
so beautiful, it seemed then and seems still, hard
to be reconcile.d, that one who.se life seemed so
full of sunshine and so much of a necessity for
others should be called away.
She was a good
Saint, a loving and tender wife, mother and sister. An honored member of Dr. Gordon'& Baptist Church, hearing the fulness of the gospel she
took upon her the name and reproach of Christ
and united with the Reorganized Church. Sad
were and sad yet are we when we think of our
loss, of her many excellent virtues, the unselfish
life she led, her constant care for others and her
pleasant, cheerful.disposition.
Baptized by M.
H. Bond; married by him to Bro. Harry Cole, ih
x884, we have watched over their interests,
helped to lay away their dead, two beautiful
children, Julia and Gracie, and at last, July 24th,
were called to. lay her away to rest tili the morning of the resurrection of the just. It was a trying service 'for us, but the Spirit was there in the
power of that comfort which our well fortified
hope gives to the faithful in Christ. The assistance of Bro. A. ·H. Parsons, the church quartette
and the Sai11ts' song of feeling, the beautiful floral offerings from Saints, friends, and Bro. Harry's. fellow-craftsmen of the Transaijt Office,
made the service impressive and one of much
feeling. ·She leaves a stricken husband, one .little daughter, sisters and brother, and many
friends both in and out of the church to mourn
their loss.
·
MENZrEs.-Grlffith G, mn of Walter and
Catherine Menzies, August 21st, 189o; born
June 3d, in Denver, Colorado.
His earthly sojourn was but two months and eighteen days.
Funeral services at the residence by Elder James
Caffall.
Thy sudden departure made us sad,
Btit thy mnocence will secure thee a home with the
blest;
And though hard to submit,
· God's ways are the best.
Hiram Rathbun, 500 Logan street., Lansing, Michigan.
Warren E. Peak, Guilford. Mtssouri.
Charles Derry, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa. Missionary in Charge of Little Sioux District.
Mrs. T. J. Andrews, 231 Castro st., San Francisco, Cal.
J. H. Peters, Coleman, Midland Co., Michigan.

SPIRITUAL .GlFTS AND SPlRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
On CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTIOISM,
BY

ELDER M; H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and 'xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti·Bil)le revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miraclee, Mesmeric; Trance, MindReading, ~'Christian Scienc,e," "'Divine Healing11 or
"Faith Cure," "How to Become a, Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, nse or abuse in
the church,
Price, 25 c~nts Single Cbpy.
Can be had by the dozen or quantity by addressing,
with stamps,· currency or postoffic6 m·der, M. H. Bond,
46 Waverly Street, Providence, R. I.; The Herald office,
Lamoni, Iowa, or may be ordmed· through any of the authorized ministry, who are requested to act as agents in
any part of the world, and to whom ·a liberal commission
will be paid.

FREE

LANCE.

NEW BOOE.

18!10.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIE~THQOD, 1'
-THE-

Apostacy, Re:formation and. Re.stora.tioB,.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to:
the front to-day. · No Bible student can afford. to miss
reading It either as CRITIC Or INVESTIGATOR. It .contiliUS
S90 pages, of closely written matter au·d printed ilij~;oott;
readable type, with neat bindinll', and .sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER: COPY.
Besides the discn ssion of the questions of
:M:INISTERUL A..UTHOBITY

From the Bible standpoin,t of the
JifELCHISEDEK AND THJt: AARONI9 PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely tteats ·o{ the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURIJH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examinh:tJ!: the claims of the. Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
"
Copies can be had by.. addressing
WM. H. KELLEYLTemple P. 0., :Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALu OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money sent by. Post Office Order t<J Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H. KELLEY.
FARM FOR SALE.

Among the cherished rights of man· is the freedom of
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting"
opinion, a• well as the right, when opr>ortunity offere, to
of I6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
express o,pinion. To give as full .an opportunity for euch
expression as ill eonsistent with the accomplishment of
seeded to ti111othy and clover. House, stable,
good, the P.cTRIOT has decided to start a "Free Lance"
department, in which all have equal opportunity for the . nice grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
expreseiou of their convictions upon any subject of gen~ ' For terms enquire of
era! interest. We have ilad this department in view for
· E. J; RoBINSoN, La~oni, Iowa.
years; but not until now, d'd we feel that we could make
room for it. We hope to make it of general interest; and
HOUSE FOR SALE.
profit to all. Hegular price of PATRIOT $1 per year; but
to rapidly increa~e our mrculatlon, will send it six months
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
on trial for fnrty cents. Can. you in ju,tice do less than
for sale my Bouse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
appropriate forty cents to provihg the PATRIOT?
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
AddresR.LAMEERT BRos.,. Publishers,
furnace il1 It, and water in the kitchen.
Lnmoni~ Decatur Co., Iowa.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.

Bro. B. F. Ordway. of Peoria, Illinois, still .wants agE\nts
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars addre~s as above.

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Price per year

Sl.liO.

X. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
T!Ae Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R:, will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th.
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
points in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South west and North-west. For tickets and
further information concerning the e-xc.ursions,
call on your r:tearest C. B. & Q ticket agent, or
address P. S. Eustis,. G~nerall Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BINJHNG.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save money on.Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

-..A.-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
.
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

D. F. NICHOLSON·, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsiblli.ty.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y THE(-Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES..
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
g- We have a limited quantity of theoo on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge, ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 1!1
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 ~~~
Roll:burg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 211
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides •••••••••••••• $1 50

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edge~~ ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 60
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"Hl!lABKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG 'YOU HAVJJ SA VII' I.T Jill 0NB WIFB· AND CONCUlllNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116,:Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Wol!LA.N BUT ONE HusBAND! ExcEPT ·m CASE oll' DBATH, WIIBN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY .A.GAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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not to be dependent on the charity of any
one,
for when they provide for themselves,
Oilicial Paper of the Reorganized Church 9f Jesus Christ ot
or arrange beforehand for others to do so,
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
disappointment and displeasure will be
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
avoided. Atten:d to this.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
All persons desiring special arrangeand the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub'"
scribers, aad help build up the paper and the p\lblication
ments
of any kind should address the comdepartment.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
mittee-David Chambers and Joseph St>dDancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
don-:-for they will be prepared to advise
Entered as second class matte• at Lamoni Post Office.
and direct in such matters and will do so
promptly and ch(!erfully. They may be
addressed .at either Logan or Persia.
Present indications promise a very
large attendance at this. year's meeting-a
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
large increase over former ones of this
W. W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
kind-and the committees in charge, also
the citizens of Logan. are determined to
Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 20, I 890.
do ~hat they can to secure best results
and give complete satisfaction to all who
ANNUAL REUNION.
attend.
ON' the gd instant, in company with MesThese yearly gatherings are productive
sers Stoc,ker and Milliman, of the citizens' of good in many ways. They tend to the
committee and Brn. D. Chambers and spread of saving truth, and to the crushing
Joseph Seddon of the committe on arrange- out of bigotry and prejudice. They pro.
ment for the Annual Reunion, we examin- mote unity and fellowship among the peoed the grounds secured at Logan, Iowa, ple, familiarizing them and their children
for that occasion and find them all that socially and religiously, all of which is
can be desired as a site. They are in a highly important to the work of saving
large, well timbered pasture, convenient ·souls and the peace and prosperity of theto the town, ~nd yet so far away. as to be Lord's people~
Seasons ot relaxation
free frorn its noise and dust and smoke.
from the toils imd cares of life are needed,
The_ location is elevated, of smooth and .none compare with those which ele-.
swface, airy and sightly, rendering it vate and purify while they gladden, .enea~y to keep the grounds clean, healthful
eourage and feast the soul OJ). the good
and attractive.
things of heaven provided for the present
'the camp _will front south on one of the and eternal wants of man. Jesus said to
J.>fincipal roa<;ls an<;l on three sides he shut · Peter, ''Feed my lambs.
Feed
in from contact with roads, or streets, and my she~p,'' And when these gather
therefore be free from outside interference reverently and wait on the Lord, he is
gracious and merciful and will abundantly
and annovance.
The s.hade will be abundant, not qnly bless their sacrifices and labor of love and
about and.near the main tents,'but also for richly repay them in all spiritual,intellectSC()res of rods ar.ound on either side.
ua1, social and temporal mattjtrs.. Time
· Th~ teams will be kept sec~r~ly at.am- and means expended iri. this· direction will
,
ple distance frorn the road and the tents, bring rich returns.
and aJull supplyofwater and forage be
Many '\Vill spend time and money large·
ly attending pleasure t.esorts, the fruit of
had convenient.
, J:ure well water for domestic ·purposes . which is often mere vanity and vexation.
will be furnished abundantly by the city Why not devote them in substantial ways,
wafer ;-vorks .on th~ . ea~t . side of the layh1g y.p trea~ures that are enduring and.
grounds conveyedby pipes !:;tid from the satisfying for tirhe and eternity! · The
Lord says, "Wherefore do yespend money
principal main.
Board will he provided at hotels and in for that which is not bread? and labor for
the homes of citizens at from $3 to $4 that which satisfieth not? Hearken diliper week~ and meals will be furnished on gently unto me, and eat ye that which is
tbe grounds at reasonable rates. It is said good, and let your soul delight itself in
one thousand or more can be accommo- fatness.. Incline your ear, and· come u'nto
dated with board by the hotels and pri- me; hear and your sou I shall liv«(."
The members should take time early
va,te citizens; But, .of course, the main
part of th:ose .attending the meeting .will· and prepare to locate on .the . grounds the .
provNe themselves with tents and. other ~5th or,· 26th inst., that the,re be. a~ little
applian(;es so as. to e~Joy the chari'ge, cpnfusio.n and as good order as possible in
/pleasure, profit andn.ovelty of tenting out, getting the camp <properly. organized and
. v'isitiqg Wf.th those of like.· precio1JS .faith e~tablished. P:ray ferveutly. that Gqd's
... §ll'\d, qth~rr yjsjt()rS. ~pis j§ best.
bl(:)~~JJ.Jgs Q.la.X ,att(:)!J.d. . •.· ...·.·.... .. . . .
>
By le.tters. received· from . Pres.) oseph
Those attending. should. s0 arrange a~
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Smith we are authorized .to say he will attend the meeting from beginning to close.
We also look for Brn. Blakesl<e and Kelley
of the Bishopric to attend~ These, with
those mentioned in the circular lettt'r already published, will minister before the
Lord in word and ordinance, and, we humbly trust, to the glory of God and the satisfaction of those bearing them.
Pray
faithfully for the success of this reunion.
All should attend who can. Come, "Wait
upon the Lord" and "renew your strength."
APROPOS of Bro. E. L. KeUey's excel:
lent review of what one C. G. C. wri'es
from Kirtland, about the Kirtland Bank
affair, we note that when attending cr nference at that place .a few years sine(:), we
·had business at the raiJway station and
office at Willoughby, two and a half miles
from Kirtland. While sitting in the office
waiting, we heard the agent telling two or
three parties about the Mormons, then
visiting Kirtland, and the doings of t.bose
once there;. and. am.ong. t.he .rest .he told
them of the bank and what an awful
swindle it was. To emphasize his story
he took out his pocket book and showed
one of the bank bills, a. ten dollar bill, we
think. We stepped forward so that we
could see the bill, and asking pardon for
intruding, asked the question whattbe bill
was, and he told us. we asked him if .he.
would sell it, and how much he would
take for it. He replied that it was not for
sale, he wo1.1ld like to keep it. We offered him the. fa<;e of it in gre(:)nbacks. ~o,
be said that he. would not take twenty
dollars for it. . We asked him why; to
which he replied that he douoted if there
could another be found in the country
We asked him what made it so valuable
that he would take neither the face valtie
of it, nor twice that.
He said it was the
scarcity or them and the curiosity naturally attaching to the money as being Mormon money.
We suggested to hiin that
it was. the first money ofa bursted barik
that. we ever saw that was worth twice its
face value.
That it was ~ que~r thing
that the .bank was such a fraud, and its.
money was so scarce and of such '{alu~ so
long after the b~nk .had failed; and asked
him. if he did not think it curious,. and if·
he knew' of. any other bank whose money
was. worth so much after the b:;mk haq
faikd. ·He. said. that he did not.
We
then told. him that we were the son oi
Joseph Smith whose .name was sign.ed to
the bill, and thatw~ were ready to red.eem
·. th.e. money dollar for {lollar a~ its fac.e~ yal:
;ue; .and. that tb~re, were persons at Kirt: land whp had.advertised. tQ so Jake upJht}
m 0 pey of.th~t (lwful bank, . B;y this tiU1tli
h~ had. ~rown quite sob¢rfacei:l over the
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pr6blem of th~bills of. an all~gedfratidu
lent: ba1lk being worth twiceas much as
the face value called for, and concluded
that it could not have been such a bad affair after all. What mountains prejudice
will build out of mole hills, to be sure.
We are ~tronglyinclined to the.belief that
there was riot such an t>xtraordinarv
amount .Of that safety fund money left
after the Saints lett Kirtland as the ene~
mies of the wo:~;k have tried to make the
world believe,

5

he may with consistency .irivite others.
Have these brethren done this?
The statement of belief concerning marriage made. by us is;
"We believe that matriage is ordained
of God; and thatthe law of God provides
for but one. companion in VV'edlock, for
either man . or woman, except in ,cases
where the contract of marriage is broken
by death or transgression." In support of
this Scripture is cited from Genesis to the
commands of God to the church di!eGt Js
found in the Doctrine and Covenants.
'
'
No other formula of faith and no other
OuR brethren of the Whitmer following , practice have obtained in the Reorglmized
in their late council held at Davis City, church. The position of the church. subIowa, July 24-8, as the minutes published sequently taken confirms the ope stated
in the Return for August show, put them- above. On April 10th, 1866, the followselves on record on some points after a ing was presented and adopted:
queer fashion. Elder W. P. Brown and
"Resolved, That any member of this church
one or two others of them undertook to having been lawfully married, and having put
read the Reorganization a lesson in regard away their companion for any other cause than
to the law of divorce, alleging that that for the; cause of fornication, is unworthy of the
body was fostering loose marital relations fellowship of. the Saints of God; and that the
and winking at sin in so doing. In order church be very careful, with all inquiry, that they
to fix the matter in an .official way the sub- receive none irtto the church who have put away
ject was taken up on the first day of the their companions for adultery, they themselves
session, .and the following resolution was being the offenders."
presented and discussed:
No more faithful presentation of belief
· "Resolved, ·That we do not approve of the _ in the law of God, and the sayings ofJesus
practice of divorce, except'in such cases as spoken on the subject involved, could have beet\
of by our Savior, and that we can no.t fellowship made by us; and Messrs. Whitmer, Robany brother or sister who marries a person thus inson and others have not in any sense
divorced, after they become members of the done any better than those they have aschurch. But this shall not be construed to au- sailed in the premises.
thorize elders to refuse baptism to persons pre. If one should see.k for a reason for the
viously divorced. and remarried."
aqdition of the words ''except they bring
After discussion this resolution was mvde forth fruits meet tor repentance," added on
the special order of the afternoon of Sat- the last day of their session, it may be
urday,July 26th. When it was taken up found in the closin'g sentence of the orie
on the hour fixed the following was offered first introduced: "But this shall not be
construed to authorize elders to refuse
as a substitute for the original motion:
baptism to persons previously divorc~d and
"Resolved, That we understand the faw of
remarned." This, while it did not prevail
·Christ condemns all divorces except for adultery, evidently shaped the amendment finally
and we can not fellowship any person who puts incorporated into the resolution adopted,
away a companion for any other cause and ·mar- which leaves the elder to whom such diries another."
vorced persons may make application for
This was adopted, as it stands, on the baptism to decide for himself whether the
day of its consideration, but on the 28th candidate should or should not be baptized.
the following words were added to it: How far a person who comes within the
"Except they bring forth fruits meet for rule of the Savior's words can "bring forth
repentance;" so that the completed action fruits meet for repentance," seems still
left it thus:
difficult to de'tide. Our friends have taught
"Resolved, That we understand the law of us nothing new, nor have they helped the
Christ condemns all divorces except for adultery, matter complained of.
and ·we can not fellow"ship any person who puts
away a companion for any other cause, and mar- FRoM the minutes of the council of the
ries another, except they bring forth fruits meet Church of Christ, held at Davis City,
fdr repentance."
elsewhere referred to, it appears that a
Our brethren of the Church of Christ committee on articles of faith had been
will possibly re;;t>ntour calling any of their previously appointed and that such comacts in question, but while we concede to mittee reported, which report was received
every man his agency, and the privilege and flied. Upon its being taken up it was
to exercise his own faculties and determine read and discussed, and the following fiUbhis own judgment on all topics to the con- stitute was offered tor the "articles,"- and
sideration of which his life work may call was adopted. The preamble recites:
"Whereas, Joseph Smith, Jr., Oliver Cowdery,
him, whenever he feels called upon to denounce our work as an error, and charge David Whitmer, Martin Harris and others, esus with either concealment or evasion of tablished the Clrurc·h of Christ in the state of
any Hrovision of God's law, and proposes New York, in thl! year A. D. r829, which church
to teach us the way by setting himself was continued by David Whitmer and others;
right before the law, we are certainly now, therefore be it
justified in expecting him to make a straight
"Resolved, That we the council of elders and ,,
path for himself to walk in and into which members of the Church of Christ, in council as'

.,

'

sembl~d atbavis City, Iowa,declatethat Web~
lieve in the Bibleand Book of Mormon,andwl!
accept them in all cases as our standard of faith
and ptactite."
We ate always pleased when mtm put
thernselves. on n;cord, for then we know
where to look ·for the.m. It is for .this
teason we publish these items of interest
fr6m th~ minutes of that council printed
in. the Return.
.
Jt will now remain for tl:.!ese elders and
members to. show how and when. and
where "David Whitmer and others," .so
continued the Church of Chdst that they
who were there assembled at Davis City
are. members of and com pose that church;
and also to show how, when and where an
org-anization took place in 1829.
These men put themselves on record in
another point in this manner:
«Resolved, That we understand that it is. contrary to the spirit of the gospel :toseek debate
and strife on religious subjects, and counsel
the church to avoid it when possible."
· "Carried unanimously.''
We advise these brethren to take in
their theological shingle, and quit the role
of reformers if they are not prepared for
discussion, debate and even . "to contend
earnestly for the faith once delivered to the
Saints;" for we give them fair warning
'that what they have to offer to us as a
reason for changing our relation to the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ# of
Latter Day Saints, and to the world as an
inducement. to· accept gospel ministration
at their hands, will be rigidly examined
by us; and we advise all of the elders to so
examine the Church of Christ and the
claims made for it by Brown, Whitmer,
Robinson, the Return, and others.
We note with pleasure that the Saints
of Davis City permitted .the use of their
chapel to these men, and that they sung
the songs of Zion composed by one of the
sweet singers in Israel. We commend
them to the perusal of one written by the
same author called "Little Herald, Stop a
Moment.''

all

THE following news item in the Chicago
Times gives this account of the uncovering· by a dredge of the monster shleton
of a strange animal, in a creek in California. The anatomical structure of the animal is very peculiar and differs materially
from most others of whom we have read.
Perhaps it is the curelom or cumom of Ancient American history.
FOUND

A MONSTER SKELETON.
Cal., Aug. 24\h.-A report comes
from Shell ville, about four miles from here, that
the shovel of a derge which is cleaning out Embarcerado ·creek struck a hard substance which
when unearthed proved to be the skeleton of rn
monstrous amphibious animal. From the cranium to the tip of the tail the skeleton measured
twelve feet, and th~ massive jawbones were four
feet in length. The forelegs were five feet in
length, while the bones of the. rear legs were but
eighteen inches long, and were without joints,
excepting at the hips. There were two strong
tusks of bone projecting from the upper jaw. At
right angles frorri the head and from the top of
ELVERANO,
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the skull grew two great horns, each having
three branches. They looked like small antlers.
The Ekeleton was found at a depth of twenty feet
from the surface, imbedded in a >tralurn of. clay.
The bones were taken out separately, it being impossible to preserve the skeleton whole. The
discovery was made in the midst of a vast tract
of tule, about two miles north of the headwaters
of San Pablo bay.

Church itself, looking-' to its reformation by the
elimination of polygamy as one of. its features.
With this fuul blot expurgated Mormonism
would take its rightful place as one among the
numerous minor sects which very properly setk
the salvation of their adherents' souls according
to their own choosing; would cease to be an object of abhorrence; and could" pass utterly out
of. the limits of political speculation. God speed
the day when this may be consummated!

61:t
the times when he gave his voice and
hand to opprtss and perst·cute American citizens who proclaimed freedom to
worship God Hccorcling to the dictates
of their own couscien<:e, though such
were "called heresy" by their bigoted
enemies. W e.are glad his history is being
given by his friends that his own deeds
may be his accusers.

NEVADA, Mo, Aug. 21.-The ex-confederate
reunion ended here to-day and this afternoon and
"TRAINED NURSES TO GRADUATE.
evening the veterans took the trains for home.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
"MILWAUKEE, Wis., Sept. r.-Next Thursday
evening the Wisconsin training-school ior nurs- BRo. J.D. HowELLS, London, England, Camp Jackson at Artesian park broke up this ·
es will graduate its first class at the Athen::eum." wrote the 30th inst. that the Saints in that .afternoon and qy to-morrow will be .a thing of
the past.
·
"Many ladies of high rankin Europe have def- city were united and the cause now mak·
At the business session of the association this
initely adopted professional sick nursing as a pro- ing encouraging progress. .
Bro. T. T. Reid, formerly of Sanilac morning the pre~ident's annual address was defession. Among their number is Princess Helen
Cusa, who is a nurse in the children's hospital, county, Michigan, wrote from Cadillac, livered, Mr. James· Bannerman of St. Louis was
Jassy. Countess Asta Blucher has been nursing that state, to which place he has removed. unanimously elected president, vice presidents
the invalids of Maj. Von Wissman's force at Zan- He found some excellent Saints there with were chosen and it was determined to postpone
zibar; Miss Godolphin-Osborne, niece of the good prospects for building up the work. the selection of the place for next year's reunion
duke of Leeds, is matron of the Leamington hos- To that end he will endeavor to preach for a month, when the council of administration
should' meet in St. Louis.
pital for incurables; Lady Leveson Gower is the word there.
Bro. Samuel Olsen, of Independence,
President James Bannerman, in his annual ad;
nurse in one of the London hospitals, and Lady
Amber ley and Baroness · Ebba Bostron were Missouri, wrote expressing confidence in dress, briefly reviewed the organization and p'rior
the work, of the divine origin of which te~ti
meetings of the association and referred touchtrained at St. Mary's hospital, Paddington, a few
mony has been given him.
He feels an ingly to the deadly work of time on the ranks cf
years ago.
earnest interest in the people of his native
The HERALD notes the above items jand-Denmark-and hopes to see gospel those who escaped the bullets and diseases of war:
among the many worth noting which in- labor performed by the church in that Then he briefly set Andersonville and Libby
dicate the world's advancement.
If the country. The church hopes and expects prison In contrast to Ship island and Johnson isold adage-"there is· more in nursing than to soon send a missionary or missionaries land and gave the following facts in defense of
the. southern prisons: "From offiCial figures pre·
in medicine"-be true, then, and at all· to Scandinavia.
pared by the United States pension bureau and
events, the training of nurses is a step in
Sr. Anna Nielsen, Nebraska City, Nepublished in every reputable political almanac, I
the right direction.
There .have been braska, wrote the 3rd inst. giving an ac.times when su,ch had to be imported from
count of her visit to the P.lum Hollow find that thenumber of United States troops who
England into this country.
We hope t.o camp-meeting·.
She ·found the love of died while prisoners were '.!9,724, and the confedsee the day when. a !Dong our own people God and his Spirit among the Saints there erate troops who died while prisoners were 26,
there will be those educated and trained to and felt at home among them. She wrote 778, and this leads me to remark that the imparthe special, u,s~ful and humane profession
tial history of the war that is to be written will,
encouragingly of the work's progress;
of nursing thl;). sick.
Here is a wide field
de>pite the best ~fforts of the government be
for some who may be seeking a worthy
"PAP" PRICE.
rather one sided, unless our people come to the
and beneficeqt career.
God has comaid of the bureau having in charge the annals of
manded that the sick who have not faith IN the clipping below' i:aken from the the rebellion with all the information of a stattsto be healed b:e nourished,' etc., and "judg- Kansas City Times of :August zzd, 189o, ticallineat hand. So far as the Union army is
ment and ski,ll" are necessary so to do. it will be seen that General (''Pap") Ster- concerned they havethe figures at hand."
He has also said: "Remember in all things ling Price was a prominent figure in the
late Rebellion, one of the chief leaders ot
The speaker continued: "The history of Mls.
the poor, the needy and the afflicted; and
the Missouri rebels, and that, true to his souri in the confederacy has not been fully writhe that doeth not these things is not my
instincts, his lawless proclivities and his ten as yet. My friend, Colonel Tom Snead, has
disciple."
.
.
:vicious persecutions of the Latter Day in his books and his splendid articles in the Cen· :A wide fie'ld of honor and usefulness
·here presents itself to some.
\iVill there Saints in Missouri,. J.Je fought against the tury, told most of t.he story .. And Missouri's
not yet be b~roines among
whoshall nation that gave hir:h birth and the institu- gifted son,.John Edwards (Godbless his memo~
follow-though perhaps not so conspicu- tionsthat sheltered and blessed him,.inflict- ry), has surroQnded the efforts of Shelby and his
ously-in the footsteps ofFlorence Night- ing great loss . of life and destroying vast men with all the glory his magh: pen could impart.
ingale of blessed rllemory apd Clara.Bat- amounts ofproperty. This was the legiti. My friend, Captain Joe Boyce, has written .the
mate outcome, the. natural fruit of the seed history of.. the First Missouri, 'Bowens' old regiton of continuing usefulness?
sown by him and his fellows from 1833 to ment, the marvel of discipline, the pride of the
1839, when, trampling the laws of the na- confederacy, a regiment that loaded a.nd fired by
THE following was handed us by a brother; tion and of the State of Missouri beneath number at Shiloh while under a heavy fire; a
h<~ving been <taken by him from. the
their. feet, they disgraced ami degraded regiment that 'Wellt into the service. with l,4oo
Americct1Z HebreUJ., for August 29th, 1890. ·their country, covered themselves with men and surrendered less than 150. Ina.way
It is news to us, and may be to the Mor.- richly merited and eternalinfamy in per- the Southern historical and benevolent associa:
mons. We <;ertainly .have not heard of secuting and violently driving Out from t!Of11S helping out this work, but the papers sub~
such a movement from any other source. their. midst . a peop1e who dared to ·differ rrtitted are all of a. persona! and reminiscent. n~
We believe that those of the Mo.rmons from them in matters of religion and polic ture, without ~pecia! histo~ical value. What I
who are not' practicing plural marriage, tics, !I people dev.oted to .the christianity of . want .done is MissourFs troops follo\Ved from
but are affected bv the odium attached to Christ and his faithfuldisciple$, and to the Wilson's creek to the surrender, l)attle by .battle,
them because of it'! practice <.m the part of great Charter of human rights bequeathed on both sides of the river.
others, and the laws enacted for its sup- us by the patriots of 1776.
Justice is often tardy, but her decrees
MISSO.URI MEN IN THE wAR.
shou,ld of themselves take some
The war in Missouri began at Wisconsin?s
like the one named. by the Ameril\an are certain to reach. th~ lawless and ~ure to
,..."''W·m<•• and thus help to put a stop to tlie
overfakethe unrepentant;. The history of creek; :B~onville, Carthage and Lexing~cin were
Sterling. Price, when read aright, dis- skirrnishes,bloody and important: I would corncloses unholy ambitions. and .dark .deeds t mencewllim Pricetook l)oldat Springfield with,
·""''uem.:;~ns willj:>e glad to learn that a
against his. country and its la\.vs !rom Rains a,m!Clark, Weight~an. and Kellyas able
fprm~d within the< Md~mbn

us
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This..:w.as. the first battle of the war
f9ught west of the Mississippi, and for the.number of men engaged it. was the bloodiest. With
.5.521 Missouri troops engaged we lost I75 killed
and 557 wounded, a total of· 732. I doubt if
there was a bloodier battle than that unless it
be Franklin, Tennese~, whel'eHood threw I2 ooo
confederate troops ·against the .fortifications and
lost 6,800 of them in twenty minutes. Here
the First Missouri was slaughtered. I .asked an
old veteran. of Wilson's creek one day how they
came; to. fight so hard and he replied, ur guess be. cause we.were so green." But that I hardly admit.. Parson's brigade was not green at Pleasant Hill and throughout the war Missouri men
on .both sides of the· river were at the fore of
the battle, for out of I3.ooo that left the state
I doubt if 5,000 ever got back. The total confederate loss at Wilson's creek was 279 killed and
951 wounded, the full force being ro,ooo men
The federals had 258 killed and 873 wounded:
That was.our baptism. Next, on August 25th
came Lexington, where you lost 25 killed and 72
wounded, bnt killed 37 and wounded I 20 of your
opponents. Pea Ridge next .claimed 203 killed
and 980 wounded. And among the latter was
"019 Pap" himself, this being his second injury.
Here General W. Y. Slack and Colonel B. A.
Reeves were killed. In the meanwhile the battle of Soiloh had been fought and Bowen's Missourians bore off 98 killed and 490 wounded. Out ·
of a total of I,728 killed Missouri gave up 98, I
I inust hurry on to the retreat from Van Buren to Little Rock, during which occurred the
battle of Prairie Grove, where we lost I,2SI men
in killed and wounded. On July 4th, I863, as
the federals were marching into Vicksburg we
made that foolish, futile· assault on Helena. Under Price, Parsons, Fagan and Mar- ....

A RECORD TO BE PROUD OF.
"Then on the retreat and operations around
Little Rock 67 Missourians were killed, although
Steele, the federal commander, reported a loss of
:t37 men. All the transmississippi victories of
the federal troops were dearly bought. After
Little Rock came the terrible two days' fighting
at Pleasant Hill in the Red river campaign. · We
lost 3,976 men in the dearly bought victory.
Parsons' brigade went into Pleasant Hill with
2,200 muskets and 200 more Missourians bit the
dtist. There is no accurate record of the losses
sustained by General Price in what some historians have been pleased to call Price's Missouri
·raid. It was not a raid. It was an invasion of
a State in the hands
an enem}';' The battle of
Pilot Knob was one of the most important engagements of the war, as upon its issue depended
the fate of Mi~s()uri and its vast supply of munition-and treasure. General Price wrote himself
of that 'raid:' 'I marched 1.434 miles, fought
43 oattles .and skirmishes, captured and paroled
over 3,000 federal officers and men, captured
eighteen pieces of artillery, 3,ooo stands of small
arms, sixteen stands of colors and destroyed
$ro,ooo,ooo worth of munition of war, wagons
and other supplies of the .enemy.' Thus have I
briefly referred to Missouri in the war. Modesty
forbids me to say inore of my old brigade, Parsons' b.rigade. You have all heard of it. We
surrendered at Shreveport when the war was
over.
"Missouri confederates you may weU be proud
of your record as soldiers. The confederacy was

of

proud of you and your oppon~r,ts held you in tht>
respect that bravery always commands at the
hands of ·brave men.''

Saints areJaithful they shall gather from year to
year at the reunion, and .rehearse the. goodness
of the. Lord, with tears streaming down their
fa.ces;'_the words spoken by the aged inan at that
time.''
·

SoME few weeks ago Bro. G. J. Waller
ordered ~;;opies of the Inspirtd Holy Scriptures and PresFdency and Priesthood to be
sent the Right Honorable W. E. Gladstone, of Hawarden, England, and on
SepteiT),ber 3d the office received a card
from Mr. Gladstone, dated August zzd,
acknowledging the receipt of the works
sent, in the following manner:
"Allow me to offer to Mr. Waller and
to yourself my thanks for sending me the
works which have reached .me at my
country horrie. I. shall ·be very glad if
anything written by me shall serve even
in a single instance to strengthen, if ever
so little, the tie between the seen and the
unseen world."
Mr. Gladstone is, evidently, not only a
great man but one of simple-beartedne's
and kind, straightforward manner.

Elder I. N. White, Clinton, Missouri,
the 6th inst:

BRo. JoHN D. JoNES, of Kewanee, Illi.
nois, wrote thus feelingly, of Bro. Thomas E. Jenkins, lately deceased in Wales:
"If in all my experience in the chmch I ever
met a true honest-hearted lover of the latter day
message to poor, erring man Bro. T. E. Jenkins
was one. A firm, able defender of the cause, a
hater of sin and despiser of unrighteousness; a
lover of honesty, he practiced it, and a steadfast
admlrerof purity and holiness; he bore.with the
weaknesses of men and faithfully did all he could
to aid and benefit man, spiritually and temporal·
Iy. He was of that Saintly number that strove
diligently to do good to all men, especially to
those of the household of faith.''

'We regret that pressure of the 'columns
of the HERALD makes it necessary to de~
fer the "In Memoriam" verses, sent tis by
Bro. Jones. We are under necessity to
omit several such tributes, as space in
HERALD is limited.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from Brownsville, Nebraska, September 8th:
.
"The Saints in Western Iowa generally feel
well. I held very profitable meetings at Persia.
and Unionburg. Many are believing; two were
baptized at the latter place, and others from both
places are likely to uriite during the Reunion.
I met Bro Elvin in Nebraska Citv; held two
meetings; four were baptized and and others
near.
Bro. R. C. Elvin is in critical Joealth.
Brn. R. M. Elvin and J. W. Waldsmith came
with me here Saturday, and that night a heavy
rain came, continuing till 2 .p.m. yesterday, and
as a consequence our dedicatory services at I I a.
m. were not largely attended. But at 7: 30 p.m.
Bro. Elvin preached to full .congregation. We
are to hold four evening services here and then
go on to Wilber the 12lh inst. I expect to reach
Bedison, Missouri, the 2oth and aid in dedicating
the Saints new church there the 2Ist, and be
home the 23d for a few days.''

Bro. D. W. Shirk, wrote from Belmont,
Nebraska, September 7th:
"The Al:iance movement is strong here. The
crops are short.
The Saints in fair health a,nd
spirits.
We are still longing for missionaries.
Where are ye, servants of the living God? Come
to Macedonia (Belmont, Nebraska). I have not
forgotten the tongue given through that gray
haired old. brother at Garner's Grove: <If the

"All well although I am suffering(?) with a
broken ankle (artificial). Broke it right .in the
midst of an interesting protracted meeting at
Deepwater; although I carried the. meeting on
far three days after the sad accident happened,
and baptized four precious souls, all heads of
families, one being Bro. I. N. Delong's wife. All
are rejoicing.''

Bro. Hiram Rathbun,. of Lansing,
J\1ichigan, wrote September 6th:
"The grove meeting at Dimondale, was a success. Quite a good turn out, the very best. of qrder and .att<ntion,one baptized and confirmed;
six bright little boys were blessed. Twelve telling sermons were delivered; the gift and interpretation of tongues were enjoyed; the church
was edified and established; non-professors are
more friendly and the good work is moving onward. Meeting here last. night better attended
than we expected and the divine presence was
felt and enjoyed. As yet we~are alone but look
for brother L. Scott to-night. But we look for a
good time whether we have any one to. help us
or not, if the Lord is with us, 'who doeth all
things well.'"

FROM "Pen and Platform" for July, we
gather a good item or two.
MoRE THEOLOGY THAN KNOX, WESLEY OR
'WATSON EVER WROTE.- Following. is a poor
negro bootblack's reply to Manager Gilmore
while having his boots "shined;" while the for·
mer~sang praises when he worked.
The latter
tapping his shoulder with his umbrella, said:"Uncle, do you black boots or praise God here?"
"Witha11 due'respect, sir, I do both," said the
meek negro, without betraying a particle of the
Ethiopian dialect.
Gilmore looked nonplussed, but he had struck
a quaint stream of inquiry and he followed it to
its logical sequence. "Which pays the best?" he
asked, as he withdrew his right foot from the
iron pedal.
"The Almighty Father, sir," was the humble
reply. "He is the paymaster of the universe, sir.
His workmen never strike for wages.
He declares a dividend of love and peace every night
and morning, sir.
It sends sunshine into the
heart, lifts the cloud from the brow, and it lightens the heavy burdens on the road of life, sir.''
"Galien branch, from the president down, are
a noble-hearted lot·of Saints.
One feels a little
like saying amen to the Apostle Paul's description of one of old to be found in the ninth chap·
ter of 2 Corinthians. We will have more to say
in regard to this matter, also of Bishop Blake~lee
and his untiring and amiable private secretary,
D. H. Proper.
"DEMING, N. M., Aug. 29.-A considerable
Mormon emigration is now tending toward Casa
Grande and Piedras Verde valleys in the State of
Chihuahua, Mexico. The Mormons have abandoned any further attempts to colonize the A mer·
!can territories and are looing toward old Mexico as their Canaan.''

The above news item may or may not
be correct in statement.
It is the latest
news item concern!ng the emigrations of
the people of the briny land.
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES-'-

Bro. McC!elon, Yo~om and his wife, Susanna,
of Bellair, Ohio, ask an interest in your faith
and prayers in their behalf. He has beeri sick
since February last.
Edward and·Laura Feavel request your faith
and prayers in their behalf that God may be
pleased to restore them to health.

"If the stream had no quiet eddying place,

Could we so admire its cascade over the rocks?
Were there no cloude, could we so hail the sky
Sh1!'ing through them in its still calm purity?

THE MASTER'S QUESTIONS.
Have you looked for sheep in the desert
For those who have missed their way?
Have you been in the wild waste places
Where the' lost and wandering stray?
Have you trodden the lonely highway,
The foul and the"darksome street?
It may be you'd see in the gloaming
The print of my wounded feet.

Sept. 5. Amount to date ............. $3,I26 29
Emily Culp, Cal.,.. . . . . I 00
Christiana Rasmussen, Ia. 7.5
John D. Gulumbo, Mich. I co
John D. McCully, Wash. 25
Nellie I. McCully, Wash. 20
M. E. Benedict, I a.... . I 00
4 20
Sep. 12, Amount received to date..... $3,130 49
~Sen·d

Have you folded home to your bosom
The trembling neglected lamb?
And taught to the little lost one
The sound of the Shepherd's name?
Have you searched for the poor and needy,
With no clothing, no home, no bread?
The Son of Man was among themHe had nowhere to lay .his head. ·
Have you carried~the living water
To theparched and thirsty soul?
Have you said to the sick and wounded:
Christ Jesus makes thee whole?
Have you told my fainting children·
Of the. streagth of the Father's hand ?
Have you gmded the tottering footsteps
To the shore ofthe "golden land ?"
Have you stooa by the sad and weary
To soothe the pillow of death ?
To comfort the. sorrow stricken
A_nd strengthen the feeble faith?
And have you' felt when the glory
Has streamed through the open door,
And flitted ·acr'oss the shadows,
That there I had been before-?
Have you wept with the broken-hearted
In their agony of woe ?
might hear me whispering beside you:
u 'Tis the pathway I often go."
My brethren, my friends, my disciples,
Can ye dare to follow me ?
·
Then, wherever the Master dwelleth,
There shall the servant be.-:-Sel.

Ye

PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY ';('EXT~- FOR OCTOBER,

First Tl_lursday, D ..C. 32: 23.
Se1'on4 Thurs.d!\y, D. C. 105:. 5·
'J,'hird Thurseilay, D. C. 34: 4i 42; 13.
_Fourth Thursday, D .. 34: 6; 65: r.
_Fifth 1,'hursday;jeremiah 12: I5:..r7:

c.

' ]l;LIZA,BE'l'H BEEMER,

_UnionJ>ranch, Fre.mont, Nebraska,

.--·. 'Sr. Margaret Robson ofWashingtonville, Ohio,
~"''""'"•" you~ prayers iri behalf.. of Sr. Martha
of Min eta! Point, Ohio. Also Sr. Mary

who

HOME COLUMN Mrssro;NARY FUND.

feeble,
from

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

HUBBARD, 0., Aug. 3ISt.
Dear Sistevs rif Ike Home Column:-It is almost
a year since I wrote you, not because I have lost
an interest in the work, but. the cares of. this
world have hindered me.
The Herald and Autumn Leaves are highly appreciated in our home, as I find so much comfort
in perusing their pages. While reading the testimonies of the aged sisters, it caused me to re·joice, and many times the tears will flow for joy,
and the Spirit b~ars witness.
The only family of Saints in this place (Bro.
Andrew Richardson's family)have moved away,
and it is lonesome as we miss them somuch. We
miss our praye~-meetings; also the companion·
ship of the Saints: Of late I have attended the
Baptist Church, and was glad to see Sr. Dunn's
question about going to other· churches, and the
answer satisfied me. Bl)t I can tr1Jiy say I do
not enjoy their meetings as I do the m-eetings of.
the Saints. I also send my littleones' to Sabbath·
school.
While I read the letters. from the sisters, I am
often made to realize my 01Vn fa.ilures. and it is
only by humble and earnest prayer and faithfulness that lean hope to be able to atttain to that
rest which remaineth for the people of God.
Dear Sisters of the I'rayer Union; I can not ·
close without. letting you Is.now of the many
blessed seasons I enjoy, although alone, when
faithful in keeping my covenant with my heavenly Father. Lei us endeavor as a united band
of sisters to be faithful and d~igent that when the
end cometh we mav be able to meet each other
where trials an'd tea~s are not.
.
'
Your sister ingospelbonds,
FANNIE E. RICHARDSON,
5AMAR1A, Itfah6, Aug. 27th.
Dear Sisters riflke Home Colmn:-It is some
time since I wrote to you but it is not· because I
have faltered in' the faith, for I am happy to say
my faith is stronger to-day than ever, and I hope
and pray that it may continue to _increase from
.day to day. I have often felt ,a: riesire to write .
and. let you know what we are doing here, an.d
have been condemned many times.for.not putting that desire into practice, especially when I
read your letters which are so•encouraging; But
I am ..not much of a writer and sometimes other.
thipgs crowd mf mind.
No'W, abqut oui little branch. We are still
very few in I) Umber, O!lly tw() mor:e than when
we firstJ)r.ganized; four years last F'e]?r~J,lli:'Y'. but
~
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happy to say we are strong in the faith and unit" '
ed as a whole .. We have a Sunday-school although we have no children to attend. Our president, Bro. Owen Thomas, presides and Bro.
James Thomas is teacher, brethren Thomas Jen- ,
kins and William L. John, aiding in the. same.
We read three chapters as a rule, out of the book
of St. Matthew, and then the brethren will make
remarks on the same, which make it very interesting. We commence at ro:3o.
We have
King James' and the New Translation, and we
a! ways feel well satisfied before leaving. Then
we meet again at two p. m. for testimony meeting and partaking of the emblems of the Savior's
death. We sometimes have the pleasure of our'
brethren and sisters from Malad, but not so often
as we wish. Brother John N. Evans has labored among us now for some time and we enjoy
his teachings at all times as they are always full
of the Spirit of the Master. He is now travelling through different parts of Utah and Idaho.
Brother James Thomas is with him. We miss
them very much but we hope our loss will bring
satisfaction to them and the .glory be to the
Lord, in the salvation of. many souls, for that is
their desire and we _unite in the same. We have
one aged sister who is nqt able very often to at·
tend meetings; but we visit her as- often as vye
can,. as we are only two sisters here, myself and
Sr. Owea Thomas. Sr. Jones (a previously·spo,
ken of) lives three miles away and when a bgsy
time we can not go as often as we wish, but hope
to do so when the rush is over, as she is a widow,
her husband hav,ing died about a yearago, soon
after coming in.to the church. He was a good,
faithful man and bore a grand testimony to his
family a short time before his departure, and we
hope they may hold f~st to the end. Our dear
sister feels his loss very much. She is in. her.
seyenty-fourth :y(lar a_nd quite a suffer~r. Pray
for her, sisters, that she may be reli~:Ved of all
pain while she has to remain here.
From your sister in the g~spel of Christ,
EMMA JENKINS.
BLuE RAPIDS, Kan.; Aug., 2oth.
Dear Sisters riftkeRome Cplmm1:-I thought I
would :writ.e you a few lines. I enjoy .reading
theletters of the. Home Column. Th~y bring
great comfort to me .and I thought a fe:w lin~s
from this .branch might bring spme cheer or com"
fort t() some one else. It hils been six years
since I obeyed the gospel and I have never .regretted the step I took, fori krww it is the work
of the Lord. The .Lord has: blesse<l_ me, m:my
times. I have had many t~~timonies to th_e
truthfulness of. this work and know. it is of God.
Ev:er hopi!lgJo proy-e fait~ful to the:end .Ire,
maih you sister,
·
E. W.
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Aug. 24tl,l.
Sisters oj tke Home.Column.~~It has been some
time. since I have seen any thing in the .Herald
from ~ny of ou~ sisters her in Nebraska City;
therefore 1 will try and write a line -for fear you
m~y think we are growing cold and negligent in
our Prayer Union:;. but I atn. happy to tell:yo.u
that we are neither tired 'nor discouraged. .We
are fe:w in numbers who meet together yet we
are blessed with the Spirit of God_ at pur meet"
ings.
Our regular attendance is frorn ten to .
we· hav.e some twenty names ·
twelve. I
b:ut:s-orr1e ch;~y-c:; ~o.Ved a~ay. Sister

'
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Gouldsmith for-one. She was a faithful sister in
our prayer meetings and we all miss her very
much. We would like to have all the sisters of
the branch unite with us for I know if they come
with a pure purpose of heart they will not regret
it. I for one believe that the sisters have a work
to' do as well as the brothers.
Let every one
work in their place for the accomplishment of
good in this great cause which we have espoused,
and the Lord will bless us. By our'feeble efforts
we have got together quite a little sum of money
with which we expect to buy a new carpet for
our church before long. Let us not be discouraged but try to live each day as though it was
·our last, for we know not the day nor the hour
that we may be called to go.
You must not
think that we are idle here, for we are not. We
meet twice a month and have good meetings.
We desire the prayers of the sisters that our faith
may increase and that we may be able to do
more to help the cause here in this branch.
Your sister in the one faith,
JENNETT ARMSTRONG.
ELDORADO SPRINGS, Mo., Aug. 2ISt,
Dear Sisters:--! feel thankful that we were
led to organize a Prayer Union in our Branch.
We have many seasons of rejoicing and the Lord
has met with us to own and ble8s by the power
of his Spirit. I am young in the faith: I pray
the Lord will give me his Spirit to keep me in
that straight and narrow way that leads to life
eternal. Oh how I rejoice that I heard the gospel preached in its fulness, and God has confirmed the word with signs following to me. I realize the great responsibility that rests upon us
mothers in Israel, especially those whose husbands have been called to the ministry. The
church publications are splendid!
Dear sisters, I ask an interest in your faith
and prayers that I may make every·sacrifice the
Lord desires at my hand with an eye single to
his glory.
Yours in gospel bonds,
EMMA JANE KECK.
STOCKTON, Cal., Aug. 19th.
Dear Sister Frances:- As we receive many
inquiries concerning the slate of Sr. Smith's
health, I concluded to write a few lines, which
you may publish, and the sisters can comprehend
the case in their Prayer Unions, and pray understandingly in the matter. First, her left lung is
undoubtedly subject to the continual formation
of tubercles, which while forming give her considerable pain; when they break the pain ceases,
while the expectoration of thick ropy mucous
increases, and which is not so great in quantity
while the tubercle is forming. Second, she, has
more or less fever every day, towards evening
generally. Third, she has also night sweats more
or less every night, or with but few exceptions.
Fourth, her appetite is variable.
Fifth, she has
occasionally chills before the daily fever; she
had quite a severe one last Saturday. Sixth, she
coughs always on lying down, and upon rising,
and frequently during the night, and occasionally during the day. This has been the rule since
last October, except three nights in Sacramento,
when she slept wundly and did not cough until
in the morning upon rising. Seventh, she is able
to be up and around, and can do some light work.
If she desires to do it, she can walk some out
doors.
Eighth, she is quite hopeful at times of
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ultimate recovery, and then again she is despondplaster the cancer plaster composed of one part
ent. She would like to return home, but i~ fearwheat flour, one part Blood Root (Sanguinaria)
ful of the cold, and damp of the winter in Mis
g~ound fine, one part Chloride of Zin.c. Mix the
souri. Her chief desire in returning home is,
Sanguinaria and flour with water, then the
however, that she may be nearer her relatives,
Chloride of Zinc. Mix .well and apply over the
some of whom live around Lawrence, Kansas,
cancer, letting it' remain from twenty-four to
while the others live in Southern New Jersey.
forty-eight hours according to the time the cancer
We both desire to find the most healthful spot, . has been standing. Then take off the cancer
where the climate is equable, and genial, and
plaster and dress with any good healing salve.
locate there for a· while; and not be changing
In from a week to ten days the cancer will drop
about rnuch.
We are strongly urged to go to
out. (Don't try to press it out) Then heal with
Denver, but I do not know how the winter there
any good salve. Prob ·blythe best healing salve
would suit her. I do not consider her case at all
is the All Healing or Black ;,al ve; it is the best
incurable.
I have seen much worse cases of
for a cancer which I will furnish the recipe of
consumption cured, by the power of God, but I
to any one writing. for it, enclosing a two cent
am confident that she can be healed by that powpostage stamp, to pay postage.
LEVI CHENEY;
er only. She is confident that the prayers of the
KENT, Illinois, March 8th, 1889.
Saints have proved effectual in her case, and
13sep6t
that she would not be living now had It not been
for the prayers oftered in her behalf, and the
answer of God in return. If special effort can be
directed by those who are leaders in the Prayer
Union, and observed by the sisters throughout
JoNESPORT; Maine, Aug. r8th.
the country and world, we would be pleased to
Editors
Herald:-Soon
after my last communihave it done.
We also ask the prayers of the
cation to the HERALD I visited Brooklyn, New
brethren in her behalf; also that we may have
York. The Saints are doing well there-graduwisdom to direct us in locating where it would
ally gaining. They have secured a more combe best for her.
modious and attractive hall in which to hold
Your brother in Christ,
their meetings and ~!e industriously working to
T. w. SMITH.
build a church of their own. This is commendable.
GREENE CouNTY, Ia., Sep. Ist.
From Brooklyn I went to Wyandance, out on
Dear Szsters and Brothers of the Herald:-!
Long Island. wh~re an opening for preaching
would ask for your prayers in behalf of my sister
had been effected by Bro ciark, resident there.
who has had very poor health for several years.
Two services were held w'ith fair in teres!, 1he
If it be God's will that she may be restored to
citizens kindly inviting me to return at a more
health.
M. S. B.
opportune time for holding meetings. It was
then excessively warm and the people were busy
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
about their secular work. While at Wyandance
There is scarcely a week passes but requests
I shared the hospitality of Bro. and Sr. Clark
are sent in to the Home Column to pray for some
who are zealously engaged in the faith. Sr.
one whose disease is the terrible one of cancer.
Mary Warren and husband, just from England,
This morning while ln conversation with Bro.
were staying at Bro. Clark's. She retains an
Evan Morgan, of Cleveland, Iowa, he told us of
abiding faith in the work although her pathway
a sister in the branch where he lives who was en- · in life has been a thorny one. Her husband is
tirely cured of a very large cancer by following
friendly to the faith, although he has not as yet
closely the recipe contained in the Herald of
united with it.
May 25th, 1889, which we here reproduce. Sr.
From June 5th until the roth I was at ScranWilliams, mother of Bro. Thomas W. Williams,
ton and Plymouth, Pennsylvania. There was
now laboring as a missionary in Ohio, was the
little or no incentive, however, to begin active
party healed. After the application of the cancer
labor there. For a long time some professing
plaster, be very careful to keep the healing salve
Saints have so deported themselves that the
renewed as often as needful, but do not handle
cause has suffered from their bad conduct; so
or press the parts, as the cancer wiil fall out withthat it makes it hard for an elder to go before
out pressure. Bro. Morgan saw the one referred
the people and ask .them to come with us, that
to above, after it had fallen out, and it was a large
we will do you good and aid you into a higher
ugly looking thing, and you will notice Bro.
and better way of thought and life. Might just
Cheney says, "The remedy has proven successas well own up and tell it as it is. The bad conful in my hands in every case that I have appliduct of some have reproached and shamed the
ed it to cancers." Try it.
cause in those parts until the enemy can justly
CURE FOR CA1i!CER.
say where is the virtue in your system of faith
Dear Herald:-I have often notiCed in your
more than others? There are those, however,
columns deaths from cancers, and I have often
who lament the present condition of things and
thought to send you a remedy that haJ proven
endeavor to contend for the faith. I felt sad
successful in my hands in every case that I have
while contemplating the prevailing weakness of
applied it to cancers. The remedy is this: Spread
some who are otherwise a warm-hearted and
a plaster of common sticking plaster, cut a hole
generous class, and who ln theory, and I think
in the plaster a trifl·! larger than the cancer so
sincerely so, profess a confidence and trust in the
that there will be a small margin of good flesh,
faith ;-there being no power at my command to
about the sixteenth of an inch, all around the
change existing things, I concluded to await
cancer. Apply the plaster over the cancer, leavevent' and aid, to begin anew the work.
ing the cancer and this small margin exposed;
Philadelphia was the next point reached. The
then apply over the cancer and resting on the
faith is kept alive there by the Saints meeting
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THE
each Sabbath at the house of Bro. Archie Camron for prayer anq Sabbath-school training. I
was unwell while there, but the presence of the
Spirit in the meetings assured me that at least
there are some earnest and devoted Saints in
Philadelphia, and that the Lord will yet do a
work in that city, notwithstanding that conflicting winds have striven there in the past which
have caused a deterioration' of the work done
hitherto. It is painful to measure what there is
of strength left with what there might have been
had wisdom always prevailed and had been allowed to do her perfect work rather thim to have
been restrained by a ·kind of self-assertion and
love of rule that soured the leaven and caused a
decadence of the work. There is a future for
the cause in Philadelphia, however. It is only
a question of time. Bro. Cameron and family
maqe my stay a very pleasant one at their house.
May 13th I was at Baltimore, Maryland, and
was kindly entertained at Bro. l:rback's. Himself and wife retain an abiding confidence in the
faith, althou~h they are comparatively alone, no
effort having as yet been made in that city by
the elders of the Reorganization. Baltimore is
an attractive and growing city. The inhabitants
are of a peculiarly mixed and diversified type,
the Southern and Northern man, with·a sprinkling from foreign shores, are seen.with their respective habits• and customs, together with the
peasant and money aristocrat. It occurred to
me that this. would baa fine field for a good,
energetic laborer to preach the word.
The colored population are there also in profusion, all the! way from the darkest hue and
crudest features till the color line is lost in the
fair maiden with crispy hair, comely features and
winsome ways, a very study to one not accustomed to such sights. The young maiden of
dusky skin and. agile step skips the streets with
all the freedom, gaiety and frolicsome mi<il;t of
her white sist~r; and is just as proud and vain,
even more so,; of her beauty ;;~nd accomplishments; . Those! trained in the English language
speak it as perfectly as do their white neighbors,
being relieved of the crude accent that was so
pronounced· in' the days o.f slavery. The darkskinned youth,i like his white brother enamored
with his ~bite: dulcina, will give his ·an for one
ofthese browp;beauties, and ,he sees in her all of
beauty~ charm iand attractiveness that the white
man sees in th~ fair,fa!=eddamsel. Let them go
free; hut devil ~ake this inixing .up process. .To
us nature stanqs an imposing protest against it.
Maybe l am, fanatical!
A .business man in~
formed me thkt the colored people never purchase anything! except they can pay down for it.
Th.is.c_ustom the whites might imitate with profit.
l.enjoyed seeing allclasses free under.the!aw
and hap~y.
/
From Baltimore I went out to New Park,
Pennsylvania, !meeting with a kind reception
fmm Bro.' and, Sr: M~ D. Mathews, and other
resident Saints there. My vis.it was not very
oppo.ltune, as shme of _the Saints were away and
it was a hot anq busy .time~ I spent a few days
. socially, held two meetingsin Bro. Mathews'
'.house, confirmed those who had been baptized by
:aro.Mathews,-ytmng S~ints of P[Omis~- :Al'
-w'"'"'w~• I felt paid for my trip there, it beingthe
that place; There is an opportunity t~
•nlr,Ro,nt thewQrd iii that COUQtryat a faV()fabJe
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Af-ter revisiting Baltimore and Philadelphia, I
returned home in time to be at the two-days'
meeting held in the temple in charge of Brn. G.
T. Griffiths, Powell and Williams. I enjoyed
listening to the two promising young preachers
sent to evangelize the Pittsburg and Kirtland
district.
While at Kirtland I helped, as usua), to encourage the work there, of which there are some
hopeful signs of success. At the solicitation of
Sr. Andrews, by whose earnest effort the way
was paved, I spent two Sabbaths at Mentor
Plains, with a good audience in attendance to
hear the word. They appeared a little shy at
first, but it was gradually wearing away.
On the 27th of July I returned to Brooklyn in
time to a• tend two meet'ings of the Saints. There
was a good attendance at the evening service,
notwithstanding the prevailing heat. Fans were
kept busy down .in the audience, but the speaker
perspired freely during the. service.
Tuesday, the 29th, in company _with Bro. and
Sr. Baty, I started on board the new and magnificent" steamer Puritan for Boston and the reunion
in Maine. Early Wednesday morning we arrived at Bro. Frank Steffe's, in B_oston, and were
happily surprised to find that Pres. Joseph Smith
had preceded us and v.as in waiting for our ar,
rival. He had come East at the invitation of the
Saints, to attend the reunion and sojourn with
them for a season.
After near two days in preparation, mingled
with a little sight:seeing-a distemper that seizes
most men who visit Boston-and having been
joined by a nurpber of the brethren, on Friday
morning, August rst, we boarded the steamer
State of Maine for the reunion at Jonesport. It
was a beautiful day, and alt seemed to enjoy the
ride and scenery at sea. Arriving at Portland
late in the !lfternoon, wher.e w.e were joined by
others of the brethren, we changed to _the steamer
Richmond and reposed for the night. Saturday
morning, the zd, found us at Rockland, with a
clear sky, gentle breeze and bright shining sun.
Others of the Saints joi_neq us here and at Deer
Island, so that ou; little company now numbered
upwards of fifty. The Saints, with ~11 others on
board, seemed. to enjoy the trip. At Bar Harbor
we had an hour to view the attractive' surroundit)gs of this famed resort, together with the three
large gun-boats thatlay in the harbor, with other
frailer barks from the dory to the finely equipped
yacht and cutter. At near ro o'clock p.m. we
arrtved at Jonesport. The wharf- being crowded
with people awaiting.the arrival of the boat. We
were soon in the comp:any of friends and assigned
to our temporary homes, and there was rootit for
more. ,No acCident occurred_ on the w.a.Y and
naught said or done. to mar the ·happiness and
peace of anv.. Conversation, sce'nery and song
were enjoyed byboth Salnts and outsiders. Pres.
Smith, by a: kind of natural selection, at once be,
come the star ofourcompany, and he seemed to
enjoy all that was going ori, and the Saints ·were
mU<:.h gratified to have him .a:rilong the.ir•number,
so aU went well.
Sunday morning, August 3d, the reunion
opened by discou~ses.from Bro: Joseph, hto_rning
and' evening, which were welt delivered and
listened to attentively. _ All through the preaching was all t~at c~uld be desired, Bro: Joseph
Smith, by cotnmon consent, doi~g . the_ -larger
shai:e', We win•e pleased to find tha~ he is n()t_a.
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shirky co-laborer, but always on time _and ready
to do his part, with the good example in life and
work that he is in the faith for keeps. Having
contracted a cold from draft in a large hal_), his
old enemy, neuralgia of the face, was revived
again, but he is rapidly getting the better of it.
The meetings were continued far into the second week, when the tension was relieved by a
picnic in the open air upon the beach, in which
all who had time and inclination participated.
The rain dampened our ardor a little, ·but the
chowder tasted just as good and the day was
spent pleasantly and we returned home refreshed.
Brn. F. M. Sheehy and A. H. Parsons went
to Jonesborough on Thursday to hold meetings
the remaind_er of the week and over. Sunday, the
17t~. They report excellent audiences andthree
baptized, making in all eleven since the beginning of the reunion. Bro. J. C. Foss went to
Addison to hold services, and Bro. U. W. Greene
to Deer Island to arrange for a week's meetings
there to begin this evening. Bro. Joseph and
the writer remained with the work at Jonesport,
where the time was spent pleasantly with the
Saints, and in a varied manner, and on Sunday,
the 17th, there were large audiences in attendance to hear the word preached. Bro. Sheehy
returned in time to accept the stand in the. evening, which he did with good effect.
So passed another pleasant reunion of the
Saints, during which time the word was preached,
and renewed evidences were given of the Spirit
in experience to encourage and make strong the
believer tG meet the grave issues of life, ending
most satisfactorily. Our home has beeri :with
Bro. and. Sr. Walker, .where we have ieceived
the kindest consideration, and may heaven's
smiles be with them, with all Saints.
Fraternally and perseveringly in the faith,
WM~ H. KELLEY.
LAMONI, Iowa,· Sept. 4th.
Editprs Herald:-Our camp-meeting _at Thurman, Iowa, (formerly Plum. Hollow) was asuc~
cess. I presume the secretary will furnish. you
with J?inutes for publication.
The cornmlttee of arrangements did their. work
well; though, as. is usually the case, experience
suggests the possibility qf improvement;
',!'he elders wi:J.o had been inv:ited ,to be present
and bear the burden of the preaching, responded
cheerfully, and some good and efficjent work
was don.e.. They were ably assisted.by.local and
visiting elders_: Here,. too, let ,us caref~lly note
-wJ:J.erein we failed; or might have d()ne better, ~ 0
that when like responsibitities shall again rest
.upon us, we will be founq still _l;>etter. prepared
for the Mas_ter's service..
_ _ , ·•
··
'Ni,nete·en were baptized, and good and (we be::
lleve) lasting .impressions. were made on_ .some
without, and a still larger number within. W:e"'
look for spiritual growth as a result,. and this .is
the main thing.
·
Since the g.t,mt:Jral conference.! hav:e !~bored;
more or less, at Lamoni, Davis. City, Garden
Grove, Pleasanton, at thret:J different places. be".
tween Pleasanton and Lineville; !O\Va; 'al~>o a.t
Runnels and -DesMoines, I.owa.
Have· been
l;>lessed.in.pres.enting the word.
Hav;e b.een corresponding .with .a mini~>ter of'
the _HAd vent ChrMian" Chqrch,at Leon,, IoWil\
with !!;vie,w.tq .dt:Jbate ;butJf.he.d 0 es no(do·b~t-·
ter .th;tn I:J.e_. ha~
I .expect t() publish
)
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the whole correspondence 'in the Patriot, that
the people may see the situation as it is.
May the good work roll on in
its departments. My, view is that the church needs to be
more anxious about her own moral and spiritual
fi'tness for the important work entrusted to her
than the conversion of the government, or the
admission of the Bible into the public schools.
God intended a clear distinction to be kept up
between church and state until He comes whose
right it is to rule over all, as evinced from Doc·
trine and Covenants 58: 5: "Behold the laws
which ye have received from my hand are the
laws of the church, and in this light ye shall
hold them forth. Behold, here is wisdorri.''
It was so understood ·by the first organization
of the church, as is evident from Section I I2: 4:
«We believe that religion is instituted of God,
and that men are amenable to him, and to him
only, for the exercise of it, unless their religious
opinions prompt them to infringe upon the rights
and liberties of others; but we do not believe
that human law has a right to interfere in prescribing rules of worship to bind the consciences
of men, nor dictate forms for public or private
devotion; that the civil magistrate should restrain crime, but never control consc.lence;
should punish guilt, but never suppress the freedom of the soul."
In bonds,
J. R. LAMBERT.

all

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., August 25th.
Editors Herald:-I promised the Saints of
Hannibal, Missouri, that I would mention in
your columns their need of an elder to reside in
their midst.
I am on my way from preaching
the £u·1eral sermon of Bro. John Taylor, whose
faithful work there needs to be continued bv
some good man.
It is not necessary that he be
very able or briUiant, but he should be a steady
light; one ab.le to teach and strengthen the Saints,
and to point others to the right way, as also to
walk therein himself.
Employment can be had in the railroad shops,
saw mills, lumber yards and elsewhere, so that
if any elder desires to locate in a city and to aid
the cause, no doubt he can find labor by which
to support himself and family. Let> such write
to Bro. Simon Shearer, corner of Walnut and
Tenth streets, South Hannibal, Missouri. Bro.
Shearer is a teacher and the only officer in the
little branch.
I preached once besides the funeral sermon
and had a respectable hearing. I arrived at St.
Joseph last evening, and by the kindly invitation
of Bro. Mark H. Forscutt I preached in his place,
the hall being filled with Saint~ and others. It
was pleasant to meet with these friends in Christ,
and I would have enjoyed staying longer. But I
have appointments for all this week, beginning
this evening, at Allendale, and hence mnst go by
rail to Albany, and from there by hack, to meet
my engagements.
Since last writing in June from Knowlton,
Iowa, I have done considerable office work and
correspondence, and preached on Sundays and at
other times when needed, in various places in
Iowa and Missouri, at Knowlton, Greenville,
Lucas, Davis City, near Blythedale, and at AI·
lendale and Grant City. Bro. C. H. Jones gave
me most kindly and efficient aid during ten days'
services at Allendale the first part of August.
He is a noble man, God-fearing and spiritually

minded.
May there be an army of such!
I
have baptized some and administered to many
sick this season.
By invitation I gave the address at the Lucas
celebration on fuly 4th. I also attended the conference of the SO· called Whitmerites late in July
at Davis City, and took notes. There Vlere six
or seven ministers present and a few members.
Hoping to be faithful I. am your brother,
H. A. STEBBINS.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Sep. 3d.
Editor.- Herald:~ What shall I do if you charge
me for this? There will soon be a new song
book in the market, containing about threefourths of a hundred songs, good for everybody
"who loves the Lora" and all the other folk.
\If
Price I5cts each, or tw'o for 25cts. Just the
thing for elders to have a dozen or two when
away where "Harps" are scarce, and they ought
to have folk help them sing. Songs are doctrl~
nal, inviting, warning, admonitory. An elder
can't carry a dozen "Harps" around and he may
of the "Songs of Valor." Warrant· the songs to·
"bear acquaintance." Good for Sunday-schools,
good for public gatherings when "outsiders" are
in meeting, big pooks scarce, circulate these new
ones and every one sing genuine Latter Day
Saint songs to popular music. Tune, book wherein found, wifh number at top of song. Everybody has the music. Special rates to ministry
and schools if any one "wishes to in.dulge."
Songs of my own composing, all new. Orders
received now and book& sent as soon as issued.
J. F. McDowELL.

he thinks that he clipped the butterfly, as I hear
he intended doing, but there are not many of the
opinlon that he did. I have baptized three since,
and several are nearing the kingdom.
I have learn~d to love the work more and
more as I see its beauties beaming forth so
brightly from all points of view, and I trust'it
will shine brighter as we push on towards the
prize which awaits the faithful. There are many
things which should cause us to take courage
and move on to a higher and nobler standard of
life. Four more baptizod yesterday.
. Your brother in Christ,
C. A. BuTTERWORTH.
MURDERERS' BAPTISM.

0

VASSAR, Mich., Aug. zsth.
Editors Herald:-Last Sunday I had the pleasure of baptizing a very promising young lady
.living in Vassar, who had-been investigating the
doctrine taught by the Saints for a number of
years and is well satisfied. Last Sunday evening I preached to a small gathering in the Juniata Church. I am in hopes of devoting more of
my time to the cause of Christ. Mav the blessings of heaven rest on the churrch and people of
God everywhere.
Yours in bonds,
E DELONG.
NAMBUCCA, N. S. W., Au,tra!ia.
Ed•tors Herald:-I contribute these few lines
relative to the outlook for the work in the parts
where I have been permitt~d to labor.
As .far as I can see the Lord is verifying his
promise that we should find grace and favor in
the eyes o.f the people,; for we are beginning to
be treated with more kindness and respect every
day, among the thinking classes. I have been
laboring as best I could since I last wrote, and
twice I have had to fact> the theological cannons
in public discussion, and I think the work has
been helped along considerable thereby. It
makes me tremble to face these cannon at first,
being so young, but vyhen I find that the powder
is not good, and hangs fire so often, I take courage and move on. I had two evenings with a
Christadelphian on the Kingdom, which resulted in some good I think, for I baptized our worthy chairman a few days after. July 22d a Presbyterian minister undertook the task of showing
fourteen false assertions in the tract "The One
Baptism," and our contest lasted five hours with
a full house of attentive listeners. I suppose

Editors Herald:-As a good ·brother in a late
Herald, gently questions my position on the subject of baptizing murderers, and desires that I
may set him aright if he is n;tistaken in his views,
I would say that I can agree to the answer of the
editors in Herald of the 23d inst., that "If it becomes evident that the man has been moved upon by the Spirit of the Lord unto repentance, no
authority is given the church to reject hitn, or
refuse him baptism." And should· his Satanic
Majesty present himself to me and give evidence
of being "moved upon by the Spirit of the Lord
unto repentance," I should baptize him, and rejoice at the opportunity; and yet he has been
probably •·partidpis crimiJZis" in about all the
murclers committed fro. m Cain and Lamech
down to the present hour. But the trouble is
with the little.word "if" in the case; that is, in
my opinion, the deliberate, cold· blooded, malicious murde1·er would not be "m.oved upon by
the Spirit of the Lord unto repentance," but
would have to ba punished for his crime; not by
the executors of the laws of the land, but by the
Judge of all.
It is written that''~ no murderer hath eternal life
abiding in him," but while in a state of sin, no
man has eternal life abiding in him, whether a
liar, or a thief or a swearer or an idolator or a
drunkard or an adulterer, etc., and unless there
is a distinction made in the case of the murderer,
I can see no force in the expression.
The quotation often used that "all manner of
sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men,
but the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost shall
not be forgiven unto men," does not include murder if committed by persons who belong to the
church, for it is expressly said in Doctrine and
Covenants, that "he that kills shall not have forgiveness in this world nor in the world to come."
This sentence is not written against any other
sin save that of blasphemy, or sin against the
Holy Ghost. But this killing can not refer to
killing in self defense or in defense of our family
or of our country, for under certain circumstances ive would b~ justifiec;l in killing, but it would
be under great provocation, and in self-defense
and in defense of our families. See Doctrine
and Covenants 95: 5, 6.
Now, reasoning upon these counsels of the
Lord, I can see that killing is only excusable under certain emergencies, or as an extreme measure, or only when commanded of God, or in case
where our own lives are in danger, or the lives
of our families.
I can see that unprovoked, malicious murder
for the sake of gain, or for gratification of lust,
etc., is a most grievous crime in the sight of
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God, and I truly believe that such murderers
will not receive the Spirit of the Lord unto repentance, but will have to suffer the judgment of
God, and will not be forgiven, but will be punished, although they may be d~livered or freed from
punishment sometime in the world to come. I do
not believe that they are either forgiven or. punished in this world. But if they can be, and give
evidence of Genuine repentance, of course they
should be baptized; but it is my opinion that
those who have killed and do receive the Spirit
of the Lord unto repentance, are not murderers
of the class I ha ire referred to all the time. I
was not ignorant of Nephi 14-: I, or of Revelations 9: 21, or of any other similar quotation. I
do not class the killing of the heathen, or of savages, nor the killing of our country's enemies in
time of war, nor of killing in self-defense, or the
act of the hangman, etc., as murderers of the
character that I have had before me.
As I said before, I would. baptize the devil if
he repented of his sins, and had believed the gospel, etc., but I do not believe that he can now repent and be forgiven, but m.ust be tormented in
due time, that is, he m'.lst be punished in the
world to come, and can .not be forgiven in this
world. And so I believe of the class .of murderers referred to, who are inspired of the devil,
and do his bidding, and are his .children. Such
I do not believe that God will give his Spirit,
that is his reproving Spirit; unto their repentance; and so I repeat that I would not baptize
such characters. And if any one was accused of
murder and did receive "the Spirit of the Lord
untorepenta~ce," I should conclude that he was
not a cold-blooded, wilful, malicious murderer,
who from some base or mercenary motive, deliberate:ly killed a fellow-being; but if he was a
murderer of .that sort I can· not believe that he
will be forgiven, but will be punished for the
crime.
Yours for truth and right,·
T. w. SMITH.
EcKERT:¥·; Ind., Sep. 1st.
Editors H~rald:-In June and July our labors
were mostly confined to Perry and Crawford
counties. Spme were added to the church as reported by Bro. V. D. Baggerly. Since then our
field of oper;ation has been in Orange, Martin
and Davis counties.
In Newton Stewart we. were granted the use
of the Baptist church. Our congregations were
not large l:mt. attentive, and Ifelt cert.ai~ that
good :was, don~. We were treate.d kindly.
Near Hilll;lam,.inMartin county,we preached
near two w~e}{s.
Some are believing atthis
place.
We lab.or.ed ·for one week .in the cify of Shoals,
the C()Unty seat of Martin. We were nobly sustained hereby W. H'. Robertson, of Floyd county,
a friend and acquaintance of ours: Himself and
wife are believers and I think will unite.
We
.had a fine O]i>eningfor the work in this city. We
greatly heed'ed the printed word at all the places,
but had to i:on:tent ourselves in doing. the best
. we coUld without it.
Iwish to sarthati had
not seen this W. H• Robertson for over twenty
Years. .He saw us in a dream 'a few nights before
"'e gotto his place. We realize tha(th~ Lord
go~.s.before \.ts .. Praise be to His_ holyn~t~e!.
·We arrivrd at Plainsville tl;le I7th of August.
Sr. ~i:iles s~"' ; ~1~ in vi!J!~n standing befor~ tqe
. ·~~t~'afew qa.Y!l.9<lfo~e.weg9t t? 'their place. We
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immediately began preaching at their house and
at the Bray school-house, and at a point eighteen
miles west of Plainville called Tom's Hill. We
had fair houses at all these places and the Lord
greatly assisted us in the presentation of his word.
We received three seals to our ministry here, the
fruits of the labors of Bro. David Stiles, baptized
by Bro. V. D. Baggerly. On. the second night
of our arrival I had the evidence of the Spirit
that a branch would be organized here, so on the
29th of August we organized what will be known
in the future as the Plainville branch, with priest
Thomas L. Strange as president, David Stites as
teacher and Bro. Henry Rayel clerk.
So we
have the flag at full mast in Davis county. On
the 3oth we left them rejoicing in the Lord.
Where we have been laboring is new ground.
Bro. L F. Daniel has labored at the last named
place. I think a fine- field is opening up in the
western part cif the district. I feel encouraged
and thankful.
My address for this month will be New Albany,
lndiana.
In bonds,
I. P. BAGGERLY.
LoGAN, Utah; Sept. 1st.
Editors Herald :-Since I wrote you last I held
two meetings on Thomas Fork. The turnout
wa~ good and attention all I could wish for: On
the following day I baptized one man who will
be a help to the Saints in that region. It is one
by one they are gathered in here in this land. I
have long looked for a rich and bountiful harvest
in this field, but I confess it is more like the gleaning after the harvest has been gathered in.
I left the brethren on Thoma~ Fork on the 26th
ult. for Dingledell. Bro. A. J. Layland has done
a good work in the Bear Lake country, both by
precept and example. He ·baptized two men on
Thomas Fork that we are feel proud to own and
call brethren. I wish he may ·baptize thousands
like them. We left the Saints on the Fork feelin·g well and we hope encouraged by our visit.
At Dingledell I found Bro. Hyrum Grimmett
just able to get around. He has been: afflicted
for a long time and so as to be unable to do but
little manual labor. Although we found him
weak in. body we found him· and his good wife
strong in the faith of. the gospel and alive in the
wcirk. Brn. J. R. Evans and Thomas had been
with _them and held meetings, confirming and
strengthening the. Sai~ts. The labor of .the
brethren there was greatly appreciated.
As it was a very busy time .we concluded· to
notst()pJhere, so the next morning we drove on
passing. through Paris, the coanty seat of Bear
Lake county, where the Mountain Saints have a
$6o,ooo taberna.cle. It.is a be.autifpl building
and rather costly for the inhabitants. Some people seriously question the valuation. A passerby would most likely estim.ate the cost at $2o,ooo
and tlvink that big.
Two miles from Paris we came to Blooming•
ton where we stopped at the residence of Sr.
Long and tookdinnerwith Uncle John Har~ and
Sr. Allie .. Uncle John is getting feeble wlthage
while Sr; Allie. shows"that the nand of time de,
no~esthat shetoci is gliding dow11 the indian
'sum t:ner of. life. . Deprived all her life of sight,
yet ,is cheerful;·. and,as the wil)ter
dra:w:s
nearher hqpe.ofthe better!Ue.!Jrightens. we··
enjoyed our short visit with thelll and, whe11 :w:e
ieff.:w:e..felt tc) 1:01nm,end. tl;l~m t()' l!im. th,at careS

time

for the sparrows, and who has said one "hair shall
not fall unnoticed to the ground." They have
been good to the Lord's servants, and we invoke
his blessings upon them.
Leaving Bloomington we drove on through St.
Charles where we come near the shore of Bear
Lake; a most lovely body of water almost sur.rounded by mouutains,. We drove along the side
of the Jake a distance of twelve or fifteen .miles
passing through E'ish Haven and garden City at
the upper end of the lake. There we leave' the
lake shore and cross the mountain and immediately start down the Logan river. It was five
o'clock in the evening when we entered Garden
City. We were unable to find a resting place till
morning. Whether the people took us ·for "spotters.,'' aU. S. marshal or some other fellows we
know not. One thing we do know, that we could
neither get a bed to sleep on, or buy a cake of
bread to eat. Of course we did not try all the
people. We got some hay however, and drove
near the summit and camped for the night. It
was a little experience for David.
He enjoyed
it and slept good by the camp fire. We were
told that we could get plenty at a saw mill, just
over the summit, to strengthen the inner man.
The next morning we drove up to the mill about
half p~st six o'clock.
I went to the boarding
house and a number of mean were eating breakfast. I asked the good woman if she could prepare us a little food.
She said to me, "No.''
David had a No. ro shotgun and a target rifle in
the buggy. Whether they had seen all that and
concluded that we were after no good I know
not. We then concluded it would be best to fast,
and so drove on down the Logan Canyon until
about elev!'n o'clock when we came to a dairy.
I aske.d one of the young ladies if we could get a
morsel to eat, and. she said "Yes sir." We then:
immediately chnged our mind·s and broke the
fu~
.
.
After partaking of the· bounteous repast we ·
drove on dowri that grand .old canyon on to the
city of Logan, a distance of twenty-four miles.
In many places the scenery was grand. To see the
mountains towering high above us and the lovely
blue waters of the Logan river rushing through
gorges and over great boulders;roaring and singing a grand old tune as. it rolled on to adorn and
beautify the valley below and b)ess the people,
inspires one with awe while he contemplates the
power and wisdom of the Divine hand that has
so wondrously p~ovided for man. We thanked
Hirn for His wondrous Jove and goodness to us:
We found the brethren in Logan well and glad .
to take us in and provide for o.ur every need. I
become the guest of Bro. Cad Wick! imd and his
good wife, while David. was cared for by Bro. and
Sr. Johnson, where we are at the present writing.
Yesterday Bro. Peter Anderson pre~ched tp
the people in Scandinavian, and at nlght T pre•
sented the liberty of the gospel In contJ;ast to
secret oaths. and covenants. To'morrow Bro;
Anderson and T go to Brigham City to s~e what
we can do there, the Lord being willing and our
helper)
David will return to the cit}'Ja'ndto
·work.
··
I expect to go from Brigham City toM3Jta, ill
Idaho, and ,remain in that 'vicinity until t}le
·Malad conference, which will commence on<the
27th inst. :Btn.·Evans and Anderson are doing
all they can to sow the good seed.. I wantto'sat
~h~t w11ilethe signs are not ·pr~piti 0 us .ram not·
dl§copr<;t~ed. · I a1n · tryiJ:lg. t9 do my ~ax'ior's
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.work assigned to me. He has dealt kindly with
me, and I feel sure all·wm be well. I feel sure it
is His wlll that I should labor here; and because
of that.I am wi!ling to labor on, with the hope
that I may be ~ partaker of the life to come.
Yours in bonds,
R. J. ·ANTHONY.

nomination has the use of the hall free, but we
:Were locked out, which aroused the sympathy of
th.e people and we had other doors opened to us
and a good hearing. In the last ten days I have
visited several of the scattered Saints, some of
whom have not heard the gospel preached for
years.
I find the most of them in the faith,
especially those who take the Herald.
How
pleasant it is to go into a new place to preach
McBAIN,Mich., Sep. 3rd.
Editors Herald:-We are not asleep here in . when there is a member who has lived up to the
faith! Much more good can be done there than
Michigan.
No, we are trying to keep up our
where one has lived carelessly and walked in forwork: It has been so for the past two months in
bidden paths.
In short I believe I can say'the
many parts of our field that we were compelled
work is onward in this clistrict, although we have
to work or let the cause suffer loss.
our troubles and trials as well as in all other
The Rev. m€m, especially of the M. E. church,
places. There seems to be many things to draw
have been .lecturing against us in Bay City,
the Saints from duty.
I see one thing which I
· Quanissee, Coleman, North Bradley and elsefeel fearful of-"secret combinations." In some
where; but I believe our cause has not suftered
counties of the district ov~r three-fourths of the
loss in any of these places, as evidence of which
people are in them. I have been watching the
our members would attend their )ectures and
workings of some of them, and the end of it will
come away bearing testimony to the truth and
surely result badly for them and their work.
·
fulness of this beautiful gospel of Christ; and
0, may the Saints be so faithful that the Spirit
men and women', young and old, have ever been
of God inay lead them in paths of peace!
ready to put in a word in its favor on every ocJ. J. CORNISH.
casion when proper.
Another evidence to me
that the cau~e has not suffered much is that sevExcELSIOR, Wis., Aug. rSth.
eral· of their members have become so disgusted
Editor.< Herald:- Baptized seven at Flora
with the course of the ministers that they have
Fountain, Grant county, Wisconsin, llist week
demanded that their riames be taken off their
and week before. Have written for Bro. Smith
c.hurch records, and so~e have been baptized by
to ·come and organize a branch there as it is
us into the Church of Jesus Christ.
forty miles from any branch. Expect to return
I see another evidence in one place where one
there this winter. We left many near the kingof them lectured against us on one occasion and
dom. Our friends at Beetown gave an ice·
offered to deliver more lectures, but was told by
cream supper, and made up a purse of twenty
non members of any church that they believed
he lied to. them, and as he refused to· discuss it dollars, and as an act of esteem by our friends,
not Saints, the chief of whom is a Mrs. Alderwith us in. public that they would tar and feather
son, a very intelligent lady and a storekeeper.
him if he came back. He did not goback! AnShe also made. us a present of some clothing.
other place one said, "Rev. Bowen .did himself
May God bless her with the light of the gospel.
more harm than he did Elder Cornish."
Yours faithfully,
One asked their ~inister, "If the Latter Day
JOHN W. PETERSON.
Saints have such a bad doctrine how is it that we
never hear them preach it?" Answer: "0 they
have sugar-coated sermons to preach first, butbut." ''0 yes, but-but what?" "0 well, never
you mind, there is a tail to it, you'll see; they are
a bad people; they have a horrible doctrine. I
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
know it. They can't stay no place six months
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
until they go off to Salt Lake City. They have
their own views. Contributions solicited.
been down in the southern part of this state for
over thirty years, and-"
SELFISHNESS.
"0 hold on, they can't stay no place six months
SELFISHNESS is a positive evil; an ununtil they are off to Salt Lake, now you have
compromising enemy to the true spirit and
them down in this state over thirty years, etc."
genius of divine religion.
If its abiding
It is terrible what stories some of the Rever·
place was only found in the ranks ofthe
ends have told against us. ·Do the re11ders of the
non-professional,-among those whose asHerald know, toci, that the story of Joseph's walkpirations rise no higher than the attaining on the water with plank a little under the
ment of earthly honor and emolument,surface is false? It is now proven with as much
there would be a wider difference between
the church and the world; but it passes
proof as the other that there was two wires
the portals of the church, disturbing the
stretched across the water side by side on which
spiritual conditions within, and with cyJoseph walked. And the story of Joseph being
clonic tendencies draws surrounding obkilled while stealing sheep, and also being shot
while on a horse running away with another jects into the whirlpool it sets in motion;
dealing death and destruction to all withman's wife, and of him being drowned (after stealin the radius of its fearful momentum.
ing the mill) when he was after the dam, is all
The only compunction a supremely
false because they say there is a man near here
selfish mind must feel is the want of cathat "knew all :~,bout it," and that Joseph and his
pacity to gulp down the world. If human
brother Hyrum were hung up on a tree! They
selfishness
was a condition subject to un,
say they can prove it. I have always thought
,restricted enlargement, the small fish
and do think that that one "they say" is a big
would soon disappear, while the large fish
iiar.
would devote their allotted time of existOf late I have been in several new places
ence in efforts to swallow one another.
'opening up.
Here in McBain every other de-

<tnmmuuittafinus.

It is sometimes amusing, all.d y~t sad, to
be an unwilling observer of the manifestations of selfishness as it appears among the
prayerful, the devout, and those within the
holy precincts of sanctificati!)n; · but its
presence is seen in its methods. ·
.
·
That everlasting rapacity, embodied in
an enlarged individuality, with its sponge~
like powers of absorption, is too pr?MUJ1f/"
ed to be hidden by the gauzy :externals'-bf
religious profession. Suchpersonsas described never sing more. swe¢tly or. pray
more earnestly, or preach more eloquently,
than when selfish ambition has made
another point; and its inspiration increas•
ing the faith of its subjects elevates them
to the very acme of selfish felicity.
But
defeat the designs of the selfish ma:n or
woman, and their spiritual thermometerif they have one-will register at zero,
with prospects in favor of .still· reaching
lower atmospheric conditions.
You ask, "What do you mean by selfishness?"
We mean .that type of mind that seeks
its own aggrandizement regardless of the
rights of others; that disposition that refuses to work in a good cause, except it
can be at the head; that kind of aspiration
that seeks preferment, for the love of preferment, and that would elevate itself upon the ruin of others; that narrow mind
that is never so happy as when fomenting
sectional difficulties and. saying, "We are
of God, and you are of the devil;" that
enlarged na,ture that feels itsrlf essential
to the work of God; that inconsistent disposition that fails to practice what it
preaches; that perfidious soul that will
breathe out pestiferous calumny surreptitiously; those poor creatures who suffer
mental agony because others are preferred
before themselves; that bloated, egotistical nature, so ponderous in its proportions
that its avidity is almost omnipresent to
the exclu•ion of all it can not absorb, ends
a partial definition of selfishness.
We stand in danger of a real selfish person, for the rea~on that, if we conscientiously antagonize their policy they will
kill us if they can by employing the methods of the assassin; for nothing is to be
considered true, or sacred, or g'ood, outside of their line of thought and ambition.
A person afflicted with this malady in its
worst forms, is seldom conscious of having
been mistaken; and, in their own estimation, but little is done exactly right which
does not evince their handiwork. The presumption is, the world would be in better
shape if their wisdom could be more largely
consulted.
Religion that develops the good that is
in us and helps us to overcome the evil inclinations and habits of life, is the greatest
blessing that can come to us in this world;
but if in accepting the forms of true religion we subordinate its claims to our own
selfish natures; employing its laws and
ceremonies in the furtherance of our own
narrow aims, is to change its purposes so
that it becomes a power for evil instead of·
good. When human nature holds control
in the application and administration of a
divine religion, it knocks out all of the divinity there is in it, with reference to such
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administrator; and neither tears nor pray"
ers can put it back unless self surrenders
to the immutable fact that God is to be
honored and not man,
We accept Christ because we discover
in His character, His teachings, and His
purposes, elements of truth, beauty and
power, transcending all we find in ourselves.
The contrast between self and
Christ is so great that, conscious of my
own insignificance, all self-sufficiency dies
within; and by faith I grasp the conception of the higher life, the perfected manhood, as revealed through Christ our Lord;
. and 1 aspire to attain unto it. Such a
grand result is not the work of a moment;
or of a month, or a year; but as it represents perfected life, its attainment lies at
the end of the lawful effort essential in
reaching it. Celestial life represents both
quantity and quality, and if I fail to obtain
both the amount and kind, I will fail to
reach a celestial glory.
The pathway to- perfected life leads
over and above the towering ledges of all
earthly selfishness, as well .as all desires
and ambitions unfriendly to the life. above.
But. we can n~ach it. God has s.aid so.
Our' earthly, carnaL natures within protest
and rebel, still insisting in holding the
reins of empire over our souls; but the new
life, the new man, sets his face toward the
Son of God; moves on in the ceaseless
battles of. faith, until our carnal nature
within and a sinful world without dies
amidllt the triumphs of regenerated life
and the expanding glories of immortality.
F. M. CooPER.
WHERE HAS THE SPIRIT GONE?

"And no man hath ascended up' to
heaven but he that came down from
heaven, even the Son of man which is in
heaven."-:-St. John, 3: I 3.·
In Th.e Saints' Herald of July 12th, the
question was, asked. by a brother, D; E.
Hough, "Is it true that the Savior is the
only person of aJl,our ra.ce from Adam to
the present time who has ascended to
·God's hof11e, to live there as a spiritual
entity or VV'ith a physical body?" and he
gives .a three column discourse in the
neg~.ttiv:e; ,
We reao.inJohn I: I8: "Noman hath
seenG·od ,at,any rime; the only begotten
Son, which is in the bosom of the Father,
He hath declared Him." Therefore, when
we. read ..in the sacred history how God
revealed himself to his church and people
.. fromtime to time and His dealings: with
them, we are expressly to understand that
it is the :second person <of the Trinity..
Kind reader, let me refer yo1.1 to the de.. sign and·' confederation and covenant of
redemption. Thiscovenant of redemption .
was formed· before the foundation of. the
world, anti the holy Trinity confederated
from etel'r;tity. In this covenant the Father
had appointc;!d the Son, and the Son had
accepted <the work; lmd all things wer.e
stipulated..:~nd agreed upon that Were .to be
accompli~hed. _The' world seems to have
been<;reatedin order to the p~osecution of
. this i scheiJ:le~:since the .work: of_, creation '
•~a~_-irt __ qr({er;t.() G.od's VV'Ork of_provi4ence;;
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and God's work of providence is that of produces a dejection of feeling, if then in
redemption. ·Heaven was created for this this world the spirit is affected by the conend: "As a habitation of the redeemed." dition of the body, then it is reasonable to
Matt. 25:34: "Then shall the king say suppose that in t.he world to come the diunto them on his right hand: Come, in- vine nature of the two organizations will
herit the kingdom of my Father, prPpared not undergo so great a change as to operfor you from the foundation of the world." ate and exist adversely to its original exEven the angels were created. to be par- istence.
ticipants and helpers in this great work;
All Scripture speaks of heaven as a place
so they are caJled ~'Ministering spirits sent of perfect happiness, and of the inhabitants
forth to minister for them who shall be thereof as completely blessed. David
heirs of salvation."-Heb. I: 14. And a says: "In thy pre~ence is fullness of joy."
ref(:!rence has never .. been detected yet in .Nor can we deduce a consistent theory
which a departed spirit of this world ever that provides bliss for l!- resurected part
entered the capacity of ministering spirit• only but in the whole. The Son of Man
Such were created in the heavens before shall "sit upon the throne of his glory;
the creation of man. "No man h<Jth seen · and hefore ·him shall be gathered all naUod,'' "The only begotten Son He hath tions." Not until the judgment is over the
declared him." He (Christ) is therefore account of. God settled with ·his creatures
called (Col. 1: 15) "the image of the in- -will they receive the. f!lll rew~rd of
visible God;" and froni this we are com- their deeds: "I saw the dead, small and
pelled to conclude that inasmuch as God, great, stand before God; and the book!;
the Father, is invisible, Christ, His Son, is were opened; and the dead were judged
Hir, image and likeness, by which He is out of those things which were written in
the books, according to their works."
'
seen and represented.
CHAS. L. SAWYER:
Therefore, immediately upon the fall of
ITALY, Texas.
Adam it was made known among the
angels of heaven, that there was a design
NATURES.
in the hand of God that should redeem
fallen m::~n; that Christ had accepted and To BE a partaket of the divine nature is
entered upon the work of a mediator be- the ultimatum-of religious life; -and who
tween God and man, and that they should can comprehend the magnitude of such a
serve him.in their appointed capacity. And privilege when we consider what is undersince Christ (Rev. 21: 23) was solemnly stood by the word nature, even the sum of
installed as the King of Heaven, the Light, the qualities or attributes of a thing which
the Sun of heaven, the first dawning of distinguish it. as being different from_ all
light there was the revelation of this to others? For instance, we speak of the
the angels. When Christ had completed . nature of water, of gold; the nature of the
his work, bought with his. own life re- different animals of the lower order of
demption for fallen humanity, and .ascend- animate life; then we have tl:)e nature of
ed up to heaven, received the approbation man, which we call human nature; aQd
of the Father; wa~ solemnly enthroned as higher up in the scale is th~ nl'ttl,lre of
God-man, then the Sun arose in .heaven, angels, which we contemplate with revereven the Lamb, the light of the New ence and awe.
Jerusalem.
Still higher, infinitely higher and more
When we look .upon the remains of a exa.lted is the great sublime riatureof AI:
deceased friend, the inquiry arises in the mighty God, in which aU the parts which
thoughtful mind, "Where has the spirit compose that nature exist in the super1ll7
gone?"
The three: fold constitution of . tive degree.
W.ho can comprehend the
man's naturejs epitomized in the words, nature itself? Yet t_he soul .seeks to be
"and man became a living soul."
Man putaker of· it. Why? . Because it recoghas a spirit, a body and a soul.
In the nize> in it its own. proper destiny,-exalta~
body animated nature is glorified. In its tion. It sees as one of the attributes of
organization is perfected every architectu- the Div.ine nature, power; and then it
ral idea of animated nature.
realize~ its own inferiority,and shrinks ·
His soul is the life principle of animated its own w~akness. It conte.mplates th~
nature•. The. animal soul is made perfect great characteristic, love; and as the aro.~
and complete in the soul of man. His in the bucket sinks into insignificanct}
spirit is the mental and moral likeness of when comparedwith the boundlessocean,
absolute spirit; has all the attributes of so. humanlove appears in cpmparison with
God; is the .samein nature, only lower in the love of (Jod. · The human mindmay
degree; is destined fo.r immortality; was !'pend all_ its years in e.arnest putsuit of
intended to progress in infinite approxima, knowledge ofthings past and pres~;;nt, a
tion to the infinite perfection to the divine then must awake to the fact that.it ha
mind in whose image and moral likeness touched its. feet to a seemingly uti . .
it was ci·eated.
world tofir;td that. everv f?otofit .i .
Death is only the extinction pf the ani~ . iarto the tread of the Divine'; _not
mal soul or physical life. Then the body but the great upseen world of the
becomes' inanimate and the deathless· spirit open·before hisgazt>, and the soul Of
takes its flight. And tmtil the tl,lsurrecti(>p is not s~tis:6:ed with itself and . out
the. body ..and spirit are to . be separate the r;tah~re of the. Divine. · And·
when they ~ill then be reunited _n~ver to the Father that throti
the
more. to be separated. .Analogy _teaches , his Son this cry may not .
·
us that it is ne~es~ary to, have a ~nioti of those vvho have., or wbo
spiri.t and body to have a completeness. in "lik~ pr~cious fa1tb" with.
joy_.or· sorroyv.:; Sin.ce> severity_ of' _liody giyen '~great and·
n1'nn~i~ao·
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by these we might be partakers of the
Divine nature, through the righteousness
of God and our Savior Jesus Christ.
Is this not tantamount to saying that
those who are of the faith taught by the
apostles have promises made to them by
the Father, and by those promises may
partake (take part) of his nature? It certainly is.
Then it must follow that the
attributes of God, that is to say, divine
power, divine love., divine knowledge, with
all the other qualities that go to complete
his perfect nature are attainable by man.
Who then are living up to their privileges?
Can it be possible that m1n can exercise
the same kind of power by .which the
great· God sways the universe? Exactly
so. To the same extent? In om• sense,
yes; that is to say, just so~far as it is necessary; and that is the extent that God
uses his power. Can man call into existence a world by a word from his mouth?
Is it necessary? But man said "Sun, stand
thou still;" "and the sun stood still;" and
that by a force far more excellent in its
nature than all the powers of humanity
combined.
We love that which is lovable because
it is natural. We love that which belongs
to us (and consequently a part of us) because of our human nature. And truly,
grand is the power of human love; and
where, bul in eternity, will be revealed the
vast amount of good accomplished by the
agency of human love? How the heart
is touched and our very soul fired w1th
admiration approaching- a! most to reverence at the strength of love manifested in
the bosom of the mother for the child, ·
that for its sake she will throw herself into the hands of her enemy to be tortured
even to a terrible death. This perhaps is
the acme of human leve. Can it be possible that the father of this woman could
so love those cruel enemies that he would
willingly give his life for them? This is
perhaps the climax of divine love. Yet
itisnot only man's privilege to attain to that
love, but he is even enjoined to exercise it.
-"Love your enemie~."
Let ·the stake and the faggot testify to
the sincerity of the petition that went up
for the enemy, amid the smoke and hissing, crackling fhmes that consumed the
flesh of the martyrs.
Viewed from a human standpoint, what
gigantic strides appear in the pathway of
knowledge and understanding. How by
research and application the unknown and
latent forces in existence have been utilized
and made subservient to man; How much
of the past has been gathered, and by invention and perception man can live and
revel in the scenes of some four thousand
years. And the great present!
How
much can be known of it through the
mediums now extant! The steam engine,
the pen, the press, the electric telegraph
and the present systems for their use! Oh
yes, we know something about yesterday
and something about to-day, but what do
we know of to-morrow? True men of
every 11ge since the world began have
sought in every possible way and by every
possible means to break down the mysterious partition that divides to-day from

to-morrow. And is it possible that human
nature can look beyond the veil of counted
time?
God is omniscient and knoweth the end
from the beginning; but Daniel saw and.
could describe the several great kingdoms
th11t should rule the earth many, many
years before their days were numbered.
Not to say that man has ever yet viewed
the future with the fulness of vision by
which it is scanned by God himself, nevertheless is it not a part of the same?
I am traveling; weary and faint, and
my tongue cleavrs to the roof of my mouth
for very thirst. I come to a well with its
moss covered bucket hanging dripping in
the shade. I seize the rope and plunge
the bucket in the cool sparkling water;
quickly draw it up and drink to my heart's
content, 11nd am satisfied. Have I drank
it all? No, nor was it necessary. Nevertheless, that which I did drink possessed
in every respect the nature of the whole,
and nothing else. Just so man can be partaker of the divine nature and be satisfied
in the possession of that which is in every
respect divine, though he may not be a
God, and this by promise; and well are
they called "exceeding great and precious
promises," by which such grand results
may be obtained.
It then becomes of vital importance to
the soul that cries out for a nature so far
superior to its own, or a part of such a
nature, to diligently seek for the terms upon which such promises are or were n,ade,
even the "like precious faith."
D.
SAUTH

RAwDoN, N. S., July 9th.

DEDICATION.

BRo. GEo. Z. REDFIELD and others, both
Saints and friends of the cause, having
purchased the Baptist church at Brownville, Nemaha county, Nebraska, and repaired the same, Elders W. W. Blair, J.
W. Waldsmith and the undersigned arrived on Saturday, and the service of dedication took place at I I a.m., Sunday, Sep.
7th.
A cold rain prevailed all the forenoon, making the going very disagreeable,
notwithstanding wHch a small congregation gathered at the appointed hour. The
following was the order of the service.
Reading and singing of
"Oh, bow thine ear, Eternal One!
On thee our heart adoring calls."

The opening prayer was by Elder J. W.
W aldsmith. Sang
"0 Thou whose own vast temple stands
Built over earth and sea,,,

Reading of appropriate Scriptures and
sermon by Elder W. W. Blair.
The
closing hymn was:
"Under tbe canopy of heaven,
Their roof, the starry sky."

Dedicatory prayer made by Elder R.
M. Elvin and the bened1ction by Elder
W. W. Blair.
The whole service was impressive, and
the feeling prevailed that it was acceptable
to the All-wise.
There is yet no organized branch here,
but the prospect is favorable for one in the
near future.
The building thus obtained
to the church by purchase was a great
bargain, and it is to be hoped will result in

a great blessing to many. May peace and
unity with divine wisdom be and abide
with those who reside and those who shall
labor here and in this vicinity.
R. M.

ELVIN.

ME M 0 I R S.-No. XIII.
BY W. W. BLAIR.

WE found the work in the western mission in a somewhat divided and lukewarm
condition, and after canvassing affairs so
far as we could in a preliminary way proceeded to call priesthood meetings to m11ke
further inquiries,.also to advise and instruct
relative to church government. On the
roth and nth of July Bro. Banta attended
district conference at Petaluma, and by
patient effort, aided by Brn. Oman, Adamson and others, the affairs of the district were placed in a united arid prosperous condition. On the same date Brn.
Thomas Dungan, Hervey Green and myself attended an excellent district conference at' Watsonville, and were made the
guests of Bro. and Sr. George Adams.
The business of the conference passed off
to the satisfaction of all parties concerned,
a few were baptized and confirmed, the
Spirit of the Lord blessed the services
richly, and joy and gladness reigned in the
hearts of the Saints.
Continuing our
meetings nightly, on the 14th I baptized
Norman S. Moses and his daughter and
son. We continued services nightly at
this place till the 2oth inst., having excellent congregations, the people attending
in goodly numbers, and many were deeply
interested. On the 21st inst. went to Santa
Cruz, held two services and baptized and
confirmed Ambrose T. Moses.
On the
24th Bro. Green and I with Bro. Thomas
Dungan went to Bro. Wm. Hopkins', near
Washington Corners. Here met Bro.
Banta, and together we held a series of
interesting and profitable meetings. Au•
gust 2nd baptized three persons. On the
6th inst. Bro. Banta and I went to Petaluma and entered upon our work in that vicinity, arranging fields of labor for the·
various elders in that district, and preaching nightly with "fair success.
·
The 2oth inst. found me at Sacramento.
Here I found the heretical teachings of
G. P. Dykes had caused us no little lukewarmness and division. By his cunning
craftiness and large experience in matters
of religion be had sown the seeds of evil
so far as he had opportunity. Aided by
the faithful ministry and membership we
soon got matters so adjusted that our meetings were largely attended and the Spirit
of the Lord cheered the Saints. September 1st we administered to Miss Mary,
. daughter of Bro. W m. 0. and Sr. Julia R.
Clark.
In answer to urgent calls from the
Saints in Nevada, I visited Carson City
the gd inst., and on the 4th set out with
Bro. E. C. Brand, on horseback, visiting
many of the Saints and friends in Carson
valley and high up in the foot hills, Bro.
Brand and I lodging one night in a place
similar to that in which our blessed Lord
was born. The trip was interesting and
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successful, though somewhat trying and
painful at times; for I was not accustomed
to riding a fractious, badly broken "broncho." We preached at the school house
in Jack's Valley at I I a.m. on Sunday the
6th inst., trying at first to speak on the
kingdom of God, but the Spirit was taken
from me gradually until I had to stop. I
then began to preach on the righteousness
of God as contained in the written word,
showing its binding force on the Saints,
and in this was greatly blessed of the
Spirit. I afterward learned that the Saints
in that branch heeded teaching on the latter subject rather than on the former, and
some of the Saints appreciated the situation ahd afterwards remarked that the
sermon was just what was needt;d.
On the J 2th inst; district conference convened in Carson City, where I'was made
the guest of Bro. and Sr. Thomas Millard.
Our l11bors were blest both atJ ack's Valley
and Carson City, resulting in effecting
unity, reviving interest, and in the baptism
of a goodlv number of persons. Here we.
first met Brn. Emanuel Penrod, A. B.
Johns, D. E~ Jones, and their families, all
of whom were helpers in the work. Labored with success also at Genoa, Mottsville and Fairview, baptizing some. Sr.
Gilman of Genoa, and Sr. Mott of Mottsville, were notably good helpers in the
Lord's work and were worthy. On the
21st began .meetings in Franktown; was
the guest of Bro. John Twaddle and fami~
ly. Our services were largely attended by
interested listeners, and some who had
been leading wretched lives in the past,
addicted to intemperance, gambling and
the like, were converted and became orderly and devoted members of the church.
While in this vicinity we held services in
Pleasant Vall~y and were the guests of
B.ro. Stephen Wood. In all our labors in
this vicinity:we were greatly sustained by
the Holy Spirit, and a number of additions
were. made to the church.
October 6th I attended conference .in
Meriam's liall, San Francisco, which continued until 'the 9th, and passed off pleasantly and profitably, unity and godly zeal
predominating 'very latgely.
At our. ptayer meeting on the I sth inst.
at the reside,nce of Bro~ T.J. And~ews, it
was revealed through the Spirit that the
Lo.rd's .wprk in the California and Utah
districts wo~ld be revived and make very
considerable' headway from that time forward. This was fulfill.ed in due time as
many souls can, testify, The x6th inst. I
went to Washington Corners where Brn,
Thomas Dungan; Hervey Green and myself conducted a series ot profitable· meetings.
·
On the morning of the 2 rst inst., about
nine .o'clock when Br.n. Dungan, Green
and myself were calling on Bro. Glaud ·
]todger and. family; sudden and repeated
shocks of. earthquake came with a loud
rumbling. sound, the house lurching ominouslv from north to south and with such
violence as to throw Bro. Green, Sr.
Rodger and some ,olthe childr~n prostrate
upon ,the floor,. tossin&" ch~tirs, tables, bed.,
steads~ ~tc., about in wild. c::onfusion; fillil1g.;
all.l:)eads with.terror; When firstit c;ame,

I thought an explosion had occurred, but
at the. second thought concluded that it
an earthquake and thereupon offered a
silent, fervent prayer, and instantly felt
the Holy Spirit speaking peace to my
heart and imparting perfect confidence in
God. Sr. Rodger, in her tender solicitude
for her children, screamed aloud. We
sought as best we could to encourage her
to trust in the Lord, assuring her he certainly would care for us and for her chil~
dren.
The first vibrations lasted nearly thirty
seconds and shortly afterwards were followed by others. Chimneys were shaken
down, also some buildings, including the
Catholic church at the old Mission were
thrown down; and all through the country
and especially in San Francisco and other
cities in the regions around, there was
great consternation, much damage was
done with some loss of life.
On the 28th inst. baptized Wm. Hopkins and his wife Elizabeth, also John
Joyce and Charlotte, his wife. Thursday
the 29th found Bro. Glaud Roger and my·
self at Santa. Cruz. We remained here
visiting and preaching as opportunity offered. On Sunday the 8th I preached in
the "Unity Chapel" in the city, at 2 and
6: 30 p. m. In a night vision I had seen the
chapel, came to its open doorway, heard
people engaged in religious services, strove
in vain to look within and see what was
going on, but all within seemed the blackness of darkness. As I looked a feeling
of horror came over me, and the thtught
came forcibly to my mind that what I had
seen was not a dream,, but divine reality.
I afterwards learned that this vision signified that, inasmuch as the Unitarians deny
the divinity and deity of Christ, they have
not the light of Christ, but are in gross
darkness on that point.
On the nth of November I baptize9
Moses M. Meder and Sarah his wife, also
Misses Jane, Emma, and Ella, their granddaughters, and Bro. Roger and I confirmed them in the e-vening at Bro. Meder's
residence. Here I first met F. M. Sheehy,
and at this time the Lord touched his
heart and brain with· tbe power of gospel
truth, uut it was not until some time afterward that he felt prepared to abandon
Catholicism and unite with the Latter
Day ·saints.
During the winter of I868-9 I devoted
considerable time in wr:iting for the Hera!d, partly for reason that rainy weather
interfeared with ministerial labor, but more
especially because I was prornpted thereto
·by the Holy Spirit.
· G .'P. Dyke.~ and his sympathizers worked with great qafti:ness and energy to destroy the Reorganized church in the Pacific mission, but was exposed and his
errors refuted to the satisfaction of all who
loved the truth and the right supreme.
The Lord revealed by vision; prophesy,
tongues and otherwis~, to ma!ly ofthe
worthi Saints, the character, d?in.gs lmd
fate of this cunning adversary,so thati11
all parts where he. had obtained dam aging
i~fluence, .the Lord exposed .the <:!Vi!s of
this rpan and bro~ght him to merited
shame and repro11ch •. This was the Cord's

621
doings and justifies him where he says,
"Leave judgment alone with me, for vengeance is mine; I will repay saith the
Lord of hosts."
At Sacramento, Stockton, Washingtml
Corners, Watsonville, Petaluma, San Bernardino and other points, the Lord confirmed his work with signs following, bestowing upon the faithful Saints the gifts
of healing, prophecy, tongues and interpretations, filling their hearts with assurance and holy joy. Spiritualism had become very thoroughly established throughout California and was making fearful
inroads among the sectarian churcl:es.
Many who had been conne.cted with Utah
Mormonism . became ensnared by it, and
became infidels to the Christian religion
ancient and modern, and some of these
fell into habits of gross impurity and immorality, and nowhere was this more
noticeable than in Southern California. It
would appear that having- known the
truth, then having been blinded and bewildered and finally disgusted with Brighamism,' they fell an easy prey to the
seductive wiles and boastful, miraculous
pretentious of spiritualism.
From the 8th of February toM ar~h 24th,
r869, I labored in and about .San Bern;trdino with most excellent success, baptizing
, many and ordained a number of worthy
·men to va.rious offices in the church.
While there I preached upon the latter
day apostacy, the need and .promise of a
reorganization of the church, pointing out
the prophecies relating to those very essential matters and bearing testimony to the
divinity of the work of the Reorganized
church.
Among my hearers was.a Bro.
John Garner, w.ho had a long time been a
member of the former organization .and
who still held to the thought. and .hope
that the Utah M;ormon church W<tS the
church of Christ and still accepted .of God.
On his invitation I visited. him at his home,
conversed with him. and his f.amilv: freely
on these iopic:;s, and he at)ength tOld m~ -~
singular and very instructive vision he had
some years before but had not understood
until of late. In the vision he saw that
hi111self. and others were seeking to ascend
to heaven by means of what was caUeg a
"liberty pole, or ladder," and that when
they had reacheda high pointin theirascent, some one above him shouted .aloud
to stop, for the poleor ladder was discov,.
ered to be rotten and w\')ak, endangering
those seeking to go higher upon .it. U pgn
this they regretfully returnE'd down to the ·
ground, wept out a short distance, stood
and scanned the ladder and .sorrowed be~
cause it had failed the.rri . in their eff~~ts.
Immediately after that .he beard, a voice,
not far away, calling him and others, saying ther~ was now another Jadd~r by
which to ascend to heaven, that it was new
andstrong and sound. To this call tl:lev:
finally yielded 11nd went, and,upo11 exami"
nation accept~d it for wh11t it was proposed,
and .imme~.iately pro<;:eeded ~o >a~cend;
thereon unhl they re::~c;h~d a pomt where
they s::~ w J O!leph the seer and .H:Yrum;tl:le.
·patriarch reach dqwn and. grasp: them by •
the hand,lifting them up t}pon;th~ .... ·. ··
1
whereon they stood. From. th1s .
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testimonies in spirit were the exerCises. i with a personal ·experience in complying
I I a. m.: The sermon washy Elder E. C. 1 ·wi.th this divine law.
2:36p.m.: Preach~
Briggs, from Matt. 24: 24, on the aposta- · ing by Elder W. E. Peak, from Isaiah .55:
cy; the discourse was both lucid and forceI-6, on the sure promisesof God, and what
ful. ~: 30 p.m.: Preaching by Elder R. they will.do for man when put to the .test.
M. Elvin, from Matt. 10:41, upon the Five were. baptized and confirmed at the
privilege of receiving a prophet's reward e\'ening session; 7: 45 p.m.: Preaching
in. the present age. 7: 45 p. m.: Sermon by Elder R. M. Elvin on .the apostlic and
by Elder J. R. Lambert from Acts I6: 30. inspirational church.
The leading features of this discourse were
Sunday, 31st: Pleasant morning and it
a clear answer for obj~ctions against doc- was estimated that there were two thoutrine. That we are proved. by faith that sand people on.tbe ground.all.day. 9 a.
works by love, and that usually in the m.: Prayer meeting. in charge of Elder,
matter of religion people are most afraid H. Kemp. The constant coming in of the
(To be Continued).
ot their best friends.
people to a degree distracted themeetin·g,
Thur~day, 28th:
Weather delightful nevertheless there were three prayers and
and peace throughout the camp. 9 a. in.: twenty-five testimonies. During the sevPLUM HOLLOW REUNION.
Prayer meeting in charge of Elder J. R; eral prayer meetings the gifts .of tongues,
MoNDAY, August 25th: Cloudy, and the Lambert. The Spirit was present, while interpretation and prophecy werebestowtrees dripping from last evening's rain, four prayers and nineteen testimonies were ed, and dreams, visions and experiences
I r a.m.: Preaching by
neverthele'ss the voice of praise arose from rendered by the Saints, as also an address were Telated.
the cheerful tent dwellers. At I I a.m. Elder by Elder E. C. Briggs.
I I a.m.:
Elder Elder J. R. Lambert from Matt. 4: 4· All
D. K. Dodson spoke from Luke I6: 16. W. E. Peak preached from Jude 3, illus- I the commandments of God are adapted to
Tl:re gist of the discourse was that all peo- trating the sermon from the actions of the wants of t11an, who must worklawfulple have a hope, that there is a better life Abraham, Daniel, Joseph , and others, ly to obtain the divine favor. Character
For four tho:usand
th,an this, and a trqe belief in Christ will making clear how God helps those who of gospeL promises.
cause repentance and a ·compliance with trustandobeyHim. 2:3op.m.: Preach- years there never was a natio!J. that came
what God has commanded. 2: 30 p. m. ing by Elder H. N. Hansen from Acts 3: to the knowledge of God without immeTwo children' blessed.
Preaching by 1-22, on the restoration of the gospel. ..It diate revelation. The line of the gifts of
God is not drawn between ancient and
Elder D. Hougas, from Luke I 3: 24; the was a practical exhibition of the truth. A
sermon was upon the spirit, action and business session was held, the details of modern s~ints, but between the Saints and
' .duties of the true believer.
7: 45 p. m. which will be furnished by the secretary the world. 2: 30 p. m.: Preaching by
The sermon was by Elder H. Kemp, from of said meeting. 7: 45 p.m.: Preaching Elder R. M. Elvin from Heb. ro: 5-9, on
2 Tim. 2: 191 on the foundation principles by Elder. J. R. Lambert,. from Matt. 28: the mission of Christ to the world. Five
contained in the plan of salvation, as also IS), 20, the subject being the doctrine of were baptized and confirmed at the evening meeting. 7: 45 p.m.: The closing
the manner of building upon the original the laying on of hands.
foundation.
Fri&]ay, 29th:
Beautiful morning-. sermon was by Elder J. R. l.ambert, a
Tuesday, 26th: At 9 a. m. the clouds Prayer meeting in charge of Elder H. continuation of the morning subject. .
obscured the sun, the ground was quite Kemp.
The time was all employed by Thus closed a very pleasant reunion of
Saints. No accident during the entire.ses~
damp, but the Saints were trustful an.i the the Saints in giving one prayer and ninehealth of the campers good. The prayer teen testimonies. r I a.m.: Preaching by sion, and all did their best for the cause of
meeting was in charge of Elder E. C. Elder R. M. Elvin from Luke 24: 25, truth.
EXPLANATION.
Briggs, the time well occupied; the Spirit showing that spiritual light comes into
was present.
One prayer and twenty- man upon his believing on evidence. 2:
I did not arrive on the ground till Sabfour testimonies filled the hour and a half. 30 p.m.: The sermon was by Elder H. bath morning, and did not take notes till
I I a.m.: Preaching by Elder H. N. HanKemp from Phil. 3: 14. There is a prize Monday morning. A brother said he had
sen from Matt. 7: 21. The necessity of to :1ll who may run, .and none who serve taken them and would give them to me,
individual effort upon the part of each one God will he disappointed either in time or but he failed to do so. I therefore send
who seeks redemption was plainly present- in eternity; for He whq can not lie hath all I have, and hope they will prove satised, as also that all men shall be judged by promised.
Nine persons were baptized factory.
R. M. ELVIN,
their works, and rewarded according to in the presence of a large and orderly
Secretary.
the same. Bro. E. C. Brand arrived this gathering. One was confirmed. In the
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Sep. 3rd, 1890.
afternoon, but in poor health; he was only evening the "Tabor Mikado Band" gave
at one meeting. 2:30p.m.: Preaching some fine music, both before and after the
by Elder J. R. Lambert from John 14: I5- service. A short address of welcome by
ANOTHER NEW BOOK.
r8. The provisions of God furnishing a Elder R. M. Elvin, and a supper on the
From the Patriot Office will soon be issued a book
Comforter greater than any human being green by the sisters to the band, made the bound in paper covers containing;
Sermons on the "Justice of God's Lawe," by Pres. J.
can bestow, which gives ability to with- camp quite alive for the time. 7: 45 p.m.:
stand sin and spirit temptation. Devils The sermon was by Elder J. R. Lambert, Smith; "Second Advent of Christ," Pres. W. W. Blair;
of Christ," Elder Columbn• Scott; "God's Will
are not divine, but they are supernatural upon Who can be saved. He divided the "Mission
to BIPBS His Children," Elder C. Derry; ''Priesthood,"
and opposed to all righteousness. 7: 45 p. sennon into four parts; name! y: Salvation Elder 1\f. T. Short; "Christ and the Apostles as Teachers
m.: Preaching by Elder W. E. Peak, from original sin, temporal salvation, sal- for God," Elder J. R. Lambert; "Infidelity from·a ·New
from Acts 24: 24, 25, upon the principle vation, salvation from sin, eternal salvation; Standpoint," Anonymous. ''What the Jews Think About
and object designed of God in punishment, all of which was illustrated from Bible Jesus," and "The Jews In and Out of Paleetine," by. Dr.
F. de Sola Mendez, a prominent Jew of New York City,
the judgment a righteous principle ordain- times and promises.
editor of "'American Hebrew." Also, ""J1he American
ed for man's good, and that all may be
Saturday, 3oth: The blessing of fine Indian," and "Life and Death of Republics," both by D.
blessed and share in the glories of heaven, weather still prevailed. Prayer meeting F. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
This .work throughout will b.e found of more than comthe gospel is preached to the spirits of the in charge of Elder H. Kemp. Eight
departed.
were confirmed, two prayers were off.ored mon interest, presenting a wide range of subjects as well
It wfl! be sold as follows:
Wednesday, 27th: The king of day and forty-six testimonies borne. Let Saints as authorehip.
Single copy
25 cents.
rose in his glory, while the wild birds war- read this and see what can be done in
Five copies
$1.00.
bled their notes of praise, which accompa- ninety minutes where the Spirit moves,
Twelve copies
$2 00.
Patriot one year and book
$1.15
nied those of the Saints which echoed in and love for God and each other pr••vails.
Patriot six months and book
.70
the forest, o'er hill and through dale. 9 a.
I r a.m.: Preaching by Elder J. R~ Lam-This applies to rene~als as well as new subscriptions.
m.: Prayer meeting in charge of Elder D. bert from Matt. 6: I9-21, on Saints' duty; Send
in your orders at once,
Hougas. Four earnest praye·rs and twenty and more especially on the law of tithing,
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.

lo'b'ked

out as far as the eye could reach
upon a scene, wide a11d extended, and o(
ei)chanting beauty, where they met and
greeted many of the loved ones that had
gone before.
"Now," says.Bro~ Gar.ner,
''you, Bro. Blair, are the very man I heard
and saw in that vision calling me and
others to ascend to heaven by the means ·
prepared, Slnd I therefore and my wife and
some of my children are ready for baptism."
Soon atter. this I baptized him and a number of his family, with many others, all of
whom became membero; of the San Bernardino branch.
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THE SAiNTS' HERALD.

FAR WEST.
Conference convened with the Delano branch,
August 3oth, J. T. Kinnaman in the chair, C. P.
Faul secretary. Branches: Edgerton Junction
17, German Stewartsville 65, Pleasant Grove 64,
DeKalb 71, St. Joseph returned for correction,
Delano 83. Elders: C. E. Butterworth, M. H.
Forscutt, J. M. Terry, baptized and confirmed 5;
W. Summerfield, baptized 3i J.D. Flanders, H.
Stevens, J. Burlington, T. T. Hendirks, baptized
8;]. Drown, baptized I; J. T. Kinnaman, bap·
tized 2; W. Kinney. •Priests: A. W. Head, baptized I~ D. R. Baldwin, F. Mauzey. Teachers:
B.: Dice, W. We11s. W. Lewis, bishop's agent:
Balance last report $I74·5r,received and on band
$913 91, total paid out $778, balance $135 91.
Adopted. Resolved that the matter in regard to
Sunday-school organization be deferred until
next conference and that each branch in the district be requested to send one delegate to the
next conference so as to effect a district Sundayschool organization. A committee was appointed to arrange for holding two days' meetings.
The following is its report, which was adopted by
the conference: DeKalb branch, September 6th
and 7th ih charge of J. C. Elvert and J. M. Terry;
Kingston, September 13th and Iflh, H. C. Bronson and C. P. Faul. Clarksdale, September 2oth
and 21st, M. H. Forscutt and J.D. Flanders. St.
Joseph, September 27th and 28th, J. T. Kinnaman. Edgerton Junction, October 4th and 5th,
W. Lewis and J. T. Kinnaman. North-east of
Maysville', October nth and rzth, J. Burlington
and W. Summerfield. Delano, October I8th and
19th, D. E .. Powe11 and T. T. Hinderks. Stewartsville, October 25th and 26th, M. H Forscutt.
Gallatan, November 3d and 4th, J.D. Flanders
and D. R. Baldwin .. The branches are expected
to defray the expenses, and the elder or elders
who can not fi11 these appointments are expected to send a substitute. Officers for the coming
quarter: J. T. Kinnaman, president, W. Summerfield, vice president, C ..P. Faul, secretary, W.
Lewis. was.sustained as bishop's agent. Preaching by Vf·· Lewis, M. H. Forscutt, C. E. B6tterwortb. Thus passed one of the best conferences
we have. bad the privilege of attending. Adjourned to Pleasant Grove branch, November
29th and 3oth, Io :30 a.m.
POTTA W ATTAMIE.
Dis.trict. conference convene.d at Crescent City
on May 25th, <:Jistrict president, H. N. Hansen in
the chair ,C. Pratt secretary pro tempore. Branches: Council.aluffsr96; North Star87; Wheeler's Grove 93, 41 scattered; C:rescen t City 93;
Hazel De11 not reported.
Bishop's agent: On
hand last report $77.52 ;.. received $1 1'9 47; disbur.sed $8z,oo.} balance $37 47· Audited, found
cornict andadopted. Elders: D K. Dodson baptized 4; assisted in confirming 6, R. McKenzie, S.
Butler,]. P Catlisle,H. N. Hansen, L. Campbell.
Pri.ests: J. Evans baptized 5, S. Harding, C. Casterson~ T: Scott: Teachers :~s. V. Pratt,.O. Jones,
R. Kirkwood . : . Preaching by H. Kemp, W. W.
.Blair. Adjourned to Crescent branch subject to
call of president.

NOTICES.
Saints visiting St. Louis, 1\fissouri, during the
Fall Festivities, and stopping in the dty over
Sunday; are in;vited to worship. with .us at chapel,
z.. 518,:Elliott Avenue. Take cable cars ()n Franklin avenue, west to .Jefferson avenue, then Jefferson avenu~ ca~s north to Benton street, then one
block west to chapel.
N. N. C.

California distr:ct, and recommend him to all
the Saints in said district to sustain him by their
prayers and means.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Presiding Bishop.
CONFERE.NCE NOTICES.
At the request of J. W. Gillen, president of
the Mission, the St. Louis district conference
will convene in St. Louis chapel, 2518 Elliot
avenue, at 7:30 p. m., October 18th, to continue
over Sunday, I9'h. Bro. W. W. Blair expects to
be with us at that time, ins~ead of the flh and
sth of October, as per resolution of conference.
Presidents of branches and elders will please take
notice and have their reports ready.
WM. 0. THOMAS, Dist. Pres;
Quarterly conference of Northwest Kansas
district will be held at Elmira, Mitchell county,
Kansas, September 27th and z8th. Branch clerks
please senct in their reports to H. P. Curti~, district secretary, Elmira, Kansas, in care of S. C.
Andes. Any other communications address as
before to Fact, Clay county, Kansas.
H. P. CuRTis, Dist. Sec;
Conference of the Pittsburg and Kirtland district will convene at New Philadelphia, Ohio,
October nth and 12th, 1890, at ten o'clock.
Branches of the above district please take notice
and report. accordingly. All who can are cordially Invited to attend. The following brethren
are expected to be in attendance: T. J. Beatty,
L. R. Devore, T. Matthews, J. Brown, T. W.
Williams, L. W. Powell and others.
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
Missionary in Cltarge.

standard of King Immanuel was set up here
among us, he rallied to it, and he was baptized
by Bro. D. H. Bays. Up to. a short time before
his death he met with the Oak wood branch and
bore his testimony to the truth of. the latter day
work, and was alwars ready to give of his means
to aid in the work. Many times has the writer's
heart melted in tender love as this dear old Saint
arose feeble and tottering with old age to talk in
our meetings, and we knew that he had kept the
faith, and rejoiced with him that there was a
crown laid up for him.
HoTCHKrss.-Elysium Hotchkiss died at Cheltenham, St. Louis; Missouri, .1\pgust 24th, 1890,
aged 5 years and II months.
0GLESVIE:-At North Branch, Jewell county,
Kansas, September 2d, 1890, Adra M., infant
daughter of John W. and Cora lsabel Oglesvie,
aged I year, 4 months and 12 days. She was the
granddaughter of Bro. William and Sr. Martha
Parsons. funeral services by Elder G. W. Beebe.
BARiiER.-Bro. John Barber, aged 56 years, 4
months and 7 days, was killed in San. Antonio,
Bexar county, Texas, August 17th, 1890, by an
engine passing over the lower part of his body.
Bro. Barber was one of the first here to obey the
gospel. He loved the cause of Christ, as shown
by his many deeds of kindness to the elders who
have ministered here iri west Texas. He was
dearly beloved among us, especially by the lambs
of Christ's fold. He served as superintendent in
1h~ Oakwood Sunday-school untii last February,
when he moved to San Antonio. He leaves a
wife and two sons to mourn the loss of a most
loving and kind husband and father. Will the
Prayer Union please remember Sr. Barber and
her two sons, in their prayf'!rs. Sr. Barber was
very low wHh typhoid fever at the time o£ her
husband's death. He was buried in the gravevard of Oakwood. Funeral services bv Elder
H. L. Thompson, at the midnight hou~. Sad.
was our parting, dear brother; but we hope to
meet thee in the resurrection morn.
·
wALL"":-Mary L. Wall, of the Oakwood branch,
died in San Antonio, Bexar coun'ty, Texas,
March 6th, 1889, aged 26 years, 9 months and 22
days. She was beloved by all who knew her,
loved most by those who knew her best. She
was a devoted daughter, wife and mother, ready
at all. times to make sacrifices for the comfort
and. happiness of her family. Sr. W.all has left
a husband, three lovely little children and many
relatives and friends to mourn their loss.
. SMITH-At Oliver, Huron county, Michigan,
June 7th, 1890,. Bro. Peter. U. Smith; aged 63
years, 4 months and If days. He leaves a wife
and son . . He was baptized at Blenheim, Ontario,
by Elder R. C. Evans March 5th, 1887. Funeral
sermon by :Elder Levi Phelps'.

MARRIED.
SHAVER-MOORE.-'At "The Larchers," the
residence of Bro. Geo. Z. Redfield, near Brownville, Nemaha county, Nebraska, September. 6th,
r89o, Bro. John Shaver and Sr. Lottie M. Moore,
both of Lincoln, Nebraska; Elder R. M. Elvin,
officiating. May God guide and bless this union,
that their earthly pilgrimage may end in peace
and life eternal.
:&LAKE-THOMAS. -At the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa, August 31st, 1890, Mr. William H.
Blake to Sr. Eulalia M; Thomas, Bro. Asa S.
Cochran officiating.
McGALLIARD -PRICE.- In St. Joseph, Missouri, at the residence of Elder J. M. Terry, who
officiated, on September 3d, 1890, Mr. I. E. MacGalliard and Sr~ Sarah A. Price, both of Troy,
Kansas. ~Two attendants and the wife of the
officiator were present. 'The Spirit was tbe.re
also.a1id solemnized the occa.sion. May joy be
theirs through .life.
DIED.
BR.A.DEN·-K.ELLEY · DEBATE.
BALLARD-At Argen·t's Hill, Nambucca, N.
Muslin boards,3.96 pages ............ , •• ; .... l 'II
S. W., Australia, July 19th, 1890, of inflammaPropositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
tion of the. lungs,. Sr. Phebe· Ballard, aged 24
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
years, II months and 7 days. She W!J.S the. eighth
&nd belief of all Christian people? (~) Is the Church
child of Bro. and Sr. Allen Argent, and wife of
of which I, Clark Braden,:am· a member, $he Church
Bro. Edward Ballard, and has lived a faithful
of
Christ, and. identical in. faith, organization, ordinan·
life, worthy of imitation. She was baptized by
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
Bro. GiHen in 188r, wbile on his mission to Ausaa it waa left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
tralia.' We all feel to mourn the loss, but know
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of. Latter
that her rest is . glodo\l.S· Funt<ral service by
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God; and aceepte(l
Elder C .. A. Butterworth.
with Rim?.
CARRUTHERS.-Bro. Wm. C~rruthers died in
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
Nueces Cimyon, at his da1Jghters,wherehe was
visiting May 5th, 1889: His agt! was 79 years, 4
In .muslin, 25cli!, ten prmore\ ~ach •••••• •.••• •
months and I9 days. His home. was at Senior, ·rn paper 15cts., ten or more, e&eh ••••• •. , ••••
Bexar county, Texas, ll,hd he was a member of
This..is the notorjOU$ "Manuscript Found,'.' written
the Oak,wood branch, beloved and rev.e;ed by all.
by Rev. Solomon Spaul?ing,. about which so much baa
:Bro. Carruthers was one pf the Saints who w.~re
been said in connection with lhe theory that it .furled off to. the. mountains of. west Texas by the
nished Joseph S~ith .and Sidney Rigdpn the chiet
Lyman Wight £action.; bqt findingthattt~ey had ground work and material from 'which to.write .thl!
departed from· f. he faith, he moved· his family to · Book of· Monn.on.. ,. . .. ·.. . · . .
· ·
this neighborhood in ·I8$~! ~hlch WjlS his home
HOL'i' SCRIPTURES:
until he died, living all. through the cloudy days
(I~plred .Translation by .J011eph Smith.)
firm jn the one .faith. • Known by his neighbOrs
Sheep' or Library binding; sprinkled edges •• ; •• ;1110.
as a Mormon, an.<! de~ld(!d as such for his peculiar
faith (as.they.thdiJgbt),yethe wasrespected and
f!Jlita.tioii .Moro~p, ~ilt edg,es ; • •,•· •. ; ••••• :· .2 oil
reverenced by all who knew him; for he was a
MProcco, gilt'edges ••••. -:~ • ,; ··~. ~~·;. •.·.•. •2 GQ
Ne:w Te~ttaiJl!ilnt, Inspired •.• •· ·~. • •• ·~ •• : •, ~, ; • • ~IS'
g~oddHzen a.nd !J. vete,ran of Texas... •Wh.enth¢
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m-• FLEXIBL]!1 JUNDING. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip. tu~es boun!l in lill'l:P leather, fl~:>dble cover~, sim- ·
ilar to the binding. of the Oxford Sunday-school
:Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4. ·
SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
.
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CA. usE A.ND CuRE FOR SKEPTIOISM,

FARMERS' BA·NK BF lAMONI.
Ampl~ ~~!!lp~~~~:lclillity.

Loane money on ·aproved security..•·stx per c~nt interest
paid on time deposits. Ref11 :Estate
bo)lght and sold.

:NEW BOOK. 1890.

.. BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100. pages
larger than the Voice of Warumg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading:
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestan.t creed.. The rational theory and exposition of gospel
doctrine aJld confirmatory gifts, as agJ>inst the. insidious
. doctrines and revelations of modern spiritjlalism. The.
anti:Bible revelations of Swedenborg, ·The Quakers,
Catholic Yisions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindReading, "Christian Science," •'Divine Healing~' or
"Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
tl)e church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.

Can be had by the dozen or quantity· by adqressing,
with stamps, currency or postofiice order, M. H. Bond,
46 Waverly Street, Providence, R.I.; The Hera)d office,
Lamoni, Iowa, or may be ordered through any of the authorized minist.ry, who are requested to act as agentsin
any part pf the world; and.to whom aliberal commission
will be_ paid.

-...8..-

SYMBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A: J. MAPES.
IOf pages, cloth bound. Price 3S cents each.
.For sale by .BRo. H.R. MILLS,
lNTJ<r.PKNTJEN-:'lt,

.1\lfo.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
TJ.e Burlington Route, C. B .. & Q. R. R., will
sell from .principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th.
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
points in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South west and North,west. For tickets and
further information concern'ing .the excursions,
call on your nearest.C. B. & Q ticket agent. or
address P. S. Eustis, General! Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Prlee per year
M. Walker, lildltqr and Publisher.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria,. Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
P-ORTABLE BED SPRING£
and other new and· useful household necessities. 'fhirty·
day credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
· For full particulars address as above.

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House, stable,
nice grove and orchard. Ail good tilable land.
For terms enquire of
E. J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Obio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

"PRESIDENCY .AND PRIESTHOOD.''
-THE-...
c".A.postaey, · Re.t'or:mation and .Best~ration.
This work discusses the .issues of theoloJZY that are to
the front to-day.. l'lo Bible student can afford to miss
reading 1t either as ORITIO or INVESTIGATOR·. It contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed .in good
readable type, with neat binding, .and.sold at the
.
LOW .PRICE OF .$1.25 PER COPY.
.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL .AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELClHSEDEK AND THE .AARONJC PRIESTHOODS,
,
The wo~k largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURUH BU.ILDING.
In and ei)lce the. days of the..~posthis, reviewing and critically examining the claims 1>f the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copiee can be had by addressing
WM. H. KELL,EY, Temple P. 0,, Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICJJ:, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money sent by Post Office Ord.er to W:tn. H. Kelley
should be.drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
.
WM. H. KELLEY.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES,·&c.
Do you want fci save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to W m. c: Gqmmings, Indepence, Mo.
P, S.-cBed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.
·

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y ~'HE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church;
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW 1\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
tir We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................ ~ •. 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... !I 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ...... ; •..•.••••••. !I ~5
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp; gilt. edge ••••••••• 4 00
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 IllS
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••••••••• 1 ilO
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
.
. (Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides ••..••••.••••• $1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges . :; ••..••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••..•••.•.•... 2 110·
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about ~20
tunes, and full instructioD!I on choir and anthem mll!'lio:
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
tlprinkled Sheep, or Library ............. , ... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••••• " ••• 1 50
J03EPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.}
Muslin binding, !112 pages................... 70
Leather "binding .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 00

Muslin board!!, !196 pages •••••••••• •. ~~~··, ••l
Ptopositiona:-(1) Is the Bopk of Mormon. of Pi·
vine origin, 81ld are its teachings entitl!Jd to the respect
81ld belief of all .Christian people? (2) Ill tl\.e_ .Church
of which I, CIRrk Braden; am .a m.ember, the Churc!J,
of Chri~t, 81ld identicill in faith, organization, otdiilaJ!C!JS, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it _was left perfected by the A po~tles of ChriSt. (3)
Is.the Reorganized Church of :Jesus Chris&_ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, .and acceptep
with Himf
-·,

'

)

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND.''
In muslin, 26cts, ten or more, each ;,i, ••• ,. • .. 20
In paper l~cts., ten or more,. each •••,.,, ~ .... ~. 13
This is the notorious "Manwicript Foun~/' written
by Rev. Sqlomon Spaulding, about wh\ch so much has
beeri said in connection with the_ .thElory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdqn th_e ehief
ground work and material from which. to write the
Book of Mormon.
·
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .•••••• :; '1'5
WithO'lt covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon;"and. the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
·
·
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVB:NANTS.
An enlarged edition, !12. pages, paper covers • • • •
Old editiora ........... ~ ...... • • . • • • • • • • .. • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOots.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made :Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.•• ,1 50
3. Voice of the Good Si:lepherd, dozen 5c , +oo •· 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and ·the Kirtland Temrle Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 'Ill
6. _The "One Baptism;_" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin•
ist(}rj"_25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 ~5
'7. Wbo Trieu Can be Saved; 'dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100. ;1 '75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 eta., lOQ .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen Hi cts.,. 100 ••..•. 1 10
11. .The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, I 00 ..• 1 '15
15 Bri!!,'hamite Idolatry; dozen 5.cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100, ............... 1 40
1'1. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen25 cts., 100.1 ~5
20. The "Qne Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by .Three-Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100 .... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •• ,.1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....••.••• l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 ets., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., I 00 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 1no. . . . . . . .40
30 Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 16
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 fore 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 '15
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ... , . . . . . . , ..•....••........ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 ets, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. • . . • . • . • • . 50 ·
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100..... •• • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts ..••.• ,, ........... ~. 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in.............
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wonn o:il THE LoRD: Jio:R THERE SHALL N6T ANY MAN bONG YOU HAVll SAvE 1T JIB O:N:ill WU'lr; AND C6NCUliiNliS
HE SHALL liAVE NONE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEvE THAT ONE MAN SH6ULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND O:irll: W6!1i:AN BUT ONE HUSBA:!;n: EX:c:II:P'r IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WRiiN EriHil:B
IB AT L!:RERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Corlimandrilents, sec.109, par. 4.
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SPEAKING

IN

TONGUES.

QUESTION AND ANSWER.

~.-Has God changed his rules in the
church concerning speaking in tongues?
Paul said, "If any man speak in another
tongue, let it be by two, or at the most by
three, and that by course; and let one interpret. Bu.t i.f there be no interpreter, let
him keep silence in the church; and let
him speak to himself, and to God."- I
Cor. 14:27, 28.-Now there are some old
sisters here who always speak in tongues
whenever there are strangers about, and
they inv~riably give the interpretation
themselves, and no one else seems to know
if it is of God or not;
A.-No; . God never has occasion to
change; and we can only commend to the
questioner the apostle'sinstruction which
he quotes. It is clear that the Corinthian
church abused some featu_res of the gospel
economy, e, g. the Lord's supper and the
gospel gifts &c.
A reading of the apostle's epistle shows that in many of the
plainest duties of the saints those at Cor.
inth required much instruction:, besides continued .watchcare and special admonition.
This is not stran~e wheh we rem~mbtr
that those disCiples, .probably the major
portion of them,/were then but recently
converted froth Greek paganism and idol
worship.
It could not but be expected
that under such conditions some specific
instructions were needed by them.
It should also be remembered that many
rules laid .down by the apostles· and others
were special in their character, called into
being .or established by reason of the . necessities which called them forth; but were
within the scope of the general law. Baptism, the sacrament, the &pi ritual. gifts 11nd
other ordinances and appointments hflve,
through misapprehension ·and perversion
· of.their intents and uses, been abused, and
at times, wilfully prostituted. The abuse
or misuse of God's blessed appointment~>;
however, does not really weaken the force

of their usefulness or benificence when
properly exercised, though such abuse may
cast some reproach or discredit upon them.
The apostle closes the chapter following
the one quoted by the questioner with the
following injunction: "Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy, and forbid not to
speak with tongues.
Let all things be
done decently and in order;"
We understand that the one exercising
the gift of tongues should .do so by constraint of the Holy Spirit. The word "con·straint" as there used signifies that the individual so speaking shall be moved upon
and, possibly, contrary to his own wishes;
not that he or she shall become over-anxious and eager to display something marvelous.
Persons can only be really, actually edified or converted by the work of
the Spirit of God; and those who exercise the gifts should remember that "the
spirits of the prophets [their own spirits]
are subject to the prophets," and that the
prophets are subject to the written law, and
the Spirit of life in Christ, of which the
wr:tten law is the expression.
The sacred character of the goSpel gifts
must be carefully considered and guarded,
and the commandment concerning the oracles is applicable here, viz: "Let all who
receive them beware lest they be accounted as a light thing and they stumble and
fall by reason thereof," etc.
It cannot be but that all the appointments of God's house are sound, reliable,.
steadfast and entirely productive of good
and strictly indispensible. While it is true
that deceptive spirits are abroad in the
world,·it is also true that the Lord has provided complete deliverance-immunity from
all such influences, when His co1,1nsel is
.carefully observed.
The proper use of the gospel gifts, .each
one in its time and place, will assist in
puilding up the work; their improper use
w.ill tear down and destroy. When we
build for God we must build with gold,
silver and precious stones. He is perpect,
and can only accept methods of work and
work itself that harmonize with him; and
his appointments can only be of avail
when used in holiness, prudence and great
care, all· of which are characteristics of the
true Spirit.
As to the course reported as pursued by
the sisters referred to we can not specifically speak. It is proper, however, that
one having the gift of tongues should interpret, if blessed with tpe gift so to do.
It would thus be equivalent to prophecy,
and in that event there would be an interpreter present, as the· apostle enjoins. It
seems evident from Paul's references to
order, and his reminder that God "is not
the author of confusion," ~tc., that the
Corinthian church, or at least a portion of
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it, was given to an indiscriminate use of
the gift of tongues; no~ preserving the
order necessary to its proper use. It is
also evident that for some cause manv of
the early Saints began to regard the spiritual gifts with indifference if not with some
degree of unbelief and disdain; hence Paul
wrote to the Thessalonians, "Quench not
the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings;
prove all things; hold fast that which is
good." Discernment must be exercised
with the other gifts. Of this we. write
further on.
In this age the churc.h also required instruction .concerning these matterts; and
Joseph the Martyr, also the elders of th~
Reorganized church have found it necessary at times to counsel some of the Saints
in these matters, in order to prevent unwise acts and avert disastrous results. We
quote some of the revelations and counsel
referred to. By close attention to the
reading the reader will discover the use
or purpose of sftch gifts, and we trust,
learn to seek for and use them with an intelligent singleness of heart and purpose.
"But ye are commanded in all things .to
ask of God, who giveth liberally, and that
which the Spirit testifies unto you, even
so I would that ye should do in all holiness of heart, walking uprightly before
me,considering the end of your salvation, .
doing all things with prayer and thanksgiving, that ye may not be seduced by evil
spirits, or doctrines of devils, or the commandments of men, for some are of men,
and others. of devils. Wherefore,b~ware,
lest ye are deceived, and that ye may not
be deceived, seek ye earnestly the best
gifts, always remembering for what they
are given; for verily I say unto you, they
are given for the benefit of those who love
me and keep all my commandments, and
him that seeketh so to do, that all may be
benefited, that seeketh or that asketh of
me, that asketh, and not for a sign that he
may consume it upon his lusts. And again,
verily I say unto you, I would that ye
should always· remember, and always retain in your mind what those gifts are,
that are given unto th\') church, for aU
have not every gift given unto them; for
there are many gifts, and to every man
is given a gift by the Spirit of God: to
some it is given one, and to ~orne 1s giveti
another, that all may be profited thereby;
to some is given by the Holy Ghost to
know that Jesus Christ is tpe Son of God,
and that he was crucified for the sins of
the world; to others it is given to .believe
on their words, that they also might have
eternal life, if they contint1e faithful. A,nd
again, to some it is given py .the Holy
Ghost to know the differences. of admin.
istration,asit will be pleasing. unto the
same Lord, .. ·according as the Lord will,
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suiting'lils me;~i~s according t(), the con~ ~ ptlison unt? them, it shall not hurrthem;
.· .. ditio.ns of~e.child'ren of men. And again, ~ and the potson of a serpent shall not have
~.~"':i~i~'given by the H~ly Ghost to some to !?ower to harm them. But a. commandknow the diversities of operations, whefh- ment I give unto them that they shall
er it be of God, that the ,manifestation of not boast themselves of these things,
the Spirit may be given to every man to neither speak them,. before the world; for
- profit withal. ·. A_nq a~a,ip, verily .I ~ay these things are giv;n unto you for your
unto you, to some 1t IS giVen, by the .Spmt profit and for salvatwn."-D. C. 83: 9-1 I.
of God, the word of wisdom; to another
"And he that seeketh signs shall see
it is given the word oj k11owledge, that signs, but not unto salvation. Verily I
all may be taught to be wise and to have say unto you, there are those among you
knowledge. And again, to some it is giv- who seek signs, and there have been such
en.to have faith. to be healed, and to others even. from the beginning; but behGld faith
it is. given to have faith to heal.
And cometh not by signs, but signs follow those
again, to some it is given the working of that believe. Yea, signs cometh by faith;
miracles; and to others it is given to 'not by the will of men, nor as they please,
prophesy, and to others the discerning of but by the will of God. Yea, signs comspirits. And again, it is given to some to eth by faith, unto mighty works, for withspeak with tongues, and to another it .is out faith no man pleaseth God: and with
given the interpretation of tongues: and whom God is angry he -is not well pleased:"'
all these gifts cometh from Gqd, for the wherefore unto such he showeth no signs,
benefit of the children of God. And unto only in wrath unto their condemnation.
the bishop of the church, and unto such as Wherefore, I, the Lord, am not pleasGod shall appoint and ordain to watch ed with those among you, who have
over the church, and to be elders unto the sought after signs and wonders for faith,
church, are to have it given unto them to and not for the good of men unto my
discern all these gifts, lest there shall be glory; nevertheles~, I give commandments
any among you professing and yet be not and many have turned away hom my comof God. And it shall come to pass that he mandments and have not kept them."-;-D.
that asketh in spirit shall receive in spirit; C. 63: 2-4.
that un~o some it may be given to have ~11
"Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church,
those gifts, that there may be a head, 10 and give ear to the voice of the living God;
order that every member may be profited and attend to the words of wisdom which
thereby: ~e that asket~ in the spirit, ask- shall be given unt~ you, according as ye
eth accord10g to the will of God, where- have asked and are agreed as touching the
for": it is done even as he as.keth.
And church, and the spirits which have gone
aga10. I say unto you, all ~h10gs must be abroad in the earth. Behold, verily I say
d()ne 10 _the nam~ _of Chnst, .whatsoe~er unto you, that there are many spirits which
you~ do 10 the sp1;1t; and . .ye must giVe
are false spirits, which have gone forth in
thanks ut~to God 10 the spmt ~or whatso- the earth, deceiving the world: and· also
ever blessn~gs y~ are blessed ~1th; and ye Satan hath sought to deceive you, that he
must pr~ctJCe VIrtue and holmess ?,efore might overthrow you.
me contmually. Even so. Amen. -D.
"Wherefore, it shall come to pass, that
C. 46: 3-9·
.
if you behold a spirit manifested that you
"He that believeth shall be blessed with can not understand, and you receive. not
signs following."-D. C. 68: I.
that spirit, ye shall ask of the Father in
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, who the name of Jesus, and if he give not unto
now have my wor.ds, which is.· my voice, you that spirit, that you may know that it
blessed are ye inasmuch as you receive is not of God; and it &hall be given unto
these things; for I will forgive you of you power over that spirit, and you shall
your sins with this commandment, that proclaim against that spirit with a loud
you remain .steadfast in your minds in so• voice, that it is not of God; not with railiemnity, and the spirit of prayer, in bear- ing accusation, that ye be not overcome;
ing testimony to all the world of those neither with boasting, nor rejoicing, lest
things which are communicated unto you. you be seized therewith: he that receiveth
"Therefore, go ye into all the world, of God, let him acconnt it of God, and let
and whatsoever place ye can not go 'into, him rejoice that he is accounted of God
ye shaH send, that the testimony may go worthy to receive, and by giving heed and
from you .into all the world, unto every doing these things which ye have received,
creature. And as I said unto mine apos- and which ye shall hereafter receive; and
ties, even so I .say unto you; for you are the kingdom is given you of the Father,
mine apostles, even God's high priests; ye and power to overcome all thing-s, which
are they whom my Father hath given me; is not ordained of him; and behold, verily
ye are my friends; therefore, as I said un- I say unto you, blessed are you who are
to mine apostles, I say unto you again, that now hearing these words of mine from the
every soul "Yho believeth on your words, mouth of my servant, for your sins are forand is baptized by water for the remission given you."-D. C. so: r, 7·
ofsins,shall receive the Holy Ghost; and
"And behold, he that is faithful shall be
these signs shall follow them that believe. made ruler over many things. And again;
"In my name they shall do many won- I will give unto you a pattern in all things,
derful works; in my name they shall cast that ye may not be deceived; for Satan is
out devils; in my name they shaH heal the abroad in the land, and he goeth forth desick; in my name they shall open the eyes ceiving the nations; wherefore ·he that
of the J:,Jind, and unstop the ears of the prayeth whose spirit is contrite, the same
deaf; and the tongue of the duwb shall is accepted of me, if he obey mine ordiospeak; and if any man shall adlninister nanc~s. He that speaketh, whose spirit is

contrite, whose la~guage is meek, a;d edi- · ·
fieth, the .same is of God,if.he obey mine
orclinances. And agai.p, he that.trembleth.
under my power shall he made strong,and
shall bring forth frtilts of praise, and wisdom according to the revelations and truths
'nhich I have given you.
.. "And again, he that is overcome and
bringeth riot forth fruits,. even according
to this pattern, is not of me; wherefore by
this pattern yeshall know the spirits in all
cases, under the whole heavens~ And· the
days have come, according to men;s faith
it shall be.done unto them.
Behold~ this
commandment is given Ul)tO alfthe elders
whom I have chosen.;' ••••• b. C. 52:4,
~

.

. The foregoing revelations are sublime
in their grandeur, and comprehensive and'
.effective in their scope and design.
In
them are dearly set forth the objects of the
spiritual gifts and the methods by whiCh
they should be sought, obtained and exercised. We can not add to their wisdom,
but can only call attention to some of their
instructions ·and injunctions. It will be
noticed that especial mention is made of
the deceptions of false spirits and the necessity for, object and bestowal of the gift
of discernment; and that it should be especially bestowed upon the elders and
others who are appointed to watch over
.the church in its branches and in its general work. In the early days of the church,
in I 831, at Kirtland the authority of the
Melchisedec Priesthood was made manifest in detecting and rebuki~g the power
of the "mari of sin"-the evil one; and'
we can but expect that .as the power of '
of God is increasingly manifested, designing and evil spirits will tne more wondrou~ly and powerfully display their subtle and delusive influences; hence great
care, caution arid discernment will be required to repel <tnd hinder the Work of the
adve.rsary who will, first and above all else,
seek to mislead and deceive the children of
the light,
.
To prevent this God has promised to
the local and general shepherds of the .
flock discernment according to their callings, faithfulness and. responsibilities; and
one strict enjoinment -of His word is that
they shall, according as his .law directs,
proclaim against any spirit. which, after
following the directions of 'the law, they
discover to be not of God. It is a necessary dutyor it would not be commanded;
it is also one'requiring much wisdom and
light to obey; nevertheless "it is written,"
and can not be ignored without the one
ignoring it and the body suffering loss.
we have written the above as we have
studied the word and observed the operations of the Spirit in our experiences. We
hope it will in the main at least cover the
points involved.
We follow the above with some quotations from the writings of Joseph Smith
the Martyr.
Although some of his instructions" were given under special and
trying circumstances, yet their general import can be readily understood.
"The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints have also had their false spirits; and· as it is made up of all those differ-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
ent sects professing every variety of opin- God never has wings. Some will say that
ion, and having been under the influence they have seen a spirit; that he offered
of so many kinds of spirits, it is not to be them his hand, but they did not touch it.
wondered at if there should be found This is a lie. First, it is contrary to the
amongst us false spirits.
plan of God; a spirit can not come but in
"Soon after the gospel was established glory; an angel has flesh and bones; we
in Kirtland, and during the absence of the see not their glory. The devil may appear
authorities of the church, many false spir- as an angel of light. Ask God to reveal
its were introduced, many strange visions it; if it be of the devil, he will flee from
were seen, and wild enthusiastic notions you; if of God, He will manifest Himself,
were entertained; men ran out of doors or make it manifest. We may come to
under the influence of this spirit, and some Jesus and ask him; he will know all about
of them got upon the stumps of trees and it; if he comes to a little child, he will
shouted, and all kinds o~ extravagances adapt himself to the language and capaciwere entered into by them ~ one man pur- ty of a little child.
"Every spirit, or vision, or singing, is
sued a ball that he said he saw flying in
the. air, until he came to a precipice when not of God. The devil is an orator: he is
he jumped into the top of a tree which powerful; he took our Savior on to. a pin:..
saved his life, and many ridiculous things nacle of the Temple, and kept him in the
were entered into, calculated to bring dis- wilderness forty days. The gift of discerngrace upon th.e Church of God; to cause ing spirits will be given to the Presiding
the Spirit of God to be withdrawn; and to Elder. Pray for him that he may have
uproot and destroy those glorious princi- this gift. Speak not in the gift of tongues
ples which had been developed for the sal- without understanding it, or without intervation of the human family.
But when pretation. The devil can speak in tongues;
the· authorities returned, the Spirit was the adversary will come with his work; he
made manifest, those members that were can tempt all classes; can speak in English
exercised with it were tried for their fel- or Dutch. Let no one speak in tongues
lowship; and those that would not repent ynless he interpret, except by the consent
and forsake it, were cut off. At a subse- of the one who is placed to preside; then
quent period a Shaker· spirit was on the he may discern or interpret, or another
poi!lt of being introduced, and at another may. Let us seek for the glory of Abra· time the Methodist and Presbyterian fall- ham, Noah, Adam, the Apostles, who
ing-down power; but the spirit was re- have communion with these things; and
buked, and put down, and those who would then we shall be among that number when
not submit to rule and good order, were Christ- comes."-Mill. Star, vol. 17, p.
disfellowshiped. We have also had breth- 312.
"No prophecy spoken in tongues should
ren and sisters who have had the gift of
tongues falsely: they would speak in a be made. public, for this reason :-Many
muttering, unnatural voice, and their b,od- who pretend to have the gift of interpretaies be distorted like. the Irvingites before tion are liable to be· mistaken, and do not
alluded to; whereas,there is nothing un- give the true interpreta.tion of what is sponatural in the Spirit of God.
A circum- ken; 'therefore, great care should be had
stance of this . kind took place in upper as respects this thing; but, if any speak
Canada, but was rebuked by the presiding in tongues a word of exhortation, "or docelder-another, a woman near the same trine, or the principles of the gospel, &c.,
place professed to have the discerning of let it be interpreted for the edification of
spirits, and begun to accuse another sister the chu~ch."-Mill. Star, vol. I4, p. 520.
"Prestdent Joseph Smith then gave an
of things that she was not guilty of, which
she said she knew was so by the Spirit,- explanation of the gift of tongues; that it
but was afterward proven to be false-she was particularly instituted for the preachplaced herself in the capacity. of the 'accus~ ing of the gospel to. other nations and laner of the brethren'-and no person through guages, but .it was not given for the govthe .discerning ofspiritscan bring a charge ernment of the church. He further said,
agamst another, they must · be proven if brother Gordon .i.ntroduced the gift of
guilty by positive evid.ence, or they stand tongues as a testimony .against brother
clear." - Times and Seasons, vol. 3, p. Carpenter, it was <;Ontrary to the rules and
regulations of the ~burch; because it:t all
747;
"We may look for angels and receive our decisions, we must judge from actual
their· ministrations, but we are. to try the testimony •. Elder Gordon. said, the testi"
spirits and prove them, for it is often the mony was had, and the decision given before the gitt of tongues was manifested.
c~se that men make a·fuistake in regard to
these things. God has so ordained that President Smith advised, that we speak in
when He has communicated, no vision iS" our 6'wn language, in all such m!'ltters, arid
to betaken but what y'ou see by the see- then the adversary can not lead our minds
ing of the eye, or what you hear by the ,astray."-Mill. Star, vol. 1.5, p. r82. ·
hearing o( the ear. When you see a vision,
President 0. Cowdery "showed that a
pray for the interpretation; if you. get not man might be highly excited, and yet
this,. shut it up; there must becertainty in neither have the Spirit of God nor of Sa.this matter. An open vision wiU manifest tan; but it'came by his own spirit or judg·that .which is more important;
Lying ment; therefore some things may be ~of
spirits are going forth in the earth. There God, others of man, and others from the
will. be great manifestations pf spirit, both adversary."-'-.ll/fil!, Star, vol. I5•P· 341. ·
. · false and true.
·
·
''But when you are endowed and. pre"Being born again, comes by. the Spirit pared to preach . the go~ pel. to all nations,
of. God through ordirt~nces. An angel of kind reds, and tongues, in .their own. Ian-

guages, you must faithfully warn all, and
bind up the testimony, and seal up the law;
and the destroying angel will follow close
at your heels, and exercise his tremendous
mission upon the children of disobedience,
and destroy the workers of iniquity, while
the Saints will be gathered out from among
tpem 1 and stand in holy places ready to
meet the Bridegroom when he comes."-""lVIill. Star, vol. 15, p. 424.
THE independent Patriot, of Lamoni;
gives the assumptions of modern science a:
hard but justifiable rap across the knuckles
in its issue for September 4th, in the following pithy way:
The Patriot is not disposed to give quarter to
error under any guise knowingly. It has con,
ceived that truth Is one and is always material to
any issue in which it logically belongs; that
error is the negative of this affirmative; and
whether this truth, affirmative, or this error, its
negative, is found. under the guise of religion or
in the form of pretended science, is a! ways and
altogether immaterial. But while we thus are
prepared to fiercely combat religious intolerance
and hypocrisy, we can not avoid the conviction,
that of all men the scientists are the most uni·
formly bigoted and the most uniformly unfair,
and willing to make the most astounding assumptions without proof. · .
The proposition we have in mind that leads to
these introductory remarks, is this: Among professed scientists, whatever is thought to opp~se
the Bible and the Christian religion is at once
claimed as the special and exclusive property of
this self-created, self-appointed, self-named class
of men-scientists; but whatever even squints in
·the direction of showing that the Bible is the record of an inspired people, or contains a revela.tion
from God to man, is rejected by these same men
as unscientific. T·h~ facility with which this
separation Is made without any "aid except the
prearranged plan and preconceived opinions of
the scientist himself, Is almost amazing. He can
extol the one and laugh to scorn the'other iq the
same paragraph; and taking that which favors
his position for granted in one sente;;ce, he can
.with almost superhuman temerity demand proof
for the other in the sentence which follows~· A
mere. speculation, a little "scientific" air-castle"building serves in one instance; but nothing short
.of absolute demonstration, and that too by meth~
ods arranged according to his whims and stihted'
to his capacity, will do in the other. In one case
lie proposes to satisfy the enquirer after truth
with a deduction made from his own assertion;
but in the other ~here mus.t be a basis of evidence,
the. materiality and competency of wh!eh he ass'umes the sole right to determine. In other
•:vyord.s he proposes that the battle ;hall be fought
tipon his own ground, with weapons of his OjVn
choice, and with seconds upon both sides commit'
ted to his cause; and that when he enters court,·
instead of a,ppearing in his true character, that of'
a litigant, he proposes to be legislature, judic:iliry,•
lawyer, jury, witness and all. When he leaves
his proper domain, the material w_orld, the scientist may be .pitted against the world .for assump~
tion .

The scientist profes~<tS to hold the touch~
stone of trut.lJ by which he proposes to
test. everything; butittrequently ha{1pens
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that when an examination is had this presumed touch stone is an assumed data taken .as a cause when it is in reality but an
effect the cause of which is guessed at. It
is somewhat· inconsistent for a man to find
fault with another on the charge of assuming a thing as a fact and reasoning therefrom, and then attempt to destroy such alleged reasoning upon an equally presumptuous "I suppose, thus and so.''
Hit them again Bro. Patriot.
THE following clipping going the rounds
now-a-days, serves to show the horrid,
blasphemous doctrine imputed to God by
those claiming to be the servants of Christ.
The Son, by the Prophet Isaiah, has foreshown this evil in these words: "Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me with their mouth, and
with their lips do honor me, but have .removed their heart far from me, and their
fear toward me is taught by the precept
of men; therefore, behold, I will proceed
to do a marvelous work among this people, even a marvelous work and a wonder;
for the wisdom of their wise men shall
perish, and the understanding of their pruden~ men shall be hid."-Isa. 29: 13, 14.
J ohnathan Edwards and his like were
reckoned among the "wise inen"and "prudent men" of these ·last days, and they
have done very much toward moulding
and fashioning religious thought and teaching in this age.
Claiming to be Protestant, they nevertheless retained and gave
prominence to some of the worst teachings
of the Mother Church from which they
dissented, and that concerning God's punishment of the sinner. is proof of that
fact.
God's punishment is founded in love, in
wisdom, in justice, and is therefore tempered with mercy and designed for the reformation and general welfare of the transgressor, also for the glory of God, the
vindication of his government, and for the
well being of all intelligent beings throughout the universe. Hence, "Whatsoever a
man sows, that shall he also reap;" and,
"Though hand join in hand, the wicked
shall not be unpunished," yet the Lord
says to the wicked, "I will punish you according to the fruit of your doings" (Jer.
2 I : 14), saying to Israel-and he is "no respector of persons" And if ye will not yet for all this [preceding
punishment] hearken unto me, then will I punish you seven times more for your sins. And I
will break the pride of your power; and I will
make your heaven as iron, and your earth as
brass: and your strength shall be spent in vain:.
for your land shall not yield its increase, neither
shall the trees of the land yield their fruits. And
If ye walk contrary unto me, and will not hearken unto me, I will bring seven times more
plagues upon you according to your sins. I will
also .send wild beasts among you, which shall rob
you of your children, and destroy your cattle, and
make you few in number, and your high-ways
shall be desolate. And if ye will not be reform,
ed by me by these things, but will walk contrary
unto me; then will I also walk contrary unto
you, and will punish you yet seven times for
your sins. And I will bring a sword upon you
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that shall avenge the quarrel of my covenant:
and when ye are gathered together within your
cities, I will send the pestilence among you: and
ye shall be delivered into the hand of the enemy.
And when I have broken the staff of your bread,
ten women shall bake your bread in bne oven,
and they shall deliver you your bread again by
weight: and ye shall eat and not be satisfied.
And if ye will not for all this hearken unto me,
but walk contrary unto me; then I will walk
contrary unto yon in fury; and I, even I, will
chastise you seven times for your sins. And ye
shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the flesh of
your daughters shall ye eat. And I will &~stroy
your high places, and cut down your images, and
cast your carcasses upon the carcasses of your
idols, and my soul shall abhor you. And I will
make your Cities waste, and bring your sanctua'
ries unto desolation, and I will not smell the
savour of your sweet odors. An~ I will bring
the land into desolation: and your enemies which
dwell therein shall be astonished at it. And I
will scatter you among the heathen, and will draw
out a sword after you: and your land shall be
desolate and your cities waste. Then shall the
land enjoy her sabbaths, as long as it lieth desolate, and ye be in your enemies' land; even then
shall the land rest, and enjoy her sabbaths. As
long as it lieth. desolate it shall rest; because it
did not rest in your sabbaths, when ye dwelt up·
on it. And upon them that are left alive of you,
I will send a faintness into their hearts in the
lands of their enemies; and the sou:1d of a shaken leaf shall chase them; and they shall flee, as
fleeing from a sword; and they shall fall, when
none pursueth. And they shall fall one upon
a,wther, as it were before a sword, when none
pursueth: and ye shall have no power to stand
before your enemies. And ye shall perish among
the heathen, and the land of your enemies shall
eat you up.
And they that are left of you shall
pine away in their iniquity in their enemies' lands;
and also in the iniquities of their fathers shall
they pine away with them. If they shall confess
their iniquity, and the iniquity of their fathers,
with their trespasses which they trespassed
against me, and that also they have walked contrary unto me; and that I also have walked contrary unto them, and have brought them into the
land of their enemies; if then their uncircumcised hearts be humbled, and they then accept of
the punishment of their iniquity: Then will I
remember my covenant with Jacob, and also my
covenant with Isaac, and also my covenant with
Abraham will I remember; and I will remember the land."-Lev. 26: 1'8-42.
.

These texts disclose the fact, I, that God
will punish sinners; z, that he punishes in
proportion to sins committed; 3, and, that
he designs his punishments for the good
of the sinner and to reform him from the
evil of his way.
Well did the inspired D.wid say, "Let
us fall now into the hand of the Lord, for
his mercies are great; and let me not faH
into the hand of man."-z Sam. z4: 14.
"AN OLD-TIME DOCTRINE.
«The following old fashion idea of hell, coming as it did from so celebrated a· theologian as
Jonathan Edwards is something ciecidedly unique
in iis way: 'Imagine yourself to be cast into a
fiery oven or a great furnace, where your pain
would be as much greater than that occasioned

by accidentally touching a coal of fire: as the heat
is greater. Imagine also that your body were to
lie there for a q uat:ter of an hour, full of fire and
aH the while full of quick sense; what horror
would you feel at the entrance of such a furnace!
and how long would that quarter of an hour seem
to you.
And after you had endured. it for one
minute how overbearing would it be to you to
think that you had to endure it another fourteen!
But what would be the effect on yo.ur soul if you
knew you must lie there enduring that torment
to the full for twenty-four hours!
And how
much greater would be the effect if you knew
you must endure !t for a whole year! And how
vastly greater still if you knew you must endure
it for a thousand years!
Oh, then, how would
your hearts sink if you krtew that you must bear
it forever and ever !-that there would be no end!
that after millions of millions of ages your torment would be no nearer to an end, and that you
never, never should. be delivered! But your torment in hell will be immensely greater than this
illustration represents.'"

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Elder J. H. Lake, Wallaceburgh, Ontario, 14th:
"I have just come here, am to commence a
'eries of meetings, as Bro. Tyrrell has engaged a
hall for that purpose. Commence to-day and
to continue through the week. The Advents
have a tent here trying to excite the peorle over .
the sleep of the dead, the Sabbath question and
the coming ef Christ. Went to hear them last
evening, but it was a weak"effort. The work is
onward in the mission; so I learn by· reports
from the elders. A new branch was organized
of late.''

A BROTHER sends us copy of the Manchester, England, News, for September
rst, with an extract marked, which we
give below. It certainly is a suggestive
straw, that shows something of which
way the English theological winds are
setting:
"REU::•HON" AMONG CHRI.STIAN SECTS.
The DailfTelegrapk says:-"Home Reunion"
among the sects is an ideal to be aimed at, if not
exactly a probability of the immediate future.
A closer association of churchmen and nonconformists, however, would very much tend to
break down the walls of prejudice which prevent
that reunion from taking place. The strict Anglican already acknowledges the debt of the
Church to John Wesley and the Wesleyans, and
he might, by contact with dissent, begin to un-.
derstand exactly what it is which prevents Nonconformists from rushing into the arms of the
Church. On the other hand, the same healthy
process of familiarization with the thoughts of
Churchmen might bring Dissenters to look more
leniently on certain anomilies of the Establishment. Acquaintanceship with practical needs
has a wonderful sobering and enlightening effect
on the judgment. We see a man like the Bishop
of London of old, a broad Church Radical, now
with his episcopal experience speaking of the
system of private patronage as one not wholly to
be condemned, and there Is reason to believe that
a fuller knowledge of the working of the Church
system on the part of Dissenters and of the views
of Dissenters on the blots in the Church would
lead each to a mutually tolerant frame of mind.
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There is no vital question which separates the
two camps. Both believe in the same n"ligion,
both unite in devotion to the same moral code.
Where they differ is over the institutions -fitted
for giving effect to the religion and that code.
Yet even if it were otherwise, there seems to be
no good reason why the sects should not be help·
ful to each other in all those matters where they
do agree, and in which co-operation would largely increase their power for good.

BISHOP BLAKESLEE DEAD.

history of the J aredites, quoting freely
from the Book of Mormon.

WE are receiving from different brethren,
newspaper slips purporting to be copies
of the verdict of the coroner's jury em panelled to determine the cause of the death
of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, killed in
Carthage jail, June 27th, 1844· We give
the extract below from the Globe-Democrat, of St. Louis, Missouri, of September nth, 1890:
THE VE~DICT OF THE CORONER'S JURY
FOUND AFTER FORTY-SIX YEARS.

IT is with inexpressible regret that we
Carthage, Illinois, September zoth.-An imporannounce to the· readers of the HERALD tant discovery has been made here by Thos. B.
that Bishop George A. Blakeslee is dead, Griffith, a pioneer citizen, who was a witness to
having delivered up the earthly trust of the killing of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, the
this life on the evening of the 2oth Sep- Mormon prophets, at the old stone jail in Carthtember. We have not received any par- age, June 27th r844· It is the original finding of
the jury concerning that tragedy. The papers
ticulars, news of his departure having were found in a pile of rubbish in ·one of the
reached us by telegram on Sunday morn- Court House jury rooms. The verdict reads as
ing.
follow£:
"We, the jury, having been duly sworn by
Bro. Blakeslee was born at Woodville,
Jefferson county, New York, August 22d, George W. Stigall, Coronor of Hancock county,
r826; and so, was at his death sixty-four diligently to inquire.and true presentment make
in what manner and by whom Joseph Smith and
years and twenty-eight days old. His Hyrum Smith, whose dead bodies were found in
funeral is set for Wednesday, September and at the jail of Hancock county, on the 27th
. 24th, which the Editors will attend.
day of June, A. D., r844, came to their deaths.
The death of BrG. George A. Blakes- After having heard the evidence, and upon full
lee takes from the ranks of the living inquiry concerning the facts, and a careful exone of the rarest and best of men. It is amination of the said bodies, do find that the de. ceased came to their deaths by violence, and that
entirely needless to praise him further the body of said Joseph Smith has upon it the
than to write: "He will be missed in following marks, to-wit: A wound of a bullet
every circle in which he has moved, as near the right breast and another in the right
a noble man, a conscientious and efficient shoulder near the neck; and that the said Hyrum
wor,kman in whatever he put his time Smith has the following-marks, to-wit: a wound
in the throat by a bullet, and a wound in the aband efforts to. accomplish." He has rais"
domen, inflicted by some person· or persons to
ed a noble.family, and goes to his rest the jury unknown, and which this jury find to be
as one "prepared to live."
the cause of their deaths.
·
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. ALBERT HAws was to leave San
Francisco, for the Islands, on the 12th.
He was in good health and fine spirits.
We pray, as Saints will, that our brother
may be duly blessed.
Bro. M.P. Hansen, Plymouth, Massachusetts, in a • recent letter states that although he heard the gospel and obeyed it
under the administration of the Utah
Church, yet in vision it was manifested
to huu that the president of the Reorganized church was the true successor to the
Martyr and was standing in the place appointed him of Christ the great He'ttd.
Bro. C. M. Fulks, Echo, Indian Terri~
torry,wrote in good spirit, g-iving evidence
of his Jove for the work and his growth in
the higher life. He and the few Saints in
that vicinity are endeavoring to do all they
can for the cause, and in so striving. they
are blessed of the Lord. An elder. would
be welcomed among them.
.
Bro. Simon Smith, St. Joseph, Missouri,
writes a three: column article in the Herald
.·.• ol September15th, published in that city.
The title of the article is, "The First Inhabitants." It gives the outlines of the

"Given under hands and seals this 27th day of
June, A. D., 1844;
[Seal]
"WESTLY WILLIAMS,
[Seal]
"FRANKLIN J. BARTLETT,
[Sea1]
. "AARON GRIFFITHS,
[Seal]
"ANTHONY BARKMAN,
[Seal]
"GEO. C. WAGGENER,
[Seal]'
"PETER BIEAN,
[Seal]
"GEo. C. BADMAN,
[Seal]
"THos. BARNETT,
[Seal]
"CLEM S. TRUMAN,.
. [Seal]
"JOHN MAHERMER,
[Seal]
"SIMEON PENNOCK,
[Seal] .
"SAMUEL GILPIN."
Thus it is ascertained now authoritatively the
number and character of the wounds received by
Joseph and Hyrum Smith. The coroner's verdict explodes the commonly accepted statement
that he was "riddled with bullets." How he escaped receiving more injuries than he did .is a
mystery. When the writer saw that window in
the fall of i857, thirteen years after the tragedy,
there were still many bullet-holes in the glass,
sash and casing qf the window. The first shot
was fired through the panel door, against which
Hyrum Smith was pushing to keep out the mob,
and which struck him in the throat. Hyrum fell
ori the floor, a few feet southeast of the door, as
shown by the bloodstain stilL dimly visible,

where he probably received the second wound.
Mr.·Griffiths says he was living in Carthage at
the time of the killing of the Smiths. He was
about eighteen, and a member of the Carthage
Grays, commanded by Capt. Robt. F. Smith. A
part of the company was on guard at the jail.
When the firing was heard the company was ordered to the jail in double time. It was about
sixty yards._ from the jail when he saw Joseph
Smith tumble from the window. When he got
up closer some. one lifted Smith up and set him
against the well-curb, in which position he died
in a few minutes.

We do not state it as authoritative, but
w·e do know that it was understood at the
time of their death, by those who washed
the bodies and prepared them for burial,
that each had been struck by four balls.
Uncle Hyrum's face was disfigured
by a wound near the bridge of the
nose, and one that seemingly had been
made by a ball striking him below the
chin ranging upward into the head. But
be that as it may, the verdict clearly states
that they died "by violence" at the hands
of "persons to the jury unknown," and
whether but one bullet struck each, or they
were "riddled with bullets," if the wounds
were neither "so wide as· a door nor so
deep as a well," they were sufficient to
cause death. If some one could now find
some relic that would tell definitely the
personal reasons why the persons who
slew them engaged in so lawless a murder,
that and the verdict would read well to~
gether.:HERE is a clipping from an· exchange
which shows the more enlightened, conception of modern thought in reference to
the future state of some:
ETERNAL FUTURE OF INFANTS.
The eternal damnation of non-elect infants,
says the writer of the article "Hell," in the new
volume of"Chambers' Encyclopedia," still stands
implied in the famous "Confession of Faith'' of
the Westminster divine. St. Thomas Aquinas
supposes that the bliss of the 'Saved 'will l;le
heightened by their witnessing the punishment
of the wicked, and Jonathan Edwards thus expresses the same monstrous notion: "The view
of the misery of the damned will double the
ardor.of the love and gratitude of the saints in
heaven." After a remarkably able and fair summary of the three views of future punishment,
the writer says that since the capacity of deveiopment which is in the nature of the human soul
can not be removed with the death of the body,
and since the eternity of the pains of hell may be
considered neither psychologically thinK.able.nor
consistent with the all-wise love of God, nor yet
correspondent t() the thought of I. Cor. 15: 28,
.therefore the Protestant doctdne of the stability
of the two~fold state of departed souls must be
transformed into the thought of an infinite variety
of forms and stages of development beyond the
grave, in which there remains room for the infinite love to exercise endlessly its educative
wisdom.
The following is said to be a sure cure .for hay
fever, and it is highly recommended by one whq .
has used it: Take ,a piece of camphor . gum ·
about the size of a hickory nut, c.ut it up fine,
place it in a C!lp, and fill the cup with boiling
water. Place the cup under the nose and inhale
the steam, drawing it up hard into the head a-0:d
down the. throat. Do this for about ten min1.1tes;
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in ~n hour or so repeat it. Inhale this steam or
\'apor as often as Is necessary, as it is perfectly
harmless, and if the results are the same as they
were in my case you will be entirely cured in
one day.

~

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

THE COST OF TRUTH.
Great truths are dearly bought. The common truth,
Such as m~n give and take from day to day,
Comes in the common walks of easy life,
Blown by the careless wind across our way.
Great truths are dearly won, not formed by chance,
Not wafted on ·the breath of summer dream:
But grasped in the great struggle Of the son!,
Hard buffeting with adverse wind and stream.
Not in the general mart, 'mid corn and wine;
Not in the merchandise of golden gems;
Not in the world's gay halls of midnight mirth,
Nor 'mid the blaze of regal diadems;
·But in the day of conflict, fear and grief,
Wh<'n the strong hand of God, put forth in might,
Ploughs up the subsoil of the stagnant heart,
And brings the imprisoned truth-seed to the li!rht.
-Woman~s JournaL

WOMAN'S WORK.
"Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye 'in the ways,
and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the
good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find
rest for your souls."-Jer. 6: I6.
'!:'he question has frequently been put to us
during the past four years: "What are your
views In regard to the sphere of woman?" We
do not in a single case remember to have answered this question, in fact, it never has seemed
and does not now seem to us that our views upon
this matter can by any possible means be of the
slightest consequence to any one.. Indeed, we
are not positively sure that we hold any clearly
defined ones, and yet we have thought much and
read some upon this subject. For this reason let
no one take alarm at the heading of this article,
neither let any bend their bows, ready to let fly
a shower of arrows upon our devoted head, for
we are only starting out upon a journey of inquiry, and shall be more than pleased If this
journey prove of sufficient interest to induce any
to bear us company therein. We an seeking for
information and shall try to obtain it from every
sufficiently responsible source.
"'rhus saith the Lord, Stand ye In the ways,
and ·see and ask for the old paths, where is the
good way, and walk therein and ye shall find rest
to your souls."
The above has ever been a favorite text with
Latter Day Saints, and those differing from them
have always been exhorted to such a course of
action. This is simply what we propose to do.
We are seeking for light, seeking for the old
paths, not the paths in which woman for centuries past has walked, but the old ones ante-dating
the fall-coming down to the days of Mosesstudying the times of Christ, and lastly to our
own day.
~
Should It be asserted by any, that her work,
her sphere, is clearly defined by the inexorable
law of nature; we answer to such, that if so, nature seems to have departed from her first intent,
for statistical reports show beyond a question
that both in England and America the female

~

sex is largely in exc~ss of the male: Now, God
has forever set the seal of His disapproval and
His curse upon plural marriage, and we find no
solution to the matter here. It will also be well
for us to bear ih mind that the command, "Be
fruitful, multiply and replenish the earth," was
to both man and woman, and to both-to themwas given dominion over all living things upon
the earth, for woman was bone of man's bone and
flesh of his flesh. Equal in the responsibility of
this duty, the equality seems to have been continuedJn the government of the family (if indeed man was not held to a stricter account than
woman in this respect. As witness t,he reason
for Abraham's ·blessing, Gen.· IS: IS, 19. And
again the judgment upon the house of Eli because of his neglect.-! Sam. 3: I3)
We may here remark that this is a question
which is agitating, to a very considerable extent,
the churches throughout the world. Protestantism is awakening to the belief that a mighty in·
fluence for good has long lain dormant within
her fold-an Influence which Catholicism has
used as one of her most effective weapons. Consequently she is girding herself anew a~d preparing to utilize the reserved force. That our
readers may the more clearly apprehend our
meaning, we append an article from the Central
Christian Advocate published in St. Louis, entitled
THE SPHERE OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN.

"The London Methodist Times appeals to the
Christian women of England and Wesleyanism
to devote themselves to Christ's service. It is a
part of the scheme which has established the
London Mis"ion, under the guidance of Rev.
Hugh Price Hughes and Mark Guy Pearse, to
maintain an organization of Christian women to
be called "Sisters of the People." This sisterhood has been organized. These ministers now
wish to enlarge what they have found to be a
grand agency, and they ask for a second Sisters'
House, in which women may be trained for service in any part of the country which calls for
them. We reprint here the larger portion of
this appeal as It clearly sets forth this new movement io which we have been too slow in giving
attention in this country:
«The most novel and important feature of the
London Mission is the successful attempt to provide Christian ladies with a suitable and varied
sphere of Christ like activity. Hftherto the
organized employment of refined and devoted
women has been left almost en'tirely to the
Church of Rome and the Romish section of the
Church of England. This purely accidental
fact has created an irrational prejudice in the
minds of some Protestants. They have consequently abandoned one of the mightiest weapons
of Christian aggression to the Pope and his supporters. There never was a more suicidal piece
of folly.
Refined and saintly women have,
since the reformation, done more for the Church
of Rome than all the priests put together. If
the visible church is capable of exciting this
boundless enthusiasm, how much may be aroused by the living Christ, when his claims are properly presented to the hearts and consciences of
Protestant ladies? To the false Catholicism of
intolerant ecclesiasticism we must oppose the
true Catholicism of !he Chris.tianity of Christ
To the mechanical sacramentarianism of the
fourth century we must oppose the spiritual

faith of the first century. To the nun and the
sister of mercy, crushed by asceticism and imn
vo,ws, we must oppose the Christian sister,
breathing the air of spiritual freedom and glowing with the love of God. The time has come
for all the evangelical churches in this country
to furnish_]adies of refinement and leisure with
opportunities of Christ-like service.
"The distinctive note of the new movement is
its recognition of the peculiar claims and qualifi-'
cations of those who have the responsibilities of
education and social privilege. The Bible-woman of the past has done an admirable work, and
may continue to find an honorable sphere in the
future. But the notion that only poor and uneducated women can be expected to give themselv:es up to Christian work is one of the most
vulgar and mischievous of the delusions of our
Protestant Philistines. The Church of Rome
expects women of the highest rank and greatest
wealth to give themselves to the humblest and
most arduous forms of service. .We must not
have a lower ideal than that which is accepted
by Rome. We must no longer allow any one to
imagine that Christian work is to be done only
by those women who can not get a husband, or
have lost one, and are driven to do something in
order to make a livelihood. Wealthy parents
must learn to give up their daughters to the
service of Christ as cheerfully as they would
give them to a weatthy and amiable husband.
They must get out of theJr heads .the ridiculous
idea that women have no other sphere in life except the nursery or the kitchen. The intense
selfishness of unsanctified, or only partially sanctified, men has too long been permitted to assume, as a sort of axiom, that every woman must
sooner or later be married, and that every other
consideration, human and divine, must be 'sacririficed to that "supreme necessity. There Is no
country in the world where this heathen delusion Is more absurd than It is here, for on this
island we have nearly one million more women
than men." Consequently, unless the advocates
of this dogma are prepared to advocate polygamy,
at least one million English women can never
be married. Now, surely out of that million it is
not unreasonable to expect that a few thousands
may be called of God to give themselves wholly
to Christian "work? Not that they should bind
themselves by unscriptural vows. Let them retain their perfect freedom. If God should at
any time call them to the holy estate of matrimony, or to some other sphere than that of a
Christian sisterhood, let them be free to obey the
new call. But so long as they desire to give
themselves to Christian and humanitarian work,
the church ought to find them suitable spheres.
All experience proves that. the more highly educated and refined any woman is, the better is she
qualified for work among the most vulgar and
degraded of both sexes. Indeed, among the
most brutalized of all, only real ladies can succeed."
In the articles which will follow this, it is our
intention to strive to learn what was t~e position
woman was permitted to occupy in the Mosaic
as well as the Christian dispensation. For information upon these points (other than that furnished by the Bible we are largely indebted to a
recent work, Deaconesses, Ancient and Modern,
published by Hunt and Eaton, New York.
(~'o

be continued.)
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THE
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

·sept. 12, Amount to date............. $3,130 49
Prayer Uunion, Omaha,
..
Neb ................. $ro 25
Fl'ed Westland, Colo . . .
25
Siena Wight, Mo.;.. . . . r oo
Maria: Thompson, Cal . .
55
Susan E. Cook, Ill ..... r oo
Margaret W. Kinghorn,
Utah.................
75·
John T. Johnson, Kan. . . 3 90

17 70
Sep. 19, Amount received to date./ ... $3,148 19
rar"Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA YEii.

Sr. M. P. Matthews of Duraas, Missouri, requests your faith and prayers in behalf of her
lit1Je. grandson, who has been suffering most sev~rely with a disease of the bones. He now
seems to be out of danger, but ask God if it is
his will to heal him entirely that he may not be
a cripple.
Sr. Christina Rasmussen, of Council Bluffs,
Iowa, asks your prayers that her health may be
restored and she be permitted to raise her family,
if it is God's will.
Sr. Mary E. Turner, of Leoti City, Kansas,
seeing the requests for prayer by those afflicted
with cancer, says that a spider cancer on her
daughter's face was cured simply by applying
damp salt. The original recipe· called for bayrum to dampen it, but she used only water. She
also says that tansy, gathered when in bloom,
mixed with golden thread and put into a syrup
is a splendid tonic and especially good in all diseases of.the lurigs.
Sr. Maggie, the little daughter of Bro. Jacob
Jones, of Sharon, Pennsylvania, requests the
prayers of the Union, that if it is the will of the
Lord she may be healed of heart disease, with
which she is now ;very sick.
Also Sr. Baldwin, of the same place, who is
sorely afflcted with hay fever, desires to be remembe~.ed by the Union, that the Lord will be
pleased to restore her to health, she having the
cat:e.of a large family.
Mrs. John Davison, of Hantsport, requests your
faith and prayers in behalf of her daughter who
has suffered formany years with rheumatism.
Bro. W. J. Plain, Elmwood, Oklahoma, requests your prayers in his behalf that God may
restore him .to health and strength\
RELATIONSHIP .OF SABBATH-SCHOOL
TO THE C:tfURCH.
BY.ALICE E, COBB.

:Rend before Snbbath-School Union of Little Sioux Dis.
·
trict.
·

Your committee has delegated rrie to show
what relationship the Sunday-school holds to the
church. Why, evidently a very sacred relationship exists between them! A very close intimacy is theirs, one common interest unites them,
and a most holy tie binds them inseparably together. The relationship between church and
school is like that of parent and child; even
.mother and daughter, then how affectionatt;ly,
carefully and prayerfully ought th~ church to
r~ar, 'support and encourage the 'Sunday-school,
and UOW, filially and earnestly should the SGhool
seek to please ;md honor its parent. ,
:But, I am t<> show, not merely to assert the
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relationship existing between these two organiza;
tions. ·
Well, I know of no more fit illustration of
their intimate relationship than that of families
and their nurseries. What the nursery is to the
family circle, the Sunday. school is to the church!
Indeed, the Sunday-school is really the church's
nursery, and one writer wisely adds, and "the
church is the nursery of heaven." We all realize
the vast power of early·influences; we knqw the
lasting effects of home culture or nursery training, whether it be confined to a small circle
around the weary mother's rocking-chair, the
busy father's office desk, or noon resting place,
in table or fireside conversation, or is carried on
systematically, as in a regular training school, it
matters not how, where or when impressions for
good or evil are made on the infant mind, they
are indelibly stamped there, sinking deeper and
deeper forever, forming a solid basis of personal
character.
Nurseries then, are truly the foundations of
families; and Sunday-schools are the stepping·
stones to the church, hence the great and growing demand for both church and family nurseries! To show what relative posit,ion the Sundayschool and church hold to each other; let us look
for a moment into a well regulated family. How
plainly it shows its nursery accomplishments;
although, it was reared probably, without that
very necessary and muc.h to be desired household appendage, a real nursery that is, a separate
room, supplied with articles for children's comfort, amusement and improvement, what a ble.ssing it would be to the human race and, especially
to poor, tired mothers if every house in our land
where children are reared, could be built with a
nursery attached, a room filled with toys, books,
maps, pictures, etc., then could there be added to
its domains, the necessary amount of love, peace,
wisdom, patience and prayer, what a paradise it
would prove! How few, if any, human habitations possess all these 1uxuries, and because of
the great lack of them, we often see a great gang
of bold, uncleanly, half-savage children, .come
rushing into the house at mealtime, scattering
hats and bonnets, scrambling for seats at the
table, clamoring for victuals, and enacting scenes
of disgusting .disorder continually.
Home culture, or rather a lack of it, is the.
prime cause of this state of affairs in that family.
How different from the well regulated household that l started to describe; see them! .a lovely barid of orderly, well-behaverl boys and girls,
sitting at the table, or the fireside; gaily but not
rudely chatting, merry but not boistrous, witty
but not uncivil nor impolite, kind, obedient and
respectful, a joy tp themselves and a credit to
their parents.
Following out the comparison between fa.mily
and church nursery work, we find it complete.
Children who never go to Sunday· school seldom
go to ~burch, if they do go, we almost wish they
had not come, at least we feel saddened andreproached "when we see a great boy come shambling in, forgetting h> .take off his hat till he sees
some one looking at it. He swaggers into a seat,
sits shuffling his feet, drumming with his fingers, ~;
spitting tobacco j'uice on the floor, he fidgets and ~;
whispers and hears, or at least comprehends not ~~
one word of the sermon, which is hardly
. . . half i
completed when he leaves as awkwardly and ;:
noisily as he came.
·"
We
rio Sl!Ch conduct .a.s this iri

,

see

ly trained Sunday-school scho!ar, he enters the
house of God reverently, hat in hand, his heart
all aglow with self respect, his head well filled
with ideas gathered from his last Sunday-school
lesson, he takes his seat in a gentlemanly manner, listens attennively to the discourse, perhaps
takes notes, at least he follows the speaker intelligently, because he is somewhat familiar with
the subject, having discussed it often in his Sunday· School class, and perhaps having hunted for
hours together for information on it in the En-.
cyclopedia, Bible Dictionary, or the Bible itself,
and now having added to his store of knowledge
he goes home feeling rich and peaceful. Here
we see the effects of murse.ry training again,
church nursery training, a process that will filll
our country with good, intelligent men, our pulpits with eloquent speakers and our homes with
excellent fathers, husbands, sons and brothers.
Yes and this same refining influence reaches out
from the Sunday-school unto mothers, wives,
sister's and daughters.
Let us then as a church, understand our position as regards our nursery.
Never trying to
shirk our parental responsibility, let us endeavor
to rear and sustain Sunday· schools all over our
land, thus becoming worthy imitators of th~~:t
grand old Englishman, Robt. Raikes, the founder of Sunday-schools, He employed poor women for a shilling a day to teach school on .Sunday; he gathered in the ragged, uncouth boys
and girls from the streets and brought them directly under the sweet, softening influence qf
the church nursery, and for more than one hundred years his good work has been going on, God
blessing his efforts and posterity revering his
memory.
Seeing now as we may the hallowed relationship between school and ;·church let us. hope on,
struggle on till the blessed MasterJ~crowns our
eftorts with success, until many Sunday-schools ,,
are established, until every'[child of God has
heard of, and accepted the Divine Master. Until every tongue has confessed and every knee
has bowed. Meanwhile let us keep repeating,in
word and deed this sentiment:
Though we possess no stately. halls, nor cushioned
pews,
No brusseled aisles, no generous muse,
No grand display of maps Iior charts,
No mystic'rods, nor studied arts.
No heaps of literature to scan,
We'lllearn and teach the best we can;
StriviUg with hands nnd heart nnd mind,
With all our faculties combined.
Till God the Father bids the Son,
Blend school, church, kingdom into one.
.
ALIPE E, COBB,
_:LITTLE

S1oux, Iowa, 'Sept.

WHEELING, W.Va., Aug. z3d.
Dear Sister Walker~·- While writing I want to
tell you that our school is deeply interested .in
the enlargement of the Hope. As soon as the
first appeal was published in the Hope B.ro.
Thomas went to, work among the officers and
scholars of the school and has collected nearly
$ro oo. He thinks by waiting a few days he may
collect more. Our school is not very large but
prosperous, several young ladies and gentlet:nen
not members of the branch taking an active part
in it. .And we have quite a number of young
Saints. who·are alive in the. :work, always taking'·
an active part in our regular 111eeting as :well a:s
Bro. C. :R. Duncai1, wJ:!ile visiting
told us he had never met with a
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br.anch that had so many young and middle aged
members and no aged ones.
Several of the scholars are saving their Christmas· offerings.
My two little ones, May and
Gomer, will not spend a cent but put it all in
their banks, as May says, "For the poor little boys
and girls whose papas are away preaching and
can't be at home very much like her papa." My
husband can_ not preach the gospel, but he is willing to work and give of what the· Lord blesses
us with to aid those who can, and we are wori·
derfully blessed in so doing. The Lord blesses
us and our little ones with health. When contageous diseases have been all around us, ours
have escaped from them. Last May our little
boy drank carbolic acid, a deadly poison, and in
two or three minutes was unconscious and suffering terribly.
Neighbors· came in and advised
many things, but it seemed to me as if I heard a
voice saying, "Give him the oil; nothing else."
We did so and after working with him two or
three hours he vomited the poison and soon was
restored to health. Truly the promise made by
our Savior was verified to us: "If they clrink any
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them."
I have
written much more than I intended when I began. If I have taken too much of your time forgive me.
Yours,
ANNIE E. SMITH.
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
There is scarcely a week passes but requests
are sent in to the Home Column to pray for some
one whose disease is the terrible one of cancer.
This morning while in conversation with Bro.
Evan Morgan,
Cleveland, Iowa, he told us of
a sister in the branch where he Jives who was entirely cured of a very large cancer by following
closely tl)e recipe contained in the Herald of
May 25th, 1889, which we here reproduce. Sr.
Williams, mother of Bro. Thomas W. Williams,
now laboring as a missionary in Ohio, was the
party healed. After the vpplication of the cancer
plaster, be very careful to keep the healing salve
renewed as often as needful, but do not handle
or p~ess the parts, as the cancer will fall out without pressure. Bro. Morgan saw the one referred
to above, after it had fallen out, and it was a large
ugly looking thing, and you will notice Bro.
Cheney says, "The remedy has proven successful in my hands in every case that I have applied it to cancers." Try it.

·of

CURE FOR CANCER.

Dear Herald:-I have often noticed in your
columns deaths from cancers, and I have often
thought to send you a remedy that haJ proven
successful in my hands in every case that I have
applied it to cancers. The remedy is this: Spread
a plaster of common sticking plaster, cut a hole
in the plaster a trifle larger than the cancer so
that there will be a small margin of good flesh,
about the sixteenth of an inch, all around the
cancer. Apply the plaster over the cancer, leaving the cancer and this small margin exposed;
then apply over the cancer and resting on the
plaster the cancer plaster composed of one part
wheat flour, one part Blood Root (Sanguinaria)
ground fine, one part Chloride of Zinc. Mix the
Sanguinaria and flour with water, then the
Chloride of Zinc. Mix well and apply over the
cancer, letting it remain from twenty-four to
forty-eight hours according to the time the cancer
has been standing. Then take off the cancer
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plaster and dress ·with any good healing salve
In from a wee·k to ten days the cancer will drop
out. (Don't try to press it out) Then heal with
any good salve. Probably the best healing salve
is the All Healing or Black salve; it is the best
for a cancer which I will furnish the recipe of
to any one writing for it, enclosing a two cent
postage stamp to pay postage.
LEVI CHENEY'
KENT, Illinois, March 8th, 1889.
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RICHMOND, Mo., Aug. 26th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Chatburn of Independence, Missouri, and the writer have just closed a
meeting five miles north of Richmond, at the
house of Bro. G. W. Carter. Very few were in
attendance ;tt the six sessions we held. We then
went to Bro. E. B. Mullin's where we were expecting to have a grand time in holding, meetings, but it was a failure, owing to sickness among
Bro. Mullin's connections, and his failure to get
the men he wanted to carry on the meetings and
do the preaching.
I have two private houses in Richmond that I
preach in occasionally. I think some will come
into the church. I have procured the schoolhouse at R. :D:L. Junction. Commence to-night
and shall continue during this week if attendance
justifies. I shall try to do all I can during the
fall and winter.
·
Openings are getting more frequent, and we
think the cause is gaining in this country among
the outsiders. I have tried to set forth our posi:
tion as a church, and contend for the faith as delivered to the Saints, and have been blessed with
the good Spirit. If we labor for the good of the
cause, for the Jove of our fellow man, we will be
blessed in the end. If we strive lawfully we shall
receive a righteous crown. It is lawful for Sain:ts
to labor together in unity, not puffed up one
above annther; for who made them differ from
one another? Respect every man in his calling
if he is respecting that calling. He who resists
the power of God shall receive punishment,Paul.
Your.brother in Christ,
R. L. WARE.
VALES' MILLS, Ohio, Sept. 12th.
Editors Herald:-The conference and reunion
held at Sioking Springs, Highland county, commencing August r6th ult., was another success,
resulting in much good to the cause. There was
a large representation present of ministers and
Saints and the Spirit of the Lord was liberally
bestowed, aiding the ministry in dispensing the
word, and to cheer and comfort the Saints. Six
were baptized during the reunion and as many
more were left on the verge of. entrance. Brn.
James Brown, L. R. Devore and J. L Goodrich
were left to look after the work in that and surrounding country. I can not say that.the work
in this district is in as flourishing condition as I
would like to see it. Some of the members have
given way to the spirit of lethargy and are lying
dormant, but the majority are striving to magnify
their calling. I 'discover that in some of the
branches the officials are careless in the discharge
of their duties, hence do not set that example
that is worthy of imitation as leaders and shepherds of the flock. Sometimes they are the first

to get discouraged and stay away from meetings,
forgetting the language of the poet, which says:
"Where duty calls or danger, be never wanting
there."
Brethren, awake to a full realiza:tion of the importance of your calling! Work ~hile it is da~!
Remember that upon you God has imposed a
great responsibility of. watching, caring for arid
supporting those .of His. Saints whom He has
placed within your keeping·. May· God assist
you by His Spirit to be humble, wise and obedient servants in all things!
We have had constant rain here for about a
week and still raining, which has interfered with
our ministerial work.·
Brn... Powell and Matthews left yesterday, Bro.
Powell going to the other district and Bro. Matthews to Syracuse. .Bro. T. W. Williams and
myself leave for Hocking county on· Monday
next. Yours in gospel bonds,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
SACRAMENTo, Cal., Sep. I3lh.
Editors Herald:-On Tuesday, July 29th, Elder J. Eugene Holt and I left Irvington for the
upper part of our field of labor, ~taid a few days
with Bro. Young at or near Livermore, held
three preaching services on Sunday at his house,
and on Monday moved on to Stockton; called
on Brn. Darrow and Nightingale and out to Peters, visited Bro. Blake and family, but as there.
did not seem to be a desire for' meetings on acaccount of harvest work, we moved onward to
lone at Bro. E. Dawsons. Here we found the
county fair in full swing, and so ho opportunity
for preaching, for everybody seemed to be full of
fair or else filling up rapidly. Gambling in different ways was going on by the sidewalksroulette principally, while the horsemen were
talking aloud of the fourthcoming race, etc.
No one in such a cro\\od had any desire to hear
of righteousness and of judgment to come, and
so we must pull out of there and hunt elsewhere;
so we arrived in Sacramento August 8th, and
put up at Bro. George Harlow's, who is the
public administrator for this county, a man who
was elected by his countrymen because of his
integrity. The cry of "Mormon" in the electioneering days did not hinder his election. Here
we met Bro. and Sr. T. W. Smith and had the
privilege of listening to a few of his stirring discourses; and on Wednesday the 13th Bro. Eugene and I went on towards Eldorado county,
and at night we arrived at Bro. W. 0. Skinner's
at Eldorado. Here we tarried a month, staying
a few days at Bro. Skinner's and afterwards at
Bro. Asken's.
We held services . at Eldorado, Springfield,
Diamond Springs and Placerville or Old Hangtown, as it was. called in mining days, We also
visited Uniontown, where once a branch existed,
but where iniquity abounded and the love of
many waxed cold.
Bro. Eugene baptized Bro. Skinner's daughter
in Eldorado, a beautiful ceremony at evening, the
running stream, the hymn and prayer, the calm
upon the administrator's face and the sweet,.
beautiful and white face of the child as she was
so quietly immersed, thus taking upon herself
the name of the Lord-all these left a pleasing
impression upon the mind of the beholder.
Several of the citizens of Eldorado and vicinity
expressed themselves pleased with the doctrines,
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but-but-and so by p,altry buts they put off the
day of grace, and hope that upon a more convenient season they "may accept the priceless
gift of eternal life.
We arrived there on the 9th instant and on
Monday Lxpect to wend our way back to San Be·
nito to conference, which will be on the the 26th
instant.
The state fair is under way here now and all is
hurry, noise, bustle and crowds; and probably
but a few will have time, even Sunday, to listen
to the wonderful words of life.
JosEPH F. BuRTON.
Camp-ground, near WlLBR, Neb.,
September 13th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. W. W. Blair and I con·
tinued meetings at Brownsville after the dedication unlil Thursday evening, with increasing
congregations to the close, with good order and
interest manifested. With wise and faithful
work good may be done.
Crops in the vicinity of Brownsville are good,
but as you go west they are poorer. Heavy rain
yesterday morning along the Missouri river,. but
none out here. Hard frost last night, and a cold
wind prevails to-day.
In bonds,
R. M. ELVIN.
OLNEY, Washington, Sept. 7th.
Editors Herald :-It is not often that your col·
umns are burdened with anything from the far
north-west, and lest your readers should think
the absence of any sound from the Sound co~ntry
indicates that there is· no life down this way, 1
wish to say tl)at right here in the tall fern and
taller timber, and still taller mountains, we have
a live branch of the church of the Lamb. Yes,
here is a little hive of over twenty workers, but
no drones. I. have been with them over a month
,and I take pleasure in saying that I have found
them to be earnest and faithful in the discharge
of every known duty; willing tt~ be taught and
quick to learn.
Although I have not been in the best of health
since I have been here, I have tried to keep the
1lag up, and have been blessed in so doing. One
could hardly find any excuse for being sick
among such a loving band of brethren and sisters
as form the Gilman branch; and I hereby acknowledge their great kindness to me in providing
abundantly for my every want; and I pray that
God will as abundantly reward them and keep
and preserve them till his glorious coming.
Tl)e leaven was planted here from Lucas, Iowa,
by a few of the Saints coming here to work in
the mines. , Bro. John Davis, only a priest, told
the storyof the cross; b9t Apollos-like he only
understood (could only administer) the, baptism
of John; but he had done that so well that when
I came here nearly a dozen were waiting confir"
mation, they having been immersed by Bro.
DavJs; and several more have come in since,and
!predict several more yet to come.
I will start south from here next Monday, fully
satisfied with the Saints and my experience in'
Gilman.
Bro. John Davis referred to above as a, priest
. has been ordained to the office of elder and is a
. fair defender ofthe faith, and if dilige~t will yet
stand in the front rank of Zion's standard bearers.
A~> ever,
J."C.."CLAPP.

CooK's POINT, Tex,, Sep. 1 Ith.
Editors Herald:-We commenced a meeting
at Cook's Point branch August 29th and continued It until Wednesday. Bro. J. W. Gillen
did the preaching which was good; and we hope
it had a good effect. On the 4th instant he and I
went to the Texas Central branch where he
preached three times and I once, with, I hope,
good effect. Then I left him at Bro. Hay's. He
did a good deal of preaching while in Te¥as, considering the time and amount of traveling that
had to be done to "get to places to preach at. We
expect good result, from his labors in Texas, and
pray God's blessings upon him wherever he may
be.
Bro. A. J. Moore has done and is doing much
to advance the cause in Texas. He is now in
Bell county and will soon be in Wichita and
Young counties. The cause is not as prosperous in Texas as could be desired, but we hope for
better ir. the future.
,
I intend to soon start for Tennessee. I am
very sanguine as to ,prospects there.
E. W. NUNLEY.
OAKLAND, Cal., Sep. 9th.
.
, ,Edtiors Herald:-As I expect to leave San
Francisco for the Sandwich Islands on the 12th,
I want to avail myself of your. columns to thank
all those who have contributed for that purpose;
also for the confidence· they have in the church
and in me as one of its representatives. I hope
to retain that confidence by a Godly walk an·d
conversation in the foreign land to. which I am
going, the Lord prospering my journey; and in
my mission I want to be a means in his hands of
starting to work in those islands. To this end I
ask the prayers of my brethren and sisters; and
would like very much to hear from my old cor·
respondents, and all others who may wish to
write,
My address will be Honolulu, care G. J. Wal·
ler.
Your brother in Christ,
A. HAws;
PERSIA, Iowa, Sept. 12th.
Editors Herald:-As the time draws near for
the annual reunion at Logan, Iowa, September
26th, our expectations and hopes increase that it
will be a time long to be remembered by the
Saints. We confidently look for a glorious time
~piritually and intellect~ally. The expectation
of the people in this region is that it will be the
largest gathering of Saints that ever assembled
in western Iowa. I never beheld such an interest and friendly feeling toward us as a people,
many of them stating their intention of camping
with us during its session.
The Lord has given us the blessed promise
"on conditions>' of being very faithful, prayerful
and humblc:l that we shall find favor and grace in
the eyes of the people. It certainly is cominKtO
pass. The Lor.d says: "Let my army become
very great, and let it be sanctified before me, that
it may become fair as the sun, clear as the moort,
and that her banners may be terrible unto all nations, that the 'kingdoms of this world triay be
constrained to acknowledge that the kingdom of
Zion. is in very deed the kingdom of our God
and His Christ." Therefore, brethren and sisters in the Lord, let us cqme together in our com.·
ing reunipn with prayerful hearts, that God may
move the cause of Zion's children.
Everything is progressing finely regarding
0

camping grounds: The citizens' committee seem
determined to fulfill all they have promised for
the comfort and success of our reunion.
Mr. J. C. McCabe, editor of the Logan Observer, informs me to-day that pe has decided to
run a daily paper during the reunion, in the way
of news, synopses of sermons and all matter connected with the reunion. We can say that such
an ef{ort by Mr. McCabe is more than we expected, but he has so decided; therefore we confidently expect it to be published in the best possible manner. All desiring dally news of the
camp of the Saints, send to J. C. McCabe, Logan,
Iowa. We hope the Saints will patronize the
same liberally.
Hoping and trusting that God's Spirit will be
with· His people in power.
D. CHAMBERS.
,
'BRINTON, Mich., Aug. 26th.
Editors Herald:-It is a little over a year since
I came into this work. I tried many other
churches, but I was not satisfied with their doctrines, and I prayed to God that he would send
the true way as Jesus ieft it. The Lord answered my prayer and sent Bro. J. J. Cornish to this
part of his. vineyard. I followed him for about
a week, and I then began to search for myself.
The Spirit fell upon me and I began to search . .I ,
was troubled on being baptized and although I
had been baptized I found that they had no authority. Bro: Cornish showed me ,some Scripture and then went away for a little while. When
he came back myself and Bro. Burr were baptized. Shortly after this I ,had the pleasure of
seeing my wife and many others come into the
work.
I went to conference at Juniata, and while
I was there it was revealed to me that I would
have great trouble and great temptations, and if
I should overcome that I should be the means
of bringing many into his kingdom. When I
came home the wicked spirit tried to deceive me
as he did Saul, but I was taken away by the
Spirit and saw many things which are not to be
'uttered. I was told by revelation th~J.t I should
not fear men's teachings, for I should have the
the Spirit to guide me into aU truth. It was also made known to me that I should learn to
write If I would prove faithful and do my part.
I thank God that he has fulfilled all that he has
promised.
Elder Robert Da~is is laboring with us. He
baptized five more on the 23d and others are in.
quiring after the truth. I kiww that this work
is of God. I ask the Saints to pray for us that
we may soon become organized into a branch.
Your brother in Christ,
JONATHAN TANNER.
PROVIDENCE, R. L, Aug. 2oth.
Editors Herald:- While on a visit to England
I labored th~ best I could under President
Thomas Taylor, and wherever l went I was
treated very kindly by the. Saints, for which I
thank them kindly. I attended the conference
on Sunday. In the morning Bro. Taylor said
that he wanted me to be first speaker. I jelt my
weakness but God give me strength and I spoke
with freedom. ldid not take up much time, as
it was hot for me, as there were others. Several
of my friends were there and they feit well. A·
niece of mi.ne went with me. She is quite the
lady and has a sitting in a church. Slie s~ng··
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with us, and when meeting was.over she said that !t place. She has been afflicted for three years
she felt such a feeling-. so different to what she f_~ with an inward tumor. She has been well ever
had felt-and she enjoyed herself verv much. I
since and rejoices in the God of Israel.
hope God will bless all who are se~king after ,.
I was at Central lake last Sunday and preachtruth. Bro. Taylor with his brethren are labored, and baptized five leaving others believing.
ing for the truth·: May God bless them that
Another is to be baptized here to-morrow eventheir labors may be freitful, and that ·.we may
ing, so you see we are not altogether idle.
have the Spirit of Jesus that we may be one, and
God has blessed me in my labors and I mean
love and forgive oneanother.
to. strive to do His will. We have men to opYours in the gospel,
pose us; but it is behind our backs. They do not
T. H. MooRE.
have the sand in them to come to the front, but
warn the people not to. come to hear us, and in
that way poison the minds of many.
HARRISONVILLE, Mo., Sep. 3d.
Brethren, pray for me that I may be able to
Editors Herald:- Being inexperienced, the
overcome
the evil and endure to the end.
burden of work falls on my co-laborer, E.
Your brother,
Curtis. It is proper, then, that I relieve him of
WILLIAM DAVIS.
the work of writing you a few lines explaining

fi

our campaign. My association with the ministry began with him June rst,. since which time
we have been at work almost every night near
this place, Rich Hill, at several points around
Nevada, and Vigil City. We have just returned
from a five weeks' tour, three of which were
spent In one place west of Nevada. Twenty-two
sermons were preached in the last three weeks,
seven baptized and several prayer-meetings held.
From four to seven miles were driven each night
to get to ·t'he church, and twelve o'clock was an
average retiring hour. Rain interfered a few
times.
Quite an opposition was met in the Holiness,
Seventh Day Adventists, and others. Chief
mode of attack was the use of lying reports
which served to blind the eyes of a number.
A good working branch can now be organized
and it wlll consisf; half of the number, of young
people whom we have every reason to be proud
of. They seem united, cheerful, and intelligent.
Nearly all of them attended the two days' meeting at Rich Hill where we were loth to part.
I find Bro Curtis a faithful, sure laborer whose
seventeen years experience has profited him
much. Only wish I were as able. Am desirous
at present of becoming useful to the cause,
which attainment I can not hope for except by
tried experience. The prayers of the Saints will
be appreciated.
We work in this vicinity until our quarterly
conference the 27th of this month. As far as we
can see, work in this district is flourishing.
GoMER WELLS.
SouTH ARM, Mich., Sep. 9th.
Editors Herald:-I arrived here May 23d and
in a few days commenced working in a saw mill,
half night and half day to earn the bread that
perisheth, and preached on Sundays. On July
r6th I had the pleasure of baptizing C. G. Lewis
of East Jordan. I thinkhe will be of much good
in the work of the Lord if he is faithful.
August r6th I went to Central lake,
twelve miles from here, and a band of
Saints went with me. Preached that night.
Next morning another load of Saints came over
from here, and that morning I preached to about
two hundred people on the coming forth of the
Book of Mormon and Joseph's mission. I was
blessed in my efforts. We then went to the
river and baptized four. Went back to the
school-house and spoke to a full house on the
laying on of hands; then confirmed the ones
baptized, and we had a good time.
August zrst I baptized Sr. Morrison of this

ELMIRA, Kan., Aug. 28~h.
Editors Herald:- The work in this part seems
to be at a low state. We have not had any
preaching since spring. Will have coference on
the 27th of next month, and hope the Saints will
come prepared for a good time, and we may have
some preaching in these parts again.
S. C. ANDES,
WEBB CITY, Mo., Sept. I 5th.
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure I send you
my testimony concerning this work. I was baptized ten miles below Nauvoo, Hancock county, Illinois, in Cheney creek by Orson Hyde and confirmed by the the same. My father was an elder
in the church and was on a mission at the time
Joseph and Hyrum were killed at Carthage.
We went with Brigham Young to Council
Blufts and wintered three hundred miles up the
Missouri river, three hundred families, George
Miller with us. There we divided our rations
until we lived on parched corn and cattle that
got down on the ice and could not get up. I was
badly frozen the fore part of the winter so I was
not able to do anything all winter. We went
In the spring to Lyman Wight in Texas, but
father did not like his way of doing. We came
back to the Cherokee nation and father preached
to the Indians until his death.
I went the ways of the world until r885, then
I commenced to pray God the Eternal Father to
give me knowledge of his kingdom. In a dream
I was directed to Bro. S'tephen Maloney, a brother-in-law. I had been bothered with rheumatism
for ten years or more.
He administered to me
and I was healed, and have not been troubled
with it since.
That was nearly two years ago.
He wanted to baptize me then, but I claimed my
old baptism. I had a sister. in Webb City, Missouri,--R. M. Bradley. The branch here would
not receive me, so I went to northern Kansas, as
I had a brother living there, and joined the Blue
Rapids branch. I came back to Webb City, but
I was not satisfied; so I went in earnest prayer
to God to know what was the matter..
Last
Monday evening I lay on my bed neither asleep
nor awake. I saw a person traveling in filth.
Pen can not describe it. As it came towards me
the Spirit said, "That is your past life." I was
then on solid ground with this mud drying on
me. There was a beautiful stream of water close
by. Said I, "I will wash off In this stream."
"No," said the Spirit, "Bro. Elijah Bradley will
assist you." I awoke. Bro. Bradley did assist
me, or I was baptized.

I write this for the benefit of others that are
too much self-minded as myself. Mav the Lord
help us to see our faults, is my prayer and desire
in the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.
W. J. HEWITT.
CAPRON, Ill., Aug. 3rst.
Editors Herald:-Bro. H. H. Robinson left
Amboy August 5th for this place, stopping on
the way in Marengo. Staying there one week,
preaching seven times, and arrived here August
13th. After being refused the use of both the
Christian and the M. E. churches, we succeeded
in renting a hall. Bro. Robinson has preached
eighteen discourses here to usually fair sized
congregations. They seemed to increase toward
the last.
This makes twenty-five discourses he
has preached in twenty-five days, and he seems
very tired. Will return to Amboy tomorrow.
The principles of the gospel have been fully
set forth and ably defended, and some interest
seems to be manifest.
One man in this place
claimed he knew all about the Latter Day Saints
in Kirtland, and said Martin Harris had been
robbed by them, and the last time he saw him he
was a beggar in the streets. Bro. Robinson asked him if Martin Harris told him he had been
robbed by them. He replied "No." Bro. Robinson then asked him if he felt it. He said "No."
Then he asked him how he knew it, but he refused to tell.
The next night Bro. Robinson
read from United States History, with regard to
Joseph Smith being assassinated after he had delivered himself up to the law; also from Book of
Mormon, Martin Herris' own statements regarding the work.
He then asked him if he had
heard Martin Harris deny that testimony.
He
replied "No."
Bro. Robinson referred to the antiquities of
America confirming the work, and he admitted
it, also advised the people to buy a Book of Mormon. He told them he had one but did not want
to lend it. Bro. Robinson told them we had
them to sell at $r.25 apiece, and he said that was
a quarter less than he paid for his. ·This; made
friends for the work, and interest seemed to increase. The man's name was Albert Bennett.
Bro. and Sr. Weller would like to have any of
the elders call who are coming this way.
Yours in the one faith,
SARAH A. DAKE.
A GIRL'S BEST CHARM.
My dear girls, keep yourselves looking as
sweet and dainty as possible. Never undervalue
the charm of an agreeable appearance. It;is the
most delightful letter of introduction that can be
given to a stranger, and there is no reason in the
world why every woman should not be pleasant
to look upon.
A famous woman once said:
"There are no ugly women; there are only woman who do not understand how to make themselves beautiful." This Is absolutely true. So
the right thing for you to do is to sit down, think
it over and make yourselves the charming example that points the moral of this.
CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
Get the blossoms of Mullein, place in a bottle,
hang in the sun and pour off the oil which the
flower produces.
Place a few drops in the ear
on retiring and let it remain over night. It has
helped some whom we know.
J.P.
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SIXTH DAY OF APRIL.

"IN this manner did the Lord continue to
give us instruction from time to time concerning the duties which 'now devolved
upon us, and among other things of the
kind we obtained information pointing out
the precise day upon which, according to
his will and commandments, we [Joseph
and Oliver] should proceed to organize
the church once again upon the earth."Mill. Star, vol. I4, p. 22.
Before we speak of Joseph Smith and
Oiver Cowdery organizing the church upon the 6th day of April, we will take a
glance back and see what we may chance
to find concerning the 6th of April prior
to 1830, and the first thing we shall notice
is concerning the children of Israel in
bondage in the land ofEgypt.
It seems
that God looked upon them with pity, for
their tasks were beyond endurance. Think
of work being demanded, and the material
out of which to make it being withheld!
But God was riot slack concerning the
promises he had made to their fathers; for
he raise<;! up Moses and gave unto him
con;Jmandment that he should deliver his
people out of this Egyptian bondage.
Now in regard the time of the year, we
find this on record: . "This day came ye
out, in the month Abib."-Exodus I 3: 4·
The month Abib c;:orresponds with our
month call~d April. See Bible Dictionary,
P· 290.
"And the Lord spake unto Moses and
Aaron in the land of Egypt, sayir,g, This
month shall be unto you the begin'ning of
months: it shall be the first month of the
year to you."-Exodus 12: r, 2.
·
In this we have the fact established that
April is the first month in the year according to God's reckoning from creation.
We will now attempt to prove that
Christ was' born in the first week in April,
and not in the last week in December, and
that he also arose from the grave on the
6th day of April. Some of these
and events were forcibly brought to our
notice by an Israelitish neighbor's family
sendingussom_e unleavened bread on the 6th
day of Ap~il, with .the statement that this
week was their feast of unleavened bread in
commemoration of God's goodness to them
as a nation.in delivering them out of bondage in the land of Egypt: !'Seven days
shall ye eat unleavened bread, even the
first. day ye shall put away leaven out of
your houses: for whosoever eateth leavened
bread .from the first day until the seventh
day, that soul shall be cut off from Israel.
And in the first day there shall be an holy
convocation, and in the seventh day there
~hall· be ap ho1 y convocation to you: no
t:lJanner o'f work shall be done in them,
salVe that which every manmusteat,that

only may be done of you. And ye shall and this shall be unto you. for a sign."observe the feast of unleavened bread: for Helaman 5: 5· The fulfillment of the
in this selfsame. day have I brought your above may be read in Nephi r: 5·
armies out of the land of Egypt: therefore
It seems that the reckoning of time with
shall ye observe this day in your genera- the Nephite people of this continent began
tion by an ordinance forever."-Exodus with the fulfillment of this prediction.
12: r5-17.
We will now call your attention to the
While we have nothing definite in re- reckoning of time where Christ's resurrecgard to the sixth day of April in the above, tion is also referred to, and the same >:cripwe have this, that on the first of April an ture will prove both events, for Samuel
assemblage was had, and some kind of prophesied also that at the time of his
organization was effected during the first death certain events would transpire, such
week in April, and that all Israel was so as storms and darkness over all the land,
interested that no manner of work should etc., etc.
·
be done during this week, only to prepare
Before we proceed further we wish to
their food. What tran,.pired on the 6th call your attention to Easter Sunday, upon
day is not recorded, but the fact does ap- which nearly all Christendom believe that
pear that on the 6th day the organization Christ arose from the grave, which we
was completed, and the 7th day was an believe to be correct.· Now when, or upholy convocation, and that this time, from on what month and date of the month
the rst to the 7th of April should be a day does Easter Sunday come? It does not
or rather a week, of joyful remembrance come on a certain date, but it is regulated
to them forever in commemoration of what by the moon; it always comes on the first
had transpired, their deliverance.
Sunday after the first full moon after the
We will no'w leave the history of Israel 2I&t of March, and for this reason Easter
and see what we may find in regard to the sometimes comes in March and sometimes
6th day of April in connection with Jesus . in April, and sometimes quite late in April.
Christ: "And again, the elders, priests, This year it happened to come on the 6th
and teachers of this church shall teach the day of ,April. It is the first time, to the
principles of my gospel which are in the knowledge of the writer, that it has so
Bible and Book of Mormon in the which happened in this generation.
·is the fulness of my gospel."-D. C. 4?: 5·
Now let us turn to an answer and fulIf the fulness of the gospel is contained fillment of the prophecy of Samuel the
in those two books, and as the birth and Lamanite to Easter Sunday and the 6th
also the resurrection of Christ is a part of of April, which Clark Braden (one of the~
that gospel, or· good news, there must be bitterest enemies of the church) admits, as
something bearing upon our subject: "And recorded in the Braden-Kelley debate, to
there were in the same country shepherds, be correct: "And now it came to pass,
abiding in the field, keeping watch over that according to our record, and we know
their flocks by night. And, lo, the angel our record to be true, for behold, it was a
of the Lord came upon them, and the just man who did keep the record, for he
glory of the Lord shone round about them; truly did many miracles in ·the nan;e ()f .
andtheyweresoreafraid. Andtheangel Jesus, and·there was not any man who'
said unto them, Fear not; for, behold, I .. could do a .miracle in the name of Jesus,
·bring· you good tidings of great joy, which : save he were cleansed every whit from his
shall he to all people. For unto you is ,@ iniquity. . Now it came to pass if there
born this day in the city ot David a Savior, ~ was no mistake made by this man in the
which is Christ the Lord."-Luke 2 ~ 8-ro. reckoning of our time, the thirty and third
There is in the above a circumstance con- year had passed away, and the people be_nected with the event that we wish to call gan to look with great earnestness for the
your attention to, namely, the shepherds signs which had been given by the prophwere "watching their flocks by night." It et Samuel the Lamanite; yea, for the time
is a little strange to . think that men were that there should be darkness for the space
out in mid-winter (December) in the fields of three days, over the face of the land.
with their flocks. But as it is merely spec- And there began to be great doubtings
ulative, let the reader think well and com- and disputings among the people, notpare it with what we may farther find. .
withstanding so many signs had been giv~
Samuel prophesied that Christ should en. And it came to pass in the thirty and
be born in Jerusalem and that the people fourth year, in the first month, and on the
on this continent would know it by a cer- fourth day of the month, there arose a
sign: "And now it came to pass that great storm, such an one as never had been
Samuel, the Lamanite, did prophecy a known in all the land, and there was also
great many more things which can not be a great and terrible tempestinsomuch that
written; .and behold, he said unto them, it did shake the whole earth as if it was
Behold I give unto you a. sign: for five about to divide asunder."-Nephi 4c: I, 2.
years more cometh, then cometh the Sol)
This sto'rm.lasted about three hours, an(l
of God to redeem all those who shall be- then came the darkness upon all the face
Iieve on his name. And behold this will of. the land.-Par. 4· . In this we have the
I give unto you for a sign at the time of desired information;, for in the thirty and
his coming; for behold there shall be great fourth year after Christ was born, and in
light in heaven, insomuch that the night the first .month (April), the fourth day of
before he cometh there shall be no dark- the month, the sign of Samuel the Laness, insomuch that it shallappear unto manite was fulfilled. Now Christ peing
man as if it was day, therefore there shall crucified on the fourth, the same day being
be one day and a night and a day, as .if it Friday, S~turday would be fhe fifth and
were one day, and there were no n1ght; Easter, Sunday the ~.!xth of April wl).en
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Christ arose from the grave! Thus we
begin to see wliy God pointed out the very
day upon which Joseph Smith and others
should organize theChurch and Kingdom
of God for the last time upon the earth.
We next wish to notice God's strange
act in regard to this land of America and
the organization of our nation's republican
form of government: "And it came to
pass that I -looked and beheld many waters;
and they divided the Gentiles from the
seed of my brethren. And it came to pass
that the angel said unto me, Behold the
wrath of God is upon the seed of thy brethren!
And I looked and beheld a man
among the Gentiles, who was separated
from the seed of my brethren by the many
waters; and I beheld the Spirit of God,
that it came down and wrought upon the
man; and he went forth upon the many
waters, even unto the seed of my brethren,
who were in the promised land. And it
came to pass that I beheld the Spirit of
God, that it wrought upon other Gentiles;
and they went forth out of captivity, upcm
the many waters. And it came to pass
that I beheld many multitudes of the Gentiles, upon the land of promise; and I beheld that the wrath of God, that. it was
upon the seed of my brethren; and they
were scattered before the Gentiles, and
were smitten. And I beheld the Spirit of
the Lord, that it was upon the Gentiles;
and they did prosper and obtained the land
of their inheritance; and I beheld that
they were white, and exceeding fair and
beautiful, like unto my people before they
were slain. And it came to pa<;s that.J,
Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles who had
gone forth out of captivity, did humble
themselves before the Lord; and the power of the Lord was with them."-I Nephi

and are enjoying blessings and comforts of
this government; and we also see the fulfillment of the prophecy in regard to the
India~s (Lamanites), how they have been
smitten and driven bv the Gentiles.
In order that.we may not be tedious in
presenting our thoughts, we will now refer to the framing of the Constitution and
see upon what day of the year the wheels
of this great government began to roll.
"And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land by the
hands Of wise men whom I raised up unto
this very purpose, and redeemed the land
bv the shedding of bloocl;"-Doc. & Cov.

98:

IO.

In this we see how God had .the work
in hand, not only in overruling the affairs in the hands of our beloved and Godfearing George Washington, but also that
He directed the framing of the Constitution, and that He "raised up wise men for
that very purpose," so that when the time
came to restore the gospel, there was a
people and a government readv to receive
it.
The fixing of the date for George
Washington's inauguration and the subsequent delay of nearly two months before
he actually qualified for office of president
of this nation are thus referred to in the
St. Louis Globe Democrat:
"The last congress under the confederation adopted a resolution declaring that on
the first Wednesday inJ anuary, 1789, presidential electors should be chosen in the
several States; that on the· first Wednesday in February the electors should choose
a president, and that on the first W ednesday in March Congress sho!lld meet, the
president be inaugurated and the wheels
of government begin to turn.
The first
Wednesday in March I 789 struck on the
g: 35-38.
4th day of the month. This is the reason
In the above we see how Columbus why congressional and presidential terms
was an instrument in the hands of God, begin and end on March 4th. But though
and how God inspired him to start out up- the government was born on March 4th,
on the Atlantic Ocean and open the door, I 789, it did not begin active existence until
as it were, to the promised land for such several weeks later. Steamboats were not
as God would select by moving upon them dreamed of then, . and railroads did not
by his Holy Spirit to come to this land of come into being till half a century biter.
America. We will omit referring to the Traveling was slow and tiresome work,
Puritans and other religionists who came and Congress was long in coming togethto this continent because thev were not· er. The house of representatives did not
privileged to worship God a~cording to get a quorum until March goth, twentythe dictates of their concience ancl conse- six days after the date set apart for its
quently were in bondage in the .land of opening.
The Senate did not organize
their fathers, and God moved upon them until April 6th.
Congress then counted
by his Spirit and they came here and God the votes and declared George Washingblessed them.
ton elected president and John Adams
We now wish to notice another precfeic- vice president.
·
tion found in the Bible which seems to
The above is quite a strange act of
bear upon this subject: "Thus saith the Providence, but we have long ago learned
Lord God, I will also take of the highest that God works in a way that is mysterious
branch of the high cedar, and will set it; I to us, that work which is a wonder to us, to
will crop off from the top of the young perform. But we begin to see the wisdom
twigs a tender one, and will plant it upon of God, that after Joseph Smith and others
an high mountain and eminent: in the were instructed and empowered to organmountain of the heighth of Israel will I ize, He told them to wait; and while
plant it: and it shall bring forth boughs, they were waiting He pointed out the
and bear fruit, and be a good! y cedar: and precise day upon which, according to his
under it shall dwell all fowls of tevery commandments, they should proceed to
wing; in the shadow of the branches there- organize the church once again upon the
of shall they dwell."-Ezekiel 17:22, 23. earth.
When we look around in this land of
Whereas all these glorious events have
ours we see men of every nation (birds of transpired upon that holy day, well may
every feather) who have become citizens we as Saints meet on the 6th day of April

to rejoice together and transa,ct business
for the Lord, for when the Millenium will
be ushered in, and Christ takes his seat to
reign (whose right it is to rule) then God
will not deviate from what he says that
"his course is one eternal round."
F. C.
INDEPENDENCE,

WARNKY.

Mo., April19, 1890.
7

THE PASSION PLAY.

Saints are commanded to remember
the Savior in their sacrament meetings
and that he was slain that they might have
eternal life. We publish the accompanying
letter descriptive of the famous Passion
Play of Oberammergau, which depictures
the week of the trial of Jesus before Pilate
and the crucifixion. It will help many a
reader to remember Jesus and the closing
scenes of his life.
THE

FROM MUNICH TO THE BASE OF THE KO·
FEL AN:O UP THE BAVARIAN ALPS TO
THE QUAINT MOUNTAIN TOWN-SCENE
AND CHARACTERS OF THE "MARVEL·
LOUS RELIGIOUS PERFORMANCE.
MUNICH, August 15, r89o
It was only a little past high rioon,
when, leaving Munich, we journeyed toward the upper valley of the winding
Ammer. From the moment of our departuremore of loveliness was added to the
scenes whose beauties were so rapidly unfolding before us until we had journeyed
on to such a distance that we khew the
spot we had watched in the far landscape
was the monarch of a mountain chain, the
emerald slopes of which .lost themselves
under the waters of crystalline lakes. At
one of our many charming stopping places
there were spread before us on the left
great, fertile farms and meadow lands,
wi•h just behind them three mighty peaks,
one crimsoned by the sunset, the next purple with soft mist, and the last with its
wealth of shadowed evergreens dark as
night itself. On the right, one of the most
beautiful lakes was made yet more beautiful by the tiny islands that gemmed its
bosom. Almost before the train had stopped, pretty osier baskets, filled with water.
lilies mingled with sprays of ivy and misty
grasses, were offered for sale at doors and
windows by bright-tressed girls and darkeyed lads, but our rest in this beautiful
place was soon ended, and on we went, it
seemed, into the very heert of the mountains. Our journey by rail ended at the
very base of lowering Zugsphitze, whose
summit is crowned by the white cross that
guards the valley full w,ooo feet below,
and there has fitting companionship in its
two brothers-dark W etterstein aud palisaded Kofel. Just here is the village of
Oberan, whence we started by carriage for
the remainder of our journey, and whose
plains we soon left behind as we wound
up .the mountain side. Part of the time
the road our sure-footed horses travelled
was

HEWN FROM THE GREAT CLIFFS

that walled it on one side, while across the
deep chasm so near the other more cliffs
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arose and mountains towered. About midway in our ride we passed the village of
Etta!, with its ancient spreading monastery
and beautiful church, close to one of the
homes of Count P.appenheim, of whose
marriage to Miss Wheeler so much has
recently been said; not far distant is the
charming villa of one of Germany's greatest novelists, Mme. Wilhelmina Hiller.
The evening stillness of the hills and
woods was broken only by the chirping of
myriads of crickets, the splashing of a hundred waterfalls, and now and then by the
songs and yodels of two Tyrolese lads in
tall, plumed hats of soft 'felt, who rode on
behind us.
Their sweet, wild cries were
caught up and sent back again by the
rocks and trees and heights as we went
still farther into the shadows of the woods,
bordered with great Calvarys and tiny
crosses scarce as talL as the reeds beside
them, until, suddenly, we came to a broad
plain, the foundation of a thickly settled
village, from whose doors and windowsboth wide open-bright rays of light were
streaming. It needed no word to tell us
that this was Oberammergau, the pretty
village that, nestling far up on the Bavarian hillside, is like no other, as its pe()ple
are like no other on the face of the earth;
but they are a quiet people of simple habits, and, although our arrival caused an
unwonted stir for a brief time, it was too
late for a study of either people or settlement, save the pretty Swiss cottage that
was to be our abiding place during our
stay. The smiling faces and warm hand
clasps of our host and hostess and their
comely daughters who were to appear in
the sacred drama of the Sabbath, gave to
us a real home feeling. When the morrow dawned we walked through the
quaint, irregular streets that passed the
chalet-like, green blinded, red-roofed
homes of the villagers and climbed to the
summit of Kofel for the view, scarce surpassed anywhere, that rewards the persevering. On our return we found that_ the
very next house to the one. where we
were stopping was the home of Joseoh
Mayer-the man
'
WHOSE WONDROUS IMPERSONATION

we were so soon to see. So delicate has
been his health of late, that he has done
nothing at. his trade, or profession, .as it
well deserves.to be called, since last November, and he is but seldom in his store.
I was very fortunate though, for while
waiting there, the door of the opposite
room was opened wide and I saw him~
tall, dignified, with long, flowing locks,
his every movement instinct with repose.
By some, his simple dignity is translated
into haughtiness, but never was there a
more complete misnomer.
His whole
mind and soul are too thoroughly imbued
with the sweetness and the gracio~sness
·of the character he so ~atchlessly portrays,
for anJroom for haughtiness. His complexion seems all the fairer from its contrast
with his jet-black hair and beard, and. now
it bears the impress of whatis feared will
prov~ a fatal malady. His. home, with its
atmospl:lere of comfort, its wooden balco'n~es finely carved .by his OWIJ hand, and

running ovt~r with bloom and foliage; its
neat garden and its lace draped windows!
is one of the prettiest in the place. At
every turn in the streets of Oberammergau,
by its garden gates and in its yards, one is
sure to meet the actors of the "Passion
Play," for of its 1200 or thereabouts, inhabitants, 750 take parts of greater or less
prominence in it and enact them perfectly.
It seems strange that this could be po,sible
of such a hidden village, but the people of
Oberammergau ate a people by themselves.
Perhaps the constant thought of the great
drama with which they are made so intimate, has much to do with this. Certainly it has left its impress in the reverential
touch so apparent in the Christs and Madonnas and saints they have carved or fresco.ed on their dwellings. The spirit of the
good priest, Daisenberger, whose body has
rested so long in the quiet yard beside the
church, with its slender minaret, more like
a garden than a cemetery, lingers in the
heart of his people's people, and his teachings are faithfully transmitted through the
lips of his excellent successor;. so he, too,
still helps in the spreading of the story he
so loved. Standing just vv here the Ammer's current flows most swiftly as it goes
onward to the Planer See, and glancing
upward at the Bavarian Alps that look
proudly down upon this un-spoiled little
village that dares so nearly approach their
summits-it is the more certain that in all
the world .there can be but one Oberammergau. Under the wise management of
Burgomaster Lang, poverty, . _as the
Oberammergauers in their simplicity look
upon it, is a thing almost -unknown, for
each rpan owns his land-some more, some
less-none more than 6o acres, nor less
than three.
All through the week preceeding a Passion presentation, the village
assumes an unwonted
&FPEARANCE OF ACTIVITY j

clergymen; artists, literati, even royalty,
flock thither, with thousands of others
from the four quarters of the globe, and
fill its every nook. The presentations are
usually given once, sometimes twice, each
week, and it is estimated that since they
commenced in June of this year, nearly, if
not quite, Ioo,ooo persons have witnessed
them: still as applications for accommodations are pouring irt in increasing Iather
than diminishing numbers, and as the play
will eontinue until late in September, as
large, if not larger, numbers are still to
come, especiapy since it has been rumored
that this year is the last of its }i>Ublic performa.nce-.
At 'just 9 o'clock of the evening before
the play. the church bell rings, and at its
call each parjicipant in the drama retires
to rest, for all must rise early on the morrow and receive communion at the altar
before taking part in so holy a work. As
they enter the doors within which they
don their beautiful robes, their souls are
permeated with reverence for him to
whom their fatliers prayed for the ayersion
of the plague that so-nearly swept away
this lovely place when its germ was
brought thither years ago by· Casper
Schuchler,who,toiling iJJ the infested dis-

tricts of the Tyrol, yearned so earnestly to
see his wife and .little ones again. It was
dire misfortune that he brought to the tiny
village, and he enjoyed the happiness of
his home but a few hours; yet, who can
say that, as the cause of the revival of this
great drama, exemplifying the very foundation. of all Christianity, Casper Schuchler did not do a great work for the world?
As every one knows, the commencement of the "Passion Play" performances
in Oberammergau dates back to the IZth
century; but why they were then instituted history does not tell.
Once began,
they continued until far toward 16oo; when
the terrible battles that brought Germany
to the, very doors of destitution drained the
village of far off Oberammergau until there
were not enough left-men, women and
children all told-for the sustenance of its
characters; then it suffered from neglect
until-when death had visited nearly every
home, after Casper Schuchler's introduction of the terrible plague-the thoughts
of these devout mountaineers turned again
to the sacred drama, and they vowed a
solemn vow that, if. the Almighty would
remove the curse, they would thereafter
perform the play regularly each dec~de.
"And from that hour," the chronicles of
the villagers tell us, "the plague was stayed; those who had beert smitten recovered,
nor did any others fall victims to the pestilence." Since then the "Passion Play''
has been
A FIXED RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION,

Nothing save war has been sufficient to
cause even one omission, though many
times the performers have been far different from the designated cast. It was in the
war of 1870 that Mayer himself was called
from the enactment of his sacred part to
follow his leader over the battlefields of
Bavaria. Thus the play has gone on; at
first it was performed for the townspeople
alone; then others came from near at hand
until the crowds that flock thither now are
marvellous gatherings i_n numbers and culture.
The chosen spot for Jhe peffotmance of
the "Passion Play" is at the far end of the
village, and the building, or, rather, the
enclosure, erected for it shows a remarkable degree of architectural skill and a wonderful knowledge of pneumatics. It will
seat tully 4000 people, and, although there
are no galleries, each seat is so placed that
its occupant can see and hear with perfect
ease.
The farther half of the theatre is ·
roofed, and its seats rise tier above tier.
When the throng that was waiting outside
the gates for their unlocking entered, its
members were conducted by well trained
ushers to seats carefully number~d in .correspondence with their tickets, and then
they saw before them a vast stage spanning the entire width of the auditorium
and considerably elevated above its lower
portion. The foreground representedthe'
mosaic pavement of a Roman street; facing
it, a noble flight of steps led.to. the en:trance
of a great temple, its front-from eaves to
apex-bearing a sembllince 'of Christ performing . deeds of m.ercy to the sufferers
abo_ut hir:n, . Between the columns, with
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1:lieir sculptured capitals, were colossal
statuesque representations of Moses, Jeremias and J osias; at either side stretched
the paved highways of the "city of the
east," and the gleaming marbles of the
nobles' homes seen through palms and
shrubbery seemed wonderfully real. To
the right of the stage, and at the other side
of one street was the splended house of
Annas, and to the left the Roman eagle
spread its wings above the entrance to
Pilate's magnificent residence, while at the
side of each stretched long colonnades of
marble.
The scenery was a masterpiece
of the scenic delineator's art such as I have
never anywhere seen excelled, and the
natural background of encircling hills dotted with tiny houses and cross-crowned;
the blue of the vault above; the twittering
of the birds as they flew in and out 1 and
the flash of the butterflies' wings were
such natural adjuncts that it seemed all the
more.as though we were
LOOKING AT THE HILLS OF JUDEA.

Just as the hands of the clock touched 8,
salute after salute of cannon rever;berated
among the mountain tops, and then, with
a burst of music, the outer curtain .parted,
showing the one within, on which was
pictured God's law, written on tables of
stone by the touch of Moses and surrounded by characters of light. From the arched colonnades on. either stde there came,
with graceful tread, a score of men and
maidens, wearing golden crowns and Roman robes of cream, golden embroidered,
with togas of russet, azurine, pink, green,
deep red and fawn. In their midst stood
the choragus, a tall, splendidly-proportioned man, in robes of scarlet, richly ornamented with gold, and, as the music ceased, in full, rich tones, and with earnest,
graceful gestures, he called upon the people, bowed down by God's righteous
curse, to cast themselves at his feet in
adoring love, for, though the sinner's death
is just, hi;; Father would yet have him live.
Then the curtain parted and as the Schutzgeister or chorus formed diagonal lines, at
right and left there was revealed a tableau
emblematic of the fall of our first parents;
as they stood there shrinking in affright
from the angel with the sword of flame,
the chorus sang not of de~pair, but of hope.
The fi_rst tableau, like the nearly score of
others that followed, was in view fully
two minutes and then, while the choragus
prayed the great King of all to listen to
his children's adoration and exhorted them
to follow him to victory eternal, the curtain
was drawn. aside again, and lo, another
tableau; high on a rock a simple cross was
uplifted to a cloudless sky. Two angels
in snowy pinions and robes of white-one
resting on its pedestal and the other just
below its base-partly concealed its plainness with the palm branches they held
aloft, and still further below knelt inimit
able groups of children in robes of blue
and cream, their faces raised upward to
the cross. Then, all in a moment, the
scene changed, and through the streets of
Jerusalem, past the palaces of Annas and
of Pilate, there thronged upon the stage a
great company of men and women and

children waving palm branches and singing "Hosanna to Our Prince." And yet
other hundreds followed, shouting and
singing, while in their midst, robed in long
garments of gray and purple, with pilgrim
staff in hand, and riding slowly on an ass,
came the Son of God attended by the beloved disciples. He came forward to the
door of the synagogue.
Inside, and unchecked by the priests, long-robed, turbaned money-changers and merchants were
plying a busy trade. As Jesus entered, he
stood for a moment regarding them in indignant amaze. Then stepping into the very
MIDST OF THE ASTONISHED PRIESTS,

he wound about his wrist a whip of small
cords, and overthrowing the tables of the
usurers, drove them all hence, while the
waiting multitude sang yet again,"Hosanna
to the Son of David!" Thus incensed the
more, the traders, led by one Dathan, gave
vent to such angry expostulations that the
wavering people began to listen, and then
Nathaniel, a tall, fine! y formed man, possessed of an eloquent tongue and an impassioned manner, appealed to their love of
country and of the religion of their fathers,
calling Jesus a traitor and disturber, until
they became quite as eager for the overthrow of their unassuming leader as they
had been earnest in his adoration. With
the fall of the curtain, the Schutzgeister
again took their stations, and using the
tableau of Jacob's children conspiring in
the field of Dathan to kill Joseph, as the
foreshadowing of the rabble's desire to
slay the Master, the choragus and the singers tell of the fury of the multitude.
The next scene shows the high priests
and the rulers and the elders convened in
the dark watches of the night because of
the disturbance in the counCil of the Sanbed rim.
They. see the people flocking
about the ·standard of the Nazarene; they
feel that what they do must be done quickly. Caiphas, imposing in his long, white
garments, his vestment of green and gold,
and his horned mitre of white ornamented
with golden bells, sits in the highest place
with Annas, the aged priest, and the eloquent Nathaniel on either side. The irate
Dathan and the traders are admitted, and
it is proposed that Jesus be put to death
instead of imprisoned, else his friends
might rescue him, and his following become even greater than before.
For a
moment all is silence and then as with one
voice the assent is given. He must be followed at ni,ght time, and that there may
be no escape, he must be pointed out.
Who shall do this? "There is one of his
12 disciples," said Dathan, "from whom a
sufficient reward would bring the information."
"
And so the play goes on, with its splendid tableaux, its cruel plottings, its sad
music and its recitatives, until the leave
taking at Bethany. What a picture it is
that is formed when the Magdalene,
kneeling at her Lord's side, pours over his
head her offering of preciou<> ointment,
and then, kneeling, bathes his feet, and
dark browed, avaricious Judas' expostulation at the extravagance of the deed. Then

he tells them that soon he must depart, for
·
his earth I y
RACE IS WELL NIGH RUN,

and he bids farewell to his followers. As
Jesus and the disciples near Jerusalem,the
beloved at his Master's side, his disciples
implore him to rise in his might, strike
down his enemies and assert his own dominion; but not thus has the Father will•
ed, and so John_ and Peter are bidden to
go forward and make ready the Passover,
while the remainder, except Judas, go oti
more slowly. Then Judas left alone under the trees, complains bitterly to himself
of the darkness of the future's promisethe more apparent from the emptiness of
the purse he carries in his hand; and as he
thus mutters Dathan appears as in answer
to his dark repinings; and easily induces
the traitor to pledge himself to show him
the resting place of his Lord, and then,
with greedy self-congratulations,he goes on
to the house of Mark to eat the Passover,
partaking of the bread and drinking ofthe
cup, though Jesus' converse tells him that
he knows his every thought.
Ere the
Passover is ended he tells the disciples of
the traitor in their midst, Lut bids them
sorrow no more.
In the next act, Judas, receiving the go
pieces of silver from the Sanhedrim·,
thrusts them, with eager touch into his
leathern pouch, and then, unheeding the
scathing rebukes of righteous Nicodemus
and Joseph of A rim athea, he promises to
guide the Temple watch that very night
to the place of his Lord's concealment.
After this he appears no more until at .the
head of. a great, armed multitude he betrays with a kiss and a "Hail, Master!"
the Christ at whose feet he has sat, and of
whose blessings he had partaken.
It is not until the next scene that Tudas
knows to what he has betrayed his ·Lord,
and then bursting in upon the assembled
Sanhedrim, he throws the money at its
members' feet, and flees thence to the
potter's field, where he ends his life.
From the" moment Jesus is brought before Pilate, through his audience with
Herod, back
AGAIN TO PILATE'S HALL,

where the crown of thorns is pressed upon
his head with great staves-his bleeding
back is scourged, a reed is placed in .his
hands and a white robe upon his shoulders;
thus arrayed, he, the King of Glory, is
paraded before the shouting populace, the
calm, grand look still upon his divine
countenance, to the road, where he sinks
and falls under the burden of his great
cross-there was scarce a move in the audience.
When the curtain was next withdrawn·
and the figure of Christ was uplifted before its mem hers, sobs sounded through
the building. Then the Magdalene, shielding her Lord's body from the cruel blows
of the Roman soldier with her own slender arms that were clasped about his feet,
cried,·"Oh, dearest Master, my heart hangs
with thee!" At the thrust of the sword,
one great sob burst forth from actors and
beholders alike, and then it was as though
not a breath was drawn, when, after the
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bodies of the malefactors bad been removed and the mailed soldiers were gone, the
precious body of the Cbnst, wound in pure,
white linen, was placed first at his mother's
feet and tqen sealed with a great bowlder
in Joseph's tomb among the rocks, while
the Scbwietzgeister, their bright togas exc
changed for mantles of black, sang a sad
refrain.
Were it not for the last scene of the
drama, as different. from the preceding
part as is the brightest dawn from the darkest night, it would seem that the burden
of what we had seen was too great for human strength; but with the grand picture
of the ascension all of heaviness and gloom
rolled away as did the clouds from the form
of the ascending Christ, and we were
ready to mingle our voices with the hallelujah of the chorus.
With the last sweet note the great audience passed out into the cool air again,
each person feeling more deep! y than ever
before that there bad never been, nor could
there be, another life like that of Jesus of
Nazareth, whose story, lowly as he was,
bas truly "transformed the world,"
MARTHA TRACY 0WLER.

LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference convened at Magnolia, Iowa, September 6th. D. W. Chambers president, C. Derry asl:\istant, J. F. McDowell clerk pro tern.
Branch reports.: Logan, Sioux City, Unionburg
no changes; Spring Creek, no change in number, I ordination; Magnolia 144, 2 baptized, 2 ordained; Woodbine sS, I baptized, I received;
Little Sioux 243, I received, 2 ordinations, I marriage; Union Center no report. Elders D. Cambers, C. Derry, A. M. Fyrando; D. Maule, T.
Thomas, J. M. Putney (baptized 2), J. F, Min tun
(baptized 2), G. M. Scott, R. Farmer, J. F. McDowell, Wm. Chambers, M. P. Berg, F. Hansen, H. Garner, E. R. Lanpher.
Priests: W. T.
Fallon, J. Emerson, J. Beckman, C. Vredenburg;
Teachers, S. B. Kibler, Claude Day. Spiritual
condition of branches reported as good. Bishop's
Agent's report: balance last report $r3r.42i re:
.ceived $zso o6; total $38q8. Paid out $230.70;
balance $~so.78. D. Chambers agent. Officers
sustained. Following resolution presented and
passet;i: Whereas, the church in General Conference has decided that the law of tithing .is now
bi!J.ding on all Saints as now being taught by the
Twelve, the Bishop and agents; therefore, be it
resolved, that '!J.o officer be sustained in this district who opposes this or any other. principle of
the. gospel economy known to be in force
throughout the church. Several brethren were
appointed local labor. Brn. J. Seddon and G.
Montague were requested .to labor in the district
as far !IS practicable. Preaciling on Sunday by
1
Elders Derry, McDow.;Uand D. Chambers. Adjourned to Little_ Si01;x, December 6th, ro :3o a.
m. Sunday-School Union convenes at Little
Sioux, December sth, at two p. m.
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
Quarterly conference held at Cottage schoolhouse, near Burnside, Illinois, September 6th and
7th. President J. H. Lambert,]. C. Crabb assistant; B. F. Durfee clerk, assisted by James McKiernan. Officers reported as follows: Quorum
of the twelve I, high priest I, seventy 1, elders 7,
priests 3, teachers 3, deacons 2. Branch reports
4· Preaching Satqrday evening by Elder J. C.
Crabb; Sunday morning, J. McKiernan; Sqnday afternoon A. H: .. Smith. Had two prayer
meetings Sunday .. In the afterrioo!J. meeting
had a testitnony from our aged sister, Catherine

Salisbury. She testified to the truth of the Book
of Mormon, which was very much appreciated
by the Saints assembled. Next conference to be
held at Rock Creek church, December 6th and
7th beginning Saturday, 6th at ro: 30 a.m.

CHURCH OPENING AND
DEDICATION.
To the Saints of the Canada mission, and especially those of the London district, we wish to
say that the Saints of the St. Thomas branch
have erected a very neat and commodious brick
church which, D. V., will be finished and ready
for dedication on the 28th of Septem!>er, when,
we extend a cordial invitation to all the missionaries, officers and mem hers of the district to attend.
Opening service three ti~nes on Sunday;
entertainment on Monday; tea-meeting on Tuesday evenings.
If those intending to come will
kindly inform the undersigned, we will do our
best to accommodate all.
W. STRANGE, Dis. 1- res.

in the city are few. They· will do all and the
best they can for those who come, however.
There will be regular preaching services each
night during the fair and the general conference
held here. I hope the Saints will be willing to
·make the sacrifice of time and means to spend
the two days together. Come and may God's
blessings be to all.
R. J. ANTHONY,
In Ckarge of Mission.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The London, Ontario; district fall conference
will convene in the Saints' church, Maitland St.
London, Saturday and Sunday, October 18th and
rgth.
We cordially extend a hearty invitation
to all the officers and membership of the district
as well as others who may feel it their privilege
to attend. President Joseph Smith has been invited to be present. Come one, come all; let us
come together in humility and see what the Lord
will d'> for us.
The branches are expected to
forward their reports as soon as possible to the
district secretary, Bro. J. H. Taylor, Grand Valley, Ontario.
·
W. STRANGE, Dist. Pres.

Box 625, ST. THoMAs, Ontario.

PASTORAL LETTERS.
To the ministry and Saints of the Western
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia
.mission, greeting: I have made appointT~J,ents as
follows to-wit :-Bro. D. L. Shinn having been appointed president of the S. E. Ohio and W.Va.
district will labor within the confines of said district; Bro. T. J. Beatty will labor in Pittsburg,
Pa., for the present; L. W. Powell and T. W.
Williams in the Pittsburg and Kirtland district;
James Moler in W.Va. and S. E. Ohio; Thomas Matthews along the Ohio river, between
Wheeling and Ironton ; L. R. Devore in .both
districts, the first two months in S. E. Ohio; C.
Duncan in Virginia; James Brown, S. E. Ohio
and W.Va. The following local brethren have
volunteered their labor for the fall and winter.
J. L. Goodrich, H. E. Moler, Robt. Ervin and
William ·Rhodes, which we have willingly accepted. It is expected t_hat the brethren will labor within their respective fields as wisdom and
the Spirit of God may direct.
It will be necessary on account of the weak condition of the treasury that the brethren so arrange their home affairs that they can stay away two or three months
at a time at least, and that they push out and open
up new places as much as possible; in case you
are preaching- at a certain point and you have in·
vitations within reach of that locality, follow
them up and remain as long as the interest continues. The Saints will observe that we have a
large force of men and it will require means to
support them and their families, hence we trust
that none will hesitate to send in their mites,
tithes and offerings.
A grand work can be accomplished between now and April conference,
peradventure the Saints and ministry unite their
efforts in prosecuting the work.
G .. T. GRIFFITHS,
·
Pres. of Mz:~sion.
To the Saints in Montana;- greeting:-This is
to certify that I have appointed Bro. Gomer
Reese to labor in Montana as circumstances will
P:ermit. I cheerfully commend him to the Saints,
and hope they will aid him in his ministerial
work; praying that the Lord will greatly bless
him and the Saints in that field. Bro. Reese will
labor in harmony with district and branch authorities in his field.
R. J. ANTHONY'
In ckarge of Mission.
To the Saints in the Salt Lake district of the
Rocky Mountain Mission! Greeting: Our conference will convene October 4th, at ten a. m., in
the Saints' chapel. Regular conference rates
will be given over all roads leading. into Salt
Lake City. I appeal to all the Sa.irits to come that
can. .Let branch officer~ send reports of br,anches
and let us have a good and profitable waiting before the Lord. It .will b!! needful for all. to come
_prepared to provide for themselves, a.s the Saints

North-East Kansas district will ho!d confere.nce at Fanning, September 27th and 28th, commencing at ICi a.m., sharp.
As many of the
brethren and sisters as can come·are expected to
be present, and those of the elders, priests, teach- ·
ers and deacons who cannot be present must send
in their rllports.
FRANK LoFTY, Dis. Pres.
MARRIED.
TRAXLER-:GRENAWALT.-At the residence of
the bride's parents, Colfax, Harrison county,
Missouri, Septe~ber 17th, rSgo, Bro Moroni
Traxler and Miss Nellie Grenawalt. Elder Asa
S. Cochran officiating.
WALLAR-HALLIDAY.-At Persia, Iowa, September Irth, rSgo, by Elder J. W. Chatburn, Mr.
Burton N. Wallar tci Sr. Katie P. Halliday. May
the blessings of God attend them.
DIED.
SoRENSEN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, September
. 8th, I8go, of cholera infantum, Phebe Elizabeth,
infant daughter of Bro. Marce and Sr. Lfzzie
Sorensen. She was born January gth, rSgo. The
funeral services were conducted by Elder Asa S.
Cochran, assisted by Elder J. R. Lamb.ert. Sermon preached by Elder R. S. 1:>alyards. The
Spirit was present, giving abundant assurance of
God's love; and bestowing peace upon those tha_t
mourn .
THE world has three great constitutional documents, the Declaration of Independence, the
Declaration of Rights of x688, and Magna Charta of King John. The original of the first. named
is preserved in the Independence-Hall in Philadelphia and is familiar to most Americans. The
Bill or Declaration of Rights that followed the
·Revolution of I688 is preserved in .Somerest
House, London.
It is written in a small, but.
plain hand, in 'English, and cc.vers a parchment
twelve !riches wide and nearly thirty feet long.
St1ch was the form in which in those days the
record.s of the House of Lords were. kept.
The
0 dginal of tile great Magna Charta of King John
has had a varied history, having been many times
·moved, and barely escaping destJ;uction in the
great fire of I666. It is written on very heavy
parchment, in size 3ox<p inches, and surrounded
by the se.als of the eighteen Barons who forced
the Plantagenet King to execute the document
on the plains of Runnymede that June day 669
years ago. The t.ext is in old Latin,. the exact
translation of which has given rise to a great deal
·of learned controversy.
At the. bottom right~
hand corner is the signature of the· King, in a
bold hand, and through it hms a leather thong
which sustains the seal--:a black and white q.uartz
rock the size of a :walnut or thereabouts; The
interesting old documellt is. now preserved in one
of the two mamtMth safes in the Britisl;l M.use 7
urn, and is shown to visitors only upon an o:rde,r
from the Lord Chamber~ain.-Sel.
··
·
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LoGAN,, Iowa, Sep. zoth.

Editors Herdld:-I am gratified to be able to
inform you that I have finally been able to secure
from W. A. Thrall, general passenger and ticket
~gent of the Chicago and North-Western rail~
toad, Chicago, the following liberal reduction of
fares over that road for the,approaching Reunion
and Conference of the Latter Day Saints to be
held at this place September 26th to October 6th,
inclusive.
Excursion ti.ckets will be sold from October 2d
to 5th inclusive, at one and one-third fare, from
radius of fifty miles, good to return until and including October 6th.
This will be good news to all who desire to attend from Council Bluffs on the West to beyond
Denison on the East and ought to materially in·
crease the numbers in attendance for the period
mentioned. Everything possible is being done
to insure the most pleasant and profitable reunoin the church has ever known in the state,
and if the weather should prove favorable we
expect an immense concourse of people and the
Saints will meet a warm welcome at the hands
of our citizens. Hoping to be able to greet you
and.others from your part of the state in person
at that time, I remain very sincerely your~,
CHAS. F: LucE.

ANOTHER NEW

~OOK.

From the Patriot Office will soon . be issued a book
bounl'! in paper covers containing;
Sermons on the "Justice of God's Laws," by Pres. J.
Smith; "Second Advent of Christ," Pres. W. W. Blair;
"Mission of Christ," Elder Columbus Scott; "God's Will
to B!Pss His Children," Elder C. Derry; "Priesthood,"
Elder M. T. Short; "Christ and the Apostles as Teachers
for God," Elder J. R. Lambert; "Infidelity from a New
Standpoint," Anonymous. "What the Jews Think About
Jesus," and "The Jews In and Out of Palestine," by Dr.
F. de Sola Mendez, a prominent Jew of New York City,
editor of "American Hebrew." Also, "The American
Indian," and "Life· and Death of Republics," both by D.
F. Lilmbert, editor of Patriot.
.
This work throughout will be found of more than common interest, presenting a wide range of subjects as well
as authorship. It will be sold as follows:
25 cents.
Single copy
•
$1.00.
Five copies
$2.00.
Twelve copies
$1.15
Patriot one year and book
Patriot six months and book
.70
This applies to renewals as WPll as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once,
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and • xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of m0 dern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind-

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consi§ting
of r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and Clover. House, stable,
nice grove and orchard. All' good tilable land.
For terms enqujre of
.
E. ].·RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.
THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Tl.e Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, September 9th and zjd, and October 14th.
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
points in the Farming Regions of the Wast
South west and North-west. For tickets and
further ·information concerning the excursions,
call on your nearest C. B. & Q, ticket agent, or
address P. S. Eustis, General! Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
·
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for !Us well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesm
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Price per year

81..30.

•

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
@""

FLEXIBLE BINJHl'U;!.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-

Apo!!ltaey, Reformation and Resto:rat!oa.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front t.o-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading 1t elther as CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. lt Contains
~90 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THI'! AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CIIUR<Jll BUILDING
In and oince the days of the Apo•tles, reviewing and critically examining .the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
. ·
Wx. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kutland, 0.
SAlNTS' H.ERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.

Reading, "Christian Science," •'Divine Healing'/ or
"Faith Cure," "How tO Become a Medium," &c. The

W"" Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM. H. KELLEY.

Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.

ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.

Price, 25 cents Single (J()py.

Can be had by the dozen or quantity by addressing,
with stamps, currency or postoffice order, M. H. Bond,
46 Waverly Street, Providence, R. I.; The Herald office,
Lamoni, Iowa, or may be orde1ed through any of the authorized minist.ry, who are requested to act as agents in
any part of the world, and to whom a liberal commission
will be paid.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. 'Real Estate
bought and sold.

-h..-

SYMBOLOGtCAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, Cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

ORGANS, SEWJ.NG MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save inoney on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, Indepence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.
~
·

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
-·--)BY THE ( - Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CQ., i:QW '\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu!llin sides •••••••••••••• $1 50
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Uf" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 '711
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ••••••••••••••••••• 3 'lll
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• •4. 00
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt ~dges · •••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides •••••••••••••• 2 ISO
The Harmony contains all the hyml!l In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of mueic, comprising about ~20
~unes, and full ill!ltructiolll on choir and e.nthem mW!ic.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding. •c• ......................... 1 00
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges •••••••••••••••••••• , • ,1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 110
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'IIi
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the r.espect
and belief of all Christian people 1 (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordine.n
ces, worship e.nd practice, with the Church of Christ
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with RimY
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 21\cts , ten or more, each •••••••• , • • :an
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said ;,n connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and materia.! from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1 60
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 60
New Testament, Inspired........ • • • • • • • • • • • 'ill
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN .Al!ONG YOU BAVll BAVJ!' lT 1111· ONE WIFE: AND CONCUBINES
BE SHALL HAvE NONE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"W:e BELIEVE TJUT ONE MAN sHoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE oF DliATR, WIDIN EITHliB
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ.ot
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lOWA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new subR
scribers, and. help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
· Entered as second class matte• at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. 4, 1890.
THE following letter from Pres. Joseph
Smith dated Galien, Michigan, September
zsth, contains an account of the funeral of
Bishop Blakeslee.
Bro. Blair writes us
that further particulars will soon be sent.
"All has passed off quietly and smoothly.
Hundreds att~nded the funeral. We laid there,
mains of Bis~op Blakeslee away at one o'clock
yesterday, in the family's lot in the cemetery
here.
"Bro. E. L. Kelley led the prayer, I delivered
the sermon and Bro. Blair spoke in reference to
the life and character of the bishop,
The song
service was under the management of Mr. Cone,
a local singer of the town, and was excellent,
rendering ']~sus Lover of my Soul' and 'Asleep
inJ esus;' in an effective manner.
«We have things in shape and will leave here
this afternoon for Logan."
TO THE SAINTS.

THE death of Bro. George A. Blakeslee
makes a vacancy in the office of Bishop
of the church. The articles of the church
provide that in case of the death, resignation, or deposition from office of the bishop,
the counselors continue in office and act as
trustees until the successor of the bishop
shall have been chosen and appointed, as
the law of the church directs, at which
time the term of ~office of such counselors
ceases, the new bishop and his ch'osen
counselor or counselors becoming the legal
trustees ofthe church.
The death of Bro; E. Banta left Brn. G.
A. Blakeslee and E. L. Kelley acting as
the Bishopric, and .now with the· death of
B~o. Blakeslee the responsibility of the
trusteeship rests legally on. Bro. E. L.
Kelley, the remaining . member of the
Bishopric. He has. at once entered upon

Iowa, October 4, 1890.

No. 40.

the discharge of his duties as such trustee, Lord's, and he. is directing all in his own
and will attend to all the business apper- way. we mourn a worker lost to the
taining to the office of the Bishop, and ranks, but the work will still go on. Bro.
continue so doing until the successor of E. L. Kelley was the trusted counselor
and confidant of the Bishop, is well inBro. Blake8lee is regularly appointed.
We have consulted with Bro. Kelley, formed in regard to his duties, and may be
and the family of Bishop Blakeslee, and safely trusted to conduct matters during
with their knowledg·e and full consent' the period that must elapse before a sucBro. Kelley has been placed in possession cessor can be d:osen.
JOSEPH SMITH,
of the books, vouchers, accounts and monW. W, BLAIR.
eys of the office, and is prepared to transGALIEN, Michigan, September 25th, 1890.
act the business appertaining to the church
finances.
KELLEY REFUTES C. G. C.
We therefore direct and enJom it upon IN this issue we furnish the HERALD readthe Saints that they in no wise relax their ers with another installment of Bro. E. L.
Kelley's rebuttal of the statementsof "C.
duties in relation to church finances, as G. C." We publish it for the reason that
the needs of the ministry are great, and we deem it well for all the elders and memthe work demands an immediate and bership to be put in possession of these f;tcts
strong support being given to this work- of the early history and vicissitudes of the
church in and about Kirtland, Ohio.
ing department of the church.
During a residence of about one year in
It should be understood that Bro. E. L. that place the writer was gratified to re·
Kelley will hold and act in the business ceive from all the old inhabitants of Kirtaffairs pf the bishopric by virtue of his land and the surrounding country w.ith
appointment as counselor and as trustee whom he conversed nothing but good
words and commendatory statements conby reason of the Articles of Incorporation · corning the Martyr and Sidney Rigdon.
and the law of the)and; and with no ref- While differing from those men religiouserence to the possible successor of Bro. ly they held them iu.·high esteem as ,men;
Blakeslee in the bishop's office; such ap- and we discovered that only those ultrapointment being within the sole province religious or fanatically narrow on some
point, and on that account greatly opposed
of the church at its next session in the to the latter day work, had been or were
coming April conference, or the action of disposed to bring railing accusations against
a High Council, should such be called, to the early Saints. We can also. add · that
while pre.aching at Blakes Mills, near New
make such appointment.
Philadelphia, Ohio, Mr. Simon Darst, an
The bishops and agents heretofore ap- old and prominent resident there gave us
pointed and now acting, will take notice ~a two dollar note issued by the Kirtland
of the change in affairs in the bishopric; Safety Society and bearing the signatures
and that Bro. E. L. Kelley is now in of Sidney Rigdon, president, and Joseph
Smith, Jr., .cashier; stating that in those
charge, and will make ·an reports and ditimes the money of the Society was considrect all correspondence to him; and all ered to be .among the safest and most relidesiring correspondence or to serid mon
able currency then in circulation.
And further: Bro. J. G. Holman gave
eys direct to the bishopric, will address
such correspondence and such moneys to us an interesting and clear account of the
Bro. Kelley, to Lamoni, Decatur county, purchase by Warren Parrish of a farm in
his neighborhood, in Crawford . county,
Iowa, in care of Bro. ,David Dancer, who Pennsylvania, near the historic· Conneaut
will receipt for moneys, and make such creek whose devious windings skirted. the
replies liS. the OCCasion may dernand, Un- early home of one Sol.omon Spaulding of
der such arrangement as may be made ~be "Manuscript Found" fame, a.nd later that
of said Warren Parish; who after betraytween them.
ing the brethren and the cause ot truth by
The Presidency desire to assure the enriching himself from the Kirtland ·Bank's
Saints that sad as is the blow inflicted upon funds, sought the shores of Conneaut
us by the taking.away of Bishop Blake~s creek and be~ame aBaptist preacher.
It is clear thilt an examination into the
l.ee from the active duties of his office, events of those early times shows the early
there is no ne.ed for any apprehension of Saints to have been the ones ill treated
distress, or danger 1 for the work is the. 1 and misused. When our opponents hurl
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against us the stat.ements of Howe, Tucker,
Beadle, et at., they simply assert what they
are personally ignorant of, and quote for
their authority the statements of men, some
of whom could tar and feather and club
their fellowmen and neighbors when they
found scriptural statements unavailir.g as
arguments against their religious belief.
An old time Latter Day Saint . sister
living near Kirtland quoted Dr. P. D.·
Hurlbut as saying this: "I never could
make a clear case
out of that Spaulding
1
Manuscript, but 1 made it tell like h-1
against the Mormons."
When it is remembered that Hurlbut
lind Howe for reasons of personal spite
became incensed against the Martyr and
the church, and that their works have furnished the basis for every anti-Mormon
work since published, we get at the facts
of all this opposition, and are able to make
bare its true character. An aged sister is
still living in this state who was the chief
witness. against Dr. Hurlbut when he was
bound over to keep the peace, at, Chardon,
Ohio, for threatening to kill Joseph Smith.
Another reminiscence and we conclude.
In the summer of I887 an aged and respected citizen of Mentor, Ohio, drove up
to show a party of friends through the
temple. During the conversation he stated
that he was intimately acquainted with
Oliver Cowdery in New York state while
he was a:;;sisting J o~eph Smith by wt iting
out the latter's translation of the Book of
Mormon. Our object in mentioning these
thingswill be obvious to the reader who
has not had personal apportunity of visiting the places of many of the early scenes
of the past, and talking with the survivors.
We have not told all we learned of simi-·
Jar import, however.
"PIONEER

REMINI'SCENCES" EXAMINED.

Editors Willoughby Indeje11dent:
In August.29th issue of your paper I find another pioneer(?) article from the pen of C. G. C.,
who turns out now to be brother Crary, and
making ~undry complaints upon the criticismamong which were that it was "long winded"
and a "wounded bird," etc., to which it might
reasonably be responded that it was evidently a
little weighty as well, for the brother was so restive under it that he makes a second attempt to
rise in your very next number. However, in
neither has he even made an attempt to answer
my demand for the evidence upon which he based
his slanderous assertions about the early Latter
Day Saints of Kirtland. They were particularly
enumerated as follows: ''What authority has C.
G. C. for the assertion that the doctrines of
the early. Saints of Kirtland were-That the
Gentiles had no rights that they were bound to
respect-That it was doing God service to despoil
them of property and even life when it was
thought necessary for the advancement of the
Mormon Church-That the doctrine of celestial
marriage was carefully and rather secretly advocated in Kirtland-That Oliver Cowdery ever in
public or private renounced his testimony to the
Book of Mormon?" Come forward with the
proof, brother Crary, or else make your confessIon of having none as public as the charge. It
will not suffice to say that "a wounded bird flutters," for a live bird will flutter whether wound-

or not, and it is unsafe to draw hasty conclusior.s.
A hint is made by our friend in his second attempt to answer, that he. has some light that he
might turn upon this matter if it was not £or
this "pugnacious" R:elley.
Well, what will
Kelley do?
Oh, he claiins the right to ex"
arhine our statements and find out whether
they are true-· just the same as we claim
the right to examine his. This is, in fact, aJl that
I have ever done. Why do our opponents object
to this just course? While they do stand
thE'
dark abyss of the old Pharisees, for they claimed
the same thing in the days of the Savior; but
Jesus' position was-"But he that doeth truth
cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made
manifest that they are wrought .in God." That is
fair and square work, and no man should countenance any o.ther. This secret whispering ;tnd
tale-bearing has been the curse of the world.
By it Jesus and the apostles and prophets were
imperiled and driven from earth; and every
great reformer in religion and science misrepre·
sented and abused. Brother Crary may expect
that I shall do my duty in this regard as any
other, for it is a duty all men owe to the race,
that light and truth, and not darkness and error,
may be the guide.
My assertion that Joseph Smith gave notice to
the world of the condition of the Kirtland bank
is' called "fishy." By this method he questions
my authority for the assertion and demands the
proof. Well, that is his right, and here is the
proof taken from a work published by the enemies of the Saints, and entitled •·The Prophet of
Palmyra," page 135. The notice was published
in August, r837:
"Caution. To the brethren and friends of the
"Church of Latter Day Saints, I am disposed to
"say a word relative to the bills of the Kirtland
''Safety Society Bank. I hereby warn them to
"beware of speculators, renegades, and gamblers,
"who are duping the unsuspecting and the un"wary, by palming upon them those bills which
"are of no worth here. I discountenance and
"disapprove of any and all such practices. I
"know them to be detrimental to the best interests
"of society, as well as to the principles of religion.
"JosEPH SMITH, JR."

in

This forever brands as infamous any assertions trying to connect Joseph Smith with an
attempt to deceive the public in regard to the
Kirtland bank; not "Mormon'' bank, as our
friend puts it, in face of the facts to the contrary.
The trouble with .brother Crary is, that he is,
so struck on the word "Mormon" that he thinks
he is makitlg points by slashing away 1'\'ith it,
whether with proper use or not. ·But months
after this notice had been published to the world
the intimation is made that persons went out to
trade these bills with Joseph Smith's sanction or
approval. A more absurd proposition could
hardly be conceived.
I now introduce the testimony of I. P. Axtell,
a well known Lake county man, published on the
rsth of March, r88o. He was for years a director in the First National Bank of Painesville.
"My father moved here with his family in the
"year r83o He was a Baptist minister. I have
"seen Joseph Smith many a time; he was often
"at my father's house; and I, with many young
"people, often went to Kirtland to see him and
"his people. My father first met Joseph Smith
"and Sidney Rigdon in Kirtland township; they

''had,. been there but a short time and occupied a
"smallloghouse. He found them to be quite
"intelligent men, and he said quite pleasant talk''e;s and ,quite free to converse upon theirrelig"ious views, which at that titne was known as the
"new sect My father always said Joseph Smith
"was a conscientious and upright man.
"I knew about the Kirtland Bank. These
"parties went into the banking business as a great
"many others in the state of Ohio and other
"states. They got considerable money out at first,
"and their enemies began to circulate all manner
·"of stories against them, and as we had a great
"many banks then that issued what was known
"as •Wild Cat money' the people began to get
"alarmed at so many stories and would take the,
"other banks' issue instead of the Kirthind; and
"so much of it was forced in at once that the
"bank was not able to take it up. Had the peo"ple let these people alone there is no reason that
"I know of why the Kirtland bank .should not
"have existed .to this time, and oh as stable a basis
"as other banks." Sain£s' Herald, voL 27, p. 84.
I did not copy the entire evidence of Mr. Axtell,
lest my article be considered "long·winded"-although I may answer four of his in a single one.
Does my friend want any m?re "salt" on the
bank question?
In the late testimony of our friend is something
o( great importance. He most solemnly avows
that Brigham Young was the successor of Joseph
Smith. What a blessing that would have been
to Brigham in his lifetime. .These pioneer
reminiscences are wonderful! Brigham Young
said after the death of Smith that "no man
would stand in his place till his oldest son
came of age."
'Judge Sherman in the Court of Common Pleas
of Lake county, after hearing the evidence, said,
"That the Reorganized Church was the successor
of the original church established by Joseph
Smith.'' The inspiration of Joseph Smith prior
to his death was that "no one shall be appointed
in his stead except through him." And Brigham
Young never made the claim of such an appointment; and yet brother Crary testifies ·that Brigham Young succeeded Joseph Smith. The
Church of the Latter Dav Saints v.as disorganized in r844· There were some claimants for
Joseph's place, but Brigham denied their eligibil-·
ity and. claimed that the Twelve should guide;
and his party was called the ••Twelveites." Faction after faction, to the number of over twenty,
went away-drawing disciples after them-and
organized upon their respective claims; and in
r847, at Kimesville, Iowa, Brigh;tm Young with
one of these organized his followers, with himself at the head. This is the case fairly stated.
It made Brigham Young no more the successor
of Joseph Smith than Jeff Davis was the su.ccessor of George Washington. Can brother Crary
see the point? The trouble with him is that he
accepts too much as true from Brighamism. It
is very easy to see that he is much more of a
Brighamite than I am, or Joseph Smith or one of
his family.
Again, in the very last of his r.eminiscences he
testifies that the "Mormons," as he cdls them,
first went to Missouri and then came to Kirtland.
Wonderful that no .one ever heard of it before!
And more wonderful that it should be stated
when the facts are just the reverse. Bring your
proof, brother Crary.·
Again, he makes out Joseph and Hyrum Smith
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to be in the "hottest part" of the other world.
What a consolation it mqst be to a real good
christian to be able to see these who diff red from
him in religion here in the "hottest part." Our
friend now reveals himself as he has always been
-one of the bitterest enemies of Joseph Smith
and the Saints. Is it proper, then, that he should
write their history and tell what they believed?
He has not quoted from a single work of• the
Saints to show what we believe. Can we tell
what Christ taught by going to his enemies?
Question those who lived in his day. Can we
Paul? ••Everywhere spoken against." Can we
John? They _would "hurl "him into a caldron of
of boiling oil."_ What about Wesley? His enemies
delighted in dragging him through "the street
by the hair of his head." What did Campbell's
enemies say about him? His "breath is a moral
simoon." "His tongue out-~enoms all the venoms of the Nile."-Ed. Baptist Banner.
But notwithstanding all of these lessons and
ten thousand others which I might offer, it is
assumed in our very faces that we cannot speak
for ourselves-do not even know when it is our
time to speak, but let our enemies tell us when.
The early Latter Day Saints' faith was fully
written and published to the world. No one was
able to gainsay it then. Shall we now repeat the
folly of asking their enemies what they believed?
When Christ was ministering to mankind he
said that he judgFd no man. But brother Crary
can tell just· what part· of he!! they are gone to.
But come to think of it-he is giving his pioneer
reminiscences. What a pioneer our friend has
been.
If justice was lo be done us in his reminiscences why did not C. G. C. tell us about the Saints
being accused of stealing Mr: Hind's tool chest,
and search made in their homes for it by due
warrant, and finally when they came to the house
of a preacher of a popular church and bitter enemy of the Saints they found the chest up in his
garret? o( the instance that once occured in
the Presbyterian Church of the confession of
'stealing a plow,' which the enemies of the Saints·
had sworn against one of their number, and he
had to pay the penalty for the crime and yet
wholly innocent? I will now ask C. G. C. to
state the time in the year 1836 that he declares
he heard Joseph Smith say he 'owned the store.'
Will he tell us, also, if he knew of any parties
who got money by discounting notes at the
Kirtland bank, and then refused to pay when
they found there was an old statute the bank had
not complied with?· Also, was this honest in the
enemies of the bank? Still for the truth.
E. L. KELLEY.
0

KIRTLAND,

L·ake County,

o.

A BROTHER sends us the following very
suggestive clipping:
DRINK AND WORK.
''I drink to make me work,'' said a young man,
to which observation an old n:ian replied thus: 1
"That is right! You drink and it will make
you work! ,:Hearken to me a moment, and I'll
tell you "something that may do YQU good. I was
once a very' prosperous farmer. I had a good,
loving wife, and two as fine lads as the sun ever
shone on. We had a comfortable hom~, and
used to live happily together. But we used to
drink ale to make us work. Those two}ads I
laid In drunkards' grav~s. My wife died

broken-hearted, and she now lies by her two
sons. I am seventy-two years of age. Had it
not been for drink I might have been an independent man; but I 'used to drink to make me
work-and it makes me work now! At seventytwo years of age I am obliged to work for my
daily bread. Drink, and it will make you work!''
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
there any specific rule in the
Church of Jesus Christ in regllrd to superannuated ministers?
·
Ans.- The revelations of God ac~epted
by the church, provide for the support of
those who may need help from the tithes
and offerings put into the Lord's store
house, or the treasury of the church.
~.-Would the church of which a
brother has been its advocate for many
years, be justified in permitting its ministers to become inmates of the poor house,
through poverty, sickness and old age?
A.-No; unless the church is not in con~
clition to offer proper care and .support to
such brother. The church has tried to
take care of those. so situated as to need
help.
~--If there is in the church which a
brother's life interest has been identified,
such a rule for a brother's relief, will the
HERALD please to state, by what method
this relief may be obtained?
A.-Notify the bishop of the absolute
conditions in which the brother is placed;
or if in a district where the bishop hlls an
agent, notify the agent.
The subject raised by these questions,
the necessity for a properly endowed institution in which those who have worn
th~:·mse!ves out in ~the battle of life for the
church and tflems~lves, arid were in old
age wit bout a competency, and in need of
support, can be comfortably lodged and
cared for in the necessities oflife, has been
the source of frequent and earnest consultation among the leading minds of the
church; and the necessity for such an in·
stitution is clearly recognized by the people; there is ample ·provision for it in the
law, so far as the written word is regarded
as law; but there has not at any time been
a sufficiency in the church treasury to provide such institution. The church is comparatively small in numbers, and in the ag.gregate poor, as cqmpared1 with almost
any .of the churches of the day. We are
aware that it is easy for any o.ne to sit
down and write that a few cents per.month
each, among so many people would soon
raise a fund sufficientlylarge to meet the
actual outlay and expense of a building
and surroundings and necessary attend•
ance. Figuring on paper given possibilities is quite easy, but stubborn facts dis·
·prove many a finespun theory. If-but
there is the trouble -·ev.ery church mem"
ber was a producer in the possession of
good facilities to g-ather the stipulated
small sum per week, or month, which
such an enterprise would demand, then it
would be quite an accomplished. thing;
hut when one stops t9 th.jnk th:atof twenty
thousand people only one in five is sup,
posed to be a brel!d~winner, it materially
lessens the margin for speculative figuring.
~ues.-Is

Again, it is all some of these bread-winners
can do to keep themselves and dependents
free from dt bt; and a call made on their
earnings aside from the burdens of daily
susttnance, is not so readily met as he
who figures so glibly would seem to make
out.
Again, the great effort of the church
hitherto has been to keep the ministry
moving preaching the word and winning
souls unto Christ.
The utmost limit of
the store in the trea~ury has always been
reached in each and every year, and in
some years has been much exceeded, the
deficiency being advanced by the bishop
personally, to be refunded from the next
year\ supply.
Any. one who reads the
HERALD ought to know something of the
amount the bishop has at his command,
actual and constructive; and we see no
just reason why any serious fault should
be found with either the bishop or the
church, because much greater things are
not done in a financial way.
There has
been a few men in the church who have
been ready to"'donate quite liberally of their
means for the purpose indicated; but the
entire sum of their offerings is much too
small to even start such an enterprise, and
so their good intentions remain unfulfill-.
ed.
But suppose there was such an institution. It would be supported by the contributions of the people; taken from the
general funds of the body, the voluntary
tax paid hy devotional worshipers as a just
tribute to their faith. Is the institution of
the government, called the poor. house,
~nything different in its intent and purpose?
Could ·the church provide better
accommodations, more ·comfortable surroundings tpan are found in many of the
institutions found even among the Gentiles and in their cities?
Do the Saints
pay into the public treasury of the_ State
any portion of the sums expended in b.uilding and sustaining the houses where thos.e
needing help are befriended? Will they
be excused from this public tax because
the church s,upports its own poor?
We have only glanced at this subject,
but ask its consideration. by ~he Saints.
THRONES CAST DOWN ....
"THE 'Almanach de Gotha' is over a century and a quarter Qld. When it was first
issued, among its' collection of sovereignties written up there were only .three republics, Switzerland, San Marino, and Andora, while to-day, out of its total of fiftyeight states mentioned, twenty-six are republics."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
A BROTHER writes us copying an extraet
from the Vanguard, published at St.
Louis, Missouri, in which a writer in a
childish way strains his evidently shallow
or inc~>nsiderate intellect in e11deavoring to
prove that the "beast," the "dragon" and
the "false prophet''' of .~he apccalypse are
respectively, Spiritualism,,Adventism and
Mormonism; and which the brother evidently wishes us to review.
have
long since learned that it was not only im-

We
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possible but unprofitable to notice every
puny attack upon or misrepresentation of
the cause. The "main question" of preaching the gospel is the direct and positive
work of the church, and in so doing the
best refutation possible is given to silence
envious and slanderous tongues or pens.
The noble mastiff ignores the futile attacks
of a well kno.wn smaller animal, and the
Saints may by nobility of condu_ct and
character completely neutralize the zealous
efforts of those who wilfully misrepresent
or ignorantly malign them and their faith.
Some attacks upon us may with propriety
be replied to, but many are so puerile as to
be best answered by. keeping the even
tenor of our way. "Fret not thyself because of evil doers."
·
See a notice from Bro. M. H. Forscutt,
in this issue regarding a scholarship in
"Bryant's Business University," St.J oseph,
Missouri.
Anr young men desiring a
business course will do well to avail themselves of this opportunity-help themselves, Bro. Forscutt and the church at St.
Joseph, all at. the same tillJ.e.
By advice from Sr. J. H. Thomas, we
learn that Bro. Thomas baptized twelve
during the month ending September r8th,
the date of the sister's letter. Bro. Thorn~
as is laboring in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Sr. Laura Cooke, Frederick City, Maryland, wrote the 21st inst. that almost six
years have pased since the Saints there have
heard an elder of the church preach.
They will welcome and care for one who
may come to preach the truth. Although
denied the privilege of the ministration of
the ~ord, she sends tithing that the gospel
may be declared to others.
,
Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote that three were
baptized at the Wilber camp-meeting.
Bro. Charles M. Roberts, Hornick,
Iowa, .wrote, ordering quite a stock of
printetJ works to distribute among his
neighbors. Finding the truth and enjoying the peace it has broug-ht to him, he desires to manifest the spirit of the work by
bringing the message of life to others. He
will be blessed of God in so· doing.
UNBELIEF.
There is no unbelief.
Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod,
.A.nd waits to see it push away the clod,
1'rusts he in God.
Whoever says, when clouds are in the sky,
"Be patient, heart; Jight breaketh by and by,"
Trusts the Most High.
Whoever sees 'neath winter's fields of snow
The silent harvest of the future grow,
God's power must know.
Whoever lies down on his couch to sleep
Content to lock each sense in slumber deep,
Knows '·God will keep."
Whoever says ''To-morrow"-"The Unknowu""The Future"-trusts that power alone
He dare disown.
The heart that looks on when the eyelids close,
And dares to live, when .life has only woes,
God's comfort knows.
There is no unbelief;
.A.nd day by day, and night increasingly,
The heart lives by that faith the lips deny;
God knoweth why.-Sel.

W'" The printed name on the colored label onyour pa;.
per gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
11aid. If it.shows you are in arrears, please renew;
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''Nor bounds, nor clime, nor creed .thou l{now'st,
Wide as· our need thy favors fall;
The white wings of the Holy Ghost
Stoop, seen or unseen, o'er the heads of all."

WOMAN'S WORK.-No. IL
"MAN and woman in their creation and by natural
endowments are inseparably united. The bond
can never be broken. They stood together in the
purity of Eden, ;,tnd together fell in the transgression, sharing its penalty in the loss of purity
and paradise.
'They, hand in hanil, with waBdering and slow steps,
Through Eden took their solitary way.'

Thus they entered upon their career of mutual
sin ·and alienation from God. '.'Hand in hand"
must they seek to regain the lost paradise, and
side by side work out their physical and moral
destiny. That this is what God intended, both
nature and revelatJon plainly teach. To help
humanity in its lapsed condition, God called and
inspired some to make known his will. The endowments bestowed upon his servants of -old
have kindled high and holy aspirations in righteous souls of every generation and the employment of men and women in the prophetic office
in the earliest ages is, at least, an l~timation of
,God's design, in the subsequent and fuller development of the church. We may justly infer
that agencies employed at one time would be employed at another when the ends to be accomplished are the same; and that spiritual endowments given in one age would be given in another when the work of God demanded them.
That this has always been the faith of the church
is seen in the fact that the gr:rcious gifts of the
Holy Spirit have been invoked on those specially consEcrated to religious work."
In our previous article we mentioned briefly
the position occupied by woman before the fall.
When God came to consider his work, to look
upon man as without companionship of his own
species, he said, "It is not ·good that the man
should be ·alone, I will make him a help meet for
him. Dominion was given to them, (the man
and the woman) over all living things upon the
. face of the earth, and thus in the very beginning,
God recognized the equality of man and woman,
and this equality was also recognized when punishment was meted out to them because of tran-sgression. When man went forth out of the garden, woman was not permitted (through any plea
of being the weaker vessel) to remain.
When God made choice of a people to serve
him-a nation unto whom he should entrust his
oracles, and through the lineage of whom Christ
should come He gave to that nation leaders, one
of whom was a woman.
"Miriam is the first prophetess on rec~rd designated by that name, though it is not likely she
was the first woman through whom God spoke
prophetically. In the rabinnical traditions there
are seven prophetesses in the Old Testament
times. Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, Abigail, Huldah and Esther.*
*Stanley's Jewish Church, vol. 1, p. 488.

"The following are the Jirinclpal ~tiiteffients
and allusions to Miriam: 'And Miriam, the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her
hand; and all the women went out after her with
timbrels and with dances. , And Miriam answ)red them, Sing ye to the Lord, for he hath tri,
umphed gloi-iously: the horse and his rider hath
he thrown into the sea.'-Ex.rs: 20, 21.
"And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses.
: .. And they said, Hath the Lord Indeed spoken only by Moses? Hath he not spoken also
by us? And the Lord heard it.''-Num. 12: r, 2.
"0, my people, what have I done unto thee?
and wherein have I wearied thee? testify against
me.
"For I brought thee up put of the land of
Egypt, and redeemed thee out of the .house of
servants; and I sent before thee, Moses, Aaron
and Miriam."-Mic. 6: 3, 4·
From the above quotations we learn that Miriam occupied a reading and prominent position in
the Church of God. It was "Miriam the prophetess" who led the women of Israel forth after
the overthrow of Pharaoh and his host in tl:e
Red sea and they followed her, singing a song of
triumph unto the Lord. Miriam and A.aron
alike presented their claims to the people, as having received communications from God, when
they rebelled against the stiperior authority of
Moses. The language would seem to imply that
instruction, to a certain extent, had come through
them to the people; but God taught them that
they were not permitted to usurp authorty over
their superiors. But in this usurpation Aaron
was also implicated and the punishment came
alike upon each of them.
But the prophet leaves do doubt in the matter,
as through him- the Lord plainly declares, "I
sent before thee, Moses, Aaron and Miriam.''
To Latter Day Saints this associating of Miriam
in the going before the church and her being
placed there by God himself, hold a stronger
significance than it possibly can to the churches
of the day. Do you ask why so? We answer that
if we rightly apprehend the faith of the church,
it is hPld that Moses first organized the church
according to the gospel plan and the law was
afterwards added because of transgression. If
this be correct, then it was while they were yet .
under the gospel law that Miriam was associated
with her brothers: as one whom God sent before
the people; for it was in the first of their flight
out of the lan·d of bondage, that we find her
going before the women of Israel and leading
them In singing praises to God because of the
triumph he had given them over their enemies.
The gospel being unchangeable, it therefore follows that what has once been granted to woman
tinder· the gospel law in other dispensations, we
as Saints can not with any show of consistency
deny to her under the restored gospel. Bear in
mind, however, that we do not undertake to say
wha.t position Miriam filled. That she was o~e
of three whom God chose to lead, or go before
his people, out of the land of bondage, he himself
declares. Had he a purpose in thus associating
women h1 his work?· It seems that it ought not
to be difficult to answer this question, in fact to
see the absolute necessity existing that as· woman
was made for the express purpose of being a helpmeet for man, that this help was necessary in the
work of God; as much so in an organized condition as in the more private social or domestic relation. The fact that man needed help-wis not
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In an absolute sense independent-seems to have
been the actuating thought in the mind of Deity
in the creation of woman. That woman was· associated in after years in the temporal affairs, or
government of t):le Jewish people, we have but to
cite the name of Deborah, who in a dark and
cloudy day of Israel's history, judged her people
and delivered them from the hands of their oppressors.
Again, during the reign of Josiah, when he
was having the house of the Lord repaired and'
the book of the law was found, there were none
able to give the king any assurance concerning
the things contained therein from the high priest
down. In this emergency the high priest himself accompanied by others, took the book to
Huldah the prophetess, and the word of the L0rd
came through her to the king. In regard to this
Dr. Priestly says, "It pleased God to distinguish
several women with the spirit of prophecy, as
well as other great attainments, to show that in his
sight, and especially ip. things of a spiritual nature, there is no essential pre-eminence in the
male sex; though in some things the female is
subject to the male."
Passing down the stream of time past the
long silence of inspired men we come to the ushering in of the Christian dispensation; and again
we find woman chosen not only to the high honor of communicating to man the will of God, but
one selected to be the recipient of honor never ·
before or since conferred upon mortal and which
must forever stand alone in Its divine mystery
and preeminence of condescending love.
Through the ,ministry of Jesus we fipd him
frequently attended by faithful, loving and helpful women, whose ministrations to him and the
disciples are often spoken of.
"And many women were there beholding afar
off; .which followed Jesus from Galilee, ministering unto kim: among which was Mary Magdalene
and Mary the mother of James and Joses, and
the rnother of Zebedee's children."-Matt. 26: ss,

could be extended in the hour of His death and
the burial of His sacred body. Attendant upon
the ministry, sufferings and death of Christ, the
first DEACONESSES were found. Their tender
ministries soothe<;! His last sufferings, prepared
His body for the tomb: theirs were the last vigils
on the night of the crucifixion, and earliest on
the morning of the resurrection. Mary was the
first to see the resurrection body of the Lord,
and "WOMAN" was the first gracious resurrection
word that fell from His lips. Does not this indicate a field for the energies and sympathies of
woman? "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren ye have done
it unto me."-Math. 25: 40. Thus she serves the
Lord in the lowliest of His brethren. Suffering
is wide· spread and its demands cannot be met as
they should be but by the gentle hand of woman.
"What an error the world and the church have
made in trying to restrict the energies of woman
to her own home! •It would surely be a great
mistake,' says Howson, 'to limit the divine law
of woman's mission on the earth to the mere
relation of marriage. The Scripture is far wider
than our prejudices. Wherever helping work is
to be done, there woman is in her place. Motherly and sisterly care are oUen rnost needed
when they can not be had within the sphere of
domestic life. Home is indeed woman's highest
and most natural sphere; but the outcasts of
society can not be reached by home influences
unless those influences are brought to them, ·and
it is only a female hand which can bring them.
If the activity of the stronger sex is to penetrate
all parts of human ljfe, and yet feminine influence is to be restricted within families, the
equilibrium of society is not preserved, but
marred.'
"'They told these. things unto the apostles.'
Thus these faithful women proclaimed the gospel
to these men who were afterwards to be the
teachers of the whole human race. What honor
God hath bestowed upon. woman! She minis56.
"Now there stood by the cross of Jesus his
tered to Christ of her substance. She stood by
mother, and his mother's sister, Mary the wife of
the cross and manifested her sympathy when
Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene."-John 19:25.
scarcely a pitying eye gaz~d upon Him from all
"If was Mary. Magdalene, and Joanna, and
the multitude. And when He was risen from
Mary the mother of James, and other women
the dead, she was the first bearer of the glad tidthat were with them, which told these things unings to His chosep apostles. Surely the honor
to the apostles."-Luke 24: 10.
conferred upon woman by Christ at the opening
The idea involved in the Greek word, translaof the gospel dispensation should not be denied
ted deaconess, is that of helpfulservice, and was this
herin the later development of it.
not exactly what these women were doing?
•'Does not this, therefore, point to another field
"Ministering unto Him." The word further infor the energy and zeal of female disciples?
forms us that when Christ was engaged in his
'The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers
public ministry in Galilee these women ;,Minis-· are few.' . . . God intended that woman should
tered unto him of their substance." The author
help in the world's evangelization. That she
adds: "They wer~ in deep sympathy with his
should exercise a helpful ministry, teach the
sufferings. John tells us they •stood by the cross
ignorant, nurse the- sick, comfort the afflicted,
of. Jesus.' It would seem that all the male dis.dro·p the seeds of divine truth into the wounds
ciples except John had fled, but not the women.
made by sovereign love, and tell the glad tidings
Perhaps they were in less danger from the exof the Savior's resurrection to a despondent
cited multitude. Be this as it may, their fidelity
church and an unbelieving world.
wa~ more conspicuous, their compassion greater,
With a few brief quotations of passages of
and the agony of Christ drew with more powerScripture in which the labors of women are menful attraction the tender sympathies of woman.
tioned under the gospel dispensation, we will
This is only an illustration of the law of our beconclude this part of our investigation with a
ing, God made woman capable of the most t~n
quotation from Dr. Ada·m Clark:
der sympathy, and tne greatest help to all suffer"l comm4tnd unto you Phebe, our sister, which
ing human beings.
is a servant of the church which is at Cenchrea;
It is. a striking and gratef\ll fact t):lat this need
that ye receive her in the Lord as beco~eth
of help appeared in: the Savior of the world, and 'Saints, and that ye ·assist her in whatsoever busifound in woman such . willing helpfulness as
ness she hath need of yoll; for she hath been a

succorer of many and of myself also."-Rom.
16: ! 1 2,
"Greet Mary who bestowed much labor on us..''
-Rom. 16:6. Salute-Tryphena and Tryphosa,
who labor in the Lord.'' "Salute the beloved
Persis, which labored much in the Lord." And
in another epistle Paul speaks again of "Those
women which• labored with me in the gospel.''Phil. 4: 3·
It is the opinion of Howson that the way in
which these names are mentioned convey the
idea of "stated systematic work" arid with reference to the la]l>ors of Persis, Dr. Clark says:
"We learn from this that Christian women, as
well as men, labored in the ministry of the word.
In those times of simplicity all persons, whether
men or women, who had received the truth, believed it their duty to propagate it to the uttermost of their power. Many have spent much
useless labor in endeavoring to prove that these
women did not preack. That there· were some
prophetesses as well as prophets in the Christian
church we learn, and that a woman might pray
or prophesy, provided she had her head covered,
we know; and that whosoever prophesied spoke
unto others to edification, exhortation and comfort St. Paul declares- I. Cor. 14.: 3· And that
no preacher can do more every person must
acknowledge,. because to edify, exhort and comfort are the prime ends of the gospel ministry.
If women thus pvopkesied, then women preached.
Then~ is, however, much more than this implied
in the Christian ministry, of which men only,
and men called of God; are capable."
It may occur to the minds of some to answer,
we are not bound by the dicta of any man, and
the opinion of Adam Clark is no more to us than
the opinion of any one else. We grant you this
most cheerfully, but if the opinion is supported
by the word (which in this case it seems to be),
what then? We do.most surely agree with him
when he says: "There is, however, much more
implied in the Christian ministry, of which men
only, and men called of God, are capable. It is
just here, however, that.our author ·disagrees
with him saying, "what there is in the Christian
ministry of which men only are capable, Dr...
Clark does not tell us, and we do not know.''
Perhaps if he was one of thost called in. the way
Dr. Clark specifies he would understand it better.
(To be continued.)

SPRINGDALE, Ark., Sept. 17th.
Dear Sister Fr,ances:-P.Iease' allow me space
in the Home Column to express my thanks and
gratitude to the kind brothers and sisters, one and
all, for the many words of comfort and sympa~·
thy and also for the substantial tokens of. their
brotherly and sisterly love that we have received
from their hands. These gifts are received wi~h
thankful hearts and an earnest,fervent prayer from
our little sorrowing family circle that God will
bless the kind and loving ones who are helping
us in this our time of great need. Oh! :we loved
our darling so we!( and we miss her so much.
She has gone to rest while we are left to mourn.
And now, dear friends, I need your prayers, for
another great trial awaits me. 1 .am-left with
four children whom I m·ust separate ina few days,
perhaps never to meet on earth again. Oh! .this
terrible thought almost breaks my heart. Dear
sweet little Mabel, five years old, will go to Grin~
nel, Iowa, to her aunt Sallie Russel's. Lester,/
seventeen years old,will go to his cousin 1 Henry
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Russell's, in eastern Iowa. Little Jerome will
stajwith his sister, Rillle ·Moore, and Florence,
nine years old, I will take to Plano, Illinois, to
live with her sister, Emma Bronson. Thus the
little. family that a few weeks ago were bound
together with a mother's tender love must now
be separated far and wide. Pray that we may
all meet in that better land where parting shall
be no more. Lester and Jerome are members of
the church; the little girls I hope will be some
thne.
After I get my children· settled in their ..
respective places I hope to spend the balance of
my days in the active ministry and try in my
weakness to bring souls into the kingdom of God.
We wish to say that it was Sisters Frances and
Christy who made the appeal for our assistance
to the Saints. We did not 'intend to ask for
help although we needed it badly.
May our
heavenly Father abundantly bless and reward you
all for the tender and loving words of sy~ppathy
and timely assistance is the earnest prayer of
your brother,
ELI M. WILDERMUTH AND FAMILY.
P. S -We can not write to each of yqu individually, so we take this method of expressing
our thanks to all.
E. M. W. AND FAMILY.
HO~E

CoLUMN MISSION4-RY FuND

Sept. I9, Amount to date ......•.... : .$3 I48 19
Sarah Downey, Neb .... I oo
James A>ken, Cal .....•. I oo
Geo. 'vV. Benson, Ill. ..... 50
Sr. J. T. Butterfield, Cal.. 65
A sister, 0 .... : ... ...... 5 oo
S. J. Oliphant, Mo .•..... I 2 S
Ann Lewis, Mo ........ ·5 7S
A sister, Mich.... .. .. . . . 30
Thos. Emanuel, Ill ...... 2 75
IS 20
Sep. 25, Amount received to date .••.. $3.166 3\)
s;w-Send ali inonevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
There is scarcely a week passes but requests
are sent in to the Home Column to pray for some
one whose disease is the terrible one of cancer.
This morning while ln conversation with .Bro.
Evan Morgan, of Cleveland, Iowa, he told us of
a sister In the branch where he lives who was entirely cured of a very large cancer by following
close! y ·the recipe con tal ned in the Herald of
May 25th, r889, which we here reproduce. Sr.
Williams, mother of Bro. Thomas W. Williams,
.now laboring as a missionary in Ohio, was the
party healed. After the application of the cancer
plaster, be very careful to keep the healing salve
renewed' as often as needful, but do not handle
or press the parts, as the cancer will fall out without pressure. Bro. Morgan saw the one referred
to above, after it had fallen out, and it was a large
ugly, looking thing, and you will notice Bro.
Cheney says, "The remedy has proven successful in my hands in every case that I have appHed it to cancers." Try it.
CURE FOR CANCER.

Dear Herald:-r have often noticed in your
columns deaths from cancers, and I have often
thought to send you a remedy that haJ proven
successful in my hands in every case that l have
applied it to cancers. The remedy is this: Spread
a plaster of common sticking plaster, cut a hole
in the plaster a trifle larger than the cancer so
that there will be a small margin of good flesh,
about the sixteenth of an inch, all around the

cancer. Apply the plaster over the cancer, leaving the cancer and this small margin exposed;
then. apply over the cancer and resting on the
plaster the cancer plaster composed of one part
wheat flour, one part ~lood Root (Sanguinaria)
ground fine, one part Chloride of Zinc. Mix .the
Sanguinaria and flour with water, then the
Chloride of Zinc. Mix well and apply over the
cancer, Jetting it remain from twenty-four to
forty· eight hours according to the time the cancer
has· been standing. Then take off the cancer
plaster and dress with any good healing salve
In from a week to ten days the_ cancer wili drop
out. (Don't try to press it out) Then heal with
any good salve. Probably the best healing salve
is the All Healing or Black salve; it is the best
for a cancer which I will furnish the recipe. of
to any one writing for it, enclosing a two cent
postage stamp to pay postage.
LEVI CHENEY.
KENT, Illinois, Ma.rch 8th, 1889.
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BROCKToN, Mass., September.
Edztors Herald:- August rSth we left Lake
Cassadaga in western New York, the place of our
last communication to you. Of our experiences
there and the argument to be deduced therefrom from a gospel standpoint we may here·
after have more to say.
Of men-made creeds as a substitute for the restored gospel and the wisdom or cunning of the
modern theologian, our average and authorized
conference appointee ha• (as reference has shown)
but little to fear in public or privated discussion
or encounter; but there is an insidious foe which
I fear sometimes as ministers of Christ we may
not be as fully prepared. as· future and rapidly
hastening events may demand.
Something
other than the absurdities of popular theology
will surely have to be met, and ~orne preparation
be had. •·Men of corrupt minds reprobate .concerning the faith." Like Lucifer, and Jannes and
Jambres, and old apostate Latter Day Saints,
furnished with arguments that clothe the word
"seductive" with a meaning that many of us in
our inexperience in these matters do not comprehend, will have to be faced; and their insidious
and plausible effort to transform the fleshly law
and carnal desire into a spiritual grace or saving
measure, will have to be exposed with a subtility
and grace \\oith which the careful, faithful, wise,
Intelligent, experienced and authorized minister
of Christ alone is to be furnished.
The kingdom of God and of his Christ has
ene~ies in our day whose potency may not be
known or felt until the final conflict arid the
last desperate struggle, in which all the reserve
forces upon either side are to be employed is
had. We have plenty of men and women whom
it would be entirelY. safe to trust the church interests to, in conflict with the ordinary creed defender; but if I am to be set against the devil
himself, it is meet that I should not be ignorant
of his devices or his disguise; for a devil undisguised is a devil no longer, so far at least, as
power for mischief is concerned.
Through Jesus Christ vras given to~Ptter all
things that pertain unto life as well as godliness.
Life, not only as significant in the sense or senses
which ordinarily attach to the word, but life as it
mel the gaze of our Lord and Savior in his des-

c:ent into the regions of the pit and of the prison-·
house where "the rebellious also" dwell.
· ·
There are, as in Job's days, I believe by the
permission of God and for the accomplishment
of his ultimate designs -concerning the human
race, disembodied, spiritual intelligences still
unrestrained, save "by chains of darkness," seeking that which by ·rebellion against God's law
and governmenment they have been deprived of,
viz , a body and physical organism through
which to make manifest their hatred or continued opposition to the power that holds them in
chains. Some of them at least, I have reason to
believe, are of this class that they were cognizant, not only of the presence anq character of
Jesus Christ, bpt of his authorized ~ervants e'ighteen hundred years ago- the t~elve and the
seventy; but that they are still here, still cognizant of the faCt that in spite of .the assumptions of
man-made priests that the kingdom and power of
God is not, still know that it is here; and they
are here to oppose not the fact of spirit existence
and of spirit power (for that would be but to in-y
vite certain defeat) Some argument stronger than
the old sectarian cry: "Spiritual gifts are no
longer needed" must be had, that might do service in absence of the truth; but the angel's
flight, the restoration of the church and kingdom
of God with its spiritual gifts, blessings and knowledge to mankind rendered new devices necessary; and the world was soon startled with his
attempts to seize material and c'ommunicate
through manifest agency his "Subtle counterfeits,
raps upon the head and foot-boards of the beds
of the Fox Sisters,* etc., etc.
There is more, much more, that can be said;
but time and space forbid.
I have written
·'Spiritual Gifts" in the church interest and for
the purpose of saying that which I could not say
~in any other way or through any other channelthe Herald columns are too limited. Our literature as a church Upon this subject is not' elaborate. With the exception of a single tract written years ago by Elder T. W. Smith, I know of
no special attention that has been paid to this
subject. Believing that the time had carne for
speech against the most dangerous foe. with
which we shall have to contend, with a view to
stimulate thought and criticism rather than with
an idea of covering the ground· of argument.
Errors there are; scarcely two weeks of time or
times between regularministeriallabor and travel
was had; correcting of proofs, which was hastily
done, as I had .expected to have left for the
Maine Reunion, I desired its completion, not
knowing when I should return. The book is not
a scheme for making money, certain. Anybody
is welcome to the profits who will foot the expense. I believe, however, we not only ought to
furnish but support church literature. The everlasting kingdom should furnish them that while.
not excluding, should place its own before other
church, secular or trashy literature in the hands of
*Mrs, Margaret Fox Kane, one of the original Fox girls
of Rocb,ester, and of spirit "rapping" fame, who last winter Uhdertook to expose Spiritualism in Boston and other
places by the snapping of her toe joint, etc., etc., has returned to the spiritualistic fold, as we predicted in our
pamphlet; exposmg at once her own cupidity and those
who sought to "down" spiritualism by betrayal at the
baud of this victim of alcoholi•m, and probably other
weal<:ne•ses-not of spiritualiem in fact.:...but the attendant
hum buggery that everywl::ere waits upon it, she claiming
bad faith with her contractors, etc. "When rogues fall
out,"·etc.
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especially the young of our people, in attractive
Spoke in the evening to the Saints and friends
in Weymouth, baptizing and confirming one the
and entertaining form. People who ~an't afford
to pay for "Presidency and Priesthood," that able
following day.
September 6th found Bro. W. H, Kelley and
work by Bro. Kelley, can often afford money to
myself with a few Saints, who braved the storm,
minister to appetite, dress, tobacco or other useJess or unnecessary provision for the flesh.
at Little Compton, R. I., to assist in their twoIf this kingdom is to "stand forever," it is
days' meeting.
No notice was given in the Herald, the time
worth while to obtain and preserve as a library
being too short; but all the branches were notiits early literature. Who shall compute the
fied. Congregations fair, however, and the meetgood that Autumn Leaves has done, is doing and
ings more than made up in spiritual power what
will accomplish in the dissemination of the. truth
was lacking in numbers, Bro. Kelley being espethat makes men free from the bondage of sir?
cially blessed in preaching the word.
Let us make an effort to encourage our own
Sunday was at Fall River. Not many out, but
talent and literature, especially the young, to
the Author of this work stood by us, and we
whom Autumn Leaves has opened a field. If
tried to and believe succeeded in reaching the
Zion is ever to become "the perfection of beauty"
approval of our Heavenly Father, and of those
it will be because o£ the industry, intelligence,
who have the interests of the souls of men at
ideality, power to conceive, aided not by our
heart.
own vanity but by the Holy Spirit; and to exeCame here yesterd~y expecting to hold some
cute, design in thought and material, architecture
meetings and assist the work as we may. Heavy
for her adornment. If Zion is to be what I conrains nearly all the timil;
I Jearn to-day that
ceive that she must be in order to fulfill that
Bro. Martin is in town and to preach to-night
which is vrritten concerning her, it will be beand am glad.
cause not of our ignorance and waiting for God
We are expecting Bro. Luff at our Boston conto overturn and do some marvelous act of desference and hope he will not disappoint us.
truction upon their enemies and a supernaturFor a year or more we have. thought that temal gift or bestowment upon us without efporal circumstances would force our removal
fort; but because she will be a result of the
everlasting law of the survival of the fittest in' westward, and have been seeking for better wisdom than we possessed naturally for guidance,
everything that is good, pure, intelligent, honest,
when lately there seems to have, been a door
industrious, sober, virtuous, temperate and holy.
flung wide open and, deeply as we regret it, H
Our trip homeward was enlivened by a visit to
looks as though we had but to walk into or
that world's wonder, the Falls of Niagara, Leavthrough it. This step involves a pain and sorrow
ing Buffalo at I Ip. m. the following day at noon
found us among the kind-hearted Saints of for us that anything we might here say would
fail to reveal. The Saints of the Eastern Mission
Brooklyn, and aftheir earnest solicitation, tarryare inexpressibly dear to us, and we are very sad
Ing over Sunday with and speaking to them and
in making preparations to leave here, which we
the strangers that assembled in their neat new
now expect to do immediately ~fter the Boston
hall. Here, as elsewhere, is a field for the excl uconference-about the middle of October. I
sive labor of a wise, energetic missionary who
shall probably return to fill my appointment for
':Can give his time to the work of regulating affairs
the present conference year; but the home of
and upholding the purity and majesty of the law.
my family for the future for the present at least,
The stay of myself and companion was made
we expect, nothing preventing, will be in Wilpleasant by the kindness of these people, being
loughby, Ohio. Mail for me, however, may, unentertained by Bro. and Srs ..Treuman, Box and
til further notice, be sent to my present address,
Bro. Easton-the inventor of the Easton electric
46 Waverly street," Providence, R. I.
patents, and in whose prosperity we rejoice; Bro.
M. H. BoND.
Potts, whose zeal and faithfulness we always remember, Bro. and Sr. Baty also just returning
from Maine reunion cheered and encouraged in
LEEDS, England, Aug. 25th
the work.
'
Editors
Herald:-Feeling
much interested in
The following Sunday at home and were
greeted by the largest audiences morning, after- · this paper by the many testimonies of my
brethren and Sisters in the gospel work, l feel it
noon and evening that Providence had turned
my duty as a servant of God to bear my testimony
.ot~t for some time. The gifts of the gospel were
to the truths of the latter day work which is
manifest to the comfort and assurance .of the
again revealed to man. I joined the church Jan.
tried and those "who have ears to hear." Baptism
6th, 1888, '•and afterwards was taken very. ill
was also administered to three, the Spirit aiding
caused by an accident ir. working for, the bread
us in its administration and confirmation.
that perisheth, by my train running off its track,
Monday we ~ent to Boston expecting to meet
my occupation being a guard on the railway.
and stay with Pres. Joseph Smith until we saw
My injuries were internal and the doctor attendhim safe in Providence; but alas, the bird had
ing gave me up as lost, and told my wife that
flown westward a half hour only before we arrived. We have not quite forgiven him yet, but I wa~, past all hope, and it was useless getting
any thing more for. me. After the doctor had
somebody has got to get along without him, and
left I asked my wife what he had said, but she
we are willing when necessity compels. We
did not like to tell me. I told her I knew, and
ought, I suppose, however, to feel thankful that
was not going to die, as I ,had somebody to
he left Bro. Kelley behind,
cure me. She asked who it was, and I told her it
The day was spent with the 'Boston Sundaywas the head physician, namely, God. This was
school in a pic-nic at Weymouth, where singing,
on a Saturday and on Sunday I sent for the elbo;tting, races•and clam chowder dinner beguiled
ders of the church,.and called for the ordinance
the time. Had the pleasure of meeting here also
J: ,Martin, of, Minnesota, for the .first as it states in the Hfth chapter of the apostle
James. I believed the words of the Lord to be true,

and the Elders came and anointed me; and
I gave my faith to God through his servants,
and the Lord raised me up almost instantly, for
on the Monday morning I asked my wife for
some breakfast, what I had not done for a long
time; and on the Sunday following I walked a
mile to church and bore my testimony to the
work of the Lord. I can say with the rest of my
bretheren, I know the work is of God; and I can
say as our Lord and Savior said, If any man will
do his will he shall know of the doctrine whether
it be of God or whether I speak of rnyself. On
the May following I was .called by the Spirit of
God at the Conference at Manchester to the office
of an elder, which was a noble calling; and since
that time I have labored to the best of my ability
in the Leeds district, under the direction of our
president of the branch, and I hope and trust I
shall ever be faithful that I shall yet be the
means of bringing many a soul into the Lord's
kingdom. Our branch is in good standing and
prospects are for an ingathering, and I hope be~
fore long the Lord will give' us souls for our labor.
Since obedience to God's laws my son has joined
the church. My wife is a great Church of England
woman, and has not yet. obeyed the true light;
but I hope and trust before long the Lord will
show her the true light in its purity, that at some
future day I might be able as many of my
brethren can say, myself and mine.
Your Brother,
JoB DALLEY
CENTRAL LAKE, Mich., Sept. i9th.
Editors Herald:-! have often felt that it was
my duty to write, for I am so often made to rejoice in reading the brethren and sisters letters;
and perhaps they would rejoice to hear how. the
Lord is blessing us in this place; for there are
only a few of us as yet, but I hope and trust ere
long there will be more.
When I came here three months ago there
were only nine Saints, and of my own family;
but now there are eighteen of us, thank God for
His mercies to the children of men. We have
no one to preach for us in this place, but wh~n I
came here I started prayer meeting in my own
house; but it made quite a disturbance, for the
people said there should not be any Mormon
meetings in this place, so they forbade us'; but we
had our meetings just the same and, God blessed
us abundantly for our meek efforts. 0, 'tis good
to be a Saint, to know that when any are afflicted
arid we humble ourselves before our heavenly
Father He will. always hear .and answer our
prayers, just as he did a short time ago when one
of our sisters was very ill and she sent for some
of us to pray for her. We went, and when we
s'ung one of the songs of Zion the Spirit seemed
to fill the house so we could hardly sing, and
when we bowed in p~ayer it seemed as 'if. the
windows of heaven were opened and the Spirit
descended upon us like a mantle and the house
seemed to tremble and she arose and shouted
praise to God, for she was made whole from that
minute.
0, how humble we ought to live! I feel to
regret that I do not, but I mean to live more to
my Father day by day, God being my helper.
I wish there was some one here to preach the
gospel in this place. We have no preaching
here only whens0 me one demands baptism, then
I send for Elder Willil!m Davisi a~d .h~ comes
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and baptizes and confirms and preaches one
sermon.
We desire the prayers of all the Saints in our
behalf that God will soon send one of His servvants to this place to sound the gospel, that many
more may be added to his fold. There is a good
interest in this part of the vineyard.
Your brother in Christ,
GEORGE W ASHBORN.
CLINTON, Mo, September 18th.
Editors Herald:-I write you because I see that
some persons have an idea that land, "good land,"
can be bought in southern Missouri very cheap,
and thereby they who are led to believe this
are made restless in their homes, and wish to
move near to the Saints; also for another reason:
a brother was made to leave California and come
to the cheap land "paradise," spend a couple of
hundred dollars looking around to go back sick,
"disheartened,'' for having been made a dupe of
ignorance in business matters.
I see letters from men in different parts, talking
of trading their farms, selling out at a sacrifice,
&c., to go to some fancied spot where they think
the· people are more favored of the Lord than
where they now live. Had I half the money
thus foolishly spent seeking this ignis fatuus, I
could, with the counsel of my brethren, bt>gin
now to "establish Zion.
Now, to he plain, there is not a foot of good
land cheap in southern Missouri. There is land
cheap. but is not good land. I can sell a hundred and sixty acres for five hundred dollars, but
is dear at that. I have eighty acres worth eighty
dollars, dear at that. No good land can be
bought at less than twenty-five to forty dollars
per acre. This is the average price of land fit to
live upon. Now wouldn't it be just as well to
stay where you are and live your religion at
home as to try and come where people have to
live their religins or move on? "Ye are the ~alt
of the earth." If all the salt comes to Miseouri
what will become of the other State8? I hope
the Saints will wait until the Lord through his
servants prepare a place for them. They shall
then have their inheritance given them by Jot
because they have proved themselves worthy
where ·they are. Cease spending money, that
might redeem Zion, in useless moving around.
We have men and women too whom we would
like to move out of Missouri for Missouri's goog;
who ran in before they were called-tattlers, busybodies, &c. Now if the Saints are in this country enjoying any of God's blessings it is because
they are earnestly striving to labor in their various callings. The same obstacles you have to
meet at your homes they have to meet here; and
if they overcome it will be by vigilance on their
part.
Please do not believe you can get a good farm
at from two to ten dollars per acre in this coun·
try. You can not do it. You might get gravel
hills and rocks fit for mountain sheep, but not for
live Latter Day Saints. Again. Do not go
south of the Frisco road, for good land is as
scarce as hens teeth there; at least no good land
is for sale. If it is, twenty· five dollars per acre
is the least you can buy it for. There is plenty
of land for sale in Missouri, but the above will
have to be paid for it if you want it good; and it
is then cheaper than the cheap land at a gift, yes
at a bonus.

I hope this will be taken in the spirit of love to
the Saints. The California brother referred to
accused me of not informing the Saints through
the Herald/ if I had he thought he would not
have spent his time and money. But I had. The
letter of advice is not seen, or if seen, is soon forgotten; but the other letters of men interested,
perhaps personally, are read with memories fresh.
My advice is, stay where you are; live your religion. Elders will call on you in your lonely
habitation if you have lived worthy. Themessage they bear will be received by the world.
Saints will be added to your number because
your life among them in the past has reflected
the image of the Master, and will charm the honest in heart.
Our work in the Independence district is prosperous generally. Many have been added to the
church through the untiring efforts of the elders
and the membership. Every week brings the
news of men and women obeying the gospel.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
J. A. RoBINSON.
HELEN, Tenn., Sep. 13th.
Editors Herald:-YVe have been much edified
cheered and comforted by the efforts of Bro. G.
H. Hillard in presenting the word of truth, in
eight able and pointed discourses which we pelieve has done a great deal of good in allaying
prejudice and setting the principles of the gospel
before the people. We all think Bro. H. is the
right man in the right place, and hope that he
may soon come again. I have just returned from
Eagle Creek, where Bro. Griffin has been holding
a three days discussion with a Bapt'st minister, by
the name of Williams, where he ably defended
the truth before a.goodly number. We believe
the debate will have its effect for good.
In Bonds
P. B. SEATON.

(tnmmunittafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foR
their own viewso Contributions solicited.

REVIEW OF REMARKS BY REV L. A.
LAMBERT ON THE TRADITION OF
THE BOOK OF MORMON.

EDITORS HERALD :-In replying to Mr.
Ingersoll, or Mr. Lacy, his defendant, concerning the authorship of the books of the
Evangelists, Mr. Lambert says:
"The disciples of the evangelists receive
their writings as the disciples of Ingersoll
receive his.
They buy his books, place
them in their libraries, familiarize their
childrt>n with their contents and author~hip.
Those chi!Jren do the same to their
children, and thus his books will be handed down for a time. This would happen
all the same, if they had no title pages or
evidences of authorship, provid'ing those
that received them first knew, as they certainly could know during his lifetime, that
they were his books. In fact this human
tradition is much strong-er evidence than a
printed title page.
Men can forge or
make a title page, but they cannot forge
or make a tradition.
A forged tradition
always carries with it the tradition of its

forgery.
Thus, though the Mormon
Church may continue for thousands of
years, its Bible will always carry with it
the tradition of its fraudulent origin. The
controversy as to its origin-is, and will continue to be a permanent part of its history.
The Mormon may for all time deny that
his Bible is a fraudulent production, hut
he can never truthfully deny that the
charge of fraud was made against it when
it first made its appearance."-Tactics of
Infidels, p. 302.
I have made this lengthy quotation in
order to give the gentleman the full benefit of his statements, believing that garbling an opponent's statement is not fair
play; is not doing to others as I would
have others do to me. My reasons for reviewing some of Mr. Lambert's statements
couched in this quotation are as follows:
The book in which they are contained has
had a wide circulation, and its author has
gained a corresponding notoriety as an opponent of Infidelity,-a keen critic, a profound logician, an able defender of the
faith; that therefore these erroneous statements are more widely spread, and consequently more pernicious in their tendency
to deceive the many read,~rs of said book
with regard to the truthfulness of what he
calls the Mormon Bible, but what we call
the Book of Mormon.
Thoug-h I do not seek notoriety, yet I
could wish that my defense in favor of the
purity and truthfulness of the teachings of
that book could be as widespse~d as the
assertion of its fraudulencv has been. To
support tbe assertion tha·t "human tradition is much stronger evidence tban a
printed title page," he uses the following:
"Men can forge or make a title page, but
they cHnnot forge or make a tradition. A
forged tradition always carries with it the
tradition of its forgery. Thus though the
l\1ormon Church may continue .for thousands of years, its Bible will always carry
with it the tradition of its fraudulent origin."
I am well aware that the Catholic
Church lays great stress on tradition.
Webster defines tradition to be "the transmission of any opinions or practice from
forefathers to deocendants by oral communication, wit bout written memorials;" even
preferring· it to the written word of Scripture, as well as in the case just quoted
from Mr. L:1mhert; but the inconsistency
of this position in the Catholics is made
manifest in the following words of Vincentius Sirinensis, as quo•ed by Mumford
rCatholic historian). He savs: "This only. and n0thing but this,· the Catholic
Church does by the decress of her Council«, that what· before they had received
only by tradition from their ancestors, that
now they leave consigned in :mtbentical
writing to all posterity."-~uestion if'
~uestions, sec. 19, par. 2.
If tradition is so much stronger evidence
than the written word, why do the Councils of the Catholic Church conclude to
have those traditions written for the benefit of all posterity?
Does not Jhe action
condemn or contradict the assertion? They
evidently confess by having the tradition
written, that it will be more secure than
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in the weakness of man's memory.
But
we will consider the assertion as it stands:
"1\fen can forge or make a title page, but
they cannot. forge or make a tradition;"
and the argument of the Rev. gentleman
is that that which is not susceptible of being forged is much stronger evidence than
that which is.
Then when the Catholic
Church commit their tratlitions to writing
they weaken their evidences, for then they
ani susceptible of being forged. But after
making the assertion that tradition cannot
be forged, in the very next sentence - let
the reader turn to it-he says, ''A forged
tradition always carries with it the tradition of its forgery."
He first denies that a tradition can be
forged, and in the next breath recognizes
the existence of a forged tradition.
But
he has a purpose in this, and if the reader
will follow him attentively, we think he
will discover his purpose to be a design, a
blow at the Mormon Bil9le (Book of Mormon) to show that a frauduleut origin
must have a forged or fraudulent tradition.
Let us quote again: "A forged tradition
always carries with it the tradition of its
forgery.
Thus though th!! Mormon
Church may continpe for thousands of
years, its Bible will always carry with it
the tradition of its fraudulent origin."
Thus we see that though he had to deny
the possibility of the existence of a forged
tradition in order to prove the superiority
of the evidence of an unwritten over. a
written statement, yet he must call it into
being to prove the birth of the Book of
Mormon fraudulent.
The gentleman\
made a slight mistake. The Mormon or
Latter Day Saint Bible, is the same that
aU professing ·christians claim: to take as
the man of their counseL
But allowing
that a tradition cannot be forged, had the
gentleman consulted his lexicon he would
have discovered that "traditions may be
good or bad, true or false."-(Webster).
"'There was a tradition anciently, which I
presume Mr. Lambett will agree with the
writer, was a true one; that there was born
of the Virg,jn Mary One that was called
the ScmrofGod, Jesus Christ; who was to,
give his life a ransom for all mankind; the
Savior, the Redeemer, a true God~man.
There was also, and is to this dlly a tradition among, the Jews;,_which I have. no
doubt the gentleman' will, with me, pronounce false,.:.-that this same personage
was an impostor, a deceiver, a false messiah, ·a false savior; .and that his followers
.were impp!;!tors, aiding and abetting the
impositionof their Master by stealing. his
body from the tomb to deceive the people
by making them believe that his prediction
of rising .fvom the dead the third day was
a proof of what he and they had taught,
that he was .indeed the Savior of. the world.
And this tradition is popular among the
Jews to this. day; but will he say that this·
false trad.ition proves the fraudulent origin
ofithe\claims of the Savior and his disciples?
We think not,. because the church
to which he belongs believes the truthfulness of the tradition that Christ was all
that. he or. the apostles claimed . for him,
havi11g. been handedr down from the apostles throug,h their forefathers to them.--..

See ~uestion qj ~uestions by Joseph in Judea to chastise the house of Israel
Mumford, sec. 19, par. 2.
when they departed from the commandIn justice to them we must say thr:t they ments of God.
.also believe that the written word ~trength
Their continual departure from the law
ens the tradition of Christ being a true of the Lord caused him to send prophets
man and no impostor, by the works he from time to time, to warn and admonish
wrcught and the account it gives of his them to cease from their wickedness and
appearance to many witnesses after the to turn to the Lord; or if they continued
resurrection; but all their works lay the in their wicked ways until their cup was
greatest stress on tradition being the full, he would destroy them from off the
strongest evidence. They also assert that face of. the earth by the dark-skinned nathe Catholic Church have a better right tion. But they paid no heed to the warnthan the enemies of Christ, to know wheth- ings of the prophets, but by their own
er the tradition is true or false. Will they deeds brought on their final destruction.grant qnto the Church of Jesus Christ of The last prophet who had their Record
Latter Day Saints- or as our friend calls in his possession and wound up. their his"
it the "Mormon Church"-the same priv- torv by a delineation ot the last great batilege they claim for themselves?
Will tle "fought, that caused their final destructhey in this particular "do unto others as tion, was commanded to hide up their Recthey would have others do to them?"
ord from their enemies, the dark·skinned
The Latter Day Saints have a better nation, who had frequently sought to·de~
right and privilege of knowing than their stroy·it.
But the Record was notto reenemies, of the truthfulness of. the tradi- main hid up forever;
God had promised
tion of the coming forth of the Book of his faithful prophets that it should. come·
Mormon. The latter day prophet asserts forth at his appointed time, for the recov~
that the existence of a Record and its loca- ery of his ancient covenant people, the
tion, was revealed to him by a heavenly house of Israel; and for that purpose, as
messenger, containing the history of the well as for the salvation of the Gentiles, it
ancient inhabitants of this continent (who should be joined with the Bible; and thus
were once a civilized people), which was an additional witness to the dealings of
written by a succession· of prophets and God with man whom he, had created be
other good men down to the fourth centu- added, the testimony of two nations that
ry of the Chri~ian era.
This history had been separated from the knowledge
states that they had a knowledge of God,. ofeach other should agree concerning the
of Christ and of the gospel handed do.wn purpose of God in the creation and salvanot only by tradition, but by the written • tion of man. This is q·very brief history
word from their primitive Hebrew fath- of the origin of the Book of Mormon;
ers who migrated from Jerusalem under and a small history of what it contains.
the direct guidance . of ·God; as a conse. The prophet Joseph Smith came forth
quence of their obedience to the command- declavlng that the Lord hal\l revealed to •
ments of God, they had many revelations, him that the time had arrived for this Rec"
angelic visitations and prophecies to com· ord to come forth•, that •th~ angel of the·
fort, instruct, cheer and guide them in the Lord made· ·known to him the place where
way of truth and righteousness, the same the ancient prophet had deposited it, arid
as recorded of the people of God in the finally placed the same in' his hands; and
Bible, thus proving that the word of God the· Lord gave .him power to translate it;
in the Bible is true which says, "God is no Thus it has come bearin'g upon its pages
respecter of persons, but in every iu;tion he .the stamp• of divinity. . This is' the true.
that feareth him and worketh righteous- tradition of' that book's coming- forth;
ness is accepted w:ith him."
·
which has been: handed down from father
0 n· the other hand, like those recorded to •son, and also by the pen of the scribe;
in the Bible, .when they departed from the But the enemies of the record have assert~
service of their God, they received his ed that the Spauldfnrg Romance was the
marked displeasure by the chastisement of origin of the Book of Mormon, and this
his hand.
From a few in number that tradition has been handed down from
made their advent on· this continent, in the father to son, as far as civilization ha!fex~
latter part of the reign of Zedekiah, king, tended, as has· been the other; but thanks
of Judah,· in the lapse of ti:me' they became be to .God, the Spaulding Romance has
a great people, or peoples; for they be" been unearthed, and placed in juxtaposi·
came divided into two nations;
One of . tion to the Book of Mottnoh, and the
these nations having been cursed 'on ac- hitherto most strenuous advocates of' th'e
count of their wickedness, was; from a Spaulding tradition, after having 'examined •
fair and delightsome' people, turned •to a the two, turn away crestfallen, for they
loathsome; dark skinned nation, from perceive there is not the· faintest' resem'whom the present Indians of-America are• -blance betweert the two. Thtlte 'are• onlv
descended.
The·other nation, for a con'- a few1 ignorantofwhat the Book of:Mo;~
siderable length of time·, was more right- · mon and the' Spaulding Manuscript con'eous and retained the favor of God, accord- tain; who cling to this false tradition:; , It
ing. to their diligence' in keeping his com- has .served ·the wilful enemies of the• truth
mandments; but Hkedn the: Record of·the so .Jongthat they hate to let it.go'; but honchildren of God contained in the Bible, orable menl-and they ·not a few'-have
human weakness cropped out, departure come to the conclusion that the Spaulding
from the law of the Lord .ensued, and Story will not answer further duty against
when this took place God used the wick~ the Latter Day Saints and must be a bah"
·
ed nation •to chastise the other, like ~s •he cloned;
us~d the·remnant ·of those wicked nations
But ;Jike•,the Ca·thoHcs we iclaimtha.t 'Wi
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have the be"t right to know about the truth
or falsity of our tradition. Again, we have
one proof that exceeds in strength the
Catholic one of tradition, both for the Old
and New .Te~tament, as well as for the
Book ot Mormon. "What is that?" queries the reader.
It is direct revelation
from God, and this privilege, thank God,
is not limited to one or two, but is for all
God's children; yea for all mankind ifthey
will renounce sin and become adopted into
the family of God. If the Catholic churcl::
h~d not denied the necessity of it, they
might not have h:1d to depend upon tradition as the strongest evidence, which at
best is but a weak staff to lean upon-the
memorv of man-as the Catholic history
proves by the contradictory traditional assertions they have had to deal with in their
councils.
Jesus declared: "If any man will do
his [God's] will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself." There is no limit here,
"If any man will do his will," etc. The
promise was not confined to that age of
the world, nor to any of the human race;
but all are eligible to receive this knowled::re upon complying with the conditions.
The great means by which God communicates this knowledge, is the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of truth, the Comforter,
etc. Paul says, in I Cor. 2: IO-I 2, "But
God hath revealed them to us by his His
Spirit,' for the Spirit searcheth all things,
yea the deep things of God. For what
man knoweth the things of a man, >:ave
the spirit of man which is in him. Even
so the the things of God knoweth no rnan
except he has 'the Spirit of God.
Now
we have recei~ed, not the spirit of the
world, hut the Spirit which is of God;
that we might know the things that are
freely given us of God."
Paul further says in Romans 8th chapter, "For ye have not received the spirit
of bondage again to fear; but ye have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we
cry Abba Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit that we are the
children of God. And if children, then
heirs; heirs of God and joint heirs with
Christ," etc. John in his first epistle and
2nd chapter says, "But ye have an unction
from the Holy One, and ye know all
things.
But the anointing which
ye have received of him abideth in you,
and you need not that any man teach you,
[no" necessity then for tradition where
this Unction is] hut as the same anointing
teacheth you all things, and is truth, and
is no lie, and even as it hath taught you ye
shall abide in him."
We see by these scriptures that the
things of God can not be known except
by the Spirit of God; that Spirit searcheth all things, yea the deep things of God,
and the Spirit revealeth these things;
that it beareth witness separate! y and sing! y to each adopted child of God, that he is
His.
And by this Unction or anointing
they know all things, (they surely then
know whether the doctrine is of God or
not) they need not that any man teach
them, etc.
Whenever a message has been sent from

God to man in any age it has for some
time been given orally before being written; and whether given in one way or the
other, or both, it has only the effect to beget faith in its hearers-not knowledge;
and will have no other effect until they
seek for and nbtain a knowledge for themselves that the message is true. Though
tradition and the written word should be
handed down pure from the apostles, at
the best it would only have the effect to
create faith in what was said or written;
and if revelation be denied, as it is in these
days, how can those having faith in said
tradition or writtren word, know of the
doctrine whether it is of God, or the speaker or writer speak of themselves? In the
17th chapter of John's g-ospel is recorded
that the Savior in praying to his Father,
says, "This is life eternal that they might
know thee, the only true God, an-d Jesus
Christ whom thou hast sent," Paul in I
Cor 12th chapter says, "No man can say
[knowingly] that Jesus is the Lord but by
the Holy Ghost."
Jesus says that the
world, or unregenerated of mankind, can
not receive the Holy Ghost; It is only
those who are adopted citizens of the kingdom-having done the Father's will so far
as to obey the law of adoption-that receive this unction, this anointing, having
commenced that eternal life, knowing that
Jesus is the Lord, and if faithful citizens
to the end of their pilgrimage, will receive
the f':Jlnesss of eternal life in the presence
of the Father.
What is the groundwork of complaint
against the latter day prophet by the Catholic and Protestant churches? It is that
he came proclaiming that he had been
commissioned of God, by new revelation,
to preach the gospel as Chnst and the
apostles taught it; to organize the church
after the New Testament pattern; to tell
t]Je people that God is the same, Christ
the same, the Holy Ghost the same; that
fallen man" has as much need of the gospel
for salvation now, as at any age of the
world; that all who obey the gospel and
continue faithful therein are entitled to receive the promised blessings, as the ancient
Saints did-in this life-and the fulness of
the enjoyment of such obedience in the
world to come. That he taught that communication between the heavens and the
earth was again restored; angels administered to them that were heirs of salvation,
as anciently; that heavenly visions were
received by the faithful In Christ Jesus;
that the various gifts of the Spirit enumerated by Paul in I Cor. 12th chapter were
again to be enjoyed by God's people; that
the signs promised by Christ to follow the
believer in the gospel, as recorded in
Mark 16th, were to follow the obedience
of the gospel now, etc., aud he also stated
that he was authorized to say-like as
ClOJrist did in his day-"If any mart will
do God's will he shall know of the doctrine
whether it is of God, or whether I speak
of myself."
These things form the basis of their
complaints, of.their accusations of imoostor, deceiver, etc., etc., against Mr., Smith.
Reader, can you"see just cause for such
accusations against a man for preaching

what Jesus and the apostles taught; for
teaching what the scriptures teach concerning the dealings of God with his people in every age, to be uniform as far as
the record runs from Genesis to Revelations? No discrep~mcy to be found in his
teaching. Are not the charges of imposition, deception, etc., more fi'ting those
who, professing to believe the Bible;
ignore a part of its teachings, and teach
for the gospel the doctrines of men, as
conceived in their councils, synods, etc.?
Who say that baptism in water is "nonessential," "you may be baptized or not, it
is immaterial; you can be saved without
it," when Jesus has said, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be sav.ed." Who
say, "but if you are determined to be baptized, either sprinkling-, pouring, or immersion will answer, it makes no difference as to the mode; when Jesus has said,
"Except a man be born of water and of
the Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of heaven." And Paul has said,
Romans 6: 4, "Therefore we are buried
with him by baptism into death; that like
as Christ was raised up from the dead by
the glory of the Father, even so we also
should walk in newness of life." Who
say there is no need of new revelation
now, to authorize men to baptize; any one
who is educated for a minister in our seminaries of learning and ordained bv their
brethren of different persuasions cin baptize; when the inspired apostle has said,
"No man taketh this honor unto himself,
but he that is called of God as was Aaron,"
He b. 5: 4; and all Bible readers know that
Aaron was called by new revelation. Who
say that the signs enumerated
in
Mark r6th will not follow the preaching of
and obedience to the gospel now; when
Jesus said they should follow the same in
all the world. Who say that the officers
God placed in the church, ( 1 Cor. I 2: z8)
are no longer needed; when Paul, in
Ephesians 4th, says they are "for the per- "
fecting of the Saints, the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of
Christ;" and were to continue in the
church "until we [the body of Christ] all
come to a unity of the faith, to a perfect
man, to the measure of the stature of the
fu!ness of Christ."
These are but a tithe of the contradictions to the word of God, engaged in hy
them. The question of to whom the accusations belong, is not a very hard one to
solve.
From the time that this divinely
appointed man of God organized the
church (April 6th, r83o,) with six members to the time of his martyrdom, a period of fourteen years, there were added to
the church from 25o,ooo to 3oo,ooo souls,
who bore one uniform testimony to the
truth of the message brought to the world
by him, that they knew it to be of God.
"Iiaving believed the word of the gospel
pre~ched by men, ordained under the hands
of this modern prophet by command of God
to do so; having believed in God, and in
Christ, and being- convicted of sin by that
preaching, repented of the same, they were
then baptized into Christ by those men
authorized to do so.
They then received
the application of the sanctifying, cleansing
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blood of Christ, which cleansed them from
all sin; and thus their sins were remitted.
They were then fit temples for the Holy
Spirit to dwell in, which came down !rom
the Father of lights, when the. ordinance
through which he had appointed it should
come, had been observed, namely, the laying on of hands of the men authorized of
God to officiate in said ordinance; like as
that Spirit did come down on the baptized
disciples of Christ, through that selfsame
ordinence, administered by Peter and John
as recorded in "Acts 8th chapter, and by
Paul in the 19th chapter.
And thus having received the Spirit
of Truth, the Holy Gho.st, the Comforter,
the Unction from on high, they knew the
doctrine introduced by God, through his
servant, was true; that the Book of Mormon was true and not of fraudulent origin.
That Spirit which searcheth all things,
yea the deep things of God, which diviJeth his gifts ~sHe will {I Cor. I2th chapter) did divide to them its gifts severally,
and thereby made known to them the
truth of the work.
To some it made it
known by heavenly visions, like unto John
at Patmos or unto the man mentioned by
Paul, who was caught up into the third
heaven andsaw things unlawful to utter;
to some it made it known by angelic messengers, as it did to the ancients of Bible and
New Testament times. To others it made
it known, not by indefinable impressions,
. but by its own voice, like as it did to Philip when the,. Spirit said, "Go join thyself
to this chariot;" or to Paul when he said,
"The Spirit &peaketh expressly," etc. To
some the Spirit has given power to heal
the sick, aqd to some by the prayer of
faith to be healed; to some it hath given
heavenly wisdom, knowledge, faith, the
gift of · working miracles, the gift of
prophecy, the gifts of tongues, or languages, and the interpretation of the same;
and to some the discernment of spirits.
By these gifts of the Spirit they know
that the tradition that J osepb Smith handed down concerning the coming forth of
the Book of Mormon is a true one; that
the one handed down concerning Christ
as the Savior of the world is a true one.
They can testify that Jesus is the Lord,
and ·thus knowing Jesus Christ they are
in possession' of eternal life (having been
born of God, of that Spirit which is eternal) although to a limited d-egree at present, yet if living so as to be led by that
Spirit it will lead them unto perfection,
unto the full· enjoyment of eternal life.
And thus established. in the truth-like the
solid·rock in •mid-ocean-the tempestuous
waves of opposition may beat with all
their fury, they, trusting still in God, remain impregnable. They thank God for
the truth . revea'led in the Bible, Book of
Mormon, the revelations to the people of
God in these days; they thank God for
all truth found among the workmanship
of his hand, whether among Catholic&~. or
Protestants, Mohammedan or Infidel, for
the Spirit of God, whose province it is to
guide into all truth, will help his people
to sift and to know truth from error. And
thus the little rivulets and rivers of truth
.will be. eventually swallowed up in the
. great ocean of truth.

Then the time will be when the people
of God will by the truth be made wholly
free fr0m the arch-enemy, Satan, and all
his emissaries, from sin and its effects;
then the conflict will be ended, the victory won. The Spaulding Story then is
not the true tradition of the origin of the
Book of Mormon, but is a. false tradition,
the origin of which commenced with the
enemies of the true tradition. The tradition of the origin of the Book of Mormon
is not fraudulent, but true.

place was found for them." That is, in
other words, the image was completely
destroyed, and swept out of existence,
while the stone that broke the image "became a great mountain and filled the whole
earth."
The interpretation given by Daniel was
that these different parts of the image represented difrerent kingdoms or earthly
governments that shot1ld successively
arise, or that should arise one after another; each being in its turn a universal
E. STAFFORD.
kingdom or empire; and that the stone
LAMONI, Iowa, July 17th, 1890.
represented a kingdom also, but it was an
heavenly and not an earthly or worldly
THE STONE AND THE IMAGE •. one; because it was to be "set up" by the
"God of heaven." It was ~!lso not to. "be
A TRACT FOR THE TIMES, BEING A
left to other people," that is succeeded by
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF
another, and a different class or nation of
DANIEL 2: 44, 45•
people, as was the case with the kingdoms
IN or about the year 603 B. c., N ebuchad- represented by the different and successive
nezzar, king of Babylon, had a remark- parts of tile image. It was not to be desable dream. He remembered that he had troyed as these kingdoms had been, one
dreamed something of great importance, after :;mother; but it shonld ''stand forbut the thing had passed from his mind. ever."
The first kingdom represented by the
There were in that land certain astrologers, magicians, sorcerers and Chaldeans, image was that of Nebuchadnezzar, which
who made great pretensions of being able was the kingdom of Babylon; for Daniel
to solve the mysteries of the unseen world, said to the king of Babylon, "Thou art
and to interpret dreams, and to foretell the this head of gold;" that is, the head of
future, etc. The king required them, un- gold represented his kingdom. His kingder penalty of death, to inform him dom was to be succeeded by a kingdom
not only of the meaning or interpretation represented by "the breast and arms of
silver," or the silver part of the image, or
of the dream, but to do what they admit·
ted was beyond their powers of divination, as Daniel expressed it, "And after thee
viz, ,to tell him what he had dreamed. shall arise another kingdom inferior to
This they could not do, and failing to tell thee," as silver is inferior to gold. Histor}'
informs us that the Medo-Persian kingdom,
the drea·m they were sentenced to death.
Among the number called "the wise or the kingdom of the Medes and Permen of Babylon," were Daniel, Hamaniah, sians succeeded the kingdom of Babylon,
Mishael, and Azariah, Jewish captives. somewhere about the year 538 before
These were also included in the list of Christ. This is also shown in Daniel 5:
those sentenced to death. Daniel and his 26-31.
The two arms represented the joint govcompanions were beli.evers in God; and
they believed that he heard and answered ernment of that kingdom, one arm repreprayer, and tha,t he revealed secrets or · renting the Median portion, and the other
gave revelations; and thus believing, they arm the Persian division or portion.
After the Medo-Persian kingdom, Dan 0
earnestly and fervently prayed to him
that he would reveal to them the king's iel said there should arise "another, third
matter, that is, the dream, an<l also the in- kingdom of brass, which s_hould bear rule
terpretation of it. Their prayers were over all the earth."
heard, and "the secret was revealed to
In Daninl 8th chapter is an account of. a
Daniel in a night-vision."
vision that Daniel had, of a "ram that had
In telling the dream and its interpreta- two horns," which he saw "pushing westtion to the krng, Daniel informed him that ward and northward and southward, that
.God designed to show him what should no beasts might stand before him; neither
"come to pass hereafter," and "what shall was there any .that could deliver out of
be in the latter days." So then it appears his hand, but he did according to his will,
that the dream concerned events future to and became great." And he .also saw
that time.
that an "he goat came from the west, on
The dream that both N ebuchadnezzar and the face of the whole earth, and he touchDaniel saw was concerning a great itpage ed not the ground, and the goat.· had .a .
in the form of a man. "This image's head notable horn between his eyes." He saw
was of fine gold, his breast and his arms that the he goat ran against the ram in
of silver, his belly and his thighs [or sides] great anger, and broke his two horns·and
were of brass, his legs of iron, his feet part cast him down, and stamped on him.
of iron, and part of clay." While. conIn the interpretation given by the angel
templating the image, the king saw a Gabriel to Daniel, he was told that the
stone which was "cut out of a mountain ram with the two horns "are the kings of
without hands," that is, not by human . Media and Persia, and the rough goat is
agency; and that the stone "smote the im- the king of Grecia, and the great horn beage on his feet," and that the iron a:1d tween his eyes is the first king."
clay and brass and silver and gold portions
This then shows that the Medo"Persian
of the image "were broken to pieces tg- kingdom was de~troyed and succeeded by
gether and became like. chaff'' or dust, that the. Grecian empire,or kingdom.of Greece,
was carried ~way- by the wind, and "no the bra?:etl. part of the "image· of Nebu-
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chadnezzar." This is supposed to have
taken place about the year 330 before
Christ.
A:s the history of the Bible, that is of
the Old Testament closes about 400 years
before Christ, we have in it no record of
the rise of the fourth kingdom, represented by the "legs of iron" of the image;
but profane or uninspired records show us
that the kingdom that succeeded Greece
as an universal empire was that of Rome.
We learn that Greece was conquered by
Rome and made a Roman province under
the name of Achaia, in the year 146 B.c.
Its universal dominion is shown in Luke
2: r, where we read that at the time of the
birth of Christ, "there went out a decree
from Cre-ar Aug-ustu5 [the Emperor of
Rome J that all the world should be taxed."
This fourth or. Roman kingdom
was represented by the "legs of iron" of
the image; and as there .were two legs
seen in this image of a man, so we must
find this fourth or Roman kingdom djvided into two great divisions, which occurred first but temporarily in A. D, 364, in the
reign of the Emperor Valentinian I, and
finally in the time of Theodosius the Great,
or at his death, when he divided the empire between his two sons, Honorius and
Arcadius. A. D. 395·
As the image develops its formation
from head to feet, we find that as yet,or about
400 years after Christ, the feet of the image were not in existence, so that no matter what is represented by the stone which
was to smite the image on its feet, that
smiting could not take place until there
were feet to smite, and that was not until
the legs were developed, and that was not
until ahout 400 years after Christ; but as
these "legs of iron," or eastern and western Rome, were to continue in existence a
considerable length of time, to give the
image proper form and symmetry, we can
not ·look for the feet until centuries at
least after the legs were developed, in A.D.
400. In a human figure the legs are about
half the length of the entire body, so that
if the B>1bylonian dynasty began in the
year 747 B. c. as the Canon of Ptolemy
shows, and the legs of iron, or divided
state of the Roman empire is placed at
A. D. 395, then the image's body or from
the top of the head to the beginning of
the legs would mark a period of I 142
years, so that if the legs are just as long,
and no longer than the trunk, neck and
head, we could not look for the feet, much
less the toes before A. D. I 537• or I 142
years after A. D. 395· So that about A. D.
1537 we are to look for the toes to begin
to develop on the image. And until they
are all developed there can be no such a
work expected as the smiting of the image
on its feet and toes by the stone kingdom,
or the kingdom of heaven.
Now while we admit that the Church
of Christ is the kingdom of heaven, yet that
church was originally set up or established,
not in the days of the divided or subdivided state of the Roman empire (as was to be
the case, see Daniel 2: 44), but it was set
up about 1850 vears ago, or in the day of
the unbroken Roman empire, and at least
360 years before there were any legs to the

D.

image, and at least I 500 years before there
were any feet and toes for the stone to
smite.
When Christ established the church
nearly eighteen centuries and a half ago,
Rome undivided, was in the zenith of its
power and glory; and in no sense did the
church smite or antagonize the Roman
government, but or:i the other hand Christ
taught his servants to acknowledge the
authority of that government, paying tribute himself, and commanding the church
to render unto Cresar the things that are .
Cre>ar's.
He said that his kingdom was
not of this world, for if it was like other
kingdoms, that is earthly, worldly, temporal or militant, then would his servants
fight. His apostles commanded the church
to be subject to the powers that be; and
the power then ruling the world was the
empire of Rome.
And instead of the
kingdom of heaven or the Church of
Christ smiting the Roman government,
that earthly power smote him and his
church or kingdom.
It put him to death
and also about all of the chief officers of
his kingdom as well as multitudes of lesser
officers, and thousands of the ordinary cit·
izens of his kingdom were put to death by
that same Roman oower. Under at least
ten different emperors were the Christians
persecuted; the last being Diocletian A. D.
284, tens of thousands of Christians being
slain during these persecutions.
But there is still another reason why the
setting up of the stone kingdom did not
refer to the establishment of the church
eighteen centuries ago; and that i·s, the
stone was cut out of a mountain, which in
the nature of the case could not be any
part of the image, or part of the territory
occupied by the image, but the ancient
church was set up right in the dominion
of Rome-for Palestine or Syria in which
Terusalem was located, was a part of the
Image's Roman territory for many years
before and for centuries after Christ's
kingdom was set up-eighteen hundred
years ago. So the stone would have been
cut out of the iron portion of the image,
or out of a part of the image's body,
whereas Daniel saw the stone coming
from a locality outside of the dominion or
territory occupied by the image; and as
that territory was part of Western Asia
and most
Europe, the stone could not
come from any part of those countries.
What is now Great Britain, Belgium
and the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland,
Italy, Bavaria, Austria, Greece, Turkey
in Europe, and in Asia, Egypt and other
of the northern portions of Africa, were
once parts of the Roman empire; and
therefore form the legs and feet and toes
of the 'image: and out of none of these
countries could the Church of Christ arise,
or in other words, that after the f:eet and
toes of the image were developed, which
occurred since A.D. 15340rthereabouts, we
can not consistently look for the kingdom
of heaven or Church of Christto be set up
in any part of the territory occupied by the
Roman empire in its divided state, as represented by the feet and toes of the image.
The force of this proposition will be seen
when we understand that the toes of the

or

image were composed of both "iron and
miry clay;" and as the iron represented
the political elements of the kingdoms
forming the feet and toes, then the clay
must represent an opposite element to the
political one-something that in its nature
is not adhesive to iron, or that can not mix
with iron-or in other words, the clay
must represent an element contrary or
opposite to the iron or political element,
and that must necessarily be the spiritual
or religious element. But while the iron
or political element is opposite to, and
does not mix naturally with the clay, or
religious element, yet they are united,
accordin!! to the prophecy; and if this is
so, the feet and toes of the image must be
kingdoms in which politics and religion
or state and church are united; and strange
to say, the territory of the old Roman
empire, or the territory occupied by the
legs of the image, that is, Southern and
Central Europe, and the northwe~t part of
Europe, and Western Asia and Northern
Africa present to-day kingdoms composed
of church and state united, or in other
words, the various governments of Europe
are to-dav seen having established or
National Religions. In Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Austria and other st11tes the faith of
thechurch of Rome is ackr-wwledged as
the national faith; and it was so also in
France until recently. In England the
Church of England is the national religion.
In Holland or the Netherlands the Dutch
Reformed church prevails; the Calvinist
faith in Switzerland, the Lutheran faith
rules in most parts of the German empire.
In Greece, the Greek Catholic church.
In Turkey and Egypt the Mohammedan
religion is the national faith. And as
these religions form the day and "miry
clay" portion of the feet and toes of the
image, none of them can be the stone or
kingdom of heaven, for they are to be
destroyed by the kingdom of heaven,
along with their unnatural allies and supporters, the state governments. None of
them can therefore be the kingdom of
heaven or the Church of Christ.
The Church of Rome originated in the
Roman empire, and was one of tlie feet of
the image, for the popes were for centuries not only the heads of the church, but
were also temporal rulers. It was in this
case state and church united, or "iron and
miry clay" mixed. The Church of England grew out of the Roman Catholic
foot, and is the great toe on that foot; and
singular as it mav appear, it was developed
about the year 1537 (in 1534 in fact), or
I 142 years, or nearly so, after the legs
were developed. We showed that as it
was about I 142 years from the time that
the Babylonian head of gold was developed
-that is, 747 B. c. until 395 A. D. when
the iron legs of Eastern and Western
Rome were brought to light, so we should
look for the toes to be developed about
I 142 years after A. D. 395, or about A. D.
1537, and is it not singular that in the year.
1534, or within three years only of this
time, Henry the VIII. was proclaimed
head of the church, and the supremacy of
the Church of Rome and the authority of
the pope was rejected, and the Church of
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England was set up, making it a part of
the foot, or as we said, the great toe that
grew out of the Roman foot. Its authority, as far as ordinations were concerned,
was drawn directly from Rome, for its
bishops, priests, cures, deans, rectors, etc.,
were all ordained by the Romish priesthood at the ti~e they seceded from Rome;
and indeed, they were all previously
bishops and other officials, in the Church
of Rome, and their authority to officiate
in baptisms and ordinations came directly
from the priesthood of Rome.
As the Methodist Church in its various
branche~, originated with John Wesley,
a minister of the Church of England, and
all of its authority came through him, and
of course to him through the Church of
England, and thus through the Church of
Rome, so then the Methodist Church is
one of the toes that grew out of the Roman foot; and as it originated in England
-a part of the Roman territory-as did
its mother, the Church of England, neither
of ·these churches can therefore be the
"stone cut out of a mountain," which
mountam must be found outside of Roman territory. And it they are not parts
of the stone kingdom, they are not anv
portion of the kingdom set up by the God
of heaven, but are parts of the image, or
are the toes of ·the image, and are to be
destroyed with;.tbe other at the coming of
.Christ.
.
The Lutheran church, the Baptist
church, the Presbyterian church, the Congregationalist church, the Dutch Reformed
church, -ther Covenanters, the Calvanists,
the Greek Catholic, the Mohammedan,
the Armenian and several others which
have orignated in some one or other of the
kingdoms of Europe, have. grown out of
the feet ancil toes of the image, and are
the miry "clay referred to.· They have
.all sought t~ the best of their ability (unless perhaps1t may have been the Baptists)
to control the legislation of the countries
:where they originated, or to mix themselves
with the political element, or to form a
c.ombination of iron and clay. If these
churches are the clay element, it is unfortunate that :they are not represented as a
clean or pure sort of clay, but arerepresented as miry clay. We have nothing to
say against the· morality, virtue, honesty,
piety, intelligence, etc., of the people who
form these. bodies. We cheerfully concede to them all these virtues; but we
speak of thc;m as organizations, and refer
to their creeds and institutions and usages
as being miry clay. Their authority to
officiate in <;>rdinations, baptisms, etc., has
all come from' the mother church, that is,
from Rome.
Her vitiated and corrupt
blood, so to speak, has been instilled into
their systems. And other bodies, which
have spruQg .from them, or from one or
other of them, as for ino;;tance, Adventists,
Disciples, Dunkards, Unitarians, New
Lights or the Christian Connexion, Chrishidelphians, Dowieites.and all others who
have .obtained their ordinations, .or ministerial authority from the Methodists, P'resby.terians, Episcopalians, I,utherans etc.,
·!)Just trace the. strength and energy and
· vitality (if there .be any). of their authority

to officiate in the ministry back through
these last riamed bodies, direct to the
Church of Rome, from whom they have
directly sprung; being as it were, daughters, grand daughters, great~grand daughters, or great-great:grand daughters of
that mother church. All this we can say,
and do say in full charity, kindness and
esteem for the thousands of honest-hearted
pious, devout and zealous people among
these bodies, people who are as sincere,
God-fearing and earnest as can be found
on earth. It is their priesthood, their ministerial or official character and their laws;
institutions and usages, with which we
have to do. There is where the miry clay
character of these organizations is manifested.
It is folly to undertake to prove that the
toes of the image were developed in the
Goths, Vandals, Huns, Lombards, Burgundians, Visigoths, and other barbaric
hordes which overran the Roman Empire, and subjugated it to a great extent
about the end of the fourth and beginning
of the fifth centuries; because if the Roman Empire was not finally and perfectly
divided until A. D. 395, the legs of the image were not developed until then,· and if
the feet and toes were developed about
that very time, there would !Qe no legs at
. all to the image, or but a few inches of
legs at best. Now, what does history
show us? This, viz., I, in 395, A. D, the
final division of the Roman Empire occured .. Then of course, the legs of the image
were fully developed or man.ifested. In
395 A. D., the same year, Goths under
Alaric invaded Greece and Italy-parts of
both legs-that is eastern· and western
Rome. This would be then the development of the Goth toe, or, in other words,
the Goth toe is engrafted on to both legs
in the same year that t_he legs are developed! In 410 A.D. Rome was pillaged by
the Goths. In A.D. 412 the kingdom of
the Vandals was found~d in Spain or another toe developed. In A. D. 415 the
Visigoths founded a kingdom in Gaul,
another toe developed. In A. D. 420 the
Franks and Burgundians invaded Gaul.
In A. D., 423, the Huns under Attila overrun the Roman Empire. In A •. D., 452,
Italy was ravaged by Attila the Hun. In
A. D., 455, the Vandals pillaged R<>me.
In
A. D., 476, Odoacer, the Heruli, abolished
the title and· office of Emperor of the
West and proclaimed himself king of
Italy. If these barbarian kingdoms were
the toes of the image, as some assert, then
the toes were developed as soon as the legs
were. But at the most, it would only allow from A, D., 395, to A. D., 476, or 81
years only, could be allowed for the com.
men cement and ending of the RoiT!an leg;
for the kingdoms (or toes so called) established· by these nations, exist to-day under
other names, so that. calling years inches,
we have the. feet and toes existing from A.
D., 476, to A. D., i89o, or 1414 inches (or
ye:;~rs) long, while one leg would on)ybe
81 inches (or years) long, or the feet and
toes belonging to the Roman leg vvould
he over .seventeen times longer than the
leg. itself. That would be yery proportionate, would it not? B.ut.h~w,aQ.o.ut.the.

other leg, the Greek Empire? When did
it end? Not until A. D., 1453, when Constantinople was captured by Mohammed
II. M U<>t not the other leg be at least as
long as that one?
Now the feet can not be developed until the legs have been perfected, or come
to an end. So we must look for the de•
velopment of the toes subsequent to A. D.,
I453· It was after this period, when Prote~tantism began to show itself in Europe,
or Protestant churches began to arise;
-growing out of and receiving what authority they possessed from the Church of
Rome, remember. While Rome, as a
purely political power ended in 476, yet
soon after this or in A. D. 538, when the
bishop at Rome (who in A. D. 533 was
made universal bishop or pope), received
temporal power-we say it was in 538placed under the temporal rule of the pope,
as. was also the province of Ravenna and
the exarchate of Lombardy.
The blood that nourished that leg, was
Roman Catholicism, as the Greek Catholic religion was the life powe~ of the east- ·
ern leg of the empire. The toes that grew
out of the "feet and legs" of the image,
are of course comparatively small, when
contrasted with the feet and legs. The
iron or. political element in the Roman and
Greek feet is larger in some and smaller
in some kingdoms than others. It had
dwindled into little toes as far as Rome
and Greece proper were concerned. However, to-day, and since the beginning of
the sixteenth century, we see the territory
once occupied by the Roman and the
Greek legs of the image, now occupied by
kingdoms fully answering w. the description .of the toes of the image, inasmuch as
they are or at least, they were without exception, at the time that tl:le God of heaven
set up his kingdom (A. D. 1830) all combined, state and church government; that
is, they each had a religion established as ·
the "national religion;" it was either Roman or Greek Catholic, or Lutheran, or
Calvinistic, or Dutch Reformed, or Armenian, or Nestorian, or Episcopalian,
(Church of England), or Covenanter,
(Presbyterian), or Hussite.
'

T.

{To be Continued).

w. SMITH.

THE REFORMER.
Grand man, who standing forth to view,
A full head higher than his peers,
Whose eye, undimmed by veils of gold,
Looks through the future like a seer's.,...
Man of great heart, who loves his race,
As only men with great hearts can,
Who through all dark disguises sees
· The image of his God In man,
Who reaches forth a £earles~ hand
To rend the drapery of sin,
To open prison-doors of doubt,
And let the out-hatred light break

in~

The shining forehead that he bears
May be the mark of erlVy's dart;
The coldness of his friends may pierce
The deepest recess of his heart;
.

His .time and nation know: hi~ .not;
He, .like the Christ, may stand alope;
He; like the. Christ, be ..crucified,
....
· Because h¢ Uv.es to save his own.-$e<
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SCIENCE AND THE SCRIPTURES.
~imply· expressed view of
the relations existing between mogern science and the scriptural doctrine of immortality was the interesting subject of the
Rev. S. J. McPherson's discourse at the
Second Presbyterian church last evening.
He held that .the development of the theory of evolution-that view of life so much
relied upon by modern materialists-had
not so far reached a point where its conclusions invalidated the hope of immortality.
The conflict between science and religion
had been fanned into something of a flame
lately by the fulminators of Rome against
the erection of the Bruno statue.
There
really was no conflict between nature and
scr,ipture.
The conflict lay between current science and current theology, and
even within thi~ much-vexed realm there
were to be discerned signs of peace in the
sky. Scripture and nature were in all es·
sentials harmonious.
The Bible, however, had not been placed in the world to ipterpret nature. Its mission was the moral
regeneration of man.
The Bible h~d accomplished an incalculably valuable work
in theimpir!ltion it ever had given and ever would give to man's moral and intellectual nature.
It was no insignificant
sign of the times that in whatever country there were free Bibles and any number of them, science and general education
flourished.
The Roman. papacy in its treatment of
and expression <.bout the Bruno statue at
Rome, had once again exhibited the keenness of its despair at the complete decay of
the temporal power of the vatican. How
painful and, indeed, how puerile a spectacle was presented to the universal Christian world in the figure of a despairing
pope grasping at even the shadow of temporal and kingly power on earth as the
vicar of him who had not even where to
lay his head. The reception of the recent
papal document ordered read to the entire
Catholic world had, however, been such
that even thoughtful Catholics regarded it
as the expression of a reactionist.
Pope Urban VIII. compelling Galileo
to recant was a spectacle in history precisely on the same plane as the present sputtering of Pope Leo againl>t Bruno. Never could Christians stand in the way of the
pursuit of sctence, nor need they ever do
so. Geology, astronomy, archreology and
historic criticisms had each in their turn
been unnecessarily feared as invalidating
the Bible while time had proved that each
one of these had, when thoroughly studied, but served to corroborate the Bible.
Now evolution was feared because it
clashed with preconceived notions.
Particularly was it dreaded because it menaced, or was thought to menace, the hope
of immortality, yet it could not be fairly
held so to do.
Evolution dealt with life

A clear and

simply in its material forms. Hope of immortality was a moral fact:
The differ"
ence represented two distinct! y separate
domains, each independent of the other.
The Christian's hope of immortality rested on Christ's resurrection, which was a
historic fact proved by historic evidence.
Such a fact was entirely outside the sphere
of theoretic evolution.
Mr. McPherson traced the development
of the modern science of evolution and
showed that while it logically comprehended the development and decay of the
body'it did not touch the question of the
soul. As to the spirit life and soul of the
man evolution was silent.
The key-note
of the universe was joy. Nothing was intolerable but despair. The denial of immortality was the philosophy of hopelessness. Not even evolution could persuade
men to make a business of suicide. The
chief pillar of the law of evolution was the
law of continuity. That law would be destroyed i.f death brought in a bre11k in the
upward scale. A heaven of h'oliness and
happine~s was the only environment suited
to our highest development.
That represented the evolution of the Scripture.

dient to set the time and place for holding the
next reunion without. consulting the different
branches; and further recommend that the
President of the district consult with the different: branches and report at next conference .
Thos. Matthews, T. J. Beatty, and S J. Jeffers,
Committee. A vote of thanks was tendered the
people of the community for their kindness and
hospitality. A vote of thanks was tendered Bro.
T. J. Beatty for his labors so long and efficiently
discharged as our president. Resolved, that inasmuch as Bro. L. R. Devore has been appointed
to a foreign mission, we the Saints of this district,
do hereby expreRs our appreciation of his labors
in this district in the past, and our sorrow in parting with him; but we also pray that he may be
blessed in his new field, and we. can cheerfully
recommend him as being a true faithful servant
·of God. We also wish to extend a testimonial
of our respect to his noble companion, Sr. Ella
R. Devore. Resolved that the ordination of Brn.
J. Carpenter, and G. H. Godbe be referred to the
Missionary in Charge. T.J. Beatty was sustained
as Bishop's agent, D. L. Shin elected president,
and A. B. Kirkendall continued clerk. Adjourned
to meet the first Saturday and Sunday in .March,
r89r, at Sand Run, Ohio. Preaching by J. Brown,
T. W. Williams and others, each topic being well
chosen and timely. Much good was done, several
being baptized, and much prejudice being removed.

COLLEGIATE COURSE.
If one of our young men desires a scholarship

SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
Conference assembled in Tunnel Hill branch,
September 6th, G. H. Hilliard in the chair, I. M.
Smith secretary. Branches: North Fork rr;
Parrish 39, 6 baptized, last report corrected to read
33 instead of 31; Springerton 55; Brush. Creek
r6r, r baptized-reported by I. A. Morris, presi·
dent; Tunnel Hill 86. 2 baptized. Elders: Robt.
Ouldcott, I. A. Morris baptized r, J. F. Thomas,
E. Webb, T. C. Kelley, I. M Smith, G. H. Hilliard baptized 8, reported in person. C. J. Hawkins,
R. Etzenhouser baptized 2, reported by letter. T.
P. Green and J. F. Henson by proxy. Resolution
passed to accept no more reports from elders except in writing, or in person. Elders requested
to labor as directed by the Spirit and as circum·
stances permit. G. H Hilliard elected president
and I. M. Smith clerk for the next year. Preaching by elders I. M. Smith, I. A. Morris and G. H.
Hilliard. Adjourned to meet at Springerton,
White county, Illinois, at the call of the president.
SOUTH EAST OHIO, AND WEST
VIRGINIA DISTRICT.
Pursuant to call, above district met in conference at Sinking Spring, Ohio; G. T. Griffiths
and T. J. Beatty in chair. Officials present. Of
the twelve, G. T. Griffiths; Of the Seventy T. J.
Beatty, L. R. Devore, Thos. Matthews, L. W.
Powell and James Moler. Elders fames Brown
T. W. Williams,]. L Goodrich, SJ. Jeffen, D.
L. Shinn, L. W. Torrence, and A B. Kirkendall.
Priests, H. E. Moler, and W. H. Roads; Deacons,
D. Dull. Delegate to General Conference reported and report accepted. Bishop's Agent's re·
port read and a committe of Thomas Matthews,
L. W. Powell and T. W. Williams appointed as
auditors, and reported as fincling it correct.
Wilkesville Branch(New) present No rz, was received into the clistrict. Liberty, 83; 2 baptized, r
died. Milton. 19:3 baptized, 2 removed, r expelled.
Highland 43; 1 died. Hocking Valley so: 9 bap·
tized, 2 died. Vinton 64; r received by letter.
U ni.on Grove, 43; 9 received by letter from dis·
organized branch of Washington. Clarksburg;
no change. Washington branch was declared
disorganized. Licenses were granted to Priest
Charles Moore, Teacher M. V. Hickman, Deacon
F. M. Jeffers. The committee on Reuni.;m reported; We, your committee do not deem it expe-

in the justly and widely celebrated school known
·as "Bryant's Business University" located at St ..
Joseph, Missouri, and will apply through, or to
Prof. Mark H. Forscutt, rrro. Francis Street, St.
Joseph, Missouri, he will, thereby help the cause,·
as Professor Bryant has offered Brother Forscutt
one half the proceeds of a scholarship if he will.
secure the scholar. The money so given will be
used to assist in building a House of Worship in
St. Joseph. If any generous hearted and loving
Saints who do not desire scholarships shall wish
to help in this much needed work, either Brother
Forscutt or the other Trustees, Brethren Winning
and Lewis, will gratefully receive their contributions.
GROVE-MEETING.
A grove-meeting was held in a beautiful site
near the residence of Bro. E. B. Mullin, Ray
county, Missouri, commencing September 13th,
and holding over the 21st.
On motion Elder J. T. Kinnaman was chosen
to preside with the prlvilege of choosing assistants as necessity might demand and wisdom dictate; Elder C. E. Butterworth was chosen secretary.
The evening services were opened by singing
and prayer, after which Elder C. E. Butterworth
delivered a discourse on the atonement from the
words, "We love him because he first loved us."
Sunday 14th, morning meeting opened with
singing and prayer, after which Elder J. T. Kinnaman preached a discourse on "the Apostasy,"
from Matthew r r: r2: "And from the days of
John the Baptist until now the kingdom of
heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take it
by force." He said: "We believe every man
should have the right to represent himself, therefore it is not necessary for me to state what the
Methodists, Baptists or Christians believe; but I
rio claim the right to tell you what I believe.
We as a people believe that after Christ came in
the flesh and preached the gospel and organized
his church and made the last great sacrifice for
sin there was a general apostasy from the truth.
His argument was based on such passages of
Scripture as Acts 20: 26-3r; 2 Thess. 2: I-7; I
Tim. 4'. r-rr.
Preaching in the afternoon by Elder C. E Butterworth, the discourse being from r Tim. 4: 8:
"Having promise of the life that now is, and of
that which is to come," the discourse being principally on the subjuct of faith.
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things are delivered unto me of my Father: and
In the evening Elder J. T. Kinnaman-again addressed the large audience on the subjects of fee
no man knoweth the Son but the Father; neithpentance and baptism from Acts 28: 28: "But we
er knoweth any man the Father, save the Son,
and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him."
desire to hear of thee what thou thinkest: for as
cuncerr.ing this sect, we know that everywhere
It is only justice to state that when the organiit is spoken against."
zation was effected the Missionary In Charge,
Monday, l_)th, Elder J. R. Lambert was the
Elder J. R. Lambert, was not expected to be in
attendance, and therefore was not chosen to prespeaker for the evening. He read Acts S: 42,
side. Each Sunday thE' services were quite largewhich reads: "And we are his witnesses of these
things; and so is also the Holy Ghost, whom
ly attended, but during the week the congregations
God hath given. to them that obey him."
were rather small. Bro. E. B. Mullin and family
Elder Lambert said: I call your attention in
did their best to make every one comfortable, as
particular to the latter part of this verse. Healwell as manifesting much zeal in making the
meetings a success.
so read in connection John 14: I.), 21, r6, 17; 26;
May God bless them for their faith and zeal
15:26; I6:I3-15,and said: The condition upon
and goodness of soul.
which the people are to receive this Spirit is obeCHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH, Sec.
dience to God. It is not true that it was given
to the people of that age because they were required to perform a work that would not be reDIED.
quired of other people, but it was for all who
should obey the truth. There are those who beMoREY.-At Deer Isle, Maine, July 29th, r8go,
lieve we are entitled to the Spirit of God to a cerBro. Dudley Morey, after a long sickness with
consumption, during which his faith in God and
tain degree, but not in the same way. They
the gospel promises was remarkably confirmed.
teach that the apostles received the extraordinary,
Death had no terror to this Saint; the transition
while we are entitled to the ordinary; but we are
was from a life of toil and hardship to the rest of
entitled to what is promised in these verses or
the righteous in the paradise of God, firm in the
we are not entitled to either the ordinary or exhope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral service
traordinary. Every one knows that there ai-e
by Elder U. W. Greene.
·
trials in this life as well as bles;ings, for when
we are striving to do the will of God the adverHILL.-At Free Soil, Mason county, Michig-an,
sary tries us in every possible way. Therefore
to Bro. and· Sr. M. J. Hill a daughter'. Ethel
we need divine assistance, and God for this reaBlanche was born August 2d, 1884, died June
son has promised the Holy Ghost as the necessary
12th, I8go. Funeral services were held at family
aid from the great God. There is much in the
residence by Elder Shippy.
world that is not .truth, therefore we should be
Fare thee well, thou fondly cherished,
Dear, dear spirit, fare thee well;
careful in our selections, for our salvation deHe who lent thee hath recalled thee,
pends upon selecting and obeying the truth. In
Back with Him and His to dwell.
the scriptures. the dividing line is always drawn
N1PP.-Drusilla
Nipp, was b~rn September 3rd,
between the people of God and the world, for the
1825 Baptized March 23rd, I884 by Elder H. C.
people of God are capacitated to receive and enSmith, and departed this life June 2oth I88g
joy this Spirit; but those of the world are not.
She was firm in the faith of the gospel of Jesus
Was John the Baptist preaching a doctrine pecuChrist. She left a bright testimony with her
liar to himself or was it the everlasting gospel?
relatives, Funeral services conducted by Elder
We take the position that it was the gospel, for
Amos J. Moore.
Mark says. his preaching was the "beginning of
Mother dear we part with thee,
the gospel of JlAsus Chiist the Son of God." And
Your sufferings now u.re o'er
Y.our daughters three will remember thee,
John said, "I indeed baptize you with water unto
The
Loss of one so dear.
/repentance, b~t there standeth one in your midst
Mother may we come to thee;
the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to
When our work on earth is done:
We want to share the blessings there,
unloose, he shall baptize you with fire and with
D Where we Ehall part.no more.
the Holy Ghqst;" and this is a gospel promise.
' THOMAs.-At Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, AugThe scripture~ teach that God did the very best
ust 28th, 1890, Elizabeth Adelaide, infant daughthat an infinite being could do for the salvation
of the world.
ter of Bro. Ephraim and Sr. Sarah Thomas,
aged I I months and 3 days.
Many other good things were said by the speaker, too numerous to mention in these brief notes.
EATON.- At Deer Isle, Maine, August 22d,
16th ... Servipes opened at 7: 30, preaching by
1890, Clara E.,pnly daughter of Samuel S. and
Elder C. E. Butterworth on the subject of the
Mary Eaton. She was born July 26th, I875, at
laying on of hands.
'
Addison, Maine, and was taughtfrom her childWednesday, at 7:30pm., Elder J. T. Kinnahood to believe the gospel, but had not been bapman preached from Isaiah 43: IO-IZ. His sertized.
Her sickness, which lasted about five
mon was to the fffect that God's ministers were
months, was very painful. Loving parents did
his witnesses, their knowledge being given them
all in their power to make her comfortable, and,
by the Holy Ghost.
near heart broken, were obliged to see her wither
A heavy rain storm on the evening of the r8th
and die. She earnestly desired strength, if only
rendered it impossible to hold services.
to enable her to be baptized. Funeral conducted
Friday, 19'h, Elder J. R. Lambert preached an
by U. W: Greene from the text Matthew 26: 39:
excellent discourse from I Peter 3; r8: ''For
"0 my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass
~hrist ;l.lso h;;th once -suffered for sins, the just
hom me: nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou
for the unjust; that he might bring us to God·
wilt."
•
"By thy harids the )loon was given,
being put to d~ath in the flesh, but quickened by
Thou
hast taken llut thine own;
the Spirit," the leading object of the speaker beLord of earth and God of heaven,
ing to show the perpetuity of the gospel and its
Everm<;re-'Tby will be do.ne I'"
adaptation to the needs of all men, showing the
necessity for the atonement and also giving a
CONFERENCE NdTICES.
general outline of the gospel; and as the speaker
enjoyed a goodlydf'gree of the Holy Spirit the
The fall conference ·Of the Chatham district
sermon was very interesting and instructive.
will· be held ''in the Chatham branch, in .the
Saturday, 20th; 7: 30 . The sermon was by C.
Saini's hall, in Seane'.s Block, commencing
E. Eutte~;worth from Matthew I I : 28: "Come
October nth at ten a.m. Branches and officers
unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden
are 'requested to report. It is expected that Bro~
and I will give, you rest.''
'
J. S. Snivelywill be. pr<"sent, also the local and
Sunday 2Ist? It a.m.: The sE'rmon was by
travelingEiders in the district.
Elder J. R. Lam bert from Matthew 4: 4· which
GEORGE GREEN, Pres.
r .ads:. "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by
RICH.ARD CoBURN1 Sec.
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God." At 3 p.m, Elder C. E. Butterworth spoke
The next conference of the Norther!l Minnesota
from Ephesians 2: I9, which reads as follows: 'district will be held at Luce, Ottertail county,
'"Now therefore. ye are no more strangers 'and
Minnessota, Saturday and Sunday,"October 25th
foreigners, but fellow citizens with the saints,
and 26th.
'
al)d of the household of God." 7:30p.m. preachGE;o. ·GoULD, Pres.
. lng by J,R. Lambed from Matthew u: 27: ''All
G: L. JONES, Sec;

The conference of the Massachusetts district
will be held in the city of Boston in Saint's
chapel, Howard avenue, Roxbury, commencing
Saturday October I i th at two p. m. W. H. K.elly,
President of the Eastern mission will be present.
His associate Joseph Luffis also expected. .F. M.
Sheehy, U. W. Greene, of Maine, A. H. Parsons
and others of the ministry will be present.
Mileage tickets for parties coming in oh the 0.
C. R. R. is the best thing in rates to be had. Fare
on New York and New England Rail Road from
Providence, seventy five cents. Visitors'arriving
in Boston inquire for either Meeting House Hill,
Fields corner or M~ Pleasant horse cars, Roxbury,
either of which pass within a step of the door.
Get off at Howard avenue. The' distance from
the depot is about two miles. We make these
statements to avoid trouble that has heretofore
occured in finding the place of meeting.
M. H. BoND, Pres.
The quarterly conference of the Gallands
Grove district will convene in Dow City, Iowa,
November 2Ist at 2:30p.m. It is hoped all the
ministry in the district will attend this conference and as many of the Saints as possible. Come,
brethren, in the spirit of the ·Master, that the
business transacted may be pleasing to Him H.
0. Smith, missionary in charge will be with us.
The Sunday-School Association meets at same
time and holds its session Saturday evening.
W. W. WHITING, Dist. Pres.
STUDENTS' LIBRARY.
The Students' Society of Lamoni, Iowa, has
taken steps to secure a library. It was thou"ght
well to give others an opportunity to assist us by
contributing from their libraries such volumes
as they might be able to spare. Any one having
such volumes to contribute, may send them by
mail to A. E. Hansen, Lamoni, Iowa, at the
society's expense. If you· can assist us, though
ever so little, in this, the m~mbers will ever remember you with the kindest regard and brotherly love.
CoMMITTEE.
REUNION.
There will be a reunion meeting h'eld at San
Francisco, California, commencing October 6th.
Come one come all and bring the Spirit with
you.
THos. DALEY, Dist. Pres.

c

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR

CAUSE AND CURE

FOR

SKEPT!OISM,

BY
ELDER M. H. BoND.

Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise-upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and 'xpositiou of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as agajnst the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedeubotg, The Quakers,
CathJ:Jlic Visions and .Miracle~; Me~meric, Trance, MindReading, "Christian Science," ''Divine Healing'' or
"Faith Cure,"'"How to Become a Medium," &c .. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 C£nts Single Copy.

qan be had by the dozen or quantity by addressing,
with stamps, currency or postoffice order, M. H. Bond,
46 Waverly Street, Providence, R.. 1:; The Herald office,
Lamoni, Iowa, or may:be ordeted through any' of the authorized ministry, who are requested toact as agents in
any part of the world, and to whom a liberal commission
will be paid.
'

.:.....A-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHlSM:
OR

. Key to the Symbology "'>f the. Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.

x0-4 pages, cloth bound. PriCe 35 cents. each;'

For saleby

a.

R. MILLS; .
. INDEPENDENCI!:,· ]14p•

B~o.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

ANOTHER NEW BOOK.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.

From the. Patriot Office will soon be issued a book
boundoin paper covers coutainil:lg;
Sermons on the "Justice of God's T,aws," by Pres .. J;
Smith; "Second Advcnt·of Christ," Pres. W.. W. Blair;
· ':Mission of Christ;" Elder Columbus S.COtt; '~God's Will
to Bl<'ss His Children," Elder C. Derry; •'Priesthood,"
:Elder M. '1'. Short; '.'Christ and the Apostles as Teachers
for God," Elder J. R .. Lambert; ~'Infidelity from a New
Stan!}point, ,., Anonymous. "What the Jews Think About
Jesus," and "The Jews In and Out of Palestine," by·Dr.
F.;de SolaoMendez, a vrominent Jew of New York City,
edit!lr .of "American Hebrew." Also, "The American
Indian," and ~'Life and Death of Revublics," both by D.
F; Lambert, editor, of Patriot.
Th!s.work throughout will be found of more than common interest,: presenting a wide range of subjects as well
as authorship. It will be sold as follows:
Single c0 py
25 cents.
Five copies
$1.00.
.Twelve copies
$2 00.
Patriot one year and book
$1.15
Patriot six· months and·book
.70
This. applies to renewals as well. as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once,
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.

Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known ·
~ORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirty·
day credit given. Model. and samples free; conditionally.
For full.par.ticulars address as above.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
you want to save money on Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, In·
depence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machines
and Organs shipped direct from Factory at lowest
prices.

RoBEBT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS' 'BANK .OF lAMONI.
A._ple Be@lPonsibility.
Loans money on aproved security; Six per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THEA.pOSt:acy, Reformation .and .Restoration.
This work discnss,es the i•sues of theology that are to
the front to·day .. No. Bible ..student can afford to miss
reading tt elther as CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. It contains
390 pages of closely.written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 -PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
!IINISTERU..L .A.tTTHORITT

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THR AARON.IC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats or the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and crit·
ically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later· day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
Wilt. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD. OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TBAVRLING AGENTS,
r;w- Money eent by Post Office Order to Wm. R. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM.

H.

KELLEY.

FARM FOR SALE.
Two miles south-west of Lamoni, consisting
of r6o acres, thirty acres under the plow, the rest
seeded to timothy and clover. House, stable,
nice grove and orchard. All good tilable land.
For terms enquire of
E.J. RoBINSON, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTU·M.·N

LEAVES,

Published monthly tor the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
_9hr!st of Latter Day Saint!!,
Priee per year

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE BINDING. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip·
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

:1 Do

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(-Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW I\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides ....••••.•••.. $1 50
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
df'" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... a ~~~
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt ~dge ......... 4 00
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(IU!!pired Tranl!lation by Jooeph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••• 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 60
New Testament, Inspired........ . • •• • • •• • • • ,6
BOOK OF MORMON;
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library ..... ~ ........... 1 2!1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••• , ••• 1 60

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Boolt.)
THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
Tl.e Burlington Route, C. B. & Q R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines; on Tues·
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
days, September 9th and 23d, and October 14th.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Harvest Excursion Tickets at Half Rates to
Leather back and Muslin sides ••..•••....•... 2 60
points in the . Farming Regions of the Wast
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
South-west and North- west. For tickets and
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 120
further information concerning the excursions,
tunes, and full instructiolll! o.n choir and anthem mlll!ic.
call on your nearest C. B. & Q ticket agent, or
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
address P. S. Eustis, General! Pass. and Ticket
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
Agent, Chicago, Illinois.
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each ••• •... •• • • • 13
Ht:>USE FOR SALE.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set ' been said io connection with the theory that it furto fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
furnace n it, ,. nd water in the kitchen.
ground work and material from which to write the
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Book of Mormon.
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Muslin boards, 396 pages ••
Propositions:-(1) Is the. ··..
. ~iSv,-1rion of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachfrigs )i::J:,i;X £;;'the respect
and belief of all Christian 11eopleT ~:::) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
witn Him1
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 21icts , ten or more, each •••••••• , • • 20
In paper 11icts., ten or more, each • ; • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," writ~en
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
-been said in coimection with the theory that it fur-nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS,
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen •••• , • • • • '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • • • • • . • • 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer,. the Discovery and Translation of
the. Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition; 32 pages, paper covers • • • •
Old editiotl • , • •• • • .. •• •• • • • • • • .. • • .. • • .. • • •

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c,. 100. • 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .•• •· ••• 1 ~5
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts pet· dozen, per iOO ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •• 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 cts., 10{) .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way;' dozen 16 cts .. 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts, 100 .•• 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . • . 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................. 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 .cts, 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 eta., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 16 cts, 100 .•• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 eta., 100 ...•••••••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; .doz. 6c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen \!5cts.,l00 ... l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 1()0,...... 40
30 Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 16
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 '75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred .................•..........J ·25
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•. 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . • • • . • 60
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . . • • • • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts .................... , 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Mut!lin, turned in • • • • . • • • • • • • •

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD ,OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAYlll SAVll' lT JIB ONB WlFB; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."- Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELmVE THAT ONE MAN sHoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ON:m HusBAND:. ExcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHBN EITHER
xs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, October

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT. LAMONI, DECATUR CQUNTY, IOWA, ...

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the BishOp's Agents, are requested to solicit new subN
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P .. O. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matte• o.t Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. II, I89o. ·
THE following denial of some of the statements of the Utah Commissioners' late report is being published in the papers of
the country, and purports to be from Pres.
Wilford Woodruff, who is now president
ofthe Utah MormonChurch.
The pa, per from which we copy it is the Chicago
Inter- Ocean of the 25th September.
·
SALT LAKE, Utah, Sep. 24th-The following
manifesto will be published here to-morrow:
"To whom it may concern: Press dispatches
having been sent from Salt Lake City which
have been widely published for political purposes
to the effect that the Utah commission in- their
r.ecent report to Jhe secretary. of the Interior,
allege that plural marriages are still ,being
solemnized, and that forty or more ~uch marriages have been contracted in Utah since last
June, or during the past year; also, that in public discourses the leaders of tlle church have
taught, encol]ra'ged, and urged the continuance
of the practice of polygamy, I, therefore, as
President of the Church of J esus:Christ of Latter
Day Saints, do hereby, in the most solemn \nanner, declare that the charges are false. We are
.not teaching polygamy or plural marriage, nor
permitting any person tp enter into its practice,
and T deny that either forty or anY: other number·
of plllral marriages have, during that period
been solemnl!i:ed in our temples or ;my other
place in thl:) llfrritory~""
"One case has been repm:ted in ·which the parties alleged t~at the marriage was performed in
the Endowm~nt House in Salt Lake City in the
spring of r88g. But I have not been able to learn
who performed the ceremony. Whateve~· was
done . in this 'matter was done, without my
knowle<;lge. In consequence of this alleged
occurence the Endowment House was by my instructions taken down without delay.
"Inasmuch as laws J:J,ave.been enacted. by ~on
gress prohibiting plural marri11ges, which Jaws
have been pronounced constitutional by the
co,Ertoflast resort, I do hereby declare my in~
tent,ion :to.submit to thos.e la:ws,. and :to use my

I I, I890.
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influence with the members of the church over ganization has protested thai .there was
which I preside to have them do likewise. There not now, and has not been from the beis nothing· In my teaching to th.e church, or i.n' ginning any place in the gospel message
those of my associates during the time specified · delivered by the angel to Joseph Smith,
which can reasonably be construed ·.to inculate Oliver Cowdery and the rest in the day
or encourage polygamy, and when any elder of . of the origin of the church, for the dogmas
the church has used language which appeared to that have poisoned the spring of inspiraconvey such teachings he .has been promptly re- tion, degraded the priesthood and stayed
proved; and I now publicly declare that my ad- the onward sweep of the news of redempvice to the Latter Day Saints is: Refrain from tion. From the first we have insisted· that
contracting any marriage forbidden by the Jaw of the law of God, neither required of the
membership that w'hich would make them
the land.
WILFORD WooDRUFF,
transgressors of the statutory laws, or de••President of the Church of Jesus Christ
fiant of the genius of the true republicanof Latter Day Saints."
ism of American institutions.
If the statement is true, and President
The people whom Pres. Woodruff now
Woodruff speaks for the church in good
represents, under the leadership of Presifaith, it is a remarkable event in the histo- dents Young and Taylor who have prery of the Mormon people of Utah, and cede~ Mr. Woodruff, as president of the
demands more than a passing notice from
church in Utah, did foster and teach,. and
-us.
attempt to maintain against United States
Thirty-eight years ago last August, enactments, the practice of the dogma of
Pres. Brigham Young caused to be read plural marriage; until the harshest meafrom the stand in the Tabernacle in Salt sures have been adopted, measures which
Lake City, a document purporting to be apparently strike at the stability of the
a revelation from God permitting, sanc- constitutional right of worship and liberty
tioning and commanding the practice of of conscience; but which in the case of the·
a plurality of wives.
It was called then Utah church have strikinglydisproved the
"celestial marriage," and after a time "plu- prophecy of Pres. Brigham Young made
ral marriage" and "polygamy," the latter when the dogma was first proclaimed; and.
being the term usually &pplied to it by has shown that the inspiration under _which
both the outside world and· the Mormons th.e prophecy was uttered and the tenet
in common reference to it.
prophesied of were foreign to God's work
The revelation referred to was_stated by of these last days. Mr. Woodruff and his
Pres. B. Young to have been given brethren refused to hear the voice of the
through Joseph· Smith, the first president ·Lord's servants, the law of the·Lord given
of the church, and its founder under God, to the church by the man Joseph Smith,
eleven years previous to that public readwhom they so boastingly declare that they
ing of it, and that it had been in his per- revere; and now, at last, are obliged to
sonal possession and under his private lock listen to the harsh edicts of the law .makand key, and was made public on that ing power of the Ameri.can government,
day, {August 29th, 1852), for the first time and yielding to the logic of events are now
-eight years and two months after the placi,ng themselves in the attitude of deny~
death of Joseph Smith.
Pres. Young ing what they have so long and so confifurther stated that the doctrine presented dently held as their redeeming tenet, the
in the document had been believed in by crowning glory of their latter-day philossome of the men of the church for some ophy.
' time, and that it wbuld become a popular
We are pleased to place Pres. Wooddoctrine and would override all opposition. ruff on record. What next?
Immediately upon the promulgation of
the tenet, the church under Pres. Young's
"THE HOUR OF DUTY."
direction began an active ministerial campaign, proselyting to the primitive doc-. THE especial attention of the Sa.i:nts is
trines ·of Mormonism with the dogma of called to the official statement of Bro. E.
plural marriage added.
L. Kelley ofthe bishopric, which appears
Under such administration the success in this issue of the HERALD under the
which ·had attended the preaching from caption"The Hour of Duty." It was de·
1830 to 185z ceased to be realized and but signed to ac;company the document. ada few years elapsed until all, or neady all dressed "To the Saints" by the presidency
the fields in .which almost marvelous ef- which wa~ published in our last number,
fects had been wrought were abandoned, but was delayed and its publication thereand the preaching of the gospel as given 'by deferred unfiHhis issue. It speak~ for
to Joseph Smith and Oliver. Cowde,ry by itselr and. with the address of the· presi~
the angel, was made noxious and difficult, dencv wi:ll doubtless receive the attention
and iri places entirely 0ut ·Of the question.
q[ and . bring substantial responses .from
In 1853 and from thence on th~ Reor- the 4'aithful•everywhere.
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DEDICATIO:I'r AT GUILFORD.

THE SAIN,TS' HERALQ.
itself and all other t;lemerits with which it is

~s

ON the 21st September, we assisted in SOfiated; the general laws governing this. whole
and every single possible exception thereto tnust
··dedicating the Sai~ts' new chapel in the
town of Guilford, Nodaway county 1 Mis- be completely in hand; the origin, present
souri, and was greetedwith crowded cdn- condition, and future condition and duration must
gregations at the morning, afternoon and be thoroughly known. That which the scientist
evening services.
The best of attention can riot touch with the finger of analysis or synwas paid to all the exercises and the inter- thesis he can riot touch at all; and the j~astice of
est exhibited was very flattering.
.
the demands we tnake which will perhaps startle
Elders John Thomas, John Hawley and . some. self-satisfied skeptics into a new train of
Ole Madiso.I! aided us in pulpit services thought, will be seen when it is t.emetnbered, that
while we endeavored to set forth some of the smallest and apparently least important part
the leading fact~ in doctrine, history and of a complicated machine every pa:rt O.f which is
principle, touching the system of worship essential and the whole of which is rerfect, is
peculiar to the Latter Day Saints, giving just as necessary to the working of that machine.
reasons for our hope, and we were pleased as any other part; and therefore, he who does
in learning that many expressed hearty not understand every single part can not claim
satisfaction with the sentiments presented. to understand or be .able to manipulate the
The world needs to learn what are the whole. When we proceed to apply the rule given
doctrines and history of the Saints in or- herein to so-called scientific demonstration,
der that their prejudices may be overcome
how much of it will stand?
Is there a single
and misunderstandings,be removed. Tertheme concerning which they have sounded the
tullian, a former-day saint, once said, "Who
that has !coked well into our faith but depths of its_ past, solv.!'!d all the mysteries of its
what has believed it?" And as much may present, and explored all the ages of its future?
For let it not be forgotten that one of these rebe said by latter-day saints.
The song. service was very good. We quirements being unfulfilled, destroys the acheard voices which, if properly cultivated, curacy and reliability of the pretended demonwill yet attain great wealth in melody and onstration which is professedly given by analysis
power. Thorough discipline will give· ex- or syf!thesis, or both. In every field the scientist
seeks to explore, there is an unknown part, am\
cellent returns.
This was our first visit among the Nod- must necessarily be until he has found all its
awa:r county Saints, w.hom we found to be boundaries and traced every inch ·of its territory;
an excellent people and of good repute and . and while this unknown exists all is uncertainty;
influence with their fellow citizens. The for neither its character nor extent being known,
Lord is giving them "grace and favor" it is not impossible nor improbable, that when
where known, and they should be careful, known, its characteristics and size properly conwith prayer and vigilance, that none be ceived in relation to the chara-cteristics and size
held in fellowship who "bring in damna- ,of the parts at present known, may completely
ble heresies," and '!by reason of whom the supplant the conceptions at present had of the
way of truth shall be evil spoken of."-2 whole. Practically those who rely upon analysis
Peter 2: r, 2.
This course was advised and synthesis know nothing unless they know
also by Paul when hesaid,·in Romans r6: everything; for it takes all things to make all
17, r8, "Now I beseech you, brethren, things complete.
mark them which cause divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine which ye
THE REUNION.
have learned, and avoid them. For they
that are such serve not our Lord Jesus WE have not as yet received the regular
Christ, but their own belly, and by their official minutes of the Reunion, but give
good words and fair speeches deceive the such account as we can, gleaning from the
hearts of the simple." And in Titus 3: ro Logan Observer which publishes a daily
he further says, "A man that is an heretic, during the meetings and outlines the main
after the first and second admonition re- features of the programme.
ject."
Had this course been faithfully
Friday, September z6th: "The reunadopted anciently and modernly, much of ion meeting was calletl to order by
the scandal, division and persecution Bro. David Chambers, president of the
which the Saints have suffered would committeeof arrangements; a hymn was
have never occurred. These admonitions sung and Elder Charles Derry led in
should be faithfully observed now and for- prayer, after which the reunion organized
ever that God may be glorified and his by selecting the following named officers:
work be free from such reproach.
Elders Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair and
Joseph R. Lambert in charge; Elder
Joseph F. McDowell secretary, Elder M.
THE Editor of the Independent Patriot H. Forscutt chorister, with authority to
again hits ·the assumptive scientist, and, choose assistants; Bro. Benjamin Benson
like the man who struck the fabled Mr. chiet of police, to choose assistants; Bro.
Patterson, does it well:
John Benson in charge of Jig hting the
We can not too often recur to the well settled
grounds. Elder Lambert took charge.
conclusions, that science has but two sources on
Elders Joseph Smith and W. W. Blair arwhich to draw for knowledge-analysis and synrived from Galien, Michigan, on the
thesis. It can not therefore gain a complete · evening train.
knowledge of anything except upon the follow- ,
"The opening sermon was preached by
ing conditions: The whole thing must be before
Elder R. M. Elvin from Matt. r6:16,
it, not merely some of its parts; the construction
•Preach the gospel to every creature.'
and operation of every one of the elements of that
This discourse traced a similarity between
the apostles' work and the work of the
whole must be understood both as pertaining to

church to-day. Disputes among honest
believers should cast no doubt whatevet
on the truth of. the gospel. It is sent to
prepare for the first resurrection; it we do
.out part God is sure to do as he has promised. Pleasing doctrines should not be
preached because they are pleasing. In"
fidelity has increased because apostolic
preaching has been departed from. Truth
should be presented in a<> pleasing way as
possible, but never perverted.
"The_ speaker was assisted in the services
by Prest. Joseph Smith. The first day of
the reunion was auspicious. Before night
one hundred tents were on the ground
and the large tent was filled with a very
orderly, attentive and appreciative congregation. The grounds are well-lighted
by large lamps placed at convenient distances and everything is conv.enient and
of the best. The water arrangements are
excellent. With continued good weather
there will be the largest gathering ever
seen Here.
Saturday, 27th: "Prayer service commenced promptly at 9 a.m., 'R~deemer of
Israel,' was sung, when Pres. Smith led in
prayer. •Come thou fount of every blessing' was then sung. A sister told of some
experiences. in her life, of cures effected
by prayer, and testimony was borne by a
great many of the members, some from
forty to forty-one years in the church.
The prayer service was very interesting.
Six prayer~ were offered, twelve testimonies were borne, and eleven songs sung.
The older members were very earnest and
some were quite impressive in giving their
testimony~
President Smith said that he
remembered some of them as members
since his boyl::ood.
"The preaching service at 10: 45 was
opened by singing, which was followed by a
sermon by President Smit]]. No text; subject, The human right of church organization, also as a divine institution. A claim is
made by certain writers and speakers, that
all church organizations are of human
origin; therefore If John Knox or John
Wesley, or Alexander Campbell could organize churches, so can Joseph Smith or
Sidney Rigdon.
They believed in baptism by immersion and also by the Spirit. "At 2: 30 divine service was opened by
President Smith. Hymn 79 was sung,
•Sing ye Redeemed of the Lord.' Alexander Smith lead in prayer, after which
hymn 8z, •Children of the Heavenly King,'
was sung. Joseph R. Lambert addressed
the congregation from Acts 9:6 of the
apostles, •Lord what wilt thou have me to
do.' The central thought of this discourse
was that the· above _question is asked by
every one who is earnestly seeking salvation.
"The evening services were opened by
singing, prayer by Jonas Chatburn, after
which hymn 63, •Oh for a Shout of Joy,'
was sung. The sermon was by Elder J.
F. McDowell. No text was taken, but
two lines of the old hymn, •Am I a Soldier of the Cross, a Follower of the Lamb,'
was used as a foundation for an excellent
discourse. The speaker spoke of the value
of those old hymns, how they had soothed
the young and comforted the old; yet
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young people sing them unthinkingly large, the dav was fine, and good order
and without appreciation of the meaning prevailed. Every one is well pleased
of the words used. As soldiers of the cross with the location and arrangements.
you are .pot called to. fight tern poral bat- There are a large number of very old
tles, but spiritual ones, and it is therefore a people on the camp"ground, among them
warfare with invisible enemies, error and is :rv.&s. Hawley, nihety years old last June.
sin in their various forms. The Cross Her husband had been a soldier in the
derives its importance from Him, who was Mexican war.
sacrificed on it, the Lord Jesus Christ.
Monday, 29th: "This mornings prayer
"After the sermon, the meeting closed service was the most spiritua1· meeting had
with singing and the benediction.
yet. One blind lady spoke in unknown
"The tent was filled full and around tongue!', which was interpre~ed by Elder
the outside a large crowd was standing, John Rudd. The exercises were made
unable to find seats.
up of ten hymns, four prayers and twentySunday, 28th: "The prayer service was two testimonies. The younger members
opened by Jonas Chatl::iurn, and after the are taking hold of the work.
hymn, J. Pu.tney led in prayer, which was
"At 10:45 a.m., meeting in charge of Elfollowed by singing 'Children of the der W. W. Blair, opened by singing numHeavenly King.'
The prayers of this ber 139, prayer by Elder Blair, after
meeting were asked for several sick pe.r- which· hymn 124, "Once more we come
sons. J onn Mel ntosh, ofG1lland's Grove, before our God," was sung, when a sergave his testimony clearly and vigorously mon was preached by Elder J. S. Roth,
from the speakers' stand. Mr. Mcintosh from Mark 6: 23.
"He stated that heaven will come to us
is eighty four years old and has been a
member of the chu~ch fifty-two years. At on this earth, it we will do the Lord's will.
this service there were eleven psalms sung, If we wish to seek for anything, it should
seventeen testimonies borne and five be so well described that it can be identified when found. Therefore it is neces~ary
prayers offered.
· "The preaching service of the morning to describe the kin~dom of God. A kingwas presided over by Elder W. W. Blair, dom should have five parts; a country, a
and commenced by singing- hymn 142, people, laws, officers, and a head, either a
after which Elder Chas. Derry led in king or president, and such a kingdom
prayer. The s.ermon was preached by El- was set up by Christ and it was a visible
der M. H. Forscutt. This was based up- kingdom with all its component pnrtF,
on the 16th chapter of Mark. . Owing to The :T ews did not recognize Christ bethe crowded condition of tent and being cause he failed .to appear as a conqueror,
obliged to stand in a very crowded space, overturning the Roman rule under which
no notes could. be taken of this sermon. they were. Elder ~oth went on to state
Suffice it to say however, it was an able, that he had been raised a Lutheran and rell!ained so till he was thirty-seven years of
eloqueut argument.
The crowded
condition
of
the age.
"Afternoon, preaching service, President
morning pre\;ailed in the afernoon
service which was commenced by sing- Smith in charge, hymri 'Nearer my God
ing 'Hail to the Brightness,' and 'Hark! to thee.' Elder Lambert led in prayer
Listen to. the Trumpeters;' praver by after which hymr., 'Beautiful Zion, built
Elder John Roth, of Des Moines. Rymn above,' was sung.
"Elder J. C. Crabb preached from the
'Mortals Awa\<e with Angels Join,' was
followed by ~ sermon by Pre~. Joseph I I th chapter of. 2d Corinthian~. The cenSmith, who said . he was peculiarly placed, tral thought of this discourse was to guard
that being the .son of his father made his against false doctrines and teachings."
"The evening meeting was in charge of
position. the more difficult. ·Yet he thought
his father should have the credit for the President Smith, and opened by singing
Elder Levi Anthony led in
good which he. had done, and himself for hymn 21.
whllt he might do.
prayer after which hymn 729, 'The morn"The evening service was conducted by ..ing breaks, the shadows flee,' was sung.
Joseph R. Lam hert and begun by singing, Elder W. W. Blair preached from the
prayer by Elder J .. F. McDowell, fol- 29th chapter of Isaiah. He stated that the
lowed by singing, •Shall we Meet by Life's remarks that will be made this evening
Pure River,' when. Alexander H. Smith ar.e founded on the last verse.
"The. present is a period of munnuring
was called up?n to preach to the people.
He chose for a foundation Mark 16: r6. on all sides; religious murmuring" as well
Religion is the result of education, and the as social murmurings."' It requires deep
better the one, the better the other must study and careful thought to get at the
~atience
be. . The speaker showed that heaven . right idea of truth in religion.
might be on this earth if every one did and forbearance are constantly called for
the will of the .Lord. The idea of heaven on the part of the Latter Day Saints.
wa:s a very i~distinct one. The B1ble God always has exercised and therdore
mentions several heavens as well as dif- always will exercise a careful supervision
The world at large
ferent degrees of glory. The Pt~radise over all mankind.
spoken of in the Scriptures is~the abode of has had many evidences of the Spirit of
the righteous dead until the resurrection God striving with mankind.
The Jew~
day, after which this earth will be heaven alwayts, or nearly .always, resisted the
The views
with Christ as ruler. Hv,mn 224 wa:s working of the Holv Spirit.
sung and Eld.er R. M. Elvin dismi&sed of the Latter Day Saints' Church, when
rightly understood, have a . tendency to
the people.
"Notes ·of the day ....,-The crowd was make broad and liberal. 'There is more

joy in heaven over· one sinner that reptnteth, than over ninety and nine. that
went not astray,' shows the watchfulness
that is kept over mankind.
The Holy
Spirit is the highest manifestation of intelligence and never causes confusion. God's
Spirit leads into the lig-ht, mt~kes pure and
better. Joseph an illustrali)on of God's
supervision. A great many· other instances given frpm the Testaments.
The
child is always pure in God's sight and is
used in the Scriptures as a type of purity,
and any other doctrine should pass into
'innocuous desuetude.'
"Closed by !'ing-ing hymn 970; benediction hy R. M. Elvin.
~
"Tuesday, 3o:h, the prayer service, in
charge of Elders Hansen and David Rudd,
was very interesting. The praying, singing and bearing testimony were unceasing during the service. There were ten
hymns sung, six prayers were off.·re.i up
and sixteen testimonies were borne. The
time was. fully occupied.
"The forenoon meeting was in charge
of President Smith, and opened by singing hymn 714; prayer; after which hymn
ro63, 'This world will he blessed byeand
bye' was sung, when President Smith announced that Warren E. Peak would addres~ them.
Elder Peak took for his
t.;xt, •What think ye of Christ?' and from
it preached a very interesting and instructive sermon. Elder Peak is quite a young
man, but is an earnest, enthusiastic preacher, as we judged by this morning's sermon.
"The afternoon preaching service at
2:30, President Smith in charge; Hymn
168, 'Let us pray for one another;' was
sung. J. M. Putney led in prayer, after
which a hymn was sung. Elder Charles
Derry then arose and addressed the con~
gregation from Hebrews 14:8, 'Jesus
Christ-the same yesterday, to-day and
·
forever.
"The evening services began by singing
hymiJ. 517, after which Elder Joseph Luff
led m.prayer, when hymn 518 was sung.
The announcements for Wednesday's
~ervices were made.
Elder Joseph R.
L~mbert commenced his sermon by reading hom the first chapter of fir!'tCorinthians, beginning at the twenty- first verse.
The leading thought in the discourse was
that man had been given, and will be. given an opportunity after death to repent and
become a child of God. Numerous passages of scripture were quoted to prove
this position. Those who reject the gospel both hefore and· after death, are condemned; while those who receive. the gospel and comply with it on earth, have a
much greater degree of glory, than the
converts made after death, thus establishing different de'grees of happiness in the
world to come. This wasaclear, strong
and well delivered discourse .. At .the con.clusion the doxology was sung and the.
congregation dismissed with a blessing.
"Wednesday, October rst: The morning. prayer service was of the highest
spiritual character, testimony after testimony was given,and two spoke in tongues,
Elder John Rudd being the first. to .speak
aqd then.. he followed with an interpretation.
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of it. An oJd lady then spoke in tongues,
'Yhich was also interpreted by Elder Rudd.
The service was in charge of Elders H~
0. Smith and D. G. White; opened by
singing and a prayer by H. 0. Smith.
There vyere nine hymns sung, three prayers
were offered up and twenty-six testimonies. A larg~r part of the speaking was
done by the younger members. Elders
Joseph Lambert, Mcintosh and Chatburn
urged_ the. members to take their earnestness with them to their homes and several
branches, and to labor all the time.
"The forenoon preaching service opened with hymn I44• Elder M ... H. Forscutt led in prayer. Hymn 146 was sung.
President Smith preached a very acceptable sermon. He .said he had been accus·ed of preaching a doctrinal sermon. Holding as he did that the church was the true
gospel church, all sermons preached by its
elders could be called doctrinal. He claimed to preach the truth of God as he found
it ih the Bible. His sermon was listened
to by a very large congregation.
"Service. closed by singing hymn 23 I.
Benediction pronounced by President
Smith.
"Baptism to be administered by Elder
Elvin, A. H. Smith in charge.
"Afternoon service in charge of President Smith. Opened by singing hymn
198, 'Stand up and bless the LorJ.' Elder
Samuel McBirnie led in prayer. An able
discourse . was preached by Elder A. H.
Smith.
"Notes.-Elder J. Luff, of Independence, Missouri, arrived on the camp
grounds to-day, and will preach this evening. There are people on the .grounds
from a great many different states. Some
have traveled long distances, one woman,
and quite old, having come from Wyoming
·to attend the meeting. There were 171
tents on the grounds at Tuesday noon.
Mr. Hawley is a pensioner of the war of
1812 1 instead of the Mexic~n as we stated
yesterday The people are still coming
with tents to the camp grounds, and every
thing is orderly and systematic." .
The foregoing, containin·g all items received up to going to press and hastily
prepared from clippings from the Logan
Observer, is the only account of the Reunion proceedings we are now able to furnish t11e HERALD readers. A fuller ac• count' will probably be published on receipt of the official minutes.
Concerning weather conditions and the
general arrangements for the comfort and
welfare of those attending we add the following from an evidently well pleased
visitor, who thus expresses himself in the
Observer:
"The prettiest location we ever had, and
the cleanest grounds, and the best arranged.
The tents are arranged in rows so nicely,
and the stree~s are so straight and so correctly named, and the tents are all numbered, making it easy to find any one by
just looking over the directory. And then
the water-why that is just grand...:.... it
could not have been any better; and then
there's the .shade, it could not be beaten
anywhere. Taking everything into consideration, it is one of the finest camping
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grounds our people ever had. Then there
is another thing, thegrounds are so close
to the city that it fi?akes it very convenient
to get anything you desire, and then the
business men are all good,· social gentlemen and accommodating; they delivet'-everything on the. grounds, free of chargethe delivery, we mean, isJree. And then
the visitors are so orderly, and all want to
try and hear ,every sermon, and in fact,
every one tries to be orderly; in fact, there
is nothing we could find fault with, if we
wanted to.''
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. E. L. KELLEY arrived at Lamoni
the 3oth ult., and after arranging matters
pertaining to his department, left the following day for the reunion. He expects
to remain in th~ west for some time during the present fall season.

parhnent I. may well say: "Lay up for yourc
selves treasure in heaven," and feel with the
apostle as he addresses the saints at Philipp!:
"Not because I desire a gift, but I desire fruit
that may abound. to your account.".
the saints as in the past may side!) contribute
of their tithes and offerings tb the agents in their
respective districts and due credit vvill appear in
the reports. Moneys sent directly 'to the church
treasury ma.J! be by Post-office Order o.n Lamoni,
Iowa, Galien, Michigan, or W!lloughby or
Cleveland, Ohio, or by Bank draft on Chicago or
New York., Address me at Lamoni,Iowa, in
care of David Dancer; at Galien, Michigan, in
care of Ed win A. Blakeslee. Receipts will be given
in due time for all fnndsso sent,ortomypermanent address at Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Trusting for the continuance of the blessings
of God toward all of his children, I am in bonds
of fellowship, yours,
E. L; KELLEY, of the Bishopric.~
LAMONI, Iowa, Se~. 30th, 1890.

THE HOUR OF DUTY.
To tke Saints :-In the work of the Bishopric
our chief help has been called away;-the place
for a short time "is vacant ;-but the inspiration
which the example of a. wise and courageous
laborer imparts, has been fully committed to us,
and should awaken action among the lovers of
the kingdom of Christ throughout the world.
Bishop George A. Blakeslee has closed the
work of this earthly trust, but the cause which he
faithfully served and with his brethren devotedly loved fully survives, and extends an open hand
to the household of faith in every land and
clime, saying;-"The hour of duty." What shall
our answer be? We trust it wi11 be unitedly and
one-to aid while we may, the faithful army. It
is the Master's summons and he knows our work.
The duty relating to my position as the surviving member of the Bishopric"in the emergency,
is pointed out in the law.
In the wisdom of the Presidency of the Church
I have been asked to proceed with all necessary
work in the department until 'a successor to the
Bishop is chosen. The Spirit of Truth ·so directs,
· and responding to this demand to move forward
in the work, I feel confident that I may rightly
claim the aid of my brethren who are equally attached to the cause of Christ as myself, and who
have sustained it in necessitous hours in the past.
The unerring hand of our chief Bishop, Christ,
sti\J directs, and we may well expect that with
our respective duties faithfully performed the
steps taken will not be backward.
Bishop's agents throughout the world are duly
authorized to administer in their respective offices
as heretofore, and In this hour of need it Is hoped
with a special care .and diligence not equalled by
efforts of the past.
As members in the household of faith, we fulfill the obligations of duty In carrying out the
law of Christ.
His religion is inseparable from the acts of
life·. By the law our acts are justified In that
which is spiritual and we gain by compliance
spiritual light and knowledge; and by "the law
our acts are sanctified in that which is temporal
and by compliance we advance in righteousness
and heavenly treasure. As a teacher in this de-

J<:DTTED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"And if the tender ear be jarred
That, hapiy, hears by turns
The saintly harp of Olney's bard,
The pastoral pipe of BnrtlS,
No di•cord mars his perfect plan
Who gave them both a tongue:
For he who sings the love of man
The love of God hath snug!"

WOMAN'S WORK.-No. III.
Our present number will be occupied entirely
by chapter V of Rev. Mr. Wheeler's work, before
alluded to which treats exclusively of
DEACONESSES OF THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH.

He says: "It has long been known to scholars
who have given attention to the Holy Scriptures
and church history, that the office of deaconess
belonged to the church in apostolic and primitive
times. Because of defection from the simplicity
and purity of those times it soon passed
out of nse, or was merged into those unnatural
mondstic organizations so prevalent in medireval
days. And such have been the· cnstoms and
prejud.ices for centuries past against a principal
or public sphere for woman that her true position has been denied her, to the great Joss of the
church and the hinderance of the work of God.
"We wiU examine those passages in the apostolic writings on which the claim for a female
diaconate is based.
"'I commend unto you Phebe our sister, which
is a servant of the church which is at Cenchrea.'
Rom. 16: 1. The Greek word (diakovov) which
the translators of the English version here rendere-d 'servant' was rendered 'deacon," in PhiJ ..
I: I; I Tim. 3: 2, 8, and in other portions of the
apostolic writings. If the same translation had
been followed here as in the above, the passage
would have read, 'l commend unto you Phebe
our sister, which is a deacon of the chnrch which
is at Cenchrea.' In that case, the name, at least,
of the female diaconate would have been familiar to us now.
"Variations in the translation of the same
original Greek.words have led to confusion of
ideas in the minds of the readers of t}le English
version, and long usage has created strong. pre·
judices against any change.
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"As to the offici~! position which Phebe occupied in the church at Cenchrea we condense the
following points from McClintock and Strong:
•What is said of her (Phebe) is worthy of especial
notice, because of its bearing on the question of
the deaconesses of the apostolic church On
this point we have to observe (x) that the term
(dfakovoc) here applied to her, though not in itself
necessarily an official term, is the term which
would be applied to her if it were meant to be
official; (2) that this term is applied in the Apostolical Constitutions to women who ministered
officially, the deaconess being called n diakovoc
as the deacon is called o diakovoc; '{3) that it is
now generally admitted that in I Tim. 3: n,
Paul applies it so himself; (4) that in the passage
before us Phebe is called the diakovoc of a particular ch4rch, which seems to imply a specific
employment; (S) that thE;! church at Cenchrea_ to
which she belonged could only have been a
small church; whence we may draw a fair conclmion as to what was customary in the matter
of such female minisbations in the larger
churches; (6) that, whatever her errand in Rome
might be, the independent manner of her going
there seems to imply (especially when we consider the secluded habits of Greek women) not
only that she was a widow, or a woman of mature age, but that she was acting officially; (7)
that she had already been of great service to
Paul and others, either by her wealth or her
energy, or both; a statement which closely
corresponds with the descriptipn of the qualifications of the enrolled widows in I Tim. 5: w; (S)
that the duty which we here see Phebe, discharging implies a personal character worthy of confidence and respect.' (a)
«The word diakovoc is inclusive of both sexes.
It is very generally conceded that in Rom. x6: 1,
it is applied to ~?hebe in its technical sense as
denoting an office, though Conybeare says it can
not be 'confideritly asserted, especially as, the
word diakovoc is,so ·constantly used in its nontechnical sense of one who m.inisters in any way
to others.' (b) Some are of the opinion that the
female deacon is more frequently mentioned in
Scripture than the male deacon by the official
title: 'We observe that when any of the seven
are referred to it; is neve1· by the title of deacon,;
thus Phii!p is called 'the evangelist.' (Acts 2I:
S).' (cL 'It is worth remarking that Phebe is
called a deaconess, but that Stephen is never
called a deacon.' And further, if Phil. I: I, does
include deacons;ef both kinds the 'woman-dea-'
con' is actually mentoned oftener in Scripture by
the official title~han the 'man-deacon.' (d)
«If the term dit{kovoc is here applied to Phebe
to designate,an office, then she has the distinguished honor of being the first in·. the order of.
time to whom it was thus applied; the Epistle to
the Romans, in which it is applied to Phebe,
being assigned to A. D. sS, while the Epistle to
the Philippians,· in which it is applied to deacons
of both kinds, probably, is assigned to A. D. 62;
"Of the.social, position and character of Phebe,
Conybeare says,: 'She was a widow' of consideration and we~lth who acted as one of tl;le dea"
conesses of the church, and was now about to
sail to Rome upon some private business, apparently connect~:d with a law-suit in which she was
(a)

McClintock and .Stronp;'s Ency., art. "Phebe."

(b) Life of Paul, vol. 1, p. 435.

(c) Ibid.
(IJ) :j!owson, P· 58.

·

engaged.' (e) Phebe was a woman of importance and social standing. She did not occupy
any menial position in the church at Cenchrea,
was no mere •door- keeper or cleaner of the place
of worship,' as Dr. W. L. Alexander maintains,
but held a more honorable position, and discharged both secular and spiritual fupctions.
"She had •business' at the capital of the empire,
and such a journey meant considerable expense.
She had been a succorer of many, and this is to
be understood in the sense of patronage and protection; service performed by a superior to an Inferior. At Cenchrea she was a deaconess of the
church, and Paul guarantees the genuineness of
her faith when he calls her 'our sister.' She had
stood by him in some hour of need, and, perhaps,
had entertained and ·sheltered him under her
own hospitable roof at the time when he made a
vow at Cenchrea and seemed to have had a great
deliverance, and had used her influence and
wealth for the advan<;ement of the cause of
Christ.
"Paul's commendation is strong and beautiful:
•That ye receive her in the Lord as becometh
Saints; and that ye assist her in whatsoever business she hath need of you; for she hath been a
suGcorer of many, and of myself also.' She is
here commended for her energy, liberality, and
fidelity. Surelv she was a worthy office-bearer
in .the Church.of God.
"In speaking of the women of the epistles we
purposely omitted the name of Priscilla, giving
only Paul's greeting, thinking that a more appropriate place for her would be with Phebe, the
deaconess; as many eminent scholars believe
that she held that position, .and even if she did
not bear the name she evidently performed the
functions of that office. Her connection with
Paul and the church continued through many
years. She is nrst named in Acts IS: I, IS.
Paul,· having come from Athens to Corinth,
tound a temporary residence with Aquila and
Priscilla on account of oneness-of faith or occupation, as they were all •tent-makers.'
"Again, in Acts rS: 24, 29, she is named as
residing in Ephesus. Here she found Apollos,
•an eloquent man and mighty i.n the Scriptures/
who 'taught dlllgen'tly the things of the Lord,
knowing only the baptism of John, . . . whom,
when Aquila and Priscilla had heard, they took
him unto them and expounded unto him the way
of God more perfectly.'
·
«We need not wonder at the superior knowledge of Priscilla and Aquila.
For eighteen
months tpey heard Pat'l in, Corinth; night and
day they labored, prayed, searched the Scriptures,
and taught together, in the synagogue, in the
workshop, and in the house. They were well-.
instructed Christians, having been taugh,t by the
Holy Ghost, and by Paul. Perhaps · Apollos
knew riothing of the doctrine of atonement, t.he
resurrection of Christ, or the outpouring of .the
Spiritat Pentecost'. _'They took him unto them,'
to their home, not publicly disputing in th.e
synagogue; They showed him ,kindness, treated
him with consideration, and then 'instructed
him.' Here was. woman's tact and kindness.
•Love me and then say what thou wilt.' •This
eloquent man, and mighty in the Scriptures, who
was· even a public teacher, was not ashamed ;to
be indebted to the instructions of a Christian
woman, in matters that not only concerned. his
(•) Life of Paul, v<1l. 2, p. 154.
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own salvation, but also the work of the ministry,
in which he was engaged. ·It is disgraceful to a
man to be ignorant when he may acquire wisdom;
but it is no disgrace to acquire WiEdOm from the
meanest person or thing. The adage is· good:
Despise not advice, even of the meanest; the
gaggling of geese preserved the Roman State.'(!)
The above quotation is somewhat curious, and
the inference drawn as to the humility of Apollos is striking. Perhaps it would have been more
pertinent in the first century of the Christian era,
considering the seclusion of both Jewish and
Grecian ~omen; but aversion to i[\struction from
women in the Christian Church did not exist in
apostolic times, as it did later, and evidently it
lingered in the early part of the nineteenth cen·
tury, as Dr. Clarke seemed to regard it as a great
virtue for Apollos to submit to be instructed by
Priscilla; Yea, it lingers no~! But surely the
clouds are being lifted from the intellect of woman, and the ~etters are being taken from her,
when one hundred and sixty thousand women
are employed as teachers in the United States
alone (rSS9).
In Priscilla, we have an illustration of what
the married woman can, in connection with
home duties, do in the general service of the
church. Such female ministration.s were of great
importance in the state of society in whose midst
the early Christian communities were formed:
The remarks of Archdeacon Evans on the posi~
tion of Timothy at Ephesus are very just: 'In
his dealings with the female part of his flock,
which in that time and country required peculiar
delicacv and discretion, the counsel of the experienced Priscilla would be invaluable. Where,
for instance, could he obtain more prudent and
faithful advice than hers in the selection of
widows to be placed upon the eleemosynary list
of the church, and of deaconesses for the ministry?'
"Eternity alone will reveal th~ good accomplished by this godly couple. They are identified with Paul in the stormiest period of his life.
They had 'a church in their house,' and while
Paul.preached daily in the synagogue, market,
or in •the school of Tyrannus,' Priscilla gave
private instruction, and taught the new converts
•the way of God more perfectly.'
From Rom. I6: 3, 4• we learn that they had
again· returned to Rome, and Paul sends them
his Christian greetings: 'Greet Priscilla, and
Aquila, my helpers in Christ Jesus; who have
for my life laid down their own necks; unto
whom not only I give thanks,, but also all the
churches of the Gentiles.' In Rome also they
had gathered 'a church in their house,' an indication of labor and zeal. Thi~ salutation is one of
the warmest outbursts of affection found in the
epistles of Paul. They had at some time endangered their lives to save his, and this act of
heroism was a matter of thanksgiving on the
part of all the Gentile churches.
"Eight or ten years later we again get a glimpse
of this devoted husband imd wife. Paul is now
at Rome under condemnation of death, 'ready to
be offered,' and the time of his departure at hand.
He writes to. his 'dearly beloved son,' Timothy,
a farewell letter, and sends .his final salutations
to <Priscilla an<l Aquila.' •There they disappear.
Probably they survived Paul; growing older an:d
older, let us hope, side by side, and In their

(/) Adam Clarke, D.ID., in loco.
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d~aths not long divided. They saw him face to
face rio . more. But we imagine them visiting
·together ''the scene of the apostle's execution and
his h'.lmble grave; and we see them living to
· tell a siJcceeding generation of that' feeble bodily
presence and the mighty soul within it, of that
st.amtriering speech which, nevertheless, penetrated men's minds by its directness and melted
. their hearts by its fire.'(g)
«The names already quoted from the writings
of Paul will suffice to show that the,employment
of women in the public and private work of the
church was quite common in apostolic times, and
that some of them, at least, have official designations. It Is evident also that they did their work
well and.. met wisely and heroically the claims
the church had on them, meriting .anti receiving
high apostolic commendations.
"There are -some passages in the pastoral
epistles that are supposed by many of the best
scholars to have some bearing upon the subject
of apostolic deaconesses. In the first epistle to
Timothy the apostle tells what a Christian bishop
and deacon should be. He says: •A bishop then
must be blameless, the husband of one wife,
·vigilant, sober, of good behavior, given to hospitality, apt to teach; not given to wine, no striker,
not greedy
filthy lucre; but patient, not a
brawler, not covetous; one that ruleth well his
own house, having his children· in subjection
with all gravity.' Then, speaking of the deacons, he says: •Likewise must the deacons be
grave, not double-tongued, not given to much
wine, not greedy of filthy lucre . . . . Even so
must their wives (yuvaikac) be grave, not slanderers, sober, faithful in all things. Let the deacons be the husbands of one wife, ruling their
children and their own houses well.'-Tim.
3: 2-12.

of

"It will seem strange, even to the ordinary
reader, that wUle special injunctions are given
to the deacons' wives there is none given ·to the
wives of bishops. It has been observed by some
that, 'wherea_s if the example of a deacon's wife
be of sufficient moment to deserve a special
apostolic exhm·tation, that of a bishop's wife
must 'need it .fa.r more '(k) Therefore some have
referred •their wives' to the bishops as well as
the deacons. This view is not considered tenable
by the best scholarship. •Two meanings only
appear to have been put upon this passage till
the Reformation; one which referred to woman
generaJly, the other which referred it to the
female diaconate.'(i)
Against the first view
there ad\ strong objections
Chrysostom says:
•Some say that this is spoketl of women generally; but it is not so. For why should he have
thrown in something about women amongst the
things which he had been saying? But he speaks
of those who have the dignity of the diaconate.'
On this Dr. Adam Clarke observes: "Nhatever
is spoken here becomes women in general, but
if the apostle had those termed deaconesses in
his eye, which is quite possible, the words are
peculiarly suitable to them . . . . Possibly, therefore, the apostle may have had this order if deaconesses in view, to whom it was as necessary to
give counsels and cautions as to the deacons
themselves; and to prescribe their qualifications,
Jest improper persons should insinuate them(g)

Minor Characters, p. 83.

(h) Ludlow, p. 4.
, (i) Ibid.

selves into that office (j) That these instructions were given in regard to the women deacons
call be supported by the best scholarshipJn .the
English tongue. Bishop Ellicott, Dean Alford,
and Dr. Wordsworth, whom Dean Howson says
are "the three best modern English commentators on the pastoral epistles,' 'take t~is view.
Howson himself says: •We hold it almost certain that a candid and thoughtful student; looking carefuily over the whole ground, and taking
in his hand the light obtained from the facts of
the early church, 'Yill come to the CQI)clusion
that a female diaconate is here implied-an order
of deacone.sses workiag co-ordinately with the
deacons, though, of course, Jess prominently and
publicly.'(k.) He also says 'that the setting apart
pf women as deacone~ses, so far as the Bible is
_concerned, rests on the samekind of foundation
as the observance of Sabbath on Sunday .or the
practice of infant baptism.'(!)
"It seems to have been the order of God that
men and women should work side by side in
advancing the interests of His kingdom aud in
bringlng the blessed ministries of the gospel of
Christ to the hearts and homes of men. «Deaconesses working co ordinately with the deacons.' None can teJI how much good the world
has lost, or how much evil it has suffered, by the
infringement of the order of God in setting aside
this arrangement, founded in reason and· demanded by the nature and condition of mankind.
"In e\·ery age and under all conditions the
gospel of Christ creates benevolent impulses in
the human heart. Christian women have ever
felt them, and if a11owed would have given them
outward form <:onsonant with the will of God
and the wants of the times; but men thought
they triust be restricted and curbed, and so laid
out certain channels in which they should run,
and the result shows that meri lacked wisdom
and grace to guide them.

PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR NOVEMBER.

1st Thursday, I Peter 4; I2, I3; Psa. 3I: 24.
2nd Thursday, Eph. S: 6; 1 Peter 2: 3, 4·
3rd Thursday, D.& C. 34: 4; Psa. 34: 17.
4th Thursday, D.& C. sS: 3; Jeremiah 50:4.
SR. MARGARET

J. HEAD,

Clarksdale, Mo.,

HoNOLULU, H; I., Sept. 19th.
Editors Herald:--Just arrived after a very
pleasant voyage of seven days. I cheated old
Neptune again, as I did not have to .cast up nor
pay tribute for traveling upon his broad domains.
We!!, as I was upon business for the Great Ruler
o~ all things I asked to ):Je exempted from paying
tribute, and he in his goodness and infinite mercy
ruled in· my favor, for which, and his Fatherly
care over unworthy me, I render thanks and
praise through Jesus Chrlst our Lord.
I just met Bro. Waller and had a few minutes
talk with him. His health is improving.
I can give no news as yet, as I have only been
here a couple of hours. A Bro. and Sr. Luther
came down and expect to remain here; so there
are four of us here.
Yours in bonds,
A. HAws.

BosTON, Mass., Sep. 7th.
Editors Herald:-It is some time since I addressed you, but have never ceased to read your
very interesting columns. My faith in the latter day message grows stronger, and the more I
become acquainted with God's law and see its
beautiful harmony, I see in it a thing of beauty,
a joy forever.
We are not asleep here, although the spirit of
let,hargy folds some in its em brace; but we trust,
(To be continued.)
hope and will pray that the bands of Satan and
spiritual death may be loosed and the sweet caHOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND
dence of the Spirit of God chase away the. clouds
Sept. 2S, Amount to date ......•...... $3 I66 39
of doubt and fear that seem to hover around.
Laura Cook, Maryland .. $ so
This i_s Boston, and Modern Athens is not far,
Prayer Union, Newtan, I a. I oS
if any, behind Ancient Athens. We have every2S
· Christiana Johnson, IlL.
. thing here under the sun, and a good many
Hattie Parsons, Mass...
so
things that ought not to be, under the moon;
A sister, Iowa.... . . . . . . 2 oo
all shades of religious and political opinion ; .diSr E. Ridley, California 1 oo
vines of high and low degree, and some of no
Olie Ames, California..
2S
degree at all; and if you know of anybedy with
San Bernardino Prayer
some particular notion or idea of just how he
Union............... I os
wishes to go to heaven and can not find anybody
Francis Hand, Iowa....
30
B. Haws, California....
so
to agree with him, send him to the "Hub," and
Mary A. Turner, Eng. . 2 s6
I will guarantee he will find somebody with
AdaM. Johnson, Ill ... S oo
whom he can affiliate.
If 99
Well, amid this mixture of ideas and diversiOct. 3, Amount received to date...... $3,I8I 38.
ties of faiths the gospel standard has been raised
~Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
in Boston, and for the last twenty years with
varying success its steady light has pointed the
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
rlonest inquirer to the "Lamb of God who taketh
Bro. S. Reed requests your faith and prayers
away the sin of the world." Now and then a
in behalf of his wife, S. A. Reed, that it may
child of God finds his way into the fold, and we
please God to restore her to health.
trust that in God's own time many will find the
A very faithful sister of Canton, Iowa, requests
door and enter, for the Spirit signifies the end is
your prayers in behalf of a young lady, an orphan,
not yet.
who is convinced of the truth of the gospel, but
The Saints received much comfort and
not that Joseph Smith was. a prophet. She is
strength from the brief visit of Bro. Joseph Smith,
honest and desires to do right.
and there was many a sad heart to think he could
not stay longer; but thank God, brethren, there
'(j) Adam Clarke, D. D., in loco.
is a time coming if we are faithful when there
(k) Howson, p. 58.
.will be 'no more parting, and where kindred
(l) Howson, p. 58.
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spirits will enjoy the peace and rest that belongs
to the children of God.
The work in North Weymouth, (a small town
about thirteen miles from Boston) is progressing,
and the effort on the part of the.Rev. gentlemen
(?)of that place to warn the people against the
Reorganized Church, judging from the writer's
experience at an evening meeting a short time
since, has been a failure. Bro. Bullard is caring
for the flock in that place and God is blessing
his labors. Bro. Kelley was with us on Sunday
last and gave us "meat in due season." Some of
the strangers present expressed themselves as
being much pleased with the sermon. May his
shallow never grow less; and I guess it. wont, as
he seems to preach better every time we hear
him.
We expect Bro. Parsons will be here for conference.
Trusting in the Lord's promise,
Yours in bonds,
GEORGE W. RoBLEY.
WELLS, Texas, Sep. 22nd.
Editors Herald:-I am still trying to roll on
the latter day work, although prejudice is great
in this vicinity. On the 12th inst. I baptizt;d
Bro. Robert H Locke, a former member of the
Christian church (Campbellite). On the rsth I
went to Lufkin and found a lot of tracts there for
·. which I return my sincere thanks, praying God
that they may remove much prejudice and bring
the people to truth. I returned here on the r8• h
and 19th, preacped at Bro. Locke's, and the next
day baptized and confirmed two more. Prospects
are good for more. There are nine members in
this community, four brothers and five sisters.
The fifth Sunday in August I preached in this
vicinity from John 3:5. The audience was large
and I was blessed with a free delivery of speech.
I was followed by Bro. Clark, a Christian
preacher. He :endorsed every wqrd I preached
and said the way I had pointed out was the only
way in which men can be saved; and if they can
be saved without the laying on of hands for confirmation then God had changed. I ask the
saints to remember me in their prayers.
HENRY GRIM.
EPsoM, Ind., Sep. 2d.
Editors Herald:-~ome time ago we wrote you
a letter for publication stating our union with the
Church and our de~ire to have some of the
traveling ministry visit us. Since then we have
.been trying to Jive worthy of the name we bearSaints, praying God to give us wisdom and
strength that we might know and do the will of
Him who is infinite love. We read with pleasure
the Autumn Leaves and Saint's Herald, the Bible
too, no longer
mixture of Babylonish phrases,
is found to be quite a library within itself, and
the harmony existing throughout all nature
manifests itself in the Scriptures of divine truth
And we have begun to act in relation to the command, "Search the Scriptures for in them ye
think ye have eternal· life." Bro. Daniel was
with us three weeks during the extreme warm
weather; he worked faithfully, although farmers
were generally too much interested in their crpps
to attend services. The writer was ordained to
the Aaronic Priesthood under the hands of
Brother Daniel J:uly 5th. Since then we have
defended the. true faith, the best, we could,

a

preaching occasionally. Saturday August 16th
we. were pleasantly surprised by the presence of
Brethren Is'aac and V. D. Baggerly. They
were with us two weeks, working nobly
for the master, but they were about to leave disappointed with the results, when three asked
admittance into the kingdom, and Friday, Aug.
29th, the candidates entered by water baptism.
If there is a scene of beauty and sublimity that
brings with it thoughts of the future, it surely is
one where a number of God's true worshippers
are galhered on the river bank, swellihg their
voices in love and praise of Him, to the westward
the sun slowly sinking ,in all the loveliness
of its grand nature in front the rippling water
flowing sweetly on, beneath which the candidates
are buried in baptism with Christ, coming forth
emblematical of our Saviors resurrection and our
own future triumph o'er the grave. We are
organized, our branch is named Plainville. One
more fort' defends the. faith of our fathers.
THOMAS L. STRANGE
MANCHESTER, Texas, Sept. 25th.
Editors Heraltt:-I have just closed a discussion with another new ism of a recent date,
claiming to be a Sanctificationist, but differing
from the majority of them. They ignore all the
ordinances; and claim that baptism and the eu·
charist are abolished, and deny any church organization.
The first proposition we discussed
was, Baptism by immersion for the remission of
sins and the Lord's Supper OF Eucharist are binding under the Christian dispensation or g,ospel of
Christ, hence necessary now. J. D. Erwin affirms, F. S. Funchess denies .. Second, Baptism
by immersion in water for the remission of sins
is sinful and antagonistic to the true doctrine of
Christ.
F. S. Funchess affirms.
We showed
from Mark I : 5, Luke 3:3, Acts 2: 38 that John
and the apostles baptized for the r,.mission of
sins. We also showed from Luke 7: 29, 30, that
John's baptism was the counsel of God.
We
next showed that John sought a place where there
was much water; also that our Savior· was there
baptizing, John 3:22, 24, 25. We then showed
from I Cor. uth that the Lord's. supper was a
command from Christ and the 'apostles;
We proved by Mosheim and other. historians
that baptism by immersion for remission.of sins
was practiced. until the third century.
F. S. Funchess in rebuttal contended that all
this was under Moses' law, and. was a'Jolished A.
D. 64; and •resorted to Heb. 9: ro, Col. 2nd, and
other places where the disciples admonish;ed the
brethren· to not observe anything that Moses
taught. We proceeded to show that Moses' law
ceased with the call of John. Luke r6: 16; Luke
I7th; Matt. II: I2, s; 6: 28, 29; Matt. sth. We
next showed that Paul as early as A. D. 59 had
not shunned to declare the whole counsel o.f
God. · We next proved that all scholars· of
note agree that the Greek. word baptizo occurs
seventy-two times In the New Testament, and
means imme~sion.
·
We then proved that Christ commissioned his
disciples to go teach all nations, baptizing (baptz'zo) them in the l)ame of the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost; Matt. 28.
No limit to any people
. or nationality, but extended to all. In rebuttal
of this he contended that the gospel was preached to every creature under heaven~ Col. 1; using
the language of our Savior in Matt. 24th that this

generation should not pass away until all be fulfilled. He claimed that the wine mentioned in
various places was not literal wine. We proved
from Mosheim and Smith's dictionary that they
used the pure wine of Palestine unmixed with
water. His answer to this was that these authors
were a drunken' set of apostates.
We in conclusion showed that the prophet
Isaiah prophesied in chapter 24 of the causes of
the,burning ot the earth and its inhabitants, and
one of the causes was changing the ordinances.
Mr: Funchess is a good speaker ·and the most
tricky fellow I ever met; but I was blessed and,
notwithstanding my inexperience in debate, came
out with nine-tenths of the people in our favor.
The good people donated $5.25 for our trouble,
and treated us very hospitably. We were strangers there, but found friends, and think we have
made a good opening for the future.
The Clarksville paper has the following to say.
This was written by a Funchessite:
''Editor Enterprise:-The debate between Funchess and the Latter.Day Saint closed last night.
Notwithstanding the fact that many ministers of
the gospel refused to d'ebate with the Sanctificatlonist, they put in their appearance yesterday,
expecting to see the Latter Day Saint chawed up
by the Sanctificationist and spit out, but in this
they were disappointed.
One of the leading
Baptist preachers of your town could get up in
the pulpit and give Funchess grapeshot behind
his back but refused to face him in the debate.
We wil!.say this much for the Latter Day Saint
-he is a gentleman. He rode tl;iirty miles or more
to debate with Funchess, recognizing the fact
that every man has a right to his own opinionboth religious and political. , He qid not get off
in a dark corner and abuse Funchess and say that
he ought to be stopped from preaching because
he did not preacil the doctrine he did, but faced
him in debate like agentleman and an honorable
man. Of course Funchess used him up as everybody expected."
Yours in bonds,
J.D. ERWIN.
EucLID, Ark., Sep. 17th.
Editors Herald:--'Piease let me give my testimony. I know the Reorganized Church is true.
In 1889, after my wife was baptized we took the
Saints' Herald. I began reading its columns and
found such good reading in it that I began to
ponder over it, and one night I desired the Lord
to make known to me the right way. That night
I dreamed I saw a great light, and when it' got
near to me I saw the Savior in the', center. I
thought he had come to judge the world, and I
was· nof prepared. I began to pray and awoke
praying.
I then began to think over my dream, and it
came to my mind that the Latter Day Saints.
were right and that I must obey or I would be,
t?o late,)ust as I dream~d; but I did 'not obey~
Elder Erwin preached for us.about every month,
then a mob was organized and the third night of
March it came in and took him out and whipped
him, and told him to leave and come no more;
for if he did they would put a rope around his
neck and also tho.se that took care of him. He
undertook to enforce the .law and they visited
him again and he left, so we are without a
preacher, only the Herald.
I afterwards wanted to be baptized and wrote
him. to £Orne and baptize me, but he cou.ld not;;
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best preacher he ever heard. The Saints here
and not long ago I got angry and came home and
thin_k he is the right man in the right place .. His
used iii words to my good wife till she was
brought to tear.s. I then asked the Lord to lead
pleasant, friendly manners will make him friends
me aright. And oh, alas! what did I.berold that
wherever he goes. We do not have preaching
night. I saw fire come down from heaven. It
except when some of the traveling eld.ers come.
was, !thought, going north-west and the '-':icked
I hope Bro. Gillen will visit us when he returns
were running to and fro, and ·r running to es- · from Texas.
cape, when I awoke. I began to tell my dream.
I feel thankful that I have heard the gospel
I commenced shaking and the tears began to
preached and·arn numbered among the people of
roll from my cheeks. I prayed then and felt
God.
easy, and could not keep from praising the Lord.
I wi~h to say a word to the sisters about pay-_
I hope I may have the chance to be baptized
ing our tithing. Let us pay tithing on what we
before long so I can walk the straight path and
have, even if it is not a very large amount. Every
have the honor and wisdom to· help roll the
little helps. Rememper the "widows mite." As
gospel wheel. Pray for me.
for myself, I would _rather do without something
Yours ever hopeful,
I need, if what little I can give will be of any
JAMES JACKSON.
help to those who have left their homes. to go
out and preach the gospel.
That we may each one be faithful and ·worthy
WJ:IEELING, W.Va., Sep. 26th.
of eternal life is the prayer of your sister in
Editors Herald:~ Yesterday evenil)g I receivChrist,
EJ.\:IMA J. CARMICHAEL
ed a card from my wife stating that Bro. :E- L.
Kelley had received a telegram containing the
sad tidings of the sudden death of Bro. G. A.
Blakeslee, our worthy , brother and estimable
bishop .... This communication has caused a feeling of deep sorrow to come upon the Saints of
this place as ·well as the writer. True, another
mighty one in Israel has fallen in death! But it
is consolation to know that he fell with his whole
armor on and while standing at his post of duty;
, and .we feel assured that his spirit has entered
\upon its rest in the paradise of God. The writer
has been acquainted with the deceased for many
years, and in all· that time he has manifested that
wisdom, patient trust, and faith which characterized him as a man of God.
Th following words were brought forcibly to
my mind:
"Zion's noblest sons are weeping,
See her daughters bathed in tears;
Where the [bishop] now is sleeping;
Nature's •Jeep; the sleep of years.
Hushed be every note of gladnessEvery minstrel's bows full low;
Eve•y heart is turned to sadness,
Every bosom feels the blow,"

May God bless and comfort the hearts of the
bereaved, that they may be enabled to bea!" patiently the present sad and trying ordeal.
G. T. GRIFi!ITHS.
NEw TRENTON, Inti., Sep zrst.
Editors Herald:- The Herald and Autumn
Leaves are ever welcome visitors at our home. I
do not see how any one in the church can get
along without them. I have taken Autmmn
Leaves ever, since it was published and I never
intend to do without it. Tne story, "With the
Church in an Early Day," was worth more than
the price of the magazine.
We have been favored by a visit from Brn.
Porter and L F. Daniel. We are always giad
to have any of the elders come. Bro. Daniel
preached several times· at our school-house. We
tried to get the M. E. Church to hold meetings
in, but owing to the prejudice of some we could
not have it. I presume they thought their doctrine would be in danger, as no doubt it would
have been.
Those who had the privilege of hearing Bro.
Daniels' sermons were very well pleased. His
congregations consisted of Methodists, Presbyterians, Catholics and the Saints of this branch.
One gentleman (a Presbyterian) said he· was ti_J.e

BENNETT, Neb., Sep. zstllEditors Herald:- As per announcement in
Herald a gro-ve-meeting was l'!tld at the Castor
Grove, near Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska,
commencing Saturday, September I3'h, continuing until Sunday, September 2rst. The meeting
was called to order by J. W. Waldsmith, district
president, and an organization was formed by
electing J. Caffall president, J. W. Waldsmitj'l associate president and C. H. Porter secretary.
The order of meetings determined upon was,
At nine, prayer and testimony; ro:3o, 3, and
7: ;3o, preaching services. Addres~es were made
by Elders J .. W. Waldsmith, J. Caffall, W. W.
Blair, R. M. Elvin, L. Anthony, and Robt White,
priest.
During the meeting there were held .eight
prayer and testimony sessions, one confirmation,
two baptismal, and twenty-two preaching ~ervi
ces, and two meetings for business. The pceaching was by Elders W, W. Blair, J. Caffall, J. W.
Waldsmith, R. M. Elvin and C. H. Porter. The
elders who presented the word were ably assisted
by the officials of the Blue River !?ranch, especially by Bm. Levi Anthony and Robt. White.
Sr. Anna Nielson of the NebraskaCity branch;
assisted greatly by taking charge of the singing ..
The grove in which the meeting was held was
in splendid condition. The brethren had taken
-pride in making arrangements as perfect as possible. It was well seated and good light was furnished. Good, pure water in ab1;1ndance, also
plenty of good fuel was furnished free of cost;
and the Saints entertained their vi,sitors with
right good cheer, so that all felt at ease and were
made happy by the occasion. We had a very
enjoyable time, for while we enjoyed a meeting
with both old and new acquaintances we also
had a time of spiritual refreshing. The spirit of
peace and good-will prevailed throughout, and
when we were called upon to separate all did so
with reluctance, feeling that we had bt'en blessed
in our associations with each other. Three·were
added to the church and good interest was manifested by others who are still on the outside.
We belhevethis is but the dawning of a brighter day for the district. Arrangements were made
for a permanent organization by electing a committee on arrangem~nts, consisting of L. Anthony, J. B. Gouldsmith, J. Armstrong, W. M.

Self and Wilber Savage, looking to fhe holding
of a camp-meeting.in the district next year, and
empowering them tb select grounds, decide the "
tirne, procure means, provide speakers, ~nd defray the. expenses of the same.
The interest in the district is good; in fact it
never was better since the writer has been acquainted with the work, and it is highly essential that every laborer therein should put his
shoulder to the wheel and help roll on the gospel chario-t to the end that fruit may be garnered
for the Master, and peace and good-will accrue
unto men.
Yours in til~ faith,
CHAS. H. PoRTER, Secretary.
[The financial report of the Wilber meeting
reported above shows, total receipts $so.48, expenditures $490I, balance $r.4'J--ED 1
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb, Sept. 24th.
Editors Herald:-The camp-meeting held by
this district at Wilber, Nebraska, closed Sunday
night.
Although the attendance was not so
large, yet those who were there enjoyed themselves, as peace and good will to all prevailed,
and the Spirit of God was present. Sunday
brought the largest congregation and good order
was observed all through. Three were baptized
by Elder Robert M. Elvin.
The gospel was
'preached in power and eloquence under the hallowed influence of the Spirit by Elders W. W,
. Blair, J. C~ffall, R. M. Elvin, J. W. Waldsmith
and C H. Porter.
·
On Monday evening Bro. E;lvin preached to
an orderly, fair-sized congregation in the new
church of the Saints in Wilber.
I am satisfied much good was done by the
preaching, as many outsiders came out' and the
Saints were united and kind in every way, and a
very pleasant time was had.
My prayers and desires are that the gospel may
be preached so that all may hear it and be redeemed to the honor and glory of God and the
salvation of the human race.
In gospel bonds,
ANNA NIELSEN.
SAN BERNARDINo, Cal., Sep. roth.
Eitors Herclld:-1 ha':e been laboring in San
Diego county, in the following places; San Jacinto City, Mesa Grande, Sandesquel, Ockland
and Escarndido; then to Valley Center. In three
of these places I had good congregations; and
had the good Spirit in preaching, and I think
there are some that will come to the truth. I
shall go over the same ground again this fall, if
all be well. I have hopes good will be done.
w~r. M. GmsoN.
CRAWFORD, Neb., Sep. 19th.
Editors Herald:-! have tried to find out in
the last twenty five years which of the sectarian
churches were right, and being raised wUh them
thought I would surely find a true church of God,
but in vain. The last year's experience has fully
taught me that the Latter Day Saint Church is
the only organization on this earth by which we
can commune with and make our wants known
to the God of heaven.
I am not a member of your church but will
surely be a member at my first opportunity.
Yours in faith, hope and charity,
J. W. LoY.
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CENTRAL LAKE, Mich., Sep; 2rst.
Editors Herald:-It will be two years in No-
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vember since I was b11ptized. I had been striving to do my Master's will for a number of
years, but it seemed that I doubted my acceptance with God. The Spirit told n;1e I must be
born of water, so wheri Bro. Davis came ARTICLES'------------------------------under this head do not necessarily receive the
~!thin fourteen miles of where I lived I obeyendorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
ed the gospel. 0, what sweet communion I their own views. Contributions solicited.
had with the Spirit as soon as I came up out
'[Concluded from last No.]
of the water! Where I was in darkness, now
I have light; and .the Spirit of God attends THE STONE AND THE IMAGE.
me through a,ll my trials. What blessings we
A TRACT FOR THE TIMES, BEING A
receive when we obey the gospel it it& purity.
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF
We had no 'meetings save a few preaching
DANIEL 2: 44, 45•
services Bro. Davis came and preached within
three miles of us. There was then but one ONE fact in the history of the "image of
Saint beside me until last June vvhen Bro. Geo. Nebuchadnezzar" should not be overlookWashburn came from Coleman, being guided ed, and that is it began in Asia Minor;
by the Spirit to Central Lake. After getting that is, its "head of gold, and breast and
arms of silver" were located there; and it
his family moved and settled about two months
then progressed westward, the "brass"
ago, he gtarted a prayer-meeting, and the Lord
portion· being found ip Greece or eastern_
was with us and blessed those meetings and add· Europe, and the ''iron" part being located
ed to our number nine precious souls. We have mainly west of that, so that "feet and toes"
appointed a Prayer Union .. Ask God to bless of the Roman leg embraced all the nations
our efl:ort to the saving of souls, and pray God bordering on the Atlantic ocean such as
to call or send a minister that he may officiate Spain, Portugal, France and Great Brit-in the house of the Lord.
ain, and we would theref9re infer that as
Yesterday we met as usual for prayer. We the feet are principally presented to the
were blessed with the Spirit of God as much as west, and the image, when smitten, is to
could be expected. Inside the house was crowd· be struck on .the feet, an'd not on the head,
ed, while outside the devil had gathered a host that the "stone" should come from the
to taunt and persecute the children of God. west; and the "mountain" out of which
But the work of God will roll on in spite of all the "stone" is cut by divine power, should
the powers of darkness. · They made threats of be .found west; and as the "stone" does
driving the Mormons out; so last night they not come out of the sea, we must look for
gathered around the house with their tauntings, the "mountain" still farther west, where
to get Bro.-_Washburn out, but God kept him we behold the United States of America.
Short-lived and ambitious, blood thirswithin the walls of mercies.
There Is an interest here and we feel it; ty, avaricious, and conquest-seeking naand while we are pleading and praying to God tions or kingdoms are generally representin behalf of the people of Central Lake the ed in the Scriptures .under the figures of
devil is raging with all his power. But we wild,Jerocious, and nondescript "beasts."
have a good brother to lead our little meet- Corrupt churches are represented as "harings. He is both spiritual and faithful, and 1 lots." Their "mother" is. represented· as a
harlot seated on .a "scarlet colored beast,"
protect him.
trust God
showing that she is supported by worldly
Your sister,
MARY A. EMANS.
and bloodthirsty governments, and that she,
by being seated upon the beast, governs
LATEST. REUNION NEWS.
or controls its movements, as the rider does
MAIL from the camp grounds dated Friday, the horse upon which he sits. A peaceful,
the 4th inst, states that there are one hundred generous, free and liberty-loving .nation
and ninety-six tents on the ground which acco- or government, one that is stable and firm,
niodate about fifteen hundred persons in regular is properly represented by a "mountain,"
attendance. This does not include the large a fit type of the republic of the United
numbers from: the surrounding country who-at- States, free, massive, unobtrusive, majestic
tend part· or all of the services. · Twenty-two and stable as a mountain. It never formed
persons have been baptized to date. The weather a part of the "image," as Babylen, Medois all that could be desired, the interest increases Persia, Greece and Rome have, and as
and all in attendance are greatly enjoying the_ · Austro- Hungary, as Italy, Switzerland,
reunion which is unanimously pronounced a most of Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, France .and Great
very successful an4 profitable session.
The Wednesday evetiing session was in charge Britain have done; and form no part of
of Elder J. R. Lambert. Elder J. C. Crabb led the image-head, breast, belly, legs, feet.
in prayer, after which Elder Joseph Luff preach- or toes-is the "stone cut out" or "kingdom
of heaven" set up. Nor is it suffered to
ed. His discourse related mainly to the principle
exist in any* part of the image S!!.ve in a
of revelation and vvas a powerful and lengthy limited degree in the English toe, and it
'
effort.
On Thursday the usual morning session of would not be allowed there if the "miry
prayer was held, followed with preaching by clay" part 9f that·toe controlled the "iron"
.
Elder W. E. peak~ At 2 :30 confirmati9n and part, as it formerly did. .
Outside of the territory occupied by the
prayer servi.ce was held in charge of Elder J. R.
Lambert. Those baptized were .confirmed under image, except in the United _States, no
the hands of Elders A;·H. Smith, J. C. Crabb, H. ohurch has been ·set up within. the past six
N._Hansen and.C; Derry.
thousand years that can claim divine origin;
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for the religions of Asia and Africa are anything else than Christian. But in the United
States, and that, too, "in the days of these
kings," meaning the days of the kings or
kingdoms represented by the "feet and
toes" of the "image," there has been a setting up, and by the God of heaven too, of
a kingdom called the "kingdom of heaven."
It was set up on April 6th, I83o. The
kingdom of heaven or Church of Christ
established eighteen centuries ago was not
set up "in the days of· these kings," or
kingdoms · represented by the "feet and
toes" of the "image," because as we have
showed, these "feet and toes" were not
brought into existence until centuries _after
Christ.
Nor did the church established eighteen
hundred years ago in Palestine continue in
existence in unity of faith, in simplicity and
purity of its original form of organization,
nor. did it retain its name, or original form
of worship. At the time of Constantine
the Great, or before the "legs" (and of
course before .the "feet") of the "image"
were developed, the "Christians," according to J ohn.Wesley, "were turned heathen
again, and had only a dead form left."
Again, Wesley says that at that date, "the
Christians had no more of the Spirit of
Christ, than the other heathens.
The
Son of Man, when he came to .examine
his Church, could hardly find faith upon
earth."-Sermon XCIV, page 26.6, Wesley's
Sermons.
A church that had turned back into
heathenism, like a sow that was washed
returns to her wallowing in the mire,-a
church that had no more of the Spirit of
Christ than "other heathens,'' and which
had "only a dead form left," was not the
church of Christ or the kingdom of heaven, !!urely. What is a "dead form" but a
corpse? The heathen have not the Spirit
of Christ; and as the church had lost it by
Constantine's day, and as a "body without
the Spirit is dead," then it follows that the
church established eighteen centuries ago
by the Lord Jesus and his apostles died
-long before the "image" had any legs or
feet and toes to be smitten by it. So that
even if the toes we're represented bythe
Vandals, Huns, Goths, Lombards, Franks,
Burgunoians, and others from 395 A. D, to
476 A, D. there was at that period no
"stone" or "kingdom of heaven" to do the
smiting. But when this smiting takes
place, these e~rthly kingdoms are to be
destroyed; they will cease to exist,-"no .
place was found for them." They were
to be "non est inventus." But the feet
and toes of the image still exist, and the
smiting has not yet taken· place.
"Why of course not," says the Adventist and others, "for the kingdom of l:ieayen
is not yet set up, nor will it be until Christ
comes."_ Indeed! Well, what is to become of these kingdoms of the world, or
the "toes" of the "image," when the Lord
comes? "0, he will dash them in pieces
like a potter's vessel. 'The kingdoms of
this world,' are to 'become the kingdoms
of our Lord and his Christ,' when he
comes." Well, it appears to us a strangE!
way'for Christ to set up his kil'lgdm;n"in
the days" or during the days of these
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kings or kingdoms, by destroying them first
and then establishing his kingdom upon
the ruins thereof. It does not read, "And
after the days of these kings," or after
their kingdoms shall have come to an end
by being destroyed at his coming, then
shall Christ set up his kingdom; but it
says, "And in the days of these kings, shall
-the God of heaven set up a kingdom," etc.
But again, the coming reign of the
· M.essiah is not called the "kingdom of
heaven;" nor the kingdom set up by "the
God of heaven," that is, the Father; but
itis "the kingdom of Israel" or the "throne
of David, and his kingdom" restored that
Christ is to reign over. -Isa. 9: 6, 7;
Lt~ke I: 31-33 i. 22: 28-30. It is true that
he will reign over and subdue all nations,
bUt the kings who shall rule under him
will be his serv~nts, and not the wicked
kings of earth. These he will destroy at
his coming, but his church, which is his
bride, will reig-n with Hm.-Rev. 3: 2I;
5:9, IOj 20: 4· .That the worldly kings,
or the kings of earthly or worldly kingdoms, will be destroyed' at his coming.
See Rev. I9: I I-21; Ezek. 39: I7-20. But
before this time of the destruction of the
kingdo~ns of this world "will the GQd of
heaven set up a kingdom," and it will be
as declared by the prophet, "in the days
of these kings.'' Now it is· a fact that the
kingdom that destroyed or overthrew the
kingdom of Babylon, was set up or began
its existence as a kingdom before Babylon
was .overthrown by it, and of necessity it
must have been so. And before that kingqom-the Medo-Persian-came to an end,
the kingdom of Grecia, which destroyed
it, of necessity came into existence. And
before Grecia ceased to exist, the cause of
its destruction-viz, the Roman governq:tent-was set up; aqd so before Rome
in its divided and subdivided state comes to
an end, the "stone" or "kingdom" which
"the God of heaven" was to "set up" must
of neces&ity be first organized.
Daniel
saw the image standing on its feet while
the "stone" was being- "cut out of the
mountain without hands," and he saw the
"stone" before if"smote the image on its
feet," and saw it do the smiting.
The
"stone" is therefore "cut out of the mountain" before the image is smitten. !t matters not whether the "stone" or "kingdom"
is set up a day, or a week, or a month, or
a year, or fifty or an hundred years before
the "image" is smitten, the "stone" must
be "cut out of the mountain" before it
smites the "image on his feet;" or, in other
words, the "God of heaven" must "set up
a kingdom" before "the kingdoms of the
world" become "the kingdoms of the Lord
and his Christ."
Now a kingdom must be an organized
government.
It must have a head who
will be a king-, and there must be executive
officers and laws and citizens and a locality. The Church of Christ is "the kingdom
of heaven.'' Christ is its head, or its king;
the officers of his government are apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers,
elders, bishops and deacons. See I Cor.
12:27, 28; Eph. 4:10, II, 12; Acts 13: I;
14: 23; r Tim. 3: 1-r2; Titus I: 5-7. Its
laws concern faith, repentance, baptism for

the rerpission of sins, the laying on of later descendants) clue authority to preach
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, and the gospel and. to baptize those who befor ordinations, and for healing the. sick. lieved the gospel.. We know that it is ex-"
Its citizens are the baptized believers of tremelv distasteful to the world to admit
the gospel of the kingdom of God, or those that joseph Smith was thu!'! favored of
who h~ve entered into the kingdom of God. But who else is there that can claim
God by being "born of .water and of the to have been created a prophet, .and orSpirit." .This "kingdom" was set up on dained through angelic hands, and comthe 6th day of April, 1830, in the town of manded of God to re-establish the Church
Fayette, Seneca county, New York.
of Christ in these days:..._"the days of these
. The God of heaven sent from heaven kings"-'-in which the work was to be
his holy angel and ordained previously done? We"claim that the prophecy has
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery to the been fulfilled .. Others doubt and deny it;
ministry.
And being thus ordained by but how can they proceed to disprove it?
angelic hands to the authority of preach- Who can prove that he was not qrdained
ing "the gospel of the kingdom of God," by an angel to the gospel ministry? . Who
and of baptizing by immersion for the re- can disprove that he was nqt a prophet of
mission of sins, and afterwards receiving God? Doubting and denying and. sneer- ·
the authority of laying on of hands for the ing at and ridiculing the idea is not disgift of the Holy Spirit, on the 6th day of proving the claim. The test of Joseph
April, 1830, they reorganized (by command Smith's prophetic character mainly rests
of God) the kingdom of heaven or Church upon personal experience; and this way,
of Christ. In ot.her words, "in the days viz., he proclaimed unto all who heard his
of these kings" now reigning over the sub- preaching, and who believed it, and who
divisions of the Roman empire,-or in the repented of their sins, aad who would be
days of the toes of the image of N ebuchad- baptized by him and receive the laying on
nezzar, the God of hea.ven, by the hands of his hands, that they should receive the
an ange~, has restored the gospel ministry remission of sins and the gift .of the Holy
Ghost. He further said that the various
and thus set up the kingdom of heaven.
The "kingdom" could not be set up un- spiritual gifts or signs should be given
til the image was complete; and it was not those who thus believed and were baptized
complete until it had legs and feet and and confirmed. Now if the .Lord worked
toes, and it did not have them until the with Peter, James, John and other of the
original church had fallen away and died. apostles and prophets, as Mark said he did·
The legs of the image did not appear or (Mark I6: 20), and confirmed the word by
had not come into existence prior to .A. D~ sigm following, and He now worked with
395·
The feet or toes were not develop- Joseph Smith and confirmed the word
ed until abo)lt A. D. 1534, when the Church preached by him by giving the Holy Ghost
of England, the large toe of the Roman and signs by the Holy Ghost to those
foot, waf! set up; and not until all the toes whom Joseph Smith baptized and confirmwere developed, and the image seen in its ed by the laying on of hands, do not these
complete state, could the stone be cut out persons thus confirmed in the word or in the
of the mountain without hands, or by di- faith know that Joseph Smith spoke in.the
vine agency. The "stone" kingdom could name of the Lord, and that the Lord was
not be set up in Europe, therefore ir cari with him and working with him, as much
not be any of the various churches which so as the people knew the same facts conoriginated there; nor could it be any cerning Peter, James and John?· If those
church which has sprung up in America if who heard and believed the same gospel toit was originated by men whose ordina- day that. those former day· apostles and
tion or ministerial office was received from prophets taught, and were baptized in the
any of these churches whiCh originated in same manner and for the same objects as
any part of the image's territory. What- people were in the former days, and if they
ever church claims to be that stone, or the received the laying on of hands today for
kingdom of heaven, must have divine the gift of the Holy Ghost, and if the signs
origin. It must be set up by the God of that followed the believers of the gospel
heaven, either personally or by proxv,-- then likewise follow the believer now, what
that is, by, a· representative.
But here then? "Ah,"says the unbeliever,"but I do
comes a trouble; the prophet Amos said not knoU' that these signs follow any one
"Surely the Lord God will do nothing, now; I have not seen them." Perhaps not,
but he revealeth his secret unto his serv- but you do not know that they followed the
ants the prophets."- Amos 3: 7; How gospel believer eighteen centuries ago.
then could he set up a kingdom in these You did not see them then. But those
days until he !Jad raised up a prophet? who were baptized and confirmed by J oBut this is just what he did do, for he re- seph Smith do know, for they have seen
stored tha"t gift to earth, and raised up a and heard and felt the power and operaprophet in the person of Joseph Smith tions and manifestations and· gifts of the
who began orophesying and revealing the Holy Ghost, and as Joseph prophesied in
mind and will of God as ·early as July, the name of the Lord that God would beI 828.
And to that prophet the Lord God stow the signs promised and give the gifts
revealed his secret concerning the setting of the Holy Spirit unto all who accepted
up of the kingdom of heaven; and in order the word preached by him, and inasmuch
that it might be set up properly, he sent as those who believed his preaching and
an angel to ordain said Joseph Smith to were baptized by him and by those ordainthe ministry, whereby he obtained from ed by him, and as they have received the
heaven (and not from Rome, either directly promised Spirit of Truth, the Comforter,
or through any of her daughters or still or Holy Ghost, they know that he was a
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prophet of God. And inasmuch as they 1 he should bring, corresponding or agree- these latter days.
It can be entered into
know that ·God and Christ his Son can 1 ing with that which he preached.
And by those who perceive the kingdom
alone give the Holy Spirit, they therefore . we ask you, kind reader, to compare the through belief of the gospel of the kingknow that God has endorsed Joseph Smith 1 doctrine which the angel commissioned dom and who are born of water and
by giving the Holy Ghost to those who J Joseph Smith to preach and which we of the Spirit, and only such can enter intq
thekingdom of God, said Jesus Christ.
were baptized by him. They know furth- , now preach with that preached by Paul.
Reader, if you will lay aside prejudice,
er that if Joseph Smith was an impostor, I And now in conclusion, note this, viz:
that God having thus endorsed him He If our doctrine agrees in all points with accept the gospel of the kingdom, repent
has assi'lted in the imposture. But even if that preached and practiced by Paul, and of your sins and be baptized by officers of
the signs did not follow Smith's preach- we affirm that it does, and that the doc- the kingdom, whose authority came from
ing, he showed more faith in God and trine of no other church does so fully
God through angelic ordination, you will
placed himself more in harmony with J e- agree with Paul's doctrine, then the angel then receive the gift of the Holy Spirit
sus Christ by claiming with Christ that who brought the gospel to Joseph Smith through the laying on of the hands of the
they should follow the belief of the gospel must have come from heaven and was s1me ministry; and you will thus enter into and become a citizen of the kingdom of
than is the case with those who cry im- sent of God.
God. Thus doing the will of the Father,
postor to Joseph, and who give the lie to
. 2 If the kingdom of heaven cannot be
Jesus by saying that "these signs shall not set up until there ~re people prepared to ,you shall know of the doctrine; and knowfollow them that believe," whereas Jesus act as officers and citizens in it and they ing for yourself you will not be driven
said that they shoulcl. God told Adam cannot be so prepared unless they have about by every "wind of doctrine" of men,
and Eve that they should surely die if they first heard, believed and obeyed the gos- but will be established in the doctrine of
We offer a brief recapitulation
llte of a certain tree; but Satan said, "Y e pel, so the bringing of it to earth by an Christ.
shall not surely die." And they believed~ angel, was the first and a necessary step to of the story of the image and the .stone.
I. The head of gold represented the
the serpent rather than God.
the setting up of the kingdom; and as the
Its dyIn carrying out the Divine plan of angel came from heaven, and was sent by Babyloni:;m empire or kingdom.
setting up the kingdom of heaven in God, therefore the act of the angel was nasty began B. c. 747·
2. The breast and arms of silver, reprethe latter days, God sent an angel (as the act of God.
was seen by John the Revelator, in vis3 Ordained ministers would be necessa- senteCl the Medo-Persian kingdom, about
ion), to earth with the everlasting gos- ry to the setting up of the kingdom of 538 B C.
pel.- See Rev. 14: 6, 7·
Now there God, and as all ordinations prior to the · 3· Tl:e belly and thighs or sides of
could be no necessity of an angel being angel's visit to Joseph were obtained from bras~ represented the Grecian kingdom.
sent from. heaven with the gospel in some one or other of the toes of the image, about 330 B. c.
4· The legs of iron represented the RoJohn's day, because it was already on or in other words, all ordinations except
earth, and John was himself a minister of those given by the angel came from Rome man kingdom-beginning B. c, 146, and
that gospeL
It had been "preached to originally, therefore the ordinations per- reaching its final division into two inde·
. every creature under heaven" already, or formed by the angel, were a~ essential pendent kingdoms, A. D. 395·
as early as A. D. 64.-(CoL 1: 23). But if feature in the setting up of the kingdom;
5· The feet and toes of part of iron arid
it had become corrupted, if men turned and it .was the work of ·God, performed part of clay represented the two-church
and state..:_governments of Rome and
away their ears from the truth, and were by a messenger sent by him.
turned unto fables, if men in the church
4 The church or kingdom being organ- Greece. The toes which belonged to and ·
brought in, damnable heresies, if many fol- ized by direct command of God, given to which grew out of the feet represent the
lowed the pernicious. ways of false teach- and through a prophet of God; and the subdivisions of the Greek and Rome kingers, who were found ·in the church; if they manner of doing the work of organizing doms into the present church and state, or
transgressed the laws, changed the ordi- the church or kingdom of heaven· was re.- political religious governm~nts of. Europe
nances and broke the everlasting covenant; vealed to the prophet, who spoke as the and. western.Asia.
These toes began to
and if the: Christians all turned heathen mouthpiece for G.od; and the officers cho- develop A. D. I 534·
6. As the legs of a man are nearly as
again, and had only a dea9 form left, as sen t.o officiate in various departments ot
Wesley said was the case; then there the kingdom were appointed by revela- long as the head and. body, and as it· was
would be a necessity for an angel to come tion, from God, therefore the kingdom about I 142 years from 747 B. c. (See note
with the everlasting gospel, preparatory was set up by the God of heaven; and it I, above). to 395 A. D. (note 4), so it should
to the setting up of the kingdom by the was set up on April 6th, I83o, and in the be nearly 1 I42 years from A. D. 395 until
God ()[heaven. Read a few of .the many days of. these kings - represented by the the toes are developed, or Ut}til A •. D. I534•
prophecies concerning the apostasy from present kingdoms of Europe, which are when the Church of England-toe was
the ancient faith.- Acts 20: 28-3o; 2 the feet and toes of iron and miry clay of developed.
7· All the image is seen fully developTim. I: I5i 4: 3, 4; 2 Peter 2: r, ~; Isa. theimage of Nebuchadnezzar.
24: 5·
·In reply to the as~ertion that the word ed before the stone was cut Ol!t of the
If the angel has not come with ti:Je ev- translated world, in the saying of Christ, mountain without hands, and therefore
erlasting gospel that it mayr be preached· "My kin~dom is not of this world," should the stone could pot smite the ima!{e until
on earth, he must yet come·; for that event be translated "age," making it mean that all the toes are revealed, or brought to
must take place before another angel shall his kingdom would not be established in light. S.o we are not to look for the God
proclaim the downfall of Babylon,.:_Rev. this age or dispensation, we~ would say of heaven to set. up a kingdom, or to reI4: 6-8. :Paul must have understood that that the Greek is not ainos translated prop- establish the church till some time after
an angel would assume to have been sent erly age or .dispensation, but it<~ is kosmos, A. D. I534·
with the go:;;pel or he would not have said which applies to this world, or affairs of
8. As all the churches in Europe. and
"If we, or. an angel from heaven, preach this mundane sphere. And the language western Asia are the miry clay parts ofthe
u.nto you any other gospel than that which simply means, My kingdom is not of a feet and toes of .the image, being mi:x:ed or
we have preached unto you, let him be ac- worldly character; that is, not like the united with the iron or political part of
cursed."
Angels could not be expected kingdoms of this world. . Jesus 'said: "l the feet and toes, forming as they do nato come with the gospel in Paul's day, be- am not of the world;" and aga!n, "Ye. are tional churches, therefore being parts of··
came it was on earth in its fulness and not of the world;" yet he and they were the image they cannot be the stpne or
Any
purity at that time; but there is wisdom in the world and wereofthe agein which ldngdom of God. or any part of it.
in Paul giving a warning, that when an they lived~· His .kingdom is now in the , European church which is supportt;>d by
angel should come. from peaven with'w.hat world, and it has. been set up in the days any government that ever formed a part
he claimed .to be the everlasting gospel, of these kings who now areftllfilling their of either the Roman or Greek empire is
that he should be tested by the rule. that mission as the.feet and toes of the image. a part of the image's feet and toes.
·Paul laid down-that is, the angePs claim It is called the Reorganized Church of
9· The mmmtain was not a pllrt of tl1:e
must be proven true by the gospel which Jesus Christ, and is composed of saints of image's body, in a_ny portion thereof, but
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separate and distinct therefrom, therefore
rnust be found outside of Europe or western Asia or northern Africa.
A mountain is a fit emblem of the United States
of America.
10. In the United States, there was set
up on the 6th day of April, 183o, by divine agency, the kingdom of. heaven~or
restored Church of Jesus Christ.
.
II. The Church of Christ is built on a
rock; the building is said to be composed
of" lively stones, built up a spiritual house."·
- I Pet. 2; 5·
The head of the church is
called a "Chief Corner Stone."
The
apostles and · prophets are foundation
stones.-Eph. 2: 2o; Rev. 2I: 14; Gal. 2:
9· It is therefore a stone building or government or kingdom.
I 2. Tne kingdom of Christ was and is in
the world, but it is not of the world; just
as He its head or king was in the world,
yet he was not of the world.
Its laws,
ordinances, offices, institutions, usages and
name are all from heaven, and therefore
it is a heavenly king-dom, or the kingdom
of heaven or kingdom of God.
13. The church established eitghteen
hundred years ago was not set up in the
days of these kings or the days of the divided state of the Roman empire. It did
not break in pieces and consume any kingdom. It did not stand forever, and it was
left to other people, who tt:ansgressed the
laws, changed the ordinances, and had
broken the everlasting covenant, butI4· The kingdom that the God of heaven should set up in the days of these kings
or in the days of the toes of the image was
to never be destroyed, and it was not to be
left to other people; but it is to break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and
it shall stand forever. The God of heav-·
en cut out of the mountain the stone, and
he will do..the smiting of the imag-e.
T.

w.

SMITH.
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THE MOSAIC LEGISLATION.
BY THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE M. P.

The legislative Books of the Pentateuch,
from Exodus to Deuteronomy, may be
contemplated either in the light (1) of their
credentials, or (2) of their character and
contents.
The Christian Church, which had heretofore reg-arded them as an integral and
instructive part of the Divine Revelation,
is now chalfenged by the voices of numerous critics to defend them. Champions in
this cause are not wanting; and it is not to
be supposed that the learned in linguistic
studies have, any more than the learned in
natutal science, arrived at unanimous and
final conclusions in these grave matters.
\Vhat is understood to be at issue is the
date and authorship of the Books in the
form in which we now have them. These
are conteF.ted by the neg-ative school on
grounds of langitage and style, upon which
none can properly attempt tG follow or to
judge them unless when equipped with
the same special knowledge. They also

allege, as.parts of the destructive argument,
that the Books contain anachronisms, contradiction!~, statements disproved by history.
They have been challenged by Dr. Cave (a)
to set forth a plain and distinc;t statement of
these, such as might bring the allegations
in some degree within the. circles of
knowledge and judgment for us who are
not experts, but are supposed to b¢ endued
with ordinary intelligence. They are also
invited to state what meaning they assign
to the standing phrase,· "And the Lord
spake Uf!to Moses," which with its variants
occurs, it may be observed, thirty times in
the twenty-seven chapters of Leviticus.
And, finally, they are invited by Dr. Cave
to show why it is unreasonable to supp.ose
that the books were contemporaneous
with the events described, and grew ·up
one by one along with those events.
It seems but reasonable that we who
stand outside the learned world, and who,
find operations are in progress which are
. often declared to have destroyed the authority of these ancient books, should be
supplied, as far as may be, with the means
of · rationally judging the nature and
grounds of the impeachment. And it is
unfortunate that this has been little
thought of, and that while we are, it may
almost be said, drenched with the deductions
and conclusions. bf the negative critics, it is
still so difficult, in multitudes of instances, to
come at a clear view of the reasons on
which they build. The matters of style
. and language we must contentedly take
upon trust; but anachronism, contradiction
of hisfory, contradiction in the Books
themselves, ought to be more or less within
our cognizance. And there are many arguments of historical verisimilitude and
likelihood, which, are in no sense the exclusive property of specialism.
Even within the compass of the Torah,
a distinction has been drawn by some
eminent critics (by Eicho.rn, for example),
in their writings on the canon of the Old
Testa_ment, (b) who have assigned the legislative portion to Moses himself, and the
historical part to scribes acting under his
direction or at a later time. It does not
appear easy to show why this singular admixture of the two should have been made,
unless by or under the direction of the
lawgiver himself. His mixed and evidently hard-pressed life would account for a
form of authorship, which is not in itself .
at all convenient. But the ordinary reader will not fail to observe that it is the
legislation for which in the sacred text
itself the claim is constantly made of being due !o direct communication from
above, ( crwhile no corresponding assertion
in general accompanies the historical recitals. Speaking at large, every imaginable difference has prevailed among the
critics .themselves as to the source, date,
and authorship of the Books.
But, on
the whole, the negative movement has
brought them gradually toward later
epochs: to Samuel, to the age of David, to
Contemporary Review, April, 1890, p, 551.
(b) A most convenient summary of the history of Criticism on the Pent.ateuch is •unplied by Bleek cum Wellhansen in the Einleitung (ED. 1886), sections 13-17. Well(a)

hansen adds another review at the close of the volume in
this edition.
(c) So Wellhausen in the Einleitung, sect. 18, p. 40.

the severance of the kingdoms, to Josiah,
to the Captivity, and those who followed
it. The affirmative side has been also
stoutly maintained, (d) not without the ad·
mission of particul11r additions and interpolations. The distinction between substantial authorship, and. final editorship
was large! y recognized by writers. of celebrity and weight. Bleek himself, sustained by Wellhausen as late as I886, held
that Moses had a hand ( einen Antheil) in
the legislative books. Many of the laws
are without sense or purpose, except in regard to circumstances whi€h disappeared
with the Mosaic pesiod.(e) Several sections of this important work(f) are given
to the indication of portions of the books
which must have been Mosaic. Further,
we have this remarkable declaration.
Though the entire Pentateuch in its present form should not have been the work
of Moses, and though many Jaws are the
product of a later age, still the legislation,
in its spirit and character as. a whole is
genuinely Mosaic; (g) and in dealing with
the Pentateuch we stand, at least as.to the
three · middle books, upon historical
ground,(h) evidently meaningupon historical ground as opposed to that which is
unauthenticated or legendary; And what
is thus generally asserted of the spirit and
character of the Pentateuchal_laws, is as-·
serted for an important share of them(i)
as to both the contents and even the form.
These statements-it would not be fair
to call them admissions-go to the root of
the whole matter, and leave us in possession of that fo·r which alone I contend;
namely, that the heart and substance of
the legislative and institutional system delivered to us in the Pentateuch is historically trustworthy. If this be so, it still
remains highly important to distinguish by
critical examination what, if any, particula"r portions of the work in its actual form
may be open to question as secondary
errors or as developments appended to the
original formation; but the citadel, s.o long
victoriously held by faith and reason, both
through Hebrew and through Christian
ages, remain.s unassailed, and th.e documents of Holy Writ emerge substantially unhurt from the inqusitive and searching analysis of the modern time.
There is a later work of W ellhausen's
("Die Composition des Hexateuch's und
der Historischen Biicher." Berlin, 1889)
which minutely subdivides the Books into
minute portions, and refers these to their
different authors, with a confidence which
appears to be remarkable, but of which I
am not a fit judge. I may observe, however, that this work has neither introduction nor conclusion, neither index nor table
of contents, and that it resembles rather
the promiscuous gatherings of a note-book,
or rather, of two note-books crossing one
another, discharged bodily into a printing
office, than a work of regular or scientific
criticism. I must add that in certain cases,
(d) Ibid., sect. 15.

(e) !Md, sect. 11.
(f) Ibid., sect. 13-24.
(g) ''So muss doch die darin enthaltene Gesttzgebung ihrem
ganzen Geiste und Character nach ecltt mosaisch sein. ~'-Ibid.,
sect, 22, p. 45.
(h) Ibid.
(i) sect. 23, p. 46.
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where the unity of the text is disputed up- occasion by the priests, like the "Answers captivity, and this not only as to their liton grounds alike cognizable by all, I find of Exp.erts,''(o) which supplied a contribu- erary form, but as to their substance, the
the conclusions of the authot as disputable tion to the Code of Justinian, into .a state evident meaning and effect of the attempt
as they are confident. In other instances, which enabled editors, generally post-exil- is to divest them of an historical and to innumerous enough, assertions are made, as ic, to reduce them to their present form. vest them with a legendary character.
if they were oracles, without the slightest This scheme seems to be admirably repreAt the same time, it should be borne in
explanation, or any indication of their sented by the words which Mr. Robertson mind that those who have not seen reason
grounds. Examples of these methods may Smith quotes with high authority as its to adopt the negation theory above describ- ·
be found in the criticisms(}) on Genesis, gist. And this is the scheme to which I ed, leave entirely open numerous questions
and in the contradiction alleged to exist in desire, on historical grounds, to demur.
belonging to the institutions of the Israelthe several accounts of Caleb and Joshua
At the same time it is undeniable that, ites. It is not extravagant to assume that
even'if the outside negative conclusions laws given to them as a nomad people,.and
(N" u m. 32: 5; Deut. 1 : 32-38).
. A still more negative utterance, if T un- were·still such as they were stated to be so then subjected to the varying contingenderstand it rightly, is found in the "f'ro- lately as in r886, yet the impression they cies. of history for many centuries, may, or.
legomena to the History of Israel,'' trans- had created was not of a similarly limited even must, have required and received
lated under the author's supervision, and character. Whether owing to the predis- adaptation by supplement, development,
accompanied with his article on Israel from position of the time, or to a spirit latent in or change in detail, which the appointed
the Encyclop~dia Britannica.(k)
This some of the critics, or to the reaction which guides of the people were authorized and
book, published since the edition of Bleek is usually perceptible when. certain ideas qualified to supply, not in derogation, but
cum W ellhausen from w hieh I have quoted, long cherished on one side have been found rather in completion and in furtl:)erance of
appears, strangely enough, to contradict to require modification, there have been, the work of Moses, which remained his in
it, and announces that "the Mosaic his- as it~were, exhalations from the recent in- essence from first to last.
tory is not the starting-point for the history quiries extending outwards in their effeCt
It is admitted, however, that the whole
of ancient Israel, but for the history of much beyond the positiveconclusions. An question musf be tried on historical and
J udaism."(l) The distinction may hot be atmosphere has been diffused around us, literary grounds. On such grounds I seek
familiar to English readers, but the mean- and we habitually inhale it, which inspires to approach it, and to learn by testing what
ing appears to be .that the Pentateuch had a· general uncertainty, leading to negation, in the main is fact, what in the main is
not, either in form or substance, any opera- with respect to the Mosaic books.
This speculation, and
a g.reat extent fluctuative existence until after the Exile, when causes us, not, perhaps, tu believe (for this ting and changeful speculation.
the ancient Israel is held to end, and J ucla- would imply and demand a rational proIt is never to be forgotten that our point
ism to begin. A "Mosaic germ" only is cess), but to feel towards these great foun- of departure is from the ground of estabadmitted, and a germ is that which, like dation-books as if we believed, that, instead lished historic fact.
The existence of
an unborn child, has no operative exist"' of being as to the heart and pith of tl;em Moses is even bett~t, and far better, estabence, but only the promise of producing trustworthy, they were in the main untrust- lished than that of Lycurgus. We know
one.
Israel then lived for nine hundred worthy; that they were compounded or Lycurgus in the main from the great fact
years from the Exodus, and transmitted a composed at uncertain times, by uncertain of his very peculiar institutions. They,
peculiar faith, law, ritual, and nationality, authors, from uncertain materials; that · such as we find them in historic times,
without any legislative and constitutional even bad faith is to be traced i.n them; and compel us .to presume his existence in a
system to uphold any one of them. Those that the question is not so much what par- prehistoric time. Not only their high and
are doubtless .perfectly sincere who repre- ticulars can .be convicted of unauthenticity, elaborate organization, but their practical
sent this as a tnethod of progressive revela- as whether any particulars can be rescued efficacy in separating and fencing off from
tion. But there; are also those who think that from the general discredit of a mythical or the rest of Greece the Spartan community,
such a progressive revelation as this would legendary character.
It is against this reduces to something near absurdity any
for over two thousand years have palmed vague, irrational, unscientific method of such supposition as that they were only a
upon the whole Jewish and Christian proceeding that I would enter not protest late growth reached by imperceptible deworld a heartless imposture. It is more only, but a' pleading. Whatever is to hap- grees. We know Moses as well from his
immediately necessary to observe that the pen, let not Christians lose unawares either institutions, by no means less peculiar, and,
hypothesis is one reaching far beyond the their faith, or that pillar of their faith as experience has shown, far more durable.
province of specialism, and requiring to be which the great Books of the Old Testa- But in the case of ~A:oses we have inuch
tested at a numberof points by considera- ment ever have supplied.
evidence independent of, and anterior to,
tions more broadly historical. Nor can I
I have already made it clear that I yield, the ino;titutions themselves in their historic
quit the subject without observing that it as matter of course, to the conclusions of form. Yet no one doubts either the exis extremely difficult to learn whether there linguists in their own domain, not only . istence of the Spartan lawgiver, o"r the
is any real standing ground which the respectful attention, but provisional assent. ·general character of his personal work.
present ne!!ative writers mean not only to That domain includes not only criticism If the form of the books in which the
occupy, but to hold.
Almost any repre- strictly textual, but all that relates to style, Mosaic legislation reaches us be open to
sentation of tpeir views may be either sup- and, in a word, whatever properties of any the suspicion of manipulation by scribes or
ported or coqtradicted by citing particular given writings are developed through the editors, or if it suggests some suspicion of
expressions from their works. All we can medium'~of the particular tongue in which devel~pments, how does this compare with
do is to dive jlS best we may into th~ir con- they are composed. On the mere. form of Lyc1;1rgus, about or from whom we have
ception of what W ellhausen rather singuc the Books they speak with a force which, no books at all?
larly calls "the secrets" of his art.(m) Upon as against.,us, the unlearned, is overwhelmThe exodus from Egypt, the settlement
the whole, and taking the article on Israel ing. But in the examinations directed to in Palestine, the foundation there of instiin the Encyclop~dia Britannica. as the the matter as opposed to· the form, their tutions, civil and religious, which were
fairest exposition of his views, I infer that authority is of a less stringent character. endowed with a tenacity of life and a pecuthe present fashion is to believe in Moses, The historical aspects and relations which liarity· of character beyond all example,-'but to question even his connection with open out this field are not theirs exclusive~ these things are established by Scripture,
the Decalogue,(n) to allow him to have ly, and we may canvass and question their. but they are also established independen!
given or suggested something totally in- conclusions, as it is open to us to do with of Scripture. They. contribute a trinodis
definite to the· Israelites, and to hold that 'the conclusions of Macaulay or of Grote.
necessitas, a threefold combination 6f fact,
the materials of the legislative books graduWhen it is attempted to bring down th~ which, in order to make them intelligible
ally grew up out of material supplied upon books of the Pentateuch from the time of and coherent, in order to supply a ratio11al
Moses, by whom they profess to have teen connection between cause and tffect, re· (J) Page 7.
written, to the period of the Babylonian quire not only a Moses, butsuch a Moses
(lc) Edinburgh: A. & 0. Black' 1885.
(l) Preface by Professor Robertson Smith, p. v.
as the Scripture supplies. They build \lp
(m) Einleitung, Ed. 1886, Vprwort.
a niche, whicJ;I the Scripture fills. .At all
. (n) Wellhausen; Hist. Israel (Black), p. 436, 509.
(o) !i;ibbon (Milman's ed.), iv, 193.
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times of historv, ahd specially in tl:iose
primitive t}mes: when(}) th~ men made
the cQtintnes, not the countnes the men,
these great independent historic facts absolutely catry with them the assumption
·of a leader, a governor, a legislator. All
this simply means a Moses, and a .Moses
such as we know him from the Pentateuch.
And this leads us, I do not say to, but
towards, the conclusion that whatever be
the disparaging allegations of the critics,
they must, after all, in all likelihood turn up
on matters of form or of detail, but that the
substance of the history is in thorough accordance with the historic bases that are
laid .for us in profane as well as in sacred testimony. If so, then we have ~lso to bear
in mind that the phenomenon IS most pe·
culiar, and could only have been exhibited
to the world as the offspring of a peculiar
generating cause. A people of limited
numbers, of no marked political genius,
nega-tive and stationary as to literature and
art, maintain themselves for near a thousand years, down to the Captivity, placed
in the immediate neighborhood, and subject to the . attacks, of the great Eastern
monarchies, as well as of some very war·
like neighbors. They receive the impress
of a character, so marked, that not even
the Captivity can efface it, but, on the contrary, helps to give a harder and sharper
projection to its featu,res. It retains its
solidity and substance while everything else,
including great political aggregations, such
as the .Hittite monarchy, becomes gradually fused in the surrounding masses; and
this even when it has been subjected to
conditions such as at Babylon, apparently
sufficient to beat down and destroy the
most obstinate nationalism. Can it be denied that this great historic fact, nowhere
to be matched, is in thorough accordance
with, and almost of itself compels us to
presuppose, the existence from the outset
of an elaborately detailed and firmly compacted system of laws and institutions, under which this peculiar discipline might
gradually shape, determine, and mature
the character of the people?
Wherever we turn, we seem to find the
broad and lucid principles of historical
likelihood asserting themselves in favor of
the substance of the legislative books, apart
from questions of detail and literary form.
In its great stages, we are entitled to treat
the matter ofthe narrative books as history
entitled to credit. Ah elaborate organization with a visible head and an hereditary
succession is, after a long lapse of time,
substituted for a regimen over Israel, of
which the main springs had been personal
/eminence and moral force.
lt is represented in the Scripture, and it seems obvious, that the transition from this patriarchal republicanism to monarchy was in the
nature of a religious retrogression. It
showed an increasing incapacity to walk
by faith, and ~craving for .a? objec.t of
sight .as a substitute for the D1vme MaJesty
apprehended by spiritual insight, and h~~
itually conceived of as the head of the CIVIl
community.
This view cf the relative
condition of republican and of regal hrael
(p) So Montesquieu, in his "Esprite des Loix."

is confirmed by tht;: fact that, with the
monarchy, came 'in anothet regular or"
ganization,-:- that of the schools of the
ptophets. Prophecy, which, tor the present purpose, we may cdnsidet as. preaching, instead of appearing as occasion re~
cjuired, became a system, vyith provision
for perpetUal succession. That is to say,
the people could, not be kept up to the
primitive, or, even the necessary, level in
belief and life without the ptovision of
more elaborate and direct meanS> of
instruction, exhortation, and reproof, than
had at first been requisite.
Notwithstanding the existence of those
means, and the singular and noble energy
of the prophets, the proofs of the decline
are not less abundant than painful, in the
wickedness of most of the sovereigns, and
in the almost wholesale and too constant
lapse of the Israelites into the filthy idolatry which was rooted in the country. ;And
again, it is not a little remarkable that the
enumeration by name of the great historic
heroes of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews ends in the person of King David,(q)
with the first youth of the monarchy. The
only later instances referred to are the
prophets, named as a class, who stood
apart and alone, and were not, as a rule,
leaders of the people, but rather witnesses
in sackcloth against their iniquities. Taking the history from the Exodus to the
Exile as a whole, the latter end was worse
than the beginning, the cup ,of iniquity
was full, it had been filled by a gradual
process; and one of the marks of that process was a lowering of the method in
which the chosen people. were governed;
it became more human and less divine.
Under these circumstances, does it not
appear like a paradox, and even a rather
wanton paradox, to refer the production of
these sacred Mosaic books; which constituted the charter of the Hebrews as a separate and peculiar people, to the epochs of
a lowered and decaying spiritual life?
They formed the base on which the entire
structure rested. It is hardly possible to
separate the fabric from its foundation.
Had they not been recorded and transmitted, it would have been reasonable, perhaps necessary, for us to presume their existence; They could only spring from a
plant full of vigorous life, not from one
comparatively sickly, corrupt and exhausted.
And so again we have, in the historic
Moses, a great and powerful genius, an
organizing and constructing mind. Degenerate ages can not equip and furnish
forth illustrious founders, only at the most
the names and shadows of them. Moses
stands in historic harmony with his work.
But we are now sometimes asked to sever
the work from the worker, and to refer it
to sotne doubtful and nameless person;
whereas it is surely obvious or probable
that the author of a work so wonderful
and so far beyond example, so elaborate
in its essential structure, and so designed
for public use, could hardly fail to associate his name with it as if written upon a
rock, and with a pen of iron. For, be it
(q) He b. 11: 32,

recoilected; · that ilarhe was the seai. and
stamp of the Wbrk itself. According td
its own testimony; he was the dpostolos,(r)
the h)essenget; who brought it from God
ahd gave it to the people. If the, use of
his name was a fiction, it was one of those
fictions which are falsehoods, for it altered
essentially the character of the writings to
which it was attached.
Supposing it to be granted that this ofthat portion of the legislative· books may
have been an addition in the way of development, of an appendage and supplement to a scheme already existing, how
and why came it to be placed under tpe
shelter of the great name of Moses~ but
because that name had already acquired
and consolidated its authority from its being inseparably attached to the original
gift of the law?
Even so it was that, when the great and
wonderful poems known as the Iliad and
Odyssey had given to the name of Homer
a surpassing celebrity, and other works of
less exalted rank sought for fame by claiming him as their author, the simple fact
that they so claimed him. of itself supplied
the proof that Homer was traditionally,
and from immemorial time, taken to be the
author of those greater works at the time
when the lesser ones were imputed to him.
If the title of Mosaic authorship was ever
in any case attached to what Moses did not
produce, the ascription was made in order
to gain credit for the new supplemental
matter, and showed that, at the date when
it was made, there was im older anu immemoral belief in his being the author of
the work whereto the supplement was appended.
As we stand on historical ground in
assuming that Moses was a great man, and
a powerful agent in the Hebrew history,
so we stand on a like basis in pointing to
the fact that, from the captivity onwards
(I say nothing of the prior period, as it
would beg the question), the Jewish nation
paid to the five books of the Pentateuch a
special and t;:xtraordinary regard, even beyond the rest of their sacred books. These
were known as the Torah; and the fact of
this special reverence is one so generally
ackno-wledged, that it may without discussion be safely assumed as a point of departure.
Before, then, any sort of acceptance or
acquiescence is accorded to notions which
virtually consign to insignificance the most
ancient of our sacred books, let us well
weigh the fact that the devout regard of
the Hebrews for the Torah took the form,
at or very soon after the Exile, of an extreme vigilance on behalf of these particular
books as distinct from all others.
This
vigilance, which, at a later epoch, reached
its climax under the Massoretes, very naturally began, or greatly advanced, at
the time when the nation or its leading
classes, having for the time lost their temple and their home, clung more closely
than ever to the written word in their
sacred books; to its body either more, or
not less, than to its spirit.
So early as in the· days of Hezekiah
(r) Exod. 19: 16-25, and passim.
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there is said to have been a restorative
process of some kind performed upon the
text ?f the law, as well as upon the temple
and Its doors.(S) That clinging affection
to the Word, which the Captivity could
hot fail to stimulate in pious minds, took
effect after the Return in the establishment of positive institutions. for its care;
which, indeed, had become a necessity in
consequence of the change of language,
unless it were to be wholly lost to the
people.
Hence we have the Jewish tradition of a Great Synagogue, founded with
this view. A guild of scribes was appointed to copy, preserve, and expound the Divine Word,(t) and the Canon of the Old
Testament appears during the same period
to have assumed something of a regular
form.
Soon grew up the Massorah, or
body of traditions concerning the text of
the Torah, which is supposed to have become noticeable from about goo B. c.,(u)
and which, in after ages, gave a name to
!he Massoretes, official students and guardIans of the text. This body is one without a . parallel in the history of the world.
Its existence not only afforded strong
special securities for the faithful custody of
the text from the date when its operations
commenced, but it also bears witness to a
pr9found and exacting veneration for the
Ancient Books which presupposes an unquestioning traditional belief in their antiquity and authenticity.
To be continued.

TEXAS CENTRAL.
. Quarterly conference of the Texas Central district convened with the Elmwood branch, Aug.
2d, E. W. Nunley, president, F. C. Gough, secretary protem.
C!n motion Bro. J. W. Gillen was
requested to preside. .Reports were read from
Elmwood, Texas Central and Cook's Point
branches. Elders J. W. Gillen, E. Bates, E. W.
Nunley, S: R. H~ity, W. W. Squires, L. L. Wight,
H. L. Thompson and A. J. Moore, reported in
Bishop's agent's report was read, reperson.
ferred to a committee for examination and adopted.
Resolved that when this conference adjourns, it does so to meet with the Texas Central branch, Fdday evening, December 21st.
Bro. E. W. Nunley was sustained president of
the district. The pres·ent secretary was sustain-.
ed; also the bishop's agent. The general officers
of the church were sustained.
Preaching by J.
W. Gillen and A: J. Moore.
Sacrament meet~ng in the afternoon.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at Clearwater, August
3oth; Elder Levi Gamet in the chair, W. M. Rumel secretary protem. Statistical report of Clearwater and Deer Creek branches approved. Elders reported: L. Gamet and·W. M. Rumel bap·
tized 2. Bishop's agent reported: Received including amount on hand,"$36.25. paid out $33 oo,
balance $3.25.
Visiting Saints were invited to
take part.
The time and place of the next conference was left to the district president to .appoint.
Moved that L. Gamet· be sustained as
He made a statement saying he
president.
thought it would be bette~; to reJease bim and appoint Bro. Rumel. The motion to sustain was
lost.
Moved that W• M. Rumel be chosen d.isti'ict president, carried. unanimously. A vote of
thanks was then tendered Bro. Gamet, for his pa<•l ·P~terson Smyth, ·"The Old Documents," p. 42.

(t) lb•d, p. 66.
(u) Ibid., p. 90.

tlent and faithful labors in the past. The secretary and bishop's agent were sustained. Moved
that the lost license of Bro. A B. Herman be renewed. Preaching by Bro. \V. M. Rumel, after
which five were baptized; then a basket dinner
was held at the church.
Aqjourned. A good
spirit prevailed throughout and a very good time
was had.
NODAWAY.
Conference convened at Ross Grove, August
3oth, J. Thomas in the chair, M.P. Madison secretary .. Reports: Elders J. Thomas, J. Hawley,
F. W. Curtis, W. E. Peak, baptized 2, J. Flory,
P. Rasmussen, R. KRoss, Jr., W. Woodhead;
Priests F.· J. Curtis, J. Smith, M~ P. Madison,
baptized I; Teachers J. Nelson, R. F.· Hill, R K.
Ross, Sen.; Deacon L. J. Smith.
Branches:
Sweet Home 19, Stanberry rS, Ross Grove 2'j.
Bishop's agent's report: Sub-agent received since
last report $41 oo, paid out $25 oo, on hand $r6.
Bishop's agent on hand last report $5o.oo, received $28 15, paid out $52.00, -on hand $26 15.
Moved that all Elders and priests be requested to
labor in their respective localities. ' That we instruct the district president not.to restore Bro. J.
D. Bennett to his former standing (to preach) until the district speaks whether he shall be restored or not.
Adjourned to Guilford, Saturday,
November 29th. The new chapel at Guilford
was dedicated, the dedicatory sermon being
preached by Elder W. W. Blair.

Lniian R. Wilsey, Martha L. VanOrder, Cindarilla Gifford, Elizabeth Painter, Rebecca E.
Mack, Elizabeth Wilson, Pamelia Nelson, Thos.
Chambers, Ira Mack, John Damon Briggs.¢'
Almon E. Byers, Clarence E. Mason, Clara C.
Smith, Matilda Whitcomb, Jessie M. Nance,
Mary Elliot, Amanda Hoagland, Susan E. Gable,
Mary Ann Nance, Clara Cole, Mary J. Crow,
Maggie Ellen Farlow, Lear D .. Gibson, Janet
Black, Elizabeth Miller, Bertha E. Young, Elizabeth Randall, Richard Randall, Edwin Skeen,
Caroline S. Cays, Christena Christian, William
HenrJ'Barter, Frank G. Hoagland, Mary Jones,
Almira Perrin, Chas. H. Frost, James . Peters,
Antoine Shebino, Harriet J. Johnson Cora :L.
White, Rufus J.ohnsori, Sarah J. Reeves, Milo J.
Wickes, Mercy A. Hoagle, Geo. F. Weston,
Lydia Mitchell, Chris Petersen, Abraham S.
Hawks, Edith Comely, Susan McCann, Edith
Irena Smith, Geo. McCann, Mary Harwood,
Claude Carpenter, Elizabeth M. Fisher, William
Comely, Eva L. Cooper, Annie Northcutt, Benjamin Leland, Isaac Cramer, Sarah Cramer, H.
W: Pomeroy, Susan H. Conklin, John Baerman,
RobertS. Warnock, Julia Elnora Willis.

BORN.
LISTEN.-At Emerson, Io'Wa, to A. and M.
Listen, March 14th, 1890, a daughter; blessed by
Elder H. Kemp, July zyd, 1890, and named Alta
May.
·
DIED.
WILLIAM:S.-At the residence of his daughter
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, August 19th, 1890, Bro'.
Morgan Williams, aged 79 years, 7 months and
19 days. Having spent the best years of his life
a member of the church, he died in full fellowTWO DAYS' MEETING
ship therewith and was strong in faith and conThe meeting of the Decatur District, Iowa
fidence in all of God's promises.
He leaves an
Sunday·school Association, which was postponed
aged wife with whom he had spent over fifty
from September, will be held at Lamoni, Iowa,
years of faithful companionship.
·
on Saturday, the xSth, and Sunday, the 19th, of
WAIT.-At
Aniwa.
Wisconsin,
September
23d,
October, comt;~encing at ten a.II:l. Saturday.
1890, Elder James M. Wait, age 79 years, 6
Saturday w11l be devoted to business, training
months and 17 days. He was baptized In May,
classes and p~pers upon vital topics incident to
1843, by N. Boswirshrlne, in Franklin, Oakland
Sabbath·scljool .work. Saturday evening will be
county, Michigan.
In the dark days, after the
short talks by Sunday-school superintendents in
death of the prophet, he followed the Strang facwhich it is expected all superintendents pres~nt
tion at Voree, and then to Beaver Island, until
will take part.
Sunday morning and evening
they were broken up. Then hearing of the Rewill be occupied by addr.esses upon "Mission of
organization he went and joined it, being baptizthe Sunday-school" and "Relation of Parents to
ed by Bro. E. C. Briggs, at Sandwich, lllinois.
and duties in, the Sunday-school." These ex~
He was ordained a seventy, October 8th, r861, at
ercises will be accompanied by appropriate muFox, Kendall county, Illinois, under the hands
sic.
of z. H. Gurley Sen .. and James Blakeslee; the
It is desired that all the schools be represented
said office he held at the time of his death.
He
as provided in the Constitution, and that as many
performed considerable labor, was quite successof the teachers and officers, espeCially superinful, and alw;1ys stood ready to defend the cause
tendents, attend as possibly can; also all are inof Christ. He never shrank from duty that he
vited to come and assist in making the time enjoyable and the meeting a success.
·
· was called upon to petform and was blessed with
some of the gifts that should follow the believers.
Let every superintendent see to it that his
The last meeting he held was on the 24th of Auschool is reported in full, upon the .blank form
gust, when he walked into the country three
which will be mailed him in due time.
miles and preached and then back home the.same
Reports should be sent the secretary, W. H.udday. His sickness was of nearly four weeks duson, as soon after the 12th as possible.
ration. His sufferings were quite severe at times.
Delegates and friends from a distance will be
His end was peace and. he realized that his time
en tertaine.d as well as the good citizens of Lamohad come.
Calling his children he gave them
ni are capable of doing; so let all who can turn
his last instructions and earnestly entreated them
out and help make this, our first effort, a de~ided
so to live that. they would meet him ih the parasuccess~the beginning of a work which will redise of God.
There was a large turnout of the
flect credit upon. those participating, and which
people at the funeral.
The services were conwill redound to the honor and glory of God.
ducted by Elder W S. Montgomery; text I Cor.
Come prepared to take part-to hear see criti.
15:41.
else, impart and imbibe, that which is 'good.
Schools in the vicinity might come in.a body;
z.
J. A. GuNSOLLEY, Supt. Ass'n.
' cONFERENCE NOTICES.
.The Southern Nebraska district .conference
will convene in t.he Saints' churc'h Nebraska
SCATTERED MEMBERS, PLANO
City, Nebraska, Sunday, October 26th, at eleven
.BRANCH.
a.m. It is hoped every branch in the district. will
The members of the Plano branch, whos·e
send a report and be represented. We extend a
names appear below, are earnestly requested to
cordial invitation to the brethren and lfriends.
send for letters of removal from said branch ·On
CHAS. H. PoRTER, Sec.
or before December rst, 189o, or they will be reported as "s.cattered members," and so pfaced on
Our next conference will convene, according
the records.
to resolution; at Davis City, Iowa, In 0.ctober:
W. Vrcl<E,RY, Pr~s,
The time will be at ten o'clock on Saturday the
. GEo. C. BLAKELEY, Clerk:
25th.
It will be held in the Saints' chapel.
Harris Cook, A,lice Cook, Clarissa McMahon,
Branch pNsidents and clerks should see thatsta~
Chas. J. Roberts, Joseph S. Scott, Mads Madi~oil,
tistical reports are made out In season and preLouis Darvea1h. Peter Moe, I::Iaris Anderson,
sented to the branches for acceptance. All the
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ministry who have labored within our boundaries
,w111 confer a favor If they will report in person
or by letter to said conference. Also we would
be pleased to see present a goodly number from
each branch.
H. A. STEBBINs, Dzs. Pres.
The Ft'emont district conference w!ll convene
October 25th and 26th, at the Saints' church in
the Plum Creek branch. Business session at ten
a.m., on the 25th. Will the branch clerks please
forward their reports to the address of William
'Leeka, Thurman, Fremont county, Iowa, in time
for business, or be on hand personally.
HENRY KEMP., JJzs, Pres.
The fall conference of the Philadelphia district will convene for religious services· in Epworth Hall, No. 2068 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N.
Y., Sunday, Octotober 19th, at 10: 30 a.m. It is
desired that a good represe'ntation of the district
be in attendance. Some of the general missionaries will be in attendance to assist in the meetings. Business session w!ll commence at 6 p.m.,
Saturday r8th, at Elder George Potts' resid·ence,
Ryan's Block, Christopher street, East New York,
Brooklyn. Prepare reports early and send them
with all communications to Elder George Potts'
, address as above. For Epworth Hall take King's
County Elevated R'. R. from Brooklyn bridge,
getting off at Rockaway Avenue Station, a few
doors from the hall.
GEORGE PoTTS, Dis. Pres.
The Southern Michigan and N1Jrthern Indiana
district, for reasons, will hohl their next conference at Galien, Michigan, November 8th and
9th. For the good of all it is very much desired
that each br·anch of this district see to it that it
be well represented at this conference.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dis. Pres.

I

,

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRrr
MANIFESTATIONS, ·
Oii. CAl;[SE AND CURE FOR. SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warning, of closely written and
or.iginal matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and • xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory ~<ifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The .Quakers,
Catholie Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind-

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
SJ..ISO.

I. Wallrer. t!:dltm and Publ!sheT.

See the following table of contents for October:
Frontispiece: An Evening Scene - Observations, No. 4-Caste...,-Litt!e Ben Ezra- Public
Opinion-The Happy Woman-Hints on Domestic Life-Beautiful Morning-Pattie; or,
Leavss from a Life-Trusting our ChildrenAutobiography of R. C. Evans-Autobiography
of Glaud Rodger-Brighter Day-Evenipg (see
frontispiece)-Essay on Temperance-Ancient
Manuscripts-Ambition-Ethics and ReligionDepartment 'bf Corr.espondence-Domestic De'
partment-Editor's Corner-Round Table.

-.A..-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
rri4 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

- - .) BY THE (-'·-Board of Publication of the Reorganized ChurQh,
at their Publis)ling House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW'\.,

"Faith' Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c'. The
Gifts of the G'ospel, their proper place, use or abnse in
the church.

And sent Free of Postage at prices· named.

Price, 25 cents Single Copy.

Can be had by the dozen or quantity by addressing,
with stanips, currency or postoffice order, M. H. Bond,
46 Waverly Street, Providence, R. I.; The Herald office,
Lamoni, Iowa, or may be ordered through any of the authorized ministry, who are requested to act as agents in
any part of the world, and to whom a liberal commission
will be paid.

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
Soon to be issued from Patriot Office, consisting of 8
Sermons by Pres. Jos. Smith and other leading elders;
•·Whatthe Jews Think of Jesns," and "Tne Jews In and
Out of Palestine," by Dr. F. de Sola Mendez, a -prominent Jew; also, mrhe A.merican Itidian," Rnd ~'Life and
Death of Republics," by F. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
This work presents a wide range of subjects as well as
authorship. It will be. sold as follows: Single copy 25 ct.
Five copies $1. Twelve copies $2. Patrio!llone year and
book $1.15. Patriot six months and book U1 cts.
This applies to renewals as w~ll as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once.
,
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.
D. F. N~?HOLBON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Bel!lponsibllJ,ty.
Loans money on aproved aecurlty. Six per cent Interest
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

1890.

NEW BOOK.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THE-.Apos'taey, Refor:ma~lon. and Restoration.
This work diecnsses the issues of theolO!!Y that are to
the front to-day .. No Bible student can afford to mise
reading it either llS CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. lt contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

Prtee per year

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

Re'ading, "Chr.istian Science," ~'Divine Healing'' '"':or-

ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.
LOST.
Bro. George W. Leach left St. Joseph, Missouri, on about the 19th of August for. Bennet, Nebraska; and checked his tool chest (painted red)
for Council-Bluffs, Iowa, and since then has not
been heard of. He is believed to be partially insane.
Description : He Is 5 feet 6 Inches high,
weighs 140 pounds, has hazel eyes, brown hair,
low voiced, (caused by sickness) subject to Asthma; he wore a wine colored coat and vest and
dark pants. Any information as to his whereabouts will be thankfully received by me.
·
DIAN CARTER, Marshal,
BENNET, Nebraska.

ORGANS, SEWING MACHINES, &c.
Do you want to save n:10ney on. Organs, Sewing Machines and Bed Springs. If so get prices
and terms by writing to Wm. C. Cummings, In, depence, Mo.
P. S.-Bed Springs at wholesale. Machlne!j
and Organs shipped direct from FaCtory at lowest
prices.

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THill AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
shonld be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM. H. KELLEY.

PAYING WORK FOR. YOU •.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday eredit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
.For full particulars address as above.
·
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, "nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

..

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
ll@r FLEXIBLE BINDING. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, :flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, $4.

THE SAINTS' .HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mlli'lin sides ..•.•••••• ·•••. $1 50
HOLY SCR.IPTURES.
(Inspired .Tralll!lation by,Joseph Smith.)
dJ" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••••••••••••••• 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 'lli
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge •••• ; •••••••••••••• a 'liS
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• •4. .oo
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(III!!plred Translation by J011eph Smilb.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1.60
Imitation Morocco,. gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 50
New Testament, Inspired .••••••••••••••••• , 'liS
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, ·sprinkled edges ....................... 1 2111
Imitation .Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••••••••• 1 110
DOCTRINE A.ND COVENANTS.
oprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••• , ••• 1
THE SAINTS' HA.RP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edgee ••••••••••• l
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ............... ·~

211 ~

60

211

ISO

. THE SA.INTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••••••••••••.• 2 ISO
The Harmony contains all the hymlll! In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 120
,&unes, and full illl!tructiolll! on choir and anthem mill!iC.
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 2ficts , ten
more, ·each •••••••• , • • 20
In paper l5cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
l'his is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said ;,n connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
B:is P:r;,phetic MiBBion Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .•••• ·...............
311
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . •••••••.••••••••• , • 50
This is a.reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder W.lt.
liam Sheldon of.tha Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a'most excellent one to be circulated both' in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Mulllin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 60

or
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"HEAIIKEN TO THE WO!ID OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MA.N bONG YOU HAVll SAVII lT :BB 0Nlll WIFl!i, AND CoNCUBINES
.HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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The above item is genuine, for we find
joyed, the assembly, by vote, decided to
meet on the same grounds in the fall of its facts set forth in a late Deseret News
r89r, the date to be fixed by the commit- at considerable length and with great dePUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
finiteness.
tee on arrangements in due season.
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
We have never doubted that the Utah
It was voted to enlarge the. main. tent to
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
over double its present capacity, and the Mormons would vfficially repudiate and
and the Biphop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub'"
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
money needed to do so was collected on put away polygamy, for the reason that it
department.
Bnainess Letters and Subscriptions must be sent .to David
short notice. The citizens of Logan and can not endure criticism in the light of the
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
vicinity did all that could be desired to >;acred books of the Mormons up to r876,
Entered aa second class matte• .. t L~>moni Post Office.
make the meeting a satisfactory one. nor the authentic history of the church
Truly the Lord is. giving to his people over which Joseph Smith the Seer presid.
"grace and favor" as promised -in_ the ed up to the time of his death.
Polygamy stole "privily" in among the
revelation of June, 1834, and if His people
continue faithful and obedient this promise Saints prior to August 29th, 1852 w;hen
• JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
will be fulfilled un.til the Saints are very it was publicly forced upon the Utah MorW. W. BLAIR • AssOCIATE EDITOR.
numerous and influential in all lands and mons by Brigham Young and his fdlows
among all nations. How wide the con- in direct violation of the standard books
Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. I 8,, 1890.
trast between now and 1l)59 when Bro. E. of the church and the strict teachings and
C. Briggs and the wi-iter first planted the ministrations of Joseph the Seer wherein
REUNION NOTES.
work of the. Reorganization in western it was provided that "no revelation" should
FRoM opening to close the late annual re- Iowa! Then we were . opposed, pitied, "go to the people until it has been tested"
union was a decided success in every es- and ridiculed, except by. the few who before and by "all .the q i:torums" when
sential point•. The numbers in attendance would honestly listen and investigate the · "assembled and organized in order," and
were greater 'than 'hitherto, and from Fri- tidings we bore. Now in those parts there that this was the way "by which all reveday, September 26th, to October 6th-ten are. large and steadily increasing congre- lations purporting to be from God •through
d11ys.-the w7ather was excellent and the gatiot;~s ofSaints, with convenient chapels, any man, can be tested."- Times and Sea?rder of the camp and surroundings per- and of them it may be said as of the early sons, vol. 5, page 649·
fect. No p\"ople could be more satisfied Saints (Acts 5: 13), "the people magnified
Had this wise and explicit direction of
and. joyful on such an occasion, and the them." And this will continue with the Joseph Smith the Seer been honestly and
sentiment universally and heartily express- Saints so long as' they magnify the Lord faithfully observed by Brigham and his
ed by membttrs and non~members was one and his work by faithful, holy living: followers, the Utah Mormons would not
of entire satis'faction. There were seventy- The "signs of the times" promise great have been harrassed, prosecuted, persecut•
. s~yttn. baptistiJs, and others expressed their and good things to all who love God and ed and driven to the last ditch before surinten.tioti to )mite with the church at an his righteousness. The Saints should ever rendering what is declared in the Book of
· early date. }N e were told by one-a lead- be patient and push steadily forward to Mormon to be a "crime" and an "abomiing citir;en off Logan-that by actual count victory.
nation" in the .sight of God, and what the
there passedtthmugh the gates upon the
congress and supreme court of our nation
c~tmp groun9s up to noon, Sunday, O.otohas treated as such.
ber 5th, overr8,ooo persons. To this may
MORMONS WILL OBEY.
We rejnice that P·res. W. W oodrufl and
be 11dded from r,4oo to r;6oocampers althe late cenference over which he presidSALT LAKE, Utah, October 6th.-At the genready on the; grounds, making a .totaLof eral·conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of ed had the good sense to publicly and ofnot. far from w;ooo.
And it is due this Latter Day Saints this morning the official d.e- . ficially abandon polygamy, but we do not
vast assembl~ge to say that, upon special cl!iration of Pre,sident Wilford Woodruff, forbid- exult over their humiliation. On the coninqui~y.we ltjarned of no rowdyism or dis~
ding in the future any marriages in violation of trary, we shall be glad to see them and the
; turbance of ~ny kind, but on the contrary, the laws of the land was read and the ·congrega- people they represent return fully to. "the
that all was orde.rlv and olea.sant
old paths, which ls the good way, and find
tion, t:~umberirig nearly ten thousandpersons,ln'
. . The'· preaqhing. ·services ..vere large! y
eluding the apostles, bishops, !lnd leading elders rest to their souls;" in the manner ordained
l'lttttrided., the . ser~ons timely, excellent,
~ of,God and clearly set forth in.the stand' ·~nd harmonipus, for. the Spirit of the Lord of the chutch1 by unanimous vote recognized the ard books of the church officially approved
authority of the president to issue the manifesto
prevailed. Ji)eep interest. was taken in all
by Joseph Smith the "choice Seer" and
and accepfed.it as authoritntive and binding .,. '
~htt. te~tim.ony J11f:!.etings at nine. a.m. each
the church under his presideqcy;
·
George·
QL
Cannon
publicly
anrio\mced
his
ind',ly, and the ;gifts of the Holy Spirit com·forted and d1eered the Sa:ints graciously. d.orSement of the manifesto and his. recognition
.EDITORIA.L ITEJvlS.
···•· .• Much praise;was freely given the citizens of.the supremacy of laws that had been declared
.committee and the committee of arrange- constitutional by the ~upremecourt ofthe United WRITING from Sr. Thomas, Ontarici, the
ffie.nts for their faithfulness 11nd wisdom States.
rstinst;Bro.J. H. Lake says: "New church
The conference also readopted the original ar.. : in preparing the gronnds and caring for
dedicated here last Sunday followed by an ·
tiCles offaith, arnqng whiCh is this: '"We believe
· those in atfendanc.e,
entertainment Monday night. Had a
';llhe locati!ln of the camp being on high in being subject to kings, presidents, rulers and pleasant. time."
Editor W, W, Blair returned to this
wellcdrainedla:nd, abundantly shaded, and magistrates .in.obeying, honoring and sustaining
offic;:ethe 71h inst., after an absence in Iowa, ·
water supply being :ample and excel-"' the law."
The-!li:tion :taken.settles the .vexed question and. Nebraska and Missouri, preaching-, of
in qyantity and quality,. there yvas
l;ittle <::omplaint of sickness except places,an effectual. Qatri.er against future poly, :over .fifty days, and .reports success and
..
••... ;;.such.
.was brought by invalids, and not gamous.marriages in Utah. It is the most im- good prospects.
Bro. Wrlliam ·. oodhead wrote from
portant .step taken by the ch1:1rch for more. than a
o~·that...
.·
Guilford . .Missouri, :the: 28th ult~ ;to ·
yiew :of tile ..q}any adv',lntages ew qu;1rter of a century,·~
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Blair: "Those three sermons you preached here last Sunday are all the talk. Less
than twenty dollars will pay off.all on the
new church."
A recent item of baptisms administered
by Bro. John Thomas should have read
ten instead of twelve. We correct by re'
quest of Sr. Thomas whose note we seem
to have misstated.
Bro. W. W. Blair expects to attend the
qllarterly conference in St. Louis, Missouri, the. 18th and 19th, also one which meets
in Mission, Illinois, the :25th andz6th insts.
Elder H. A. Stebbin~, Higbee, Missouri,
September 29th: "Am preaching- every
night in Christian chapel to 'fair audiences
. and with respectful attention paid to the
word."
.
Elder J. W. Johnson, Redding, Iowa,
lately wrote from that place where he has
been preaching the word.
The Saints
there have a hall, their own, crops are goo~,
lind they are doing .all they can to publish
th!! truth and aid its progre~s.
THE BISHOP AT REST.
BrsHOP GEoRGE A. BLAKESLEE passed
peacefully away in the arms of his only
living son and in the. presence of his wife
and some others of his family, at his own
happy home in Galien, Michigan, September zoth, r89o. His death was caused by
heart failure, induced, perhaps, large! y, by
hay fever. He fell asleep in Jesus as one
ready for the Master's call to higher and
better conditions of being.
"The chamber where the good mail meets his fate
Is privileged above the common walks Of life,Quite on the verge of heaven."

Death found him prepared by a pure
faith and by good works to meet "tqe
Father of spirits" and Jesus the Lover and
Redeemer of souls. Brother George had
obeyed the restored gospel, had enjoyed
richly the gifts and graces of the Holy
Spirit, had "kept the faith" amid many
trials and contradictions of sinners and
"endured as seeing him who is invisible"
up to the moment his spirit returned to
God who gave it. Of late years he has
been specially active in helping forward
the interests of the Church and particularly
the department relating to the spread of
the gospel. He has travelled abroad much
and preached and ministered the ordinances as he could find or make opportunity.
He used his means freely and wisely in
doing good to all people, especially to
"those of .the household of faith" as the
Sc,riptures require. And in his "last will
and te&tament" be did not forget the
Church of God, but set apartof hw means
liberally for its future aid, as will be seen
in due time. Surely, in-all these ways he
has laid up "treasure in heaven,'' and thus
by faith and good works has made available "the grace of God" presented in the
gospel of Christ. His business 'ffairs, including those pertaining to the 'bishopric,
were left in good condition, so that those
succeeding to them will find little or no
difficulty in picking up the lines where he
laid them down.
He was aged 64 years and 29 days, having been born in vVoodville, Jefferson

county, New York, August zzd, r8z6,and · representing a wheel with a
dying September zolh 1 r89o.
, W. Montross & Son; sheaf of wheat by
law; a beautiful vase of flowers from. home by
Belowwe reproduce items in respect to
1
.the funeral taken from the Niles (Mich.) grand-children;· •marked. GraJ:ldpa ;' an. anchor
from
Jackson;
a
cross
from
Ypsi!anti, from old
Mirror.'
Professors; beautiful wreath from daughters, 'At
"His funeral took place on Wednesday last
Rest;' four or five boxes of cut flowers from'dif;
week, the Rev. Joseph Smith; of Lamoni, Deferent friends at Muskegon, Kalamazoo, Joliet
catur county, Iowa, president ot the Reorganized
and South Bend; a beautiful' sickle of flowers
Ch.urch of Latter Day Saints, and. eqitor of from C. L. Harris, the undertr:ker, and wife, and
Saillts' Herald officiating, a~sisted by Elder W.
a number of eut flowers from l)is neighbors. ·
W. Blair, of Iowa, and E. L. Kelley, counselor to
••When a good. man passe~ away, one who
the bishop, of Kirtland, Ohio.
Rev. Joseph
leaves the world better for ha:ving lived in it, it
Smith is !he oldt;st so~ of the Martyr, Joseph
is well that the people WhO know him SQ well,
Smith, th.e original founder of the Mormon
weep at their loss. Many a teitr was shed over
church. He is evidently possessed of great
the casket of the dead. The p~rting scene in the
mental as well as great muscular power, and his dead room, the deep grief of that f:Otithful wife
sermon was most excellent and was listened to
and mother, surrounded· by d<1.~ighters, and her
with great attention by the vast audience that only son, and sons-in·law, broke down the stout.
filled the house and surrounding grounds. Every est heart. Not long ago a beautiful young daughplaceof business was closed and it seemed as if ter went to her long rest, then a son who ·was
the ,people of the whole country were all there.
loved, and now the head of the family,:. i.ipon
«Elder Blair, following Elder Smith, said he whom
leaned, the true frien~ of all mankind,
had known· the deceased inti.mately for thirty
's.leeps the sleep that knows no waking,' and the~
years in many of the varied walks of life and
afflicted family have the sincere sympathy of all
found him an honest, worthy man. He was very
far and near, as shown by numerous h!tters from
pronounced in his cotlVictions, and with sterljng friends far away."
integrity maintained them always.
He was
broad-minded, and' liberal, and his heart was ever
SOMMER VS BRADEN.
in touch with the best interests of his fellowWE present our readers herewith an
men. He needs .no eulogy as a leading citizen
article from the pen of Clark Braden
and business man with these his neighbors; his
(which seems to be the second of a series),
deeds ·and prudent counsels live and will ever
published in the Rich wood, Ohio, Review
live in memory. Bro. Blakeslee had unshaken
of the 4th inst. and doubtl~ss it is his last
faith in Christ and a future life. To him death
and best effort (and very 'bad at that) in
was. not a period, nor even a pause in man's seeking to divorce the Spirit in its baptisexistence, but rather a change of condition-a
mal grace~, gifts and powers from the
change that accelerates, enlarges and intensifies
gospel of Christ. And followingthis will
the development of the soul on the eternal lines
be found an interesting repl_v by one of
of progression ordained of God in Christ Jesus.
the Review editors, who seems to be a
He now had passed on ward and upward to planes
minister ot the same society as Mr. Braden.
of greater light and glory. For him this was "When Greek meets Greek, then .comes
•far better.' Christ said of his faithful followers:
the tug of war," and of late there is much
•Where I am, there shall also my· servant be; if of that going on among the Campbellites.
any man serve me, him will my Father honor.'
A careful perusal of both these articles
will, we are confident, be of. profit to such
He had faithfully served the Master and now has
of our readers as will compare them with
gone to be with Him and the righteous pnes.
These neighbors and friends, and especinlly these "every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God" relating to the matters unloved ones now bereaved, should not think him
slumbering in the graveyard yonder, but in the der consideration.
Mr. Braden says:
presence of Christ and loved ones gone beforeWORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
father, mother, Ella, Alma and beloved worthies
iti the better world-think of him there. It is
The Holy Spirit, in miraculous power, was
well with him. These children and this widowed
given to men, not to be enjoyed but to be u;edwife we commend in the love of Christ to the
not as a source of good feeling, enjoyment, but
tender ministrations of these kind-hearted neighto empower them, qualify them to do good.
bors. They will miss the husband and father as
There are different degrees in the extent to which
none others can. These friends and fellow-citimen are influenced by the .Spirit through the
zens will miss him; soci~ty will miss him; the
word, but it is different degrees of the same inchurch of Go'd will miss him; throughout Amerifluence.
There were different degrees in the
ca, the Isles of the sea, and in foreign islands, the
miraculous powers of persons who received the
hearts of many will be made sad un learning of
miraculous influence of the Spitit, but it was the
Bishop Blakeslee's death, for he wa,s honored
same influence. And certainly,..·because there
and beloved by the church everywhere.
were different degrees in the miraculous powers
"The pall bearers consisted of six, and he had
exercised, it by no means follows that a personal,
six sons-in-law, five of whom were present and
literal indwelling of the Spirit is meant in certain
acted as bearers, viz: Altx. Emory, of Buchanan; pasFages, when it is said that the Holy Spirit is
W. W. Fry, of Joliet; Chas.Ciark,ofGalien; W.
in certain persons. The issue is this: Does a
A. Blair and Stephen Smith. R. \V. Montross,
personal, literal indwelling of the Spirit exist
of Galien, took the place of J. W. Wright, who
now? Was not such personal, literal indwelling
was absent in California.
always attended with miraculous power? Is
"The casket and room showed a profusion of
there any reason in claiming a personal, literal
flowers. The scholars of the school brought a
indwelling of the Spirit, when he does not prove
beautiful wreath of variegated flowers; a wreath
his presence by such power? If he does nothing

all
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for such persons, what good is there in such presence? What proof have we of such presence?
We can admit dlfLrent degrees in the miraculous powers, and not concede such peroonal indwelling. God, Christ, inspired men, certainly
made promises, at different times and to different
!:hen. And even if such promises include, to
some extent, the same things, it does not fol10w
that they are the same promises. Nor that per,sons, who were not addressed in a promi&e, can
claim it.
Governments can make promises to
men at different times, and to different men. But
only those addressed in each promise, can claim
that promise. No matter if the same thing was
promised in each ,case.
Now then with t.hese common sense facts before us, let us take up certain promises 7 -The
Comforter, The Advocate. Jesus was talking to
the twelve alone. It was his last di~course to
the twelve, b<-fore his death. He was talking to
, the twelve of their mission, their work. He told
them that he would leave them. He had taught
them, qualified them for what they had done.
He would send the Advocate to take his place
with the twelve, and do for them what he had
done. The Advocate was to recall to the minds
of the twelve what Jesus had said to the twelve.
The Holy Spirit could do this for no one but the.
twelve. He can do it for no one now. He was
to take, the things of the Father-revelation and
show them to the twelve. He does this for no
one now. He was to show the twelve things to
come. He does this for no one now. He was to
guide the twelve into all truth. He does this for no
one nqw.
All he was to do for others-'-outside of the
twelve-he was to ilo through the t.welve. Will
Bro .. Somme~ specif,Y a verse, in whic.h Jesus
mentions a thjng that the paraclete was to do, as
he was .then :promising him, that .is done for
men now, ex~ept what is done. through the words
and acts of the twelve? It matters not, if others
did have prothises made to them of some of the
thipgs thatJe~us promised in that discourse. Nor
if others did some of the things promised in that
discourse.
may .promise a farm .to A, if he
wUI do certai~ thinge. At another,ti me promise
a farm. to B., .jf he will do ce~:tain things. B can
not claim the :promise .to A .. He .can not sue me
on it. He cap S)l!!>rne only on what. I said to
.him. Thepr~mise of the Paraclete in.John 13th,
qth, I5th, r6~h, was 11ot a. promise of t.heParacle.te to mak.~ m<m feel good, but a promise of
· the Paraclete: to enable trien to do certain work,
The tw~lve alo~e were to do that. work.
The
p~omise :was tp the twelve. alone. . The most impor.tapt .par.t ()f the work the Paraclete was to do,
ti().llld g~ done,for the twelvealw1e~ All, except
'YI'pat1led()es ,through the words .and acts of the
~we!ve, \Va~ rrtiraculous. All that he was to do
for .others, he does through the wonls and acts of
the twelve· :He. now do.es .for no<ope a single
tNrig he wa~;promised to do-except what he
.does ,tliro1.1gh) the words or acts of the twt)lve:
Vjt). repeat, a man. might J;)()W J:IS well dai.m. the
miraculous. p9wer pr.o.IJilised Moses, as to chUm
t~e .promise ofthe Comforter . .,...,.. Mark r6: .16.
Jesus .. was. bilking to the eleven alone. He up:
,qraiiled. them for. their .. pnbelief. He told them
!WOJJt>an!i preac]:(•• ,He makes. apro.mlseto.
:wl)o. "belit)ves thei5;.prea9hing; .and to g1.1ard
··~~;"."!.o~· }?elilg;.)nisunder.stqog, he.1JUts t.h~ persot1
rec.e~ve.::>Jhaf · ·
·
·
·

r;

t9

ber. He then makes a promise to those of the
eltiven, who would cease their unbelief-who
would believe on him-what he said, and to do
what he told them. And to guard against this
promise being applied to converts made by the
preaching, he puts the persons to whom it was
made in the plural number. One promise is to
one, in the singular number;· the other to eleven,
in theplural number. This is confirmed by the
context. They, the eleven, preached, and their
preaching--the preaching of the eleven--was confirmed by the signs that Jesus had promised to
the eleven, fotJowing their preaching, the preaching o.f the eleven. It matters not if miraculous
power was exercised by others-if it was promised to others. This p•ovuse of miraculous power
was to the eleven alone. ·The context confirms
it to the eleven carefully. A man might as well
claim the promises to Noah-if he obeyrd God
in regard to the flood, as to claim the promise of
miraculous power made to the eleven alone. All
must admit that the apostles were a peculiar
1
body-had promises peculiar to themselves. This
Is one of them.
Bapti.<m in the. Holy Spirit. From Matt 3: I I;
Mark :i: 5; Luke 3: r6; John i: 33 we Jearn that
Jesus alone can baptize in the Holy Spirit. In
Acts I I : I5; r6 I7, Peter says that the promi~e
of the baptism in the Holy Spirit wasfulfilled at
the household ot Cornelius, and on the day of
Pentecost, or "ol') us at the beginning." I repeat
with all the emphasis and defiance I can put into
it, that these two occasions were the only fulfillments of that promise there ever has been, or will
be. I defy any one to fino another fulfillment, in
the lids of the Bible-another instance that the
Bible calls a fulfillment of the promise of baptism
in the Holy Spirit; or that it calls a baptism in
the Holy Spirit. It matters not how many exercised.miraculouspower, these two eccasions a!'e
the only occasions in which they exercised ml·
raculous power through a fulfillmet;Jt of the promise of baptism in the Holy Spirit. J defy any
one to find a ghost of a hint of ariy other instance.
H. this is true we are told then "Paul never was
baptized in the Holy Spirit." \:Veil, what of it?
Instead of proving that iny position is not sustained .by the Bible, Bro. S. resorts to the wornout sectarian dodge-raising cavils. If baptism
is for remission, then:-oh, dreadful!!
If there
were only two occasions of baptism in the Holy
Spirit, then--:oh, dreadful. Paul was.never baptized in the Holy Spirit;
Of course he never
was.
The promise was not made to apostles, as such,
nor does the Bible say that bapti~rn in the Spirit
is or must be a qualification of an apostle. It~,
does rrot hint such an idea. Baptism in the Holy
SpiFitsignalized. the. opening of the Kingdom to
lsrael..--thel;l to the· world. If. Paul" was }?ap ized
in the Holy Spirit, why was Ananias sent to chim
to lay hands on him that he might receive the
Holy Spirit~ That imparting of the Holy Spirit
by Ananias was not baptism in the Spirit; for
Jesus alone could. baptize in· the Spirit.
Will .
B:ro. Sommer tell us when and wht;!re Paul. was
baptized in tbe Holy Spirit? It must be in the
"book of ••Surmises'' to sustain ass)Jmed noUons,
~a.rk am! .Luke, wh() wrpte gospels, were not
app,;tles. Th~e is. not a;.J,int of when, where or
ho.w: tl;iey.·Jie<;eiv!'!d inspiration or miraculous
.• pow(!r, .· . That, was. almo&t as b!J:d. as. the dreadful
~hopghtPauJ)Va.s n,oV~Ilpti~ed~nthel;Ioly Spirit~

· )!1

Holy Spirit," and give certain parties a lesson,
that I hope they will not forget.

And here is the reply of the editor,
Daniel Sommer:
REVIEW OF "WORK OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT."

r. In the Revi<w for June, I2th we find the following:
"Outside of the baptism in the Holy
Spirit, of which there were only two occa>ions,
no one ever was or could be called to enjoy this
gift-the Holy Spirit as a gift, except by the
laying on of the apostle's hands."-Braden.
In the Review for September 4th (present number) we find the following: "The Holy Spirit in
miraculous power, was given to men, not to be
enjoyed but to be used-not as a source of good
feeling, enjoyment, but to empower them, qualify them to do good."-Braden.
Here we have
Braden against Braden.
In one article he says
that the Holy Spirit as a "gift" was something
whichapbst)es arid others .were called to "enjoy,"
while in another article he says that such gift
was given to men, "not to be enjoyed but to be
used."
If Braden were right June 12th he is
wrong September 4th; if right September 4th he
was wrong June I2th.
Certain it is that he has
contradicted himself and thus stands before o.ur
readers as an inconsistent if not a self-stultified
writer.
2. Our expositor, Braden, says, "Jesus was
talking to the twelve alone.
It was his last discourse to the twelve before his death.
He was
talking to the twelve of their mission, their. work.
. . . . All he was to do for .others-outside of the
twelve---'he.was to do through the twelve. Will
Bro. Sommer specify a. verse, in which J~sus
mentions a thing that the paraclete was to do, as
he was then prqmising him, that is doneformen
now, except what is clone. thro11gh the .words apd
uacts of the twelve. .
He now. does· for no .on~
a single thing he was. promised. to do - except
what he does through the words. or acts ot the
twelve."
All this the reader will notice ignores
the.apostle Paul who mentions the "twelve" as a
body independent of himself, and rnentions them
as existing at a time when he was not an apostle.
OSee' I Cor. rs: 5·) We say, that such statements
ignore Paul, because they ignore him as of equal
rank with the other apostles; that is, if Holy
Spirit baptism were of any special advantage~
3· "Tl\e promise of. the Parac.lete .in John 13th,
14th, 15th and I 6th, was not a:. promise of the
P!~r<t<;leteto make men feel good. But a prornise
of the paraclete to enable. men to do a certain
work.
The twelve alone were to do that work;
The promise }Vas to the twelve alone." . B~t the
twelve were no.t prt;sent when the words we10e
sp~kel) wh!c.hare re~orded in Johnx,4, 15 anq 16.
In John I3: IS Christ said, 'I speak not .of you
.all."
After this we learn that Judas went out
and left thet;n, and thus was. do.ubtless absent
when the w\)rds of tliose chapters were spoken ...
·Hence "the twelv(l" in. Bro. Braden's remarks
must excludeJudas and inc:lude Matthias, Ac•
curacy, such as· we have reaso.n to expect from
him shoul<l have. mentioned this in an· explicit
ma~ner.

, .. ·.·.
.
• .
. .· .
4· In a former article 1 sho.wed that. according
. to Bro, Braden's reasoning Paul was never baptized inthe Holy Spirit .... Bro;B, now says,
cours~ he.neverwas,'' and then adds, ·~:;rile
ise was nof made

ta'fe 1.\p . the "gift of the
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or mu~t be a qualitication of an apostle. It does
not hint such an idea. Baptism in. the Holy Spirit
signifies the opening of the kingdom to ISraelthen to the world." Now we see to what extreme
our expositor is driven. He says that Paul was
not baptized in the Holy Spirit, that such baptism
was not necessary to make an apostle, and that
such baptism signified the opening of the kingdom. But the New Testament does noi: thus declare either explicitly or by implication. On the
contrary such conclusions will appear manifestly
false as soon as we consider that baptism means
overwh~lming.
Every one who spoke with
tongu~ or spoke as the Spirit gave him utterance was overwhelmed by the Spirit and hence
was baptized therein or thereby. As for the
baptism of the Spirit signifying the "opening of
the kingdom"-tbat is purely an ·assumption.
Besides, it is an assumption which shows that
Elder Braden is in a close place. If on the day of
Pentecost and at the house of Cornelius were the
only occasions of Holy Spirit baptism, then Paul
was not baptized in the Holy Spirit. Butas Paul
was equal to any of the apostles in gifts and wrote
fourteen of the twenty-one epistles and thus wrote
probably more than all the other apostles united,
it follows that the special advantage or signifi. cance of Holy Spirit baptism must be sought for
in something else; That someth-ing else Bro.
Braden says is "opening of the kingdom to Israel
-then to the world." But this is purely an assumption. I might here call on Bro. Braden for
a scripture containing "a ghost of an idea" to that
effect. I can show that Paul was baptized in the
Holy Spirit by showing of what Holy Spirit
baptism consisted; and thus I maintain the position that I occupy. Can Bro. Braden do this
much in favor of the Idea that Holy Spirit baptism
"signified the opening of the kingdom to Israel
-then to the world?"
~- My respondent charges me with resorting
"to the worn out sectarian dodge-raising cavils."
That is a cheap way of replying when I am only
pressing his position to its legitimate and
scriptural conclusion. But the charge of "raising
cavils" and classing me with sectarians who
"dodge," even if exclamation points (scare marks)
be used in connection with such charge and
classification, will not greatly intimidate. I
still press him and call for something more than
assumption in favor of the position that Holy
Spirit baptism signified as its special distinguishing feature "the opening of the kingdom." On
Pentecost and at the house of Cornelius the special evidence, and so far as we know the only
evidence, of baptism in the Spirit was the gift of
tongues, and this gift was present at Ephesus.
(See Acts 19: 6.)
Here I close for the present. Thus far I have
taken less than half the space occupied by Elder
Braden-perhaps less than a third. But a defen, siDle position is easily defended. I don't believe
that my respondent in this case is a consistent
writer. He can not be until he gets rightly
positioned.

As a fitting refutation of Mr. Braden's
theory, and as a scriptural presentation of
the case in question just as set forth in
promise, history and inspired epistle, we
here state that, all those who received the
baptism authorized and ordained of God,
whether under the administration of John
the Baptist or Christ and his faithful min-

isters, were entitled to and diq receive the
baptism of the Holy Spirit; for "the promi~e" of the Father given by John the Baptlst was thus:
"I [John] indeed baptize you with water unto
repentance; but he [Christ] th~t cometh after me
is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy
to bear; he shalf baptize ,you with the Holy
Ghost, and with fire."-Matt. 3: r 1.

To this baptism of 'Yater and the Spirit
Jesus evidently refers when he says:
"Except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of God."
--]ohn3:5.
,

In furtherance of this, Jesus said to his
apostles after his resurrection in respect to
"the promise of the Father" concerning
the baptism of the Holy Ghost:
"For John ~ruly baptized with water; but ye
shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost" not many
days hence."-Acts r : 4, 5·

And on pentecost this "baptism of the
Holy Ghost" began to be administered of
Christ from heaven, as described in Acts
2: 1-4, and 32, 33, 38, 39, which says:
"And when the day of Pentecost was fully
come, they were all with one accord in one place .
And suddenly therC; came a sound from heaven,
as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the
house where they were sitting.
And there apperred unto them cloven tongues like as of fire,
and it sat upon each of them.
And they were
all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to
speak with other tongues, as the Spirit glive them
utterance . • . . . Thts Jesus hath God raised up,
whereof we all are witnesses.
Therefore being
by the right l}andof God exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy
Ghost, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see
and hear ... Then Peter said unto them: Repent,
and be baptized ~very one of you in the name of
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and ye
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.
For
the promise is.unto you, and to your children, and
to all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call."

Here was a fulfillment of "the promise
of the Holy Ghost" (made of the Father
through both John and Jesus as we have
seen), and now Peter, in verses 38 and 39,
declares that the same "promise" applies
to all faithful, repentant, baptized converts
in Christ Jesus.
And to this agree the
words of Peter in Acts I I : 15-rS, when
the Gentiles'received the gospel:
"And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost fell
on them, as on us at the beginning.
Then remembered I the word of the Lord, how that he
said, John indeed baptized with water; but ye
shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost.
Foras·
much thenas God gave them the like gift as he
did unto us, who believed on the Lord Jesus
Christ, what was I, that I could withstand God?
When they heard these things, they held their
peace, and glorified God, saying, Then hath God
also to the Gentiles granfed repentance unto
life."

In view of the above divine promises
and facts of scriptural history, it is easily
seen why Paul said to the early saints:
"For by one Spirit are we all [the 'church of
God; . . . them that are sanctified in Christ Je·
sus, called to be Saints, with all that ·in every

place call upon the name of Jesus christ our
Lord/-r Cor. I: 2] baptized into one body
[church], whether we be Jews or Gentiles, wheth·
er we be bond or free; 11nd have been all made
to~drink into one Spirit."-r Cor. 12: 13.

To those who have received the Holy
Ghost according to "the promise of the
Father" given through John and Jesus and .
the faithful servants of God in all ages,
this matter is readily understood. But to
those who never have received it as thus
promised, it is not likely to be clear, especially when they assume to teach concerning them, "understanding neither
what they say, nor whereo1 they affirm."
And to all who have not "received the
Holy Ghost" as promised by the Lord's
faithful ministry, we would say, Do as did
those "certain disciples" at Ephesus (Acts
19: r-6), who evidently had been taught
. by men not sent of God, for they neither
had knowledge concerning the promised
gift of the Holy Ghost nor been baptized
by competent authority.
Learn the gospel correct! y, of those sent of God, and be
baptized faithfully by them, and Christ
will give the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
"A FEARFUL PROPHECY.
"Some of the ablest writers of the day-writers
whose contributions to the current literature of
philosophy and sociology receive world-wide attention-have shown frequentlyo£ late how impossible it is for the present state of affairs to continue.' They have shown how nations, governments, peoples are preparing, with feverish anxiety·and at tremenduous expenditure, for some
great catastrophe. All over the world the forge
and anvil ar.e resonant to the industry of warlike
preparation, while physical science is daily wring·
ing more and more potent secrets of destruction
from the laboratory of nature. Gigantic engines
of desolation, ships, guns, torpedoes, wfth capacities for making havoc beyond calculation, are
being turned out on every hand. All Europe is
an armed camp. Three millions of men stand
ready to begin the work of slaughter, and nine
millions more are held in reserve to take the field
when required. Weighed down by the burden of
supporting those vast armies, the industrial classes in all countries are wasting their energies in
discontented poverty. Everywhere the mercantile class is contending against trade restrictions
that have imposed a partial paralysis on the arms
of commerce. We are told to look where we will
only to see all things out of joint, strangely contrary to what ought to be among highly civilized
peoples. Yet, amid all this din, religion, science,
literature, art, industry, and intellectual effort are
all flourishing as they never flourished before,
while at the same time, enormous wealth and the
most abject poverty cast their shadows along the
thoroughfares of a hundred cities each as great
and some greater than was Babylon in all its
glory. Looking at this wonderful panorama, it
is not astonishing that students of history should
stand appalled at the problems it presents.
"Nor is it surprising that many pens should
keep the presses going to tell a mad world whither
it is drifting. In the calm sobriety of strict business reasoning, the men whose conscientious industry makes the wealth of nations pursue their
appointed tasks day by day. Like bees they are
laying up stores for the future. To them such a
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prophecy as that uttered by Prof. Buchamtn, of
Boston, in the August number of the Arena, will
meet with unwilling acceptance. Take it all in all
it is the most terrific prophecy that has been made
since the Apocalypse was written. He begins by
quoting the recent utterances of public men in
the United States with reference to an anticipated social and financial and political crash which
they seem to regard as inevitable. The incendiary language of western farmers, the turbulent.
element in cities, the growing intensity of the feud
between capital and labor, the corruptions of polItics, are matters which, in his estimation, must
find a solution. But how? To give an idea of ·
the thought of the times in the United States, he
quotes Bishop Spaulding: •Our rich men must
do their duty or perish; I tell you in Ameriq we
will not tolerate v11st w<:!alth in the hands of men
who do nothing for the people.' Bishop Potter,
also he quotes: 'These plutocrats are the enemies of religion as they are of the state.' General
Bryce's denunciation of American plutocracy,
which rang through the halls of Congress not
long ago, he emphasizes, and the cautious warning of ex-President Cleveland is cited anew.
Prof. Buchanan then goes on to deal with the .
question of periodicity in relation to natural
physical convulsions and political revolutions.
He indicates tpree periods of calamity for the
United States. x~t the earthquakes, wars and
disasters of r812: 2nd, the civil war, and 3rd,
that which is coming towards _the close of the
- present century.
"This 'coming cataclysm,' he says, 'will surpass .in magnitude .and horror anything of which
authentic histo~y has preserved a record.' Reading his horoscope in detail, he tells us that the
tremble will begin with the next presidential election. The Republican party will be hurled from
power. A De_mocratic administration will succeed, but fail tq gi.ve satisfaction,. A Labor. party will then ari,se and _take control. Still the
contending elements,will refuse to harmonize, as
in r86r, .a:ng e\rentually. come to a calamitous
struggle. Me~ntime, during the succeeding
eightee_n years, a great war in E;urope will end
with the destruction of monarchy, and peace will
n"ot come till :th!il year 1916; In the United
States the war will be between capital and labor
intensified by r~ligious discord and negrophobia.
Out of this fear;ful conJ;lict a new era, .a new ctvilization, shall'arise.; but not till the end of t:fi'e
twentieth centl~ry. Not only the political, but
also the social· order will undergQ._ a complete
ch~tnge. Durirtg the sa.me volcanic period great
chartges will he wrought In the conformation of
the continents.' Every city south of New Eng. land that is not. more. than fifty feet above the sea
level of the 1\tlan tic coast is destined to a destructive cpnvulsion. Galveston, New Orleans,
Mobile, St, Au~ustine, Savannah, and. Charleston are doomt;ld. Richmon!;I,.B.altimore, WaRhlngton, ·PhilaMlphia, Newark, Jersey City and
N~w York wm_ sllffer in var!oqs degrees. Brooklyn will su:ft:er l,ess,but tl;J.e-des,tructio).l of Jersey
City.and New York will be tpe grandest horror.
All this willl}appen, Professor Bqchanan assures us, in twenty-four years, perhaps twentytl;J.~:ee· ',rhe.co~yulsio.n wiJJ; be brifilf. )AJI_with~n ·a.n•hour 11nd inot far fDo.ni
' • He .does

ine will go down, like McGinty, to the bottom
[WE reproduce from Herald, March Ist,
of the sea with its millions of people. Its wealth,
1877, an article we then wrote in defense
its greatness, all will disappear. A like change of the' prophetic claims of Ezekiel the prowill take place along the shores of the Mediterphet, these claims having been assailed, by
ranean. This will be the grand climax. 'Exhaustone
of the leading men of the church.
ed nature and exhausted humanity will then end
their struggles.' Queliln Victoria, the Pope, Czar The facts contained in the article will, we
Alexander, J. G. Blaine and President Harrison
trust, be found of value in these times of
will pass away in less than three years from the skepticism and spiritual blindness;- w.
present time. Strange to say, the Sultan of
W. B.]
Turkey will sit serenely at Constantinople and
EZEKIEL-WAS HE A FALSE
Turkey will be the only monarchy not overPROPHET?
thrown! But perhaps the most agreeable tou~h
A late writer claims that Ezekiel proin this lurid picture is the safety to be enjoyed,
phesied that which did not come to pass in
both politically and physically by the northern
respect to the subjugation of Tyre by
portion of North America. Real estate in MonN ebuchadnezzar.
treal .is therefore a better investment than in
Be says:
·
New York, and Canada a safer country to live
"In the eleventh year he (Ezekiel) prophesies
in by long odds than any other in the. world.
that Nebuchadnezzar should come and utterly
After this prophecy, our own Wiggins and other destroy Tyre. He did come, and invested the
small fry prophets had better hide their di- city for thirteen years, but did not take it. .Then
in the twenty-seventh year, sixteen years after,
minished heads. It may, however, be observed
Ezekiel admits the failure, and prophesies again
that the signs of the times are portentous, but that he should have Egypt as a compensation
whether so terrible a fate is in store for so large for his hard and fruitless attempt against Tyre.
a part of mankind may well be doubted, although · See Ezek. 29: 17, rS, 19, 20."
We fail fo see that Ezekiel prophesied
the prophecy is advanced with alt the solemnity
that Nebuchadnezzar would "utterlv desof scientific dedl,!ction."
If the write.r of the foregoing ,editori~l troy Tyre ;" but rather that he would conqner it, which we hope to show he did do.
which we clip from an issue of the Family
Herald, published in one of t.he Canadian "Many nations," it was said, would subdue
provinces, had written as the caption of and spoil Tyre, before its utter overthrow;
his article,· "A Prophecy of Fearful and of this event Ezekiel said:
"Therefore thus said the Lord God; Behold, I
Things," instead of "A Fearful Prophecy,"
am against thee, 0 Tyrus, and will cause 'many
it would perhaps have m0re correctly renations to come up against thee, as the sea citusflected what his article presented to his
eth his waves to come up.. And they shall des;
readers.
troy .the· walls · of 'f'yrus,. and ·break .down ·her
towers: I will also scrape her dust from her, and
To a certain Class of readers of the HERmake her like the top of a rock. It . shall be a
ALD, the fact of such a prophecy being
place for the spreading of nets in the midst of
made by a scientific writer will not appear
the sea: for I have spokerrit, salt)l the Lord God:
strange; that disaster, ruin and desolation and it shall'become a spoil to tke na#ons.''-Ezek.
were to follow after the testimony of those
26: 3:_5·
.
'
sent. out to make proclamation of the
In thes.e verses is displayed the terrible
angel's message, is pretty thoroughly becalamities that would eventually come up~
lieved among us as a people._ The Lord
on Tyre, and come by means of "many
has declared that his "Spirit should not
nations" who should come, not all at one
always strive with man," and that he
time, but successively, one after another,
would cut his work short in righteousness; "as the sea causeth his waves to come up.
that a-fter he had pleaded with men by the
And thev [many nations] shall destroy
voice of his servants, he would plead with
the walls of Tyrus, and break down her
them by the voice of the thunder and
towers." No clue is here given as to how
lightning, fierce storms, earthquakes, cylong a time it should be from the beginclones, and the heaving "Yaves of the sea.
ning of her desolations till she should be
These things rpen will understand, but
"a place for the spreading .of nets in the
the word of. God they will not hear~.
mid!<t of the. sea;" but that itwould be
We have this to say to the Saints. ''Let very considerable is clearly intimated in
not your UJ.inds be unnecessarily disturbed; the fact .that'•many nations" in succession,
for whatever may take place, whether would be engaged in the work, and that
foreshadowed by .the prophetic declaraTyre should "become a spoil to the nations"
tion-of the former and later prophets, in
!IS they should, in their turn, make the
the Scriptures, or.in the revelatious of God conquest of it. . This:' prophecy, we see
to us a.s a people, as stated as .the deducthen was to have its fulfillment by de·
tions of men like. Prof. Buchanan, it will ·gree~. And to this history fully agrees,
an be the resuJt oflong before determin.ed as it shows that it was subdued and spoiled
counsel on the part of Deity, and . can not by many nations;
.
make void any part of God's pr~mises to
Nel:iuchadnezzar, as we shall now show,
his believing children, nor will one single
the. work of. subju~ating and ?es-.
soul of all who obey faithfully the word,
troying thts great ctty, .whtch at that time
be lost.
.
..
was• built chiefly on the m:,~in land.
·
We will tryto lay all of Prof. Buchan"
"Nabuchodonosor; ih the twenty:first year of
an's oreoictio!l before the readers of. the
)lis reign, anothe fourt~ after the destructionof
HERALD, lis soon as we can, that it may Jerusalem, .marched ;:tgatn into Syria, and. besit;lg•
ed Tyre, at .the time.wl:len Ithobal[Ethqbal] :was.
-~-~ on re,~,:ord "With us, and we be _prepared
king thereof; Tyre ;was a str~:mg and opulent
,to,not¢ t~r- footsteps· of .·its fulfillment, pr
City which hac} never b~en subJect to any foreign ..
_,,.,""'"'· _, <ft~.t~~~~ure,.. ,. ','fo,Sse~s your souls i,n pa• . poWer, and wal) th~n In· great r~pute for its c.om~. ·. ·
. merce; b,r which.w.a.ny of_ jt~; c;itiz.en$ wef;e 'be•
l'!t~.wi!to'lg,,M.tl!t!Jic;.c;:<\l~!t l ti~n~~;?~.'

began
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come like so many princes in wealth and magnificence. It had been built bv the Sidonians
24oyears before the temple at JeruMlem .. For
Sidon being- taken by the Ph1listines of AscaJon, many of its inhabitants made their escape
in ships, and founded the city of Tyre. And for
this reason we find it called in Isaiah, the daughter_ of Sido11. (Isa. 23: r2).
But the daughter
soon surpassed the mother in grandeur, riches
and power. Accordingly, at the time we are
speaking of, she was in a condition .to. resist,
thirteen. years together, a monarch, to whose
yoke all the rest of the East had ~ubmitted. It.
was not till after so long an interval that,
Nebuchodonosor made himself master of Tvre."
.-Rollin, History of the Assyrians, chap.
By this quotation we learn that Rollin
supposed that ~·ebuchadnezzar aCtually
succeeded in making himse.lf "master of
Tyre" at that time.
.
It is but fair to state that others, as well
as the writer referred to, have disputed the
claim that Nebuchadnezzar conquered
Tyre. Smith, in his Dictionary Bible,
Article Tyre, says:
"It is still a disputed point whether Tyre was
actually taken by Ncbuchadnezzar on this occasion. However this may be, it is probable that,
on some terms or other, Tyre submitted to the
Chaldees. The rule of Nebuchadnezzar over Tyrf',
though real, may have been light, and in the
nature of an alliance."
Smith, we see, claim~ thathe subdued it.
The work to be accomplished against
Tvre by Nebuchadnezzar is stated as follows:
"For thus saith the Lord God: Behold, I will
bring upon Tv1·us, Nebuchadnezzarkingof Babyion, king of kings, from thenorth, with horses,
and with chariots, and with horsemen, and companle•, and much people. He,ehall slav with the
sword tt>y daugnters in the field: and he shall
make a fort against thee, and cast a mount against
thee, and lift np the buckler against thee. ·And
he shall set engines of war ae-ainst thv walls, and
with lzis axes he shall break down thy towers. By
reason of the abundance of ht:< horses, their du•t
shall cover thee: thy walls shall shake at the
noise of the horsemen, and of the wheels, arid of
the chariots, when he shall enter into thy gates,
as men enter into a city wherein is made a breach.
With the hoofs of his ·horses shall he tl·eacl down
all thy slrPets; he shall slay thy people by the
sword, and thv ~trong garrif;ons shall go down
to the ground."-Ezek 26: 7-I I.
•
The personal pronouns referring to
N"buchadrwzzar are italiciRed that his
spechl work in the premises might be
r1
_,. ·
·
h
reM I Y ul~tmgUJshed from that of t e
"many nations," of which Babylon could
be but one, at most, who were to come up
against Tyre, in succession, "as the sea
causeth his waves to come up." Tyre, as
we have seen, was to "become a spoil to
the nations." (verse 5)· .
" And they ['many nations'] shall make a spoil
of thy riches, and makf'l a prey of thy merchanelise: and they shall break down thv wall<, and
dt'stroy thy .pleasant houses: and th~.y ehall Jay
thv stone•. an.d thv timbPr, and thy rlust in the
midst of the water."-v. r2.
·
,
h
N e. ucbaanczz 1r, as we have seen, conqu(>red Tyre, after a terrible sieg-e of thirteen yep,rs; ;md this was about B.c. 572.
and about B. c. 330, :1fter a seven months'
siege, Alexander the Great made the con-

2:

quest of Tyre, which "was at that time
seated in an i~land of the sea, about a
quarter of a league (one mile) from the
continent.
It was surrounded with a
~trong wall 1 50 feet hig-h, which the
w:we~ of the sea w~slwd."-Rollin, History of Alexander, section 6.

It is clear that it was in this last siege
that the following items of prophecy
found their precise fulfillment: "And
.they 8hall lay thy stones, and thy
timber, and thy dust in the midst of the
water." (verse 12).
For it is historically true that Alexauder, in order to
reach the island city, built a causeway
acro~s the arm of the sea, using therefor,
in part, at least; the very stones, and the
timber, and the dust of the former city.
Rollin says that Alexander "found the
ruins of old Tyre, which stood on the con·
tinent, and wiis called Palre Tyrus [Ancient Tyre], materials to make piers, and
he took all the stones and rubbish from it.
Mount Libanus, which was not far distant
from it, so famous in Scripture for its cedars, furnbd;ed him with wood for piles
and other timber work."-Ibid.
As further evidence that N ebuchadmzzar did conquer Tyre, as predicted by
Ez,kiel, (and dso hy Jeremii•h 27: 2) we
quote the words of Bt"rosus, the Chaldean,
found in Josephus Against A pion, Book
l: 19·
· "This Babylonian king conquered Egypt, and
Syria, and Pr.re•1ecia, and Arabia; and exceeded.
in exploits all that had reigned before him in
Babylon and Chaldea."
Tyn~ was the leading city of Phrenecia;
and if Nebuchadnezzar had failed to capture it with the rest of P t:.re.1ecia, Berosus,
and~ Josepbus after him, would not have
omitted to mention it. From the language
used we can only conclude that his conquest of Phrenecia was complete·; and that
·
both these writers intended to be so understood. The Phrenecian annal~, it i~ ciaimed. by Prideaux, and after him by Thomas
N ewto.n, show that Tyre was taken, as
predicted hv Eztldel. Prideaux Cunnect,
Part I, Bock 2; also Newton on the Prophecies, p. 164.
Newton, on pp. 174, 175, says:
"Nebuchadnezzar, as we have seen, destroyed
the old city; and Alexander employed the ruins
and rubbish in making his causeway from the
continent to the island, which henceforward were
joined together . . . . So that, as to this part of
the city, the prophecy hath been literally fulfilled,
•Thou shalt be built no more; ttwugh thou be
sought for, yet shalt thou never be found again.'
It may be qu<estioned whether the new city ever
after that arose to that height of power, wealth,
and greatness, to which it was elevated in the
time of Isaiah and Ezekiel It received a great
blow from Alfxander, not only by his taking and
burning the city, but mu'ch more by his building
of Alexandria in Egypt, which in time deprived
it of much of its trade, and therebv contributed
more effectuallY to its ruin. It had the misfortune afterwards of changing its masters often; being sometimes in the hands of the Ptolemies,
kings of Egypt, and sometimes ot the Selucidre,
kings of Syria. till at length it fell under the dominion of the Romans It was taken by the Saracens ahont the year of Christ 639. in the reign
of Omar, their third emperor. It"was retakan by
the Christians, during the time of the holv war,
tn the year n24. Baldwin, the second of that
name, being then in Jerusalem, and assisted by a
fleet of the Venetians. From the Christians it
was taken again in the year 1289, by the MarneJukes of Egypt, under their Sultan, Alphix, who
'iacked and raised this and Sidon, and other
strong towns, that they might never again afford
any harbor or shelter to the Christians.· From the
Mam<cluh• it wa' again taken, in the year r3r6,
by Selim, the ninth emp<"ror of the Turks; and
under their dominion it continues at present.
But alas, how fallen, how changed from what it
was formerly! For, from bdng the center of

trade, frequented by all the tnPrchant shipS of the
'east and west, it is. now ]?ecome a heap qf ruins,
visited only by the boats of a few poor fishermen.
So tpat as~ to this part likewise of the city, the
prophecy hath literally been fulfilled,-•I will
make thee like the top of a rock; thou shal.t be a
piace to spread nets upon.'"
St. Jerome, an eminent Christian writer
of the fourth century, who is quoted by
Newton, p. 166, says:
··
"We have read, in the histories of the Assyrian., that when the Tyrians werei besieged (by
Nebuchadnezzar), after they saw no hope of escaping, they went on board th~ir t-hips, and fled
to Carthage, or to some islands of the Ionian and
)Egean sea."
·
And in another place he says:
"Wheri the Tyrians saw .that the '\vorks for
carrying on the siege were perfected, and the
foundation of the walls were shaken by the battering of the rams, whatev.er precious things in
gold, silver, clothes, and various kinds of furniture the nobility had, they put them on board
their ships, and carried to the islands; so that the
city being taken, Nebuchadnezzar found nothing
worthy of his :abor."
These .historical testimonies, we submit,.
are entirely conclusive as to Nebuchadmzzar's taking the city of Tyre, as predicted by Ezekiel; and they are also conclmive as to its having been captured and
spoiled hy "many nations," as that great
prophet of God had f<Jreshowh.
The writer before referred to savs that
Ez·ekiel admits, sixteen years after -·he deliver-:d the proyhecy against Tyre, in the
twenty-ninth chapter,
seventeenth to
'twentieth verse;:, that his prophecy against
Tyre had failed; :>_nd that he "prophesies
again that he should have Egypt as a compen~ation for his hard and fruitless attempt
against Tyre. This statement lacks proof.
Eukiel does not admit that his prophecy
ft~iled; but he states that the king of
Assyria, and his army, had ''no wages,"
"for the service that he served against"
Tyre. We quote :
"Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylon, caused his army to serve a great service against Tyrus; every head was made bald,
and every shoul?er was peeled; yet had he no
wages, nor his army, for Tyrus, for the service
that he had served against it: therefore thus saith
the Lord God: Behold, I will give the land of
Egvpt unto N:ebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon;
and he shall take her multitude, and take her
spoil, and take her prey; and it shall be the
wages for his army.''-Ezek. 29: ·18, 19.
In the quotation from Jerome by New"
ton, we see how true it was that, from
Tyre Nehuchadnezzar and his army took
no spoil, "no wages;" for before Tyre fell
into the hands of the Assvrian king and
his army, "whatever precious thing-s in
~gold, silver, clothes, and various kinds of
furniture the nobility had, they put them
on board their ships, and carried to the
islands; so that the city being taken, Nebuchadnezzar found nothing worthy of his
labor." How precise this prophecy! and
how exact its fulfillment! Well may we
"tremble at the words of the Lord."
Rollin's testimbny on this point is essentially the same as that of St. Jerome. He
says:
"It was not till after so long an interval, (thirteen years) that Nobpchodonosor made himself
master of Tyre. His troops suffered incredible
hardships· before it; BO .that. according to the
prophet's· expression, 'eveYy head was made bald,
and every shoulder was peeled.' Before the city
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was reduced to the last extremity, its inhabitants
retired with the greatest part of its eff<'cts, into a
neighboring isle, a mile from the shore, where
they built a new city; the name and glory whereof extinguished the remembrance of the old one,
which from thence forward b~came a mere village, retaining the name of Ancient Tyre. Nabuchodonosor and his army having undergone
the utmost fatigue during so long and difficult a
siege, and having found nothing in the place to
requite them for the service they had rendered
Almighty God (it is the expression of the prophet)
in executing his vengeance upon that city, to
make them amends, God was pleased to promise
by the mouth of Ezekiel, that he would give
them the spoils of Egypt. And ipdeed they soon
after conquered the country, as I have more
fully related in the history of the Egyptians."Hist. Assyrians, ch. 2.

:r~\,

'!',' ;~',;)

~(>,

has always been of most value to God's
people by reason of its showing, beforehand, events and things of importance to
be foreknown.
In view then of the fact that God makes
the words of His prophets binding, and of
force, upon all who have them, we have
right to expect that He will guard well
His accredited prophets that tbey do not
utter false. prophecies, to mislead; and see
also that ways llnd means are provided by
which a false prophecy may be detected
before any harm to innocent p~xties results,,
therefrom. The prophets we now speak
of are those whom God chooses and anpoints as His st>rvants, through whom to
reveal His will and commandments for
laws and statutes, with binding authority
and power.
We find in Deut. 18: 22:
"When a prophet speaketh in the name of the

How full and definite these prophecies!
and how exact and complete their fulfillment!
·
Indeed, when we carefully ex:1mine the
predictions of the prophets in the light of
authentic history, we can not fail to be Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass,
filled with wonder, amazement and de- that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken,
light, at the nice, exact, and perfectly com- but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously;
plete fulfillment of prophecy. Like bril- thou shalt not be afraid oj kim "
liant and unerring lights, which they are,
From this we maylearn that if a person
they cast forward through the darkness called to be a prophet of God utters even
and gloom of unborn ages their illuminat- one jalse prophecy, that is the end of his
ing and cheering rays, bringing to our prophetic calling-the people shall no
view things that are not, but are to be; and longer reg ani or fear such• as a prophet of
showing us things that are to come with God. This i;;; consistent-a wise and safe
unfailing certainty, and with undeviating prov1s10n. For, having proved . . himself
accuracy. Well might the great apostle unreliable in matters of such great imPeter say, "to "Which word of prophecy ye portance, he must not be trusted any
do well that ye take heed, as unto a light farther.
which sh!neth in a dark place, until the
In the 2oth verse we learn further, as
day-dawn, and the day-star arise in your 'to the fate of God's prophets who shall oy
hearts: knowing this first, that no proph- any means prophesy falsely; and also as to
ecy ofthe Scrip~ure is given of any private how God will preserve his people from
will ofman .. For the prophecy cam!; not deception through a prophet· prophesying
in old time by .the will of man; but .holy falsely: "But the. prophet, which shall
men of God sp*e as they were moved by presume to speak a word in my name,
. the Holy Ghost.".,--2 Pet. 1: 19, 20, I. T. which I have not commanded him to
Such dear rea,ier, is the trustworthv and speak, or that shall speak in the .name of
very important ~haracter of the "prophecy other gods, even that prophet shall die."
of the Scripture:."
Nothing can be plainer than this to show
When W'e cqnsider' the importance of that God is pledged to protectthe innocent
the word of prophecy in the scheme of from deception through a possible false
·redemption, and. in God's government of prophecy given through his prophet.
the race, we ~ay . well conclude that This terrible punishment indicates the
"prophecy of tl:je Scripture" should not be tender regard God has for his ·word and
"given of any private will of man;" but for those to whom it is sent. Such manithat it should be just wha:t it is, the mind fest care i~ fitly calculated to inspi"re conaridwill of God and of Christ, and of the fidence, and trust, in the prophetic ScripHoly Ghost-the Spirit of truth_:_absolute tures.. In Ezekiel, 14th chapter, we are
and perfect truth. Unless it were such i~ informed that if a prophet of Godeven
wollld mislead, disappoint, discourage, and inquire atthehandsof theLord,in regard
destroy. They:_ who trusted in it would to a matter idolatrous, a "stumbling. block
be deceived, an<:! they whC? leaned upon it . of iniquity," evidently to .desire it for his
wquld falL ·. 'fhe prophecies. of these own ·gratification, or for the gratification
"holy men of (~od'' -are perfect as to the of others, that it is a great offence, ar1d in
fads they proclaim, though the style of doing this. the prophet is liable to be de~
language, and the methods of expression . ceived; and further, "If. the prophet be
may be, in somb sense; peculi~r to the per- deceived when hehath spoken a thing, I
' son prophesyi!lg·. Thatthey are true, the Lord hath not deceived that prophet,
~ust be allo:yved from the·_filct that God
and I will stretch O\lt my hand upon him,
has ever held His people, and the n~tions and .will destroy him jrom the midst cij
.to. a strict account for the mlmnerin which mypeople bra_el:''-.V·.9·
they received afid observed thern. If they
. In the nth.verse we are told why God
· wholefthey will destroY. himr-.,..."That the house of
·
wollld I
astray from me,....,., ....,.,w., with all theit
be my
the

that the prophetHananiah (though not a
prophet of equal authority with Jeremiah,
evidently), prophesied falsely; and for so
doing he was cut off by death.
He
prophesied in "the fifth month" (v. r), and
he "died the same year in the seventh
month (v. 17):-"Thou makest this people
to trust in a lie. Therefore, thus saith the
Lord: Behold, I will cast thee from off
the face of the earth; this year thou shalt
die, because thou. hast taught rebellion
against the Lot:d."-vs. 15, r6.
The prophet is here indtcted for a terri.ble crime-a crime against God and against
man-and he is made to suffer, speedily,
the h!ghest form of punishment pertaining
to thts world-death. Such punishment
was . threatened, we see, under the law
<;>f Moses, and reiterated, substantially,
through Ezekiel; and in this case, of
Hananiah, we see bow certainly, and how
swiftly it was executed upon the lrans:
gHssor. From all this we should. learn
that for a prophet if God to prophesy
falsely is a capital crime/ and one that
the Lord will not suffer t'he person to continue to perpetuate to the hurt of his peoc
ple, and to the dishonor of his cause.
God's prophets are not ignorant of the
fact that "that which cometh from above
is sacred, and must be spoken with care
and by constraint ofthe Spirit" (D. C. 63:
r6); and that if they speak "Thus saith
the Lord," when the Lord bath not spoken,
they can onlyJook for disgrace and punishment. Wm; E. M.cLel!in "endeavored
to write a commandment,. like unto one of
the least of the Lord's, but failed." This
he did, not intending to palm it off as the/
word of the Lord, but simply to imitate.
the hmguag-e of Jesu~ Christ; .And oftqjs
trifling and irreverent act tl;le. Se.er said,
'It '¥as an awful responsibUity~' (lkfillen.- .
ial Star, vol. 14, p. 85), Such an: act,
~'awful" though it be, .can. be regarded as
only an evil of very small magnitude when
compared with a false prophecy by an_
anointed prophet of God. The Seer has
said, "It is a great thing to enquire at the
hand of God, or to come into his presence;
arid we feel fearful to approach him with
subjects that are of little or no importance,
to satisfy the queries of individt]als, especially about things, the knowledge
whkh men ought to obtain, in all sincerity, before God, for them1;elves, in humility by .the prayer of faith."-Mill. Star,
vol. 14, P· 4 1 3·
Frorn this and similar passages we may
learn that the matter of enquiring .for. the
word of.. the Lord, by a prophet of God,
is. a very grave, and important one; and
one to be carefully and judiciously com;id~
ered as to the motives prompting, and.the
subject of thejnquiry, etc.
.
.
Joseph, the Seer, because he delivered
to Martin Harris the one hundred .and six~
teen pages of the. MS. of the Book of
Mor.mon-"that.which was sacred"~col"l
trary to the will of God, an act in no sense
comparable with uttering a false prophecy'
lost· his gift of tr.anslation .for a ·time; .a,nd
also ,his '~mind becamedarkened.'1.. 'I'holl:."
sands of. passages tnightbe qupted to show
the value_and imp?r;tanceofthe·.• vvordJ9f. ·
(?od1 .. especht.Uy.the .• pygphetksc].'iptur:es,.
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and the accurate manner in which they are
given, and the providential care with which
they are preserved; all of which exhibits
the careful manner in which God requires
his servants to treat these sacred affairs.
We do not read that Samuel, and· the
prophets after him:, ever thought of questioning the inspiration of Moses; or that
Jesus, or his apostles,, ever thought of
questioning the inspiration of the prophets·
preceding them, or the scriptural books
bearing their names. Neither do we find
the writers of the Book of Mormon doubting any of them in the least, except in respect to alterations in the text. And,
what is more, when the "choice Seer"
enters upon his work, he accepts all those
scriptures for just what they claimed for
themselves after his correction, revision,
and translation of them; and certainly his
example in this ematter is worthy of all
acceptation by the Saints.
It is worthy of remark that Jesus never
threw the least discredit upon the writings
of Moses and the prophets, or the inspiration by which they were given. On the
contrary, he endorses them. To the Jews
he said, ''Do not think that I will accuse
vou to the Father; there is one that accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust.
For had ye believed Moses, ye would
have believed me; for he wrote of me.
But if ye believe not his writings, how
~h~ll ye believe my word~?" (John 5: 45
-47). Unbelief of the Scriptures was one
of the leading sins of even the pious Jews,
and it ill not at all surprising that the disciples of Christ should be <~fleeted to some
extent by these pernicious influences.
That they were thus affected may he
seen by the saying of, Jesus to them,-"0
fools, and slow of heart to believe 11ll that
the prophets~have spoken . . . And beginning at Moses and all the prophet~, he
expounded unto them in all the Scriptures
the things concerning him~elf." (Luke
24: 2 5, 27). Fron, this we see thRt Jesus
respecteo and honored "Moses and all the
prophets," and "all the Scriptures; and
that he sharply rebuked his disciples for
not helieving "all the prophets have spoken."
Paul, than whom a more intelligent and
devoted servan.t of God 'twas vain to seek,
never questioned the inspiration of Moses
and the prophets. To the governor, Felix,
he said, "But this I confess unto thee, that
after the way which they call heresy, so
worship I the God of my fathers, believing all things which are written in the
law, and in the prophets." (Acts 24: 14).
Abraham in heaven fully endorses
them,-"They have Moses and the prophets; Jet them hear them. . . If they
bear not Moses and the prophets, neither
will .trey be persuated, though one rose
from the dead." (Luke r6: 29, 31).
"Moses and the prophets" have outlived
the blinding, hindering- influence of un believing Jews and Christians, and have successfully withstood fhe malignant and unsparing shocks of the great army of ancient and modern skeptics. Their light,
received from the gref!t fountain, "The
Sun of Righteousness," is still r<'flected
clearly upon the dark pathway of the past,
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the blinding haze and mists of the present,
and upon the dreadful and portentous
gloom of the future. They reveal the history of nations before they are founded,
and the acts of men before they are born.
They outline the pathway of the just, and
with their divine rays reveal the cross and
the crown, the Sacrifice and the. Savior"'the Lamb of God," and "the King in his
beauty." Their beaming radiance illumines all the dark and weary way of man,
from Adam the outcast to Adam redeem(!d, kingdomed and enthroned .with his
children in immortal glory.
By their
light we are led back to the time when
God faid the foundation of the earth;
"when the morning stars sang together,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy,"
and across the intervening ages to that
blissful dav when God shall have created
"all thing; new"-the "new heaven and a
new earth," and his people "shall inherit
all these things." It lights up the immeasurable past, and sweeps away into the illimitable future.
Such is the light of
God's word, as revealed through his servants the prophets.
Let us therefore beware, lest the Mas~
ter rebuke us with being "fools, and slow
of heart to belie.ve all that the prophets
have spoken."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Ques.-Is it wrong to have Sunday-school concerts, and have them in the church?
Ans.-No; not if properly conducted, with
suitable programme and a good object in view.

EDt'fRD BY SI8'fER ":O'ltANCE~ ,.

welcome I from every source
The tokens of that primal force,
Older than heaven itself, yet new
As the young heart it reaches to,
Beneath whose steady impulse rolls
The tidal wave of human souls;
Guide~ Comf~rt0r aud inward word,
The eternat Spirit of the Lord."

~·so

WOMAN'S WORK.-No. IV.
IN writing for Latter Day Saints it will not be
necessary to trace the gradual corruption of the
pr'imitive order of the Christian church, for every
one who understands the doctrine of the church
knows that a general apostasy is claimed to have
taken place. In this departure of the church
from the primitive faith, the office of deaconess
was not an exception.
We come now to inquire, has practical experience among the ministry of Latter Day Saints,
demonstrated the need of an office similar to
that of the deaconess, to be held by women. faithful before God and approved of the churc!1? Women of unblemished character and souls filled
with the love of God? If we have gained anything from the study of this subject, we think we
have gained this that the work of these women
was mainly, if not altogether given to the church
-the household of faith.. They were helpers
and succorers of those actively engaged in the
ministry of the word. First of the Master and
afterwards of the disciples.
Should any reply to this, "Have we not many

women just as actively engaged in the work as
were any of these of whom Paul wrote?" We
answer, "There may be some, but with this important difference: The church does not acknowledge them as labOrers in any sense different
from any of her lay membership."
Do you answer, "That is a small matter. God
will acknowledge their labors and they will re·
ceive as great a reward as though they had the
credentials of the church.''
The truth is not all embodied in this reply.
The church organization exists in part because
of the fact that the work of God can be more effectually accomplished in this way, when she is
true to her mission, than it .can be by disorganized, individual effort. If the endorsement of the
church is necessary for man's work, would it not
be good for woman's work also?
There is yet. another feature connected with
this: The ministry are exhorted to study to show
themselves approved workmen, and various
means are devised by which they learn the duties of their office.
Quorums are organized,
presided over by men of superior wisdom and experience, and thus their duties are defined, counsel is given and ways and means are discussed
for successfully prosecuting the Lord's work. If
woman really has any part or lot in the matter
of church work, it would seem that she, .even
more than her brothers, needs the fostering care
of the church and the sanction of its authority.
And now we wh•) believe in a restored gospel
come to the question which above all others interests us as a people, namely: When the gospel
was restored, was there any provision made for
woman to take an active part therein? Was there
given any intimation that the long night of
slavery and bondage in which she had been held,
was to be illumined with the first rays of the dawn
of a brighter period? We answer there was and
we thank God for it. 0<Ie woman was called
and ordained, anointed and set apart for the accomplishment of work which was clearly specified to her; an··l this work we find in its nature to
be very similar to that performed by these women of old, if indeed it was not of even a higher
type. Let us see:
"Hearken unto t'·e voice of the Lord your God,
while I speak unto you, Emma Smith, my daughter, for verily I say unto you, all those whoreceive my gospel are sons and daughters in my
kingdom. A revelation I give unto you concerning my will, and if thou art faithful and walk in
the paths of virtue before me, I will preserve thy
life, and thou shalt receive an inheritance in
.Zion. Behold, thy sins are forgiven thee, and
thou art an elect lady, whom I have called. Murmur not because of the things which thou hast
not seen, for they are withheld from thee, and.
from the world, which is wisdom in me in a time ·
to come.
And the office of thy calling shall be for a comfort unto my servant Joseph Smith, Jr., thy husband, in his afflictions, with consoling words, in
the spirit of meekness. And thou shalt go with
him at the time of his going-, and be unto him
for a scribe, while there is no one to be a scribe
for him, that I may send my servant Oliver
Cowdery, whithersoever I will. And thou shalt
be ordained under his hand to expound ~criptures,
and to exhort the church, according as it shall be
given thee by my Spirit: for he shall lay his
hands upon thee, and thou shall receive the Holy
Ghost, and thy time shall be given to writing,
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and to learning much. And thou needest not
fear, for thy husband shall support thee in the
church; for unto them is his calling, that all
things might be revealed unto them, whatsoever
I will, according to their faith.

novation which promises to put active Christian
labor in the great harvest field of the world. Not
willing to make the necessary sacrifices themselves,. which the active propagation of the gospel
demands, they stand ready to play the part· of
h'
the dog in the manger. But· in addition to t ts
"And verily I say unto thee, that thou shalt
there are yet many others who can not divest
lay aside the things of this world, and seek for
their minds of the prejudices which long centurthe things of a better. And it shall be given
ies of looking at this matter from another standthee, also, to make a selection. of sacred ·hymns,
point have created, and in which they share.
as it shall be given thee, which is pleasing unto
Having thus briefly and very imperfectly
me, to be had in my church; for my soul delightglanced at this subject, we leave it for those who
eth in the song of the heart; yea, the song of the
are better qualified than ourselves to discuss.
righteous is a prayer unto me. And it shall be anBut b.efore closing we would like to ask· a few
swered with a blessing upon their head's. Wherequestions, and we address them to those of the
fore, lift up thy heart and rejoice, and cleave unministry whose souls are filled with God's love
to the covenants which thou hast made.
and who constantly feel the need of more help
"Continue in the spirit of· meekness and bein the work. Men who will not say, because we
ware of pride. Let thy soul delight in thy husask them, that there may be a lurking ambition
band, and the glory which shall eome upon him.
in our own mind for place or preferment, but
Keep my commandments continually, and a
who having come in close contact with noble
crown of righteousness thou shalt receive. And
specime11 s of womanhood in their own wives and
except thou do this, where I am you can not
mothers .will deem it possible that a woman's
come. And verily, verily, I say unto you, that
soul may be so filled with the love of God that
this is my voice unto all. Amen."
she may desire to do- good even if it takes her
A careful. reading of this revelation reveals the
without the sacred precincts of home, and that
fact that when the Lord restored the gospel in
she may plead for others; rights which she herthe latter days, am~ng one of the first things reself has never felt the need of. We are thankvealed to his servant, was the will of the Lord
fill to know that there are within the pales of
concerning woman's work.
this church, engaged too, in its active· ministry,
"But,'' says one, "there you mistake, for the
men possessed of .as broad and liberal minds as
revelation was given only concerning one woman."
any the world can produce. Not· broad enough
Granted, but if God is no respecter of persons,
to embrace an error knowingly, but broad in the
may not that which has been conferred upon one
sense of gospel length and .breadth, height 'and
woman (all things being equal) be conferred updepth. Such minds fully comprehend the fact
on another? We do not understand that Sjsten that the church ls not yet perfect, ·even in its
Emma, simply by being the, wife of a prophet,
organization. That perchance she is holding to
was either better or worse; that it gave her any
sotrie things which in .time she may see were not
pre-eminence ;whatever, over other sisters in the
fully apprehended, and has ·not adopte.d others
church. Had[ there then existed the ne.ed for the
which she will yet see are a part of God's plan
services of others and those others had been· and for which he has made amp!~ provision.
found equally qualified to fill the position; those
Recognizing the imp:-rtance9f home influence
qualifications being a part of. their own personand home instruction, has the ministry never.felt
ality, then. fo our mind it seems plain that they
the need of woman's help in this direction? Is
wo.uld have bben just as eligible to this call and
the church to take no oversight of the flock-to
woul<il have rbceived It just as freely-as Sister
te~ch them that Saints can not be Saints in spirit
Emma In the~>e latter days or Sister Mil'iam in
without being Saints in body, at least so long as
former ones. · We, of course, may be wrong In
the body and spirit are united? That there ~~e
this opinion, ~ut it is our opinion none the less.
vices-yes, crimes, committed in the world, that
"And thou shalt be ordained under his hand to
no one can be a Saint and commit? There are·
expound scriptures, and to exhort the church as
que~tions of this kind constantly arising and to
it shall be given th~e,by my Spirit."
us it appears that it would not only see.m des!i:We have heard it sa:d, that this expounding
able, but absolutely necessary thatthere should
or teaching was.only to her own sex, but if the
be a Phebe, or many of thetri,to inter'Cene bechurch at that time was as it now is composed of
tween the churcl:l and the ministry. As a rule
both men and women, it appears to U8 that it
it is the most learned and skilled physicians to
would be rather a diffic.ult matter to establish this
whom we can confidently ·look for the broadest
poi-nt, for the. Lord said: "Exkort tke ckttrck.~' and tenderest sympathy. Given the bfgiloving
Again, she is :exhorted not to fear and the promand tender mother heart, the fear of·· God and
ise.is given, ''thy husband shall support thee in .the love of souls, what then is wanting but the
the church." .:This wou.ld seem to imply that the
request of the church to fit herself tb.aominister
Lord was well aware o.f the opposition such a wise counse1-fhe consent of the individual herdeparture was likely to provoke and the need
self and the authority of the church, to 'give
there would pe of provision to. meet it. How
weight t~ counsel ·and instruction ;whfch,the
long the lah9fs of. Sr. ~mm~ were continued,
ckierclt herself sends arid that. by a more fitting
there. are.those yet living better prepared to state , mess;enger than one of the opposite sex can
than wecare,.l>ut,we b.elieve that to her·
eV;er be?
labors the cll~rcJ1to-day IJ!'1t1Hllre'd.eeplyincteb·tecll If it be asked, "Is not Phebe herself a woman?
than
·. Ho:W .then sh~U sl'!e receive this instruction from
]!la.ih1Eully.appa.tet1tj {p·er.Jh:aJJsnotit:l 1'trie ~h\lrefi ?' 1 We use the words of Paul here,
·~ ..,...~,•.,..,
.
·
, . fittingly t~ apply: "Let
"
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cate to the maiden and the younger mothers·
Through ignorance of the laws of the marriage
relation, the laws of chastity and heredity, have
arisen the sins whose names are legion. Has the
church no mission here? and if she has can she
ever prosecute it successfully without the aid of
woman? Let us not be understood as meaning
that any one h;ts a .right to invade the sanctity
of home, drag out its secrets or the skeleton
from the closet, even if she or he have the sanction of the church. This is not at (111 our mean- .
ing, but let the Saints be so well and wisely instructed that there will be a far less number of
painful family secrets and fewer skeletons hanging in the closets of the married ones. Upon one
occasion an elder in writing to us said he was
then delivering a course of lectures to young
men bearing upon the practical duties'of life, and
we remember the oft recurring question which
came with force: "When will the young girls
be properly instructed?"
We submit: the question to you as el(lers in
Israel to answer, whether the church has any
responsibility in this matter, and if she has, bas
she any use for such services as Phebe and other
Christian women rendered in the early days of
the existence of the Christian church?.
..
Again. Have not elders in administering to
the sick, frequently been impressed by the Spirit
to anoint the afflicted parts? Many times through
motives of delicacy (and very properly too), the
oil is applied to the head, when the head is not
the diseased part. Very recently we read a
strong-testimony from a sister, ;lb()ve whose lungs
Sr. Burton had rubbed. theoil-;:she bein~ a sufferer with lung disease-and it was to the effect
that she had been
It n;;ay
possibly be
r.elati.ve.or
'friend
I y t!)ey .~oplcjJHt}'!filS
'i·f it was 'God's .pfiJ.n;. tlfley
and adminlst;er to the .sick.
.directions t9 the. contrary, it seems
plan, and the Spirit seems to have u"""""·""
·it is 110t in the case of anointing.
U poa one o£her point we ;yish to gllard against
misapprehension. That this work can be. done
!)y .woman .successfully we believe; bpt we do
not by any. means believe that it can be done by
her ,~imply because ske is a woman. G.od has bestowed upon woman natural capacity to fit 'her
·for the work,, but she m,ust prove h.erself worthy
.of th.e tru~t by gaining from prayerful study and<
faithful s~riving for the mastery, those other tal-,
ents whlcl:l. wilL gain for her the sentence, that
haying been fait!lful over the talent she had;
more shall be entrusted. to her keeping. Hutriil~
ity an<;! the pure love of God are indispel)sible
requisites without which nqne c.an successfully
labo.r for .him. If indeed, the .future holds a ·
place for woman's work, differing not. so. much
in khid as' in degree,. then must woman occup,y
~only as she fits herself to do so worthily.

be

".ThoU: must true, ibyself
If thou the truth would'st teach,
Thy soul must overflow if .thou.
Another's soul wou1d.~st reach,
It needs the overllow.of lteart
To give the lips full·speecb:.".

"Only a: stray sunbeam? Yet, it cnee1reo,.a.
wretched abode-::gladdened a strick~n
Only a g;entle ln:eeze? Itfanne4 achiflg
cheered ~imfhell~·ts !)y. its ~entle touci\~1 '
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PRAYER UNION.
.SPECIAL.REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Sr. Isabelle Scott, of St. Louis, Missouri, requests your prayers in behalf of her little granddaughter, who has been sick all summer and is
now threatened w.ith the loss of the use of her
right limb.
Sr. Lovina Cloyd, Mount Ida, Kansas, requests
your prayers that she may have strength to overcome the temptation which besets her and that
God may gran,t to give her her husband to be
with her in the faith.
. Your faith and prayers are requested in behalf
of Bro. Elman E. Roush of Fulton, Iowa, who is
afflicted with consumption. He is a young man,
just in the bloom of life.
MILTON, Fla., Sept. 25th.
.Dear Sister Frances:-My wife, Fannie West,
and my sister, Rhoda Hawkins, of Milton, Florida, are both afflicted and they request me to write
you and ask that they be remembered by the
Prayer Union.
L.'·F. WEsT.
ERRATTA.-In Bro. Eli Wildermuth's letter in
late Herald it'should read. Mina Bronson instead
of Emma Bronson.
DEATH OF E. C. BRAND.

BRo. E. C. Brand, senior .president of the
Seventy, departed this life at the house
of Bro. A. Kent, Clay Center, Kansas,
October rzth, at nine p.m. He died in
his field of labor and ~t his post, as a
soldi(;)r,qf, J.he.J:ross.
'
P articulllrs not ye): r.e,ceived,·

B0STON, Mass., Sept. 23d.
Editor Herald:,.-- Your letter from Lamoni announcing your safe arrival home received. You
was lucky to escape the train wreckers and accidental happenings in general while on the way,
for just no;w these sources of death and· destruction have become a little appalling. But, as we
suppose, these are things to be in this restless
and fast going age.
Some of the Saints were quite disappointed
when they learned of your exit from the east, as
they were anxious to at least catch a view of you
before leaving for home. But it is to be presumed
that you are \\ illing to be forgiven; and blessed
are they who can endure disappointment and
are willing to forgive.
The day you left was labor holiday in Boston.
Long lines of marching workmen, representing
every craft, with bands of music and waving
bannerB soon began moving along the streets
like a flowing tide, observed by thousands of interested and sympathizing spectators that
thronged the streets. All the main business
places were closed, as upon a Fourth of July, ana
the wage-workers of Boston had a joyful gala
day in the open air. I spent the afternoon merrily with the Saints and Sunday-school scholars
at Weymouth. Thither they had congregated
to enjoy a picnic.
On the 6th, I joined Bro. M. H. Bond at Providence, R. I., and in company with Sr. Bond,

Bro. Charles Coombs,lmd Sr. Mary Rogers (Sr.
Coombs having gone on to help prepare the way),
we went to Little Compton to attend the twodays' meetings an~o.unced for that place. It
was a wet and rainy day and we arrived late at
evening. I was kindly cared for at the home of
Bro. Whalley, who is an earnest supporter of
the work. Bro. Whalley has a promising young
family devoted to the faith. The meetings were
not largely atter.ded, but there was a sufficient
number present to make thern of interest, and
the Lord. blessed the preaching of the word.
Brn. Joseph Pearce, Sam 11el Wilber and C. Briggs
~are in charge of the branch and are earnestly
engaged in the work.
On the 9th, Dr. Gilbert kindly gave. me a ride
in his priv.ate conveyance to Fall River, where
I was made welcome at his home. While here
I met with the Saints and ex-Saints socially, attended the prayer service ar.d in company with
Bro. and Sr. Shaw and Sr. Petty spent an evening pleasantly at the home of Bro. A-shton. Sr.
Ashton, by reason of her musical attainments, is
a center of attraction at a social gathering.
Sunday the qth, I attended three services in
the hall at Providence, R. I. Afternoon and
f'vening I preached to attentive audiences. They
were rather labored efforts, however, as near two
weeks cif steady .wet and damp weather had just
about unfitted the speaker for service. But he
made no apology and wen~,on all the same.
Several expressed themselve·s as. pleased and
much interested, and this fortified him in the
notion, "Make no apology. Do the best you can
under the circumstances, or attempt nothing,
and rest the case." To the writer it is anything
but edifying to have a speaker arise before an
audience and introduce with a long apology that
he has a cough, a sor.e throat, a pain in the chest
and one in the back, was wet yesterday and expects to take cold to-morrow, was foolish by
nature and far more so by practice; but if they
will give him their faith and prayers he will en:
deavor to cond-escend to address them; and then
turns himself loose on the audience for two
hours and fifteen minutes before reaching the
amen point, the audience wo'hdel·ing in the
''meantime, why he had not died with the consumption, or want of breath, ten years before, if
-not wishing that he had. This may be rather an
extravagant picture of the matter, but in t'he
·opinion of the writer, wisdom and judgment
should govern .ill preaching services as well as
.In other things. I spent an evening pleasantly
at Sr.' Miller's while at Providence. She is an
old-time Saint and has an interesting family, all
in sympathy with the faith. There is much
good observable all"\ong the Providence Saints.
At Pawtucket I stopped over with Bro. E.
Brown. Himself and wife are zealous in the
cause. Had a few hours conversation with Bro.
John Holt of that place, at his home. Bro. Holt
is near seventy years of age and expresses an
::.biding confidence in the faith. The usual ser;ices were held here on Sabbath, the 2rst, the one
in the afternoon being well attended and very
edifying. The brethren are trying to hold the
fort.
I can not close this better, perhaps, than by re,-,'
viving pleasant memories connected with :b~r ·
week's stay at Green's Landing, Maine, where
the Saints and friends engaged SP .earnestly in a•
series of a ten days' meetings, with the aid of
s1,1ch co-laborers as. U. Wt'Greene, F. M.

A. H: Parsons, George Eaton, Win. Pert, Bro,
. Joseph and others.
Thanks to Bro. and Sr.
Eaton for a permanent home, and the rest of the
good Saints there for kind care, and who engaged
so earnestly and zealously In the work, .not forgetting Charity. One lasting impression was
made on the day of our departure, when we stood
on the boat wharf at the head of the island from
two o'clock until eleven p. m. waiting for a delayed boat to convey us to Portland. It is said
that every rose has its thorn.
WM. H. KELLEY.
LEXINGTON, Mich., Sep. 26t;h.
Editors Herald:- Last winter six were baptized in Lexington, and twelve in Sanilac township and some more in Washington; but we of
Lexington and Sanilac hold meetings twice a
week, and thank God, we have good, spiritual
meetings and rejoice together on account of
God's presence with us. We hold sacrament
meeting on the first Sundays of the months. We
are not really organized into a branch, and I am
the only one in the priesthood here. I do feel
the responsibility that rests upon me, for there
are a number of lambs and some sheep and they
look for counsel. 0, may God grant to me
strength a1;1d wisdom to lead them iri the ways of
truth and righteousness. Give me, I pray, your
prayers and well-wishes that I may be able to
lead them in the fear of God until he .in his good
time chooses another leader. I am rooted and
grounded in the faith and in the latter day work.
Yours in the one faith,
P. w. Su:~.BROOK.
SANDWICH, Ills., Oct. Ist.
Editors Herald: - I arrived here from Y ark
State, Steuben and Allegany counties, leaving
Belmont, Thursday last, and arrived at Plano
on the Saturday following. While on the way I
stopped Friday night in Chicago with Bro. S. C.
Good. I there learned with sorrow of the death
of Bishop G: A. Blakeslee. May the. Lord console and comfort his remaining family in their
great bereavement and loss.
There is a good prospect for further advancement in the gospel cause in those counties where
Bro. Scott and myself have been laboring, Ten
were baptized in Steuben county, and at Obi, AI.Jegany county, there is an excellent opening for
the preaching of the word. I have not been able
to do but little, except assisting Bro. Scott, he doing the principal part of the preaching, and had
not yet returned.
My health has been very poor this past summer, but I am feeling stronger now.
They have had terrible floods east this seasonone in May last, another about two weeks agowhich took off more bridges on the small streams
•all over York State than any previous flood
known; it also washed the roads and left them
in terrible condition in many places.
I would liked very much to have tarried longer
in the east and continued the work with Elder
Scott after his return, but ill health prevented
and required me to make a change.
There are many good people there, but it takes
time and pers~istent effort to reach them. I feel
confident that a good work has been accomplished there in laying a good foundation for the onward ):miJding up of the cause in the near future.
I .was ovedo-Obi j11st before I left for the west
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and preached twice; also visited a family by the
name of Deremer (not members but favorable)
near Sharon, just over the line of New York, in
the edge of Pennsylvania.
.·
Yours in bonds,
C. G. LANPHEAR.

have had good liberty and are feeling well in the
cause of the Master, and we are in good health.
Our conference closed Monday evening last.
We had large crowds notwithstanding the rain
that commenced on Friday before and continued
until Saturday evening, when it cleared up. The
preaching was done by J. M. Scott, V. D. and I.
P. Baggerly and the writer. We enjoyed the
meetings well and can say that the preaching
was excellent. Southern Indiana is in better
condition than for a long time. If it ever was in
as good condition it was before we came here.
Yours tr.uly,
L. F. DANIEL.

"My goods," "take thine ease;" an indifferent disposition to the wants of others.
What care I whether the missionary
family is supported or not, I have enough
for myself.
"A haughty spirit before a
fall." Listen to the words of the Savior
as they come ringing down the ages, condemning the sin of avarice and selfishness.
HoPE BAY, Jamaica, Sep. 7th.
"This night thy soul shall be required of
Dear Bro. Dancer:- I have to acknowledge
thee; then whose shall these things be
the receipt of your very kind letter, and parcel
which thou hast provided?" He could not
of tr~cts and few copies of the ·•Voice of Warntake his barns with him, they must be left
ing," which came safely to hand. I beg torehere amongst the living.
turn many thanks. for same.
It is a principle in the science of ~ealth
I thank you for introduction and recommenthat
riches are for the living, not for the
dation tQ the brother whose name I forget at
dead. Now, if this man while in the posthis mo.ment, having mislaid your letter, I beg
ses!'ion of these good things had opened
to say, if I am not intruding on :r,our generosity,
his heart, and been just to himself and his
if you have still on hand, for distribution, you
Maker, he would have paid the financial
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
.would oblige me by sending a few.more copies
debt he owed to the Lord, and lived in th~
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
of the "Voice of the Good.Shepherd,"·andHWho their own views. Contributions solicited.
enjoyment of that which w:as lawfully .his,
then can .be saved?"
andcultivated that generosity of heart and
Ma.P'the Holy Ghost convey those important
TREASURES TEMPORAL AND
spirit which is manifested in the true dis·
truths to. the mind of the !Oeader or hearer, that
ETERNAL.
ciple of Christ everywhere.
they may believe, repent and obey the command
"LAY not up for yol!rselves treasures upon
Again; Luke 12: 15-17: "Master, speak
for the saving of their souls through the forgiveearth, where moth and rust doth corrupt; to my brother, that he divide the inherit- ·
ness of sins by our gracious and adorable Reand where thieves break through and ance with me.
Who made me a judge,
deemer.
steal. But lay up for yourselves treasu11es or a divider over you? Be~ are elf .covetI am thankful for the information and knowin heaven, where neither moth nor rust ousness; for a man's life consisteth. r10t in
ledge of. the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ doth corrupt, and where thieves. do not the abundance ofthe things which he pos·of Latte.r Day f!aints. I believe, from what I gathbreak through, nor steal."-M att. 6: 19, 20. sessetl)."
·
ered, that the Church of Latter Day Saints is
These are the words of Tesus to his disHere is anot):ler case of earthly rjcJles~
the nelirest to the primitive ~hristian and aposciples .in the early days
his ministry; The possession of them alone is not ~uffi
tolic doctr·ine.
who always kept before their minds the cient to gain a passport to J;jel:lven. 'ItJ, th.is
I wish y.ou a'nd yours every needful blessing.
prospect of heaven, and sought to impress case the man is I;)Vidently filovedby: a COV·
I am since:reJy yours in the bonds of Christian
them with the thought, that our contact etous spiritof whi<;hthe Saviol'.s~ys,'~be,;
with the material things of this.earth af- ware." · If you follow it, i't'iu~y. b¢ at:. the ·
affection,
I. I. PoRT:ER.
fected us in the world to come. In this sacrifice of your rig,ht to the rree otlife~
lesson the Savior. evident! y sought to tyach
"He that doetj.l Jhe .:w!!#.oJ .Hod abideth
WIRT, Indiana, October 1st.
the principles of prudence, as applied to foreve: .'' .. "1,\!1 ,:using t[)is. ~91'\d and not
Editors Her;ald:- I have been laboring in
life and its purposes, and commended the abusii1g it;J' . ·.• Sotbeif •. the .•·things . . oJ·e;Jrth·
Davies countyl Indiana, early this spring, where
laying up of trea~ures where they would should be. used wisely at1d !pi;opexlv; !I~
we think goo~ was done. Brn. V. D. and I. P.
not rust; and establishing the thought that as God ·has ·prospered you ~o.·le.tey.ery. que
Baggerly havt1 be!!n there since and organized a
there is a kinship between•· the tliings of give.
..
·
. . • .. .•.• < ·
branch, and I "f'l'ill return there soon if God wills
earth. and heaven •.
If the possession of riches is a ~in .w,tJat
Several morel are near the kingdom in that
It is supposed by many that the Savior of Enoch, and his people; Abrahanl,,llnd.
place.
·
'
by using the above language sought to his multitude of cattle; . J ()1:>, andn,~rfy
I alsq l~bor~d ln Jefferson county at Hall's
disclaim against wealth and its accumuhi- others,.who in Bible histot:y are notedfqr
Ridge, wl:ler.e [there was a branch; but it is distion, and that the person who by prudence their wealtl!? . But.rnany ofthel!l ~ee~ed
and carefulness had gathered somt.tof this to use it ~wisely to the, p~rch.asing ..6f a
organized. Had a good time and several arealworld's goods together, could not ;enter better inheritance and then when they had
most re<!dy·for baptism.
heaven.
· ·
· · ·...... . done with. earthly things, willingly l~ft it
From there,' we went to New Trenton where
If such a conclusion is correct, which . ,.. hind fot the living~
we held meetings aweek. I think good was
,. '
would make prudence a sin, how could ~qe
fa~ I advises '~Parents to lay 1lP for the
done and the: Saints strengthened. We then
law of tithing be complied with? ·
'children,";.;...z..Cor: 12:.14. ·. ~utin d()ing
went to Midd;letown, Ohio, and held a week's
The act of the foolish man who ''pulled · this . Wj'} arenot to defraudthe Lord, as
m~eting; ··baptized one noble and. worthy so~1 1,
dowr1 his barns and built greater," was Israel did for which they were reproved; ·
Sr. Countrymitn;. thence. home and held m.eetreferred to by the Savior, Luke12: 18-23; Malachi E8-i I~ "Ye have t()Qbed me .•
ings at a schpol~house. six miles west of home In
His foolishness was in doing if for himself Wherein have we robbed
? In tithes
a.Methodist n~igbborhood where they said they
ala.ne, a.nd
·
li'hn·"J.--'o•n·t'l•nfff''l'hlt>'!~~.... ·H:ri't'rt>'··V'Ef a·l
tith·es in tov
~n: or,te week's rrleefing'than''irCa11.
thy storehouse, and . will .
.. the ae-:
any ereditfor the assistance he .. . . .
the M . .E. Church. Some of them
ed from him. "And h~;~aid, . •· 1s will I vouYer for your sakes ..•. And he sha1l ri.ot
are alrn.ost petisuaded. Tvyo came up to. Union
do: I. will pull do'l\'n"rriy barn& and· btlild desJroy the . . .· of V()Ur grmmd~" Here
Cllap~l.Ja!\t Sabbath fo CO[)ference .and I think
greater; . and there yviH lhesto;w all my
·
· .. himself to bestow e.arthly
they :\Viii corn~ in soon. We also baptiz~d one
fr!lits and, my goods, and t:wHJ· say to my
those. who>obserye. this finar::
in Olive branch last May, tVj'dinDayie~k:fOI]tl,ty,
soul, Soul thou .hast' much•.goods 'laid .UP
• . Israel. pri~ed tl!effiselves upon
four .in. U nioq branch an.d ;tht:ee at 'Byr~ville,. for m~ny'·years;.fakethineea.se,·eat drink
being v,ery ~~alou~·in ke~ping. the. lttw. of
.
. in .. alLd\lri11g ;the . last eigbt
and be m .
But God sa'id unto hi~, Go,d, but hetells them t.hat by withholdipg
· Was~this because he ·had· ~their•; s 11bstaric~ they had .ronbed him· by ·
gatherin
?
'ke~,>,ping .b'a~k that which ~as lawfully his, ·
,and which thev agret>d to ~ivyby accept~
ing:_ the gospel, for this finanCial. sy
·
a part of. the whole,
· .• o,bse,r~ed ~o11g hefote
. the vqid~ ~f ~qd)tJ, the
·.. · .J~,5bb,whe~j6u~nyyi:ng··

¢nmmunittafinnn.

of

a. .
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ha to Haran stopped at night and rested,
and made a pillow of stones, that remind-.
ed him ~hat traveling was not as comfortable as a bed at home,. and after passing
through the night with peculiar experiences he asked God to bring him back to
his "father's house in peace, and give him
bread to eat and raiment to put on;" he
reaffirmed the old gospel co.:venant "of all
that thou shalt give me I will surely give
the tenth unto thee."
Sleeping upon a .
stone pillow was not so sweet, as upon a
soft bed at father's hause.
He seems to
have struck the key note,. "give me food,
and raiment," and all the rest, "one tenth
of it shall be thine."
He. made up his
mind to "lay up treasures," but not for
himself alone, where they would not "rust;"
but hereby agreed to give God a share.
The same principle was enjoined upon Israel when the church was with them in
the· wilderness. And Nehemiah when laboring for the return of God's people to
Jerusalem, taught them the observance of
thjs principle, by which the prie.sts at the
· altar received their support.
So Paul,
when teaching thisdoctrine to the saints,
r Cor. 9: 13, I4·
"Do ye not know that
they which minister about holy things live
of the things of the temple?
And they
which wait at the altar are partakers with
the altar? Even so hath the Lord ordained. that they which preach the gospel
shot1ld live of the gospel." That is, as the
ministry were formerly supported' by the
tithes of the people, so it was still "ordained!' by God, that the .ministry in the apostle's day, should besupported in like manner .. To ordain, is to "appoint, to decree,
to establish, to settle, to i9stitute, to order;''
so God decreed, established, and instituted
the principle of tithes as a part of the gospel, and this is why we find it established
among the ancient saints.
If the gospel now taught by this people
is revealed from .heaven, this theme must
be apart of it, even if Joseph Smith had
never received a line of revelation concerning it.
The Pharisee to whom the Savior refers in Luke r8: I r, I2, prided himself upon paying his tithes. With all their perversion of God'~ truth thev held to this
principle; because they well knew that
wealth· was necessary to the pressing de~
mands which proselyting required, and
order and system are just as needful in this
as in any other undertaking; so He who
knew the "end from the beg-inning" "ordained" this just system which bears upon
all alike whether rich or poor.
"So he
that gathered much had nothing over,
and he that gathered little had no lack."
In the requirements of this law it is expected that members of the body of Christ
will contribute according to what they
have, and not according to what they
"have not;" that is, a person whose wealth
consi~ts of one dolbr above his living; and
one whose weath is ten thousand dollars,
shall each remember that one tenth is the
Lord's, a reasonable premium of insurance.
If the Lord renders us assistance is he
not justly entitled to be paid for his services, as any other person would be? So he

says, "Let us reason together." He does
not ask for a tenth of our gross earnings
not: a tenth of that which is our creditors,
but a tenth of that which is our own, and
by complying with this principle in connection with all the other commandments,
we insure with the Lord against "moth
and rust," and are not "laying up" altogether for "ourselves," but for others as
well; because this tenth is to help support
the poor and for the work of the ministry,
and God will see that it is charged to our
creJit. in the eternal world.
Many Saints say they are unable .to pay
their tithing because of a mortgage .on
their home, and when that is paid, then
they will give something for the gospel,
but how about ·the missionaries family
getting money?
0, the "Lord will provide."
He has done so by giving this
law, and he asks us to observe it and He
will "rebuke the devourer for our sakes,"
that is, those who observe this principle.
A person having a home which cost
twelve hundred dollars, for which he pays
five hundred dollars cash, and gives a
mortg'age for seven hundred, he is actually worth in his own right, five hundred
dollars; for example by figures:
House and Land ..................... $I,zoo.oo
Horse and cows .•.•.......•. ·.. , . . . . . . 200 oo
All other things above food and raiment 100 oo
Total ............................. $I,soo.oo
Debts or Mortgage ....•...•••......•.. $7oo oo
Horse, Cow and sundries.............. 125 oo
Total .•.•...•..........•........... $825 oo
After deducting debts, the actual ownt'!rshlp is ........•.•..•.......•.•...... $67 5 oo
Tithing one tenth would be ... ; .. .. .. .. 67 so
Nine tenths which is your own ••...... $6o7 so

Now in the second year you pay off two
hundred dollars. of your mortgage, you
have gained two hundred, and one tenth
of that would be twenty dollars, which
would be the tithe. The principle would
be the same whether a person's wealth is
in bank, or railroad stock, merchandise, or
other goods, by ascertaining their actual
value and deducting debts, a person may
know how much he owes the Lord, and
thus by partnership with the Lord, lay by
in store against "rust."
How· can a principle like this make a
person poorer? God says, "try me and
see," and so here is the point where a person must exercise both "faith and works"
as in keeping of any other of God's commandments.
The nine tenths that a person owns is
not again tithable, that is, the same amount
does not have to be tithed a second time;
it is onlv the increase, and so we come to
where Paul says, "We brought nothing
into this world, and can carry nothing out,"
So our increase is easily understood. And
here is the fact that we are only stewards
over that which we gather together, and
with this thought in mind the law of tithing is easily understood.
A man of business carrying large stocks
of goods would be considered unwise if he
did not insure his good~'> for protection, so
that in case of se·rious loss he might have
assistance· from others. Assistance is what

we need in this world, "and the world t(>
come," and herein is made manifest anoth"
er of the "helps" whereby we may "work
out 0ur own salvation," and n.ot continually cry "] esus paid it all.''
Let us work
and earn our own upon God's plan, and
then we shall b~ able· to appreciate the
worth of our inheritance.
We hear many say, "l can not pay tithing, I never have anything to pay with."
Just stop, reflect, and consider, if you are
not able to stop a leak somewhere in your
affairs. For instance, if you use tobacco,
lay it aside, it is not necessary to life.
When Joseph Smith said iri the Word of
Wisdom that "tobacco was. not good," he
told what many medical men now affirm,.
and the use of cigarettes has .become so
pernicious that several states have passed
laws forbidding their sale to minors. His
statement about tobacco was as true as the
one on tithing, for both time and exl?erience have proved the righteousness o'f the
principle.
Many a man spends more than a dollar
a week on tobacco, and if the amount was
less, he no doubt would be surprised if he
should for a number of years save what
he spent to feed this habit. Here are a
few examples for illustration.
$48.02
saved each year for 15 years, at 4Yz per
cent per annum, compound interest would
make $r,ooo.oo, and yet this is but a small
fraction of what some persons waste every
year. In 20 years $32.29 at the same rate
each year would be $woo. In 25 years
$23.09 at the same rate each year would
be $rooo. In 30 years $I7.14at the same
rate each year would be $woo. At 8 per
cent per annum $34.10 for 15 years wo-qld
be $woo.
At 8 per cent per annum
$20.23 for 20 years would be $woo. At
8 per cent per annum $I2.67 for 25 years
would be$ woo. At 8 per cent per annum
$8. I 7 for go years would be $1000.
And yet how many men have used tobacco for forty years; just think of what
you have wasted, and do not blame the
Lord for your unfortunate circumstance,
but learn the poem that almost every Sunday-school scholar knows:
"Little drops of water, little grains of sand,
Make the mighty ocean and the pleasant land."

And remember that the little things
called dollars and cents are a wonderful
factors in building up the church, by supporting the ministry and supplying the·
wants of the poor, of which God knows
the church will always have a portion.
Years ago the Lord told the Saints to
buy certain lands with money, and what
are the facts to-day? If they had heeded
the word of the Lord, the dollars ·would
have multiplied immensely, and the investor would have had large returns. This
advice evidently must have been meant for
those who had money to buy with, thus
showing that the Lord recognized the legitimate channels of business, and encouraged the laying up but not for self alone,
but as wise stewards.
The Savior said "The children of this
world are wiser in their generation than
the children of light."-Luke r6: 8. This
was because they labored for the future as
well as the present, and the idea of . keeping
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the future in mind was commended by the ' pray for them, and salvation will come into your ought to be viewed in its extreme form,
Savior, because the realization of all our own soul like a flood. "Father, forgive them." and this for several reasons; such as that
Sweet prayer and blessed example.
with the lapse of time it continually
hopes, when every man "shall build his
REV. R. V. LAWRENCE.
adopts new negations; that the more conown house and inhabit it, plant his own
?
servative of the schools exhibit to us no
vineyard and eat the fruit of it," belongs
to the future.
·
principle which separates them in the mass
from the bolder disintegration; and that
Paul savs "every man's work shall be
what is now the ultima thule of the systried by fire,. of what sort it is;" and in the·
[Concluded from last No.]
tem may a short time hence appear onBook of Covenants it says, ''He that is
THE MOSAIC LEGISLATION.
ly to have been a stage on the way to potithed shall not be burned," for verily "this
sitions
as yet undreamt of. So viewing
is a day of burning," and who will attempt
BY THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE M. P~
the subject, do we not find that it comes
to deny it?
For we are surrounded by
everything that is combustible, and accord- THE Jews, perhaps exclusively ampng to this; not merely that the Mosaic laws
ing to Holy Writ the Almighty i& deter
the early peoples, distinguished broadly received secondary supplements or amend- ·
mined to have a place for his people, free between the matter. and the corporeal ments from time to time, but that the enfrom the allurements of vice and sin. If form of a book, between its soul and its tire fabric had grown up anonymously as
it has to be secured by going through the body. They ahme conceived the idea of well as recently, and that it rests upon no
fire, and he that "layeth up treasures in using the material form of the words and guarantee whatever, either of time or. of
·heaven" is storing where the fire will not letters as :m instrument for insuring the place or of personal authority?
consume arid where rust will not cause it conservation of the contents. If (such was
I have already endeavored to show the
to decay. So it seems that tithing is a their conception) we secure the absolute historic improbability that an upstart proguarantee against loss to present wants, identity of the manuscripts, and reckon up duction could have leaped into an estimaand is the bond of an eternal inheritance.
the actual numbers of the words they con- tion such as belongs to a firm t:t:adition
The building up of the kingdom of tain, and of the letters which e<>mpose the and a general credit of antiquity. And
God is committed to those who compose words, then we shall render change in now let us look for a moment at the rather
his church, and the necessity fora finan- them impossible and conservation certain • crude .and irregular form of the Mosaic
. cial system is as apparent in this as in the Thus, for example, the words in the Book books from Exodus to Deuteronomy.
WQrk of maintaining any other govern- of Psalms were counted, and the middle Taken as a whole, they have not that kind
m·ent, and if this branch of the service was word of the book was known. The letters of consistency which belongs to consecunot under his instruction, there would cer- ·in each word were also counted, and the tiveness of form, and which almost uni. tainly be a lack; for who is there amongst middle letter was known. Rules for formly m~rks .both historical and .legal
m~n with all their wisdom that could dewriting, placing, and arranging were laid documents. They mix narrative and legisvelop a plan that would be so equal in its down; readings were noted as kethibh and lation ; they pass from one to the other
application as that which asks only one kere; as what was in the text, and as what without an'y obvious reason, They repeat
tenth of the increase?
ought to be in the text, but, from a reverent themselves in a manner which seems to
It seems that what is increase .could unwillingness to alter, only took its place exclud~the idea.that theybadundergon.e
easily be determined if a person has the ; upon the margin. The Hebrews were the the careful and reflective 're:views; the comdisposition to figure right. "We brought · only people who built up by degrees a parison of part with part, which .is genernothing into this world.''
How much regular scientific method of handling the ally bestowed upon works of great imporhave we now? 0, considerable more than material forms in which the substance of tance, completed with comparative leisure,
when we stltrtell life here. H it is not in-. their sacred books was clothed, and this and intended for the .guidance not only of
crease, whatis it?
system had begun to grow from the time an individual but of a people. ';I' hey are
What adyanta.ge can it be to a person to when a special reverence is known to have even accused of. contradictions.. They ap~
withhold from the Lord that which is been concentrated upon the Torah. It pear to omit adjustments necessary in th!;'J
rightly.his?' For to him we must all ac- may .have commenced before the .captivity. light of the subsequent history; sttcl;l, for
count forthe use or abuse of the things of It may have preceded, and may probably instance, as. we might desire between the
life,.and.there is no escaping the judgment. have been enhanced by, the division of the sweeping proscription not only.of image
''For wemust.all appear" to receive the re- kingdoms. It must have been in great worship, but of images or shapen corporw.ard of our doings. So it we h~ve not force when, soon after the Captivity, eal forms, in the second commandment,
.paid the premium for our eternal insurance, schools of scribes were entrusted with the and the use actually made of them in the
we must expect the moth or rust to h.ave custody of the text of the law a& a 'study temple, and the singular case of. the ser.eaten it up. May every reader of this be apart from that of its meaning •. Now, in pent destroyed by Hezekiah~(v) · It seems
able to s!!y .
our time, we are asked or tempted by the . not difficult to account for this roughness
"With my substance I will honor
negative criticism to believe that all this and crudeness of authorship under the
My Redeemer and my Lord."·
reverence for the books of the Pentateuch, circ.umstances of changeful . nomad life,
RusT.
having.. primarily. the sen.se·· for its object, and. the constant pressure of anxious execu~
but. abounding and overflowing so as to tive or judicial functions, combined with
! FORGIVENESS.
embrace the corporeal vehicle, was felt to- the effort of. constructing a great legisla~
Learn.hpW; to forgive.
Do not carry an unwards a. set of books not substantially gen- tive code, which..required a totally l:lifferforgiving spiHt with you through all your life; it
uine, butcompounded and made up bJ7.re" ent attitude of mine\. The life ot Moses,
will ,hurt yo~ more than anything. else. It will
cent operators who may be. mitdly called as it stands. in the sacred text, J?Usthave
destroy .the h;appiness of many around you; yet
editors, but who were rather clandestine been habitually a life of e~traordinary~ u.nits ~hief. feeqlng-ground will be found in your·· authors. Is .this probable or reasonable?
intermitted strain, and. one without remiso.wn .heart. ' You hate your neighbor.. YonIs it even possible that these books of re- . sion of that strain even . near and at the
4er is his dwelling pne hundred and fifty yards
cent concoction, standing ·by the side of close. As some anomalies in the compo~
away.
..
.·. .
..
some among the prophetical books pos- sition . of the· Koran may be referable to
Suppose you pass by a wood fire, and as you
pass you ph1ck a half,consumed brand ·from
sessing a greater antiquity, should never- the circumstances of the life of Mahomet,
.it, flaming and gleaming, .and thrusUng· it untheless have attracted to themselves, and (w) so we rnay ..apply a li.ke idea to the
der your garment. to hide it, you start for your
have• permanently retained, an. exceptional shape of the legislative bpoks. It i!'; not
. ~eighbor's dwellingto burn it. Who gets the
and superlativ~ veneration, such as surely difficult to refer the anomalies of such
;"\\TOtst of it?. You. find your .garments on. fire
presumes a belief in the remoteness of authorship .t() the incidents of such. a .lif~,
.and your own flesh burned he fore you can haf,m
•your· neighbor; . So is he who. duries. an tinfor:
t,Peir date:, the genuine~ess 9'f their charac- and,t() conceive that an:y change~ whi~p
[giying spirit inliis.ooso~. It sting~ his own 501.11
ter, and their title to stand as the. base, have founcl their way into the te:xt may
,like an• add~r ~hut 1.1P there: . .l k110W pf ~0 ~e
who caJrthem~elv.es Clfristiapswhoare miserable· both doctrinal and .histji)r'iic, of the entire
. ('1},2King~;tS:4,
. ·.
iJ)eeai,tse 9f .t{\ei'r ow~. rev~ngef.\llness. }!'orgive! ,Heb.rew.syste:mJ .. ;~ ..· ..•.• ·.··.:
(w) See Rodwel.l's Preface to
... . ene.mie~an~•ge't<lawn ony!lur.!in(!es ,a!i!d'
';Fl!e... result ·• of.~bis • negative criticism Sura~~o
·,
·
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yet have been such as to leave unim- '
paired what may be called the originality as well as the integrity of its
character. But how do these considerations hold if we· are to assume as our
point of departure the hypothesis of th~
negative extremists? Under that supposition the legislative books were principally not adjusted, but composed, and this
not only in a manner which totally falsifies their own solemn and often-repeated
declarations, but which .supposes some·thin~ like hallucination on the part of a
people tlutt accepted sul;h novelties as ancient. In addition to all this, they assumed
their existing form, so wanting as to series
and method, in a settled state of things, in
an old historic land, with an unbounded
freedom of manipulation, at any rate with
no restraint imposed by respect for original form, and with every condition m
favor of the final editors which could
favor the production of a thoroughly systematic and orderly work. Does 1t not
seem that if the preparation and presentation of the Hebrew code took place at the
time and in the way imposed on us by the
doctrine of the thorough disintegrationist,
then we stand entirely at a loss to account
for the form of the work before us? And,
conversely, do not the peculiarities of that
form constitute an objection to the negative hypothesis, which it is an absolute necessity for its promoters to get rid of as
best they can?
Let me again. illustrate the case by referring to the Iliad. Those who have referred that work to a variety of authors
have had recourse to subtle and questionable arguments in order to exhibit some
semblance of anomaly, and have always
been allowed to assume that the final editors under Pericles, or at whatever epoch,
wrought with energy and purpose to weld
the fragmentary material into a seemly
· whole. Is it conceivable that an operation
such as we are now required to believe in
could have been carried on without the
·sense of a similar necessity, or could so absolutely have failed in literary aim and effort?
I subjoin one further topic of the same
class as fit to be taken into view. The absence from the legislative books of all assertion of a future state, and of all motive
derived from it with a view to conduct,
has been already noticed. The probable
reason of that absence from a code of laws
framed by Moses under Divine commal)d
or guidance, is a subject alike of interest
and difficulty. It has sometimes occurred
to me as possible that the close connection
of the doctrine with public religion in the
Egyptian system might have supplied' a
reason for its disconnection from the Mosaic laws (x) even as I suppose we might
from other features of those laws, draw
pro>f or strong presumption that among
the purposes of the legi,Jator, there was
included a determination to draw a broad
and deep line, or even trench, of demarcation, between the foreign religions in their
neighborhood and the religious systems of
the Hebrews. Be this as it may, it is
(a;) Thie topic is touched by Bishop Aiexander in his

Bampton Lectures.

enough for my .present purpose that the
absence of the doctrine of a future' state.
from the work can not be held to discredit the Mosaic authorship. But does not
that absence clearly discredit the idea of a
post-exilic authorship? Is it conceivable
that Hebrews, proceeding to frame their
legislative books, after the Captivity, and
long after the dispersion of the Ten
Tribes, and after the light which these
events had thrown upon the familiar ideas
of the future life and an underworld, as
held both in the East and in Egypt, could
have excluded all notice of it from their
system of laws? I propose this as another
topic for reflP.ction. If they could not so
have excluded it, then the fact of the exclusion becomes another difficulty in the
way of our accepting any negative hypothesis concerning the substance of the
legislative books.
It seems, then, that it is difficult to reconcile the results of the negative criticism
on the Pentateuch with the known reverence of the Jews for their Torah, which,
appears absolutely to presuppose a tradition of immemorial age on its behalf, as a
precondition of such- universal and undoubting veneration. But if this be necessary in the case of the Jew, how much more
peremptorily is it required by the case of
the S11maritan, and what light does that
case throw upon the general question? In
medieval times, and until the seventeenth
century, Christendom knew nothing of. a
Samaritan testimony to the authenticity of
the Mosaic books, excepting from certain
slight rererences in the works of Fathers
to "the ancient Hebrew according to the
Samaritans." But early in the seventeenth
century a traveler found among the Samaritans of Damascus a copy of the Pentateuch in the ancient Hebrew letters, and
we are told there are now about sixteen of
these m:Inm;cripts in the European lihraries. The chief one in existence is guarded
with !'acred care at N ahlous, the ancient
Shechem, by a congreg-ation, still surviving, of a few hundred Samaritans.(y) For
questions of textual accuracy this work is
esteemed inferior to the Hebrew, though
it is not wholly without a claim to more
archaic forms.
The Samaritan Pentateuch is orie oft he·
most remarkable monuments of antiqml:y.
Its testimony, of course, can not be adduced to show that the books following the
Pentateuch have been clothed from a very
ancient date with the reverence due to th-e
Divine Word, and is even capable of being
employed, in a limited sense, the other
way. But as respects the Samaritan Pentateuch itself, how is it possible to conceive that it should have held as a divine
work the supreme place in the regard of
the Samaritans, if, about or near the year
<:;oo B. c., (z) or, again, if at the time of
Manasseh the seceder (a) it had, as matter
of fact, been a recent compilation of their
enemies the Jews? or if it had been regarded as anything less than a record of a
great. revelation from God, historica~Jy
('1/) See Paterson Smyth. p. 113.
(z) Paterson Smyth, p. 49.
(a) Placed by Wellhausen at about 375 B. c. "Hist. Is- .
rae!" (Black), p. 498.

known, or at the least universally believed;
to have come down to them in the shape
it then held from antiquity? Be it remem"
be:t;ed that this work itself, and an approximate date for its known existence, are not
matters of mere speculation, but are accepted results of historical research. And
it is in this as in other cases, a matter for
serious consideration, whether we can accept the ingenious . conclusions of critics
before we know whether they are to be
shattered and shivered when fl.!.mg against
the face of the str9ng rock of history.
The Samaritan Pentateuch, then, forms
in itself a remarkable indication, even a
proof, that, at the date from which we
know it to have been received, the Pentateuch was no novelty among .the Jews.
But may we not state the argument in
broader terms? Surely the reverence of
the Samaritans for the Torah could not
have begun at this period; hardly could
have begun at any period posterior to the
schism. If these books grew by gradual
accretion, still that must have been a sin- ~
gle accretion. A double process could not
have been carried on in harmony. Nor
can we easily suppose that, when the Ten
Tribes separated from the Two, they did
not carry with them the law on which
their competing worship was to b~ founded. In effect, is there any rational supposition except that. the kingdom of Israel
had possessed at the time of Rehoboam
some code corresponding in substance, in
all except mere detail, with that which
was subsequently written out in the famous manuscripts we now possess?
Let us close this portion of the subject
with a plea of a different order - one
which, admitting a probable imperfection
of the text, deprecates, as opposed to the
principles of sound criticism, any conclu~ion therefrom adverse~to its general fidelity. It has caused me some surprise to
notice (1) that some negative writers lay
considerable stress upon what they deem
to be numerical errors in the books of the
Old Testament; and (z) that, so far as I
have seen, they do not advert to the increased "risks of mistake in the tran!'mission of numbers as com·pared with other
literary matter, either by copying or by
word of mouth.
The increased risk which accompanies
all recording of numbers extends likewise
to enumer11tions, -such as genealogical or
other recitals ofnames in lists, subject,
however, to the remark that, where meter
is used, inasmuch as it supplies a framework for particular worris -which would
not apply to other word!', the danger is
proportionably less; and also that, where
the record is by writing, and not by simple
hearing, the eye has the opportunity of
traven.ing the names as the mechanical
process is carried on, which will in many
cases stand in connection with, and so
serve to check one another.
Bishop Colenso, fo.r example, lays very
great stress on the numbers assigned by
the Old Testament to the children of Israel on their passage through the desert,
and, observing on the practical difficulties
which such a multitude must encounter on
a march, treats the case as one which rna-
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terially impugns the general credit of the Testament, does not raise ·presumptions ' bounded confidence and undying love;..:..and,
Whereas, we find ourselves (in common with
history.(b)
adverse to general correctness.
all Saints), enjoying agoodly measure of largely
I suppose that those who are pratically
The necessary limits of this paper do increased prosperity which has come to the
conversant with the movement of ·men in not permit of my entering on the contents church by reason of his excellent ·ability In malarge bodies may be much inclined to fol- of the Mosaic legislation. It ib, I appre- nipulating and his ge11erous hand in Sl,lpporting
low Colenso in questioning the statements · hend, both far more complex and far the important portion of the gospel work entitled
his care,of numbers, both there and in many other deeper than the other systems of ancient · to Resolved,
that in his removal by death, the
cases, It is quite another question whether, law known to us, as well as far. higher in church loses one of its ablest and best officlals,because erro.rs may have crept into the its moral aims.
I humbly recommend one of its most worthy and devout members, and
numbers, the recitals of facts generally are that those who read it should fix their society orie of Its truest and most needed repretherefore untrustworthy.
minds upon the skill with which it is ad- sentatives; one whose virtues were excellent and
many, whose influence was exalting and ennob~
. There is a broad and clear difference, ot dressed to the attainment of ends of such ling
and whose example was in every sense worwhich note ought to be taken. Both in a nature as to render them in their ordi- thy of mention among the illustrious dead.
copying and. in writing, as a general rule, . nary, aspects hardly reconcilable. Sev<erely
Resolved, that to us the thought of the beyond
the structure of the sentence, or what is proscriptive of the stranger, _namely, the seems sweeter and the hope in death more joycalled the ·context, is mentally carried on- nations wbom it found in possession of ous as we remember tl)at the number of God's
worthy ones are increasing on the other shore
•· wards, and the general drift confines with- Canaan, it is as singularly liberal and · in
the church triumphant, whither we are hourly
in narrow limits the possibility of error in generous toward him when he has tending; and we hope by faithfulness such as our
the particular words. Mistake in form
made his peac.e with Htbrai~m. Aim- brother's to be found worthy of reunion with him
would very commonly betray itself by in- ing much at equality, simplicity, and in- In the celestial city.
Resolved, that In committing ourselves and the
. consistency in the sense; and this inconsis- dustry, as fountains' of order and of
church to the care of Him who made our brother
tency would not fail to be detected, be- strength, it em boJies most peculiar regu- what he was we struggle to maintain with our
cause the relation between the parts of the lations for the purpose of keeping within lives the true dignity, the unswerving fidelity and
sentence is ordinarily perceive< I as the pro- narrow limits the growth ·of wealth, the admirable humility that characterized. his
cess is carried on. But the relation be- which is their natural result; and the life.
Resolved, that we tender our most profound
tween numerical amounts is not at once spirit of enterprise, which would have sympathy
to Sr. Blakeslee and the remaini11g
determined for the copyist by the context, hurst the narrow bounds ot Palestine, and
members of the family In this hour of their seand usually requires a distinct and careful destroyed the seclusion of the chosen peo- veretrial and Fad bereavement, and commend
examination.
- pie by premature mixture with the nations them to the care of him. who alone can bring out
I will give two practical illustrations of of the world. The design seemingly was of this agony of distress, the COmJ)]ett;;dpurpose
will reveal the event so worthy of. a God.
this statement, the one very old, and the to repress the latent powers of human na- that
Resolved, that this memorial be spread upon
other very mo.dern; the onetoucbing oral, ture, and to secure a conservative, even a our district records and a copy be sent to Sr.
• and the other written, transmission.
stationary, community, changeless as the Blakeslee and one to the Herald .for insertion in
The most elaborate invocation of the truths of which it was the guardian. The its columns.
Respectfully subm)tted,
Muse;or appeal for divine assistance, in completeness of. their severance was not
EL
HO·. USER,
the whole•of thePoems of Homer, is the impaired by the Captivity and DisperM... I's.ETZEN.
FRICK,
Ct~tit.
preface . td the Catalogue of the Greek sion.of Israel; .or by the Exilt<in ~aby,
JoSEPH LUFF,
.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., S<lp. 27th. •·
·
troops arid, ships; and this, although in.no · Ion, or by the creation of Jewish. factorpart of the poems could less of tffort ies abroad, or by the destruction of the
NOTICES.
properly p:Oetic be nquired. But the Cata- political independence of the country, or
There will be a twq days' meeting at Wheat:.
logue consists partly of• numerical state- by the. invasion .and suprem!)cy of the
ments of the strength of the contingents Greek language. The Jew, when our ville, Crawford county, Wisconsin, October uth
12th, Elders W. S. Pender and A. L. Whitwhich mape. up the fleet, partly of geo- Lord.came, was. still, and was even more and
aker in charge.
·
graphical detail of the names of toW'nS and than ever, the Jew; and so, th()ugh it
Also a two days~ meeting ;at North Freedom,
districts; and he.re we find the rationale of may have been desp1te of himself, ·the October the 19th .and 2oth, F. Hackett and W. A.
the poet'.s~ call for special aid, and care purpose of his .great stewardship was ac- McDowell .in charge. It is hoped that Apostle
A. H. Smith will be present, as there wilL be a
·
with a vieW toaccur~~ey.; and th~s although; complished.
Sa:lritfl' ch11rl:hto dedicate at Valley Junction, at
LoNDON, England.
he had m~ter to assist.him.
which place the quarterly conference of the West
· I now t~m .to very moder.n pxactice. In
Wisconsin distrlct will be held October 25th and
the year 1~53 it was my duty for thefirst
26th; to :which all the Saints and friends are invited, and especially the elders.
time to suomitto Parliament one of the
FRANK HACKETT, Dist. Pre,, .
:l~r~e and ;complex stat.emcnts of the pubRESOLUTIONS .OF CONDOLENCE.
.lic accoqn~s forthe year, which are asso~
DEDICATION.
ciated in ;our country wiJh the familiar
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sep. 3oth,
Editors Herald:-In compliance with instruc:
The. church at Farm Creek, Iowa, wiH be dedi~
11arne< of ;Budgets. The speeches in
which tht'se statements were contained tions I herewith transmit .to you for insertion in cated October 19th at ten am .. Brn. McDowell,
the columns of the Herald a copy of memorial
L; Kelley, apd. possibly Bro . .Joseph Smi:th
were 1-llad¢ known 1:o the cotmtrybyre" and resolutions pljssed at the .session of our dis- E.
will be with us. Come all that can.
porti.ng.in \ih~ usuaL manner•. But the art trict conference just closed,
D. HouGAS.
Yours In bonds,
of the reporters could not be trusted to
.EDWARL L. 'PAGE, :.Dist. Sec.
convey the figures with accuracy by the
.MARRIED .
• .~ar:,a~t;Ia .rr:aqice hadcon~equentl_y grown
TANNER.-"-BULLrs .....:Atthe Fesidence.of Bro.
PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS OF
pp of .supplying them from the official
Horace. Church, Lamqni, Iowa, Octo.ber2d,r890,
CONDOLENCE,
i'>OutCe in:, carefully vvritten st.atements for·
Mr.Ja!Iles E. Tanner, of Hilljards, Allegan cou!lWhereas,
our
Heavenly
Father
in
his
inscrutaty,.Michlgan; and Sr. Amy A. Bullis, of Lamoni,
their guidance, 'whkh w~re sent to thein
ble wisdom, has permitted .the removal from the . Iowa, Bro. Asa S. Cochran officiating;
·
during the' delivery of the speech. It has midst of His churcn militant of o.ur beloved
SouLE.-'-KE.LSAw.~At th,¢ Saints' h,all; St •
.novv been foun~ more . convenient ngt to brother and bishop; George A:· Blakeslee;...:.and,
Joseph, Missouri, Septembe~ 28th, 1890, Bro.•
tt'.ust at all: to the ear, and the minister is
Whereas,in·our.relations.with him inhlsofiF
Charle8 H. Soule aJld Miss R,osyana K.elsawwer~
cia! station, and.our.acquaintance with him as a
understopd:to speak from printed figures;
united in mar.rlag':l in the presence of a~ull hquse,
member.ofthe
bqdy
o(
C~tlst,
we
hav,e
fdund
. . l\1y po~itioh does not go beyond this, h,im to be a ma.n of.God. and .an .exemplary and . Elder j: M. Terry .offlciating. . ·Tomorrow Sr.
tl'wt, the s~ITI: care which insures gene~al consistent follower of the. Savi()r, .whose hlghellt Rosy'ana will. be unite!} to. Christ, the Great Bride• .
May the happy·couple,
fidelity of ;sta,tement in recitals does. n,of aim was the triumph of fruth, a,nd. whose con~ groom, bybaptism;
though two in. body; be one soul; united by love
!'uf:Iice t() ~;;cure numeric~l precision; a.nd' stant toil and hope was tl;le redemption of. Israel' which
k,no.w& no brea~lng..
·
. . conversely, that the":wantof such preCision, arid. the .reig!l of. r,ight~qQsness,~and,
Whereas,
hi~ exc;ellence of character; hls.fidelitY;
·..
. .. .
. DIED.
..
.,....•.•
.wl)ich may often be.. ·suspected in the Old
to go~pel·trust, and .his untiring· and selt:~a!=rifi!=·
PARSoNs:
:At l;lis. reslde~,ce, in Alleg1t~t!Y
~, 0, ----. ,~··--,·"" ~n t~~ Pentateuch. and Jos~na, Pa~t l, ing.devotion1111d ,IndustrY; in. the i.p.~~rest of the City, ~~nn"!ylvania; ?.:{ay4th, I89o,.Bro,•Joseph

1

•..l•

church have conspired to entitle hini. to our un-'

Parsons, in the 75th year 9f..his age.
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SdHOFIELn:~At her mother's ·Fesidence, Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, Sr Rohannli\.Sc•hofield,
daughter of Bro. Joseph Panons, deceased, in the
.21st year of her age, leaving husband and.infant
child.
·
RIEDEL ~In St. Jossph, Missouri,. September
36th, 1890, Sr. Mary J. Riedel passed peacefully
away, aged 51 years, 2 months and 7 days .. She
·was interred in Mt. Mora cemetery, October 2nd.
Sr. Riedel was baptized by T. T. Hindercks, August 6th; t88z, near Stewartsville, ·Missouri, since
Which her life has been that of a saint. Her life
sorrows · wnich were many were borne with a .
Christ-like meekness. A love for her children
was all that bound her to earth. . She loved them
dearly arid her,lpve was reciprocated.
But £or
them she was :willing to go. She finally reached
the point where het: prayer was, "Come, dear
Jesus, and take me.''' She passed away in rapport
with the heavenly hosts.
Two sons and six
daughters remain to mourn her taking away, two
of which are quite young. "I would like to live
to see Carrie and Clara baptized," she said; but
Mary the oldest will be as a mother to them and
.teach them obedience to the gospel that gave her
.dear mother peace in her last moments.
A
mother in Israel has gone. Funeral services conducted by Elder J. M. Terry, assisted by Elder. J.
A. Marchant.

TWO DAYS' MEETING
The meeting of the Decatur District, Iowa,
Sunday-school Association, which was postponed
from September, will be held at Lamoni, Iowa,
on' Saturday, the 18th, and Sunday, the 19th, of
October, commencing at ten a.m. Saturday.
Saturday will be deyoted t(} business, training
classes and papers upon vit!)l topics incident to
Sabbath-school work. Saturday evening w!ll be
short talks by Sunday-school superintendents, in
which it is expected all superintendents present
will take. part.• Sunday morning and evening
will be occupied by add{esses upon "Mission of
.-·-~--.th.~ Sunday-school" and "Relation of Parents to,
and duties in, the Sunday-school."
These exercises will be accompanied by appropriate music.
It is desired that all the s<!hools be represented
as provided in the Constitution, and that as many
of the teachers and officers, especially superintendents, attend as possibly can; also all are invited to come and assist in making the time enjoyable and the meeting a success.
Let every superintendent see to it that his
school is reported in full, upon the blank form
which.will be mailed him in due time.
Reports should be sent the secretary, W. H udson, as soon after the 12th as possible.
·Delegates and friends from a distance will be
entertained as well as the good citizens of Lamorii are capable of doing; so let all who can, turn
out and help make this, our first effort, a decided
success-the beginning of a work which will reflect credit upon those participating, and which
will redound to the honor. and glory of God.
Come prepared to take part-to hear, see, criti·
dse, impart and imbibe, that which is good.
Schools in the vicinity might come in a body.
2
J. A. GuNSOLLEY, Supt. Ass'n.
ADDRESSES.
M. H. Bond, Wllloughby,'Lake:county, Ohio.

-..A-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM :
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
TNDEPRNDENCE. Mo.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, ,.nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

~PIRITUAL

GIFTS AND SPIRIT

MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CUBE FOB S:s'EPTf01BM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages·
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of closelywritten and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and .rxposition of gospel
dpctrine and confirmatory gifts, ·as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracle•,. Me•meric, Trance, MindReadiri_g,: HChristian ,.'Science," ·'~iv~ne HeaHng'j or
"Faith, Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts'l>f the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or. Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Wil- •
loughby, Ohio; or Hetald,Oftice, Lamoni, Iowa.
. '
~ Agents and "pushers" wallted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

.Prospectus o:£ Aut1lmn Leavefi!·
FOB. I89IIN oi-~er to largely increase our. circula.Uon lor
the coming year and also· as a testitnonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided tis in establishing the magazine, we have made. arrangements.
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,

The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate .made expresslyfor us,
and will ·be worth double the subsj::ription pri.ce
of the magazine tqeach one whorl!ceives It, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AUTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the·
following conditions are necessaz:y; Send ih
advance $1.50, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to J>ay
cost of mailing, and the magazine ~ogether with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the ~ngraving except where payNEW BOOK. 1890.
ment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
"PRESIDENCY . AND PRIESTHOOD."
may desire to have it and has not the money to
-THEsend in advance, we will' send the magazine
A]IOSW.t-y. Reformation and Restoration.
without the Engravinf{, if they will notify ..the
office that they wish it continued.
This work discusses the issues of theolOI!Y that are to
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN .
. the front to-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading It erther as CRITlC or INVESTIGATOR. lt contains
We can not send out the first numbers of the
390 pages of closely written matter and. printed in good
volume without knowing whether.you wish the
readable type, with neat binding, and Rold at the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
~OW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
loss. Many who afterwards would .subscribe and
Besides the discussion of the questions of
pay for these numbers can not get them because
MINISTERUL AUTHORITY
we have furnished them to those who fail tore;
From the Bible standpoint of the
new their subscriptions or to return the magaM.ELCHISEDEK AND THE AAROJ\IIC PRIESTHOODS,
zines.
The work largely treats of the subjects of
THE MINISTRY.
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURtJH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critTo all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
ically_ examining the claims of the Restoration of the
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
Copies can be had by addressing
.
WM. H. KELLEY,_Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
SAINTS' HERALJJ OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
wish it continued.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
-.....,.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK,FOR THE
~Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
MAGAZINE? ..
WM. H. KE:LLEY.
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your serviANOTHER NEW BOOK
ces. This offer includes engraving with each
~oon to be issued from ~atriot Office, consisting of 8
copy.
Sermons by Pre•. Jos. Smith and other leading elders·
SPECIAL NOTICE.
'•What the Jews Think of Jesus," and "The Jews In and '
Out of Palestine." by Dr. F. de Sola Mendez, a prominWith the first number of volume four we shall
ent Jew; also, uThe American Indian," and ~'Life and
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
Death of Republics," by D. F. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
of Elder John Brush of Californial one of the
This work presents a wide range of subjects as well as
authorship. It will be sold as follows: Single copy 25 ct.
most , interesting Biographies yet published.
F1ve copies $1. Twelve copies $2. Patriot one year and
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
book_ $1.15.. Patriot six months and book 70 cts.
those who know him, passed through many of
Th1s applies to renewals as well as new subscriptions
Send in your orders at once.
·
·
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI' IowA.
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier
ROBERT WINNING, Pres't.
equal to those wr: have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
Ample Responsibility.
r891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed!
Loane money on aproved security. Six per cent Interest
to the magazine, though well known to the
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
church, both personally and by her writings.
bought and eoid.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subPAYING WORK FOR YOU.
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UTAH'S STEP FORWARD.

IN what we give below will be found the
action of the Utah Mormon church at their
hite semi-annual conference, held in Salt
Lake City, beginning October 4th, as presented in the · Deseret News for October
7th, 1890. · It will be read with much interest.
· '•President Woodruff said: I will say, as the
question is ofte1;1 asked, 'What do the Latter-day
Saints believe in?' we feel disposed to read the
Articles of FaHh of.the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day ~aints, and should there be any
strangers present, they may understand our faith
in. this respect! The question Is often asked,
•Do the M«lr,m«l>n people believe in the Bible?'
.so the pri1;1ciple~ that are read wHI show our·faith
:
, ,
., ,
I
c:~l..nd belief appertaining to the Gospel of Christ
·~·Tne l!rticles \were .then read by Bishop Orson
F;• Whitney. .'!;hey are. here introduced;
~

'~AitTIGLES OF FAITH.

'" ··· :"0. f.the Ch. ur.~h of Jesus Christ of Latter-da.y
(•

.>

Saints.

·

will yet reveal many great and important things
pertaining to the Kingdom of God.
""ro. We believe in the literal g;tthering of Israel and in the restoration of the Ten Tribes.
That Zion will be built upon this continent.
That Christ will reign p.ersonally upon the earth,
and that the earth will be renewed and receive
its paradisic glory.
"II. We claim the privilege of worshiping
Almighty God according to the dictates of our
conscience, and allow all men the same privilege,
let them worship how, where or what they may.
"12. We believe in being subject to kings, presidents, rulers and magistrates, in obeying, honoring and sustaining the law:
''I3 We believe in being honest, true, chaste,
benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to all
men; indeed we may· say that we follow .the
admonition of Paul, •We believe all things, we
hope all things,' we have endured many things,
and hope to be able to endure all things. If there
is anything virtuous, lovely or of good report or
praiseworthy, we seek after these things ·-JosEPH
SMITH.

No. 43·

charges are false. We are not teaching polyga·
my, or plural marriage, nor permitting any person to enter into its practice, and I deny .that
eitper forty or any other nu.mb.er of plural mar·
riages have during that period been .wlemnb;ed
in our temples or in any other place
the Territory.
"One case has been reported, in which the par·
ties alleged that the marriage was performed in
the Endowment House, in Salt Lake City, !n·the
spring ofi889, but I have not been able to learn
who performed .the ceremony; whatever. was
done in this matter was '1'\'ithout my knowledge.
In consequence of this alleged ·occurr\mce the
Endowment House was, by my instructio1;1s; taken
down without delay.
"Inasmuch as laws have been enacted by
Congress forbidding pi ural marril:tges, which laws
. have been pronounced constitutional by the court
of last resort, I hereby declare my intention to
-submit to those laws, and to use my influen~e
with the members of the .Church over which I
preside to have them do likewise.
«There is nothing in my teachJngs t!> .the
Churchor. in those of my assodates, duripg the
time specified, which can be reasonably constru.ed
to inculcate or encourage polygamy, and when
l!ny Elder of.the Chqrch has used language wbldi
appeared to convey any such teaching, he ,has
been· promptly reproved.
And I now;pt1b]tdv
declare that mY advic.e to the L·atter-day Saints
is to refrain fi·om contracting any marriage forbidden by the Jaw.of the land.
.

in

"Apostle Franklin D. Richards said: Beloved
brethren and sisters, I move that we, as members
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter·day
Saints in General Conference assembled, do accept and adopt these Articles of ·Faith which
Bishop Whitney has now. read as the rule of our
faith and of our conduct during our mortal lives.
"It may be thought that it is supetfluous to offer it; but itmus·t be borne in mind thatwe have
a rising generation since this was l;tst presented
to us, that. are coming to years of i udgment and
understanding; and we wish to have all oldand
young, rich and poor, bond and free, thl!t have
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ .and in these arti·
.
"WILFORD WOODRUFF.
cles to have a chance to express it ·by their vote,
•·Presidentdf the Church of Jesus Christ of
if they wish.
"Latter-day· Saints.
'·The vote to sustain Brother Richards' motion
· "PreslderiJ Lorenzo Snow offered t,he follow· was unanimous.
Ing:
"President George Q. Cannon said: President
<•I move .that, recognizing Wilford Woodruff
Woodruff, as doubtless the members of the Conas the President of the Church of Jesus Chrh;t of
ference are aware, !:)as felt himself called upon
Latter-day Saints, and the only maJ;~, on the ~ar:th
to issue a manifesto concerning certain things
at the present ·time who holds the. keys of. the
connected· with our affairs in this Territory, and
he is desirous to have this submitted t<ithis cort- · sealing ordinances,. we .consider. him fully authorized by virtue of his position to issue the .maniference; to have their views or their expressions
coneen1ing "it, and Bishop Whitney will read this .fest<? which. has been read in our' heating and
which is date.d September 24th, 1890:, apd t)lat.as
·document now in your heating.
"Followillg is the manifesto as read:
!1 Church. in General Confere1;1ce asJ>eip:bltiq, .we
accept. his 'declarl!tioll concerning plural mar"OFF·ICJAL DECLARATI'ON.
riages as authoritative a1;1d binding.
''To Whom it }JfayConr:ern:
'''l'l1e vote to sustain the foregoing motron.was
"Press dispatches having been sent for political
unanimous.
purposes, from SaltLake City, which )1ave. been
. "President George Q. Cannon spoke in. re.fer~
widely publi~hed,"to the effe~t that the Ut;~h
ence to the manifesto, giving the reasons for its
Commlssiorr in. their recerit report to the $ecrehaving been issued by President Woodruff. A syntary of the Iniei!or, aliege thatplu;al marriages
opsis of his discourse could not give an adequate
are l>tm ]?eing solemnized .and tha,t fot:ty or more
idea of it. His remarks wereof such vital importsuch marriages have been contmt::ted in Uta)1
ance-that it is deemed better to await a full report
sine~ last J~ne or during the past year; al~o that
of them, which will shortly be published.
in puqlic dlscoursesthe leadersof .the Church
"Presid~nt '"Woodruff \Vho haq becen deeply
bav~ taught,en.:;o,uraged atJd urged the continti· a.ffected durin~the presenfatio!l of,· and·
a)'ICe qf the practice of polygall)Y· . .. . •· ,
''l~.therefore, as President ofJhe Church (lf , upon the officifll declara~lop, . ·
sUbject~ · I:lis rern:u·ks
JesusCh~i~t 0f Latter-D;a)'Sa.lnts~.do pere~)'· i~ · self on tp:e
'the Jl)PStsqlemll manner, de9htre
theE.e

1
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synopsis applying to his discourse, as well as to
· President Cannon's~
"The choir ~ang: .

lation was given;. and. the time during
which the church was to remain in such
relation
to the government as was indica"How benteon• are. their feet
ted, was also stated: until H~,. (.,\::hrist)
·Wh9 stand on.Zion's Hill,
. . .. .
Who bring •alvation on ·their tongues,
should come. It is not presuming for us
And words of peace reveal;
to state that Pret>iclents W. Woodruff and
.''Benedicticm. by Apostle· Heber J . G.rant
Adjourned until two p.m."
G, Q. Catinon have long known thatthe
. '],'his occurred on October 6th, the third laws of the .. United States forbade plural
day of conference session, . and deserves marriages; and as a consequence, that
more than a passing notice; which we cer- those living in the practice of .that dogma
were not in accordance with the constitutainly may be pardoned for giving it.
. .
·
The articles of faith and doctrines given ted authority of the land..
. We are. most heartily glad to place the
• above are the same that were published
byJoseph Smith in 1842, in the 'Iimes Utah people on record, late as it may apand Seasons, the official . organ of the pear; in .a fair statement of belief consistchurch, and published in Nauvoo, Illinois, ent with the original faith of the church.
and are identical with those furnished to The occasion'for and the manner in which
I. Daniel Rupp; of Lancaster, Pennsylva- their declaration h~s. been made, are open
to criticism, but so much is gained by the
nia, by. Joseph Smith in I844, and pub
lished by said Rupp in his History of the statement itself that we do not care now to
R,.eligious Denominations in the United examine how it was bi·ought about; es. Startls, in the same year.
.
. pecially as we have not yet seen the reIt will be seen that in this declaration of. marks of Pres. Woodruff assigning his
faith and doctrines there is not a line that reasons for asking an endorsement o.f his
warrants belief in a plural marriage sys~ manifesto; nor yet the remarks of his coltem; but, on the contrary, the. plain en- league, Pres. G. Q. Ca·nnon.
This step of the Utah church is an imdorsement of the Bible and Book of Mormon, impliedly endorses the teachings of portant one, and can not fail to be followthose. two books conjointly, which are ed by important results. \N;e wait to see
clearly monogamic. It. seems to us that what those taking the foremost parts in
the conclusion is almost inevitable, that this peculiar movement had to say on the
Messrs. Woodruff and his brethren stand occasion, before we discuss it further.
before .the world confel'sed violators of the
provisions of the faith of the church stated
by Joseph Smith, and .understood and ac- IN the Octographic.RevieiiJ of the 4th ult,
cepted by the church at the time of his a Campbellite paper published in Richwood, Ohio, we find the following sensible
death.
This is all the more apparent when the editorial and suggest that the Campbellite
following statement made by Pres. Wood- Church is one of the foremost to "set aside
ruft's associate in the presidency, George one half ofthe Great Commision [Mark
Q. Cannon, on Sunday, October 5th, the I6: 17, 18J and refmes to tell inquirers
second day of their conference session, is what Peter told such [Acts 2: 38, 39] on
the day of pentecost;" and we may say
applied:
,
"God had chosen the Saints to institute with Paul, wherein thou judgest another
a new condition of things on earth, to ar- thou condemn est thyself; for thou that
rest the tide of evil. He had selected men judgest doest the same things." Rom. 2: I.
and women who had the courage to carry•
"}'\Then preaching is done in a half-hearted
out what he told them and they tried to apologetic way, or in a business like manner, so
do it. But the nation interposed and. said many sermons for so much money, we need.not
stop, apd they would bow in submission, expect much good and enduring fruit theref~om.
leaving the consequences with God. They Professional work is not the kind which the .Lord
would do the bfst they could; but when prospers in his cause. He demands fuJi faith in
their actions came in conflict with the his truth and a zeal according to knowledge. So
constituted authorities, and the highest Paul said concerning himself and his fellow
'tribunal in the land cried 'stop,' there was apostles, 'We have the same spirit of faith, acno other course for the Latter-day Saints cording as it is written, I believed and therefore
to pursue, than to be in accordance with have I spoken;. we also believe, and therefore
the revelations which God had given to
them, telling them to respect constituted speak.' Doubtless the aitn of all preaching in
authority and yield submissively thereto." modern times should be to arouse the people to
The revelations to which Mr. Cannon study the Bible for themselves that their faith
here refers were given August, I831, and and practice should not rest on the opinions of
specifically declare<;, "Let no man break· theologians or the usages of sects, but on the
the laws of the land; for he that keepeth word and authority of Jesus, the Head of his
the laws of God hath no need to break the Church. On all sides we hear the cry, 'Preach
laws of the land; wherefore he subject to Christ!' But what is it to preach Christ? Is it
the powers that be, until He reigns whose not to set forth all that his own witnesses have
right it is to reign, and subdues all enemies left us concerning him and the life that is offered
in his name? Is It not to tell the people who he
under his feet."
It would be an insult to the common is, what he has done, and what he has commandintelligence of Presidents Woodruff and ed us to do? And is he a preacher of Christ who
Can.non for any one to say that thev did sets aside one-half of the Great Commission,
not know what the laws of New York, and refuses to tell inquirers what Peter told such
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, on the day of Pentecost? To preach Christ is to
Missouri and other states in which the Insist on his death, burial, and resurrection, and
Church existed were at the time this reve- the necessity of death, burial, and resurrection

forgivenesdhrough his b!ol:>a. T6
is to insist also on "that 'holiness Without whic:h r•h ··
called preaching Christ is mere declamation and
froth of opinion,--:great vvOrd~.WifhO!,lt pn:~J:h.~r.
scriptutal meaning."
·

i~~:o:~n;:~~~n~:.!'\~j~~ ~~1,,0,~~' :JC~

ployee.s a circular. letter f.t;o!Il which'th~
followmg extract 'ts taken. '
· :· · ·

"This company will not under any circum~
stances employ tnen wh.o are in ll~e habit of,b(\-'
coming intoxicated! . A\1 emp)oye~s ;Jmown.Jo ..
frequent drinking places must. l;>e ;warrte<t<~o
discontinue the practice or. qui~ the comp~rtY'~
service.
Employees 'Yi1l be discharged 'if
intoxicated either on or off du:ty. No pt;!rsons
discharged for intoxication wiill>e>re:ernp'loy·
ed.''
·· .
;' ·
·•·. ) ..

Rail way corporations arb· licensed ·tar;
riers, and as such are responsible for tne
care and safety of property,and persops
whom they in the prosecution of their in·
dustry carry over their line$ ofroad. Fre~
quent damage suits for lives lost, persons
maimed and disabled, and property lost by
reason of drunken, al'ld for:that reasonihcompetent employees have 1 at last driven
this one to adopt a measure: that will provide sober men to whom• the Iives an.d
property of the patr~)l)S of' t.he road ni~y
be safely<:onfided. Good ;but it willmal}e
some of the labor reformers· cry out more
earnestly against railroad cprporations,. as
being in this act guilty of abridging the
rights of the poor laboring man~
THE following news clippings are of
present interest in view of recent developments in Utah:

IS POLYGAMY DEAD?

New York, Oct. r4-The Independent will pub-.
!ish tomorrow articles received by telegraph fro.m
President Woodruff of the Mormon church· and
Gov. Thomas of Utah· concerning the action
of the Morm.on conference of Oct. 6th forbidding
polygamy. President Woodrufl:" says: "The
action of the conference is conclusive. The
church has no disposition to violate the laws or
defy the government. The revelation of God
requires us to obey the constitutional laws of the
land. Judge Zane has recognized the action (}f
the church as sincere and final, and has resclnd.et
the rule excluding Mormon aliens from natural
ization." Gov. Thomas says: "The manifest(
of the pr!"'sident of the churchhas now been cor
firmed by the conference. It comes with a force of
a new revelation, and whatever doubts may have
existed as to the purpose and effect of the manifesto as first sent out, they now seem to be removed. The Gentiles rejoice that the contest begun so many years ago against polygamy has
finally triumphed, for they beHeve that never
again will polygamy flourish on American soil.,
This is the most important event that has occured
in the Mormon church in years, and it is believed
it will result in greatly advancing the material interests and prosperity of the territory.''
·
·The Omaha Be~ speaking editorially of therecent action of the Church of Jesus Christ, of
Latter-day Saints, renouncing polygamy, says:
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''This would seem to put an end to this tronblel!ome and perplexing question, which has been a
source of agitation for m0re than a q<1arter of a
century, and it is a matter upon which the count·
ty is to be heartily congratulated. It is a notab:e
~ictory of law and of public sentiment, which is
of the highest value as a lesson and example.
The contest has been a prolonged one and it has
been marked by incidents and circumstances on
both sides which the calm and solemn judgment
of history will condemn, but the inevitable outcome has been reached in the triumph of an overwhelming public opinion, which in this country
must always eventually have its way. As to the
motives thatprompte.d this action ofthe Mormons
it is not important to inquire. Iflhey have hon·
estly and sincereJy renounced polygamy, that is
enough, and we·cannot see how there can longer
cbe a reasonable doubt that such is the case.
Jhe l,aws however, will be preserved, at ,least un·
l:itthe country shall become convinced that they
can be ot no further service. Meanwhile the
action taken by the Mormon church in remov·
ing the chief if not the on! y ground of opposition
·to. it dught to ·have results benefici.al to the
· n\ilterial interests of Utah and to all classes of
people of that territory."
THE following is what one prominent
man savs of the late Utah manifesto in
.the N e~ York Herald:

Attorney General Miller, upon whom devolves

the duty of prosecuting those charged with polyg·

gladsome news now denied. s.uch because
of poverty.
We will give next issue the remarks of
Presidents George Q. Cannon and Wilford Woodruff upon the occasion of the '
late action of the Utah church on the plural ma-rriage question.
Presidents Joseph Smith and W. W.
Blair left Lamoni the iatter part of the
present week; the former going to Tnde.
pendence, Mo., the latter to St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mission, Illinois.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. ·R; ]. Anthony writes in excellent
spirits from Salt Lal,<e City, October 7th •.
He says:
"We are all happy. Bro. Anderson is joyful
and glad, and is wi!Iing to stay~ We had a good ·
conference. Bro. J. S. Lee was with us and
preached twice. He is a peeler. I spoke last
night. reviewing the situation and showed if the
Reorgl!nized Church was only directed by hu- ·
man wisdom that it was far superior to the inspiration that has governed this people in the '
valley. Bro. Evans is with us. We hold service to· night, and if !he interest is good we will
continue. Bro. J. S. Lee went to Tooeie yes·
terday."

Bro. E. E. Marshall wrote from Lone
Rock, Harrison county, Missouri, September z6th, giving several of the brethren credit for labor done, closing his letter
as' follows:
"Brethren Stebbins and Bennett aided us in
our late picnic to good effect. The turn out was
very. good, notwithstanding the two days' meet·
hg at Allendale, and another picnic at .Rama,
all on tht> sarne day. Good order. unity of feeling and universal courtesy ruled the hour from
the beginning of the opening pra.Ye: to the end
ofthe benediction~ We love these. gatherings
where young. and old, re1<ardless. of creed or·
party, meet and strike hands under the shadow
of freedom's banner; with freedom's soil beneath
us, and in the universal light of the celestial orb ·
of heaven forget the cares and toils of life; renew old friendships; establish new ones and bury
aristocracy, prejudice, contention and ill-will in
the dark waters of oblivion with the dt>ad past,
and press forward with good will toward all, and
malice toward none. Am I right?~'

amous practices, received the new~·with his usual
.imperturbability, and when I asked him what
significance he attached to this seemingly official
suppression of pplygamy by the Mormon Church
dignitaries, he rttplied :. "I will express no opin·
ion, for I neither care as an offi.e.er o{thisgovernroimt to impeaqh their sincerity nor to accept
their act as con~lusive evidence of good faith.
Let the future 4ecide this.
My province.is to
enforce the. law., As I understand it, the statutes
are not aimed ati theMormon. Church estabHshm!mt~ but again~t one. of their practices which· is
an ,absolute violation of the laws. Polygamy is
. bigamy and ihaj:'we.punish as a crime through·
Elder W. S. Pender, Excelsior, Wiscon. ollt the land. lfthe Mormon leaders will cease
sin~ gth instant:
"Held meetings every night for two .. weeks
t~aching and a~vocating polygamy as a tenetof
near here to large audiences and with cbpsidertheir religion, tpe practice must neces~at:ily die
able interest, From here wt> go to North Free·
~):It and there. th~ crime ceases, The signifi<:ance
dom; the. rSth and 19th in st., then to district con·
ott!1Js proc~ed!ng qn the part of the general , ference, the 25th and 26th atVal!PyJunctlon.!'
1\{onnon cq~nc11 will have to be developed. by '
· ¢ircumstances. 'Wh.e.ther. a set of. men, who in
tlie pasthav.e be,en as wise as a ser.pent, are sud- "THE. Russian g<>verrimen't announced
that it "Yill introduce a reformed judi<:}enlygoing to become as harmless as doves is a
cial system in Siberia."
· .
.··<J.uestion which! time alone can determine."
;

'

'

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Thcr. above telegniphic n~ws .item is
good if.true. No government can safely
ignore the expressed -enlightened sentiments of the world against cruelty and
barbl:lrity. practiced in its administration.
In fact we are rapidly approaching the
period when, not cruelty l:lkme,hut.allpolitical injusticewill be brought and held to
asttictaccount by that strong and stren•
gthenirtg and ultimate prevailing power+the .pe.ople.

• ·~•Vain man!

Who makeththee to differ from
Put.thy hand
u~orftny m~uth~n~ be still:"
''Tho~¢ ~ho cmne
you t() talk( abctut ot\ien>
.are . thi:l 0 nes who goto'otherst() talka~~~tY';lPY

an6th~r-iind darestthouboast?

to
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The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to. which your subscriptiOn has been
,"Jaid. If it shows you are in arrears, p)ease renew.
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SIE\TER "FRANCES."

"Not she with traitorous kiss her Savior stung;
Not she denied him with unholy tongue,
She while apoBtle shrank. could danger brave,
I ast at his crasB and earliest at his grave."

THOUGHTS UPON OUR LIFEWORK.
IN sending us the couplet at the head of our
Column this week, the sister remarks: "After
reading part II of •Woman's Work' ln. the Hom.e
Column of He~ald, these lines came into my
mind. I wish I could remember the author."
As we read we remember of thinking, it Is very
small difference who the author may .be, for we
have the garnered sweetness and pathos, and If
our lives 1\re enriched thereby, through unborn
ages the reward will be realized by the one who
wrote though we may' never know each other.
We have been reading this morning an article
entitled, "Filling out God's Patterns." The
writer holds to views like these:
"The lowliest life is a.plan of God Every one
is created for some definite use, to do a. certain
work, to fill a c~rtain place.
Every one has' a
divine biogrltphy marked out for him, before he
is born, which he is sent into this world to live.
"Surely then we should desire nothing as much
as, first to know what God's plan for us is, and
then to be and do what he made us for.
We
must remember that it is possible for us to' fail
altogether of God's design for us.
God never
plans sin for. us. .He makes every life to be beautiful, holy, good, and a blessing to others. Some
people get confused in their thinking, and suppose that every one's .life actually is.;what G;od
made it to be, thus holding God responsible for
sin and for all human failures' But men are not
machines. Stars are. held in their orbits by fixed
unvarying Jaws; bu!.stars have no souls, and are
not mora\. beings. /We that have souls must
choose for. ourselves, and are responsible for our .
choices and acts.
We are never compel)ed to
mo.ve in any fixed. orbit; we are not compelled
to be good. God plans for us, but we can reject
his plan and.take our own and thus by;oursinful
folly wreck all the beauty and bless!llg designed
for us. , .
.
· "God reveals to us in many ways his plans and
designs for our lives. . The Bible Is.a book of
patterns, with its commandments, its counsels,
its beatitl!des,. its portrayal of the oilep~r~~ctlife,
and its glimpses of cheavenly character; J.n. conscience too we have a mirror, in which, though
dimmed and shattered by sin, we yet see reflected the beauty of l10ll!l.ess •.. ;
-·•There is no poubtthat Godls 'Yilling to make
known to us the plans he has in his thought for
us.
The que,stlon is; bow can. we make our life
the beautiful thl!lg that ,God wants It .to be} .The
answer is, by dping the will. of God. Tl}e highest and only perfect exarpple of a .life ti}at filled
the. divin~ pla'J;l ~as·. Christ's.• a!Jd ·.· ;we kn 0 w how
he accotnplished it. •I do not mine owncwill b11t
the will ofHirn't~~t seJ:lt llle;' ~~S t.he •key~note
of. his life ....···. •·He rna:,d~ ~o~Btaijs &t hjs' o~n; he
. slmply,le!!rriy~- hi~'~j~~r1~:~nft,~t~3i:h step,.and
did'thllt·~· ' •
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Many times there meets us upon life's journey
a weary sense of disheartenment, an intense
longing to be what we are not, to do what we are
hot doing and we question, if we were in the line ot
duty, could such feelings arise? If only our own
Will and the will of God entered into the forces
of life, we might well question as to whether or
hot we were. · But there is outside of these an·
other and a third force. An enemy subtile and
strong, filled with all guile and all manner of deceit, having the power to transform himself into
an angel of light and knowing every vulnerable
spot in our armor better even than we know it
ourself.
This being the case then, it behooves
us to be very slow in accepting these feelings of
despondency and discouragement as evidence
that our work Is not acceptable to God, that we
are not doing that which is pleasing in his sight.
To our mind there is a far more reliable guide
than this and we have many times been made to
feel the wisdom and goodness of God in so
ordering our. lives as to give us "a more sure
word of prophecy whereunto we do well to take
heed.'' When we know. ourselves to be in possession of the Spirit of God we are then in a far
more- suitable. condition to judge in reference to
our life and works than we are when overcome
by despondency and gloom. The Spirit of God
brings light and the purer light will cause the
same act, the same page of our life to stand before
us In colors very different from those they have
appeared in at other timss. Is it not important
then that we cherish as sacred the feelings and
Impressions received at such·times, that they may
be a guide to us when doubts assail and the path
of duty seems obscure? Again we read:
"There is another thing to be remembered:
God's plan may not be worldly success. Measured by human standards, there was never a failure more complete than Christ's. But we know
that God's plan for his life was carried out perfectly, without the slightest shadow of failure.
So one may fail altogether in the eyes of men,
and yet accomplish all that God sent him into
this world to do. Earthly failures may be heavly successes.
Nor must we grow hisheartened
ourRelves when ourearthlv plans have miscarried;
when we have been baffled or defeated; when,
after all our toll we stand empty-handed. If we
have truly sought all the while to do God's will,
his plan for us has been going on through all our
failures, and some day we shall see that fairer
designs by far than ours have been wrought out
unconsciously i11 our broken life and our shattered hopes."
"A weaver standing at his loom one day,
Wrought with uncertain hand some strange desi!!n:
A tangled mesh it seemed, line blurring line,
UnAuited contrasts,.- warp and woof astrav.
Sometimes he paused and pushed his work away.
'The task is hopeleeo,' said he, and sighed,
But patiently r''Bumed; and one bv one
The broken threads were mended ..
When 'twas done
He turned the frame, and lo! upon that side
A radiant light his startled eyes did greet.
What seemed confusion had been hidden Jaw,
And the designer's dream· at last he saw
Resulting, lovely, perfect, and complete.
"Like that old weaver, troubled, faint with fears,
We weave the fabric which we call our life;
Anrl our ignoring :fingers thron~h the years
Hold most incongruous threads,-hard-knotted strife,
Broken ambition, and entangled love,
Famt hope, contrasting with intense despair,
Dark hues of sorrow,-all these things are there:
But when the dav shall dawn on heights above,

Some gracious light upon our work may shine,
Revealing clearly how the Master's hand
Gutded harmonious each discordant strand,
And from the human fashioned the divine."
('l'o be continued.)

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. M. A., of Michigan, requests your prayers
that she may be healed, and also that God will
be pleased to remember her husband and restore
him to the true faith.
Bro. J. Edmens, of California, desires your
faith and prayers that God may restore him to
health.
A sister of Hapeville, Ont., requests your
prayers, that God may bless her with wisdom ia
relation, especially to her association with the
world.
Sr. Edwards, of Charter Oak, Iowa, requests
your faith and prayers in behalf of her little
daughter-her only one-who is given up by her
physician as incurable. May the Great Physician be pleased to hear your prayers.
HOME. CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Oct. 3, Amount to date ........•...... $3.181 38
A sister, Iowa .... - ..... $ 31
Mary Williams, Mo.. . . . . 39
Lenora Crandall, Iowa .. _I 42
Susan Tvler, Pa ...... _.. I oo
W. H. Brolliar & family,
Nebraska ..........•.. 2 50
C. M & I. S. Wild.-r. Ia .. 2 oo
John T. Johnson, Kan ... 3 oo
Chas. M'Clelland, Minn .. 5 oo
Maria Grice, Neb ........ I oo
A sister, Neb ••.•......•. I oo
G. E. Hodge, Neb ....... 2 oo
Sadie Dawson, Cal ...... r
Mary Mader, Iowa .••.. _2 oo
Crt•scent Prayer·Union,
Iowa._ ...... -··_, ..... IO 00
Ollie J. Ames, Cal. ...••. I oo
Marv Dorothy, Iowa ••••. I oo
M. A. Altrop,........... 50
M.A. Palmer,.......... 50

so

Oct. 17, Amount received to date .. , .. $3 2 r7 50
faV"Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamon!, Iowa.
LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 12th.
Dear Sisters:- I have been to the general
church Reunion held .at Logan, Iowa, and my
mind is full of pleasant remembrances of the occasion. Having received so much pleasure and
benefit, I would feel selfish did I not try to impart some of my gladness to others less fortunate.
I had Often read in the Herald accounts of these
glad events, and as often desired to have a part
in them; so when the opportunity came I very
thankfully embraced it. My anticipations were
more than realized.
Such hosts of smiling faces, such kind, heartv
greetings, such a peacable, neighborly city bor~
in a day! "Israel, to your tents," must have been
the word, for such an inpouring of people with
their beds and baggage was a sight to behold,
and a wonder to the uninitiated. "Where do
they come from?'' as team after team turns in at
the big gate. Well, we make up our mind that
the countrymust be alive with Latter Day Saints,
and a good thing for the country, too, we think.
The tents were arranged in rows with streets
running the entire length of the "city." A bell
chimed out the rising hour at six, prayer meeting at nine, preaching at ten forty·five, preaching
again at two thirty, and again at seven thirty;

at ten "every one to his tent." Thus the time
was well employed and the gospel tent was kept
warm. Such beautiful sermons making the gospel to shine in splendor before our eyes and causing prayers of praise and thanksgiving to ascend
to Gocl for the blest privilege of living in these
latter days.
At the prayer and testimony meeting the gifts
of prophecy and tongues were manifested.
Many of the old veterans were heard from who
received the glad message forty and fifty years
ago and who still find it a good plan to live by.
How the dear old faces with their many seams
and lines of care and trouble lighted up as they
told of God's goodness to them, with a beauty far
greater than that of youth. Many earn·est lips
bore testimony that the sick h3:,d been healed and
the blind made to see, to which the Spirit bore
witness, and the congregation silently wept for
joy.
Oh they were seasons of joy long to be rem em·
bered. Oh may the Saints purify their hearts
and prepare themselves for still greater outpourings of the Holy Spirit, so they may be ready to
abide the day of His coming .and able to stand
whet) he appeareth; for He is like a refiners fire,
and like fullers soap.
At the water's edge a beauteous picture presented itself; the picture~ que mill and clear water
pouring over the dam; the pretty sloping banks
thronged with eager people gazing ·upon the· baptismal scene below; the graceful trees and bright
colors here and there; all enhanced by the murmur of falling water and the sweet hymns of
praise and thanksgiving. Men,, women and children going forth to be buried 'neath the wave
and coming out with glad shining faces!
Oh
how we rejoiced with t~em for we know how
good it was to obey that precious commandment,
"Ye must be born again."
Shortly after one of these happy events when
thirty-four had gone down into the water, we
were in conver;;ation with a kind old lady (Methodist, and resident of Logan) who expressed in
wprd and look her great satisfaction over the
event. "I just wish there had been a hundred
baptized; it was so grand," was her remark. This
seemed to voice the thought of many, for there
seemed to be nothing but the best of feeling
manifested toward the Saints.
May such events be multiplied unto the Saints,
for they greatly prepare them for that glorious
reunion where the parting sigh shall not be known.
SR. MINNIE.
SHEGUIANDAH, Manitoulin Island,
September rst.
Dear Sisters of the Home Column:-I can truly
say that I am glad I am a Latter Day Saint, for
this gospel makes my heart rejoice. It will be
eight years the fifth of this month since I embraced the gospel of Christ which I first heard
through the teachings of Bro. C. M. Fulks and
his first wife. They were then in Canada. She
died at my place and as I watched and waited
upon her day after day and saw her patience in
suffering and her firm faith in the restored gospel I was led to investigate and find out for myself, and I do thank God that my whole heart is
in this latter day work for I do know it is of God.
My husband was baptized three years ago and I
ask the prayers of the Saints that our only child,
a .grown up son, may be broqght Into the true
church. We are members of the Corinth branch.
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We moved out here last fall and find it lonesome
I have enClosed the name of one sister to be
not having our meetings to go to. The Saints at
enrolled in the Prayer Union, and there are othCorinth send us some Heralds and Autumn Leaves.
ers who wish to know a little more before sendWe have some honest hearted souls here who
ing their names, and some would have sent belove to read them and are trying by the help of
fortJ but they thought they would be expected to
the Master to sow a little of the good seed. We
send contrib'utions as well. They did not feel
do not know of any other Saints on the Island.
justified in doing that, seeing our own branch
1 do wish an elder would come this way. I think needed all the help we could aflord.
good could be done and we would try and make
Would Sister Lydia Tankard, of Kansas, kindhim comfortable as we can~ As soon as we can
ly send me any information concerning, or the.
we want to send for the Herald and then it will
addrEss of Sister Maria Tankard, late of Kansas,
n.ot seem so lonesome to be iwlated so far from
as we have sought in vain by letter and we have.
the. Saints. Our crops are good this year and we
important family news. Friends and relatives
hope soon to be-able to help to unloose the hand
are getting uneasy by prolonged silence. We
of those whom God has called to preach his goswould be glad if anyone would send information
pel. I do wish some Saints would come and setto the above address.
tle here. Land is cheap and g:ood. True, there
Your sister in gospel bond~.
are some places that are very rocky but a person
E. FURNESS.
who is willing to work and has his health can
make a good living. Asking an interest in the
LoNDON, Eng., August 24th.
prayers of the Saints that I may be kept firm and
Dear Sisters:-We, the sisters of London, Engalways ready to tell of the good we are hoping, ' land, feel desirous that you should know some.and that I may be so blessed a,s to come forth in
thingabout us. Ours is no new society, it was
the first resurrection, I am ever your sister In the
started as far back as July, 1872, as the "United
bonds of the gospel,
EMELINE F. DoAN.
Sister's Mission," with Sr. Emma Bradshaw, as
president and the ·writer as secretary, and reported to the Herald on several occasions. It has
· 37 Howard Road, STRATFORD,
been the means in God's hands of doing much
Essex, England.
good, both spiritually and temporally and the
Dear Szsters:-,--1 desire to send a few lines to
prayers of its members have been signally anthe column to-day. I must say that I receive
swered many, many times, and notwithstanding
sfrength from tbe letters I read in< the Column
the many: changes and trials it has undergone we
~rom time to ti~e and particularly those from
rejoice to say that it still lives, and with its origiSiste~ Eleanol' ~nd Sister Campbell relating to
nal president, Sr . Bradshaw.
the conference.: Truly there is much to encourOne of the great objects ·of the mission is to
age us to go on though we may be tried in variuphold the priesthood of the branch by our faith
ous ways. I _can bear my testimony that it is
and prayers. We meet every Monday evening
the work of Go~ we are engaged in, for I have
for prayer, testimon)' and reading of the Scripbeen the happy recipient. of his Holy Spirit
tures, when we each contribute our mite, and
· wbi.ch l!as·sho~n me.many things and given me
once in three months we hold a tea meeting, foJ.
great joy, and hjls enabled me to bear much that
lowed by a business meetirig, in which we decide
Ic,could never h:j.ve borne of myself. I can thank
Is. to be done with the money in the treasmY Heavenly !\ather that at times when I have what
ury. When necessary the poor are helped, and
been pa.ssing th~ough the greatest outward trials,
it has been used to purchase articles needed 'for
inwardly I have received the greatest peace and
branch use, or for Bibles, etc., for use· of Sabbathcomfort. I hav;e passed through muchbu.t my
school, and in many o.ther ways. Now that the
present trials seem to be the hardest to bear as I
branch has started a building fund (with goocl
have not the freedom to openly con.fess lilY reliresults as yet) we are using every effort to help
gion .neither do I dare to bring up my .children
in that direction. We are truly blest with the
in,the faith that. is so dear to me, but still the
· Holy Spirit in our weekly gatherings, and many
I,..ord has given~ me many blessed promises by
a drooping soul has been strengthened an:d gone
th.e.su:re word of prophecy through his servants
on their way rejoicing, and we trust by continu~tn!I alsq his partdmaid Sister Bradsha.w, the only
ing faithful and united that the mission w:ill still
· co~qitign.beii)g•my faithfulness; and here, dear
be a power for good in our branch,
sis,t~rs, my. we~kness comes in. I ask my&elf ·
·
EsTHJi:R FuRNEss, Sec.
;vrith trembling :11nd £ear; can I possibly be ill the
true sense of th$ word faithful amidst the conEXTRACTS .FROM LETTERS .
flicting difficulti¢s by which I am surrounded?
. N~y, 'verily, of lJlyself I can not, but I hJlmbly
Sr. JuHa Shepard writes from Hay Springs,
#iSk for grace toihfdpme to fulfill the conditions,
speaking of th~ comfort she receives from. the
· · . ~nd I 11sk you, ~y dear :sisters of the .Union to
church publications, as they are all the preach•
m.e tha~ I may not come short of any o£
ers who reach her home. Sickness. and death
.l:>tessings th~ Lord has promised me, nearly
have. visited her family ·and they felt keenly the
~rst of whic,l'l was given through our late
absence• of elders. upon whom to call in the try- ·
N.,Bro\\"n when in England some twenty
ing hour. The. children are all longing. for the
ago. The memory of that meeting ha.s ofreturn of.Bro. Caffall, and.they would be glad to
a .comfort .tq me, for it. was the . first in
help any .elder on his way· who would be willing
i: e.ver felt the power of the Spirit of God. to come. She asks that the office be patient :With
also beet:! cheered in tnY days ot affliction
them on account of indebtedness, as they hope
.out his lette.rs to me which I have resoon: to send all tliey a:re owing.
~any: times. They were ~o .full of ..in~pi
SJ,'. Lizzie Walters, ElDorado Springs, Mi.sSo. shall. it be said' of the right¢ous;
sourl, writes that as. the ,road seems to become
h~~b!'l l.leact;yet ~.hllll he live. O~tr :t?rqthe\' ro~gher,' her courage jm;re;ts~{and shehas ,110
h~ Phe !le~ts of. ~hpse whp kne}" hbp .. ·
tl:lo~gl}t ot gj;ving .llP~ ·. $P:e fe~J~ U~~ !1\l(\QU~J!:g·

ing ·the worker!> if she can do no more than
simply to tell them the good she ·is ·receiving
from their labors. She speaks in the most flattering terms of the work of Elder Emsley Curtis
in that locality. When she heard the restored
gospel she went to God in prayer that he would
make known to her if it was his truth, and she
received the witness which led her to obey and
rejoice in the truth. She asks an interest in your
prayers that she may grow in grace and further'
knowledge of the truth.
Sr. G. A. H., of Taborville, Missouri, writes
that their branch has about twenty-one members
and believing that news from there would be acceptable to the readers of the Hevaldshe writes.
They have preaching every fourth Sunday and
on Thursday meet for prayer and testimony. She
mentions also a pleasant visit to the branch at
El Dorado Springs and of the pleasure of hearing some grand sermons by Elder Joseph Luff.
Sr. Aravilla L. Hoxie, of Boston, Mass., writes
to encourage the Saints of God to stand firm and
be steadfast·in the work, having had many as~
surances of the truth thereof. God has shown
her in dreams the overthrow of the great Catholic
church and 'the firm establishment of the gospel
of Christ in truth and righteousness.
Sr. Dasie Terrell, Rich Hill, Mo., writes testifying to many blessings received although she
has not been long in the work;. also to" the great
goodness and loving kindness of God as well as
his tender forbearanc.:.
·Sr. S. J. Oliphant, Schell City, Mo.,.expJ,'e~>ses
the satisfaction she feels .in reading- the Home
Column.
There is no branch of the church in ·
that place and her husband, though a believ.er,
has not yet obeyed, the gospel. She buritJd her
little babe this summer and feels her loss very
much and desi.res your prayers that God may
cause her husband to see;more fully his need of
obeying the truth.
Sr, Altha Duffield, Rich Hill, Mo., wr.ites
that though young in this work she has. haq
many evidences of the truth of it and is deter•
mined by faithulness and prayer tq live worthy
of obtaining many mpre, for she knows God
bless those who ·seek a biessing at his hand. by
walking humbly and uprightly before him.
Sr. Mary Deller, Rich Hill,' Mo., writes. expreRsing her love for the work and desires to be
useful therein. Though young in years she feels.
that the young have a work to do as well as those
who are older, and is trying to walk that she may
not be a stumbling block in the way of others.·

will

HORSE RACING.
Wherever boiled .dog is regarded as a luxury;
clean shirts an abomination, and scalpi~;~g a more
respectable occupation than agriculture, there the
horse-race .will be found established as the highest enjoyment. The English retain much of the
savagery of.their, ancestry. They. are substantially the same people, . save some snobbish
American imitators, who indulge in the coward,ly sport of a fox hunt; aQd it is these people, still
semi-savage in these particulars, from whom :we
are forming the fashion of· horse-racing ,and·
steeple-chasing. In a moral sense, the race hor.se
is no more norles.s than a roulette wheel, a faro
deck of cards, qr any other of the appliances
em played in gaming: Tlte cltiej patron'S of 'korse·
racing are prqjessional.gamolers, ·as it is .to them
simply a variation in .the kind. Whento the
.ba~barism oft.be race is added a cruelty thi!t
shocks the. sensibi.lftieso£ hllmane people, the at.
rocities ·co!lnected with th~ hu.rdle contests, ~he
practice should. be. suppress~d summarily as a~
ot!J.e~~r:o~~.off;e.n,cef<.,-,~k~K9 Tit~.· ·· ;
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m- No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
II,Ppear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this. issue, as no changes haye been made, except incase otperson• desiring a change in P.O~ uddress.

MACHIAS, Maine, Oct. ist.
Editors Herald,·-'On September 7th I commenced a series of meetings at North Cutler,
and up to date have preached eleven sermons to
very good attendance. I found. some of our
Methodist people; as ever, ready to oppose; but I
have had the best of liberty and freedom. I had
the house shut against me twice since I started
in, but my friends stood by me noblv and got it
open every time. Some wanted me to go to the
next district and preach there, but I said, "No;
the Lord has got a people right here, and by the
help of the God of heaven I'll fight it out here if
it takes me all the fall and winter."
Bro. Ackley and John Huntley looked after
our teams outside, while I gave them the best I
had on the inside. Threats ·were made, but I
told them I had faced the mouth of the cannon
during the rebellion, and went at my country's
call, and under the flag of my country I claimed
protection.
On Sunday evening, at the close of the sermon, I gave liberty if any one wished to obey
the old restm·ed gospel to rise to their feet; and
Mrs. Huntley soon had every eye on her as the
hundred-and-eighty-pounder· stood before them
and demanded her rights and happy privilege to
emter the kingdom of God. Others no doubt
will follow. We have baptism on Sunday next,
the Lord willing. I go back to-morrow and hold
forth during the rest of the week.
I gave away some Herald's at the close of the
Sunday afternoon meeting.
One Methodist
woman tore her's in small pieces as she left the
house. Poor soul! I'm glad all women are not
alike; if so all the Herald's would have been torn
to pieces. I will try and hold the fort.
Yours in the one faith,
J. C. Foss.
LAMONI, Iowa, October 15th.
Edttors Herald:-A short time since, in company with Bro. R. S Salyards, I visited Blythedale, Missouri, for the purpose of hearing a portion of the Braden-Orem debate and the lecture
of Clark Braden, on the "Rise, of Mormonism."
We attended two sessions of the debate.
The
question under consideration involved the condition of the spirit between death and the resurrection. Not hearing the first or the last of the
debate, am not very well qualified to pass an
opinion as to which of them had the best of the
argument, but should much rather have attempted to defend the position taken by Mr. Braden,
that the spirit was conscious than otherwise.
They had previously.debated a question as to th'e
time the kingdom of God was estabiished, and
we heard various opinions expressed as to which
had the best o{ the argument.
In Mr. Braden's lecture he spent most of the
evening giving his purported history of Sidney
Rigdon and his supposed connection with the
Spaulding Manuscript, claiming, as heretofore,
that from It the Book of Mormon was written;
making the statement that there weretwenty-two
points of Identification between the two books.
He did not give them, but we suppose they are

the same as those gi;en in the Braden-Kelley
debate, page 66, some of· which are as follows:
Ist, "The plot and matter of Spaulding's •Mamh
script Found.' . . . It is precisely the plot of two
books, and only two of all books that have been
written, the Manuscript Found and the Book of
Morrnon.
zd, That it purported to be a real,
truthful history of the aborigines-the first settlers of America. . . . 4th, It assumes that the
Israelites were the aborigines of America. 5th,
That they left Jerusalem.'' And in each case he
gives the names of various witnesses as Lflke, J.
N. Miller, Smith, Wright, Cunningham, Jackson
and various Spauldings.
We'will now quote from "Manuscript Found"
as published from the manuscript found iri Honolulu, and furnished us by Prof. Jas. H. Fairch!Id, of Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, pages
!4, rs.
''M.v name was is Fabius The family name I
sustain is Fabius, being descended from the
illustrious general of that name.· I was born at
Rome & received ~y edl.lcation under the ttlition
of a very Learned Master. At the time that
Constantine arrived at that city and had overcome his enemies· & and was firmly seated on the
throne of the Roman empire I was Introduced to
him as a young Gentleman of genius and learning & as-being worthy of the favourable notice
of his imperial majesty. He gave me the appoint. ment of one ot"his secretaries, & such were the
graclous intimations which he frequently gave
me of his high approbation of my conduct that I
was happy in my station.
uone da.v he >ays to me Fabius you must go to
Brittian & carry an important- · - - to the
general of our army there- - - - sail in a vessel
& return when she returns. Preparation was
made instantly and we sailed - - - The vessel
laden with provisions for the army - - - Cloathknives and other impliments for their use had
now arived near the coasts of Britian when a
tremendous storm arose & drove us into the
midst of the boundless Ocean. Soon the whole
crew became lost & bewildered"
Suffice it to say that they were driven westward and at last fonnd a safe harbor.
We quote again from pages I9, 20 and zr.
"But now a most •ingular & delicate supject
presented itself for consideration. Seven yourig
women we had on board as passenjers to viset
certain friends in Britian. Three of them were
ladies of rank & the rest were healthy bu.cksom
lassies, Whilst deliberating on this subject a
mariner arose whom we called Droll Tom Hark
ye, shipmates says he. Whilst tossed on the
foaming billows what brave son of Neptune had
any more regard for v:oman than a Sturgeon,
but now we are all safely anchored on T;>rra
firma, our sails furled & ship keeled up, I ha,•e a
huge longing for wme of those rosy dames.
But willing· to take my chance with my shipmates,
I propo~e that they should make their choice of
husbands. The plan was instantly adopted. As
the choice fell on the young women they had a
consultation on the subject, & in a short time
made known the result. Droll Tom was rewarded for his benevolent proposal with one of the
most sprightly, rosy dames in the con1pany.
Three other of the most cheerful, resolute mariners were chosen by the other three bucksom
Lassies. The three young Ladies of rank fixed
their choice on the Captain the mate & myself.
Happy indeed in my partner, I had formed an

high esteem of the excellent qualities of her mind
The young lady who chose me for a partner was
possessed of every attractive charm both of body
& inind. We united heart & hand with the fair~
est prospect of enjoying every delight & gratlfi'
cation which are attendant on the connubial state.
Thus e·1ded the affair .. · ..
"May God bless your soul, says one of the
mariners, what would you have us do who have
had the woeful luck not to get mates, to cheer
our poor souls and warm our bodies. Methinks
I could pick out a healthy plum lass from the
copper colored tribe that by washing & scrubbing her fore & aft & upon the labbord &
stabbord side~ she would become a wholesome
bedfellow. I think, may it please your honour,
that I could gradually pump my notions into her
head & make her a good shipmate for the cupboard
& and as good hearted a Christian as any of your
white damsels."
From these quotations we learn that instead of
coming- from Jerusalem they came from Rome,
were Romans instead of Israelites; and they
found the corper colored tribe here when they
arrived, and no attempt is made in the book to
accountfor their origin. Mr .. Braden admitted
that the Latter Day Saints had a small work
~ritten by Mr. Spaulding; but claimed that he
wrote another manuscript.
But unfortunately
for him, Mr. Rice, in whose possession the man:
uscript remained so long, says he found the following endorsement on the manmcript, "The
writings of Solomon, Spaulding, proven by Aaron
Wright, Olivf'r Smith, John N. Miller an.d others." This shows con.clusivelv that the witnesses whose testimony he gives in the. debate with
Bro. Kelley, refer to the book found at Honolulu.
He may of course claim that they testified to
other manuscripts, but he has never attempted to
show that they testified .but once, and we have
evidence that they did testify to the one we have
published; and in the work found at Honolulu,
we have a standard by which we can judge of
the wonderful capacity and literary ability (?)of
the Rev. Solomon Spaulding.
I must confess that I am astonished that a man
of Mr. Braden's "ability should go before an intelligent audience and spend th- greater part of an
evening- in attempting to make them believe that
Sidney Rigdon, who was evidently a man of
much more than ordinary ability, and whose eloquence, as Mr. Braden said; "would split the
clouds and scrape the sky,'' and his gift as an exhorter ("exhauster"-Braden), being of such a
character, that he had Mormonized the Christian
Church in all that region of country before the
Book of Mormon was published, would attempt
to make use of writings of such insignificant
character as !hose of Mr. Spaulding must have
been; and it would be just as sensible for us to
claim that Clark Braden used the essay of a ten
year old schoolboy as the basis of his Problem
of Problems as for him to assume that the productions of Mr. Spaulding's pen would be of any
use to Mr. Rigdon.
But from what I saw and
heard of Mr. Braden and his methods, I conclude
that if he has an honest, theological hair in his
head it vanishes from sight when talking of the
latter day work and those connected with it.
Shame. SHAME, SHAME on any man who would
stoop to such methods as Mr. Braden did that
evening in order to try and carry the audience
in his favor; and I would call on him to repent
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THE
of hiB wickedness that perchance his conduct
may be forgiven him by our Heavenly Father.
At the close of his lecture he read a chailenge,
which he said would stand good as long as Clark·
Braden lived, as follows: He would affirm, "That
Joseph Smith was an impostor and his pretended
revelations a fraud."
He said that we must accept it or lay under it
like dogs or sneak off like hounds without accepting it, and he would kick us all over the
country, (theologically I suppose).
I read Bro. Lambert's challenge as found in
Herald of July 6•h, 1889. as follows:
4: ••We have offered, all along, and do still ofl"er,
to affirm in public debate all that we believe if
Mr. Braden will affirm all the doctrine of the
Disciple Church. Why will he not. do it?
'We offer to affirm that Joseph Smith was a
prophet of God if he will affirm that Alexander
Campbell was a true teacher, and sent of God.; or
if prefered, that the Disciple Church is teaching
the gospel as it was taught by Christ and his
apostles. Why will he not do that?"
This he refused to accept, saying that what we
:wanted was an opportunity of throwing mud at
Alexander Campbell; virtually admitting that
all he wanted, was to throw mud at Joseph Smith,
as he knows very well that our ministry are very
free from doing that, and especially Bro. Kelley,
as the published debate will show. Bro. Salyards
made a few' remarks in whiCh he showed the audience that it was no more than fair that the dif·
ference between the two churches should be examined, and if he proposed to destroy the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, he should show what
he had to give them In its stead.
We feel pleased with the situation, and cannot
see what use the Christian Church at Blythedale
can have for a champion who refuses to defend
their faith and, the one that brought it forth to
the attention df the religious world.
:Yours for truth,
AsA s. CocHRAN.
LANSING, Mich., Oct.. Ist.
Editors Herald:- This morning. finds me at
home .and a!\ well, what are left of us..,..wife,
daughter and myself. When t. wrote last I was
at Marcellus, 'expecting ministerial help, but no
one ca111e ex~epting Bro. John Shook, a priest
from Buchaqan, who did excellent service in
ope11ing meetings and assisting in administering
tl:le. sacrament.
. Good ]3ro. Kiefer:, the president of the branch,
is a modest m:an, but faithful; . doing the best he
can under all ~lrcumstances: We had a splendid. meeting, ~he Saints being ,strengthened and
much cheere4 .on their way.. Over. and abov:e
the grov.e me~ting we held meeting in t.wo differ:en school-.pouses, made som.e warm lriends
and .left them thinking al;>out the latter day
wor!).. •· ...
. . . ..
.
Brn: W. J. Smith and C . .,Scott attended the
l(nox Grove !lleetlng in Indiana.and report that
they had an e~cellent meeting.
At Clear Lake we had the help of Bro.Leon!lrd. S~ott and.;we were l;>oth strangely led il;1.our
.preaching. • yv e didlittle else from thebegining
tothe. ending of .our meetings there for four
~ays than to preach the Book of J\iormonto the
· J?e9ple a.nd.;Jehovah himself as a practical. ne~
•· <c~ssity, Oui: meeting~ ~ere well attended. es..•.:peei!lllY on .the. Sabbath, The. attention was
·; .s~le9:did ..a11d all seemed to be plea~ed tn. }he
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course the preaching took, and the Saints
were more than ever satisfied with the Book of
Mormon. Good must result from the Clear
Lake meeting, for "my word," saith the Lord,
"shall not return unto me void; but it shaH accomplish that which I please and shall prosper
in the thing wh<'reto I sent it."-Isa. 55:· II.
From Clear Lake we went to Cold water, being followed by many of the Saints. Here we
found Bro. L. Scott sick so that the burden of
the preaching fell upon us; but Bro. C. Scott being telegraphed, came and preached two 'able
discourses. Bro. L. Scott recovering somewhat
preached once; while we tried to speak five times.
Here too we had a good turn out; and among
the many two lawyers from Coldwater who expressed themselves as being both pleased and
interested in the meetings. Among others quite
an intelligent lady attended, who never heard a
Latter Day Saint minister preach before. She
said we "made her believe that she never heard
the gospel preached before." She became much
wrought upon, bought' a Voice of Warning and
has gone to investigating and praying the Lord
to help her and to show her if the :work is of'
God. When she went away she gave us wrne·
thing towards paying our fare on the road; so
we conclude that she means business.
The meeting on the whole was a grand good
one, the Lord being with us to grace our meetings most preciously. 0 how good and how
precious it is for Saints to often meet together
in the naine, the faith, the Jove and the Spirit of
Jesus!
HIRAM RATHBUN.
SANFRANcrsc6, Cal., Oct. :ad.
Edilors Herald:- You will be pleased to learn
that we on the Pacific coast are doing what we
can for the Lord's cause.
I had the pleasure last Sunday, September 28th,
of leading ati estimable lady into the waters of
baptism and confirming her a me!llber of the
church. Three weeks before she asked us to ad~
minister to her for an affliction of the throat and
l~ngs. We did so, she was blessed, and the re~
suit Is she was convinced and joyfully accepted
the terms of salvation offered to. fallen man,
which is made manifest by the appearing of our
Lord Jc:;sus Christ who har, abolished death and
brought life and immortality to light through the
gospel.
•
·
I thank the Lord that our labors have resulted
in some fruit, imd l only wish I, for one, could
do more for the advancement of the .glorious
cause. If people .could only realize ;what this
gospel is we would make more converts. It is
marvelous to me how any one can mistake any
of the theorle.s of men for the. gospel of our Lord
.aJ1pSavior Jesus Christ, in view of the statements
of Paul, Rom. I: 16;
I Thess. I: 5; Gal. I:
. 6-9. A counterfeit .no more resembling the genuine coin would not do much harm.
In gospel bonds,
C. A. PARKIN.

The Saints from Angus and Dawson were
with us here last Sunday and we had a splendid
Saints' meeting. It is said by them thatuthe
Spirit was never before manifested in such power
in this branch, as it has been in the past two
months; so if we are not gaining rapidly in num·
bers, the Saints are gaining greatly in power.
Therefore we feel that our "labor is not in vain
in the Lord.''
All speak in highest terms of Herald and Au·
tmnn Leaves, and we think them magazines that
any people might well be proud to. own.
Yours respectfully,
JAMES McKIERNAN.
VALE's MILLs, Ohio, Oct. 10th.
Editors Herald:-The Advent brethren whose
challenge to debate in defense of our doctrines·
we accepted in Augest have, after a long
time, respor:.ded with .the following by their reprepresentative man, Whitney: "Sir: Yours receiv~
ed. Will meet you October I6th at the place
proposed. I don't know what your doctrines are
which you want to discuss. Please inform me.
If I understand, you believe in natural ·iinmortality, for all men. Now, this, as I understand
is the foundation. stone of your whole system,
Book of Mormon and all.,
"l will deny this proposition: Resolved that the
Bible teaches that all men are now immortal.
You affiJ;.Ill, I peny. This will i:omprehend,y6ur
whole system.
Yours truly,
"S. P. WHI-TNEY;".
Now if there is one of the elders who thinks
he can prove that all men are "now immortal"
and thus defend our ''whole system,"' Itit him
speak out; and he is.welc~me to· take. my place,
which place will never be filled by me under any
consideration.
I have been preaching in the church here evt!ry
evening but one for twoweek:s, and am happy !o
report the work in a prosper()US condition. Good
and attentive audiences greeted pJ.e every night,
and .best of a.ll, the "utterance" was by the Holy
Spirit equal to our demands and expectations.
On the 8th inst. I was called upon to baptize
Miss Amanda P. Perry, daughter of Bro. James
Perry. Others are convinced, and have been
near the point of obedience, but their "fears
with01.1t and fightings within" have got the bet~
ter of them so far.
·
·
We go from hereto Pleasa11t Hill t~ pre11ch
over Sunday in the Baptist chur~li; thence to
Sand Run, Hocking county.
· ·

D. L. SHINN.

INDEPENDENcE, Mo.,Oct. 4 th.
Editors Herald:.__ It is with true gratitu~e that
I humbly acknowledge the goodness· of m)f,
heavenly Father and his mercy inbringing. ni~
to the knowledge of this latter day work. I have-..
been for over ten years. a member of tile Presby··
terian church, both
England and the Unite~·
States, but .strange to say, I never came in con>.
tact with the so-called "Mormons:' or Latter Day
PERRY, Io.wa, October I 5th.
Saints untlJ l arrived here, early last J'une~
Editors Herald:-The Saints here are well and
I was baptized ·by •. G:eorge H~ywar!l, ofthis
alive in the gospel-only two families-but they
have rented a. room at five do} Iars per month, . place, o~unday, Se,vtemb~r 28th, 11.nd confirtl'!ed
the same day, with ttuee .. sisters1 by Elders Jo·
seated it with ~hairsand. hav~ .ll good place for
se,p~Luff,J. A. Robinson and F,. G:Pitt: ~feel
meeting and will w.elcome ariy ofthe eld~rs who
can give them a call.and preach .for them. But that I :ha~e . ~very. reaso11··· to rejoic~ for ta~i~g
~rich a step, and onlyregret th.at I h~~e 11otbeen:
prejudice Is stropg SCI that but f~w come out to
led sooner to. embrace. the
true; church oi'the
.near:
··
" '
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fri~nds and was the guest of Bro. and Sr. 1: B.
latri made to endure much oppnsiAmes. I left an appointment for September
\'l'lth whom I coine,in daily conr6th, when I again had the pleasure of meeting
t~~t, but !thank God that. I am able to stand
Bro. Bond and many Saints of the Brockton
immovable in fbe doctrine of Jesus Ch.rist my
Savior, ...
·
·
. branch, as well as some strangers. I found the
Tile Saints here. are experiencing great and same spirit of lov~ for the brethren· there, and
pray they may 'still continue to have God's Spirit.
gloiious times whenever we meet together to
worshfp G.od with sincerity of heart, The Holy
During the week I triet the Rev. D Dyer, pas·
tor of the Congregational Church of South
Spirit is, being greatly manifested in the dmrch
Braintree, of which my mother is a member. I
from t!ine to time. Conference met here Saturgave him a epitome of our faith and after an afday and Sunday, September 27th and 28th., and
tetnoon's talk he invited !Ile to speak in 'the
Bro. Joseph Luff preached his larewell sermon
church; subjpct, Gathering of the Jews and SecSunday ~;e~ing to a :very large audience, the
ond Coming of Christ. . 'J'he Reverend and)
choli: rendering it very effective ltnd aP.propriate
agree on those points. I ·attended their prayer·
by closing lri l!inging "God Be With You Till
meeting and he asked me to take part with them
We.Meet Again.!' Undoubtedly all the Saints
which I did and he gave nofice of my appointlove Bro. Luff and greatly .esteem him as a true
ment for Sunday evening.
Sunday evening
man of·God, May God's Spirit ever accompany
came and the largest congregation I ever faced
him at all times and in all places, that he may be
was present. Many were there who Vl;ere never
the means of bringing many souls into the king·
dom.of God and:to the knowledge of the truth In the church before. I felt somewhat nervous,
but when I comm,enced to speak all the nervousas• it is in Jesus.
ness left me and God aided by his Spirit; and
My whole· desire is for the prayers of all God's
when the meeting closed they gathered around
favored oneS', that he will bless me, and that I
me, thanking me and bidding me God speed on
may be• able to hold out fa.ithful, even unto the
my journey home. I thank God for the opporend~·
Yours. sincerely,
·
FRANK J. PIERCE.
tunity he gave me of declaring his truth. I have
. seen the prophecy literally fulfilled.
· Brn. Roberts and Davis are still at work and I
DETROIT, Minn., October 5th.
expect to meet with them next Sunday. God
.Editors Herald:-Ou Augu~t 5th I left this
bless and prosper his work.
place to attend the National Encampme~t of the
Yours in the love of it,
G. A R .. at Boston, Massachusetts, and to visit
T. J. MARTIN.
the scenes of ll)Y childhood and youth, to see
once more the dear.old mother, brother and sisCHESTERFIELD, Tenn., Sept. 22d.
ter, my .old comrades of the war and friends; and
Editors Hernld:-This is. a hard place to work
also to meet the Saints in that vfcinity. And
up a hearing; so many different kinds of Baptists,
now I am at home once more, having spent a
the same of the Methodists, and some Campseason of enjoyment in which my cup was full
bellites-all combined against us in keeping their
to the brim.
flocks away from our meetings. We have been
In July, 1875, Sr. Helen Smith, wife of Bro. T.
billed for a discussion here between Bro. G. H.
W. Smith, spoke to me in a tongue, the interpreHilliard and their biggest gun of the CampbeJItlition of which is as follows: "Verily, I say unites; but I believe they will fail to come to time,
to you, my serV'ant Thomas, I hav{l a work for
We. have a little branch here known as the
you to do; and if faithful I will bless you in it.
Haley's Creek branch, numbering eleven memIt is my will that you should preach my gospel,
bers, the most of us doing the best we can I
and you shall be successful in winning souls for
reckon. Bro. G. H. Hilliard has.done some able
me. Your voice shall be heard not only in the
preaching here and I think it will result in good.
regions round about, but in other places also;
His stay was not long, his field is so large. We
and you shall have faith to heal the sick. Even
are sorry to hav€ to gfve him pp. He is a valiant
so, Amen."
soldier in the work.
'While the sister spoke of other places, her
I ask an interest in the prayers of the whole
hand pointed to the east, and I felt that at some
church. in behalf of my wife, Sr. Sarah Ann
time I should visit the east.
Reed. For several weeks she has been going
When I fould I could go east this summer I
down hill, and at this writing is very weak.
felt that the prophecy was about to be fulfilled
Yours truly,
anq I prayed over it and asked the prayers of
S. REED.
the Saints here that I might do good. I wrote,.
·Brn. Foss and Bond, asking addresses of Saints
RICHMOND, Mo, Oct 9th.
In Boston and vicinity, and when I came I had
Editors Herald:- The Central Missouri district
no difficulty in finding them.
conference convened September 13th; Bro J. R.
Sunday, August 21st I found Bro. Robley and
Lambert with us. He preached three discourses.
After its close he and I went twenty miles to
went with him to the Saints' chapel on Howard
Bro. E. B. Mullin's where we met Brn. C. E. Butavenue, and here for the first time met Brn. Joterworth and J. T. Kinnaman who assisted in
seph Smith and W. H. Kelley, and I did notregret the trouble it cost me to meet them and the
holding a grove meeting there. I enjoyed myself with the brethren.
dear Saints of the Boston branch.
On Monday I went to the Sunday-school
On the r8th I left for Bro. William Milligan's,
picnic at Old Spain and here met Bro.~'Bond, aleight miles further on, where I had appointments
so Brn. Bullard and Prouty, co-laborers in the
out. Bro. Milligan arranged seats in a grove
latter day work. September 7th I spoke to the
close by his house and I preached Sqnday to
Saints of Boston; and I thank them for attenabout thirty persons, and on Saturday and Sun. tion and Saintly kindness.
day r.ights in his house to about the same num·
Septen:lber 9th I went to Brockton to see old
ber, after which I came back to. King scfiooll~v(~'g (jod.

tlon with men

house and preached on the second coming
ChrisL l had J. C. Whit!ller, F. Page and fami~ •
l,ies. out to hear me. I understand they were.
ali pieased.
I have just returned from a hall fifteen· miles·
north in Bro. J. B. Belcher's neighborhood w;here
I assisted ir1 one meeting. Bro. Belcher preaches
twice a month in the hall.
I would like very much to see the cause more
prosperous in this district. It 'Yill require a
more united effort on the part of all' the members:
Yours in bonds,
R. L. WARE.
ST; JosEPH, J14o, Oct. 4th.
Editors Herald:-Our branch is tiot without
events. I send you account of a death, a marri·
age, a baptism and I inight add a !;>irth all occurring within a week. Ground ha~ been broken
for our new church house, and we hope to hold
a Christmas entertainment in the basement. Our
meetings are well attended and the Saints feeling
well generally. Sr. Riedel suffered much before
passing away but her last moments were free
from pain.
. The Saints are doing nobly in the erection of
the church house. We.have the promise from
the Lord that he will bless every fffort if we are.
united. So far we are united as; far a~ I know,
Our numbers are constantly incrJ>asing by baptisms and letters of removal. Bro. Dungee and
family have located with us and will be a help to
the cause, as also will others. All are welcome;
but let the way be prepared beforehand would Qe
our advice..
Your brother,
J. M. TERRY.
WILLow SPRiNGs, Mo., Oct. nth.
Editors Herald:-Concerning a letter frotri
Clinton, dated September r8th, and written by
J. A. Robinson, charging some one in south
Missouri with being the means of a brother from
California coming to the cheap land paradise,
spending a couple of hundred dollars looking
around, to go back slck and disheartened for having been made the dupe of ignorance in business
matters, etc., allow me the privilege of correcting a few of the statements made by our brother;
for he certainly has been misinformed in regard
to the whole affair.
First, I was not aware that our brother from
California accused us of misrepresenting this
part of the country. He did not so charge us
while here; but to the contrary, he thought my
letter gave a good description of our own part.
Again.· Our brother J. A. says .the brother was
made to leave California. Now this is false.
Our brother was not made to leave home with
the intention of buying land here; but, as his scin
said, his father was contemplating taking a
preaching tour through the eastern states. When
our brother arrived here he confirmed his son's
statement by saying that he had applied to the
general conference for a general mission through
the states, but had heard nothing from it.
Then again, to further prove that our brother
was not solely engaged in land speculation, but
in prea~hing the gospel, he was traveling on a
clergyman's half-fare permit. 'Then how could
our brother certify that he had
other profession, occupation or business whicK the application for a permit calls for? Thus we see our
brother was not made the dupe of ignoral'lce i~
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Before leaving I was made to see the effect of
a father and mother's commendable labor, when
we assembled at the water and baptized the three
grown children of Bro. Sanders. But st\11 more
were we a!l blessed at confirmation. When the
quiet, peaceful, soul-penetrating influence came
as a flood of light and gave witness of the truth.
I then went to Springfield and again found
wiJJing hands to bear the expense and assist in
,the labor of opening the work. But they were
too many or too much for us. We could have
halls, scatter handbills and publi><h through the
papers, but alas "ye would not" come to hear it.
This; however, is not new for large, wealth-seek·
lng cities like Springfield.
Aft~r this I labored some at Seligman· and vicinity where the labors of Bro. M. T. Short are
remembered. Baptized Bro. Bearly while there.
Think great good could be done in that section
if the proper amount and kind of labor is done.
I hear that Bro.. I. N. White will soon be over
. this part of the field, so that some good labor is
forthcoming.
Have also labored some at Marshville and
Breeze.· Have but one branch in this field; so
there is hardly_ room for the good advice, ''Keep
away from the branches." Have made many
AUSTINBURG, Ohio, Oct. sth.
Dear Herald:-I rejoice in this hitter-day work. new openings and trust some friends to '>th.e
cause.
I was baptized tlm~e years ago last spring and
How efficient these .labors may be by way of
would truly say I am thankful that I am spared
adding members t:o the kingdom remains for the
to see this day and age of the world, and rejoice
with those th.at rejoice and know the work of future to unfold. I have been blessed more than
usually. Were we all more zealous, humble and
God. I am Isolated and alone, but it is better to
energetic;
slower to give and take offense, and
trust in God .than put confidence in man. I read
the Bible over-thirty years almost daily;cbeen. vigilant. in wise counsel, I am -given to the beinto one door and out of the other of almost Hef that the prosperity of the work at h.ome and
abroad would assume a very encouraging form.
every church; could not believe their teachings
Of late Bro. R. W. Davis has been with me.
n&l' follow tqelr examples, but could read in .the
He is one of the many that desires to give his
Bible' that G$d giveth liberally and upbraideth
youth to the Master's service;
not. From there l commenced to Jearn. With
Any scattered Saints desiring labor done In
the New .Tn(nslatlon, the Book of Mormon, the
their
vicinity (that is in Southern Missouri) will
1
Hcf!rald there opened to me a field of knowledge.
please write me at Pittsburg, Kansas.
~.Y prayel'. I~ for alf, especially for the household
Your. brother,
of:faith: Your sister in Christ,
E. A. DAVI.ES.
MARIA A. FAULK.

business matters, but really just came out of his
way about two hundred miles at a cost of three
dollars, half-fare, instead of two hundred, as our
brother J. A. states.
Then again, he states there is not a foot of
good land cheap in south Missouri. This is a
mistake. There are many hundreds of acres of
good land around us. He says if there is any
good land it is worth twenty-five dollars per acre.
I ask the brother, what makes the high price of
land? Is it not the improvements and situatiqn
of land? Then any one can buy unimproved
land here just as good as that improved for two
or three dollars per acre, put the improvements
on .himself; he has then a farm worth, according
to situation, from ten to forty dollars per acre.
Such is the land in the Saints' settlement on Indian creek, south Missouri.
The Saints here feel encouraged. Two more
families moved in, made choice of two hundred
acres\ well satisfied by the crops; they see that
}lro. J. A; is mistaken when he says: "Don't go
south of the Frisco road."
We are not interested except in the Saints'
welfare.
HENRY SPARLING.

is

LAMAR, Missouri, Sep. 2oth.
Ediors Herald:-Since the last annual assembly my labofs have been confined to the field assiglted me. ;I began holding forth at Webb City,
where two were baptized, mainly the fruit of
othefJabor&; and this is another item in favor of
th.e important fact that a faithful continued ef.
fort on the p,~rt of the local brethren to. retain
~d eneourag~ the good and subdue the enemy
ohJl,tl'.Uth1 a&.well as to sow the seed and· gather
in the golclen sheaves is looked upon with favor
byour.Heav~nly Fathel'.
.Left Webp· City for Lamar where 1 found
Bto. Sanders a11d family anxious to hear the
truth: spokien~ I am the first elder to do any Jabdt histhis vicinity. · Yet before I came the gospel had
. athome and to the neigh·
e~etttua•rway that hum:an: kind
forth. While visiting with some of
in this .fort, I. was told,•" If it ts
!te:lll!iorl'to which Mrs. Sanders and· family
them wha.t they are, it would
the ·country proselyted."'
that have met with like
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THOUGHTS ON PROPHETS AND
NEW REVELATION.-No. I.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

Having-, through the
kindness of Bro. R. M. Elvin, .had the
privilege to· read a work entitled "The
Future of Russta," by Theta,-said to be
a converted Jew,-I find that, although on
many of the prophecies discussed by him
he has much lig-ht, yet, to me, the saying
of Paul in Romans 1 I: 25, "Blindness in
part has happened to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles he come in," is made
manifest in some of his sayings.
In replying to the objection urged by
some ag-ainst the study. of proJlhecy, he
says: "There are two extravagences into
which, as .it is alleged, many have been led
by directing their attention to. unfulfilled
prophecy.
We are told of the Anabaptists, and Fifth Monarcy men of a by-gone
age; we are told of Southcote, of Irving,
and of the Mormonites of the present da_y.
; • . Then, besides, all or nearly all of
those who are held up as beacons to warn
against the study of prophecy, pretend
to have recent new revelation themselves.
It is not the sober, serious, patient, prayerful study ef what is already revealed in
God'& word that characterizes fanatical
teachers on prophecy, but the pretension<;
of having themselves received new revelations. It is not that we wish .you to he
prophets, or wish. you to receive anythinl'(
S.TEPPSVlLLE, Tenn., Oct. r8•h;
that atiy one pretending to be a prophet
Editors Herald:-! ani in my old neighborhood
would teach you. It is to guard you against
and still very sanguine as to prospects for preachall such delusion that we invite you to
ing the· gospel. The people seem to be anxious. render your most serious attention to the
to hear. I expect some opposition bfore long, as teaching-s of the prophetic pages of God's
Holy Word."
it is in some other pla<;es when the sects see their
creeds let down and their members and people
You see, dear reader, that all who beinvestigating the true doctrine arid embracing lt. lieve in receiving new revelations, or claim
Then the kicking time commences as a rule.
to be prophets of . God in these. days, are
Pray for me that the -truth may prevail here as characterized by tl)is writer as fanatics .or
elsewhere.
·
deluded. He believesin. the literal gathMy address for some time will be Steppsville, ering of Israel to the land that God gave
to th~ir fathers; quotes some of the proph·
Tennessee.
E. W. NuNLEY .
ecies having a bearing thereon, also proph"
"lN this gl'eat whirligig of a. world, there is ecies. conceming the second coming of ,
nothing stranger than the mating and mismating ._ Christ, etc., and yet, if he had studied the
of men and women. There Is no question that prophecies in the fUll light instead of in a
is more, Insoluble, and more-often asked, ..than partial one, he would have four:d that Israel could not be gathered without new
this: •What on ~arth ever tempted that woltll!-n
revelation aqd consequently without a
to marry that mar1 ?.' You cannot .answer it, I
cannot, and,she cannot.. There is ..but one other prophet of .God. I am not speaking of the
question .like it; and that Is, 'What on earth ever Jews alone,-of whom there may be a large
tempted that man to marry such a woman?' He number go back to Jerusalem before they
cannot tell, .and she cannot,,and nobody <;an., So
hear the renewed g()spel,-hut of the house
!tis,. and soH will be, all the time, here, and there,
of> Israel as a whole, the nine ~nc:l a h~lf
and everywhere on eahh."
«How serene,' how glorious is the life.of a.~C?qd 'tribes.,or rather, the .eight anc:l a halHribes
man!.. To him the world Is vain, .Heaven .1,$ the of ~srael. that. wexe !!a~t· q.ut qf th.e know},
pli~fi:i~ wh'ii:h hErpt'e'!lse-s· for\Vard:"
·
edge of ·ma:n .inJo the. nQith country; (fqr>/.
DEAR HERALD:-
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Ephraim ceased to b.e a people or. tribe. forth until ye shall say, Blessed is he that
'\Jefore S.halmanezer, king ofAssyria,took cometh in the name ·of the Lord!"
the balance of the nine anrl a half· tribes
Another time, "When hewas comenear,
captive...:...see Isaiah 7th and· 8th--and waf: he beheld the city [Jerusalem], and wept
to be scattered among all mitions., as fore- ?ver it, saying, If thou hadst known, even
tolq by Hosea 13: 3); and a·l;;;o.the two and thou, at )east in this thy day, the thi~gs
it. half tribes, one and a half of .which
which belong to thy peace.! Butnow they
merged ;into Judah, and consequentlyhave are hid from thine eyes/'
gone by the name of Jews.
Although .as a people-as their history
.Hosea {.Iz: 13) says: "And by a proph- shows-they C'ad strayed so often from his
et the Lord brought Israel out of the land ordinances, his laws and commandments,
of Egypt, and by a propl;let washe pre- and sinned with a highhand against their
served." · ·
God; vet, true to. his word to their fathers
. I.n all. the history of Israel contained in that he would preserve a remnant of th.eir
the Bible we find that the practice of the seed upon the earth forever-as he said
Lord was to send a prophet burdened with unto David that if it were possible for the
the word of the Lord unto Israel. So long- ordinances of heaven to depart from before
as they paid attention to the word of the him, then the seed of Israel should cease
prophet they were preserved his people, from being a nation before him foreveraccepted and blessed of him, preserved he had preserved a remnant of their seed
against all other nations that sou~ht their unto the coming of the Messiah. Though
destruction; but \Vhen they rejected the in a dark and benighted condition, many
word of the different prophets whom the years having rolled away since the voices
Lord sent from time to time among them, of the prophets had been heard among
they were. riot pre~erved, as witne~s the them, yet he came to restore them back to
word of the Lord in 2 Chronicles 36: Is~ sonship with God; but they rejected him
17: "And the Lord God of their fathers and refused to accept the conditions. He
sent to them by his messengers, rising up came to gather them but they would not.
betimes and sending; became he bad com- They rejected these things that pertained
passion qn his people, and on his dwelling to their peace, and now they were to be
place; but they mocked the mes~engers of hid from their eyes; their house left desoGod, and despised his words,o and misused late; . they to be slain by the edge of the
his prophet~, until the wrath of the 'Lord sword, and the reg~nant carried captive
arose against his people till there was no among all nations. Jerusalem was to be
remedy.
Therefore he brought upon in possession of the Gentiles until their
them the king of the Chaldees, .who slew times were fulfilled. And all this for what?
their young men with the sword in the house Because they rejected the word of that
of their sanctuary, artd had no comp~ssion great Prophet that Moses spoke of, refused
on young man or maiden, old man or him to becom~ the sons of God, to enjoy all the
that stooped for ag-e; he gave them all blessings and privileges that sonship is eninto his hand."
The word of Hosea the titled to; and thus refused to obey Moses'
prophet is proved true, even down to the admonition to serve the Lord their God,
last prophet named in their order in the that his blessings might follow; rose to
Scriptures.
the acme of their rebellion in rejecting
When the Jews heeded the word of the their Messiah, and were then ready for the
Lord through the prophets they were pre- fulfillment of the curses upon their heads
served; otherwise not. Moses predicted: predicted by Moses in Leviticus 28th chap" A prophet shall the Lord your God raise ter, which, as history faithfully records,
up unto you, of your brethren, .like unto have persistently follqwed them as a peo·
me; him shall ye hear in all things what- ple until of late years.
soever he shall say unto you; and it shall
The history of Israel as recorded in the
come to pass that every man which will Scriptures clearly proves, that from their
not hear that prophet shall be destroyed commencement as a peop1e they were led
from among the people." All Bible stu- and guided by the word of the Lord
dents recognize this prophet to be Jesus through the prophets, and preserved
Christ.
through obedience to the same. So also
It is said of him that "He carne unto his after their division into two nations down
own [covenant people], and his own re- to the time when thetribes of. Israel were
ceived him not; but to as many as received carried captive into Assyria by Shalmanhim to them gave he power to become the ezer; also to the final scattering of the
sons of God."
This language clearly Jews. And for the rejecting of the word
states that those that received (heard) him of the Lord through his messengers the
became the sons of God. The antithesis prophets, one nation was cast out from the
of this is that those who recei.ved him not knowledge of all other peoples, and the
did not become the sons of God. They- earth. Having no history of Israel since
his own brethren of the seed of Abraham, taken captive into Assyria, we cannot
of whom by the flesh Christ came-reject- speak of them; but the history of the Jews
ed him, that great prophet, and therefore sin'Ce their finlll scattering shows them to
could not be pre>erved by him; hence he have been a God-forsaken people; the
exclaims, "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou voice of a living prophet never having
that killest the prophets, and stonest them been heard in their midst, and, accordingthat are sent unto tnee; how often would to Mr. Theta, they have suffered untold
I have gathered thee, as a hen gathereth miseries, and cruel persecutions from the
her chickens under her wings, but ye would nations among whom they have been scatnot. Behold your bouse shall· be left unto tered.
e
you de~ola~~. and ye shall not see 1Ue hence· • • We have said that we.' have.· no his0

tory of the nation of Israel aftel: haiving
been taken. captive into Assvri~, butt\lere
is contained in the Apocrypha of th~ Old
Testament, in the 2d Book of ~sdras, 13th
chapter, we believe, .something like this,
"And they [whatis called the ten tribes]
took this coumel among themselves, that
they would go into a far country, where
never man dwelt, andthat there they Would
keep their sMutes tor the statutes Of the
Lord] which they had not kept in their
own land. And the Highest staid the
streams, so that they could
over dryshod; and they Went a year• and a half's
journey into a region called Assareth.''
. And the instructor of Esdras told hirn that
they would remain there unti1 the latter

go

times.
We have seen that,. according to the
Savior's prediction, Jerusalem wa~ to be in
the possession of the Gentiles·. until their
times were fulfilled. Those times will not
he fulfilled until the time immediately
preceding the 'Savior's second coming. , ·
In Luke 2 rst chapter commencing at
the 25th verse (I. T.) ~he Savior says: "ln
the. generation in which the times of the
Gentiles shall be fulfilled, there shall be
signs in the sun; and in the m,oon, and in
the stars; and upon the earth distress of
nations with perplexity, like the sea and
the waves roaring.
And when
these things begin to come to pass, then
look up, and lift up your heads for the day
of redemption draweth nigh. And then
. shall they see the Son of Man coming in
,power and great glory."
The Jews were to be scatt~red amon,g
all nations, and their beloved city to be in
possession of the Gentiles until the time
just prior to the coming ofthe Son of Man.
Jeremiah in the 16th chapter of his book
speaks of the house of Israel being brought
from the land of the "North," and from
all the lands whither God had driven them,
and that he would bring them again into
their land that he gave to their fathers, etc.
But before thi!;-the time to be gathered
-he says, through the prophet, in the 18th
verse: "A-nd first I will recompense their
iniquity and their sin double j because they
have defiied my land, they have filled mine
inheritance with the carcases of their detestable and abominable things."
In the fortieth chapter of Isaiah we learn
that the time ·when the Lord will have
recompensed themdoub!e for all their sins
will be just prior to the second coming o.f
Christ, perfectly agreeing with the Savior's
testim0ny, as before quoted: "Comfort
ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God.
Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem and
cry unto her that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned; she
hath received from the Lord's hand double
for all her sins.
Every valley
shall be exalted and every mountain and
hill shall be made low; and the crooked
shall be made straight, and the rough
pl11ces plain; and the glory of the Lord
· shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it
together; tor the mouth of the Lord hath
spoken it.
Behold the Lord will
come with strong hand, and his arm shalJ
rule for him; behold his reward is with
him,and his wor~ before him." ·
·
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The Lord through Jeremiah says, that &c., &c., yet the wonderful power of God The sending of these ·fishers and hunters
·before Israel is gathered they shall receive manifested in bringing Israel from the spoken of by Jeremiah the prophet, refrom the Lord's hand double for all her North countries, and from all lands whith- minds us of the prediction of Isaiah [ 1 rth
sins; and through Isaiah he says, that the er he had driven them, would so far exceed chapterl concerning this same work to be
time when they would have received the power manifested in the former case, accomplished, nam-ely, the gathering of
double would be just before the moun- that it would be eclipsed and the bringing Israel from the North, and from all lands
tains and hills should be made low, and out of Egypt would not come into their whither they had been driven, or as Isathe valleys exalted, and before the glory mind by reason of the display of God's iah says, and, "shall assemble the outcasts
of the Lord should be revealed and all power in bringing them from the North oflsrael, and gather together the dispersed
flesh see it together: when the Lord countries, &c.
of Judah from the four corners of the
To accomplish this, the prophet
should come, and his reward with him.
My Jewish brother would not say that ~arth."
Isaiah (I I: 12) says, "And he shall set the Lord brought the children of Israel up says, that the Lord shall "set up an ensign
up an ensign for the nations, and shall as- o.ut of the land of Egypt without new rev- to the nations;" and if these fishers and
semble the outcasts of Israel, and gather elation, nor without makinguse of a proph- hunters go to fish and hunt Israel, they must
together the dispersed of Judah, from the et, for the record is too' plain for denial; bear this ensign, be its standard bearers.
four corners of the earth."
By reading how the Lord revealed his purpose unto In the world's history, we find that whenthe context it will be found that the time Mo,es, ani sent him to deliver his people ever a new nation or gov.ernment h:as
agrees with that already quoted, namely, Israel. Qllery? If the final gathering of arisen, it has invariably chosen . a flag·
in the days when "He shall smite the earth Israel is to be a work of so much g'reater or ensign or standard-differing from all
with the rod of his mouth, and with the magnitude, and of greater display of other national standards-that should repbreath of his lips shall he slay the wick- the power of God in the consummation- resent that nation or government; either
ed ;'' in the. time preceding the millennium, and as the Lord throug-h Amos the proph- at home or abroad, on land or on the. sea.
when the wolf, the leopard, the kid, the et has said [Amos 3-7] "Surely the Lord, Any insult offered or despite done to that
calf, the young lion, the cow, the bear, and God will do nothing until he revealeth his fla~, is recognized as an insult to the govT
the ;.ged lion shall graze together, and a secret unto his servants the prophets,"- ernment it represents.
The prophet Isaiah says the Lord "shall
little child shall lead them; so docile and surely as he revealed his secret when he
If the Lord lifts up
harmless will be the beasts of prey at that was about to bring Israel out of E~?;ypt, to lift up an ensign."
time.
his servant Moses the prophet, he will also this. ensign, it certainly will represent his
The Scriptures abound with predictions reveal·his secret unto his servant, a proph- kingdom or government on the earth; it
concerning the gathering of all the house et, when the time comes to bring Israel would not be apt to represent any other.
of Israel to the land that God gave to their from the North country, and from all You will perceive by the perusal of thi"'
eleventh chapter of Isaiah in the verse
fathers, but what is the modus operandi lands whither he hath driven them. ,
by which the Lord proposes to accomplish
The Lord said> when he gave a new preceding the one where it says, '•The
this restoration of Israel?
The tender revelation to Moses of what He was going Lord shall set up a standard to the na~
m~::rcy of the Lord is made manifest unto
to do concerning the delivery of the chil- tions," that the prophet says," And it shall
the hous~ of Israel in making known dren of Israel from the bondage .of Pha- come to pass in that day, that the. Lord
through the prophet that, after casting raoh, 11 Come now thetefore, and I will; shall set his hand again, the second tim~,
them·out 9f their land, after recompensing send thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest to recover [gather] the remn;mtof his peothem dou;ble for all ·their sins, that l:e bring my people, the children of Israel. ple, which shall.be left from Assyria, and
would fe~l after them, and bring them out of Egypt;" and the Lord hath said, from Egypt, and from Pathros and from
from all ~ands whither. he had scattered when,the time comes to gather the children Cush, and from Elam, and from Shina~·,
them, to,;their own land.
The Lord ofisrael from the land of the North, &c., and from . Hamath, and from the islands ()t
According to this. declaration,
through tpe prophet in the. 14th and 15th "Behold I will sendfor many fishers, and the sea."
the setting up of this standard to gath~f
verses says, ~'Therefore, ,behold the days they shall fish them," &c.
come l!aith the Lord; that it shall no more
Inasmuch as he could not senrd Moses Israel, is the second time the Lord has es:
be slJ.id, tlk Lord liveth that brought up on his errand without revealing his will sayed to accomplish that work. The rea~
the childrbn of Israel out of the land of [new revelation], how could he send these son why they were not gathered the first
, Egypt; but the Lord liveth that brought fishers and hunters without calling them: time was because they would not. He came,
the children of Israel from the land of the by new revelation, and giving them in- when upon earth, to gather them as a hen
North, a~d from all lands whither he had structions concerning the message he was gathereth her brood under her wings, hut
driven th~m: and I will ·bring them into sending them on, like he did unto Moses they would not be gathered by Him,
theland :lthat I gave unto their fathers. and Aaron? Paul says, "No man taketh either in person. or through his disciples,
(To be Continued) .
.Behold I !will send for many fishers, saith this honor [running on a message purportthe Lord~ and· they shalL fish them: and · ing to be from God] unto himself, but he
after wm:r send for many hunters, and that is called of God as w~s Aaron," (Heb.
BRIDE OF. THE .AUTUMN SUN .
•they shall hun.t them from every moun4), and the history states that he was
tain, and /from e:very hill, and out of the called by new revelation. Christ said that
0, golden rod! sweet golden rod!
holes of tpe rocks;"
the Father sen{him, and gave him a com .
Bride of the Autumn Sun:;
ltappdtrsbythis langt1age that although mandment what he should say and what
Has he kissed thy blossoms this mellow mom,
And tinged them one by one?
th~ house\ of Israel always had, when wish- he should speak, [John 12: 491 and he said
ing to m:ike mention of the greatness of un.to his disciples, "As the Father hath
Did the cricket& sing at thy christening,
the power qf their God, .either.to fl:eir sent me so send I you." Paul, in theioth
When, in his warm embrace,
1
posterity or the stranger within their gates, chapter of Romans ask!> the question, "And
He gav.e thee love from his lount above,
.And beauty, .and cheer, and grace?
spqken ~f the wonderful display of that. how ~;;hall they preach [deliver a message]
power 'fraught by,. their God thro~gh except they be sent?" . How. can they run
He brightens theasters, but so:On they fade;
Moses and Aaron before Pharoah and the with a message, except they aretold that
He reddens the suma.t::h tree;.
.
Egyptians, ip delivering their fathers out message, andreceive authority to declare
And the clematis loses its sunny bloom,
Bnt he's true as truth to thee. ·
bf .their hands; of/the cloud that went be- it?
And· how can they receive that aufore them by day, and the pillar of fire thority to declare the message without
Scattered on mountl\ln~top or plain
by night; ofthe divding of the waters of new revelation? It seems frof!l the
. Unseen by· human eye;
the R,;ed Se.a, so they could walk q:ver dry- Savior's own language that he could not.
He. turns thy fringe to burnished gold
By love's sweet alchemy.
shod...;_ the Egyptians essaying to. do so If h~ could not, can mortal man? It, .then,
we"t.e
helmed in thewa.ters and.were follows that these fishers and hunters that.
And then, when the chill Novembefto~ei
their being fed with manna from .1 go with a messa~e fo Israel to accol'l;lplish
And the flowers their wor~ ha\!'e done, ··
Thou ..art .still u.ncqanged, qear gg1.den n:>d; .
hea:v4en,' : a~d qllenching their thirst by their final gathering; must have received
. Brid.e of the Au~u):ti~~)ln?-§'el,
gushed from the flinty rock 1 it, and authority to act by new·T~:v~l~jion.•
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Then successively speak .Moloch, Belial;
Mammon ·and A poll yon: each in his turn
speaking incharacter,. winning applause,
,..,.., and carrying the palm from his predecessor.
The decision was about to be made, when
suddenly, from a beetling cliff, far out in
the burning Jake, arose a blue, lambent
flame_:_wh1ch while they gazed, took
PALESTINE-'PAST AND PRESENT.
shape, a horrid shape and stood before the
PALESTINE is still a land of corn, wine, assembled fiends.
and oil, as of yore; and sheep are, still fed
It was clad in vesture. wet with blood;
ori the same pastoral regions; the corn of the gore hung heavyfrom its matted locks,
its plains still yields a hundredfold. , I am and the fiercest fires of hell shot from its
unable. to see tbat in any respect, either in burning eyeballs. Even Satan started and
climate or natural productions can the land turned pale with fear, and Hell shrank
have changed,-excepting that a decrease
with horror.
of population has led to decreased cultiva- back
"Ha! Ye fear me, then;" hissed the
.tion, and that goats and peasants have
horrid. monster. "Well might ye fear,
often wrought havoc among the trees.
were I not a friend and an ally. But thou
Palestine can hardly have been more
knowesi: me not, oh, Satan, for I am an
healthy in Bible times than it is now.
earth-born spirit, and have long hid myself
Plagues, famine, fever and leprosy are
-aye, for a thousand years-but now
mentioned in the history of the Hebrews;
and in the N ., T., we find the poor strick- come to offer Rervice and allegiance, and
to cl.aim the offered prize. Fear not but
en,with eyesore, fever and palsy, quite as
listen, and Jet. me 'Be ruler of the. Earth,
much as they now are.
There are still
for none hath power like me, in all thy
"~ormer a'nd clatter rains," and the Rose of
dark dominions. ·
Sharon has not withered; the purple iris
"Moloch, Belial, Mammon and Apollis royally robed; the imagery of the Song
yon promise much, but they shall be.my
of Songs is still easy to, apply. Except in
the disappearance of the lion arid the wild servants and subalterns. Their power is
weakness compared with mine. Oh, listen,
bull--'which are also represented, on As- .
syrian bas-reliefs, yet no longer found in till J tell thee of my strength, and how I
will wield it. My shapes and names are
As!ilyria-there is no changein the fauna;
legion, and I change them at will, so that
the deer, the antelope, the fox, the wolf,
men shall oft times hug me to their bosoms
the hyena and the jackal, .the ostrich and
as an angel of light. I will be the greatest
the crocodile still survive in the wilder
of all hypocrites and deceivers, betraying
parts of the land, with the great wild
ever with a kiss; professing love and
boars which delight in the marshes; the
kindness, when my only. aim is ruin. I
leopard still lurks in the jung-le, and the
will be the patron and sole support of the
coney in, the rocks; the wild goat still gambling den, and of her 'whose house inleaps on the precipices, and the wild ass in clineth unto death, and her paths unto the
the distant eastern deserts is not unknown.
dead.' And I will through her portals
Considering how complete was the exterbring the very flower of manhood to
mination of the fauna of Canon Triestram,
blight and shame and everlasting conit was, certainly an unexpected stroke of
tempt.
good fortune to discover an unknown
"On every foot of earth and sea will I
quadruped in Palestine; but the homes of follow my victims. Where discord and
the Yahmur deer, which was sent home
anarchy prevail, there will I be' where
from Carmel, we pronounced to belong cruelty is, there will I come, and burn out
to the same species with the English roe.
from the hearts of men every vestige of
buck; and we thus recover in existence mercy till they become fiends incarnate,
one of the speciec; mentioned in the Penand devise unimaginable horrors. I will
tateuch, and which furnished venison to stand beneath the gallows-tree, and even
King Solomon's table.
while the death-rattle is in the throat of
the criminal, will drive men to robbery and
SAT AN IN COUNCIL.
murder. I will lie in wait in streets of
THE Richmond Dispatch contains a fancy . cities, and plan the midnight fire and assketch under the above title, which is too sassination. I will plunge my victims into
long for our pages, but it contains so vivid prisons and hospitals. I will steep them
a picture of the evils of intemperance, and in poverty and degradation to the very lips.
so justly assigns to intemperance the first I will cast forth their families to want and
place among the destroying agencies of the wintry winds, and the babe shall perish in
world, that we cannot forbear from quot- its mother's arms, with its tears frozen to
ing a portion of it, and condensing so much ice drops upon her bosom. I will turn the
dagger of the husband against the heart of
of the rest, as will make it intelligible.
The writer presents Satan and his peers his wife, and her blood shall stain the
to have met, after the Miltonic fashion, in cradle of his children. Stimulated and
council; where the former, after lament- urged on by me, the father shall dance in
ing the impediments thrown in the way, maniac glee over the mangled bodies of
by divine-mercy ami good angels, of com- his murdered babes, and laugh to see their
pletely subjugating and ruining men, fair locks dabbled in blood; the mother
offers to him who shall bes.: advise, and shall 'forget her sucking child,' slain by
who shall suggest the surest means of des- her hand, and mock at the tender years
troying mankind, "the dominion of earth, and helplessness of her offspring.
11 0n whatsoever hearthstone my foot
and a seat at his right hand forever."
col~red label

shall be planted, the gladsome·fireshall go
out, to be lighted po more forever.; ~nd the
roof-tree shall'fall, and the voices of chil:
dren be hushed, and all that men duster
around them, to make their earthly homes
so much like heaven, ·shall vanish like a
wreath of smoke, and desolation brood over,
the ruins. I will point the .son's knife
against the father's throat •. and .his. gray
hajr shall drip with gore. Where war and
vengeance are, I will rouse ~heir fury. to
tenfold rage, and blot from the soldie.r's
breast the last vestige of' humanity. The
incendiary's torch shall be m}l banner; the
crackling flames of burning.'villages, and
the shriek of murdered innocen-ce, the
music of. my march!
·
"Pestilence shallfollow me as a shadow;
and ~will open unto him the gates of a tnillion dwellings which else had been secure. I
will spread famine and disease even inlands
of plenty and health, and will seal_ up the
eyes of all my victims, so that they shall
not see or know that their next plunge is
into perdition. I will sweep whole continents of their inhabitants and give woes
and sorrows and 'wounds without .cause' to
the whole race of man. Yet, whosoever
is wounded by me, shall seek me as hid
treasures to be wounded yet again. I will
bind upon their brows the irqn · crown of
suffering, burning with hell-fire, that shall
scorch and sear and eat into their brain and
heart and soul, yet shall they fall down and·
worship me, and, .for my sake, part with
houses and lands, and wife arid children,
and. hope and heaven.
"Let Jehovah send forth spirits, pure as
the snow-flake, to dwell in earthly bodies;
I will seek them out, and kindle in their
hearts an unquenchable fire, that shall
consume them; and the cherubim shall
watch long for their return, at heaven's
gate, but they shall never again look upon
their Father in Heaven. The student at
his books, the mechanic at his toils, the
laborer at the plough, will I destroy, and
none shall stay me. I will coil myself in
the brain of the sea-captain, and seal up
his eyes, or so distort them that he shall
know neither chart nor compass, and his
vessel and all on board shall be engulfed,
and the bones of the mariners whiten the
bottom of the ocean. I will be the omnipresent curse of humanity, and under my
guidance the race shall walk forever as in
the shadow of an eclipse. Eyes they have,
but shall see not, and ears they have, hut,
shall hear not, the end and the purport of
the crooked paths through which I will
lead them ..
"I will take the sons of the kings and
the mighty men, and the captain, and the
great ones of earth, and will mangle them
with horrid wounds, strip them of wealth,
reputation, life itself, and fill their last hour
with torment. Around their dying couches
I will send serpent forms, unfolding coil
after coil from out the darkness, brandishing their forked tongues to sting them and
lick their blood, as a fierce fl.<me licks up its
fuel. Thoughts shall become things, living
things to mock and curse them. And
some in their agony shall leap into this
burning lake, in hope to escape still greater
torture; and some will I hold upon the
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brink, and rejoice when I see every nerve
He ceased. One unearthly yell of ap- Bishop's agent, Arthur Smith, reports: Balance
hand Sept. 23d, $29.00. Whereas, we learn
shrieking with agony, as I open to their plause arose, amid the stamping of count- on
of the sud< len and unexpected· death of Bro.
startled gaze the horrors of that pit in less feet and the clashing of adamantine George A. Blakeslee, bi~hop of the church, therewhich I plunge them forever!
shields. The Arch Enemy stepped from fore be it resolved that we offer our condolence
"Yet this is not all.
I know that you his throne, and leading the horrid spectre to the bereaved family and sympathize with the
church in the loss of so worthy and efficient an
will laugh, (if fiends can laugh) when I
to a seat at.his right hand, thus spake:
and trust the Lord may direct in the aptell you that I will so manage that man"Terrible being! If thou canst indeed official
pointment of his successor.
kind shall all along think me their friend! do these things, thou art henceforth my
Though it is, my mis"sion to torture and Vicegerent upon earth. Go fcrthl And
KEWANEE.
destroy the whole race of Adam, yet so my realms shall be crowded with the souls
Conference convened at the Duncan Prairie
will. I mix with their business, their plea- of men, thick as autumn leaves or sands church, Buftalo Prairie branch, September 6th,
sures and their daily habits; so flatter and upon the shore. But tell us by what name E. E. Wheeler presiding; Elder M. T. Short was
selected as secretary fro tem. Branch and S\ln·
delude their stupid. senses, that they shall to call thee."
pronounce me a 'good creature,' nay a , And the fiend answered-"Alcohol !" day-school reports from Buffalo Prairie, Kewa.nee
Millersburg read. S. N. Adam.s reported
'creature of God!'
At their wedding So saying, he· spread his broad, bat-like and
verbally that White Eagle branch had no changes.
feasts I will be the source of joy, and at wings, and hell grew lighter .as he van- Petition entert.ained· from the Buffalo 'Prairie.
the funeral gathering, the solace of their ished.
branch to ordain or provide for the ordination of
Frederick Needham to the priest's office. The ordisorrow. The rank grass shall. grow over
How hath he fulfilled his mission?
nation was approved and ordered. Elders reportthose slain• by my hand, and the mourners
For a thousand years hath his1lery breath,
ed: J. L. Adams, D. S. Holmes, J. W. Terry, E.
shall forget it, and fall in their turn. The
Smote the wide eart!l with crime and death,
E. Wheeler baptized 3· Priests: S. N. Adams,
· father shall commend me to his son, and
And fnrni~hed men, as daintiest food,
W. Terry. Teachers: F. Needham, E. Epperly.
·
For the red Jlesh-worm's slimy brood.
reeling to his grave, shall leave him as. an
Deacon, J. Epperly. The president was instructed to issue retters of removal to all wortt,y
inheritance, a fondness for me; and the
scattered members of the Rock Island brancb.
son shall follow in the footsteps of his
Moved ~hat D. S. Holmes b.e requested to labor
father, down to perdition·. The physician
in the vicinity of Bro. Barnett's. Moved that E.
shall invoke my aid in sickness, and in all
E. Wheeler and such aid as he may obtain be
authorized to hold a tvyo davs' meeting Septem- ·
circles I will plant my,;elf securely, and
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
ber 27thand 28th at White Eagle. A committee
make myself a companion and a familiar,
Con.ference was held at Willow Creek, Ric.h·
was appointed to go to Henderson Grove to adand men. shall never be so merry as in the land
county, Wisconsin, June 28th and 29'h. F.
just matters. J. Chisnall and J. D. Jones were
•pres;ence of their deadliest foe.
Hackett waS' sustained as pr<>sident, W. A. Me
~elected. The spiritual and temporal a.uthorities
"Poetry shall lend me her rose-garland, Dowell clerk. C. W. Lange Bbhop's agent. El- of. the ch\lrch were sustained. Preaching by
and music her cha'rm; and the spirit of ders r.eported: F .. Hackett baptized r.A. L. White- Elders E. E Wheeler and M. T. Short. Admelody shall speak from myriad harps to aker, W .. A. McDowell, J. H~ncbck baptized 2. journed to Kewanee, December 6th; The neat
Priest, F. Saw ley. Teacher G. W. Ha!'cock. Sr.
church, with its 'excellent ar.rangements and fur·
sound my praises, and witch the world Louisa
Carpenter was granted a letter of removal.
nishings, speaks well for the watchcare and sacvvith the iale dream that I am the inspirer Bro. Jonas Hancock was referred ,to Bro. M. T. rifices of the Buffalo Prairie Saints.
of mirth ~nd the soul of happiness and all Short for an elder's lice.nse. Moved that two
goodfellqwship...,..,-and if there be one of days' tneetings be held in such parts of the disNORTH-EAST KANSAS.
trict and at such times as the president may see
all that glorio11s race, for wj:10m yon plan- fit,.and
Conference convened September 27th, at Fan·
that he. chose mch brethren as he desires
ets, from;. their . golden urns pour do~n to hold such m~etings. Preaching by W. A. ning. Kansas, Elder D. Williams, president, pro
the.ir ~ilent; eveilastiqg cataract of light, McDowell, A. L Whiteaker, F.· Sawley a 0 d F. tem H. Green, clerk. All the branches reported;
who excels his fellows, I will lure him Hackett. Adjourned to Evergreen branch in 311dd~d by baptism to the Centralia branch and
with soni and visions ofbe11uty, and strew Monroe county, Wisconsin, October 25th andz6th 4 baptized in the Atchison branch. ·. Elders reported:. J. B. Jarvis, L. Buckley, H. Parker, p.
his path with roseleaves, till at last he shall at ro: 30 a.m.
Mu.nn, W.Hopkins, W. Menzies. W. Gurwell,
walk hee~less into my toil~.
And, once
D. Williams, H. Green. Priests W. B. ThatchEASTERN
IOWA.
my slave~ though a thousand should weave
er;J.Price, W. Cairns. Tteacher, W. Chapman.·
Conference convened with the J a.ckson branch,
Deacons, c;. Guinand, J. Bailey, J. Patterspn;
theirheart stringsaround him, and weep
at Amber, Jones county, Iowa, September 13th,
The lo.cal and general authoritie.s o.f the church
tears of \jlood, he . shall, in all his pride and 1890;
J. S. Roth in the chair~ J: W. Sutton,<;lerk.
were sustained.
Bishop's ·agent reported:. On
beauty, sink deeper and deeper in tribula' Branches: Apostolic 46; Fulton 39i Butternut hand last conference, $5 oo, received since, $5 sp,
tionand anguish unutterable,. and dig his Grove 32'; Jackson r6; Davenport ;8 Elders: paid E C .. Brand $5 oo on hand, $5 so · Pn::ach~
own patqway down to hell. I will be. at J. s, Roth, I. B Larew, and Jerome Ruby by ing by D. Williams and H. Green; Adjourned
the feasts of all the great and the wise of letter. Priests: James Brad,ley, James Johnson, to Scranton, Kansas, December 27th.. .Attend·
J. R. Sutton, J. Roush and J. Heide by letter.
ance good; a spiritual and blessed seasot)< enjoyr:;arth, w~ere rank and fashion reign .su- Teachers: J. W. Sutton. Bro. J. S. Roth asked ed.
prl;)me-where, forms not less beautiful to be released ffo!Jl district .presidency; request
than those of heav('m, move to celestial not grarrted. Bro. J .. S. Roth was sustained as
NORTHERN NEBRASRA.
president, Warren Turner assistant president, J..
harmoni~s,at1d .where wit and mirth and
Conference convened at' Platte Valley, August
W.
Sutton
clerk
..
Warren
Turner
was
sustained
wipe gorpund, and glasses sparkle ort the as Bisl:10p's agent.. The church authorities to be Z:qth, Ia9o, at 7:30p.m. Elders J. Caffall and w;
bo(lrd, I jwill lap th~ir.senses in Elysium, sustained by the faith and prayers of the Saints. M: Rumelreported by letter, imd Elders H; F
~;,
and theyrshallfeel ncher, wiser, stronger The next conference will.be held at Canton, s.ub- . Hudson, N. Rumel, N. Brown, E. H. Boulsoh
and more witty than. before; But at. the ject to calJ of the president; . netice to be given and G. M. L; Whiteman reported in persdn, and ··.i '~Y
priests W.H. Elston and 0. H. Brown reported :. "~1
last, I will hurl them down, one by one, through the He.rald. · Preaching services were in
person; Branch reports: Columbus1 lastr~· v
held oyer Snnday. Tbree were baptized during
from.t}Jeir ~ancied elevation; af!d they co11ference. i\djourned to meetatCa,nton ..
port 36, present 35, rdit;d; Omaha, last report
:.15•.
shalLdrag out a wretched existence in the
124. presen-t 119, loss by_ wrong_~o~n"t,S:;-,, Pl,~tte
~.:~,:;;
yalley, last report 37• no change; Union, lllst rehunger-dens arid vilest purlieus of the
NORTH \VE:!:rr KANSAS.
...
port 61~ present 63, 3.baptized, .r r~ceivedby )et~
earth; an,d sneak to dishonored gr~ves, reConference was held at Elmira, Kansas, $eJT- • ter, 2 removed.
Bishop's agent reported: On:
joicjng t9 hide from the withering scorn' tember
27th and 28th, G. W ..Shute president, H.
hand last report $79.62, received $r I 20, J5aid out .
.<;;fthei.r,f;pecie~, and to give their souls to P. Curtis secretary. Elders reported: J. Caffall, $5o 36, leaving balance on hand $40 46. • Spiritu~
,eternal punj!)hment in fires le.ss. fierce. tl1an .G. W. Beebe, E. C; ~rand, A. Kent, G. W. Shute, 111 condition pf Pl;~tte Valley reported by Bro. W;':
those in 'which. I ·have tortured them on A. Sears; B>HarL Priest, 'E. D: Bailey. Teach- H ..Elston as poor.· Spiritual condition of Union .·
S.C. Andes, H. P. Curtis. Branches: El.reported by)3ro. Hl:lff'as good. The ~'""'"•tai•v'
e!lttli; Nay~ the kings apd governments ers:
was iostructed to write to tht:; president
mira, 3Si Star·Creek II; Goshen 46; Decafur8;
pfthe e~rthshall pass raws. for my pro- Blue Rapids. 58 ... ·;The S~ar Creek and· Deer Shore branch requesting him to>"Prllwttt'"
t:~ction; a.nd. that of. my exp.issaries,i as. we . CreekJ>rancheswere disorganizcd•becauseof lack
to next coriterence, .arid a
nrcler.ei1'
•. w.alk the earth, decirnatipg its inhabitants of members; ·Motions carded: Tosustairipres- taketi to pay theexpe11'se
antltumbling them into hell.
Give me, ent officers of the district and the general church ·. to Visit the Lake Shore
That all members leaving the dis- , priests not en$"aged in
tl:.ien, oh
the! dominion of the earth, authorities..
trict mlly apply t~ the dlstrlctpre,sidt:;I)<tfor . ~~.tters .ed t<> la~or ~nder direefien
ucuu1u.throughages,
if brarichis'disprgariized. That nextconfeience .· District .· presiaen~, • district·· <!ler k{. •
w"'"A l>T"''·k on ·ll< )iring shore>
be )ield at Goshen, Decetr~Qe'r 2''7tb an.d•':Z8th. ,ll'gen t were, sastainej};': Gonfertmce mf~etlih'e:s.•,li~
like pebblea.' ~·
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·to

rected
be held regularly the }ast Friday .5 ~· treasurer accepted. The president here appoint.'J:J.riuarv, May and Septem):>er of eachyelilr begin· •. ed Bro. F' ..G. ]>itt (H. P.) to be vice. presideDt,
pirrg with January, r8gr. Next conference to be
sustained by confereDCe. E. Etzenhouser and E.
he.li:Hn Omaha, the last Friday in January, r8gi,
L. Page being put in nomination for the office of
aq•: jo p.m. Evening ses~ion devoted to prayer'
district clerk, Bro. Page stated that he would be
ari(Hestimony with good spirit prevailing. Colabsent from the district,-when Bro. Etzenhouser
was elected. The f~llowlngn'!Fo!ution was unani(!Ction $2 76. Sunday servlc.es: Preaching in
mornil)g by Elder G. M. L. WhitemaD; afternoon imously carried. Resolved that this confereDce
preaching by Elder H. J. Hudson, aDd eveDing
tender to Bra~ E. L. Page a vote of thanks for his
faithful services as clerk of this district. Brn. G.
preaching by .0. H .. BrowD, priest.
William
Henry Mullendore, Lulu May MulleDdore and
WeJls, D. C. White and E Curtis were appoiDted
Margaret Ann Hicks were blessed and JeDnie
a committee to audit the accounts of Bishop's
Pearl Evans baptized and cqnfirmed.
ag~nt. Moved by F; G. Pitt that the president
appoint a committee to offer a rewlution of condolence aDd sympathy to the family of Bishop
DES MOINES.
George A. Blakeslee, to be read ort to-rnorrow
eveniDg. Catried. Delegates to district SundayConfereDce cofivened at Runnells, Polk county, Iowa, August 3oth, James McKiernan presl- school convention tqreport to F. G. Pitt at 7:30
p.m. .7:30pm. met in open· session which. was
dtlnt, .and Wm. Thompson clerk. Branches:
occupied iD part by Sunday-school convt:ntion,
Des MoiDes Valley, If baptized, I died; present
electing F. G. Pitt president aDd E. Etzenhouser
number 68. Union, f 1:eceived by Jetter; p~esent
clerk. Balloting' for time and place for hplding
number 29. Newton, I baptized; present numnext conference .resulted in 'lndependeDce being
ber 55· EdeDville, r received, 2•removed, I die~;
chosen as the place and ther3th day of Decempresent number68. Keystone, no change. Shen
ber, r8go, as the time of assembling. On Sunday
dan, returned for correction. Elders, J. S. Roth,
Bro. Joseph Luft preached two discourses to a fuJI
(baptb:ed If); Wm. McBurney, Samuel Longhouse and was listened to with close atteDtibn as
bottom, James McKiernan, (baptized 3 in Des
he most eloquently defended the situatioD and set
Moines district and .2 iD String Prairie district);
forth the purposes ·of God in this the eleventh
Wm. C. Nirk, (baptized I); N. Stamm, William
hour. It was eminently doctrinal and several of
Thompson, C. E Hand, Samuel McBirnie.
the solid meD of the city were present to listen to
Priests, J; ParkH, B. F. Clark, J. Botts, G. M.
his glowing and fervid utteraDces. This was his
Jamison. Teachers, A. Freel, W. E. EvaDs; J.
farewell, and .at the close nearly all of the large
T. Roberts, Deacons, Wm. JohDson. Bishop's
congregation crowded forward to give him the
agent's report, on hand last report $29 47; re·
parting hand. The memorial of sympathy was
ceived $253 95. paid out, $240 27, on hand $43 rs.
T S. Roth, agent; audited nnd reported correct. read arid it was resolved that it be spread upon
the district records and a copy sentto Sr. George
On motioD it was decided to leave the Des
A. Blakeslee, and oDe also to the Herald for inMoines SaintsiD the ha~ds of J.R. Lambert to
sertion
its columns. The spiritual authorities
be orgaDized at his discretion.
Bro. George
were sustained in righteousne•s. Adjoumed to
Shimel was elected president of district, Wm. C.
meet in Independence on the 13th December,
Nirk vice·president, ..Wm. Thompsori clerk, and
J. S. Roth bishop's aDd book agent till next con- r8go.
ference. Preaching by J. S. Roth, James McWESTERN TEXAS.
Kiernan, Wm. Thompson and Wm. C. Nirk.
One baptized during conference. Adjourned to
Conference convened, August 22d, .with Bro.
meet at Rhodes, November 29th, r8go.
J. W. Gillen in the chair and 0. D. Johnson secretat;y. Branches reported: Bandera, Oak wood
and MediDll City; elders, J. W. Gillen, A. J.
INDEPENDENCE.
Moore, L. L. Wight, H. L. Thompson; J. A.
Currie, SeD., J. A. Currie, Jr., and W. H. DavenThe above district confereDce coDvened in
port reported. By suggestion from Bro. J. W.
Saints' chapel, lndependence, Mo., September
GilleD a resolulioD passed to elect officers aD27th, r8go, PresideDt J. A. Robin soD in the chair.
nua!ly. In pursuance thereto L. L Wight was
Brn. J. W. BrackeDbury, J. johnoen and F. G.
elected president of district, aDd 0. D: Johnson
Pitt were appointed a committee OD credentials.
secretary.
Preaching by A. J. Moore, J. W.
Bmnch reports: ClintoD, number at last report
Gillen aDd H. L. Thompson.
Adjourned to
36, pre·sent fO, gain by baptism fi LowYy City,
meet with Medina City branch, at their church,
]}Umber last report f3· present.so. gain by baptism
s; Eldorado Springs, DUmber last report go, pres- on Friday night before the full moon in November, I8go.
ent 103, gain by baptism r6. by letter 2, loss by
letters of removal 5, net gain I3; First Kansas
City, number last report 44· preseDt 55, gain by
SALT LAKE, UTAH
baptism u, Jetter from other braDches 3, vote on
Conference of the above district convened at
evidence of membership I, loss by letter of reSalt Lake City, October 4th, I89o, R. J. ADthony
moval fi Armstrong, number last report I36,
in the chair, E. Barrows clerk. The following
present I36, gain 'bv baptisn1 I, loss by letter of
elders reported: R. J Anthony, Peter Anderson,
removal I; Rich Hill, number last report So,
J R. Evans, J. S Lee, E. Barrows, E. Strong, C.
preseDt 86, gain by baptism 6; IndepeDdence,
Wiklund. Preaching during conference by J. S.
number last report 66g, present number 7I I, gain
Lee, J. R. Evans and R. J. Anthony. Adjourned
by baptism fO, by Jetter II,,total gain 51, Joss by
to meetin Utah county OD the first Saturday and
death f· letters of removal 5, total loss g, marriSunday in January, r8gr.
ages 6; Holden, r,umber last report 39, present
37, 2 expelJed; Knob Noster, number last report
2f, present 33. gaiD by bapti8m 6; by letters 3·
SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.
High Priests J A. Robinson and F. G Pitt (bapIn New Jersey a wom'lm took advantage of
tized 32) reported. Elders I. N. White of the
the '·White Cap" craze and wrote a threatening
Seventy (baptized 8), J. Johnson, D. E. Tucker
(baptized 3) T. E. Lloyd, J. W. Brackenbury, J.
letter to her husbaDd to keep him in nights. It
Curtis, - \Villlams, H. H. Rebinson, E. Curtis· worked like a charm.
(baptized 24) G. Hayward, G. H. Wells and E. L.
A couDtry clergymaD in New Hampshire, who
Page reported. Priests N. Conklin, D. F. Winn,
used to leave his wife at home alone, while he
G. Wells (baptized 2), R. May and J. Kaler (bap·
spent most of his evenings at one of his deacons .
. tfzed r) reported.
Report of district SuDclayOne dark night, his wife covered herself with a
school committee was read and adopted. Report
white sheet and waited for him in a piece of
of Bishop's agent was read aDd referred to an auwoods between the two houses. When he came
diting committee. A commuDication from KaDshe sprang out at him. He took to his heels!
sas City branch rEquesting that Priest D. F.
AD hour later the deacon came home with him,
Winn be ordained an elder was referred to the
aDd thereafter he spent his evenings at home.district presideDt aDd mi>sionary in charge. Bro.
E. Curtis' report OD scattered members accepted
Se/.
aDd committee continued. District presideDt re"We can hardly leam humility and tenderness
ported that the time iD which to organize a braDch
enough except by suffering."
.at Lee's Summit had not yet come. Report of

in

The Southern California District conference

will convene pursuant to appointment at· the
church of the Nt:.wport braDch one mile East of

Garden Grove, three miles South of, AnaheiiJ1, ~t
Mills' Gum Gr()ve; iD the Saints new settlemen.t
November 7th, Friday; at ten a. m.
Thos~
coming via rail OD the Sarita Fe: line will find
teams at Santa Fe Depot, Anheim, at morning
and at noon to convey them to and. fto!D •the
Conference grounds on Friday ~aturd11y and
Sunday. Come saints aDd friends one aDd all!
aDd let us enjoy a HeaveDly season in building.
up the Kingdom .of God. Come praying and In
faith bring your sick and suffering ones, and l~t
them rejoice In the healiDg power pf the Gael of
Israel through obedience to the f:aHh once All·
livered to the saints. There will J;>e a large tent
adjacent to the church and ample r.oom for all. ·
D. S. Mills, Dist.Pres.
The North-east Missouri distri~t conference
will convene at Bevier, Missouri, saturday, November 8th, at two o'cloc.k p.m.
A good
representation is desired and needed to attend;
especially the officers of the different br~tnches,
as business of importance is expected to come up,
and also esseDtial for the good oi the district,
Let each branch prepare their reports ready in
time. Brn. D. CampbeJI aDd T. WelliDgtoD are
expected to meet with us.
Come brethreD, let
us work together in harmony, aDd· pod will bless
and crown our labors with success;
J. T. WILLIAMS, Vice Pres. Dis.
L. D, S, LITERAR~.. EXCHANGE.
In accord with a desire express~d by several
for a medium whereby they could dispose of
church aDd other standard literature to those not
financially able to procure it, a society has been
formed under the above name, with its headquarters. at Lamoni, Iowa; the officers consisting
of A. B. HansoD, president; Peter ),\1:. Hinds, secretary; Mrs. J. A. Gurisolley, assistant secretary;
Willis W. Kearney;. treasurer.
The plan of operatioD is, that those wishing to
put their publications to further use by doDating
them to others, ~hould notify the secretary, stating name, volume and number of article, so that
the secretary can keep a complete record of all
that is received and Bent out; and the secretary
aD receiving this will communicate to the sender as to where he may seDd it, so as to avoid
double postage,-that is, from the coDtril:>utor to
the secretary aDd' from him to the person desiring it. But those haviDg a few papers can send
them direct to the secretary.
ID seDding any printed matter, you are allowed by the postal Jaw to write your name aDd address any place ODor inside of the wrapper; so
in sending, write your full Dame and address.
The traveling ministry are requested .to commuDicate with the secretary regarding any person they thiDk worthy of receiving anything i):l
this !iDe. We hope Done will take advantage of
this offer except those who are unable to procure
said literature otherwise.
And we would like
those receiving papers to let others read them
wheD they are through with them, as they would
probably know of some one who would be inter-.
ested iD reading them.
No doubt there are maDy who wish to help in
this work, but have DO publications to send. To
such we .would say that it will be necessary to
have moDey to pay postage on matter s'eDt out by
the secretary, and also for subscribing for publications; so you caD contribute any amouDt you
feel like giving by seDding it to the treasul'er, W.
W. Kearney. We desire all who send papers to
pay postage one way. Every time you write, be
sure to give your full name aDd address.
By order., of Society.
PETER M. HINDS, Sec.
LAMONI, Iowa, October 6th, 1890.
T. W. Smith 1219 Glendarme street Denver, Colorado.
l\1. B. Bopd; Willoughby, Lake.county, Ohio.
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MARRIED.
BENNETT.-FRY.-At the home of Bro, E. S.
Burton, now occupied by Sr. Clapp, Bro. Joseph
M. Bennett and Sr. Della M. Fry, on Thursday
evening, September IIth, r89o; Priest .William
N. Dawson, officiating. The Saints of the beer
(:;r10ek branch gathered there and· a good time
was }.1ad. The Saints here wish this young brother and sister a prosperous, peaceful and happy
lite.... . .
~'Row

blest the sacred tie that binds,.
Ih union sweet, according minds I
How s.wift the heavenly course tbey rnn,
W_hose hearts, and faith,. and hopes, are one!"

Ruby and C. C. Reynolds<aat a conference held at
Davenport, Iowa, December 28th, 1879· The
funeral service was conducted by Rev. Robert
McCune of the Presbyterian Church and Rev.
F. L. Fisk of the Congregational Church; the
Eermon was preached frotn \he text, ••If a man
die, shall he live again."
Atnong the floral of·
ferings placed on the casket "as a fallen sheaf
of ripe wheat-beautHully appropriate.
His
body was followed to the Worthington Cemetery .by a large number of friends and reverently
laid in its final earthly resting· pla~e.
KENDRICK.-At Stepney, London, E. England,
Sr. Margaret Kendrick, aged 6r yens, 8 months
and 17 days; the beloved wife of Elder William
Kendrick, deeply mourno:d• and never forgotten.
A faithful wife and loving mother, her death re·
gretted by all who knew her. She was born in
Cork City, Ireland, December 24th, 1828; came
to England in 1857, was married September 25th,
1853, baptized into the Reorganized Church January 7th, 1879, and remained faithful in Christ
Jesus through mucj:drial and affllclion unto the
end, and departed this life on the roth day of Sep·
tember, 1890.
She was buried at Woodgrange
Park cemetery, Ilford, September 16th, 189o; fu·
neral service by Elder James Gerrard, in Zion's
Hope branch.

Prospectus of Autumn Leaves
FOR 1891.
I:N order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph ·Smith,
The engraving will be of a' size suitable for framing, taken. from a plate made. expressly for us,
and will be worth double. the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives It, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AUTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable-engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
ad.vance $r.so; the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of maillng, _and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where- payment Is made in advance. Not wishing, how·
ever,. to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have It and has not the money to
send in. advan.ce, we will .send the. magazine
witkout tke EngraV1111f,. if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.

PITT.-:{hi.LINGER.-At the residence of Bro.
:A: L. Kent, lndepenoence, Missouri, October 6th,
1890, Bro. Frederick M. Pitt (son of Elder F. G.
Pitt). was united in marriage· to Sr. Sarah A.
Billinger, E·lder H. A. Stebbins officiating.
·.
DIED.
'HoXLE.-At Sandwich, Illinois, September
roth, 1890; Bro. John Hoyle, aged about 85 years.
Bro .. Hoyle was born in the village of Has\ington,
Lancaster county, England; came to America
and went to Utah in 1852, where he remained until sometime in·r86:S, when he left Utah for the
slates; and was robbed on the way·of all he had.
He settled in Sandwich in r869 and a:cumulatcd
a fairpropertv: He united with the church in
Only a•leep in Christ. to awake and rise again
To a life of Immortality at the resurrection
EngJand in 1842. He was taken sick last spring
Of. the just; at the c•·ming of Chri•t Jesus
wi~h. a lin~ering sickness and gradually grew
Our Lord, tq live and reJgn with Him forevermore.
weaker unttl .he passed away. Funeral services
She
passed away in full knowledge that .she
were held in,the Saints' Church in Sandwich the
had 'fought the fight and conquered through
sermon being preached by W. Vickery.
'
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
Him and won the prize, a. crown thatfadeth not
.· MoR:GA:Ns .:_:.At Scranton, Pennsylvania, Eva,
away.
··
We can not send out the first numbers of the
i:nfant daughter of Bro. John J. :md Sr. Marg;aret
volume without knowing wh~ther you wish the
TANSER.-AtFox River, Dekalb county, Illi·
)'dorgans died A9ril 22d, 1890,. ag<"d IO months
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
nois, September, 1890, Susan May. infant daug·
and 2 days. She was blessed by Elder John J.
ter of Is.aac and Susan Tanser, aged I month arid. 'loss: Many who afterwards tvould subscribe and
Morgan.
funeral conducted bv Elders H. S.
5 days. Returned to the Master, pure and un- · pay for these numbers can not get them because
Gill and F. A: E_vans.. Eva was beautiful child
we have furnished th'em to those· who fail1o redefiled. ·
,and h_:\d many ailqJifers and her absence is being
new their subscriptions d.. to return the magaRrcHARDSON:-'July
4:th,
1890,
in
Council
_Peeply: felt.
Like the budding of a flower was
zines.
·
_Bluffs, Iowa, of ChoJera Infantum, Gracie May,
our dear little Eva. "
·
THE 'MINISTRY:
tnfant daughter of Uro. A. A. and Sr. E. Rich·
.]ll:N:irNs.hSister .Elizabeth,widow of our late
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
31rdson, aged I month, and 2 days. Funeral serbrother, Thomas E. Jenkins, died at her residence
us grea:t pleasure to send the magazine free, but
mon by Elder D K. Dodson.
at Powlais1 Wales; July 2.'ith, 1890, about three
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
GRIFFITHS.-:- At Higbee, Randolph county,
vveeks:~fte:Ji'·th,e death of her beloved husband,
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
Missouri, on October 5th, I890, of cholera infan·
.frol)}natur~l dec!IY. She .was born February 26th,
tum,. William, child o.f .. brother W. J. and sister wish it coyllinued.
r82o, at Myrtletroy. Pem.brokeshire, was baptized
DO YOU W AN"t TO WORK FOR THE
Mary J. Gt:iffiths, aged three months. Funera[
and confirJT!e.d 'Qy: Elder Thomas E. Jenkins, AuMAGAZINE?
sermon at the Christian Chapel by Elder H. A.
gust r8th, i882, at M,erthyrtydfil, Wales. She
Stebbins.
·
·
S~nd us twelve names with the money and ~e
died in hop~ of a glorious resm:rection.
wtll send. you an.extra copy free. for yourseryiSEELEY.'-At Lamon!, Ipwa, on the evening
PROSSERi...:..Brother John Pr()Sser died at h!s
ces. TJ:tis offer includes engraving with each
of October 13th, 1890, of inflamatory rheumatism
residence, ;jtt Abe;aman; Wales, July 22d, of old
·
·· ·
and dropsy, sister.Mary A. Seeley, aged :15 years, . cop.y.
age. He ~as born August 27th, 1814, at (:;ro·
SPECIAL NOTICE.
riJan, Breckonshire, Wales; baptized D.ecember: IO months,. and 17 days. She was the wife of
bmther George. Seeley .and the daughter of broth·
With the first number of volume four we ~hall
29th, 1886,-~t Aberaman,by Elder Daniel Davies·
er Nelson Goodwin. During the last five inonths
som.mence the publication of a sketch of. the life
conftrmed )by Elder Williat)'l Morris. He wa~
of her life her sufferings were great, and it was a
of Elder John· B'rush .of California, .one of the.
ordayl;ed: t? .the office.of priest by Elder J6hn
happy release for l)er wh~n she entered into rest.· most 'interesting Biographi~s yet publishe:d.
Le~rs,<June.sth, r88.7, . "For );Hm to live was
"Father.. Brush,'! as .he is familiarly called·. 'Qy
_Ghrist:"'; l:'I.e ,left two sons and two daughters to. She became a _member of Christ's Church .bn
September 12th, 1S84; baptized by Elder .Daniel those who know him, passed; through many .. Qf
mourn hts Joss;
Hougas at. Wheeler's Grove, Iowa. She leaves
the . trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
i¥ociN'liY~- Jqe~ Mo~>n<:,Y• .of C~nsull1ption, in no
children, but'. her faithful- husband. mourns
and .writes of Lhem as all eye witness._ . H _the
;the 29t11 y~ar of. h!s age.· _He wa.s born Novemdeep!.}' the Joss of his Col~pa:nion. By her.re• hi teres~ offuture chapters of this biography,ar,e
~er _3d, f86~, ba:.pf:ized Qctpber 2oth, r88o, .at Alquest. her funeral sermon was. preached by Elder
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
lerton, On\arki; by]. A· M.clntosh,died the 1 rth
H. A. Stebbins.
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
of Aiitguis:t; 1~96 . Brother Joel suffered
those. who fail to subscripe in time to get. the
HoPKr,Ns:.:._:AtLamoni,I6wa, on Wednesday
et; was brave 1\nd, couragcem.ls during it
morning Qctober rst, 189o,,Bro; Wi)liam Hop·. first chaptf'rs, will lose__ lll'\lc~. Sometime during'
the mercy of God received askins.,. in his sixty-second year... • .. ,He was born at ·• 189~ 'Ye exJ'ed also, to begin the puqlication of a
resurrection with the just:
Senal by one who· has never as yet contributed ·
Plumsteadl .Monmouth courit.Ji,. New Jersey,
he. made all necessary arto .the magazine,: though. well known to the
and_ dictated/_in all . February r6th; !829, and was baptized at Wash
church, both personally and bv her writings:
ington Corners, ~lameda COlJnty, .California,
Frtnei-al s~rmon by
Again we repeat that· we· can not afford to
Octooer 9t:h, r865, by Elder W. w: Bl!!ir, being;
issue a large~edition above the numb~:r' of sub:
also confirmed by him •.·He was a:mollg the first
sc.ri.bers, and it Is.absolutely necessary for those ... ·
of the SMnts to s.ett1e in Decatur. county, Iowa,
-wh<> desire the complete vol.ume •to subscribe in··
locating in the :state in the ye11r 1873; w.liere he
time for theW names to be on our,list by January·
has since resided_ anq h;1s been widely known
and honored as an updght man and a devoted .. Igt, I89T. .
,i
. . ·... · .
, .. .;:;
Toth~ Mends wl:Johave so faithfully~nd dis~
m_~mber oHhe R-eorganized Church;
His wid:
O\'V' arid two sons. surviye him. The. funeral. was· i[lterel)tedlyworked for us in tl:Je pas~ .we would
·
in charge o£ Bro. C.]. Butler, the s~rvic;eswere. , sllggest thatwit~ the SJ'cl.endid
vf'lurJabors this .yeat: ()ught. to,_
su1cces••·
·conducted bf. Elders A' S.·Cochran .and .Char.Jes
fulthanin the Iireyip'us O:nes.
Jones, the latter. preaching the sermoJ1, at the
Saints' c,hun;h,..L.amoni...·.The r.emainswere h:i;
nes.sf.or .past.
an.d large'"'·",..•,.,,
but above all
· a firm
terred in the family lot, Ros,e Hill.cem.~tery. ·

a

~hose

'BRANCH RECORDS;····

yve ttr~ .

.• s~ry~, -we .sha}l

··

.~gur:f~eliJ1g !lure
us. all, ~it~; m~re
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T:HE SAINTS' HERALD.

704
NEW BOOK.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE I

18[)0.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-.THE-·Apostaey, Reforma,tion ·and. Best(»ration.
This work disCiisses the issues of theology that are to
the front to'day. No Bible student. ean alford to miss
reading it either as CRITIO or INVlllSTIGATOR. It contains
. · 890 pages Of closely written matter and printed lti good
readable.type, with neat binding, .and sold at the .
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 .PER G.O:PY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
:MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY
From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of tlle subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURVH BUILDI;Ii!G
In and sinee the days of the. Apostles, reviewing and critically examining ·the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a.Iater day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
Wx. H. KEI,LEY, Temp]e P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
. AND TRAVl<LlNG~AGENTS.
~.Money eent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H.

KELLEY.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS .AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSlll AND CURl< FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
lArger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good.paper, and easy reading.
A treatise qpon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and c xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against tlle insidious
doctrin.es and revelations of modern sniritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations qf Sweden borg, The Qnakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindReading,. "Christian· Science;" •'Divine· Healing'' or
"Faith Cure,;' "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their. proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.

Send 'silver or stamps; $2 25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Addreso, M. H. Bond, Wil·
louehby, Obio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
Soon tn be issued from Patriot Office, consisting of .8
Sermons by Pres. Jos. Smith .and other leading elders;
'•What the Jews Think of Jesus," and '"Tbe Jews In and
.Out of Pale•tine." by Dr F. de Sola Mendez. a prominent Jew: ale.o, HThe American Indian,, and

~'Life

and

Death of Republics," by D.~'. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
This W?rk prese.nts a wide range of ~ubjects as wei Las
authorship. It Will be sold as follows: Single copy 25 ct.
F1ve copies $1. Twelve copies $2. Patriot one year and
book $1.15. Patriot six months and book 70. cts.
This applies to renewals as well as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once.
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.
NoTE.- Will be ready for shipmei!t latter part of November Send in your order• at once that you may be
supplied out of the first edition ..
RoBlllRT WINNING, Pres't.

I

Publicatio~.
.o; ~::~eorganized Ch.urch,
at tlleir Publishing House in
13

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Responsibility.

Loane money on aproved security. Six per cent in~erest
paid on time deposits. Real :jllstate
bought and aold.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.

Boar.d o.f

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA, .
And sent Free of Postage at price$ named.

HOLY SCRIPTUR,ES•
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library bindiBg, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................. 2
Morocco, gilt edges..•.•.•••• , .............. 2
New Testament, Inspir,~d... •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •

oO
00
50

15

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
lmitation Morocco, gilt edges .•• ; •••••••••.••• 1 110
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .......... , ••• , •• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••• ; ••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS'_ HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •••••• , •••• 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 liO
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Bookcombined.)
Leather back &Iid Muslin sides •••• , .•••••.•.. 2 liO
The Harmony contains all.the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about '120
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:'\.
(By Lucy Smith.)
!.fuslin binding, 312 pages •• , •••••••••••••• , • 70
Leather binding .•_._ .......................... 1. 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith;)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
Iii paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen .••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER
His Prophetic Mi8Bion Vindicated, and. the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended ai!d Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages ...... ,.............. !IIi
Muslin binding. . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
importai!t work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and amoi!g those without,
abounding in proofs never before presetJted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS..
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . .. • .. • • .. • .. • • .. .. .. . • • . .. ..
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . .•... 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen •....••••. 1

HODY .SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smitlf.)
U!r We have a limited quantity ofthelll9oa<hand;
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••.•• ; ••• ~ ..... ;Sflfi~
Turkey Superior, with cllll!p,' gilt ed~ •••••••••! ·'l.~
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ••• ~ ...............•S '111
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge•••••••••4 00
WELSH HYMN BoOK.
Full leather, marbled edges .. ~ ..... ! • . . . . • • . . 14JO
This was published by the church b1 )Yale~~, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and. SS ~n English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, TH~ SEE!\
And discoveries
Ancient. _&meri~ Records and.
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew•.
Paper covers, 4!1 pages ••••••.••••• ~ ~ • • • • • • •.• • 10

of.

REPLY TO L!TTLEFLl1LD.
In paper loets.; per dozen ......... ,......... 'Ill
This is the "Reply of Presidenh'foseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutatlon of the dootrfue Of Plural
Marriage."
·
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs .and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages.~ ......... 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Recorda. : •3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Pri!)sts, Teachers, and DeacOns Licences, _
each per dozen ................. _......... l2
Baptism aHd Confirmation .Certificate b.ooks..... ~~~
Blank Preaching Notices, per hui!dred.... •• • • • 4,0'
CERTtFICATES .AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen; •••••• ; • • 4,0
Aniiual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • . • • • • • • • .5
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pel' doz. i2
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •• , • • • • • • • • • 12
. .Marriage Certificates, per dozen •••• • ........ • • 211
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum'l.n Life Here and Hereat'l;er
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin •••..•• 1 ISO
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ............. ; • , ....... l 00
Josephus. complete, library leather , •••..•.•.• 3. 50
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes .•.•..•.•••••••••• 4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ••••••••• 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America.(illustrated) .••••••• l 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one •. .4 00
The Koran, library leather .......•..•.•...... 2 25
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, .from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ......•• 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •...•. 1 16
Bible Text Book .....• ·•....•..••••.••••••.• 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament .•••.•• ~ ••••.•• ,1 65
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
Emerson's Ready Bii!der. Herald and Hope size. 85
THE SAINTS' HARMONY .
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides ••• , •••••••••. $1 5:0

00

-A-

'15

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:

50
25

Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and 'Useful household necessities. Thirty·
day credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
_For full particulars addre•s as above.

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
.Pchool Engineer and Record Book............ 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for ·lDc., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..••.•.•••. Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large • • • • • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Hou•e <>f six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, '"nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches.the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fore·
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents. each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE,

AUTUMN

Mo.

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of ·Latter Day Saints,
!Prlee per year
Jl[,

81.50.

Walliter, Editor and Publlaher.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LORD! FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVlll SAVll
!Ill ONll WIFB· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DliATH,'WHliN EITHER
rs AT LIBEBTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, November
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Official Paper of the Reorganized· Church of Jesus Christ og
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lOW A,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and .Branch Presidentat
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub"
ocribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entm·ed as second class matte.. at L®,mon.i Post O:ffico.

JOSEPH SllfiTH
W, W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, I ow a, Nov.
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THAT MANIFESTO.

WE give elsewhere the text of what the
leading presidents of the Utah Church
George· Q. Cannon and Wilford W odd~
ruff, had to say on the occasion of the presel:).tatiori and adoption of the "manifesto,"
at their late conference, October 6th, r89o,
heretofore published by us.
We have refrained from expressing any
view touching· this extraordinary action of
the church in the valleys of Utah, for the
reason that we had not seen what was said
by the two leading men most prominent
in presenting to the body assembled that
day the article calleq a "manifesto" by
them.
The Deseret News, the official organ of
the Utah church, from which we quote
these speeches, in its issue for October 1 I th,
says in an editorial in the issue for the roth:
"The General Conference which closed on
Monday was, in some of its features, one of
the most extraordinary gatherings of its
class ever held since the organization of
the church, over sixtv years since."
With the News ~e agree that so far as
the history of the church in Utah is concerned, it was an extraordinary assembly;
if what was done gives character to it.
Thirty eight ye11rs ago the 29th of last
August, P~es~ B;· Young caused a paper to
be read to an a~sembly of people called
a special cdnference, which he stated was
a revelation ·from God through Joseph
Smith, (given more than eight years before) authorizing and commanding the
practice of plural m::trrlage .. At that time
Pres. Young prophesied that the dogma
then announced would become popular
and triumph over all opposition. It was
not submitted to the assembly for examination. or discussion, nor for a vote of the
people whether they would accept the
document as a revelation from God and
take it as a rule of their faith and practice.
It was not submitted to the quorums of tl:e
church to be tested, as it was provided
revelations .should be, but was siir.iply read

I,

1890.

and Pres. Young authoritatively said,"Y ou
must believe it."
Thirty-eight years and a little more have
passed. The history of events has shown
that Pres. Young made a mistake in his
declaration and the pressure brought to
bear upon the people, by reason of the
dogma and practice of plural marriage, has
caused President Wilford Woodruff as the
successor of President Brigham Y oimg to
take the matter of his perplexity and the
necessities of his people to the Lord in
prayer and "besought God repeatedly to
show him what to do." Pres. Cannon
says in reference to the writing of ·the
"manifesto,"" At that time th_e Spirit came
upon him, and the document that has been
read in your hearing was the result." Pres.
Woodruff, present and hearing what Pres.
Cannon thus stated acquiesced in the statement, thus virtually saying that the voice
of the Spirit was to him as he· had written
in the "manifesto." This, if it is to be
taken as correct, or if these men me;,~n
what the words convey, signifies that when
. the Lord was approached on t.he subject in
such a frame of mind on the part of the
suppliant as permitted the voice of the
Spirit to be heard and understood, the
Lord thus tells the man whom Mr. Cannon says had the right to speak to the people,
"stop the practice of plural marriage; let
it be done no more."
It strongly reminds us of the time when
good old ] acob, of Book of Mormon history, went to the Lord and poured out his
soul to God and was heard, "Get thee
up into the temple on the morrow,
and declare the word which I shall
give thee, unto this p~ople."
When ] acob went into the temple on the morrow
as commanded, he gave the word of the
Lord: "My brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word of the Lord: For there
shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife."- Book of Mormon, znd
chapter of Jacob.
Will we do violence to truth to say
that in this case, as in many others, history
has repeated itself? When the voice of
· the Lord was heard in the case of Abraham and Hagar it was: "Put the bondwoman away."
When the voice of the
Lord was heard in Jacob's time it' was:
"Thou shalt have one wife only." \\'hen
the voice of the Spirit is heard, .as states
Pr~s. Woodruff, 'it is to the same effect.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. D. Chambers, Persia, Iowa, wrote
the following cheering new:s the zoth
instant:
"Yesterday afternoon at this place I baptized
ten young precious souls into Christ. The Spirit
was present in power.' I never in all my ministry felt the Spirit to such a degree as at the con•
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!Jrmation, melting nearly all present to tears of
God be praised for his love
and mercy. I look for more soon to unite with
the church in tbese parts. So may it be to the
glory of God.''
JOY and gladness.

Sister Mrs. Albert Page, San Benito,
California, I 5th inst.:
"My relatives in Cumberland county, Nova
Scotia, are starving for the bread of life, and
none are sent to give it to them. Bro. H. Davison intended to visit them, but failed. How long
will they have to wait? My old uncle who told
me he was afraid he would not live to see an
elder passed away last month without seeing one.
.He was anxious to hear our doctrine, and he accepted nearly all that I could tell him of the
doctrine. So many there who want to hear."
GOOD WORDS FOR THE REORGANIZATION.
THE recent action of the Utah church in
renouncing the doctrine of Plural Marriage
has awakened the public mind to a more
extended consideration of the true tenets
and history of Mormonism so called. This
agitation is not without its good results to
us. The r~pugnant policy and practice of
the church m Utah have been obnoxious to
the people of the United States and the
enlightened civilization of the age; and such
policy and practice have but produced their
natural results. by causing that organization
to bdorced to abjure the morally objectionable feature of its faith and to, in effect,
make recantation of its belief in the doctrine of celestial marriage. The Reorganized Church has stood upon the immovable
and safe ground of the original· fa1th and
pursued a course consistentwith its position
and in harmony with the best interests of
the age. In consequence it is now receiv·ing credit for its loyal, true and correct
teachings concerning the issue under consideration, and will continue so to do until
the truth taught by ] oseph Smith and his
co-workers is morally vindicated, made
honorable, and rescued and delivered from
the shame which once almost ·crushed it.
The Chicago Times of the 18th inst.
devotes one and a half of its columns to
the work of the Reorganization and that
of Prest. Joseph Smith. It justly credits
both for their services in opposing the distinguishing dogma of the Utah church.
reviews the leading items of the. ReorganJzed Church's work before congress, by its
publications, and also publishes the epitome
of faith, former interviews had with Prest.
Smith, etc.
In addition to the foregoing we have the,
following good words from the editorial
columns of the St. ] oseph Missouri, Herald of the 17th inst:

!t

JOSEPH SMITH,

The papers have recently had considerable. to
say about Joseph Smith of Lamoni, Iowa, a.nd in
a manner that cleardy indicates that every one
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does not understand his relations to the Mormon
I concluded to write, though I am not as
church, or as they call themselves, the Latter
able to do so as others more experienced
Day Saints.
in writing," etc. We would advise those
Lamoni is a beautiful little Mormon town in
writing to make a plain statement of just
what they wish to say without introducing
southern Iowa, where Joseph Smith resides and
it by unnecessary preface or apology.
lt
presides over a local congregation. He is also the
would be well to also omit set phrases as
head of the Joseph Smith branch of the Mormon
"Ever praying for the welfare of Zion;"
church or, as they believe themselves to be, the
"Pray for me that I may continue faithful
true church.
and meet you all in the resurrection of the
There is a greater difference between the
just"
etc., etc. It is safe to presun;e that
Joseph Smith and B'righam Young branches of
the HERALD readere do not have time to
the Mormon church than exists between the
comply with two, three, or a half dozen
Methodist and Catholic churches, and this great
such weekly requests, thoughtlessly made.
difference appears not to be understood by many
All have their cares, anxieties and crosses,
who write and speak. on the subject of Mormonand we should not forget that individual
ism. Joseph Smith jr., of Lamoni, and ail his foileffort is not to be lost sight of.
owers deny that the book of Mormon or their bible,
We do not intend to ignore nor teach
sanction polygamy. They deny that the elder
others to disregard the mjunction "Bear ye
Smith ever sanctioned it, and declare that it is an
one another's burdens;" but to advise more
Innovation introduced by Brigham Young, and
care in expression and a more intelligent
if Joseph Smith was the head of the Salt Lake
compliance with the command, "Let your
Mormons, as he is ofthe anti-polygamy Mormons,· communication be yea yea and nay nay;"
the Un"ited States would have no more difficulty
and not of "many words" or meaningless
with polygamy.
'ones.
While it is not the proper thing for our GovernThese remarks are not designed to deny
ment to show favor to any church denomination,
a right to any. We want our corresponrlIt is quite probable that the quickest way to abolents to write and continue to encourage
ish polygamy would be for the Joseph Smith
and "edify one another;" but care and
Mormons to be recognized as the head of the
p'ainstaking are essential in the work of
all. They who are careless in any act are
Mormon church, and for the two branches to
less likely to properly perform other and
unite under his leadership. The split between
more important duties.
He who is unthese branches has caused fully as much bitterness
willing to be corrected and who does not
as did the division of. the Methodist and other
observe his faults will not improve and
churches over the issues of the war, but with
overcome.
polygamy abolished the tendency would be to a
It is written, "Watch [give heed, obunity of the church.
serve, be gu;qrded] and pray." If we disThere are a number of Joseph Smith Mormon
regard either of these admonitions we sufchurches in Missouri and Iowa, and as moral,
fer loss.
If we are careless in our methsteady,· intelligent and worthy citizens, they will
ods our work is imperfect and its results
compare favorably with other church denomiunsati~factory.
It is p(irt of our work
nations, and it is certainly not good policy to
while turning the ltght of the word upon
censure these worthy people for the mistakes of
the world to not fail to subject ourselves
Brigham Young's followers.

We are admonished by these things to
be strong and abiding in our confidence in
the ultimate triumph of the right; to
patiently continue in well doing an? unceasingly "contend for [carefully stnve to
establish J the faith once delivered to the
Saints." It is evident that our labor has
n'ot been and if correctly continued will
not be in vain.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

WE again make mention of some things
concerning the correspondence and other
columns of the HERALD. The church is
growing and there is, in consequence, constant increase in the amount of matter
written for its correspondence, communication, obituary and miscellaneous columns.
Our writers are therefore admonished to
be more concise in statement, and to omit
unnecessary details.
He who can and
does clearly convey his meaning in few
words is abler and wiser than he who uses
a large number to express the same thing.
It is 'Unnecessary, incorrect to burden letters with long prefaces and statements in
effect as follows: "Having a few moments
to spare I thought I would write to the
Herald." "Not having seen anything from
this part of the vineyard for a long time,

to its searching rays that our defects may
be fully seen, and by self denial, cons•ant
endeavor and subjection be removed.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

READ Bro. Sheehy's excellent and timely
article, "A Present Demand," in this
issue.
It is said that there are scores of Indians
on the Payallup reservation in Oregon
who are worth from $5o,ooo to $75 ooo
each. One widow is worth zso,ooo. She
own'> the best ranch in the reservation.
Brn. J. B. Watson and W.]. Smith acting for the Northern Michigan district
appe~r as advocates ~nd ?efenders of ~~e
faith m a column art1cle m the Bay CtLy,
Michigan Times of the 17th. The article
is well written and it<; publication is timely.
The Times editor has been kind and courteous to the North Michigan Saints.
Bro. John Smith, Avenue City, Missouri
wrote the 13th im;t. giving an account of
some of his labors in the field. He has
been aided and blessed in preaching the
word.
The total number of stars, of which some
knowledge may be obtained by the optical appliances now available, according to Prof. Lockver
is from 40,ooo,ooo to so,ooo,ooo. Of these only
about 6,ooo are visible to the naked eye, and are
equally divided between the two hemispheres.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

"Nor fPar I aught that science brings
From searching through material things;
Since everywhere the Spirit walks
The garden of the heart, and talks
With man as nnder Eden's trees,
In all his varied languages."

THOUGHTS UPON OUR LTFEWORK.-No. II.
,
SOME two years ago, if we mistake not the
time, we remember of a Jetter coming to us
which contained a most beautiful word picture.
We commented upon it at the time and remember pf thinking ·that it must be one upon which
the angels would gaze with delight.' Do you ask
what it was? It was very simple in outline, but
one could not look upon it without being most
strongly impressed with a sense of the entire
consecration of the individual to God, albeit no
strong words of devotion to his work were uttered.
It was the picture of a quiet, unobtrusive
Sunday-school teacher surrounded by the happy,
smiling faces of her class. . For some time she
had been absent from them but to say, she was
with them again and as she sat among them imparting to th~eir young minds the words of life
and salvation, she held close to her bosom in a
loving embrace her infant child but a few weeks
old.
If this picture awakens in your mind the same
train of thought it did in ours, you will see in it
a model for the world's masters of art, and richer by far in consecrated love, than that of any
Madonna which ever engaged their skill or genius. Not to her own .children was confined the
mother love of her great heart, but the sweet
fountain welling up within her soul, too deep, too
broad for the confines of home, sought an out!et
in every way whereby good might be done for
others and the cup of cold water .be given in the
name of a disciple, and we dare venture, though
we never saw this sister's face-never sat at her
board or exchanged hand clasps with her, we repeat, we dare venture the assertion that no home
duty was left undone. Her own family were all
the;e with her and her heart was at peace with
God.
Think ot it you mothers in Zion, who feel
that when Sunday morning comes it is too great
an exertion to be thought of,-the getting up
early enough to get your children ready for the
Sabbath-school-to say !lothing of going with
them and striving faithfully to Impart words of
life and salvation not only to your own, but to
the children of your neighbors. Think q it.
Look carefully through the columns of letters
this week and you will find another picture-a
comparison picture to this one and let us whisper
a secret i.n your ear: its subject is the same. Silence and lengthening shadows fall upon a quiet
chapel erected for the worship of God. It is the
hour of prayer- prayer to be made not only for
our own, but for the church and all good work
connected therewith. For Sabbath-schools, for
the young, for the ministry; in short, for every
agency and means intended to bring to pass, yes,
even to hasten, the redemption of Zion.
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fime wears on and the silence is broken but
twice. Twice the door opens and closes to admit
a female form. The hour for opening is past and
the two rise to join in singing praise to God.
But we should not have saidjom, for only one of
them can sing, the other is German and does
not understand our language.
Undaunted by
this, the hymn is selected and this single voice
attuned to notes of praise.
But hark! there is
another voice-a voice like that of a female only
sweeter, clearer than the voice of any mortal ever
heard upon this earth, and from the first word to
the last words of the hymn it is heard floating
out upon the mellow evening, vibrating on the
silence, while the voice of our faithful Sabbathschool worker and mother, trembles with emotions never known before and her soul melts
within her as her own voice mingles and dies
away blending with the voice of the unseen angel vi!,Hant.
] ust think for a moment upon this, yc;m who will
read this and accept it as no strange thing. If
~uch a thing should happen in the world to-day,
m any popular church and they knew that it was
attested by one whose word was removed beyond the suspicion of a doubt as is the word of
our sister, think you it would no.t move that people to a sense of profound surprise and Interest?
Let us tell you it would, for thousands upon:thousa~ds in the great active busy world to-day are
weary and long for a faith attested by the power of God and bearing the fruits of righteousness
and peace; and if we as Saints were only faithful
to our trust, it-would not be long before the power of God would rest upon the church to such an
extent as to make her a light and a glory to the
nations of the earth. You will see in this second
picture a background of hope wrought in the
most cheering colors.
As the first rays of tfie
mo.rnin~ are a sure harbinger of the coming day,
so IS this panorama which passed before her visIon a sure prophesy of that time when Zion shall
arise and shine because the glory of the Lord has
risen upon her.
Be not discouraged then, neither faint nor weary, ye toiling mothers in Zion, for the dear Savior
who himself knew how precious above price was
the faithful love of women, manifested in cheering, succoring, and helping the weary ones of
earth, will give his angels charge concerning you
in every hour. of trial and in your sorest need
they shall be near you. Honor him by the faith·
fulness of your lives, and the hour when you
most need him he will "stand by you. "The race
is not a! ways to the swift, neither the battle to
the strong,'' for "in weakness his strength is made
perfect."
Is it not much to have claim to the
perfectness of his strength? Think of this when
you feel your own weakness.
.
Oh, the matchless love of God! "Not as the
world giveth give I unto you.''
The favors of
the world go all towards the favorites of fortune
but the favors of God are not thus bestowed. Le~
us awake to the fact that the poor and needy
among men, because of their greater need appeal
most strongly to the dear Christ heart and while
he":•resists the proud, he gives grace to the humbk"
Let us not be weary then with ser:ving.
The Master was among us "as him that serveth."
Life is full of earnest work to be done, may we
then bring earnest hearts and hands to its performance, lest God should "of these stones raise
up children unto Abraham.''

HOME CoLUMN

MISSIONARY

FUND.

Oct. 17, Amount to date .....•.•.•.... $3217 so
I. A. Roberts, Mo ...•.. $3 7S
Lars Polson, Mo .....•.. 2 oo
Tillie Reams, Iowa. . . . . . so
Lucy J. Reams, Iowa.... so
Robert Graham, Iowa . . . 4s
K. Williams, Ill .... ,,,,. so
Mary Brown, Iowa ...... I oo
Lucinda Creamer, Cal ... I 2S
Em!ly Davi", Cal. ....... r 50
Rachel Griffiths, Iowa . . . 84
H. A. Griffiths, Iowa ..... I oo
~'(. E. Kearney, Iowa....
so
MaryS. Lear, Ont ....... 2 7S
Maggie Stratton, Kan .... I oo
L L. Thomas, Iowa.... . 4 7
Wm. Bower, Iowa ....• ,. x8
Oct. 24, Amount received to date ....• $3.23S 69
~Send

all moneve to D. Dancer, Lamon!, Iowa.

FIVE LAKES, Mich.
Dear Sisters: As my earthly pilgrimage is almost finished, and having a desire to leave my
testimony of the truthfulness of this latter qay
work, and how that God does heal his Saints in
these last days, I write you at this time. Some
two months ago I was taken with a severe pain
in my side, and could not rest day or night, although I prayed much to my heavenly Father
that he would remove the pain. It continued to
grow worse,. until I was almost discouraged,
when the portion of God's word came to me
(found in Luke I I : 7-9), which gave me muc~
encouragement to pray on, and I felt directed to
request my sisters of the Prayer Union in this
place to pray for me, and my testimony is that
God heard their prayers and the pain was removed al}d has not returned, and I thank God for
the same. I am now in my seventy-seventh
year, weak in body, but strong in faith that God
will be with me to the end. Pray for me that I
may be faithful and meet you in the morning of
the first resurrection.
ANGELINE WooDWORTH,
CLARKSDALE, Mo., Oct. 9th.
Sister Frances:-It is with pleasure and thankfulness to God I pen you these few lines.
The
Lord has raised me to health from a bed of suffering and disease, through compliance with the
ordinance placed in His church, a!:l(l the prayers
of the Saints. He has blessed me greatly and is
restoring my hand and arm as they were befor~
being afflicted with the erysipelas.
Blessed be
His holy name!
We are greatly blessed in our Prayer Union
~eetlngs here. The Lord manifests his Spirit
tn power, in both prophecy and vision; he is
blessing us and causing us to rejoice in the work
in which we are engaged.
Upon one occasion
a German sister and myself, were the only tw~
that met in our little chapel for prayer.
She
does not sing in English, but we arose and I
started the opening hymn, when a voice like that
of a feml),le, only_n,ore beautiful than any 1 ever
heard, sang. the soprano with me.
I need not
tell you dear sisters, that our feelings were sublime, for we felt the presence of the angels with
us.
To-day, after offering our prayers tor the young
people of the church, the sick and afflicted ones 1
and asking that the Lord would bless his work
~nd bless his servants with power ill proclaim:
mg the gospel and that his people might receive
strength to endure to the end, in the keeping of

his commands, we were in vision permitted to
see those who are now )Ollths in the church
commg by tens, fifties, and hundreds, from the'
right and left, dressed in full uniform with their
weapons irr their hands and falling into line.
Each one seemed aiming to reach "the line.'' It
was a lovely sight to see them marching along,
two by two, and still coming from South and
North, marching directly East.
We were also
permitted to see and realize the glorious terminus
of those who are now in the ranks, those who
are now in full uniform and are carrying their
glistening weapons.
This should be joy and
peace indescribable. They are endowed by the
Spirit of the living God.
Dear sisters, this Is a glorious work.
Let us
labor in our calling.
Sister Frances, glorious will be the final reward of. the Saints; those who ~orne up through
"much tribulation," and wash their robes clean
in the blo~d of the Lamb. May we as a people,
endure fatthful till death or the coming of our
dear Savior, !a my earnest prayer.
M.J. HEAD.

.

OAKDALE, Neb., Sep. 22nd.
Dear Sisters:-;-Good morning, and how is the
Father of mercies dealing with you? As others
have said, so I say, I have not been so long silent
because I have lost interest in your very encouraging letters, but because my temporal cart 111
and duties are so numerous and pressing they occupy my whole time and strength, and then are
not all done· But if I always neglect my humble effort and testimony, I see I will always find
plenty of other things to take up my time. Hence
I desire to be admonished by the scripture which
says, "be not overcome by the cares of life, or the
deceitfulness of riches.'' I find while passing
through the busy pressing duties of daily life,
there Is nothing I stand so much in need of as the
help of my heavenly Father. The greatest desire of my heart Is, while passing through this
changeful scene, to do all in an acceptable manner to him; but there is so much to burden one's
spirit and develop our human weaknesses, that I
so.metimes feel to anxiously inquire of myself,
wtll I stand the test? Can I endure to the end?
When all human strength seems insufficient, and
I take up the word of God and read to find encouragement anp comfort, I find that our constant trials and burdens are necessary in order to
prove us.
Not only home cares, trial~ and vexations, but
when we go out Into the busy, fashionable, cold
world, theye we meet much to grieve the spirit
of a conscientious Saint. So many cold, rigid
forms, so much to attract admiration and so little
to point us to the meek humble life ot our Savior.
It has just recently been my privilege to'llsten
to a temperance lecture by a lady-a Mrs. Barker
from Dakota, president of theW. C. T. U-and
while she spoke ably, portrayed the nec~ssity of
total abstinence from all Intoxicants, and I pres~me will do much good in the world, the question arises In my mind, Is this God's ordained
way of bringing about the most good? Is this a
position suitable for a handmaiden of God to occupy? Again I take up the Bible and read Titus
2: 3: "The aged women, likewise, that they be
in behavior as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not given to much wine, teacher~ of good
things." Well, the query is, what are the good
things?' To help organize s<;'me popular lnstitu-
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THE
tion that women may come to the front in masculine ability to bring about the most good?
Read Titus _2: 4: "That they may teach the
young women to be sober, to love their husbands,
to love their children." Is this all? Let us read
the 5th also: "To be discreet, chaste, keepers at
home, good, obedient to their own husbands, that
the word of God be not blasphemed."
Now
while I see nothing in these quotations to directly condemn women lecturers, preachers, etc., it
seems to point to the fact that our heavenly
Father has given us natures to need a more modest position. It don't seem right to me for women
to crave such conspicuous places in life. But to
so live and to so let our'infiuence be felt for good
at home, that the husbands and sons may occupy
these public places. I believe in woman's rights
in just the sense God provides for her rights. For
a knowledge of thjs provision read Ephesians 5th
chapter from r8th verse to its close. H "a husband so love a wife, even as himself," he will vote
for her interests, he will talk for her interests, and
he will drink for her interests. I am not convinced by anything I have ever seen or heard in
this great enlightened age, that there has ever
been an organization effected superior to the gospel plan of salvation.
If this could only be accepted as it is, and Hved up to by all wl1o have
accepted lt, what grand strides there would be
made toward bettering the condition of the human family sodally, physically, mentally, morally, and spiritually.
MRS. c. H. DERRY.
STRANG, Nebraska,
Dear Sisters:-I receive much comfort in reading our ·beloved papers. The Sunday'schoo! has
Improved wonderfully in the church since the
Prayer Union was started. I for one feel much
blessed in keeping the hour, enj0ying that peace
that the world can not give or take away. I must
say that I have been glad hundreds of times that
I was brought up by Latter Day Saint parents,
when I see the darkness that surrounds me.
Some time ago I wrote that I had the promise
of the United Brethren Church for an elder to
preach in. Bro. C. Porter wrote he would
come.
I went to see and after going three
times they concluded that he could not come
now, as their church was pretty well occupied at
the present and they had let in these who had
harmed them, namely, the Salvation Artny, and
they said it was almost as bad as the Christians
or Campbellites. But a Campbellite preacher is
preaching there or has been lately. Then they
had heard bad things about the Mormons. They
said they believed I was a good Chtistian, but
they did not want so much division as there was
five churches represented here now. Their minister was there and said he was perfectly willing
for our elder to preach, said that he had heard
them preach. He appears like a real nice manquite different from their other minister, who got
up in their pulpit and ran our church down to
the lowest degree. But his actions have not
prov~d very good to their church, a~ their conference put him in what they call the evangelist
list. One of their trustees told me that it did
not make any difference what the rest said he
was perfectly willing for our elder to preach, and
the one that did not meet with them I understand. wants to here one preach. Two of my
friends told me they would have helped to pay
for the hall. I have lent quite a number of our
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papers and books for them to .read .. Pray for me
that I may hold out fail>hful that God's will may
be done.
A. STRICKLAND.
HEBREWS 10:23.
HoME CoLUMN:-"Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering, for He is
faithful who promised."
I wonder to how many lonely hearts these
beautiful words have brought comfort. "Let us
hold fast the profession of our faith." Why?
Because "He is faithful who promised." Blessed
assurance! that he who has promised rest to His
tempest-tossed ones of earth, when the heartrending trials and weary, weary cares of this life
are forever ended, is faithful.
·
0 weary ones! "Hold fast the profession of
your faith" What If your eyes have wept bitter
tears because you have missed out of your life
that which would have made It joy to live! What
will it matter when you lay your armor down
and your freed soul, like a glad bird escaped from
its confinement, soars "up where the earth mists
a;e no more." God knows how sincerely you
have sorrowed over the mistakes of the past. He
knows how ardently you have desired to win for
yourself a crown of immortality .. He knows how
hard has been the struggle, and that you stood
alone save for His strong right arm. You may
have nothing to mark your resting place, but you
will hear this when called to meet your reward:
"Here is one who has come up through great
tribulation."
0, struggllng Saints of God t to some of us
the dark days have far outnumbered the bright
ones, but "whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth,"
and in the dawn of eternity our joy shall be full,
for "He is faithful. who promised."

EAGLE GROVE, Iowa, Oct. 15th.
Editors Herald:- The second day after the
close of our grand reunion at Logan I came to
this place and found the people anxiously looking for me; for a year I have been trying to get
here. Bro. Hayer started at once to circulate an
appointment at the school-house for me, but the
weather was against us. It had rained for several days and nights so only a few came out; for
this country is very level, therefore the roads
were muddy.
On Sunday morning we moved the meeting
about three miles further south where we got the
use of the Baptist church; and notwithstanding
the rain and mud the congregation has been increasing every night since, and some are interested and are astonished that the Latter Day
Saints preach such doctrine. One man wondered whether we believed what we preached.
I expect to continue here over two Sundays
and perhaps longer. From here I expect to go
four or five miles further north and open another
place. This is a ne,.; field, and one could put in
the entire winter here. The people seemed very
kind and not very prejudiced. It may be because
the Saints who live scattered around have let
their light shine by their works, so that I need
not be ashamed to be seen with them and tell the
people that I am an elder in the church to which
they belong. 0, if only all the Saints would so
live that when the elders get into a new place th:

people would be anxious to hear the doctrine!
When I get through in these parts I want to go
to Bremer county and around that vicinity during
the' month of November.
I had intended to move my family to Cameron,
Missouri, this fall so that my hands would be
entirely loose for the ministry; but affairs have
taken an entirely different turn from what I had
hoped they wo"uld, so I can't move there, and I
do not want to leave the ministry as long as God
blesses me in presenting the word as he has for
some time. Therefore if there is a brother anywhere who would !.ike to buy twelve acres close
by the town of Cameron-ten acres in pasture,
or can be farmed, two acres all in fruit, two thousand or more raspberries, with all other kinds of
fruits, a good house and two wells-I will sell
cheap or rent for a year or two for what the interest of the money is worth.
If any brother
wants such a chance I hope he will write to me
at once, to Sonora, Iowa.
< I had a Jetter from <eastern Iowa. The work
is stlll moving along-one more baptized there;
a noble young lady, Sr. Lizzie Haller of Canton,
and good prospects for more.
May the good seed grow and bring forth fruit
to the glory of God.
J. S. RoTH.
BAY CrTY, Mich., Oct. r6th.
Editors Herald:-Our conference is over and
it was one among the best. We had with us Ern.
W. ]. Smith and J B Watson who assisted very
much. We had a large gathering and enjoyed
ourselves well, and the Saints went away encouraged, having a desire to do more in the future
then we have done in the past for tne advancemont of the Master's work. We regretted not
having either Ern. E. C. Briggs or A. H. Smith
with us, but we learn that one of them will be
with us soon. We hope they may, as we have
ten plac~s where there are from nine to forty
members unorganized, and the most of them
should be organized; and I believe it would have
been better if some of them had been organized
over one year ago.
We are trying· to advance the cause in our
way.
]. j. CORNISH.
BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas, Oct. 18th.
Editors Herald:-Being unable to furnish the
requisite items, for publicity, with the notice of
Bro. E. C. Brand's death, I had not thought to
burden the columns; but on mature consideration, with your permission, have decided to submit the following:
As per previous agreement I met him at
Atchison, Kansas, Thursday, September 25th, to
attend a session of conference of the North· West
Kansas district at Elmira.
His appearance
alarmed me, for I instantly perceived that his
former vivacity had departed; and I felt sad, for
a feeling crept quickly over me and a fear strongly akin to a certainty obtained, that his stay with
us would be short, and I thought his long and
faithful service in and for the church, at least,
entitled him to rest and comfort the few remaining days, on earth which, as clearly as I could,
without seeming dictatorial I suggested to him.
But I quickly perceived it was distasteful to him,
evincing evidence of a resolute desire to remain
at his post if possible to the last.
Making honorable mention of Bro. G. Rodger,
he said: "He died with the harness on. I would
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sus said if any man eat he shall live forever; that
like to live longer if it is God's will; but if in his
again by the power of God, and in demonstrawisdom my departure is near, let me die at my
tion of the Spirit, we have heard his word propost, with the harness on/'
claimed and that many souls have been born
We left Atchison at I I p.m. for Glen Elder.
into his everlasting kingdom; that again we
Fortunately the car was furnished with reclinhave gazed with wonder and admiration upon
ing chairs. He rested tolerably, but to me it was
the people of God bowed before him with broa night of anxiety I shall not soon forget, for
ken hearts and contrite spirits and have felt that
had he breathed his last at any moment I would
the spirit of unity and lovy prevailed in our
not have been surprised. We arrived at Glen
midst; that we were of one heart and one mind;
Elder, Friday, the 26'11, at eight a. m., thence by
that we were the children of God, accepted of
Bro. Andees, we were conveyed fourteen miles
him and our names written in the Lamb's book
overland. The fatigue of this journey, in a
of life; that he is the same unchangeable God,
light spring wagon, he stood quite well. During
yesterday, to-day and forever; that he will bless
conference, of which he missed but one session,
his people now as he did· formerly; that again
he was kindly cared for by Sr. Andees and famwe have felt the power of his Holy Spirit permeily. After adjournment he staid a few days with
ating every fiber of onr being, and that our souls
Bro. and Sr. Seers; thence he was conveyed to
have been filled with joy unspeakable, and that
Bro. Kent's and though Sr. Kent is burdened
we felt to cry out in the inspiration of our souls,
with domestic cares, yet, as with the rest of the
It is enough! Oh! we thank God, to-day, that
Saints among whom he had been at Elmira and
we know that the latter day work is his work;
Atchison, he received every care and attention
that he will lead us on, and on, .from victory to
until he breathed his last. And his bereaved
victory; and that by his mighty hand, and
wife; and the Saints may rest assured that in his
through his mighty power, we shall ultimately
affliction nothing that mortals could do was left
triumph.
undone. And so far as I have gone over the
I have been requested to send to the Herald
district I find the labors of Bro. E. C. Brand have
the following hymn sung by inspiration at the
been well received, and even boys, girls, maidens,
late reunion, October 5th.
young me~, 'fathers and mothers are sorely
KATE TURNER.
afflicted, and.think that in his death the church
I am your God, rejoice in me,
and the world have lost a faithful and efficient
I will your burdens sh:are,
gospel laborer.
My arms of love shall 'round you be,
As to myself, in his death I am deprived of a
Amid life's toil and care.
genial and competent co-laborer. . Though we
My little flock rejoice, be glad;
might differ in judgment, I ever found him
For I am very near:
ready to listen and confer. Honor to whom .
My angels guard you round about,
honor was due (as far as I know) was his motto.
. In your probation here.
He ever sought to utilize his time. He was a
Look unto me in time of need,
worker, and when advised to labor in a given
For I will hear your cry;
Your supplications I will heed,
locality there he was, and would be through
I will not you deny.
thick and thin. I never knew him to leave his
place of appointment to visit a more desirable
I am the light, the truth the way,
And you must walk therein,
point under some studied pretext. That he was
And shun the evils of the day,
faultless, I am sure he would not have me beAnd vanities and sin.
lieve. That he would designedly do wrong, I
You
must be tried so as by fire,
have no reason to believe. He struggled manThe gold will still remain;
fully for the grand ultimate and it would pain
You must be cleansed and purified,
me to think he had failed. I believe the reverse
Washed clean from every stain.
of tl:iis. As he was not permitted to die at the
Your robes must be of spotless white
sacred spot-home-I am glad he died among
Before the throne of God:
·
You must be children of tl:le light,
kind brethren and sisters; and every traveling
And walk where I have trod.
elder, many of whom may be nearing their end,
if deprived of the former, would, (I think) much
HENDERSON, Jo,wa, Oct. 20th.
prefer the )atter in preference to gazing on the
Editors Herald: The remains of Bro. E. C.
interior of a poor-house as a pauper in his last
Brand arrived on Wednesday evening, October
moments, though, thanks to God, such an end
rsth, at McPaul, in care of Bro. Alma Kent.
would not interfere with future glory and rest if
The funeral took place from the house on Thursby diligence their calling shall be made sure.
day, the r6th. The remains were interred in
JAMES CAFFALL ..
the beautiful little cemetery known as the GayP. S.-I am not heedless to the demand for
lord graveyard. We deeply mourn over the loss
labor and think I am doing the best I can. Bro.
of such an earnest worker for the cause of' God.
B's. departure has measurably neutralized some
Sr. Brand bears up as well as can be expected
contemplated measures.
J. C.
under the circumstar.ces. His funeral sermon
will be preached Sunday next, the 25th, in the
DELOIT, Iowa, Oct. 9th.
church at Plum Hollow, by Bro. E. L. Kelley,
Editors Herald: We arrived home safely from
after which I will send full particulars so far as
the reunion, found all well an<i_ doing well. I
I know. I have known Bro. Brand for thirtycan say this morning in the spirit of my Master,
ty-nine years. His heart was in the latter day
that I feel renewed in spirit and in health and
work. His life has been absorbed in its interest.
strength. I thank God while I meditate upon
His funeral was· solemn and impressive. Peace
the !east of good things I have received from his
to his ashes.
HENRY KEMP.
bountiful hand; that again our hungering and
P.S.-Our work is still moving for good. The
thirsting souls have been fed with that living
church here was dedicated yesterday; Shenanbread which came down from heaven, which Jedoah last Sunday.

LooKouT, California, Oct. 6th.
Editors Herald:-The Lord is working among
the people of this place. Bro. Malon Cannon
and wife and Bro. George Eads were baptized
and confirmed yesterday by Elder Turnbull.
May God strengthen them in their efforts. They
are men of business and bear records of honor
before coming into the church as well as now.
They have many friends. At the confirmation
meeting the Spirit was present in power of
prophecy. It was food for the Saints.
I preached at the Round Valley school-house
yesterday to a good audience that seemed much
interested. Dear Saints, pray for us in this little
branch.
A word to the young Saints who wish to
strengthen themselves in the faith: Sen:d for
our books at once. I have sent and got some of
them. They have helped me in a great measure;
Book of Mormon, Covenants, and the other
works sold by the church,
In these books is much to Jearn for both young
and old. Send for them and you will not regret
it.
B. w. PACK.
SHIOCTON, Wis., Oct. r4th.
Editors Herald:-I write a few lines to see if
the church would be kind enough to send some
old clothes, not worn too much, that would do
for a poor family of orphaned children. Their
father is dead and their mother is in very poor
health, and they are very needy. They live in
the woods, and if som~ of the sisters of the
church will send something for them I will pay
the charges on the~ and my mothe"r-in-law and
I will do the sewi,ng too. I am going out there
before long.
This is a hard place to live in; everybody for
them self and litte care for a poor person. They
let them get along the best way they can.
T.he children are all girls but the youngest and
he is twelve monthS:old. The others are eight,
twelve, and fourteen years old.
MRs. MATTIE LocY.
BLENHEIM, Ontario, Oct. 15th.
Editors Herald:-Our district conference held
at Chatham branch closed Monday morning.
We had as pleasant a time as I ever witnessed.
The branches were well represented; Bro. Lake
presided assisted by Bro. Green.
The business
passed off nicely and unity prevailed.
The
preaching was said to be good, for the Spirit of
the Master attend.ed the word spoken; also the
prayer meetings were excellent; some strong and
encouraging testimonies were given of the power of God in healing. etc.
On Monday morning in the. prayer meeting
our Heavenly Father condescended to bestow
upon us a crumb from his table by speaking'ito
us through the gifts of tongues and. interpretation, that our prayers had come up before him
as a sweet incense and that we were his people
etc., which brought consolation and encourage.ment to every Saint present, so that our hearts
burned within us and our eyes flowed with
tears to our God for his goodness and mercy
towards us.
The work is onward in this part of the vineyard, many have been added by baptism, and ..
I hope to see many more who shall be saved.
I wish to tender my sincere thanks to the Fifth
Quorum of Elders for their kindness in present•
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ing me with a handsome, flexible bound Bible,
which I received September 3oth, sent to my address by Bro. R. Etzen houser.
I hope it may
last long in my hand as a weapon of power for
the truth.
SAMUEL BROWN.
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Being· now in th.e midst of harvest, people
seem reluctant after a hard days toil, working as
long as they can wei! see, to go to evening mee~t
ings, so I was only able to get one or two week
meetings in this place at that time. However, I
occupied three different school-houses and at a
subsequent time managed to preach a good deal
oftener.
'ALLISTON, Ontario, Oct. 13th.
July 27th, Bro Chester Lake drove me to Sr.
Editor., Herald:-My time has been so fully
Kinnee's house, in the Monmouth branch, where
taken up with traveling, visiting and attending
I preachf'd about thirteen times and ~held some
to)Ilinisterial duties in different parts of my asprayer meetings, sacrament, etc., continuing till
signed field that I have had but little time to
August 2oth, when I returned to the neighborwrite.
hood of Bro~ C. Lake's and occupied what I call
After last general conference I received my
Duvall's school-house some four or five times,
letter of reappointment, but through business
thence back to Bro. Charles Lake's whose genial
matters did notget to the distant part of my field
hospitality makes one feel like as if he was at
till May 19th, when I reached the town of Orillla
home; Sr. Lake contributing In her quiet, warmand commenced private talk with Mr. and Mrs.
hearted way. Uncle Abe Lake, presiding elder
J. A. Marshall. Both Bm. and Sr. Marshall are
of the Irondale branch, is firm in the faith, but
now willing defenders of the truth.
got too much land and stock, etc., on hand; don't
May 25th, blessed three children for them,
hold meetings. Hope he has found time since,
walked five miles to Price's Corners and preachbecause he can tell the gospel story in good style
ed that evening to few.
This Is where I once
in his own way, having a pretty general idea and
met Mr. Phillip Hough In debate on the Sabbath
is free of speech. Bro. Charles, presiding priest,
question; some years ago, when Bro. J. H. Lake
would make a splendid preacher if he could get
and I were laboring together. Bro. Lake acted
free
for a little while. I think so far as I can
as chairman of the debate.
judge from conversation and watching that Bro.
Preached each evening from the 26th to the
Charles has made the best progress in knowl30th.
June xst, having no appointment, went in the
ed-ge of the work of any in his branch.
Of
company of Mr. Marshall to hear a Methodist
course I don't say that the others are dull, but
preacher tell us that "Jesus paid it all" "look and
slack a little. For the sisters, both Chester and
live" "only believe and you are saved" etc.
Charles Lakes wives are well posted because
June 3d, baptized Mr. and Mrs. Marshall and
they read and are intelligent. At Monmouth I
Mrs. J. B. Price. On the 4th c.onfirmed Sr. Price.
found one of the best managed Sabbath-schools
On the 5th confirmed Bro. and Sr. Marshall and
I ever saw1 presid~d over by Elder Anson Burblessed four children for Sr. Price arid walked
t<>,n, a brother loved and respected by all ~ho
back to Oriilia. Finding no chance for preaching
know him for his manly virtue and honesty-a
there as I had no means to hire a hall and hall
young man well backed .up by his wife; and let
owners not willing to give me use of one free,
me say, I think this Sabbath-school has a
and street corners· being prohibited through Salprivilegi'd monoply of talent, as the officers are
vation Army blockades causing a town by-law
as follows: Elder Anson Burton, superintendto be passed prohibiting any more street corner
ent; Priest Richard Hales, Srs. Burton, Dack
monopoly, therefore I had to wait a few days in
and Anderson, teachers. These si.sters formerly
quietness, talking and instructing the new mem- ·held certificates as day school teachers, Sr. Anbers before going elsewhere.
derson having qualified as teacher in Ireland and
June x6th, went to Cameron branch, remained
after coming to Canada qualified here, so that
till July 8th, preaching, administering to sick,
Monmouth Sabbath-school has advantages and
holding prayer meetings etc, then to Irondale
kind loving hearts.
and vicinity preaching in the school-houses along
I returned to Cameron branch, baptized three,
my route till I reached Monmouth branch.
ministered In preaching and other duties until
About six miles from Irondale I used a schoolthe eighth. Cameron Sabbath.school is not a
house and had good attendance and seemingly a
whit behind Monmouth in zeal, learning, aptvery good Interest, where, If I am not mistaken,
ness, etc., and on an average is as well attended,
some will obey ere long.
Bro. Chester Lake I
Bro. A. H. Lake, superintendent and presiding
found alive to the work, and if he felt like becomelder of the branch: Priest Elias Hovey, Srs.
ing recreant his noble wife would push him Ofl.
Braden and Miller, teachers; and as years of
One very sad thing is here brought to my mind,
careful and prayerful study are not only an adviz: Bro Chester Lake on an occasion being abvantage to those thus exercised, but when the
sent from the house his wife went to milk four
benefits are imparted to others they are made
cows, leaving her infant in a crib near the stove.
partakers, then Cameron branch has it In her
While gone for the short time a spark Ignited the
Sabbath·school teachers in Srs. Miller and
wrap& covering the innocent In its crib, and beBraden.
I left Cameron on the 8th for Orillia, baptized
fore Sr. Lake reached the house her babe was so
Mr. J. B.Price, co~tinued there and at Price's
badly burned that it soon died.
Words cannof
Corners till the 15th, thence to Toronto where I
tell the feelings of the bereaved, so I will make
remained till the 29th. Found a number of
it as light as possible by merely mentioning it. I
Saints here from various branches whom I visitwas asked to preach the funeral sermon, which I
ed and got most of them together and held sevedid, July 13th, I Cor. 15:22; Matt. 19:14. Many
ral meetings of a mixed nature, counseling, prinattend such services who will not come out on
cipally prayer-meetings, as I wished to Jearn
other occasions. .So it was In this instaflce that
their Individual standing. Most of them are
some hitherto rather strongly opposed to our
young people and although away from home
faith were affected so far as to say several good
and the parental watchcare and branch Influences
things. I hope it will continue.

which have a restraining effect on youth, I found
some of them true to their vows and gospel covenant, not seemingly affected by the surrounding
evi!. influences and temptations of the great city.
Others are affected with carelessneM and worse.
Pride has captured some of the daughters of Israel. Bro. D. McGilvary has opened his house
for weekly prayer-meeting, and he and Bro. Fred
Gregory have taken in hand to keep those young
people interested till something more can be done
by an elder; but here we are at a loss. Halls are
to be had reasonably, but no provision has ever
been made in our district for an attempt in large
cities except where there are a number sufficiently able to hire a hall.
I pray God to b1ess the efforts of those young
people in Toronto. I feel a deep interest in that
city as it is my native home, and where once, in
Elder Joseph Luft's time, existed a fine branch of
the church. They had purchased a church for
thirteen hundred dollars, paid one hundred and
twenty dollars on it and thirty dollars on furniture. That place is now a very central spot, but
the bargain lapsed, payments were not kept up,
members moved away, and now the Starvation
army has the building; so we will have to commence anew.
September 29th came to Grand Valley, found
all the Saints well, preached three sermons and
left in company with Elder John Wilson of Masonville for his home, where we arrived October
2nd.
I remained with them till the 7th and came to
Alli&ton where I now am, and expect to be for a
few days, or possibly two weeks. The work here
is dead through two causes, one of which is removals. I am going to try a few sermons to
feel if there is any life left in the few who are
here. My report is not large nor interesting In
many ways, but I have omitted many minor details, and I have done the best I could under all
circumstances. I have baptized but seven dnrthe four months. However, this is not the measure of labor done. Seed has been sown that I
am confident will yield good increase. The
weak have been strengthened, the sick have been
cared fo·r, and all else in a humble and dutiful
way has been done according to the wisdom
given, and surrounding circumstances. I will,
God willing, put forth renewed efforts during
the winter as I find generally better attendance
than In summer.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all the
Saints.
J. A. MciNTOSH.
KENT, Illinois, Oct. 8th.
Editors Herald :-Last year I publh.hed in your
columns a cancer recipe for the benefit of the
brethren and sisters, and it is a good one for all
kinds of cancers. I offered to send a recipe for
making the all-healing or black salve to all who
wished it by their sending a stamp, and since
that I have received letters from Maine to California and South Carolina to Canada. For the
benefit of the church or those who read the
Herald, will you please' reproduce the cancer
recipe once more, and the recipe for making the
all-healing salve with it, for the reason that
there are some writing for the recipe who do not
give full address.
To make the black or all-healing salve: Take
rosin and beeswax, of each two ounces; sweet
oil, eight ounces. Melt them together and while
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at or near the boiling point, stirring in slowly
four ounces red lead and when nearly cold stir
in two drachms pulverized camphor, stirring
until cold. To pulverize the camphor drop on a
few drops alcohol, (not too much) and it will pulverize as fine as flour. A drachm is the eighth
of an ounce or about a teaspoonful I.
LEVI CHENEY.

i

Bro. Henward's family of Lakeland has been
passing throngh a year of great affliction and distress. It is saddening to look upon the wreck
caused by disease and hardship. Still through it
all they have endeavored to keep the faith. Let
those whose prayers are dfectual who read this
lift their hearts to God in their behalf
I am now (October roth) in Cumberland
county. The prospect for work is not discouraging, and when I have labored a few weeks, will
write again. Upon the whole the outlook for a
gradual growth of the work is as good as heretofore.
HoLMES J. DAVISON.

LOCKHARTVILLK, N. S., Sep. 28th ..
Eddor Herald:- We held our conference September 2oth and 21st, the weather be!ng all that
could be desired; in fact there are few countries
that can produce such glorious weather as can
be experienced in Nova Scotia some days in the
ORCHARD, Nebraska, Oct. 9th.
month of September. The good Spirit was presDear
Hemld:-0£
the joy and comfort it is to
ent in a good degree, and harmony and dispatch
be a child of God, I cannot express my feelings,
characterized the business sessions. A Sundaymy thankfulness to God that he has called me
school concert made the afternoon of Sunday an
out of darkness to walk in the true light of Jesus
interesting and enjoyable one, and the scholars
our Savior. We live some distance from a
of Rawdon Sunday-school covered themselves
branch, so mamma and I hardly ever attend; pawith glory.
pa goes once in a while. Of late we have been
Some of the members were very much disaphaving meeting at home, and many times we
pobted in not having an elder from the "states"
have the assurance that the Spirit of truth is
to meet with us. We were expecting Bro. W. H.
with us, and we feel to rejoice that God does not
Kelley, and indeed it was too bad that he did not
forget his children if they are living humble, but
put in an appearance, for it is not often that he
is willing to bless and own them though not perwill have the opportunity to have such a good
mitted to go to a branch.
time. Yes, taking the occasion all through, it
Bro. W. Rumel preached here about two
was to me the most encouraging conference we
weeks ago. I think he left a good impression on
have ever held.· One innovation was a written
the minds of the people.
report from the scattered members which proved
Papa has been in the habit of chewing tobacco
'one of the finest features of the conference; and
for over fifty years. Once he tried to abstain
here I will take the opportunity of thanking
from its use, but only succeeded for about six
those scattered members for the noble way in
months. Las May he called on the Lord for
which they responded to the request of the prehelp that he might be able to conquer the habit.
siding elder.
And now he can and does say that he has entireThe Sunday beiore conference was set apart
ly overcome the desire for it. All praise we give
for fasting and prayer for the Spirit to be with
to our Heavenly Fath'er. To those who are tryus. No restraint was placed upon the members
ing to resist this temptation, if they will ask God
as regards the extent of fasting. It was only requested that what food should be used- should be . in Jesus' name, in faith believing, to help them I
am sure he wil not say them nay.
of the very plainest kind. Now I can testify that
In eri'e of our prayer-meetings it was given
there was one who observed that who received
to mamma, if we. were faithful, we should be
a blessing. Dear Saints, let us be very careful
kept safe from the storms and cyclones and the
about these things. When we set apart a day
scourges which would pass through the earth
for fasting and prayer let not our tables be loaded
should not harm us, if we obeyed the Lord; This
with luxuries. Surely we can do without them
Is one of the many beautiful oayings which the
one day in the year a great deal better than we
Spirit of God has told us.
can do without the manifestations of the Spirit
I have had so many beautiful promises given
from year to year.
to me if I am faithful. One morning not long
There are some who have been attending our
ago I arose early to pray, and about ten o'clock
meetings for years who believe the doctrine and
the same day, straight before me and seeming
seem serious concerning religious affairs. Why
to be very high, I saw a bright light. There
do they not join us? Is it because we are not
setting them the example required of us? May , seemed to be a form in the light. I was just
it not be so?
going to call to mamma and tell her I had
Since conference I have labored in Lockhart·
seen· the noon-day sun, when I realized that
ville, Blomidon, Lakeland(Cumberland. Lockthe sun never shone in that room at that time
hartville i~ interested in a revival among the
of day, it being a north room. Then. I thought
Baptists. Some who take part and intend joinove.r what I had been permitted to behold.
ing that church testify in those meetings to being
The Spirit of God made known to me that the
awakened under Mr. Davison's preaching. Now
bright light I saw was to let llle know that it
I can not account for this since I ha v.e tried to · was acceptable with God for his children to rise
be thorough in preaching the doctrine in all its
early to pray. I had concluded the previous
bearings. However, it is having a very soothing
evening to rise early in the morning to pray to
eftect upon the Baptist ministers engaged in the
God. I remember I felt very sleepy just before
meetings; and one of them has gone so far as to
I arose. I asked the Lord to give me strength,
tell one who asked concerning our meetings to
and thanked him for doing so.
still continue to attend, and if they could get,any
I feel very much interested in Sister T. W.
information from me on the Scripture, to accept
Smith and also those who have sent in their
it. Blomidon is more favorable than ever before.
names to be prayed for. I desire to gain a home
I have great hopes of a start in the work in that with God and our loving Savior with the rest of
place; the lnd!catlon8 aUpoint that way.
h!s children.
PaoEBE E. CATitR.

{¢nmmunittafinns.,
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

A PRESENT DEMAND.

Among the things arising in the work
of the "Bride" making herself ready to
accomplish the part assigned her in this
the "dispensation of the fulness of times,"
and that indicates her onward march in
the right direction, is the movement towards caring for the lambs-the Sundayschool work. All movements in the line
of reform that have been perpetuated
have done so by a recognition of the principle of transmission to their successors
the benefit of their wisdom, obtained by
experience as well as the power that belongs to heredity. This is clearly seen in
the marvelous history of the descendants
of Abraham who in spite of all that has
arisen in opposition have succeeded in perpetuating their existence for these thousands of years, while their cotemporaries
have fallen one by one. Doubtless some
will say: "But God had a hand in it."
. Yes, but it was done through and by laws.
Whatever may have been the apparent
neglect of this church to properly provide
for her young up to now may find an excuse in the fact that her vitality has been
used in the work of evangelization in
pushing her conquests in different parts of
the world, a work that· is still needed and
will no doubt continue. The time has
now come where not only evangelistic
work is needed, but pastoral work as
well.
The argument used so deftly by us in
defense of church organization, viz: "The
hand must not say to the feet I have no
need of thee," but all parts.of the body.
are necessary can now be turned towards
ourselves. The evangelistic department
must not say to the pastoral, "We have no
need of thee." The late revelation to the
church is strongly indicative of this, in its
reference to and provision for pastoral
work and the assignment of men to such
offices as are by their nature pastoral,
· high priests, district presidents and branch
presidents.
Pastoral work consists of
caring for the flock, which includes all
ages,-sheep and lambs.
The Sunday-school is the instrument by
which a good part of this work can be
done. The aim of a Sunday school should
p,ot only be to benefit the young and bring
thetlf up in the "nurture and admonition
of the Lord," but to instruct the sire and
matron and open a way for them to "study
the word" that the new converts, be thev
young or aged-for they are really
catechumens-'-can be further taught in
the way of the Lord.
Among the reasons why people were so
easily led into the meshes of apostasy
under its divers forms when the enemy
came in like a flood, was because they did
not abide in the word of God as given to
the church in her sacred books; and doubtless many did not know what the books
contained, not having been instructed and
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versed as they might have been had the
Sunday,s,chool been as complete as it
ougHt, and as we expect it will be as the
church ,advances.
A part of the work of the present
church is to erect buoys where the old
church struck shoals and ledges. A short
time ago when attacks were made upon
the teachings of the books held sacred by
the church, and some were shaken in
their faith, a students society was for.med
at Lamoni for the purpose of studying the
books; and it has resulted in great good to
those who partook of its benefits, confirming, them in the faith of the church. I
have been infcrmed by some who became
members of it that when they joined it
they were not certain but the Book of
Covenants actually taught "revenge" and
the "dogma of infallibility;" but were relieved of their anxiety by an examination
into the matter are now not only confirmed in the faith, but able to defend it
against such attacks. What the Lamoni
Students Societv did for its members can
be done for all branches in the church
through the medium of a properly conducted Sunday-school, which every branch
president (pa<.tor) ought to labor for, and
which properly comes within the province
of his calling as a pastor. Not that every
president ot a branch should necessarily
become superintendent of a Runday-school,
for that ought to be left discretionary with
the school to select, and should be a matter of fitness without special regard to
priesthood, race, color or sex; but he
should work with it as he can; be there
and let his presence te~ch by example,
even if he does not take an active part as
an official of the school.
'
I remember on one occasion when I was
president of a branch the school had an assistant superintendent who was in charge
for that day and during his remarks to the
school taught certain things not in harmony with the church, and it became necessary for me to correct him. The assist-ant superintendent was zealous and talented, but young and inexperienced. It is a
mistaken idea that Sunday-schools are only
for children. New converts need to be
taught as well and for that matter old
Saints can keep their swords bright (the
sword being the letter-the word of God)
by the constant use of it which the Sunday-school affords.
Josephus informs us that it was a custom
among the Jews "to assemble and hear
the law aml learn it accurately." The
necessity for such work is seen from the
prominence given it among the ancient
people of God. "Tht:• Rabbi's tell us that
M~thuselah was a teacher of the Mishna,
before the flood; that nfter the delug-e
Shem and Eber had a house of instruction
where the Halacha was studied; that Abraham was a student of the Torah when
he was three years old, and that he wrrs
afterwards under the teaching of Melchisedec in matters pertaining to priesthood; that
young Jacob as a good boy did go to the
Bible-school while Esau as a bad bov did
not; that Dinah the daughter of Jacob
came to grief through playing truant from
the Bible-school while her brothers were
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in attendance there; that among the pupils of Moses irt his g-reat Bible-school
where his father-in-law Jethro, and
young Joshua, and that the latter was preferred above the sons of Moses as his successor, because of his great zeal and fidelity in the Bible-school exercises; and that
Samuel conducted Bible-schools which
were continued to the days of Elisha and
beyond; that wicked King Ahaz had
Btble-schools for children closed in order
to exterminate the religion of Moses; that
good King Hezekiah, on the other hand,
not.only fostered the Bible-school system,
but personally bore his own children . to
receive instruction in one of these schools,"
(a good ex mple for Saints of tocday).
.
Such prominence was given to this kind
of work that one writer says: "Synagogues with their accompanying Bibleschools, were found in all the towns and
villages of Palestine;" and in "Jerusalem
there were, according to one authority,
four hundred and sixty, and according to
another four hundred and eighty, which
would give a larger number of Sunday:
schools to Jerusalem at that time than are
to be found in.Boston, New York or Chicago to-day.
It is quite likely that it was in one of
such schools that the youthful Jesus at the
age of twelve was found by his mother
asking questions of the elders, for their
method of teaching was chiefly interlocutory. "All that heard him were amazed at
his understanding and his questions."
When the Emperor Julian, called the
Apostate, mad~; his terrible effort to destrov the influence of the church in his
time, be struck at the school system by de"
priving teachers who were Christians of
teaching because their power was felt in
this respect. "Within a century after the
apostolic age, Celsus, a prominent and
powerful opponent of Chri~tianity charged the Christians with extending their
numbers and propagating their views by
getting hold of the children privately in
houses and in schools, and influencing
them and thus leading them away from
the religion of their parents.
"In replying to this charg-e Origen did
not deny the main facts, but insist.:d that
the children thus reached by Christians
out of Pagan homes were benefited by the
lessons imparted to them."
A noted emissary of Rome went among
the W aldenses to find out the source of
their strength. He found it in the system
of Bible study among them. Preaching
has a tendency to arouse the mind to
consciousness of its powers, but the subsequent work of teaching- u·nfolds and develops the mind to a fixity.
Luther is reported to have said, "Young
children and scholars are the seed and
source of the church.
For the church's
sake Christian schools must be established
and maintained, for God maintains the
church through the schools." He prepared two catechisms for the purpose of religious instructions.
Calvin was equally
zealous to the same need.
So powerful was the work of the reformers against the Church of Rome that she
could only maintain herself by turning her
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attention toward the care of her young.
The founding of the Society of Jesus by
Ignatius Loyola was chiefly for the purp'ose of instructing the young in the religion of Rome; and it is said of thein
that "in a single generation they became
masters of the present by the men whom
they had trained, and disposing of the future by the children who were yet in their ·
hand<, realized a dream that none till the
time of Ignatius had dared to conceive."
"The verdict of history is summed up
by Pres. Porter in his suggestions that
Catholic and Protestant. historians are
agreed that it was by this religiouo;; ~chool
machinery that the Jesuits arrested the reformation in its onward and apparently
triumphant advances, and that the dividing
line was fixed between Protestant and
Catholic sections of Europe to remain till
now almost precisely where it was drawn
thirty years after Luther broke from
Rome."
This likely gave rise to the saying of
the celebrated Catholic missionary,·. St.
Frances Xavier: ''Give me the children
until they are seven years of age and any
one, may take them afterward>."
The ·modern Sunday-school movement
owes its origin chitfly to Robert Raikes
and associate~, who began in r78o, in Gloucester, England. Eng-lish historians now
certify that it gave impetus to the moral
tone of the nation, although Lt the time
Raikes began Sunday-schools had so declined in England that leading clerg-ymen
were found using their influence against
him.
America is in line with England as to
the benefits derived from Sunday-schools.
Prof. De Laveleye in his work on popular
education says: "The Sunday-school is
one ot the strongest foundations of republican institutions in the United State~."
Statistics as gathered be E. Payson
Porter of Philadelphia show for the
United States one million te~chers and
eight million scholars, and for the rest of
the world one million teachers and eight
and one half million scholars."
That the churches of the day are fed
largely by the Sund,,y-school is app~rent.
Even in the efforts made by leading reviv8lists the Sunday-school furnishes a
good per cent of the·converts.
In the face of these facts the church of
Christ ought to arouse to the importance
of the Sunday-school as an auxilliary indispensible to its existence.
Let every
encouragement be given to the work by
officials and laity as one of the needs of the
hour. Let woman as a true help-meet to
man also bend her energies in that direr:::tion.
Let the young maidens of the
church, many of whom are now receiving
liberal educations, there turn their attention
as well. An ample field for study and development is here open for them and wi!J
satisfy their zeal.
By. trying to teach, one can learn more
rapidly than in any other way. A learned
Rabbi once said: ''Much have I learned
from my teacher, more from my colleagues, but most of all from my scholars."
If the young men and women of the
church who have been privileged to obtain
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a liberal education want to conti<me their
efforts they will do well to work in this
line.
If elders who think they have no
need to go to Sunday-school, that it is for
children especially, will take a class of
Saints and drill them in the books of the
church, they will be surprised to find how
many Saints there are that are really children as to the things contained in the word
of God; and probably the ancient saying,
"As a small piece of wood kindles the
greater, so the little ones among the disciples of the wise kindle the greater ones
and sharpen their wits," will be found literally true now.
If it is true of mothers, "The hand that
rocks the cradle rules the world, they will
arouse themselves to their part of the work
by turning the little rivulets in season ere
they become the uncontrollable Niagara.
A large and important work is now and
will continue to be resting upon the chief
quorums of the church who have to look
·after the work of evangelization which
will require about all their energies. The
church bas now grown to a considerable
membership and the demands for pastoral
work are greater than ever before, That
the Sunday-school work is needing especial attention is clearly seen by the way
it is expanding in the shape of the, what
seems to be, spontaneous action on the part
of those who art> the burden bearers in the
districts and other organizations all through
the church. The general conference has
made an effort to supply. the demand by
appointing a committee to further the
work. A new era has dawned upon us in
this respect.
The Sunday-school is no
longer to be left without the fostering care
of the general body. The committee are
at work and an effort will be made at next
general conference to effect a general organization to become a regular "department of church work and care." All are
invited to aid. Let schools who can, identify themselves with some district organization and otherwise prepare to act towards
the end referred to. The committee will
issue a manifesto in tiine 1 previous to the
general conference so that all can act harmoniously.
,
The proposed enlargement of the Hope,
the success of Autumn Leaves, the efforts
towards the publication of. the new books,
"Pattie" and "With the Church in an
Early Day," the publishing of live secular
newspapers by the brethren, such as the
Independent Patriot and the Independence Gazette are all- cheerful sounds for
good.
May the work go on until there will be
a literature having the impress of Zion
upon it, extensive enough to fill every
Sunday-school library throughout the
church.
F. M. SHEEHY.
LISBON FALLS,

Maine, October 7th,

1890.

WHERE IS HEAVEN?
The question is asked, Where is heaven?
We answer, Go out on the first pleasant evening and look up at the heavenly conste!latiqnmillions of worlds, as we have reason to believe,
far greatert han our own-and you will feel that
in God's universe there is plenty of room for
every soul He has created.
Has not the Creator of human souls ·power to
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continue their duration in any part of His universe?
Is not the power that controls the universe a
wise one?
Is it not on the whole a good one?
Have we not reason to believe that ,ooner or
later in the ages exact justice will be done?-Sel.

Judah (into which Benjamin and a part of
the tribe of Manasseh has merged) have
kept their identity before the nations of
the earth; but the Lord through ,Isaiah
hath said "Their seed shall [when he makes
an everlasting covenant with them] he
known Among the Gentiles :1nd their offspring among the people."
THOUGHTS ON PROPHETS AND
But the first time he offered to gather
NEW REVELATION.-No. II.
them they would not. Their house was left
unto them desolate; . those at J esusalem...:.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.
a large number of them-were slain by the
THE objector may say that, when ,] esus sword; the remainder scattered among the
organized his church on earth and sent nations to remain there until the second
forth his disciples to Israel it could not be time that he should set up the ensign to
But
a time of gathering for they were already gather the remnant of his people.
in a body in the land of Palestine. Do before we proceed further we might as
you remember reading- in the second chap- well define this ensign or standard. We
ter of Acts that "There were Jews, devout find the definition in the verse (~oth) premen, dwelling at Jerusalem, out of every ceding the one that we have quoted connation under heaven. Now when this was cerning the Lord setting his hand a second
noised abroad, the multitude came together time to recover the remnant of his people.
and were confounded tecause that every It reads: "And in that day there shall be
man heard them speak in his own tongue. a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an
And now hear we every man in ensign to the people; to it shall the Genour own tongue, Parthians and Medes, and tiles seek; and his rest shall be glorious."
The biblical student will, we think, readiElamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotaly acknowledge that this root of Jesse is Jemia
we do hear them speak in
our tongue the wonderful works of God." sus Christ. In Rev. 22: r 6 he says: "I am
Webster says that Pentecost means, "A the root and off.,;pring of David, and the
To the natusolemn festival of the Jews, so called be- bright and morning star."
cause celebrated on the fiftieth day alter ral mind this would seem to imply a conthe feast of the passover. It was called tradiction and an impossibility, to be the
the feast of weeks, because it was cele- root, also the offspring of David; but to the
brated seven weeks alter the sixteenth day spiritual mind, or the believer in the scripof Nisan, or third· day of the passover. It tures, it is of easy solution, for we read:
was instituted to oblige .the people to repair "The same [the Son] was in the beginning
to the temple of the Lord, there fo ac- with God.. All things were made by him;
knowledge his absolute dominion over the and without him was not anything made
country, and offer him the first fruits of that WIJS made." If ·this is true, he is the
their harvest; also thaHhey might call to root or author of the life of David and
mind and give thanks to God for the law .Jesse too; yet by his taking upon him of
which he had given them at Sinai on the the seed of Abraham, according to the
fiftieth day of their departure from Egypt." flesh he was the offspring of David.
We perceive then that these men (Jews)
But the gospel represents J esm Christ
"out of every nation under heaven" being as the grand center of life and salvation;
very devout men, desiring to keep or db- the Alpha and Omega; the only name
serve this part;of the.law of their God, tp given under heaven and among men
repair to the temple at Jerusalem, at the whereby man can be saved; the king of
feast of weeks, to pay their devotions and his kingdom, and it is called the gospel of
offer their oblations had assembled from the kingdom; hence with propriety it may
these different nations wherein they were be called the ensign representing Christ
born, .and consequently when at their and his kingdom on earth. After being
homes in the different nations, were in a baptized, and being tempted of the devil,
scattered condition, though the main body the first· sermon that Jesus preached was
or a large portion of Judah might dwell concerning the kingdom of God: "From
in Palestine. This being the case it would that time, Jesus began to preach, and to
not militate aught against the prophecy, say, Repent, for the kingdom of heaven
for it says, "The Lord shall set his hand is at hand."-Matt. 4: r6. And the 22nd
again the second time to recover the rem- verse says, "And Je~us went about all
nant of his people which shall be'left from Galilee teaching in their synagogues, and
Assyria," etc.
This line of argument preaching the gospel, of the kingdom."
might serve to answer the argument of He then chose his twelve apostles and
some, that the Jews will gather to J erusa- after instructing them in the things of the
lem in a large body before hearing the kingdom, as recordedin the 5th, 6th and
gospel in this last dispensation, and hear- 7th chapters of Matthew, in what is called
ing the gospel it must be in a collective the sermon on the mount, sent them forth
and not in a scattered condition.
as recorded in the roth chapter, beginning
Though the majority of the Jews should at the 4th verse: "These twelve Jesus sent,
gather thus, it would not .militate against forth and commanded them saying, Go not
the standard being raised ,to gather the into the way of the Gentiles, and enter ye
remnant of Israel that shall be lefHn all not into the cities of the Samaritans. But
parts of the world.
Ephraim has been go rather to the lost sheep of the house of
mixed among the nations, and to the world
Israel. And as ye go, preach, sayinl!, The
lost his identity, so with many of the kingdom of heaven is at hand." We see
Jewish nation, although a large portion qf that Jesus raised that ensign or sta~dard,
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the gospel, to the house of Israel and told
them that the kingdom of heaven was at
hand; or as he said on another occasion,
"The kingdom of God is within you, or
among you."
The kingdom of God in its incipient
·stage was in their midst, for John the fore.
runner of Christ had been preaching the
gospel and .had by it turned many of the
house of Israel to their God, in fulfillment
of the words of the angel to Zechariah,
his father.
Jesus immediately began to
more fully organize that kingdom by
choosing his twelve apostles, who were
some of the chief officers of the same. We
have positive testimony in the first chapter of John, that Andrew, one whom Jesus chose to fill that office, was a disciple
of John,. or in other words, had rallied
round the standard erected by John, and
been baptized of him, and the supposition
is admissible that all the twelve h~d been
baptized by John. Jesus sent his disciples
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,
with the strict charge to go not in the way
of the Gentiles, and they were not even to
go to the Samaritans; and their message
was this gospel ensign or gospel of the
kingdom. They were to tell the house of
Israel that that kingdom was at hand, that
by yielding obedience to the law of adoption they could become citizens thereof,sons and daughters of God. But from the
New Testament history we learn that as a
nation they rejected the message, until at
length the Savior uttered the parable of a
householder who had planted a vineyard,
and he hedged it round about and digged
a wine press in it, and built a ·tower and
let it to husbandmen. and went into a far
country. And when the time of fruit drew
near, he sent his servants to the husbandmen that thev might receive the fruits of
it. And the husbandmen beat and stoned
and killed those servants; did the same to
others that were 8ent, and finally filled the
measure of their iniquity hy slaying the
son of the householder.
These Scribes
and Pharisees being questioned by Jesus
as to what the Lord of the vineyard would
do to those wicken husbandmen, answered
against themselves and the nation of the
Jews-for they perceived afterward that
he had spoken this parable as referring to
them :-"They said unto him, he will destroy those miserable wicked men, and will
let out the vineyard to other hu~bandmen,
who shall render unto him the fruits in
their season.
jesus said unto them, Did
you never read in the scriptures, The stone
which the builder rejected, the same is
become the head of the corner; this is the
Lord's doings, and it is marvelous in our
eyes?
Therefore say I unto you, The
kingdom of God shall be taken from you,
and given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof." The disciples wondering
at the words of the parable, the Savior
said unto them, "Verily I say unto you, I
am the stone and these wicked men reject
me. I am the head of the corner. These
Jews shall fall on me and shall be broken,
and the kingdom of God &hall be taken
from them, and shall be given to a nation
bringing forth the fruits thereof" (meaning
the Gentiles).-M atthew :ust chapter.

In the 23d chapter, after enumerating
their many wicked deeds, he began to
weep ·over Jerusalem, and uttered that
memorable language, "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, . . . behold your house is left
unto you desolate," etc,
They rejected
that stone, fell upon and slew him, were
broken and scattered into all nations; there
to remain until he sets up his ensign to the
nations a second time, which will be just
before he comes in the clouds of heaven
with power and great glory, as we have
seen.
The mission of the disciples of Jesus
was not changed; it was to the lost sheen
of the house of Israel until after the cruciJ)xion. The preaching of Christ was also
confined to them. After the resurrection
Christ appeared to his disciples and enlarged their mission to all the world. He
said: "All power is given unto me in
heaven !and in earth. Go ye therefore and
teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe ~Jl things whatsoever I have commanded you; and lo I am with you always
even unto the end of the world.
"In the year 33 he was crucified. Fifty
days after, Pentecost was held, at which
time the disciples were endowed with pow"
er from on high. About the year 3) Peter
preached to·the Gentile house of Cornelius; and about this time Saul, afterwards
called Paul,-a Benjaminite who had been
a violent persecutor of the church-was
converted and soon commenced his ministry to the Gentiles. • Dr. Milner says that,
churches were organized among the Gentiles in the year 40. James the great and
brother of John suffered martyrdom in
Jerusalem in the year 43· The apostles,
and other ministers of the gospel about
this time, dispersed, preaching the word,
and establishing branches of the church
throughout Asia, Europe and Africa."
Paul and B:1rnabas, after preaching- to
the Jews for a time, a.nd being opposed by
them with contradiction and bla~phemv,
waxed bold and said, "It was necessary
that the word of God should first have
been spoken to you; but seeing that ye
put it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to
the Gentiles." And from thence, according to Christ's prediction, the kingdom
ceased to be preached to them as a nation,
and was confined principally to the Gentiles, who for a season did bring forth the
fruits of the . kingdom, according to the
SBvior's word.
The kingdom of God and the church of
God are phrases that are used interchangeably by the Savior and his disciples to
represent the organized government of
God on the earth.
The Savior came
preaching "The kingdom of heaven is at
hand," and preached the gospel of the
kingdom; and on another occasion said:
"Upon this Rock will I build my church."
He says unto Peter, "1 give unto thee the
keys of the kirgdom of heaven and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be
bound in heaven," etc. On another occasion he said unto the church, "Whatso·
ever ye i!hall hind on earth e;hall be bound

in heaven," etc. Paul tells the Colossian
Saints that they had been delivered from
the powers of darkness; nnd had been translated into the kingdom of God's dear Son.
He tells the Corinthian Saints in rzth
chapter: "For by one Spirit are we all
baptized into one body, whether we be
Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or
free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit.
For the body is not one
member, but many." In the 27th and 28th
verses he says: "Now ye are the body of
Christ and members in particular.
And
God hath set some [membersJ in the church
[or body], first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers; after that gifts of
healings, helps, governments, diversities of
tongues."
Here~ Paul says in language that can
not be mistaken, that the people of God
were (not will be in the future) in the
kingdom of God; that they were baptized
by one Spirit into one body (not two, or
more). The kingdom, therefore, and the
church or body of Christ is one body, one
organization, and established for the salvation of mankind.
We see that the church or ki~gdom is a
visible organization. Its officers, powers
and privileges are clearly defined in the
word of God. The fa·llen sons and daughters of Adam need not make any mistake,
when searching for the kingdom or church
of God.
We have seen that in fulfillment of the
Savior's saying this kingdom was taken
from the Jews and given to the Gentiles,
who received it and brought forth its fruits
for a season.
But soon they began to
bring in heresies a.nd depart from theJaith
of that kingdom..
In the year 52, some twelve years after
branches of the church began to be built
among the Gentiles, Paul wrote to the
Saints at Thessalonica, in his second letter,
thus: "Now we beseech you, brethren, by
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
by our gathering together unto him, that
you be not soon shaken in mind, or be
troubled by letter except ye receive it from
us; neither by spirit, or by word, as that
the day of Christ is at hand. Let no man
deceive you by any means; for there shall
come a tailing away first, and that man of
sin be revealed, the son of perdition, who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all
that is called God or that is worshipped;
so that he,. as God, sitteth in the temple of
God, showing himself that he is God.
Remember you not, that when I was yet
with you, I told you these things? And
now ve know what withholdeih that he
might be revealed in his time.
For the
mystery of iniquity doth already work,
and he it is who now worketh and Christ
suffereth him to work until the time is fulfilled that he shall be taken out of the
way."
We see by the above that Paul was
very certain that, between the time that
he uttered this prediction and the second
coming of Christ, there would be, on the
part of the church of God, an eniire departure, a falling away from the faith;
that the son of perdition would gain complet~

in the church or temple
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of God, deceiving the people ·of God, mak·
ing them believe that he wa~ God. I am
well aware that I run counter to the opinions of many, in my opinion as to who thi~
son of perdition was and the nature of the
temple in which he will sit. I do not accept the theory that the Pope of Rome
was the son of perdition spoken of, from
the fact that he could not fill the bill in the
most of its particulars. The nearest he has
come to it has been in the ·assumption of
infallibility.
He only assumed to be the
vicegerent of God; never assumed to be
God or above God ..
Vicegerent is defined by VVebster to be
one that acts under a superior; therefore
the claim is of a subordinate character. In
this therefore he does not fill the bill, nei_ther has he at any time-allowing for the
sake of argument that he sat in the temple
of God, which we emphatically deny-attempted to show that he was God. There
are two temples of God spoken of in scripture. One is a physical structure, as for
instance the Jewish temple at Jerusalem;
the other the church of God. The Pope
of Rome could pot have sat in the temple
at Jerusalem, for it was destroyed long
before the popish hierarchy was in existence.
I have heard it claimed that Brigham
Young was the son of perdition spoken of
by. Paul, and that he did fulfill the bill of
accusations enumerated by Paul, in the.
temple at Nauvoo. He could not fulfill it
in that building for God had said, "If you
do not these things [building the temple
was one of them] at the end of the appointed time ye shall be rejected as a church,"
etc. The tern pie was not built at the time
appointed, the church as an organization
was rejected of the Lord with its partially
built temple; and Brigham, whatever he
did, could not do it in the temple of God;
therefore could not be the son of perdition
spoken of by Paul. Brigham could not
have bad any agency in the apostacy, already in.its incipient stages in the days of
Paul, which was the one the apostle was
predicting.
The son of perdition that
Paul refers to was to oppo~e and exalt
himself above all. that is called God, or that
is worshipped;. so that he as God, or representing himself as God,"sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God.
There is only one person that we ever
read or heard of who has fulfilled this in
all its phases, and that is the devil, otherwise Satan, that great serpent, the great
red dragon, the son of perdition; who was
Lucifer a son of the morning. It is written in the Book of Covenants, section 28,
paragraph 10, that this personave rebelled
against God and turned a part of the hosts
of heaven from their allegiance to him,and
who said unto God, "Give me thine honor," which the Lord said was his power.
Suppose for a moment that the Lord had
granted this modest (?) request. In that
instance having given his honor or power to Satan, would he not have become
subordinate or inferior to him? or ~peak
ing after the manner of men, would he
not have abdicated the throne in favor of
the rebel chieftain?
That the Lord did
not grant this request but thrust him and

his host down to hell, does not change the
aspirations of Lucifer the son of perdition
to be above God. He opposed God with
the third part of heaven's host and exalted
himself to try to be above God, and has
not changed his purpose, so far as we can
learn, from what is written and his workings among the children of men.
haiah
speaking of this individual savs: "How
art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer,
son of the morning! how art thou cut
down to the ground, which did weaken the
nations! For thou hast said in thine heart,
I will ascend into heaven; I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God; I will sit
also upon the mount of the congregation,
in the sides of the north; I will ascend
above the heights of the clouds; I will be
like the Most High." He flatters himself
that he will ascend into heaven; that he
will exalt (the word used by Paul) his
throne above the stars of God. Jesus was
the "Bright and Morning Star.'' There
were other morning stars, stars of God,
who, according to the word of the Lord to
Job, sang together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy, when the corner stone of
this earth was laid.-;-See Job 38. Jesus
was the brightest morning star of God
there. There were other morning stars,
stars of God, and then a distinction was
made: "and all the sons of God shouted
for joy" after"the morning stars" h,ad "sang
together."
The writer is forced to the
conclusion that Jesus being the brightest
star of God, was, under God, of the highest
authority and is now sat down on the
throne of the Father;· and the word say~,
"He thought it not robbery to be counted
equal with God." We conclude also that
the other morning stars of God were high
in authority in the kingdom of heaven.
If Satan seeks to exalt his throne above
the stars· of G9d, and Jesus being the
"bright and morning star," and having
overcome and sat down with the Father
on His throne; then Satan is still trying
to exalt his throne, and consequently himself, above all that is called God or that is
worshipped, for God the eternal Father's
throne, on which the Bright and Morning
Star. sits with him, is the highest of all;,
and be is the greatest o( all beings that is
worshipped; and we submit the question
if Satan is not the son of perdition spoken
of by Paul.
He was to sit in the temple
of God, showing or making the people of
God believe that he was God.
Let us remember that it is Paul that uttered this predi,.tion, and to Paul we must
go for bts definition of the temple of God.
In r Cor. 3.: r6, 17 in speaking, to the
church, the people of God, be says: "Know
ye not that ye are the tern ple of God, and
that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you. If
any man defile the temple of God, him
shall God destroy; for the temple of God
is holy, which temple ye are." It matters
not whether it is applied to each integral
portion or to the aggregate, it is just the
sa·me. If each individual of the church of
Christ be considered the temple of God,
the whole must be; and the word positive! v declares that "If any man hath not
[dwelling in him] th~ Spirit of Christ, he
is none of his.'.'
To be CO!ltinued.

'

CANNON AND WOODRUFF ON THE
MANIFESTO.
PRESIDENT GEORGE Q

CANNON.

On the 19th of January, r841, the Lord
gave Hifl servant Joseph Smith a revelation
the 49th paragraph of which I will read:
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, that when I
give a commandment to any of the sons of men,
to do a work unto my name, and those sons of
men go with all their might, and with all they
have, to perform that work, and cease not their
diligence, and their enemies come upon them,
and hinder them from performing that work; behold. it behooveth me to require that work no
more at the. hands of those sons of men, but to
accept of their offerings."

The Lord says other things connected
with this, which I do not think it necessary
to read, but the whole revelation is profitable, and can be read by those who desire
to do so.
It is on this basis that President Woodruff has felt himself justified in issuing this
manifesto.
I suppose it would not be justice to this
Conference not to say something upon this
subject; and yet every one knows how
delicate a subject it is, and how difficult it ·
is to approach it without saying something
that may offend somebody. So far as I am
concerned, I can say that of the men in
this Church who have endeavored to maintain this pnnciple of plural marriage, I am
one. In public and in private I have
avowed my belief in it. I have defended
it everywhere and under all circumstances,
and when,it was necessary have said that
I considered the command was binding
and imperative upon me.
But a change has taken place.
We
have, in the first place, endeavored to show
that the law which affected this feature of
our religion was unconstitutional. We believed for years that the law of July Ist,
1862, was in direct conflict with the first
amendment to the Constitution, which
says that "Congress shaH make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." We
rested upon that, and for years continued
the practice of plural marriage, believing
the law against it to be an unconstitutional
one, and that we had the right, under the
Constitution, to carry out this principle
practically in our lives. So confident was
I in relation to this view that in conversations with President Grant, and with his
Attorney General, ex-Senator Williams,
of Oregon, I said to them that if my case
were not barred by the statute of limitations I would be willing to have it made
a test case, in order that the law might be
tested.
We were sustained in this view
not only oy our own interpretation of the
amendment to the Constitution, but also
by some of the best legal minds in the
country, who took exactly the same view
that we did-that this law was an interference with religious rights, and that so
long as our praettces did not interfere with
the happiness and peace. of society, or of
others, we had the right to carry out this
principle. In fact, it is within six or eight
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months that, in conversation with two
United States Senators 2 each conversation
being separate from the other, both of them
expressed themselves, though not in the
same language, to this effect: "Mr Cannon, if this feature that you practice had
not been associated with religion, it might
have been tolerated; but ynu have associated itwith religion and it has aroused
the religious sentiment of the nation, and
that sentiment cannot be resisted. So far
as the practice itself is concerned, if you
hac! not made it a part of your faith and
an institution sanctioned by religion, it
might have gone along unnoticed." I do
not give the exact language; but these are
the ideas that they conveyed to me. Now,
we were verv confident that this law was
an unconstitU'tional one. President Daniel
H. Wells will rerr,em ber how he and I
tried to get a case to test the constitutionality c.£ the law during the lifetime of
President Brigham Young. We wanted
to get Brother Erastus Snow.
It }s the
last thing that we should have thought of
to put a man like he was in the gap if we
had not been firmly convinced that the law
was uncon>;titutional and would be declared
so by the United States Supreme Court.
We telegraphed to Brother Erastus in the
south, thinking that his case would not be
barred by the statute of limitations.
He
replied to us concerning it, and we f6und
that it was barred. Brother A. M. Musser proposed himself, if I remember aright,
to be a test case; but there was a defect in
his case. We wanted this case, whenever
it was presented, to he presented fairly,
that there shoulil be no evasion about it,
but that it should be a case that could be
tested fairly before the courts of the country.
Finally, Brother George Reynolds
was selected.
I said to myself, when I
learned the result, "It is the last time that
I will ever have anything to do with a test
case again which will involve the liberty
of anybody."
I was promised when he
was sentenced, by one high in authority
and who had the right to make the promise, that he should be released, when the
circumstances were told to him; for they
were laid fairly before him, and he was
told that the evidence had been furnished
by Brother Reynolds himself, and that everything had been done to make it a test
case; the government had been aided in
the securing of witnesses, and no difficulty
thrown in the wav. Afterwards, on the
second trial, I believe Brother Revnolds'
lawyers got frightened, and there was
something occurred then that gave it a different appear:mce.
But when the facts
were related, as I stated, to one high in
authority, he promised me that George
Reynolds should be pardoned.
There
were those, however, in this city who
were determined that he should not escape
imprisonment, and the prosecuting attorney wrote a letter which changed the
m(nd of this high official, as he afterward
told me, and he declined to carry out that
which I had received as a promise.
But
even then there were circum~tances connected with this decision that made us reluctant to accept it.
Since that time the history of proceed-
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ings is "before you and before the world.
We have felt as though this command of
God was of such importance to us, in.volving so many serious consequences, that we
should do all in our power to have the
world know the position that we occupied.
There may be men among us who believed
they would be damned if they did not obey
this, accepting it as a direct comman9 from
God. Therefore, you can understand how
tenaciously we have protested, and how
vigorously we have endeavored, as far a<s
we could, to make public our views upon
this subject.
I suppose there are two classes here today in this congregation-one class who
feel to sorrow to the bottom of their hearts
because of the neces~ity of this action that
we have now taken; another class who
will say: "Did I not tell ·you so?"
"Did I .not tell you it would come
to this?" "Did I not say to you that you
ought to take advantage of and comply
with this years ago, instead ·of enduring
that which you have suffered since that
time?"
There maybe men hereto-day who pride
themselves on their foresight, and who
take credit to themselves because they
foresaw, as they allege, that which we
have done to-day, and would lead others
to believe that if their counsel had been
adopted, if the views that they presented
had been accepted by the people, it might
have saved very serious consequences to us
all and left us in a better position than that
which we occupy to-day. But I, for one,
differ entirely with this view. I believe
that it was necessary that we should witness unto God, the Eternal Father,
unto the heavens, and unto the earth,
that this was really a principle dear
to us-dearer, it might be . said, in
some respects, than life itself. We could
not have done this had we submitted at the
time that those of whom I speak suggested submission. We could not have
left our own nation without excuse. It
might have said, "Had we known all that
you tell us now concerning this, we should
have had very different views about this
feature of your religion than we did have."
But now, after the occurences of the past
six years have been witnessed by this entire
nation and by the world, and by God the
Eternal Father and the heavenly hosts, no
one can plead as an excuse that they have
been ignorant of our belief and the dearness of this principle to us.
Upwards of
thirteen hundred men have been incarcerated in prison, going there for various
terms from one or three months up to
vears.
· They have gone there willingly., as martyrs to this principle, making a protest that
the heavens and the earth should bear
record of, that they were conscientious in
espousing this principle, and that it was not
for sensual indulgence, because if sensual
indulgence had been the object we could
have obtained it without such sacnfices as
were involved in obedience to this lawwithout going to prison, without sustaining wives and children, without the obloquy that has been heaped upon us because
of this action of ours. If licentious motives

had prompted us, we could have secured
the results in a cheaper way and in a way
more in consonance with universal custom
throughout our own land and all Christendom. But the sacrifices that we have.
made in this respect bear testimony to the
heavens and to the earth that we have been
sincere and conscientious in all that we
have done, and that we have not been
prompted by a desire to use women for lustful purposes, but to save them, to make
them honorable, and to leave no margin of
women in our society to become a prey to
lust, so that every woman in our land
should have the opportunity of becoming
a virtuous wife and an honored mother,
loved and respected by her offspring and
by all her associates.
H no other result has attended what may
be termed our obstinacy; these results are,
at least, upon record, and they never can
be blotted out.
The imprisonment of
these men, the sufferings-the untold, unwritten, yea, the unmentionable, it
may be said, sufferings-of wives and
children, they are recorded in heaven and
are known to men upon the earth, and they
form a chapter that will never be blotted
out.
Latter-day Saints, there has been nothing lost in the five years that have just
passed. We have lost no credit.
There
has been no honor sacrificed.
We can
"look God in the face that is-if we were
permitted to do so-so far as this is concerned, we can; we can look the hely
angels in the face; we can look mankind
in the face, without a blush, or without
feeling that we have done anything unworthy of our manhood or of our professions and the faith that God has given unto us.
This all of us can do; and if no
other result has followed what may be
called our obstinacy, than these which I
now describe, they are grand enough
to pay us for all that we have gone
through.
But the time has come when, i~ the
providence of God, it seemed necessary
that something should be done to meet the
requirements of the country, to meet the
demands that have been made upon us, and
to save the people.
President Woodruff
and others of us have been appealed to
hundreds of times, I might say;-I can say
for myself, that I have been appealed to
many scores of times to get out something
and to announce something. Some of our
leading brethren have said: "Inasmuch as
we have ceased to give permission for plural marriages to be solemnized, why cannot we have the benefit of that?
Why
cannot we tell the world it, so as to have
the benefit of it?
Our enemies are alleging constantly that we still practice this in
secret, and that we are dishonest and guilty
of evasion. Now, if we have really put a
stop to granting permissions to men to take
more wives than one, why should not the
world know it and we have the advantage
of it?"
These remarks have been made
to us repeatedly.
But at no time has the
Spirit seemed to indicate that this should
be done.
We have waited for the Lord
to move in the matter; and on the 24th of
September, President Woodruff made up
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his mind that he would wnte something,
and he had the spirit of it. He had prayed about it and had besought God repeatedly to show him what to do.
At that
time the Spirit came upon him, and the
document that has bEen read in your hearing was the result.
I know that it was
right, much as it has gone against the
grain with me in many respects, because
many of you know the contest we have
had upon this point.
But when God
speaks, and when God makes known His
mind and will, I hope that I and all Latter-day Saints will bow in submission to
it. When that document was prepared it
was submitted. But, as is said in this mo- ·
tion that has been made, President Woodru:ff is the only man upon the earth who
holds the keys of the sealing power. These
Apostles all around me have all the same
authority that he has. We are all ordained with the same ordination. We all have
had the same keys and the same powers
bestowed upon us. But there is an order
in the Church of God, and that order is
that there is only one man at a time on the
earth who holds the keys of sealing, and
that man is the President of the Church,
now Wilford Woodruff.
Therefore, he
signed that document him~;;elf. Some have
wondered and said, "Why didn't his
Coumelors sign?
'\\7 hy didn't others
sign?" ·
Well, I give you the reason-because he
is the only man on the earth that has this
right, and he exercised it, and he did this
with the approval of all of us to whom the
matter was submitted, after he had made
up h'is mind, arid we sustained it; f0r we.
had made)t a subject of prayer also, that
God would direct us.
There never was a time in this Church
when I believe the leading men of this
Church have endeavored to live nearer to
God, because. they have seen the path in
which we walked environed with dJ:fficulties, beset with all manner of snares, and
.we have had the responsibility resting upon
us of your. salvation, to a certain extent.
God has chosen U!>, not we ourselves, to be
the shepherds of His flock. We have not
sought this responsibility.
You know
Wilford W 6odru:ff too well to believe that
he would seek such an office as he now
fills. I trust you know the rest of us
sufficiently to believe the same concerning
us. I have shrunk from the apostleship.
I have shrunk from being a member of
the first presidency. I have felt that if I
could get my salvation in any other way,
I prayed God that he would give it to me,
after he revealed to me that I would be
an Apostle, when I was comparatively a
child; and I have had that feeling ever
since. These Apostles, all of them, feel
the responsibility which rests upon them
as leaders of the people, God havmg made
us, in His providence, your shepherds,
W7 feel that the flock is in our charge, and
if any harm befall this flock through us,
we will have to answer for it in the day of
the Lord Tesus; we shall have to stand and
render a:n account of that which has been
entrusted to us; and if we are faithless,
and careless, and do not live so as to have
the word of God continually with us and

know His mind and will, then our condemnation wlll be sure and certain, and
we cannot escape it. But you are our
witnesses as to whether God is with us or
not, as well as the Holy Ghost •. You have
received, and it is your privilege to receive,
the testimony of Jesus Christ as to whether
these men who stand at yo.ur head are the
servants of God, whom God has chosen,
and through whom God gives instructions
to His people. You know it, because the
testimony of the Spirit is with you, and
the Spirit of God burns in your bosoms
when you hear the word of God declared
by these servants, and there is a testimony
living in your hearts concerning it.
Now, realizing the full responsibility of
this, this action has been taken. Will it
try many ofthe Saints? Perhaps it will;
and perhaps it will try those who have not
obeyed this law as much as any others in
the Church.
But all that we can say to
you is that which we repeatedly say to you
-go unto God yourselves, if you are tried
over this and cannot see its purpose; go to
your secret chambers and ask God and
plead with Him, in the name of Jesus, to
give you a testimony as He has given it to
us, and l promise you that you will not
come away empty, nor dissatisfied; you
will have a testimony, and light will be
poured out upon you, and you will see
things that perhaps you cannot see and
understand at the present time.
I pray God to bless all of you, mv brethren and sisters; to fill you with His Holy
Spirit; to keep you in the path of exaltation which He has marked out for us; to
be with us on the right hand and on the
left in our future as He has been in the
past.
Before I sit down I wish to call attention to one remarkable thing, and it may
be an evidence to you that the devil is not
pleased with what we have done.
It is
seldom I have seen so many lies, and such
flagrant, outrageous liei' told about the
Latter-day Saints as I have quite recently .
I have not time to read the papers, but I
have happened to pick up two or three
papers and glance at them, and the most
infernal (pardon me for using that expression) lies ever framed are told.
It seems
as though the devil is mad every way.
"Now," says he,· "they are going to take
advantage of this; and I am determined
they shall have no benefit of it; I will fill
the earth with lies concerning them, awl
neutralize this de.claration of President
yv oodruff's." And you will see in all the
papers everything th::.t can be said to neutralize the effect of this. To me it is pretty good evidence that the devil is not
pleased with what we are doing. When
we l<ept silence concerning this, then we
were a very mean and bad people; and
now that we have broken the silence and
made public our position, why, we are
wicked in other directions, and no credence
can be attached to anything that we say.
you may know by this that his satanic
majesty is not pleased with our action. I
hope he never will be.
PRESIDENT WILFORD WOODRUFF.

I want to say to all Israel that the step

which I have taken in issuing this manifesto has not been done without earnest
prayer before the Lord.
I am about to
go into the spirit world, like other men of
my age. I expect to meet the face of my
Heavenly Father-the Father of my spirit; I expect to meet the face of Joseph
Smith, of Brigham Young, of John Taylor, and of the Apostles, and for me to
have taken a stand in anything which is
not pleasing in the sight of God, or before
the heavens, I would rather have gone out
and been shot.
My life is no better than·
other men's.
I am not ignorant of the
feelings that have been engendered
through the course I have pursued.
But
I have done my duty, and the nation of
which we form a part must be responsible for that which has been done in relation to this principle.
The Lord has required at our hands
many things that we have not done, many
things that we were prevented from doing.
The Lonl required us to build a
Temple in Jackson County.' We were
prevented by violence from doing it. He
required us to build a Temple in Far
West, which we have not been able to do.
A great many things have been required
of us, and we have not been able to do
them, because of those that surrounded us
in the world.
This people are in the
hands of God. This work is in the fuands
of God, and He wiil take cate of it. Bro.
George Q. Cannon told us about the lies
that are abroad. · It is a tiine when there
have bee~ more lies told about Mormonism than almost any other subject ever
presented to the human family.
I often
think of what Lorenzo Dow said with regard to the doctrine of election. Says he:
"It is like this: You can, and you can't;
you will, and you won't; you shall, and
you shan't; you'll be damned if you do,
and you'll be damned if you don't." That
is about the condit-ion we as Latter-day
Saints are in. If we were to und~::rtake to
please the world, and that was our object,
we might as well give up the ship; we
might have given it up in the beginning.
But the Lord has called us to labor in the
vineyard; and when our nation passes
laws, as they have done, in regard to this
principle which we have presented to the
Conference, it is not wisdom for us to make
war upon sixty five millions of people. It
is not wisdom for us to go forth and carry
out this principle against the laws of the
nation and receive the consequences. That
is in the hands of God, and He will govern and control it. The Church of Christ
is here; the Zion of God is here, in fulfill.
ment of these revelations of God that are
contained in these holy records in which
the whole Christian world profess to believe. The Bible could never have been
fulfilled had it not been for the raising up
of a prophet in the last days.
The revelations of St. John could never· have been
fulfilled if the ·'angel of God had not flown
through the midst of heaven, "having the
everlasting Gospel to preach to them that
dwell on the earth, and to every nation,
and kindred, and tongue, and people, saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give
glory. to Him; for the hour of His judg-
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ment is come." Was that angel going to
visit New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and
the world, and call the people together and
preach to them?
Not at all.
But the,
Lord raised up a Prophet. The angel of
God delivered that Gospel to that Prophet.
That Prophet organized a Church;
and all that He has promised in this code
of revelations (the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants) has been fulfilled as fast as
time would admit. That which is not yet
fulfilled will be.
Brethren and sisters, it is our duty to be
true to God and to be faithful.
Make
your prayers known unto the Lord. The
Lord has told us what He will do concerning many things. He will fulfill His word.
Let us be careful and wise, and let us be
satisfied with the dealings of God with us.
If we do our duty to one another, to our
country and to the Church of Christ, we
will be justified when we go into the spirit
world.
It is not the first time that the
world has sought to hinder the fulfillment
of revelation and prophecy. The Jewish
nation and other nations rose up and slew
the Son of God and every Apostle but one
that bore the Priesthood in that dav and
generation. They could not establish the
kingdom; the world W?.S against them.
When the Apostles asked Jesus whether
He would at that time restore again the
kingdom to Israel, He replied: "It is not
for you to know the times or the seasons,
which the Father hath put in his own
power."
He d1d not say it wquld be established then; but He taught them to
pray: "Our Father which art in heaven,
hallowed he thy name.
Thy kingdom
come. Thy will be dode on earth, as it is
in heaven."
It is a long time since that
prayer was offered, and it has not been fulfilled until the present generation.
The
Lord is preparing a people to receive His
kingdom and His Church, and to bui!cl up
His work. That, brethren and sisters, is
our labor.
I want the prayers of the Latter-day
Saints.
I thank God that I have seen
with my eyes this day that this people
have been ready to vote to sustain me in
an action that I kmow, in one sense, has
pained their hearts.
Brother George Q.
Cannon has laid before you our position.
The Lord has given us commandments
concerning many things, and we have carried them out as far as we could; hut when
we cannot do it, we are justified.
The
Lord does not require at our hands things
that we cannot do.
This is all I want to say to the Latterday Saints upon this subject. But go before the Lord and ask Him for light and
truth, and to give us such blessings as we
stand in need of. Let your p1·ayers ascend
into the ears of the God of Sabbaoth, and
they will be heard and answered upon
your heads, and upon the heads of the
world. Our nation is in the hands of God.
He holds their destiny.
He holds the
destinies of all men.
I will say to the
Latter-day Saints, as an Elder in Israel
and as an Apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ,
we are approaching some of the most tremendous judgments God evel poured out
upon the world. You watch the signs of

the times, the signs of the coming of the
Son of Man.
They are beginning to be
made manifest both in heaven and on,,
earth. As has been told you by the Apostles, Christ will not come until these
things come to pass. Jerusalem has got
to be rebuilt.
The Temple has got to
be built.
Judah has got to be gathered,
and the House of Israel. And the gentiles
will go forth to battle against Judah and
Jerusalem before the coming of the Son of
Man.
These things have been revealed
hy the prophets; they will have their fulfillment. We are approaching these things.
All that the Latter-day Saints have to do
is to be quiet, careful and wise before the
Lord, watch the signs of the times, and be
true and faithful; and when you get
through you will understand many things
that you do not to-day. This work has
been raised up by the power of Almighty
God. These Elders of Israel were called
from the various occupations of life to
preach as they were moved upon by the
Holy Ghost. They were not learned men;
they were the weak things of this world,
whom God chose to confound the wise,
"and things which are not, to bring to
nought things that are." We are here on
that principle. Others will be gathered on
that principle. Zion will be redeemed,
Zion will arise, and the glory of God will
rest upon her, and all that Isaiah and the
other prophets have spoken concerning
her will come to pass. We are in the last
dispensation and fulness of time. It is a
great day, and th!i! eyes of all the heavens
are over us, and the eyes of God Himself
and all the patriarchs and prophets. They
are watching over you with feelings of
deep interest, for your welfare; and our
prophets who were slain and sealed their
testimony with their blood, are mingling
with the Gods, pleading for their brethren.
Therefore, let us be faithful, and leave
events in the hands of God, and He will
take care of us if we do our duty.
I pray God that He will bless these
Apostles, Prophets and Patriarchs, these
Seventie~, High, Priests and Elders of
Israel, and these Latter day Saints, who
who have entered into covenant with our
God. You have a great future before vou.
You have kept the commandments of God,
so far as you have bad the opportunity,
and by receiving the Gospel of Christ
and being faithful your reward is
before you. Your history is written
and is before you. I will say that this
nation, and all n~tions, together with presidents, kings, emperors, judges, and all
all men, righteous and wicked, have got to
go into the spirit world and stand before
the bar of God They have got to give an
account of the deeds done in the body.
Therefore, 'l"e are safe as long as we do
our duty. No matter what tri::tls or tribu·
lations we may be called to pass through,
the hand of God will be with us and will
sustain us. I ask my Heavenlv Father to
pour out His Spirit upon me, as His servant,
that in my advanced age, and during the
few days "r have to spend here in the flesh
I may be led by the inspiration of the Almighty. I say to Israel, the Lord will
never permit me nor any other man who

stands as the Prestdent of this Church, to
lead you astray. It is not in the progrmme;
It is not in the mind of God. If I were to
attempt that, the Lord would remove me
out of my place, and so He will any other
man who attempts to lead the children of
men astray from the oracles of God and
from their duty. God bless you. Amen.
SALT 18 GOOD.

"SALT is good." It is the language of inspiration as well as of therapeutics, says
the New York Evening Sun. In'all the
range of the household materia medica
there is no remedy half so valuable as common salt, both because of its real curative
properties and of its immediate availability. And, moreover, it has this advantage
over more pretentious remedies, that seldom in case of overzeal or mismanagement can it be made to do mischief.
If
it doesn't heal, it won't kill, at any rate.
Here are some of the things it is good
for:
Heated dry and applied to the outer surface over the seat of inflammation or congestion it will give a! most instant relief;
while applications of a strong, hot solution of salt in water or vinegar act like
magic upon toothache; earache, neuralgic headache, and all that brood of distressing ills.
For catarrhal affections and sore throat
a spray of warm water and salt is almost
a specific, and is one of the standard prescriptions of the "nose and throat" specialists.
For hay fever and those -other
slighter forms of nasal, sensitiveness that
induce a constant sneezing there is no
remedy more quickly palliative, and often
curative, than the vapor of heated salt and
alcohol.
For those who have sensitive gums, inclined to bleed on the slightest provocation,
a mouth-wash of salt and cold water used
once or twice a day will harden the gums
and prevent soreness. As salt is a styptic
any slig-ht bleeding may usually be checked
by treating the part with salt and water.
Persons with tender feet will find them
growing much less sensitive day by day if
treated to a daily brisk rubbing with cold
salt and water.
Beside all this salt is good for the stomach. A pinch of it in hot water, taken
either just before or just after a meal, is a
valuable aid to digestion, and a cupful of
very hot salt water will sometimes quiet
the most persistent nausea.
Anything more that salt will do? Yes,
the most grateful of all-cure the toothache
sometimes. "Will it really do that?" A
little girl who was told to put some in an
aching tooth says so. "I just put in a little
salt," she said, "and in a few minutes I felt
the naughty, aching nerve curl right down
and go to sleep."
But there is one caution to offer. However beneficial the therapeutic action of salt
may be, there is no question but salt taken
into the system with the food in too great
quantities is extremely hurtful. It was the
excessive use of salt, quite a<; much as the
nervous strain of his campaign, that killed
Horace Greely, and there be those who
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declare that with many women the use of
salt is a species of dissipation. Too much
salt in the system dries up the blood and
the healthy moistm:e of the membraneous
surface, and is evidenced by dead yellow
pallor of the skin, with a blanching of the
lips and cheeks, and a morbid craving for
the condiment which nothing· but its use in
enormous quantities will satisfy.
THE OCEAN'S FLOOR
Here is an end of all romance about the hidden
ocean depths. The whole ocean is now mapped
out for us. The report of the expedition sent out
from London for the purpose of ocean surveys
has recently been published. Nearly four years
were given to the examination of !he currents
and the floors of the tour great oceans. The
Atlantic, we are told, if drained, would be a vast
plain, with a mountain range in the middle running parallel with our coast. Another range
crosses it from Newfoundland to Ireland, on .the
top of which lies the submarine cable. The ocean
is thus divided into three great basins, no longer
"unfathomed depths." The tops of these sea
mountains are two miles below a sailing ship,
and the basins, according to Reclus, almost five
miles.
These mountains are whitened for
thousands of miles by a tiny, creamy species of
shell, lying as thickly on their sides as frost
crystals on a snowbank. The deepest parts are red
in color, heaped with volcanic masses. Through
the· black, motionless waters of these abysses
move gigantic acnorinal creatures never seen in
upper currents.
There is an old legend coming down to us from
the first ages of the world on which these scientific deep-sea soundings cast a curious light.
Plato and Solon record the tradition, ancient
• in their days, of a country in the Western seas
where flourished the first civilization of mankind,
which by volcanic action, was submerged and
lost. The same story is told by the Central
Atpericans, who still celebrate in the Fast of
Izcalli the frightful cataclysm which destroyec,l a
continent loaded with populous cities. Dr. Bourbourg and other eminent archreologists assert
that this lost continent extended from the coast
of Africa to near the West Indies. The shape of
a plateau discovered in surveying the ocean's floor
corresponds with the theory exactly. We may
yet find the lost Atlantis.
MARRIAGE A DUTY.
When the union of hearts and hands was made
a divine ordinance by the approval and blessing
of a God. who is all love, then the dignity and
beauty of these relations assumed their respe~tive
value, and marriage appeared in its proper light,
not only as one of life's "pleasant places,'' a good,
great gift, but as the duty of every sincere, noblehearted m.an or woman, a sacred obligation to
himself and the-world at large.
When a little fireside is christened by two
earnest, hopeful hearts, and "shut in from all the
world outside,'' the embryo family begins its existence, there are some seeds of love, peace and
joy, of hopeful endeavor and hearty, unselfish
interest. The moral atmesphere is pure, and the
light-heat radiates from a pure home, however
tiny or humble, shines out into the jo~tling,
hurrying community, a ray of joy and comfort
to the heart-weary throng, a veritable "good deed
in a naughty world."
.
In the man or woman who does not look forward· to the founding of a home, as the one thing
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desirable or :ovely in his or her life, a duty high
and holy to the better, nobler nat!'re, as the direct
avenue leading up to goodness and happiness,
there must be a principle vitally wrong, for every
law of health, peace of mind and the enjoyment
of life, calls for some congenial companiomhip
and every impulse of the natural heart demands
it.
.
.
To this end then, marriage is a solemn duty, a
God given opportunity for the founding of a
home, which is a type of an eternal
home, unchanging and perfect iw its purity, its
noble influence, and the love that is to life what
the perfume is to a flower.

DEDICATION.
The Saints at Allendale, Worth county, Missouri, have built a neat frame church 24 X 40 feet,
seated with chairs, at a cost of $750. lt was dedicated October 12th at eleven a.m. Hymn 69 was
sung, prayer by Bro, E. Keeler; this was followed by hymn 764; the sermon was by Bro. H. A.
Stebbins, and was very impressive and earnest.
If the Saints will heed the advice given there
will be a spiritual growth here. The dedicatory
prayer was offered by Bro. H. R. Harder. Hvmn
767 was sung; benediction by Bro. Stebbins:
We invite all Saints to come and worship with
us, especially the traveling ministry.
E. KEELER, President of B1·anck.

Prospectus of Autumn Leaves
FOR I89I.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r.so, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send i.n advance, we will send the magazine
witkout tke Engravin:r, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.

NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
DIED.
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
DEMPSTER.-At Anderson, Shasta county,
pay for these numbers can not get them because
California, July roth, r89o, Bro. B. W. Dempster.
we have furnished them to those who fail to reHe was born in Carroll county, Ohio, and at the
new their subscriptions or to return the magaage '1£ seventeen united with the Christian church,
zines.
At Plum Creek, Fremont county, Iowa, January
THE MINISTRY.
3oth, r876, he was baptized and confirmed by El·
der E. C. Brand. H:e wa\s married June 3oth,
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
1878, tQ Miss Alice Gish, who survives him. On
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
26th of October, 1879, he was ordained to the
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
office of priest by John Goode and George Kemp.
mistakes if you will notify the office ·that you
In r888 he came to California, hoping thereby to
wish it continued.
gain his health. He leaves a wife, one child, a
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
mother, brother and sister. He was an honoraMAGAZINE?
ble man, a consistent Christian, a devoted husSend us twelve names with the money and we
band, a loving father, and ·a zealous officer.
will send you an extra copy free for your serviFaithful in life, patient in suffering, calm and
ces. This offer includes engraving with each
trustful in death, none should fear to meet a
copy.
record like his.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
BAILEY.-At the house of her son, Bro. SylWith
the
first
number of volume four we shall
vester Rew, at Lamoni, Iowa, October 4th, r89o,
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
sister Lydia A. Bailey, aged 72 years and 4 days.
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
She was born in Monroe county, New York, in
most interesting Biographies yet published.
r8r8. Her first hnsba;td was· Heman Rew, by
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
whom she had four children, three of whom are
those who know him, passed through many of
living. Her life in the latter-day work began in
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
r869, and in r873 she united with the Reorganizand writes of them as an eye witness. If the
ed Church of Christ, being baptized by Elder D.
interest of future chapters of this biography are
B. Rasey in Outagamie coun.ty, Wisconsin. She
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
removed to Decatur county, Iowa, in r88o, and
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
became numbered with the Lamoni branch, rethose who fail to subscribe in time to get the
maining steadfast in the truth unto the end. It
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
was her request that Bro. H. A. Stebbins should
r89r we expect also to begin the publication of a
preach her funeral sermon, but as he was absent
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
at the time of her death, it was not preached unto the magazine, though well known to the
til October 19th. · Bro. A. S. Cochran assisted in
church, both personally and by her writings.
the services at that time.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
ERVIN.-At Nebraska City, Nebraska, Octoissue a large edition above the number of subber 19th, r89o, of typhoid fever, Richard Alma,. . scribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
dearly beloved and youngest son of Bro. Jesse
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
and Sr. Nancy Ervin, aged 6 years, 6 months and
time for their names to be on our list by January
25 days. He was a sweet and intelligent child, . rst, r89r.
and it was very hard to. part with him; but we
To the friends who have so faithfully arid dismourn not as those without hope, for we know
interestedly worked for us in the past we would
that of such as he is the kingdom of heaven. A
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
large concourse of relatives and neighbors fol·
your labors this year ought to be more successlowed the little body to the graye. Funeral disful than In the previous ones. With thankfulcourse by Elder J. Armstrong, assisted by Elder . ness for past favors and large hope for the future,
R. C. Elvin.
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
Another hand is beckoniug us
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
Another call is given;
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
And glows once more with angel steps,
The path that leads to heaven.
·
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
You are gone, my darling loved oue,
us all, and !Pore than. we can merit.
To the paradiRe of God,
There to rest with Christ your Savior,
Who redeemed us by his blood. .

M.

WALKER.
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I .PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

ANOTHER NEW BOOK

Soon to be issued froin Patriot Office, consisting of 8 i
Sermons by Pres. J os. Smith and other leading elders;
•·What the Jews Think of Jesus," and '"!-'he Jews In and
Out of Paleetine," by Dr. F. de Sola Mendez, a promin-

I

ent Jew: also, "The American Indian,'' and HLife B;nd
Death of Repnblic•." by D. F. Lambert, editor of Patriot.

This work presents a wide range of subjects as wen as
authorship. It will be sold as follows: Single copy 25 ct.
Five cop1es $1. Twelve copies $2. Patriot one year and
book $1.15. Patriot six months and book 70 cts.
This applies to renewals as well as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once.
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA.
NOTE.-Will be ready for shipment latter part of November Sel)d in your ordere at once that you may be .
supplied out of the first e<lit.ion.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
lVIANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAusE AND CuRE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over lDO pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely wrftten and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and r xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. Tbe
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, MeFmeric, Trance, MindReading, "'Christian Science," "'Divine Healing'' or
HFaith Cure,'' '~'How to Become a Medium," &c. The

Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.

Send silver or stamps; $Z 25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent npon application.
D. F. Nrc:aoLr:lON, Cashie:r

J:l.OBERT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS' BANK Of LAMONI.
Ample· Respon!!!li»Hity.

Loans money on aproved security. 8\x per cent interest
paid on time deposits. Real Est&te
hougbt and sold.

NEW BOOK.

.1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THEApmn;aey, Jlteformation and H.estora.Uon.
This work discusses rho issues of theology that are to
the front to-d>ty. No Bible etudent can afford to miss
reading

It

either as

CRITIC

or

INVESTIGATOR.

lt

COntains

390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PE.R COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AU'l'HORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely trea-ts of the subjects of
CHURCH CR.EEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be bad by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. B.. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM- H. KELLEY.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Honse of six rooms, a,nd an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, "'nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Pt\ YING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirty, day credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

THE(-Board of Publication of the Re01ganized Church,
at their Publishing House in
,--)BY

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOW '\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ............... .- ....... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .•••••••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•..•.•••••••• 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising ahont 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITOR:'\.
(By J,ucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • .. • • .. .. • • • .. • .. • • 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00

HE~PER.IS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ••••••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Pay Work.
In paper covers, 1(! eta. each, per dozen .••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 _pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W, W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circu·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abonnding in proofs never before preseuted in defense
of Joseph Smith' and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . • • .. • • .. .. . .. • . . • . . • . .. ... • •
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . • . . . 2
Question Books for ~rimary Classes.
Limp muslin, Hi cts. each, per dozen ...•....•. 1

00
~5

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~ We have a limited quantity of these oa hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... s 50
Turkey Superior, with cla.~p, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 75
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... s 'HI
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
- contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE BEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ................... ~ • • 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFLJlLD.
In paper lOcta.; per dozen................... 'IIi
This is th"e "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
beadings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, :Priests, Teachers, and Deacolll! Licences,
each per dozen .. • . .. • • .. .. .. • . • .. • .. • • • •
Baptism a·od Confirmation Certificate books. • • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........
CERTIFICATI£S AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • • • • • • • • • .
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • . • . • • • • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pe? doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •• ; • • • • • . • . •
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
MISCELLA.NEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'l.n Life Hera and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ••.•... 1
Universalism Against lt.~elf, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ........................ l
Josephus. complete, library leather .•••....... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fail of the Roman Empire,
muslin hoards, 5 volumes .................. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••••• .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..•.•••. l
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
1'he Koran. library leather ..............•.... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebins PamphiJus. Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ...•.... 2
Crnden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ................•...••••.•. 1
Apocryphal New Testament . . . • . • • • . ••..••. l
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff.................
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides .•..•••••••••. $1

HI

25
40
40

5
12
12

:.iii

50
00
60

00
00
80
00
25
00

00
75
00
65
30
86

50

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
P2hool Engineer and Record Book . • . . . . . . . . • • 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l6c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•..•...... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large .. .-. . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . • • • • • . 50

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

-..;_l'b._-

SYiiBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
ro4 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
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"HlU.RKEN To THE Wonn OF THE LonD: FOB THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVIll 8AVII l.T BB OttB WIF11, Am> CONCUBlNIIB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE Bil:LmVli: THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: Exclll'T m CASE oJio DEATH, Wl!liN EITH~
IS AT LmEBTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Oflicial Paper of the Reorganized Church o! J e~us Christ of
Latter Day Saints
PtrnLlSHBD AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sutr"
IICribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matte,. at Lamoni Post Oftic(l'.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W.- BLAIR

'E.DITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 8, 1890.
DEATH OF BRO. E. C. BRAND.

OuR issue for October 18th contained a
brief'announcement of the death of Bro.
E. C. Brand, senior president of the seventy, which occurred very suddenly on
the evening of Sunday, October 12th, at
the residence of Bro. Alma Kent, Fact,
Clay county, Kansas. Brethren Caf[tll
and Kent have already written particulars
incident to the decease of Bro. Brand;
we therefore have little to add concerning
his last moments. Bro. A. Kent wrote us
under date of the 21st ult., giving account
of the safe transit and conduct of the body
from his home 'to Thurman, Iowa, where
it was r.eceived by Sr. Brand and a large
number of those of like precious faith, by
whom it was tenderly deposited in its
resting phce, to await the day of Christ
in whose service he had toiled and
triumphed.
The funeral l'lervices were
conducted by Elder Henry Kemp, a member of Bro. Brand's quorum, the Masonic
fraternity also, conducting burial services.
Bro. E. L. Kelley preached the funeral
sermon on Sundav, October 26th.
Of Bro. Brand's mental and bodily condition just previous to his decease, we
have a clear view in the following letter
written by him to Bro. W. W. Blair,
September r6th:
"Your kind letter came to me with reviving
power and encouragement; ·My faith hath 1.1ever
failed and can not, as it is swallowed up in
knowledge. But in great weakness of body the
mind sometimes becomes indiff<::rent as to life .or
death, and so was I when your kind letter re·
vived me. Now, let me tell ·you my condition.
You know of my catarrh, It has eaten through
the septem and left the nasal passages and passes
through the post nasal on the bronchial tubes.
The middle of August found me laboring with
poor diet and excessive, heat. One night I laid
on a quilt, with nothing on but my underw'ear,
perspiring and worn out with loss of sleep. The
air became cool; I fell into a heavy sleep; a
storm deluged me with hail and rain-and yet I
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slept-resulting in what I call a catarrhal fever,
and it developed tubercular swellings of all the
glands of the neck. My neck swelled so that
my shirt collar would not meet by four inches.
A string of appointments were out, and I determined at all risks and in agony to fill them, and
I did. I reached the reunion at Plum Hollow
August 26th, took my bed till over, then came
home and began to doctor myself, first with hop
,fomentations, then with sumac bark poultices,
apd finding it would not gather, I commenced
painting with iodine, used a few grains of iodine
as tonic, and took Hood's sarsaparilla-a pure
alterative. My jaws were closed within threeeighths of an inch.
The swellings in my neck are reduced about
one-half, but I now have swellings under each
arm "as large as a good sized tea, cup and in each
groin. I got off my bed for the first time on the
12th, the day I got yow letter, rode in a bug~ry
three-fourths of a mile. This helped me. I sent
again for the elders and got a blessing, and was
carried on Sunday last to Plum Hollow church,
and once more preached the word, but in great
weakness. I have no appetite; do not eat over
six ounces of food per day, but I am stronger in
my body. This is the first time I have felt able
to answer your kind letter.
On Friday I go to St. Joseph; on Saturday to
Atchison, the 24'h, where Bro. Caffall meets me.
I shall keep as quiet as I can, but think .the travel
will help me and relieve my constipation; and I
can get some fish and notions to eat and thus regain my strt>ngth if it be .the will of the Lord;
and I am ready to say: •Thy will be done.' I
realize· my age, the disease in my system, and
only wonder how I have been spared so long.
My beloved brother, if we do not meet again
you can be~r me witness that the last time you
heard from me I affirmed that my Savior is
very precious to me, that I have not one single
doubt of the kingdom of God set up like a stone
cut out of the mountain, on the 3oth day of April,
1830. I ~min harmony with the church and he_r ~
doctrines, honor her, priesthood, and as Jong as I
'have power to proclaim the truth I intend to do
so, and should I die at the post of duty, what
moreglcriou~ end toasoldierof King Emmanuel!
Pray for me without ceasing. Your brother
in Christ.
E, C. BRAND.

The following epitomized sketch of his
life-history was written by him: ·
Edmund Cameron Brand,-was born at Pimlico, London, Mi,ddlesex, England, February 22d,
1822. Educated at Homerton, near Hackney,
London, England. He was baptized on July
29th, 185r, by Elder James Willis, and in 1853
was ordained an elder and in fulfillment of a
prophecy delivered at my confirmation that I
should preach to thousands in my own land,
gather to the land of Zion and preach in other
countries ; preached to thousands on th'e streets
of London. In November, 1854, emigralled to
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Utah, left in 186o with an escort of troops for Cali"
fornia.
In June, 1863, received a warning by the Spirit
"to set my house in order and prepare to assist in
a great work that the Lord was going to do i'n
California," to which I should be called; and
was also directed to search and examine the law
of God as found in the Book of Mormon and
Doctrine and Covenants.
On the 16th of December, 1863, I saw the first
elder of the Reorganized Church, by whom I
was baptized, confirmed and ordained an elder,
that same day, Elder T.J. Andrews and myself be,
ing the first fruits in San Francisco, and m'y
wife the first woman there baptized.
March 18th, 1864, 'took my first mission into
Sonoma and Napa counties, California, and by
April 8th, I86c;, I had baptized sixty-two.
On the 26th of November, 1866, under protest
of the injustice done me, for the, sake of peace
and union, I was rebaptized and confirmed under the hands of Alexander H. Smith, and on the
9th of April, 1867 was ordained an elder by him.
The same day in April, 1867, I started on a mission to Reese River, Nevada; returning and reporting the same at the October conference, having baptized twenty-nine. Started from this conference on another mission to Nevada; presided
over the sa me till June 24th, I 869, when I left
Austin, Nevada, for Utah. I arrived there on
the 4'h of July, 1869, and labored there till August 31st, 187r, having baptized three hundred
and fifteen and organized seven branches. C.ame
to Fremont county, Iowa, labored in Ka.nsas,
Missouri and Iowa as my circumstances permitted. On September 15th, I873, in accordance
w:lth a revelation given March, 1873, I was ordained under the hands of Joseph Smith to the
• office of a seventv, and on the 18th was ordained
and set apart to be a president of the seventies
under the hands of Joseph Smith and G. A.
Blakeslee.
On September 15th, 1875, I started on another
mission to Utah and Idaho, returning home
March 27th, 1879, laboring in 'Fremont county,
Iowa, and on the 29th of Aug\lst, 1879 started
again 'for Montana, being continued on that mis·
sion.
Of many remarkable manifestations of God's
power during my ntinistry I will relate three instances. In 1867, in connection with Bro. Blair,
we administered to Elder Cassidy at Jack's Valley, Nevada, who was then blue' and in the la·st
stage of cholera.
He was instantaneously
healed.
On May 15th, x867, I administered to Nicholas
Stamm. at Liberty, California, who had been
deaf twelve years. Evil spirits took possession,
l rebuked' them in the name of Jesus; they came,
out and were seen by one witness present
Stamm received his hearing, was able to hear a
pin drop, but lost It :;~gain.
On the 19th of September; 187d; I baptized
Francis Ann Earnest, who had been blind four
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years. She instantly received her sight as she
came out of the water.

E. C. BRAND.
In the death of Bro. Edmund C. Brand
we lose the servives of one known for his
constancy and active labor in the Master's
'cause. He has fought the good fight of
faith and re~ts in peace, the Christian soldier's sword his bier, his armor burnished
by faithful service at his post. He loved
the truth of Christ and in it labored zealously and effectively; like one of old, eneluting hardship in its service. We believe
his name is written in heaven and that he
is numbered among ,the Church of the
First Borrt.
. THE UTAH HERALD ON THAT
"MANIFESTO."

THE Salt Lake Herald is not the official
paper of the church in Utah, but is edited
and published by members of the church
there, and as a matter of fact reflects something of the public opinion of a class at
least of the men of Utah. In a leader for
October 15th, the Herald takes the Trib
une Liberal organ, sharply to task, alleging
that that paper "hates the manifesto." We
are not interested in any political quarrel
between these two papers; but we are
large! y interested in gettinglhings rela 1ive
to this Latter-day work on record, and so
we are pleased to put the Salt Lake Herald
on record in our columns.
HATES THE MANIFESTO.
"The Tribune says of the recent official declaration of President Woodruff, which was endorsed
·by the general conference last Monday: 'If it
was not a revelation, of course, it has no binding
effect on the Mormon church.'
"The astonishing impudence of this sheet to tell
the Mormon people that their own action In endorsing the manifesto is not binding unle1.s the
manifesto was a revelation, gives us a cold right
to smile. The Morm~ns will be pleased to learn
from such a source as the Tribune which acts of
theirs are binding and which are not. They will
also be delighted to learn from the same saint:d,
source that they are to consider nothing binding
upon them unless they understand it to be~ revelation.
"Then it goes off into ridicule and Insinuation
in regard to the whole matter. The blatant thing
even tells the counselors and apostles that they
should have done thus and so in regard to the
declaration; and has also the colossal cheek to tell
'sensible Mormons to rise up and cry: Halt!' to
the leaders of the church.'
"That is the point. Th'" T.-ibune is mad at the
declaration. It is the worst blow that sheet has
received for a long time. Its main excuse for
urging the disfranchbement of the monogamous
Mormons is gone. And the sheet is dismally mad
about it. It also knows that •sensible Mormons'
are not about to revolt at the manife,;to, for they
have been expecting it and hoping for it for some
.time past. Nothing displea;;es !he Tribune so
much as to see the Mormons live so strictly
within every requirement of law and order that
there is no chance to assail them.
"The LiberJl candidate for Delegate to Congress, the Tribune edEor, is vexed. He writes a
column or two daily in his sheet trying to conceal
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his thoughts with words, but the transparency of
his attempt is obvious. The mad-wag of disfranchisement notoriety is in a sorry plight. Whether
the Tribune is pleased to call the manifesto a revelation or not, makes no difference. The significance of this action of the church is not aff.ccted
by the talk that it is or is not a revelation.
"Every member of the church regards the declaration as binding upon him. It 'is authoritative.
It was ratified by the general church assembly.
It is accepted by and binding upon the members
of the church by their own act of accepting it.
Now, to raiEe the theological question as to
whether it is a revelation and so accepted, and to
say that if not it has no binning force, and that
·consequently it is mere deception, is the lowest
depth of infamous reasoning and paltry assumption .
. "The fact is that it was presented to the church
assembly by the church p1:esident, who stated he
had made the matter a subject of prayer, and
knew it to be right to take this step. He asked
the people to uphold him in this course and they
did so. If that be revelation, we have no objection. But the qbestion cuts no figure in the case.
The only concern of any honest man wou!d be,
do the people mean what they say in upholding
the declaration? No honest man would tlllnk of
raising the question, Is this given to the church
as a revelation? and then raising the objection
that if if is not, then it is of no avail and the persecution of the Mormons for their belief only,
must go right on. This is the position of the
sheet that wants some excuse for further persecution of the Mormons. It is not enough for
this blackguardly organ that the Mormons do
not violate the law, or advise, abet, or aid others
·to do so, and that in their public church assemblies
they declare to the world their intention to uphold
the Jaw-all this makes no difference to the antiMormon Tribune. It wants to know now whether
this action of the president and the church is a
revelation, or whether it is only a formal, authoritilt.ive and definite statement by the assembled
church members that they will obey the law and
will us<' their endeavors to have others· do the
same. ff only the latter, says the unreasoning
sheet, it is not binding! If the former; the sheet
will investigate, and then say whether or not it is
satisfactory.
"We repeat that we neither know nor care
whether the chnrch theologians will define the
announcement by the president and the acceptance by the church ofthe manifesto against plural
marriages, as a revelation or not. It is a question
of speculative "theology that we have no particular interest in discussing. It is plain enough to
us what the ·declaration means, and we think it
is equally clear to all candid people. It is of
course not clear or pleasing to the Liberal organ.
It was not given to please that sheet and its ring,
and their· rage under the circumstances is pedectly intelligible. They lose at once the substance
of their accusation against the Mormons.''

The editor of the Herald states confidently that "every member of the ch6rch
reg-ards the declaration as binding upon
him."
\Ve hope that this is true; yet
there is point to the Tribune's possible
query, "Is the manifesto a revelation?" It
has been so constantly affirmed by those
holding to polygamy that the doctrine was
the result of revelation from God, that a

change so radical as an aband.onment of
the practice is, should be made only upon
equally good authority.
The Salt Lake
Herald, seems not to know or care whether the article presented by Pres. Woodruff vviJl be considered by the church theologians as a revelation, or not. The presentation of the document to the church and
the acceptance and adoption of it by the
bod.Y.· assembled October 6th, are facts,
poslt1ve events to be recognized and known
of all men; the document is also a fact, but
is it a revelation of itself?
If not, how
can the statement of Mr. Woodruff, backed as it may be by a "thus saitb the people,"set aside the command which it is alleged came from God? There are others
beside the 7 ribune, who would like t() be
informed on this point .
Presidents Woodruff and Cannon both
agree in stating that the "Manifesto," was
th.e result of an appeal to God in, prayer
for instruction, made by Pres. Woodruff.
This justifies tho~e who heard it read wb~n
presented for action in believing that it
was dictated by inspiration, if Mr. Woodruff spoke the truth about it. What is in
the paper itself?
I. Pres. Woodruff states that for political purposes dispatches had been sent
from Salt Lake City to the effect that plural marriages were still being solemnized
in Utah.
z. Tbat forty or more such marriages
had been contracted· in Utah since last
June.
3· That the Utah Commission had so
reported to the secretary of the Interior
4· That in public discourses the lead~rs
of the church had taught and urged the
continuance of the practice of polygamy.
5· Pres. Woodruff states that such
charges are false.
6. That they (the leaders) are not teaching polygamy or plural marriage:
7· That they are not permitting anv person to practice plural marriage.
•
8. That neither forty nor any other
numl;>er of plural marriages had been solemnized during the time n11med, either in
the temples, or any other place in the Territory.
9· That because laws had been passed
forbidding plural marriages, Pres. Woodruff declared his intention to submit to
those laws, and to use his influence to have
the members of the church to do the
same.
w. Pres. Woodruff states that there is
nothing in his own teachings, or those of
his as~ociates inculcating, or encouraging
poly£!amy during the period covered by
the Ut1h Commission's report.
I I. That the language of any elder of
the church that might teach polygamy
had been promptly reproved.
·
I 2. That his advice wns to the Latterday Saints "to refrain from contracting
any marriage forbidden by the law of the
land."
In all this there is not much other than
questions of fact, upon the statement of
which Pres. Woodruff bases his advice to
refrain from contracting marriages forbidden by law.
The dispatches referred to make the
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members of the Utah Commission to state
that forty or more plural marriages had
been contracted in Utah since June; Pres.
Woodruff says this is false, thus r;d,ing the
question of veracity brt~>veen the commission and himself.
The Commission is
made to affirm that the leaciers have taught
and encouraged the practice of plural marriage; Pres. Woodruff denies this, stating
specifically that it is false; thus creating an
issue of fact between himself and the Commission.
If it should so turn out that the Commission has proofs to make their statements good it will place Pres. Woodruff
in rather a close place as to his veracity;
but if they have not such proofs, the facts
are stated by Pres. Woodruff, not by revelation but by knowledge.
The enactments by Congress and the
affirmation of the Court that those enactments are constitutional, are facts known
to all.
Pres. Woodruff's statement that
his intention is to submit to those laws is
a fact, a very commendable fact, to which
he may have been led by revelation; but
which is not in itself a revelation, being a
thing clearly within the domain of Pres.
\-Voodruff's mind, making a revelation
from God wholly unnecessary.
Pres. Woodruff knew whether he had
at any time between June and September
taught plural marriag-e, whether he knew
what his associates had taught in the same
period, or not; it is simplv a fact within
his knowledge, and is so understood by all
who read the statement.
This leaves the final conclusion reached
by Pres. Woodruff that his advice to refrain from contracting marriages for hidden
by law is the result of a consideration of
the facts recited by him, and an answer to
his prayer for direction, in the dilemma in
which he finds his brethren and himself to
be placed; and that advice is a fact too.
Upon this statement, a resolution was
presented and adopted closing thus: "And
that as a church in conference assembled,
we accept his declaration concerning pluc
ral marriages, as authoritative and binding."
The .Deseret News treats the document
.and the conference action upon it as a "conclusive declaration that the practice of
plural marriage is pu~licl y renounced."
The Heralc!, as we have seen in the leader
published by us, is emphatic that such dec~
laration is binding upon every member of
the church.
The conference assembled at Salt Lake
City was not a body of delegates properly
chosen and sent by the various churches
throughout Utah and adjacent territories,
but was a promiscuous gathering of officers
.and members, assembled from a 'sense of
duty, or from convenience, and. by far the
largest pari presumably from Salt Lake
City and vicinity. There may have been,
probably was, ten thousand people in at. tendance on October 6th, possibly one
tenth of the membership of the church.
No previous notice of the presentation' of
the manifesto, and of the desire for conference action thereon seem to have been
given, and one not present is left to infer
that the matter was sprung upon the peo-
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pie without previous warning as to its lordly dignity as to stoop to the office of com men
nature, or understanding- had how it might menial and nurse, and consent, occasionally, to
strike those r,ffected by 1t.
It may ~ven be routed oLJt in the mlddle of the night to light
be queo;tioned whether all those present in the bed room lamp and administer soothing syrup
the tabernacle heard and knew what was and paregoric, and walk the Brussels in the chill
going on.
However, it seems that such air of a midwinter night, the hopes of the philanwas the method of procedure chosen and thropists are about to be realized, the dawn of a
it may be deemed sufficient for the pur- brighter day of enlightenment for Uncle Sam's
pose.
dusky protege is at hand.
The Herald from which we quote states
in reference to the Tribune, that it (the
Tribune) "knows that sensible Mormons
IS POLITICS THE REASON FOR
are not about to revolt at the manifesto,
UTAH'S TROUBLE?
for they. have been expecting it and hoping !: THE following is from the Herald of
for it for some time past."
Salt Lake City, Utah, and from the tenor
Is this statement true? Does the Herald I of it one might gather the idea that the
mean to say that "sensible Mormons" have Herald is disposed to assign the hostility
for some time been expecting the manifes- j of the Republican party, as the reason for
to, or its equivalent? This would indicate J the stricture upon the Mormon voters in
that some Mormons at least, have been Idaho.
It mav be that there is sufficient
asking "why," as persistently as Talmage political jealousy on the part of the now
says he has been. For this we are pleased, dominant party to forestall the creation of
for the reason that we see indications that any more Democratic states, if it can; and
the long night of depression is passing and
this may have influenced the Constitutionthe morn of redemption is approaching. al Convention of Idaho, when it prescribed
We shall hail its ushering in with gladness. the qualification of voters and excluded all
persons favoring polygamy; but if there
had been no polygamous or plural marBro. J. Shepherd, Hay Spring;:, Nebriage devotees in Utah to overflow into
raska, sends us the following clippings from
Idaho and adjacent territories of Uncle
the Rushville, Nebraska, Standard.
Sam's domain, there would then have
A religious craze has taken possession of the
been no occ::.sion for such restrictive meaSioux Indians on the re,servation, and, accordiog,
sures.
to reports, seems to be spreading among them.
The quotation which the Herald makes
For some unaccountable reason-no one seems from the San Francisco, Examiner, ought
to know or why-they have conceived the notion to read the former quite a lesson in the
and pretend to believe that a special Messiah is line of just conclusions to be drawn from
about to appear among them and work wonders the books held to be sacred and binding
on their part of the earth for their sole and es- hy the Utah Church.
The citation to
pecial benefit. From persons who have witnessed those books found in the following expres- •
their perform~nces we learn that they go through sion is a scathing rebuke to those believing
some very curious antics while celebrating and 1 in p1lygamy, while it is at the same time
preparing themselves for the important event. a well earned trihute of commendation to
They have what they call a ghost dance, in" which the position of .the Reorganized Church
the participants form in a circle, and joining hands, that the sacred books do not sustain plural
whirl madly around until some one of their num- marriage.
11 TJ-.e Mormon Church no longer teachber, falling exhausted, is dragged to the center of
Nobody can prove that it
the ring where the medicine man Is already es polygamy.
;ts sacred books
stationed. The played out "Lo" is then supposed comes under the ban.
The Book of
to enter the trance state, and to commune with will testify in its favcr.
the chief authorities having in charge the great Mormon condemns plural marriages."
It is quite within the line of political
upheave! which is to be. Whilst in this state the
party policy for the Republican party to
dusky sight seers of things Heavenly, have fired
at them on every occasion about the same infor- prevent any accession to. the number of
mation, namely, that a deliverer will soon appear Democratic states; and the general coron the earth anct cover its surface with •omething ruptness of political wire workers may
like thirty feet-more or less-of nice rich black have prevented fair dealing with the Mor.loam, through which all good Indians will succeed mon citizens of Idaho, as the Herald
seems to allege; but we are doubtful as to
in worming themselves, forever after to enjoy
this being the real reason for the restricthe luxuriant vegetable products which will imtion complained of. We can see, however,
mediately spring up, and to leisurely pursue the how that the Herald would be unwilling
fine assortment of game with which the new to admit its own people to be in fault;
earth is to be abundantly supplied.
hence must find any and every other reaIt's coming. We're sure about it now. The son for their trouble but that •
long looked for, but indefinitely postponed civilMORMONS IN IDAHO,
ization of the red man. While on the street the
"The San FralJchco Examiner thinks the abanother day we saw a fatherly and submissive looking Sioux carrying in his ttrms, and otherwise donment of polygamy by the Mormon church
having charge of, a healthy infant of his own race, will have immediate and weighty political conof whom he was presumably the sire, while by sequences, for the reason that the action 'instanthis side-not following, with a gleam of pride ly enfranchises all Mormons }Vho are not actual
and admiration in her <;>ff eye, walked the sharer polygamists. or at least enables them to take
of his buffalo robe and jerked beef. Yea verily, the oath which is the test of citizenship in Idaho
when the pompous and austere head of the aver- and Utah.' The editor goes on to explain that
age Aboriginal< family shall so far unberid his •when a citizen of Idaho is challenged for Mor-
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monism he must swear that he is not a member
of any organization that teaches any practice
contrary to the laws of the land, and that he does
not contribute to the support of ariy such organization. Heretofore those Mormons who have
wished to take the risk of voting have withdrawn
temporaril_y from membership in the· church, but
this has.been held to be an illegal subterfuge and
has subjected them to punishment. Hereafter
they can boldly take the oath while remaining in
full fellowship with the organization. The Mormon church no longer teaches polygamy. Nobody can prove that it comes under the ban. Its
sacred books will testify in its favor. The Book ·
of Mormon condemns plural marriages.'
"Our esteemed contemporary does not understand the situation in Idaho. It is not to the
Mormon as a religionist or to his polygamy that
the Idahoans object. It is the way in which
he votes. If the Mormons harl been given to
voting the Republican ticket nobody would have
suggested 'their disfranchisement, and the test
oath clause would never have appeared in the
constitution. Two years ago a number of men
who bad not been members of the churca for
years and who were not In sympathy with the
church, subscribed to the test oath as they had a
perfect right to do, but they were nevertheless
indicted and punished. They were Democrats in
politics while the election machinery and the
courts were controlled by Republicans and antiMormons. Of course the manifesto forbidding
polygamy ehould remove the last barrier which
stands between the Idaho Mormon and full citizenship, and we sincerely hope it will, for it is an
awful thing for men to live as the Mormons in
Idaho are living, without voice or influence in
the government which they support with .their
taxes, subject in their person and property to
their enemies, and permitted fewer political rights
than the tramps who count railroad ties and ride
on brake-beams enjoy. But we have little confidence in an improvement in the un-American
condition of things so long as the control of the
state shall be retained by those now In power.
The men who took advantage of the test oath to
deny the right to vote to men who had not been
Mormons ior years, who had contributed nothing
to the support of the church and who did not recognize in the least degree the authority of the
church, will not, we fear, hesitate to use the arbitrary power with which the are clothed to deny
the privilege of the ballot to Mormons, notwithstanding the fact that polygamy has been forbidden in the most solemn manner possible.
"However, the eft'ect of the church's action upon those who interpret and those who administer
the law will naturally be watched with some interest both in and out of the new state."
ON Sunday, October 12th, Bishop A. 0.
Smoot, of Provo, Utah, said in his place
in their meeting-house, respecting the action ot the late conference:
"This manifesto of our mutua]. and esteemed
president has not only caused a sensation in the
world, wrested from them the great text of persecution, but it has caused a little tremor in the
ranks of the Saints. I have heard it said that
President Wood.ruffhas gone back on pol}'gamy.
He has done nothing of the kind. He has simp·
ly asked the people to cease asking for the privilege of making further plural marriages. We are

not asked to' turn our plural wives out and abandon them. Even the courts of the land do not
require this of us. It is unnecessary to speak
further on this subject, but know ye this Latter
Day Saints, Zion Is onward and up~ard and this
manifesto will be for the glorifying of Israel. As
Statesman and Congressmen have mid, if we will
do away with polygamy, then the consequences
would rest upon this nation."
Was Bishop Smoot present in the tabernacle at Salt Lake City, on October 6th,
last, when that manifesto was presented?
And did he· vote to adopt it.
SINCE publishing the editorial of the St.
Joseph, Missouri, Herald (in our last issue)
we have received a copv of the same, with
the following comments, from Pres.J oseph
Smith:
The following- from the St. Joseph,
Missouri, Herald for October 17th is a
straw which shows the trend of public
opinion attributable to the influence of the
late action of the church in Utah.
We see no justifi;;hle reason why the
government of the United States might
not properly recognize the existence of
the Reorganized church as composed of
loyal citizens; as properly at least as it has
by legislation concerning it recognized one
upon the plea that some of its members did
.disloyal things.
Any of the religious
orders of the day which sends missionary
laborers abroad, have a certain recognition
of those missionaries thus sent abroad as
American citizens, and entitled to the consideration of other nationalities as such citizens and to be so protected. And all this
without compromising the government in
favoring the establishment of those religious bodies.
We do not ask the government to endorse our religion, but we do ask that as a
religious body we shall not be discriminated against.
If the government may not
favor one form of religionists more than
another it should not regard any one with
disfavor. Fair play as American citizins
in the realm and out of it is what we want.
IN Old England and New our brethren
are at work in behalf of the faith delivered
unto them. TheN orth Middlesex, England,
Chronicle, October I rth, reaches us with
a temperate and manly article written by
Bro. J.D. Howells, of London, in which
he takes the Rev. Dr. Duncan to task.
The latter had lectured on the Book of
Mormon, refusing at the close of his lecture to permit remarks correcting his misstatements. In his new;paper article Bro.
Howells temperately calls attention to the
unfair course of Mr. Duncan and challenges bim to a public discussion of the issue. His article also clearly sets forth the
position of the Reorganized Church.
Bro. Thomas Whiting replies to misstatements of Dr. Armitage, A minister of
the Baptist Church, in the Fall River,
Mass. News of the 14th inst. Bro. Whiting demonstrates that Dr. A., like the
average exposer of "Mormonism" was not
acquainted with what he undertook toreview.

Our people in the town of Rich Hill,
Missouri, and vicinity are evidently having
verified to them the promise of "grace and
favor in the eyes of the people", for in a
late issue of the Review published at that
place we see favorable mention of them.
. Referring to the fortieth anniversary of the
birth of Elder J. C. Chrestensen it has
these good words: "He was ordained an
elder of the Latter Day Saints (or non·
polygamous Mormon) church two years
ago, and has conducted him~elf so uprightly in all his dealings that he has made many
friends here both in and out of the church."
Why should not the equivalent of this commendable statement be the general expression of opinion of our people everywhere?
The Review also publishes notice of Elder
Chrestensen's regular preaching services.
MR. B. H. Robert~, the new editor of
the Salt Lake Herald seems to be in downright earnest .in expressing the determination of the Herald to hold and stand by
the action of the late October conference
as a definite abandonment of plural marriage.
Referring to an editorial of the
Washington Post, the Herald editor says:
"The editor reproduces some of the utterances
of Mr. Daniel Hamer, of Ogden, regarding the
decline of polygamy, and conceding honesty and
sincerity to the Mormons, rightly concludes that
"The doom of polygamy is sealed, and that even
now it is practically abandoned."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
A BROTHER has sent us clipping-s from the
Manchester England Guardian, containing account of the Church Congress held
at Hull; in which session a strong tendency to get rid of state interference in church
affairs was manifest, the drift seeming to be
toward disestablishment. Let it come.
Sr. E. C. Brand requests that any of the
Saints who wish to write to her concerning, or have any of the effects of brother
Brand, address her Box 31, Thurman,
Fremont copnty, Iowa.
Bro. J. D. Ervin wrote from Grove,
Drew county, Arkansas, October. "We
are doing a good work, nine baptized to
date.
Bro. Lewis Turnbull, wrote from Lookout, California, October 2oth: "I had the
pleasure of baptizing three, October 5th,
all adults; and who I think will prove a
credit to the cause." Bro. Pack opened
a new field some twenty miles from her~::
which promises well. A Reverend g-entleman attacked us there- on our faith.
Bro. Pack offered discussion; but he seemed to think u~ beneath his notice. We go
thHe again November zd, and think some
wilfobev.
Bro. F. R. Tubbs, London England,
clerk of the branch, sends us an additional
obituary notice of Sr. Margaret Kendrick's
death, in which he recounts some of the
comforting testimonies given· concerning
her assurance and triumph as she approached and entered the boundaries of the unseen world. He says: "My dear wife has
since heard in vision the singing of a company of the redeemed in Heaven, loudest
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of all being the once faint and trembling
tongue af Sr. Margaret. Saints pray for
our doubly bereaved Bro. Kendrick."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. Joseph S. Lee wrote frc,m Provo
City, Utah, October 19th, in good spirits.
He closes his unique letter thus:
"So let those who fear the Lord and obey his
commandments, rejoice; for the Lord will magnify his name on the earth, and all nations shall
tremble at his wrath and vengeance, which he
executeth upon those who have blasphemed his
name in the earth.
"So far my labors have been in Tooele Valley,
but the Spirit forces me onward with the call of
repentance and return unto Gqd. And may the
cry be heard by every h·->nest hearted person, is
the prayer of your brother."

Bro. W. N. Ray wrote from Garden
Grove, Iowa, October, 28th:
"Our conference at Davis City has just closed.
A good feeling prevailed, and I think all were
blessed and strengthened.
The preaching was
good."

Bro. Columbus Scott, under date Galien,
Mich., October 21st, says:
"I baptized one at Buchanan last Sunday. I
will be off tomorrow (D. V.) for the field. All
generally well here."

Bro. E. W. Nunley writes from Tracy
City, Tennessee, October 27th, and says:
"Plenty of openings in every direction, and
prospects are fine for an ingathering soon. _Say
to the Texas brethren of the central district to do
the best they can in·my absence."

Bro. Henry Greenman, writing from
Goleta, Santa Barbara Co., California.
says:
·
"I would like to knowif.anyof the elders come
to Santa Barbara in their trav.els? I used to
belong to the church in 1853°
My best wishes
are with the cause and to all in the church."
0

THE POWER OF LOVE.
Tourgenieff, the Russian writer,_ says: I returned home from the chase, and wandered
through an alley In my garden. My dog bounded
before me. Suddenly he checked himself and
moved forward cautiously, as if he scented game.
I glanced down the alley, and perceived a young
spl!rrow with yellow beak, and down upon its
head. It had fallen out of the nest (the wind was
shaking the beeches in the alley violently), and
lay motionless imd helpless on the ground, with
its little unfledged wings outstretched. The dog
approached it softly, when suddenly an old sparrow with a black breast quitted a neighboring tree,
dropped like a stone right before the dog's nose!,
and with ruffled plumage, and chirping desper'
ately and pitifully, sprang at the openit:~g, grinning mouth.
·
She had come to protect her little one at the
cost of her own life. -Her little body trembled all
over, her voice was hoarse, she was in agonyshe offered herself. The dog must have seemed
a gigantic Jl10nster to her. But, in spite of that,
she had not remained safe in her lofty bough.
The dog stood still, and turned away. It seemed
as though he also felt this power. I hastened to
call him back, and went away with a feeling of
respect. Yes, .smile not! I felt a respect for this
heroic little bird and for the depth of her materna
lov~. J;.,_gve, 1 reflected, is stronger than death
,at,l,Q tl),~ .f~JU" of death; it is love that supports and
animates .all.

a
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''
"Thy greeting smile was pledge and prelude
Of generous deeds and kindly words;
In thy lar~e heart were fair gne•t-chambers,
Open to sunrise and to birds!"

"BETTER THAN BEST."
What can we say of Her? What can we do for Her?
Woman the Conq11erorl Woman the King!
Why should we kneel in submission and sue for her?
'Tis of her victory manhood must sing!
Equal to man? She has risen snperiorl
Daughter of Pallas Athene confe•sed!
Lifted to triumph who once was inferior,
Better than Best I
Was she not best in the world .when we cried to her?
Woman, the Mother! who gave us our life!
Helpless, and hopeless, and feeble we sighed to her,
Helped by maternfty out of the strife!
Who can repay the fierce pangs she endured for us?
Giving herself from her bountiful breast
Manhood and muscle, 'twas woman secured for us
Better than Best.
Has she not given ils Love for our covering?
Love for our shelter, and Love for our star!
Love for our comforting, love that is hovering,
Soothing our ~orrows at home or afar I
What would the world be without her who loveth us?
After onr wandermg, woman's the Nest.
Ah I the reward sbe can give when she proveth us
Better than Best I
Calm in her confidence! Proud of her Purity!
How she has soa,ed on her wings to the blue!
Brain for her help, and her heart for secmity,
What is there left for a Woman to do?
Classic and Wrangler! deep science and art with her,
Proudly she stands and Fubmits to the test,
Man can but love her the more, and not part with her,
Better than Best I
---,LarUes Pictorial.

ONE DAY'S EXPERIENCE
LAST fall, nearly a year ago, I was hurrying
thmugh my morning's work that I might sit
down and read a chapter in the Bible, when I
saw a friend coming in who, to use his own expression, was a confirmed spiritualist. My heart
gave a great bound and sent up a silent petition
for strength, for I knew he had come to talk with
'me on the subject. I met him at the door, gave
nim my hand and we exchanged greetings, each
enquiring after the other's temporal welfare. He
soon however asked about my spiritual growth.
He had received a manifestation he could not
understand I have learned. since he calls it a
mystery, and what is strange the spirit seems to
·have left him, and he hru; not received a communication since. He says when'a new spirit comes
they question if it be male or female. This one
claimed to be neither; but after ml}ch questioning said it was a soul-saved saint. While he was
telling me this it flashed through my mind that
it might be to test or try me in some way. I
also thought of the words, "I saw under the altar
the souls of them that were slain for the word of
God, and for the testimony which they held."Rev. 6:9 He worships nature, or he calls it a
sun-god. As there are seven spheres, and the sun
is the highest sphere. I quoted scripture, read in
the Bible from all parts of it, notwithstanding he
does not believe in the Bible, in the Father, nor
Son, nor revelation; but I do believe, and, to use
the words of Peter, where else could I go, but to
the law andothe testimony? It Is said, <•My word
Is truth;" and again, "My -words they are spirit,
th&y a~ life."

I seemed wonderfully blessed. Did not have
to yield a point, although once near the close he
flushed up and said, "I would not admit if I was
convinced." But it was only for a moment, for
he was very calm and gentlemanly in conversa·
tion. We had talked nearly three hours. It was
nearly noon when he left the house. I kneeled
to return thanks for divine aid and strength,
when the Spirit came upon me in great power.
Before I had finished, I began to tremble and became so weak. I arose with an effort and in a
flood of tears, dropped into a chair and held on
for support, with tears streaming. down my
cheeks, and my heart still filled with adoration
and praise, thankful that I believed in the Father and the Son and the revealed word, worship·
ped the true and living God, who made heaven
and earth and the sea and all things that are
therein. My husband came in to dinner before
I had fairly commenced to get it. After dinner
I went to see iny sister and tell her about the
visit I had had. In the evening, sat down, took
up the Bible and thought I would turn to Rev.
6: 9, and see just what it said, but instead turned
to Rev. 19 I commenced at the seventh verse
and r<!ad to the fifteenth inclusive, and the Spirit
rested on me again, and especial attention seemed
to be called to the fore part of the fifteenth veres,
"And out of his mouth proceedeth the word of
God, and with it he will smite the nations." Also
had the interpretation of a dream I had in February, 1884, nearly six years before. In my
dream I was going to my father's, about five
blocks away. I was going west, turned the cor·
ner to go south when my attention was arrested
by a beautiful white dovP, to an object in the
south-west sky about as high as a large building,
which proved to be a milk-white horse. The
dove flew off to my right, and fluttered in air,
while I looked until I was satisfied. I had but
partly understood this dream. I thought it was
, to draw my attention to the word, but the horse
having no rider I could not understand, but now
I know I had to be tested and tried. God grant
I may prove faithful and accounted worthy at
the end to be one to swell that mighty army that
followed on white horses, clothed in fine linen,
white and clean.
SISTER Lou BERRY.
MARSHALLTOWN, Aue:. 29th.

SPRY, Aug 3oth.
Dear Sisters: Since coming into this church I
ha've had 'much prejudice to contend with;· ig, norance prevails here: A few of the wiser sort
( ?) have warned all to beware, and it matters not
how good, hO\v pure, or instructive the word
spoken, it is all the same, because uttered by a
Mormon; not Mormon as they unc:lerstand it, for
they persist in connecting us with Brlghamlsrn
and all its attendant heresies. The Presbyterian
minister came to see pa and my hrother with the "
express purpose of getting my brother to join his
faction. On hearing that I was in the house
they could not induce him to enter. They told
him he need not be afraid of me. He excused
himself by pleading want of time, yet he had
time to stand outside for an hour and defame an
innocent people. Of course he had the assistance of pa. My brother told the reverend gentleman that running down the faith of any_
church would not get him to join his. He went
off with the conclusion that my brotlll« had been
poliiOned {as they term lt.)
0
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The persecution here has led me to reflect on
port. Dear Saints, If our lot on earth is hard Jet
Looking very kindly at me he turned and left
and I, having nothing to hinder me, also followthe Importance of experience In religion. In
us trust in God for grace to carry us thrr·ugh,
every branch of science it is considered a necesfor he has promised that grace should be suffi·
ed him along out. I passed along among the
sary qualification. As to a physician or an artist
Saints, feeling very much at home and quite· incient. Some time ago I was almost ready to
dependent, Having a desire to investigate my
without experience, the advice of one would be
give up in despair.
The thought came to my
received with little confidence, and the producsurroundings I passed out into another apartmind that I had been praying to God when there
ment. Here I was very much surprised at what
tions of the other would be regarded with suswas no God. Then I cried unto God for deliverI saw. The room was filledwith people lying
pl~lon.
Eminence, the result of experience,
ance, for I knew the temptation was of the evil
prone upon their backs.
could not be expected by either. What then is
power.
Immediately the cloud was lifted and
In answer to my "Why is it," they smiled disreligion without it? Surely love to God must
the Spirit taught me to love God because he first
mally, and said, "We loved sleep too well, and
excite emotions near in resemblance and effect,- loved me and because of the great plan of salvanow we will have more of it than we want.."
to those we feel towards a beloved earthly object.
tion.
Then I rejoiced and praised God that he
As I was furthering my investigations I heard
The ~ind delights to dwell on an image that
would save my soul and was willing to bear the
the foot&teps of the judge, and feeling a little
fills the heart. How solicitous to please; how
burden of the body.
"God is the refuge of his saints
timid, I stepped behind something that he might
fearful to offend. Religion without experience
When storms of sharp distress invade:
not see me; but he came directly to me and in·
is like the body without the soul; like the moon
Ere we can offer our complaints,
dic'!ted that I should follow him. He took me
which imparts light but no heat. Experience is
Behold him present with his aid."
back to where the Saints were and said, "This is
to the heart demonstration; and to the judgment
Ever praying for all God's children, I remain
your place. What was done was simply to try
It stamps divinity on the word of God. The reyour sister,
MARY vVEEKS.
you. You shall dwell with the Saints."
M.
sult of true faith is "joy and peace in believing."
August, 1890.
And surely every child of the kingdom "living
A DREAM.
In the line of duty" may have this happy, internal
THE
great
day
when
the Saints Rhould be apconsciousness, and be as certain of it as any\hing
WASHINGTONVILLE, 0., Aug. I8th.
pointed their places was at hand. I was hurrythat affects the external senses. When under
Dear Sisters:- This is the first time I have ating
to
get
to
the
place
where
they
were
assemthe influence of joy, could the force of any argutempted to write to the Home Column, but I
bled, and had no sooner taken my seat among
ment persuade us that sorrow filled the heart?
have reaped so much benefit and comfort from
them,
than
it
was
announced
that
the
judge
was
Religion refines and exalts the passions, and
your contributions, that I think it is my duty to
ready.
must be seen by its effects, not by parade and
contribute my mite also.
As I arose, a vision passed before my eyes, of
show, but by humilitv of soul, meekness of spirIt is now three years since I united with the
a white robed king upon a pure white throne,
it, and purity of lnt~ntion. Therefore religion
church, and the pesce and joy that I have experlookine;
kind
and
beautiful.
This
gave
me
courmust be the work of every moment. This will
Ienced, I would not exchange for theriches of
age and confidence in God's tender mercies, as
tend rather to capacitate us for the proper fulfillthe whole world. I know that at times the dark
1
sought
my
way
through
the
solemn
corridors
ment of our lawful avocations, not, as some
clouds hover very near ar;d the way seems dark
of the sacred courts of justice.
falsely say, unfit the mi11d for the duties of life.
and dreary, but if we look to our heavenly Father
As I approached the bar I glanced up and I
God demands a reasonable service; and while he
we will find him very near in times of trouble and
saw that the judge was not the Most High, but
calls to diligence in business, he will bestow
distress. What a blessed support He is to those
one
clothed
in
h!s
authority,
though
he
had
no
grace to produce fervency of spirit. Religion is
, who lean upon Him. I pray that he will keep
outward appearance of greatness or glory and
addresse.d to the judgment as well as the heart,
me firm and steadfast in this work, for I know it
was
not
unlike
my
brethren.
He
w.as
a
young
it should be Interwoven with all our moral peris the Lord's work. Blessed be his holy name
man and had a light brown beard just coming on
ceptions, and, while it Jays claim to the affecforever!
his face.
tions, it should have the hearty concurrence of
I have four little ones, and I pray that the
He •aid to mt>, "You will go to the other place."
. the understanding. To a want of this I cannot
Father will give me guidance in training them
At this I was much surprised and asked what
but impute the many failures in religious life,
aright. I have been administered to in sickness
place it was and whether there was any Saints
which so frequently occur, of person•, who for a
and have been healed, and I have seen my chilthere, and he answered that there would be none
while were warm and zealous, bidding fair for
dren healed by the power of God. My father,
there. Then I felt very badly and told him that I
usefulness, suddenly relax in their energy and
mother and all my brothers and sisters except one
loved the Saints and wanted to be with them, and
become ciphers, though they may outwardly
brother have embraced the faith, and that brother
that I had associated with them To this be ancontinue professors. Those who look for emiis investigating, which I feel assured will result
swered: "The society of the Saints is not sufnence in any science use the means for becomin his acceptance of this glorious work.
ficient."
ing eminent; and all this exertion tends towards
I suffer much at times from ill health, but I
I understood this to mean that T should not ex- am willing to bear my cross patiently, for if we
the promotion of the desired object: so in the
pect the blessing simply because I had been with
Christian life, to be what God calls us to be, we
do not bear the cross we can not .expect to wear
the Saints, but that it is to be earned by the work
must use diligence. More anon.
the crown. I have had the promise that if I
done.
ANNIE BROOKS.
would continue faithful, I would live to see the
Then I said, "Is there progression there ?"
Savior come. 0 t what a sight that will be, to
whereupon he arose saying he himself would
see him coming in his glory and majesty, and all
GRIMEs, Iowa, Au~. I2th.
show me to my place and that I should find out
the saints with him. Oh! that we may all be
Dear Sister Fra11ces:-In my lonely home with
all things for myself when there.
among the redeemed when "he comes to make
heart and hands full, I yet feel impressed to write
I followed him through several apartments
up his jewels," is the prayer of your sister in the
a few lines.
I am one of the afflicted ofles and
till he stopped in one which was unoccupied.
faith,
RuTH A. AsHMAN.
sent a request to the sisters for prayer. I have
"This is your place," he said. I looked around
been relieved <orne but not healed. If it is God's
and found that it was not at all unpleasant, that
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
will that I should suffer I will try and be content.
I could look right through the glass partition and
Oct. 24, Amount to date ..... , . , • , , , .. $3,235 69
see the Saints.
My husband was taken away this spring by death,
Rachel Compton, Mass .. $4 25
leaving five little ones in my care.
Please reThen I asked him If I should be alone; if not,
Adelaide Watson.......
75
member me in your prayer~, that if it is God's
what manner of people would be my company.
Ellen Cameron. Mich ... I oo
will for me to live longer he may open the way
He answered that there should be a large numG. Walmslev, Nevada .. I oo
Lucy Barro~s, Utah.,., I oo
before me that I may be permitted to keep my
ber with me and they would quarrel and fight a
L.A. Lvon, Missouri...
75
little ones, and If not his will for me to raise them - great deal.
L. B. Wilcox, Mass.... .
ro
that they may get homes among the Saints for
This filled me with indignation, and I told him
Priscilla Mantle, Ill,,...
oo
my heart almost fails me when I think of them
tqat I neither fought nor quarreled, but abhorred
Sophia Jewks, Utah., .•. r oo
being thrown out in the world, for I do sode_sire
the principle; and that if God put me here he
Oct. 31, Amount receiv®d to date..... $3 247 54
that they should be brought up to love and serve
not just. And a3 I know He is just ar.d true, I
am not satisfied with this decree.
God-serve him through evil as well as good nil~Sand all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
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TEMPLE, Missouri, Sept. sth.
Beloved Si.<ters:-I come once more to your
column, not to teach, but I write to tell you how
much joy and comfort I have in this latter day
work.
· We have rejoiced in hearing the word of God
preached by our much e~teemed hrothere, E.
Curtis and his young associate in labor, Gomer
Wells. We were made so happy by seeing five
buriecl beneath the waters of baptism, they being
among the best of the community. Some belonged to the Christian church and some to the
M. E. church'. Dear sisters, you know not how
much comfort your letters are to me. My eyes
have been filled with tears of joy when reading,
and I have often laid my Herald aside to go in
prayer and thank"giving to God for the comfort
received therefrom. May God bless the editors
of both Herald and Autumn Leaves, I prize them
so highly.
Dear young sisters try to treasure up the word
of tht. Lord while young in the gospel, for the
time may come to each and all to "give a reason
for the hope within." Let us improve the talent
God has given us.
"
We have had our prayer-meetings, although
few in n.umber, and now we are seeing the fruits
of trying to live faithful.
I do want to live
worthyof receiving the blessings of heaven. I
hope ere long to see a branch of the church organized here. Oh, that my family and I may so
live that we may never bring reproach upon the
cause we love!
Pray for us that we may ever live faithful.
Your sister in the gospel,
NANCY JoRDAN.
FR,EMONT, Neb., Aug. 31st.
Dear Readers <if the Herald:-As I am 'just
home from the Platte Valley conference, Northern Nebraska district, I feel a great desire to tell
of the great blessings I received while there. I
have arisen from my bed;;\at the hour of midnight to write this, as I can not sleep for praising God for answering my prayers in so many
ways; for the knowle~ge, instructions and light
and love for God's children. I came home on
the half-past nine o'clock train this evening with
my two boys and Sr. Beemer and her son. I
have lain down an hour and rested and now am
up writing this while the Spirit is still fresh upon
me, before the cares of to-morrow come in upon
my mind. I had a great desire to go to the conference and did 'pray most earnestly to God to
open the way for me to attend, but could not see
my way opened till the night befure; for I had
to have some one to come and stay with my old
father and I was at last successful, in answer to
my prayer, I believe.
Well, we met at the school-house Friday evening and had a good prayer-meeting with a good
humble, loving spirit prevailing and as that was
the first time I ever met with the Saints in a
school-house since I was a little girl at Bigler's
Grove, in 1865, perhaps" you do not know how it
made my heart rejoice. I never felt to praise
God more in my life nor felt such happiness? I
tell you, God's Spirit Is more abundantly enjoyed
where we are surrounded by the things of nature.
It seemed to me that the grass, the trees, the 'sun
and the moon never looked so beautiful to me. as
there. I was one thrill of pleasure· and of the
Spirit from the "top of my head to the soles. of

my feet" and when I looked upon th.e dear faces
of my brethren and sisters I felt it was good to
belong to the Church of Jesus Christ. There
are many good honest-hearted Saints there and
it made my heart rejoice to look upon their
countenances. May God bless and reward them
for their kindness to us!
It surely was the
happiest day I have spent for two years, since I
went to the last reunion. They W<!{'e a heaven
upon earth to me, while therP.
,
I found everything all right at home for which
I thank my heavenly Father. I thank him for
his watchcare over· them and us while gone and
that no accidents or dangers or sickness befell
any of us, and my health has been improving a
good deal the last two or three weeks. I d!d
pray most earne"tly that we might witness some
of the gifts while there and my prayer was answered a few minutes before we started for home,
as a sister sung in tongues a beautiful song to us
as we were parting, and my little boy coming 1n
ju>St then she sang three verses in tongues to
him. Oh! how precious our Savior's promises
are to his children. The sermons and testimonies seemed to end in the very best part of them
and they enter into every part of my being, as it
were from the crown of my head to my feet. I
feel to say, may God bless and preserve the
Platte Valley Saints.
Your sister in Christ,
JosEPHINE WooD.

TILBURY, Ont., Oct: I9tn.
Editors Herald:-Having read the article headed, «Woman's Work," I have become somewhat
interested in it, and as the writer invites any to
accompany in this investigation, we would like
to travel a piece, not' for the sake of criticism,
but would like to ask a few questions that have
been presented to our triind while reading the
article.
There are a few thoughts in numbers one and
two that we do not agree with, but lest we may
be thought by some to be bearing down a little
too hard we pass on. In number three the writer
quotes, among other scholars, Dean Howson,
and says: "We hold it almost certain that a candid and thoughtful student, looking carefully
over the whole ground and taking in his hand
the light obtained from the facts of the early
church will come to the conclusion that a female
diaconate is here implied-an order of deaconesses working co-ordinately with the deacons;
though, of course, less prominently and publicly.''
.
'
He also says that the setting apart of women
as deaconesses, so far as the Bible is concerned,
rests on the same kind of foundation, as the observanae of Sabbath on Sunday or the practice
of infant baptism. Now if the setting apart of
deaconesses rests on the same kind of a foundation
as infant baptism, we think the less the church
has to do with such a sandy foundation the
better.
The writer also says· none can tell how much
good the world has lost, or how much evil it
has suffered by the infFingement of the order
of God in setting aside this arral'lgement (order
of deaconesses).
' Now if the world has suti~red by this infringement (if there ha$ been such) how ie !t we

have nothing in respect to this office or order
revealed through Joseph the Seer?
But the
wrifer says there has been, and for proof cites us
to the revelation given to Sr. Emma. But we
fail to see any indication of such an order in the
revelation which was given to Emma and her
alone.
·''Granted," says the wri~er, "but if God is no
respecter of persons, may not that which has
been conferred upon one woman (all things being equal) be conferred upon another?"
We think not. Sr. Emma filled her mission
and the requirements of the revelation given to
her. Now, so far as God being a respecter of.
persons, we do not believe he is, so far as salvation is concerned; but we do not believe that
passage can possibly 11pply where the writer has
applied it.
Another point worthy of nothce, we think, is,
After Emma received the Holy Ghost her time
was to be given to writing and to learning much.
Could not the expounding and exhorting be done
in that way?
In answer to the question, "When will the
young girls be properly instructed?" we answer,
When they give heed to the teachings of God's
word.
In the writer's remarks about administering to
the sick we would infer that women may. be
set apart for that purpose; but would not that
conflict with James s: I4?
That women are capable of teaching and giving instruction we do not dispute; but that they
would make more fit.iing messengers (as the
1
writer hints) than the opposite sex can ever be.
we can not accept such a statement.
A great deal more might be said on the subject, but we forbear, fearing we may take up too
much space in your valuable columns. We hope
we have said nothing that will hurt the feelings
of any or cause any' to take offense. If we are
wrong in our view.s all we have to say is, God
speed the right.
J. R. CoWLEY.

WHEELING, W.Va., Oct. 27th.
Editors Herald:-The Herald is a welcome
visitor at our home. In it we see how the work
of the Lord is moving o·1ward and glad tidings
of salvation being spread in the four quarters of
the earth, and the time of the coming of the. Son
of Man is near at hand; and the question with us
is, are we moving along with the work and doing
what little we can at all times or not?
We
know that this work is onward and upwa'rd and
that there is no standstill to it, and that if we
want to be valiant soldiers of the cross we mpst
stand firm and steadfast on the foundation which
our blessed Savior has lllid down .before us.
It has been several years since I .first heard the
true gospel of Jesus Christ preached in its fulness
and by a true servant of thco Lord who was called
as was. Aaron. I was baptized and confirmed by
Bro. G. T. Griffiths, and I thank and praise my
heavenly Father that I have received that evi·
dence of the Holy Spirit which is to lead us into
all truth and righteousness which no man can
take away .. 0, what a glorious thing it is to_ be
a Saint in latter days, and what great blessings
we can enjoy if we only strive to live. upright
and just!
Trtdy I can say, the Lor.d hilli! Men mercifulto
me. He has. bestowoo many bl~ssings uron u;~e
11r1d my famil;r in mapy (!ifferent.ways,.!Jpiril.ua!ly;
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in their new 11nd commodious chapel, locat<'d in
and temporally, and I have often been warned by
a rather quiet but central and convenient part of
and through the Spirit of God at my work and
the city. We had not met with the church in,
at my home and in my office work as teacher.
·Thus we can see how the Lord works in his own
that city and vicinity since 1876. Many changes
in the makeup of the congregations have occcurmysterious way. He knows our weakness and
red since then. Not a few noble brothers and
when and where we need strength, and what is
necessary for our every want. When we are
sisters have passed from the church on earth to the
burdened down with care and trouble if we will
paradise of God, which for them ''is far better."
only strive to keep his laws and commandments
Bro. James W. Gillen and his fellow laborers,
and call on him in faith believing he will hear
nobly sustained by the Saints of the district,
have wrought well in that field and now have·
and answer -our petitions inasmuch as we come
before him in the right and acceptable manner.
joy for their sacrifices and labors of love.
I have also seen many signs and wonders perWe visited West Bellville, Illinois, and found
formed by the power of God through the adminthat the Saints in that place and vicinity intend
istering of his servants. An infant son of ours
to build them a church at an early day. If they
had a commodious house of their own, it is prob·
who was almost dead was almost instantly restored to health through Bro. Griffiths. My com- ..able that well directed efforts in due season
panion and Sr. Gill who was almost dead when
would soon fill it with intelligent spiritual worshe quit taking medicine and of whom the people
shipers. But these results can be attained only
round about said she could not get well, the Lord
by wise and timely and faithful sacrifices. God
raised up by and through the administering of
help the Saints to be equal to the needs and dehis servants, Brn. L. R. Devore and James Brown
mands of the occasion, there and elsewhere!
and Griffiths. Another infant son of ours two
At all these places the Sunday-school work is
years old, who last spring drank s.ome carbolic
receiving fair attention, and excellent results and
acid, who when the doctor arrived could not feel
encouraging prospects are reported. All should
his pulse at all and of whom he had no hopes,
aid in this work as they can find, or make oppor·
was healed by the administration of the ordinance
tunities. The members who can should make it
of the Lord which is for the household of faith.
convenient to attend them and so encourage by
We called Bro. A.M. Teagarden, the president
both voice and presence and work. This life is
of our branch to administer to him, and the Lord
a probation, and a~cording to the eternal purpose
raised him up, and thus the words of the Lord
of God from before the foundation of the world,
were again verified, "If they drink any deadly
the development, progression and salvation of
thing it shall not hurt them." The child fell
the soul come through active o.bedience to the
down a hole fourteen feet deep and vras not hurt
laws ordained of God for its government, and
very much. Thus we see ·how the words of the
much in regard to their elementary principles
Lord were again verified that his guardian angels
can be learned in well conducted· Sunday-schools.
shall be round about us. The people who saw
Saints, don't fail to sustain and faJthfully encourthe hole say it was a miracle that he ever came
age such schools.
out alive. To God be the praise and honor. He
Unless called home by pressing duties, I shall
can protect us at all times. I was wari)ed in a
seek to attend a two days' meeting in Plano,
dream before he fell, which "is also in accordance
November rst and 2d, and "then visit Saints and
with God's word.
friends at Sandwich and Amboy, preaching there
J. F. A. SMITH.
the word of life if found practicable. Fields for
gospel work are numerous and very Inviting,
NoRWAY, IlL, Oct. 27th.
and there should be neither idlers nor laggards
Editors Herald: Last night we closed a very
in the ranks of the priesthood, and when such
profitable and interesting district conference at
are found, they should be dropped out by those
the Mission church. The attendance was large,
having authority, that the Lord's work be
and at the preaching services the house was
neither hurt, nor hindered by them.
packed, while many at the three meetings on
W. W. BLAIR.
Sunday could find room to neither sit nor stand
in the congregations. The prayer services were
GROVE HILL, Iowa, Oct. 2oth.
largely attended, the Holy Spirit was present in
Editors Herald: I like to read short pieces in
a large measure, and its gifts and graces cheered,
the Herald from the elders in the field because
edified and strengthened the Saints, confirming
it keeps me informed in regard to the progress
their hopes, renewing their zeal, and pointing
of the great and marvelous work of God entrustthem forward and upward in the cause of Christ.
ed-to us through the instrumentalityof Joseph
Brethren Southwick, Cooper, Short, Robinson,
the choice Seer in this the dispensation of the
Vickery, Hougas, and others were active workers
fulness of times, or the great latter day work.
in ·conference duties, and the business was tranTherefore permit me to pen a few lines, hoping
sacted in unity and in love. Sessions like this
it may be edifying to some who read the Herald.
are needed at all times and in all places to build
I arrived at Grove Hill October Io~h, and found
up and bless the church of God. The universal
the Saints in this vicinity,-thlrteen of th~m I
sentiment so far as known, is, that this
baptized last fall, making eighteen in all,-doing
was the very best session ever held in the
as well.as could be expected in their un.organized
district and that prospects for future progress
and scattered condition. They meet once a wet k
were never so good as now. Certainly this was
for prayer and testimony, iny brother Charles S.
the testimony of the Holy Spirit by many through
Shippy taking the lead, by their request. They
prophecv, tongue and otherwise.
are in good hope of future prosperity in numbers.
The district conference in St. Louis, Missouri,
and organiz1tion. Their faith is much confirmthe rSth and rgth October was well attended, the
ed by the great benefit Bro. and Sr. Teidt's litSaints were j:)yful and united, and general contle cripple boy received by my administration
ditions for the church were never so good before.
It was most gratifying to rneet with the Saints la;;t fall.

There has not been any of our elders here
since I left; but they have been looking for Elder Roth, and sent for me In hope that we might
be here together to carry on the series of meetings I am now engaged in. We have fair congregations and, as a rule, good attention, and I
have good liberty. On Sunday night the house
was fulL I expect the speak again to-night and
hold until Saturday, then go to Oren schoolhouse, where I used to preach, and have an appointment for next Sunday. There are several
believing here and at Oren, and I hope will obey,
but time will test that.
JoHN SHIPPY.
BosTON, Mass., Oct. 21st.
Editors HPrald:-Once more I am really out
in the field. For over four years a fight, as if
against fate, has been kept up, to get a home
free from debt and thus secure freedom from
anxiety in this direction when called to. leave.
At last general conference my pledge was given
to go wherever sent, and the Eastern mission
fell to my lot. Returning home, I set to work
arranging matters so as to get away; but this was
much easier to think and plan for than to accomplish. Sacrifice was required and cheerfully
made, but still delays were occasioned, and It
soon became apparent that if I waited till freedom from encumbrance came, I should not like-·
·ly be again a missionary. Hence I resolved to
put matters in as good a shape as possible and go
forth, trusting in Providence for the balance.
This being done, I announced to the Saints of
Independence that I would leave them September 29th.
On Sunday, 28th, our church buil€ling was
filled, and at both of the services I talked of the
faith that had drawn us together, and of the need
for caution and wisdom in meeting the emergencies ahead. At the close the choir sang an
extra pi'ece, "God be with you till we meet
again," after which I stood with hands extended
to be shaken by several hundred of those whose
lives were as dear to me as my own; and with
whom some years of holy fellowship had been
enjoyed. I will not undertake to tell what feelings and thoughts moved this heart and brain,
while "God bless you" was being oft repeated
and tears were falling from eyes that looked the
look .of gospel love, as the parting word was
given. In less than an hour it was· over, and in
the retirement of home my pent up feelings
found freer vent.
On Monday morning five Httle ones looked
and wept and ki•sed papa good bv, and, accompanied by my wife, who wanted to be near till
the last possible moment, I went to Kansas Citv,
where we called at the business house of Bro. J.
A. Robinson and m!'t him and th"e members of
his family, also Bro. T. W. Chatburn. Bro. Pitt
and others showed up later, and the day was
spent in talking upon and attending to several
matters of varying importance. Evening came
and with it train-leaving time. Bro. and Sr.
Thomas Hattey (the latter b~ing. my sister in a
double sense) and my half-brother, E. Devine,
cam<' down to the depot; but all this had but one
eniling, and end it did.
The sad news of the bishop's death had reached
us and none of us knew exactly what the effect
would be-whether Bro. Kelley would succeed
or a special council be called; so to avoid a possible recall from the miJ;;sionary field I took route
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for the east by way of Council Blufis, stopping at
Logan reunion to Interview the presidency.
There It was learned that everything was in excellent shape, ar.d that the wise, good bis~op had
prepared everything, so that his departure would
not cause a jar in the procedure of the church,
and I found no occasion fc;'>r delay. Upon the invitation .and request of the preRidency, however,
I remained over the following day and preached
in the evening to a large audience, with excellent liberty. If·the Herald had been a Missouri
paper, it might have characteristically left out
the little word "and" in the report it copied of
that sermon, and told the readers it was a "poweriullengthy effort." Well, the people survived,
and reported next morning and found me willing
to be forgiven. By some collusion, a scheme
had been executed by which I was made the
fortunate recipient of a fine pair of shoes and
$I 50 In money, besides the help given by the
committee. Thus I secured two new "soles" for
my hire. Everything at the reunion was in good
shape and progressing finely, and it was hard to
have to leave; but, having been so long delayed
in starting for my field of labor, I felt that in
honor I could not spare another day, even to secure so great a blessing ali that gathering promised.
On Thursday morning, as the train c.ame in
from the Bluffs, Bro. E. L. Kelley stepped off;
b\lt a simple h;md-sl:u~ke and good-bye was all
we could exchange, and it was made to do service as. a meeting and partiag salu-te, fpr. the train
started and I took the· place he had vacated
therein, and was being qutckly borne toward
Chicago.
A few hours of waiting in C.hicago, and then
aboard agaith to be landetl !")ext mo.rning in the
ole;! hatne c~ty of Toronto, where five days were
spent in visiting mother, sister and otheF rela·
tives, an4 in do.ing some necessary work, besides
p~eaching privately the "old, old story," to the
astonished ears of some who had for years been
defending my honesty, but had been in doubt
about my sanity and spiritual safety. I stood on
the outeF threshold of the house In ·which, thirtyeight Y«rars ago, I was born, and how rapidly my
busy brain did traverse the- spa!!d between the
tlien and now, I may not here tell; but as I learned
of many who had gone-some u.nder th.e blight·
lng touch of drink and _others hurled hence by
t!)e :(orce of ot,her passion,s that burn unto death,
I felt constrained to upward look ,.nd gratefull.}'
acknowledge the hand that had Jed me, and to
ren,e-.y the covenant long since made, which
pledged m1;1 to fidelity until death.
On the morning of October 9th I boarped the
Canadial) _Pacific train ari.<:f after an all dav and
night run, by w:av of Mo11treal, landed in Bostoa
the following .~orning. At the home of Bro.
an,d .Sr. l;)teffe, tormerly of St. Jo~eph, Missouri,
I found a hearty welc.ome, such as makes the
lonesom,e O:ne lill .up with cheer and. com.fort.
Bn}. Kelley, S,heehy, B.on!il and Parsons soon put
II") an appearance, and Ci>n the following qay (Saturda;y) the co11ference of the Massachusetts distri~t .conven.ed. It .lasted till Monday no~;m. The
eatire s.esslon was peaceable unto ec:1ification. I·
felt well ln taking the par-t assigned me. Since
then B~o. Kelley and myself have been to Pr,ovidence, R. I., and Fall Riv.er, Mass. At the latter place Bro. ;Kelley left me and went by boat
to·New \'ljork toloolk after -tnt-ere,sts in that r-e·p. ile wa,.s -~pail-ted by :ato. and Sr.

Bond, who have gone to make their home at
Willoughby, Ohio. In the places from whence
they go they will be missed, as we heard the
voice of lamentation in several places. At Fall
River I preached once and at Providence twice,
enjQying"liberty and seeing some results.
Of the spiritual condition of the work in these
places I can not write-let others better acquainted do that, Later I may get posted and
be able to do· them justice. I was well received
by all and found that while there was evidently
a need for toil and patience, there were also a
host of good people who will admire a faithful
administration of "law and testimony." A Fall
River I was ente.rtained by Dr. John Gilbert and
at Providence I was the· guest of Bro. and Sr.
· Wm. Blood, but visited as many others as time
and opportunity allowed. To-night, in company with Bro. F. M. Sheehy, I take my first 8ail
on the broad Atlantic, to meet with the Saints at
-Green's Landing, Maine. Expect to return
next week and continue for a time in this district.
My health was poor for a fP.w days, but is now
better, and if it so continues I hope to labor in
this field till appointed elsewhere. I hope to be
found worthy of the prayers of all who look admiringly upon the "latter day work," and in answer to those prayers "grow up unto our living
head" and take others with me.
To all Saints of this mission and elsewhere I
announce my address for some time to come as
No. I I Sarsfield Street, Boston, Mass., care F.
Steffe.
JosEPH LUFF.
SACRAMENTO, Cal., Oct. 13th.
Edttors Herald: I send you a clipping which I
know will be interesting:
"A MEXICAN RELIC,

"Among the many articles of interest In the
new Natural History Museum at Vienna, perhaps nothing has been more discussed than an·
old Mexic:an relic which Is preserved with great
care under glass.
"This relic, which is now known as -the field
badge of King Montezuma, had lain for three
hundred years in the Ambrase Collection, where
it was at first catalogued as a Moorish hat of
long, heavy, glistening green and gold feathers.
. •·OAe investigator held that it was an Indian
hat, another an Indian apron; but in 1820 it was
at la&t known to be a Mexican badge of high
rank, and through Ferdinand Hochstetter, it \'VaS
proved tQ be. the genuine field decoration of King
Montezuma, captured by Cortez in 1520, after
the ba-ttle of Otumha.
••This battle was followed by the wild flight of
the Mexicans, and the. robbing of the la.nd by
Cortez, who sent the standard and wardrobe of
the king, with much gold, to the Emperor Charles
the Fifth of Spain. The latter gave the standard
to Pope Clement VII., who sent it to Grand
Du_ke F.erdinand of Tyrol, for the Ambrase Collection.
"It is. shaped like a fan, and is made .from tail·
feathers of the bird of Paradise, which ha.ve e
gUtter like gold over their red, green and blut
colors. Th,e moths had partly destroyed it, but
ot the J.i,ve hu,odred original feathers, <i>nly forty~
on.~ we;re much injured, and' these hav.e been replaced by new ones, .and the former beauty fj;
fully restored."
At -the -&S.me time I wUI let you know that I

have visited the San Francisco union meeting.
which was had from October 3d to 5th. I wtll
not comment any on it, only to say that our official meetings should be notified at least one
month in advance, so that all may know it. The
Herald came too late with the notice, which was
appointed to begiti October 6th, while they began on the 3d, and all left for home on Monday
the 6th.
J. A. STROMBERG.
NoRTH FREEDOM, Wis., Oct. 22d.
Editor Herald:-Since leaving Excelsior, this
state, where last I wrote you, we have been having lively times. Ere concluding services there
we received notice that we could not occupy the
hall longer because we were ruining· the churches
of the-town, and they wanted at least one church
left. But we had announcements out for Saturday night and three times on Sunday, so we saw
the proprietor o~ Saturday and he gave us petmission to- finish our appointments already out,
but would not allow us to occupy longer. The
Methodists refused us their church there (the
only one in town) so we were compelled to occupy the hall ab<i>ve referred to. It was, no doubt,.
consoling as well as plea8ant for their own .mem.
hers to sit on rough planks (which answered for
1
seats in the hall) when they might have been
sitting in their own cosy church, enjoying the
same sermon. Court was in session while we
were there, which, with a dance in town every
night or two, gave us very little encouragement.
Still on their "off nights" they filled the hall.
Some few are deeply interested and may obey in
the near future.
From there we went to a large school-house
about six miles south-east and held forth with
grand succes. It was filled to overflowing almost
every night. During our meetings here we were
pleased to meet a Universalist minister from our
old home in we~ tern Iowa, who told our .congregation publicly that we . were not polygamists,
but were quite another people than the Utah
Mormons. His statement helped \IS much. Also
a young man from Plano, Illinois, told the peoplti privately that he knew Joseph Smith ;md
many of the leading men of the church; that
they practiced what they preached. These statements together with our preaching awakened
the neighborhood considerably. There are more
people at that place thinking of entering the
kingdom than any one place we have yet visited~.
But they must have time to think, so we promised to return after the holidays, wf!en we expect
to baptize a number.
At this place a Christian minister named
Marks asked us to announce meeting for him on
Sunday evening. We having previou'sly announced that we would close Sunday at three p.
m. So I remained to hear the reverend gentleman, and Bro. Pender went to fill and appointment at an Adventist Church about three miles.
,distant.
We could well guess Mr. Mark's object, he
having tried once before to destroy our work.
Jle had also, some weeks before, replied to the
Universalist referred to in the latter's absence
and, as is the Campbellite custom, told the people what the Universalist and others believed and
then tried to make others defend their doctrine
as he (the Campbellite) described it. .So Mr.
V.ad.der, the Universalist, and myself were present at J.Mr ..Marks' meeting for the &aflle c:iliject.
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As was supposed Mr. Marks attacked our doctrine, and I replied for fifteen or twenty minutes.
Then he replied for five minutes, using language
not at all becoming a minister. I asked him
then to debate the disputed points, but he began
to offer all kinds of excuses, when cries came
from the congregation; "Stand your ground."
"Don't back out." "Put up or shut up," etc.
But he would not stand his ground, but utterly
refused, giving numerous excuses which may be
considered "a little better than none" (by himself).
Having silenced the Campbellite Goliath, for
he was a presiding elder, we held forth in the
above mentioned Advent Church the balance of
that week, then attended the two-days' meeting
at Wheatville, which was alrrost a failure on account of rain.
We came to this place on the 10th inGt to attend another two-days' meeting of the district.
Rain prevented us holding services on Saturday
but Sunday we had fair congregations. We
continue here until the 24th inst., when we shall
go to conference at Valley function where we
expect to see Brn. A. H. Smith and J. J. Cornish.
After conference we shall return to Grant county.
Our address will be Beetown, Grant county, Wisconsin, until the holidays.
,
JOHN w. PET'ERSON.
OAKLEY, Kr.n., Oct. 25th.
Editors Herald:-Since my last letter to the
Herald I have been bapt,!zed and I thank my
heavenly Father with all my heart, for I have
long prayed for this and my prayers have been
heard and answered. I was baptized June 22nd
by Bro. George W. Shute. There being no branch
here he came and preached one night in the
hall to a small audience. We look for him back
some time this fall to preach again, and we hope
there will be a better turnout. I haven't heard a
Saint preach since I was baptized, but hope to
soon. I hope we may have a branch here. There
is a brother Short and family about eight miles
from here.
I know they >¥Ould like to have an
elder come, for we all love to hear the dear gos-'
pel preached in its fulness.
MRs. C. KRISTOF.
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I read his letters in the H~rald. The people in
that church are so hard to get along with. They
are ignorant of their errors. Dear Saints, pray
for the erring ones.
Across the Moniton river there has been a
good deal of preaching done, quite a number
baptized. We have been going over there anumber of times. Last August Bro. Curtis preached
there three weeks. At that time one of my
neighbors went with me and was baptized. She
is firm in the faith. I am not so lonesome now.
I think some more will join after awhile.
Last week Brn. l Kaylor and Gomer Wells
were here and preached every evening for a week.
They are young in years, also in the ministry;
but they are noble preachers of the gospel. The
people turn out to hear them. God bless them.
May they live long on the earth and do much
good. This week they are preaching in a new
place six miles south, The first of next month
Brn. Curtis and G. Wells are coming back.
Dear Saints, let us do our duty and help roll
on this great latter day work; I know it to be
the work of God. I would like to bear my testimony to the gifts and blessings of the gospel.
My prayers have been answered from time to
time. Last June I was administered to by Brn.
Curtis and Goff. I had been sickly for years and
last winter had the Ia grippe. I told Bro. Curtis
I either had to go to the doctor or be administered
to, so we choose the latter, and now I feel as well
as I ever did. I thank God for it, and also his
servants for their faith in my behalf.
GUNNEL HENNINGS.
ELMWOOD, I. T., Oct. 17th.
Editors Herald: I lost my companion September 22d. He was sick some time, but got better
and worse by times, and died very easy at last.
He requested the Saints to pray for him. We
could not get an elder nearer than one hundred
miles, so we got a doctor and did all we could
for him. He wanted the elder to preach the funeral sermon, so we sent for Bro. G. E. Deuel.
I ask an interest in your prayers that I may be
faithful in doing what is right in the sight of
God. I have ten children; the two oldest joined
the church. I request the church to pray for my
little girl. She is afflicted and has been for some
tirne.
ELLEN PLAIN.

ELLIS, Mo., Oct. r6th.
Editors Herald: I have lived in Missouri nearly two years. About a year passed away before
we had preaching done by our elders, Last FebLEES SuMMIT, Mo., Oct. 2oth.
ruary Bro. H. H. Robinson was here a week and
Editors Herald: Experience is a great lesson,
preached about every evening. Owing to bad
and what little I have had strengthens me in the
weather the people did not turn out very good.
latter day cause. Precept and line upon line
In the latter part of June Bro. E. Curtis of Harshow plainly that It is the work of that Supreme
risonville and Bro. G. Wells of Knobnoster made
Being, and he holds it in the palm of his hand;
us a visit and preached five nights. The weathis not only my own testimony, but that of those
er was very warm, but the people turned out.
that have stood the storm of persecution for
They liked our doctrine were it not for the name
many years and still have the same desire to pass
of Joseph Smith.
onward for the prize which lies at the end of the
I must not forget to tell that we came from
race.
Utah. The people will have it that we are Utah ,
It is encouraging to me to think that while only
Mormons, although I have been trying to tell
two years ago there were only Bro. W. H. Kelley
them the difference between the churches. They
and his wife, I made the step by diligent labor
seem to think we have come back here to teach
of those holding the right to preach the werd,
and practice polygamy. I thank my Father in
God has added to our number until there are sixheaven that my understanding was opened so
teen. With pleasure l beheld my companion
that I could see that wicked practice of polygacome· out of Babylon and enter the waters of
my was wrong and not pleasing in the sight of • baptism for the remission of sins. I hope to
God; for that cause I !eft Utah; did not like to
continue in the one faith and stand in my feeble
ra!,se rny children there. It is a, hard field to laway for. tqe cause to establish Zjon ....
.
c. DEPUY.
bor in, and I feel sorry for Bro. Anthony when
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TALMAGE AS A REFORMER.
THE great word painter of the century
draws the focus of his imaginative mind
on the social evils of modern society and
converses like one acquainted with many
of the details of moral wrongs, foibles and
vices of society in high life and low, and
groups them as only a master mind can;
then applying the electric force of sharp
reproof, explodes the "kid- glove, patentleather" baubles of aristocracy as well as
the debasing infatuation of the "dives"
with his "social dynamic" battery. But
he is somewhat at •ea, and fires at long
range, and notwithstanding the wonderful length of hiR popular prejudice bayonet,
:md hardened bullets of sectarian animosity, his missiles fall short of his imaginative
foe. Hear him: "God and civilization
demand of the political parties of this ( 1890
-the date of his work "Soci:;l Dynamite")
day a plank anti-Mormonistic."
Was it a want of Christian charity that
induced him to use the term "Mormoni3tic" rather than polygamic, and thus
honor the efforts of twenty-five thousand
honest men and women who have done
more to abolish the crying evil than all the
kid-~loved orthodox ministry of Christendom combined?
Is it possible that he
whose god-given powers stand so high in
the popular favor has not been able to distinguish between the true and the false in
this age of rostrum, pen and peers? Or
is he still tracing the groove into which
his Presbyterian predecessor, "Sashiel
Woods" led his sixteen orthodox fellow
preachers-followers of the Lord (?Yaway
back irt the thirties, (God save the mark,)
and in counsel with fifteen soldiers (men
of blood) decided that "~nything shorter
than bayonets, anything softer than bullets could never cure the moral 'cancer' of
Mormonism?" Surely he has not widened,
but evidently has deepened the groove so
that he cannot "see when good cometh,"
or he would not have written in this vear
of our Lord 189o, that "The great ~on
ster sits between the two mountains-the
Rockv mountains and the Sierra Nevadas
-sits' in defiance and mockery. Sometimes holding its sides with uncontrollable
mirth at our national impotency."
Now we have it, his estimate of the
majesty and potency of his country, its
rulers and her laws. Or h11s he dug his
groove so deep that he could not read the
declared fact of the polygamous leaders
last spring,-1890:
"Four hundred of
our best men are languishing in prisons,
and four hundred more in banishment for
their religion?" Aye, and if his groove ts
not yet too deep, or if he will but look
above his prejudice, he can see the potency
of a country discovered, established and
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perpetuated by a prayer answering Lord, i
that made and executed laws on the basis
of a common brotherhood, Christian tolerance and patient humanity, to be sufficient-·
Iy potent to revoke franchises, establish
receivers of church property; annui emigration regulations and funds; and impose
fiHes, and execute judgment, as well as to
induce the votaries of the condemned
practices to seek asylums for resting places
beyond the jurisdiction of the nation's
domain.
This seems to be the popular verdict;
and if it is not true, the burden of the
proof rests with the objector-T. Dewitt
Talmage. And lam under the impression
that instead of ''holding their sides with
uncontrollable mirth," they are contemplating sorrowfully the downfall of their idolatrous institution, and that instead of "shipload after ship-load," the "hundreds and
thousands" to reach. the "great moral lazaretta" the number would be reduced to a
minimum minority; for at the death of the
leaders in 1844 of the two hundred thousand then members, but a minority reached
Utah; and six years later the official census represented but twenty thousand membership, including all foreign accessions.
Forty years more are added to the scale
of time and the census is given as only
one hundred and forty-three thou~and including the aggregated installments of
monthly, yearly, or decade addifions after
"ship-loads," "hundreds and thousands,"
"regurgitated" and sent forward. It seems
as though this "surgery of the sword"
prescription, if literal, ought to belong to
the day of the crusader, or at least, not
later than the Mexican conquest, that pe~
riod when the priest was asked by the
native king whereohe got his religion, and
answered, "In this book."
~'Let me see it," said the Inca.
The book was handed him, he examined
it page by page, but saw nothing for him,
then held it to his ear, and dashing it from
him exclaimed, "It says nothing to me."
The incensed priest shouted to the soldiery; "See how the word God is spurned.
On, ChJistian soldiers, and extirpate the
heathen dogs.'!
That was a "surgery of the sword" prescription. Does history repeat itself?
Let us turn a page and see what k.ind qf
a legacy has been handed down to the
clergy of this generation by the maternity
of orthodoxy, and whether the great leading' mind of modern orthodox theology
has received and accepted the legacy as an
honored gift from parent to posterity, lis-.
ten,-" We want some great political party
in some strong and unmistakable plank to
declare that it will extirpate heroically
and immediately this great harm of the
American continent."
Yes! extirpate the dogs. That was
the priests order. "Heroically?" Yes,
with fire and sword. Yes, turn out "Phil.
Sheridan with his sword, bayonets and
firelocks, punish without distinction of age,
sex, innocence or guilt.
Yes, indeed, the legacy of sectarian
dominance has been carefully transmitted·
from the Alma Matef through the crusades against the "Infidel Turks," "Heri-

tics of the Reformation," "Inquisitions,"
"Conquest of Mexico," "Extirpation of
Quakers," "Burning of Witches," the
''Bogard and Sashiel Woods of the pioneer
days of Missouri and the murder at Carthage, Illinois. Yes, the flame burns brightly in the daughtfrs as we hear the derrwnd
made for "little Phil's" (or his successor(?)
in office). But halt! Napoleon Bonaparte
vanquished the inquisition; Garibaldi
opened the war at the very threshold of
the Vatican, which eventually overthrew
the power of the priestly papacy t<:> make
war on heretics. Thus we see that men of
blood are not reliable stock to execute the
wrath of a vindictive clergy.
When seventeen preachers decreed the
"surgery of the sword" as the "heroic"
means of "extirpating the moral cancer,"
Mormonism, the fift!'en soldiers that composed the minority of that council revolted
at the proposed coldblooded murder, and
their commander, though a profane man,
with the name of God on his lips swore
that he would not share the disgrace of so
vile ari act. Fifty years of onward progress have gone into the shadows of the
past; parties have risen and fallen, but
none that have risen into prominence have
developed the painful "surgery of the
sword" for smoothing the uneven places
of social life as a substitute for legislative
and judicial enactments and enforcements
of the law.
·Why does this giant of theological literature not content himself with misrepresenting the "potency" of the grandest
government on earth?
Why a~sume to
sit in judgment on the executive acts of its
magistrates? Hear him once more, "James
Buchanan, a much abused man of his day,
did more for the extirpation of this villainy
than all the subsequent administrations
have dared to do." He "sent out an army
and although it was halted, still he accomplished more than subsequent administrations." (See Social Dynamite, p. 125.) 0,
mirible dictu I Yes, J ohnsori was sent
and halted; his stock stampeded; camp
broken up, and his men left to fa_ce privatiom in an enemy's country with untold
sufferings and winter af>proaching- far
short of their destination.
Nothing was
gained but a bill of expense for the government to bear. Abraham Lincoln .sent
General Connor to Utah.
He did not
halt but got there; built camp Douglas
and planted his cannon where it would not
only command the residence of Brigham,
but the entire city of Salt Lake and staid
there so long as the government desired.
Through his protecting influence men and
women were enabled to leave that sink of
thralldom and reach the states in safety;
large bodies of them being escorted beyond
the danger point on their way to the states
by the strong arm of .the soldiery. Thus
Lincoln opened the way and established
what Buchanan did not, could not, a way
of escape, protection and enforcement of
respect for the nation's decrees. President
Arthur took up the mace ·where Lincoln
• and Grant left it and placed docume11ts in
the hands of the judical committee of con'gress to' enable therri tci prepare a bill more
rigid than betore. . Cleveland did his par.t
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and Harrison has relaxed nothing in the
di,charge of his duty il). ridding ihe nation
of the tenacious incubus. Nor is Grant to
be passed in silence in that part of his duty
toward Utah.
I have written the foregoing not in spleen,
nor in a ,p]rit of inarpreci'ltion Of the herculean efforts put forth by the great moralist of the age. He makes many. grand hits,
and his book is worthy of perusal; but
when I read his chapter on Mormonism
the absurdities in the particulars referred
to seemed so glaring that I could not resist the desire to review them; and crude
and hastily thrown together though these
thoughts may be, I submit them for inspection of your readers.
joHN

D.

BENNETT.

AVENUE CrTY, Mo., Oct 2nd.

THOUGHTS ON PROPHETS AND
NEW REVELATION.-No. IlL
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

IF a spirit of one quality can dwell in one
man, or a number of men, a spirit of another quality can.
If the Spirit of God
can dwell in man, the spirit of the evil one
can, but not at the same time that the
Spirit of God is there; so ~ays the word:
"And he said ;.mto them, When the un. clean spirit is gone out of a man he walketh
through dry places, seeking rest, and finding none; but when a man speaketh
against the Holy Ghost, then he says, I
will return into my house from whence I
came out; and when he is come he findeth
him empty, swept and garnished; for the
good Spirit leaveth him unto himself." ·
We do not opine that the enemy would
seek to enter or carry away the whole
church of God at one sweep by his deceptions; no, he is too skillful a general for
that, for he knows that would thwart his
purposes. He knows that the light of God
in the church turned· onto his specious purposes would frustrate his design.
He would seek first to represent himself
as an angel of light, and by degrees, llnd
on those who by tram;gression had c:msed
the Spirit of God to take its flight. Then
his inferior light would not be in so much
danger of being detected. He would thus
enter the integral or individual portion of
the temple, making them believe that his
light or power they had received was of
God; and that they had received some
wonderful manifestation which would
cause them to arrogate wisdom above that
which is written, and seek to induct others
into the mystery, and thus they would be
turned unto vain babblings and janglings,
as Paul speaks of some in his day who had
made shipwreck of their faith; being tured
therefrom by the teachings of Hymeneus
and Philetus.-2 Tim. 2: 16-18.
Paul s11id that in the year 52 "The. mystery of iniquity doth already work." The
author of this iniquity that would sit in the
temple of God, etc., bad, it appears, already
commenced that work of apostasy; .creeping into the church of God, deceiving ~orne,
and by them deceiving others, until in the
years 56 to 6I-the years Paul wrote 'his
letters to Timothy..::.:...many had made "shipwreck of their faith. It is recorded in
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Acts 19: 10, "So that all they which dwelt the first age (century) of Christianity, or suffered martyrdom-Peter being the last
in Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus, for the establishment of the church, and to suffer in the year 67, at which time
both Jews and Gentiles."
In the z6th then they were no longer needed. They Paul was beheaded, so that there would be
verse it says: "Moreover ye see and hear, thus virtually acknowledge that we need a place for Paul and others. Andronicus
that not alone at Ephesus, but almost not look in church history for such officials. and Junia were numbered among the
throughout all Asia, this Paul hath per- But ·why they should say that the order of apostles, Rom. 16: 7·
suaded, and turned away much people, say- church government, or in other words the
They would not have been called to be
ing that they be no gods which are made church of God, composed of such members apostles unless vacancies had occurred.
with hands."
that Bod placed there according to I Cor. Twelve was the number that Jesus thought
Here we perceive that all who dwelt in 12: 28, was only given for the establish- sufficient to occupy that position at one
Asia had heard the word of the Lord Je- ment of the church and after that was no time. The evidence of succession may be
sus, through the preaching of Paul and his longer needed, when they were compo- considered meagre, but sufficient has been
colahorers, and also that almost all Asia nent parts of the church and could not be recorded to establish the fact.
had been turned from their idolatry to the removed without destroying the church,is
·There must have been a succession of
worship of the living God.
This must a problem that any honest minded biblical apostles up to the years 94 or 96, when
have been some time prior to 6r, the year student can not solve in any other way John wrote the Apocal~pse, for in the
Paul wrote his secon•i letter to Timothy. (God never having revealed a change in message the Savior sent by him to Ephesus
But how soon and with what rapid strides the church organizatio"n) than that they -one of the seven churches-it was dethe author of the mystery of iniquity must find their churches built in di~agreement clared that "Thou hast tried them which
have entered the temple of God to deceive with that which God built; and they are say they are apostles, and are not, and hast
and lead astray all Asia, for Paul declares driven to the necessity of saying that such found them liars."-Rev. 2: z. It is eviin 2 Tim. 1-15, "This thou knowest that form or order of the church is no longer dent, to the writer, that if there was to
all they which are in Asia be turned away needed.
have been no apostles in the church at this
from me!"
Not one iota of evidence between the time no man or set of men would have
In 33 years (A. D. 94) :~fter this declaralids of the old and new testament can be presumed to try to palm themselves off as
tion, or to use the words of Elder 0. Pratt found to prove their position; but to the apostles; because they, having the least
as found in his B-::>ok of Tracts, page 19, contrary, as long as the people of God are claim to sanity, would know it would be
"Near the close of the first century the imperfect, such a church government will worse than folly, for they could not acapostasy had become so universal, that be needed; as long as the work of the complish any ~uch thing; neither would
only seven churches throughout all Asia, mini!'try (preaching the gospel and other the church at Ephesus have tried them to
Africa and Europe [and at that time these duties connected therewith) is necessary, see if they were genuine apostles if there.
continents were considered as the whole apostles and prophets, etc., are needed; so were no genuine ones in the church. False
world, to those on the Eastern hemis- long as the Saints have not come up "to apostles must know that there are true
phere. E. S.] were considered worthy of the mea!'<ure of the stature of the fulness of ones; they would never attempt to counbeing either reproved or blessed by the Christ"(Eph. 4: 13),the church as organized terfeit that which did not exist.
voice of revelation, and even these seven by God will be needed; and we think that
We have no record of the continuation
were so corrupted by the doctrine of the none, professor or non-professor of relig- of the full apostolic form of church govNicolaitans, and of B::llaam; by the forni- ion, clergy or laity, will have the hardi- ernment later than this date (96). Indeed
cations of Tezebel, and by losing 'their first hood to say that they have arrived or can Dr. Mosheim says that such order of govlove' and becoming 'neither cold nor hot,' arrive in this life to that stature. Conse- ernment suffered repeated changes in each
that the Almighty considered them, with quently as long as this probationary state S\\cceeding century, until in the fourth cenvery few exceptions, as dead; and threat- shall last, the church of God will consist of tury, "there remained no more than a
mere shadow of the ancient government
ened to 'spue them out of his mouth,' to all these members he placed in it.
cast them 'into great tribulation,' and 'kill
Men may corrupt the church of God, as of the church left." See C. H., vol. x, p.
107. To trace the history of all the
their children with death,' to 'fight against history shows they have done, and may do
them with the sword of his mouth,' and to away with such organization and call that changes in church government until it is
'remove their candlestick,' or church, 'out established by them the church of God; lost sight of altogether, with the Pagan
because God has given man his :Jgency to superstitious rights and ceremonies introof its place.' "
We have seen that Paul predicted that choose good or evil in his probation; but duced, "0rigenism, worshipping imag-es
there should he a departure from the faith, dark indeed must be the mind that would [which God even forbade the Jews to do],
using salt at the administration of baptism,
caused by "the son of perdition," or tbe sav it was God's church.
·The new testament history proves that incense, use of the cross, invoking saints,
author of the mystery of iniquity; that he
had, in the year 52, already commenced it was the intention of God to fill up the carrying a block of wood in the pocket
his work of iniquity. Paul also predicted quorum of the twelve apostles, as fast as. taken from the cross of some martyr pretending that it possessed some divine propin 2 Tim. 3: 3 that "evil men and seducers they deceased, so long as the church reshould wax worse and worse, deceiving mained pure before him. Jesus ordained erties, running about the country with a
and being deceived." We have seen this twelve. Judas deceased and Matthias was bone and ashes of some saint, professing to
prediction fulfilled until only seven church- chosen and ordained to fill the vacancy. perform great exploits with it, strolling
es in all the world, at the end of the first "James the great, and brother of John, through the country in search of the tombs
century, were found worthy of beir.g re- after having preached the gospel in many and graves of martyrs, performing pilgrimproved or blessed by the voice of revela- different parts, returned to Jerusalem, ages, ridiculous ceremonies in saying mass,
tion.
This ends the scriptural history where he was slain in the year 43, in that lighting of wax tapers, celibacy of the
which reaches down only to the first cen- dreaJful persecution under Herod Agrip- clergy; besides many other superstitions
equally ridiculous,'' all conspire to show
tury. For the account
the progression pa."
of this apostasy, and the revealing of the
Barnabas and Paul were ordained apos- that the man of sin, the son of perdition,
man of sin, we are indebted to church his- tles. The word does not state whose places had entered into the temple, or church of
torians.
We have no history that the they filled, hut here is one vacancy by the God; had deceived and led them from
writer has seen which states that apostles death of James. "0 yes," say our Christ- their rightful service and worship of their
were continued in the church after the ian friends, "we must find a place for God, destroyed the form of church governfirst century.
Paul. He was the great apostle to the ment and introduced an entirelv different
It is the unanimous cry of professing Gentiles." But stop!
Barnabas' name one. He thinned the ranks of t"he church
Christians- in attempting to defend the was called by the Holy Gho~>t before by causing contentions and divisions to
order of church government to which they Paul's, Acts 13th. We have the quo- arise, instigating men to teach "perverse
belong, and apologize for not having apos- rum filled again, what must become things to draw away disciples after them"
tles, prophets, etc., in their church organi- of Paul? History records that all of the in fulfillment of Paul's prediction, Acts
zatioJ:ls-,.,that those officers were only for and~nt twelve e'l.-:cept John the Revelator so: s9, go, and established heretical sects
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that continually harassed the church and from that position. They ·have separated
curtailed its numbers.
He also thinned from her, and declare her to be the woman
their numbers by causing the violent of the that John saw sitting on the scarlet colorearth (the Roman Emperors) in fulfillment ed beast, for they apply the names to het
of the Savior's prediction, "the kingdom that John applied to the woman, namely,
of heaven suffereth violence," etc., to wage ''Mystery Babylon the great, the mother
ten general persecutions in four successive of harlots, and abominations of the earth."
centuries, some of them lasting for years, We need not then, to them, proceed furdrenching the Roman empire with the ther in trying to prove what is already acblood of Christians, until the time that one knowledged.
of the emperors, Constantine by name,
We ask, where did Luther, Calvin, l{ing
professed conversion to the Christian faith Henry the Eighth and other dissenters
(we think it was not much of a transition, from the Papal church receive their au- '
for the worship was very much after that thority to organize their different churchwhich he had been used to, even Pagan es, and to preach or administer in any of
rites and ceremonies), and then of course the ordinances of the gospel? They could
Pagan Rome ceased to persecute and be- not have received that authority from God,·
came the defender.
for they as well as the mother from
· It is said that this emperor "favored the whence they sprang deny there has been
Christians, promoted the bishops, and to a communication from God for seventeen
certain extent united church and state, hundred years and upwards. All the auplaced himself at the head of the church; thority they have must be a~sumed, or deBut
or rather usurped the right of convoking rived from the Catholic Church.
councils, presiding in them and regulating they l:ave called her the mother of harin part the affa1rs of the church."
lots &c.
"A corrupt tree cannot bring
Either make the tree
Reader, does it not look as though that, forth good fruit,
about this time, the vision of the revelator good and its fruit good, or else make the
{17th chapter) was about to be fulfilled, tree corrupt and its fruit corrupt; for the
ot a woman arrayed in scarlet and purple tree is known by its fruit,'' says the Savior.
&c. &c., sitting upon a scarlet colored Applying this rule, if the Catholic Church
beast, full of names of blasphemy, having is corrupt, it cannot give pure authority.
seven heads and ten horns, a"' the beast On the other hand, if the Protestants
representing the Roman Empire is said to claim that the authority is good, they virhave? If it was not fulfilled in this in- tually assert that. the power that gave it
stance, it certainly must have been when is also good.
If the Catholics hold auBoniface the fhird, begged of the Emper- thori'ty they must be the true church, and
or Phocas and obtained the title of ecu- the Protestants must be apostates; but if
menical, or universal bishop.
Certainly the Catholics are not the true church, they
the act acknowledged the superiority of can have no authority themselves, and
the secular power of. Phocas, and hence therefore could not impart it to others.
betrays the fact that the Papal woman, or From the days of the reformers till now,
church, was being upheld, or carried by the Protestant churches, and all the disthe beast, pagan Rome.
senters therefrom (having multiplied diMosheim has said that the ancient form visions in church organizations) have folof church government was lost, and the lowed in the footsteps of their predecespractice of those professing to be the fol- sors, denying new revelation; hence canlowers of Christ was anything but what not have received authority from God to
they professed.
We here· see that the act in preaching the gospel or in establishposition of head of the church, or ecu- ing church organizations. The only chanmenical bishop,-assumed by the first Pope nel through which they could, according
of Rome-or the power or authority to to their belief, receive authority, they conact in that position, came from man;- demn as corrupt; therefore they are withPhocas the Roman Emperor.
If from out authority, and are going-to use a vulman it is not from God, consequently the gar expression-on their own hook. And
popes of Rome do not preside over the as "a tree is known by its fruit," so the
church of God, but must preside over a w.ork of man is known by its fruits, as
church of man's organization. And when made manifest in all ages, whether in rewe. read that, ''God hath set in the [His] ligious or political transactions, by contenchurch first apostles, secondarily prophets, tions and divisions.
thirdly teachers" &c., and then see a church
The work of the Lord tends to unity.
arise with, first pope, secondarily cardi- Paul exhorts the Ephesian saints to "ennals, &c. &c., a different form altogether, deavor to keep the unity of the Spirit in
we see a plain departure from God's the bond of peace. In one body and one
church, and the establishing of one by spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of
man; and hence the inspiration that caused ·your calling-. One Lord, one faith, one
the establishment of the latter must have baptism. One God and Father of all, who
come from the one that "sat in the temple is above all, and through all, and in you
of God," deceiving the people of God, and all." That one body, Paul says, ag-reeing
has led them step by step in the downward with what he says in I Cor. 12: 28, conpath of apostasy, until he has accomplish- sists of "apostles and prophets, evangelists,
ed the complete falling away predicted by pastors and teachers" &c., and is "for the
Paul.
perfecting of the saints, for the . work of
If the Protestant world believed that the t~1e ministry, for the edifying of the body
church of Rome was a continuation of the of Christ," and is to last "till we (the peo•
apostolic one, they certainly by act, as well ple of God) in the unity of the faith, ail
as word, manifested that she had fallen come to a k.n~wledge of the. Son of God,

unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fulness of Christ."
He further says that this one body {not
many) was established for the purpose of
preserving the people of God from being,
"carried about by every wind of doctrine;
by the sleight of men and cunning craftiness whereby they lie in wait to deceive."
Now if the people of God had not suffered the evil one to lead them astrav from
the pure faith, no matter if the original
twelve apostles had sacrificed their lives to
preach the truth, others would have been
called and ordained to fill their places-and
also in every other quorum of the church
-as fast as they deceased; their places
would have been filled by men called by
new revelation; and the distractions and
divisions that have obtained through apostasy would not have been known, and
hence the thousand and one different
church organizations and the consequent
winds of doctrine would not have had
place upon the earth.
But the present state of things was
clearly portrayed by the spirit of prophecy. It,.was seen that the Gentiles would
depart from the precepts of the kingdom,
and consequently the kingdom would be
taken from them also.
Paul exhorted
Timothy to "preach the word, to be instant in season, to reprove, rebuke, exhort
with all longsuffering and doctrine;" saying, "For the time will come when they
will not endure sound doctrine, but after
their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers having itching ears; and
they shall turn th~ir ears from· the. truth,
and shall be turned unto fables."-2 Tim.
4th chapter.
The professing Christian
world, having denied the necessity of new
revelation, for lo, these many centurie&,
must have acted without God; and consequently according to their own desires, or
lusts, have chosen for themselves their own
teachers, and being so long a time as sev·enteen centuries and upward, have "heaped to themselves teachers; and those teachers not being called of God, would. not
preach God's doctrine. But having itching ears-for the praise of those who
heaped, or called or hired them, have·
preached just such smooth things as those
that hired them delighted to hear; and
not delighting in sound doctrine - indeed they cannot endure .it-their minds
have been turned from that unto fables.
The~sound doctrine that they have turned from, and cannot endure, is the doctrine
of Christ, whicr. if any man transgress and
abide not in, he hath not God; which jf
he abide in that doctrine, he hath both the
Father and the $on.-(See 2 John 9). It
is here stated plainly, and needs no comment; that they who cannot endure sound
doctrine, even that of Christ, have no relationship with the Father and the Son, no
matter how loud their claims.
(To be continued.)

No one need be wtthout.an interest in life while
there Is a human soul to love or a body to comfort,. a new tact to learn or a new beauty to admire.
To Milton
owe "The paradise if fools," "A
wilderness of sweets," and "Moping melAnch,oly
and moonstruck madness.
Hope is the las.t thing that .dies in man..

we
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,~A !ways write the Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
, If you have anything to say to the Edit'lr, or something
;ron wish published, no NoT write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is l'lusiness, and JltiJsT BE
done in a business-like manner.

SWEARING.

IN' this offensive and singularly useless
habit the English speaking people seem to
outrank all others. It is not because their
language is weak and nerveless, needing
these expletives to give it force, for in terseness, directness and vigor the Anglo Saxon
tongue is not equalled. Aoart from its
wickedness, the custom is the ~ost needless,
foolish and indefensible that can be conceived. It has in it no element that can
possibly justify or commend it. It is a
matter of congratulation that it has been
indignantly driven from intelligent andrefined society. The man who ventures to
indulg~ in profanity in the presence of
ladies will soon realize that such boorishness and lack of decency will notoe tolerated. It is not a mark of gentility, of independence or refinement. It .does not g·ive
force or emphasis to any statement. The
man who calls down a terrible imprecation
on himself if his declaration is not true is
not the first to be believed.
The truth
needs no such profane enforcement. It is
not an evidence of courage. The bravery
that must be fortified by blustering and
profane bravado is the first to cower in the
face of reai danger. It is a fact that as we
descend lower and lower in the scale of intelligence and morality, profanity increa-;;es.
For real scintillating, picturesque swearing the half idiot can usually excel all his
fellows.
The habit is noticeable in that interesting
and critical time of life that may be termed
the veal period when the boy is making
grotesque efforts to appear like a man.
Yet the boy you would respect, the boy
you· would trust, the boy to whom you
would give a responsible position, the boy
you would commend to others is not the
one who glibly desecrates sacred names. It
is a coarse, offensive habit indicating bad
breeding and bad manners. It may have
been acquired by unfortunate association
and not prove any special depravity of
heart as the avoidance of it does not,al ways
indicate high morality. But it is a bad
habit and not consistent with the culture and
refinement that should btlong to a gentleman.-Sel.
AGAINST THE TRJNITY.

IN a sermon at Central Music hall, Chicago, Prof. David Swing took strong
grounds against the trinity, or god-head,
of the orthodox church.
He said that
everything m Christianity and in science
must in the end be in unity with one God
-one creator.
All the old races had an array of deities.
There was in the olden time no reptile,
fish, animal, or man so poor but that he
bad close by a divine friend. The Hindoo
world once boasted that it possessed wo,-

ooo,ooo gods;
It was not the lack of '
quantity of gods· that ruined the early re- .II
ligions, but the quality.
It can not be
said that it was a moral calamity in those '
.days to have so many deities, but rather an
intellectual blunder.
In Solomon's time
wisdom was personified into a goddess. ~
She sat at all the gates to speak to every
young man who went out.
She was the
god of truth. According to the Catholics
the Virgin Mary has always been in a
greater or less degree a god. The saints
of that church sing praises to her to this
day.
This belief largely comes from the
idea that God has agents everywhere. The
invocation of saints, however, is fading
· away in the Roman church.
Moder.n
thought is having- its influence there as it
has had in the Protestant church, but probably more secretly.
Protestants have
really loved saints as much as Catholics,
but they have made more progress. The
time is when the world is looking beyond
these sainted blossoms. Those things that
have stood so long between mankind and
the creator thereof are being and must be
destroyed by modern thought. Protestantism is only a progress. It is the opening, but not the closing, of a new period.
The Calvinists were modified by the Methodist brethren, and now the Calvinists are
modifying themselves.
The world has a tendency toward a better truth. As the artist is dissatisfied with
the beauty he found yesterday and is trying to improve on it today, so the human
world is looking for rlew and better facts.
There was a time, not very long ago, when
woman was considered inferior to man.
The world now is demanding that if an
inferiority exists it be defined. The Indian's squaw and the ancient husband's slave
are not creatures of the modern world.
The black man has always been regarded
as belo'nging to an inferior race, but this
age is also oemanding that this inferiority
be defined. The world is becoming more
critical in its acceptance of truths, and thev
rr.ust stand the tests of science and of God
before they are received. As a man who
is ushered into the society of scholars is
careful of hi~ grammar and his manners,
so the modern age is careful of the religions it adopts.
Those things which orthodoxy has been
pleased to call holy ghost and holy spirit
have long been :'lllowed to stand so as not
to destroy the dogma of the trinity. According to the orthodox idea the spirit is
an omnipresent body of some sort-a material something-. Thus a certain theology
has been saved but a great truth lost. In
the old Greek testament there was only
one word for spirit, and that meant air or
breath. It differed from a body in that it
had no weight, was a marvE>lous traveler,
lived in vacant houses, and could exist anywhere. Thus what in the Greek was a
passing wind in the Anglo-Saxon bas passed into a ghost.
The word ghost never
was expressive of anything pleasant, but
directly the opposite.
In the Greek the
word spirit never implied a storm or even
a rapid wind, but rather a great outgoing
air. It might be likened unto a deeply
breathing soul. The crowned heads and
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sceptered han_ds of paganism were local,
but the spirit could go everywhere and be
a real body full of power.
Thus the diyinity o~ the pagan god was destroyed by
tts ommpresence.
The people erred in _
not knowing what a spirit was;
In the
old testament God's spirit was said to move
on the tops of the mulberry trees when
there was to be a great battle.
In our
age all such potencies fall and all Images
expir~.
The fire-worshiper, the god of
the wlnd, and all such find a grave in the
modern intellect.
God is still here.
This great truth remains.
The trinity should never have
been formulated. At its best it never was
anything but a beautiful figure of religion.
However men may have differed in their
religious tendencies there should never
have been any duality in God and the holy
spirit.
It was only an effort of the early
Christians to have their god always near
them.
God was on the throne, but his
spirit could exi~t throughout the world.
It would have been just as well
to have made a god with four heads
-the spirit of truth could have been
used for one of the heads. The modern
world will not allow its god to be divided up in such a way by prophetic p(letry.
We of this day believe in God, but
what are we to think of the holy spirit?
It is simply God's breath all outpoured on
humanity like a flood of light; that is all.
The human heart is never satisfied; it always needs a friend close by-a divine influence. It is no more reasonable that
God sJ-.ould have three heads than it would
be to make .two roses of one by making
one rose of tts form and size and another
of its color and t?erfume.
God's spirit is
that delicate-moving, mysterious air that
will envelop our planet forever.
This
gentle zephyr of God's influence comes to
every man's window whether it be bv the
palm-tree of the south or under the northern pine, but it will always be that vast,
indescribable, and invisible outpouring of
man's God without crown or diadem, and
all things will be encompassed in the
strange arms of this spirit.
God has a
universal presence which is the prolific
source of all good and the rich reward of
all religion.- Chicago 7 imes, Nov. II,
I889.
RATHER DISCOURAGING.

THE fact may not be very palatable but
fact it is, that the Presbyterian Mis~ion has
been at work in this City for nearly ten
years and up to date not more than one
conversion has beE>n effected.
Whether
this is clue to the incompetency of the missionaries, the natural cussednE>ss of the people, or some fundamental error in the
Prestyterian doctrine, it is difficult to tell,
but as none are willing to admit the delinquency, and not feeling prepared ourself
to express a::~ opinion in the premises, we
are willing to accept the idea that all conspire to bring about the somewhat discouraging- result.
If the missionaries were
abler, the people better and the doctrines
absolutely indisputable, it is reasonable to
pr(!sume that conversions would be much
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REDFIELD.-At Ashland, Nebraska, July rgth, i
more frequent and a great deal more perProspectus of Autumn Leaves .
r8go, t9 Will and Sr. Sarah E. Redfield, a son;
manent.
FOR r8gr.
blessed October 26th, 1890, at Nebraska City,
With no intention of locating the blame, Nebraska, by Elders R. M. Elvin, C. H. Porter
j IN order to largely increase our circulation for
we believe that the circumstances justify and W. M. Self, and named Jay Albert.
the coming year and also as a testimonial of oui:
the assertion that blame exists, and before
DIED.
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishmuch headway can be made that blame
SHEPARD.- Wiley, son of Bro. James and Sr.
will have to be removed.
Why it is we Julia Shepard, born July 5th, r883, died Septem- ing the magazine, we have made arrangements
do not pretend to say, but that it is so is ber roth, r8go, aged 7 years, 2 months and 5 days. for presenting each subscriber with an elegant
true, that five years ago the mission in this He died from whooping cough and Inflammation ij Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
the bowels. He was a twin. A loved pair to
city was in a much more flourishing con- of
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framus was given, but God called one to dwell in
dition than it is to-day. We. do not refer heaven.
1 ing, taken from a plat!) made expressly for us,
to the .actual membership but to the life and
BAGGs.-On October 3d, r8go, Ina Mary Baggs,
and will be worth double the subscription price
activity it manifested and the general in- aged 66 years. She was a good neighbor,. a be- of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
fluence it wielded. Then practicaliy under liever in the gospel. Funeral sermon by Elder
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
the auspices of the Presbyterian Mission, E. L. Kelley, October 27th.
LEAVES.
EnWARDS.-On October sth, r8go, Dora May,
the Musical and Literary Society was· in a
TERMS.
daughter of Sr. Lizzie and Mr. J. D Edflourishing condition with a membership of infant
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
wards; at the home of her grandparents, Bro.
about one hundred; now it is dead, root Geo. C. and Sr. Nannie Giffc~rd of Senior, Bexar following conditions are necessary. Send .in
and branch. Then every Saturday eve- county, Texas. Our little darling was born June advance $r.so, the regular subscription price of
ning the Presbyterian chapel was crowded 2oth, r8go, was blessed by Elder J. A. Currie Jr., the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
with an attentive and interested congre- september 14th. She was very dear to us all, the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
the darling of our household, and it was a very
g·ation, which gtadually, but surely was ' great trial to baby's mamma to give up her first can not send the engraving except where paybeing drawn nearer and nearer. to the and only child, but her love and tender care ment is made in advance. Not wishing, howchurch; now that congregation is scattered could not always shield her darling from the ills ever, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
and rapidly wandering away.
It is true of life; but the loving arms of Jesus can. Our send
in advance, we will send the magazine
the mission has made a laudable effort to babe is safe in the tender Shepherd's care.
without the EngraVtnf[, if they will notify the
establish a Woman's Christian Temperoffice that they wish it continued.
SPECIAL TO HOPE PATRONS.
ance Union society, hut it has not met with
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
that measure of success· it deserves, and, we
All subscribers to the HoPE are especially requested
We can not send out the first numbers of the
fear never will. Everytlling points to the to notice the labels on their papers and promptly pay
volume without knowing whether you wish the
fact that the mission is not prospering; that the amount due the Herald office. Please notice the entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
something needs regene.rating; that a rad- date on your label and if you are in arrears give it early loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these· numbers can not get them because
ical change must come; or the mission will attention, as the HoPE will soon be enlarged and all we
have furnished them to those who fail toremoney
due
Ls needed at once. Those in arrears will be
practically cease to exist. Malad (Idaho)
new their subscriptions or to return the maga,
'tl

II

discontinued from the list after the first number of the
enlarged iRsue
If your label reads 29th August '90, it means that your
subscription expired on that date, etc.
It is hoped that no delinquent subscriber will· fail to
heed this request. We want the new, enlarged HoPE to
make a good start with a clean sheet of paid up subscribers, and new ones added as fast as possible.

Enterprise-

NOTICES.
The persons baptized by me at the Logan Reunion who have not recived certificates of baptism are requested to send metheir address that
I may send them their certificates.
H. N. HANSEN,
.
Weston, Pottawattamie Co., Iowa.

BY ORDER OF HERA.LD OFFICE.

All parties coming over the Milwaukee rail
road to attend the quarterly conference of the
Galland's Grove district, to be held at Dow City,
Iowa, November 21st to 23d, wlll be met at Arion
with conveyance, if they will notify Bro. J. M.
Baker, at Dow City, Iowa.
.
A H. Runn, Branch Clerk.

THE MINISTRY.
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it wlll prevent
mistakes if you wlll notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an .eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
r8gr we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial bv. one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine; though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writin~s.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by January

SPRING RIVER.
Conference was hdd at Sherwin, Kansas, August 22d, Bro. Maloney president pro. !em., Bro.
Gilbert clerk pro. tetn.
Bro. Isaac Ross was
elected president for the ensuing three months
and G. W. Hobart sustained as clerk. Branches:
Webb City, Columbus, Angola, Pleasant View,
Pittsburgh.
Eiders: J. T. Davis, E. A. Davis
(baptized 4· ordained r), J. M. Richards, R. H.
Davis·, S. Maloney, G. W. Hobart, T. Cheney, L.
H. Ezzell, Bro. Westervelt, A. H. Herke, W. S.
Taylor, B. Davis, J. Ross, E. Depew, W. F.
Clark (baptized 5)
Priests: C. Randall, Bro.
Bath, J. M. Puckett, Bro. Lees, R. W. Davis, R.
Bird.
Teachers: C. P. Jones, E. Llewellyn, J.
W. Davis. Deacon, Bro. Barmore. Report of
S. J. M. Richard~, bishop's agent, four months
ending August 2rst: Amount on hand last re·
port $r.rs. total amount $r7o 90, amount disbursed $r6g 6o, amount on hand $r.3o. Resolved that we sustain the authorities of the church
in general. Resolved that we tender Bro. D. S.
rst, r8gr.
Crawley a vote of thanks for faithful labors perTo the friends who have so faithfully and disformed as district president. The chair appoint- · interestedly worked for us in the past we would
ed three as a committee on. arrangements.
On
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
motion a committee wa~ appointed to inquire invour labors this year ought to be more success'
to the j.urisdiction of Echo branch; G. W. Hoful than in the previous ones. With thankfulbart and S. Maloney appointed.
Resolved that
ness for past favors and large hope for the future,
a committee of one be appointed to receive donabut above all with a firm reliance upon Him
tions to defray expenses of district clerk.
Bro.
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
Curtis Randall was so appointed. Adjourned to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
the Pleasant View branch, November 2rst.
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Western Texas district will
convene November zrst, at the Saints' church,
near Medina City, Bandera county, Texas. All
are cordially invited. to attend. Come from all
over the State and help us do. business for the
Master.
0. D. JoHNSoN, Sec. Dis.
BORN.
ELEFSON.-At Eagle Grove, Iowa, January
r6th, r8go, to Bro Oliver and Sr. Amelia Elefson, a daughter; bless~d October 2oth, r8go, by
Elder J. S. Roth, and named Verna Ann.
LYSINGER .-At Eagle Grove, Iowa, November 8th, r88g, to Mr. F. P. and Sr. Caroline Ly!;inger, a son; blessed October zoth, r8go, bv J.
S. Roth, and named Freddie. (Clerk of the Mis·
sian. branch, Illinois, please copy these two notice.s, as the pa~ents belong to that branch.)
GREEN -To Bro. Manly and Sr.Jeretta Green,
a daughter, September rjth, r89o; blessed by
Elders H. and G Kemp, and nam10d Lucy Gladys.
JoHNsoN.-To A. J. and Sr. z. I. Johnson of
Lincoln, Nebraska, Mav r6:h, r88g, a daughter;
blessed October :irst; r8go, by Elder Charles H.
Porter)and named Gladys Amelia.

zines.

i

J. w. Wight, North Fo•ter, N. S. Wales, Australia •.
E. L. Kelley, Kirtland,. Lake Co,, Oh10.

M.

WALKER;
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED/ AND FOR SALE

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.

THE(-Board of Publication: of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

Ample .BesponsibUity.

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOW '\.,

Loans money on &proved security. six per cent lnteres1
pald on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

1890.

NEW BOOK.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THEA.J)OI!Itaey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the Issues of theoloey that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading It etther as CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. lt COntainS
890 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and •old at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
HINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MBLCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURIJH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing.and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in· a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be bad by addressing
Wlii. H. KELl,EY,_Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALv OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.

go- Money eent by Post Office Order to Wm. B. Kelley

should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM.

H.

KELLEY ..

SPIRITUAL GIFTS :AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CA.USE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of cloeely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and • xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory ~~;ifta, as against the insidious
doctrines and reTelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracle•, Me•meric, Trance, MindReading, HC.bristian Science,"

~'Divine

Healing'' or

"Faith Cure," "Bow to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.~5 per dozen, posta~~;e paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
· Soon to be issued from Patriot Office, consisting of 8
Sermons hy Pre•. JoB. Smith and other !earling elders;
"What the Jews Think of Jesus," and "Tne Jews In and
Out of Pale•tine." by Dr. F. de Sola Mendez. a prominent Jew; also. uThe American Indian,', and "'Life and

Death of Republics," by D. 1<'. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
Tbls work presents a wide range of subjects as well as
authorship. It will be sold as follow•: Single copy 25 ct.
Five coptes $1. 'l'welve copies $2. Patriot one year and
book $1.15. Patriot six month• and book 70 cts.
Tbi• applies to renewals as well as new subscriptions.
Send in your orders at once
LAMBERT BROS., LAMONI, IowA..
NoTE.- Will be ready for shipment latter part of November Send in yunr orders at once that you may be
supplied out of the first eoition.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Bon~e of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, ,. nd water in the kitchen.
Address ,JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORT~BLE
BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

• --)BY

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
I m1tation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

WELSH HYMN BOOK.

Full leather, marbled edges , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
50
00
50
'J5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation M:oroceo, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Aheep, or Library '" ••••••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin ~ides •••••.•••••••• 2 liO
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints' .
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGFJNITOR:;.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(P!1ellll! by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Mus1in, 202 pages, gilt edges ••••••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cUI. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among tho~e without,
abounding in proofs never before prPseuted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards .............................
Question Book for Intermediate Olasses.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . • • • . . • 2
Question Books for Primary Cla.l!ses.
Limp mu~lin, Hi cts. each, per dozen ..••.••••• 1

HOLY SORIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
UV" We have a limited quantity of theae os hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .................... 3 50
Tt:rkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 ·'f5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... B 'iii
.Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• •4 00

00
15

This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH 1:\:U:ITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American ReMrd!i and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages •••••••••••••••.••• , • • • 10
REPLY TO LITTLEF!.&LD.
In paper IOcts.; per dozen ........... ."....... ~~
This is the "Reply of Pre~ident Joseph. Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blel!lling of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed,and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen • • • .. • • .. . • . . • • • • • • • • • .. • •
Baptism a·od Confirmation Certificate books.. • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

12
25
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • • • • • • • • •
li
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • •• • • • • • • • 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
MisclliLLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnmotn Life Here and Hereaft~r
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ••••••. 1
Un.iversali~m Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... 1
Josephus. complete, library leather ••••.••..••. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, fi volumes ••••.•.•••••••••• .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes •••••••• .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illu~trated) .••••••• 1
Rollm's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran. library l!'ather .....• : ..••••.•.•.. 2
GieReler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..••..•...•. 10
The Ecclesiastical History ot Eusebius Pamphi1us. Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ........ 2
Crud en's Complete Concordance of Bible •••••. 1
Bible Text Book ..•...•....•••••••••••••••• 1
Apocryphal New Testament . • • • • • • • • •••. .- •• I
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and MuPlin sides •••••••••••••. $1

liO
00
50
00
00
80
00
25
00
00
75
00
65.
30
85

50

LEAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the
liO
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
t'chool Engineer and Record Book • • • • • • • • • • • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for lfic., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets •••.••..••• Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, ·large • ; • • . 15
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. • • • • • • • 50

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

11n.so.

Priee per year

ll!l. Wo.lker. Jlld!to• and PnbU•h"•·

-A-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fora·
cutt affirlDS "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body &om the grave."

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
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"H:iiARJj:EN TO THE WoRD 01!' THE LORD: 1!'0R THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE rl JIB 0NB WIFB- AND CONOUIIINB8
HE S:iul:.L HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE .BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE 0Nlll WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONill HusBAND: ExcBPT m CA.sB 01!' DEATH, WHEN EITHB:R
rs AT LtsERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par.·4.·
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.Olhclal Paper of the Reorganized Church of J eons Christ ot
Latter Day S"'iuts
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
Evecy Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch President••
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub"
ecribel'l!, and _help build up the paper and the publication
department. ·
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Ente~ed as s~cond class ma~ta:r at Lan:wni Po~~ Offic:0~

JOSE~H .SMITH

W. W. BLAIR

• EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Noy. 15. r89o.,
HOW IS THIS, BRETHREN?

THAT portion of the Baptist Church in
Missouri tpat supports the views maintained by tqe A1Jl~rican Baptist, published in
St. Lquis,; Missouri, as_ ag!linst those of
the C<?,ntr,(ll Baptist, held their Annual
i\_ssochition at Independence, .Missouri during the wtl~k. ending October 25th •
. They cqtild not be contented to meet to
hold wrlat.they are pleased to consider to
be to them "as the Passover feast to an,de~t I>;rael,'' without a fling at the Saints.
Jn the niihutes of the Association published
·-in the Am~rican Baptist, in its issue for
. October soth the following notice of the
.. :town arid fhe Saints occurs; What think
-you, dweUer:s at Independence; of this
~shqwing up by your Baptist visitors?
•"Independence, Missouri, is eight miles east of
Kansas City', arid three miles so.uth of the Mis- ·
I!Ouri ri.ver, imd cover·s a beautiful m·ound which
is so sugges~i.ve of Hie nain~ Independence. It
1s- 308 feet above plow water mark of the'Missouri
river, arid 6,pqo feet higherthan St5 Louis. It is
the county s.eat ()f Jackson.~imnty, and .is much
o1der t.lfan Kansas City. _ It, was founded in r832,
a,nd in ~846received as settlers; the whole .of the
Mormon ·cJ!rurch, with their leader; Brigham
.Young; 'wno w6re' dri.ven from Nauvoo' and Hancock. countf. Illinois. • .in !847 the M()rn:wns
were driven; out,.hut there is quite .a sprinkling
of them ye~ ib Ja~j<son county, and especially in
lndependimce, where they are just no'w erectidg
ah elegant ~emple. _.·They do not represent the
'best elemertf, and have been a hindrance to Christ.

tianlty:'!
'be that the philosophy of the
·
revealments and the gascontained intlieScriptures
pel of
and · -~;:'~"1-""""' as the Saints have. believ- ·
. ~11
ve hindered th~t special
":.h,·ri«t1ilntty represented by the
hase
bufwe doubtwhether
in Independence; orin.·
Jar
_a percentage;of its
lai/VrOf• the state
tl\ey.·'say ,have

It
·New

No~

46.

been a hindrance to Christianity. The moneys for stated d{leS and incidental exSamts at Independence gave ninety-nine penses incurred in carrying out obligations
per cent of their votes to the suppression for such attendance and service. Manv
of the liquor traffic; did the Baptist Chris- of the societies wear regalias and regulitianity do any better than that.
tion clothing, more or less expensive, and
The man who wrote this excerpt taken frequently requiring an outlay of means
from the minutes of that Association, is far and loBS of time in attending certain gathertoo ignorant to be a p_roper judge of what ings of the order, which are hard to be
hinders Christianity, if his knowledge of borne by all. Personally, we have not
what Christianity is, is no better than his yet had timf', nor m< ans to spare from our
knowledge concerning lHdependt-nce, its necessary and legitimate duties and oblifounding and its occupation by the Saints. gations~
Independence was in existence when the
· Another thing that has its weight with
Saints reached Jackson county in 1831, us, there is such an urgent need· for htb0rand must have been "founder!" at an earlier ers in the field, and so much is required to,
date than that. The Saints were driven keep them there, we think. anything
from that county in 1833-4, and from the which draws from the funds of the memstate in r838. At no ttme was the "whole hers of the church for that which is not
of the M0rmon Church'' there. It was essential to the gospel work, may po!!sibly
in r846-7 when the Mormons left.Illinois, be vain, or foolish, and so deem it wise
·
in which exodus Independence was not.a not to do it.
common out-fitting point, while Council
We sometimes think that as secret orBluff,, Iowa, then Kaneville, and Florence ders are as a rule of such a character·that
and Wyoming, Nebraska, were principal woman is excluded from them or rather
points of departure from the Missouri ·is' not considered eligible to membership,
a really good husband will ·not care t~
river.
assurrie obligations and take pleasure in ~s• sociations into which he may not take his
ABOUT SECRET SOCIETIES.
companion, without violating
Jo
WE are requested to answer thefollowing which he has subscribed;., posstbly
question: "Is there any objections in the her consent. This last may not. be a
church against its members joining tbe objection, and we. do not
Lodge of Good Templars or Knights of However, we are rnnn>nTPn
that church members are
Labor?''
There has not been any official action conduct themselvts in .the matter of joinin .reference to such action on the part of ing. secret soc-ieties, Good Templars,
members of·the church. It is supposed to Knights of Labor. Odd Fellows, Red
Men,
of
be within the privilege of each member of
the church to· govern his own acts in this · Masons, or. the
regard, as in many others, the church. not shall answer to God for all the uu1c.u•-•·
presuming to dictate. There are those in ent, and means with which they· are
the church who are of the opinion that all • ed; as in all other things they shall answer{
secret orders are forbidden in .the book~, whether the.church spe11ks inregard toiit
especially the Book ofMormon, and these ·or not. The office work of the Spirit in
members arestout in .the expression of teaching men the right, as colltrasted with
their views .on. the point, but the church the wrong,woul<i be sadly interfered with
has not seen fit as a body to pass any order if the church should essay to pass. rul~s
governing.personal conduct in all its comor express any rule in regard to it.
Some. time ago there was an attempt plex possi'bilities. ·
The moral law, the law o~
made to crowd the HERALD into a sortof
warfare uoon secret·order.s; but then as was written on "tables of. stgne;"
ll.ow we h'ad no war. to 'inake on societies "law .of th_e Lord," lhe "perfect Ww .•·
· co.l!c'erning which we knew nothing by liherty" is to be. written in the hearts
experience, and. butlit.tle from-reading and God's people.
We. have ·known· several perso_ns
observation~
All we cared to sav then
we can say now, that' is:. We know of · have bee!l m.embers of one or more of
no good thing :which a man may do-for societies popular· among citizens of'
.his fellow marl by reason of any obliga· world •.· Some of these have . as!;ur·ea
tion to a secret society,.or beneficiary or- that. as the love of. God_ grew ii1
der that he is not )lnder obligation to do beaFts,.and their knowledge in the '2'<>SE1el•'
increased, they lost the spirit o.f, .attrafthon
by virtue' of: his baptismal covenant.
·
P.;ll secret societies require acertain·al- for. those societies of
.Jegiance from their.members, whic!J allegi- members, and··.fi11ally
,....,..,.,_,,,....~,u~
a?ce deinal!ds the preset1ce and-services of relish iirtbe th'
For us ·thf!•
each. mem1Jer at. stated titnes,: and up()~
agreep <occasiolls,: ail a.. the •.. expegditure"'of and to the ..cl1~tl:l1,al'~ii!\.a.ll w::e ·~~!lr·efr.t:q;~llll~·
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Any one of the readers of the HERALD. 1
who know persons of the names of Con- [ THERE is such a flood of letters received
talent ...and means we have at our, nar, or Connard, Britton, James, Lock, ' the' past few weeks that;: it is impossible to
Rliley, W.hite arid Pretty, will confer a use them alL So we haye to content oiJrfavor by ~ending the address of such ,per- selves by epitatnizing> some and noticing
sons to Miss Rohrer, Colton, Calif01:nia. the receipt· of others. There are also a
EDfTORfAL ITEMS.
Sr. Rohrer's .folks are looking after some great number of questions on a variety of .
relatives
of the names inquired for.
subjects to which we can make no replies;
V\]"oRD.from Bro. Albert Haws, Honolulu,
We havenow a new book, "A Manual some of them because we can :not; some
. Hawaiian Island, October 21st, indicates
that he was trying to do something for the ..of the Priesthood," by Bro. Charles Derry, because we have not time to ma1<e the recause, ably assisted by Bro. G. J. Waller, of Magnolia, Iowa, on sale. It is a work search required; some becau~e they are of
of one hundred and thirty-two pages, and ,local application and we ought not to
w)lo resides at Honolulu.
Bro. F. Needham, .Ferdinand, Illinois, bound in limp cloth, will be sent by mail answer, and so,me thaf ought not to
wrote the 27th ult., ·recounting the trials postage prepaid for twenty-five cents . have been asked, the parties askipg them
·and difficulties. against which ·the few Send in your orders.at once and get a good being quite able to answer "':'ithout con~
suiting the HERALD.
Saints there contend, as they are surround- work of reference and study.
ed by those generally indifferent to the · Bro. T. W. Smith requests ns to state
.truth concerning the saving of the soul. that the address of Sr. Helen and himself
CURIOUS IF TRUE?
In all this they rejoice that the Master is~ will be Hutchinson, JEfferson county, ColSoME
time
ago Bro. Harry. Mot;gan sent us
orado,
until
further
notice.
unto them blessing, strength and an ever
a .slip cut frqm the Philadelphia Press
present help. Bt:o. Needham hopes to.
abide and abound in the faith.
which we give below, late as i.t may appear •.
GETTING IT .RIGHT.
Bro. A. E. Mortimer wrote from St.
Newark, Del., March t> -There is. being built:
"The San Francisco Examiner says edi- at Baldwin's Mills, in Cecil county,Md~, a church
Marys, Ontario, October qth. He was
laboring there. On September 21st he torially: ·
as startling in its name as it is smali in its di-·
"The order of President "vVoodruf£, of the mensions. Its correct and revised title is 'The·
baptized Bro. and Sr. Erickson, of WoodMormon church, forbidding his followers Reorganized Chbrch of Jesus Christ of Latter
stock, Ontarioo, whose conversio was due
rather. to the labors of Bro. and Sr. Mar- to practice polygamy has been ratified by Day Saints,' and the Gable end of ·:the edifice isc
tin, of Lo.ndon, relatives of theirs. Bro. a mass meeting often thousand Mormons. hardly mu.ch longer.
Mortimer had made an opening at .Wei- The act may have immediate and weighty
The Press correspondent visited the place to-·
burn, where three years ago .he had been political consequences. It instantly enfranday, and found two carpenters busily working:
chises
all
Mormons
who
are
not
actual
unsuccessful.
Bro. Levi Phelps succeeded in making polygamists, or at least enables them to on a plain little frame building about 20 feet long:
an opening at Brighton, M1chigan, Sunday, ·take the oath which is the test of citizen- and I4 feet wide. A few questions regarding thechurch and its organization were sufficient to
November 2d, in ct>mpany with Bro. FK. ship in Idaho and Utah.
"When a citizen 'of Idaho is challenged make orie of them (ChristHargan was his name);
Soper, a priest, who is a rising young
brother in the work. They had the opera for Mormonism he must swear that he is lay down his saw and plane, and d¢1iver a long
house for one service; but· owing to it!; not a member of any organizati·on that discourse on: the origin and faith of the peculiar
cost would try for a hall to continue labor teaches any· practice contrary to the laws· sect of which this little church building was the:
of the land, and that .he does not contribute outgrowth.
in.
•
Severalyears'ago an itinerant preacher appear-·
Sr. Amanda S. Y ohe wrote from P ana, to the support of any such organization.
Illinois, November Ist, that Bro. Etzen- Heretofore those Mormons who have ed in Baldwin's and began preaching to the inhouser bad preached a number of times in wished to take the risk of voting have dustrious people there. His teachings .were·
the city hall, resulting in the baptism of one withdrawn temporarily from membership mostly orthodox and he believed it~ baptism bye
Bro. Jon as D. Stead, by Bro. R. Goreham, in the church, but this has been held to be immersion. He was a man of easy add~·ess andi
resident priest at Decatur, "One of a city," an illegal subterfuge and has subjected greatly pleased the people. Finally he made·
&c. So goes the good work.
them to punishment. Hereafter they can several converts by immersion in the muddy
Sr. Jennie Morton wrote from Maine;- boldly take the oath while remaining in mill-race there. Later it transpired that he was'
Minr~esota, October 26th, very pleasantly
full fellowship with their organization. a Latter Day Saint, but did not believe in polygsuggestive of the hope of life in Christ The Mormon church no longer teaches amy. This revelation alarmed his followers and'
and the triumph of faith.
polygamy. Nobody can prove that it many of them refused to have anything more to·
Bro. Joseph S. Lee wrote from Tooele, comes under the ban. Its sacred books do with him. To those few who remained faith~
Utah, October 31st, that he had just re"- will testify in this favo·r. The Book of ful to him, he frequently preached during .subseturned from St. Johns, where he had Mormon condemns plural marriages. So quent visits. He was a very·mysterious. man in
spoken four evenings in the meeting house, far as the records f>;O polygamy is a mere many ways. He seemed always to have conthe first two nights by consent of the Bish- episode in the history of the church-an siderable sums of money at his disposal while
op, the last two by vote of the people. effiorescence of the Brigham Young proselyting. He has not, however, been seen at
He succeeded in stirring up quite a com- period."-Provo Enquirer.
Baldwin's for a long tim~.
motion by an endeavor to show how the
The new church will be used as a meeting
people had departed from the original
house by about twenty Latter Day Saints who
BRO.
E.
L.
KELLEY,
of
the
bishopric,
arfaith.
Brethren]. W. Gillen and A. H. Smith rived at Lamoni on the 3oth.of October, have been drawn from the ranks of the Methodist
are visiting their homes, making arrange- and spoke at Blythedale, Missouri, Friday Church further down in the hollow. No'other
ments for their winter's campaign. Both the 31st, the evening of. November rst, church of .this sect is known any where around
are in good health and spirits and report anJ the afternoon of the 2d. in review of here and the place is frequently visited out of
prospects encouraging for the preaching Rev. C. Braden, wbo had delivered alec- curiosity by people from a great distance.
The church is modeled on the teachings of
ture ilgJtinst the faith at that place.
of the word in their fields.
Bro. Kdley spoke at Lamoni Sunday J•Jseph Stnith. The Mormons of Utah have
Bro. J. Gardner of Caseville, Michigan,
writes of the work in his vicinity, wonder- evening, the zd, the effort being timely and materially departed from the faith, Jaws, ordiing why no servant of God is l.aboring well received. He left for Davis Citv, on nances, and usages of the original church. The
there. He asks the Saints to remember the afternoon of the 5th, where he ...,;as to doctrine of plurality ot wives was not originally
speak that evening and the next.· From "taught by Joseph Smith. The doctrine
him and his companion.
the reorganized church, for which
Bro. E. C. Briggs gave Lamoni and there he would go to Galien, Michigan, to of
Davis City a flying visit the week ending attend the district conference, Saturday the chapel at Baldwin's mills is being built,
the 3d, speaking at the last named place, and Sunday, November 8th and 9th. Bro. is orthodox in many essential points, and
Kelley was in good health and spirits.
acceptably we hear.
not revolting, nor heretic as many might think
to, others choosing for themselves. '

·., . ..,,.~a require and demand all the wisdom,
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
from its name. An epitome of the faith sets forth
its belief in God, the Son, the and Holy Ghost;
baptism by immersion: the laying on of hands;
the dead in Christ shall rise first, and the rest of
the dead shall not live again until the thousand
)'ears are expired, and that the law of God provides for but one companion in wedlock, except
in cases where the contract has been broken by
death or transgression.
FROM THE "PLA.TFORM OF 'THE PEO.PLE'S PARTY" OF UTAH.
WE give below the Declaration ofPrinciples of the People's Party, the Mormon
church people of Utah, and the closing
sentence of the last resolution published in
their campaign circular; which we print
to get them on record. The other portions of the circular relate to their contest
·with Governor Arthur L. Thomas and
the Uberal Party, which we leave out because of its local and partisan character.
This Platform will be read with interest
by the HERALD readers, all of whom are desirousthat correct principles of government
should prevail, and who will be pleased. to
see certain things recognized which seem
to have been lost sight of in Utah for some
time in the pa13t.
PLATFORM OF THE PEOPLE'S PARTY.
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES.
The Constitution of' the United States is a divinely inspired instrument, ordained and established for the prot~ction of life and property, and
to secl!re to e\'ery;:individual the most complete
freedom compatible with the General welfare.
Alllaws eriacte~fntpursuance Of the National
Constitution are ~aramount. The decisions of
the Supreme Cou~t of the United States are final and authoritathie _as to the v:~lidity and interpretation ofthose !laws, and it is theduty of all
gond. _citizens to ; render willing submission
thereto.
:
.
. ·
' ·All political po}ver is. in and with the people.
Every loyal ci.tizefn should be equal before the
law, and in freed~m to exercise political rights
··and . privileges. · No power or organization,
ecclesiastical or qtherwise, should be permitted
to ~11croach.upon ~hat liberty which is essential
tq popular goverwnel)t and to personal political
independence. , ;
_•._._.Local self;government is .a fundamental prin.• ciple of A~erica11 republ.icanism, Congressional
legisl~ttion may. be needful· for the Territories
"'hileunable to m;aintain the burdens, responsibfliti~sa.nd expen:st%ofa matured commonwealth,
but :when compet~rtt to exercise the full powers
of .statehood, such; legislation becomes. not only
•11eedless,. but oppressive and_ opposed .t() the
.. genius of Americ~n institutions. Utah Territory
.Jn numbers, . wea{th, peace, order, intelligence,
. progress andeveryl qualification for political independen.ce is. capable of taking its place among the
St!ltes. of. the. Uqion, and would add to the
strel)g,th and glor:y of the nation, and aid in its
perpetuity.
•
The- recent -dedaration of.the President of the
Chu~ch of Jesus :Christ of ;Latter-day Saintseco;>mmonly called. the "Mormon" Church-:and the
. action of that bo~y in <;eneral Conference: by
.w
marriages. in violation. of thelaw are forcouphid with the national al)d territorial
ttl~[l~taq"'n on .this{s.ubject, remove the only sup_-_
in. the path of this Territory to the
a.nd P,rivileges of political indepen-

and have taken an oath to obey the.laws of their
country in the future. Every attempt to deprive
them of the elective franchise, is a deadly thrust at
the liberty to secure which this governme'i:!t was
established.
Public office .is a public trust All officers are
responsible to the people for. their official acts.
Office-seekers should not be made office-holder~.
vVise economy, but not parsimony, should govern
in public expenditures. Extravagance is as impolitic in public as in private afrairs. High taxes,
large debts, excessive salaries and expensive
sinecures are obstacles in the path of progress,
and make grievous burdens whiCh should not be
borne by a free people.
Freedom o.f thought, speech; and of action, is
essential to true liberty and should be secured to
all, within the line of infringement upon the
rights and liberties of any person or society.
In the selection of public officers this freedom
should be fully accorded, in public and in priva"e,
in political assemblies and by means of the
ballot.
The exclusion of legal voters from registration
and from the polls, no matter by whom accompli<hed or connived at, is a crinte akin to treason,
which strikes at the heart of the body politic and
sheds the life blood of liberty.
The People's Party, while demanding full
political freedom for its members, will struggle to
maintain equal rights for all citizens and all part.es, to secure the purity of elections, to sustain
the supremacy of majorities, and to establish universal civil and religious liberty.
·
Res. That we declare our unqualified allegiance. to the Federal Government, recognizing its
laws as supreme, and that we will devote our
lives, fortunes, and all 'our powers to the main ten·
ance of good government and the extension ?f
liberty to all.
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Bro. T. W. Williams, Beach City, Ohio;
October 29th:
"Am having splendid interest and good attendance. Last night called for a vote to see if they
desired more l~bor, and nearly ev:'(lry hand went
up. So speeds the good work."
Mr. I. f. Porter, Hope Bay, Island of
Jamaica, October 10th:
"The Herald is an interesting paper, and I
gather much information from it. My friends
enjoyed the tracts you sent very '1'lilch. We have
been greatly profited by. them. We never befari;!
knew so much of the Reorganized Church of
Christ than since I had , the pleasure of seeing
and reading. May the Lord prosper l!is work
and give you every needful blessing in Christ."
Bro.]. A. Currie, Jr., wrote from Anchorage, Texas, October 18th:
"Since August 131h I have preached in Bandera, Bexar and Gonzales counties. Shall preach
here to-night and to-morrow, thence to Gonzales
county, via San Antonio."
7

EDITED BY SISTER

"FRANCES.'

"The green earth sends her incense np
From many a mountain shrine;
·From folded leaf and dewy cup
She pours her sacred wine.
The mists above the morning rills
Rise white as wings of prayer;
The altar-curtains of the hills
Are sun~et's purple air."

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER;
EXl'RACTS FRO:t\1 LETTERS.
A sister of .What Cheer desires the faith and
BRo. R.J. ANTHONY writing from Provo,
prayers ~f- the Prayer Union in. behalf of her
Utah, October 22d, say,:
"Ihaye held two meetings in the house occubrother who is sorely afflicted.
pied by the Whitmerites, Elder Frisby kindly
Sr. Estelle Hart of Broughtel), Kans., asks your
granting its use. The first night I spoke on the
faith
and prayer in her behalf that God maybe·
priesthood. One of the elders asked some questions, which I replied to by reading the Book of_ pleased to heal her. She has for some time been
Mormon. I spoke the second evening on organsuffering with poor health.
ization, which was admitted to be correct by
Sr. Starkey, of San. Jose, California, requests
some.. I was requested to occupy again to· night,
your
faith arid prayers that the Lord wi!Ipreserve
which I shall do. The interest is good and the
her life and spare her to raise her little family.
request for me to speak to-night .was unanimous.
I look for better prospects here not long he.nce.
Also Sr. Swensen asks your prayers that she
Brn. R. J Evans al)d P. Anderson are doing
may be blessed both spiritually and bodily.
well..
Sister M, A. C., whose husband is addicted to
Bro .. Leonard Scott wrote from Quincy, strong drink, haslong been impressed to as.k you
Micbigan,November 4th:
to set apart a day for fasting and special prayer
«We !:lave dotted the country with. new openin his behalf, that God will help him to overcome,
ings ... We know I)Ot where to begin at present,
but will move. systematically'-:'' Sunday, Novem- -alsoto bring her family into the fold.
ber 2d, we had the privilege of administering the
ordinance of ba-ptism to two, noble apd, we beMEMORY TEXTS .FOR .DECEMBER.
lieve, useful brethren .. In Scoville, the. house
was closed against. us; -but in v:iolation of recent
Ist Thursday, D. & C. 85:;:6, 17; 90: 4; John
school ·enactments, and a good round require14: I6, 17 .
of friends will reach a de>Cision on Saturday even'
2nd Thursday, Luke 18: 16, 17.
ing nex.t. Attempts have been made to use an3rd Thursday, Titus 3: 8; D. & C. 83:9, IO.
cient eggs for .our be!'lefit, .but the boys display'E!Q
more principle than the man who tried to hire
4th. Thursday, D. & C. 102: 1,.2.
them,
sth Thursday, John II: 49-52·
Bro. W. W. Blair \Vriting from Plano,
SR. M. MANSFIELD,
Illinois, Nov,ember _4th:
Jonesport, Main.e.
"Had fine meetings at Mission; many there
are believing. Left Bro. H. H. Robinson there to
KANSAS CITY, Kan;, Sep. 4th,.
continue meetings over next Sunday. .Am to
Sister Fra11ces:- I have been .prompted for
begin 'meetings here Thursday night; will go to
Sandwich to-day."
some. time to write to the. Home Column. I hall;
Mr. W. Richards, No, 739 Lincoln av~ ed its_ first al?pearance with delight and. felt that
n1,1e, Peoria, I!linois, thus states in a letter
it \.'auld be the. means of doing much good. It •
November 5'h: . .. .
.
has proved its merits by the many cheering .testi,
1
'•There is a family hei·e tobe baptlzed.,b\ltthe
monies it contai11s each week. I feel glad that I
nearest church we know ofi§;'ahout sixty m: sevhave come ~o a.knowledge of the truth._. This
enty. miles away, and we ca,n·'·not:get there just
work:isdea:rer to me now that) ever.. I fed
qf the People's party,
now,ii.nless·you ()an advise some .plan for us."
necessity o£ being
g.uard and
ql'ity of the adult male citiC;:tnn()tsome of th~ traveling ministry
. v!?lators .of l;t>,V in_ the .pas,t, .. in the .ngnqis fi~ld attend _ to .this matter.• ·
'more, t!)_at_ .I .ll,lay
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'740.
feel thene<;d of strivingto cherish all the promises tfiat God hath given unto us in his word.
While reading that article in the Herald on tobaccp, it brought to my mind the time· I was
thinking of keeping the Word of Wisdom;and I
will tell you the reason why I am keeping it.
My hmtband has kept it about twelve years, and
I used to feel vexed at him for keeping it, as 1
did not want to keep it myself, and like the
Pharisees I wanted to prevent them that would
I loved my cup of tea so well, I did not want to
give it np, though I was not honest enough at
the time to acknowledge it, but I felt it was right.
I had a family of seven children and wanted them
to grow up withont using it as I had. I would
tell therh it was not good for them, they were
better without it; but they would say, "Well, you
drink it.
If it 's .not good for us, it 's not good
for you;'' and in mo'>t families what mother does
must be right.
I saw that if I wanted them to
. keep it, I must show them that I believed. it by
practicing it myself. I covenanted with God at
the water's edge that I would serve him to the
best of my ability. When I received light on the
"Word of Wisdom" I dare not reject it. I read
in the word, "He that continueth not to receive
light from him shall be taken away even that
which he seemeth to have." It was quite a trial
for me t'l give up tea, for I was such an old toper.
When wash day came I put the tea kettle on to boil
just to make one cup of tea,·but I stood and examined myself and felt that God will help those
who try to help themselves.
If we resist the
first temptation we will have more power to face
the next.
It is now about four years s~nce I
have been keeping it, and I know it is 15ood and
God will bless those who keep it. He says he is
bound when we do that which He commands, but
when we do not the things that he says, we have
no promise. "Well," says one, "l don't keep the
word of wisdom and I am healed when I am
sick."
I have no doubt of it, but" God says he will reward every one according to their works. I am
striving to do what is pleasing to Him, and I have
right to expect a blessing by working to obtain
it, and I have more faith to be healed when I am
sick.
I used to suffer two and sometimes three
days every week with a severe headache, so that
I was often obliged to go to bed, and my hands
and feet were so burning hot that I had to hold
them in cold water to get relief. My body used
to bloat and remain so for hours, and the terrible
pain seemed unbearable.
I do not know the
nature of the disease for I have no usc for doctors and did not consult any, but this I know, I
do not suffer with either one now.
My husband had sore eyes for months, not being able to read; now he can read for hours at a
time and his eyes are entirely healed without any
help from the doctor.
I was attacked .with cholera morbus about nine
o'clock one night, and it lasted till five in the
morning with purging and vomiting and the
cramping pains were something terrible: They
wanted to get the elders, but I said I would try
and wait till morning, and by five that morning
I had the assurance that all the pain would leave
me by noon, and it did.
I knew that God was
able to heal me without any help from man; in
Him I trusted.
A young siser in this branch was sick for
· months. :She had been administered to several
times but got no better. Then she made a cove-
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nant with
hat -if He w~uld heal her she
would keep the Word of Wisdom:
She is now
rejoicing that she is healed and no one could
tempt her to break the covenant she made witn
God.
I know that example is the mpst powerful tes·
timony we can give, and I felt encouraged when
a sister bore her testimony saying, "If Sr. Harvey
can give up tea, Ican." She is now keeping the
Word of Wisdom and says her family is bettei'in
health since she observed it.
I will give you another testimony shoWing
that God's ways are not as our ways, nor his
thoughts as our thoughts, though we would like
to have him come to our ways if we were able to.
do so. .I suffered terribly with neuralgia in the
head for three days. I felt prompted to be administered to, but Lsaid in my mind, God hea\ced
me before without sending for the elders, and he
can do it again if he wants to. I managed to get
to prayer meeting feelin.g no better. Something
seemed to say, "If you don't humble yourself
and ask the faith and prayers .of the Saints and
be anointed with oil you will be no better.'' I
realized that it would be so, and I yielded to the
good Spirit.
As soon as the elders took their
hands from my head I was healed.
Some will
say, there is Bro. 'and Sr. so-and·so, they keep
the Word of Wisdom and they are sick most of
the time. I say they don't keep it. We have to
act wisely in all things as well as meat and drink.
I Will take my husband for example, When we
came to Kansas we had very little to start on.
He woulu work in the shops all day, come home,
scarcely take time to eat his supper, then work till
'twelve o'clock nearly every night, and sometimes
till two in the morning for months, buUding a .
house to live in. Bye and bye he complained of
a pain in his back and side and not feeling well.
Is it any wonder?
God tells us to retire early
that our bodies may be rested. Thank God he is
well and hearty now and acting more wisely. I
could keep on writing for hours and may find the
waste basket for my paper. I will close by advising the Saints to keep the Word of Wisdom.
I believe in time we will all come to obedience
if needs be by the things we suffer. Asking an
interest in your prayers that I may be able to go
on to perfection, and accept the invitation to
"corrie up higher," I remain your sister in hopes
of eternal life.
ANNIE HARVEY.
LAMONI, Iowa, Sep. IIth:
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Colum1•:-I have felt
impressed for some time io write to the Column,
and to-day, after reading the letters from the
sLters in the last Herald, I cannot put it off any
longer.
I have thought a great deal shout that
admonition so often given us to "come up higher."
It is a solemn thought for every one of us; and
oh, how hard we have to strive to heed it. How
often we become discouraged, almost ready to
drop by the way, and just as often our heavenly
Father has brought us back again. What acornfort it is to us, t.o think that we have the privilege of taking everything to God in prayer, certain that he will hear us. I can look back in my
own experience and remember many times when
I have felt almost ready to give up, I have gone
to God in prayer and oh what ble•sings I have
received.
l did not realize at the time how I
had been blessed, but now at the very thought
my -heart thrills with love toward God for his
goodness and mercy. Another.thing I have been

thinking abo.ut. Bro. Elvin, in a sermon that he
preached some time. ago, spoke ve~y forcibly of
ptayet.
He. said, "What an easy thingitis for
us to pray for those we love."
He told us to
pray for those we feel indiff.erent about, and h.e
went still further and told us to pray for those we
positively dislike,-our enemies.
I have tried'
this since then, and oh, how my feelings change
when I come to the enemies; but·-J>hope and
pray that I shall soon see:the.time when I shall
have no enemies to pray for; that they shall all
be friends.
I wonder why it is that we make
enemies? James tells us that if we have respect
of persons, we can ·not have the faith of our Lord
Jesus Christ. I do not mean to say that we can.
not love some ·better than others, but that we,
should have a feeling of love in our hearts to•
wards all of God's children. We haye so many
opportunities of doing good, U we will only take:
the trouole to look about us a little.
A word
here, an act there,and perhaps the whole course
of a life may be changed. Then why leave unspoken the word, undone the_ act that costs us so
little trouble?
"It is not the things we do, dear,
But the things we leave undone,
That causes the bit of heart ache,
At the setting of the sun."

Your sister in gospel bonds,
JENNIE M. ALLEN.

EAGLE·GROVE, Iowa, Oct. 2oth.
Sister Frances:-As this is the first time I have
endeavored to write to the "Column," I feel my
Inability to do so. The Herald and Autumn Leaves
have been the only preachers we have had for six
years in this part of God's heritage. We hoped
and prayed for God to send one of his servants to
. these .parts to break the bread of life to us, and
God has answered our prayers at last and sent
Bro. J. S. Roth. I think no one can listen to his
powerful sermons and not be .convinced that he
is sent of God. They refreshed us like rain does
the parched earth. He has delivered eleven discourses here and it has caused a wonderful stir.
Some have come as far as eight miles to hear,
and the general expression is, "Well, I never
heard such preaching in all my life." "Yes, I
was well paid for coming."' Some have not missed a meeting who have not been known to attend
meetings of .any kind for years and there seems
to be no,thing talked of but the preaching and the
Bible.
But Babylon is troubled, for after Bro.
Roth had preached four sermons the Methodist
brethren sent for a Rev. (just late from Philadelphia).
Of course we can judge what for and it
was rather a surprise when we got to church to
:hear a whisper all around, "The Methodist
preacher is here." Some one gave Bro. Roth an
introduction to him and our elder insisted on his
opening the meeting for him, which he at last
did. Then Bro. Roth spoke one hour and twenty
minutes on present revelation, and truly our
heavenly Father inspired him with his Holy
Spirit, for I never heard such a good sermon In
my life, a.nd that was the universal verdict of the
crowd. But oh, the poor Reverend! The place
got so warm for him that he could scarcely stand
it to the end.
When Elder Roth was through
he turned to the gentleman and asked him:
"Have you got any thing to say?" Oh the surprise! The answer was, "Not any thing, sir."
0! how it makes my heart. rejoice to know
that we are the true church and that we have·
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such able men to defend· the cause.
May God
send more laborers into the vineyard. To-day
Bro. Roth expects to baptize three or four. He
has been here over two Sundays, and from here
he will go north to open another place and I
heard some say that they would follow him up
there, for they want to hear it all He thbks of
com'ing back here again. after he gets through up
there.
We have the use of the Baptist church
here.
I hope many more will obey the truth
h~re so we may have a branch.
I love. to be
with God's children.
Your sister in the one faith,
IDA HAYER.

Dear Sister Walker:-I have just been reading
"Patty's Music Box," jn the Hope of October 4th,
and a big lump in my heart melted away in tears,
but I hope that the good feeling it produced will
never melt away.
I was at Sunday-school this morning-a Sunday-school of the Saints, the people of all the
world who ought to stand first in all good works
and noble deeds, the people who teach the .true.
gospel of the Son.of God.
Do they teach it by
example?
As I read of Patty's noble sacrifice
and .the good that came from it, I thought of the
great amount of good that might be accomplished, both in providing for the temporal needs and
in dispensing the bread of life to the millions.
spiritually starving, if this Sunday-school were
to sacrificeas did noble little Patty.
Could the
unnecessary trimmings and useless adornm.ents
,)Vorn. by this school be. moredear to the possessors.than was the music box to Patty? Cert~in
ly not, for they who have the "pure love of God
in their hearts" (a~ this school professes to have)
, ought .not to. so d~arly cherish the "vain. things
of th~ world'' thati they could not cheerfully sac. fifice them for Hje spread of the gospel. Methinks I h~ar som~ one say, I do give to. the poor
and pay my tithir/g, therefore I have a right to
wear all the unn~cessary things I please.
My
consCience is cleatj.
Is It; my sister?; You have done your duty in
one way:, and for, it you· will be blessed, but have
y-ou not failed to keep the command, "Let all
y-o:ur · garm~nts b~ plai11,' 1 which if obeyed"you
would also be blessed In doing, as weH,a.s being
a.ble to still furth~r help on the glorious work.
· :Po you not think that souls (!Onverted by the
... preaching .of God's m~nisters who were provided
:th~means ot Jea.~ing. horne to preach through
th!!' sacdjj,ce of .unnecessary adornment of. the
body would b,e in part accounted. to the credit of
the onema:king su~h sacrifice? In this way we
may be abll; .to dqas mu~li towards converting
world to Christ as he who deyotes his time to
oreiu~hin!!· the word. . Besides winning souls .to
yod, by. ypur plain dressing, are setting
example worthy the imitation of a child of
(1od.. Aga~n sorn~. one _exclaims, Well, •but I do
: rt"otwant t~look li~e a do\Vdy.,bylaylng aside all
}ile}ittle e?'tras. that make one look nice!
Stop
. a m.ofnerit and tl)i.nk.
Did you every see a wo.tna~ plainly andpeatlydad that she didnotlook
:v:ery ~Ice?
0~ the ,6ther hand, how rpany wodo w~ ~e~weal'ing
d~llars worth of unnec1
-~~tias .who lo()k. an.r thing l:mt nice. I,
;;~eni.aq9 so have yo~, poorLatter :pay
· smi1J sum. ~f money in ~xtras
. see.:t·ne11r _mor~ wealth,x

"'''•·=· '"'-' ;,·. ...

.wan.t ·

·

which if spent in a neat plain costume, they
would have looked very much nicer.
Yes, we
see it all around us, both.in parents for themselve.s
and for their children.
For it1stance, Mrs. A's
little girl has lace. and silk on her dress. It is
very costly, but no matter, Sr. B. wants her child
to look like other people's child:-en. So instead
of spending her money in good material plainly
made up,· she spends it in cheap cloth and still
cheaper lace·and &ilk for trimmings. In buying
a hat you could not persuade her to put her money
into a good quality with .little trimming on it.
No, Nellie J. has one with flowers and ribbons;
so I want something like it at not over $1.00. ·
How does that child look as she comes into Sun. day-school?
Do not criticize too severely, my
sister, for you, with your means, are ~ettlng the
example. Is your. conscience clear? Are you
enjoying the Spirit of God as you might do under different circumstances? Are you receiving
the blessings of heaven and. laying up treasures for the endless eternity?
Dives had his
good things in this life, Lazarus in the beyond;
Patty received her reward and set a noble example which was imitated. Think you not that that
was reward enough, for even one to be inspired
by her example -to .noble deeds?
Think of it!
Where may the good that you can do end .if done
for the love. of Christ?
Is it a cross? Take it
up, trusting in Him who died on Calvary's cross,
so great was his love for you, and my word for it
the cross will gmw lighter until it will cease to
be a cross.
I ofttimes have thought how nice It would be, if
.as a people, we were noticable for our neat plain
style of dress. Certainly if we heeded the teachings of the book's we would be, for in more than
one instance, pride vanity ;md the things
of the world are. consumed. I had the pleasure'
of attending the conference held at Lamoni last
April, and among that large gathering ·of saints
from all parts, I noticed one sister so very often,
for indeed she was worthy of noti.ce and admiration too; The dresses that she wore: from time
to time, were plain, neat, pretty and becoming.'
Her bonnet had neither .flowers, feather.s.ornarnent or imything which could be called superflous. Do you not think that her conscience had
something. 'to do with her toilet and fhe giving
up of those little extras, which we think add to
the.beauties .of a woman~s .dre~s? If you think it
had not, go and talk with those w)1o know and
Jove- her.best. And indeed 'none. "know her,.but
to love her,'' for 'she has been ·adm:ning her soul
wlth those pure gems VI hic)1 Peter tells us are,
the most excellent, lovely and enduri!)g ornament.s of women, that of the spiritual state of
the. heart.
Christgives )ls a perfect ex11mple, an<;J it shquld
be our great object to perfectly imitate Him,•
T.he apostle tells_ us that "whatsoever t)::lfngs are
true, whatsoev~r things are honest, wha.tsoever
things . are. pure, whatsoever. things are lovely,
whatso_ev:er things are of good report, if there be
any virtue; am;! if therebe any praise, think ori
these things 1" and let _our thinkiryg enlighten ~ur,
minds, purify om::_ hearts, and .fit us to know an<l;
to do the willot.God.• We 111u.st not only pray
. God woulrl' help ~,~s, but we must m.ake e.fforts to
help ourselyes; ... G.oii answers prayerjn sucb a
way as t() enEottrag .the performance of guty.
) remember many years ago r. w~~:s talking VI'Hh
.
.
s~imts .
. pl~iri,
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haps.others may feel the same. We ought to do
right because it is right, whether any one]follows
our example or not; then too we all hav(more
or less influence. Supposing then, fifty, one
hundred, two hundred as the case might:, be, were
to solemnly resolve within themselves that they
would set such an example in dress as would be
worthy the imitation of a child of God; one over
which none could stumble,.even though they did
not imitate it, this would be well, and a blessing
would be theirs. Now suppose each of these
should be the means of influencing one other to
follow their example, soon we would have a body
of saints who could be distinguished from the
world by their outward appearance,. and if with
the plain dress all their lives conformed to the
gospel law, then "By their fr~its ye shall know
them!' Besides this each individual could use
their influence, example and teachings in their
homes and with their children, and if they did·
·not see the frqits of their efforts in a week a
month or a year, they would in a few years,-and
how long would it be before the "Leaven would
have leavened the whole lump," and we would
have a neat plainly dressed people coming up to
the annual conferences to worship the Lord and
enjoying a greater portion of His Holy Spirit.
Then would the work roll on in mighty power,
for the offiicers of the church would be enriched
and the Lord would raise up laborers to obey the
"Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel".
Sisters; we are Jivii1g far beneath our privileges.
Let us arise and shake off the shackles that bind
us, and. "be free in the joys of the Lord." Have
we nothing to do in th}s great L. D. work but to
indulge our vanity by following the fashions
made by th()se whose hope is. only for this life
and its pleasures? We who profess iri name to
be the follqwers of that meek and lo'YlyJestis,
shall it be in name only, or shalL we. by ou.r .works
lay up tr~asures that shall be far more,enduring
than all the pleasures of-thls.wbrld combined?
Can't our love for Christ and His work overrule
our selfishness? God loves us so much that H.e
·gave His best gift, His only son. Shall we only
give tl).e husks of ourselves? ·If ther.e be any
·virtue ;md if there. be any praise, .think I'm these
things.
A.vis.

Drar Sisters qf tlze. Home Column::.._. Desiring to-be
u.seful in helping along with the Home Colutnn
I ag11,in .take up my pen, hoping that God will
enable me by his Spirit to say something that
~ayenc<;mrage or strengthen some one cast do\Vn
and b)lrdtmed with .care. We all have ~qmething
to be thankful for thoqgh sometimes we .think
our lot is l)ard and our trials top gr~at tpbeborne.
If ~e would onlythipk of those so much wo~se
off thllll ourseives, we WO)lld find OUr l)earts and
minds lifted to G.od in thankfulness for his trit;r-.
cies to us, and we -would firyd happi~ess if1 trying
toli~hten the burden~ ofqurbro~hers and sis,t~rs.
"Bear ye one another's. b.urde.ns.'' How goon it
is to feel in time of tro~ple anq sorrow that we
are remembered: Let yqurfellow travelers know
that you think.of them, and !]iat yo)l are.I>fi~;Ying
for them.
I .4now thati fall short_ rn~ny tj~es
of doing
te my neighbors and frie11!Is,
but.I ·
·
be m~re ~aref~l in·
.
· God ~Ulhell' ~s
".v_,.,J,·.·,.·.,'" ~or);; he has
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ward appearances only, but in spirit and in truth,
showing to my neighbors by my walk and conversation what I profess to be. I feel my weakness but hope that God v.ill make me strong. I
am seeking to know his will and to learn patience
in all tpings.
The Herald and Autumn Leaves are welcome
visitors to me and I feel so. thankful that we have
such good reading. The testimonies of the brothers and sisters are strengthening and do us so much
good. ·I do hope Bro. Brigg.s will be blessed that
we may soon have the pleasure of reading the
sketcres of his missionary work, for I know they
will be interesting.
May God bless all his people, Is the prayer of
AUNT pATIENCE.
HOME 0oLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Oct. 31, Amount to date ... - .•• · · • · · · · $3.247 54
Martha Spa u-s wick, I a .. $ 50
N. Loveland, Wis ....... I oo
H. Loveland, Wis ...... I oo
F. Crum, Ill .........•.. 2 oo
Francis Kemp, Col ...... r oo
Josephine Wright. N.S.W.I 22
Annie Wright, N S.W ... I 22
0. Owen, Eng ........ · · 74
D. F: Richards, \Vash .... I oo
M. A. Willetts, Wash ... I oo
C. Lloyd, Mo ........... I oo
Idra Hendrickson, Cal ... r oo
J. A. Albertus, I a ....... I 00
M. A., Christy, Ark ..... r I2
Fannie E Coiner, I a..... so
Saints, New London, Ia .2 85
Morgan Davis, I a ....... I oo
Julia M. Danielsoon, Ill .. I co
20

IS

Oct. 3I, Amount received to date .•... $3 267 69~

ERRATA.-In Herald No. 37· instead of Bro.
and Sr. Wrn. Dailey $2, read Bro. and Sr. Wm.
Farley $z.
WSend all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

MARSVILLE, Ontario, Nov. 3d.
.Editors Herald:-I wish to bear a word of
testimony respecting the gospel as restored in
these last days.
Although I am only a few
months connected with the church, yet I have
proven the words of Jesus to be true. If any
man will do the will of the Father he shall know
of the doctrine.
I had been a member of the
_ Campbellite church (disciples of Christ they call
themselves) for about seven years, until ab0ut a
week after the debate between Elder A. E.
Mortimer, Latter Day Saint, and Elder Woolnf'r
of the Di~eiple church, held in this place February 27th last. On the 8th of March my wife and
I were baptized by Elder John Shields, and the
next day three of our family were baptized by
Elder Mortimer. I believed the work some time
before, but was taken very ill with Ia grippe,
which prevented me for a time from being
baptized. I desired to be administered to, so I
called on Elder Shields, as I was suffering terribly and was unable to rest in any position and
feltso weak I thought I could not endure much
longer. But as goon as I was administea·ed to I
got instant relief from pain and gradually received strength until I was all right. A short
time after coming into the church my daughter
Hannah, aged sixteen, was taken very sick with
fever and inflammation, and was quite delirious at
times. She suffered much from pain in her side.
After being administered to the pain in her ske

at once ceased and she felt quite easy, but in
not, and I obtained it! Therefore I invite all
about four hours after she complained of severe
who might get hold to that deceptive doctrine of
pain in her shoulder. She ~as again adminis!' plurality of wives by which th~y think to obtered to and rested well the remainder of the
tain (and by it only) a fulness of glory in the
night, and next morning the side of her face was
world to come, to seek the Lord for the truth of
a scarlet color with purple tinge, showinlo{ the
the matter, before it is too late, and ye are "hewn
inflammation that had been in the body. She
down arid cast into the fire," for such will be the
gained strength rapidly and never enjoyed better
fate of those who reperit not of the abomination
health than at present.
of a plurality of wives, for the word of the Lord
A short time ago I sprained my back and as I
standeth sure and will be fulfilled in our time as
had been injured years ago the old trouble apin the past and for all time to come. (Nephi I2:
peared to return and I suffered most i:'xcruciating
3. {; Jacob 2: 9).
SIMON SMITH.
pain. I called for Elder Shields, was administered to, and very soon felt free. from pain; but a
LONDON, England, Oct. 2oth.
couple of days after when I was trying to do a
Editors Herald:-I humbly trust those brethren
little work I think I caught cold and was worse
and sisterg whose letters I have, alas, lost and in
than ever that night. Next morning I called for
spite of all my exertions, been unable to recover,
the elders. One came and administered. I felt
will be kindly disposed to forgive ine for failiQg
better at the time, but when I went to bed I
to reply. One dear sister desired me to ask after
could not lie down. I then tried to sit rlown, but
some kind friends or relations in one of the
could not and thought I would have to die on
northern suburbs of this vast city. Another. demy feet, as I had to walk the floor until noon
sired me to find the whereabouts of his mother,
next day, when Elders Taylor and Shields came
residing in 1849. orpreviously, in what he deand admiuistered again and they were not twenty minutes away when I could sit down and rest . scribes as the village of Southwark; but I have
not ~ucceeded, as the village is now incorporated
quite easy; and I feel thankful to say I have not
in the south. eastern wing of this great London,
suff~red any pain since, and I have also been
which has not only swallowed up Southwark, but
healed of a disease of some years standing.
extended as far as c~.mberwell in the same direcIt is four days since I was last administered to
tion. Will these and other dear friends and
and I feel as well in health as I could possibly
Saints kindly pardon my being unable to thus
expect. The readers of the Herald ''may not
reply, owing to the unavoidable and, alas, also
think I was very bad or I would have had to lie
irrecoverable loss of their kind and valued letdown, but the pain I suffered when I attempted
to do so tongue cannot express, but I struggled' ters?
Yon, dear brethren and sisters of the free land,
to keep my feet with the aid of a crutch and
ought to tharik God every dav of your lives that
walking stick, and I feel truly thankful to be· free
you are inhahita!'lts of a land whose very air ls
from such ~~rrible suffering.
the air of liberty a1'ld freedom! God was once
May God speed the cause of truth.
mercifully pleased to show me in vision a branch
NATHANIEL CooPER.
of the church in your .highly favored land; and
never shall I forget the air of absolute sweetness
and serenity which pervaded the spot. It seemed
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Oct. 29th.
like a small country village, surrounded by the
Edttor Herald:-It is gratifying to me to hear
grandeur and the beauty of natt;re in every form;
of the action of the church at Utah under the
and the peace,-after the worry and troublous
presidency of Wilford \Voodruff, of selling aside
turmoil of this great city,-seemed to me to
the doctrine of polygamy. If it has been done
savor of that "peace which passeth all underin good faith and full purpose of heart to serve
standing."
the Lord, the nsult will be beneficial to their
Your reHders will doubtless be pleased to hear
present interest and also in the world to come.
that In spite of the open clamor of enemies on
If done only to avoid the heavy ha::1d of the law
the one hand and the scarcely less dangerous
of the land, and yet hold to the belief that plural
cynicism of some professing "friends," (save the
marriage is a true doctrine and would practice it
mark.) on the other, the work of God is here adstill or in the future if circumstances would p<:rvancing with slow but certain strides; and we are
mit, such a cour•e in time will prove their action
almost daily in the experi<!mce of the poet's lines:
deceptive, and it will sink them deeper in the
mire than they were before. Whichever fact
will be the result, their action of accepting the
articles of faith of 1842, is sufficient evidence to
show that they been under condemnation from
the time the first plural marriage was solomnizee
whether done in Illinois or Utah. I no not wish
to adjudge the action of Wilford or his people,
either in their intent or purpose, but -will hope
that all !hings will work together for the redemption of Zion. One thing I am certain of, however, morally speaking, that some will have quite
a time of investigation before they v.i!l wholly
giv,' up their faith in the Abrahamic (?)so-called
by some, law of marriage. But when they can
fully understand its deception, they will feel like
the man that "dreameth that he v.as eating, but
behold, when he awoke he was empty." This
was my experience and when I p1oved the fuct
! sought the Lord for the food that dectiveth

"The mills of God grind slowly,
But they grind exceeding •m~tll;
Tho' with patience stands He waiting,
With exactne•• grinds He all."

Yet more comforting still occurs to our mind
the words of Holy Writ: "The righteous shall'
hold on his way, .and he that hath clean hands
shall wax'stronger and stronger."-Job 17: 9.
It is indeed no small relief to turn from the
cor.templation of severe trials to tell you of the
unspeakable mercies of my God in spiritual
things to the least worthy of all his children.
One night, preceding the conference before last,
as I lay upon my bed there was presented to me
in vision a room, which I was told was the office
of the Saints' Herald, Lamoni, Iowa. At the
table thereof sat a brother writing. Upon his
left hand lay a pile of manuscript and ·papers,
which I was informed were the letters and reports of vari.ous missionary brethren to be insert-
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ed in the Herald and reported in the usual man·
ner to the coming conference.
Around· this
table were standing a nu!Jlber of brethren holding office in the church. But the sight which instantly riveted my attention was the majestic
form and dazzling white raiment of One who,
standing a little apart from the brethren, commenced to take up and read, one by one, the pile
of letters and reports previously alluded to. In
His hand he held a pencil or stylus,· resembling
the.ancient stylus of the Romans.
A& he read, he in some· cases crossed out a
wo1;d here and a sentence there, from each JettE;r
or report;, and in come cases erased line after
line, line ittter line, till there appeared to me
whole pages .eradiated entire. In these cases I
observed the countenance of the auguRt personage assume a grieved, not to say angry expression.
At length he took up one, and having perused it,
he turned to the brethren and said, "Behold, my
seryants, this shall be a pattern· unto you ; ye
shall write the truth, and the truth only; for behold more or less than the truth is displeasing
unto me," accompanying his words with a glance
of approval at.the paper in his hand.
:At once I felt a. burning anxiety to know whose
report it was which had 'given such satisfaction
to theLord or his recording archangel that not a
line, nor even a word thereof had to be erased!
Reading my thought~, the angelic being beckoning me nearer (for I had stood aJar off in fear of
him and his awful and brllliant apparel), s.miled
upon me in a :most benignant and mercitul way,
tun;ed the fao:;e of the report toward me, when I
beheld the signature and hand-writing of Bro.
Joseph Smit~, the <?hosen and God-appointed
leader of His pe'ople.
Ihumply a~k the pardon of my God, and the
indulgence of, my brethren and sisters in Christ
for not sendin;g this testimony when it was first
presented to the, and when I was first prompted
by the almigqty Spirit to send it.
God bless the writers of those brilliant and
scholarly productions, the "Memoirs" of W. W.
]3lair, and t~e talented defense of.. the faith
against c. G.iC., by E. L. Kelley; also the~ article
on church discipline, by T. W. Smith (that is
"'Murderer's ,Baptism"); a1though, in my humble opinion, the latter wdter cuts away the entire ground of the splendid argumentative fabric
!he has. bee11 rearing by saying that the elders. are
the servants the people, whereas Ged distinctly sa~s they the overseers of the flock of God!
Acts 2<?: 28; I Ti'm. s: 20; Titus I: I3; 7: rs;
1
Rom. 12: 8; 1 Tim. 5: 5;
I7;Heb.I3: 7;17:
24; I Cor. 19!: '!2; I Thess.
12, 13; I Cor. 16:
x6; and the '\\jise man of the ancients says that
an ov'"rseeris aguide, a "r.uler!" (See Proverbs
(·
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magistrates! Besides, if the elders are the peo:
pie's servants, in a judicial sense ofthe word, then
all cases ought to come before a court of elders
first, and then for the branch (as their .masters) to
adjudicate and pronounce sentence upon th\: offender, or else completely overturn and over·
throw their servant's decision, and release the inincriminated party, nim-cottfradicente.
Will you kindly send, or will some kind brother or sister kindly send me weekly their Herald
for the library of the People's Palace. I miss
mine greatly now that it is no longer sent me, or
at least, does not always reach me at this my new
address.
Your tried brother in Christ,
F. R. TUBB.
NEBRASKA CrtY, Neb, Oct. 3oth.
Editors Herald: Our quarterly conference clo·
sed here on the 27th. We had a large attendance and a good conference. Four were baptized
on Sunday. Our district is doing nicely this
conference year, considering the small force of
laborers we have in the active ministry. Bro. R.
M. Elvin left here yestt*day for Union, Cass
county, to preach there the rest of the week.
Bro, E. L. Kelley called here yesterday, stopped
b'etween trains, and left in the afternoon tor
Shenandoah, Iowa; from there to L'!monf, thence
to Blythedale, Mi8souri. Bro. H. C. Bronson is
here this evening; we will try to prevail upon
him to remain over Sunday and preach f«lr us.
The political pot is now balling, and is about
to boil over. Four distinct. parties are in the
field: democratic, republican, :farmer's alliance
and prohibition; and the war is, now declared on
for the prohibitory or the high license amendment. Just how it will go is hard to tell; but
the saloon ctictation has become so disgusting to
all lovers of good morals that it is to be hoped
the prohibitory amendment may beoome a part
of our State Constitution.
Our wheat crop has been. .;>e''Y good this sea'
son, averaging about twenty-eight to thirty bushels per acre~ The corn crop Is light Near the
Missouri river it will run from thirty-five to fifty
bush.els per acre, but west .it is very light. ()nr
town is still improving slowly; some good buil.d·.·
ings are now being erected. We are all well and
feel hopeful. •
J. W. WALDSMITH;

'i

SAVANNA, Illinois, Nov. rst.
Editors Herald:_;,Have been a reader of your
valuable paper for twenty years, in fact is all the
preacher we have here. Had the pleasure of at'
s:
tending the Reunion atLogim. T never before
s:
enjoyed· myself so much. ·I was bapHzed by Bro.
R .. M.. Elvin and rejoice in the work. Tnere are
6: 7>: . . :
.
.
'
twp families of Saints here besides myself. My
This <>,ne fll;btl admission stultifies the brother's
husband trie" riot to be interested irt religion; and
eqtireargument frorry. begjnning to end,. forlie
I do wis-h some of the elders could come arid
bas been laying down the, <txiom (quite rightly
preach. for us. We are in good circtims'tances
too) fhatafte].the finding by the elders of a perarid will do~ the best we can. There are two
son's. guilt, tqe church has no option but to Uft up
school houses within a mile of us arid no partictb.eir ):lands and cast out. the. offender. But, if
ular denomination. The Adventists preach once
~he elders <tr~, the servants,. the P!l<>ple. must, by iri a while, We have'hild one sermon in fifteen
·. parity of reas()ning~ be the masters; and, if mas:
years. I hope if Bro.Elvin evercomes east he
(ers, they have a pe:rfect tighb not only to refpse
will come this way and gi~e us a call. . Wel!~e
t<>Jiftup tl)eir. f)a.t)ds agajnst.fhe ofieqder; but to
tw~ a~d on~: half miles from Savanna, east; and
completely lltultify and !)ntirely. liipaQnl.]l tbe . Bro; James Gray less· a. inile. and a q.uarter, and
tirtding
s!JrvaJJ ts; the cpurtiof eJd!lrs,.just
Bro. Will.iam WitHams liVes two and
Qf. j t1.dlcac:
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QuEEN5FERRY, N. S. W., Sept:28th.
Edttors H~rald:-Circumstances have rendered it necessary for me to go agalii'to New
South Wales, so that we will now reside in that
district while we remain ·in Australia; at least
that is the intention at present. I am returned
to this place to listen to and answer th.e Wesleyan
minister, who is to lecture agaimt us to-night.
Too bad that they have to turn from their a~ten
tion to the system espoused by them, to· hurl at
us their trumped up charges or, what is worse,
pelt the'me!Jlory of the dead with epithets vile.
And what looks especially bad
this case, no
announcement of such intention was made till
after he had learn~d we were to leave on a certain date, and while he is no do.ubt indulging in
the thought that we are on the w<ty to New
South Wales we a.re here ready to listen to him!
It will be a pleasant(?) surprise.
Our recent conference was the best I have yet
attended in the transaction of business in the.se
colonies, and in the main was a decided success,
only one item arising to. mar our .peace. This
was prompted by an overzeal as to the execution
of the law in a specified case; and may yet have
need to be gone into under an effort to. appeal..
However, we trust that. a spirit of wisdom may
prevail to the end tbar the matter shan· be
dropped, as we feel that all that is r~Cq uir\)d u.nder
the law has been done. Dereliction of duty on
the part of some is admitted, but more through
the lack of understanding the law, and wish to
do injury to none, than any. desire to shirk re,
sponsibility. Because of these and other reasons,
more time has been expended in the branches
during the prese~t year than otherwise would
have been; but we were made especially glad to
see the fruit of such labor in the conference, and.
are of·the opinion that the Saints of Australia
are ·destined to be among the best tn the world
in matters of business. and integrity' Aetion
was also taken relative to branch records and reports, and iri looking over the district record
was especiil.lly pleased to note its neatness and·
the commendable efforts.made by Bro .. Reed in
securing and recording items/
·
If the answer to the question: on p; 5J2·,
Herald, August x6th, current vo!. 1 relating to the
defraying of exper:isl.'s of missionaries in the
field, is intended to imply fha.t the bishop or his
agents have rio right to give mOI'ley to StJCh mis;.
sionary for his personal or traveling !ll':Penses;
then I think it about time that the n1.a.tter be
thoroughly thrashed out;J'or !take a. deFidedl:f
opposite view, and am sure that the m~joi'ity, if.
not all the elders now traveling are ~sing jus~
such money for both traveling and personal expenses. I am aware that some. th.ink that to.so
receive does away with the comm~rid~i? tva,yel
without purse or sc(ip,· but I donqt s~ ~nlfer~
stind. at an, and think when we g.et only- '\'l'h~t is•
required for.the above expenses we are::fulfi.llil\,g
the requirements of.the law.
.
. . .
Somefwenty-six have been,baptjizec:rthi~sfa.t
thiS year in this tn:iSSib•fi,~With fOUf U<;"'>!10 '"H'U
expul~ions: Bro: B.uherworth :~.has
Apollos in this direction, se~ent~en
led .into the water .lJy him:·. T,hus it
thafwe >are slowly gaining amid
moiL
·
·
··
·I , thin]>. 'tllere. is more
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day. Yet it is but what we are to expect, and is
but an added evidence ot the divinity of the
work in which we are engaged. Thus year by
year the evidences are accumulating till a "cloud
of witnesses" stand arrayed, that in the day of
arbitrament no excuse will be found.
In the recent election for councilors, Bro. McGurk-who had been put in nomination by those
not of the faith-was found to be but twenty behind his opponent who secured a number of
votes by "shouting," (standing drinks). It is
especially pleasing to reflect that Bro. McGurk
during the "race" made a firm stand agdnst intoxicants, and thus manifested to the world our
position on this question. Thus it is seen that
we are "finding grace and favor" in a place where
some hard fought battles have been made, and
which Bro. Burton will easily recall in his own
experience. ·And while Bro. McGurk lost the
election, he won for himself and the church a
high position in the minds of the thinking ones.
The office of councilor is similar to county su
pervisor in Iowa, yet having greater prerogatives.
Recent cablegrams state that Pres. Woodruff
has repudiated polygamy. Surely "the world do
move," or is it but a ruse?
If some of our Australian Saints would write
oftener to your pages it would save the missionaries in this direction. Poor Lamb! will he ever
"lie down with the lion?"
J. W. WIGHT.

WILLIAMSDALE, N S. Oct. 28th.
Editors Herald:-We have held several very
interesting meetings at Lakehind, although the
roads and weather were very bad; but when
meeting time came you could see people coming
from all directions, carrying umbrellas and barn
lamps; and in many cases they carried away a
ray of light that was not produced by kerosem•,
thanks to the Spirit.
Three were baptized, two
children blessed; several are very near the kingdom. One sister, Angelina McKinzie, who was
quite low in health, having two or three fits every
day for some time, was administered to by anointing with oil and laying on of hands and prayer.
I was there four days afterwards and she had not
another fit, and I left her improving as fast as
ever I knew medical treatment to cure any body
that was as sick, to the joy of her husband who
ls a good man, but not yet a member of the
church.
I spent a few days fireside preaching
among the Lodge families, fine people, but saw
no opening for holding meetings, so passed on
to this plac@.
And, Sr. Page, your prayers are
answered ln part at least; the door is opened and
the people are hearing the word.
I have held four meetings already with increasing audiences and interest and liberty; all that I
could wish. I have stopped at Rufus Johnson's,
Thomas Taylor's, Rufus Metcalf's, Ralph Johnson's, Hazen Johnson's, Wesley Metcalf's, and I
found them very kind, good people, and very intelligent, keen reasoners; consequently I have
had a good deal of reasoning to do. Many have
confessed that the preaching is just splendid, and
some think what a pity we are not something
else than what we are. The whole neighborhood
is reading the Bible. What will the harvest he?
One point has come up for me to settle: Did
Ghrist take any more into heaven than he
brought from it in person, in material? My an-
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swer to them is, "Did Christ carry any more
mental or spiritual development into heaven than
he brought to earth?''
This is splitting hairs
quite fine, but some consider that it is necessary
to e~tablish literal resurrection from the dead.
What do you think Bro. Joseph or Blair?
Dear Saints everywhere let us press on, striving to live the doctrine, and the Father will bless
us.
HoLMEs J. DAvisoN.
KING FISHER, Ind. Ter., Nov. zd,
Editors Herald,:-In Armstrong's "Treasury''
we find the following facts: "The place where
the sun jumps a day, Chatham Isiand, lying off
the coast of New Zealand in th<e South Pacific
ocean is peculiarly situated, as it is in one of the
habitable points of the globe where the day of
the week changes. It is just in the line of demarcation between dates. There at high twelw
Sunday noon ceases, and instantly Monday
meridian begins. Sunday comes into a man's
house on the e.ast side and becomes Monday by
the time it passes out the western door. A man
sits down to his noonday dinner on Sunday and
it is Monday noon before he finishes it. There
Saturday is Sunday and Sunday is Monday, and
Monday becomes suddenly transferred into
Tuesday."
It is a good place ior people who have lost
much time, for by taking an early start they can
always get a day ahead on Chatham Island. It
took philosopht>rs and geographers a long time
to settle the puzzle of where Sunday noon ceased
and Monday noon began with a man traveling
west fifteen degrees an hour, or with the sun. It
is to be hoped that the next English arctic expedition will settle the other mooted question:
"Where will one stop who travels northwest
continually?"
•
Thinking this might be introduced to good advantage in debate with our Advent brethren, I
send it for publication, if you think proper.
STEPHEN BuTLER.
INDEPENJJENCE, Mo., Nov. 4th.
Editors Hemld:-On September 26th I began
a two week's effJrt in the City Hall at Pana, Illinois, wnere I had been defeated in a hearing
several times before for want of a house. The
audiences were small and changing, more than
usual each night.
On October the r2th Bro. Jonas Stead, a noble
man, took up his cross, entering the true fold.
Brn. Hilliard and I. M. Smith, in their labors at
McVey had won Bro. Stead's aff,,ctions for the
truth. We are waiting.patiently for the excellent
lady, Mrs. Stead. She has taken a circle to see
what the Christian people have; says the preaching of the Saints sounds the best, and that she
proposes a thorough investigation. None could
have seen to our comfort better than she while
abiding at their pleasant home. We needed an
"Aquilla and Priscilla" while at Pana, and upon
invitation Bro. and Sr. B. A. Morris, of McVey
drove forty miles to be there.
In answer to
prayer Bro. Morris was shown in dream his return trip, which was vividly wrought out. God's
directing and protecting hand was manifest.
On October 13th I reached the home of Bro.
R. Goreham, 612, East Condit street, Decatur,
Illinois, who is neither dead nor sleeping; but
using every opportunity to plant the work there.
He had ready for a year a noble man awaitlni/

baptism. Bro. Goreham and family entered the
Good Templars fraternity, one end in view being an opening for the latter day work.
On the evening of October 17th we lectured
on Temperance, on the r8th on American Races
of the Past; and were to then have the hall for
Sunday the 19th for preaching. Adroitness, if
such there was, did not succeed; suspicion that
we were not the article wanted was rife; an old
man of the lodge, in same building, who was ill,
grew monstrously sick, reported to us as just at
death's door, with the request that the services
be cancelled, which. was done. It was no surprise
next day to hear by relatives he had ~een better.
during Sunday.
One Daily Morning Review distorted our ad:..
vertisement, which contributed to the defeat;.
but aiter inserted an article for us, as also another,,
the Herald De.<jatck setting us right.
Baptism at the Sangllmon river on the premises~
of the courteous and gentlemanly Mr. Moffet,,
was witnessed by many wiih unusually respect-·
ful attention. Bro. Goreham administered the:
rlte. He is chaplain of the lodge; while the can-·
didate, Bro. Thomas Long, held the leading po-·
sition in the same. We await with interest the
future of the sick man, and more so that of those;
officials of peculiar proclivities.
Bro. Herbert Goreham, the ex·superior officer:
of the lodge, and Miss Mabel A. Prescott, also,
an honored m~mber, added their quota to oc-·
currences by entering the marriage bond on the
evening of the r6th. Herbert is a steady, industrious fellow; Mabel is a jewel with very wi!ely-'
traits. May peace and success crown their days ..
S•·. Goreham, Sen., saw to our comfort.; our stay
was pleasant. and we were· :requested to say to.
the eldership. "the latch· string is outside."
I called at Springfield to visit the few. While:
at the capitol chanced to meet Bro. Elisha Webb,.
of Tunnell Hill, who was delegate to the F. M ..
B. A. convention.
Held a series of meeiings at McVey 24th to rst
under promising circumstances. Our hope for·
the work there increases. Bro. Hilliard is expected there in December. Pana should then be,
visited by him. Decatur also if practicable.
R. ETZENHOUSER.

GARLAND, Alabama, Oct. 27 1h.
Editors Herafd:-Our reunion at the Brown
school· house September 6th and 7th was a success.
Two were baptized.
Since then I have·
been busy laboring in Alabama and Mississippi
with good liberty, and I believe much good has
been done.
The Alabama district conference held at the
Pleasant Hill branch, closed yesterday. We had
a very pleasant time. The business was done in
peace and love; not a jar during the entire session. Four were added by baptism. The prospects are brightening for· this mission, yet I feel
the need of more laborers in this vast field which
has only one missionary who can devote his entire time to the work.
0, may the Lord bless
his people with a greater desire to help spread
the truth, that many more faithful laborers may
be sent to prune the vineyard and gather out the
honest in heart, is my earnest prayer!
My health is good, and my desires to do good
increase as I advance in years and experience.
It made me feel very sad when the news of the
death of our beloved bishop -reached me, and my
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prayers were for those dear ones he left behind.
Again, I was pained to see notice of the death, of
our beloved president, E. C. Brand. Little did I·
think when last we p'arted that we would never
meet them again in this life.- 0, may the Lord
comfort his people in this hour of sorrow, is my
prayer.
M. M. TURPEN.
AvENUE CITY, Mo., Nov. 3d.
.Editors Herald :-As appointed, we; met to dedicate our little church, October 26th, with many
of the brethren and sisters from St. Joseph, also
a number of outsiders present, with Bro. M. H.
Forscutt to officiate.
Mal'!y were there who do ·
not usua:lly come and were greatly interested,
judging from what was said.
I hope and trust. this is the dawn of better days
in· this place for the work
I desire to do all in
my power to spread the truth.
M.isrepresentation of our work once more here
from the public stand has just occurred. I went
11-nd stood.for truth. Dear brethren, I have said
I would meet abuse of God's work when and
whe~e attacked. I have been blessed in so doing.
JoHN SMITH.

¢nmmunittafinns.
urider this. head•do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own. views.. Contributions solicited.
.AIITICL'ES

MINUTES OF ,REUNION.

The A.nm'jal reunion was held at Logan,
Iowa, from: September 26th to October
6th. EldersJoseph Smith, W. W. Blair
and J, R. L~mbert were chosen presidents;
Mark H, Rorscutt, chorister;, Benjamin
Be.nson, chief of police, with' power to
choose assist'ants; J. F. McDowell, secretary; J; Be~son, Janitor. At 7 :. go, p.m.,
R ..M. Elviti preached.
Sept. 27• Morning prayer service was
in cha·rge o~ Bro.]. Smith; a. good spiritual time was .had;
At 10: 451a.m., dis·
course byJ.i Smith. The sermon treated
upmi!the ch~racter of our faith in contradist1nction .to that of the reformers. The
· stability of ;g0spel truth, th_e uqchanging
nature of th:e basis, of ouda1th.
2,: 30, P•~· Sermon by J. R. L~mbert;
text: Acts ~p 6; 'fLord, v.~h«t w1lt thou
have:;meito klo." These w,ord~ are applicable to those within and without the.
church>
.When a person s-ee~s sal;vation
the qu.estio~ ~>hould, be prompt11d by a desire .-for' God's ... help; .should be asked of
him and notofman, as God is taeauthor
of salvation+ and is infinitely well piep.ared
to answer the question, He bas prepared
. the gift foroaU. who seek it.
A man ·desiringJliie.wiH evidentLy consult th.e .recc:)rds o£ God?s VIH:>rd in order. to ascertain
what his W.HL rrJ.ay Qe respecting us.
It
;cannot bet wpen we s.eek to ~now we
.should oe rnisgiuided., )lnd left. to grope "o:ur
way in the <lark.
. :. We sh-ould· always endea:vor t9 pbce
.ourselveS' in harmony. wi~h God. • :He is
<UlJs.lv>"> we should do this. The g9.speL is
~n,:eil!~IQ.1'btt:ton of. divi;ne p,awer,. glo::(y and
it. 1without
n~~~·a,Po·stcutc. anathema

;·· . 'b' "
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\Who seeks to present a perverted system. and no soldier of the cross should hesitate
iinstead of the true. Hymn 448 was sung, to declare truly and plainly in the spirit of
:after which Bro. W. W. Blair spoke. the Divine Master any part of "the whole
"The position we occupy in the midst CO)msel of God."
A minister for. Christ
.of the religious world is a peculiar one. who seeks to obtain grace .and favor in the
Notwithstanding our views are<lis;;imilar estimationof man by compromising truth,
,to others, yet we claim they are in harby evading to declare all the words of this
:mony with God's word, and also in keep- life is disloyal to the cause of the cross.
ing with right reason.
And we are asSunday 28th, 9 a.m.; prayer service in
:sured it is of God, and wholly of him. charge of Brn. J. W. Ghatburn and J. M~
'God saw fit to choose, as he has heretofore Putney. The Spirit of God was manifest
,done, the humble ones of earth to combat inpower.
:all that was of error.
H..e saw fit to con10: 45, a.m. S ermon b y B ro. M ark H .
firm the gospel word with signs follow- Forscutt. · As Latter Day Saints we whaling. The church of God has accomplish- ly and fully place our trust in God. There
·ed a great work notwithstanding the many is no one stands between God and our,obstacles that have been placed in its selves but the Lord Jesus Christ.
In all
·pathway, the peculiar opposing forces matters of conduct, religiously or other"
from within and from. without it has con- wise, we believe God shall be the final
The truth shines. judge and not man. The grace of God is
stantly had to meet.
brighter and clearer day by day and the the favor of God. We have been taught
work of God moves on to certain victory. from our childhood that the gifts of the
·we have naught to fear save it be from gospel were given . to confirm the early
·wrong doing on our own part.
Let t4e Christian church, but were no longer
Sa-int._ stand firmlv united and fix:ed in needed now, as the cause for which they
·their purpose to serve God aright."
were once had has been perfected.
A
At 7: go, p.m., sermon was by J. F. promise of God shows unto us .that the
McDowell.
Topic: "Am I a soldier of s;~me gifts of his Spirit grant~d to Jewish .
the cross, a follower of the. Lamb."
Let converts were also granted unto the Gen- ·
·.each one ask himself this question and an- tiles; for God set-fixed them in his church,'
swer it as best he may. The word so}dier hence they ought to be' there to-day. As
implies the existence of aniJy, and an regards the gif~s of the gospel following
.army may mean warfare.
Of the croos, oaptized believers now as of olden time, I
indicates a certain cause of warfare. We once. he,ard Mr. R. G. Ingersoll publicly
are expected to be arrayed against tre- state that there were no believers now for
-mendous opposing powers.
Paul sa-id it the promise of Jesus recorded qy St. Mar.k,
was "not against flesh and blood, but pdn· chapter 16 was not now verified.. But .he
·cipalities, and powers, and darkness." The did ·not believe Jesus ever uttered the
invisibility of the-enemy's ranks does not words. found in the latter verses of s.aid
argue its non-existence.
Their reality is chapter. Surely there canbe no just rea.assured by many evidences. The cause of son why, if made. at all the .promise should
the cross is a noble one and calls for val· not now hold good unto all who are truly
. iant men. Loyalty thereto must be main- baptized believers, . There is just a~ much
tained and every e'ffort. made to preserve necessity for confirmatory evid~nct} attach.. unswerving integrity. The army is under ing unto preaching ~he gospel word and
discipline, properly offlcered, and all com- receiving and obeying it a'l ever there
m;~nds coming from the chief captain
could have been. And vve believe divine
-should be obeyed without a dissenting a.ttesta.tion is indispensably essential. Who
voice.
Unity alone ca;n insure victory; is better .prepared to confirm the truthful<c:onq ue.st comes not to ·broken ranks. ness ot their own. promiset~ than He who
Dtssension is evidence of disloyalty, and made that promise. The evidence once
such is productive of evil.
We .have no given unto s0me.,..;:vecord of that evidence
compromising tenus. to offer to any one. having been given_;is not sufficient fpr
If we differ from otaers in religious senti- him who_ now by. obedience unto go~pel ·
• ment it .is because we adhere more strictly truth des~res to know for himself. T.h0se
:· unto Christ's teachings than others. · The signs tha.t confirmed the word then, should
question is not: Are we right; but-w.as be .ghren to, confirm, the .w:ord now. ThereJesus right?
If he was, and we ~oUow fore we as believers clai111 that the signs
his doctrinal .ideas then we are right .be- shall follow us to-day. the same. a.s'thev
did anciently. The. no. need,. argument i's
cause he was.
The world may. view us as.ex:clu~onists, n.ot.a g~od one. The apostle Paul a(;iroon~
but w.e. are only so far exchtsive as ,t"!1e ishes th~ peli~'!'er .to ~'follow: after . charity
gospel limitations lead us, We cannotbe and. destre spmtual gifts;. but rather that
disloyal unto it without being disloy;al un- ye may pt;.()phesy ."
· .
to its..author..
The gospel is aggressive , .2.:30 p.m. Sermon by Bro. Joseph
and comes byitsholy command.s to invade ..Smith.. I have believed and do. now bethe. strongholds 0f sin and evil doing ev- lieve that there is not tribunal aside from
erywhere.
I£ it was not a system o.t at- God a,lone,. who. has the rightto brand aie
tac,~; it coyld not be, nor prove a re.m,e.dial
as an heretic and •:mother Ill an as otthodo:ic ..
means.
Cpnservation is ofttim.es a back- i.ir belief. . Tpis .must be <}one by th.e W:Ql'd\
bon,!Clf!sa method for policy sa,ke; t.he, gos- of G()d and not by fi;qme rpan's opinion of
pt;t };las ~o policy to. serve. save th;~t of that word, The spirit of the w0rd•
tru;t4;. It .says1 t9 the world, tho.u shalt,
is tl}e .o.nly pa.wer
a(ld thou shalt not.. There;isn? heslt~n,cy
t() deteti'Iline the queE;tlon
>On it~. part .in a,,!l,M. (>ens.~. ~y,.;it$ e1xpr~~si~t;~s
yet tl\}QstL
. i;n .cJe.ter.rfi~n,i)ng
..w§la.t· i!l .t;Ig~t,J>l1
'1\f:t'oo~:,~g; ·
tlle:.:sji.t'it;
.
.
. .
-!
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from God-then how are they qualified to man and regretted that, in that church
determine?
there wlis no room for so Christlike a man.
We are required to abide in the doctrine · Think of it. No room in Christ's Church
ot Christ, if we expect to abide in God. If for a (}hristlike man.
we so abi~e-underst~..nding what that docSixty years ago there was much said
trine really is, we may be better prepared. about false prophets, yet no one attempted
to determine this matter;
to point out thE:, true. Joseph Smith was
If Jesus is my Redeemer, I must accept not a fi>Jse prophet. Not a single predicHim as such as .he has represented Him- tion he made that is upon record as having
self to be, not as my neighbor would rep- come from God through him has proved
resent Him. for me. He is my Savior by to be false; and we call upon those who so
virtue of His word and His promise. His charge him as to false claims to adduce
l11w is applicable unto all mankind. Its the evidence for the truthfulness of such
universality of adaptation makes it superior allegations.
.
.. unto all other forms of religion; and Jesus
He through and by the providence of
is no respecter of persons~ I find in the God gave to the world a pure gospel sysNew Testament His word, and believe it tern. Harmony is everywhere marked
to be true. Joseph Smith was the. latter- . upon it.
day enunciator of the gospel of Jesus
7 :go p.m. Sermon by Bro. A. H.
Christ in all its fulness. He announced Smith. Text, Mark r6: r6. The promise
.that which other religionists many years is made unon conditions. The command
after could but pronounce as true.
was "to go into all the world." I am
He ventured not upon any claim of per- aware this text has been used so frequently
sonal right, but to the right be believed a'l to be now worn about thread-bare; yet
had been delegated unto bim of God, to there may be something found in its contell tbe world the good primitive gospel nection that m11v be diverse from former
story, and to promise the baptized believer presentations. The central thoug-ht of the
the gifts of the gospel. He taught the text is the gift of salvation. All religious
unchangeableness of God's character, and folk hope for this. If salvation is in life,
of His purpose and will respecting the hu- and there is a world to come where salvaman rsce. And when we contrast his tlon is given, it must be of the realistic
teachings with those of the ap·ostles we nature. There is an opinion entertained
find him standing trueto the ancient pat- by some that a saved state shall he one
tern. Unlike h!s predecessors in the .work only and in heaven. But what shall conof religious reformatory effort, he was a stitute it as such, there is difference of
restorer; for that which had long. time thought. · If there is but one heaven,
beenlost to the world by virtue of trans- where is it? What does the Bible say?
gression was now restored; and all need·
There .are some geographical difficulties
ful and reasonable evidence adduced to in the way as to location. Pointing upprove its divinity.
ward will not do, for if from the earth's
It is impracticable from the very nature center out is up, then up is out in all direcof the case that he should be branded as tion"·
an heretic, and an impostor, for the great
We read: "The heavens shall be diswork be was instrumental in God's hands solved, and the earth burned." A better
of bringing forth and so wondrously es- version reads: "The corruptible things of
tablishing is found to be in perfect har- the heavens being on fire shall be consummony with God's word and work as given ed, and the elements filled with fervent
to the world through Christ and his apos- heat." So we need a substantial place.
tles. And when we are fully :J.ssured that The earth revolves in space; heaven
be made no effi>rt to blind men toward the means firmament. Where then shall we
real facts in the case, but in open light go? There must be a place of security.
taught the word of God, and constantly But a promise is made that"in my Father's
sought amidst strongly adverse circum- house are many mansions." Paul said
stances and surroundings to point man- there are three glories. Jesus prepared
kind to the Christ of Cal vary, it is strange a place for His disciples, and He will come
that any one should believe him otherwise and receive them unto himself. There is
than an honest man, and sincere in his con- nothing misty or uncertain about this. The
viction of right.
words of the prayer, "Thy will be done
We find some straege things in this on earth as in heaven," if verified, will
world. Some years ago a Presbyterian make all of heaven on earth any one could
Church tried and convicted Prof. Swing or might desire. If that will is not now
of what they called hereRy; he renounced being done here; it shall be; for Jesus
the five points of John Calvin, and who would never teach man to pray for somecould blame him? He believed they did thing never to be obtained or attained unto.
not breathe the pure spirit of the gospel of Therefore, we believe heaven an abiding
love; he was in advance of his time; and place in righteousness, !>hall be h"d upon
now we find the whole Presbyterian ele- earth in its redeemed condition. Heaven
ment fairly disrupted upon the same points shall come to us.
of doctrine and inclined to follow in the
October 29th. Prayer services at 9 a.m.
footsteps of the same "heresy." The M. A good spiritual time was had.
E. Church had no room for Dr. Tbonias
I0!45 a.m. Sermon by Bro. J. S. Roth.
who sought to teach more fu.lly the primi- Text, Matthew 6: g7. As we heard upon
tive gospel of Jesus. He is an heretic last evening, heaven will come to us inafter a manner. The Chicago secular stead of our traveling through the "bounds
papers stated that a leading member of the of time and space" to find it. Our text
Methodist Church called him a Christlike says: "Seek first the kingdom and its

righteousnes; and all these things shall be
added unto you." Man inust know what
he is seeking for, so when he finds· it he.
shall be able to recognize its identity.
Some believe Jesus . never organized a
church; but all churches were org>~nized
bv man for his convenience. If so, then
they are human institutions, and such can
not give salvation unto man.
2 :go p.m. Sermon by Bro. J. c;. Crabb.
Lesson, 2d Corinthians, IIth chapter.
Man i5 liable to err jn judgment, because
of his temporal and spiritual surroundings.
Paul said: "But I jear . . . your minds
be corrupted from the simplicity of Christ."
This corruption occurs from 'receiving another than the true Christ. Jesuswas testified of by all the true proph,ets preceding
His advent, and the patriarchs from the
beginning. This is the Christ who was
preached unto the Corinthians.
As a
church we hold to the Jesus Christ of the
apostles. The ministry of this church is
sent to save, not to condemn the .world.
For Paul said, "God Was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself." We are
commanded not to preach another Jesus
whom we have not' re.ceived, There are
those who claim to be ministers for Christ,
yet it may be seeming rather than real.
For preachers so claiming are not always
genuine. If I come unto any and present
not to the>n Christ as Paul dirl unto the
Corinthians, then I present another Jesus
whom Paul did not preach. Would I be
justified in so doing? Would I not be
corrupting the minds of the people from
the simplicity of the truth as it was and
ought to be in Jesus? We need not necessarily preach a Jesus who we might say
was born somewhere else th:m at Jerusai !em in order to become guilty of fhe
I charge made. But to endeavor to show
Jesus who was a Savior of blessing as well
as of promi,.e, a S<tvior in deed. as well as
lin word;. a Savior in power and in present
, reality, as well as in claim, is now only
1 one of promise, word and claim divested
1 of all present revealment of His confirmatory evidence, I then would he preaching
another Jesus whom Paul did not preach,
and surely I would corrupt the minds of
my hearers as to the real facts in the case.
If we are the people ef God, we have
fellowship with Him, as said John. It
should be in the same manner as the ancients had. If the Saints of old were of
the family of God from the fact of their
adoption into His kingdom and by virtue
of the blessings they received, and they
were now, in speech, to testify more fully
than they have by record of what they
obeyed i and we also testify and our testimonies agree, then there may be some consistency found in our claim to being of
God's kingdom arid family.
Unity is
found existing between us. God's family
must be of that number who were all haptized by one Spirit into one body; otherI wise unity could not exist. Where disJ unity exists, fellowship in realit:Y cannot
be had.
I September 29th, 7: go.p.m. Sermon by
! Bro. '\N. W. Blair.
Text, Isa. 29: 24.
I "They' also that en::ed in spirit shall come
to und~rstanding, and they that mprmured
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shall learn doctrine."
The entire world terday, to-day and forever.
We believe
is in commotion concerning doctrinal mat- this, and for this reason the Saints are here
ters. We believe our doctrine to be scrip~ to get their spiritual strength renewed and
tural views, and correct.
N otwitbstand- tell the story of the cross.
The eternal
ing the marked difference existing between Father and His Son Jesus Christ are the
us and co-religionists we should exercise· ones we should get acquainted with that
patience and forbearance toward all. we may properly worship him. God reThere was a time when we did not see so vealed his Son to man, and he stands reBut we
clearly as we. now do.
All our sacred vealed in all his power to save.
books teach us to he charitably disposed should know how this power is to be used;
toward all mankind; and the Latter Day whether for us or against us. He is omSaints must be reminded ot this, lest they niscient; He knows all things from the
should grow to be sectarian.
The great· beginning to the end. He is the grandest
work we are engaged in is for the glory character in all the annals of historv that
of God and the eternal welfare of man. we could possibly have any conception of.
But what
The Lord.,is giving his people "line upon He is infi.nitely wise and just.
line and precept upon precept, here a little good would all this do us, if His word we
and there a little."
Thus he leads us on do not obey?
But He will deal ju~tly
hig.her and higher, step by step. He has with all whether they be in heaven, on
said, his Spirit would not always strive earth, or in hell. He will be just, even with
with man.
This shows that his Spirit the devils! He is infinite in love, as well
will strive with man until he gets dowti to as in all the other attributes of His charactotal depravity, by constant refusal to heed ter. No one who truly loves his fellows,
its holy promptings. Accordingly as.man will enact laws that would prove injurious ,
yields obedience unto God, does the Lord to any; neither can Christ who gave His
abundantly bless him.
We should heed life for the world. God might be one of
the wooing of the Spirit, lest He be with- love, but if not a God of truth we might
drawn from us, having grieved him by be deceived by him; but he is a God of
our disobedience. It is quoted by the Lat- the truth as well as love. He is infinite in
ter Dav Saint elders: "There is a spirit in goodness; no evil can come from Him unto
man and 'the inspiration of the. Ahnig-hty any. Although we l,Ilay be afflicted, tried
giveth them understanding." The Spirit and tempted-yet He controlleth all unto
of God never causes confusion or excite- our/welfare, and for time and eternity. He
ment.
It is a spirit of peace,and giveth is no respeCter of persons, although"'a reHe is everunderstaryding. The promise of the text: specter of personal conduct.
"the Spidt will enable the people to learn . lastinglv the same l0ving Father. Let us
doctrine."
Anciently. the Spirit gave trust Him.
knowledge.
See what it did for Joseph
7: go p.m. Sermon by Bro. J. R. Lamin Egypt~ how he was blessed with visions bert.
Text, "For Christ hath also once
and dreams of a marvelous character. He suffered in the flesh."
was made so wise by the Lord that he . · An important question to be settled isstood ne:J!;t to the king in authority. Look How does the gospel bring us to God?
atMosesl and many others.
The burden Jesus said: "1 am the way, the truth, and
of the discourse was the necessity for the the life." "There is no other name given
. ancient rbethod of God's Spirit operating under heaven, among men, whereby we
upon ma~.to,day.
can be. saved;" said an apostle. The chil-·
Septerh ber goth, .9 a.m. Prayer service dren of God are commanded to walk in
in charge of H; N. Hansen and D. M. the light, even as he is .in the light.
Angels. were p~rmitted to choose for themRudd. !
Lucifer became proud and fell,
J:o:. 451, .a.m. Sermon by Bro. W. E. selves.
Peak.·· !The discourse treated upou the and became the devil, and now . it is his delife, character and work of Jesus from the sire to destroy and ruin man. Adarn and
manger ~to the cross;frp~ the grave to Eve b~oke a command, and thereby placed
glorification. That he. should be followed themselves under the power of the devil.
as. our only reliable guide. His. promises Paul wrote: "Whosoever ye list to obey,
being ttue, . his . word .trustworthy; his his servants ye are." . Whe~ man fell it
commands life eternal-'-all.should be heed- became necessary that a great sacrifice be
But God had
ed in order to the obtaining of the· salva- · madefor his redemption.
prepared the Lamb of sacrifice from be..tioh vv.e ~re hoping and seeking for.
i•: go p.m. Sermon by Bro. C. Derry. fore the foundatio~ of the world, to be of.
fered in due timE);
All this was done
T~xt, H~b. 1g: S;c "Jesus Christ; the same
yesterday, to-day and forever.'' . A great through .love and mergy toward' man,
.. many people wish to know what we think. "The Son of Man came to save that which
of Christ.
There are many ready to tell was iost." Those who die before attainwhat ta;tter I:>ay Saintsthi~k of him; but . ing unto the agf! of accountability are reI. believ~ we sho~ld be pet<mitted to ex- deemed by Clirist•.. · Christ is the Sayior
press oti,r. pwn thought as a people con- of all men; but especially of those who becerning him. He came to .takeaway the lieve and obey. God. rewards aU accord. sin pf the world.
He is ~illing that all ing to their works. . 1'his is but ju~t and
Cht-i~t died for the ungodly; aU
·people should be sa~ed -rhether man wills right.
· it or not; He is the anoint~d ofGod; our that .ever lived or .shall hereafter so live.
high priest. · · He. is the onl~ priest who ·His redeeinlng grace reaches out unto all
can stan~ })et...v~en God a~dman. ·Through men everywhere! Christ laid His hands
him every ray of'light is received •. H!'l is on. little c~ildre.ri andbl~sse~·.~nem ;.the.re~
king. ofki~~~ .~~d Lord 9.f lords.
He is bul{e of the qis(lfples was fro111 a mis~pp~e:
hersrol"lolthe. purportofJ(:)sli.~'acti · M:~n . .
• th,e a,np\!lt~d;unc::~~l:lseable/.phrist of
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has the privilege of using his own agency
in doing or .not doing the will of. God'but he must remember he ought also to be
willing to abide the just deserts of his
choice. God ordained that man should be
saved by obedience unto the g-ospel, as se~n
in Acts 2: g8-9. And as Peter preached
on that day, so shall it be preached now,
in this our day .. "Not every one that say's
Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of God, but he that doeth the will of my
Father who is in heaven;" so said Jesus.
In Acts 8: rz, 15-17, we may see just
what it took to save a man. Philip preached Christ, and the people believed, were
baptized, and received laying on ot hands
for the gift of the Holy Spirit. Here we
learn that in order to the preaching of
Christ we should preach the gospel; and
the gospel must reach back to Adam, and
so on down until the end of time.
The
gospel reaches both the living, and the dead ·
who never heard it in this condition of
life; Herein is found of its grandeur and
glory-because its power to save is of universal extension.
[Concluded next week.]

THOUGHTS ON PROPHETS AND
NEW REVELATION.-No. IV.
BY ELDER E. STAF.FORD.

The sound doctrine of Christ preached
by him and his servants, John, Peter arid
Paul, we find recorded in the New Testament, and so do those that oppose'it; It
was sound doctrine with those ancients
that God had set in his church, "First
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly
teachers, after that miracles, then .gifts .of
healing, helps, governments, diversities
tongues." But it cannot be endured
professing Christians .now. It was
sound doctrine of Christ,. "Go ye int()
thf'l world and preach the go;;.pel to· ·
.creature. He that believeth and is baotJzecJ·.:;
shall be saved; but he that
shall be .dan::med. And these signs
follow therp that b.elieve. In my
they shall cast out devils; they shail
wirh new tongues, they shall
serpents, and if • they drink any
thing it shall not hurt them, they
· on the sick and they shall ..,,.,.,,.,,,...,
But it is not to be endured by
Christians now. They say it is
delusion. But if it is delusion ·
delusion when Christ uttered
havenot changed it' one iota.
the chargeagainst us for prea
words as delusion, is ~orteGt; ·
wh.o uttered thei:n must be
ing to delude those he came
;We ri:iight go on np;;,..r·1n1m
doctrine contained in the ---! .• c. __ _
new revel~tions ·
ministrations of
etc., hut our
not. endure it, And thus t.r\lni::•crrf•li!!inonorabidirtg in the do~trine
neither ~ave th~ }<'ather,
this .accounts for rP.oP•·trtn
lot . 'So long
L ..•
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have taught them fables and not the doc- born in Bethlehem, which was said to be
trine of Christ; and being taught them so in the meridian of time.
According to Gibbon, the historian, the
long as the doctrine of Christ, they have
come to believe them as being that doctine. fall of the Roman empire took place in
It ·is very evident, from the Scriptures, the year 410, when it was sacked by the
that the Lord, by his servants, predicted Germans and Goths, under Alaric .. The
that there woulO be an apostasy from the barb,,ric hosts, after the sacking of Rome,
doctrine of the kingdom of Christ. It is had many wars and contentions about the
also evident from the position of the re- division of the empire, one kingdom fallligious world that they have apostatized ing and another rising-; and thus historians
were confused and differed about the order
from that doctrine, and are not in possession of that kingdom that was taken from and time of their rising; but according to
Bishop Lloyd, the last of the ten kingdoms
the Jews and given to their Gentile forefathers. This being the case we see the that was organized was that of "The
Longobard~, who began to reign in Hunnecessity of the Lord setting his hand
again the second time to gather his people, gary A. D. 4.26, and were seated in the
of raising the gospel ensign to the Gentiles northern part of Germany about the year
for them· to seek to it to find the rest of 483." Those ten kingdoms, since their
organization, have experienced several
God and of his Christ.
Inasmuch as when he set his hand the revolutions and changes, but the principal
first time to gather Israel-and they would part, if not all of them, now exist as the
These
not-by setting up the gospel standard, modern kingdoms of Europe.
the g~pel of the kingdom, by the obedi- kingdoms were the only ones that were to
ence of which they might have been exist in the latter days; and are repreadopted, and through the obedience of sented by the feet and foes of the image;
which, the Gentiles were adopted as citi- and the stone cut out of the mountain
zens of the kingdom that he had set up in without hands-seen by Nebuchadnezzar,
their midst; it is reasonable, as well as and interpreted by Daniel to mean a kingScriptural, that when he sets his hand the dom that the God of heaven would set up,
second time to g-ather them, he will -must, in order to smite the toes and feet
organize his church or kingdom on the of the image, also exist at the same time.
As further proof that the Roman
earth to accomplish that purpose.
God has been very kind and merciful to empire would be divided into ten kingman whom he has created, by making doms, let the reader turn to Daniel 7th
known through his prophets, from time chapter, where he will find that God
to time, his righteous purposes concern- showed unto him the four universal,
ing the inhabitants of the earth--that he political governments that would exist on
has established should come to pass. He the earth from his time, in the form of
has, as early as the days of Nebuchad- four beasts. The angel, in giving the innezzar, King of Babylon, made known terpretation, said: "The fourth kingdom
the future history of the rise and fall of upon earth, which shall be diverse from
the Gentile nations, as well as the history all kingdoms . . . and the ten horns out
of the house of Israel, down to the time of this kingdom are ten kings that shall
when Christ will come to reign on the arise."
earth. And this he made known to NebIf you will carefully read this chapter
uchadnezzar in a night vision, in the form you will find tbat the angel, in giving the
of a great image, whose head was of gold, • interpretation, used the words king and
breasts and arms of silver, belly and thighs kingdom interchangeably. He saio in the
of brass, leg-s of iron, feet and toes part of 17th verse: "These great beasts, which
iron and part of miry clay. Dctniel, being are four, are four kings which shall arise
called in to interpret the vision, said: out of the earth;" and in .the 23d verse he
,"The fourth beast sh!1ll be the
"But there is a God in heaven that reveal- said:
eth secrets, and maketh known to the king fourth kingdom upon the earth," etc. We
what shall be in the latter davs." Daniel see that the fourth beast was called by the
states that the head of gold" represented words king and kingdom interchangeably,
the Babylonish government; after that and with propriety the same words can be
should arise another inferior to that, and so used with' n-ference to the other three
represented by the silver; another repre- beasts, and· can with ·equal propriety be
sented by the brass should supplant the used concerning the ten horns, which the
silver, and the fourth represented by· the angels said were ten kings [or ten kinglegs of iron should also bear rule over all doms] which should arise.
The angel did not specify the names of
the earth. The feet and toes represent
that the last univer~al empire should be the beasts, or governments that should
divided into ten distinct governments, or arise, but historians have given them; and
kingdoms, and this division was the last to the name of the fourth thev have said was
be made.
the Roman. The ten horns were the ten
The God of heaven, according to Daniel, kingdoms which arose upon the ruins of
did show unto Nebuchadnezzar what that empire, or within the bounds of its
should be iri the latter days; but neither dominion.
Dmiel saw "another little
the Babylonisb, Medo- Persian, Greek nor horn" come up <lmong them which plucked
Roman governments, which succeeded up three of them by the roots." This is
each other, as made plain by learned his- acknowledged to be the kingdom of popes
torians, was in existence or was to be in that was set up soon after the fall qf the
existence in the latter days. The fourth, Roman empire. "The popes in time
or Roman government was at the zenith called several kings to their assistance, and
. of its power and glory when Christ .was at least subdued three of these ten horns

or kingdom's and ceded their dominions to
the church.
Bishop Newton is of the
opinion that the three that were plucked
up, were the Exarchate of Ravenna, the
King-dom of the Lombards and the Senate
·and Dukedom of Rome. As soon as the
See of Rome subdued these kingdom~,
the pope was raised to the rank of a temporal prince."
Although the number of the kingdoms
was reduced, yet after revolutions and
changes filled it up, according to Daniel's
vision, these "ten kingdoms" as well as
the "little horn" were to remain until the
"Ancient of days" came upon earth, whose
coming was just before the Son of Man
came in the clouds of heaven to reign
upon the earth; for at that time there is to
be given him dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom, that all people, natic:ms and
languages should serve him. His dominion is to be an everlasting dominion which
shall not pass away, and his kingdom that
which shall not be destroyed. The God
of heaven !'bowed unto N ebuchadnezzar
this kingdom in its incipiepcy, in the form
of a "stone cut out of the mountain without hands," which the God of heaven was
to set up in the days of these kings or
kingdoms, in the latter-days; and it was to
roll forth and smite the feet of the image,
thus destroying all other governments on
the earth.
But when will it destroy these kingdoms? This vision of Daniel says that
the thrones will be cast down when the
"Ancient of days sits," etc,, and it further
states that the "Son of Man came to the
Ancient of days." So we see that there
is a space of time between the coming of
the Ancient of days and the coming of
the Son of Man.
This destroys the Advent theory that
this kingdom or stone cut out of the
mountain is not to be set up until the Son
of Man comes1 for if a kingdom is to be
given him, when he comes, it must be in
existence when he c·omes in order to be
given him. This kingdom was to be set
up in the days of these kings or kingdoms,
and when Christ comes to the Ancient of
days there are no kings or kingdoms on
the earth, of a political nature, for the
"thrones are cast down" or destroyed, and
if so, there are no kings to reign, wh~;n
Christ comes in order that the kingdom
might be set up in their days.
At the time when Christ comes "the
kingdom, and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heaven shall be given to the people of the
Saints of the Most High; whose kingdom
is an everlasting kingdom; and all dominions shall serve and obey him." lf the
kingdom, dominion, and the greatness of
the kingdom under the whole heaven is
I given to the Saints of the Most High,
· then surely all dominions will serve and
obey the great king. But while the king1 dom is small like the "stone cut out of the
1 mountain," the Saints will not possess it
in its greatness; not until it becomes a
great mountain and fills the whole earth,
and will he reigned over by one king, and
his name the Lord .
In that same vision of Daniel it says
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that the little horn, or beast (these two
words l::orn and beast are also used interchangeably in Scripture to denote government or power upon the earth) was slain,
on account of the great words which it
spake, and hi!< bo,dy destroyed and given
to the burning flame. Th.e rest of the
beasts (or kingdoms) had their dominion
taken away, yet their lives were prolonged
for a reason. But before their dominion
was taken away tpe God of heaven was
to set up a kingdom. In the book. of
Revelations which John said that God
gave unto him, to show unto his servants
things which must shortly come to pass,
we find in the 14th chapter, "And I saw
another angel flying in the midst of
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to
preach unto them t.hat dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, an, 1
tongue and people, saying with a loud
voice, fear God and give glory to him, for
the hour of his judgment is come; and
worship him that made heaven, and earth
and the sea, and the. four,tain of water.
And there followed another angel saying:
•Babylon is fallen, that great city, because
she made all nations drink of the wine of
the wrath of her fornication.'" Here
John was shown that in a. day future to
his (for he was a preacher of the gospel)
that all nations, kindreds, tongues, and
peoples, would be without the gospel.. It
would not be ttpon the earth, and would
have to be brogght by an angel from
heaven, whose command .woulcl be to all
the inhabit~nts of the earth, "Fear God
and give_ g~ory tohim, ·and worship him,"
etc., whtch:, prove!! that they would not
then be worshiping him or the command
would not be given. This is a formidable
proof of what w.e have shown; that an
apostasy· wits to take place from th~ faith
of the gospel between the time that John
and Paul lived and that of Christ's second
coming; arid also of necessity, that the
God o[beayen should in that time, set up
a kingdom; which should never be destroyed, etc'.
The time. for the proclaiming of the
gospel_:_which is the gospel of the king, dorp, and the standard thereof-and the
setting up bf his kingdom, was to be in
the _last. days. You have noticed reader
that the angel was to come in the hour of
God's judg~ent; and the judgment upon
Babylon-t;hat great city, that had made
all nations qlrink.of the wine of the wrath
of her fornication_:_followed on the heels
of the deci~ration of the angel's message.
You will fipd in. the 17th chapter of. the
book of Ref\' elations, th~tone of the names
of the worpan_that. sat up?n the beast_;;_
whicll :we have seen. that Protestantism
has decided to be papal Rome-was
Babylon the 9reat; We have seen by
thevision of Daniel 7th chapter, that the
little horn 'or papal power. is ._to pe . destroy,ed at :the. time th~ A.ncient of days
sits~ ./ The ten kingdom,s also cease to have
dbrni~ion at that time. . So that before the
ti.me th~ papal power 'or Babylon i~ de"
stroyed or ;th~t these, ten kin,gs. cease to
h;ave dominion, the gospel message comes.
to e~rthfro111Godby:a heavenlymessen"
g~r;'the ::standard ?f God's -kingdom is.

raised, and people flock to it, are enrolled
as citizens thereof, and thus the kingdom
of God is set up again on the earth in the
days of those ten kings or kingdoms before their dominion is taken away; and in
the hour of God's judgment-, near the end
of the world or destruction of the wicked;
in the latter 7days.
In the 12th chapter of Revelations,
John was shown in prophetic vision.the
apostasy of the church to which he belonged. The church was. represented to
him in the form of a woman, clothedwith
the sun-or celestial light, of which the
sun is typical--the moon-typical of the
terrestrial or Mosaic law-under her feet,·
and on her head a crown of twelve starsemblematic of the. twelve apostles. "And
she brought forth a man child, who was.
to rule all nations with a. rod of iron; ana
her child was caught up unto God and hi~
throne.
We think we cannot do better than to
introduce here the remarks of Elder B.
Winchester in his "History of the Priesthood," page 77: "Now this man child ,is
not Christ, for this reason: the birth of
the former is represented as having taken
place_ some timy -lifter the resu.rrection of
the latter. Again,the woman is a figure.;
hence the child cannot be a litera.! one,
but a symbolical representation of something that pertains to the church. But
after a careful investigation of the ~;elative
bearings of this most exquisite symbol; I
have come to the conclusion that the man,
child stands for the holy priesthood~ which
was taken from the chur~hin consequence
. of wickedness. Furthermore, the priesthood is the power that is given to. Christ,
by which he will rule all nations; it is
also the power that was given· to the
apostles, and other servants of God, by
which in the millennium they will reign
as kings ancl priests wit,h Christ; hence,it
is the power by whi.ch the nations will be
ruled.
But, to be more particular: First; the
woman, or church, is described as· having
on her head.a crown of twelve stars, and
as .being magnificently adorned-'-'-that is,
with the gifts andgraces of the gospel.
Secondly, as being with qhild, and irJ, Pt!in ·
and anguish to be delivered; and the dragon or S&tan with all his forces opposing
or oppressing her; and as the time draws
near,. as is n<;>t uncommon, she. becomes
.careless and indifferent about her, bridal
ornamentr;, therefore they are torn from
her, and. thus she is stripped of all her
original decorations and made ready. for
the consummation of her parturition; the
child is born and immediately .taken from
her.
To speak plainly, the church was
first adorned with all the spiritual gifts,
the holy 'priesthood was given to the apostles, prophets an<l others, who were the ok
ficers of the same.. .The. a~ostles~ arid_ all
the true followers of. Christ were distressed when they beheld the corruption oft he
priesthood, the innovations. into the church
and its destined fate. Alas! it became so
c~rr~ptthatGoo tqokthe priesthood fro!Tl
it,.hence the .authority. to. administer... .tne
~rdiriances of the· kingdom,' was .left with
no •one.
"And. th~ woman.· fled 'into the.
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vvilderness where she hath a place prepared of God, th~,tt they should feed her there,
a thousand, two hundred and three score
days.'?
As soon as the priesthood was·
taken from the church, the original organization was broken up, and then it went
into the wilderness; or in other words it
was involved in darkness and confusion,
the gift of prophecy and its protecting
powers were taken away, or were rejected
. by the majority of .the members of the
church; therefore they were left to be car. ried about by every wind of doctrine and
to be led captive at the will .of Satan. Yet
I believe that the Lord has had many witnesses of his goodness in all agE!s, and many
honest persons perhaps in all societies, who
· have hved in accordance with the light and
intelligence they have received, and who
have been nourished or sustained by the
Lord; .although figuratively speaking they
were in the wilde.rness.
'•Underthese circumstances ·the Woman
. has been sustained one thousand, two hun~
dred and three score days. This is gener- ·
• ally understood to mean twelve hundred
·. and sixty years, but there is .no way of
· finding out the exact time \:Vhen the priesthood was taken from the church; however it is evident that it took place about .the
time the popish· nierarchy supplanted the
• primitive orderot it. Some contend .that
it took place in the. reign of the Emperor,
· Justinian, who js&ued edicts. for .the pr()"
motion of Pope Vigilius, and _the augmentation o.f .his powet, whic.h occl}rred about
the middle of the sixth century, or the.
commencement of the seventh. However, be this asit may, it is abundantly evident the true church was to remain in the
' wilderness, at least, till the nineteenth c.en-'
, tury."

CHAT;HAM.
Conference was held •at Cllatham, Ontario, Oc~•
· tober nth, and 12.th, 1890, J. H. 'Lake president,:
Geprge Green,_ vice president, R; Coburn.secre~
tary! Samuel Brown -assistant secretary, Adeline
'Brown organist, James H. Tyrrell chorister, Re-.
port of committee on credentials received and
committee discharged. The committee on audit- ..·
ing of bishop's agent's book reports boo~s and accounts correct. l.;ast .report balance• $ rq:.os, re~· /
ceived since $I27-4I ;: expended $r28 So.; balance
$13.66. Branches:. Zone so, 3 baptized, r receiv•'-.
• ed by letter, I die<k Blenheim 46, 2 baptized, 2. "
removed by letter. Tilbury 40, 2 baptized.: Chat•
~ ham 77. 2 removed by letter.
Wabash
· W!lllington) 22,4 baptized, 4receiVed
cate ()f baptjsm, 6 received by lettf1r, 6
by letter and one died .. , Petrolea.- 42~ 2 oaim'?'.ea,
Riqgetown, organized July 27th, ·rs~o.
members, present number r8, 5 baptized.
ley 40, 2 baptized, r rece.ived by
' tism, 6 removed by letter, 1 died.
·• J~ H. Lake (3 baptized in the
Leverton fbaj)tized u), Asa Vickery, N.
ly.Jas Rcfbb, Chas. Baader; George
tlzed r), Edward Carter (baptized
· Brown (baptized .20), Richard.
S·. W. Tomlinson; John.
S. H. Ba.cort, James
po1·ted. Resolved, ·
district to· have
u<>· .u.''""'
distiict. and
ruriJfi-on1 or~~~l~~.~~~~.?..l~,!;~~t~:~~~t~~~~():r~~~~
thente-·~·.,.•....
~ ····-
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SAINTS'
to Lake Huron; also that the presi·
miss.ioh lay the. matter before them
their consideration. J. H. La>ke ana Samuel
were appointee delegates to the general
conference of. I891 Bra Gt'orge Green was sus·
M.inecl· presi.dent, R, Coburn vice president and
. bi~hop's agent, James B. TJ rrell was chosensecr~tary.
Arthur Leverton, George Green, ana
Charles Badder.were appointee as a committee
inquire into the case of Edwin Tyrrell ana retheir finding and decision to this conference.
·.~he eyening. the following report was presented. from the above committee.. We vour
committee appointed on the case of Edwin
Tyrrell~ after hearing the eviclence beg leave
to report the .charge sustained, and recommend
t!lat the matter.. b~ laid before the conference
ana they deal whh him as the law of God clirects. A: Leverton, Geo. Green ani::! Chas. Badcler, committee; The report was received and
adopted and the committee discharged. Moved
and carrie.d that Edwin Tyrrell be expelled from
the church. Preaching ~aturday eyening by
G:eo. Green, assisted by Arthur ~everton. Prayer
meeting Sunday morning and preaching by J. H.
Lake. In the afternoon preaching by Arthur
Le.verton. A collection was taken up amounting to $I069 for the.benefit of the Chatham
Sllints. Preaching in the evening by S. Brown.
One was. baptized by Arthur Leverton. Adjourned to meet in Zone the seconi::l Saturday
and Sunday in Jun~, 189r.

o£ the. mission, gave a detailed account of the
work done !>y him ':Vhich was encouraging in its
natu~:e.
Bro. Wiffen of the Leopold branch, and
Bro. Baxter Of the Hasting branch were recommended by. their branches to the offices of .deacon
a.nd priest respectively. Bro. Trembath :was.authorized to ord.ain Br.o. Wiffell, he being absent.
Bro. Baxter was ordained during the conference
by Brn. Wight and Jones. A vote of thanks was
tendered Bro. Trembath for his lib~ral donation.
Bro. Jones was to bt; sustained. in Melbourne
mission while funds were available. All existing
o.fficers.sustained for ensuing tPrm.
Adjourned
to Hastings, January, 1891' .. Officers present: 1
seventy,.7 elders, 5 priests, 2 teachers.

a.t 7 :30.. ln. all. these services a deep iilt~rest ~lis
manifest, promising well for the good ofthe
Master's work. Monday, 9 :oo a. ln., .committee
on auditing accounts and branch reports reported
finding them correct. The president and derk
of the di~tri.ct were authorized to procure the
plates of The Epitome of Faith and have some
printed. Brn. W. R Kelley,J. Luff, M. H. Bond,
F. M. Sheehy, A. H. Parsons, G. H. Gates'lmd
J. Pierce, Srs. M. C. Bliss, H. F. Rl:!eumert and
I. Staples were . ap.pointed delegatl'js .to general.
conference at Kirtland, April, I~9!· W. H.
Kelley and M. H.. Bond were appointed a com•
mittee to draw resolutions of condolence in case
of Bro. George Blakeslee. A resolution was re' ·
affirmed, that no ordinations be made in the district except by order of district cc>nference or
president of mission. F. M. Sheehy ..and G. H.
Gates were appointed committee on :rules of rerresentation of bra'nches to district cdnference.. F.
M. Sh~ehy appointed committee to ,draw up the
resolutions on the district records in book form.
M. H. Bo.nd was sustained .·as distr!~t president,
G. H. Gatesclerk, and R, Bullard district treas'
urer and bishop's agent. Brn. W. H, Kelley and
J. Luff as presidents of mission, also the general
church authorities. The report of Bro. S: Ashton
was referred to W. H.Kelley and J; Luff.. The
Boston Saints and friends were tendered a vote
of thanks.

ALABAMA
Conference convened at the Pleasant Hill
branch, Butler county, Alabama, October :i5th,
M. M. Turpen president protem, L. G. Parker,
secretary. Branch 1·eports :~Pleasant Hill 76,
2. elders, I priest, 1 teacher, 1 received, 1 . died.
B.utlerno change since last report. New Hope
n, including 1 priest, I teacher, I deacon~ Elders reported :-W. J. Booker, J G. Vickery, W~
S. McPherson, G ...,T. Chutel M. M. Turpen, baptized 2. Priest, W. A ..Odom. Teacher, Geo. 0.
Sellers. Bishop's agent:. Receive<:! since last report $2800, on hand $48.35· W. J. Booker was
~ustained president; L. G Parker secretary.
M.
M·. Turpen was sustained in the South Eas•ern:
CENTRAL MISSOUIH.
mission, J. G. Vickery sustained as bishop's
Conference met with the Alma pranch, Sep· ·
agent.
Moved
that
W.
J.
Booker
and
G.
T.
·
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
tember 13th. Bro. J. R. Lambert was appointed
Chute be recommended to generel conference for
Conference convened In Bay City, Oct<Jber
to preside over the body. Reports from Waken·
ordination to the office of High Priest and that
IIth, .J. J. Garnish in the chair assisted by J H.
da
and Alma branches were received. The fol·
W.
J.
Booker
be
appointed
a
missionary
in
the
Peters, E. DeLong secretary', J. A Grant, F. C.
lowing elders reported: J. R. Lambert, R. L.
South-Eastern
mission.
Moved
that
we
petition
Smith in charge of singing, Sr. Smith qrganist.
Ware, E. W. Cat<;>, A. J. Cato, J. B., Belcher and
general conference to continue M. M. Turpen in
Branch reports: Bay Port 109, gain 7· West
H. A. Trotter.
Deacons: H. T. Curtis imd M.
the South-Eastern mission. The general author.!
Bay City 30, gain 1. St. Johns 44· gain 3 Pig~:one. The elders reported considerable preachties
of
the
church
were
sustained.
Preaching
eon River 30, loss r. Forester 26. Sigel 38. Bay
ing done, especially. Brn. Ware and Cato.
The
Saturday, Sunday by M. M. Turpen. Adjourned
City 44> gain 15
St. Gideon 45, gain 1.., Iosco
bishop's agent reported $I3 6o on hand. Bro. R.
to.meet
at
Lone
~tar, Monroe county, Alabama,
so: Gravel Creek 74, gain i. Juniata 59- gain 2.
L. Ware was sustained as president'for the next
Elders report!!:. R. Davis baptized I4. J. A. Car- January 23d.
quarter. The bishop's agent was also sustained.
penter baptized 3, L. Phelps baptized r, J. J. BaiThe rest of the time was devoted toi instructions
ley, yv. Dowker, W. Davis baptized x::i, A. Barr
by Bro. Lambert, and the exerciseswei-e left to
MASSACHUSETTS.
baptized 6,.R. W. Hugill baptized I, E. DeLong
the president to appoint. Adjourned to WakenConference convened at Howard Avenue
baptized I. Priests: D. S\:nith, C. K. Green, T.
da branch, December 13th.
chapel,
October
11th.
W.
H.
Kelley
and
Joseph
Whitford, F. Rodgers baptized 1, T. Rawson, J.
Luff were chosen to preside, with M H. Bond as ·
W. Bur~et, G. Parks, J. Burch baptized .8, C.
Smith, F. C. Smith, W. Stocks, J. A .. Gta.pt.. associate; G. H. Gates and G. Robley clerks;J.
Teachers: D. Pettee, C. E. Grant.
Bishif>''s· Woodward to appoint ushers; Julia Glover organist, Richard Bullard chorister. Opened by sing·
agent's report read and found correct. Matton
ing, prayer by M. H. Bond. Excellent remarks
to change the name of Grove Creek branch to
NOTICE.
of instruction were offered by Bro. W. H. Kelley,.
Fh;e Lakes branch carried. Elders R. Davis, J.
To the Saints of the Far West district :-I am
J. Bailey and W. Dowker appointed to examine Minutes of previous conferfCnceread and approved.
Chair appointed committees to audit accounts
now in your district prepared to do whatever
the case of Bro. Charles Paul found him gull tv
may be necessary for the advancement of the
and recommended expulsion from the church. J. and on branch reports. Report of committee on
f. Cornish was sustained .as district president and disorganizing the Douglas branch received; com- cause of Christ, so far as God shall give me wisE DeLong as secretary. Delegates J. J. Cornish, mittee continued for further investigation, with dom and strength to labor. I shall be glad to
instruction to proceed to such measures as may
correspond with any one with reference to needJ. H. Peters, E. DeLong, J. A. Carpenter and A.
be n<cessary. to secure the church building. The
ful missionary labor; and humbly ask for the coBarr were appointed to attend the general confernames of R. Bullard and ~- Ashton were added
operation of all, that. thereby sinners may be conence. Moved and carried that the chair appoint
to the committee. Elders present and reporting:
verted, the church strengthened and God glorithree elders to im•estigate Bro. Terongo's ordinaE. N. Webster, C. E. Brown, J. Benner, F. M. ·fied.
I may be addressed at either Bell, Crawtion to report at next conference-J. H. Peters,
Sheehy, A. H. Parsons, M. H. Bond, W. H.
ford county, Iowa, or Stewartsville, DeKalb Co.,
J. B. Watson, W. J. Smith. Conference adjournKelley, J. Woodward. A. N. Hoxie, J. B. Pierce,
Missouri.
ed to Coleman, the second Saturday and Sunday
G. S. Yerrington, C. A. Coombs. Elder J. S.
CHAS. ·E. BUTTERWORTH.
in June. A committee of .three was appointed to
Smith reported by letter. Priests present report·
wait upon the different newspaper editors andrelng: G. Robley, S. Ashton, T. J. Andrews.
port the rise of the church. Moved to sustain all
REUNION IN ENGLAND.
Teachers, R. Bullard, D, Shaw. Deacons, W.
the officers of the church. Preaching by A. Barr,
The
Leeds
Reunion, Manchester di,trict, was
H.
Moore,
H.
Hemmerly,
A.
B.
Pierce.
Resolved,
W. J. Smith and J. B. Watson.
held in the Saint's meeting room, Wellington
that reports of ministerial labors to Massachu·
Road, New Wortley, Leeds, commencing Satursetts district conference be made in writing, to
VICTORIA.
take effect at close of present session. Ordered ·day, October x8th. A priesthood meeting was
called for 6: IS p.m.; Elder Thomas Taylor, presthat the expense of elder's court, Church vs. F·
Minutes of conference held at Queensferry,
ident of the mission, in the chair.
After the
A. Potter be paid from district fund. The colSeptember 6th and· 7th.
Bro. J. W. Wight apusual preliminaries deacons were appointed for
lections of the conference were donated to the
pOinted president, assisted by Brn. Jones, Mcinthe services of the following day, and arrangeBoston building fund. Bishop's agent and distosh and Butterworth; Brn. Read and McGurk
ments made for prayer and sacrament meeting
trict treasurer's report read and referred to auditsecretaries.
Minutes of preceding conference
prior to the announced services, after which sever·
ing committee The pre&ident of the mission
read and confirmed. Statistical reports: Queensa! of the brethren were appointed to special local
was requested to grant Bro. G. Robley a priest's
ferry 38, gain by vote 4• new ordina,tions 1; Leolabor on behalf of the church in the district. The
license. Voted that the ne.xt session be held at
pold 31, gain by baptism 2; Hastings 46, gain by
meeting then took up the matter of the ordinaProvidence, R. I., the second Saturday in May.
baptism 2, loss by death I. Bishop's agent's retion of member David Hope, of the Farnworth
The Sunday services were left to the appoint·
port: Balance last conference £IS 2s rod, colment of the presidents of the conference Sunbranch, fo the office of priest (adjourned from
lected £I6 ISs 7Yzd, paid out £28 I8s, balance on
the April conference) and the brother's ordinaday, 9 :oo a. m., prayer service, where a peaceful
hand £3 sYzd.
The reports of branch and distion to said office was ultimately ordered. The
season was enjoyed. At 10:30 Bro. Joseph Luft
trict officers showed that they had been endeavmeeting adjourned at I I p m.
·
preached his first sermon in the Massachusetts
oring to spread the work. Regular meetings had
The Saints came together on the following
district. Earnest faces and moist eyes betokened
been held in the branches and also a little outside
morning at 9 a.m. for the breaking of bread and
work. Bro. Hailey had distributed nearly 5,000
the presence of the Spirit in convincing power.
tracts in Melbourne. Bro. J. W. Wight, president
Bro. W. H. Kelley spoke at 2:30 and Bro. J. Luff prayer; Elder James Baty, secretary of the Man·
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THE SAINTS' HERALD,
chester district, in charge. A tnily spiritual sea·
son was enjoyed at which the ministry present
received preparation for the after services of the
day .. The meeting concluded and the ordinary
services tif the day commenced at ro:.3o a.m. by
singing and prayer under the direction of Pres.
Thomas Taylor.
Elder S. F. Mather of Manchester and Elder Samuel Platts of Sheffield occupied the stand and discoursed upon the gospel,
pleading with the Saints to walk as those should
who claim brotherhood in Christ and heirship
with God.
Fellowship. meeting opened at 2 p.m. in charge
of Elder Henry Greenwood of Manchester. Manv
faithful testimonies qf God's love to his childreiJ
were given and evidences of the truth of the latter day work presented.
The· evening services convened at 6 p.m., President Taylor in charge, who also addressed the
congregation upon the qualifying power or the
Holy Spirit, taking as his basis the zd chapter of
the 1st epistle to the Corinthian Churches. The
sermon was given with the power and demonstration of the Holy Ghost, capped by a forcible
testimony of the truth of the latter day work,
that must have forced conviction of its truth
home to the hearts of many present who have
not yet obeyed the gospel. Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Sen., president of the district, afterwards
presented some of the principles of the doctrine
of Christ, taking as his basis the zd epistle of'
John 9th verse, after which the services were.
brought ro a conclusio,n by singing and prayer.
The meetings were vvell attended throughout
the day. Many strangers were present at both
afternoon and evening meetings. Their conduct
was respectful and their manner evinced much
interest .in the,gospel .as. propounded by the different speakers. The reunion, taken altogether;
has been the best yet held In the district, and
gives j ustificatign to the be.!ief that solid progress
is being made in. both numbers, knowledge, and
spiritual walk a~d con.duct~· I yet have· f.aith .in
the f11ture of. th;e gqspfOl in my native land, and
a!Ilong .mY. countrymen; .and though a . greaf
)YOrk was done here by the early men of the
c:;l)urcp prior to! the apostasy, I have confidence
that a still gre.ater work will be done by the
Reorganized c;~urch, and that In the very near
future. M;~y it, be so. I hope for it, pray £or
it, worlf. for It, [am:l by faith, have evidences of
It that ar,e a.t least satisfactory to myself.
\Yours frater[\ally.
JosEPH DEWSNUP, Sen.
C()NFERENCE :NoTiq:s.
Conference ~ill be held at Wheeler's Grove,
commencing Saturday, November 29th, 1S9o, at
1~:30 !Lm. · Br~nch. officers a,nd all the ministry
w1ll please take, not1ce and send reports in time;
and. all. who can should attend.
·
·
· H. N. HANSEN, Dist. Pres ..
WAJ'if;TED IMMEDIATELY.
)Agood mac~inist; a<Latter Day $aint prefe_rred; To the:rjght. party there is· a chance to
obtain anjnter~st in> the business: . Apply at
once to Independence. Novelty Works.
WIL):.IA:i\1. CLOw, Proprietor,
!~dependence, Jackson Co., Mo.
SUNDA]Y.,SCHOOL REPORT;
Report of M~rshall branch, Newa~k. S. Dakota, Sunday-schooL
Tb,e children here do. not
take the .f1ope, qut their parents take the Herald.
The •following ::are .~he names of scholar·s who
lear·t1edthe m<)gtverses.from the Testament from
July 6th:, IS9:>, to the
·
Bible class:
Wil)ie Mitchell; IOI
73; Charles. Hoffrriand6;
Huntley, 4.5; Annie
~
. Ode, If2; H;ttty Mitchell,
Berthiane Huntly, IS; P.
class; Jo!e Mitch46i Freddie Oehring,
AJma QeliringJ 9; Ida
34; Ida Huntley, r3;
. ~k.Amanda Qeh-

i

(!~~~~~~~~~i~!~::l~6ti~;~l
~lass; Philip C; F'ishef,
.MH<;.h.~ll,.I\S~lsb:mt ~upedn-

tendent; Sr. Amanda . Oehring, Sr. Hanable
Oehring, teachers; Sr. Berthiane Huntley, secretary.
P. C. FISHER.

75I
SUNDAY-SCHOOL REPORTS.
Renort of Suridav-school Association Northern Illi- ·
nois and Southern ·wisconsin.
.
This convention convened according to adjournment .
at Mission, Illinois, on the 24th day of October, 1890,
at 1: 30 p m.; general superintendent F. M. Cooper in
the chair. Minutes of last jlleeting were read, exceptions drawn and corrected.
Schools then reported. :Mission. school reported for
four months:· Number of sessions, 15; number of
scholar~, 2 70; average, 18; number of teachers and
Treasurer had received
officers, 162; average, 9.
$10 35; had expended $10.00; leaving a balance of
35 cents. J. Midgorden, secretary.
Sandwich school reported for four months: Attend,
ance, 240; average, 16.
Take the Hope, also other
papers. Had collected $5.00. Mrs. Pahridge, secretary.
.
Braidwood school reported for four months: General attendance, 144; average, 12; teachers, 36;- aver·
age 3.
Have three classes: Bible, Intermediate and.
Primary. Cora Kelso, secretary.
East Delavan reported for six months: Total attendance, 246; average, 1272'. Three classes, three
teachers, three officers .. Money on hand, $6.91. Stella
.
Burr, secretary.
Plano school reported for four months: Officers and
teachers, 156; scholars, 679; infants,419; general at~
tendance, 821; average, 45 11-18; male attendance,
280; female attendance, 541; collected, $10.00; 8left
school; 1 joined; have nine classesand a membership
of 92. Wilson Gorton, secretary.
No report from Streator or Piper City.
General
and local committee reported; was accepted and continued for the next four months. Committee on pro,
gramme reported, accepted &nd continued.
Amend·
ments brought over from last convention were then
taken up separately, discussed and. voted upon; all
were adopted except clause' 2 of section 13, by laws,
which was determil)ed lost. Division was called upon
the amendment to section 11, but was finally carried
General superintendent then reported and resigned
the . anticipated , honor of re-election in favor of .the
district president, Henry Southwick, which upon vote
was carried. The secretary's report was read and accepted.
Invitation by vote was extended to visiting
brethren to express their minds relative to Sunday·
school work. . Bro. Wil.liam Blair then gave us some
very good advice and strong encouragement for one
It was
and all to take an active part jn the work.
then resolved .that the schools a~ Piper .City and
Streator should hereafter report to Assoeiation as mission schools. Resolved that we snstain H. M. White
as secrelary for the next ·four months · Moved and
carried .that we adjourn until 7: 30 p m. Convention
, met a.t 7 :. ilO to carry out a proposed. prograuinie and
to close the convention. Programrreconsisted of the
nsual opening followed with a greeting to the coming
•workers and response.. An essay upon the necessit;y
of Saints to be workers in the Su)lday-school.
Two
recitations. An appeal for workers.and an address to
. those going outinto the field for the next. term, inter•spersed with plenty of good music and singing: The
• motiol) to .adjourn to m.eet the day before conference
at Plano in February, 1891, was then carried.
HENRY SOUTHWICK, 'Gen. Sup't.
RNrTIE· WHITE, SeC!retary;
Secretaries of different schools. please note the passin~ of ~he amendments. and annex. 'theirJ to \PE\ir 'Con~ ·
st1tution and by-laws. Cox:t!and report came too late
to be read; will cary them over.
SECRETARY.

BLESSING OF CH!LDREN.
·woon.-Grace, daughter of John and Delphia
Wood, blest at Delano, Missouri, September zrst,
1890, by M. H. Forscutt and Wiliiam Summerfield.
·
BURLINGTON.- Senterlow vValJace, son -on
John (junior) and M. A. Burlington, born at St.
Joseph. Missouri, September Ist, 1S9o; blest bv
M. H. Forscutt and John Burlington (senior) November zd.
.
MITCHELL.-Delphia Elizabeth, daughter of
W. H. and Phcebe E. Mitcheil; born at St. Jo·
seph, Missouri, October zd, IS9o; blest by M. H.
Forscutt, J. Burlingtoh (senior) and J. M. Terry; ·
STITES.-·At Warnerville, Madison c~unty,
Nebraska, August 22d, ISS9, to Mr. Alva M. and
Sr. Melissa Stites, a son; ble>sed at Nebraska
City, Nebraska, October 26th, IS9o, by Elders R.
M. Elvin and C. H. Porter, and named· George
Albert.
·
EVERETT.-At Liberty, Cass county, Nebraska, February 16th, ISS9, to Bro. John and Sr.
Rachel R. Everett, a son; blessed at the house
of Bro. John Ervin. near Union, Nebraska, October 3Ist, rS9o, by Elder R. M Elvin, and named
James ·Edward.
MARRIED.
MACKLAND-WRIGHT.-At the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wright,in Hazel Dell township, Pottawattamie county,
Iowa, Mr. Wiillam I:L Mackland aud Miss Ada.
C. Wright, October 29th, IS9o; Elder H. N. Hansen officiating.
DIED.
Hh'.RRis.-At Reese Creek, Montana, October
24th, rS9o, of inflammation of the stomach and.
bowels, Nettie Ann, infant daughter of Bro. D ..
R. and St. Jenette Harris, aged 5 months.and 28
days. Funeral sermon by Gomer Reese, from
Daniel r2: 2.
·
·
·
Weep not for little Nellie,
Though hidden from your sight;
Ere long •he'll come W\th Jesus,
Clothed with everlasting life..
.
HouGHTON ...,-A.t her hom~;, Davenport, Iowa,
October 27th. Sr .. Martha Houghton, aged 74
years, 2 months and IS days. Shewas·a charitable, church-loving woman who in her day has
done a great deal of good for the poor and helpless. In a large field her presence w.ill be sadly
missed, for those who knew her had learned to
love her. She )eaves to mourn their loss. two
children,. Wn:i .. Rigby ancj Mrs D .. W. Clow.
Sr. Houghton was born in Ovington,. E11gland,
in 1S16, and came to America in rS38, .settling at
Nauvoo, Illinois, whe~e she marriedJohn Ribby.
She came to Davenport in I~45, and here her
lmsband.died in r?.53· In rS55 she again mar,
ried ht·r second husband being William Hough
ton. He died in IS67.· ~r. Jlqughton was a consistent Christian. and a. zealous and faithful mern-.
ber.of the ~burch Just before. she died she told
her da11ghter that all was w~U with her, and ex. i}qrted her. to be. faithful.and train up ·the. little
one that.Go.d had given her: so .that. tney could,
meet again in the due time ofthe Lord. Funeral.
disco1,1rse by Elder Warren Turner.
Report .of Blake's ·Mills, Ohio, .!'ah.bath·school for the
Mjj:ACH.EI;.'-At Keqkuk, I ow.~~ on the rno.rn-. y.es.r ending October 19th, 1890: Number of sessions, 43,
Full avtendance; 779. Average att<il:idance; 18.. V:isitors,
ing of the lz6thof October, of cancer, Sr. Ellen .70.
Total collection, $12.64. Expenditures, $1L64. BalMeacher, in. the seventy-third year of her. ag('!·
ance on hand, $1.00.
BRo. JAMES CAhLISLE, Pros.
SR BESSIE DARsT, Clerk.
To her it was a happy release, for she has been· a:.
.P .. S.. Bro•. Cramer requested me to ask why our·· last
great but patient sufferer for the last four :tears·
report.was not published?
of her.life. She. was born in the Isle of :(Ytan
If received/ it Was 'sellt up to the o:ftlce for publication;
February <st, ISIS, and was baptized in Engla!Jd~
It may. h~ve railed to come,-,-E:D: ,
by P. P. Prl!tt", in IS46. She callie to theUniied
States hii8471 and was baptized into the Reorganization in rS66, by James Burgess. The fU!J·'
SHALL" WE .HAVE W~RMING-PANS
er'\ii, services . were in charge of B. F. ·.Durfee.
.
AGALN?
.
Sermon byJ. W. Gillen.
·
There is a,n old,time .institution that ought to be .
J. W Wight, Nqrth Fo~ter, N. s. Wal@s, A,ti~tra!ia.
re~~ved, at:]-d thatis the \\'arming; pan •. One. au,
E. L.Kelley, Temple, .L~tke co .•. Oh~()· . . .· .
.thqrit~ says that according to medidil. prot(;!St
M. H. Forscutt, No:.1110. Frandis stre.et, St. Joseph; :Mo:
ag!liristda(Ilp or cold· bedswarming·~pat;ls sno~:~ld
Reury Tabbiner. No. ,to Clyde street, Sheltonr Stoke-on-.· :come .• .iuto f!l~hiqn .again ....On.e medical writer .
~uglan(l.
: ..:
/.Jefferson
· < '. < coun·. · •.: ·' . s. a. y.s: ''.No. t. only .the
....... gu..est b...ut t. h.e.•.·farrJ.t'ly ·of.ten·
T.Trent,
W. andStaffordshire,
Helen P. Sm1th,
Hutchmson,•
ty., C<ll'lrado.. ·.
·
·
· ·· · ~~.fJ:e~ ;th.~ pena,lty. qf;.sl~f:!P!ngJn: cold .rc)otnjl: anc:J.
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chilling their bodies' at a time wheil th~y need all
their bodi\l heat, by getting between cold sheets.
Even in warm 'summer weather a cold, da'mp bed
will get in its deadly work .. It is a neetlless peril,
·and the neglect· to provide dry rooms and be'ds
hlfs in it .the .elements of murder and suiCide.''
People crawl into the chiily sheets anq spend half
an h:o.ur 1n "getting ·the bed. warm," when the
warming-pan would put the·m into 'a cozy bed that
would give them warmth instead of takiilgit from
them. w <! look to see the warming-pim become
a fad ...-'.$"el.
··
·
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- - . ) B Y THE(-Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
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HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(IMpired Translation by Joseph Smi~h.)
Sheep or Library binding, sptinkled tidgoo •• • ••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••• , •••••• 2
Morocco; gilt edges ..•.•.••••••••••••••••••• II
New Testament,.Inspired .••••••••••• , •.....
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DOCTRINE AND COVENAN'rtt
dprinkled Sheep, or Library ••••••••••••••••• 1 liB
Imitation Morocco; gilt ed!<es •• ~ ••••••••• , ••• 1 60

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Moro(lco, ·aprinkled edgea ••••••••••• 1 .21i
Imitation .Moroeco, gilt edges •••.••••••••••••• 1 .60
THE SAl:NTS' HARMONY.
(Tutie Book and Hy'mn Book combined.)
Leather back apd Muslin sides •••••••••••••• 2 60
.The Harm9ny contains all the hymns in the Sainta'
Harp; also 54~Lpages of m,usic, comprising about ,20
tuneS, ~ndfull inatru?~ioM on choir ~pd anthemmuaic.

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Cqmpendiuril of Faith,··for the Higher. Classes.
Sprinkled Leather ••••• ; ............ ~ ....... 1
Muslin boilrcis ................ ; ... ,' ........
Questiqn Bo~k for Intermediate Classes.
Limp mu~lirj; 25,cta. each, per dozen.. , • , ••• 2
Question Books .for Primary Cla.ssoo.
Limp ~n~lin, .U eta. ea()h, 'J)er dozen .••••••••• 1
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Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
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SY:MBOLOGICAL CATECHISM :
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A: J. MAPES.
104 pages,, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For s:i!.le by BRo. H. R. M!LLS,
! "JntrPV.'l\.JDN.'l\;CJt. 1\f o

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
W"' FLEXIBLE BINDINIG . .,m
The In~pired Translation of the. Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
RlJINf§

FOR 1891.
IN order to largely increase' our drculatiem for
t~e coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude. to those who have aided us in estal:Hishing· the magazine, we have' made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

·Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph, Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate rpade expressly .'for us,
, and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each' one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribi~g for AUTUMN
LEAVES.

Soon· to be. issued from Patriot. O'ftice, toh~iilth'lg )lfS~
Sermons oy Pres. Jos. Smith 'and other leading elders,(
"What :the Jews Think of Jesus,".and ...The JeWs In ana
OUt of Palestine," by Dr. ]'. de Sola Mendez, a prom in~
ent Jew; also. "The Ame.rican Indian," and·.".Life lind
Death of ReJiub!iCA," by D. !<'. Lambert, editor of Patriot.
This work presents a wide range of subjects as well.as
suthorship. It w.ill be sol!i as follows: Single copy 2.5 .ot.
. Five copies' $1. . Twelve oopies $2, Patriot one. year and·
oook $1.15. Patriot si:xo inonth• and book 70 cts.
;,
'l'hh! applies to renewals as well as ·new subscriptions.
:Send .in your orders at once.
. .·
LAMBERT BROS'., LAMONI, low'.&.
NoTE.:;- Will be .ready for shipment latter Jiart of November Send in your order. at once that yon niay· be
!Bnp,plied out Of the first enition.
. .

HOUSE FOR.,SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for· mY: brlsiness, I offer
for sale my Ho11se ·of six rooms, ·and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Gooq cellar with b.ot air
furnace n it, "'nd water ill the kitchen;. .
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28J Cleveland, Ohio.

TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable· elagravlng the
:follow.ing conditions are necessary. Send in
•advance $1.50, the regular subscription price of
PAYING WORK FOR, ·YOU.
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
:Bro. B. F. Ordway 6f Peoria, Illinois,; still wants agents
cost of mai!Jng, and the magazine together with
for his well known'
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
PORTABLE BED SPRHi!G'S
. ·can hot send the engraving except where payand other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyment is made in ad•·ance. Not wishing, how·day,oredit given. Model an·d.samples free, conditionally ..
, ever, to deprive any one of the magazine vvho . JFor fuH particulars addre~s as above. ·
:may tiesire to have it and has not the·money to
· send in advance, we will send the magazine
SPIRIT-UAL GIFTS :AND SPIRIT
-without tke Engra'tltnlf, if they will notify tne
MANIFESTATIONS,
office that they wish it continued.
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
BY
. We can not send out. the first numbers of the
ELDER M. H. BoND;
volume without knowing whether you wish the .
·entire volume, for by this II!eans we suffer great I .Just issued; .a book or pamphlet of ·-over 100 pageslarger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
Ioss. Many who afterwards ·would subscribe and
<Original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
pay for these numbers can not get them because
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest..
we have furnished them to those who fail toreint creed. The rational theory and (·xposition of gospel
new their subscriptions or to return the magadoctrine and confirmatory gifts, as a·g~inst tbe insidiouszines.
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
THE MINISTRY.
revelation's of Swedenbo~g,- The Quakers,
·To all actively engaged in the ministvy it affords :anti-Bible
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind-·
: us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but : R~ading, wChtistian Science," ~'DiVine Healing' or·
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent ··"Faith Cnre," "How to Become a Medillm," &c. The•
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use .or abuse int
wish it continued.
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
: DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
1

00
'15

DISTRICT RECORDS.

AUTUMN

Prospectus. of 'Autumh.Leaves

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid;.
l'. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Wil--

MA~AZINE?

Send us twelve names with the money and we
lollghby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
will send you an extra copy free for your send·
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books•
· ces. .This offer .includes engraving with each i will be sent upon application.
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
:NEW BOOK. 1890.
With the first number of volume four we shall
'·sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
, of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.'' ·
·-THE; , most interesting Biographies yet published.
! · ·"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by ' · A:postaey, Ret'ormation arid Restoration.
those who know him, passed through many of
, the trying scenes .of the troubles in Missouri,
·This work discusses the issues of theology that are to·
~'ke front to-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
, and writes of them as an eye witness. •1_£ the
ll'Cltding
It elther as CRITIC Of INVESTIGATOR, It contains
interest of future chapters of this biography are
:MlO pages of closely written matter and printed in good
·equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
lltladable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
·
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
LOW PRICE OF. $1:25 PER COPY.
'those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
Besides the discussion of the questions of
':first chapters, will lose much. Sometime·during
JIIINISTEltiAL AUTHORITY
· :rSgr we expect also to begin the publication of a
From the Bible standpoint of the
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
HELCHISEDEK AND THE' AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
to the magazine, though well known to the
The work largely treats of the subjects of "
··church, b?th personally and by her writings.
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
In >and since the days of the Apostles, 'reviewing and crit·
i-caUy examining the claims of the Restoration of the
'iss]le a large edition above the number of subGoo pel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
~scribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
Copies can be had by addressing
.
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
WM. H. KELLEY, TemJ>le P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
time for their names to be on our list by January
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
;rst, rSgr.
PI'"" Money aent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
To the friends who have so faithfully and dis~hould be drawn·on Willoughby, Ohio.
·
·
Interestedly worked for us in the past ~e would
WM .. H. KELLEY.
:suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successD. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier
RoBERT WINNING~ Pres't~
ful than in the previous ones. With, thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are an"!l whom we are endeavoring to·
Ample Responsibility.
·serve, we shall enter upon the work of vo1ume
.four feeling sure that our friends will render
:r..o..ne money on aproved security. Six per cent interest
us all, and more than we can merit.
pllid on time deposits. Real Estate

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.

to

M.

WALKER.

bought and sold.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE BAVll 1T BE ONE WIFll.- .AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN RUT ONE RIJBBAND-: EXOBPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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"FACTS SUBMITTED TO A CANDID
WORLD,"-DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE.
THE attitude which the sons of Joseph
Smith the putative founder of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, with
the body of which they are members,
have . taken in regard to the doctrine of
plural marriage, or polygamy, and the
manner of its becoming a church tenet,
warrant us in making the fullest examinainto both of the substance of the late manifesto of Pres. Wilford Woodruff, the manner of its adoption by the church in Utah
and tbe probable effect of it, and the reasons assigned by the leaders for the change
desi_gned and· wrought by it. The necessity of assigning reasons for renouncing
plural marriage, under which the leaders
of the Utah church are placed, is of so
grave a nature that Mr. Cannon, chief
speaker on that eventful 6th of October
justpassed, presents a statement from one
the revelations .to the church and states
that it is on that basis that Pres. Woodruff
felt justified in issuing the manifesto.
In the October number of the Juvenile,
Instructor, a Salt Lake City magazine,
Mr. Cannon, its editor, discusses the significance of the Manifesto under the general head of "Topics of the Tfmes." We
present it from Mr. Cannon's pen, in connection with the speeches of himself and •
Pres. Woodruff, on the occasion of the
presentation of the Manifesto and the
adoption of it as a public renu'nciation of
plural marriage, for the purpose of examination and comment, as from the position
we occupy we have the right to do.

of

"The exciting topic among us to-day, I suppose,
is the manifesto issued by President Woodruff
concerning plural marriage.'' No doubt this will
give rise to wide spread discussion and it may be
that some difference of opinion will exist in regard
'to it. It is a grave matter, and calls forth deep
thought upon the part of all true Latter-day
Saints.

22,

1890.

•·This is an in5tance which illustrates the con-

stant necessity of men and women living so as to
have the Spirit of God in their hearts that they
may kno\v for themselves concerning the correctness o£ doctrine whlch may be taught or the propriety of steps which may be taken. We are
compelled, if we would progress as we should do,
to live in this manner.
Nothing can be clearer
to people of experience in the Church than the
truth of the words of the Lord through the
Prophet Isaiah, that, 'as the ,heavens are higher
than the earth, so are my ways higher than your
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts' We
cannot measure, by our human wisdom and foresight, the purposes oft he Almighty. The ways that
we might think would lead to success might only
result in disaster; and on the other hand, the ways
that we would perhaps esteem injurious might
be most beneficial. God has taken care .of His
work thus far, and His promise is that He will
continue to do so.
"The record which the Latter-day Saints have
made in relation to this principle has not been
lost upon the world. It is one of which none need
feel ashamed. 'We have contended for our right
to obey this principle as long as it has been wisdom or necessliry to do so.
We have protested
in the strongest way possible, to us, against any
interference with this part of our religion. We
have employed the best legal talent that we could
get to defend it upon constitutional grounds.
There is nothing in this direction that could be
done which ·we have not done, as we have been
filled with anxiety to make our record a complete
one. In addition, hundreds have gone to prison
and in doing so have testified to the world that
they were sincere, that they believed the command concerning plural marriage to be from God,
and the course which they pursued was prompted
by conscientious motives. How easy it would have
been, if our practices had been based upon lust, to
have come out and renounced this doctrine and
then followed the ways of the world, against
which but little objection would be raised. The
object as it has been understood among us, in the
Lord revealing plural marriage; was to save the
race .fmm the destructive influences that were
sweeping over the earth like a flood. It was for
the purpose of raising a righteous seed unto the
Lord; to have a. pure people, among whom virtue and chastity 'would be honored and preserved;
to have a society where women would be pure and
uncorrupted, and where man would be expected
to conform to as high .a standard of virtue as
w01nan.
"Th~ nation has said that this system of ours
cannot be tolerated; that it is a foreign feature In
·its civilization, and it must be abolished.
"After taking all these measures to make our
·views" known, and to vindicate ourselves against
the charges whiCh have been so industriously
circulated against us, the time has come when, in
the mind of the Lord, It is proper for us to come
fqrward and announce to the world that we 'are
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ready to submit. to the decision that has been
made and to conform to the law that has been
enacte.:t against us. The nation now has to bear
the responsibility. We have done our duty, and, I
believe, stand acquitted before'the Lord. I have
the best of reasons for believing that He has accepted of the sacrifices of the people for this principle, and now says, •It Is enough, leave It now
with the nation, and It will be for me to judge
it.'
"What Is there that we could do that has n·ot
been done? It is true, we might have· gone forward and become martyrs; persisted In carrying
this principle out in utter defiance of all that this
government or nation could do. We might have
gone so far as to have our temples taken from us;
O'Ur property, both Church and private, confiscated; our leading men incarcerated in prison, and
perhaps killed, and the people subjected to a ·great
many woes. But the Lord has not led Hisservant, whom He has placed to guide this people,
to take such a course. His Spirit has prompted
every step that has been taken. His mind and
will .has been sought for diligently, and It has
been communicated freely to His servants. In
this late important step, also, the Lord has been
appealed to, and He has shown the path to be
pursued. The results are with Him. He w!ll
bring them about to suit His own purposes.
"As to the Saints, especially to the women and
children, I feel that all will be right. God has
seen the offerings of his people. He knows
their hearts, and the purity of the motives which
prompted them in their actions; and He will sustain and comfort them, and·in Hts own time will
give them the promised reward.
"Probably at no Conference for a long time
has the Spirit of the Lord been poured out in
greater power than at this Conference which has
just passed. The Elders who spoke did so with
great plainness, and their teachings ~were accompanied by the power of God. No one could
be present and hear the instructions without feeling, if he had the Spirit of the Lord, that they
were from•God. There was a testimony accompanying that which was said that carried It home
to the hearts of the people. It seemed necest>ary
that this should be the c:ase, because of the charaCter of the business 't'l be transacted. If there
had been but little of the Spirit present, and the
meetings had been cold and lifeless, the action of
the Conference would not have been so satisfac. tory,and many"would'have gone away doubtful
in their hearts as to the propriety of that which
had been done. But there was great unanimity
shown in all the proceedings, and there never has
'::Jeen a gathering of the Church of larger· numbers and more union than at this recent Confer-

"ence.''

The 15th paragraph ofthe revelation of
1841, section 107 of the Lamoni edition, is.
cited by Mr. Cannon in the opening of
his remarks as·the central thought of 'his
argument; and the argument made by
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him upon this citation Is an ingenious
shifting of the responsibility of their action
from their own shoulders to the Government of the United- States, the Nation.
The citation reads:
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, ,that when I
give a commandment to any of the sons of men,
to do a work unto my name, and those sons of
ineh go with all their might, and with all they
have, to perform that work, and cease not their
diligence, and their enemies come upon them,
and hinder thern from performing that work; behold, it behooveth me to require that work no
more at the hands of those sons of men, but to
accept of their offerings."

The effort to shift the blame of an abandonment of plural marriage from those
who were practicing it to the burden of
iniquity and evil that the Yankee nation
must answer for in the day of judgment is
unique, if nothing else. In order to see
what there is in it, and whether the portion of the revelation cited is applicable to
the case in hand we suggest the following-.
The special work named in the r.evelation was the tuilding of a house in Missouri, and one in Nauvoo, Illinois. From
the building of the first those commanded
had been prevented, and provisions were
made for the second, and from this work
which was so prevented those formerly
commanded were excused, and a commandment given for a prechdy similar work to
be done in Illinois. While we admit that
the principle is a good one, that if God
cemmands men to do a thing and they
conscientious! y try to rlo it and are prevented from so doing by whatever i~ beyond
their control, the work commanded will
will not be" required; it seems that the
principle is also correct that it God commands men to do a work in a specific
way and for a specific purpose, and
gives special rules to govern those men
during the period they m"y be engaged
in doing that work, a failure to ob,erve
those rules so given is a failure to do
the work commanded, and the men
so failing are blamable and must suffer
for their folly or wickedness in departing from the commandments.
In
the light of this latter idea let us see
what precedes the cited portion of the revelation:
"And It shall come to pass, that if you build
an house unto my name, and do not do the things
that I say, I will not perform the oath which I
make unto you, neither fulfill the promises which
ye expect at my hands, saith the Lord; for instead
of blessings, ye, by ) our own works, bring cursings, wrath, indignation and judgments, upon
your own heads, by your follies, and by all your
abominations, which you practice before me, saith
the Lord."

In this reference is made to some thing·s
that the Lord had at that time (1841) already said.
In the event of there being no change
made in the attitude of the Government of
the United States towards the subject
of polygamy or plural marriage, which
Mr. Cannon now admits is forbidden by
law; then in the judgment day; the men
of this generation, notably those engaged
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m the making and executing the laws witnesses declared that America was the
so forbidding the practice, will be ·held . land kept in reserve by Jehovah upon
to answer for that; and Mr. Cannon, wqich there was to be established a politiMr. vVoodruff, and others of the Mor- cal government under the institutions of
mon church will rise up in witnl:'ss which the church should be organized and
against them; in which case M r, Cannon flourish, according to the design of divine
wants his hearers to understand that those counsel. That wise men were raised up
law-makers and executors will be con- to free the land from kingly rule, and to
demned for their preventing himself and frame a constitution and make just laws
Mr. Woodruff and others from rr.arrying- to rule the people. One of the principles
and living with plural wives at their will. which characterized the institutions of the
The pith of this argument on Mr. Can- land was that rule regarding the domestic
non's part is that he presupposes that God family relation that reqni:red that a man
did command him, Mr Woodruff and should not have more than one wife at the
others to enter into the practicce of the dog- same time, but permitted him to marry
ma of plural marriage; that they essayed another if the first died, or transgressed
the law of matrimony.
'
to do so, and that when the nation found
it out they forbade it by law, thus preventWe submit that it was in pursuit of duty
ing them from carrying the command out; as makers and executors of the law, chotherefore the nation must answer for their sen for this purpose by the people of the
failure to so do. There 111eems to be no nation where these witnesses dwelt; and
defect in this argument. Are the premises in harmony with the Bible, which these
correct?
witnesses and ourselves believed to be the
In the day when the nation (the United word of God; and in harmony with 'the
Book of Mormon and the revelations of
States Government) shall be called to answer to the charge of having hindered Mr. God which these witnesses professed to
Cannon, Mr. Woodruff and others from have believed as the word of God given
marrying and living with a plural number to them, that we did make laws forbidding
of wives each, on territory belonging to theEe men, or _any others, to practice plural
the United States and covered by Ameri- marriage; and did execute those laws so
can institutions and laws, the nation may far as we could, and thus did hinder these
put in an _appearance and answer to the men from doing that which the Lord said
charg-e in something like the following to Jacob, one of the prophets and good
manner:
men of which the Book of Mormon testiThe institution of marriage was at the fies, was "abominable before" him.
beginning monogamic.
Bible, Genesis
We therefore urge in defense of our
first and second chapters; Adam and Eve conduct the warrant thus found in the
first created beings constituting the first nooks held out to the nation by these witpair, and giving the warrant and rule of nesses as the word of God. ·we do this,
the relation. "The Savior of men endorsed notwithstanding that these witnesse-;
both the institution and its type. See claimed that a revelation was received by
Matt. 19; 5, 9, "For this cause shall a man them from God commanding them to
leave father and mother, and shall cleave practice plural marriage; because that
to his wife; and they twain shall be one revelation, if received, commanded what
flesh."-Mark ro:6-8.
was contrary to ''the things" which God
The Book of Mormon which these wit- had already commanded them to observe
nesses against us hold to be the word of and do; failing to do which they were to
Him vvho sitteth to Judge us, as they do receive "wrath, indignation and judgthe Bible, clearly prohibits the having of ments, upon their own heads,'' "instead of
more than one wife: "Hearken to the blessings."
word of the Lord; for there shall not any
We ask that condemnation be not proman mnong you have save it be one wife.;' nounced against us upon this charge; be-Jacob, zd chapter.
.
cause of these things which are written in
The revelations which the Lord Jesus our behalf.
Christ gave to these same witnesses manv
Can reasonable men justly think that
years befon; they began the practice
the nation will be punished in that day for
having plural wives, which practice we are hindering the Utah Chmch from doing
charged in this last high court with having that which God could not have authorized
hindered and f!edared unbwful, command- without disregarding his own laws preed them "that it was lawful for a man to viously enacted.
have one wife;" "that the earth might be
Mr: Cannon asserts that the church in
filled with measure of man;" and also Utah held the act of Congress of 1862 to
commanded that a man should "love his be unconstitutional, and therefore they
wife and cleave unto her and none else."
continued in practicing what was forbidThese same witnesses and others whom
den. That practice had been contrary to
they assume to represent in this august
the statute laws of all the states where the
court, wlemnly declared in the year 1835 church was organized and where it had
that it was the helief of the church fxisted, in any of its portions, from 1830
who;,e name they claim that "one man to 1844; and especially in the state where
should have one wife." They then said it was supposed the temple was to be
that this declaration was made because built and the state in which the church
.they were charged with believing and was when the alleged revelation commandpracticing a different thing, which charge ing the practice is said to have been given.
they denied.
Does Mr. Cannon wish to be understood
Besides this, 0 judge, we ask considera- as stating that the laws of New York,
tion of this further showing, that these Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa, upon

of
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the subject of the domestic relation were,
or are unconstitutional?
\Ve are not
aware that anv such issue was raised while
the church remained in any of the states
named; and it is certainly late to raise it
now.
It will be seen that Mr. Cannon in his
article in the Juvenile Instructor states
that "the object, as it has been understood
among us, in the L01d revealing plural
marriage, was to save the race from the
destructive influences that were sweeping
over the earth like a flood. It was for the
purpose of raising a righteous seed unto
the Lord; to have a pure people among
whom virtue and chastity would be honored and preserved; to have a society
where women would be pure and uncorrupted, and where man would be expected
to conform to as high a standard of virtue
as woman."
We might pass this statement by as a
bit of sentimental sophistry, were it not
for the very plain reason that the whole
statement is an almost direct impeachmt<nt
of the angel's message to Joseph Smith,
the entire revelations to the church upon
which it was organized and successfully
conducted for the first fourteen years of
its existence, the direct word of God in
both the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants, and the entire work
of the church during the lifetime of J oseph Smith in connection with it. It is
besides this an impeachment·ofthe wisdom
of God in instituting the monogamic rule
in the marr1age relation; and of perpetoating it by command to the church in I831,
when he gave as the rule, "Thou shalt
love thy wife with all thy heart; and shall
cleave unto her and none else."
The placing of Adam and Eve upon
the earth was for the purpose of peopling
the earth. It seemed to have been in God's
mind then the best way. If it was not,
then God's wisdom was at fault. Noah,
a righteous man, and his family were saved to perpetuate man on the earth. God's
plan, again monogamic. Christ endorsed
this plan as being from the beginning the
right one; the very best, or Christls wisdom was at fault, as well as the Father's.
The very same plan is commanded of God
through Christ to the church in I83J.
Again the best plan, or Christ's wisdom is
again at fault.
The Lord stated through Malachi that
the object intended to be served in instituting the one wife rule, was "that he might
seeka godly seed."
There is no mistaking the· meaning of
Malachi in this, for the charges "let none
[no one] deal treacherously against the
wife of his youth; for the Lord, the God
of Israel hateth putting away."-Mal. 2.
In January, I83I, the Lord Jesus Christ
stated to the church that the object of the
giving the command to go to the Ohio,
where he would give them his law, was
that they "might escape the power of the
enemy, and be gathered unto him a righteous people, 'Yithout spot and blameles."

The provision of that law concerning
marriage is clear, plain and emphatic:
"Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy
heart, and shall cleave unto her and none
[no one] else."-D. C. 42: 7·
In March of the same year the Lord revealing to the church his will concerning
marriage states that it is "lawful that he
[man l should have one wife and they twain
shall be one jlesh."-D. C. 49: 3·
The object had in view as it is stated in
the same revelation is that the earth "might
be filled with the measure of man according to his creation before the world was
made."
The Book of Mormon states that the
object had in view in leading Lehi and his.
family out of the land of Jerusalem was
that God designed to "raise up unto him a
righteous branch from the fruit of the
loins of Joseph."-Jacob 2: 6.
Lehi and his family were monogamists,
and this is the plain rule laid down for that
people. Contrast these evidences from
the word with Mr. Cannon's statement.
If Mr. Cannon is right and the Lord gave
the plural marriage command for the purpose stated by him in his article in the
Instructor J. then we must conclude that
the institution of marriage as given of God
at the start was a mistake and God's wisdom at fault; and that the prophetic spirit
of Malachi, the Christ of New Testament
times, the Lord who commanded Jacob to
get up into the temple to declare the word
he would give him, the Jesus Christ, the
Son of the living God, the Savior of the
world, who gave the law to the Church
in I831, all m'ade a grievous mistake, the
wisdom of the creative agency has failed,
and the word upon which men of God
have ever rested as the unchanging rule
for their service and the base of their ever·
lasting hope is destroyed as unwm;thy of
further belief and trust.
Were the principles of virtue in woman
and honor in man disregarded by God
when he gave the word to Malachi and
to Jacob? Did Jesus Christ forget these
cardinal principles of strength in man
and beauty in woman when he gave
the rule in the Book of Mormon and the
law in the revelation of I83d Is it possible that Mr. Cannon would have us to understand that the marriage rule stated by
Jesus Christ as having been devised of
God before the world was made, was of
such a character that under it the people
to whom it was given would be an impure
people, among whom virtue and chastity
would be dishonored and destroyed; that
women would be impure and corrupted?
What a sweeping charge to make against
the rules enacted of the great church builder, Jesus Christ. How opposite to this the
statement of the Lord as the reason why
he commanded the people in Jacob's time
that no man among them should have
more than one wife, and as stated in the
Book ot Mormon; that reason was, "For
I, the Lord God, delighteth in the chastity
of women."-Jacob 2:6. .
We can not blame Mr. Cannon for
-D~ C. 38: 7·
In the succeeding month, after the ar- striving to assign reasons for the action of
rival of the leaders and the church at Mr. Woodruff and the conference; but we
Kirtland, the Ohio, the LAw was given. can not help thinking that the reasons
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presented and canvassed by us herein are
inadequate, and quite unworthy a man of
1\1r. Ccmnon's rC'putcd shrewdness and caution.
We commend the action of the
U tab people at the late conference in renouncing plural marriage, and believe
them to be fully warranted in so doing;
not because the manifesto. was a revelation,
or Mr. Woodruff justified by the rule referred to by Mr. Cannon, but b12c~use the
practice was wrong from the beginning
according to both the law of God and the
law of the land.
DELIVER THEM UP;

is one item of the commands to
the church to which we desire to call attention. It occurs in s~ction 42, paragraphs
2 I and 22; and is that requirement making
it the duty of the church, or its members,
to deliver certain transgressors up to the
law of the land. If any man kill, rob,
steal or lie, he shall be delivered up to the
law of the land.
We do not know just what class of
liars, or lies this command was intended to
reach, but we believe it includes the false
swearing named in the commandment:
"Thou shalt not bear false witness;" by
which men are injured in person, property
or reputation as a result.
· •
Those clauses referring to killing, rob- .
bing or stealing are quite clear and no one
need to mistake them. Those who may
be members of the church ought to understand that crimes of the nature of those
named in this part of the law, should be
delivered up to the law of the land.
Deity does nothing without reasons for
it; and there must be good reasons for such
a command as this. Are they difficult to
understand?
I.
The law of the land has taken
cognizance of crimes failing under the
heads referred to, and provided an adequate penalty in punishment. The church
has not the right to put any man in
jeopardy in life, person or property. He
who kills has no forgiveness for his crime
at the hands of the church; the church can
not forgive crime against the life of man;
nor can the church take the authority into
its hands to punish such a crime. The
church has no tribunal authorized to arrest
a criminal, restrain him of his liberty
pending a trial, summon witnesses for
either prosecution, or defence, to issue
'varrants, or order the execution of them;
hence the very proper command to deliver
such a crimin!ll into the hands of the
courts whose duty and province it is to
inquire into such cases.
2.
Robbery, theft, and lying, or slander; are ali crimes of such a nature that
· there should be and there is so nice a discrimination in regard to the degree of
guilt involved in each respective case, that
the proper degree of punishment may
follow, that courts like an elders' court are
not authorized to sit in judgment, weighing the evidences and determining the
degree of criminality. The courts of the
land may attach fines and ·imprisonment,
and enforce the decrees of the court in
which the matter is tried and determined;
THERE
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but the church can onlv deal with the accused and guilty person for his moral
privilege of association with the church,
and can not take of his goods in fines, nor
restrain him of his liberty in imprisonment. For these reasons to protect the
church from such malefactors, the Lord
provided that due regard should be had to
the law of the land.
3· The moral turpitude of the crime
of adultery is almost immeasurable; for
the first offense the church may forgive
the transgressor, for the second offense the
church may not forgive, but must cast
him out who is guilty. This crime is
taken cognizance of by the law as a cause
for separation between married persons;
and in all cases where the injured per~on
designs not to condone or forgive the
wrong when coming to the knowledge
that it has been committed, that person
should at once deliver the wrong doer
up to the law of the land that the decree
of separation may be confirmed by the
court, all other persons be warned of the
nature and cause of the separation, that
the innocent party may be freed from
blame and be at liberty to marry again,
and thus save the fair name of the church
. from undue criticism. In cases of this
kind it seems to us that the rule should
, apply: "Ye shall deliver him or her up to
tHe law of the Janel." "He that keepeth
the laws of God hath no need to break
tne laws of the land." The church would
be saved from many a harsh trouble if
the direction of the law in the premises
covered by this note was observed.
DISCUSSION AND DEBATE.

privilege is ignored by a professional Christian
gentleman one is inclined to think that no remaks
which. the lecturer might have taken the trouble
to acquaint himself of as to their correctness
should be made from a public platform. Whatever may be said of our Atheistic friends, we certainly cannot charge them with such a breach of
right as this, as they always state their willing'
ness to be convinced if they are in error by fair
reasoning. However, inasmuch as that Dr. Duncan refused me the privilege oi defending the
doctrines of the church I belong to, in order to
show the public that we are at all times ready to
give a reason for the hope that is within us, and
that Dr. Duncan is not fully conversant with
the subject he endeavoured to handle, I challenge
him to meet a representative of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in a public
meeting (time and place subject to his own convenience) and there endeavor to substantiate his
statement th~t the Book of Mormon is a forgery.
Facts are stubborn things, and if Dr. Duncan is
satisfied that the position taken by lilmself is a
correct one he has nothing to fear. One side-of
a question is all very well until the other is heard;
and I ask your readers to come to no hasty conclusion, until both sides have been fairly plaC'ed
before them. The Book of Mormon having such
great pretensions certainly claims our most careful consideration. If it is what it !s represented
to be, then th.e sooner we accept it the better. If
It is a forgery, and it can be proved to be so, then
all the Christians of the country should endeavor
to have it suppresst!d. Nothing can be fairer than
this, and no man has a right to speak ill of what
he is but Imperfectly acquainted with. I have
every respect for Dr. Duncan as a gentleman,
and I trust he will mantain his reputation by being willing and prepared
substantiate his statements. If he refuses to accept this challenge,
whilst comment is needless, I would exercise charity and put the best construction upon his reasons.
We debate, not for the sake of debating, but in
order to disabuse people's prejudiced minds with
respect to us. In conclusion, I may say the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints has no connection or sympathy whatever
with the Utah Church known generally as Mormons. The Utah Church has no greater opponent to their polygamic teachings than the Church
which I have the honor to be a representative of,
which fact I have no doubt iil well known to Dr.
Dnncan, and he should in justice draw a distinction between the two bodies in his future lectures.
Trusting, Mr. Editor, in fairness to all concerned,
you will give a place to this letter in the next issue of your valuable journal.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

to

Editor Middlesex Chronicle. Sir,-I was present
at Dr. Duncan's lecture on the •Book of Mormon'
on Thursday evening (zsth September,) at his
chapel in Hornsey-rise, and I must say that, although he attempted ridicule in a few instances,
he was on the whole very fair. However it is only
right to say that I consider the manner in which
the lecture was conducted very unfair, inasmuch
as that there was absolutely no opportunity granted to ask any questions at the close of the address,
which, if it is not usual to do, should be allowed
when so vital a matter is dealt with. I consider
it was unfair for three reasons. I st. Because if
any person, judging from the lecture, should
think he had been deluded by the so-called Mormon doctrine, he had no opportunity granted for
his mind to be enlightened upon any doubtful
point, and on which he desired an explanation in
order to be put in the right way for eternity. znd.
]. D. HOWELL.
There was no chance for the so-called Mormons
or Latter Day Saints to defend themselves; and
The foregoing from one of our English
3rd. it created an impression that Dr. Duncan
brethren is to be commended for its canwas afraid of having his statements examined bedor, fairness and the absence of any trace
fore his congregation. In his remarks Dr. Dunof bitterness or resentment. Its spirit and
can said he was not prejudiced against the Book
temper remind us of the admonition of the
of Mormon, but would want more evidence than
apr;stle: "Brethren, let your moderation
he had already got before he could accept it as ' be known."
It possesses the virtue of
being what it was represented to be-viz, the
tern perateness.
Word of God. At the close of the lecture I asked
The \ruth is always sufficient in itself
permission as a Christian to make a few remarks
for every emergency. Its unity is comon the subject of the lecture, but was told, both
plete and its scope so all-encircling, so
by the Chairman and Dr. Duncan, that remarks
comprehensive that its representatives and
professed followers have but to correctly
or questions would not be allowed. Every man
array themselves on its platform, acquaint
has a right to defend himself, and when that

and discipline themselves by its methods,
and correctly contend for its principles in
order to insure success in its advocation
and achieve complete victory in its defense.
The apostle enunciated a weighty truth
when he declared, "Our weapons are not
carnal." We should not on! y read but
should carefully study this important statement, remembering that the one who
wrote it was a "master builder," an effectual laborer for and special witness to the
truth; who by inspiration was t .. ught from
on high in his ministry, and who by the
power of God wrought wondrously in declaring "] esus Christ and him crucified"
to a world deeply enmeshed and blinded
in ignorance and superstitions.
A thought suggests itself here as bearing a relation to our subject. Although
Paul could not convert the mass of the
people to the truth of Christ, his work
largely leavened the religious and general
conditions of the masses in this: by his .
preaching, the one-God idea began to prevail where he labored; and the continued
declaration of this and other 'truths to the
then heathen world ultimately resulted in
their acceptance of some of the principles
of truth. In proportion as those truths were
adopted and applied, the results were also
proportionately beneficial, and the present
improved conditions of countries where
any of the principles of truth have been
recl::'ived are dirtctly traceable to their partial application and consequent influence;
their but partial improvement to the failure to apply the complete truth. As the
church of God we profess to teach a
system complete in its power to deliver
man from all the evils which in the past
and present have menaced and destroyed
his peace; and which, educating man morally, also places him within the radius of
&uch influences and under such conditions
that he is enabled to rise still higher and
grow in knowledge and comprehension of
that which is Godlike. In a work of such
transcendant moment, fraught with such
consequences to men who now sit in darkness, and resisteo by the enemy of all
righteousness, it is necessary that we be
wise and exercise great care at every point,
by diligently watching unto observation,
study and faithfulness in prayer that our
work be not hindered by blindness, unwise zeal, indifference or purely human
methods, Let us each learn and remember, if we have not already, that it is not an
ordinary appointment given unto us individually to be "the salt of the earth." The
work of God requires godliness in us that
we be able to accomplish it.
We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that controversies entered into must be
conducted in the spirit of meekness and
care; that at no time and under no circum.
stances is the servant or disciple of Christ
justified in taking- up the carnal weapons
of the "old man" unrenewed "in knowledge;" nor is it possible to convert men
unto "newness of life" by such methods.
We therefore believe that when misrepresented and misused by our enemies we
should be careful to avoid provoking mere
strife-debate, but when wise to do so should
be always ready to discuss all proper ques-
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tions. The words of Polonius are applicable here;
"Beware of entrance to a quarrel: but, being in,
Bear it that the opposer may beware of thee."

We have met over· zealous individuals
who were so unfortunate in their conception of what was nececcary to build up the
cause that they have almost betrayed a desire that our representatives challenge to
enter into discussion or debate almost on the
slightest~provocation, and daringly walk
around, as it were, with a chip on each
shoulder. This is neither wise nor right.
Such procedure is condemned in the word
as "strife" and "debate," and an exhibition
of malice; and can but bear evil and dam
aging fruits. To those experienced and
officially representing the cause and its interests should be left the advisability of entering upon and completing arrangements
for such discussions in such manner as will
result in permanent good for the truth by
properly educating .~he people. "The
servant of the Lord must not strive; but
be gentle unto all men, apt to teach, patient;
~n meekness instructing those that oppose
themselves; if God peradventure will give
them repentance to the acknowledging of
the truth; and that they may recover
themselves out of the snare of the devil,
who are taken captive by him at his will."
Strictly speaking, the word "discussion"
is designed to convey the idea of fair, candid and impartial examination into the
merits of a matter, with the object of
throwing light upon it, that it may be correctly understood. "Debate" is suggestive
of controversy, the leading object of
which is victory at any cost.
We like to see the brethren act in harmony with the golden rule in the face of
all opposition, however questionable its
character. The strong man is not he who
harshly resents and intemperately returns
upon the head of his opponent that which
the latter at times indulges in; but he who
can and does, under all circumstances, rule
his spirit. Wise and strong defenders of
the faith first consider the whole circumstances and conditions, and the results to
be gained. Seeing the· way clear to undertake,. they are enabled to do so, their
strength the strength of the Lord, their
wisdom the wisdom of the Spirit, promised
to those who really comprehend the situation.
Let us abide all the conditions of our
grave and important responsibilities, and
all will be well for us as a body and
individually.
·

,.

BR.o. JOHN HEIDE wrote from Fulton,
Iowa,. that he has had a debate with a
Disciple elder, lasting ten nights, speeches
of one-half hour each. The questions discussed were: "Is the Book of Mormon of
divine origin?" This Bro. Heide affirmed,
and the debate lasted four nights. The
Disciple did not resort to the same means
employed by Mr. Braden, but contented
himself with finding fault with the text,
etc., probably using the tactics of Mr.
Sheldon's book.
The other propositions were: ''Is the
church of which I, T. Hillock, am a member the.church ·of Christ, as taught in the

New Testament?" 1\ir. T. Hillock affinned this.
To meet this fairly Bro Heide affirmed:
"Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints the true
church of God and accepted with him?"
Each of these propositions lasted thtee
nights. Elder Turner, of Wyoming, was
moderator for the first four nights; during
the rest of the time there "vas none for Bro.
Heide.
Bro. Heide further says: "There are
four priests in this branch and no elder;
but we speak where we can get a hearing." That is right, brethren, let the
light shine into the dark places. Wherever there is a chance for a hearing, there
lift the warning voice, and the Spirit of
truth will be with you in delivering the
gospel message.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. JOHN SHIELDs, Grand Valley, Ontario, the 4th inst.:
"The work here is looking up now better than
for some time past. Roads are very bad here at
present, but we hope for a good work to be done
in this region this coming winter.
Have had
great ble~;sings ,result from administrations of
late. To God be all the praise."

Advices from Bro. W. W. Blair to November 8th ue to the effect that he was
then at Plano, Illinois. He writes:
"By letter from Bro. H. H. Robinson, whom I
advised to remain at Mission till the roth inst., I
learn that six persons were baptized there the 6th
inst., among them father Teale, who will be remembered by many of the Saints for his hospi·
talities. Many others in that place and vicinity
are believing. Plano and Sandwich need the
continuous labors of Bro. F. M. Cooper and other
competent, spiritual ministers, in order that good
results may be had."

Bro. D. K. Dodson" of Council Bluffs,
Iowa, wrote November 9th:
"Three have been baptized in the Council
Bluff$ branch since the Reunion."

He further writes:
"I am meeting some opposition in Washington township from a Campbellite minister who
preaches there every two weeks. He lately told
the people that 'there had been no inspiration,
nor revelations since the apostles, regardless of
Joe Smith or Brigham Yourig.' I replied to him
the following Sunday; and if I can judge, the
people were almost persuaded to believe in Joseph
Smith."

Bro. Charles Barmore wrote from Derby, Indiana, November 8th:
"The work here is in moderate condition. Brn.
I. P. and V. D. Baggerly have been holding meetings in the Hope branch for two weeks.
There
seems to be some interest manifested, but much
of the seed falls on stony ground. Few receive
it gladly and abide in the faith.
Our next conference will be in Marietta, Crawford county,
where I when a boy heard the gospel under the
preaching of Bro. W. W. Blair.
The outlook
was dark then, but many have received the word
since.
Some have remained, some have fallen
away."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. C. M. FuLKs,· Echo, Indian Territory, writes us of efforts made by some
brethren to establish the work there.
Bro. George Clark, writing from Oakland, California, asks the prayers of the
Saints in his behalf, having been for some
time afflicted; he desires to be healed,
Pray for him.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. T. H. MooRE wrote from Providence, Rhode Island, November 9th:
"l have had the use of a chapel at Knightville for one Sunday. The people paid good attention. Bro. Joseph Luff will go with me next
Sunday, the Lord willing. I expect that good
results will follow Bro. Luff's labor in this district."

EDITED BY tJISTEF.. "FRANCES."

"We search the world for truth; we cull
The good, the pure, the beautiful,
From graven stone and written scroll,
From all old flower· fields of the soul."

WE give space in the Column this week to the
following article by Sr. White, as we know of no
subject which more nearly interests parents than
this.
AN APPEAL.
Read before the Sunday-school convention at
Mission, Illinois, by Mrs. Hattie White, October
24th.
I am here to-night as an earnest advocate of
Sunday-school work, and to make an appeal to
you as fathers and mothers 'in latter day Israel,
to fall ihto line with those who are bending their
best energies towards the advancement of the
work in this district.
The time has come when
the Sunday·school is no longer as it has been in
the past, simply an obscure feature in God's work,
for the Spirit has moved upon the hearts of some
of his sons and daughters, telling them to arise
from their slumber and put forth a mighty effort
toward the saving of the young.
And we see in many places already that it has
been heeded, and the w.ork taken hold of by
earnest men and women and pushed forward with
a determination which brooks no failure.
Shall we in this district turn a deaf e.ar to the
voice of the Spirit and expect God to bless us in
our homes and our lives?
'Vill he yet have a
watchcare over us and our families?
Will our
children be kept in the hollow of his hand while
we neglect our own duties toward them? Or
will they go the downward way that leads to
death and destruction, while we enjoy the smiles
of a loving Savior, and slothfully sit down in the
blissful rest for which we have not labored?
We sing,
"God is marshaling his army
For the rescue of his truth,
He is calling now to battle
Both the aged and the youth,"

and say in our testimonies that we desire to put
on and wear the "whole armor of the Lord." Is
this true? Is this great army of which you and
I are members, "the army of the Lord''?
If
so where are the reinforcements to come from?
No well organized and well regulated army is
·without a reserved force some where within call.
Does this force spring up instantaneously or does
this army p~ssess a reserve some where, who are
"ready at a word"?
If so, who has charge of
these recruits?
Are they being drilled to the
performance of their present duties, as well as
those they may expect in the future? Are they
disciplined in the "admonition of the Lord"? Or
are they left to run wild, and riot their time away
in the pleasures of a wicked world? If so will they
be. valuable recruits in the army. of the ;J:.,ord?
Now if we truly desire to wear the.armor of the
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Lord, to thrust in our sickles and reap, here is an
open field where v1re may prove ourselves before
him.
A civilian uecked out with helmet, buckler,
shield and harness, would present a laughable
spectacle upon our quiet streets if we knew or
saw no reason for the array. So if we truly understand the need of the outfit will it not be wise
for us to call in our children, also those from the
streetJ and by-ways, and teach them the need of
the armor and the use of the same, trying to convey a thorough knowledge of the evils against
which they are to contend?
I feel to-night while I endeavor to fill my
allotted time, that this work has the earnest,
prayerful support of these my co-laborers, so I
will direct my remarks more especially to those
of the household of faith who, while they lay no
obstacle in the way of its progress, we yet feel
do not sympathize in the came as much as we
wish they did, believing that when a man or
woman's heart goes out in earnest sympathy toward a cause, lhat they will at the first opportunity throw their mental and physical forces in
to the balance for its success. I see before me
to-night mothers with babes in their arms, and
others at their knees, God has sent those little
ones 'to you to make you happier, to make your
lives purer by the contact with those who have
so lately come from heaven- While the tender
flower blooms in your arms you love it with a.
love that whispers-of heaven and things divine.
You feel that your life would not be filled wiih
the measure of your creation had there been no
little ones sent you. Every motion of the child
is perfect grace in your eyes. You kiss and
fondle and care for the little body with the keenest pleasure, ever praying that God will have a
care continually over it. But the merciless
wheels of time turn round and there com<s a
day when some one else will turn the shutters
down and tie the crape to the door. The eyes of
your darling are closed, the dainty hands are
folded, the sweet little mouth will smile back
your caresses no more. Kind friends move
about softly while they whisper words of comfort to you in your sorrow. They tell you not to
grieve for the babe is at rest and knows no pain.
Yes, you know this is true, you believe that He
who walked at Galilee and said, "Suffer little
children to come unto me and forbid them not"
has indeed purchased a blissful abiding place for
your loved one; but still your heart is broken and
your spirit is cmshed by the blow, and as you
turn away for the last time from the little casket
you shut up the tender memories, like the "little
worn shoe in the drawer," in the secret places of
your heart, and carry the scar through the rest
of your earthly life.
But perhaps there are some before me to-night
who have been more fortunate thus far in life,
and this sad experience has not been theirs.
Your babes have been left to brighten your
hearts and glorify your homes, for how long?
Only a few short months in your arms, then
down at your side, a few toddling steps by papas'
or mammas' side, a few short years of girl or
boyhood, and they too will slip away, not perhaps into an open grave, but out into an untried
world. Have you been busy those few short
years in training them to meet the temptations
which perhaps you know too well lie along the
path •hat your inexperienced child must go?
Have you ever considered [that the !"tempestous
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sea of life" is covered with human shipwrecks
and that they are all somebody's children? Perhaps yours, perhaps mine; shall we close our
eyes and fold our idle hands while the tide
sweeps on carrying our friend's children and our
own loved ones away on its bosom to death and
destruction, and expect to be happy in heaven?
Think of it dear Saints and ask yourself, are
you willing to bear the responsibility? Shall I
tell you that the little one who sleep& 'neath a
grass-coveted mound in the "city of the dead" is
far happier and safer than the one who has
launched his frail bark and set sail upon the
troubled sea of life without, alas! the chart and
compass that might lead him into the haven of
rest in after years. We can truly say that the
great "maelstrom" off the coast of Norway is not
more deceitfully terrible in its distinctiveness
than are the snares laid by the evil one along the
morn and noontide of man and woman's lives.
Mothers and fathers, I appeal to you to-night as
you value the promise given of eternal life, to
arise in the strength of Israel's God and be alive
to the duties before you. Gather your children
into the fold. Teach them to follow you as you
"follow Christ." Bring in others from the streets
and by-ways, thus proving before God -that
"You'll never furl the banner til) the summons
home be heard."
Arise, daughters of Zion, and prepare meat
for your household in due season. Know you
not that the east already grows bright with the
coming of Him for whom we have waited? Ask
of your Father in heaven ar.d in return give
liberally to the young both the "bread and the
water of life" remembering that it is written "he
that provides not for his own household is worse
than an infidel."
With no other object in view than an earnest
desire to save the young,, and to stand approved
before my Master, I will close by saying, may
our tears go up to God freighted with an earnest
prayer for help to enable us to magnify the l~ve
of God toward our fellow creatures u-1til at last
we finish the race, and can wear our crown in
heaven. Amen.
BAss, Victoria, Australia, Sep. 1st.
Sr. Frances:~ Many months have elapsed
since we ventured to write to you. Silence on
my part, however, is not because my interest in
the latter day work is any the less, but simply
because I have little if any talent for writing. It
is with much thankfulness I read the many letters contained In the Home Column and feel indeed they must prove a blessing and comfort to
many weary, tried hearts. We desire also to
profit by the many lessons taught through the
medium of the Column. Truly it is good to be
a Saint, for the the love of God shed abroad in
our hearts by obedience to the gospel makes the
things of the world seem altogether a secondary
consideration, and our soul longs that we might
be pure in heart, then we shall see God. Oh,
how careful and prayerful should our daily walk
be, that we might obey the Lord and "come up
higher." Oh,.that we might live. by every word
that proceedeth from God!
With pleasure we hail the thought that the
serials, ''Pattie" and "With the Church in an
Early Day" are to be published in book form. I
hope you may get sufficient help and encouragement to do so. Will you please enroll my name

for two copies of each. Had circumstances per·
mitted I would order more, but I wlll be able to
keep a copy of each for our own household and
loan the other copies. I think they will be the
means of doing much good and removing much
prejudice.
We like the Autumn Leaves well and hope
many are benefited by the counsel, experience
and testimonies of God's people. "Where much
is given much will be required." ·We as Latter
Day Saints have much to answer for~ if we do
not heed this. With our excellent church publications we ought indeed to take a high stand
amongst those who have not yet the eyes of their
understanding opened; and so lead them to glorify our Father in heaven.
Vife are pleased to read Bro. and Sr. Burton's
letters in the Herald, (being their children in the
gospel) to know of their wellfare. We are sorry
to hear Sr. Smith is so ill, but hope it may be the
Lord's will to raise her up, for we remember her
kindness in times past.
SR. EMMERSON.
MARION, Ia, Sep. 28th.
Sister Frances:~ We are among the scattered
Saints, my mother, Mrs. Samuel Powers, my
husband and myself being the only ones here.
The only chance we have to meet- with the
Saints is when we attend some conference, or
when Bro. Roth stops here on his way to his
Eastern Iowa mission.
We attended the Eastern Iowa district conference, held at Amber, Jones county, September
12th to 14th, and had a very enjoyable time.
There were over thirty Saints there from a distance, and all seemed to have a good time. There
are three families of Saints there, Father Bradley, his son Jack Bradley and Sister Robinson.
There were three baptized and confirmed, two
babies blessed, and two were administered to.
There were so many present at some of the meetings that the school-house would not hold them,
and crowds stood outside by the door and windows.
There are several young men in the district
just starting in the- ministry. They will be such
a power for good among the young, if they only
remain faithful. God grant that they may.
In bonds,
MRs. L. E. HILLS.
HIAWATHA, Nebraska.
Dear Sisters:~It has been a long time since I
have written to you, but not because I do not
love the gospel. No, a thousand times no, for
there is nothing so dear to me on earth, and I am
so 'thankful that my eyes have been opened that
I might see what a glorious light it is. It makes
my heart rejoice to read the letters,from my sisters, in the Column, and they strengthen me to
bare with the trials of life. I do love the piece
on the training of children. I have four little
ones entrusted to my care and I hope to raise
them up to love this great and glorious work,
and to have them embrace the gospel in the days
of their youth.
I have been trying to tell my neighbors the
gospel, but one of them told me she could believe
it better if I would not teach it through "old Joe
Smith." I pity them, they are so blind.
Pray for me that I may remain faithful to the
end.
Your sister in the gospel,
EMMA PAYNE.
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PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Brother and sister Shaw, Kansas City, Mis·
sour!, ask the prayers of the Union for their son,
George Shaw, who is very ill with fever, and delirious.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Nov. 7, Amount to date .............. $3,267 69
Mary Griswold, Cal. ..... r oo
Sarah Hudson, Neb ...... 2 oo
J. T. Johnson, Kan ...... ·3 6o
Hortelse Johnson, Ill..... so
Mother and daughter, Mo. I oo
Tulare Prayer Union, Calz oo
Margaret J. Head, Mo .... 1 oo
Margaret Hoagland, Iowa 78
A. Haines. I. T. . . . . . . . . . ro
Mary Fulk•, I. T. . . . . . . . rb
12 o8
Nov. 13, Amount received to date .•... $3,279 77
~

ERRATA.-In He1·ald of October zsth, Maria
Grice, Nebraska, should have read Maria Grice,
Illinois.
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

SouTH PITTSBURG, Tenn., Sep. 23d.
Dear Sisters:-I have thought I would like to
write a few lines to the Column, but beJng unable
to edify or strengthen any one, I have kept silent.
It has been over three years since I have heard a
Latter Day Saint sermon.
I was baptized at
Clear Lake, Indiana, by Elder C. Scott.
We
have a good many other kinds of preaching here,
but it don't seem to me like preaching ought to
be. I am trying to live the best I can. I ask an
interest in the prayers of the Saints that my
health may be restqred to me again, for I know
that the Lord has blessed me many times. Pray
for me that I may prove faithful to the end.
RACHEL SHAW.
CaPLESTON, Ont., Sep. 3oth.
Dear Sisters:-,-! thought I would write a few
lines as I have often had a desire to write, and I
must confess that I have felt condemned in not
writing and trying to cheer some lonely and tired
one, as I know I have been cheered and blessed
in reading th~ letters of the Home Column.
Dear sisters of the Prayer Union, I must. say a
word to you to tell of the many blessed seasons
I have enjoyed, although alone, when I keep the
hour and day that is set aside for the Lord.
am blessed with that Spirit of God that is given
us to enj;}y. My desire is to be faithful in keeping my covenant with my heavenly Father, that
I may be able to receive that rest which remaineth for the tried and the true.
EMMA R. CARNEGIE.
CooK's PoiNT, Tex., Sep. r6th.
Dear Sisters rif tke Home Column:-The branch
here is not as prosperous as it has been, but we
hope for the better. Bro, Gillen has been with
us and p,reached some interesting discourses. We
have no' Prayer Union here, but I think it is a
good thing and wish we could have one. We
are always glad to get the Herald and Autumn
Leaves.· They always bring good news to us. I
· don't.see how we could do without them.
I wish to bear my testimony to the truthfulness of this great latter day work. I can say
with the many others, I know it is the work of
God, and I know he does hear and answer the
prayers of his children in these last days, when
they come to him aright. l often thin~ that .J

am like Martha of old, cumbered about much
serving.
My husband Is breaking the bread of life to
those who are hungering and thirsting after It,
and this leaves me at home with a large family
to wat:h over. We are very lonely without him,
but we can never say to him, Do not go, for the
harvest is truly great, and the laborers are few.
Pray for me me that I may do my whole duty,
and be able to stand when the Master sball come.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am
your sister,
A. B. NuNLEY.

NEW LONDON, Iowa, Nr>V. roth.
Edttors Herald:-A short time before I was
baptized I had a dream which plainly showed me
the differance of testimony or much assurance
following the gospel as taught by the Latter Day
Saints, and that taught by our neighboring
churches. My mother was a member of the first
organization, and djed in 1873, strong in the faith.
I have a brother living at Oscaloosa, Iowa, who
is a member of a sectarian church. I at that time
was an unbeliever, and was deep in the mud too.·
In ·my dream I received a letter, but was too
much engaged with something else to read it at
that time; so I carelessly threw it in my trunk
and thought no more of it.
Time ran on for a
year or so, when I received another letter which
I opened and read.
It was from my brother
wanting me to come to him. He said times were
good and good prospects. He thought we could
get plenty of work to make an honest living. I
concluded to go and went to packing my trunk,
whereupon I found my old letter which was yet
unread.
I opened and read it.
It was from
mother who had been absent for a long time and
not heard from. She was in the opposite direction from which my brother was, so that I was
directJy·between the two-although an unbeliever-and wanted me to come to her, aRburing me
that she had a plenty to keep us both, as long as
we should live; a nice place to live, good neighbors and pleasant climate.
When I awoke it
was all plain to me that she had reached the land
of promise, and the promise was followed with
much assura.nce; while my brother gave me no
assurance except he thought we could get plenty
of hard work; and I was nearer the land of promise than he, although an unbeliever. But I start·
ed on the road to her very soon afterwards.
I
wish to reach the object of my journey.
C. A. BROWN.
BEACH CITY, Ohio, Nov. zd.
Editors Herald:-Last May we had a visit from
Bro. L. R. Devore.
We secured the Brethren
church in Beach City; he preached three times
when the door was closed; he then preached five
times at our house. About a month ago Bro. L.
W. Powell came and preached once in Wilmot,
but the attendance was small and he concluded
it unwise to continue.
Two weeks ago Bro. T.
W. Wifliams came and secured the school house
about three miles west of here.
He preached
four nights and the attendance was excellent,
when lo! a Christian bigot came to close the
school house. Bro. Williams reasoned with him
for some time, when the mine superintendent,
the most influential man in the place, came forward, exprt'lsse.d his opinion of the IO!\n !n plain
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words, and said he would stand good for all damages to school property; that he wanted to hear
more preachlng; teliing him to act the part of a
man and come out and hear. He wilted and we
coatinued to have meetings. Bro. Williams has
preached ten sermons; will preach to-night and
close the Effort there.
He may make a ne'Y ef·
fort in. Wilmot after the election.
Much good
has been done by the brethr~n in their efforts in
this vicinity.
JosEPH BIGGS.
KNoB NosTER, Mo., Nov. roth.
Editors Herald:-E\der F. G. Pitt and the
writer h2ve just dedicated a nice new church of
the Saints at this place. This evidence of pluck
and an abiding faith in the gospel is commendable. A few years ago Eiders A. H. Smith and
Joseph Luff preached the first sermons here;
since then numbers of the elders have called and
preached. Bro. J. H. Wells was baptized, and in
a short time Bro. John Kayler, afterwards a few
others, Sr. Wells being the old standard. Her
children obeyed, as all children will do whose
mother acts intel.ligently, lovingly, and prayer·
fully. Soon opposition begit\s to manifest itself.
A debate is on hand, Elder Luff is called to the
rescue, others of the brethren accompanying him.
Since the debate the writer has not heard whether
the opponent of the faith has preached a sermon;
think he has chosen to walk in some other field;
however, we have lost sight of him. The work
was followed up at inten·als by different elders
in the district and others from Canada on their
way to and from the general conference, namely,
Brn. Cornish and Evans.
About July, r889, Bro. Luff sent the writer to
organize a branch. We did so in the house ot'
Bro. Wells; J. H. Wells, president;John Kayler,
priest; Gomer Wells, teacher; Bro. Weidman,
deacon; Perry Wells, clerk; the same officers
·still abide.
At this time about twelve members at the
meeting; the numbers were increased to about
fifteen or sixteen. Those brethren wrought in
their various callings, each honoring the office
I;Jntil Bro. Wells' front room became too small
for the company, a few Saints coming in adding
to their numbers by letter.
Last June they decided to build a church, and
yesterday showed what energy and a love for
the cause can do. Each man worked at what he
could do. Men who never did anything at the
carpenter trade found they could handle tools,
and I learn that only three hundred dollars were
paid out for labor all told. Bro, Wells, although
not given to doing !Iluch manual labor, pulled
off his coat and wor!>ed. This example set the
others to work, until a nice chapel was reared,.
painted, plastered, celled and seated in a very
creditable and comfortable manner.
The meeting was opened by singing "The
Morning Breaks the Shadows Flee," prayer by
Elder Wells, singing «We Dedicate to thee this
House we have reared," Bro. Pitt offering the
dedicatory prayer. The sermon was preached
by the writer, subject:
"Man a worshiping
being; that men all worship in spirit from the
heathen down to the last offshoot of Protestantis~; but the acceptable worship must be coupled
with truth, hence the .necessity for a church in
the place, which would shelter -those who seek
to worship in spirit and in truth."
,
4 ?oodl! <;ompf!P)' of· Saints from otlwr parts
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were_ present. Sacrament service was• held in
the afternoon in charge of Bro. Pitt.
Three
children9f Bro. Monroe, of Windsor, Missouri,
were blessed; also Bro. Pitt preached in the
evening_ in his very pointed manner, presenting
the plan of salvation.
The branch now numbers over forty members,
with every reason for an additional number.
When there before with Bro. Luft he baptized
four, two. elderly and two young people. Reclining on the lounge in Bro. Wells' house I saw
a net lift up out of the water with four fish, two
large and two small. I said that I saw four more
taken into the gospel net. The brethren laughed
and thought that as I described the fish it was
those who had just been baptized. Since then,
for Bro. Luff's information, I wish to tell him
that they have baptized the four-two elderly
people and two young people.
One more sanctuary is reared to the worship
of God in, the district.
J. A. ROBINSON.
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vice the next night. The order of the church and
the prieEthood was the thane. At the close one
'young convert rather excitedly asked some
questions; but not having a correct understanding of things, he got a little twisted, so to speak.
Elder Frisby proposed that I continue the subject
next evening, which I readily consented to do.
The folks turned out fairly well to hear. At the
close of that ser~ice I was again requested to
speak, which I did, speaking thr~e nights on the
order of the priesthood, and the power and authority of the church.
I left Bro. Anderson to continue the. work in
Provo, and took B1~o. J. R.. Evans with me. We
drove to Salem and remained over night with
Bro. Jacob Killian. From there we drove to
SantaQuin and took dinaer with Bro. Johnson:
From there we drove to Nephi, where we were
made welcome at the house of Sr. Larson. We
remained in Nephi five days, and only held one
meeti[lg; that was in the M. E. school-house, and
but few came out. Politics was at fever heat,
ELSINORE, Utah, Nov. 4th.
and of course there was no ear for the g.ospel.
We heard the Hon. J. T. Caine and some four or
Editors-Herald:-! left the city with Bro. Pefive of his colleagues show up the wrongs and
ter Anderson, October 16th, for the south. We
bad things the Liberals had done, and what they
drove out to Bro. W. P. Smith's, at Union Fort,
would do if Judge Goodwin was elected. They
where we tarried for the night. Bro. Smith is
painted the Judge up in good shape from their
getting weak and feeble in body, but is. strong in
stand point. One of the speakers made fun for
the faith. The ntxt day we drove to Lehi, where
the vast assembly, as he paid his re•pects
we called on Sister Clark and her daughter
as he said, especially to C. C. Goodwin;
Rachel, and passed on to Pleasant Grove, where
because C. C. was his particular friend. The
we dined at Sister Sterrett's. There we meet
Judge had dubbed him Scipio Africanus. His
Bro. J. R. Evans, who was on his way to Spanname is Keener. Scipio gave us the Judge's
ish Fork, where ·we expected Bro. John Lewis,
history; and amo[lg other things, he took ex
of Malad, would join him and spend a few weeks
Governor West to task, and told how he had
in the ministry according to previous. arrangelaid in the brush to shoot Union soldiers and
ment. At Sister Sterrett's we found Hosea aH
radiant with smiles, like. unto April sunbeams. burn government trains, and said he was a nice
man to talk about keeping the laws ofbis counafter a refreshing. shower; cause, a new baby
try. Scipio said this people had never done that.
girl. We blessed the baby, commending It with
I thought Mr. Keener ought to have told the
all its interests to the mercy of our precious Lord,
people that honors were even with the ex-goverat the same time invoking blessings upon the
nor and this people, for in 1857 I know that "this
household there. We then drove on to Uncle.
people" did burn sevepty-five wagons loaded
John Carter's, leaving Bro. Evans at Pleasant
with government supplies; fifty on Green River
Grove to hold service there. At Bro. Carters
we met a kind greeting from all. Uncle Johnq and twenty-five on the Sandy. People living in
had lately lost his companion who had shared
glass houses ought not to throw stones.
all his joys, sorrows and trials for so many years.
We left Nephi September 29th, twenty minThey were with _the church in Kirtland, in Far
utes to eight a. m., and at ten minutes to
West and Nauvoo. From there to .the val lies of
seven o'clock we drove into Salina, a disthe mountains they followed Brigham Young,
tance of fifty-nine miles. We were gladly reand here they drank of the bitter cup, the frmts
ceived by Bro. N. P. Clawson and wife. We
of the apostasy. Uncle John now thinks he
had a good supper and retired to rest soon, I
will attend the. general conference in Kiriland,
suppose I went to. sleep right quick, because Bro.
next April. I pray the Lord may so direct him
Clawson said next morning he thought of what
that he may enjoy the society of the Saints and
Joseph said_ about me. It appears that I snored;
the sweets of-the gospel as it. came to him in the
well, any way I did sleep good. Bro. Clawson
days of his youth. He "I!Ould be well paid for
procured the Coop Hall for $3, for one night for
his journey and his heart ·would be fille~ with
us to speak in; between two political meetings.
gladness.
When we repaired to the hall it was .well filled
The next morning we drov.e into Provo .and
with an intelligent class of people. I presented
put up at the hospitable mansion of Bro. Thomas. the situation before them, and from all we could
Gamon, where we were made welcome.
learn many were pleased with the talk. We. left
Salina and drove eighteen miles up the Sevier
On the Sunday afternoon Bro. Anderson
preached in Scandinavian to a goodly n.umber in
river to Richfield, where Bro. H N Hansen
the M. E. Church. At night I attended .services
planted the work some few years ago. \y e found
but few. remaining of those baptized by him.
conducted tby Elder Frisby of the Church of
Christ. He kindly offered to give way for me,
The seep fell upon "stony places," for they receivbut I preferred to .hear him.. His discourse was
ed the word gladly, but only Hved a little season.
mostly an exhortation to faithfulness and good
Some have left for other parts; some joined the
works. At the close of the service their room
Methodists, remaimod with them for a time and
was placed at my disposal to occupy) if I felt to
now some of them have turned to the Presbydo so. Accepting their kind offer, I began ser- , terians; so but few are left. We put up for the

night with Bro. J. C. Christiansen. Here, as in
other places, we found the people. all crazy over
politics. The brethren thought it would not pay
to rent a hall and see what might be done; we
were dead broke and of course could not, so we
proceeded on to this place.
Here we found Bro. Hans Sorenson and family
alive in the work and anxious to put forth an effort to advance the interest of the church. The
brother procured the school-house, notwithstanding the people had refused to turn out here before. vVe have now held three meetings here;
the first in a private house the, other two in the
school-house. The first night the audience was
fair for a small place, but near the close the
house was filled with young folks returning from
a conjoint meeting; that means where the young
men and ladies' Mutual Improvement Societies
meet. They came in all smiles and in a buss;
but, like a swarm of bees, they settled down. I
was just giving my attention to Bro. Woodruff's
manifesto and its claim to be revelation. I showed what the Lord had formerly said on that subject, and how the Reorganized Church had presented the matter. From smiles and a disposition to treat lightly the effort, many long faces
were drawn, and several looked as though they
had lost a treasure. I presented the matter fairly
and kindly.
Last night I spoke again to a good attentive
congregation; and they seemed to pay the very
best attention. To-night we are to hold forth
again. It is with regret we shall leave the Sevier Valley without blowing the trumpet in
Richfield. Our people there have lost ground,
and for that reason I greatly desire to put forth
an effort. Bro. Evans and I were both impressed with the idea that v.e could reach a class there
that had not been touched. Some of our brethren need a little more backbone.
We think of leaving here for Beaver to-morrew. Our journey, so far has been very unpleasant; roads all worn out and cut up into "chuck
holes," so that it is impossible to drive fast, only
here and there, as we may find a piece of road
that is a little better than it is in the main. The
weather is dry the days are warm, and the dust
is intolerable. The Sevier county "takes the
cake" for dust. I began to get impatient, but
there sat J. R. as calm and undisturbed as though
we were passing through the garden of Eden
It is good to go "two and two."
I am not prepared to say yet how the manifesto is generally regarded by the people. In my
next I will tell you how it strikes them, and
what I think about it. We are hopeful and will
do what we can.
R. J. ANTHONY.
ALBANY, N.Y., Nov. uth.
Editors Herald:-It is with a glad heart that I
send greetings to all the Saints of God; scattered
throughout the .world. For the Master has called
· me out of the crumbling ruins of men's 'church
unto the glorious body (church) of His dear Son.
It is now nine months ago (Friday night, February 14th, 1890.) when Priest J. C. Hoxie led me
into the waters of baptism. I was confirmed a
member of the church at Brooklyn, N.Y., by
· Brn. J. Smith and Frank Sheehy, about two
months later. I am at the present time without
any doubt of this being the "Church of Jesus
Christ." For I have faithfully studied the word
and other useful books (church ones and other-
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wise), and the Holy Spirit has revealed these ' have remained firm, and are true to !he faith, as
the needle to the pole. They have survived the
truths unto me. Praise His dear name. I find
fiery ordeal and have proved themselves to be
my only comfort in this the latter day gospel,
the_ genuine metal, and are coming out of the
and in trying to lead other souls to the "open
fire purified and refined, and, I trust, practically
door" where they can enter in and find joy and
and lastingly benefited by their bitter experience.
everlasting life. We have had some very good
Our branch is now fully reorganized, thanks
meetings here in Albany, and please God will
have some more in his own time.
to the judicious and persistent efforts of' our worPray for me that I may be "all [indeed] for Jethy brother, apostle T. W. Smith. Bro. Smith,sus." Before my joining the church I labored
who was on his way home from his long and
some as an "Evangelist," being known as the
successful missionary labors among the inhabit"boy Evangelist," but since' God saved me and
ants o£ the South Sea Islands,.and stopping over
for a while for the purpose of. laboring among
set my feet on the rock, I have left off preaching
and have been sitting at the Master's feet learnthe branches on the Pacific Sloap, and, if possible,
ing wisdom's lessons, and will so continue until
of recuperating the declining health of Sr. Smith,
-took cognizence of the condition of our branch,
he shall say: "Go ye out into the world and
and in the true spirit of a. apostle of the loving
preach the gospel." I would like to correspond
with some o'f the Saints. Please address me at
Master, at once set to work, with skill and energy,
to help us out of our dilemma. And I assure
27, De Witt street, Albany, New York.
you that he never let up on the job until he had
Ever yours waiting for "His coming" in this
"dark and wicked world," and in the bonds of the
got thinks in good shape.
Elder Smith is evidently no drone in the hive, but a busy woFking
everlasting gospel, I remain,
WM. H. VANDEUSEN.
bee, and a skillful worker at that May the Lord
enlarge the scope and prolong the term of his
usefulness.
OAKLAND, Cal., Nov. 6th.
The branch machinery is now running smoothEditors Herald:-Many of the Herald readers
ly under the management of the following offiwill be pleased to learn of the present condition of
cers: J. B: Price, president; W. F. Willey, priest;
the Oakland branch. Why I emphasize the presOrrin Smith and Job Hall, teachers; Chas. and
ent conditio?t is because it is a. pretty well known
Joseph Nethercott, deacons, and Richard Ferris,
fact throughout the church in America that for
secretary; Sr. Ann Vernon, superintendent of
the last three years or so our once beautiful
Sunday-school; Sr, Lula Morrison, president of
btil.nch has been in a very bad condition. I. em"Sisters' Prayer Union and Mite Society," and
phasize the words, our once beautiful. bra?tch, beSr. S. Price, treasurer; W. Rowland and W~ F.
cause for years it ranked among the foremost of
Willey, branch financiers.
the branches on the Pacific coast; in fact was
Three persons have recently been added to the
called by some the !'banner branch of the Pacific
branch by baptism. Others who are investigat~.
Slope mission." But alas! in an evil hour, Satan,
ing seem to be very near the, kingdom.
ever.on the alert, found opportunity and sowed
J. B. PRICE.
the seed of discord among us. Grievous troubles
arose and things went from bad to worse. ComGREENVILL:E, Penn., Nov. 9th.
plications became more complicated, engenderEdztors Herald:-The enclosed is the,last leting and developing strong party sympathies and
bitter animositie•, which for·a while threatened
ter written by Sr. Maggie J. Jones prior to-her
with utt6r destruction the entire branch.
death, which occurred on the 3oth of October,
about four P• m. The letter is not dated. I supThese were indeed perilous times fer the Oakpose she intended dating it when it· was forland Saints, for they were truly called to pass
warded, but was called home before It was sent.
through the deep waters of affliction, and through
Maggie was a quiet, thoughtful child, wise befiery trials that were hard to endure. To add to
yond her years and beloved by all who knew
our confusion (if that were possible) the district
conference disorganized the branch, and for a
her. She was botn in Sharon, Pennsylvania,
January 27th, I878, and at her own request was
long time the poor, distressed and distracted
Saints were turned loose as sheep without a shepbaptized by Bro. T. W. Williams, July 23d, I889.
She had, gre11t fajth in. the ordlnapces of the.
herd, until President Joseph Smith, while on his
visit to the Pacific coast, called on us and gave :gospel and loved to commune with the Master
often. AbouUwo weeks before her death, while
us a partial and temporary organization, and
suffering, greatly, she asked to be carried into,
comforted us with many kind anct encouraging
her be'droom, and kneeling down with her tather
words and timely admonitions, in whioh condiand mother, pr11yed that she might be relieved.
tion we remained untH last July.
After all had joined in the prayer she arose, sayDuring this bitter confliCt sorrte were.. entirely
o.vercome by the adversary, ma!,.in.g shipwreck. ing the pain was g«;Jne. Shortly after her baptism
she was afflicted with paralysis of the optic
of their F'recious faith, "giving heed to seducing
nerves. Physi<;:iane. being unable. to.. help her,
spirits and doctrines of devils;" others, naturally
she was.administeredr to. in S:aints' m.e,eting.and.
well dispo.se<i, weary of the struggle laid off their
was.healed immediately; so. she had gpod reason
arn;10r and withdrew silently and sadly from the
to. say, as in .her letter, "I know this is the work
conflict.
Some, most excellent members, tired
of God."
of the. confusion moved away and connected
She was admln:istered:to. several times during
themselves with other. branches of the church;
her la.st Illness and helped each time,: but it:seems
and two of our ablest elders were cut down by the
her work here was· finished; and when the end
enemy, death, in the .heat of the tumult; and thus
came she quietly and painlessly fell.asleep in the
have our numbers been diminished.
Lord.
But thanks be to. God who. giveth us the vicThe funeral services.were held Sunday aftertory through his dear Son, Jesus Christ, we have
noon, Nov·; 2d, aLtwo P•· m•, in· the home of her·
not all been overcome. A majority of the branch

parents; sermon by Elder D. M. Strachan, assisted by the writer, a large number of sympathizing friends attending.
w. H. GARRETT.
SHARON, Penn,-Dear Herald:-This beautiful morning while
sitting alone I thought I would write to the
Herald. I have been terribly sick, and I ask all
the Saints to pray for me that I may be restored
to health again.
I know this.is the work of God. I have been
blessed many times. I have been healed by the
power of God's Spirit. I love the latter day
work and the people of God. My heart has been
made to rejoice many times when reading the
letters in the Herald written by our sisters in the
gospeL
I have been baptized two years and one month.
I was baptized·by Bro. T. W. Williams, confirmed by Bro. D. M. Strachan. Mother and
father were baptized by Bro. D. M. Strachan,
confirmed by the same.
I am a little girl twelve years of age. Pray
that we may all live faithful. Our prayers are
ever for all, especially for the household of faith.
Your sister,
MARGARET J. JoN-ES.
REDDING, Iowa, Nov. 7th.
E;ditors He,rald:-The work here, as elsewhere,
has its draw backs, because of the enemy of truth.
We had some of our hearers at some of our
places of· preaching very much interested in the
work; but some kind, Christian man in our town
sowed the tares as soon as we left,· and when we
returned the people knew more about "Joe Smith''
than we did. So it is; when we get things in a
good shape;then some one up-ends the work for
a time; but this is God's work and he will do his
will and none can hinder.
If any of the Saints
wish to come in, we would be glad to have them
do so; would like to hear from a shoemaker, or
a blacksmith, or a good wood workman.
We
are yet in the faith.
J. W. JoHNSON.
THE INDIAN MESSIAH.

MR. JAMES McLAUGHLIN Indian Agent,
has witten Commissioner Morgan a letter
concerning the Indian Messiah and the Indian Millenium. Of the excitement and the
beliefs creating it agent McLaughlin says:
«The greatest excitement over the matter exists among the Sitting Bull faction of the Sioux,
and they promise that the mlllenlum will come
next spring, when the new grass begins to grow,
and that the white man will be annihilated and .
the Indian restored to. his former power· and prestige. This Superstition IR derived from the more
Southern Sioux, and is no doubt the same craze
that has been agitating the Shoshones, in Wyoming, and the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, in the
IndianT.erritory. Sitting Bull appears to be the
· high priest and leading apostle of· this latest
Indian absurdity, and he is the chief mischiefmaker at the agency. Other Indians prominent
in the matter are Circling Bear, Blackbird and
Circling Hawk, of the standing Rock Agency-;
Spotted Elk, of the Cheyenne River Ag!'lncy, and
Crow Dog and Low Dog, of the Rosebud Agency.
· " They are promised by some members of the
Sioux tribe, who lia ve late! y developed into medicine men, ·that the Great Spirit has promised
them that their punishment by the dominant race
has been S~Jfficient, and their numbers, now- having become so decimated, will be reinforced by
all Indians who are dead; that the dead are all
·returning to reinhabit this earth which belongs
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to the Indians; that they are driving back with
them as they return immense herds of buffalo and
elegant herds of wild horses, to have for the
catching; that the Great Spirit promises them
the white man will be unable to make gunpowder
in future, and all attempts at such will be a failure, the gunpowder now on hand will be useless
as against I ndian8, as it will not throw a bullet
with sufficient force through the skin of an Iwdian;
that the Great Spirit had deserted the Indians
for a long period, but is now with them and
against the whites, and will cover the earth over
with 30 feet of additional soil, well sodded and
timbered, under which the whites will be smothered; and any whites who may escape this great
phenomena will become small fishes in the i-ivers
of the country; but, in order to bring about this
happy result, the Indians must do their part and
become be!ievers and thoroughly organized"
"It would seem impossible," continues the
agent "that any person, no matter how ignorant,
could be brought to believe such absurd nonsense,
but as a matter of fact, a great many Indians of
this agency actually believe it,. and since this new
doctrine has b,een engrafted here frorn the woreSouthern Sioux agencies, the infection has been
wonderful, .and so pernicious that it now includes
some of the Indians who were formerly numbered
with the progressive and more intelligent. and
many of our very best Indians appear dazed and
undecided when talking of it, their inherent
superstition havir.g been thoroughly aroused."

under this head do not ·necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

ARTICLES

THOUGHTS ON PROPHETS AND
NEW REVELATION.-No. V.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

IT appears from the word of prophecy
we have been investigating, that the church
in a disorganized state went into the wilderness, or was involved in darkness relative to the true organization, to tl:-e blessings and privileges connected therewith;
without new rt:velation, the prophetic
voice no longer heard; none left upon the
earth to administer in God's name; yet the
Lord in mercy had provided that they
should be fed. A just God, a kind Parent,
must accept a child of his creation, who
serves him according to the best light he
has, and will bless him in proportion to
that service.
And thus we believe, with
Elder Winchester. that God has nourished
and fed such, and ~greed to do it a thousand, two hundred and three score days, or
years.
This time is repeated in the 14th
verse of this I zth chapter, in language that
has puzzled a great many Scriptural students.
But to the church that the writer
has the honor and privilege to represent,
the language is plain, and refers to the
same length of time that the 5th verse
does, viz.~ "a thousand, two hundred and
three score days" or years, and on I y serves
tn confirm what the God of heaven hag
proposed to do, by repeating his promise
as well as the leng-th of time it should continue; even as Joseph made known to
Pharaoh concerning his dreams of the fat
and lean cattle, and of the seven good ears,
ani the seven blasted ears of corn, that
what God had proposed to bring to pass
was established in his mind, in that the
dream had been doubled.
In the 14th verse it read>; that the worn-
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an was to go into the wilderness, and be
nourished for a tim·e, times, and a half
time, Now we must be indebted to the
revelations of God for the definition of
this time, or times; and if we can find out
what a time h,, we can double it for times,
and halve it for half a time.
The. Lord
says in Numbers 14: 34: "After the number of days in which ye searched the land,
even forty days, each day for a year, and
ye shall know my breach of promise."
The Lord said unto Ezekiel, speaking
of the iniquity of Israel and Judah in Ezekiel 4: 5, "For I have laid upon thee the
years of their iniquity, according to the
number of the days, three hundred and
ninety days, so shalt thou bear the iniquities of the home of Israel.
And when
thou hast accomplished them, lie again on
thy right side, and thou shalt bear the
iniquity of the house of Judah forty days.
I have appointed thee each day for a
year."
We perceive by these two or three instances, that it was the custom with the
Lord in the punishment of transgressors
to appoint so many days for its continuation, and each day of his time, stood for a
year of our time. Taking the Lord's definition, the 1260 days of his time, that the
church was to be in the wildernesf", stood
for 1260 years of our time.
In those
years were contained the time, times, and
a half time, spoken of in the 14th verse.
If you want to be particular, to find out
the number of years contained in each division, take r for a time, 2 for times, and
Yz fer half a time, which added together
makes I
2
Yz = 3Yz = 7-Yz. Divide 1260 year~ by 7, which is 1-7 of 7-Yz,
and you have r8o, which is a half time;
clouble r8o for a time, makes 36o, which
doubled for times equals 720. Proof: 720
360
I So = 1260 years.
We have in Daniel 7: 25;this declaration: "And he [the papal power] shall
speak great words against the Most High,
and think to change times and laws; and
they shall be given into his hand, until a
time, and times, and dividing of time."
These terms denote the length of time
he shall exercise the above powers, and are
the same used in Rev. 12: 14, and therefore
must have reference to the same length of
time.
And when we consider that the
Papal power arose when the church went
into the wilderness; the time of its commencement and duration must be the same;
for the church was to be in the wilderness,
or nourished the same length of time; and
when it comes out of the wilderness, or is
organized again on the earth, the chain of
apostasy, caused by the Papal power, will
be broken.
The learned differ some little concerning the time when the Papal power was
set up, and consequently when the true
church went into the wilderness.
Some
say it was about the middle of the sixth
century, some about A. D. 570, and others
in A. D. 6o6. It matters not with regard
to the result. The true church would, by
adding r 260 years to either date, be organized again in the nineteenth century. But
it is most generally safe to take the mean
between two extremes.
Doing so in this

+ +

+

+

instance we add 570 to rz6o and we have
1830 that the true church was to be organized. Joseph Smith professed to have
received from God, through a heavenly
messenger, the fulness of the gospel to be
preached to all the world, as John saw in ·
the heavenly vision which we have quoted
from Rev. 14th, "to every nation, kindred,
tongue and people." He received authority to preach it and to ordain others who
should comply with its precepts to preach
it also, and received commandment from
God to organize His church upon earth,
which commandment he obeyed in April
6th, 1830, organizing it with six members.
He received from time to time, as their
numbers grew, commandments to choose
the diffe.rent officers, according to theN ew
Testament pattern, with apostles, prophets,
etc., and thus was the church, or kingdom,
restored to earth in fulfillment of prophecy; and the Lord did, according to Isaiah,
set his hand the second time to recover his
ancient covenant people; and he sent by
the hand of a prophet and did it by new
revelation; He could not do it otherwise.
Here the Lord was about to perform
what he calls in Isaiah 29th chapter, "His
act, his strange act; his work, his ~trange
work."
And if he will do nothing (~s
quoted from Amos 3: 7) but what he reveals his secret to his servants the prophets, he then must have a prophet upon the
earth to reveal that secret to; and that embodies new revelation.
This modern
prophet states that this heavenly messenger "brought the joyful tidings, that the
covenant which God made with ancient
Israel, concerning their posterity, was at
hand to be fulfilled; that the great preparatory work for the second coming of Messiah was speedily to commence; that the
time was at hand for the gospel, in its fulness to be preached in power to all nations,
that a people might be prepared with faith
and righteousness for the Millennia! reign
of peace and joy."
Thus the time for the church to come
out of the wilderness has transpired; it has
again been organized on the earth; the ensign or gospel of the kingdom raised or
preached among the Gentiles first, according to Isaiah's prediction and J oJm's vision;
and although commencing among the
Gentiles, it will not be limited to them, for
it was to go to every nation, kindred,
tongue and people upon the earth; and
that includes all of Israel as well as the
Gentiles.
Isaiah locates the tim~ when this ensign
shall be set up among all nations, not only
in the eleventh chapter where he states it
shall be in that day or epoch just prior to
the time when he "shall smite the earth
with the rod of his mouth, and with the
breath of his lips shall he slay the wi'.cked,"
but in the I 8th chapter states that the time
of this ensign being raised to "all the inhabitants of the world, and dwellers on the
earth" should be "afore the harvest." Jesus
states that "the harvest is the end of the
world, or the destruction of the wicked."
Both Isaiah and John agree as to the time
when this gospel standard shall be raised.
The one says it is "afore the harve<>t," or
"destruction of the wicked;" the other
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says it is in the hour (not day) of God's
judgment,-just prior to the destruction of
Babylon (or the wicked).
Both agree
that the gospel message is to all the inhabitants of the earth.
Let us now see what the prophet Jeremiah says concerning Israel's being gathered and the time that it shall transpire.
He commences at the 3oth chapter: •'The
word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord
saying, Write thee all the words that I
have spoken to thee in a book. For lo;
the days come saith the Lord, that I will
bring again the captivity of my people
Israel and Judah, saith the Lord; and I
will cause them to return to the land that
I gave to their fathers, and they shall possess it."
Let the reader continue on in
this chapter and he will see what the Lord
proposes to do with Israe} after being
gathered to the land of their fathers; and
I wish him to particularly notice in the
last two verses of this chapter what the
Lord proposes to send upon the wicked,
at the time that he proposes to gather Israel; and that time is in the latter days.
He says: "Behold the whirlwind of the
Lord goeth forth with fury, a continuing
whirlwind; it shall fall with pain upon the
head of the wicked. The fierce anger of
the Lord shall not return, until he have
done it, and until he hath performed the
intents of his heart; in the latter days ye
shall consider it." The whirlwind of the
Lord is going forth upon the earth now,
in the shape of the cyclone, which comes
in the funnel shaped cloud and with a
whirling motion, spreading devastation
and ruin in its course through the land, in
the destruction of the lives and property of
the children of men, and of late years
seems to be increasing in its frequent visits,
making a continual whirlwind; and men's
hearts quake and their faces blanch at
the sign of its approach; even the mention
of it brings terror to the human family.
In the latter days men were to consider it.
Men are considering it now, hence we are
living in the latter days.
Commencing the next chapter it says
(the dividing into chapters and verses of
the old and new testament is the,work of
uninspired men, as the original text was
not so divided): "At the same time [time
of the whirlwind in the latter days] saith
the Lord, will I be the God of all the families of Israel, and they shall be my people."
In the 8th verse he says: "Behold I will
bring them from the north country, and
gather them from the coasts of the earth,"
etc.
In the roth verse he savs: "Hear the
word of the Lord, 0 ye nations, and declare in the isles afar off, and say, He that
scattered Israel will gather him, and keep
him as a shepherd does his flock."
In the 31st to the 34th verses inclusive
he says: "Behold the days come, saith thes
Lord, that I will make a new covenant
with the house of Israel, and with the
house of Judah; not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the
day that I took them by the hand to bring
them out of the land of Egypt; which my
covenant they break, although I was a
husband unto them, saith the Lord. But

i

this shall be the covenant that I will make
with the house of Israel.
After those .
days, saith the Lord, I will put my law in
their inward parts, and write it in their
hearts; and I will be their God and they
shall be my people. And they shall teach
no more every man his neighhor, and
every man his brother, saying, Know the
Lord; for they shall all know me from the
least of them unto the greatest of them,
saith the Lord; for I will forgive them
their iniquity, and I will remember their
sins no more."
We perceive by the above quotations
that the word of the Lord through Jeremiah agrees with that through Isaiah,
n:,mely, that He would gather hrael and
Judah from the north country, and from
the coasts of the earth to the land of their
fathers; and he desired that all the nations
of the earth should understand this positive
declaration that though he had scattered
them yet would he gather them, and this
was to be in the latter days.
And in accomplishing this work he will make a new
covenant with them, not according to the
Egyptian covenant made with their fathers and which they brake. No, it would
not be the covenant or law of Moses, but
one established on "better promises."
This new covenant the Lord offered to
make with the house of Judah when he
was upon the earth, but they refused to
enter into it; they refused to become the
sons of God ; but when he offers it the
second time they will accept it.
I know
it is written, "l will put my law in their
inward parts," &c, but can you for a moment think that the Lord would coerce
them,?
No; they will oftheir own free
choice obey the gospel covenant.
They
of their own choice rejected it and were
scattered; of their own choice they must
accept it, if they become the people of
the Lord; if they have God to be their
God; if they are gathered unto him. The
gospel was to come to earth for all to obey;
all the inhabitants of the earth, Jew and
Gentile, were under a broken covenant;
all were alienated from God by their sins;
all needed to obey the law of adoption into
Christ.
When the Lord made a covenant with
the house of Israel, at the time when he
brought them out ofthe land of Egypt, he
did it through the prophet Moses, consequently revealed the covenant to him for
Israel to observe, and as a matter of course
it was hv new revelation. This new covenant being of so much greater importa.nce
("for the law could not make the comers
thereunto perfect, but the bringing in of a
better hope did") to Israel, as well as all
the inhabitants of the earth, - for they
were all destitute of it,-it follows that if
made, it must be by new revelation from
God, either in persc;m, or by a chosen servant ordained of him.
And as God hath hitherto sent men
chosen from among their fellows, to transact His will upon the earth, whenever he
had a me~sage to communicate to the children of men, even so we would reasonably
as well as scripturally, expect he would
communicate, or make this new covenant
through a divinely appointed agent or

agents. And his will communicated would
be a new revelation, and the one to whom
it was communicated would, being in possession of foreknowledge from God, be a
prophet of God.
So that it follows that
the new covenant to gather Israel could
not be done without a prophet, and without new revelation; and it will be seen, if
we follow the admonition of Bro. Theta,
to "render our most serious attention to the
teachings of the prophetic pages of God's
holy word," we are !orced to the conclusion, that the fulfillment of the unfulfilled
prophecies, especially regarding Israel, requires a prophet as well as new revelation,
and that the believers in the sa me are not
so fanatical or deluded, as Bro. Theta h>~<;
imagined, but are enjoying greater light
than those denying new revelation.
E.

STAFFORD.

MINUTES OF REUNION.
(IJonclnded.)

October Ist, 9 a.m. Services in charge
of D. C. White and H. 0. Smith.
A
goodly number of faithful testimonies were
borne, and prayers offered; the Holy Spirit bearing witness.
TO: 45 a.m. Sermon by Bro. J. Smith.
No one man can please all men. A doctrinal sermon may not be a gospel sermon;
but a gospel sermon must necessarily be a
doctrinal one.
Gospel is from the word
"good-speed," or "good news,"' paraphrased into "good tidings." Shall a sermon then be one containing much about
Christ's love with little or none of Christ's
doctrine?
No man who dislikes to have
his doctrinal ideas examined can feel as
though his foundation was without sand.
The sandy foundation professor always
objects to a criticil'm upon his doctrinal position. We are told this is a day of shaking; and everything that can ·be shaken
shall be; and at times I feel like taking
hold and helping in the work of shaking,
although my
religious superstructure
should fall about my head in noise of dispute and the dust and decay of human institutions.
If that which I believe, and
feel assured is the gospel of Jesus Christ
cannot endure the test of thorough investigatic;m, then let it fall, all the better for
me.
There are men in our times called
iconoclasts-image breakers; and if I have
an image not in accord with truth, let the
iconoclast strike it.
Only that eternally
endurable can or will ultimately be found
to endure. God's ways are the best ways,
and we should be content to receive them,
however arbitrary they may seem to us to
be. I am amenable unto God for what I
may do under conditions outside the "g,arden of Eden," not for those applicable to
the condition that might have beeen in the
garden.
·
When God sent Christ, he said: "This
is my Son." Jesus said: "I am the way."
I find then by accepting Christ I put myself under the power of a special enactment, and go from under the general law
of God.
If I do well, then lesus lays
claim to me as a follower of his, and when
presented unto the Father by Christ, God
is obligated to stand by that which he
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promised Christ. The gift of eternal life
is the greatest of all gifts. And the hope
of walking with God in the flesh, redeemed; and having the spirit of man within
me, free from condition of censure-is the
grandest favor of God unto me and unto
all of us. And when I think of it, it seems
to me all other promised gifts and blessings are almost as nothing when compared
with this. This being true, we ought to
make ourselves acquainted with the gospel
of Jesus, and understand it. In that which
we preach we have no compromise to
make with the world; we have only one
law to offer; and because we have persistently stood by this, we are becoming respected for it; for the uncompromising
manner of the presentation of what we believe to be true.
It is the only safe way
for us to act.
2: 30 p.m.
Sermon by Bro. A. H,
Smith.
Text, "Beware of false prophets."
These words were spoken by the Lord
Jesus, and certainly for a wise purpose.
The order of God's first communion with
man was face to face in the garden, and
made him feel by his presence that he
was God. Later on we find by the record
that he communed with man by dreams
and visions, etc. This, for convenience, we
will call the second order of God's communion. We are accu~tomed to look back
and believe that these communications
came through proper channels, and from
God because they came after this manner
and have been accepted for hundreds of
years as valid. But anything coming to us
to-day through any of those same channels claiming to be from God, we are accustomed to look upon with a great deal
of doubt.
We often hear t\;le cry: "Beware of false prophets."
Have you ever
noticed the difference existing between the
age when this warning was given, and
that in which it is used? The former was
a time when people believed in, and were
educated to believe in living prophets.
The latter, a time when people are educated to believe in dead prophets only.
Then where is the danger? If there are
no true prophets, what use have we for
the warning?
.
"Dressed in sheep's clothing." A prophet would be no more likely to deceive if
dressed in the garments of finest style,
than if dressed in the mantle and girdle of
the olden time prophets. It is the principle advocated we are to look at, not the
temporal dress.
Take away from yourselves all the visions, spiritual dreams, etc.,
we have in this record, and what have we
left of revelation from God? Then wherefore all this cry against false prophets?
Remember the words of Holy Scripture:
••Surely the Lord God doeth nothing, but
he revealeth his secret unto his servants
the prophets." It is no hard matter for us
to believe that the prophets of old were
inspired, for we have been so educated.
But let a person enter a Christian assembly and declare unto them their sins, and
speak of a future thing by the Spirit of
God; 0, what a cry of "false prophet"
there would be! We make the claim that
God has sent his angel and signified a cer-

tain work he desired to have done among
men; and that a prophet has seen himnor is it man's testimony alone, for others
testify as well. The claim that Jolm saw
multitudes of angels, rests upon John's testimony alone, and then unsupported, and
yet the world believes it.
Then why do these same ones reject the
testimony of Joseph Smith-even though
it be supported by one, two, three or a
multitude of witnesses?
And these witnesses have no interest to serve by so testifying save the interest of eternal truth, the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Did Joseph Smith
come under the guise alone of a sheep?
No; he came out fairly and squarely in
what he had to announce to an unbelieving world, tru~ting in God that that which
he bore as :a message sent from heaven,
should stand or fall upon its own merits,
and believing God had sent him, he confided the possible outcome with the author.
7:30 p.m. Sermon by Bro.J oseph Luff.
Christ commanding the people to "search
the scri'ptures" gave evidence that He had
confidence in the character of the inspiration
of the prophets preceding him who spake
of Him. Jesus always took refuge behind
the written word as containing God's sayings. He saw the need of having a record
of such things that might serve to answer
aright in any case of emergency arising in
the future. God being unchangeable mu<;t
attest the same unto me by proving it in
t.he like manner He followed in the past.
One method for one age and its opposite
for another will not do; for His interest in
my welfare ought to be as much a~ for
others in the past. When God has a work
to do we expect him to be in harmony
with his past line of conduct in spreading
the truth and establishing his church dispensational work.
Paul said the things
concerning God's methods in the past were
written for our instruction, our ensamples,
that we might be able to understand God,
and know what to expect of him in our
day.
God always opened his dispensations by angelic ministrations, and his own
voice. If such are found among the ancient landmarks which God himself has
made, we must expect that in now, our day,
he will stand by his own record, and we
can not be deceived by adhering unto the
things he has spoken. Man ought to seek
God in a calm state of mind, and call into
requisition all the power of his mind, and
see what he may learn of life. The gospel is to prepare us to live, not to die; for
a man fit to live is surely in a safe condition for death.
We are to worship God
in spirit and in truth. If we do our part
God will do his.
I recently had a talk
with a young man now of our faith, who
not long since had been a member of the
orthodox class, and after examining our
faith he believed and obeyed, and God
blessed him, "confirmed the word;" and
he said to me, "When I was.in the other
church and tried to think of divine things
it seemed like looking through the large
end of a funnel-everything tapered oft to
nothing. But now I am looking through
the small end, and every thing expands
before my vision, and I look, am surprised,
and rejoice in God; and as the scene grows

broader and brighter I say, My God where
is it going to end!"
That is what makes us feel firm and assured in, and of this work that it is of God.
For He confirms its claim to being divine
by employing the same means now as he
did anciently.
That which attested this
gospel of the kingdom as being from
heaven is sent to attest it now. And when
we find upon close examination, thorough
and impartial, that the message we bear to
the world has all the marks of the message
borne by prophets and apostles of Bible
times, we know as well as man ever need
to know that we are not deceived. When
people try to point out some defect all we
a~k is, "What saith the written word?"
If it is good at all, it is good for all it has
in promise and blessing. What saith the
word?
How read est thou?
We are to
seek for the good old way and finding it
walk therein, and find rest unto our souls.
October 2d, 9 a.m. Prayer service in
charge of G. M. Scott and J. M. Putney.
Confirmation service was attended to. The
blessing of God was had throughout.
Souls were strengthened in the Lord, and
uplifted by his power.
IO: 45, a.m.
Sermon by Bro. W. E.
Peak. Text, Matthew 24:4: «Take heed
that no man deceive you."
There are some who claim that had we
been converted by the apostles we would
not be deceived, as there would not be so
much danger as now. But we learn from
the record that some were deceived; as see
2 Peter zd chapter. This shows that there
were sinful, false teachers and they would
get into the true church. There were
false teachers from the beginning of gospel
work among mankind.
How may we
guard ourselves against religious deception?
By obtaining a proper conception of the
true gospel as given by Jesus, then note
the teaching of any man claiming to represent Christ's gospel. Jesus gave as his
reason for refusing to obey the request of
Satan that such would be contrary to that
which was written. Hence we should inform ourselves by the written word; that
we may not be deceived. Jesus said we
should live by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of God. He gave general as well as special laws. A special one"
was given Noah. If he had said he needed only the word, he would not have builded the ark. Abraham had a law given
him, yet God revealed more unto others.
If Moses had enough to save him, why did
God reveal more of his word unto J eremiah, Isaiah and Ezekiel? Because it made
not "the comers thereunto perfect." But
the law of Christ was given as "the perfect law of liberty;" for we shall live hy
every word that proceedeth from the
mouth of God. By this we may detect the
true and false, if their declarations are not
in harmony with God's word. One of the
signs of the last days was to be the preaching of the gospel of the kingdom. Jesus
said it should be preached in all the world
for a witness unto all nations, then shall
the end come.
If what men have had
preached to them from about the second
century until now has been "the gospel"
then why has not Jesus come in glory?
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But the gospel of faith, repentance, baptism for remission of sins, laying on of
hands for reception of the Holy Spirit, signs
following baptized believers, and their
actual following has not been had among
men for many centuries until this one.
Hence amid all the conflicting, opposing
theories of religious teachers we have in
verity "this gospel of the kingdom" as
taught by Jesus, Peter, Paul, Phillip;
taught now in its fulness. And, as in it
was found the witness of God unto men,
so in it now is found the same principles
and promises, constituting the same witness
of the same God in the same manner unto
all the world. It was restored by the power that originated it. God never had, neither can he have another church declaring
another gospel. But his church now must
be as it was in Jesus' day. The latter day
prophet said the time had come for Israel
to begin gathering home to Jerusalem, arid
it is being done. Through a prophet God
plead with ancient Israel, and through a
prophet he will plead with modern Israel.
2: go p.m. Sermon by President Smith.
The Saints were addressed regarding their
duties unto 'God and toward each other.
Several passages being read from Doctrine
and Covenants.
7: go p.m. Sermon by Bro. R. M. Elvin. Text, Eph. 4:5: "One Lord, one
faith, one baptism."
The controversy on baptism was not
started by the Latter Day Saints.
But
they propose to stand by the truth~ ·The
following texts were cited: Heb. 6: I-g;
John g: g-s: Mark I: 4· 5i John g: 22, 23,
etc.
October gd, 9 a.m. Prayer meeting in
charge of Brn. J. Carlisle and D. K. Dodson.
Confirmation was attended to, and
then social service entered upon.
God
blessed the assembly.
10:45 a.m. Sermon by Bro. E. L. Kelley. Text, Romans I2: I, 2.
The Roman saints had much to do to
maintain their standing as such, surrounded as they were by the ·influences of a pop·
ulous and idolatrous city. The saints were
admonished therefore to give themselves
a living sacrifice unto God.
The injunction of our text was no more applicable
to them than it is unto us. We are not to
conform unto the world at the expense of.
a loss unto ourselves spiritually. We are
to transform ourselves by the renewal of
our mind.
We are expected to live according to the desire of God concerning
us. Where people so lived to the law of
God they·were more enlightened and had
more power withGod. It lifts up higher
in the divine life. If we do not our lives
retrograde into the low conformities of
worldly or sinful things. This we should
not do.
We are to be not a dead but a
living sacrifice unto God.
We are asked·
to· sacrifice unrighteousness and all things·
that antagonize our spiritual eternal interests. The apostle does not point out duties
pertaining unto the ministry alone, but also
unto the laity. We are every where .admonished to hold ourselves in readiness to
do all we can for God and his work. Not
to do that which caters to our selfishness.
We shall be rewarded according to our

well-doing.
Faithfulness is required of 1 A. Mcintosh. A spiritual season was en~
each one in his respective calling. Those ' joyed.
who enter into life to them it may be said,
ro: 45 a.m. Sermon by Bro. W. W;
"Well done;" not well said.
This well Blair.
God has promised that they who
doing in righteousness can not be done by
murmur shall learn doctrine. This argues
conforming nnto those things of a nature that doctrinal teaching should be found
opposed to our higher spiritual good. So necessary. We believe God has restored
in the so-called temporal matters as in the the gospel in all its ancient form and purity
spiritual, faithfulness is asked for. "Lay for the saving of the people, for it is to beup treasures in heaven," was spoken for all. come prevalent, and ultimately universal
We are to carry the spiritual expression of peace shall prevail; a time longed for and
our worship into practice.
Let us do all should be sought for. God said he would
our duties with godly fear. The talkers send a deliverer, and that is the gospel.
alone are not to be felt among the workers God began his work after what seemed to
in the world to come.
man an insignificant manner; although
2: go p.m. Meeting for the considera- obscure, yet it shall become universally
tion of time and place for holding next recognized as of God, and one of great
Annual Reunion. Pres. Joseph Smith in power. God has made promise:;; seemingcharge. A report from committee on Re. ly impracticable yet fulfillment has been
union was presented and read:
successfully effected.
He always commenced his work on earth throughout the
RECEIPTS,
various dispensations in connection with
Logan Citizen's Committee ............ $roo oo
angelic ministrations, and never has he
By subscription from campers ........... 53 73
been known to deviate from this plan. All
$153 73
the glory that has come to the Chri~tian
EXPENDITURES.
world has come through humble means;
Paid for ministerial and manual labor ... $ro8 25
history affirms this. The founding of the
Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 6 r
Roman empire began by the efforts of
Estimatzd additional expense .....•...... 15 oo
Remus and Romulus, and it became the
dread of nations.
The work of the re$153 73
formation began by such humble means as
143 86
Luther, Wickliffe, Zuinglius.
The discovery of America by Columbus. God to
Balance on hand ... _$ 9 87
an e'Xtent was in all this for the effecting
D. CHAMBERS,
of
a purpose to end in a sublimer power.
J.
SEDDON,
J. TURNER,
om.
Note the inception of the settlement of the
WM. R. DAVISON
eastern coast of our continent. The idea
of those men was that the right of governReport received and adopted.
Papers received from Woodbine and ment was derived from the governed; so
Logan citizen's committees on Reunion we have our free government of to-day.
propositions were read, and upon separate When God brought out his marvelous
motions the vote carried in favor of Logan work in these last days it was (lmong the
as the place for holding next Reunion; lowly ones of earth who were without
worldly influence and by some despised.
time left with committee.
The following ·named persons were Yet this argues nought against its claim to
elected as committee for next vear: D. R. divinity; for it has had a wide-spread inChambers, G. M. Scott, W. R. Davison, fluence among the people of the world,
and will accomplish all that God has deD. Kennedy, W. A. Smith.
A vote of thanks was tendered the Lo- signed for it and no man can stay its powgan and citizen's committees for efficiency er.
2: go p.m. Sermon by Bro. C. Derry.
of labor. A collection for enlargemel)t of
Comtent was ordered,and the chair appointed the Subject: The doctrine of Christ.
following named persons: D. R. Cham- plaint is entered against the Latter Day
bers, W. R. Davison, W. A. Smith, G. Saint preachers from the fact they are alM. Scott, J. F. McDowell, Sr. Mary ways preaching doctrine. Such is the preIt seems to
Hawley, Sr. Judge King, Sr. Cha~. Brad- vailing view of the world.
field, Sr. Amanda Wood, and Sr. Dora blind the view of Christ, yet (:::hrist Jesus
Me Williams for that purpose.
Over has ordained men to preach, and so, what
$ wo.oo were collected.
are they to preach? What is their duty in
How else could man so
The Reunion Committee were author- the premises?
ized to a~certain the cost tor enlargement well pre~ent Christ as to present that which
For the comof tent by insertion of strip fifty feet wide, he taught as our Savior?,
and obtain it with necessary appendages mandment is life everlasting, and' salvation
for meeting of r89r. . Upon vote it wal! is that life, and the gospel through whicl:
ordered the Bishopric be requested to ob- it is offered is made up of doctrinal princitain railway rates for meeting of 189I, if ples.
We believe the wisclom of God is
practicable. Thanks were tendered Logan superior to that of man.
We must bring
and other newspapers for favo~:"able notice the doctrine of Christ and not that of men.
of meetings. By vote it was ordered that Mep. may fear the tenableness of their ideas,
one day of next Reunion be set apart for but Christ was certain of his as to .their
Sabbath-school work.
truthfulness, so can his ministry feel as
7: go p.m. Sermon by Bro. M. H. sure. Hence our confidence in its declaraForscutt:' Text: Ecc. 8:8. Subject: Im- tion.
The goodness, love and mercy of
mortalitv of the soul.
God all pertain to its doctrinal parts; but
October 4th, 9 a~m.
Prayer service in while these must r.ot be dispensed with,
charge of Brn. C. E. Butterworth and J. the principles of faith, repentance, baptism,
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laying on of hands, etc., should by no
means be neglected, for while the former
are necessary, the latter are indispensable.
7:30p.m. Sermon by Bro. E. L. Kel·
ley.
Text, Col. I: 13: "Who hath dehvered us from the power of darkness, and
hath transf6rmed us into the kingdom of
his dear Son."
An organization of power and authority
was had among men by Christ's ordering.
The apostles held power therein. People
may become inducted therein by obedience
to the gospel. Man may change his condition here from bad to good, and the law
by which this is done in Christ's kingdom
is diverse from all others. It is not of the
earth, and the principles thereof are spirit·
ual in all things; and are of such a type
and form that all people may comprehend
them.
The organization is called kingdom of heaven, or church of God.
The
members thereof are to be in harmony,
and peace will ensue.
Men are by law
transferred from one country to another as
citizens, and so must be the translation
from the kingdom of Satan into the kingdom of God's dear Son, by the law he has
ordained. All nations have laws for the
purpose of naturalization and so has God's
spiritual government, the influence of its
laws may be widespread and universally
felt.
Oct. sth, IO: 45 a.m.
Sermon by Bro.
Joseph Smith. There are some things in
the latter and former day work it might
be well to notice, and learn something
about.
In the 8th and, 19th chapters of
the Acts we have the principle of laying
on of hands mentioned as having been
practiced for the reception of the Holy
Spirit. This we believe is as essential to
the baptized believer of to-day. The apos·
ties were ·not on! y sent to preach the gospel, but to minister its sacred rites. If such
were not needful it surelv would not have
been done by those me'n who had been
with and learned of Jesus.
This is why
we believe in it and teach it. Again, in I
Corinthians 12th chapter, I read of Paul's
solicitude relating to the matter of spiritual
gifts.
If Paul could be with me to-day,
and I should tell him I was a minister for
Christ he would expect me to abide by
the word of Christ as he, Paul, taught it.
And it would or could not be possible for
him to recognize in my teachings unto
men the gospel of Jesus unless I actually
taught it in its fulness as he himself had
done.
He knew no other than that we
find in the New Testament, and he would
manifest surprise, that I, claiming to be a
minister for the same Christ should think
for a moment there was any other gospel
to be preached as the power of God unto
salvation to all who believed.
What we now teach should be so conjoined with that of the former-days as to
find unity existing between what they
taught and what we teach. It may be easy
for us to comprehend the human character
of Christ,but not so easy to comprehend that
peculiar combination of nature of which he
was possessed. The Spirit of God is given
us that we might be able to comprehend
or understand Christ aright. The apostle
informs us "there are diversity of gifts," but

unity in purpose of bestowal. If there be
anything of a changeful character in the
Holy Spirit then there can be no dependence placed in it.
It must be the same
now as of the past. The diversity of our
mental organizations requires diversity of
gifts; but diversity does not necessarily
argueinharmony in all instances. As respects the gospel, some believe it can be
divided into fractional parts suitable to
different people; but this is not possible.
We read: "Of one blood hath God made
all mankind," and so of one gospel shall
all men be saved. In connection with all
the gifts named by, Paul, the gift of w:sdom stands first and foremost of them all;
knowled~e second. This morning while
in attendance at the social service, and listening to the many te!'<timonies that were
borne, I confess I was surprised at not
hearing one person so testifying thank
God for the gift of wisdom!
If any one
here is more than well supplied with the
gift let him come to me that I may partake
of his fulness.
We do not so readily apprehend its presence because at times it is
not so apparent as prophecy or other oral
gifts.
Paul admonishes that we "seek
earnestly the best gifts."
Wisdom and
knowledge are the first ones named; wisdom being the superior., Faith is next.
And Paul in naming these gifts is careful
to put the words, "by the same spirit,"
after them that none need mistake their
source. The gitt of faith is in sickness to
the restoration of health. There is "method in our madness." Sometimes there are
feelings in the minds of elders that
they have not faith to heal the sick.
To some is given faith to heal, and to
others faith to be healed.
We have
been told "if you folks have power to heal
the sick then none need die. But we believe what is taught, that "it is appointed
unto men once to die," and we· cannot interdict God's edict, neither does he propose
doing so.
Yet there are gifts of healing
and faith.
They are not always of a miraculous character. It is for the elders to
administer whether God in his wisdom bestows the blessing or withholds, and whether the sick employ a physician or no. It
is God who has promised, and holds the
power and we must leave the result with
him. Doctors do not always heal the sick,
yet people lose no confidence in their wisdom nor in medical science.
But if the
Latter Day Saints administer and the blessing does not follow, then we are called
foolish folk.
We oug-ht to be as willing
to wait and trust the Lord for a while as
to do the same by the doctor, for his first
and tenth dose of medicine do not effect an
immediate cure. If the sick die when administered, does it disprove Christ's promise?
If the sick die when physicians are
employed, does it disprove any claim made
for medical science, or a doctor's claim of
supposed ability? If God does not always
come to our help when we think he ought
to, should our faith fail us? He has promised to save me if I keep his commandments, and I shall try for it by his help.
z: 30 p.m.
Sermon bv Bro. M. H.
Forscutt. Text: Matt. 16: I 3-20. Subject: The church and future probation.

7:30p.m. Sermon by Bro.J. R. Lambert. Lesson: Matt. 4: I - I I . Text: Matt.
4:4; Ecc. 12:12,14.
All who believe in God will redily concede that he is the most competent to judge
what is the most desirable for man, and
what will enable him to do the greatest
degree of good. If it was ever necessary
for man to live by every word that proceedeth from out the mouth of God, it is
now.
We all know by observation and
some by experience that we may seek for
wealth, and if we find it, still not be any
better off in our condition, , providing we
seek for it for our own benefit alone.
Our text implies that we must work to
obtain eternal life. God in infinite love
has provided the way for us to obtain
eternal life, and if we will follow that way
we shall possess it; but if we follow our
own way we may seek, and seek forever
in vain!
Man shall be judged according
to the deeds done in the flesh, whether
good or evil.
We may deceive our fellows, we may deceive ourselves; but we
can never deceive God in regard to our
deeds. If we have purposed in our hearts
to do some. great evil, and are prevented
by some means entirely beyond our control, we will certainly have to give an account for it in the day of judgment. And
on the other hand if we purposed doing
some good thing, and we do our very best,
and are prevented, we shall receive a reward.
"So speak ye, and so do," sayeth
James, "as they that are to be judged by
the perfect law of liberty." This· perfect
_law of liberty means a great deal.
It is
~}objected that we lay too much stress upon
'',the commands of the gospel, that we contravene the law of faith in God and Christ.
0, no! our obedience to these commands
is but the result of our faith in God. An"
other class object that we require so much
of man, that we make slaves of them. If
God were a tyrant this might be true, but
he is a God of love!
Man has strayed
away from God through disobedience, and
he must return through obedience. The
gospel promises are of two classes, those
which apply to us in tirpe, and those which
apply to us in eternity.
The gospel is
ada'pted to the needs of man in every age
of the world; its work is unchangeable in
all ages of the world, but different circumstances necessitates the performing of this
work in different ages; hence the necessity
of receiving commandments from God in
all ages.
The text is in the present tense, not in
the past.
We cannot live by the commandment of Noah to" build an ark, but
we can live by every word that proceedeth
forth out of the mouth of Gcd now I
Benediction by W. W. Blair.
Finale,

THE HEART,
The heart hath chambers twain
Wherein do dwell
Twin brothers; Joy and Pain.

When waketh Joy in one,
Still calmly
Pain slumbers in his own.
0 Joy, thy bliss restrain,
Speak softly,
Lest thou shouldst waken Pain.
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WELSH MISSION.
Conference of above mission convened May
25th, at the Temperance Hall, Aberdare, T. E.
Jenkins president, D. Lewis clerk. At w a m.
a hymn was sung and a prayer was offered; followed by an address by the president. Addresses
were also made by Brn. G. E. Cope, T. Griffiths,
W. Morris and R. Evans;prayerby J. Evans. At
2 p. m. an address was delivered by D. Lewis
(Dewi Chwefror). The sacrament was administered, strong- testimonies were given, and the
gifts of the Spirit were enjoyed in tongues, interpretations and prophecies, to the edification of
the assembled Saints; prayer by the president.
At 6 p. m. a hymn was sung and prayer was
offered; preaching by J. Jenkins in Welsh, by T.
Gould in English, and by J. R. Gibbs in Welsh.
May 26th, at ro a. m. a hymn was sung and a
prayer was offered; address by the president.
The Eastern district was reported: Branches 6,
seventies r, elders 17, priests 5, teachers r, deacons 2, members 52, baptized 5, emigrated 3, died
r, total 78, Wm. Morris president. The Western
district was reported:
Branches 2, elders r r,
priests 4, deacons 2, members 52, total 69, D.
Lewis president. The Bishop's agent's account
was reported from July rSth, r889, to May 25th,
r89o, received £9 Irs, paid out £4 r7s 9d, in
hand £4 r3s 3d, T. E. Jenkins Bishop's agent.
Books account was reported from June roth,
r889, to May 25th, 1890, received £3 ss wd, in
hand £9 IIs 7d, D. Lewis clerk. T. E. Jenkins
gave up his office as Bishop's agent and T. Gould
was chosen in his stead. T. E. Jenkins also gave
up his office as recorder of the church in Wales,
and G E. Cope was chosen in his stead. T.
Griffiths was ordained to the office of an elder.
Resolved, that Brn. J. R. Gibbs, D. Lew.is (Dewi
Chwefror), and D. Thomas be recommended to be
added to the committee of the deedE of the Llanelly
chapel, and suggested that the Llanelly branch
be recommended to give up the deeds of their
chapel to the church authorities in Wales. Resolved, that the committee of the hymn books
should present the Llanelly branch with twelve
copies of hymn books. Resolved, .that J. E.
Hughes is to labor as an elder in North Wales
according to circumstances. Resolved, that J.
R. Gibbs should be appointed to assist T. E.
Jenkins as president. The church authoriti,es
were sustained in our faith and prayers. A
prayer was offered. Adjourned to meet at
Llanelly, Whitsunday and Whitmonday, 189r.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Texas Central district meets in conference
December 21st at the Central branch. We want
all to come that can. Those coming by rail getting to Hearne at 12 m. on Friday will find con, veynnce to the branch. Come all who can, and
we do not expect all to come prepared to camp
on the ground. Arrangements will be made for
all.
W. W. SQUIRES.
To the Saints of the Montana district: The
conference of the above named district will convene at.Reese Creek, November 29th, r89o, at ro
o'clock, a.m. A full attendance is desirel:l and
we sav to all the Saints, Come, let us meet and
praise the Lord
JoHN E. REESE, Pres.,
GoMER REESE, Sec.
RESOLUTION OF RESPECTS..
At the late Massachusetts and ·Philadelphia
conference, held at Boston, Massachusetts, and
Brooklyn, New York, respectively, a committee
was appointed to draft and present resolutions of
respect to the memory of the late Bishop George
A. Blakeslee: "Sympathy for the stricken and
bereaved family, and this public testimonial of
our appreciation of his labor for the welfare of

the church and devotion to its interests; and that
we feel that in his death the church has sustained the loss of an honorable man, an upright member and faithful officer."
We also, as members of the above district,
hereby tender our sympathy to the family of the
beloved Bishop, praying that the consolations of
the gospel hope may be multiplied unto them.
s w. H. KELLEY,
Com. 7 M. H. BoND.
MARRIED.
WooDWARD - Foss.- At Jones port, .Maine,
September 2oth, 1890, by Chas. H. Mansfield,
Esq., Mr. Joshua S. Woodward, and Sr. Celia A.
Foss; all of Jonesport.
DIED.
MASTERS.- At Washingtonville, Trumbull
county, Ohio, August 24th, r89o, Bro. George
Masters. He was born August, r832, near Bristol, Somerset, England; baptized February 12th,
r866, at Brookfield, Ohio, by Elder John T. Phillips. He died in full faith in the gospel.
JoNES.- At Sharon, Pennsylvania, October
30th, 1890, of catarrh, Marg·aret Jane, eldest
daughter of Bro. Jacob P. and E. Jones, aged I2
years, 9 months and 3 days. Services Sunday,
November 2nd; sermon by Elders D. M. Strachan and W. H.' Garrett. "Of such is the kingdom
of heaven."
McEWEN.-Mrs. Mamie McEwen, wife of1H.
S. McEwen, died at the home of Mrs. J.P. McEwen, in Shelby, Iowa, between the hours of
eight and nine o'clock on Tuesday evening, October 28th, r89o.
The funeral occurred yesterday (Thursday) afternoon at 2 o'clock and was
largely attended. Services were held at the house
and were conducted by Rev. D. Shenton, of the
Atlantic M. E. church, assisted by Rev. J. H.
Carpenter, of the Presbyterian church, of this
place.
Mr. Shenton selected as the basis of an
appropriate address, the 14th chapter of John.
After which the remains were laid to rest in the
Shelby cemetery.
The deceased was born in Vincenne&, Iowa, on
November r7th, r863. She was therefore at the
time of her death, aged 26 years, r r months and
9 days.
Her maiden name was Mamie Lake,
daughter of Elder John H. Lake of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints. On the rSth
day of June, r883, in Shelby, Iowa, she was married to H. S. McEwen, who survives her. Of the
immediate family there are now living the father'
in Canada, her sister Carrie in Decatur county,
Iowa, and her brother Charley of Omaha, Nebraska.
Her dta!h was the result of Brights'
<ltsease.
For several years she had been an invalid, but bore up under her sufferings with great
patience and resignation.
About three weeks
ago she was brought from Denver, Colorado.
To the bereaved ones the sympathy of the community is extended.-Shelby, (Iowa) News.
CooK.-Bro. John Cook died September r6th,
r89o, at Cheltenham, Missouri, aged 85 years,
faithful to the end in the love of the gospel. Funeral services conducted bv Bro. William 0.
Thomas.
•
PATTEN.-Sr. Bathsheba Patten was born at
Ellisburg, Jefferson county, New York, September 29th, r8r4, and died at New Orleans, Louisana, September 23rd, r89o.
Sr. Patten was
identified with the church at Nauvoo, but when
the church was dispersed she, with her husband,
removed and settled in Montrose, Lee county,
Iowa, in 1847-8. In February, r874, she was baptized into the Reorganizo>d church by Elder John
H. Lake, since which she has lived a devoted and
faithful life. For a number of years she has been
greatly afflicted. but has borne her affliction with
fortitude, feeling that there waE. a crown awaiting
her if faithful.
Memorial sermon preached at
Montrose by Elder John H. Lambert October
12th, 1890.

INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPH SCHOOL.
We have added a complete course
of bool~keeping to our Telegraph School, which will
under the supervision of Prof'•.I&. Etzenhouser,
formerly Principal in that department in the Nutwnal
Business College of Kansas City and a practical accountant. }-,ot· terms or other information address,
INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPH SCHOOL,
INDEPENDENCE,

Mo.
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SI JORl,HAND
i
hand writer.

You can earn $75.0®
per month as a shortLearn at home.

as soon as you thoroughly complete the study.
Do not delay the matter but write at once. It
will pay you. For full particulars, address,

22nov4t

STENOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

RoBERT WINNING, Pree't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Am.ple Besponl!l:ibHity.
Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent !ntere~t
paid on time deposito. Real. Estate
bought and sold.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my Houee of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit .trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, "'nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
--THEApoStae:r, Reformatlon and :Restoration•.
This work diBcnsses the issues of theoloJly that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can afford to m!ss
reading it either as CRITIC Or INVESTIGATOR. lt COlltRlll8
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
. LOW PIUCE· OF $1.25 PJ.m COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
HINIBTERIA.L AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURUH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewi'!g and critically examining the claims of the RestoratiOn of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
Wu. H. KELLEY,_Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALv OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~

Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

WM. H.

KELLEY.

PaYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and usefui household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars addre~s as above.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly ror the
ADDRESSES.
M. H. Bond, Wllloughby, Lake:couuty, Ohio.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co .. Ohw.
M. H. Forscutt, No. 1110, Francis 'street, St. Joseph, Mo.
Henry Tabbiner. No. 40 Clyde street, Shelton, Stoke-onTrent, Staffordshire, England.
T. W. and Helen P. Smith, Hutchinson, Jefferson county, Colorado.

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Priee per year
ll[,

Walker, lllditor and l'ublleher.
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FOR

FOOD

Prospectus of Autumn Leaves

READY I

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph

Or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentiles.
This is a

NEW

BOOK issued from the ·PATRIOT OFFICE.
trtins 95 pages, includihg:

It con-

1.-SERMON by Pres. Joseph Smith-Justice of God's Laws.
)3.-SERMON by Pres. W. W. Blair-Second Coming of Christ.
3.-SERMON by Elder Charles Derry-God's Willingness to ;Bless His Children
in all Ages.
4.-SERMON by Elder J. 'R. Lambert-Christ and the Apostles as Teachers
for God.
5.-SERMON by Elder Columbus· Scott-Mission of Christ.
6.-SERMON by Elder M. T. Short-Priesthood.
7.-SERMON by Anonymous-Infidelity from a New Standpoint.
8.-SERMON by Elder James Whitehead, who was Private Secretary of Joseph Smith the
Martyr at Nauvoo, giving Personal Experiences in England and at Nauvoo, especially his Testimony with reference to the Ordination of "Young Joseph" to· the
Presidency of the Church by his Father.
ALSO,

"WHAT THE JEWS THINK OF JESUS;"
AND

"THE JEWS IN AND OUT OF PALESTINE,"
By Dr. F. de Sola

Mende~, Editor of "American Hebrew," New York, a leading American Jew.

ALSO,

"Life and

Death of Republics," and "American Indian,"
By Editor of Patriot.

PRICE.-Single Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Five Copies ...................................... $1
Twelve Copies ..............................··....... 2
Patriot one year and Book .......................... 1
Patriot six months and Book.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
~

25
00
00
15
70

Agents wanted everywhere, to whom a liberal commission will be paid.
Address:

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, Decatur Co., IOWA.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR

CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,

BY
ELDER M. H. BOND.

Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; goo'd type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and <·xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindReadii~g, uchristian Science,, •'Divin~ Healing'' or
uFaith Cure,'' "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Cbrrency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

-.A.-

SYMBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE. Mo

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BINDING.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, $4.
RUINS

'FOR 1891;
IN· order· to ·largely increase our· circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in esta:blishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound· in cloth; price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

Smith.~

The engraving will'be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription priee
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
ean only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.

TERMS.
In order 'to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advanee $r.so, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, togethe~:·with fifteen cents to pay
cost of maillng, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving. except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance, we will send the magazine
witkout tke Engravinl[, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN~
We can rtot send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing-whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To ail actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the mf[gazine ·free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it wiil prevent
~!stakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU W AN'l' TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us .twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number. of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," 'as he is familiarly called by
-those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who .fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
·serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by January
1st, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successful than in ·the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors arid large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.
·

M.

WALKER.
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"HEABKEN TO THE WoRD OJ/' TH~ LoRD·: PoR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVE BAVJP rr llll ONE WIFE; AND CoNOilliiNEs
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE•"-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcJJPT IN CAsE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHJIB
xs AT LIBERTY TO .MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandinents, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Ofilcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ o~
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISmtD AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
E.;ery Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Bishop's Agents~ are requested to Solicit new sub"'
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class- matte:.. at LamoW Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni; Iowa, Nov. 29, 1890.
UTAH AND STATEHOOD.

appear that such admission was bought
and the surrender of their tenet of· plural marriage was the price demanded and
paid for their statehood.
That the idea expressed above is not
merely the guess of an outsider, the following from the editorial columns of the Salt
Lake Herald, for .November 12th, will
show:
"Some Congressman is made to say in our unesteemed morning contemporary that Utah will
not be admitted to the union as a state until some
indefinite time in the dim, distant futllre. The
Herald pretends to very little statemanship and
isn't in the prophetic business, but we'll gamble
doughnuts with anybody that the next time the
people of Utah ask for statehood their prayer
will be granted promptly and with eagerness."

The same paper in a sort of controversy
THE "Utah Problem;" so long a puzzle to
with
the 7 ribune, the Gentile Liberal orAmerican statesmen, writers clerical and
writers secular, is not solved by the mani- gan, has an editorial from which we clip
festo of President Wilford Woodruff, nor the following, on the subject of statehood:
"The Herald doesn't know the feelings of all
by the acceptance by the church over
which he presides of the. advice to contract the people in Utah regarding this matter of stateno marriage forbidden by .law contained hood, but it knows how a ·good many of them
in it,
·
·
feel on the'subject; how a majority, we believe,
The abandonment of the practice of of them feel. We ])eli eve we express the honest
plural marri'age, which it is claimed by the sentiments of fully thre.e-fourths of the citizens of
Mormon pr~ss is accomplished by the ac- Utah, when we say that the next dem.and for the
tion of the church in adopting the mani· admission of Utah should come from Washingfesto, and which the outside world is quite ton. We believe that fully seventy.five per cent
willing to believe that it means, is not a of the people of the territory are absolutely in·
solution. of the problem, but only one fac- different in the matter; they don't care. Statetor in that solution. That such abandon- hood may be conferred or withheld and it> will be
ment of the practice which has so long all the same to them. We don't believe the
formed a grave barrier between Utah and masses could be aroused sufficiently to manifest
her politicaL progress, and kept the terri· a formidable interest in a statehood movement.
tory from its proper position iri the sister- Wt don't believe. any such movement will be
hood of American states, goes far toward made in the near future, arid we very seriously
removing the vexatious question from the doubt that one will ever again have Its origin in
nation's politics must be admitted by even this territory. We would look upon a man or a
the most prejudiced; and should the prinparty that would inaugurate a statehood scheme
ciples necessarily included in the action of
almost as an enemy to Utah. . . .
the church in Utah, October 6th, last, be
"Our morning contemporary may work the
strictly regairded both in the council of the
leading' men and the practice of all, there statehood scheme for all it can find in it, but the
should be ho hesitancy on the part of gloomy editor will have to wait a long ti~e beCongress in admitting Utah. when she fore the people of Uta.h go to Congress with an
appHes for l)dmission into the union as a appeal for admission to the union. This is our
opinion, and we believe it is the opinion of the
state.
There may be, indeed there .will be masses."
If the sentiment expressed is anyways
some, possibly many among the Mormon
people who will be loth to make an appli- general and the people of Utah should for
cation under the changed conditions; for reasons satisfactory to themselves, ignore
the ·reason that having acted in good faith . the idea of statehood and take no further
in the beliefthat they had a good right to steps to secure admission into the Union,
the practice of plural marriage as a part of . until Congress should ask them to come
their religion, and having made attempts in, what likelihood is there of the terrrtory
to secure statehood upon the plea that soon becoming a state? Congress is not
Congress had no business to interfere with likely to make such a request; unless the
their religious.practice..s, to apply now is move should be inaugurated by politicians
tacitly to admit that Congress was in a in either one or ooth houses. for political
way justified in refusing them admission, effect; or originating outside· of either
and that were they to now seek admissioll house by politicians, .should by lobbying
arid it should qe granted to them, it would processes be introduced. as a political par-
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tisan measure, which would still continue
the vexation and possibly give it new
aspect before the public. However, the
forecasting of a possible effort on Utah's
part is in the statement: "The next time
the people of Utah a~k for statehood their
p_rayer will be granted promptly and with
eagerness."
This suggests that a close watch will be
kept upon the ilffairs of the. future, and
should a time come when those controlling
or shaping Utah's political policy should
be satisfied that the chances for the admission of the territory are so good as the
~ords "promptly and with eagerness" imply, and they should then desire such admission, then will they send in the request
to be admitted.
·
There will continue to be more or less
friction between the Mormons. of Utah
and what is known as the outsiders, or the
Gentiles, in the territory and out of it,
until. two classes of d~emagogues and strife
stirrers are worn out or their noise ignored;
one, is the shysters and place and .spoils
hunters in politics; the other, the hypocritical, canting, semi- malicious religionists,
who have little of honest devotion in
themselves and are not willing to admit
that it may perchance be in others. These
last know little of Mormonism, the former
care nothing only as their purposes may
be served by it. The first go not in themselves, but would be ,pleased to have their
burdens borne by those who do; the last.
would .he pleased to see .both Mormons
. and Mormonism of all shades crushed out,
out of Utah as in it.
Another thing which may for a time
work to keep the Utah problem before
the public in an unsolved condition, is the
painful fact that the protestations Of the
people of the church, including the leaders, of being loyal to the government and
law abiding are disbelieved. The course
pursued by them 'has been such that confidence in their protestations have been destroyed; and in the present juncture these
questions will arise: Are the people now
in earnest in this apparent abandonment
Will it not be still
0 £ plural marri9 ge?
secret! v practiced by the leaders. and .the
favoredc.few, as it is claimed by them it
was atthe beg-inning? What gu·arrantee
has the N 'tion that away from Salt La~e
City and Ogden, and the other fe~ places
where there il'l an admixture of Gentile
elemerlit, the practice of plural ma~riage
does not still prevail, fostered and encour~
aged by official teachingf Who penetra:tes
the secluded halls and corridors of the
temples at St. George and· Manti in the
south, and Logan in the north, to repott
whether. in them the respect due to th~
laws forbidding marriages other than those
'lanctioned by the statutes is paid?
If 3
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poiygamous marriage could be solemnized
wholly or in/ part, in /the Endowment
House in Salt Lake City, under the sharp
surveillance .of a police hostile to the people, witho?t the consent, or knowledge of
Pres. Woodruff, whom Mr. Cannon stated
was the only man on earth now holding
the right to sanction such marriages, are
there sufficient teasons for belief that in the
temples and places named, plural marriages
are not now celebrated, notwithstanding
th\:] public disavowal of the conference?
. Plural marriage was publicly denied by
Mormon authorities for years, and it was
not until eight years and two months after
.the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith
that it was promulgated; August 29th,
1852, being the date of such proclamation.
John Taylor den_ied it vigorously in 1845
at Nauvoo, and in I 850, in France, in a
discussion held at Boulogne-Sur-Mer. At
the time he made this declaration he was
one of the apolltles, and was the leading
representative of the church in France.
If Pres. John Taylor could afford to appear
before the world then as denying what he
was secretly practicing, how will the pubJic know that Pres. Woodruff, G. Q. Can· non, Joseph F. Smith and others, leading
men in the church, are not living in the
practice of plural marriage and wili continue to be, notwithstanding their public
avowal of obedience to the law.
The disposition to be now made of
plural wives and their children is pressing
for determination. What. is to be done
with these results of the practice of the
tenet.
Th~ Savior once taught that he that
would not leave father and mother, sister
and wife for the truth's sake was not
worthy to be called his disciple. It requires no greater sacrifice to separate from
the association with plural wives, than
,that expressed in the Savior's statement.
If it required a willingness on the part of
the disciple to leave those who were
bound to them by the family tie in the
Savio.r's day, can any less willingness upon
the part of Utah's professed followers of
Christ, be properly accepted as entitling
them to be worthy to be called Christ's
disciples. However, there can be no disposition on the part of the government to
compel such an abandonment of women,
who have been more "sinned against than
sinnin·g," and children who are by all laws
of honor and justice innocent of blame in
regard to their parentage, as will leave
them without support to starve. Indeed,
it is but just that those men who have imposed these singular conditions upon
women and their children should so far ~s
they cim be made to do it, yield from their
respective revenues a fair proportion to
the care and support for such women and
children.
In this controversy of what is to: be the
fate of the women and children of plural
marriage in Utah, there is one thing that
ought to strike the attention of the public
outside of Utah, as well as be of interest
to the Mormons themselves, and this is,
that Joseph Smith, the putative founder of
Mormonism, and the one charged as havingbeen the author of or responsible for

or four times to ask what·action would be taken,
the doctrine of polygamy has neither. plural wife, nor a polyg.amous child in Utah,~ but like fifty others who have visited him with
or elsewhere to be left out in the cold bv the same object had my trouble for my palns.
the putting away proceeding incident
He 'will not talk to any newspaper men except·
the abandonment of plural marriage.
ing the editor of the D'eseret News, the. offiCial
That it is now the duty of those polyg~ church organ. It is believed that this silence is
amous husbands to put those plural w1ves due to George Q. Cannon's efforts. Cannon has
away in fact, as the public renunciation of more than one wife, in fact he has four. To issue
the practice has in theory, is clear.
The an order divorcing them would not suit him by
counsel of the Spirit to them by ~resident any means. Hence peace and quiet ·prevail. In
Woodruff is to this effect, .as was the counthe meantime arrests are made daily. Bishop
sel of God to Abraham, of the Old Testa . Jorgensen of Provo was arrested a day or two
ment, and Jacob of the Book of Mormon. ago for having seven wives, and yet some people
Will tbey do it?
The following from
say polygamy is a thing of the past .. Forty-two
the Omaha Bee of November 1 Ith may arrests have been made in the past sixty days for
not be amiss.
It is from a corre&pondent this crime, and all the reports s_ent out by the
of the Bee at Salt Lake City, and will be church to the contrary are false. The court re·
read with interest:
cords will prove the truth of what I assert.
"An important suit has been brought In the
«The territory has been flooded with amateur
name of the United States against W. B. Pres· correspondents dnring the past three months who
ton, Robert Burton and John R. 'Winder, lrus- have "writ up" the country. The most of them
tees of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day got their information from history ten years old.
Saints. It is brought under th ~provisions of the One youth described ''President John Taylor"
acts of Congress of r86z and.of r887. The first and his residence. Taylor has been dead two
provided that no churqh corporation could hold years. The reports sent out, while amusing here,
property in any territory in excess of $So,ooo and i 1jure the country greatly."
the second required the attorney-general to in·
stitute proceedings to forfeit and escheat all prop·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
erty so acqttired and to annul the corporation of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Bro. Duncan Camphell wrote from Beand to !ake possession of all property. This suit vier, Missouri, the r 7th inst.
"Our late conference at this place has give_n
asks that the great temple, the t'abernacle, council house, the gardo house, the tithing house and much satisfaction to the Saints. Sacrament and
testimony meeting on Sunday afternoon was espegrounds be forfeited to the United States. It is cially enjoyable and blessed. I have been preachlikely' that the church will fight this suit to the ing here nightly since, while doing wme work
bitter end, as the property mentioned represents on the district re(:ords. I go to Ardmore towards
all the hopes and labors of the years that have the close of this week to remain over Sunday and
as long as the interest will justify. I spent the
rolled by since Brigham Young and his little month of October in Grundy county, with abunband first established the modern Zion. The dant opportunities for preaching, and held meettemple is nearly completed and has cost them ings in two new places. In some cases there was
manifest interest, and in others the opposition
over $3.ooo,ooo already. This magnificent struc- and
prejudice was rather marked. I am very
_ture is the pride of every Mormon in Utah and hopeful, however.
elsewhere. It was the intention to complete it
in 1893 In order that exactly torty years might
LAND IN MISSOURI.
be used in constructing it. .Then there is the
THERE appeared in tbe 1/erald some
council hoi.1se which is itself sacred because unfew issues back letters from different
der the pulpit, secure from public gaze, repose
the bones of the late prophet, Joseph Smith, the brethren respecting representations made
founder of Mormonism and the discoverer of the. by some brethren respecting the good
golden plates of Moroni, and the tabernacle, with qualities of the land in southern Missouri,
its seating capacity of ro,ooo, and its magnificent and its cheap price. It appears that some
organ. And the tithing house? .This too, is sa- one was induced to go into the region
cred, alri:wst. For years one-tenth of everything named thinking to find excellent land,
very cheap, and very accessible; but upon
produced in Utah has poured into the church
treasury through this building. The historian's trial failed to find~ what they expected
office too is another sacred spot. In it all the from what they had heard. It appears
records of the church are kept and to deprive the further that persons from whom the information was received were charged with
church of its history would be a great hardship.
misrepresenting the country, climate, soil,
The gardo house, or Amelia palace, as it is callproductions, water, etc.
Charges and
ed, is known to every person who has ever viscountercharges, the charge of misrepre•
ited Salt Lake, as the mansion Brigham built sentation being met hy defense, of course.
for his favorite concubine, Amelia Folsom. It
We have now before us a sharp letter
is used at present as a residence for the president upon this subject, which we think quite
of the church. To take it away would be the unwise to publish, for the reason that so
last straw.
far as we can learn no misrepresentation
"But the United States is after it and its attorha<. been intentionaliy made; it is ·a case of
neys will wage a bitter legal war for its poses- difference in judgment, one person thinksian.
ing one way and saying it, and another
"•What shall we do with our polygamous thinking another way and saying it; both
wives ?' is a query that is perplexing all those equally honest and well meaning.
who have been living in pol;ygamy up to the date
The facts are that Missouri is a large
of President Woodruff's manifesto. The church state, em bracing within its borders a great
variety of soil, from the rich alluvial dehas as yet made no decision. And it probably
will not. I called on President Woodruff three posits- of the Missouri river and its tribut-

to
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aries to the easily cultivated prame lands
and the stiff days of its hilly and timbered
regions.
The climate is undoubtedly
more or less changeable all over the state,
and is nowhere Edenic, though pleasant
enough in most parts during
portions
of the year.
The state is a good fruit state beyond
question. The apple crop this year is said
to exceed in value the orice of the land
covered . by the area of· orchards. Small
fruits flourish in almost all parts of the
state; and the cereals-wheat, barley, rye,
oats and corn-are raised extensively in the
northern and western parts, and tobacco
and melons, with yams, potatoes and other
root crops are plentiful in middle and
southern parts. It is, however, in Missouri as in some other states, no one particular spot furnishes all that every kind
of cultivator thinks he ought to have. Its
limestone regions have their springs and
running &treams, hills, hollows, small vale
leys, blue grass pastures, oak, hickory and
walnut and other sorts of trees incident to
such lands; while its prairies have the
grasses and grains usually found on soils
of that sort in the middle west, and its
rich bottom lands have the sycamore, cottonwood, linden and other soft woods and
vines, tall stemmed grasses, weeds, etc.,
such as are found on alluvial deposits
along western rivers.
Its sandy and
mountainous regions have the products of
such areas elsewhere, in addition to which
there is a vast field of rich mineral in the
state.
It may be poubted if there is another
state in the union so varied in the:' .character of its resources or so well fitted to sustain a mixed • suburban and agricultural.
people, as Missouri.
So far as cheap lands go, there· are
practically none now in any of the states
to be had. The rapid increase of population, the impulse of emigration westward,
the restless push of An.erican enterprise,
and the immense emigration from the old.
countries, have sent teeming thousands into every nook and corner of the states
and territories where man could g-et a footing; and good .land, such as fifty years
ago could be had for the settling upon it,
cannot be had at any price that may be
termed cheap. If lands cheap in price are
found, they are more remote fr.om good
markets and rfiilroad facilities, and He not
of the first qpality for agricultural purposes.
Fifty odd yrars ago lands in the region
of country .covered by the term "regions
round about,": could have been secured at
the gov~rnment price in almost unli.mited
quantity; but now in some places prices
for that same land are almost fabulous;
and good farrping land, commanps prices
that are not "cheap" by any means.
It is .useless to repine about it. The
Lord told the Saints to secure a·ll 'the land
' they could buy lying westward along cer. tain lines; the Saints did not get muc'h of
it, .:md what they did get they as individuals resold to qthers when compelled to leave
Jhe. country~ Particular inquiry made by
us disclosed the fact thaf nine tenths of all
the lands ~t one time held by the church

all
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in its corporate capacity or as individuals
We do not praise any region or state, but
had been parted w1th by those having the we do feel as,ured that whoever will go
titles; so that 1t only left the tenth, (one into the state of Missouri, or any of the
tithe), to be reclaimed by those of the states lying adJacent thereto and covered
Saints who originally purchased it, had by the term ''lht: regions round about,"
God at any time recalled the church to with full purpose to make a home and
that land.
will there make a selection suitable to the
How the one-tenth escaped being sold business he intends to follow, and will
we do not know; but we do know that there keep the laws of God and man as
the statute of limitations has long since cut he should.; being "fervent in spirit" and
off even that one tenth, so that there is no "diligent in busines~< ;" he will have small
legal claim held by those once driven out need to find fault with the country, or
from there for lands they once possessed, charge any one with having misrepresentwhich they could enforce if they wished ed it to him. Let us be sure, brethren,
to do it.
·
not to charge our mistakes and failures on
The casting of n:flections upon .the in- others, when we have the duty and opporhabitants of Missouri now composing the tunity to judge for ourselves.
state, for what their official predecessors
did against the Saints years ago, or for
EDITORTAL ITEMS.
what they did not do for them is but poor
revenge; and to inveigh against those driv- ELDER w. w. BLAIR returned the rsth
en out from there for their seeming want inst. from a four weeks~ tour to St. Louis,
of wisdom, is more foolish still. All that Missouri, West Belleville, Mission, Plano,
we can now do is to accept things as they Sandwich and Amboy, Illinois, and re.are, make the best of them, do right and ports fair prospecfs in church interests at
leave the balance to God.
all these points.
He thinks the time was
We advise those brethren now seeming· never more promising for preaching the
ly contending about representing or mis- word and building up the church than
representing Missouri lands, productions, now, and is confident that wise and pruclimate, etc., tha't such correspondence can . dent tffort by the min.istry, diligently and
only be productive of harm, and cannot patiently continued,. will win excellent repossibly do any good. We advise, further, ward.
that instead of rushing into print in the
Thorough, earnest, exemplary and spir.
H.ERALD, that they correspond with each itual work on the part of the ministry .is
other, in a proper spirit of manly regard, looked for and freely discussed by the
and thus establish the equilibrium of broth- E;aints and others, some of whom are pererly relation.
haps too sharp and exacting in their critiThe estimate that one brother puts upon cisms.
a certain portion of the country will differ
Thqse interested in the Hope (and who
from the estimate of another, just as there are not!) will be pleased with it in its presare difference'S in their make·up; in a simi- ent. enlarged and improved form, and be
lar way as Pope, the poet, suggests:
glad that it is growing in size, improving
wTis with our judgments as. our watcbes~in the quallty' of its contents as well as in
None go just altke, yet ea~h believes his own,"
We
Indeed, the same man will be likely to the g-eneral features of its makeup.
differ in his own estimates, his. opinion be- hope to see it well supported and grow
ing more or less influenced by the seasons, into a mighty helper in the cause of truth.
Bro. E. A. Pratt,of Denver, Colorado,
and the conditions under which the countrv is seen. We do not believe for a .mo- who left the camp-ground at the reunion
m"ent. that the, man who !>poke well of for home October 5th, sick of the asthma,
southern Missouri intended to. misrepre- reached his home sufficiently recovered to
sent fhe country, nor do we believe that he go to work at his trade, writfs quite hopeHe says Bro. T. W. Smith was
who writes di~paragingly of the same re- fully.
gion intended to say ought but truth about with them the 2nd and spoke twice, but
returned to his mountttin home in Hutchit.
We have heretofore advised that those inson on the next d!!y. We are pleased to
who may desire .to settle in Missouri hear that Bro. Pratt was so well recoverHe also writes
shoul<l see for themsel"es, and. make their ed, as he was, very sick.
·own· selection of a place for settlement; that a Bro. Miller was hurt by falling
and if any really need information in re- from a three story building; It was. hoped
gard to lands in any part of the state, that he would recover. Bro. Pratt writes:
they will do well to inquire of those whom "I arrived home on Monday evening and ,
they know have had good opportunities went to work Saturday, realizing niore
to become acquainted ·with the regions than ever that the pravers of the Saints
inquired .of. A11d, further, do not expect availeth much." His ~ddress is No. 3956
Eden, its climate, or its garden, nor the Market street, Denver, Colorado.
Bro. Thomas W. Smith's address will
company of .angels as neighbors, nor the
laws of .tl;le heavenly world to be in the he I 219 Glenarm street, Denyer, Colorado,
"regions round about," until the redemp- instead oJ Hutchinson, until otherwise.or.:·
tion .has been fully wrought. Do not look dered.
Bro. R.J. Anthony was, on the 13thof
for a land where men will not n ed to labor, to "exercise care and et;.oriomy in order November, at Beaver, Utah, ,some two
to live and keep the commands of God; hundred miles south.of Salt Lake City.
nor one in W.hich righteousness grows tiD· He found the little hiindful of the Saint~
cultivated like the sunflower ap.d ~ild in rather po,or. condition, though hopeful.
morninw glory vines, which flourish in the He held meetings which were only fairly
rich soils of the land of Zion~
· a.ttended.
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IMPROVEMENT.-We note with much
pleasure the marked tokens of improvement in the Oakland branch, shown in
Bro. J; B. Price's letter in the HERALD
for the zzd inst.; which conveys to us
much cheer and comfort of hope that
the days of trial for the Oakland Saints
are mostly over, so far as the branch organization is concerned; though personal
trial may continue.
. A letter in this issue from Bro. J. A.
Stewart, of Philadelphia, explains the
identity of the minister referred to in a
late article .which yve republished, entitled,
"Curious if true." · We understood the
article to refer to Bro. Stewart, and were
glad to learn he still wore the gospel
·armor.
Bro. William E. Manuel wrote from
Breeds, Illinois, November 15th, in good
faith and spirits,
Bro. E. E. Wheeler
had been there and had baptized some,
himself among them.
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We stand on shore and hear the roar,
And watch the billows foam and seethe;
The winds pass by the waves toss high,
The depths are never stirred beneath.
My bark once free, is how to me;
A l?attefed, broken, shattered wreck;
The wild waves moan, and sigh, and groan,
Cold spray is dashing on the deck.
And here I stand, without a hand,
To do the bidding that I crave;
No ray of light can reach my sight,
We soon shall sink beneath the wave.
We drift from shore forever more,
A burden, now on life's wide sea;
May death's dark night soon hide from sight,
Ambition, love and hate from me.
God, thine the power, which rules the.hour,
On thee I trust my soul to save;
Soon take me home no more to roam,
To dwell with thee beyond the grave.
July 6th, 1890.

"
IN a late correspondence concerning a
proposal to debate being urged by some .
parties at Blythedale, Missouri, some doz ..
EDITED BY SISTER. "FRANCES.'
en miles from Lamoni, Rev. Clark Braden
"Careless I climb that path, and.just behind
admits that the Scriptures provide for the
My weaker brother came with halting tread,
continuation of revelation and prophets, .
And yet with confidence that where I led
leaving the only material question at isstie
He would be safe to follow; but J, blind,
to be whether Joseph Smith was one of
Leading the blind, strayed from the way and fell,
those prophets.
And bore him with me in my swift descent.
'0 justice! sometimes kind, thou knowest well,
. This is pretty good, after the number of
The fault was mine,-mine be the punishment.'
tough disputes Mr. Braden has had with
~Nay;, soake her aw-ful voice. 'Alone, alone,
Bro. E. L. Kelley on the positions thus
Without thine a1d, he shall be called to starid
admitted, to now admit that the real
Before my bar; but thou, who dragged'st him down,
issue is not whether the Scriptures are
Upon thy brow, shalt wear a double brand,
And thy weak soul, tremblmg beneath my frown,
sufficient warrant for the belie.f s:>f the
Shall answer for his sins, and for thine own!',,
church in th.e doctrine of continued revelation, the gifts of the Spirit, which are some
of the results of the spirit of revelation,
INVOLUNTARY PHOTOGRAPHY.
and .prophets, but was Joseph Smith a
A THOUGHT FOR PARENTS.
prophet within the meaning of the ScriptIN his "History of the Conflict between religural teaching.
Surely, as Rev. Jasper
, !on and Science," Professor Draper alludes to
has it, "The world do move."
THE following lines are by Bro. John T. Hallet,
a.young.man living near Provo, Utah, who by a
premature explosion of some giant powder he
was using lost his eyesight, and the use of his
hands, as well as being badly disfigured. In the
poem he presents· himself as he is hurt and
maimed, .yet trustful in the goodness of God.
Can those in the full use of their powers say as
does he, "On thee I trust:"
THE BOAT OF LIFE.
. Life is 2 boat in which we float,
O'er passion's restless, fitful sea;
Ambition, love and hate, the powers so great,
WhiCh make and mark our destiny.
.. To _fortune's wheel, we bow and kneel,
At every stroke we fall or rise;
·To-day we sink below the brink,
To-morro~J riding near the skies.
My sun has set and with regret,
The cup of grief, and woe I quaff;
There is no light for my dark night,
And yet I smile and jest and laugh.
The smile you trace -upon my face,
Is. outward show controlled. by will;
. The heart indeed, may break and bleed,
The face look bright and smiling still.

the registering of impressions upon the nerve
centers.
He illustrates it by examples from inorganic nature.
If a wafer is laid upon i cold,
polished metallic surface, and .the metal is then
breathed upon, and, after the moisture. of the
breath has disappeared, the wafer is removed, and
the metal again breathed upon, the image of the
wafer will come plainly into view.
The metal
may be carefully put aside, and kept for many
'months, after which, if it be brought out, and
again breathed upon, .the shadowy image of the
wafer will again come forth.
Following out this subject, the ·accontplished
professor declares that a shadow never falls upon
a wall without leaving thereupoN a permanent
trace,-a trace which might be made visible by
resorting to proper processes.. The processes. of
the photographic art afford illustrations of this.
The specter is concealed on the silver or glassy
surface until it is summoned forth into the visible world.
So, "upon the walls of our most
private apartments, where we think -the eye of
intrusion is altogether shut out, and our retirement can never be· profaned, there exists tl·e
vestiges of all our acts,-silhouettes of whatever
we have done."
To the same purpose talks the Autocrat of the
Breakfa•t Table: "There is nothing that happens, you know, which must not in_evitably, and

which does not actually, photograph itself in every conceivable aspect, and In ·all dimensions:
The infinite galler:es of the past await but one
brief process, and all their pictures will be called
out, and fixed forever.
We had a curious illustration," he coininues, "of the great fact upon a
· very humble scale.
'\Vhen a certain book-case;
long standing in one place, for which lt was built,
was removed, there was the exact im-age on the
wall of the whole, and of many of its portions .
But in the midst of thispicturewas·another,--;-tl:ie
precise outline ol a map which had hung on the
wall before the book-case was built. We had all
forgotten everything about the map until we saw
its photograph on the wall."
The thought of our private waHs becoming
picture· galleries of our Jives is not an a! together
pleasing or comfortable one.
When we go to
have our "picture 'taken" at some "studio," we
are careful to array ourselves beforehand in our
bravest and most becoming apparel, and the magic process is not permitted to take place until we
have assumed an attitude and aspect that exhibits us to the best possible advantage.
But this
being photographed continuously, whether we
like it or not, and without having due opportunity to "fix ourselves," is an altogether different affair.
Well, perhaps it is only a speculation of the philosophers, after all, and, any way,
the chances are a million to one that there ever
will arise an inventor equal to the task of developing these invisible negatives, and exposing our
hidden life .
Yet stay! Comfort not yourselves thus, good
friends, prematurely.
The producing of photog"raphs upon the walls may be a mere curious
speculation; but how about the human cameras
around ue, whose "gelatine films" or "dry plates"
are ever catching impre>sions with a swiftness
and fidelity no Kodak may rivf!l?
There is no
speculation in their case. They are the most indieputable of realities, and the question is not as
to their existence, but as to the ki11d of pictures
they are recording.
The special significance of this thought lies in
its relation to parents.
As such, they have al•. ways about them the most sensitive of cameras;
and the figure of the photographer's camera
fails to carry all the way, because, while it is
uninfluenced by the impresssions printed·upon
its plates, the little human cameras are being
influenced to all eternity by the pictures they are
takitJg.
And not only so, but, while the photographer's
camera takes note only of the face and form, the
camera of the child's mind photographs the soul
as it is expressed in words and acts utterly beyond the reach of any mechanical process .
Suppose now we were in some way situated
so that, by a marvelous combination of photographic and phonographic appliances every outward .expression of thought, every word, look,
and gesture, were instant-aneously recorded.
With what painful, precise, calculating circumspection should we ton duct ourselves!. How
carefully every word and action would be weighed!.
How rigorously every look and gesture
con tro Jl ed !.
This we all readily admit, and yet, perhaps
many of us have never stopped to think that in
the child at our side there is just such a combination of camera and phonograph. "Tonfound it!"
exclaimed a little tot, stamping her tiny foot upon the floor in expression of disgust at some-
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often a day of fasting and prayer was turned into
a day of thanksgiving by what seemed an immediate answer to their prayers. Perhaps, to recall
to our minds that first Thanksgiving of the Pilgrim Fathers may put us to the blush. Often on
this day have I heard such remarks as "I have
no thanks to give; I have nothing for which to
be thankful," from lips that it would seem might
have had a life's work in framing words of praiseand gratitude, so blessed were they in the health
of themselves and their dear ones, while for some
fancied trouble this great good was quite overlooked.
Of the ro2 emigrants who had landed on the
bleak and forbidding coast of Cape Cod Bay, in
the winter of r62o, almost half had died by the
following winter, while the sufferings of the remainder from the severe weather and from destitution, cannot be imagined by us of the present
day, In our comfortable and well-warmed houses.
Remember that these brave people were not inured to hardships.
Among them were gentle
and delicately nurturedmen and women.
Two rows of huts were laid out and stakedthe homes of nineteen families-and within the
first year they had to make seven times more
graves for the dead than habitations for the living.
It was during this winter that Rose, the
sweet wife of the brave and impulsive Captain
Standish, died.
Still, in spite of all sufferings
and hardships, the winter of r62r found them
with so much for which to be grateful that they
had to appoint "an especial day on which to give
especial thanks for their mercies."
In a letter dated December rr, r62r, Edward
Winslow, writing to a friend in England, says:
"The prudence and industry of the few not disabled have been so greatly blessed as to call forth
the thankfulness of the favored people in a special manner. You. shall understand that in this
little time that a few of us have been here we.
have built seven dwelling houses, and four for
the use of the plantation, and have made preparANCIENT THANKSGIVING DAYS.
ations for divers others. We set last spring. some
twenty acres of barley and peas, and, according
THANKSGIVINy DAY was suggested, doubtless,
to the manner of the Indians, manured our
by the Hebrt)w feast of the tabernacles, or 1 •feast
ground with herrings, or rather shads, which we
of ingath~ring at the end ofthe year.'?
Its history in America, begins as early as IQ2I. The ·have in great abundance, and take with great
ease at our doors."
occasional observance of such a day, formally
Their descendants, more wise in their days
recommended by the civil authorities, was not
and generation, have found a better· use for
unusual in Europe at an earlier date.
In Holthese "shads," and by the use of cotton-seed
land the first anniversary of the deliverance of
the city of Leyden from the siege, October 3d, oil turn them into "French sardines, packed
in pure olive oil.'' Such is the progress of civ1575, was kept as a religious festival of thanksgiving and praise.
In the English church serilization.
"Our barley did prove well, and, God be
vice, the fifth of :November is so celebrated, in
praised, we had a good increase of Indian corn,commemoration of the discovery of the gunpowder. plot.
"
but our peas were not worth the gathering, for
One of the most remarkable thanksgiving cus- " we feared they were too late sown: Our harvest
toms on record prevailed in Southampton and
being gotten in, our Governor Bradford sent four
men out fowling that we might, after a special
Easthampton, Long Island.
Montauk Point,
manner, rtjoice together after we had the fruit of
which consists of 9 ooo acres, was owned by nuour labor. They four killed as mUl;h in one day
merous proprietors in these towns, and used as a
as with a little help beside served our company
common pasturage for stock. The•ctime of drivfor a week.
At that time among other recreaing 'the herds home to winter was fixed at a
meeting by the t<;>wn council, ••and it came;" say~t tions, we exercised our arms, many of the Indians coming among us, and among the rest
th<l historian, "to be a rule from the period bethelr greatest king; Massasoyt, with some ninety
yond which the memory of man runneth not, that
men, whom for three days we entertained and
the Thursday of the week following the return of
feasted, and they went out and killed five deer,
the cattle from Montauk should be observed as"a
which they brought to the plantation.''
day of thanksgiving."
Thus passed the first Thanksgivlf!g Day in
At an early period of NeV\' England history:,
New England.;.;_a feast of venison and wild fowl.
certain periods of prosperity were often made the
Doubtless among these noble women some one
occa,s1ons of public thanksgivings, or f<>asts, and

thing amiss. "My dear, you mustn't speak that
way," said the mother reprovingly.
"Well,
father says •Ton found it!'" was the prompt and
unanswerable reply.
When the father was told this, how heartily
he congratulated himself that it was not his habit to use stronger expletives, and how firmly he
resolved that not even "Confound it!" should be
scattered freely about!
Mr. Toole, the famous
English comedian, was some years ago convulsing his London audiences by a farce in which
he was constantly -exclaiming, with lone and expression of irresistible exaggeration, "No-NoNot before the boy!" and there is a subtle moral
lesson In the utterance which no parent may
pass by unheeded without consequences of infinite import to the boys and girls commiited to
their charge.
It would be easy to multiply illustration and
application, but what need to do so when the
truth is so plain?
We. have only to take it to
ourselves to keep ever in mind the fact of these
human cameras, with their keen eyes directed at
us, and for their sake to put such restrai~t upon
our actions that no harmful impressions may be
recorded to .work out sad r~sults in after days.
Neither let us forget the brighter side of the argument.
The child-camera, like the photographer's, ·impartially receives whatever passes before it. A kind or inspiring word, a beautiful
action, a loving look,-to these it is no less sensitive than to their opposites. To repress the disagreeable, the discreditable, is only to do half
one's duty; the other half is to give amplest expression to the agreeable:~and the honorable.
Thrice fortunafe is the child whose memory is a
gallery filled with pictures ot lovely words and
deeds. To confer this good fortune upon their
children, is the. precious privilege of parents.
Good friends, are we living up to our privilege?
· -Sunday-school Times.
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was found accomplished in the art and science
of a real old English venison pasty, but with such
rude appliances for cooking as they could then
command, it may readily be imagined that the
finer and daintier adjuncts of a modern thanksgiving feas't were wanting.
Even the pumpkin pie, New England's favorite. dish, was ctf
later date.
For many years after this, Thanksgiving Day
was of irregular occurrence. In July, 1623, a day
of fasting and prayer was appointed on account
of the drought.· While they were praying, rain
fell abundantly, and the governor appointed it instead a day of thanksgiving, which was observed
wtth religious services.
In June, 1632, Governor Winthrop, of the Massachusetts Bay colony, recommended a day of
thanksgiving on account of the action of the
British privy council, favorable to the colonies,
and invited the governor of the Plymouth colony
to unite with him.
Old records show the official appointment of
days of thanksgiving in Massachusetts Bay, in
1633, r634, r637, 1638 and r639, sometimes of
more than one day in the same year.
In Plymouth we find mention of. them in r65r and r668;
in r68o the form of the recommendation indicates that it had become an annual custom.
During the Revolution, Thanksgiving Day wa~
a national institution, being annually recommended by Congress; but after the general
thanksgiving for peace in 1784, there was no national appointment untH 1789, when President
Washington, by request of Congress, recommended a day of thanksgiving for the adoption
of the constitution. Irregular proclamations of
tha.nksgiving followed, notably in 1795 for the
suppression of ·insurrection, and in April, r8rs,
under President Madison, a day of thanksgiving
for peace was appointed.
The official recommendation of this day was mainly confined. to
New England, where annual proclamations were
issued by the. Governors of the various States, .and
where the day was the principal social and home
festival of the year, observed almostJ universally
with religious services.
·
During the war Lincoln issued proclamations
appointing special thanksgiving]1forj1victory in
r862 and r863, and a national proclamation ·of
annual thanksgiving in r863 and r864.
Since
that time such a proclamation has been issued
annually by· the President as well as by the Governors of the States and Mayo~s of the principal
cities.
The prayer-book of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, ratified in r789, recommends for a day
of thanksgiying the first Thursday in Novemb!Jr,
unless another day be appointed by the civil authorities. In an old diary of my grandmother, of
blessed memory, written in a quaint, old-fashioned and girlish hand, is made mention of on,~
of these memorable feasts of ye olden time
which may give you some Idea of the bounty
of a thanksgiving table of long ago.
The~ date
is 1';95·
·
On an enormous platter at each end of .the
table lay a glorious, golden-brown turkey, flat on.
its back._ There were two lusclous.hams, boiled
in cider without a doubt, and festooned with
graceful overshadowing box; two tender sirloins
of beef, an immense venison pasty, golden salm,
on, sausages garnished with fried apples, a11,d
pumpkin and. plum pudding, with satellites .. of
fruit tarts.. Then, too, there. wete home-ma!l,e ·
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pickles and preserves, and brandied fruits, and
lipple butter.
This latter is, I think, a lost art,
although I used to eat it in perfe~;tion at the house
of this same grandmother, something more than
a quarter of a oentury ago.
Dinners were not served in courses in those
days-at least not in country places-but surely
dining tables have grown less wide, for I know
of none to-day that could hold such a display,
except my O'¥n, which is more than a century
old.
Have not appetites, too, grown less?
Where could now be found the assembly that
could so much as taste of all the good things that
were heartily partaken of in my grandmother's
day?-Sel.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Hortena Johnson, of Nebo, Illinois, asks
your faith and prayers in behalf of her daughter
that she may be healed of a stoppage in her
speech.
Bro. Thom~s Stafford, of Illinois, requests your
prayers in behalf of his wife who is sorely af.
fllcted, that it may please God to restore her to
health.
Sr. Bernice Holland requests your faith and
prayers in behalf of her mother who is very sick.
ERRATA.-In the article in the last Home Column signed "Avis,'" in the sentence, pride, vanity and the thing' of the world are consumed--for·
consumed read condem11ed. In another sentence
instead of r;(jicers of the church, read cr1fers of the
church ..
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND

Nov. 13, Amount to date ... , ......... $3 279 77
Ellen Olsen, Kansas .... $r oo .
Alice Davi•, Kansas. . . .
so
Maggie Davis, Kansas..
25
Sallie E. Church, Iowa..
70
Della Gabler, Miowuri. r 85
C. H. Blake, Michigan .. I 25
25
A sister, Ontario.......
Eliza Grimmett. Wyo..
6o
M. C. Despain, Illinois. 2 65
Catharine H. France,
Kansas................
6o
9 6s
Nov 20, Amount received to date .•... $3 289 42
ERI{ATA-The $2 in Home Column credited
to Sr. E. G. Hodge, Springfield, (Nebraska I
think,) should be c~edited to Sr. ~I. Wilson. Sr.
Hodge wishes it corrected.-M. W.
~Send

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription w!Il
appear on the Colored Address. Label of the Herald
for this issue, as ri'o changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of person• desiring a change
P.O. uddress.

in

GROVE, Ark., Nov. IIth.
Editors Herald:- This leaves me well andrejoicing in the Lord's work. I have been here
now since October xst. Have preached about
twenty-five di>course~, and baptiz~d ten up to
date and many more are investigating. A woman has given her name for baptism, which will
make eleveh in all. I was challen?ed for a discussion by an old Christian gentleman, better
know as Campbellite.
We met according to
arrangement, for a four night's discussion. When
lo! and l;Jehold! we were met by three Camp·
bellite preachers. W. Y. Young, thcl old man of
sixty-three years had sent for a Mr. Bludlove,
said to be the biggest gun they had in the state.
Acco~ding to appointment the discussion commenced. Our proposition was diocussed first,
lasting three nights; but when we reached their
church the old doctor became very hoarse and
Mr. Bludlove was taken in his place. I was
blessed all the way through. The Lord was
with m~ in power. On the first proposition the
Bible was left by Mr. Young; and Joseph Smith's
character was assailed, reading from Brighamite history, etc. We met this. "stuff" with facts.
When we reached the second proposition Mr.
Bludlove did better than the old man, using the
Bible more. Mr. Bludlove was a gentleman and
acknowledged their defeat like a honorable man;
but wanted a sign. He said that if I would
show him a sign, he would go to preaching Lat·
ter Day Saint doctrine, and preach it the rest
of his days.
I think the honest in heart were gained.
yours in bonds,
J. D. ERWIN.
LANDER, Wyoming, Nov 7th.
Editors Herald:- I have been a member of
this church for forty-one years, and God has
testified to me many times that this is in very
deed his plan of saving mankind. All Saints
who will live for light shall receive light. God
bless all Saints.
In bonds,
JOHN GRIMMETT.

all monevs to D. Dancer. Lamoni, Iowa.

A DREAM OR VISION.
I dreamed I saw a large body of people on a
high rolling prairie; they were in rows. I saw
manna descend from above.
It looked like
flakes of snow about as large as a quarter of a
dollar and came directly in front of each person. Each put out his hand and obtained his
share.
I also saw a large man standing at their head.
When I saw Prest. Joseph Smith at the-reunion I recognized him as the man whom I
saw standing at the people's head.
SR. A. YOUNG
ADDRESSES.
M. H. Bond, Wlllongbhy, Lnke county. Ohio.
E. L. K«lley. Temple, Lake Co .. Oh1n.
M. H. Forecutt, Nn. 1110. Frnnci• Ftreet.. St. Jo•epb, Mo.
T. W. and Helen P. Smttb, 1110 West Thirteenth avenue
Denv,.r. Colorado.
,
J . W Wight, North Fo<ter, N. S. Wales, Australia.

JOS6ph F>Burton, HoUister; San Belllto Co.,Cillifornia.

FALL RIVER, Mass., Oct. 31st.
Editors Herald:-In perusing the Hvrald under date of September 61h, I find Bro. Blair refers
to his visit to fall River. It awoke within me
many memories of the past. Some were pleasant; some were unpleasant. I well remember
his first visit here. Those were days of rejoicing.
God blessed us with his Spirit. He refers to my
daughter and how she was blessed with the gift
of tongues in prayer. I wish to add my testi.
mony to his that it was true. She was then only
about ten years old. I feel that her prayer is
answered, for she passed away April zd, 1890,
rejoicing in the "promist"s given to the Saints. She
was married to Mr. Moore at nineteen. Her husband joined the church in about a year afterward. She has left one little girl, seven vears
old, to which she clung with a mother's.love.
About ten years ago Ehe caught cold i<hich
terminated in consumption. She wu a great

sufferer most of the time atter that until her
death. Some time before her death she realized
her end was near, and she had no fears. She
said she was "going home." She clung to her
child until three days before her death. She was
a delicate child and needed a mother's care. But
when she gave her into the hands of the Lord,
,,she commenced to.sing and gn~atly rejoice, saying: '·The promises of Jesus are sweet to me in
this hour." · She had a vision ih which she saw
the beautiful city of rest, and how she had to
cross a river; and how hard it seemed at first for
her to go; and how a powerful man took her in
his arms and carried her. She saw the gate was
so beautiful; and the walls were made of precious
siones, and sh~ longed for that rest as she. neared
her end. She sang at times .very clear, at other
times brokenly: ''Jesus, lover of my soul;"
"What a glorious time it will be when at rest;"
"Safe in the arms of Jesus;" and "Oh for a faith
that will not shrink."
Your sister in Christ,
CHARLOTTE CoTTOM.
NEBRA&KA CITY, Neb, Nov. 4th.
Editors He~ald:-I,mmediately after last communication I went home for a rest to both mind
and body, and the relaxation from active labor
was a luxury during the hot wave of August.
However, it was but a few days until the importance of duty caused me to be impatient,
creating an anxiety for the Master's work of
seeking the lost sheep, ar.d a desire to aid in
bringing them into. the fold. I !eft my loved
ones August 23d, and next morning was in attendance at camp-meeting in Bro: Win. Le'eka's
beautiful grove, two hurdrt>d miles from home
and dear ones. I lound shelter . v;ith Bro. H.
Kemp, but was made partaker of kindness 'by
many of the campers. With the able corps of
Christ's ministers I took part in the orderly and
well conducted services. God blessed all with
divine help.
At the close I came to this place and held the
fort until the arrival of Bro. W. W. Blair, and
notwithstandin~ he was suffering with a severe
cold he spoke with acceptance to the Saints
twice. We went thence to Brownville, and
found a resting place at the "Larches."
The
week was spent in gospel work, with an increasing . congregation to the close, and there was
made a deep and lasting impress on the minds of
some investigating the work of redemption- as
"e present it.
We moved west and took part in a campmeeting at Wilber. This was a small gathering
in a beautiful grove, situated on an island in the
Big Blue river. A more desirable spot for camping c~.nnot be obtained, and the Blue as a place
to baptize is unsurpassed by any waters in which
I have stood to administer the rite. We were
favored with most delightful weather, and the
calm influence df the peace and indwelling of
the Spirit.
In company with E!dersJ. W. Waldsmithand
C. H. Porter went to the Palmyra branch, to act
on an elders' court, to pass upon the acHons of
some who dishonor their profession as the
covenant children of God. This is perhaps the
most particular, perplexing and distasteful duty
of an elder; for our work is to build up and save,
not to tear down and destroy; and God's servants
have the same authority now as when Jesus
said, «Whatsoever ye shall. bind on earth shall
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be bound in heaven; and whatsoever ye shall
while there, and was made glad under the power
loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.'' It is
of the Spirit and at seeing the increase to the
a fearful thing to contemplate that any one
family of God on earth.
should be guilty of aught chat would result in
At the close of this spiritual feast, I spent a
the forfeiture of their membership in the church
.few days in company of wife and daughter,
militant; for when a:~ righteous action by a legal
visiting friends and relatives at and near Council
and lawful court is accepted by the church, the
Bluffs and this place. However, I utilized the
individual may read v<.iith awe: ••When~ the
time by actively and faithfully seeking to adrighteous turneth from his righteousness and
vance the cause of truth. Preached four times
committeth iniquity, he shall even die thereby,"
here, and five times at Brownville; was blessed
thus wrote Ezekiel. Paul used this pungent
at each place, and the people turned out well,
language: •·For it is impossible for those who
manifesting a good degree of interest in the
were once enlightened, and have tasted of the
cause. At the latter place we have thirteen
heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the
members and a good prospect for more, both by
Holy Ghost, and have tasted the good word of
baptism and moving in.
God, and the po~ers of the world to come, if
Brownville offers a rare opportunity to those
they shall fall away, to renew them again unto
who may desire to obtain a cheap home, in the
repentance; seeing they crucify to themselves
midst of a rich farming country, where fruit of
the Son of God afresh, and put him to an open
most all kinds is profitable and raised in abundshame." The Master said of those expelled:
ance. It is only a matter of time, in my opln"Let him be unto tht;e as an heathen man and a
ion, when a branch will be organized there, as
pubLican." Read in this connection and on this
we have a good brick church, free of debt and
topic, Rum. r6: 17, r8; r Cor. 5: 9-13; 2 Thess.
dedicated to the Lord for the use of his people;
3: 6, 14. r5, and 2 John ro. And to this Church
and tl::ie Spirit has given evidence of its accep~of Christ, God spake by the po¥·er of his Holy
ance.
Spirit: , "Hearken, 0 ye eldersq./ my churc!t whom
At Wilber I spoke five evenings; had gciod
I have called; behold, I gfve unto you a com·
and large meetings, notwithstanding political
mandment, that ye shall assemble yourselves to·
and religious gatherings on the same evenings.
get her to agree upon my word, and by the prayer
One was added by baptism and there are more
of your faith ye shall receive my law, that ye
to follow.
may know how to govern my church, and have
Came here and attended district conference on
all things right before· me, arid I will be your
the 26th and 27th ult: Every heart was filled with
ruler when I come; and behold I come quickly;
peace. I was permitted. to stand in the cold
a11d ye shall see tkat my law is kejt."
waters of the Missouri, and·lnduct four misses
The italics are mine, and are .used to impress
into the fold, in the presence of a large concourse
the strong feature of thecommand. It was the
of people. It brought very vividly to my mind
neglect of the early elders that brought diEgrace
the covenant that I made with God more than
and shame upon the whole church. The elders:
twenty·four years ago, at almost the same spot.
"Shall teach th~ principles of my gospel which
I was richly blessed in three· efforts here, and I
are in the Bible;" or, to make it so plain that
hope a brighter day is near for the Saints of this
none may err: "Thou shalt take the things
city.
which thou hast received, which have been given
· I went to .the· Moroni branch, and preached
unto thee in my Scriptures for a law, to be my
six times. Each meeting was larger than the
Jaw, to govern my church; and he that doeth
one before; had it notbeen for political excite-·
according to tt1ese things, shall be saved, and he
ment I would have continued there this week.
that doeth therh not shall be damned, if he con·
Once there was a live, spiritual branch there, but
tinues."
the evil one was 'active, sow.ing the seeds to
I have,wandered from my narrative into the
wwng-doing; difficulties followed, and duties
teachings oftJ;le law, but I could not resist the
were neglected until no meetingsare h'eld unless
genii "that moved me, for my soul delighteth in
a missionary visits them. However, the gospel
the law of the' Lord; aqd there is a growing inis still cherished by some, and the root of the
clination or drawing to that especial feature of
matter is in their hearts. It is encouraging to
it that is given .for the government of the church;
one who has preached the word, returning after
and I am Vl(illing to follow the leading of the
years, finding still with the people the hope of
Spirit against the day of necessity!
·eternal life in the promises of the gospel.
Leaving Pa(inyra I came here, attending the
ArQved here last evening and was happily surprayer meeting .. Upon entering the church, Bro.
prised to have the privilege of ·listening to a serWaldsmith handed me a letter from Pres Smith,
mon by Bro. H. C. Brons.on.
anno.undng the death of our worthy and reSince last April I have received greater blessspected bishop; Words are too feeble to express
ings and strength by the Holy Spirit, than at any
the sadness that settled as a pall upon my soul;
previous period' of my ministry, but it has been
and it was not until the Spirit whispered that he
greatly needed, for the heart grows sad and the
was worthy an!! ready for the change, that the
soul discouraged when we are disappointed in
pain left my h.eart; nevertheless we shall miss
those in whom we have confidence an4 trust. It
his cheerful :fa~e and fatherly words. at our gef\~
is a task upon my faith to endure humbly the
era! assemblies.
slight ofthe Saints, and when doing my best for
The next day I took my journey for the rethe cause, to see a hesitation or carelessness on
union at Logan, where through the kindness of
Jhe part of those held equally responsible that
Bro. M. H. Forscutt, we were fu'rnished a "canthe word be preached, and siltners warned . .vas house''· free of rent, and by the kindnes~ of. With singleness of eye to the glory of God do I
mimero~s friends In time of need were enRbled
seek to improve each hour to push the conquest
to keep house unto the close qf the grandest and
of truth, and yet I escape not blame nor censure.
most success~,reunions ever held by the church. I am not able to fill one. tithe of the calls ~o
I sought t? ma)i;e myself useful t9 'the.:cause • preach. !n this field the work
li
0

0
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suffering in several places where it has been established, for the want of missionary help. . To'
my miRd the time has fully .come when .the
church needs two classes of missionaries; one.:to
proselyte,. another to confirm and educate· in
Saintly duties and spiritual, life and blessings.
To me it appears to be suicidal to our work to. go
out, preach the gospe,l, gain converts, and leave
them to starve for the want of spiritual food and
inspirational instruction. Jesus said: "Feed my·
sheep." God wisely and amply provides for lhis
contingency through which "priesthood is to
hold the keys of all the spiritual blessings of.the
church; to 'have the privilege of receiving the
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven; to have. the
heavens opened unto them.; to commune with'
the general assembly and church of the first born;
and to enjoy the communion and presence of
God the Father, and Jesus the Mediator, of the
new covenant." None but the isolated ones, and
those who have visited them can fully realize the
great need of pastoral ministrations.
The
church possesses the supply to meet every immediate demand, provided 'the means were fort.hcoming, that the called of God might b~J employ-,
ed in their respective offices.
This is election ·day, perhaps the greatest ever
held in this state, and as the people by their yo~e
decide the whisky issue for at least ten years,
the excitement is at fever heat.
May all Saints keep their characters clean and
their lives pure. I am quite anxious io improve·
the time.
Ro,nT. M. ELVIN.
No.

WEsT THIRTEENTH AvENUE;
DENVER, Colorado, Nov: ISth.
Editors Herald:- We have concluded to try
to live here for awhile. Publish our address as
above instead of Hutchinson, as lately published.'
Bro. and Sr. Devore expected .here to-morrow.
We reached here yesterday.
Yours fraternally,
T. W.'SM!TH.
IITO

l:ILLYDALE, Ind:; Nov. rsth.
Editors Herald~·-Since last writing we have'
been opening up new:fields and have taken in
the old places as we pass, trying to keep the restored gospel before the peopfe. We hav,e met
with opposition as well as some success. In
Posey county Satan showed his rage by causing
his emissaries to stone the school house, whi!:h'
retarded the work. \Ve had ·good attendance and
good attention till the stoning took place, which'
stopped the people from coming out;
One was baptized by Bro. Isaac at that place~
We believe good can be done. there in the future,
Some friends were made there for the cause. We
went from there to Derby and held meetings.. in
that vicinity for three weeks, but owing to the
coming election there waso not as good an interest as formerly. I find that Latter Day Saints
get enthused with political affairs, and why not?
We are not perfect yet, but we should not l;;se
sight of the great latter day work, but pay heed
to the Savior's injunctionJn Matt. 6:33, for that
is. the Saints' first duty· if they expect· to reign
with him when he cqmes to earth His kingdom is the one for Saints to get enthused ovet;
there we will get our , reward anrl glory, if
'faithful.
We came here the 13th and begart
We are having very good attendance and gOOd
<lttentl~n.~'fhis I~ .one of;.the fi.r~t brancheS of,
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this district. The.work was planted here eighteen years ago by W. W, Blair and I. P. Baggerly, and a great many became obedient to the
faith, plthough the Disciples, or Christians, haYe
contested the work by two public debates, but
we have good audiences and good attention. The
most of the people seem to love to hear the fulness of the gospel. May the good Spirit strive
with them and lead them into the kingdom of
God's dear Son.
We were, made sad by the death of Brn.·
Blakeslee and Brand. May our end be· as theirs
was-faithful till the last-and fall at our post of
duty.
,
We feel to press on in the good work. There
are bright testimonies all along the line to keep
us from falling out by the way, if we will only
pay heed to them and do our duty.
V. D. BAGGERLY.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Nov. r6th.
Editors Herald:-! see in the last issue of the
Herald an article headed "Curious if True,"
taken from the Philadelphia Press, of March 8th.
It is not so curious after the truth is known, for
\ve Latter Day Saints must expect such things
from those opposed to our faith.
I am that
mysterious man, simply because I attended to
rriy own business and let other peoples' business alone and did not allow myself to get in·
tlmate with any of them, but simply preached
the gospel and left it for them to receive it
or reject it. Neither did I kwe plenty of money,
for if I had, I would travel more and preach
more than I do; but under the circumstances I
do the best I can. Railroad trains (as you all
know) do not carry us for nothing.
Some years ago I was preaching in York
county, Pennsylvania, and a reporter reported me
in the Baltimore American, and he gave a very fair
notice. That paper reached •·Elk Mill," or Bald·
win, as it is now called, and they wrote to me to
come there. I answered the letter and set a time
to come; and they wrote me' to come and I could
preach in their chapel. I went and held four
meetings there and two meetings at Providence
MiJI, about five miles from there. I had full
houses at all the meetings.
I went to the same places again in about three
weeks and repeated the same number of meetings
and baptized four souls. I continued to go there
every three weeks and baptized more; then the
Methodists bt>gan to rage and finally closed the
chapel against me and would not allow the people to open their houses for me under the penalty
of being turned out. I then preached in the
woods and other places around them until win·
ter came on and it was too cold. I then turned
my attention to Chester county, Pennsylvania,
and still continue there, also now at Baldwins
where I have been and preachec1 four times in
their new chapel the Saints have built there,
which seats one hundred pPople with ease, and it
will hold more if they come ouL I have had the
house full every time I have been there; so you
see the people did not leave me, but I had to
leave them became I had no place to preach.
But I intend to keep it up now. I am to hold a
seven days meeting there next month, if tt.(
Lord spares me
I now have a following in Maryland of seventeen and fourteen in Chester county, Pennsylvania, about fifteen miies from Elk Mills, Cecil
county, Maryland. I do not care what the re--

porters write, if the people come to hear, for they
only advertise me. I am not ashamed of what I
have done in Mary land and Chester county,
Pennsylvania, neither am I ashamed of the
Saints there, but am proud of them. With the
help of God I will continue to visit them, now
the foundation is laid there. I am entirely alone,
no one to help me carry on the work, save the
great Master, orr whom we ali depend.
Your brother,
·JosEPH A. STEWART.
BE>LDING, Mich., Nov. r4th.
Editors Herald:-! was called to this place to
care for one of the fold whom I had baptized in
Canada, and who was suffering in mind and
body. Reaching St. Thomas, I met Elder J. H.
Lake, who thought it wise for me to go. I arrived here on the 6th. cared for the suffering one,
and the Ma~ter has kindly ht>ard onr prayerB
We made arrangements for preaching in the
old Baptist church at a cost of one dollar and
fifty cents per night for rent. I then wrote a note
to the Methodist and Christian church pastors
requesting them to announce that I would preach,
giving the hour.
The pastor of the Christian
church read the announcement, and stated that
he had heard of me, and had heard nothing bad
about me.
I attended the morning service at the Methodist church.
A~ soon as the pastor saw me he
came and requested me to come to the pulpit and
pray- for him.
I went forward and took part as
best I could, After prayer the minister requested me to preach for him at night in his church.
I told him that my appointments were out, but
he said we could soon have the town informed
of the change.
Lest he or others should afterwards say that I cn•pt in as a wolf, I took my
certificate out and handed it to him telling him
our position, and that I did not believe all the
Methodist church tanght, and that was the reason
J was not a Methodist. He smiled and 'aid, "I
like to hear you talk that way, Eld<"r E'·ans.
You preach for us to-night." So he announced
that I would preach for them.
In the afternoon I addressed a small congregation in the old Baptist church; and in the evening I preached in the new Methodist church.
The fine church was packed to the porch door,.
many standing. Tears flowed from many eyes
as I for one hour and fifteen minutes told the
story of Jesus, from the cradle to the grave, After
receiving a pressing invitation from the preacher
and others to call on them, I went out in~o the
dark and cried for very joy as alone I bowed to
thank God for the truth he inspired me to feel
and explain before that large congregation.
I have preached every night this week. There
has not been standing rorm in the old church;
and on the two last nights, long before the time
for preaching, the seats have all been taken, and
large crowds stood out in the night air listening
for two hours at a time.
The preachers came
out, and the Methoclist preachers ask questions
which I seem to answer to the satisfaction of the
people.
vVednesday night I lecturec1 for two
hours and ten minutes on the prophetic mission
of Joseph Smith. and I don't think one person
left the house,
Yesterday I dined and spent
four hours at the residence of the Methodist
preacher, I cannot give you the account of our
conversation, but we were encouraged. It is

plain to be seen that there is trouble ahead for
Elder Judge with his people if he does not •top
treating us as he is doing.
He seems to be a
nobfe man, and I trust that he with many other
honest Methodists will "learn doctrine" and "increase their joy in the Lord" by obeying the
same.
L:M. Tuttle, M. D and his wife extended me
an invitation to spend the afternoon with them
to day. I will go, after which I expect to preach
on the Book of Mormon.
Since starting this
letter I have been informed that Elder Clark of
the Christian church has stated that he can prove
Joseph Smith to have been a polygamist, and he
has promised to tell the people all about Mor·
monism Sunday morning. I shall be pre&ent and
take his sermon, and will reply to it in the afternoon and evening.
I am sorry to say that because of previous
appointments and special request of president of the Canada mission, I must be in
Canada Monday nexL
I trust that J. J. Cornish, W. J. Smith or some other wise and competent elder in Michigan will see this letter and
come to the rescue of the truth at once.
I expect to baptize a few ere I leave, but think
many in this place, would obey in time if the
work could be cared for now. I hope the president of this mission will pardon me for coming
into his field without first asking permission. I
had not tim<:>, else I would.
Any elder coming please write to Bro. L. Janrow, Box 336, Belding, Michigan, and they will
meet them at the station and care for them.
R. C. EvANs.

THE COMING CATACLYSM OF AMERICA AND EUROPE
BY PROF JOS. RODES BUCHANAN, M. D.
"l could •· tale unfold, whoee lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul. freeze thy young blood,
Make thy two eve• like >t,r• •tart from their sphere~,
Thy knotted and combined locks to part,
Aud each particular hair to stand on end."

THE writer is naturally an optimist, a full
believer in the noblest destiny of man;
but he cannot maintain his optimism stubbornly 11gain·st reason, against evidl"nce,
against ~cience, and against the teachings
of history calamitv and catastrophe are
as much a part of the plan of nature as successful progres~, and as the portents of the
coming storm gather thick and dark in the
sky, it would be fatuous to refuse to see
them.
Gen. Butler, who is certainly one of our
ablest statesmen and financiers, said at a
banquet in his honor May rst, r890, in
Boston:"Tbey have cvclones out West, accompanied with thunder, lightning, heavy
rains, and hail, which are very destructive.
Look out for a financial cyclone where
no building or institution will be strong and
tight enough to protect the busine~s of this
country from the destruction which will
follow in its path."
He enforced the truth of his anticipation
hy showing- that agriculture was unprofitable. and that American farmers were
laboring under a mortgage debt of $3,450,
ooo,ooo, which couid never be paid, and

was s.o hopeless that no honest broker
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our land with the horrors of civil war. I
do not mean that the aggressive power of
the organizing masses is the sole power
concerned, for on the other. side is the aggressive power of plutocracy, and political
corruption managed by financi:>l ~chemers,
which.is already regarded by minions as
the serpent that must be crushed. The
financial managers of our politics do not
realize what a vast multitude do now believe most earnestly and angrily, that the
legislation of financiers and politicians has
destroyed their prosperity, has robbed the
people of several thousand millions, and
furnished the major part of the princely
fortunes that tower above the common
plane of ,humanity and threaten the
stability of the republic, for the Jeffersonian. republic cannot stand on a "prince
and
pauper"
basis, or a
mighty
landlordry and an bumble, rackrented
tenantry.
The profound scorn with
which this class of ideas, and the argumets
and records leading to such conclusions,
are regarded in the dominions of which
Wall Street is the metropolis, indicate no
po~sibility of harmonizing the contending

would invest anyone's money in western
mortgages on farms.*
And ,yet Gen.
Butler suggested no remedy whatever, but
expressly discredited the schemes which
have been proposed in Congress. He evidently regards the universal destructive
crash as inevitable-a crash utterlyunexampled in the world's financial history.
But this is a small matter compared to
the feeling that is growing in intensity
among hundreds of thousands that there
must be a settlement of the old feud between capital and labor, and that the settlement must be a bloodv one. This is surely absurd enough, as· a matter of political
economy, or a question of soCial progress;
for it means not social redress of any
wrong, but universal ruin.
Yet, passion
will not count the cost or estimate the results, and passion is attaining a fearful
power. The language even of Western
farmers 1s becoming incendiary, t and the

turbulent elements of the cities are distinctly looking forward to blood; and their
angry passions are fanned by leaders who
do not Jack for' intelligence and eloquent
zeal, and by social agitators who, though
not bloody-minded, are continually adding
to the discontent by rhetorical exaggeration
of the wrongs of labor, saying nothing of
the fact that labor is better rewarded to-day
than at any time in the past, when it was
abject and submissive. To-day it claims all
its rights, and has learned its strength.
The Garrisonian movement was distinctly a movement of peace and non-resistance,
and its leader, when his faee.was slapped,
and his nose pulled, in Ohio, philosophically expressed the hope that his a!'>sailant
was satisfied; but that movement was,
notwithstan<ling, .a torch to lignt the fires
of civil war, and a great deal of the
modern discussion of social evils goes to
strengthen the power that is destined to fill

*That the urban population has been growing
rich while the agricu:tural population has been
growing poor, was illustrated in the speech of that
eloquent advocate of tariff legislation Benjamin
Butterworth of Ohio, who said in congres, "I can
name upon my _ten fingers men whose combined
profits for the last decade have exceeded those
of all agriculturists of any State in the Union." The
deserted farms of New England and the farm
with improvments just sold in Connecticut for ,a
dollar an acre, tell the whole story. Yet I do not
endorse the sensational statements of Gen. Butler.
Far from it.
I believe that he has. been
misled by newspaper statements which have
been circulated in the last three or four years
concerning farm, mortgages which are grossly
exaggerated, , The published statement of farm
mortgages iq Michigan was five times greater
thl!n the truth, and in fact, exceeded the entire
value of the £arm lands, If Gen. Butler would
investigate this matter he would discover how
enprmously he has been misled by the newspapers. Still' the facts remain that the working
farmer is going down, for in ten years, from :f87o
to 188o, the humber of small farms diminished,
while then umber of farms over a thousand acres,
increased se-.ienfold.

sary for farmers, for self·protection, to ignore a
law made by and through the dictation of British
lords, and sanctioned by a tyrannical Co~gress,
claiming to be the servants and representatives
of the people, when in reality every act is antagonistic to 'the interests of the producers of the
country and tends to centralize capital in the
from them; you have expelled our foreign cushands of a few: In pursuing the course ·we do,
tomers and filled the country with tramps, tears,
it requires that we should declare the causes that
and mortgages; you have deprived us of the
impel our action. We declare, as did our·patriotic
means. of self-preservation by placing in the
fathers, these truths to be self evident: that all
hands of corporations a'nd syndicates, and giving
men are created equal; that they are endowed by
them the absolute monopoly of the land, forests,
their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
mines, minerals, money, banks, and transportathat among these are life,, liberty, and the
tion, and through your unjust discriminations we
pursuits of happiness; and to secure these rights
are unable. to meet our obligations; therefore,
we will use all just means in our power,
once more we appeal to you for help; once more,
The history of the United States for the past
we ask you to issue legal tender currency and
twenty-eight years is a history of repeated injuri<>s,
loan it to us at 2 I·2 per cent., to the amount of
tyranny, and usurpation, unparalleled in the hisone-half the value of our farms, in order that we
tory of the world, and all Ia ws enacted having a
may extricate ourselves from the deplorabfe condirect object, viz., to establish a landed and mon·
dition your unjqst legislation has forced us into,
ied aristocracy on the ruins of once free Am'erica.
and save our homes from confiscation-homes
We claim that our pretended representatives
that we have struggled for years to beautify·and
have refused their assent·to laws the most wholemake pleasant. This is the only remedy-and it is in
some and necessary for the producers and labor• your power to grant it. Can we depend on you,
ing classes, and in tbeir stead made laws in the or will you, as before, turn a d<"af ear to our cries?
interest of British lords. Wall Street bullionists,
Our homes are dear to us., You can save them
National banks, railroad and other corporations,
for us without loss or risk to the country. Will
Among these laws made are (1) the exception
you do it? or must we be ruthlessly shorn of all
clause on the people's money, that depreciated it f 'r the gratification of avarice and greed? _We
50 per cent. ; (2) the credit strengthening act of
demand prompt action, as delay is ruinous. If
r869; (3) the repeal of the income tax, thereby
you fail in granting this request, you are jeopardtaking the burden of taxation off the rich and
izing the peace of the country, for we declare by
placing it op the poor; (4)the funding scheme to
the heavens and earth that this wholesale rob·
prevent the people from paying their debts, in
bery and confiscation oj komes must stop, Self-presorder to perpetuate usury; (5) the demonetization
ervation is the first law of nature. The people
of silver; (6) the resumption of specie pavment
are being robbed of their birthright.- God made
when we had none to pay with; (7) the giving to
land, air, and sunshine for His children, arid not
rich railroad corporations' more than 215 ooo.ooo
for.coupon-clippers. usurers, and idlers, to the ex·
acres of the people's land~ (8) the appropriation
elusion of others. We ask all men who love jusof 6 per cent. 30 year bonds to the same corportice and mercy to stand by us in our struggles
ations, which amount to $II9963,ooo cash; prinagainst monopoly.
cipal and interest. Thev have made laws that
In view of ·the above facts and statemen,ts,
compel u~ to pay double interest.; first, Interest on
which are true, and the condition of the country
the bonds, then interest on the natio'nal bank
bears evidence of its truth, therefore be it ·
notes . .The law that enables the banks to contract
REso.,VED, That after the first day of Decem,
ot inflate the currency at will, thereby leaving us' ber, 1890, we will pay no more taxes, coupon in·
at the mercy of a soulless corporation of a monied
terest, or mortgage indebtedness, unless the
Goverhmen~ aid us in procuring the money, as
aristocracy. For twentv~eight years we have
patiently submitted to these outrages; we have
above mentioned, or in any other manner equally
petitioned our pretended representatives for relief, , favorable.
in the most humble terms, onlv to ,be answered
REsoLVED, That this organization. of home
by repeated injuries; Now. as petitions and long,
defenders should be general throughout the
patient suffering avail nothing, we must therefore
United States, and that every honorable means
d.:nounce our representatives as enemies and
should be used in pushing the orgahi,zation:
traitors to our interests, and lirws .made bv them
REsoLVED. That the success of this organizaas destructive to. life, liberty, and ha.ppinPs (as tion is the only hope of a mortgage-cursed and
evidenced by the deplorable coridltio.n of our
tax·ridden people, and we appeal to our brother
country), and do not merit the respect of liberty.
farmers, laborers, and other producers, to join us
loving people. You have confiscated and
in our efforts to be free.
wrecked thousands ofhomes, made millions of
'J'he.paper thatreported this meeting ~as ill1JS•
paupers; you hav.e pillaged our cities, .destroyed
trated by a picture of .a .congressman making'
our commerce, wrecked fortunes, blnsted the
promises to the people, betraying (he111. at
hopes of producers and laborers, an~ revel in
Washington,· a:nd on his return .sei:zed, ·tarre(}, ..·
feathered, 11:nd hung.
·
·
·· · •
luxury. on what you .have unju~J:Jy wrenched

t To realize this, let us recollect that inflammatory paragraphs, of which the following from
Brick Pomeroy's Advanced Tkougkt is a fair exainple, have been scattered by millions through
the country and continue to come with increasing
energy :-"When the gang that calls itself the
Gover.Jiment :of the United States. loans $6o,ooo,090 of money raked in from overtaxed farmers and
business meri to the National Bankers without
usury or int~rest, and the bankers loan it out,
throughconfidental agents, to struggling farmers
in the West, at two per cent a month, we don't see
why the •Government' does not more completely
organize to enslave labor."
, The !al)gullge. of Kansas farmers as expressed
in the. follo~ing report of a meeting in Ottawa
Co., Kansas, ls worth quoting, because nothing of
that sort reacJ{es the readers of the metropollan
press,of the East. I copy from the Non-C!lnjormist of Winfield, Kansas, May r, 1890 '
ENEMIES, TRAITORS, ARE THE LAW· MAKERS QF
THE PAsT TWENTY· EIGHT YEARS. No MoRE
PETITIONS,' No MORE PRAYERS BUTDEMANDS
THAT0ALUFriRAOTIONOR BLOOD GIVEYOUR
PEOPUE R,ELIEF OR ANSWER THE 00NSE
QUENOES' No MORE TAXES OR INTEREST
AFTER DECEMBER IST.

DrsT. 41, OTTAWA Co., KAN., April 7·
.At a .mass meeting of the citizens of Ottawa
:;tnd Cloud Counties, Kansas, George Walker was
chosenpresidenti].M. Peet, secretary. . . . .
The :meeting was a grand success-good speeches,
brass band ar.d Martial music, combined with the
greatest enthusiasm ever witnessed.
.· . •·.. .· •• .
. .•· J. M. Peet, Sec'y.
F()!!Gwip.g are the resolutions-,
.
·
When in t!le;course of event~; It becomes neces-
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for his horses! '"A great change is comparties, one of which is and has been in
and the other angrily recognizes that it is ing," says Wm. Barry in the Forum.
out. Mrs. Partington's problem as to the ."Our rich men," says Bishop Spalding,
effect when an irresistible force meets an "and they are numerous and their wealth
immovabfe obstruction is the problem that is great, their number and their wealth
our nation will soon be engaged in solving. will. increase,-but our rich men must do
Tl:e poison of vindictive anger has entered their duty or perish. I tell you in Amerithe life current of the nation, and it is to be ca u•e will not tolerate vast wealth in the
observed that when the Chicago Anarch- hands cifmen.who do nothing for the peo"These plutocrats," said Bishop
ists as they were called, who had so large ple."
a following of sympathizers and admirers, Potter last year, "are the enemies of reGen.
were on trial for their lives, thev scorned ligion as they are of the State."
to utter one word of conciliation. or peace.
Bryce (of Cong-ress) expressed last year
The whole drift of their defence conveyed the idea that fills the popubr mind with
the idea of terrible wrongs wl;ich they were anger, speaking of "an unbridled plutocrajustifiable in meeting with bloody violence. cy caused, created, and cemented in no
A volume would be required to show slight degree by legislative, aldermanic,
by innumerable disturbances in every and con'gressional action; a plutocracy that
State in the Union the turbulent and dan- is far more wealthy than any aristocracy
gerous character of a large porti·on of our that has ever crossed the horizon of the
population and the slight cause!' thflt are world's history, and one that has been produced in a shorter con·secutive period;· the
neces~ary to put it in motion. The Ku-Kiux
and the White Caps are the outcropping-s names of whose members are emblazoned,
of a turbulent spirit, which is generally not on the pages of their nation's glory,
and whose
stronger than the law and order element it but of its peculations
it be aroused, and the bloody Astor Place octopus grip is extending ov_er every branch
riot in M,v, 1849, on accou.nt of a quarrE-l of industry." ·Even the cautious :president
between Forest and Macreadv, is a fair Cleveland asked: "What is to be the end
representation ofth? inflammable nature of of this?" But the alarm in high quarters
our people. To this we must add in times is little compared to the angry mutterings
of disturbance, the existence of a large class among the millions.
of unimprisoned felons, who at all times
A romance entitled "Cre;;ar's Column"
require a large police force to keep them has just been published to show that the
down. Society, like the pleasing surface warfare of selfishness in our present society
of our globe, conceals at· all times a sub- must end a hundred years hence in the
terranean fire which disturbance brings to total bloody destruction of American civilthe surfRce.
ization. It is a gigantic extravaganza, but
But one thing is necessary to insure a earnestly and seriously written.
But the
confl:d.
The armies must be gathered crisis is much nearer and much less horriand organized into two hostile camps, for ble. )'he President of the National Farmmolls do not make war. The organizing ers' Alliance says of this work that his
is going on now as never before in the only criticism is that ••The author has postworsJ's history. The labor party, the anti- " ooned the catastrophe a hundred years.
, capital party, will soon embrace from one Unless the power of money to oppress is
to two millions of men, bound together by
modified or destroved very soon, the prescommon interest, common svmpathies, ent generation will witness t.he crash."
and common hatred of everything hostile
Can the war cloud be calmly surveyed
to their interests, with a strong conviction from our present position, to determine
that they are an oppre~sed class arid small when the fury of the storm shall burst and
patience with their oppressors, while the what will be the extent of its ravages?
consciousness of their physical power will The comfortable souls who do not see the
· encourage a defiant and uncompromising coming storm are not as numerous, relativeattitude. In such a condition the disturb- ly, at this time as they were before Lincoln
:onces or mobs which are usually local and was elected President, or when a Southern
temporary, electrify the mass and become leader offered to drink all the blood that
a natioml convulsion. A single indiviual would be shed.
may become the immediate cause of a civil
To those who anticipate the coming
war.
crash, I would suggest that it is not imThousands are to-dav impressed with
possible to predict its advent.
The solar
the approaching danger~~. The facts that system and the stars are not the only realishould alarm them are conspicuous~ The tie.;; of which a future may be predicted
industrial cla~ses in both city and country from the past.
They are governed by
are profoundlv discontented. The West- laws of periodicity which are very accuern farmers are not alone in their suffer- ratelv defined and which are seldom affecting-.
The decline in New York has been ed by any complex data.
Hence astroso great that State Assessor Wood, in 1889, nomical calculations have the highest deexpressed the opinion that "in a few rle .. gree of certainty and precision. That we
cades there will be none hut tenant farmare not equally positive and definite in the
ers in this State." While the farmers are calculation of terrestrial events is due to
goinz down and ne:u four. fifths of th:- city the immense number of the factors and
of New York live in tenement-houses, the their clashing with each other.
plutocracy is going- up, the gulf is widenYet periodicity is the universal law of
ing- between wealrh and povertv,-he- nature. The periods of human or animal
tween the mr.n who may be arrested as a life, the periods of vegetation, the periods
tramp for being out of work, and the mil- of diseases, and even the periods of climatic,
lionaire who c;pend" $7oo,ooo Qn a stable . agricultural, and commercial :Ructuations

are beginning to be studied and understood.* If the moon has a definite relation
to the female constitution and the progress
of diseases, may there not be an infinite
number of periodical relations from a multitude of causes, which investigation would
reveal?
I am entirely sure th~t such periodical
relations exist in reference to man, and for
more than thirty years have been studying
their applicability to human life, and have
often astonished those to whom, uoon our
fir&t acquaintance, I have spoken' of the
conditions .of their past life and my prognostication as to the future.
These laws of periodicity apply with
still greater force to nations, and especially denote their periods of calamity, with
greater certainty, as there are fewer conflicting factors in reference to the~destiny
of nations, than in reference to the fate of
individuals. Such, at least, is mv conviction, and I am willing to risk my reputation as a scientist upon the predictions
which my theory justifies in reference to
events in the next twenty· five years.
The science of periodicity as explored
by myself indicates three periods of calamity for the United States.
The first was.
well verified in the terrific earthquake of
New Madrid, the greatest yet known in
our history,t and the immediately following war with England, and the prolonged
financial depression and other calamities
which followed.
As the second period approached, I had
sufficient confidence in 1859, to publishin
the Louisville ;!ournal (edited by the
brilliant George D. Prentice) my conviction that we were soon to enter a period
of six years of national calamity, which
wa~'f terribly verified in the war- of secessior1• or rebellion.
Now we are approaching a third and
still more calamitous period, which I have
long anticipated, and its near approad: as
I foresee it (though still remote and doubtful ,in the popular mind) prompts me to
place on record the date of the coming
cataclysm which in its magnitude and
horror will surpass anything of which
authentic history has Prf!Served a record!
Do not ask me, kind reader, how I have
reached so positive a conviction. A brief
magazine es~ay doe~ not afford room or
occasion to explain or to vindicate a peculiar philosophy unfamiliar to the reading
public: I have already said that my conviction is based on a positive, scientific law
of periodicity, tested for over thirty years,
*May 30. There has been considerable dab·
bling in theories of periodicity without any
knowledge of its fundamental laws. The Boston
Herald says to-day: "Ten years have gone bv
since this last great change, and if the doctrine of periodicity is worth anything, we ought
to be experiencing another great trade revival,
and there are a number of reasons for believing
this is the case."

t This great earthquake, extending over an
area three or four hundred miles in diameter,
and creating lakes where the surface subsided,
continued from January 6, rSrz, to January 26th,
when the subterranean fire broke out in the destruction of Caraccas.
The earthquake area of
the United States embraces t.he Atlantic coa&t,
the Pacific coast, and the valley of the M!ss!ssippi.
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but not published or taught, though I expect to place it on record for posterity;
but so tremendous an announctment should
not be made from any limited data.
It
should be tested in every possible way before giving- it to the public, and it has been
teste,l.
The parallax is established and
the telescope is positive in its revelations.
I shall speak with absolutely fearless
candor my opinions as to the coming fu
ture, and as for the self-compiacent gentlemen who have no toleration, and but
littie respect, for anything outside of their
own inherited philosophy, which they had
no hand in making, I can rec.iprocate their
smiles, and add that "he laughs best who
laughs last."
It has long been knownto thetruly enlig~tened that there is a higher sphere of
thought and wisdom than that which is
concerned in matters of sense and in worldly ambition or avarice.
There is a prophetic power in the human soul, which,
though like angels' visits, "few apd far between," is a wonderful enlig-htenment and
blessing when it comes. The great London fire was foreseen by George Fox; the
career of Josephine was .foretold before
!!he left the West Indies, and the terrible
fate of the French aristocracy and royal
family was announced to their consternation by Cazotte, just before the revolution
broke out.
The secession war ot r86r
was prophesied more than thirty years
previously by the QuakerJoseph Hoag.
Our religious records demand faith in
prophecies and prophetic gifts, and Cicero,
·like other philosophic thinkers of the past,
recognized a prophetic power in the hum<~n mind. which has always been recognited in popular belief.
Those who have heretofore given just
attention to my authorship in the "ManuaL
of Psychol;netry,"and other works, will recollect my published and verified predictions
of the deaths of Alexander, Garibaldi, and
Disraeli; of .the pacification oflreland when
revolution! was thought to be impending;
of. the preservation of peace in Europe
wh~n the great military and political leaders Were .anticipating war and every despatch was threatening; ofthe conservative course of the present German Emperor, who w;as expected to endanger Europe,
and of general peace throughout the world
within fiv¢ years of the prediction. The
verificatiop of these predictions entitles my
present forecasts to at least r~spectful consideration~

It canno"t be denied that coming- ev~Cnts
often "cast their shadows befo.re," and as
the mirage sometimes portrays a city a
hundred miles away, so does a strange reflection or refradionof the p()tential future
bring it to that cla>'s of minds which we
call prophetic.
There is a realm· of telepathic mif!d, which scientists are beginning
to suspect and to seek.
In the realm o.f
mystery, I have been a student for halt a
century, ~or the 'purpose Of bringing the
m,arvelous and mysterious under the jurisdiction of scientific raw. But as the'public
either cares nothing for such matters, or if
i.t dabblesin them, doesitin aspirit M
\)lind credulity,r a~ not fraternize with
such apublic, for I. have no 'more' sympa·
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thy with tho.ughtless credulity than with
Howhigh the agitation will rise in the
stupid ;;kepticism.
But on a great occa- next eighteen years it would not be safe to
sion like· the present, I venture to speak predict, but during that time it wiil be infor sufficient reasons of that which occult creased by the war in Europe, which will
psychic philosophy and the study of un- come on near the beginning of the twentiStl''pected laws of nature has brought be- eth century and end in· the destruction of
monarchy. Nineteen years hence war or
fore me.
Our convulsionary period is approach- quasi war will appear in this country and
ing.
The next presidential election will the convulsion will not be arrested until
develop enough of . the riotous element about 1916.
The six years prior to that
North and South, but especially in the date will be by far the most calamit,ms
that· America has ever known.
North, to give us warning.
The political horizon has many portents
I might give a lurid description of the
of hurricane weather.
The people have horrible scene that rises before me; but I
left the government to professional polit- have said enough. It will be a labor and
icians, and they are widely dissatisfied capital war intermingled with a religious
with the result.
The Republican party element of discord and with a mixture of
will be hurled from po:wer. A Democrat- the race question from the presence of a
ic administration will come in and that, powerful negro element confronting the
too, will fail to give satisfaction.
It will Caucasin negro-phobia .. It will be a dreary
be succeeded by what may be called the triumph of the destructive elements, comlabor party.* But our pol,itical doctors, pelling a new departure for the future and
even when well meaning, are generally a more thorough democracy. The Church
utter! y inadequate to the treatment of the as a power will be thoroughly shattered,
formidable fever which is now approach- for the power in this revolution has outing, and all will be in vain, the. contending grown the old Bible. The fetters of the past
elements will not be harmonized. There will be shaken off-the marriage relation
will be as little spirit of peaceful arbitra- approximated to freedom, for the drift of
tion now as in 186r.
the future is that way and beyond. The
The spirit of NATION.ALISM, universal cycle of woman is approaching, and that
fraternity, is, of course, the remedy that will be full compensation for the horrors
we need, and the fevered pat,ient would be through which we are to pass. But Bibcured if he could be induced to take the lical Christianity is nearing its end. The
remedy.
But the measures o£ National- twentieth century will witness its expiring
ism without its spirit will not become our struggles, and the twenty·first will witness
remedy; and the attempt to introduce its the existence of a religion in which all
measures will make a new discussion with that was good 'in the pa-:t will survive.
but little influence upon ·the rising storm. "Time's noblest offspring is the bst." It
The writer h:as a very decisive measure to will not ignore the dawn of Christianity,
offer which will not allay the storm but nor the principles of Jesus.
for which the storm will prepare the counNature, too, is preparing many caJamitry, and it will come into operation when rties for us.
As the destruction of forests
the storm has ended.
goes on, our floods increase in power, and ·
The twentieth century will be ushered large regions are threatened with 'barrenin with increasing agitation and discontent, nel;ls, as in the old world for the same rea.
not 'because the reasons therefor are in- son desolation has come upon Syria, once
creasing; hut hecause men are becoming like a vast garden of Eden, and upon the
inflamed by brooding over the social con- northern provinces of Africa, and is now
dition, the contrast of princely wealth and invading Greece, Sicily, Southern France,
abject poverty. Poverty is never wise to and Spain. The American statesman .has
prevent ,evils, but it can vote and it can not yet learned that the woodman's axe is
fight, and it will do both.t
·
a far. greater menace to our future than
foreig~cannon.

*Readers who look only to the metropolihn
Our huge Mississippi has already conpress have no idea of the imminence of that great verted its shores into a vast.inland sen, and
change. I would merely. mention that the
Farmers' Alliance-a body tired of the old partiPs population ina few months to mch pitifill destiand looking only to the interests of the industrial tution and suffering, that the whole surroundillg
masses-which had but five members in r884, country was compelled to exert itself to prevent
and those in Texas, had 26.'),ooo in l887, and in starvation, and carloads of. provisions were .sent
December, r889, organizing as the "National Jrom Chicago, accompanied bv its Ma):or Cregier
Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union," it an<:l Congressman Lawler. Tl}e story is pathetclaimed a membership of three millions which is ·ic and painful, and th~ only motive of the cruel
regarded as representing a population of ten mil- proceeding a_ppears in .the s•,~bsequent propositiol}
·
lions!
9f the coal company after the miners were starvt The gentle optimistic. souls and lassez jaire ed into humility. to take them back singly at
philosophers who cannot realize our dangers,- about ltalj their former low wages. A story of.
would be enlightened by xeading the able and grinding rapacity seldom eq1.1a!led.
plausible work just published, of Henry D. Lloyd,
When laboring men throughout this couritrv' ,
entitled"A Strike of Millionaires against Miners, read this narrative, if their blood does not bd.il, ·· ·
or the story of Spring Valley," which &bows how th.ey are. not average specimens of the Americatt
a combination of plutocr.ats bought up the farm citizen. The author is unsparing in his stern de;
lands at Spring Valley, Illinois, sold them out as nunciations, and gives the 11ames of a number.6f
city lots under the promise of opening coal mines the wealthy stockholders upon whom he charges
and building up a great city, giving steady em- this crime, asserting, too, thatit is but parralfel
ployment to 2,ooo miners, and after over 2 ooo to similar crimes committed at Braidwood, IlL,
miners with their fami.lies had se.ttled. there at)d at Punxsutawney, atScrai:lton, Pa ,at Rrazil, Ja.,
bought a large number of lots, at)d were working at Hocking Valley, Ohio, and at-th.e R
·
at low wages, suddenly in x889, closed the mines collieries, s.upportlng h.is statement.s by
.
without notice or explanation or any promises cotbmHtees. There ie no better evidence of
, for the futur!.l, reducing the great maes. of tne .Impending cdsls ifian th!s little yolum.e,:

I
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the levee system of restraining it is proved
a failure, ~which ~;may continually grow
more and more disastrous as it has in China and in Italy, for the engineering tale11t
to meet the crisis has not yet appeared in
action either there or here.
The Yang-tse-Kiang has become the scourge ofChina,
overwhelming in its last floodj three hundred and fifty thousand square miles, and
near a million lives.
The Mississippi is
becoming our scourge.
And formidable, too, will be the power
in the. air, the terrible cyclones and the
strange seasons that are coming among our
calamities, when the warmth of summer
shall fail, and the bounties of agriculture
he denied us.
The outer world is disordered; :o~nd if a huge meteorite should fall
in the Wabash Valley this summer, recollect that I have said it is probable.* The
coming summer will be marked by destructive cyclones, especially in the W ~st, and
the neighborhood of Kansas City will suffer.t The cold seasons coming twelve or
fourteen years hence and crushing agriculture will add greatly· to our social calamities, and the fierce discontent that prepares
men for war. I venture to predict also a
very sickly summer this year 'and ·great
increase of mortality, fully dot1bling the
usual harvest of death, main! y by prostrating abdominal diseases with some tendency to paralysis.
Those who fail to
take good care of themselves will suffer.
In the midst of all these horrors of war
and floods, a terrible climax will be reached in a geological convulsion compared to
which the earthquakes of New Madrid, of
Java, of Lisbon, and Caraccas will st>em
unimportant.
Very few have a just conception of our
earthqu~ke liabilities.
The crust of the
earth, floating upon a fiery sea of molten
matter might he compared to a microscop·
ic pellicle on the surface of an egg- without
a shell.
A comparatively trivial disturbance in this would wreC'k a continent, as
Atlantis wa~ wrecked. A wave agitation,
the hundredth part of one per cent. of its
depth would shatter the entire surf;~ce of
the globe, even if it did not make a convulsion by the inpouring oceans upon the
fiery mass.
The phenomena of ~arth
quakes illustrate this. They resemble the
agitation of a floating crust, producing a
shock and wave which is transmitted with
sudden rapidity hundreds of mile~.
All
earthquakes send out the quick vibrations
which would be impossible if the earth
were a solid body.
The continent lies
floating on a bed of fire, and exists only
because there are no storms to disturb the
fire.
The continent is not like a ship
floating on the ocean,-a compact hody,for the continent has no cohesion worth
mentioning and would drop to pieces like
a floating island in a storm. The convulsion may bf' produced by a;;tronomic irregularities, or by the explosion arising from
*The fall of a meteorite on that region about
a week after this had been written look~ like a
confirmation.

t [Two very di~tinct. and peculiar prophecies
of Dr. Buchanan for the coming year are for sufficient reasons omitted from publication at present.--ED.

ARENA.]

.

the access of water to the subterranean fire
as recently in Japan, or anything else to
disturb equilibrium.
The immense exhaustion of oil wells and boring for gas
which blows forth in enormous power
and quantity cannot go on for half a century without a serious disturbance of equilibrium. ·
Equilibrium is continually being disturbed.
A change of one inch in the barometer represents a variation of seventy-two
pounds to every foot of the su~face of the
earth beneath it, making a weight of over
1,843 millions of pounds to the square
mile. Three feet of ocean tide represents
an additional weight of more than 2,380,
ooo tons to the ,.quare mile.
This is a
very trivial amount compared to the attractions of the sun and moon over the entire surface of the globe. Hence this supposed solid globe is continually quivering
and shaking. An average of two shakings
or earthquakes daily is reported by seismologists, aside from the special allowance of two a day to Japan, and according
to Boussingault, the chain of South American Andes is never still. There is a terrible earthquake belt along the northern
coast of South America(which sympathetically responds to the valley of the Mississippi), and along Central America, which
is even surpassed by the volcanic belt from
Java along the eastern coast of Asia, and
between the two the Pacific Ocean is anything but pacific, as we shall realize about
twenty-four years hence, when its foundations will be ag-itated to our peril.
But how different is the ocean from this
globe of liquid fire, 8,ooo miles in diameter!
A spirited poem in the Dublin
University Magazine spoke thus. of the
ocean:Likeness of heaven, agent of power!
MRn is thy victim, shipwreck thy dower.
Spices and jewels from valley and sea,
Armies and bnnners are buried in thee.
Ah! what are the riches of Mexico's mines
To the wealth that far down in thy deep waters shines?
The proud roavies that cover the conquering West
Thou flingest to death with one heave of thy breast,
From tbe hig;h hills that view thy wreck-making shore
When the bride of the mariner lists to thy roar;
How humbling to one with a heart and a soul,
To look on thv greatness and list to its roll,
And think how that heart in cold ashes shall be
While the voice of eternity rises from thee!

But the sea of fire beneath our feet has
no such solemn and poetic associations.
Its agitation brings nothing but an infinite
horror in which a sudden death is our happiest fate.
If the order of the astronomic universe
permits the near approach of any wandering body to the earth, the sea of fire must
be disturbed and the continents wrecked,
and we have no assurance that it will not
occur.
It was some such an astronomic
event that whirled the earth from its position, changed its poles, and overwhelmed
its tropical climates in ice over wo,ooo
years ago.
If any such disturbance occurs now it will be in ottr time of calamity from 1910 to 1916.
Let astronomers
observe.
The great mass of our continent, and
especially its northern portion, are comparatively safe, but our Atlantic seabord is
not. Is is safe to say that ouR ATLANTIC
COAST IS DOOMED!!
Whenever I am on
the Atlantic border a .strong foreboding
comes to:me that our conntrymen living

there only a few feet above the ocean level
are in a perilous position.
A tidal wave
might destroy the entire population of our
coast; and a slight sinking of the shore
would be still more fatal.
For ten years
I have been looking to such possibilities,
and their imminence has compelled me to
study the question profoundly.
That we are floating in a perilous proximity to death was shown in the New
Madrid earthquake of 181 I, and the recent
,Charleston earthquake, which sent its vibrations many hundred miles.
I do not
think that any able geologist would dare
to assert the safety of our Atlantic Coast,
and I hope there will be no crazy investment of millions in forts and cannon on
that coast, for they would line the bottom
of the sea long before any hostile fleet
shall appear. What shall become of the
millionaire palaces is not a distressing q uestion, except to their owners, but the huge
buildings for manufacturing industry are a
public concern, and I hope the enterprising
will not be tempted to locate any mot:e on
the dangerous lowlands. I have not been
seeking geological facts on this subject, but
I believe it is conceded that New York or
Manhattan Island is very slowly sinking
at present, and the subsidence is greater on
the Jersey coast, as an intelligent citizen
of that State, an observer and traveler, told
me that a subsidence of three feet bad
been recognized at Atlantic City.*
But
it will be no such slow subsidence that will
destroy the coast. It will be a sudden calamity.
·
Permit me now, without giving my
chief (and private) reasons after showing
the possibilities and probabilities I have
mentioned, to announce my firm conviction that in the midst of our coming civil
war, THE ATLANTIC CoAST WILL BE
WRECKED by submergence and tidal waves
from the borders of New England to the
southern borders of the Gulf of Mexico.
There will be no safety below the hills.
It is with great hesitation and reluctance
that I have consented to present this horrid panorama; but truth should be our
paramount aim, and if there be, as I maintain, any science which can look into the
future, its proper presentation is by the
statement of the future, so far in advance
of the event as to constitute a decisive test.
Here, then, is my statement.
Every seabord city south of New England that is not more than fifty feet above
the sea level of the Atlantic coast is destined to a destructive convulsion. Galveston, New Orleans, Mobile, St. Augustine,
Savannah, and Charleston are doomed.
Richmond, Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, Newark, Jersey City, and New
York will suffer in various degrees in proportion as they approximate the sea level.
Brooklyn will suffer less, but the destruction at New York and Jersey City will be
the grandest horror.
The convulsion will probably begin on
the Pacific coast, and perhaps extend in
the Pacific toward the Sandwich Islands.

*

Large areas of the globe are undergoing subsidence, especially on the southern shores of the
B:tltic Sea, the west coast of Greenland, and lhe
western portion of the Pacific Ocean.
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The shock will be terrible, with great loss
of life, extending froh! Brit:sh Columbia
down along the coast of Mexico, but the
conformation of the Pacific coast will make
its grand tidal wave far less destructive
than on the Atlantic shore. Nevertheless
it will be calamitous.
Lower California
will suffer severely along the coast; San
Diego and Coronado will suffer severely,
especially the latter.
It may seem very rash to anticipate the
limits of the destructive force of a foreseen
earthquake, but there is no harm in testing
the prophetic power of Science in the complex relations of nature and man. These
predictions will be very interesting in less
than~twenty-five years, and if quite successful, they will give a powerful impulse to
the development of that long-neglected and
despised faculty-the divinest faculty in
man, which imitates omniscence in grasping the future,-a faculty which when
manifested by the humble is treated by
ignorant legislators as an intentional fraud
and impossibllity, though the very same
persons vvill listen with profoundest reverence to what some ancient Jew predicted.
would.occur after a time, and a time and a
half a time. If there be any material failure in the.se predictions, the. cause will be
sought and future predictions made with
greater care. The venture. now is not
rash, for past experience and success of
prior predictions justify this bolder vent-·
ure. I have a record of many· successful
scientific (not astrological) predictions of
earthquakes and epidemics by others, but
do not understand the basis of their calculations.
As to predictions" a volume might be
filled with examples of the successful and
~a9t prevision by individuals of their .own
future.
Qen. Bern, of Hungary, over
forty year'\ ago had a prevision of the c;>xact
date of his :own death, which was verified
when he died. I published the prevision
in the "Journal of Man" long before its
fulfillment, As to predictions or previsions
of earthquakes, they are very numerous,
and some . of them very scientific.
The
near approach of an earthquake/has.often
been felt by,human beings and by animals.
It is stated ih7 the Philo<sophical Transac.tions.that the New England earthquakes
from r827 to 184'7 were often recognized
by persons as they appro~ched by the pe~
culiat: sen!lations they felt.
In .South
America,. the approach ~of earthquakes .has
caused dogis and horses to fly from the Jo,
cality, and!in one cpse gr,eat flocks of sea
birds camei. flying inland.
'Many succe~sful predictions have been
made, and. Professo.r Milne maintains' that
by thorough investigationwe may be able
to predict the approach of earthquakes
and give public warning, as is now done
for storrns.
The Bishop of. Ischia saved
many lives. by predicting the earthquake
shock of 1843, and the Capuchin Fathers
gave warnjng oft he approach of the shock
of 1850 at.Melchi •. The great earthquake
shock.at Lima was predicted by one Vidu~
ari then confined .as a prisoner; But pre-.
dictions ·are. skilfully made on scientific
d.ata. ·.Professor Milne warned his. friends

at Yokohama a few hours before the shock
of February 22d, r8~o.
Professor Rudolf Falb, of Vienna, has
gained great. reputation by scientific predictions-the first great success was in predicting the destructive shock at Belluno,
June 29, 1873, affecting Northern Italy,
when fifty lives were lost. He also gave
warning of an eruption of Etna, which occurred in 1874, as predicted . .These predictions were based chiefly upon astronomical
science. It is well establi~shed by very extensive inductions that earthquakes are
largely controlled by the positions of the
sun and moon.
If the mass of the earth
be, as many believe, in a molten or fluid
condition, it must be affected like the ocean
by solar and lunar attractions. Professor
Perrey, of Dijon, says that earthquakes
are most frequent at the new and full moon,
-when the moon is nearest the. earth,and
when the sun is on the meridian.
His
views have been confirmed by the Academy of Sciences. .The records of earth- quakes show that they are more frequent
at the equinoxes. ProfeRsor Falb, by elaborate calculations, arrives at the conclusion
that there was a great terrestrial flood
4000 B. C., and will be .?nother A. D. 6400.
Calculations that embrace remote periods require profound astronomical study.
A Japanese writer, Tensho, in a work entitled "Jishin Setsu," claims that the movements of twenty-eight constellations have
a determining influence on earthquakes;
and Falb goes so far as to maintain that
all future earthquakes may be predicted; in
which I agree with him.
The late L.
L. Chapman . of Philadelphia, quite an
original :mathematical genius, claims to
have successfully and accurafely predicte.d the occurrence of over fifty earth,
quakes.
The destruction of cities which I anticipate, seems to be twenty-four years ahead
--:it may be twenty-three. It wiq be sudden and brief-all within an hour and not
far from noon. Starting from the Pacific
coast as already described, it will strike
southward-a mighty' tidal 'wave and
earthquake shock will develop in the Gulf
of Mexico .and Caribbean Sea.
It will
strike the western coast of Cuba and seyerely injure Havarta. Our sister republic, Venezueht, bound to us in destiny by
the law of periodicity, will be assailed by
the .encroaching waves and terribly shaken
by the. earthquake.
The destruction of
her c;hief city, Caraccas, will be greater
than in 1812, when twelve thousand
were said to be destroyed.
The coming shock will be very near total destruction.
From South America back to the United States, all Central America and Mexico are severely shaken; Vera Cruz suffers with great severity, bu.t the City of
Mexico realizes only a severe shock. Tampico and Matamoras suffer. severely; Galveston is overwhelmed;. New Orlean<; is
in a dangerous condition,-tl1e question
arises between total .and. partial destruction.
I will only say it yvill be an awful
calam'ity. ·If the tidal wave runs sou.th~
ward; New Orleans may bave only its
rebound.
The shock and flood pass up

the Mississippi, from 100 to 150 miles,
and strike Baton Rouge with destructive
force;
As it travels ·along the Gulf Shore, Mobile will probably suffer most severely and
· be more than half destroyed; Pensacola
somewhat le~s. Southern FJorida is probably entirely submerged and lo~t; St. Augustine severely injured; Charleston will
pronahly be half submerged, and Newbern suffer more severely; Port Royal
will probably be wiped <'Ut; Norfolk will
suffer about as much as Pensacola; Petersburg and Richmond will ~uffer, but not
. disastrou~ly; Washington will suffer in its
low grounds; Baltimore and Annapolis
much more severdy; Philadelphia will
suffer severely on its water-front, its spires
will topple and its large buildings be injnred; but I do not think its grand City
Hall will be destroyed. Probably the injury will not affect more than one-fourth.
But along the New Jersey coast the damage. will l:·e great. Atlantic City and Cape
May may be destroyed, but Long Branch
will be protected by its bluff from any severe calamity. The rising waters will affect Newark, and Jersey C1ty will he the
most unfortunate'of large cities, everything
below its heights being overwhelmed.
New York below the Post Office and
Trinity Church will he flooded, and all its
water margins will suffer.
What shall we see after the crash and
the war?
The divers and wreckers will
be busy in saving some of the submerged
wealth. Politicians after the war will look
for the crushed fragments of their demol"
. ished parties, but the people, the common
people, will be a democratic power that
the world has never seen. The measures
which Nationalism hopt's, to introduce. by ·
clubs will be introduced by war. Therebellion against the old order of society wrll
be in conflict with government, and con~
servative government~ will seem to put it
down, but as it crushes it spreads, and finally triumphs in demolishing everv form
of monopoly. The people by their government will hold the railroads; the ll)ines,
the transportation, the money, the great
manufactures and the great products,
grain, cotton, tobacco, etc., and supplycon~
sumers at cost. But at what terrible cost
of human life will these results be attained,and how ternfic the destruction in our
great cities.
Europe, too, has its great calamitv, but
secondary in importanc'r to that of America.
The beginning of the tragedy will
approach with the beginning of the cen-.
tury and the war devc;>Jop il) .about fif-..
teen .years.
Two years of sanguinary
revolution will be her volcanic outburst.
fro~ the pent-up fires that are smouldering now in human bosoms (and .in ·the
fiery sea that supplies Vesuvius!, for
Europe has not the statesmanship that .
could meet its crisis,-neither has America.
The result will be THE UTTER DEST.R.UC·
TION~
MONARCHY, an effete absurdit,y
which t};je enlightened have OJltgrowh,.
Every throne will be destroyed ex:cept that
· of the. "sickman in Europe." The Sultan
will remain,and the German Emperor wHl'
yield! slowly .to the p;rogress of constitu"
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.tiona} government. Victoria· may not
survive 189o; but it is possible her vitality
will carry her into rSsJr. Her physicians
will not be able to understand her conqi~
tion or to overcome it. The tendency ~11
be to • ari apoplectic shock and comatose ·
condition, in ,whi<;h she will pass away.
The gentlemanly Wales will have a short
reign, for Eng-land is ripe for a change,
and he will realize the propriety of an abdication. Ten years after his mother's.
.death will probably end his life. England
will be more fortunate than the continent,
on . which the situation will be grandly
melodramatiC, for after torrents of blood.
and demolished thrones have roused the
world,-the limitless power of the globe
introduces the GRAND CLIMAX in a terrific
convulsion of the entire Mediterranean
region, the coasts of Africa, Spain, France,
Italy, Egypt, Palestine, -Asia Minor, and
the Archipelago. Exh~usied nature and
exhausted humanity will then .end their
strugg'les. Long before that time arrives
Pope Leo and Czar Alexander will have
l;lisappeared. July will be a dangerous
month to the health of the pope. He will
not last two years, probably not one.
Neither will Alexander be in existence
two years from now ,-a death by violence
seems to be his destiny. Less than three
years will end the official career and personal existence of the two who stand at the
head of this administration of the Republican party. The President wiil be the
last. of the two to .take his departure.
Italy, which is at this time troubed by
priestly machinations for the restoration of
the pope's tempor?.l power, of which the.
public will soon hear (though I believe the
press is not yet aware), will suffer severely
in the shock and the inroads of the sea along
her coasts. Rome will not escape, and
Naples will"suffer. Egypt will he more
unfortunate,-Cairo and Alexandria half
destroyed, and the Suez Canal demolished,
-its bed washed out .. The maritime cit'ieR
of the Levant will be nearly destroved,Palestine and Asia Minor suffer, and even
Constantihople be b:ldly shaken, though
Greece, the favorite of the gods, wiil seem
to be shielded. Here we drop the curtain,
as the tragedy is over·in Europe.
And now, kind reaJer, I presume it will
be as difficult for you as it was for me to
realize these horrors. It will be stiFI more
difficult for the ingenious gentlemen wha
write to entertain the public, who manufacture fictions del'igned to catch the unwary, or devote themselves to sensationalism or to pseudo-philosophies concocted of
imagination. They may suppose that I
have entered their guild, for they do not
know that I would like to demolish it.
Difficult as it m.'lY be to realize these
things, I am compelled to believe them,
because they are dem,.,nstrated by the
sciences that I have esoterically cultivated.
You have not that evidence, and must
therefore dou ht, as I should in your position,-indeed I Rhould he inclinrd to call it
a distempered fancy. So would Herculaneum and Pompeii have regarded the scientist if he had been able to predict their
dest'ruction. Being in the fourth quarter
of my century, I cannot expect to live to see

more than the appr?ach of tqe ·grand
calnmities that I foresee; but perhaps this
record now made 'rilay be instructive to
those who follow me.
To those who have faith in my judg~
ment; especially the readers of my works,
I would sav do not remain more than fifteen years on the lowlands of the Atlantic
coast, south of New ~England. Keep fully
five years between yourself and the great
calamity, to be absolutely ~a.fe. ·
But there will be rio important emigration from the coast. The great cities
will go down with all their splendor .and
wealth, poverty and crime, and fierce men
in the interior will rejoice in the calamity
and death of millionaires.
But the continent with its new seacoast
will be safer from convulsions, and seventyfive or eighty millions can spare o~e million without arresting their .march to power
a11d dominion.
BosToN, May 11, 1890.

ST.,,,LOU~S.

able defender of the faith, the distdct a wisj:l and
fa{thful counselor and' the community .a loyal
and virtuous dtizen;• We, therefore, hereby tender the bereaved family of our departed brother
-our sincere and heartfelt sy~npathyin their affliction, and we pray that ":e, with them, may be enabled to so Imitate his grand and noble life, as to
pass away from .eai-th with the same bright hope
of a part in the first resurrection. Preaching by
John T. Williams and Dupcan Campbell.
FREMONT.
. Conference convened in the Sai11ts' chapel,
Plum Creek, October 25th; Brn. H~ Kemp pre'siding, H. F. Durfee secretary fro (em. Reports
from the following branches were read and lip~
proved: Plum Creek, Elm Creek, Union and
Shenandoah. Report of Bishop's agent was read,
examined by a committee, found correct ·and
adopted. Reports of elders: J. Calkins, A. T.
Mortimore, G. Kemp, E. Benedict, H. Kemp, M.
W. Gaylord, M. Stephens, and E. L. Kelley re~
ported in person; /priests, D. Comstock, J. T.
Wolsey and S. Roberts; teacher, N. L. Mortimore. Resolved, that Priests James Claborn and
S. Roberts, and Teacher H. F .. Durfee be granted
licenses. Resolved, that all the previous missions in the district be continued. By prevailing
motion!; the following officers of the district were
sustained: Presi'dent, H. Kemp; secretary, T.
A: Hougas; Bishop's agent, W. Leeka. Resolved
·to sustain all the spiritual authorities of the
church. Moved that all the district officers be
allowed to labor as circumstances may permit,
Carried. Adjourned to meet at Shenandoah at
call of president. Preaching by Elder H. Kemp.
Memorial services of Bro. E. C. Brand, deceased,
were held, in charge of Elder E. L. Kelley. He
spoke from John I I: 23, 24.

Conference convened in St. Louis, Missouri,
Saturday, October I8th. Elder J W. Gillen was
on motion chosen to preside. Branch reports:
St. Louis, 6 baptized; Cheltenham, 2 baptized, 2
received, 2 removed, I died; Whearso, I removed;
elders, W. 0 Thomas, J. Beaird, N. N. Cooke,].
G. Smith and Priest J. S. Parish reported.
LONDON.
Bishop's agent's report: Balance July rst, r89o,
$24 05, received $99 so, total $123 :;s, paid out
Conference convened at London, Ontario, Oc$I136o, balance October 1st, 1890, $995, Noah
tober r8tb, J. H. Lake, president of the Canada
N. Cooke, agent. This report was audited and
Mission, presiding. R. C. Evans was chosen asapproved. Sunday, morning preaching by Elder
sistant president, J. Shields and W. Strange secW. W. Blair; afternoon, sacrament and testi- , retary and assistant, J. McKenzie, W. Corbett
mony; evening, preaching by Elder W. W. Blair.
and R. C. Longhurst CQmmittee on credentials;
A joyous and encouraging time was had. AdSr. Edith Mortimer organist, C. Insell and Bro.
journed to St. Louis, Saturday evening, March
Moss .ushers; A .. ~· Morti~er and)· Shiel9,s
2.Sth, at 7:30.
committee to adtmmster to stck; W. Strange ana
]. Shields to act as . press correspondents.
Branches :-St. Thomas 78, by baptism 2, by cerNORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
tificde 2. St. Mary's 40. I baptized. Windham
Conference convened with Bevier branch, No33. r received. Corinth 35· I baptized, I removvember .8th, John T. Williams presiding. W.
ed, r died.· Usborne 28
McKillop 19. 10 bapChapman clerk, fro tem Branch reports :-Hig- . tized.. Londen I95, 13 baptized. 4 ·removed, 5
bee, Hannibal, and Bevier. No report from Salt
expelled. Garafraxa 7o, I baptized. Alliston,
River. Renick branch was declared disorganizCameron, Ellice, Egremont, Irondale, Longed and letters of removal voted the memberg,
wood, Waterford, Masonville, Monmouth, Prothey having moved away .. Bishop's agent, J. T.
ton and Riverview branches not reported. E. K.
Richards, reported. Committee appointed to auEvans, bishop's agent, reported :-Receipt• $309dit the booh found them correct. Elder's re57· expended $I74
balance $t34 84. Elders;
ports :-Duncan Campbe\ll, baptized 4, E. Row-]. H. Lake, R. C. Evans. baptized ro, J. A Mcland,]. T. Williams, baptized I, C. Perry. Priests',
Intosh, baptized 7, A. E. Mortimer. baptized 2., J.·
M. Surridge, F. Evans, T. D. Williams. TeachShields, baptized I, J. McKenzie, W. Jenkins, W.
ers, G. Booth, J. Waltenbaugh, J. J. Morgan, J.
Strange, baptized I, T. A. Phillips, J. H. Taylor
T. RiChards, W. Chapman. Deacon,]. W. Morand]. L. Mortimer. Priests:-G. C. Tomlinson,
gan. The conference entertained an appeal from
G. H. Henley, baptized 4• R. C. Longhurst and
John T. Jones against an action of Bevier branch
W .. Flige-, baptized L Teachers W. Corbett, W.
'in disfellowshiping him, and the president was
J. Rainey; Deacon A. W. Sinclair also reported.
instructed to appoint a court of disinterested elResolution and petition in regard to the dividing
ders to make inquiry into the action of the branch.
line of the district passed bv the Chatham disDuncan Campbell was elected president of district, ·October I rth, r89o:-"Resol ved that we petrict, subject to action of general conference; J.
tition the London district to have the dividing
T. Williams was sustained as vice president; J.
line between their district and ours changed, so
T. Richards secretary. J. T. Richards resigned
that the line shall run from Port Stanley on Lake
the office of bishop's agent, and a vote of thanks
Erie to Komoko, thence along the line between
was tendered for faithful services. A motion
Huron and Lampton counties to Lake Huron."
then carried that J. T. Williams, of Bevier, be re~.
Resolution carried. Resolved that EldeJ; Geo.
commended to the bishopric for appointment as
Mottashed get a rehearing- of his case. That Elbishop's agent. Resolved, that this conference
ders J. McKenzie, W. Jenkins and J: Shields act
request each branch to send two delegateslo next
as a court to try the above case; also the case of
conference for thepurpose of forming a District
the silence of Elder R. B. Howlett. The above
Sunday-school organization. Resolved that the
committee on said cases do report that they have
next conference meet at IO a.m. Saturday, Febfound the said elders, G. Mottllshed and- R. B.
ruary 2 rst, at a place to be de~ignated by the disHowlett, guilty of charges preferred against
trict president through the Herald. Resolved,
them, and they are hereby requested to .make
that in the death of Bro. John Taylor, of Hannirestitution to the parties they have offended and
bal, president of North· east Missouri district, the
the laws they have transgressed within one
Church of Jesus Christ has lost a staunch and
month,.or stand cut off from the church. Re-
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solved that hereafter no. person be ordained to
any office of the church in this district without
the consent of the president of the mission; or,
In his absence, the missionary in charge of said
part of mission and district president or district
conference. Elder J. H. Taylor resigned the of·
fice of secretary; Elder John Shields was chosen
secretary. Elder W. Strange WiJ.S sustained president of district, J. McKenzie vice president, E
K. Evans sustained as bishop's agent. Resolved
that R. C. Evans. be delegate to represent this
district at general conference at Kirtland, April
6th, 1891. . Resolved that delegate to general
conference petition that conference to return Pres·
!dent John H. Lake to theCanada mission. R<r·
solved that inasmuch as this church militant has
suffered loss in the removal by death of the
late Bishop, that this conference appoint a com·
mittee to draft a resolution of condolence to Sr.
.Blakeslee and family~R. C. Evans, A. E. Mortimer and vV. Strange committee. Resolved
that when this conference adjourns it does so to
tpeet with St. Mary's branch, third Saturday
and Sunday of· June, 1891; also that a twodays meeting be held in Usborne branch the
last day of Junea11d the firstdayofJuly. Preach·
ing by G. Henley, G. Tomlinson, R. C. Evans, J.
H. Lake. J. Rainey, of St. Mary's was ordained
to the office of a deacon. The preaching on all
occasions was good, and many had it to say that
it .was the most edifying conference they ever
attended.

Him who is the author of all our blessings, and
humbly invoke His protection in the bture.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the great seal of the s.tate of
Iowa to be affixed this eleventh day of Novem·
ber in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety.
HoRACE BoiES.
TO THE QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
Dear Brethren :~Sr. Brand has ordered a small
monument to cost $40 for the grave of our late
president. This expense will be a severe tax
upon her limited resources. Seventy-five cents
from each .member of our quorum would meet
the cost of monument and defray expense of lay·
ing foundation, setting up, etc.
I have learned that a small contribution from
each of us would be gratefully accepted as a to·
ken of our appreciation of the faithfulness and
zeal of our departed co-worker, and at the same
time be a real help to our widowed sist~:r. Her
address is Box 36, Thurman, Fremont county,
Iowa.
DuNCAN CAMPBELL.
REQUEST.
Will Samuel and Mamie Rosenbaugh and Sl·
las Allen, parties baptized at Logan, Iowa, Octo·
ber 4th, Itsqo, please report themselves for con·
firmation to Bro, :()avid Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
giving items of birth. As soon as confirmed and
items obtained, I will issue certificates of baptism.
ROBT. M. ELVIN.

merous and cheerful almsgivings to all whose
needs came to his notice were the tribute of "a
doer of the word" of God, such as·are sure o:f being "blessed in their deeds."
"The saints who die of Christ possessed;
Enter into immediate rest;
-For them no further test remains
Of purging- fires and tortnr'ng pains.
"Who trusting m their Lord·depart,
Cle•nsed fr<·m all ein and pure in heart,
The bltss unmixed, the glorious prize,
They find with Chd•t m Paradise.
"Close followed by their works they go,
Their Muster's purchased joy to knuw;

I~ct'~:C'hr~~t'hn~~nd\~(i~~~,~~~,fr~P,ared,

WINEGAR -At his home near Wheeler's
Grove, Pottawuttamie county, Iowa, November
9th, 1890, Bro. George Winegar, aged 31 years,
7 months, 28 days.
The deceased united with
the Latter Day Saints "Church December 9th,
1879.
He leaves a wife and two· children to
mourn their loss. Funeral services were held in
the Saints' church, Tuesday, November uth; fu·
neral sermon by Elder D. Hougas.
HousMAN.--At his home, at Clear Lake, Ind.,
Monday, November IO'h, Bro. Philip M. Housman, In the 77th year of his age. -To him it was
a happy release. and lransLion.
Born in the
township of Haynes, Center county, Pensylvania.
In the year 1838 he came with his parents to Summit county, Ohio. In the vear 1841 hewas married to Catharine Wagner, and in the year 1855
they came to Steubencounty Indiana, where he
died.
To them were born eleven children, of
which one son and three daughters ,urvive to
mourn their Joss. An aged com pan ion pryce·Jed- · ,..__ ·
him to the beautiful home.
He was baptized
into the Reorganized Church of Je•us Christ of
Latter Day Saints, April 30th, 1882, by Elder
Wm. H Kelley: endured in faith to t[1e end. A
devoted Saint, a kind father, an exemplary citizen, a go<Jd man has gone to a glorious rest. The
remains were followed to their lowly bed by a
large concourse of Saints and friends.
Funeral
from Saints' chapel. Sermon by Elder Leonard
Scott.
BENNER.~At Indian River, Maine, April 2oth,
1890, Eliza A. Benner, aged 32 years, 4. months
and 8 days.
"Ended earthly trouble and care.''
Funeral sermon by Elder S 0. Fos~.
W ATSON.--At Arcadia, Kansas, August 19th,
.1890, Sr. Lusena, wife of Bro. B. G. Watson; born·
July 7th, 1813.
LEACH.--At Providence, R. I., August 4th,
1890, Gertrude I. Leach, aged 8 months and 16
days; buried in Manton, August 6th.
Funeral
sermon by E. C. Perthel.
SHEEHY.--At Providence, R .. I., August 6th,
r89o, Maggie E., youngest chiid of Bro. and Sr.
Moses Sheehy.
She was bor.n in Lbbon Falls,
Maine, May 19th, r89b.
Funeral services con·
ducted August 8th, by E .. C. Perthel.

BLESSING OF CHILDREN.
Omaha, Nebraska, October 9th, 189::>, to Mr. Edmond and Sr. Emily A.
Schuchardt;a daughter; blessed November 16:.h,
bv Elders R. M. Elvin, Senterlow Butler and G.
M. L. Whitman, and named Clara Elta.
DAvrs.-At Detroit, Minnesota, July 31st,
. 1890, to Bro. J. Arthur and Sr. Ella Davis, a son;
blessed at Luce, Minnesota, October 26th, by
Our confen;nce adjourned to meet in IndP.·
Elders I. N. Roberts and T: J. Martin, and named
. pendence, Mis$ouri, December 13th, at'ten a. m.
Joseph Arthur.
·
vVe extend a cordial invitation to all interested
MARRIED.
in the latter day work to be present at that time
and place. I :expect the Independence branch
DERRY.-HunsoN.-At the residence of Pres.
will have a committee to receive you and ap·
W. W. Blair, Lamoni, Iowa, Tuesday,,Novem·
poipt you to tl).e home of the Saints.
ber IIth, 1890, Pres. Joseph Smlth officiating,
·
J. A. RoBINSON, Dist. Pres.
Bro. Ge,grge Derry, of Lamoni,'and Sr. Sarah E.
Hudson, of Wyoming, were united in the bonds
Branch presidents and clerks of the Southern
of matrimony. The ceremony was witnessed by
Indiana district:
If you wish to send your
a number of invited guests, who with the bridal
branch reports· by mail to the next conference,
pair ate of the wedding feast at the hospitable tasend them to V. D. Baggerly, West Fork, Crawble of Sr. Lizzie Blair, famous for her housewifeford county, Indiana, and l will get them there.
ly management of such affairs.
Send them a week or ten .days before conference
DlED.'
conxenes. I would advise that each branch send
MEDER.--Bro. Moses. A. Meder died at• one
a delegate thoroughly instructed regarding the
o'clock Monday ·morning, October I 3th, 189o"'.at
. wish pf the branch; and be sure and send. vour
his residence on the corner' of Lincoln a:nd Wash·
):>ranch. reports., giving ailthe,changes with items
r-Aington streets, Santa Cruz, California. His death .
as noted on tl).e blan.k reports for sale. at the
was
not
unexpected,
as
he
had
been
in
feeble
SYMBOLOG!CAL
CATECHISM:
l;IeraldOftjce,' Yours in bonds,
health for many months.
He quietly went to
OR
S. C. GRUVER, Dist. Clerk ..
sleep, and so passed peacefully and triumphant·
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
The conference. for the Eastern Iowa district ·ly over "the silent river," and on the rsth inst.
BY A. J. MAPEs.
·
his mortal remains were reverently laid to rest.
will meet. wit~ the 'Butternut. Grove branch at
Funeral services were conducted by a minister of
104 pages, cloth bound. Price35 cents each.
Canton, lovya,: on Friday, at seven p m., Decem:
the Congregational Church. at. Jhe.family resi·
ber 19th. Brl)nch officers· don't fail to report
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
dence. The deceased was born . in Ellsworth,
your br.anches.
J. S. RoTH, Dist. Pres.
f-.."'f't)I;)'Pi<'Vn;r.....-;rF_ 1\'fn
'
Grafton county, New Hampohire, December 18th,
18ox.
His
parents
were
farmers
of
English
deThe Texas: Central district. conferenc.e. will
INSPIRED TRANSLATION ..
s.cent, and Bra. Meder, followed the same busi·
c0nvene witl) the Texas Central branch on Fri·
ness. Himself and family went to California with
~ FLE:XIB~E JIUNliH~G. ,;...a
day, Deceml::>er 19th.
WM. G. MCINTosH.
Elder Samuel Brannan and others in 1846-' arrivThe Inspired Translation 'b£. the Holy Scriping at Yerba Buena (now San Franci~co), Aug.
tures bau.nd in limp leather, .flexible. covers, simTHANKSG.IVING.
IS't, of.that year, and in February, 1847, he locat·
ilar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-scho()l
In accord with a prociamation of the ·~resident
ed in Santa Cruz, where his wife and child soon
Teachers Bible. Price, by Ill ail, $4.
of the United ~Hates, and a custo!U established by
after joined.him.
Possessed of vigorot,~s health
oui: . forefathe~s. I, Horace Boies,. governor of
united with clear, practical business .sense and
DTSTPjCT RECORDS.
'Iowa, recomm~nd th~t Thursday, November 27th,
untiring energy, he soon won friends and wealth
Printed and bound ~i.milar to Brapch R'ecords ••. 3 00
1890. pe ~et 11part as a day .of Thanksgiving to
and p~ovedtobe a prominent and most useful
Al!llighty God for the blessings of peace and
f!ltizen. Nov'ember nth, 1868. he (also .his first
PHING WORK FOR YOU•
wife, Sarah D. Meder,,and their three !!'randplenty. so generously voqchsafed t9us dudng the
Bro. B:F. Ordw&y;ofPeoria, Illinois, still want& agentso
daughters), was baptized and confirmed by Elder
.y~ar til at is no,w. drawing to a close, and in .pur'
for his well know:n
·
sua,IJ.ce of the recommendations in the proclamaw, .W. Blair anq has always been. found a faith<
tio.I1 af{)resaid I hereby invite the pe<•Ple of this
ful, con~i~tent toll.ower of. Christ. He was a man
PORTA'BLE BED S·PRlNGS
state <>11. tHat c\avto cease from their labors and , . of few words, but his worthy deeds were manv.
and. other new: and usefu]house]J.old necessitie~~ Thirtymee.t ip their ~ccustomed places of.worship,anq
His generous aid to the church. treasury; his lib·
day credit given; Model. a11d samples free, c~nditioually.
: aro!ln!:l the.ir i>wn firesides, •and render thanks to eral a,s~istance of· .the missionaries, and , hi~ n u- ·For fJlll particulars address as abo~e~ .
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of 'the Kewanee district will
meet at Kewanee, Illinoi•, December 6th and
7th, 1890. It !is hoped that the distc!ct will be
well represent~d.and a joyous and spiritual time
will be had. Come all.
E. E. WHEELER.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Prospectus of Autumn Leaves

UNPARALLELED OFFER TO ALL NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO

THE

ARENA

FOR I89z.

IN .order to largely increase our circulation for

THE BRILLIANT BOSTON REVIEW.

The Publisher$ of THE ARENA take pleasure in ·announcing that they ha'IJe just perfected arrangements by which they can: send free, as a '[Yf'emium to e'IJery new subscriber of THE ARENA, th'fJ CosMOPoL~TAN MAGAZINEjo1' t[l,e ensuing year (old subscribers of the COSMOPOLITAN must. remit fljty cents ewtra).
Z'his is:not only the most liberal offer e'IJer made by a leadiTJ,g re'IJiew,_but the

COMBINATION IS UNSURPASSED.
'£HE AR:&NA being conceded. one of the few really gr~at reviews, is without queetion the most liberal and progressive leading magazine published; while th~ ConroPoLITAN Is a richly-illustrated, popular family maf!azine.
The sub•cription price of THE ARENA 18 $5.00; that of the CosMOPOLITAN is 2.40. But for five dollars we will
send 1'HE ARENA and the CosMoPOLITA.N, postpaid, for on~ year to new ·subscribers of these magazines.

'How. THE'ARENAis Regarded by Leading Thinkers.
ALFRED RUSSELL WALLA:CE, LL.D., F.L.S., Author of "Darwinism," "Malay Archipelago,"
·

etc. The Eminent Scientist and .Author writes the editor as follows:

·

"I think you have succeeded .in the very difficult task of improving on all existing literar.r_periodica!s. The
articles deal With quest.ions!of vital interest to every thoughtful person, and they are all well Written, Orlgmal and
thorough; without being heavy."

Rev. CYRUS A. BARTOL, D. D., the Distinguished New England Clergyman, writes as follows:
"'l'he place that was waiting for a periodical, not only free and able, but catholic and comprehensive,-;-fair to every
thinker. and just. to all thought, while open to any subject in which our common humanity was concerned,-in my judgment you fi J. THE ARENA is wider and loftier than·any other broad or high church. It is the most cosmopolitan of
any magazine in this country or the world.
,
·
'

OPINIONS OF CRiTICAL JOURNALS.
"Full of mental stimulus, of breadth and vitality."-Bostoz> Traveler.
"THE ARlllNA i• a fine Magezine of the best writmge."-N O.Pica.yune.
·'At ;,he head of Magazine Literature of a superior sort, and is more particularly designed for educated minds."New York Times.
..
"From the beginning this periodical has· shown a comprehensiveness and breadth of plan and a liberality in its
treatmer.t of current questions of the day which have commended it to thoughtful readers everywhere."-.Elvening Tran"-,~~~~·scriv~lt_, Boston.

"'•1'HCE ARENA must be numbered among the comparatively few periodicals indispensable to all persons who would
keep in the van of current discussion regarding the important questions of the day. "-;-Beacon, Boston.

SPECIAL NOTICE.-This great offer-THE ARlllNA and the CosMoPoLITAN 'MAGAZINE combined,-is only
.made to new suhscrihers of both mag,xzines. Old snb8Crtbers must remit five dollars and fifty cents when sending their
'!rder. Address THE.A.R.EN."- PUBLISHING COMPANY, Copley Square, Boston, lliass.
RoBlllRT WINNING, Pres't.

D. F. NICHOLSON, Cashlet

·FARMERS' BANK OF lAMONI.

OR CAUSE .AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
RY

Ample Responsibility.
Loane money on aproved security. Six per cent intere•l
paid on time deposits. ·Real Estate
bought and sold.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, '"nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio

NEW BOOK.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
. MANIFESTATIONS,
.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-TRE-

AJIOStaey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discus~es the issues of theo!OI!Y that are to
the front to-day. No Bible •tndent can afford to miss
reading tt either as CRITIO or INVESTIGATOR. It contains
300 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and •old at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of

ELDER M. R. .BON:Q•.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmrig, of closely·written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest. ant creed. The rational theory aud rxposition of gospeL
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Me•meric, Trance, 'MindReading, HChristian Science,'' ~'Divine Healing'' or
uFaith Cure," "How to Become a Medium,'' &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents fJing~e Copy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 pe~: dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, J:,amoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

You can earn $'2':),00
SIIORTHAND
per month as a shortLearn at home.

.
hand writer.

MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

of

From the Bible standpoint the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days 6r the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing ·
WM. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Monev •ent by<Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn on Wlllouf(hby, Ohio.
WM.

R lJ;I N S

H.

KELLEY.

R .E VISIT :ED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD ;

as soon as you thoroughly complete the study.
Do not delay the matter but write at once. It
will pay you. For full particulars, address,

22nov4t

STENOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

AUTUMN

LEAVES.

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in" cloth, price $1.

S. F.

WALKER~

Lamoni, Iowa.

lll. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

the coming year and also asa testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the. magazine, we have made arrangements
for' presenting each subscriber with ari elegant

Steel Engraving of Pras .. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will.be of a size suitable for framing, taken fr9n1 a plate made expr~ssly for us,
and. will be worth double the.sul>scription price
of the magazine to each one who;receives It, and
can on! y .be obtained b.f subscr!1Jirlg for A uTUMJ!it
LEAVES.

.

.

.

'

·.

TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuabl~ engraving the
following conditions are necess,ary. ~end In.
advance $r.so; the regular subscription price of
the magazine,~together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving exc<rpt where payment is made .in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance; we will send the magazine
witltout tlte Engravin!f, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We can not send out the first rtumbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wishthe
entire volume, for by this means,we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numberslcan\not get them~because
we have furnished them to those. who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines .
THE MINISTRY.
To all actively engaged in the mlnistry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and· it will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK~WOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we cim say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of-a
Serial by one who ·has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by January
I~~~·

•

.

To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest t.hat with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this ye:ar ought to be more successful than in the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume.
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

M.

wALKER.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD 011'. THE LORD: FOR THERE SH..!.LL Ni:>T Al\TY liiAl\T AMONG YOU RAVJI 8AV11' 1T llll 0Nll WIFll: AND Ci:>NCUl!INES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-PagQ 116, Book of Mormon, ~hap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE lliAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: EXCEPT IN C.t.s:fl: Ol!' DEATH, WHliN EITHER
xs AT Lm:fl:RTY To lliA:IIRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Cove=nts an4 Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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land of your enemies.' •And the rebelious shall
be cut off out of the land of Zion, and shall be
sent away, and shall not inherit t~e land.' •And
now I say unto you, keep these things from go•
ing abroad unto the world, until it is expedient
in me, that ye may accomplish this work in the
eyes of the people, and in the eyes of your enemies, that they may not know your works until
ye . have accomplished the thing. which I
have commanded you.' This is sufficient. I
will quote no more to show you that the lead·ers
made a mistake in publishing the revelations in
a book. It is too plain."

This quotation the Baptist follows
with one from The Return prefacing it
with:
~

No. 49·

monition; but. in the name of Jesus Christ the
Son of the Divine God, we will endure it no
longer, if the Great God will arm us with cour·
age, with strength and with power, to resist
them in their persecutions, we will not act on
the offensive, but on the defensive; our rights
and our liberties shall not be taken from us, and
we peaceably submit to it, as we have done heretofore, l?ut we avenge ourselves of our enemies,
inasmuch as they will not let us alone.''-Ti'ie
Return, pp. 172 I73·

Ot it the Baptist then says:
"Thus It appears that the Mormons had decided to "avenge" themselves on the people· of
Missouri. This is the reason why they drove
the Mormons out of the state. The Mormons
still claim. to own the land in Jackson county,
and they intend to take It by force. Will they
get it?"
·

''The Missourians were to be forcibly driven
out as enemies. But they drove the Mormons
out. Concerning these troubles, Mr. Robinson,
IF the editor of the Return, ,published the able Mormon- writer, in his publication
In the attempt to blacken the character
at Davis. City, in behalf.of Elder David called The Return, says:''
of Joseph Smith, as the best means to
"Including· some items of the church history
Whitmer's philosophy is not doing anyspoil and h.inder the work of. preaching·
thing else, he may congratulate himself not generally known. The result was, a com· the gospel which the Reorganization is.
that he is. furnishing to the sectarian mittee from Ray county visited Far West the . striving to perform, th~. Baptist overdoes
press and pulpit that which is and will be next day and soon a committee visited Chariton itself. In the very article which is quoted
used again~t Mormonism, so-called, in all · county, and the whole upper Missouri country from The Return, and dignified by .the
itsph!/-s~s, tl1e Whitmer "Church of Chri,t"
was aroused, as will be seen by the following
editor of the Baptist as "proof'' that the
included. For instance, the American extract from the ·history of Joseph Smith, Jr., Mormons intended to drive the Missouri~
Baptist, puplished at St. Louis, Missouri, page 245, r6 vol. M1ll. Star, Saturday, September ans out "by force," is round the best' of
of which D~ B. Ray is the editor and pro- rst, 1838.
"proof" that -·no such intention was enterprietor, in its issue for November zoth,
." •There .is excitement at present among the
tained.
pays his. respects to Mormonism as a Missourians, seeking If possible an occasion
"And the world proved us that we ba.ve
whole; us\ngcthe "Address," by Elder against us. They are continuaily chaffing us, no designs against any man, or any set of
David Whitmer and the Return as wit- and provokirg us to anger if possible, one sign men. That we injure no man, that we
n.e~ses;callirg the editor of tl1e latter, ''Mr.
are peaceable with all men, minding our
of threatening after another, but we do not fear
Robinson, ~he able Morm6n writer."
.
them, for the Lord God, the Eternal Father is ~ business, and our busine&s only;"
The Atn;erican Baptist on page .364
Is this' the language of men designing·
our God, and J esus 1. the Mediator, is our Savior,
says: · "There is abundant proof that it
to assume the iawless aggressive against
and in the great I am is our strength and con·
~as thedesign of the Mormon leaders to
the people of the country in which they
·
take possession of Jackson county, Mis- fidtmce.
were settling to make homes? Is it not
'•We
h.ave
been
driven
.time.
after
time,
and
souri, and vicinity, by force. Mr. Whiton
the contrary a specific state\'Dent of'
mer thougl")t that the pre!llature publica- that v.ithout cause, and smitten again and ag~in, .peaceable intent and purpose; a plea .to be'
and
that
without
provocation,
until
we
have
tinn of· a revelation .to that effect caused
permitted to exerci&e the common rights
the Missourians to arm and drive the proved the world with kindness, and the wor:ld of man, with their fellow settlers. Again:
proved
us
that
we
have
no
designs
against
any
Mormons out." And inserts a .quota.
"But in the name of Jesus Christ, the Son
tion fr~m the "Address," in which El· man or any set of men. That we injure no man, of the Divine God, we 'will endure it no•
der Whitmer attempts to give a. reason that we are peaceable with all men, rninding our longer, if the Great God will arm us with
business, and our busiJ:less only. We have suf:
w;hYSh~. .P~i~ting press was destroyed at
couraf!~/with s~rength and with power;
Indep~ndence.
The quotation is .as fol- fered our rights and liberties to be taken born to resist them in their persecutions, we
lows:
·
us; we have not avenged ourselves of those
will not act on the wensive, but onihe.
wrong&; we have appealed to magistrates, to
,·,The maini reason why the printing press was
defeusive."
.
sheriffs., to judges, to government and to the .
destroyed, was because they published the Book
Is it possible that a man so astute as..the
president of the .United States, all in vain; yet · Editor of the ?lmerican Baptist is reputed
of Commandments. It fell into the hands of the
we. have yielded• peaceably to all these things'.
:wo;ld, and the people of Jackson county, Misto be, would be so blinded hy disl;ke to
We have not complained at the Great God, we
souri, saw froin the revelations that they' were
any people as not'to.~ee how plainly these
murmured not, but peaceably left all, and ~etired
considered by the chu.rch as i~truders uppn the
men stated their case ~nd their intention'to
into the back country, in the broad and :Wide
land• of Zion, as enemies to the church, and that
do l'ight .. The most darnaging 1 statemerlt
prairie; in the barren and desolate plains, :and
they should be cut off out of the land of Zion
in the whole quotation can not be mad~ to
and sent away. The people seeing these thi!J.g'll. there commenced anew; we made the "desola•e· mean .anything dishonorable, or vindictivt-,
places t.o bud li,nd blossom as the rose~ and now
if the Editor of the Baptist will take off
inJhe Book ofCommandments became the: more
the fiend.- like race are disposed to give u's no rest;·
the jaundiced colored gtasses through
enraged, tore .down the printing r ress and drove
which he looks:at''the Mormons." Here
the church • out of· Jackson county.
(See, '!'heir ·father, the: devil, is hdurly calling. upon
them to be up and d6ing, and they; :fike willingi is that sfatem.ent:. ''Our.rig:hts .and·· our
D,•c.,.sectio:ns 53.: 9; 64=7; 45: rs). 'Which is
the'·land qf your•inheritance; Which is•now the: . and'o.oedient(children:,. rteedinot the sei:!'md ad•' liberties: !Shall U0t be1 taken: .frO~f Us, lln,d'
GIVING AID AND COMFORT TO
THE ENEMY.
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we peacibly sub.mit toit, as we have done
heretqfore, but w.e (will) avenge ourselves
of our enemies, inasmuch as thej will hot

let us alone."
The disposition to maintain the rights of
ma{l against the encroachments of persecu. tion, tyranny and oppression has always
been regarded as heroic and entitled to
praise., not censure, the whole world over;
and there is not a line in the whole quotation that is indicative of any other feeling than a determination not to submit to
lawless violen~;e.
'.l'heopening comment of theEditorof
The Return, "Including some items of
the church history not generally known,"
conveys an impression that w.hat Is published under it is. something exclusively
within the knowledge of The Return and
is now printed to hurt some one; and yet
it is taken from a public journal quite as
widely circulated and read in its time as is
The Return, or the American Baptist, so
far as we know.
· The first quotation from the "Address" by
no means proves any intention on the part
ofanyofthe leaders to do wrong to the people of .Missouri. Besides this, Mr. Whitmer first, and the Editor of the Baptist
second, jumps to a conclusion that is incorrect.
The Book of Commandments
was not then published; the printing office
at Independence having been gutted, the
press broken and destroyed, the forms pied,
the type and office fixtures broken and
thrown into the street, and the sheets of
the unfinished book scattered to the winds,
before the book was any where near completion. Any one wishing to appear honest before men, ought to be informed
about those things which they state as
facts, or be sure that no 9ne interested is
able to disprove what they may assert as
facts about which controversy may arise.
That the ill natured comment of good,
pious men like the Editor of the Baptist, upon the revelation, or what was stated in regard to it by others, may have had much to
do with inflaming hatred to the Mormons,
and hastened the driying of them out may
be true; but the revelation properly considered contains no ground for such intention as the Baptz'st, or even Elder Whitmer and The Return seem to give it.
The Editor of the Baptist starts out
with saying: "The Missourians were to be
forcibly driven out as enemies;" and winds
up by stating: "The Mormons still claim
to own the land in Jackson county, and
they intend to take it by force. Will they
get it?"
We ita'licise some part of the above to
call attention to it. That a public journal,
no matter how severely sectarian it might
be, could deliberately make such a state·
ment as the above, about a people known
in the communities where they dwell as
being Joyal and good citizens, is passing
strange. It bears the mark of an intent to
cre51te the impression that some body of
people whether large or small in number,
were intending to invade an organized
State, in a hostile, aggressive manner,. to
take possession of some few hundreds of
acres of land, and town lots to which thev
may at one time have had a claim long

since outl:a wed by lapse of time and the
statute of limitations.
The leading men
of the Mormons in 1833-:-4 when that peo· ·
ple. were driven !out of Jackson county
were not fools, if they were not educated
and skilled in the knowledge of the
schools, anj were pos>ibly fanatical, and
could not then have entertained the re" motest hope that they could dispossess by
force the constituted authorities of the
State of Missouri, and drive out the dwellers on land their own by purchase and ti·
tle; much less do those. now. supposed to
be leaders, whoever the Baptist may
·choose to designate as those leaders, entertain fhe remotest idea of doing, or attempting to do any such thing.
One of the
most satisfying facts in the case, if anything
can satisfy the Editor of the Baptist and
others of the same sort is that when we
were importuned in regard to lands in
Missouri, Jackson and other counties, from
which the Saints were driven from 1833
to 1838, we set a legal inquiry on foot and
found upon investigation that nine out of
every ten of those who had held title to
lands in Missouri, from which lands they
were compelled to remove because of the
persecution of lawless men, had either at
the time of removal, or subsequently conveyed their titles·to other parties; so that
not more than one in ten of those who
owned lands could have any ju~t claim in
any event, which might warrant even a
legal action in the courts to recover possession of the homes from which they
were ousted, to say nothing. of a lawless
proceeding to obtain them. In the event
of any one undertaking to secure possession by law, the action in the courts should
have been begun many, manv years ago;
and if the claim should have been made in
the court to any of the lands the titles of
which had been conveyed to others, though
the deeds should have been made "under
dures~," the action should have been begun
within a limited period, and as soon after
the parties were driven out as they couid
safely return and prosecute such claim;
and in that case proof of having been compelled to sell or convey should have been
properly made.
These facts ·shoulil reassure the editor
of the American Baptist and all others
that there is now no class of Mormons so
foolish as to entertain the remotest intent
to attempt to drive anybodv out of Missouri. Besides this; if the Baptist editor
had taken as much pains to read the revela~ions to the people. whom he seems to have
such a pique against, as he has to vilify
them, he would have discovered th;;t those
revelations distinctly charge the "Mormons" that their Zion cannot be redeemed "except by purchase or hy blood;"
that "if bv purchase" tben the people
"would be blessed;" but "if bv blood"
then their "enemies would be upO'n them."
The revelation reads thus:
"And now, behold, this is the will of the Lord
your God concerning his Saints, that they should
assemble themselves together unto the land of
Zion, nofin haste, lest there should be confusion,
which bringeth pestilence. Behold the land of
Zion, I, the Lord, holdeth it In mine own hands;
nevertheless. I, the Lord,. rendereth unto Cresar

the things which are Cresar's: wherefore, I, the
Lord willeth that you should· purchase the lands;
that you may .have advantage ofthe world, that
you may have claim on the world, that they may
not be stirred up unto anger; for Satan putteth
it into their hearts to anger against you, and to
the shedding of blood; wherefbre the land of
Zion shall not be obtained but by purchase, or by
blood, otherwise there is none inheritance fot
you. And if by purchase behold you are blessed;
and if by blood, as you are forbidden to shed
blood, lo, your enemies are upon you, and ye
shall be scourged from city to city, and from
synagogue to synagogue, and but few shall stand
to receive ap inheritance;"-D. C. sec. 63. par. 8.

In this it is clear! v stated that it was
then the will of God that the people should
purchase the lands; and not to take them
by bloocl, as they were forbidden toshed
· blood. This command was given in August,I83 1, and in February of the same
year they were commanded, "Thou shalt
not kill."-D. C., sections 42 and 63.
In August, same year, the church was
also commanded to subscribe money to
purchase lands; and in refere.nce to this
way of getting them, the Lord said:
"Behold here is wisdom; let them do ~his lest
they receive none inheritance, save it be by .the
shedding of blood."-D. c., sS: I I.

Does the editor of the Baptist suppose
that men so strictly commanded not to
shed blood, and who were told what dread
consequences would follow them if they
presumed to attempt to redeem or regain
,their lands by the shedding of blood, would
be so .foolish as to defy the law.of the land
as well as to disobey God's direct 't;.ommand to them by driving men off by force.
It seems to us that a little exercise of the
common sense which all men are endowed
with would keep such men as the editor
of the Baptist from making such ·unfounded statements as he has made against the
Mormons, as quoted byus.
As for our own part we speak for ourself, and we believe for the body known
as the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, clas~ed by
the editor of the Baptist and others, representatives of different organizations of
denominational churches, as "Mormons,"
we disclaim now as we have always don~
heretofore, that that there is now, or ever
has been the slightest intention to invade
the state of Missouri, or any part of it,
with a design to do violence to anv soul
therein, or take possession of any la-nd by
force. We do expect, however, that we
have the right to go into that state or any
other, and purchase lands and occupy
them, as any other citizens of the American commonwealth may do; and to be protected in that right by the courts and the
executive authorities of the ~tate, in the
same' way and for the same reasons that
other citizens are so protected. Is there
anything wicked in that? And this is all
that is warranted to us by the revelations
of God to us.
The animus of the Baptz'st aid.ed and
comforted by the misrepresentations of the
"Appeal" and 7 he Return is of the same
mischievous tendencv as that which moved
the lawless men of the county of Jackson
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to resort to violence to get rid of an anti- them with the ·taking of. human life in
slavery element which was opposed to their religious rites, anti-Semitic fanaticism
siavery because of gospel teRching, and is waning and losing support. Ignored
which element the religious teachers did in the Hungarian L~gislature, it will probnot meet fairly in the discussion of the re- ably lose power throughout the nation.
ligious differences of opinion existing be- The Father of Israel is indeed permitting
tween them.· To us there is nothing of the Jew to recover himself and become
the Christian type of treatment in such an forceful among all peoples. Kings, [sovattack as this made by the American Bap- ereigns, legislatures and political powers]
tist; but there is much that is of the un- shall be their nursing fs.thers."
regenerate man, which is shrewd enough
to know what fosters and conduces to the
SMALL SACRIFICES,
support of its own ideas and opinions;
hence we are not disappointed that the IF w~ could only make one grand sacriBaptist should eagerly catch at the loose fice and by it cover all the emergencies of
statements and unfortunately false reason- our lives, it might be easy to nerve ourings of the "Appeal" and "7 he Return," selves to that effort. The burden of our
though we regret that men who were act- thought~ would be; this one sacrifice will
ive participators in the scenes incident to ~uffice, it will but last a brief period, and
the history oft he tim~s, and associated with then all will be paid; we can then set
the very people whom thev now seek to about recovering from it, and soon its
traduce and minepresent, while the things t:ffects will be dissipated, so far as grief or
misrepresented were taking place, should pain may be concerned, and the good _will
lend themselves to such anunpraiseworthy remain and our reward will be assured.
work.
That it has not so been arranged in the
The quotation containing the statement, divine economy may be an unfortunate
"we will avenge ourselves of our enemies" thing; but none that has had any continuseems to be quoted from the history of ous experience fails to realize that so it is.
Joseph Smith, and dated September rst, The term of human existence is fraught
1838, and to be taken from the 16th vol. with trial and endurance, whether of
of MilZ. Star.
The Star was not pub- mind, or body, or both; and it is written,
l!shedin 1838, so that the date September "He that endureth unto the end shall be
1st, 1838, must .indicate the time when the saved." Paul, astute. reasoner, wrote,
statement was made.
"Know ye not that they which run in a
How the statement of a man, or men race run all, but one receiveth the prize?
made in 1838, and in a different part of So run, that ye may obtain."
the State. from; J ac~son county could af~
The apostle doubtless had in mind .the
feet the action of men in that county in races of the Roman games when he used
1833 and 1834, we are not able to see;but this figure; and it is so familiar that all
it seems that the way in which the quotamay comprehend the meaning of it. There
tion is used by the Baptist, it 'h'as intend- is a course appointed, its metes and bounds
ed to convey the idea that it was because are indicattd, its rules determined and anof this supposed threat that the Saints nounced; the prize is designated and the
were driven from Jackson county. It was 'terms on which it is to become the prop1n 1833-4 that the-Saints were driven from erty of the successful contestant are speciJackson county and in 1838 that they were fied. Those who offer to run the race
driven from t h~ State of Missouri.
J o- subscribe to the conditions and enter the
seph Smith wa~ arrested in the fall of 1838, race. All start from an evenlv drawn
was tried before Judge King in Davis line, but not long do they remai~ in even
county, Missouri, in September, -1838, and line; one by one some tire, or are outwas a prisoner until I 839; so that there footed in the running and drop oft, going
was not on his part, nor on the part of any- slower and slo.wer, until the racers are
body else in his behalf arty attempt ever strung out in an irregular line from him,
made to enter· Missouri to carry such a or them who are leading the running to
threat into e:x:ecution, supposingit to have him who is chief laggard in the race. The
been a threat, after it was made, Septem- prize lies at the end of the race;· that is,
ber, 1838, being only .a matter. of two or those who are appointed to judge who is
three months before the Saints were com- the victorand award the prize., will not
pelled to move out.
What a .mischief determine and announce who the fortunate
maker; blinded religious zeal is, to be sure. racer is until the race is finished, the victor
at the goal and the rest of the runners
have ceased their running.
Then will
THE
ANTI-.SEMITfC
PARTY
DISthe judges give their decision, and the
SOL:VED.
victor be put in possession of the prize for
PESTH, Oct. 3oth.-The anti-Semitic party in
which he ran.
the Hungarian diet has been dissolved aftt'r an
In t,he Christian race the prize is eternal
existence of ten years. When the leader of the
life, to be awarded beyond the life of tbe
party recently offered an anti-Jewish motion in
perisl-Ja?Je, bo~y; .but t?e race is t? be run
the diet not one 6£ his former colleagues rose to
in the ltfe whtch now ts. The difference
support him.
between the Roman races and this ChrisThe above cablegram contains more tian r?.ce is that in the first many might
than a crumb of comfort for Ispel. It is start but only one could win; while in the
· anannouncem~nt that in Hungary, where second all, few or many, may start and all
the Jews have been bitterly apd outrage- may win; all may run who will and t.he
-ously persecuted by a spirit of religiou~ prize is open to all, not one only.
That the prize lies beyond the life .which
intoletance, which at times falsely charged

now is, is a most beneficent and wise· provision; for the reason that the conditions
attilching to mortal existence are unfavorable to complete peace and happiness as a
consequence; hence earthly things must
have an end and divine things succeed
them, or peace and happine~s, without
which eternal life would not be of worth,
could not be realized.
The Judge whose province it is
to decide in regard to the running
and who shall be worthy to receive
the prize and award the crowns, is ~ o
august in his character that none will
dare to approach him with a bribe; so
keen of sight and great of perception; so
clear in comprehension and' so just in
judgment/ and decision that men who
choose to start in the race need have no
hesitancy in trusting him to decide the
merits of their running.
The terms of the race, the metes and
bounds, the rules governing the running
and the nature and worth of the prize,
and its attainability to all, are all clearly
set forth in the message of J esu'i Christ to
the world; and now, who will run?
Brethren, "so run that you may obtain;'' ·
ABOUT TESTIMONY.

FROM the promises and teaching of the
New Testament, those who obey the gospel message are clearly warranted in believing that the Spirit of truth, the Comforter, the Holy Ghost wiH testify .to them
of Jesus, that he is the Christ of God; arid
in many ways attest the correc.tness of the
gospel as being the will of.God.
We
have, howover, not. yet seen any warrant
for the belief that the Holy Ghost was to
testify of facts, material things, words or
acts within man's knowledge and observation and susceptible of proof by competent
living human beings.
It is true that the Lord said that this
Comforter was to lead the disciples into
all truth, show them things to c.ome and
bring things· to their remembrance that
had been said unto them by Jesus. It is,
however, only reasonable that these words
.of promise should relate to things which
in their nature were beyond human cognition, or observation by human and mor-'
tal power~, and not to the affairs of the
flesh occurring within the purview of. human agencies. We are of the opinion that
those pccurrences which go to make up
human life arid its experiences and which
are known to individual~, should be proved
8y human testimony, and are npt of the
things of which the Spirit is to bear wit~
ness.
As for instance, transgressions
against the laws of good behavior, citizen~
ship and the law of .God, for whiCh members may be trier) for tht:ir standing in the
church, reprimanded, suspended from
church privileges, or dibfellowshiped; all
such are .to be proved against the accused
bv two, or three witnesses; and it would
not be expected that the Spirit, the Holy
Ghost would testify in such a trial, before
a human court by the voi.ce of a human
witness. . .. We do not intend to say th<;~t
such a thing wot~ld bt) impossible; but qo
intend to say that it is QOt in the line-oftlie .
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requirements of the laws of God given to
the church for its government.
"l bear
my testimony" mlly be with some a finality, and they may ex'pect that others will
not.aquestion, or dispute what is thus testi~
fied of; but has it ever occurred to such
persons that what a man may see, hear or,
take notice of by reason of hi;; human
senses, he knows just as hard and well as
it is possible to know that thing, and the
Spirit of truth could not testify more truthfpllythan he; and should one testify con- ·
trary to the absolute knowledge of such a
witness, his evidence would conviCt him
of testifying falsely, and throw entire discredit upon.the spirit by which he claimed
to speak.
Human court~, whether those
courts be in the church, or of the land are
supposed to deal with human beings upon
human affairs and on human evidence.
These courts have no power to summon
divine witnesses, heavenly messengers, or
the Holy Spirit to attend the. sitting of
their tribunals; and hence would exclude
all evidence assuming to he of the supernatural sort, as being out of their jurisdiction-their. right to say.
It follows then
that in our inquiries after facts we are not
to be lightly led to attach too little weight
to human testimony, by placing too great
confidence in testimony bearing, as· practiced by many.
It is understood that there will be by
and bv a reward for tho'e who have
been ''valiant in testimony," and who
"have overcome bythe word of their testimony " but this testimony referred to is
that which is borne to the word of God,
and the manifestation of the Spirit· in the
ways named in that word, and can in no
sense relate to an affirmation to material
facts the knowledge of which com<>s to
man in the way of every Jay happening.;the things of man known by the spirit of
man which is in him. That which men
were to be commended for being valiant
in was concerning the things of God knowledge of which was conferred upon them
through or by the Spirit which beareth
witness; and this testimony was to be
borne to men unto whom such knowledge
had not come, and not to angels, Christ,"
.nor God, concerning human affairs, or the
things that happen upon earth; the reason
why these were to be accounted as valiant
is because they bore testimony of knowledge of heavenly things of which they
could not know; except the Spirit of
Truth which bears record in heaven had
borne witness to them on earth.
We are 1n doubt whether the Spirit will
so far intermeddle in human affairs as to
testify in a scandal suit, where the busy
tongues of idle persons have spread a matter
of wrong doing abroad, hy bearing witness unto the guilt of the one accused if
guilty, or to his innocence if innocent. It
might possibly he a good thing for innocent persons were such a thing practicable;
hut would it work well, so far as the reclaiming of the erring is concerned?
We doubt it. It seems to us that where
God has given a law to govern the church
in any given matter that law remains
the rule of procedure and is not subject to
an abrupt interference by him who gave

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
the law. In the matter of persons breaking the law, the command is, "every word
~~es.-In I Kings 13: 18 we read, "but
shall be .established against him or her by l}e lied unto him." W :Js it the old prophtwo witnesses ofthe church, and not of et of Bethel that lied, or was it the angel?
the e11emy; but 1£ there are more than two
Ans;-The Inspired Translation thus
witnesses.it is better."-D. C. 42:22 ..
. renders the text: "He said unto him, I
This refers to those accused of wrong- am a prophet also, even as thou, and an
doing, and guards innocent persons from
angel spake unto me by the word of the
improper condemnation at the mouth of Lord, s•aying, Bring him back with .thee
one witness. The witnesses here are into thine house, that he may eat bread
those who have knowledge of the things and drink water, that I may prove him;
of which the persons are accused, and who and he lied not unto him."
can for that reason testify; nor would
either of these two or three witnesses be
permitted to. testify in a court, ecclesiastical IT rs stated by the Chicago Times of the
or secular that they knew by the Spirit 19th that:
"Gen. Grefley has been making himself useful
and by revelation that the person accused
was guilty. If they know, having been by collecting the statistics. of tornadoes in the
eye or ear witnesses, they may testify, but United States. That Is to say,, he has done it by
not otherwise. One would not be· per- proxy, as generals often 'do things. Prof. H, A.
mitted to state in court that some other Hazen is the man who has done the work. His"
had told him, and he knew for that reainvestigations covered a period of eighteen years •.
son. This sort of evidence would be exDuring that time he finds that 2,ooo violent and
cluded, because inadmissible. A similar destructive storms have occurred, not all of them
rule would exclude a witness from saying, tornadoes, within the area of observation, dein an earthly court concerning earthly stroying r,826 lives and $34,894·700 worth of
things, "l know because the Spirit told property. The loss of life was Jess than one to
me so."
each storm. But the violent tornadoes, of which
In all this we have no desire to limit the there were fifty-eight, destroyed an average of
power of the Spirit, or to set bounds to its thirteen lives and $2oo,ooo worth of property
mission; but do desire that we may cor- each.
rectly understand the force and value of
7
both the te,timony of the Spirit witnessing of the things outside of and beyond
the province of human knowledge; and
!1\DITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
the value to be placed upon the testimony
of living witnesses to those things which
"B•. yond the poet:s sweet dream lives
they of their own powers take knowledge.
The eternal epic of the man.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

BRo. W. J. Curry wrote· us hom Rushville, Illinois, of late and says:
"We have not had a· sermon here for, I think;
about four years There was once a branch here
of twenty-five or thirty members, one of near
twenty in Brown county, and one at Pittsfield in
Pike county of about forty members.
These
ought ro·be looked after."

. Those in charge of the district or mission, note this.
EDtTOR'AL lTEMS.

"THE Mission of the Sunday-school," an
article in the communication department,
is a· written duplicate-with dight additions-of an address delivered to the Decatur District Sunday-school Association
by Bro. J. R. Lambert.
It speaks for
itself.
Bro. P. Haskell, Madison, Indiana,
writes stating his confidence in the faith
and bearing testimony of the hestowment
upon him of the healing power of God.
He exhorts the sisters to continue their
communications and also favorably mentions the memoirs of Bro. Blair.
Bro. E. W. Nunley has been laboring
in the state of Tenm·ssee, endeavoring to
preach the gospel among former acquaint
ances and friends. He wrote from Steppsville that the people were g·iving the word
a hearing.
He thought an organization
could be tffected there providing he could
remain Jong enough to gather in the
sheaves, or if another coul(i enter into his
labors.

He wi•est is who only gives,
True to himself, the. best he can;
Who, drifting in the wit.ds of praise,
The inward monitor obeys;
And, with the boldness that confesses fear,
'rnkes in the crowded sail, and lets hiR conscience steer."

WEAVING.
We are weaving every clay as we pass along our way,
Intent upon our busy work or jnst as busy play,
Beneath the caf.!unl gaze of men, the au gels~ steady eyes,
The Robes of Resurrection in which we shall arise.
When the trumpet's thrilling call upon our ears shall fall,
And our dust shall throb and quiver, and its vanished life
recall,
When each hurrying atom seeks its own, thongh distance
disallow,
We shall wear. the Resurrection Robes that we are weav-

in now.
'rben the threads we sadly spun, and in darkness one by
one
Wove in the fabric, wishing that the long, hard task was
donf',
~
Shall gleam and glimmer as a mist of lovely rose and blne,
And the blacker threads of sorrow shall be made lovely too.
The glimmering glints of g-old from a patience manlfoid
Shall make a pattern sweet. and strange, and beauteous to
behold;
And the white of purity shall shine, the tear-spots fade
away,
As we don our Resurrection Robes upon that last great
day.
0 King of joy and pain, let ns not weave in vain I
To :ch thou the fabric of onr lives and make them fair
amain,

That, when our task is finished, within the heavenly place,
Clad in our Hobes of Righteousness, we may behold tby
face.
-Sunday School nmes.

BEFORE WE DEPART.
How VERY beautiful have been the days of
autu;nn during the past weekJ One is reminded
that the spirit of summer is lingering and the
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year Is resting, "Like Ruth among her garnered
sheaves," before putting on her white robes and
wrapping herself in her frozen mantle. And as
we write, we wish and wonder. Yes, when seedtime and harvest are ended, we wish that to us
also might come a time of resting, serene and
calm a_; these autumn days and we wonder if the
wish may not be granted.
J'here is no turmoil now abroad in the land;
even the footfall of animals is broken by the
leaves strewing the ground, anrl the bare branches
look up to the blue sky as if grateful for the
warmth and light which reach them in unintercepted rays. The farmer leisurely gathers in
his stores and whistles as he turns homeward to
the evening m<Cal. How cheerily the fire burns,
'and lights glimmer through the uncurtained
windows, as the moon rises from behind the hills!
Nature and man are both pausing for a season of
rest in the calm assurance of work we'll done.
Before we depart to us it seems it would be
very sweet to have time and leisure for living
again in the pas~, a·nd dolng the ·thousand and
one little things which during all our bu~y life
we have been deferring for such a time. Let
not the aged grow impatient forothe summons
to call them hence, for they are like the spirit of
summer lingering amid these autumn days, and
when they depart there will be a void in many a
heart, for around the aged Christian father or
mother there afways gather warm and loving
friends. How we welcome letters from the aged
to this column. Before they depart, "to be .forever with the Lord," let them speak to us from
the garned experience of their long pilgrimage,
and if we are wis~ we will listen and be th9nkful
for their words of coun.sel and encouragement.

0

married and have four children. My husband is
not a believer.
I have never heard the gospel
preached since I left Lapeer county, but I hope
and trust it will not be long before I shall. I
long to be among Goo's chosen people. Remember me in your prayers.
Young sister in Christ,
MRs. LYDIA HaAG.
51 Division St., Muskegon, Mich.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. H P. Brown writes that her Jove for and
enjoyment in this work· increases as the years go
by, and that she has been made to realize of late
that God is a rewarder of all who· diligently seek
him. By obedience to the direction of the Spirit
she is being greatly relieved from a long standing affliction, and asks an interest in your prayers
that God may strengthen her to endure to the
end.

Tama Co., Iowa, Sep 28th.
Dear Szster Fmnces:-I write you to express
my thanks for the spiritual food receh:ed from
your column from time to time.
I have often
felt a desire to write but thought it not wisdom
to take the space from the more able writers,
knowing we all have a work to do, but each in
his place. I would like to have Aunt Patience
know how much good her letter in Herald of
August zd did one poor soul, that she might not
be weary of exhorting. At the time the Herald
reached us I was weary with the manv cates of
life and it seemed to me that I had almost more
than I coulq do, and many times have I tried to
flatter myself that I could serve the Lord better
if we did not have such a large family, and tried
to make myself ~hink that the Lord did n.ot require it of us; but my conscience would always
PRAYER UNION.
Sr. Sarah J. Ross, Moorehead, Iowa, requests condemn me.and I could not justify myself, so I
gave up trying to mark out my path through life
your prayers in behalf of her father, A. Ballanstriving to say in all things, ''Lord, thy will, not
tyne, who is a great sufferer.
:
.
mine, be done."
Aunt Patience's letter correA sister who has been afflicted with goitre for
sponded so well with what my conscience told
many years, ask~ your faith and prayers In her
me was right that it caused the tears to flow, for
behalf.
it .was ·food to my hungry soul.
Many times
. have I found myself almost envying those around
HOME Cot.UMN MISSIONARY FUND.
me whose families were small and they could
Nov. 20, Amount to date ... - ......... $3.289 42
have Ieasure time while I had not a moment to
Three little ones, Kan .. $ 38
spare. I even thought they could serye the Lord
Sr. Weed and family .... r oo
better because of the much time our little ones
Ip J. Ro~eberry, Cal..... 75
needed; 'but to-day the thought comes to my
S H. I.,Cal. ....... ,...
55
M. H. Raymond, Mont.. 3 oo
mind, which is the most pleasing to God, obediA. R. Shirley, Neb .... ,
oo
ence or sacrifice? I heard a sermon preached on
C. Hansen, Ia..........
oo
this by Bro. J. S. Roth and it seemed so plain
Mary E. :Young, Md....
so
that it has never left my mind. Though we may
Mary E. 'Rosson, Mich..
25
Susan Rpsson; Mich... .
25
give all of our time yet if we are not obedien~ to
8 68 his commands what profit is it to us? It must
Nov. 27, Amount received to date ..•.. $3 29i:l ro
be for the Master to say and .for 1.\S to obey.
1!2W""Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
There has been much said on the subject of
dress.
I think'we could save time and labor if
MusKEGON, Mich.l Sep. z.Sth.
we would dress plainly as we are commanded to
Dear Sister Frances:....c...I feel it my duty to .do. I feared I was dressing too plain, so I made
write a few !ines.to the Home Column. I was
me a garment like my neighbor's, but did not
baptized about fourteen years ago by Bro. Davis,
feel altogether justified and when I had finished
iri Lapeer cbunty, and about ~ix months after I
it I felt more condemned than ever, so I thought
went to.Cedar Springs with my fathe~There
I would kneel to the Lord in prayer and ask him
. were no Saints there and I all) sorry to say I
if it was displeasing to him, and if it was !'would
soon Wandered away from the fold, but l now
repent.
I prayed earnestly when· these words
want to (!Orne back, and I feel it my duty to be
cam.e to me from the ;Book of Commandments:
O.apftzed again.
There are no Saints near here
"Let all your garments be pl;:ti1'l.'' I still tried to
that I know of. If there are any I should like to
pray with these words in my mind, but my
have them write to me. I do not take the Herald
prayers see.med to me as an idle tale, so I .arose
but my ~ister.·has sent me some of them.' I am
a.nd ··took .up .the 'garment and began tp study
'

what plain meant, and thought if ruffles and
trimmings could be called plain there was no
need of that commandment for we could make
them no other way but plain. So I put it away
feeling sad for after all my work I could not
feel that the Lord accepted it.
One day when
wearlngit I met one of my neighbors and ·she
spoke of its being so nice saying she wanted one
like it. J told her I was sorry I had made it
that way for I would ,rather have a plain one.
She seemed to be astonished saying she would
make me one and take mine. She did so and I
felt relieved, for it seemed easier for me to be
condemned by the world than by my God. My
prayer is that we, as children of God, may be
able to put on the whole armor, that we may be
accepted of him. Your sister in Chrfst,

F. H.
CHASE, Neb., Oct. 6th.
Sr. Frances:-The Herald is an ever welcome
visitor at our home. Its purity of tone Is truly
refreshing to me, and I rejoice knowing the
work is true,
When I read the Home Column and see there
are so many mothers much like myself, it causes
me to pray to,our Heavenly Father that he will
help all mothers to cultivate in their hearts the
graces of patience and perseverance, that with his
Holy Spirit we may be· able to overcome the
trials and temptations which we have to pass
through .and to prepare ourselves for the coming
of our Master.
I rejoice In the latter day work and I desire to
live by its teachings and principles. I am thankful that I was led to obey the same, for I have
been blessed many times. I have not seen very
in any letters from the sisters of this place. There
are only a few Saints here, but we meet together
as often as we can. We live so far apart, and some
.of us poor in health and some have little ones, so
that it seems a struggle to get together. But we
try our best, and the Lord meets with us by his
Holy Spirit, and we have been greatly blessed at
times. We have nothing to discourage us, though
but a few. We live in peace and union one with
another, and we.have the promise that if we 'Jive
faithful and discharge our duty we shall be blessed. Ever praying for the welfare .of Zion.
LYDIA DAVIDSON.
BUFFALO PRAIRIE, Illinois.
Dear Sisters:-! have earnestly prayed this
day to my Heavenly Father that I might have
strength given me and also use of my hands to
write to you,. as I haye been a great sufferer for
almost a yearc,;with the inflammatory rheumatism
with many other trials of a nature painful to endure. I hav:e been administered to and received
a blessing from our Father's hand, but for.some
cause I have not been healed in my suffering. I
have called on the physicians, but all in vain.
I have been a member of the church of Latter
Day Saints for twenty·five years. During this
ti.me I have many times bee-:1 afflicted and ha,ve
never called on the elders without receiving a
blessing, and have witnessed mal'ly blessings
from his hand upon my children. I have had. a
great desirefor a long while to ask the sisters of
the Prayer Union to pray for me that I may be
,healed of my affliction. There are many who
will remember me while .reading this. I ask
them to pray tor me, for I know the. prayers
of the faithful avail'!lth much.
·
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I need not tell how much I enjoy reading
the letters from the sieters in the Home Column.
It causes my heart to ·rejoice that God has
call@d so many to obey the gospel.
We at Buffalo Prairie have a church in a quiet
little grove in whose groun·ds rest the bodies of
some dear Saints who cling in sweet memories
round our h'earts. We have met therefor nearly
twenty years and not many Sabbath days have
passed that I did not 1neet with the Saints at the
house of worship: Bow I long to. be able to
meet with them and enjoy as I did in the past.
We have five children. All belong to the
church but an only son, a young man. Pray for
him thmt he may be one of our number, for this
is my daily p>·ayer, that all the pure in heart may
lire brought to obey the go,pe!.
Pardon my long letter and pray that I may endure to the end, and I will ever pray for you.
Your. sister in the one faith,
KATE EPPERLY.

doing all he is.able.to advance the cause. We
have had no president since Bro. Hawkins re·
~igned.
Bro. Scogin has gone to Alabama, so
we are famishing spirilua!Ty fer that bread which
we so much need. If the church literature could
be spread more exfensively over this country the
minds of many would undergo a great change
and fall in with the Latter Day Saints' doctrine.
There are many who have got Brighamism and
polygamy so confounded with the tt;ue church
that they will remain prejudiced until the veil is
removed by the truth.
·
MAHALA A. LovELACE.

RIVERSIDE, Cal , Sep. 28th.
Dear Sister Frances :-I will once more venture to say a few words to the sisters in Christ;
to all who are striving to keep the law and commandments which God has given his people in
these the last days. Oh! how my heart goes out
to all the dear ones of like faith. I have been
permitted to meet with the Saints for a few times,
fo:, which I thank the 'dear Father above that he
BERRYDALFl, Florida.
has heard and answered prayer in my behalf to
Dear Siste1·s tif Ike Home Column:-I have enopen the way, to hear his word preached and to
joyed more of Christ's true gospel in the last two
give me. comfortable heaith. How I would like
months than in all my previous life. I would
to take each sister by the hand and thank you
not exchange what I now .feel to be the truth for
for your prayers, for I know you have prayed
all the world's riches. · I had been a member of
for me, and your petitions have been answered.
the Methodist church fifteen years, but a! ways
My prayers will go up to God for all the dear
felt that I was not Jiving up to Christ's true docones who are afflicted as well as those who are
trine as revealed by his Holy Spirit to his aposenjoying all the blessings that can be bestowed
tles, which teaches that signs shall follow the
on them, that God will continue so to bless.
1
true believer.
They also believe in infant bapheard
a
sister
say
she
had
prayed
for
four
years
tism, wit_hout Bible aut~ority, and havepreache<l .
to God that he would grant the blessing she deimmendon out altogether, saying, •·There is neithsired
and then she obtained the blessing. It was
er lake, pool nor branch between Christ and the
that her eyesight might be restored.
So dear
sinner," setting aside one of the most essential
sisters don't get discouraged. If it is best for us,
and binding commandments.
I am unable to
we will get the blessing.
I thil'lk sometimes
find the truth of any such doctrine in the Bible
troubles and trials make us make patient and
so I leave it with them in the background, praylongsufft'ring towards all who we come to asso·
ing that thev may witness the true light and come
ciate with. And if we can't forgive our enemies
up .higher out of darkness into the revealed truth,
from I he heart, we can't have as much of the Hofor I am constrained to believe that it is of God.
ly Spirit as we should. I am alone in the faith,
I with many others was prejudiced against this
but am surrounded with kind and loving-friends.
church, having been taught by all denominations
They will not hear or listen to the latter day
that they were Brighamites, though my husband
teaching. I have loaned the Autumn Leaves; the
people say there is good reading- in them, but
told me it i.vas false, I feared he was mistaken also,
they don't believe that Joseph Smith was a
I have
so I set out to investigate the matter.
pro.phet.
perused the inspired books upon which the church
If this will help one dear Saint to h.old on to
is founded and find how truly they harmonize
that "rod of iron,'' I 'hall be so glad; for the letters that I read in the sisters' dt partment have
with the Bible, enabling me to rejoice. feeling
cheered my heart so many times.
I pray God
fully convinced that I have bet>n led.out of darkto bless all his church from the least to the greatness into that glorious light wherein by the help
est.
SISTER. HANNAH.
of God I hope to reach the celestial kingdom;
·and though we are badly scattered, persecuted
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
and scofl:"~d at by .the world I feel that if we hold
Sr. Mrs. B. Savery, of Indep:ndence, Missou·
out faithful to the end we will finally be gathered
ri, asks the pravers of the Union that she may be
healed of an affliction sustained in undergoing a
together and see each other face to face. I desurgical operation necessary to its removal.
sire an interest in your prayers as, dE'ar sisters. I
prav that we IY!ay all continue true and faithful
P \ YING WORK FOR YOU.
in this glorious gospel of Jesus Christ which is
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria. Illinois, still wants agents
not of man.
I was baptized by Bro. John N
for his well known
Hawkins, on the roth of last Augu~t and conPORTABLE BED SPRlNGS
and other new and useful household necessitie•. Thirty.
firmed in the church by him and Bro. B L Trest.
day credit. given. Model and samples free. conditionally.
I no'w experience that contentment T so longed
For fnll partirn1arf<'; addre-FH:"~ RR ahovB.
for and I go on rejQicing in the truth.· My doubts
and fears are all dispelled.
I feel I am truly a
INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPH SCHOOL.
We h~ve adder] a completP course
child of God
There are a goodly number of
of bookl~<'epinl!:' to onr Telegraph Schon!, which will
Saints belonging to this branch, but they are beun~er the @UpervitiiJon of Prof". !fij,. EtzenJuJ>u§p:~_~ ..
formerly Principal in that department in the National
C0m\ng very lukewarm. Those fully competent
Busin<·BB College of KansRs City end a practical account·
ant. F11r terms 0r o;ber information HddreBEI
to stir them up and lead the way into the water
INDEPENDENT TELEGUAPH SCHOOL,
seem to have lost all i'1terest with the exception
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
of Bro. Hawkins, who is an earnest worker and
2"Znov4teow
1

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription wiD
appear on- the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this· fssne, as no changes have been made, except .in case of persono desiring a change in P.O. address.

·CoLEMAN, Mich., Nov. 19th.
Editors Herald:-We are doing all we can 'for
the advancement ot the Master's work.
We are now come to the time when the men
of oth~r faiths are commencing their protracted
meetings; and· as usual we have to stand much
abuse from some of them.
Last week a U. B. minister challenged us to
discuss Baptism and the Laying on of Hands,
with the signs following them that believe.
Bro. A. Shippy came for me to come and discuss the same.
But when I came the minister
denied challenging any of us, but it was proved
that he had made it so broad. that it meant any
one of the Saints. He, alter some talk, said he
would discuss the subjPct of baptism, but afterwards refused to discuss any subject whatever.
In the close of his speech last Sunday morning
he gave liberty for any one to speak who loved
the Lord, but before he took ,his seat he •aid:
"Any one can ~peak who do not bring in their
doctrine. Those who ·believe in doctrine cannot
speak, ancl those who believe 'these signs shall
follow them that believe' cannot speak in my
meetings; I positively refnse to allow them, now
and forever."
On going away from that meeting, I felt
downcast.
I thought of the many hard sayings
he had spoken against the Saints, and of how he
was deceiving the people, and that if Jesus Christ
who said "These signs shall follow" had been
sitting there he would not have been allowed to
speak.
I thought of the saying of Paul: "The
time will come when men will not endure sound
doctrine,'~ and as a sister remarked, "The time
ltas come when they will not endure sound doc-.
trine."
I also saw many in that congregation
who were taking in all he said and felt to rejoice
over it. "Foes rejoice to see thy pain.''
Oh, I felt so sad.
But while walking along
and thinkiAg over the above with much else
which that minister said to hurt our fe.telings and
the cause we love, the beautiful Spirit of God
rested upon me and I heard something say:.
"Fear not, the Lord God omnipotent reigneth."'
0, those words did me so much good.
I felt
cheered and ·comforted.
I went back to that
school-house to speak in the afternoon feeling
that our cause was good and just, and that God
was indeed with us.
We are doing all we can in this district to move
this beautiful cause on to victory.
I am glad
that Bro. E. C. Briggs, the president of the mission, is here to assist us; more especially toward
organizing s'ome branches etc.
We have been needing some one to assist for
some time: There are now in this district over
two hundred and seventy-five members not organized into branches.
There are now ten or
twelve diffaent places where there are from ten
·to forty-five members ·in each place. We are in
hopes that many of those places will now be organized. I hope every cfficer in the district will
assist us all he can. Please let us hear from you
occasionally.
Bro. Briggs sends his regards to
all in the office.
J.J. CORNISH.
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to swallow his or their statements at the end of
CoAL HILL, Ark., Nov. r6th.
fists.
Editors Herald:-! hardly know in what man·
The leaven is gloriously working in the secner to giv-e voice to the expressions of my heart,
tarian dough.
The waters are agitated.
God
but I think of the case of Bartimeus when he
moves from above-the devil roars from beneath.
was chided for seeking mercy from Jesus.
I cah shake hands with him on that territory.
I well remember one beautiful October mornHe wants tares-we want wheat.
Those he
ing-it was Sunday too-that I set out to see
wants, we don't want. Those we have, he .can't
Bro. B: H. Case, as he had previously been to my
get.
If he and I can clasp hands, all the world
house and left word that he. wanted to see me. I
ought to be at peace.
reached his place near ten o'clock, and the sub·
The Saints here are all in line of duty ·and are
ject of religion naturally arose, as it had been the
hopeful in the gospel. Pray for us here.
topic of consideraticn during the, morning. A
Your brother in hope,
gentleman named Fletcher had visited him to
LEONARD ScoTT.
inquire of the doctrine; ~nd imagine my surprise
. when I found him to lie a wretched Mormon!
ELLENSBURGH, Wash.,Nov. 16th.
But I was a full grown Campbellite from shoe sore
Editors Herald:-:-If there are any missionarles
to hat crown, and I said to myself, "It is war to
wishing to come here to preach, there is a schoolthe knife and the knife to the hilt;" and we both
house elght miles south of here open to preachsailed for victory. He quietly and candidly deers of any denomination. There has been preachfended point after point, and soon left me withing there last summer and this fall; also a good
out any authority and my ship drifting with the
Sunday school. There are a few. Saints living.
tide of sectariagism.
there. I think an elder would be very welcome
I came home and told what I had heard. "Oh,''
to come and preach.
said one, "its Mormonism. Think of Mountain
We are now living in Ellensburgh and would
Meadow and of plural wifeism," and mahy other
be very much pleased. to have an elder come
things to dissuade me from investigating. But
here. We have tried to have the gospel preached
the Spirit was upon me and I prayed for divine
every place we have lived, but have alwavs had
guidance, and it came. I read on the title page
poor success. We may not be· here long, but
of the Herald, No plurality of wives. Then I
what time we do spend here, we are willing to do
read the Epitome of faith; no plurality there. I
all we can for the cause.
read tract after tract, and 0, the true doctrine I
There will be a Christmas tree at the schoolfound there! I heard E M. Wildermuth preach,
house,
and if and elder could get here a little peand how soul-inspiring V~;ere his words ;-a light
fore that lime he would be able to hold the
shining in the darkness! I ~mbraced the gospel,
crowd for preaching. There were good·sized
was baptized and confirmed by Bro. Wildermuth,
congregations there last summer.
January 6th; 188g. I have heard Brn. I. N. RobM and L. 0, DAWSON.
.erts and J. W. Gillen preach, and· my heart has
Oeen filled to OVerflowing with their Words of
McVEY, Ill., Nov. qth.
eloquence.
Editors Herald:-Elder R. Etzenhouser, after
The He~alti has been our· only preacher si~ce
Bro. Gillen ~as here, and I don't ~ee all of them; . making a ministerial tour taking in Pana, Decatur and Springfield, stopping at McVey on his
but henceforth I want the Herald to be a weekly
way back to St. Louis. He began a series of
visitor to my humble home, and I want .all the
meetings in the hall, October 24th and continued
Saints to pray to the Lord in my behalf that I
until the. 31st. The subjects discoursed upon
may be filled with wisdom and understanding
were ably haridle.d, especially the two on Divine
and ever be fpund holding up the gospel banner.
Authority and Angelic Ministrations, the Spirit
J. W. NANNY.
being- present in power from the time he took
the floor until the last word was uttered.
CoLDWATER, Mich.; Nov. 14th.
How very thankful' we should be that the
Editors Herald;·.,-My ]fist brief stated that a
Lord does so wonderfully bless his servants in
decision would be rea.ched by the Sco.vifle disthe promulgation of his word. The people. can
trict as to clo'sing doors against us at that place.
surely see that there is a power attending the
Saturdayevehing the district convened.
The
preached word by. those divinely authorized that
president (Mr. Allen), .a maR· of good judgment,
is a stranger in the churches of the day. The
(and an11nsu~cessful candidate for county treasurer on the inoustrial basis), willing to honor. audience increased until the last; and the meeting closed . with fair interest and seemingly a ,
the rights of f!ll, moved cautiously an din our fageneral good feeling. We trust there is a bright
\ vor. But the rabble class loud against us, ignorfuture for McVey, for surely the seed that has
ed the object of the meeting, appealed to the
so faithfully been sown here from tifne to time
house· and passed a resolution over his head as
cannot return void unto the Lord of the harvest.
follows: "That these doors be opened to all reGlorious privilege to live in a day in which the
ligiotts bodies except the Latter Day Saints or
gospel i.s restored to the earth in its fulness; in a
Mormons." · Carr}ed by vote of men and worn,
day in which the Lord doth again speak from
en.
Resolution and grounds of expulsion wete
the heavens for the instruction and edificatiop of
based on an essay made up of charges against the
his people! But it is sad to see many so filled
character of Joseph ·Smith culled from John D.
with prejudice and superstition that they will not
Lee, Tucker,Howe, et. ai. Legality of decision
investigate. It is high time people were assertwill be tested by due course and ah opportunity
ing their individuality concerning fhat. which
be given to defeild our position before the court.
pertains to their ett;rnal interest, ·realizing tha.t
We filed articles of incorporation in clerk's office
those who are prompting them to live in. ignor· on the affernoon of Tuesday this week.
Some
ance and in rebellion against the. cor\1mapds of
· bf our friends were righteously indignant and
Christ cannot carry them to heaven .under their
compelle<l one of the.clamorousclass.:.;yes, two::...
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Bro. Etzenhouser baptized one in Pana, a man
of a family, and he confirmed a young man in
Decatur. The one baptized in Pana was raised
in this immediate neighborhood, and being a man
of real worth, has a wide influence here as well
as in Pana.
Elder J. W. Gillen held a meeting here in May
and baptized our little boy, aged eleven years and
about eight months. Bro. Gillen is a deep thinker ·
and comes as near fathoming the mysterious as
any man I ever heard talk.
The elders who have preached the restored·
gospel in this part have so ably defended the
faith that we hav.e been Jed to exclaim, Can it be
that they are only a sample of the ministerial
force that is kept in the field.
Bro. Hilliard has not been here since the discussion of April, r889. There are those here who
are quite anxious to hear him. We suppose Bro.
I. M. Smith has started out on a ministerial tour
and are very anxious to have him call thil> way
and hold a series of meetings.
HEPPIE MORRIS.
OsTERDOCK, Iowa, Nov. 14th.
Editors Herald:-My peculiarities are different
from some other people. I presume it, would
not do for the editors of the Herald to do as I
would do, if I had some cases to deal with that
come under their notice. I was much ·pleased
with the answer to the question regarding secret
societies. But that ·Baptist minister that said
that the Latter Day Saints was a hindrance to
the spreading of Christianity abroad in the world,
is what takes my eye a "little s01:ter ;" for among
the black coats of this order ot ministers ' there
are a great rriany dudes and cranks; the name
and place of residence of all such ministerial
cranks. should be known to the public so that the
commission appointed to enlightep the heathen
or willingly ignorant, could give such ministers
a special call. These are my sen'timents.
I ammuch pleased with the spirit and tone. of
the Herald, it is one of the sentinels on the watchtower of Zion.
"Cry aloud and spare not," is one of the divine
injunctions I find written in the good book.
Latter day Saint '!:e!igion is still on the upward turn, n'otwithstanding what religious cranks
may have to say against it. God will speed the
right.
WILLIAM, B. SMITH.
WARNOCK, Ohio, Nov. 2oth.
Editors Herald:-Bro. C. R.,Duncan and trw~·
self arrived here yesterday and are ·now stopping
with Sr. Sheldon, wife of Bro. Jesse Sheldon
who died a few years ago. Their names are
quite familiar to the traveling ministrY: who have·
labored in this country within the fast twenty
years. Our sister is quite feeble by reason of
old age, but is as willing as ever to provide a
home. for the elders who call on h<lr. May the
Lord continue to bless her that her last days may
be the most peaceful of her life;
The work in Wheeling' and. vicinity .is in a
flourishing condition. We have opened a new
place for preaching at.Georgetown; Ohio; thr.~e
have been baptized there, and' one at Etnaville,
of late, by Bro. T ..J: Beatty, and judging from
present l.ndications there are several more ne~t:
the ki11gd 0 m. Bro. L. W .. Powell is holding the
fortthereat present. We intend to open up the
work in.all the towns and villages on both sic!es
of, the' Ohio rjyei' for S~lVet:al .t;niles. aro~O:d,
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Wheeling, also along the B. & 0 R R, east and
west. Bro. Duncan will go from here to Hun·
ter, Lamps ville, Bethesda and other places as the
way opem;.
It is with pleasure we note the interest that
the young people of the Wheeling branch are
taking in church work-especially lhe Sabbathschool. It would be a good thing for the church
if the young people everywhere would do likewise. All is well,
Yours in bonds of truth,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Nov. 13th.
Editors Herald:-Dr. S. C. Delap of Kansas
City, Missouri, has just performed a very successful surgical operation on an extremely crosseyed boy nine years of age, James C. Page. His
eyes are now straight and he is doing well. A
l~tter from my daughter in Tennessee, says at
his residence Mr. Russell I-luntl~y passed peace·
fully away the morning of July 30~h. He would
have been eighty-three years old had he lived
until August rst.
The evening of the 29th he prayed fervently,
told the Lord he did not ask· to live, but for
strength and patience to bear his pain and sick·
ness. He was buried in the burying ground at
Jamestown, Tennessee. He gave much to the
poor. He rests in peace.
MARY EATON.
OMAHA, Neb, Nov. 24 h.
Editors Herald:-Closed series of meetings
here last evening. The attendance has been
good, and the 'Pirituality most excellent. I go
to near Springfield for this week. Weather is
delightfully fine. Ever hopeful and trusting,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
. COUNTERFEITS
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 26th.
Eddors Herald:-Some thirty years ago the
writer was engaged in a ticket office of the C B.
and Q R. R. It used to he customary for us
to receive at times, printed "Detecters," in order that the agents on the line might be posted
about the new counterfeit bills that made their
appearance ever and anon. The description of
the genuine bank bills, of whatever size, was giv·
en minutely, also, following that, the minute description of the counterfeit bill on the bank.
Some of the count'"rfeits were rather bunglingin the parlance of the ''Detecter"-and had but a
short run in comparison to others, b~cause more
easily detected. Some rfquirecl very ·expert,
sharp eyes to detect the difference between the
two, and those had a longer run before detection.
It can not be a very hard matter to see why these
detecters were sent out, from time to time (once
a month)to every station agent on the line. The
counterfeit wa< not lawful money, not accepted
of the Government; made by those who had no
authority, and consequently was worthless to the
railroad company, and if the perpetrators were
left alone, and their spurious emanations received
by the agents of the company, all the efforts of
said company would be nugatory, through the
accumulation of worthless money, and Government would be apt to deal with them as lawbreakers as well as the original makers.
Th~re is a man who is seeking notoriety in assserting that he will destroy the truth as taught
. by the Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints, or
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as he calls Mormonism, and is laboring to that
end. He is known by name as Clark Braden.
Poor .fellow, if Paul was here he would tell Mr.
Braden what the Savior told him when he was
trying to destroy the work of God, "Saul, Saul,
why persecutesfl thou me, it is hard for thee to
kick against the pricks," only Paul would insert
the name of Braden instead of his own.
This man asserted not long ago, "There is no
use to place the counterfeit alongside of the genuine in order to di;;cover the counterfeiter. The
officers go on the hunt for the machinery by
which the counterfeit was ntade, and finding it
in the possession of a person fasten the guilt upon said person."
The conclusion would be correct grflnting
that his premises were correct. But he assumes
that the Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints
is a counterfeit. That is the point to be first settled.
Prove that church to be a counterfeit of the
true church and we might grant your conclusion.
Did you ever know the officers to go after the
dies, plates, etc, of the counterfeiter before the
counterfeit was prover, such? And did you ever
know a counterfeit to be proven such unless
it was compared with the genuine?
You never did; it is impossible. And hence
there is a necessity of tt.e genuine and counterfeit being placed side by side, to accomplish even
what you asserted, to find the counterfeiter.
The Great God has caused a "detecter" to be
printed and sent to the inhabitants of the earth,
and in it is described the genuine church of God.
And we are willing Mr. Braden that you should
compare the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints with the detecter (New Testament)
in as public a manner as )'OU may see fit. providing that, at the same time, you will allow us the
same privilege of comparing the church you acknowledge affiliation with (viz, the Christian or
Campbellite) bv the same cetecter. But you
dare not do this for some reason.
It is written, "Men love darkness rather than
light because their deeds are evil," and again,
"They will not come to the light lest their deeds
be reproved."
Your refusing to have the claims of the church
to which you belong e~amined as to its genuineness, savors a little of fear lest if brought to the
light of the Scripture it might prove a counter·
feit. If Mr. Braden had compared the church
organized by Joseph Smith-as he claims by
God's command-with the detecter, the New
Testament description of the church of God, and
found that it did not answer to that description,
in its offices, powers, and privileges, then he
might, with some show of reason, have accused
said Smith with being a counterfeiter.
Wiil not .this rule hold good in trying the
Christian or Campbellite Church, (or any other)
as well as the originators of that church?
Every reasonable mind answers, Yes.
The detecter that God has given describes the
· genuine church thus: "And God hath set sOme
in ·the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets,
thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of
healing•, helps, governments, diversities of
tongues.
It is because that the Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints has been organized in accordance
with this pattern with all its offices, gifts and
blessings that the ire of all the other chmchesCampt>ellites included, of which Mr. Braden is a

member--has been exercised against it.
Why?
Because, it is as plain as the noonday sun, if
those churches acknowledged the Chwch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints to be organized
of God, theirs cannot be, for they do not answer
the description of the genuine one, and must answer to the name of counterfeit, if they persist in
claiming them to be the churches of God or else
they must take the other dilemma-as Mr.
Beecher declared them to be-that they are of
human origin. The genuine currency of a government is authorized by that government, and
all v. ho undertake to make currency on their own
hook, without the consent, or authority received
from that government, are condemned by the
same as counterfeiters.
The same rule holds
good with the government of heaven, in the organizing of the Church of God on earth. It must
be done by the sanction of the government of
heaven, by giving men on earth authority to act
in the name of that government.
All men acting without that authority in organizing churches purporting to be the church of God-no matter how strongly they represent them to be genuine-are only counterfeiters, and are subject to
condemnation and punishment by the government of heaven.
It may be claimed that all
these men who have organized churches on their
own hook, did it conscientiously, beJ.ieving that
they were doing rigM. Granted. But does that
cha.nge the nature of the act?
It may-in the
mind of a just and merciful judge-mitigate the
punishment of the offense, but the act remains
the same, a counterfeit.
The writer read the 'recious pleading-not
long ago--of the editor of a periodical, to the effect that all men ought to have the right to manufacture their own money--and he represent~d
the sentiments of many others. These men believing this might conscientiously ·make .this
money, and put in circulatio l)~ but will the gov0
ernment of the United States ignore the act on
account of their conscientiousness, or belief? We
think not.
If there had been one among the many churches extant-before Mr. Smith organized the one
he did -that was the genuine church of Christ,
there would certainly have been no necessity for
said Smith organizing the one he did, for the
word says there is but one body and one Spirit,
one Lord, one faith and one baptism.
:But the
genuine one, organized by Christ when upon
earth, having long since been disorganized, and
nothing that resembles it on the earth, is presumptive proof of the necessity of the genuine
being organized, and the one organized by J.
Smith corre,.pondlng in all its phases to the genuine one established by Christ, is presumptive
proof of his authority to so organize.
Joseph Smith claims that he received authority through angelic administration to organize the
church of God, and to tell all those who became
members of said church, in the manner God had
ordained, that they should receive from him a
knowledge of the genuineness of the church, and
thousand~ have become affiliated with it and have
borne testimony, time and again, that God has
made known unto them that the church is accepted of him, proving his word that he is no respecter of persons, but in every nation in all the
world he that worketh righteousness is accepted
of him and that he will bless now as anciently
all who faithfully serve him with the same
knowledge, with the same blessings.
Will not
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any one have ·up hill business to persuade those
that have received ouch knowledge that they
have not received it? We think so.
Then let whosoever feels disposed--Clark Braden, onmy other man-to kick the "mustard stalk,"
kick on as vigorously as may be, they onl;y" help
to scatter the seed, and advance the growth of
the kingdom of God which that seed represents.
E STAFFORD.
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HIGBEE, Missouri,·Nov. I7~h.
MISSION OF THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
Editors Herald:- There has been great exI PROPOSE treating this subject from a
citement here since Bro. H. A. Stebbins left.
gospel or Christian standpoint. The faith
The Rev. James has preached every night and
of the people whom I am to address, and
has converted some fifty or sixty; but he has
the nature of the subject upon which I am
used so much rough language in the pulpit and
to speak. seem to justify this course, alrun other churches down so that people got tired
though the effects resulting from proper
of him, so he had not much to preach to of late
Sunday-school work furnish good evibut the seats. He did not forget to give the
dence
for those who are skeptical concernSaints their portion . of abuse. He gave the peoing the Christian religion.
ple a chance to ask questions, and said all that
Our duty in this world is to do good to
.he could not answer he would eat; so he was
the extent of our ability, and make all with
asked the difference between the Latter "Day
whom we come in contact as happy as
Saints and the. Mormons. His answer was that
possible. The comprehensive character of
the Saints did not believe in quite so many wives
this work of doing good, may be easily
as the Mormons, and the book spoken of in the
determined when viewed from the stand29th chapter of Isaiah was a sealed letter and no
point of the gospeL God loves all; He
man could read it. These are samples of the
desires that all should be saved,-is not
great blunders he made from the stand. He
willing- that any should perish. He is the
would not give any one a chance to speak or deembodiment of all that is pure and good.
fend the taith, but used all the slander he could.
Hence all who are saved (exalted into His
He said Mormonism was the stepping stone to
presence and made partakers of His glory)
hell.
must become like Him. Their characters
I am thankful that the business men of the
must be conformed
His, or become astown have more confidence in us than he did.
similated into His divine nature.
They said it ~as a shame for him to talk about
God is an infinite being. Love, power,
the Saints. the way he did, and men who do not. justice, truth, knowledge, mercy, imparbelong to any church_ society were angry and
tiality and unchangeableness are among
the leading attributes of His character.
would not go to hear him. , He would not discuss
Therefore, in order to secure permanent
at all, and said all debatescame from the devil.
good and lasting peace, for others, we
I could filL a quire of paper with accounts of
must help them harmonize their lives with
such slanders,' but suffice it. to say, it is enough.
the character and ways of God--to conform
· Well, outsiqe of this the'fl'e are many here who
in all things to His divine. will. This is a·
like o\lr chnFch rules and doctrine, and I feel
brief and imperfect statement of the grand
that they will iobey if the Saints prove faithful.
and extensive work enjoined in the revelaI am satisfied that the preaching of B~o. Stebbins
was not in vain, for it has been said that he . tions of God. T i1e work is one, but consists
of many parts. It rests pot upon the minis-·
brought proof for what he said, and declared
try alone, not upon parents ?nly, but upon
things that brought men to study about their
the people of God as a whole.. All expect
being and Jhe life to. come; so we as Saints
to be rewarded, all must labor.
And as
ought to have cause t~ rejoice . .
we desire the greatest good for ourselves,
.
JoSEPH LILLY.

to

so we .must labor to secure the same blessing for .others. . ·'Therefore all things
whatsoever ye would that men shculd do
to you, do ye even so to them ; for thi<>. is
"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
the law and the prophets."-Matt. 7: 12.
-THEThe mission-of the Sunday-school, then,
.t\J108~8ey, ~eformation and .Restoration.·
is to supplement th~ efforts of parents at
'.l,"b.fs .wt;>rk dispu~ses. tile issues of tbeolo~y:that are to
home, and of. the ministry at home and
the' front·to-day. ·No Bible·student can aiford to miss
reading rt either as·ORITIO or INVESTIGATOR, It contains
abroad, in the performance of thi:? noble
390. pages of closely written matter and printed in good
work. How vast is the field for labor, and
·readable type, ·with neat biudingi aud sold at the
LOW PRIO;E OF $h25 .PER .COPY.
~'
how important the work which is to be
Besides the discussion of. the questions of
done!
lt brings with it its own reward.
HINISTERI.A.L AUTHORITY
In fact it is the only way in which we can
Froni. the ]lible etandpo~nt of the
M.B:LQHISEDEK AND,THB AARONIO PRIESTHOODS,-- secure .lasting peace and e.terqal bliss. It
secures the greatest happiness to the greatThe work largely treats of. the subjects of
ol!.URCH CRE;EDS ·,AND CHURCH BUILDING
est number, hence is more important than
In .and einc.e tlle·qays of, tile .t\.postles; reviewing and critall else, and. should have our best Efforts ..
Ically exa~inin:g the claims· of the Restoration of tbe
The Sunday-school does not take the
'G:ospeli_n a: later y. thanthe_ Ap.os_ t.olic. age.
,
··copies cau.be bad by addressiJ1g
· - .
'
place of the pulpit, nor render unnece~sary
Wx. H. KELDE:Y,·'Temple P.:O.,.Krrtland,-0.
SAlN.TS' :IIERALD OFFIC.E,·Lamoni,Io.wa.
the careful teachings and t>fforts of the
l.ND TMVEWNG AGENTs.
, parents. There is nothing which can do
&ar_
.. · _Mon
__ ey.. e_e_ n_tb.r_.Post_ om_c_e o__rder to.W_m•. B. Kelley
: 8hould·)}e dtllwnfon W:UIOI!Kb.by,;.Ohio.. ,.
.
this.
It simply o:fl1ers its .assistance at a
· ·
wM.. H .. K;ELLE:r.
ti~e a;nd in a manner mo!')t. needed; an<l

N:EW BOOK.

da.
·

1890.
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the work is, therefore, effectual. Sunday
has c -me. Father and mother, one or both,
as the case may be, have done the be;-t they
could by their children, considering their
labors and many cares.
Now they are
badly in need of a little n:st.
The children need a ch nge. In the Sund ;y-school
provision is made for all. P .• rents arid
chiidren can come together, and should
come together, as far as practicable; and
while there is no deviation from the good
work, there is such a change as renders
the occasion both restful and pleasant. The
burdens which have been resting so heavily upon the parents are dividfd a11d made
lighter.
Parents and those who are not
parent~, labor together for one common
end. The little children, the youth, the
middle aged and the aged are cared for.
They are classified that all may be instructed as their ages and capacities require.
Who shall say that this work is not necessary? And how can we be doing our
duty so long as we, in any degree, either
ignore or oppose it?
The Sundav-school furnishes work for
many who v;,ould otherwise be idle.
Young men and young ladies, men and
women, can thus engage in important
work which at once becomes a benefit to
themselves as well as to those for whom
they labor,
And who can estimate. the
final results or benefits of such a work!
There. are hundreds and thousands of children who, for various reasons, are wofully
neglected at home.
Their moral :-and
spiritual needs are almost whollyuncared
for. Many of these may be gathered into
the Sunday-school where they can be instructed in the things which pertain to
their present and future welfare. While
this d-epartment of Sunday-school work is
not likely to be fraught with such large
results as some others, it neverthele~s offers opportunities which it becomes our
duty to improve for the benefit of the
more rteedy and unfortunate of earth's
children.
Look at this subject ··from whatever
point of view we will, and we shall see
that the same kind of evidences which
support the work of the ministry, and the
instructing of children at home by their
parents, also support the work of the
Sunday-school. . The knowledge of God,
with all that this implies, is a prerequisite
fo salvation and eternal bJigs, God has
not provided that mankind should be
exalted into higher and better conditions
ip. ignorance, but in know ledge; hence the
rtec,essity of teaching the word. "And
this is life eternal that they: might know
thee the only true Go_d, and] esu<; Christ
whom thou hast sent."-John I 7: 3·
"And to you who are troubled rest
with us when the Lor,i Jesus .shall be
n:vealed from heaven with· his mighty
angels, in flaming fire taking vengeance
on them. that know not God, and that
obey not .the gospel .ot .our Lord Jet:us~
Christ.-2 Thess. I: 7• 8.
·
The word of truth contained in the
Scriptures is the primary meahs by whiCh
we attain unto divine kMwledge-. T.his
w.ord points the way which leads to God,
'hence to the .hig-hest possible degree of;.·.
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usefulness, and to eternal glory. "Thy
word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light
unto my path."--Ps. I 19:
"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye
think ye have eternal life; and they are
they which testify of me."--J ohn 5: 39·
Notice, we do not haye eternal lite in
the Scriptures, but they testify of Him in
whom only we can have life and peace.
. The succeeding verse says, "And ye will
not come to me, that ye might have life."
And in J o.hn I4: 6, we re:,d, "I am the
wav, the truth, and the life; no man
cometh unto the Father but by me.'' If
then, t]1ere is no salvation outside of
Christ, and the Scriptures bear record of
him, how important it is that we should
use every possible means to make the
people acquainted with that word of life.
"It is written," and was endorsed by the
greatest teacher that ever spake to the
race, "Man shall not live. by bread alone,
but by every word that proceedeth out of
the mouth of God."-Matt. 4: 4·
H acquaintance with the word of God
is so important; when should the impartation of divine instruction begin?
We
answer, as soon as the child is able to understand: and it should continue until
death. Parents, Sunday-school teachers
and ministers, all have their respective
parts of this work to· perform. To leave
out the Sunday-school, now, would be to
make an undesirable chasm over which it
would be difficult and dangerous for our
children to move. While the minds of
our loved ones are tender and pure, let
them be impressed with the divine touch,
and then we shall have better grounds
upon which to found our hope of their
return, when in after years, some of them
begin to wander, and in their lives, fall far
below the standard to which we desire
~hem to walk.
The Latter Day Saints
have been taught by divine commamlment to teach their children the principles
of the gospel; to believe in Christ; to walk
uprightly before God; to pray, and to
bring them up in "light and truth." The
Sunday-school, properly conducted, is in
direct line with this important and wholesome instruction which is more fully
given in the revelations of God. Surely,
if it is our duty to be "anxiously engaged
in doing good," we ought to support the
work of the Sunday-school.
· A few hints with reference to the most
successful way of conducting the work, as
I view it, and I am through. The same
general rules which insure success in other
work, and in other teaching, apply here,
with this difference: The importance and
character of the things which are to be·
taught render it still more important that
the teachers should he well fitted for their
work .. They should not only be sufficiently intellectual, but should be persons of
moral and spiritual worth-those who are
s•riving to live in complete harmony with
the spirit and letter of the gospel. They
should always he at their posts when possible, or practicable.
They are not ·at
liberty to go when they feel like it, and
stay away when thev do not. Such a
course weak<-ns and injures the classes had
in charge, and hence i:s :111 injury to the
school,
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The school should lli>t be¥ kept in session too long. Little children soon become weary. The les,sons should not be
too long. It is not the amount of ground
we pass over which is more important,
but how much we learn and retain.. All
dead and useless formalities should be
avoided. A leading effort should be made
to make the exercises entertaining as well
as instructive. The minds of the pupils
should be left free and open, so ·that as
they grow up to youth and manhood, they
will have the ability and disposition to ex~
amine, compare, investigate, judge and act
for themselves.
It is my opinion that where the Saints
are not sufficiently strong to conduct a
school of their own, they may accomplish
much good by working in connection with
a union school. This can be done without any compromise of truth, and it .is
sometimes the best thing that can be done.
Let this Sunday-school work be regarded as part of God's work; Jet it be done
in God's way, and it will be a success. If
these conditions, at which I have simply
hinted, are carefully observed, the Sundayschool will become one of the potent
means in the hands of. God of preparing
children-boys and girls_.:.for the solemn
responsibilities of the work which is soon
to rest upon them.
·
May. God hasten the day when, through
all the means which He has ordained (the
Sunday-school being by no means the
least) we shall be able to furnish a vast
army of pure minded boys and girls, men
and women, full ot faith and good works,
courageous and brave, full of integrity and
valiant for the truth.
MEMOIRS.-No. XIV.
BY W. W. BLAIR.
---0

APRIL 6th our mission conference convened in the senate chamber in Sacramento and was fairly. well attended.
Geo. P. Dykes, by word and deed, aided
by a few he had misled, did all in his
power to deceive and confuse the Saints
and destroy their faith in the Reorganized
church. But the Lord was again our
helper. We challenged him to meet us
in discussion in public during the conference, and sent the challenge by Brn. Gillen and Potter, Clapp and Banta, and
while they went to seek him I remained
at Sr. Rohrer's and was shown of the
Lord that he would evade and utterly decline discussion. I felt sorely troubled
over the situation of affairs and of course
made it a subject of special prayer, and in
a night vision heard a voice out of heaven
saying, "I will be thy defense for thirtyone days." With this came the comforting influence of the Spirit of the Lord,
and my heart had rest. The conference
resulted well every way, and the work of
the Lord spread abroad with success.
On the 5th of April, I received a letter
from Sr. E. C. Brand, Carson City, Nevada, stating that her husband was lying
at the point of death with a most severe
attack of small-pox; that physicians and
n\lrses gave no encouragement as to his

recovery, and he askeo that we lay the
matter before conference and ask the
prayers of the Sa,ints in his behalf. The
evening of the sth we held a councilat
Bro. Richardson's and all united in prayer,
asking the Lord to restore Bro. Brand to
health and a life of usefulness in the ministry, and on the morning of the 7th inst.
I received a telegram from Carson City,
dictated by Bro. Brand, saying, "Thank
God, I am healed. Send me where you
·will." He came to Sacramento not many
days after and entered actively again on
mission work.
On the 18th inst. held branch meeting
in the senate chamber to regulate and set
in order the affairs of the Sacramento
branch. An Elder Mitchell assumed to
undertake to regulate branch matters by
virtue of his ministerial authority and
superior wisdom. I objected to this, setting forth the fact that, according to the
order of God, certain men had been chosen
and set apflrt for that work, namely, presidents of districts and presidents of missions,
and that even these were not to interfere
in branch matters unless needed, and invited by either the officers or a majority
of the membership of such branches. By
vote of the members present, I took the
chair and proceeded to regulate such mat-'.
ters as were needed, and this resulted in
bringing order, unity and prosperity to
the branch. I then proceeded to labor
some at Liberty, Sacramento; Stockton,
Somersvill~, in all of which places additions to the church were maae. we met
with success in our labors at San Jose,
San Juan, and so passed on to Watsonville and Santa Cruz and learned, July 9th,
that Sr. Lvdia Moses, whom elders had
administered to for 'a severe· case of lung
and liver complaint of long standing, had
entirely recover~, also . that Sr. Jane
Hart, to whom they administered for deafness, had likewise recovered; also that Sr.
Margaret Moses had entirely recovered
from certain chronic afflictions by administration of anointing and prayer, and.by
careful observance of the Word of
Wisdom.
On the 26th of July, w-hen in Sacramento, I replied to a malicious and vexatious article in the Bee from the pen of G.
P. Dykes. Sunday, the day before, John
Neal, one of his friends and helpers, assaulted me at the close of the two p.m.
service in the Senate Chamber, brandishing the butt of his whip about my head in
. a violent manner, when he was seized by
Brn. Anderson and Richardson and threatened by them with severe treatment, from
which he was saved by my iRterposition,
begging them and warning them to do
him no harm, but to render him good for
the evil he designed, saying that I was
aware he was blindly actuated by the
evil counsels of G. P. Dykes.
From this time forward the church in
California and Nevada made rapid progress. Brn. J. W. Gillen, J. C. Clapp, E.
C. Brand, Hervey Green and others did
excellent work as was seen in the fruits
that followed.
About the 25th of November I reached
Malad city, Idaho, where I met Brn. Al.
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exander H. and David H. Smith; attended
district conference and remained laboring
in that region until in the month of Dec,~mber.
While here D:wid H. Smith (in
the absence of the other elders, they being
at Samaria), upon request of Morgan
Jones and wifef•administered to their little
two-year old boy supposed to be dying of
stone in the bladder, and he was relieved
of a stone as large as a watermelon seed
while David's hands were still upon him.
Considerable additions were made to the
church in this region, and stability and
unity abounded.
From Malad I went to Salt Lake City,
where Alexander and David had been
prosecuting successful labors aided heartily
by Bro. E. C. Brand and others, many attending their meetings and scores being
baptized. The Brighamites d1d everything in their power, apparently, to hinder .the efforts of these sons of Joseph the
Seer, and their fellow laborers; but success had attended them. The Lord blessed
their labors with signs following. them
that believe. A Mr. Rasmussen, who
had been a Brighamite for many years,
·was prevailed upon to attend their services
and at lepgth united with the church anti
was baptized by David H. Smith. When
he was confirmed he was told he should
receive his health and be blest of the Lord.
This was an important statement from the
fact that during .over fourteen years. he
had been strangely afflicted, for at times
he would pe bound and prostrated with
convulsions, and this he had suffered to
such an extent that his nerves were unsettled a~d his flesh had fallen off until he
was a mere skeleton. Upon a number of
occasions, when a Brighamite, he had been
seize.d and prostrated' publicly in this
strange manner and had been forbidden to
atfend their meetings because of the excitement resQlting from his attacks, and he
had even been threat:,ened with arrest by
the police'if he did not desist. But from
the time he was confirmed and administered to by David and his brethren he never
had, whilt) he remained in Utah, any furtht)r affiidion, but regained his health
from the first, and increased his flesh until
he became completely restored.. In the
meantime he received· the giftonongues
and of pr<?phecy in 'a very notable degree,
and, as he:often said in testimony meetings
and elsewpere, he was "a living miracle."
Utah Mormonism was now coming
ra,r.idly to_judgme~t. .Its stran~e doctrines
and pecuhar practices were bemg sharply
discussed, ·and .it was confronted,not only
~ith the Reorganized Church, but with a
body of dissenters eventually ealledGodbeites. P:rominent representatives of the
governmertt, such as Vice President Col·
fax and party also were criticising Brighamism and cross: questioning its leader~,
much to the annoyance and discomforture
of the latter.•
Godbeism (a sort. of byhridism, being part
Spirituali~m 'and part Mormonism) during th~ winter of 1869-70 became org-anized, and yvith such men as Wm. S; Godbe, Henry'W, Lawrence, Ei L. T. Harrison,Eli B. Kel!;ey and Wm. JI, Shearman
to leaqit forward, it became a dangerous

menace to Brighamism. Strife and bitterBrigham ism was the persecutor, and Godbeism and everything
else in the way of Brigham Young and
his fellows was persecuted. Dangers and
hindrances were thick on every hand to
those who dared call in question the doctrines and doings of Brigham and his fellows, and perhaps no winter was ever
seen in Utah when the very foundation of
Brighamism was so laid bare and broken
up as that of Ii)69-70. In those times we
were shown that God bad laid the ax at
root of the Brigl:amite tree, and though
good work had lieen been done before,
more decisive work would follow in the
near future and that notable s.ystem of
evil would be hewn down, also that the
chief· men of the Godbeite movement
would be mixed up with it in some measure and be affected by its overthrow.
On parting with the Saints prior to
starting home to Illinoi~, in our last service in Independence Hall, I stated by
constraint of the Spirit to the packed assembly present that the time was near at
hand when the fear and the dread that had
been upon the people would be. taken
from them and be put upon their oppressing leaders, also that civil and religious
liberty would yet come to Utah and
abound throughout all her borders. During these times and for two years after,
we sent many car loads of people away to
the east, procuring cheap fares for them.
Others, profiting· by our teachings, hroke
away from Brighamism and fled to Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, Oregon and
other localities east and west, mRny of
whom have since united with the Reorganized Church.
I returned home the latter part of March
to attend conference. President Joseph
Smith and the conference of April, r87o,
appointed me to take charge of the Utah
and Pacific Slope mission, Bro. A. H.
Smith to be associated with m.e.
In answer to urge'nt request!) from John,
Tames and David Scott, and others, at
Scottsville, Indiana, I made them a visit
in May and June, preaching the word
there :md in that vicinity, holdjng a discussion at Mt. Eden with Elder Vardaman. Scott of the Campbellite Church on
the prophetic calling of Joseph Smith. A
report of my labors at that time is in the
Herald for July 15th, r87o, page 436.
Theo Lord stood by in defending the mission of the Seer, giving great liberty and
spiritual power in my labors, both ·there
and at Galien, Michigan, and; by His blessing we baptized thirty~three in all, during
the month of June, and organized two
branches ..
During my labors in southern Indiana·
I was bitterly opposed, especially by sectarian ministers who agreed among them.selves long enough to array all their talent and skill to overthrow what thev called."Mormonism ;" and the people, blinded
and excited by their misstatements, slan.ders and craftiness, seemed ready to do me
violence and drive me away (even some
women threate~ed it); but humbly trt1st•
ing in God, dealing gently and patiently
with all perSO!lS, God gave his work the
v.ictory.
·
·
ne~sabounded.
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I held a three-days' discussion with Elder V. Scott, forced upon me by other
ministers with himself, in which it was·
demanded that I affimi : . I. That Joseph Smith was a prophet
sent of God.
2. That the church organized April 6th,
I 830, by Joseph Smith and others, was
and is the only divinely organized church
of God on earth.
3· That the Book of Mormun is of divine origin.
We protested that this arrangement
was altogether unfair, but as we could get
nothing better I accepted it, for .I was
anxious to get the facts touching those
propositions before the people, even
though I had to do so at a great disadvantage. Excitement ran high, the church
and its surroundings where we held the
debate were crowded with people eager
to see and hear; all the Sectarian ministers
in that place or near by were on hand,
and the few friends I had feared lest I become overawed and vanquished. One of
them met me early the morning of the
second day of the discuE>sion and expressed
his fears that I would be borne down by
the great odds arrayed against me, saying
that on that day there would be a concentration of aU their forces to over~
whelm me with defeat. I reolied that I
feared nothing but my .own- infirmities
and lack of qualification, that I knew I
had the truth of God and that all the
powers outside of His kingdom could not
resist that truth when faithfully and wisely presented.
I furthermore told him
(M. R. Scott) that God would manifest
forth the truth of the proposition I was.
affirming that day, for he had shown rrie
in a vision that my opponent would be as
feeble as a child in my hands, and that I
had seen- him helpless in rriy grasp, pros.
trate on the ground, while· I smote. him
at my will with a two-edged sword, punishing him severely, but carefully seeking
to spare his life. And so it proved to be;
for in the presence of that vast audience
God gave us, by His Spirit, a signal vic- .
tory in favor of His truth, so that at the
close of the di~cussion that second.after~
noon, Elder Scott publicly declined to.
hold further disoossion, though w~ had
not yet finished the proposition, "Was
Joseph Smith a Prophet sent of God?" I
demanded that inasmuch as he and his
friends had forced the discussion upon tl:·e
and had all the advantages ari~ing froth
the unfai"r form and7 statement. o.f the
propositions, he must stand to the work
and take his chances as I had to do. This
he persistently declined to do. But at the
close of the services a crowd of his fellow
opposers took . him .to the rear of the
church and there prevailed .upon him
to change his ·ll)ethods, (which had thus
far bee.h manly) and· "go for him!" •· . It
was therefore arranged to continue the ·
contest. But when service time arrived
nextday not one-half of the. former
gregation were in attendance.
Elder Scott did change his ma~per
di.scussion in some' measure, for ne.
relied largely .on anti-;Morll)on n..,n.:••rlliTl
stories inste.ad of. Biblical
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ble, completely revealed spiritual author- made to interest Count Puckler, the chief
ity-has always been at the bottom of ev- of the department of the Berlin police, in
ery political or social upheaval in north- this movement, and he went so far as to
western Europe. It begins to affect even have a seance in the Psyche, attended bv
Spain and Portugal and is enjoying a re- one of his aids and several officials, for the ·
vival in Gennany, not to speak of Russia purpose of testing the powers of the mediand the eastern provinces, where politics um.
The result has been far from satisand religion have never been divorced, factory to the "Psyche," for Count Puckthe extent of which cannot be overesti- ler has just declared officially that • in his
mated.
opinion the employment of spiritism in
The Jesuits, in spite of the severe de- any form in the search after criminials and
(1'o ~e continued.)
nunciations hurled at them by the German their motives would only result in mischief
protestant press and by the German Evan- and thnt spiritism had no practical value
gelica-l union, are untiring in their efforts whatever.- Chicago News.
to obtain permission to .return to Germany
and to resume their work on German soil.
They base their claims upon the emanciTHE EVANGELIST AND THE
UNREST EVERYWHERE.
pation of the socialists, and their friends
PEOPLE.
WHILE the public prints ure making"
assert that rile Catholic Church, through
UP
AND
down
the land, following the
greater effort than ever to parade before the agency of the 1esuits, will most speedthe people the military prowess of the dif- ily and most effectually check the spread highways and by-ways, preaching in the
village church, and discussing to crowds
ferent governments and to occupy the of socialism.
This claim the protestants
minds of the reading public with accounts just as vigorously oppose. They declare in the great cities, may be seen the most
of military and naval experiments, they that true protestantism furnishes the onlv unique figure in the time..::....the evangelist.
This man's lack of culture, his ignorcannot quite ignore or suopre~s the bet safe remedy against socialism, while Rothat unrest is the watchword all ove'r Eu- manism would only tend" to increase the ance of theology, his crude thoughts, bold
methods and shocking slang horrify and
rope and in all classes.
bitterness of socialistic and anarchistic ag- attract at the sa me time. Good men earnThe extent of the peasants' revolution itation.
'
estly condemn him, and other good men
in Ru~sia appears to be far greater than
The socialists continue to develop the heartily indorse him.
the Russian press admits.
It is said and greatest possible animosity against any
Why is it that the evangelist, fresh from
claimed that these revolts are confined to form of religious authority and demand
southern Russia and are. caused solely by the entire separation of secular from relig- the slums, or bearing the scars of his recent battle with the decalogue, sways the
the enforcement ofthe new recruiting law, ious authority, p:uticularly in the common
but good judges of Russian affairs are full schools, from which they want to exclude masses while many a settled pastor talks
to drowsy, half-filled pews. Earnestness,
of apprehension that these revolts are far every trace of religious training.
eloquence, doctrine will not explain it.
more serious and thnt they are bound to
CRAZED BY SALVATIONISTS.
All these fail to draw people when some
spre<.d all over the Rus~ian empire. Remen preach.
ligious and social ae-itation hfls been carBerlin has had the wild west show and
The man who is in touch with the age
ried .on in Russia with so much zeal that now has the salvation army.
The latter
a general outbreak ~1gain~t the rule of is the object of much ridicule and even -the student of human nature-the close
brute force is only a question of time.
scorn, but it wins some adherents and may observer of the shifting panorama of life
Ger·m 1n aff,irs are charncterized every- , become a well-established institution, as understands the secret of the evangelist's
where by symptoms of unrest and doubt. the authorities seem disinclined to med- power. This is an age of upheaval and
The socialist movement has assumed in dle with religious movements.
At least transition, Revolt is in the very air. It
many places A more violent charBcter than one poor girl has lost her mental balance is in the churches, as well as ·in every
before, and it seems that a majority of so- on account of the religious enthusiasm circle of society. In this era of discussion
cialist agitators is bound to reject the olive kindled in her by salvationists. She was and doubt and protest the evangelist comes
branch tendered the socialist movement a domestic in the family of a saloon-keep- along voicing the ideas .in the popular
bv the abrogation of the anti-socialist laws. er, and her attempts at preaching repent- mind, and people rush to hear him.
This new teacher or reformer surprises
Then there are rep')rts of strikes and in- ance in that ungodly household were at
and
wins the outside sinner by agreeing
dustrial commotion from many parts- first treated as harmless, because her cookprotests against the protection given agri- ing showed no deterioration.
But when with him that the churches need a shakcultural interests at the expense of indus- she declared one fine morning that she had ing up and a thorough cleansing. Nor is
trial wage-workers.
The commotion in been commissioned to drive out the devil, this view distasteful to many good church
Silently, and with bowed
France is reflected in "'the storm v scenes and proposed to execute this important members.
during the tariff deb~tes in the. French mission by belaboring the bodies of the heads, they have waited many a long year
chambers, which show the existence of a devil-possessed members of the family, the for a sign of hope. They have seen many
large element opposed to every measure young woman was surrendered to the devils and men of loose principles and
calculated to bolster up and strengthen the police, whose physicians pronounced her wicked lives go to the front in the house
of God, and control its affairs, and. debauch
existing social order.
Be\gium nnd Hol- violently insane.
the morals of the congregation, until there
l~nd are also deeply affected by the generSPIRITUALISM IN GERMANY.
was nothing to distinguish the professed
al unrest. · Belgium workmen seem to he
Interest in spiritism-the name given followers of Christ from the people of the
entirely under the control of socialistic agitators who are carefully preparing for a to mediumistic spiritualism in Germany world. They have seen 'the extortioner,
general outbreak, while even the world- in order to distinguish it from modern the swindler, the secret devotee of vice,
famed phlegm of the Hollander will hard- metaphysics, to which the name of spirit- the robber of dead men's estates, and the
ly he proof against the temptation to doubt ualism is applied, although it has no use oppressor of the poor entrench themselves
the justice of hereditary rule since the in- for mediums and such like-seems on the in the very shadow of the altar, and defy
sanity of the heredttary king of Holland increase all over Germany and even in the law and public opinion. Good men
skeptic Berlin.
Here exists a o;ociety unhave grieved over these things, and it is
can no longer be denied.
der the name of "Psyche," whose aim it is no wonder that they welcome the evanRELIGIOUS AGITATION.
to gnin a scientific basis for spiritistic gelist who tells them that they are right,
In France, Belgium and Holland all po- phenomena and whdse members firmly and urges them to join him in driving· the
litical agitation has always had a strong believe in the possibility of practically money chnngers out of the temple.
relig-ious·colorin·g. The struggle between utilizing medium~ or clairvoyants in many
Given half a chance; the people of this
protestantism and Romanism-between directions and particularly in the service country would plunge into the most earnprogressive religious thought and infal!i- of the criminal police.
An attempt was • est and far"reaching revival of the cen-

facts. Short work was made "in disproving his slanderous statements, while we
devoted tbe chie_f of the time pouring in,
with all the power and light the Lord
gave us, the true doctrine and historical
facts touching the "marvelous work and
wonder" our Lord had called us to advocate and de-fend.
This man afterward came into the
church, but he had been stricken with
paralysis and did not long survive.

a
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tury. The reception of the evangelist pensation, but there is surely coming a
shows this. But an old objection comes time .when men shall seek each other's
up that this rough and sometimes mistaken good and Jehovah shall be king over all the
crusader is inspiring the cause of religion earth.
by his ignorance and eccentric talk. Sup"I can see no good reason for the multi•
pose this to be true.
The Christian min- tude of sects among Christians. Why may
isters of the land have enough intellectual not one man be a confirmed Calvinist and
and spiritual strength to enable them to another an intense 4\,rmenian, which is of
keep theirsturdy and startling ally in the
the head, and yet fellowship together in
right path; Let them stand shoulder to one individual church, for this is of the
shoulder with him, and help him in his heart?
vigorous work. The reformation of the
"The fundamental basis for ~his must be
churches, and the elimination of their a better know lege of each other and t0 this
vicious elements, will do more· to m;:~ke . end I wish to emphasize the object of this
outsiders feel the power of the gospel conference. It is- to give infonnation, and
than anything· else. ·
promote a spirit of inquir,y therefor, and
We must uphold the evangelist. If he the basis of mutual kindness between
uses rough words, some people deserve Jews and Christians.'
them. If . he makes mistakes, let good
"After a prayer by Dr. C. Perrin, Mr.
men of superior knowledge correct them. Blackstone introduced the Rev. E. P.
We cannot afford to ignore the truth, and Goodwin, who addressed the congregation
smite the truth-teller, because he slips up on 'The Attitude of Nations and of Chrisin grammar, and speaks the language of tian People Toward the Jews.' In speakthe streets.
ing ofthis subject Dr. Goodwin reviewed
the lives of the Jews, .and showed how, as
years had progressed, the Christians and
JEW AND GENTILE MEET.
the Jews were brought closer together,
"The conference of the Hebrews and both in social and business life. He also
gentiles now being held at the First predicted that· the time will come when
Methodist church is one of the most unique the division of religious beliefs would no
affairs in the history of denominational longer prove a barrier between the lives
gatherings. A meeting of Catholics and of these two. people.
Protestants, Presbyterians and Methodists,
"Dr. Goodwin was followed by the
. or of any t,wo Christian denominations is Rev. Dr. B. Felsenthal, who took for the
no longer j.musual, but, until projected by subject of his address: 'Why the Israelites
William :f:':, Blackstone of Oak fark, a Do NotAceept the Messiah.'
"I have been requested to'give, from my
meeting o~ Christians and Hebrews was
never known before.
oWn Jewish standpoint, an answer to the
"At the 'first session yesterday afternoon question, 'Why do not the Jews accept
the interest of the church-going public was Jesus as the Messiah?' said Dr. Felsenthal.
manifesteq by the attendance of more •The question should. have been amplified,
than 400 persons. Among those present some other question should "have been conwere past6rs
the various churches .of nected therewith and should. have been
different denominations. As the different added thereto. For inst?.nce, why do the
Unitarians refuse to acknowledge Jesus as
p;:~pers wete read those in the congregation
signified their agreement with the speakers their Messiah, as their Savior and Rel:ly applauping. 'Amen' and 'That is right' deemer, and why are. they so decidedly
were bear:d from some of those present, opposed to adqre him as a divine being, as
the second person of the hOly trinity, aye,
while others simply nodded their ..assent.
Those who ask the
"ln opepingthe conference William E. as. God himself?
Blackstone,the chairman of the committee, Jews why they do not accept Jesus as
delivered a short address· announcing the their Messiah might even go into still
larger circles and · ask the hundreds of
o~jects of;the meetings. 'We meet to-day,'
he said; 'as a most unique conference to thousands who are· Christians in name onconsider tlw past,, present, amf future of ly the same question. I ask my Chris"'srael.
· ·
·
·
tim interlocutor why he believes that a
"The history of the Hebrew people is only certain Jew named Jesus, who lived in
measured l:ly millenniums. They have seen Palestine and died ther& nearly r,86o
Babylon, Greece, and ;Rome rise, flourish, years ago, was a Messiah, a Savior, and
and pass away, and .in c.omparison to..them a Redeemer of all mankind from the
western n;:~tions are.hut,fleeting ·ephemera. consequences of sin? I ask what ::~,re his
For centuries the Jewish race stood. alone reasons for such a belief. According to
as the exponent 6f the great faith underly- the theology of the orthodox Christian
ing all true religion, viz., that there was one churches the Messiah is a si1perhuman be-·
and only~ne ever-living God, In common ing and Jesus is the Messiah. He is not"'
merely. the the.oretic king of the Jews,
with the Christians they. have the foundation of all divine revelations in the old tes- but he is the Messiah and Redeemer of
the. entire human race; He died at the
tament scriptures.
"While, scattered through the world, a cross as a sacrifice for the sinful human
large portion has li:ved. in the.· midst of family and, by his self-sacrific;e, he e!fectu,
Chris,tian nations as pilgrims and stra,ngers, ~ted atonement for. the sins of men and reeach. hqldirig aloof from. th~ other. A.t deemed men from theeternal punishment
times their .treatment at the hand>; of wi~h which otherwise. an offended God
Christians is enough to make the true dis- and a stern divi~ejudge would. -have visitciple bfilsh with sharl!~· . But a better era ed them·· Christ has. save.d us~so it is
is drawing. .It may indeed l:.e a new dis- claimed-,.he has redeemed us, and by his
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dying for us he continues to save us and
to redeem us and those that will come after us, provided we believe in him.
"I am well aware that my orthodox
Christian friends will not admit readily
that the Jews' conception and understanding of the Old Testament is correct. They
will probably try to explain the· Bible
otherwise.
"What do you, Jew,· say to the miracles
worked by Jesus?
And are these miracles not proof enough that Jesus was the·
Messiah? I again re~pond with a counter
question: 'What are your evidencesfor the
truth of the~e miraculous stories?'
"'Why,' I am answered, 'here are mv
witnesses-St. Matthew, St. Mark, St.
Luke, St.John, and St. Paul.'
"And this you call good evidence?
There is good reason for saying that the
books ascribed to the men whom you have~
just named have been -vvritten a great many
years after the death of Jesus, and that
these authors offer therefote only hearsay
evidence. Such hearsay evidence is ruled
out of every court in the United States. If
you insist that the testimony of those four
or five men who wrote the gospel and the
epistles should be admitted as classical evi.dence, then I will ask you: 'Why don't
you believe in the miracles said to have
been effected by the holy water in Lourdes. France, in our own days?'
"Several times during the address the
approval of the audience was demonstrated
hy applause.".:_ Chicago Times, Novem-

ber 25th.

.

OF the second days' session the Times has
this to say:
"Prof. David C. Marquis addressed the
congregation on 'lsrael's Messiah.' In his
address he showed the attitude of the Jews
toward the Christians for years back to b.e
perfectly friendly.
He told how they
had gone to the rescue of the Christians
at various times. As an instance, he cited
the recent financial embarrassment in the
English banks that was relieved by a.cts
of various rich Jews.
He declared that
the Jew." predominated among the foreign
men of note, and that by great tnergy they
had made themst-lves famous in the finan~
cia1 and professional world. 'The largest
newspaper in this country and England.is
owned by a Jew,' he said. •They control
more railroads than any one else, they .are
at the head of finance, and in 'the colleges
of Germany 70 per cent of the professors
are Jews.'
"After ·the congregation sang a hymn
Chairman Blackstone announced that the
address given on the programme to be.
read by an Israelite was written by .Mr.
Zolottk;off, tpe editor. of the Jewish
Courier, and would be read by Dr. Stolz.
''In his. introduction Dr. Stolz. said tha.t
Mr. Zolottkoff was a Rmsian who had
received his educ.ation in the Universityol
St. Petersburg. After leaving. collegehe ··
started the publication. of a JewiBh pl'!per; ·
'All went well with him,' said Dr. Stolz,
'for (I short tim¢, but oneday he received:
word from the authorities to.stop
lication of'his paper and le~ve the.
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in twenty-four hours. So naturally he ference adjourned to meet with the Wheeler's
. has no friendly feeling toward the Rus- Grove branch on the last Saturday in November .
The above named elders have labored constantly,
silms.'
and the work in this part of the Lord's vineyard
"Dr. Stolz then proceeded to read the is improving.
address, in which Mr. Zolottkoff severely
censured the Russian government for its
CENTRAL CALIFORmA.
actions toward the Jews.
Conference convened at San Benito, Septem"The last session of the conference ber 26th; J. F. Burton was chosen to preside; J.
closed with an addres'> by Prof. H. M. B. Carmichael secretary. 'Elders reported: J. F.
Scott, in .v~hich he said that the Christians Burton,.J. H. Lawn, J. M, Range, l. F. Kings·
and Jews had known too Jittle of each bury, J. B. Carmichael, baptized 2, J . C. Holmes,
E. Holt, baptized I, D. E. Lander.
Priests:
other, and that he hoped soon to see the '].
S. G. Wright, J. Clark, J. Smith, T.J.Lawn, W.
time when thev would walk together Dawson. Teachers, W. Clark and-.- Davis.
through life with an interest in each o.ther's Deacon, A. Page. Branches reported: Watsonville 33, I removed. Long Valley 44, 8 baptized.
,welfare.
lone 22, 2 received.
Deer Creek 21, 2 received.
"'This will be one of the most memor24. BisQ.op's agent's report: Due agent
:able periods in the history of the Jewish Jefferson
last report $19 038, expended $r 52.00, total $I7L·
-church,' said Dr. Hirsch, after the adjourn- 38, cash received$
163 45, balance due agent $7-·
.ment was taken. "Few realize the im- 93 Bro. J. B Carmichael was elected president
·portance of this conferepce, and the bene- and D. Brown assistant president; Bro John ·A.
Lawn was chosen secretary.
Three were bap~fits in general the people will derive from
tized by Bro. Burton.
The authorities of the
it. With the knowledge gained by those church were sustained. Prayer services were
·who have been present at this conference, strengthening to all, the peaceful influence and
:and those who. will attend the following gifts of the Spirit were encouraging. Preaching
meetings-'-for other ·meetings
of the by Ern. J. H Lawn, J. C. Clapp and J. F. Bur:same kind will soon be held-,-the public ton. Adjourned to Mulberry in April.
will become better acquainted with our
'ideas and will understand that we are not
NEVADA.
:a party or race, as some think.
Our
Conference convened November 9th, in Genoa,
.church belief may differ, but to no greater Elder T. R. Hawkins presiding. The following
. extent than that of the Protestants and branches were duly represented: Diamond Val33 members, no change. Motts ville 22 mem, Catholics.
Our political interests are ley
bers, most of which are scattered.. Elko branch,'
:purely_ American and no barrier should by letter from E. Penrod, that by change of res, exist between us, either in social or busi- idence of the members to distant loca:lities, there
are but six members remaining in Elko,no meetness life."

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
•Conference convened at. Union Chapel, Jeffer•son county, Indiana, I. P Baggerley in the chair.
· .Branch reports: New Marion 14, i baptized, 2
Union 37, r received, r removed.
Temoved.
Plainville 6, organized August 31st.
Hope 28
.West Fork 19
Byrnville 21.
Eden 2S, r removed, I received. Elders reported: L. F. Daniel bap'ized and confirmed 5, ordained r priest.
I.P. Baggerley baptized and confirmed 5, organized the Plainville branch. J. M. Scott, G.Jenkins.
Prkots.: J. Fischer, S.C. Gruver, W. H. Burton,
T. L. Strange. Deacons: J Fewel), P. S. Jolley:
Bishop's agent's report: Last report balance $3 26.
received of G. A. Bl~keslee $r48oo, received
from the district $69.20, expendltures $202 42,
amount due church $r8 04 Audited, found cor
rect and adopted. Preaching by J. M Scott, V.
D. Baggerley, L F. Dani~r and L P. Baggerley
A vote of thanks was tendered Saints and friends
for hospitalities.
General church and district
authorities were sustained. Adjourned to Marietta, West Fork branch, December 27th.
POTTAWATTAM!E
Conference convened ori the first Saturday in
September, H. N. Hansen in the chair, T. Scotl
secretary. Bishop's agent reported: On hand
and received $353 oo, disbursed $291 oo, balance
$62.72. The following named reported: H. N.
Hamen baptized 2, F. Peterson, S. Butler, J. Carlisle baptized 3, J. P. Carlisle baptized 4· R. McKinzie, C. Mcintosh, D K Dodson, A. Hall, C.
A Beebe, B. Harding, H. Kemp, H. Hansen, L.
CampbelL
Priests: C. Casterson, J. Evans.
Teachers: S. V. Pratt, I. Carlisle. 1twas moved
and seconded that Bro. C. Ca,terson be ordained
to the office of an elder. Carried. Resolved
that all elders priests and teachers labor under
direction of the district president. H ..N. Hansen
was sustained as district president, A. Hall Bishop's agent, T. Scott clerk. By motlori this con-

ings.
Carson, represented by T. Millard, no
meetings for a long time, consequently no report
of the number. of members. Since the last conference, Sr. E. Teasdell or Mitchell, has died.
Franktown branch not represented.
Bishop's
agent, D. I. Jones, reported having received $40oo, sent to the presiding bishop $35 oo, on hand
$5 oo Report accepted. Elders: D. R. Jones, D.
L Jones, T. Mill~;~rd and T. R Hawkins, present;
E. Penrod, by letter, that he was firm in the faith
and alive t6 the work of the last days. Teacher,
J. Walker. Elder T. R. Hawkins was then chosen president and clerk for the ensuing term .
Sacrament meeting and testimony of the Saints
in the afternoon.
It was a very enjoyable time,
the Spirit of God rest-ing upon his people with
gifts. Each one present found it good to be there.
Adjourned to meet in Mottsville, Sunday, March
rst, r89r, at ro a.m.

MINNESOTA;
Conference convened at Luce, Otter Tail
county, October 25th, being called to order by
Elder I. N. Roberts, who was chosen president,
P. \V. H. Martin and G. L. Jones secretaries.
Branches :-Oak Lake 76. 4 baptized. Union, referred back. Central 15. Tl::is branch formed from
a portion of the Union branch and organized in
Friberg, presented a petilion asking to be received into the district, and a recommendation proposing that Bro, I-L B. Fay be ordained an elder.
Petition granted and said recommendation
adopted. Elders :-I. N Roberts, J. A. Davis,
A. Tabbut, H. Way, W. Barnhard, T. J. Martin.
Teacher, P. W. H. Martin. A Tabbut, bishop's
-.agent, reported on hand last report, $27 71, received $r6 6o, paid out $25, balance $r9.3r. It
was resolved that in the opinion of this conference there should be a reunion held in the Northern Minnesota district for the benefit of the work
throughout this mission; that this conference
take steps such as wisdom and the Spirit of God
may direct so to do. Be it further resolved that
this conference appoint a committee of seven for
the purpose of selecting a place suitable for holding said meeting, and to make other arrangements necessary to make the meeting a success.
V\1. Nunn, T. J. Martin, J. L. Mathewson, W.
Barnhard, H. Way, H. B. Fay and F. B. Sher-

FOR SALE.
In order to raise money .for Immediate and
coming needs I offer for sale the following
which belonged to my late h11sband, Elder E. C.
Brand:
Dental instruments, English flute, concertina,
rubber printing stamp, flute box over· roo .years
old, three Bibles, Dickens' complete works-15
vols., Scott's complete works-r2 vols., pictures
of Kirtland Temple w7fxr4 inches, pictures of
seventies, life size crayon of Pres. J. Smith,
Three Witnesses to Book of Mormon, six country scenes in Scotland and England; all framed,
Rochester table lamp,, wrJting desk, Heralds
from i887 bound in three volumes, Autumn
Leaves, voL 3, Wilford's Microcosm, two pair
saddlebags, Pearl of Great Price, Ancient Testament-old style, good tent and wagon cover,
numerous books.,
Persons desiring any of the above articles will
please apply to
MRs. E. C. BRAND,
Box 30 Thurman, Fremont Co., Iowa.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux district convenes at Little Sioux, commencing December 6th at IO: 30 a.m., continuing over Sun·
day. All are invited to attend. /
A.M ..FYRANDO.
TWO _DAYS' MEETING.
There will be a two days' meeting held at
Streator, Illinois, on Saturday and Sunday the
27th and 28th of December, iri charge of Thomas
Hougas and W. Vickery.
Ern. Cooper and
Sheideker are cordially invited to attend.
HENRY SouTHWICK, Dist. Pre.~.
ADDRESSES ..
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.

BLESSING OF CHILDREN.
SPRAGUE.- At Omaha, Nebraska, October
3rst, 1890, to Bro. Frederick M. and Sister
Amelia E. Sprague, a daughter. Blessed by Elders R. M. Elvin and E. Rannie, Jr., November
23d, 1890, and named Ethel Louisa.
MARRIED.
STEVENSON-PETERSON.- At the residence
of the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Peter Peterson, near Stewartsville, DeKalb county, Missouri, November 19th, 1890, by Elder Charles Ej,
Butterworth, Mr. William H. Stevenson and
Sr. Lois E. Peterson. A goodly number of relatives and friends were gathered to st:e the ceremony performed and partake of the rich and
bountiful repast which was in waiting for them,
as well as to present a number of pretty and u~e
ful presents to the bride, and wish the young
people much joy. God bless them both.
SMITH-GRAHAM -At the residence of Mr.
Charles Teale, near Lamoni, Wednesday evening,
November 26 h r89o, Mr. John W. Smith and
Miss Allie Graham of Lamoni. Elder W. W.
Blair officiating.
DIED.
REED.- At her residence near Manteno,
Shelby county. Iowa, October r6th, 1890, Sister
Hannah E., wife of Mr. Charles Reed. She was
born July 23d, r858 in Mercer county, Missouri,
was baptized May 29'th, r888, by Elder Charles
E. Butterworth. She died in hope of a resurrection with the just. Funeral services by'Brother
John A. Mcintosh, after which the Odd Fellows
took charge of the remains and interred them In
the cemetery at Manteno.
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THE
CooPER.-'-At Santa Rosa, California, Novem'
ber 3d, r89o, Bro. William Orren Cooper, aged
24 years. Funeral services in theM. E. Church
by Rev, Dr. Finley, of theM. E. Church South.
FYRANDo.-Died at his residence in Magnolia,
Harrison county Iowa, on the 22d of November.
r89o, Magnus A. Fyrando,
Was born September 28th, r836, at Heoor, Mali no, Sweden; was
baptized into the Reorganized Ghurch July 26th,
r866, and confirmed by Elder Joseph Gilbert, at
Omaha, Nebraska; ·was ordained an elder on the
7th of November, r866, at Florence, Nebraska,
by Elders James Hodges and Joseph Gilbert; was
ordained to the. office of a seventy, September
24th, 1877, by John H. Lake and James Caffall
of. the twelve, at Galland's Grove, Shelby
county, Iowa.
Bro. Fyrando was first baptized, in Sweden
when a young man sixteen years old, and was
called to preach the gospel at seventeen, which
duty he faithfully performed, and suffered many
stripes and imprisonment in his n'ative land for
the gospel's sake. He afterwards emigrated with
his wife to Utah,but seeing the evils there, and
the bitter fruits of the apostacy of that people,
he returned to the United States, and while af
Omaha he. heard the gospel in its purity.
He took a mission to Sweden in r875, remaining there two years,. ellduring great hardships for
the gospel.
While on his mission to Sweden,
angels ministered to him in his distress. He was
afterward sent to Utah where he labored one
year.
After returning from Utah he left the
missionary field, but never lost his faith in the
work.
After his lapse from duty he grew cold,
and. Satan taking advantage led him into evil
and after being buffetted by Satan for about
eleven years, the Lord felt after hirn, laid his
hand upon him and chastened him, and led him
in his love to see. his true cona.ition.
The wanderer returned to his Father's house, contented
to be as. "one of his hired servants." ''The great
Father smiled 'l)pon his prodigal child, spake
words of peace .to his soul, saying, "Thou art my
servant; I have chosen thee, and not cast thee
away."
When last I saw him in life he imprinted a kiss
upon my forehe!fd, saying, "Goq bless you; my
hand is in the hapd of'] esus !" and this blessed
assurance remained with him until his spirit
passed to the paradise of God.
The writer preached his memorial sermon, assisted in the serv;ices by Elder J. F. McDowell,
on S1mday, thei 23d of November, r89o.. He
leaves a God-fe'ating wife, son and daughter, who
g~eatly loved him and mo.urn their loss, yet not
Without hope.
'
CHARLES DERRY:.

''FO 0 D
For Thougl,lt, or Sermons and Essays by Jews .and Gentiles," a book of 95 .paw·s in paper covPrs: Pl'ic.e single
copy 25c; five copies $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
. '
PATRIOT o,ne year and. book
$1.15.
"
·SIX months and' book
.70
This applies to repewals also. For full description see
last page HERALD for.N.ov. 22, 1890. Address,
·
Lfi.MBEET BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

··-: Tbe In~ependence Gazette:--Published weekly by

BRETHREN E. E.TZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,
Ati Independence, Mo.
The enterprising pu)ilisbers of tbis paper are offering you
your cho1ce of one of tb ·ee very fine views of the Temple
Lo.t at Independen'Ce, free with paper if subscription is
pmd m agvance. Two of theoe views, wbich are 8x10, include a VIeW of the: new chu.rch at tbat place. Sen it in
' your m~mey aud getra e:ood·fumily paper for one year and
a fine VIew of tbe Temble Lot, both for $1.00.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of La~ter Day Saints,
•

·l!lll.l!iO.

K. Wal~.r, Editor and P!!.blishe~.

SAINTS~

HERA~D.

D. F. Nro:a:oLSON, Cashier

RoBERT WINNING, Pres't.

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Loana money on aproved eecurlty. Six per cent intere~t
paid on time deposlts. Real Estate
bought and ~old.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND, CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

'
ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a . book or pamphlet of over· 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and rxposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, Tbe Quakers,
Catholic Visions ·and Miracles, Me>meric, Trance, MindReading, HChrip;~.tian Science," "'Divine Healing' or
"Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. Tbe
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
·
·
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address., M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.
1

You can earn
SljORJ'liAND
1
per month as a
Learn at home.

$7i';.OG
short-

hand writer.

as soon as you thorou_ghly complete the study.
Do not delay the matter but write at once. It
will pay you. For full particulars, address,

22nov4t

STENOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
HOUSE

FO~

SALE.

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Oh.io. Good cellar with hot air
furllace n it, .- nd water in tbe kitchen."
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

.R.lJI.Nf!!i

AND THE

B.EVIf!!IITED,

WORLD.. STORY RETOLD;

The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 .pages, bound in cloth, price $1..

S. F'. WALKER,· Lamoni,. Iowa.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Ineptred Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Bheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••• 1 1>0
Imitation Morocco; gilt edges ...•.•.... , ••••• 2 00
Motoce6, ·gilt edges .................. ' ...... 2. 60
New Testament, Inspired........ . . • . • • • . • • • 11>
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and mledfor Record of.Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••.•• ~ ••• ~ •2 00

THE SAINTS'. HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, spJinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.... ; •.••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book.and Hymn Book combined.)
Le11ther back and Muslin sides .•••.•••••• , •. 2 50
The Harmony contain~! all the hymns in the SaintS'
Harp; also 642 pages .ofJnusic, comprising about ~20
runes, and full instructiolll on choir and anthem music.

799
Prospectus of Autumn Leaves
FOR I89I.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of QUr
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with:,an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres, Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AUTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r.so,. the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
.cost of maillrig, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
.can not send th~ engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, how·.
ever, to deprive any" one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance, we will send the magazine
without the Et~gravml[, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these ~umbersican not get them because
we have furmsh,ed them to those who fail to ren.ew their subscriptions or to return the. magazmes.
THE MINISTRY.
To ail actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us. great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you. will notify the office that you
wish it continued".
DO YOU: WANT TO WORKUSFOR THE
MAGAZINE?
.
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your servi·
ces. This offer includes engraving with each·
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE ..
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies .yet published.
uFather· Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those ;v:ho know him, passeq through many of
the trytng scenes of the troubles in Missouri
and writes of them as an eye witnes.s. If thJ
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe. in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazi~e, though . well known . to the
church, both personally and by h"r writi,pgs.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large .edition above the number .of. sub- '
. scribers,. and it is absolutely neces.sary for those
who des1re the complete volume to subs<:ribe in
time for their names to be on our list by Janua:ry
ISt, 1891. '
·
'I'o the friends who have so faithfully and dis•
interestedly worked for us .in tl)e past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we o:ff'.e\,
your labor.s this year ought to be more successful than In the previous one's .. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
]Jut above all with a firm reliance upon Him ,
whose we <tre and whom we are endeavoring tp.
serve, we shall enter upon 'the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends ·will render to
us all, and. more than we .can merit.

M. WA L i. ER,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
"Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'liS
·Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respMt
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as i~ was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
.Day SE8ints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?

- - ) B Y T.IIE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing Htiuse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW'\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
---------~~-----~~~---

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Transhttion by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ..•... 1
Imitation Morocco,· gilt edges , •••.•••..•••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired .•••.• : ........... ;.

i>O

00
5()
'15

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each ••••• , • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • .. • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to.write the
Book of Mormon.

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
ImitatiO"n Morocco, gilt edges ......•••..•••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS..
Sprinkled Sqeep, or Library ..... ; •••.•••••.• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••.••••.•••••• 1 50

COWD:ERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. . • • • • • • • '! 5
WithoHt covers 5cts. each; per dozen . • • • • . • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of J osepb the· Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
·

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Jmitation Morocco, sprinkled edges : •••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••• , ••••••••• 1 50
THE S.AINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book: and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•..•.•..•.... 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COV!!:NANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers • • • •
Old edition . • • •• . • • . • • •• .. .. • • .. • • .. .. .. .. •

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David· H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .•••. , •••.• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......... . . .. . .. .. • • .. . . . 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended Md Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . .. . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • • . 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the bands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among thoRe without,
abounding in proofs never before preseuted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.

00
'l5
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
f'chool Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., I ;GOO for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy- Cards, package of 60, 5 kinds, large .. . . . . 7 5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . . . • . . . 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper'coverslOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00

S':A.BBATH SCHOOL BOOKS
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .•••..•.••••••••..••...... 1
Muslin boards .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. ..
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ........•. 1

HERALD~

1

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~·We have a limited quantity of these oa. hand:
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... a 50
Turkey. Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••. 8 'iiS
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge .•••• , •• ~· .......... 8 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••• ,,.;. ,4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Fullleather,marbled edges................... 60
This was published by the church in Wales; and·
contains 393 hymns jn Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS .OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER, ..
And discoveries ofc·:·Ancient:' American Rec.ords and
Relics, with the statement of a Oonverled Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10,
REPLY TO LITTLEFIJJLD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen •• • .......• • • • .. .. .. • .'IIi
This is the "Reply o! President Joseph Smith. to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORQS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·
ing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••• ; • 2 · 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records •• ;8 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen .............. ·:"...... ... •
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred •••••• ,..

12
26
40

CERTIFIOA'l'J<JS AND. REPORTS.
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..••• 1 50 • Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • . • • • • • • • 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . • . . . . .. • • •
5
3. Voice of the Good Snepherd, ,dozen 5c, 100 • 40
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz. 12
4. J<Jpitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
Cel'tificates of Removal, per dozen ....... , . • • • 12
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100 .. ~ 25
Marrtage CertifiCates, per dozen •. ·'. , ••• , ; •• .:·. 26
250 for 50ct~, 500for $l;·J.,ooo ........ i ~6
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects PreMISCELLANEOUS.
requisites and Design-and Who Shall AdminThe Problem of Hum'>n Life Here and Hereafter
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 '!5
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin ..•.... 1 50
'!. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
S. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c,, 100 .. 1 '!IS
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... l 00
9 Spiritualism Viewed fmm a Scriptural Stand·
Josephus. complete, library leather .••........ 3 50
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts .. 100 ...•.. 1 10
muslin boards, 5 volumes ................. .4 00
11. The Plan of Salvatiol); dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••••. 4 00
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; doznn 25 cts .. 100.1 65
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ........ 1 SO
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; <:iozim 2 5. cts , 100 ... 1 7 5
Rollin'!! Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4 00
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . . 40
The Koran. library Irather ................... 2 25
16. Pulyg,lmy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
1S54, muslin boards, 5. volumes ............ 10 00
1 '!.. The 8uccessor in the Prophetic Office and
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius PamphiPresidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts ,100.1 75
lus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ........ 2 no
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1. '!5
under t.he Apostleship and under the ApostaBible Text Book ........................... 1 00
sy: dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
Apocryphal New Testament . . . • • • • • • ••..... 1 65
21. Truth hy Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff............... . 30
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size. 86
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....•••••. 1 25
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • . 40
(Music only,)
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
Leather back and Mu~lin sides ....•••.•.•••. $1 50
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts .. 100 ... 1 40
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from t4e Doc:
trine and Covena,nts; dozen 5 cts .. HIO. • . • • • • 40
~ FLEXIBLE BUIDING. ..4a
30 Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
The
Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip·
per hundred ...........................•. 1 10
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers sim·
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
ilar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-s~hool
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, '$4.
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 Hi
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
HESPERIS.
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
per hundred. . . . . . . . . ................... 1 25
Fancy Muslin, 202 p!lf(es. gilt edges ........•.. 1 60
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for .................. '.... 1 75
-..A.42 Rejection of the Church; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
SYMBOLOGICAL
CATECHISM:
43 One Wife, or Many;. dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 '!5
OR
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J asus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . • . . . . 50
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
zophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 • • • • • • • • • • 15
BY A. J. MAPES.
n assortment of Tracts. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • • . 35
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
SET 0F TRACTS.
For s111le by BRo. K R. MILLS,
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . • • • . . . • . . • • • 1~
INDEPEl;mENCR, Mo.
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"!IE.ABKEN TO THE WoBD 011' THE LOBD! l!'OB TJIERE SHALL NoT ANY' MAN bONG YOU HAVE SAVII' lT liB ONE WlFlll,- AND CONOUBINEll
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of :Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEvE THAT ONE MAN aaoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONlli HusBAND! EXolli>T .IN CASE OJ!' DEATH, WRliN EtTHJ!B
IS AT LIBERTY To MABRY AGAIN.":_Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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Qflicial Paper of the Reor;;anized Church of Je.sus Christ ot
Latter Day Saints
PUBLISirnD AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
Every Saturday. Pri.~e $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sulY"
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Lamoni, Iowa, Dec. I 3·. I Sgo.
BRADEN IN LAMONI.

ELDER CLAR,r<. BRADEN, of the Disciple
CI1Urc::h, the man with whom Bro, E. L.
Kelley has had some three discussions
touching the :£iith and doctrines of the
church, delivered a lecture in the Saints'
cl1apel at Lamoni, on the evening of Wednesday, Decer\:}ber gel. His subject was
briefly. stated;..,..-'- "Morinonism a Fraud;
Joseph Smith lan Impostor."
He came tojLamoni tinderthe following
circlHnstances'; Some little time ago he
lectured at_.
tbedale, in Missouri, upon
Christianity, , claims<comparedwith In-.
fidt:lity; ai!d 1 n<tlJ!L>course. of his stav
there, lie paicl hi~ .respects to the "Mormons?' · S . of the Sai!lts heard of this
Ar1cnrA. >in.rl
It so happened that
at Lamoni ·and' Indeperi'
.U<OU\C<Oo .l.Y..I.l.1">vup,;On be.SineSS j
and. at the
of tbe. brethren, incllldambyrt,in charge, be
nc•ua.«::,. and: reviewed Elder ·
to tal~ of another disen being;qtii.te free to.
vv:·qrihn,:g pis propqsitions linin Br()!.:KeUey leav:ent .il)yqlving t&re,e
Vliaiting. Mr~ Braden's. aclatter. was, ho'\l"ever, in
a Farnjer.'s Alliance comthe_ Claims of , SOllle
· · fot ... offi~ .· iri the
not attend. Br~. lZelley~s
be wa~ invited to do !lQ,
Kefleyto agreeol'l pro:
rtl a short tim~ after
came to. J:)ayis City; .
from ·Lamoni, o.pe~ingi'
of
.
the ~9th
1

was made to secure the M. E. Church at
Lamoni. The use of this building was·
refused him for the purpos.e of assai]ing
their neighbors. Learning of this refusal,
Bro .. Asa Cochran, who presides over the
Lamoni branch, at once telegraphed Bro.
0. ]. Bailey, of Davis City, to tender Mr.
'Braden the use of the Saints' building at
Lamoni, which offer was accepted, and
the lecture on the evening .of the gd ;inst.
was the result.
There were some who had attended
'Mr. Braden's lecture at Davis City, on the
afternoon of Sunday the goth of N ovember, and . .these and manv others at Lamoni, desired to• hear what that gentleman
had to off~;r on the subject in controversy j
and for this reason Bro.. Co,chran m.ade the
offer of the house .as he did.
The .groundsassumed l::>y Mr. Brade.n
are briefly stated; thatJoseph Smith was
an impostor and his revelations fra1Jds, including all that he ever gave to the world
as revelation from God. In pursuit of
thjs idea .he presented wh.at I::Je ·ciait.ned
was presented by Joseph Smith; and
stated some of his reasons for his. view in
regard to them. The family of Joseph
Smith, their. characters, J osepb Smith's
character, the angel's visit, the plates, the
translation of them, the Book of Mo.rmon, ,
the Book of Covenants, the . Inspired
Scriptures, all came in for denunciation in
general terms. The Spaulding story
'was revamped, and was made the basis of
the eook -of Mor!Don, .. Sidney Rigdon
'\lVaS the real originator of the. whole and
Joseph Sinith was his tool, &c. There
was not a single. new idea, so far .as the
substance ol what was presented was con.cerned.
He closed with a new challenge; and,
with Bro~ :Kelley's letter submitting the
'questions for· dis~ussionin his possession,
gave .his challenge as if the questio11s orig·
inated with himself. . A, teleg.ram frqm
Bro .• ~elley ~greejpg .to meet .Mr• ..Br<ld<)n .at once, o.r at any .time in January
was .read at the close of the, Ject).lr.~.
This ¥r· Brad~n ~ccepted piiblicl:Y,te~
fusing tQ cliscuss .any .other than the,. fol-
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could be at Lamoni, and the matter of
time was left for the two disputants to
arrange as they could agree.
Mr. Braden declared at Davis City, and
also at Lamoni that he would not discuss
with the ••Mormons" any other proposition than the above; his position being as
he stated it, that if he .proved Joseph
Smith to be an impostor, he proved his
work to be a fraud, etc. He dedine.d to
djscuss any q.u(:lstioil to).lching the stl'!nd·
ing or dpctr,ines of the Disciple Cl)urch o,,f
which he. was a member, upon the idea
that Mr. Kelley desired to. "throw mud at
Alexande-r Campbell," and to "seek reve.ng:e'' for ·the- attacks that Mr.. Braden
h,tt~ been making upon Mormonism. Of
this we only need to say.that the defensive
warfare the Saints h<1ve been obligecl .to
wage against j11st S).lcl} a~tacks has ,bee,n
forced upon them; and they hav,e. beeQ
tre.ated i.n the .most of such .attacks as if
they .had no dghts of common mfinGQ<;>.cl,
social, religious, or political, which..tl;tetr
assailant~ were u,nder obligati<ms tp regard. In .their o.wn defe,n~e they, h~.ve
been obliged to it).sist that. iJ their work
vvas to be proved a counterfeit !{nd fraud,
there must be. an original 11nd a geP,ui~e
somewhere; hevce, the g_llestion, Do you
who attack us represent the true, and
where is it?
.HOW T.H.E' BATTLE GOES.

EL:QER E.Y,ANS IN. 1\:[ICHIG.AN.
GooD news .from a far country,is good to
receiv.e. For. the reason that the eJCperi·
.en<;es of any of our stirring pt:e<lehers is
productive of gqod to allin t.be field; .wtw
may profitby them .if they. will, weil}sert
the substan.ce of<1 l!!,te controv.ersy <he~ .
tweet;I )3ro. R. C. Evan~ and. som,pbpdJ'
who. chpse ,~o rnisrepres!')nt {lis ~or.k.at
B.:lding, ¥ichig.aq.
l'hJI' cq11tt:0 versy
began by .ti:Je. appe11ranee pfJ~e Jo,llpvvin,g
.in the ~elding D.ispatch:
··
ELDER EVANS.. .IN MICHIGAN.

Bi£LD~~m, Mich, Ndv._x9th.~R. C. EvaM,_a
•traveling missionary of the Mormo11 Church'of
~w~~:
.
•
. .
•
Latter Day Saints,has been holding revival
I. ''All that Joseph Smith gaye to the_
world, purportingJo be revel~tionsfrom meetings in. Belding for the·. pa>t .ten or twelve
, God, vvere entirely of ht11!1at). origin, api:l ,day~. He is asm~Jl, dark:eo~plex:i 0 ned; gooq·frauds; a~d J osepli Smith .was ap impo'.- ·looking yo~rrg man with a Jla~k moustache, ancl
.has a :very taking way .With•.theladies. A we~k .!
tor." .
.
•
ago Surit!ay he was illvited to the ·Mefhoqist
Braden affirms.
H .. "'I' he r~~ehitions>th~tJoseph Smith ·pulpit, and prea~heq a ratt!~ng set;rn.on ¥."ithout
l.n6del·•
··Ia............ he 1· gave to t.he w0rld were trtie t:eyel~tio9~· rder.ence to his pecuU~r creeG, and.for several
cno m.~n·t lon w~s nl;!deo! hisintention;
Smith was'.a true
!JIDOn!;in··r!Jthe~ from God,
'he shovve<f his hand, arid ·
·
· .·111s •prophet .of

re-
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..... 3· 'l'he dispatch says:; uBut.on Satqrday night
he. showed his hand and .. preached the Mol'mon
faith. as th~ only salvation." .. Now, I never
· Mormon, who
more conveits.
preached in . Belcting on Saturday.night. I did
in }>errin's biscuit
Qdt preach a sermon in Belqing that !.did not
my" leaving the. town, and .... vv~v.•r
was at one time a tl'aveling
take my te:;ctand quotations from.theBible. My
self trouble,'' permit me to say
He.. was convel'ted. to Mdrmon\sm eight years effort in Belding was to showthatGod was unber. came to the station, gave
ago; and for about £o.ur years has peen .preachin·g
chang~al)le, that .it requires a pe#e.Cl obedience
the Mormon doctrine. Last11ight he denounced
to the perfect law that emanated. from •the . perand bid me anaffe.dionate
.. • .
. ... ·.· ..·
And now last but not least, le.t :me say that the.-• ;.
'allcMr¢hes, and declared that he 0\\'0uld return
feet God to be .a recipient of, a p~rfect .salva,.-l.as t ·night 1 .Wa"S ~t~e~-e-~ E:td e~~J·ti;da!,,:~fte~: f'tfe;_~tti~li~~;~~~-~,\~-:~;i~i
heresho~~~~and'shbw]o£lSmithign.init~Jr~.~ :t,i.Qp:.•, . i •••· 4 .··. ····:·~';,·.c;..'j,)./ ;· ••.
4· .The dispatch states the truth when 1l says
lng, stated that he had just thatdby learned fwm . · ··
light for the sa;ving of souls. He gotinto a quar.
.
rel'wit.h several peo.ple, and the meeting was
that .on Saturday I baptized. a n.umber df con·
some books that J?sephSrhith;vvas a _wic~ep' .
1 broken up in .a great row;
There were catcalls
ver,ts in t.he chilly waters .of. the Flat River; but
man; he denied. that 1\:{et!)odistf ministers ,ever ,.·.
and yells l)y the boys, and·the lights were put
the author of the q:spatch forgot .to say that
taught the doctrine of hell·fire ;and brimstone;i
out; and every one looked out for himself .. He' one of the ministers took part in the service at said that no minister of any resp~ctable deno!ll.ileft town this morning, and probably saved him·
the water?s brink, singing from the same book
nation ever believe? that doctripe. . I sho'\¥ed
seiHrom trouble.
with t;Je, and dismissing the multitude with
from accepted works that som~ of the great
minds taught it, and read from. Wesley Finney,
This wa~ followed by Bro. R. C; Evprayer.
· 5· The dispatch continues: "This was follow- Spurgeon and other.s. To this'E!tler 1Judd. re·'
.ans in the London, Ontario, .A.d'vertiser, of
ed Sunday by a great excitement in the other
plied that if they did prea.ch and•print such doct.he zgrd of November, as W~~uppose, the
church; and Elder Judd, .of the Methodist trine they did not believe what they. pre~,tched.
date n.ot appearing on· the slip. sent us:
Church took occasion to score the Mormon eiMy reply made ihe people laugh at Eld.er Judd,
To the Editor qj the Advertiser: HEAR SIR: der's position unmercifully." Permit rne to say whereupon he challenged me to apublic discus-Permit me to reply to the " Belding (Mich:)
that the people of Belding are not strangers to sion, he to affirm that immersion )vas not .the only
dispatch" which I find in your columns of to-day 'the Christian doctrine of baptism as the writ~<r
mode of Christian baptism, and that Infants are
concerning my. work in Beldil"!g. I will refer of the dispatch seems to infer, and if it is true
fit subjects for Christian baptism.; I accepted his
only' to the most prominent misrepres<;mta:tions
that the Methopistpreacher "scored me unmerchallen.ge. He then said he could not meet me
contained in the dispatch. It is apparent that cifully" for baptizing people, he was engaged In
til) some time in March. We had a longconv:erc;
the writer of the dispatch was not present at my
not only scoring me, but Christ and the aj:>Ostles,
sation after meeting and parted ff,iends.
meetings, but wrote from what" Dame Rumor"
for they taught the doctrine of. baptism. The
I have given you the fact@. Iq have mademy
informed him.
facts are that Elder Judd of the Methocilst l.etter .too lengthy it .Is becau~eof the numeroas
r; He describes me as having a "black mus- , Church, and ElderClark of the Christian Church,
misrepresentations that I have had to reply to .. I
tache;" Now, Mr. Editor, I was in Michigan
both attended my meet;ngs; bothhad me spend
artitied home to,night in order; to' fill engagetwelve days and shaved my face six times; I
a season with them and dine with them at their
ments made prior to my visit to :$elding.
never wore a mustache while in Michigan.
respective homes. They and their wives came
Yours for truth,
2. He says that "a week ago Sunday he (Elto my meetings when they could, and at dif.
R. C. EvANs.
der Evan's) was invited to the Methodist pulpit .ferent times they in,terrogated me on certain
. London, Nov. 2oth.
and preached a rattling sermon without referpoints of doctrine, which I tried to explain as
{!nee to his peculiar creed." The facts are, I
best I could, generally to their entire sat!sfacBRO. J. W, WIGHT IN AUSTRALIA.
was called to Belding to attend to some business,
tion. Both of these reverend .gentlemen anAs
A companion piece to what appears
and while there I was req]lested to deliver a
nounced in the Belding papers of last Friday
series of discourses in the old Baptist Church.
that they would preach on what they thought concerning Bro. R. C. Evans in Michigan,
we give the experience of Bro.
W;
Bills were circulated, and Sunday morning I
about "Latter Day Saintism." As l had been
Wight:,
went to the Methodist Church. As I entered I
to the Methodist Church and preached for them,
gave the deacon a note, in which I requested the
I thought I would go to the Christian Church. I
"A new and somewhat u.~expected controversy
pastor to announce my services. The pastor then
did so last ·Sunday morning, when Elder Clark
is just now in full swink} here 'in. Grantville.
came and invited me to his pulpit, requesting me
invited me into the pulplt, and I opened and closSome time ago Mr. Martin, dithe Wesleyan Home
to engage in prayer. I did so, after which he
ed his meeting by prayer. He did not speak
Mission, Wj!S invited by the elders of the •Latter-'
day Saints' at Queensferry, to listen to one of
asked me to preach for him in the evening. Bethree minutes on "Latter Day Saintism," and
fore I consented to preach, I presented him my
what he said was in our fayor, closing his retheir services. Having acceded to the request he
complained that he was perforce obliged to listen
certificate of appointment from the General Con~
marks with these words, "Bro. Evans, take cour·
in silence to the wholesale condemnation of his
ference of the "Reorganized Church of Jesus
age, for if you are right you will prosper, and be·
Christ of Latter Day Saints," at the same time
lieve me, you have the support of every minister own and other denominations of the Christian
religion.. Last Sunday, however, he took the
informing him that our faith was vastly different
in the town." This is the last I saw or heard of
opportunity of basing his sermon on the question
from the Methodist faith, and that probably his
Elder Clark. As to Elder Judd's sermon, I can
whether the religion of the Latter-day Saints is
people would not wish me to preach in his
say but little, as I was not present, because of my
the only true one, as it is naturally alleged by
church, but he urged me till at last I consented.
own servic<>s. I learned frorn Elder Juddt!)at he
them to be. This of course opened the way of
So, you see, he knew what my creed was.
At
stated on that occasionthat••he opposed me, not beretaliation and the lecture (for such indeed it v.as)
night I preached from the text, " What think ye
cause he thought I was dishonest,but he thought I
was deceived concerning my faith in Joseph Smith. was devoted to scriptural texts, historical and
of Christ?" The church was crowded to the
scientific facts to di~prove the theory upon which
doors and many were unable to get seats. The
and the Book of Mormon., and that he thought I
this new religion is based. Mr. Martin ridiculed
pastor and many of the people expressed them·
was not orthodox in that I did not believe in in·
the idea of the structure of a new religion being
selves as well pleased with my eft'ort, and I was
fant baptism, and that immersion was the only
based upon such a frivolous and weak foundation
invited to call on them at my earliest convenmode of Christian baptism." To show that he
fence. I preached every night of that week (exwas friendly .toward me, he came to my meeting as that of a man with a doubtful reputation unearthing wme metal plates upon which were incepting Saturday night), and every evening many
Monday night last, and opened and closed my
scribed some mystic characters that nobody
were turned from our church unable to gain even meeting by prayer. It is true that Elder Judd
could make anything out of except himself.
, standing room inside, as I tried to tell the story
was not well pleased because of my baptizing
Elder Wight replied t~ these strictures on the
of the cross as I understood it.. Jf.is true. that I
an.d having crowded houses every 'night, while
following evening at the Mechanics' Institute,
did not preach according to the Methodist discihis congregation, as a rule, is small.
and emphatically disclaimed the charge of de-·
pllne, but Elder Judd was there several nights
6. I will say the latter part of the dispatch is

J.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
itself, save that they left out my explanation of
the Spaulding Romance. Since that time however, Bro. Mcintosh visited the Edttor personally
and loan(d him the Romance, and some of the
church works. Last Sunday we went out to one
of the parks to preach, and were drawn into a discussion which lasted about two hours, with a
chairman to keep time and an audience of five
hundred to one thousana many seeming much
interested.
Last week I baptized one In the bay here, thus
entering .and using the waters of the gteat ·
Southern Ocean in this sacred rite.
''Neely" (Cornelius Butterworth. Ed.) is raising
The foregoing appeared in . the bandenongAdvertiser, published at Dandenong, a stir in an entire new place, and writes quite
County of South Bourke,.Colony of Vic- hopefully. He seems peculiarly fitted for mission
toria, in its issue for October 2d, 1890. It work, and I think will be willing to remain hef'e
is explained by a letlier from Bro. Wig-ht, for some years, whit:h opportunity the church
accompanied by a slip from the daily Tel- will doubtless be glad to avail. His ordination
egraph. We give the letter first and the has not yet been attended to, as he feels that he
extrai.ct from the 7 elegraph after, which should show more results as an elder before
will make the matter quite plain. What taking upon him a more important trust,
does this peculiar stir at the antipodes
I can only wish that such humility had no exmean? Sure] y, the spirit of inq uir:v is ception in the whole church, and that all had as
being poured out upon the people. Let much tact in gaining the good will of those with
the good work go on say we.
whom we come in spiritual and social contact.
MELBOURNE Victoria, Oct. 24th.
To day the wind .has blown almost a hurricape
Editars Herald:-! am sorry that it Is not posdoing much damage to houses, shipping, and
sible to give a better report of the work in this
much movable property. Thus Australia,·with
one of "the Islands of the sea; but I presume so
her labor crisis, winds, fire, and crimes alarmingly
long as Satan ha~. power he will try to hinder the
on the'. increa§e, is filling a corner in the great
·truth. And just now .there are some dark .clouds
events· so. portentous of the times fn which we
hovering about the spiritual horizon of Vl'?toria,
live. And as one scans the spiritual sky, he is
"Threatening our peace to destroy.". Yet. we are
forced to the conclusion that only a negative re.hopeful that "~hrn the. mists have cleared.away,"
ply will properly answer the interrogation of the
a bett~r understapding of the work and especially · Savior as to ·finding faith. on th.;- earth. And
individual duty v&m be had. Not.until we learn
"!'"ere it not for the surety of reward to the faiththe important le~~on "Let him. th~t is withoqJ
ful, one must at times feel like throwing down
sin cast the first ~tone," wiJ.l.we be in a condition
the armor of so great a warfare.
to understand. thl!t it is better to "make haste to
To-morrow we start fqr N. Forster, N. S. W.,
go slow." ..·The Jnissionaryin charge and presiwhich will be our address for some 15 t,nonths.
dent of o~e of th~ branches are just now under ·The whole distance 70? miles we go by water,
.the ()dlum of. what they please to term. "stone
so that for the three days, we will be subjects of
wallers;" and just because of having.dealt with
the rolling billows. In Bonds,
one under transgression or. they felt· the law de~
J;,. w. WiGHT.
mapded; and• afVe~\Vard failing to take further
A FOOL'S PARADISE,
action till'sJ>~cifiJ charg~s had been made ~n ac,
cord with the tavV, but urging the.aggri~ved ones
To tke Editor qf tke D.ailY, Telegxajk/ S.rR :'-In
to try· and effect .I!-· reconciliation~
your leader, "A fool's paradlse,"issue of 24th u!t.,.
When. we a1J!brn the> importli:nt lesson that
whichi have just seen, you state sorne .things
~hetfa~sgre~sion of another can in no way
which need notice, as they do not accord with the
ejfect our own ~:ecord, we will ~0 doublt beactual facts in the case, though accept~d by the
come rnoretracta~le; and(whenwe understa~d the
world in gener!!,I. Your statement that polygamy
thought exp~esse4 in-''God~o loved the \V?rld" .originated In 1843. we deny; also rhat Joseph
w.e w!Jit h~n kno\v more how to put jnto practice
Smith either. practiced or taught it, but that all
• chi~tof t}re grac~s, charity.
his writings and teachings coqdenm it. In r852
I hopethat~.r<I,.J3onf;l's.lit.tle. book treats the
Brigham Young proClaimed it publicly .for the
~tibj.ect of rhe gif(sin such way as to be the means
first time, and to get the people tol'lelieve it, said
o~~~~~btising th.e.iminds of.some of tl).e saints who
that.Smith had received the"celestia1'' revelation
seem io jeel tha~ ever~ thing is wrapped tip in
ini843· Ih 1874 he repudiated thislife-long false.
th~se,and I belieive that·~atan is actually using hood by publicly stating that hirnselfhad re. 11: as. a weapo~ again~t the work: for there are
ceived intimations. of .said. doctrine. through the
,tl:J.ose. who h~ve srmehow~conceived the idea th~t' ·"promptings 'of the spirit" while in Englan~ in:
/unless we,eJ(ercis~ some wonderfulmanifestatiorl . r839! And to show .that !twas taught by neiwe ar~ n?t fliit~ful! Individually speaki~g I
the~ Joseph n.or Hyr)lm Smith, we quote from
should like to see the gift of wisdom sougllt after
the official organ of the church; Times and
and exercised more freely.
Seasons, voL 5, p, 423, rst February, 1844:-.,.
·
encl()sed slip ;~.nd papenentby this q1a:n, · "Notice•..,-,As we have Iatel,r been. credibly. ln.w.sotl1e of the events so recentJytransformed that an~ elder of the Church of Jesus
ent~ri~to d~tailsrel~tive towJlatwas •Christ ofLatte~·d~y Saints; by the nameof. f!;Y'
at Grantville, wourd be but a i-eit- ·· rqm Hrown, l:ras bee~ pr~a~f1ing. polygim}'; and
B.ccurences ..vherever· .• our .elders. oth~r fa)~~ an:d corrupt <lei<: trines, io the· cdu~ty, •
· henc:e .J.torbe~r> ,to ocfuPyyour .of E~ Peer, Sta~~ o~ 1\J:fchi~Jlf!~ this is to. not~fy
·'rhe • enciQse~• slip• spea~s for
him .and the Church in . geu,eraltP,!lt. ~e has bee?

nouncing other denominations. Their church, he
Claimed, was more universal in their charity than
any other denomination except the Universalists
·themselves, who believed in the unrestricted salvation. In a very long and intelligent address he
dealt seriatim with Mr. Martin's charges, and in
support of his arguments had unlimited number
of scriptural texts at his fingers' ends. What will
be the upshot of this controversy remains to be
seen, but so far the church of the Latter day
Saints has' lost nothing by it. Time and space
forbid fuller details but I may probably send
further particulars next week."

cut off for his iniquity.-(S!gned) Joseph and
Hyrum Smith, Presidents of ~aid ehurch.;' Thus
it is seen that less than five months before their
d-eath they call it "false and corrupt doctrine."
Thus, Sir, by collateral evidence, we are prepared
to prove, either 'through the press or from the
public, platform, and that in public discussion,
that tp,e BQok of Mormon did not originate In the
writings ot Solomon Spauldiog; that Joseph
Smith did not teach or practice polygamy; that
he was not a1 immoral man, either in teaching or
practice. If in the statement that the Mormon
people divided some time ago in Salt Lake City,
you mean to imply that the ones who went back
to the teachings of the Book are the ones known
as the Reorganized Churcl;t, you are entirely
wrong, The latter body is but a continuation of
the original church, as demonstrated by. the
courts, and was organised in r8s1-52 by those·
who never followerl the leadership of. Young,
but remained faithful adherents to the original
tenets of the faith, and which repudiate the
abomination of polygamy and kindred evils.
The headquarters of thls latter body are at
Eamon! Decatur county, Iowa. Its president is
Joseph Smith, who is, and ever has been, an
avowed enemy to the evil practices of Utah, and
in connection with two of his brethren, worked
in favor of the Ed munds-Tucker Bill, as authori.zed by the church. Thus the cablegram announcing the repudiation of polygamy by the
president of the Utah church is regarded as an
evidence in favor of the work we have been
doing.~! am, etc.,
J. W. WIGIIT .
51 Ktirleberg r6ad, South Yarra.
[We have omitted a few sentences for the sake ofbi-irv:iLy.-Ed. D. T]

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
ELDER Columlms Scott writes from his
field in north-west New ·York, N'ovember
27th, as follows:
.
.
.
.

"I was denied the use ()f the U. B. church at
Obi, Allegany county, last Sunday; but on
Monday evening the White's school-house w.9.s'
filled to overflowing. and I was .blessed with un•
usual liberty while addressing the congro:gat!on
o.n. the •first principles.' Elder Jordan, U, J3. rnin~
ister, was before me. After denying me his pulpit; Iinvi.ted. him totake part in my meeting. I
felt blessed in. the. privilege;
Our Father is.
working with us.. Please a,sk the bretpren toreme.m ber us away oft' here alone. The Eastmaq,
Whites', Smith\ and Clar){sville school:houses
are open .to as here. now, .with· urgent calls for
labqr.
May our Father s~:nd forth more labo6
ers."
<~., . .
..
~

Bro. Hiram H. Robi!lson wrote . from
Amboy, Illinois, November .19th: .
.·
"I will be at Sandwich. over nexl Sunday,
Wedile,sday, ·Thursday and Ft:iday; then to
Chicago . for .. the rext. Sunpay; ... th~nce to
.Q,;'hlj:osh; Wisconsir, .. When I get through up
tnere, I return to Freeport'and Savannah. Bro.
F . . M .. Coopecwrites me from Piper 'City, and
says ~hat theyhave a gqod interestthere; and
some hav~.been baptized."
. Bro. John K. Soper \¥rote fr()in Rose,
Micpigan~ Noy~tpbe~ 27th:
.···
"Elder L P!ielps I end¢avored. to. make an
,opening in Brighton~ · Bto; Phelps spoke .<>~:lee
thereirr the opera house; •but the ex:pense . so
great we discontinued; ·
·· t.o
·
·.
is th~ western
~ ... ,.,,Jhew' fiel(l'
. and h.ut
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··sAINTS'
ings are in school-housesfn the country. Some
appear very rnuch interested, while others seem
very much excited, but the latter refrain from
holding conversation :with us."
EDITOR.rAL ITEMS.

WE gratefully acknowledge the receipt
of an invitation to. the "Fourth Annual
Bazaar" of the Mite Society, composed of
St, Loi.tis sisters; Denied the privilege of
being personally present, we say as best
.we can a good word fot the sisters who
a.re everywhere so essentially imd strongly aiding the ca~se in many ofits various
departments-teaching the young, caring
for·the needy, ministering to the afflicted,
~onfributing of their means, etc., etc.
How could we dispense with their services?
Bro. T. W. Smith Will sell his house
and lo.tin Independence for eight hundred
dollars, or will exchange it. Communi
cations on the matter may b~ made with
his agent, Bro. John W. Brackenbury,
Independence, Missouri,
8ro. David Scott, New Albany, Indi-•
a~a, wrote the 27th ultimo, that the Lord
had blessed him in his eff.orts to preach .
the word.
The Sunday School Missionary ·for
November reaches us with a request to be
placed on our exchange list.
It. is the
organ of the American Sunday-School
Union, the headquarters of which are in
Philadelphia.
Bro. A. Crump wrote from Birmingham, England, November 17th, in excellent spirit, though he states that the work
there is not in so good condition as he
could wish. He states that he has one
brother, J. Crump, residing at No 198,
Calyer street, Green Point, Brooklyn,
New York; and one W. H. Crump, residing at No. 455 West 30th Street, New
York City; and would like if Bro. Geo.
Potts of Ryan's block, Christopher street,
East New York, Brooklyn will look
them up, and remind them of their covenant.
·
Bro. Henry Royl wrote from Tom's
Hill, Indiana, that Ern. I. P. and V. D.
Baggerly had been preaching at that
point and vicinity, and had made some
converts. Bro. L. F. Daniels had come in
and begun labor, resulting in the baptism
of nine; with more believing.
·
BRo. E. L. KELLEYwrote from Temple 1
Ohio, November 27th: ·
«Upon rereading letter of Clark Braden I notice that he does not admit that the Bible teaches
the continuance of prophets and revelation, but
states that he will not claim that it does not in
the discussion of his proposition. I write you to
correct any wrong idea I may have dropped 'in
mine. I had only read his letter hastily as I
walked from church and another party talking
with me, and hence the mistake."
·

This reminds us a little of the reconstruction of that portion of the creed
which used to read that the "world was
made out of nothi!Jg" to read "that the
world was not made out of nothing, but
was formed out of material which was
created ClUt of nothing."

;. We are glad to. make the correction,
howeyer, as we .have no desire to. misrepreset)t Mr. Brad~n; as we. did misunderstanding Bro. Kelley'sstatement to us to
the effect that Mr•. Braden. had. admitted
af\. we staJed . in a former issue, that the
Scriptures provided for such continuance
of revelation and prophets.
FRUITS.

THE renunciation .of plural marriage in
Utah, by the church there, is beginning
to bear practical fruit .;as.-will be seen by
the following tak,en from art Omaha Bee,
lately sent us by Bro, R. M. Elvin, who
is laboring there.:,
0GDEN,Utah, Nov. 1'7th.-An action of historiCal importance took place in the First district
court her.e to.day. Iri the case of Frank H. Dyer,
receiver of the late corporation of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter bay Saints, vs. Robert
McQuarry et al., John W. Young, son of 'the
late Brigham Young, filed a s~pplernental answer for'the defendantsand denies that polygamy
or unlawful cohabitation is a part or portion of
the rellgious discipline or practice of the Mormon church, and denies that said church propagates the doctrine of polygamy or unlawful co,
habitation as a part of its religious creed, or enjoins upon or encourages its members in the
practice of either unlawful cohabitation or
polygamy. Young declares the reason why he
has not heretofore filed thi's supplemental answer
is that at no time during the pending of the action, .until within the last month, could he conscientiously and truthfully have made this answer. This is the first time since President
Woodruff's manifesto that any prominent Mormon has sworn to its genuine purpose and legal
results. This answer is set up to stop the ,continued escheatrnent of the, property of the More
rnon church.

THE Philadelphia Record of November.
z3d, sent us by Bro. vVm. Street, has the
following item in its correspondents'
column from New York, concerning a
one time celebrity:
A VERY SHARP BOY PREACHER.
New York has frequently heard the little,
wizened man of forty odd who goes by the name
of the boy preacher-which his name it is Harrison, as Mni'. Gamp would say-and New York
has got rather tired of him. He vaults over
chancel rails, runs at full speed up and down
aisles, stands on the backs of pews to exhort, insists that saints and sinners shall sing out of (and
consequently purchase) hymn-books of which he
owns the copyright, and does other queer things;
but he manages to attract a crowd, even if his
worka!l falls to pieces after he has gone away.
His price is $roo a week, and his expenses-that
is, his board-must be paid at some hotel, as he
will not go to a boarding-house. He talks
prettily about the Lord calling him to such and
such a place (I have heard him do it in a business
office), but he will not stir until his terms are
agreed to in black and white and the money assured. Tnus it happened that the Lord called
him recently to the East Seventieth Street M. E ..
Church in this city, and he was advertised to
open a "glorious revival" last Sunday; but the

Trustel!s •. thought the price ste~p, and ttied;tp
beat him down, and the sharp little "boY' preacher''
turned a deaf ear to the. "Lord's v:oice';. ~nd re,:
fused to appear in the pulpit as advertised. This
same little game :was carried on at the. Bedfor0 .
Street M. E .. Church three. y~ars ago, and
straightway the Jane Street Chu.rch carne along,
planked dow.n _the money, and a "glorious"
revlvai.followed,' and Jots of hyrnn:books were
sold,
QUESTIONS .AND ANSWERS.
it legal for a branch !with an enrolled
membership of two h~ndred ~nd seventy-five
members, including eight elders, the farthest one
liv..ing not more than four miles from the church:·
house, to choose a priest to preside?
Ans.-Yes; if-there should
conditions existing which would make It better' and wlser so to
do.
~.-If so, what does section 120, paragraph 2,
of Book of .Covenants mean, where it says, "If a
branch or district be large he who is chosen to
preside should be an high priest, if there be one
possessed of wisd~m to administ~r in the office of
president; or if an elder be choserl: who may by experience be found qualified· to pr~side, as soon as
practicable thereafter he should :be ordained an
high priest?" Does not this provide that a
branch of two hundred and seV:enty-five members, must be presided over by an high priest, or
an elder; when they ani inside the limits of that
branch?
A.-Yes; wlien qualifications to preside and
other conditions are equal; not otherwise.
~:-_:How many members does it take to compose a la1·ge branch?
'A.-We do not know. rt has not been stated
or determined.
~ues.-Is

be

A STRAW IN FAVOR OF TEMPERANCE.
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL UPON CHILDREN.

Prof. Demme, of Berne, superintendent of a
hospital for children, at the recent international
alcohol congress at Christiana, pre§ented an interesting report of an investigation which he had
made ·as to the influence of alcohol upon children. He found that only 45 per cent. of those
whose parents used liquors had good constitutions, while only 6 per cent. of those who had in-ebriate fathers were healthy. Of the children of
temperate parents 82 per cent. had good const!. tutions. Children who were not allowed wine
or spirits slept more soundly and longer and appeared in better spirits than those not thus treat-

ed.
WHERE DEW COMES FROM.
«An E:1glish scientist, John Aitkin, F. R. S.,
demolishes the popular notion that dew falls
from the clouds. It is no ouch celestial visitor,
but an exudation from growing vegetation itself.
He has carried out a serfes of experiments which
remorselessly exclude all dovbt, for even the leaf
inclosed in an .air tight vessel has shed from 'its
own veins the bright translucent drop. One
statement whiCh any inquirer may verify for
himself is that these liquid crystals are a! ways
found poised at the extremity of a vein and in a
position where they could not have remained
under the laws of gravity if poured downward
from the air.''

The above may or may not be correct.
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However, science in the past and~ present
has been compelled in many respects to
revise her creed, in this literally compelled
to "go and do likewise" in following the
example of men who have accepted
erroneous conclusions by reasoning from
a false basis. We shall see more of it
later on, when science so-called becomes
science in fact.
"A HOLE IN THE TOP AND A HOLE
IN THE BOTl'OM.

who may think that the Book of
Mormon style of a boat, as given in the
caption, is a most unfortunate model will
do well to read the following description
of a boat laiie1y invented to cross ihe big
waters to France:
,.
THOSE

The little steamer Norton, which is to sail
from Long Island Sound for Southern France
to-morrow, is, itis claimed by her 1:milder and
captain, a craft that cannot sink. She i's only
~8 feet in length, but the. most conspicuous feature about her is that she has a double bottom
and six ballast compartments.
Wa):er is admitted through holes in the outer bottom.
When the boat careens, the body of water between the bottoms presses the air in the compartments, and acts as a ballast, the air serving as a.
cushion~ Thkprevents t\le boat from capsizing
or from dWerg\ng far from its c~nter, even in
the roughest.seas. It is claimed that the double
bottom and air-tight compartmonts make -it im·
possible to sifik ;the boat should it be cut in two.
If the builder's theory be correct, its application
The rewill revolutioni~e naval architecture.
sult of the ~or~on's first voyage will be awaited
with great iriterest.-'-Pkila. Record.
OLDEST TIMBER IN THE WORLD.
PROBABI,Y the ~lde~t timber in the world which
has been subjec~ed to the use pf man is found in
an alldent temp~e in Egypt, in conneCtion with
stonewprk whicp is-_ known to be at Ienst four
thousand years pld. This was the only wood
used in the cort~truction of the. temple, and in
the fqrm of ties, holding. the end
otie stone
to another.-'-S~1·
.... ·.
.. . ·

is

of

We may ye:t find the ark, as Prot Ctiltlrnings suggests, wdl preserved under the
ice and snowslwhich he thinks have prob"
~bly hidden)~.
·

T~E follo,yi~g exquisite ~hot at

the Rev.

~am Jones is from a late issue of the Ch)-

. 9ago

Mail,r~pro<Juced

in .the Times:

''The DevU,''I .said the Rev, Sam SmaU last
nlght to.a congregation of New York sinners;
·~never likes to ,rub dirt on a hog." And. theh
:w1th an exquisite ignorance of logical. sequence,
the Rev. Sam ""enf ort to remark: "I ain'tafraid
the. devil."

or

~ The printed name on the colored label on yo~ pa.per gives the' date to which yo11r subseriptwn has been
~aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.
7

EDITED BY SISTER ''FRANCES '

"Oat of the presses of pain
Cometh the soul's best wine,
And the eyes that have shed no rain
Can shed but little shine."

A CONTRAST.
.Two men toiled side by side from sun to sun,
And both were poor;
Both sat with children, when the day was done,
About their door.
One saw the beautiful in crimson cloud
And shining moon:
The other, with his head in sadness bowed,
Made night of noon.
One loved each tree aud flower and singing bird
On mount or plain;
No music iu the soul of one was stirred
By leaf or rain.
One saw the good in every fellow-man,
And hoped the best;
The other marveled at his Master's plan,
And doubt confessed.
One, having heaven above and heaven below,
Was satisfied;
The other, d'scontented, lived in 'woe,
And hopeless died.-Sel.

A TEACHER'S DIFFICULTY.
PARENTS are largel.r indebted to faithful,
loving Sunclay·school teachers for unpaid services to their children. The only possible reward
which can come to such a teacher-and there is
none higher nor better-is to see the Sunday
lesson changed from teaching into living: If
the parents' instruction and example be along
the sarr1e lines with those of the teacher, there is
hope of success, under theblessing of God. But
if, on .the contrary, the.home tt;'ndencies are in
ah opposite .direction,
it' reasonable to hope
that orie hour and a half during the week can
counteract the damage ofthe rel;t of the time?
Children, and young ones especially, can understand and appreciate direct dogmatic leaching, that admits oft\.o exceptions.' For instance,
it is easy to enforce the lesson th:rt parents
should always be obeyed: ·A child's ,mind assents readily to~this'proposition, though his prac:
tice n:Jay not always, agree with it. At any rate,
there is not the slighte~t conflict in his own mind·
abOut' the rightfulness of the teaching. Next, a
teacher desires to emphasize keeping holy God's
day,as'he has appointed, doing no unnedessary
work; or englo1ging in no unne<;essary business·,...:
straightforwa!'d, undiluted Bible doctrine~· Suppose the teacher attempts to Illustrate by the
selling of Sunday papers,-a business no-more
to be excused than street-)lawking ·of Sunday
water-melons, or gi'lnding of Sunday scissprs;
y<Jt;.sad to say, there are tllany Ghristians, claim:
ing to accept the' Bible as t.heir rule of religion
a~d conduct, who justify. this ouJbreak.ing sin
.against tne sanctity of God's Jioly day. After
the teacher shall have used this newspaper ill us. tra:tion; th.ere. will .surely be some enterprising
boy to startup and ann01m~e, uMy papa always
buys a Sunday paper."
l!ere_ theteacherc~roes squarely I~ tO cbrtflkt
hfs-ior~er'fe.ach'ing ofo\i~piertce. tb p~rents;' ·
.o.t ~o(Jr~e,'~ncll,ldep parental ~*gtr~pt~ :(8

is
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well as .precept. .Is it ·fair to the teacher to put
him into such a predicament of softening down
his teaching in order to hold up the parent? Or
should he avoid touching on manifest evils that
all parents be held in reverence?
If the parents appreciate the unpaid and continuous efforts of teachers, and real!y hope the
attendance of their children at school will prove
beneficial to them, they should see to it, in all
honesty and sincerity, that their example at
home does not E.Un counter to Bible teaching,
and thus counteract the possible good thei.r
children may receive at Sunday-school.
In this connection,. an incident recurs to
mind that may prove encouraging to faithful
teaching. A llttle boy, still in dresses, was
sent to Snnday-school at his own inslstance;
from a home where religion was only a formality, and wine-drinking a habit.
At this
school, the duty of temperance was made clear
even to the infant class. The f~mily moved
from the neighborhood, ancl the child left the
school.
But after the lapse of four or five
years, accident threw the mother and teacher
together, and the latter learned with rare pleas-·
ure that the boy ever refused to taste liquor,
though it was constantly before him, and never
would. consent to use a sauce OJ: any cookery
seasoned with it. This was an unusual case
of Sabbath teaching surmounting dally example,;
but it may be r11peated, and teachers should· be
encouraged to. brave faithfulness to truth, even
though unsupported by home instruction·. "My
word shall not return to me void.",_SundaySckool Times.
PRAYER UNION.
Sr. America Thompson, of Be!ejer, Kansas,
asks your faith and prayers in her behalf 'that
God may resto~e her to health.
Sr. M. Dawson, of Ellensburg, requests the
prayers of the Union that her, bodily affiietions
maybe removed.
Sr. Lizzie t:?chulte, Newark, S. Dakota, requests your faith and prayers that !'he may be
healed if it Is God's will.
CAMERoN, Ont., Oct. x6th.
Dear Sisters oj tke ,llQme Co.lumn:_;_I enjo,yreading the letters in the Herald very muc}l and
they are a great c()mfort to me. I have been
-a: membe~ of this church six, years· the ".tenth
ofNovember al}d not once In tha.t time have
I ever doubted the truth. Well do I remem"
ber the b.lessed assurance !received after! WiJ.~
confirmed.
I felt at peace 1Vith God _a,.lld all
mankind ;tlld I know this, that the signs ~() ·
follow the believer. I ~ave been heale(;l rp.yself and haye seen .my fa~i\y healed ma~y
times by the prayer of faitl:l.
Last February
I .was taken very . sick .~nd my husband l:\rip
ft'iends had no hope of my ·recovery. and .at
o~e tim~ I had alm.ostglve», up hoJ;>es of i9Y:·
self. But I knew if I Wl)_S ·to get be~ter .~hat
God alone could rai~e. rnec ·As .my husband is
not a mernbedn the church he insisted on having a doctor, but J ils~ed him to l~t me be. a~"
mi11lst~reil t()' ohc~ more, . this ht.;ing the. f()'urth
time, andwe~calledforEldetJ.A. M:cintashto •
heard and a'ns,welredl
.
. and
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passed through many severe trials, but always
found a friend in God when I called upon him
in time of need. I ask an interest in the prayers
of all the Saints, that I may be found worthy to
be numbered with God's people.
Ever rejoicing in the welfare of the Saints,
remain your sister in the gospel of Christ,
MARY MILLER.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Nov. 27, Amount to date ....•.·•...... $3 298
Little Sioux
Prayer
Union, Iowa ........... $4 65
Little Sioux Sewing Circle, Iowa ............... 4 90
Lizzie Boyd, Colorado .• I 25
G. W. Harlow and family, Cal;fornia •......... 4 50
D. F. Richards, Wash .. I oo
K. 'Wh<'eler, Wash.....
25
M.A. Willetts, Wash ... r oo
Mary A. Waterman,
Utah ................... I oo
Ida Layton, Missouri...
50
Matilda Davison, Mo...
40
E. A. Burnham, Mo....
35
Cynthia Scott, Mich ..• ,
25
Laura J. Cook. Md.. . ..
35
Nancv Swan, Illinois...
50
Ann Watson, Wash .••. I 25
J. T.Johnson, Kan ...... r l:i5
Mary . Dutton, Kan... •..
6o
James B. Jarvis, Kan.. ..
50

25
Dec. 4, Amount received to date ..... $3 323

10

IO

20

@"'Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

DEFIANCE, Iowa, Nov. roth.
Dear Sisters of the Hom~ Columtt:-After so
long a time I thought I would write a few lines.
That God who has watched over me all my life
long is still lengthening out my days, and he is
blessing me with good htalth and a sound mind.
We have all or most all been to the reunion.
I
trust that we have had our spiritual strength :renewed. We had a good time and one long to be
remembered.
Good order and fine weather. I
think the place looked more like heaven than
anything we will ever see again until Christ
comes.
I feel as though the Lord has greatly blessed
me in my old age. I often think of a prediction
that a Methodist class leader pronounced upon
my head when I was young.
He said I should
li~e long on the earth and become a mother in
Israel, and my last days would be my best days;
which has all come to pass.
It is evlden.t that
my last days are my best days. I have raised a
large family of children and grand and greatgrandchildren and one great· great-grandchild,
and God bless the lad I say, may he live and not
die, and may he become like one of old, "mighty
in doing !:!OOd."
And that is not all: this government gives me
twelve dollars a month and that enables me to
cast the widow's mite into the Lord's storehouse.
Beloved sisters and friends remember me in
your pray~rs. May the Lord bless you.
GRANDMA HAWLEY.
CoLEMAN, Oct. 4th.
Sisters of the Home Columtt:-I have often
thought I would like to write to the Herald to
bear my testimony to the truth of this latter day
work. I love this work because I know it is true,
and never once since I obeyed it have I thought

to retrace those steps which I took when be·
lieving this gospel I we.1t forth and was baptized•
I desire to live faithful in this work. I have received many blessings when I have lived faith·
ful.
Our members here are about thirty, and
always when we have lived faithful God has
blessed us when we met together. Many times
when affiictio·n has been among us we have met
and prayed for those afflicted. God has hear us
and they have been healed.
I desire an interest in the prayers of the Saints
that I may be faithful.
Your sister in the goBpel of Christ,
MARY MciNTOSH.

SAN BENITO, Oct. 7th.
Dear Sisters :-I have long thought of writing
to the Home Column, and like many others, feeling my inability, refrained; but the thought came
that perhaps this feeling was prompted-on my
part at least-by pride; that I did not want my
name attached to anything that was of an inferior grade, and further thinking that if I could
overcome that spirit, it would be one little step
in the right direction, will add my mite, trusting
the Father that I may be able to say something
which will benefit some one a little in return for
all the good I have received through the Column; for, while reading your letters I have been
encouraged to persevere for the reward in store
for the faithful.
It sometimes seems to be a great sacrifice t
overcome, even in a small degree, our love of the
beautiful and dress plainly; though, when we
think of it, is there really anything beautiful in a
dress looped and plaited anrl folded down in tucks,
with little patches of velvet here and there, if our
taste was not perverted by years of studying the
lines and curves of fashion?
And embroidery
and laces which with their many uniform scallops
and vines and open work are so dear to the female heart, might be dispensed with and our
garments when finished with only a plain hem
weuld be just as comfortable, and sometimes
neater, and when we have reached the beyond
that all Saints are striving for, it will make little
difference to us how plain our garments were
here, only as we may perhaps rejoice in their
simplicity, as we certainly will if it adds to the
brightnes.s of our crowns, for just a foretaste of
the bliss that,is to come thrllls us with a joy far
beyond the best that earth, with all its richness
of apparel, its splendor and its ravishing music
can give us,
And when the Comforter is with
us what joy and peace we feel, no matter how
plainly we are dressed or how humble our surroundings; so let us try to picture the future
happiness in store for the faithful, and realize
that this bliss is gained by sacrifice as well as
works, and God will help us and fully recompense
us as we journey on.
While I have the pen let me say a word about
reading fiction, forth is is a day far too momentous
for the time to be wasted in letting our minds
dwell on the idle fancies of the brain, when there
is so much written that God dictates that is for
our eternal good.
Mothers, we cannot be too
careful about what our children's reading consists
of when their tastes are being formed, lest a longing for light reading be developed that nothing
else can satisfy. We can,ot estimate the harm
there is in it.
I mean particular! y such as is
found in many of the periodicals of the day, .and

with which we are constantly coming in contact
It is so easy for young folks to pick up and read
a story or two, just through curiosity or for pastime, but so often this grows into a morbid long·
ing, if not checked, that entirely crowds out all
good solirl reading. I do not think it wise to forbid them to read it, as forbidden fruit is always
the more fascinating, and fiction is almost fatal
in its charms, but rather show them the folly of
it, teach them it is not true, and instil in their
minds as much as possible a love of truth and
where to find it. I am aware it is claimed, and
rightly enough, no doubt, that there is good to be
found in fictitious reading if one but knew where
to draw the line, and also that the human mind
requires some recreation in reading, but in these
days when so much is transpiring that points to
a speedy coming of our Lord, and when the testimony of the Spirit in tongues tells us he will
come "speedily, speedily, more speedily than we
have any knowledge or conception of," the more
we can do to prepare ourselves for such an event
the better.
Do we realize that the good advice
we may give and then fail to profit by ourselves
will stand as a witness against us? Let us then
be very careful what we say, and more careful to
do the good we say.
Yours in the hope of eternal life,
EMILY DAVIS.

AYRSHIRE, Iowa, Nov. 26th.
Editors Herald:--I write to let you know tl.at
I am not dead nor sleeping, but am doing what I
can in my feeble way to keep the banner of
"King Emanuel" out of the dust where it
seems to me it has been dragging.
But w.hen
we lift the banner some one is ready to cry,
"Put him out; he is a deceiver!" etc. I opened
meetings here October 26th, speaking three
times, and continued over the next Sunday,
speaking eleven times in all, and Bro. Ford once.
I made the few saints at Marathon a visit and
tried to hold some meetings; spoke twice on
Sunday to fair sized audiences, but when Monday evening came there was not one-save five
saints-to hear us. Came here again last Saturday and will continue meetings during the week.
The congregations are not large, but I am sure
they are in earnest and are investigating. I
think some will obey the gosp~l here soon. Am
using the Silver Lake school-house.
One very knowing(?) man here-Webst<':r by
name (not the maker of the dictionary), told me
that the Inspired or" Jos Smith" translation of
the Bible "was made from the Spaulding romance." How is that for knowledge. I expect
to go to Cherokee soon.
Yours in bonds,
D.M. RuDD.
WINSIDE, Neb., Nov. 3oth.
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure I write
you a few lines to let you know I am still in the
way, working for the Master. Although I am
deprived of meeting with the Saints out in this
western country, I am still determined by the
help of Him who has said He will aid us, if we
are faithful and put our trust in Him, to press on
in this Latter day work, as I know it is the work
of God.
I am thankful that I embraced this
work, and have felt His Spirit working upon me
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at many times.
I hope and trust that the good
work may goon and that it may have free course
and be glorified.
Desiring the prayers of the
Saints that I may hold out, I am· your's in the
good work.
JOHN E. RITTER.
Dow. CITY, Iowa, Nov. 26th.

Editors Herald:-Our ·conference at Dow
City closed on Sunday evening last. We had a
most peaceful and profitable time. The work in
the district was reported to be in a very fair condition (it being quite large) considering the number of laborers in it. Our Sunday morning
prayer meeting was a very spiritual one indeed.
After the opening services, Bro. James M. Baker
was ordained to the office of an· elder. The
Spirit of the Master was sensibly present in
prayer, testimony, tongues, interpretation and
prophecy. Uncle John A. Mcintosh was present
with us, and I think I never saw his honest heartrejoice more on any such like occasion. His
testimony and exhortafion has a telling effect
for good on all who hear it. Three'' had already
given in their names for baptism and they were
baptized after the 'close of the afternoon service
by Bro. H. 0. Smith. Five others, adults, gave
in their names for baptism after the close of the
evening service and were baptized oil Monday
morning. Bro. Smith continued his labors on
Monday and Tue.sday evenings, and after the
close. of the '!'uesday e.vening's meeting two more ·
requested baptism. ~o he took them down to the
· river and baptized them straigl'tway.
The speakers 1 during cpnference were Brn. B.
Salisbury, H..Q. Smith,J. T. Turner and W. W.
Whiting. TheiLord i~ gniciouslyremembering
Zion.
To-day'<•Uncle John" and Bro. Smith. went up
to Deloit tolab\lr for a season. Hope they may
meet with as gqod success as at our conference.
The health. of the Saints is gener:ally good, and
there is a notic~able feeling of quiet. and joy, a
peace such as ~he world are ignorant of. We
w~rit Bro. BlaiJ to come and see us.
. Youkin the bon'ds of peace,
•
JOHN PETT.
foNTANEL~E,

Iowa, Nov. 25th.

DearHeratdl--A fdend of 1111ne,Mrs. Dome,
has asked ~e t<J,write and ask the pray~rs of the
••Union/' in beJtalf of her daughter, Grace, who
is fadin:g.a'wayJ day by day, before the eyes of
those whqJovefher so dearly, wlthw:hat we sup.
p~se ~s <!ons11mption.
>This good ~o~an is not a member of "the
church," . thou~h she is not an oppose~. of the
~~ith .. Ipr~.ytfatshemay havt; the opportunity
ofhear!n~ the; gpspelin. its purity, and dOupt
n:ot that she \\'qiacceBtiL . She has a sister Jive
lng right here .;\rho Is one .with us..
··. Her case isa•.most pitil(bleone. She has raised
3 ~amily of .ten children~ and .five of them lle
~i~~pingin
grayey.ard, on ~he.. hill. Nellie,
jl dear g.irl of
· the last to go, died just one
·
Grace, the only girl l~ft at
one married .in Arkansas) is
.. must soon take herdown
..five loved ones~· She Is only
you~g, het. mother, so
.oro!i:•en·ne:art•ea·
Qh,.if God
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weight on her f;;et.. Pray that .faith may be
given her to trus.t herself to a livi'ng, loving, allpow rful Father who is wi!Hng to help, who Is
able,to raise her and restore her even in this hour
as he has heard the prayers of so many afflicted
ones and raised 'them up in this day, even as he
did in days of old.
I love you all, dear sisters. I love the work
in which we are engaged and pray that I may
prove worthy of a place am.ong you.
Your sister in the one faith,
HATTIE BAKER.
DENVER, Colo., Nov. 18th.

Editors Herald.'- The prospects for additions
to the church in this place are better than ever
before.
We have had trouble in interesting
persons enough to get to our meetings more· than
once, but of.late there seems to be more of an
interest· taken, and several are attending regularly, both preaching and prayer servfce. Our
congregations are increasing and we expect the
waters will be troubled ere long.
Bro. T ..W. Smith and family have located here
for the winter, and we hope their labors among
us may be for good. It has been said by some
that the Latter Day Saints could not make a
success of a Sabbath school.· l do not see the
reason why. I· am sure ours is far ahead of
what it was when started, sh: months ago. We
have also inaugurated a Wednesday nightprayetineeting, by which we have been benefited, and
hope to still receive benefit therefrom. We have
found outthat it takes a continued effort to make
converts in .a city like this; oU:t 'we have the promise of the Spirit, ifwe pert':vere and are faith'
ful, that our labors shall be rewarded; and so we
strive on., knowing that he that has promised
will fulfill.
'
I think the testimony of Bro. Brand a grand
one. While it causes sadness to think Of what
he suffered for the cause of Christ; yet the blessed
assurance that he.had fought a good fight; and
that when the messenger came, if found him at
his post dolng what he could
farther tha.t
cause, is surely cheering, and there is .a crown of
life for su.ch. May there be many ·more that can
p~ss over the river with t~e same assurance. of
acceptance of th'eir labors is my prayer. Bro.
Pratt that was so sick at the. re-union is much
better and able to attend tobusiness. The' Saints
of Denver have changed their m:eeti!lg· pla~e
from .Euclid Hall, to StrauSs Hall, I625, Larimerst;~et: Sa,bbath:school at 1.0 a. m ; preaching at Ii a.m. and .7:30p.m.
E F. SHUPE.

to .

HoNOLULU,

H.l.,No~.ro.

be slow
until weget the usual prejudice removed~ Bro.
Waller and !have writt~n a twenty-page tr~ct
showing the diff?rence between us al)d the Utah•
church, which \Vill be printe,d in the natiye tanguage in a few days .• ~e are to have about 20,:
ooo printed• Brother. Waller. pays for. them; and
shows. th~t he is II: oeli~v~r in dee<ls ~nd not in
won:l~.only. Ihave 111e_ttbe Utahmissipnary ~ll
charge,.J.\1:r, P~c:k, ~rid had_ so.rne t~lk with. h~m,
and invit~d him to stanP' before the P!lbllc anc:j
defend theirpo~ition: Her~fu~ec:l t~do S9
the lllisetable ex~ use th~t ·v:.~ 'A'er:~-~e~kit)g .nolo·
ri~ty. . The,y a}s(j; r~f~~~~ .lls t~e p~~ ~(tnei!"
.Jious~s; to stie,ak: ln,y3J:ld ~ay
w~ w~n~. ~0-tl!~ ..
Editors Heraid:·-Our work ·here will

wH.n

ap

down. All the other denominations refuse to let
us have any of their places; so we got a small
room and have Bible readings on the gospel, four
and five times every week. We are working
slowly, but I hope sureiy. If we had the money
to print tracts in the native tongue we could do a
great work here. I am in hopes some good
brother or sister that reads this letter, who has
more treasures laid up on earth than they need
for their and their family's comfort, and who desire .to lay up some treasures in heaven, would
send four or five hundred dollars to print tracts
in the native language. This would countin the
day of settlement.
·
This mission is a place which needs help for
the above named purposes. You that are abundantly able and willing send your means to us
and you shall see the bills and how it is'. spent,
we need money immediately. Send to me, or G.
J. Waller, Honolulu.
H. HAWS.
RicH HILL, Mo., Nov. 27th.

Editors Herald:-The good work is still onward in the Independenct" district. Last Saturday Bro. J. A. Robinson, of Independence, met
me in Nevada and remained over Sunday,
preaching three. excellent dis<;ourses, and on Sun"
day we organized a branch to be known as the
Nevadl,l branch.
We enrolled . t~enty-seven
members and there are four or five more to en.·.
roll as soon as they get their letters. The branch
was organized with the following named offici:rs:
H. E. Goff, president; C. F. B<:Jlkham, Piiest; C ..
H . Belkham, teacher; J . L. Hennings, deacon;
Addie Goff, secretary;
About.two years ago Bro. Gofl's family moV'eq
her:e from California, and shortly atter Sr. Jordatl
and .family and Bro. Henning's family came and
settlep in this new territory. This openeq up the
way for the prel(ching of the .V\'Ord, and there~
suit so fads . about eighteen have been baptized
and quite a nurnber almost persuaded; prejudice
is giving away like the morning dew before the
rrsmg sun. l\fy idea is that no man who has a
spark .of honesty in his soul can sit under the
sound pf.tl:)e gospel without it igniting, sooner or
later, consuming the. dross, whlle the gold will
remain. The good Lord has truly blessed me. in.
the p1,1st; hen.ce (feel courageous fot the future.
r ca.me to Rich Hill Monday and commenced
mf!etings in a haU that the brethren have rented
until the new church.can be occupied, which will
be some time in December. The bre}llreri llere
have .. purchased five lots and lfre b1.1ilding. a
churc.h 32x,So. This will give tis ~ gran:d opportl.lnity to Bresenttheb:uth.. Heretofote wehaV:e
held forth in private houses ahil small galls~
The Saintsare rejoicing, while many frie!;lds
have assisted quite liberally with their niean( to
build the churcb. . One, Mr. Hearen_:.~ car'pen:,. ·
ten-has wQrked on' the chur~h free of ch~rge
since it was.comtnencedand says he will re'mlfin
until it is finished. Ma:y God bless su'ch m~J'l
~~that they may ha:ve power to Ob~Y .·the gospel. ·
I find th~t the cause here didnpt lo~e. any
itS, light. and po\Ver by my holding· the
nights' discussion with t~e Jle_v: Olho
spririg• .The dirt he threwsoon
~m>n HV"'"'"
while
presented
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Bates county by over two hundred and forty
majority, running ahead of his ticket. He did
not ask for the nomination.
I find, as a rule, the people are anxious to hear
our claims; and I am of the opillion that at .no
distant day five will obey to one now. I am contemplating a trip back to Illinois-my native
state-to break the bread of life to relatives and
friends who live in the vicinity of Bellair,'Crawford county. I would like to correspond with
some of the Bellair Saints.
My permanent address is Harrisonville, Cass
county, Missouri.
EMSLEY CuR TIS.
PITTSBUEG. Kan.
Editors Herald:- The conference of the Spring
River, Kansas, district, convened Friday, November 21st, clo•ing at noon Monday, 24th, holding
four preaching, two social services, two business sessions and one priesthood meeting, for
general instruction, with a view to a greater proficiency in governing Christ's church and having
all things right before the Lord; and as the law
contemplates-Sec. 41, D. C.-every session was
especially marked by gospel unity and peace.
Fervent pleadings were heard from mothers
for their children, some of whom reciprocated
an.d praised the Lord for praying mothers, thinking their love in purity and intensity next to
God's love. Youths and maidens praised God
for encouragement from the aged. The aged
in turn thanked God that the young were evinc·ing •uch interest in the latter day work and correspondingly striving to fit themselves for future
usefulness.
The fact that the young loved their parents,
was visible; nor was the fact !es• visible of their
having also been taught of the Lord as well .as
by their parents.
The only causes for regret vl'as, the impossibility to accommodate all wishing to attend;-there was reason to believe that a house affording
accommodation for five hundred would have
been filled. As it was the house was packed to
almost suffocation, with as good order as could
have been expected. The Alliance party deferred their regular meeting for preaching servicP-s on Monday night. Ten were added by
baptism.
More than a decade has passed since I visited
this part of God's moral vineyard, and I must
say the reception I met was flattering, which I
think was duly appreciated. The frankness and
candor of the brethren in propounding, and the
r~acliness to express themselves questions of
importance; ancl whil~ evincing a due caution as
· to how and what they endorsed there appeared
no disposition to walk in the narrow limits of
their own proscribing.
The great latter day work needs helps and
governments as it shall extend, which is consonant with the thought advanced at the last
general conference, that Christ is building his
church. Let the grand work of building go on,
but always under the auspices of the general
spiritual government of Christ. It must go on,
gathering strength as it ro!ls.
To encourage that which would collide with
the order and laws of the general government
were a grave mistake, no matter what the pretext might be; and to drive stakes opposing all
that might go out<ide of those driven stakes
would but evince ignorance or wilfulness. Many,
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since the introduction of . the latter day work,
have sought fame and prestige by perambulating
only in the suggested limits of their poor weak
and narrow capacities.
· At the instance of presidents and solicitation
of branch presidents I began a tour through at
least a part of the district, so have work laid out
in this and t[te Northeast Kansas district until
December 29th. In all the big state of Kansas
we have but one general conference appointee.
We shall hope for more help next conference
year.
.
}AS. CAFFALL.
FAIRBANKS, Iowa, Nov. 26th.
Editors Herald:-I came to Grove Hill in
Bremer county, on the 6th inst. and found Bro.
John Shippy busy spreading the glad-tidings of
salvation, so the way was open and I began to
preach on the 7th and remained over two Sundays; but on the second Sunday I announced baptism for the afternoon, when I baptized two noble
young folks, one a young man, who, if he proves
faithful, will make his mark in the church.
But the adversary of souls was not asleep all
this time, for while we were at the waters the
school director sent us word that we cculd use the
house no longer-not even to fill my appointment for that night. Some told him they would
clean the house again; but no use, he would not
yield. Then we sent a man to the school-house
at meeting time and sent all who came to Bro.
Charles Shippy's house for preaching; so y;e had
both the large kitchen and sitting-room as full as
they could crowd in of very attentive hearers.
A number more are very near the kingdom there
and I think will soon obey.
On the r8·h Bro. John Shippv (for truly he
stood by me like a noble brothe~) and I went f'ix
miles east to another school-hous"' where Bro.
Etzenhouser was treated to a dose of cayenne
pepper on the hot stove several years since. We
opened siege there on the 19'h, and on the zoth
Bro. John left me and started homeward. I
mi,st:d him very much.
Prejudice still runs high here. On the 23rd
Mr. and Mrs. Dewalt told me they!were ready
for baptism, but she was sorely afflicted with
heart disease and they were afraid the water
might injure her, cold as it was. I told them the
Lord would take care of those who desired to do
his will, so we set the baptism for the 26th, and
a:nnounced that lf there were any others ready to
meet us at the water.
Mrs. Dewolt came for baptism, dressed, as is
usual for such occasions, besides she had on a
baptismal gown made of some thin material-!
don't know what it is called. I led her in where
the water was three feet or perhaps a little deeper,
and then I baptized her all right. Two sisters
went with her to help her change her clothing,
and to their surprise founcl it as dry as when put
on ;--even the coat under the baptismal gown
had not a wet spot on it, not even the end of the
sleeves or around the neck; and more than that,
the very hose, six inches above the ankle, were
dry.
The three women are all reliable and
truthful. I felt like singing Hosanna to the God
of saints for his protecting power to his children ...
But here his satanic majesty made his appearance also. One woman in the crowd said if
ever I baptized one of her relatives she would
shoot me, but I know if they are all like her-there is no danger of any ever obeying the gospel.

Another man and his wife and daughter (a
grown young lady,) wanted to be baptized, but a
son-in-law swore if they joined the Mormons he
would shoot every one of them, and raved like a
madman, so he scared all three out. When I
asked the question," Are there any more?" the
young lady said," Yes," and turned and walked
off crying like a child, Several more are investigating. May the good Lord open the way for
the honest in heart. I leave here to morrow for
conference at Rhodes.
Bro. De wold is sorely afflicted with asthma and
Sr. De wold with heart disease, and they desire
the prayers .of the saints, and especially of the
prayer union, in their behalf. They are noble
people and have a largefamily to take care of.
I had a letter from Bro. Hayer, of Eagle Grove,
stating that the people wanted to hear more of
the gospel, and desired me to write to Bro. Blair
, to come up there at his earliest convenience.
There are six or eight there who are almost
ready to obey. Bro. Blair, if it is possible for
you to do so: give them a few weeks of preaching
at Eagle Grove.
0, for more .laborers ! The Lord has greatly
blessed me this year in presenting his word.
J. S. RoTH.
(Bro. Blair promises to respond to this request
as soon as he can .--ED )
ST. Lours, Mo., Nov. 29th.
Editors Herald:- Bro Gillen arrived this
morning in !!O'>d health and "Pirits. All goes
well here. The work is onward; the Saints are
feeling well.
Yours in hope,
NOAH N COOKE.

From The Sunday School Tim.s, Philadelphia, September
27, 1890.

ON THE RECENT CORROBORATIONS
OF SCRIPTURE FROM THE REGIONS
OF HISTORY AND NATURAL SCIENCE.
BY THE RIGHT HON.

W.

E. GLADSTONE, M.

P.

PRELIMINARY.

IT is to be observed that many of the favorite subjects of science or systematic
thought in the present day are of .a nature
powerfully tending to strengthen or assist
the arguments available for the proof of
religion and for the authority of Scripture.
If it had been actually proved, a!l it is largely arg-ued and seriously held, that the vast
and diversified scheme of organic life
thoughout fhe world has been evolved
from a few simple types, or possibly from
one, such a demonstration would both enlarg-e and confirm the great arg-ument of
desig-n. For this argument, instead of being drawn from particular and separate
constructions, would then be drawn from
the entire scheme, and from the relation of
all its parts to one another, ina•much as
every earlier portion of it would be an indiclltion, and therefore a orediction, of all
those which were to succeed, the seed of a
series of coming harvests.
"Day unto
day uttereth Rpeech, and night unto night
showeth knowledge." (a)
A£"ain, the form a! treatment, in recent
Psa.19: 2.
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years of the subject of heredity, not only
tends to link the generations of mankind in
one, but, in proving that our nature undergoes incessant modification through the influence of progenitors, enlarges our conception of the width of its range and the varieties of the forms which it is capable of
assuming. It shows us, for example, how
the nature as .well as the environment of
descendants is deteriorated by }he fault of
ancestors, and how there may have been
an education of the race from childhood to
maturity, or converse processes of decay.
Thus the doctrine of birth-sin, as it is sometimes called, is simply the recognition of
the hereditary disorder and degeneracy of
our natures; and of all men the evolutionist would be the last to establish a title to
object to it in principle.
On these grounds, and on others more
specific, which it will be the aim of this
paper to set forth in given instances, we
should dispel wholly from otlr minds
those spectral notions of antagonism bee
tween religion and science which have
been raised· up by· the action of prejudice
on the one side, and perhaps of boasting
on the other. Of religion- and of science,
as of man and wife, let us boldly say,
"What God hath joined, let not man put
asunder." But I proceed to particular illustr~;ttions.
I.-'"'AS TO THE CREATION STORY.

A doubl$ confirmation has, I conceive,
now been ~upplied to the Creation Story
of Genesis the first bv natural, and the
second by histotic, science.
Perhaps ~we have been too readily .satis:
·· · ·
· regar
·
·d t o th'
fi e. d.. .Wl'th
.. a~summg,
m.
. Is narrative, a defensive position,; whereas it
may be found to contain. within its own
brief compass, when rightly considered,
the guaran\tee of a Divine communication to man F.ttictly corresponding with
what.in familiar speech is termed Revelation,
·
·
We h!ive here in outline a history of the
.planet wbi~li we. inhabit, and of the celestial svstem to which it belongs.
Of the
planet, and of the first appea,rance arid
early develppments .of life upon it, anterior

to the cre~tion of man, in, many of the
principal ~t~ge~ which haye been ascer•
Of the celestial ortairied by·· Oieolb<>'v,
.
• .. ·~:t<> . ~hiel;l.
'"'"• ·.. · ...
·. e~rth
. pelo.ngs,
.. .
•
g11nization
~ur.
whether in! all its vastnes~ or ;orly;within
the limits O,f. the solar system we can .hardly say; b~t ~:it thl! J~ast a sket~l;u:>f the
fo.,rtria.t. io....ri. '.f· .that.sys.tem. f.r. om. a P
.. r. ·. .ro.r. a..nd.
.~nadJusted 1or
· chaotic state.
·
. Upon such a ·
document sharp issue is af onceraised,.af
' t. as
· t.9· ~h··
··· s· t n~.
·· tl y ·terres
· · t na
· 1
Ieas
c e.·1a·.t·t·c
er or
p~tt of it, th.e earth histor. Y.! fo.r all. those
who hold it to be in its substance a true.
·
·
··
·
account;. .We acct'lpt as demonstrated a
s. e.r.ies of.ge.·.o.·.to.gi.ca·l·· c.<>ndu···.si.on.·s.'.· . w.. e hav. e
/f().tmd/the geQlogy ofG~nesis to stand in
sucb.a.•t.elatio.·n. to these. eonc·I.us.io. n. s as c. o. uld
b · ·. h. 'b't ·d · · · · 'd,.
d'
h .·
ave een.ex•t.te marecorJrarpe
htl~an, af,anyqate .to·
of trye. Creation Story
. . . .. y .be teferted. /Stiltting
f1'.n1TI'•ni;n· preltiise; W~)'i!!V~ no'i$'eans. of
av.oiding .o.r h,olcling b~c~ ffprp th~ cqP¢:ll1·
the ..;inat~rials .()f:t.He sto!:y c6\lld

o.

a

not have been had without preterbuman
It is, then, to be borne in mind, that, as
aid, and that preterhuman aid is what we against those who, by arbitrary or irrationterm Dtvine Revelation. And if the time al interpretation, place Genesis and science
shall ever come when astronomy shall be at essential variance, our position is not
in a condition to apply to the earlier par- one merely defensive. We are n9t mere
tion of the chapter the demonstrative meth- reconcilers, as some call us, searching out
ods which geology has found for the latter expedients to escape a difficulty, to repel
part, it may happen that we shall owe a an assault..
We seek to show, and we
debt of the same kind to astronomy as we may claim to have shown, that the 8ccount
now owe to geologic science. My present recorded in the Creation Story for the
purpose is to call particular attention to the instruction of all ages has been framed on
exact nature and extraordinary amount of the principles which, for such an account,
that debt.
reason recommends; and that, interpreted
There was nothing necessarily unreason- in this view, it is at this juncture like the
able in accepting as worthy of belief this arrival of a new auxiliary army 'in the
portion of the Book of Genesis, along with field while the battle. is in' progress; like
the rest of the Book, and with other books the arrival, to choose an historical instance,
of Holy Scripture, on g?neral proofs of of the Prussiins at Waterloo.
their inspiration; if sufficient, apart from
Such is the confirmatory .argument
any independent buttress either of science founded upon the contents. ·But_ now yet
cr of history to the Creation Story. In a another ally has come to join our ranks,
court of justice, the evidence of a witness under the title of Archreologic nnd Historis to be accepted on matters within his ic Science.
It has deciphered the cunei•
cognizance, when his character and intelli- form inscriptions, and has read among
,g..ence are not questioned; or again, when them a creation story inscribed on the tabthe main part of a continuous narrative is I' lets found at Nineveh.
Here we have a
sufficiently verified, it may be right to ac- new witness to the very early existence;
cept the rest without separate verification. among civilized or partly civilized men, of
If a new witness. comes into court, and · records,of creation corresponding in very
pretends to give us fresh and scientific essential particulars with the Hebrew oarproof of the Creation Story, this may be 1 rative.
Such a witness plainly, to some
true or may be false. If false, th.e story is j extent, offers to it confirmation; but also
not disprov()d, but stands where it stood stan.ds in competition with it. The combefore.
Bad arguments are often made petition is in those particulars where the
for a good cause. But if true, the event is accounts are not in harmony. As to these, .
one ofyast importance.
standing on the character of its contents,
Now, the present position is as follows: the Hebrew tradition lays claim to super~
Apart altogether from faith, and from the ior antiquity and authority. But in prov: ,
general evidences of Revelation, a new ing the vast antiquity of certain fundamenwitness has
N come Sinto the court, in the t;il ideas, the two are concurrent,·. and no. t
· shape of · atural cience. She builds up competitive.
·
her systetn on the observation of facts,
The Babylonian Creation Story is given
and upon .inferences from tqem, which by Mr. Smith in his "As~vrian Discoverat length attain to a completeness and se- ies," (b) so far as its mutiiated state percurity such as, if not. presenting us with mits. It runs as follows, and we cannot,
a demonstration in the strictest sense, I think, but cherish the hope that it may
yet constrain lis, as. intelligenJ beings, to hereafter. receive extension or elucidation:
belief;
"When the gods. in their assembly m.ade
The Crfation Story divides itself into the universe, ther.e was confusion, and the
the cosmo ogical portion, occupying the gods sent out the spiritof life. They then.
first nineteen verses of. the chapter, and . create the beast of the field, the animal of
the geological.portion, which is given. in the field, an<~ the reptile or the creeping

I

!~d~:~! i~~!;e~ar?"'t~:o~~~~,P:tt s:s~~~ th~n.~ ~fr:he ~eldt and

fi\in th~~ th~
t. e.
ex comes t e crea ton o .
domes.ti.c. a.nimals, .and th. e c. reeping. thin·g· s.·.
gen.cy
which the two may o·f.·t.he.·c·.~·.·.' y.'.' .. H. ere we have·'· I ..,· creatt'.o.·n.
. ofthe. authority
.
·
severa11
hy c1ann varies accordingly; but in by the gods; z, chaos.; g, life, and O'\llyb_'y
:h:\~i~e~a;:a!~vlts::a~~ ~0r~~;:,~~d~s~~~~ i~ffe;enhce, orderd; 4, "': ide extenfsiont·hof thhis
b
Je tn. easts an reptt 1es; s.a ter .~st e
ln l'egard to. oth, it is held on the affirm- domesti<;ated .animals. Thus there is ·l:l.e~'
11tive .side that the stakments of Genesis fore us a rea 1, thoug-.h rude an·d imp~rf(lct;
·
· ·'
haveca certain relation to the ascertair)ed structural resemblance to the Hebrew naffacts and the best accepted reaso.nipgs; ratt've, to. gether w1'th the t'nterpol"tt'on
of
«
and thus this .relatil'>n isof such. a nature polytheism.
,
as to require u.s,.in the.charatter of rationF. . b
. k f S h. d. . )
11,l investigators, to .acknowledge in the .
rom t. e Wor,. s o
c ta. er (c ·on
.
.. d h
f
cum;iform inscriptiops, some further
1
wntten. recor. t .e. presence.o. e ehlents t' ul r .
b . th ..l
H oh.~P'"'"'"
which. must be referred to a superhuman
tc a smay . e ga ereq.
. e.
origi~, H this b.e 80 i then be it ob..serve.d that ip Berosus;.as in Genesis, We
with water .and d.ai•kness.
wli
that. ~at.ural. science is now •.r.en. dering. a .
.
. . . .
. ..
aew a.nd.eno.rmous. servic. et.o.th.e g.rea.t.: would only ·observe . that ·.
. f b r f. h ..
d.
d
wrotein·(Tniek maynotjmproha
cause.o .e 1e Jn t e.unseen, an.. 1sun et~ •·
the M . writin
pinninv, s.o to speak, the .. structure of that
divin() reve.Jatkm. which was ~ontained' in
Book ~L~enesis by 'a neiiV: and solid
the direct evidet1ce of fact, al)q the strin-
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water, in the text of Genesis, may be probability be referred. It could not have
been formed without a miracle from the
equivalent to fluid.
The marked points
The two are evof correspondence appear to be these: that tablets as they stand.
the heavenly bodies are created after the idently accounts proceeding from a common source, but derived through indeheaven~, which, I presume, may be meant
pendent channels. The one comes through
to include the light. That the land popua powerful and civilized empire, the other
lation follows that of the water, and apIn
pears when vegetation has already begun. through an obscure nomad family.
That the monuments name a Babylonian the relative superiority of the Mosaic narweek, with the seventh day as a day of . rative all the rules of merely human likeconsecration, called also an evil day, (e) lihoods are reversed, and the presumption
perhaps became evil for any work done on of a Divine illumination is proportionably
augmented. But the unsuspected antiquiit. The inscription says,
ty of the inferior legend attests by an in'"'ro redeem them, created mankind
The merciful one, in whom is the power that sumdependent witness, if not the truth, yet at
mons to life."
least the presumable origin, of its transwhich is faintly comparable with the cendent riv<1l.
words of Genesis 2: 7• and the J ehovistic
So far as scien.tific opinion is concerned,
account, "and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life."
\Vhat seems to dis- another remarkable confirmation seems to
have been given to the cosmical portion of
r~ppear from the Babylonian account is
that evident intention of series and or- the Creation Story in Genesis by the
derly development, or evolution, which is course which it has taken of late years.
Writing in 1839, Dr. Whewell devoted a
so wonderful a feature in the Mosaic narchRpter of his "Bridgewater Treatises on
rative.
Dawson, in a recent work, observes that Astronomy and Physics" (i) to the Nebuthe polytheistic element is the distinctive lar, or, as it is often called, Rotatory hyHe described it in outline, as it
feature of the Chaldean record, and that pothesis.
had been conceived by La Place.
The
the originals of the tablets from Nineveh
may have been very ancient, but that they idea of it was that the mass which eventare so mixed up with the history of a Chal- ually centered in the sun, revolved in a
dean hero, named Izdubar, as to suggest state of excessive heat; that, as it graually
that there may have existed before it still cooled, the rapidity of its motion was inolder creation legends. He compares this creased; that, as the centrifugal force thus
record with the corresponding account in grew, the mass detached from itself exGenesis, which is as broadly marked with terior zones or rings of gas or vapor,
the idea of the Divine unity as the Chal- which most commonly broke up into sevdean legend is pervaded by the conception eral minor masses, and so gradually formof polytheism.
And he adds, "Is it not ed the planetary syskm. Dr. Whewell's
likely that the simpler belief is older than object in this early notice of a subject,
which has since attracted, I believe, very
the more complex; that which required
general
attention in the world· of astronomno priests, ritual, or templc, older than that
with which all these things were necessar- ical science, was to sustain and iliustrate
his general argument, by showing how
ily associated?"
He naturally assigns a
this theory did nothing whatever to exmarkecl superiority to the "Hebrew Genplain the origin of the system, or to weakesis." (f) In truth, that superiority seems
en
the statement of Newton,, that its adto he not great only, but immeasurable.
In one point only do the tablets go beyond mirable arrangement must be "the work
the narrative of Genesis; they record tbe of an intelligent and most powerful heine-."
great struggle with rebellion, the war in The origin of this rotation, said Dr.
heaven between Merodach and Tiamat. Whewell, remains unexplained, and still
But, upon the whole, our Bible narrative· as powerfully as ever cries aloud for, and
My purpose in
is a regular structure; it is order! y, pro- proclaims, .an Author.
gressive, and rational; that of the tablets here naming the subject is to point out
is dark and confused. This may, howev- that Dr. \Vhewell then found himself
er, be referable in part to the imperfection dealing- with a theory which had not yet
of the tablets, the third of which, Mr. obtained any wide currency or authority,
and he then "left to other nersons and to
Sayee thinks, may probably have recounted the formation of the earth. (g)
The future ages to decide upot{ the merits of
the nebular hypothesis." (j) But, during
one is charged in a marvelous way with
instruction and monl purpose; from the the half century which has elapsed since
other they have almost disappeared. The he produced his Treatise, this hypothesis
first ba~, as we believe, been receiving is understood to have gained very ge:::teral
acceptance from astronomers.
I refer to
marked confirmation in the most vital particulars from co,mi,c and geologic sci- this result of the most modern studies as a
ence; on the second, they can hardly be new and remarkable establishment of acsaid to cast more than the faintest lig-ht. . cord between natural science on the one
And yet this inferior document is itself of hand c~o far as its reasonings h<.ve proceeded) and the Book of Genesis on the
very great con firm a tory value; for the I zOften has it been endeavored to
dubar legendR, says Mr. Smith, (h) 3ppear other.
place
the
Mosaic geology in conflict with
to have been composed more than 2000
ascertained results, but comparatively little
years B. c. There is n0 late date to which
the Mosaic narrative can with a shadow of of the same kine! has been attempted, so
far as I know, by persons of scientific au(e) Scbrarler 1: 19.
thority, with regard to the cosmogony
If) "I\fodern Science in Bihle Lands," p. 82.
~·HibtJert Lect,nres," p. 394.
(h) "Assyrian Discoveries," p. 16ii.

(gJ

\~)

Cha.p. 7, p. 181,

(.f) .Page 190.

which occupies the earlier portion of the
chapter. On the·other hand, it has been
shown, with what seems to me conclusive
clearness, that, without the use of scientific
language, that very process has been described in slight outline, but in singular
correspondence with the hypothesis now
so largely accepted. That hypothesis may
not indeed have reached the. point of demonstration, ~and this the subject matter itself may be found hot to permit; yet it has
attained to so much of authority from consent that Dr. Whewell, were he writing
now, would not have had simply to hand
it over to the future for consideration, but
would more probably have declared that
it holds the field, and seems little likely to
be displaced from it.
With the creation of the world or the
solar system, the question of its termination is naturally associated.
On this subject, however, I will not dwell at length,
because the support here afforded by scientific opinion is given to the Scriptures ot
the New Testament rather than the Old.
To refer again to Dr. Whewell. In a passage of extraordinary grandeur, he delivered (I think in a sermon) his opinion that
the world would end with a catastrophe,
instead of dying what is termed a natural
death. Such, as we know, is the emphatic declaration of the inspired Word: "The
day of the Lord will come as a thief in the
night: in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat; and the earth
also, and the works that are therein, shall
be burned up." (k) And again, "Looking
for and hasting unto the coming of the
day of God, wherein the heavens being on
fire shall be dissolved, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat."
These
were the words of Dr. Whewell nearly
half a century ago. They were delivered
rather as by one uttering his own firm
opinion, than as expressing the conviction
of astronomers at large. Nevertheless, as
I have been informed on high authority,
it is now thl'! established conclusion of astronomers, reasoning from ascertained
facts, that the Galilean fishermen knew
what all the genius and learning of the
world for thousands of years failed to discover, and that
"The great globe it•elf,
·
Yes all, which it inherit, shall dissolve."(Z)

AS TO THE FLOOD STORY.

I pass now to the Flood-Legend, one
form of which has come down through
Berosus and Josephus, but which acquires
much more certain antiquity, and greater
grandeur, from the inscriptions. Their account, says Schrader, whose bias cannot, I
think, be considered as friendly toward the
Hebrew record, "brings the biblical narrative into much closer relation with the
Chaldean flood-legend than could be assumed on the basis of the tradition in Berosus." (m)
It forms part of the Izdubar
legends discovered by Mr. George Smith,
who published his account of them in 1872,
and who ~tssigns to them a date anterior to
2000 years B.c. under the early Babylonian
(k) 2 Peter 3: 10, 12.
(l) Shakespear·e·, "Tempest," 4: 1.

(m) Schraqer, 1: 4'!'.
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empire. (n)
The hero of the legends is
believed by Mr. Smith to be the same as
the Nimrod of Genesis.
Like the Creation Story of Genesis, that of the Flood
derives corroboration from the Babylonian
record, inasmuch as it is thus carried back
by an independent testimony to a very
great antiquity. That record, composed,
as Mr. Smith thinks, not long after the
time of Izdubar or Nimrod, gives us the
tradition of a flood which was a divine
punishment for the wickedness of the
world, and of a holy. man who built an
ark and escaped the destruction. (o) The
particulars are set out in this volume.
They differ in many respects from those
of Genesis; but the essential features are
in the highest degree marked, and, together with certain of the details, are singularly accordant. ( p)
As in the case of the
Creation Story, so. here there is stamped
. upon them the note of a common source,
and of channels of descent separated at
some later date.
In this case, however,
the Babylonian narrative holds a higher
position relatively to the scriptural record
than in the case of the Creation.
The hero of the deluge is Hasisadra-:a
name which has been· Hellenized into
Xisuthrus-'-who; on the eleventh tablet,
relates to Izdubar (the supposed. Nimrod)
the !)tory of the deluge. · I shall only
attempt a)1 outline presenting the main
points. (q)
In the ancient city of. Surippah, where
Anu and other great gods were worshiped, Hasisadra was divinely warned by
Hea, the great water-god, to construct a
ship,of w~ich the size is named, and com. . mit to it "the seed of life, all of · it," as
"the sinnerl and life" were. about to be destroyed by a flood.
Food, furniture,
wealth; serivants, and animals were all to
be embarkbd. The building apd loading
of the ship1are then des.cribed;.and.the part.
taken by 'the . several gods in bringing
about the catastrophe.
But "the gods''
themselves( feared the .tempest, and "ascended to the heaven of Atm.'' This deluge lasted for six days; on the seventh . alL
wasquiet. ; Thereis $ight of land from
\Vith.in the .vessel.
It is arrested by .the
mountain of Nizir. A dove is se11t forth,
and returns.. A swallow is/sent, and ?oes
the.like. t A raven goes, feeds on the
corpses that are :'~float, and returns not.
Then.. com~s landing, sacrifice, the sending
f<>rtb ()fanimals ... Ninip and Hea then rernon~trate 1witl1 Bel, and suggest other
~ore usualL means . of chastl~ing me~, in
which ther~ seems to be some affinity to
the promis~ of (}enesis 8: 2I, zz,and 9.:
.... u-r7;thatithere should neyer again be a
·flood upon)the earth;···.··. And "thel1. <;}welt
Hasisadra in a remote place at th.t) mouth
ofthe rivers~" (r)
Tne·.r:ese.lmpltam:e

c{(tb.t)

as ch~arl

b~

the threefold experiment with birds
upon the decline Of the waters; but this
appears alike in the three narratives of
Chaldrea, the Bible, and Berosus.
No
other nations have accounts so full and
precise as these. (s)
Mr. Smith has some very judicious and
impartial observations on the two accounts.(t) The Chaldean account indicates
the nature of the country in which the
flood took place.
Surippah is near the
mouth of the Euphrates, and there Hea
was worshiped as the God of the deluge.
The Hebrew account has no local confirmations of the story.
When Surippah
was. conquered, in the sixteenth century B.
c., or earlier, it is called in the recorf! "the'
city of the ark." Hasisadra is, like Noah,
a devout man; and the Chaldean deluge
is, like the Hebrew, a punishment for
gross and widespread sin. Schrader argued
to attenuate this statement, but, as it appears to me, in the spirit of a partisan,
rather than a judge.(u) The dimensions
of the ark vary in the three accounts; and
on. the variations of numerals I observe
elsewhere. It m~y, however, be observed,
that the Babylonian account, which presumably was written down from a verv
early date, and in a durable form, has in.
this respect a great advantage over oral
transmission, which is most of all dangerous for num~<rical statements. The inscription describes a regular vessel with boatmen, another incident of local color·. The
accounts curiously coincide in the minute
point that, both inside and out, the ark is
coated with bitumen. The tablet tells us
.that not eight only, but a comparatively
large number of persons went on board .
The Bible gives forty days as the duration
of the flood, meaning apparently at the
height. .. After a hundred. and fifty days
the water all ahated. The whole duration
before disappearance is a year and. ten
days.(v)
The tablet allows only seven
days for the fulness .of the. flood. On the
seventh dav all storm ha:s ceased. Hasisadra then se-nds out the bird.
The ship is
stranded for ·seven days more on the
mountains of Ni.zir, sb that the total term
mentioned is one of only f?urteen days;
Nizi'r lies away to the east,.far from the
site of Ararat mentioned in Genesis; on
the other hand,( w) the present tradition of
the. country lands the ark at a site farther
to the.north, and nearer Ararat.
Again
as to the birds;
In Genesis, Noah 'sends
out a,raven, which doesnotreturr.;then a
dove three tiwes atci~{erva:ls of .seven dl)ys;
on ·the thir:d • occasion,. the dove.doe.s not
return.. .'}'he .inscription sends, fint, a
dove,w:hich retur,ns, then .a swallow, which
returns, and· then a ra:ven, which does n.ot
return.
Lastly, in the Bibll:'1 Noah. li\7es
after the floo.d for 350 years; the tablet
a.nd Berosus both assign to him, tog~the.r,
·rather strat1~rely~ with hisdaughter and
the hel•msnlanix)that tr,a,nslation to. h~av.en
forhispiety~hic:hGene8is gives to Enoch.;
Befor.e.tnlt~sl!ltiorJ., he was.yisit~d [lyi~dt!
bar. and the r:1:1giop ~as · df'en:~e~ a sacre.{l
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profoundly interesting records, the result
appears to be that in what is circumstantial
only there is much difference along wit};}
some curious rese111blance; but in the outline of the fundamental fact~, and in the
moral considerations llpplicahl~>, they are
completely at one. The wickedness of
the antediluvian world, the Divine anger,
the command to build, the use o~ this vehicle of escape, and the erection of an
altar of thanksgiving, are recordeo alike
in b9th. We have no right to assume that
either of the accounts, as .it stands, is. contemporary with the period of the flood.
The point in which the Bible account is
inferior, is the absence of local coloring-.
Yet this, so far from impairing its claim t()
our acceptance, appears on the contrary. to
accredit it, because it is a feature which,
given the circumstances of the case, the.re
was reason to expect. If, indeed, we ride
the hobby of the negative criticism, the
Bible account bristles everywhere with difficulty. It is inconceivable-that the framers
should have in that case deoarted so widelv
from the inscription in p~ints s'o palpabl~
to all the world, or should have let slip the
local color with which a fabricator or late
relator would have been forward to dress
up his narrative. But if we take Abraharri 1
with his ancestors and his posterity, as li
nomad people; religious and of simple life,
such as the. Bible represents them, at
earlier period hanging on the outskirts
the Babylonian power, lit a: later.one
gratory towards the West, it was
for them to drop tile local coloring
region with which all their relations
come to :m eT}d; and this has been done,
not in the case of the flood only, but
throughout the Abrahamic narrative. dowri.
to the entry into the pt;omised land.
The most significant difterenc~ of
between thet wo records is that. the insctip·
tio.n is based.updn polytheism,\Vhileinfhe
Bible,here aselsewhere, all is based upon
the doctrine ofoneGod. That is to (lay,
the simpler form is the basis of the Bible.
narra;tive, l!nd the simpler form, according;
to the generally recog.nized principltli h; •
that neare.st the source, most closely akin
to the occurrence. or the. original record.
The religiim of Noah agreeswith that of;
theeommqn father, Adam; therelig'i:qn qf
Hasisadra has departed from the primitive
belief, andexhibits to us .those ~ultiplied
and deteriorated im~ges of the deity wbjc:h ·
humaninfirmitv andsin had introduced •. ·
While . Schrader
at the ...·.,· .,,,.,,,~"'••
whentbeJ3l!bylb~ian
.
the Hebrews as .that
n.arrator. of early biblical .
•.
didiy ~dds,"I am . I<:!dto the.
· . ·. ·
dusion that the Hebrews were acqu ... ,·~.. ..,..
withtbis legend. at a much
apd.that i.t is Jar fr.om i~"·•·~''<'""''"
acquirep.a .¥nowledge
primitive myths n9w: u
a~
the. time
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of the last generation.
Quite recently
tlxir concurrence, and even in some rethe doctrine of a deluge has been mainspects by their discrep,mcies, to their historicaLcharacter. If there was re;molding-, tained by Sir J. Dawson,(c) by Mr. Howlt may be the more detailed and circum• orth, and by the Duke of Argyll (if I instantial narration which is presumptively terpret l<lim arigbt),(d) all of whom are
entitled to the credit of it; and the Bible surely to be considered as "serious scientifstory, more sparing in its detr,iJ~, but far ic inquirers,"
Mr. Howorth, in his learned and laboribroader and more direct in the terrible lesson it conveys, may reasonably be judged ous work on "The Mammoth and the
to have come down from the source with
Flood," is not bound by any superstitious
the smallest amount of variation from the reverence for the mere text of the Book
of Genesis; for, in his preface,(e) he casts
orl~n~.
_
It may be noticed that the transla<ion to aside as null its traditions respecting all
heaven of Hasisadra, the Noah of the that preceded the creation of man. He
tablets, is in curious accordimce with that collects largely not only the diluvial trafar larger development both of i he under- ditions of so many races and countries, but
world and of the future state, which marks an immense mass of palreontological evialike the Babylonian and the Egyptian dence; and, having laid this wide ground
systems in comparison with that of tbe for his inrluction, he declares that, in his
Old Testt'lment, and forms an interesting judgment, the whole points unmistakably
"to a wide-spread calamity, involving· a
but separate subject of discussion.
The Hebrew story of the Deluge has flood on a great scale. I do not see how
long been supported by a diversity of the historian, the archreologist, and the
traditions among nations and l';.ces of the palaoontologist can avoid making this conworld, but never heforewith such particu- clusion in future a prime factor in their
larity, or such corroboration in the sense discussions, and I venture to think that beand to the extent before described. But fore long it will be accepted as unanswerathough we have now a new and important ble."( f)
Moreover, I am free to consider history
witness in court on our behalf, yet unno less a science, though a less determinate
doubtedly, if the narrative be provably untrue, the testimony of both, or of any num- science, than geology or biology; and
ber of traditional witnesses, must fall to I quote in conclusion the following
passag-e from Lenormant, which follows a
the ground.
The voice of natural science has not copious collection of testimonies to the
been, and probably is not at present, uni- erudition of a deluge in almost all lands:
"La longue revue, a laql\elle noug venons
form on this subject. The negative has
just been presented to the world, of course de nous livrer, nous permet d'~ffirmer que
with great ability, and also in a sufficient- le n'icit du delug-e est une tradition unily magisterial form, by Professor Huxley. verselle dans tous les rameaux de l'humHe conceives that Christian theology must manite, a !'exception toutefois de !a race
Mais un souvenir partout, aussi
stand or fall with the historical trust- noire.
p1 ecis et aussi concordant, ne saurait €\tre
worthiness of the J ewi' h Scriptures; (y)
and as these are not trustworthy . the concelui d'un mythe invente a plaisir; aucun
§equence is that it must not stand but fall.
mythe religieux ou cosmogonique ne
With this proposition I have here nothing P' esente ce caractere d'universalite. C'est
necessairement le souvenir d'un evenement
to do.
Mr. Huxley selects the flood-story for
reel et terrible, qui frappa assez puissamthe capital article of his indictment. But ment !'imagination des anc€\tres de notre
he treats it as little worthy of serious no- espece pour n'€\tre jamris oublie de leurs
"lt is difficult to persuade serious descendants. Ce cataclysme se produisit
tice.
scientific inquirers to occupy themselves in pres du berceau primitif de l'humanite."(g)
any way with the N oachin deluge."(z)
III.-AS TO THE GREAT DISPERSION.
He finds, indeed, a sort of historic nucleus
for a partial delug-e in the OCCilsional desoThe contents of the tenth chapter of
lating floods of the Euphrates ;,nd Tig-ris.( a)
Genesis constitute a document of a characBut be it partial or be it general, he apter altogether extraordinary; for example,
plies the same contemptuous negative doc- in tht; two following particulars. First, it is
trine to the deluge: perhaps most of all
without parallel in the world. Nowhere
to a particularly absurd attempt at recon- else is there known to us a distinct and deciliation, which places it "at the end of the t,liled endeavor to draw downwards from a
glacial epoch !"(b) I am far from intendsingle source the multiplication of men in
ing to enter into a controversy, whi.::h I the earth by families, and the distribution of
have no capacity tp handle. Yet I may them over the face of the earth. Secondbe bold enough to mention, that, while ly, this account containing seventy-two
Mr. Huxley is speaking in the name of
(c) "'1\'lndern Sr:ience in Bible T~ands," p. 252.
science at large, some votaries of science
(d) ln 'rh~ Scottish Geographical Magazine, April, 1890.
hold an entirely different lang-uage.
(e) Pages JX. x
(f) Page 463.
Moreover, that the icka of a flood was
(g) "Les Origines de l'Histoire." pp. 489, 490. Second
not thus ~umm1rilv di~missed by the lu- edition, 1880. "'f'he long review to which we have just
applied ourselves warrants our affirming that the tale of
minaries of the scientific world anterior I the Deluge is an nmversal tradition among all the hranchof the human family, excepting, however, the black!?!.
to the present day; and that the grounds ef-1
But a remP.mhrunce prevailing everywhere, so precise and
of this dismiss:;] are not of recent ciiscov- i so concorda11t. cannot be that of a myth arbitrarily invented. No re1igious or co~;mogonic myth presents such a
erv, hut were fully open to the geologists character
of universa1ltv. It. must of nececsity be a rec·

I
I

i

I

(Y' Ni··et··enth Century, July, 1890, p. 8.
Page 12.
·
Page 14.
(b) Page 13,

(z)
(a)

ollection of a great a.nd terrible occnrrcn.ce, which impressed th'' imagination of. the ancestors of our race so
powerfully ae never to have been forgotten by their descendants. That cataclysm took pla~e-at a spot near the
primeval cradle of humanity."
·

names of men (to which more are added in
connection with the descent of Abram
when we reach chapter rz) is so particular,
that any notion of its transmission by ordinary means may appear to present much
difficulty.
Abram, when he migrated
westward, came from a country which we
now know to have possessed in his time
means of durable record; but as the head
of a nomad family, he could hardly have
carried with him written traditions: and a
specific narrative of this kind, like the
Greek Catalogue in the "Iliad," presented
great difficulties in the way of oral transmission through several, perhaps many,
generations, until the time when we may
reasonably suppose the children of Israel
to have acquired the art of writing during
their sojourn in Egypt.
The assisting
Providence of God may suggest itself to
the believing mind as having supplied the
needful measure of that aid, which Homer(h) besought, in a kindred case, from
the Muses.
But the document, if thus
considered, lays a certain weight upon our
faculty of belief, and even offers a tempting invitation to assault from those who
are adversely minded. This weight, however, is converted at once into a prop, into
a buttress which well and stoutly supports
the wall, when we find that this singular
and, so to speak, exposed tradition has received in the most fundamental and vital
points, from the researches of philological
and of historical science, striking and, we
may suppose, conclusive confirmation.
The foundation of the arrangement is
the threefold division of the human race
from a certain period of its history. If
such a division actually took place, we
might expect to find the traces of it in a
threefold division of languag·e, which has
an unquestionable relation to race; and,
conversely, such a divarication in language
proves an early distribution of races or
families; from which it took its origin.
Without entering into details, it may be
observed that the Book of Genesis associates the distinctions of language with the
local dispersion of man; and it is now
known that, in days antecedent to the permanent bond of literature, such an association is agreeable not only to probability,
but to the ascertainad laws of experience.
And now we find that comparative philolog-y, dealing at large with the languages
of the world, has resolved them into that
very threefold division, which the distribution of man according to Genesis ro, into
three great branches, anticipates and requires. Here is again an important service
rendered by modern science to belief.
It is true that the Bible (Gen. I r: r)
speaks of language as originally one, and
that this proposition has not yet been generally affirmed hy philology.
Yet the
way to it has been opened, and it need excite no surprise should the g-oal be soon
attained. Profe~sor'Max Miiller, I believe,
~ays there is no proof that the Aryan,
Semitic, and Turanian families of lang-uag-e had independent beginnings; that
radicals existing in all the three can be
traced to the common source, and that even
the grammars may have been originally
(h) Il.1 II. 484,
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one. But this subject sti1l awaits its scientific decision.
· The Table of Peoples presents on its
surface some apparent anomalies; of which,
however, a rational account can he given,
and one which for the most part converts
them into evidences in its favor. For instance, the Hamitic portion presents to us
out of a total of thirty names no less than
eighteen which are plural words, and
which are therefore national or tribal,
while only two of the same class are found
in the rest of the account. But. this seems
upon consideration to illustrate what we
know from history; namely, that the
Hamitic races exhibited the most precocious development, and set up the earliest
known civilizations of the world, those of
Babylonia and of Egypt.
Again, the Cushite stock, after its. regu~
lar order is arrested in verse 7 of the chapter, jumps, as it were, down to Nimrod in
verses 8-10. But he is the only person in
the Tabie who is described as founding a
kingdom, and his position has a .great resemblance to that of Izdubar in the Assyrian Tablets, with whom he .is identified
by Mr. Ge9rge Smith.
Again, as Shem, fjam, a.nd J apheth are
four time~ rpentioned together, and invariably in this .order, it seems to follow naturally that ~his is the order of their ages.
In chapter ;Io, however, their descendants
are set out in tpe inverse order,.l!nd Japhet.h takes precedence. But this also, upon
reflectior1, p;1ay seem to bt) .quite natural,
Migration ivas largely connected with considerations bf space and food. It may be
that the yqunger had tQ give place to the
elder, and that the childre.n. of J apheth had
on this acqount ~o be the first ip i:novitig
from the.common center,
Ftuther; ~n the] apheticline the genealogy vvhqlly §tops. with .the ne4t generation
. but one, whereas it is continued farther,
not only in[the Eie!Ilitic line, which had .to
be connected yvith Abrall),huta)so inthe
Hamitic, by the menti<;>n of Nimrod and of
the Philistjt:~e.s. ·. This, however,.seems
perfectly n;'ltur,al if the line ofJapheth, as
Is, probable, moved the first, and, liS is
manif~st,.wentthe f~;trthest so as to be out
of sight of t!lenarr(lt()r, while the des¢endants ofShem ~nd I-Ia.m. ielilained locally
in.con~act +it~ each other. Knobd(i)has
observedtllat 1n .each of. the three branch.
esth~ enu~eration. begins with those who
traveled to!the greatest di$tance from·. the
common ceptet (whic.:h is tal5:en by him to
beinear ..M<]>.I,l.t]t Ararat), and accordingly
the J:~p~etiles are reckqned fr()ltl the north,
west, the S~mites from. the squth~east, and
the. H:~tmifes from the south-west. . Just
as!in the ca~e of the Horperic Catalogl,le,{j)
th1s meth9dical arrangement probabJy
g('l':'e ~reat . assistan~e . to the memory of
the first recprd.er. · ·
Knobel qas discussed with greatmiriuteness. and c!l(re the particular riam~s of the
recital; and·heJraces them to their historic
seats; as. .Bishop Browne in the "Speak•
er's Corn · .
" Some ex:alliples 'maJ:
lar>t1P.t1tf'" ~re thqs,e (]fl.."
They take to
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the isles or coast-lands,(k) the seaward have been published on a large scale; and
countries of the north and west. Here we the effect, as reported by Sir J. Dawson,
meet them in the Cimmerians and·Cimbri. has been "entire agreement of the memAshkenaz, the son of Gomer, is found in bers of the party on essential points ;"(u)
Scandinavia,(!) the Scangia of J ornandus, and the ascertainment of such complete
the chief seat of the German stock. An- coincidence of .the actual features of the
- other route is marked in the same direction country with the requirements of the Moby Ascania,(m) in Asia Minor, a name saic narrative, as to prove it to be a confound at various points of that region. temporary record ~,f the events to which it
Knobel thinks(n) thete is a trace of the relates.( v)
The route pursued down the coast of
Teutonic race in Teuthras, a name found
on both sides in the war of the Ili~d.(o) the Red Sea, and then to the eastward,
He proceeds with the list of Japhetites as was peculiar, as it seems to have been dicfollows. Riphath, he thinks, is traced in tated by a combination.of strategical conthe Carpathian country, Togarma in Ar- siderations with those which concerned the
menia, Magog in the Slavs, Madi in the subsistence of the people, and especially
Medes, Javan in the Iaones or Ionians, the supply of water. The local indications
Elisa in LEolians,Tarshish in the Tursenoi, are on this account all the more remarkaKittim in the Chitians of. Cyprus, Doda- ble. It is not possible, without exceeding
nim in the Dardanians, Tubal in the Iber- the limits proper for the present observaians, Meshech in the Meschi or Moschl, tions, to convey the full force of the eviTiras in the Thracians (Thrax or dence which shows how the stamp of
Thras). (p)
Some among these particu- Egypt was impressed both upon the Islar interpretations-for instance, that given raelites themselves and upon the narrative,
to Elisa-may be Untenable.
Bishop in Exodus, of' their escape, inai'much as it
Browne(q) sets out the various opinions depends on the details of measurement,
that have been held, mostly without de- atmosphere, water supply, and other physiclaring apreference.
It is not, however, cal circumstances; and their rel?tion to the
the accuracy of each particular identifica- Mosaic narrative. The conclusions reachHon, nor even of every particular iterp of ed have no direct bearing upon the proofs
the text, but the principles of the general of a Divine revelation through the Scriparrangement, and the large number of tures,but they are of great historical importcases reasonably clear, which give the sub- ance in establishing the credit of the Book,
and its contemporaneous character as to
ject its importance.
The Semitic and Hamitic branches of- the substance of its contents.
.fer less difficulty to the investigator.· No
London, England.
part is more satisfactory than that. which
relates to the nations of P<1lestine,. and to
THEOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY.
the names of Canaan, Sidon, and Heth,
where every particular known to us from THOSE who hold to the literal interpretaindependent history or tradition, supports; tion of the Scriptures on baptism ought to
so.far as I can judge, in a most remarka- be united on the Lord's coming, and as to
ble fi1anner, the tr!lstwortbiness of the whether it is pre br post millennia!. The
record.
Speaking generall.v, .. perhaps no Scriptures reveal it as clearly as t:hey reone can go farther than Knobel in the. veal the various phases of baptism. . But
work of identification.
His treatise is of . it appears from the following that. upon
considerable a!Jthority, and is of the great- this great, and, .in some. respects, clearly~
er value because he does not belong to the defined subjeCt, Baptists of all people are
"confusion worse confounded." The fol~
school of conservative criticism.
lowing, taken. from a recent issue (March
IV.-AS TO THE SINAITIC JOURNEY,
27th) of the Herald of Truth, the leading
Iri his "Modern.Sciencein B.ible Lands," Baptist paper on the coast, presents a
SirJ • .Dawson has examined, with elabo- picture of the uncertainty of a great derate care, first. the dwellingcplace ot the nomination on a .great question:Israelites in Egypt, awl their. .probable
''Tl!E MINI~TERS' MEETING-PRE
ro\lte from it until they cross the Yam
• ..
POST~
· Suph; a.nd then, still mort) particularly,
"The
discussion
of. the pre <md post
the account of their journeyings beyond
·the Red Sea..
Thus he thinks that they millennia! theory of the secopd coming of
had crossed at a point,(r) now forming Chr.ist in the presence of a.laq~e gathering
part 'of the Bitter La\{es of the isthmlts, of .brethren. Dt. J. A. Edgren gave. his;
but then a part of the Red Sea itselt, which first arguments in favor. of the pre,ffiillt)nwas. fed in andent times by a: branch of nial vieyv; .Rev. I. D. Fle!lling:• 'I never
the Nile flowing eastward.(.s:) Yam Suph, have given great attention to the subject.
or se~ of weeds, is fhe name given to it in I l!m waiting.' Brother Garnett: 'l cannot
the thousand
the
the Bible.(t) .
at all, in
the
Beyond the Red· Sea, and. onwards to
Fran.\!:
'I
the Sinaitic re.gion, the countty•has been
•· surveyed by officers ()[ the. British O.rd~
nance.
Ali the instr~ments of modern
•science have ..been employed; the r~slilts ·
(k) See .Revi•ed Ver•ion, Getj. 10: 5 .·.. · .·.
(l) Knobel, ,V<jlkertdfel.der Genesis, pp!35; 37,
(m)"Page39'
·
·
(n) Page ,44, .•..

(o) y. 7~5 9:nd :vr.13~

.. . . •· . . .
~.1;• 9~.• 1t7, 1fa3.. ..... •....
(!ll. "Speaker's gomlJJ.entt~:.ry,'' Gen~~is in toe..

(;p) pages .(\3, 6,0 •. 71,.
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millennia! period there is to be a general
To many of these, at least, our Savior's
diffusion of the' gospel. I think the miH- injunction, "Know that it [his coming] is
ennium rs past.' 4~ W~ Runyan: '•I near, even at the doors," is vain words.
have got this far j I believe that the word
Paul's "know also" (2 Tim. g: 1), and
of the Lord is truth. I am on the fence as Peter's "knowing this first" (2 Peter 3: g,
to theories. I am so far as any theory is 4), fall in the same category. And we
concerned. I have always been a post- fear that Dr. Frost's recent Bible-readings
millennialist.' George E. Duncan: •I
on the subject have not helped the matter
am in the dark, but this one thing I know,
much. Dr. Frost is at error on a vital
that when He does come I will be there point. If he would but admit that the
to greet him-' Rev. W. H. Stenger! •It eternal reward of the people of God is
is a great mystery.
There is to be a upon this earth, a truth than which none
great awakening with the coming of other is more clearly revealed, he .would .
Christ; just-what and. when that is we do not flounder in such inextricable difficulties
not know.
We shall have to wait until over the priesthood of Christ. Perhaps
prophecy is fulfilled.
We can read pro- . his error lies in not understanding the
phecy so much more easily after it is ful- priesthood, but, certain it is, his view is
not consistent enough or strong enough
filled.'
"Dr. Forbes: 'I believe in the spiritual to bring harmony among his brethren.
Brethren, come into the light.
coming- of Christ rather than a literal coming.' Dr. G. S. Abbott: •I believe and am
confirmed more and more in the faith that
GIRLS WHO MAKE POOR WIVES.
Christianity is spiritual and not literal.
Jesus Chri;;t said that there be some here I NEVER see a petted, pampered girl who
who shall not taste of death until they see is yielded to in. every whim by servants
the Son of Man coming in his kingdom. and parents, that I do not sigh with pity
He has a kingdom, and it is the mightiest for the man who will some day be her husband. It is the worshipped daughter who
kingdom on the earth. I am a thorough
agnostic as to the Book of Revelation. has been taught that her whims and wishMy whole thought is spiritual.
I have es are supreme in a household, who makes
read the current opinion of-men who have marriage a failure all her life. She has
written learnedly upon this doctrine and the ha.d her way in things great and small; and
Christian world dces not believe it!' Time when she desired dresses, pleasures or .
extended. J. Q. A. Henry: '1 am im- journeys which were beyond the family
purse, she carried the day with tears or
pressed with the importance of the ques
.· tion. Many of the most spiritual and suc- sulks, or posing as a martyr. The parents
cessful men hold to the pre-millennia!. I sacrificed and suffered for her sake, hoping finally to see her well married. They
cannot hold to a literal post or pre-millennia! theory in their fullness. I cannot be- carefully hide her faults from her suitors
who seek her hand, and ·she is ever ready
lieve that Jesus Christ is debarred from
coming for a thousand years. Neither do with smiles and allurements to win the
I accept a literal theory of his coming. hearts of men, and the average man is as
There is something· dishonoring in the idea. blind to the faults of a pretty girl as a newWe are in a great crisis and I do not be- ly-hatched bird is blind to the worms uplieve the cross is to go down. I am anx- on the trees about him. He thinks her
ious to know the truth.' Rev. A. J. Stur- little pettish ways are mere girlish moods;
tevant: 'I incline to a spiritual interpreta- but when she becomes his wife and reveals
her F.elfish and cruel nature he is grieved
tion. This localizing of the Savior I cannot accept. This strikes me as strange, that and hurt to think fate has been so unkind
the advocates of these theories should have to him.-ELLA WHEELER WILCOX, in
bitterness on the subject.' Rev. W. C. Ladies' Home Journal.
Spencer: •I can be nothing but a pre-millennialist. Most of all the evangelical ministers
THE COIN OF POLITE SOCIETY.
of England are pre-millennialists. I do
not accept all the extremes heralded by WHENEVER a kindly or considerate act is
cranks on the subject.' Rev. 'vV. H. La.
shown you, my dear, he always careful to
tourette: •I think this is the Lord's busi- say that magic index to good breedinguess and not ours. Our business is to do "Thank you.'' Certainly you say it to the
the work he has left us to do.' Rev. C. man friend who has given you an evening
H. Hobari: 'We cannot hold to the view of amusement at the theatre, or the conthat we must wait a thousand years bekre cert, or who has taken vou to and fetches
Christ comes. He will come in a per.sonal you from a friend's hon:i'e. To whom else
way. I do not know that there will be should you say it?
any reign of a thousand years, but I hold
To the maid servant who hands you
to the pre-millennia! view in its general your letters, who makes a special point of
features.' Dr. J. B. Hartwell: •I speak keeping your room in good order, and
with diffidence and yet with some positivewho, remembering that you liked certain
ness. The gospel cannot be preached as things placed in a certain way, was careful
a witness except it be preached as a power. always to do it.
To the stranger who holds open a door
Jesus Chnst _is going to reign and gather
the Jews together in Jerusalem. But for you, to the elevator man who saves
whether his manifeo;;tation is to be in Jeru- you climbing so many stairs, to the man
salem or not, I do not know: He is come who gives you seat irt car or omnibus, and
before the thousand vears, but tho~e thou- to anybody, in any station of life, who
sand years may be g6o,ooo or eternity.' P. shows you a courtesy of any kind.
We are apt to be very stingy with· our
W. Dorsey: 'I am post, not pre.' ''

thanks; to accept things entirely too rhuch
for granted, .and to believe, in having
courtesies shown us, that they ate oniy
what: we deserve. Now this is the wrong
way of looking at it, and some day it will
serve that girl right-that girl who believes that the good things of life iri the.
way of politeness are hers lawfully, and
that without any effort on her part they
can be retained, will discover her mistake.
You can never be too generous with thankyou'~; they are the current coin of polite
society, the circulation of which tends .to
make everybody more eager to do unto
others as they would be done. by.
No
girl makes a.mistake who has a thank-you
always ready.
It is the index to a good
character and a loving heart.
Politeness
is golden, and thank you is the coin which
passes everywhere and recog-nized bv all.
-RUTH AsHMORE, in Ladies' Home
Journal.
BACK TO THE HOLY LAND.

NEw YoRK, October zd.-The news of
the oppression of the Jews in Russia has
of late burdened the cables, and the Hebrews of this town have beeri bestirring
themselves to relieve the Russian Jews by
sending them back to Palestine; It is one
of the phases of the fulfillment of prophecy,
as many Jews believe that in the last days
there will be a gathering of the tribes of
Israel in the Holy Land.
Circulars. printed in Hebrew and English, signed by Chief Rabbi Jacoh Joseph,
Coroner Ferdinand Levy and Rev. Dr.
L. Zinsler of the Henry-street Synagogue,
were distribeted among the Hebrews in
town yesterday setting- forth the reasons
why the Russian Hebrews should be helped to emigrate to the ancient home of the
race, and in response the Christie-street
Synagogue was jammed last night by representatives o.f the leading congregations
of Hebrew benevolent societies to
hear well-known Jews discuss the subject.
SETTLING IN PALE STINE,
The speakers said in substance that for
the last ten years conspicuous Jews all
over the world had been convinced the only true soiution of the "Jewish Question"
was emigration to Palestine. Since the
last Jewi~h troubles in Roumania, about
1882, the movement toward Palestine has
played a most important part in the destiny of East European Jews.
Nearly twenty colonies, with a population of 4,ooo, have sprung up on the soil
of the Holy Land, and it is said the prospects of Jewish settlement are most promi~ing.
The enthusiasm in favor of the
movement is spreading, not only among
the most lowly and humble, but among
the wealthiest Jews in Russia, Germany,
England and France.
BENEFITS REALIZED,
The effort to colonize Palestine has realized more than tenfold the benefits and advantages of the outlay in America. The
immigration ·of Russian Jews to this country has been opposed by Jews and others
in a most strenuous way recently, and if a
more hospitable and congenial place of re-
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fuge than this country is not found for the
newly threatened exodus of hundreds of
thousands of these unfortunate fugitives
from tyranny and prosecution these hostile
voices may, grow louder, and the day may
not be far distant when this country will
also have its "Jewish question."
The speakers made a strong appeal for
pecuniary aid. About $r,ooo was sub-,
scribed at the meeting to aid in sending
Jews in Russia to Palestine. Jews all
through the country are also to bt! appealed to.-Ex.
GENERAL CULTURE.

IT

often said that the education of a
child should commence one hundn:d years
before he io; born, and, sad it is, that the
home influence is not always refining. The
work o.f refining and moulding the disposition and character of a child is far too
often the work of the public school; and
thus, in many cases, the schools become
the educators of the home.
To. give a
knowledge .of the sciences and languages
is not . their sole object.
They aim at
something. higher, a broad· development;
the unfolding of the whole nature, with a
desire to grow higher, deeper, and. nobler.
When they;send out scholars having this
desire and ·increase the number of the
world's workers. for good, they have accomplisJ:led th~ir purpose•
Beyond the schools lie other .means of
cult11r~; r~ad.ing for acquiring general
knowledge 1..and forming the character;
music and ~ntercourse with nature for culc
tivatiilg. fin~ tl:10ughts; drawing, and s()ciety; all are ~ducators.
Culture. h11s been defined by Matthew
Arnold as~ knowJedgeof the best.th11t
has been tliought and ·said in the world.
This Lconslder the true meaning of the
word.
.
''C~oose i f 0 r . associates the best and
wis.est meni and. ~omen; .seek the intelligent and good; .·choose the c()mpany in
which seri~'us and noble. things are treated
seriou;.ly," !. This litts us from a life of
slpggishnes~ an.d iQactivityinto ()De of
he~ltpful actio.n. ·.. It brol!dens the\whqle
peing, a~djit .raisel> us above a state of
e.gqtjsm .a,ng cqnc.eit,
·
.
.
The conbeit.ed r:nail. is be who knows
but little. iSu.ch a one loses one-half the
.... re.all;!appiU:ess• of life, for. to look up to
· · something higher is tne.noblest qf all pow. ers; Culture i13not the acquiring and there
·resting; . Hi~ never at· rest, but always
lf{qkin.~ ro"'fard SOt!Jething .higher; at\.Y11Y8
grovyif;!g, · ilt strives for the d~;Jvelopr:nent
a11d pedecHon ofall pow~rs, and. not for
. the f;ull dev~l<:)pmtmtofone while all others
lie ;domiant.and inactive.-Sel.
IS
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But this is not the real reason. Roman
Catholic people could supply this lack of
religious training, by the teaching of the
family a11d church, as others do, if this
were the only trouble. But it is not. The
truth is, that the public schools are death
to Romanism. The children of Catholic
parents have their eyes opened to the
truth concerning that church; and also to
see the larger Hberty and more blessed
influences of Protestantism. When they
have learned somewhat of these things,
and have associated with other children,
the .power of the Romish church over
them is weakened, and it is unable to manage them as before. And this is only
saying that education and enlightenment
are fatal to the claims and superstitions of
Romanism •. This is the explanation of
the loss of its children by the Roman
Catholic Church. It cannot hold them if
they attend the public schools, and, therefore, they must be kept .out of theschools
and the schools abolish<>d. This is the
true state of the case.-Pittsburg Christian Advocate.

815
DIED.
BEATTY.-At Limerick, Jackson county, Ohio,
November 23rd, 1890, Hiram Edgar, son of Elder
T. J. and Sr. Martha Beatty, aged 13 yeats, 7
months and 12 days. Little Edgar was blessed
when four or five years old. He loved the Sun. day- school, and even tried to teach the lessons
there learned to his school mates in the day
schooL
He was a good hoy and loved by all
who knew him. ·Funeral services in charge of
Elder J. L. Goodrich; sermon by Efder Jaq~es.
Moler.
De~r Edgar, thou hast gone to rest,
We mtss thee from our home;
Thy Sptrit is among the blesL
And with angels will remain.

0UTHOUSE.-Sister Susannah Outhouse was
horn f\.ugust the 9th, 1843; was baptized in the
early rise of the Reorganized Church by Elder E.
C. Briggs, and departed this life July rrth, r88g,
after a long sickness with consumption, during
which time her faith in God and the gospel
promises was remarkably confirmed. Death was
no terror to this Saint. The transition was from a
·life of toil and l:!ardships to the rest of the
righteous in the paradise of God. Firm in. the
hope of a glorious resurrection, she was strong
in the faith, requesting her children to he haptiz·
ed and live so as to meet her. Funeral service
hy Elder James C. Crabb.
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WESTEJ.}N WISCONSIN:.
Conference convened at the Evergreen branch,
. in Monroe county, Wisconsin, October 25th, F.
Hackett president, W .. 1\.. McDowell clerk. Brn.
w . . S. Pender and J. W. Peterson were invited to
take part. Branches; Evergreen 35; Wheatville
33, I died, 2 baptized .. Elders' reports: F: Hack'
ett, A. L. Whitea1;er baptized 2,. solemnized.. r
marriage, M. V. Thayer, W. S. Pender confirmed
7, W,A. McDowell,]. W. Hancock, J .. W. Whiteaker confirmed 2, bleosed 2. children. Priests:. J.
W. P~terson baptized 7, F. Sawley. Teacher, G.
W. Hancock. Deacon, H. Hancock. Resolved,
th'at.all resolutions regarding Bro. M. V. Thayer
be rescinded and that the teacher of his brl)nch
be instructed.to investig!)te his case and. report
to the n.ext conference without fail.
Res.olved,
tbe district pre~ident he instructed to go as soop
as possible to Flora Fountain, Grant county, and
organize a branch there.
Whereas, we undersfand that Bro. W. A. McDowell iswilling to
labor in the Lord?s vineyard t!Jis wint~r;provid,
ing his famll:y is supplied, therefore he it resolv;
ed that, the members of the Western.Wisconsit1
district do hereby agr.eeto supply his family wifh
a)! necessary supplies, pr()vicjing he will spend
NOTICE.
his whole time i~1 the ministry, and be it further
To. all the Saints in the state of Colo'rad6,
resolved that each branch president is hereby reGreeting :..:...Especially. to .those that want. to oh:
quested to call a me.eting,on
before Novem~
serve the Ia~ of tithing and free, will offerings, ac•
ber rotn, to ascertain just what amount. either!~
co~ding to the rules of. the church, I wish to say
money or pr!::>vision• each member of his branch
that I haye been appointed as. hish()p's age~t for
will furnish towards supplying Bro. McDo\vell's,
~the church in Colorad(), and am ready to receive
family, and send th.e result to the district presi-:
all tithing and free-wil) offering; and give proper: dent, who shall imme.diateiy:. correspond .with
credit ~or the same on the h9oks . .: Please. send
Bro. McDowe!l.!in.d arrange, if possihh~, to hav(l
all money to me at· Huttchirison, J ~ffersoncounty,
him take the field as s:oop. as November rstn. ·
Colorado, hy registered letter or post-office order. .Resolved .that t~e d!stri~t president !!ppoint E;U~h .• ·
]AMES K;EMl',
oneS" tq .visit scattered inembers to see about sup~ ,·
Bishop~sA:gent for Colorado:
plies for Bro: McDowe.ll as he rn~Y see pt. B(:n;.
A. L WhiteakerandF. Hackett. were appoiblf:ld;
Present officials ;vere sustained.
..1\djourp.ed.to
BRANCH MEET.ING.
me.et w.ith the Saints at .Flora Fountain; Graiif
. There wilt he abuslm~ss. meeting of the Gill- ·county, Wisconsin; Saturday and Sunday before;
the.. full moon in Februar
Preach".
'and's Grove branch;.Saturday,. D.ec·ember 13th,
ing by
Pender,
Peterso.ri.
r89o, at two p.m., at which time the moving. of
the church house will .be considered, and such.
· · ot.lier business~ as may come before 'it.
J.L. G.ttNSOLLEY, Pres.
NOTICE OF RE-lNCORPORATION.
To th~ membership of the Reorganized Church of
:festts Christ ij Latter Day Sa,Hts, attd all others
who may be i?Zterested:Notice is hereby given that at and during the
session of· the General Conference of the said
Reor~anized Church to. be held in Kirtland, Lake
county, and· state of Ohio, beginning April 6th,
A. n., r89r, the question of the Re-incorpora.tiorr
of said society, and the question also of forming
a new corporation of said church under and by
virtue of the laws of the state of' Iowa, will be
duly presented to said church and General Conference for .its' action upon the same, and th?t a
copy of articles of propoied .. change or new
corporation, eml?racing rules! regulations, etc.,
which may be adopted, changed, amended or re~
vised by said body, wilL he published in the SaiHts'
Herald on or before t.he first Saturd~y. in Febru·
ary, r89r. Desiring that ·the Saints may give the
matter their cd!ical attention; we m'e respect~
fully; etc.,
JoSEPH SMITH,
E ..L. KELLEY.
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Prosp.~ctus

of Autumn,

Le~ves

l:N. orcler to largely in, crease our c;irculati<m for
tl}ecoming yearaJ?d also 11s a testimonia.lof our
gratitude to those who have aided
in establish~
ing Jh.e .magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber· with' an elegant

us

St~ei

Errgra:virrg of Pres. Jo~eph

~mith,

The en, graving will be. of a size suitabl~J fqr fram.
ing, taken· from a plate .rriade expre~sly for vs,
11n!i will b~ w:o~th ~~u~I;e. ti)e s~:~bsc~ip~ion price
of.the magazine tO each one who' receives It, and
can only be. obtain.ed by subscribing for A u±uMN
J:.,EA\;'Ef1 . .· .·.. :. ·..
· ·>> · Jf.ERMS'.:
order't9':~.J:ft~{r( ~his v~lulJ.ble' engraving the
following·.cot~dit,fdns are necessary.
Send .in
adv:mce $r:,5p, fhe ..regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with. fifteen cents to pay
cost of maillng, and the .magazine together 'with
the engraving vvill be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where pay·
ment is made 1~1 advance. Not wishing, however, to. deprive any .one of the magazip.e who
may desire to have it and pas ndt the money to
send in advance, we will. send the mAgazine
witkout tke. EngraVtnt;, if they will notify the
office that they wish it. continued.
·

In

NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without know\ngwhether you wish, the
entire volume, for by .this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail torenew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE' MINISTRY.
. To all actively engaged in the lnin~stry it.<lcff.().rds
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you will· notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU W AN1:' TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your servi·
ces. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence t.he publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
tpost interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to. those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters, will lose much. Sometime during
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of .a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely. necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by January
rst, 1891.
.
.
To the friends who have so faithfully and dis·
interestedly :worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
vour labors this year ought to be more successful than In the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whorn we are endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

M.

as so.on as you thoroughly .complete the study.
Do notdelay the f!)atter butwrite' at ~nee. It
win pay you. For fulr particulars; addre~;~s;

WALKER.

.$TENOGRAPHIC INST!TUT~,
: .·
.
·-.·-.THE-·-·.·
A.)!ostaey, lletormation ~~d

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Jl:.ti.s·t;~ratl(il!ll,

This work dlscusses the iBB!l€8 of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible ~tudent can afford .to miss
reading lt·elther as ClUTIC or INVE13TIGATOR. It contains
390 pages of Closely written matter and printed. in g 0 od
readable type·, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRI.OE. OF $1.25 pER COPY.
Besides the di,,dussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY
.
· Froin the Bible standpoint of the
MELCIUSEPEK AND THE AARONJC PRIESTHOODS,
Tlie work largely treata.of.the subject!' of
CHURCH CREEDS. AND CHURCH BUILDING
Iii and since the days of the Apostles; reviewing and crlt·
ieally examining the claims of the Restoration of. the
·
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing
WM. H. KELLEY, Tempfe p, 0., Kirtl!ind, O.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AN'D TRAYELING AGENTS,
~ Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. B. Kelley
should be drawn on Willoughby, OJ:l.!o.
WM. H. KELLEY.

SPIRITT1AL GIFTS AN]) SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,

fiousE FOR. SALE[
·Having to min•e to Cleveland for my b,nsiness, I. offer
for .sale. my House of. six rooms, and an 11-crelot well. set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
·
furnace n it, ~ nd. water in the kitchen. ·
~
Address JOHN. GILLESJ'IE,
Box 28, Cle'veland, Ohio.

AUTUMN

LEA;VES,

Pnbllshed monthlyfoithe.

Youth of the Reorganized Chur~h of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

x, Wlllker, Bdltor and Pnbllaher.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FORi~iSALE
- - ) B Y THE(-]
Board of Publication of the Reorgani~ed: Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM;
BY

ELDER l\f. H .. BOND•
.rust issfted; .!I •l\orJ; or Jiarn phlet of ove:r lOQ pages
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest·
ant creed. The rational theory and exposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism .. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Cl\tholic Visions andMiraclee, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind·

cq.,

lOW'\,

And sent. Free of Postage at prices 'named.

0

Reading, HChristian Science," "'Divine· Healing' or
HFaith Cure," "How to Beconle a Medium 1 " &c. The
1

Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single OJpy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Wil·
Iough by, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
laW" Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.
·

-A-

SYMBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A.

J. MAPES.

10.4 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
JNDF.PENDENCE,

RoBER'!' WINNING, Pres't.

Mo.

D. F. NIOHOLBON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
A.mple .Responsibility.

Loans money on aproved security. Six per cent !ntere~t
p~>id on time deposits. Real Estate
'honp>ht.

t~.ni!: ~nlri

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of .Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

Ris Pr;}phetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintal!ledl
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .•••• ,..............
85
Muslin binding .• ; . . . • • •• , •••••••• ; ••••• , • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder \\"'1liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense.
of Joseph Smith Qlld the Book of· Mormon.
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each ••• ; • • • • • • • 211'
In paper l5cts., ten or more>' each • • • .. • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has·
been said )n connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and materia! from which to write the
Book of Mormon:
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen. • • • • • • • • , 6·
Without covers 5ets. each; per dozen • • • . • • • • • 50·
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the·
Priesthood.
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .•••.•••••••••••••• •.• •• 1 25
Imitation MorocCo, gilt edges ••••.•••••• , •••• 1 6()
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages ............ ,., ••• .,1 'l'i
Propositions:-(!) Is ·the Book of Mormon of Divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, .ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
"HEARKEN ~ THE WoBD 01' THE LoBD: l!'OB THERE SHALL NoT A<J•tY, 1!(AN AMONG ~OU RAVJI 8AVll' lT DB ONB WD'll· AND CONCUJIINES
.
.HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, pi~. ·6•.'
,
"WE B:i!LIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE Wili'E, AND ONE W{)MA,N BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXC!Il'T IN CASE 011' DEATH, WHEN EITREB'
xs AT LmEBTY TO MABBY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenanti(and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE

SAINTS'

HERALD:

Oflicial Paper of the Reorgani""d Church of Jesus Christ ot
Latter Day.Saiuts
.
PuBLISRED AT LAM:oNr, DECATUR CoUNTY, IowA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Bish.op's- Agents, are requested· <to solici~ new s-ub"'
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
·
·
· Business.Letters. and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Ex'press.
Entered as second class matte•. at L~oni l'ost Office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W.W.

BL~

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Dec.

20,

I89o.

THE HERALD.

WE !'Ire approaching the dose of the pres•
ent. volume of. the. HERALD, and the. be. ginning of the 11ewone; and we want to
ask you, one ~nd all, Do you still .wish the
HERALD se11t: to you? If so,.rene.w.your
orders at 0!1C~, if yo.ur ·term expires at the
end.of the ve~r.
The Board :has been making a large addition to the office, for the purpose of in,
creasing its fqrce and also .doing our owh
bi~ding; and tpis will d:mand a good outlay
of .meains. Itt is also desired .by the Board,
to pa.y off t~e last of. the indebtedness
causee;l by tpe .loss. through .Conover's
th~ft, and so. get free from debt.. This can
b~ don¢ readify> if.a!l.will meet their subscriptions. as tihey become due.
All who .w~nt the HERALD should have
·it; and {£ yoq have not. the means to :;;end
at on~e,.don~t fail to .notify the cfficethat
you want it q>ntinued, and will pay when
youca.n, .· ·.· i .·
.
.
. . . ·
L,et ·every p.ne try to get an. adgitional
subscriber ,Jlnd so .send· the .HERALD into
wi~er .fields. i . ..
.
.
.
Wt!>give the iila~.e advice .in regard to
the. Ho:PE< • j It •.has been useful. for .the
past, ~nd sh~uld b~ ma.de more ·so this
cbming yea~· I . . ·
Boom the 1papers1 brethren, boom the
papers.
·

20,

by prepayment of stibscription and fiftt en
cents additional.

coMING

No. 51.

1890.

oF THE CHRrs;r; •

I;_;:a!Jpther departme~t in this issue will be
founck,a very suggestive article from the
Chicagd:;gimes of November z6·h, in
which is seen the varjed and conflicting
views. of Jewish and Gentile ministers i11
respect .to the com~ng of Chri,t,. the millennium, etc. No better ,proof i~ needed
than thi.s to sho.w theirlatkand theworla's
heeds of divine. light on these important
subjects.
· ..
·
· Jesus, and the apostles, ~nd the ancient
prophets, all as~ure us. thaf Jhe Lord's
faithful people in the times of t)le second
advent will not be in ignorance a~ to "th.e
times and the seasons" connected therewith, though not kpowing "the q;ay and
the hour." All these teach us thioLt the
faithful children of God will be taught of
fhe Lord's coming by means of the ~rit
ten word of God, th~ Holy Spirit, and by
the ministration of angels. And why should
not this be, seei~g that God has, in all preceding dispensations, forewarned and
carefully instructed his worthy children in
regard to them, their introductio.n, and all
matters of.moment connected with themnotably those of the flood, the. exodus of
Israel and their possession of Canaan, the
seventy ye.ars captivity. in and deliverance
from Babylon, the .first advent of Christ,
and .the. "falling away" of the primi~ive
Christians .from the true faith.? The
Prophet, 1\mqs assures us .that "the L.ord
vyill do not!1ing .until .he .reveals his secret
\JiltO hisservants. }he prophets." This has
ever been true of the past, and surely .we
[J'lay trust it will prove true of the present
and' the future~ .
.
"
Jesus le!!ches that just prior t() "the end,"
thesaroe ~'gospel oft be ~ingdom" whic~he
preached, and ~hiCh he sent his. ministry, to
preacb, will '~be preashed in all the wodd
for a witness .unto all·nations," (Matt 24:
14),andalsoth.~t "Tber.),sball the. kingdom
of hea"en be }ike ned 11nto .ten virgins which
took th:eir lamps arid went forthtome(:!t the
bridegr()om"(,Matt. 2~ :)). T})ispr 0v~s be".
yond question that tfiosi? composing ".tll.e
kingdom of heaven". on earth will.be instru.cted of. Godin respect to "the e11.ct'' and
thecomi~g ofthe "bridegroom:" lri many
other placesbet~aohessimilarly. .
·.·
Pauhknewfu.U Vl'ellthatthe L()rd would
not lea.ve his wq~th y people in ignorance on
· . so v:it!'ll arid !llOmentous matters as ''the·
.end'~ of the world "lind the secopd. advent,
!'l,lld <:>f these. he testifies fhus In tst. Thessal()nial'ls:; ..
. , ;,,,;,. >

For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again,
eyen so them also. which sleep in Jesus will. God
bring with him.
For this we say unto.you by
the. word of the Lord, that we which are alive
and remain unto the, coming of the Lord sh;lll
not prevent them which are asleep.
For the
Lord hii:nself shall descend from hea,ven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel; •ami· with
the trump of God: and the dead in Christ s)Jall
rise first: Then we which are alive and remain
shill be caught up togeth~r with them in the
clouds, to meet. the Lord in the air: and so shall
we ever be with the. Lord. Wherefore, c~mfort
one anotherwith these .words." - r Thessalonians, 4: 13-18.
"But.
the times and seasons, brethreq, ye.
-have rio need that I write unto you.
Fqr y 0 ur:
selvesknow.perfectly,that the day of JJ;le ,r;ord
so cometh as a thi~f in the night.
For. ~h.ep
they sh11ll say, Peace.an~ safety,; the!lsudqe;~.ct:e~
s.tructiori cqmeth.i]pon therv,, as travail.l.!IW!l a
woman with. child; and they shall not e.scape·
But ye, brethren, are not in ,dl},r~ness, Jhat. thli;t
day should O\'ertakeyou as at~~~~· •• Y,ear,e a!l
the.chiJdren, of light,. and th~~.nti!J~.e,)'lp~ tlleoayi
we are not of the nrght, nor .Of darkrie~~lt" - 1
Thess., 5: I-5·
.
:.

of

From the foregoing we learn .that the
w.ortby Saints livipg in the time.s just pre~
ceding the Lord's second comin,g, ancl"the
~11d of.. the world" in its ptf!sent conditions·,
V<l.i.ll.llot be "in dat:kness" as to those mat~
t~i's nor be overt:Jken by them , as by '~a.
thiefip the night,'~ but. that. they, being·
"the d1~ldren of the light, and the children
ofthe My;'.Lwill "know perfectly'~ as to
"the times ~h.4Jhe seasons"touching these
wonderful atn:l'glorious. e.ve.nts. >
John the Revelator says in chap~er i8:
r, ~'that he, in vision, 'fsaw .another. angel·
[many prec~ded this one] <;orne down: from
heaven, havmg gr.eat power, and the earth
was lightened with hi~ glory) and he cried
with a ~trong voi~e, saying, Bapylc;m, the
great is fallen, is fallen, and is, become the
habitatiop of devi~s, and the h9ld of every
fou}.spirit, and a <;age of everyuncleah and
hateful bird~~· ~and not only .this, l:mt.J(l
th~ fourth verse he saysr"And I he~rd · · ·
anpt:/le,r. voice from' heave.n., saying' .Come
out of her my people,. thatye be not -llf)ar·
takers of her sins, and .that ye receive not
of her plagues." F;om' these te:x:t~ w.~.
learn that pt;ior to the advent and the.en~:l
of. the woJ,"ld; ang(:!Js .Will (Offie to •earth
andmi.nister anwng.men by the a;uthority
of G()d; apd,. further, that God's .wor~h~
. people will· receive revelation f:ro · Hod
· directi11:g them in •importanh
·
pr~'l(i}eges; 11lso
· u•~w.•vu

•.~.~~qti.wo,uld Q(:)t . ll!lve yqutobe igrioran~,bretb·. ··

~~:~;,, ~~nr,ernJ~~' .t~~IF ,.\\: b~c~•. ~r~ ~~~fk~P,;.til~.t •.>:e. •
li'Q'rrow Ji<;>t, .ev.e,n

as

c;)t!ler~>)y~ich ~ay.e llQ

hQJ:>e: •
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g d'<Ch~ist ··
and the end of the "':orld. . The Book of
•.ui~di sa\y a.n()th;er~~gelAyinthe.midst
. Doctrine and Covefiantsand the~tithehtic
.· peaven, having the ev.erlasting gospel to preach writings ofJ oseph S~itl 1 the Se~r abou11d
vvith §.pe<;ific, consistent and pl!Jtp()n.\ous
unt<;> them .that dwelL on the earth, arid to .every te·a.G.hi. ngs on. the. se P.. o. ints.. B. e.• re .is. ~ s.pe-.
1iation,
and kindred, and.tongue;a.nd peo.ple, say- · cimen. t~kenfr()m his "History,, rdative
. .
ing with a lquct voice, Fear God, and giye glor,y to. instruCtion gh{m him in r8z3, .when
to hinq for t.he hour. of his judgl.Ilent is come: abo~t eighteen years of age,bv.aJ:l angel
a:m:lworshiphim that made heayert; !lnd earth; in respect to latter day matter;, including
!llJd the ~ea, and the, foyntah!S pf waters:1l-,-'-Rev:: the second coming •of Christ, the< end of
:£:1'.:.6, 7:
.
the world, and preceding .events:
This is followed by another angel {vs. 8)
"On the evening. of the above meiJtioned zrst
wh!J proclaims. the coQ:ling downb11 .of
]3abylon; and following thiE, in verses 14, of September, after .Ji had .retired to myhed. for
15, the. immediate .coming of "the Son of .the night; I betook myself- to pn1yer and suppliMan" (Jesus. Christ) and "the harvest of cation .to :1\lmighty G.od for forgiveness of all my
the earth"{"the end ofthe world,''-Matt: sins and ..foHies;and also for .a manife$tation to
13: 39) are plainly declared. These texts me thaU might knoW of tiiY state !lnd. standing
pro\le clearly ~hatGod will have a people before him; for I had fliU confidence in obtainon earth just prior to the second .adve11t ing. a div.in.e manifestation,. a~ I· previinislyhad
and "the end of the world" (the present one. Whi!ei wasthus in the act of calling upevil order of. things r!'!ligibus, politic"'al, on God I discovered r.~ Hght appearing in.. 'the
soda,!, industrial and otherwise) to whom room, which. continued to increase .until the
will be .committed the gospel with authori- room was lighter than aJ noonday,'whlm imme'
ty, kriowledge/ and power to preach it, diately a personage appeared. at my bedside
and who, therefore, will enj()y its .cove- standing in the air, for his feet did not touc~ the
nal1t blessings including the revelations fl.oor. He had on a loose robe of most exquisite
and gifts of the Spirit, also angel ministra- whiteness: It was a whiteness beyond al)ythii1g
tions, by means of which, as well as the earthly l had ever seen; nor do I believe that
Saiptun'lsof troth, they who are diligent any earthly thing could. be m;~de to appear ,;o ex~
and worthy will be spe"eially instructed in ceedingly white and brilliant; his hands were
respect to the second advent of Christ and
naked and his arms also a little abovethe. wrists;
the end.of the world, and wi!J make no
so also were his feet naked, as ~ere his legs a
mistakes or blunders as to "the· tirnes and
the SellSbns," nor in . respect to essential little above the ankles. His head and neck were
J:llatters Gonnected therewith, and especial- also bare. I could discover that he had no other
clothlng on but this robe, as it was open so that
ly as to dates and signs 0f the advent.
Inasmuch. as these are the "times and !.could see it1to his bosom. Not only was his
the seasons" of the advent, the Lord sure- robe exceedingly white, but his whole personage
was glorious beyond description, and his countely has a "people" on earth, a<; the foregoing texts., prove; and that "people" has nance truly like lightning. The room was exand must have been in the enjoyment of ceedingly light, but not so very bright as immethe ministrations inJicated.
Who are diately around his person. When I first looked
they who constit!lte this people and give upon him I was afraid, but the fear soon left me
evidence that they are such? . Whoever He called me by name, and said unto me that he
they are, they will know of their calling, was a messenger· sent from the presence of God
and their claims; and their work and their to me, and that his name "as Nephi;· that God
testimonies will be in harmony with the had a work for me to do, and that my name
word of God; and, they, will make no should be had for good and evil among all nations,
grievous .and damaging mistakes in referkind reds and tong ties, or that it ~houlii be both
ence to the gospel, the kingdom, the down- good mtd evil spoken of among all people. . . . .
fall of Babylon, the coming of Christ and
After telling me these things, he commenced
the end ofthe world, bringing disappoint- quoting the prophecies of. the Old Testament,
ment and reproach; but, being "children
He first quoted part of the third chapter of Malaof.the light and of tlj,e day," they will chi, and he quoted also the fourth or last chapter
"know perfectly'' of "the times and the of the same prophecy, though with a little varia.;easons ;" and, ,being "Wise virgins," they tion from the way it reads in our Bibles. Instead
. wiJI have "Qil [the Holy Spiritl in their of quoting the first verse as it reads in our books
ve&sels (bodies :md spir.its J with their he quoted it thus: ·For behold the day cometh
lamps" [word of God], and be looking and
that shaH burn as an oven, and ~11 the proud, yea,
intelligently waiting for Christ to come.
h. we have seen, Bible believers are and all that do wickedly shall be as stubble, for
warranted in expecting that angels wilJ they that cometh shall burn them, saith the Lord
minister and that God wiU reveal his word of hosts, that it shall leave them neither root nor
from heaven to his people just prior to branch! And again he quoted the fifth verse
and in the times of the second advent, also thus: •Behold, I will reveal unto you the priestthat his people will be abundantly and de- hood, by the hand of Elijah the prophet, before
finitely instructed in the esRential matters tlte coming o/ the great and dreadful. day of the
connected with those times. In keeping 'Lord' He als.o quoted the next verse differently:
with this idea, the Latter Day Saints claim 'And he shall plant in the hearts of the children
that angels have ministered to many in the promises made to the fathers, and the hearts
this nineteenth century, and that God has of the children shall turn to their fathers; it it
revealed his vv·ill to his people in many were not so the whole earth would be wasted
ways, giving line upon line and precept at !tis comi11g.' In addition to these, he quoted
upon precept touching important matters the eleventh chapter of Isaiah saying that it

was

Christ, ~ut the/ day: ·.·.· JnQt yet come 'w~en?
'they who wo11ld not hear. his rvoice ;,houldbe
<;ut o.ff frpm amol:lg tl;le pf.qp!e,) .\lu.t §o~?! w~rtli!. ·
co1}Ze. He af~o quoted thesecrond chapter of
Joel, from .the~Hwenty-eighth t6 the .last ~ej:se;
He . a)s~ .said. t~at this wa~ not iJet f~Ifiiled, b~.tt'
'Wapoon to .be. And he further ~tated tke ft~lness

o/

tke Gentiles was soon to eome{n.

H~ q~oted

many other pa~sages of Script11re and offered
many expl~natio!l~ w'hich cann~t 'be mentiONf!d
here."
·
·
·

Of the angel's second visit, the same
riight,J oseph says: "llay \uusing ()n the
singplarity of the seen~ apd !llar'ITeJing
greatly at. what had be.en tq:ld me by this
extraordinary mess~;nger, yvJ1en in>,the~
midst of my meditation I suddenly d.i.s •.··
covered that. tp:y r0om wa!'l agairr ..Qeginningtoget Ilghted,.and inan instant, .. asit
were, the same heaven! y messenger was
again by my bedside, He comtl)ericed
and .again •r(;'!lated the vert same things
which he had done at his fir:st visit, with-.
.out the least variation; having done whith~
he infonned · me .of great Judgments
which were coming upon tlle earth, *ith
great desolation5 by famini(:, sword and
pestilence and that these grievous judgments vvould come on the :earth in 'this
generation. Having relatedthese things,
he again .ascended as he had done before.
. "By this time so deep wete the impressions made ofi my mind that. sleep had
fled· from my eyes, and I lay overwhelmed
in astonishment at what I bad both seen
and heard; but what was rrly surprise
when again (the third time-Ed.] I beheM the same messenger at my bedside,
and heard him rehearse or repeat over
again to me the same things as before, and
added a caution to me, telling me that
· Satan would try to tempt me (in consequence of the indigent circumstances of
my father's family) to get the plates [from
which the Book of Mormon was translated-Ea.] f~r the purpose of getting
rich. This he forbid me, saying that I
must have no other object in view in getting the plates but to glorify God, and
must not be influenced by any other motive but that of building his kingdom,
otherwise I could not get them. After
this third visit he again ascended up into
heaven. as before."-7 imes and Seasons,
vol. 3: pps. 749, 753, 754 1 and Mill. Star,
vol. 14: pps. 4>5·
We have italicised words in the foregoing' quotations, to call special attention
to the fact that, this ministering angel
revealed to the Lord's Seer most imnortant and essential matters in respect t~ the
times of the second advent and the end of
the world, P<S contemplated by and in .
hr;rmony with Bible Scriptures herefofore
quoted and cited in this. article, and this,
too, at the very opening and upon the
first introduction of the Lord's "marvelous
work and a wonder" in this nineteenth
century.
Such definite instructions, at such a time,
and upon such weighty and all-important
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subjects, are worthy the cccasion, themessenger, and Him who sent him; and they
are just such as the Bjble warrants its intelligent believers in expecting- in this age
of the world, for in the ~econd advent, and
"the end of the world" centers the hope
and the. glory of the redeemed of God,
likewisethe overthrow of the wicked and
tbei'r corrupt and oppressive rule which is
to give place to the pure, peaceful and glorious reign ot Christ.
While it is true that many, including
even those known as barbarous or semibarbarous, are deeply moved over present
and impending latter day events, yet there
are others who fulfill this prediction of.
·Peter:
"There shaJI come in the last days scoffers,
walking after their own lusts, and saying, Where
is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers
fell asleep, all things continue as they were from
the beginning of the creation."-2 Peter 3:3, 4·

And when we consider the huge and
hurtful blunders, the contradictory te~ch
ings, and the numerous false predictions
andpromises made by self sent Bible expounders, it is not surprising that manv
say, "Where is the promise of his coming?"
The Lord wills that all shall know of the
fact and times of the second advent and the
end of the world, and he has faithfully instrJlcted his S!lints in those matters; as may
be seen by the following instructions to the
ministry:
"But, behold, I say unto you that before· this
great day shall,come, the sun shall be darkenecj,
and the moon.shall be turned iljltO blood, and .the
stars shall fall !from heaven; and there shall be
greatersignsin'. heaven above, al)d in the earth
bene!lth; !lritlt~ere shall be weeping and wailing
an1qng .the host~ of men; and there shall be a
grelit hailstorm' sent forth to destroy the crops of
the earth; and it .shall come to pass, because of
the wic:kednes~ of the world, that I.
take
v~ngeah~~ upo~ the wicked, for they will not repent; fort he c~pof mine indignation is full; for,
behold, wy l?lopd shall· not cleanse them if. thev
hear me not. 'Whmfore,. I, the Lord G~d, will
send fqrth fli~s upon theface pf the ear:th, which
shal1 take hol4 of the inhabitants thereof, and
s:halle,at their~e&h> lind shall. cause maggots to
cqrne ip upon ~hem;, .and their tongues. shall be.
stayed that they shall not utter against .me, and
th~ir flesh sha~l fall from off their b~!les, and
th~if eyes from! their sockets; and tt shall come
top;lss thattheJ,eeastsof the forests and the fowls
~f .the air shaH devqur the~ up; and that great
and .abominahl~ church; ~hich is. the whore of
alfthe e~rth, ~hall be cast down by devouring
·fire, =J.Cco~dingiM it is .spok~n by tht) moutnof
Ei1"kie.rth.e prophet, which spoke .of these things,
·which hav~ no~ come to pass, but surely must,
as I live, for al:j.ominatiqn shall not reign, A.nc!
~~ain; verily; yeri!y lsayunto you, that when
thethousa.nd years.axe eridediand men again b~.'
· to. de!J.Y . their 'God, tben will l spar¢ the:'
pu: fqr .~ little season; al)d the endsha:l!
'and the heaven and tfieearth shall lie con. and' l>a,ss aw~yJ,~nd there shall
new
··''-""·'·~-· and, a de~ earth; foraiLl)ld thi~gsshall
· ~J-nf aft thi~gs Sh411 bec9me new; e've11
· !llld the e~rtb, a~d a)l . tl1e. Ml!les~
en find .~e~st~, t!le fowls. of the
···of t.~I;JStJa~ .andJ1qt qn,e.I:Jai~,
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neither mote, shall be lost, for it is the workmanship of mine hand. . . . And it shall come to
plss, that there shall be a great work in the land
even among the Gentiles, for their folly and
their abominations shall be made manifest, in th<'
eyes of all people; for I am God, and mine ann
is not shortened, and I will s'bow miracles, signs
and wonders, unto all those who beiieve on my
name. And whoso shall ask it in my name, in
faith, they shall cast out devils; they shall heal
the sick; they shall cau~e the blind to receive
th,eCr sight, and the deaf to hear; and the dumb to
speak, and the lame to walk, and the time speedily
cometh that great things a1'e to be shown forth
unto.the chl!dren of men; but without faith shall
not anything be shown forth except desolations
upon Babylon, the same which has made _!Ill nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication. And there are none that doeth good except those who are ready to receive. the fullness
of my gospel, which I have sent forth unto this
generation. Wherefore, I have called upon the
·weak things of the world, those who are unlearn" ed and despised, to thresh the nations by the
power of my Spirit; and their arm shall be my
arm, and I will be their .shield and their buckler,
and I will gird up their loins,. and they shall
fight manfully for me; and their enemies shall
be .under their feet; and I will Jet tall the sword
in their behalf; and by the fire of mine indignation
will I preserve them. And the poor and the
meek shall have the gospel preached unto 'them,
and they shall be looking forth for the time of
my coming, for it is.nigh at himd; and they'shall
learn the parable of thefig-tree; for even now
already smpmer is nigh, af!d I have sent. forth
the fullness of my gqspel by the. hand of my servant Joseph; and in weakness have I blessed
him, and I have. given unto himt~e keys of the ·
mystery of those things which have been sealed,
even things which were from the. foundation of
the world, and the things which shall corne from
this time untilthe time of my coming, if he abide ·
in ine, and if not, another ~m I plant in his'
stead. . . . . And it shallcom.o to p~ss that he
that feareth me shall be Jookh:}g forth for the
great dayof the Lord to c0me, even for the signs
'of the coming of the. Son of Man; and they shall
s.ee signs and wonders~. for they shall b.e.shown
· forth in the;heavens above, and in the .earth .beneath; and they shall behold blood and fire, and
vapors of smoke, and. before tJ;!e day. of the Lord
shall co.,ne •. the.,snn shall be darkened, and the\
moon .. be .turned into l?lood, and 'stars fall
fro~;nheaven; and theremnant.shall be ·gathered
unto this place; !lnd.thell they sha!Uook forme,
and behold I will come; and they shall see me
in the clouds- of heavep, clothed with power and
great glory, wlJ;h all. t).ie holy angels; and he that
watches not .for me shall be cut o.ff. :But before
. the arm of the Lord shaJI fall, an angel shall
sound his trump, and the,saints that have sle'p~,
shall comeforth to meetme in the cloud; wherefore if y~ have slept in peace, blessed an; you, for
as you no:W behold m~ and knOw that I am, ev:en
so shall ye cpme•unto me.and ..your s~:mls ·shall
live,andyour red~mption shall be perf<ccted, an,d
the saints shail\:otlle.forth•fromtlie Jour quar'
ters oft he earth. Th.en shall the arm of the Lord
fall ~p<m 'all natlovs, ,and . ~hen shall the ,~or~
s~t ,his ~o?t .up?ri.t~ismoullt, a,nd }t .shallc!,C'ay~, .
intwa,in;~nd,thee~rth ~).iall.tre!Ilbleand re.~l.to
l!-Od· frc); ana the
he~vens
sliake
and
' ' -,, '
.. ··-; aJso silaU
.,_- -_,.-.,
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the Lord shall utter his voice and all the ends o
the earth shall hear it, and the nations of the
earth shall mourn, and they that have laughed
shall see their folly, and calamity shall cover the
·mocker, and the scorner shal! be consurned, and
they that have watched for iniquity, shall be
hewn down and cast into the fire. And' then
shall the Jews look upon me and say, What are
these wounds in thy hands, and in thy feet?
Then shall they .know that I am the Lord; for I
will say unto them, these wounds are the wounds
with which I was wounded in the house. of my
friends. I am he who was lifted up. I am Je5us
that was crucified. I am the Son of God. .And
then shall they weep because of th$!ir iniquities;
then shall they lament because they persecuted
their King. And then shall the heathen nations
be redeemed, and they that knew no Jaw sha]l
have part in the first resurrection;· and it shall be
tolerable for them; and Satan shall be bound that
he shall have no place in the hearts of the chi!·
dren of men. And at that day when I shall come
in my glory, shall the parable be fulfilled which
I spake concerning the ten virgins; for they that
are wise and have received the truth, and taken
the Holy Spirit for their gu:Jde, and .have not
been deceived, verily I say u:nto you, they shall
not.be hewn down and cast into the fire, butshall
ahlde the day, and the earth shall be given unto
them for an inheritance; and they shall multiply
and wax strong, and their childteh shall grow up
without sin unto salvation; for the Lord shall be
in their midst, and his glory shall be upon them,
and he will be their King a.nd their law·giver."D. c. 28:4, 5· 6; 34:3, 4; 45:6, 7, 8, 9· IO.

To this may be added m~ny other texts
found in the revelations of the "Choice
:S~er," all of them instrpcting. and com~
torting and warning Saints of these wonder~
ful events.
,
MANY of the readers of the E:ERALD are
interested .in keeping t~ace of the npted
men who hav~ at any time in the pa~t had
a connection with the church. From a
late copy of the Deseret News we qu.ote
apart of a lengthy notice of the death of
Dr. John }i', Boynton, onepf the .first Quorum ofT:vye}vf', cho~en by thethree witnesses to the.Book of Monnon, Fel:Jruary
14th, 1835, and. who left the churd~ in
1838. The a~count VV,!lS ~aken from the
Standard of Syracuse, New York,of 0'1tober 2.1st: ·

''Dr. John Farnham Boynton, who died, aft~J: ·
an illnes.s of a few hours, at his hofrie in Highland Place at 4: 3() o'clock yesterday .morning,
was an old resident and a remarkable and. widely
known man. His fig11re. was cpmmanding, ).iis
char!lcte'r of . marl<ed individuamv, his· J;nlnd,
powerful; unique apd inventive. He was in !:lis
eightietluear. .
. .·
.· ·. .••••.
''Dr. Boynt(l.U. ._yas .li na)ive qfM!l&S!\Chuslltts,.
havingbee.n.~or~ in Bradf0rd, .in that statf, §!lPT.
temb~r ~o'l],.t8rr..
I-Ie was.awt:mbero.f.of!~.()f
the mos~.historie f:l.mil.ies, which the doct%. h~
~i& •genealogi~al tesearchll~> trace&' a~ay .back'
into earlyEngllsl;t .
l Dr. Boynton .
·columbia School in
York.Cfity,

___
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eve)", gave up for
Dr. Boynton traveled
every state. in the
Union, lecturing on •Geology and·.·the Natu?l
History t;>f Creation,' and kindred subjects. Agas~
~i.z is saM' t6 have been an interested listener to
Dr. Boynton's lectilres, arid they formed a
Mlmdship." ·
.

It is. believed that .so far as known Dr.
Boynton, though .se.parated from .. t);Ie
church at that early day, he did .not assail
the church; and up to his death neyer
spoke di~paragingly .of it.
· JOSEP!I FOREWARNED OF HIS
DEATH..

·

late Bro. William Marks said fo the
.writer, at different -times, that Joseph the
Seer told him more than once. in 1843~4,
that. his work oi1 earth was near its clo&e
and that the church would soon be broken
up and scattered .from Nauvoo, and that
Joseph counseled him to take as l1;1any as
:would go with him,. when that event took
place,and settle/down .in the northern part
of Illinois and /wait ·for the Lord to reorganize the ch~rch. Bro. Marks said he at
that time thought] oseph said this through
depression of spirit arising from persecutions and 11;1ultiplied t.ribulations and cares,
but that when he was murdered in Carthage Jail and the church became confused
and divided, he then remembered the
warning _and.sought to profit by it and located at Shabbona's Grove, DeKalb
county, Illinois.
Again; when Joseph parted with his
family on going to Carthage Jail, he first
called them together, prayed with them,
bestowed his last blessing upon them; told
his wife, Emma, that his vvork here was at
its dose; that be woula never see them
again; that the church would be broken
up and scattered from Nauvoo, and instructed her to remain with the family in
Nauvoo, er rnove to Kirtlana.
In further proof that he knew of his approaching death, ana that it' was .near at
hand, we present the following from his
own sayingsin public upon the funeral occasion of Ephraim Marks, son of William
Marks, April 9'h, .1842:
THE

"SOmt! have. supposed that Bro. Joseph could
not dit; but this is a mistake. It is true that there
have been times when I have had the promise of
my !He to accomplish such and such things; but,
having now accomplished those things, I have
not at present any lease l!f my life. I am as liable
to die as other men."-Mill. Star, 19: 3ro.

At another time, when instructing the
"Female Relief Society," Aprilz8th, 1842,
he said:
"He dld not know that he should have many
opportunities of teachinl-( them, as they were going to be Ie£t to themselves; they would not long
)1ave him to instruct them; that the church would
not have his instructions long, and the world would
not be tr:>Ubled with him a great while, and
would not· have his teachings."-Mzlt. Star, 19:

374· .
From the foregoing facts it is seen that
Joseph the Seer, during the last two years
of his lifetime, and up to the last days of
his life~ was forewarned of God that the
end of.his mortal career was at hand. And

while these· facts prove his
ed of God, they also
taught and led by tile
that God had not cast
him; .but ·was teaching and guiaing hlm
up to the very time .of his a.ssassination.
WHAT AILS MR. MOODY,
is the matter with evangelist Moody, and
who has been persecuting him? At the Chicago
Avenue chm:ch Sunday night he said: "If I had
all the eloquence of Demosthenes and preached
theosophy :m~ metaphysics crowds would com~
to hear me arid the ·papers would say I was a
pretty good fellow. But I preach Jesus Christ,
and him ~nly, and
the hell· hounds of the
earth are after me." Either Mr. Moody is. persecuted by secret foes or a too long continued
residence .in the eastern land ·of pies has disordered his stomach. Newspapers have been wont
to speak kindly of Mr. Moody, arid it h(ls been
the custom of the people toflock in crowds 'to
hear the eloquent evangelist. The good that he
has done has been great, and none will oe
ing to detract from !L As to the dogmatic doctrines of Moody, men differ, and it is the privilege
of men to criticise without being termed "hellhounds." . The word smacks of the new gospel
of Sam Jones and riot of. the old gospel of Christ
crucified. If Mr. Moody aspires to imitate the .
''tail-stomping" oratory of Evangelist Tones he
mayexpect that men will object to more than
dogmas, and that his remark will become a realized prophecy. Good works, not hard .words,
Mr: Moody, are the glot:y of Christianity, and
while you confine yourself. to the one and· leave
the other to Jon'es, the fantastic, theatric, and
vulgar wot:shiper of the divinity. st~mped upon
gold, you will have friends even in the ranks 'of
Mammon.
WHAT

all

will-

The foregoing sharp rebuke to thepeculiarly dogmatic assertion of Rev. Moody
is from the Chicago Times of Novem.bei
25th, and is remarkable in this .that it is
ndministered by. one of the most successful and . popular secular newspaptrs
in the U nit,ed States. The statem,e.nt of
the Tilnes .that the ''newspapers had been
wont to speak very kindly of Mr. Moody,'~
is specifically true. Tbe'sectilar press, as a
rule, has always stood hy the pulpiteers of
every dass of ':the so .called evangelical
denominations; and it has often been a
cause of wonder to us who the preachers
meant ;when they railed out at the world
and·condemned it as unbelieving. Toasted
in public, feasted in private, receiving
passes and ~<pt>cia] permits from the rail"
way c0mpanies, riding at ·.half-fare or
wholly free rates on car, steamboat and
coach lines, honored ana placed in respected places and at the front in publ1c assemblies of almost all sorts, religious, social
. and political, sought for and expected to
lead in almost all social and sometimes
business li"fiorts for the towns and cities
whe!'e they dwell, having a free entree into all homes of their own and other's congregations, with only now and then an
outspoken or avowed unbeliever to oppose them in their public denominational
efforts, w bat call has the preachers to
~peak harshly of those who treat them so
well. Take Mr. Moody, for instance; he

has traveled all over th~
and a part of' Europe;
honored everywhere, and.
m()st flattering and cordial
the secular press
hal of any note
praise and
ails the l1l an
names? Does he find
old; and ha."- noHearned
ingold gracefully? Has he
ed that some other man is
displace hitn? · Have the
employed by hiin to
tion and gather otit
in which he moves
and worn? Or has the
of the primitive faith and oroPr.r>T
pel; noticeable in
s().,;.called .
Moody included,
finally become apparent to the thinking
people of the crowds that er~twhile flocked to hear .. Mr. Moody, an~ their ardor
ana susceptibility to be move9 by his stern•
typed appeals grown less arid less, to his:
discouragement?
The .Times well says: "It is the privi~
lege of rrien to criticise." This is especially true in the case of .a claim presented
and urged Upon the attention of 11;1en as
essential to their happiness . ~ere, or hereafter; no matter .whether ~he man presenting and urging it upon public attention·
is the Evangelist Moody, Sam Junes, or
an· obscure man unknown to the circles of
fame.as an agitator,
The st~tement of
M r.]\:1oody that he "preaches J esusChrif)t,
and him only," may or may not be 'true:
He says that he does so preach Jesus
Christ.
Some who have .heard Mr.
Moody preach, areofthe opinion that he
does not preach Jesus (.;hrist, as the New
Testament presents him; and does by no
mearw preach the gospel as it was present~
ed by its author; and as he authoriz.ed and
sent hisapostles and evangelists to preach
it. In fact, in some respects Mr. Moody
specifica)ly denies some parts of that gospel, as being neces!;ary now.
For this
reason Mr. Moody may not only he criticisea, but what he presents Of dogma, or
doctrine may be ana should be open to examination.
The simple fact that Mr.
Moody has had a long success before the
world as an evangelist, does not justify
him in aemanding to be free from inquiry.
That he has become impatient of contra~
diet: on would be but a natural result of the
discipline to which Mr. Moody has beett
subjected. The man who continually bas
his own way in his work, assumes the.
control of himself and all others in his
·work, is likely to become dictatorial, and
grow impatient of control, interference,
or criticism; and we believe that we are
qui1·e safe in presuming that Mr, Moody
and his helpers have never allowed a public questioning of either the method, or
matter of his work.
If Mr. Moody is a
proper evangelist, sent of God, whose
work is endorsed of Goa, there should be
, on his part neither fear of nor petulance
under criticism; for no harm could come
to his work because of it.
The only criticism upon Mr. Moody, of
a detractive character we now remember
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to have seen, was one passed upon him by
some fellow prea.chers, who essayed _to
find fault with him because they said that
"he aped the airs of an apostle." This
was not the criticism of the secular press,
nor of a "worldling," as the preacher
would call one not in the faith; but w:1s
one off~red by men of his own sort, who
were "preaching Jesus Christ and him
only," as they state, just as conscientiously,
and as truthfully as Mr. Moody does. All
the secular press had to do with it was to
repeat the remark as it was made. To this,
against the ground assumed in the remark,
the press would say: If Mr. Moody is doing the work of an apostle, why shoulp
he not assume the role? What harm can
possibly accrue to the cause of Christ in
the attitude of an evangelist who "aped
the airs of an apostle," if that evangelist
was sent of God?
The preachers were, and are all, or nearly all of them willing to aid Mr. Moody .
in his evangelizing labors;- upon the hypothesis that he was an evangelist; but
shrurik from giving .him an advertisement
as one sent,. as ari apostle; a very nice distinction, indeed; and one of which we
confess we can not see the force. Why
should the preachers find fault with Mr;
Moody? Are these the ones of whom he
'complains as opposing him? The only
noted instance we now remember is that
of Mr. Spuh:~·eon the eccentric Baptist
preacher of ]j;ngland who refused to join
the. "mass meeting" in his . town, and lend
his influence to Mr. Moody's .effort. At
the time he assigned no rea-son" for pis refus;d.; but one year afterwards he called
the a~te11tioni of hiscongregation to the
fact of_ his refusal, and ga:ve as an explana'tion of .hia cpnduct that .he had. no -confi·
d~ncein Mr.l\foody's methods; and asked
theyery.-.pertinent _question: . "Where are
the disdp,l~s ~esulting from the m_any conxe~si~ms mad~ by Mr. Moody the year .befpre(" _ His $ongregation were quite asJ()pish~~ by •~he statement made by Mr.
~purgeop of•the exceedingly small num~
be~ of disciples resulting to the several
9rnn~ches t;ng~g-ed in the revival efforts of
1'4:r.,Mo<;>dy3' 'I'he convert,s \Vere nominallythousaJilds, the disciples were to be
qounted bJ ~ens only._ Mr. Spurg~on~s
ground of o~jecti<m was that, while Mr.
·.·1'4:oody:s .efforts se.ernedto bepht;nornenal,
they ~-ere bu,f spasms, tidal waves, so to
speak, 'that ~ight appear to bear a mighty
•host on theirt crests, their subsidence took
Pafk i?theirlbreaking.and the·!Jndettow
the m1,1ltitude,, a-nd left thousands stranded
here. and_ th~re, while a beggarly .few
wereJ~:~.nded ~afely in the_ haven of-_perfeCt
faith, . or. witpin the pales of the church
l:tli.Iit&nt';..an&that eac_h .and every such effort, while .leaving hut little pennanent
results, 'did largely interfe,re _with and r~-.
•· t.&rd .tfue pet_"sistent and .-legitimate wqrk of
. )9cal- lj:>tt ancl clergy. In this Mr;
btedly. ¢pqect; and we
h<>.n"''"A
is ofthe c.Jass .qf
eVil.DgeJical aryd
ht .!'lxpr'ess
of. fl<>
ajist

·:tb~

class referred to by the Times as privately
persecl)ting Mr. Moody, and against whom
his indignation is aroused?
If
Moody will take up the New
Testament philosophy in its entirety, and
preach _the church of that same Jesus
. Christ, whom he says hc preaches, as that
church is shown in the Scriptures, he will
find how little cause he now has to find
fault with the treatment of the world, as
the secular press represents the world.

Mr.

CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT.

How frequently some persons will pay
away their money freely for trifling
amusements, for the gratification of their
appetites, or for needless articles of personal adornment, and yet think they can not
aid .what builds and beautifies the soul and
enlarges and elevates the character! 'i'here
are many who cheerfully 'patronize the
circus, the theatre, the ball ga);Ile, the strolling minstrel troupe, and the like, who
think it a hardship to sustain with even a
little means a Sunday-school entertainment
had for the welfare of the rising generation, and seem to think if such entertainments are had they should be free! Should
be projected and sustained by the officers
an.d pupils of the school without charge to
those,attending them.
Is this fair? Is it seemly? Is it just
that the _officers and . pupils spend their
time and money in getting up the entertainment and those who enjoy the .fruit of
their efforts spend none.! Is it not rather
the duty of all intert;~'ted in the occasion to
help the good work forward? Most certainly it is: All who can should aid and
be glad ofthe opportunity, and _do so cheerfully and prornptly, and seek to make
pupils and officers and all aCtive. helpf)rs
feel that their efforts are appt;eciated, and
that wilHng hearts are supporting them
rnoraJiy ap.d financially in the good work
they have in band;
.
.·
In another department will be found the
programme of a-proposed Christmas enter~
tainment to. be given by the Star of Beth•lehem Sunday,school· in Lamoni. Read
it and see if the treat it offers is not a fitting. one and. worthy of being heartily sustained upon theterms proposed.
IS'.·. THE MANUSCRIPT
DIVINE?
"
'

'•,

A REG{JLAR reader of t!-Je Republic residing at_
Richmon,d, ·Missouri, furnisl),es the editor of this
depa,rtment the follo~in~ nnte _concerning th'e
()riginal 'm~nuscripf copy of_ the J~ook ·. ~i Mormon, ;whicp belonged to the late _David WhUme~, o11e of th~ thret; wlrnesses to the divine
authenticity of the book_. June rst, r8z8, the ci,ty
of Richrn()>:ld, :tyrjssouri, was visited by terdble
cyclone: "J:he r~;?Idense of David_ Whitl!Jer, the
posses.sor oft)Ae ~an!ls~ript pf the Boo]{ of "Moro.mon, WJ!S dir,e~;tly in the storm's path. AItl).()u&"n the h()use was almost tota'lly deroolishe('),
one room; that in wl)ich. the. book was peposited
-'--;;being an exten.si:on of_ a _porch,_ copseque11tly
t18t as. subs.tantial as the othei parts of the house
c-wa~Jdt u~ir)j ur~d in, t~e. !eas_t degree;
· remqved .or _a: ·

a
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wrecks on all sides, itself unwrecked. When th
citizens of the afflicted city learned of the above
facts they formed a committe and made a report
on the miraculeus preservation of the single room
and its highly valued treasure. The written re.
port of the committe is now in po>session of one
of the pror:ninent attorneys of the city in which
the events related occurred.

The above isfrom a St. Paul, Minnesota daily paper, and is probably making
the rounds of the newspaper world. It is
true that a cyclone swept over the county
of Ray, and the little city of Richmond,
where David Whitmer dwelt, throwing
down trees, fences, barns and houses; and
it i~· equally true that the house• of Mr.
Whitmer was in the path of the wild hurricane ;\part of_ the house was demolished,
but tn'f._,room in which he kept the manuscripto'bf the Book of Mormon was left
undisturbed. The occurrence may be interpreted to suit the reader; we believe it
to have been a providential interference to
preserve the manuscript.
We are notsure but what that purpose has been served,
~DITORTAL

ITEMS.

WE have received from Brethren Lam.
bert Brothers their little work entitled
"Food for Thought," and find itjust what
its title states it to be. The work is well
done, and the subjects presented _in the
sermons and es£>.ays it con.tains are of_ the
sort to bring out the better thought of the
reader and give him something worth. occupying his mind.
In HERALD for December 13th, page
805, in our notice of Rev. Sam Small, for
-Sam. Jones, read San:1 S_mall,-our blunder.
We hav{'l. been paying some attention to
what the leading Il1inds ofthe worl_d have
to say:of various things of interest to us as
alli~d to our faith and work, among th~m
the. articlt).s by Hon. W. E: Glaa~;tone, of
England. These have take~ muchspace;
but the time stemed to us to be propitious,
and the matter good. We have one niore
qf Mr. Glad_stone's articles which closes
the. series.
We haye quj.te a number .of
articles from different brethren,- waiting
our attention arid . publication; manr ~f
which will:. appear ill due time.
Bro. E. C. Briggs'was at Bay City,
Michigan, ~ ovember 28~h, tryip.g to help
the work along there. _ He Had_ visited
Coleman, the home of Bro. J.H. Peters,
on hisway.
·
·
Sr. Pople, of Trinidad, .Colorado; a*s
the prayers of the Saints in behalf of 'Her
son Aridy,- her youngest child, that .God
will restore him to health.
Sr; Walker wishes us to announce that
owing to _unavoidable delays, the.steel, flU~
gravings of Bro~ Joseph Smith, offered as
a premh1m on Autmnn Leaves, will .not
be. ready form11iling-.hefore ]a11uary 2oth,
r891, at which ti
she h!!s the promise
of them without
A few foi
·
out a~ s~mples
. be ~btained
but only a- f~w~.
urgently
!!11 who intend

tlle S,t .
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ever, who pay in advance and add rscts
for mailing will be entitled to the engraving.
Pen and Platform comes to us regularly from its place of publication, St.
Mary's, Ontario. It is propose,-! to enlarge
it the next volume which will increase its
mefulness, and give much more to its
readers. We wish this journal a long and
useful existence, 'h:s it will deserve, if its
present high aim and character are maintained. It will be issued the 15th of each
month hereafter.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

Bro. Hyrum 0. Smith, Deloit, Iowa,
December 1st:
"Baptized twelve within the past week. Baptized ten at Dow City and two here.
Bro. Turner baptized three to-day. More are coming."

Bro. J. F. Burton wrote us from San
Benito, California, November 25th:
"vVe are making ourselves a home here, therefore the above will be our address permanently,
or at least for a year or so."

Bro. Joseph S. Lee, wrote from Tooele
City, Utah, November 23rl, that he had
asked Pres. Woodruff for the church meeting-house to hold meeting in; hut was
told that his request "was rather presumptuous." Bro. Lee also tried to obtain the
ward school- houses, but could not, the di·
rectors having decided not to permit meetings held in them. Bro. Lee says:
"I am now working my way out to St. Johns to
see about that discussion.
I must have the discusdon or another hearing
I a'm. here to be
heard, and that the priesthood will find out if they
undertake to gag me."

Bro. L. F
'Indiana:

I Daniel,

wrote from Wirt,

"I have been laboring in Da'lriess and Jdl'crson
counties for the last two months. In the former
I Jed twelve into the waters of baptism and in the
latter one; making twenty· four since last Christmas. I wish I could have an elder to travel with
me.
May God will it so.
It seems as if the
work is growing in this new field.
It seems to
me almost a miracle; I am never tired, nor sick;
can preach and sing and talk till ten or eleven
o'clock, and be up and feel all right in the morning; can earn a dollar a day hmking corn and
pr< ach evenings and Sundays at the same time;
and then, when I want to go home, I have my
fare ready.
0, that God will bless and prosper
all the elders in the field; is my prayer."
HOT WATER REMEDIES
Hall's 'Jourtzal of Healtk:-A strip of flannel or
napkin folded lengthwise and ciipped in hot water
and wrung out and then applied around the neck
of a child that has the croup will usually bring
relief in ten minutes. A towel .folded several
times and dipped in hot water and quickly
wrung and applied over the toothache or neuralgia, will generally afford prompt r~Jief. This
treatment in colic works like magic. There is
nothing th;t so promptly cuts short a congestion
of the lungs, sore throat, or rheumath;m, as hot
water, when applied promptly and thoroughly.
Tepid water acts promptly as an emeiic, and hot
water taken freely half an hour before bedtime is
-the best catharatic possible in the case of constipation. while it has a soothing effect upon the
stomach and bowels. This treatment, continued
a few months, with proper attention to diet, wlll
cure any curable case of despepsia. Headache
.almost always yields to the oimultaneous app!i.
cathn of hot water to .the feet and back of the
neck.

W
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EDITED BY SISTER "FR-ANCES '

"Untrod by him the path he showed,
Sweet pictures on his easel g-lowed
Of •imple faith and lo¥es of home,
And virtue's golden days to come.
But weakness, shame, and folly made
The foil to itH his peCJ. portrayed;
Still, where his dreamy splendors shown,
The shadow of himself was thrown."

THE INPRINT OF A LITTLE
FOOT.
MANY years ago there lived in the far west
away among the mountain fastnesses a father,
mother and their only child-a bright eyed fascinating Jittte girl of some nine years of age.
Circumstances compelled them at that time to
make their home in this solitude, but the mo•her's heart was set upon giving to her child every
advantage in regard to education and society
which it was in her power to give, and here there
were absolutely none. The mother's hands were
filled with work from long before the rising until
long after the going down of the sun, and the
only associates for the daughter were the Indian
children who came about their dwelling, and the
dumb animals. Wisely objecting altogether
against the former, her papa had provided her
abundantly with the latter, and many a pleasant
hour was spent in their company; but being full
of life and spfrit these did not satisfy the child at
all times, and it became painfully apparent to the
mother that for the good of her daughter a separation was inevitable, and as the result of much
deliberation and many a painful heart struggle,
when the opportunity came she was ready to
part with her and send her to friends in the east,
where proper advantages and suitable companionship could be had.
Many days journey wou'ld be required before
they could reach the railroad, and this journey
the mother went with them. just after starting
upon it, however, before they had gone more
than a few yards, the child was sent back to the
house for a wrap ·vvhich had been forgotten, and
stepping upon a covered box to reach it, left there
the imprint of her little foot clearly defined by
the dust which it had gathered from the road.
No one but God knew then, or will ever know
the struggle it cost that mother to part with
her child, and when after seeing her safely on
the train, she returned to her lonely home and
going into the inner room saw the little foot
print, she kissed it oassionately and wept as
though her heart would break, and hicl the memory of it away in her heart.
How closely they follow upon each! other! is
the thought uppermost in our heart to-day. The
glad, joyous Christmas time and the happy New
year.
But like bells chiming in the· distance
whose music reach us over hills and vallies, we
are listening to the echoes of the far, far away
past and questioning of the foot prints we have
left upon the "sands of time.''
Have they been
helpful ones, such as others "seeing may take
heart again," or -have they been taken in that
path the dust of which cleaving to them have
caused bitter tears to flow from other's eyes if

not our own?
God help us, who may answer
this question dispassionately and fully? Who
cal;l say that I have always walked erect, always
pressed steadily forward to the goal and have
never turned aside into by and forbidden paths?
How closely they follow upon each oth~r, yet
how different they are! The tender softness,
the joyou~, jubilant sweetness ot the Christmas
chimes, "Peace on earth, good will to man," and
the solemn, awful knell of the departing yearthe old year going out with all its well or ill
spent hours gathered together r~Cady to be presented before the judgment throne!
How the
one melts the heart as the other never can and
opens the door to its inner sanctuary, inviting
the spirit of lo"e to enter and banish every inharmony and discord. How the countenance of
the Father as we look upon it, "in the face of his
Anointed One," loses all the fiery terrors of Sinai
and we feel the intense love and tender pity of
the words, "Come unto me all ye that labor and
are heavy laden." Heavy laden!
Does it include us? Does it include you, our fellow traveler to eternity?
Then let us arise, for the
Savior is seeking us and the Father is waiting to
behold us even a long way off-waiting because
his Son has died for us-to welcome our returning footsteps, and the inspiration of the gospel is,
"If any man sin and repent, we have an.advocate
with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous."
Bearing this thought with us let us be governed
by it, and then filled with an abiding sense of the
great love of God, we may hasten to meet the
new year, resolving with God's help to battle
more bravely and in kis name to conquer.
Brave messengers of God; self-sacrificing
bearers of the "glad tidings of great joy"; rejoice
and be exceeding glad. Not that the lots and
Jines have fallen unto you in pleasant places, but
in every trial, every hardship which it becomes
necessary for you to endure, in order that, "This
gospE>l of the kingdom may be p1·eached in all the
world for a witness." Yes, we say this earnestly,
feelingly, though it should seem but a mockery
to you that we, surrounded with every comfort
of life should gay this to those who have "given
up all," absolutely all!
Yet we repeat it-in
every trial, in every hardship rejoice, for by these
you are being perfected (if so be they are borne
as Jesus bore them) elevated and made more like
the Master.
You are being purified and fitted
for the Master's work-fitted for that grand, e'l:ultant time when he shall say, "It is enou?h,,
come up higher."
Are others leaving the field
of burden bearing, of toil, privation and harship
for you to reap?
Will not your sheaves be
heavier, your harvest home be sweeter, because
you shrank not when the heat and burden of the
day was upon you?
But in thinking of you, when our hearts go
out in sympathy for you in your privations and
hardships, we would not forget that despite all
these you feast and drink as none can who never
taste the sweetness of self-sacrificeWe stand
upon the brink, not daring to plunge in, and little
dreaming of the blessed peace Christ can and
does bestow upon those who willingly give up all
f<ilr him and who in simple earnest faith can say,
"Follow me as I follow Christ.''
But the saddest of all earthly pictures is presented by the poet whose couplet stands at the
head of our Column. To have pointed others to
the way in which we fail to walk.
That the
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shadow of a baleful example should blot out or
darken all the good we might otherwise have
done! May the Lord bless his people to be worthy of that \lnto which he has called us and of
which we have witnessed a good profession before many witnesses.
ERRATA.-In a let'ter in the .Home Column~ in
the Herald of November ISth, a letter is signed
"Aunt Patience" which should have been "Aunt
Pamelia." Neither sister is at all offended, but
one of them thinks there might be danger of getting mixed up.-ED.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR JANUARY.

First Thursday Alma 16: zo, 21.
D. & C. r:
1.
Heb; 10: 38.
SecondThursday 2nd Book of.Nephi 6.: 2. D.
&.C. r.o: 6, 7· :Romans 4: 16
T.hird Thursday Nephi son of Nephi 8: 2. D.
& c. 46: 4·.
Fourth Thursday Nephi son of Nephi 9: 8 D.
& C. 6s. Titus 2: u, 12.
Fifth Thursday Nephi son of Nephi 7: 3·
D.
& C. ro8: 6. Luke 21: 33·
'SR. M. MANSFIELD.
JoNESPORT, Maine.
'

HOME CoLUMN M:rssroNARY FUND.

Dec. 4• Amou~t to date .•...••••..... $3.323 20
···, Martha, Iowa ..... ,.; .. $1 oo
. Lu~y;A, Norton, :Me; , . . . 35
A sist.er, Iow:a •.. : .•. , . . . so
Aridars Nelsen, Wyo .... 4 7S
Eliza jPola,nd, Me .•••. ,;, 2 6o
R. S::rpmpton, Mass .. ,. • • 75
.Alta N. Joi<;e, Mich... . .. 30
A friend, Ohio.. • ... ; • • . . 40
G. E. ,Carpenter, Ohio ... 1 28
Laura E. Fuller, Mich... 85
A sis~er, Ill ......... · .... ·5 oo
ChrisilanaWahlstrom, Ia:. 63
J flUe [Boyd, Iowa ... •... .. so
r8 91
u, Amopnt receiyed to date ..•.• $3 342 I I
BW-Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamon!, Iowa..

.. . I .

. ..
l\fARATHoN, !owa, Nov. 9th.
Dea~ Sr. F~ances:-I little thought last spring
wh~ri I left L~rnoni that. it. would be so long before I wquld vYrite to the Column (as requested),
but I find whep one ptJts a duty off t!ley are .a.pt
( to keep rjght 'on. neglecting it. It is .a bright
~abbath day *nd the ground has .on its winter
~arb.. ·• . A.m t~inking of the privileges the Saints
dn.brallche~ha;v~to.day of. meeting together and.
·u~~~lling ~o th9word; but~e h:we J?Fivileges, too,
Herald,ljdfe,)4tdtt1!t1t Leaves and,Patriotvisit us
' lind we \Vould ~isllke t<ying to live withouttheir
company. Wte h.ave a,lso had visits. from some
oftheSllfnts. l··Bro.l\fcDowell <;ainehome, vvith
Elb~rt fwm th~ Reunion to tak~ part i.n a de bat~
~vhich pa~sedAff about. as. the otherone at Mar~thon. The ~estitution:ists are bound t(l.be_soul
sleepers and W!e will not agreet7be ... Bro. Whft.ing and daught(!r were h~r~ duringdebate; .:1Iso
Brq. R~ed and. \Vife, of Rolfe, Io,va,aml Bro.
Coiner. of P:o~e!"oy: I hooeyoH have; or soo11
\Vil! have,, ~r. ::R,eed'sn.ame. on ypur list of AutumwLeaves subs~ribhs
.
.
.
l3ro:.I!oagl~niil, torwb 9 m pray vv~~e req~.est
. · ·· ·
l1ellrdeath: 7hey Hi?:~ght~~!:rn
·
.H ~s?lle~rf~l~ndhope
. ?i(~tomaeh. . 'Yhat
not .tell. · ln. his wife

irs

SAINTS~

Sr. Frances, I readof different ones taking a
rest as a holiday, but your name is never among
them. I often think of you and wonder when
you do rest.
I enjoy the letters so much and look for famil:
lar names. It makes me sad to' think of friends
I met last Sj)ring for the last time in this life. I
remember their smiling faces arid cheerful voices,
and feel that if we do not meet. hereafter it will
be my fault.
I can testi1y that many times when feeling unable to work, by using consecrated oil. I am
strengthened at once. Imagination! some may
say. Well, I am thankful for a very vivid imilg·
!nation, then, as it is as good as reality.
With love to all the Column I am as ever,
SR. CLARA C; SMITH.
HAVE WE AN AIM ?
"What is the object, or aim, of the Prayer
Union?." This i~ a question that has often been
asked, and rr~any have hesitated about joining it
for fear it required more of them tha.n they
could perform. A sister writes:. "Cari you not
write something for the Column on the subject?"
All know the need a.nd the power of prayer
and have blessed God for the privilege. I presume, therefore, that it is only the union, or
organization on which I am desired to write.
Those who have been with the movement from
the beginning will remember that its object was
then stated to beforthe promotion of krwwledge
and .faith in the .doctdnes acquired fr.orn the
studyof the three books, a~d that we may not
only become ourselves es.tablished therein, but
thus qualify ourselves to teach our children, at
home and in the S.abbath-schools. For this is a
.duty laid upon us by the law of God; and with
many of us it falls entirely upon .the mother to
in.struct her. little ones;
·
Another objecqhen ,.stated was the advancement of spirituality amopg our church members,
·believing that this is the natural fruit of.kno.wledge and faith, and that where these all abound,
wisdom and the gifts of t[te Spirit also. abound.
For it is written that "Who .soever receiveth, to
him shall be .give!), and he shall have more
abundance.".,...I.T. Matt•. I3: ro.
To.attain these results the union seeks to turn
away the minds of it~ me~ pets from ~he engrossmen~ofworlqly pqrsuits to .the study of etemal
things, not alone .for their benefit, but ~or those
also whom .God ha:~ .. placed. under .their· charge;
and thus ]'Iring to pass mu.ch go~d ..
The ,organization V~Casintended not only. that
the. workp1ight be syste!tlati~ed and i~s purdeps
m~tually b()r!le, but also that it may extend its
benefits and•results as widely asp.ossible:
Th~r~. ha~e ~an,r testimonies. co!YJe' to me of
the benefits gainecl from the studyofthe three.
books in. conjunction, but) would suggest that
it \Vould be well If .the.Y were wriW~nJor the
Column .that others. might know what. the wor~
i~ doing. On~ sister . had doubts reganlin~ the
book of J?<;>ctrine 11nd .<:;oven ants, but now ~he
has learned toloy~it
!t~ tfuth and beauty.
4!1<Jt11~~ s)l,y.s th~t .she .had .not before . kno\VA
there wa~ ~o ~uch ln.struction ..!!nd. comfort in
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only benefit we should get from the Uriion, nor
even the first and most important to be attained.
I have always regarded fhe prayers for the sick
as of secondary consideration in the work of the
Union. If we first attain the objects enuiriera,ted
above, the healing of the sick will come airJOng
the resultant gifts of the Spirit which will flow tp
us.
I hold that we can not have faith to be
healed until we have faith in the Healer,
and he has told us that if we believe in him we
will do his commandments. There is one· gfft
that exceeds all others, it is the gift or ability
inspire those who have no faith in ~themselves
with a reality of a holy life and the hope of attaining it. Without this gift the work of the
Union can avail little They are wise then who
pause to ask: ''What is our aim?" It deserves
the closest self-examination of each individual,
and if any have "been following blindly without
any aim, let tpem ask themselves: What am 1
doing it for? What shall I gain?
The question concerns each one of ul ari.d
each must answer it for himself.
You will begin to see then that the searching
of the Scriptures for memory texts appropriate
to the subjects of prayer, sh.oulo not be done
merely as a favor to me, but that it is for the
good of her who searches the .word to find what
the Lord has given by command or exhortation·
or promise, concerning each ot the subjects for
which we offer our r.etition~.
It is to be regretted that so few of .those who
have sent selections have remembered the Book
of· Mormon. Let us not forget thatit is. a necessary \Vitness in this latter day work.
. ··
I would like tp know what the. secretarjes of.
the various Unions are doing towar!ls pre.paring
their reports to be. presented at a. meeting .of the
general· l)nion during conference next April.
Please let us hear from you.
In gospel love,
ELEANoR.

to

\

DADEVILLE, Mo., Nov. 28th.
Dear' Sisters iJ.f tltePrayer Utzion:;Not. ffi.o;e
than two months ago, Brn. I. 'N, White anu :b.
E. Tucker.came into this hilly country prea<;h·
ing. Being a cripple and bedfast, I could not go
t6 hear them, in filet I had not heard a sermoiY
for fifteen years.· They came to my sister'shom.e,
where I stay, and preaqbed several times; ·· I' re:
joicedip. hearing such a gospel .and felt it my
duty and privilege to demand baptism, which. I
did.
1\was carried into the water byfout men"
and Bro. White baptized mE<·
. .
·· · ..
After t;tiy confirmation, I was administered I;()>
and received some benev,t. . 'N,ow,I caq sa_yi
feel better bodily and spiritually th!ln t dld be'•
fore.
Am able to sit ~p some.·. I neV'er 6~\f~
regretted the day I began to be a Latter Day
Saint.
·
· · ·
I rejoice t:othink <I can inherit· ~te~naJ life, tl:ie.
greatest of all gifts, but I believe God)s. abl{i
bless meh1 thi~ life, as~el}· · For, this .. ·
w.rite first to· express .my tharjks to God
peace l enjoy, then. t() a~k the special
thetJnion,and'allqod'~ people in
desire to walk that.I may h"~ >•<·~l.;l
earth.
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.. a11<lfe(ltbegan tod;awup to my body .until they
'pecaii}~· dgid jlnd alm;,st fixed. ·. .For this caus~, I
h~vtf not been able to walk for eleveri years... . I
know God is alile to restore ine H It is his divine
'win tci dO so. · · ·
··•·Wm·the sisters please remember me? I have
a pat(iai use of my hands but cannot write, so the
'brOther wdt~i for ine~ Through thekindness of
:Bro. Hecker, I read the Herald and love the 'sisters' letters.
'
My sister, her husband and family are not in
the church; but I hope they will be some day.
I .would be pleased to hear from some of the
sisters.
With a brighter hope than ever, I remain your
new sister in Christ.
'
.
MATILDA CHRISMAN.
EAGLE GROVE, Nov. 7th.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Coliinm::_This is my
first atteri1pt to write, but I have received so
much to encourage me in· the past I will try and
add '~a few words also, for perchance it might
cheer some discouraged one. I have been· sick
for eight long years. I have always had faith in
God's word· that. he would and could heal in
these latter days as well as in the former days if
we comply with his laws. Some two weeks ago
Bro. Roth came and I was administered to and
I was healed at once and I have b~eri perfectly
well since then. To God's name be the honor
and glory that he is an unchangeable God, that
he hears and answers in these the latter days,
.and to you who are sick and burdened with
many cares I say, do not be discouraged, the Lord
is both willing and able to help you if you but
comply with his commands which are so easy
and simple. We have had a great feast here,
Bro; Roth stayed with us over two weeks and
preached every evening except one. It made
quite a stir and many are investigating; as it was
the first time an elder has been here they were
all·anxious to hear what be had to say. I think
if we could have an elder here soon, much good
.would be done. If any one who reads this. can
leave their field of labor and come. and preach
for us we would be glad to have them come.
Your sister,
BELLE HAYER.
CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Nov. 22d.
Dear Sisters:-,-! have been cheered and encouraged many times when reading your let'ters.
I have a great desire to do my heavenly Father's
,..will for he has done so much for me. I have
four children and I desire to bring them up in
the straight and narrow way, but there are so
many snares for the young, and we as mothers
should strive to discharge every responsibility
that rests upon us. I do pray that I may live
nearer to God and keep his commandments better than I have done in the days that are past,
and that I may have strength to overcome and
endure to the end. Your sister,
c. HANS~N.
WANTED!
The address of Mrs. Martha J. Page; supposed
to be in Sacramento or Stockton, California.
Will sub~cribers to Saints' Herald or Autumn
Leaves in the two named places make inquiry ·at
143 Oak street, Stockton, Califomia, and oblige
me?
MRs PAUL A. PARO
Lake Geneva, Walworth Co., Wis.
'

~

.

..

.

.

;::F" The printed na:ine .on the colored label on yoill: pa-

pet gives the date·towhich<Y'olir sU:bscl'iptwtl.lias·been
?aid~.

U it showsyouarein arrears,·pfeaae·renew;

ST. J()SEPH, Mo., Dec. Sth.
Edil(m Herald:.-Bro. M. H. Fm:scuti baptized
seven· ·yesterday in the ·baptismal font in. the
basement of our new church.
As fhe first
fruits; so. may the harvest be. Our Sabbatl:ischool Christmas entertainment will be held
in the basement, and from that on we will
hold .regular services there. Our present quarters are crowded each Sabbath evening to hear
ti'Je series of sermons on the Book. of .Revelations being delivered by Bro. Forscntt.
Health of Sajnts fairly good.
J. M. TERRY;

HuTCHINSoN, Colo., Dec. rst.
Editors Herald:- The work is onward in this'
part of the moral vineyard. We have beenblessed with a vjsit from Elder T. W. Smith; and
while he was with us he did some splendid p,reaching, and the people turned out well to hear him;
notwithstanding it was dark of nights. We are
in hopes that some were convinced of the truth
and will obey.
Bro. Smith is now in thegreat
FisH CREEK Ont., Dec. 4th.
city of Denver, holding forth and will stay there
Editors Herald:-About four years ago l betlntil spring on account of Sr. Smith's health
came convinced that I was a sinner, and hearing
which} .believe has improved since they came to
of a rei> iva! in a neighboring church, and thinkColorado.
ing that was the way to get salvation, I went, and
I have just returned from Denver, where I
after the meetings were· over I u~ited with· the
had the pleasure' of meeting Bro. and Sr. Devore,
Methodist-, Church. I tried earnestly 'to believe
on their way to the South Sea Islands: They
that my sins were pardoned and that I was ac·
spent.about ten days with the Saints in Denver
cepted of God, bnt I couid not get the witness of
and enjoyed themselves much. · Duringsome of
the Spirit. When about to give up in despair I
the meetings the Lord spoke to them by his
began to pray more earnestly and to study the
Spirit, words of comfort and cheer in regard· to
Scriptures more thoroughly, and I found therein:
their mission. They moved onward to Salt Lake
"Except a man be born of water and of .the Spirit
City on Friday, November 28th. May the blesshe can not enter the kingdom of God'' I had
ing of .God go with them.
been a member of the church fqr nearly four
One was baptized in Denver last week. Others
years, and in that time I had never been asked if
say that they are ready for baptism.
And so
I had been baptized ; and as there' was to be
the good '\York goes on, one of a c.ity and someanother reviv~l in a few weeks I .resolved to try
times two of a family.
again, and I did. As I had nevet been baptized
The Saints in Denver had a Thanksgiving dinwith water I asked the minister if he would bapner on Thursday, at Bro. and Sr. Cleaveland's,
tize me. Judge of my surprise when he
and we had a ~plendid time; one to be rem:m- .-said he could not do so now, but he would have
bered by all who were there.
it attended to after awhile! But I had found in
The Sunday-school is in good shape under the
God's word that as soon as they believed they
supervision of Bro. E. F. Shupe.
The Su'ndaywere baptized; and thinking that something was
. school in the Rocky Mountain branch, is quite· wrong, when I went home I prayed to God that
goo~ for its size. We had last Sunday, a goodly
if I was not in the right way, he in his mercy
number of outsiders present that felt pleased with
would show me the righ! way. Every day, nay,
the school, and also the meeting.
almost every hour, I sought him, and in a few
We have reason to believe that the work is
days Bro. G. Tomlinson of . the Latter Day
looking up in Colorado. Some ofthe Saints are
Saints came to preach in our School-house. I
observing the law of tithing and doing all in their
went to hear him, and when he presented the
power to push the work forward.
gospel in its simplicity and with much power,
We trust others will come to the help of the
the light I had been looking for solong seemed
Lord~s work soon.
to come to me at once. I knew then ·and there
JAMES KEMP.
that it was the gospel of Jesus Christ, and that if
I would obey it my prayers would be answered.
FLAGLER, Iowa, Dec. 7th.
I was baptized as soon as was convenient, and
Editors Herald:-Elder John Shippy closed_ a
although I lost some friends. (soul·enemies) by
series of meetings in the Town Hall to.day, and
doing so, I thank God, I have .gained One friend
at ro:3o a.m. he immersed 'five persons, two of
who .is above every other; One whom I sought
after for a long time; One, God being my helper,
them mothers, and three children. We had the
I will never relinquish. None of our family have
pleasure of attending this gospel feast seven
obeyed the gospel but myself. Some of them
nights during the time, and regret not being able
are greatly prejudiced against me for doing so,
to be present at the entire series. Although we
but I do not mind it. I know in whom I have
were brought up in the Methodist Church we
believed; and may God forgive "them and all
are open to confess that our brother presented
the gospel truth in a manner that done us good
who oppose this beautiful gospel of our blessed
and clearly showed all there was only one plan
Lord, for they know not what they do. May
of salvation, and that was, "Repent and be bapthey be led into the knowledge of the truth;
tized, every. one of you."
There is only one family of Saints in this place
(not enough to form a branch). I can not find
This aged minister was greeted at all his meetings with the largest audiences we have seen in
words to express their kindness to me. May
Flagler on any occasion; and from the open reGod bless them
_There is a branch in St. Marys, about six miles
marks we hear on our streets, prejudice, as relates
from here. ·we attend there whenever we can.
to our friends the Latter Day Saints, is a thing
of the past in this place.
May God help us all to do our part to roll on
Yours for justice,
this glorious work, is my prayer.
G. w. BECKETT.
RICHARD WILLIAMS.
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THE
VALVERDE, Colo., Dec. rst.
Editors Herald:- The work in Denver is onward; better attendance than we have ever had
since we commenced holding meetings here. Bro.
and Sr. Devore were with us a week.and we had
a very pleasant visit with them. The Saints
met Thanksgiving at Bro. Cleveland's and had
a very enjoyable time. Our. Sunday·school is
improving.
One was baptized November 22d; two more
are ready for the water next Sunday, and still
more near, we think. The establishment of the
work on a firm footing in this city is accompanied
by many trials and struggles. But the Lord is
working with the people, and all that is necessary Is for the Saints to live faithful and united
arid the Lord will reward their labors with such
as shall be saved.
E. F. SHUPE.
SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Dec. 7th.
Editors Herald:-Since our Camp Meeting at
Plum Hollow, held in August, we have been laborIng as best we knew. I' went to Crescent City
ariel there attended the Pottawattamie d!st;ict
conference; preached a few nights afterits close;
had good attendance and all felt. well. Preached
two nights In Cquncil Bluffs; interest very good.
From thence,went in north of Malvern; preached in the old Kelley School-hOuse to a very fair
and Interested audience; baptized one; was
tre.ated kindly by all. There was a good interest manifested by the entire congregatjpn, and
a request by many to return. After this ~entto
Plum Hollow and labored among the Saints f()r
;
··
a time.
·The first of October I moved my family to
Shenandoah) The following Sunday .attended
the· dediCation of the church in company with
Brn. E. L. Itelley and Mark H. Forscutt. We
ha1 agood attendance; sermon by Bro. Kelley;
dedicatory pr~yerby Bro. Forscutt. These breth·
ren continued preaching alternately until the following Wedpesday night. The hearts of the
Sa,ints were made to rejoice and those not of the
faith were gr~atly enlightened.
Sun!lay the 19th I attended the dedication of
the new chUticb on Farm Creek, Bro. McDowell
officiating. \He did nobly; preached the word
eloquently apd in the power of the Spirit. ··l
thin~ about three hundred and sixty dollars were
paid an~. subScribed the sam~ day by the Saints
·and friends. ': This !thought was doing remarkably welt as these brethren and Saints had· already strain~d; seemingly, every nerve to get the
house complllted. Cam in duty 'bound to say
Uia:t }he' Sltints'of Farm Creek have done exceedin~lfwell, ~~a we h?pe, an~ shall everpray~ that
Godlscholce$tblessingsmay .!Je .theirs to enjoy
in tifu~,· wit hi e~ernallife i.n the. w?rld to come.
WefhJnkth~tgr~at;g<iod will be done and many
bi:l bri>11glit ti>.a know!ed~e of the truth in that
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D~ri~gih~ pl\st tht:ee weeks .r have la)lored in.
the viclnity;'b(the M.ln' Creek bri~c!l, Have
Rreaiped in tBree' diff.er,ent · School:houses eight·
. t:'en.;.sel'Illons/\yi,tp fair atten'daljC~: ...•. So!?Je.se~~
to be qhit~ ~nte!:ested and ,want t? hear m9r~;
9tl!ers. th~n~
)VIll eventually join .with u;.
Bro. J~~~s G<i:l~i~s assist~4 on M.lll Cre{lk with
p~~er~. and :J3~o.~ 1\{oriimer at ·the .other named
.places'. Int~~se place's th~ fe~ ~11h1ts and friends
t~e~ted ·. ·· . ·
· kindness
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branch since Camp Meeting, and hope for more.
The Saints o£ this place are doing well I think,
taking all things into consideration, as they
are also in all other places in the district.
We shall push on as fast.as possible, and shall
strjve ·to take care of what we have gained
through past labors. Bro. E. L. Kelley's labors
at our conference were highly appreciated by
both Saints and friends.
Yours fraternally,
.HENRY KEMP.
:LANDER CITY, Wyo., Nov. 28th.
Editors Herald:-I am over s.eventy years old,
and I live all' alone; but the Lord blesses me with
health, for which I praise his name.
·It hard.for me to read English, nevertheless
the Herald' is my .great comforter. I have ()nly
a little spot of land, but by the ble>sings of God I
am abl~ to live. There are a .few Saints here, but
very ~cattering. We live in peace with each
other. I would love 'to live where I could meet
with the Saints and enjoy their society. My
whole soul is wrapped up in"this latter day work.
ANDREW NELSON.

hers at no distant day. So far since the distur-·
bance good order and attention have been tl:le
rule. We look for Bro .. Porter to come again before long. One reason why we are hopeful of
some joining with us is because the enemy is so
mad. Well, we hope to survive. We do notretaliate, but try to keep on the even tenor of our
way.
· Brethren, everywhere, be encouraged. Set
this to your seal, that the work is the Lorct's and
he wi!l move it along as we have been told he
would. Saints, pray for us, for we are one with
you.
Yours,
E. T. BRYANT.

is

DELOIT, Iowa, Dec. 3d.
Editors Herald:-I wish to bear a word of testimony respecting the gospel as restored In these
last days. I have· not been a member of the
church very long, but God has blessed me much.
By his almighty power I haire been raised from a
bed of affliction. There have been great promises
made to me if I would live faithful.
Your sister in Christ,
JENNIE DANIEL.
·HEBRON, ~~b., Nov. 3oth.
Editors .Qerald:-1 am happy in the thopghts
suggested by your many writers that the gospel
still winsits way. all ~ver the Jan d. . I have been
located here since March, 1889, laboring for the
Master a goodly share of the time, preaching
wherever opportunity offered; also .with wife, ,
Saints ang friends have kept Sabbath-school.
This season we have been enabled to run two.
One closed yesterday, but the other will continue
all winter.
!have been alone in ·declaring the word up to
last September, when Bro. C. H. Porter gave us
a call. He labored faithfully nearly two weeks.
While he \vas here three were baptized by the
writer,. and when the brother departed he left
many inquiring after the narrow way. So I come
to the. con'clusiori thM a greater effort on iny part
must be made, and. have preached twlce on nearly
every ·s~bbath, on ari average; had two schoolh?uses t() speak in, ~nd six weekir ago opened \lp
at the third~ There T was met il.f 'S<ttan in. a
moo of five; who trled. to' drive u't a;V~Y irom a
li-lend's house:. One of the five was a school
dire;<tor. He ha1 taken the k~y
the'Stl1poi!1ou~e ~~d told us td get i~ ~~ we could .. Well,
friends ·.were rlear who. went .to· the other. two
· dir~ctors~ ~otained. a k~Y;• arld •~e we'n t in ~!ld
~pelli4 up. ~o'~e~son~J: vioience, w;as .~ffer.ed,
b.UfthreatSto
which
paid no attention .. These
';: ... '.··'.!.-·:·\~--- ·---:~·_,·:,.--~ _-:.--<~.:>'r_-_"-- _·--:·/,_,;,>·:.·->._-- .;·_.,,.,~
parties wentt? tpe ~tate'.sAttorl'ley a11d tri~d to
haye ~s,~!far~e~t~c1;. b~t a~ we had. . no.cl~m·
~geth.e'A,tto'rn'~tf
pa\d llo' 'attent19~'
. w}lat
~i
Jf' ,} ,, ,_' i' -'• ;' \ ',·,_- -" ,.,
''
was the .r~sult~ ' :riJl~; ,M.~I!Y U<'V·,«· ""'""·
he~r\Vha,t w; 6~?eHev~.;· •
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ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endqrsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foir
their own views.. Contributions solicited.

CAN WOMEN HOLD OFFICE IN .THE
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST?
1'HE writer of the following thoughts
cannot be called as Paul is said to have
been, "an old bachelor," nor accused of be~
ing opposed to "woman's rig-hts," either in
the church or in the world; but on the
other hand he is known as an advocate of
all rights that are her's both in the church~,
in society, in business, in educational, in
literary, in scieqtific and in political mat~
ters.
But that among the many rights
which are accorded to woman, or shoul<}'
be accorded to her, it is a question of gr~!Jf
moment whether office' in' tl:le church of
Christ can be claimed by her as. beitigOne
of he.r rig.hts, or even. one of her privileg~s,
There IS no office m the.cburch butf,Pat
isa gift of God, but all gifts ofthe Spirit
are not offices: Faith, )'Vi~dorn, knowJedge,
prophecy, discerning of spirits, tongues, in,
te~pretation of tongues, are gift~; o.f the Holy··..
Spirit which can be, ap.d are, imd oughtt.o
be enjoyed by women in the clJUrch. But
they are not offices, otherwise they could
not be enjoyed or exercised unless ;the re 7
cipientis ordained thereui)to by tpe ordi:
nanceof the laying on ofhands ofthepres-.
bytery or eldership.
It does no.t follow·
that be.c<;~u~e it is wri~ten that"every eld~r,
priest, teacher, and deacql)'. is to be ordained according to the gifts and callings .of .
God unto him,'~ etc~, that those who re~
·cei:V~ the Jl hove named. gif.ts,. or any others ·•.· ·•
that God may see fit to . bestow,.are tohe.
<ml.ain~a according to those gifts.
The term "office" implies ·
tJrority and rule, ana includes ..
exercise rule or authority in the
Eve:y person w'h? is ordained tp an.
in the cbur~h possesses, povveror~uthority
to r~le in. a greater or .less ·degree ip.. the
chtlrcp, ana becomes one of the "helps. and
goyernrnents" in the cburciJ: ·
. · .....
As it has beep. a question or query "V'itH
some' as to vvh*lt ~he ''hfi'lps and g?v~rn•
ments~treferred to
Paul in.x
.
z8 rnav be, I will .
that the
said. that th
!'JelRs
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Lord." At1d . he adds: "But if any be
ignorant, let him be ignorant."
Thaf is,
let those who claim to be prophets, _or
'fVho understand the revelations of God,
-'-D. & C. 107:46.
and are spiritually minded, know and confess thafwhat Paul wrote in these matters
o.f the church, and therefore rules the were the commandments of the Lore!, but
if any one wishes to be ignbrant of that
church in his respective department.
That deacons rule cannot be for a mo- fact, and to not know whether he wrote
the commandments of the Lord or merely
ment questioned.
The. duty of a teacher is "to watch over. expressed his opinion as an old bachelor,
why let him be ignorant and have his own
way until he ,learns by sad expe~ie·nce that ·
he has been arraying his opinions in opposition to the word and will and purpose of
nor evil speaking; and see that the church God.
If a woman cannot rule in the church,
meet together often, and also see that all
the members do their duty, and he is to then she can bold no ofi}.ce, no power, no
It will not do
t,ake the. lead of meetings in the absence of authority in the church.
the elder or priest, and is to be assisted al- for any rrian to say that he was Jed by the
ways in all his duties in the church by the Holy Ghost to confer upon woman, by the
deacons if occasion requires."-D. ·& C. laying on of his hands, any authority to
perform any official act, i.e., to perform in
17:11.
From this it appears that whatever pow· whole or in parL the office work of any
er or authority o.r office a teacher pos- class of the ministry, for to confer authorisesses, and that whatsoever official labor a ty to act in any office in the church upon
·teacher may. perforrr,, the deacon rules women, is to authorize them to rule in
equally with him. To rule means to e·x- some degree or other, and the Lord God
•ercise office, power and authority in the (and not Paul) says, "lt is not permitted
And again, "lt is a
church.
If a woman can be a deacon in unto them to rule."
"the. church, she can also be a teacher, or do shame .for women to rule in the church."
the work of a teacher, and whether as a No man can sustain the ground that he
deacon or as a teacher she would rule and was led by the Holy Ghost to do an act
exercise office·, power and authority in the which would lead to a violation of a law
church, and she would hold· the·· lesser of God which was given by the Holy
priesthood, and inasmuch as she could rule Ghost, for then it would be God against
in any degree she could rule in all offices himself; and it would make him a fallible
of the church. But if the Lord has said and a changeable and a self-contradictory
·
that women cannot rule in the church, God.
Could
any
man therefore ordain a fethen they cannot be deacons, . teachers,
priests, elders, high priests, bishops (nor male deacon and by that act confer upon
bishop's agents), seventies, apostles, nor her the power, authority, and right to rule as
a deacon in the chur~h, when God says
the first presidency.
For one I do not care a fig for the opin- that they· are not permitted to rule?
God could not inspire or lead in any
ion of Arlam Clarke, or any other uninspired man; . the word of God is sufficient suoh ordination,-nor could the Holy Spirit
fot: me, and ought to be for every other call any woman to be a deacon, or .give
member of the body of Christ. If a wo- her the gift of the deaconate, nor could
man can be a deacon or a deaconess she she be ordained "by the power of the Holy
holds office, rule and authority in the Ghost which is in him who ordains," bechurch.
To rule, as I before have said, cause the Holy Ghost could not be in him
means to exercise power and authority, in such an act.
My understanding of what Paul refers
and God has said that it is a "shame for
to when he says of women, "And if they
women to rule in the church."
I will quote from the Inspired Transla- will learn anything let them ask their
tion: "Let your women keep silence in husbands at horne," is that if they wish to
the churches; for it is not permitted unto learn about the government of the church,
them to rule"; but they are commanded to or about the business affairs of the church,
he under obedience, as also sr.ith the law, if they desire knowledge, for as to doctrinal
And if they will learn anything, let them matters, or that which concerns the faith
ask their husbands at home; for it is a of the church, they have the right and the
shame for women to ru le.in the church."' opportunity to learn all they need to in
- I Cor. 14: 34• 35·
One "thus saith the the preaching and testimony meetings of
Lord" .outweighs :mrl.sets aside as vain and the church. Not only this, they may not
idle all the opinions of Clarke, McClintock, only learn, but they may teach also the
Strong·, or any 11nd all other commentators things of God, or rev.eal the minrl and
will of God, ~s the Holy Ghost may lead
who have ever lived or who now live.
But it may he urged that the ahove quo- them; for that women may prophesy can·
tation is only Paul's opinion. Let such as not be denied: for the same Paul who
surmise this take the trouble to re~d what said that women must "keep silence in the .
Paul continued to say: "What! came the churches" as pertains to counseling and
word of God out {rom you? or carne it directing and arguing in business affairs of
unto yon only? If any man think him~elf the church, also said that women may pray
to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him ac- and prophesy, hut they must have their·
knowledge that the things that I write heads covered; and that the church may
"all prophesy." And Luke informs us that
t~nto you are the commandments of the
and Jor governments, for the work. of the
rriif)istry, for the perfecting of my saints."
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Anna was a. prophetess, and that Philip
had four daughters who prophesied. Sr.
Em !'I) a Smith was not ordained to any office in the church, she was not ordained
one of the presidency, nor an ~postle, nor
a seventy, 1,1or an high priest, nor a bishop,
nor an elder, nor a priest, nor a teacher,
nor a deacon, therefore she did hot rule.in
the church.
Her gi_ft was not one that
was peculiar to any office, but was common_ to all offices in the church; and which
could 'be exercised bv those who were not
officers, it was sudi: alike gift as· faith,
wisdom, knowledge, prophecy, etc., which
any member of the church may receive.
But suppose the. Scriptures showed that
the gift of exhortation was peculiar to the
eldership; or suppose the Lord had "Said
that if the gift of exhortation was needed
in the church, the elders should be called
upon to exercise it, would it not be understood that Sr. Emma could not exercise
that gift unless she was ordained an elder,
or that if the Lord wished her.to exercise
that gift, and had called for her ordination
to that intent, would it not be understood
that the ordination would be to the eldership? The law says that "neither teachers nor deacons have authority'to baptize,
administer the sacrament, or lay on hands."
Now suppose the Lord had call~d a teacher or a deacon to baptize, or administer the
sacrament, must he not therefore be ordained either a priest or an elder because
the priests and elders alone have the authority to baptize and administer the sacrament? Or if the Lord should say he
desired a priest to receive authority to
confirm those whom he had baptized by
the laying on of hands, that they might
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit, would
he not have to be ordained an elder in
order to 'exercise that oower or authoritv?
But has not the gener~l authorities of the
church decided that the gift of healing, or
the right and authority to anoint the sick
with oil in the name of the Lord, and to
lay hands on them, was a duty or a right
peculiar to the eldership? Now it appears
to me a strange thing that while we understand that anointing with oil is a part,
and a peculiar, and an important. part of
the work of administering to the sick, and
that while we say that praying over the
sick is also a part of the administering to
the sick, that we will admit that others
than elders can anoint witn oil, and can
pray over the sick. "But," says one, "they
don't do it in the name of the Lord."
Well, in whose name do they do it? Now
the phrase "in the name of the Lord,"
means in most every case in the Scripture
"by the authority of the Lord," and if the
elders only can administer to the sick in
the name of the Lord, then no others have
any authority to so administer; I mean,
they. have no authority to administer at
all, for it must be done in the name of the
Lord if done at all.
If any sister is set
apart to administer to the sick, and especially if she is set apart by command of the
Lord, or by direction of the Spirit of the
Lord, she surely can then administer in
the name of the Lord, and should and
must do it; and that she may do it legally
and orderly she must be ordained an elder;
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and an ordination or setting apart (for the
terms are synonymous) of any one to a
work specially an elder's work, that ordination or setting apart is virtually an ordi-·
nation or setting apart to the eldership,
and is a granting of authority to rule in
the church, and if so it would be an illegal
and invalid act and not accepted of God.
It is said by some that if others than elders
anoint with oil and pray over the sick, it is
all right but they tnust not lay on hands.
Now the apostle James· does not say a
word about laying on of hands in connection with administering to the sick, and
unless the anointing with oiL is considered
·the laying on of hands, there is no authority to lay on hands so far as that particular
Scripture is concerned, and. that is the
Scripture which we quote as our authority
for administering to the sick.
Is it not strange therefore that the ve_ry
work which James says the elders are to
do, we allow others who are not elders to
do, and .that which he savs ·nothing about,
we forbid these others
do?
\Ve say
that others beside the elders may anoint
with oil and pray over the sick, but they
must J10t do it in the name of the Lord;
but why not? "Because, we are to.ld, (and
wisely and truly), that the Lord has not authorized them to do it. Well, if the Lord
has not authorized them to do this work
of the elders, who has? It must be either
man. or the devil.
I do not think .that it
is the devil; so I would affirm that it.is but
human opinion, or the uni.nspired a~thor
ity of man~. It may be said that many
have been[hea1ed, even under the ad minis·
tra.tion; or anointing with oil, and prayers
of .. si.sters.br women in the church; but
just so sur~,.are hundreds, who have been
imm.ersed !for remission of sins, by those
who VITe denyhave any authority to so offichte, that their sins are forgi:ve11 thereby.
We may i claim, with eqqal justice and
reason, that theteachers and deacons can
'baptize, so!they do not ao it in the name
of the L;otd, but itisbaptizing in the name
of the Lord, that. gives. value and virtue
and efficacy to the act; it 1s that fact that
n1ake,sthe' itr1mersion of a repentant beJieve.r of tJle gospel a valid baptism. . And
it is the anointing with oiUn, the nam~ of
the Lord, :and the praying oyer the sickin
· f~ith,that,co?stitutes a valid and God-approved administratio!l.• .· And· the elder~
. alone. are to dq the anointing,for ,even the
priests who can baptize arid administer the
· sacr:;tme_nt: have not authol:it:y to anoint the
sick vvith .bil in the nameofthe Lqrd. It
wi1lnot do to argu~ that tl~e Lord has
blessed the anointi:11gs and prayers of otb,
ers wh~ .are not elders; for the Christian
Scienti~t.~laimsth'e same thh1g, so .do the
Dowieites,and Ch~istian Spirit1,1alists•. ·· rl:
do~~ ;notJ0Uow tbat. because the sick ·get
well after they are anoint7d or rupbed
'\-Vithoil, anq mass~gt; or ruJ:>hi!Jg of the
p~rt e:x:erqised day, after
that·
ad·. ,,n:l ini~t.rat.O,r .pos~esses. t
· healing;, u!Jless
•~re
that .God a$
wed

to

those who do not. believe the gospel, the
gift of healing, which is op.e of the signs
that were to follow the belief of the gospel, then he may also give them the gift
of new tongues, also all other spiritual
gifts. But the moment we admit that the
sick are healed, and that too by the laying
on of hands of those who are not in the
church, then we lose the right to the argument, that the fact of health or relief
even,~ following the !)nointings and prayers
of the laity in the church, is proof that
God has approveu and blessed their work.
We read of "the prayer of faith."
Now
how is faith exercised in this matter of administration? Is it that God can heal, or
that he will heal?
No one in the church doubts that God
can heal any and all manner of diseases.
If the faith is, that he will heal, then it
must be that he will heal . in his own appointed way, and that is, bythe elders
anointing with oil in the name (or by the
authority) of the Lord.
God would not
give faith in the authority' of those to
anoint with oil, to whom he has not g-iven
tbt authority.
If the ,sick are healed
when anointed by those not having the authority to anoint with oil in the name of
the Lord, and they are healed by ·the
prayer of faith, then the faith must have
been in the power and willingness of. God
to heal through prayer irrespective of the
anointing, for the Lord could not heal because of the authoritative .act of anointing,
when the one anointing had no authority
to so do. If the sick are healed when God
·does not sanction the unofficial and unauthorized anointing,)hen it isby the prayer
of faith alone; and if. this is the fact, then
when the divinely appointed administrators are not available, the sick can be healed [?y the prayer' of faith alone, which has
often been the case both in ancient and .in
modern times. And i{ this. istn1e,. I would
urge th<itt when the elders are not available, then God wi!I hear and answer prayer
offered by the sick, and by. others for the
sick; and that without ariointirig witl1 oiL
BJJt if oil must be applied, .then either the
~lder:S aJone can apply it, or any one ancl
~very one not an elder has the right to apply it,and the sic~ one also can apply it
(if physically able) to . himself or herself
as. yvell asanyother can do. . But just as
~oon as we argue. (and .act upon the argument) that an anointing or blessing or setting apart by the laying on of hands of
the ministry is essential to the bestowment
pf P<?wer or authority to anoint with oil;
any or all classes of sick (olks, then we
qeny to aU.pe}"sons not.so anoiflted .or
blessed or set apart, the. right to anoint the
sick·with oil, and we .. assume·the .. ground
that. I contend is the scriptural one, and
that is, ari()inting with oil is just as l);luch
an offi.ci.al aetas is bl!ptism.,,con~rmation
and ad!llinisterin.g. the. Lord's !\Upper, arid
that the priesthood Qf ·~particular grade
.<>r class only ca:n afJ-oint with oiL it:J .the
.
.
name. of the Lord;

. .

. . if it.

dained to that office, i. e., to do that part
of an elder's duty. But this would not be
lawful, as I have already shown. Now I
hold that it is just as necessary and important to lay hands on the c.ffiicted part, as it
is to anoint that part; and if sisters can be
set apart, or permitted without setting
apart, to anoint, so they can by the same m
rule lay on handR. But I do not admit
that it is positively necessary that the afflicted part shall be anointed with oil, although it may be done whenever it is
prudent for the elders to anoint said parh
The fact that diseases or afflictions not
only of parts that may not be anointed by
the elders, but also parts that might be
with propriety anointed, have been removed and the parts healed when the bead
alone has been anointed proves that the
arwinting of the parts is not absolutely or
positively necessary. And this being true,
there is no. necessity of any one being set
apart for the purpose solely of anointing
such parts as above alluded to. And the
Lord does not do, nor authorize to .be
done, any unnecessary act. If a<> I hava
argued, anointing with oil is an official act,
and pertains to the office of an elde.r; then
those who anoint the .sick with oil do an
official act and exercise th.at far the office
of an elder a" much so as they would. it
they laid hands in cgnfirmation, or as much
so as ifthey baptized a person; and unless
called of God and ordained to do an elder's
work they·have no rig-ht to do it, either .in
whole or in part.. To anoint with oil in
the name of the Lord is an official act:
To act officirrlly is to ex;ercise .office. To
ex;erc1se office is to exercise authority,
power, rule. . To rule or exerciseauthority in the church is not permitted to women by the Lord;. no.r is it permitted unto
men unless they are called of God, qualified of God and ordaiped by the power
of God. To anointwith oil, l:mt not ''In
the nameof the Lord," is to do what any
human being, whether sai11t or sinner, man,
woman or child has a perfect right to .do
naturally as a human being; as much so
as to eat, drink and sleep; But to anqint
with oil"ltJ the name of the Lord,'' or by
the authority of the Lord, m.eans that the
person so. perforning has .been called and
ordained of the Lord •to thus act: And the ..
act is.authoritative and official, andean not
be otherwise; andhe. or she. who so acts is
tQ that degree an officer.in the church, and
to that extent rules in the church; and ·
do that is not permitted .unto women ".a:nd.
I may add not perrpitted unto all men•
·
I have written the (or~goin.g bec~use
believe that it is my «;luty.to.do so;a.<(l:uf:Y
~hat I owe Gpd an,d his church~. .,.1\ridfb\1-t.·
lm,ay. not be charged in the. day oJ judi·
ment with failing .to de¢lare the. wh?l!~;
counsel of God, find that I m.:1y no.toe}s; ·
Cli&e(( of keeping l;>acl<: .. th!lt Which lllay:J:;e
pro:fit~l;Jle to the <::_burch~ Whether
woman is p-leased or, displeased
'it matters rwt. ··· ·
n~t~e.rrnem llgain iri the day
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do not oppose "woman's rights," but I opP 'se the assumption of what God does not
recognize as their "rights." I accord and
accord cheerfully to woman all her rights,
whether they be social, moral, intellectual,
physical, political, or spiritual ones. But in
regard to spiritual thing;;, I can not accord
unto her rights that God bas not given
" her; not that I love woman less, but God
more. I do not believe that God ever called
or authorized the ordination of any female
deacons in his church, except they could be
deacons without holding office, power,
authority or rule in the church, and that
could not be. And as a deacon must rule
or have authority in the church, and as it
is not permitted by the Lord unto women
to rule or exercise authority in the church,
therefore I deny that there ever was a woman deacon in the Church of God oy his
call, com mission or approval; the opinions
of all commentators to the contrary notwit,hstanding. Until the Lord reverses
the order of his church as thus far revealed
1 can find no authority for a Female Priesthood. But when he does so change his
order and institutes an order of female officials I, if a,live, will cheerfully say, Amen.
If it was "God's plan" I would earnestly
advocate the tr:msfer of both the Melchesedec and Aaronic Priesthood from the
shoulders of scores _of men in the church
to the shoulders of their wives or some
other women, for I sincerely believe the
change would be for the better; at least it
could not be for the worse in manv cases.
If you say then God must have made a
number of blundHs in sdecti ng unsuitable
material, let me whi8per in y-our ear that
God has not made the mistake, but man
has made the blunder. In no case, where
an elder, priest, teacher or deacon has been
ordained according to the gifts and callings
of God unto him, and when he was ordained by the power of the Holy Ghost,
which was in the one who ordained him,
has a mistake been made. But if a man
has no gifts, and has not been called of God,
his ordination has not been by the power
of the Holy Ghost, that is certain. So I
conclude that there is not only no Female
Priesthood in the church, but there are
m1ny males who are not in possession of
office by the L0rd's appointment.
Yours for the rights of all,
T. w.

SMITH.

HuTcHINSON, Jefferson Co., Colo., Oct. 28th, 1890.

STAR OF BETHLEHEM SUNDAYSCHOOL.
Programme for Christmas Entertainment:
Song, "Christm'!s Morn," School. Prayer. Song,
"B~thlehem," Quartette.
"0, Little Children,"
Recitation. Child's Solo, Luther's Cradle Hvmn.
Table~u. "Justice and Mercv."
Solo and Trio,
"A Tribute Bring." "Chd,tmas Morn," Recitation. Song, "Christmas earol." "Please. Mr.
Santa Claus," Re~itation. Tableau, "Only Waiting-."
"~lr.en

Song. HK!ng- of Kings," Duet.

Tableau,

the Old Man Sings." "The Runaway,"
A LHtle One. Tableau, "Libertv and Handmaidens" Song. "Chr!.stm>ls Bells," Chorus.
Hat. "Telephoning 5'anta Claus," By Band of
Loval vVorkers.
Telepl,oninv, S1n1a Claus, by the Band of
L-Jval Workers, will be rendered by eighteen
children, and will be a plea~ing feature of the
entertainment, being brightened bv the advent of
Kris-Kringle who, before he. takes his departure,

will turn our attention to the Christmas Tree
and assist in the distribution of its fruits to the
audience.
The use of the "Tree is free to all.- Admission
to the entertainment is IS cents; children under
ten, free.
CoMMITTEE.

COMING OF THE CHRIST.

Christians almost without regard to sect are said to be rapidly reaching the conviction that the day of the second advent is rapidly approaching, if not
actually at hand. They deClare that the
signs of the times seem to be pointing to
the fulfillment of the predictions made in
respect to the second coming of the Lord
and that many of the prophecies made in
Scripture in the same behalf are being
realized. They cite the recent financial
troubles at the east and abroad, the preparations for war completed and in progress, the spread of unbelief as emphasized
in the followers of Ingersoll; the presence
of Spiritualism, the investigation of that
phenomenon by a considerable body of
learned men, and the assurance furnished
by the latter that because they can not
explain it they will not denounce it; the
wars of the elements, the plagues, pestilences, and famines which have prevailed
and are still prevalent in various portions
of the world, the overthrow of empires,
the social revolution sought to be inaugurated, religious discussions in some cases
degenerating int:::> disputations more caustic
than comiderate, together with other incidents of the times-all of which seems
to furnish cumulative evidence for the
belief expressed.
None of those who Ftre prominent in
the discussions of the qu&Stion assume to
fix a date for the second coming, but taking the prophecies contained in Scripture
as their premise and citing the sigfis of the
times in its support, have arrived at the
conclusion that as stated the date is not far
distant when a thousand years of peace,
prosperity, and happiness shaH commence.
During the last week a convention of
Baptists assembled in Brooklyn for the
express purpose of deliberating upon the
momentous occasion. Their argument is
"that sin and iniquity wel'e never more
powerful than now, though Christian
activity is greater than ever, and that the
time has come when the Lord must appear
in person to gather out from the prevailing wickedness his hard-pressed and sorely
tempted followers and take them up with
him into the air. The dead in Christ will
be translated first and then the living
saints."
This belief, it is further claimed, is not
confined to the Bap.tists assembled at
Brooklyn, but permeates the ranks of other
denominations, including the followers of
Wesley and of John Calvin, with here and
there a divine of conspicuous eminence,
including- no less a personage than Bishop
Coxe of the Episcopal diocese of western
New York, Mooriy, and Sankey; also
Gen. Booth, commander-in-chid of the
Salvation hosts, who are quoted as acMoDERN

knowledging their allegiance to this com-,
paratively new dispensation.
That the object of the Brooklyn convention and the discussions that will take
plllce during its sessions will bring the
subject into greater prominence among all
religious organizations can hardly be
doubted.
Among some divines, communicants, and laymen it will inspire a
firmer faith in Biblical .revelations, while
others wil1 be confirmed in their disbelief
concerning the literal inspiration of the
Scriptures.
The leading ministers of
Chicago do r,ot appear to be enthusiastic
over the situation as outlined by the selfconstituted Millerites of Brooklyn.
In the somewhat vulgar vernacular of
the street, they take very little stock in
the idea that the millennium is approaching-that is to say, immediately. And
w bile none of them express other than th~
most profound and fraternal respect for
the brethren who differ with them in
other views, it is not difficult to perceive
that they regard the latter, as the saying
is, "through a glass darkly." While none
of them give expression to such conclusion, the impression created is that they
regard it as inconsistent for men who are
looking to an immediate transl>ation to the
New Jerusalem to be attending to the
daily affairs of life the same as ever, sawing wood as usual and as usual ready, if
not eager, to turn a nimble mckel between
sunrise and sunset every day in the week.
The Rev. Dr. McPherson regarded the
·subject as entirely too big for him to handle.
"I haven't the capacity to discuss the
grave questions that may be presented to
the Brooklyn convention," said he. "Personally I am not interested in the convention, but I believe in free diccussion."
Upon being interrogated with reference
to the second advent, he replied that he
was an agnostic on the subject.
"It's the king's business," he continued,
"and I have the most perfect confidence in
his ability and his purpose to manage his
own business aright without my personal
as~istance.
He has prescribed my duties,
I think, and it doesn't seem to me that they
include any calculations or speculations on
the prophecies regarding the date of his
return."
"Do the Presbyterians or any of them
accept the advanced views of some modern
thought in respect to the date of the second coming?"
"As a matter of fact a very considerable
number of Presbyterians are pre-millennialists; some of our best men are such.
That's of not much importance, however.
I think there's room enough in the Presbyterian church for pre-millennialists, postmillennialists, and the great and growing
public, too. Personally I can't be dogmatic on this thing, but I incline to the belief
that Christ's retprn will be after the millennium."
"When will the millennium come?" the
distinguished pastor interrogatively replied,
and then lapsed into silence. Shaking his
head slowly as if seeking to frame a reply
and yet was unable to do so, he folded his
arms resignedly and gazed speculatively
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ens every November. In .£act, the exter- some, is that event any nearer than it was
·
nal signs hf!ve been good for nothing. a thousand vears ago?"
"The wo~ld is getting better, .that I beDr. Cummings of London fixed upon
many different years during which the lieve, but I do not believe that humanity
world would come to an end, and a great is even near the goal of possibilities with
many religious mathematicians have fig- which man is charged. Astronomy teaches
ured out the seventy weeks of Daniel, to quite a different end of our planet's life than
find that the prophecies in respect to the would be its end if the theory on that behalf entertained by the millennialists is cortime of the coming of the millennium inproa~hing."
dicated tnore than roo different periods. rect. So far as I am concerned I believe
The Rev. A; ]. Canfield, the recently The latter rains have been returning to we are still on the safe side. It will be
installed pastor of St. Paul's Unitarian Palestine for many years, and the Jews many thousand years, in my opinion, be9hurch, thoug,ht it stnt.nge that any con- have been going back to dwell in the Val- fore the sun will cool to such an extent as
. .
·
vention of Baptists should seriously con- ley of Jehoshaphat ~ver since the crusades. to freeze everything up."
"Do the Hebrews indulge any belief as
!lider the question raised as to the near ap- During all these ages the millennial pheproach of the millennium, and was sur- · nomena have reached such a .condition to the millinneum or its coming?"
"Among the orthodox Jews there. is a
prised that any r~gularly constituted con- that to argue over them is to en(!age in a
vention of religioni&ts should seriously· en- veritable bedlam. This convention you belief that a Messiah will come to re-esgage in discussing that antiquated subject. speak of I look upon as a theological tablish their kingdo111 in Palestine, whither.
then all the Jews will go, and that finally
"And yet," he continued, "it isn't beyond bedlam."
After some further conversation of a all.will rise again fron:1 their graves. The
the limits of reason to suppose that these
br.ethren have got holdof some new and general character Prof. Swing expressed modern or reformed Jews have given up
hitherto unexploded testimony in regard the belief that Christ is coming more in the belief in a personal Messiah, though
Gen .. Booth's work than in. the Baptist they hope that some time a period will
to the matter."
The empire come whenjul'!ticewill reign on earth arid
"How do you regard the subject. gener- convention at Brooklyn.
ally, and do the Unitarians look for the that Christ spoke of•,over and over again peace among men will be established.
second coming of the Lord in the near fu- was a spiritual empire, and the kingdom This will be the millennium."
"Other books in the Bible C<;mtain intiof heaven was within ourselves. His disture?"
mations such as l;lre made by J obn. Would
get up a physical
."For my part. I hold ,that the early ciples wanted him
Christians .O,f the first century did . believe empire, but he told them to sheathe their not such a combination of ·evidence tend
in the speedy return of their crucified mas- swords. He. didn't know what manner of to convince a reasonable man that a millennium would come at some future date?"
ter to noign .over a renovated world: ·. Al- men they were.
'"Not entire! y.
While the Revelations
"The prophecies and predictions of
most I;86o.years sep!irate US.frpm thedisappointment qf, that singular expec,tat)on, John, Daniel, ,and Ezra are too vague to are not the only book on this subject, one
and the. calmness with which.we can con- base any conviCtion up,on, and there were must consider the circumstances under
template. a scene so distant comes in a large oth~rs in the Bible who expected to see which thev were written. The times. we.re
meas1,1.re fro'rn :m increasing belief 1P tpe thaf whk),1nev¢rca9e to pass. But like times of great trouble.. The people beessential st~biljty .of the natural qrder; Paul, who thought that a good many liv- lie':'ed that the old .order Of. things would
,coupled with, a. profound conviction tha! ing about hirn would see Christ arid pass awa.y and a new order be ihaugurated. ·
the perfecti5m of humansociety is .not to thought that people. otlght riot to get The people may be compared to the SO"
be. brought ~b~ut during a single gener- married because Christ was coming, they cialists of the present day. If Bellamy
.a!ion nor. by a leap from darkaess into per- giye too praCtical ah interpretation to spir- had lived then he would have written an
apocalypse; as it is. he writes •Looking
itual words."
fect light. ·. •. . . . . · .
Backward.'"
·
.. "I don't .think tl)ere is any ground for
RABBI HIRSCH. THINKS IT SPECU:expecting a !physical return of our Lord_;_
The Rev. Wifliam
LATIVE.
the ·First Methodist
not right aV\ray. · Hehas been coming in
spidtat ~11 times,andwpile Iseesigns o£
·.·.The Rev. E. G. Hirsch,rabbi of Sinai ha~monizes with the conclusions already
expressed~ He differs; however, with. those
tempi~, th~ught th.at specUlation on. the
i\nip~ovem~~t tbroug.hout)h~ vvorld ~nd
aq:~ a fivni apd sincere believer in· human~ apprOACh o( the millemum was only .inelsewhere pronounced as to the growth ?f
prog-ress, I am not aware of any special in- dulged by. visionaries, enthusiasts, and. by any belief inthe app:t:oach of the. !llill~n
dications at :the present time of the imme~ those who deduce conclusions from in- niutp among the members of the .Meth.
diate appr~?ch of that event. The world su?st;:lntialpremises., "The trouble with . odist Church. · "My expetience .leads me;:
is certainly .g-m.wing better, men are. be- alUh~s speculation on the coming of. the to !lay that the. belief, ho.vvever much lt.
coming bro.ader and more liberal; and millennium is that the. biblical books dealmay be growing, is not as yet very e~te11many signs:of the tim~s give .evidence ·of ing with the revelations on this subject are sive among the Methodists. At least such.
the. growth land development of the high- interpreted as having reference · to our is the case in the west, and if Jhe opposit7
est type.• of ~i:vilizatio.n.of 'W'hich there is tiqle§, .when in fact the author merely · was the case at the east I should have been
familiar with it.
. any recorg,j!!n}ndiqation ppssibly of an ap~ pictured his.own age.
·
• proacb oft;he millennium, still I cannot
"It isa fact established. beyond dispute
"Personally I Atn inclin.ed to ta'ke<gre~f
·. cot1vincemyself that the rr1uch-longei1-for .that in the the revelations of St..J ohn, the heffd ·of. the words of our.· Lord, of. that
.epocnis·cTe*tly,in.sight.as.y~t ;--: here.in Emper~r. ~ero is t~e per~o!{ .referred.· to and that hour knoweth no m;m,por doJh~
Chic? go, ·YI'hatever .i,t may b.e elsewhY:re." . and. tl;l,e th;o1.1s.~.t1d Yt;Ars vvhtch are there . a~gels in he~ven know it, and I am .not
Prof, P:ll'fid Swing smi.led broadly whe.n q uqt.ed, are. Jlsed m,erely As the H~,brew, careful. to study dr a6quaint myself ·~·? ..
asked ifhe ;vas anticipating the advent of way of expressipg .a .p!)riod of time hot much. with the. possible nearness of.the
the. millennr.um lt1the.near future .... I.t was r.t~mote .. '· An exarriple (?fthis is to be. Master's collling as to epjoy the life both.
appare~fto'at. he w~s not indulging any fouf1d.in tbepin~teepth Psalri:i,where is f<>r myself . •and fo~th~ churc~ thatwo.ul~.·
s.)1cb .~:~nticip~tion. Jripeed, he.dee;Iared he . r~cited 'aJhpusarid y~a~s in t.~y sight art; be a~C('lptable at the time of his C(i!lling~ ./
wa!! .not, .an~· wha.t was more,. he l1!!d very as a .cia.y M'hen itjs: passed/ ~ don't .believe
"Thehistor)" pf.the .chu • 11ndJh~
little sympa~hy with the. convention now in the first coming of· Christ in the sense world .for.th·e Iasfhundred . rs is· conclu:
· 'fa~~ ..· · · •
.
· ~£
erigaged in·prepai'ifig- for that e:veilt: '.'I. in vvpich it:is take~ by Clfristi~ns; . about siy~ of
ilie ·
· ·
tdl you," he said, ;"fbe . ~illtmhi)1~ ; .lf.as !Ii~ seG.On'd ~omirig I· have no.thing.to men
• i '
,,
m
thy
bee!JiCQti:tipg~.evet; ~iP;Ge :()ur .~orp's .flay~ say.'{ . '
"Jf,,it J:;;. tr)1e that tl;le yvor~d is getting
there .l:;las been no ces~~tton of wars
better, as :itdsdainHldt?·ge,. anp if·.tbis
. · rs for x;Soo y¢ats·
1
fact can be. taken as a. criterion of. the
..
d>t1l:ttlg'&t
ipill.~nriltiril;.~Os;
o.ut into the sunshine that flooded Prairie
avenue. Suddenly .smiles of apparent satisfaction chased each other across his puzzled physiognomy, and turning to the reporter he replied: "Not until the Englewood church troubles are settled, anyhow.
Seriously I think the world .is growing
better and better, and if that fact can be
taken as a criterion the millennium is ap-
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.lindproeh~cies of .the coming

of

tbe .mil-.
· leriniurntbat, taken in conn~ction with the
~istutbed canditi?ns of the immediate past,
· ~l.soo£ the present, of the wars and rumors
of.wars that ha\i:!.> occm'red .andareoccuring, indicate the.' near approach of the
eve.rtt claimea to be foretold?"
''No, sir. There are no prophecies arid
noone pa,ssage in the Scriptures that indi•
C)lte the near approach of the millennium."
The Rev. H. \V, Thomas believes the
millennium is ev~r with us if the conduct
.of our lives is such as conforms to the laws
of tight .anrl justice. 1f by the expression
th'e second coming of our Lord is meant
.the coming of Christ in abodilyform, he
doubts if there is any health, so to speak,
in.the proposition. Dr. Thomas is a delightful conversationalist, and .his remarks concerning the expected dawn of the millennium wereboth eloquent and convincing.
'.'Tf;teologians,'' he continued, "are making
the same mistake now)hat the disciples of
our Lord made .and the earlv Christians
made in not understanding what Christ
meant by his kingdom and his coming.
How? They are looking for these things
in a material sense, as the Jews inthe early
ages thought to make a second Jerusalem ·
out of Rome, and iaterthat the end of the
world would ~oon come.
"The fact of .the matter is that Jesus
Christ has been coming all the time. .He
. is coming now.
His coming is found in
the enthroning of humanity and the rights
of man, as well as in the progress of liberty and justice.
And I think, too, we are
already .in the highway of one of the great
histori~ and. progressive cycles of the
word's evolution, and that we are upon
the eve of very gteat events-the culmination, as it were, of the cumulative forces
of providence in science and thought-that
will cause great changes in the beliefs of
the vvorld.
Men are to-day coming into
a larger and better faith, and as many of
the old views are disappearing we find
ourselves coming into better truths, thinking of the better humanity, and the better
God, and of the better·future, and of earth
and heaven, and time and eternitv, not as
separated, but, as one.
And hence that
kingclom of God and of heaven and of hell
are here now, and as a resuit of this larger
thin·king men are coming into larger lives,
and hence into the larger world movements of the race.
. "The resurrection and judgment and all
these things that were projeccted into the
future are p1nts of the present realities of
things.
I look to no such coming of
Chri~t, judgment day, etc., as those wqo
deal with theology from a material standpoint do."
The Rev. T. N. Mornson, pastor of the
Church of the Epiphany, denies that Bish,,
op Cleveland Cox of western New York
is impressed with the conviction that 'the
second coming of the Lord is near at hand.
"The statement to that -eff,:ct is exaggerated or altogether unreliable.
Nor does
such an impression prevail at all among
the Episcopalians, though it is true that
upon the Day of Advent every year we
proclaim the second coming of Christ.
Still) the question is hardly agitated at all

c-

among the clergy or laity. ·.They thil1~
that.the interptt;tat~onof th¢ prophecies
~entioned are, so uncerta~n and,. the ~ues
bon as t? whether there ·ts to be a .mdlen,niu!ll so ordina~ily understood, so doubtful,that they preferto devote their attention to present duties."- Chicago Times.

DES MOINES.
Con.ference convened ·at Rhodes, Iowa, .November 29'h. , J. McKiernan was elected
chairman, W. Thompson clerk. Brn. G. M.
Jamison, H, Lyke and J; M.Parks were appointed committee on credentials; G. Shimel, W. C.
Nirk and D. W. Thomas committee on programme. Branches: .Boorisboro and Sheddan
referred back, Keystone, 2 ordinations. Edenville; no change. What Cheer, 2 baptized, 2 received. Newton, I received on certificate of baptism. Elders reported: J. S. Roth (baptizerl rr
and confirmed 22), W. Thompmn, .W. C. Nirk
(baptized I), G. Shimel, J. McKiernan (ordained
I priest and I teacher) PdestG .. M.Jamisbn'
reported. Bishop's Agent: On hand last report
$4JIS, received since $r8 8I, total $6r 96; paid
out $6I 96, The report wa& accepted. W. C. Nirk
was. elected pr<~sident of district, W. Tnompson
was sustained as clerk and J. S. Roth as Bishop's
and Book Agent until n~xt conference: Brn. J.
McKiernan and W. Thompson were appointed
to act as a committee to secu~e a gospel. tent,. ascertaining from each branch how much each.is
willlng to d6na~e therefor, and report to next
conference. .Brn. J. McKiernan, W. Thompson;
D. W. Thomas, J. M .. Parks, T. Williams, W.
Troughear; and Srs. A. Amos, McCoy and M.
Batten were appointed committee on district
Sundav-school org-anization. Preaching by Brn.
J. McKiernan, G. Shimel and f .. S. Roth. Adjourned to Runnels February 2oth.
DECATUR.
Conference.was held at Davis City, Iowa, October zsth and z6th; H. A. Stebbins presiding;
J. R. Lambert as.-isting; S. D. Shippy clerk.
Branch reports, Lamoni 7ZI; 5 baptized, 5 received, I removed, 2 died; 714 previously. Little
River I rz; 2 baptized, 6 received; ro4 previously.
Davis City 76; 2 removed; 78 previoml y. Lucas
207, 3 baptized, 2 removed, I died, I expelled, 208
previously. Greenville 33; I removed; 34 prev·
iously. Centerville 24:4 baptized; 20 previously.
Wirt 3o; 2 baptized; 28 previously. Lone Rock
(Mo.) 62; I baptized; 6I previously. Allendale
and Burrill not reported. The situation and
progress in branches was reported, Little River
by A. W. Moffet, Greenville. by J. McDiffitt,
Lone Rock by C. H. Jones, Lamoni bv S. D.
Shippy, Davis City bv E. Sparks, Burrill by S.
M. Campbell. J. R. Lambert, minister in charge
of mission, and H. A. Stebbins, as district preoi·
dent, reported; also Elders J Whitehead, C. H.
Jones, A W. Moffet, E. Stafl'ord. S. Ackerly, J.
S. Snively, H. N. Snively, T. Wellington. J. Boswell, J Denio, W. N. Rav, R. Lyle, W. N Ab·
batt, J. Johnston, H. Bartlett and Matthew
Pruyn reported in per•on, and E. Keeler. Wm.
Waterman and J. W. Johnson by letter. Priests,
J. M. Brown, N. Lovell and Wm. Dodson in person, and E. E. Marshall by letter. The laboring
ministry reported having had good euccess in
their efforts. Brn. Gunsolley and Hud<on made
a written report of the District Sunday-School
Association, showing that there were eight schools
and about 570 teachers and scholars in all, wi~h increasing interest manifested and favorable prosp~cts ahead. The Lord has shown his favor and
thev exhort all Saints to awake to the importance
of the work of teaching the children and ~·o;mg
people the way of the Lord. The following from
the bishdp's agent was read and ordered publish·
ed with the minutes: ••I call your attention to
the financial condition of the district. Besides
the poor there are the families of thirteen of the
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ministry to. be cared for, taking $319 50 pef
month .. The tithings and offerings received in
the district have been much less this year tban
for three yeat;s before, and I have had to draw on
the ·general church fund. ·f()r ~95osince April.
Now the fund is.exhausted. and winter i~ coming
on. We claim that. we have been blessed with
good crops; therefore we should remember tlie
great Giver and help the pOOJ:' and those who ar.e
preaching t.he gospel. If we do not tberi I .fear
that the Lord. will say, •Y.o hiive robbed. me.' I
have no church funds in hanil to meet demands
that will be made on Novemberfirst. David
Dancer, Bishop's Agent.''
The ·report of the
elder's court in the Burrill branch ¢ase was read,
adopted, .and the court discharged. Said branch
was then by vote d~clared disorg.anized. A
teacher's license was ordered issued to WU!iam
Logan. · Proceeding to the anntjal election ·of
officers, H. A. Stebbins was unanirhously chosen
as president of the district, alw S 0 D. Shippy as
clerk. It was resohed that the president appoint
two-day meetings at such places a:s he deems it
advisable to do so. • Preaching on S'aturday evening by C; H. Jones, assisted by J. 1'?· Snively; on
Sunday morning by T. Wellingtqn, assisted by
H. N. Snively; afternoon by J. Whitehead, assisted by H. A. Stebbins; evening J.>y f.R. La.mbert, assisted by J. Johnstol;l. Sunday morning
testimony and sacrament meeting· in charge. of
J; R. Lambert .and E. Stafford. Adjourned to
meet at Lamoni in February, I89I ..
FAR. WEST.
Conference convened with the Pleasant Grove
branch on Saturday and Sunday, Npvember 29th
and 3oth, r89o. .Bro. Kinnaman not being present; G E. Butterworth was chosen president pro.
te1iz. On motion the chair appointed J. S. ~con
stance, T. T, Hinderks and A. W.: Head a committee on credentials. C. P. Faul secretary of
conference. , Branch reports: Gertnan Stew·artvil1e, 65; Delano, 87; ·Pleasant Grove, 68;
Edgerton Junction, 17; DeKalb, 70; St. Joseph,
r64. Elders: J. Burlington, T. Revel, A. Nesser,
T. T. · Hinderks, C. E .. Butterworth. (baptized 2,
c;onfirmed 2). J. T. Kinnaman, D. ].Flanders (assisted in confirming 2), S. Alcott, D. E. Powell,
M. H. Forscutt. Priests: A. W. Head (baptized
r), P. Peterson, F. Uphoff, C. P. Faul, J. C. Elvert. Teachers: T. Mauzv, T. McKee, M. F.
Beebe, J. S. Constance, B. Dice, L. Hovenga, W.
Well. reported. Committee on credentials reported;and report was adopted. Bishop's Agent,
w; Lewis, reported: Total received $roo 55· on
hand $I35 9I, total $236 46: paid tQ poor persons
and missionary $II040, incidentals $3540; balar:ce on hand $90.66. Report was received a1;1d
adopted. On motion the chair appointed R.
Winning, M. H. Forscutt and D. Krahl to audit
the Bishop's Agent's books. Bro. Worrall asked
for an appeal from the action of the Pleasant
Grove branch. The matter was referred to a
committee of three; consisting of R. Winning, J.
S. Constance and M. F. Beebe, with the request
that they report to this conference. Notice was
given that in our next conference the question of
changing our conference from quarterlY: to semiannually will be acted upon. District officers for
the coming quarter were electe.d by the voting,
yeas and nays; C. E. Butterworth president, J.
T Kinnaman vice· president, C. P. Faulsecretary.
Bro. W. Lewis was sustained as Bishop's Agent.
Report of Sunday-school committee, M. H.
Forscutt reported that a meeting was held, constitution and by-laws were read and adopted. It
was resolved that owing to so few delegates being present at this session copies of the constitu·
tipn and by,laws read be sent to each Sundayschool in the district, and they be instructed to
send a tull delegation from every Sunday-school
in the di.strkt to the next district conierence, and
that then the district association be fully organized. On motion the report was received and
adopted. It was resolved that J.. T. Kinnaman,
to be assisted bv C. R. Faul, hold a two days'
meeting in the Edgerton Junction branch; they
to set their own time. Menthly services were directed to be held at Clarksdale, to commence on
Saturday evening and hold over Sunday. The
committee on appeal of Bro. T . Worrall reported.
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The report was received and adopted and committee discharged. Bro. M. H. Forscutt preached on Sunday, I I a.m., C. E. Butterworth, 7 p.m,
J;Ocial meeting, 2 p.m., in charge of Ern. J. T.
Kinnaman and W. Lewis. Adjourned to meet
with the German Stewartsville branch, on the
last Saturday and Sunday in February, r89o.
NODAWAY.
Conference was· held at· Guilford, Missom;,l,
November 29th, 3oth; James Thomas president,
M.P. Madison secretary. Reports of branches:
-Platt, 74; Ross Grove, 28; Sweet Home, no
change; Stanberry, no change. Elders reported:
-J. Thomas, baptized z; F. W. Curtis, R. K.
Ross, Jr., w. E. Peak, 0. Madison, C. Chrestenson, W. Woodhead, A. Jacobson, W. Powell and
]. Hawley. Priests:-]. Smith, A. fensen, A.
Byego; T.]: Curtis, M. P. Madison, baptized 2;
A Baily. Teachers: C. C. Nelson, R. K. Ross,
Sr., J. Nelson, Sr. Deacon, R. Nelson. J. Thornas
was sustained. district president, M. P. Madison
secretary, R K. Ross, Jr., bishop's agent. Adjourned to Guilford, Missouri, February 2.1st and
22d. Preaching by Elders J. Hawley, W. E. Peak,,
W. Powell and M. P. Madison. A good time
was had; good congregations, etc. All take notice of adjournment.

SAINTS~

HERALD.

the law directs. If we expect to be sanctified by
a law we ought to keep the law; and if we keep
the lesser laws it is easier to keep the more important or greater laws.
Come out a'nd let us
worship together and counsel for the advancement of the work in our several localities. Yours
for truth,
GEo. W. SHUTE, Dis. Pres.
'!'he North-East Kansas district will hold conference in Scranton, Osage county, December
27tl:> a.nd 28th, and we hope that all the elders,
priests, teachers and deacons wUI be ready tore"
port in person or by letter, and that as many of
the saints as can ·make .it convenient will be
present with us.
FRANK LoFTY, Dis. Pres.
The forty-seventh qiJarterly conference of the
North·West Kansas district will be held at
Goshen branch, Clay county, Kansas, December
27th and zSth. Elders reporting by letter will
please send theh reports early, also branch
clerks, before conference.
l:J:. P. CuRTis, Dist. Sec.

a glorious inheritance ;t;waited her in the fu.ture
through the resurrection from the dead. She
leaves two sons to mourn the loss. of a good and
kind mother. A large concourse of friends attended the funeral and followed to her last resting place. Services ·by Bro. W. F. Seward and
remarks f~om the words: "If a man die, shall he
live again?"
TAYLOR.~ Bro. Hugh Taylor, of the Garafraxa
branch, died at the residence of his brother, John
Taylor, on Sunday, November 23d, r89o, aged 86
years and I month; having been born October,
1804, at Drumard, in the county of Deny, Ireland. The funeral services were conducted by
Elder John Shields. Bro. Taylor was baptized
on the 25th of August, r888, at Garafraxa, Dufferin county, Ontario, by Eider John Shields and
confirmed by same. During his life he had been
a man of extraordinary physical strength, and
had worked as a miner in the coal.fields of Scotland; also as a quarry man; and while engaged
in the latter business was blown on one occasion
completely out of the quarry, and his eyes were
burned so badly that he lost his sight ever after.
except that he could distinguish (when there was
a bright light) between day and night. He leaves
a large circle of friend&, the majority of whom
are members of the church, Elder J. H. Taylor
and $1der J. L. Mortimer bdng of the nurr;ber.
He suffered but little, and that from a slight
bronchial attack which passed ciff before hislast
days. He was always of a contented mind, and
about his last word.s were, "There is a place for
me in the kingdom of heaven.'!

BORN.
HouGH.-At Crescent, Iowa, September z6th,
r89o, to Mr. Denver and Mrs .. Alice1 Hou~h, a
daughter; blessed December 6th, 189o,·by Elders
R. M. Elvin and C. Carstensen, and named
WESTERN TEXAS.
Myrtle Catharine.
Conference convened near Medina City, BanHouGH.-At Crescent, Iowa, November 21st,
dera County, Texas, November 21st, L. L.
!889, to Mr. Marcellus and .Mrs. loilbefla Hough,
Wight president, in the chair, A. Kuyke11dall
a son; blessed December 6th, 189~, by Elders"R,
counselor, 0-:D: Johnson clerk, All the branchCHURCH LIBRARY.
M. Elvin and C .. Carstenson, and named Warren.
es reported:-Bandera, Oakwood and. Medina
HEGGERWOOD.-At Council Bluffs, Iowa, SepCity .. Elders reporting:. L. L. Wight, A. KuvWe thank Mr E. Robinson, of Davis City,
tember 19th, 1890, to Mr. John and Genevie
kendall, T. ]: Sheppard and W. H. Davenport.
Iowa, for !1 copy of a new volume for the Cl;nirch
He!!gerwood, a son; blessed December 7th, 1890,
Bishop's agept's report: Received. $72 oo, paid
Library, entitled, "Our Western Border .. One
by Elders R. M. Elvin and Fretferlck Hansen,
out $6s.oo, balance $7 oo, with $r8 ro balance
Hundred Years Ago;''
JoHN S90TT,
and named Franklin. Lorin.
from August 22d; total balance $25 ro. No11e
Lzbranan.
but .local help present, but a pleasant and profitaDIED.
ble time was \1a.d; preaching by. Elders L. L.
GouGH.-In the hospital at Council Bluffs,
ADDRESSES.
Wight, T· Jl Sheppard and W. H. Davenport.
Iowa, November 19th, 1890, Bro .. William
. L. R Devore; 1801 Pplk str.eet, San Francisco,
~djourned tq San Antonio, June 23d.
Gough.
Deceased was born July 2nd, 1837. in
Ca!Hornia, until D.ecember.25th, x89o; after De".
Caldwell county, Missouri; was baptized in June
cember 25th; 1890. Papt:;ete, Tahiti..
.
last by Elder J. W. Smith. The remains were re:
E. L. Kellev. Temple, Tiak.e'Co .. Ohio.
Alexander H. Smith'.~ home address is now Lamoni, Toa,.
moved from Council Bluffs. to the home of his
aged /father, at Galland's Grove, Iowa, and in:
terre£1 in the Sai,n:ts' burying ground. Heleaves
. ROCKiy MOUNTAIN MISSION.
AUTU.M N
four .• orphan chlldren to mourn his departu.re.
Once more I fed. constra}ned to appeal to the
Funeral services by Elders Hyrum 0. Smith and
Publiehed monthly fo;r. tlie
1
Saintf>1n the Rockv Mou.ntain Mission to aid the John Pett.
Youth
of
the
Rlorgan!zed. Church of
worJ<withtH!1es and ciffc:rings, "as the .Lord has
ANbERSON.-At Pittsburg, Kansas, Novemprosp~~ed th~m .'? From general. indications we
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
ber Iqth, 189b, of typhoid-malaria,! fever, Ethel,
hope to be aqle in the future to reach a !;lass of
child of Bro. Otto S. and Mrs. Polly Anderson,
people.in.Ut~h and Idaho 'that has not yet conaged .3 years; 8. months and 3 days. As the
~id.;o~.;od .~he c)aitns ohhe Reorganized Church.
child's grandparents; Bro. and Sr. C. ).'Anderw.. W<~ll:'~•· l!ltllt<w 'and Pnbl!nh"'·
IJ? rny lats trip through the territory I find. a son, live .not far from Lamoni, an.d have a lot in
kind and friendly disposition upon the part of
The
following
is the table of contents forJari;
Rose Hill. Cemetery,. therefori:! the . pl!rents
Hie people,. that has not been .manifest before.
1lary Leaves;· Observations No: 5-0n C.hr,.istrnas
brought their ·child here. for buriaL ·The funeral
With .the heljl w,e, now have we w.a:rtt to prosecute
services were by ElderH ... A. Stebbins.. ·
D.1y in the Morning-A Chdstmasvision-John
the work thi$ .;vinter .as vigorously as possible.
DAvrs _;_At West Wheeling, Ohio,. October the" Baptist-Spirit,ual Remfniscences of. Sr.'
.With a ljttle;trom each one the wolf may. be kept
I2~h, rSgo, by. a fallof · t;ock in the Bridgeport
from the do~r of the elders' family.
Annie DilVis-;-Wllich of the Two::History,:Of
coal bank, on the I 1th, Mr. James H. Davis, husPlease senlf money by post office order, bank,
·Elder John Brush,wirh Portrait--Born, Crucified,
band
of
Sr.
Davis
of
the
Be:n
wood
branch;
aged
or, e"we~s ~~eck •. to my address, box II23, Salt 6r years. Besi<;les' Sr. :Pavitl, five children, Mrs. Risen--.-A.1~Christ!Tias Story-Gold Locks' S.easbn
Lake City. !This year the Saints have aided the
-"Autobiography of Elder R. C; Evaris-'The
MeCormic and Mrs: Greathpuse, of Missouri;
work liberally; and I am persuaded· none have
Young I:Iuntsman, with Picture-Lines on the
Mrs.
Garey
and
Mrs.
Curley,
of
West
Wheeling,
been 'i!Tipov~rished. thereby. •lf. all the Saints
Do.ath. of my Mother--'The Father's
·
Ohio,
and
Roswell
Davis,
of
Martin's
Ferry,
are
who feel iriterdted in the work here will now
The Pivotal Questitm--Editor's
left
to
mourn
hirr1
El.~parted:<
Elder
James
Brown,
send! little or much, as they can, we will he able
tnent of Correspohdence-.--D()rnestfcD
of Benwood, col)ducted the fu!!eral<services, <3.t
to meet al•l the d,;mands ·without .calling• on the
C....:Revelation-"~R.ound .Table.
the
family
residence
in
the
presence
of
a
l'llrge
bishop for ajd; . .
.
. · ·. .
·.. . · ·.
·
·
arid sympathizing au.dience.
AUTUMN LEAVES.
Brethren, let .us trust in God and move forLARS.<YN ...:.:..At the home of her son; Anton E;
ward ill; the1 work.
Larso11, in Omaha; NebrasJ.<a,..October3d,x89o,
··
Y o.urs in hope,
Sr. Mattie Larspn, aged 78 yean;, 5 months an<;l
'
R. J., A;NTHONIY,
7 days: She wasborn Apl'il 26th, r81:i,.in Den:
Pt·esident qf Misszon.
mark; a'n.d received the gbspel inhet pative land;
came'to America in 1862; locating· in Nodaway
county;.·. Missouri, whei·e,.Jn the spring of. r.866,
conference·.. she: untt~d \'lith.the Reor;~anized Church; plaCing
her tn;enibership in t)1e Platte hranch, of which
in Clay
.Those
s.he .l:erriahJed a. roember. tintil her. removal:· to
()itiapa: jn 18'7r; cwhere she cori:tir>Utld .her HI em.'
Clay:
meet bership .until. h~r .9eath, ·She liyed• all these
year;; a consistent C!J:dsti;tp
and
tained.in.a!lof.hen conflicts
b~esse.';l "hope. of<~he gosvel\
•.. ller.l;t.st felt ready to go, an.d
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$~ttingfor,th the order~nd nalur.e o~ the Priest-

ho,od, an{! defining. the·. duties and prerogatives
ofall.the Churcl). Officil{ls, includit!g . .the F:irst
• P,residt)ncy, and also the Deacons,as set for.th in
the .. Revelationj>, o£ God and dec.isions ·Of .the
Churcb. Compile(! from the standa~;d works of
the Chur,ch, by Ci:).arles Derry, and for .sale at
Hfirald Office, Lamoni, .Decatur county, Iowa. ·
P,rice 25 cents including postage,

A ~alu~ble recipe for

.•

,

"Infi.U.enza, Coughs, Colds/' etc.
Any one who· learns the merit.of.the above, will apprecta.te jts valae, and I don't believe any one wili he without
the medicine after a fair t·,ial.. · This recipe can be filled
at any Dru~(store fo.r about 85cts. l will se.nd the recipe
to:·any6fthe Samts for lOcts.
J. 'l'. JOHNSON,
'2.0dec3t
.. Bo« 67, WINDoM, Kane a~.

·--: The Independence Gazette :--·
Published Weekly by
BRETIIREN E. ETZENHOIJSER AND WM. CRICK,

At Independence, Mo.
Tbe enterprising publishers of this paper are offering you
your choice of one of the very fine·et views· of the Temple
Lot.. at Independence, free with 'paper, if subscription is
paid in advance. Two. of these views, which >are ~x!O. iucluae a view of. the new church at that place. Send in
your money and get a. good family pal>er for one yeift and
a fine view ?f the·Temp~e Lot, both for $1.00

SPIRITUAL GIFTS ~AND SPIRIT
.
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR C.AUSE.,AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
.,··
BY
ELD1m M. H. BoND,
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmpg, of closely written and
original matter; good.type, good paper, ande~sy reading.
A treatise upon the .uncertainties of Catholieof Protestant creed.. The rational theory and exposition of gosp.el
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, !IS. against the insidious
doctrines and revelations, of m<)derrr spiritualism. 1'he
•anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, Th~ Quakers;
Catholic Visions.cand Miracles,· MeBmeric; Trance, MindReading, H0hristian Science," ~'Div~ne Healing,'· or
""Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church,
Price, 25 cents Single Oopy,·
Send. silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage. paid,
P. o; Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, wu:
~oue:hby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~· Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F: Ordway·of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRlNGS
and other new and useful household n·ecessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as a.bove.

JV'EW BOOK:

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-TRE-

ApOSt:aey, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
•the front to-day. No Bible •tndent can· afford to miss
reading' rt etther as cRITIC or rNVEA1'IGATOR. It contains
890 pages of closely written matter and printed. in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRIC.E OF $1.25 PJ<JR COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY
From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCRISEDEK AND TRE AARONIC PRIE.STHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CRURUR BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can he had by addressing
WM. R. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAlNTS' IIERALD OFFIC.E, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money eent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be drawn.on Willoughby, Ohio.

'

WM. H.

KELLEY.

Prospectus of~uturiiri
.

.E'OR

Leaves

I89I·

IN. order to largely increase. our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial.of our
gratitude to those :Who have aided us in establish~
ing the magazihe, we nave made 11rrangements
for presenting each subscriber. 'l'fith an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smitii,
The engraving will be .of a size suitable for fram,
ing; taken from. ll plate made expressly for ,us1
and ·will be worth double the subscription price
of the ttiagazine to each one who receives it, and
can orrly be obtained by subscribing for AUTUMN
LEAVES,

.TERMS.
. In order t.o obtain this valuable engravihgthe
following conditions are nec~ssary. Send in.
advance $r.,So; !he regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen ce,nts to pay
cost of mailing, and tpe magazine together with
the 'engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance; Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine w;ho
may desire .to have it and has not the money to
send, .in advance,. we will send the mag~zine
7./)ithout tke 'EngraVitt!f, if they will notify the
office that they 'wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We cim not send out the. first numbers' of tb~
volmne without knowing whether you wish the
.ent,Jrevo\ume, for by this ·meariswe suffer gJCeat
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers .can not get them because
we have furnished .them to those who fail torenew their subscriptions or to return the m.agazines.
THE MINISTRY;
To all actively engaged iri the ministry it affords
us. great .pleasure to send. the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it. will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer· includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume foUl" we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush;'' ;ts he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters will Jose much. Sometime dtring
r89r we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well .known to the
church, both personally and by her Vllritings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe In
time for their names to be on our list by February 15th, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us .in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought· .to be more successful than in the previous ones. With thankfulness ·for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are. and whom we are endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we .can merit.

a

M.

WALKER.

. . . ; NOTICE TOTI;l:JJ: .·

· • .. .

..

As. there are so ma;ny :brothers and ~istere want the
picture of our deceased brother, E. C. Brand, ·I will. be
happy to supply all the f:!aints .that .wl!<nt one.or IJ?.o're
Cabinet •ize, 25cts each, or $2 .50 per, doz~n .and .one··extra
to. those who get a cinb of>.twelveor mol"e . . .An 8x1Q,in
walnut frame, finely poli•hed. $2.00 each, sent post pai(!,
·• .
. JAMES BAfLLIE, . ·.. ··
· ·· ·. ··
.
20dec4f
..B.ox ,63 ScRA~TON, Qsa~>;)'l c<wnty, Kan.

INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPH SCHOOL.

; . ,
Weh~ve added !!.complete course
of hookkeepin::; to our Telegraph S'<!lrooJ,. whi~h,will
under. the supervision •of Prof'• .£, E.tzenhortser,
formerly Fr.i:Qcipal in that department in the National
Business College of Kansas City and a ptaetical accountant• For terms or other information .address,
INDEPEN.DENT TELEGRAPHSCROOLi
htDEP:¢KDENo'!,. Mo.
22nov4teow' ·

PEN AND PLATFOR~,
A MONTHLY JOURN!AL.

J• B. WATSON, EDI:T:bR:
TERMS :""-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

;"'This journal is not the orgin of any sect, dJnomination or party; but is publisl;ted solely for
the dissemination·. Qf, know~edge. urton Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its co}umns are open to all who wish to speak
.pointt)dly, pithily and. practically upon these
questions; vvho believe that the ~ord of:j(God
and reason are the only: rules of fa.ith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO

CORRESPONDENTSi

The intention is to conduct theijournal as a
medium for giving both sides of the'question, and·
no favorEism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors; as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will .be made ihthe case"of con·
troversies, when each Vlfritei" must arid shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communid:~tions, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon. any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St, Marys, Ont,
A ·postal card requesting a sample· copy will
receivt)ca prompt response.

.QRTHAND· perYoucan'earn
month as a shortSII
hand writer. Learn at home.

$?'!).00

as soon as you thoroughly complete the study.
Do not delay the matter but write at once. It
will pay you. For full particulars, address,

22nov4t.

STENOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
Ann'!Arbor, Mich.
HOUSE FOR SALE.

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, 10nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
ROBERT WINNING, Pres't,

D. F. NwnoLsON, Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample BesponsibiUty.
Loans money on aproved eeenr!ty. Six per cent Interest
paid on time depo~lts. Real Estate
bought and eo!d.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD o11' THE LoRD: 1I'OR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVIll SAVll rr Bll ONE WIFIIi; AND CoNCUBINll:ti
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoliN BUT ONE H-t:rsBAND: ExcEPT IN CAsE 011' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IB AT LmERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 27, 1890.
ORIGIN OF TITHiNG.
IT
may
interest
and benefit our readers to
Oflicial Paper of !]le Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day S<1ints
learn of the first practical introduction of
PuBLISHED .AT LAMoNI, Dxc.A.TUR CorrNTY, IowA,
tithing among the Saints in these latter
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
days. No Bible believer should deny that
The Traveling 1Hnistry, District-and Branc,-h Presidents~
it was practiced by God's people as early
and tho Bishop's Agents, are requested to. solicit new sub'"
ocribers, anq 'he11• build up the paper and the publication
as four hundred years and more before the
de.:fi:~!:e~~~ietter~ ·and &Ubseriptions must be sent to D~avid giving of the Mosaic law, and that such
Dancer, by, P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
worthies as Melchisedek and Abraham
Entered afol second claMS ma.ttel" a.t LamQn.i Post om . . . o.
observed it faithfully .(Gen. 14: r8-zo),
· also that tlie patriarch Jacob honored it
heartily when g-re:ottly ble~sed of God_ (Gen;
2~: ro-22), and· that Jesus endorsed it and
e11joined obedience to it (Matt. 23: 23), and
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
W. W. BLAIR
AssOCIATE EDITOR,
that Paul officially endorsed it in his times
(He b. 7: 8); but there are only a few aware
Lamoni, Iowa, Dec. 27, I89o.
of how it was first put into actual practice
in the church in this age of the world, and
CHURCH OF CHRIST.
by whom, also the circumstances under
which it was dorie. H~re is whatToseph
NEW INCORPORATION-.
the Seer records of that matter: "On the
WE dip the following notice from the evening of the 29th of November[I834l, I
Decatur county Journal, published at Le- united in prayer with Bro. Oliver [Cowon, the county seat of Decatur county, dery], for the continuance of blessings.
Iowa, in its issue for Dec~er I rth, r89o. After giving thanks for the relief which
The "Thursday" on which the articles re- rlqe Lord had lately sent us by opening the
ferred to were filed, was the 4th. The hearts of the brethren from the east, to
John C.· Whitmer named as one of the in- loan us four hundred arid thirty dollars,corporators is a nephew of David Whitmer after commencing and rejoicing before the
and non:~ son, as the article states:
Lord on this occa~io,n, we agreed to enter
"The articles of incorporation of a new church, .into the following covenant with the Lord,
called the "Church of Christ," were filed with the 'viz: That if the Lord will prosper us in
county recorder last Thursday. The incorporaour business, and open the way before us,
tors are John C. Whitmer, of Richmond, Ray
that we may obtain means to pay our debts,
county\ Missouri, Ebenezer Robinson, Frederick
that we be not troubled nor brought into
Cunington, Simeon F. La Point, L. S. Losey,
disrepute before the world rior ·his people;
Sarah Cunington, M.A. Robinson and JamesE.
after that; of a!J that he shall give us we
will give a tenth, to be bestowed upon the
Hockett, of Decatur county, Iowa. The trustees
poor -in his church, or as he shall comare John· C. Whit;:ner, Ebenezer Robinson, and
mand; and that'we will be faithful over
Simeon F. La Point; The principal place of busthat which he has entrusted to our care,
iness is Davis City, Iowa, and the object stated
that we may obtain much; and thai our
is to "promulgate the gospel of Christ and fulfill
children after us shall remember to observe
tlie law of the land." The doctrine is, "belief in
the Bible and the Book of Mormon."" We un- .this sacred !lud holy covenant; and that
our children, ·and out children's children
derstand the difference between this church and
may know of the same we have subscribed
the Latter Day Saints is that, while they accept
our
names with our own hands."
the Book of Mormon as divine, they deny the auJosEPH SMini:, JuN,
thority'ofthe revelations of Joseph Smith. John ·
OLIVER CowDERY.
<;;:;Whitmer, one of the incorporators, is a son of
Then follows their prayer, dedicating
David i Whitmer, orie of the witnesses of the
themselves to the Lord and seeking his
· Book of' Mormon, and Ebenezer Robinson was
favor and guirlance, in these words: "And
one of the principal men in the church at Naunow, 0 Father, as thou did~t prosper our
voo."
father Jacob, and bless him with protec· The object of tl1is incorporation is a tion arid prosperit_y w.r erever...he went,
good ope; but it seems to us that the words from the time he made a like covenant beadded "imd fulfill the "law of the land" are fore and with thee; as thou didst, even the
somewh~t superfluous, as it ought to be a same night, open. the heavens unto him,
foregone conclu.!'oion that" whoever teaches and; manifest great mercy and power and
the ''gospel .i:>f C::hrist," will nece~sarily .gjye bi,_-n pr()mifleS; SO wilt th9u with us.
prove'hirnself to be an intelligent observer his son~; .and. as hi.s ~l~s~ings pre:vailed
of the 0 requiremtmts of goo,d citizenship. ab,ove, his progenitors u?to the u.tmost
Howe'v.e'r', i:h~sebr~thren ate perhaps _the bounds. ()f the. everlasting·. hills~ even so
best jt'J'dges of vvhat they wishgd.intheil: may OIJf bl~ssin;;:s prevail lik~. hi~; ;J.nd
article§ of'' i!Jcdrporatitin, as is uridou btedl y · may ~flY. serva?t~ ,l:Je preserv.ed fr()m fh~
their tight; 1
•
power a:iid iiifltierice of wicked and un-
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righteous men; may every weapon for~ed ·
against us fall upon the head of him who
shall form it; may we be blessed with a
name and a place among thy Saints here,
and thy sanctified when they shall rest.
Amen."-Mill. Star, r5: 203, 4·
In the foregoing is seen the same faithful, trustful spirit that actuated the worthies before mentioned, the same recognition of the essential fact that God is "a rewarder of them that diligently seek him," ·
and the same desir~ to walk in the appointed way of the Lord in all things.
Will the Saints, all of them, profit hy
these examples and admonitions!
We
shall see.
THE following letter was received at the
Herald Office lately, and is a sermon in
.itself. · The office sent the HERALD to. a
good sister whose faith never falte-red, and
whose hospitality and kindly ministrations
were always proffered to and enjoyed by
the elders who chose to visit her humble
home. She stood steadfastly by thework
when it needed friends, and the office only .
did what the bishop and president of the
Board instructed to be done. Her son has
by strong and steady effo.rt built himself
a business, and avails himself of his oppor.
tunity to show his appreciation of the act
.of. his brethren.
We assure the. brother that while this
testimonial of remembrance on his part
was not required, it is nevertheless appreciated, and ·will be remembered here.
"I .have had the pleasure of reading the Herald
at your expense for several years. it having been
sent free to my mother. Thanks. I now desire
to recompense you, at least in p~rt, for your kindness, and herewith enclose you draft for twenty
dollars. In the future discontinue paper to
mother, and send ·to my address and I will remit
for next year soon. :Wishing the Herald a prospeto~s '91, I reinain yours truly."

It will be gratifying to those who read
this to know that this mother in Israel
will: still have the HERALD to .read at t.he
home. of t~is dutiful son. We do not give
name por place of residence, for the man
who could w'rite such a Jetter would not
like to have his mime paraded for it.
ON .the rs·hwe received a letter from Mr.
S. Muler, of Marshalltown, Iowa, froin
V~ohich we are permitted to present items
to the readers oft he· HERALD, as they will
interest' many:
•·I was a<Nauvoo when mb Saints >were di"ivenacross'the river by a mob of 'eleven or twelve
~undred: I wassuin~oned to help drive t~em,.
but· refused." .·•~I had but a shorf acquaintance
with the Saints; but it was sympathetic and kind'
itideed." "I was· in at the re~lderice of an~igh-
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boring family who had to go, and as they were
getting ready, a lady of cheerful and glib speech
preached me a good sermon and told me that
the Gentiles would make it hot for me, if I did
not help them to drive the citizens out of their
homes in and about Nauv<:!Oi and if they did I
could come to them and they would care for me.
Well, the Gentiles did 'make it hot' for me, and
being afraid of the trip to Salt Lake, I went back
to Michigan. Some twenty-one years ago I ~as
shipwrecked and am now in Iowa, where by
chance a •Sai11ts' Herald' was given which I
have searched diligently and find excellent things
in it." "If there is to be any discussion about
the validity of the doctrine of the Saints, I wish
some one would send me notice in time to get to
the place of holding it." "As it is said that there
are eight men who wrote manuscripts which
have been compiled in a canonical shape, for all,
good and bad, to regard as a rule to go by, and
called it the Word of God; those eight were inspired and others; but sorne called doubtful,
apocryphal; and who can: prove that Smith was
not inspired. We can not tell who, nor how often the Lord may inspire some of his people
when he sees a need for it. Therefore, when they
undertake to put down Smith's inspiration, they
only throw a shadow on the rest of the inspired
writings." "Now to all the Saints at Lamoni, I
send greeting; and hope soon to see you and investigate your doctrine, as I have had a long
Christian .experience."

which the logic of events had finally compelled them to accept. He congratulated
them on their late act of obedience to law"
in dispensing with polygamy. Bro. Burt
remarks that the gospel stiil lives, and
the bitter branches are being cut off.
Bro. John J. Cornish offi=rs his synopsis
at reduced figures. See advertisement.
.We have seen the steel engraving portrait
of Prest. Joseph Smith, offered as a
premium to Autumn Leaves subscribers.
.It is an excellent picture, in fact the bl"st
we have yet seen of the subject. It will
more than answer the expectations of
those presenting and those receiving it.
Do not order any more of W. H. Kelley's Book-Presidency and Priesthooduntil further notice, as they cannot be furnished until another edition is printed.
Notice will be given when ready.
We expect "Manual of the Priesthood"
from the hinders daily.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

Sr. Emily J. Graybill, of Weston, Iowa,
wrote us of late:
"l can not do without the Herald. I am not
able to go far to church; have been an invalid
for thirteen years-ever since I was twelve years
old. One year ago I was baptized, and have improved wonderfully. I have many hard trials,
but am happy and contented. Ask the Saints to
remember me in prayer."

Bro. David Chambers, of Persia, Iowa,
. s1ys:
ED!TORTAL ITEMS.

Brro. J. N. SIMMONs, Charter Oak, Iowa,
wrote under date of the rzth inst. stating
that he was making efforts to acquaint his
neighbors with the truth. Hindered by
some tern poral cares he still tries to improve his limited opportunities to present
the word, and is blessed and acknowledged
of the Master in so doing. The Lord has
said concerning some of the local ministry
who were unable to devote their entire
time to the declaration of the word, "Every
man who is obliged to provide for his own
family, let him provide and he shall in no
wise lose his crown; and let him labor in
the church. Ll"t every man be diligent in
all things.
And the idler shall not have
place in the church unless he repents and
mends his ways."
The Lord has herein
pledged ,Pimself to take cognizance of the
efforts of all hi~ >ervants, whether they are
able to accomplish much or little.
His
commendation of the woman at Bethilnv,
"She hath done what she could;" his ju"st
estimation of the widow's mite, "This poor
woman hath cast in more than they fl!l.,"
are both encouraging commendations from
the Christ, and prove that no deed performed from a worthy motive is lost sight of
by him. Let no one fail to do what they
can from a fear that their dforts will be
unnoticed or unavailing.
Bro. Thomas Burt, of Springville, Utah,
wrote the 4th instant, giving an interest·
ing account of the political trip and
speeches of Ex- Governor \Vest and Gen:
erdl Connor, who in the interests of the
Liberal party have been canvassing the
Territory.
In his speeches the Ex-Governor referred to his former ad vice to the
Utah people which they then rejected, but

"The work generally in this district is good;
the prospects encouraging spiritually and financially; good f.eeling prevailing generally amongst
the branches; the traveling ministry anxiously
engaged, and local ministry incrPasing in their
labors. I feel encouraged."

Bro. T. W. vVilliams thus wrote from
Pitt&burg, Pennsylvania, under date of the
I 3th instant:
"There has been considerable sickness here,
but the Lord has been gracious, giving relief
where earnestly sought. Saints are improving
spiritually. Quite a number of non members attend our preaching services. indicating troubkd
waters soon. Bro. E B. Morgan was with us
over two Sundays and departed with the· confi·
dence of the Saints. The Saints here are prayerfully awaiting the April conference anticipat-,
ing a rich treat of that heavenly manna which is
only secured by the pure in heart and those who
seek for it."

The following extract from a letter
written by Bro. G. E. Batc!:en, Green
River, Wyoming, is duly appr~ciated
here, where we hear of so much that is
calculated to annoy and distress:

another goes into trampdom-a victim of usury
and never-yielding mortgage.
"We are told that strong and industrious men,
hitherto considered to be frugal and reasonably
thrifty, when refused credit by the merchants,
have been wrought to §'uch desperation over the
utter hopelessness of their condition, as to shed
tears, and actually beg merchants •fo~ God's
sake' to trust them for some needed article.
••Owing to last summer's drought, not more
than a quarter crop has been raised, and many
of our farmers have neither feed, seed, food nor
clothing sufficient to carry them through the
winter. Relief of some kind must be secured at
once."

THE American Baptist, D. B. Ray, Editor and Proprietor, published at St. Louis,
Missouri, has the following in its i&sue for
December I I th:
"We have a communication complaining at
our proof that Joe Smith was influenced by the
devil to write the Book of Mormon.
He proposes to defend the devil against our criticisms.
His children may be expected to take up for their
•father, the devil.'"

We had supposed that Dr. Ray had
stated that Solomon Spaulding was the
human author of the Book of Mormon,
Sidney Rigdon the plagiarist, and Joseph
Smith the man who called it a revelation
and gave it his name as author and proprietor. We doubt whether Dr. D. B. Ray
ever gave any proiftbat the devil ever inspired Joseph Smith to do anything. He
may have offered some things in evidence
which he regarde-d as proof, which are not
proofs rightly conside-red.
By the way,
who inspired the man who wrote the quo-tation we give from the Baptist ,P
In another part of the same paper we
find this announcement:.
"The editor-in-chief expects to commence with
the first number in January a series of critical
articles on the Establishment of the Organic
Kingdom of the Church of Christ. Let hundreds
of new subscribers be secured to begin with this
important sl!ries."

If the editor-in-chief is no better judge
of evidences concerning the "Organic
Kingdom" of Christ than he is of some
other things of which he essays to talk and
write, he will make a failure of his advertised series of articles-if he ever finishes
it.

THE following extract from the memories
"It is needless to ~ay that I enjoy reading the
publications for, any one having seen them once,
of Sr. Ann Davis, of Lyons, Wisconsin,
must do so Your work is appreciated by many
concerning the revelation on the rebellion
who do not express their thoughts publicly, and
will be of interest to all the readers of the
the fruits of your labor are greater than you
think, so struggle on bravelv and may the ' Herald and especially to the elders in the
field, who are frequently challenged in
Father of heaven bless vour tffllrts, and that of
all your associates.
regard to the prophetic character of J oTHE Custer County Beacon, printed at
Broken Bow, Nebraska, November zoth,
has thi~ to say:
"A condition exists here which can neither be
suppressed nor denied. A large element of our
people are this da"y suffaing for want of the
absolute necessities of life; while the crack of
the sheriff's hammer is daily swelling the ranks
of the homeless, as one poor homesteader after

seph Smith, the Martyr. This corroborative evidence offered bv Sr. Davis is important and opportune:
All things in
their time:
"We landed in Far West, Missouri, September
znd, 1838. Persecution by the mob began that
very winter, and they frequently searched my
father's house. and were very insulting in their
deportment. They also searched other houses of
the saints, Including that of Presider.t Joseph
Smith, who at the time was confined in Liberty
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Jail. 1oseph's confinement ln pr!son, coupled
with the ruthless invasions of the mob, caused
his scribe, Elder James Mulholland, to seek a
place of safety for important church papers In
his possession. Among thJ papers in Mulholland's
keeping was the manuscript of the Inspired
Translation of the Bible, the revelation on the
rebellion, etc., etc. Bro. Mulholland requested
me to take charge of these papers, as he thought
they would be more secure with me, becausP. I
was a- woman, and the mob would not be likely
to search my person. Immediately on taking
possession of the papers, I made two cotton bags
. of sufficient size to contain them, sewing a band
• around the top ends of sufficient length to button around my waist; and I carried those papers
on my person In the day-time, when the mob
was round, and slept with them under my pillow
·at night. I cannot remember now the exact
length of time I had those papers in my posses.sion; but I gave them to Sr. Emma Smith, the
·prophet's wife, on the evening of her departure
for Commerce. It seems fitting for me to say,
.with regard to the revelation given Drcember
·27th, r832, on the late war, beginning with the
~ecession of South Carolina in r86r, that it was
•;in my possession, among the other papers, in the
, la-tter part of the year r839 I had ample oppor"tunHy of knowing this fact, as I read the said
revelation time after time, and it read then just
, as it does now, in the published copies now read.
'While enemies to the latter day work may chiim
' that the revelation concerning the late war, was
·produced just before or subsequent to the rec be !lion, I personally know that it existed as far
i back as r8g8, and there can be no grounds to
doubt that it was given on the exact date which
:it now bears."
'PREHISTORIC ANIMALS IN ONTARIO.

; BRo. J. A. MciNTOSH, of Allisten. Onta. rio, sent us in June an account of a find of
: bones of animals, which we give, late as it
; is:
·"I send you herewith the account of some .bone
·relics found in Canada, within three miles of the
,Amaranth branch and from six to twenty miles
!from five other branches, the place where they
w<"re found being the hub and the branches the
spokes, or 'radius ot a wheel, as if to confirm the
~ Saints in the animal account of the Book of Mormon:
"The picture, or cut that I send does not in the
least resemble the ancient animal, as the horns,
as they are called, are not horns but tusks;. and
are by -our scientific experts said to be ivory, and
ivory is never prpduced as a horn, but invariably as a tusk.
The animal has abo, no doubt,
been furnished with a very stout trunk, shorterin proportion to the size of the animal than the
trunk of an elephant, but more powerful;. (these
are my own conclusions, based on such evidence
as my own senses approve, compared with the
statements of the Book of 'Mormon and the. animal mounds); somewhat resembling the elephant,
but differing in shape and evidently representing
a larger ai)imal than the elephant.
As soon as
the dry weather comes in this summer, a further
hunt will be made for more of the bones in the.
tamarac swamp where the others were ·found;
which may throw more light on the subject of
this monster's past history.
You wm see the
..antediluvian and postdiluvian and antecreative

theories all claimed, and finally the poem of don't
know anything about how, when, why, or where
the animal came from.
"We would like to see something in the Herald
occasionally on such subjects.
"This is declared to be the most gigantic of all
the animal remains yet discovered in America;
although about two years ago, in the county of
Lampton, a discovery was made of parts (fewer
in number than the bones of this one) of an animal ·in which it is said by an editor, of which I
have a article, that petrified remains of bows and
branches of trees to the amo1,1nt of a wagon box
ful, were found Inside of and about where the
stomach of the beast lay when it died, and some
of the bones also partly petrified, partly wanting.
The petrifications were good where they were not
exposed to the air."

THE NEGRO ADVANCING.

THE advancement made by the Negro
race in the United States since the late war
between the North and South resulted in
setting the slaves free and gave the men
the political right of franchise, is remarkable.
Willis B. Hawkins, ;:pecial correspondent of the Salt Lake Herald, at Washington, the Nation's capital city, has :o~·
breezy letter in the issue of that paper for
N OV!"!mber 10th on the Colored Society of
the city, in which the advancement made
by the Negro race in the United States is
strikingly shown. We have not room for
the whole letter, but we give the following
extracts, which will be interesting to our
readers.
Mr. Hawkins writes:

the colored man came to take his seat in n,e
United States Senate. It is the custom of the
colleague of a new Senator t.o escort him to the
Vice-Prebident's Jesk to be sworn in, but when
Senator Bruce, with the extraordinary embarrassments of his position, carne to this duty, he found
he would have to go through the ordeal alone.
Al1 the other new Senators were e~corted, but he
had to walk by himself down the aisle. When
he had taken the oath and was about to turn back
to his seat, he f<'lt a hand laid gently on hi; arm.
A tall, proud looking man whom he had nt>ver
seen before stood before him, offering his arm.
Senator Bruce accepted the courtesy with profoun.:l gra'itude and arm in arm with Senator
Conkling walked up the aisle.
'"Whenever I can be of any service to you,
command me,' said the great New Yorker, and
from that day he was the guide on whom Senator Bruce relied for information concerning establbhed Senatorial courtesies, ceremonies and
usages which no man unaccustomed to them can
possibl.r understand.
"The wife of ex· Senator Bruce, as W€11 by reason of her own beauty, grace and charm of manner as by her husband's high position and wealth,
takes precedence in the leadership of Washington colored society. She is a tall, statuesque
woman, still youthful and fairer than many a
Caucasian belle. Her pale, creamy complexion,
dark eyes and slightly waving, abundant hair
give no more hint of her African blood than is
suggested by any brunette of our own race. She
was born in Philadelphia, but was reared and educated in Cleveland, Ohio, where she was married to Mr. Bruce about thirteen years ago. She
was educated as became the daughter of wealthy
people, and bred to the life and pn·judices of the
north. She is essentially a northern woman.
Her dignity of speech, repose of mann~r and peculiarity of accent are those of the Boston lady.
She has never been any farther south than
Washington. The Bruce residence on R. street
is a modern mansion ot red sandstone·, with interior decorations of natural woods, and the furnishings are of that same rich, quiet kind
which wealthy cultivated people throughout our
land indulge in."

"But it is easier for a white scamp to get into
We are informed by Bro. W. H. Kelley
good white society here than for a colored scoun
that from his observations and inquiries
drel te get into refined colored society. The colthat he bas been privileged to make, the
ored people are not so particular to.inquire into
a man's ancestry, but they very carefully canvass
Negroes in and around Baltimore, and
his character before they admit him to their cirsome other eastern cities, are many of
cle; and in point of intelligence and culture this
them making excellent progress as citcolored cir.cle compares not unfavorably with the
izens. They keep out of debt, buy only
same grade of white society, though, of course,
it is not nearly so large. The advancement of
what they can pay for, and are buying
the colored race during the quarter century that
lands and makinv homes as rapidly as they
it has had a human existence in this country, and
can. They are learning the value of freeespecially in this city, is a matter for marvel;
dom and are evidently trying to conduct
the Intelligence and wealth acquired by its men,
themselves as citizens should. The plunge
the beauty and culture achieved by Hs women
are fruitful themes for rtfhction upon the future
that the race took when Lincoln's proclaof that race.
mation struck off their fetters, was enough
"About one-third of the· population of Washto turn stronger heads than the generation
ington is colored; and this race furnishes what is
long enslaved at that time had; and the
known as the "poor class" of the city, yet it is a
rude shock which emancipated them,
remarkable and significant fact that the average
of intelligence is higher in Washington than in
dazed them for a time and they were
almost a'tiy'other city in America. I presume to
heady and insolent; nor is it anything
say there·fsnot a city of Washington's size in the
wonderful that such should have been the
United States where.a greater percentage of the
case. Time, the goqd counsel of the bet- •
poor class can read and write; or, to turn to the
ter minds among them, and the sure inmoral phase of the matter, where there is so little crime committed by that class.
stincts of the progressive second generation
"Ex·Senator Bruce, the present Register of b<<rn under the law and political freedom,
Deeds for tl]~ District of Columbia, is a tall, fine
the absence of compulsive strvility, the inlooking colored man. He has the soft, liquid
ward abidmg consciousness that they were
voice of his race, and in courtliness of manner is
free Jor all time, and the realization that
the peer of Senator Butler, the distinguished
South Carolinian, who is generally rt-garded as
freedom meant the right to properly use
the most eh:gant gentleman in the Senate. Mr.
the gifts with which all men are endowed,
Bruce 111 naturally very proud of his accomplishare beginning to prevail; and the Negro
ed wife and they are naturally devoted to their
wiJl ere long be as citizens what any other
onfy child, a boy of twelve, who b~ars the distinguished name of Roscoe Conkling and who dis
race could be under similar conditiom.
plays with pride a sUver cup, knife, f9rk and
Th.e experiment of giving the Negro
spoon given to him by the late. Senator from
the
ballot, even by such a stroke of the
New York who wa• so-kind a friend to his fathpen as. the Emancipation Proclaml\,tion
er. Mr. Bruce likes to tell how he became acquainted with Senator Conkling.. It was when was, may have been a hazardous oneJ but
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~o _mo:e so tha,n, tbe g~nius of American
mst-1tutwns couw afford to make; and the
ccnditions under which it was made showed that time :md the world were ready for
it.
Our own observation !cads us to conclude that the Negro race in the United
States need only the guidance such as that
offered to Blanche K. Bruce by Senator
Roscoe Conkling· in the instance recited
in Mr. Hawkins' letter. If the white is
the dominant race, it should show its precedence in its nobility of treatment of the
inferior.

TuDGE ANDERSON, of the Beaver, Utah,
·D:strict Court, in a late application of persons to become citizens of the United
States, made in his court, gave the following decision, which we take from the Salt
Lake Herald for December 6th:
"BEAVER, Utah, December 3d.-Thls is the
substance of Judge Anderson's decision: Each
of the seven applicants is a man of good moral
character except that he Is a Mormon. Last winter, after a full investigation, the Third district
court of Utah decided that a member of the Mormon Church, no matter how good his moral
character was otherwise, was not fit to become a
citizen. Until the issuance of what is known as
the manifesto the courts of this territory have
followed that deci• ion Since then the First and
. Third district courts have not made the fact of
membership in that churc''· a test in the naturalization of aliens. I am sorry that I cannot agree
with these decisions.
The manifesto is very
carefully worded. Wilford Woodruff, the president of the church, says: 'My advice to the
Saints is that you should hereafter contract no
marri_age that is contrary to the law of the land.'
"-At the conference immediately after the reading of the manifesto, George Q Cannon, the real
leader of the church, extolled the virtues of those
polygamists who had theretofore refused to obey
the law over those who promised such obedience.
This manifec;to does not pretend to discard polygamy as one of the cardinal doctrines of the
church; it only suspends the practice as long as
it is contrary to the laws of the land.
Before
the anti-polygamy act of r862 there was no law
in this territory against polygamy. If the acts
of Congress agairlSt polygamy were repealed, or
if Utah should become a state, there would then
be no Jaw again,;t polygamy, and the presump·
tion is that the people of this territory would
make no law against it, and the chiefs of the
Mormon Church would then be at liberty torenew their mandates to their members to enter
intd polygamy, and it would then thrive in full
bloom There would not be a syllable in this
manifesto again&t it.
"The Mormon Church has courts of its own
that in many instance.s override the decrees of
the courts of the U nit.ed States. Their members on taking thr,ir endowments take an oath to
avenge the blood of their prophets, Joseph and
Hyrum Srni.th, against the government. Wilford
\Voodruff, present head of the church, in his dedicatory prayer at the St. George temple prayed
the Lord might destroy this nation with a besom
of dest:-uction. Polygamists, whEn convicted,
have always bPen honored by all the members of
the Mormon church, and on going to and return-

ing from the penitentiary were given ovations.
The church created a defense fund, employed attorneys to defend polygamists and who are still
employed for that purpose. They have for many
years given great trouble to this government.
The position of the church in those matters is
unchanged. An alien who comes to this country and joins Sl1Ch an organization should never
a'k to become a citizen.
"Mr. Barlow Ferguson appeared on behalf of
the applicants, and pleaded hard for them, but
the judge was immovable. The judge expressed
a desire, however, that if it were possible an ap·
peal should be taken to the supreme court of
Utah"

planted in his heart and .sprung up and throve to
his hurt.
A man who by business reverses which he did
not foresee and could not avert has failed, may be
an honorable and just man, and may "overcome
the world" in the scriptural sense; and, if here·
tains his integrity and honesty of heart may obtain life eternal. Such an one will not only pay
when he can, but will striv~ diligently to be able
to pay the man who through want of means notwithstanding diligent efforts to obtain them fails
to pay his obligations, may be pardoned for such
failure; but the man who through want of honor,
he having the means, fails to pay is dishonest,
and is overcome by the love o£ this world's
goods.
?

TWO BY TWO.

WE publish an article from Bro. Joseph
Flory, on the suhject of sending the laborers two by two; the reading of which we
commend to the re:;~ders of the HERALD.
vV e trust that no uneasiness will be occasioned by Bro. Flory's article criticising
the action of the church in sending the
elders into the reFpective fields in any
other manner than til' o by two, as the direction is. Vve have been trying to do
the best we could in striving to comply
with this requirement; and the fact that
the Lord has seen fit to bless the labors of
the ministry as he has done, evinces his approval of what we have tried to do; recognizing the 1 ffort as heing the best we
could do considering the demand for
laborers and the widelv extended field occupied by them.
W ~believe that one of
the reasons why our efforts have been
thus blessed is the fact that the most of
the field, especially in the United States,
was at one time districted and divided into
convenient districts, more or less extended,
over which the labor was performed. Into
these fields our laborers have entered, not
as into new and strange fields; but as the
vineyards of the Lord reoccupied by the
ministry of a reorganized church, acceptably. However, we make no controversy
on the brother's crisicism, or question;
only stating that he has made no new
statement, nor advanced an argument that
has not already been in hearing among the
chief elders, and those upon whom the
burden of preaching the word really rests.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.'

"He prayetl) beet who leaves unguessed
The mystery of another's breast.
Why cheeks grow pale, why eyes o'erflow,
Or heads are wh'te, thou need'st not know:
Enough to note by many a sign
That every heart bath needs like thine.
Pray for Us!"

How the words ring and reverberate as we sit
here pondering, and before the echo dies away
we :find ourselves repeating:
"Enough to note by many a sign
That ~very heart hath needs like thine.,.,

Yes, if we but read these signs and understand'
aight, would we, could we pass unheeding by?But we do not read, for, intent upon our own
plans, our own purposes, we pass on in hot pursuit of the pleasure which &till eludes our grasp·
and seek ever, yet never attain the peace which
Christ promised to give to . those who love
him, tho>e who follow him.
Ah, do we·
not find the true secret of our failure here?·
Do we love and are we like Him? As the
old year passes away we can but turn a lingering gaze, and a sigh of regret e&capes our lips.
They will not tarry, neither will they come back
to us-those vanished hours! But we shall meet
them again in the record they have made, and
may God grant that in them we may have
wrought "better than we knew.''
PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-I£ a member of the church gets into fl.
nancial difficulties through any cause whatever,
and is never afterward able, either through want
of honor or want of means to meet his obligations
dollar for dollar, can it be said of this man that
he has overcome the world, or has the world over·
come him?
A12s.-If the causes through which a man becomes involved in debt. to such an extent that he
cannot honorably extricate himself were beyond
his control, he having dealt fairly and honestly
all the time, it cannot be said that the world has
overcome him, in the sense in which those words
are used in the Scriptures.
But if a man has
been dishonest in his dealings, overreaching his
creditors, and himself as well, through an undue
love of wealth, such a man has been overcome
by the world, not only after his failure, but before
it also. Love of money, the root of evil, was

Sr. Elliott, of Fergus Falls, Minn., requests
your faith and prayers in behalf of her mother,
who has long been a sufferer, that God may be
pleased to relieve her and restore hey to health, if
it is his will.
Sr. Caroline Ketes, of Randolph, Neb., a&ks
your prayers in behalf of her husband that God
may nstore him to health.
Sr. De Wold, of Fair Banks, Iowa, desires
your faith and prayers in behalf of herself and
husband.
A sis•er asks prayers for her runaway boy, aged
about fourteen years.
Bro. John Ferry of Rich Hill, Missouri, asks
your faith and prayers, that God may restore him
to health.
Sr. J. T. Roberts, Rhodes, Iowa, asks your faith
and prayers, that she may be healed of cancer in
the face.
Sr. Florence Fuller requests the earnest prayers
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of the Union in behalf of her:son, Russell Hale
Fuller. He is badly afflicted and lies almost
helpless and wasting away, but has faith in God
and the prayers of the Saints.
I SHALL BE SATISFIED.
Not here, not herel"Not where the sparkling waters
Fade into mocking sands as we draw~near;
Where in the wilderness each foots teo falters,
"I •hall be satfsfied," but o:not here I
Not here, where all the dreams of bliss deceive us,
Where the worn spirit never gains the goal;
Where haunted ever by the thought that grieves us,
Across us floods of bitter memory roll.
There is a land where every pulse is thrilling
With rapture earth's sojourners may not know,
Where heaven's repose the weary heart is stilling,
And peacefully life's time-tosserl currents flow.
Far out of sight, while yet;the flesh enfolds ns,
Lies the fair country where our hearts abide,
And of it< bliss is naught more wondrous told. us,
Than these few words, "I shall be sd:tisfied."
Satisfied! Satisfied! The spirit's yearning
For sweet companionship with kindred minds,
The silent love that here meets no returning,
The inspiration which no language finds,
Shall they be satisfied? :;;The snol's'vain longing,
'fhe. aching void which nothing earthly fills?
Oh, what desires upon my soul come thronging,
As I look upward to the heavenly hills.
Whither my weak and weary steps are tending;
Savior and Lord I with thy frail child abide I
Guide me towards home, where all my wandering ending,
I shall see Thee, and "shaH be satisfied."
-Selected.

OH, NO, I NEVER DID THAT, I
COULDN'T.
And don't be afraid it will come too bright.
Don't be turning it down all the time as you do
the gas. A friend of mine is very economical in
his u~e of gas.
He is always turning it down,
and trying to see how little he can get along
with, and a good many of us are just that way
about our religion at home. we try to see how
little we can get along with. Don't do that, sister. ~et your light shine at home. Turn it on
fuJI head, and let aJI the children have the benefit
of it. If you keep your light shining brightly at
home, God will light a good many other candles
from your taper. It is because you s.hine so feebly and so inconsistently that your children and
your husband have not been converted long ago.
Remember that you are their Bible. They can. not read the written word of God, but they can
read you. The Bible is all Greek to the sinner,
but you are a living book, full of the plainest
kind of pictures that can be seen and understood.
Be sure that the pictures are right, that they do
not slander the God you profess to love. In the
old family Bible at home when I was a boy, there
was a picture of the devil that used to scare me
half to death sometimes, and that picture had a
good deal to do with the hatred toward the Bible that sprang up in my' heart. It may .be that
one reason why so many of our loved ohtts do
not Jove God is becau~e they see too many of the
wroMg kind of pictures in us: Let us turn up the
light brighter; and make the pictures warmer
and more attractive. A lady once besought Mr.
Moody to prav for her unconverted husband,and
try to lead him to Christ.
"How long 'have you been married?" .asked
Mr. Moody.
"Twenty years," she replied.
"What have you done to bring him to the Lord

your&elf?"

"I have talked to him, I have prayed for him.
I have tried to get him to join the church."
"And you have been his wife for twenty
years?''
'\Yes, sir."
"There must be something wrong somewhere,"
said the evangelist, shaking his head.
••You
ought to have got him to the Lord before this
time.
Have you always lived like a Christian
before him?"
"I'm afraid not, always.,
"Have you _ever got out of humor with him,
and said spiteful things?"
"Yes, very often."
"And what did you do then? Did you apologize and tell him you were sorry for it?''
"0h, no, I never did that, I couldn't."
"Well, then, right there is where the trouble
is. It is not your husband that I ·ought to pray
for, but yourself.
When your heart once gets
right and makes your life right, it won't be long
before God will get into the heart of your husband."
"And it wasn't long afterward until the prediction was fulfilled. The heart of the wife became fuil to overflowing with the love of God,
and her husband was soon after converted. The
world is not dying because we need a clearer
theology or a more gifted ministry, but because
a great many of us do not have near 3.8 much
religion at home as we ought to have.-Sel.

I

will see readily how unnecessary it is fo;· you to
make requests that your husbands or families be
prayed for, because once a month every faithful
sister who belongs to the Union prays for them,
and God who hears these prayers knows better than even you know j~tst wltat is 11eeded.
There is yet another thought connected with
this. There is danger that you may delegate
the praying vou ought yourselves to do to the
Praye•: Union, and so your own soul becomes
poor and lean as Pharaoh's kind. If we expect
the blessings of God to be with us we must live
for it, and nothing can take the place of secret
prayer. And how can we expect others to
wrestle with God in prayer for our loved ones as
we ought ourselves to wrestle for them!
In writing to Sr. Eleanor, Sr. Kemp of HutchInson, Colorado, says: "May the blessed work
continue and our weary way grow brighter and
brighter until we shall stand on a far higher plane
than we now occupy. Thanks to God the leaven
is working in the right direction. 0, the blessedness of the sacred hour of prayer! It should
awaken our very best efforts, cumbered though
we may be 'with much serving.' Surely there is
much around us demanding the girded loins and
the lamps trimmed and burning. None but God,
can tell the good that has already been accomplished by the Prayer Union! How many sick
have been healed, how much suffering relieved!
How many heavy ladened hearts made light and
glad, by the divine whio;perings of God's SpJrit.
Does it not. bring to us additional strength, both
A few remarks upon the Prayer Union and
spiritual and physical?"
Extracts from LetterB:
Sr. Knipschild, of Narrborne, Mo., writes:
That the Prayer Union is doing a good work,
"God bas created an unshaken trust and confino one at all familiar with its history can , ·dence in him, within me which causes me to say'
doubt; but that there are bounds and limits to
•Thy will be done.'
I feel a desire to do more
that work some seem not to consider. For
in the. glorious cause than I have done for quite
instance: Not long since one. sister sent in a
a season for the cares of this life have been restrequest asking that we set apart a day for
ing heavily upon me. I pray the Lord for his
ike -z~ltole clturclt to fast and pray for the Lord
guiding influence in the right direction.
It
to grant her request. Now while our own heart
means something to want to be saved in the
ached for this sister, we understood that we had
Celestial kingdom of God.
Yea more, I fear,
no right to prefer such a· rEquest, much less to
than a great portion of those who use the term
appoint the particular day, as she wished us to do.
•Celestial' imagine it does.
I am afraid that
And now another request of a !ike nature
many, many have not counted the cost!''
comes to us and we feel constrained to say a few
Sr·. McDonald, of Centerville, Iowa, writes:
words in reference thereto, as Vliell as to many
«We would like to hear from Sr. Knipschild and
similar ones. The Prayer Union has stated subI wish Sr. Mantle would write. She taught me
jects for· prayer, covering each Thursday in the
many good lessons and I often think what an exmonth, and if the request for prayer is one which
cellent teacher she was and feel thankful the
is embodied in tltese subjects_- then no additional
Sunday-school work is getting so much attenrequest is necessary or ought to be made.
tion."
Let the sisters who belong to the Union and
those who have requests to send in, study these
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
subjects and be goyerned accordingly. The subDec. u, Amount to date ......•....... $3,342 I I
jects of prayer were selected at the expense of
Alice Strickland, Neb .. $ so
much thought and prayer, in order that they
Julia V. Neal, Tex....... 3S
Mary C. Hart, I a . • • • • . • . IO
might meet the needs of the church as a church,
A Sister, Mo .........•.. I oo
and thus better meet the individual needs.
Wm. J. Vaughn, Mo .••. 12 oo
There are, however, individual cases where
Rosy Pooler, Cal.... . . . . 14
special requests are admissible and such will alMary Pooler, Cal........ 6o
T. A. Herbert, Ill..... • • • . so
ways be published. But if the request be included
Effie J. Fewens, Ia ....... r oo
in the subjects given for special daJ s, no attenLaura L. Church, I a.... . 27
tion cim be given to it. For instance: The secZ. A. Andrews, Wash... 7S
ond Thursday of each mci'nth is set apart for
Mrs. L. Albertus-, I a ..... I oo
C. M. & I. S. Wilder, Ia •. I oo
prayer for "Our families. The members of our
19 21
families by name, and for the families of each
Dec.
IS,
'Amount
received
t!)
date
.•••.
$3
361
32
other and those of the ministry. For the youth
s=w-send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
of the church in general."
Now considering how comprehensive this is
ERRATA.-In Herald of November I:sth whereand that each of you who send your names to_ credit given to C. Lloyd, Missouri, for $r, should
the'l]nion thereby promise to pray for them, you
be Sr. LovinaGloyd, Kansas.
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GALENA, Ind., D~c. 9th.
Editors Herald:-! have not been constantly in
the ministry dm;lng the summer, owing to a
certain extent to sickness in my family.
The prospects' are fair here for the spread of
truth. Of late I have held some meetings in the
Union branch, Jefferson county. It would be
well for all to be admonished by the proverb, "If
we dig a pit for our neighbors we will fall in it."
\Vent from Union to Volga; called on Sr. Tibbets of the Adventist order, who expressed herself as glad to meet a foeman worthy of her
steel. She admitted a falling away, but denied
a restoration of the gospel. I showed her that
the Bible made provisions for a restoration, but
none for "reformation," as God's works were not
succeptible of reforming.
I to:d her there
wa• or.ly one of two positions for us to take, succession or restoration. She had been an Evangelist, and is quite an intelligent lady. On leaving she bade me Godspeed. I called on Elder
Cooprider, in charge of the church at Volga.
After some chat I made application for the
church and he granted it and announced our meeting night. Elders Marshall and M. R. Scott, Jr.,
and wife, of the Union branch, accompanied me
Had quite a fair audience. Elder Cooprider ex·
prt>ssed himself well pleasf'd with the discoune.
Nt:xt ca!led at Nt'w Albany, where Elder David
Scott had secured a hall and advertised our
meetings.
On Sunday, the 31st, had quite interested audiences. I am to preach there next Sunday night.
Bro. David is doing a good work, and should be
aided. No doubt there will be an ingathering
there soon.
The "Memoirs" of Bro. Blair are of interest to
1
me. Had a dream near the time he came here,
and thought I was in a large valley covered with
serpents. Bro. Blair came to me, walking on
them, and taking me by the arm we walked
together on them without harm. To God be the
glory.
M. R. ScoTT.
HEDINGEN ZURICH,
Switzerland, Aug 5th.
Bro 'Yokn L. Bear :--No doubt thou ha~t been
wondering a long while why we did not write to
you for such a long period of time. Often I wrote to
you in my spirit, but never in reality; but the
time has now come you shall hear from us, that
we are still alive, hoping these lines will make
you to feel glad and will find you in the best of
health.
You will discover on my handwritings that I
do not write much more; nevertheless, do not
believe that we have forgotten you or the gospel
which thou hast brought unto us; on the contrary, we desire to be faithful unto the end.
You know that we get weak sometimes, especially myself, but with the help and strength of
God we hope to withstand the power of the evil
one; and when the tempter comes may God
strengthen us that we may overcome, is our
prayer in the name of Christ.
Pray also for us,
but I believe tbou hast done it all the time. I
was late!): by your sister in Kappel. Have seen
in your letter that you have to pas& through very
much, a.nd that your wife is very sick. Yea, it is
true you. bav~ to pass through eve\y trial, b!Jf; we

can do nothing against the will of the Lord. All
things will work for our best good.
This year is also hard on us. Since New Year
I was never real well. Influenza ruined me.
Our daughter the same way earned very little
money, and our son Jacob was sick for several
years, but died this summer in the hospital. I
will end for the present, more next time, and
will write now some other matters of importance,
beseeching you for a speedy answer.
I was lately in Uetikon, and found there some
religion• people. In our conversation we came
to the diff.orent religious denominations, and consfquently explained unto them our doctrine to
the whole extent from A to Z; gave them some
books to read. They got convinced of the truth
thereof and had a desire to join the church if
somebody would ~be there who had authority to
baptize. They would have joined the Brighamites iri times past, hut polygamy did not suit
them;. but in this church they could not find any
hindrance and would join with body and soul,
and are very anxious to be baptized before they
pass away, as they are getting agecl, that their
souls m~y not be lost. They are man and wife
and a near female relation. are well oft in this
world's goods, and a missionary would be well
received. They said if they only had known it
sooner they would have joined right away.
And now what did transpire? Elders from
Utah came along (I believe by the command of
,Satan), native elder<, yea, one from the very village those people live in, and talked to them,
portrayed before them heaven and hell, explained
polygamy to such an extent and with such
shrewdnes~, that they were overcome and received baptism at their hands. Two of those
elders actually visited us. but we withstood lh<'m.
Polygamy also was spoken of; but you know
they wanted to have right and we the same, but
in no way did we •!l'ive in. After this I visited
those people in Uetikon, talked to them with good
e.ffect, and now they are very, very sorry that
those emissaries succeeded in baptizing them. I
tried to comfort them as good as I could. They
believe they sinned greatly in receiving baptism
at their hands. I tried to give them to understand
as those Utah elders had no authority to administer those ordinance-s their baptism was null and
void I wanted to inform you of those things
and ask what is to be done now? Beloved brother,
please write those people as soon as possible.
Then with great longings they wait for information from you, as they have no rest any more.
Explain unto them how and what time our
church was reorganized, and how the old church
was rejected. In shcrt, whatever you think will
be the best for them and what they shall do. I
told them they must not be afraid that they will
be lost, becau~e there is no elders of ' nr church
here at present to receive them, that God has
ways and means for their safety, rnd the time
would come when our church would send elders
again into our land. If you write them. address
John Baur, carpenter, near the postoffice, Uetikon,
Birmensdorf, Zurich.
Tf not, write to me and I
will go there. May God bless you and your
family, and let his peace rest upon you is my
prayer in Jesus name, Amen.
May God
strengthen his kingdom upon the earth, and take
from s .• tan the power. so that he is not able to
destroy all the good ·seed which was sown.
Salute the Saints and tell them that you gained

some honest hearted souls when you was on a'
missiod to Switzerland. Please and help all you•
can with your strength and spirit, that those
three persons may be saved through the power
and assistance of God. Yea, I p<lly and beseech•'
thee before God, our Father in heaven and in· thename of Christ Jesus, Amen.
Thousand greetings from your loving brother,,
JOHN JAKOB SCHMID and.
MARY ScHMID,
Wiederkehr ..
,GARDEN GRoVE, Iowa, Dec. 9th.
Editors Herald:-! wish to speak through the
Herald concerning Sr. Weeks, of Grimes, Polk
county, Iowa. She has been an invalid for over·
two years since the birth of her last child ..
During that time her husband was taken suddenly away.
Now we know the condition under
poor cir~umstances, with five children two years
apart in age. She wrote me last >\eek to say she
had received letters from two sisters; one in Illinois and one in Missouri,· wantit1g to know what
kind of children they were, if good, ect.
Sister
Weeks wishes the Saints to take care of them
this winter, and see if she win be better able to
look after them by spring.
She cannot give
them away.
She is some stronger, can walk
across the room with the aid of a stick, through
the prayers of her brothers and sisters; she says;
so you see she trusts in her father above.
Bro.
Ray and I have known them both several years,
and the cbildren have had a righteous bringing
up. She says they have likely got a little wayward through not having the care they have been
used to. Would any of us expect different?
I
write, because >he has not the whuewith to fur·
nish stamps.
We are going to take one child
for the winter, or as long as he is happy and con·
tented; and shall try to do our duty bv him.
Let us make good use of what talent we have
and unto us will be added others. We must not
live for self, for trying times are in store for us
to see what we are made of.
I know it for myself. and pity in distress is useless without relief;
therefore let us continue to pray fnr all the afflicted ones, and then do all the good we can
while we stay here, then our reward is sure.
Your sister in ·bonds,
E RAY.
W ALLACEBURG, Ont., Dec. 15th,
Editm·s Herald:-The latter day work is progressing slowly but surely here.
The cloud of
persecution and sectarian hate is gradually vanishing. m the people can get a glimpse of the
kingdom of God that is within them.
We are not organized here yet, but have meet•"
ings twice a week. endeavoring to kef'p the "camp
·fires blazing." Bro. J H. Lake while preaching
in Ridgetown last summer "stirred up," as he
p.uts it, "a hornet's nest," consequently, a man
by the name of J. C. Wallace and I have been
measuring s;:vords through a newspaper ever
since; so much so that the editor says•" Mr. Wallace feels yery sore;" but the editor says, "Hit
him [Wallace] again"
It would be well for the world if it had more
fair minded men like Mr. E McKay, editor of the
East Kent Plain Dealer, of Ridgetown.
I am thankful I have been able to see this
''marvelous work and a wonder." Let us work
for its progress and final triumph.
JAMES H. TYRRELL
1
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THE
MONMOUTH, Ontario, Dec. ISt.
Editors Herald:- The branch here is in a favorable condition at present. It has not all been
smooth sailing since it was organized, for we have
difficulties here as well as elsewhere; but the work
Is progressing nicely now.
We have an excellent Sabbath school. I think
a great work can be done in the Sabbath·school
in preparing the young for this work; for they
will have to battle for the truth in the future. If
every one would put their shoulder to the wheel
I believe there could be a great amount of work
done through the schools and be the tl}eans of
furthering this latter day work.
Bro. J. A. Mcintosh came here on July 27th,
preaching some excellent discourses. His presence both cheered and strengthened us in the
work.
He is an able speaker and a man well
qualified to present the gospel in a proper light.
The meetings were ~ell attended, but none were
'baptized; for it seems hard to remove prejudice
'from the minds of the people, and the things of
this life seem to have greater attraction for them
than the things of the life to come. But so it has
\been in all ages of the world and will be until
'Christ's coming. He visited all the Saints in the
branch, among whom he is loved and respected.
I am striving to keep the camp-fire burning.
We have Sabbath-school every Sunday and meeting every other Sunday.
The attendance is
always very good. Having so much work to attend to on the farm, I have not been able to hold
meetings elsewhere. I have solemnized one marriage of late.
I would like to see something in the Herald
from Bro. Willard J. Smith, as we have not heard
from him for some time.
A. W. BURTON.
FIVE PoiNTS, Wis , Dec. 7th.
Editors Herald:- While reading the extract of
Sr. Page's letter, where she said her old uncle
passed away without hearing the gospel, although
he was very anxious to hear, the thought came
forcibly to my mind, Why is it?~ How many of
us there are who have friends and relatives who
have never heard the gospel preached in its fulness, and why?
Again, how many elders who
have been called but could not go, for they must
support their families. Did not God know they
had a family when he called? Certainly. Then
why is it-their hands are not loosened? Again,
how many Saints are there who do not pay their
tithing, and why? Are they afraid to trust the
Lord who hath said, "Try me and see if I will
not pour you out a blessing''? The law of Jithing
has been so clearly set forth in the Herald, it
seems all might understa.nd who read.
Now, dear Saints, when God has blessed us in
basket and store, let us not be like the foolish
man who pulled down his barns to build larger
ones.. For if our souls were required this night,
whose would the increase be then? Let us rather
think of the eiders' families who must be clothed
and fed as well as we. Is not the elder who leaves
wife and little ones at home, making a great sacrifice?
Then we as -·Saint$ and lav members,
must make an equal sacrifice, for God is no respecter of persons. "0, but," says one, "it is
hard to work all summer to raise our crops and
then give them away to others." If we give of
our substance that God has blessed us with to
help the ministry, ar(l Wt! then making as great a
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sacrifice as they are? Or their companions who
have willingly given them up to go and work for
the Lm-d, and have taken the responsibility of
caring for the little ones, and training their young
minds in the fear and admonition of the Lord?
Oh that the Saints may awake to a full realization of their duty that all the world may hear
this grand and glorious gospel preached in its
fullness, is the prayer of yoursister in bonds,
ELSIE McDowELL.
ALBANY, New York, Dec. 14th.
Editors Herald:- The work in Albany is not
prospering as-we wish it might.
We depended
a good deal on Bro. Kelley's promise, and for
a long time have been looking for an elder to
come and help us, but no one comes, so we sometimes think we are forgotten. I am tired of telling our friends that we will soon haw preaching;
that they will then learn more fully what is
meant by "the gospel restored."
To day my husband has gone out to West
Albany expecting to speak to a few in a smali
chapel this evening. He does not like to go alone ·
for his health is not good, being troubled much
with chronic catarrh. Still he does what he can,
the Lord helping him. We hope the time is not
far distant when some good elder will be able to
come and start the work in good earnest.
The Herald is a welcome messenger every
week, and as I read the good letters from so many
different parts of the vineyard I look carefully
for one from some sister in Boston, Providence
or Brockton; but I look in vain. I believe the
Lord would bless them in writing and others in
reading their good letters
Their testimonies'
are gooe and faithful and should go forth to encourage others, and if so, my heart would rejoice
as it has many times in their prayer and testi.mony meetings. May God help them to write a
word for the Herald.
Dear Saints, pray for us that we may be able
to hold the banner high. I fear it too often trails
on the ground because of our weakness and becanse of Satan's power.
God help us to renew
our strength and come up to to the help of the
Lord agninst the mighty, for the right shall prevail, the light of truth must shine forth.
Two dear ones have seen the light and are about
ready for baptism. vVe hope to hear from Bro.
Kelley soon.
Your sister,_
V. A HoXIE.
COURTLAND, Ill, Dec. 14.
Editors Herald:-In Herald for December 13th
Bro. H. H. Robinson quotes from a communication from me to him that some had been baptized
at Piper City. I wish to correct this statement
by saying the brother misunderstood my statement-of course unintentionally-as I could not
have so written to him as none have been baptized
there up to date. If I remember correctly, I must have mentioned one having been baptized
at Streator; also spoke something in relation to
those who had been baptized,at Mission after the
late conference there. Mentioned that one had
given their name for baptism at Piper, with prospects of more. These statements may not duplicate the original sta~ements, but they cover the
facts at least. If I am wrong Bro. R· can correct
me, as he has the communication Iw_r_qte hirn.
I make this correction that no wrong impression
may be rna.de by the Herald's statement. I will

839
report my labor when the present campaign is
completed. I start on my return trip to· morrow
for Piper City; begin my eftort there again on
the evening of the L7lh inst. I am anxious for
the success of the work, and am moving in• the
line of duty as best I know.
F. M. CooPER.
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MEMOIRS.-No. XV.
BY

W. W.

BLAIR.

ON the 7th of July I started for the Pacific mission field, and labored in Western
Iowa and Eastern Nebraska until the 19th
inst. with excellent success, and from the
zrst inst. engaged actively in prosecuting
mission work throughout the Rocky
Mountain region. In all our labors in the
various parts of Utah and Idaho, we had
to contend with and deplored the blinding
effects of the servile bondage caused by
the ~ecret endowments forced upon the
Utah Mormons, consisting of secret covenants, oaths, passwords, sig·ns, grips and
robings, etc., constraining us to believe
that it was and is a modern plan of ancient
Gadiantonism and a base corruption of Free
Masonry.
The masses of the people
bound together by these, it was difficult to
enf;age their attention and get them to
freely and candidly investigate our teachings.
·
.
Gov. Shaffer and other Government officials, treated Bro. Brand and myself
with marked consideration and assured us
that the power of the Government would
be asserted if needed to protect us in our
rights as American citizens. As time
passed on we perceived that the Utah
Mormon leaders and their sympathizers
did everything in their power to hedge up
our way, hinder our work and prejudice
the people against us.
On the roth of August Bro. Brand and
I, on their solicitfltion, had an interview
wifh Rev. J.P. Newman and Dr. Sutherland relative to a proposed discussion between Orson Pratt and Rev. Newman.
They sought our opinion as to the best
methods by which to prosecute such discussion, and we replied that, inasmuch as
they were confined to the Bible as the rule
of evidence, it would be essential to assume, rst: That God in the beginning, in
the creation of Adam and Eve, revealed
his will that monogamy and not polygamy
:was heaven's ,plan in respect to marriage.
zd: That though the patriarchs, after the
flood, practiced plural marriage, it was not
by the commandment of God, but was
contrary to his will as manifest in the putting awr.y of Hagar by Abraham which
was done by dir~ct commandment of the
Lord. 3d: That God suffered plurality of
wives·in the !tJidst of his people under the
Mosaic covenant because of the hardness
of their hearts as lw did divorce, retaliation and the like, at the same time manifesting his displeasure against it. 4th: That
when Christ, the perfect teacher of per-
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feet truth~ came and introduced the full
burr from our wagon, and when we start-. j time was devoted in preaching throughout
light of God's will, he reaffirmed' the will ed to leave in the inorning one fore wheel
northern and central Illinois.
of God in the beginning, and taught that I. ran off, causing anxiety and delay. Bu•
December 21st I began a series of meetthe having of two living wives at the same following the special promptings given us ings in Deloit and Dennison, in western
· time constituted adultery. 5th: That all
at the moment, we went to the little creek Iowa, and was universally greeted with
the New Testament teachings were in· near by and at once saw i'n the midst of large and attentive congregations.
I
favor of monogamy and strictly against the crinkle grass the lost burr, and then sought to confine my efforts to the essen· polygamy; These, in substance, were our we fixed up and proceeded on our way.
tis! topics touching- the plan of salvation,
views, and we claimed that if they were
I spent the winter of 1870-7I chiefly in
man's duty to God and his fellow men, the
marntained by the abi.mdant proofs in the Salt Lake City and Ogden, but devoted
fulfillment of prophecy, and bearing testiBible the discussion would prove that the· considerable time in preaching the word
mony to the divinity of the Christian re· Bible did not sanction but condemned po- in Idaho, Cache V allev, and on the Weber ligion and the Reorganized Church of
river, meeting with considerable succes8. Christ. I was deeply impre~sed then, l!S I
lygamy:
.
Brn .. E. C. Brand, J. W. Chatburn, A. had been before, and have been since, that
Mr. Newman did well in the discussion
that· followed until he and Mr. Pratt McCord and Sl)muel Wood rendered val- tne world's great need is the religion of
entered upon a learned contest as to the uable aid at many of these points and else~ Jesus Christ preci~ely as taught by himself
meaning of the Hebrew original ot Levit- where, and we ·gathered out many people. and his di,ciples, with all its spiritual graces
January 3 Ist, 187 I, I started for Battle and gifts and powers and promises and
icus 18: I8. Almost an entire day was
Mountain and Austin, Nevada. Labored
assurances of the Holy Spirit as set forth
fritteted away by Mr. Newman in attempting to prove that the original for at these points, mainly at Austin, until the in holy writ. Special pains were taken to
22d inst., and a considerable number were teach and illustrate the soul's personal
">;ister" in the text meant wife/ but Oridentity, its accountability to God, and its
son Pratt proved himself the better He- added to the church.
Reached Carson, Nevada, Ft-bruarv comtious existence after death.
At G~lbrew scholar, that Mr. Newman's render24th.
Preached there and at Genoa, 1 land's Grove, Little Sioux, Council Bluff~,
'ing was wrong, and he therefore obtained
the ma~tery on that point. This w~s a Mottsville and Franktown uo to March Omaha, Crescent ·City, Plum Hollow,
serious setb~ck to Mr. Newman, yet many 29th, and baptized a number. 'spiritualism Nebraska City and Manti, we labored
and infidelity were the chief obstaacles we with much satisfaction and excellent fruits
Of the points he made were so valuable
until the 29'h of March, 1872. Considerand weighty that this gain of Mr. Pratt found in the way of progress.
able additions to the church were made.
counted but little in the final issue.
The 30'. h o f M uch found us in S acraMr. Newman, as an orator, was far
mento.
Our conference for the mission
I attended the Generill Conference April
superior to Mr. Pratt; but the latter, as a convened April 6th, at Washington Cor- 6th, which convened in St. Louis, Mislogician, was much the superior of Mr. ners, an d we h :3 d a very exceII ent season. souri. Lgbored in St. Louis, Cheltenham
. Newman. The discn~~ion, with the honThe reports ot the mission fit:ld were 1 and GraYoi~, Mi&souri, also at Alton and
Bloomington, Illinois, reaching home the
est, liberal and intelligent thinkers, was mostly encouraging. .
.
latter part of April.
very dam;1ging to polygamy. One ot the
I visited San Bernardino early in May
best', if not the very best, of all tbe points attended district conference on th~ I 3th
May 6th, in a council compo~ed nf Pres.
made hy Dr. Newman was when he de- inst., and found that church interests were Joseph Smith and Bi~hop I. L. Rogers,
clared, as if by inspiration, that, while podoing well in all that region. Spiritualism
al~o Joseph Ells, E. C.Brii{gs and vV. W.
lygamy might do for monarchs who in these parts was putting on a very agBlair of the Twelve. Among other things,
founded empires, and for princes who
· t ., b y r e- it was resolved: "That we consider 'it to be
gress I've· front , and on th e I 9 th ms
conquered kingdoms, and for priests who quest of numerous citizens, preached at wrong, and tending to heresy, to teach,
supported themselves in ~ffiuence by the 7:
30 p.m., giving our views as to its origin, preach, or write against the avowed doc'money wrung; from their people, it would
iife.forces, and as to its future work. trine>; and order of the church,-the Gennot do for the poor man (who specially While here the church received consider- eral Conferences and high councils being
needed the favors and blessings of God), for able accessions, and we found that the the proper places in which to discuss and
he could bat'ely support his one wife and S am
•
· ts were proO'res
k n 0 w 1e d ge, determine those matters."
This action
,.,
s1•ng m
little family; that polygamy increased and . and in influence with their neighbors, also grew out of the reckless and ·'antagonistic
·.added burdens; but that the gospel of J e~us in the gifts and graces of the gospel.
writings and teachings of some who as· Christlessened and lightened them; theresumed to be wi>er than Joseph the Seer
2
May 8th we began preaching in Watand the church councils and conferences
fore, .Polygamy could not be of God.
On the 23d inst. I went with Bro. E. C. son ville and continued to labor there and in his time, or tlte church and its councils
Brand to Corinne, whose citiz~ns were at Santa Cruz until the 7th of June, adding at the present. But this was not intended
·
d'
21nxious to have the Reorganized Church some to the membership of the branch at to etther
suppress or 1scourage legitimate,
make that place and vicinity one of their Watsonville. We then proceeded to San orderlv discussion.
Francisco the 7th inst., preached the word
We. visited and preached in Kewanee,
strongholds, and there were some inducethere and at Washington Corners, Liver- Canton, St. David, Breed's Station, Amments, in a financial way. presented us in
hoy, Rochelle, Paw Paw, Streator and
favor of it.
But we declined to entertain more Valley, and on the 2 5th inst. bapanything fHvorable to it, and so passed on tized three at Washington Corners. At Piper C ity, in nort h ern I llinois, up to July
Stockton, July rst, two were added to the
h
to ·Malad City, laboring there until Sep•
churrh, and on the 12th started to FrankJOt •
tember sth.
The 17th of June, on invitation, I met
b
During the month of September we be- town, Nevada.
with the Board of Pu lication, at Plano.
During
my
labors
this
trip
in
California
On
that
date,
pursuant
to
previous arrangestowed considerable labor in and about
Ogden, and on Weber river as far lip as the Spirit of the Lord comforted me great- ment, the Board took possession of the
Herald Office and the property pertaining
·Echo City, meeting w~ih much secret op- ly and confirmed the work.
. I spent twenty days in Wa;..hoe and Car- thereto, and assumed control of the pubposition, yet re~ping valuable fr11its for
son Valleys, meeting with fair success and lishing interests of the church.
our labors.
From July I2th to September 2nd
'On the 25th inst., at two p.m., preached adding five persons to the church by bapin Independence Hall, Salt Lake City, and tism.
preached the word in New Providence,
set forth the fact that the Spirit had reAugust 8th found me in Salt Lake City. Scottsville, Marietta, and other points in
vealed to us the downfall of Brighamism
I continued my labors here and at other Indiana, which resulted in adding numbers
at an early dav.
points in Utah until the 16th of Septem- to the church.
Elders Goss, Mathes and
When at Providence, near Logan, in
ber and then went east and attended the Treat figured to get up a discussion with
Cache Valley, so bitter were some of the >emi-annual conference at Park's Mills, us while at Scottsville, but for reasons
Brighamites against us that they brnenly
near Council Bluffs. which convened the known to to themselves they failed· to acpelted the house with rocks where we 20th inst., and from there proceeded home. cept our propositions.
were holding ser.vice, and at night stole a
During the fall and eady winter, my
During October and November visited

I
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Princeville, Buffalo Prairie, Millersburg
and a few other points near them, set in
order some branch affairs and baptized a
few.
Our conference in Kewanee, December
6tl) to 8th, proved an excellent one. My
diary minutes say, "The entire session of
conference was. greatly blessed by unity,
peace.and the presence of the Holy Spirit."
Remaining a short time, I then proceeded
to Happy Hollow, Iflwa, December I rth,
where Bro. and Sr. Adam Fletcher had
aroused a spirit of investigation, and after
preaching a few sermons there to fairly
.attentive listeners proceed to near Leon,
Iowa, where I held a series of meetings in
the Jennings' school house, some of my
hearers afterward uniting with the church.
The Epizootic had smitten the horses at
this time thronghout all the. west, and
when unable to travel by railway we had
to make the most of our journeys on foot.
The 23d of D.ecember found. me at Bro.
William Hopkins, two miles southeast of
where Lamoni is now located. The "Order of Eno.ch" had located in this region a
fine body of land and were actively engaged in improving it.
I was highly
. pleased with the general outlook of affairs
and was confident that the Lord would
here plant a work from whence would go
forth the gospel of Christ to all peoples
abroad, for the Lord .had given us by night
vision. and the constr.tint of his Spirit
most encouraging evidences on, that point.
l'he country then wa.s very thinly settled
on the .lowa side of the state lin.e, and not
a few . of the inhabitants. in that region and
. roundabout were bitterly prejudiced.against
the Lat.ter Da:y Saints.
Some of them
&aid that the Lord, by drea:m&, had shown
them that the Saints would settle there in
la.rge nllmbers. Ebenezer Robinson, both
before and after this time, testified that the
Lo1·d, in a.n open vision, had shown him
many yeats before, when in Washington,
D: C., that the Saints would gather in
large numb.ers on either side of the state
... Iin_e we.st.of Pleasanton, and when in that
v;isi.onhe beard the voice of singing from
heayen of this verse:
. "Give us room tbll-t we may dwell!
Zion's.children cry aloud:
See their numbers-how they swell!
Row they gather, like a cloud!"
(Hytpn 939, Sain.ts' Harp.)

. . The few SaintsJoqated there were dwelljng in unity, and the gifts and blessings of
the BoJy: Spirit were richly enjoyed. I
preached in: a.nd around .Pleasanton and
then went .to St. Joseph, Missouri,: where
I preached in the court J10use to full and
: attentive congregations, in the meantime
setting in, .order .some things needed. in
branch affair.s, resulting in better understanding anp ne;eded unity.
The 16th :of January, 1873,.! began a
.series of meetings at Lee's Summit, near
Independence, Missouri, and while here
saw myself with others at work cleansing
and clearing llp;,a highway. The part
cleared and put in .order was beautiful in•
deed.· There was coiled up near the highway a _huge serpent,,.which I smote. 11pon
the hea!i whh my implements of labor.
.( O.n the: 27th i.n.st.,bivote.of. eight rnem}Jer:.s ..p:re&e.nt, J,pJiocee:d~. to- orgt~.ni~ the

Lee's Summit branch.
The 30th inst., I
thus convince the world by example as
Had quite a well as precept, that 'the law of the spirit
wen.t to Independence.
lengthy interview with the Hedrickites. of life in Christ Jesus hath made us free
They were then verv sanguine that they from' the convenient and general errors,
would build up largely in that city and the follies, sins and selfishness common to hucountry adjacent.
vVe held a St>ries of manity . . . .
meetings in the German church. Some of
"The early church, as a whole,-indeed
the Gentile citizens and some of the Hed- the major portion of ·it-failed to reach the
rickites sought to make my stay among requisite degree of faithfulness in obeyingthem agre~able. The time was then draw- the written law.
They 'treated lightly'
ing nigh when some of the revelations the express commands of G0d, and were
ofGranville Hedrick would be tested by told that 'this condemnation resteth upon
the unfaltering, remor8eless hand of time. the children of Zion, even all, and they
He had predicted in I 864 that "the awful shall remain under this condemnation un- ·
calamity of war and famine" would come til they repent and remember the Book of
upon the people of the Northern States, Mormo:1 and the former commandments,
"beginning" in 187I; that at that time the not only to say, but to do according to that
sword would "fall heavily" upon the peo- which is written.'
ple, and that famine would quickly follow.
"When we do according to the above
This proving false, his pretentious to be a we shall be prepared to receive what the
prophet of God should have been rejected Lord contemplated giving the church (and
by all. But some of his disciples still ad
in fact did give to some) in the days of the
hered to his claims, false though his proph- martyr, andshall enter in and occupy those
ecies and promises proved.
higher and richer blessings and endowWas at Bevier the I 51 h of February ments of ~piritual power which the church
where I remained preaching until the 25th, received in part, and which the Lord deblessed of the Lord, and having- fair suc- signed to give them in full, in the martvr's
cess. Afterward labored in Bryant i'lnd day; but which they failed, as a body: to
Canton, Illinois, from March Ist to I8th. become worthy of.
My efforts there were blessed of God i'lnd
"If uJJfaithfulness in them was the cause
resulted in the baptism of ~even.
The . of their failures and disasters, faithfulness
Saints were living in unity and enjoying and obedience will prove the only means
the gifts in a very liberal deg-ree. · I also whereby we shaH be successful and finish
held a few interesting meetings in Ke- the work left undone bv careless, modern
wanee from the 2oth to the 27th, and on Israel. Conditions of Ilfe in opposition to
the 30th inst. attended an excellent fast the will of.· God brought the people of God
meeting with the branch in Sandwich.
into a condition of opposition and inharThe· annual conference of r873 met at monv with Him, as they must if nvitably
Plano, April 6th, and on the 7th inst. Pres. and irrevocably also do with us if we indiJoseph Smith placed in my hands a revela- vidMally or collectively assume and remafn
tion to present to the.quorum oft he Tw,elve, in such opposite conditions. For the dopart of which was given March Ist, and main of law is to bless, or punish and corthe remainder on April 6th, I873. (See rect; and he who would receive its benefits
D. C. Sec. I I 7·) By this I was called to · must be obedient to it; while he who is a
be one of the counselors in the First Presi- transgressor must suffer, be corrected and
dency of the church. I had, not long prior finally rejected and fail of .justification if
to this, evidence given me of the Lord that he abides not in the bounds and ·conditions
I would be called to that position in the of principles designed by heavenly wisdom
church, .a position to which Jason W. to sanctify and preserve.
•Return unto
Briggs would have been called _had he me and I will return unto you' is the be·
been faithful. But of this matter no menneficent admonition of the Lord; and by
tion had been .made to any one, for I was this he mel).ns 'not only to say but to do acdetermined that, if the manifestation was cording to that which is written.'
of the Lord, which I did not doubt, the
"Among the. early church individual
matter should he made public by others faithfulness existed, ~.s it does in the presinstead of myself.
ent church; but its existence was too lim• ited to reach the desired end, for •Zion can
not be redeemed except it be according to
DO WE PRACTICE WHAT WE
the law of the celestial kingdom' 'otherPREACH?
wise I cann.ot receive ht?r unto myself;'
THERE is no people who are stronger ad- and this applies to spiritual conrlitions as
vocates for the strict observance of the well as temporal regulations, ancl the latteachingscof the written word .of God. as ter. will never be put in operation until the
the means of obtaining the blessings of children of Zion are nbt only in name but
God as promised in the gospel than the in fact 'the pure in heart.' . . . We must
build according to the pattern and not atLatter Day Saints.
The following quotations from the Her- tempt to deviate from it; for every means
ald will no doubt be endorsed by all to but those •instituted of heaven will fail and
whom they were addressed. ·
· miRerablv fail in their intencled purpose.''
"lt.remains with us as
people, mem- -Herald for Dec. 21st, It>89, p. r.
"Nothing can be plainer than that God
bers and officials, to so study the word as
to be able to properly present it to the'm. required of theBaints to accept and obserye
[those inquiring after our faith]. Our duty the[ revelations .of the seer when he predoes not end here, for the_ whole tenor of sented them to the church. in the way orthe word teaches us that in addition
pre- dained, nnless they, upon due examinasenting the truth, we must live ,by it, and tion, were found defective and unreliable.

a
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"Israel when the Jaw was read to them,
acting uoon their agency to accept or reject it-, e~tered into a covenant to receive it
for themst>lves and their children (Ex. 24:
3-8); and this law was bi!1ding upon them
throughout their generations.
"No man, faction, priest, prophet or king
had the right to disobey, resist, evade or
question it.
They who did either, did it
at their peril, and to their damage, as the
Bible fully proves.
To this -we add the
fact that all revelations and prophecies of
Moses and the prophets and seers who
were sent of God and accredited by him
were received as authoritative and valid,
and were endorsed, quoted and maintained
by :1ll of God's faithful servants in after
times.
We never read of any but the
wicked, aspiring, self-conceited, and unfaithful ones, seeking to invalidate~ nullify,
or rej.:ct any portion oi the woxk delivered by God's seers and prophets. Jesus and
his faithful ministry and people never did
anything of this kind. The •Thus saith
the Lewd' of all God's chosen and accepted
prophets and seers, especi,•lly after such
was received hy God's people as his word,
was always held to be true and of full force
and authority, and was never resisted or
dishonored by the wise and bithful people
of God. We never find one of the Lord's
appointed servants, nor, any considerable
number of them, questioning or rejecting
a clause, sentence, paragraph, or section
of anv of the authentic and commonly accepted revelations and prophecies of heaven's dulv accredited prophets and seers.
God's people, when blind and wicked have
done this great evil: but upright and wise
ones never did."-Herald for March 27th,
r886, p. '94·
In view of the foregoing teachings it
may be well for us as a people to sometimes stop and ask ourselves the question
-do we practice what we preach-are we
acting consistently with our claims and
teachings?
The adage that "Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty," is, we believe, not only
applicable to a people in regard to their political liberties, but also to us as a people
in regard to our liberties in the gospel. If
the truth makes us free then shall we be
free imleed. John 8:31-36.
Otherwise,
if we are not made free by the truth and
maintain our freedom by abiding in the
same then are we liable to fall into error
and bondage. Christ prayed for his discipres saying, "Father . . . . sanctify them
through thy truth: thy. word is truth."John 17: 17.
"Watch ve and pray, le~t
ye enter into temptation."-Mark I4: 38.
The history of God's peo'ple in all ages
teaches us tha! there is gre..t danger of going astray from the law and commandments of God. The Psalmi~t has declared
that God has "magnified his word above
all his name."-Psa. 138: 2.
When Gocl revealed his will to Moses
and instructed him to build a tabernacle,
Moses was ch:uged to see "that thou make
all things according to the pattern shewed
to thee in the mount."-Heb. 8: 5·
\V hen J esu~ was on the earth ancl sent
out his discioles to preach th~ gospel he
~ent them out "by two and two."-Mark

6:

7~

In the organization of the church in this his paths are straight and his course is one
dispensation the name "pattern~' was es- eternal round." "Remember, remember,
tablished and taught in the commandments that it is not the work of God that is frusgiven to the church. (See D. C. 42: 2;' trated; but the work of men; for although
52:2, 3; 6r:6; 62:2. To the Reorgan- a man may have many revelations, and
ization the Lord has spoken on the subject have power to do many mighty works, yet
as follows: "And moreover it is expedient if he boasts in his own stren~th, and sets
in me that my elders in going to declare at naught the counsel if God, and follows
my gospel to the nation, shall observe t]?e after the dictates of his own will and carpattern which I have given. "Two by two nal desires, he must faU and incur the venlet them be sent, that they may be a help geance of a just God upon him."-D. C.
and support to each other in their minis- 2: 1,,2.
try."-Revelation given March, 186:~·
These declarations certainly contain
In harmony with this law we find Elder warnings that can not be safely disreg-ardA. H. Smith in his report to the General ed bv either individuals or organizations.
Conference of I 886 saying: "Though it
The absence of apparently very small
may seem out of place in my report for things given as commands of God has reme to counsel or advise this body, yet once sulted in great blessings as in the case of
more I feel like urging it upon your notice. Naaman the leper, and the children of IsIn sending out your missionaries, do not rael when bitten by the serpents. (2 Kings
send them alone, but two bv two, as God 5: 1-14; Num. 21: 6-8).
,
has commanded.
Do this and greater
Disobeying the commands of God in
success will follow the labors of the elders, what might have been con~idered a very
and many temptations and failures will be small matter has resulted in disappoint ..
avoided."-Herald for May 8th, 1886, ment and loss; as in the case of Moses
page 288.
when he smote the rock instead of speakThis same law was advocated by Elder ing to it, as he had been commanded, and
M. T. Short, of the Seventy. (Herald thereby forfeited his right to enter the
for May 15th, 1886, page 297).
promised land. {Num. 20:7-13; 27: 14;
In opposition to this law we find in a Deut. 32: 48-52).
report to the Quorum of the Apostles that
When Saul was by the command of
tl:ey say: "The smallness of ministerial God sent to utterly destroy the Amalekites
force, to meet the pressing demands, is the and all their substance, he and the people
only apology we can offer for a failure to spared the king alive, and also the best of
meet the request for sending two and two." the sheep and oxen, and proposed to offer
-Herald for April 24th, 1886, page 255·
them as a sacrifice unto the Lord God in
This report was adopted by the General Gil gal.
But Samuel the prophet said:
Conference.
The question arises, does "Hath the Lord as much delight in burnt
the apology offered for disregarding God's offerings and sacrific.es as obeying the
positive commands justify the church in voice of the Lord? Behold, to obey is
their action in the matter? God has given better than sacrifice, and to hearken than
to the church his mind and will on the the fat of rams. For rebellion is as the
subject and has decl:ued that it was "expe- sin of witchcraft, and stubborness is as in~
dient" in him that the "pattern" of send- iquity and idolatry. Because thou hast
ing the elders "two by two" should be rejected the word of the Lord he hath
"observed." If then, as the Lord has said, also rejected thee from being king."-1
"What I the Lord have spoken I have Sam. 15.
spoken, and I excuse not myseij," (D. C.
In the case of U zza, who put forth his
1 : 8) will he accept of an excuse qffered by hand to steady the ark of the Lord, it
others which comes directly in conflict would seem that certainly under the cirwith what he has spoken? "I, the Lord, cumstances he would have been justi.fied in
am bound when ye do what I say, but violating the command, and order of God;
when ye do not what I say, ye have no but he bad to suffer the penalty of death
promise."-D. C. 8r: 3·
according to the word of the Lord. And
While it may appear expedient in man's although David "got on his ear" because
wisdom to distribute the minstry over as the Lord smote Uzz~, yet we have no acmuch territory as possible, we should re- count that the Lord ever apologized to
member that the "foolishness of God is David for what he had done. (See I
wiser than men." {I Cor. I: 25). And Chron. IS:: 9· 10, in connection with Num.
God has said that it was "expedient" in 4:15 and r Chron. 15: II-15).
him to have them go "two by two."
In the light of the history of God's dealThe Book of Mormon, page 155, says ings with his people in the past we certhat "it is not requisite that a man run faster tainly should not undertake to set up our
than he has strength." We believe this wisdom and judgments in oppo<>ition to
principle is just as applicable to an organ- the plain and positive teachings of the
iz<ttion or body of men as to an individual. word of God, in which he has made
And it does seem that it would be wisdom known his mind and will to his people.
to "make haste slowly," and "run in har- And whether the "smallness of the minismony with the word of the Lord" instead terial force'"' be due to an actual lack of
of trying to "run faster than , we have men of ability, or to the want of means to
strength" by disregarding the commands support those dependent on such as would
of God given for our guidance. God hath otherwise be able and willing to become
declared that he "doth not walk in crooked missionaries, we certainly are not excusable
path:;;; neither doth he turn to the right in sending out the ministerial force which
hand nor to the left; neither doth he vary we have at our command in a manner that
from that which he hath said; therefore, comes in conflict with the commands of
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God. Neither can we expect God's blessings to attend us as a church in the same
degree as though we strictly adhered to
his revealed will in the matter, and trusted
to his wisdom and power to accomplish
his work in his own way, we being willing instruments in his hands to work according to the "pattern" given and not set
up our judgment in opposition to his.
These are the views of the writer on the
subject, and the same principle will apply
to any and all other subjects or questions
which may come up for consideration.
Let us first learn what God has said on
the subject and then govern ourselves accordingly, whether we can always see the
wisdom or "expediency" of his c"ommands
or not. The writer has been publicly accused of advocating or writing that which
in the "judgment" of those making the
accusation "antagonizes the pronounced
and confirmed policy, doctrine and rulings
of the church." Notwithstanding the accusation, I claim to be one of the rnost uncompromising advocates for the "faith
once delivered to the" Latter Day Saints
as found written in the revelations given
to the church through the martyred prophet of this dispensation. And if anything
written by myself has been found to be
antagonistic to the policy, doctrines or
rulings of the church it is simply because
such policy or doctrine as may have been
officially set forth, as such rulings of the
church were not in my judgment in harmony with the written word; even as I
claim that the present policy of the church
in sending out missionaries is not in harmony with the written word on that subject.
I am willing to give due respect to all
men's views on all questions; yet be it
understood that I give greater respect to
the written word than to any or all men's
opinions, official declarations, or conference resolutions; unless I can see that they
are in harmony with the written word. I
follow leaders only as they follow Christ.
{I Cor. II: I.)
My experience and observations have been such as to cause me
to most thoroughly imbibe the spirit of
the teachings of Bro. Joseph Smith in
Herald for Dec. ISth, I888.
"Pres.
Smith hereemphasized in a striking mannet the necessity of the people abiding in
the faith laid down in the. books, stating that
under no circumstances whatever would
they be justified in accepting that which
was contrary to that which was written;
that if he should present anything unto
them contrary thereto, and even declare
that an angel stood by him and gave him
such a revelation, they had better reply,
'Well, Bro. Joseph, we will wait a while
before we accept it, and be sure we are
not deceived.'" He further says, "If ever
the Reorganization found him receiving
or teaching that which is contrary to the
written word, they should assert themselves and flatly refuse to yield their sense
of truth and liberty to any such proceedings. • • • For Paul says that though
himself 'or an angel from heaven' teach
contrary to, or.different from what he had
. taught- and the church received, let him
:be accursed.'" .-

"What is the proper domain
While acting in conformity with the questions.
We endeavor to ~how that
command, "Ye shall see that my law is of science?"
kept," (D. C. 41: z), and the foregoing science could neither reveal the truth nor
teachings of Bro. Joseph Smith we may demonstrate the error of anything of which
seem to be very radical in our views, but it had not complete analytical or syntheticThe above question would
there is none who' is more willing than the al control·
writer to allow evey one the same privilege not have been presented, bad its author
that be claims for himself and let everyone felt himself able to remove the foundations
think for himself and by exchanging views . on which our criticism rested; so we may
fairly presume, that finding himself so f;u
we may all learn something.
Criticism I do not fear either public or pri- in the investigation unable to show our povate if allowed to defend my position sition to be erroneous, he proposes accordthrough the same medium that the criti- ing to a method too familiarly known by
cism may be offered.
If I am wrong all who have undertaken to defend truth,
the criticism may help me see my error; to cast doubt upon it by calling upon us to
if I am right the criticism can do no harm. answer a question in no way material to
the issue. If we should prove unequal to
1 believe that "error can do but little harm
if truth te left free to com bat it." But for the task of pre~enting any proper domain
one party to have the privilege of expres- for scientific effort, would that go to prove
in the remotest degree that science can
sing their views and criticising others and
then refusing them the privilege of reply- show the truth or falsity of anything of
ing upon any pretense whatever, is a mani- which it can gain no analytical or synthetfestation of a spirit which the writer ever ical control? Our questioner, not us, is the
has and ever expects to oppose, be it mani- man under obligations to show a proper
fested by whomsoever it may.
I occupy domain for stience.
the same platform that a writer to the
Addressing our dlorts directly to the
Herald does when he says, "there are some questwns for the benefit of the general readopinions that are expressed both by elders er, we answer: That kind of science which
in the 'old church' alJd in this one, that I
has seated itself upon a dictHtorial throne,
do not swallow, nor do I expect to find and proposes that notwithstanding its reany church on earth able to make me enpeated demonstrations of weaknes~, and its
dorse them. I never have submitted to ~!lg memorable reversals over and over again of
law (without protesting against it.-J. F.] its own decisions, which always show weaknor do I ever expect to."
(Herald for 'ness in a court and cast discredit upon it,
Sep. zzd, 1888, page 6o6.)
to l:1y down and enforce rules of criticism
Yours for righteousness, truth, justice framed in the interest of its as~umrtions
and equal rights,·
and for the purpose of maintaining and
JosEPH FLORY.
propagating its views, has no proper domain and of it we shall make no use whatever except to com bat it by asserting persistently, ·constant Jy, and with no intention
of being either deluded or driven from this
fighting line, that the right to that throne
SCIENCE AND RELIGION.
must be proven; that self-appointed dictaTHE following from the pen of Bro. D. tors are tvrants; and that the attaching of
F. Lambert, edtior of the Patriot, is a con- large capital letters to a man's name for
tinuation of the articles written by him in the purpose of authority proves first that
he"is conscious of littleness without them
refutation of the assuOJptions of professed and secondly thflt· he has no greatness
scientists:
with them.
We have about as much use
After what we have recentlv said in this for L.L.D.'s in science as we have for
department with reference to the inability Rev. D.D.'s in religion. The former is
of natural science to grasp and make no evidence of knowledge; the latter no
known the truth with refe-rence to anv do- proof of divinity or sanctification.
main higher or more comprehensive othan
But science has a proper domain, and in
that into which man by the use of his phys- that we propose to honor and even applaud
ical faculties may enter, the questions it.
In the domain of physics how great has
come to us from a source which desires to
remain in seclusion, "What is the prop- been its work. In no particular part of its
er domain of science? If it is so im per- work is it absolutely perfect for reasons
heretofore assigned; but it has contributed
fect as you claim, what u~e do you propose
to make of it?"
to unitiog the continents by s,team, openIt would have been more satisfactorv to ine- to civiliz'ltion the dark corners of the
us and doubtless to our readers, had Jour earth; alleviating the suffering of the race.
questioner given us some other answer to In the good work of thus blessing man.
our previous criticisms than the one com- kind let it go on; but let it never be forprehemled and intended to be placed be- . gotten, that the highest attainment of
fore us by the above questions.
which it is susceptible is making a proper
Before proceeding to answer for the use of the material things which the author
benefit of the general reader, it may he of the universe has placed within its reach
profitable to consider for a moment the and endowed with the efficacy of which it
mental operations which are likely to have may avail itself; and that, therefore, to
led to the propounding of the above q ues- hold that the author can not or will not,
tions: If the questioner had intened that without anv restrictions whatever as to
these operations should be kept a secret, he either time; place or people, reveal either
should not 'have propounded these tell.tale a more accurate and thorough knowledge
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of this world, ,or a knowledge of any other
world, is to reach the very climax of absurdity as well as affrontery; and it is time
this truth, in the terribleness of its comprehensive power, were hurled at,, this
throne of scientific bigotry and usurpation.
Does our questioner understand us?
A srlf-acting machine, small or gre11t,
is recognized as a scientific impossibility;
yet the philosophers who have so many
times demonstrated this as well as they
can demonstrate anything, have at the
same time, that is some of them, been laboring by aid of the most stupendous flights
of the imagination, to make .men believe
that the universe is.just such a self-acting
m~·chine.
Though every Jaw which we
have the capacity to trace to its origin is
found to depend for its existence and operation upon an intelligent being, yet we
are urg-ed to believe, contrary to the united
experience of mankind, ami hence contrary
to the plainest dictates of common sense,
th;1t the most gigantic power our feeble
minds have been p<"rmitted to contemplate,
and the most accurately working and perfectly adju'lted mechanism with \<1hich we
have any acquaintance, are the result of
law-law enacted, bw executed, law infallible, law eternal, with absolutely nothing behind it! If any religionist can present a proposition better calculated than
this to bankrupt human credulity, or suspend the operation of intelligence, and destroy reason and common sense, let us
bave it. That some religionists can do
well in this field we admit; but that they
can excel this class of scientists we deny.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with the Mh;sion branch
October zsth and 26,h, I89o; Bro, Henry Southwick president anrl W. Vickery clerk. Bishop's
agent reported having received $312 26; paid out
$r68 s6; balance on hand $I43 70 Number of
officials present were, of the first presidency, I;
high priests, I; seventy, 4; elders 7; priests, 3;
teachers, 3; deacons, I. Branch ·reports :-East
Delevan,
members, i\]cluding 3 elders, I priest,
I teacher, I deacon, 4 baptized, I ordained, I
marriage; Amboy, 26 including I seventy I elder, 6 baptized; Sandwich s6; I high priest, 3
elders, I priest, I deacon, 2 died; Mission 103; 2
elder,, I priest, 1 teacher, I died; Chicago, 28; 3
elders, I priest, I deacon, 2 baptized; Plano, 202;
6 elders, 5 priests, 4 teachers, 2 deacons, 3 removed by letter, I ordained; Braid wood, 52; 2 elders,
I priest, I teacher, 2 baptized; Courtland, 30; 3
elders, 5 baptized; Streator, referred back for
correction with instructions to the secretary. Elders T. Hougas, H H. Robinson and F. M.
Cooper were appointed a commi"ttee to investic
gate the expulsion of one from the Streator
branch. Committee reported, report received,
committee discharged and report ordered spread
on the minutes. "As your committee to investigate the legality of the expulsion of the party referred to in the report of the Streator branch, we
find; first, that said party was tried before a legal! y C<)nstituted court of elders upon charges
properly preferred; second, that said charges
were suotained ~y said court upon the evidence
presented; third, and that the subsequent action
of the branch in his expulsion was regular and
in harmonv with the cht;rch law." Signed, T.
Hc>ugas, H. H Robinson, F. M. Cooper. Elders'
n·ports:-W. R. Calhoon, JohnS. Kier, by Jetter,
Henry Southwick, by letter, F. M. Cooper, bap·

so

tized 2, T .. H<;mgas, H. H. Robinson, baptized 3,
Ell Wildermuth, M. T. Short, W. Vickery, I. L.
Rogers, A. Hayer. Priests, H. J. Worby, F. J ..
D. Earl, baptized '1. Teacher's; John Wonders
and Wm. Walrath. The district president, the
missionaries and secretary were made a commit·
tee to appoint two day meetings, and the speakers for them. Meetings were appointed at Braidwood, November rst and 2d, in charge of Bro. M.
T. Short, and at Streator for the same time in
charge of H .. Southwi9k and F. M. Cooper; at
Plano, in charge of Brn. W. W. Blair and H. H.
Robinson, November 8th and 9th, and Sandwich,
November 15th and r6th in charge of same. Licences were granted to S. C. Goode and R. R.
Partridge, elders, and Wm. Walrath, teacher,
and E. S. Allen, deacon. A petition from the
Chicago branch, asking for help, was referred to
the district president and missionaries in charge.
Names of those expelled or added were·ordered
read hereafter in branch reports. The preaching was by Bro. H. H. Robinson, assisted by Bro.
H, Southwick, Saturday evening at 8 o'clock.
Sunday morning prayer-meeting was in charge
of Brn. H J. Worby and T. Hougas. At ro:3o,
am. Bro. F. M, Cooper preached, assisted by
Bro. Wm. R. Calhoori: and at 3 p,m, Bro. M. T.
Short, assisted by W. Vickery. After this there
was a sacrament and fellowship meeting in
charge of Brn. T. Hougas and F. J. D. EarL
Children were blessed bv Brn. Robinson and
Cooper. At 7:3o Bro. W. W. Blair preached.
The spiritual authorities of the church were, on
motion, sustained in righteousness. Adjourned
to meet at Plano, February 2Ist and 22d, r89r.
NORTHERN INDIANA AND SOUTHERN MICHIGAN.
Conference convened at Saints' Hall, Galien,
Michigan, November 8th, 1890; H. Rathbun
president, D. H. Proper secretary protem., Flora
L. Scott organist, L. Scott chorister.
Eight
branches reported by letter, and one orally. Elders' reports: E C. Briggs; Hiram Rathbun,
baptized 5; M. T, Short, baptized 5; L Scott,
baptized 2;
B. Prettyman; Columbus Scott;
John Most, baptized 3; W. J. Smith, baptized ro;
J. B. Watson, baptized. 3· and Levi Phelps.
Priests: John Shook; J ohrt Kiefer; Geo. Weston.
Bishop's agent: Total amount received, $I6o I6;
due church Nov, 2d, I889, $T3 oo; total paid out,
$I9S 36; balance due agent, $22 20. Wm. Lockerby agent. Report submitted to an auditing
committee and found correct.
Branch reports:
Clear Lake, last report 67, present 68; including
I priest, 1 teacher. Coldwater, 99; including 2
elders, I priest, r teacher.
Galien, last report
I07, present I23;. including 5 elders, I priest, I
teacher, Maumee. last report 2r, present 23; including I priest. Marcellus,, last report IS, present I3; including I priest. Hopkins, 13, Diamondale, 18.
Lansing, 24,
Knox, I2.
The
president and secretary of the district were sustained in their respective offices.
On motion,
Bro. H. Rathbun jr. was ordained to the office of
priest in the Aaronic Priesthood by E. C. Briggs,
C. Scott and E L Kellev. On motion the chair
appointed Brn. K C. Brfggs, E. L. Kelley and C.
Scott to draft resolutions in memoriam ot Bishop
G. A. Blakeslee who departed this life September 2oth, 1890, Resolutions as follows: "That
on the· 2oth of September, r89o, our heavenly
Father in his wiodom called from our midst our
beloved brother George Alma Blakeslee, who for
the past thirty, one years had been a consistent
and devoted worker in the cause of Christ, for
which we all labor ahd wait.
The committee
further recurring to the life of our brother who
lived in our mid>t, feel thankful to our heavenly
Father who directeth the steps of the just, that
while we are called to sadly and deeply mourn
the loss, to us so great, the brother's record of
good works ever prominent were such as to commend him to all ,who knew him, as an amiable
and devoted husband, kind father, faithful laborer and supporter of the cause of Christ and a
most worthy eitizen of the county and state. We
therefore express to the conference our appreciation of his many eminent virtues and services
and commend the bereaved family and brethren
to the Master who is rich In• blessings, for that

r

conso).atlon only to be meted O.\Jt by:hi\}lself in
hours of affliction and trial. We also tender the
family with this expression of appreCiation of
the life work of our brother our mdst ·!.in cere
'sympathy and regard." Brn. E. C. Briggs, J. B.
Prettyman, K A. Blakeslee; J. B.. Watson, M. T.
Short, Wm. Lockerby, W . .J. Smith, C. Scott,
Robt. Alcott, Thos.Horton, H. Rathbun, J.D.
White, L. Scott, D. B. Teeters, Heman Goodenough were chosen delegates to the conference
of April, I89I, and certificates ordered to be issued to them. On motion the services of committee on Reunion were accepted and :committee
discharged. Comtriimication from Bro. Geo. F.
Weston asking advice as to his labors in the district was read and referred to missionary in
charge. Upon hearing of the death of Bro: Philip
Houseman, at Clear Lake, Indiana,· the conference passed the following in memoriam: "Whereas we have heard that one of our brethren (Bro.
Houseman) has been called hence during the dtting of conference, Therefore, be it Resolved,
that we e,xpress our sincere sympathy to the
family and Saints, in this hour of sadness; and
while we trust our Heavenly Father to reward
our brother who has endured unto the .end, we
regret the loss to our numbers here and the separation from our gatherings.
Trusting in the
providences special to all his children to be be-,
stowed upon the bereaved household." A vote
of thanks- was tendered to Galien Saints for hospitality extended to the conference.
Preaching
during conference by E. C. Brig~s. E. L. Kelley,
M. T. Short, L. Scott and J. B. Watson. The
authorities of the church were sustain~;d. One
child was blessed.
Conference adjourned to
Knox, Indiana, subject to the call of president.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference was held at Nebragka City, Nebraska, October 26th and 27th, J. W. Waldsmith
president, C. H. Porter secretary. Branches:
Blue River 145; 8 baptized. Nebraska City I36;
6 baptized. Palmyra 67; I baptized. Elders reports: J. Caffall, R. C. Elvin, J. W. Waldsmith,
R. M. Elvin (baptized 4). L. Anthony (baptized
I), J. Armstrong (baptized 4), E. T. Bryant (baptized 3), W. M. Self, C. H. Porter (baptized 6), G.
Redfield, J. Thompson. Priests: R. White, J.
B. Goldsmith. Brn. Birkstien, Buchanan and
M, Ervin, Bishop's Agents, report: Balance July
Ist $74 1 r, received and on hand during quarter
ending September 30th $189 6I; paid out $r39 os;
balance $so. 56. Resolved that J. B. Gould smith
be requested to hold regular stated meetings at
Brownville. Resolved that further consideration of the question of branch organization be
deferred until the January conference. Resolved that our next conference be held at
\Vilber, Nebraska, January I8th and 19th, I89r.
On motion the district officers were sustain·
ed. Preaching b.v C. H, Porter, W. M. Self and
R, M. Elvin. Adjourned.
MONTANA.
Conference conveneq at Reese Creek, November 29th, I89o, ro o'clock a.m. Meeting devoted
to prayer and testimony during which all enjoyed themselves. At 2 p m. met for business. Bro.
John Pritchard was chosen to act as chorister,
Sr. Mary Turner as organist, arid Bro. Frank
Moore as janitor. Gallatin branch reported number last report 53, present 54; including 5 elders,
4 priests, I teacher, 2 deacons; I baptized, 2 marriages.
Willow Creek and Deer Lodge not reported. Elders J. E. Reese (baptized I), J. Bamber, W. D. Kelley and Gomer Reese niported.
Priests D, R. Harris, Thos, Harris, John Pritchard and Martin Lundwall reported.
Deacon
Frank Moore reported. Bishop's agent reported:
Received since last report $40,00, on hand $4000.
Report-approved.
The spiritual authorities of
the church were sustained, also Elder R, J. Anthony as president of the Rocky Mountain mission, J. E .. Reese as Bishop's agent, Elder J. E.
Reese as president of district and Gomer Reese
as clerk of district and as missionary in Montana.
Pres. Joseph Smith was chosen to represent the
Montana district in the next annual conference
to be held at Kirtland, Ohio,
It was resolved
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that we instruct our delegate to request general
conference to send Elder J. R. Evans to Montana.
7 o'clock p.m. preaching by Jas. Bamber and W.
D. Kelley.
Sabbath morning, November 3oth,
10: 3o.a.m., preaching by Elder Gomer Reese.
At 2 P·!D: preaching by Elder J. E. Reese. At 7
p.m. the Lord's supper was partaken of; the
Saints. had a season of rejoicing. We are sorry
that the district was not better represented, for
those th,at ,did come felt greatly blessed and richly paid for coming. Adjourned to meet at Deer
Lodge the last Saturday and Sunday in May,
1891.

as over any other trust committed to us, or as
greater ones to others.
If the above rules were strictly and carefully
adhered to it would save much of both labor and
trouble over affairs that a little timely care would
entirely prevent.
In behalf of all District Secretaries, as well as
in my own, I submit the foregoing in brotherly
love.
H. A. STEBBINS,
General Church Sec'y and Recorder.

PASTORAL.
To the Brethren and Siste~s oj the Little Sioux
District:We have arrived near the close of another
year; yes, 1890 will soon be past and gone.
Since its commencement thousands of our felSUGGESTIONS TO BRANCH
lows have gone to try the realities of another
CLERKS.
world, and yet we are spared, and have abundI. Always have a small memorandum book
ant reasons to thank the God who made us and
and a lead pencil in your pocket, and then if anyupheld us to the present time, for the mercies
thing occurs in branch meetings or elsewher;;
and blessings which he has bestowed upon us,
that should be recorded you will be prepared to
the creatures of his .care.
write it down, not have· to trust to your own or
Beloved Saints, we have'whereof to congratuto some other person's memory.
late you, as we witness the grand progress of the
2. In making out branch reports endeavor to
work of God; also, in this district, the large incla>sify the items by themselves; as, for instance,
gathering of souls into the chnrch, accompanied
place all the new baptisms first on the repqrt; by the united exertions of many laborer"s of the
then put next those who have been received by
ministry, and of the brethren and sisters whoreCertificate of Baptism, (if any), and, third, the
side in the district who have given their tithes
and offerings in this glorious cause. .Let the
names of 111.1 who have united with the branch by
hearts of all the faithful be united, that the
Letter of Removal. Afterwards give the names
of thost: Removed by Letter, and. the deaths and
hands of the laborers be made. strong continual·
expulsions.
In many cases these various items
ly; and the purse strings of the more opulent be
are badly mixed Jpgether on reports, a:1d not in
unloosed from time to time, to supply the means
necessary for the building up of those noble
the order of their dates either. Names of those
principles that will bring forth fruits of rightebaptized, early in. the quarter or half·year are
sometimes placed after those baptized days,
ousness and peace. It may be said truly that the.
weeks, or month); later in the quarter, and interblessing of the Lord is with this people.
We
have peace without, and generally love within
spersed with n~mes of those received, removed,
expelled, and dted.
our borders more than at any former period; yet
3· It is not needful to give the full items of
the Saints must not suppose all is done, or that
those who are reported as removed, expelled, or
we can relax those exertions and the work go on.
It is a great work that God has required of his
dead, yet there are,. so many . of the same given
name, and so ofteri the initials are left out by the
people. It will require long al)d unwearied diliclerk, that it would be well to write the birth date
gence .to accomplish it; and redoubled ( ffort will
of each" one thus reported lost to the branch, so
be necessary to ultimate triumph.
All may atthat the District Clerk and General Church Retain to the same by faithfulness and obedience to
the laws of God.
corder may be certain as to the person thus removed, expelled, or died.
·
We praise our God for the liberalitrwhich,has
4· Always give the dates of death and expulbeen manifested the year that is about past.
sion and when the branch voted Letters to the
Many of you have. given what the law has reperson's' named, and the name of the branch to
quired of you; you have done it cheerfully and
which the Letters are to be presented, if to any
voluntarily; you ~hall have a great reward. The
in particular. And so also in recording and repromised blessings of heaven and earth are to be
porting those received please,give names of the
mul\iplied unto such. Those who have complied with the law in "spirit and in truth'' testify
branchea from which persons are received, as
well as the dates when they were received upon
that. they are blest; while there are those who
of their abundance- have built fine houses unto
those Letters.
themselves and who ride In fine carriages andre5· Be ,sure to record. all changes of name by
marriage, and put• the. same on the reports from
gale themselves with the good things of the land,
quarter to quarter. Often when this is neglected
and at the same time have left the Lord's work
the persons are. reported under other names than
untouched; or if touched at all, have touched it so
lightly as scarceiy to be seen.
·
the Church Record shows, and sometimes it is
much· trouble to ·trace. up who is int!=nded, when
Brethren and sisters, the Lord says: "Your
d'eaths;.expulsions, cir removals of such.· ·are rereward shall be according to your deeds." Come
ported, and the names are not found on either
with. your abundance to the help of the work of
Index or Record.
the Lord, or you will find in the end you have no
6. Be sure to spell all names correctlv, inquirpart or lot in this matter. Your gold and silver
ing also as to what the whole name is, first name
will become cankered; your garments moth·
and the.mi.ddle name, or initial.
Many ,people
eaten; and you will. perish in your own slothfulare called by their middlename, and then by and
ness, leaving none to mourn your absence. 'Ilhis
by some_ one reports .them by another name, - is not all, it will be in vain for us to build a
which, o.n correspondence being had, is fovnd to
church for the Son of Man to come. to, and leave
be really the first name, whereas they are recordthe cry of the widow, the fatherless and the poor
ed and: indexed, by the middle name only. This
unheard by us, ascending up to the orphan~s God
causes confusion, delay, loss of time, and someand the widow's.friend. It is vain to cry, "Lord!
times serious error.- Fathers and sons' and· Lord!" and do not the things our Lord hath commothers and_ daughters are. name,d exactly alike,
manded. The apostle James informs us that
or the first !)arne and the initial. Besides similar
"pur.e religion and undefiled before God is this,
names ar,e fqund all over the Church. ,Thirty·
to visit the fatherless and. widows in their a fRictwo by, the name of Mary- Smith are c>n record,
tion, and keep himself unspotted from the vices
twenty-eight as Mary Brown, and several Elizaof the world."
And it is but reasonable to
beths, Margar.ets, Davids, Johns and Williams of
believe: .that such as' these should .be .found
nearly .e.v,ery surname that is common ..
among' us as a. people; for the poor have the
gospel preached to them.
· ··
7· Wh~n writ,ten to by the DistdctSecreotary,
or ~en era] Req>rder,for information, be so kind
The cause of God is one common cause, in
as to apswer-as promptly as you mav be. able, not
which .all should be. alike interested. We are all
put it off as a disagreeable,task, unlil it is forgotmembe"rs ?f tpe one body, all pat:take of. the
ten and gl;1dlylqs~ sight of, The Lord requires
same Spint, all are baptized into the same
9ur stewardship 'o·ver this matter to be as faithful
baptism, and possess alike the same glorious'

845
hope. The advancement of the cause of God is
as much one man's business as another's. The
only difference is that one is called to fulfill one
duty and another another duty; but if one member suffers, all the members suffer with it; and if
one member is honored, all the rest rejoice with
it. The head cannot say to the foot we have no
need of thee; the eye to the ear, I have no need
of thee. Party feeling, exclusive design, separ.
ate interest, should be lost sight of in the one
common cause, in the interests of the whole.
The building up of the Church of God on earth
according to the revealed pattern in truth, is a
cause worthy of our best and noblest eftorts.
This has interested. the people of God in every
age. It is a theme upon which prophets, priests
and kings have dwelt with peculiar delight.
They looked forward with joyful anticipations to
the time in which we Jive; and, fired with
heavenly and joyful anticipations they sang and
wrote and prophesied of this our day; "but died
without the sight." Let us solemnly ask ourselves, are we the favored people that God has
made choice of to bring about the latter day
~~l

·Many of us will answer, yes. It is left for us
to see, participate in, help to roll forward the latter day work, the "dispensation of the fullness of
times," when God will gather together all things
in him that are in heaven, and on tarth, even in
one. \Vhen the Saints of God shall be gathered
in. one from everv nation and kindred and people
an•l tongue. When the Jews will.be gathtrtd
together into one. The wicked will also be gat h.
ered together as spoken of by the prophets. The
Spirit of God will dwell with his people and be
withdrawn from the rest of the nations; and all
things, whether in heaven or on earth, will be
one,. even in Christ. The heavenly powers will
unite with the earthly to bring about those great
purposes. And whilst we are thus united in the
one common cause to roll forth the kingdom of
God, the heavenly hosts wll'J not be idle spectators; the Spirit of God will descend from above,
it will dwell in our midst,· the blessings of Jesus
Christ, our captain and king will rest upon our
homes, our churches, and the... heralds of the
cross, and our names shall be handed down tofuture ages; and generations yet unborn will dwell
with delight upon the scenes that we have passed
through,. the untiring zeal that we have manifested; the insurmountable difficulties overcome
in laying the foundation of a work which brought
the glory and bles;,ings they will realize; a work
that God and angels have contemplated with delight in ages past; that fired the souls of ancient
prophets and apostles and >aints; a work destined
to bring about the destruction of the powers of
darkness, the restoration of all things, the glory
of God arid the salvation of the human family.
Yours in hope,
DAVID CHAMBERs, PERSlA, Ia.
NOTICE.
Scattered members of the Rock Island branch
desiring letters will report their whereabouts to
E E. Wheeler, Millenburg, Illinoi$; and letters
will be promptly issued to all reporting.
E E. WHEELER.
MARRIED.
WYMAN ~M vrtle Lizzie Wyman, born in Des
Moines, Iowa; February 28th, r886; passed away
after severe suffering ft om scarlet fever and diphtheria into the kingdom of heaven November
30th, 1890:
There hand in hahd firm linked at last,
And heart to hMrt enfolded all,
We'll emile upon the troubled paot
And wonder why we wept at all.

AMES-'-WooDWARD'---- At the beautiful residence of the bride and groom. at Jone!'port
Maine, Nnv, mber 29'h, 1tl9(), by Elder J C Foss',
brother John'N. Ames and •isttr Lizzie M Woodward.
Some fifty persons were present at the
C<'lebration. of these nuptials.
May God bless
Uncle John and Aunt Lizzie.
DoBBS.-,- EyANS,- At the residence of Mr.
George Evans at Fish Creek, MarshaH coun~y,
West Vir~i,nia, ];)y Elder James Brown, N.ovem·
ber6th, 189o; Mr. Clinton Dobbs and Miss Jennie
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Evans.
A goodly number of- relatives and
friends were gathered to witness the ceremony
and partake of the rich repast. All had a merry
time.
DIED.
CROWLEY.-At her residence in Indian River,
Maine, D,·cember 4th, 189:>, Cordelia H., wife of
Captain J. C. Crowley, aged 55 years, 2 months,
and 20 ,1ays. Our •ister joined the church of the
Messiah under G. J. Adams·, and after he failed
in his unauthorized move to the Holy Land, she
learned about the Reorganized Church, and
August 8th, 1873/she was baptized by her brother Benjamine Rogers, and fought the good fight
of faith to the last hour of her life. She followed her husband for thousands of miles over the
restless ocean, and was with him at the time they
were shipwreckell, an account of which we had
in the Herald and Autumn Leaves, She was one
of Zion's noblest daughters. She leaves a,husband and son and a large number of relatives and
friends to mourn the loss of a neighbor and friend.
Services in the Baptist church to a full house by
Elder J. C. Foss.
CoPELAND.- At Cameron, Victoria county,
Ontario, July 13th, 1890, sister Lavina Copeland.
She was born September 29th, 1862, and was
baptized and confirmed by Elder James A. McIntosh, March 25th, 1885. Sister Lavina was a
noble sister, and her short life was an example to
the world,
She was a faithful and true Saint.
She died strong in the faith. Her funeral sermon
was preached b) Elder James A. Mcintosh; text:
"There remaineth therefore a rest to the people
of God."-Heb. 4: 9·
•
Away from earth and Satan's snares,
Her faith sufficient tr1ed;
The ca•ket only lieth here,
The gem ,s in Pilradtse.

as it will be told by her bright young visitor in
The Ladtes Home :Journal, of Philadelphia, during
the coming year. This article will be on@ of the
series of "Unknown." Wives of Well-known
Men," which this excellent magazine will contain during 189r.
"Do 'you want your boy to grow up pure, honest, sober, industrious? Begin your work on hirri
at home, and keep at it. Good laws and good
schools can not take the place of the old fashioned family training. We can not afford to have a
lot of tobacco hearts and congested brains pushed into society and business circles. The great
problems and gigantic concerns of this age demand men who enjoy the largest measure of
physical and mental health. We must have them
at any cost. If they can not be produced under
the present system, let us go back in some degree to the common-sense simplicity of our fathers. It will not hurt the youngsters. It will be
their salvation in more ways than one."
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at "$r each, or six to any address
for $5· Send to the Herald Office at Lamoni,
Iowa, or J. ]. Cornish, Reed City, O>ceola
county, Michigan.
12"27-3m

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Re01ganized Church,
at their Publishing HouseJn

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., lOW'\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

RASMUSSON.~At

Forest City, Holt county,
Missouri, November 15th, 1890 of typhoid fever,
Albert, son of brother S. P. and sister Anna Rasmusson; born February 22 i, 1875; aged at death
15 years, 8 months and 23 days.
ATTENTION!
The Massachusetts District Sunday-school
Union will meet in the Saints' Chapel at Plainville, Massachusetts on Satmday evening, January wtr, 1891, at seven p.m. Come one, cqme
all! Let each school see to it that they have a
delegate to represent them. The ministry are
especially in vi ted.
GEORGE W. RoBLEY, Dist. Sup

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge .•.•..•.••••••••••. 3 5~
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ..••••.•. 3 ~~~
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ..•• , •..•••.••••••. 3 ~~~
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge .•••••••• 4 00
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .."•••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ....•••.•..... 2 50
The Harmony containa all the hymns in the Saints'
.Harp; also 1>42 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructiolllll on choir Q!ld anthem music
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......••..•••••• 1 110

MRS. GLASTONE'S KINDNESS.
A pretty American girl recently called upon
Mrs. Gladstone at her London home. She
carried a most favorable letter of introduction
'as a member of a well-known American family.
Her brightness and sparkle attrac•ed the wife of
the great English statesman, and for an entire af·
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
ternaon and evening she Jived in the Gladstone
dprinkled Sheep, or Library •• ' ............... 1 25
household. She confessed to Mrs. Gladstone
Imil;ation Morocco, ~5ilt edfl:eS ..••.•••.••• , ••• 1 60
that her visit had a purpose-that of writing an
article on the home-life of her hostess for an
VOICE OF WARNING.
American magazine.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
"But, my dear," said Mrs, Gladstone, "your
History of the Latter Day Work.
people are interested in Mr. Gladstone; they do
10 cts. each, per dozen ........ l 00
In
paper
covers,
not know me."
Limp muslin covers......................... 26
"That is just why J came," replied the girl, "in
order that Americans rna y learn a· little more of
JO~EPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
you."
HIS PROGI<JNITOR8.
At the tea-table, Mr. Gladstone joined with his
(By Lucy Smith.)
wife in entertaining the American girl, and few
.
Muslin
binding,
312
pages . • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • . . 70
were ever given a better opportunity of seeing
Leather "binding ............................ 1 00
the Gladstone home-life.
HESPERIS.
The quiet part which Mrs. Gladstone has played in the career of her famous husband is known
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
to only a f~w. While thousands of articles have
Fancy Muslin, 202 pag-es, gilt edges ........... 1 r;o
been written of Mr. Gladstone, none of an author"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
itative character have been printed of his wife.
In muslin, 26cts, ten or more, each • • • • • • .. • • • 20
Even her portrait is seldom seen in the English
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • . • • • • • • • 13
shops; rarely in the prints. She has a! ways felt
that public interests in her own country and
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
across the sea was centered in her husband, and
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
in order that his gr!'atness might stand out more
been said .h1 connection with the theory that it furstrikingly, she has each year further retired from
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
public vtew. A freshness will, therefore, attach
ground work and material from which to'Write the
Itself to the storr, "A Day with Mrs. Gladstone,"
Book of Mormon.

Prospectus of Autumn Leaves
FOR I89I.
IN o:rder to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for fram.
ing, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AUTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $1.50, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance, we will send the magazine
withottt the EngraV11tlf, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued:
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN.
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To ail actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of. the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed throu•gh many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are t0ld
they are), then we can say unres<>rvedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to. get the
first chapters will lose much. Sometime dtring
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personaily and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe In
time for their names to be on our list by February I$lh, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successful than in the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we ar·e endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

M.

wALKER,
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NEW BOOK.

SPIRITUAL GIFT~ AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,

---: The Independence Gazette :--·

OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,

BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,

BY

At Independence, Mo.
The enterprising publishers· of this paper >Ue <•ffering you
your chmce of one of the very fine•t views of the Temple
Lot at Independence, free with paper, if ~nhscripliou is
pald in advance. 'rwo uf these viewfl, ·whicb are ttxW iucluae a view of the new church at that vlacc. i:iend in
your money nnd g-t~t a good family paper fpr one year and
a fine view of the Temple Lot, both for $1.00

«PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
---THE--

Al]IOStatey, Ueformation and Restoration.
This work discusses t,he issues of theology that are to
the front to-day .. No Bible "tudent can afford to mie,e
reading It either as CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. lt COntainS
390 pages of closely written ·matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRIC_E OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions ot
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
MELCHISEDEK AND THE AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work largely treats of the subjects of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be bad by addressing
W:M. H. KELLEY, Temple P. 0., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TR.A. VELJNG .A. GENTS.

W" Money eent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley

ELDER M. H. BoND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of closely written aud
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy, reading.
A treatise i1pon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and exposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracle•, :Me•meric, Trance, MindReading, "'Ch,ristian ScienCe," "'Divine Healing'' or
uFaith Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2 25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

Published Weekly by

t"toBRRT WINNING.

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Uespom>ibility.
Lo&nB money on e.proved security. Six per cent !ntere•t
pe.ld on time deposit•. Real Estat~:;
honflht .,nd sold.

-.A-

SYMBOLOGICAL

H.

KELLEY.

"F 0 0 D
For Thought, or Sermons aud Essays by Jews and GentileE~,'' a book of 95 pag<>s in paper·Covf'rs. Price single
copy 25c; five copies $100; 1~ copies $2.00.
'
PATRIOT one year and book
•
$1.15.
"
six months and book
~
.70
This applies to renewals also. For full description see
last page HERALD for Nov. 22, 1890. Address,
LAMBER'r BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

CATECHISM

OR

•hould be drawn on Willoughby,' Ohio.

WM.

Pree't.

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.

BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For &ale by BRo. H. R. M l LLS,

Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,!

1 "J fHi'P~- <v nv-..;r'r. 1\.t n

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BINOING.

~

Any one who learns the merit of the above, will appreciate its valae, and I don't believe any one will he without
the m~dicine after a fair t'ial. This recipe can be filled
at any Drug store for about 35cts. 1 will send the rec1pe
to ~tny of the Samts for !Octs.
J. T JOHN SOC<,
20dec3t
Box 67, WINDoM, Kansas.

Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church" Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in'
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Hera·ld Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similarto the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail. $4·
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides .....•........ $1 50

NOTICE TO THE SAINTS.

HOUSE FOR SALE.

Published monthly for the

_As there are so many brothers and •isters want the
ptcture of our ileceasPd brother, E. C. Brand, I will be
huppy to supply all the Saints that want one or more
Cabinet •ize, 25cts each, or $2 50 per doz,·n and one extra
to those who get a ciuh of twelve or more. An 8x10 in
walnut frame, finely p(lliehed $2,00 each, sent post paid.
JAMES BAILLIE,
20dec4t
Box o:l ScnANTON,Osage county, Kan.

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an, acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, "nd water in the kitchen.
Addr<:'ss JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

A valuable recipe for

"Influenza, Coughs, Colds.," etc.

AUTUMN

Price per year

LEAVES,

01.50.
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